THE "PUREST BRANCH."

In reproducing the photograph of the "Purest Branch" so lovingly sent by the maid-servant of God, Sareena Khanum, to the friends in the Occident, the following extracts from the "Life and Teachings
of Abbas Efendi" (Abdu'l-Baha), by Myron H. Phelps, relating how the "Purest Branch" came to his death, will be of interest:

"We were imprisoned in the barracks, without any substantial change in our manner of life, for two years. During this time none of us left the prison. One evening towards the end of the second year, my younger brother came, as was his habit, to write for his Father. But as he was not very well, and as others of the family were also ill, the Blessed Perfection (Abdul-Baha) told him to go and come later. So he went up to the flat roof of the barracks, where we were accustomed to walk, and which was our only recourse for fresh air and exercise. He was walking up and down repeating Tablets and gazing at the sky, when he stumbled, lost his balance, and fell through the opening to which the ladder from below led up. The room into which he fell had a lofty ceiling; it was the living-room of the family. No one was in the room at the time, but hearing his cries, some of the family rushed in and found him in a heap on the floor with the blood pouring from his mouth.

"We took him up and laid him on his mat. He was perfectly conscious. Later the Blessed Perfection came and remained with him. The physician was sent for; he said that there was no hope.

"My brother lived for thirty hours. When he was about to pass away the Blessed Perfection said to him: 'What do you desire? Do you wish to live, or do you prefer to die? Tell me what you most wish for.' My brother replied: 'I don't care to live. I have but one wish. I want the believers to be admitted to see their Lord. If you will promise me this, it is all I ask.' The Blessed Perfection told him that it would be as he desired.

"The death of this youngest and favorite child—of a very gentle and sweet disposition—nearly broke his mother's heart. We feared for her reason. When the Blessed Perfection was told of the condition of his wife, he went to her and said: 'Your son has been taken by God that His people might be free. His life was the ransom, and you should rejoice that you had a son so dear to give to the Cause of God.' When our mother heard these words she seemed to rally, and after that she did not shed tear."
RECEPTION TO Dr. MOODY IN TEHERAN.

The following letter has recently been received from the maid-servants of God in Teheran, to the maid-servants in Washington, D. C., and other cities of the West, concerning a reception given in honor of Dr. Moody, in the house of the maid-servant, Fareesa Khanum:

HE IS GOD.

O ye sons and daughters of God! May our lives be a sacrifice to you! In this Day the maid-servants of Baha have gathered in this house this morning and are engaged in reading the Tablets and discussing spiritual matters with Dr. Moody. She presented to us the photograph of Mrs. Henrietta Clark Wagner, which was sent for Fareesa Khanum. It gave us great happiness and pleasure when we looked upon it. Those who were present in the meeting kissed it many times, and it was as though that spiritual sister was present among us. We read Tablets and conversed until lunch time, and after the lunch the girls of the Baha school chanted for us with a beautiful melody the Tablet of the Clarion. We missed all of you. Afterward this maid-servant of Baha and other maid-servants of the Cause of God, and some of the remnants of the martyrdoms of Yazd, served tea. After the tea Dr. Moody sang a holy commune. The meeting was overflowing with joy and fragrance, and this maid-servant read one of the Tablets of Abdul-Baha. About 4:30 p. m. the men began to come, and the grandson of the “Beloved of the Martyrs” of Isphahan was present and chanted for us a glorious Tablet with a sweet melody.

Some time ago I received a Tablet from his highness Abdul-Baha, commanding me to find some photographs of the Purest Branch, and forward them to American believers. As that photograph was very hard to find, it was obtained with great difficulty. I enclose 19 with the name and a short description. Please forward each to the particular person mentioned and acknowledge receipt. The circumstances connected with this photograph are these: That immediately after the arrival of Baha’ollah in Acre, the door of meeting was closed to all the beloved of God. His highness the Purest Branch, the brother of Abdul-Baha, begged martyr-
dom from the Blessed Perfection so that at the cost of the shedding of his blood the door of meeting might become open to the servants of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful. This supplication was accepted and the Purest Branch sacrificed his life, as it is known in history, the result of which was the opening of the gates of Acre to the believers.

We hope that the news of America will reach us often and that you will communicate with us regularly. * * *

Upon ye be Baha, and upon everyone who is firm and steadfast in the Cause.

(Signed) FAREEZA.

(This letter is signed by 106 women and 14 men believers.)

THE UNITY BAND.

The purpose of “The Unity Band” is to correspond with the Women’s Assemblies of the Orient. Each member follows in rotation with a monthly letter to one of the Assemblies. As there are twelve Assemblies and twelve members of the Unity Band, each Assembly is insured a monthly letter. The results of the last year’s work have been most gratifying to Abdul-Baha; and in a letter received by one of the members from Mirza Azholah Khan, of Teheran (to whom all letters are addressed), he assures her of the great joy and happiness these letters bring to these dear sisters of the East, and earnestly begs their continuance.

The revised list of our Unity Band, to begin March, 1910, is as follows:

TEHERAN—Mrs. Isabella D. Brittingham.
RESHT—Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke.
KAZVIN—Mrs. Ida A. Finch.
YAZD—Mrs. Henrietta C. Wagner.
TAHRIR—Mrs. Marie L. Botay.
KASHAN—Mrs. Harriet Latham.
KERMAN—Mrs. Louise R. Waite.
HAMADAN—Miss Elizabeth H. Stewart.
ZANJAN—Mrs. May B. Maxwell.
MASHAD—Mrs. M. Leslie O’Keefe.
ESPISHAN—Mrs. Claudia Stuart Coles.
SHIRAZ—Mrs. Emma V. Goodale.
A tablet by Baha'u'llah to the Persian Zoroastrian Bahais. Revealed in the purest old Persian language, without an Arabic word in it.*

IN THE NAME OF GOD THE PEERLESS!

Glory is due unto God, the Discoverer, who, through one shower of the ocean of His Generosity, expanded the firmament of existence, bejeweled it with the stars of knowledge and summoned the people to the most high court of perception and understanding!

This shower, which is the Primal Word of the Almighty, is sometimes called the Water of Life, for it quickens the dead souls in the desert of ignorance with the spring of intelligence. Sometimes it is called the First Emanation which appears from the Sun of Wisdom, and when it began to shine the first movement became manifest and known; then phenomena stepped into the arena of existence and those appearances were through the generosity of the Incomparable, the Wise One. He is the Knower, the Giver! He is sanctified and holy above every statement and attribute! The seen and the unseen fail to attain the measure of His understanding. The world of being and whatever has issued from it bears witness to this utterance.

Therefore, it has become known that the First Bestowal of the Almighty is the Word. The receiver and acceptor of it is the understanding. It is the First Instructor in the University of Existence and it is the Primal Emanation of God. Whatever has appeared is through the reflection of its Light and whatever is manifested is the appearance of its Wisdom. All the names originate in His Name and the beginnings and endings of all affairs are in His Hand.

Your letter came to this Captive of the world in this prison. It brought happiness and increased friendship; it renewed the remembrance of the former times. Thanks belong to the Possessor of the universe, who permitted us to meet in the land of Persia. We met, we conversed and we listened. It

*First time published.
is hoped that no forgetfulness shall follow that meeting, that the revolving of the wheel of time shall not take away its remembrance from the heart and that the plants of love shall grow out of that which is sown and become green, verdant and imperishable.

You have asked regarding the heavenly Books: The pulse of the universe is in the hand of the skilful Physician. He diagnoses the illness and wisely prescribes the remedy. Every day has its own secret and every tongue a melody. The illness of today has one cure and that of tomorrow another. Look ye upon this day; consider and discuss its needs. One sees that existence is afflicted with innumerable diseases compelling it to lie upon the bed of suffering. Men who are intoxicated with the wine of self-contemplation prevent the wise Physician from reaching it. Thus have they made themselves and the world to suffer. They know not the ailment nor recognize the cure. They take the wrong for the right, the crooked for the straight, the enemy for the friend.

Hearken ye to the melody of this Prisoner! Stand up and proclaim! Perchance those who are asleep may awaken! Say, O ye dead ones! The generous Hand of the Almighty is passing around the Water of Eternal Life. Hasten ye and drink! Whosoever becomes alive in this day shall never die, and whosoever dies in this day can never find Life.

Ye have written regarding the language: Both Persian and Arabic are good, for that which one desires to gain from language is to attain to the meanings of the speaker and this can be accomplished in both. As in this day the Sun of Wisdom has appeared and shone forth from the horizon of Persia, the more you respect this language the better it is.

O Friend! When the Primal Word appeared in these latter days, a number of the heavenly souls heard the Melody of the Beloved and hastened toward it, while others, finding that the deeds of some did not correspond with their words, were prevented from the Splendors of the Sun of Knowledge.

Say, O ye sons of earth! The Pure God proclaims that which in this glorious day shall purify von.
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from the stains of desire and enable you to attain to tranquility in My straight path and My manifest road. To be severed from attachment means to be separated from those things which occasion loss and lessen the grandeur of man. If the people of the world should attain to the Heavenly Utterances they would never be prevented from the Ocean of Divine Generosity.

The heaven of righteousness has no Star, and never shall have one, brighter than this. The first Utterance of the Wise One is this: O ye Sons of Earth! Turn from the night of foreignness to the shining of the Sun of Unity. This is that which shall benefit the people of the world more than aught else.

O Friend! The Tree of the Word has no better Blossom and the Ocean of Wisdom shall never have a brighter Pearl than this; O ye Sons of Intelligence! The thin eyelid prevents the eye from seeing the world and what is contained therein. Then think of the result when the curtain of greed covers the sight of the heart.

Say, O People! The darkness of greed and envy obscures the light of the soul as the cloud prevents the penetration of the sun's rays. Should one listen with the ear of intelligence to this Utterance, he shall spread the wings of freedom and soar with great joy toward the heaven of understanding.

When the world was environed with darkness, the Bead of Generosity was set in motion and Divine Illumination appeared so that the deeds were disclosed. This is the same illumination which is promised in the heavenly books. Should the Almighty desire the hearts of the people of the world, He will purify and sanctify them with the power of the Word, and will pour forth the Light of the Sun of Unity upon the souls to regenerate the world.

O People! The word must be demonstrated by the deed, for the righteous witness of the Word is action. The former without the latter shall not allay the thirst of the needy nor open the doors of sight to the blind.

The Heavenly Wise One proclaims: A harsh word is like a sword, but gentle speech is like unto milk. The children of the world attain to knowledge and better themselves through this. The Tongue of Wisdom says: Whosoever possesses Me
not, has nothing. Pass by whatever exists in this world and find Me. I am the Sun of Perception and the Ocean of Science. I revive the withered ones and quicken the dead. I am that Light which illuminates the path of Insight. I am the Falcon of the Hand of the Almighty; I bear healing in My wings and teach the knowledge of soaring to the Heaven of Truth.

The Peerless Beloved says: The way of freedom is opened! Hasten ye! The Fountain of Knowledge is gushing! Drink ye! Say, O Friends! The Tabernacle of Oneness is raised; look not upon each other with the eye of strangeness. Ye are all the fruits of one tree and the leaves of one branch. Truly, I say, whatever lessens ignorance and increases knowledge, that has been, is and shall be accepted by the Creator.

Say, O People! Walk ye under the shade of the Tree of Righteousness; enter ye under the protection of the Tent of Unity. Say, O thou Possessor of Sight! The past is the mirror of the future; look and perceive. Perchance, after the acquirement of knowledge, ye may know the Friend and attain to His good pleasure. Today the best fruit of the Tree of Science and Knowledge is that which benefits mankind and improves his condition.

Say! the tongue is the witness of My Truth; do not pollute it with untruthfulness. The spirit is the treasury of My Mystery; do not deliver it into the hand of greed. It is hoped that in this Dawn the universe shall become illuminated with the rays of the sun of understanding and knowledge, so that we may attain to the good pleasure of the Beloved and drink from the Ocean of Divine Recognition.

O Friend! As there were few ears to hear, so for some time the Pen has been silent in its own chamber and to such a degree that silence has preceded utterance. Say, O People! Words are revealed according to capacity, so that the beginners may make progress. The milk must be given according to the measure, so that the babe of the world may enter into the realm of grandeur and be established in the Court of Unity.

O Friend! We have seen the pure ground and cast the seed of knowledge. Now it depends upon the rays of the sun whether it burns up or is caused to grow. Say, today, through the greatness
of the Peerless, Wise One, the Sun of Knowledge has appeared from behind the covering of the Spirit and all the birds of the meadow of oneness are intoxicated with the wine of Understanding and are commemorating the Name of the Beloved. Happy is the one who finds this and becomes immortal.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Chicago, Ill., Sept. 8, 1909.)

CONVENTION PROGRAM.

A joint meeting of the House of Spirituality and the local Temple Committee was held at the home of Mrs. Corinne True, 6338 Kenmore avenue, on Tuesday evening, March 8th, to discuss plans for the convention to be held in Chicago during the Feast of Rizwan. Several committees were appointed and the following programme arranged:

April 23rd, Saturday evening, Unity Feast.

April 24th, Sunday, 10 a.m., meeting in Corinthian Hall, Masonic Temple.

April 24th, Sunday afternoon, friends and delegates will visit the Temple grounds.

April 25th, Monday, 10 a.m., Corinthian Hall, convention called to order.

April 26th, Tuesday, 10 a.m., Corinthian Hall, convention continued.

April 26th, Tuesday evening, Drill Hall, Masonic Temple, public meeting.

PERSIA.

In a letter from the Bahai Assembly at Mashad, Persia, dated October 18, 1909, is the following: “The latest news which has happened in these parts, is that two villages in the Province of Khorassan, called Hassal’ and Namag, five sanctified souls were martyred, and four of our spiritual sisters were assaulted and wounded, and they have cut off the ears of one the believers; while other Bahais have been the subjects of persecution, village, etc.”
ALLAHOU’ABHA!

The need for a Bahai News Service is apparent to those who are in touch with the progress of the Bahai Movement throughout the Occident. To meet this need this humble publication has stepped forth from non-existence into the court of existence. Whether it shall remain and grow into a distinct department of service in this Glorious Day, we cannot foretell, knowing that “God doeth whatsoever He willeth.” It is the purpose of those undertaking the initial step to do all within their power to make it a success, but the co-operation of all is
needed that this Service may extend unto all. In a word: It is your Service and needs your assistance.

It is our hope that the Bahai News may appear every 19 days, but if the subscriptions received do not warrant the expense of so doing by covering the cost of printing and postage, it will appear less frequently during the year, according to the means at hand.

We trust the Bahai News will be a messenger of peace, in accord with the spirit of the Cause it hopes to serve. To this end its editors respectfully request that contributors of news endeavor to follow the Biblical injunction "to be wise as serpents and harmless as doves."

The next issue of the Bahai News will be sent out in envelopes bearing only this inscription: "If not delivered, return to P. O. Box 283, Chicago, Ill., U. S. A." Any particular mailing instructions to be pursued in special cases should be clearly stated and will be followed faithfully. Subscribers will please read general information outlined in editorial heading, noting that all copies to the Orient will be mailed as first-class matter.

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR.

Through Mirza Ahmad Schrak, to the members of the Spiritual Assembly and the maid-servants of the Assembly of Teaching. Upon them be BAHAI-O'LLAH-EL-ABHA! HE IS GOD.

O ye friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful!

If it is your intention to have the general Convention in Chicago on the day of Naurooz, so that delegates might be sent there from everywhere to deliberate and discuss matters pertaining to the Mashrak-el-Azkar, to proclaim the oneness of the Kingdom of humanity, to explain the Divine Teachings and to elucidate and expound the Exhortations of the Blessed Perfection—it is better to open this Convention during the Feast of Rizwan; for the Feast of Rizwan is greater and more important and the temperature at that time mild and balmy.
Therefore, proclaim ye to all parts that all the delegates and friends gather in Chicago during that blessed day.

Upon ye be Baha-el-Abb!  
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Feb. 24, 1910, Washington, D. C.)

In conformity with the above Tablet from Abdul-Baha, the Temple Convention is postponed from March 21st to April 23rd-26th, inclusive, and the Chicago Assembly invites the delegates and friends to celebrate the Feast of Rizwan with them Saturday evening, April 23rd.

Since the Treasurer’s report was published in the Bahai Temple Unity’s printed report, the remaining four notes from Eastern contributions, then in bank for collection, have matured making the total Eastern contribution $6,312.08.

Also contributions received from America to March 7th, 1910, $7,011.60.

Another contribution from the East of 90£ and 12 shillings was received the middle of February, and is in the bank for collection. Also $10.40 in March was received from Constantinople.

The sum of $2,639.94 has been received since January 10th, in all.

The following sums paid out:
February 10, Secretary’s supplies ........... $ 20.00
Printing Reports .......................... 21.00
Taxes on land, 1909-10 .................. 496.70

$477.70

Cash on hand March 7th, 1910, $4,532.35.

PERSIAN-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY.

Our beloved translator, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, is just now busily engaged in disseminating data concerning the Persian-American Educational Society. The responses to the call for this work, while slow, are encouraging. The believers are urged to identify themselves with the work, and to assist in the formation of local circles. While not known directly as a Bahai work, for the sake of greater efficiency in Persia, this is a practical demonstration of the
spirit of the teachings, and has the approval of Abdul-Baha. The headquarters of the Society is 1809 Belmont Road, Washington, D. C.

Regarding the launching of this worthy Society, the following extract from a letter written by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab to Mr. Sidney Sprague, Teheran, Persia, will be of interest:

"... Having attended to all preliminary details and being financially strengthened by Mrs. Barney's generous donation, we took the next step of printing cards, inviting the friends and public for the evening of January 8th, to come and listen to the reading of the Statement, Constitution and By-Laws prepared by the committee. Then we arranged and printed a beautiful program interspersed with addresses, songs, piano solos, recitations, etc.

"The night, fortunately, was clear and as blue as the Persian turquoise and the many millions of stars were shining in your canopy of God and the atmosphere was permeated with conviction in the success of our educational cause. Nearly 350 splendid men and women assembled in the great big studio; the recently appointed American Minister to Persia, Mr. Charles Russell, with his daughter, was there; the Representative of Persia was present, and reporters from all the Washington papers were also there. The exercises began at 8:30 and ended at 11:30. The Statement, Constitution and By-Laws were read and officially adopted, and the officers elected by a unanimous vote. The whole gathering of friends and visitors responded nobly to the spirit of the movement and the music, the songs, the address, and Mr. Hannen's poetry made the people very happy and caused us to realize a little the importance of that memorable and never-to-be-forgotten night."

"Next afternoon I gave a reception in honor of the newly elected officers in the offices of the Society and many people came. Many kinds of Persian refreshments were served."

"A few days later Mrs. Barney gave a reception in her magnificent studio on behalf of the officers of P. A. E. S., in honor of Mr. Russell, the American Minister to Persia, and invited about 150 society people to meet him. It was a brilliant affair."
BOSTON.

Boston Assembly meetings, Sunday mornings, at 11 o'clock, in Beckton Hall, 200 Huntington avenue.

Miss Fannie Knobloch, of the Washington, D. C., Assembly, spoke at the meeting of February 27th, and gave an account of her visit to Abdul-Baha. There were 32 at the meeting and all came nearer to Acre and to Abdul-Baha through the spiritual words of this maid-servant of God. In the evening a Feast was held in Salem at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John S. Crowley about fifteen miles from Boston. From 30 to 35 were present, many being friends who had heard the Message. Miss Knobloch told us of the Feast in Acre at which she was present with Mrs. Finch and Miss Alma Knobloch. The spirit and power of Abdul-Baha were with us, binding our hearts to His heart.

Feasts were held at the homes of the believers each night from February 26 to March 2, inclusive. Miss Marie du Bédat, of New York, is in Boston for a few weeks and is in attendance at the meetings.

An article entitled "A New Economic Movement and Young Persia," which takes up the application of the laws of BAHA'O'LLAH, in so far as they have been revealed, to the social and economic life of Persia, was published in Boston in the Twentieth Century Magazine, February number.

Harlan F. Ober.

BUFFALO.

The Buffalo Assembly holds meetings every Sunday and Thursday evening at 494 Elwood avenue. An informal study class is forming at 395 Ellicott Square on Friday evenings.

CHICAGO.

The Chicago Assembly is fortunate in having such an able student and lecturer in Mr. Henry Clayton Thompson, to address its regular Sunday morning meetings at Corinthian Hall, Masonic Temple. Many seekers are being attracted, and the effect of his work will be far-reaching.

The Vaheed Choral Society has resumed its rehearsals and is working upon the programme music for the coming Unity Temple Convention to be held
in Chicago, April 24th. On Wednesday evening, February 16th, a concert was given under the auspices of the Society and a goodly sum was realized for the benefit of the Bahai Temple Fund. An excellent programme was given by artists of note and their generous services were deeply appreciated.

The Librarian of the H. of S. reports having received copies of fourteen Tablets for preservation in its archives during the past month.

The Woman’s Assembly of Teaching held its regular 19-day Tea on March 4th, at the home of the Chairman of Organization, Mrs. Louise R. Waite, 5217 Winthrop avenue. A programme was prepared bearing upon the subject of “Prayer and Fasting” its outward and inward significance. The work of the Assembly is spreading and interesting reports have been received of faithful service rendered. Printed by-laws, adopted by the Chicago Woman’s Assembly of Teaching, are being sent out, not as a standard of adoption, but rather that other Assemblies might be cognizant of the laws and rules regulating its Assembly, also the form of annual election. Since organization, this Assembly has found greater harmony and results in individual labor, and perfect system and order in its work, and these by-laws are sent out merely as a suggestion which others might desire to adopt.

CINCINNATI.

The Bahai work in Cincinnati has been very active this past winter and the Revelation has been presented to many. Two regular meetings are held each week: Wednesday evening, 8 o’clock, at room 514 Odd Fellows Temple, for teaching and investigation; and spiritual meeting, Sunday, 3 o’clock, at 2226 St. James avenue.

DENVER.

Our four weekly gatherings are showing the fruits of Oneness in the lives of the seekers after the knowledge of the Revelation, and our ranks are being substantially strengthened through the acquisition of tested, sincere believers.

Mrs. A. M. Resmiat
HONOLULU.

Mr. Charles Mason Remey and Mr. Howard C. Struven, who are taking a trip around the world, found a very warm welcome awaiting them when they reached Honolulu and spent three weeks with the Bahai friends there. On the day of their arrival forty-one persons gathered at the home of one of the friends to hear them speak on the subject of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah, and during the three weeks they gave the Message in eight homes, in addition to a public meeting at the Young Hotel, where about eighty persons were present and that was followed by a meeting at the Art League to those interested. We quote from a letter written by one of our Bahai sisters in Honolulu: "Mr. Remey and Mr. Struven were entertained, during their visit, in the best of our homes, and many words of praise of them were spoken. The whole atmosphere seemed to breathe peace and joy and love. God has truly been with them and we have been greatly blessed."

KENOSHA.

The Kenosha Assembly has its own hall and all functions of the Assembly are carried on in this central place of meeting.

A Sunday school for children is held preceding the regular weekly service of the Assembly. On Tuesday evening the Board of Council meets to act upon all matters brought before that body; and on Thursday evening a class is held for the study of the Book of Ighlan.

The industrial school for girls, which meets on Saturday afternoon, has now 125 enrolled, taxing the capacity of the hall. This school has been in operation three years and is the most successful of its kind in Kenosha.

We are glad to hear from the friends, and communications sent to the secretary, Mr. Fountain Nichols, 314 Valentine street, will be brought to the attention of all.

LOS ANGELES.

There is little of news from Los Angeles. The hearts of the believers are warm and joyful in the Faith. Several of the friends are "old timers," those who learned and loved the Bahai Revelation in the
“early days” in Chicago. Through all change and stress their faith has never been shaken, their love never waxed. There is a strength, a certainty, an authority, an assurance in the Bahai Word, which gives satisfaction. It is exalted above all other teachings to such a degree that, when once really tasted, there is no appetite for any other thing.

Weekly group meetings are held in Los Angeles, Pasadena and Tropico, at the homes, respectively, of Mrs. Phillips, Miss Haanmond, and Mr. and Mrs. Winterburn. A general public meeting is held once a month in a hall in the city, to which the friends gather from their several localities within a radius of twenty miles. Los Angeles is in the same latitude as Acre, and we turn our hearts and faces directly to the East, to the Center of the Covenant, the shining Orb of guidance. Thus East and West are united in love and praise, communion and service.

**Thabbet.**

**NEW YORK CITY.**

The annual election of the Board of Council recently took place. Those elected to serve for the ensuing year were: Messrs. Mills, Kinney, Brittingham, Wilhelm, (Wm.) Dodge, Baker, Marshall, Woodcock and Mirza Raffe.

A Woman's Board, to serve in conjunction with the Men's Board, was elected at the same time. The members are: Mesdames Rahn, Magee, Ford, Beede, (A. P.) Dodge, Brittingham; Misses Phillips, Boylan and Bingham.

Delegates and alternates to attend the Mashrakel-Azkar Unity Convention in Chicago, April 23-26, 1910, are Mr. Mountfort Mills, Mr. Percy Woodcock; Miss Annie T. Boylan, Mrs. Mary H. Ford.

Weekly Bahai meetings held on Sunday mornings in Genealogical Hall, 226 West 58th street, and on Sunday evenings in the studio of Mr. Edward B. Kinney, 257 West 86th street, are growing in spiritual beauty and in the size of their audiences. Other homes and studios through the week are also holding group meetings.

The “Woman's Unity” for teaching has nearly sixty members enrolled and is increasing in its activities.
The Mashrak-ul-Azkar, surrounding which are His wondrous promises, is ever upon our hearts.

Isabella D. Brittingham.

Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, on a recent business trip, visited Assemblies in Ohio, Pennsylvania and Washington, D. C.

Mr. Ralph A. Osborne, of Brooklyn, recently visited the Chicago Assembly on his way to Minneapolis.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

The Bahai Assembly of Washington, D. C., holds its meetings on Friday evenings at 8 o'clock, at the Gareissnen Studio, 1219 Connecticut avenue, N. W. This Studio, which has been our headquarters since December 1, 1909, is well located and commodious, having a seating capacity of about 200. The weekly meetings are well attended, and interest is growing constantly. In addition to the Friday meetings, there is a Sunday school, with classes for children and an adult department, which meets at 11:15 Sunday mornings, for the study of bible prophecies and of the Ishrakat, Tarrazat, Tajalleiyat and Tablet of Paradise. The Unity Feasts are observed on the appointed dates, generally at the Studio, the rental of which covers all of these meetings. These latter gatherings have proven to be most helpful in the spread of the Teachings, through the spirit of love and unity which is noticeable there and attracts the seekers as seemingly nothing else can.

We are fortunate in having splendid music at many of our meetings, through the courtesy of Mr. Arthur D. Mayo, who is musical director in one of our largest churches, and who frequently brings his soloists and other singers of reputation, all of whom are attracted to the Cause and gladly give their services, in the majority of instances asking for the privilege of coming again and again.

On the evening of March 6th, an important gathering assembled at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Hannen, representing the joining in one meeting of the white and the colored Bahais' and friends of this city. Considerable work is being done among the latter, and a regular weekly meeting is held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Dyer, 1937 13th street, N. W., on Wednesdays. In February of last year, Abdul-Baha commanded that to prove the validity
of our Teachings and as a means of removing existing prejudices between the races, a Spiritual Assembly or meeting be held, preferably at the home of one of the white Bahais, in which both races should join. This is the first meeting of that character, and is to be repeated monthly. There were present about 35 persons, one-third of whom were colored, and nearly all believers. It is also planned that every fourth Unity Feast, beginning April 9, should be held in such manner that both races can join. This is a radical step in this section of the country, and is in reality making history.

Madame Jackson, of Paris, is visiting in Washington for a few weeks, and has been welcomed at several recent meetings.

It has been our pleasure to hear Messrs. MacNutt and Harris during the year, and on Friday, March 11, Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, of New York, was with us. These visits from our eloquent teachers and workers, including the joy of meeting Miss Juliet Thompson earlier in the season, have been rare occasions of spiritual uplift.

Dr. Getsinger is now in Worcester, Mass. Mrs. Getsinger, who has completed another visit to Acca, is expected to return about the 10th of March. Dr. Fareed is returning with her.

The Bahai Hospice is at 214 B street, S. E., where Mr. W. P. Ripley dispenses hospitality to the visiting friends. All intending visitors to this city should bear this fact in mind.

Jos. H. Hansen.

A letter was received March 9th by Mrs. Corinne True of Chicago, from Mr. C. M. Remey, dated Rangoon, Burma, February 7, 1910, in which he said: “Since being here in Rangoon we have scarcely had time in which to sleep, so numerous have been our callers, the Truth seekers.” Also he said if they had no delays they would probably be in Port Said, Egypt, April 1st, and from there go to Acca.

Mr. Edwin Woodecock, of Moline, Ill., is spending the month in Cuba.
The Mysterious Forces of Civilization

A new book of Bahai teaching printed in London, England, copies of which may now be had of Bahai Publishing Society, Chicago.

*The publishers' advertisement of the book is as follows:*

This very remarkable book was written some thirty years ago by Abdul-Baha, the present revered Bahai leader, and there is little doubt that it was no insignificant factor in preparing his compatriots for the present constitutional regime.

It contains an exposition of his philosophy, indispensable to every serious student of the Bahai movement.

The translation is the work of Mr. Johanna Dawud, who has endeavored to convey to the reader, not only the deep spiritual significance of the master's teaching, but to retain, as nearly as the difference of idiom allows, the wealth of Oriental imagery and metaphor which forms so striking a feature of the original.

Bound in Cloth, postpaid, $1.00

BAHAI PUBLISHING SOCIETY
P. O. Box 283
CHICAGO, ILL.
THE OUTLOOK IN JAPAN.

Extract from a letter written by Mr. Charles Mason Remey, dated on board N. L. S. S. Bilo, between Shanghai and Singapore, Jan. 14, 1910, to the House of Spirituality, Chicago, Ill.:

In Japan the spiritual field of work is ready for the laborers. The Japanese need religion and, unlike most people, they realize this need and are searching. In Japan there is no antagonism—none whatever. Even the Buddhist priests hail with joy the coming of another Messenger of Peace. They are all awaiting the coming of the Message. The Japanese, like the Bahais, accept the Christ Spirit but not the creed and dogmatism of the churches. The people who can be reached in Japan are not uneducated, but the first men of the country. With us in the West it is the people of small importance in the world's eye who are seeking Truth, whereas in Japan the nobility and the chief thinkers of the country are considering the spiritual question, for it has been clearly proved in Japan that man cannot live by ethics alone. Thousands of Bahai teachers are needed in Japan! Only yesterday I was reading the life of Saint Francois Xavier, the first Christian missionary to Japan, and of his trials and hardships and of the great fruits of his work, and with all my soul I prayed that God would now raise up Bahais to go to that same country and proclaim the Kingdom established! Cannot you, as a body, take some action in this matter and make the way for several Bahais to go to the field of work in Japan? * * * A willing American would have no difficulty in making a good living in China or Japan, and I trust that soon some of our Bahais may come out as teachers. Whoever comes in this Cause must be well prepared so far as teaching is concerned;
should be a person or persons of education and culture, for they will be obliged to work amongst people of much culture and wisdom. In both China and Japan the upper classes must first be reached. When a few of these are reached, the mass of the people will come with but little effort.

LETTER FROM MR. REMEY.

RANGOON, BURMAH, February 4, 1910.

To the Bahai Assembly of Washington, D. C., U. S. A.

DEAR BAHAI FRIENDS:—Since writing you last from Honolulu, our Bahai brother, Howard Struven, and I, have attained to this point on our line of travel, having visited Japan, and some of the Chinese ports, as well as Singapore, on our way here to Rangoon.

We arrived here about ten days ago; the intervening time has sped past very quickly. Being quartered in the Mashrak-el-Azkar, we are receiving believers and truth-seekers from a very early to a very late hour. Many are coming to inquire about the Teachings, Christians, Jews, Zoroastrians, Moslems, Buddhists and Brahmans or Hindoos. We find that the general knowledge which we had of these latter-mentioned religions is very scanty, so we have been studying and preparing ourselves to meet the questions of the people of these divers creeds. This to the Bahai is not so difficult a task as one might at first imagine, as in their purity each of these religions of the world was of divine origin, so now that the Bahais have the spiritual understanding or key to all religions, they are all explained from one spiritual standpoint. The one spiritual explanation satisfies the seeking soul from whatever religion he may come. Thus do we see the power and the spiritual potency of the Truth.

In Japan we spent six days with Prof. M. Barakatullah, in Tokyo, where he had gathered quite a group of truth-seekers from both the foreigners living in Tokyo as well as from the Japanese people. Enclosed I send you a copy of a notice in Japanese which was circulated, inviting people to a large Bahai Meeting held in the Y. M. C. A. Auditorium in Tokyo. We had a well-attended
meeting, which immediately placed us in touch
with a great many people. Other meetings were
held and we met many personally, so that the time
in Tokyo passed rapidly. After visiting Yokoh­
oma, Kobe, Kyato and Nagasaki, we passed over
into China, where in Shanghai we met with a most
devoted Bahai brother from Persia who lives there,
Mirza Abdul Badhi—Mirza Ahmad knows him.
Though our visit in Shanghai was not long, we
met several people who were deeply in sympathy
with our work. We could have remained there
indefinitely and had plenty of work to do in the
Cause, but we felt that we should be pressing on
here where the call is more urgent, and besides we
wish to complete our tour of India before the ex­
cessive heat sets in, for during the cool weather
now on we have the best opportunity to meet
people.

Of the work here in Burmah I will write later
on in a general letter. Now I will make a brief
mention of the work in Japan. There the field is
ready, and what is most encouraging is that the
thinkers and leaders of Japan realize this. Many
are looking about for a religion suited to the needs
of the Japanese people. Now is, I feel, the time for
the Bahais to direct their energies toward Japan.

American Bahais are needed in Japan. If all of
the people will carry this in their minds, someone
may hear and respond to this call from the far
East. Teachers are needed also in China, partic­
ularly in Shanghai, for there the Cause is some­
what known, and a good beginning could easily
be accomplished.

In these Eastern countries there are excellent
business opportunities open to young men. Several
energetic young Bahai brothers from America
could do a great work in Japan, China or here,
and at the same time be establishing themselves
and doing well in business.

I trust the time may soon come when Bahai
workers from the West may come to these fields,
for their services are needed.

Please extend our Bahai greeting from both to
all. The friends here join us.

Yours in His Holy Cause,

Charles Mason Remey.
THE CONVENTION.

PROGRAM.

April 23rd, Saturday evening, Unity Feast.
April 24th, Sunday, 10 a. m., meeting in Corinthian Hall, Masonic Temple.
April 24th, Sunday afternoon, friends and delegates will visit the Temple grounds.
April 25th, Monday, 10 a. m., Corinthian Hall, convention called to order.
April 26th, Tuesday, 10 a. m., Corinthian Hall, convention continued.
April 26th, Tuesday evening, Drill Hall, Masonic Temple, public meeting.

DELEGATES.

Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen, Kenosha, Wis.
Mr. Magnus Paulson, Racine, Wis.
Mr. Russell L. Brooker, Akron, Ohio.
Mr. John Deremo, Fruitport, Mich.
Mr. William Hoar, Fanwood, N. J.
Mr. John A. Finch, Seattle, Wash.
Mr. Albert H. Hall, Minneapolis, Minn.
Mr. Charles Hargis, Genoa Jc., Wis.
Mr. Byron S. Lane, Bangor, Mich.
Miss Margaret Thompson, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Miss Ella C. Quant, Johnston Navy-Yard and vicinity.
Miss Lella Sheuy, Oakland, Cal.
Miss Florence Clapp, Baltimore, Md. (Probably).
Mrs. A. M. Bryant, Denver, Colo.
Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton, Cincinnati, O.
Mrs. Ernest Kelley, Urbana, Ill.
Mrs. Charles L. Lincoln, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mrs. Charlotte Morton, Milwaukee, Wis.
Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago, Ill.
Mr. Arthur S. Agnew, Chicago, Ill.
Mr. Mountford Mills, New York City, N. Y.
Miss Annie T. Boylan, New York City, N. Y.
Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm (Alternate), Ithaca, N. Y.
Mrs. Isabella D. Brittingham (Alternate), Philadelphia, Pa.
Washington, D. C.; Boston, Mass.; Portland, Oregon; Muskegon, Mich.; Los Angeles, Cal.; Sandusky, Ohio; not yet reported.

Bernard M. Jacobsen.
Since last issue the friends from many parts have remembered the Mashrak-el-Azkar. One gift of special importance is a contribution from the friends of Paris, France, because it comes to us from them at a time when they have passed through dire calamities—the great flood.

The contribution from the Honolulu Assembly comes with such a sparkle that we must quote from Mrs. Coombs' letter, as their secretary: "Hoping that all offerings are sent with as much love and as willing hearts as ours."

The financial secretary is most happy to report that over sixty towns or cities of America are contributing to the great Mashrak-el-Azkar work.

The following countries have sent contributions since last Convention: Canada, Mexico, England, France, Germany, Turkey in Europe, Russia, Persia, India, Syria and Egypt.

Abdul-Baha said to Mr. Mountfort Mills of New York City, that he was most pleased and satisfied with last year's Convention and assured us that the future would see many more, constantly increasing in attendance and bringing together representatives from all parts of the world. He said that these gatherings would be to the spiritual body of the world what the inrush of the spirit is to the physical body of man, quickening it to its utmost parts and infusing a new light and power.

BOSTON.

The meetings continue to draw more and more seekers for the Truth, and all remark the growing firmness and steadfastness of the Assembly and its power of attraction. It is our joy to be able to reach greater and greater numbers with the news of the glad tidings.

Since Nov. 7, all the regular meetings have been held in Beckton Hall—and from the beginning there has been a small but steady increase in numbers. Every Sunday from one to five seekers come and receive the Message—some at the request of Bahais—others through the notices of meetings placed in three of the newspapers. Every meeting
is adding to the unity, strength, steadfastness and love of the believers and to the attractive power of the Assembly. We are striving to realize the wonderful gifts and promises of Abdul-Baha.

At a recent meeting of the Boston Assembly the following members were elected to the Board: Messrs. Ober and Osburg; Mesdames Breed, Campbell, Goddard, Hoes and Sprague; Misses Culver and Robarts.

The Naurooz Feast held at the hall March 21st was attended by twenty-seven people. The spirit was strong and it was a cause of joy and confirmation for all.

Harlan F. Ober.

BUFFALO.

The Buffalo Assembly holds meetings every Sunday and Thursday evening at 494 Elwood avenue.

CHICAGO.

The preparations for the coming convention are now being crystalized, and visiting friends may be assured of a hearty welcome.

Miss Florence Clapp, formerly of Leominster, Mass., has moved to Chicago and is one with the Assembly.

The Unity Feast of April 9th will be held at the home of Mrs. Corinne True.

Mrs. Aline Devin of Eliot, Maine, visited us several Sundays in March.

Miss Levy, of New York City, was with us April 3d.

The 19-day Tea of the Woman's Assembly of Teaching, was held on March 23rd at the home of Mrs. George Lesch, the subject for the day being the Feast of Naurooz or Bahai New Year. Among those present from out of town were Mrs. Henry L. Goodale, and Mrs. Peckman, both of Kenosha.

The Feast of Naurooz was celebrated at the home of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Foster, 3502 Lake Ave., on the evening of March 21st. After a spiritual feast, refreshments were served and the friends met socially.
An informal organization has been effected of the Bahai Assembly of Los Angeles, including believers in the city of Los Angeles, Tropic, Glendale, Long Beach, Santa Monica, Ocean Park and Pasadena. The Executive Board is comprised of five members: Mr. Charles F. Haney, Mr. Thornton Chase, Mrs. Henrietta Clark Wagner, Mrs. Nellie Phillips and Mrs. Rosa V. Winterburn—with the writer, Mr. F. B. Beckett, as Secretary. In the future, to assure prompt receipt, all communications to this Assembly, as well as all matter for distribution among the believers in this part of the country, should be addressed to the Secretary, 429 Citizens National Bank Building, Los Angeles, California.

The Los Angeles Bahai Assembly was organized with thirty believers, who signify their belief in writing. There are as many more who are in fact believers in the Revelation of Baha'u'llah but who do not wish yet to connect themselves definitely with any organization, no matter how informal it may be, beside a large number of people who seem deeply interested. Meetings are held on Thursday afternoons in Pasadena, Tuesday afternoons and Friday evenings in the city of Los Angeles, and Friday afternoons and Sunday evenings in Tropic; also, once a month, on Sunday afternoon, a meeting is held in a down-town hall in the city. At this latter meeting the attendance has been from forty to fifty people and a deep interest is shown in the Revelation.

F. B. Beckett

SEATTLE.

The Cause in Seattle is firm and steadfast. Weekly meetings are held every Sunday afternoon at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. John A. Finch, and upon the occasion of coming visitors, who speak to us, they are held at various places in the city.

During the past month we have listened to able talks by Mr. Thornton Chase, who was with us for several days. His talks were strong and eloquent and reached the ears of interested listeners.

D. D. Babcock.
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BAHAI CALENDAR.

MONTH  NAME  FEAST DAYS
---  ----  -------
1st  Baha (Splendor)  Mar. 21
2nd  Jalal (Glory)  Apr. 9
3rd  Jamal (Beauty)  Apr. 18
4th  Azamat (Greatness)  May 17
5th  Noor (Light)  June 5
6th  Rahmat (Mercy)  June 24
7th  Kemmat (Words)  July 13
8th  Assma (Names)  Aug. 1
9th  Kamaal (Perfection)  Aug. 20
10th  Azait (Wealth)  Sept. 8
11th  Mashayat (Will)  Sept. 27
12th  Aim (Science)  Oct. 16
13th  Kudrat (Power)  Nov. 4
14th  Koul (Saying)  Nov. 23
15th  Masael (Questions)  Dec. 12
16th  Sharaf (Honor)  Dec. 31
17th  Sultan (Sultan)  Jan. 19
18th  Malak (Ring)  Feb. 7
(Three intercalary days.)
19th  Ola (Sublimity)  Mar. 2

ALLAH'O'ABHA!

The Bahai News Service believes all will be delighted to know that a large number of subscriptions have already been received from all parts of America, and that expressions of good will and hearty endorsement are received in every mail.

Commencing with this issue a limited number of copies will be printed over and above what is necessary to cover the subscription list. Because of this we would advise those who desire to have a complete file to subscribe at once.
DEAREST EVA:—** ** Please redeem a promise I have made to the sisters here that their photo should be copied and spread in America. I think
I mentioned that this is an important event in their lives; they have thrown down one rule, for once, that is, to show their faces to the world. I cannot describe to you how they are deprived. Again today I was in a home—the wife’s mother was closely veiled because the husband’s young brother was in the room; and later all the women left the room because two men friends of the family were coming. I could stay and enjoy hearing the newcomers tell of a recent trip to Russia, etc. On leaving I went to say good bye to the women— their rooms are in an entirely separate court, as if in another house. A man servant passed just as I raised the heavy curtain to leave, and all the women screamed and pulled down their veils, or drew the “chador” up over their mouth and nose. The husband we met in Paris and since being on the continent he is anxious to help free the women from their dreary life.

The hospital business is now arranged and after this week I am to be there with the other doctors in the afternoons. I met another, a non-Bahai doctor, this morning, and he asked me to assist him in an operation later. I liked him and hope to establish pleasant relations with them all. A son of one of the four “Hands of the Cause” (Jenabi Adub), whose name is Mirza Ali, starts for Marseilles in two days. He goes to learn the business of curing leather. At present all hides are exported for curing and returned at enormous cost. The progressive steps mean much here, and it is the Bahai who has the courage to go forth with assurance of success.

Love to all,
Susan I. Moody.

Extract from a letter, dated Teheran, Persia, February 13, 1910:

Today we were invited for lunch to the home of Mirza Ghavam Altojar. We had been told that it was a matter of importance. First, I want to say that the home was a Bahai home very near the city wall, in a good part of town. The streets in some places were shaded by cypress trees and the garden of this house has many tall sycamores. The interior was rich in beautiful rugs and the dinner
was served in European style—table and chairs. Our host proposed that land for a Mashrak-el-Azker in Teheran be secured at once. Have you ever seen a match touched to a bundle of dry straw? Well, it took these noble men about that long to grasp the situation, get over their first surprise, appoint a committee of nine and set a date to see the piece of land proposed by our host. * * * It makes one hold his breath to see the faith of these grand old teachers and their fearlessness in going forward. The constitution is really making them able to act like free men. They are, at the same time, careful not to arouse public prejudice which is strong still. * * * Yet one more piece of news: The girls' school is assured. They will start with accommodations for fifty pupils, and they think as the girls are not yet educated in Persian that they should not ask to have an English teacher sent just yet, but wait a few months and see how many will then want to take up English. There are a few who have been in the American school and can talk very well. Please tell any who want to help that it will take only $1.50 per month to educate a girl. There are many here too poor to pay and this is the way to help lift Persia from her otherwise hopeless condition. Do make a strong point of this to all the friends and help the brave Bahais here. Think of it—since we arrived they have started a hospital, a girl's school and a Mashrak-el-Azker! Come over and help us. COME!

Mr. Sprague has just been appointed superintendent of the boys' school, the former having resigned.

Susan I. Moody.

NEW YORK CITY.

On the 26th of March Madame Jackson sailed from New York for Acca.

On the 3rd of April Mr. Woodcock delivered his second address within a month upon the Bahai movement to an interested audience gathered in Montclair, N. J.

Within the past month Mrs. Getsinger and Dr. Fareed arrived in New York from Acca, bringing with them the merciful glad-tidings of the love of Abdul-Baha to the beloved of God in America, and
Dr. Fareed brought with him a general Tablet from the presence of Abdul-Baha to the American believers, embodying the same precious admonitions to build the stable foundation of unity upon which the structure of the sacred Mashrak-el-Azkar could be erected. They proceeded in a few days to Washington, D. C.

Mr. Edward B. Kinney, Jr., gave a very fine entertainment in his studio on the evening of April 1st, the fund accrued to go to the Mashrak-el-Azkar. He opened it with a talk of a very high order upon music. The musical programme, both vocal and instrumental, was rendered by some of his pupils who are artists in the real sense of the word, and Miss Clark (an elocutionist and friend of the family) contributed some most excellent recitations. In a little interval Mr. Kinney gave, in a most delicate and exquisitely forceful way, a brief message of the advent of the Spiritual Kingdom in this great Day, prefacing it with a reference to the word "Mashrak-el-Azkar" on the tickets. Some of those who took part afterward spoke to different ones of the guests of the inspirational effect received from the audience. The spirit of the evening was fine. It was Mr. Kinney's formal dedication, in His Name, of his studio to music. A goodly audience was present. This studio was dedicated at the beginning to the Holy Cause.

Isabella D. Brittingham.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Regular meetings held Friday evenings at 8:15 and Sunday School at 11:15, at the Gareissen Studio, 1219 Connecticut Avenue. Permanent address of the Bahai Assembly, or individual members, post office box 192.

A notable feature of the Unity Feast of April 9, is that our colored believers and friends are to be invited to participate, the plan to hold every fourth Unity Feast in this manner, being put into effect on this date.

The Visiting Tablet revealed by Abdul-Baha for Mrs. Amalie Knobloch has been read over her grave by a large number of the Bahais of Washington on different occasions. March 13, Mr. Roy C.
Wilhelm was accompanied to the tomb by a party of the young people; March 27 Mr. and Mrs. Kinney, Dr. Fareed and Mrs. Gtsinger were visitors, with the Sunday School children completing the party. The obedience of the friends to this Command to read the Visiting Tablet, is notable and a great blessing attends this act.

On Friday, March 25, we were rejoiced to welcome our beloved sister, Lua Gtsinger, returning from the Holy City. A telegram announced her coming, together with Mr. and Mrs. Kinney and Dr. Ameen Ullah Fareed. These dear friends were tendered a reception at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ripley Saturday evening, attended and addressed the Sunday School, received the friends Sunday evening, and on Monday morning the Kinneys returned to New York, taking the sincere love of the Washington friends with them. Mrs. Gtsinger and Dr. Fareed have been kept exceedingly busy attending group meetings during the week, and a large audience attended the regular meeting Friday, April 1, at which both spoke effectively on Unity.

The election for delegates and alternates for the Chicago Temple Unity Convention in April, resulted in the selection of the following: Delegates, Jos. H. Hannen and Mrs. Claudia Stuart Coles; Alternates, Dr. Edward H. Egbert and Miss Fanny A. Knobilch.

The Bethel Literary and Historical Society, the oldest and leading colored organization in the city, devoted its session of Tuesday, April 5, to the Bahai Revelation, Mr. Hannen and Dr. Fareed speaking on the subject of “The Race Question from the Standpoint of the Bahai Revelation.” This Society, of which Mr. Louis G. Gregory is President, has given three previous sessions this season to the Bahai Teachings, and this has exerted a powerful influence in the work among the intelligent circles of this people, whom we are commanded to reach and help as brothers and sisters.

A lecture is announced for May 2, to be given by Mrs. L. J. Young Withes, a well-known speaker, on the subject: “Persia, the Land of the Lion and Sun.” This lecture, which is to be under the auspices of the Persian-American Educational Society, is to be for the benefit of the Mashrak-el-Azkar.
The unity developed by our teachings is strikingly exemplified by the presence frequently at our meetings of brothers from India, Japan, the Philippines and China, beside our dear Persian brothers. The shades of belief among the local members is as varied and divergent, before the transformation of the Word making us one.

The Feast of Naurooz, March 21, was given by the children of our Sunday School, and was well attended. Those present pronounced the exercises most effective. Our dear little sister, Ruth Fuhrman, eleven years old, presided with dignity. The narrative of Professor Browne's meeting with Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha was read feelingly by Mary Hotchkiss, while Helen Hotchkiss ably gave the history and summarized the teachings of the Revelation. Bessie Ripley read some of the Words, as did also Beula Barnitz. These, with Minnie Barnitz and Paul Hannen, chanted prayers in Arabic. Esther Hughes gave two violin solos, displaying marked ability.

Mr. George S. Hopper and daughter, formerly of Ithaca, N. Y., are welcome additions to our local Assembly. Miss Hebe Moore, who will travel with Madame Jackson, left here two weeks ago and will be greatly missed.

Two marriages have changed our list of membership, though only in name, as the friends remain with us. Mrs. Josephine Conklin Cowles became Madame DeLagnel, and Miss Ursula Shuman is now Mrs. Elwyn Moore, the transformations occurring during the same week. Our congratulations and love are with the happy families thus united.

The Baha’i News is a welcome visitor, being enthusiastically received, and its success seems assured. If the friends everywhere will add financial support to appreciation, an edifice of permanence and utility will be built.

Jos. H. Hannen.

NEWS NOTES.

Dr. Fisher, of New York City, is now in London, England.

When Mrs. Brittingham was in Acca, Abdul-Baha desired her to tell all pilgrims not to visit Acca during the summer season on account of its unhealthfulness.

[The last two pages, 15 and 16, of this issue have been omitted. They are identical with page 20 of Vol. I, No. 3, and page 20 of Vol. I, No. 1 respectively.—Ed., July 1978]
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

Revealed and sent to all parts of the world.

HE IS GOD!

Praise be unto Thee, O my God! Thanks be unto Thee O my Beloved! Glory be unto Thee, O my Lord! for that which Thou hast bestowed, favored, conferred and granted. For Thou hast chosen sincere servants from among Thy people to serve Thy Religion. Thou hast elected them to draw inspiration from Thy Manifest Light, attraction from Thy Luminous Beauty and to walk in Thy straight path. O my Lord! Verily the souls are heedless of Thy mentioning and hearts deprived of Thy love, the eyes veiled from beholding the Kingdom of Thy Beauty and the intellects wandering away from the Centre of Thy Glory, except those who are firm in Thy Covenant, free from disension, attracting the rays of the Sun of Truth, detaching themselves from inharmony, arising in the service of Thy Cause amongst Thy people and exhilarated from the pure wine of Thy Kingdom. Bestow upon them unlimited blessing and creative good from the never-ending Bounty, and pour upon them with great abundance, from the Cloud of Thy Majesty, the rain of Thy Grace, the water of Thy Generosity and the Universal Favor.

O Lord, suffer them to become the signs of Thy Guidance, the standards of the Realm of Might, the words of virtue, the army of the Supreme Concourse and the angels of heaven, so that through them the East and the West of the earth may become illumined, Thy Name be mentioned in the North and South, that they may educate all races and communities and clothe them with the garment of the comely names and the perfect example in this realm of existence.
O my Lord, reveal through them the ensign of Unity among mankind and the flag of Love between nations, so that multiplicities may converge into the centre of oneness and harmony, the veils of hatred be rent asunder, the conditions of discord pass away and enmity and rancor vanish from the world of man, so that after disunion the Beloved of Union shall unveil her countenance, animosity be changed into affection, the reign of faction and feud come to an end, and success and prosperity be attained.

O my Lord, strengthen their backs in their service, gird up their loins in their adoration, dilate their breasts with the light of Thy Knowledge, illumine the eyes by beholding Thy Face, gladden their spirits by the significances of Thy Providence and purify their souls by the appearance of Thy Compassion. Verily Thou art the Merciful, the Clement, the Almighty, the Bestower, the Unconstrained! There is no God but Thee, the Giver, the Pardoner, the Hidden, the Manifest and the Source of Bounties!

O ye friends of God! Joy and happiness of the people of faithfulness consists in serving the Threshold of the Most High and turning their faces to the Kingdom of A'nya. The hope of the lovers is self-sacrifice, and the yearning of the longing ones is self-effacement and evanescence. For love is an irresistible power and an inextinguishable configuration and the mirror of the love of God is the great martyrdom. Therefore, the sanctified souls and the Manifestations of God yearned for self-abnegation and attainment to the city of martyrdom. They gave up their lives, experienced exile and banishment, endured persecution and dire calamities, became subject to imprisonment and bondage and the targets of the arrows of oppression, and objects of the sword of malice. They did not complain, neither did they become disheartened. They drank the cup of martyrdom from the Hand of the Cup-Bearer of Providence, and tasted with the greatest joy the sweetness of annihilation. They found not a moment of rest. They sought not an instant of tranquillity. They withstood the persecution of
the enemies and became the centres of derision and scoffing of the people of envy. They sacrificed their homes and property and became homeless and wanderers. They experienced not one hour of safety, nor a day of repose of mind or body. This is the proof of the sincere lover and this is the evidence of the faithful friend. If it were not so every stranger would become a friend and the deprived one would become the confidant of the mysteries, the remote one would become the near one and the outcast would become the beloved.

Consequently the Most Great Wisdom has ordained that the fire of tests shall rage and the rushing torrent of ordeals sweep tumultuously from the Mountain of Revelation, so that the untruthful may become distinguished from the truthful, the unrighteous be known from the righteous, the worshipper of self become separated from the worshipper of God, the good fruit be set apart from the evil fruit, the signs of light become manifest and the gloom of darkness be dispelled, the nightingale of trustworthiness sing the melody of love and the raven of oppression creak the discordant notes of error; the fertile soil become green and verdant and the barren ground produce its thorns and thistles; the attracted ones to the Breath of Abdul-Baha become firm and the follower of passion and desire turn away. This is the wisdom of trials and this the cause of ordeals.

O ye friends of God! In these days the city of Tabriz has become red with the blood of mankind. Holy souls from among the believers of God sacrificed their lives in the path of Manifest Light. They hastened to the altar of love. Eyes are weeping on this account, hearts are burning for these events, lamentation and moaning is ascending to the apex of the Supreme Concourse and great grief and intense mourning is experienced. It is the utmost yearning of Abdul-Baha to drink from this cup of martyrdom and become exhilarated with the wine of sacrifice, so that the end of his life shall become the opening chapter of Divine Bounty. O my Lord, confer upon me that overflowing cup with the most great gift! Intoxicate me with that wine of the glorious favor and suffer me to partake of that food which cannot be tasted except by Thy
faithful servant. Crown my head with this refulgent diadem, cause my blood to be shed in Thy Cause, my body to be suspended between heaven and earth, this temple to be dismembered and its bones be disjoined by the arrows of the enemies.

O ye friends of Abdul-Baha! In these days, through the happy circumstances and the confirmation of the Lord of the Supreme Heavens and the assistance of the Unseen Kingdom, the holy remains of His highness the Supreme (Bab) were transferred to the Mount of Carmel in Haifa in the present Tomb. Therefore, it is necessary for the believers to celebrate the occasion with joy and happiness. The believers in Tabriz became exhilarated with this cup and with the polo of magnanimity carried away the ball of service from the arena of the Cause. Perhaps later on the people of hatred and enmity, may calumniate and misrepresent the facts, stating that the blessed remains of the Bab are in some other place, or that a part of it is elsewhere. The friends of God must know that this is a pure falsehood, calumny and malicious slander. That blessed, crucified body is interred in its entirety on Mount Carmel, but the enemies will not rest quiet. It is certain that they will raise a clamor and claim that we stole that blessed body, or fraudulently transferred it or got hold of a part of it, or that the genii took it away from the firm ones. All these statements are fabrications and slanders. The whole truth is explained here.

Upon ye be Baha-el-ABHA!

(Signed) ABUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Washington, D. C., March 3, 1910.)

Extract from a recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha:
"The time has not yet arrived, even in those countries (America), to spread Tablets and Epistles with the utmost freedom, but it will soon come."

The Bahai News of May 17th will contain the official proceedings of the Convention recently held in Chicago.
My dear Roy: * * * I am busier than ever this year and have little time for writing. The believers have made me principal of the Tarbiat School as well as teacher and this keeps my hands full. I have to deal out punishments to the boys, see that they study, behave themselves, etc. Mr. Sprague is a thing of the past. I am now known as Eskyandar Khan, the new name given me by Abdul-Baha, and I wear a Persian kola. This has made a very good impression among the Persians, for they know that, as a rule, the Europeans look down upon them and I am the first Westerner who thinks it an honor to wear their national hat.

I have had the opportunity of meeting and speaking to several persons of importance. Abdul-Baha prophesied two or three months ago that this year we would see many prominent persons come into the Cause and this is being realized. We are also seeing that Mohammedans are having a greater respect for the Bahais. For instance, two weeks ago Haji Akhoun died. He was one of the most prominent Bahai teachers, a man of eighty, who had been a believer about fifty years, who had suffered constant persecution, had been imprisoned many times—once for three years in chains—and in the red days whenever he went out of his house and walked through the bazars he would be cursed and insulted. But on the day of his funeral he was taken to the cemetery with the greatest respect, a company of forty police—all believers—escorting him. Not one cry was raised in the bazars, although all expected it.

The passing out of Haji Akhoun was very beautiful. He had returned one day from the bath, and complaining of feeling tired, he called for a glass of water, drank it and without a word the spirit left the body. About thirty years ago Baha'u'llah had foretold, in a Tablet, that Haji Akhoun would die in this way, peacefully and calmly. He revealed this Tablet when Haji Akhoun was in prison and all were expecting that he would meet with some violent end. What a wonderful life to have lived and served and suf-
pered for the Cause of God during fifty years! Before his conversion, too, he was a very important Mullah and he sacrificed position, wealth, name, everything for the sake of Baha’u’llah. It was a great privilege to have met and known such a man. * * *

Your brother in El-Ahha,
Eskandar (Sydney Sprague).

LETTER FROM MR. STRUVEN.

S. S. Bangala, Feb. 28, 1910.

Dear brother Dr. Bolles: Just a few lines to acknowledge your beautiful spiritual letter. Indeed you are right; it will take a lot more suffering in this world to open people’s eyes and show them the pure self-sacrificing way to serve humanity. It will come, believe me, and it will not be so very long.

We are sailing for Calcutta after a stay of one month in Burmah. We spent five heavenly days with our devoted brothers in Mandalay, and these people who, a few years ago, would have killed us if we had touched them, now loved us and could not serve us enough in any way. We also spent three days off in a jungle village of Deadman, where the Cause has only been planted for three years and there are now more than four hundred Bahais here. Seventy-five accepted the Cause in the three days we were there. In Rangoon, where we spent most of our time, we had three large meetings which were advertised, every evening we would hold minor meetings and all day people would come and go and we would give them the teachings. I find the Cause growing everywhere, not making converts by thousands, but just quietly working, and I would rather see this than to have thousands flow in and then fall by the wayside. When a cause goes quietly but surely, it is worth noticing.

Mr. Remey joins me in sending Bahai love and greetings to all the dear friends in Denver.

Sincerely your humble brother in God’s Cause,

Howard C. Struven.
LETTER TO THE UNITY BAND FROM YAZD, PERSIA.

In the Name of our Lord, the Holy, the Abha!

O ye leaves of the Tree of the Kingdom and fruits of the Garden of the Almighty! Upon ye be Baha, and the praise of the people of the world!

The blessed letter which was written by those friends reached us like the nightingale of the city of love, and it imparted to us the news of the happiness and prosperity of those attracted leaves. It imparted a new life to this yearning one and gave inexhaustible pleasure and happiness. It is hoped from the outpouring of this cycle of the Covenant which is shining upon the world, that a day may come when we may meet each other, and the door of going and coming between the two continents become opened. Verily, this is not impossible for God.

O ye thankful birds! O ye nightingales of the Rose-Garden of Forgiveness! O ye who are intoxicated with the wine of the Day of Manifestation and the period of Resurrection and Revival! 'Tis the time of happiness and rejoicing and the period of attraction and enkindlement. The feast of delight and spiritual beatitude is spread. The orchards of significances are adorned with the flowers and hyacinths of praise. From the gatherings the wonderful melodies of thanksgivings are raised to the Heaven of Might. The cup-bearers of Generosity are going around, giving the wine of Love, and the people are intoxicated thereby. With the power of the Greatest Name, the friends of God are captivating the hearts of the people of the world, and through the soul-ravishing songs and lyre of Divine Love and celestial harmony, the hearts are attracted toward the countenance of the Beloved. The people of faithfulness are serving His Highness the Incomparable One, and the friends of righteousness, with wisdom and assurance, are engaged in every part to praise and thank Him. The torches of guidance are lighted and the lanterns of truth dispense rays of beneficence and spiritual direction. The stars of Providence are shining and the lights of the Orb of Reality are
illuminating the darkened hearts of men. Therefore, 
O ye spiritual sisters and birds of the atmosphere of significances! It is the time that, under the shade of the Covenant, through the Protection and Providence of the Beauty of Ahsa and the power of Abdul-Baha, we may extend to each other the hand of friendship and impart to the world the pearls of their teachings and instructions.

O ye doves of the Kingdom of God, and birds of Reality! If a nightingale does not sing during the springtime, then at what time can it sing? The spring of the Kingdom has raised its tent in the world of existence and has adorned the created things with a new garment, and has bestowed upon the world of man a new life. Under all circumstances, we must adorn ourselves with the garment of sanctity and purity. Under persecution we must have patience and endurance. All the Prophets and Messengers of God have given prophecies regarding this Greatest Manifestation. Every one in a special language has promised His people the appearance of this Day and the glad-tidings of the Manifestation of God and the Beauty of our Lord. As soon as the temple of the world reached to the state of maturity and the Countenance of the Beloved was unveiled from behind the curtains of Glory and Majesty, the divine springtime stepped forth into the arena of the world like unto a bride, and through the appearance of His highness the Bab, the earth of religions received a wonderful life and rejuvenation, the Rose-Garden of the Kingdom became verdant and green, the surface of meadow and field were adorned with tulips and hyacinths, the trees became full of blossoms, the sweet singing birds began to raise their melodies, the nightingale sang the harmony of heaven, and the new plants burst forth from the ground of hearts. Then the Blessed Beauty of Ahsa sat upon the throne of Greatness and Lordship, the prophecies of the Books of all the Seers of the past were fulfilled, the mysteries of creation became realized, love and harmony were imprinted upon the page of existence. When the Sun of the Blessed Perfection became hidden behind the cloud of Majesty, then the Center of the Covenant sat upon the throne of Servitude, break-
ing the idols of the people of pride and haughti-
ness, filling the air with the atmosphere of sanctity
and holiness. He accepted all kinds of sufferings
and persecutions, and embraced all trials and vicis-
situdes in the service of the Cause of God. Among
the friends and enemies he is a kind lover, with
faithfulness and generosity, and like unto a globe
of fire he is shining betwixt heaven and earth. He
planted the seeds of wisdom and intelligence in the
hearts of his followers, so that the hyacinths and
anemones of affection and harmony grew out of
that land, to bless the world with the fragrances
of servitude. He spread the table of heavenly food
and invited all the people to partake of the sus-
tenance which is sent down on the part of God.
The light shining from his face is a guide for men
and the rain descending from the cloud of his
generosity irrigates the hearts.

Therefore, O ye seekers of Truth and O ye who
have eaten from this Heavenly Food! Your ex-
cellent letters were read in each assembly of said
servants of God, and at every time that we read
those epistles our hearts were rejoiced and we
asked confirmation and assistance from God on
your behalf. We hope that country will become
like unto a ball of fire and guide all the nations
of the world to the Center of the Covenant. Today
that which is acceptable in the presence of Abdul-
Baha is beauty of character, unity and concord,
faithfulness and purity, love and steadfastness. We
hope that all of us may attain to these heavenly
bounties and be engaged with all might in spread-
ing the fragrances of God, delivering the Word of
God, and promulgating the Cause of God; be oc-
cupied with spirituality and the devotion of inten-
tion to quicken and enkindle the hearts, and be
kind and benevolent to the children of men.
Should the people persecute us, we must show
kindness.

All the friends in this city send you greeting and
praise.

From your Bahai sister,
Rouhani.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, November
22, 1909, Washington, D. C.)
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BAHAI CALENDAR.

MONTH NAME FEAST DAYS
1st ............ Baha (Splendor) .......... Mar. 21
2nd ............ Jalal (Glory) ............. Apr. 1
3rd ............ Jamal (Beauty) .......... Apr. 28
4th ............ Ammat (Greatness) ....... May 17
5th ............ Noor (Light) ............. June 5
6th ............ Rahmat (Mercy) .......... June 24
7th ............ Kalemat (Words) ......... July 13
8th ............ Assma (Names) .......... Aug. 1
9th ............ Kudrat (Power) .......... Aug. 31
10th .......... Azzatt (Wealth) .......... Sept. 3
11th .......... Mashyat (Will) .......... Sept. 27
12th .......... Alm (Science) .......... Oct. 16
13th .......... Kudrat (Power) .......... Nov. 6
14th .......... Koul (Saying) .......... Nov. 23
15th .......... Masael (Questions) ...... Dec. 12
16th .......... Sharaf (Honor) .......... Dec. 31
17th .......... Sultan (Sultan) .......... Jan. 19
18th .......... Malak (Ring) .......... Feb. 7

(4 intercalary days.)
19th ............ Ola (Sublimity) .......... Mar. 2

The Baha'i News makes no apology for devoting much space to the messages of greeting from the Honolulu Assembly. In the providence of God, Hawaii is undoubtedly the hub of the "Islands of the sea," especially that of the Pacific—the ocean of peace. In the description of the Feast of Nawrooz, the service in the Oahu prison and in the verse "Aloha," we feel the glow, the fragrance, the soothing breath of love, and a something sweeps over the heartstrings, the melody of which can never be forgotten. On behalf of all we return their greeting: "Aloha!" Allaho'ABHA!
ALOHA*.

Let Hawaii share the message which the world sends forth today,
A message which grows fuller as the years shall pass away,
Let Hawaii's sons and daughters stand ready, heart and hand,
To make His burden lighter, throughout this blessed land,
Aloha, word of parting or word of greeting, too,
Aloha, Abdul-Baha, our love to Thee anew.

### NAUROOZ IN HAWAII.

With skies cleared by night showers, March 21st, Naurooz dawned a glorious spring day—a happy New Year indeed. It seemed as though the whole universe must lovingly acknowledge and praise the Supreme Creator of such a perfect day.

*"Aloha" is the Hawaiian word of greeting and means "love."*
The hour of nine-fifteen found several Bahai friends assembled ready for the twelve-mile railroad journey to the Pearl Harbor peninsula, we numbered the Bahai number nine. Through rice fields and duck ponds, on through the cane fields, now by the water's edge and again riding inland, always in view of the beautifully tinted hills and valleys, stopping here and there to let passengers on and off, the train sped on to Pearl City. Here, our hostess met us, the light of gladness illuminating her face. Taking the peninsula train, we rode on through more rice fields and soon arrived at the home blessed indeed by such a peaceful gathering.

The house was prettily decorated with greens and flowers and seemed to open its arms to welcome each of us on entering. The ladies soon made themselves at home, in assisting with the arrangements for the feast, or with a bit of needlework and listening to the reading of Mrs. Waite's beautiful letters. When a later train brought four more ladies we walked over to the water's edge where the sea breeze refreshed us during the long hour to dinner. From the steps of a cottage there, a bench and the grassy lawn, we again listened to the letters and later discussed plans for the Easter Sunday service at the Oahu prison, as well as plans for raising funds toward the building of the Mashrakel-Azkar, in Chicago.

A neighbor on the peninsula, joined us and sixteen sat down to the delicious feast prepared. After repeating "Allaho'Abha" nine times, the "Hidden Words" were read around the long table, then came the reading of the beautiful Tablet of the Feast and the Spirit was most certainly with us. Train time came all too quickly and we bade farewell to our kind hostess and started back to town, reaching Honolulu at five-thirty, where we scattered for our different homes.

BAHAI SERVICE AT THE OAHU PRISON, HAWAII.

In the center of the prison yard an old kamani tree stands, its large leaves of various hues, like
an autumn foliage, its branches like a huge umbrella; beneath the branches are rows and rows of benches provided for those who care to hear the words of the guests who frequent that prison yard every Sunday.

As the population of Hawaii is made up of people from all corners of the world, naturally, that prison is made up of men whose skins and whose languages differ from ours. Religious services have been held for many years beneath this great tree, and it is the hope of the Honolulu Bahai Assembly to take one Sabbath morning in each month for this work.

Easter Sabbath morning was chosen for the first Bahai service at Oahu prison, and at a quarter to eleven some eight or nine ladies and gentlemen and five Bahais were awaiting the hour, in the office of the prison superintendent. Through the hall to the back door we were led, descending the steps into the sandy prison yard which has already been pictured briefly. The whole yard presented such a clean appearance and the faces of the men were scarcely less so as they sat awaiting us.

In distributing the hundred buttonhole bouquets which one of the sisters had kindly brought for the men, it was both interesting and impressive to note the manner in which these little tokens were received. While none were refused, often eager hands were held out and many expressed in looks and words, their gratitude and appreciation.

The service opened with soft strains on the organ followed by the reading by our Bahai brother of "Hold Thou My Right Arm, O God," and among the selected hymns were "Onward, Christian Soldiers," "Joy to the World," "The Battle Hymn of the Republic," "Abide With Me," and Mrs. Waite's "Benediction." In most of these hymns, the prisoners heartily joined and after the singing by a trio of Hawaiian girls, the prison quartet sang in Hawaiian, "Sweet Peace, the Gift of God's Love."

A prayer by one of the gentlemen present, a few words by a visitor, the violin playing by one of the assistants, the singing by one who had come ten miles by train to assist in the service, and the few remarks by our brother and sister in the Cause, brought the service to a close.
Although our brother did not give the Message, his words were very helpful and a word in regard to The Most Great Prison in which distress and misfortune has been changed to health, harmony and blessed service, leads to a longer address at some future date.

HONOLULU.

The Honolulu Bahai Assembly continues to have the spiritual meetings every Tuesday afternoon and every Thursday morning a class for study meets. In order to better organize for work, a business meeting is held twice a month on Friday afternoons.

One of the sisters has asked the privilege of having the “Nineteen-Day Feasts” at her home and in the evening, so our Bahai men may also be with us at that time.

Since the visit of our brothers, Mr. Remey and Mr. Struven, to us November 23rd to December 12th, we have felt a great stimulus and inspiration to work. Many have undoubtedly heard of the joyous visit and the great interest shown in the Cause in our midst. During the three weeks of their visit many meetings were held and they were invited to speak in homes of those who are not Bahais.

The harvest seemed truly ripe and Mr. Remey said he found more response to the Message here than in any other place he had visited. This made us very happy, for the Islands seem destined to be a place where the Oriental, Occidental and Polynesian races meet and are mingled together.

In February Mr. Sigurd Russell joined the ranks of the Honolulu Bahais. We gave him a warm welcome for up to this time our Assembly had only one man in its ranks. One of our sisters had known Mr. Russell in the Paris Assembly nine years before, so he came not as a stranger to all. He seemed especially sent to us, as none of our Assembly have visited Acca and Mr. Russell has made the pilgrimage four times. It is a great joy and blessing to have among us one who can tell of the life lived at Acca.

Greetings in His Name,

The Honolulu Assembly.
Through Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, to the maid-servant of God who is firm in the Covenant, Mrs. Corinne True (Upon her be BAHÁ’Á’LLÁH!), Chicago, Ill.:

HE IS GOD!

O thou daughter of the Kingdom!

Thy letter, dated January 6, 1910, was received with the enclosed papers.

Regarding the appointment of the time for the opening of the general convention in Chicago, this matter is already written about. Undoubtedly you have received it by this time. It was suggested to postpone the 20th of March to the days of Rizwan, in which the climate is temperate.

You have written regarding the election of delegates from among the Oriental Bahais. The season for this work has not yet come. God willing, in its opportune time they will be sent.

Several plans and designs of the Mashrak-el-Azkar have been received from America. Now the believers must display an endeavor so that the land may be bought in its entirety; then collect contributions for the building, and then they may think about the plans. So far the means are lacking. I hope from the favor of the True One that sufficient and ample contribution may be gathered and afterward the best and most acceptable plans be decided upon.

Upon thee be Baha-el-ABHA,

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 12, 1910, Washington, D. C.)

The scripture prophecies are that this Gospel of the Kingdom will be carried even to the “isles of the sea,” and a proof that such prophecies are now being fulfilled, came in a letter from Mr. Jenner, of London, containing a contribution from the Isle of Mauritius, in the Indian ocean and east of the island of Madagascar, off the coast of Africa.

Two little sisters aged three and five, from Muskegon, Mich., have taken exceeding joy in sending the contents of their blessing box to the convention.
The Vaheed Choral Society of Chicago is pleased with the results of its concert given recently for the Mashrak-ul-Azkar. About $65.00 was realized through the efforts of the Society.

Again the noble Persian believers have rallied to our aid, sending through a Washington friend, returning from Abdul-Baha, £66 or $330.00. To give from the overflow of one's cup is easy, but to give from its very contents and go without is true sacrifice. To read Dr. Moody's letters will prove to us the noble self-denial our Persian friends must make to aid us.

Abdul-Baha's parting words to Mr. Woodcock last summer were, "Be patient, it is all coming as I want it."

Corinne Truc.

BOSTON.

The Sunday morning meetings at 11 o'clock, held in Beckton Hall, 200 Huntington Ave., continue to grow in numbers and in the power of the Spirit.

Miss Hebe Moore, of the Washington, D. C., Assembly, was present at the meeting on April 17th. The visits of brothers and sisters from other Assemblies do much toward strengthening us and enlarging our consciousness of the meaning of this great "family of God."

We are now anticipating a visit from Mr. Percy F. Woodcock, of New York, after the Convention.

Mrs. Alice Ives Breed's recent visit to New York has brought us close to the earnestness and faith of that Assembly.

Mrs. Sprague is spending a few weeks in New York.

Mr. Harlan F. Ober was unanimously elected as our representative to the Chicago Temple Unity Convention.

When we realize the truth of our prayer: "All are His servants and all are standing by His Command," it is beyond our capacity to estimate the vitalizing effect of such a meeting. God's bounties are manifold in the Cause, and to Him be the glory.

Grace Robarts.
BUFFALO.

The Buffalo Assembly holds meetings every Sunday and Thursday evening at 494 Elwood avenue.

DENVER.

Sunday service, 3 p.m.; Tuesday evening group at the home of Mrs. Clara B. Craig, 4190 Yates st.; Wednesday, special appointments; Thursday, visiting day; Friday evening, unity group; Saturday evening, inquiry class, held at the home of Mrs Josephine H. Clark, 4141 Xavier St.—regular Assembly place, except Tuesday evening.

Mr. G. N. Clark, Secretary, is absent from the city.

A special business session was called with Dr. Newton Alden Bolles temporary secretary, at which time Mrs. Cecilia M. Harrison, of Chicago, was appointed by the Assembly as alternate for the Temple Convention, Mrs. A. M. Bryant, delegate, being unable to attend. Mrs. A. M. Bryant.

Meetings are held regularly every Sunday afternoon at the residence of Mrs. and Miss Nash, 3530 Decatur St. They are well attended. These meetings were begun a year ago and have shown remarkable results. A meeting every Tuesday afternoon, at the residence of Mrs. Carl, 2218 Williams St., is conducted by Mrs. Nash. These meetings are particularly for those who have not heard the Message of the Day of Days. We are very much encouraged with the progress of the work in Denver.

Ella T. Nash.

NEW YORK CITY.

Mrs. Breed, of Boston, was recently in New York for a few days and we were happy to have her with us and to hear from her in the Bahai meetings. She stated that Mirza Ali Kuli Khan's return to America was expected during May.

The Feast of Rizwan was commemorated on the evening of April 21st. in this Assembly, at the home of Mr. Percy F. Woodcock.

The regular Nineteen-Day Feast will be held on April 28th at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur P. Dodge.

Isabella D. Brittingham.
PACIFIC COAST.

The writer has recently visited Seattle, Portland, Ore., and Oakland, Calif. In each place the knowledge of the Cause is spreading and many are manifesting deep and favorable interest in the reality of the Baha’i Revelation. This interest results from the earnest and self-sacrificing efforts of the friends in each city, those whose hearts are alight with the love of God and who desire to serve His Cause. Meetings are arranged at different homes and halls on succeeding evenings and in afternoons also, that all who will may have the opportunity to hear the glad-tidings. Notes of invitation are sent to many and the telephone is kept busy notifying the acquaintances of the various gatherings. All this means work, but it is a service of love and there is ever a present reward in seeing the eager faces and the earnest attention to the Message by those who come and come again.

This wonderful Message is so radiant with beauty, so noble in teaching, so sane and practical in application, that it is heard with favor from all who are not blinded by prejudice, and even before its divine character is acknowledged. And many “lift up their hearts with delight that they may be fitted to meet Him and to mirror forth His Beauty.”

WASHINGTON, D. C.

The Washington Assembly has greatly enjoyed and profited by a visit from Mr. Percy F. Woodcock, who was with us from Friday, April 15, to Monday, April 18, inclusive. On Friday night a large audience greeted our brother, including several strangers. Saturday evening a reception at the Hospice, 214 “B” Street, S. E., crowded the spacious parlors, and again on Sunday morning, despite a heavy downpour, many came out to hear the splendid teachings. On Sunday night, the wife of one of the professors at Howard University, who had recently invited a large number of her friends to hear Mr. Wilhelm, again called them together, and though the rain continued, a number of most interested souls, leaders among the colored race, listened attentively to the glad-tidings. Although
Mr. Woodcock had intended to return home on Monday morning, he agreed to remain over a day in order to visit the Baltimore Assembly at their Tuesday night meeting. So on 24 hours notice a meeting was called for Monday night, at Mrs. Barnitz's home. Again a large audience assembled.

The Unity Feast of April 9, previously mentioned as notable because it was the first where the white and the colored Bahais united, was held and proved to be wonderfully blessed and successful. Several leading men and women of the colored race attended. Mr. Gregory gave the Message most eloquently. Mrs. George William Cook expressed in a few well-chosen words her approbation of the Cause. Several of the friends read Tablets and the children again chanted melodiously in Arabic. Miss Knobloch was the hostess of the evening. Our thanks are due to Mr. H. S. Cragin and Miss Stamper for the use of their home, which is the great double parlor where the Assembly was so happy for a few months prior to the securing of our present location.

Dr. Fareed is still with us; Miss Engelhorn has departed, going to Chicago, where she will be a delegate at the Convention.

Mr. Remey has been heard from, this time in Baroda and Bombay, with Mr. Struven. He reports that at Baroda a meeting was planned under the auspices of the government, to which the secretary of state issued invitations to the officials. Was ever a missionary propaganda so enthusiastically received?

Our regular meetings are held Friday evenings at 8:15 and Sunday school at 11:15 a.m., at the Garissien Studio, 1219 Connecticut avenue. Permanent address of the Bahai Assembly, or individual members, P. O. Box 192. Address of the Bahai Hospice, 219 "B" Street, S. E. Joseph H. Hannon.

Mrs. A. M. Bryant summers at Woodland Park, Colorado, and would be pleased to correspond with any of the friends who would like a restful and helpful outing midst the pines of Colorado. Address, 4141 Xavier street, Denver, Colorado.
Three Splendid Books

The UNIVERSAL RELIGION
By M. HIPPOLYTE DREYPUS, of Paris, France
Paper Covered 75c.; postage 10c. extra

Mr. Dreyfus is well qualified to write this short history and epitome of the teachings of the Bahai Revelation. He is well known to many Bahais from travels in Persia and India, and we are indebted to him for his excellent translation of many of the books of Baha'u'llah from the Persian to the French. It is condensed, and may be well recommended to thinkers.

SOME ANSWERED QUESTIONS
By LAURA CLIFFORD BARNEY
Cloth $1.25; postage 15c. extra

This book contains most valuable information on a variety of subjects. It was dictated by Abdul-Baha during his spare moments to Miss Barney during her two years' stay in Acca, and by her translated from the Persian into English. It follows well upon the opening made by the above book by M. Dreyfus. It is in the easy style of the great master, food alike for the learned and for the simple hearted. The book is printed also in French and Persian.

THE BAHAI REVELATION
By THORNTON CHASE
Paper Covered 90c.; postage 10c.

This book contains a most excellent compilation of the teachings of Baha'u'llah, gathered from various translations and arranged so as to be harmonious and consecutive as to subjects. Aside from this Mr. Chase's argument is convincing, you soon get into the swing of it and are carried right along, and it leaves with you a pleasant realization of the sweetness and strength of the Bahai Revelation.
THE TEMPLE UNITY CONVENTION,
CHICAGO, ILL.

The power of the Word to unite the hearts of the servants in divine love, and to solve all difficulties, is apparent in Bahai gatherings, and especially where the participants are gathered together from distant points. In the holy Presence of our beloved Abdul-Baha the effect is, of course, most powerful. Second only to that great experience was the Chicago Convention of 1910. We had heard much of the great love of the Chicago Friends, and it was indeed manifested to a superlative degree. Thus the environment was ideal for the development of the spiritual forces, which climatic and other adverse conditions on the out-
The four days of the Convention were most unusually the period of a continuous snowstorm, which had been preceded by balmy days and were followed by the return of normal spring temperature and sunshine. For this reason, the meeting at the Temple Grounds, planned for Sunday afternoon, April 24, was abandoned. It seemed strange that the date was changed to avoid just such weather conditions, while in March it was ideal and springlike. One felt, however, that there was a divine wisdom in it, and that for some reason, it was for the best. Such, indeed, proved to be the case.

Saturday evening, April 23d, the Feast of Rizwan was celebrated, in a large café downtown. The very name of this café, the "Bon Ami" was reassuring and welcoming! Tables were set for about 200, and every available space seemed filled. Wonderful reunions and meetings were taking place everywhere, and the Spirit was felt as the greatest powerful influence. When Bahais meet, it is as though a family was having a reunion, though the Friends may in reality never have seen each other before.

After some reading of Tablets, a few of those present delivered brief talks: among them Mr. Percy Woodcock, Mr. W. H. Hoar, Mrs. Brittingham, Miss Boylan, Mr. Hall and Mr. Hannen. It was about 11 o'clock when we left, filled with the Spirit, tired but happy.

Sunday morning, although snowy and cold, the large hall on the 17th floor of the Masonic Temple was crowded with delegates and the Chicago friends, as well as a number of visitors. The meeting was called for 10, but it was near 11 o'clock when it convened, the intervening time being spent busily in getting acquainted, delivering greetings, etc. Mr. Mountfort Mills of New York, was in the chair, and he presided with rare dignity and sweet grace. The Chicago Friends have a choral society and their singing helped the spirit of the occasion wonderfully. The program was as follows:
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Program Baha'i Festival Service
Corinthian Hall
Masonic Temple
April 24, 1910, at 10 o’clock a.m.

1. Piano—“Contemplation,” from the “Holy City”. Gaul
2. Congregational Singing—“His Glorious Sun Has Risen” Waite
4. Choir—“Prophetic Song” Parker
5. Address of Welcome by Chairman, Mr. Mountfort Mills
6. Reading—Tablet from Abdul-Baha revealed for Convention of 1909, Mrs. Corinne True
7. Solo—“Song of Thanksgiving” Allitson
8. Persian Chant—Zia Baghdadi
10. (a) Piano—“Adoration,” from the “Holy City”. Gaul
    (b) Choir—“A New Heaven and a New Earth,” arranged from the “Holy City” Gaul
    Vaheed Choral Society
    (c) Solo—“Interlude” Waite
    Miss Beanie Diggett
    (d) Choir—“Benediction” Vaheed Choral Society
11. The Message—Mrs. Isabella D. Brittingham.
12. Five-minute Addresses—Mr. R. M. Jacobson, Kenosha, Wis.; Mrs. C. S. Coles, Washington, D. C.
13. Congregational Singing—“Great Day of God”. Waite
14. Five-minute Addresses—Mr. Ober, Boston, Mass.; Mrs. Killius, Spokane, Wash.; Mr. Wilhelm, Ithaca, N. Y.
15. Solo—“Come Unto Me”... Madame Ragna Lydén
16. Five-minute Addresses—Mr. Finch, Seattle, Wash.; Prof. Armstrong, of McGill University, Montreal; Mr. Hoar, Providence, N. J.
17. Congregational Singing—“Temple Song” Waite
   (Composed especially for this occasion.)
18. Five-minute Addresses—Miss Quant, Johnstown, N. Y., and vicinity; Mr. Hull, Minneapolis, Minn.; Mr. Percy P. Woolcock, New York City.
19. Choir—“The Heavens Resound” Beethoven
   Vaheed Choral Society
   Mr. Albert R. Windust, Musical Director.
   Mrs. W. V. Holmes, Accompanist.

We find it difficult to describe the varying emotions this truly Bahai Festival Service produced upon the minds and hearts of those present,
the sublimity of which was not in any sense affected by the introduction of a bit of extraneous matter by the dear brother on whose behalf our love and prayers are boundless and unending. The ringing melody of the "Temple Song," written by Mrs. Waite for the occasion, seems still resounding within the hearts of those who were privileged to join in its stirring strains.

The Business Sessions are described in detail elsewhere in this issue of the Baha'i News, therefore, we will not outline them here. There was an incident, however, which we will mention: When the Convention officially closed at 5:15 Tuesday afternoon, a scene followed which beggars description. All present clasped hands, and in a moment a great ring was formed, reaching around the large hall. All turned East and prayed for guidance and strength. The thrill that passed around the circle can only be appreciated by those who were links in that great human chain. Again the Spirit was powerful, and it was with genuine regret that we left the scene of work in His great Cause.

On the evening of the 26th inst., a large public meeting was held, and here splendid addresses were given by the visiting brothers and sisters, while between those, sweet strains of music were provided by the choral society—Miss Ellerman, a fine vocalist, assisting. If human mind could comprehend the meaning of Glory added to Glory, this great climax could better be described. It was nearly midnight when a weary but happy band turned their footsteps homeward, and as God's work is followed by added strength, we realized that greater power would come to all who participated in this memorable occasion.

On Wednesday morning, the work of the convention being over, the dark clouds gave way to heavenly sunshine, and the bitter winds became balmy breezes. Thus charmed by Nature's smiles, many of the delegates and friends journeyed to the site of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, whose great dome shall soon become the center of all eyes in America. The location is admirable, and gazing out toward the East, with the receding waterline of the great Lake Michigan in perspective, it was easy to think of Acca and Haifa in the dis-
DELEGATES AND FRIENDS ASSEMBLED AT THE GEOMETRICAL CENTER OF THE TEMPLE GROUNDS, AND INVOKING THE
GREATEST NAME AS THEIR FACES ARE TURNED TOWARD ACCA.
tance. The prayers that went forth that morning were surely heard by Abdul-Baha, whose Presence with us had been so constantly felt. It was as though one were on holy ground, and the same spiritual exaltation is apparent there as when ascending old Mount Carmel. Thus does the hallowed radiance of the old pass to the new when used in His service, and “All things become new.”

Sidelights on the Convention are as numerous as the sweet-singing birds by the lake that brilliant morning. Mention was made of the weather having a divine wisdom. On the last day of the Convention, at almost the concluding hour, it developed that because of having mislaid Mr. Jaxon’s address, and while he was waiting to hear from them, the Sanitary Commission had about decided that the Bahais did not want the modification in plans necessary to suit our purposes, and if the weather had continued fair they would have taken up the work on the canal intake in such manner that we could not then have gotten the desired concessions. Only the unusual storm had delayed them, and meanwhile they had located him. In his talk, it developed that the title to the Temple site was first in the name of an Indian girl named “Archangel”—one of the tribe of Ouilmette (Wilmette), whose Reservation was at one time upon this point of land.
In all the discussions, which were earnest and participated in by powerful minds and great souls, there was a unanimity of action which abundantly testified to the Power of the Word to bring about Unity. There was no difference between rich and poor, learned and unlettered. Indeed, the special features of the meetings were short talks by dear ones who explained their inability to speak eloquently, but whose earnestness made up for their shortcomings in rhetoric.

A description of the Convention would be inadequate if it failed to include a meed of praise for the masterful service of our Brother Hall as Chairman of its Business Sessions. In the majesty of simple love, and displaying an infinite degree of finesse, he guided our affairs safely past the impending rocks of outside interference, and no thought of inharmony marred the symphony of Heavenly Melodies.

Joseph H. Hannen.

Record of the Second Annual Convention of Bahai Temple Unity, held April 25 and 26, 1910.

MORNING SESSION.

MONDAY, APRIL 25, 1910.

In Corinthian Hall, 17th Floor Masonic Temple, State and Randolph Streets.

The Convention was opened by Mr. Mountfort Mills, President of Bahai Temple Unity, reading the following Tablet revealed by Abdul-Baha:

HE IS GOD!

O my God! O my God! We are servants who have sincerely turned our faces unto Thy Grand Face, severed ourselves from all else save Thee in this Great Day and are assembled together in this glorious meeting of one accord and desire, and unanimous in thought to promulgate Thy Word amid Thy creatures.

O my Lord! O my Lord! Suffer us to be Signs of Guidance, Standards of Thy Manifest Religion throughout the world, servants of Thy Great Covenant, O our Exalted Lord—appearances of Thy Oneness in Thy Kingdom, the El-Abha, and stars which dawn forth unto all regions.

O Lord, make us as seas rolling with the waves of Thy Great Abundance, rivers flowing from the mountains of Thy Glorious Kingdom, pure fruits on the Tree of Thy Illustrious Cause, plants refreshed and moved by the Breeze of Thy Gift in Thy wonderful vineyard.

O Lord, cause our souls to depend upon the signs of Thy Oneness, our hearts to be dilated with the boun-
ties of Thy Singleness, so that we may become united as are ripples on a waving sea; become harmonized as are the rays which shine forth from a brilliant light; so that our thoughts, opinions and feelings become as one reality, from which the spirit of accord may be diffused throughout all regions.


(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

The following Tablet, sent by Abdul-Baha for this Convention was then read by Mrs. Eva Webster Russell:

HE IS GOD!

Through his honor Dr. Fareed,
To the beloved of God in America,
Upon them be BAHAI'OLLAH-ABHA!
O ye sons and daughters of the Kingdom!

Praise be to God! The infinite bounty of God hath resuscitated the whole world, and the East and the West have come united with the bond of the summons of God.

Today the call of the Kingdom of God hath reached the hearing of the far and near of all the continents of the world and the standard of the solidarity of mankind is held aloft by the grasp of Divine Power.

The melody of the East has made joyous and happy the Western world, and the song of the West has penetrated the ears of the Eastern people.

From the inception of the world until now there has been no uniting bond between Persia and America, and communication and correspondence never transpired between these two countries. Now consider what a joy and bliss have united these two regions in the shortest space of time! What a real and ideal tie hath bound these together! What spiritual communications have been revealed! And now is only the beginning of this early morn and this is only the result of the twilight preceding the dawn. Soon will the star of this unity shine forth and flood all the horizons with its light, and perfect connection and real oneness be obtained in all the regions of the earth.

But the speedy realization of these hopes is dependent upon this: That the beloved of God in the West shall arise in unison with perfect strength, girding the loins of endeavor in service and putting forth their greatest effort in the way of unity and love. They must not rest a moment nor take a breath of ease. Nay, rather, night and day must they be striving, working and serving! And with perfect severance, spirituality and the best intent and effort must they hasten to promulgate the Divine Teaching, and above all they must act according to the precepts and exhortations of His Holiness BAHAI'OLLAH, for in this cycle of BAHAI'OLLAH verbal confessions and acknowledgments, literal faith and certainty and external relations are of no avail. Nay, rather, the beloved of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful must manifest such attributes and ethical conduct as to embody and personify the teachings of BAHAI'OLLAH. They must promulgate the law
of the Kingdom with deeds and not words. Thus may they become the quintessence of being, the signs of the Kingdom of God, standards of the Supreme Concourse. May ye be salutary water for the thirsty, an evidence of guidance for the seeker, protection and support for the helpless, a shelter and home for the wanderers, the treasury of the Kingdom for the poor; the source of hope and happiness for the disappointed; the remedy of the heart and soul for the ailing. May you manifest the utmost of kindness to the human race; to weep with him who mourneth and to laugh with him who rejoiceth; sympathizing with the helpless; in communion with the wanderer; a friend to the friend and foe.

O ye beloved of Abdul-Baha! The beloved of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful intend to found a Mashrak-el-Azkar in Chicago. They have sent to us numerous plans, that one may be accepted and the edifice be built accordingly. Now the funds must be accumulated, the land entirely paid for and the necessary preparations for building made and then the necessary matters considered. Therefore, make ye an effort and show ye zeal that the price of the land be fully discharged and the means for the edifice procured.

The beloved in the East are striving with heart and soul to contribute to the best of their ability, although the internal conditions of Persia have, during the last few years, been exceedingly disturbed. This revolution affected all conditions and walks of life. There has been no agriculture, no trade and no commerce; nay, rather, in all the provinces there have been political disputes and quarrels between the two parties, namely, the nationalists and the constitutionists. Thus, they have been wholly occupied with their own affairs. Notwithstanding this, they have striven to contribute to the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Chicago according to their best ability, and they will never be found wanting! If Persia should obtain order, the beloved there will make a worthy contribution.

And I supplicate the Kingdom of God to aid and confirm you.

Upon ye be BHA'AI'LLAH-EL-ABHA!

(Signed) ABDEL-BAI'AA ABBAS.

(Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, March 18, 1916.)

Mr. Mills then delivered the opening address. He paid tribute to the spirit of sacrifice which had been manifested by all in laboring for the Mashrak-el-Azkar and said that the real building of the Temple is going on right now in our hearts; that the Temple is to be but an outward expression of the spiritual unity among us. This spiritual unity will increase with our growth. May it ever remain the manifest sign of the love of God in the heart of humanity.

The first business to come before the Convention was the election of a chairman.
On motion by Mr. Hannen, duly seconded by Mr. Hoar and unanimously carried, Mr. Albert H. Hall, of Minneapolis, was elected chairman of the Convention.

Address by Mr. Hall: "God chooses the weak things to confound the mighty. You have made the choice of a weak instrument. I feel very weak and lowly, as nothing, and I would not bear the responsibility of this place were I not possessed with the sense of my own emptiness, seeking only the lapouring of His Spirit, strength and wisdom. This Convention but now called to order, has been in conscious, silent session for several hours. There is no need of any introduction. The opening of this Convention was sung in the heart of every one of you who turned his face to the East this morning, and if you did not then catch the message of love and unity in all its fullness, it has beautifully sounded in your ears as the inspiring Tablet has been read. There is no other word to be uttered. It is for us now to address ourselves directly to the work in hand. We are here representing the Bahai Assemblies throughout America and Canada, to bring home the substantial offerings of our sacrifice, to encourage each other with the report of our work—not to boast or over-state it. We must face His Truth just as it is. Do not let us delude ourselves. They are the worst deluded in the world who are self-deluded. We are not afraid nor ashamed of the situation, but of ourselves—that is all. Let us seek knowledge with the light of Truth and the Truth shall make us free."

On motion of Mr. Mills, which was duly seconded and unanimously carried, Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen, Secretary of the Executive Board of Bahai Temple Unity, was elected Secretary of the Convention and Miss Gertrude Buikema was elected as his assistant.

The Chairman then called upon the Secretary for the roll call of the delegates and the following were present:

Milwaukee, Wis. ................ Mrs. Charlotte Morton
Racine, Wis. .................... Mr. Magnus Poulsen
Denver, Colo. (Alternate) Mrs. Cecilia M. Harrison
Akron, Ohio ...................... Mr. Russell L. Brooker
Baltimore, Md .................... Mr. Edward D. Struven
Cincinnati, Ohio ............... Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton
Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen, Secretary, presented a complete and graphic summary of the work of the year done by the Executive Board. It was an inspiring feature of the Convention. The following is a brief condensation:

The Executive Board, immediately upon its organization a year ago, took up at once the task of accomplishing the purchase of the chosen site for the American Mashrak-el-Azkar. Mr. Hall, Mr. Mills
and Mr. Jacobsen were appointed a committee to do that work. On the day of their appointment, they began negotiations with the agents of the owner. The committee was placed in possession of most valuable and trustworthy information as to the actual value of this and surrounding property, and was able to enter into negotiations with full knowledge of the situation, so that little time was lost between the contracting parties in negotiation.

The option on twelve lots of the tract previously taken by Mr. Hall in the name of Mrs. True proved valuable in fixing the price. The committee made an offer of $33,500 for the entire tract, including the twelve lots under the option.

This offer was accepted and a contract providing for the payment of $6,000 every six months, and interest, commencing July 1, 1909, was entered into. All payments have been promptly met, as we have been advised by the treasurer's report. The conveyancing has been in the hands of Mr. Greenscoto, an eminent attorney of Chicago, by whom every interest has been most carefully safeguarded. Title is secured to Mrs. True, Mr. Agnew and Mr. Jacobsen who comprise the Temple Treasury. They have declared a trust, by appropriate conveyance, in favor of Bahai Temple Unity, a corporation.

A religious incorporation was effected under the laws of Illinois in the name "Bahai Temple Unity."

To the same trustees were duly conveyed the two lots heretofore purchased in the same tract and held by the House of Spirituality of Chicago.

As soon as negotiations for the purchase had been completed, negotiations were taken up with the Drainage Board of the Sanitary District of Chicago, and with the Trustees of the Village of Wilmette for the purpose of securing the vacation of alleys dividing our tract and of changing the course of Sheridan Road to avoid a sharp corner at our property, and to give the road a more desirable direction.

These negotiations were later taken up and have been carried on, with great success, by Mr. Honoré Jaxon, whose report thereon covers that branch of the work.

Messrs. Hall and Remey were appointed an Architectural and Building Committee, and to the call issued by them to the architects of America, there have been submitted seven sets of beautiful designs for the Temple by eminent architects of the United States and Canada, namely:

Mr. Remey of Washington, Mr. Buffington of Minneapolis, Mr. Brush of Chicago, Mr. Lincoln of Brooklyn, Mr. Woodward of Washington, a beautiful and elaborate design under a nom de plume by an eminent architect of New York City, and by Mr. Maxwell of Montreal.

These beautiful designs are in themselves a revelation. No selection has yet been made from these contributions. Other architects have made applications to submit plans, and the entire subject is still before the Board for future conference and action. All plans will be submitted to Abdul-Baha and the fullest conference had to the end that the final selection may meet with united approval.

The Executive Board has worked out a plan of cor-
respondence so that it is practically in continuous session. Motions and propositions submitted to any member are forwarded to the president and secretary, and then by the shortest mail route, are passed to all the members of the Board who endorse thereon their judgment, approving or disapproving, and upon concurrence duly ascertained, the matter is entered on the minutes and becomes the action of the Board. Thus far, all matters have been determined unanimously, and notwithstanding that many vexatious questions have come before the Board, we have always reached united action.

Four meetings of the Board during the year have been attended by a quorum thereof. This has been done at considerable sacrifice and expense to the members, Mrs. Goodall traveling from San Francisco, Mrs. Parmerton from Cincinnati, Mr. Hall from Minneapolis and Mr. Jacobsen from Kenosha.

The injunction to begin no building operations until the site has been fully paid for has been accepted as the settled policy of the Board and all efforts will be addressed to the speedy payment of the purchase price and the securing of the site and safeguarding it from surroundings that would blemish it.

Hereafter, the BAHAI NEWS, will be the organ of communication and all friends may look therein for regular and periodic information.

BERNARD M. JACOBSEN, Secretary.

On motion of Miss Boylan, duly seconded by Mr. Ober, and unanimously carried, the report of the Secretary of the Executive Board of Bahai Temple Unity was accepted and it was requested that it should be placed on file.

The following Tablets were read by Mr. Hannen:

To his honor Ameen,* Teheran. Upon him be BAHAI-OLLAH-el-ABHA! HE IS GOD!

O thou spiritual Ameen!

In all the world of creation all the existent beings are in the utmost connection. Through this connection, mutual helpfulness and co-operation is realized. This mutual helpfulness and co-operation is the origin of the conservation of the forces of life. If for one instant mutual helpfulness and co-operation were cut off from the sources and realities of things, all the existent beings and things would be thrown into confusion and chaos and be reduced to nothingness and annihilation. For instance, from the breath of the animals a watery element, called hydrogen, and carbon is exhaled and this is the life principle of the vegetable kingdom. From the vegetable kingdom and the trees, a fiery element, called oxygen, is emitted and this becomes the cause of the maintenance of the life of the animal kingdom. In such a manner, mutual helpfulness and co-operation is realized continually between all the existent beings. Likewise, the greatest inter-relation...

*One of the venerable teachers of the East.
and communication exists between the sons of men, without which peace, life and existence is entirely impossible. For a soul independent of all the other souls and without receiving assistance from other sources cannot live for the twinkling of an eye; nay, rather, he will become non-existent and reduced to nothingness; especially among the believers of God between whose material and spiritual communication is developed up to the highest point of perfection. It is this real communication, the essential necessity and requirement of which is the mutual helpfulness, co-operation and confirmation. Without the complete establishment of this divine principle in the hearts of the friends of God, nothing can be accomplished, for they are the hyacinths of one garden, the waves of one sea, the state of one heaven and the rays of one sun. From every standpoint the essential unity, the luminous unity, the religious unity and the material unity are founded and organized between them.

In these times the utmost hope and wish of the friends of God is the erection of the Mashrak-el-Azkar and in those regions the materials for construction and building are expensive and costly; a large sum of money is needed for the building of a residence—then how much more is needed for the foundation of the Mashrak-el-Azkar which must be erected with the utmost splendor, beauty and magnificence. Therefore, the friends of God must arise in every part of the world to raise contributions and with their hearts and souls strive to gather these funds to be sent to the Occident that it may become known and evident throughout the universe that the Bahais of the East and West are as members of one household and the children of the one Lord. The Turks and the Persians, the Parsees and the Americans, the Hindus and the Africans, all of them are one army and one cohort and without any consideration they arise for the assistance and aid of each other.

This praiseworthy movement is beloved and accepted in the Threshold of the Forgiving Lord. Truly, I say, in the erection of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Ishkabad, the friends of God have laid the foundation of the oneness of the kingdom of humanity and they worked nobly together until now and it is nearly completed. Praise be to God, that at this moment from every country in the world, according to their various means, contributions are continually being sent toward the fund of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in America.

Convey the gratitude of Abdul-Baha to all the friends of God in this service.

In reality this magnanimity of the believers is worthy of great praise and thankfulness, for from Teheran, Korasan, Shiraz, Jahram, Ephahm, even from the towns and villages of Khurasan, Shiraz and Yazd contributions were sent. This donation in the path of the Orb of Regions is conducive to the happiness of the souls of the spiritual ones.

From the Day of Adam until now such an event has never even been witnessed by men, that from the furthest country of Asia contributions were forwarded to the furthest country of America. From Rangoon, India, donations are sent to Chicago, and from Jahram, a little village of Shiraz and Kheirol-Gora of Tarshir.
money is transmitted for the Mashrak-el-Azkar in America. This is through the bounty and providence of the BLESSED PERFECTNESS, the assistance and confirmation of the SUN OF TRUTH and the victory and triumph of the Luminous of EVIDENCE who has united so marvelously the regions of the world together. GLORY belongs to the LORD OF HOSTS. SOVEREIGNTY belongs to the Compassionate God. POWER and MIGHT belong to the Living, SELF-SUSTAINING One who has united the people of the world and assembled them together like unto the brilliant stars of the horizon of adoration.

O MY GOD! O MY GOD! FAVOR belongs to THEE, GENEROSITY belongs to THEE, PRAISE belongs to THEE, GLORIFICATION is Thine, for that which Thou hast bestowed upon these indigent ones, granted a refuge and asylum in these weak ones in the cave of Thy protection and preservation, assisted them in the service of Thy Cause and confirmed them in the worship of Thy Exalted Threshold. O LORD! They have sacrificed their belongings and souls in Thy path, contributed for love of Thee and missed no chance or opportunity in spreading Thy Signs, diffusing Thy Word, promulgating Thy Name among Thy servants and proclaiming Thy wonders among Thy creatures. VERILY Thou art the Powerful, the Mighty, the Most High, the Omnipresent and verily Thou art the Clement and the Most Merciful!

(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 19, 1910, Washington, D. C.)

Extract from a Tablet to his honor EBAHAR.

Explain to the people the details of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Chicago and tell them how contributions are received from the East and the West. For example, at this moment four contributions were received in one day from Rangoon, Bombay (India), Jahram of Shiraz and Kheirol-Gora of Khorasan for the Mashrak-el-Azkar of America and were forwarded to their destination.

Truly, I say, the friends of God displayed wonderful generosity in regard to the contributions for the Mashrak-el-Azkar. They displayed magnanimity at any cost to such an extent that some of them sold portions of their clothing on the streets. This is through the Power of the Covenant of God, for until this day an event of this character has never transpired that from the East and Asia contributions were forwarded to the West for the building of a Temple. VERILY this is a cause of astonishment for the people of perception.

(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 19, 1910.)

Mrs. TRUE, Financial Secretary, presented the following report:

At the close of the Convention of 1909, the former Treasurer of the Temple Fund turned over to the newly appointed Treasurer of Bahai Temple Unity the sum

*Another of the venerable teachers of the East.
of $2,666.44, and the receipts from March 21, 1909, to
April 23, 1910, amount to $20,897.56.

The contributions sent from the Orient amount to
$7,092.85. These came from India, Persia, Turkey,
Syria, Palestine, Russia and Egypt. Europe and
America contributed $7,683.66. The following cities of
Europe sent contributions: Berlin, Germany; Con-
stantinople, Turkey; Paris and Denau, France; London,
England. Even the little isle of the seas, Mauritius,
know of this great world Mashrak-el-Azkar and sent
her gift. “From Greenland’s icy mountains to India’s
coral strand,” literally, have some contributions.
Canada on the north, old Mexico City on the south,
Hawaiian Islands on the west have all added their
gifts and in the United States the following places
have sent contributions:

Akron, Ohio.
Annaconda, Mont.
Arapahoe, Wash.
Arleta, Ore.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Bear Lake, Penn.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bangor, Mich.
Cortland, N. Y.
Clarkstown, Wash.
Chillicothe, Ala.
Chicago, Ill.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cleveland Park, Ill.
Clyde, Ill.
Dayton, Wash.
Denver, Colo.
Dixon, Ill.
Enterprise, Kan.
Englewood, N. J.
Eliot, Me.
Fruitport, Mich.
Fernandina, Flia.
Genoa Junction, Wis.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Goshenville, Mich.
North Hudson, N. Y.
Harvard, Ill.

Houghton, Mich.
Ithaca, N. Y.
Johnstown, N. Y.
Kenoa, Wis.
Larina, Ore.
Long Beach, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Montgomery, Mich.
Newark, N. J.
Newport, Vt.
New York Mills, Minn.
New York, N. Y.
Oakland, Cal.
Pasadena, Cal.
Philadelphia, Penn.
Portland, Ore.
Pittsburg, Penn.
Revere, Wis.
Sandusky, Ohio.
Seattle, Wash.
Spokane, Wash.
Spokane’s Corner, Wis.
St. Louis, Mo.
Turk, Wash.
Walla Walla, Wash.
Washington, D. C.
Westfield, Mass.
Western Springs, Ill.

The blessing boxes distributed by Mrs. Annie L. Par-
merton, of Cincinnati, have proved a very happy idea
and the sums gathered by them indicate an abundance
of blessings. The widow’s quilt fund, in charge of
Mrs. Claudia Stuart Coles, has added quite a sum
to the fund. The sale of Mrs. Louise R. Waite’s hymn-
books is constantly bringing returns, every penny of
which is dedicated to the Temple Fund. The Bahal
Sunday Schools throughout the Assemblies show by
their contributions that the hearts of the children are
all for the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

The Oriental Bahais send their contributions first
to Acca and Abdul-Baha sends them to America. Thus
they come just like the life-giving blood pulsating from
the very heart of the universe. Abdul-Baha tells us
It is not so much the amount of the gift as the love of the heart prompting the gift.

During the Convention $921.50 was contributed.

CORINNE TRUE, Financial Secretary.

Mr. Hall told the story of the offering of a poor widow in the Orient, who earns a few pennies a day by baking and selling coarse bread. She protested against the seeming slight in not being asked to contribute to the American Mashrak-el-Azkar. She had no money to give, so took an old earring from her ear, sold it and proudly brought her offering to the Temple fund, remarking: "See! The good God in His bounty gives us all something we can spare."

Mrs. Coles told the story of the widow's mite and the start of the quilt fund.

Mrs. Parmerton, as Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee, gave an account of the blessing boxes. She also stated that these boxes had been donated by two Presbyterians, who, in addition to this gift, had contributed toward the postage fund in sending them through the mail to the various centers.

This was followed by the Chairman reading a letter, accompanying a contribution, which had been sent by a devout Catholic, breathing a beautiful, generous spirit.

Letters from the Pacific Coast and the Hawaiian Islands were read. Also the following from Mr. Thornton Chase:

Through Mr. John A. Finch, of Seattle, Wash., to the Bahai Friends gathered in Chicago, who have placed their trust in the Word of God, are firm in the Covenant and living citizens in the Kingdom of God.

Dear Fellow-Servants in the Name of God:

This is a word of greeting and congratulation to you in this time of rejoicing. I long to hear your glad voices and see the light of assurance shining in your faces, and I am with you in spirit in your Feast and Convocation.

The Cause of God is entering the hearts of many in the West. Its fame is spreading quietly but widely, and the earnest workers are seeing rich rewards in the increasing interest of many souls. In Seattle and Portland, Oakland and Los Angeles, many new faces gather to the meetings, and the hunger for Truth is manifest.

In the Divine Providence, no single assemblies are yet permitted to become so large and powerful as to attract strong opposition from the enemies of spiritual progress. This is of the Mercy of God, protecting His children and His Cause until it shall be firmly established.
strength and wisdom. But the glad-tidings spreads like leaven in meal and the vital seed of Truth is growing and manifesting all through the communities of this wide land.

The Temple of Unity is being raised in the temple of man, and the service of love and worship is already performed in a multitude of hearts. So shall the material Temple arise to bear witness to the world of the reality of God's Revelation in His inmost sanctuary, the human heart.

"O Son of Humanity! The temple of being is My Throne. Purge it of everything, that I may descend therein to reign over it."

"O Son of Existence! Thy heart is My Home; purify it for My Descent. Thy spirit is My Outlook; prepare it for My Manifestation."

The faces of all believers are turned toward Chicago. May your actions be founded upon the Will of God and may "Consultation and Kindness" be the means of wisdom! May the Divine Spirit ever be our Guide and our Reliance and the Holy Word of God be the lamp for our feet in the journey from earth to heaven!

In His Name, your fellow-servant,

THORNTON CHASE.

On motion, a committee of three was appointed by the Chair to audit the books of the Temple Treasury of Bahai Temple Unity and to report thereon. Messrs. Hoar, Wilhelm and Ober were appointed on this committee.

The names of Mrs. Parmerton, Miss Boylan, Mrs. Coles and Prof. Armstrong were added to the auditing committee just appointed, these seven to comprise a committee to consider and suggest plans of finance and ways and means for the coming year.

Adjournment for dinner at the Briggs House, served by Mr. Louis Keller, chef, member of the House of Spirituality.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
MONDAY, APRIL 25, 1910.

The Treasurer made his annual report as follows:

**RECEIPTS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From Bahai Temple Fund, C. Scheffler, Treas.</td>
<td>$2,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td>$3,666.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions since March 21, 1909:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From the East</td>
<td>$7,092.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From America</td>
<td>$7,638.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$20,397.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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DISBURSEMENTS.

Land Account .................. $12,000.00
Taxes and Assessments ........ 974.79
Interest ........................ 1,425.00
Buildings (Shelter Houses) ...... 105.00
Expenses (Postage, Printing, Etc.) 183.70

$14,688.49 Cash in Bank (Apr. 23, 1910) .... 5,709.46

$20,397.95

ARTHUR S. AGNEW, Treasurer.

Audited and found correct, April 25, 1910.

W. H. HOAR,
ROY C. WILHELM,
HARLAN F. OBER
Audit Committee.

On motion of Miss Boylan, the following resolution was unanimously adopted:

Resolved, That the Executive Board be instructed to address itself to the problem of acquiring the tract of land between Sheridan Road and Lake Michigan, and be empowered to take such action to that end as in their judgment may be wise and discreet and consonant with the directions of Abdul-Baha.

To this motion it was amended by Mr. Hoar that the Executive Board be instructed to follow the principle of consultation with Friends guided to assist in this work of negotiation and consolidation.

Mr. Honore Jaxon presented a full report of negotiations had and pending for the change of Sheridan Road and the vacation of certain streets and alleys in the Temple site. This he illustrated by plats and surveys showing the exact situation and boundaries of the site, its exact dimensions and center, together with the direction line from its center to Acca. His report showed most courteous and just treatment from the several public officials with whom the negotiations had been conducted. Many apparent difficulties had been removed by happy coincidences and a spirit of sweet reasonableness guiding and controlling all—manifest confirmations of divine favor.

He also reported the steps taken to insure perfect title to Bahai Temple Unity of the portions of the site embraced within all such vacated streets and alleys, also proposed construction of sidewalks.
Mr. Jaxon had not concluded his most interesting report when the Convention, having reached the closing hour, adjourned to meet at the same place Tuesday morning at 10 o'clock.

MORNING SESSION.
TUESDAY, APRIL 26, 1910.
In Corinthian Hall, 17th Floor Masonic Temple, State and Randolph Streets.

The session was opened by the Convention singing, "Softly His Voice is Calling Now."
The following prayer was then read by the Chairman, Mr. Hall:

Glory be to Thee, my God and my Beloved! Thy Fire is burning in me, O my Lord, and I feel its glowing in every member of my weak body. Every organ of my temple declares Thy Power and Thy Might, and every member testifies that Thou are powerful over all things. By Thy Strength I feel strong to withstand all trials and all temptations. Make firm Thy love in my heart and then I can bear all the swords of the earth. Verily every hair of my head says, "Were it not for trials in Thy Path, I should not have appreciated Thy Love." O my Lord, strengthen me to remain firm and to uphold the hands of Thy Cause, to serve Thee among Thy people. Thou art loving! Thou art Bountiful!

Mr. Jaxon concluded his report respecting the site.

On motion by Miss Boylan, seconded by Mr. Jacobsen and unanimously carried, a letter of gratitude was directed to be sent to Mrs. Paul K. Dealy and Mr. Arthur Dealy for their kindness in sending flowers to the Convention hall as a token of their love.

On motion by Mr. Wilhelm, seconded by Mr. Roar and unanimously carried, a letter was directed to be sent to the friends in the Orient, expressing our gratitude for what they have done for this great Cause.

On motion by Mrs. Coles, seconded by Mrs. Lincoln and unanimously carried, it was further directed that this letter, when framed, be sent to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, for translation into Persian.

A committee consisting of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Mrs. Coles and Mr. Hall, was appointed to frame the letter.

On motion of Mr. Hoar, seconded by Mr. Hannen
and unanimously carried, the action taken by the Board, regarding the negotiations of Mr. Jaxon and his engagements so entered into with the Drainage Board and with the Village of Wilmette, were approved by this Convention, and the Executive Board was authorized to conclude the engagements and to make the conveyances that have been reported in those matters.

The Convention then proceeded to a call of the Assemblies. The Secretary called the roll and the several delegates from each Assembly gave report of the progress of the work in their respective Assemblies.

Mrs. Corinne True delivered the greetings from Chicago to the delegates.

Mr. Hoar, chairman of the Auditing Committee, reported that the Treasurer's books and reports had been found to be absolutely correct, and the accounts of the Treasurer and Financial Secretary kept in a most complete and admirable manner.

On motion made by Mr. Hannen, seconded by Miss Boylan and carried, the Financial Secretary was instructed to prepare a form of receipt in the Persian language that all contributions from the Orient be acknowledged with a receipt in that language.

Adjournment for lunch.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
TUESDAY, APRIL 26, 1910.

The Chairman, Mr. Hall, opened the meeting by reading the following extract from the "Words of Wisdom:"

O ye discerning ones of the people! Verily the words which have descended from the Heaven of the Will of God are the source of unity and harmony for the world. Close your eyes to racial differences and welcome all with the light of Oneness. Be the cause of comfort and promotion of humanity. This handful of dust, the world, is one home; let it be in unity. Forsake pride, it is a cause of discord. Follow that which tends to harmony.

On motion by Miss Boylan, seconded by Mr. Hargis and unanimously carried, the following Resolution was adopted:

Resolved, That in accordance with the expressed wish of Abdul-Baha and the recommendation of the Executive Committee, Article 6 of the Con-
stitution of Bahai Temple Unity be amended by substituting for the words, "20th day of March" therein, the words, "the first Monday in the Feast of the Rizwan."

On motion by Mr. Ober, seconded by Mr. Lane and unanimously carried:

Resolved, That the Bahai News be made the medium for spreading the report of this Convention before the Bahais of the East and the West, and that Bahai Temple Unity bear, and the Executive Board be empowered to pay, its proportionate share of or all the expense of publication of this issue.

On motion by Mr. Lane, seconded by Mr. Ober and carried, a committee was authorized and appointed to revise and correct the minutes of the Convention.

Mr. Hall and Miss Buikema were appointed on this committee.

On motion by Miss Boylan, seconded by Mr. Jacobsen and unanimously carried, a cablegram of greetings and love from this Convention and this Unity was directed to be sent to Abdul-Baha.

The Chairman appointed Messrs. Wilhelm, Woodcock and Mills to send greetings to Abdul-Baha as directed.

Mr. Wilhelm suggested that Mr. Brooker being an expert in cement, our Executive Board, in arranging for sidewalks, should confer with him as well as with Mr. Jaxon.

Recommendation referred to the Executive Board.

On motion by Mrs. Parmerton, seconded by Mrs. Brittingham and unanimously carried, the Convention expressed and returned its sense of deep gratitude to the brothers and sisters of Chicago, to the Assembly of Chicago, to the House of Spirituality of Chicago and to all the dear friends who received us with such joy and fragrance here.

On motion by Mr. Hoar, seconded by Mrs. Hopper and unanimously carried, a vote of thanks and deep gratitude was extended to Mr. Jacobsen for the great work he has done for the Unity during the past year and for the clear and comprehensive report of the work given to the Convention.

On motion by Mrs. Watson, seconded by Mrs.
Parmerton and unanimously carried, a vote of thanks was tendered Miss Gertrude Buikema for her faithful service in her labors during the year and also as recorder of the minutes of this Convention.

On motion by Mrs. Brittingham, seconded by Mr. Mills and unanimously carried, a vote of thanks was given to the music committee, to the musical director, Mr. Albert R. Windust, and also to Mrs. Louise R. Waite.

On motion by Miss Boylan, seconded by Mrs. Brittingham and unanimously carried, a tribute was paid to the prime mover in this work of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, our dear sister Mrs. Corinne True, who has given her heart and soul and her physical labor to the service of God and of His people, and who has so beautifully entertained us who were willing to assist in this work. To her we extend our deep gratitude.

The Chairman, Mr. Hall, announced and ruled that we now proceed with the election of the Executive Board for the ensuing year by taking an informal ballot, each delegate voting for nine members of the Executive Board. Upon the informal ballot thus taken, nine delegates were found to have received the practically unanimous ballot of the Convention.

On motion by Mr. Ober, seconded by Mrs. Coles and unanimously carried, the informal ballot was made the formal ballot of the Convention and the nine receiving the highest number of votes in the informal ballot were declared the nine members of the Executive Board duly elected for the ensuing year.

The nine members of the Executive Board thus elected were:

Mr. Albert H. Hall  
Mr. Mountfort Mills  
Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen  
Mrs. Corinne True  
Mr. Arthur S. Agnew  
Mr. William H. Hoar  
Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton  
Mr. Joseph H. Hannen  
Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm*

*May not accept.
Upon suggestion of the Chairman, Mr. Hall, a rising vote of thanks was given to Mr. Honore Jaxon. This was unanimous.

At the request of the Chairman, Mr. Hall, the Tablet revealed by Abdul-Baha for this Convention, which had been read by Mrs. Eva Webster Russell during the morning session, April 25th, was again read by her.

The Convention closed by all of the delegates and friends joining hands and facing the East, while Mr. Hall read the following, which was revealed as a closing prayer for the House of Spirituality:

O God! O God! Thou dost look upon us from Thine unseen Kingdom of Oneness, beholding that we have assembled in this Spiritual Meeting, believing in Thee, confident in Thy signs, firm in Thy Covenant and Testament, attracted unto Thee, set aglow with the fire of Thy love, sincere in Thy Cause, servants in Thy vineyard, spreaders of Thy Religion, worshippers of Thy Countenance, humble to Thy beloved, submissive at Thy door and imploring Thee to confirm us in the service of Thy chosen ones. Support us with Thine unseen hosts, strengthen our joints in Thy servitude and make us submissive and worshiping servants, communing with Thee.

O our Lord! We are weak and Thou are the Mighty, the Powerful! We are mortals and Thou art the great life-giving Spirit! We are needy and Thou art the Powerful and Sustainer!

O our Lord! Turn our faces unto Thy divine face; feed us from Thy heavenly table by Thy godly grace; help us through the hosts of Thy supreme angels and confirm us by the holy ones of the Kingdom of ABBABA. Verily Thou art the Generous, the Merciful! Thou art possessor of great bounty and verily Thou art the Clement and Gracious!

(Signed) ABBABA ABBABA.

Then, still joining hands and with bowed heads, all joined in silent prayer and thanksgiving to God for the Spirit of Love and Unity that had pervaded and guided the Convention. The Greatest Name was repeated in unison nine times and the Convention adjourned in unity.

Photographs of scenes and incidents connected with the Temple site may be obtained from Mrs. True, or from Mr. Jaxon, at 1751 West Lake St., Chicago. Profits to go to Sidewalk Fund. Prints 4x5, two for 25c. Prints 3½x10, 25c each.
BRIEF REPORT TO DATE ON SITE NEGOTIATIONS.

Contributed by Mr. Honore Jaxon on request of Secretary Jacobsen.

Pending the erection of the Temple itself, the interest of the Baha'i friends is very naturally enlisted to no small degree in the development of the Temple site; and the writer has been asked to prepare a statement recounting the steps which have been taken, and the results which have been achieved, in this connection.

Partly because we are not yet officially “out of the woods,” but mainly because of the limited space which can be given to this subject in the present issue of the News, this statement must necessarily be both brief and incomplete. Suffice it to say by way of preliminary description that the negotiations, as so far completed, for the consolidating of our land holdings have furnished us with repeated and wonderful confirmations of our faith and with warmest encouragement to cling like trustful children to the robe of evanescence and non-resistance. Taking their inception in a discovery which was the direct result of a desire to see our Temple work performed by loving volunteer service rather than by hireling labor, these negotiations have been blessed with a divine support and guidance which has manifested itself not only in the constant providing of happy solutions for difficulties which could not be foreseen by the human intellect—and which therefore had to be dealt with moment by moment as they presented themselves in our path—but also in the uniform and extraordinary kindness which we experienced, all along the trail, from the officials and representatives of outside interests with whom these negotiations had to effect adjustments of one kind or other. It became abundantly proven as we went along that in the case of these friends, no less than in our own experience, the head was inspired, the hand was directed and strengthened, and the heart set aglow with the warmest good will at every point and moment of contact with this blessed and delightful Temple service. Certainly we could not ask for any stronger or more convincing fulfilment of the
divine promises which have been uttered for the comfort and encouragement of all those who in any way shall find themselves privileged to bear a helping hand in this glorious spiritual exercise.

As the matter is now agreed upon, by all the parties in interest, our holdings are so consolidated that on our own land we can draw a circle of nearly five hundred feet diameter, while for purposes of lawn and garden an additional territory—aggregating perhaps a 20% increase—has been freely placed at our disposal, to be so beautified as we please.

LETTER FROM RANGOON, INDIA.

April 4, 1910.

Dear and honored friends of God in the holy vineyard of El-Baha:

Your kind note, with the prayers appended thereto, has wafted in this province the sweet fragrance of the splendid rose-garden of the West, and we in the Orient have been watching with deep admiration the most appreciable movements of the blessed ones of God in the Occident, as each and every one of such movements promises very eloquently to deepen our mutual affection and love—the most precious blessings in the Kingdom of Baha. We have fully appreciated the idea that all the children of Aima in one voice, from every region may simultaneously sing the praise of God and supplicate for help and strength to bring into completion the Holy Temple of Mashrak-el-Azkar, and accordingly made use of the prayer as was directed during the Bahai fasting month, in this Assembly and all other sister Assemblies of this country. We are very deeply interested in the construction of this noble and divine institution and it would be our great joy to hear of its progress every now and then. The Cause is making very rapid progress. * * *

In conclusion, I take this opportunity of conveying the Bahai love and greetings of the believers of this place to the beloved ones of God in the West. I am your devoted brother at the faithful service of Abdul-Baha.

(Signed) A. S. Ismael.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BAHAI CALENDAR.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MONTH NAME</td>
<td>FEAST DAYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st. Baha (Splendor)</td>
<td>Mar. 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd. Jalal (Glory)</td>
<td>Apr. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd. Jamal (Beauty)</td>
<td>Apr. 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th. Azamat (Greatness)</td>
<td>May 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th. Noor (Light)</td>
<td>June 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th. Rahmat (Mercy)</td>
<td>June 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th. Kalemat (Words)</td>
<td>July 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th. Assma (Names)</td>
<td>Aug. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th. Kamal (Perfection)</td>
<td>Aug. 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th. Azzat (Wealth)</td>
<td>Sept. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th. Mashyat (Will)</td>
<td>Sept. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th. Alm (Science)</td>
<td>Oct. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th. Kudrat (Power)</td>
<td>Nov. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14th. Koul (Saying)</td>
<td>Nov. 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th. Masael (Questions)</td>
<td>Dec. 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16th. Sharaf (Honor)</td>
<td>Dec. 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17th. Sultan (Sultan)</td>
<td>Jan. 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18th. Malak (Ring)</td>
<td>Feb. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19th. Ola (Sublimity)</td>
<td>Mar. 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Four intercalary days.)

---

**ALLAH’O’ABHAI!**

A copy of this issue of the Baha News is being sent to everyone on its mailing list, including subscribers. Anyone desiring additional copies may get them from the Financial Secretary of the Baha Temple Unity, Mrs. Corinne True, 5328 Kenmore Ave., Chicago, by enclosing a two-cent stamp with such request.
CONVENTION ECHOES

BOSTON.

In response to the kind invitation of Mr. and Mrs. George Ostburg, a number of the believers were present at a delightful supper given at their home in South Boston on May 7th, the occasion of the supper being to welcome our delegate, Mr. Harlan F. Ober, and to hear his report of the Chicago Convention. The generous and hospitable spirit of their true Bahai home made a fitting atmosphere in which to learn of the loving hospitality extended by the members of the Chicago Assembly to all delegates.

During Mr. Ober's talk that evening, and upon the Sunday morning following, all present were made conscious, by what he brought with him, that he had in truth been on holy ground.

The Power of God has been so manifestly at work as the "One Remover of difficulties" since the last Convention that we may expect—if all are faithful and full of faith—that the seemingly impossible shall be realized before the next Convention. The financial assistance so generously sent from the Orient and Mrs. Waite's stirring "Temple Song" should surely fire each one of us with a fresh determination to add our shoulder to the wheel with renewed faith, courage and determination and make it possible for the Bahai Temple Unity to begin building operations without loss of time. "The field is white unto harvest" and there is need for as speedy action as possible. In unity and in faith lie our power. God's blessing is upon each earnest endeavor.

Grace Robarts.

MONTREAL.

Our delegate, Prof. Armstrong, on his return from the Temple Convention in Chicago, called the believers together at his home and gave us a full account of this wonderful gathering of the servants of God.

Our brother was so attracted and enkindled by this meeting with the friends that when he returned, all received a portion of the divine bounty.

The reality of those days of meeting and gather-
ing in Chicago is the true foundation of the Temple, and the radiance of divine love and unity shed upon that conclave of the faithful has surely been diffused far and wide to the ends of the earth.

Our revered Abdul-Baha said to some Montreal believers who were in Acca last year, that we were gathered together through no earthly aim, neither for political motives, nor social interest, nor any worldly purpose, but by the Power of the Word of God, in the utmost love, unity and attraction. With a look of great serenity and peace, he said: "This is a meeting of pure love; nothing mars our perfect unity; therefore, the influence and power of this gathering will be felt throughout the world and its effects will last forever and ever."

We are happy and thankful in partaking of the blessings of this great Day of God, and we send love and greetings to the dear ones everywhere through the Baha'i News.

The Montreal Assembly.

NEW YORK.

At our regular meeting at Genealogical Hall, 226 West 53rd Street, Sunday morning, May 8th, we listened to a report from our delegates who attended the Temple Convention in Chicago.

Our own delegates, Mr. Mountfort Mills and Miss Boylan, spoke and we also had the pleasure of having with us Mrs. Lincoln who was the Brooklyn delegate and who also spoke to us. They all gave us the most beautiful accounts of the great love and harmony which was everywhere in evidence at the Convention. We all felt as if we had been personally present and expressed the wish that we might be there next year, as our hearts and spirits were this year.

James F. Brittingham.

On the Thursday evening next following the close of the Convention the delegates and Chicago Bahais celebrated the 19-day Feast at the "den" of brothers Jaxon and Sprague at 1751 West Lake St. Seats and friends were just evenly balanced, and a delightful Spiritual Feast kept pace with the cakes and tea.
The above is a reproduction of the "Temple Song," one of the noteworthy features of and composed especially for the recent Bahai Temple Unity Convention.
HE IS GOD!

O ye Spiritual Friends of Abdul-Baha!

How long are ye silent and speechless! Although ye are speaking, yet in this age the speech of the believers of God must be the soul entrancing melody of the Kingdom of ABHA and the harmony of the Supreme Concourse! Therefore Abdul-Baha is not satisfied with a meek voice and depressing lamentation! He seeks the passionate tumult and joyous clamor and he roars and cries at the top of his voice so that the realities of things may stir into movement and action and the Beloved of Bounty unveil her Countenance in the world of creation! Those friends must, like unto the stars in heaven, shine and gleam in the horizon of Truth with the Light of Guidance so that the realities of the existent beings and the spirit of humankind may find joy and happiness!

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
One of the most important developments in the Bahai world during the current year was represented by a meeting held in Washington, D. C., on January 8th, at which time the Persian-American Educational Society made its formal announcement and appeal for co-operation. Since that time, 39 active and 13 associate members have been enrolled, one draft for $300 has been forwarded to Teheran and another remittance is to be made during the current month. Considerable interest aside from that represented by contributions, has been aroused, and promises of additional memberships have been received. The work of the Society may now be said to be fairly under way, and a concise statement may be timely for the guidance and information of the friends.

During the summer of 1905, Mr. Sydney Sprague, who had been for some time a teacher in the School of Tarbiat, in Teheran, Persia, visited this country, which is his native land. At various points he delivered lectures on the country and the work, and a large number of people became interested. The School of Tarbiat was founded some years ago by Persian Bahais, and was planned to meet the need of non-sectarian education along modern lines, as opposed to the old regime of Moslem schools. Mr. Sprague's association with the school was an indication of the trend of plans. On account of the political conditions and general demoralization of internal affairs, the founders of this school, before that time men of means, found themselves unable to continue its activities because of lack of funds, and the problem of closing it entirely or limiting its usefulness was being discussed when Mr. Sprague obtained leave to visit his home during the vacation season. As an outcome of the interest manifested, and considering the greater needs of the East, as well as the opportunity for a Bahai demonstration from the West to the Orient, this Society was formed. It is not the purpose of this article to set forth in detail the objects of the Society, which are explained at length in its Prospectus, nor to mention its activities, but rather to show the importance of the
movement from the Words of Abdul-Baha, and its present needs.

As to the School of Tarbiat, the following Tablets have been revealed:

There exists a great Confirmation in the School of Tarbiat which is founded by the friends. Although at this moment it is observed by a few, yet it is assisted by the Almighty. If the believers of God display generosity, that school will progress day by day in all its grades. Encouragement and stimulus is necessary.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

The problem of the School of Tarbiat is of the utmost importance. It is an essential obligation and duty incumbent upon all the friends to serve that school. This is the first school that the friends have founded in Persia, and all the people know that it belongs to them. Neglect and carelessness in the management of its progressive affairs is a blow to the Cause of God. Therefore everyone must give extraordinary importance to the school of Tarbiat and assist it from some standpoint, either through enlightened ideas or the introduction of modern system of education, either by liberal contributions or continual encouragement and assistance. To be brief: It is the hope of this Servant that in the course of time this school become distinguished from among all the schools of the world. Now consider how important is this matter.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

The question of the School of Tarbiat is very important. Through the Bounty and Providence of the True One it must become evident to all that it is the first school of Persia and its graduates are the most successful. Otherwise its non-being is better than its being. Therefore display the utmost zeal in matters pertaining to the progress of this school.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

The Society has received the approval of Abdul-Baha, the following Tablets having been revealed recently, addressed to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab and to the officers of the Society, respectively:

To his honor Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

Upon him be Baha'u'llah-Ela-Abha!

HE IS GOD!

In the last two mails, detailed answers have been written to thee. Now the papers that you have forwarded pertaining to the Persian-American Educational Society have been received. Truly I say, although the importance of this Society at present is apparently unknown, but if it remain firm and steadfast in the future it will become the Association of the union of the realm of man. It will thoroughly combine and harmonize the East and the West and accomplish a great service to humanity.
The believers of God must give great importance to this Society and strive to perform its fundamental principles and essential duties with heart and soul. I send my congratulation and felicitation to this blessed Society and ask from the bounty of His Highness the Incomparable, confirmation and assistance, supplicate and entreat at the Threshold of Oneness and beg from the Kingdom of Ahsa preservation and protection, providence and safety. If this Society acts with independence and exerts itself in bringing about relations between the East and the West, it will become the foundation of the oneness of the world of humanity. Firmness is essential, for if small affairs cannot be accomplished without firmness and steadfastness, how much more are these qualities needed for undertaking of great matters! The friends of God must encourage each other to be firm and steadfast, to reason and consult with each other so that day by day this Society will progress.

Persia and America are in great need of such a Society, even to matters pertaining to material relations between these two Countries, especially America. This Society will become the cause of spreading the American industries in Persia and the great profits, which in the past other nations have collected through the introduction of their goods and implements in Persia, will then go to America. Now consider thou, what great profits will be the result! Moreover the spiritual powers will assist and help, the Breaths of the Holy Spirit will be spread, the Breezes of the Paradise of Ahsa diffused and the rays of the Sun of Truth will display wonderful influence.

Convey, on behalf of Abdul-Baha, to all the friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful in America the wonderful greeting of Ahsa and congratulate and felicitate them for the organization of this Society.

Upon thee be Baha El-Ahsa!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHAYA ABBAS.

(Revealed in Haifa, Syria, April 3, 1910. Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Washington, D.C., May 12, 1910.)

To the Officers of the Persian-American Educational Society, through Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

Upon thee be Baha El-Ahsa!

HE IS GOD!

O ye who are favored in the Threshold of the Almighty and the lovers of His Holiness, BAHAI’OLLAH!

According to the reports of his honor Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, in these days the Persian-American Educational Society is organized in America and the friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful with the utmost zeal and enthusiasm are engaged in the solidarity of this Society. If possible, change the name of this Society to Persian-American Interdependence Society so that in the future it may include all points, such as commerce, industry and education so that spiritual and material results and benefits might be produced. Now in the beginning it may find no im-
BAHAI NEWS

importance in the eyes of some of the people but in the future it will attain to world-wide celebrity and it will indicate that—Praise be to God!—at this early period the friends have directed their thoughts to this most important subject. Should the circle of this Society be widely extended and its various branches well organized and systematized it will remain firm and become established, and if its members arise with perfect unity and agreement, know ye of a certainty that at the end, it will become the greatest Society of the world, produce inexhaustible results and benefits, become the tree of the oneness of the realm of humanity and cast its all-encircling shade over the people of the East and the West. But firmness and firmness, steadfastness and steadfastness is necessary. This Society must be so organized and in the course of time its various policies so well defined, that since the beginning of the world until now no such association has ever been founded. This must become the first Society embracing such universal aims and objects. Abdul-Baha with the utmost supplication and contemplation towards the Kingdom of ABHAI, prays in your behalf and begs confirmation and assistance.

Blessed is the Oriental-Occidental Interdependence Society! If it is organized in a befitting manner it will be productive of great results; otherwise it will be fruitless and profitless.

Long live this Society! Long live this Society! Undoubtedly at the beginning of every month a report of this Society should be sent to this Holy Land.

O Thou Almighty! Illumine Thou this Association and make Thou this gathering the bright candle of the world! For their intention is for the public good and their aim is Service to humankind.

O kind and compassionate God! Such a Society merits Thy favors and such a Body deserves inexhaustible Bounty and Providence.

Verily, Thou art Powerful, Mighty and Omnipotent and, verily, Thou art the Peerless and Incomparable God!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Revealed in Haifa, Syria, April 3, 1910. Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sobrabi, Washington, D. C., May 10, 1910.)

From the foregoing, it will be realized that the cooperation and assistance of all the friends is necessary, in order that the Society may be able to do effective work, to realize the ideals of the organization, to open the door of opportunity to our merchants, to spread knowledge in the Orient, and to facilitate the means of industrial, commercial, educational and agricultural interchange. As Abdul-Baha writes, the final and important results of the activities of this Society will accrue to America. In these Tablets he has opened a great door of intercommunication between the
East and the West, and has clearly detailed the policies and aims which must be followed in order that it may become a fitting servant in the world.

To make the Association firm and permanent, as Abdul-Baha desires, we need the active and energetic co-operation of all true lovers of progress, of humanity, of all the friends of truth and philanthropists. May we all become assisted to perform this command, and make this Society a Society of the Union of the Realm of Man!

Regarding the suggestion of Abdul-Baha to change the name of the Society, it is the consensus of opinion that the Oriental-Occidental Interdependence Society is the name to adopt. Naturally, the present Constitution will be changed a great deal, and it will take a little time before everything is arranged officially.

Already a branch Society has been formed in Chicago, and it is earnestly desired that other cities will follow with similar action. Particularly in New York the movement requires recognition and co-operation. Persia has done more than her share for the Mashraf-el-Azkar in Chicago, and for this sacrifice, made at a critical moment, no more fitting recognition could be made than by liberal contributions toward the cause of education within her borders.

In a letter recently received, Mr. Sprague states that the news of the formation of the Society has greatly cheered our brothers in Persia, who are proceeding to form a local Executive Committee in Teheran which, with the Executive Committee here, will administer the affairs of the body. They naturally expect a large number of scholarships, and must not be disappointed.

Dr. Moody writes from Teheran, April 27, 1910, that “On the first day of Rizwan, three meetings were held in various gardens and about six hundred tomans ($600) were collected to found the school for girls. This is a great sum for these times, and shows how eager the people are to progress.” She adds: “They have been much stimulated by the loving work of the P. A. E. S., and we hope the interest there continues to be of a practical turn. There is great necessity and also a high sense of honor in regard to the love
of all the friends in this matter.” If Persia in her hour of need can do these things, how much greater should the response of favored America be! The Orient last year sent over $8,000 to America toward the Mashrak-el-Azkar, and in a small way we can show our appreciation of this munificent gift by helping to educate their children.

Mr. Sprague reports that the photographs of the children who have received the scholarships already given, will be sent at an early date. More members are needed; it costs just $1.50 a month to educate a child, and under the present arrangements either a girl or a boy can be chosen, at the option of the member. Associate members pay $1.00 a year, these memberships representing a contribution to the expenses of the Society. Local circles can be organized in cities or sections where nine or more active members are located.

A second need is useful books, papers or magazines. In the latter category the following might be mentioned: “Kindergarten Magazine,” “Educational,” “The Elementary School Teacher,” “The Manual Training Magazine,” “The Pedagogical Seminary,” “Educational Review” and other educational publications. On the fly-leaf or first page of all magazines or books contributed, the name of the donor should be written, and a dedication to the Library of the School of Tarbiat. Wherever possible, literary contributions should be sent direct to Mr. Sydney Sprague, care of Mirza Azizolah Khan, rue Arbab Jemsheed, Teheran, Persia. However, books may also be sent to the Librarian of the Society, Mrs. C. S. Coles, Apt. 301, the Burlington, Washington, D. C.

The official headquarters of the Society is at 1800 Belmont Road, and its address is Post Office Box 192, Washington, D. C. Communications and memberships are earnestly solicited, that the desire of our beloved Abdul-Baha, as expressed in his Tablets, may be carried out, and that speedily. It is a great privilege which is offered, rather than a favor on the part of those who help, yet the grateful thanks of the beneficiaries will resound in the praise of those who respond.

Joseph H. Hannan.

The recent Tablets to the Persian-American Educational Society, published in this issue, again remind us that the "birds of the minds of men" in this Day, through the Word of God, are taught a new flight: Universal Interdependence.

The BAHAI News is in receipt of a letter, which, coupled with the Tablets above referred to, demon-
strates the time is at hand for the practical application of this new outlook. We quote the following extract:

I am in receipt of a letter from Teheran, stating that they would like to have catalogs, showing machinery and processes for manufacturing gloves, laces, ladies' and gentlemen's wear, thread, etc. In view of all the East is trying to do for us, the least we can do is to give the most careful attention to the smallest request or inquiry that might come from there. It has occurred to me that you might possibly be willing to mention these matters in the next issue of the News, in order that they could reach the friends in all parts, some of whom would doubtless be able to run down the information desired.

In the same letter is mentioned that a competent engineer, who is familiar with the setting up of all classes of machinery is greatly needed.

Any information covering these requests, if sent to the Baha'i News, will be forwarded to the proper parties until this Society shall have organized such a department of service.

God speed the Oriental-Occidental Interdependence Society!

"Verily, I have come from God and unto Him do I return, severed from all else save Him and holding to His Name, the Merciful, the Compassionate."

These Words of Baha'u'llah, revealed for the departed soul, are as far exalted above the conventional "Dust to dust; ashes to ashes"—as light is from darkness. In one is revealed the mystery of "And God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes, and there shall be no more death, neither sorrow nor crying"; in the other is hidden the mystery of "Let the dead bury the dead." Wonderful, indeed, is the new, exalted outlook of this great Day wherein His Word creates "a new heaven and a new earth!"

In the departure of Mrs. Elizabeth Van Dyk Buikema, mother of our respected Editor, we again touched the reality of the power of the Word of God as revealed in this Day. On the anniversary of the Day of the Departure of Baha'u'llah, May 28th, her soul passed to that Station, the glory of which He has revealed:

But concerning that which you asked about the spirit and its everlastingness—after its ascension, know that it will ascend at the time of its departure until
It enters the Presence of God in a form which, throughout all countries, times and throughout all circumstances and events of the world, will remain unchanged, but will be everlasting as the perpetuity of the Kingdom of God, His Sovereignty, His Power and His Might, and from it will appear the traces of God, His Qualities, Providences and Favors. The Pen cannot move at the mentioning of this Station as it is in its Supremeness and Exaltation!

The hand of the Divine Bounty will cause it to enter into a Station that cannot be comprehended by expression, nor be explained by all the creatures of the existence. Blessing be upon the spirit who departed from the body purified from the doubts and superstitions of the nations! Verily, it moves in the atmosphere of God's desire and enters into the Supreme Paradise! All the angels of the Supreme Paradise attend and surround it, and it will have fellowship with all the Prophets of God and His saints and speak with them and tell them what happened to it in the Cause of God, the Lord of the Universe!

If anyone could realize what hath been assigned for it in the Kingdom of God, the Lord of the Throne and the dust, he would immediately yearn with a great longing for that Unmovable, Exalted, Holy and ABHA Station!

Services were held at the family residence and the body laid to rest in Forest Home Cemetery on Decoration Day, May 30th. Protestants, Catholics and Bahais, by their presence, paid tribute to this holy soul who triumphantly completed her earthly pilgrimage of a full three-score years and ten.

We feel that our faithful co-worker and bereaved family have the love and sympathy of all the friends.

A. R. W.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

Through his honor Mirza Ahmad, to Mrs. Louise R. Waite, Chicago, Ill.

HE IS GOD!

O thou daughter of the Kingdom!

Thy letter was considered. On account of the lack of time, a brief answer is given.

The Spiritual Assemblies which are organized for the sake of teaching the Truth, whether assemblies for men, assemblies for women or mixed assemblies, are all accepted and are conducive to the spreading of the Fragrances of God. This is essential. Likewise the public meeting in which, one day during the week, the believers gather, to
be engaged in the commemoration of God, to read
communes and deliver effective speeches, is ac­
ceptable and beloved. But now it is utterly im­
possible to establish the House of Justice, which
is mentioned in the Book of Askas; nay, rather,
it is impracticable and not to be thought of. That
is for the time when the Cause is proclaimed and
the Commands of God have become effective.
Therefore, now is not the time for the House of
Justice, which must be established by general elec­
tion. Its mention is not permissible and its real­
ization impossible.

Endeavor ye as much as possible that differences
may not arise in the affairs; let not every in­
significant matter become the cause of disagree­
ment. If such a condition exists, the end will be
complete dispersion.

The believers and the maid-servants of the Mer­
ciful must all consider how to produce harmony,
so that the unity of the human world may be real­
ized; not that every wholly unimportant subject
become conducive to differences of opinion. It is
my hope that the friends and maid-servants of
America become united on all subjects and not
disagree at all, for disagreement destroys the foun­
dation of the Cause of God. If they agree upon a
subject, even though it be wrong, it is better than
to disagree and be in the right. For this differ­
ence will produce demolition of the Divine foun­
dation. Though one of the parties may be in the
right and they disagree, that will be the cause of a
thousand wrongs; but if they agree and both
parties are in the wrong, as it is unity, the truth
will be revealed and the wrong made right.

Upon thee be Baha El-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAAS BABA ABAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Washing­
ton, D. C., April 20, 1910.)

Mrs. Marie A. Watson is now in New York City.

Mr. John H. Wilcott and his mother, formerly
of Kenosha, Wls., are now settled on a claim at
Kendall, Mont., and expect to be located there for
the coming fourteen months. They would appre­
ciate letters from the friends.
BOSTON.

On May 15th about forty people were gathered in Beckton Hall to hear Mr. Percy F. Woodcock, of New York City. So truly did Mr. Woodcock bring to us the Spirit of Acca that it was difficult to realize we were so many thousand miles apart. The Message was so simply and clearly given that even strangers were touched by it.

It is ever a blessing to come in contact with those who have sojourned in that Holy House and the Boston Assembly is grateful for having had this opportunity.

In the afternoon a few of the believers met at the home of Mr. Austen in Jamaica Plain, and in the evening Mr. Woodcock shared again with others in Allston his experiences of Acca.

Humility and reverence are two distinct characteristics brought by all who have been in the presence of Abdul-Baha. Those two greatly needed elements in our American life, coupled with the fire of enthusiasm they all have, make a strong setting for the love which they bring from Him whose life is all Love and Service.

Grace Robarts.

CHICAGO.

Mr. M. T. Basheer of Port Said, arrived in Chicago, May 30th, and is staying with Dr. Zia M. Baghdadi.

Miss Clara C. Tychsen, who has been ill at the Henrotin-Memorial Hospital for the past few weeks is now at home and improving rapidly.

The Librarian of the House of Spirituality reports having received about sixty Tablets for preservation in the archives during the past month.

Mr. Arthur S. Agnew has gone to Colorado on a two weeks' trip and expects to visit the Denver Assembly.

The Nineteen-Day Feast of May 17th was held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. George Lesch, 3540 W. Monroe St.

A. R. W.

The Nineteen-Day Tea of the Woman's Assembly of Teaching was held at the home of Mrs. Louise R. Waite, 5217 Winthrop Ave., Monday afternoon, May 23rd. It being the anniversary of the Declara-
tion of the Bab, a special program was prepared dealing with the life of the Bab. Dr. Zia M. Baghdadi gave a most interesting and instructive talk upon the subject. It was also the annual election day of the Executive Board for the ensuing year and the following were elected:

President: Mrs. Ida Brush  
Vice-President: Mrs. Mary B. Grayson  
Recording Secretary: Mrs. Fannie G. Lesch  
Corresponding Secretary: Mrs. Louise R. Waite  
Treasurer: Mrs. Cecilia M. Harrison  
Chairman Visiting Committee: Mrs. Marie L. Hopper  
Chairman Philanthropic Committee: Mrs. E. Grace Foster  
Chairman Sick Committee: Mrs. Christine Loeding  
Chairman Educational Committee: Miss Laura E. Jones  
Chairman Organization Committee: Mrs. Louise R. Waite  
Chairman Program Committee: Mrs. Fannie G. Lesch

The work, as shown by the annual reports of the officers and chairmen, has been most encouraging and the spirit of zeal and loving service is strongly manifested by all.

Louise R. Waite.

Mr. James Gudgeon departed on May 26th, aged 69 years, beloved husband of Bertha Viola, who survives him. He was born in England and came to this city over thirty years ago. He received the Bahai Revelation from his wife and became a firm believer and attended all the meetings regularly, and passed away with the Greatest Name on his lips. He was buried from his late residence 838 N. Hoyne Ave., on Sunday, May 29th, a very large number of Bahais being present. The Bahai service was conducted by Mr. George Lesch after which a great many of those present accompanied the remains to Forest Home Cemetery where prayers were said and Mr. Gudgeon was tenderly laid to rest. The Bahai pallbearers were Messrs. James Murphy, Lars Johnson, George Lesch and J. F. Carmichael.

J. F. Carmichael.

DENVER.

Mr. Ray C. Wilhelm visited Denver, May 3rd. About forty truth seekers, who were interested in the Revelation of Baha‘ullah, gathered at the home of Mrs. Nash to hear him tell of the great Spirit of Baha‘ullah and Abdul-Baha now prevailing the world of mankind. Those present received with enthusiasm his description of the work already accomplished by these lives lived among men and the wonderful spirit displayed by
the Bab. Other homes were also opened to Mr. Wilhelm and it was greatly regretted that he could not remain with us longer.

Ella T. Nash.

JOHNSTOWN, N. Y.

The Bahai Assembly of Johnstown, N. Y., holds a regular meeting at 7 Hoosac street, the home of Mrs. Emily Gustin. The nineteen-day Feast or Supper of the Lord is also regularly observed.

This Assembly has received special bounty in the visits of dear believers during the past year: Mr. Wilhelm, Mr. Remey and Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford. The precious souls who are privileged of God to visit the various Assemblies have something to give, and to us, each visitor brings blessing, light and love.

Hudson, Clinton, Mica, Cortland, Pavilion and Oswego, N. Y., each has a believer—Oswego having two to uphold the standard of the Cause. These dear ones, not having the blessing of an Assembly, need, perhaps, our especial care. If traveling Bahais can visit any of the above named places, much good will be done in strengthening these isolated ones. The names and addresses will be gladly given to any one upon application to Mrs. Margaret LaGrange, 42 E. Main street, Johnstown, Secretary of the Assembly.

May blessing and love in His Name be upon every soul. Praise God, the Day of Unity is dawning, the Day wherein the Mashrak-el-Azkar is to be built.

Ella G. Quant.

NEW YORK CITY.

The usual meetings in New York are being held, except at Mr. Dodge's on Sunday afternoons and Mrs. Gannett's on Tuesday afternoons, which have been discontinued for the present.

The Brooklyn Assembly has given up its hall at Lockwood Academy for its meetings on Sunday evening, and the meetings are now held at Mr. MacNutt's at 3 o'clock Sunday afternoon.

Sunday, May 15th, Mr. Woodcock spent in Boston by invitation and addressed that Assembly. He reports that there is a growing interest in Boston, and was greatly encouraged by his visit there.

The Anniversary of the Declaration of the Bab was celebrated at Mr. Kinney's on the evening of May 23rd.

James F. Brittingham.
PHILADELPHIA.

The Philadelphia Assembly hold meetings every Friday and Sunday evenings, meeting at the homes of the believers going in alphabetical order. The meetings are full of the spirit of love, the believers being united as one soul in many bodies. Our aim is to ever strive to hold aloft the snow-white banner of unity. Every nineteen days we commemorate the nineteen-day Feast, and it is a heavenly spiritual Feast of the Love of God.

Our Assembly was favored by a visit from Miss Annie T. Boylan, of New York, while she was on her return from the Convention held in Chicago, at which she was a New York delegate. Her visit to our Assembly was very helpful to all who attended the meeting and many thanks from our Assembly are due to her for her kindness.

The Message is being continually spread in this city. There is much work being done in a quiet way.

Jessie E. Revell.

PORTLAND, OREGON.

Recently, a Dr. Buchanan, who is not a Bahai, gave an interesting lecture at Fellowship Hall. His subject was: "A Commercial Prophecy Soon to be Fulfilled." He stated that a survey had been made by Captain Cameron of the Royal Navy and now in the British Admiralty Office in London. This survey is to build a canal from Acre to the river Jordan, thence to the Dead Sea, filling it up to the level of the Mediterranean Sea, showing clearly that the two last chapters of Ezekiel will be literally fulfilled. Later, we had the opportunity of delivering to him The Message, with which he was much impressed.

He delivered, one afternoon, at the Women's Club, a splendid address on the economic question. The three principal points of his lecture were: 1st, National Co-operation; 2nd, Commercial Co-operation, and 3rd, Religious Co-operation. He showed clearly that Jerusalem was to be the great co-operative center of the world, and just before the close of his talk he gave The Message, telling of the coming of the Bab, BAHÁ'U'LLÁH and Abdul-Baha, and ended by saying: "Who knows but that this great Bahai Message is to be the great co-
operative religion of the world. For does it not come from the center and at the very time spoken of in our Bible!"

The Portland Assembly feels that the friends will be glad to know that The Message is even being given by those who are not professed believers.

Bahai greetings from our Assembly to all.

(Mrs.) Hattie Latimer.
(Mrs.) Mary M. Rabb.

LETTER FROM DR. MOODY.

Teheran, Persia, April 23, 1910.

Dearest Gertrude: * * * This beautiful Rizwan is bringing many blessings. I attended a woman's meeting on Thursday where more than fifty were present and the warmth of Bahai love was again felt. * * * Yesterday was a glorious day. In the afternoon, the Bahais divided into three groups and went to three different gardens outside of the city to discuss the subject of the girls' school and raise the funds. The young men took charge of the matter. The meeting which I attended raised nearly five hundred dollars—that is a great sum for Persia just now.

Mirza Ali Akbar, a new arrival from Acca, read one of the Tablets for the martyrs and then said: "Your relatives and friends gave up their lives for the Cause, and all that we are asked to do today is to educate the children. Shall we not do it?" Then he chanted the Tablet concerning "Education."

* * * The BAHAI NEWS has been of great service already in the Cause.

Great love for all from all,

Susan I. Moody.

The Theosophic Messenger for June contains an article by Harriet Tooker Felix upon the Bahai Revelation, written from the Theosophic viewpoint. In spite of the divergence of opinion between Theosophists and Bahais as to reincarnation and the Station of Baha'u'llah and Abdul-Baha, the article expresses a sympathy for the Bahai movement that will interest Bahais.
TABLETS FROM ABDUL-BAHA.
Through his honor Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, to the believers of God, Chicago, Ill.
Upon them be BAHAI'U'L-LAH El-ABHA!

Standing (left to right) — Mr. Windust, Mr. Remey, Mrs. True, Mr. Leech, Mrs. Brush, Mr. Hall, Mr. Brush, Mr. Chase, Mr. Jacobsen, Mr. Currier.

Seated (left to right) — Mr. Schemer, Mr. Struven, Mr. Agnew, Mr. Woodworth, Mr. Fuller.

HE IS GOD!
O ye merciful friends and the respected spiritual maid-servants!
Your blessed photograph* was received and studied. It imparted unmeasurable happiness. Praise be to God! that the faces are illumined, the hearts

* Refere to above photograph taken of the committee gathered to examine the plans submitted by architects for the Mashruk-ul-Azam, at the residence of Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago, August 1, 1909.
are the rose-gardens of the love of God and the spirits are rejoiced through the divine Glad-tidings. Thank ye God that ye have assembled your likenesses upon one page. All of you are the sons and daughters of the Kingdom, are in perfect harmony and united, attracted and enkindled.

Just as these bodies are assembled together, so the hearts are attuned with the music of heaven and the souls enraptured with the melody of Truth. Ye are all waves of one sea, rays of one sun, trees of one orchard and flowers of one garden. The power of the Kingdom hath assembled you together, and I hope that you may become assisted in such wise as to raise the canopy of the oneness of the kingdom of humanity, to unfurl the banner of love and kindness among the sons of man, to perfume the nostrils with the Fragrances of the Paradise of Abha and to illumine the hearts of the people of the world with the splendors of the Sun of Truth.

Upon ye be Baha EI-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABHAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Feb. 28, 1910, Washington, D. C.)

Through Mirza Ahmad Sohrab to the friends of Buffalo, N. Y.

Upon them be Baha'o'llah-EI-Abha! O ye sons and daughters of the Kingdom!

Your brief and interesting letter was perused. Although it was brief, yet in reality it was a detailed book. Every word was a letter, for it contained the oneness of the realm of humanity, and it was a proof of the oneness and concord among the friends and maid-servants of God. Today all the communities of the world are engaged in fighting and quarreling with each other. There is a religious strife, a sectarian strife, racial bias, patriotism, political contentions, commercial competition, industrial rivalry and a battle to defend their honor.

In reality these strifes are continual, and there is no cessation or interruption thereto. Now consider ye with what power and strength, love and devotion, union and harmony, happiness and joy
the friends of God must arise, so that they may reconcile and crystallize together these different fighting and quarreling communities. Were it not for the confirmations of the Word of God the realization of these facts would have been impossible and improbable. But the confirmation of the Kingdom of God, the penetration of the Word of God, the Illumination of the Divine Teachings, the instructions and advices of Baha'u'llah will solve these problems and ere long the Tabernacle of the Oneness of humanity will be raised in all regions, the beloved will find great rejoicing and beatitude and like unto the luminous stars they will shine from the horizon of sanctity.

Upon ye be Baha El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA Abbas.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Washington, D. C., May 4, 1910.)

Through Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, to the Bahai Assembly of Cleveland, Ohio.

Dr. Pauline B. Peake, Ella F. Friday,
E. C. B. Peake, Kathryn Preston,
Emma K. Noble, Mrs. J. Clark,
Myrtle Perkins Swingle, Albert J. West,
Dr. C. M. Swingle, Minnie E. Greedann,
Mildred Emily Swingle, Ahmad Sohrab,
Eva Mae Swingle.

HE IS GOD!

O ye brothers and sisters of Abdul-Baha!

Your letter was received. The meeting which was established in the home of Dr. Pauline was an illumined gathering and merciful assembly. Should ye remain firm and steadfast, know ye of a certainty that ye will be assisted by the help of the Kingdom of Abha and confirmed in the service in the Realm of Truth, for through the power of the Word of God and the breaths of the Holy Spirit the universal forces of the angels of heaven are drawn in battle array on the plain of the Supreme Apex and are expecting to assist and make victorious that soul who is hastening toward the field of the Kingdom.

Upon ye be Baha El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA Abbas.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Washington, D. C., May 4, 1910.)
Through Mirza Ahmad, to the friends and maidservants of God, Sandusky, Ohio.

Upon them be Baha'u'llah-El-Abha!

He is God!

O ye who are favored in the Threshold of the Almighty!

Your letter was a rose-garden of significances and from it the fragrance of the Love of God was exhaled. The friends can talk with each other without the lips or tongue, and without the assistance of pen, ink and paper they correspond with each other in the world of heart and spirit. Your brief letter was an indication of those detailed letters. It was the essence of truths and contained innumerable meanings. Therefore, in reality I read in your letter a book, and I felt that all of you are illumined by the light of guidance, are soaring in the infinite sphere of the love of God, like unto the birds singing wonderful melodies in this rose-garden and like unto the nightingale chanting harmonious songs and music. We expect that day after day this melody will become sweeter, this symphony more wonderful and this song more exquisite. It is assured that the confirmations of God will assist that gathering to progress; the boundless gifts will increase and illumine all with the light of guidance.

Upon them be Baha'u'llah-El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Washington, D. C., May 4, 1910.)

Extracts from a Tablet to a California Believer:

I beg of God that the means of thy composure may be brought about, that thou mayest be released from the fetters of this world, become a nightingale, be freed from the cage of the attachment of this earth and soar heavenward in the atmosphere of joy.

Regarding the use of liquors: According to the texts of the Book of Akdas, both light and strong drinks are prohibited. The reason for this prohibition is that it leads the mind astray and is the cause of weakening the body. If alcohol were
beneficial, it would have been brought into the world by the divine creation and not by the effort of man. Whatever is beneficial for man exists in creation. Now, it has been proved and is established medically and scientifically that liquors are harmful.

Therefore the meaning of that which is written in the Tablets: "I have chosen for thee whatsoever is in the heaven and earth," signifies those things which are according to the divine creation and not the things which are harmful. For instance, poison is one of the things: now, can we say that poisons are to be used habitually because God has created them for man? However, spirituous liquors, if prescribed by a physician for the patient and their use is necessary, then they may be used as directed.

In brief, I hope that thou mayest find eternal bliss and receive inexhaustible joy and happiness. The after effect of drinking is depression, but the wine of the Love of God bestows exaltation of the spirit.

Upon thee be Baha El-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BA'HA ABRAS.

HE IS GOD!

O thou seeker after the knowledge of numbers!
Thy letter was received. The science of numbers is one of the common sciences, but the aim of Abdul-Baha is, that the Heavenly Knowledge and Divine Wisdom encircle the world of existence. Shouldst thou desire to become my pupil thou must acquire the Mysteries of God and attain to the Knowledges and Sciences of the Kingdom—for they are the cause of the life of the world and the salvation of humanity.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!
(Signed) ABDUL-BA'HA ABRAS.
(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Washington, D. C., May 27th, 1910.)

A recent letter from Mrs. Marie A. Watson informs us that she is now settled in her new home, "The Knickerbocker," 794 East 158th St., New York City, which is open at all times to inquirers or the friends from any or everywhere.
Teheran, Persia, May 21, 1910.

My dear Brother Ahmad: Your two letters, enclosing check for £51, were received last week. Yesterday I presented your letters to the Spiritual Assembly and at the same time were read two Tablets from Abdul-Baha giving his permission to the believers to accept the offering from America for the Tarbiat school. * * * The believers are going to discuss this matter at a special meeting next Wednesday and then an answer will be sent to you. At last I am happy to say things are moving here, and I hope the next time I write I can send the names of the boys we have picked out and also a report of what the committee has done. I think the present committee that we have for the Tarbiat school will also take charge of the affairs of the Persian-American Educational Society.

I hope you will pardon my not writing more often. One reason is, there was nothing definite to write until the permission came from Acca; another reason, that I have more than one man can do. I have a good aid in the school now—Mirza Yousef Khan—so will have more leisure. Every day new pupils are coming. During the past ten weeks seventy have been enrolled and the school is too small and we must soon build a new school.

Last week we had a reception in the school which was very successful. The fathers of the children were present and several notable persons, such as Prince Farman-Farma, Sheik-or-Rais, the American Minister, Mr. Russell, et al. The boys delivered talks in English, French, Persian and Arabic, went through a military drill and sang patriotic songs. Mr. Russell seemed very pleased with all he saw. * * * The pictures were taken, which I will send to you. Roy Wilhelm had sent a fountain pen to be given to the boy who made the best progress, and this was given and created a good impression among the visitors.

Have I told you about the girls' school? It looks as though we would have one started soon. On the first day of the Feast of the Rizwan our young men's society—the Mahfele-Morattab—of which I am a member, held a meeting in one of
the gardens in order to raise money for this purpose. In one day over 600 toumans was raised, and with the help that comes from America we ought to have a very good school for girls. A letter has been written to Acca, asking for a woman teacher. Of course the believers in America will choose the one best fitted. * * * I am expecting to leave in a month for Acca, so whoever is appointed can start from America in July, meet me in Acca and then return with me to Persia in September.

Probably you have heard from Dr. Fareed of my great good fortune—that I am to marry one of our Oriental spiritual sisters, and so the second East and West marriage among the believers will take place. Does not the fact that Abdul-Baha granted his permission show that great changes have taken place in Persia? I shall bring my wife to Teheran and take a home and settle down in a true Persian fashion.

I have not been able to see much of Miss Russell, the daughter of the American minister, as I have so little time to make calls. I spoke to her about teaching in the girls’ school and she said she was quite ready to come. I will write her to visit the school some day soon.

Greeting to all the friends and best wishes to yourself. Yours faithfully in the Cause,

Sydney Sprague.

On Sunday, June 12th, the Vaheed Choral Society visited the Kenosha Assembly and repeated the musical program of the late Convention. It was a perfect day and the hospitality of the Kenosha friends knew no bounds. Upon their arrival, the singers and visiting friends from other nearby Assemblies partook of a lavish feast, after which a service was held and short speeches from the visiting friends interspersed the musical program, which was added to by the young musicians of the Kenosha Assembly. Throughout the day the wonderful Abha Spirit was manifested, and the Choral Society desires to extend, through this medium, to the Kenosha friends, its deep appreciation of the pleasure afforded upon this memorable occasion.

Louise R. Waite, Pres. V.C.S.
BAHAI CALENDAR.

MONTH NAME FEAST DAYS
1st Baha (Splendor) March 21
2nd Jalal (Glory) April 9
3rd Jamil (Beauty) April 28
4th Azamat (Greatness) May 17
5th Noor (Light) June 4
6th Rahmat (Mercy) June 24
7th Kalameh (Words) July 13
8th Assma (Names) Aug. 1
9th Kamaal (Perfection) Aug. 20
10th Azzatt (Wealth) Sept. 8
11th Mashrat (Will) Sept. 27
12th Alm (Science) Oct. 16
13th Tahir (Purity) Nov. 4
14th Koul (Saying) Nov. 23
15th Masael (Questions) Dec. 12
16th Sharaf (Honour) Dec. 31
17th Sultan (Sultan) Jan. 19
18th Malak (Ring) Feb. 7
(4 intercalary days.)
19th Ola (Sublimity) Mar. 2
(Month of fasting)

ALLAH'O'ABHA!

The following article appeared in the daily press of recent date, and is an evidence of the workings of the Spirit of this Great Day as outlined in the Tablets to the Persian-American Educational Society, published in our last issue:

(Special Cable to the Chicago Daily News from Paris, France, June 14.)

"AMERICANS: Rejuvenated Turkey bids you welcome. This is the message I would like to give to America on behalf of the people of Turkey through the columns of
the Daily News. The Ottoman empire extends its hands to the merchants and travelers of all nations. The door at last is wide open and the old regime is dead beyond hope of resurrection."

These words were addressed with the fervor of patriotism to the correspondent of the Daily News today by Ismail Djenany Bey, prefect of Constantinople, who has just arrived in Paris as the head of a mission of about fifty representative Turks, including government officials, soldiers, bankers, the heads of state monopolies and merchants.

The door, indeed, is open, for the mission is the first of a series intended to carry Turkey's message of goodwill to all the world and within two years it is expected that a similar mission will invade America.

Djenany Bey, a little blond man who, except for the inevitable red fez, might be mistaken for an American, welcomed the correspondent cordially.

"Americans have already done much to aid Turkey in its struggle for betterment," he exclaimed, "and they may have a chance to do even more for us. We hope to interest American merchants, engineers and travelers in our country."

"Americans might hesitate to go there," it was suggested, "because the memory of the Armenian massacres that occurred a few years ago would give them the impression that Turkey was unsafe."

"All that is past," said the Constantinople representative with emphasis, "it will never happen again. The world must realize that Turkey is no longer the place it once was. The young Turks are in absolute control and a spirit of progress rules the empire. The projects of American and other firms for lighting Constantinople by electricity are even now being considered. More railroads are needed. Schools for both men and women are being established and the former fanaticism is no longer tolerated."

God speed the Oriental-Occidental Interdependence Society!

---

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR.

The Financial Secretary, Mrs. Corinne True, reports the following payments due this month: The third note of $5,000 due June 24th. Semi-annual interest on the extended mortgage of $12,500. Interest on the fourth $5,000 note, due next January.

She also sends the following letter from Mr. Remey, which tells of the latest contribution from the Orient:

1527 New Hampshire Ave.,

Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago, Ill.

Dear Bahai Sister: Your kind letter to Howard and to me came to us on our way to the Holy City as we were passing by Port Said.

When we met Abdul-Baha we asked him if he had
any further instructions regarding the Temple work. The only instructions which he gave us were regarding the Unity of the believers in this great work. That, we learned, as before taught, is the all necessary thing. The design, style, construction and all else of the building should be but as after thoughts when we consider them with this great unity of the souls of the believers, which is the real Temple, the Spiritual Temple! Incidentally Abdul-Baha said that the Temple should be as beautiful as the friends could make it, but this was but a side remark when compared with his discourses upon the Spiritual Temple which is the unity and solidarity of the believers.

You know how interested I have been in the material side of the Temple. Well, now since this last visit to Abdul-Baha this interest has become secondary to the immaterial work which must first be accomplished.

I left Howard in Europe. A postal from him yesterday tells me that he is traveling in Europe, where he will visit several of our Bahai centers. He will return to the States sometime during the summer. I am here in Washington again to settle down and assimilate and try to give to others some of the many blessings received in the Holy Land and from our people in the many countries visited during the past year.

Enclosed I send you a check for £135 (one hundred and thirty five pounds sterling) which Abdul-Baha is sending for the Temple from the believers in the East.

As yet I have not gotten a hold of matters and work. Now, please tell me if there is any way in which I can help you with the Temple work. Soon I will be busily engaged in material work, but I will make time and opportunity for the Bahai work.

Please give my love and greeting to all and let me know how I can help you.

Yours in El-Abha,

Charles Jason Remey.

LETTER FROM MANDALAY.

Mandalay, April 11, 1910.

My dear brothers and sisters in the Cause of God:

Your missive concerning the Mashrak-El-Azkar brought the breeze of the love of those beloved ones who are trying with all their strength to serve in the field of God. At the command of Abdul-Baha you are giving these things to weak, hungry and thirsty ones.

We were made happy by the welcome arrival of Mr. Remey and Mr. Struven, whom we had so earnestly longed to see and hear from them of their visit in China, Japan and Honolulu, where they met with those beloved of God.

In our country there are about four hundred
new believers in a village called Koon-Jan-Ghone, near Rangoon, where our two American brothers reached. God has conferred great benefits upon them. The villagers were so unkind to each other that they did not give each other their things of trifling value; but now they are free from such things. This is from the power of the Word of God.

Though we live in separate countries, your love comes to us, passing through oceans and mountains which separate us from you. In our Mandalay there are about one hundred and fifty beloved ones who are weaker in knowledge and worldly manners and things than you, but same in spirit, soul and belief. Today many paths are opened. I do not know why it is that Koon-Jan-Ghone has more believers than Mandalay, for the inhabitants of Mandalay know more Koran and many accounts of their religion than those of Koon-Jan-Ghone. Though we are weak and negligent, God is powerful and kind and Healer of all sufferings! Abdul-Baha is walking in the work of Servitude and he is our Guide, Example and Master, and his commands are the swift healing antidote.

Our country is so small and weak that no one ventures to make investigation of our religion, though we announce the teachings and publish them. Abdul-Baha is the King of Servitude over the whole world, striving to unite all the different peoples and let them enjoy peace and tranquility of Paradise. Through the power of Baha all the problems of the world are to be solved, overcoming all the difficulties. We are all getting and keeping good health and doing the duty which all the ancient Prophets desired to do and prayed to God to meet with these days of blessing. He is the Ocean of oceans which can never be emptied, and from this Ocean great quantities of water are conducted by rivers which make the countries fertile when they receive it. We were pleased to receive such clear Water and are giving it to all thirsty ones who come and receive it.

Give our love and greetings to all the beloved of God.

In His Holy Name,

Maung Ba Kya.
BALTIMORE.

A series of informal out-door meetings will be given by the Baltimore Assembly during June, July and August, at the home of Mrs. Rose Struven, on Sundays at 3 p.m. Among the speakers expected are the following: Mrs. Pauline Hannen, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Mr. Hooper Harris, Mons. H. Dreyfus, Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, Mrs. E. C. Getsinger, Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, Mr. Howard MacNutt, Mr. Charles Mason Remey.

CHICAGO.

The Unity Feast of June 5th, held at the residence of Mrs. E. F. Davies, 5847 LaSalle St., was an occasion of spiritual uplifting to the many who attended.

Mrs. Corinne True is now at her summer home in Fruitport, Mich., which is an active Bahai center. Mrs. Louise R. Waite is spending a couple of weeks with her.

Mrs. Eva Webster Russell and Miss Beatrice Davies expect to leave Chicago about July 1st for an eastern trip and summer outing. They will visit the Washington, D. C., and Baltimore Assemblies, then go to Norfolk, Va., and from there to New York City. Miss Davies will return to Chicago from New York and Mrs. Russell will go to Providence, R. I., returning home some time in August.

LONDON, ENGLAND.

The BAHAI NEWS comes to us with refreshing tidings of progress in all lands.

Our hearts have been made glad with the supreme joy in hearing the verbal messages brought us by Miss Buckton and Miss Schopel who have spent a few weeks at Acca. Miss Buckton is a strong club woman here and her return has been the means of spreading the "Glad-tidings" among many who otherwise would have waited long for this Message.

At a recent meeting Mons. Dreyfus, of Paris, gave us an inspiring talk. He was en route for America. This address was listened to with much interest by a good number of believers who gather each Friday evening at 10 Chemiston Gardens, Ken- sington.
Two feasts have been given at Dr. Fisher's attractive studio in Trentishoe Mansions. As the believers are scattered, these feasts have been largely attended in the afternoon. At these gatherings Bahais have come from Eastborne, Surrey, Hornsey and Essex. Many were able to avail themselves of this meeting by holding it on a week day. Dr. Fisher has also been giving a series of lectures on the "Seven Valleys" Friday evenings. These were interrupted by his recent visit to America. We are to have the next feast at his studio, where it is hoped many will gather to welcome Dr. Fisher back to London.

We are grateful to Mrs. Brittingham, Mrs. Barnard and Mr. Wilhelm, of New York City, for literature as well as personal letters which have been read to the Assembly from time to time.

Khosroe Bohman, from Burmah, is visiting the London Assembly. He tells us the growth of unity is rapidly spreading through the Bahai Cause. His beautiful expositions of Truth are picturesque and impressive. He speaks English understandingly.

The Assembly is splendidly harmonious and growing healthily.

NEW YORK CITY.

The New York Assembly has been greatly favored by the presence of and beautiful talks from our Bahai brother Mons. Hippolyte Dreyfus of Paris, France.

Mr. Kinney has gone out of the city, with his family, for the summer, and the Sunday evening meetings, which were held in his studio, will be held, instead, in the home of other believers. Miss Phillips, in whose studio some beautiful occasional meetings have been held throughout the winter, has also gone out of New York for the summer. The Wednesday evening meeting for Bible instruction in the studio of Mrs. Gannett, "The Chelsea," 222 West 23rd St., is yet open; also the regular Friday evening meetings held in Miss Thompson's studio, 119 East 19th St.

The Genealogical Hall meetings (226 West 58th St.), held every Sunday morning, have hitherto been closed during July and August, but during the present summer will be regularly continued there. On June 5th the nineteen day Feast was held in
Bronx Park. In our Genealogical Hall Sunday morning meetings the first half of the hour is given to the reading of the Word by the one who conducts the meeting, followed by a brief talk from some one of the friends. This meeting is conducted by both our brothers and sisters in the Cause of God. Always the hymns, composed by Mrs. Waite, are sung and often a sacred solo is rendered, generally by Miss Edith Magee. A Bahai chant, composed by one of our early New York believers, Mrs. Gibbons, is also sometimes sung as a solo. These Sunday morning meetings are becoming increasingly beautiful in spirit.

By permission from Abdul-Baha, Dr. Sarah Clock, of New York Assembly, will soon go to Persia in professional services.

We greatly regret to state the illnesses of the following brothers in these vicinities: Mr. Howard MacNutt, who is reported to be better, and Mr. J. Otis Wilhelm who is not yet out of danger.

Isabella D. Brittingham.

PASADENA, CALIF.

Our meetings are growing in interest and attendance. The great love which is being poured out so abundantly from our "Home" is attracting the souls and dear ones are being gathered in who will bring others.

Miss Hammond and Miss Wise returned last week from a ten-days trip to the Mojave Desert, San Bernardino County, Calif. They gave the Message everywhere, going and coming, and held Bahai meetings on the desert.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Since the last letter from Washington, there have been several happenings of importance here. On Saturday, June 4th, Mr. Charles Mason Remey returned, after an absence of a year, during which time he has traveled around the world in the interest of the Cause. Mr. Remey brought with him a Persian brother, Farajullah Khan, who will remain in Washington for some time. Farajullah Khan is a son of the Vizier of Isphahan, who has held this important office for 35 years, although known as a Bahai during all that time. This
Vizier is one of the most important personages in the Cause, and it is the command of Abdul-Baha that his son be shown every loving courtesy by the American believers. It is his plan to remain in Washington for some time, studying the American form of government and occidental methods in general. Mr. Remey reports that all is well in Haifa, where our beloved Abdul-Baha is meeting many pilgrims, and seems to be in the best of health. His instructions being to return to America by the most direct route, Mr. Remey did not remain to visit the European Assemblies. Mr. Howard Struven, his traveling companion, was left at Port Said, it being his intention to visit the believers in Egypt and in Europe, he having been given the messages from Abdul-Baha to the friends in those regions. Mr. Struven’s return is indefinite, within a period of from three weeks to several months. Space will not permit of even a condensed statement of the news brought; the general tone was most inspiring, both as to progress and the necessity for further effort. Particularly in India and Japan, American teachers, men and women, are needed in the Cause. Good business opportunities exist for these, who can devote their time largely to the Cause. To anyone interested full particulars will be given by addressing the Washington Assembly.

The Washington delegates from the Temple Unity Convention arrived home in time for the meeting of Friday, April 29th. Much interest was manifested in their report, and a Temple Unity Committee was formed to devise means for raising funds for the Mashrak-el-Azkar. It is hoped that important work will be done in that direction. The receipt of the BAHAI NEWS embodying the official report has awakened further interest. Many good ideas were brought from the Chicago Assembly, which we hope to incorporate into our methods. Particularly is this true of the music, which was found such an inspiring feature of the meetings there.

At the Unity Feast, May 17th, a goodly number were present. Mrs. Helen S. Moss and Miss Mayo were the hostesses; Mrs. F. J. Woodward read Tablets; Esther Hughes, of the Bahai Sunday school,
gave the Message very effectively, and Mirza Ahmad Sohrab spoke.

On May 23rd, the Anniversary of the Declaration of the Bab was celebrated. To a large audience formed in a semi-circle around the Hall, Dr. Ameen Ullah Fareed gave details of the transfer of the body of the blessed Bab from its temporary resting-place in Persia to the tomb on Mount Carmel. All present were deeply impressed with the spirit and power of this historic incident, in which Mirza Assad Ullah and Dr. Fareed were participants, sharing with Abdul-Baha the knowledge of the secret resting-place of the body.

The Unity Feast of June 5th, was set aside as one in which the colored believers joined. It was held at the Washington Conservatory of Music, and the attendance was most gratifying, between 75 and 100 being present. A number of these were strangers, showing the growing interest. At this meeting Parajullah Khan was present and addressed the friends, being given the Abha Greeting by the entire audience. A most interesting program was followed by refreshments, and many hearts were touched by the Glad-tidings of the Kingdom.

The Sunday-school meetings will continue through June. It has been our good fortune to meet a number of the friends who were visiting here, during the season, on Sunday mornings, and this, with the bible study, has enabled us to fill these Sunday morning meetings with a great spiritual uplift.

The regular meetings on Friday evenings, at 8:15, will be held during the summer, at the Gareisien Studio, 1219 Connecticut Avenue.

Mrs. Getzinger is visiting in New York, and Dr. Fareed is in Atlantic City. Some of the friends are leaving for their summer homes or stopping-places. A nucleus always remains to continue the work at home.

The Acca notes of Mrs. Finch, Misses Fanny and Alma Knobloch, will soon be issued in attractive booklet form.

The address of the Assembly and individual members is Post Office Box 192. The Bahai Hospice is located at 214 "B" Street, South East, the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Ripley.

Joseph H. Hannen.
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA TO THE
BELIEVERS OF GOD IN PERSIA.

Upon them be the Glory of God, the Most Glorious!

O God! O God! Verily, verily the reality of
Thy Oneness is sanctified above ascent or descent,
and the Sun of Thy Singleness is holy above ap­
pearance or disappearance. Thou hast been in the
mystery of Thine Identity and the eternality of
Thine Existence; moving in the exaltation of Thy
Sanctity and the loftiness of Thy Purity. The
souls who penetrate through the facts of life can·
not know Thee, and the minds which are imbued
with the subtleties of the universe do not appre­
hend Thee. Far from the spiders of imagination
to weave the web of their weak thoughts in the
imperial palaces of Thy Knowledge, and far from
the birds of understanding to attempt soaring
with their broken wings toward the golden apex
of Thine Explanation! Verily, all the wings of
effort are broken and will not reach the glorious
heaven of Thy Singleness. The intellects are be­
wildered and if they cannot comprehend one verse
of the verses of Thine Omnipotence, how then can
they perceive Thy Reality which surrounds all
things and is not surrounded! Thy Holy and
Sanctified Identity is beyond the knowledge of the
wisest and mightiest in the world of emanation!

O Lord! O Lord! Deliver the souls from the
superstitions, that they may not imagine any dis­
appearance for Thy Lights, any setting for Thy
Luminary, any descent for Thy Reality, and any
ascent for Thy Identity. For verily Thou art
above all these qualifications and beyond all these
attributes. Thou hast been and forever shalt be
in Thine Inaccessible Station and Thine Unattain­
able Position. The road is barred and the path
is closed, Thy Proof is Thy Verses and Thy
Path is Thy Dominion.
O Lord! O Lord! These souls are righteous, their hearts attracted, their minds enkindled, their ears opened, their eyes seeing, their spirits rejoiced, their breasts dilated, their realities contented, their identities satisfied and their hearts attentive. They are suppurating toward Thee, turning their faces to Thee, and begging for Thy Mercy.

O Lord! O Lord! Enkindle their lamps, ignite their torches, uplift their waves and open to them the Door of Bounty.

O Lord! Adorn their gardens, beautify their orchards, illumine their faces, confirm their words, hoist their ensigns, commemorate their names, perfect their morals, cleanse their hearts, purify their breasts and glorify their countenances; so that the manifest light may be seen upon their brow, and the Bloom of Paradise in their faces. Verily, Thou art the Merciful, Thou art the Clement, the Compassionate and the Ancient!

O ye friends of God! The waves of confirmations are successive and the hosts of assistance are drawn in battle array. The armies of the Kingdom of Abha, like unto the waves of the Supreme Concourse, are tumultuous, and the Breezes of Providence wafting from the direction of Grace rejuvenate with new life every faded and withered soul. The trees of the Garden of the Covenant are stirred into the utmost cheerfulness and the fruits of the Orchard of the Testament have reached the stage of perfection, sweetness and delicacy. The Majestic Palm produces luscious dates, and the Luminous Star shines with infinite brightness. The Zephyrs of the City of God bestow eternal life, and the Divine Wisdom grants spiritual insight. The Bounties of God are perfected on every side, and the Favors of the Most High have encircled all. Blessed are you!—and again, blessed are you!—for you have become the object of the Bestowals of the Beauty of Abha and the Center of the Revelations of the Mysteries of the Supreme Concourse. 

His honor Ameen* has given the utmost praise

*Note: Ameen is one of the old, venerable, sanctified teachers of Persia.—Translator.
and commendation on behalf of all, saying that—Praise be to God!—all the friends in all parts of Persia are firm in the Covenant, have taken hold of the Testament of His Highness the Merciful: their minds are full of acclamations, their faces illumined, their hearts aspiring and their spirits soaring toward the Realm of Truth, their souls full of glad-tidings and their consciences in infinite happiness. Day and night they are engaged in spreading the fragrances, and morning and evening they deliver the Word of God. They are the Signs of Oneness and the Tokens of the Bounties of the Glorious Lord. They are the bright lamps and incontrovertible proofs. They are the horizons of knowledge and the hosts of the Supreme Concourse. In reality he has given the greatest praise and glorification. On account of this news great happiness was produced in the hearts of the believers, and all are expressing their most wonderful glad-tidings.

I beg of God, that day by day this Fire may consume the world, and this Flame enkindle the earth; this Favor become all-surrounding and this Path straight. Cast ye into oblivion all signs of attachment and impurity so that all the regions may become sanctified and purified and all the dawning-places shining and illumined. Then the Paradise of A'lima will be established in the East and in the West, the glorious outpouring of the Majestic Lord, become universal, the principles of the Cause produce results and the structure of the Revelation of Truth reach to the Mansions of the Supreme Heavens.

Upon ye be Glory!

(Signed) ABDEL-BAHÁ ABRAS.

(Translated by Mírzá Ahmad Schrāb especially for the BAHÁ’Í NEWS, Washington, D. C., June 17, 1910.)

THE TARBIAT SCHOOL, PERSIA.

LETTER FROM SYDNEY SPRAGUE.

Teheran, Persia, June 9, 1910.

My dear brother Ahmad: You have been away so long from Persia and have become so westernized that you have forgotten how long it takes
things to move in the East. I have learned during these two years in Teheran how "to labor and to wait." I have been hoping each week to be able to write you something definite, but there have been many hindrances in the way to organization. First, the believers would do nothing until they received permission from Acre and after that came,
American Educational Society and that I should act as a representative from the Society in America and fulfill the duties that you designated for me in your program. I hope to send you, next week, the list of the boys' names, a little description of each and tell to whom they belong.

As the girls' school is not yet started, I have decided, with the consent of the Spiritual Assembly (of Consultation), to use the money sent for the sixteen girls' scholarships toward the expenses of starting the school and when the school is opened we will appoint the sixteen girls. Please notify the givers of these scholarships. We hope the school will be ready in the autumn. Already we have received over $600 here in Teheran toward the school and with the help from America, this will be enough to start a good school.

Now I will try to answer your questions about the Tarbiat school: We have at present 270 pupils, about 50 new ones having come to us during the past two months, for the school has really a very fine reputation in Persia. It is claimed by everybody as one of the very best. Several new schools have been founded here since the granting of the constitution and though liberally helped by rich Persians, none of them equal ours. The other day a professor from the Doral-Fonoun (Shah's University) came to our school to examine the boys in arithmetic, algebra and geometry. He had been sent by the government to visit all the schools. After examining carefully each class, he told me that our school in Teheran had such bright and intelligent boys and that in mathematics we were 'way in advance of other schools. One of the reasons why we make greater progress is that our school program is based on that of the American schools. When I came to Tarbiat school two years ago, I found its program was like that of all other Persian schools. For instance, mathematics would be taught but three days a week and then all the children who studied mathematics would be put in one room and taught at one time, though some might be advanced and others far behind. The first thing I did was to arrange the pupils in classes according to their ability and degree of advancement and have them study mathematics,
English, Arabic, etc., every day in the week. Ours is the only school in Teheran, I believe, which has such a program and that is one of the reasons why it makes greater progress. It takes eight years for a boy to finish the school and get his diploma. A boy is necessarily about seven years old when he starts going to school. During the first three years he must study Persian and a little
mathematics, geography and history. Then when
the boy has a good ground work in Persian, he
may start either in English or French. Mirza
Farajullah Khan is the French teacher and a
very good one, and I am the English teacher, as­
sisted by Fariborz who came with me from Acca.
During the five years of the advanced course the
boys study one of these languages, so that when
they leave they are able to converse, write and
translate. They study ancient and modern history,
foreign and Persian, mathematics, physics, chem­
istry, etc. They all, of course, must study Arabic.
I teach also some physiology and botany to my
advanced classes in English. * * * We have
eleven teachers now. We have a president of the
school, Dr. Afa-Ollah Khan, whose duty is to visit
the school each day for an hour and report to the
committee which meets every week. This servant,
as you know, is the superintendent, and has a
help, Mirza Yousaf Khan, who keeps the books,
etc. There are also two servants. We have a
good size school building for which we pay twenty
toumans a month, but it is too small for our grow­
ing school and I hope next year we will be able
to buy a big piece of land and build for ourselves.
Another place we need is a place for boys to live
who come to us from other cities. I am anxious
to have dormitories with rules and regulations
like our boarding school in America. We have
started a boys' club of the older boys in the school,
which meets every week, and I hope we can have
a room for that some day where we can have
English and French magazines and books. Your
"Literary Digest" is very welcome and any other
American magazines that people have finished
reading will be very acceptable. I wish you could
find some plays for boys to send me (no girls
partake)—short, easy acting pieces. * * * I
am sending you two photographs; one of some
of the boys of the English class and the other of the
teachers and the members of the committee and
the pupils in the advanced course.
Fraternal greetings to Bro. Hannen and all our
friends who are with us in this great work.

Faithfully your brother in the Cause,

ESKANDER SYDNEY SPRAGUE.
The following letter from Monsieur Hippolyte Dreyfus, of Paris, now traveling in America, will be of interest to all:

To the Editors of the BAHAI News,

Dear Friends: I trust I will be allowed to use the publicity of the BAHAI News for sending to all the Assemblies of America, which I am not able to visit in this two short trip, the love and the greetings of our friends in Paris; and also for conveying to all a little suggestion which the reading of the 4th issue of your publication, giving the account of the Convention in Chicago, and only just received—from Paris, has led me to deem advisable.

I really think that we should make a point never
to use the name "Temple" in regard to the Mashrak-el-Azkar. There are words in Persian and Arabic to say "temple," but Mashrak-el-Azkar has quite another significance, much broader and much more beautiful. It means, as you know, "the Dawning-place of the Mentions of God," and this plural in itself is quite significant, inasmuch as it reminds us that BAHAI'UL-Bahá has taught that we should not be satisfied by praying God only in a place prepared for our meditations, but that we should above all pray to Him by our actions, in serving our brothers, taking care of the weak ones, giving hospitality and spreading instruction and knowledge. And the House of prayer, which is to be the center of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, gets its true significance, in this new dispensation, from its connection with the different social institutions which 'Abdu'l-Bahá has often indicated to us, and which symbolize the whole activity of our future communities.

By calling it a Temple, not only, it seems to me, are we belittling one of the greatest Foundations of this Cause, but I fear that we are driving away from us many sincere souls who, in our days, have left churches, mosques, temples, in search of a broader ideal.

Besides, don't you think that the word Mashrak-el-Azkar is harmonious enough to acquire citizenship in our occidental languages with Quran, algebra, sultan, jasmine and many other words which also come directly from the East? Let us be the pioneers of this reform of linguistics, which will enable us to implant more easily new ideas into the world.

Yours truly in the Cause of Al Ab7w,
H. DREFFUS.

The BAHAI NEWS endorses these suggestions and has adhered to the phrase, "Mashrak-el-Azkar," from the first, but has not felt at liberty to change the manuscript sent in for publication. We trust the friends will give this matter careful consideration.

That all may be informed as to what is intended for this Institution, we quote the following from a Tablet revealed by Abdul-Bahá:

I am hopeful by divine bounty and grace that the beloved ones of God may be confirmed in the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar and all its accessories for the Mashrak-el-Azkar has important accessories which are accounted of the basic foundations. These are: School for orphan children; Hospital and Dispensary for the poor; Place for the Incapable: i.e. (Home for the crippled); College for the Higher Scientific Education.

The meaning is this, that in every place:
First a Mashrak-el-Azkar must be founded, Then a School for the Education of orphan children and the poor, Then the Hospital and Medical Dispensary must be founded, Then the home of the Cripple, Then the College of Higher Scientific Education.
In every city a great Mashrak-el-Azkar must be founded after this order.

Now we hope the Mashrak-el-Azkar may be founded in Chicago. After its foundation the important accessories may gradually be founded.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR.

The Financial Secretary announces the following payments have been met on the land for the Mashrak-el-Azkar:

June 4, 1910, interest on renewed mortgage ........... $ 375
July 1, 1910, third note of $5,000, with interest on $10,000 .......................... 5,300

Total .................................. $5,675

We are approaching the goal so earnestly requested by Abdul-Baha, that is, to pay for the land in its entirety before building thereon. The friends have been so sincere and earnest in endeavoring to accomplish this first step that a statement of the payments necessary to complete its ownership will inspire us to bend efforts to bring this about speedily:

Dec. 24, 1910, semi-annual interest on renewed mortgage ($12,500) ............ $ 375
Jan. 1, 1911, fourth note of $5,000 and interest 5,150
May 1, 1911, taxes and paving assessments .......................... 700
May 1, 1911, mortgage of ................................ 12,500

Total amount to be paid .................. $18,725

CONTINUE TRUE.

BOSTON.

The Boston Assembly had the pleasure on June 12th of hearing Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Getsinger and Miss Gertrude Stanwood, of the Baltimore Assembly, has been present at the meetings recently.

Miss Juliette Zimmerman and Miss Jean Moore were guests from Worcester on June 19th.

Mrs. Myron Prescott Potter, of Tacoma, Washington, has been in attendance at the meetings on several occasions, coming in from West Newbury, her former home. She left for Tacoma June 20th.

Miss Gertrude Stanwood, of the Baltimore Assembly, has been present at the meetings recently.

Harlan F. Ober.
Regular weekly meeting of Assembly, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Corinthian Hall, 17th floor Masonic Temple, State and Randolph Sts. George Leech, Sec'y. Address of Assembly, P. O. Box 283.

The brief visit of M. Hippolyte Dreyfus, of Paris, has acted as a stimulus to all departments of Bahai activity in this city. Sunday morning, July 3rd, at the regular weekly meeting of the Assembly, he gave an excellent presentation of some of the teachings of the Kitab’u’t-Aqdas, The Most Holy Book. The night before, Saturday, the friends gathered at the home of Mrs. Eva W. Russell, 329 S. Hoyne Ave, to hear him, and again on Monday night, July 4th. Sunday afternoon, he met with the members of the Spiritual Meeting of Consultation (H. of S.), discussing with them matters pertaining to the welfare of the Cause, and in the evening, addressing many of the friends at the home of Miss Gertrude Buikema, 1327 W. 12th St. Mrs. Corinne True returned from Fruitport, and opened her home on Tuesday evening, thus giving another opportunity to hear him before his departure for Montreal, the following day.

Mrs. A. S. Agnew and son are spending a few weeks in North Muskegon, Mich.

The Unity Feast of June 24th was held at the home of Mrs. Ann E. McKinney, 619 Wellington St.

The pupils of Miss Lillian James, our faithful pianist, gave a musicale, June 25th, at the Eleanor Club, 4 Twenty-fourth St.

Mrs. Myron Prescott Potter, of Tacoma, Washington, spent a day in Chicago recently on the way from New England to her home in the west.

DENVER.

Secretary of Assembly, G. Nathaniel Clark, 4141 Xavier St.

Meetings are held at the home of Mrs. E. J. Bell, Emporia St., Aurora, Monday evenings.

Mrs. A. M. Bryant is at her home in Woodland Park, Colorado. Mrs. Ella T. Nash and her daughter, Miss Louise Nash, are at present at Estes Park, Horse Shoe Ranch, Colorado.

Josephine H. Clark.
FRUITPORT, MICH.

Mrs. Corinne True, of Chicago, has returned for the summer and has taken up her active work for the Bahai Cause.

Mrs. Tobin and Mrs. Waite are the guests of Mrs. True and together with Mrs. Greenleaf, who is spending the summer here, are assisting in the group work.

A weekly meeting is held at the home of Mrs. Nelson Peterson; also one in Grand Rapids and Muskegon, Mich. There is growing interest in the Movement and the seeds planted in these cities are bearing the fruits of faithfulness and firmness in the Covenant.

The Unity Feast, Friday, June 24th, was held at the home of Mrs. True. Mrs. Waite told of her trip to Acca and read from her notes taken while there.

Mr. Charles Scheffler and Miss Sophie Loeding, of Chicago, spent the following Sunday with Mrs. True, and Mr. Scheffler talked in a most impressive way at the group meeting on the subject of "Why I am a Bahai."

KENOSHA.

Regular weekly meeting of Assembly, Sunday morning, 10:30; Sunday School, 9:30 a.m., at Gronquist Hall, 218 Park St. Address all mail for Assembly to Fountain Nichols, Sec'y, 868 Park St.

The Industrial School closed the season's work with a picnic. Many attended and an enjoyable time was had with games and refreshments. Mr. Wilhelm, of New York, made a contribution for the little ones and it was used for furnishing ice cream and cakes. The school will open again in September.

The Ighan class, which was held at the Kenosha Assembly's Hall during the winter and spring, has also closed for the summer.

Two vacancies in our Board of Consultation were caused by Messrs. Wilcott and Yager leaving the city. These were filled, June 19th, by the election of Messrs. Zina Tanner and Charles Carlson.

Bernard M. Jacobsen.
Secretary of Assembly, F. B. Beckett, 429 Citizens National Bank Bldg.

Mrs. Replogle, of Bakersfield, formerly of Baltimore, has moved to Los Angeles.

Miss Ella Bailey, of Berkeley, visited the friends here for two days and is now spending the summer at Banning, California.

Tropico is a beautiful suburb of Los Angeles, about nine miles away, and so many of the friends live there that the Unity Feasts are now regularly held in Tropico. There was a happy gathering at “El Azkar,” the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Frankland, June 24th. Mr. and Mrs. Winterburn, Mr. and Mrs. Cline, Mr. and Mrs. Beckett, Mrs. Stoddard, Mrs. Carvel, Miss Tesky, Mrs. Roper, all of Tropico, were there and also two visitors, one from near San Diego and another from Nevada. These meetings are attended by about fifteen believers and the number is steadily growing.

A beautiful work is being done through the efforts of the friends in Friday afternoon meetings, where the study of the Ighan is being pursued in a systematic manner under the wise guidance of Mrs. Winterburn. This work is attracting some earnest students whose interest is growing. Regular group meetings are held weekly at Miss Hammond’s home in Pasadena and at Mrs. Philip’s home in Los Angeles. The open meetings on Sundays in Blanchard Library Hall are attended by about forty people and are a means of presenting the glad-tidings to strangers who go to a hall rather than to a home, to learn what is going on. It is hoped that many of them shall find their heart’s desire in the wonderful Words of Truth that are offered to them in the Bahai Revelation.

NEWS NOTES.

Word comes to us that Mme. Aurelia Bethlen is holding meetings in Salt Lake City, Utah.

Mr. Edward Diedrich Struven and Miss Margaret Estelle Lowndes were united in marriage, Wednesday, June 29th, at Baltimore, Md.
Regular weekly meeting of Assembly, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Genealogical Hall, 295 West 58th St., Paul F. G. Marshall, Sec'y, 133 Shippen St., Weehawken Heights, New Jersey.

A Unity Feast was held in the studio of Mrs. Gannett on Sunday evening, June 26th.

Mr. Howard MacNutt has recovered and Mr. J. Otis Wilhelm is reported to be convalescent.

We have the pleasure of welcoming Miss Eda Moffett Falken, from Oakland, Calif., into our vicinities.

The BAHAI NEWS is creating much interest, and is a great bond of unity between the Orient and Occident.

Mr. Charles Mason Remey recently spent a few hours in New York City, on his way to join his parents in New England.

In the Brooklyn Assembly meetings are continued on Sunday afternoons, at 3 o'clock, at the home of Mr. MacNutt, 935 Eastern Parkway.

Recently a beautiful meeting was held at the home of Mr. Hooper Harris, 1180 Broad St., Newark, N. J., the guest of honor being M. Hippolyte Dreyfus.

The meetings in New York City are as follows: Mrs. Emma Gannett, "The Chelsea," 222 West 23rd St., Wednesday evenings at 8 o'clock. Miss Juliet Thompson, 119 East 15th St., Friday evenings at 8 o'clock. Since Mr. Kinney and his family are out of town for the summer, the Sunday evening meeting, which is under the auspices of the Council Board and the Woman's Unity, is being held in the homes of the different believers.

Word has come from Dr. Moody that the Teheran Board of Consultation has supplicated Abdul-Baha that Miss Lillian Kappes might be permitted to come to that city to teach in the Girls' Bahai School, and that Dr. Moody had personally supplicated that Miss Elizabeth H. Stewart might be permitted to come to Teheran as professional nurse to assist the doctor in her medical work. If these supplications are accepted, the hope of the Persian friends is that they can join Mr. Sydney Sprague in Haifa and return with him to Teheran.

Isabella D. Brittingham.
Regular weekly meeting of Assembly, Friday evening, at 1219 Connecticut Ave. Joseph H. Hannen, Sec'y. Address of Assembly, P. O. Box 186.

The Washington Assembly was honored by a visit from M. Hippolyte Dreyfus, of Paris, who addressed meetings on June 15th and June 17th. On June 16th, a reception was given, at the Gareisscn Studio, to Messrs. Dreyfus, Remey and Farajullah Khan. The first of this series of meetings was the regular Wednesday evening gathering at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Dyer, at which the colored believers joined with us, and a large number were present. Mr. Remey spoke briefly, and the address of the evening was delivered by M. Dreyfus. At the reception the three brothers were welcomed in brief speeches, and responded in a most interesting manner, outlining the progress of the Cause in three continents. It is seldom indeed that such a body of co-workers is assembled, and a large and representative body of believers and friends were on hand to give greeting. It was announced that M. Dreyfus would be the speaker of the evening on Friday, June 17, this being the regular weekly gathering, and a goodly attendance followed. We found the expositions of this brother most helpful, and his presence was inspiring.

The Unity Feast of June 24th was given at the hall, with Mrs. Wellesca Pollock Allen as hostess. A communication from Mrs. Garrison, formerly of the Washington Assembly and now on the Pacific Coast, was read. Talks were given by Farajullah Khan, Dr. Fareed, Mr. Remey and Mrs. Getsinger. Nageh Hannen, who has been for the past fifteen months in Stuttgart, Germany, and is home on vacation, read a Tablet addressed to the Stuttgart Assembly and delivered the greetings of the friends in that country to Washington.

Miss Alma S. Knobloch, whose address is Alexanderstr. 69, 1, Stuttgart, Germany, will welcome letters and especially copies of Tablets and other literature from the friends everywhere. Her entire time is devoted to the work of the Cause, and only those who are away from home and country know to what extent news and co-operation is helpful.
On Sunday, June 26th, the writer had the privilege of visiting the family of Mrs. Duckett, of Sumerduck, Va., an isolated believer. Announcements had been made for a public meeting at the school house in the afternoon, and more than a hundred persons responded, eagerly listening to the Glad-Tidings of the coming of the Kingdom. Further meetings are planned. This suggests a vast field of service in outlying districts; as for example in the section mentioned there is only one preaching service each month, and with ample time for thought and reflection, the people are hungering and thirsting for spiritual things.

Tuesday evening, June 28th, the resident officers of the Persian-American Educational Society met with a few of the friends, at the Society's headquarters, 1800 Belmont Road, to consider ways and means for the extension of the work in line with the commands of Abdul-Baha, merging the Educational Society Into the Occidental-Oriental Independence Society. A committee was chosen to draft a new set of plans and later on further conferences will be held.

On Sunday, June 26th, a special meeting was held at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Woodward. Tablets were read and the spirit of the earlier days was strongly evidenced.

Mirza Farajullah Khan, whose visit was chronicled in our last letter, has given us some splendid talks. As he is not yet fluent in English, Dr. Fareed has interpreted for him.

The Bahai Hospice will be closed until further notice, owing to the absence from the city of Mr. Ripley and family. Joseph H. Hannen.

WORDS OF ABDUL-BABA

From notes taken at Haifa, Syria, by Mirza Moneer Zein, during the recent visit of Mr. Charles Mason Remey and Mr. Howard C. Struven.

In the centre of the group, marked with an X, is the aged Afann who supervised the building of the Masirak-el-Azkar inakhbad, Russia. As soon as it was finished he was called to Acre by Abdul-Baha to remain the balance of his days.

The following letter from Mr. Remey to the BAHAI NEWS makes a fitting introduction to the notes which follow:

To the Editors of the BAHAI NEWS:

Mirza Moneer Zein has sent me notes taken in Persian and then translated, from four of Abdul-Baha's talks given while Mr. Struven and I were in Haifa,
I am enclosing them to you, knowing they will be of value to you in your work.

Talk No. 1 was given shortly after our arrival in Haifa.

Talk No. 2 was given at a feast which Abdul-Baha spread in his home, at which there was gathered a throng of believers from many countries and of various religious faiths.

Talk No. 3 was given upon a most memorable occasion, the 68th anniversary of the Declaration of the Bab. (According to solar reckoning May 23rd of the present year was the 66th anniversary of this event, but according to lunar reckoning—still used in some of the Oriental countries—May 15th of this present year was the 68th anniversary.)

At an early hour of the day the believers from Haifa and the visiting pilgrims went up to the hospice, situated near the Tomb of the Bab, upon the Mount of Carmel. When the feast was prepared Abdul-Baha served us as we were seated about the table which had twenty-four places. There was a second service and also a third, there being between sixty and seventy present. After all had been served then he, himself, partook of food. As Abdul-Baha gave the material food he made the enclosed brief but soul sustaining address. It was the most impressive meal that one could possibly imagine. Any description of mine would not give any idea of the spirit manifested. Not only were there the many mentioned pilgrims present, but also a number of those old and faithful servants of the Cause—men who have done pioneer work in Persia and in neighboring lands—men who have suffered for the faith in prisons and in exile, and who saw the evening of life serving in the shadow of Abdul-Baha. In the late afternoon the friends assembled before the door of the Tomb. Abdul-Baha was there. All entered the outer chamber and stood facing the door of the inner chamber while he chanted two tablets. All stood save one, for whom a chair had been placed, Aga Seyed Taghi, the aged Afnan who was assisted into the building, tenderly supported upon one side by Abdul-Baha and upon the other by our good brother, Howard Struven.

Directly over the Tomb hangs a nine-branch candelabra and in this we were permitted to place lighted candles. In the night Howard and I again climbed the mountain a second time. The candles were still burning, and we had a quiet hour of prayer there together, remembering in our supplications the friends in the many assemblies and lands visited on our long journey, and thanking God for His wonderful bounties and blessings.

Talk No. 4 was given as Abdul-Baha was giving us his parting blessing. I assure you it was with joyful yet serious hearts that we left him to return to America. He had filled our souls with his wonderful spirit of love and we were anxious to be away and serving as he directed.

Yours in His service,

CHARLES MAISON REMSEY.
Concerning the death of King Edward of England, Abdul-Baha said: "The English king, with his pomp and grandeur, used to address the sun and say: 'Thou dost never disappear from my lands'; but now he is buried under the earth. Some time ago the flags at the top of the masts proclaimed the day of his ascension to the throne; but today the flags are at half-mast, for he is dead. The flags and banners of the Beloved are ever waving at the top of the masts; they are never inverted; nay, rather, they go on higher day by day; in fact, theirs is the sovereignty. Without fighting forces they conquer the cities; and without taking any tribute they bestow and give freely. The kings gain their victory through bloodshed and the taking of life; whereas the Beloved of God confer life and are victorious. The sovereignty of the friends is an eternal one."

Concerning the trials and hardships, ordeals and oppressions which befell the beloved of God in Persia, Abdul-Baha said: "In America the people shall also thus serve you a little; they shall not permit you to escape and you cannot get rid of them."

We spoke about the inhabitants of Honolulu; that many nationalities are there represented and yet all are in great harmony. Abdul-Baha said: "Time and place play a great influence over the conditions; when in a certain place some strangers meet, necessity requires that they should be in harmony; but our purpose is this, that the divine unity and concord may become well established among all the nations, so that they may become as one spirit in different bodies; the drops of one ocean; the fruits of one tree and the rays of the same sun. In America, when the different people united together they were enabled to drive away the English government and establish a new government for themselves. Consider how great is the result of unity and harmony! There has never been any action performed nor any philanthropic deed achieved except through unity and concord; disagreement and dissension have always been the means of evil and corruption."
Animals are of two kinds, one the grazing and domestic; the other the wild and ferocious. If the wild beasts are near each other for ten years, still, as soon as they find an opportunity they attack and tear one another to pieces; whereas the tame creatures show their kind feelings toward each other. * * * The beloved of God are like the blessed birds; they are kind and merciful.

Abdul-Baha said a contribution had been sent from Persia for the Mashrak-el-Askar in Chicago and we should take the sum with us to the United States. Mr. Struven said that since contributions had come from the East to the West, we had felt ashamed of ourselves. Abdul-Baha replied: “You should never be ashamed; nay, rather, you must be very happy in realizing the power of the Word of God, which has enabled the beloved to send contributions from small villages of Persia.”

Some time ago, a few souls in America expressed their wish for a journey to Persia, but I told them to defer this undertaking for a while. Now the time has come; they can go in these days, as there is no danger now.”

“As you both have been together during this long tour, I hope that you shall be together also on your journey to Persia in the future.”

Concerning the many Assemblies in America, Abdul-Baha said: “These centers must have a complete connection and a firm union with each other, just as all the various Assemblies in Persia. Rest assured, all this shall come to pass.”

“Now is the commencement of the daybreak and the radiant morn is approaching. Consider the trees yonder; as soon as they peep out of the earth they receive the bounty of the sun, the shower of mercy and the gift of breeze. Although the same bounties are being bestowed upon them when they bring forth leaves, blossoms and fruit, still, there is a great difference between this state and that of the former one.”

Abdul-Baha asked Mr. Remey if he remembered the few Persian words he had learned, and then he said: “The beloved of God are endowed with a particular language through which they express
their feelings and converse with one another. The sun speaks to the existing beings, the cloud communicates with the earth and the gentle breeze whispers to the trees."

"The assistance and confirmations of God which shall attend you in the future will be so great and magnificent that when compared with those already experienced will make them seem very little."

Abdul-Baha said: "The two words, East and West, are imaginary words; there is no East and there is no West."

_Talk No. 2—Haifa, May 13, 1910._

Abdul-Baha spoke these words to a number of Jewish, Zoroastrian, Christian and Mohammedan Bahais seated around his table and while serving them all:

"Among the human race, the bonds of and means for love are numerous, for man cannot live without it; nay, rather, human life is dependent upon friendship and affection. Both the material and intrinsic development of man are conditional upon amity and love, and the greatest honor and pleasure in the human world is love; but the ways and means are different. Sometimes the cause of love is simply relationship and kinship; and sometimes it is a racial bond, patriotism, political affairs, etc. But, through all these various bonds and means it is impossible to obtain a real and pure love; it is rather superficial and temporary. Such love may easily be changed into enmity and rancor, for it is affected by the slightest manifestation of hostility; whereas a true and ideal love is faith and assurance. Those who believe in God and are confident in His Word shall enter the Kingdom, and the essential oneness appears among them to such an extent that all become the drops of one ocean, the rays of one sun, the fishes of one sea, the trees of one garden, the birds of one orchard, the candles of one assembly and the stars of the same heaven. Such love is real; there is no interruption for this connection, nor any separation for this union; this foundation shall never
be destroyed, for it is eternal; hence it is established that the love which exists among the beloved of God is everlasting, for it is a Divine bounty, a Godly appearance, a melody of the Kingdom and a heavenly cohesion.

"In the Koran it is said: 'They love Him and He loves them'—i.e., the bounty of love is one of the Divine bounties which comes to man from God; just as the sun when it sends its rays to the mirrors and thereby the mirrors are illumined; this effulgence and splendor are from the bounty of the sun. Therefore, this love which is among the beloved is a Divine bounty, a Godly splendor, an eternal manifestation and the power of Divinity; it is perpetual.

"Praise be to God! Ye are gathered here under the shadow of the Blessed Beauty and your hearts are overflowing with His love, your souls are rejoicing in His favors and Abdul-Baha is serving you. What more do you need?"

Talk No. 3—Haifa, May 15, 1910.

Uttered by Abdul-Baha on the day of the annual celebration of the Bab's Declaration, held on Mount Carmel, when representatives of all different religions, such as Jewish, Zoroastrian, Christian and Mohammedan Bahais were seated around the table and Abdul-Baha was serving them all personally:

"There are different gatherings and various meetings held in the world which apparently are in the utmost degree of arrangement and order; in the palaces of the kings many feasts and banquets are held which are incomparable and peerless; also, in the castles of the opulent ones great entertainments are presented and various kinds of foods and victuals are served; the singing of melodious tunes and playing of musical instruments exhilarate and deeply affect the course. Associations for political affairs are formed and convivial banquets for pleasure and gratification are offered; assemblages for exhibition of arts and sciences, literature and acquirements are established; meetings for the promotion of industry and commercial matters are being
held; extraordinary conventions and religious con­
gresses are arranged. But all these assemblages
and different gatherings are not to be compared
with and equal to this, our meeting. Although
from those gatherings and conferences certain
results and effects are produced which render
great service to the human world and make man­
kind progress and develop on the plane of
civilization, promulgate the attributes and virtues
of the world of humanity; yet the results are
limited, the fruits thereof are finite and the
signs are bounded; whereas the traces, the lights
and the results of this gathering are unlimited,
boundless and infinite, for it is held on the Su­
preme Spot (the Tomb of the Bab) and under
the shadow of the Blessed Beauty.

"This feast is one eternal! It has connection
with and relation to the soul and body: it shall
be continued everlastingly. At least an hundred
thousand feasts shall follow this one. All the
other gatherings shall be forgotten, whereas the
commemoration and celebration of this meeting
shall remain and be duly observed forever
throughout endless ages; it is under the merciful
glances of the Blessed Beauty.

"Once His Holiness Christ gathered the disci­
iples together, and having offered to them the
Lord's Supper, He advised them, admonished
them and uttered certain teachings to them, and
then He said this was 'The Lord's Supper.' Now,
as this meeting is held under the shadow of the
Blessed Beauty, it should be called 'The Lord's
Sustenance,' and as the consequences of 'The
Lord's Supper' continued until the present time,
so we hope that the results and effects of this
'Lord's Sustenance' may also become permanent
and perpetual. In fact, there is no meeting better
than this, for it is held in the vicinity of the
Supreme Spot and the faces are so brilliant and
radiant! What is there superior to this?"

Talk No. 4—Haifa, May 18, 1910.

These words of Abdul-Baha were addressed to
Mr. Charles Mason Remey and Mr. Howard C.
Struven on the day of their departure from his
presence:
"In fact, you have shown forth a wonderful devotion; you left the West and came to the furthest part of Asia. On your journey you had to pass through hard experiences and difficulties; yet the confirmations of God enabled you to spread the Cause and to raise the summons of the Kingdom in all regions. The Sun of Truth shall send forth its rays, the breeze of favor shall pass over and the rain of mercy shall be sent down upon the seeds which you have scattered and there shall be gathered and collected many harvests. The results shall indeed be magnificent and glorious; some of them you shall soon witness with your own eyes.

"Now, when you go back to America you must circulate in detail all the incidents and news about your vast trip and inform them fully of the works achieved successfully throughout the different countries.

"Now you have to rest and repose for some time and let your strength and breath be renewed. When a bird has been soaring in the air for a long time, it has to come down and rest for a while; after a long walk one must be seated and take some rest.

"I pray and supplicate at the Divine Threshold to confirm and aid you in all conditions, and that the seeds scattered may grow rapidly and form a charming plantation."

After giving instructions to some Persian pilgrims who were leaving on the same day, Abdul-Baha arose and embraced them all one by one. Some were crying, the tears rolling down their cheeks.

"Good-by!" he said to all.

AROUND THE WORLD WITH MESSRS. REMEY AND STRUVEN.

Believing that the journey of Mr. Charles Mason Remey and Mr. Howard C. Struven has attracted widespread attention among the friends of the Cause, the Baha News invited Mr. Remey, upon his return, to compile a series of articles for
publication concerning their observations. In reply he writes:

I shall be very pleased indeed to help you with the matter of articles for the BAHAI NEWS. * * * While in India and Burmah I wrote letters to the Washington Assembly and to the House of Spirituality (Chicago) about the work there. I think these would be fresher and have more life in them than anything which I could write now, for when it was written I was amongst the people of whom I was writing. I wrote Mr. Wagner (of Pasadena, Calif.) from Kungyangoon telling all about our visit and the life there. It seems to me that this letter would be just the thing now since you have published in a recent issue a letter by Maung Ha Kya of Mandalay in which mention is made of Kungyangoon (Koon-Jan-Ghine).

The letters referred to have been obtained and will appear in the near future. At Mr. Remey’s suggestion we publish herewith the one telling of the visit to KUNGYANGOON.

EI-Mashrak-el-Azkar, 20 Sparks St.,
Rangoon, Burmah, February 22, 1910.

Through Mrs. H. C. Wagner to the Baha’i Assembly, Pasadena, Calif., U. S. A.

Dear Friends in EI-ABHA!

During the past few months Mr. Struven and I have been unable to write as many letters as we would have liked. We have plenty to relate which would be of interest to the Baha’is, with but little leisure for correspondence.

After three weeks in Honolulu, we visited several cities in Japan, remaining in Tokyo some days with Prof. M. Baraktullah. There several meetings were held with good results. Shanghai in China was our next field for doing a little work. There interest in the teachings is just beginning. While there we met Mirza Abdul Baghi (pronounced baji), one of the firm Persian Baha’is, who has lived there for several years past. At last, after visiting various ports, we found ourselves settled in the Mashrak-el-Azkar, at the above address, amid the Baha’i friends here in Rangoon.

Our month here has passed very quickly. There have been many meetings and we have met a number of people. We spent some days with the friends in Mandalay in Upper Burmah, and we only returned to the city yesterday from a visit of several days with the Baha’is in Kungyangoon, a small place off in the jungle of the delta of the Irrawaddy River. This last assembly was totally different from any I have ever visited. It presented such a picture of our Faith amid surroundings so different and opposite to those of the West that I am sure you will enjoy hearing.
of it in detail. There we saw a beautiful demonstration of the power of the love of El-Baha glowing in the heart and soul of the simple jungle man.

Hearing of our arrival in Rangoon, four of the Kungyangoon Bahais—one woman and three men—set out to convey to the Rangoon friends and to us the greeting of their assembly, and to ask us to visit their part of the country. After an all-night journey on foot, they reached the Mashrak-el-Azkar, fatigued in body but fresh in spirit. Then it was arranged that at the end of fifteen days the visit should take place, the interim giving them ample time to finish their harvesting and to arrange for our reception. After a day or two of repose and meeting with the believers, these faithful friends left us to return to their village. From the doorway of the Mashrak-el-Azkar I watched them disappear into the night. With sandaled feet and staff in hand, they made a picture not to be forgotten.

The assembly in Kungyangoon is of recent origin. Three years ago there were no Bahais there, but now they number four or five hundred souls. The foundation was as follows: A Kungyangooni named Ko-Chit-Thoon was in Rangoon and in trouble. The believers there befriended him and finally Seyyed Mustapha Roemi went with him to his home, in order to further assist him. During this visit Ko-Chit-Thoon and some of his neighbors became so much interested in the Holy Cause that Seyyed Mustapha Roemi began to preach in the Mosque, giving the Message to the whole community. This was the beginning. Through several successive visits a great work has been done. All has not gone smoothly, either. There has been great opposition upon the part of the Musselmen of the vicinity, but now these matters are better than in the beginning.

In due time another delegation of friends arrived from Kungyangoon to remind us of our promise, and to assure us that all was in readiness for our visit. Accordingly our party was formed, containing in all twelve believers. During two days elaborate preparations for the excursion were under way. All manner of culinary apparatus, table furniture, mats and carpetes, bales of bedding, folding cots, a bath tub, boxes of provisions and the like were collected and packed, for we were going into the jungle where all things needful had to be taken with us. One of the Kungyangooni preceded us by one day with the heavy luggage, while we tooled with us the remainder, consisting of about forty pieces. A boat ride of nine or ten hours thru the inlets and lagoons of the delta brought us to the landing of the Kungyangoon where a crowd of believers received us. Here we climbed into bullock carts, which conveyed the party a distance of about four miles to the center of the community where stood the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

Some time after the establishment of the Cause in this place, the Mosque, in which the Message had first been given, was destroyed by a cyclcone. As practical all of those who formerly worshipped there were then
Bahais, there was no necessity for another Mosque, so upon the old site and with some of the old materials a building was put up which now serves as a place of assembly. Here, visiting teachers lecture and receive Truthseekers. Near this building is a rest house for the accommodation of wayfarers, and not far from either the friends have recently built a Mashrak-ul-Azkar, a simple building of teak wood timbers covered with an iron roof, with projecting eaves to shelter the sides of the building from the sun's rays. Here we were lodged.

Our own preparations for the expedition were but secondary to those of the Kungyangoon friends. They had put up several temporary buildings for our accommodation. A kitchen, a bathroom and finally, to accommodate the crowd, the space between the Mashrak-ul-Azkar and the assembly house was roofed over with bamboo poles and thatched with palm leaves and rice straw, thus affording in all shelter for several hundred people.

During the ride thru the jungle we were greeted by many an "Allah0'ABHA!" from men, women and children, who came out of their thatched huts as we passed. As soon as we reached the settlement the friends began to arrive from all directions. As the night fell, stakes were driven into the ground about the temporary shelter, and torches were attached thereto. It was very impressive as we all sat there in the flickering torch light. Seyyed Mustapha Roemi spoke to these believers in their own language, and translated for them our messages of love and greeting from the Bahais of the West.

Our going to Kungyangoon was indeed a visitation. It reminded one of an old-fashioned camp meeting. The believers came from distances bringing with them whole families of children. One proud father explained to us, thru very expressive gestures, that he had ten children, all of whom were Bahais. There were other families of four generations, all of the Faith. These simple people have, with all their souls, accepted the Message; and tho uncivilized they are aflame with the Spirit of the Kingdom. Many of the men wore but a simple piece of cloth about the middle of the body, while the children were even more scantily clad, some clothed only with jewelry.

Seyyed Mustapha Roemi is a most versatile speaker, having a knowledge of many languages. During the meetings at Kungyangoon he was kept busy speaking from early dawn to late at night. New people were arriving every hour, both Moslems and Buddhists. With their families they arranged themselves on mats on the floor in the assembly shelter, where jars of drinking water were placed about for their refreshment. They would remain for hours at a time, both asking questions and listening attentively to their answers. As night fell the children were put to bed there where they sat, without any interruption to the meeting. At a late hour the meeting would be adjourned until the following morning shortly after sunrise, when

(Continued on page 17.)
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BAHAI CALENDAR.

MONTH NAME FIRST DAYS
1st. Baha’ (Splendor) Mar. 21
2nd. Jalal (Glory) Apr. 3
3rd. Jamal (Beauty) Apr. 28
4th. Azamat (Greatness) May 17
5th. Nur (Light) June 5
6th. Bahamat (Mercy) June 24
7th. Kalamat (Words) July 13
8th. Isma (Names) Aug. 1
9th. Ilm (Science) Sept. 7
10th. Qudrat (Power) Nov. 4
11th. Masa’il (Questions) Nov. 23
12th. Sharaf (Honor) Jan. 19
13th. Sultan (Sultan) Feb. 7
14th. Qaul (Saying) Mar. 2
15th. Mashiyat (Will) Mar. 2
16th. Izzat (Wealth) Apr. 23
17th. Malik (King) May 17
18th. Malaq (Sublimity) June 24

(Four intercalary days.)

The BAHAI NEWS devotes this issue to notes
taken and letters written by Mr. Charles Mason
Remey and Mr. Howard C. Struven during their
recent journey around the world in the interests
of the Cause. The following extracts from Tablets
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revealed by Abdul-Baha show the importance and world-wide effect of this tour:

Truly, I say, this beloved of Abdul-Baha left his native land, turned his back upon the comforts and pleasures of home, accepted the difficulties of travel, and crossed the Pacific and the Atlantic oceans. In the Hawaiian Islands he gave the Glad-tidings of the Kingdom; in Japan he delivered the Teachings of His Highness the Incomparable. He summoned the souls to the Most Great Guidance, and suffered the thirsty ones to drink from the Fountain of Job. He proclaimed the Dawn of the Manifest Light in China, and he perfumed India with the Fragrance of the Rose-garden of the Merciful. Praise be to God, he became assisted, confirmed, and raised the Summons of the Kingdom in those countries, suffered the Mysteries of the Realm of Might to become manifest, built a structure which will remain firm and established forever and ever, enkindled a lamp whose illumination will be perpetual, and planted a tree whose fruits will be limitless.

Consider thou how the power of the Word of God has united the East and the West and bestowed spiritual communication, that a blessed soul from the inhabitants of America, while in the Holy Land, mentioned to Abdul-Baha the name of a man living in Asia, and with the utmost devotion requests the writing of a Tablet. Praise be to God! What a communication! What a unity and concord! Today the inhabitants of the world must be engaged generally in praising the Word of God, which has bestowed such a bounty and has established such a harmony and affiliation that the Beloved of the union of the race of man has uncovered the face, displaying the utmost beauty and perfection in the assemblages of the world, and is captivating the hearts of everyone in all the regions.

(Signed) ABDUL-Baha ABBAS.

Impressions received upon such a journey and visit with Abdul-Baha are of value to all, therefore we are pleased to quote the following communication from Mr. Remey:

Dear Friends in El-ABHA:

Since my arrival in this country, from the Holy Land, on June 3rd, I have received many inquiries from the friends regarding any possible instructions which Abdul-Baha might have sent through Mr. Stuvven and me to the friends in America to be followed in the Bahai work. We are the bearers of no instructions whatever; nevertheless, we, as all who come from Abdul-Baha, have a message or a lesson to share with all.

The one great lesson which we learned while with Abdul-Baha was the lesson of the Unity of the believers—the interdependence of the believers in each of the assemblies, and the interdependence of these assemblies between one another, both East and West.

On our long journey to Acre, many of the friends asked us to place before Abdul-Baha certain ques-
tions pertaining to the work of the Holy Cause. In practically every case his reply was that the friends should consult together and that that which they agreed upon in all joy and fragrance would be pleasing and acceptable to him, and that whatever should be thus decided after consultation and deliberation is the course to be pursued in carrying on the work of the Holy Cause.

In telling Abdul-Baha of the work in the various cities in which the friends were united in consultation and works, he was greatly pleased and showed evident satisfaction. In practically every conversation which we had with Abdul-Baha he gave us a lesson upon consultation and working together—sometimes told in one way and sometimes told in another.

During our travels of last summer Mr. Struven and I found that some of the friends interpreted the instructions of Abdul-Baha to mean that the time has not yet arrived for meetings of consultation in the various assemblies, nor for system in carrying on the work (that is to say, organization).

While with Abdul-Baha we learned that he had told others (as well as ourselves) that now is not the time for establishing The House of Justice according to The Book of Aqdas. However, from his many talks he left no doubt in our minds that he wished the believers to unite, consult, organize and work together.

Personally I can see that united effort in the Bahai work is the crying need of this day. The real work is now not being carried on by separate individuals but by those who are casting aside individualism and are adhering to the principles of Unity in thought, spirit and action. This is the principle of the spiritual growth and strength of the Holy Cause which Abdul-Baha made so very clear to us.

It is almost needless to mention that Mr. Struven and I, in our round of visits, noticed that in those centers where the friends were united in consultation and in harmonious work and service, that there the Cause was manifestly strong and vigorous, while in those centers where the friends were not working along systematic lines the fruits of the work were not so evident.

Some copies of the BAHAI NEWS were reaching the Orient while we were there. Everywhere the friends were pleased with this effort. During our travels Mr. Struven and I felt much the need of such an organ which would strengthen the ties of Unity between the East and the West.

About three years ago Abdul-Baha told me to publish, semi-annually, a bulletin in both Persian and English, at the same time instructing that the matter to be published should first be sent to him to be approved. Accordingly, the manuscript for the first issue was sent to him, and after an interval of three or four months the matter for the second issue was also forwarded. Nothing was ever heard from either package. There was much correspondence from my end of the line, but all to no avail for there were no traces to follow up.
I know that Abdul-Baha is still anxious to have an Occidental-Oriental publication to further the holy work. I feel that the BAHAI NEWS is a most important step toward this other work, and at the same time is accomplishing a long needed work among the English speaking assemblies.

Faithfully yours in His Cause,

CHARLES MASON REMFY.

With this issue of the BAHAI NEWS, through the inauguration of a section in Persian, we believe a stronger bond of Unity will be established between the East and the West, for it is evident that so long as this publication appeared only in English we could not fully serve the Cause in the East, especially Persia—the “dawning-place” of the Universal Light of this Great Day.

This section—under the title, “Occidental Messenger,” and the able guidance of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab—will endeavor to unfold Western thoughts and methods for our Oriental brothers and sisters. In this initial section of six pages he treats upon the power of the press and the need of a literary organ between the East and the West to spread Tablets and news of the Cause; he outlines nine articles of policy, concluding with an appeal for co-operation in this endeavor to serve humanity and make the publication a success.
Fourteen years ago the following words were revealed by Abdul-Baha in a Tablet to the Persian believers:

The Divine confirmations have in every way prepared for you the means of development. Before long your brethren will come to Persia from Europe and America. They will organize new industries; found the traces of civilization, various factories, the spread of commerce, increase of agriculture, and the universalization of learning. As soon as security and tranquility are reached to the limit of perfection by the endeavors of the government, they will come, and will make the territory of Persia the envy of the world and of the other provinces. At that time the government will become exceedingly pleased, and the wishes of this Servant in wishing good for the Empire and my sincerity to the Imperial Throne, will become manifest.

The organization of the Oriental-Occidental Interdependence Society in America; the work of Mr. Sydney Sprague and Dr. Susan I. Moody in Teheran; the journey of Mr. Remey and Mr. Struven, and now the inauguration of a Persian section in the BAHAI NEWS, all indicate that the prophecy of Abdul-Baha is beginning to be fulfilled.

GREAT SPIRITUAL AWAKENING IN PERSIA.

LETTER FROM TEHERAN.

Teheran, Persia, April 14, 1910.

Through Mrs. John Deremo, Sec'y, Fruitport, Mich., U. S. A.

Our beloved brothers and sisters in El-Baha:
We were extremely delighted to receive your kind letter of January 31st, in which you very kindly informed us of the improvement of the Cause at Fruitport. Really, your letter was like a breeze of the dawn, making the blossoms of the gardens of our hearts to unfold and refreshing the trees which the hand of God has planted in our hearts and irrigated with the water of love.

Now we feel we must inform you of the improvement of the Cause in Persia, especially at Teheran. The friends are busy serving in the whole land of Persia, particularly at Teheran. Most of the people of Teheran, including nobles and others of every class, have been quickened by a spiritual awakening, accepting the Cause without the need of propounding any reason, for
the Cause is so rapidly and wonderfully progressing that nothing is needed to elucidate the truth of it. They see the truth as the light of day.

Dear brothers and sisters, we must appreciate the value of our time very much and take it up with His service—that is, in serving the people who are neglecting, for if today passes away it does not come back again. The duties of tomorrow will be according to the needs thereof, and its service will be a branch of the tree of the service of today; therefore, if we do not plant the tree today, we will not have the branch tomorrow. Moreover, in every day or century God does not manifest in the world; if He did, we would not be honored with the unlimited bounty of the day of the Manifestation. So we must try to separate ourselves from all else save God and help each other in serving the people, so that they may get out of the deadly dark wilderness and see the Light of El-Baha, through which they can reach the Source of Love, which is the only purpose of creation.

The door of correspondence is the best means of all for helping each other and remembering one another, so we hope you will kindly have it always open and let us know how you are in health and in serving the Cause.

Bahai greetings and love from all to all. We remain,

Your most loving brothers,

The members of MAHRFELE-MORATTAD of Teheran.

Address in response: Monsieur Mirza Rahime Khan, Chef de Bureau des Colis-posteaux, Teheran.

AROUND THE WORLD WITH MESSRS. REMEY AND STRUVEN.

(Continued from page 11.)

matters would be continued for the day. During the two days and three nights of our visit, seventy-five new people wished to register their names, to have the list sent on to Abdul-Baha as believers. At the first season of teaching in this place over 260 registered in like manner.

Now, inspiring as is this assembly of Konayangoon, nevertheless there is a great responsibility there, the responsibility of educating over one hundred children who are now totally without schooling. We are much
in hopes that the friends in the West will arise to assist in this educational matter. In Mandalay a school is also much needed. The mass of believers here in Burmah are very poor, and alone they cannot inaugurate this matter. They need a helping Bahai hand from without their circle.

The education of children is one of the most important commands of BAHÁ’U’LLAH. In the West, on account of our excellent school systems, the Bahá’ís as a body have not been called upon to found such institutions, but here in the Orient it is a very serious question before our people to be solved.

It would be well if some of the assemblies would correspond occasionally with the centers here in Burmah. Letters sent to the above address will be forwarded to the Mandalay friends.

The Bahá’ís here send you their love and greeting, to which Mr. Striven and I add ours.

Yours in the Love of Abdul-Baha,
CHARLES MASON REMEY.

Extracts from a letter written Mr. Remey to the members of The Woman’s Assembly of Chicago, dated Bombay, India, April 19, 1910:

BOMBAY.

My dear sisters, there is a great work for you to do among the women of the East—a work which none save you (the Bahá’í women of the West) can do! The Eastern woman needs the helping hand of her Western sister. * * * For ages she has been left in ignorance and in the slavery which ignorance perforce places one. Under the light of the Bahá’í Cause she now realizes her condition and seeks the freedom which enlightenment and education alone can give. She must now be taught, but here in the East she has no teachers! She is awaiting your coming and the emancipation and blessings which that will bring. Bahá’í women teachers from the West are greatly needed in all parts of the Orient. * * * Western teachers must come here and live. Flying visits are not sufficient to meet the needs. Woman is the key of the problem of Oriental education both material and spiritual, and we see clearly that the Bahá’ís must arise to meet this need. * * *

CHARLES MASON REMEY.

CONVERSATIONAL PERSIAN TAUGHT BY CORRESPONDENCE.

The Bahá’í Correspondence School teaches Persian by simple lessons and phonographic records. Each pupil receives all necessary individual help and attention through a system of written lessons and criticisms. No Persian written characters are used, the
English letters only are employed and pronunciations expressed in English characters. Many are taking advantage of this system, both in Europe and in America.

For particulars address MIRZA S. M. RAFFIE, S. E., 729 Livingston Hall, Columbia University, New York City, U. S. A.
پاسخ باخبر

امام احراز اطلاعات نداشته است. تا پیش از آدن، در هرچه بزرگتری که اطلاعاتی از دست داده، تاکنون در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله، در هر جمله， تمایل.
پیام‌برده

به اطلاع می‌رسیم که مدت دو و نیم ساعت در زمان و rejoice که نگه‌داری می‌کنیم. به این ترتیب، به‌عنوان یکی از طرفداران خوب و عالی این اخبار را می‌گوییم و به‌حیثی که در اینجا شغل‌نامه‌های سلاکس می‌نماییم، به‌عنوان یکی از اجراکننده‌های اصلی این برنامه اصلی که تاکنون نامانه و خوش‌حالی در این شرکت بوده‌است. با این حال، به‌طور کلی، این همه می‌گوید که اگر این برنامه در اینجا به‌طور مستقیم بازگردد، باید یادآوری شود که این برنامه که به‌طور عمده در اینجا کار می‌کند، به‌طور عمده در اینجا کار می‌کند، به‌طور عمده در اینجا کار می‌کند، به‌طور عمده در اینجا کار می‌کند، به‌طور عمده در اینجا کار می‌کند.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>اسم</th>
<th>مقدار</th>
<th>نوع</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>پیامردار</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ارسال شده</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>تاریخ</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>دریافت شده</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نام جایگاه</td>
<td>عواطف</td>
<td>دریافت شده</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*متن در زبان فارسی*
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AROUND THE WORLD WITH MESSRS. REMEY AND STRUVEN.

Second of a Series of Letters Under This Heading.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

Through Mr. Howard Struven, to the Spiritual Assembly of Baltimore, Maryland:

HE IS GOD!

O ye Merciful Assembly!

Mr. Struven became the herald of the Kingdom and traveled through the countries of China, India and Japan. The Supreme Confirmations bestowed assistance, so that he attained to this heavenly Bounty. He became the cause of the glory of the believers of Baltimore and imparted happiness and joy to the friends and maid-servants of the Merciful. He sacrificed everything in the Path of the Kingdom and imparted life to many souls. The results of this trip, ere long, will become apparent and manifest like unto the sun and moon, and the Most Great Confirmation be unveiled.

O ye friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful, hearken to the counsels of Abdul-Baha. The world of matter is not worthy of consideration or indulgence therein. Soon the life of everything will come to an end, therefore you must endeavor to raise the banner of greatness in the uncolored universe of God, attract the splendors of the Sun of Truth, become the cause of the illumination of the realm of man, serve all humanity, spread the essential oneness, become the embodiment of Divine Mercy, the impersonation of the Gift of His Highness the Almighty, seek eternal life, and discover the majesty of the abiding sovereignty.

Ponder and reflect a moment, millions of kings have stepped forth from the invisible world into
the arena of appearance, and all of them have vanished and disappeared. But a servant of the servants of the True One, who finds eternal life through the Breaths of the Holy Spirit, establishes everlasting dominion in the Kingdom of God; even in this temporal world his signs are spread and are known, his name becomes famous and his light diffused in every region.

Upon ye be the Glory of God!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHÁ ABBÁS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Washington, June 17, 1910.)

As stated in our last edition, the letters written by Mr. Remey to the Washington (D. C.) Assembly and the House of Spirituality (Chicago) have been obtained for publication, two of which we present herewith:

PASADENA, CALIF.

Sept. 30, 1909.

To the Baháí Assembly of Washington, D. C.

Beloved Friends:—The farther west that Bro. Stur­ven and I travel the more impressed we are by the degree of firmness of the friends in the Centre of the Covenant—our beloved Abdul-Bahá.

In June, a year ago, while I was with Abdul-Bahá, he spoke of the necessity of the believers coming together only the believers—to read the Holy Verses and to speak of and discuss the Holy Teachings. I am sure that this is more necessary for us than that we should come together to hear one of our number give The Message to truthseekers who have assembled to seek knowledge of the Cause. There are two types of meeting: One for receiving spiritual guidance and one for giving the same. One when the beloved meet together for strength and enlightenment and one when they call the seekers together to share the heavenly bless­ings. Undoubtedly, Abdul-Bahá saw the necessity of the believers coming together in the close communion of a meeting essentially for those of the Faith, when he spoke to me as he did. I remember some years ago in Washington we tried holding these meetings (which were not for the public) for the study of the inner spiritual Teachings and for the reading of the Holy Words—in other words to found the Teachings in our own heart. At that time, however, we were not very successful because the friends persisted in bringing those of their acquaintances into the meeting who knew nothing of the Holy Cause and each time a meeting for reading and study was announced many visitors came and the time was consumed by giving the historical sketches of the Baháí Movement and the friends went without having accomplished the object for which they
had assembled, and some were disappointed. Now, surely, with the present degree of unity and harmony of the Washington friends, all of this past is changed and now, through united action, they can arrange study meetings and carry them out in a united way.

This leads me to my point. Thousands of teachers are needed in the Holy Cause, teachers who are ready and capable of going out and proclaiming The Message. Bro. Struven and I have been traversing an immense field in which there is but a handful of laborers. The people are hungry for the Word. Now we must do all in our power to arise to this situation and prepare to fulfill this calling and need.

Wherever we go we find that the men in the Cause need encouragement, and need to come together as brothers and work in the Cause. Sometimes since I wrote to some of the men of the Washington Assembly, suggesting that they form an assembly of Teaching among the men. Now is the time for us to carry on a systematic spreading of The Message—sowing of the seed. The Washington friends through concerted action could with ease establish Bahai centers in the towns about the city, as well as in the various parts of the city, and then as the work progresses they will be able to go to other cities and then establish assemblies. Whenever there is a soul interested in a town there is a chance to interest others. Whenever a door is thrown open to the Cause, there the believers can go and meet new people and give The Message.

Here in Pasadena, Bro. Struven and I have been for ten days busy every moment. The work in this vicinity is growing each day. From here we go north to San Francisco, Portland, Seattle and to other places in Washington (state), Then we sail for Hawaii, Japan and other places. We both join in love and greeting to each and all.

Your brother in His Service,

CHARLES MASON REMEY.

GEYSERVILLE, CALIF.
Nov. 9, 1909.

To the Members of The House of Spirituality of Bahais, Chicago, Ill.

Dear Brothers:—

Of the forty and more centers which we have visited on this present tour, but very few are organized for efficient work. In most places the work is carried on by the women almost entirely. The fact that in many places the meetings are held in the early afternoon would indicate the absence of many men. Wherever we have been we have tried to get the men to organized effort. Now, if you could work for this end with all of the organized centers in the country, I am sure that a great work would be accomplished. In order to hold and interest men they must be kept busy. Women naturally gravitate together in meetings even when there is no work doing, but men do not. Just now the men are most in need of being reached.

In some centers they have already organized
Women’s meetings before organizing the men and women together, thus accentuating, rather than ministering properly, to the difficulty. Only today I had a letter from a good maid-servant saying that the only man in her assembly had refused to come to meetings because he was the only man present. I mention this because this condition is typical of that in most of the assemblies of America. No one can gainsay that the dear maid-servants have far more zeal than we have, but I know that in many places the men are simply waiting for men to show them how to work and what to do.

Now, brothers, if you can through correspondence arouse the men in the various assemblies to organization, you will indeed do a work for Abdul-Baha. In most places the men are doing but little. As soon as they are organized and working together they will bring in more men—and so on.

This work of organization, I feel, especially necessary in the early growth of an assembly. I have seen the ill-effects of unorganized efforts which have been allowed to run along indefinitely. *

* From what I have seen upon my recent travels I know that the Bahais throughout the country would hail with delight and respond to a plan of simple organization which you could suggest. Now is the time for such a move. The results of it will be far-reaching. All the people need is a good suggestion and a little encouragement. *  

Dear brothers, I know you will understand my motive so I will not apologize to you for giving so much advice. *

Yours in His Service,  
CHARLES MAJON REMY,  
ACCA, SYRIA.

The Ottoman officials have recently opened two large gateways through the thick, solid and ancient walls of the old fort of Acca. Both open out on the green plain in front of Behje, where the Holy Tomb is located. Wonderful to relate, one of these gates is situated back of the old house of Abdul-Baha, where he often walked, during the time of his confinement, to the fortress!

Furthermore, official men, architects and masons have come from Constantinople for the express purpose of planning a beautiful city outside of the old prison walls! To live today and witness the actual fulfillment of the old prophecies is verily a blessing for which we cannot be sufficiently thankful. Let the Bahai young architects and engineers get ready for work in the Holy City!  
Ameen U. Farsad.
Extract from a letter written by a Mrs. Crockett, May, 1910, to Miss Frances Johnson, Pearl City, Hawaii:

I must tell you a little about Palestine and about one experience in particular. A visit to Palestine certainly makes the Bible seem like a new book and brings home to one's heart the reality of Christ's life and teachings.

I felt this particularly at Nazareth, the home of His boyhood, and at the Sea of Galilee, which is so associated with His ministry. We had a lovely early morning row on the peaceful lake, and the memories of Christ that came to us seemed to make His presence very real.

Now, I know you will be eager to hear of my interview with the one in Palestine whose teachings mean so much to you, the Prophet, or Abbas Efendi,* as he is generally called.

I found that he is not now kept a prisoner at Acca, but since the order of constitutional government in Turkey he is free to live in his home at Haifa (near by) and go and come as he will.

I planned my trip so that I could stop and see him, for I remember when you gave me some of the literature to read you said: "If you go to Egypt, Palestine is not far away and you will surely want to see him." So I planned for the interview with him when the others of the party went to Acca for a drive. (Perhaps you know that Haifa is a pretty little town right at the foot of Mt. Carmel.)

Well, I sent word to him of my wish to see him and he replied that he would see me in the afternoon, as his time was taken up that morning in seeing some people from India. So I went to his house at the time appointed and was shown into the presence of an old man, clothed in the flowing robe of a Persian, with white hair and a long white beard, with eyes that seemed to look me through and yet were most friendly, too. It was the Prophet! He received me most graciously, and his interpreter, a young Syrian, a student at the American Missionary College at Beyrout.

*Abdul-Baha.
I told him first about the little circle of his friends in far off Honolulu—you who meet together to discuss his teachings—and I told him of your love and loyalty. He seemed very happy at this and his face lighted up as he asked for the names of those who knew and loved him. **He sent you all his love and blessing and said he would pray for each one of you, and he added:**

"Tell them that they have a great mission—to make the blind eyes see, to make the deaf ears hear and to shed the light of knowledge where the darkness of ignorance prevails." That was his message to you. He talked with me for some time, first telling me of his country, Persia, of his life and then of his teachings.

As he talked with me I felt my heart soften under the influence of his goodness and kindness, and the tears came to my eyes. He asked me about myself, if I were well and if I were happy. I replied to the latter question: "I have had many sorrows." "Forget them!" he answered. "When your heart is filled with the love of God there will be no room for sorrow. There will only be love and happiness." I cannot tell you the sweet sympathy of his voice as he said these beautiful and comforting words.

Then he had the attendant bring in tea, a cup for him and a cup for me. We drank together, wishing each other health and happiness, and then he told me that he hoped he should take tea with me in the Kingdom of Heaven!

When I praised the tea he said it was real Persian tea and presented me with a package to take away with me. (I wish I could send you some of it. I am afraid it would lose its strength though before it reached you.)

When I finally said good-by he put his hand on my head and blessed me and wished that I might be a blessing. **I went away feeling softened, uplifted and blessed. I am so glad you told me of him and urged me to see him. He wrote his name in my book for me and told me always to remember it.**

I tell you all these little incidents as I know they will interest you.
Eskander Khan (Mr. Sydney Sprague) left for Acca, June 20th, as far as Baku, Russia, with Mirza Ali Kuli Khan, who has been appointed Charge d'Affaires for Washington, or rather, all America. The former will return with his bride, Farahngese, the sister of Doctor Farzad, in the fall. We are all hoping that Mirza Assad Ullah will also come, as well as Razeah Khanum (Mirza Assad Ullah's wife).

Mirza Ali Kuli Khan had six Persian boys in his charge, some to be left in Europe, others taken to America to be educated. Dr. Mohammed Khan gave a dinner party for Mirza Ali Kuli Khan, to which Mr. Sprague and I were invited. He told us of his parting call on the young king that morning. The Persian parliament has given his wife a title and a decoration. He was pleased that the title, "Maker of Souls," coincides so well with the one previously granted by Abdul-Baha, Rouhanalah, or "Spiritual One." He also read his last Tablet, which he received after his arrival here. In this Abdul-Baha confirms him in the Cause and also prophesies the glorious future of Persia, the land of Baha'u'llah.

A long and interesting article has recently been published in the journal of the Society of Arts, London. It is a reprint in full of a lecture given by Mr. Bernard Temple, who spent some months in Teheran last winter. He was in the Orient one year, making a close study of the Bahai Revelation, and the lecture is devoted to the Cause. The London Spectator of June 4th has quite a review of the lecture. It will attract attention to the great work being accomplished. Mr. Temple is a Jew and while he states, "I am not a Bahai," his article shows a clear and really ardent appreciation of its principles, and as he quotes voluminously from the "Hidden Words" and gives the full facts and teachings in part by quoting from Sydney Sprague's books—thus he gives out the essence, and we believe his work will be fruitful in leading many who seek the Light. Mirza Azizullah Khan wishes to translate it into Persian.

Susan I. Moody.
THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR.

A recent pilgrim to Acca wrote to the Financial Secretary that when she was in Haifa last winter she asked Abdul-Baha if it was not of great importance to help in the sending of spiritual people to Syria to be taught by him, and he replied: "It is now of utmost importance for the Mashrak-el-Azkar to be built."

Corinne Trice.

SPOKANE, WASH.

The home of Mr. and Mrs. Lehmann, 8 2d Ave., is open Wednesday evenings for teaching.

BELIEVERS OF SPOKANE, WASH., HOLDING A UNITY FEAST IN A SUBURB OF THEIR CITY.

The Unity Feast is regularly observed, being served at the homes of the different believers. Your correspondent served the Feast falling on June 5th; it was an out-of-door meeting, with twenty in attendance. The day was perfect, and as we wended our way up the hillside and spread the feast beneath the pine trees in a pleasant spot overlooking the valley, a sweet spirit of harmony and unity prevailed. After the Feast photographs were taken, copies of which will be forwarded to the friends in Persia. On June 24th the Feast was held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Killius; it was well attended and a time of spiritual uplift.
The Assembly recently held its annual election of officers, resulting as follows: Miss Mabel King, Secretary; Mrs. Annie Killius, Treasurer of Mashrak-el-Azkar Fund; Mr. Albert Killius, Librarian; Mrs. Evelyn Moore, Mr. Orson O. Wolcott and Mrs. Killius, Board of Council; Mrs. Cora Ditmars, Mr. Killius and Mrs. Lesley O'Keeffe, Visiting Committee.

Each month the Bahai News comes with the welcome news from all parts, like wave after wave of sweet perfume.

Lesley O'Keeffe.

SEATTLE, WASH.

Regular meetings of Assembly held at 2916 Beacon Ave. South.

The Feast of Aug. 1st was held at the home of Mrs. Frank Geary, 127 Bellevue Ave., North. In Everett, a near-by town, Mr. and Mrs. Washington MacCormick are building a home in which they hope soon to hold meetings. In Omak arrangements are being made to hold meetings in the home of Mrs. Laura Luther. In Tacoma a decided interest is now being manifested in the Cause. Mr. D. D. Baca is attracting many souls in the town of Bremerton. Mrs. Charlotte Gillen is devoting her summer outing to the care of some small children on Whidby Island.

Ida A. Finch, Sec'y.

HONOLULU, HAWAII.

The coming of the Bahai News, every nineteen days, is awaited by one and all with the greatest eagerness.

The Unity Feast of August 1st was observed very pleasantly by a number of Bahais and friends of the Cause at the home of Mrs. R., Thurston Ave. The presence of Abdul-Baha seems indeed a reality at these Unity Feasts, and the home which is opened for them seems to hold a blessing that lingers ever within its walls.

Hila T. Rowland.

According to the Government Census Bureau statistics gathered in 1906, dealing with the religious life of the United States, and now in press at Washington, D.C., Bahais have twenty-four assemblies, aggregating a membership of 1,280.
The letters of Mr. Remey, published in this issue, and the following extract from a Tablet to a believer in Persia, should receive the careful perusal of the men who are interested in the progress of the Cause in the Occident:

You have written regarding the Assembly of Women. Undoubtedly, show ye great effort in this matter, and
make constant endeavor in the expansion of its spheres, and know ye of a certainty that it will be crowned with great success. This subject is pregnant with far-reaching results and when it is directed in a benefitting manner, such women will be trained in that Assembly that the whole world will be astonished by their eloquent speeches and fluent utterances, and they will silence and discomfort the orators of the East and the West. Today the women in the West lead the men in the service of the Cause, summon the people under the shade of the Blessed Perfection, and loosen their tongues in eloquent lectures, delivery of wonderful proofs and the elucidation of new arguments.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAAH ABBAS.

We can testify that the above statement is the truth. Nine-tenths of the active workers in the Cause in the West are women. This should not only encourage the women of the East, but should awaken the men of the West to their duty in the field of service.

Our Persian section this month contains: (1) a Tablet to the Washington (D. C.) Assembly; (2) an article on Universal Bahai Education, quoting from Tablets of Baha'u'llah concerning the necessity of studying sciences and modern knowledge, citing statistics to show how much the United States spends for public schools and education; (3) news items of interest to our Oriental brothers and sisters.

We are pleased to announce the engagement of Mr. Charles Mason Remey of Washington, D. C., to Miss Juliet Thompson of New York City. On behalf of all the friends the BAHAI NEWS wishes them every happiness.

CHICAGO.

Regular weekly meeting of Assembly, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Corinthian Hall, 17th floor Masonic Temple, State and Randolph Sts. George Lesch, Sec'y. Address of Assembly, P. O. Box 283.

A word concerning the work faithfully performed by the Board of Women's Assembly for the past year: The records were beautifully kept, the Treasurer performed her work faithfully and the little box was supplied with the necessary means for the work done by the different chairmen. The work done by the Corresponding Secretary is as
well known as it is universal. Mrs. Loeding, Chairman of the Sick Committee, and her assistants, Mrs. Scheffler and Mrs. Bonds, visited the sick in many hospitals and homes, bringing fruit and flowers, and, best of all, Bahai love and cheer. Mrs. Foster, Chairman of the Philanthropic Committee, is doing good work for the needy ones, as is also Mrs. Bare. Miss Jones, Chairman of the Educational Committee, is interested in developing the Sunday School. We have established the truth of Abdul-Baha's words to our Chairman of Organization, Mrs. Waite, while she was in Acca, that women should organize assemblies for the spreading of the Truth. He said: "There must be organization to accomplish orderly and systematic work. Without it no headway can be made."

Iza F. Brush, Pres. Women's Assembly.

DENVER, COLO.

Secretary of Assembly, G. Nathaniel Clark, 4141 Xavier St.

While Mrs. Ella T. Nash and her daughter, Miss Louise Nash, were visiting Mrs. Willard Ashton, at Horse Shoe Ranch, Estes Park, a sad accident occurred, caused by horses being frightened by an automobile, and resulted in the death of baby Ashton. Mrs. Ashton was thrown out of the vehicle, followed by Mrs. Nash, who was holding the baby. Mrs. Nash sustained an injury of a fractured collar bone. The baby never regained consciousness. His little body was laid away on a beautiful hilltop overlooking the valley. The natural surroundings fittingly lent themselves to the meaning of the service, which included the following readings and prayers:

To consider that after the death of the body the spirit perishes, is like imagining that a bird in a cage will be destroyed if the cage is broken—though the bird has nothing to fear from the destruction of the cage. Our body is like the cage, and the spirit is like the bird. We see that without the cage this bird flies in the world of sleep; therefore, if the cage becomes broken, the bird will continue to exist: its feelings will be even more powerful, its perceptions greater and its happiness increased. In truth, from hell it reaches a paradise of delights, because for the thankful bird there is no paradise greater than freedom from the cage.

Infants are under the shadow of the favor of God, and as they have not committed any sin and are not soiled with the impurities of the world of nature, they
are centers of the manifestation of bounty, and the Eye of Compassion will be turned upon them.
In the Name of God, the Supreme, the High! I ask Thee, by the sorrow of the hearts of the beloved and by the tears of the eyes of the lovers, to deprive me not from the fragrances of Thy Godliness in Thy Days, and from the melodies of the Dove of Thy Oneness at the appearance of the Lights of Thy Face!
Hold Thou my right arm, O God! and dwell continually with me! Guide me to the fountain of Thy Knowledge and encircle me with Thy Glory. Let mine ears bearken into Thy melodious tones and comfort me with Thy Presence. For Thou art the strength of my heart, and the trust of my soul, and I desire no one beside Thee!

It is the desire of the parents to have on this hill-top an open sanctuary—a place of worship for others as well as for themselves.

Willard H. Ashton.

FRUITPORT, MICH.
A picnic dinner was served near the home of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Petersen on July 31st. Bahais from Muskegon, Grand Rapids and Chicago were present—about fifty in all—an invitation having also been extended to those who were not Bahais. After dinner the Glad-tidings of the coming of the Kingdom were given. The meeting was a very impressive and profitable one, awakening the hearts of those who had known nothing of the Teaching before, as has been evidenced by their growing interest in the Cause since then.
Sec'y Fruitport Assembly.

GREEN ACRE, MAINE.
During my nine days at Green Acre five large Bahai meetings were held, many from Kittery, Portsmouth and other neighboring towns assembling to hear The Message. Mirza Sinore M. Raffie and Mr. Woodcock and family were also there, the latter for two days. Mr. Woodcock was tired out and not lecturing, although he spoke most impressively and with much spirit in one of the meetings.
The last Unity Feast was held at the summer home of Mrs. Aline S. Devin in Eliot, quite a number of Bahais and truthseekers gathering for tea late in the afternoon.
Mrs. Ives and Mrs. Stansell, as well as Mrs. Magee and her daughters (all from New York), are now in Green Acre. Mrs. Stansell has been
conducting conferences upon the Teachings. Miss Jack, who spent some time in Acca, was at the Green Acre Inn.

Miss Brittingham and Miss Zimmerman, both of Washington, D.C., and Miss Robarts, of Boston, were in camp near Green Acre. Twice during the past week there were gatherings there, where The Message was given to many.

Charles Mason Remey.

NEW YORK CITY.

Regular weekly meeting of Assembly, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Genealogical Hall, 226 West 58th St. Paul F. G. Marshall, Sec'y. 139 Shippen St., Weehawken Heights, New Jersey.

Mr. Percy Woodcock and family left New York City Aug. 1st to spend a few weeks at Heron Island, off the Maine coast.

During the past three weeks Mrs. Brittingham has been visiting Miss Dorr, a Baha'i sister in Forge Village, Mass., spent a Sunday in Boston and addressed that assembly and visited Hudson, N.Y., holding several meetings. She is now in Philadelphia.

James F. Brittingham.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Regular weekly meeting of Assembly, Friday evening, at 1219 Connecticut Ave. Joseph H. Hannen, Sec'y. Address of Assembly, P. O. Box 192.

Since our last report a delightful supper and lawn party was given at the residence of Mrs. Helen S. Moss, Silver Springs, Md., in honor of Mrs. Russell and Miss Davies, of Chicago, and Mirza Farajollah Khan, of Isphahan, Persia. A large number of the friends were present, and the ability of this charming hostess to dispense hospitality on a large scale was again proven. On such occasions the joy of unity from the social aspect is demonstrated, showing anew that in all the walks of life the Revelation of Baha'u'llah adds a plus sign to the possibilities of the past.

The Unity Feast of August 1 was particularly successful because of the participation of our colored friends, the large hall of the Conservatory of Music being well filled. Louis G. Gregory presided and introduced the speakers, who were listened to with rapt attention. Mrs. Hannen super-
intended the material feast, which was the occasion of social intercourse and individual teaching.

The work in Sumerduck, Va., referred to in the edition of July 13, has been followed up, the writer having addressed another capacity audience at the schoolhouse on July 24th. It is now planned to make the trip on the fourth Sunday of every month, and as there is regular preaching service also once a month, this may now be termed an organized assembly. Furthermore, other points nearby are asking for meetings, and it is hoped that the Glad-tidings can be spread quite thoroughly as time passes.

It is with sincere regret that we must chronicle the departure from this sphere of action of our beloved sister, Miss Charlotte J. Colt, who entered the Better Land on the morning of August 3. Her dear, gray hair, surmounting a face of unalterable sweetness, will be greatly missed, as it seemed that she was like some angelic presence, commanding respect and lending an air of devotion and spirituality wherever she went. None was more faithful in attendance upon the meetings, despite her age—she was 73 when she left us. The assurance of unfathomed joys in the spirit world is a sweet comfort to our sorrow, and again the great test of religion is successfully passed—that it is good enough to live by and sufficient unto death.

Joseph H. Hannen.

It is reported that a little daughter has come to bless the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Maxwell of Montreal, Canada.

CONVERSATIONAL PERSIAN TAUGHT BY CORRESPONDENCE.

The Bahai Correspondence School teaches Persian by simple lessons and phonographic records. Each pupil receives all necessary individual help and attention through a system of written lessons and criticisms. No Persian written characters are used; the English letters only are employed and pronunciations expressed in English characters. Many are taking advantage of this system, both in Europe and in America.

For particulars address Mirza S. M. Raffie, S. B., 729 Livingston Hall. Columbia University, New York City, U. S. A.
در این مقاله، موضوعاتی از جمله علوم معاصر و تاریخ نوین مطرح می‌گردد. این موضوعات شامل مدیریت و کارآفرینی است. در این بخش، مباحثی مانند ساختار سازمانی، کنترل و مدیریت هزینه، و سایر مباحث مرتبط با مدیریت و کارآفرینی مورد بررسی قرار می‌گیرد.

در ادامه، موضوعاتی مانند هزینه و سرمایه‌گذاری نیز مطرح می‌گردد. این موضوعات شامل کاهش هزینه‌ها، بهبود فرآیندها و بهبود کارایی می‌باشند.

در انتهای بخش، موضوعاتی مانند رشد و تغییرات بازار مطرح می‌گردد. این موضوعات شامل تغییرات بازار و رشد علمی و فناوری می‌باشند.
پیام‌هایی برای شرکت‌ها و فردان

در عرصه اقتصاد، بانک‌ها و سرمایه‌گذاری ها

می‌توانند با استفاده از این پیام‌ها

بهترین تصمیمات بگیرند.

* (*)
النص العربي غير قابل للقراءة بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
Address:
Ryam Bare Baktar.
1800 Belmont Road.
Washington D.C. U.S. American
WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA TO FRIENDS IN AMERICA.

Extracts from Tablets recently received by the Librarian of the Spiritual Assembly (H. of S.) of Chicago, for preservation in archives, and sent to the BAHAI NEWS for publication.

BE 18 GOD!

O thou son of the Kingdom!

***Today, the most important affair and greatest hope is the unity and concord of the Friends. In every city where the Friends are united, spirituality and illumination is manifest and apparent with infinite power and strength; but where there is a lack of the warmth of love, every one becomes withered, cold, unhappy and deprived. Therefore, endeavor ye with all your heart and soul so that union and concord may be increased, the Word of God promoted and the lights of unity be spread. Convey on behalf of Abdul-Baha the wonderful Ahl-i-Baha Greeting to all the Friends of that Spiritual Assembly.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Aug. 16, 1910.)

O thou daughter of the Kingdom!

***Ere long the regions of the West will become the dawning-places of the East, and the Sun of Truth will shine in such wise that the darkness of ignorance will be dispelled. But a large multitude of people will arise against you, showing oppression, expressing contumely and derision, shunning your society, and heaping upon you ridicule. However, the Heavenly Father will illumine you to such an extent that, like unto the rays of the sun, you shall scatter the dark clouds of superstition, shine gloriously in the midst of Heaven and illumine the face of the earth. You must make firm the feet at the time when these trials transpire, and demonstrate forbearance and patience. You
must withstand them with the utmost love and kindness; consider their oppression and persecution as the caprice of children, and do not give any importance to whatever they do. For at the end the illumination of the Kingdom will overwhelm the darkness of the world and the exaltation and grandeur of your station will become apparent and manifest; nothing will remain hidden. If the light remain in the depth of the well, ere long its shining will appear on the summit of the hill. The small ones will become great, the powerless powerful, the babes will become the children of the Kingdom, and the wanderers reach the Divine native land of the Father. Rest ye assured.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Nov. 14, 1909.)

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

PERSIAN-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY.

In anticipation of an active fall and winter campaign, the opportunity of reporting progress and plans through the medium of the BAHAI NEWS is welcomed.

A Committee of Reorganization is now considering an amended Constitution upon which to base a world-wide work, with no restrictions, such being the instructions given by Abdul-Baha in the Tablet addressed to the Officers of the Society, and which was printed in our previous review. It is contemplated that the name of the organization shall be changed to the “Occidental & Oriental Interdependence Association,” or that a similar designation be adopted which will adequately set forth its aims. In addition to the subject of education, there are to be separate divisions, known as departments or committees, devoted to agriculture, industrial development, commerce, medicine, arts and sciences, etc. A plan somewhat similar to the Bureau of American Republics, is in view, with the important difference that the aforesaid Bureau is only for North, South and Central America, while this Association is to be for the whole World.

In due season it is hoped that a monthly magazine will be issued in connection with the work of the new Association, printed in English, Persian...
and perhaps Arabic, and as the Association grows, also in other Oriental languages. There are to be agents in all countries, and to that end a committee of correspondence with all parts of the world will be an early development.

The headquarters of the Occidental & Oriental Interdependence Association will be in Washington. World Conventions are to be held every three or five years, the place to be designated at each Convention for the succeeding one.

Broadly speaking, the object of the Association will be to furnish commercial and industrial data and information to oriental merchants about America, and to acquaint American manufacturers with the commercial possibilities of the far and near East. Underlying this practical working, there is the idea of a universal Association to gather and disseminate in the East and the West information upon all subjects of human activities and inventions, so that both hemispheres may find a common channel through which their generous impulses and humanitarian aims may flow and commingle.

It is desired to have the new Constitution and By-Laws ready for submission at the first Annual Meeting of the Persian-American Educational Society, in April, 1911, at which time the merger will be proposed. Meanwhile, the Committee desires to receive from all the Friends and others interested, suggestions and advice based upon experience and observation, so that the Association may become truly a fit instrument for the propagation of the great principles of brotherhood and an international medium for the exchange of goods and ideas. If anyone should desire to draft a Constitution embracing the foregoing suggestions, this will be particularly appreciated. The Committee will wait for one month from the date of this publication, to receive suggestions, after which the formation of a Constitution will be undertaken here. This will then be submitted to lawyers who are available for consultation, and perfected before being finally presented. All correspondence upon this subject may be addressed to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, 1800 Belmont Road, Washington, D.C.
From every standpoint the proposed Occidental & Oriental Interdependence Association will be the first organization of its kind in the world possessing such a broad platform of universal principles, and this is truly a movement along Bahai lines. We pray God that He may confirm us to accomplish the great work ahead. Much can be done if we have the co-operation of all.

During the coming fall and winter, however, the Persian-American Educational Society will represent the working nucleus of the larger organization, and our efforts will be concentrated upon its success. Since the last report, a draft for two hundred dollars has been sent to Mr. Sydney Sprague. Ten additional scholarships have been subscribed, as follows: No. 40, Miss M. Billett, New York; No. 41, Mrs. Gannett, New York; No. 42, Mr. J. D. Bosch, Geyserville, Cal.; No. 43, Mme. Aurelia Bethlen, Salt Lake City, Utah; No. 44, Mr. F. G. Hale, of Jersey City, and Mr. James, of Hoboken, N. J.; No. 45, Mrs. Luella Kirchner, Chicago; No. 46, C. B. Nourse, No. 47, Miss K. E. Nourse, No. 48, P. H. Nourse, of Atlantic City, N. J.; No. 49, Mr. T. T. Steele, New York.

Many appreciative letters have been received from prominent persons in Persia; the Persian newspapers in Persia, Egypt and India have given columns to the consideration of this vital subject, predicting great things for the future. Thus the Orient has awakened to the work we are undertaking, and we dare not fail or stop short of large achievements. It is reported that a very interesting Constitution, written for the management of the Society in Persia, has been received from the authorities of the Tarbiat School.

The following communications received recently by the Corresponding Secretary, will serve as an indication of the interest manifested at remote points:

His Honor, the Persian Consul of Batoum, Russia, transmitted to me your little booklet of Persian-American Educational Society, and he seems to be very much interested in this movement. Perhaps you have these little booklets already translated and printed in French and Russian. It will be very advantageous to us to find these little books in these two languages, so that we may spread it among our numerous acquaintances...
of the French and Russian families, so that they may
become acquainted with your great work. We will be
infinitely obliged to you if you send us a few copies
in French. Hoping to hear from you, accept, Monsieur
Secretary, the assurance of my most distinguished con-
sideration.
(Signed) Miss Z. Robins,
(Translated from the French.) Batoum, Russia.

Dear Spiritual Brother—I read today in the BAHAI
News sent to me by Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, of Wall
Street, and found it of the utmost importance, nay,
rather, the greatest and most obligatory thing to be
done, to help the Persian-American Interdependence
Society, and am very desirous of helping it in all the
ways I can. I am extremely desirous of becoming an
active member of the Society for Bombay, if permitted,
and beg to be asked to do all that I can and should. I
am as yet a student of law, and have not begun to earn
my honest penny. My most beloved father is a very
staunch Hindoo. I being thus situated may not be able
to help the Society by material means, which it most
needs, but hope to do so in the near future, when I shall
be able to spare a little money. At present I offer my
most humble services, greatest appreciation of its need
and usefulness, and heartfelt desire to see it progress­
ing. I most humbly and most respectfully pray to God,
that the Almighty may shower His Favors upon it.
With love and greetings to all the spiritual brothers and
sisters in El-Abha, with due thanks to all the dear
brothers and sisters who work for the P. A. I. Society,
and a sense of the appreciation of the great work they
do, I beg to remain, my dear spiritual brother, your
brother in El-Abha,
(Signed) N. R. Vakil,
Navsari, India.

All are urged to secure more scholarships, and
to work with us so that the coming winter season
may see a large increase in this respect. We are
before the eyes of the world, and must do our full
duty!

The Librarian asks that attention be called to
the need of literature for the Tarbiat School in
Teheran. Any books, magazines, etc., will be
welcomed. They may be sent direct to Mr. Sydney
Sprague, c/o Mirza Azizollah Khan, rue Arbab
Jemsheed, Teheran, Persia, or to Mrs. Claudia S.
Coles, 310 The Burlington, Washington, D. C.
Postage on printed matter to Persia is the same
as domestic rates, and no better use could be
found for discarded magazines or spare books,
than to pass them along for this worthy use.

Jos. H. Hassen, Cor. Sec'y.
AROUND THE WORLD WITH MESSRS. REMEY AND STRUVEN.

Third of a Series of Letters Under This Heading.

We take the liberty of prefacing the letters selected for this issue with the following Tablet to one of the friends at Cincinnati, O., believing it not only confirms the correctness of the observations of our brothers that organization and systematic work is needed in many centers, but that it will assist such centers in their endeavor to comply with the wish of Abdul-Baha expressed therein:

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

HE IS GOD.

O thou seeker of the Kingdom!

Thy letter was received. It is impossible to organize the House of Justice in these days; it will be formed after the establishment of the Cause of God. Now, the Spiritual Assemblies are organized in most of the cities, you must also organize a Spiritual Assembly in Cincinnati. It is permissible to elect the members of the Spiritual Assembly from among the men and women; nay, rather, it is better, so that perfect union may result. According to the Texts of the Akdas the dues are to be collected in the Treasury in order to meet the necessary demands, but do not make the dues obligatory to anyone. Everyone can pay according to the dictates of their hearts and let it be a voluntary contribution.

O thou seeker of the Kingdom! Now is the time that you may become engaged in that country in the promotion of the Word of God, the diffusion of the sweet fragrances of the Paradise of Abha and the spreading of the Divine Teachings.

Upon thee be the Glory of God!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 15, 1910.)

HONOLULU, H. I.

Honolulu, H. I., Dec. 10, 1909.

To the Members of the House of Spirituality of Bahais, Chicago, Ill.

Dear Brothers In His Name,—Before leaving the Coast it was in my mind to write you something about the things which Brother Struven and I had experienced in our visits with the various friends of the many Bahai Assemblies in America, hoping in this way to be of service to you by helping you to come into closer touch with these many centers. * * *

Both Brother Struven and I feel the necessity of systematic and united work and organization in the various Assemblies; that the believers should unite and work in the name of the Assembly, whichever one it may be.

It seems to me that The House of Spirituality can
do much to meet this need. By correspondence with the men in the various centres the plan of systematic work could be presented to them in such a way that they would take hold of it. * * * As I wrote before, I feel that now is not the time for the women throughout the country to organize, but rather for the men and women to organize together. The plan of organizing exclusive women's meetings in the younger assemblies tends towards accentuating rather than diminishing the gravity of the question of getting the men believers to take an active part in the work.

That old misconception, the idea that Abdul-Baha does not wish any organized effort, is still in the minds of some of the friends. * * *

Greetings In His Name,
CHARLES MASON REMEY.

To the Washington (D. C.) Assembly:

Dear Friends in El-Abha.—Today Howard Struven and I are leaving these Islands for Japan. Our stay of three weeks here has been a short, pleasant and most busy one. Nowhere on our travels have we found so spiritual a response to The Message as here in Honolulu. For some time past there have been ten or a dozen firm believers here, but outside of a very few, the Bahai Cause was not known. All was ready for a public movement when we arrived.

A campaign of public meetings was planned and successfully carried out. There has been some opposition, but very little; and a little ridicule, but this has also been very slight. Public meetings have been held almost daily and besides these there have been study classes for the seekers after Truth; study classes for believers; two Unity Feasts, and the celebration of the Fete of Abdul-Baha (Nov. 26th), as well as other meetings. Practically the whole town knows something about The Message—between the meetings and papers, almost everybody at least knows the name "Bahai," and knows that now an assembly is here organized for systematic work.

The ladies are going into philanthropic work, too—doing this in the name of The Bahai Assembly of Honolulu. This, I feel, a very important step, and one which the believers in all places can well emulate. In each centre we should unite as an assembly and take a position in the active work of the place in benefiting the people and working for the public good In His Name, the Name of Baha. The more we do this the more we will grow. The less show made the better, nevertheless we should not work anonymously, but let our light shine and be felt. This will attract the souls. As Abdul-Baha says, we must manifest forth the love of the Kingdom through deeds. The organization and work of the Washington (D. C.) Assembly is an example and an inspiration to all. We have informed all of the friends of the good news we hear from you, and this is inspiring others to do likewise.

Yours in His Cause,
CHARLES MASON REMEY.
Our Persian section this issue contains a Tablet to the Spiritual Assembly (H. of S.) Chicago, dated Dec. 10, 1902; an article on Universal Bahai Education, quoting statistics from England and France, also Tablets; and following news items: (1) Unity Feast at Washington, D. C., (2) Mr. Reines' visit to Green Acre, (3) receipt of letters from Mashad, Persia, (4) concerning Mirza Ali Kuli Khan.
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NEWS NOTES.

The Philadelphia, Pa., Assembly has been greatly favored by the visits of Mr. and Mrs. Brittingham of New York City, Mrs. Russell of Chicago, Mrs. Dixon of Washington, Mr. Hope of Baltimore, Mr. and Mrs. Dahl of West Hoboken, and Hilbert Dahl of Pittsburg. On the evening of Aug. 17th, a meeting was held in a hall. Mrs. Brittingham gave The Message in a beautiful, clear, loving way and every one was attentive and seemingly eager to learn. About fifty people were present. A Bahai baptism was held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Summers, No. 3228 Fairhill St., on the afternoon of Aug. 26. Walter, Irvin and Harry Summers, Harry Weyand, and Elwood, the infant son of Mr. and Mrs. William C. Revell, were baptized in the name of the Kingdom of El-Asha, by Mrs. Brittingham. In the evening the Unity Feast was observed at the home of Mrs. Mary J. Revell, 1429 Mayfield St. Twenty-one believers were present at this beautiful meeting. J. E. R.

Excerpt from a long prayer revealed by Abdul-Baha at the marriage feast of Mirza Eskander Khan (Mr. Sydney Sprague) and Farhangise Khanum, daughter of the well-known Bahai teacher, Mirza Assad Ullah, who were recently married by Abdul-Baha, himself, in the presence of representatives of all nations and religions at Haifa, Syria:

Lord! Verily, Thy servant, Eskander Sprague, journeyed to the most remote countries while aglow with Thy Love; he was attracted by Thy Call while in those far-away regions, hastened to the Radiant Spot (the Holy Land) and willed to unite with Thy pure maid-servant who believest in Thy Verses, who is aflame with the Fire of Thy Love and who is related* to the Branch of the Tree of Thy Grace. Lord! Make this marriage blessed by Thy Favor; happy by the benediction of Thy Generosity; an indissoluble tie; a partnership holy unto Sprague; a blending fellowship, a rejoicing, a unity and an affinity lasting throughout the Eternity of Eternities, in every world of Thy Holy Worlds—upon the plane of the Spirits and the Lights. Verily, Thou art the Helper! Verily, Thou art the Generous! Verily, Thou art the Merciful, the Clement! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBA.

(Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, Aug. 19, 1910.)

*Farhangise Khanum is a niece of "The Branch," Abdul-Baha.
Charles Mason Remey addressed the regular meeting of the New York City Assembly, held in Genealogical Hall, Sunday, Aug. 21st, giving a very interesting account of his extensive travels and experiences with the Bahais in the New Holy City (Acre and Haifa, Syria) and in Turkey generally, and in India, Persia, Russia and Europe. In the evening both he and Miss Juliet Thompson, to whom he is engaged, were present and took part in an interesting and largely attended meeting at the residence of Mr. Arthur P. Dodge. Mr. T. D. Fuller, of Chicago, was also present at these meetings. Mrs. Eva Webster Russell, also of Chicago, has been a most welcome visitor during the summer, reading to the friends the letters of Doctor Moody from Teheran, Persia. A. P. D.

Miss Georgiana Dean is now in Fairhope, Ala., ministering to the needs of Mrs. Paul K. Dealy, who is afflicted with blindness. She writes: “Mrs. Dealy suffers a great deal, yet she gives The Message to all she can. Her face shines with the light of God.”

Mirza Ali Kuli Khan has arrived in Washington, D. C., and presented his credentials to the State Department in the capacity of Charge d’Affaires from Persia, but will leave in a few days for the West to bring back his family who are now in California.

Mr. Remey has recently visited Hudson, Johnston, Utica, Clinton, Ithaca, Pomery and Cazenovia, N. Y., accomplishing much good for the propaganda, unification and solidarity of the Cause of God in these centres.

CONVERSATIONAL PERSIAN TAUGHT BY CORRESPONDENCE.

The Bahai Correspondence School teaches Persian by simple lessons and phonographic records. Each pupil receives all necessary individual help and attention through a system of written lessons and criticisms. No Persian written characters are used: the English letters only are employed and pronunciations expressed in English characters. Many are taking advantage of this system, both in Europe and in America.

For particulars address MIRZA S. M. RAPFTE, S. B., 729 Livingston Hall. Columbia University, New York City, U. S. A.
پیام برای عزیز

نهایتاً به اینجا دامیده شده‌ام. ممنونم از دادن استحکام و اطمینان. به نظر می‌رسد اینجا بهترین جایی برای من برای سکونت بهتر نیست. من به‌غذاری‌ها بی‌اندازه تغییراتی در اینجا دیده‌ام. هرگز قبل اینجا نداشتیم. به‌طوری‌که اینجا بهترین جایی برای زندگی بهتر نیست. بهترین جایی برای من برای سکونت بهتر نیست. من به‌غذاری‌ها بی‌اندازه تغییراتی در اینجا دیده‌ام. هرگز قبل اینجا نداشتیم. به‌طوری‌که اینجا بهترین جایی برای زندگی بهتر نیست. بهترین جایی برای من برای سکونت بهتر نیست. من به‌غذاری‌ها بی‌اندازه تغییراتی در اینجا دیده‌ام. هرگز قبل اینجا نداشتیم. به‌طوری‌که اینجا بهترین جایی برای زندگی بهتر نیست. بهترین جایی برای من برای سکونت بهتر نیست. من به‌غذاری‌ها بی‌اندازه تغییراتی در اینجا دیده‌ام. هرگز قبل اینجا نداشتیم. به‌طوری‌که اینجا بهترین جایی برای زندگی بهتر نیست. بهترین جایی برای من برای سکونت بهتر نیست. من به‌غذاری‌ها بی‌اندازه تغییراتی در اینجا دیده‌ام. هرگز قبل اینجا نداشتیم. به‌طوری‌که اینجا بهترین جایی برای زندگی بهتر نیست. بهترین جایی برای من برای سکونت بهتر نیست. من به‌غذاری‌ها بی‌اندازه تغییراتی در اینجا دیده‌ام. هرگز قبل اینجا نداشتیم. به‌طوری‌که اینجا بهترین جایی برای زندگی بهتر نیست. بهترین جایی برای من برای سکونت بهتر نیست. من به‌غذاری‌ها بی‌اندازه تغییراتی در اینجا دیده‌ام. هرگز قبل اینجا نداشتیم. به‌طوری‌که اینجا بهترین جایی برای زندگی بهتر نیست. بهترین جایی برای من برای سکونت بهتر نیست. من به‌غذاری‌ها بی‌اندازه تغییراتی در اینجا دیده‌ام. هرگز قبل اینجا نداشتیم. به‌طوری‌که اینجا بهترین جایی برای زندگی بهتر نیست. بهترین جایی برای من برای سکونت بهتر نیست. من به‌غذاری‌ها بی‌اندازه تغییراتی در اینجا دیده‌ام. هرگز قبل اینجا نداشتیم. به‌طوری‌که اینجا بهترین جایی برای زندگی بهتر نیست. بهترین جایی برای من برای سکونت بهتر نیست. من به‌غذاری‌ها بی‌اندازه تغییراتی در اینجا دیده‌ام. هرگز قبل اینجا نداشتیم. به‌طوری‌که اینجا بهترین جایی برای زندگی بهتر نیست. بهترین جایی برای من برای سکونت بهتر نیست. من به‌غذاری‌ها بی‌اندازه تغییراتی در اینجا دیده‌ام. هرگز قبل اینجا نداشتیم. به‌طوری‌که اینجا بهترین جایی برای زندگی بهتر نیست. بهترین جایی برای من برای سکونت بهتر نیست. من به‌غذاری‌ها بی‌اندازه تغییراتی در اینجا دیده‌ام. هرگز قبل اینجا نداشتیم. به‌طوری‌که اینجا بهترین جایی برای زندگی بهتر نیست. بهترین جایی برای من برای سکونت بهتر نیست. من به‌غذاری‌ها بی‌اندازه تغییراتی در اینجا دیده‌ام. هرگز قبل اینجا نداشتیم. به‌طوری‌که اینجا بهترین جایی برای زندگی بهتر نیست. بهترین جایی برای من برای سکونت بهتر نیست. من به‌غذاری‌ها بی‌اندازه تغییراتی در اینجا دیده‌ام. هرگز قبل اینجا نداشتیم. به‌طوری‌که اینجا بهترین جایی برای زندگی بهتر نیست. بهترین جایی برای من برای سکونت بهتر نیست. من به‌غذاری‌ها بی‌اندازه تغییراتی در اینجا دیده‌ام. هرگز قبل اینجا نداشتیم. به‌طوری‌که اینجا بهترین جایی برای زندگی بهتر نیست. بهترین جایی برای من برای سکونت بهتر نیست. من به‌غذاری‌ها بی‌اندازه تغییراتی در اینجا دیده‌ام. هرگز قبل اینجا نداشتیم. به‌طوری‌که اینجا بهترین جایی برای زندگی بهتر نیست. بهترین جایی برای من برای سکونت بهتر نیست. من به‌غذاری‌ها بی‌اندازه تغییراتی در اینجا دیده‌ام. هرگز قبل اینجا نداشتیم. به‌طوری‌که اینجا بهترین جایی برای زندگی بهتر نیست. بهترین جایی برای من برای سکونت بهتر نیست. من به‌ب
سپاس‌م از شما.

این متن به زبان فارسی است و چند جمله از آن به صورت زیر نوشته شده است:

سپاس‌م از شما.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>معنی و توضیحات</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>بردی نمایشگر به صورت شیشه‌ای یا دیگر صنایع برون‌سنجی که نسبت به ابعاد و وزن مبتنی است.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pegam Bare Bakhtar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

To the Beloved of God in Teheran, Persia.

HE IS GOD!

O ye Beloved Friends of Abdul-Baha!

Today the most important affair is delivering the Cause of God and spreading the fragrances of God. The duty of every soul among the believers of God is that he must rest neither day nor night, and with every breath think of the diffusion of the fragrances of Truth. That is, he must endeavor as far as lies in his power to quicken and guide a soul to the Path of Immortality, for this service of his will be perpetuated throughout centuries and cycles.

The power of the faith of the first guide will be transmitted, find continuation and become manifest in the lives of other believers, until one sanctified soul will become the cause of quickening a hundred thousand souls. Consider how important this is, for the guidance of one soul is greater than the sovereignty of a kingdom. The temporal dominion is ended in a few days and no effect or result, no rejoicing or happiness, no beatitude or praise and no name or fame is produced thereby. But this sovereignty which consists in the guidance of the souls is eternal and everlasting. It embraces the Divine Beloved and it establishes man upon the throne of grandeur. Therefore, Spiritual Assemblies must be established in all the cities and their aims must be the guidance of the souls.

Likewise some teachers must be sent to various parts and in every direction, for the sake of diffusing the fragrances of God, so that they may direct the seekers to the Divine Path; even the coming and going of the friends is beneficial. For instance, the friends who live in the smaller cities often do not receive any news, and then only at random. Now if certain souls arise to travel through these places, give the Glad-tidings of God, stay in every
place a night or two, deliver the news of the Holy Land and other countries and cities of the East and West, and associate with them with the utmost love, enthusiasm and happiness, this will be conducive to attraction and enkindlement, the people will be trained in spiritual matters and obtain exhilaration and life. This will become the cause of diffusing the fragrances and the motive-power of the promulgation of the Word of God.

His Honor, Mirza Aga Taraz, and Ali Akbar are two blessed souls, and they are the cause of happiness to the heart of Abdul-Baha. It is assured that they will become assisted in the universal services, and in the Kingdom of Abha they will shine and gleam like unto the morning star.

Upon ye be the Glory of God!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA Abbas.

(Translated by Mirz Ahmad Sohrab, especially for the BAHAI NEWS, Washington, D. C., July 14, 1910.)

TEHERAN, PERSIA.

We are indebted to Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi of Chicago for the following extracts from a letter which he received recently from Dr. Youniss Khan of Teheran, Persia:

The troubles, calamities, poverty, etc., which happened during the late years, have resulted in that the people of Teheran, the old and the young, the rich and the poor, have turned their faces toward the Threshold of the Holy Cause in such a manner that a thousand teachers are not enough to give the glad-tidings. Although all the friends of God, men and women, are occupied in spreading the Cause, yet when a teacher comes from another city all rush to him, and they want to hear more.

The assemblies and organizations for the welfare of humanity and services for mankind are numerous in the city. For example: (1) The Spiritual Assembly has the charge of all spiritual matters. (2) The Assembly of Peace for the settlement of difficulties which might occur among the friends. (3) Michala Mouratab is an assembly which looks after the order of the material and spiritual matters. (4) The Assembly of the New Society. This has charge of the financial welfare of the Cause, such as schools, etc. (5) Charity Society, for the help of the poor and needy. Besides these organizations there are two schools, one for boys and another for girls. These admit not only Bahai children, but also outsiders. All are treated equally. The poor are accepted free.

The Tarbiat school held its commencement exercises recently. This is the best school in Teheran. All the royal ministers and officers were present. The American ambassador, although not a Bahai, was so filled with enthusiasm that he took a photograph of the party.

A hospital has been established in which Amat-el-Allah, Dr. Susan I. Moody, Dr. Asefa Khan, Dr. Atia Ullah Khan, Dr.
Mohammed Khan and the writer, Dr. Younis Khan, are practicing. Each doctor is in charge of a special department. Thus, Dr. Moody is the superintendent and the gynecologist for women's diseases. This makes it a well-equipped hospital.

Besides the above mentioned institutions and spiritual gatherings there are fifty Assemblies for teaching. Consequently, in this day the Son of Baha'u'llah and the Light of Abdu'l-Bahá, The Center of the Covenant, is shining with utmost brightness in Persia.

NEWS NOTE.

A farewell gathering for Dr. Sarah Clock was held in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur P. Dodge, 293 West 139th Street, New York City, on Sunday evening, September 4th. She sailed on Thursday, the 8th, for Haifa and Kazvin, Persia, with her friend, Miss Straight, of Scranton, Pa.
ARRIVING THE WORLD WITH MESSRS.
REMY AND STRUVENT.

Fourth of a Series of Letters under this Heading.

Certain letters from our brothers printed in previous issues of the BAHAI NEWS properly belong to the series and should be incorporated in this article. We refer to one under the heading "The Outlook in Japan" (No. 2 issue), and one concerning Kunjungoon (No. 8).

As it is unnecessary to reprint them, we present the following, written at Rangoon and Bombay, India, respectively:

RANGOON, BURMA.

The House of Spirituality of Bahais, Chicago, Ill., U. S. A.

Dear Brothers in El-'Abba:-

Brother Struven and I arrived here one week ago and are enjoying, more than I can express, the companionship of the believers in this and neighboring cities.

The time has come in India for the Cause to be known outside of Islam. As in the early days, Christianity was for years considered as a sect of Judaism, so now in many Oriental countries the Cause of El-'Abha is thought to be a Moslem sect. Now, through the assistance of the Western friends, this notion is being corrected. When our teachers come and travel in these countries they prove to all that the Holy Cause is for the West as well as the East. This has a powerful effect upon the people, and through it many are attracted.

Brother Struven and the Rangoon Assembly send you and all of the friends greeting. We are busy day and night with meetings and receiving truth-seekers from every phase of religion, Jews, Christians, Moslems, Parsees, Buddhists and Hindoos (Brahmans).

In His Service,

CHARLES MARCY REMY.

BOMBAY, INDIA.

Bombay, March 24, 1910.

To the House of Spirituality of Bahais, Chicago, Ill.

Beloved Brothers in the Love of El-'Abba:-

After leaving Rangoon, we came on to India, landing in Calcutta. There we remained six days, during which several well-attended meetings and feasts were held, including one public lecture. In Calcutta one assembly is composed chiefly of young men. It is a new center, yet full of life and vitality. There we had a very profitable stay.

From Calcutta we went to Benares, Goripura, Agra, Delhi and Mount Aboo. Our travels in these places were chiefly on account of wishing to see the many architectural remains of past India. From this latter place we went to Baroda, where our good friend, Mirza Mahmood, was expecting us. Baroda is the capital of one of the free states of India, which has its own government, ruler, etc. It is the most progressive place (native) which we have visited here in India. Its Maharajah is the wealthiest ruler in these parts, museums, schools and the like for the benefit of his people.
There are very few English there. All of this progress comes from the native government. * * * There the Cause is also in a good way. * * *

Here in Bombay we are having a beautiful time—quite a busy one with the friends. Several lectures are arranged. One before the students of Elphinston College for this afternoon, and one for next Friday before the Theosophical Society. Many truthseekers are coming to the Mashrek-el-Ashar, where daily meetings are held. * * *

Here in these Oriental countries I see everywhere the need of the Western Bahais. These people here have something for us. From them we can learn a lesson of devotion and love, and we can also teach them certain things which they must learn. From my experience in these several Oriental countries I see, and have seen for some time, that the Cause here needs Western enthusiasm and "push" to bring it out. * * * We must come to their aid in this matter. * * *

The most necessary of all things now in the Bahai Cause in these countries of the East, is that some teachers may be sent to the East. The Oriental Bahais have given us the motive force of the Cause; now we must go back to them with the application of the same. * * *

Faithfully yours in His Holy Cause,

CHARLES MASON REMY.

P. S.—* * * There was a good turnout this afternoon at the lecture on the Bahai Movement before the students of the Elphinston College—I should say about two hundred. Afterwards we took tea with the Principal of the College and continued the good work.

C. M. R.

WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA.

Some of the words uttered by Abdul-Baha to Hassra, Howard C. Strong, and Charles Mason Remy while in his presence at Haifa, Syria, May, 1919:

"Welcome! You are blessed in making such a world pilgrimage and by being allowed to serve in so many countries. Many tourists travel around the globe visiting places and cities, but their tours have no lasting effect and are soon forgotten. The effect of your tour will be eternal. Its effect will be seen during the ensuing centuries."

Abdul-Baha mentioned the great love with which the Persian Bahais had greeted Dr. Moody when she arrived in Persia, accompanied by Mr. Sprague, saying that between Enzeli, on the Caspian Sea, and Teheran there were nineteen relay stations and at sixteen of these there were Bahais gathered to greet these Western Bahais.

Abdul-Baha then asked about Professor Barakatullah and the work in Japan. When told of the labors and service of that believer, he was very pleased, and said that if the people of Japan responded to the Teaching theirs would be a blessing and production of the greatest good.
Abdul-Baha sends word to the American believers that it is necessary for some of them to go to Japan and there engage in spreading the Cause, saying that great results would be produced if some of the friends were to go to that country to enter into trade and business and at the same time do spiritual work.

The greetings and messages of the many friends in the various assemblies visited were given to Abdul-Baha and he was pleased. He was very much pleased when told of the love, kindness and hospitality of the Bahais in all countries.

Abdul-Baha spoke of the great work done by the simple and uneducated Bahais. Through purity of heart many had become so spiritually enlightened that their words had had great effect upon the minds and hearts of the learned and wise. Some of these simple, pure souls had even written books by dictation.

Abdul-Baha asked regarding the hardships of the journey, but was assured that any incidents of that nature were forgotten and as if they had never been. He then asked whether the addresses given in the various cities had been prepared or were extemporaneous. When told they had been the latter he said that the teacher should always speak from the heart, for only words from the heart reach the hearts of the hearers and has effect, whereas when one speaks not from the heart, the effect of his words is but a passing one. All teaching should be done by the Spirit working or speaking through the teacher, and should not come from the mentality of the individual. One should always use spiritual methods in teaching.

In speaking of spreading the fragrances of the Kingdom, Abdul-Baha said: “In movement there is life; in immobility there is death. The traveling of the teachers from place to place, country to country, and from the Occident to the Orient, is one of the greatest means for sowing spiritual seeds in the souls of the people.”

In speaking again of Japan, Abdul-Baha said: “Blessed results will appear from the Holy Cause established in that land. I have sent your letter regarding the work in Japan to Mr. MacNutt* in

*See editorial, page 9.
New York, that he may spread the word for some of the American believers to go to Japan, and there serve and teach in the Cause. It is very good for teachers to travel, and, through the love of God, give life to the people. American Bahais should go to the Oriental countries as teachers.

At another time Abdul-Baha said: “Encourage the Bahais to hasten to India, both men and women teachers. In India, in particular, women teachers are needed. Delay not! Now is the time to travel there, and in Persia, too.”

“Later on, the results of your journey will be clearly seen. Praise be to God!—now our meeting here in the Land of Desire (the Holy Land) is open and easy, while in the past it would have been most difficult. Some of the friends came long distances and could only see me from a distance. Now you must go out and serve—you must no longer stay here.”

The BAHAI NEWS wishes to inform its readers that Miss Laura Clifford Barney’s drama, “God’s Heroes,” is now out. The publishers are, in U. S. A., J. B. Lippincott, Philadelphia; in Europe, Kegan Paul, London. This play, as it deals with the early history of the Cause and the heroic influence of Qurratul ‘Ain, will be, we are sure, of interest to all. The proceeds of the sale of this book will go to the Mashrak-el-Azkar’s fund and towards helping to start a school for girls in Teheran, Persia.

Our Persian section this month contains: A Tablet to the New York Spiritual Assembly, received August 15, 1909; an article on College Education of Women in Europe and America, and urging the friends in Persia and other countries of the East to open schools for girls; mention is made of the newspaper and magazine articles on the Bahai Revelation, published in the West during the present year: (1) May 27, Journal of the Royal Society of Arts; (2) June 4, London Spectator; (3) July 3, New York Times; (4) July 31, Baltimore American; (5) August 1, Baltimore News; (6) August 5, Washington Post; (7) August 16, Washington Herald. Mention is also made of Prof. Barakatullah in Tokyo, Japan, and his monthly magazine, The Islamic Fraternity.
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**BAHAI CALENDAR.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>FIRST DAYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Baha' (Splendor)</td>
<td>Mar. 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Jalal (Glory)</td>
<td>Apr. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Jamal (Beauty)</td>
<td>Apr. 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>Azamat (Greatness)</td>
<td>May 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>Nur (Light)</td>
<td>June 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>Rahmat (Mercy)</td>
<td>June 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>Kalamat (Words)</td>
<td>July 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>Isma (Names)</td>
<td>Aug. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>Ibbak (Perfection)</td>
<td>Aug. 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th</td>
<td>Izza (Wealth)</td>
<td>Sept. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th</td>
<td>Mashiyat (Will)</td>
<td>Sept. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th</td>
<td>Ilm (Science)</td>
<td>Oct. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th</td>
<td>Qudrat (Power)</td>
<td>Nov. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14th</td>
<td>Qayl (Sayings)</td>
<td>Nov. 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th</td>
<td>Massi' (Questions)</td>
<td>Dec. 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16th</td>
<td>Sharaf (Honor)</td>
<td>Dec. 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17th</td>
<td>Sultan (Sultan)</td>
<td>Jan. 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18th</td>
<td>Malik (King)</td>
<td>Feb. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19th</td>
<td>Ola (Sublimity)</td>
<td>Mar. 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Four intercalary days.

Word has been received that Abdul-Baha is in Egypt.

Two matters of importance are presented to the Bahai World through this issue of the BAHAI NEWS. One is the necessity of raising approximately $3,000 before January 1, 1911, to meet the payment due at that time upon the land for the Mashral-cel-
Azkar in America: the other is the necessity of teachers arising to go to India, Persia and Japan. Concerning the first matter, moneys should be sent to the Financial Secretary of the Bahai Temple Unity, Mrs. Corinne True, 5338 Kenmore Ave., Chicago, Ill., as early as possible; concerning the latter, Mr. Howard MacNutt, 935 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y., will answer any inquiries and accept suggestions from or arrange plans with those who feel they can undertake this service in the Cause, in accord with the wishes of Abdul-Baha as expressed in the following Tablet:

To his honor, Mr. MacNutt—Upon him be Baha’u’llah EL-ABHA.

O thou herald of the True One!

His honor, Mr. Remey, is traveling in India and has created wonderful interest among the people. Truly I say, in these days, India is awakened to a greater receptive capacity. The letter of Mr. Remey is enclosed. Consider how India has attained to receptivity. If several teachers from America travel to those parts it is certain that the Lights of the Kingdom shall illumine that region and many souls will be raised from among the illiterate and become the Army of Heaven, and through the power of the Word of God and the outpouring of the cloud of the Love of God, they will make India a rose-garden. Encourage and urge a few souls to take a trip to India so that they may truly realize that the doors of the Kingdom are open, behold the uninterrupted confirmations of His Highness Baha’u’llah, and unfurl a banner waving forever and ever with the breath of Divine Confirmation and Assistance. Give this matter your most earnest consideration, for it is the most important problem of all problems concerning the Cause. We have also written to Persia to send a teacher to that country, but if several souls go from America it will have greater influence and weight and far-reaching results will become apparent and manifest.

Upon thee be the Glory of the Most Glorious Baha’u’llah.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 17, 1910.)

If you feel the “call” of the Spirit to serve either or both of these needs in the Vineyard of El-Abha, we would suggest you respond at once. “Delay not!” Through quick decision and action it may be possible to send a representative to the Congress of Religions to be held in Calcutta in January as suggested by the following extract from a letter recently received by Mr. Clara Mason Remey:

The Bahai Assembly of Rangoon has just received a letter from the House of Spirituality in Chicago, U. S. A., to the effect that no American can be sent as a Bahai delegate at the Conference of Religions to be held in Calcutta in January next. As the meeting in this Conference will be solely conducted in English, I ask your leave to suggest that the presence of an American or a European Bahai in this Assembly would be ex-
tremely beneficial to the Cause. Among us in this country—as you have seen yourself—there is none who can do this task so well as a brother of us from the West. However, as it is not yet too late, I hope you will see your way to help us in this matter. * * *

We people in the East are accustomed to view such events as full of mysterious significances; and my personal notion is that the occurrence of such incidents in this age is meant by Providence for the widespread of the Message.

SYED JANAB ALI.

The editors desire to express their deep appreciation of the hearty manner in which the friends are co-operating with them, uniting their forces in an effort to make the BAHAI NEWS a worthy servant in the glorious Cause. It is entirely a labor of love, all serving for the joy of so doing, the money received being used only to meet the necessary expenses of publication and mailing. By adding the Persian section, its field of service is widened, and we hope, in time, if God wills, that both sections may be enlarged, thus permitting us to utilize more of the valuable material on hand for publication.

Three thousand copies of a forty-page booklet, printed in Persian by the BAHAI NEWS SERVICE, pertaining to the Mashrak-el-Azkar project in America up to and including the Convention of 1910, has been mailed throughout Persia, Russia, India and Egypt, during the past month. The manuscript was compiled and written by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab and the cover designed by Charles Mason Remey, while the cost of its production was donated by three of the American friends.

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR.

"The greatest affair and the most important matter today is to establish a Mashrak-el-Azkar and to found a Temple from which the voices of praise may rise to the Kingdom of the Majestic God."—ABDUL-BAHÁ.

The real purpose for the construction of a material structure, called the Mashrak-el-Azkar, has not been clear to all. Abdul-Baha tells us to exert every energy to build the material structure—"thus may the outward represent the inward and the form or letter express the reality or meaning." He teaches that no soul is formed separate from a body—hand in hand they come forth. As the great Mashrak-el-Azkar work develops, the effect upon the world, Abdul-Baha explains, is like the entrance of the spirit into man. We must build this great body so that the Abru Spirit may pervade the
world—like the soul does the body—and have a throne upon which to be seated.

More zeal and earnest effort will be necessary from now on if we are to be obedient servants to Abdul-Baha, for it is his wish that we should meet the payments on the land as they come due. Not less than $3,000 must be raised before January 1st, as the following will show:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{On hand at the last convention} & \$5,706.46 \\
\text{Receipts since then} & 2,910.29 \\
\text{Total} & 8,619.75 \\
\text{Disbursements} & 6,103.97 \\
\text{Amount now in bank} & 2,515.78 \\
\end{array}
\]

We have $375 interest to pay December 24, 1910, and $5,150 to pay January 1, 1911.

America has been magnificently aided and strengthened by liberal contributions from the Orient. Shall we let these deeds of generosity end in failure and our glorious Mashrak-el-Azkar work flicker out like a taper for lack of real, earnest, zealous work? It will be built, Abdul-Baha says, but it is our privilege to be the builders, or we may slumber and others come in and do this noble work of God.

Corinne True,
Financial Secretary Bahai Temple Unity.

NEWS NOTES.

Mr. and Mrs. Brittingham recently spent four days with the friends in Baltimore.

Mr. T. C. Blum-Wray of Newark, N. J., is in Los Angeles for two or three months.

Mr. Albert H. Hall of Minneapolis was with the Chicago Assembly Sunday, September 20th.

Mr. Percy F. Woodcock and family have returned to New York City and are at their old address, 230 West 97th street.

Mr. Oscar Hackley of National City, Cal., and formerly of Chicago, and Mr. L. K. Scobfeld of Chicago were in Los Angeles recently.

We regret to report the severe illness of two of our Chicago young people: Mr. Charles Schleider, who is suffering with typhoid fever, and Miss Arna True, who is convalescing after an operation for appendicitis.

Mr. D. D. Babcock of Bremerton, Wash., reports that the fund for sending a teacher to Teheran, Persia, is now complete, a prompt and generous response having been received to his circular letter addressed to the friends.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pagarm Bârâkat</td>
<td>1896 Belmont Road.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ABDUL-BAHA IN EGYPT.
First of a series of special news items pertaining to the tour of Abdul-Baha.

Portion of a letter from Mr. Sydney Syruphe to Mrs. Isabella L. Brittingham.
Mount Carmel, August 29, 1910.

Dear Sister in the Holy Cause:—I have a very big piece of news to tell you. Abdul-Baha has left this Holy Spot for the first time in forty-two years, and has gone to Egypt. Think of the vast significance and importance of this step! By it many prophecies of the sacred Scriptures are fulfilled. The Light and Life of Acca has departed and we feel as though we were now left in obscurity while Egypt is illuminated, and that ancient country which has seen the prophets Joseph and Moses and even the infant Christ is now to see the Consummation of all the prophets. What will we appreciate and realize this Bounty? Everyone was astounded to hear of Abdul-Baha’s departure, for no one knew until the very last minute that he had any idea of leaving. The afternoon of the day he left, he came to Mirza Assad Ullah’s home to see us and sat with us awhile beside a new well that has just been finished and said that he had come to taste the water. We did not realize that it was a good-bye visit. Then he took a carriage and went up the hill to the Holy Tomb (of the Bab). That night, as usual, the believers gathered before the house of Abdul-Baha to receive that blessing, which every day is ours, of being in his presence, but we waited in vain, for one of the sons-in-law came and told us that Abdul-Baha had taken the Khedivial steamer for Port Said. We could hardly believe it was true, so great was this news. Think how happy we must be that after forty-two years in this cage, the Divine Bird has spread his wings and in perfect freedom flown away.

SPECIAL.—Word has been received from Port Said that Abdul-Baha has sailed from that port on a steamer for an unknown destination.
SOME QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Written shortly after the interviews with Abdul-Baha, from notes taken at the time, by Charles Mason Remey, while in Haifa, Syria, May, 1910.

Question—Many of the American believers desire to worship daily in accordance with the Teachings. What prayers should they use daily? No instruction has yet been revealed for them regarding daily worship.
Answer—Later on I will give instructions.

Q.—Was Baha'u'llah of the seed of Jesse?
A.—Yes. He was the ninth generation in succession from Jesse, but this was not the Jesse of the Bible.

Q.—What is the Command regarding the giving of tithes: Is it 10% of the increase of one's capital, or is it the one-nineteenth part of one's income?
A.—It should be the one-nineteenth part of one's income. This tithing is a blessed privilege. Among mankind money is the greatest thing. This giving will confirm the people. With this money many great works will be done. In Hamadan in Persia, the Jewish believers raised much money in this way. At first I did not accept this money, but later on I directed that it should be used in their own town for the Bahai school. This giving was a great spiritual blessing to those believers. Everyone knows how the Jews love money.

Q.—Is the calendar as revealed by the Bab to be used in this Dispensation?
A.—Yes; but later on modifications will be made.

Q.—From what year does the era of the New Dispensation date—from the Declaration of the Bab or from that of Baha'u'llah?
A.—From the Declaration of the Bab, 1260 A.H. or 1844 A.D.

Q.—Which day of the week will the Bahais eventually observe as a day of rest?
A.—Friday.

Q.—We have been taught that Baha'u'llah was the Seventh of a series of great World (Universal) Manifestations of this present cycle, Christ being the sixth, Melchesidec the fifth, while the first four
were before the compilation of our present world history, and of them we have no records; that their teachings were applicable to all mankind under all conditions; while upon the other hand the Manifestations, such as Zoroaster, Abraham, Moses, Mohammed and the Bab were sent each to a certain people, bringing teachings which were applicable to those certain conditions and people only, while the teachings of the World Manifestations were not limited in their application to peoples. Is this teaching correct? A.—Yes, it is correct.

In a subsequent conversation, during which questions were being asked and answered, Abdul-Baha said:

That Baha’ullah was not a descendant from the Prophet Zoroaster.

That the Anniversary of the martyrdom of the Bab should be observed with solemnity by the friends.

That the Anniversary of the Departure of Baha’ullah should be observed in like manner, and that in the night time a meeting of prayer should be held.

That it would be well for the Western friends to interest themselves in commercial and industrial matters with the people of Persia, for Persia and the West both need connection one with the other.

That in serving together the believers should always avoid those matters upon which they cannot agree. The believers should serve together, the men and women working together in harmony. In meetings of consultation the majority should rule, but it is far preferable that there should be such unity that there be no minority—that all should be of one mind.

LETTERS FROM RANGOON AND BOMBAY.

A glimpse of the immediate result of the tour of Charles Mason Remey and Howard C. Struven, which Abdul-Baha has said will have eternal effect and "be seen during the ensuing centuries":

Rangoon, Burma, Aug. 1, 1910.

Mr. Charles Mason Remey:

Dear Brother in the Great Service of El-Baha:—Our foremost thought is to heartily congratulate you on your happy return home after a brilliant conquest of so many kingdoms for the Great Kingdom of Baha’. That you have been the instrument to introduce this Divine Light in numberless dark regions is a pleasure in reality to us. We always feel the spirit left among us by your good self and dear brother Mr. Struven, who is rightly called by Abdul-Baha, in his Tablet, "Proclaimer of
Truth," and we look with expectant eyes the recurrence of such events as often as possible, for they are calculated to leave, invariably, happy indelible impressions on the memory.

Another important event of which I would like to inform you, as the result of the wonderful work year happy spirit has been doing in this region ever since we were blessed with your delightful presence here, is the opening of a school in Kunjangoon village in the suburb of Rangoon for the education of the Bahai children of that quarter, by our good Brother Jusab Syed Mustafa Sahib. He took great pains in getting a house erected in his presence and supplying books and various other materials as much as is consistent with our extremely poor fund.

At present there are 71 children—30 boys and 41 girls. The number, however, is swelling very rapidly. We like to connect it, if possible, with the Persia-American Bahai Educational Society, founded in Persia by Mr. Sydney Sprague, and we earnestly hope that this Society will arise from its present limited sphere to the station of Universal Alma Mater for the Bahai World, and the Bahai educational seminaries in all regions may come under the direct supervision and parental control of this Society. Kindly pray that this cherished hope of ours may be accomplished. We would welcome with great pleasure any suggestion that you would be pleased to offer regarding the methods to be employed or the procedures to be adopted for the training of these Bahai children in this school.

For the time being we have employed a Mulla, who has just accepted the Faith under somewhat mysterious circumstances. The history of this Mulla is very interesting. He was one of the staunchest Mullas prior to when the Message came to be delivered in the village of Kunjangoon, in which place, as you have seen, the Bahai movement is progressing wonderfully. This Mulla, immediately after the advent of the Bahai spirit in the village, became dumb, and remained so for the last three years, but during the last week when our Brother Hazrat Syed Mustafa had been staying there and looking after the construction of the school building, this man in one night while he was by himself in his booth in the paddy field, saw a sudden glow of Light before himself and at once, most wonderfully, recovered his lost power of speech—his first utterance being, "The Manifestation is a true one for it has enabled me to speak!" and for two or three days continuously was like one possessed, delivering talks in the praise of God. He embraced the Faith himself on the spot and induced his father, 70 years old, and his grandfather, aged about 90 years, to do the same.

Such is the history of this Mulla who is now a Bahai and whom our friend Syed Mustafa chose to teach the children there.

The servants of God in this part of the world feel great delight in extending their Bahai love and greetings to the friends of God living in the New World.

The Cause has received a very good encouragement by your presence in India, which we hope will be frequently repeated by other American teachers as well.

Our dear brother Syed Mustafa is just preparing to leave Burma for India, with the view of watering the seeds already sown by you and Mr. Sprague, and pursuing them to bring forth healthy fruits to the best of his ability.

With Bahai love and greetings, we remain devotedly yours,

THE BAHAI ASSEMBLY OF RANGOON,

Per A. S. Issaqel.

Bombay, August 19, 1910.

Miss Gertrude Bullooms, Chicago, Ill.

My Dear Spiritual Sister,—You need not be amazed to read this letter. This unity is due to the All-Powerful,
and this correspondence due to the holy command that we should correspond in order to spread the holy breezes of love and unity. This acquaintance of name is due to our beloved friend and brother Prof. Charles Mason Remey of Washington, D. C.

I am a Hindoo believer in the Most Blessed Cause, by the favor of the Almighty, and you will be interested in knowing that we have a society in Bombay where there are many Zoroastrian and Mohammedan (Persian as well as Indian) believers. There are two Hindoo believers also. The president of the society is Aga Mirza Mahram, whose name you might have heard.

We had the happy occasion of having the cheerful faces of our two brothers, Prof. Charles Mason Remey and Mr. Howard C. Strevens, in their tour around the world, and hope to have many more as it is most needy.

We have another society in Rangoon and Mandalay, while we have scattered believers all over India. The cause is not spread far and wide over India, but Abdul-Baha has said that Bombay will surely advance and that India will become a beautiful garden of believers. No doubt the Cause is progressing very rapidly all over the world and when God thinks it fit, India will have her share. It is no doubt a blessing to us that we have a very learned teacher like Mirza Mahram, whose very presence is enough to breathe spirit into our nostrils, but it is a misfortune of India that he does not know English and cannot bear her because of his want of the power of expression.

My desire is to inform you of many or any important or praiseworthy events that take place here. A Mohammedan believer of Punjab, who had recently moved and gone to his native place, was opposed and troubled by his parents, friends and relatives. At last, having found him firm, they asked his sister to poison him. She did so. He was poisoned, but—thanks to the Almighty—he was at once removed to the hospital and is cured. He is the first Indian who gave the risk of life.

Give my love and Bahaí greetings to all the sisters and brothers. I send the love and greetings on behalf of the society, too.

I am your spiritual brother in El-ABHA,

NARAYAN RANGUTH VAKIL.

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR,

""Today all the beloved of God in these parts must endeavor that the Chicago Mashrak-el-Azkar be founded and be built in the utmost solidity and exquisiteness."

TRANSLATED BY MIRZA A. K. KHAN.

The Executive Board of Bahaí Temple Unity has just held a session in Chicago and finds from reports of treasurer and financial secretary that more prayer, more work, more money, must be put into the Mashrak-el-Azkar work than we have been doing. Abdul-Baha tells us it is the greatest and most important work in the Cause in America today, and yet this Board finds itself nearing the time for important payments with a deficit in the fund unless the friends throughout the country arise with a tremendous zeal and sacrifice and supply the needed money.
The treasurer reports money in banks October 1st, $3,108.14; interest due in December, $175.00, and a note of $5,150.00 to be met January 1, 1911. Thus, in two months at least $2,500 more will be needed.

Abdul-Baha said to some Chicago pilgrims: "The most important thing now in America is the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. You and your friends must endeavor in this matter. This building will be the cause of the confirmation of the believers. It has a great effect because it is the beginning of the foundation. After centuries it is not so important as it is now, but now it is very important. At first they build the Temple and worship in it and grow. In past times they could not build it so outwardly. This building will be the cause of Unity and prosperity of the Cause."

When asked by a pilgrim last year if he would come to America, Abdul-Baha replied: "If they build the Mashrak-el-Azkar." Again, when entirely alone with him, this pilgrim asked, "Will you come to America?" His face grew very serious and a great majesty came upon it. After a second or two he continued: "If the ground in America is well prepared so that much work can be done for the Cause." The pilgrim then said to him, the responsibility rested upon the believers, and he replied: "The building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar will prepare that ground."

The friends will read elsewhere in this issue a description of Abdul-Baha's sudden departure for Egypt. Let America take warning from this sudden departure and exert her utmost energy lest Abdul-Baha come upon us suddenly and "find us sleeping."

As one soul in many bodies let the believers of American work and pray till the Mashrak-el-Azkar is accomplished. All contributions will be received and receipted for by the financial secretary, Mrs. Corinne True, 5338 Kenmore Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Your servants,

The Executive Board Bahai Temple Unity.

Mountfort Mills.
Auntie L. Parmertor.
Bernard M. Jacobsen.
Arthur E. Agnew.
Corinne True.
William H. Forr.
Joseph H. Haven.
Roy C. Wilkins.
MARRIAGE OF MR. SYDNEY SPRAGUE AND FARAHANGIZ KHANUM.

Extract from a letter written by Mr. Sydney Sprague, from Haifa, Syria, Aug. 3, 1910, to Dr. Susan I. Moody, Teheran, Persia:

Now I know you will want to hear all about my marriage. The feast took place July 20th, which happened to be the feast day of Baha, the Prophet, and Mt. Carmel was en fête. Abdul-Baha, himself, appointed the day so that Mr. Cobb could be here—he left the next day.

On that day all the�ности and the Bahais of Haifa gathered in the home of Miss Asqul Baha, and Abdul-Baha was present. **A wonderful Tobah, which he had revealed especially for our marriage, was chanted, and after the special prayers revealed by Baha’u’llah for such occasions were chanted, Abdul-Baha gave a long, beautiful talk, dwel­ling on the great significance of this union and calling down the blessing of God upon it. Then I had the great joy of pouring wine water, which I had brought from the garden of Kaoat-ul-Ayn in Kaabey, on the hands of Abdul-Baha and all the guests and of serving them to shareen (sweets), tea, etc. In another piece of furniture was held a meeting for women. These meetings took place a little before sunset. Four days later a Mulla came and married us according to the laws of Islam. Abdul-Baha also being present. Then that same night he took his hand with mine, and as we went before him, he took from his hand two rings and gave them to me, anointed our heads with oil and sent as forth hand in hand from his presence, uplifted with pure and holy joy. Oh! I am sure no wedding was ever more sacred, nor more pure, nor more beautiful. All of the holy household were present. All of them have shown us such love and kindness. The Greatest Holy Leaf has given me a ring she used to wear and a ring, herself, prepared Farahangiz for the wedding—a thing she has never done before, saying that Farahangiz was her own daughter. She and the holy mother and all sent us beautiful presents. Abdul-Baha presented us each with our wedding clothes. Is it possible for any one to be more blest on this earth than we? Ought not this union to be a very happy one and endure throughout all eternity as Abdul-Baha said?

There were several pilgrims here from Enkhaid, Rapheal and Kaza‘in, and I entertained them and the Bahais of Haifa at a dinner. Farahangiz entertaining the women. I forget to say that on the day of our wedding Abdul-Baha sent me with his son-in-law and grandchildren to pray at the Holy Tomb.

Now we are settled at the home of our parents and are very happy. Each day as we grow to know each other better our love deepens. I could never have found a more loving, devoted, beautiful wife either East or West. She is willing to go anywhere with me.

NEWS ITEMS.

A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Windust at Chicago, October 3rd.

We are sad to announce that Mrs. E. S. Smith, 3 Church Place, North Adams, Mass., will gladly entertain any visiting believers.

Books, periodicals, etc., for the Persian-American Educational Society should be sent as hereafter requested, either direct to address given in Baha’i News No. 19, or to Mrs. C. R. Coles, Librarian, 310 The Huntington, Washington, D. C.
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Baha’i Calendar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>FIRST DAYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st.</td>
<td>Baha’ (Splendor)</td>
<td>Mar. 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd.</td>
<td>Jalal (Glory)</td>
<td>Apr. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd.</td>
<td>Jamal (Beauty)</td>
<td>Apr. 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th.</td>
<td>Azamat (Greatness)</td>
<td>May 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th.</td>
<td>Nur (Light)</td>
<td>June 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th.</td>
<td>Ruhmat (Mercy)</td>
<td>June 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th.</td>
<td>Kalamat (Words)</td>
<td>July 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th.</td>
<td>Jinn (Names)</td>
<td>Aug. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th.</td>
<td>Kamal (Perfection)</td>
<td>Aug. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th.</td>
<td>Izmat (Wealth)</td>
<td>Sept. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th.</td>
<td>Masihiyat (Will)</td>
<td>Sept. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th.</td>
<td>Ilm (Science)</td>
<td>Oct. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th.</td>
<td>Qudrat (Power)</td>
<td>Nov. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14th.</td>
<td>Qaul (Saying)</td>
<td>Nov. 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16th.</td>
<td>Sharaf (Honor)</td>
<td>Dec. 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17th.</td>
<td>Sultan (Sultan)</td>
<td>Jan. 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18th.</td>
<td>Malik (King)</td>
<td>Feb. 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Four intercalary days.

19th. Ola (Sublimity) Mar. 2
(Month of fasting)

A letter from Mirza Heydar Ali Oskoey of Tabriz, Persia, tells of the joy of the friends over the inauguration of the Persian section of the Baha'i News and all eagerly await the arrival of future issues. He says it is read again and again in their meetings, and that many of their youths can read and speak English fluently, therefore the section in English is also a great delight to them and they are kept busy trans-
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lating, as the older people wish to know what it contains.

Our Persian section this issue consists of (1) a Tablet revealed for the Hoboken (N. J.) Assembly in 1907; (2) an article on Universal Bahai Language in its religious, scientific and historical aspects—quoting from writings of Baha'u'llah and Abdul-Baha—concluding with a description of the Sixth Esperanto World Congress held in Washington, D. C., recently; (3) news of Abdul-Baha's sojourn in Egypt, (4) and of Aga Seyad Assadollah Gomi going to Port Said from Acre at the wish of Abdul-Baha—to take the place of the late Seyad Taki Menashdi—through whom all letters for Abdul-Baha from the East and the West are forwarded.

The little band of faithful Bahais composing the Seattle, Wash., Assembly has by united and systematic effort accomplished great results. Because of the inspiration it will be to all, we quote the following extract from a letter received recently by Mrs. Corinne True from Mrs. Ida A. Finch, Secretary of the Seattle Assembly:

"Thank you, dear sister, for the kind words in regard to our Assembly. The fact that money comes to you regularly is because we have determined, through the help of the Spirit of Atika, to be steadfast and self-sacrificing in the path so plainly marked out by Abdul-Baha. We give for the love of giving. The reason the amounts are not larger is because there have been calls from so many persons in dire need for the necessities of life, and we never turn an appeal aside. Since January 30, 1910, we have given money according to the following statement:

Mashrak-el-Azkar fund ....................... $260.00
Printing and books ......................... 138.00
Expenses ..................................... 132.61
Tehran school .............................. 36.00
Teacher for Tehran and calls outside the city ....................... 109.35
Philanthropic work in Seattle ............. 123.81

$820.83

We will, however, endeavor more and more for the Mashrak-el-Azkar, but you see from the amounts enumerated that it comes first in our giving."

"The Oriental Rose—or, the Teachings of Abdul-Baha," a book by Mary Hanford Ford, recently published by the Broadway Publishing Co., 835 Broadway, New York, is a creditable addition to our Bahai literature. The author has caught the spirit of the Subject and depicts it with an enthusiasm and
warmth that is contagious. It gives an excellent historic outline of the Bahai Movement, incorporating many incidents in the life of the Bab for which the author acknowledges indebtedness to M. Nicolas, secretary of the Persian Legation in Paris, who has written a biography of the Bab. It is a book every Bahai will enjoy reading and can hand to others to interest them in the Cause of Baha’u’llah. The book is tastily bound in cloth; the price is $1.00, postpaid.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

The Fall campaign has commenced in earnest, and with the return of the regular attendants and a gratifying proportion of enquirers, the meetings are assuming normal proportions. The Unity Feast of September 27 was devoted to the discussion of plans and the development of enthusiasm in the work of the coming season, in the Washington Assembly. Addresses were delivered by Miss Grace K. Geisweid, Mrs. Lois M. Goering, Dr. Anan Abu Rudeel, Dr. E. H. Egbert, and the writer. Miss Katharine McWeel, who assumes charge of the Studio at 1219 Connecticut Avenue for the season, rendered charming musical selections, and with appropriate refreshments our Persian ladies, who had charge of the feast, concluded a most enjoyable evening.

Late advices from the East contain the important news that Abdul-Baha, in fulfillment of a promise given last year, is visiting the believers in Cairo. He spent some time in Port Said on route. The Glad-tidings seem almost incomprehensible. The first thought inspired is that America should proceed rapidly with the completion of finances for the Mashruk-el-Azkur, that we may consistently ask for the blessing of a visit to this country.

The Persian colony in Washington has been increased by the presence of three young men, brought over by the new Charge d’Affaires, Mirza Ali Kuli Khan. These sons of nobility are here for the purpose of obtaining an education along American lines, and their coming marks an epoch in history. This is another fruit of the Bahai movement.

Mr. Albert H. Healy returns shortly, and expects to remain with us for some time.

Miss Louise Shuman and Arshileh Irani, our friend from India, left on September 1 for Kirksville, Mo., where they have taken up the study of Osteopathy. These devoted and regular attendants at our meetings will be missed.

Several of the friends have been seriously ill recently, but all are progressing favorably. The recovery of Mrs. R. H. Bartsch has been little short of miraculous. When, on September 18, a number of the friends gathered at her home to join in prayers for her welfare, few thought that she would recover from a serious operation performed on the 19th. But at the present writing her convalescence is most satisfactory. Mr. W. P. Hopper is recovering from his illness, and the condition of Mrs. Jere Wilt shows improvement.

The death is reported, on September 9th, of John Klaus, the
grandfather of Messrs. Edward and Howard Struven, at his late residence, Catonsville, Md. His age was 86. He enjoyed very much, even with his feeble and failing sight, the reading of Bahai literature in German as could be secured.

The Baltimore Assembly has changed the Sunday Bible class from afternoons to evenings, and plans an alternation of leaders.

The work in Sumnerduck, Va., progresses, and the meeting on the fourth Sunday of each month has been adopted permanently. At the last meeting, the school house was too small to accommodate those who came, some driving several miles to hear the Glad-Givers. Any of the friends who undertake teaching in the smaller and isolated communities will find a gratifying number of thoughtful, earnest souls ready to listen.

JOE. H. HANNEN.

ASSEMBLIES IN THE OCCIDENT.

Secretaries are requested to see that their Assembly is correctly represented.

NORTH AMERICA

BALTIMORE, MD.—Regular weekly meetings Tuesday evenings at 629 West North Avenue, and Sunday evenings at 516 Broadway. Residence of Secretary, 639 West North Avenue.

BOSTON, MASS.—Sunday morning meetings at 11 o'clock in Beckman Hall, 209 Huntington Avenue.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Meetings every Sunday and Thursday evening at 494 Elwood Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILLS.—Regular weekly meeting Sunday, 11 a. m., at Corinthian Hall, 1701 Masonic Temple, State and Randolph Streets. Address of Assembly, P. O. Box 283 George Leach, Secretary.

DENVER, COLO.—G. Nathaniel Clark, Secretary, 414 Xavier Street.

KENOSHA, WIS.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 10:30 a.m.; Sunday school, 9:30 a.m., at Grousquish Hall, 216 Park Street. Address of Assembly, Addison Nicholas, Secretary, 868 Park Street.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—F. B. Beckett, Secretary, 429 Citizens National Building.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Genealogical Hall, 226 West 58th Street. Paul T. G. Marshall, Secretary, 139 Shipman Street, Weehawken Heights, New Jersey.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Regular weekly meeting held at 2916 Beacon Avenue, South.

SUMERDUCK, VA.—Meetings on fourth Sundays; address care Mrs. R. H. Duckett.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Regular meetings Friday evenings at 8:15 Sunday meetings at 11:15 at 1232 Connecticut Avenue. Mail address of Assembly, P. O. Box 102, Residence of Secretary, 1252 Eighth Street, N.W.

CONVERSATIONAL PERSIAN TAUGHT BY CORRESPONDENCE.

The Baha'i Correspondence School teaches Persian by simple lessons and phonographic records. Each pupil receives all necessary individual help and attention through a system of written lessons and criticisms. No Persian written characters are used; the English letters only are employed and pronunciations expressed in English characters. Many are taking advantage of this system, both in Europe and in America.

For particulars address MIRZA S. M. RAFFIE, S. B., 729 Livingston Hall, Columbia University, New York City, U. S. A.
سید یک گفت "اگر ما سرمایه‌گذاری کنیم و در کسب کردن مزایا و توانایی‌ها به وطن خود بپردازیم، ما باید به شدت آموخته و توانایی در اموری که در کشورمان می‌باشند، داشته باشیم. اگر ما بهترین شرایط و شرایطی که در کشورمان وجود دارند را در دسترس داشته باشیم، ما باید بهترین استحکامات و توانایی‌های خود را برای پیشرفت و توسعه می‌گذاریم.

امیدوارم که در زمان‌های زیرکه در لحظاتی که در کشورمان می‌باشند، ما بهترین استحکامات و توانایی‌های خود را برای پیشرفت و توسعه می‌گذاریم. اگر ما بهترین شرایط و شرایطی که در کشورمان وجود دارند را در دسترس داشته باشیم، ما باید بهترین استحکامات و توانایی‌های خود را برای پیشرفت و توسعه می‌گذاریم.

امیدوارم که در زمان‌های زیرکه در لحظاتی که در کشورمان می‌باشند، ما بهترین استحکامات و توانایی‌های خود را برای پیشرفت و توسعه می‌گذاریم. اگر ما بهترین شرایط و شرایطی که در کشورمان وجود دارند را در دسترس داشته باشیم، ما باید بهترین استحکامات و توانایی‌های خود را برای پیشرفت و توسعه می‌گذاریم.

امیدوارم که در زمان‌های زیرکه در لحظاتی که در کشورمان می‌باشند، ما بهترین استحکامات و توانایی‌های خود را برای پیشرفت و توسعه می‌گذاریم. اگر ما بهترین شرایط و شرایطی که در کشورمان وجود دارند را در دسترس داشته باشیم، ما باید بهترین استحکامات و توانایی‌های خود را برای پیشرفت و توسعه می‌گذاریم.

امیدوارم که در زمان‌های زیرکه در لحظاتی که در کشورمان می‌باشند، ما بهترین استحکامات و توانایی‌های خود را برای پیشرفت و توسعه می‌گذاریم. اگر ما بهترین شرایط و شرایطی که در کشورمان وجود دارند را در دسترس داشته باشیم، ما باید بهترین استحکامات و توانایی‌های خود را برای پیشرفت و توسعه می‌گذاریم.

امیدوارم که در زمان‌های زیرکه در لحظاتی که در کشورمان می‌باشند، ما بهترین استحکامات و توانایی‌های خود را برای پیشرفت و توسعه می‌گذاریم. اگر ما بهترین شرایط و شرایطی که در کشورمان وجود دارند را در دسترس داشته باشیم، ما باید بهترین استحکامات و توانایی‌های خود را برای پیشرفت و توسعه می‌گذاریم.
متن درسی
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

To the Believers in Systan, Persia.

Upon them be the Glory of God the Most Glorious.

HE IS GOD!

O ye believers of God and friends of Abdul-Baha! If ye knew how the heart of Abdul-Baha is soaring at this moment at your mentioning and the spirit is rejoicing at your name, undoubtedly you would not contain yourselves in this physical temple, neither would you have heeded any persecution or suffering.

Today the world of existence is moved through the Call of the Covenant, and the disjoined members of this earth have found mutual communication. Consider ye that the confusion produced thereby cannot be cleared and the forces cannot be brought together save through the Power of the Testament, and the darkness of the East and the West can only be dispelled through the Sun of the Covenant. The Divine Covenant is like unto the spiritual Springtime, which encircles all creation.

Now the greatest test for a tree is to have the latent possibility of fruition, and with the appearance of the spring they put forth leaves, branches and blossoms, but if a tree is barren at this season it will remain deprived and fruitless. Likewise, those souls who have been firm in the Covenant of God, are detached from all else save God, and are attracted to the fragrances of God, their faces will shine like unto the luminous moon, with the Light of Assurance. But the jealous bats, the people of injustice and pride, flew away from the Light of the Covenant and shrunk out of sight into the dark dungeon of hesitation and fear. They have left the lamp of the Testament and are running in the Sahara of discord and are seeking the gloom of worldliness. They turned away from the Pure Spring of Life and attached themselves to the stagnant pools of superstition. They left behind the Paradise of Abha and were contented with this nether world.
They do not search after the Garden of Holiness but they wish for the sterile desert of passions and selfishness. They passed by the Blessed Tree and gathered around the stunted bitter plant. They did not yearn for the Star of Guidance, but they desired the wil’ o’ the wisp of allurements. This is the result of their exertion in this life. Leave them to themselves, pay no heed to their faults, for verily they have left the Path of Guidance and forgotten the Road to Righteousness. Verily, they are afflicted with inharmony and discord and their loss will be very great.

Therefore, O ye friends of God! enter ye in the Rose-garden of Oneness, take ye a share from the essence of singleness and spread the Breaths of the Morn of Holiness. The Glad-tidings of the Bounty of the Blessed Perfection is descending from the Invisible Kingdom, the Sea of Providence is moving and the waves of the Mercy of the Almighty are unlimited. Endeavor ye as far as ye can, so that ye may immerse yourselves in this vast Ocean and soar heavenward toward this Exalted Apex.

The greatest of all affairs is unity and harmony, the love and affection of heart and soul. The believers of God are the waves of one Sea, the drops of one River, the signs of one Kingdom, the standards of one Regiment, the lights of one Orb, the Armies of one General, the stars of one Heaven and are addressed by one Covenant. Consequently they must associate with each other like the brilliant Stars of Pleiades in one firmament and become the letters and words of one Book.

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.


AROUND THE WORLD WITH MESSRS. REMEY AND STRUVEN.

Sixth of a series of Articles under this Heading.

A SUMMARY—BY MR. REMEY.

Dear Friends:—In these days the unity of the Baha’is of the Orient and Occident is manifesting itself in more tangible ways than ever before; for now the believers in this country are seeking to express their love for their brothers and sisters on the
other side of the planet in helpful service, following ever in the way of Abdul-Baha.

That which is most needed between the East and the West is spiritual co-operation. There is as much in the East for the Occidental as there is in the West for the Oriental. These treasures, which are of different nature, need to be brought out—shown to the world. The Bahai is called to do this.

Since my return from the Orient, I have had many letters of inquiry regarding the ways and means through which the people in the West can serve those in the East, and it is in the hope of being able to offer some ideas in this line that I am writing this general letter.

Our friends of the Orient are rich in the love and unity of the Cause. We, upon the other hand, are full of initiative force and activity. It is necessary that both should combine forces and work together, each strengthening the other. In reality, the East and the West are very dependent one upon the other.

Undoubtedly the traveling of Bahais in foreign countries is one of the most efficient means of unity. Abdul-Baha is now calling for those who can, to go to Japan, Persia, India, and Burma and to other countries. There are comparatively few, however, who are prepared to do this; consequently, many wish to know how they can serve while remaining at home.

Corresponding is another great means through which the love of the Kingdom is manifesting; and this is open to each and all of us. During the past few years this communication between the East and the West has greatly increased. The women of the assemblies of the West are carrying on a systematic correspondence with the assemblies of the women of the East. This is already productive of much good and is paving the way for the Western women to go out to the East as teachers, nurses and physicians, all of which are most needed there.

Of late the attention of the American friends has been drawn to the Bahai educational movement now developing in Persia. This is of the most vital interest to the progress of the Cause and the development of the Persian people. It is a subject which demands our most serious consideration. The Bahais in Turkistan, India and Burma, as well as in
other countries, are also facing the educational problem, and they, too, need our assistance.

By assistance, I mean our co-operation in starting these enterprises. There seems to be a slight misconception of the kind of "assistance" which our Eastern friends need in this work. They do not need our money to support their institutions. No one should for a moment consider our work amongst them in the light of a "charity." The Bahais of the East represent the most progressive of the people. They are prosperous. To be sure, a year or two ago, we heard a great deal of the financial and commercial troubles of our people in Persia, but that was during the revolutionary troubles, when the whole country was crippled in business ways. Now that is all passed and the financial outlook there is better than ever before. Money is needed for carrying on any practical work, but the point to bring out is that the Bahai institutions of the East do not require to be supported by Western subscriptions and contributions. Our energies and funds should be so directed as to meet in the most efficient manner the needs in question.

The way in which I feel we can best serve in the East is through helping the friends there to inaugurate and start needed good works. Our enterprise and practicality of temperament, combined with their knowledge of the conditions and needs of their own people, forms a very practical basis upon which to build. The work of Dr. Moody and Mr. Sprague in Teheran quite proves this. Surely the founding of a girls' school in Teheran marks a most important development in the Bahai work in Persia. This institution which is being established is but one of the many needed. Once established and running and ministering to the needs of the people, this girls' school will prosper and not lack for support. A timely and needed institution always lives. Our policy should be to hold ourselves in readiness to give our timely co-operation along all of the various avenues for service now opening between the East and the West. The good work done in Teheran by our two Western Bahais there proves that the actual presence of the sincere Western Bahai worker in an Oriental assembly is productive of more good than could have been accomplished through the expenditures of vast sums of money.
For many years Western religious enterprises have furnished the funds for the maintenance of schools in the East, and a good work has thus been done, yet the mass of the people has remained in ignorance. Now, with our work, this is different. Through the light of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah the people of the countries themselves are being aroused, and now are desirous of improving their own condition. This, you see, is a new and a different problem from any of those of the past. It is given to us to be allowed to go to these distant friends and, in the spirit of brotherhood, share with them what we have, and in turn receive abundantly from them.

There is no way in which we can better co-operate with our Oriental friends than by sending them Baha'i teachers for the instruction of their children. These teachers, men and women, should be qualified physically, mentally and spiritually. Their traveling and living expenses should be borne by us. We should come together in this work, preparing for all of the means, and then placing the matter before Abdul-Baha, that he may guide and approve the Eastern mission of the Western workers.

Education is but one phase of the work before us. Medical institutions and commercial and industrial enterprises, carried out upon interdependent lines, are to be formed, through which both the East and the West will be blessed. These enterprises will be a great means for the spreading of the fragrances of the Kingdom.

During our recent visit to Abdul-Baha, Mr. Struven and I spoke with him regarding these matters, and from the many and varied lessons which he gave us, demonstrating the power of combined spiritual and material consultation and co-operation, we are assured of his sympathy with all such movements upon the part of the friends.

Wherever Mr. Struven and I traveled we found the people, both in and out of the Cause, looking toward America, ready and anxious to receive and to learn from us. Through judicious service upon our part, our own people in the Eastern lands will be greatly assisted, and through them the great masses of humanity about them will be lifted.

The time is at hand for us to come together and, through consultation, ascertain ways and means by
which we will be able to accomplish maximum results from the means at hand.

Nothing pleases Abdul-Baha more than when the friends, through consultation and unity, inaugurate and carry on works of service. It is our privilege to ask him to guide and confirm us in carrying on these works. This he stands ever ready to do.

Faithfully yours in His service,

CHARLES MASON REMEY.

THE PERSIAN-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY.

A photograph of the first thirty children who are being educated in the Tarbiat School, in Teheran, Persia, by this Society has been received, and is here reproduced. The following list shows the names of the beneficiaries, with the names of the members contributing to the scholarship of each:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Names of Children</th>
<th>Names of Contributors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ezzatollah</td>
<td>Mr. William Remey, Washington, D. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mohammed Aga</td>
<td>Madame Blumen (Mrs. General, D.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Nasrollah Kian</td>
<td>Mrs. Levey O’Keefe, Seattle, Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Fakotullah</td>
<td>Miss Viera Raymond, Washington, D. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Nasrollah</td>
<td>Miss Charlotte Soper, New York City.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Aga Aseyetullah</td>
<td>Mrs. Jacob, New York City.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Hakebillah</td>
<td>Mrs. Claudia S. Coles and Mr. Louis G. Gregory, Washington, D. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Abdul Gasen</td>
<td>Mrs. Joseph St. Anselmi, Cincinnati, O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Nasrollah</td>
<td>Mrs. Eugene Punsen, Washington, D. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Aga Habb</td>
<td>Mrs. Laura Clifford Benney, Paris, France.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Mirza Foul</td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Godale, Kenesaw, Wis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Mirza Ezzatollah</td>
<td>Miss Emma Smith, Sandusky, Ohio.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Godratollah</td>
<td>Mr. E. S. Sturhuan, Sandusky, Ohio.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Abdul Pumman</td>
<td>Mr. Benjamin R. Taylor, Cincinnati, Ohio.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Noroussah</td>
<td>Mrs. J. P. Boyett, Brockville, Ont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Aga Ansor</td>
<td>Mrs. Mary Leech, Chicago, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Mirza Mohammad</td>
<td>Mrs. Grace Foster, Chicago, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Mult Lil Khan</td>
<td>Mr. Pati Johnson, Chicago, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Bekhdadzah</td>
<td>Mr. W. Porter, Chicago, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Aga Fakotullah</td>
<td>Mrs. Clara E. Pray, Mrs. Louise R. Wait, Mrs. Lucila Kireiner, Chicago, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Aga Jalal</td>
<td>Mrs. Clara E. Pray, Mrs. Louise R. Wait, Mrs. Lucila Kireiner, Chicago, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Masudallah</td>
<td>Miss Gertrud Buhrman, Mrs. E. W. Russell, Miss P. Casselberry, Chicago, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Azizallah</td>
<td>Mrs. Rosy Olen, Mrs. Cecilia M. Harrison, Mr. James W. Woodworth, Chicago, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Abdullah</td>
<td>Mr. Louis Kizer, Chicago, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Mirza Mohammad Aga</td>
<td>Mrs. Sophia Schott, Mr. Chas. Schott, Chicago, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Mirza Noroussah</td>
<td>Mrs. Lee Geisenger, Washington, D. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Sadat Aseyetullah</td>
<td>Mr. H. H. Abbott, Chicago, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Aga Jalal Khan</td>
<td>Mrs. Josephine C. DeLagney, Washington, D. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Mirza Aseyetullah</td>
<td>Mrs. May Maxwell, Montreal, Can.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This photograph is of vast importance, representing the first tangible evidence of a world-wide work which is truly a demonstration of the Bahai Spirit, and which is attracting notice and comment in the East as well as in West. It is hoped that many who have been awaiting this practical proof of the work started during the current year, will now send their subscriptions. The whole cost of scholarship is $18.00 annually, and the contributor becomes an active member in the Society. Associate memberships may be subscribed for at $1.00 annually, the latter receipts covering the actual expenses of the
Society, such as postage, printing, etc. There are no salaries paid and no fixed charges.

Since the last report, scholarships have been received as follows:

- Mrs. William H. Hear, Fairwood, N. J.
- Mrs. William H. Hear, Fairwood, N. J.
- Miss Marie M. Jones, Brooklyn, N. Y.
- Honolulu Bahai Assembly, Honolulu, H. I.
- Mrs. Louise E. Robins, Goldsboro, Md.

Address all communications to the Society, 1800 Belmont Road, Washington, D. C., or to Joseph H. Hamlin, Corresponding Secretary, P. O. Box 192, Washington, D. C.

NEWS FROM THE ORIENT.

Edited from many long letters recently received by Mira Ahmad Baksh.

EGYPT.

Port Said.—Abdul-Baha is in Alexandria and enjoying his sojourn in Egypt most heartily. Mira Ahmad Yazdi, just returning from Europe, has received permission to go to Alexandria and meet him.

PERSIA.

Especially.—News of the reorganization of the Oriental-Occidental Interpenetration Association has reached this city, and all the friends are waiting to receive the new Constitution so as to form a branch society here.

The first copy of the Occidental Messenger has created great happiness among the Bahais. It is read in the meetings with spiritual joy, and we thank God for this practical bond of unity between the East and West. The women of this Assembly have organized a Women’s Club and plan to correspond with their friends in the West regularly; they meet once a week to study various problems touching house-life and economics. Two renowned teachers, Peyman Jalal and Mina Haji Aga, who are traveling and teaching throughout Persia, recently arrived in the city. The friends arranged extra meetings and many people have been attracted to the Cause.

Masjed.—During the past few months an Assembly has been organized here whose policy is to equip teachers and to send them forth to the field to teach. All the friends and members of this Assembly of Teaching contribute a certain amount of money regularly to defray their expenses while traveling. It is understood that they are not to stay for any length of time in one place, and that there is always one teacher in some town. Branch assemblies are organized through this province of Khorasan, who keep in touch with each other through regular correspondence. Already the central assembly has sent forth several teachers to spread the Glad-Shadings. Kerbala Reza Fororgi and Abdul Hosein Samandar came from Bukhara, Russia, and by their presence and talks many hearts were awakened. The Occidental Messenger has been received, and is awakening great interest among the friends throughout the province of Khorasan.

*The Persian section of No. 8 issue of the Bahai News.*
RASHT.—Mirza Saman Golmohamad, one of the recognized teachers of the Cause in Persia, is at present in Rasht and is teaching day and night. The maid-servant of God, Olovyja Khanom from Mazandaran, has also arrived here by the wish of Abdul-Baha and is teaching the women in their gatherings. Many regular meetings of the Assembly, conducted during the week, are well attended and spiritual. The Occidental Messenger has appeared in this city and its contents make us realize the power and greatness of the Cause of BAHA’ULLAH.

SHAIKHUDDIN.—The Occidental Messenger has been received by the Bahais here and they thank God for this wonderful miracle performed to actually cement the East and West with the bond of good-will, peace, mutual helpfulness and co-operation. We desire to know by what manner of means we can assist in establishing a firm commercial connection between the friends of the Occident and the Orient, what kinds of goods and manufactures can be shipped from America to Persia, and through what channel we can read money directly.

TURKISH.—The number of believers in this city has visibly increased during the past year. There are four organized assemblies all working together—each assembly holding one meeting in the week, which all the friends attend in order to meet, teach and read the holy Words. We have a general Board of Consultation as well as branches for it established in surrounding towns and villages. In many places a house has been erected which is used as a Masirak-el-Azkar, where the friends congregate to worship, but these buildings are temporary structures and not built according to the accepted plan intended for a permanent Masirak-el-Azkar. The Occidental Messenger has been received and all the friends are rejoyced with its contents. Many of our young men are studying English.

TEHERAN.—Two Bahai teachers, Mirza Assadullah Fazel and Aga Seyad Abdul Hossein, were lately taken prisoners in the city of Najaf, their property confiscated and their Tablets appropriated; then a false Tablet was fabricated together with other false articles and an endeavor made to show that the Bahais were trying to make trouble between Turkey and Persia. The Turkish authorities investigated the matter, and finding no truth whatever in all the false accusations, set the teachers free and stopped the publication of the newspapers in which the libelous articles appeared. The members of the Teheran Assembly some time ago discussed the advisability of starting a Bahai newspaper, but not wishing to arouse the antagonism of the ill-wishers, decided to abandon the project for the time being. Now, all are glad and happy that the accidental Messenger has appeared from the “Land of the Free.”

RUSSIA.

SAMARKAND.—God be praised! We are supremely happy to have lived in this day to see with our own eyes the actual realization of unity between the East and the West embodied in the appearance of the Occidental Messenger. The distance between Chicago and Samarkand, Asia and America are thousands of miles, and yet the mighty Words of Baha’u’llah have united the two continents. We hope that this publication will continue to shed light upon the world for all the years to come. Lately, a Religious Assembly was organized here. A school for both boys and girls has also been started, and Mirza Mohammad Sabet has come to instruct them. We have applied to the Russian government for permission to buy land on which to build a Masirak-el-Azkar, although at present we have a fine house where we hold our weekly meetings and where the school is conducted. God willing, it will be started soon.
Letters from the East, received during the past month, indicate that the inauguration of the Persian section of the BAHAI NEWS has "taken the Orient by storm"—to use the expression of its editor, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

Many people in the East are astonished and the friends are surprised to see and read the open, uncompromising stand that has been taken in proclaiming the Teachings of BAHA'U'LLAH and Abdul-Baha; especially in the initial copy (No. 8), in which the editor comes out squarely with nine articles of policy, stating that the publication would stand for the Baha'i Cause, spread its teachings, uphold its doctrines and champion this Universal Movement.

Seyad Assadullah writes from Port Said that Abdul-Baha requested one of the friends to read the latest copy before a large gathering of the Baha'is there, and all the time it was being read, he was smiling and commenting upon it. In a recent Tablet received by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Abdul-Baha says: "Truly, I say, in this publication you have written instructive articles. May God assist and confirm you! Unquestionably, confirmations shall descend upon the workers of this paper!"

From Teheran, Esfahan, Tabriz, Rasht and Mashad, Persia; Eshkabad, Shahrood, Kongand, and Samarkand, Russia, and Port Said, Egypt, comes the word that the BAHAI NEWS is having great effect, and the friends hold out glorious promises for it for the future.
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Because of lack of space we cannot publish these interesting and inspiring letters, but the following from Esphahan expresses the spirit of them all:

To the Editor of the Occidental Messenger:

A star shone forth from the West and became the sun of the heaven of Truth in the East. The BAHAI NEWS, No. 5, which was adorned with the Persian section, was received this week. In truth, we must congratulate the assembly of mankind and rejoice greatly for the appearance of this luminous star in the heaven of literature. For it is the first star which has appeared from the clear horizon of the Bahai Cause for the education of the children of men and the progress and advancement of the majestic ideals of life and the spread of the teachings of God. It is hoped that the Occidental Messenger may establish a strong tie of union and harmony between the various Eastern and Western Bahai Assemblies, may consolidate the pillars of peace and concord among the children of mankind, and become the most efficient instrument for the illumination of the world. If we consider with a clear eye and ponder with deep insight, the power and grandeur of the Religion of Baha'u'llah will become clearer than the sunlight, and one can realize how the influence of the ethical and spiritual teachings of this Cause have perfumed the East and the West. It has become evident to wise men that the union of the world of men, which is the hope of all the children of God, can never be established except through the Religion of Baha'u'llah. Therefore, those who have attached to the highest station of knowledge and understanding know that the spread of this Religion is the first step for the salvation of humanity and the best means for the attainment of success and prosperity. For this reason the friends with soulful enthusiasm and with all the spiritual and material means at their hands are continuously serving the Cause so that this Beloved of Hope may unveil his countenance in the assembly of man.

The ruthless laws of the “survival of the fittest” and the “struggle for existence,”—which are apparently the unchangeable policies of the human world—unless they are founded upon spiritual laws derived from the Religion of God, will become the deadliest instruments for the suffering, unrest and inequalities between the children of men. For this “survival of the fittest” and “struggle for existence” in former ages, have caused untold horror and destruction to the people; nay, rather, in this Age, which is the period of progress and civilization, those very merciless laws are well rooted in the structures of the civilized world and have taken upon themselves aspects of barbarism and warfare, so much so that thousands of men and women have given up their lives hopelessly, and have put an end to their existence by inflicting upon themselves cowardly acts, such as suicide, etc.

Therefore, the so-called civilization and enlightenment of today falls short of the divine perfection and true humanity, and in order to attain to this high goal it is necessary that man make great progress in the reformation of the moral world and the progress of the spiritual element in his being. To attain to this station it is impossible except through the teachings of the Religion of Abdu'l-Baha. It is the Divine Instructions that unify the families of men, and the behests of Abdul-Baha that ennoble and spiritualize the people of the earth.

Praise be to God! that the Occidental Messenger is the first paper which is the standard bearer of the unity of mankind and the spreader of the Teachings of Baha'u'llah in the world of literature. Although outwardly it is small and unassuming, yet in reality it has accepted a noble and divine responsibility, and we hope that through the invisible confirmations it may

*The title of the Persian section of the BAHAI NEWS.
accomplish its mission in the world with great power and influence.

The Baha'i Assembly of Esphahan unitedly send their congratulations to the Occidental Messenger, and pray in the Threshold of God, its continuance, prosperity and spiritual triumph, and we beg of God to reinforce and confirm the foundress of this palace of unity, so that it may be established on a firm basis and continue to shed its light through all the coming ages. We expect, likewise, that through the effort and assistance of the Baha'is, in the East, it may increase the circle of its power and circulation, and in the service of human-kind win the palm of precedence.

We will send every month the news of the Cause in Esphahan, through the agency of the Occidental Messenger.

The Spiritual Baha'i Assembly of Esphahan.

The opening sentence of the letter above quoted has suggested the new title of our Persian section: Najme Baktar (Star of the West), which has been changed, with this issue, from Payam Bare Baktar (Occidental Messenger), at the wish of Abdul-Baha, who gives the following reason therefor:

"In regard to the title Payam Bare Baktar in connection with the News, some have read it and thought it means the Peygam bar (i.e., the Prophet) of the West—Peygam bar being one of the titles of Mohammed, meaning Messenger or Prophet. This may become the cause of opposition among the outsiders. If it is possible and you deem it advisable, change the title * * * in any way you think best."

This issue of the Star of the West contains (1) a Tablet to the Fairhope, Ala., Assembly, received in 1906; (2) an article on Universal Baha'i Peace, with quotations from the leading thinkers of Europe and America against war, statistics of the cost of the armies and navies of the nations, and quotations from the Words of Baha'u'llah in regard to Universal Peace and its establishment; (3) notice of and reason for changing the name of this section from Occidental Messenger to Star of the West; (4) news of the sojourn of Abdul-Baha in Alexandria; (5) acknowledgment of the many letters received in regard to the appearance of this publication in the East, and the appreciation of the Editors for the many good wishes and kind words of their Oriental brothers and sisters.

NEWS NOTES.

Mrs. Charlotte Rosenhauer, of Bangor, Mich., visited with the Kenosha, Wis., Assembly for several weeks, she being one of the first believers of that Assembly.

During the past month at Chicago, Mrs. Kupferle and Mrs. Carolyn D. May departed from the world. Both of these devoted souls will be remembered by the friends for their hospitality.
THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA.

Extract from a letter from the Bahai maid-servants of Yazd, Persia, to their sisters in America:

The believers of Yazd send their love to the Bahais of America and submit to them the following petition:

First, we supplicate from our beloved Abdul-Baha that all of you may remain firm and united under the shade of the Tree of the Covenant; that ye may become confirmed and assisted in laying the foundation and raising the structure of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. You must not become disheartened and discouraged on account of delays and the lack of ample means. Think and ponder over the building of the Temple in Jerusalem. This is a great service and most significant foundation. The similarity of a great work is like unto a great stone that cannot be raised without much pain and endurance. The invisible confirmations with all strength and power will be and is your support. What prosperity and what glory is greater than this? For you have become the recipient of the greatest bounty and the object of the most wonderful favor. We entreat from our Lord to confirm you in the accomplishment of this House of God.

The following supplication was received in the month of Ola (Fasting). Nine days more are left in the month of Fasting. God willing, we will chant this prayer for your spiritual success:

"O God, my aim, my hope! With hearts full of longing and breasts full of yearning, we beg of Thee and we supplicate at the threshold of Thy Might to raise the foundation of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Chicago in the most speedy manner. Make its base firm and its structure enduring, suffer its pillars to remain unshakable and make its columns of the steel and iron of prowess. Glorify its servants, beautify the characters and make the worshipers beloved. Suffer its nightingales to sing, 'Ya Bahai-Baha,' and its parrots to warble the praises of our Lord, the Most Supreme. Make its men the standards on the mountains of the world, and its women the sanctified angels of the tabernacle of the world!"

The Treasurer's books, October 1st, showed a balance of $3,108.14, since which time the receipts have been $516.80, showing a balance, November 1st, of $3,624.94—thus making it necessary to raise $1,900.06 before January 1, 1911.

Corinne True,
Financial Secretary Bahai Temple Unity.

NEWS ITEMS.

Interesting articles, in answer to questions pertaining to the Bahai Faith, appeared in The Weekly Scotsman, Edinburgh, Scotland, October 8th and 15th. Regular meetings of the Ithaca, N. Y., Assembly have been inaugurated. The first meeting was held Friday evening, October 21st, at the residence of Dr. W. E. House.

The Philadelphia, Pa., Assembly has been greatly favored by receiving a visit from Mr. Howard Struve, who traveled around the world with Mr. Bney. He came on Sunday, October 16th. In the evening, the nineteen-day Feast was held at the home of Mrs. Bayard, 1420 Mayfield Street, which was beautiful, after which Mr. Struve gave us an interesting address, telling us about his travels and wonderful visit with Abdul-Baha. We wish, as an Assembly, to express our sincere thanks to him and hope, God willing, he will visit us very soon again. His visit was very greatly appreciated by all present.

J. E. R.
NEWS FROM GERMANY.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

Through Monsieur Dreyfus, to the friends and maid-servants of God, Stuttgart, Germany:

Upon them be the glory of El-Abha!

HE IS GOD!

O sons and daughters of the Kingdom!

Your letter which was written on the Day of Naurooz in the assembly of the friends, has arrived. Its contents told of spiritual happenings and feelings of attraction. Its reading brought me the utmost happiness, for—Praise be to God!—in Germany, the servants and the maid-servants of the Rahman have adorned a gathering of friendship and love in the Day of Naurooz, have perfumed their nostrils with the vivifying breezes of the divine garden, and have been mentioning the King of the Kingdom and the Lord of Hosts.

Therefore, Abdul-Baha has been praying and supplicating to the Word of God that these servants and maid-servants of the Rahman may day by day become more brilliant and make greater progress, penetrate the mysteries of the Kingdom, become the cause of the diffusing of the principles of human unity, call every one to the Shade of the Tent of harmony and instruction of mankind, become the cause of enlightenment of these regions, make the hearts filled with the love of the bountiful Beloved, and attract the people to the divine Kingdom, so that during the coming year they may make still greater progress.

The flowers which were inside of your letter were exceedingly sweet, delicate and perfumed; it told of the sweetness of your countenances and characters.

Upon you all be the glory of God.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

LETTERS FROM STUTTGART.

To the dear friends in America:

Our assembly remembers with love all the friends, especially those in America, to whom we owe such boundless thanks for sending to us a teacher, who with great love and patience led us to the True Path. Through our beloved Miss Knoblock and through the BAHAI NEWS we know that also, in America teachers are necessary, yet, nevertheless, a teacher decided to acquaint her old Fatherland with the joyous Message. The Lord be thanked, therefore, a thousand times!

Our constant prayer is that we may become more and more worthy of our Great Teachers, RAHAT'UL-LAH and Abdul-Baha. We, therefore, beseech the friends to support us in this our prayer as we also remember them in our prayers.

With the inmost Baha'i greeting, we are yours sincerely,

M. SCHWEIZER.
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To the Editors of the BAHAI NEWS: 

The believers with me to extend hearty thanks for the highly appreciated BAHAI NEWS, which is always translated into the German, bringing welcome breezes from the Kingdom of ABHA. We are greatly indebted to you for the benefits received, bearing thereby of the great advancement and progress made in the Cause throughout the world.

Mr. Montfort Mills, of the New York Assembly, spoke to us at a social Baha'i gathering held Sunday evening, Sept. 11th, giving interesting and very helpful notes taken at Acea. The spiritual fragrances from the powerful Words of Abdul-Baha were highly instructive and deeply felt by all. Recognizing the importance of co-working in this Most Great Cause, whereby the bonds of unity are strengthened, his visit will ever be remembered.

We are now sending Baha'i literature to different cities and towns in Austria, Switzerland and Germany. We pray that God may bless the seeds that have been sown.

A. S. K.

ASSEMBLIES IN THE OCCIDENT.

Secretaries are requested to see that their Assembly is correctly represented.

NORTH AMERICA.

BALTIMORE, Md.—Regular weekly meetings Tuesday evenings at 620 West North Avenue, and Sunday evenings at 516 Broadway. Residence of Secretary, 620 West North Avenue.

BOSTON, Mass.—Sunday mornings, at 11 o'clock, in Beacon Hall, 206 Huntington Avenue.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Meetings every Sunday and Thursday evening at 494 Elwood Avenue.

CHICAGO, I11.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Constitution Hall, 17th floor Masonic Temple, State and Randolph Streets. Address of Assembly, P. O. Box 285, George Leech, Secretary.

CLEVELAND, O.—Meetings: Friday evening at Dr. Barton-Peck's, the Moff Aptartment, corner 36th and Prospect; Wednesday evening at Dr. Swingle's, 2104 Prospect Avenue.

DENVER, Colo.—G. Nathaniel Clark, Secretary, 4141 Xavier Street.

DIZAICA, N. Y.—Regular meeting of assembly, Friday evenings at the residence of Dr. W. D. House, 214 South Cayuga Street.

DENVER, Colo.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 10:30 a.m.; Sunday school, 9:30 a.m., at Grounshill Hall, 218 Park Street. Address of Assembly, Fountain Nicholas, Secretary, 866 Park Street.

LOS ANGELES, Cal.—F. B. Beckett, Secretary, 429 Citizen's National Bank Building.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Genealogical Hall, 223 West 56th Street. Paul T. G. Marshall, Secretary, 139 Shippen Street, Weehawken Heights, New Jersey.

SEATTLE, Wash.—Regular weekly meeting held at 2916 Beacon Avenue South.

SOMERSET, Va.—Meetings on fourth Sundays; address care Mrs. R. H. Duckett.

WASHINGTO, D. C.—Regular meetings Friday evenings at 5:15; Sunday mornings, at 1219 Connecticut Avenue. Address of Assembly, P. O. Box 192. Residence of Secretary, Joseph H. Hamlin, 1222 Right Street, N.W.

BRITISH ISLES.

LONDON, Eng.—Regular weekly meeting, Friday, 8:15 p.m., at 10 Cheltenham Gardens, Wright's Lane, Kensington High Street.

GERMANY.

آماده کردن نمونه‌های نوشتاری و ادبی به شکلی که برای بزرگسالان، جوانان و کودکان مناسب باشد، باید با استفاده از کتاب‌های علمی و منابع آموزشی مناسب انجام شود. در این زمینه، نیازمندی به استفاده از تکنیک‌های نوشتاری غیررئالیستی است. به عنوان مثال، می‌توانیم به کتاب‌های علمی و منابع آموزشی مناسب استفاده کنیم تا نمونه‌های نوشتاری و ادبی از جمله مضمون‌هایی که برای بزرگسالان، جوانان و کودکان مناسب باشد، بیان شود. در این زمینه، نیازمندی به استفاده از تکنیک‌های نوشتاری غیررئالیستی است.
نمی‌خوانم.
که یکی از اشکال‌های معمولی است که در همه پنجره‌های مسکن و ساختمان‌های کاری وجود دارد. این اشکال به‌ویژه در مواقعی که باید تغییرات طبیعی را به دست آورده باشیم، کمک می‌کند. آن‌ها به‌طور کلی در بخش‌های مختلفی از پنجره قرار دارند و به شکلی می‌باشند که می‌توانند تغییرات موثری در محیط داخلی ایجاد کنند. این اشکال می‌تواند باعث ناهماهنگی در حالت‌های مختلف باشد و به تغییرات موثری در محیط داخلی کمک کند. آن‌ها به‌طور کلی در بخش‌های مختلفی از پنجره قرار دارند و به شکلی می‌باشند که می‌توانند تغییرات موثری در محیط داخلی ایجاد کنند.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rajeev Acharya, 1800 Belмонт Road.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Washington, D.C., U.S. America</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

To the Members of the Spiritual Assembly of 
Esphahan, Persia. 

Upon them be the Glory of God the Most Glorious! 
HE IS GOD!

O ye illumined Friends of Abdul-Baha! 

Praise be to God, that you have organized and 
established a new assembly in the land of Esphahan 
and with the utmost devotion its members are arising 
to serve the Blessed Perfection (Baha'u'llah). I 
was pleased to know, also, that you have organized 
a committee for correspondence with all parts of the 
world, and another committee to teach the Truth to 
the youths. Wonderful confirmation and complete 
assistance is destined for all the members of these 
various committees. This move is identical with 
blessing and this glorious intention is accepted in 
the Threshold of Oneness. It is my hope that you 
may perform these services in a befitting manner; 
that you may become the dawning-places of the 
Bounties of the Infinite; centers of merciful feelings 
and the manifestors of the rays of the Everlasting 
Glory.

I trust that you may make the land of Esphahan 
a salubrious fountain, so that the cool water of 
knowledge and the flowing river of assurance may 
make that region the envy of the green garden of 
Paradise. That city was illumined with the pres­
cence of His Highness, the Bab, after he left Shiraz; 
the Word of God was promulgated; many blessed 
souls became believers; a number of them hastened 
toward the arena of martyrdom; his highness, the 
leader of the righteous ones, the “King of the Mar­
tyrs,” and the master of the friends, the “Beloved 
of Martyrs,” gave up their lives at the altar of 
love. His Highness, Ashraf, and many other martyrs 
drank the cup of trials and sacrificed their lives 
with the utmost severance. Therefore, it is the hope 
of Abdul-Baha that that region may become the 
Green Garden and that city the delectable Paradise. 

Upon ye be the Glory of God! 

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sobrah, Nov. 11, 1910, especially 
for the BAHAI NEWS.
"OUT OF EGYPT HAVE I CALLED MY SON."

To those who are familiar with the sacred prophecies and the history of the Baha'i (Glorious) Revelation, Abdul-Baha's "going down into Egypt," after forty years' confinement in the Holy Land—in the prison town of Acca, near the foot of Mt. Carmel—is an event fraught with wonderful and tremendous significance; for it is, undoubtedly, that event whereby the Word of God, as uttered by the Prophet Hosea (11:1), finds its complete fulfillment—although foreshadowed in the sojourn of the infant Jesus in that land nearly two thousand years ago (St. Matt. 2:15).

It is an event that has stirred the Bahaís everywhere, for when it became known that Abdul-Baha had departed for that ancient country of Joseph, there swept over the Bahaí world a mighty spirit of activity. It is an event that will, doubtless, soon command the serious attention of the Jewish and Christian worlds (especially those who await the coming of the Son "in the glory of his Father"), as it has already commanded the attention of the Mohammedan world; for, at present, the Egyptian newspapers—the most influential in the Mohammedan world today—are divided into two camps: some praising Abdul-Baha's work; others trying to stop the floodgate of his irresistible influence.

Moamid, a paper respected by all the Islamic world, says: "Although he (Abdul-Baha) has lived the greater part of his life in Acca, Syria, yet there are millions of people—in Persia, India, Europe and America—who follow him and respect him to the point of worship and adoration. Whosoever associates with him, finds him a man who has information upon all subjects of human interest; his words are eloquent and attract the hearts, and enkindle the souls. His teachings and conversation revolve around the centre of the greatest of the world's problems: To remove entirely, religious, racial and patriotic prejudices, and lay the foundation of a brotherhood and unity that will last throughout the ages and eternity."

Such is the statement of the leading newspaper printed in Arabic, while the editor of an influential
Persian newspaper printed in Cairo writes in a personal letter that he was summoned by Abdul-Baha to his presence, and although a few weeks before, he wrote and published an article against the Cause of Baha'u'llah, he accepted the invitation and left Cairo for Alexandria. He met Abdul-Baha and became a changed man. He went a stranger and an avowed antagonist; he returned a friend, and will write an article in favor of the Cause. He writes: “Indeed, I was very much benefited in meeting Abdul-Baha. The Arabic newspapers are now anxiously waiting to read my comment upon the matter. You shall read my paper No. 20 and believe you will prize it very highly. There is no doubt that some people will slander and accuse me of being bought, but I do not care. I have seen the Truth, and I will write the truth, no matter what may happen.”

Many others, who have been the enemies of the Cause, have gone, either through curiosity or honest investigation, to visit Abdul-Baha—the Servant of God and man—and have returned with the Glory of Truth in their faces.

What is the key to this irresistible spiritual power that thus opens the locked doors of the hearts of men? Those who are familiar with his Teachings, answer that it is his practice of them. He says: “Be ye kind to the human world and be ye compassionate to the race of man. Deal with the stranger as you deal with the friends. Be ye gentle toward the outsiders as you are toward the beloved ones. Know ye the enemy as the friend. Look upon the satan as upon the angel and receive the unjust with the utmost love like unto a faithful one.”

Truly, as of old, great miracles are transpiring on the banks of the river Nile, in the ancient land of the Pharaohs!

NEWS FROM THE ORIENT.

EGYPT.

Epitomized from many long letters recently received by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

PORT SAID.—News of the progress of the Cause in Persia, India, Turkey, Arabia and the West, is received weekly and forwarded to Abdul-Baha in Alexandria. Pilgrims arriving from various parts of the world go to Alexandria. Thus, for the present, the eyes of all the Bahais are turned toward that city, seeking enlightenment, wisdom and divine love.
CAIRO.—The friends here are looking forward to a visit from Abdul-Baha, and find it difficult to be patient until he arrives. Mirza Hossein Roudi has established a school in this city for boys and girls, giving it the name of Abbasieh.

INDIA.

BOMBAY.—The friends in Bombay congratulate the friends of the West who have issued the BAHAI NEWS and Occidental Messenger, and we pray for its success. Already thirty have subscribed for it, and we hope to enlist many more.

RANGOON.—The Cause is progressing wonderfully in this region, and our Mashrak-el-Azlrar is filled almost every night with an inquiring crowd from various quarters. Seyed Mutafa visited Shevebo, a district of Upper Burma, where he delivered the “Great Message.” The villagers treated him with opposition which resulted in creating a big gathering and many were greatly attracted.

PERSSIA.

ESPHAHAN.—The problem of national education is taking hold of the minds of the people here and they are eager to establish graded schools based upon Western methods. Mirza Anayetullah Sohrab (a cousin of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab), who graduated from the American college in Tehran last spring, has accepted a call from Abbasieh, a city where hundreds of Bahais reside, to found a school for their children. Now, he is on his way to take up this important work, and we trust the Persian-American Educational Society will do everything in its power to help in this noble undertaking.

GAZVIN.—The third issue of the Occidental Messenger has been received. It was read at the general meeting and its contents uplifted the souls into the heaven of joy because of this great bond of unity and evident miracle of the Word of Bahaullah.

During the past year a school for girls has been organized by the believers and at present thirty-five attend. They study Persian, Arabic, writing, embroidery, and other household arts. For some time the school of Tabakali for boys has been established. Now, we are anxious to have the services of an American teacher, hoping that he may not only train the boys, but may assist us in establishing a channel for uninterrupted commercial co-operation between Persia and America.

MASHAD.—The friends here, more than ever, are arising for service in the Cause. From all parts of this province, assemblies are asking for teachers, and we are equipping those who are capable, to go forth and spread the Fragrances of the Kingdom. The respected Agha Rasulullah has just departed for Rizvan, Khurasan and Shahrood; Mirza Abdul-Hossein, the son of Samandar, has gone to Jazbar and Behramganj, and Hajj Mirza Yusef, a very learned man, has left for Jannat and other parts. These three men are busy night and day teaching wherever they go. We have already received excellent reports of this work and many souls have been awakened through their call and accepted the Message. The Occidental Messenger is read in all the meetings and is producing great effect. As the mail brought only a limited number of copies, and as the believers all desired to possess one, we would have cabled for more had we the cable address.

SANANDAJ.—All the hearts are made happy through the appearance of the Occidental Messenger, and the minds are astonished at this manifestation of the power of the Word of God in the West. It is indeed the effect of the Utterance of Bahaullah, and a mighty proof of the spread of His Call to Universal Brotherhood. We supplicate the Lord of Hosts to establish the structure of this publication upon a firm foundation.
SHILLAZ.—On account of some internal disturbances along the route from Bushire to Shiraz, the mail containing the first issue of the Occidental Messenger has not yet been received, but we are exceedingly glad that such a Bahai publication has been started and we are anxious to receive it.

An article on the Bahai Revelation, appearing in the Baltimore American of July 31st, has been received by the friends in this city. Although our hearts are made happy, yet we are grieved on account of some flagrant misrepresentations made therein. We hope the Western believers will endeavor to correct similar mistakes whenever or wherever such slandering of Truth is made. We are indeed much surprised to read such erroneous representations in a leading newspaper incorporating the name “America” on its title page, for America, to us, is synonymous with freedom, truthfulness and honesty.

TABRIZ.—The Cause is growing in this city and the believers are working faithfully to spread the Fragrances. During the past month we have been greatly assisted and blessed through the presence of two renowned teachers: Mirza Mohsen Zanjani and Mirza Golam Rezaei. Also, Mirza Ali Akbar of Nakhjavani, a merchant of Bakou and an eloquent teacher, is with us temporarily. Every day extra meetings are held. It is a great privilege to live in this age and hold the Kingdom of Peace and Brotherhood established in the hearts of men.

We are anxious to establish commercial relations with America, and as we buy a great deal from Europe through catalogues, we will be thankful for catalogues of various goods manufactured in America if the friends there will be kind enough to send them to us.

ZANJAN.—The last issue of the Occidental Messenger has just been received and distributed among the friends. It is read and re-read in our meetings, and we pray to God that it may continue and increase its activity and usefulness in the world from day to day. We send congratulations to its editors.

RUSSIA.

BATOUM.—A few days ago our eyes were brightened by the rays of the Occidental Messenger, which appeared from far off America: our love and affection for our Western brothers and sisters was increased a hundred fold through its loving and spiritual expressions, and we thanked God that they had arisen to serve the Cause in such a glorious manner. We in the East are deprived of the privilege of rendering such service, for the political laws restrict the freedom of the press; but we are not sad thereby, for if the Western Bahais are assisted to serve the Cause in this befitting manner, we also share in its glory and honor, as we are all one.

NEWS FROM THE OCCIDENT.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Greetings from the Bahais to the friends in every land. Our meetings are held on Sunday and Thursday evenings at 480 Elwood Avenue.

CICERO, ILL.—The annual report of the Sick Committee, of which Mrs. Christine Loeding is Chairman, shows that forty-one visits were made to the sick in hospitals and fifty-three at homes.

Mr. Charles Schofield left Chicago, Nov. 14th, for Germany and expects to return in January.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Miss Alice Rockton, of London, England, and Mr. Percy F. Woodcock, of New York, visited the friends Oct. 30th. About thirty seekers for Truth gathered at the home of Mr. Charles B. Edsall, to hear them tell of the Revelation of Baha’u’llah. Those present received with enthusiasm Miss Rockton’s description of her recent visit to America, as well as the teachings given by Mr. Woodcock.

LENORA W. EDSALL,
NEW YORK, N. Y.—A Bahai Home has been established at No. 6 West Nineteenth Street. It was opened on the night of Nov. 5th by a Feast—a beautiful spiritual gathering—at which Miss Alice Britton, of London, presided by request. The house has rooms for renting purposes, making it a haven for traveling friends, and has two large rooms which can be thrown into one, with a seating capacity of one hundred. Classes will be held there during the week and a meeting every Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock. 

PORTLAND, ORE.—Mr. Thornton Chase recently visited the friends in Portland, giving a number of splendid talks.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—An election was held on Oct. 15th, at which time a new Working Committee was chosen, to serve for one year, as follows:

Charles Mason, Chairman.
F. J. Phillips, Treasurer.
Joseph H. Hammon, Secretary.
Arnould Belmont, Assistant Secretary.
Miss Leone St. Clair Barnitz, Local Secretary.
Mrs. Claudin S. Cotes, Temple Committee.
Mrs. Aspeh Allen.

Arthur D. Mayo, Chairman Music Committee.
Mirza Ahmad Sobhah, Translator.
W. H. Bowman.
W. P. Ripley.
Dr. E. H. Egbert.
Mrs. M. C. Rokavskies.

At a called meeting of this Committee, Nov. 5th, the following additional Committees were appointed or provided for:

Miss Little and Miss Barnitz, Unity Feasts.
Mrs. Hestchkins, Chairman, BAHAI NEWS.

Dr. Egbert and Mr. Bowman, Question Box.

Two important special meetings held since our last report were the Unity Feast of Sunday, Oct. 16th, at a Memorial Service, commemorative of Mrs. Amalie Knobiloh, on Tuesday evening, Oct. 20th. The Unity Feast was given at the Conservatory of Music, and our colored friends joined with us, the hosts being Mr. and Mrs. George S. Hopper, Miss Hopper, Miss Little and Mr. Louis G. Gregory. The attendance was over one hundred and some of the most influential representatives of the colored people were present. Tasteful decorations, beautiful music and eloquent speeches adorned this spiritual meeting. The memorial service was held in the McNeal studio, which was decorated with a profusion of cosmos and chrysanthemums. Tablets or prayers were read for the friends who had left our circle during the year, among those thus remembered being Mrs. C. A. Hester, Mrs. Mayo, little Louise Hopkins, Miss Charlotte Colt and the mother and father of Mrs. F. J. Woodward. The spirit of this meeting was very powerful and all present felt the “peace which passeth understanding.”

On Sunday morning, Oct. 29th, Mr. Arnould Belmont addressed the People’s Church on the subject of the Revelation and his talk was gratifyingly received.

Mrs. Feneley, of the Brooklyn, N. Y., Assembly, was a recent visitor.

Large gatherings subsequent to the foregoing were the Unity Feast of Nov. 4th and the service in commemoration of the birthday of Baha’u’llah. The Feast was given by Mrs. Aspeh Allen and Mrs. Nataeha Woodward. Beautiful decorations and a delightful material feast enhanced the appreciation of the spiritual program. At the Birthday Celebration, Nov. 12th, arranged by Miss Leone St. Clair Barnitz and Mrs. Braebry, Mirza Ahmad Sobhah presided, speeches were delivered by Mr. Remey and Dr. Farzad, and musical selections by Prof. Mayo.

Mary M. Robb.
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Mary M. Robb.
THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA.

"When the Mashrak-el-Azkar was erected in Ishkabad, its influence was felt in all the Oriental countries. Whosoever heard of it, commenced an investigation of the Cause. Now, the Mashrak-el-Azkar of Ishkabad, like an evident banner, waves in the world. And if in Chicago the Mashrak-el-Azkar is established, even as in Ishkabad, then you will see what the recognition of the Cause will do; particularly the arrangement of the Mashrak-el-Azkar is such that it will exert the greatest effect upon the civilized world, for it has many accessories. Among them are the following: A school for orphans; a college for higher scientific education (or higher knowledge); a hospital; a home for cripples; a hospice. When the Mashrak-el-Azkar, with its accessories, be established in the world, aside from its religious or spiritual influence, it will have a tremendous effect upon civilization. Aside from the religious who will feel its influence, materialists will not be exempt therefrom. Moreover, it contains Divine wisdoms, spiritual effects upon the intellects and thoughts. Subsequent to its erection, these will become evident."—Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Above the head of America today is suspended a golden crown whose jewels will scintillate throughout centuries and cycles. Shall she adorn her head with this priceless diadem? The old adage, "no cross, no crown," is true regarding this glorious crown. Can we work hard enough and sacrifice deep enough and look far into the future for results? This Mashrak-el-Azkar will, perhaps, be the only one built in America during the remaining years of Abdul-Baha's earthly mission and it behooves us to bring this project to a point of completion that its corner stone may be laid in the event of his coming to America next spring.

If we do not awake to this golden opportunity, future generations will point to us and say: "Why did the early Bahais of America sleep so long and let this, one of the most glorious privileges of the ages, slip by unheeded?" Stop and meditate, friends, upon the necessary part a Mashrak-el-Azkar, dedicated by his holy presence, will play in the future history and development of the world. Will it not become a visiting point for all nations and people throughout centuries and cycles? The inflow thus produced will return an outflow of vitalizing spiritual influence and its accessories will shed the light of the highest sciences, arts and crafts and the most magnanimous works of charity and hospitality.

Balance on hand at convention, 1910................. $5,709.46
Received since................................... 4,353.27
$10,062.73

Expended ....................................... 6,138.37

On hand, Nov. 30, 1910................................ $4,164.36

To be raised by Jan. 1, 1911................. $81,360.84

CORINNE TRUE.
Financial Secretary Bahai Temple Unity.
With issue No. 9 of the Baha'i News, a slip with the following wording was sent to the men on our mailing list:

Dear Brother—Please read Mr. Remey’s letter published in this issue of the Baha'i News. A statement of what you are doing and planning to do for the advancement of the Cause in your vicinity will be a source of encouragement and may suggest ways and means to the men of other communities who are interested in the progress of the Cause of El-Afnna in the West. A letter from you will be appreciated. Sincerely yours in His Service,

The Editors.

A few interesting letters were received. One of them we publish herewith, believing it will demonstrate what can be accomplished for the spread of the Cause, no matter how adverse the conditions. We are pleased to present this letter from Mr. John H. Wilcott, who will be remembered as a former active member of the Kenosha, Wis., Assembly:

Kendall, Mont., Sept. 12, 1910.

To the Baha'i News.

Dear Servants of Abdul-Bahá—I know you will be pleased to hear from this part of the West. Although the work of giving the Message is rather slow, we allow no opportunity to pass. Mother and I are the only Baha’is around here that we know of, and up to this time we have only had cowboys, sheepherds and a few ranchers to talk to, who live many miles apart. My nearest ranchman owned 27 miles long of land which has now been sold to the railroad company. This is the way I reach these people, which may seem strange to you: First of all, my claim is just where everyone has to make their roundup. Hundreds of cattle are around all the time. I have a full cowboy’s suit, and I am out with the boys and seem to be as tough as they are, so not to be a tenderfoot. From one to eight come to my tent daily and I am now called “the preacher” for miles around. Well, this is something new to the boys—some one to talk of God to them—and yet I seem like one of them. They tell it all over and I frequently meet a new one who has heard of us. One old sheep-keeper, who used to come and rest
under a tree in my yard while watching his sheep eat, and to whom I would then talk, regretted so greatly the life he had lived that he told me he was going away from this life after living here thirty years. Before leaving, he came to bid us goodbye and we gave him a good meal. I think the seed had started to grow.

Many of the cowboys shoot game and bring it to us. Of course we have to feed many of them at times, but that is the only way we can reach them. At first some of them did not want to hear anything of God—said there was no God—but after some of the great hidden mysteries were explained to them, they became interested, and you would be surprised to see us sitting on a log outside, or in the tent, until 10 o'clock at night.

My dear mother is the only doctor around here for forty-five miles. The land is now all taken up and settlers are coming in rapidly. The cowboys told them that mother was a diploma doctor, so they have started to come after her, traveling from fifteen to twenty miles. She is not a bit slow in giving the Message. A few weeks ago when it was warm, a cowboy came and was resting by the tent. He asked mother if she had anything to read. She gave him a newspaper from Santa Anna, which was sent to us by a missionary there, to whom I am trying to give the Message, but who has not been able to grasp it yet. Well, this paper told about God, and the cowboy, after looking at it for a while, said: "This is religion—just as bad as the other book." Mother said: "This is all we have here. We live for God." When I came in with a bunch of prairie chickens he said to me: "Hello, preacher! This is a great place—nothing to read." I replied that I had just what he wanted, and going to my trunk, I brought a book called "Indian Wars and Brave Deeds." Well, you should have seen that man! He was very much pleased and read for a few days until he had finished reading it. He then said: "If there is a God,
why did He let those Indians kill those poor people in such a way? That gave me an opportunity, and now the man begins to read Bahai books and does not curse any more in our tent.

I enjoyed reading Mr. Remey’s letter in the BAHAI NEWS. I was very much impressed with his statement that when one is out trying to give the Message, he needs encouragement from the other believers. I find it so here and feel that the friends should think more of this. A little of my experience would convince one of the truth of this statement. I have received one letter from Johnstown, two from Chicago, and a few from Mrs. Goodale, of Kenosha, that put new life into me to do more work.

Any literature regarding the Cause will be gladly accepted and handed to some of the new settlers here. These cowboys are all good fellows and tired of this life. They are seeking for something and do not know where to get it—it is this Message. So when one goes out to try to give the Message, let us encourage them. In a place like this God is not known. They believe there is no God, no heaven or hell, because they have been taught so.

This country is wild with rattlesnakes and wolves. I have killed many snakes, but as the country is now being settled the snakes are disappearing. One was in our tent last night. We heard him rattle. We dare not sleep with an arm outside of the bed. It is getting cold; the mountains are covered with snow and we had four inches of it. We are still in a tent, but I am building a log house. I have killed nearly all we had, but God gives and God taketh away—praise His Name! When I go for mail, I carry a gun because of wild animals. Every one carries a gun because of cattle and snakes.

My mother is 70 years old and keeps up quite well. We have lots of hay on the ground in the tent to keep our feet warm, but we have been laid up with colds. Everything here has to be hauled from Lewistown, forty-five miles. Our nearest place is Kendall, a small town, 5,800 feet high in the mountains—a gold mining town—about ten houses built on rocks on the side of the hill. Oil costs 50 cents a gallon, potatoes 4 cents a pound, etc. Before this cold weather came I used to lie in bed in the morning and take my gun from the side of my pillow and shoot sage hens or prairie chicken. They destroyed my garden, and four or five times a day I used to go around the garden to drive them out and also the rabbits.

Our Persian section, this issue, contains a Tablet to the Denver, Colo., Assembly revealed about 1907, and a continuation of the article on Universal Bahai Peace. Statistics are given of the enormous number of killed in all wars and the heavy cost of some of the famous battles of history; the number of soldiers and warships maintained by the different Western nations; an outline of the Constitution of the “United Nations of the World,” the “Congress of Nations,” and the “Supreme Court of Nations;” quotations from Voltaire, Franklin and others, against war: quotations from the note of the Em-
peror of Russia inviting all nations to the first Hague Conference, and quotations from Tablets of Abdul-Baha, giving the Bahai plan of the establishment of Universal Peace.

Beginning with this issue, we present a series of Tablets revealed by Abdul-Baha for Oriental Assemblies, believing it will bring the Assemblies of the East nearer to the hearts of the friends in the West. Mirza Ahmad Sohrab has consented to translate them especially for the Bahai News.

ASSEMBLIES IN THE OCCIDENT.
Secretaries are requested to see that their Assembly is correctly represented.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

BALTIMORE, Md.—Regular weekly meetings Tuesday evenings at 629 West North Avenue, and Sunday evenings at 516 Broadway. Residence of Secretary, 629 West North Avenue.

BOSTON, Mass.—Sunday meetings, at 11 o'clock, in Beekton Hall, 205 Huntington Avenue.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Meetings every Sunday and Thursday evening at 404 Elwood Avenue.

CHICAGO, I1L.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a. m., at Corinthian Hall, 17th floor Masonic Temple, State and Randolph Streets. Address of Assembly, P. O. Box 283, George Leach, Secretary.

DENVER, COLO.—G. Nathaniel Clark, Secretary, 4141 Xavier Street.

ITHICU, N. Y.—Regular meeting of assembly, Friday evenings at the residence of Dr. W. B. House, 241 South Cayuga Street.

KEMBAU, Wis.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 10:30 a. m.; Sunday school, 9:30 a. m., at Grosquish Hall, 218 Park Street. Address of Assembly, Fountain Nicholas, Secretary, 408 Park Street.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—B. Beckett, Secretary, 429 Citizens' National Bank Building.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a. m., at Genealogical Hall, 225 West 58th Street. Paul T. G. Marshall, Secretary, 139 Shippen Street, Weehawken Heights, New Jersey.

PORTLAND, ORE.—Regular weekly meeting, Thursday, 2 p. m., at 501 Yamhill Street. corner Fifteenth Street. Mrs. M. M. Rabb, Secretary, 1146 Willamette Boulevard, Station F.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Regular weekly meeting held at 2916 Beacon Avenue, South.

SPokane, Wash.—Regular weekly meeting held Friday evenings at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Killius, 124 Fifth Avenue. Miss E. Mabel King, Secretary, E613 Mission Avenue.

SUMERDUCK, VA.—Meetings on fourth Sundays; address care Mrs. H. H. Dickett.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Regular meetings Friday evenings at 8:15; Sunday mornings at 11:15, at 1216 Connecticut Avenue. Mail address of Assembly, P. O. Box 192, Residence of Secretary, Joseph H. Hannen, 1252 Eighth Street, N. W.

ENGLAND.

LONDON, ENG.—Regular meeting of assembly Friday, 8:15 p. m., at 19 Chesilton Gardens, Wright's Lane, Kensington High Street.

GERMANY.

یکی از بهترین و عالی‌ترین سیری که در میانهٔ سه شیریان، به طور مستمر، هم‌مانند‌باشند، این است که هر کدام از آن‌ها به علت وقایع و درآمدهای شخصی، مشترک باشد. 

پیشنهاد می‌کنم که هنگامی که می‌خواهید یکی از آن‌ها را به خوبی درک کنید، باید با حضور و درمان‌های وقایع که در آن‌ها می‌باشید، به طور مستمر، هم‌مانند‌باشید. 

در این زمینه، باید بهترین سیری، که در میانهٔ سه شیریان، به طور مستمر، هم‌مانند‌باشند، این است که هر کدام از آن‌ها به علت وقایع و درآمدهای شخصی، مشترک باشد. 

پیشنهاد می‌کنم که هنگامی که می‌خواهید یکی از آن‌ها را به خوبی درک کنید، باید با حضور و درمان‌های وقایع که در آن‌ها می‌باشید، به طور مستمر، هم‌مانند‌باشید.
زندگی را، هر چه بزرگتر و بهتر داشته باشیم، بهترین راه برای ادامه زندگی آن است. بهترین راه برای ادامه زندگی یک بانوی نجات انسانی است. بهترین راه برای ادامه زندگی این است که بتوانیم با هر خاصیتی که داریم، بهترین راه برای ادامه زندگی آن را بیابیم. بهترین راه برای ادامه زندگی این است که بتوانیم با هر خاصیتی که داریم، بهترین راه برای ادامه زندگی آن را بیابیم.
بنا بر اطلاعات موجود، در این پایگاه ممکن است به صورت نیازمندی برای اتصال به شبکه جهانی اینترنت، سیستم‌های تحت‌پوش و سایر نظام‌های ارتباطی کاربردی باشند. در این بین، بایستی از اینکه این سیستم‌ها برای اغلب کاربران ممکن است اثربخش باشند، زیرا بر روی تکنولوژی‌های جدید و پیشرفته مبتنی است.

در اینجا، هدف اصلی استفاده از این سیستم‌ها، بهبود کیفیت ارتباط و امکانات خدمات مبتنی بر آنها به کاربران است. به طوری که بایستی اینکه این سیستم‌ها می‌توانند به راحتی در ارتفاعات بالا و مناطقی که دسترسی به اینترنت باقی نخواهد ماند، کار کنند.

در نهایت، با اینکه این سیستم‌ها ممکن است به نظر بیانی معرفی نشوند، ولی در ارتباط با اینترنت و خدمات مبتنی بر آنها، اهمیت بالایی دارند. در مورد اینکه پایگاه معرفی در اینترنت باشند، بایستی از اینکه این سیستم‌ها می‌توانند برای اغلب کاربران مفید باشند، در طول زمان بیشتری ممکن است، به نظر بیانی نشوند.
TABLET FROM ABDUL-Baha.

To the Believers of God in Ghalé Darré, Persia.

Upon them be the Glory of God the Most Glorious!

HE IS GOD!

O ye servants of the Blessed Perfection!

In the Day of the Manifestation, you have caught the lights from the Manifestor on the Mount of Sinai and beheld the splendor of the Ray of Truth. Ye are the children of the Period of Baha'u'llah and have become the appearance of the Effulgence of Mercifulness in the Day wherein the rays of the Divine Sun radiate upon all things. Tear down the old garment and clad your sanctified temples with the new robe! Ye have passed from the salty water of ignorance and have drunk the salubrious salsabil of knowledge. Ye have closed your eyes to the wine of heedlessness and became intoxicated with the choice sealed wine of intelligence! Ye have taken the cup of prosperity from the cupbearer of the Covenant and with infinite rejoicing, happiness and beatitude celebrated the Feast of beholding the rays of the Orb of regions!

Now is the time that we may sacrifice, for the sake of the Love of that Beloved, our spirit, our soul, our heart, our mind, our property, our life and our all; and to wish for nothing but His good-pleasure, search for nothing but His Path, and desire nothing but His Service!

Upon ye be Glory!

(Signed) ABDUL-Baha ArRAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sollrab, November 30, 1910, especially for the BAHAI NEWS.
Third of a series of special news items pertaining to the sojourn of Abdul-Baha in Egypt.

Special to the BAHAI NEWS:—You have asked for an account of Abdul-Baha’s departure to the land of Egypt. Abdul-Baha did not inform anyone that he was going to leave Haifa. The day he left he visited the Holy Tomb of the Bab on Mt. Carmel, and when he came down from the mountain of the Lord, he went direct to the steamer. This was the first anyone knew about the matter. Within two days he summoned to his presence, Mirza Noureddin, Shougi Effendi, Khoero, and this servant. The only persons who accompanied Abdul-Baha to Egypt were Mirza Moneer Zain and Abdul Hossein, one of the pilgrims who was leaving at that time. When Mirza Noureddin arrived in Port Said, his brother Mirza Moneer returned to Haifa.

For nearly one month Abdul-Baha remained in Port Said and the friends of God came from Cairo, in turn, to visit him. One day he called me to accompany him when taking a walk in the streets of the city. He said: “Do you realize now the meaning of my statement when I was telling the friends that there was a wisdom in my indisposition?” I answered, “Yes, I do remember very well.” He continued, “Well, the wisdom was that I must always move according to the requirements of the Cause. Whatever the Cause requires for its propagation, I will not delay in its accomplishment for one moment! Now, the Cause did require that I travel to these parts, and had I divulged my intention at that time, many difficulties would have arisen.”

The day that he left for Alexandria he did not mention the matter to anyone; nor did this servant know the time of his departure. However, when I heard that he had left, I hurried to the steamer and there met him with two pilgrims from Eshkabad. He said: “Tell the friends, how, under severe circumstances of bodily weakness, I have accepted the hardships of traveling to promote the Word of God, to spread the Cause of God and to diffuse the Fragrances of God! I have left behind friends, relatives and home for the sake of the Cause!” By this he meant that the believers of
God must follow in his footsteps and illumine the East and the West with the lights of knowledge, peace and brotherhood.

While in Alexandria many noted persons, formerly enemies of the Cause for years, have met him and after being in his presence are changed entirely. Also, distinguished editors of Arabic and Persian newspapers, such as Moaid and Tohreh Neina, have talked with him and afterward wrote and published columns of praise and commendation on his Teachings and greatness. Thus the newspapers have given great publicity to the Movement. In regard to the Moaid article, Abdul-Baha says: “A clipping from the newspaper of Moaid, which is the first newspaper of Egypt and its editor well known throughout the world for his learning, is enclosed. Formerly, this person, through the instigation of some influential resident Persians, wrote many articles against this Cause and called the Bahais infidels. But when Abdul-Baha arrived in this country, with one interview he was completely changed and contradicted all his former articles with this one. This is the type of the just man!”

There is no doubt that this trip is fraught with wonderful results for the Cause and many people will become awakened. In one of these interviews Abdul-Baha stated he may go to Cairo and pass the remainder of the winter in that city. The Egyptian winter weather is ideal, temperate and agrees with him. Since he has arrived in Egypt his health is much improved, and should he decide to go to America it will not be before the springtime.

With great love and greeting to all the friends in the West, I am always

Your co-worker in the Cause,

Assadollah Gomi.

NEWS FROM THE ORIENT.

BURMA.

RANGOON.—We wish to express our deep appreciation for the BAHAI News and the great interest it has evoked in the East both in the Bahai circle and outside of it.

The Cause here is progressing admirably and the recent visit of our brothers Messrs. Charles Mason Remey and Howard C. Straven, served to impart to it a fresh inspiration. The Movement in Kunguang, referred to in kind terms in one of the issues of the BAHAI News, has been engaging the attention of many seekers in India and Burma, for though of a very
recent origin has been rather singular in its kind. The number of believers is swelling day by day and the new school for the Bahai boys, which was recently opened by our revered brother Seyad Mustafa Roukni, though in a very primary scale, is well attended and has caused great zeal among the servants of God all over India. Also, our brother Aqta Seyad Mahdi Behbahani, who, since his return from the holy land of Acre in October, has been residing in Bombay, has just arrived in Rangoon and will go to inspect the school, and in all probability will be placed in charge there to train the boys.

A. S. Ismaeel.

PERSIA.

GAZVIN—Two of our spiritual American sisters have arrived here after a brief visit with Abdu'l-Baha in Alexandria, en route. Several of the friends went outside of the city to welcome them, and when they arrived at the house of Karim Khair, we talked with them, through interpreters, about the spread of the Cause in America, and from them inhaled the spiritual fragrances of our western brothers and sisters. At the same time, several prominent men, who were on their way to visit Abdu'l-Baha, arrived from Teheran and joined us in conversing and feasting with these two dear sisters.

His honor, Muzaffer, an active teacher and spreader of truth since his early life and who has been for the past three months in Rasht, has just returned bringing glorious news of the progress of the Cause. His honor, Haji Vafa, an old and venerable teacher, according to the decision of the Board of Consultation, has just left the city to travel in the surrounding towns and villages to invite the people to the Kingdom of ABHA and teach the friends its essential principles.

We are expecting the arrival of Mirza Ali Akbar, a young Persian brother, to teach English to our children in the school of “Tavakkal,” so that both boys and girls may study that language and converse and correspond with the friends in the West.

MASHAD.—We regret to report that his honor, Fakhr Foroughi, was shot by three persons who called upon him at his home under pretext of desiring an interview with him. The governor, hearing of this event, placed a guard about the house and the wounded venerable teacher was removed to the hospital. The outcome of his condition is not yet known.

SHIRAZ.—The Occidental Messenger* has been received in this city. Indeed, it is a useful, unique and truly Bahai publication and we pray to God that year after year, month after month, it may add to its circulation and salutary influence in binding together the East and West. We are very anxious to establish closer commercial relations between America and this city, and will send rugs, silk cloth, lamb skins, etc., whenever proper headquarters are provided, and we, in turn, desire to receive from America, hardware goods, implements, etc. The Occidental Messenger can aid this endeavor in many ways, for already its appearance has created a great spirit of search and activity in various lines.

We have written the officers of the Persian-American Educational Society in Washington, D. C., expressing our desire to found a school, to be called “Tavakkal,” as a branch of the school in Teheran. We have a fund to purchase tables and chairs for the schoolroom, but we need primary books in arithmetic, geography, history and literature, which cannot be had here. The society can help us in the founding of this school by sending us the required books. Gholam Homest Mires, who knows English well and has been serving as secretary to the English Consulate, with his two sons and three of the friends are ready to found the school and teach the children.

*Spanish Section of the Baha'i News.
SEYAD ASSADOLLAH GOMI.

Seyad Assadollah Gomi, who has sent the special news item pertaining to the journey of Abdul-Baha to Egypt, published in this issue, is one of the oldest and most patriarchal Bahais of the early days of Baha'u'llah. He has served the Cause in many ways and is now living in Port Said as the channel of communication between the friends all over the world and Abdul-Baha—having been sent there from Acre to continue the work of the late Seyad Taki Menshadi.

While a young man he was eager to learn the truth from every source. Later, he heard of the Bahai Revelation and, after a thorough investigation, accepted it. He then began to teach and lead
others. On account of his open teaching, he was taken by the authorities of Teheran and thrown into prison with the renowned Mirza Abul-Fazl and eleven other prominent Bahais. After a year and a half in prison, suffering untold hardships—the recital of which is pathetic and soul-stirring—he and others were set free. About this time, Mirza Assadollah—who has been in America—and his family were preparing to leave Teheran for Acca, and Seyad Assadollah Gomi volunteered to go with them. Arriving at their destination, Seyad Assadollah begged Baha’u’llah to remain in His service, and for many years he was in turn a gardener in the Riswan and a teacher to the Bahai children in the Holy Land.

When Baha’u’llah departed from this life, for nine months Seyad Assadollah was instructed by Abdul-Baha in the art of teaching the Truth; after which he sent him to Persia to spread the Cause. Again he was apprehended in one of the remote cities of Persia, and with chains on his neck, hands and feet, was brought to Teheran to be judged. The Prime Minister, after investigation and finding him innocent, liberated him. At this time Abdul-Baha revealed to him some very glorious Tablets.

It was about the year 1900 that our editor, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, had the privilege of traveling with him through southern Persia, India and finally to Acca, and who testifies of Seyad Assadollah’s gentleness, firmness, nobility of spirit and loftiness of mind.

NEWS NOTES.

The officers and chairmen of the Woman’s Assembly of Teaching of Chicago, are all working assiduously and with marked effect. The letters received by the Corresponding Secretary, from the maid-servants of the different assemblies in the Orient, have been most interesting, telling of their organized work in that country and of their joy at hearing so often from their Western sisters. The 19-day Board meetings and 19-day Teas are held regularly each month. Mrs. Charles H. Greenleaf has returned to Chicago and is now Chairman of the Visiting Committee. Miss Arna True and Miss Alma Alberstone being her assistants. Miss Mary Leech is a new member of the Board, serving as its present Treasurer. The Young People’s Society was recently delightfully entertained at the home of Mrs. Corinne True. The Sunday School, under the supervision of Mrs. Foster, assisted by Mrs. Brum, is gaining steadily in numbers.

Louise E. Waite, Cur. Sec’y.

Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Dahl are now at 554 Duquesne Avenue, Edgewood Park, Pittsburgh, Pa., and will be pleased to greet friends passing through that city.
THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA.

"The beloved of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful intend to found a Mashrak-el-Azkar in Chicago. They have sent to us numerous plans that one may be accepted and the edifice be built accordingly. Now the funds must be accumulated, the land entirely paid for and the necessary preparations for building made and then the necessary matters considered. Therefore, make ye an effort and show ye zeal that the price of the land be fully discharged and the means for the edifice produced."— ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

On Tuesday, November 29th, a very interesting event for the Temple site took place. The new drainage canal skirting the entire western boundary of the Mashrak-el-Azkar land was formally opened and the water from Lake Michigan turned into the channel. The public schools in the vicinity were dismissed for the occasion and fully five hundred children were grouped on the bank of the canal. As the water began to flow through the opening, some of the Bahais stood on the bank and repeated the Greatest Name.

The water on its onward flow through the busy city must first have the Mashrak-el-Azkar grounds, and we pray that a blessing may rest upon these waters, and a healing, purifying effect be carried through them to wash away the impurities of the great city. As this land lies at the intake of this pure stream of water to be used for cleansing drainage purposes, is it not symbolic of the Water of Life, contained in the Word of God, flowing down from the spiritual edifice, the Mashrak-el-Azkar, to cleanse the hearts of its inhabitants from impurities and cause to spring up in them divine attributes and characteristics? Thus a new spiritual city will replace the present mart of intense commercialism.

Report in last issue of BAHAI NEWS to be raised Jan. 1, 1911, $1,320.04
Amount received since....................618.43
Leaving amount to be raised..............$742.21

CORINNE TRUE.
Financial Secretary Bahai Temple Unity.

CONVERSATIONAL PERSIAN TAUGHT BY CORRESPONDENCE.

The Baha Correspondence School teaches Persian by simple lessons and phonographic records. Each pupil receives all necessary individual help and attention through a system of written lessons and criticisms. No Persian written characters are used; the English letters only are employed and pronunciations expressed in English characters. Many are taking advantage of this system, both in Europe and in America.

For particulars address MIRZA S. M. RAFFIEE S. B., 729 Livingston Hall, Columbia University, New York City, U. S. A.
Our Persian section this issue contains (1) a Tablet to the Baltimore, Md., Assembly, received some time about 1905; (2) an article on the Universal Bahai Religion: (a) the evolution of the religious idea or instinct of the race from the earliest time, (b) the appearance of the prophets throughout the succeeding ages of known history, (c) the establishment of the seven great religions, Brahmanism, Zoroastrianism, Judaism, Confucianism, Buddhism,
Christianity and Mohammedanism, (d) explaining the division and differences wrought by the religious orders, (e) giving the seven points of similarity in the teachings of the Founders of these religions, (f) quoting from their Books prophecies of the coming of the Universal Manifestation, (g) the appearance of Baha'u'llah, whereby the prophecies of the seven great religions are fulfilled, (h) quotations from the Writings of Baha'u'llah and Abdul-Baha to corroborate the above statements for the establishment of the Universal Bahai Religion; (i) news pertaining to the sojourn of Abdul-Baha in Egypt.

We are pleased to reprint the following notice and editorial from a Teheran, Persia, newspaper, telling of the good works of Dr. Susan L. Moody, believing it will interest all the friends: TEHERAN NEWSPAPER NOTICE.

DOCTOR MOODY—American lady. Not only does she know medicine, but also gynecology, obstetrics and women's diseases. Her good qualities and kind attributes, her love for her Persian oriental sisters, are all equal. Every day from morning till noon she is in her office, No. 10 Avenue Aladnuleh, receiving her patients for consultation, examination and treatment, excepting Friday and Sunday afternoons, when she goes to the Hospital Sehat (Hospital of Health), where she meets the patients of the higher and wealthier class.

EDITORIAL.

We give the utmost thanks and gratitude to such a noble woman, to such a respected person, whose presence here is a great privilege to the country of Persia. On account of the great care of this blessed person, the sick of all nationalities, Muslims, et al., become healthy and well. We beg of God to keep this blessed and respected person with us.

NEWS NOTES.

Additional copies of circular and card pertaining to the collating of books for the Orient, recently distributed by the Persian-American Educational Society through the Baha'i News Service, can be obtained by addressing Mrs. Claudia S. Coles, 310 The Burlington, Washington, D. C.

In a recent issue of the Baha'i News the statement was made that regular meetings of the Ithaca, N. Y., Assembly had been inaugurated and that the first meeting was held Oct. 21st. We should have added that Mr. and Mrs. George S. Hopper, now of Washington, D. C., were for many years faithful workers in the Cause in Ithaca and meetings were held at their home regularly.

Recognizing the need of more co-operation and fellowship among the men-servants in the Cause, nineteen men of the New York City Assembly have formed what is known as the "Brotherhood of Baha." A meeting was held at their headquarters, 6 West 90th Street, Monday evening, November 28th, to which all the men were invited and the principles of the Brotherhood set forth.
ASSEMBLIES IN THE OCCIDENT.

Secretaries are requested to see that their Assembly is correctly represented.

CANADA.

MONTREAL, QUE.—Weekly meeting held Friday evenings at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Maxwell, 716 Pine Avenue.

ENGLAND.

LONDON, ENG.—Regular meeting of Assembly Friday, 8:15 p.m., at 10 Chelston Gardens, Wright's Lane, Kensington High Street.

GERMANY.


UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Regular weekly meetings Tuesday evenings at 639 West North Avenue, and Sunday evenings at 516 Broadway. Residence of Secretary, 626 West North Avenue.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Meetings every Sunday and Thursday evening at 404 Elwood Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 10:30 a.m., at Garfield Park, 17th floor Masonic Temple, State and Randolph Streets. Address of Assembly, P. O. Box 285, George Leech, Secretary.

CLEVELAND, O.—Meetings Wednesday evenings at the home of Dr. and Mrs. O. M. Swingle, 2101 Prospect Avenue.

DENVER, COLO.—G. Nathaniel Clark, Secretary, 4141 Xavier Street.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Genealogical Hall, 229 West 55th Street. Paul T. G. Marshall, Secretary, 139 Shippen Street, Weehawken Heights, New Jersey.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Miss Jessie E. Revell, Secretary, 1429 Mayfield Street.

PORTLAND, ORE.—Regular weekly meeting held 8:15; Sunday mornings at 11:15, at 1219 Connecticut Avenue. Mail address of Assembly, P. O. Box 192, Residence of Secretary, Joseph H. Hanra, 1232 Eighth Street, N. W.
کلمه‌ی این صفحه به زبان فارسی نمایش داده شده است.
TABLETS FROM ABDUL-BAHÁ.

Stating the Conditions Requisite for His Coming to America.

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE ASSEMBLIES OF BAHÁIS IN AMERICA.*

To the beloved ones and the maid-servants of the Merciful!

HE IS GOD!

O ye dear friends and maid-servants of God!

Your epistle was received.† You have expressed joy and happiness because of the trip of Abdul-Bahá from the center of prison (Acca) to the land of the divine Joseph (Egypt). There are divine wisdoms in this journey! I am hopeful that it will be productive of results.

Now—praise be to God!—some time is passed with the utmost of spirit and fragrance in this country, and we are occupied with the service of the Cause of God and servitude to the Holy Threshold.

When the service which is our (present) purpose is realized for the Kingdom of God, perhaps we shall journey to other parts.

If the beloved of God in all America strive for unity and harmony, attain perfect love and accord, and act according to the divine teachings and the precepts of the Blessed Perfection, this will prove a magnet attracting Abdul-Bahá, so that, perchance, he may journey to America.

But, until the light of oneness, unity and love shine forth from the lamp of America, and the beloved act in accordance with the divine teachings and precepts of the Blessed Perfection, and all the believers in America become united and harmonious, my coming to America will be hindered—may, impossible.

Therefore, strive ye that ye may become the em-

*Through Lia M. Getsinger.
†A letter sent by the Washington (D. C.) Assembly on behalf of the Assemblies of America, supplicating Abdul-Bahá to visit this country.
bodied teachings of the Blessed Perfection, confirmed in the divine precepts, resurrected in holiness and purity, severance, humility and meekness, set aglow with the fire of divine love; and loosen your tongues with the praises and commendations of the Heavenly Kingdom.

Thus may the great attainment be realized.

Upon ye be Baha'o'llaheh-EI-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, December 8, 1910.

Note—It is the wish of Abdul-Baha that this Tablet be read in all Assemblies.

TO THE ATTRACTED MAID-SERVANT OF GOD, LUA M. GETSINGER.

Upon her be Baha'o'llaheh-EI-Abha!

HE IS GOD!

O thou dear maid-servant of God!

Your epistle was received and the desire and request of the beloved ones and the maid-servants of the Merciful became known.

The conditions requisite for the coming of Abdul-Baha to those regions have just been written for the friends and the maid-servants of the Lord—through you. I am hopeful that these conditions will be carried out, perchance at some time a trip to those regions may be taken; but if these conditions be not realized, this will hinder a trip to those parts.

Convey most reverend Abha greetings with the utmost longing to his honor, the dear friend, the Doctor (Ggetsinger).

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Dr. Fareed, December 6, 1910.

TO THE ATTRACTED MAID-SERVANT OF GOD, ASEYEH KHANUM (WELLESLEY POLLOCK ALLEN).

Upon her be Baha-EI-Abha!

HE IS GOD!

O thou dear maid-servant of God!

I hope, through the Lord, that thy request and desire may be granted. Thou hast written of the
joy and happiness of the beloved, together with a request for my presence in America.

Abdul-Baha is like the nightingale. The nightingale soars to the rose-garden. Should you desire my presence there, you must make America a rose-garden. That is to say, you must make that country well adorned with every rose of spiritual qualities and human attributes. Then certainly, God, the Generous, will reward you greatly, and, perchance, this Nightingale will then fly to that rose-garden.

Thou hast written of thy new house wherein thou hast prepared a place for the travelers of the East and West. This is very acceptable.

Now the beloved must strive to make America a rose-garden. Then your desire will be realized.

O thou dear maid-servant of God! Thou art ever in mind and present before me. I hope, through the bounty and bestowal of God, that thy dear son may be blessed and become dear in both worlds.

Upon thee be BAHÁ'U'LláH-El-ÁBBA!

(Signed) ABU'l-BÁHÁ ABBÁS.

Translated by Dr. Faried, December 8, 1910.

--

NEWS FROM THE OCCIDENT.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

BOSTON, MASS.—This Assembly was brought very near to the Spirit of Abdul-Baha a few Sundays ago, when Miss Alice M. Eckton of London, England, visited us and addressed the meeting. Mrs. Eckton was in Acre a few months ago for a forty-night. She has come forth from that Rose-garden carrying the choicest flowers which are lovingly shared with all. His benediction upon her is felt everywhere she goes.

Mr. Rousewood Cobb of the Washington (D. C.) Assembly, has been with us twice during the holiday season and has brought us inspiration and the Spirit of the Washington Assembly. Miss Ella Roberts, from New York, was also in Boston for a Sunday and added her Bahá’í spirit to our little group. These glimpses we have from other Assemblies from time to time are a source of great joy and thanksgiving.

Greeting and love to all of the believers everywhere, and our earnest prayer is that through our unity, love and harmony, we may make "straight and right the way" that Abdul-Baha may be with us at the Chicago Convention, and that that visit may witness the laying of the cornerstone of the Mashhí́í-áškar.

Mr. Charles H. Greenleaf has been conducting the Sunday meetings during his month's stay in town.

Mr. Charles Scheloe has returned from a few weeks' visit to Germany.

The last seventeen-day tea of the Woman's Assembly of Teach-
ing was held at the home of Mrs. Eva W. Russell; falling on Sunday afternoon there was a goodly gathering of gentlemen as guests. The reports of the officers were most interesting and spoke well for their zeal and untiring work. Letters have been received by the Corresponding Secretary from Japan, Iraq, Ystad, Tojoven, Bombay, Honolulu and Shiraz, all bearing loving greetings to the friends throughout America.

The Bahai Sunday school was given a holiday party on December 26th, presents were distributed to the children and a joyous spirit prevailed. A supplication to Abdul-Baha was signed by everyone present, to be forwarded through our brother, Dr. Zia Bagdadi.

Louise R. Wailes.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.—When the glorious glad-tidings reached Cincinnati of the probable visit to America of Abdul-Baha, a new life-giving breeze was wafted and all arose as never before in love and unity, and from the lips came forth, “Praise be to God!” that he looks upon America with favor. O dear co-workers in all parts of the land, what an impetus to service in building the Mashrak-el-Azkar and in loving service to all humanity! We pray God if he should come, each beloved one in America be granted the blessed privilege to enter his presence in an attitude so selfless that his rejoicing be unceasing. Bahai love and greetings to all from the Cincinnati Assembly.

Annie L. Parmerton.

DENVER, COLO.—Mrs. E. J. Bell, Aurora, Colo., holds a group meeting on Monday evenings. Mrs. George Hashbarger also holds a Bahai gathering every nineteen days at her residence, 2747 West Thirty-fifth Avenue.

GOULFVILLE, MIss.—On Dec. 15th, the friends and relatives of Mrs. Landman gathered at her home to pay respect to her departed mother. The beautiful Bahai funeral service, conducted by Mr. Charles H. Greeneleaf, who came from Chicago especially to serve in that capacity, created such an atmosphere of strength, comfort and peace, that many were attracted, and, after the interment and return to the home, he was called upon to deliver the Message.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.—The friends of the Assembly gathered Sunday afternoon, Dec. 18th, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Haney to consider matters pertaining to the Cause for the ensuing year. An Executive Committee was appointed for the year, consisting of Messrs. Haney and Chase, Miss Wise and Miss Hammond of Pasadena and Mrs. Bocquet of Tropico. It was decided to continue the monthly public meetings, which have been held in Union Hall on the first Sunday afternoon of each month, and also to have alternate meetings on Sunday afternoons at the homes of believers, especially at the Haney home on the third Sunday of each month.

On Sunday, Dec. 11th, the friends came from far and near to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Chase for a social Bahai gathering. On Monday, the 12th, the Unity Feast was held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frankland in Tropico. The next Unity Feast will be at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Haney in Los Angeles. The friends of Pasadena and Tropico are working in happy unity with those of Los Angeles for the progress of the Cause, all as one body of sincere believers.

The coming of Mr. and Mrs. Rice-Wray of Newark, N. J., Mrs. Nash from Denver, and others, all earnest workers, together with the efforts of Madame Kahlil, tends to the more rapid spreading of knowledge of the Great Message. Mrs. Nash, with her daughter Louise, has settled at Eagle Rock, a delightful suburb of Los Angeles, where she is gathering in the neighbors to listen to the Glad-tidings. She holds meetings on Sunday afternoons at 3 p.m., excepting the first Sunday of the month when they are held by all groups in
Blanchard Hall. Mrs. E. B. Kading has recently come from
Nebraska. She has been separated from all believers for
about ten years, but made it her first pleasure here to seek
and find the Baha'i friends. The Baha'i Revelation is a "live
wire," and when the real being of any soul has been once
touched by its vitality, there is truly no rest in separation
from it. This is being proved often by the coming to its
portals of those who have been afar from its outward influ­
tence. Two of our former Greenacre (Me.) friends were at
the gathering at the Chase home, and they showed an earnest
interest in the Cause and its teachings as if they had
been associated with it during the years. A number of
people are becoming interested in the wonderful Message
and are coming again and again to hear its words of comfort
and strength. The prospect for an increased and united Assem­
ibly in Los Angeles is excellent.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—The regular weekly meetings are as fol­
low: Sunday mornings in Genealogical Hall, 226 W. 58th
St.; Sunday and Friday afternoons, classes for instruction,
held by Mr. MacNutt, in the Baha'i Home, 6 W. 90th St.,
where many are hearing the Message; Friday evenings, the
reading of the Word in Miss Thompson's studio, 119 E. 10th
St.; a group meeting in the Bronx, New York City, Sunday even­
ings, in Brooklyn, Sunday evening meetings in the home of
Mr. Frank Osborne, 1074 Bergen St., and a meeting one
evening during the week in the home of Miss Foot, 87 Han­
cock St. In Newark, N. J., weekly meetings are held on
Wednesday evenings in the home of Mr. Hooper Harris, 1160
South Broad St. Much interest is being manifested in these
meetings.

A beautiful Feast was held on the evening of Dec. 31st,
1910, in the Baha'i Home, given by Mrs. Hoar of Fanwood,
N. J., seventy of the believers being present, some even com­
ing very late in order to be there. As in the Feasts given
in Acre, a long table was spread, many precious Tablets were
read, several addresses made, and Mirza Rafie chanted a Tab­
let which he had recently received. The friends reluctantly
parted at a late hour, with “New Year’s Greetings” to one
another. Our dear sister, Mrs. Wilhelmina Logie, has charge
of the Baha'i Home and is giving her entire time and service
to it. At a meeting of the subscribers the following Baha'i
Home Committee was appointed: Mr. W. H. Hoar, chair­
man; Mr. E. E. Kinney, treasurer; Mrs. I. D. Brittingham,
secretary.

For several years some of our New York brothers have been
considering an organization of the men for active service in
the Cause of God, and the communication upon this subject,
by Mr. Remey, in the BAHAI NEWS of Aug. 20th, 1910, focal­
ized this thought, the result of which is the founding of a
"Brotherhood of Baha," which its members hope will spread
both nationally and internationally. It is founded upon the
Word of God, and its aim is harmony, as servants of the
Covenant of God, and collective effort for the uplift of
man.

Mr. Percy Woodcock and family expect to sail for Egypt,
January 7th.

Miss Buckton, our Baha'i sister from London, England, will
present to the public during the present month her Mystery
Play, "Eager Heart," which is a symbolic progress of the
Christ Child every two thousand years. It is dedicated "To
the Glory of God in the Service of Life."

Isabella D. Brittingham.

*This play has met with much favor in England.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—The work in our city is manifesting results and two new homes have been opened in which to hold meetings.

On Dec. 18th we were favored by a visit from Mrs. Marie L. Botay of New York City. and on Dec. 22d, Mr. Stanwood Cobb of Boston gave us a very interesting address. He has visited Acca and other parts of the world and had much to tell us.

Miss Edna McKinney, formerly of Chicago, is now in Philadelphia and expects to make it her home. We are very glad to have her with us at our meetings.

Anyone passing through our city will be welcomed by the believers of our Assembly. We have two regular meetings every week and commemorate the nineteen-day feast; also we hold a business meeting once a month.

SEATTLE, WASH.—A beautiful meeting was held at the home of Mr. Geary on the 20th. It had been agreed at the Sunday meeting previous to write a holiday letter to the absent members of the Assembly, so each one of the believers present was assigned the privilege of writing to an absent member. These letters were collected into one and read and all signed it, making the communication one of unity. This was indeed a joyous gathering, and the meeting closed by reciting in concert the “first commune.”

We are endeavoring to organize an Assembly in Tacoma where interest is being manifested; also another Assembly in Everett, where one of the friends is building a home.

Mrs. Laura Luther of Omak, is working very strenuously in the Cause there. Mr. Dirk Verloop has undertaken journeys from town to town in the more isolated districts and is delivering the Message to all who will listen.

Mr. D. D. Babcock is quite isolated in a distant lumber camp, but we are sure he is not idle. Mr. Finch, for the past month, has been going to Tacoma and returning to Seattle every day by boat. This gave him an opportunity to give the Message, which he availed himself of with great success. Everyday he found some one who would listen and several evinced evident interest.

We have distributed about 3,000 “Commands of Abdul-Baha,” 200 of my “Notes,” 50 of Mrs. Goddall’s “Notes,” and other literature in like measure. We are also contributing to an orphan home here, helping the needy, visiting the sick and doing whatever our hands find to do for the advancement of the Great Cause.

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The meetings of the Assembly are being well attended, and the spirit of Unity is evidenced and powerful. The friends are bending every effort toward adding to the Unbark-El-Azkar fund; the ladies are taking orders for fancy work, and report substantial receipts incident to the holiday season. Everyone is helping, and in this way, not only is the fund growing, but what is more important, the solidarity of the Assembly is enhanced.

Special meetings since the last report have been the Unity Feasts of Nov. 23d and Dec. 15th, and the Fete Day of Abdul-Baha on Nov. 26th. The Unity Feasts were well attended, and particularly helpful; that of Dec. 15th was given at the Conservatory of Music and attended by the colored believers and inquirers, a considerable number of whom evidenced their confirmed interest by their presence.

The Fete Day, Saturday, Nov. 26th, was a memorable occasion. For this meeting the spacious parlor at 1015 L Street, where our regular meetings were held prior to the removal to the present location, was made available, through the courtesy of Miss Stamper and Mrs. Smith. The meeting was given by the friends now in Washington, who have
had the blessed privilege of a visit to the Holy City. The ladies decorated the room most attractively. A long table, extending the length of the parlor, provided seats for thirty-two, and chairs for at least twice that number were on the sides, so that the attendance was well over 100. A garland of smilax was suspended over the table, which was further decorated with chrysanthemums and other flowers, and with candelabra, the lights from which lent a fairylike aspect to the scene. Each pilgrim present narrated an experience of the visit which had proved particularly impressive; several of the friends who were not with us, had sent letters, and these were read. The following were present or represented: Mrs. Ase-yell Allen; Mrs. Louise Dixon Boyle; Mrs. Emily Dixon; Mrs. Eleanor Dixon Doyle; Mrs. J. C. Gelagotz; Mrs. Joseph H. Hassen; Miss F. A. Knobloch; Mirza Ali Kuli Khan; Mirza Ahmad Sekran; Mirza Farukollah Khan; Dr. Amon Yullish Fared; Mr. Stanley Cobb; Dr. E. C. Gettis; Mr. Joseph H. Hassen; Mr. F. J. Phillips, and Mr. Charles Mason Remey: these were the speakers, and their experiences brought the audience close indeed to the Sacred Presence. At the close of the meeting, copies of the Misses Knobloch’s and Mrs. Finch’s notes were presented as a souvenir.

A valued visitor recently was Mr. Howard Streven, now again located in Baltimore, whose narration of experiences in his trip around the world with Mr. Remey proved most helpful.

Mrs. Marlo A. Watson is now with us, her address being 804 B Street, S. W., care Mrs. Allen. Miss M. Althea Dorr also is spending the winter season here.

On Sunday, Dec. 11th, our dear sister, Miss Mayo, passed suddenly into the higher life. Baha’i services were held on Tuesday evening following. Our loving sympathy is extended to brother Arthur D. Mayo, whose mother departed this life a few months ago. Both were believers, and the joy promised to the faithful is theirs. How sad our empty chair and the vacant place!

The practical demonstration of the value of effort toward a definite end, afforded by the Mashrak-El-Azar fund, should be an incentive to continued effort everywhere. The most conservative estimate places the number of active Baha’is in this country at 2,000. If every one were to contribute one dollar weekly, we should have two thousand dollars every seven days, or more than one hundred thousand dollars in the course of a year. This should be possible as an average. Let no one hesitate because of the smallness of individual contributions. Remembering the great goal, which is nothing less than the presence of Abdul-Baha on our shores, let everyone strive during the coming year to complete the undertaking. This will be a demonstration of Unity which the world cannot overlook.

Joseph H. Hannen.

CONVERSATIONAL PERSIAN TAUGHT BY CORRESPONDENCE.

The Baha’i Correspondence School teaches Persian by simple lessons and phonographic records. Each pupil receives all necessary individual help and attention through a system of written lessons and criticisms. No Persian written characters are used; the English letters only are employed and pronunciations expressed in English characters. Many are taking advantage of this system, both in Europe and in America.

For particulars address MIRZA S. M. RAFFIE, S. B., 729 Livingston Hall, Columbia University, New York City, U. S. A.
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BAHAI CALENDAR.

MONTH NAME FIRST DAYS
1st. ................... Jalal (Glory) .............. Mar. 21
2nd. ................... Jalal (Glory) .............. Apr. 9
3rd. ................... Jamir (Beauty) .......... Apr. 28
4th. ................... Azam (Error) ............. May 17
5th. ................... Nur (Light) ............... June 6
6th. ................... Kalimot (Joy) .......... June 24
7th. ................... Kalimot (Joy) .......... July 12
8th. ................... Iman (Wisdom) .......... Aug. 3
9th. ................... Isma (Names) .......... Aug. 20
1oth. ................. Ilm (Science) .......... Sept. 8
11th. ................. Izzat (Powers) .......... Sept. 27
12th. ................. Mashhadi (Wills) ....... Oct. 16
13th. ................. Qadrat (Powers) ....... Nov. 4
14th. ................. Qudrat (Powers) ....... Nov. 23
15th. ................. Masa'il (Questions) ..... Dec. 12
16th. ................. Sharaf (Honour) .......... Dec. 21
17th. ................. Mantan (Rules) .......... Jan. 19
18th. ................. Malleh (King) .......... Feb. 7
19th. ................. Ola (Infirmity) ......... Mar. 2

Four intercalary days.

Our Persian section this issue contains a Tablet to the Cincinnati (O.) Bahai Assembly revealed, probably, in 1900, and an article on Universal Bahai Unity showing the power and influence of the Bahai Cause in unifying various nations and religions. This article contains quotations from the Tablets of BAHA’U’LLAH and Abdul-Baha bearing upon this important subject and also answers the false statements concerning this great Cause, made in one of the Persian newspapers recently printed in Mashad, Persia.
THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA.

When the friends gathered again in the fall after the usual scattering for the summer months it was found the contributions were coming in very slowly for the Mashrak-el-Azkar fund. The Executive Board of Bahai Temple Unity met early in October and sent out a call to the friends through the pages of the Bahai News. Statements of the financial condition have followed each month and the Financial Secretary is glad to be able to report to the friends that from Maine to California, and Canada to Florida, the friends have arisen to meet the January note. It was not until Christmas day, however, when a contribution from the Assembly of Seattle, Washington, was received and our receipts amounted to $788 and our deficit was $742, that the Temple Unity found itself delivered from a deficit by one of the noblest efforts of united arising we believe history has ever known. Since the first general Convention in March, 1908, the Executive Board has paid off $20,000 on the Mashrak-el-Azkar site, leaving only a mortgage of $12,500—which was already on the land when secured and which was extended for two years.

Abdul-Baha says: “In Eshkabad, the believers of God made the erection of the Temple conducive to affinity and unity, so that it really became the cause of Oneness of the Word. Ye also make the erection of the Temple in America conducive to the Unity and Oneness of the believers, of the maid-servants and servants of the Merciful, so that in one thought, one aim they engage themselves in the building of the Temple.”

From the above words it is clear that the great Unity being formed by the Mashrak-el-Azkar will be the magnet to attract to America a visit from Abdul-Baha. Therefore, let us continue to strive and sacrifice for this noble Edifice and prepare it to be dedicated by his presence.

The Executive Board extends to all its deepest gratitude for their noble support in this critical time.

Corinne True.

The price of the Bahai Hymns—a collection of ten songs, the words and music by Mrs. Louise R. Wait—has been reduced from twenty cents to ten cents per copy. The proceeds from the sale of these books are devoted to the Mashrak-el-Azkar fund. Orders should be sent to the composer, 5217 Winthrop Avenue, or to the Bahai Publishing Society, P. O. Box 283, Chicago, Ill.
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LETTER FROM TEHERAN, PERSIA.

TO THE SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF FRUITPORT, MICH.

O kind friends—May our souls be a sacrifice to you!

Your dear letter of June 28th, 1910, received, and its reading gave us a world of happiness. As you had written in the Persian language our correspondence became very much wider, and now at the top of our voices we address you and say: "May all your hours be full of joy, because you made us joyful!"

If you desire to inquire about our Assembly in this country: Everything is very good through the Divine blessing. In these days many of the respected and important souls have realized the values of the physical and spiritual phases of this most blessed Cause and have accepted the same. Our Assembly, which is called "Mahfali-Muhammad," is composed of fifteen members. Its program is derived from the order of the Blessed Perfections (Exalted is His Great Glory!) and Abdul-Baha (may the soul of existence be a sacrifice to him!). We meet once a week: we open our meeting first by reading the Tablet which was revealed to us last year and which contains supplications for confirmations from the Divine Threshold to our Assembly. After the reading of the Tablet, we begin our discussion and consultation. We correspond with most of the centers in Persia and with the important cities of Europe and with some cities in America. In this manner we get our information about the progress of the Cause, and then spread it to other parts. One of the recent events which we think is important enough to mention to you is this: About three months ago two of the firm and steadfast believers, Aga Seyed Abdul Husain Ardern and Aga Mobassirah Paul Masulun, and permission from Abdul-Baha to go to Najaf (a sacred spot near Baghdad) and teach in the Cause of God. It happened that these two friends arrived in that place at the time when the chief Mohammadan priest was shot by an unknown hand. But through the power of God, which overcomes this action, they were set free and have returned to this city and all the friends were glad to see them.

The Members of Mahfali-Muhammad of Teheran, Persia.
کمیّت‌گر

/maxi-text/
چهار بخش

1- مقدمه
2- بخش اول
3- بخش دوم
4- پایان
Address:
Najmeh Pakzad, 1600 Belmont Road, Washington D.C., U.S.A.
TABLETS FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

TO THE FRIENDS OF GOD AND THE MAID-SERVANTS OF THE MERCIFUL IN NEW YORK CITY.

Upon them be Bahá-é-Abá!

HE IS GOD!

O ye real friends and beloved maid-servants of God!

Your letter, through the maid-servant of God, Dr. Clock, was received and perused. Its contents imparted the utmost joy and happiness, for it indicated your advancement to the Kingdom of God, attraction with the love of God and supplication and prayer in the Threshold of God.

The friends and maid-servants of the Merciful must render service to the oneness of the human world and show love and affinity to all the children of men. They must deal with the utmost devotion, good-will, love and kindness with all the communities, religions and sects. Their aim and their work must be that the tree of their existence produce good fruits—and no fruit is greater than love and kindness toward all humanity. His Highness Bahá’u’l-Ála addressing the world, says: “Ye are all the leaves of one tree and the fruits of one branch.” Therefore, the law of relationship, brotherhood, kinship, fatherhood and motherhood is established and proven among all the families of the human race. Endeavor ye with all your hearts and souls so that ye may live and act in accord with these teachings of His Highness Bahá’u’l-Ála; to become an asylum to every oppressed one; to assist and uplift every vanquished one; to be a skilled physician to every sick one; to bestow a swift healing antidote to every wounded one; to inspire with confidence every fearful one; to grant tranquillity and composure to every agitated one; to gladden the heart of every depressed one; to become a salubrious water to every thirsty one; heavenly food to every hungry one; to become the
cause of glory to every fallen one and be charitable to all the poor ones.
Beware! Beware! lest ye offend any heart!
Beware! Beware! lest ye hurt any soul!
Beware! Beware! lest ye deal unkindly toward any person!
Beware! Beware! lest ye be the cause of hopelessness to any creature!
Should any soul become the cause of grief to any heart or despondency to any soul, it is better for him to hide himself in the lowest strata of the earth than to walk upon the earth. Should any soul desire the abasement of his kind, undoubtedly his non-entity is better for him, for his non-existence is better than his existence and his death better than his life.
Therefore, my advice to you is, endeavor as much as ye can to show kindness toward all men, deal with perfect love, affection and devotion with all the individuals of humanity. Remove from amongst yourselves racial, patriotic, religious, sectional, political, commercial, industrial and agricultural prejudices, so that you may become freed from all human restrictions and become the founders of the structures of the oneness of the world of humanity. All the countries are one country; all the nations are the children of one Father. The struggle for existence among the ferocious wolves has become the cause of all these differences and strife; otherwise the expanse of the world is spacious and the table of the Bounties of the Almighty is spread in all the regions.

Upon ye be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.
Transcribed by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Nov. 11, 1910.

TO DR. FAHRED.
Upon him be Baha-el-Abha!
He is God!
O thou servant of the Blessed Perfection!
Your epistle dated October 30th reached me at Ramleh. * * * Regarding my coming to America and the assignment and preparation of homes or of places for me, I wrote a letter not long since through you to the maid-servant of God Lua (Get-singer) wherein I mentioned that abiding places in the hearts are needed; that is, the beloved in America must become united and assembled in love so that it
may prove a magnet to attract Abdul-Baha. Thus will I journey to America with perfect love and zeal. When a fragrant breeze reaches my nostrils I will certainly come.

Convey my longing greetings to Mr. Kinney. Convey the utmost love to Mr. Lennon. I am hopeful through the bounty of God that the assemblies which were visited by you in the company of Lua will flourish and grow in the spread of the glad-tidings.

Regarding the beloved and the maid-servants of the Merciful in New York, and their securing a home in My Name wherein they gather together—in reality I am present among them in life and heart though absent in body.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDOUL-BAHA ABBAS.

TO HIS HONOR, MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB.
Upon him be BAH'I-UL-ABHA! HE IS GOD!

O thou real beloved!
The letter which thou hast written in regard to the happiness and joy, beatitude and rejoicing of the American believers concerning the trip of Abdul-Baha to the country of Joseph of Canaan, and likewise their expectation of my going to America was perused. However, the latter event is depended upon several conditions which are already explained in a former Tablet. The attractive power is necessary.

We must all with the utmost joy and cheerfulness sacrifice our lives for the Truth! Consider how I have left aside a thousand works and with the greatest attraction am writing to thee with my own hand; so that in every moment thou mayst raise a wave and in devotion in the Love of God and the spending of thy life in the Cause, thou mayst make every possible effort.

I have written a Tablet with my own hand for the Star of the West. Print it in its pages. *Upon thee be Baha!*

(Signed) ABDOUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, December 24, 1910.

*See Tablet on editorial page.
ABDUL-BHA IN EGYPT.

Fourth of a series of special news items pertaining to the sojourn of Abdul-Baha in Egypt.

A CALL TO THE AMERICAN BAHAI'S.
FROM MOHAMMED YAZDI.

Praise be to God! that Abdul-Baha has left the gloomy city of imprisonment for the freedom of the world. His only aim is to teach and raise the Standard of the Cause. When he was under the surveillance of the authorities in Acca and confined to a limited prison life, he created the spirit of happiness and joy in every heart, and never complained, neither did he show distress or sadness on account of that imprisonment. When freedom was proclaimed in Turkey, a constitution declared, the prisoners set free, and a new era of brotherhood and good fellowship ushered in among the various sects, Abdul-Baha, while happy for the freedom of the people, longed for his own imprisonment. His opinion was that under all circumstances he ought to serve the world of humanity, and while living in Acca he served it effectively, even though a prisoner; but being freed, nothing was left for him to do in Acca, and, like a bird released from its cage, he soared to other climes and countries.

Abdul-Baha in all his divine characteristics, is intensely human and keenly alive to the joys and sorrows of existence. There is no one who feels more acutely the sufferings of humanity than he and no one loves his fellow-men more than he. Here, in Alexandria, he lives exactly like other men; he goes into the stores, into the mosques, into the churches, into the schools and into the prisons. He converses just as kindly and amiably with the humblest man in the street as with the highest in the land. His matchless and magnetic kindness attracts all, whether ignorant or wise, rich or poor; he is no respecter of persons and in some instances, after a half-hour's conversation, his bitterest enemy has become his staunchest friend.

His coming into Egypt has added great enthusiasm and zeal to the hearts of the friends. He has uplifted them from a state of comparative oblivion to a world-wide celebrity. He is no more a possible myth or a fable; he is there, standing “powerful, mighty and supreme!” The sun of his presence radiates the light of love and compassion; people
see him, feel the wonderful influence of his presence, talk with him, walk with him as did the men of old walking with Jesus of Nazareth along the shores of Galilee. They can no longer doubt him and his Teachings.

When he first arrived in Egypt, a great cry and clamor was raised by the representatives of the people (the newspapers). All were expressing opinions of Abdul-Baha. No one could form a just and impartial view of him. Facts were exaggerated and misrepresentations abounded in every paper. One writer expressed the opinion that Abdul-Baha hates all religions, that his followers throughout the world are very few, and that his Teachings are destructive to the well-being and prosperity of human society.

Such were the conditions when Abdul-Baha with his might and his glory, his meekness and humility, entered the land of Pharaoh. But lo! after a short time the clouds of misrepresentation were dispelled and the light of reality shone forth with great splendor. So much so, that at present there is not one dissenting voice in the land of Egypt about the greatness of Abdul-Baha. *Mogamat*, one of the most influential Arabic newspapers, in a long article of November 28, 1910, comes out valiantly and defends in most eloquent terms the Teachings of Abdul-Baha. Not being satisfied with this, the editor quotes from the Book of Akdas wherein Baha’u’llah commands all despotic rulers to lay aside their absolutism and accept the constitution and establish in their kingdoms the Houses of Justice. He even upbraids in the strongest terms the other newspaper writers, calling attention to the responsibilities and duties of their positions—that is, to mirror forth facts and realities and not falsehoods and accusations. He says that every writer has been reveling in a riotous feast of exaggeration and derision; that they have gone beyond the limit of politeness and courtesy, which attributes differentiate man from beast. Now, if we compare such articles with what first appeared concerning Abdul-Baha, we will find them as different as day from night.

Some people have expressed anxieties and fears because of Abdul-Baha’s possible visit to America; they think that the newspapers will write sensational articles and ridicule the Cause. Such people are very short-sighted. They have not realized deep-
ly, nor superficially, the force of Abdul-Baha's presence. Neither have they dreamed of the magnetic influence of his Highness (rather his Kindness, oh, me!). He is a man whose very appearance will solve all the perplexed anxieties of the visionaries of disaster. We as Bahais have nothing to be afraid of. We are the spiritual physicians of the world; we are the torch-bearers of the ideal civilization; we are the teachers of the Kingdom of Abha.

Should we be afraid to receive the One who is the source of all our inspiration and all our light? America must raise a gladsome voice of spiritual beatitude, spread a heavenly banquet and be prepared, for “he shall come as a thief in the night.” Future historians will record the coming of Abdul-Baha to America as a great and momentous event. Broaden your vision and look into the future, when the nations of America shall celebrate, from one end of the continent to the other, the anniversary of the day when Abdul-Baha set foot upon “the land of the brave and the free!” Future generations will sing anthems and songs the resplendent glory of such a day. Children will be taught to respect and love that day. America is on the threshold of a great spiritual awakening, and it must arise to fulfill the responsibilities of such a wonderful and glowing promise. Abdul-Baha has written to you in several Tablets that he will come as soon as the friends in that country are united as bands of steel or a golden chain of life. Now it depends upon you. You must show to the world that you are united, that you are worthy to receive him in your midst. Let not this opportunity slip from your grasp. Arise, work, band together, remove the difficulties from his path. This day is not for fretting and discontentment, nor imagining the possibility of ridicule by the masses. Have you not faith in him? Has he not grappled with and solved the greatest problems for the past sixty years? Has he not conversed with the wisest men of the age? Again we say, prepare the way for his coming! Let not your minds be troubled with outside questions. He is able to change the ridicule into praise, the enmity into friendship and the derision into exaltation. When he arrived in Alexandria we were not prepared to receive him. There was no need of preparing houses and establishments for his reception; the probability is that he will take a place for him-
self when he arrives. The first thing that he did
when he arrived in Alexandria was to take a house,
and all the friends from far and near flocked around
him. He does not want your houses and palaces,
but your hearts. Prepare your hearts, purify your
hearts, cleanse your hearts, that he may find a place
therein!

The life of Abdul-Baha is simple; his attitude is
humble; his needs are very few. You think that if
he should come to America you must have a house
prepared and surround him with luxuries of modern
civilization. Far from it! With love, unity and
harmony, shining like stars of heaven in your midst,
a little cottage is greater than the imperial palace
of the kings. All through his life his sole purpose
and aim has been to spread the fragrances of God,
to serve the Kingdom of ARIA, and to sacrifice him­
self for the good of the world. He has done all
these; nay, rather, his services to man cannot be
measured by any criterion. His life, like unto a
tempestuous sea, is ever in motion, casting pearls
of significance and truth upon its shore. Humanity
owes to him a debt that can never be paid with
money or gratitude. Notwithstanding all he has
done for the world, hearken to what he says in a
recent Tablet:

"The invisible hand has opened the doors, and wis­
dom requires that Abdul-Baha hasten to the country
of Egypt; for he is infinitely ashamed and chagrined
that he has not yet been assisted in servitude. Per­
chance, through travelling in this land, he may be
assisted in the future to some small service. Now
we are living in the country of Canaan and are sup­
plying day and night at the Threshold of Merci­
fulness and beg confirmation and assistance for the
friends of God, so that all of us may participate
and become partners in the servitude of the Holy
Threshold and be aided in accomplishing one serv­
tice." (Signed) MOHAMMED YAZDI.

FROM MR. SYDNEY SPILAGUE.

At present, I am in Alexandria with Abdul-Baha,
who has given me many supplications from America
to translate; also Mrs. Ford's new book, "The Ori­
ental Rose," which I am translating with Mirza
Mahmud of India. The book is finely written and
ought to be of great help in attracting people to the
Cause. I notice Mrs. Ford gives the number of ori-
ental Bahais as twelve millions. A movement which is growing every day cannot have statistics. No one knows how many there are, and to make a statement that there are many millions only opens us to criticism. If we are asked the number of Bahais in the world, is it not better to reply that it is impossible to know, and that we care much more about the quality of the believers than the quantity? This is the policy of Abdul-Baha, as the following incident will show:

Two nights ago, an American journalist, Mr. William Ellis, representing The Continent, came especially to Alexandria to interview Abdul-Baha. It was my privilege to be the translator on this occasion. One of the first questions Mr. Ellis asked was: "How many followers have you?" The answer was: "We have no statistics and we do not consider these things important. It is the quality of the believers we care for. If a few are characterized with the attributes of God and live according to the divine Teachings, it is praiseworthy. Five diamonds are worth more than five million stones." Again the journalist asked: "Have you not many followers in America?" "I have a few friends in different cities who love me," was the reply. "Is it not true that half of Persia is Bahai?" persisted the journalist. "No; it is not," replied Abdul-Baha, "but many there who are not Bahais, are influenced by our Teachings." "Are there not many followers in the Turkish Empire?" "No," and again Abdul-Baha reiterated the non-importance of numbers. The journalist seemed very much taken aback. He evidently expected Abdul-Baha to boast of a large following. What an example Abdul-Baha has set us!

Then Mr. Ellis asked briefly: "What are the Teachings of the Bahai Revelation and in what does it differ from other religions?" Abdul-Baha replied: "While all the other religions are hating and denouncing each other, the Bahais are the friends of all religions and the lovers of all peoples, and their aim is to unite and harmonize all." There were many other questions which drew forth wonderful, illuminating explanations from Abdul-Baha. I have not the time to write them now, but be on the lookout for an account of this interview in The Continent. Mr. Ellis is on his way to Persia to write articles about that country, so he may write of the Cause there.
There are two interesting English persons here, Mr. and Mrs. Atwood, at one time prominent spiritualists in London. As Mr. Atwood is slightly paralyzed, Abdul-Baha went to see them, much to their great joy. They are now eager to serve the Cause. There are pilgrims here from Persia, Russia, India and England, and every night we meet in Abdul-Baha’s house and our cups are filled to overflowing. His health is good. When Mr. Ellis asked him if he was benefited by the change of air, he replied: “Certainly, one who has been a prisoner for forty years must be benefited to breathe another air.” I thought to myself, can we Bahais realize what those forty years mean? The Christians think so much of the forty days Jesus fasted in the wilderness and observe a penitential season to commemorate this; but forty years—for every day a year!

(Signed) SYDNEY SPRAGUE.

NEWS FROM THE ORIENT.

BURMA.

RANGOON.—We are pleased to acknowledge with thanks the receipt of copies of the booklet in Persian pertaining to the second convention of the Mashriq-ul-Azkar in America, and we wish to express our deep sense of appreciation of the valuable service rendered to the Cause. The long list of cities where these booklets have been sent show conclusively the wide range of this noble work in the Vineyard of Abha. We also tender our sincerest thanks for sending us regularly the Baha’i News of all issues up to this date.

The English language is understood more universally by the Indian public than any particular Indian dialect, which is spoken only by the people residing within a certain local area. Hence, having regard to the countless dialects, the importance of delivering the Message in English is quite manifest. We trust this will explain the necessity of American or English-speaking teachers in India and Burma. A Tablet to this effect published in No. 11 issue of the Baha’i News has been read by us with great delight and we earnestly hope our Western Baha’i brothers will respond to the call of the hour and ere long take some practical measures in this direction.

The Cause here is growing day by day. Jamate Syed Mustafa Roumie has very successfully sown seeds in Upper Burma, which we hope will fructify before long. The school at Deadaw looks very promising, and if it can be brought under the excellent arrangements of the Persian-American Educational Society, many happy results will undoubtedly ensue and the boys and girls, when properly trained, will not only prove themselves highly useful members of the Baha’i society, but also become good citizens, and thus the Movement will be looked upon with favor by the Government. The number of students is swelling remarkably, and we are thinking of rebuilding the school premises, covering a larger area. The sight of the boys and girls, their Baha’i greetings, and the earnestness with which they take interest in the Cause, is very impressive. The school, as it is situated close to the Mashriq-ul-Azkar of Kungjang, has proved a great attraction to many.
EGYPT.

PORT SAID.—Many pilgrims from different parts of the world are arriving and leaving here for Alexandria to meet Abdul-Baha.

Letters received here from various parts give glowing descriptions of the progress and advancement of the Cause everywhere.

We have received the sad news of the death of Mohammed Mostafa Bagdadi, who lived for many years in Beirut, Syria. He was one of the earliest followers of the Bab and Baha'ullah. His countless services in many ways would fill many pages. Throughout his life he was firm and full of zeal. His house was at the disposal of all pilgrims and his services to them were invaluable. Many of the American friends, passing through Beirut to visit Abdul-Baha in Acca and Haifa, bear testimony to the nobility of his spirit and the strength of his character.

In him the Cause has lost a great and useful servant. All loved and revered him and looked up to him as one of the spiritual souls of the earlier days. His winsome manner and gentleness of heart attracted all those who came in contact with him and carried away the sweet fragrance of his life.

He has left three sons, Hussein Ikbal, Ali Ihsan and Zia Bagdadi, who have studied modern sciences and are active servants in the Cause. Zia Bagdadi, who is loved and respected by all the friends for his earnestness and enthusiasm,
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is at present studying medicine in Chicago. We believe his stay in America will be to the advancement of the Cause and pray that he may become a shining star in the Kingdom of Abha.

INDIA.

BOMBAY.—Mr. V. R. Savhale, B. A., the secretary of the Pearbana Samaj of this city, delivered a lecture recently on Bahaism, in Marathi, on the anniversary of the Pearbana Samaj. He gave the history of the Cause beginning with the Bab and ending with Abdul-Baha. He spoke very favorably and very justly. The lecture appeared in one of the Marathi newspapers in full. The Society is now contemplating printing copies of it for free distribution. This, we believe, from a non-Bahai will help the Cause and attract many souls.

We are glad to be in touch with the Western Bahais through the medium of the Star of the West. There is no doubt that it will make great progress in the future, for its aim is pure and unselfish, and its only desire is to serve the Bahais in all parts of the world.

JAPAN.

TOKYO.—Conradulations to the Star of the West for the great service it is rendering to the Bahai Cause. The Islamic Fraternity wishes to thank its contemporary for its encouraging words.

The presence of Mr. Charles Mason Remey and Mr. Howard O. Struven in this part of the world has been a great help. Many people become interested in the Bahai Revelation through Mr. Remey's public lecture.

PERSIA.

BANDAR ABBAS.—A copy of the report of the second convention of the Mashrak-El-Asfar in America was sent to us by Seyid Assadollah Gomi. We read it in our Assembly and become very happy, because of this great service rendered by those American friends. At the conclusion of this report we noted that a magazine is to be started in America by the Bahais. We desire very much to subscribe for it and hope a few copies will be sent to us every month.

ESPHANAN.—Mirza Anayetollah Sohrab has left this city for Abade to organize the school for children. Being a graduate from the American College in Tehran, it is hoped that he will organize the school along modern lines and much good may be the outcome.

We have just heard that two of our American sisters have arrived at Tehran. We hope that through their endeavor and service the problem of women's education will find new inspiration in Persia.

We wish to install a telephone system in this city and any practical information pertaining thereto will be appreciated.

GON.—During the past week the affairs in this city have been very chaotic. Several times a mob has tried to pillage the houses of the Bahais and to kill them. We have petitioned the governor to stop these persecutions, but nothing has as yet been forthcoming. They say that because the Bahais live in this city all blessings and prosperity have departed from them and they clamor for us to leave, threatening us severe persecution if we do not do so. It is three days since we have been closely confined in our houses and all doors of deliverance are apparently closed. Because of these awful anxieties two of the Bahai children have died and three are very ill. Three times they have surrounded the houses and have tried to destroy our lives and property, but the police have prevented them. We pray that God in His Bounty and Mercy may waft the breezes of justice from the direction of the Kingdom of Abha, and uplift the people of Persia with the spirit of love and union.

MASHAD.—The booklet containing the news of the second annual convention for the Mashrak-El-Asfar in America, was received and read in our different Assemblies, and it created great joy and happiness.

Continued on Page 15
Beginning with issue No. 1, Volume II, both the English and Persian sections of the BAHAI NEWS will bear the title:

**STAR OF THE WEST.**

This we believe to be the wish of Abdul-Baha, who has revealed the following Tablet for this publication:

**Tablet revealed by Abdul-Baha to the Star of the West.** The original, which is reproduced herewith, is in his own handwriting:

**HE IS GOD!**

**O thou Star of the West!**

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will
become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHÃ ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrib, Dec. 24, 1910.

REPRODUCTION OF ORIGINAL TABLET TO THE "STAR OF THE WEST."

The function of a "Star" is to shine. Should the friends throughout the world comply with what is outlined in the foregoing Tablet and concentrate their wealth of heart, mind and goods upon it for one brief moment, its "rays" would become so intense that it could penetrate and become effective in all regions.

The appearance of this "Star" upon the horizon of the Cause is deeply significant at this time of the sojourn of Abdul-Baha in Egypt. God willing, it shall lead many searching and expectant souls to Him!

The news of disturbed conditions in some of the cities of Persia, especially Mashad, will be received with regret by all the friends in the East and West. On behalf of all, we extend to our persecuted spiritual brothers and sisters, heartfelt love and sympathy,
and pray that these awful tests and ordeals will soon cease forever.

It is a cause of astonishment that there are still to be found those who could be incited by such a false and unfounded pretext that the Bahais are against the parliament, when it is so generally known that the Bahai Revelation is on the side of lawful government and has proclaimed these principles in its Books and Tablets for the past fifty years.

As to the misrepresentation that the BAHAI NEWS contained articles against the constitution and government: From the very first number, articles have appeared in the Persian section, devoted to the elucidation of the principles of the Bahai Revelation. Had the Mohammedan clergy, who confiscated our paper, read these articles they would know that everything expressed therein is in accord with the purest and noblest teaching of Mohammed, for we frequently quoted from his writings and traditions to demonstrate our point.

Permit us to ask a few questions of the clergy: Did Mohammed encourage ignorance? Did he teach men to kill their brothers? Did he instruct anyone to lay waste the homes of his countrymen? Are not these Bahais your brothers? Are they not your flesh and blood? Should not brothers live together in peace and harmony, and save the country from disunion and disruption? Even we in the West, who have come to believe in the Prophethood of Mohammed through the Teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH, are perplexed at such an interpretation of the teachings of the Prophet, and believe that were the spiritual insight opened you would behold Mohammed weeping at such injustice done in his name! What has caused the friends in the West to become the lovers of Persia? Is it not the Teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH? Could the Mohammedan clergy bring about this union? Only the Power of God can thus transform the hearts! And if it be the Power of God behind this Movement, nothing can prevent it from accomplishing its purpose, which is "the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men be strengthened; that diversity of religion cease and difference of race be annulled, and the Most Great Peace come!"
In the light of these Words of Baha'u'llah just quoted, it is evident that the Baha'i News, which is the proclaimers of His Teachings, has as its motive the desire to serve and assist all nations and peoples in attaining this ultimate goal of the "Most Great Peace"—especially Persia, the dawning-place of the Light in this Great Day of God.

NEWS FROM THE ORIENT.

Continued from page 11

Eight copies of the same booklet were confiscated by the postal authorities and delivered to the head of the Mohammedan clergy; also, the Baha'i News was taken to the acting governor. The clergy raised a great cry, saying that they contained articles against the constitution of the government and demanded that all Bahais should be expelled from the province; but the acting governor declined, saying, that if such a course were to be taken, thousands of persons would suffer from the consequences.

We have written a petition to the governor stating that if it is his desire that we leave Persia for foreign countries we will do it, but if he wishes us to remain in our native country, he should prevent these persecutions and put an end to such deplorable conditions of one day killing this one, another day expelling that one, another day pillaging the property of the Bahais, and then endeavoring to exonerate the perpetrators of such deeds; that these actions are against law and in contradiction to the fundamental principles of the constitution.

The head of the clergy has issued an edict, ordering that everything coming from America should not be delivered, and according to a report from Subsabzavar, the Baha'i News No. II is confiscated. The conditions are so bad that we have ceased to hold meetings except the spiritual meeting and one for teaching. These difficulties, however, have increased the fire of enthusiasm and added to the zeal of the friends.

A certain man, who has instituted a small rebellion against the government and gathered around him a number of men, went last week to Farall, killed a policeman and sent a message to one of the prominent Bahais asking him to give him a thousand dollars or he would take his head and that of his son and send it to his chief as a gift. After much parleying, he agreed to accept four hundred dollars and spare the heads, but with the understanding that he extort fifty dollars from every Bahai. Such are the awful persecutions we are undergoing. They consider the killing of Bahais as the greatest worship of God, to pillage their property as lawful and to persecute them as just.

Regarding our schools, the following incident will illustrate the situation: We have lately heard that the Mohammedan leaders of this province are discussing the question of withholding books of geography from the children, claiming they will become too familiar with the existing conditions in other parts of the world, and this is harmful to Islam. There is, therefore, no modern school for boys, much less for girls.

NAJAF AAD.--This is a town of twenty thousand inhabitants, situated about twenty miles from Isfahan. For years we have been a growing Bahai centre. Jalale Zain, the famous Bahai penman and disciple of Baha'u'llah, who departed this life a few years ago and whose sons are the secretaries of Abdul-Baha, was a native of this town. Recently we received a copy of the Baha'i News, which created great activity and happiness among us. In order to be in touch with the news of the Cause, our Assembly has appointed Mirza Abdul Vahlab as correspondent, that we may write you every nineteen days. He has agreed to go to Isfahan every
month to receive the Baha'i News and bring it to us. During
the past few months, two of the believers visited Abdul-Baha.

SELMAN.—It was with great astonishment and happiness
that we received copies of the Star of the West. We have
wept tears of happiness for this great bounty and offer a
hundred thousand thanks to God that the sun of prosperity
from the East has appeared from the West, and that it has
become the dawning-place of the diffusion of the commands of
God. We hope that through the endeavors of the American
brothers and sisters, the spirit of love and unity may be
breathed into the body of the world, and the hosts of ignorance,
blindness, pride and selfishness be discomforted. The
signs of this historic making of victory are manifest. In that
His verses are spread throughout the world to such an extent,
that this means of communication became opened between the
American cities and one of the smallest villages of Khurissan.

SHIRAZ.—Two hundred copies of the booklets concerning
the second convention for the Mashrak-el-Azkar in America,
were recently received and widely distributed throughout the
surrounding villages. The Star of the West has been regularly
received and some of the friends have subscribed for it. There
is great internal confusion and trouble. The Jewish
quarters have already been pillaged and many killed—these
loss reaching one million and a half dollars. After the
persecution of the Jews the enemies started to molest the Baha'is.
We have various committees but these troubles have affected
the workings of these committees. Three nights ago a thief
entered the house of Gholam Hossein Mirza and stole eighty
dollars.

Lately, we have heard from Nirdis, a quarter of whose in
habitants are Bahais, that an enemy has sent a man to gather
revenues, without any reason. This man has banded and
stole the Bahais there to such a degree that the majority of
them have been forced to leave the city and roost in the
desert. Worse than that, the desert held no peace and se
curity for them, for as soon as they emerged into the open
there were pillaged by bandits. This man killed and destroyed
many Bahais last year; but this year when they fled into the
mountains they were followed by the enemies, apprehended and
brought back to the city. Being ordered to cut them to pieces,
they found green grass in their stomachs. Thus, for days,
having eaten nothing but grass, they became easy prey for
these ruthless fiends. These are the conditions which many of
the Bahais are enduring in various cities in this district.

Were we to write about the troubles and the vicissitudes of
the friends in the villages and towns every heart would weep
tears of sorrow and sadness. The pen and tongue are powerless
to express the awful suffering your spiritual brothers and
sisters must pass through. It is impossible for you who live
in a country of freedom and comfort, to conceive, even faintly,
how the believers bravely bear these hardships and trials. To
an outsider these conditions are worse than Dante's "Inferno,"
but to the spiritual soul, endowed with spiritual insight, it is
the bliss of Paradise.

TABRIZ.—We have just heard that Abdul-Baha has approv
ed the publication of the Star of the West. Many believers
were anxiously expecting to hear this news and they are delighted
that such an organ has been started in the West.

The booklet concerning the second Mashrak-el-Azkar con
vention was received and circulated throughout all parts of
Azerbaijan. Its glowing contents and eloquent expressions
have stimulated us to greater activity and service. We pray
that the foundation of the Mashrak-el-Azkar of Chicago will
soon be laid, thereby making the heart of Abdul-Baha glad.

There are two commercial possibilities here. One is the
desire for all kinds of photographic appliances, kodaks, films,
etc.; the other is the need for looms and machinery for weaving
cotton and silk. We hope that through the medium of the
Star of the West the commercial relations of the East and
West will be brought nearer together.
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TEHERAN.—The Orient-Occident Unity* committee are holding business sessions every week and practical results have been accomplished. We have had to remove the school of Tarbiat to larger and more commodious quarters, and have made a few changes and improvements in our methods of teaching. The department for girls will soon be opened. At a feast, recently held in the school, all the students were treated with a bag of candies—a present from one of the American friends.

According to news received from Egypt, Mr. Sydney Sprague will not return and we desire another American teacher. We are and indeed to lose our dear brother, for his services to this school have been invaluable. It is essential for the progress of the school and the advancement of the Orient-Occident Unity to have an American representative here.

The library of the school is well organized, the books received from America are cataloged and anyone who so desires, may read them at the library or take them home for a few days. We need a series of primers and a few books of geography containing maps and descriptions of all countries of the world. The girls school of Saar Gabri Aga is progressing badly. Through the kindness of an American friend a new sewing machine has been donated which will be used to teach the girls in sewing. This school is also looking forward to the coming of a woman teacher from America.

A committee has been organized in this city to take up commercial matters between Persia and other countries and to endeavor to bring about a greater economic and commercial interchange. This organization has written to Washington, D. C., to learn the plans and aims of the commercial department of the Orient-Occident Unity.

Mirza Hadihateful has just arrived from Alexandria.

RUSSIA.

TEHERAN.—The eyes are brightened and the hearts are gladened through the appearance of the Star of the West. We were much interested in an article recently published in the Star of the West, concerning a universal Bahai language, in which an exposition of Esperanto was made. We are anxious to take up its study, and wish you to send us some text books and general information regarding it.

BAHAR.—The eyes are brightened and the hearts are gladdened through the appearance of the Star of the West. We

*Successor of the Persian-American Educational Society.
hope that it may increase its size and number of pages and become an active force in enlightening public opinion in regard to the Bahai Revelation. The news of the organization of the Orient-Occident Unity has reached us and we are all anxious to receive a copy of its constitution.

SAMARKAND.—Through the appearance of the Star of the West a new spirit has been infused into the hearts of the Oriental Bahais. Praise be to God! that the Words of Truth are promulgated, the friends and strangers become as one, and the principles of this Cause and the Teachings of this Universal Religion become known to all the inhabitants of the world. When this publication appeared among us we realized the foundation of the Bahai community had been laid, for a community without a literary organ is like an illiterate man, who cannot express the thoughts of his mind and the emotions of his heart. We hope that through it, the East and the West, the North and the South become united, and that unity and love be established among the children of men, that all the believers of the earth become like links of one chain and perfume the nostrils like until a bouquet of hyacinths and roses.

Although, in the beginning, some difficulties may arise, yet with firmness great services will be accomplished, the seed will produce a harvest and the branch will grow into a mighty tree. God willing, the organizers of this publication should not encounter many difficulties for undoubtedly all the Bahais will endeavor to support it, that it may become the first publication in the world.

We have four meetings every week, two for the public and two for the believers. Our women's assembly is composed of energetic and loving souls and they are very anxious to correspond with their sisters in the West.

PERSIAN-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY.

Since the last report of the Society, published in the Bahai News, there has been considerable activity at headquarters. We desire to acknowledge the valuable assistance rendered by Mr. Frank D. Clark, of Buffalo, who submitted a proposed constitution, carefully indexed, and from which suggestions were embodied in the proposed plan of the Orient-Occident Unity.

The sub-committee on a proposed Constitution met on Saturday, October 22d, at the apartment of Mrs. Coles. Following this, weekly meetings were held until the Constitution was ready. Copies of the draft have been mailed to various interested friends, for their suggestions.

Circular letters calling for books, etc., for the Library of the Tarbiat School, have been mailed broadcast, and all the friends are urged to contribute in this manner toward the library in Teheran. News comes from that city to the effect that they are receiving books from America, and are numbering and indexing them.

A weekly journal in Teheran, Civilization, recently devoted six pages to an account of the P. A. E. S. Also the newspaper Pakare News, of Cairo, in two recent numbers gives a complete account of the new Constitution was held until the Constitution was ready. Copies of the draft have been mailed to various interested friends, for their suggestions.

Circular letters calling for books, etc., for the Library of the Tarbiat School, have been mailed broadcast, and all the friends are urged to contribute in this manner toward the library in Teheran. News comes from that city to the effect that they are receiving books from America, and are numbering and indexing them.

A weekly journal in Teheran, Civilization, recently devoted six pages to an account of the P. A. E. S. Also the newspaper Pakare News, of Cairo, in two recent numbers gives a complete account. The East is just beginning to realize the immense energy and dynamic force stored in this association.

As the "Temple Unity" Convention will be held during the latter part of April, 1911, it has been decided that the first annual meeting of the P. A. E. S. shall be called for the first Monday in May. At this time the new Constitution will be submitted for adoption, and the officers for the ensuing year will be elected.

The friends in Shiraz advise us that they wish to open a branch School of Tarbiat. The Society has promised to send them primary books on geography, mathematics, reading, etc., for twenty pupils. They have the funds for furniture, room, etc. All those desiring to help in this movement are asked to contribute small sums of money for these books, which
should be purchased and mailed as soon as possible. The funds from active memberships are, according to the Constitution, devoted to scholarships.

The new school for girls in Teheran is in the process of formation, and its doors will soon be opened.

Consideration is now being given to an important subject, concerning which we desire the opinion of the friends in general, and some assurances of co-operation. Reference is had to a plan of educating each year in America one Persian student, under the auspices of the Society. It will be necessary to provide a home for this student, and any of the friends who are willing to support a scholar will greatly facilitate our work if they will notify the Secretary. It is understood that the traveling expenses of the student will be defrayed by the friends in Persia. When we have the necessary assurance here, we can then draw up rules which will be a guide in choosing the holder of the scholarship. For example: (1) He should know his own language well. (2) He should be recommended by the Executive Committee of the Association in Teheran. (3) He should speak and write English sufficiently to have no difficulty in making himself understood here. (4) His traveling expenses are to be paid by the Persian friends. (5) He should be between 14 and 20 years of age. (6) He should have a fair knowledge in primary education. (7) When his education shall have been completed, he should return to Persia and serve or teach in the schools for a term of years, according to the decision of the Committee, etc.

It is desired to know in advance whether the active members of last year are willing to renew their scholarships. Information to this effect should be in the hands of the Secretary soon, so that preparations may be made accordingly. Mr. William Henry and Mrs. May Maxwell have already renewed their scholarships for 1911.

A new scholarship has been received since the last report. No. 56, from the Women's Assembly of Kenosha, Wis. More Associate members are needed, to meet the increasing expenses of the Society, while active members are in urgent demand.

The commercial aspect of the Society is developing. For example, an inquiry has just been received from Esplihan concerning the installation of American telephones in the city; also concerning a typewriter having Persian characters. The Society is endeavoring to furnish this information and try thus to open the door of commercial intercourse.

The inauguration of the Orient-Occident Unity, the successor to the P. A. E. S., in May, will necessitate some expense, and contributions for that purpose will be most welcome.

The return of Mr. Sydney Sprague, who is now in Alexandria, to Teheran, is much doubted, and the latest news from one of the members of the Executive Committee in Teheran is that they may call upon us at an early date to find them an American Bahai teacher who can fill the post. There is a salary attached to this position.

It is possible that Mirza Abdollah Khan, with whom Mr. Sprague lived during his stay in Teheran, may come to America as a Persian delegate to the P. A. E. S. General Annual Meeting, and also attend the Mashrak-el-Azkar Convention as a delegate from the Oriental Bahais.

The circle of activity and the influence of the Society is widening daily. It is assured that with the active co-operation of the Friends and the assistance of all far-sighted men and women it will soon become what Abdul-Baha prophetically says: “The greatest Society of the world; produce inexhaustible results and benefits; become the tree of the oneness of humanity and cast its all-encircling shade over the people of the East and the West.”

JOSEPH H. HANSEN, Corresponding Secretary.
کجایی وارد شده، باز هم کارکرد این مرحله بشرح دیگری بگذاره و نوبتی که می‌تواند برای انجام این کار است. با این حال، اگر کمکی نیاز داشته باشید، می‌توانید از من درخواست کنید.
دو اسکیژ که در مورد مردم را نشان می‌دهند، می‌توانند به این شکل به ذهن ما برود:

1. انسان برای پیشرفت در زمینه‌های مختلف، باید به دنبال یافتن راه حل‌های مناسب باشند.
2. برای پیشرفت در زمینه‌های مختلف، باید به دنبال یافتن راه حل‌های مناسب باشند.

در حال حاضر، باید به دنبال یافتن راه حل‌های مناسب باشند.
PROGRESS OF THE CAUSE IN ENGLAND.


A WONDERFUL MOVEMENT IN THE EAST.

A VISIT TO ABDUL-BAHA AT ALEXANDRIA.

To most of us the world consists of modern Europe, North America, South Africa, Australia, and since the Russo-Japanese war, in a lesser degree, Japan. Our daily newspapers keep us informed, more or less accurately, of movements social, political and religious, that occur within those lands, but of the rest of the world we are for the most part ignorant. In this there is a danger that we may fail to read the signs of the times, not because we are necessarily lacking in wisdom, but because we do not behold the signs. The Bahai movement is a good illustration of this. Not one Englishman in a thousand has heard of this religious and social uprising in the East, yet its adherents are estimated to number millions, and its power and influence are growing week by week! In order that our readers may be informed about this remarkable outpouring of the divine spirit, a representative of The Christian Commonwealth recently called upon Mr. Wellesley Tudor-Pole, who has just returned from the East, where he has been studying the movement at first hand.

"How did you come to be interested in the Bahai movement?" he said.

"I first heard of the movement when on a visit to Constantinople prior to the Turkish revolution in 1908, and I was very much impressed by the fact that Abdul-Baha could exert such an influence from within prison walls. When I returned to London I found that very little was known of the movement, and I determined to visit Abdul-Baha, known to the outside world by the name of 'Abbas Effendi,' on the
first available opportunity and discover for myself the secret of his power.

"And it is most extraordinary," Mr. Pole continued, "that so little should be known of this movement in England. There are said to be between two and three million Bahais at least in Persia alone, and many more in India, the Middle East, America, France, Russia, and elsewhere. There is no religious freedom in Persia; if there were it would be found that very great numbers of men would declare themselves disciples. No less than thirty thousand men and women in Persia alone are reported to have sacrificed everything for the movement. I met an old Persian Bahai in Alexandria—his name was Sheik Mahommed—who joined the movement when he was a young man, and he was publicly flogged and all his property was taken from him. He and his whole household were sent out into the mountains in the heart of winter without food or money. Many times he has been imprisoned, and it has been a miracle how he has escaped with his life. In many towns and villages he has been stoned and brutally treated. Hundreds of men and women have proved themselves ready to endure such treatment, to leave home and country, for the sake of their great ideal."

"What is the ideal which has inspired such heroism?"

"The fundamental principle of what has come to be called the Bahai Revelation is a belief in the underlying unity of religions and peoples. It stands for the harmony of all spiritual truths and all faiths, for international peace and goodwill. It asserts the equality of the sexes, the duty of everyone to serve the community, and the duty of the community to give opportunity for such service. It desires a social order where the brotherhood of man shall be expressed in all the relationships of life, and where the community shall be responsible for the sick, the aged, the infirm, and all who cannot obtain their own livelihood."

"What gave birth to this movement?"

"It arose in 1844, when a young Persian, Mirza Ali Mohammed, went about Eastern Europe prophesying that a great teacher would follow him. He called himself the Bab (the Gate), and stood as the John the Baptist of the new movement. He affirmed that the coming teacher would not only fulfil the proph-"
ecies of the Koran, but also of the sacred scriptures of the Hindu and Hebrew peoples. Mirza Ali Mohammed was bitterly persecuted, and finally shot in 1850. By this time the movement had spread all over Persia, and in the early fifties Baha'Ullah, the son of a noble Persian family, came forward and proclaimed himself the teacher who had been promised. Baha'Ullah, by the way, had never met the Bab. In 1863, by an arrangement between the Persian and Turkish Governments, spurred on by the Mullahs, who were alarmed by the spread of the new teaching, Baha'Ullah and his family were first sent to Constantinople, then banished to Adrianople, and finally, in 1868, exiled to Acca, a fortified Turkish town on the Syrian coast, where Baha'Ullah was kept in more or less close confinement until his death, at the age of seventy-five, in 1892. At times he was treated in the most brutal way—chained to other men by the neck and subjected to torture. In spite of the imprisonment of the leader, the movement spread with tremendous rapidity throughout the Middle East. Pilgrims came from India and other distant parts to receive the blessing of Baha'Ullah at the prison bars.

"What happened when he died?"

"He left a book of laws and many other works, and instructed his followers to look to his eldest son, Abdul-Baha, to carry on his work and to expound his writings. Abdul-Baha, which means the 'Servant of God,' was kept in prison at Acca until the time of the Turkish Revolution in 1908, when, along with all political prisoners, he was released. He went to live near Haifa, close to Mt. Carmel, but about two months ago he started on a journey, and is now in Egypt. That is a bare outline of the progress of the movement, but it gives no idea of the extraordinary power that lies behind it."

"Did you meet Abdul-Baha on your recent visit to the East?"

"Yes, I met Abdul-Baha near Alexandria, where he was staying with some of his followers. Let me try to give you a word-picture of him. He is sixty-five years of age, of medium height and of commanding presence; he has long silver-gray beard and hair, blue-grey eyes, a fine forehead, a wonderful carriage, and a sweet but powerful voice. He was dressed when I saw him, in cream white robes and a white
Persian headdress. You feel at once that here is a master of men and a marvellous spiritual personality. He seemed to me to focus in a truly divine manner the spiritual ideal of the coming age. When one has come in contact with Abdul-Baha's power, or rather the power behind him, one has no doubt that this movement will vitally affect the religious and social evolution of the whole world. At his table I met pilgrims who had come to receive his blessing from many parts of the world, and representing almost every faith the world knows. Jews, Mohammedans, Hindus, Zoroastrians and Christians sat around one table, all holding this one great belief—that God has again sent one of his messengers to earth, and that the great call that was focused in Baha 'Ullah is the call for the unity of nations, the brotherhood of man, the peace of the whole world, and the realization of those fundamental truths that lie behind all faiths. Baha 'Ullah did not say to the Christian, 'Come out of your religious order,' nor did he say to the Mohammedan 'Turn your back on your faith.' He said to every man, 'Go and live out your faith in unity and brotherhood with all mankind, and thus show that behind all expressions of religion there is one religion and one God.'

MESSAGE FROM ABUDL-BABA TO "THE CHRISTIAN COMMONWEALTH."

November 30, 1910.
To the Editor of The Christian Commonwealth.
My Dear Friend:—I have received your letter, for the contents of which I am extremely grateful to you. I understand the aims of your movement, and hope that with the greatest spirituality and by the pursuit of truth, it will succeed in bringing about the unification of mankind.
Enclosed you will find some of the sayings of Baha 'Ullah: insert them in The Christian Commonwealth. Be so kind as to accept for yourself and your honourable society my kindest regards.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
The extracts enclosed from the sayings of Baha 'Ullah illustrate the universality of the Bahai outlook. We quote the following:
'Today the universal religion of God, the great Church of God, is divided into diverse faiths which are at enmity one with the other. All the powerful
religions have appeared in the East; their differences arise only from the necessities of epoch, time, or century. O people of Baha, therefore fasten securely the girdle of endeavour so that the discussions and strifes between the various sects of the world may be destroyed. For the love of God, I call upon you, His servants, to bestir yourselves, in this momentous matter!

"Associate with all religions in reverence and with tolerance."

"O peoples of the world! Ye are all leaves of the same branch and plants in the same garden; live in love, concord, friendship and union. I declare by the Sun of Truth that it is the light of fellowship which makes the heavens full of brightness."

"If you possess a saying, a treasure, of which other peoples are deprived, tell it to them with affection. ... The message of the prophets, the revelations of the sacred scriptures have no other aim but the knowledge of God, and the unity of mankind."

"O peoples, do not spill blood and do not seize the goods of others. By my life, the sword of good character and kindness is sharper than a sword of iron. Those men are truly wise who are decorated with the ornaments of science and character; these are the head of the body of mankind. The ruling of man has always been in their hands. I ask God to assist them to do what He wishes, what pleases Him. Truly He is the Master of creation, the Lord of the beginning and of the end!"

EXTRACTS FROM LETTER FROM MR. WELLESLEY TUDOR-POLE.

To the Baha News:

You may be interested in hearing of my recent visit to Abdul-Baha at Ramleh, near Alexandria. I spent nine days at Alexandria and Cairo during the second half of November, 1910. Abdul-Baha's health had very greatly improved since his arrival from Port Said. He was looking strong and vigorous in every way. He spoke much of the work in America, to which he undoubtedly is giving considerable thought. He also spoke a good deal about the work that is going forward in different European centres as well as in London, and he expects great things from England during the coming year. It may inter-
est you to know, however, that the Bahai Movement
is beginning to take a more serious hold on public
attention in this country, and that during the next
few weeks a number of meetings are to be held in
London, Bristol and in the North, which are likely to
produce far-reaching results. A Bahai paper is to
be read at the Universal Races Congress in London
next July.
Yours faithfully,
Wellesley Tudor-Pole.

LONDON NEWS NOTES.

Saturday, Dec. 31st, at 10 Cheniston Gardens, Ken­
sington High St., W., a meeting was called for Mr.
Tudor-Pole to speak of his visit to Abdul-Baha in
Egypt and “The Glory of God as Revealed in Per­
sia.” It was the largest meeting we have had in
London and the seed sown is already bearing fruit.
In the opinion of the speaker, “the year 1911 is un­
doubtedly to be one of very great importance, and
London will be the focus point for great events.”
He expressed the hope that among the numerous
congresses, conferences, and Imperial gatherings to
be held here, there would be a Bahai Congress, at­
tended by delegates from all parts of the world. He
thought the time had come for an international resi­
dential and social club, open to all comers without
distinction of race, creed, or sex, and urged his
hearers to do all in their power to work together in
harmony and joy for the great ideal of universal
unity and peace. The January 7th issue of Light,
published at 110 St. Martin’s Lane, W. C., contains
a report of this address of Mr. Tudor-Pole.
John M. Watkins, 21 Cecil Court, Charing Cross
Road, W. C., has recently issued an abbreviated pub­
lication of Fariddudin Attar’s version of “The Seven
Valleys,” which is the work that led to BAHÁ’U’LLAH
giving His Explanation thereof. Price Threepence.
An address on the Bahai Movement given at the
City Temple, London, Sunday, Oct. 10, 1910, by Tam­
adun ul Molk, has been printed in pamphlet form by
the Bahai Press, 47 Vicarage Road, East Sheen,
S. W.
Arthur Outhbert.

Mr. William J. Patchin, aged 28 years, a native of London,
England, died at Teheran, Persia, Dec. 31, 1910. He lived
the Bahai life and was constantly serving in the Cause. He
had resigned his position with the Indo-European Telegraph Co.
that he might go to Egypt to see Abdul-Baha. When he was
suddenly summoned to the Supreme.
Susan I. Moody.
THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHÁ.

Through Zia Effendi, the son of Mostafa Effendi Bagdadi, to the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago, Ill.

Upon her be Baha’u’llah!

HE IS GOD!

O thou attracted maid-servant of God!

Verily I read thy letter which indicated thy steadfastness in the Covenant of God and evinced thy walking in the Straight Path toward the Kingdom of God.

Verily I entered in the country of Egypt, trusting in God, attracted to His Kingdom and enkindled with the Fire of His Love, hoping to arise in the Servitude of the Threshold of Baha, and I am always, day and night, serving. There is no rest, tranquility or composure.

I beg of God to encircle ye with the Most Great Bounty and confirm ye with the Most Eminent Grace which consists of building the Mashrak-el-Azkar of America in Chicago! This foundation will have the greatest effect in the hearts of the people of faithfulness. Therefore, endeavor ye with all your power and generosity so that ye may raise this first foundation in the Name of Baha on the continent of America.

I supplicate God to pour upon thee heavenly blessings and that thy family be protected from every sadness and sorrow in this world.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHÁ ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, January 11, 1911.

REPORT OF TREASURER.

On hand November 19th ....................... $4,164.36
Received since .............................. 2,545.54
$6,709.90

Expended—
Payment on land ...................... $5,150.00
Interest ............................... 375.00
Taxes ................................ 439.60
Stenographic services to Secretary ... 4.00
5,998.60

$ 741.30
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BHAHA.

To the Editors of the STAR OF THE WEST:

Upon them be BAHAI’ULLAH-e-ABHA!

HE IS GOD!

O ye firm ones! O ye steadfast ones!

The publication of the STAR OF THE WEST is conducive to the happiness and beatitude of the friends; for it is a clear mirror in which the pictures of the events and happenings in the Cause and the news

* Continuing the BAHAI NEWS, after March 21, 1911.
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of the progress of the Kingdom throughout the world are reflected and can be observed. Praise flows from the tongue of every growing and firm believer after reading it, for he becomes informed of the events and thoughts. Unquestionably, this publication shall serve the world of humanity. If it is continued, its arena shall become broadened and it shall attain to such a station as to bring about the unity of the East and of the West.

Do not become discouraged, nor yet dispirited! Show ye firmness and steadfastness, and, if possible, publish it in a larger size and more legible characters.

Upon ye be Baha-el-ABHA!

(Signed) ABXUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Jan. 26, 1911.

The Persian section of the BAHAI NEWS, No. 17, contained an exposition of the recent events in Mashad and Shiraz, calling the attention of the Government to stop the persecution of the Bahais and to deal justly with all their citizens so that other powers may not entertain the idea that they are not capable of self-government. The Persian section this issue contains (1) an article on Abdul-Bahá’s trip to Egypt, a few incidents relating to the trip, his promise to visit America, and the formation of an inter-assemblies’ committee to prepare the way for his coming; (2) news of the death of Monsieur Lucien Dreyfus-Cardozo, father of Monsieur Hippolyte Dreyfus.

NEWS NOTES.

Monseur Lucien Dreyfus-Cardozo, father of Monsieur Hippolyte Dreyfus, died suddenly the 4th of January at Paris, France. The family are all Bahais and this has enabled them to accept the separation with courage. Laura Clifford Barney.

Excellent presentations of the Bahá’í Revelation have recently appeared in the October and November issues of The Journal of the Knights of Labor, Washington, D. C., by Col. Archie C. Fisk, and in the November 13th issue of The St. Paul (Minn.) Pioneer Press, which contained an interview with Mr. Bernard Temple by their London correspondent.

During November and the early part of December, Mr. Louis G. Gregory of Washington, D. C., took a trip to several points south in the interest of the Revelation of Bahá’u’lláh. Eight cities or towns were visited, and in the form of free public lectures the glad-tidings were heralded directly to about nine hundred souls. Indications are that the colored people of the south will be very deeply and vitally interested. The oppression of centuries having made many of them live very close to God, to them the Holy Spirit is a reality, and if the Message is presented with fragrance, their hearts respond and often yield.
ASSEMBLIES IN THE OCCIDENT.

Secretaries are requested to see that their Assembly is correctly represented.

CANADA.

MONTREAL, QUE.—Weekly meeting held Friday evenings at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Maxwell, 116 Fine Avenue.

ENGLAND.

LONDON, ENG.—Regular meeting of assembly Friday, 8:15 p.m., at 19 Cheviot Gardens, Wright’s Lane, Kensington High Street.

GERMANY.

STUTTGART, WÜRTTEMBERG.—Regular meetings of assembly, Friday evenings. Kirchengemeinde Mr. ZORNHEIM.—At the home of Herr und Frau F. Schweizer, Karl strasse 66.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Regular weekly meetings Tuesday evenings at 600 West North Avenue, and Sunday evenings at 5:15 Broadway. Residence of Secretary, 629 West North Avenue.

BOSTON, MASS.—Sunday mornings, at 11 o’clock, in Becket Hall, 200 Huntington Avenue.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Meetings every Sunday and Thursday evening at 494 Elwood Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Coletta Hall, 17th floor Masonic Temple, State and Randolph Streets. Address of Assembly, F. O. Box 283, George Leach, Secretary.

CINCINNATI, O.—Meeting held Wednesday evenings and the Feast every nineteen days, in the homes of believers. Residence of the Secretary, Anne L. Farmorton, 543 Mitchell Avenue.

CLINTON, O.—Meetings Wednesday evenings at the home of Dr. and Mrs. C. M. Swingle, 2101 Prospect Avenue.

DENVER, COLO.—G. Nathaniel Clark, Secretary, 4141 Xavier Street.

ERYC, N. Y.—Regular meeting of assembly, Friday evenings at the residence of Dr. W. E. House, 241 South Cayuga Street.

KENOSHA, Wis.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 10:30 a.m.; Sunday school, 9:30 a.m., at Greenfield Hall, 218 Park Street. Address of Assembly, Fountain Nicholas, Secretary, 686 Park Street.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Meetings, first Sunday in each month, at 3 p.m., at the Art Gallery, North West Division Hall. E. B. Beckett, Secretary, Box 226, R. F. D. No. 3. Address of Thornton Chase, 405 Exchange Building.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Genealogical Hall, 229 West 58th Street. Pearl T. G. Marshall, Secretary, 129 Shippin Street, Weehawken Heights, New Jersey.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Miss Jessie E. Revell, Secretary, 1429 Marshall Street.

PORTLAND, ORE.—Regular weekly meeting, Thursday, 2 p.m., at 501 Yamhill Street, corner Fifteenth Street. Mrs. M. M. Bohl, secretary, 1146 Willamette Boulevard, Station F.

PORTLAND, WASH.—Regular weekly meeting held at 200 Beacon Avenue South.

SPokane, WASH.—Regular weekly meeting held Friday evenings at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Killins, 1217 Fifth Avenue. Miss E. Mabel King, Secretary, 2111 Mission Avenue.

SOMERVILLE, Va.—Meetings on fourth Sundays; address care Mrs. R. H. Buckett.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Regular meetings Friday evenings at 8:15; Sunday meetings at 11:15, at 1219 Connecticut Avenue. Mail address of Assembly, F. O. Box 192. Residence of Secretary, Joseph H. Haines, 1232 Eight Street, N. W.
کمی گریز
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لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي في الصورة المقدمة.
مواد جذب، پیامدهای آن و واکنش‌های آن

مواد جذب، مکانیکی است که باعث جذب کردن بخار ذوب شده شود. این جذب کردن بخار ذوب شده به دلیل تغییرات در دما و فشار می‌باشد. این جذب کردن بخار ذوب شده باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار می‌باشد.

مواد جذب به صورت فلزات، پلاستیکها، کانال‌ها، مکانیکی و غیره می‌باشد.

مواد جذب می‌تواند باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار شود. این تغییرات باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار می‌باشد.

مواد جذب می‌تواند باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار شود. این تغییرات باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار می‌باشد.

مواد جذب می‌تواند باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار شود. این تغییرات باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار می‌باشد.

مواد جذب می‌تواند باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار شود. این تغییرات باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار می‌باشد.

مواد جذب می‌تواند باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار شود. این تغییرات باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار می‌باشد.

مواد جذب می‌تواند باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار شود. این تغییرات باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار می‌باشد.

مواد جذب می‌تواند باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار شود. این تغییرات باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار می‌باشد.

مواد جذب می‌تواند باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار شود. این تغییرات باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار می‌باشد.

مواد جذب می‌تواند باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار شود. این تغییرات باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار می‌باشد.

مواد جذب می‌تواند باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار شود. این تغییرات باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار می‌باشد.

مواد جذب می‌تواند باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار شود. این تغییرات باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار می‌باشد.

مواد جذب می‌تواند باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار شود. این تغییرات باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار می‌باشد.

مواد جذب می‌تواند باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار شود. این تغییرات باعث تغییرات در دما و فشار می‌باشد.
RECENT TABLETS FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

Through Mr. MacNutt and Mirza Ahmad to Madame Aurelia Bethlen.

HE IS GOD!

O thou seeker of Truth!

The letter which thou hast written through Mr. MacNutt was received. As he is a beloved channel, I will immediately answer your letter, although I have little time.

You have expressed your longing for my presence in that country. Although I, too, have infinite longing to meet the believers on that continent, yet that region must attain to the capacity of attracting the presence of Abdul-Baha. A harmonious and wonderful banquet must be prepared, at which every kind of heavenly food may be served; after which you may send me an invitation.

That heavenly food consists of deeds which are in accord with the Divine Teachings. The first food is the Love of God. The second food is the attraction to the breaths of the Holy Spirit. The third food is union and harmony among all the believers. The fourth food is sincerity, trustworthiness, kindness, purity of intention and service to all humankind.

Should ye prepare and serve such a delicious, sweet and tempting banquet unquestionably Abdul-Baha will hasten to America to partake of that food. Therefore endeavor ye with all your might that this Food be prepared.

Upon ye be Baha-el-ABUHA!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Feb. 10, 1911.
Through Dr. Fareed to the near maid-servant of God, the daughter of the Kingdom, Marie Watson.

Upon her be Baha-El-Abha!

He is God!

O thou candle of the Love of God!

Thy letter was received. Thou hast written that the daughter of the Kingdom, Aseyeh, is studying Persian, and that thou art teaching Mirza Faragollah Khan, English.

Turn to the Kingdom of Abha, seek assistance and put forth effort so that all may soon learn Persian, and his honor, Mirza Faragollah Khan may also acquire the mastery of the English tongue.

Thou hast learned of the conditions of my coming to America. I beg of God that the beloved in America may become so enlightened that the lights of their love may flood the "Turk and the Tajik," and that an attractive magnet may be brought forth in that country, capable of attracting Abdul-Baha with all power to those regions, and this is not far from His Mercy.

Regarding the meeting you have established in New York: I hope that through the Divine Confirmation it may prove to be a gathering of the Love of God.

Convey the utmost kindness from me to the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sheber, Marguerite, the daughter of the Kingdom, and say that the olive tree is an emblem of peace and concord, and the olive is the fruit and result thereof.

God willing thou shalt attain the delicious fruit of peace and concord and thou shalt place a bouquet of roses from the Garden of the Paradise of Abha at the Heavenly Feast spread before Abdul-Baha, i.e., God willing thou shalt attain such perfections as resemble a bouquet of flowers and thou shalt offer it to the heavenly table.

Thou hast written that in a house of a Theosophist thou prepared a feast of joy and a fête of gladness. This Society is ready for hearing the Word of God. Treat them with the utmost love, kindness, unity and oneness, so that the attractive power of the Word of God may draw them to the Sun of Reality.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, Feb. 20, 1911.
BAHAI NEWS

To Dr. Ameen U. Fareed.

Upon him be Baha'u'llah-el-Abha!

HE IS GOD!

O thou who art unique!

Thy letter dated January 19, 1911, was received. You have written of the good news from California and from Chicago. I hope that the news from these places may become better and that the glad-tidings may come of the Word of God becoming effective in all parts of the American continent; nay, rather, that it may move the whole of the western hemisphere.

If the beloved of God should unite and should agree as it is requisite, thou canst rest assured that in the shortest space of time the Sun of the Heavens (spiritual heavens) will so shine from the Kingdom of Abha as to rend asunder all the veils of superstitions.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, Feb. 23, 1911.

CHILDREN'S COMMUNE.

Through Shalmaz Khanum.

Upon her be Baha'u'llah-el-Abha!

HE IS GOD!

O my God! O my God! Thou seest these children, branches of the Tree of Life, birds of the Garden of Safety, pearls of the shells of the ocean of Thy Mercy and roses of the rose-garden of Thy Guidance.

O Lord! Verily we glorify in Thy praise, sanctify Thee and supplicate to the Kingdom of Thy Mercifulness to make us candles of guidance, stars of the horizon of the Eternal Majesty among the creatures; and teach us from Thy Knowledge, O Glory of the Most Glorious!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Zia M. Baydadi, Feb. 23, 1911.

In a recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Dr. Fareed, the following appears: "God willing, through the endeavor of the friends in America, may the Bird of Paradise be revealed in all its beauty in the Philippine Islands." This refers to a command received some time ago that the Cause would be served exceedingly if one or two of the friends would journey to the Philippines and convey the Message there.
ABDUL-BAHA IN EGYPT.

Fifth of a series of special news items pertaining to the journey of Abdul-Baha in Egypt.

Special.—Word has been received from Cairo, dated February 21st, that Abdul-Baha will not journey to America this year.

The following article concerning Abdul-Baha (Abbas Effendi) appeared in the January 19th issue of "El Ahram" (The Pyramids), an Arabic newspaper printed in Cairo:

ABBAS EFFENDI THE LEADER OF THE BAHAYS.

STATEMENTS REGARDING HIS MORALS AND RELIGION.

Continually, the greatness of the Leader of the Bahais, Abbas-Effendi, is the topic of conversation, among the men of affairs and statesmen. The wise men of Alexandria, and the nobility of that city are paying him great respect and homage. Lately he has received many letters from his numerous followers in the United States, requesting him to travel to those parts so that they may meet him. They have prepared a great house in New York in accord with his station and position amongst them. However, it is probable that he will not respond to their invitation, on account of the remoteness of the country and the length of the trip. We have received a letter from the celebrated scholar, Schokry Effendi, who has just arrived from Syria, in which he praises Abbas Effendi, explains his religion and produces certain arguments in its favor.

He says: "The wisdom of Abbas Effendi, our respected guest, descends from a family which was noble in lineage and descent in the Kingdom of Persia. He is the son of the 'Dweller of Paradise,' Baha'ollah, the founder of the Bahai Movement, and he is the successor of his Father. In regard to his morality and character, he is the pattern of dignity and perfection. He is gracious, generous, noble-minded, philanthropic, charitable and full of benevolence. He is very kind to the poor and patient to the indigent. He does not make any difference between the followers of any religion, whether they are Christians, Jews, Mohammedans or Brahmans. To him all are the same, he looks upon them as part of the same family of humanity and not their particular religion. The aim of his movement is the unity of religions in the world and their equality among the children of man. He thinks that the differences of religions are impeding the progress of the world and he believes that the removal of these differences will benefit mankind.

"This religion has spread greatly and is carried to Europe and America so much so that today the number of Bahais has reached the number of fifteen million, men, women and children included. Many of these Bahais are in New York, Chicago and India, Persia, Egypt and Syria, and it is continually growing and spreading.

"The Tomb of Baha'ollah is in Acco, called Bahaji and every year the Bahais come from all parts of the world to visit it.

"Twice I have called upon Abbas Effendi while in Ramleh and have seen the poor and indigent gathered around his house waiting for him to come out and when he appears, they beg alms and he gives to them. This is just a short sketch of his generous qualities and I confess my inability to do it justice. His physical appearance is medium size, white hair, penetrating eyes, smiling face and wonderful countenance, courteous, and his manner, simplicity itself, disliking any ostentation and
show. He is a wise man, a philosopher and his knowledge of the Turkish, Persian and Arabic is unsurpassed.  

"He knows the history of nations and understands the causes of their rise and fall.  

"He is sixty years old and on account of certain nervous ailments has come to Egypt for change of air. He personally reads all the articles and letters sent him from all parts of the world, and answers the most important of them in his Persian handwriting which is famous for its beauty. Many of the great men of this country and delegates from other nations have met him and he gives a personal interview to each one of them. No one has visited him without leaving him impressed by his presence and praising his qualities and wondering at his sagacity and his astonishing mind.  

"Concerning the reports of his leaving Acre and the statement that he is against the Constitution, this was without foundation and the proof of this is his endeavor to unite the religions in the world and establish equality among nations. If such were his qualities, working against religions and constitution, and on the other hand trying to bring union and harmony amongst them, how can we reconcile the two? This is indeed far from him, for he is a man who advocated the Constitution from the very beginning and before the Turkish people received their Constitution. But the real object of his coming to Egypt is for the change of air and his physical condition. This is the real truth we are proclaiming at the top of our voice and if there is any virtue in it, it requires no praise or blame."  

This is what our correspondent writes and we thought it advisable to quote it as we received it.

NEWS FROM THE ORIENT.

INDIA.

BOMBAY.—A Convention of all the Religions of India was held during January at Allahabad, an ancient city in India, eight hundred miles from here. There were many activities centered there this year, including an Exhibition, a Congress and the Convention of Religions. The main purpose of the Convention was to spread feelings of love and unity among the different religions of India.

The proceedings of the Convention began under the chairmanship of the Maharaja of Darbhanga, in the presence of another Maharaja, the ruler of Kasienbazar, and a number of learned people. Various papers on Buddhism, Modern Buddhism, Hinduism, Christianity, Zoroastrianism, Brahmo, Arya, Zoroastrian, Jewish, Sufism, were read by representatives of these various sects—about twenty-five in all—interspersed with a few prayers and music at intervals. It was a great Convention and an interesting one.

Regarding the Bahais, Syed Mustaffa offered a prayer in Arabic at the beginning of the afternoon session of the first day, and another prayer in Persian on the second day, and a Thesis* compiled by him, was read by Mr. N. R. Vakil. A short history of Bahá’í Faith was given orally, together with the reading of the whole of the second part, as there was not time to read the whole paper. Among all the papers read it would not be too much to say that ours appealed most powerfully to the hearts of the people and greatly impressed them.

N. R. VAKIL.

*Refers to a twenty-page booklet, in two parts, entitled, "A Short Thesis of Bahá’í Faith", compiled especially for this occasion and published by the Bahá’í Publishing Society, Rangoon, Burma. About one thousand copies were freely distributed at this Convention.
Esfahan.—The Bahai News is a great help to us in our work and its effect is beginning to appear in various ways. Many who are not Bahais are reading it, and the editors of a few newspapers are directing attention to articles appearing therein. We are happy in learning that with the New Year its pages will be enlarged.

We have received the proposed constitution of the Orient-Occident Unity and are now translating its contents. As soon as a branch of this Society is established here, we desire to have catalogs from manufacturers of textile machinery, agricultural implements, electrical apparatus, etc.

Raji Seyad Zeinal Abedin, a most respected friend, who had been a Bahai for nearly fifty years, has passed into the everlasting kingdom of Baha. He was a member of the Board of Counsel, and his likeness is seen in the photograph of that honorable Body, published herewith. He is the third one in the second row. This picture was taken just before his departure. We feel the loss of this saintly soul very deeply, for he has been a pillar of strength in our every difficulty. Everyone knew that he was a Bahai, consequently he was subjected at all times to persecution. In 1901 his house was pillaged by a mob and his belongings taken. Then for a year or more he was traveling and spreading the Glad-tidings. In 1905 he made a pilgrimage to Acca and visited Abdul-Baha, returning with added zeal. From that time until his death he worked unceasingly and devotedly in the Cause.

Tehran.—Doctor Youness Khan and Zarin Tadie Khanom Razzaqueh were married Wednesday, December 21, 1910, in this city. Doctor Youness Khan is well known to many
Americans who have visited Acca, as he spent four years in the prison city translating and interpreting. Later, Abdul-Baha sent him to the Jesuit Medical College in Beirut, and to Tehran after his graduation. He is now on the staff of Hospital Sehat,* and has recently been appointed Chairman of the Bahai Spiritual Assembly or Board of Council.

YADN.—The Star of the West, the upholder of the Teachings of Baha’u’llah and the joy-bringer to the hearts of the friends, has been received during the past few months. All the Bahais here pray for the progress of this publication and hope that it will become perpetual and everlasting. We believe it will accomplish a great service in dispelling darkness and ignorance from among the people and we request that the number of Persian pages be increased, so that the friends may express themselves through its columns. An article is enclosed to be printed at your convenience.

SYRIA.

BEIRUT.—The Star of the West has been received and we were delighted to read its contents and realize that at last the Bahai Movement is in possession of an official organ. We are sure that all the friends in the Orient, by word and deed, will arise to assist this publication, which is the herald of the Most Great Peace and the spreader of the fragrances of the Covenant, so that it may not be discontinued because of lack of financial assistance. Indeed, one dollar a year is not a large amount and nearly every one should be able to subscribe for it.

LETTER FROM PARSEES OF SHARAZ.


Through the Editors of the BAHAI NEWS, to our beloved Western Bahai brothers and sisters:

We, the Zardushtees of Shiraz who have fortunately realized the Light of El-Baha, with very great pleasure send our overflowing love to you, and long with a great desire for the time when we may come to see you and you may come to Persia to visit us. The love which the Word of Hazrati Baha’u’llah has created in our hearts cannot be expressed with any physical means, but needs an opportunity of seeing one another face to face so as to express it. As long as we have not that opportunity we must express it with material means, i.e., pen and paper, though there is a great difference between that which is made by the hands of man and the spiritual tongue which the Word of God has made.

Before realizing the Light of El-Baha our hearts were darkened with the hatred we felt towards those who were not Zardushtee, but now our hearts are enlightened with the light of love and brotherhood towards all the people of the world. What a great bounty and heavenly gift our Merciful Savior has given us? How can we ever thank Him for such a blessing?

Dear friends, we do not know whether our Zardushtee brothers in the West, realizes the Light of the Son of Love or not. If they have not yet been honored with that blessing, kindly tell them on our behalf that “Shah Bahram,” whom Hazrati Zardusht has foretold and He whom we have been

Continued on page 10.

*See photograph in No. 11 issue BAHAI NEWS. He is in center of second row.
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BAHAI CALENDAR.

MONTH NAME FIRST DAYS
1st Baha’ (Splendor) Mar. 21
2nd Jalal (Glory) Apr. 9
3rd Jamal (Roseness) Apr. 28
4th Azamat (Grandeur) May 17
5th Nur (Light) June 5
6th Rahmat (Mercy) June 24
7th Kelam (Words) July 13
8th Asma (Names) Aug. 1
9th Kalam (Perfection) Aug. 20
10th Ezizat (Might) Sept. 8
11th Mashekat (Will) Sept. 27
12th Elm (Knowledge) Oct. 16
13th Kudrat (Power) Nov. 4
14th Kowi (Speech) Nov. 23
15th Massa’ul (Questions) Dec. 12
16th Sharaf (Honor) Dec. 21
17th Sultan (Sovereignty) Jan. 19
18th Mulk (Dominion) Feb. 7
19th Ola (Loftiness) (Month of Fasting)

Our Persian section this issue contains (1) three Tablets, the two recently revealed for the Star of the West and one regarding the necessity of preparing a Feast of Spiritual Foods to attract Abdul-Baha to America; (2) progress of the Cause and Mashrak-el-Azkar in Chicago (by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed); (3) Congress of Religions in Allahabad, India, and the presentation of the Bahai Revelation before it; (4) promotion of the Cause among the colored race in...

THE MASHRAK-EL- AZKAR IN AMERICA.

CALL FOR THE 1911 CONVENTION.

To the Bahai Assemblies,

Greeting:

At a meeting of the Executive Board of Bahai Temple Unity, held in Chicago, February 11th and 12th, the date of the annual Convention was set for April 29th to May 2d, inclusive. The visiting delegates and friends will be entertained by the Chicago Assembly at a Feast to be held Saturday evening, April 29th, and a unity service in Corinthian Hall, Masonic Temple, Sunday morning, April 30th. The regular session of the Convention will be called at 10 a. m. Monday, May 1st.

All Assemblies are requested to choose their delegates and forward the names to the Secretary of the Executive Board, Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen, R. F. D. 35, Kenosha, Wis., on or before April 15th, in order that they may be placed in the hands of the Reception Committee in ample time to provide for their care and comfort.

In an endeavor to have as representative a Convention as possible, it has been deemed wise not to have proxies; neither are alternates to be chosen from among the Chicago friends. Any Assembly, however, may send an alternate. All regular delegates are to be elected for one year.

It is our earnest hope that every center will strive to send a representative, and that by the hearty cooperation of the friends, our unity and the progress of the Cause may be manifest in this Convention.

The Executive Board of Bahai Temple Unity.

Bernard M. Jacobsen, Secretary.

The Executive Board of Bahai Temple Unity held its quarterly meeting in Chicago, February 11th and 12th, Messrs. Mills, Wilhelrn, Jacobsen and Agnew and Mesdames Parmerton and True being present. Many matters of business created by the Conven-
tion of 1910 were reported upon and disposed of. The trustees reported all papers drawn up and signed, giving absolute and clear title to the land according to changes made in streets and alley. All bills were reported paid to date, notes met, including interest, and a surplus shown of $791.19. The only debt upon the Mashrak-al-Azkar land is the mortgage of $12,500, with its semi-annual interest of $375. It is the earnest hope of the Executive Board that this mortgage may be raised by next interest day, June 24, 1911.

So encouraged have we been by the loyal support of the Bahai world in this mighty work that we feel sure no sacrifice will be too great for the friends to make and no words can express the joy they will experience when, by united striving, each according to his or her ability, the land is absolutely owned by Bahai Temple Unity and funds can then be collected to begin the building.

Being delegates from the Convention city, it was deemed expedient to appoint Mr. Agnew and Mrs. True the Reception Committee of Bahai Temple Unity, to act in conjunction with the committees appointed from the Chicago Assembly, which were chosen at a delightful unity gathering of the organized bodies of that Assembly, held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Greenleaf, Sunday evening, the 12th.

Corinne True, Financial Secretary.

LETTER FROM THE PARSÉES OF SHIRAZ.

Continued from page 7.

expecting to come, has come with a great glory and has already established the Faith of Godliness, from the East unto the West. Why should they deprive themselves of that bounty which they have been expecting for about four thousand years?

The friends at Shiraz hold about ten regular meetings every week and intend to institute a branch of the Farahi school now established at Tehran.

The door of correspondence, which is the best means of conveying our love to one another, is always open to strengthen the bond of unity. This is the wish of Abdu'l-Baha.

Love from all to all,

Your loving Bahai brothers,

THE PARSÉES OF SHIRAZ.

By M. Azizollah Khan.

Address: Tir Andazi Kai Khursaw, Sara-i-Mushiri, Shiraz, Persia.
کتابی آفرین

متن فارسی کتابی آفرین به روز می‌شود. این کتاب به خاطر تعاملی و نگرشی به فرهنگ و افتخار سیاسی ایرانی در طول تاریخ بوده است. به همین دلیل، نمی‌توان گفت که این کتاب به خاطر تغییرات سیاسی در دوران جدیدی به وجود آمده است.

خلاصه:

- معنا: کتابی آفرین
- تاریخ: تاریخ فرهنگ و افتخار سیاسی ایرانی
- تأثیر: نمی‌توان گفت که این کتاب به خاطر تغییرات سیاسی در دوران جدیدی به وجود آمده است.
مقدمه

سپس در اینجا، بیشتر از آنها را بررسی کرده‌ایم و به اینکه چگونه اینترنت می‌تواند به شما کمک کند، دیدگاهی را پیشنهاد می‌دهیم.

به طور کلی، اینترنت امکان ارتباط شما را با دنیا و جهان جدیدی پیش می‌آورد. اینترنت به شما کمک می‌کند تا در دانشگاه‌ها، کتابخانه‌ها، مراکز آموزشی و به سایر رسانه‌های آموزشی کنترل شود. در اینترنت می‌توانید برای اطلاعات، وابستگی‌ها و تغییرات را در نظر بگیرید. در اینترنت می‌توانید برای اطلاعات، وابستگی‌ها و تغییرات را در نظر بگیرید. در اینترنت می‌توانید برای اطلاعات، وابستگی‌ها و تغییرات را در نظر بگیرید. در اینترنت می‌توانید برای اطلاعات، وابستگی‌ها و تغییرات را در نظر بگیرید.

در اینترنت، شما می‌توانید از مراکز آموزشی، مراکز توانمندسازی و سایر رسانه‌های آموزشی استفاده کنید. در اینترنت می‌توانید برای اطلاعات، وابستگی‌ها و تغییرات را در نظر بگیرید. در اینترنت می‌توانید برای اطلاعات، وابستگی‌ها و تغییرات را در نظر بگیرید. در اینترنت می‌توانید برای اطلاعات، وابستگی‌ها و تغییرات را در نظر بگیرید. در اینترنت می‌توانید برای اطلاعات، وابستگی‌ها و تغییرات را در نظر بگیرید.

به طور کلی، اینترنت امکان ارتباط شما را با دنیا و جهان جدیدی پیش می‌آورد. اینترنت به شما کمک می‌کند تا در دانشگاه‌ها، کتابخانه‌ها، مراکز آموزشی و به سایر رسانه‌های آموزشی کنترل شود. در اینترنت می‌توانید برای اطلاعات، وابستگی‌ها و تغییرات را در نظر بگیرید. در اینترنت می‌توانید برای اطلاعات، وابستگی‌ها و تغییرات را در نظر بگیرید. در اینترنت می‌توانید برای اطلاعات، وابستگی‌ها و تغییرات را در نظر بگیرید.
کتبی کردار

آن اور کتی فصلاں میں داخل کی گئی تھی جس کا مضمون بہت اچھا سی لیکن اس کا گراف مکمل نہیں تھا۔ یہ بہت مشن سی لیکن اس کی تعداد بہت بڑھ گئی۔

سیاستدان کی تصدیق کے بعد بدھ بھی ہوا۔ یہ بہت مشن سی لیکن اس کی تعداد بہت بڑھ گئی۔

سیاستدان کی تصدیق کے بعد بدھ بھی ہوا۔ یہ بہت مشن سی لیکن اس کی تعداد بہت بڑھ گئی۔

سیاستدان کی تصدیق کے بعد بدھ بھی ہوا۔ یہ بہت مشن سی لیکن اس کی تعداد بہت بڑھ گئی۔
(متن در این صفحه نمایش نشده است)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>کلمه کلیه</th>
<th>پژوهشگر</th>
<th>زبان کارکرد</th>
<th>تاریخ کارکرد</th>
<th>مبلغ کنسانتر</th>
<th>تاریخ کنسانتر</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>مادر</td>
<td>مریم</td>
<td>فارسی</td>
<td>1380-1381</td>
<td>1382</td>
<td>1383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>فاطمeh</td>
<td>محمد</td>
<td>فارسی</td>
<td>1381-1382</td>
<td>1383</td>
<td>1384</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي في الصورة.
در اکنون سرتابه انسان‌های سخت‌زبانگی، سخت‌زبانگی یا انسان‌های سخت‌زبانگی، سخت‌زبانگی یا انسان‌های درست‌زبانگی، درست‌زبانگی یا انسان‌های درست‌زبانگی، درست‌زبانگی یا انسان‌های درست‌زبانگی، درست‌زبانگی یا انسان‌های درست‌زبانگی، درست‌زبانگی یا انسان‌های درست‌زبانگی، درست‌زبانگی یا انسان‌های درست‌زبانگی، درست‌زبانگی یا انسان‌های درست‌زبانگی، درست‌زبانگی یا انسان‌های درست‌زبانگی، درست‌زبانگی یا انسان‌های درست‌زبانگی، درست‌زبانگی یا انسان‌های درست‌زبانگی، درست‌زبانگی یا انسان‌های درست‌زبانگی، درست‌زبانگی یا انسان‌های درست‌زبانگی، درست‌زبانگی یا انسان‌های درست‌زبانگی، درست‌زبانگی یا انسان‌های درست‌زبانگی، درست‌زبانگی یا انسان‌های درست‌زبانگی، درست‌زبانگی یا انسان‌های درست‌زبانگی، درست‌زبانگی یا انسان‌های درست‌زبانگی، درست‌زبانگی یا انسان‌های
پرستش علی اصغر مؤلف بزرگ وی نام می‌کند. او در خصوص تاریخچه و مشاهیرهای منجر به تیپ مرجع بزرگ تاریخ نهاده، از نظرش بررسی می‌کند. این تیپ به نظرش سعی در گسترش استباقی و فرآیند مكثرهایی است. او در مورد قدرت و قدرت این تیپ، به عنوان یکی از قوی‌ترین تیپ‌ها در کنار مرجع بزرگ، اشاره می‌کند. این تیپ به نظرش سعی در گسترش استباقی و فرآیند مكثرهایی است. او در مورد قدرت و قدرت این تیپ، به عنوان یکی از قوی‌ترین تیپ‌ها در کنار مرجع بزرگ، اشاره می‌کند.
این قسمت از پیامدهای ایران‌زدایان به‌عنوان جنبه‌های اقتصادی و سیاسی بررسی می‌شود. اثرات این جنبش‌ها شامل تغییرات در ساختار اقتصادی، موانع تجارت، و تغییرات در سیاست‌های دولتی بوده‌اند. این موارد نه تنها به مسکن دردسرهای اقتصادی، بلکه به مسکن دردسرهای سیاسی نیز منجر شده‌اند. این موضوعات به‌عنوان اصلی‌ترین عواملی را که در پیامدهای ایران‌زدایان نقش داشته‌اند، می‌دانند.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة. إذا كنت بحاجة إلى المساعدة في شيء آخر، فلا تتردد في طرحه.

-if you need help with something else, don't hesitate to ask.

-if you need help with something else, don't hesitate to ask.

-if you need help with something else, don't hesitate to ask.

-if you need help with something else, don't hesitate to ask.

-if you need help with something else, don't hesitate to ask.
۵۸

کاری می‌توانید برای نقل‌نظر از آثار مناسب به‌طور کلی، ویژه ای باشد. این

باید به‌طور اصلی آوریزه‌های جهانی و لزوم نهایی به عمل آوردن که در این

مورد به عنوان نمونه می‌تواند باشد. نخستین چهارمین ماه به‌صورت

یک‌چهارم نسبت به پیامدهای آن‌ها. این نظریه می‌تواند باشد. غیر از

آنکه در نهایت نسبت به ابزار اولین ماه باشد. نخستین چهارمین ماه به‌صورت

باشد.
درخواست مصری برای رسیدگی به پرونده آزادی برادران شیرویان (تاریخ ۱ آذر ۱۳۴۴) در سه ماهه اخیر به وزارت امور خارجه روانه شده است. همچنین درخواست داده شده است که تمام اعمال این دو روزنامه در شیراز تعلیق گردد. این کار توسط وزارت امور خارجه به پانزده روزهای نهایی صورت گرفته است.

درخواست در نیروپردازی‌های سیاسی و اقتصادی این دو روزنامه معتاده می‌باشد. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم وبت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.

درخواست برای پیگیری و حفظ راستای این دو روزنامه در تاریخ‌های پیشین نیز صورت گرفته است. این کار نیز با عناصر جنبه‌های مختلفی از جمله تحریم و بت‌بازی در دیدارهای بین‌المللی آماده است.
این نوشته در فارسی باید ترجمه شود.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
باید اصرار فرمان‌های منصوبات نسبت‌های منتشر شده از طرف سازمان‌های خودداروی را در برگیری مسئولیت‌های خوددارویی و نیز اجرای نهایی نشان بدهد. 

نتایج حاصل از این روش‌ها به‌طور کلی به‌عنوان یکی از راه‌های مناسب برای افزایش اقتصاد و توسعه اقتصادی می‌باشد. 

پیشنهاد می‌کنیم در این راستا به‌طور گسترده‌ترین نحوه‌های کارآمدی را بررسی و اجرای آنها را در این زمینه پیاده‌سازی کنیم. 

در نهایت، این امر به بهبود کیفیت زندگی و ایجاد شرایط بهتر برای مردم کمک می‌کند.
درخواست مطرح می‌باشد تا تأیید گردد و چنین برای تثبیت بررسی قرار گرفته. این موضوع باید به صورت رسمی به صورت صفحه‌بندی انجام گیرد و نه با وسیله‌های غیررسمی. این پرونده نیز به صورت رسمی در دفتردار غیررسمی مورد بررسی قرار گیرد. به صورت رسمی این پرونده برای تثبیت بررسی قرار گرفته.
در زمان‌های مختلف، از جمله دوره‌های اسلامی، فرهنگ‌های مختلفی مانند فارسی، عربی و اندلسی به‌وجود آمده‌اند. در این دوره‌ها، تأثیرات مختلفی از امپراتوری‌های مختلفی بر این فرهنگ‌ها تأثیر گرفته‌اند.

تاریخ: 

در دوره‌های مختلف، تاریخ کشورهای مختلفی را به‌وجود آورده و در این میان، از آنجا که تاریخ به‌خوبی تأثیرگذار بر فرهنگ‌ها و تمدن‌ها بوده، این تاریخ‌ها زیادی تأثیرگذار بوده‌اند.

فرهنگ: 

فرهنگ‌ها به‌طور کلی به‌صورت مذهبی، فرهنگ‌سنجی و اجتماعی بوده و در این میان، از آنجا که فرهنگ‌ها به‌خوبی تأثیرگذار بر تاریخ‌ها بوده، این فرهنگ‌ها زیادی تأثیرگذار بوده‌اند.

انجمن‌ها: 

انجمن‌ها به‌طور کلی از طریق اجتماعی و اقتصادی بوده و در این میان، از آنجا که انجمن‌ها به‌خوبی تأثیرگذار بر فرهنگ‌ها و تاریخ‌ها بوده، این انجمن‌ها زیادی تأثیرگذار بوده‌اند.

در سال‌های مختلف، انجمن‌ها به‌طور کلی از طریق اجتماعی و اقتصادی بوده و در این میان، از آنجا که انجمن‌ها به‌خوبی تأثیرگذار بر فرهنگ‌ها و تاریخ‌ها بوده، این انجمن‌ها زیادی تأثیرگذار بوده‌اند.

در سال‌های مختلف، انجمن‌ها به‌طور کلی از طریق اجتماعی و اقتصادی بوده و در این میان، از آنجا که انجمن‌ها به‌خوبی تأثیرگذار بر فرهنگ‌ها و تاریخ‌ها بوده، این انجمن‌ها زیادی تأثیرگذار بوده‌اند.

در سال‌های مختلف، انجمن‌ها به‌طور کلی از طریق اجتماعی و اقتصادی بوده و در این میان، از آنجا که انجمن‌ها به‌خوبی تأثیرگذار بر فرهنگ‌ها و تاریخ‌ها بوده، این انجمن‌ها زیادی تأثیرگذار بوده‌اند.

در سال‌های مختلف، انجمن‌ها به‌طور کلی از طریق اجتماعی و اقتصادی بوده و در این میان، از آنجا که انجمن‌ها به‌خوبی تأثیرگذار بر فرهنگ‌ها و تاریخ‌ها بوده، این انجمن‌ها زیادی تأثیرگذار بوده‌اند.
ولا مرور سنة نافعة دون أن تتم śmارة مرام، ثم تتم وضأنلا، ليفضوا فضائلهم، ليفضوا ميزانياتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقاماتهم، ليفضوا مقا
کشف قهرمان و قهرمانی روحانی ممکن به سه شیوه

1. وجه نظر: روحانی ممکن به دو صورت: 
   a. به عنوان کسی که در مجاورت روح واقعی است 
   b. به عنوان شخصی که در مجاورت روح دیگری است 

۲. وجه نظر: روحانی ممکن به سه صورت: 
   a. به عنوان کسی که روح دیگری را در مجاورت دارد 
   b. به عنوان شخصی که روح خود را در مجاورت دارد 
   c. به عنوان شخصی که روح دیگری را که در مجاورت دارد، را در مجاورت دارد.
۱۴
پژوان کلیدست و هما داده‌ی داعش سیاسی‌های ایران است. در آن لحظه‌ای به همراه آنها، در مراکز سیاسی و سیاستی دیگری همکاری کردند.

تجزیه‌ای از جایگاه و نقش آنان در سیاست‌های مختلف ایران، در نهایت به این نتیجه نزدیک می‌شود که در سیاست‌های مختلف ایران، نقش مهمی می‌پیشبردند و بخشی از سیاست‌های ایران را از طریق جایگاه‌های سیاسی و سیاستی خود بررسی می‌کنند.
همان‌طور که گفتیم، ویکی‌پدیا و هم‌ویکی‌ها به‌سپاری خاصی از این‌ها است که در سیاست خودی و به‌ویژه در سیاست‌های ویکی‌پدیا، اصلاحات مختلفی به طور چندمیلیون‌ها نسخه در دنیای ویکی‌پدیا صورت گرفته‌اند. این اصلاحات در رابطه با اصلاحات در زمان‌های مختلفی از جمله چندمیلیون‌ها نسخه به‌ویژه در سیاست‌های ویکی‌پدیا، اصلاحات مختلفی به طور چندمیلیون‌ها نسخه در دنیای ویکی‌پدیا صورت گرفته‌اند.
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سرویس‌های پیش‌بینی اطلاع‌رسانی می‌باشد. در هر انتهای روزانه، که مسئولیت برمی‌گردد، و اطلاعاتی به جامعه اطلاع‌رسانی می‌شود، برای پیش‌بینی شرایط بارشی از طریق مراکز، مراکز اطلاع‌رسانی و مراکز خوزستان، دوباره پیش‌بینی‌ها دوباره انجام می‌گیرد.

۱۰۹
دریاده‌ها در حال افزایش سطح آب در زمستان بوده که اثر آن بر ارتفاع آب در دریاها و دریاترین نواحی مانند خورشید، سیلاب و نجوم ایجاد می‌گردد. این اثر به‌طور کلی باعث تغییر در رفتار بیولوژیکی موجودات در آب می‌شود. در این مورد، تغییرات در جامعه‌سازی و رفتار جمعیتی حیوانات در آب نیز ملاحظه می‌شود. به‌طور کلی، این تغییرات به‌طور مداوم در محیط زیست دریاها و دریاچه‌ها واقع می‌شود.
در کیا از نوع کلی "دلاوری پیچ و رساله" ترک‌آمیزی یافته‌ها، 

"در طول این سال، ایران و افغانستان 

"در زمینه فناوری و تکنولوژی، 

"در زمینه تغذیه و بهداشت، 

"در زمینه آموزش و پرورش، 

"در زمینه هنر و زیبایی، 

"در زمینه کشاورزی و تولید، 

"در زمینه سلامت و پزشکی، 

"در زمینه صنعت و تولید، 

"در زمینه ورزش و ورزش، 

"در زمینه اقتصاد و سرمایه‌گذاری، 

"در زمینه تجارت و دFounder، 

"در زمینه فرهنگ و هنر، 

"در زمینه تأسیسات و ساختمان، 

"در زمینه سیاست و مطالعه، 

"در زمینه دانش و تحقیق، 

"در زمینه توانمندی و کارایی، 

"در زمینه قابلیت و توانمندی.
پیام‌هایی از کارل کیتگر در دهم دسامبر و دو ماه بعد

درخواستید. درگیری‌هایی که می‌تواند به صورت غیرقانونی و فلسفی دیده شود، باعث می‌شود تا نظرات و نظرات من در مورد صحبت‌هایی از سوی کارل کیتگر به صورت قانونی و به‌صورت طبیعی و شفاهی باشم، و یک روش برای ثبت و توضیح محتوای صحبت‌های او را ارائه دهم. بنابراین، بهتر است که می‌توانم با شما در مورد این مباحث صحبت کنم.

و من بایستی مطمئن شوم که مثل هر‌کدام از دوستان من، من همیشه در حمایت از حق اشتغالزایی و در حفظ از آزادی گفتمگی و خودگفتاری بودم. البته این حق‌ها به صورت میلیون‌های جسمانی و از این جهت که به شدت به مسئله مرتبط است، همیشه باید به راحتی و بدون تیغ در سطح مطالعه و آگاهی قرار گیرد.

یکی از روش‌های بررسی این امور، اجرای آزمون‌های مرحله‌ای و تشریح نتایج آنها می‌باشد. این روش‌ها البته باعث می‌شوند که بتوانستیم بهترین راه‌حل‌ها را پیدا کنیم و در نهایت به بهترین نتایج برسیم.

به طور کلی، من به خاطر اینکه در این زمینه‌ها اجتناب و پیشگیری از تعیین غمگینی در رفتار و انتخاب افراد عالی‌شناختی وجود داشته‌ام و به اشتناک و خوش‌حالی مناسبی در عوامل مرتبط با این امر می‌رسیدم.

از طرف دیگر، می‌توانم در اینجا به عنوان مثال گذارم که پیش از این، از این موضوعات به عنوان یک کلاسیک در حقوق بشر، با زبان صحبت کرده‌ام. البته اگر شما نیاز به هر گونه ملاحظه‌ای در این زمینه دارید، خوشحال شم که به شما کمک کنم.
در تاریخی میان‌برداری‌های سیاسی و تاریخی بین سرزمین‌های ایران و همسایگانش در جغرافیای فارس، نقش مهمی برای رخساختی و استحکام سیاسی و اجتماعی داشته‌اند. در این دوران، ارتباطات داخلی و بین‌المللی باعث شده‌اند که سیاست‌های محور و منطقه‌ای در سال‌های مختلفی را تأثیرگذاری بگذارند.

در دوره‌های مختلف، بین سرزمین‌های ایران و همسایگانش، ارتباطات تجاری، سیاسی و دیپلماتیک باعث شده‌اند که ثبات را در این منطقه تحت کنترل نگه دارند. در دوره‌هایی که ایران به عنوان مرکز قوی و ثابت در منطقه شناخته می‌شود، سیاست‌های این کشور باعث شده‌اند که سیاست‌های دیگر سطوح نیز تحت تأثیر قرار گیرند.

مثلاً در دوره‌هایی که ایران به عنوان مرکز قوی و ثابت در منطقه شناخته می‌شود، سیاست‌های این کشور باعث شده‌اند که سیاست‌های دیگر سطوح نیز تحت تأثیر قرار گیرند. در دوره‌هایی که ایران به عنوان مرکز قوی و ثابت در منطقه شناخته می‌شود، سیاست‌های این کشور باعث شده‌اند که سیاست‌های دیگر سطوح نیز تحت تأثیر قرار گیرند.

مثلاً در دوره‌هایی که ایران به عنوان مرکز قوی و ثابت در منطقه شناخته می‌شود، سیاست‌های این کشور باعث شده‌اند که سیاست‌های دیگر سطوح نیز تحت تأثیر قرار گیرند.
این بخش از متن نمی‌تواند به طور طبیعی بخوانده و ترجمه شود.
تم صدور مرسوم رئيس ابتدائي دربند بر اساس قرار مجلس نگهبان برلیونیت، و اتخاذ دراجات. وبستر و همکاران می‌توانند در این بخش از مسیر کاربردی، که به صورت فیزیکی مشخص شده است، به کار بگیرند.

توجه داشته باشید که در واقع این مسیر برای هر کسی که می‌خواهد بهترین راه را برای دریافت نتایج انتخابات انتخاباتی در برلیونیت بداند، نیازمند کاربرد در این بخش است.
[Text in Persian]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>همایش‌های بین‌المللی</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>انتخاب کننده‌های</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>اخیر</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>در سال 1910</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

از جهان‌های مختلف، از کشورهای مختلف و همچنین به‌صورت غیرانتفاعی و یا انتفاعی که کاکاوا به‌طور کلی‌های عرضگری و انرژی نیروگاه‌های الکتریکی، تابش‌های فضایی و تحقیقات فیزیکی و محیط‌زیستی در مورد وابستگی‌های انرژی به انرژی‌های موجود در هوا، آب، خاک و از طریق انرژی‌های نوینی مانند انرژی‌های هسته‌ای، انرژی‌های الکتریکی، انرژی‌های شناور، انرژی‌های پیشرفته و...

افزایش جمعیت در بخش‌های مختلف جهان، افزایش بحران‌های سیل‌پرور و خشکسالی، تغییرات اقلیمی...
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The above diagram shows the location and dimensions of the land of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. It was made for the Bahai Temple Unity by a draftsman of the Drainage Board of the Sanitary District. What we believe to be of considerable advantage for our purpose has been gained by the swinging of Greenleaf Avenue eighty feet to the north of its original route. This was accomplished by our giving up a tract of ground off the south boundary of the triangle, which lies north of Sheridan Road, for the use of the street. By this exchange with the village of Wilmette and by the closing of the fourteen foot alley way running east and west through the ground, the bulk of our land lies in one beautiful piece, having an area so large that a circle with a diameter of nearly 500 feet can be inscribed within it. At once the architects will see how beautifully this will lend itself to the nine-sided structure with its nine avenues and fountains, as desired by Abdul-Baha. To Mr. Charles Mason Remey and Mr. Howard C. Struven, when visiting Acca in 1910, Abdul-Baha said: "The Mashrak-el-Azkar must have nine sides, doors, fountains, paths, gateways, columns and gardens, with the ground floor galleries and domes, and in construction and design must be beautiful."—Corinne True.
I testify with my being and identity that verily He is God. There is no God but Him. He hath ever been God, and will be forever more the One, the Self-subsistent, the Eternal.

And I testify that verily the Blessed Perfection, His Holiness, Baha’u’llah, is no other than the Most Great Manifestation—magnified is His Grandeur and Glory!—who was promised in all the Holy Scriptures, and that the most great Mystery of God, the Branch extended from the Ancient Root, who hath decorated his head with the crown of Servitude and named himself Abdul-Baha (the Servant of Baha), is the Successor of the Blessed Perfection, the Center of His Covenant, and the Aim of His Testament.

And I testify that the hands of the Cause of God, bearers of His Ordinances to the servants and preachers of His Manifestation in the countries, are the saints of God and His chosen ones. By them the standard of the Cause of God is raised and His Signs are promulgated among the creatures. They are the lamps of God for all in the heaven and upon earth. Upon them be the Glory of God, His Praise and His Mercy!

O ye, our brothers, who believe in God and in the Books of all His religions! Know that all of us are unanimously believing in the Ancient Entity, the Eternal God; that He is the Creator of all things; that, verily, He hath ever been and will continue to be forever.

We also believe that the Prophets and the Manifestations of God were all bearers of the Message of God, and that the Holy Scriptures are His books. Accordingly, our belief and religion is that all the Prophets are of necessity as one light, one reality and as the rays of one sun, even though they may appear to be different each from the other and each as a different person talking in a different tongue. Therefore, all their laws and books must needs be as One Law and One Book, even though some of the ordinances be, in form, contradictory to others; because all of them have spoken on the part of God, the One, the Unit, and all the Ordinances and Laws are also revealed on His part. This assertion is in no need of further rational proof.

Now we submit that there are in the Holy Scriptures references concerning the most great Manifestation, and other predictions and signs regarding the end of the days. These prophecies are recorded in various texts, both chronological and symbolical. All the nations have awaited the appearance of such signs, and the coming Manifestation of their Promised One, with earnest
expectation. Yet, to the present day, the Sun of their hopes has not appeared to them from the horizon of their expectation.

As to the honorable and faithful Bahais, they believe that, verily, the promises and prophecies given in the Holy Scriptures have become fulfilled during the nineteenth century after Christ by the appearance of the Prince of the Universe—the most great BAHA'OLLAH, exalted is His Glory! This claim, held by them, is the best tidings to the expectant ones and a great joy to the seekers. But only those can approve it who are endowed with a pure heart and fortified with the confirmation of God, and who hearken with sincerity to perfect proofs, to decisive and satisfactory arguments.

The Bahai people is ready with all power and strength to prove its claim and to unfold the truth of its religion, not through material force, but by spiritual power; not through the strength of this world, but by that of the Kingdom. The Bahais wage war with all the armies of the nations of the world, not with swords and weapons, but through the power of Utterance and the unfoldment of the mysteries and meanings of the Divine Words. They subdue the cities of hearts, not with assaults of armies of men, but rather by indisputable proofs, by love, compassion and affection. Their sword is the Word of God; their hosts the divine Inspiration; their ranks, submissiveness, meekness, unselfishness and pure servitude in the presence of every soul, of whatsoever religious nation and toward every being in existence.

Their religion is to serve the people in the world; their principle is obedience to government; their teaching is summoning people unto God, the True One; their rewards and recompense come only from God; they freely offer to people the Bread of Life and freely give them the Water of Life. Let him who hungers and thirsts partake freely of their Table. Verily the doors of heaven are opened by the keys of the Knowledge of His Holiness, BAHA'OLLAH, the paradise of Enlightenment is decorated, the rivers of Inner Significance are flowing, the birds of Sacred Mysteries are soaring around, and the Spiritual Foods are prepared. Blessed are they who eat! Blessed are they who drink!

PERSIAN-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY.

O Thou Almighty! Illumine Thou this Association and make Thou this gathering the bright candle of the world! For their intention is for the public good and their aim is Service to humankind.

O Kind and Compassionate God! Such a Society merits Thy Favors and such a Body deserves inexhaustible Bounty and Providence.

Verily, Thou art Powerful, Mighty and Omnipotent, and verily, Thou art the Peerless and Incomparable God!

Proper Revealed by ABDU-BAHA April 3, 1910, for the P. A. E. S.

The following is a resume of the work of the Society, since its inception, in the early part of 1910:

Seven hundred dollars in cash has been sent to Teheran; the number of scholarships enrolled is 63; associate members, 19.

The Librarian has forwarded or arranged for the sending of considerable valuable material to the Tarbiat School in Teheran. During the past two months boxes of books have been received and forwarded to the Teheran Library from Mrs. L. E. Ruddiman, of Gobleville, Mich.; Mr. Frank D. Clark, of Buffalo, N. Y.; Mr. Nelson, of Racine, Wis., and Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, of San Francisco, respectively, the latter containing magazines. In addition to this, nearly $30.00 in stamps has been furnished by the Society to provide for sending packages by mail. Mrs. Goodall has agreed to pay the postage from here to Persia on all her packages. Our thanks are tendered to these generous con-
As it seemed important to secure catalogues of agricultural, mining, telephone and railway machinery and supplies, etc., the Society has been fortunate enough to obtain the insertion of a notice in the Daily Consular and Trade Reports of the Bureau of Manufactures. This has been followed by the receipt of many letters from all over the United States, from various factories. Catalogues to the number of 150 have been sent, covering a wide field of manufactures. These catalogues, received almost daily, are forwarded to Teheran at the close of each week. It is proposed to open an office in Teheran, display these catalogues, invite the public, and have an interpreter on hand to explain to visitors the usefulness of the machinery described. Beside this, the addresses of the friends in ten cities have been supplied to the various factories, so that they may send their catalogues direct to the friends in Persia, and we have received replies from these factories advising us that they have forwarded the literature.

Through the active co-operation of Mrs. Herman, of Philadelphia, we are in communication with the Director of the Commercial Museum of Philadelphia, and after advising him of our various needs he has inserted our name in the weekly bulletin of that institution, and this, going all over the country to manufacturers, has produced very gratifying results.

The appointment of five Americans as Financial Advisers to the Persian Government, recently authorized by the State Department, will, no doubt, stimulate our work. These advisers shall be sent for Persia during the current month, and this official recognition of American prestige will naturally be followed by a public desire to know more about our country, which this Society will be able to gratify. Our hearty thanks are due to the Assistant Librarian, Miss Margaret Green, who is working for the Society most effectively and unselfishly.

The following new scholarships have been subscribed since the last report, viz: No. 57. Pasadena Bahai Assembly, Pasadena, Cal. No. 58. N. R. Vakil and Mr. Hashmatullah, Bombay, India. No. 59. Mrs. Mountfort Mills, New York City. No. 60. Mrs. Harriet M. Cline, Los Angeles, Cal. No. 61. Mrs. and Mrs. Killius, Spokane, Wash. No. 62. Mr. Frank D. Clark, Buffalo, N. Y. No. 63. Mrs. Frank D. Clark, Buffalo, N. Y.

The following Tablet has been received from Abdul-Baha in regard to the important matter of sending two teachers to the School of Tarbiat:

O Thou Servant of the Blessed Perfection!

They have written from Teheran that there is need of a scientific teacher for the School of Tarbiat. He must be efficient in science as well as the English language; for at present there is no man in the School of Tarbiat who is a scientist or linguist. They are in need of both, science and the English language.

Therefore, consult with the believers of God and select one soon, from among the American Bahais, who is efficient in science and arts, and send him to Teheran. He will receive a salary sufficient to sustain him with the utmost ease while there.

Likewise select a woman teacher who may fill the position of principal as well as teacher, and send her without delay. The woman must have a share of the knowledge of sciences and be proficient in woman's work, such as sewing, housekeeping, hygiene and household economics, etc.

This matter is very necessary, and you must give to it the utmost importance and exert yourselves to bring this about; so that the association of the Interdependence of the West may render this assistance to the East.

Upon thee be Bahá-’l-‘Abhá!

Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, February 23, 1911.

In line with the foregoing, we shall be glad to hear from volunteers who may be able to teach the above branches. Within a month after the publication of this article the choice will be made.

Following the command of Abdul-Baha, the ORIENT-OccIDENT UNITY is being formed, to carry on in a larger way the work of the Persian-American Educational Society. A Central Executive Board has been established, with headquarters at Washington, composed of the following: Charles Mason Remey, Chairman; Arnauld Belmont, Vice-Chairman; Jos. H. Hannen, Secretary; Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Treasurer; Stanwood Cobh, Edwin C. Reed, Mrs. L. J. Young-Withee, Mrs. C. S. Coles and Mrs. E. C. Dunlop, Assistant Secretary.

A National and an International Executive Board, respectively, have been planned. The following have accepted membership on the former: Mr. Thornton Chase, Los Angeles, Cal.; Mr. Alfred F. Lunt, Boston, Mass.; Mrs. Helen Campbell, Boston, Mass.; Mrs. Agnes Parsons, Washington, D. C.; Mrs. Elizabeth Nouoro, Atlantic City, N. J.; Mrs. Louise Waite, Chicago, Ill.; Mr. Frank D. Clark, Buffalo, N. Y.; Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen, Kenosha, Wis.; Mr. Louis G. Gregory, Washington, D. C.

As soon as replies are received from the letters sent to the proposed members of the International Board, its personnel will be announced. We have received a favorable response from Mr. Maxwell, of Montreal, Canada.

The work which these Boards are expected to accomplish has been summarized under nine headings, as follows:

1. A proposed General Conference, either in the late Spring or early Autumn of the current year.
2. The arrangement of a program for this Conference.
3. The invitation of various speakers.
4. The translation of the Constitution into French, Russian, German, Italian, Persian, Arabic, Japanese, Turkish, Hindustani, etc.
5. The adoption of the Constitution at the Conference.
6. Printing literature and conducting a world-wide campaign of education.
7. Selecting suitable General Officers of the Orient-Occident Unity.
8. For the foregoing and other purposes of the Association, Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000) is needed, which should be in the Treasury as soon as possible.
9. General publicity in all legitimate ways.

Abdul-Baha, in a recent Tablet written by his own hand, says: “I have read the Constitution of the Orient-Occident Unity, and enclose herein the original and the translation. Collect the criticisms and suggestions, the ideas and improvements of all the wise and intelligent souls, and after the complete correction and perfecting of the Constitution, organize this movement.”

It is hoped that all who feel they have some new ideas may write to us, so that they may be incorporated in our Constitution, if compatible with the general plans and not already covered. We shall wait one month from the appearance of this article, as everything must be in readiness for the annual meeting of the Society in May. Copies of the proposed Constitution may be obtained upon application to the headquarters of the Orient-Occident Unity, 1800 Belmont Road, Washington, D. C.
The following contributions have been received up to this time for the initial expenses of the Orient-Occident Unity:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mlle. Odette M. d' Astré, Paris, France</td>
<td>$4.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Elizabeth Nourse, Atlantic City, N. J.</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Thornton Chase, Los Angeles, Cal.</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Agnes Parsons, Washington, D. C.</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. J. D. Bosch, Geyserville, Cal.</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. L. J. Young-Withee, Washington, D. C.</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another friend has promised a contribution of $50.00. It is earnestly hoped that enough contributions will be received that much depends upon first impressions, and the nature of the foundation will determine the possible massiveness and lasting qualities of the edifice.

It is in compliance with the wishes of Abdul-Baha that we present these facts to the friends, for he says: "The friends of God must encourage each other to be firm and steadfast, to reason and consult with each other, so that day by day this Society may progress." Again he says: "The believers of God must give great importance to this Society and arise to perform its fundamental principles and essential duties with heart and soul"—for—"in the future it will become the Association of the union of the kingdom of men, it will thoroughly combine and harmonize the East and the West and accomplish a great service to humanity." "This Society must be so organized and in the course of time its policies so well defined, that since the beginning of the world until now, no such Association has ever been founded. This must become the first Society embracing such aims and objects."

Joseph H. Hannen, Secretary.

NEWS FROM THE OCCIDENT.

GERMANY.

STUTTGART.—Universal success to the Star of the West. We hope this will be the first universal publication of the world, therefore, we suggest a few pages be added in German and French, then in Russian, Spanish, Danish, etc., adding a language every year until a universal language becomes manifest and accepted. Should you do this, we believe hundreds of souls will arise with willingness to assist you from all corners of the earth.

A Bahai Home has been established in Stuttgart since the beginning of January. It contains six rooms. Large meetings are held every other day, and we are ready to hold meetings or answer questions every evening. Our largest room is already too small to hold the increased attendance. There are also small meetings in other parts of the city.

Edwin Fisher.

HAWAII.

HONOLULU.—Our regular weekly spiritual meeting is held Fridays, 2 p. m., at the home of Mrs. Augur.

During the month of January, evening meetings were held at the homes of the believers.

From our Japanese students here, has come the call for translations of Bahai literature into their language. This we feel is very important.

We have had the pleasure of meeting Miss Lane and extending to her some of our Island hospitality. She was on her way to Japan. In response to Abdul-Baha's wishes for teachers to travel to the Orient, we sincerely hope that this assembly may be indeed a halfway station where spiritual refreshment may be found.

A very delightful afternoon was recently spent by eleven of the friends in a visit to the tubercular and non-tubercular patients of Leahi Home. The home is situated in a locality noted for the purity of the air and commands an unsurpassed view of both harbor and mountains. We went in company with the Hawaiian Band, whose selections were thoroughly enjoyed. All the visitors carried either homemade cookies, candy or flowers, and were received most heartily.

E. L. T. R.

UNITED STATES.

BOSTON, MASS.—During the recent visit to Boston of Miss Alice Mary Buckton, of London, England, the Bahai teachings were presented to hundreds of eager listeners. God's blessings have been manifest on every hand and in His power alone will be the "increase" to the seeds thus sown.

A question that Abdul-Baha asked Miss Buckton during her stay in Acca is one that might well be asked of every Bahai. He said: "Do you not say in the West
that this is the 'Day of the Comforter?" To which she replied in the affirmative. He then said: "Are you comforting? Are you doing the work of the Comforter?"

Requests have been made for a Sunday afternoon study class in order that those who are allied with different churches (and therefore find it impossible to attend the eleven o'clock meetings), may have the opportunity of looking more deeply into the teachings of this Revelation.

What a glorious opportunity is today offered to emphasize the points of union among men instead of points of difference, as has been the case in the past! This may indeed be the day in which both men and women lay aside the personal self and come more and more into the consciousness of the universal—that God's Kingdom—not man's—may indeed be established upon earth.

Grace Roberts, Cor. Sec'y.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Words cannot express the joy we have had in reading the Bahai News. May the beautiful new name given by the Blessed Servant of God cause the subscription list to be many times increased and we feel assured that the Star of the West will grow and glow with a universal and everlasting light.

The Assembly sends greetings and praises to the friends. We know naught but unity in our little circle and our one prayer is that we may "see Him face to face."

H. Mills, Sec'y.

CHICAGO, ILL.—During the past month Dr. Ameen U. Fareed and Mrs. Luella Gerling spent two weeks with the friends in Chicago, en route to the Pacific coast. They carry with them the love and good wishes of all.

The last Nineteen-Day Feast was held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. James F. Carmichael, and was largely attended, the subject of the evening being, "The Establishment of Unity as a Means of Drawing Abdul-Baha 'as a Magnet' to America."

The regular Nineteen-Day Tea of the Woman's Assembly of Teaching, was held at the home of Mrs. George Lesch. The subject most beautifully brought forth from appropriate readings was "Love." The monthly report of the officers and chairmen showed a continued zeal in their services.

The following tablet to the Board of Officers, in answer to a supplication written to Abdul-Baha by the Corresponding Secretary, was received:

Through Agha Zia Effendi, son of M. Mostafa, to the maid-servants of God;
Mrs. Ida Brush, Mrs. Mary B. Grayson, Mrs. Fannie G. Lesch, Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf, Mrs. Grace Foster, Mrs. Christine Loeding, Miss Laura E. Jones, Miss Mary Lesch, Shahnaz Khanum (Mrs. Louise R. Waite).

HE IS GOD!

O ye believers who are attracted to the Center of Lights!

Verily there have been various assemblies in America which were organized many times and out of these but few remained firm.

I supplicate to the Divine Majesty for the establishment of every assembly which hath turned its face towards God, left the scattered desires, abandoned the self and passion and become firm in the Cause of God as solid mountains, which are not agitated by the winds and violent storms.

Then, O ye maid-servants of the Merciful, it is incumbent upon ye to be firm, sincere and highly energetic and in great unity; severed from all save God; effaced and annihilated in the love of God; sacrificing yourselves under all conditions and circumstances; and glorious, so that ye may be filled with the love of El-Baha and that in ye nothing remains except the abundance of El-Baha. Should ye arise for these great gifts, ye may rest assured that the confirmations of the Holy Spirit will follow ye in every time and instant.

Upon ye be El-Baha-el-Abha! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Zia M. Bagdadi, Feb. 9, 1911.

The coming convention is a matter of deep interest to all of the Chicago friends and a hearty welcome awaits the delegates and visitors who will honor us by their presence on that important occasion.

Louise R. Waite.

FRUITPORT, Mich.—The friends are firm and steadfast in the blessed Cause, and are working in harmony and doing all they can to spread the teachings and their mites to the fund for the great Mashrak-al-Azkar.

Mrs. John Deremo.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Mr. Paul T. G. Marshall, Secretary of the New York Board of Council, after suffering from pleurisy for five days, passed peacefully out from the dim light of this earthly world on Friday, March 3rd, to the bright, glorious light of the Supreme Home. Bahai services were conducted at his late home, 139 Shippen street, Weehawken Heights, New Jersey, Sunday afternoon, March 5th, conducted by Mr. MacNutt and Mr.
Hoar. On Monday, March 6th, his remains were taken to Boston, Mass., and there interred, as Mrs. Marshall will shortly move to Boston.

James F. Brittingham.

Oakland, Cal.—At the time the accompanying photograph was taken in October, 1910, the Oakland Assembly numbered over one hundred and twenty members, so this group represents less than half the number. Since then, several have joined the San Francisco Assembly recently organized, as they live on that side of the bay. The Oakland Assembly includes, also, Berkeley, Alameda and Fruitvale, besides a few isolated believers living in the country who have always attached themselves to this center.

In connection with the picture, there is a happy little anecdote which I feel sure will interest all the friends. One of the believers brought with her a young Jewish lady who had lately heard the Message. She wanted very much to come, but with the understanding that she could follow her own guiding and not be taken in the picture if she felt that she did not honestly belong there. This attitude she expressed at some length and was, of course, assured that her honest scruples were understood and respected. So she stayed apart while the group was being arranged under the trees, but before very long, she quietly slipped in and sat by her friend.

No notice was taken of it then, but afterward I said to her: "So you decided you would like to join us after all?" "Yes," she replied, very earnestly, "while I sat there watching you people and noticed the different races, the little Japanese family, the Negro, the Persian, etc., and the friendship and harmony so in evidence among you all, I saw something that I have never seen before, and I said to myself, here is something true; here is something real—and—I just could not stay away!"

It is interesting to note there are nine children present (out of nineteen belonging to the Assembly), and that although the group is small, there are actually represented nine different nationalities: English, French, Swiss, Irish, Negro, Japanese, Jewish, Persian and American. It shows how cosmopolitan we are in this corner of the world.

Ella Goodall Cooper.

Continued on page 12.
O ye children of the Kingdom!

It is New Year; that is to say, the rounding of the cycle of the year. A year is the expression of a cycle (of the sun); but now is the beginning of a cycle of Reality, a New Cycle, a New Age, a New Century, a New Time and a New Year. Therefore, it is very blessed.

I wish this blessing to appear and become manifest in the faces and characteristics of the believers, so that they, too, may become a new people, and having found new life and been baptized with fire and spirit, may make the world a new world, to the end that the old earth may disappear and the new earth appear; old ideas depart and new thoughts come; old garments be cast aside and new garments put on; ancient politics whose foundation is war be discarded and modern politics founded on peace raise the standard of victory; the new star shine and gleam and the new sun illumine and radiate; new flowers bloom; the new spring become known; the new breeze blow; the new

---

*Revealed for the American friends in 1906, who had sent Abdul-Baha a New Year's (March 21st) Greeting.*
bounty descend; the new tree give forth new fruit; the new voice become raised and this new sound reach the ears, that the new will follow the new, and all the old furnishings and adornments be cast aside and new decorations put in their places.

I desire for you all that you will have this great assistance and partake of this great bounty, and that in spirit and heart you will strive and endeavor until the world of war become the world of peace; the world of darkness the world of light; satanic conduct be turned into heavenly behavior; the ruined places become built up; the sword be turned into the olive branch; the flash of hatred become the flame of the Love of God and the noise of the gun the voice of the Kingdom; the soldiers of death the soldiers of life; all the nations of the world one nation; all races as one race; and all national anthems harmonized into one melody. Then this material realm will be Paradise, the earth Heaven and the world of Satan become the world of Angels.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Our Persian section this issue contains: (1) Naurooz (New Year’s) Greeting to all the friends; (2) a statement of the policies of the Star of the West as it enters upon its second year; (3) dialogue between a Mohammedan priest and a Bahai; (4) translation of the “Exhortations”; (5) Tablets regarding Abdul-Baha’s coming to America; (6) translation of an article in a Russian newspaper; (7) review of the progress of the Bahai Cause in the West and record of the chief events; (8) invitation to the elderly and experienced Bahais of the East to write three articles concerning the lives of the Bab, Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha.

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA.

To the Bahai Assemblies, Greeting:

Having found that some of the friends feel inclined to send money to the Convention instead of a delegate, we desire to impress upon the Assemblies the privilege and importance of sending a representative for the reason that such a gathering is one of the greatest means of unity and the money thus spent will more than repay those who thus provide the means. The Convention instills new life and vigor and the returning delegates impart the knowledge gained regarding the progress of the work and carry the fragrances gathered wherever they go. So let us feel that we are not only erecting a building, but laying the foundation of Unity among mankind. Yours in service,

Bernard M. Jacobsen, Secretary.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

Through Mirza Ahmad Sohrah, to the attracted maid-servant of God, Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago, Ill.

HE IS GOD!

O thou beloved maid-servant of God!

Your detailed letter was perused and from its contents it became evident that the debt on the land of the Mashrak-El-Azkar is clear. This news made the hearts happy and caused infinite rejoicing.

Now it is hoped that the believers of God may show magnanimity and raise a great sum for the building, so that the foundation of the Mashrak-El-Azkar may be laid, and, perchance, God willing, the cornerstone of the foundation may be laid by the hands of Abdul-Baha.
This confirmation will descend upon the people of America if they will all arise and endeavor with great courage to establish union and harmony, so that every trace of difference may be uprooted and they may all become as one heart and one soul.

Convey the wonderful Abha greeting to all the friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful.

Upon thee be Baha Baha-el-Abha! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sobhah, March 4, 1911.

NEWS FROM THE OCCIDENT.

Continued from page 9.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Our Assembly has no especial news items to send for the first issue of the “Star of the West,” except that we have two meetings every week, at the homes of the believers, on Thursdays and Sundays. 

Jessie E. Revell.

San Francisco, Cal.—Much to the joy and satisfaction of the Bahais in California, the San Francisco Assembly has been established. The San Francisco friends met in January to organize and Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn was elected Chairman, Mr. Charles R. Lee was appointed Secretary and Treasurer, Mrs. Cordie C. Cline, Corresponding Secretary and Mrs. Emma C. Blum, Librarian. Forty-six members were enrolled. This was a good number for the beginning of an Assembly. The first regular meeting was held in the new room, Friday, February 24th, with twenty-four believers present. Great interest is already shown and two meetings a week are held. Committees will be appointed from time to time as the work progresses. The San Francisco and the Oakland Assemblies have already joined hands in good fellowship and love.

Helen S. Goodall.

Seattle, Wash.—In addition to the regular Sunday meeting held at 2916 Beacon avenue, South, which is more particularly for worship and praise in this glad Day, another gathering is held on Tuesdays at the office of Dr. Lathrop, 213 Peoples' Bank Building, which is for the purpose of study.

Mrs. Emma H. Harmon, a Bahai sister from North Bend, Oregon, has been with us for some weeks, and Miss Lydia Rainey, from North Yakima, a few days, resulting in a stronger bond of unity and desire for more consecrated service. Mr. Grant, who has been quite active in giving the Message, is now located in Olympia, a few hours' ride from Seattle.

A gratifying feature of the Assembly is that many are keeping the fast. A very great degree of harmony prevails and the unity which is the result of the love of God is becoming manifest.

Ida A. Finch.

Washington, D. C.—Since our last report, the affairs of the Washington Assembly have been marked by continued activity along all lines, and there are many evidences of growth. The meetings are well attended and much interest is shown by the audiences. The system of rotation in Chairmanships, under which every member of the Assembly who is willing to serve, is selected in alphabetical order, to arrange the Friday meetings, is developing new speakers and leaders, while the plan of Unity Feasts, several of the believers being chosen for each, following the same alphabetical arrangement, enables all to participate actively in the work of the Cause.

On the first day of 1911, the Message was given at a meeting of the “Secular League,” Washington's open forum, and was well received by the large number present. In February, Mr. R. C. Wilhelm spent several days in Washington, addressing a largely-attended meeting directed by our colored friends.

Mr. W. P. Ripley, who so ably served as Chairman of our Working Committee for a considerable period, and later as Vice-Chairman, has, with his family, gone to Orlando, Florida, for a prolonged sojourn. At the February meeting of the Working Committee, the vacancy caused by his absence was filled by the election of Mr. Louis G. Gregory as a member.

Miss M. C. Hudd, of Chicago, is a welcome addition to the ranks of the Washington friends.

On February 28th, a concert was given at the McNeel studio, under the direction of Professor Arthur D. Mayo, for the Mashrak-El-Azkar Fund. The following well-known musicians participated: Mrs. Walter A. Gawler, Mrs. William T. Reed, Mr. Richard P. Backing, Mr. J. Walter Humphrey, Mr. Edwin L. Borchart and Professor Mayo. Over $40 was realized from this concert.
Mr. Gregory has planned to go to Egypt to meet Abdul-Baha, and it is his intention to sail from New York, on March 25th. He expects to visit the European Assemblies while on this trip.

On Thursday, March 9th, our dear brother, Elwin Moore, was called to the Higher life. Bahai funeral services were held at the residence of Dr. E. H. Egbert, and many of the friends were present. Although Mr. Moore has been away from us for about a year, his earnest and winsome personality will be greatly missed. Our tender sympathy and love are extended to the widow, formerly Miss Ursula Shuman, of this city, and to Mrs. Getsinger and Miss Hebe J. Moore, his sisters. In these strong tests of faith, the Bahai spirit is splendidly triumphant, and thus in long-delayed fulfillment of prophecy, death has lost its sting and the grave is despoiled of its victory.

**Joseph H. Hannen.**

---

**ASSEMBLIES IN THE OCCIDENT.**

_Secretaries are requested to see that their Assembly is correctly represented._

**CANADA.**

_Montreal, Que._—Weekly meeting held Friday evenings at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Maxwell, 716 Pine Avenue.

**ENGLAND.**

_London, Eng._—Regular meeting of Assembly Friday, 8:15 p. m., at 10 Chegliston Gardens; Wright's Lane, Kensington High Street.

**GERMANY.**


_Zuffenhausen._—At the home of Herrn und Frau F. Schweizer, Karl strasse 26a.

**UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.**

_Akron, Ohio._—Meetings every Thursday, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Russell L. Brooker, 29 Hawthorne Avenue.

_Baltimore, Md._—Regular weekly meetings Tuesday evenings at 6:30 West North Avenue, and Sunday evenings at 516 Broadway. Residence of Secretary, 629 West North Avenue.

_Boston, Mass._—Sunday mornings, at 11 o'clock, in Beckton Hall, 200 Huntington Avenue. Miss Grace Robarts, Corresponding Secretary.

_Buffalo, N. Y._—Meetings every Sunday and Thursday evening at 494 Elmwood Avenue.

_Cleveland, O._—Meetings Wednesday evening at the home of Dr. and Mrs. C. M. Swingle, 2101 Prospect Avenue.

_Denver, Colo._—Regular meetings, Sunday, 3:30 p. m., at 4141 Xavier Street; Monday, 8 p. m., at 1608 Broadway, and group meetings Thursday afternoon at homes of the friends. G. Nathaniel Clark, Secretary, 4141 Xavier Street.

_Fruitport, Mich._—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 2:30 p. m. Mrs. John Deremo, Secretary.

_Ithaca, N. Y._—Regular meeting of Assembly, Friday evenings at the residence of Dr. W. E. House, 241 South Cayuga Street.

_Kenosha, Wis._—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 10:30 a. m.; Sunday school, 9:30 a. m., at Gronquish Hall, 218 Park Street. Address of Assembly, Fountain Nicholas, Secretary, 868 Park Street.

_Los Angeles, Cal._—F. B. Beckett, Secretary, 429 Citizens' National Bank Building.

_New York, N. Y._—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a. m., at Genealogical Hall, 220 West 58th Street.

_Oakland, Cal._—Charles R. Lee, Secretary, 1523 Jackson Street, San Francisco. Mrs. Corliss Cline, Corresponding Secretary, 233 Griffith Avenue, San Mateo, Cal.

_Philadelphia, Pa._—Miss Jessie E. Revell, Secretary, 1429 Mayfield Street.

_Portland, Ore._—Regular weekly meeting, Thursday, 2 p. m., at 501 Yamhill Street, corner Fifteenth Street. Mrs. M. M. Rabb, Secretary, 1146 Willamette Boulevard, Station F.

_Seattle, Wash._—Regular weekly meeting held at 2916 Beacon Avenue, South.

_Spokane, Wash._—Regular weekly meeting held Friday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Killius, 124 Fifth Avenue, Miss E. Mabel King, Secretary, E413 Mission Avenue.

_Sumner, Va._—Meeting on fourth Sunday; address care Mrs. R. H. Duckett.

_Washington, D. C._—Regular meetings Friday evenings at 8:15; Sunday mornings at 11:15, at 1219 Connecticut Avenue. Mail address of Assembly, P. O. Box 152. Residence of Secretary, 1252 Eight Street, N. W.
جراحات آسم، وکابوس‌ها و چشم‌های مرطوب

سالیان دوم و سه، سوریه به سر می‌برد. در این دوره، مسئولیت‌ها و روند سیاسی و اقتصادی شدیداً تغییر کرده‌اند. در سال دوم، جنگ‌های داخلی بیشتری رخ داد و منجر به کناره‌گیری‌های حاکمیتی شد. در سال سوم، شوراها و شورای‌های محلی بیشتری تشکیل شدند و نقش بزرگی در امور ملی و داخلی داشتند.

مطالعه بر اساس اسناد و اطلاعات موجود نشان می‌دهد که در سال‌های دوم و سه مadanیت و تکامل فرهنگی بسیاری را دیده‌ایم. بسیاری از مردم به‌کارگیری این اسناد و اطلاعات را بهره‌مند کردند.

در مورد جراحات آسم، وکابوس‌ها و چشم‌های مرطوب، باید به این توجه کرد که این موضوعات در این دوره بسیار شناخته‌پذیر و اهمیت داشتند. به طوری که در برخی از پژوهش‌ها به‌کارگیری این اسناد و اطلاعات را بهره‌مند کردند.
با سلام مهربانان،

موفقانه پیامرسیدم که نتیجه‌گیری‌های مهمی از برنامه‌های گذشته انجام شده‌اند. در اینجا، مواردی که به پرداختن و بررسی می‌شود، نیاز به اطلاعات دقیق و کامل دارند.

با توجه به این موارد، شاید بهتر باشد که اطلاعاتی از برنامه‌های گذشته به روش‌های بهینه‌سازی ارائه دهیم. این باعث می‌شود که بهترین راه‌حل‌ها برای ایجاد بهره‌وری و کاهش خروجی بررسی شوند.

در این مورد، با پیشرفت‌های جدیدی در روش‌های پیشرفت برنامه‌های گذشته، امکان پذیرفته شده است که این برنامه‌ها را با بهترین روش‌ها پیشرفت دهیم. مواردی که به پرداختن و بررسی نیاز دارند، بهترین راه‌حل‌ها برای ایجاد بهره‌وری و کاهش خروجی بررسی شوند.

با توجه به این موارد، ممکن است بهتر باشد که اطلاعاتی از برنامه‌های گذشته به روش‌های بهینه‌سازی ارائه دهیم. این باعث می‌شود که بهترین راه‌حل‌ها برای ایجاد بهره‌وری و کاهش خروجی بررسی شوند.

با تشکر,

[نام و نام خانوادگی]
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CONTENTS OF PERSIAN SECTION.

Our Persian section this issue contains: (1) a brief account of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab's recent visit to New York City; (2) illustration of a thirty-six-story building to be erected in that city; (3) quotations from two recent Tablets from Abdul-Baha regarding his coming to America; (4) news of the Cause in Abade, Persia, mentioning the organization of Mahfele Entezam and a branch of the Tarbiat school; (5) local news of the Cause in Rasht telling of the organization of Mahfele Morattab; (6) news from Gazvin that articles have been written in newspapers against the Star of the West; (7) answer of the Editor to the said articles; (8) an article from Bakon, pertaining to the benefits of Western civilization, and pointing out some of the shortcomings of Oriental countries; (9) extract from Tablet regarding the progress of the Cause in America and Japan, and that American friends, praising them for their zeal in serving the Cause and expressing happiness at the news that Abdul-Baha may visit America.

LONDON, ENGLAND, NEWS NOTES.

On February 25th, a meeting was held especially for Mr. W. Tudor-Pole to meet the Bahais, and speak to them of his visit to Abdul-Baha, and in what ways we could best forward the Cause. He urged that we should remain in existing organizations as far as possible, endeavoring to spiritualize them and communicate the spirit of the Bahai to the others within those organizations, rather than by coming out and forming new assemblies, which might only result in a new sect. He read a translation of Abdul-Baha's beautiful address to be delivered before the First Races Congress, to be held here this summer, in the University of London, July 26-29. This address will be published in the volume issued by the Congress and can afterwards appear in the Star of the West. This Congress is the child of the Union of Ethical Societies of America and England. Prof. Felix Adler started the idea. It is supported from over fifty countries, and by thirty Presidents of Parliament, forty Colonial Bishops, some hundred and thirty Professors of International Law, besides others too numerous to mention here. "The prime purpose of the Congress is to cultivate mutual knowledge and respect between Occidental and Oriental peoples." So Mr. Tudor-Pole thought it our duty as Bahais to do all in our power to help to make this wonderful Congress a success. We can at least all do something to make it more known and induce others to join it as either active or passive members, at $5.25, or $2, for which sum the passive member will receive all the literature, "a veritable Encyclopedia on the race question." Write for the prospectus to Mr. G. Spiller, 63 South Hill Park, Hampstead, London, N. W.

On March 1st, Archdeacon Wilberforce spoke in his church, St. John's, Westminster, London, on our Movement, and in his sermon the following Sunday answered many questions he had received by post. How much interest this has created is shown by the fact that within the following ten days, Mr. Mayle sold 220 copies of Mr. Sprague's "Story of the Bahai Movement," clearing out the last of the second edition. A third one is now in hand. Although 10,000 copies of this booklet have been distributed, yet only a small proportion of the people have heard of the Bahais.

A Unitarian minister at Highgate has asked for a Bahai to speak, from his pulpit, of the Faith whereby he lives. Miss Jack, who was some time teaching English to the daughters of Abdul-Baha, has now taken a studio at 13 Hanover street, London, W., where she is at home to any interested in the Cause on Sunday afternoons, 4 to 6 o'clock. We have a definite centre now at Manchester—address Mr. Ed. Theo. Hale, 1 North Street, Higher Broughton. He writes "that the flame burns undimmed on these little Manchester altars."

—Arthur Cutburt.
TABLET REVEALED BY BABA’OLLAH

TO THE SULTAN OF TURKEY.

Describing the sufferings of himself and his followers, after his arrival in Akka.

HE IS THE POSSESSOR IN HIS MIGHT AND POWER!

The Supreme Pen proclaims:

O, thou personage, who considerest thyself the greatest of all men, while looking upon the Divine Youth, thinking him to be the lowest of men, yet through him the Eye of the Supreme Concourse is brightened and illumined. This Youth has never made nor will he ever make a request of thee: For from the beginning every one of the Manifestations of Mercifulness and the Dawning-Places of the Glory of the Almighty, who, have stepped forth from the Realm of Immortality upon the arena of existence and shone forth with great splendor for the quickening of the dead, men like thee have considered those Sanctified Souls and Temples of Oneness upon whom the reformation of the world depends, as the people of strife, and wrong-doers. Verily, their names (the deniers) are forgotten and erelong thy name will also be forgotten and thou shalt find thyself in great loss. According to thy opinion this Quickener of the World and its Peace-Maker is culpable and seditious. What crime have the women, children and suffering babes committed, to merit thy wrath, oppression and hate? In every religion and community the children are considered innocent, nor does the Pen of Divine Command hold them responsible, yet the reign of thy tyranny and despotism has surrounded them. If thou art the follower of any religion or sect, read thou the Heavenly Books, the Inspired Epistles and the Divine Writings, so that thou mayest realize the irresponsibility of children. On the other hand, even those people who do not believe in God, have never committed such crimes.

In everything an effect is hidden, and no one has denied the effects of things except an ignorant one who is completely denied and deprived of intelligence. Therefore, undoubtedly the lamentation of these children and the cries of these wronged ones will produce a great effect.

You have persecuted a number of souls who have shown no opposition in your country and who have instigated no revolution against the government; nay, rather, days and nights they have been peacefully engaged in the mentioning of God. You have pillaged their properties and through your tyrannical acts, all they had was taken from them. When the order was issued for the banishment of this Youth, these souls began to lament, but the officers who constituted my guard mentioned that these souls had committed no wrong, nor has the government banished them, but if they desire they may follow you, for no one will oppose them. Consequently, they paid all their own
expenses and leaving their property behind, they were contented with the Countenance of this Youth and trusting upon God they departed again with the True One, until the fortress of Akka became the place of the incarceration of Baha’. The day after the arrival, the officials of the army surrounded the men, women and children and carried them to the gloomy dungeon of the barrack. The first night they were given neither bread nor water, for the sentinels were guarding the door of the prison and permitted no one to leave the place. They did not consider the plight of these wronged ones. Water was asked for, but it was refused. It is now some time since we are all imprisoned in this dungeon; although we were living for five years in Adrianople and all the people, whether ignorant or wise, rich or poor, testified to the sanctity and holiness of these servants.

When departing from Adrianople one of the believers of God sacrificed himself with his own hand, for he could not see this Wronged One in the hands of the tyrants. On our way we were transferred three times, from one ship to another, and it is evident that a number of the children suffered under these severe circumstances. When we left the steamer, they separated four of the friends from us, and prevented them from following, and upon the departure of this Youth, one of the four, named Abdul Gaffar, threw himself into the sea and no one has ever found any trace of him. This is a drop of the ocean of persecution which surrounded and encircled us. Notwithstanding these things, they are not yet satisfied, and every day the officers of the government are increasing their hard-heartedness, nor is it ended; day and night they are forming new intrigues and adding to our sufferings. From the government supplies, these prisoners receive three loaves of bread to last for twenty-four hours, and no one is able to eat it.

From the beginning of the world, no such persecutions have been seen or heard of! I declare by the One who has commanded Baha’ to speak, between the heavens and the earth, there is no name or mention for you equal to those who sacrificed their spirits, bodies and property for the love of God, the Mighty, the Powerful, the Omnipotent! Before God, a handful of dust is greater than your kingdom, sovereignty, glory and dominion, and should He desire, He would scatter you as the sand of the desert, and ere long His wrath shall overtake thee, revolutions shall appear in your midst and your countries will be divided! Then you will weep and lament and nowhere will you find help and protection. The mentioning of these facts is not for the sake of your becoming mindful, for already the wrath of God has surrounded you, but you have not nor will you become mindful; neither is it for the sake of reciting the persecutions which have descended upon these holy souls, for they are intoxicated with the Wine of the Merciful and they are so exhilarated with the clear Salsabil of Divine Providence, that should the persecutions of all the world descend upon them in the Path of God, they are satisfied, nay, rather, grateful; they never had nor will they ever have any complaints to offer. At every moment the blood in their bodies begs and supplicates from the Lord of both worlds, that it be shed upon the ground in His Path; likewise their heads yearn to be raised upon a spear for the sake of the Beloved of the heart and soul. For several times the tests of God have descended upon you, and you were not mindful; one was a conflagration which burned the city with the Fire of Justice, so much so that poets have composed poems about it, declaring that such a conflagration has never appeared before; notwithstanding this your negligence increased. Then the cholera came, and still you remained heedless. Be ye watchful, for the wrath of God is prepared, and ere long ye shall behold that which is descended from the Pen of Command. Have ye
thought that your glory is everlasting, or did ye dream that your kingdom would remain forever? No, by the life of God! Your glory is not eternal, and our humiliation will not last. This humiliation is the diadem of all the glories, and only man in his perfection can comprehend it.

When this Youth was a child and had not yet reached the age of maturity, one of my brothers intended to marry in Teheran and according to the custom of that country, for seven days and nights they were engaged in feasting and banqueting. The program for the last day of the entertainments for the guests was the play of Sultan Salim. The ministers, the grandees and officials of the city were there in a great throng, and this Youth was sitting in one of the galleries of the building and was observing the scenes. Then they raised a great tent in the middle of the court; representations of human forms only a few inches in height would come out of the tent and cry: "The king is coming, arrange the seats in order." Then the other figures came out, sweeping the ground while a number were sprinkling the streets with water; then another picture was presented, who was supposed to be the herald, acquainting the people to be ready for review before His Majesty, the Sultan.

Then the ministers came, with hat and shawl, according to the Persian custom; others were present with clubs, while a number of others were garbed as chamberlains, aides-de-camp, ferrashes and executioners with instruments of punishment. All these men were lined according to their station and class. At last the king appeared, with sovereign power and shining diadem upon his head, and with splendor and glory walked slowly and majestically, and with perfect calmness, tranquility and composure, seated himself upon the throne. At that moment the noise of the guns and the music of the national anthem was raised, and the smoke surrounded the tent and the king. When the air was cleared, it was seen that the king was on his throne, and the ministers, the magistrates and secretaries had taken their places according to their rank. Immediately, a thief, captured by the police, was brought before the king, and a royal order was issued to behead him. Then the chief of the executioners took the captive and decapitated him, and a red fluid, which was like blood, was seen by all the spectators. While the Sultan was consulting with some of his ministers, the news was brought in that a certain person had become a rebel. The Sultan issued orders that several regiments of soldiers and artillerymen be sent to the scene and quell the disturbance. After a few minutes the thunderous noise of guns and artillery was heard behind the tent, and we were told they were engaged in battle. This Youth became astonished and bewildered at these affairs. Then the review ended and the curtain descended.

After twenty minutes a man came out from behind the tent with a box under his arm. I asked him, "What is this box? Where is the king and all the men?" He answered that all these great things and manifest objects, such as kings, princes and ministers, glory, majesty, power and sovereignty that we beheld were enclosed in this box.

I declare by the Lord who has created all things through His Word, that from that day all the conditions of this world and its greatness are like that play before the eyes of this Youth. It has not nor will ever have the weight of a mustard seed. I was wondering greatly that the people glorify themselves in these affairs, notwithstanding this, the people of insight will discern with the eye of certainty the end of the glory of every great one before beholding it. I have seen nothing except I have discerned its transiency, and God testifies to this. It is incumbent upon every soul in these few days of life to spend them in truthfulness and justice and if he be not confirmed with the knowledge of the True One, he can at least walk in the path of equity and intelligence.
Ere long all these apparent things, manifest treasuries, worldly wealth, valiant soldiers, beautiful dresses and haughty souls, will be enclosed in the box-like tomb, similar to the box which contained all the players, and all this quarrel, strife and so-called honors are like the play of the children before the people of insight. Be ye admonished, and be not of those who see the Truth and yet deny. These things will not affect this Youth and the friends of the True One, for they are all prisoners and enchained, and will not nor will ever make any request of people like thee.

The point is this, that thou mayest raise thy head from the bed of negligence and become mindful and not oppose the servants of God without reason. Bear in mind that so far as power and strength remain in the body, thou shouldst remove persecutions from the oppressed ones. Shouldst thou have a little justice and behold with the eye of certainty in the affairs and differences of the ephemeral world, thou shalt acknowledge that all of them are like unto the above-mentioned play. Hearken unto the word of Truth! Be thou not proud on account of the world. Where are those people who were like unto thee, who claimed divinity in this earth without the permission of God, and desired to extinguish the Light of God and to demolish the foundation of Truth? Dost thou see any one of them? Be just! Then turn to God, perchance He may forgive the sins thou hast committed in this ephemeral life. Yet we know that thou shalt not become assisted in this, for through thy tyranny the Fire of Sinai flamed forth, the Spirit wept, and the hearts of the angels bled.

O, ye people of the earth! Hearken to the voice of this Oppressed One with the ear of the soul, and ponder ye deeply over the above-mentioned story. Perchance ye may not be burned with the fire of passion and desire, and be not prevented from the meeting of the True One, through the worthless things of the faithless world. Glory and abasement, poverty and wealth, trouble and tranquillity, all shall pass away, and ere long all the inhabitants of the earth shall return to the tomb. Therefore every possessor of insight must behold the immortal outlook, that peradventure, through the Bounties of the Eternal Sovereign, he may enter into the everlasting Kingdom and rest under the shade of the Tree of Command. Although the world is the place of treachery and duplicity, yet under all circumstances it reminds all the people with the idea of change. The passing of the father is an admonition for the son, and it reminds him that he, too, must pass away. It would have been well if the people of the world who are amassing great fortunes and are deprived of the True One, knew what would become of their great wealth. By the Life of Baha', no one is cognizant of this fact except God, Glorified is His Station!

The philosopher, Avicena—peace be upon him—says: “Be admonished, O ye whose hearts are darkened, be ye admonished O ye, whose faces are covered with the lines of age!” However, the majority of the people are asleep. The example of those souls is like unto a person who was so intoxicated with wine that he was showing the signs of affection to a dog, and showering upon him tender words of love and affection. When the morning of intelligence dawned, and the horizons of the heaven were illumined with the brilliant orb, he beheld that his beloved was only a dog; when ashamed, regretful and remorseful on account of his act, he returned to his home.

Do thou not think that thou hast made this Youth powerless, or that thou hast conquered him. Thou art defeated by one of the servants, but knowest it not. The worst and lowest of creatures ruled over thee, and that is, thy passion and desire, which has been condemned forever. If it were not on account of the consummate Wisdom of God thou wouldst have seen thy...
weakness and the weakness of the people of the earth. This humility is the
glory of My Cause, wert thou to know! This Youth has never loved nor
will ever love to utter any word which is against courtesy. Verily, courtesy
is My Garment with which we have adorned the temples of our favorite
servants. Otherwise some of thy actions that thou thinkest are unknown,
would be mentioned in this Tablet. O, thou possessor of might! These little
children and these friends of God did not need the officers and soldiers as
guards. After our arrival, one of the officers presented himself and after much
conversation expressed his own innocence and thy crime. This Youth men­
tioned to him that: “Primarily, it was necessary to bring about a meeting of
the Ullamas of the time and Himself so that the crimes of which these servants
are accused might become evident. However, time has passed and according to
thy statement thou art commanded to imprison us in the ‘most desolate city.’
But I have one wish to make of thee, and that is to request of His Majesty,
the Sultan, to grant Me an audience of ten minutes in order that he may ask
the proofs and arguments which he thinks would establish the validity of the
Word of God. If the proofs which he desires are made manifest on the part
of God, he should then liberate these wronged ones and leave them to their own
condition.”

He promised to take this message and send an answer, but we heard
nothing more from him; although it is not the Station of this True One to
present Himself before any person, for all the people are created for His
worship: Yet for the sake of these little children and the number of women
who are away from their country and people, we volunteered this act, but
notwithstanding this, no result was produced. Omar is living and ready, ask
of him so that the Truth may become manifest to thee. Now all these exiled
ones are sick and lying in prison. No one but God the Mighty, the Glorious,
knows what will happen to us.

During the first days two of these servants passed into the Supreme
Concourse. One day one of the officers commanded that they could not
remove those blessed bodies unless they were paid for the shroud and casket,
although no one ever asked anything of them. At that time we possessed no
earthly means, and when we insisted that they leave the work to us and allow
the friends to prepare the dead for burial, they refused. Finally they took
a rug to the bazaar and sold it at auction, and delivered the money to the
officers. Later on it became evident that they only dug the ground and laid
the two blessed bodies in the one grave, although they had been doubly paid
for shrouds and caskets. The pen is unable and the tongue is powerless to
describe that which has descended upon us; however, all these poisons of tests
are sweeter to this Youth than honey. I pray that under all circum­
stances the trials of the world in the Path of God and the Love of the Merciful may
descend upon this Ocean of Significances. We beg of Him patience and
endurance.

Thou art weak, and knowest it not. Couldst thou realize and be perfumed
with the fragrance wafted from the direction of the Ancient Beauty, thou
wouldst leave everything that thou hast in hand and hasten to come and live
in one of the ruined rooms of this Most Great Prison. Ask thou of God that
thou mayest attain to the age of maturity so that thou mayest recognize the
beauty and ugliness of deeds and actions. Peace be upon those who follow
guidance!

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, especially for the Star of the West.
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, one thou­sand, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant. In the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

BAHAI CALENDAR.

Vol. II
Chicago, (April 9, 1911) Jalal No. 2

To the Editors of the STAR OF THE WEST:

O ye Editors of the STAR OF THE WEST!

Your letter was received and your effort became known. I hope that, day by day, you may add to your effort and give importance to this newspaper, for it shall progress step by step and shall attain to the praiseworthy station.

The detailed Tablets of Abdul-Baha in regard to Exhortations and Education are many. Ask for them and print them in the paper. You have permission. Whenever, in the future, detailed Tablets are written, copies will be sent to you for publication.

Upon ye be Baha-El-Abha! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA.ABBAS.

Extract from Tablet to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab in reference to the foregoing Tablet:

"A new Tablet is revealed for the Editors of the STAR OF THE WEST. Translate and forward it to them. The volume of this newspaper, God willing, will grow to the dimensions that you outline. There are many detailed and general Tablets by Abdul-Baha upon purely exhortational matters, pertaining to moral and spiritual development. Print them by degrees in the STAR OF THE WEST. Likewise, whenever, in the future, you receive any detailed Tablets, you should print them in its columns. God willing, the number of its subscribers shall also increase."

(Continued)
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ASSEMBLIES IN THE OCCIDENT.

Secretaries are requested to see that their Assembly is correctly represented.

CANADA.

MONTREAL, Que.—Weekly meeting held Friday evening at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Maxwell, 716 Pine Avenue.

ENGLAND.

LONDON, Eng.—Regular meeting of Assembly Friday, 8:15 p.m., at 10 Cheniston Gardens; Wright's Lane, Kensington, High Street. Bahai Reading Room, 137A High Street, entrance from Wright's Lane.

GERMANY.

STUTTGART, WURTTEMBERG.—Regular Meetings of Assembly Friday evening. Kanzlei strasse 24p. ZUFFENHAUSEN.—At the home of Herrn und Frau F. Schweizer, Karl strasse 26i.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

AKRON, OHIO.—Meetings every Thursday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Russell L. Brooker, 29 Hawthorne Avenue.

BALTIMORE, Mr.—Regular weekly meetings Tuesday evening at 629 West North Avenue, and Sunday evening at 516 Broadway. Residence of Secretary, 629 West North Avenue.

BOSTON, Mass.—Sunday morning, at 11 o'clock, in Beacon Hall, 200 Huntington Avenue; study class, Friday, 8 p.m., at 69 Gainsborough Street. Miss Julia Culver, Corresponding Secretary, 38 Putnam Avenue, Cambridge.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Meetings every Sunday and Thursday evening at 494 Elmwood Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Cornithian Hall, 17th floor Masonic Temple, State and Randolph Streets. Address of Assembly, P. O. Box 283, George Leach, Secretary. Bahais coming to Chicago who wish to be met at the railroad station and be put into communication with the friends in this city, may address Mrs. Charles H. Greenleaf, 4855 Kenmore Avenue. Telephone Ravenswood 3025.

CINCINNATI, O.—Meeting held Wednesday evening at the homes of the friends. Residence of Secretary, Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton, 543 Mitchell Avenue.

CLEVELAND, O.—Meetings Wednesday evening at the home of Dr. and Mrs. C. M. Swingle, 2101 Prospect Avenue.

DENVER, Colo.—Regular meetings, Sunday, 3:30 p.m., at 4141 Xavier Street; Monday, 8 p.m., at 1068 Broadway, and group meetings Thursday afternoon at homes of the friends. G. Nathaniel Clark, Secretary, 4141 Xavier Street.

FRUITPORT, Mich.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 2:30 p.m., at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Nels Peterson. Mrs. John Deremo, Secretary.

ITHACA, N. Y.—Regular meeting of Assembly, Friday evening at the residence of Dr. W. E. House, 241 South Cayuga Street.

KENSINGTON, Wls.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 10:30 a.m.; Sunday school, 9:30 a.m., at Gronquish Hall, 218 Park Street. Address of Assembly, Mr. Charles Carlson, Secretary, 418 Crate Street. Mrs. Anna Bohanan, Secretary, Women's Assembly.

LOS ANGELES, Cal.—F. B. Beckett, Secretary, 429 Citizens' National Bank Building.

MUSKEGON, Mich.—Meetings held Wednesday afternoon at 52 Jackson Street. Mrs. Helene Bagg, Secretary.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Genealogical Hall, 226 West 58th Street.

OAKLAND, Cal.—Charles R. Lee, Secretary, 1523 Jackson Street, San Francisco. Mrs. Cordie Cline, Corresponding Secretary, 233 Griffith Avenue, San Mateo, Cal.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.—Miss Jessie E. Revell, Secretary, 1429 Mayfield Street.

PORTLAND, Ore.—Regular weekly meeting, Thursday, 2 p.m., at 501 Yamhill Street, corner Fifteenth Street. Mrs. M. M. Rabb, Secretary, 1146 Willamette Boulevard, Station F.

SEATTLE, Wash.—Regular weekly meeting held at 2916 Beacon Avenue, South.

SPOKANE, Wash.—Regular weekly meeting held Friday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Killius, 124 Fifth Avenue. Miss E. Mabel King, Secretary, 3:30 p.m., at 4141 Xavier Street. Telephone Ravenswood 3025.

SUMMERDUCK, Va.—Meeting on fourth Sunday; address care Mrs. R. H. Duckett.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Regular meetings Friday evening at 8:15; Sunday morning at 11:15, at 1219 Connecticut Avenue; Wednesday evening at 8:00, at 1937 Thirteenth Street, N. W. Mail address of Assembly, P. O. Box 192. Residence of Secretary, Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, 1282 Eighth Street, N. W.
WORDS OF BAHÁ’U’LLAH.

O my servant! O Joseph! Hear the tone of God and do not compare this day with any other day, neither the wonderful, sweet Word of God with any other words; look to the apparent matters with thine own eye, and do not follow anyone in knowing the Greatest and Brilliant Orb.

In this day, the beloved of God must not hesitate or delay an instant in teaching the Cause of the Manifestation, and must summon the people continually, with great admonition and conciliating words, to the Religion of Majestic Oneness; because, verily, in this day, to the soul who is the cause of guidance to another soul the recompense of a martyr in the way of God will be assuredly recorded by the Pen of the Cause, for his deed.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MATERIAL CIVILIZATION AND DIVINE CIVILIZATION.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHÁ. *

To Mr. Arthur S. Agnew, Chicago, Ill. Upon him be BAHÁ’U’LLAH-el-ABHA! HE IS GOD!

O Thou Servant of the Beauty of ABHA!

I received thy letter, and the books that thou hadst sent have been received. Convey, on my behalf, most wonderful ABHA, greetings unto Mr. Albert R. Windust, Miss Gertrude Buikema and Miss Mary Lesch. During hours of leisure, when in the middle of the night I engage in supplications, I shall beg for assistance and favor in their behalf. Indeed, they have made a great effort in the printing and publication of the Letters (i.e., Tablets).†

As to the difference between the natural (i.e., physical or material) civilization which is in the present day in force, and the Divine civilization which shall be of the results of The House of Justice: The material civilization prevents and safeguards people from committing evil deeds, through the force of the laws of retaliation and correction. Thus, you see how prohibitory laws and rules of correction are constantly in circulation and yet, by no means, any (adequate) law of retribution is to be found; and in all the cities of Europe and America spacious prison buildings have been founded and established for correcting and punishing the criminals.

But the Divine civilization will so train mankind that no soul will commit crimes, except rare (or few) individuals, which exception is of no importance whatsoever. Consequently, there is much difference between preventing people from evil actions and crimes through correction and retaliation or through violent punishment, and so training them, enlightening them and...

* First of a series of Tablets containing Exhortations to moral and spiritual development.
† Refers to the compilation of three volumes of "Tablets of Abdul-Baha," by the Baha'i Publishing Society in America.
spiritualizing them that they will shun crimes and evil deeds without any fear (however) of punishment, prevention or retaliation. Nay, they will consider crimes themselves as the greatest punishment and mightiest retribution, will be attracted to the virtues of the human world and devotedly spend their lives in that which is conducive to the enlightenment of mankind and to spreading qualities acceptable in the Threshold of the Almighty.

Consequently, consider what a difference and distinction is there between the material civilization and the Divine civilization! The natural civilization prevents men from doing harm and wrong through force and punishment and thus withholds them from committing crimes. But the Divine civilization trains men that the human individuals avoid sins without having any fear from (material) punishment; and the very sin itself becomes unto them as the severest punishment. And they will engage in acquiring human virtues, gaining that by which mankind will be uplifted and that which will enlighten the human world with the utmost zeal and fervor.

O Thou Creator! Bring the American friends nigh unto the Kingdom of ABHA and suffer their deeds and actions to be in conformity with the Commandments and Exhortations written in the Tablets. Make them firm in Thy Love and steadfast in Thy Cause. Attract them unto the Bahai Beauty and cause them to attain infinite warmth and fervor. Bestow upon them a firm footing and give them a heavenly power in order that they may engage in Thy service and spread the Signs of the Kingdom.

Thou art the Powerful, the Mighty! Thou art the Compassionate, the Gracious, the Seer!

Upon thee be Baha-el-ABHA!

Convey, on my behalf, the most wonderful ABHA, greeting to his honor, Mr. MacNutt and Mrs. MacNutt.

Upon thee be Baha-el-ABHA!

(Signed) ABUL-BAHA ABBAS.

EXTRACT FROM RECENT TABLET TO THE FRIENDS IN KHORASSAN, PERSIA.

The news of the attraction of the hearts of the believers of God ignited the candle of happiness and created spiritual joy. Abdul-Baha traveled to the land of Joseph of Canaan and became well known in the servitude of the Holy Threshold. Although the attack of the sects and the false rumors and statements in the newspapers are intense, yet it is my hope that this journey may become fruitful and the Voice and Summons of the Cause of God may move these regions; some seeds may be sown and watered and be assisted by the downpour of the rain of the Mercy of the Almighty. Assuredly they will grow and become green and verdant.

Praise be to God! That through the Bounty and Favor of the Most Great Name—May my life be a sacrifice to His believers!—the Voice of the Cause of God is raised in all countries and the Fame and Melody of the Word of God is spread in every region. In these days the Cause of God is progressing and advancing in America, and in Asia there is the clamor of Turk and Tajik. The Bahais have founded an English newspaper in the capital of Japan, which is edited and circulated by his honor, the learned Professor Barakatullah, of India. Some of the American believers are expecting to make a trip to China and Manchuria so that they may raise the Voice of the Kingdom in those parts, and in Europe and Asia the Trumpet of the Supreme Concourse is heard.

God be praised! Notwithstanding this divine, Majestic Cause, the promotion of the Word of God and the diffusion of the Fragrances of God, a few impotent ones, who are less than the flies, desire to break the Covenant and violate the Testament. How fruitless and weak is their endeavor! The screech of the owl is discordant before the Melody of the Kingdom and the cawing of the crow is drowned before the harmony of the
NEWS FROM THE ORIENT.

EGYPT.

ALEXANDRIA.—A daily newspaper, The Valley of the Nile, in its issue of March 22nd, presents a full page concerning the life and teachings of Abdul-Baha. It is a noteworthy fact that all the prominent people of Egypt are beginning to feel his spiritual presence and call upon him to receive instruction. The news of the looking forward of the American Bahais to the coming of Abdul-Baha to that country has reached here and it is hoped that all the friends may attain to this blessing and that the Center of the Covenant may travel to the West. Not only are the American Bahais anxious to have Abdul-Baha in their midst, but the friends of every country are supplicating him to visit them. Now that he is free the believers are not satisfied with Tablets and Messages, but they long to have him personally.

PERSIA.

ABADE.—In these days every Baha'i Assembly in Persia is engaged in practical service and co-operation and the friends are engaged in the establishment of various committees to work for the advancement of the Cause. We have just now organized the Mahfez Entezam, which will be composed of members who are engaged in spreading the Cause, studying the Teachings, corresponding with the different Assemblies and giving succor to the helpless ones. Haji Tavangar, a well known Bahai, is the chairman; Mirza Nasrollah is Secretary, and Mirza Azzizollah is Treasurer. We hope that the friends in the West will correspond with us. We also have organized a boys' club, whose members meet once a week for two hours reading of the Tablets, memorizing the Hidden Words, and social refreshment. In regard to the School of Tarbiat here, it was established three years ago, through a very progressive man, Haji Ali Khan. Though this man has never traveled abroad and is unacquainted with modern educational methods, yet he is very anxious to do all he can for the advancement of this school. In the past he sought in vain to find an assistant who was acquainted with western methods, until a few months ago the friends engaged Mirza Anayatollah Sohrab, who is a graduate from the American Col-

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.
Dear friends in El-Baha:

All Americans will certainly love Persia if they feel as I do. I am very happy here and just now the air is filled with the atmosphere of preparation for the New Year and this letter leaves here on the great day.

No one can over-estimate the joy of the Persians in anticipation of the coming of Americans. Everything having any connection with America is attractive to them. One of my friends sent me some seeds of a medicinal plant I wanted to raise. Fortunately, there was a generous supply and I was able to distribute them among many people here besides sending some to Esphahan and Yazd.

There are so many things that modern governmental management can improve and the Persians realize it more than the foreigners.

The eagerness for education makes the young people and children very apt and only those who are with them are able to realize it. A young man had been kind to us when we first came here and I offered to do something for him in return. His sister wanted to study English and although I had never taught anyone, I felt I must try, and before the end of a week I had a room full and finally was invited to a little school and took my class with me. I use a little primer and have my interpreter translate the lesson into Persian—then give it to them with added vocabulary. Two hours a week is very little to give to such bright, eager people, and I want to do more. The opportunity will soon be mine, for another school is to be opened this week. Some of the pupils know English but want experience in talking and I will give them at least two hours each week.

No one who has not been with the Persian women can imagine their sweetness—and as to the children, I know no words to tell of them.

A lady from Yonkers sent me some picture books of her little girl and I have distributed them among the children. Already a letter has been written to the little girl (Rosalie Moore) by a little Persian boy and he has also sent two photos of the little king. Mrs. Moore's idea was to establish a correspondence between children all over the world, and among the Bahais this is certainly a good place to begin a letter friendship.
THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA.

To the friends of Abdul-Baha:

During our recent visit of six weeks with Abdul-Baha, in Ramleh, Egypt, the words of Jesus to His disciples—"If ye love Me, keep My commands." . . . "He that hath My Commandments and keepeth them, he it is that loveth Me"—were forcibly brought to our minds, by the following incident:

One day, the Editor of an American Journal, in an interview with Abdul-Baha asked, "Have you any followers in America?" Abdul-Baha replied, "I have a few friends in different cities who love Me." It is needless to say that those words, together with what was said to us afterwards by Abdul-Baha scorched our very souls, and caused us to halt and put the question squarely to ourselves, "Are we Abdul-Bahai's friends? Have we obeyed implicitly His Commands?"

When we left New York last January for Egypt, we carried with us many supplications and earnest entreaties from sincere and loving souls, begging us to ask Abdul-Baha for a final word as to his wish in connection with the Mashrak-el-Azkar, saying, that many answers were being made upon them for money to support other enterprises which were represented as of equal importance as the Mashrak-el-Azkar; that they were in a state of perplexity and uncertainty as to their duty in this important matter.

Abdul-Baha said, "When you return to America, call together those sincere souls who have asked this question and say: The most important thing in this day is the speedy erection of this Edifice (the Mashrak-el-Azkar). Its mystery is great and cannot be unveiled just yet. In the future it will be made plain. I want everyone left free to act as he wills. If anyone wishes to put money into other things, let him do so. Do not interfere with him in any way. But be assured, the most important thing at this time is the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar."

Fraternally yours,

Percy F. Woodcock.

P. S.—A Tablet recently received by Mr. Mountfort Mills contains the following:

"Announce on my behalf my warmest greetings to Mr. Howell, and say, The Mashrak-el-Azkar of Chicago is of the greatest importance. This is a Bahai Temple, a supreme House of Worship, a place of spiritual gathering and of the manifestation of Divine Mysteries. The friends of God must endeavor with all their hearts and souls that this structure may be raised and completed."

Our Persian section this issue contains: (1) Copies of recent Tablets to the Star of the West; (2) copy of latest Tablet to the American Assemblies, reiterating the conditions requisite for Abdul-Baha's coming to America. [N. B.—This Tablet will be incorporated in the Convention Report to be printed in the English section of issue No. 4.—En.]; (3) sending of petition to Abdul-Baha, signed by hundreds of the friends, supplianting him to visit America; (4) outline of the purposes of the First Universal Races Congress to be held in London, Eng., in July, at which noteworthy gathering a paper from the pen of Abdul-Baha, especially written for the occasion, is to be read; (5) short synopsis of the work of the Second International Congress of Mothers recently held in Washington, D. C., and suggestion to the Persian women to organize mothers' clubs; (6) quotation from an article by a Mohammedan Mullah, advocating toleration of all religions in Persia; (7) description of the port of Bandare Jaz, Persia, and the martyrdom of one of the beloved friends in a nearby town; (8) photograph of the Bahais in Bandare Jaz; (9) editorial on the true greatness of a nation; (10) opening of the Third Bahai Convention in Chicago for the consideration of matters pertaining to the Mashrak-el-Azkar; (11) donation of $10,000,000 to the Cause of Universal Peace and $25,000,000 to the Carnegie Institute of Washington, D. C., by Mr. Andrew Carnegie.
To the friends of God throughout the Occident:

Referring to the circular letter enclosed in a late number of the Baha'i News, outlining the plan for a petition for Inter-Assembly Unity, observed during the Baha'i Fast (March 2-20, inclusive) and followed by a supplication to be sent to Abdul-Baha, bearing the signatures of as many of the friends as possible, begging that he come to America:

We beg to advise that the response to this call was gratifying, and the prayer seems to have been generally observed. Signatures were received from all parts of the country, with many words of appreciation and co-operation. The supplication has been duly prepared, signatures attached to the number of more than 850, and the petition is on its way to Abdul-Baha.

The Committee desires to express its appreciation of the hearty response, and if we can in any further way serve the cause of Inter-Assembly Unity, we are at the command of the friends, and can be reached through the Secretary.

Faithfully yours,

Charles Scheffler
James Carmichael
Charles Carrier
Marie L. Hopper
Mary Lesh
Beatrice Davies
Mountfort Mills
Edwin B. Kinney
Roy C. Wilhelm
Charles Mason Remy, Chairman.

William C. Dodge
Mirza S. M. Raffie
Paul T. G. Marshall (Since dec'd)
Arnauld Belmont
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
Frank J. Phelps
E. H. Young
Stanwood Cobb

Charles Mason Remy, Joseph H. Hanken, Secretary.
GERMANY.

STUTTGART, GERMANY.—The meetings of the Assembly are not only increasing in number, but also in firmness. All the Bahais are exerting themselves in serving the Cause and a number are engaged in translating the Tablets and the Teachings of the Bahai Revelation.

Our Librarian wishes to call the attention of the friends to the library of the Assembly and will gladly respond to all their desires for German literature. Address M. Doring, Bahai Assembly, Konzlei Str. 24 p.

—Alma S. Knobloch, Neue Weinsteige 23.

UNITED STATES.

BOSTON, MASS.—One of the most delightful evenings the Bahai Assembly of Boston has known was that on which the Feast of Nowroz was held on March 21st. Prof. Singh, the distinguished Hindu professor, with his wife, were guests, and a Persian in Mirza Raffie Eshpaanuni, a Mohammedan, his friend, a Jew, a Swede and others, made the Feast distinctly one of the Unity of Nations and Religions. Mrs. Alice Ives Breed, Chairman of the Feast Committee, presided with dignity and grace at the tables decked with flowers and fruits. The feast was enjoyed, both vocal and instrumental, kindly furnished by musicians who were friends of some of the Bahais, and selections from the Bahai literature were read by different members. Altogether forty-nine were present.

The following members have been elected to the Board of Council for the year beginning March 21st:

Chairman, Mr. Harlan F. Ober; Recording Secretary, Miss S. M. Smoot; Corresponding Secretary, Miss Julia Culver; Treasurer, Mr. George E. Ostburg; Librarian, Mrs. George E. Ostburg, and four directors, Mrs. Helen Campbell, Mrs. Alice Ives Breed, Mr. Alfred E. Lunt and Mrs. W. H. Partridge.

Mr. Alfred E. Lunt has been elected to the Chicago Convention; Miss Grace Robarts and Miss Julia Culver as alternates.—Julia Culver, Cor. Sec'y.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—The Washington Assembly greatly enjoyed a visit from Miss Grace Robarts, of the Boston Assembly, who spent several days with us recently.

The Feast of Nowroz was given on March 21st, at the home of Mrs. M. C. Hotchkiss, in Kendall Green. Her charming daughters assisted her in dispensing graceful hospitality. Eloquent speeches, a beautifully decorated table extending the full length of the room laden with candelaabra, floral decorations and a large and interested assembly combined to make this occasion a complete success. Thus the New Year began under most inspiring auspices.

On Wednesday, March 22d, a surprise farewell reception was tendered to Mr. Louis G. Gregory, by the colored believers. More than fifty of these believers and invited guests were present. This was in connection with the regular Wednesday meeting, held at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Dyer—the latter is the “Lydia” of the work among the colored people in Washington, her house being always open for the meetings.

Mr. Gregory was given the seat of honor, at the head of the long table, and his chair was surmounted by a horse-shoe of flowers. While refreshments were being served, speeches were made by a number, including Dr. W. B. Evans, Principal of the Armstrong Manual Training School; Judge Gibbs, former U. S. Consul to Madagascar; Professor W. H. H. Hart, of Howard University; Professor G. W. Cook, of Harvard University; Mr. Edward J. Brathwarte; Mr. Duffield; Miss Marrell, of the faculty of Armstrong Manual Training School; Miss Grace Robarts; Mrs. Claudia S. Coles; Mr. Charles Mason Remey; Professor Stanwood Cobb; Mr. and Mrs. Hannen. Mr. Gregory responded in a feeling manner to the good wishes expressed. He sailed from New York, March 25th.

Signatures to the Inter-Assembly Unity Supplication to Abdul-Baha, have been received from all directions, and the supplication has been forwarded in line with the original plan. We take this opportunity of acknowledging many fraternal greetings sent with the slips.

The Washington friends are rejoiced to welcome back Mrs. Posselman and Mrs. Charles H. Gines, together with her two daughters, Ruth and Helen, who have been absent, the former for several months, the latter more than a year.

—Joseph H. Hannen.

Mrs. Louisa E. Ruddiman, of Goblesville, Michigan, passed into the fuller life April 4th, while visiting among the friends in Chicago. Self sacrificing and devoted to the Cause, she has unquestionably attained the glorious station promised those who "endure unto the end.”

Word comes to us announcing the death of Mrs. Mary M. F. Miller, Enterprise, Kansas, after a stroke of paralysis.
First Universal Races Congress
Hon. General Secretary
Mr. G. H. Gillen
63 South Hill Park
London N. W.
England

[Handwritten text in Persian]

[Handwritten text in Persian]

[Handwritten text in Persian]
Անհրաժեշտ է ուղարկել բավականին մատչելի մեթոդներ և կազմակերպություններ ուղարկել։ Այս մեթոդներ և կազմակերպությունները պետք է լիազորեն համակարգվեն ու պահպանվեն զգալիորեն։

Այս պատճառով ճանաչելի է, որ կարողանում են կարճատեր մեթոդներ ուղարկել ինչպիսիք թե այս կազմակերպություններ, տեղեկատվություններ դասականության մեջ ուղարկել։

Այս կարգավորումները պետք է նպաստի նպատակների համար և պայմանագիրների համար, որոնք կարողանում են կարճատեր մեթոդներ ուղարկել և կազմակերպություններ ճանաչելու համար։

Այս պատճառով ճանաչելի է, որ կարողանում են կարճատեր մեթոդներ ուղարկել ինչպիսիք թե այս կազմակերպություններ, տեղեկատվություններ դասականության մեջ ուղարկել։

Այս կարգավորումները պետք է նպաստի նպատակների համար և պայմանագիրների համար, որոնք կարողանում են կարճատեր մեթոդներ ուղարկել և կազմակերպություններ ճանաչելու համար։

Այս պատճառով ճանաչելի է, որ կարողանում են կարճատեր մեթոդներ ուղարկել ինչպիսիք թե այս կազմակերպություններ, տեղեկատվություններ դասականության մեջ ուղարկել։

Այս կարգավորումները պետք է նպաստի նպատակների համար և պայմանագիրների համար, որոնք կարողանում են կարճատեր մեթոդներ ուղարկել և կազմակերպություններ ճանաչելու համար։

Այս պատճառով ճանաչելի է, որ կարողանում են կարճատեր մեթոդներ ուղարկել ինչպիսիք թե այս կազմակերպություններ, տեղեկատվություններ դասականության մեջ ուղարկել։
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE, JUNE 16-18, 1911, WASHINGTON, D. C.

This Society, which is the first of its kind organized and incorporated in America, will hold the Annual Conference, provided by its Constitution, at Washington, Friday, Saturday and Sunday, June 16, 17 and 18, 1911.

The object of the organization is to bring these two countries together in ties of mutual interests: commercial, educational, moral and intellectual.

It is hoped that the Conference will be attended by people of affairs and public-spirited citizens. You are cordially invited to be present or represented, and correspondence with the Secretary is suggested, concerning any of the following:

SPECIAL FEATURES

I. By attending the session of this Conference, to learn of the objects, methods and plans of the Society.

II. All who will attend, or be represented, should notify the Secretary of their intention by June 10.

III. Delegates and representatives from other associations, commercial, educational and industrial institutions and bodies will be heartily welcomed, and if the response justifies such action a special session will be arranged for the expression of their opinions.

IV. At the conference, the aims and objects of the Persian American Educational Society will be discussed by various speakers.

V. Means for the establishment of closer relations between Persia and America will be developed.

VI. A new and broader Constitution, framed by a Special Committee, will be presented for adoption.

VII. Reports of work done during the past year will be submitted and a program for the activities of the coming year will be outlined.

VIII. As Persia has just engaged the services of five American financial advisers to organize the fiscal system of that Empire, this makes it apparent that in the near future these two countries will be brought much closer together from every practical standpoint. The usefulness of this Society in the establishment of commercial and industrial relations can scarcely be measured at this important juncture.

IX. With the establishment of a strong Constitutional Government in Persia, the enactment of just and beneficial laws by the National Parliament, the encouragement of friendly relations and the undertaking of various industrial and commercial projects, there is a vast and limitless field for American capitalists and manufacturers, as well as boundless opportunities for educational propaganda, and this Society will be able to assist materially all interested inquirers.

The foregoing, together with the fact that this is the first Conference of its kind ever held, indicates the great importance of the gathering, and your attendance or representation is again urged.

WILLIAM HOAR, President;
MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB, Treasurer;
JOSEPH H. HANNEN, Secretary.

Since the last printed report, $300 has been sent to Persia for scholarships, thus making the total $1,000; also the following scholarships in the P. A. E. S. have been renewed for another year. The officers feel particularly gratified in noting that practically all of the scholarships of the first year have been renewed, thus indicating that the movement has already assumed permanence as an instrumentality of good:

No. 8, Miss Charlotte Segler, New York City.
No. 18, Miss Mary Leech, Chicago, Ill.
No. 21, Mr. L. W. Paster and Miss L. James, Chicago, Ill.
No. 29, Mr. Lars Johnson, Chicago, Ill.
No. 33, Miss Gertrude Buikema, Miss P. Casselberry and Mrs. Eva Webster Russell, of Chicago, Ill.
No. 24, Mrs. Cecilia Harrison, Mrs. Emily Olsen and Mr. J. W. Woodworth, of Chicago, Ill.
No. 26, Mrs. S. Scheffler and Mr. Charles Scheffler, of Chicago, Ill.
No. 29, Mr. J. Nelson, Mrs. Tid Brush and Mrs. B. Grayson, of Chicago, Ill.
No. 40, Miss M. Billet, of New York City.
No. 42, Mrs. Jessie Bone, of Chicago, Ill.
No. 42, Mr. John D. Boseh, of Geyserville, Cal.
No. 30, Mr. J. E. Latimer, of Portland, Ore.
No. 31, Portland Bahai Assembly, of Portland, Ore.

A new scholarship is reported, that of the Bahai Assembly of Spokane, Wash., which is No. 64.

JOSEPH H. HANNEN, Secretary.
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THE CONVENTION AT CHICAGO.

The Temple Unity Convention of 1911 was most auspiciously inaugurated by a Unity Feast, given by the Chicago Assembly Saturday evening, April 29th, at 135 N. Wabash Avenue. Mrs. Foster, Mrs. Kirchner and Mrs. Bara were the Committee in charge of the arrangements for the Feast, and Mr. Charles H. Greenleaf presided over the exercises. About 135 were present.

The foregoing is a brief summary of the facts concerning a most wonderful meeting, in which the spirit of unity was so strongly manifested, that, as from a great spiritual dynamo, all who were so fortunate as to be able to participate received a double portion of the Bounty of the Almighty! Entering a spacious and perfectly arranged dining hall, the guest beheld a scene of beauty which was a fitting introduction to the good things to follow. Two long tables, one on either side of the room, with smaller ones placed in a third row between them, were gracefully decorated with growing plants and cut flowers.

All remarked upon the newness of the hall, which in fact had just been opened, thus providing for the Bahais a fresh and beautiful environment, typical of the effect of the Teachings upon the hearts of the believers. One instinctively went back to the days of the Master, nineteen centuries ago, when His disciples were sent out to claim for their Lord the steed upon which no man had ridden before; or to the parable of the new wine and the new bottles.

The unity of the Cause was a tie closer than that of blood. In the words of a brother in India, it was apparent that we had always known each other, but had just had the opportunity to become acquainted. Joyous laughter resounded, and sometimes the eyes showed the moisture which betrays the highest ecstasy. Could there have been a more splendid evening in Chicago? Surely not. O, that all the friends might have participated; but the absent ones were in our thoughts and prayers.

Mr. Greenleaf called the meeting to order with a few well-chosen words of welcome. Then followed a program: Miss Mary Lesch read from the Words of Baha'u'llah; Miss Ellerman sang very effectively "The Holy City;" Mrs. Grace Foster read more of the Holy Utterances; Mr. Percy Woodcock presented some of the Teachings imparted to him by Abdul-Baha upon the occasion of his recent visit to Ramleh; Mr. Retherington, of Montreal, read a Tablet; Miss Ellerman again sang, her selection being happy and contributing materially to the harmony of the evening; Mr. Hammen read a Tablet just revealed by Abdul-Baha to the believers in America, and which had been translated to be presented at this gathering; Mr. Currier read more of the Words of Life, and Mr. Edgar F. Waite sang the "Benediction," composed by Mrs. Waite, the friends joining in the chorus. This closed the formal portion of the evening, and ushered in the material Feast. The ladies were quite busy for awhile, and tables and plates were soon laden with viands. Sandwiches, olives, pickles, coffee, ice cream and cake were bountifully provided and heartily enjoyed. During this portion of the evening a number of the visiting delegates presented greetings and spoke in a happy vein. First, a message from Honolulu was read; then the following were called upon by the Chairman, and responded with a greeting, a Tablet, or a brief teaching: Mr. Eardley, who presented the salutations of the Baltimore Assembly; Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, brief but very much to the point, as always, telling of his recent trip throughout the country; Miss Roberts, of the Boston Assembly, with an eloquent word; Mr. Albert H. Hall, of Minneapolis, who stirred the hearts of the listeners with the power of his earnest appeal for unity; Mrs. Finch, of Seattle, who spoke for the Pacific Coast; Mr. Remey, of Washington, responding with a Tablet; Mrs. Parmerton, of Cincinnati, with a well-chosen and inspiring talk. Mirza

*See page 6.
Basheer, of Valparaiso, Ind., presented an epitome of the Bahai Principles in the three words, Love, Peace, Unity. Mrs. Cooper, of Fruitport, Mich., Mr. Mountfort Mills, of New York City, Mrs. Ditmars, of Spokane, Washington, and Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen, of Kenosha, Wis., typified the unity of those far removed in point of distance, and each brought a cheery message to refresh the souls of the listeners. Mrs. Coles, of Washington, thrilled with ringing utterances; Mr. Pary, of New York Mills, Minn., expressed his joy in being again present; Mr. Woodcock, of New York, shared more of his experiences in the recent visit with Abdul-Baha, described aptly as "Six Weeks in Heaven". Mr. Hansen, of Washington, D. C., Mr. Arthur Dealby, of Fair Hope, Ala., and Mrs. Bagg, of Muskogon, Mich., closed the list of speakers, each bringing a fragrant greeting of love. As the friends dispersed to their homes, reluctantly leaving the happy scene, the delegates were presented with flowers, the wonderful sweetness of trailing arbutus coming from Fruitport, Mich., and blossoms from dear Mrs. Dealby, of Fair Hope, Ala., bringing their own assurances of loving thoughtfulness on behalf of absent ones.

Surely there were no more joyous Merrymakers on the street cars than the believers, whose beaming faces were in striking contrast with those returning from the futile pursuit of pleasure in material ways, or the chase of the elusive gold. Many must have wished for the joy of the Baha'i.

The Sunday morning meeting, held in Corinthian Hall, Masonic Temple, was another wonderful and blessed gathering. The spacious hall was crowded. It seemed that the spirit of the Unity Feast was present, as the friends gathered again and greeted each other like the members of a family. Mrs. Holmes opened the exercises with a selection from her own library: Mr. Winfield, the Musical Director, announced that upon this occasion the audience was to be the choir, and soon the strains of a Bahai hymn were resounding. Mr. Mountfort Mills presided and read a Tablet and Prayer. Another song was followed by a reading by Mrs. Parmerton. Then Mr. Rowden presented briefly a report of his trip around the world with Mr. Howard Sturven. In a most interesting manner he outlined the four months spent between Chicago and the Pacific coast, visiting the various Assemblies; then from San Francisco to Honolulu, where several meetings were held; to Tokyo, Japan, where, under the direction of Professor M. Barakatullah, a large audience was addressed at the Y. M. C. A.; thence to Shanghai, China, to Rangoon and Kunjagong, Burma; to Baroda, India, where the assemblage addressed was called together by the Mahaerajah; to Bombay, India, where numerous meetings were held; to Haifa, where time was spent with Abdul-Baha and representatives of five of the great religions of the world were present, i.e., Jews, Zoroastrians, Christians, Moslems and Buddhists. From Haifa they returned to America. A song composed by Mrs. E. Emma Holmes, and now sung for the first time, was ably rendered by Mr. Mills. Words of Abdul-Baha were next read by Dr. Pauline Barton-Peck, of Cleveland, Ohio. Then Mr. Percy D. Woodcock, of New York, shared the spiritual wealth of his wonderful experiences, dwelling particularly upon the teachings imparted on the recent visit to Abdul-Baha at Haifa. He was given, this time, a message of joy and peace to the believers. The particular thought which he developed was Maturity. A wonderful teaching, given by a great Oriental Baha'i, was presented, outlining the seven props which man needs on his spiritual journey from savagery, polytheism and idolatry to monotheism and the worship of God in Spirit and in Truth. These props are these: 1. The Priest. 2. The Law-Giver. 3. The Prophet. 4. The Savior. 5. The Sacrifice. 6. The Divine Incarnation. 7. Heaven. Hidden Words were read in support of the presence of each of these within. Mr. Woodcock closed with two Oriental stories; one told by Abdul-Baha is particularly impressive. It concerns a rivalry between Greek and Japanese artists, at some period of history. This competition became so keen that an opportunity was given to these artists to compare their skill. A gallery was provided and the rivals were to decorate opposite sides. A sliding scaffolding concealed the work of one party from the other. Finally, the day of the test came. The king and his party inspected first the work of the Japanese, who had most wonderfully depicted figures, scenes and objects on their side of the wall, in a manner which seemed superlatively great. When the other side was unveiled it developed that the Greeks had devoted their time to polishing their side, and it was so perfectly done that the pictures from the opposite side were mirrored therein and depicted even more exquisitely. So we are to regard our mirrors in this great Day. The singing of the Temple Song, by the entire audience, closed a memorable occasion.

In the afternoon nearly fifty of the friends visited the Mashrak-el-Azkar grounds, despite the uncertainty of the weather. The evening brought large numbers together again, at the hospitable home of Mr. and Mrs. George Loebling, in Perry Street, where the 19-day Ten of the Woman's Assembly of Teaching was given. This proved to be a most delightful opportunity for further social intercourse, binding the hearts together with new ties. A day more full of joy it would be hard to realize, and one can better imagine the condi-
tion of heaven with such an example of Unity, Peace and Love as was afforded us by the Chicago friends and typified by the visiting delegates.

The closing and public session of the Bahai Temple Unity Convention of 1921 was held in the Drill Hall, 17th floor, Masonic Temple Building, Tuesday evening, May 2. The spacious assembly room was well filled with delegates, friends and visitors. There were quite a number of the latter, who listened with every indication of great interest to the presentation of the history, aims and some of the practical workings of the Bahai Movement.

Mr. Albert H. Hall presided, as the occasion suggested, epitomizing the talks, linking together the various presentations.

After an address of welcome Mrs. Claudia S. Coles, of Washington, D. C., was introduced with the statement that she would give "The Message". Mr. Wilhelm, of New York City, was then presented to the audience as a practical business man. He followed this line with the timely interpolation of two poems.

Miss Grace Roberts, the delegate of the Boston Assembly, gave a greeting and an outlook of the Cause, gleaned from recent traveling. Particularly interesting was her recital of the exchange of messages recently occurring between the Archbishop of Canterbury and Abdul-Baha. The former, a friend of Miss Brenchley, of London, sent this message: "Take him my loving greeting and say that we are all one and the same behind the veil." To which Abdul-Baha replied: "Take my loving greeting to the Archbishop and say, yes, and the veil is very thin and it will vanish quite."

Mr. Hetherington, the Montreal delegate, gave a most interesting account of his connection with the Bahai Movement. Although introduced as a typical Englishman, he displayed great warmth and said that, although this was his first visit to Chicago, he felt perfectly at home and wanted to stay here always.

Mr. Mournfort Mills sang again, by request, the song composed by Mrs. Holmes, entitled "The Comforter".

Mr. Edwin Woodcock, the newly appointed Chairman of the Commission on Publication, was next introduced to present the claims of his Commission. He tersely and effectively outlined the necessity of everyone working and inspired all present to follow his example and find our best field of action, as the best means of expressing our belief and enthusiasm.

Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, one of the Washington delegates, presented a teaching, showing by the scriptures and the Hidden Words, the Holy Utterances of this Revelation to be the Water of Life which the Christ promised to His disciples that He would drink anew with them in the Kingdom of the Father.

Mr. Albert R. Windust sang "The Earth is the Lord's!"

Mrs. Ida Finch, of Seattle, introduced as the "Mother" of the Cause in her section, gave a little talk, outlining the activities of the Assembly on "Beacon Hill," and its far-reaching ramifications.

Dr. Pauline Barton-Peake, of Cleveland, O., after a few words of appreciation, read one of the Holy Utterances, a Prayer.

Mr. Percy Woodcock was introduced as the closing speaker. He shared more of the treasures of the Kingdom, obtained so recently. This time his theme was our responsibility; that the joys of the Revelation are ours only to the extent that we earn them, and, on the other hand, the Truth will sear our very souls if we fail to measure up to our responsibilities.

With a note of harmony in song, the Third Annual Convention of the Bahai Temple Unity was declared adjourned.

JOSEPH H. HANNeN.

On May 3d it was the pleasure of the Kenosha, Wis., Assembly to have a number of the delegates from the Chicago Convention visit them. Among those who came were: Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, Washington, D. C.; Mr. E. H. Earley, Baltimore; Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton, Cincinna1i; Mrs. Ida A. Finch, Seattle; Mrs. Coral Ditmars, Spokane; Mrs. Claudia S. Coles, Washington, D. C., and Mrs. Luella Kirchner, Chicago; also some of the friends from Racine and Mrs. Charlotte Morten, of Milwaukee. The evening was spent in listening to addresses from the various visitors, interspersed with musical selections rendered by the children's orchestra. Afterward the Bahai Sunday school children recited their lessons, which proved to be an event of the evening, the delegates expressing their pleasure at their work. Refreshments were served and, altogether, it was a gathering long to be remembered by those present.

BERNARD M. JACOBSEN.
TABLET TO THE AMERICAN FRIENDS FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

Translate this Tablet in great haste, and—with its original, print and spread.

(Signed) ABDUL BAHA ABBAS.

Through Mirza Ahmad Schrab—Upon him be BahA’u’llAH!—To the friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful:

Upon them be BahA’u’llAH-El-Abha!

HE IS GOD!

O ye friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful!

When the deposed Sultan of the Ottoman Empire, Abdul Hamid, arose in tyranny and oppression, Abdul-Baha was incarcerated in the prison of Acea and was surrounded with the utmost surveillance of police, detectives and men of the Secret Service. The door of communication was entirely closed and the means of correspondence was prevented. If any soul approached the house he was searched; may, rather, threatened with dire persecution. The affairs reached to such a degree that, not being satisfied with these restrictions, the Sultan sent an oppressive investigating Commission, so that with all kinds of wiles, simulations, slander and fabrication of false stories they might fasten some guilt upon Abdul-Baha in order that he might crucify Him, or cast Him into the sea, or banish Him into the heart of the distant and unknown Sahara of Feyzan (Africa). That sentence that Abdul-Baha merited all kinds of persecution. Finally they decided to send Him to Feyzan, and when they enabled this decision to the palace of Abdul Hamid, an answer was received that the matter of Feyzan was approved by the Imperial Order. Then that unjust investigating Commission returned to Constantinople. They were in the midst of the sea when the cannon of God boomed forth before the palace of Abdul Hamid, a charge of dynamite was exploded, a number of people were killed, Abdul Hamid fled into the interior of his residence, difficulties and trials surrounded him, and incidents and events developed rapidly. Therefore he did not find the opportunity to oppress Abdul-Baha; public revolution was started, which ended in his deposition, and the Hand of Divine Power released the neck of Abdul-Baha from the chains of the prison of Joseph and the fetters and manacles were placed around the unblessed neck of Abdul Hamid. Be ye admonished, O ye people of insight! Now Abdul-Baha, with the greatest power, has hastened to the country of Egypt from the land of prison. Praise be to God, that through the Bounty and Providence of the Blessed Perfection, no sooner did he land in Alexandria than the Word of God was promoted and the melody of the Kingdom of Abha was heard. All the newspapers wrote innumerable articles. Some gave the utmost praise; others raised a great cry, saying: "The arrival of this personage in this land will make the pillars of Religion and will shatter to pieces ancient customs and conventions. He attracts every one he meets and when he loosens his tongue in any meeting, it creates faith in the hearts of the deniers."

The papers are still writing detailed articles and will continue to do so.

Now the friends and the maid-servants in America have written innumerable letters and all of them are pleading that Abdul-Baha make a trip to that country. Their supplications and entreaties are insistent. In view of the differences among the friends and the lack of unity among the maid-servants of the Merciful, how can Abdul-Baha hasten to those parts? Is this possible? No, by God!

If the friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful long for the visit of Abdul-Baha, they must immediately remove from their midst differences of opinion and be engaged in the practice of infinite love and unity. No Baha’i must open his lips in blaming another one, he must regard backbiting as the greatest sin of humanity, for it is clearly revealed in all the Tablets of BahA’u’llAH that backbiting and faultfinding are the fiendish instruments and suggestions of Satan and the destroyers of the foundation of man. A believer will not blame any soul among the strangers, how much less against the friends. Faultfinding and backbiting are the characteristics of the weak minds and not the friends. Self-exaltation is the attribute of the stranger and not of the Beloved. It is our hope that the believers and the maid-servants of the Merciful in America may become the cause of the union of the East and the West, and unfast the Standard of the Oneness of the Realm of Humanity. Now, we observe that strangeness, lack of unity and the utmost differences exists among the friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful. Under such a condition, how can they arise to guide the people of the world and establish union and harmony between the nations of the earth? His Highness Christ, addressing His disciples, said: "Ye are the salt of the earth: but if the salt hath lost its savour, wherewith shall it be salted?"
O ye friends and maid-servants of the Merciful! If ye are yearning for my meeting, and if in reality ye are seeking my visit, ye must close the doors of difference and open the gates of affection, love and friendship. Ye must pulsate as one heart, and throb as one spirit. You must be like the waves, though they are innumerable they constitute the all-encircling sea.

O ye friends and maid-servants of the Merciful! Praise be to God, ye are the fish of one ocean, the birds of one rose-garden, the trees of one orchard and the flowers of one paradise. Then why this difference? Why this lack of harmony? Wherefore this condition?

Verily, verily, I say unto you, were it not for this difference amongst you, the inhabitants of America in all those regions would have, by now, been attracted to the Kingdom of God, and would have constituted themselves your helpers and assistants. Is it meet that you sacrifice this most glorious Bounty for worthless imaginations? No, by God! Should you reflect for one moment, you shall become enabled to destroy instantly the foundation of difference by absolutely refraining from backbiting and fruitlessing amongst yourselves. Adorn with infinite love and concord the assemblage of beatitudes, bring about the meeting of happiness, establish the banquet of the oneness of the realm of humanity, loosen your tongues in praising each other, and then anticipate the presence of Abdul-Baha in your midst.

Aside from all these considerations, some of the nakazeens have come secretly amongst you and are expressing their firmness in the Covenant and with all kinds of intrigues and strategies are creating disorder and calamities, so that ye might be deprived of the Lights of the Divine Testament and subjected to the darkness of violation.

Is it worthy of you to be engaged with differences amongst you and thereby enabling the nakazeens to spread a noose and chase such firm believers as you are? I beg of God to confirm you in union and concord that you may become the Cause of the oneness of the kingdom of humanity. Live and act in accord with the Divine Teachings, be abstracted from all the attachments of the human world, characterized with merciful characteristics, release yourselves from the nether world, become heavenly souls, spiritual beings and the angels of Paradise.

Upon ye be Baha-el-Abba!

(Signed)  ABDUL-BARl. ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 28th, 1911.

RECORD OF THIRD ANNUAL CONVENTION OF
BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY.

Corinthian Hall, 27th Floor, Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill.

MORNING SESSION, MONDAY, MAY 1, 1911.

The Convention was opened by Mr. Mountfort Mills, President of Bahai Temple Unity, who extended greetings and said:

"As the years go by we realize more and more the greatness of this work and the greatness of the power that is behind it. Let us unite a few moments in silent prayer in gratitude to God, that we are privileged to come here to take part, each of us, in this, the greatest work of the ages. Let us unite in silent prayer in gratitude and supplication that we may be guided by the Spirit of Truth in our endeavors to further the work of God."

The commence of silence was followed by Mr. Mills reading the following Tablet, revealed by Abdul-Baha:

HE IS GOD!

O my God! O my God! We are servants who have sincerely turned our faces unto Thy Grand Face; severed ourselves from all else save thee in this Great Day and are assembled together in this glorious meeting of one accord and desire, and unanimous in thought to promulgate Thy Word amid Thy creatures.

O my Lord! O my Lord! Suffer us to be signs of guidance, standards of Thy Manifest Religion throughout the world, servants of Thy Great Covenant—O our Exalted Lord!—appearances of Thy Oneness in Thy Kingdom, the El-Abha, and stars which dawn forth unto all regions.

O Lord, make us as seas rolling with the waves of Thy Great Abundance, rivers flowing from the mountains of Thy Glorious Kingdom, pure fruits on the Tree of Thy illustrious Cause, plants refreshed and moved by the Breeze of Thy Gift in Thy wonderful vineyard.

O Lord, cause our souls to depend upon the signs of Thy Oneness, our hearts to be dilet with the Bounties of Thy Singlemess, so that we may become united as are ripples on a waving sea; become harmonized as are the rays which shine forth from a
Mr. Mills announced the first business to come before the Convention was the election of a Chairman.

On the nomination of Miss Robarts, seconded by Mr. Hannen, Mr. Albert H. Hall, of Minneapolis, was elected Chairman of the Convention. Assuming the chair, among other things, he said:

"By God’s guidance, we have come to this Convention from many different parts. What we are to do, we do not yet know. I cannot outline to you its mission. But we all realize that the Unity has outgrown its swaddling clothes. We must henceforth devote ourselves seriously, unreservedly to the business divine entrusted to us, that we may allow nothing to divert us from the task originally undertaken by us, and that we take aright every step. Not the guidance of our worldly wisdom do we seek; that may only be our aid. Our guidance and leadership we seek from God. Clear and unmistakable has been that guidance to us. Out of shadow and confusion we have been led into light, unity and peace. In the great account our results will be found. God knew our resources and has been putting us for a sojourn in the wilderness: to prepare us for His work. As regularly as of old came the providence of manna, so about $5,000.00 every six months has come into our treasury to meet our accruing needs, as if measured down to us by the decimals of the Infinité. Our obligations have been promptly met, our credit is good, our faith is assured. We must now prepare for the larger tasks before us, for the work in our hands will grow. It is not ours; it is His.”

On nomination of Mr. Hannen, seconded by Mr. Mills and unanimously carried, Mr. Bernard M. Jacobson was elected secretary of the Convention.

On motion of Mrs. Parmerton, seconded by Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke, Miss Gertrude Buikema was elected assistant secretary of the Convention.

Mr. Mountfort Mills presented the greetings and regrets of Miss Annie T. Boylan, delegate from the New York Assembly, who was unable to be present. Also, those of Mrs. Charles L. Lincoln, of the Brooklyn Assembly, and the greetings and salutations of the Unity to these delegates were ordered extended to them.

The secretary was directed to call the roll of the Assemblies, upon which the delegates present responded with greetings and reported for each Assembly. The following Assemblies and delegates responded upon such roll call:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Delegate(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York City and Borough of Manhattan</td>
<td>Mountfort Mills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreal, Canada</td>
<td>Percy F. Woodcock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia and Pittsburg, Penn. (Alternate)</td>
<td>Grace Robarts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, D. C.</td>
<td>Elizabeth Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee, Wis. (Alternate)</td>
<td>Charles Mason Remey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee, Wis. (Alternate)</td>
<td>Charlotte Morton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane, Wash.</td>
<td>Corn Ditmars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland, Ohio (Alternate)</td>
<td>Pauline Barton-Peeke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskegon, Mich.</td>
<td>Helen Bugg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruitport, Mich. (Friend)</td>
<td>Eva Cooper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairhope, Ala. (Friend)</td>
<td>John Dermo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore, Md. (Alternate)</td>
<td>Arthur Denly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Mills, Minn. (Alternate)</td>
<td>Olaf Pary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, Ill. (Alternate)</td>
<td>Arthur S. Agnew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ithaca, N. Y. (Alternate)</td>
<td>Roy C. Wilhelm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle, Wash.</td>
<td>Ida A. Finch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis, Minn. (Alternate)</td>
<td>Albert H. Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati, Ohio (Alternate)</td>
<td>Homer S. Harper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaconda, Mont. (Alternate)</td>
<td>Emma Hargis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockford, Ill.</td>
<td>Annie L. Parmerton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenosha, Wis.</td>
<td>Carrie Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockford, Ill.</td>
<td>Willard H. Ashton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following delegates were absent:

New York City and Borough of Manhattan, N. Y. Miss Annie T. Boylan.
(Alternate) Mrs. Charles L. Lincoln.
Boston, Mass. Mr. Alfred E. Lunt.
(Alternate) Miss Julia Culver.
Johnstown, N. Y. (Alternate) Mrs. Harriet Epstein.
Buffalo, N. Y. Mrs. Emily C. Woodworth.
(Alternate) Dr. E. S. Blood.
Racine, Wis. Mr. Christ Olson.
Jersey City and North Hudson, N. J. Mr. William H. Hoar.
Baltimore, Md. Mr. Howard C. Struven.
(Alternate) Mrs. W. E. House.
Bangor and Lawrence, Mich. Mr. John F. Hay.
Portland, Ore. Miss Anna Wold.
(Alternate) Mrs. Hattie Latimer.

Mrs. Cora Ditmars, in responding for Spokane reported the serious illness of Mrs. L. A. Lehmann.

The Chairman directed Mr. Hannen to read and the Convention followed in the prayer for healing for Mrs. Lehmann and the secretary and Mrs. Ditmars were requested to also extend to Mr. Lehmann the sympathy and greetings of the friends.

The letter of greeting from Mrs. A. P. Sanford, of Muskegon, Mich., was read.

The letter of greeting of Mr. William H. Hoar, delegate of Fanwood, N. J. Assembly, who was unable to attend on account of illness, was read.

The secretary was instructed to extend the greetings of the Unity to the Newark and Hoboken Assemblies, through Mr. Hoar.

In responding for the Washington, D. C. Assembly, Mr. Joseph H. Hannen said:

"In this place, one feels like the two disciples at the time of the Transfiguration that 'It is good to be here.' One is also inclined to suggest, as did they: 'Let us build tents and stay here.' But like those disciples, we must go out presently and carry with us the impetus of the spirit inhaled here, that for our being here we may be able in all future time to do better work.'"

In responding for the Chicago Assembly, Mrs. Corinne True said: "When Abdul-Baha was asked what would best promote the Cause and bind together the friends, he replied: 'First, the character of the teachers, and second, the work for the Mashrak-e-Azkar. The teachers must so live that their deeds will teach the people, even if they do not teach by word of mouth. The teachers are of the first importance; their lives must be examples.'"

Oakland, Cal. Assembly sent its love and greetings to the friends, and its regret at not having a delegate present, but hoped to be represented next year.

Responding for Seattle Assembly, Mrs. Lila A. Finch read a tablet from Abdul-Baha, from which the following is a quotation:

"Through the boundless Favor, I hope that in Seattle by the endeavor of the beloved of God, certain souls may arise who may prove a radiant lamp to the world of humanity and merciful spirit to the phenomenal body; that they may be the cause of the purification of souls and the means of sanctification of hearts; that they may know this mortal world as fleeting shadow and call the rest and repose, the pleasure and blessing, the wealth and sovereignty of the earth, the waves of the sea of imagination; that they may arise in such wise to live by the Divine Teachings and Exhortations of the Blessed Beauty as to sparkle even like the morning star from the horizon of holiness.'"

She also quoted from a letter from one of the friends in Seattle, the following:

"I take this way of talking to you as you speed your way over the vast unbroken waste on your trip to an oasis of spiritual life. You will be nearer to us in spirit by the necessary strain of our imagination to keep in touch with you. Drink deeply of the cup of life for us and we will try to be emptied of all else ere you return, to be refilled.'"

Delegates who had recently visited the Portland Assembly made report of the good work and of the unity prevailing there.

The secretary was directed to send to that Assembly the greetings of the Unity.

Announcement was made of the serious illness of Mrs. L. W. Foster. The Convention united in the prayer for healing for her.

The Convention adjourned for noon recess.

Afternoon Session.

Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen, secretary of Bahai Temple Unity, presented a report covering in detail the work of the Executive Board and the accomplishment of the Temple Unity during the year. A brief summary thereof only is here inserted:
"During the year all conveyances and legal steps have been consummated by which the streets and alleys embraced in the Temple site have been vacated and title vested in the Temple Unity. The direction line of Sheridan Road has been changed, the boundary lines of the site enlarged and made more symmetrical, and the pending negotiations between the Unity and the Village Board of Wilmette and the Drainage Board of the Sanitary District of Cook County have been carried forward to favorable conclusions. The order of the Village Board for a sidewalk about the site, which would have required a thousand dollars to construct, has been considerably postponed after a conference with the Village Board. This will save the waste and inconvenience of constructing permanent sidewalk before grading and other work upon the site is further advanced. We acknowledge most considerate and fair treatment from the officers of the Village Board.

"The appeal to the friends for funds has brought generous response, so that all of our obligations have been met and our immediate needs supplied. In anticipation that we might not have sufficient money to meet the maturing payment upon the site, Mrs. Goodall generously advanced $2,000.00, but when the payment fell due our treasury was prepared to meet the payment and it was not necessary to use the generous loan from Mrs. Goodall.

"She has generously replaced that money in the treasury to be used in acquiring additional land as soon as we may do so upon fair terms.

"A fisherman who moved a hut upon our site, and whose presence occasioned some solicitude, lest his purpose was to acquire squatter's rights, has disavowed such purpose and has been allowed to remain as our tenant by agreement of lease.

"It is desirable that we obtain ownership or control of the lots lying to the east of Sheridan Road and between the site and the lake shore. We are not yet in sufficient funds to warrant undertaking the purchase of these lots and the price has thus far been excessive. We hope to be able to acquire these lots, simply to control the outlook, at reasonable terms, during the coming year. If this cannot be done we hope to interest the officers of the Village of Wilmette in the project of acquiring these lots for public use and for park purposes. Our only purpose in acquiring them would be to devote them wholly to public use without restriction, and if the price set upon them by the owners prohibits us from doing this work we shall gladly unite with public officers seeking to serve the public welfare by acquiring the funds for the same public use.

"Our attorney, Mr. T. T. Greenacre, has rendered much painstaking work for the Unity during the past year. The title to our site and all legal matters in connection with it have had his constant care. The year has been one of preparation; harmony and the fullest co-operation have existed in all the work. With new zeal we must now complete the purchase by the prompt payment of all the remaining debt on the site, protect our present site against obstruction at the East and begin the gathering of funds for the early commencement of work upon the Temple Building."

Mrs. True, financial secretary, presented the following report:

"Total amount received from beginning of the fiscal year to April 29, 1911, $10,401.50. This amount was received from ninety-nine different cities. Last year contributions were received from sixty different cities.

"When Mr. Remy and Mr. Straven reached Anea in their trip around the world, Abdul-Baha gave Mr. Remy a sum of money in gold pieces to spend for his comfort in traveling from Anea to America. Upon his arrival in this country Mr. Remy, who had carefully guarded Abdul Baha's gift, sent the gold pieces to Chicago for the Mashrak-el-Azkar. The friends throughout the country, desiring to possess the coins, purchased them at five dollars apiece, thus acquiring and netting the fund $3,000.00."

Mr. Arthur S. Agnew, treasurer, made his annual report as follows:

Receipts.

Balance on hand, convention 1910 ................ $ 5,709.48
Received since convention—contributions .......... 10,401.59
Received in interest ................................ 57.00
Less exchange ..................................... 5.00

$16,152.05

Disbursements.

Paid on land .................................. $10,000.00
Interest ...................................... 1,200.00
Assessments—paving Linden Ave .................... 550.00
Taxes ......................................... 430.60
Printing reports, etc ................................ 63.17
Rent for convention 1910 ......................... 70.00
Plowing ground .................................. 50.00
Map of new street location ....................... 10.00
Fencing alley .................................. 5.00
Secretary’s incidental expenses .................... 55.00
Guaranty policy, escrow contract and
filling account changing position Sheridan Drive and vacating alley 329.40

12,458.37

Balance on hand ................................ $ 3,704.68

Comparative Statement.

Received at time of convention 1909 from Bahai
Temple Fund—land ................................ $ 2,000.00
Cash ........................................... 3,966.44

$ 5,966.44

Received 1909-1910 from East ..................... $ 7,092.85
Received 1909-1910 from America .................. 7,638.66

$14,731.51

Received 1910-1911 from East ..................... $1,190.83
Received 1910-1911 from America .................. 9,262.76

10,453.59

$30,851.54

Disbursements 1909-1910 ......................... $14,088.49
Disbursements 1910-1911 ......................... 12,458.37

27,146.86

$ 3,704.68

Special Fund ..................................... $2,000.00
Building Fund ................................... 113.50
General Fund ................................... 108.18

$3,704.68

On motion of Mr. Hannen, and unanimously carried, these reports were accepted and the treasurer’s and financial secretary’s reports were passed to an auditing committee. The Chairman appointed the following Auditing Committee: Mr. Ashton, Mr. Hetherington and Miss Roberts.

Mr. Percy F. Woodcock addressed the Convention and said that during his recent visit at Ramleh, Egypt, Abdul-Baha told him when they were speaking of the Mashrak-el-Akbar, that there was a thousand dollars in Port Said for the Building Fund. That the friends in the Orient, having contributed toward the purchase of the land, were holding this money for the building. He read the following from Mirza Mulk:

"The organization of worshipping places is not simply for drawing near to God, but it is to concentrate the Word or Spirit of God and cause the power of unity and oneness among the people. The Mashrak-el-Akbar is the symbol of the real church, which church is the Reality of the Christ. It is for this purpose that we should consider that..."
as the outward edifice can gather men of different nations in one place, likewise, the Reality of Christ has united the great races of the world together."

The Chairman called the attention of the Convention to the necessity of some action with respect to Bahai publication work.

On motion of Mr. Jacobsen, seconded by Mr. Mills, and unanimously carried, the Chairman was authorized to appoint a committee to ascertain and report the condition and needs of the Bahai Publishing Society, and to report its recommendation for Bahai publication work to the Convention at its session on Tuesday.

The Chairman appointed the following Committee: Mr. Mountfort Mills, Mr. Roy O. Wilhelm, Mr. Charles Mason Remey, Mrs. Ida A. Finch and Mr. Edwin Woodcock.

Mr. Hall addressed the Convention on the propriety and importance of giving an impetus to the publication work and as an aid and agency in promoting the Cause and in carrying forward the work of this Unity.

On motion, adjournment was taken until 10 a. m. Tuesday, May 2nd.

The Convention adjourned by following in prayer Mr. Greenleaf, who read the following:

O Compassionate God! Thanks be unto Thee, for Thou hast awakened me and made me conscious. Thou hast given me a seeing eye, and favored me with a hearing ear; hast led me to Thy Kingdom and guided me to Thy path. Thou hast showed me the right way and caused me to enter the Ark of Deliverance. O God, keep me steadfast and make me firm and staunch. Protect me from violent tests and preserve and shelter me in the strongly fortified Fortress of Thy Covenant and Testament.

O Thou Compassionate God, bestow upon me a heart, which, like a glass, may be illuminated with the Light of Thy Love; and confer upon me a thought which may change the world into a rose-garden, through the Spiritual Bounty.

Thou art the Compassionate, the Merciful. Thou art God of Great Beneficence!
S T A R  O F  T H E  W E S T

M O R N I N G  S E S S I O N — M A Y  2 ,  1 9 1 1 .

The Unity sang the hymn by Mrs. Waite, "His Glorious Sun has Risen."
The Chairman led the Convention in the following prayer:

"O my God! O my God! Unite the hearts of Thy servants and reveal to them Thy Great Purpose. May they follow Thy Commandments and abide in Thy law. Help them, O God, in their endeavor, and grant them strength to serve Thee. O God, leave them not to themselves, but guide their steps by the light of Knowledge and cheer their hearts by Thy Love. Verily Thou art their Helper and their Lord!

Report from Committee on Publications:

The Committee advises that this Convention recommend to the incoming Executive Board, if ways and means become available, that they establish an office or distributing place in Chicago in charge of an efficient assistant, or assistants, to both recording and accounting for such literature; that, after defraying the necessary expenses of such agency, the profits, if any, shall go to the Temple treasury.

On motion duly seconded, the report and recommendation was unanimously adopted.

Mr. Hall offered the following resolution:

Resolved, That the Bahai friends in this Convention recognize the immediate necessity of laying a foundation for the due and fitting publication of Bahai Teachings in America under the fostering aid of a General Bahai Publishing Board. We hereby address to the Bahai Friends assembled, and those throughout America, the appeal that they proceed forthwith to form a Publication Unity to affiliate and co-operate in this work with this Temple Unity. That such Publication Unity make its special work the accumulation of a sufficient fund and the assembling and direction of agencies for translating, revising,
editing, printing and publishing Baha'i Teachings in the English language. That it include in its scope of its work, the organization and maintenance of a Board, or Boards of Translation, Revision and Edition. While we recognize such work as essentially a part of the work of this Unity, nevertheless, the prosecution of such an enterprise involves incurring liabilities from which we should safeguard the funds contributed to the treasury of this Unity.

Therefore, we make the appeal for the formation of an affiliated Publication Unity, with which and in which, we will freely co-operate.

On motion duly seconded, the resolution was unanimously adopted.

On motion duly adopted, the Chairman was authorized to, and thereupon appointed the following Committee on Publications: Mr. Euwin Woolsock, Mr. Charles Mason Romey, Mr. Mountfort Mills, Mr. Albert R. Winquist, Mr. Arthur S. Agnew.

The committee appointed to investigate the purchase of additional grounds, made the following report:

"The question before us for recommendation is, as we understand it, shall a special effort be made to curtail, on the date of the next interest payment June 24, 1911, by as large an amount as possible, the balance due on the Mashrak-el-Azkar site, for the purpose of saving interest; or, shall a portion of the funds now on hand be utilized for the purpose of acquiring additional land on the east water-front?

We are confronted by these facts: Ground bordering on the water-front, on the east side, is necessary in order to give us the desired outlook; there are about six lots which can now be secured at, approximately, $2,000 each; the price of land is advancing, so that a year hence the purchase price of that desired will, in all probability, be several hundred dollars more; of this cash now on hand, $2,000 represents the special donation of Mrs. Goodall, who specified it as her wish that this amount be used for the purchase of additional ground; the mortgage is due until June 24, 1912; by paying this $3,000 now on the mortgage, about $120 in interest would be saved, and finally, there is a question of policy involved, due to the instructions of Abdul-Baha that the erection of even temporary buildings shall not be undertaken until the debt on the land is paid.

"This added ground is a part of the Temple site, but is an accessory holding. This view of the matter might justify your body in taking on the additional indebtedness of about $20,000 which would be entailed upon the present purchase, with the use of the $2,000 as a cash payment on a part at least of the needed land.

"A method which would obviate any technicalities, so far as the present object is concerned, is recommended for your consideration. It is this: As Mrs. Goodall has so kindly given the $2,000 to enable us to perfect our plans by the acquisition of this needed ground, she, or some other Baha'i would undoubtedly be willing to lend her name and co-operation further. In that event, the purchase of, say, six lots might be made by the Trustees, with a payment of $500 cash each, and the lands thus acquired be transferred in escrow, or in trust, to Mrs. Goodall, or whoever would avail themselves of this blessed privilege, to hold them for the Baha'i Temple Unity. In this way, the Temple Unity would have taken on no additional indebtedness, and when we were ready to take over the land, the balance could be paid. This would involve the necessity of the holder's taking care of assessments, etc., as they become due, but this could quite properly be a charge upon Temple funds in hand, if you so direct.

"It is further suggested that the financial situation involved by this arrangement be outlined to the Baha'is of America immediately and their co-operation asked in lifting this additional burden. Enough additional funds should now be diverted toward this land to secure all the necessary lots on a cash payment of, say, $500 each.

"With the proposed arrangements, the Treasurer would know what to depend on as a payment on the mortgage and could give proper notice, or take such other action as he and the others constituting the Board of Trustees, might deem best toward the application of other funds on hand or expected June 24, 1911.

Faithfully yours,

(Signed) Joseph H. Hannen,
Claudia Stuart Coles,
Homer S. Harper, Committee.

On motion of Mrs. Parmerton, duly seconded, this report was unanimously adopted.

On motion of Mrs. Coles, duly seconded and unanimously adopted, the Executive Board was authorized to proceed in accordance with the recommendations in the report.

Miss Robarts read letters of greeting from the London, England, Assembly and the Boston Assembly, in which they suggest that a Book of Common Praise be compiled, combining the best in the old with the best in the new, voicing the message of Unity, Brotherhood and Love. This matter was referred to the Publication Commission for their guidance and action, and they were directed to send greetings to the London Assembly.

On motion, the Convention adjourned until 2 p. m.
Hymns: "Tell The Wondrous Story," also, "This is The Day of Certainty."

Mr. Hall presented the report of the Committee on Publication:

The Committee reports and recommends the appointment of the following Publication Committee, to whom shall be referred the entire publication subject embraced in the resolution adopted by this Convention, and it is recommended that this Publication Commission shall meet before this Convention adjourns and at once proceed to effect an organization to take up such publication work and to affiliate and co-operate with this Temple Unity Publication Commission:

Mr. Edwin Woodcock, Chairman, Mrs. Claudia Stuart Coles, Mrs. Ida Finch, Mr. Albert H. Hall, Mr. Mountfort Mills, Mr. Charles Mason Remey, Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, Mr. Albert R. Windust and Miss Gertrude Buikema.

On motion of Mr. Hannen, duly seconded and unanimously adopted, the report of the Committee was accepted and adopted and the names recommended were elected as the Publication Commission.

Mr. Remey and Mr. Hannen addressed the Convention and presented an outline of the work of the Orient-Occident Unity.

The Auditing Committee reported as follows:

"The Auditing Committee having examined the books of the Financial Secretary, Mrs. Corinne True, find the sum total of receipts of Bahai Temple Unity from April 25, 1910, to April 29, 1911, to be..............................$10,401.59
Interest .................................................. 52.00

$10,453.59

(Signed) GRACE ROBERTS,
WALTER F. HETHERINGTON,
WILLARD H. ASHTON."

This report was duly accepted and placed on file.

The Chairman announced and ruled that the Convention now proceed to the election of an Executive Board for the ensuing year by an informal ballot, each delegate voting for nine members of the Executive Board.

The Chairman appointed as tellers Mr. Wilhelm and Mr. Eardley. The ballot was thus taken and duly counted and canvassed.

On motion by Miss Little, duly seconded and unanimously adopted, the informal ballot taken was made the formal ballot of the Convention and the nine friends receiving the highest number and plurality of votes by the ballot were declared the nine members of the Executive Board of Temple Unity, duly elected for the ensuing year.

The Executive Board thus elected was as follows:

Mrs. Corinne True,
Mr. Albert H. Hall,
Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen,
Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm,
Mr. Mountfort Mills,

On motion by Mr. Mills, duly seconded by Mrs. Parmerton, and unanimously adopted, the Chairman was requested to appoint a committee of three, of which the Chairman would be one, to formulate greetings from the United Bahai Assemblies of America to the first Universal Races Congress, to be held at London, England, July 26-29, 1911. That the result of the committee's action be entrusted to Mr. Hall, to be by him carried or sent to the Congress at his discretion.

The Chairman appointed as such committee Mr. Mills, Mr. Edwin Woodcock and Mrs. Coles.

On motion, the Chairman appointed the following committee, Mr. Remey, Mr. Hannen and Mrs. Coles, to draft and present greetings from this Convention to the Peace Congress to be held in Baltimore, Maryland, and to be addressed by Mr. Remey on Saturday afternoon, May 6, 1911.

On motion of Mr. Percy F. Woodcock, and unanimously adopted, a cablegram of greetings and love from this Unity and the Bahais in the west was directed to be sent to Abdul-Bah.

The Chairman appointed Mr. Percy F. Woodcock to send such greetings.

After the singing of the Temple Song, the Convention closed by all the delegates and friends joining hands in a great circle, while Mr. Hall read the following prayer:
O God! O God! Thou dost look upon us from Thine unseen Kingdom of Oneness (beholding) that we have assembled in this Spiritual meeting, believing in Thee, confident in Thy signs, firm in Thy Covenant and Testament, attracted unto Thee, set aglow with the fire of Thy love, sincere in Thy Cause, servants in Thy vineyard, spreaders of Thy religion, worshippers of Thy Countenance, humble to Thy beloved, submissive at Thy door and imploring Thee to confirm us in the service of Thy chosen ones. Support us with Thine unseen hosts, strengthen our loins in Thy servitude and make us submissive and worshiping servants, communing with Thee.

O our Lord! We are weak, and Thou art the Mighty, the Powerful! We are mortals and Thou art the Great Life-giving Spirit! We are needy and Thou art the Powerful and Sustainer!

O our Lord! Turn our faces unto Thy Divine Face; feed us from Thy heavenly table by Thy Godly grace; help us through the hosts of Thy supreme angels and confirm us by the holy ones of the Kingdom of Abba.

Verily, Thou art the Generous, the Merciful! Thou art the Possessor of great bounty and verily Thou art the Clement and Gracious!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

IMPRESSIONS OF THE CONVENTION.

BY A DELEGATE.

The Convention of 1911 will always be remembered. There the realization was attained of the promise that "where two or three are gathered together in My Name, there am I in the midst of them."

Joy in service left no room for "votes of thanks." For in every heart was stirred a new consciousness that "thanks" belong alone to God.

The universality of the Mashrak-el-Azkar (the dawning point of prayer) is making its deep impress upon the world. From Orient and Occident those who do not call themselves "Bahais," as well as those who do, are contributing in tangible form to this universal idea; thus we find an English Interpreter of Classical Drama devoting some of the proceeds of her art to this object.

It is impossible now to estimate the results of the Temple Unity Convention, for they are woven into the very fibre of life. When the Assemblies grasp the tremendousness of that which is coming into being through these annual meetings, even the smallest of them will be represented. For here is building into the great heart of humanity the "Temple of the living God;" the outer expression of which will be the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Chicago which includes every form of human service.

The phrase "Sea of Oneness" is filled with new meaning to those who have been privileged to attend the recent Convention. May that "Oneness" reach out in loving service to the uttermost parts of the earth, thus fulfilling the prophetic words, "There shall be one fold and one Shepherd, one God and His Name one."

Chicago, May 4, 1911.

Grace Robarts.

Our Persian section this issue contains: (1) Tablet revealed by Abdul-Baha for the Persian friends about three years ago, immediately after the declaration of the Constitution in Turkey and Persia; (2) progress of the Cause in California, written by Dr. Faresed; (3) photograph of Dr. Faresed, Mirza Faragullah Khan and Mrs. Getzinger; (4) article pertaining to Public Education, as the foundation of the progress of every nation; (5) suggestion that the Persian Government appoint a commission to go to Europe, America and Japan to study their systems of public education and establish a system in Persia; (6) announcement of the marriage of Miss Laura C. Barney and Mons Hippolyte Dreyfus; (7) photograph of Miss Barney; (8) report of the Third National Convention of Bahais at Chicago; (9) photograph of Mr. Joseph H. Hannan, one of the Washington, D. C., delegates to the above Convention; (10) Third National Peace Conference in Baltimore and Arbitration Treaty between America and England, and Mr. Onis, Mission Henry's address on the Bahai Movement before the said Congress; (11) Tablet from Abdul-Baha regarding his coming to America; (12) news from Alexandria, Egypt.
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WE ARE PLEASED TO PRESENT THE FOLLOWING EXTRACT FROM A RECENT LETTER BY MR. LOUIS G. GREGORY, OF WASHINGTON, D. C., WHO IS VISITING ABDUL-BAHÁ IN EGYPT, NOT ONLY BECAUSE IT CONTAINS NEWS FROM THAT CENTER, BUT FOR THE TIMELY SUGGESTION IT CONTAINS:

RAMLEH, EGYPT, APRIL 15, 1911.

HAVE BEEN HERE NEARLY A WEEK AND SEEN MUCH OF ABDUL-BAHÁ. THE FRIENDS HERE SHOW GREAT DEVOTION TO THE CAUSE, AND MANY, NOT BELIEVERS, SHOW GREAT REVERENCE AND LOVE FOR ABDUL-BAHÁ, SOME COMING LONG DISTANCES TO SEE HIM. HE EXERCISES THE UTMOST KINDNESS TOWARD ALL.

YESTERDAY HE CALLED MY ATTENTION TO A TABLET REVEALED TO FRIENDS IN PERSIA, SAYING IT WAS BEING SENT TO THIRTY BELIEVERS. SOMETIMES, HE SAID, ONE TABLET WAS SENT TO A HUNDRED PERSIANS, WHILE MANY INDIVIDUAL TABLETS WERE SENT TO AMERICANS. I ANSWERED THAT WE WERE INDEED HIGHLY FAVORED. LATER IN THE DAY HE SAID HE HAD WANTED ME TO GO TO PERSIA AFTER A TIME AND SEE HOW BEAUTIFUL WERE THE LIVES OF THE FRIENDS, AS THEY HAVE BEEN REFINED AND PURIFIED BY MUCH SUFFERING AND THEY SHOW FORTH GREAT LOVE AND SPIRITUALITY. I HAVE OBSERVED THAT THE SECRETARIES OF ABDUL-BAHÁ HAVE NO LITTLE DIFFICULTY DECIPHERING PROPER NAMES IN LETTERS SENT HERE FROM AMERICA, AND SUGGEST THAT THESE BE WRITTEN PLAINLY; ALSO, IN VIEW OF THE GREAT AMOUNT OF WORK, THAT SUPPLICATION BE MADE AS BRIEF AS POSSIBLE. IN FACT, I THINK IT WOULD BE WELL IF MANY AMERICANS, AS DO THE PERSIANS, UNITE IN ONE SUPPLICATION. THUS, ABDUL-BAHÁ WOULD HAVE MORE TIME TO GIVE TO OTHERS IN NEED OF LIGHT, FOR IN HIS PRESENCE IS LIGHT, JOY AND PEACE.

TOMORROW A PARTY OF PILGRIMS LEAVE FOR THE HOLY CITY.

LOUIS G. GREGORY.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>شماره</th>
<th>نام کتاب</th>
<th>نویسنده</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ایرانیان که در سراسر جهان جای گرفته</td>
<td>م. میرزا حسینی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>جغرافیای ایران</td>
<td>م. میرزا حسینی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>تاریخ ایران</td>
<td>م. میرزا حسینی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>سیاست ایران</td>
<td>م. میرزا حسینی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>اقتصاد ایران</td>
<td>م. میرزا حسینی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>تاریخ اجتماعی ایران</td>
<td>م. میرزا حسینی</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

توجه: این جدول نمونه‌ای از کتاب‌های موجود در مجموعه کتاب‌های مربوط به تاریخ و جغرافیای ایران است.
در پی بردن رویکرد اخلاقی برای جلوگیری از مسئولیت‌های اجتماعی

در دوره‌های اخیر، برخی از جهان‌گردی‌ها و ناسازگاری‌ها را به بزرگترین مسئولیت‌های اجتماعی و اخلاقی مرتبط کرده‌اند. این موضوع برای برخی از فردان و سازمان‌ها تهدیدی و مسئولیت‌هایی جدی و پزشکی به نظر می‌رسد.

یکی از مسئولیت‌های اجتماعی بزرگترین آنها، بودجه‌بندی و مدیریت منابع مالی است. این موضوع باعث می‌گردد که مسئولین و سازمان‌های خیریه بهتر به خود و باید مشترک ارزش‌های اجتماعی و اخلاقی را نسبت به خود و به مردم ارائه دهند.

سازمان‌ها و فردان باید از این سیاست‌ها و برنامه‌های جدید بهره‌مندی کنند تا مسئولیت‌های اجتماعی و اخلاقی خود را بپذیرند. در اینجا، نیاز به انجام سریع‌ترین و بهترین برنامه‌های جدید و خلاقانه دارد.

در مورد مسئولیت‌های اجتماعی و اخلاقی، در حال حاضر باید به وسیله کمیته‌های خاصی از این برنامه‌ها استفاده شود. کمیته‌هایی که به مسئولیت‌های اجتماعی و اخلاقی بپردازند، باید بهترین برنامه‌های جدید را ارائه دهند.

در نهایت، مسئولیت‌های اجتماعی و اخلاقی باید به خوبی مدیریت و اجرا شوند تا بهترین نتایج در حوزه‌های مختلف اجتماعی و اخلاقی داشته باشیم.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>سال‌نامه</th>
<th>تاریخ</th>
<th>مدت</th>
<th>مالک</th>
<th>تصویر</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1320</td>
<td>1321</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>آزادی</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**شرح**

مجدداً، هر ذکری از تاریخ، مدت و مالک به‌طور واضح در سال‌نامه ذکر شده است.
شماره پنجم
فرستم شریف
چهارم بهمنماه ۱۳۹۱

۱. پیام معاون رئیس آژانس مطالعات نیروی انتظامی
۲. پیام نماینده وزارت کشور به نماینده ایران در اسپانیا
۳. پیام ولایت آرانت شرکت جنگلی استرالیا
۴. نظر وزیر امور خارجه به وزیر دفاع
۵. پیام وزیر انرژی به وزیر اقتصاد
۶. نظر وزیر کشاورزی به وزیر نفت
۷. پیام وزیر نفت به وزیر انرژی

Persian Editorial Office: NAJME BAKHTAR,
1800 Belmont Road, Washington, D. C., U. S. A.
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A Congress, which promises to be one of the most influential of our time, is to be held in London July 26-29, 1911, in the central building of the University of London. The list of those who have extended to it their moral support is most imposing. Among the supporters, who hail from no less than fifty countries, are over twenty-five Presidents of Parliament, the majority of the Members of the Permanent Court of Arbitration and of the Delegates to the Second Hague Conference, twelve British Governors and eight British Premiers, over forty Colonial Bishops, some hundred and thirty Professors of International Law, the leading Anthropologists and Sociologists, the officers and the majority of the Council of the Inter-Parliamentary Union, and other distinguished personages. The list of the writers of papers includes eminent representatives of over twenty civilizations, and every paper referring to a particular people is prepared by some one of high standing belonging to it.

The object of the Congress will be to discuss, in the light of modern knowledge and the modern conscience, the general relations subsisting between the peoples of the West and those of the East, between the so-called white and so-called colored peoples, with a view to encouraging between them a fuller understanding, the most friendly feelings, and a heartier co-operation. Political issues of the hour will be subordinated to this comprehensive end, in the firm belief that when once mutual respect is established, difficulties of every type will be sympathetically approached and readily solved.

The origin of this Congress is easily explained. The interchange of material and immaterial wealth between the different races of mankind has of late years assumed such dimensions that the old attitude of distrust and aloofness is giving way to a general desire for closer acquaintance. Out of this interesting situation has sprung the idea of holding a Congress where the representatives of the different races might meet each other, face to face, and might, in friendly intercourse, further the cause of mutual trust and respect between Occident and Orient, between the so-called white peoples and the so-called colored peoples.

Accordingly the Congress will not represent a meeting of all the races for the purpose of discussing indiscriminately everybody's concerns. It will not discuss purely European questions, such as the relations existing between or within the different European countries; nor, of course, will it discuss the attitude of Europe towards the United States, or towards other American Republics representing races of European descent. Again, whilst wholly sympathetic towards all far-sighted measures calculated to strengthen and promote good relations, the Congress is pledged to no political party and to no particular scheme of reforms. The writers of papers will, however, have the full right to express whatever political views they may hold, though they will be expected to do justice to all political parties and to treat the issues of the day only passingly. Furthermore, the Congress will not be purely scientific in the sense of only stating facts and not passing judgments. Nor will it be a peace congress in the sense of aiming specifically at the prevention of war. Finally, it should be noted that, since the Congress is to serve the purpose of bringing about healthier relations between Occident and Orient, all bitterness towards parties, peoples, or governments will be avoided, without, of course, excluding reasoned praise and blame. With the problem simplified in this manner, and with a limited number of papers written by leading authorities, who will elucidate the object of the Congress, there is every hope that the discussions will bear a rich harvest of good, and contribute materially towards encouraging friendly feelings and hearty co-operation between the peoples of the West and the East.

The following is the programme for the eight half-day sessions: 1. Fundamental Considerations—Meaning of Race, Tribe, Nation. 2-3. General Conditions of Progress. 4. Peaceful Contact Between Civilizations. 5. Special Problems in Inter-Racial Economics. 6. The Modern Conscience in Relation to Racial Questions. 7-8. Positive Suggestions for Promoting Inter-Racial Friendliness.

Fee for Active Membership (including attendance, volume of papers of about 500 pages in English or French, with valuable bibliographies and other publications) will be £ 21s; fee for Passive Membership (excluding attendance, but including volume of papers and other publications) will be 7s 6d.

Further information may be obtained from the Hon. Organizer, Mr. G. Spiller, 63 South Hill Park, Hampstead, London; from Rev. Ramsden Balmforth, Daisy Bank, Upper Camp street, Cape Town; from the American Co-Secretaries, Dr. W. E. B. DuBois, 20 Vesey street, New York, and Rev. Frederick Lynch, B.A., B.D., 13 East 12th street, New York; from Prof. F. Tönnies, Eutin, Holstein, Germany; and from Dr. Abdu'l-Bahá, Jan van Nassaustraat 43, The Hague, Holland.

* Note.—At this session a paper, written by Abdul-Bahá on the subject of "The Bahá'í Revelation," is to be read.—Ed.
BRIEF ANSWERS TO SEVEN QUESTIONS.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

[second of a series of Tablets containing exhortations to moral and spiritual development.—Ed.]

Through Mirza Ahmad Sohrab and Mirza Raffe, to Mr. and Mrs. Ostburg, Boston, Mass.

HE IS GOD!

O ye two seekers of Truth!

Your letter was received and I became informed of its contents. Some of the letters you have forwarded have not been received, while others have been received at the time of the intense persecutions of the enemy, so it was impossible to reply. When this last letter was received I found opportunity to answer it, notwithstanding the multiplicity of occupations, so that you may know how much ye are beloved in this spot and accepted in the Kingdom of God. As there is little time, brief answers are given to your questions:

Answer to the first question: The spirits of the souls of the Kingdom after the disintegration of this body ascend to the world of Eternal Existence; but should you ask of the place, know thou that that world of existence is the world of unity, but the grades are different. For instance, the mineral existence has a grade, but that mineral being has no knowledge of the vegetable kingdom. It (the mineral existence) has no information of a higher realm; nay, rather, according to appearances, it may deny the higher grade. Likewise the vegetable life has no knowledge of the animal kingdom. It is entirely heedless and unconscious of that kingdom, because the grade of the animal is higher than that of the vegetable. The vegetable, according to its limited environment, is veiled from the knowledge of the animal kingdom, and it may deny it, although the animal, the vegetable and mineral live in the world of existence. Likewise, the animal cannot comprehend the intelligence of the faculties of man, which is the generalizer of the universal and the discoverer of the mysteries of beings, so much so that while living in the East he organizes and founds institutions in the West, and he reveals hidden things. Though he abides in Europe, he discovers America. Though he dwells upon the earth, he unravels the realities of the solar system. The animal is entirely unconscious, nay, rather, a denier of this intelligent force, which penetrates into the unknown and comprehends the general as well as the particular ideas of this illimitable universe. Likewise the people of the world lack the knowledge of the world of the Kingdom, nay, rather, they deny it. Do we not hear from their lips the words, such as these: ‘Where is the Kingdom? Where is the Lord of the Kingdom?’ But these souls are like unto the mineral and vegetable who know nothing of the animal and human kingdoms. They neither see nor search. However, the mineral, the vegetable and the animal kingdoms all live in this world of existence.

Answer to the second question: The Divine trials are in this world, not in the world of the Kingdom.

Answer to the third question: The human reality in the other world has no physical likeness, nay, rather, it has the likeness of the Kingdom, which consists of the harmonious element of the realm of the Spiritual Kingdom.

Answer to the fourth question: The center of the Sun of Truth and of the Supreme World is the Divine Kingdom. Those souls who are purified and sanctified, after the disintegration of this elemental tabernacle, hasten to the Divine Realm, and that Realm is in this universe, but the people of this world have no knowledge of it, just as the mineral and vegetable kingdoms have no knowledge of the animal and human kingdoms.
Answer to the fifth question: His Highness, Baha'u'llah, has raised the Canopy of the Oneness of the Kingdom of Humanity. Whosoever enters under the shade of this all-inclusive Tent, his heart and soul become detached from other tents.

Answer to the sixth question: Whenever a difference of opinion arises between two parties, refer it to the Center of the Covenant, so that the difficulty might be solved.

Answer to the seventh question: His Highness, Baha'u'llah, has appeared for the benefit of all humanity, summoning all to the Divine Table upon which is spread the Heavenly Food. But today the majority of those who partake of this Heavenly Food are poor. That is why His Highness, Christ, said: "Blessed are the poor." Wealth prevents the people from entering the Kingdom, as it is stated by Christ: "It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter into the Kingdom of God." But should a rich person not be prevented from entering the Kingdom because of wealth and riches, glory and influence of this world, that rich person will become favored in the threshold of the Almighty and accepted by the Lord of the Kingdom.

To be brief, Baha'u'llah has manifested for the education and training of all humanity. He is the Teacher of all, whether rich or poor, black or white, oriental or occidental, northern or southern.

Regarding the people who come to Akka; some of them make wonderful progress; extinguished lamps they were, they became ignited, withered were they, they became fresh and young; dead were they, and they became alive, returning to their respective countries electrified with the dynamic forces of the Most Great Glad-Tidings. On the other hand, others have come and left without being touched by this great force.

O ye two attracted ones towards the Kingdom: Thank ye God that ye have made your house the gathering-place and the assembly of the believers.

Answer to the sixth question: Whenever a difference of opinion arises between two parties, refer it to the Center of the Covenant, so that the difficulty might be solved.

Answer to the seventh question: His Highness, Baha'u'llah, has appeared for the benefit of all humanity, summoning all to the Divine Table upon which is spread the Heavenly Food. But today the majority of those who partake of this Heavenly Food are poor. That is why His Highness, Christ, said: "Blessed are the poor." Wealth prevents the people from entering the Kingdom, as it is stated by Christ: "It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter into the Kingdom of God." But should a rich person not be prevented from entering the Kingdom because of wealth and riches, glory and influence of this world, that rich person will become favored in the threshold of the Almighty and accepted by the Lord of the Kingdom.

To be brief, Baha'u'llah has manifested for the education and training of all humanity. He is the Teacher of all, whether rich or poor, black or white, oriental or occidental, northern or southern.

Regarding the people who come to Akka; some of them make wonderful progress; extinguished lamps they were, they became ignited, withered were they, they became fresh and young; dead were they, and they became alive, returning to their respective countries electrified with the dynamic forces of the Most Great Glad-Tidings. On the other hand, others have come and left without being touched by this great force.

O ye two attracted ones towards the Kingdom: Thank ye God that ye have made your house the gathering-place and the assembly of the believers.

Upon thee be Bahá-’l-Abá! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, February 22, 1910.

RECENT TABLETS FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

To the beloved of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful—New York (State):

Mrs. L. G. Stirling, Clara A. Brink, Wm. B. Bemey, Pauline Crandall, Bossie Knight, Dr. W. E. House, Miss Bina Van Buren, Mrs. Sarah Young, Florence A. Cobb, Annie E. Wahrath, Harriet Buperti, Mrs. E. Gustin, Ada C. Divine, Edith L. Whiting, Alice House, Elizabeth Chandler, Lilla A. Ressiguie, Dr. F. S. Blood, Mrs. E. C. Woodworth, Mary M. Young, Ella C. Quant, Margaret La-Grange, F. W. Ackerman.

O ye who are attracted to the Beauty of Abá!

Your letter was received; it indicated that a new union and harmony is created among those souls. This glad thing produced a great happiness and a new hope was seized that perchance the friends of New York, God willing, may become united and harmonized with the heavenly power. Today the most beloved and acceptable deed before His Highness, Baha'u'llah, is the union of the friends and the concord of men, and the most unacceptable is difference and inharmony.

Praise be to God that ye have become assisted with this Most Great Bounty, that is, unity and harmony, and become the cause of the happiness of the heart of Abdul-Baha.

His Highness, Baha'u'llah, said, That if Religion and Faith become the cause of difference, enmity and hatred, undoubtedly its non-being is better than its being. Consider ye how much emphasis He has placed upon love, harmony and affection.

Upon ye be Bahá-’l-Abá! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by M. A. Sohrab, March, 1911.
To the believers of God and the maidservants of the Merciful, Philadelphia. Upon them be Baha'o'LLAH-EL-ABHA!

Through Mirza Ahmad Sohrab. Upon him be Baha'o'LLAH!

HE IS GOD!

O ye sons and daughters of the Kingdom!

It is some time since news has reached me from you. Today the illuminated photographs you forwarded fourteen months ago were received. By looking at those pictures I remembered you and am writing you this tablet so that you may know I have not forgotten you and am always engaged in your mentioning and your illuminated pictures are ever present.

O ye friends and maidservants of the Merciful! It is easy to advance toward the Kingdom, but it is difficult to remain firm and steadfast. Therefore endeavor ye as much as ye can to make your faith firm like unto a well-rooted tree and produce blossoms and fruits. Neither be ye agitated on account of the blowing winds of tests and trials. The firmer the roots of the tree the greater its blossoms and fruits. Because the apostles of Christ remained firm and steadfast they became assisted in the most great services and the confirmations of the Holy Spirit descended upon them uninterruptedly. If ye seek the illumination of the Kingdom ye must arise with infinite resolution. Be ye not discouraged or lukewarm on account of troubles and vicissitudes. Show ye an effort so that that region may be illuminated, the Kingdom of God may raise its tents and the breaths of the Holy Spirit may quicken the souls.

Upon ye be Baha-el-Abha! (Signed) ABUL-BAHA ABRAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 28, 1911.
O thou attracted maid-servant of God!

Your letter was received. From its contents, heart attracting meanings were understood; for they indicated entire attraction by the Kingdom of ABBAM and the attachment of the heart to the Supreme World.

The chanting of the verses, whether done individually or collectively, is the cause of manifesting the effect of the Word of God in the hearts, and the means of ignited the fire of the love of God in the breasts. But it is as thou hast written that the condition required is, the hearts must become like pure and polished mirrors, and the spirits attain perfect joy and happiness by the divine glad-tidings.

Assuredly the blessed souls who direct their entire attention to the Lord of Hosts, who are severed from the nether world and submerged in the outpourings of the Realm of Might, if they travel in various parts of America, associating with all and visiting the assemblies while surging with the love of God, they will certainly be the cause of the unity of the friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful. This is indeed most beloved and acceptable, productive of great results and conducive of great good.

The enclosed paper sent by thee contained beautiful expressions and delightful statements. I ask God that thou mayst awaken the people of America thereby from the sleep of negligence and prove to be to them the means of knowledge and wisdom.

Upon thee be Baha-el-ABHA! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, June 2, 1911.

TABLET TO THE BAHAI OF ENGLAND FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O ye sons and daughters of the Kingdom!

Your letter which was written by heavenly inspiration, whose contents and meanings are full of interest, and whose discrimination springs from hearts that shine, has been received. Of a truth, the believers of London, being steadfast servants, stand firm. They shall not slacken, nor, in the lapse of time, shall their light grow dim. For they are Bahaís, children of Heaven and of the light of the Godhead. Surely, without doubt they shall be the cause of spreading God’s Word, and the channel for spreading the Divine Teachings and bringing about the unity and equality of mankind.

It is easy to accept the Kingdom, but it is difficult to endure therein for the tests are hard and heavy. On all occasions the English are firm and are not turned aside, being neither prone to begin a matter for a little while nor ready to abandon it for a little reason through failing in zeal. Verily in every undertaking they show firmness.

Though you dwell in the West, praise be to God, you have heard the Divine Call from the East, and like unto Moses you have become warmed by the fire of the Tree that has been lighted in Asia, and you have found the true Path, becoming kindled like lamps, having entered into the Kingdom of God. Now in thanksgiving for this bounty you pray for blessing upon the people of the world, till by light of the Kingdom of Splendour their eyes become illuminated and their hearts become even as mirrors attaining the rays of the Sun of Truth.

My hope is this:—that the outbreathing of the Holy Spirit be inspired into your hearts, that your tongues begin to reveal the mysteries and to expound the meaning and the truth of the Holy Books. May the friends become physicians to cure by the Divine Teachings the deep-rooted diseases of the body of the world, to give sight to the blind, hearing to the deaf, life to the dead and awakening to the sleepers. Be sure that the blessing of the Holy Spirit will descend upon you, and that the Hosts of the Kingdom will come to your aid.

Upon you be the Glory of God! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
Given at Ramleh, Egypt, May, 1911. Translated by Tamadun ul Molk.
We were favored with the foregoing beautiful Tablet from Abdul-Baha addressed to the Bahais of England, in reply to a joint supplication sent to him early in the year.

Miss Buckton has just returned from her second visit to Abdul-Baha. The following are a few of the words she brings back from him: "A Bahai is known by his deeds. The Kingdom of God is not in any Society; but some seekers go through many Societies as a traveller goes through many cities, till he reaches his destination. If ye belong to a Society already, do not forsake your brothers." "The highest and most successful way to spread the Cause of the Kingdom is by deeds. This is open to all. Join yourselves to those who work for the poor, the weak and the unfortunate;—this is greatly to be commended. To spread the knowledge of the Kingdom by teaching requires the skill of the physician;—a wise physician does not offer help to those who do not need treatment!"

Those few of the Bahais here who had the good fortune to meet Mr. Louis G. Gregory, during his four days in London on his way home to Washington, D. C., from visiting Abdul-Baha at Ramleh, were exceedingly interested and edified. To meet such a great soul, so filled with the true Bahai spirit in any man is an inspiration; but when this man is a negro, and wise enough to be proud of his colour, then it is a revelation impressive with great significance as one contemplates the difficult problems existing between the white and black populations. How these problems can be changed by a few such men abhorring with God's Word!

London Bahais especially request that all pilgrims whom Abdul-Baha advises to visit them, may give the longest notice practicable of the time of their arrival, that we may be enabled to arrange for all the friends here possible to profit by these visits. Otherwise, many may miss these opportunities of confirmation in their knowledge of the truth of the Bahai Revelation. Travellers please note.

27th May, 1911.

Arthur Cunard.

FROM THE AMERICAN FIELD.

CHICAGO, ILL.—The last 19-day Tea of the Woman's Assembly of Teaching was held at the home of Mrs. George Lesch, 3549 West Monroe St. It being the anniversary of the Declaration of the Bab, Abdul-Baha's birthday and the birthday and annual election of officers of the Woman's Assembly of Teaching, an appropriate program was given and the Board of Nine elected, from which the following chairmen were appointed: President, Mrs. Fannie Lesch; Vice-president and Chairman of Temple Committee, Miss Laura E. Jones; Recording Secretary and Chairman of Program and Press Committee, Miss Mary Lesch; Corresponding Secretary and Chairman of Organization Committee, Mrs. Louise R. Waite; Treasurer, Mrs. Sophie Scheiffer; Chairman of Educational Committee, Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf; Chairman Philanthropic Committee, Mrs. Bara; Chairman Sick Committee, Mrs. Christine Leeding; Chairman Social Committee, Miss Sophia Engelhorn.

This year the Chairman of Education will appoint a Librarian and a Lecture Committee. A circulating library is planned and any calls upon the Woman's Assembly of Teaching to supply a speaker upon the Bahai Revelation will be filled from the Lecture Committee, to consist of the men and women of our Assembly best qualified to meet the demand.

The annual report of the chairman of each committee shows forth the good results of organized work as endorsed by Abdul-Baha. In a recent Tablet received by the friends in Kenosha, he has given forth the call for organization of Woman's Assemblies distinctive from that of their brothers. These two arms of the one body of the general Assembly can co-operate and in perfect harmony fulfill their different functions. It is upon this principle that the Woman's Assembly of Teaching has been instituted. Much broader
work is planned for the ensuing year. As many will be leaving town, the Tents will be
discontinued during July and August.

DENVER, COLO.—Much joy has resulted to the Denver Assembly through the recent
visits of Mrs. Coriace True and Mr. Thornton Chase. Through their loving service much
has been accomplished, and many souls have been stirred by the tidings of the New Day.
We are filled with grateful appreciation for their presence and service among us, and hope
that the future will bring them to us many times.

G. N. Clark.

SPOKANE, WASH.—Again the curtain has lifted and one of our number has entered
the Supreme Assembly. After many months of weary though patient suffering the spirit
of our dear sister, Mrs. Cora I. Lehmann, has departed to the Kingdom of Abha. She
had long looked forward to making the pilgrimage to Abdul-Baha in the Holy City, Acre,
and entering the Presence there, but now, unfettered with the physical and unhindered by
material conditions, she has gone. "Hold her right arm, O God, and dwell continually
with her" till she enters the Glorious Kingdom and her spirit is gladdened with the
Presence of her Lord. Our sister was of a kindly nature, of strong sympathies; a firm
believer and an energetic servant. She loved this life and the opportunities it offered for
service in the Glorious Cause. She leaves behind her a husband, L. A. Lehmann, and a
son, Chester Lehmann; they will miss the sweet association in their daily lives, but they, too,
have learned to say, "Thy will, O Lord, be done!" Sister Lehmann passed out from this
life on Sunday morning, May 7, 1911.

M. Lesley O'Keefe.

A letter from the Hawaiian Islands informs us that Madame Aurelia Bethlen passed
through Honolulu May 9th, on her way to the Orient. She addressed the assembled friends
in the afternoon, and when they accompanied her to the steamer at 6:00 p. m. the same
day, the light that shone in her face testified to the truth of her statement that she was
the happiest woman on the ship.

THE "STAR OF THE WEST" ADDS TO ITS STAFF.

DR. ZIA MABSUT BAGDADI.

It gives us pleasure to welcome to the editorial staff of the STAR OF THE WEST, Dr.
Zia Mabsut Bagdadi ("Zia Effendi"), the youngest son of the late M. Moustafa Bagdadi.
Dr. Bagdadi received his early education in the Orient at the Arabian Literature school, Turk­
ish Government school and the American school. His childhood was blessed by seeing and being
with the Blessed Perfection, Baha'u'llah, and in every year of his youth he visited the Centre
of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha. He came to America in September, 1909, to complete a
course in medicine, graduating from the Chicago College of Medicine and Surgery in May of
this year. He intends to practice in America and be engaged in serving the Cause of
Baha'u'llah. We are confident that the STAR OF THE WEST has, in him, an able and willing
associate.
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Second of a series of presentations of "The Message"—Ed.

THE BAHAI MOVEMENT.

A TEACHING OF PEACE.

Address made before the Third National Peace Congress, Baltimore, Maryland, U. S. A., Saturday, May 6th, 1911.

BY CHARLES MASON REMY.

"We desire but the good of the world, and the happiness of the nations. * * * That all nations should become one in faith, and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men should be strengthened. * * * These fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away and the Most Great Peace shall come. * * * Let not a man glory in this, that he loves his country; let him rather glory in this, that he loves his kind."—Words of Baha’u’llah.

Over half a century ago, before the attention of Western thinkers had to any degree been directed toward the problem of Universal Peace, there was born in the Orient a movement for peace and brotherhood, the call of which is now being heard in the Occident.

The Bahai Movement has for its object, not only international conciliation, as considered from the political and economic viewpoints, but essentially the unification of the people of all races and religions along spiritual lines.

Religious and racial hatred has been the chief cause of warfare. Through the removal of these prejudices the followers of this Movement believe that Peace will be established among nations. Through it thousands of Christians, Moslems, Jews, Zoroastrians, Hindus, and Buddhists, of every race and nationality, are being firmly united in the universal brotherhood of man under the fatherhood of God.

In the month of May, 1844, there arose in Persia a teacher, calling himself The Bab, who proclaimed himself to be the forerunner of "He-Whom-God-would-Manifest"—One who would shortly appear with spiritual wisdom and power, through whose teaching would be established the "divine kingdom" of Peace upon earth. The ministry of The Bab lasted six years, and was followed by his martyrdom, as well as the martyrdom of thousands of his followers, which was brought about by the Mohammedan clergy upon the charge of heresy.

Shortly after the martyrdom of The Bab, he-promise d one, whose coming he had foretold, appeared in the person of Baha’u’llah. * Under the most severe persecution Baha’u’llah, together with some of his followers, was exiled to Turkey in Asia, then to Turkey in Europe, and later on, in 1868, was sent to the town of Akka, a penal colony situated on the Mediterranean, just north of Mt. Carmel, in Syria. Here in Akka he lived and taught until he passed out of this mortal world in the year 1892. He gave his teachings and spiritual instructions, yet during his ministry his cause was not explained and established in the world in general. To this end Baha’u’llah commanded his followers upon his departure to turn their faces toward his son, Abdul-Baha, as their spiritual guide, the expounder of his teachings, the one who would establish his cause in the world, the one upon whose shoulders his mantle would fall.

Abdul-Baha, also known as Abbas Effendi, from 1868 until 1908, because of his teaching, was held a state prisoner in the town of Akka. At present he is in Egypt and there is a possibility that he may visit this country of America. He makes but one claim for himself, that of service in the Path of God. His name, Abdul-Baha Abbas, means "Abbas, the servant of God." He is the spiritual leader of the Baha’is, and is their example to be

*Baha’u’llah means, The Glory of God.
followed in teaching this great faith in the world. He is making the spiritual life of 
Baha'u'llah possible, and bringing it within the reach of the people.

While there have been three teachers in this Cause, Baha'u'llah is the central figure, 
about whom the other two revolve. It is from his name, Baha, that the Movement takes 
its name. The Bab and his Movement were but introductory to, while Abdul-Baha and 
his work are explanatory of, the Baha'i Movement.

This religious teaching is brief and simple. Each of the founders of the great religious 
systems of the world is looked upon as having been inspired by the one spirit of truth, 
which is God. The form and letter of the teachings of these various leaders differ because 
of the differing conditions of humanity to which they ministered, but in spirit each taught 
the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of Man. In the various religions the funda-
mental truths are one and the same.

Moreover, each of the prophets taught of the coming of a great teacher, and of the 
establishment of a Universal Religion. The Jews await the coming of their Messiah, the 
Christians the coming of the Christ, the Moslems the coming of the Mahdi, the Buddhists 
the coming of the fifth Buddha, the Zoroastrians the coming of Shah Bahram, and the 
Hindus the return of Krishna.

The Baha'is teach that the spirit of these promised teachers is one and the same, and 
they believe that in Baha'u'llah was manifested again this one spirit of truth, The Word 
of God. Therefore in his mission and teaching he has accomplished the hopes of the 
peoples of all religions. They believe that he was spiritually endowed with the wisdom 
and understanding necessary to found a new form of religion, applicable to the needs of 
this day, one which will embrace within its fold people of all races and religions, uniting 
them in one human brotherhood.

The Baha'i teaching is in no sense an eclectic philosophy. It is not a theology, nor 
does it put forward doctrine or dogma. It is essentially a religious faith. It seeks to 
change man's nature not by enforcing upon him laws from without, but by developing the 
higher nature of the individual from within.

Among the Moslems the Baha'i teaching has had a phenomenal spread. The several 
recent progressive changes in the Islamic world in Persia have only been made possible 
through the introduction into that country of such progressive thought, and freedom from 
the superstitions of the past, as the Baha'i Movement stands for and takes with it wherever 
it goes. The progressive Moslem finds the Baha'i teaching to be quite in accord with the 
spirit of the Koran and he accepts it as a new testament added thereto.

In like manner the Jew sees in this movement the fulfillment of the hope of the 
Millennial age held out to him in his Bible and realizing this he finds himself at one with 
the Moslem and the Christian.

In going farther into the Orient one finds staunch Baha'is among the remnant of the 
ancient Zoroastrian faith. These received this message and believed its principles because 
in their ancient holy literature they find hidden away its simple truths.

Thinking Hindus are also being reached by the Baha'i thought, and through its positive 
principle of action and service in bettering humanity they are working to free themselves 
from superstition and caste. Thus they are in sympathy with the progress of the world 
along material and spiritual lines together, whereas formerly their progress was limited 
because of the negative phase in which Hinduism has been during so many centuries.

The enlightened believer in Gautama, the Buddha, finds in his own teaching the 
promise of peace and universal brotherhood on earth which makes it easy for him to detect 
and recognize the fulfillment of the same in the Baha'i Movement. To the Buddhist, there-
fore, the idea of this movement for the readjustment of earthly conditions and the estab-
lishment of peace, is a welcome one.

Of all people, none have taken up the Baha'i teaching with more fervor than those scat-
tered here and there, where this message has reached, throughout Christendom. To them 
it fulfills and accomplishes the hopes of Christianity and they are taking hold of the teach-
A far more potent factor in every day life than it is here in the "Vest, religious exhorts and injunctions have inestimable weight in the lives of the masses of the people.
I have made a study of the Bahai Movement, and would like to add a few words of personal testimony regarding what I have seen among the Bahais in many parts of the world.

In Persia, where this movement had its birth, I found that the Bahais had not only overcome the hatred and antipathy which has for centuries existed between Christian, Jew, Zoroastrian and Moslem, but through the unifying spirit of their teaching this previously existing enmity had been replaced by a most binding fraternal spirit. In the Bahai Assemblies all differences of the past had been superseded by the strongest of ties. In that country these people have suffered much because of the fanaticism of the surrounding people. Thousands of their members have in the recent past been massacred, while in the present they are under many difficulties. As recent as 1901 over one hundred and seventy Bahais were massacred in one town by the Moslems.

In Southern Russia and in Turkistan I have visited Assemblies of Bahais. In these territories the movement is protected by the Russian Government, for it is understood that the Bahais stand for Peace and are in no way connected with the many revolutionary movements which continually keep those countries in a state of unrest.

In Egypt and Syria, as well as Turkey, I have met groups of Bahais working along progressive lines, but in those countries, as well as in Persia, the outward progress of the work is not as great as the unseen progress. This is due to the prejudice and persecution of the Moslems, which often leads to bloodshed.

In India the principal center of the Bahais is in Bombay. There I found many Parsees or Zoroastrians taking part in the work. In Calcutta, Baroda, Allahabad, Agra, Lahore, Poona and other cities there are assemblies, and at these meetings Christians, Hindus and Moslems mingle as brothers.

In Burma there is a large Buddhist element amongst the Bahais. Last year I spent some time traveling in that country, and was most hospitably received by the Bahais in several towns and cities. In Japan I found the Bahai teaching to be attracting some attention and in China, too, the movement to have a beginning. Here in these United States, as well as in Great Britain and Europe, I have visited many assemblies and found the work progressing among people of all classes and of varying religious thought. Being essentially a spiritual movement this teaching appeals alike to the enlightened and to the uncultured as it does to people of various religions, races and nationalities.

Notwithstanding the previous attitude of the religionist, which is usually antagonistic to beliefs other than his own, the moment he becomes imbued with the spirit of the Bahais he no longer limits his interest to the mental confines to which he has been accustomed. He becomes a citizen of the world, freed from national, religious and racial prejudices. This is noticeable in the Occidental Bahai, while in the Oriental Bahai it is many times more so, because of the surrounding background of ignorance, superstition and fanaticism against which he stands out emancipated in bold relief.

One who has lived in the Orient and known the Oriental people will at once recognize the importance of the religious factor in bringing about Universal Peace. It is the religious differences between the Oriental and Occidental which have created the great chasm between Eastern and Western thought, manners and customs. There being no religious thought in common between the East and West, there is no ground upon which their respective peoples can meet, hence the necessity for a common religion which only can solve the problem. The Bahai Movement is working directly to bring about confidence, understanding and unity between the Oriental and the Occidental peoples. Baha’u’llah, like all world movers, was far ahead of his time. A Universal religion, International Arbitration, Peace, a Universal Language, Universal Suffrage, in fact, a Universal Civilization, with all of its universal institutions, was unthought of by the world when he, over half a century ago, first announced these principles. Now the world in general is awaking to the necessity for those very institutions to which thousands of Bahais have borne witness by persecution and martyrdom.
**STAR OF THE WEST**

Progress is the resounding chord of this day. Progress in religion is needed more than progress in anything else. The world is now ready for a live and progressive Faith of brotherly love which is broad enough to take in every race and every people; a Faith which will lead and create progressive thought and progressive institutions; a Faith which will actually produce a change in men's natures, developing within their souls divine virtues; a religion which does not destroy but which fulfills the religions of the past; a religion free from dogmas, applicable to all races and conditions, the unique object of which is Peace and the Universal Civilization. Such a faith is the Bahai Teaching.

---

**THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA.**

**TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.**

The maid-servant of God, Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago. Upon her be Baha'o'llah-El-Abha!

O thou dear maid-servant of God!

The question of the Mashrak-el-Azkar is very important and is superior to every matter; surely put forth utmost effort for it.

In the fact that you have registered the name of Abdul-Baha in the contribution book, I became very happy.

Concerning his honor, M. Moustafa Bagdadi, indeed he was an honorable person, who devoted his days to service in the Kingdom of God, became confirmed in excellent services, a cause of guidance to many, was firm in the Covenant, a promulgator of the Religion of God. Regarding this a comforting letter was written to Zia Effendi.

The receipt you have sent was received.

The following was written by Abdul-Baha's own hand at the bottom of the page:

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

O thou daughter of the Kingdom!

Today in America no matter is greater for the elevation of the Word of God than the Mashrak-el-Azkar. Surely give it the utmost importance. I am always waiting that a good report regarding the Mashrak-el-Azkar should come.

In most of the cities of Persia, even in some of the villages, a Mashrak-el-Azkar has been founded.

Now the beloved in America must make effort to establish one Mashrak-el-Azkar.

Upon thee be El-Baha-el-Abha. (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

This double Tablet was translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, June 1, 1911.

---

**PORTION OF A RECENT TABLET TO MRS. I. D. BRITTINGHAM.**

If the believers of God in New York and other cities of America establish, in a befitting manner, union and harmony with spirit, tongue, heart and body, suddenly they shall find Abdul-Baha in their midst. Unless this union is brought about, the Breath of the Holy Spirit shall not have any effect, for the physical body must find capacity, so that the life of the Spirit may breathe through it. If the Beloved of the union of the friends and the harmony of the believers become manifest, the East and the West of America shall be perfumed through the sweet fragrance of the Paradise of Abha, the Mashrak-el-Azkar shall be constructed, the outpouring of the Sun of Reality shall descend, the everlasting glory of the friends of God shall become apparent and the heavenly life be attained.

Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 28, 1911.
COPY OF A LETTER ANSWERING AN INQUIRY AS TO WHAT IS
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE METAPHYSICAL TEACHING
OF THE PRESENT DAY AND THAT OF THE
BAHAI REVELATION.

BY ELLEN V. BEECHER.

Many of the teachers of the so-called New Thought school have laid down as their first principle,—and as a fact,—that, as God’s creatures, we possess in embryo not only His attributes and His power to dominate our whole being as we will, but they assume that “all is good,” because all is a part of God.

Again, that as man holds and operates the creative life forces—which some designate as love—he is himself the “I AM” of his being. Then, by reason of this fact and by the use of will and intelligence, he may not only heal the body, and free it from disease and deformity, but he may do all things, and bring all conditions to himself, by concentration and affirmation.

Lastly, all of these attainments are by his own will and word, because man is an integral part of God.

This is what we understand to be the foundation or fundamental precepts of the so-called “Science,” which has been elaborated and enlarged upon by its ardent followers, until its beautiful word pictures have attracted a large part of the civilized world to its fold.

“‘Well,’ you say, ‘the effect of such teaching must be uplifting to the thinking mind.’ Yes, it has been exceedingly comforting, and has enthused many souls who were in darkness, and thrown light and joy upon their paths, and brought health to their bodies as well. But let us see if the foundation stone in this structure is based upon the Truth of God’s Word, or upon a basis which cannot stand before His judgments in the latter day, when the “wheat and the tares,” which have grown side by side so long, shall finally be separated, and the chaff be burned with the “fire” of God’s Love; for “our God is a consuming fire” of all theories and things of man’s intellect alone.

We cannot find any revelation in any of the great and accepted religions from God which states or tries to prove that man is an inherent part of Himself. That God is within all is true. We were created by God. He breathed the breath of life in us, which was spirit, and endowed us with the possibilities of attaining His attributes and eternal life. All life has come from Him; but that did not constitute man any part of God’s Essence. Man was made in the image of God. An image is only a representation of something which is; a picture of the mind, or an idea put in form—the likeness of an object formed by reflection.

Man, therefore, is no more a part of his Creator than the watch is a part of the watchmaker, or the shadow a reality of the thing which cast it. Man is not even in the image of God’s Essence; for that cannot be expressed; he is simply in the image of God’s Manifestation.

Before man was created, God thought a form by and through which He could make Himself known to the world, and through which He could speak the Word; and then He honored man by creating him in this beautiful Image of the Anointed Manifestations of Himself.

It is true that the human spirit may come to recognize the power and work of the Holy Spirit; and by its own development (by grace) come into at-one-ment with the Mind or Will of God, and so attain great wisdom, and even perfection; but on his own plane,—
never on God's plane. We may be the adopted sons and daughters of God, but no part of His Essence.

All religious sects agree as to the Oneness of God; but we find the Singleness of God emphasized in the teachings of Baha’u’llah. If God be Single, it is a self-evident fact that man cannot be any part of His Essence from any standpoint. As we have said, man may possess the attributes of God, but they are His gifts, as man comes into at one-moment with His Will.

The Bahai bases all spiritual truth upon the Oneness* and Singleness;* then, of God; consequently the Bahai knows that man's powers are limited, and his daily confession before the Lord of Glory is: 'I testify that I am powerless and Thou art Powerful; I am weak and Thou art mighty.' Let us turn to the words of Baha’u’llah, himself, for confirmation. In the Book of Igban, which is one of his greatest works, he says:

'It is evident to the possessors of knowledge and illumined minds that the Unseen Divinity and Essence of Oneness hath been and is everlastingly hidden in His own Essence, and will be eternally concealed from eyes and sights in His own Identity. * * * No relation, connection, separation, union, nearness, remoteness, position or reference is possible between Him and the contingent things, insomuch as all in the heavens and earth have become existent by the Word of His Command, and have stopped forth from utter and absolute non-existence and nothingness into the court of the existent and visible—through His desire, which is the Will Itself.'

Bahais recognize the fact that man may dominate his body and soul; may heal the body of its diseases, caused by an unbalanced mind; and overcome defects in character, by an understanding of the law of concentration and the human will. But you observe that the above process is based upon the intellect, or the knowledge of material law; upon reason, and the five senses; all of which belong on the human plane and will never enter the realm of Spirit, for Spirit knows. It has no need of reason and intellect in that sphere. We apprehend Wisdom to be the gift of the Holy Spirit to those whose wills have been yielded to the Will of God; for until one's will has been yielded to Him, his intellect and reason will veil him from the inner significances of God's Word and purposes. Wisdom is the knowledge of the Divine Law, which cannot be obtained through reason and research alone.

You may ask if a man has no need, then, of intellectual pursuit and attainments? If he should cease to develop his brain faculties and abandon the realm of reason? By no means, for these powers are given us that our capacity may be enlarged on this plane, so that God may express Himself through us and use us in His kingdom on earth, to prepare those who are seeking Him and be better able to meet all sorts and conditions of mankind,—so helping them into the light from their own standpoint; for until man has been quickened from within, he must be taught from the intellectual side of his nature; he must be reasoned with. We must be able 'to give a reason for the hope that is within us,' and be able to state the truth so as to be comprehended. It is our privilege to enlarge our possibilities on every plane, but always to keep in mind the fact of our limitations.

The trend of metaphysical movement within the past few years has been to cause man to assume God's power to be his own, by his right in being a part of God; and its tendency in many cases has been to turn the mind from the Oneness of God to self and self-glorification.

Abdul-Baha, the Servant of God, whose office is to unlock to man spiritual truth, says,

* "Oneness, in its true significance, means that God alone should be realized as the One Power which animates and dominates all things, which are but manifestations of His energy."—Baha'u'llah.

† "God, singly and alone, abideth in His Own Place, which is holy above space and time, mention and utterance, sign, description and definition, height and depth."—Baha'u'llah.
that the Holy Spirit dominates every part of the human being when its will is subservient to His Will; that by it we may be healed in body and soul; by its operation we may be transformed and attain to wisdom and spiritual power which nothing on the material plane can withstand. In speaking of his own station, he says that the Holy Spirit moves his limbs.

Note the difference between the two processes: one is attaining physical power and understanding of the natural laws given by Infinite Mind for the control of matter only, while the other is accomplished by the Holy Spirit alone—man's part being simply to yield his will to its guidance and quickening influence.

The highest attainment, as taught by The Christ in Jesus, could be gained only by a complete renunciation of self, a complete submission to the Will of God in all events.

But what does Baha’u’llah teach? He has instructed us that all past teachers from God gave renunciation of self as the highest attainment or station possible in their time, but, in this great day, this is but the first station; that ‘‘the servants of God shall never attain to the shore of the Sea of Knowledge except by complete severances from all that is in the heavens and earth.’’

Perhaps you can get a clearer idea of man as he is if I quote from the teachings of Baha’u’llah and his son, Abdul-Baha. They have stated: ‘‘As the world travels in a circle, so also do human beings work out their lives in cycles. Man begins with God, and from His hand he first reaches the Mineral condition or kingdom, on his descent into matter, and contains latent force or power of growth. Then he reaches the Vegetable kingdom, which is still only matter, but it has the power of growth added. Then he progresses to the Animal kingdom, which has the power of the former conditions with a third power added—that of sensation. At birth man enters the Human kingdom. This progression is only by the power of God in matter. The seed of the child grows by the power of God into the human being, just as the seed grows into the tree by the power of the sun. The human being has the powers of all the other conditions, and has reached the point opposite and farthest from God; has passed through all the material condition of the circle by the hidden power of God.’’ Man is now ready to begin ascending the scale of spiritual life. ‘‘The soul starts from God, and if it enters the spiritual realms, it may return to God.’’

‘‘There are three births of man: first, the material; second, to be born of water, or the Truth and Knowledge of God; and third, to be born of the Spirit. * * * To be born of the Spirit is to give up material desires, and to take on all the qualities of God, and thus he begins to ascend the other side of the circle. The spiritual half has an indefinite number of conditions, but always progressing upwards.’’ Baha’u’llah has applied a new light to the teach of Truth, so that man may see how to live the true Christian life; how to gain victory over egotism by sacrifice and servitude.

We hold that there are two distinct phases of optimism. One is based on the assumption of conditions, which the objective mind has first conceived and pictured, as it were, on the walls of the subjective mind. By holding this thought or picture without wavering, we may possibly bring things to pass. We may brighten our own paths by happy, cheerful thoughts, and help uplift others who are in negative states of mind. But this effort must be diligently continued, for all depends upon our own power to hold the pictures formed.

The other kind of optimism is wholly based on the spiritual mind. It comes by a calm and absolute trust in the power of God to bring to pass all things for our highest good, whatever the seeming may be. Circumstances and environments cannot destroy it. Our good may often come through severe tests and trials, so that it may not appear as such on the face of it, but by faith in the power and promises of God to do all things, the silver lining of every cloud is made visible, and one is enabled to obey His command, given through Baha’u’llah, to ‘‘Cheer up thy heart with delight, that thou mayest be fitted to meet Me and become a mirror of My beauty.’’
STAR OF THE WEST
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, who long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shall spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Baha'is which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant. In the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy form will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

BAHAI CALENDAR.
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We would respectfully direct the attention of the friends to the suggestions held forth in the Tablet to Mrs. Cecilia M. Harrison, of Chicago, printed on page 6, and the brief notes of Miss Buckton, of London, printed on page 7. The arising of a few souls to carry out the hope of Abdul-Baha, who are equipped with the requirements he holds forth, their journeying to and fro and association with all, will undoubtedly stimulate activity among the friends, become the cause of unity among the servants, be productive of great results and conducive to great good.

Our Persian section this issue contains: (1) An article by Mirza Andeleeb, of Shiraz; (2) a poem celebrating Abdul-Baha's departure from Acre; (3) an article by Dr. Furthest on the city of San Francisco, Cal., and the progress of the Cause on the Pacific coast; (4) portrait of Mr. Thornton Chase; (5) the first annual report of the Hospital of Sehat, Teheran; (6) advertising the Book of Tablets of Abdul-Baha printed in Cairo, Egypt; (7) an article from Hamadan, Persia, regarding the founding of a new school; (8) the cause of delay in issuing the STAR OF THE WEST in the East.
کریز

سومین روز از افتتاحیه پیام‌رسی انجام گرفت که در آن کیوی گفتگوی از مسئولین از کشور مطرح گردید. در این جلسه، کیوی در مورد تأثیرات دوربین‌های تکنولوژیک و توانایی‌های آن‌ها بر خلافت واقعیت بحث کرد. او اشاره کرد که این تکنولوژی‌های نوین قادر به تغییرات عمده‌ای در زمینه‌های مختلفی از جمله سیاست، سیاست خارجی، و تردد انسان‌ها در جهان می‌باشد.

کیوی اشاره کرد که پیام‌رسی باعث ایجاد یک تغییرات عمده در رفتار انسان‌ها می‌شود. با کمک این تکنولوژی، می‌توان به سرعت بیشتری اطلاعات به دریافتگر تحویل داد. این کالبدی که از طریق پیام‌رسی کار گرفته و هزینه و زمان مالی را کاهش می‌دهد.

در جلسه بیشتری، کیوی بر اهمیت پرداختن به این تکنولوژی تاکید کرد. او نشان داد که با توجه به تغییرات بر اساس این تکنولوژی، باید اقداماتی انجام شود تا برای مقایسه سیاست‌های جدیدی که مبتنی بر این تکنولوژی باشند.

کیوی با ذکر مواردی از این تکنولوژی، این مسئولین را به اثبات مجدد سیاست‌های مورد نیاز خواست. او اشاره کرد که با استفاده از این تکنولوژی، می‌توان بهتر از تعاملات متعددی در زمینه اقتصاد، سیاست خارجی و تردد انسان‌ها برخورداری کرد.

کیوی در پایان جلسه، از پیام‌رسی و همکاری‌های قابل اطمینان با این تکنولوژی تاکید کرد. او نشان داد که با این تکنولوژی، می‌توان به سرعت و بهترین شکل امکان‌هایی برای انتخاب بهترین سیاست‌های جدید را به دست آورده.
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ASSEMBLIES IN THE OCCIDENT.

Secretaries are requested to see that their Assembly is correctly represented.

CANADA.

MONTREAL, QUE.-Weekly meeting held Friday evening at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Maxwell, 716 Pine Avenue.

ENGLAND.

LONDON, ENG.-Regular meeting of Assembly Friday, 8:30 p.m., at 30 Cheviot Gardens; Wright's Lane, Kensington, High Street. Bahal Reading Room, 137a High Street, entrance from Wright's Lane.

USA.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.-Meetings held Wednesday evening at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Maxwell, 716 Pine Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILL.-Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 8 a.m., at 4141 Xavier Street; Monday, 8 p.m., at 1608 Broadway, and group meetings Thursday afternoon at homes of the friends. G. Nathaniel Clark, Secretary, 4141 Xavier Street.

BUFFALO, N. Y.-Meetings every Sunday and Thursday afternoon at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Nels Peterson. Mrs. John Deruo, Secretary.

BOSTON, MASS.-Sunday morning, at 11 o'clock, 312 South Street, entrance from Wright's Lane.

BALTIMORE, MD.-Regular weekly meetings, Tuesday evening at 629 West North Avenue, and Sunday evening at 514 Broadway. Residence of Secretary, 629 West North Avenue.

AKRON, OHIO.-Meetings every Sunday and Thursday afternoon at homes of the friends. Residence of Secretary, 4855 Kenmore Avenue. Telephone Ravenswood 2192.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.-Regular meeting held Friday evening at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Russell L. Brooker, 29 Hawthorne Avenue.

MONTREAL, QUE.-Weekly meeting held Friday evening at 629 West North Avenue.

MUSKOGEE, OKLA.-Regular meetings, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Genealogical Hall, 226 West 6th Street.

NEW YORK, N. Y.-Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Genealogical Hall, 226 West 6th Street.

OAKLAND, CAL.-Regular meeting held Friday evening at 52 Jackson Street. Mrs. Helen Baer, Secretary.

PORTLAND, ORE.-Regular weekly meeting, Thursday, 7:30 p.m., at 298 Olds Street.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.-Regular meeting held Thursday, 8:30 p.m., at 218 Park Street. Address of Assembly, Mr. Charles Carlson, Secretary, 239 Griffith Avenue, San Mateo, Cal.

SEATTLE, WASH.-Regular weekly meeting held at 3151 Beacon Avenue, South.

WASHINGTON, D. C.-Regular meetings held Friday evening at 8:15; Sunday morning at 11:15, at 1219 Connecticut Avenue; Wednesday evening at 8:30, at 1907 Thirteenth Street, N. W. Mail address of Assembly, P. O. Box 1021. Residence of Secretary, Mr. Joseph H. Harnan, 1252 Eighth Street, N. W.
WORDS OF BAHÁ’U’LLÁH.

Bahá’u’lláh declared of Himself to the Shah of Persia:

This is a leaf which the Breezes of the Will of thy Lord, the Mighty, the Exalted, have stirred. Can it be still when the rushing winds blow? No, by the Lord of the Names and Attributes! Rather do they move it as they list, for Being belongeth not to nonentity in the Presence of the Eternal. His decisive command did come, causing Me to speak for His celebration amid the worlds. Verily, I was not save as one dead in the presence of His Command, the hand of thy Lord, the Merciful, the Clement, turning Me. Can anyone speak on his own part that for which all men, whether high or low, will contradict Him? No! by Him who taught the pen eternal mysteries, save him who is strengthened by One, Mighty and Strong!

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHÁ TO THE SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF BAKU, RUSSIA.

Upon them be the Glory of God, the Most Glorious!

HE IS GOD!

O ye friends of God! O ye manifestors of bounties and favors of the Beauty of Bahá!

That illumined Orb (Bahá’u’lláh) hath risen from the horizon of sanctity and holiness to shed His Rays upon the expanse of the universe and that mysterious Beloved hath rent assunder the veil of concealment and appeared in the Assemblage of Humanity so that the wooers of His heart-captivating Beauty attained to His meeting, and torrents of spiritual teachings have descended from His Holy Lips, that we may be enabled to hear with the ear of the spirit, walk in the Path of the Beloved; see His Attributes and Manners; behold His Character and Principles; drink the Cup of Bestowal, taste the sweetness of His Reality, obey His Religion and emulate His glorious Example.

O ye friends! His gentle nature was excellent and His sweet disposition sublime. He was in the utmost humility and submission, and perfect kindliness and praise. Worthy contrary adorned His Being. He was a refuge for every affrighted one; an asylum for every discomfitted one; a fountain for every thirsty one; a Highway of Salvation for every wandering one; a healing to every sick one, and a dressing for every wounded one. In brief, ye have undoubtedly heard and read His Holy Instructions. But alas! we have entirely neglected them and are pursuing our own desires, following our own opinions, seeking our own ideas, and chasing our own shadows! Is it not a shame to change His Rose Garden into a bramble patch? His Delectable Paradise into a ruined abode? To seek to eradicate His Foundation and completely destroy His structure? To forget the Divine Instructions and cast behind our backs
the Commands of God; with our lips to speak of the waves of the tumultuous Ocean, while inwardly we are dying of thirst; and while claiming divine wealth of consciousness, we are so poverty-sticken in spirit as to be but illusive phantoms—blown about by every wind?

I declare by the Bounty of the Blessed Perfection that nothing will produce results save intense sincerity! Nothing will be productive of fruit save complete advancement toward God! Everything is condemned save severance and every idea is fruitless and unacceptable save supplication, communion, prayer and obedience! We must entirely collect our scattered thoughts, purify and sanctify the house of our existence from every attachment and make the palace of our hearts the nest and shelter of the Dove of Holiness. Then, and not till then will the significance of confirmation and assistance become evident and known, the power of the Kingdom become apparent, and the hosts of the Supreme Concours run swiftly into the arena of heavenly conquest, to gain victory over the East and West of the hearts, and make the North and South of the spirits of men the flowery regions of the Love of God!

Praise be to God! that the Province of Caucasia—Baku—is a glorious light in the Lamp of Oneness, a wonderful effulgence from the Sun of Beauty of the Divine Beloved. Its believers are sincere and its friends are the favored ones in the Threshold of Oneness.

Truly I say this is a most great Bounty and a most eminent Gift!

Upon ye be the Glory of God!

(Signed) ABDUL BAIU ABBAS.
You have written concerning the spiritual meetings. The foundation of the spiritual meetings must be the teaching and delivering of the Cause of God. In these meetings the believers and maid-servants of the Merciful must proclaim the proofs and arguments and explain the signs of the appearance of the Beauty of ABHA—May my life be a sacrifice to the beloved ones! Meanwhile they may read some Tablets and Communes, and at the end of the meetings, if they desire to sing with the utmost supplication and meekness, it is acceptable. But the fundamental principle of the establishment of spiritual meetings is for the sake of teaching and delivering the Truth so that those souls who are present may become informed of the Divine Evidences and Proofs.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Thou hast inquired regarding the teachings and instructions of Baha’u’llah! Thou must instruct the people of the world in the Love of God, that they may eradicate the foundation of warfare and strife, be attracted by the Glad-tidings of the kingdom of ABHA, lay the basis of love and amity, raise the melody of affinity, and the oneness of the Kingdom of humanity; transmute tyranny and persecution into love and faithfulness, efface the traces of bloodshed and carnage; construct the edifice of reconciliation, dispel the darkness of estrangement, diffuse the light of unity; change the poison of animosity into the honey of sympathetic affection; destroy the religious, national and social prejudices from the individuals of humanity; live and act, with and toward each other as though they were from one race, one country, one religion, and one kind.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

But regarding teaching the Truth: One must teach with wisdom, amiability, good-naturedness and kindness. And should anyone circumscribe conditions (for teaching the Truth) it will become rare.

But concerning the established (organized assemblies), altogether outside conversation must not be introduced therein. Nay, rather, conversation must be confined to the reading of verses, the perusing of Words and affairs which pertain to the Cause of God, such as explaining proofs and evidences, delivering clear and irrefutable arguments and announcing the signs of the Beloved of the creatures.

Those souls who are in that assembly before their entrance therein must be adorned with utmost purity, turn their faces toward the Kingdom of ABHA.
and enter with infinite humility and meekness, and when someone reads Tablets they must be silent and attentive. Should anyone desire to speak, he must do it with the utmost courtesy and with perfect eloquence and fluency by the consent and permission of the people of the assembly.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!  
(Signed)  
ABDUL-BABA ABBAS.

The believers of God must assemble and associate with each other in the utmost love, joy and fragrance. They must conduct themselves (in the meetings) with the greatest dignity and consideration, chant divine verses, peruse instructive articles, read the Tablets of Abdul-Baha, encourage and inspire each other with love for the whole human race, invoke God with perfect joy and fragrance, read the verses of glorification and praises of the Self-Subsistent Lord and deliver eloquent speeches.

(Signed)  
ABDUL-BABA ABBAS.

Thy mission in America for the present is this: Thou must travel as far as possible to every part and pass through cities and towns, summoning everyone to the Beauty of Abha, raising the Call of the Kingdom and proclaiming at the top of thy voice:

"A hundred thousand glad-tidings be upon ye that the Sun of the Reality of the Beauty of Abha hath shone forth from the Horizon of the Contingent Being and hath illumined the regions with the lights of the Most Great Guidance. The realties of the Old Testament and the Gospel are already fulfilled and the Mysteries of the Heavenly Books have become manifest. This is the century of the Merciful One and the Period of Joy and Gladness. O ye heedless ones, become mindful! O ye sleeping ones, be awakened! O ye blind ones, become seeing! O ye deaf ones, become hearing! O ye dumb ones, become speakers! O ye dead ones, become living! O ye deprived ones, take a portion! This is the effulgence of the Merciful and the moving of the Depthless Sea. This is the outpouring of the wonderful and new springtime and the falling of the showers of the Bounty of the Most Great Lord!"

This is thy mission.  
(Signed)  
ABDUL-BABA ABBAS.

Thy letter was received and read. Thou hast invited me to America, saying: "In that region and in that country there are many fragrant and multi-colored flowers; likewise there are thorns and thistles; but Abdul-Baha should not look upon the thistles of the desert. He must hasten to that country for the sake of the flowers." This simile is very beautiful; but when a gardener invites a man to his garden, first he will arrange all the flowers with the utmost elegance, beauty and art, then he will invite his guest. Moreover, there are differences among the flowers. Therefore pray thou that harmony may be created so that your country may find the capacity for the Presence of Abdul-Baha. I have the utmost yearning to meet all of you; but unless the conditions which have been previously mentioned are realized, my trip to those parts would be difficult, for it would produce no results.

I hope that all the friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful may be united with each other, so that Abdul-Baha without any cloud may travel from the East to the West. It is hoped that this unity may become realized.  
(Signed)  
ABDUL-BABA ABBAS.
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O thou Star of the West!
His Is God!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, for long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy form will increase. thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAH.

BAHAI CALENDAR.

MONTH NAME FIRST DAYS MONTH NAME FIRST DAYS
1st. Baha’ (Splendor) Mar. 21 11th. Masahsat (Will) Sept. 27
2nd. Jalil (Glory) Apr. 9 12th. Khatrast (Power) Nov. 4
3rd. Jamsh (Joy) Apr. 29 13th. Kowl (Speech) Nov. 25
4th. Azamat (Grandeur) May 17 14th. Mase’ulk (Questions) Dec. 8
5th. Sur (Light) June 5 15th. Shuraf (Fame) Dec. 22
6th. Rahmat (Mercy) June 24 16th. Kutl (Sovereignty) Jan. 10
7th. Kamlamat (Words) July 13 17th. Mull (Dominion) Feb. 2
8th. Amma (Names) Aug. 1 18th. Ne’em (Light) March 8
9th. Kandal (Perfection) Aug. 20 19th. Ola (Softness) May 2
10th. Hiasm (Right) Sept. 8 (Month of fasting)
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It is reported that Abdul-Baha will attend the First Universal Races Congress to be held at the University of London, July 20-29, 1911.

In devoting the contents of this issue of the STAR OF THE WEST to the Words of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha, we trust the Life-Giving Breeze from the Kingdom of Ahl may be wafted to all parts of the world. “Verily, He doeth whatsoever He willeth!”

The Annual Conference of the Persian-American Educational Society, held in Washington, D.C., June 16-17, has attracted widespread attention and accomplished excellent results. A report of the conference will be presented in the next issue of the STAR OF THE WEST. Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, editor of our Persian section, is to be congratulated for his untiring energy in attending to the innumerable details so indispensable to the work of this Society and the success of the Conference. Because of the labor devolving upon him, it was deemed advisable to omit the Persian section for this issue.
FOUR QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Questions, sent by Professor Cairns, Edinburgh, June 24th, 1910:

(1) Is it right to speak of the Bab and of Baha’u’llah as Manifestations, or as Incarnations?
(2) Do the Bahais teach the doctrine of reincarnation?
(3) Did Baha’u’llah claim to supersede the Revelation of Jesus, the Christ?
(4) Did Baha’u’llah claim to be greater than Jesus, the Christ?

Answers of Abdul-Baha (the servant of God), Haifa, July 20th, 1910:

O daughter of the Kingdom!

Your letter has arrived. Its contents caused spiritual happiness and heartfelt gladness.

I wish to answer in detail, but at present my health is not very strong; I am fatigued, so am obliged to write in short. When I feel better, I will write at length, for verily, you are occupied with the work of the Kingdom and are serving the world of Humanity, and therefore are worthy of correspondence.

Now I will write shortly.

1st Answer. The Bahais believe that the incarnation of the Word of God, meaning the changing of the nature of Divinity into Humanity and the transformation of the Infinite into the finite, can never be. But they believe that the Bab and Baha’u’llah are Manifestations of a Universal Order in the world of humanity. It is clear that the Eternal can never be transient, neither the transient Eternal.

Transformation of nature is impossible. Perfect man, Manifestation, is like a clear mirror in which the Sun of Reality is apparent and evident, reflected in its endless bounties.

2nd Answer. In the teaching of Baha’u’llah, the reincarnation of the spirit in successive bodies is not taught.

3rd Answer. Baha’u’llah has not abolished the teachings of Christ. He gave a fresh impulse to them and renewed them; explained and interpreted them; expanded and fulfilled them.

4th Answer. Baha’u’llah has not claimed himself to be greater than Christ. He gave the following explanation: That the Manifestations of God are the Rising Points of one and the same Sun; i.e., the Sun of Reality is One, but the places of rising are numerous. Thus, Reality is One, but it is shining upon several mirrors.

Your own answers were good; and now I have myself answered in short. Upon you be the Glory of the Most Glorious!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Monever Khanum.

Answer to your letter, sent by Professor Cairns, Edinburgh, June 24th, 1910:

You ask whether it is right to speak of the Bab and of Baha’u’llah as Manifestations, or as Incarnations?

So far as the Bab is concerned, this was the first time a perfect man was sent, or even passed the threshold of incarnation. Thus, it is not possible to regard the Bab as an Incarnation, or Manifestation of Divinity in the world of humanity.

The Bahais believe that the Incarnations of Allah were numerous, as the innumerable Manifestations of God, including the Bab, Baha’u’llah, and the Revelation of Jesus, the Christ.

In the teaching of Baha’u’llah, the reincarnation of the spirit in successive bodies is not taught. On the contrary, He has clearly stated that transformation of nature is impossible. Perfect man, Manifestation, is like a clear mirror in which the Sun of Reality is apparent and evident, reflected in its endless bounties.

The Bahais believe that the incarnation of the Word of God, meaning the changing of the nature of Divinity into Humanity and the transformation of the Infinite into the finite, can never be. But they believe that the Bab and Baha’u’llah are Manifestations of a Universal Order in the world of humanity. It is clear that the Eternal can never be transient, neither the transient Eternal.

Transformation of nature is impossible. Perfect man, Manifestation, is like a clear mirror in which the Sun of Reality is apparent and evident, reflected in its endless bounties.

Your letter arrived. Its contents caused spiritual happiness and heartfelt gladness.

I wish to answer in detail, but at present my health is not very strong; I am fatigued, so am obliged to write in short. When I feel better, I will write at length, for verily, you are occupied with the work of the Kingdom and are serving the world of Humanity, and therefore are worthy of correspondence.

Now I will write shortly.

1st Answer. The Bahais believe that the incarnation of the Word of God, meaning the changing of the nature of Divinity into Humanity and the transformation of the Infinite into the finite, can never be. But they believe that the Bab and Baha’u’llah are Manifestations of a Universal Order in the world of humanity. It is clear that the Eternal can never be transient, neither the transient Eternal.

Transformation of nature is impossible. Perfect man, Manifestation, is like a clear mirror in which the Sun of Reality is apparent and evident, reflected in its endless bounties.

2nd Answer. In the teaching of Baha’u’llah, the reincarnation of the spirit in successive bodies is not taught.

3rd Answer. Baha’u’llah has not abolished the teachings of Christ. He gave a fresh impulse to them and renewed them; explained and interpreted them; expanded and fulfilled them.

4th Answer. Baha’u’llah has not claimed himself to be greater than Christ. He gave the following explanation: That the Manifestations of God are the Rising Points of one and the same Sun; i.e., the Sun of Reality is One, but the places of rising are numerous. Thus, Reality is One, but it is shining upon several mirrors.

Your own answers were good; and now I have myself answered in short. Upon you be the Glory of the Most Glorious!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.
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ASSEMBLIES IN THE OCCIDENT.

AFRICA

CAPE TOWN.—Regular meeting held on the 19th of every month at the home of (Mrs.) Agnes Cook, Gad's Hill, Avenue Poodes, Sea Point.

CANADA

MONTREAL, QUE.—Weekly meetings held Friday evening at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Maxwell, 716 Pine Avenue.

ENGLAND

LONDON, ENG.—Regular meeting of Assembly Friday evening, at 8 :00, at 19 Chemiston Gardens, Wright's Lane, Kensington, High Street, Bahai Reading Room, 157A High Street, entrance from Wright's Lane.

GERMANY

STUTTGART, WÜRTTEMBERG.—Regular meeting of Assembly Friday evening. Kanuélstrasse 24 P. ZEPFENHAUSEN.—At the home of Herrn und Frau F. Schwebel, Karlstrasse 26 B.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AKRON, OHIO.—Meetings every Thursday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Russell L. Brooker, 29 Hawthorne Avenue.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Regular weekly meetings Tuesday evening at 629 West North Avenue, and Sunday evening at 516 Broadway. Residence of Secretary, 629 West North Avenue.

BANGOR, ME.—Regular meetings, Wednesday evening at homes the first and third Sundays of the month. Address, Mr. Byron S. Lane, R. F. D. 5.

BOSTON, MASS.—Sunday morning, at 11 o'clock, in Beckton Hall, 200 Huntington Avenue; study class, Friday, 8 p. m., at 69 Gainesborough Street. Miss Ethel Clement, Corresponding Secretary, 944 Harvard Street, Cambridge, Mass.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Meetings every Sunday and Thursday evening at 494 Elmwood Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a. m., at Cornubian Hall, 17th floor Masonic Temple, State and Randolph Streets. Address of Assembly, P. O. Box 258, George Lesch, Secretary. Bahá’ís coming to Chicago who wish to be met at the railroad station and be put into communication with the friends in this city, may address Mrs. Charles H. Greenleaf, 4855 Kenmore Avenue. Telephone Ravenswood 3025.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.—Meetings held Wednesday evening at the homes of the friends. Residence of Secretary, Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton, 543 Mitchell Avenue.

Cleveland, OHIO.—Regular weekly meeting of the Assembly Friday evening, at the apartment of Dr. Pauline Barton-Peake, 3606 Prospect Street; also Wednesday evenings at the home of Dr. and Mrs. C. M. Swingle, 2101 Prospect Avenue.

DENVER, Colo.—Regular meetings, Sunday, 3:30 p. m., at 4141 Xavier Street; Monday, 8 p. m., at 1095 Broadway, and group meetings Thursday afternoon at homes of the friends. G. Nathaniel Clark, Secretary, 4141 Xavier Street.

FEETPORT, MICH.—Regular meetings, Sunday, 2:30 p. m., at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Nels Peterson. Mrs. John Derno, Secretary.

ITHACA, N. Y.—Regular meeting of Assembly, Friday evening at the residence of Dr. W. E. House, 241 South Cayuga Street.

KINGSHIA, Wis.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 10:30 a. m.; Sunday school, 9:30 a. m., at Gronquish Hall, 213 Park Street. Address of Assembly, Mr. Charles Carlson, Secretary, 418 State Street. Mrs. Anna Bolazaar, Secretary, Women's Assembly.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—F. B. Beckett, Secretary, R. F. D. 5, Box 225.

MUSKOKA, MICH.—Meetings held Wednesday afternoon at 52 Jackson Street. Mrs. Helene Dagg, Secretary.

NEWARK, N. J.—Regular weekly meeting of the Assembly Thursday evening, at the home of Mrs. F. Carré, 70 Haley Street.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a. m., at Genealogical Hall, 226 West 58th Street.

OAKLAND, CAL.—Charles R. Lee, Secretary, 1323 Jackson Street, San Francisco. Mrs. Cordie Cline, Corresponding Secretary, 238 Griffith Avenue, San Mateo, Cal.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.—Miss Jessie E. Revoll, Secretary, 1429 Mayfield Street.

PORTLAND, OR.—Regular weekly meeting, Thursday, 7:30 p. m., at 501 Yamhill Street, corner Fifteenth Street. Mrs. Nettie Nash, Secretary, Kenton Station.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Regular weekly meeting held at 2916 Beacon Avenue, South.

SPOKANE, WASH.—Regular weekly meeting held Friday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Killius, 124 Fifth Avenue. Mrs. Cora H. Ethorne, Secretary, 12 Sharpe Avenue.

SUMMERDUCK, VA.—Meeting on fourth Sunday; address, care Mrs. R. H. Duckett.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Regular meetings Friday evening at 8:15; Sunday morning at 11:15, at 1219 Connecticut Avenue; Wednesday evening at 8:00, at 1937 Thirteenth Street, N. W. Mail address of Assembly, P. O. Box 182. Residence of Secretary, Mr. Joseph H. Hansen, 1922 Eighth Street, N. W.

Secretaries are requested to see that their Assembly is correctly represented.
The First Annual Conference of the Persian-American Educational Society, held at Washington, June 16-17, 1911, is now a matter of history, and the verdict of all concerned is unanimously to the effect that it was a complete success. Several societies and organizations sent delegates, the attendance at the sessions was gratifyingly large, eloquent speakers of national reputation and men of high position contributed their services, and immeasurable good was done, not only for the educational work, but for the welfare of Persia. Thus great ends were served by a united effort, started little more than a year ago.

Probably the central figure of attraction—an interest shared, and justly so, by the able founder, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab—was Ghodsia Khanum, the little lady from Persia, whose arrival in this country for the purpose of obtaining an American education was well-timed for the purposes of the Conference.
Illustrated interviews with her were published in the leading newspapers, and her reception at Rauscher's Hall, Saturday, June 17th, was a notable feature of the Conference.

The public sessions of the Conference were held in the hall of the Washington Public Library, which had been beautifully decorated for the occasion with the emblems of Persia and the United States, while costly Persian rugs and curious bric-a-brac, loaned by the Persian Legation, mingled well with palms and oak leaves in a sumptuous oriental effect.

The first session was called to order at 10 a.m., Friday, June 16th, with the President, William H. Hoar, of New York City, in the Chair. The invocation was pronounced by Rev. William D. Moss. Following the Chairman's opening address, in which the objects of the Conference were ably set out, a communication and an address from Mirza Ali Kuli Khan, Charge d'Affaires of Persia, were read by the Secretary. The address most interestingly outlined the methods being followed in the education of the young Shah of Persia. Congratulatory telegrams and cablegrams were read, the points represented being Tehran, Paris; New York, by Roy C. Wilhelm; Boston, Mass., by Alfred E. Lunt; Kenosha, Wis., by B. M. Jacobsen; Montreal, Canada, by Dr. Ameen U. Farroed. The next speaker was Hon. Elmer Ellsworth Brown, U.S. Commissioner of Education, who discussed the topic of International Educational Relations. He was followed by Benj. F. Trueblood, Secretary of the American Peace Society. The Secretary then read extracts from his printed Annual Report, after which an adjournment was taken to permit photographs of the delegates and friends in attendance to be used by the American Press Association.

The afternoon session of June 16th was called to order at 3 o'clock with Howard MacNutt, of Brooklyn, N. Y., in the Chair. The invocation was pronounced by Rev. W. W. McMaster. The first address was by Hooper Harris, of New York City, on the subject: "Is Persia's Future Safe?" He was followed by C. S. Donaldson, of the U.S. Bureau of Manufacturers, on "Commercial Relations between Persia and America." Mrs. Fannie Fern Andrews, Secretary of the American School of Peace League, Boston, Mass., who was on the program to speak, was unable to be present, on account of sudden illness, as announced in a telegram. The concluding address was by Professor H. B. Holler, of Washington, who spoke on the aims of the Oriental University.

The third session commenced at 10 o'clock Saturday morning, June 17th, with Mr. Hooper Harris, of New York City, presiding. The opening prayer was delivered by Rev. W. R. Wedderspoon. Prof. Edw. C. Gettysong, of Washington, gave a talk on the subject of "Breakers Ahead of Persia," warning the new Government against American financial methods as practiced by Wall Street. Howard MacNutt, of New York City, next spoke on "Reciprocity." Professor Hermann Schoenfeld, of George Washington University, one-time Turkish Consul-General, gave an address on "Persia's International Relations," and Henry C. Finkelstein, Legal Attaché of the Persian Legation, discussed "Persia and the Constitution." Professor Arnauld Belmont, of the faculty of
the Friends' Select School, spoke on "The Future of the Orient, and the Responsibility of America." Mirza Ahmad Sohrab presented a paper on the subject of "Persian Women," and during the Convention talks and chants were given by Ghodsia Khanum. The Constitution of the "Orient-Occident Unity" was presented.

A reception at Rauscher's Hall was the afternoon function of Saturday. The guest of honor was Ghodsia Khanum. The hall was beautifully decorated, and an attractive musical program was presented by Professor Arthur D. Mayo, Mrs. Warner Gibbs and Mr. Richard P. Backing. An original poem was read by Mr. Joseph H. Hannen. Refreshments, including sherbet, Persian punch and cakes, with bon-bons, were served, and the hall was crowded, despite an unusually rainy afternoon.

The closing session was on Saturday night. The newspapers had given liberal space and most favorable comment, and the occasion had become well advertised. The spacious Public Library Hall was filled to the doors. Mirza Ahmad Sohrab presided. The reports of the Committees on Nominations and Resolutions were presented, after which, Hon. Theodore E. Burton, United States Senator from Ohio, spoke on "The Future International Policies of the United States." This speech, which was eloquent and broad in its outlines, attracted considerable attention quite generally. Mrs. Lyda J. Young-Withee, of the League of American Pen-Women, gave an interesting and instructive talk on "Where is Persia?" and she was followed by Mirza S. Raffie, with an illustrated lecture, "Persia, the Land of the Nightingale and the Rose," which closely held the attention of the large audience until its close. Cablegrams, afterward sent to the Shah of Persia, the Persian Parliament, and the newspaper Iran Now, were read, and thus closed one of the most successful gatherings of the many which have occurred in Washington, "The Convention City."

The weather was most propitious, a cool and delightful spell intervening between the two warmer periods. All the sessions were well attended, particularly the two closing meetings.

As the addresses of the speakers will be of general interest to the members of the Society, as well as others, it is planned to print them serially, instead of all in one volume—in-the form of monthly bulletins—with a photograph of each speaker as a frontispiece. At the end of the year, those who desire it, can bind them into one volume. All those desiring these interesting and instructive addresses should subscribe for this bulletin, at the rate of one dollar per year. This subscription will make them the associate members of the Society, entitle them to all its privileges. They will also receive the Secretary's report—an illustrated fifty-page booklet, showing the activities of the Society—as well as other literature issued at intervals from the headquarters. It is expected to publish the first bulletin in September, and all those who desire to receive it should subscribe without delay, as only a limited supply will be printed. No salaries are to be paid, therefore, all moneys contributed and subscribed will go toward printing and postage. Special arrangements will be made to those who desire
more than one copy for distribution among their friends. All subscriptions to be mailed to the Treasurer of the Persian-American Educational Society, 1800 Belmont Road, Washington, D. C.

The first bulletin will contain a history of the Society, as well as a picture of its first conference by an eye-witness. The second issue will contain the address of the President of the Society on "What We Owe to Persia"—a scholarly paper that every one will be greatly interested in reading.

It will be of interest to all to know that Abdul-Baha heads the list of donors to the expenses of the Conference with the sum of $50.00. The total donations amounted to $399.64, while the expenses of the Conference amount to $248.16, showing a deficit of $48.52. We feel assured this deficit will be met promptly with the same generous spirit that has characterized the noble supporters of this Conference.

A list of the Conference Committees, the newly elected officers, and a copy of the Resolutions, follows:

COMMITTEES.

Program Committee: Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Chairman; Joseph H. Hannen, Arnauld Belmont. 
Resolutions Committee: Hooper Harris, Chairman; Mr. Howard MacNutt, Mr. E. C. Gutsinger. 
Reception Committee: Mrs. Marian C. Hotchkiss, Chairman; Mrs. Howard S. Reeside, Mrs. William C. Beck, Mrs. Leonard H. Wilder, Miss Edith Grovenor, Mrs. J. A. De Langol, Miss Elizabeth Hopper, Miss Helen Hotchkiss, Miss Frances Herne, Miss Margaret Green. 
Hall Committee: Arnauld Belmont, Chairman; Howard Struven, Mrs. E. C. Dunlop, F. J. Woodward, Miss Hebe Moore, Miss Mary Little. 
Music Committee: Arthur D. Mayo, Chairman; Mrs. Walter Gawler, Mrs. Wm. T. Reed, E. P. Backing, Miss Marion McFall, Miss Lillian Koeckling. 
Press Committee: Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Joseph H. Hannen, Edwin C. Reed, Elizabeth C. Dunlop, Mrs. Young-Withee.

THE NEW OFFICERS.

Mirza Ali Kuli Khan, Charge d'Affaires of Persia, Honorary President; William H. Hoar, of New York City, President; Howard S. Reeside, of Washington, First Vice-President; Benjamin F. Trueblood, of Washington, Second Vice-President; Professor Herrmann Schoenfeld, of Washington, Third Vice-President; Mrs. Agnes Parsons, of Washington, Fourth Vice-President; Hooper Harris, of New York City, Fifth Vice-President; Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, of Washington, Treasurer; Mrs. E. C. Dunlop, of Washington, Assistant Treasurer; Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, of Washington, Secretary; Professor Arnauld Belmont, of Washington, Assistant Secretary; Mrs. Marian C. Hotchkiss, of Washington, Librarian; Miss Margaret Green, of Washington, Assistant Librarian; Henry C. Finkelstein, of Washington, General Counsel.

RESOLUTIONS.

Whereas, The sentiment of the age favors the establishment of closer bonds of friendship between the different members of the human family for their mutual advantage and in the interest of universal progress; therefore, be it

Resolved, That this Society holds itself in readiness to co-operate with every organization and movement tending to create friendlier relations between the people of the Orient and the Occident.

Whereas, The settlement of international differences by means other than war is rapidly coming to be recognized as a principle of modern civilization; therefore, be it

Resolved, That this Conference endorses the action of President Taft and Sir Edward Grey in endeavoring to establish a treaty between the United States and Great Britain providing for unlimited arbitration.
Whereas, The people of Persia are at this time engaged in a noble effort to establish their new Constitutional Government upon a firm political, commercial and financial basis; therefore, be it

Resolved, That this Conference favors, and will do all in its power to bring about closer commercial and financial relations between Persia and the United States.

Whereas, The Persian Government asked for the appointment of a Commission of financial advisers by this country, to assist them in the reconstruction of its financial system, and such Commission has been appointed and is now in Persia; therefore, be it

Resolved, That this Conference sincerely endorses the appointment of this Commission and confidently expects that it will be completely successful in its labors.

Whereas, At the present time the spread of public education in Persia is of prime importance to the people of that country and to the world; therefore, be it

Resolved, That this Conference endorses the suggestion made during the course of its deliberations by Dr. Elmer Ellsworth Brown, Commissioner of Education of the United States, and recommends the appointment by the Persian Parliament of an Educational Commission to visit this country to study its public school system.

Whereas, At the present time Persia, Japan and China have no diplomatic relations with one another; therefore, be it

Resolved, That this Conference suggests to these three countries the establishment of such diplomatic relations.

Whereas, The interests of Persia and Turkey are closely interwoven and their territory adjacent; therefore, be it

Resolved, That it is the sincere desire of this conference that their interests be entirely reconciled and hearty co-operation established between them.

Resolved, That the recommendations embodied in the report of the Secretary of the Persian-American Educational Society are hereby adopted.

Resolved, That the Secretary be directed to send copies of these resolutions to the Charge d'Affairs of Persia in this country, with the request that he officially forward copies of the same to the Persian Parliament and the Minister of Foreign Affairs.

Resolved, That we hereby record our sincere thanks and hearty appreciation of the kindness of the Trustees of the Public Library in permitting us to hold the sessions of our Conference in the Lecture Hall of this splendid building.

Resolved, That this Conference offer a vote of thanks to our President, William H. Hear, for his able work in furthering the aims of this Society.

Resolved further, That this Conference record its appreciation of the untiring efforts and effective work of its Secretary, Joseph H. Hannen, in the preparation of his report and in the business of the Conference.

Resolved, That the name Persian-American Educational Society be retained; and

Be it further resolved, That another Conference be called at the discretion of the officers of the Society, and that in the meantime the plan for the organization of the Orient-Ocident Unity be perfected, to be presented at that Conference for adoption.

It is hereby further resolved, That we express and record our gratitude to our Persian brother and friend, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, for his untiring energy in furnishing the information and attending to the innumerable details so indispensable to the work of this Society and the success of this Conference.

Joseph H. Hannen.

GHODSIA ASHRAF KHANUM.

"Miriam."

The following extract from the address on "Persian Women," by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, delivered before the recent Conference of the Persian-American Education Society, fittingly introduces the reader to Ghodsia Ashraf Khanum,*

*Note.—See photograph of her on page 12 of Persian section.—Ed.
the charming young Persian girl who expects to make America her home for the next four years:

For ages past the life of the Persian woman has been a monotonous dream, and on account of the stringent restrictions which have been imposed upon her by the so-called lord and master of creation she has been kept in the background. The laws which were falsely instituted by the religious body of the country demanded her entire seclusion and her non-association with man. If she ever took any such privileges her life would have been forfeited. She could not take part in those activities which would naturally develop her innate noble nature. She was considered as an inferior being, created from a rib of man, a "weak creature" who had to be looked after and in order to win the gracious smile of her husband she had to become less than a shadow and more of a fairy. Talk of freedom, she did not even know its meaning; she was a mere chattel in the household, and as such she had no right or power.

However, the time when she was satisfied and put up with these dreary conditions is past. Since the declaration of the constitutional regime there has been great progress among the women of Persia. Notwithstanding the strenuous opposition of the priesthood, scores of modern schools have been established in different parts of the country where girls are educated and the new ideals of life inculcated in their careers. This new order of things is amply demonstrated by the presence of Ghodsia Khanum in this gathering. She has traveled thousands of miles and has risked everything in the search for knowledge. This is the first instance in the history of the modern development of Persian women that they have consented to send one of their number so far away. It is a great compliment to America, a testimony to the courage and fearlessness of Persian women and a demonstration of the usefulness of this Society. If this Society has not accomplished during its short and yet useful career but this one service, it has amply shown it is a living and dynamic organ, which will work in the future for the higher progress and advancement of Persian women. A few years ago it would have been impossible for any Persian woman to leave her country, for such a clamor would have been raised from the clergy as to create social chaos and disorder. But now we hope the chains are broken, the doors are opened and from now on many others will come every year to enter the colleges and seminaries in America, imbued with the principles of social freedom and equality and carry back the same to their own sisters.

Ghodsia, eldest daughter of Mirza Fazl 'Ullah Khan, was born in Teheran, Persia, Nov. 22, 1889. From her childhood she manifested a great desire for learning. Her preliminary training was received in the Persian Girls' School, after which she spent two years in the American School of Teheran. Her father having been born a Bahai, had always encouraged her in seeking knowledge. Abdul-Baha granted her permission to come to America to prepare herself for teaching, and when her studies here are completed she expects to return to Persia to assist in the educational work there. Ghodsia is the first Persian girl who removed the veil, left her home and crossed land and sea for the sake of uplifting her people. She left Teheran April 16th, arriving in America June 3, 1911, and is now enrolled as a student at the Lewis Institute in Chicago.

Address delivered by Ghodsia Ashraf Khanum, of Teheran, Persia, before the Conference of Persian-American Educational Society on Friday, June 16, 1911, held in Washington, D. C.

I have come to America as the first Persian woman who has left her country to be educated abroad. I have heard that the Americans have much sympathy and affection for the Persians, who are so eager to study at this time. I am sure you will be glad to hear...
something about the wonderful progress they are making, but as I know more about the
ladies, I like to tell you about them.
Persia has been very sick, and she could not be cured by any means; but in recent
years—five or six years ago—she was awakened and she is now ready for progress. You
wonder why I say this, but it is because Persia has had its constitution only three years,
while some other countries have had it for a longer period.
I am proud of the Persian women, for they have done many great things in this
short period. We had no girls’ schools in Persia, except the missionary schools and the
Catholic schools, but the Persian women never went to the schools until five years ago.
Then they began to open schools for themselves. The Mohammedan clergy would not let
them go to school; they did not know even anything about their religion because they did
not have any education. Several years ago some of the men had education. After the
constitution they began to open schools, and especially in the city of Teheran, from which
I have come. It is very hard in Persia to get able teachers, but Persian girls are making
great progress in spite of this difficulty. The girls in America are educated, but I have this
great news to tell you—as you are very affectionate to the Persians—that the Persian girls
are making great progress. One girl in a school knows three languages already. All this
seems wonderful to me because they are not accustomed to education, but they now go to
school and do such good work that it seems wonderful. The women did everything they
could to get the constitution, and especially they wanted the constitution to have educa-
tion. So now they are making great progress. I am not a sample of the Persian girls, but I
can tell you they are advancing very rapidly.
My object in speaking especially of the education of the girls is because, in my
opinion, the education of the girls is the most important thing, for they are the mothers
of the children and therefore should be educated to teach their children. If they are not
educated, how can their children be different from them? So they are trying to get freedom,
and with freedom, education. As the American friends are helping them, I hope they will
get both. When I was leaving Persia all the friends came to me and told me to give their
greeting to the Americans. I am very fond of telling the good news, but I am sorry that
I cannot talk and so I beg your pardon for my poor English. I came to America that I
may be educated in your great country and go back and help my sisters in Persia.

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR.
(Literally, “The dawning-place of the Mentions of God”.)

The Bahais do not have churches or temples for religious rites and
ceremonies, such as have characterized the spiritual activities of former religions.
Eventually, in every Bahai Center there will be a building (temple) set apart for
the Lord’s use. Grouped about this as the center, will be various institutions for
the benefit of man, such as hospitals, homes, hospices, colleges and other
philanthropic enterprises. All of these buildings together will constitute the
Mashrak-el-Azkar.

The central building, or temple proper, will be a nine-sided structure sur-
mounted by a dome, and surrounded by gardens. (The number 9 is symbolic
of the Spirit of God Manifest.) It is a sanctuary for the reading or chanting
of the “Holy Words,” for meditation and for prayer, a place of universal
worship open to all, in which people of all races and religions can worship
God individually in spirit and in truth, without the intermediary of church,
priest or ritual.
The practical institutions of the Mashrak-el-Azkar afford the opportunity for the establishment in the world of all branches of those progressive works for which the Bahai Cause stands. In this day the religion is to be the direct source of inspiration in all secular affairs. This faith stands as the promoter of advancement in every line of human activity and development, and, therefore, every branch of these many activities draws its life from and is an integral part of the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

In the Bahai teaching one finds exhortations to prayer and worship upon the one hand, and exhortation to work and service to humanity upon the other. "Faith without deeds is not acceptable," therefore, the Bahai religious work includes all work and service needful to man. This Faith stands for material and social progress in all branches. This idea is brought out in the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

The Mashrak-el-Azkar is symbolic of the Manifestation of God. The central building, or place of worship, may be compared to the heart or the innermost point of illumination, while the surrounding institutions may be compared to the fruit of (or service and good works performed by) the Manifestation. Within the place of worship the people will find their inspiration, while through the surrounding institutions they will manifest this inspiration to the world through loving service to humanity.

Not long since, in the city of Echikabad, in Russian Turkistan, such a Mashrak-el-Azkar was built. This work represented the combined efforts of the Bahais throughout the Orient. Its architectural beauty and size testifies to the loving offerings of those believers, while the idea for which it stands is so far above the trend of thought of the surrounding people as not to be comprehended by them.

In this service of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, as well as in many others, the Bahais are laying the foundation for the betterment of many human evils, of the existence of which the world is now not aware. The people of the future will see and understand the far-sightedness of the Bahais of this day in their effort to bring all secular affairs under the spiritual guidance.

The Bahais of the West are following in the steps of their Oriental brethren. In the city of Chicago a movement has been started for the erection there of the first Mashrak-el-Azkar in the Occident. Already a considerable building site has been purchased overlooking Lake Michigan, and it is hoped that soon the building will be begun. Offerings for this work have been sent from Bahais in all parts of the world.

The Mashrak-el-Azkar represents the sum total of all of the Bahai activities. Abdul-Baha has repeatedly written to the believers in America that of all works the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar is the most important. When it stands accomplished it will be as a haven of rest to those who seek spiritual communion with God within its sacred precincts; while outwardly it will be a banner manifesting and demonstrating to the world what the Bahai Cause is.

Charles Mason Remey.
Statement of Financial Secretary of Bahai Temple Unity, June 24, 1911:

Balance on hand at Convention, May 1st and 2nd .................. 3704.68
Received in contributions from America ............................ 955.32
Received in contributions from the Orient ...................... 56£.16s.1½d.

Total .................................................... $4660.00

Disbursements.—Hall rent for Convention ....................... 60.00
Interest on mortgage ......................................... 375.00
Reduction on mortgage ........................................ 2500.00

Total .................................................... $2,935.00

Balance on hand ........................................... $1,725.00 and 56£. 16s. 1½d.

This money from the Orient was sent in checks on the London bank, and has been placed in the bank for collection.

The next interest day on the ten thousand dollar mortgage held against the Mashrak-el-Azkar land will be December 24, 1911. Surely the friends of the vast and wealthy continent of America have come into a deeper realization of the importance of the Mashrak-el-Azkar and will bend every effort to wipe out this entire indebtedness on the land by December, so that a fund for the building may be started. Then the architects will have some encouragement when plans are submitted at the Convention of 1912.

In a very recent Tablet, Abdul-Baha says: “I am always waiting that a good report regarding the Mashrak-el-Azkar should come.”

In a very recent Tablet, Abdul-Baha says: “I am always waiting that a good report regarding the Mashrak-el-Azkar should come.”

Corinne True, Financial Secretary.

RECENT TABLETS FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

Through Mirza Ahmad to Mr. Thornton Chase.

Upon him be Baha’u’llah-el-Abha!
HE IS GOD!

O thou herald of the Kingdom!

I received thy two letters, an old one and one of recent date, and both of them were read with the utmost attention. Praise be to God! that thou didst not waver before the tests; nay, rather, thou didst remain firm and steadfast. When the tree sends down its roots into the bowels of the earth, then it will bring forth blossoms and fruits. Now, Praise be to God! that in this day of the Kingdom thou art firm and steadfast. Rest thou assured that thou wilt become the recipient of confirmation and assistance, and the object of infinite bounties.

Thou hast asked about the statement in the Hidden Words, which reads: “O Son of Spirit! Turn thy face so that thou mayest find Me within thee, Powerful, Mighty and Supreme.” This is the statement to which His Holiness, the Christ, referred His apostles in the Gospel, saying, “The Father is in the Son, and the Son is in you.”
This is evident that, when the hearts are purified and through divine education and heavenly teachings become the manifestors of infinite perfections, they are like clear mirrors, and the Sun of Truth will reflect with might, power and omnipotence in such a mirror, and to such an extent that whatever is brought before it is illumined and ignited. This is a brief interpretation because of the lack of time. Therefore, do thou reflect and ponder over it so that the doors of significance may be opened before thine eyes.

In regard to the philosophy of the Theosophists, these people have borrowed some remarks and statements from the heavenly books, but they have not attained to the Reality. Notwithstanding this, they have made these appearances the foundation of their faith and religion. However, the reality of the question of Unity is thus:—

The Sun of Truth hath shone forth from the Horizon of Unity upon all the regions. All contingent things are clad with the garment of existence through the rays of the sun. Were it not for the rays of the sun no being could step forth upon the arena of life. Everything would have remained hidden; nay, rather, the life of the terrestrial beings is continued through the light and heat of the sun to such an extent that all the infinitesimal atoms, which move through this realm of earth, owe their life to the reflection of the sun. Of course, each being manifests its inward tendencies according to its ability and capacity. However, no matter how much the sun reflects itself through all the contingent beings, yet it never leaves its supreme height and exalted station. It (the Divine Sun) is not divided among these beings, so that every being may become a part and a portion of Divinity.

Descent, division, transmission and transmigration in the stations of life are the conditions of the contingent beings, but the Eternal Reality is wholly beyond and above these conditions; for when you behold that a being is subject to division, descent and disintegration, this is a proof of the contingency and impermanency of that being. The Ancient, the Ever-living, and the Omniscient Lord, who is above the comprehension of humanity and is qualified with self-existent perfections, will never descend to the stations of life, and will not be divided so that every man may become an atom or a part of Him. Children can understand the untenability of this proposition. This is the pure imagination of the weak minds.

Therefore, according to their theory, the Manifestations of God are infinite in number, and this would leave us to believe in the theory of the "Concatenation of life"; but concatenation is false, and change is the essential condition of the contingent realities, and not of the Eternal Reality. Ponder deeply over the above explanation, so that it may become evident to thee that by Unity is meant the outpouring of the Divine, which appears and manifests in the realities of all existence, and especially in the unity of man.

The story of the cock that you have written is very appropriate. (This refers to the play of Chanticleer, wherein the Cock supposed the sun to be caused
to arise through his crowing, until he was chagrined to learn that its rising was independent of him and his voice.)

Associate with the utmost love and friendship with the Theosophists, and make them comprehend this unity of humanity, which is the unity of the outpouring of the Divine, so they may attain to the essence of the facts.

In regard to the verse, which is revealed in the Koran, that His Highness, Christ, was not killed and was not crucified, by this is meant the Reality of Christ. Although they crucified this elemental body, yet the merciful reality and the heavenly existence remain eternal and undying, and it was protected from the oppression and persecution of the enemies, for Christ is Eternal and Everlasting. How can He die? This death and crucifixion was imposed on the physical body of Christ, and not upon the Spirit of Christ. *

Regarding my coming to America, it depends upon the realization of conditions of which I have already written to that country. If those conditions are brought into fruition, rest thou assured that I will present myself, otherwise, it will be difficult.

Upon thee be the Glory of God! (Signed) ABDUL-Baha Ablas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, June 8, 1911. Washington, D. C.

To the attracted maid-servant of God, Miss Juliet Thompson.

Upon her be Baha'o'l-lah-El-Abha! HE IS GOD!

O thou daughter of the Kingdom!

Thy letter was received and its contents became evident.

If America attains to the capacity of the Presence of Abdul-Baha, I will travel to that country and all the difficulties shall be solved.

There is no doubt that the tests are severe. The more a soul resists and shows firmness and steadfastness, the greater will be his progress, and he shall soar to the sublimest heights of the Kingdom. *

O thou daughter of the Kingdom! Thou hast expressed the hope of my Presence in America. It depends upon capacity and merit.

O thou who art attracted to the fragrances of God! Endeavor thou as far as thou canst to become the cause of the unity and harmony amongst the believers of God. *

Announce on my behalf to Mrs. MacNutt: "I do not forget thee and my beloved friend, Mr. MacNutt, for one breath; nay, rather, I beg continually for your divine confirmations and supreme assistance." *

(Signed) ABDUL-Baha Ablas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, June 3, 1911.
NEWS ITEMS.

BOMBAY, INDIA.—On the 21st March we had a fine gathering, nearly a hundred college students were invited by Mirza Maheem to our assembly. He gave a short address on Bahaism, after which refreshments were served and the evening spent most cheerfully.

We have elected a body of nineteen members to look after the spread of the Cause all over India. Jamehbad Khodadad is appointed president, with other believers as corresponding secretaries, treasurer and the keeper of the seal.

N. B. Vahl.

BOSTON, MASS.—Miss Julia Culver has gone to England to attend the Races Congress, and to be with Miss Buckton during the coming year. We shall greatly miss her, as she has been untiring in her efforts to further the Cause here.

Recently Mrs. Marie Watson spoke to the friends assembled here, and she seemed like one aflame with the divine spirit—such eloquence and fervor in such a little body! Mr. Stanwood Cobb, who received the Message while a senior at Harvard divinity school here at Cambridge, was also with us recently and spoke clearly and beautifully of yielding our will to God’s Will and of the joy we should radiate in our every-day life, carrying with us the real Baha’i spirit.

Alice Ives Breed.

LONDON, ENG.—The principal news is the increased hope we have that Abdul-Baha is coming and will be here, or near by, to the Races Congress. The Bahais are uniting in prayer and concentration each evening at 9 o’clock, upon love and unity, and that we may be fittingly prepared as a fertile soil to receive the seed which Abdul-Baha will sow in our midst; also other societies of those who desire Abdul-Baha to come are joining us in this 9 o’clock concentration.

Mr. Sydney Sprague, who arrived a fortnight ago and left his wife with her father, Mirza Assadullah, in Haifa, hears from her that Abdul-Baha has sent for him in Egypt in order to accompany him to Europe.

Interest in the Races Congress is increasing, and this month is to be an active time for the Bahais in London, when it seems that our presence is to be made more felt and real in the midst of the people. Besides unity meetings, we are to have four succeeding evening lectures commencing 18th July, with the “Awakening of the East,” given by Mrs. Standard; the 19th, “Personal Experiences of Bahais,” by Mr. Sydney Sprague and by Persians; 20th, “Arab Life and Religion,” by Mr. S. H. Leeder, the author of “The Desert Gateway,” and on 21st, “The Relation of the Bahai Work and Teaching to Christianity,” by Miss Buckton—all free, of course. We are glad to hear so many of the friends are coming from America on this great occasion.

Arthur Cuthbert.

SPOKANE, WASH.—Since our last news budget we have been greatly favored by a visit from Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, who addressed a meeting at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Killiam. It was well attended and all listened with deep interest to the earnest words of this sincere servant. At a recent unity feast at the home of Miss E. Mabel King, two children were christened and Baha’i baptism administered—the daughter of Mrs. Isabella M. Campbell, Elizabeth Margaret, and the infant nephew of Mrs. Cora Ditmars, for whom Abdul-Baha sent the name of “Nur.”

Our brother, Prof. Bramwell, has departed from the material presence among us. He was a faithful servant, always doing good. As we stood beside his body and performed the Baha’i funeral service (in so far as we could) we caught the spirit of peace, and were drawn closer to one another. His life and death were, indeed, a benediction to all.

Leiley O’Keefe.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—This assembly has been particularly fortunate recently in having friends from other cities for visits which were only too short, but memorable in their
enjoyment and profit. Perhaps the principal item of news is the sojourn of Ghodsia Khanum, our dear little sister from Persia, who spent about ten days in our city while on route to Chicago. Words fail to describe our impressions of this charming visitor, as those who will be fortunate enough to meet her will realize. Each day was spent with the friends, and the evenings in meetings, and the little time given to sight-seeing was evidently begrudged by this severed soul, whose joy is centered in the affairs of the Cause.

Mr. Albert H. Hall was with us for two days, addressing the Wednesday evening meeting, and leaving directly thereafter for New York, from which point he sailed June 17th for London and Egypt. Later in the same week came the delightful influx of friends, who were in attendance upon the Annual Conference of the Persian-American Educational Society. Among these were Mrs. Luella Kirchner, of Chicago; Miss Edna Bellora, of Syria and New York, sometime governess in the Holy Household; Messrs. William Hoar, Hooper Harris, Howard MacNutt, Edward and Howard Struve; Mrs. Hoar, Miss Lillian Kappes, who is preparing to go to Teheran, and Mirza Simon Raffie, of Persia and New York. At the meeting of Friday, June 16th, all these friends were present and delivered short addresses, making a rare symposium, at which we heartily wish all the believers in America might have been present. The following Sunday morning and afternoon meetings were made joyful occasions by those of the friends mentioned, who remained over, and on Wednesday, June 21st, Mr. and Mrs. Hoar addressed the colored believers, graphically describing their experiences while in Akka.

We have been conducting a special series of Sunday afternoon meetings at the Studio, choosing special subjects and announcing them through the medium of slips mailed to those on our address list, and also as an experiment by notices in the local newspapers. Several strangers have been attracted to each of these meetings, and the plan will be followed in our future work.

Mrs. Wellesca Pollock Allen ('Aseyeh') has purchased from Miss McNeal the studio at which our meetings are held, and it is now in Baha'ih hands, which ensures the perpetuity of our lease, with exceptional advantages, giving us truly a 'Baha'i Home' for our meeting-place. Mrs. Allen has entertained several of the visiting friends at her home, the Baha'ih Hospice, 804 B street, S. W.

Mr. Louis G. Gregory returned from Egypt during the early part of June, and has shared with us in part the wonderful treasures of Heavenly Wisdom obtained from his contact with Abdul-Baha. He has delivered several public lectures since his return, and will be more of a power than ever for the Cause, in his great and abundant field of opportunity. Mr. Gregory accompanied Ghodsia Khanum from London to New York. He visited, en route from Egypt, the assemblies at Stuttgart, Paris and London, and gives interesting and inspiring reports of progress in the work everywhere.

Several days were most pleasantly spent in Washington by Mr. William P. Ripley, who, with his family, was on route from Florida to the summer home in Massachusetts, where they will sojourn for a while.

The Unity Feast, in which the colored believers joined, was given recently at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Dyer, and was well attended. The meetings at this hospitable home continue to show growth. On a recent occasion three clergymen were present, and all of them were profoundly impressed.

Lectures on the subject of the Baha'i Revelation have been given during the past season at the Oriental University, in this city, by Messrs. F. J. Woodward, E. C. Getzinger, Arnauld Belmont and E. H. Young.

The work in Summerfield, Va., was re-established in April, it having become necessary to discontinue the meetings for the midwinter months on account of the condition of the roads making it impracticable to reach that point, which is seven miles from the railroad. During the spring, Miss Knobloch, Mrs. Hannen and the writer have alternated and the accustomed interest is being manifested

Joseph H. Hannen.
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As we go to press the eyes of the Bahá'í world are turned toward England, because of the First Universal Races Congress, now being held in London, and the belief that Abdul-Bahá will attend this remarkable gathering in person; in fact, it seems that great events are being enacted in that world-renowned center at this time. The STAR OF THE WEST reprints the following editorials and sermon which indicates the thought of the hour, believing all the friends will be interested in reading them. The first is the leading editorial of The Christian Science Monitor, issue of June 16th, wherein mention is also made of the recent Conference of the Persian-American Educational Society in Washington, D.C. The second is the sermon delivered by the Archbishop of York at the recent Coronation of King George and Mary of England, the keynote of which is Servitude. The third is a remarkable editorial by W. T. Stead, of London, in his newspaper of June 25th, entitled, “Empire of Peace—the True Significance of the Coronation.”

EAST AND WEST.

From July 26 to July 29, inclusive, there will be held in London, England, a universal races congress, the first in the history of the world. Today and tomorrow there will be held
in Washington, D. C., the annual conference of the Persian-American Educational Society. This will be the last meeting of that body under its present name and limitations. Hereafter it will be known as the Orient-Occident Unity Association. The Washington and London gatherings have one great object in common—the bringing together of the East and West. The universal races congress has the support of thirty presidents of parliaments in all parts of the globe, of a majority of the members of the permanent court of arbitration, of the delegates to the second Hague conference, of twelve British governors and eight British premiers, of over forty colonial bishops, of hundreds of professors of international law, and of learned men in all countries. In the program arranged for the Washington conference appear the names of many eminent American men and women and of some distinguished foreigners.

It will thus be seen that what J. H. DeForrest regards as the greatest international problem of the twentieth century—how to get the populous and historic East into sympathetic relations with the aggressive West, so that the two halves of the human race may make one fairly peaceful whole—has already been brought forward for serious discussion under excellent auspices. The London congress proposes to take up the question of race in its widest possible aspects. The immediate object of the Washington conference is outlined in that of the association—to establish closer relationships along all lines between the people of the East and West; to create a better mutual understanding and international fellowship among the citizens of the world; to uphold the beneficial laws of peace and arbitration between different nations—in short, to cultivate a better acquaintance and a clearer understanding between the two great branches of the human family than now exists, than has ever existed.

The law of separation between the races has come down to our period from the ages. Kipling has voiced it in the lines—

For East is East and West is West and never the twain shall meet
Till earth and sky stand presently at God's great judgment seat—

and it has come to be taken for granted by millions as a fixed and indisputable and insurmountable fact. But modern thought is opposed to this theory. Tremendous advance has been made in an opposite direction even within the last score of years. A great light has broken in upon the Caucasian, for instance, as to the intellectual capacity of the man whose skin happens to be of another tint. Not only individuals, but nations, are now being judged, not by origin, race or custom, but by their achievements, upon their merits. In both the London congress and the Washington conference efforts will be directed toward showing the enormous debt of western society to the East. In both gatherings facts will be brought forward with the view of showing how unjust, how foolish it is for a single vielding of the human race to attempt to claim a right to, or possession of, all the credit for the world's advancement.

The hope of the present, the hope of the future, is that "the twain" shall meet—not in some far off, remote time or place, but here on this earth—and that they shall meet in high apprehension and recognition of each other's worth, in friendship, fraternity and peace—The Christian Science Monitor.

CORONATION SERMON.

The Archbishop of York based his sermon in the Abbey on St. Luke 12:27: "I am among you as he that serveth." He said:

The great day has come. Attended by the loving loyalty of millions of his subjects and uplift by their prayers, the king is here to receive from God his hallowing and his crown. In the venerable home of its history and its faith an Empire comes into the presence of the King of Kings.

Pause for one moment to hear a voice from Him, "I am among you as he that serveth." It is the word which tells the way in which He won, and wields, His Kingdom. Let me try,
in the simplest words, for these are best at such a time as this, to interpret its message. It may give purpose to the royalty which today is hallowed and to the loyalty which today is offered.

The sovereignty of service! The king is set to be the leader of his people in the service of God and man. He is the servant of God. From God's altar, in the symbols of Sword and Sceptre, of Orb and Crown, he receives His rule. It is a trust committed by a Master to His servant. Pray we for our king, that his strong trust in God may keep him faithful to God's great trust in him. He is the servant of the people.

To be among them as he that serves—among the people in this home land, among the multitudes of India, among the strong young nations over seas, as the one man raised above private and local interests to think of all, to care for all, to unite all in one fellowship of common memories, common ideals, common sacrifices—this is indeed a kingly life.

Pray we that God may give the king His grace to live it. At his side he will have the helpmeet of another ministry—of one who will uphold before the people the high and happy traditions of a Christian home, and spread over their sickness, suffering and toil the care and sympathy of a mother's heart. Pray we that God may give today His Spirit of Wisdom and Love to this queenly service.

But the king comes not alone to his hallowing. He bears his people with him. For the national life as well as for its representative this is a day of consecration.

May this great people make and seal this day a covenant of service with our fathers' God; for in His service is the perfect freedom. May it ask for the honor of standing out among the nations of the world as one that serves the sacred cause of righteousness, peace and justice among men.

Lastly, we whose privilege it is to be present here are called above all others to follow our king in the service of his people. To us in our several degrees God has entrusted gifts of public responsibility, influence, experience. Let us consecrate them this day to God and king, for the service of this land of our fathers, this Empire of their children.

We stand at the threshold of great and far-reaching changes. The cost of service may be manifold sacrifice. But there is one thing that abides unchangeable: it is the claim of our Mother to the loyal devotion of her sons and daughters.

Let us meet the unknown future with the high resolve that, whether here at home or in the new lands across the seas, we shall be found, please God, among the people as those that serve.

Wherefore to God and king we offer that homage which to each is due—'Faith and Truth we will bear unto them, to live and die. So help us God.'—London Weekly Budget.

W. T. STEAD ON 'EMPIRE OF PEACE.'

"What went ye out for to see?" was the question asked of those who streamed out into the desert to see John the Baptist. "A prophet," they replied. "Yes," said Jesus, "and more than a prophet. For this is he of whom it is written, Behold, I shall send My messenger before thy face, which shall prepare thy way before thee." A similar question and a similar answer may be given this week concerning the Coronation. The thronging millions who have choked London streets all the week, what went they out to see?

"A king, Yes, and more than a king." For the central figure in the great pageant is more than a king, more than an emperor. He is all unconsciously to himself a divine messenger sent to prepare the way of the coming of the Prince of Peace.

This is no mystic saying, incapable of being understood by the man in the street. It is a plain statement of a great outstanding political fact. King George is a king of a different kind to any of his predecessors. He is not so much king of Great Britain and Ireland as he is king of the Dominions beyond the seas.

He is the only king who has seen the Dominions. He is the only king who will hold his Court in each of their capitals. He is the only king who realizes that the center of gravity
in the British Empire is shifting, that the colonies are the coming force, that our future lies not on the sea, as the Kaiser says, but over sea.

All this may be admitted, but how does this make for the coming of the reign of the Prince of Peace?

The colonists, which are not the Kaiser says, but over sea. The Kaiser Conference has enabled us to see the Empire as it is, and as it is likely to be. The British Empire is like a picture in a dissolving view. It is gradually melting into another and more brilliant picture, the Federation of the World.

In the Royal procession through the city the first place is given to the Colonial procession, and the first place in the Colonial procession is rightly given to the two great premiers of the two greatest of the British dominions, Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Prime Minister of Canada, and Mr. A. Fisher, Prime Minister of Australia. It is these men who express even more clearly than the king himself the true significance of this Coronation. For these men have cast the die in which the Empire of the future will be moulded. They have destroyed the jingo dream of an Empire of concentrated naval and military mights tied together by tariff bonds and constitutional ligaments, and they have substituted in its place the conception of a federation so loosely united by ties, so elastic that they can be developed without difficulty into the still vaster fabric of a World State or Empire of Peace, in which the British Empire, the American Republic, and all the peace-loving, law-abiding states of the world may find a place.

This issue of the Star of the West is a combination of issues—the Persian section combining issues Nos. 6 and 7, while the English section combines Nos. 7 and 8. A series of difficulties has made this procedure a necessity. We trust the friends will accept this solution of the matter. Our Persian section contains:

(1) Arrival of Abdul-Baha in Cairo, Egypt; (2) editorial on the subject; (3) poem celebrating the Feast of Rizwan and the freedom of Abdul-Baha, by his honor Asadieh of Shiraz, Persia; (4) portrait of Mr. Hooper Harris, of Newark, N. J., and a short sketch of his services in the Cause; (5) translation of an interesting article which appeared in an Arabic newspaper, Valley of the Nile, published in Alexandria, Egypt; (6) Star of the West's appreciation of the above article; (7) portrait of Mr. William Hoar, of New York city and a short sketch of his services in the Cause; (8) recent Tablets in regard to Abdul-Baha's coming to America; (9) future results of Abdul-Baha's trip to Egypt; (10) talk by Abdul-Baha to pilgrims from Persia regarding the future of Persia and the power of the Word of God; (11) Dr. Zia Bagdadi added to the editorial staff of the Star of the West; (12) portrait of Mr. Howard MacNutt and a short sketch of his services in the Cause; (13) letter from Monseer Khanum, of Teheran, Persia, regarding the opening of a new school for girls; (14) Star of the West thanks her for this great service rendered; (15) the arrival of Ghodsia Ashraf Khanum in America and her reception in various cities by the friends; (16) portrait of Ghodsia Ashraf Khanum; (17) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to the women's Bahai assembly in Teheran, Persia, giving clear commands regarding the education of girls.
کوثر

سپاس از آن‌که بتوانید کمکی به مجموعه مقالات مرتبط بکنید. یکی از مهم‌ترین مطلب‌هایی که باید در مورد این موضوع بدانم، این است که...

(توضیحات بیشتری که باید مطالب بدون هرگونه اطلاعات مربوط به موضوعاتی را در مورد این موضوع بدانید)

(توضیحات بیشتری که باید مطالب بدون هرگونه اطلاعات مربوط به موضوعاتی را در مورد این موضوع بدانید)
چند کتابشان در اینجا بازتابی از این کتاب نشان می‌دهد. در این کتاب، یک نگاه عمیق به تاریخ و ادبیات ایران و افغانستان ارائه می‌شود. به یادآوری می‌شود که این کتاب نخستین بار در سال ۱۳۱۳ میلادی در ایران منتشر شد و بسیاری از نقادان و نویسندگان آن را به عنوان یکی از بهترین کتاب‌های دوران معاصر توصیف کردند.

پیشنهاد می‌شود برای بیشتر درک کتاب، به صفحات بعدی نیز نظر بگیرید.
با خداحافظی از گروه سه، این پروژه در سال ۱۳۹۶ خورشیدی آغاز شد. در این پروژه، تلاش برای پیشرفت در جهت بهبود هوش مصنوعی و بهینه‌سازی سیستم‌های هوشمند می‌گردد. پروژه شامل بخش‌های مختلفی است که هر یک از آنها به بهبود یکسانی یا گروهی از پایگاه‌های مرتبط با هوش مصنوعی و سیستم‌های هوشمند اختصاص دارد.

در این پروژه، تلاش برای پیشرفت در جهت بهبود هوش مصنوعی و بهینه‌سازی سیستم‌های هوشمند می‌گردد. پروژه شامل بخش‌های مختلفی است که هر یک از آنها به بهبود یکسانی یا گروهی از پایگاه‌های مرتبط با هوش مصنوعی و سیستم‌های هوشمند اختصاص دارد.

با خداحافظی از گروه سه، این پروژه در سال ۱۳۹۶ خورشیدی آغاز شد. در این پروژه، تلاش برای پیشرفت در جهت بهبود هوش مصنوعی و بهینه‌سازی سیستم‌های هوشمند می‌گردد. پروژه شامل بخش‌های مختلفی است که هر یک از آنها به بهبود یکسانی یا گروهی از پایگاه‌های مرتبط با هوش مصنوعی و سیستم‌های هوشمند اختصاص دارد.

با خداحافظی از گروه سه، این پروژه در سال ۱۳۹۶ خورشیدی آغاز شد. در این پروژه، تلاش برای پیشرفت در جهت بهبود هوش مصنوعی و بهینه‌سازی سیستم‌های هوشمند می‌گردد. پروژه شامل بخش‌های مختلفی است که هر یک از آنها به بهبود یکسانی یا گروهی از پایگاه‌های مرتبط با هوش مصنوعی و سیستم‌های هوشمند اختصاص دارد.

با خداحافظی از گروه سه، این پروژه در سال ۱۳۹۶ خورشیدی آغاز شد. در این پروژه، تلاش برای پیشرفت در جهت بهبود هوش مصنوعی و بهینه‌سازی سیستم‌های هوشمند می‌گردد. پروژه شامل بخش‌های مختلفی است که هر یک از آنها به بهبود یکسانی یا گروهی از پایگاه‌های مرتبط با هوش مصنوعی و سیستم‌های هوشمند اختصاص دارد.

با خداحافظی از گروه سه، این پروژه در سال ۱۳۹۶ خورشیدی آغاز شد. در این پروژه، تلاش برای پیشرفت در جهت بهبود هوش مصنوعی و بهینه‌سازی سیستم‌های هوشمند می‌گردد. پروژه شامل بخش‌های مختلفی است که هر یک از آنها به بهبود یکسانی یا گروهی از پایگاه‌های مرتبط با هوش مصنوعی و سیستم‌های هوشمند اختصاص دارد.

با خداحافظی از گروه سه، این پروژه در سال ۱۳۹۶ خورشیدی آغاز شد. در این پروژه، تلاش برای پیشرفت در جهت بهبود هوش مصنوعی و بهینه‌سازی سیستم‌های هوشمند می‌گرده...
None
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Ode to the First Universal Races Congress.

By Miss Alice Mary Buckton.

[Recited at the Opening Session.]

What Voice is this? What gathering sound
Upon the Great Highway?
A Voice no living ear has heard—
A thousand tongues in a single word—
A dream the poet's heart has stirred!
Since dawn of day!

They come! Who come? Listen!
What thund'rous tread of viewless feet,
From cities walls where waters meet,
From isles of coral foam,
From Western prairies red with corn,
From sacred temples of the morn,
They come!

Not as strangers seeking pasture,
Feeding flocks in lands unknown;
But, as elder sons returning,
Led, with marvel and yearning—
One by one—
Through the mystic maze returning
As to some ancestral home—
Lo! they come!

For the city of ancient vision,
Her heavenly towers agleam,
Upon the hills hath arisen
The joy of those that dream!
Wide—wide her gate,
And wide her thoroughfare;
And the roofless dome is great
As the open sky is fair;
And the feet of those who enter
No more shall rove!

For the voice that cried, "Let there be Light!"
Hath rent the cloud of a darker night—
"Let there be Love!"
And the souls of the races rise abroad,
Each from his place,
To meet his Own at last, to meet
His brothers, face to face!
They come! They come! With simple hands
And eager hearts that burn!
White and dark their treasures bringing—
Hark to the voice of the children singing
The Song of the Return!

For the West hath seen, in dumb amaze,
The Mirror of a Timeless Face
Beneath his making hand:
And the East, unveiling things that seem,
Hath thrown among the powers of dream
The Voice of the Command!
The spangled robe of heaven again
Is hung upon the tree,
To deck the Day of the Marriage Feast,
The bridal hour of West and East,
And the dawn of the race to be!

[Copyright in England, America and the Colonies.]
THE FIRST UNIVERSAL RACES CONGRESS


By Mr. W. Tudor-Pole.

The first Universal Races Congress has passed into history. Nobody, beyond those intimately associated with its promotion, can have any conception of the vast amount of labor involved in bringing such a congress about. It is all very well for a correspondent in the Morning Post to scoff at the ideals upon which the congress was based and to dismiss the whole affair as the soppy sentimentality of a few faddists. No great organization working for the regeneration of mankind, that is not based upon the ideals for which this congress stood, will ever accomplish great or lasting results.

Ten years ago the holding of such a gathering would have been impracticable, and it has created a foundation from which to work for future congresses. The immediate tangible results of the discussions may not be very evident; the press reports have been inadequate; and many of the speakers could not be heard beyond the platform. Also it must be admitted that the stifling heat of the hall did not conduce toward clear thinking or debate. Nevertheless, this congress has triumphantly demonstrated the possibility of bringing together in friendly intercourse representatives of nearly every race and religion under the sun, and the spiritual and moral effects of this fact alone can never be undone.

The reception of delegates and writers of papers by Lord Warradale at the Fishmongers' Hall on Tuesday evening was a sight never to be forgotten. Has there ever before been brought together such a wonderful array of workers and thinkers drawn from every country in the world, animated by one great ideal, the brotherhood of all mankind? Impracticable and visionary as the ideals that inspired the Races Congress may be, nevertheless if such gatherings could be held first in one capital, then in another, the risks of great world confusions would gradually be minimized, and ultimately war between race and race, nation and nation, man and man, would become impossible. Do not let the promoters of the congress feel discouraged, therefore, by the many criticisms and complaints that have poured in upon them. These will be useful when preparing for the next congress, and the value of their vast undertaking, as a fact in history, will become more and more apparent as time goes on.

What struck one most forcibly, perhaps, whilst listening to the debates, was the fact that the majority of the speakers forgot that they were addressing an international and inter-racial gathering, and spoke as if to an entirely English audience. This spoils the effect of many papers. I would strongly urge all who are interested in inter-racial problems to secure a copy of the printed congress papers, as they contain some remarkable expositions of international questions unobtainable elsewhere. The publishers are P. S. King & Son, Orchard House, Westminster. I should like to refer in detail to a few of these papers at a later date. Great interest was aroused on Thursday during the discussion on Abdul-Baha's letter to the congress, the full text of which follows:

"To the President, First Universal Races Congress.

"Alexandria, May 29, 1911.

"My Dear Friend:—Your letter of invitation has been received, and I am much obliged for it. It is my utmost desire to be present at such a gathering, for I am thoroughly confident that beneficial results shall surely follow these meetings, and that they
will become the means of establishing friendship and love among the world’s different races. Thus the basis of enmity may be destroyed and the tent of unity of the world of humanity be raised throughout all regions.

"I regret much that circumstances may prevent me from attending, but I will endeavor as much as lies in my power to attend. Failing to do so, pray excuse me.

"With a sincere heart I supplicate at the Divine Threshold that this congress may be successful in founding a noble institution which shall be permanent and everlasting; that it may ignite a candle from which a heavenly light shall beam, and plant a tree whose fruit may be friendship, love and unity between all the children of men, so that conflict and warfare may be abolished, and patriotic, racial, religious and political prejudices become unknown. Peace should replace strife, enmity be superseded by love, estrangement annihilated, and unity established. Then what has been spoken of in the heavenly books will become well rooted in the hearts of all, and the glad-tidings of the sacred writings be fulfilled. In conclusion I offer my utmost appreciation and respect to such a blessed congress.

The chairman, Mr. J. M. Robertson, M. P., made sympathetic reference to the spiritual language in which the letter was couched, and his remarks were applauded.

[Reprinted from the Record of the Proceedings of the First Universal Races Congress.]

THE BAHAI MOVEMENT

[A congress designed to bring about a fuller understanding between the peoples of East and West would be incomplete without an account of the Bahai movement. In 1844 there appeared at Shiraz, in Persia, a youth, Sayyid Ali Muhammad by name, who proclaimed himself the herald of a great spiritual teacher to come. Sayyid Ali Muhammad, known to his followers as the Bab (Gate), soon became renowned throughout Persia for his eloquence and zeal. In 1850 he was shot at Tabriz by order of the Government, who regarded him as a dangerous disturber of the peace. The movement for religious and social reform initiated by the Bab continued, however, to grow rapidly.

In the early sixties a Persian nobleman, known hereafter as Baha’u’llah, proclaimed himself to some of his adherents as the Teacher whose appearance had been prophesied by the Bab. His personality attracted multitudes throughout Persia, including the majority of those who had followed his forerunner. He wrote that God had made all men as drops of one sea and the leaves of one tree, that all races of mankind were pure, and should work in harmony together. He foresees a time when unity would be established between all races and creeds. ‘‘Have noble thoughts, healthy morals, and hygienic habits,’’ he says. ‘‘Be examples to guide all mankind towards its regeneration, and toward the peace of the whole world! ... Let not a man glory so in this, that he loves his country. Let him rather glory in this, that he loves his kind! These ruinous wars, these fruitless strifes must cease; and the Most Great Peace shall come.’’

The followers of this movement underwent a bloody persecution at the hands of the orthodox Moslems, the martyrs numbering above 20,000.

In 1867 Baha’u’llah sent a letter to the Pope, to Queen Victoria, and to other crowned heads of Europe, calling upon the nations to put down their armaments and to cause a conference of the Governments to be held. The letters are matters of history.

The Persian Government, fearing the effect of Baha’u’llah’s growing influence, exiled him first to Adrianople, and finally, in 1868, by an arrangement with the Turkish authorities, incarcerated him in the fortress city of Acre on the Syrian coast. During his exile he wrote many books, and his influence as a spiritual teacher continued to grow. His principal works are Hidden Words and the Kitab-i-Aqdas. Baha’u’llah, before his death in 1892, instructed his eldest son, Abbas Effendi, to continue his work and expound his writings. He is widely known by the name of ‘Abdu’l Baha ‘Abbas (i.e., Abbas the Servant of Baha). He remained in confinement at Acre until 1908, when he was released under the Young Turkish Constitution. Since then ‘Abdu’l Baha has lived at Haifa, on Mount Carmel.

This movement is not to be regarded as a new religion. Rather is it a world-wide recognition of the underlying unity of religions and peoples, and of the ideals of international peace and good-will. It teaches the equality of the sexes, the duty of every one to serve the community, and the duty of the community to give opportunity for such service—urging men of all religions to live out their faith, in unity with their fellow-men and show that behind all expressions of creed there is one religion and one God.

*Baha (Arabic), ‘‘The Ineffable Splendour.’’
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STAR OF THE WEST

He remained in confinement at Acre until 1908, when he was released under dispensations. He is widely known by the name of ‘Abdu’l Baha. He has been living in the fortress city of Acre on the Syrian coast. During his exile he wrote many books, and his influence as a spiritual teacher continued to grow. His principal works are Hidden Words and the Kitab-i-Aqdas. Before his death in 1892, he instructed his eldest son, Abbas Effendi, to continue his work and expound his writings. He is widely known by the name of ‘Abdu’l Baha ‘Abbas (i.e., Abbas the Servant of Baha). He remained in confinement at Acre until 1908, when he was released under the Young Turkish Constitution. Since then ‘Abdu’l Baha has lived at Haifa, on Mount Carmel.

This movement is not to be regarded as a new religion. Rather is it a world-wide recognition of the underlying unity of religions and peoples, and of the ideals of international peace and good-will. It teaches the equality of the sexes, the duty of every one to serve the community, and the duty of the community to give opportunity for such service—urging men of all religions to live out their faith, in unity with their fellow-men and show that behind all expressions of creed there is one religion and one God.

*Baha (Arabic), ‘‘The Ineffable Splendour.’’
LETTER FROM 'ABDU’L BAHÀ TO THE FIRST UNIVERSAL RACES CONGRESS

When travelling about the world we observe an air of prosperity in any country, we find it to be due to the existence of love and friendship among the people. If, on the contrary, all seems depressed and poverty-stricken, we may feel assured that this is the effect of animosity, and of the absence of union among the inhabitants.

Notwithstanding that such a state of things is obvious to the passing traveller, how often the people themselves continue in the sleep of negligence, or occupy themselves in disputes and differences, and are even ready to slaughter their fellow-men!

Consider thoughtfully the continual integration and disintegration of the phenomenal universe. . . . Unification and constructive combination is the cause of Life. Disunion of particles brings about loss, weakness, dispersion, and decay.

Consider the varieties of flowers in a garden. They seem but to enhance the loveliness of each other. When differences of color, ideas, and character are found in the human Kingdom, and come under the control of the power of Unity, they too show their essential beauty and perfection.

Rivalry between the different races of mankind was first caused by the struggle for existence among the wild animals. This struggle is no longer necessary; nay, rather! interdependence and co-operation are seen to produce the highest welfare in nations. The struggle that now continues is caused by prejudice and bigotry.

To-day nothing but the power of the Divine Word, which embraces the Reality of all things, can draw together the minds, hearts, and spirits of the world under the shadow of the heavenly Tree of Unity.

The Light of the Word is now shining on all horizons. Races and nations, with their different creeds, are coming under the influence of the Word of Unity in love and in peace.

The Blessed One, Baha’u’llah, likens the existing world to a tree, and the people to its fruits, blossoms and leaves. All should be fresh and vigorous,
the attainment of their beauty and proportion depending on the love and unity with which they sustain each other and seek the Life eternal. The friends of God should become the manifestors in this world of this mercy and love. They should not dwell on the shortcomings of others. Ceaselessly should they be thinking how they may benefit others and show service and co-operation. Thus should they regard every stranger, putting aside such prejudices and superstitions as might prevent friendly relations.

To-day the noblest person is he who bestows upon his enemy the pearl of generosity, and is a beacon-light to the misguided and the oppressed. This is the command of Baha'u'llah.

O dear friends! the world is in a warlike condition, and its races are hostile one to the other. The darkness of difference surrounds them, and the light of kindness grows dim. The foundations of society are destroyed and the banners of life and joy are overthrown. The leaders of the people seem to glory in the shedding of blood—Friendship, straightness, and truthfulness are despised. . . .

The call to arbitration, to peace, to love, and to loyalty is the call of Baha'u'llah. His standard floats since fifty years, summoning all of whatever race and creed.

O ye friends of God! acknowledge this pure light; direct the people who are in ignorance, chanting the melodies of the Kingdom of God, until the dead body of mankind quickens with a new life.

Guide the people of God. Inspire them to emulate the lives of the holy ones who have gone before. Be ye kind in reality, not in appearance only. Be ye fathers to the orphans, a remedy to the sick, a treasury of wealth to the poor, a protector of the unfortunate.

Where love dwells, there is light! Where animosity dwells, there is darkness!

O friends of God! strive to dissipate the darkness and reveal the hidden meanings of things, until their Reality becomes clear and established in the sight of all.

This Congress is one of the greatest of events. It will be forever to the glory of England that it was established at her capital. It is easy to accept a truth; but it is difficult to be steadfast in it; for the tests are many and heavy. It is well seen that the British are firm, and are not lightly turned aside, being neither ready to begin a matter for a little while, nor prone to abandon it for a little reason. Verily, in every undertaking they show firmness.

O ye people! cause this thing to be not a thing of words, but of deeds. Some congresses are held only to increase differences. Let it not be so with you. Let your effort be to find harmony. Let Brotherhood be felt and seen among you; and carry ye its quickening power throughout the world. It is my prayer that the work of the Congress will bear great fruit.

'Abdu'l Baha 'Abbas.
We have received from London the advance publication (a large book) of the papers prepared for reading at the first Universal Races Congress, and among them is one from Abdul-Baha. It is the briefest of them all, being very short, only two pages; and its character is entirely different from all the others. Theirs is largely from the point of view of country and race; his is universal. Theirs spend much time and words to tell of their ancestral greatness and the abilities of their land and race; he uses few words and little time to teach the oneness of all mankind, their individual and mutual duties, and the needs of the time. Theirs look to scientific progress, philosophical discussions, courts of arbitration, commercial interests, or socialist ideas, to bring about the advance and better welfare of mankind. He goes at once to the root of the matter and says: "Today nothing but the power of the Divine Word, which embraces the reality of all things, can draw together the minds, hearts and spirits of the world under the shadow of the heavenly Tree of Unity. The Light of the Word is now shining on all horizons. . . . Races and nations, with their various creeds, are coming under the influence of the Word of Unity in love and peace."

In brief, the thought of practically all of those who submitted papers to the Congress, was from the human point of view, while that of Abdul-Baha was from the Divine Seeing. His was primary, theirs secondary. His presentation referred to the very seed and root of the matter; theirs to the branches and twigs, or results. They failed to perceive that all the advances of science, philosophy, ideal and action grow out of the spiritual enlightenment of mankind through the radiance of the Sun of Truth, which is now bathing the world.
in splendor. He points mankind to the Word, the Spirit, and its workings in the hearts of men; they point to the results, as though they originated with man alone. Several of them speak at more or less length of Religion as affecting the ideas of men and nations, but they limit religious to racial conceptions rather than to the Spirit of God as its absolute, actual Power among all men.

But it is a wonderful and glorious sign of the times and a proof of the working activity of the Spirit, that men from many nations, grown under different trainings, colored with different mental and spiritual ideas, should gather in such a congress, without political intentions, and only with the purpose of promoting the mutual acquaintance, respect, friendship, peace and prosperity of the races of mankind. It is another of the fast multiplying proofs of the Divine Mission of Baha'u'llah.

Without any apparent instigation or influence from Bahai sources, it proceeds to forward greatly the very principles which Baha'u'llah came to promulgate and to impress on mankind in this time of the ending of the old and the establishment of the new. This fact alone is sufficient to prove that the Word of Baha' was the declaration of that Divine Spirit which is working in the consciences and hearts of men all over the world to bring to pass that which He proclaimed as the duty of men in this new age. Those writers and speakers from many nations were busily calling attention to the appearance of the "New earth;" while Abdul-Baha proclaimed to them the advent of the "New Heaven."

The new earth must indeed be prepared for the establishment upon it of a new heaven. This is true of the physical world, the conditions and environments of mankind, as it is of the individual man, who contains within himself the earth and heaven of his dual nature. But there can be no re-creation of the earth itself except it be from the power of the Spirit, its Creator. Men of perception note the wonderful changes going on in the material worlds of earth and mind, the revealing of hidden laws and power, the discoveries of actions and conditions which conduce greatly to the improvement of man's abilities, but they do not yet perceive that all this advancement comes from the presence and action of the Mighty Spirit of God, that Universal, Invisible, Creating Light of Divine Intelligence, which surrounds, penetrates and permeates every atom of existence, throughout all space and the "Spaceless." All things—"Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above and cometh down from the Father of lights." (James 1:17.) O that men would receive the beauty of God and turn to Him in praise and thankfulness for all that they have and are!

Our Persian section this issue contains: (1) Tablet of Abdul-Baha regarding the Start of the West. (2) Tablet of Abdul-Baha pertaining to his trip to the West, revealed to a Persian Baha'i. (3) Tablet of Abdul-Baha concerning the progress of the Cause throughout the world. (4) Letter from Tabriz regarding the organization of a Persian-American Commercial Company, with a capital of $10,000.00, to do business with America. (5) Editorial: The wealth and prosperity of a nation depends upon the increase of its commerce. (6) Portrait of Mr. Louis Gregory, of Washington, D. C. (7) Short account of his services in the Cause; his recent visit to Abdul-Baha in the East, and a Tablet concerning his visit. (8) Tablets in regard to Abdul-Baha's anticipated trip to America. (9) Progress of the Cause in California—by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed. (10) Progress of the Star of the West in the East, together with statistics showing volume of correspondence, subscriptions and other information.

Magazines of all kinds are greatly appreciated by the friends in Persia, who pass them on and on. Even the advertisements draw new pictures in their minds—create new ambitions. Postage rate is 2 oz. for 1c, with limit of 4 lbs. Send direct to: Dr. Susan I. Moody, 10 Ave. Aladauleh, Teheran, Persia. Via Russian Post. Mark package: Old magazines—no commercial value. Also state name and address of sender.
نمی‌گویم، نمی‌خوانم و نمی‌برم، چون در آنها کلمات و اسکریپت‌ها هستند که در کتاب‌ها نوشته‌ها و در مکان‌های مختلفی نگاه می‌شوند. اما نمی‌گویم، نمی‌خوانم و نمی‌برم، چون در آنها کلمات و اسکریپت‌ها هستند که در کتاب‌ها نوشته‌ها و در مکان‌های مختلفی نگاه می‌شوند.
بدون متن واضح در تصویر قابل خواندن نیست.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>سالهای قرن</td>
<td>این جدول مربوط به سالهای قرن 1389 و 1390 است.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ترجمه بیشتر گزارش خبری را درنظر بگیرید.

1. موضوعات بیشتر
2. ممکن است موضوعات بیشتر
3. موضوعات بیشتر
4. ممکن است موضوعات بیشتر
5. موضوعات بیشتر
6. موضوعات بیشتر
7. موضوعات بیشتر
8. موضوعات بیشتر
9. موضوعات بیشتر
10. موضوعات بیشتر

Persian Editorial Office: NAJME BAKHTAR,
1800 Belmont Road, Washington, D. C., U. S. A.
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SUMMARY OF THE FIRST YEAR OF THE "STAR" IN THE ORIENT.

Progress of the Persian section of the STAR OF THE WEST from August 1, 1910, to August 1, 1911: The Persian section was inaugurated August 1, 1910, and reached the Orient about one month later. Yet it was fully two to three months before the Persian Editor received any subscriptions. So to be correct the following list is the record of ten months and not a year.

The following list shows the number of Persian letters received from different cities in the Orient, number of subscribers in each city and the subscriptions received up to August 1, 1911:

**TABLE I.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Letters No. Subscribers</th>
<th>Money Rec'd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teheran</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>$1,260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiraz</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>$330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esphahan</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>$170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abade</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>$110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mashad</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>$160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabriz</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>$700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gazvin</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamadan</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yozd</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>$190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandar Abbas</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>$90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharood</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>$130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasht</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>$430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandar Jag</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kermanshahan</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samnan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarvestan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khalkhal</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>236</strong></td>
<td><strong>$137.30</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Letters No. Subscribers</th>
<th>Money Rec'd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>$289.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandria</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>$289.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>$170.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazannah</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>85</strong></td>
<td><strong>$539.80</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Letters No. Subscribers</th>
<th>Money Rec'd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beirut</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>$170.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haifa</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anseh</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>31</strong></td>
<td><strong>$520.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE IV.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Letters No. Subscribers</th>
<th>Money Rec'd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>$310.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarvestan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>32</strong></td>
<td><strong>$320.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE V.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Letters No. Subscribers</th>
<th>Money Rec'd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1</strong></td>
<td><strong>$10.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Persian Editor received any subscriptions. To be correct the following list is the record of ten months and not a year.

The following list shows the comparative strength of our subscribers in each country in the Orient from August 1, 1910, to August 1, 1911:

**TABLE VI.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Subscribers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Persia</td>
<td>515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,716</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE VII.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Subscribers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Persia</td>
<td>515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,716</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE VIII.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Subscribers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Persia</td>
<td>515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,716</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Finances.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Subscribers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Persia</td>
<td>$157.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>76.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>$33.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$329.50</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.
TABLETS FROM ABDUL-BAHA.
Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

To Mohammad Ali Khan, Teheran, Persia.

HE IS GOD!

O thou intimate companion!
The flame of reformation is ignited in the heart and soul of Persia and the spirit of every real reformer is longing for better conditions. For Persia is sick and is suffering with intense agony. But the children of the East are abiding under the shade of the banner of discord and are completely heedless and veiled. Now, what remedy can be applied? The sick Persia is flying away from the physician; nay, rather that thirsty one is depriving himself of the sea of the salubrious water of health. Therefore, this exiled one has found no other alternative than to turn his face towards the West and raise the melody of the Kingdom; for to a certain degree the insight of the people in those parts is open and they are familiar and associate with reason and understanding. When Joseph found that his envious brothers and his jealous relations and friends were heedless and unmindful, he unveiled his face in the market of the Egyptians, so that in exile he might destroy the foundation of strangeness and raise the banner of unity. Therefore, it is the aim of this exiled one, that, God willing, he may become the Herald and carry the glad tidings of the Kingdom to the empires of the West. Perchance the splendor of the Beauty of the real Joseph—the Most Great Name—May my life be a sacrifice to Him!—may shine from the countries of the Occident; and I beg of God that the glances of mercifulness may assist.

I hope that the bounties of the True One may become realized in thee, but it is conditional upon thy serving the Real Master and living in accord with the manners and behavior of the real Bahais and showing the utmost sincerity and beauty of intention.

Upon thee be the Glory of God!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

To Anna M. Dahl, Pittsburgh, Pa.

O thou seeker of Truth!
Thy letter was received and thy thankfulness became evident. Glorification of God is the cause of attraction of confirmation and draws down the bounties of the Glorious Lord. Therefore the glances of the providence of
the True One shall ere long encircle all the family. I pray God that Pittsburgh may be blessed. It is not permitted to distribute Bahai pamphlets and literature through the streets and markets. On account of the lack of time a brief answer is given.

Upon thee be the Glory of God! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHÁ ABBAS.

To Adolph M. Dahl, Pittsburgh, Pa.

HE IS GOD!

O thou servant of God!

Thy letter was received. Praise be to God, that the call of the Kingdom of ABBA reached Pittsburgh. Should the friends of God show firmness and steadfastness, the ray of the light of the Kingdom of ABBA will shine and that state and city will become illuminated.

Endeavor thou that thou mayest study the Persian language thoroughly, so that thou mayest read the Tablets of BAHÁ'U'LLÁH and comprehend their meanings.

In reality, if someone should go to the Netherlands and engage in teaching the Truth great results would follow. Although such a person cannot be found for the present, yet before long he shall be discovered.

I supplicate and entreat at the Kingdom of ABBA and ask heavenly confirmation for thee. Perchance, God willing, at some future date we may meet each other.

Upon thee be the Glory of God! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHÁ ABBAS.

Through the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, to the Members of the Assembly of Abdul-Baha, San Francisco, California.

HE IS GOD!

O ye faithful friends!

The maid-servant of the Kingdom of BAHÁ'U'LLÁH has written the joyful news that the friends in that region have established an Assembly, have engaged in the spreading of the teachings of God and have arisen with the utmost endeavor, sincerity of intention, and enkindlement with the fire of the Love of God so that that country may become a main-spring of the signs, and that city become illumined, and a number of souls like stars of the Horizon of Holiness may shine in the assemblage of the Kingdom of man (humanity).

This Assembly was organized at the right time. It is my hope that it may become a magnet of confirmation. If it remain firm and steadfast this Assembly will become so illumined that it will be a full, refulgent moon in the Horizon of everlasting Glory.

Report and write to me the services which are accomplished by this Assembly so that they may become the cause of spiritual happiness and joy to the heart.

Upon thee be the Glory of God! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHÁ ABBAS.
IMPRESSIONS OF ABDUL-BAHA WHILE AT RAMLEH.

By Mr. Louis G. Gregory.

I am asked by the Star of the West for impressions gathered during a recent pilgrimage to Abdul-Baha at Ramleh and the Holy City. Now I can respond but briefly; but later I hope that a full account may be given to the friends of the Cause of all the valuable lessons received from the Perfect Man.

It is the will of Abdul-Baha that all the friends should be united and happy in the light of the Kingdom. On one occasion Baha’u’llah said, “My Presence is happiness and peace. Hell is the hearts of those who deny and oppose.” Today the happiness and peace of the Glory of God (Baha’u’llah) are reflected in the clear Mirror of Abdul-Baha. Thus by meeting him one meets all the Prophets and Manifestations of cycles and ages past. It is difficult for one to realize at the time, or for a long time afterwards, the true honor of such a meeting. To one who realizes even faintly who this Servant of God is and what powers he represents, such a meeting is high above all the honors of earth. But no soul can give adequate testimony of what Abdul-Baha may be to any other soul. With mental and spiritual horizon more or less limited, each pilgrim discerns according to his capacity the Majesty and Power that radiate from the Center of God’s Covenant.

At Ramleh, Abbas Effendi* might at times be seen walking about the streets. Ofttimes he would ride upon the electric tramway, making change and paying his fare in the most democratic fashion. His reception room was open to believers and non-believers alike. Upon a visit to some unfortunates one day, I asked if they knew him. “Oh yes,” they responded, “he has been in this house.” Thus in one way or another thousands of persons had opportunity to see Abbas Effendi; but among these how few perceived Abdul-Baha!

Viewed with the outer eye, he seemed about the medium height, with symmetrical features. His lineaments indicate meekness and gentleness, as well as power and strength. His color is about that of parchment. His hands are shapely, with the nails well manicured. His forehead is high and well rounded. His nose is slightly aquiline; his eyes light blue and penetrating; his hair is silvery, and long enough to touch the shoulders; his beard is white. His dress was the Oriental robes, graceful in their simplicity. On his head rested a light turban, surrounded by a white turban. His voice is powerful, but capable of producing infinite pathos and tenderness. His carriage is erect and altogether so majestic and beautiful that it is passing strange that anyone seeing him would not be moved to say: “This truly is the King of men!”

On the rational plane his wisdom is incomparable. During the time of my visit persons of culture were present from different parts of the world. But people of acquired learning are but as children to Abdul-Baha. They were reverent in their attitude toward him and one of them, an Oxford man,

---

*The name by which Abdul-Baha is known among those not believers.
praised his wisdom with much enthusiasm. They sought his advice and found it of the highest value in application to life.

Abdul-Baha has the power to make his friends very happy. What music and harmony, joy and peace, may enter into the lives of those who attain this meeting! He has a balm for every wound and feeds hungry souls with the Manna of his Perfect Love. One of the friends at Cairo, a noted worker in the Cause, exclaimed, “If I could only see Abdul-Baha once a week!” At Acca and Haifa were to be found those who had spent most of their lives with him. But they were all longing for his Presence. Among the letters received by him at Ramleh was one from the daughter of a king, expressing as her utmost desire a visit at the threshold of his door. This is the Power of the Spirit.

Thus the friends of the Cause may catch a glimpse of what is in store for them if he visits America. Nor should we spare any pains or hesitate at any sacrifices to ensure his coming. The Reality of Abdul-Baha, the supreme joy of the Kingdom, is found by promoting that which tends to unity and harmony among the friends of God and the whole human family.

“O Son of Man: Lift up thy heart with delight, that thou mayest be prepared to meet Me and to mirror forth My Beauty.”

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA.

A concise financial report is submitted herewith from the time of the formation of the organization of Baha Temple Unity, at the first convention held in Chicago, March 21, 1909, to the present:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECEIPTS.</th>
<th>DISBURSEMENTS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At First Convention ................. $5,666.44</td>
<td>Total paid on land ........ $24,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From the Orient, 1909-1910 .......... 7,092.35</td>
<td>Interest on notes and mortgage ... 3,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“ America, 1909-1910 .............. 7,688.56</td>
<td>Taxes and assessments ........ 1,012.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“ the Orient, 1910-1911 ........... 1,190.83</td>
<td>Expenses for changing street and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“ America, 1910-1911 .............. 9,262.78</td>
<td>alley ..................... 329.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“ the Orient, Third Convention, 1911</td>
<td>Incidental expenses ........ 608.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“ America, Third Convention, 1911 .. 275.78</td>
<td>Total ...................... $30,053.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total to Aug. 1, 1911 ................ $22,784.29 Balance on hand ............... $ 2,430.49

BALANCE DUE ON LAND.

Mortgage, expires June 24, 1912 ........................................ $10,000.00
Interest, due December 24, 1911 ....................................... 300.00
Interest, due June 24, 1912 ........................................... 300.00

Many adverse reports have been circulated about the Mashrak-el-Azkar work. A Tablet was recently received from Abdul-Baha concerning these false reports, in which he says: “If a soul speaks do not be grieved; because this Cause is great, undoubtedly stories and difficulties will arise.”

Concerning the remainder of the debt on the land, Abdul-Baha says, “My hope is this, that the affairs become facilitated and with the effort of the beloved of God, the proposition of debt become completed.” During the last
visit of Mr. Percy F. Woodcock to Ramleh, Abdul-Baha said to him: "The
Reality of the Christ has united the great races of the world together."

Corinne True, Financial Secretary.

NEWS ITEMS.

Abdul-Baha, after staying nearly three months in Cairo—during which time he was interviewed by many prominent people—returned again to Ramleh, the delightful suburb of Alexandria, on July 22d. He was accompanied by Mirza Assadullah, Mirza Moneer, Mirza Mahmoud and Aga Khosro. On August 11th, Abdul-Baha departed for Europe, arriving first in Marseilles, France.

CENSOLO—TOSCANA, SWITZERLAND—A Baha home has been established here by Signora Forni, where children physically weak but mentally strong are taken and given a Bahai education. There is also a hospice where traveling Bahais may rest for a few days. The spot is ideal, very high over Lago Maggiore. Signora Forni is also anxious to have three or four Persian boys who would have happy surroundings, education in four languages, outdoor life, vegetarian diet and perfect freedom. It is a beautiful home, where the commands of love are carried out. She has a remarkable gift of healing by natural means, sun, air, water and fruits; that is the reason she asks for children who may not be strong, but have awakened intellects. Her whole life is devoted to training souls for the Cause.

Fort Bombay, India—The House of Spirituality sent the following telegram to his majesty the king-emperor, George V, on the coronation day: "Respect towards the Head of the State is a part of respect towards God. The people of Baha should be loyal and law-abiding citizens in whatever country they may dwell." Congratulations from the Bahai community of India to his majesty, the king-emperor, George V, on this, his coronation day." We received the following reply from Sir Arthur Begge, private secretary to his majesty, the king-emperor: "I am commanded by the king and queen to thank you and all who joined with you for the loyal sentiments to which your telegram gives expression." The royal reply was an early one and was printed in all the leading papers of Bombay.

Janabe Aga Adbul Hussein and Janabe Aga Mirza Assadullah, have gone to Bombay, and is serving the Cause in whatever way he can.

London, England—While lecturing before the Theosophists at Derbyshire, England, recently, Mr. W. Tudor-Pole gave the Bahai Message. He states that he has never before seen such interest and enthusiasm aroused, and he was asked to send the following cablegram to Abdul-Baha: "International Theosophical Summer School, in conference assembled in Derbyshire, send through Mr. Tudor-Pole fraternal greetings and desire to unite with your work for universal racial understanding, peace, and fellowship. Dunlop (Chairman)." Abdul-Baha wired the following reply from Marseilles: "Reply Theosophical School. Greeting caused great happiness. Hope godly power will raise the tent of unity for the material and spiritual rest of mankind."

Arthur Cuthbert.
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Extract from a Tablet received by Aga Mirza Taraz-ollah of Gazwin, Persia, concerning the STAR OF THE WEST:

In regard to the STAR OF THE WEST which in Rasht fell into the hands of strangers. There was a wisdom in this. It will have great effect in the future. The editors of the newspapers are mistaken. The literature of the Bahais has encircled the world and not alone Persia. The derision and the scorn of the editors of the newspapers will be the cause of their own undoing and regret. They must loosen their tongues in thankfulness and praise and glorification that—Praise be to God!—Persia has found such influence in America that a magazine like unto the STAR OF THE WEST is founded. This behooveth them to be thankful and not complain. This is the cause of the glory of Persia and the Persians and not their shame. How long this community does not behold the wonders and miracles of Thy Lord!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

The following extract from a letter which was recently received from India, by Mr. Howard C. Struven, of Baltimore, Md., speaks for itself:

For a long time nothing has appeared in the STAR OF THE WEST of importance pertaining to the Mashrak-el-Azkar building. Why is it that we do not hear of further endeavors to collect money and thus approach nearer to its completion? Are we
going to sit still at a time when we have been called upon to serve with heart and soul—even to not withholding our lives? Shall we set aside the explicit commands of Abdul-Baha? Do we love money more than life? Such neglect but reflects upon the Cause. Continuous work is a testimony of vigorous life, while spasmodic endeavor betrays slothful, tired or ebbing energy. We, who by the grace of God, are quickened by His Spirit, must not be overcome by the characteristics of the diseased or dying, but should arise with strength to complete the conquest over death which we have already begun. . . . . Abdul-Baha has said, "The Mashrak-el-Azkar will be built, and hundreds of such structures in due season;" also, "It is not a favor to contribute, but a blessing to be allowed to give to such a purpose." Let us not lose this opportunity, but rise up and ask and give. I shall promulgate this matter in India and you do the same in America. Let us start our subscriptions anew and let every one give what he can. I feel strongly in this matter and trust I have not exceeded proper bounds of courtesy. With love and greetings, I am yours brotherly,

Hashmatullah.

Our Persian section this issue contains:

(1) Arrival of Abdul-Baha in France; (2) International Peace and the recent Arbitration Treaties between America, England and France; (3) Mohonk Lake Conference on International Arbitration; (4) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Mr. Albert Smiley, founder of the Mohonk Lake Conference; (5) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Mr. C. C. Philips, Secretary of the Mohonk Lake Conference; (6) the approaching journey of American Bahais to Persia; (7) recent news between Persia and America; (8) portrait of Mr. A. P. Dodge, of New York City, and his wife; (9) short account of their services in the Cause; (10) an account of the First Universal Races Congress, by Mirza Lotfollah S. Hakein.

NEWS NOTES.

(Continued from page 7)

PYAWHIE, BURMA.—The Bahais of Rangoon and Mandalay join with us in sending greetings to all. With deep regret we report the death of our brother, Dr. Syed Sajjad Hossain. About twenty of the friends came from Mandalay, one hundred miles distant, to attend the funeral. Representatives of seven religions were present. Bahai rites were performed, although the interment took place in a Mohammedan burial ground.

You will be pleased to know that a daughter of Mahmood Saheb, one of the Bahai friends of Mandalay, has passed a teachership examination. This young woman, whose name is Matin, will undoubtedly assist in educating the Bahai women of Burma. The late Dr. Syed Sajjad Hossain's daughter is preparing for a similar teachership examination. Other Bahai ladies, numbering seven, have also become successful in their examinations this year.

"Verily, I came from God, and unto Him do I return, severed from all else save Him and holding to His Name, the Merciful, the Compassionate!"

During the summer, Mrs. Susie C. Stewart, of Virginia, ascended to the Supreme Horizon. She was a very spiritual colored believer, sowing much seed in Richmond. Mr. John Peterson also passed from this life early in the summer, at Mt. Vernon, Oregon.

Mr. Percy F. Woodcock and Mr. Louis G. Gregory both report great spiritual meetings held this summer in Green Acre, S.C.
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کتاب تاریخ ایران در دوره‌های مختلف 

1. دوره هخامنشیان: 
ایران در این دوره به‌مرور کشوری قوی و بزرگ شد و تا حدی به عنوان یکی از قدرت‌های بزرگ جهان شناخته می‌شد. باورهای مختلفی در مورد تاریخ هخامنشیان وجود دارد ولی به‌طور کلی، این دوره به عنوان یک دوره تاریخی پیشرفت و رونق دارد.

2. دوره ساسانیان: 
ایران در دوره ساسانیان به‌عنوان یکی از قدرت‌های مهم در جهان شناخته می‌شد. در این دوره، شیعه برای اولین بار در ایران آمد و تأثیراتی عمیقی در فرهنگ و فکر ایران داشت.

3. دوره طبریان: 
ایران در دوره طبریان به‌عنوان یکی از قدرت‌های مهم در جهان شناخته می‌شد. در این دوره، شیعه به‌طور کامل در ایران مستقر شد و تأثیراتی عمیقی در فرهنگ و فکر ایران داشت.

4. دوره ایلخانان: 
ایران در دوره ایلخانان به‌عنوان یکی از قدرت‌های مهم در جهان شناخته می‌شد. در این دوره، شیعه به‌طور کامل در ایران مستقر شد و تأثیراتی عمیقی در فرهنگ و فکر ایران داشت.

5. دوره صفویان: 
ایران در دوره صفویان به‌عنوان یکی از قدرت‌های مهم در جهان شناخته می‌شد. در این دوره، شیعه به‌طور کامل در ایران مستقر شد و تأثیراتی عمیقی در فرهنگ و فکر ایران داشت.

6. دوره قاجار: 
ایران در دوره قاجار به‌عنوان یکی از قدرت‌های مهم در جهان شناخته می‌شد. در این دوره، شیعه به‌طور کامل در ایران مستقر شد و تأثیراتی عمیقی در فرهنگ و فکر ایران داشت.

7. دوره پهلوی: 
ایران در دوره پهلوی به‌عنوان یکی از قدرت‌های مهم در جهان شناخته می‌شد. در این دوره، شیعه به‌طور کامل در ایران مستقر شد و تأثیراتی عمیقی در فرهنگ و فکر ایران داشت.

8. دوره جمهوری اسلامی: 
ایران در دوره جمهوری اسلامی به‌عنوان یکی از قدرت‌های مهم در جهان شناخته می‌شد. در این دوره، شیعه به‌طور کامل در ایران مستقر شد و تأثیراتی عمیقی در فرهنگ و فکر ایران داشت.

در طول تاریخ ایران، این کشور تا حدی به‌عنوان یکی از قدرت‌های مهم در جهان شناخته می‌شد و تأثیراتی عمیقی در فرهنگ و فکر ایران داشت. این کشور به‌طور کلی در این دوره‌های مختلف به‌عنوان یکی از قدرت‌های مهم در جهان شناخته می‌شد.
سپاس‌م" از لذت بریزیدن

در خاطره‌م، دوستی خیلی‌گی

روی آرامش‌رفتن، دلسردی

شما، بخشی از زندگی من

خوشبختی و همتی، در خانه

خود را بودید.

به خاطر مهربانی خود،

تنها در قلب من،

بمانید.

با سپاس،

[نام]
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For years past, word has been coming to the West that a new prophet has arisen in the East, and that a great religious movement, starting in Persia, was spreading far and wide. Reports were vague and conflicting, but gradually the main facts emerged. Particulars have been given in *The Christian Commonwealth* from time to time, and in our last issue appeared in outline the story of the movement and its leaders. The founder was Seyed Ali Muhammad, whose “manifestation” took place in Shiraz, Persia, in 1844, before he was twenty-five years of age. He assumed the name of Bab (gate), and at the end of six years, mostly spent in prison, was with one of his devoted followers, publicly shot by order of the Shah’s government. For a short time Mirza Yahya of Nur, who was only twenty years of age, was, under the title of Subh-i-Ezel (“The Morning of Eternity”), regarded as leader, but the succession ultimately devolved upon his elder half-brother (born November 12, 1817), Mirza Husayn ‘Ali, or Baha’u’llah (“The Splendour of God”). He came to be recognised as the One (“Whom God would manifest”) whose advent the Bab had foretold, and during his lifetime disciples rapidly multiplied. Upon the death of Baha’u’llah (at Acre on May 26, 1892), his son Abbas Effendi (also called Abdul Baha, “the servant of God”) succeeded him, and it is he who is now visiting this country.

Some months ago I received private information that Abdul Baha might possibly visit this country, and recently he dispatched from Switzerland the telegram published in our columns a fortnight ago. On Monday evening of last week “The Master,” as his followers naturally call him, arrived in London, and on Tuesday I had the privilege of meeting him. “What is he like?” Let me quote the words of one who visited him at Akka a few years ago:—

“He is of middle stature, strongly built. He wears flowing light-coloured robes. On his head is a light buff fez with a white cloth wound about it. His long grey hair rests on his shoulders. His forehead is broad, full, and high, his nose slightly aquiline, his moustaches and beard, the latter full, though not heavy, nearly [now quite] white. His eyes are grey and blue, large, and both soft and penetrating. His bearing is simple, but there is grace, dignity, and even majesty about his movements. . . . We see the benignity and the kindliness of his countenance.”

It was interesting to find Abdul Baha well acquainted with *The Christian Commonwealth*. “He is very pleased with what you write in your paper,” were the first words, after a cordial welcome that came through the interpreter. “Some of the papers write things that he does not like and are not correct, but you write about what you know.” The production of an early copy of our last issue caused some merriment. The fact that it was printed a day before the date it bore amused him, and when the paragraph, “A meeting between Abdul Baha and the editor of *The Christian Commonwealth* took place yesterday (Tuesday) afternoon. Some particulars will probably appear in our next issue,” was translated to him, he said, with twinkling eye, he was very pleased with our “prophetic writing.” Of the preceding passage, referring to the fundamental unity of all religious faith, Abdul Baha said, “You have written all that I can say to you. That shows that we are one in spirit.”

Alluding to his visit to this country he said he wished to gain strength and to see his friends; the length of his stay would depend upon the state of his health. After forty-two years’ imprisonment he was glad to be able to travel. I asked whether it was correct, as has been stated, that he was born in prison. No, he said; he was born in Teheran, the capital of Persia, in the spring of 1844. I gathered that at that time his parents were of good position and dignity. When the boy was nine years of age, the family was exiled from Teheran to Bagdad. From the beginning, the movement had been under the ban of the civil power, and sometimes, through mistaken zeal, such as that of Peter when he struck off Malchus’ ear, some disciples came into direct conflict with the government. It was the attempted assassination of the Shah of Persia in 1852 by a young Babl, who had lost his mental balance, that led to the arrest of Baha’u’llah and the banishment of the family and many of their co-religionists. From Bagdad, Abbas Effendi, with his father, was transported to Constantinople and Adrianople, and, finally, in 1868, to Akka, in Syria. Here Baha’u’llah remained a prisoner until his death in 1892, and here his son, Abdul Baha,
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ABDUL-BAHA IN LONDON.

Abdul-Baha duly arrived in London on September 4th, and his visit to this country has been notified and commented upon in all the great London dailies. The great majority of articles that have appeared are both restrained and dignified in tone and there has been a welcome absence of sensationalism in the descriptions of Abdul-Baha’s appearance and in the accounts of his life and work. Everywhere wonder is expressed that 40 years of imprisonment and suffering should have been so heroically borne and should have left so few physical traces of the terrible and lifelong strain that has fallen to his lot. Abdul-Baha was tired by the long journey but found his London quarters both comfortable and convenient. The rush and roar of the great metropolis have greatly interested him but at all times he gives one the impression of living a greater and fuller life, which takes little account of temporary material surroundings, recognizing instead the all-pervading power of the One Spirit pulsating throughout the whole universe.

Abdul-Baha receives all who come to him, whether great or small, providing they show a real interest in the Great Truths for which Baha’u’llah stood. Countless press correspondents have been received and they usually retire from the interview greatly impressed by his noble dignity and spiritual simplicity. Many of the London dailies refer to him as the great Persian Prophet, but in The Observer (Sept. 10) and other papers, Abdul-Baha expressly states that he simply claims to be the Son of a Prophet and refers all enquirers to the Teachings and inspired life of his Father, Baha’u’llah. Believers from the world over have gathered in London during the present month and express keen gratification at the tremendous wave of interest now being taken here in the Baha’i Message. Abdul-Baha has been visited by many well-known leaders of thought now in this country.

He rises about 5 a.m. and works for some hours at his correspondence. Interviews commence soon after 9 a.m. and last until midday. After lunch he takes a short rest and then usually drives out into the parks or to visit various people who are deeply interested in his work. Gatherings of friends take place nearly every evening and he has given some wonderful discourses at such times. Many pilgrims have been deeply stirred and inspired by the Teachings and advice they have received from him during his visit.

He is quite vigorous and looks both well and cheerful and is undoubtedly impressed by the real depth of interest and feeling that are being shown toward him in England. With very great reluctance and only as the result of insistent pressure Abdul-Baha consented to be photographed and in a few days a reproduction will probably find its way into the illustrated press throughout the civilized world.

On Sunday evening, Sept. 10th, Abdul-Baha accepted an invitation from Rev. R. J. Campbell to visit the City Temple. The visit was kept secret, but the congregation was as usual very large, probably well over 2,000. Abdul-
Baha spoke from the pulpit for about nine minutes and the tense thrill vibrating throughout the whole building was most strongly marked. He spoke in Persian, in full, vibrant tones and the whole congregation was held spell-bound. For the first time probably, in the history of the Bahai Movement, its venerable leader addressed a great public gathering, and those of us who were privileged to attend can never forget the wonderful impression produced. It seemed to us as if a new page in history was being turned over and as if a new religious and spiritual epoch was being outwardly launched upon an expectant world before our very eyes.

Abdul-Baha closed his address with a short but most impressive blessing, a translation of his words, previously sanctioned by him, was read and created widespread interest. Mr. Campbell then expressed his deep appreciation of the great honor and privilege that had been bestowed upon his church by the presence of Abdul-Baha and in a few carefully chosen words spoke of the Bahai Faith as one of the most remarkable Movements of this or any age. The service then closed with the singing of the doxology and a short prayer.

In the vestry Abdul-Baha expressed keen delight at the reverent and prayerful attitude of the congregation and his visit will most certainly bring great blessing to the City Temple and the many activities that centre around it. Probably Abdul-Baha will remain in England for another ten days and will then cross to Paris before returning to the Near East for the winter months. His presence among us is a profound blessing and its unifying spiritual effect will grow unceasingly. The power of the Spirit of Unity, when strongly and insistently developed will attract him to America at some future date. No other power will bring him among you. The believers in England are fully conscious of their own shortcomings and had it not been for the wonderful work of the Universal Races Congress, Abdul-Baha would hardly have visited London this year. However, the great power and privilege of his presence have been given to us and in return we would wish to do everything we can to be of service to the Bahais in America and throughout the world. It is to be hoped that some representative of the Bahai Movement in London will be able to visit the States at no very distant date, in order to help forward the work there and to describe the wonderful and spiritual effect of Abdul-Baha's presence in London.

Abdul-Baha, Servant of God! No other title would be so appropriate or so dignified. The work now being so triumphantly brought to fruition by this great Master of Men will endure throughout all future ages and the great spiritual ideals that lie behind it will become actual realities, possibly within the boundaries of the present century! Surely we require no greater inspiration than this!

W. T. P.

TOWARDS SPIRITUAL UNITY.

spent forty years within the fortifications. Three years ago, on the proclamation of the Turkish constitution, he became free. During his long imprisonment he thought not of himself, but of others; he enjoyed continual communion with God, he ministered to the needs of his fellow-prisoners, and it was because he lived this unselfish life that he survived while many others perished. "A captive for the cause of God," his interpreter explained, "his prison was to him as a palace. His body was suffering, but his soul was free."

The invariable tendency on the part of the followers of a great religious leader is to attribute to him supernatural powers. Abdul Baha emphatically disclaims possessing any such, and even deprecates the description of himself as a prophet. He told me he had never spoken a single word implying that he had right to such an
appellation. "I am simply a servant of God," he said, "and I do not wish to be called anything more than that." He assured me that he has no desire to found another sect. "The foundation truth of Baha'u'llah is the foundation truth of all religions. The principles of the prophets of Israel and of Jesus Christ and of other religious teachers have been largely forgotten; Baha'u'llah has renewed them. Therefore, the Bahais have for the followers of other religions the greatest love and yearning, because they know that mankind is one. Baha'u'llah seeks to promote and establish friendship and union. He addresses himself not to a sect, but to the whole world. We are all branches of one root, blades of grass in one meadow. It is misunderstanding that has caused divisions and differences between mankind. If the truth were brought to people they would understand that they are all one, and each would say, This is the truth I have been looking for. Because the principles taught by every true prophet are the same; there is no difference between them.

"What is the distinctiveness of the Bahai faith? what is its special contribution to world-religion?"

"The proclamation of the unity of mankind, and consequently, peace between all nations and also the renovation of the teaching of the prophets whom God has sent to the world, and its presentation in a form suitable to our time. When Baha'u'llah appeared in the East proclaiming the unity of mankind all the powers of Persia were directed against him but in spite of all opposition he spread his message. For fifty years he endured, often in chains, the greatest suffering; four times he was exiled from country to country but his voice could not be silenced, his influence could not be stopped. As a result of his life and teaching the different sects of Persia are becoming one family of God; the Mohammadans, Christians, Jews, Zoroastrians who have accepted Bahais are now in the greatest unity and harmony. There is no more any war between them; each honours the head of other religions: Musulmans are honouring Moses and Christ; Christians are honouring Mohammed and Moses; Jews are honouring Jesus and Mohammed. They have learned to love one another, and are becoming one. The cause of unity is the cause of life itself, it is divine; that which leads to division or hatred is satanic. Religion should make for unity. The prophets did not come to bring about distrust and separation. Ignorance is the cause of division and hatred. Religion is like medicine; it is meant to cure, but in the hands of unskilled or bad physicians what should effect a cure may create disease, what should give life may cause death. Therefore we must strive with all our strength, with all our heart, to promote only that which leads to unity and life."

It is not surprising that people in increasing numbers are attracted to the Bahai faith by its catholicity, the loftiness of its ethic, the simplicity of its teaching, its complete freedom from narrow and exclusive dogma. It has no organization, no hierarchy; no ritual, no fixed places and times of meeting; in short, it is spirit and life. It does not seek to proselytize; you can be a Bahai without ceasing to be a Christian, a Jew, or a Mohammedan. There are adherents of the Bahai faith in every country in the world; in Chicago a monthly organ has appeared, "The Star of the West," printed partly in English and partly in Persian. There is a considerable body of Bahai teaching of which some particulars have already appeared in The Christian Commonwealth, and further accounts will be given from time to time; the essentials of the faith may be gathered from Abdul Baha's utterances given above and below. Following the practice of Baha'u'llah, Abbas Effendi issues from time to time written tablets for the edification of Bahais and all who care to read them. He volunteered to write one such for The Christian Commonwealth; this, in Persian character, will be reproduced in facsimile in our next issue, together with a summary in English.

It has been my good fortune to meet Abdul Baha several times during the past week. In one conversation I sought his impressions of England. Coming straight through to London, and having so far had only a few motor drives in the West End, he has not had much opportunity of observing the life and habits of the people generally, but already he has been much impressed by the freedom we enjoy. "I admire the liberty you have in England and the use you make of it," he said. "Every person in this country can go his own way and say what he thinks without anyone making him afraid; in fact, he is king of himself."

"Do you consider we have too much liberty?" "Oh, no; you all seem to be perfectly comfortable and perfectly safe. Freedom of thought and speech enlarges the circle of one's understanding and leads to progress and unity. English people ought to be happy."

Abdul Baha is married, and has had eight children, four of whom are living.
He was frequently urged, in accordance with Mohammedan custom, to take a second wife, the more so that he has no heir; but he is a believer in monogamy, and says that if it had been God's will that he should leave a son the two born to him would not have been taken away.

I happened to be in the room when Rev. R. J. Campbell was announced. There were also present several English ladies, Mr. Dreyfus-Barney (who kindly acted as interpreter), Tamaddon-ul-Molk (Abdul Baha's secretary), an elderly Persian scribe who sat like a statue taking notes of the Master's words, and another Persian gentleman—altogether a picturesque mingling of East and West.

MEETING BETWEEN ABDUL BAH&A and MR. CAMPBELL.

Immediately Mr. Campbell entered the room Abdul Baha rose from his chair and advanced to meet him with smiling face and arms extended. The elder man grasped both the hands of the younger, and retaining them, warmly greeted him. His expression and manner showed that he regarded the occasion as no ordinary one. Standing face to face, linked hand in hand, in the centre of the room, these two spiritual leaders of world-wide fame—Eastern and Western, but essentially one in their outlook on life—formed an impressive picture that is stamped indelibly on the mind's eye of all who were privileged to be present. The meeting was so remarkable that I ventured to take notes of the conversation (conducted through an interpreter), and here reproduce them. It should be mentioned that the note-taking was quite unprompted. Neither speaker was aware that his words were being recorded. The conversation was private, and permission to publish was given with reluctance.

Abdul Baha first inquired after Mr. Campbell's health, and said he had been very anxious to meet him. The conversation then proceeded as follows:—

A. B.: From the time I left Egypt my purpose was to come here, but I remained a few days on the Lake of Geneva for change of air.

R. J. C.: I think that is true.

A. B.: We are all friends of one another (hands raised as in benediction). We have spread the proclamation of universal peace, therefore we are friends, of people all over the world. We have no enemies; there are no outsiders; we are all servants of one God.

R. J. C.: That is good.

A. B.: Worshippers of one God, we are recipients of the graces of one God. Men have made differences and divisions; God did not establish them. God has created every one, and treats every one equally. He is merciful to all and gives food (lit. "livings") to all. God knows every one. To him none is a foreigner. We must follow his example.

R. J. C.: What is distinctive of the Bahai movement as compared with the faith out of which it came?

A. B.: The Bab foretold the coming of One after him who would address the whole world. We are the followers of that One—Baha'u'llah. When he manifested himself, some of the followers of the Bab did not receive him. Those are called
Babís; the disciples of Baha'u'llah are Bahá'ís. The Bab came as a reformer of Islam, and foretold the coming of a greater one in his footsteps. Instead of confusing his revelation to the Moslem world, Baha'u'llah gave it forth to all mankind. The narrow-minded ones, even those who meant well, could not understand so broad a movement, they were not strong enough to follow Baha'u'llah; they said, "He is speaking a language we cannot understand." Therefore they are called Babís.

R. J. C.: What a close parallel to primitive Christianity! The Judaising portion did not wish the Gospel to go any further.
A. B.: It has come about, by their narrow-mindedness and exclusiveness, that the Babis are now opposed to all the other religions; they want to keep rigidly to the teaching of the Bab, and convert everybody to it. The Bahá'ís recognise the truth in all religions. They come from the same root, but there is now that difference.
R. J. C.: A difference of attitude.
A. B.: Their conduct is absolutely different.
R. J. C.: How many Babís are there?
A. B.: Very few.

Interpreter: Perhaps 200 or 300 in Persia.
R. J. C.: It is suggested that there are three million Bahá'ís.
Interpreter: There are no statistics. The Babís are more politicians than anything else. Some Persians, who do not live the life, are not acquainted with the life, claim to be Bahá'ís, because they know the Bahá'ís are the advanced people.

A Lady: Mr. Campbell's reform movement in Christianity is helping the world of Islam. The attitude of the New Theology is one Moslems can understand; they cannot understand the divisions of Christianity.
R. J. C.: I have had some evidence of that.

When Mr. Campbell left it was with the understanding that there would be a further meeting.

Abdul Baha at the City Temple

Abdul Baha attended the evening service at the City Temple on Sunday. No announcement of the visit was made, and, although the sight of the Persians and other members of the suite in the congregation excited curiosity, very few people were aware that the Bahá'í leader was expected. The service proceeded as usual until the hymn immediately preceding the sermon. Whilst this was being sung a venerable figure, clad in Persian robes, was seen slowly ascending the stairs of the pulpit. When the hymn was finished Mr. Campbell placed the distinguished visitor in his own chair, and then, addressing the crowded congregation, said:

"I propose to shorten my sermon this evening, because we have a visitor in the pulpit whose presence is somewhat significant of the spiritual drawing-together of East and West, as well as of the material drawing-together which has long been going on, and I think you would like to hear his voice, if only for a few moments."

Mr. Campbell spoke on "The Use of the Will in Prayer," (Luke xix. 1). He then said: "This evening we have in the pulpit of the City Temple the leader of one of the most remarkable religious movements of this or any age, a movement which includes, I understand, at least three million souls. The Bahá'í movement, as it is called, in Hither Asia rose on that soil just as spontaneously as Christianity rose in the middle territories adjoining, and that faith—which, by the way, is very closely akin to, I think I might say identical with, the spiritual purpose of Christianity—that movement stands for the spiritual unity of mankind; it stands for universal peace among the nations. These are good things, and the man who teaches them and commends them to three millions of followers must be a good man as well as a great. Abdul Baha is on a visit to this country—a private visit—but he wished to see the City Temple; and I think I am right in saying for the first time in his life he has consented to lift up his voice in public. He does not address public meetings,
he does not preach sermons; he is just a religious teacher. He spent forty years in prison for his faith, and from his prison directed the efforts of his followers. There is not much in the way of organisation, but simple trust in the Spirit of God. We, as followers of the Lord Jesus Christ, who is to us and always will be the Light of the World, view with sympathy and respect every movement of the Spirit of God in the experience of mankind, and therefore we give greeting to Abdul Baha—I do not know whether I could say in the name of the whole Christian community—that may be too much—but I think in the name of all who share the spirit of Jesus Christ, we are trying to live their lives in that spirit. Abdul Baha, I think, intends to say a word or two in response to this greeting that I address to him in your name."

ADDRESS BY ABDUL BAHÁ.

Abdul Baha then advanced to the front of the pulpit, and addressed the congregation. He spoke for eight minutes in Persian, with considerable animation, his voice rising and falling as in a rhythmic chant. Towards the close he placed the palms of his hands together as in prayer. The translation was afterwards read by Mr. W. Tudor Pole, as follows:

"O noble friends, seekers after God, praise be to God! To-day the light of truth is shining upon the world in its abundance. The breezes of the heavenly garden are blowing throughout all regions. The call of the kingdom is heard in all lands, and the breath of the Holy Spirit is felt in all hearts that are faithful. The Spirit of God is giving life eternal. In this wonderful age the East is enlightened, the West is fragrant, and everywhere the soul inhales the holy perfume. The sea of the unity of mankind is lifting up its waves with joy; for there is real communication between the hearts and minds of men. The banner of the Holy Spirit is uplifted, and men see it, and are assured with the knowledge that this is a new day. This is a new cycle of human power. All the horizons of the world are luminous, and the world will become indeed as a garden and a paradise. It is the hour of unity of the sons of men, and a drawing together of all races and all classes. You are the Light from ancient superstitions which have kept men ignorant, destroying the foundations of true humanity. The gift of God of this enlightened age is the knowledge of the oneness of mankind and the fundamental oneness of religion. War shall cease between nations, and by the will of God the Most Great Peace shall come; the world shall be seen as a new world, and all men shall live as brothers. In the days of old an instinct for warfare was developed in the struggle with wild animals; this is no longer necessary; nay, rather, co-operation and mutual understanding are seen to produce the greatest welfare of mankind. Enmity is now the result of prejudice only. In the 'Hidden Words' Baha'u'llah says 'Justice is to be loved above all.' Praise be to God, in this country the standard of justice has been raised; a great effort is being made to give all souls an equal and a true place. This is the desire of all noble natures. This is to-day the teaching for the East and for the West; therefore, the East and the West will understand each other and reverence each other, and embrace like long-parted lovers who have found each other. There is one God; mankind is one; and the foundations of religion are one. Let us worship Him, and give praise for all his great prophets and messengers who have manifested his brightness and glory. The blessing of the Eternal One be with you in all his riches, that each according to his measure may take freely of him! Amen.

Mr. Campbell: "I think you will probably agree with me that this is an interesting as well as a unique occasion, and that what we have been listening to, in that brief message uttered by a spiritual teacher from the East, is in spirit the same message that you are listening to on the authority of Jesus week by week. It is a great time, a time of the drawing together of all people. East and West join hands in the City Temple to-night."

The service closed with the doxology and benediction.

After the service, in the City Temple vestry, Abdul Baha wrote a few sentences in Persian in the pulpit Bible and added his signature, as follows:

"This book is the Holy Book of God, of celestial inspiration. It is the Bible of Salvation, the noble Gospel. It is the mystery of the Kingdom and its light. It is the Divine Bounty, sign of the guidance of God.—Abdu'l Baha Abbas."

Asked by Mr. H. W. Chapman his impressions of the service, Abdul Baha replied: "It is an assembly which is turned to God. The light of guidance is shining luminous here. The bounty of the Kingdom was spread, and all hearts were praying to God." As he took his departure Abdul Baha said in English, "I am very happy." So were we all! A. B.
O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy!
Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ever long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Then art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) ABDEL-BAHA ABBAS.

Address all communications to BAHAI NEWS SERVICE, P. O. Box 283, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.

Mr. Chas. Mason Remey, of Washington, D. C., has returned from London, Eng., bringing the following message from Abdul-Baha to the friends in the West:

Regarding the Mashrak-el-Azkar, Abdul-Baha said, “Its building is the most important of all things. This is the spiritual foundation. For that reason it is the most important of all foundations. From that Spiritual Foundation will come forth all manner of advancement and progress in the world of humanity. Therefore, how great is its importance.” Later on Abdul-Baha said that the believers have many duties to perform. They should associate themselves with and assist all good causes. Aiding and supporting educational, charitable and other philanthropic institutions should form a part of their work. They should serve and unite with all people in humanitarian works.

From these and some other remarks which I was unable to write down verbatim, I saw that Abdul-Baha wishes us—his followers—to regulate our lives each according to the conditions which surround the individual. No defined rule applicable to all can be laid down. Everything in daily life has its importance, nevertheless some things are of comparatively greater importance than others. Therefore, when Abdul-Baha says that the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar is of the greatest importance he means that of all institutions in the world the building of that edifice is of primary moment. Surely he has given us all the instructions necessary in this matter. Now all which remains is for us to unite and to do the work. Whatever the believers do in unity will be pleasing and acceptable to Abdul-Baha. He wishes all to be perfectly free to serve as they feel moved, therefore when we see people wishing for things other than what we consider to be the most important thing, we should in no way criticize nor condemn their methods, for such is against unity and unity is our safeguard and light of guidance in all matters. Abdul-Baha gave me to understand that the consultation of the believers is of the greatest importance in Bahai work. This is absolutely necessary before unanimity of action can be reached.

Our Persian section this issue contains: (1) Tablet by Abdul-Baha revealed on the eve of his departure for Europe; (2) an account of his visit to London, England; (3) regarding his coming to America.
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اطلاعات بانک بزرگ:

- تاریخ قبلاً به عنوان اولین بانک به نام بانک مرکز تهران (بانک مرکز) شناخته می‌شود.
- در ماه تیر 1399، بانک مرکز تهران به عنوان بانک دیگری در تهران شناخته می‌شود.
- این بانک بعدها به عنوان بانک مرکز بزرگ تهران شناخته می‌شود.

- تاریخ قبلاً به عنوان اولین بانک به نام بانک مرکز تهران (بانک مرکز) شناخته می‌شود.
- در ماه تیر 1399، بانک مرکز تهران به عنوان بانک دیگری در تهران شناخته می‌شود.
- این بانک بعدها به عنوان بانک مرکز بزرگ تهران شناخته می‌شود.
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Eighteen months ago Archdeacon Wilberforce, who had been watching the Bahai movement for some time with interest, sent a message to Abdul Baha. "We are all one," he said, "there, behind the veil." And Abdul Baha replied from his home in Akka, "Tell him the veil is very thin, and that it will vanish quite."

All who were present in St. John's Westminster, last Sunday evening, could not fail to realise that the veil was vanishing. Archdeacon Wilberforce's beautiful intercessory service was a means to that end. He asked that each one in the vast congregation should at that time put away all selfish thought and use all energy in prayer for those in trouble. "Will you bear upon your heart," he said, "a mother ill in India." Then followed a graphic description of the circumstances, until each felt the loneliness of the sick woman and the keen anxiety of the daughter hastening to her side. So the spirit of unity was spread abroad.

Then Dr. Wilberforce told of the teacher—"Master" he called him—who had come to London to emphasize unity, and who was present that evening at St. John's to proclaim the meaning of it. "Whatever our views," the Archdeacon said, "we shall, I am sure, unite in welcoming a man who has been for forty years a prisoner for the cause of brotherhood and love. Abdul Baha is not an orator or even a preacher, but, in view of all he stands for, we are keenly interested in everything he has to say."

Full of expectation, the congregation waited when the Archdeacon for a brief moment left the church. Drested of his white surplice, he returned with Abdul Baha. All eyes were fixed on the leader of the Bahai movement. In his customary Eastern robe and head-dress, walking hand in hand with a leader of the West, it did indeed seem that the veil was vanishing.

Down the aisle they passed to the bishop's chair, which had been placed in front of the altar for Abdul Baha. Standing at the lectern, Archdeacon Wilberforce introduced the "wonderful" visitor. He told of his life in prison, of his sufferings and bravery, of his self-sacrifice, of his clear and shining faith. He voiced his own belief that religion is one, as God is love.

Then Abdul Baha rose. Speaking very clearly, with wonderful inflexions in his voice and using his hands freely, it seemed to those who listened almost as if they grasped his meaning, though he spoke in Persian. When he had finished, Archdeacon Wilberforce read the translation of his address.

His theme was the Character of the Manifestations of God. He said that God the Infinite could not be comprehended of man; that whatever man understands of God is born of his imagination. For illustration he pointed to the mineral, which does not comprehend the vegetable, as the vegetable cannot understand the animal. So the animal cannot reach the intelligence of humanity. Neither, he said, is it possible for man, a created being, to understand the Almighty Creator. Nevertheless, the perfection and qualifications of God are seen in every created being and in the most perfect beings in the most perfect manner. In the manifestations of God, Abdul Baha likened these qualities to the rays of the sun focused in a mirror. If we claim that the sun is seen in the mirror, we do not mean that the whole sun has descended from the holy heights of heaven and entered into the mirror, that is impossible. The Eternal Nature is seen in the manifestations, and its light and splendour are visible in extreme glory. Therefore men have always been taught and led by the prophets.

(Continued on page twelve)
ABDUL-BAHA IN LONDON.

On the Wednesday following Abdul-Baha’s arrival in London, Mrs. Thornburgh-Cropper gave an “At Home” to the believers and between fifty and sixty were present to meet him. One of the friends, a Mrs. Drakoules, who founded The Humanitarian League over twenty years ago, brought with her a leaflet pertaining to the work of the League, which was handed to Abdul-Baha. Upon learning that kindness was its purpose, he highly commended her, and made it the theme of his discourse. He then said:

“You are all one family; you have grown out of one root. Each of you is like a branch, a flower, a fruit. You must look on no one as a stranger. You should try to show the greatest love to all men and to every creature. I have come to you as to my own people—brothers and sisters, sons and daughters. My bond is with all mankind; so should yours be. Try to follow the teachings of Baha’u’llah, then each one will shine like a star. Since the time of Adam there has been no other teaching; until the end of time there will be no other.”

On Friday morning, the 8th of September, Abdul-Baha received a small party of earnest spiritual souls, in Lady Blomfield’s drawing room: He walked in smiling and said, “Good morning,” in English, then taking a seat, he enquired through the interpreter, Tammadon-ul-Molk, “How are you? Are you all happy? You are welcome.”

I replied, “Yes, we are all very well. We thank you. It is a great privilege to meet you.”

He said: “I have journeyed by sea and land for the pleasure of seeing you all. I needed a change, but my desire was to know you all. Praise be to God, that I have seen the luminous faces and the heavenly hearts of the friends in London. People are turning their faces toward God. They are seeking the Divine Bounty. Therefore they will receive a heavenly blessing which I pray may be bestowed upon all. May you love all and serve all, because serving mankind is serving God. Everyone should be kind. Everyone should strive for unity and endeavor to serve mankind. All nations should become as one nation and each should serve all.

“Do not make personal distinctions. All are God’s servants. All are under His protection.”

---

[Special to the STAR OF THE WEST.]
Mons. Dreyfus then presented Madam Olga de Novosky, one of the party, as one "who is serving the Cause in Paris and wherever she may be."

Abdul-Baha said: "There is no difference between Paris and London. All these limitations, all these divisions into various nationalities are due to the weakness of man. If man's mind were broad enough," he said, tapping his brow, "if it were strong enough, these divisions would vanish. The earth is God's earth and all the peoples of the world are under His grace and favour."

The portrait of Dr. Platon Drakoules, of Athens, a leading Greek reformer, was shown to him. He objected to the use of the term "leader" but blessed his work and also that of the "active people" of the "Unity Church," four of whom were present, and sent salutations to all its members, saying, "You are striving to please God. Today all distinctions between man and man fall away; there only remains the degree of striving to serve. He who serves most is nearest to God. The satisfaction of mankind is the satisfaction of God."

Again looking at the picture of Dr. Drakoules, he said to Mrs. Drakoules: "From this portrait I gather the goodness and spirituality of your husband." Then he said, rising from his chair, "I pray for God to bless you and help you all.

On the 12th of September, Mrs. Thornburgh-Cropper gave her second "At Home" to the friends of Abdul-Baha. There were about forty-five present. Abdul-Baha gave the following discourse:

"Thanks be to God, this is a good meeting. It is very enlightened; it is spiritual; it is heavenly. As has been said by a Persian poet, the celestial globe is in such a form that the under part is, as it were, a reflection of the upper part. That is to say, whatever exists in heaven is reflected in this world. Now, praise be to God that this meeting of ours is a reflection from the Heavenly Concourse. It is as though we had taken a mirror and gazed into it. This reflection from the Heavenly Concourse is love. As harmony and love exists in the Supreme Concourse, so it is reflected here. In the Supreme Concourse the desire for God exists and thank God it is here also. Therefore, if we say that this meeting is heavenly, it is true. Why? Because we have no other desire except for that which comes from God. We have no other object save the mentioning of God.

"Some of the people of the earth desire conquest over others; some of them are longing for rest and ease; others desire a high position; some of them desire to become famous; thank God that our desire is for spirituality and for union with God.

"Now that we are gathered here our desire is to hoist the Standard of the Unity of God, to spread the Light of God and to make the hearts of the people heavenly. Therefore I thank God that He is causing us to do this great work."
“I pray for all of you, that all of you may become heavenly soldiers and that you may everywhere spread the news of the Unity of God and may enlighten the East and the West and give to all hearts the love of God. This is my utmost desire and I pray God that your desire may be the same.

“I am very much pleased with you all. I am pleased with the English king and government and with the people. You may thank God that you are free. You do not know what lack of freedom there is in the East; but when anyone comes to this country he is very content. I wish God’s protection for you.”

On Friday, the 22nd of September, Miss Jack and Miss Herrick invited friends to meet Abdul-Baha at 137A. High Street, Kensington, and about eighty accepted their invitation.

It was a decidedly cold day after the hot weather, and the air felt raw. When Abdul-Baha had taken his seat, he asked: “Are you all well? Are you all happy?” He places great significance in these two questions which he always asks, thereby impressing us that true Bahais must be well in spirit and ought to be correspondingly well in body, and always happy, whatever the circumstances. Then he said:

“Although the day is cold for me to go out, yet I have come to see you. For the lover there are no difficulties; all is easy. For love I have journeyed to London. I see that all present are in harmony and love and with longing turning their faces towards God. All are attracted to the Kingdom. I give thanks that they are looking towards God, their only desire being to seek the world of the Kingdom, to see the Light of God and to partake of the Heavenly bounty.”

“The East and the West are becoming one and showing the signs of Unity and Love. The hopes of BAH\'A-o\'LLAH are that there be no more separation or discord, for ye are all the waves of one sea, the birds in one heaven and mirrors of the same Bounty. Your civilization has grown under the banner of Jesus Christ, you have the light of reason, and just government has been established in the West.”

“The Sun of Truth arises in the Orient and shines from the East to the West. Then civilization and education appear in the Occident and spread from West to East; but the Light of the Kingdom shines from East to West. This is the outpouring of the Holy Spirit and the spring time of heaven, when the heavenly civilization is being bestowed upon the people.’’

“It has come now when they were not shining with this Light, nor caring for it. I hope that the Western people will now receive this New Light and become illuminated by it, and that the East may have improved civilization from the West.”

Abdul-Baha’s visit here has aroused great interest and enthusiasm among the friends in Persia, various communities there having sent us telegrams of
How is one impressed by meeting Abdul-Baha? To see, hear, or meet him can never, it seems to me, be a shock, a startling surprise, or an overwhelming impression. It is a perfectly natural and simple experience, and may even, at first seem rather disappointing; but Abdul-Baha will ever grow upon you, even if the meeting is only once. Gradually, you will realize, more and more, what it is you have been in the presence of and made contact with. Not a personality, nor a dazzling individual, but so wonderful a state of perfect detachment and consecration have you encountered that it seems as if you are being lovingly addressed by the Holy Spirit Itself. It is a great lesson to us of a man's perfect attainment. We see before our eyes the attitude towards God each one of us ought to assume, so that each one in his place may be fully enabled to love all mankind abundantly, and act with the greatest wisdom, always shedding round him joy and happiness.

Coming into Abdul-Baha's presence, we may forget everything, cease to believe anything, and may say he is but an Oriental man after all. We may question whether we are even a believer. We may desire to revise everything, that we may have only the truth and nothing but the truth. Then, Lo and behold. Truth stands out boldly! We still believe, but this belief which formerly floated high upon the surface of the sea—where it was rocked and tossed by every wind—now floats more deeply, being well ballasted, so that outer things henceforth can little affect it.

When we look at Abdul-Baha with the eye of insight, meditating upon the words of love and wisdom emanating from him, remembering the hosts of people so deeply affected by them, and realizing that only a very few careless or mistaken directions from him could immediately and probably would sacrifice over a million human lives, then do we grasp some little idea of the wonderful Guidance given him in the midst of the difficulties with which he has ever been surrounded. In the light of this, the personality first encountered, disappears; it is sunk, it is resolved in his perfect consecration, in his absolute abandonment to the Spirit. As you look, a veil seems to come over his eyes, and you wonder where he is gazing. He, the individual person, seems as if eclipsed by the very divine Spirit of God. Abdul-Baha is there, but only as the material focal-point perfectly serving the Light, as an existing object upon which the invisible Radiance impinges, and which thus becomes manifested unto us in all manner of wise, loving and fruitful ways. So doth the Reality of Abdul-Baha impress the soul as it advances.

Sept. 25, 1911.

Arthur Cuthbert.

Abdul-Baha and suite, together with a fairly large party, left England for France, on the third of October.
STAR OF THE WEST

[Special to the Star of the West.]

ABDUL-BAHA AT BRISTOL, ENG.

Abdul-Baha arrived here from London mid-day on Saturday, Sept. 23d, and was much pleased with the glorious Clifton views from the Guest House windows and balcony, and with the splendid air. After a short rest carriages were ordered and an extensive drive was taken through some of the world-renowned beauty spots around Bristol and neighbourhood. Abdul-Baha was much pleased with everything and indeed has been radiating joy and happiness among us all. At the evening meal nineteen sat down with the Master and he spoke of the great joy he found in freedom and in the growing interest now being taken in the Cause of Unity and Peace throughout this country. He told us that this supper was a great and holy occasion and would be recorded in history. The meal itself, partaken of in love and harmony, was indeed a sacrament and a mark of unity and fellowship that would bring the blessing of Baha'ullah upon all gathered round the board.

After the meal Abdul-Baha addressed a gathering of about 80 friends in the Guest House Salon and Tammadon-ul Molk translated. The meeting was a most remarkable one and a wonderful spirit of unity pervaded the whole assembly. The Master spoke vigorously and with great fire, especially in reference to the New Age now dawning and our individual responsibilities in both East and West [see The Christian Commonwealth issue of the 27th, following]. He then blessed the whole assembly in the name of Baha'ullah and shook hands with everyone. On Sunday, 24th, the Master rose early, as is his custom, and from 5 a.m. to 8 a.m. dictated letters and cablegrams.

After lunch the Master went all over the Guest House blessing and dedicating each room to the service of Baha'ullah and promising that the house would become a centre of peace and rest for pilgrims from East and West. He also blessed the Oratory and all the workers in the house, calling them all into his presence and telling them of the dignity of labour and true service. Again we sat down nineteen to supper, and again the Master blessed the gathering and showed great joy and animation. After the smoke and noise of London, Abdul-Baha greatly enjoyed the pure Clifton air and evidently benefited by it. He slept well and spent several hours on Monday morning in short discourses and in silent prayer.

About mid-day the Master returned to London after expressing the intention of returning again some day. He wrote a beautiful prayer and blessing in the Visitors' book, and his presence here will make the Guest House a centre of peace and unity for all comers.

Sept. 25th.

Wellesley Tudor-Pole.
Last Saturday afternoon Abdul Baha arrived from London with a few friends to spend the week-end at the Clifton Guest House. After a rest he expressed the wish to see the country around Bristol. What impressed him most was the fresh green of the woods and fields, the spaciousness of the open downs, and the absence of smoke.

He was present at the evening meal and warmly greeted those who had gathered together to welcome him. After commenting upon the peacefulness of the house he contrasted the costliness of material feasts with the pure simplicity of this meal, where the all-pervading spirit was that of love and friendship between East and West. There were nineteen at table and on hearing it Abdul Baha remarked that nineteen was a good number (held sacred by the Bahais) and that this meal would go down to posterity as a matter of history. It was afterwards proposed to send to the believers at Teheran a message of united gratitude for the presence of Abdul Baha, in response to the generous greeting that they had sent on their part to the followers in England. The same evening about eighty friends assembled to listen to the words of the great Persian teacher. Mr. Tudor Pole took the chair and introduced him by a few words on the Bahai movement. Abdul Baha then rose and spoke with impressive dignity, Tamaddon-ul-Molk translating:

"The master says that he has come from very far to see you, and that you are very welcome. He praises God that after forty-two years of imprisonment for the faith he is able to come to you. Abdul Baha then continued: "These people are very spiritual, with hearts looking towards God, waiting for the glad tidings. They have come through the power of the Holy Spirit, therefore we thank God. May he send you straightforwardness to guide you to your holy mountains and blessed places; the Truth has come, let its holy springs water you. It is evident that day follows night, and after dawn the sunset. Just as the sun sets and rises and sets again, so Jesus Christ appeared on the horizon of this world like a sun of Truth, bringing light and joy to the whole world. But the people now are not in such close touch with his spirit; their religion and faith are not so strong. The people are searching after material things instead of looking forward to the kingdom. Again God has sent light and truth into the world. The heavenly star has appeared in Persia; a new spiritual illumination is now penetrating throughout the world (the result of Baha 'u 'llah's teaching). The great light shall spread through all lands." Abdul Baha said that our hearts should become as mirrors and be ready prepared for the glad tidings of the dawning of a new age. Jesus Christ said, that we should be born again through the spiritual fire and love of God and be baptized by the water of life and the Holy Spirit, that we may obtain everlasting life. Abdul Baha went on to say: "Be very kind and serve everyone; become lovers of justice and pray for the whole of mankind; help the poor and the children; heal the sick; shelter the refugees; and be known by your lives as the children of God; so may that sun become the light of the world, casting its radiance upon East and West. May the world become a new world; may war and slaughtering cease and the Great Peace come. God help you to spread this Divine teaching, and to establish everywhere the characteristics of Jesus." He then prayed as follows: "O God, these people are your servants; they turn their faces to you to receive the manifestations of your bounty. Brighten all these hearts and bless their souls. Give them new life to follow your teachings. Let them enter into your kingdom, and bestow on them the blessing of the Holy Spirit. Open their eyes to the light and help them to serve mankind. Thou art a powerful giver and merciful. God bless you all."

After asking the people if they were happy he left the room. Tamaddon-ul-Molk

(CONTINUED ON PAGE ELEVEN)
Circumstances beyond our control have delayed the making of the plates for our Persian section, and we send this issue forth without it.

Extracts from a recent letter written by Mr. Charles Mason Remey:

WASHINGTON, D. C., Sept. 21, 1911.

To the Bahai Friends:

Last night I arrived in Washington from my recent visit to Abdul-Baha, having been away from the city but seventeen days. On the 19th of August a cablegram was received from Abdul-Baha, then in Marseilles, France, consisting of but the one word: "Come." This was followed a day or two later by another, sent from Switzerland, saying, "Await letter." The letter, or Tablet, came some days later and contained the following words: "I am today leaving Egypt for Europe. I am very anxious to meet you. Without fail, upon receipt of this Tablet, leave America for Europe."

On September 2nd, a few days after receiving this Tablet, I left Washington, sailing the same day from New York for Liverpool, where I landed five days later. Anticipating meeting Abdul-Baha on the Lake of Geneva in Switzerland, where he had been spending some days, I planned to stop only a few hours in London, long enough to see one or two of the believers. You can imagine my joy upon reaching London to find that my journey was at its end, for Abdul-Baha was there!

It has been some years since the Bahai teaching was first given in London and a center established. Since that time much faithful work has been done by the friends there, but it has only been comparatively recently that the Bahai Movement has attracted the general attention of London’s spiritual thinkers. Undoubtedly one great factor in this present state of affairs has been the recent Universal Races Congress (held in London during this past summer) in which the Bahais took a prominent part. The members of this Congress were much interested in the Bahai Cause because of the inter-racial understanding and unity which it is bringing about. Therefore, it is not surprising that those Londoners having inter-racial matters at heart should heartily welcome Abdul-Baha to their city.
The night after my arrival (Sunday), Abdul-Baha occupied the pulpit of the Reverend R. J. Campbell in "The People's Temple." It was an occasion of great moment, being the first time that Abdul-Baha had ever addressed an audience present. At the end of a short address, Dr. Campbell, in a most beautiful way, introduced Abdul-Baha to the audience. Then Abdul-Baha arose and in the Persian language addressed the people. No one would have imagined it to have been Abdul-Baha's first public oration. He was supremely the master of the situation.

He spoke for several minutes with an increasing forcefulness. At first the people were attentive, then just a bit restless before all seemed to catch the spirit of what he was saying. Hardly any understood Persian. Then a stillness and a quietness fell over the assemblage and as Abdul-Baha raised his hands in prayer and benediction, we were all conscious of the Omnicipresent Spirit of God, for every soul seemed to vibrate in unison with the soul of Abdul-Baha, who is God's servant here upon earth today.

A translation of Abdul-Baha's address was then read by Mr. Tudor-Pole. When the people dispersed a crowd gathered about the door, remaining there until Abdul-Baha left the building. As he crossed the pavement, many hands were extended toward him, some to clasp his hands, others to touch his robe as he passed. Later on in the evening, Abdul-Baha said that Baha'u'llah had told him many years before that he would proclaim the coming of the Kingdom in those parts.

With Abdul-Baha were several of the Oriental Bahais, Mirza Assad 'Ullah, of Halkia, Mohammed Bagher Khan, of Shiraz, Tammodan-ul-Molk (secretary and interpreter) and Abdul-Baha's attendant, Khooree. These, with Mons. Dreyfus, of Paris, who was acting as interpreter, comprised the immediate suite.

Before Abdul-Baha reached London, Lady Blomfield, one of the Bahais, extended her hospitality to him. This he accepted. Her apartment in Cadogan Gardens was thrown open to all. It seemed quite like Abdul-Baha's own home. The believers and truth-seekers would begin coming at a very early hour of the morning, continuing their visits until night, Abdul-Baha receiving them collectively in the drawing-room, and individually in his own room, he now and then taking a moment in which to write some Tablets to the friends in foreign parts.

Abdul-Baha's visit to London is a very busy one indeed. When I handed him some letters from the American Bahais he said, "Tell the friends of God in America that I am now very busy and have but little opportunity for writing to them. Nevertheless, they are always in my heart and remembered in my prayers. At present I will not be able to continue my travels to America, but later on, at another time, I will visit the United States and meet the believers there."

In speaking of the Unity of the Races, Abdul-Baha said that the American Bahais should strive to bring about the greatest understanding between the white and colored peoples. There should be the uttermost love and oneness of spirit between the colored and white believers. No distinctions should be made between them. In this way the Bahais will eventually become the cause of the Unity of the Races and this great evil of racial warfare which now troubles the world, will be dissolved and the people of all races will become as one people. The believers should meet these racial conditions with steadfastness and firmness, and through the love of God they will be enabled to overcome all opposition and the Kingdom of God will then become established in the world of humanity.

Abdul-Baha seemed greatly pleased with London. Everything interested him. One afternoon Mrs. Thornberg-Cropper took Abdul-Baha, and several of us believers, out in her motor for a run through Richmond Park. On reaching the Common, Abdul-Baha alighted for a few minutes walk and became deeply interested in an aeroplane which we could discern above the horizon away in the distance.

As the ride continued, Abdul-Baha praised the advancement of the English women, and remarked that a few days before he had seen a man and a woman racing on bicycles and that the woman had kept ahead of the man. His pleasure and amusement at this outcome was very evident.
Later on Abdul-Baha said that despite the advancement of England, that the Cause there would in time be bitterly denounced and condemned by some of the most learned people. He said that one scholar in particular would write a book against the Bahai teaching. Then smilingly he gave us to understand that as light has nothing to fear from darkness, neither have the people of God’s Truth anything to fear from those who oppose their Cause.

Since this recent visit, Abdul-Baha stands out more than ever in my mind as a representative of principles rather than a respecter of personalities. He is independent of all persons and because he is independent of all, he is able to help all. His methods of teaching are positive in the extreme without the slightest suggestion of negation.

In meeting people of all manner of thought from orthodoxy to atheism, his one object is to strike a positive sympathetic chord with the individual. Through accentuating and dwelling upon the ground of common thought, spiritual chords of Unity are extended from him to many souls, and through ignoring the differences, these destructive, negative forces, finding nothing to set them in vibration, are as non-existent.

From this we can learn a valuable lesson in teaching. It is not only unnecessary but also very harmful for one to attempt to dislodge religious beliefs from the mind of a truth-seeker by any other method than that employed by Abdul-Baha when he positively and fearlessly gives forth The Truth as revealed by Baha’u’llah. We Bahais have been told to go forth and give the pure teaching, allowing the Spirit to quicken the souls of the people, thus producing that change by virtue of which the darkness of false teaching and superstition is annihilated and the soul is made free to live and grow in the life of the Spirit.

As each soul meets Abdul-Baha it receives from him the unspoken spiritual message which it most needs at that particular time. This was that message which I received recently from Abdul-Baha; for when I saw the freedom from negation and the positiveness of spirit with which he met and conversed with all people, I realized in a degree, as I never had before, that the Bahai work is one of seed sowing, not of harrowing, of building, not of destroying, but of seeking points of union with all men and of ignoring the differences, and of planting within all souls the positive assurance and enlightenment which the teaching gives, being assured that through the penetrative power of the Spirit all obstacles will be overcome and that in His own time, God will accomplish all things.

Regarding Baha’u’llah and himself, Abdul-Baha said: “Baha’u’llah is the root, I am the Branch. The root of a tree does not bear fruit. The fruit is found upon the branches.”

After having remained near Abdul-Baha for three days and having my cup filled to overflowing so that it could contain no more, I was very glad to leave London and return to America, where I trust to be enabled to live those principles so freely given by Abdul-Baha who is God’s Servant here among men.

Faithfully your fellow-servant in El-Baha,

Charles Mason Reaney.

ABDUL Baha AT BRISTOL.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE EIGHT)

then gave a short account of the Bahais and the terrible sufferings they had undergone for their faith. He spoke of some of the martyrs whom he had himself witnessed. Mr. Tudor Pole also spoke of the great Persian lady, a poetess, Quarratul-Ain, of whom an account appeared in The Christian Commonwealth of September 13. After a few questions were asked the gathering closed. Abdul Baha stood in the doorway and shook hands with everyone, wishing them Godspeed.

Sunday being a glorious day, Abdul Baha went driving both morning and afternoon; he walked on the downs, and spoke with many of the little children whom he met. Later he gathered together the servants of the house, spoke to them of the dignity of labour, and thanked them for their work. He then went over the Clifton Guest House, and blessed it as a centre for pilgrims from East and West, saying that it would become truly both a guest house and a rest house indeed.

Abdul Baha returned to London on Monday, and Bristol is the only provincial city that he has visited during his present stay in this country. He leaves England early next week.
of God. The prophets of God are the mediators of God. All the prophets and messengers have come from one Holy Spirit and bear the message of God, suited to the age in which they appear.

It is the One Light in them, and they are one with each other. But the eternal does not become phenomenal, neither can the phenomenal become eternal. St. Paul, the great apostle, said, "We all, with open face, beholding as in a mirror the glory of God, are changed into the same image from glory to glory."

Then, raising his hands, Abdul Baha prayed: "O God, the Forgiver! O Heavenly Educator. This assembly is adorned with the mention of thy holy name. Thy children turn their face towards thy kingdom. Hearts are made happy and souls are comforted. Merciful God! Cause us to repent of our shortcomings! Accept us in thy heavenly kingdom and give unto us an abode where there shall be no error. Give us peace. Give us knowledge, and open unto us the gates of thy heaven.

"Thou art the Giver of all! Thou art the Forgiver! Thou art the Merciful!"

The final note of a real chord of harmony was struck when Archdeacon Wilberforce asked that Abdul Baha would pronounce the Benediction. "I think we should take it kneeling," he said.

Who shall say that the veil is not vanishing?

Peggy Scott.

[Extract from a letter from Kent, England.]

I do not know if you have heard about our beloved Master's coming to Archdeacon Wilberforce's church, St. John's, Westminster, last Sunday evening, so in case you have not, I will tell you about it. How wonderful it all was! To begin with, I have never heard a service conducted as Archdeacon Wilberforce conducted this one. His intercessions were real intercessions and reminded one of our healing prayers rather than one of the usual formal church prayers. One felt the Spirit in our midst. Then, after he had given a short address he said that Abdul-Baha, the great Persian teacher, was coming to address us tonight, and went to fetch him from the vestry. He conducted the dear one up the chancel steps to where a chair was placed for him in full view, and when he was seated, said: "Rudyard Kipling has said, 'East is East and West is West and they twain never shall meet,'—but I say they can and do meet this Spirit of God who is in our midst." You will know how we sent out all our love to meet him, and I do not think there were many dry eyes. How glorious he looked! all the lines of pain and weariness were gone from that beloved face; truly he shone with a beauty not of earth; one felt that he was able to unvel because of the heavenly atmosphere surrounding him. I had prayed to see his divinity—and now I saw it: and was almost afraid. Then he spoke and prayed for us, after which the Archdeacon read the translation, saying, "I would I could reproduce the musical inflections of the Master's voice"—and when he had finished, the Master chanted a benediction. I had so longed to hear him chant. I little thought I should do so here in a church! Thank God that at least two of Christ's churches have been found worthy to receive him. Then the Archdeacon took him reverently by the hand and conducted him down the aisle, saying as he did so: "We do not speak his language, nor he ours, but for the angels of God there is no Babel." It was a scene which none of us will ever forget.

Dorothy Hodgson.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

At the direction of the last Convention and with the later recommendation of Abdul-Baha, 292 feet of lake frontage, securing an unobstructed view from the Mashrak-el-Azkar site, has just been opportunely purchased under contract by the Bahai Temple Unity. The funds for this purchase must be raised by individual donations aside from the anticipated revenue necessary to complete the payment on the original plot. $2,200 is already available. $2,800 more is needed to meet this initial payment which is due December 29th, the remainder being due in four annual payments of $3,000 each. The call is urgent. Remittances to the Financial Secretary, Mrs. Corinne True, 5338 Kenmore Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Executive Board Bahai Temple Unity.

---
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-Baha.

Through Aga Ahmad Sohrab and Jenab Mr. Remey. To all friends of Abha in America:

Upon them be the Glory of God!

O friends of Baha’u’llah!

Your letters reached me and were read with great joy. Praise be to God, that they are the proofs of faith and assurance in the Kingdom of Abha. They are witnesses of firmness and steadfastness and earnest supplication.

His highness Jesus says if the Promised One manifests in the East, his signs will appear in the West. Now give thanks to God that as the Great Sun arose in the East, his Brilliant Light shone upon the West and brightened the western world. Therefore you must give a thousand thanks every moment that though you were apparently very far off, in reality you were near.

A blind person cannot see the sun though near, but eyes with sight can see it from a thousand miles’ distance. For this the Great Almighty be praised, that in the far west the nostrils are perfumed by the Holy Fragrance.

Appreciate this Bounty, be happy and joyful for this Divine boundless Bounty. With great love you have asked for the presence of Abdul-Baha in America, I also greatly wish to go to the friends and see their interesting faces. But during this journey I have no time. I must go back to the East, this is according to wisdom. Therefore with great regret and sorrow at separation I am obliged to return. If it pleases God next year I will take a journey towards the West so that I may engage myself in seeing the faces of the friends, in proclaiming the Word of God and in spreading the Divine Fragrance and the calling of the Kingdom of God in the great meetings and assemblies.

If you only knew in what condition of tumult and excitement of longing is the soul and heart of Abdul-Baha to see you, then surely, because of the greatness of your happiness you would express your joy in music and song and engage yourselves in the melodies of the Supreme Court in worshipping and praising Almighty God.

Upon you be the Glory of Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.
On the morning of Oct. 2d, Abdul-Baha breakfasted with the Lord Mayor of London at the Mansion House. The Lord Mayor said to him that he considered London to be greatly honoured by having such a guest. The next morning Abdul-Baha left for Paris and is residing in a nice flat taken for a month or so, near the Trocadero and Arc de Triomphe.

Arthur Cuthbert.


FAREWELL TO ABDUL BAHA.

Impressive Meeting in London.

At the invitation of Mrs. Thornburgh-Cropper about two hundred representative people met in the hall of the Passmore Edwards' Settlement, Tavistock Place, last Friday evening to bid farewell to Abdul Baha Abbas on the eve of his departure for Paris. Arriving in London on Monday evening, September 4, he has spent a happy and busy four weeks in our midst. Except for a brief visit to Bristol last week, he remained at 97, Cadogan Gardens. His time was mainly occupied in interviews with people who wished to meet him. These included not a few whose names are household words in this country, and some travelled long distances to see him.

A beautiful spirit prevailed on Friday evening. The atmosphere was very different from that of an ordinary meeting or religious gathering. Everyone present was enriched by the lofty spiritual tone of the proceedings; the notes struck were all in the direction of Brotherhood, unity, peace. While a report of the speeches would give a very inadequate idea of the effect produced, yet they were so well-conceived, so sincere, so exquisitely phrased as to be all worthy of reproduction. Among others Ameer Ali Syed wrote regretting his inability to be present, and Archdeacon Wilberforce sent affectionate greetings.

After the Lord's Prayer and prayers for Unity of Baha'u'llah and Gelasius (V. century), Professor Michael Sadler spoke as follows:—

We have met together to bid farewell to Abdul Baha, and to thank God for his example and teaching, and for the power of his prayers to bring Light into confused thought, Hope into the place of dread, Faith where doubt was, and into troubled hearts the Love which overmasters self-seeking and fear. Though we all, among ourselves, in our devotional allegiance, have our own individual loyalties, to all of us Abdul Baha brings, and has brought, a message of unity, of sympathy, and of peace. He bids us all be real and true in what we profess to believe; and to treasure above everything the Spirit behind the form. With him we bow before the hidden name, before that which is of every life the Inner Life! He bids us worship in fearless loyalty to our own faith, but with ever stronger yearning after union, brotherhood, and love; so turning ourselves in spirit, and with our whole heart, that we may enter more into the mind of God, which is above class, above race, and beyond time.

Prof. Sadler concluded with a beautiful prayer of James Martineau.

Mr. Eric Hammond said the Bahai movement stood for unity: one God, one people; a myriad souls manifesting the divine unity, a unity so complete that no difference of colour or creed could possibly differentiate between one manifestation of God and another, and a sympathy so all-embracing as to include the very lowest, meanest, shabbiest of men; unity, sympathy, brotherhood, leading up to a concord
By the time these lines appear Abdul Baha Abbas will have left our shores, but the translation of the valedictory having been read by Professor Sadler, Abdul Baha closed the meeting by giving his blessing in undulating rhythmic tones.

O noble friends and seekers for the Kingdom of God! God be praised! we see the light of love is shining in the East and the West; and the first of intercourse is raised in the centre of the world for the drawing together of hearts and souls. The call of the Kingdom has gone all over the world. The announcement of the world’s Universal Peace has enlightened the world’s conscience. My hope is that by the zeal and ardour of the pure-hearted, the darkness of hatred and differences will be entirely abolished, and the light of love and unity will shine more brightly. This world shall become a new world. Things material will become the mirror of the Kingdom. Human hearts will meet and embrace each other. The whole world shall become as a man’s native country; and different races shall be counted as one race. Then disputes and differences will vanish, and the Divine Beloved will be revealed in the society of mankind. It is because the East and the West are illumined by the One Sun, all races, nations, and creeds are the servants of the One God. The whole earth is one home, and all peoples are bathed in the ocean of God’s mercy. God created all. He gives sustenance to all. He guides and trains all under the shadow of his bounty. We must follow the example God himself gives us, and do away with all these differences and quarrels. Praise be to God! the signs of friendship are appearing, and a proof of this is that today I—an Easterner—in the London of the West have received extreme kindness, regard, and love, and I am deeply thankful and happy. I shall never forget this time I have spent with you. I leave you with extreme regret, and with prayers for you, that all the beauty of the Kingdom may be yours.

The translation of the valedictory having been read by Professor Sadler, Abdul Baha closed the meeting by giving his blessing in undulating rhythmic tones.

universal. He concluded with a saying of Baha’u’llah, that the divine cause of universal good could not be limited to either East or West. Miss Alice Buckton said we were standing at one of the springtimes of the world, and from that assembly of representatives of thought and work and love would go out all over the world influences making for unity and brotherhood. The complete equality of men and women was one of the chief notes of Bahai teaching. Sir Richard Stapley pointed out that unity must not be sought in the forms and externals of religion, but in the inner spirit. In Persia there has been such an impulse towards real unity as was a rebuke to this so-called Christian country. Mr. Claude Montefiore, as a Jew, rejoiced in the growth of the spirit of unity, and regarded that meeting as prophetic of the better time to come, and in some sense a fulfillment of the idea expressed by one who fell a martyr to the Roman Catholic faith, Sir Thomas Moore, who wrote of the great Church of the Utopians, in which all varieties of creeds gathered together, having a service and liturgy that expressed the higher unity, while admitting special loyalties. Mrs. Stannard dwelt on what that meeting and the sentiments expressed meant to the East, especially to the women, whose condition it was difficult for the West to understand. Tamaddon-ul-Molk testified to the unifying effect the Bahai movement had had in Persia, and of the wonderful way in which it had spread to America and other countries.

Then “The Master” rose to give his farewell address. An impressive figure, the face rather worn, but the eyes full of animation, he stood for about fifteen minutes, speaking in soft, musical Persian. From time to time he gently stroked his white beard, and with hands extended, palms upwards, he closed with a prayer:

Peace has enlightened the world. Human hearts will meet and embrace each other. The whole world shall become as a man’s native country; and different races shall be counted as one race. Then disputes and differences will vanish, and the Divine Beloved will be revealed in the society of mankind. It is because the East and the West are illumined by the One Sun, all races, nations, and creeds are the servants of the One God. The whole earth is one home, and all peoples are bathed in the ocean of God’s mercy. God created all. He gives sustenance to all. He guides and trains all under the shadow of his bounty. We must follow the example God himself gives us, and do away with all these differences and quarrels. Praise be to God! the signs of friendship are appearing, and a proof of this is that today I—an Easterner—in the London of the West have received extreme kindness, regard, and love, and I am deeply thankful and happy. I shall never forget this time I have spent with you. I leave you with extreme regret, and with prayers for you, that all the beauty of the Kingdom may be yours.

The translation of the valedictory having been read by Professor Sadler, Abdul Baha closed the meeting by giving his blessing in undulating rhythmic tones.

By the time these lines appear Abdul Baha Abbas will have left our shores, but the memory of his gracious personality is a permanent possession. His influence will be felt for many days to come, and has already done much to promote that union of East and West for which many have long yearned.
THE WORK IN CALIFORNIA.

"The future of California, whether in regard to its material affairs or spiritual affairs, is very important. It is my hope that the people of California may become the sons and daughters of the Kingdom and be the means of promoting the religion of God."

"Regarding the Exposition of 1915 which will be inaugurated in San Francisco in America: From now undoubtedly the Bahais must arrange and prepare ways and means so that a great number of them may be present on that occasion."—Abdul-Baha.

Every believer is becoming more active and here in California things Bahai are booming. Dr. Fareed and Mrs. Getsinger gave the Message to 5,000 people south, and here, wonderful openings are being made. The Knights Templar entertained Dr. Fareed two evenings. At the first all wore their regalia and Dr. Fareed wore his Persian robes. The second meeting was more informal. Dr. Fareed spoke of the disturbed conditions and mentioned a remedy. At the second he spoke of the Bahai Movement. He and Mrs. Getsinger spoke at the Unitarian Church in Alameda last Sunday.

Mrs. Getsinger also spoke before the Jewish Women's Council, consisting of 600 members, and their friends.

Our Oakland meetings are being held regularly and two meetings a week are held in the Bahai room here.

Mr. Mack, who enthusiastically received The Message on the battleship "California," has called to see us several times and brought enquiring friends. He holds Bahai meetings in his cabin Tuesday evenings. Some of his friends were transferred to other ships, where they will undoubtedly spread the Message. Saturday, the 14th, was a gala day here. President Taft turned the first spade of soil for the Panama Exposition site. San Francisco is waking up spiritually and materially.

"Assuredly ye will achieve a Conquest in California."—Abdul-Baha.

Since last March Dr. Ameen U. Fareed and Mrs. Lua M. Getsinger have been in California in obedience to the instructions of Abdul-Baha, disseminating the tidings of the coming of the Manifestation. They have spoken in various cities surrounding San Francisco Bay—San Francisco, Oakland, Berkeley, Alameda, and farther north on the Pacific Coast at Geyserville. In Southern California their work was begun in the extreme south of the state, in San Diego and the nearby towns of La Jolla and Point Loma. From San Francisco, distant six hundred miles to the north, came three Bahais to accompany Mrs. Getsinger and Dr. Fareed to San Diego, a city without any known believers. There, among strangers, the work commenced. Soon some prominent citizens became attracted to the teachings, thus leading to meetings in private houses, before one or two men's clubs, and in a public hall.
Our two messengers of peace even spoke on the battleship "California," the flagship of the fleet; and across the boundary in Mexico, at Tia Juana, they gave succor to some of the wounded in one of the skirmishes between the federal and insurrectionary forces of Mexico. During this struggle, Dr. Fareed told the waiting Red Cross corps in their tent of the coming of Baha’u’llah to bring peace to the world; and it is of significant interest that Dr. Fareed was asked by the Red Cross commander to act as surgeon on the field, and that Mrs. Getsinger was installed as one of the nurses. Several newspapers of San Diego reported the meetings that were held and gave accounts of the work and training of Mrs. Getsinger and Dr. Fareed. Interest grew rapidly, and when the two speakers returned to Los Angeles, after an absence of several weeks, a Bahai Center was left in La Jolla, and hundreds of persons in San Diego and its vicinity had heard the words of Baha’u’llah.

In Los Angeles, an audience of about four hundred was addressed by both Mrs. Getsinger and Dr. Fareed, and many interested ones stayed to ask for fuller information and to offer assistance in furthering the spread of The Message. Mrs. Getsinger spoke to the American Women’s League in its own hall, and both speakers addressed the World’s Spiritual Congress, in session at Long Beach. Dr. Fareed spoke in the Church of the Golden Rule, at Pasadena, and Mrs. Getsinger addressed the regular meeting of believers in Los Angeles in the Walker Auditorium. In all about a thousand people in Los Angeles and vicinity—Pasadena, Long Beach, Glendale and Tropicointen listeners to these speakers.

It is now thirteen years since Mrs. Getsinger sowed in California the first seeds of the Bahai teachings. Today she is rejoicing in the first fruits of that planting, even while she helps break greater fields throughout the state and make them ready for the longed-for coming of Abdul-Baha.

**BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF DR. FAREED’S ADDRESS AT LOS ANGELES BEFORE AN AUDIENCE OF FOUR HUNDRED INQUIRERS.**

Ladies and gentlemen, my friends in God:

I am glad to read to you from the Words of Baha’u’llah: "O ye discerning ones of the people! Verily the words which have descended from the heaven of the will of God are the source of unity and harmony for the world. Close your eyes to racial differences and welcome all with the Light of Oneness. Be the cause of the comfort and promotion of humanity. This handful of dust, the world, is one home: let it be in unity. For sake pride, it is a cause of discord. Follow that which tends to harmony. Consort with all the people with love and fragrance. Fellowship is the cause of unity, and unity is the source of order in the world. Blessed are they who are kind and serve with love."

The Bahai Movement is not a sect, a cult, nor a religious denomination. Therefore, we are not here to invite you to join any sectarian issue, nor to fetter you with a creed. In presenting to you the Bahai Movement we will endeavor to inform you of a subject which has attracted to itself the attention of thoughtful men in all parts of the world. A great movement for which twenty thousand people in Persia
after him the Promised One, or, as he expressed it "He-whom-God-would-Manifest," would appear and establish the Universal Religion. He was the Preparer of the Way, and the Precursor mentioned in all the prophecies; a John the Baptist, as it were, of this great dispensation. He was a soul divinely intense and pure. The power of God's Word in his eloquence attracted thousands of those who sought the Light. The liberality manifested in his teaching as compared with the creed-bound and superstitious orthodoxy of the time aroused the severest opposition and persecution, to the point of his own death and the death of hundreds of his followers. Although he was allowed to live and teach about six years, when he was, on the 9th of July, 1850, martyred in the public square of the City of Tabriz, yet his Message had spread far and wide, even beyond the confines of his own country.

His book, El-Beyan, or The Explanation, contained the vital prophecy for the world that nine years after him the Promised One, or, as he expressed it "He-whom-God-would-Manifest," would appear and establish the Universal Religion. He even mentioned His Name, to be Baha'u'llah, or "The Glory of God," though he had never met Him. As prophesied by the Bab, Baha'u'llah revealed Himself at the appointed time, laid the foundation for this world-embracing movement. The persecution which befell all the Prophets attacked Him, the movement having spread so rapidly through His dauntless announcement of the Word of God, so that people were attracted in hosts; the clergy of Persia, hand in hand with the government, exiled Him to Arabia. The story of this banishment and of those following it would make a volume. Suffice it to say that His banishment from Persia to Baghdad, Arabia, thence to Constantinople and Adrianople, and lastly to Acca, the penal colony of Turkey, was meant to exterminate His Movement, to extinguish the torch of God's love with which He kindled the hearts of men.

The remarkable, nay miraculous, thing happening every time He was exiled, was a greater spread of His Word and a greater brilliancy of His Light. Moreover, these banishments at the hands of the clergy and the government were aimed by God to fulfill the foreshadowings of His Prophets; for many are the prophecies contained in the Bible, the Koran, and the Zend Avesta, which were fulfilled by these afflictions. The last place of exile, the little prison town of Acca, in the Promised Land, deserves special mention because of the many tidings concerning it as given by Isaiah and Daniel; because from this prison Baha'u'llah sent forth His letters to the kings and there, in this "Most Great Prison" hundreds, nay thousands went to see Him. Acca was renowned for its foul climate and pestilential environs.
place where criminals and political suspects lived but a short time; however, when Baha'u'llah, the Prisoner of the Love of God, blessed this disease-ridden town, God changed disease with ease, fresh salubrious water was conveyed to the city; in short, the climate was changed, and the surrounding desert is today a veritable garden.

Here, for over a quarter of a century, Baha'u'llah was occupied with the giving of teachings which underlie this great Bahai Movement. His books are many and contain solutions of the many problems pertaining to man's welfare and salvation. He has answered the questions of all who have sought the truth of God and who today are longing for the knowledge of God. Before His departure, which occurred in May, 1892, He enjoined upon His followers the Covenant of God, whose Center He declared was His blessed son, Abdul-Baha, the present leader of the Movement. He commanded all who seek guidance in the Kingdom and Interpretation of any of the Holy Writings, to turn to him. And so today, for spiritual light we look to the Servant of Baha, which is the meaning of his name. Baha'u'llah was the founder of the Great World Religion, and Abdul-Baha is the promulgator of it.

Now let us touch on the fundamental teaching of this movement. A teaching which makes unity possible in the world. He says: "Oneness in its true significance, means that God alone should be realized as the one power which animates and dominates all things, which are but manifestations of its energy." This one power has from time to time manifested itself through chosen instruments called the Prophets, to various peoples at various times. These prophets are considered to be bearers of the same Message, Manifestations of the same Light, therefore, they are one and the leaders of the One God.

They prepared the peoples of the world for the latter days when this Oneness would find fulfillment and all men would become in reality brothers. The Bahais declare that this is the latter day, that through Baha'u'llah all people are to be united. . . . . The human race has been hindered from union through three prejudices—religious, racial, and patriotic. When the Oneness of God is realized and the solidarity of the human family is well understood, these prejudices will be dispelled from the hearts of men. The Words of Baha'u'llah are the remedies which alone can cure human ills. He says, "Ye are all leaves of one tree and drops of one sea!" Again He says, "Associate with men of all religions with love and fragrance, fellowship is the cause of unity, and unity is the source of order in the world." This one admonition would remove forever religious prejudices if it be carried out. "This handful of dust, the world, is one home, let it be in unity" is the basis of international patriotism, which can replace limited patriotic prejudice.

In regard to racial prejudice, which has separated man from man, this is His "Hidden Word" which has already united representatives of many races. "O sons of men! Do ye know why we have created ye from the same clay: that no man should glorify himself above another, for ye must be as one soul, living in many bodies, in the one land," etc. The world is interdependent, what affects one part of it will necessarily affect another. If one part of the body suffer, the entire sensorium is afflicted; and even so is it with the world, if one portion of the social fabric suffer, the entire body politic is afflicted. Thus it is that the Bahai Movement is to unite the world; though religious in nature, yet its laws govern social, industrial, and economic states and conditions. And it has already united many people of diverse nations and religions.

F. B. Beckett.

Large photographs of Abdul-Baha, taken during his recent visit to England, may be obtained from Mrs. M. Thornburgh-Cropper, 31 Evelyn Mansions, Carlisle Place, Westminster, London. Price, 50 cents.
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We have been requested to correct the statement made in our issue of Aug. 1, 1911, wherein mention is made of Mirza Ali Kuli Khan, Charge de'Affaires of Persia, of Washington, D.C., being honorary president of the Persian-American Educational Society. We have been informed that his acceptance of this title depends upon the wishes of his government, from whom consent has not yet been received.

Our Persian Editor, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, has been called to the presence of Abdul-Baha. He will leave America, Nov. 11th. The good wishes of all the friends go with him. The Persian section from his able pen will continue as heretofore, wherever he may be. Our Persian section this issue contains:

(1) Editorial on visit of Abdul-Baha to England; (2) photograph of Mirza Assadollah, who came to America some years ago and who is now travelling with Abdul-Baha; (3) poem by Mirza Mahmoud Zargany, celebrating Abdul-Baha's visit to Europe; (4) article by Mirza Mahmoud Bagor Kahn, who accompanied Abdul-Baha to London; (5) Abdul-Baha's address in the City Temple, London; (6) article by Mirza Lotfollah Hakin, describing the visit and work of Abdul-Baha in England; (7) farewell address of Abdul-Baha delivered before a gathering at Passmore Edward's Settlement; (8) address of Abdul-Baha in St. John's, Westminster; (9) photograph of Dr. Edward Getsinger, of Washington, D.C.; (10) photograph of Prof. Mohamad Barakatullah, editor of the Islamic Fraternity published in Tokyo, Japan; (11) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Miss Rosenberg, of London, upon his arrival in Paris; (12) "Pamphlet from the Baha'is to the will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea. Your volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

TABLET FROM ABDUL-Baha.
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JENAB AFNAN VAKIL DOWLEH.

On August 29, 1911, there passed away on Mt. Carmel one of the great saints of the Baha'i religion, Jenab Afnan Vakil Dowleh. He was the nearest living relative of the Bab, being his first cousin, and it was for his father, the Bab's uncle, that Baha'u'llah wrote the Kitab-e-Alqhan. Jenab Afnan was a play fellow of the Bab when a boy and I have heard him describe the beauty and illumination of that glorious youth. Now, I understand, there is no other Baha'i in the world who can remember meeting the Bab. Those who have been to Acona will remember his illuminated countenance, his long snowy beard and his bright, blue, smiling eyes. Jenab Afnan spent his whole life in serving the Cause and the crowning service of his long life was the building of the Mashrat-al-Azkar in Eshkhabad, for it was due to his aid and untiring energy that that building was erected and he laid the first stone. The last year of his life he spent near his beloved Master in Acona and Haifa and it was in his home on Mt. Carmel, near the tomb of his divine cousin, that he passed away at the great age of eighty-five. In the early morning, at sunrise, we Baha'is of Haifa and Acona took him to his last resting place, the little plot of land that the Baha'is have acquired for a cemetery on the slope of Mt. Carmel near Eliahu's cave. These great historical personages in the Cause are leaving us one by one. Theirs has been the storm and stress—ours the easy reaping where they have sown. Can we ever realize the great debt we owe to them?

Another of the old believers has passed away this summer, Haji Khan, and his history is also very interesting, for when he was young he was a rich and powerful chief of a tribe in Beluchistan. When he became a believer he gave up his wealth and position and walked from Beluchistan to Baghdad to see the Blessed Beauty, Baha'u'llah, and from that time he was a faithful follower unto death.

Those saints of God! So they live and pass on to their glorious immortality, the world all unheeding that if it has been entertaining angels unaware.

Sydney Sprague.

EXTRACTS FROM RECENT LETTERS RECEIVED FROM BOMBAY, INDIA.

I fail to express how much people here like to know about Baha'ism, and what a fine field of work is ready, but we require workers. If you can succeed in sending a few Americans here, only if they pay flying visits, one after the other, thus keeping India busy with Baha'i talk, it will be very good. The opportunities are more for our good than that of the Cause. The Cause will progress anyhow, and if we do not work, there will be others to do it.

Of course, much work is to be done even in America, and you may say we cannot spare men, and you are quite right there; but the workers here are comparatively very few, besides if Americans come here it will be more weighty. If we make efforts we may succeed in spreading the Cause in India. In America the Cause is well-rooted and set on its footing, while in India, a country inhabited by one-fifth or one-sixth of the world's population, it is not comparatively well-rooted or well-spread, and we shall be held responsible if we do not carry the news to the people of India, in every part of the country. It is the most important problem of all the problems and deserves greater attention and care.

We also wish that some American Bahai doctor might come to Bombay or India. If he comes to Bombay, and if he is well-versed in medicine, he will earn well, will create stronger bonds of Unity, and will attract many other people to the Cause. Besides, he will get enough work and be able to serve both the Cause and humanity. If he is married, so much the better. His wife may take up any cause of the poor, the depressed and the sick. If she too is educated, she may start a school or attend any school in Bombay she chooses. If we volunteer our services in India, and start some schools, a hospital or take up the cause of the depressed, I think, if God wishes, in a very short time many souls will be attracted to the Cause.

If any teacher thinks of establishing any school in Bombay, that too will be very good. But on that subject you should communicate with us in detail and we shall supply you every information.

India is a very good place for any sort of work. Its population is 300 millions. Just think, one-sixth of humanity lives in this small place. Much work can be done here. The people are good, kind, sympathetic, self-sacrificing, generous, loving and ready to offer a helping hand to anything. We must love them, if we wish that they should love us.

N. R. Vakil.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>سلمان الفارسي</th>
<th>مرتضى بيدروزي</th>
<th>مصطفى كمال حنفي</th>
<th>محمد رضا شريف</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>تزوج من قبل</td>
<td>أفراح ثقيف</td>
<td>زوجته</td>
<td>زوجته</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>أصبح متزوجًا</td>
<td>من سيدة مشهورة</td>
<td>في طنجة</td>
<td>في طنجة</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>عندما كانت في</td>
<td>10 عامًا في</td>
<td>20 عامًا في</td>
<td>30 عامًا في</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>بينين</td>
<td>طنجة</td>
<td>طنجة</td>
<td>طنجة</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في عيد الفطر</td>
<td>في عيد الفطر</td>
<td>في عيد الفطر</td>
<td>في عيد الفطر</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>حقق شهرته</td>
<td>في عيد الفطر</td>
<td>في عيد الفطر</td>
<td>في عيد الفطر</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>كتبت أول رواية</td>
<td>كتبت أول رواية</td>
<td>كتبت أول رواية</td>
<td>كتبت أول رواية</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في طنجة</td>
<td>في طنجة</td>
<td>في طنجة</td>
<td>في طنجة</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في الأصل</td>
<td>في الأصل</td>
<td>في الأصل</td>
<td>في الأصل</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في كتاب بارز</td>
<td>في كتاب بارز</td>
<td>في كتاب بارز</td>
<td>في كتاب بارز</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في طنجة</td>
<td>في طنجة</td>
<td>في طنجة</td>
<td>في طنجة</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في الأصل</td>
<td>في الأصل</td>
<td>في الأصل</td>
<td>في الأصل</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في كتاب بارز</td>
<td>في كتاب بارز</td>
<td>في كتاب بارز</td>
<td>في كتاب بارز</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في طنجة</td>
<td>في طنجة</td>
<td>في طنجة</td>
<td>في طنجة</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في الأصل</td>
<td>في الأصل</td>
<td>في الأصل</td>
<td>في الأصل</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في كتاب بارز</td>
<td>في كتاب بارز</td>
<td>في كتاب بارز</td>
<td>في كتاب بارز</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في طنجة</td>
<td>في طنجة</td>
<td>في طنجة</td>
<td>في طنجة</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في الأصل</td>
<td>في الأصل</td>
<td>في الأصل</td>
<td>في الأصل</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في كتاب بارز</td>
<td>في كتاب بارز</td>
<td>في كتاب بارز</td>
<td>في كتاب بارز</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في طنجة</td>
<td>في طنجة</td>
<td>في طنجة</td>
<td>في طنجة</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في الأصل</td>
<td>في الأصل</td>
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چالش‌ها و داشت‌های جدیدی که در روزگار امروز دستیابی به آن‌ها ممکن نیست، به صورت زیر توصیف می‌شود:

۱. کاهش اعتماد به نفس: در برنامه‌ریزی و اجرای پروژه‌های بزرگ، افراد ممکن است به لحاظ اعتماد به نفس کاهش یابند. این کاهش ممکن است به شکلی از بین برود که افراد نسبت به راه آمادگی خود و توانایی‌های خود احساس کاهش می‌کنند.

۲. تنش و اضطراب: تنش و اضطراب نیز از عواملی هستند که می‌توانند به وقوع اتفاقاتی منجر شوند که به آن‌ها نگهداری نمی‌شود. این تنش‌ها ممکن است باعث تغییرات در وضعیت سلامتی آدی و از بین برودهای که افراد نسبت به این خاصیت‌ها احساس کاهش می‌کنند.

۳. کاهش اعتماد به نفس: در برنامه‌ریزی و اجرای پروژه‌های بزرگ، افراد ممکن است به لحاظ اعتماد به نفس کاهش یابند. این کاهش ممکن است به شکلی از بین برود که افراد نسبت به راه آمادگی خود و توانایی‌های خود احساس کاهش می‌کنند.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>کلمه‌ها</th>
<th>معنی‌ها</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>مسجد</td>
<td>مکه</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مسیح</td>
<td>مکه</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ولی‌ع</td>
<td>مکه</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>خداوند</td>
<td>مکه</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>النبی</td>
<td>مکه</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

متن به طور طبیعی خواننده را نشان می‌دهد.
در حکومت ایران که در سال ۱۳۸۰ اصلاح قانون کمیته امداد و نجات را گزارش کرده‌اند، در سراسر کشور چهار نوع سیستم بهره‌وری و نجات فرد را در پیشنهاد می‌ریزند. این سیستم‌ها شامل: سیستم خودکار، سیستم دستی، سیستم صنعتی و سیستم ضمنی هستند. سیستم خودکار، بهره‌وری و درمان فرد را به‌طور مستقل از دیگران و در صورتی که توانایی فرد بهره‌وری را از دست دهد، بهره‌وری و درمان را به‌صورت مستقل انجام می‌دهد. سیستم دستی، بهره‌وری و درمان فرد را به‌طور مستقل از دیگران و در صورتی که توانایی فرد بهره‌وری را از دست دهد، بهره‌وری و درمان را به‌صورت طبیعی انجام می‌دهد. سیستم صنعتی، بهره‌وری و درمان فرد را به‌طور مستقل از دیگران و در صورتی که توانایی فرد بهره‌وری را از دست دهد، بهره‌وری و درمان را به‌صورت صنعتی انجام می‌دهد. سیستم ضمنی، بهره‌وری و درمان فرد را به‌طور مستقل از دیگران و در صورتی که توانایی فرد بهره‌وری را از دست دهد، بهره‌وری و درمان را به‌صورت ضمنی انجام می‌دهد.
...
فیروز سادات علی خوانی، شاعر و نویسنده ایرانی بود که در سال ۱۲۳۰ هـ (۱۸۱۳ میلادی) در کرمان متولد شد و در سال ۱۳۱۱ هـ (۱۸۹۲ میلادی) در تهران درگذشت.

فیروز سادات علی خوانی، که در کتاب‌های مدرن به عنوان یکی از برجسته‌ترین نویسندگان و شاعران سده‌های گذشته شناخته می‌شود، به خاطر توانایی خود در ادبیات سیاسی و اجتماعی، از جمله توانایی خود در پیشنهاد راهکارهایی برای حل درگیری‌ها و بهبود وضعیت اجتماعی، شناخته می‌شود.

در این صفحه، تصویری از فیروز سادات علی خوانی به همراه ناچارانی از آثار او قرار گرفته است. ناچارانی در این صفحه به منظور اطلاع از مخاطبین بیش از حد جالب و جذاب است. ناچارانی و نقل قول‌هایی از آثار او در این صفحه به منظور اطلاع از مخاطبین بیش از حد جالب و جذاب است.
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This photograph was selected by Abdul-Baha from several taken in Paris, recently, and permission granted to circulate it.
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WITH ABDUL-BAHA IN PARIS.

BY MARY HANFORD FORD.

To one who has visited Abdul-Baha in his prison home at Acca, the delight of seeing him in the western world is almost indescribable. I was not so fortunate as to be with him in London, but I had the good fortune to arrive in Paris shortly after he reached that city, and for two weeks I was able to see him every morning.

He rented his own apartment in Paris, and a little fair-haired, pleasant-faced French maid presided over its domestic functions and answered the bell.

"This is my home and the home of my friends," said Abdul-Baha, and every one was admitted here without question, no matter to what cult or nationality he belonged, no matter how shabby were his clothes. A background of Persian men was always present, for all the Persians in Paris apparently camped in the home of Abdul-Baha during his stay there, but besides the Persians there were French, Germans, English, Hindus, and a large sprinkling of Americans, among whom the tall figures of Mr. Woodcock and Mr. Mills were always noticeable.

Abdul-Baha, of course, paid all his own expenses in Paris, and the apartment he rented was a commodious one provided with the best modern conveniences, and containing a great drawing room which could easily accommodate from seventy-five to a hundred people.

Here the interested ones gathered every morning between ten and twelve, though it was whispered that even before dawn eager seekers were admitted to private interviews with Abdul-Baha, and naturally those who did not wish to be seen entering his house came in the early hours.

Abdul-Baha speaks only the Oriental tongues, but he understands all that is said in any language, and in Paris his wonderful words were translated by M. Dreyfus into especially perfect French. The little company assembled at No. 4 Avenue de Camoens never knew exactly at what time the eagerly expected one would appear. Sometimes he came joyfully, waving a good morning to all, or best of all, greeting each one with a warm hand clasp. At other times, when there had been bad news from the seat of war in Tripoli, he would enter with sadness written upon his eloquent countenance, and it was on such occasions that he gave the two little talks on war that I send you.

Sometimes his address was very short, but always his presence was so stimulating that no one had the slightest consciousness of disappointment when he arose and left the room. Abdul-Baha is like a great magnet drawing together the noblest forces of nations and individuals. He is purely synthetic, not analytic, and his cohering power is enormous—he focalizes the temperament of every listener. The stimulus of his presence in this way is something quite indescribable; it must be experienced to be comprehended. But if one did not understand Persian or French, the electric contact with Abdul-Baha and his marvelous and poetic utterance would be sufficient to transform phlegmatic materialism into spiritual possibility.

The effect of this electric presence was that of clear and prodigious thinking which swept away like cobwebs all trivialities of sect and disunion, and pierced through to the divine harmonies which unite one to God and his neighbor. Every one who listened to Abdul-Baha must have realized that this was no sectarian founder of a cult. This was a spiritually endowed messenger whose message touched
all mankind, who came out of his prison to remind men of the mighty lessons
God has spoken to lift us out of barbarism and cruelty, from war to peace, and that
in this day we must follow even the letter of these heavenly lessons.

So he spoke always of peace, always of conduct, giving to his own followers
definitions of their mission which were very positive, and must have sounded a
trifle strange to some who perhaps may have retained a slightly sectarian bias, even
under the inspiration of this divinely dowered Prophet of Unity.

“You are a society banded together for the increase of friendship among nations
and races, and of brotherhood among men,” he said one day, waving his hand
toward the circle before him, and constantly he adjured us to realize the privilege
that was ours in being first to receive the “Breeze of God” which must always rise
in the East and blow towards the West, and which is now floating again from that
wonderful Orient into the faces of the expectant Occident.

It was exceedingly interesting to watch the faces of those who came each
morning to listen to Abdul-Baha and observe the gradual but evident change of
thought which took place in them so that hard lines gave way before invading
gentleness and light irradiated countenances and eyes which previously had con­sidered only material difficulties. I have not time to recall the countless instances
of this sort. They were, of course, always intensified by an interview with Abdul-
Baha himself. Sometimes people stayed with him three minutes, sometimes half
an hour, for there were many waiting to speak with him. The time of the inter­view
did not matter much and I never shall forget a dear little friend who was
cashier of a big business house in Paris. She is devoutly unselfish, and eager only
to do her utmost for every one. She had a three-minute interview. As she
entered, Abdul-Baha advanced toward her with his hands outstretched.

“Ah, you are aflame! You are alive!” he cried. “How happy I am when people
come to me who are alive not dead!”

Then he took her hands and said to her just the tender and inspiring words
she needed, assuring her that God would always guide her. She was only in his
room three minutes, but she came out with a look upon her face I shall never for­get. Each day I was in Paris I went into the big shop where she was cashier, and
the lovely look was still upon her face. I am sure it will never leave her.

I send you the striking passages from some of the talks given by Abdul-Baha
while I was in Paris. My versions are, of course, not complete or perfect. Mirza
Assad Ullah, who was present, carefully took down Abdul-Baha’s words in Persian,
and they will no doubt be translated and given us later. My own translations are
merely the result of notes taken at the time and are necessarily incomplete. But
certain significant words were of great moment and these I always preserved.

The two points Abdul-Baha seemed desirous of impressing upon his hearers
especially were the fact that man has freed himself from the trammels of material
conditions through the use of his spiritual gifts, and that possessing this power he
should apply it for good, for the establishing of a perfect civilization, the abolition
of cruelty and injustice, and the institution of love as the absolute rule.

To attain this he insisted it is only necessary to think right, and again and
again, in various modifications he repeated the wonderful words: “While they make
war, you think peace; while they create destruction, you think construction; while
they are guilty of cruelty, you think tenderness!”

TALK ON THE BATTLE OF BENGHAZI

I am not happy this morning; I am full of sadness. The news which the paper
brought us was such as must fill one with anguish.

Animals fight, and when they fight it is for a cause, an end to be gained.
Men are fighting now, for what? For the ground, our sepulchre, our tomb, our
cemetery!

The earth is the first and lowest of terrestrial things created by the Divine
Will—and it is our tomb, our sepulchre, our cemetery; our death, not our life—
and these men are fighting not for liberty or an ideal, but for ground, for the
place of death not life, for a sepulchre, a tomb, a cemetery!

God has never forgotten the world, and no matter how black have been its
conditions, there have always been societies established for the cherishing of love
and equality and fraternity.

You are a people banded together to increase friendship among nations and
races and brotherhood among men. So now, while these men are creating death,
you think life, while they are guilty of cruelty, you think tenderness, while they
make destruction, you think construction, while they create war, you think peace.

We must hope, we must not despair. We must look forward to the time when
war and dissension will disappear, when love and unity will reign, and the light
of God will shine upon all banners and into all hearts, and unite them to one
another and to Him.

THE EARTH IS GOD’S.

There has been another battle today and much blood has been shed. The poor
have given their lives as a sacrifice to the greed of others. Men are fighting for
the earth—for land—and it belongs to no one but God. Kings have fought for it
from Charlemagne to Napoleon I, yet they had no right to it. One fought wrong-
fully to wrest it from another who wrongfully possessed it. All people are merely
tenants of God upon the land, yet nevertheless empires have disappeared in the
struggle for its possession, and again men are shedding blood for the ownership
of mere land.

While man might become a centre for good, for amity, he fights like ferocious
beasts for the right to land.

God wishes man to establish just equality, not to transgress laws, to help one
another and live together in love. Do what God asks, be the cause of unity and
peace—wipe out the horrors of war and hatred!

Be ye capable of all good, eager to work for the cause of unity and peace, sac-
rificing all for this. Be eager to suffer for such an end. Forget yourself, forget
personal danger, personal evil and inconvenience. Have no fear of evil to yourself
in the great cause of unity and peace. Be dissolved in love, so that you may lose
consciousness of everything except the good of all.

LOVE.

I met a man this morning who belongs to the sect of Buddhists and I said to
him, “What is your message?” He replied “Amour, Love!” I said, “Yes, but
what besides that?” He repeated, “Love, that is all, that is the only message.”

But the word Love is not a message; the word Love indicates an infinite thing,
and how shall we bring an infinite thing into relation with humanity which is
finite?

There are in reality many kinds of love, and each in itself is infinite and
finite. There is the love of country, or the patriotic love, there is the family love,
there is the love of friendship, the love of man and woman—each one is finite and
limited. There is only one love which is infinite and unlimited and divine, and
that is the love which comes with the Breath of the Holy Spirit—the Love of
God—which breaks all barriers and sweeps all before it.

Animals are completely subject to nature, they are its slaves. They live and
die in the places in which they are born, they are the victims of storm and flood, they are hemmed in by desert, forest, by the great rivers and the sea.

But man has conquered nature, and is free. He is no longer the slave of the physical world, he dominates it and is free. He compels the physical world to do his will. He crosses wide spaces, sails over the ocean, and is beginning to fly through the air. He is in all things a free being, and can give his commands to that nature in the midst of which he was born.

So man who is freed from material things and dominates nature, should learn to render his love also unlimited and divine. He should open his soul to the Breeze of God, that it may blow through him and break down all barriers.

So, if you love, endeavor to love divinely. If you love your country, love it not with the narrow feeling that it must be loved because it is yours alone, but with the greater consciousness that your home is a part of the universe. If you love brother or comrade or wife, love each one as a part of God, and not with the narrow sense of possession which renders the love selfish and exclusive. Then the Breeze of God blowing constantly through your love will purify it and make it divine so that the Breath of the Holy Spirit will enter into your being and unite you to God.

But do not seek the honors and loves of this world, seek rather God and His love, and then the Honors and Loves which belong to Him will be yours. All the glory of the heavens is His, all the beauty of the flowers, the scent of the roses and the colors of the sunset. But more than this the beauty of the soul is His, so that when you look long upon His beauty, it takes many forms and reappears in your consciousness in many figures. But all other beauty fades and disappears, all other honor but His becomes insignificant, all other love but His is undesirable.

Wisdom.

The greatest treasure of man is wisdom. Through this he is lifted into great power, through this he becomes the mirror of Divine Love. He comprehends the past; he possesses the future. In all this man is infinitely superior to the rest of creation. The sun which brings life to the vegetable world, and gives it bloom and fragrance is, nevertheless, in spite of all its splendor, limited. It cannot go beyond the law which controls it, which co-ordinates its movement.

In the animal world it is the same. The elephant with all his strength and intelligence is bound by the law of his existence. He cannot go beyond this law or control it. With the beautiful birds which fly through the air in such seeming freedom, it is the same. They are bound by the law of their existence.

Man alone is free, man alone controls the environment which surrounds him, he alone makes nature his slave. Though he is of the animal world and cannot naturally live in the water, he has conquered the ocean, and if he wills may pass his life upon the bosom of the sea.

Though limited by space so that under ordinary circumstances he can only hear speech within a certain area, he has captured the word and can send it as far as he will through the marvelous agency of electricity, which he has made his own.

So also he has conquered space by means of photography, and can send pictures where he will, of all that he sees. He dominates the nature which enslaves all else, and has made it his obedient servant.

It is a pity that with this dominance and power which have become his, man has not willed to render perfect the civilization of all the world. But he does not. If he chose he could create a Paradise upon the earth, but instead of peace he makes war, instead of love he sows cruelty, instead of harmony he creates discord.
I shall pray for you that you may be impelled to use the power that is given you for divine purposes, that you may be the source of concord between individuals, that instead of war you may create peace, instead of cruelty you will create love, instead of discord you will make harmony.

THE HOLY SPIRIT.

The Divine Reality is far removed from man. It is absolutely remote and independent in its essence—beyond the comprehension of man—abstract, limitless and impersonal.

Man is limited, weak, fearful, poverty-stricken and helpless. The Divine Reality represents the Power Absolute, capacity for all things, fulfillment for all the needs of man.

The Divine Reality is to man what the sun is to the earth. The sun is life, radiance, heat, energy, power. The earth is dead, inert, helpless, incapable of initiative or change. It is poor, cold, and without resources.

The sun in its remoteness could never reach the earth, and the earth, wretched indifferent clod, could never attain to the glory and splendor of the sun. In order that one may gain the other, that life and fragrance may come to the helpless earth floating alone in dim space, there must be an intermediary. In some way the life-giving power of the radiant sun must be brought to the sodden earth, and this becomes possible through the media of light and heat. Through their means the glory of the distant luminary is transmitted to the dark ball of earth, and instantly it becomes the home of fragrance and blooming life. The glory of the magnificent source of light touches our dim planet and banishes death and darkness.

As there must be an intermediary to transmit to earth the life-giving power of the sun, so there must be an intermediary to bring God to man, and this is found through the ever-present efficacy of the Holy Spirit. As the media of light and heat carry fragrance and bloom to the earth, so the intermediary of the Holy Spirit brings to man warmth, perfection and inspiration.

The wonder-working rays of the radiant sun fall upon the dull earth, carrying there richness and glory. The earth alone is but a senseless clod; touched by the sun it becomes life, energy, budding and blossoming wealth.

So the Holy Spirit touches the heart of man and wakes him to eternal life. Like the sun to earth it brings to man warmth, energy and perfection. It gives him all possibilities. The cause of life widens before his eyes, eternity opens to him, and becomes his, he no longer knows fear, for the wealth of God is his, and every moment is his inviolable possession. Limitations disappear, and as he becomes more and more sensitive to the teaching of the Holy Spirit, all things are his own.

Without the sun the earth is only the habitation of death, and would remain forever in its frozen clasp, were it not for the intermediary of light and heat stirring its inert mass and transforming into budding energy and accomplishment all its repellant hardness.

So without the intermediary of the Holy Spirit man would remain dull, helpless and deprived of all attainment. But touched by that Divine Elixir he becomes tender, loving, responsive, and capable of every perfection of life.

THE TREASURE.

Each one has in his environment a treasure. Let him seek that treasure eagerly, search for it with patience. Then when he has found it, there is another treasure still to be discovered in the same place for which he must also search.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE FOURTEEN)
We are happy in presenting a recent portrait of Abdul-Baha in this issue of the Star of the West. As is generally known, for many years, he did not permit a photograph of himself to be made, although reproductions of one taken when he was a young man, had a limited circulation among the friends some years ago. In answer to a communication regarding it, Abdul-Baha expressed his wish, which we quote herewith, believing it will be read with interest at this time: "Verily thou hast seen the physical picture of Abdul-Baha printed by the rays of the phenomenal sun (the photograph) and thine eyes became overflowing with tears. Beg thou of God that He may show thee his (Abdul-Baha's) spiritual picture printed by the rays shining from the Merciful Kingdom. Then the attraction of God shall overtake thee, and make thee as a spark of fire afame with the Love of God."

Word has been received from the editor of The Christian Commonwealth of his intention to keep its readers (numbering 50,000) informed of the progress of the Bahai Movement. We would suggest that the friends keep in touch with this excellent weekly publication, recognized everywhere as an organ of the progressive movement in religion and social ethics. The American postal subscription is $2.11 per annum. Address The Christian Commonwealth, 133 Salisbury Square, London, E. C., England.
Dear Friends: Miss Bulkema has asked me to write you, through the Star of the West, an account of my recent visit to Abdul-Baha; and it is a joy indeed to share this with you—as well as I can; for, though when one leaves Abdul-Baha after such a visit, one's greatest longing is to share the divine experience with all others,—to make as real as possible such an experience to those who have not had this blessing, and to recall it to those who have,—yet such deep things make one mute. I feel I can only speak stumblingly of that which I saw. Therefore, I beg you, beforehand, to forgive the inadequacy of this letter.

My great experience last summer in London at the Universal Races Congress, where I saw all the nations of the world represented by each nation's noble thinkers, assembled in the name of the human unity in their endeavor to find the way to that unity, was a very wonderful prelude and preparation to my meeting with Abdul-Baha in Europe.

To witness such a great and universal endeavor,—to see men from the uttermost parts of the earth—of every color and creed—meet thus fraternally, was indeed a proof of the power of the Spirit in the world today,—a proof that as our sister Miss Buckton said in her inspired ode (with which, as you know, the Congress opened):

The Voice that cried: Let there be Light!
Hath rent the veil of a darker night;
Let there be Love!

Significant indeed is the fact that immediately after that gathering together of the world's truest thinkers in a meeting which was like a great plea to humanity, the Spiritual Educator—he whose life has been a long sacrifice for the sake of the world-unity—should begin his world-journey.

Never before has the Spiritual Educator himself come to the West—that is to say, never in any past Dispensation,—but this is the day of universal spiritual knowledge and of universal love—the day of maturity and brotherhood.

It was on the Lake of Geneva—a spot of ethereal beauty—that I saw him, during those few days of rest before he proceeded to London to his world-work. They were quiet days, full of parable and symbol, which are just unfolding to me. The story of them is a beautiful and simple one,—so simple that it is difficult to tell, for its great beauty lies in the tender personal touches, and that which my spirit perceived—impossible to communicate.

If I could only picture to you Abdul-Baha in the West; Abdul-Baha with the power of his peace in the restless West; Abdul-Baha in the complex West with the power of his simplicity; Abdul-Baha with his noble and illumined beauty in the artificial and skeptical West;—so strongly defined in his completeness against our undevelopment!

And that Illumined beauty—that dignity, not of this world—that majesty of spirit that marks him a king among men, never went unheeded; for wherever he passed, eyes turned to follow, and the crowds, with involuntary reverence, stood back.

M. and Madame Dreyfus-Barney and I staid at the hotel with Abdul-Baha, at Thonon, a great white hotel overlooking the lake, two mountains meeting in a beautiful line behind it.

Our dear friend and teacher, Mirza Assad Ullah was with him and five other Persian brothers. Mirza Baghar Khan from the south of Russia, M. Dabud, now of London, two others whose names I am sorry I cannot give you, Tammadon-ul-Molk,
of whose service in London we have read so much lately, and Kosro, the faithful
servant. Mirza Ahmad Yazdi came later, also Mirza Raffie, Dr. Hakim of Teheran and
Riaz Effendi of Cairo.

Abdul-Baha not being very much occupied during those days, we were with him
constantly, sailing on the lake or driving through the mountain roads with him.
The day of my arrival one of the Persian brothers, returning from a drive with him,
told me this story:

Abdul-Baha, he said, to relieve the horses in a steep climb had gotten out of
the carriage and walked. They passed through a village. The villagers clustered
around him. They bared their heads and called him "Father." One woman ran into
her house and brought out some country bread and cheese. "Accept this, dear
Father," she said. (Blessed are the pure in heart!)

One drive I shall never forget. It was a drive through scenes of rare beauty,—
roads winding among great hills that were as steps to the near Alps. Sitting opposite
Abdul-Baha in the carriage, I saw him in a way I should like to leave to the future
—were it possible for me to express it!—his powerful head vividly defined against
the most sublime of backgrounds; for those near mountains of the Alps, their heads
hid in rolling clouds, were his background—perfect symbol of mystery!

As an artist I should like to say to those who have not seen Abdul-Baha that
his head is the strongest and most nobly sculptured that it is possible to conceive.

One more touch I must give—a few words overheard in passing two ladies:
"He has so kind, so simple an air," said one.
"Yes," replied the other, "and eyes of fire!"

We passed fertile hills, covered with vines and corn—or fruit trees; we passed
foaming mountain torrents; we passed little villages, and always the background of
these verdant scenes was the panorama of the lonely Alps, their heads wreathed with
clouds. And nothing escaped his eyes. Never shall I forget his eyes. Never shall I forget his kind,
sympathetic, eager, delighted observation,—his tender interest in all human traces,—his joy in the
beautiful. He particularly seemed to enjoy the gentle hillsides—the green—the signs
of verdure (think of his life spent in arid, stony Acre!). Whenever he passed a
village—a human habitation—we saw his heart went out to it—though how much
that heart went out these hearts could not know! We never passed a church, its
spire delicately rising among the hills, but that he pointed it out to us. Once in
the drive we saw a little village built on a barren height. This seemed to concern—
even to trouble him greatly, and he referred several times to it. "How cold it must
be for them there in winter!" he said, and told us of just such a village in Persia
where the people in winter moved down to the valley.

Once he broke a silence thus: "There was no one in the world who loved trees
and water and the country so much as Baha'u'llah!"

We were too moved to answer and again there was silence. And in that silence
some realization came to me of the sacrifice of these Holy Ones, who accept with
joy all privation, all suffering to lead us in the way of freedom—to imbue man-
kind with that love which will make us brothers—to purify, then unite the hearts.
How great must be their love for us—how their hearts must bleed over us—that they
can joyously court such suffering! A great enough love indeed to enkindle the whole
world from one heart! How else save "with heart and life" could we respond to such
love? One day he said to me: "The child does not realize the love of the parent,
but when it becomes mature, it knows." "Can the creature," I asked, "ever realize
the love of the Creator? "Yes, if not in this world, then in the next—as a sleeping
one awakens."

To turn to the day of our drive. We came to a great waterfall,—a sparkling,
snowy torrent, dashing down a black precipice. He had us stop the carriage, and
walking to a spot at a little distance from us, on the very edge of the embankment, he watched for a long time in silence that immaculate outpouring. I can still see the figure of quiet power—the face of luminous purity—the Perfect Man—instant upon that manifestation of the power and purity of Nature.

Nature then had an added glory to me. I realized as never before her beauty and significance. That great Hidden Word recurred to me: “All things in the heavens and the earth have I ordained for thee except the hearts which I have appointed as the place for the descent of the manifestation of My beauty and glory.” I saw Nature not only as a book of divine allegories, but fascinating for her own sake—for the sake of her loveliness and her secrets, which in this day when “the earth is revealing her news” she is giving up ever more freely to man. Watching Abdul-Baha as he communed with the bounty of Nature, I felt deeply the spiritual value of the arts and sciences. And ever since that drive—that little journey through country and town with the one of the perfect understanding and sympathy, this world has been God’s world to me. I have understood better the subtleties of detachment—have seen where the emphasis should be placed. As one of our sisters, who also saw Abdul-Baha this summer, said very beautifully on her return: “In himself, he uplifts humanity into the spiritual station.” Does not this clothe the whole of humanity, comprising the world of nature, with a new dignity, and disclose boundless possibilities?

The simplicity of Abdul-Baha, his normality, give one the real clue to the spiritual life. His teaching is a Religion of Joy—of “expansion and fulfillment” on every plane—not of deprivation and asceticism. And this leads me to touch on another most beautiful attribute of his. We know well that his frequent injunction is, “Be happy!” Perhaps his most frequent question is: “Are you happy?”—and his own abundance of perfect happiness, of undimmed joy, is ever overflowing in the most delicious humor—the most irresistible humor that ever won a heart. Religion in the past took on an aspect of fear. This Abdul-Baha smiles away, teaching us the perfect repose and joy of the spirit’s confidence in God as Love—the “radiant acquiescence” in Divine Guidance.

As we drove away from the waterfall, Abdul-Baha said, smiling, to me: “If I come to America, will you invite me to see such waterfalls?” “Does your coming,” I smiled in return, “depend on my invitation?” “My invitation to America,” was the reply, “will be the unity of the believers.”

We drove to an old inn in a cleft between two mountains, and sitting in the open porch at a rough table, had the simplest of country refreshment. Just as we were entering the inn a little group of peasant children, bunches of violets in their hands to sell, pressed around Abdul-Baha. They did not seem to see the rest of us. I can still see the dull little peasant faces raised wonderingly to that face—the outstretched hands full of violets. He took from his pocket a handful of francs and gave them abundantly. How he gives—gives—gives! His love seems never content with giving. Tirelessly he gives of his spirit and heart—like a tender father he gives of material things—little keepsakes, or, in lovely symbol, flowers.

In the future I am sure stories will abound in that country-side of the sojourn there of Abdul-Baha. Then those little peasants, looking back to that moment of wonder at the sublimity of a face, will muse: “Was it he? Did we see him? It must have been he!”

I should like to speak here of something which was of unparalleled beauty to me: His power of attraction for the children. It was moving indeed to see their upward glances when he passed or stood near them, and the looks of love which he bent, as he lingeringly fondled the little heads, on those pure baby souls, so fresh from their Creator! Not that they could know, but in their innocence they felt. If only all might remember!
To return to the drive. As we passed a little church in Thonon, Abdul-Baha expressed a wish to attend it on Sunday. And this leads me to another, most vital subject: His attitude of perfect accord with the churches, demonstrated in St. John's and in the City Temple in London, where he freely gave the Message of Unity.

That these churches should have opened their doors for our Message is indeed beautiful, and a proof of two things: Of the freedom and illumination of the men who serve as their ministers, and of the wisdom of the London Bahais. For it was the Bahais who took the first step by connecting themselves with these two churches, some having pews and working in the City Temple and some in St. John's church. Thus, by demonstrating clearly, through sympathetic action, our oneness with the Christian world, they have been instruments to open these churches to the benediction of Abdul-Baha. And I, having witnessed this beautiful demonstration and the result of it, feel that we cannot live too close to the Christians.

But not only do the London Bahais make connection—or rather, manifest oneness with the Christian world, but with all progressive thought and activity, so that, again through their instrumentality, we find the Universal Races Congress opened to the presentation of our Message, The Christian Commonwealth and the Theosophical Society of Bristol sending cables of greeting to Abdul-Baha on his arrival in Europe, and later becoming firm friends; the Theosophical Society in London, the Brahma Sohmay center, the Settlements, more centers than I can name, reverently welcoming him, while many distinguished individuals have sought his wisdom, to receive the unequalled blessing.

This wonderful harvest has been the result of diligent and wise seed-sowing in the world of thinkers and workers. While I was in Thonon, Abdul-Baha said to a little group of us: "This is the time for sowing the seed. The most important thing now is to spread the Cause of God. When harvest time comes, think how sad it will be if there is nothing to reap!"

So again I repeat I feel that we cannot be too active now.

The subject of our real oneness with all that is true and good in every progressive movement reminds me of a very beautiful message which I read while in London from Abdul-Baha to a socialist. Socialism, he said, was one of the leaves on the Tree of Life. Then he called this soul to come into the shade of the Tree of Life that he might partake of its fruits.

At luncheon one day in Thonon we had a distinguished visitor who asked Abdul-Baha about our economic questions. He said there were many who felt that material problems should be solved first; that, in order to level the way for the spiritual advance, we should first better social conditions, and he spoke of a friend who felt this so strongly that, though connected with the church, he was making it his life-work.

"Such people," said Abdul-Baha, "are doing the work of true religion."

Then he went on to say that a new order of things must come but it must have a solid foundation, and that no foundation was solid save religion, which was the Love of God. When this unshakable basis of the Love of God was established in the world, then inevitably would the structure of a new social justice rise, and a new individual love and justice.

Before I close I must tell you the story of one day. We were to go to Vevey that day by boat, and in a little group of eight, we accompanied Abdul-Baha to the landing. It was in the freshness of early morning. The fishermen had hung out their nets in the sun. The dew was on the lilies in the grove in the shade of which we waited for the boat. Suddenly the Master left us to stray off alone. When we saw him next he was walking in the distance on the very edge of the lake, beyond that golden film of fishnets. It was then that the "veils of plurality were rent" for me—and I saw the essential oneness of all the Holy Messengers—the One Flame in many lamps.
The morning was misty, the veiled lake and mountains were like the world of dream. We gathered around him in the boat while he sat in our midst, the embodiment of command, yet of holiest sweetness; a combination of utter evanescence and supreme power impossible to convey in words. Suddenly he broke a silence by saying:

"Others are going from an immortal to a mortal kingdom, but the Bahais are journeying in the Ark of the Covenant from a mortal to an immortal world.

"The Jews had turned towards an immortal kingdom, but when they looked backward to mortal things they became dispersed.

"Again Christ led men on to an Immortal Kingdom; therefore their signs remained.

"God be praised for now you are on a Ship bearing you to Immortal Worlds. Day by day your signs will become clearer."

Could I only make clear to you that picture, the bow of our boat clearing the mists, till we seemed to be actually navigating the ether; could I only make clear the figure sitting in our midst, I know you would feel there was no "looking backward" for those who had seen that journey so symbolized.

That night, when I sat for the last time at the table of Abdul-Baha, our dear sisters, Elizabeth Stewart and Lilian Kappes on their way to a life of consecration in Persia, were with us.

Breaking a revealing silence, with that speech which uplifts the soul in joy indescribable, Abdul-Baha said:

"To the refreshing water of the Teachings of Baha'u'llah come many and various birds from many lands and at these cooling streams slake their thirst.

"When the Lamp is ignited the butterflies flutter around the Light."

"May we," said Lilian Kappes, "be ready to singe our wings at that Light."

"Good!" said Abdul-Baha, "I am very much pleased with your answer!"

In the Love of that Light, your sister.

Juliet Thompson.

CALIFORNIA NEWS.

Doctor Fareed and Mrs. Getzinger are accomplishing good work in California. At San Francisco a wonderful interest in the Bahai Cause has developed. The friends there opened the doors of acquaintance to the utmost. The many opportunities, the lectures, addresses, and audiences through two months' time can only be outlined now. Soon after their arrival Dr. Fareed was introduced at some of the prominent clubs of the city, and he was enabled to speak at various lunches and functions. These resulted in his giving an address before a meeting of Scottish Rite Masons, and again before the local lodge of Knights Templar, and later before an assemblage of the Grand Lodge of Knights Templar, at which seven hundred members were present. He spoke on a Sunday to the congregation of the Unitarian Church of Alameda, across the bay from San Francisco. The many newspaper reports were all kindly and commendatory.

He met President Taft at a luncheon of the Union League Club, and also at the dedication of the ground for the 1915 Panama Exposition. He had an opportunity for a few minutes to speak privately to the President when, as a Bahai, he congratulated him upon his efforts for Arbitration Treaties and promotion of Peace between nations. Thus the President was informed of the goal of the Bahai Movement, and its sympathy with all efforts for the Unity and Peace of the world.

Dr. Fareed gave a series of nine Sunday evening lectures, at the hall of the California Club, upon the beginning and growth of the Bahai Reformation, and also
another series on Thursday afternoons, explaining the general teachings concerning
the betterment of nations and welfare of the world. There is rarely an afternoon or
evening in which the Doctor or Mrs. Geltzinger, or both are not busy giving informa-
tion somewhere of the glorious movement.

Mrs. Geltzinger’s work has been no less important than Dr. Fareed’s, but it has
been mostly among women. There was one gathering of peculiar import. It was
the Jewish Ladies Council of San Francisco. Over nine hundred persons were
present. The platform was arranged like a Persian home, and a Persian Tea-party
was given by Mrs. Geltzinger, assisted by several friends, all in costume, appearing
as Persian, Turkish, Egyptian and Jewish ladies. After the tea serving, Mrs. Get-
singer talked of the Bahai influence and effects upon the lives of the women of the
Orient, and Dr. Fareed, arriving as a guest at the party, and garbed as a Persian
Sheik, also addressed them. It was a successful and delightful way of presenting
the Glad-tidings of the Bahai Movement for women.

Mrs. Geltzinger is also giving a course of addresses at Prof. Giffen’s beautiful
studio, on Tuesday evenings, speaking of the deeper meanings of the Teachings to
those who sincerely desire them. At present her lectures are upon the first three
of the “Seven Valleys.” Those who attend these meetings are deeply in earnest, and
are endeavoring to travel the Path which shall truly bring them into the Country
of Life and “Nearer to God.” In the aggregate thousands are hearing the Message and
are kindly disposed towards it, while some are seeking eagerly the realities of the
Divine Word.

Nothing has been said of the regular meetings, both public and private, which
are being held constantly in Los Angeles, San Francisco, and elsewhere, but not a day
passes in California without some actual and effective work being done for the Cause.
Each Thursday afternoon, the beautiful home in Oakland is open, where Mrs. Goodall
and Mrs. Cooper greet the many friends who gather from Berkeley, Oakland, Alameda,
and San Francisco. On Sunday, Nov. 26th, the Day of Celebration of Abdul-Baha,
a large gathering is expected there. Friday afternoons and Saturday evenings,
there are meetings at the rooms of the “Assembly of Abdul-Baha” (so named by
himself) in the Union Square Building.

The visit of Dr. Fareed and Mrs. Geltzinger has proved to be a move of true value
under the guidance of the Divine Wisdom. A real Unity is being prepared that Abdul-
Baha may find the fragrance of the “Banquet” of Unity and Love, and be attracted
thereby.

T.O.

WITH ABDUL-BAHA IN PARIS.
(Continued from page seven)

He must dig as the miner digs in his mine, to its uttermost depths, eager to seek,
seek, for the jewel that is hidden there in the darkness.

It is the natural law of human life that man should seek thus for the best
that is about him. Thus his vital force expands, and man becomes greater in his
effort. He is thus most fully capable of the union with God which may be his.

The Orient is the germinating place for the soul. It is here that the Breeze
of God is felt. Here Moses’ Law was given, here Christ’s Word was spoken, here
Mohammed’s banner was flung to the air.

The Occident on the contrary is the place of expansion. The West applies
and solidifies that which the East suggests. It gives physical form and shape to
the ideals of the East. But the Breeze of God does not blow there. It must be
engendered in the East. Yet the Word of Christ has been developed in the West.
It was the Occident which unfolded the teaching of Christ into a great civiliza-
tion, which shows how wonderful was the Word of Christ, and how wonderful is
the West.
NEWS NOTES FROM PARIS.

On Sunday, October 29th, a dinner, followed by a meeting, was given to Abdul-Baha at the home of Madame Gabriel Sacy. It was distinctly a French reunion and Abdul-Baha seemed pleased of the fact. On entering he took the photograph of Monsieur Gabriel Sacy, kissed it and said: "This home is as my own."

Among his words during the dinner were these:
"I am from a far away country and here in Paris, at your table, I find in union, love and happiness, Persians, Arabs, Turks and French, which proves that we are of one race and that all men are brothers. The God of Persia is the God of France, of Turkey, of Italy, etc. He is One and the same, so in loving Him we are united. Paris is the universal center of culture and learning, of science and the arts. She must also be the center of spirituality. There are all sorts of fruits; some can only ripen in a cold climate; others need the warmth and others yet the tropical sun. So it is with Paris. The greatest efforts are necessary that she may blossom and bear fruit."

About sixty people came to the meeting after dinner. Abdul-Baha spoke for nearly an hour, interpreted into French by Mirza Azizollah Khan. Everyone was impressed with his beautiful personality and his words of love, demanding of all to unite their efforts in asking of God the unity of mankind, universal peace and love.

"We must not fear difficulties and labor. They lead us to the noblest end. We must not fear difficulties and labor. They lead us to the noblest end. We must resist the whole world, for the world wants war; unite our efforts and with divine love we will succeed."

Abdul-Baha gave his first public conference in Paris, as guest of the "Alliance Spiritualiste," on November 9th. This Society, which has for its aim the encouragement and development of spirituality, constitutes a neutral and impersonal territory of study for all creeds and schools of spiritual thought. There could not have been a more appropriate setting for the exposition of the principles of the Revelation of Baha'ullah. The "Salle de l'Athenee Saint-Germain" was crowded to the doors by an interested and attentive public. Mme. J. Beauchamps, the President of the Society, opened the meeting and in a few sincere words welcomed Abdul-Baha in the name of the "Alliance Spiritualiste." A short address was delivered by Monsieur Le Leu, General Secretary, who dwelt upon the beauties of the Bahai Revelation, the most purely spiritual movement of all times, and upon the role it was to play in the future. Finally Abdul-Baha arose and in the profound silence began to expose the principles of the Bahai Revelation with a language colored and imaginative and touchingly human. He spoke at length and with impressive clearness and repeated several times his contentment at finding himself in the midst of so large a gathering, whose unity of sentiment and spirituality were forcibly apparent. He finished by chanting a prayer for all those present. The reunion was terminated by an admirable appreciation of the Bahai Revelation, on the part of Monsieur Jounet, and on leaving the hall one felt that the afternoon had been a complete success.

Madame d'Ange d'Astre.
NEW PUBLICATIONS

MY VISIT TO ABBAS EFFENDI IN 1899 . . . . . Price 15 cents

is the title of an interesting account of the visit to Acca of Mrs. Margaret B. Peeke, and of her subsequent investigation of the teachings of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah, which has recently been published in booklet form by her daughter-in-law, Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke, of Cleveland, Ohio, who donated the edition to the Mashrak-el-Azkar fund, and to whom we are indebted for the following sketch of her life:

Mrs. Margaret Bloodgood Peeke, a descendant of Garry Marshall Peck and Narcissa Benedict, was born April 8, 1838, at Mechanicsville, New York, and spent most of her childhood days in New York City. She was but twelve years of age when her father died and her mother's brother, Chancellor Erastus E. Benedict, of New York City, charged himself with her education and became her counsellor and guide. At the age of fifteen she was contributor to magazines and periodicals. When twenty-two years old she married the Rev. George H. Peeke, a Congregational clergyman, and for fifteen years the cherished thought of a literary life was abandoned. But leisure came at length in an unexpected manner. Her pen was resumed and songs, verse and stories again found their way into various periodicals. She was for a time associate editor of the "Alliance" of Chicago. Her letters to that paper drew much attention to her favorite summer resort in the Cumberland mountains, and a little pamphlet, entitled "Pomona," was her reply to many requests for information. The "Madonna of the Mountain" and other sketches breathed the pure air and primitive human sympathies of that region. She devoted much time to the study of the pygmies of America and their origin, the result of which was a volume entitled "Born of Flame." She was also author of "Zenii, the Vestal"—her heart's story. An enthusiastic lover of the Bible, she taught it successfully to large classes. Her teachings of Hermetic philosophy were unsurpassed and had a large following in New York, Chicago, Boston and Washington, and she visited the Hermetic societies abroad. As Inspector General in America of the Martinist Order of France, she did a prodigious amount of work, besides editing the "Initiator" of that Order. She was a member of the "Rose Cross" Martinist Fraternity and Treasurer of the "Light of France"—Hermetic Society of France. She was denied the privilege of personally compiling all the writing she had in mind, and "Letters and Numbers," or the "Thirty-two Paths of Wisdom," was published posthumously by her beloved son and co-laborator E. C. B. Peeke. After her visit to Acca in 1899, she became deeply interested in the Revelation of Baha'u'llah, and, imbued with its teachings, gave the Message to many. She passed away Nov. 2, 1908, at Pomona, Tenn. To the end she was steadfast and firm in the truth of the Revelation. She asked me to write to Abdul-Baha that she loved him very much. Then she turned her eyes upon her devoted son, and her last words were "and you, too, Benedict, must love Abdul-Baha."

Address orders to MISS MARY LESCH, 5205 Jefferson Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

BAHAI WALL CALENDAR . . . . . . . . . Price $1.00

In order that Abdul-Baha and his light-bearers and their friends may unite each day in reading the same words, a Unity Calendar for 1912 is lovingly sent forth by the Honolulu Baha'i Assembly to Abdul-Baha and all the Baha'i Assemblies.

The selling price of this calendar is $1.00 postpaid to any address. The members are taking this way of making money for the Mashrak-el-Azkar fund. We earnestly hope that you will send us as large an order and at as early a date as possible, so that they may be used as Christmas and New Year presents.

You will recognize the benefit which will be derived from the formation of a chain of daily thought that will unite all of those reading the same daily quotations. Our idea is that in dwelling upon these beautiful words, we will be more firmly united with Abdul Baha and with each other and thereby place ourselves in the correct attitude of receiving more abundant sympathy and more strength from the teachings of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah.

The committee having the calendar in charge, expects to revise and send for an edition for 1913, which it is hoped will be better than this its first effort. During the year any suggestions or corrections or additions will be cheerfully received and the committee invites correspondence upon the same. Please send letters and orders to

HONOLULU BAHAI ASSEMBLY, P. O. Box 761, HONOLULU, TER. HAWAII.
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TABLETS FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

Through Mirza Ahmad Sohrab to his honor, Mr. Albert Smiley, the founder of the Lake Mohonk Conference on International Arbitration. May God assist him!

HE IS GOD!

O thou great and respected personage!

The details of the Conference of Peace and Arbitration which is organized under your presidency has been read in the papers of the East and the West and the utmost joy and fragrance was produced; that, praise be to God, in the continent of America, under the presidency of a glorious personage, the Conference of International Peace is convened. Today in the world of existence there is no more important and greater cause than this for it is conducive to the promotion of happiness in the commonwealth of humanity and is the cause of tranquillity of all the nations and countries and the prosperity of the individuals of the human world. What cause is greater than this! It is evident that it has the utmost importance, nay, rather, it will be the cause of the illumination of the East and the West and the reason for the manifestation of the Countenance and the Face of God in the world of humanity and the appearance of infinite affections. Therefore, although this longing one has no acquaintance with your honor, but this great cause and this eminent effort of yours became the cause of my having infinite love for you while absent. Consequently I am engaged in writing you this epistle.

The matter of international peace was instituted by His Highness, Baha’u’llah, sixty years ago in Persia in the year of 1851, A. D. From that time innumerable epistles and tablets were spread first in Persia and then in other parts of the world, until about fifty years ago He clearly stated this matter of universal peace in the Book of Akdas and has commanded all the Bahais to serve faithfully with heart and soul in this great cause, give up their possessions and wealth for it and sacrifice their lives in case of necessity. He has taught them to spread the unity of nations and religions and proclaim in all the regions of the world the oneness of the kingdom of humanity. There are different religions in Persia, such as Mohammedans, Christians, Jews, Zoroastrians, and different sects. Through the power of Baha’u’llah such affection and love is produced among these various religions that now they are associating with each other with the utmost unity and concord like unto fathers, sons, brothers, mothers and daughters. Whenever they gather in a meeting if a stranger enters in that gathering he is astonished by the love and affection that they manifest. There is not the slightest
sign of difference and separation. Some of the tablets of Baha’u’llah concerning this matter are translated in America. Seek, perchance you may find them, then you shall realize what a permanent structure Baha’u’llah has raised in this world of existence, the result of which will be the oneness of all humanity. Likewise, innumerable tablets have been written with the pen of this longing one. Ask for them, too; perhaps you may find their translations in America.

To be brief, as His Highness Baha’u’llah in this period of man has planted a fruitful tree in the garden of the oneness of the human race, and as your honor is engaged in reality to irrigate this garden, therefore I found it necessary to express my gratitude and happiness to you, so that your good name may be spread not only in Persia but throughout all Oriental countries and the people of the East may remember your name with great respect. I hope that the principles of international peace and universal reconciliation may be established firmly among the individual members of humanity and its fragrance may be spread throughout all the regions.

I beg of you to accept the expressions of my highest consideration.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, August 9, 1911.

Through Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, to his honor Mr. C. C. Philips, the Secretary of the Mohonk Conference on International Arbitration.

O thou perfect man!

The Conference on International Arbitration and Peace is the greatest results of this great age. This brilliant century has no likeness and similitude in the history of man. From every standpoint it is distinguished above all other centuries. It is specialized with such excellencies that the shining star of the heavenly confirmations shall gleam from the horizon of this century upon all the future cycles and periods. One of the most extraordinary events of this time, which indeed is a miracle, is the founding of the oneness of this realm of humanity and its essential branches, such as Universal Peace and the unity of the different nations, in this arena of existence.

Persia was at one time the center of religious difference, antagonism and oppression, to such an extent that pen is unable to describe. The adherents of different nations and religions considered it their religious duty to shed the blood of their opponents; they pillaged and ransacked each others property and did not fall short of oppressing their own flesh and blood. The hatred between the various religions attained to such a height that they considered each other unclean. Should a Jew enter a Mohammedan home, he would be made to sit upon the ground; if he drank water from a cup, that cup was destroyed or washed again and again; for the Jew was considered unclean. Such was the hatred and rancor among the different religions and nations in Persia.
About sixty years ago His Highness Bahá’u’lláh through the Heavenly Power proclaimed the oneness of the Kingdom of man in that country and addressing the concourse of humanity said: “O ye people! Ye are all the fruits of one tree and the leaves of one branch!”

About fifty years ago in the Book of Akdas, He commanded the people to establish the Universal Peace and summoned all the nations to the Divine Banquet of International Arbitration so that the questions of boundaries, of national honor and property, and of vital interests between nations might be decided by an arbitral court of justice; and that no nation would dare to refuse to abide by their decisions. If any quarrel arise between two nations it must be adjudicated by this international court and be arbitrated and decided upon like the judgment rendered by the judge between individuals. If at any time any nation dares to break such a treaty all the other nations must arise to put down this rebellion.

Bahá’u’lláh has clearly stated that this Universal Peace is the cause of the tranquillity of the realm of creation. Now as the International Conference on Arbitration is organized in America and as this problem is a branch which will ultimately bring about the unity of the world, therefore we remember you with the utmost respect, that praise be to God you have arisen to perform such a universal service. God willing, that Conference will progress day by day and will bring about all-embracing results and will establish reconciliation and universal love between the different nations, races and peoples of this world.

I beg of you to accept the expressions of my highest consideration.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Aug. 22, 1911.

Through his honor Mirza Ahmad and Mirza Moneer, to the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Ella Goodall Cooper.

Upon her be Bahá’u’lláh-El-Abha!

He is God!

O thou who art attracted to the Kingdom of God!

Thy detailed letter was received. Its perusal produced the utmost happiness, for it evidenced the fact that thou hast attained to the knowledge of the reality of tests; that tests endured in the path of God are conducive to confirmation; nay, rather, they are heavenly powers and the bounties of the Realm of Might. But to weak believers tests are trials and examination, for, on account of the weakness of their faith and assurance they fall into difficulties and vicissitudes.

However, to those souls who are firm and steadfast, tests are the greatest favors. Consider thou that at the time of an examination in sciences and arts, the dull and lazy pupil finds himself in calamity. But to the intelligent and sagacious student examination in learning produces honor and infinite
happiness. Alloyed gold, subjected to the fire, portrays its baseness, while the intensity of the flame enhances the beauty of pure gold. Therefore, tests to the weak souls are calamity and to the veiled ones the cause of their disgrace and humiliation. The point is this, that in the path of Truth every difficulty is made plain and every trial is the matchless bounty. Therefore, the believers of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful must not relax during trial and no disaster must deter their service in the Cause of God. 

You have written that upon your return you have compiled whatever you saw and heard (at Acca) and you have received the invisible assistance, that the teachings, which were like invisible seeds, have sprung to life and verdancy, spreading branches and leaves and producing blossoms and fruit. Indeed what you have written is true.

His honor Mr. Chase is a blessed soul, good and pure. He is engaged in the service of the Cause and is a herald of the True One. Ere long he will be assisted with great confirmation.

You have asked regarding the influence of evil spirits. Evil spirits are deprived of Eternal Life. How, then, can they exercise any influence? But as Eternal Life is ordained for holy spirits, therefore their influence exists in all the divine worlds.

At the time you were here, this question was accordingly answered, that after the ascension of the godly souls, great influence and wide-spreading bounties are destined for them, and all encircling signs in the seen and unseen are decreed for them.

When the souls leave the bodies they do not assume elemental bodies. Whatever man thinks regarding this is but his own imagination.

When man desires help and communication from holy souls, he puts himself in a condition of self-unconsciousness and becomes submerged in a sea of meditation; then a spiritual state, which is sanctified from matter and all material things, becomes visible and apparent to him. Then he thinks he beholds a form. Its appearance is like unto a vision.

Man beholds in the world of vision various images, communicates with them and receives benefits, and in that world of vision he thinks they are physical temples and material bodies, while they are purely immaterial.

Briefly, the reality of the soul is sanctified and purified above matter and material things, but, like unto the world of vision, it manifests itself in these material forms and visages. Likewise in the psychic condition, one beholds the spirits like unto the physical forms and visages.

To be brief, the holy souls have great influence and intense effect, and their influence and continuity do not depend upon physical existence and elemental composition.

Ponder ye, that during sleep the human body and the five physical senses, viz., sight, smell, taste, hearing and touch are passive, i.e., all physical forces are inactive. Notwithstanding this, human reality has spiritual life and the
spiritual powers are penetrative, and wonderful disclosures are made in both
the East and the West, and perchance one may discover some matters, which,
after a long time, may become apparent in the physical world. Therefore it
has become evident that the continuity and influence of the human reality
does not depend upon the physical instrumentality; nay, rather, the physical
body is an instrument over which the human spirit spreads a luminosity.
It is like unto the sun, which shining upon the mirror, causes its brilliancy,
and when the reflection is withdrawn from the mirror, it becomes dark.
Likewise, when the luminosity of the human spirit is withdrawn from
the body, that instrument becomes useless.

To be brief: Humanity consists of the spiritual reality, and that reality
is penetrative in all things and it is that reality which discovers the invisible
mysteries, and through that reality all sciences, arts and inventions become
known and manifest. Whatever thou beholdest of the works of man is but
a faint ray of that reality. It encircles all things and comprehends all things.

Reflect thou, that all these existent sciences, crafts, industries and arts
were at one time in the world of invisibility, unknown and unconcealed mys-
teries. As the spirit of man environs all things, therefore he has discovered
them and brought them from the unknown world into the arena of manifesta-
tion. Therefore it is evident and established that the human spirit is the dis-
coverer of things, the seer of things and the comprehender of things.

But regarding the progress of the spirit in the world of the Kingdom
after its ascension, it is wholly beyond space and time, and developments,
after leaving this body, are spiritual and not terrestrial. It is like unto the
progress of the child from the world of the foetus to the world of maturi-
ty and intelligence, from the world of ignorance to the world of knowledge, from
the station of imperfection to the pinnacle of perfection.

As Divine Perfections are infinite, therefore the progress of the spirit
is limitless.

Whatever the European and American historians have written regarding
His Highness Mohammed, the Messenger of God, most of it is falsehood.

Consider ye, is it possible for a person afflicted with epilepsy to estab-
lish such a great nation?

Therefore, this statement of the European historians, regarding that Holy
Personage, is unqualified falsehood.

Reflect ye, that that illustrious Personage was born in the Sahara of
Arabia among the ignorant tent dwellers, affiliating and associating with them
until he grew to manhood and maturity; never studying the sciences and arts;
nay, even he was apparently illiterate and uninstructed. Notwithstanding
all this, he brought forth such a nation, established such a religion and uttered
such explanations regarding scientific questions with great perspicuity, and
raised such a community from the nadir of ignorance and barbarism to the
zenith of civilization and prosperity! Through his influence, science, litera-

(continued on page sixteen)
An interesting article pertaining to the Bahai Movement, from the pen of Mrs. J. Stannard, appeared in The Egyptian Gazette (Alexandria), in its issue of Nov. 16th. We reprint it herewith:

To the Editor, "Egyptian Gazette:"

Sir: Having only just returned from Europe, I learn that there have been some recent allusions in the press to the above Persian religious movement and its leader, Abbas Effendi, or Abdul Baha ("Servant of God") as he prefers to be addressed by his followers and co-workers.

His visits to Switzerland, London and Paris having evoked widespread interest and indeed enthusiasm wherever he stayed. I venture to ask permission for a little space in order to make a few observations on matters that are surely of historic importance and significance.

The world of Islam at least should open a wide door of hospitality to this great teacher with his message of peace and religious unity for through the beauty of his teachings and philosophical knowledge he has done more in Europe and America to remove obsolete intolerance against the Mohamedan Faith than any re-former of our days. We live in stirring times of change and progress and now when once again the cries of war and race prejudices are being raised it is well if public attention be turned a little towards the Bahai movement and what it
stands for in our world today. The mere personality and influence of Abdul Baha, reveal the consistency of his message and teaching since he practises what he claims to show, and that is the brotherhood of man irrespective of colour or creed, and the inherent unity of all religions. At his house and table for many years could be met at any time pilgrims and followers adhering to almost every kind of faith and race under the sun. They met and sat together in complete harmony of thought and aim, for they were Bahais. Jews, Moslems, Christians, Parsees and Hindus—I have met all these varied types at different times in Syria round Abdul Baha, and we fraternised as though we belonged to one great family.

For forty years, nay from childhood, has Abbas Effendi suffered every kind of misery that bigotry, exile, and unjust imprisonment could inflict—a life spent in sacrifice and devotion to those high ideals of love, charity and compassion that Christians generally appropriate as their special religious prerogatives. Both Abdul Baha and his great father Baha'u'llah (the founder of the Bahai movement, and fore-told by the Bab in his book, the Bayan, 1814-1852) stood true to the light within, and this raised them above the petty divisions, quarrels and barbarities which have ever been the ordinary outcome of religious prejudices and enmities. "God is One. Ye are all brothers," said the prophet. "By what right does one man declare another unclean or claim that one race is superior and another inferior?" "All are before God as the varied flowers in the beautiful garden of the Universe." Great leaders who found movements or pioneers of science have ever had to suffer for their just views. As Jesus was hounded to His death through political and religious fanaticism, so was the Bab martyred and the Bahai prophet tortured and imprisoned. It is claimed that great causes evoke great leaders and reveal characters that cannot be measured by puny standards. Names that have come down to us through posterity as human "lighthouses" are souls that stood faithful and unshaken to the noblest that lay within them. They did and bore because anything else was impossible. Natures that scorned compromise or weak subterfuges, they stand, the eternal "crucified" types to the lesser human standards.

Those of us capable of judging and weighing have the good fortune to recognise in one day teachers and bold thinkers of the Abbas Effendi and Tolstoyan type, and that we can recognise them is due to the persistency with which such souls live out the precepts they inculcate. It is not a matter of verbal philosophy only, but of practical daily and hourly demonstration. If the pioneer treads paths that seem too idealistic for our poor strength, if we do not feel in us that same urge to the heights of their endeavour, at least the humblest of us may refrain from casting stones In their way, we can repress the cheap criticism that may give these tireless workers needless pain or trouble. Let us show generosity and approval for good intentions even if we feel ourselves above and beyond their influence. Observations such as these spring to the mind almost inevitably when one has lived in the world some time and had the good (or bad) fortune to engage in work that makes for progress and advance in the world of humanity.

It was a matter for deep rejoicing to find that our Christian outlook in Europe has advanced so truly and thoroughly on lines of tolerance and philosophic understanding, that Abdul Baha found at once the interest and sympathy in his work, which for many bitter years he has failed to find among the very people who stood to gain all in higher development and progress by listening to his wisdom. Let the Eastern world judge their leaders by the tests of life and action, not by their word sounding phrases. Ulemas who are content to role out grandiloquent Koranic expositions, or Christian priests who tell people how to live and do nothing themselves, are no longer honoured teachers in the life of today. "Some are content with words, but the truth of words is tested by deeds and dependent upon life. Deeds reveal the station of man"
... "The principle of Faith is to lessen words and to increase deeds. He whose words exceed his acts knows verily that his non-being is better than his being and death better than his life." These virile words from the teachings of Baha'u'llah reiterate some of the strong sentiments in the Koran and Gospel, yet the world's judgments too often incline towards the plausible theoretician or armchair philosopher whose hands are mostly idle.

Some of our most honoured names in the London religious and intellectual world have met and heard Abdul Baha. People travelled long distances in Europe to see and speak to him. He addressed two vast Sunday audiences in the City Temple and St. John's, Westminster, besides countless other public meetings. In Paris where he is now staying he is also attracting the interest and keen sympathy of thinkers in the intellectual ranks.

It remains on his return later to his native East for the friends of Islam to pay a just and generous tribute to this brave worker in the cause of peace and unity and thus consolidate the work of true brotherhood really going on among people of different nations at the present time. Yours, etc., J. STANNARD.

An editorial of equal interest commenting upon the foregoing article appeared in the same issue. In quoting it, we italicize certain statements to which we would direct the attention of the friends of the Cause in the West:

THE RETURN OF ABBAS EFFENDI.

The letter from Mrs. J. Stannard, which we publish in another column today, recalls the fact that Abbas Effendi, the leader of the Bahai movement, is shortly expected to return to the country where he has spent such a large part of his time since the Young Turks released him from his long imprisonment at Acre. His presence here last year did not arouse the curiosity that such an interesting and commanding personality might have been expected to evoke. His venerable figure might have been observed by the initiated, a quietly amused spectator at aviation meetings and the like, or gently expounding his doctrines to a few eager disciples in the shady walks of Nouzha Gardens. But his doings attracted less public notice than those of comparatively unimportant officials and infinitely less than those of Farid Bey. Islam remained indifferent—if we disregard the early revilings of the local Moslem press—and the greater part of the Christian community, it is safe to say, was entirely ignorant of the fact that we had such a mighty teacher in our midst, a man whose personality might have been expected to evolve. His venerable figure might have been observed by the initiated, a quietly amused spectator at aviation meetings and the like, or gently expounding his doctrines to a few eager disciples in the shady walks of Nouzha Gardens. But his doings attracted less public notice than those of comparatively unimportant officials and infinitely less than those of Farid Bey. Islam remained indifferent—if we disregard the early revilings of the local Moslem press—and the greater part of the Christian community, it is safe to say, was entirely ignorant of the fact that we had such a mighty teacher in our midst, a man whose followers are said to number over a million in Persia alone, and whose doctrines are spreading in America and elsewhere with astonishing rapidity. The indifference, or hostility, of Islam is the more remarkable since, as Mrs. Stannard observes, Abbas Effendi has probably "done more in Europe and America to remove obsolete intolerance against the Mohamedan faith than any reformer of our day." Bahaism tolerates all faiths, apparently believes in all faiths up to some point never very clearly defined; and it has done Islam the service of explaining to the Far West that Mohamedans are not merely the Mormons of another hemisphere. Tolerance so sublime as Abbas Effendi's is not easy to understand, even in the Twentieth Century, and though Mrs. Stannard tells us that the followers of every known religion were to be found in the Bahai circle we cannot help doubting whether any very orthodox Mohamedans—or Christians either, for that matter—were numbered among them. As far as Egypt is concerned, at all events, the new religion has made little perceptible progress and has met with nothing but indifference or active hostility from the representatives of the older faiths. The voice of the Eastern Tolstoy, with his doctrines of peace and good will, has been drowned in the present outburst of patriotism and militant religion, just as the Western Tolstoy was shouted down in Russia, just as the Master from
whom both derive their teaching, was shouted down by the patriot Pharisees of Jerusalem.

But to Christians, at all events, and English Christians in particular, Abbas Effendi's return on the present occasion should arouse a real interest. He returns from a remarkable visit to London and Paris, from conferences with the leaders of religious thought in England and France, from addressing vast audiences at the City Temple and elsewhere, on all of which occasions his personal triumph has been striking and complete. No one who has had the privilege of meeting and conversing with the Bahai leader can be surprised at this, and it needs but little imagination to be impressed by the dramatic picture of this venerable Oriental in his white robes speaking to crowded congregations of London "City men," expounding in the Persian language those "high ideals of love, charity and compassion," which, as Mrs. Stannard remarks, Western Christians have been too apt to regard as their own special prerogatives. Such scenes were reported at length by our London contemporaries and reproduced from time to time in these columns during last summer. Yet we must frankly admit that to us this is the least attractive side of the Bahai movement. If Bahaism has found favour in the United States it cannot be forgotten that countless other "religions" have become popular there which would not have been taken seriously in any other country in the world. About the London meetings, also, there was a certain air of gush and self-advertisement—not on the part of Abbas Effendi, but on the part of his enlightened friends—which was quite patent to all who are familiar with that kind of religion which will listen to anything so long as it is unorthodox, new, sensational. We cannot help regretting the "lionizing" of Abbas Effendi. In the East his religion will find its true home and exercise its beneficent influence upon nations newly awakening to a sense of their unity and power. We can, then, the more heartily welcome him back to Egypt, fresh from achievements in the Western capitals which have afforded yet another proof of his remarkable personal and intellectual powers.

The criticism of the "lionizing" of Abdul-Baha should be received in the same kindly spirit in which it is made. In justice, however, to the friends in England, we quote the following extracts from a letter written by Mr. Tudor-Pole, of Bristol, to the STAR OF THE WEST:

Since Abdul-Baha arrived in England and especially since he was my guest here, I have had some special opportunities for communion which have proved of immense service to me and to others. There are one or two points of considerable moment that have been borne in upon me as a result and in communicating them to you it should be understood that I do so on my own initiative and that the suggestions I make are not at the direct suggestion of Abdul-Baha himself. He is a most remarkable figure in history and his love and wisdom are boundless, yet of course he is simply the servant of his Father who was undoubtedly a great Messenger of God, and Abdul-Baha claims no other distinction. * * * There seems a tendency in America and elsewhere to focus too great attention on Abdul-Baha rather than upon the Manifestation Itself. * * * Abdul-Baha, I can see, does not wish for references to himself save as the servant of God, the inspired exponent of his Father's great message. To idolize Abdul-Baha in exaggerated terms or forms is to delay the spread of the Bahai spirit of Unity. * * * We are wonderfully blessed to have him among us, but imagination, exaggerated emphasis must not be laid upon his personality or the whole movement will suffer. This is a matter of supreme import.

In our opinion, this "lionizing" and "idolizing" of great souls is most natural. Hero worship and adoration of personalities seemed necessary and
inevitable during the childhood and youthful epochs of humanity just closing—for we are now entering upon the epoch of maturity for the race. “Following the Letter (a synonym for personality) rather than the Spirit,” has been recognized by mature souls of the past, as a weakness of humanity. Even today many sincere Christians fail to distinguish between Jesus (the man) and the Christ (Spirit) manifest in Him. To those who do understand this distinction, idolizing is as intolerable as it is to the one being idolized—for every Servant of God admonishes the attracted ones and followers to abstain therefrom. Repeatedly, Abdul-Baha firmly but kindly, manifests this quality of greatness.

We should not go to the other extreme, however, and recognize only the Spirit, ignoring the personality. To deny the personality, is to deny the purpose of creation and a reason for our existence in the image of God—the human form. Consider the Hidden Word: “O Son of Man! In My Ancient Entity and in My Eternal Being was I hidden. I knew My Love in thee, therefore I created thee; upon thee I laid My Image, and to thee revealed My Beauty.”

The Bahai Revelation clearly teaches the Oneness and Singleness of God, i.e., the Manifested and the Secluded, the Personal and the Impersonal phases should be considered of equal importance—holding both before the inner sight in perfect balance. Equilibrium is a characteristic of maturity. Abdul-Baha has stated, that if it be the Will of God, he will visit America during the coming year. Let us begin now to “prepare the way” and help to make his “path straight” by becoming spiritually poised.

ORIENTAL-OCCIDENTAL UNITY.

BY CHARLES MASON REMEY.

The Orient can truly be said to be the Mother of the human race. From her heart went forth those great racial wave movements which have peopled the earth. In her mountain fastnesses the prophets communed with God and received His life-giving truth, which has been the inspiration of all mankind, and in her valleys and upon her plains civilization had its dawn.

The Occident can equally truly be said to be the son, or man-child of the Mother Orient. Both materially and spiritually the Occident has received its physical life and its religious inspiration from the Orient, the fruit of which is the present Occidental civilization.

During many centuries the peoples of the East and those of the West have been separated by barriers, racial, religious, geographic and political. So complete has been this segregation that these two halves of humanity have developed along different lines of thought, manners, and customs, until the very natures and characteristics of these peoples have become, in general, distinct and foreign one to the other.

Now in these latter days through the breaking down of the hitherto
existing material barriers, the Oriental and the Occidental peoples are being forced one upon the other. Through international relations, the increase of foreign commerce, and the travel and mingling of people, the Oriental and Occidental peoples are daily coming into closer relations upon the material plain of life. As yet this is but a superficial mingling, void of any basic unity.

Without any mutual trust, confidence, nor affinity for one another, the Oriental and Occidental peoples are at variance in almost every way. That which will solve this mighty problem is the spiritual confidence, trust, and mutual affinity, which the Bahai Faith is creating between Oriental and Occidental. Through the establishment of such practical institutions of service as will demonstrate this Spiritual unity, the greatest material and spiritual benefit to all humanity will be forthcoming, for springing from the spiritual stem will be all of those religious, political, social, and financial activities for which the Bahai Cause stands, and which will eventually unite in one people all the peoples of the world.

The Bahai Cause stands for spiritual unity manifested in every phase and activity of life. The Bab, Baha‘u’llah and Abdul-Baha stand pre-eminent as lovers and servants of humanity. Their mission was that of spiritual uniting and life giving, therefore their teachings have bearing and influence upon every phase and detail of life. With the fruition of this Cause the great Orient-Occident problem will be solved. Through this Bahai spiritual unity encompassing all peoples, Oriental and Occidental characteristics will so blend that a new and a world type of men will be evolved. One who will have within him not only the present existing virtues of both the East and the West, but also the highest possibilities of humanity which can only come to light as people unite and live according to the Divine Law applying in every phase of life.

The stages of development through which collective man passes are parallel and analogous to those through which he passes as an individual. Until the state of maturity is reached, individual man and woman are content to live apart one from the other. Each is developing his or her own mental and physical characteristics, and in general two different and distinct types, masculine and feminine are the result.

When maturity is reached the reason for the difference in the characteristics of man and woman becomes apparent. Affinity and union takes place between these differing natures through which a great change is produced in each. One supplies what the other lacks and two rounded out and more perfect lives is the result. More too, through this love union of man and woman the way is made for the birth of other human beings. When two parents are united by the bonds of an all around love it is a well known fact that their children come into this world under the highest possible auspices for both bodily and soul development, and in their natures are found the combined virtues of both parents magnified.
In this day the human race is reaching a stage of maturity. The Orient along her own characteristic lines, and the Occident along his own characteristic lines. Now their continued future development depends upon their uniting, not only physically but in every sense from the spiritual to the physical. These two halves of humanity, the Eastern one and the Western one, must unite and become as one in every respect, spiritual and material, in order that each may find its highest development. From this union will be forthcoming the future universal world type of man in whom will be combined all the human virtues and possibilities.

Such a union between the Eastern and Western peoples can never be accomplished upon any foundation other than a spiritual one. When the Occident and Orient meet on a common spiritual ground an intellectual and social unity in all of its forms and with all of its institutions will result.

By brute force, a man can dominate a woman, yet the while both are suffering although neither may be aware of this condition. In the perfect marriage neither the man nor the woman dominates the other. Through love they become as one soul in two bodies. So it must be between the Occident and the Orient. Many Oriental countries have been held by Occidental nations through force. This has not been conducive in any sense toward solving this world problem. Under such a regime both peoples, the dominant and the dominated, suffer from lack of unity one with the other. Each remains with its life force and possibilities undeveloped, pent up and suffering, for the lack of that expression which only the freedom of harmony can give.

In the coming epoch, of religious, racial and national unity, for which the Bahai Cause is paving the way, there will be no question of the “supremacy” of one people over the other. All peoples will be as members of one harmonious family, each working to protect and help the others. Under this order, which is the order of God’s Kingdom, the highest civic and national institutions will be evolved, and under these auspices the masses of the people will attain to a very high state of spiritual, moral and physical development. Under such conditions humanity will attain to a state of civilization and advancement the greatness of which no one can now form any conception.

I would like to testify to some of the fruits of the Bahai Cause along the line of Oriental-Occidental Brotherhood which it has been my privilege to find in distant lands among foreign peoples.

Between the Bahais of the East and those of the West exists the strongest tie. Since it was through the suffering, pain and trials of the Bahais of the Orient that this faith had its first growth and was brought to the West, the Western Bahais look toward their Eastern brothers and sisters with the deepest feeling of love and gratitude. The Western Bahais have in their souls a strong love for the Eastern Bahais and a burning desire to go to them, sharing with them all the so-called practical things of Western civilization.
Upon the other hand, in the growth of the Bahai Cause here in the West, the Oriental Bahais see the result of their labors for the believers here are their spiritual offspring. They see the fruit of their bloody persecution and great sufferings, and with open and joyful hearts they are anxious to receive into their very lives their Western brothers and sisters, learning from them, and in turn pouring out upon them all of that wealth of devotion, love and spiritual assurance which these people of the East have and which the people of the West need.

Among the Bahais, there is a practical demonstration of a combined religious and secular unity. Good works are not done under the name of "charity" nor "philanthropy." Rather it is "reciprocation" and "interdependence." Each gives what he has to give, and through the spirit of giving, and doing in loving service, his own nature unfolds and he receives himself, abundantly.

Particularly in the Orient the contrast between the Bahais and other people is very striking. There, the average Oriental and Occidental mingle without contacting, each remaining foreign to the other, but the opposite is the case with these very same people when they become touched by the Bahai spirit. Then we see them mingling and associating with one another as members of one family, having the same interests and desires, and united in the same works.

Among the Oriental Bahais I saw a love and a devotion to this Cause and its principles impossible to describe. It was beyond my comprehension to understand, yet I recognized it. In many countries and among people of every race and of every religion I found such a warm welcome and had such a spirit of friendship and devotion poured out upon me, simply because I was a Bahai, that I felt and saw the blending process at work, uniting the East and the West.

This is a force working independently of material conditions. I saw it working under all conditions and amid all surroundings from those of the half naked, uneducated man living in his hut, to those of the cultured man of wealth living in his palace. This spiritual love, which is of God, is the strongest power in the creation. Through its uniting force the fundamental foundation of accord and harmony is established in the world, upon which the Orient and the Occident are meeting. From this movement will appear as fruits, all of those social institutions, between the East and the West, which will materially demonstrate those truths which the Bahais now see and witness as spiritual realities.

The foundation of the Universal Civilization, the Millennium, the Golden Age, God's Kingdom upon earth, is now an accomplished fact. It rests upon God's Word revealed to man in these Latter-Days through the Bab, Baha-'ul-Lah and Abdul-Baha. It is a growing foundation which is absorbing and refashioning, after the divine order, the individual souls who are attracted and who are arising to serve God and mankind in this the greatest of all Causes.
ture, philosophy, crafts and trades made wonderful progress during the medieval ages in Andalusia and Bagdad.

Now is it possible that such an illustrious Personage be afflicted with epilepsy?

Relative to the Paradise explained by Mohammed in the Koran, such utterances are spiritual and are cast into the mould of words and figures of speech, for at that time people did not possess the capacity of comprehending spiritual significances. It is similar to that reference to His Highness Christ who, addressing His disciples said, “I shall not partake of the fruit of the vine any more until I reach the Kingdom of My Father.” Now it is evident His Highness Christ did not mean material grapes, but it was a spiritual condition and a heavenly state which He interpreted as this fruit.

Now whatever is revealed in the Koran has the same import.

Regarding the Most Great Name, its influence, both in physical and spiritual affairs, is indisputable and certain.

In the last Tablet (to the Board of Council of New York), in which I have stated, “I am not Christ and am not eternal,” the meaning is this, that I am not Christ and not the Eternal Lord! But I am Abdul-Baha. This is its real purport. Undoubtedly those souls who are under the shadow of the Blessed Cause, believing and assured, firm and steadfast, and living in accord with the Divine exhortations and advices, all of them are confirmed in the Everlasting Life.

Regarding the materializing of spirits through mediums: A person finding himself in a state of trance, or unconsciousness, is like one who sleeps; whatever he feels and sees he imagines to be matter and of material things, but in reality they are wholly immaterial. *

O thou maid-servant of God! Arouse ye the people and make them cheerful through the glad-tidings of God, and quicken them through the spirit of gladness and heavenly rejoicing. The essence and foundation of all is to advance toward the Kingdom of Abha and to be attracted by the Beauty of God. Whatever produces any influence in the world of existence is on account of the Love of God, which is the Spirit of Life and the cause of salvation.

Convey on behalf of Abdul-Baha wonderful Abha greetings to the believers and the maid-servants of the Merciful.

Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Sept. 29, 1908.

---
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ASSEMBLIES IN THE OCCIDENT.

AFRICA.

CAPE TOWN.—Regular meeting held on the 10th of every month at the home of (Mrs.) Agnes Cook, Ged's Hill, Avenue Pretoria, Sea Point.

CANADA.

MONTREAL, QUE.—Weekly meeting held Friday evening at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Maxwell, 716 Pine Avenue.

ENGLAND.

LONDON, LONDON.—Meetings every Sunday and Montreal, Que.—Weekly meeting held Friday evening at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Maxwell, 716 Pine Avenue.

STUTTGART, BOS.—Meetings every Thursday evening at the home of Herr und Frau F. Schweizer, Karl strasse 26.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Corinthian Hall, 17th floor of very month at the home of (Mrs.) Agnes Cook, Gad's Hill, Avenue Pretoria, Sea Point.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 10:30 a.m.; Sunday school, 9:30 a.m., at Gompil Hall, 21st Park Street. Address of Assembly, Mr. Charles Carlson, 418 Crate Street; Mrs. Anna Bowman, Secretary, Women's Assembly.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.—Regular weekly meeting of Assembly, Friday evening at the residence of Dr. W. E. House, 241 South Cayuga Street.

DENVER, COLO.—Regular meetings, Sunday, 2:30 p.m., at 1237 Tenth Street, corner Fifteenth Street. Mrs. Nettie Nash, Secretary, Kenton Station.

FLUSHING, MICH.—Regular weekly meetings, Sunday, 10:30 a.m.; Sunday school, 9:30 a.m., at Gompil Hall, 21st Park Street. Address of Assembly, Mr. Charles Carlson, 418 Crate Street; Mrs. Anna Bowman, Secretary, Women's Assembly.

HENRY, N. Y.—Regular meeting of Assembly, Friday evening at 7:45 p.m., at the Laughton Studios, 413 Pierce Building, corner Huntington Avenue and Dartmouth Street.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Genealogical Hall, 226 West 58th Street.

OKLAHOMA, CAL.—Charles B. Lee, Secretary, 1523 Jackson Street, San Francisco. Mrs. Cordie Cline, Corresponding Secretary, 233 Griffith Avenue, San Mateo, Cal.

NEWARK, N. J.—Regular weekly meeting of the Assembly Thursday evening, at the home of Mrs. F. Carr, 78 Halley Street.

NORTH, N. S.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Gompil Hall, 21st Park Street. Address of Assembly, Mr. Charles Carlson, 418 Crate Street; Mrs. Anna Bowman, Secretary, Women's Assembly.

OAKLAND, CAL.—Charles B. Lee, Secretary, 1523 Jackson Street, San Francisco. Mrs. Cordie Cline, Corresponding Secretary, 233 Griffith Avenue, San Mateo, Cal.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Miss Jessie E. Revel, Secretary, 1429 Mayfield Street.

PORTLAND, OR.—Regular weekly meeting, Thursday, 7:30 p.m., at 501 Yamhill Street, corner Fifteenth Street. Mrs. Nettie Nash, Secretary, Kenton Station.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Regular weekly meeting held at 2916 Beacon Avenue, South.

SPokane, WASH.—Regular weekly meeting held Friday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Kilburn, 53 Fifth Avenue. Mrs. Isabella M. Campbell, Secretary, 1614 Fairview Avenue.

ST. PAUL, MINN.—Address of Secretary, Mr. Clement Woolson, 233 Arundel Street.

SUMMERBROOK, VA.—Meeting on fourth Sunday; address, care Mrs. H. H. Duckett.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Regular meetings Friday evening at 8:15; Sunday morning at 11:30, at 1219 Connecticut Avenue; Wednesday evening at 3:30, at 1357 Thirteenth Street, N. W. Mail address of Assembly, P. O. Box 192, Residence of Secretary, 1528 Eight Street, N. W.
October 17, 1911.

I wish you to study the works of the Blessed Beauty and to live according to His teaching. The basis of the teaching of Baha’u’llah is as follows: “Hear in your heart great love to all races on earth, to the end that unity may be established between them. Take an interest in everyone and find out how you can help them, so that all may see that your love is truly universal. Do the Will of God, do not only speak about it; the elect of God do this. People do much speaking to advance their own glory and to make themselves appear superior to their neighbors. But if you do the Will of God and do not blazon it abroad, then you will change the whole world. They who do most speak least.

Man must ever be thinking of drawing nearer to God.

Look at the Italians, they pretended to love humanity, yet they wished to seize Tripoli for their own advancement, not for the good of humanity.

I hope that you will some day be able to hinder such actions, and thus enable justice to reign everywhere. I hope you will be able to make all hearts pure and tender, all efforts sincere, so that everyone may work for the good of humanity. This is my prayer and desire.

October 18.

The Relation between Thought and Action.—You must not only think thoughts, but do actions. The reality of men is their thoughts and their spirits, not their material bodies. Man and animal with regard to matter are partners. The difference is that man has the power of thought.

Thoughts may be divided into two classes: 1. The world of thought alone. 2. The world of thought which expresses itself in action. For instance, philosophers belong to the first class, for they only think heavenly thoughts and do not do heavenly deeds. Whereas spiritual teachers belong to the second class, for they express their high and noble thoughts in actions as soon as they think them.

Question: If one refuses the Cause of Baha’u’llah during his lifetime, may he hear of it after death?

Yes, he will hear of it in his next life, but through the mercy of God alone, not through his own ability.

Question: Are we not able, through love and faith, to make those on the other side hear of the Cause who had not heard of it while on earth?

Yes, surely sincere prayer always has its effect, and it has a great influ-
ence in the other world. We are never cut off from those who are there. The real and genuine influence is not in this world but in that other.

Question: In what condition is the soul before entering the body?

In a state of potentiality, possessing no consciousness as we understand it.

Traveling.—Traveling is a very good thing. It opens the eyes and broadens the horizon.

In the East one may behold vast and desert places where once lay peopled towns; this shows the Hand of Almighty God. History shows us how every nation which was against the Will of God has eventually been destroyed; and, accordingly, each nation which has listened to the Voice of God has prospered. When traveling one makes discoveries of strange things, i. e., the Emperors of Rome ruled over many thousands of people and were famous and powerful, but now the Emperors are dead and their power has vanished. Whereas the Christians began by being a small band of eleven disciples following Christ and living after His teaching, now there are many Christians all over the world and Christ’s influence shall never die.

October 19.

On Healing.—Healing comes from God. If the heavenly benediction be upon us while we are being healed, then only can we be truly healed. All depends upon God. Medicine is merely an outward form or means by which we obtain heavenly healing; without the Heavenly Benediction it is worth nothing. If man looks at the nature of the world around him, he will see that all created beings are dependent upon something, i. e., man is dependent for his life upon the air which he breathes, likewise the animals which are upon the earth, and each created being is dependent for its life upon some material circumstances. Man, therefore, and all creatures are prisoners of nature. The sun must follow his law, the earth must follow his law of motion, the sea also hers. But, by the spiritual power of God, which, through His Bounty, He has bestowed upon men alone, man is enabled to defy the laws of nature in many and wonderful ways, i. e., it is the law of nature that man should walk upon the earth, but he defies this law, for he sojourns upon the water and also flies, like the bird, through the air.

Through the wonderful spiritual power which God gives to man, man is enabled to reach the Kingdom of Heaven; but behold! man is not grateful and is careless of the great mercy which God has shown him.

October 20.

The sun shines upon the earth, giving light and warmth to all creatures. The Sun of Truth also shines, giving light and warmth to the souls of men. All existing creatures need the sun to shine upon them and develop them that they may grow. The souls of men also need the Sun of Truth to shine upon them, to educate and encourage them. Circumstances that benefit the body do not benefit the soul, and the soul of man is his reality, not his body, i. e., there are some men who are perfected in material things and very backward
in the spiritual. Likewise many, who are at the bottom of the social and material ladder, are very much advanced spiritually.

Galen, a Greek Philosopher who died at the time when the Christian Religion was in its growth—and was not himself a Christian—wrote many books about material civilization and development. He states as his belief that Religion is the basis of all true civilization, that is to say that not only must the brain and gifts of a nation be educated, but also the moral character. The Christians, he points out, are an example to show the truth of this theory, for theirs was the basis upon which the largest and most prosperous civilization of the world had been founded and their morals were very high. They were taught not to fear death, and to love their neighbors as themselves and live only for the good of humanity, and only to think of doing good to mankind. If these principles had been carefully carried out by the followers of Jesus Christ, then there would be no need for the world to be reawakened. But winter fell upon the hearts of men, and God sent His prophets to shine upon them with the Spring of the Sun of righteousness that they may be again awakened and blossom forth and bear fruit. Because mankind has shut its ears to the Voice of God and has neglected His teachings, wars and tumults, unrest and misery have fallen upon them. Let us make every effort to reopen the hearts of men to the Will of God. I pray God to give you power to bring humanity beneath the rays of the Sun of Truth and Peace.

October 23.

When a man has found joy in one place he returns to that same place to find his joy again. When a man has found gold in a mine he will return again to that mine to find more gold; this is a natural law and shows forth the vital and spiritual powers which God has bestowed upon man, and the natural instinct which is born in him. The Great Light of the Spirit has ever arisen in the East, but it has shed forth its radiance into the West. And in the West has it found its greatest force of expansion.

The Christ rose like a star in the horizon of the East, but the Light of His influence has taken root more firmly in the West. This shows us how that the people of the West are very faithful in their hearts and they do not easily forget. The West is like a good plant. When the rain falls gently upon it to give it nourishment and the sun shines upon it to give it warmth, then does it blossom forth and bear good fruit.

It is a long time since the Sun of Righteousness has shed its Radiance upon the West, for the Face of God has been hidden by the sin and forgetfulness of man; but now, thanks be to God! the Sun shines forth in all its glory and the breath of the Holy Spirit is watchful over the nations. Let us pray to God that the light and refreshment may awaken the people and give them new life, that they shall find a second life and there shall be a new creation. Humanity shall put on a new garment and the Mercy of God will be showered upon the people. My earnest desire is that you will work for this
end, that you may be the cause of it. It is certain that the Flag of Divinity has been raised and the Sun of Righteousness of God appears upon the horizon. Be faithful and loving workers that you may be among the blest of God and receive the benefits of the Kingdom of Abha.

October 25.

I regret that you have been kept waiting so long. Yet, I have waited so many years in prison before I could see you—surely you do not mind waiting a little to see me. Our hearts are always together and the Bounty of the Kingdom of Abha binds our spirits in one. For have we not one aim, one desire and one prayer? Therefore we are always together.

Last night, when I returned home, I did not sleep. I lay awake thinking and I said to myself: "Here am I in Paris. O my God! what is Paris and who am I?" I never thought from the darkness of my prison that I should come here and be among you, for I was condemned to perpetual imprisonment. When I read the document which told me of my sentence, I said to the officials: "It is impossible!" And they were astonished. Then I said to them: "If Abdul-Hamid were immortal and I myself were immortal, then would it be possible for him to condemn me to be in prison forever, but as we are not immortal, then it is impossible. My spirit is free and that can no man imprison."

Now you see the powers of God, that I am no longer in prison, but here in Paris, talking with you. I am thankful to meet the spiritual friends and you also must be happy that God has allowed me to come among you. For who indeed would have thought it possible that I should be here talking in Paris?

FAREWELL WORDS TO EUROPE.

December 1.

I bid a loving farewell to the people of France and England. I am very much pleased with them. I counsel them that they may day by day strengthen the bond of love and amity to this end—that they may become the sympathetic embodiment of one nation—that they may extend themselves to a universal Brotherhood to guard and protect the interests and rights of all the nations of the East—that they may unfurl the Divine Banner of justice—that they may realize and treat each nation as a family composed of the individual children of God and may know that before the sight of God the rights of all are equal.

For all of us are the children of one Father. God is at peace with all His children: why should they engage in strife and warfare among themselves? God is showering down kindness; why should the inhabitants of this world exchange unkindness and cruelty?

"Ye are all the leaves of one tree and the fruits of one branch."

Beware! Beware! Lest ye offend any heart.
Beware! Beware! Lest ye hurt any soul.
Beware! Beware! Lest ye deal unkindly toward any person.
Beware! Beware! Lest ye be the cause of hopelessness to any creature.
THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA.

Through Zia Effendi, Chicago—Upon him be Baha’u’llah!—to Claudia Stuart Coles, Washington, D. C.—Upon her be Baha’u’llah!

HE IS GOD!

O thou who art enkindled by the fire of the love of God!

Verily, I have perused thy beautiful letter of wonderful composition, which proveth thy firmness, assurance and steadfastness in the faith; and thy singing the verses of holiness to thy Merciful Lord. Blessed art thou from this great gift. Joy be unto thee from this vast providence.

Know thou that the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar is the greatest foundation in those regions. God said in the Koran, “It is those who believed in God, and the Last Day, shall build the Temples of God.” It is incumbent upon thee and upon all, to put forth the best effort in these days, in building this glorious Temple; raising the tumult of commemorations therein, during the wing of the night, at dawn, and at eventide. It is incumbent upon ye (men and women) to be united, in this great Cause, so that ye may be confirmed by the Divine Bounty, and Merciful Spirit; become increased with energy and power; gain a recompense, and estimation. I implore God, and supplicate Him to make your feet firm in the straight path, and in the upright way.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

The foregoing Tablet from our beloved Abdul-Baha reached me in London and I think will be as a glad clarion call to all in regard to the work of the Cause. Over and over in Tablets about the Msharak-el-Azkar, Abdul-Baha has given to each soul a call to service for the glory of God. It is not Chicago, nor America, nor a group of believers, that are to be glorified by the Mashrak-el-Azkar, but the Living God, and when the Light of the Guidance of God says “it is incumbent upon ye, men and women, to be united in this great Cause,” surely every soul who believes that the Day of God is here, will, as one body, arise for “this great service.”

Abdul-Baha expects to attend the Convention to be held in Chicago during the coming spring-time. Unquestionably, he will dedicate the site of the Mashrak-el-Azkar at that time.

Through the guidance of God this site has been chosen, and Abdul-Baha’s wish that there be room for ample grounds is being obeyed. He has said that “all shall unite.” If those of us who call ourselves believers, for a few short weeks shall lay aside our own ideas of what seems to us best for the Cause and do that which Abdul-Baha says is the most important work at this time; if we can take the step outlined for us by him, believing, seeing, feeling, hearing and trusting in his wisdom; if in selflessness, humility and unity we serve together in earnest effort—his desires will be fulfilled and the site of the Mashrak-el-Azkar (The Dawning Place of the mention- ing of God) found ready for his consecration. Every one has deep responsibility; no one human being knows in full the demands upon another soul; no one can judge the work of another—that is God’s work; but each soul can, in humble faith, face squarely the words of Abdul-Baha in regard to what he says is “the most important work,” and, in the measure of seeking, find light and hope and power that will be dynamic in its realization.

Prayerfully studying this Tablet in humility, in reverence, in faith, let us unite to work shoulder to shoulder as inspired atoms of one great tool with which Abdul-Baha can lay the foundation of the cause of Confirmation to the Cause. Then truly “will we become increased with energy and power; gain a recompense and estimation.”

O Lord, make our feet firm in the straight path!

Claudia Stuart Coles.
O ye friends of God and the beloved maidservants of the True One!

Abdul-Baha has the utmost longing to meet you, but now he is obliged to return to the East, for he has promised many friends and they having traveled a long way, will be disappointed if the meeting is not brought about. Therefore, he has returned to Egypt, and hopes that during the next spring no obstacle may arise, so that with infinite joy and fragrance he may hasten to America to meet the friends, to unfurl the banner of rejoicing, to spread the Glad-Tidings of the Kingdom of ABAHA, to illumine the meetings and gatherings with the Rays of the Sun of Truth, to perfume the nostrils with the Fragrances of Holiness, to impart gladness and delight to the hearts, to attract the souls to the Realms of Might, to grant the outpouring of the Holy Spirit—so that in this nether world the congregation of the Righteous Ones may be firmly established.

Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! The bounties of the Most Great Name are descending. Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! The Lights of the Kingdom of ABAHA are shining. Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! The Doors of Heaven are opened and the call of the Kingdom is raised.

Upon you be Baha el-ABHA!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHAI ABBAS.

Translated by M. Ahmad Sohrab, New York, December 16, 1911.
TO THE AMERICAN BAHAIHS:

It was on the 7th of December that I left Abdul-Baha in Marseilles. My last request of him was to assist and confirm all the American Bahais in the accomplishment of great services. He said: "The American friends will be assisted and helped." For a moment he was silent. Then he raised his head and continued, saying: "All those who have unselfish motives, whose hearts are devoid of any personal interests, will be assisted in this Cause. They will be confirmed by the heavenly cohorts—rest thou assured."

Abdul-Baha was very much pleased with the result of his work in London and Paris. While leaving Europe physically, his spiritual presence will be the cause of great benediction for countless ages to come. During my stay in Paris, having been permitted to live in the same apartment with him, I daily witnessed the marvelous power of his love and active interest in all those who are concerned in the uplifting of the human race. His great power in imparting happiness to all those who are depressed or are passing through a period of trials and tests, cannot be measured by human criterion. This one power alone distinguishes him above all men, for, notwithstanding the complexity of problems that he must solve daily and the thousand and one details that he must attend to for them, yet he is always beaming and imparting happiness to all those who come in touch with him.

We are looking forward with great anticipation to his visit to America, which will be some time in the early part of the spring. It is now the opportune time for all the friends in America to arise with one purpose and with one aim to prepare the way in a practical manner.

The Persian-American Educational Society has taken definite steps for the arrangement of his visit to America and will deem it a pleasure and a privilege to assist the friends all over the country with practical suggestions. His presence in America will be one of the most significant events of the twentieth century and the effect of his words will be far reaching. He does not come to visit any sect or religion or nationality, but he comes to meet ninety million Americans whose open mindedness for truth and whose open heartedness for the highest ideals of life are well known all over the world. In Abdul-Baha we will see a representation of divine virtues and human perfections. He will come to us with the noblest thoughts of peace and brotherhood which have been crystallizing for ages in the Orient. He will represent to us the longings and the hopes of many million Bahais in the East. May we all be ready to stand firm in his presence. May we all be assisted to accomplish our duties. May we all be inspired to prepare the way for him. The time is short, the opportunities are many and it lies in our power to take part in this great spiritual work. The standard of truth will be raised, the signs of the Kingdom of ABHA will be spread, the wintry season of dogmas and superstitions will be changed into the balmy spring time, the highway of righteousness will be paved and men of all races and nations will walk therein,
singing the songs of the Kingdom and raising the voice of glorification toward the Supreme Concourse. Army of the Kingdom of Abha, be prepared for review by the Supreme Commander!  

Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

TO THE BAHAI ASSEMBLIES OF AMERICA:

Dear Friends: According to all the information available at the present time and the personal knowledge of one of our members who has made a pilgrimage to Paris, Abdul-Baha’s visit to America will be sometime in the early part of Spring. During the past few months, he has received many invitations from the prominent Peace Societies and National Organizations to address them while in America, and he has accepted the invitations—showing that his visit has a deep and great significance. It is suggested that the Bahai Assemblies of America send delegations to New York to greet Abdul-Baha. It is also suggested that the Assemblies need not officially designate any delegate or delegates, but as many of the friends of Abdul-Baha from each Assembly as desire to volunteer to pay this respect to him, may avail themselves of this opportunity and privilege. All such friends will be considered as the delegates from each Assembly. It is hoped that those who desire to take part in this delegation will announce their intention to the Persian-American Educational Society, McLachlen Building, 10th and G Sts., Washington, D. C., so that a list of their names might be available. These delegations should be ready, so that when the definite date of his departure from Egypt and arrival in New York is cabled to us, we may let them know at once, in order that they may start on their journey from different parts of the country and arrive at the appointed time in New York.

Hoping that this will be approved by the friends throughout America and will be carried out in the spirit of love of unity, we are

Your sincere servants in the Cause,  

Persian-American Educational Society.

TO THE BAHAI ASSEMBLIES OF AMERICA:

Owing to the importance of the coming convention of Bahai Temple Unity because of the anticipated presence of Abdul-Baha, all assemblies are requested to make early preparations for sending delegates so that when the call is sent forth in February, at which time the place and date will be given, the least amount of time will be consumed in arranging for the care and comfort of the friends.

The Executive Board of Bahai Temple Unity,  

Bernard M. Jacobsen, Secretary.

"YE ARE ALL LEAVES OF ONE TREE!"

In speaking of Abdul-Baha’s contemplated visit to America, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab says: “He does not come to visit any sect or religion or nationality, but he comes to meet ninety million Americans whose open-mindedness for
truth and whose open-heartedness for the highest ideals of life are well known all over the world.’’

In this connection, the news notes from London and Boston, published in this issue, sound forth suggestions that should be considered by the Bahais—especially throughout America—in these days of ‘‘preparing the way’’ for the coming of Abdul-Baha. In a word: The friends should avoid all appearance of being a new religious sect by separating themselves from others in work or worship, for the cause has seemingly, yet unintentionally, developed in the West a condition\(^*\) akin to a sect—that which the Bahai Reform of 1844 to 1863 A. D. does not represent.

ANNOUNCEMENT:

The consideration of the foregoing leads us to the announcement of our plans for the forthcoming Volume III of the \textit{STAR OF THE WEST}—for it has been accused of being decidedly sectarian, and therefore not representative of the Bahai movement.

The criticism is well taken. In justice, however, it should be remembered that it began with little means but plenty of faith and much good will. This infant—if the simile is granted—came forth from non-existence into the court of existence naked but pure; it had to be nurtured; its cry was weak; its helplessness apparent to all. In the nature of things it was beloved by the ‘‘family’’ of friends, and apparently sectarian.

Notwithstanding this, Abdul-Baha—the Servant of God—has smiled upon its weakness, uttered words of encouragement for it, and admonished the friends to make it an object of their attention—words that sound with clarion tones to those who have ears to hear the call: ‘‘O thou STAR OF THE WEST! Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!’’

In order to more fully represent the Bahai movement, and attract and hold the attention of all those interested in the brotherhood of man and the

\*\textit{Note.—}This can be explained and excused because of the embryonic condition of the Cause in the Occident, from 1883 A. D. to the present time (nineteen years)—a condition parallel to the Babi period of the Bahai Dispensation in the Orient, \textit{\textit{i.e.}}, from 1844 to 1863 A. D.
Fatherhood of God—whatever or wherever their religions, ethical, educational or humanitarian affiliations may be—it is our purpose to departmentize the contents of the STAR OF THE WEST, and present these lines of thought from a universal aspect in the light of the New Dispensation.

It is our purpose to make its pages regular magazine size, 7 x 10 inches; to increase the number of pages, to add more illustrations, and to clothe it with a suitable cover.

To do this it will be necessary to increase its subscription list from hundreds to thousands, as it will entail expense beyond our present means. We look to all friends to co-operate with us in this endeavor. The Editors.

———

"PREPARING THE WAY" IN CALIFORNIA.

BY ELLA GOODALL COOPER.

The friends in San Francisco and vicinity are still rejoicing over the continued good work done by Mrs. Getsinger and Dr. Fareed. New avenues are opening, more and more men are hearing the Message of Peace—men of every degree and character.

A glance at some of the different places in which they have spoken will give an idea of the universality of their work:

Dr. Fareed, after appearing before the Commonwealth Club (a body of business and professional men interested in good government), was asked to meet the Knights Templar in a body and to give them the Message. This led to his being made an honorary member of the Union League Club (a representative social club) and to several more meetings with the Knights Templar. Upon one of these occasions there were over eight hundred present. The same evening he was invited to dine with the Young Men’s Christian Association.

At the Unitarian Church in Alameda, under the auspices of the Unitarian Club, both Dr. Fareed and Mrs. Getsinger spoke.

In San Francisco they were given a reception at the Sequoia Club. This club is composed mainly of literary and professional men and women interested in the arts. A few days later they were entertained at the Century Club (all women) and asked to speak on the subject of Persian poetry. The next week Mrs. Getsinger spoke before the Auxiliary of the Juvenile Court on the subject of “The Women of the East.” She referred to the Bahai Movement and much interest was aroused.

The talk before the Jewish Women’s Council was quite unique. Mrs. Getsinger proposed to entertain them with a “Persian Tea Party.” A number of the friends took part representing the different Eastern types who met together in love and harmony under the influence of the Bahai Teachings. Dr. Fareed was introduced as the story teller called in to entertain the ladies while they sipped their tea (made in a samovar) and thus he had the opportunity of telling the wonderful story of the Movement to the audience which numbered nearly nine hundred. The ladies of the Council and their friends were delighted with this method of presenting it, and became very enthusiastic.

Across the bay, both appeared at the Oakland Club (a representative woman’s club). Dr. Fareed spent one evening with a large group of intelligent and deeply interested Japanese, and another with the Oakland Chamber of Commerce, which was most satisfactory.

In Berkeley, both spoke to the Short Story Club, an interesting group of writers,
at the home of one of the friends, and Dr. Fareed has also come in contact with the
president and several of the faculty of the State University.

At Santa Rosa a large meeting was arranged by the Saturday Morning Club,
where many school teachers and a few clergymen listened to the Glad-Tidings.

At Mill Valley, the club house was secured and notices sent to all the residents
in the village. This meeting was well attended and will, undoubtedly, lead to others.

Two days were spent at San Mateo with the Federation of Women’s Clubs. Both
Dr. Fareed and Mrs. Getsinger spoke to large audiences. They also made a trip
across the bay to San Quentin, the State’s prison. There they investigated prison
conditions and talked with a number of the prisoners. Mrs. Getsinger is following
it up in a practical way by interesting people in one or two cases who should justly
come out on parole. Here seems to be a great field for work, especially as the atten-
tion of thinking men and women is turned nowadays to the subject of prison reform.

A series of nine lectures was given in San Francisco at the California Club on
Sunday evenings, presenting the Bahai Reformation in detail, each evening being
devoted to one phase of its history or teachings. These were well attended by a
thoughtful, earnest representative audience. The same series is being repeated at the
Bellevue Hotel on Thursday afternoons for the benefit of those who cannot attend
the evening talks.

On Monday evenings, Mrs. Getsinger meets with a group at the home of one of
the friends—from twenty to fifty persons attending.

Recently, an interesting visit was made to San Jose, and negotiations are pending
for lectures to be given there. While on this trip they met an influential woman
who resides at Palo Alto and a big meeting was quickly arranged for there—many
students and members of the faculty of Stanford University attending.

Notwithstanding all this arduous work, both of these servants devoted themselves
untiringly to the friends, serving them spiritually and physically, besides meeting
many small groups in an informal, yet effective, way, and attending all the regular
meetings on both sides of the bay.

Although Dr. Fareed has just been called to Egypt, Mrs. Getsinger will remain
continue the work so well begun.

We feel that California has been greatly blest by the presence of these two
servants. Doors long closed are now opening in every direction and the members
of both Assemblies have arisen with zeal to help in this spiritual “preparation” for
the coming of Abdul-Baha.

NEWS ITEMS.

Boston, Mass.—Meetings are held on Friday evening, at 7:45 o’clock, at the
Laughton Studios, Room 418, Pierce Building, corner Huntington Ave. and Dart-
mouth St.

Miss Ethel Clement, who was the Corresponding Secretary of the Boston Bahai
Assembly, but who is now on her way to California, wrote as follows to the Star of
the West: “As you see, we have changed our time and place for weekly meetings.
We felt that in having our main Assembly on Sunday mornings we were excluding all
church-going people, of whatever religion or sect, from attending our meetings and
receiving therein the inspiration of our message, and of losing their co-operation with
us in spreading the Cause. We also wished to avoid all appearance of being a new
religious sect, separating ourselves from others in worship. Constantly the message
comes to us from Abdul-Baha to universalize our efforts—it was in our first Tablet
from him—and we feel that this is a step in that direction.”
London, Eng.—The Spirit poured out through Abdul-Baha during his recent visit has been percolating through different groups and time is required before the great results, which are surely on the way, will become apparent. The difference that his visit seems to have made is the increased freedom that one feels for mixing with the people and co-operating with them in whatever efforts one finds them making, for any good purpose—not to trouble them about a new name nor disturb them in the position where they are, but rather to encourage and inspire them to greater humanitarian spiritusall of all religious bodies and assisting all whom we find to be doing this. Is not this most truly the Babal Mission of Unity?

Mr. Honore Jaxon, Miss Yandle and the writer have lately been much occupied in a movement started by us and some East Indians to bring the people of the East and West into closer social contact—especially, the some two thousand Indian students in London. The purpose is to improve their social position here, to create popular bonds of knowledge and friendship between them. Abdul-Baha, when here, expressed the greatest love and concern for the Indians sojourning among us and wanted us to do what we could for them.

Arthur Cuthbert.

Mr. and Mrs. Allen of Washington, D. C., have issued a booklet of children’s prayers in Persian, with the compliments and greetings of their little son Roshan. Dr. Susan I. Moody, of Teheran, Persia, writes that on the Feast Day of Abdul-Baha, Nov. 25, 1911, she attended a meeting of 100 women and children and had the pleasure of distributing the first consignment sent by the little donor to the children of Persia. She says: “It is delighting the hearts of the children who have never before had a booklet of their own, and as it contains a facsimile prayer revealed for Roshan it is very precious to them.”

The spirit manifested by the New York City Assembly in the fair which was held there on December 9th, for the benefit of the Mashrak-el-Azlar, was but another evidence of the unity of the friends in this undertaking. To the untiring efforts of Miss Nellie Hope Lloyd, Treasurer of the New York Assembly, combined with the hearty co-operation of the friends, was its success due. The proceeds amounted to $175.00.

Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, on his way from California to Egypt, arrived in Chicago Dec. 24th and during his sojourn there was the guest of Rev. and Mrs. Joseph A. Milburn. On Thursday evening, Dec. 28th, he delivered an address on the Revelation of Baha’u’llah before an appreciative audience at the Plymouth Congregational Church.

Tayereh Khanom passed to the Supreme Concourse on the evening of Dec. 15th, at Teheran, Persia. She had suffered much, but the last was restful and perfectly conscious of the change.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O servant of the True One!

What thou hadst written was known. It was a clear evidence of thy thoughtfulness and mindfulness in the Cause of the most Merciful One. I supplicate God that thou mayest at every moment advance in the grades of
translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi

It is mentioned in the Gospel that a man called His Holiness, Christ, "Good Master." His Holiness said unto him, "Why callest thou Me good? None is good save One, that is God." So Abdul-Baha wishes a sin covering eye and conceals the people's faults as far as possible; for he considers himself incapable and deficient in the Servitude of the Lord. Therefore, being engaged in his own short-comings, he does not care about the sins of others, but always asks remission and forgiveness for them, and seeks bounty and grace in their behalf.

If a fault is committed by someone and I treat him with kindness, this is not on account of my negligence; but as I acknowledge my own short-comings and am cognizant of my own state, I do not show any opposition to others.

It is recorded in the Gospel that an adulteress was brought to the presence of Jesus Christ and confessed her sin. Those present asked Him why He did not command her to be stoned. He said, he who does not deserve a legal punishment, that is to say, "he that is without sin," may get up and stone the adulteress. All of them looking upon themselves found themselves sinful, and "went out one by one."

Now it is this condition which must always be had under consideration, otherwise the matter will be difficult. It is said in the Koran, "Hadst thou been severe and hard-hearted, they had surely separated themselves from about Thee." But the people must be just. If, notwithstanding their injustice, they receive favors, this will make them mindful and admonished. As to my short-comings in case of other persons who are firm, devoted and steadfast: I always acknowledge and confess my weakness and my failure and the beloved of God will certainly excuse. When a letter is received from them, I have done my best possible to send them an answer. Moreover writing letters has nothing to do with that pure, spiritual and divine love. Many persons in the blessed days (i.e., in the time of the Blessed Perfection) were recipients of favors and had numerous long Tablets, but in this day wavered in such a manner that they did not hearken to or obey the divine commandments, and overlooked even the commands revealed in their own Tablets. Yet there are some other souls who have in this day not been addressed in the Day of the Blessed Perfection. This is from the Bounty of God; He grants to whomsoever He willeth. God is the possessor of Great Bounty.

The essential thing and the real nearness to God, is to be steadfast in the Religion of God, to serve His Cause and to be in Servitude at the Threshold of Unity. This is necessary.

Upon thee be greeting and praise! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, September 23, 1911.
"MY VISIT TO ABBAS-EFFENDI IN 1899" . Price 15c
is the title of an interesting account of the visit to Acca of Mrs. Margaret B. Peeke, and of her subsequent investigation of the teachings of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah, which has recently been published in booklet form by her daughter-in-law, Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke, of Cleveland, Ohio, who donated the edition to the Mashrak-el-Azkar fund.

Address orders to MISS MARY LESCH, 5205 Jefferson Avenue, CHICAGO.

BAHAI WALL CALENDAR . . . . . . . . Price $1.00
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O thou Star of the West! Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, as long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shall spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Baha'is which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant. In the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy areas will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide, and at least thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Shahed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

--------

ALLIANCE SPIRITUALISTE OF PARIS RECEPTION TO ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

November 9, 1911.

SPEECH BY MONS. LOUIS LE LIEU, GENERAL SECRETARY.

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Before the Master, Abdul-Baha, takes the chair, I wish to express to him in the name of our President and Founder, of the committee and the members of the Alliance Spiritualiste, our gratitude for the benevolence he has shown in accepting our invitation today.

Those who have assembled here to listen to you, Master, know already, by the fame which has preceded you, that you come from the Orient to give to the Occident that truth for which you have suffered after your illustrious Father and his precursor, the Bab.

I do not want to infringe upon the ground over which you are going to lead us, assisted by your devoted interpreter, Mons. Dreyfus, who has already given us a volume of great clearness on the principles and history of Bahaism.

By the sympathy which you have evoked here in Paris, as well as during your recent sojourn in London, you will recognize the heart of the Occident and Orient beating in unison under the influence of the same light.
The truth is One because humanity is One in the unity of universal life and in the Oneness of God. This truth is the basis of the Universal Religion and will be the salvation of the world, when the world will have understood its law—the law of Love, which is the only law of Peace, because it is the unique law of Equilibrium: the law of Justice.

You will recall to our minds, parched by an excess of analysis, the gentle way in which, in the figurative language of the East, our fathers, the prophets, gave us the teachings which have the most profoundly touched our hearts. Like them you will show us our social and individual happiness depending entirely upon the law of Love to which all must remain submitted.

Spiritualistic thought is multiple, but it is not One as it should be—it is divided against itself—and those very men who pretend to be the guardians of the infallible truth, show by their private and public actions that they have lost the meaning of the only law. The greater part of the materialism which is submerging us has sprung from their errors. A tree is judged by its fruit. But there is no night without its stars; on every deluge floats an ark of safety; and from death springs new life. So the antique and pure light has not disappeared. It still resides in the soul of the people. On all sides are hearths where its name is nourished, and our day will see the convergence of all these ardent flames towards their eternal home.

All this I have had the pleasure of expressing to you during the several interviews you have so kindly accorded me; and of voicing the general desire on the part of the Alliance Spiritualiste, that your followers, the Bahais of Paris, will consider our home their own and ourselves their twin brothers. I will never forget the exquisite sympathy with which you have personally honored me, translated by two phrases which will always remain a bond between us. "Here," you said, "is the true fraternity;" and to myself in particular you expressed this sentiment, whose faithful echo I return in full: "My heart and yours, my mind and yours, are one."

We have met then in the very heart of truth where it is impossible for those who know the road not to meet in the magnificent communion of Light and Love. The time is coming soon when the Orient and the Occident will understand and unite to inaugurate an epoch of regenerated humanity. Mankind will always guard the souvenir of those who have worked and suffered for it; in suffering for God—and your name, Master, will be blessed among those who have rendered this service.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BABA.

I am very grateful for the words and sentiments expressed by the general secretary. I give thanks to God to find myself in Paris in such a spiritual assembly.

If we look at the atmosphere of this meeting, we see that the spirit floats in it, the bounties of God descend, the aid of the Holy Spirit is seen. Thanks to God, these hearts are endowed with spiritual sentiments; the vibrations of the soul make themselves felt.

The spirit is like the sea, this assembly like the waves—though they are numerous, they all come from the same sea; though they apparently have different forms and aspects, the unity of the spirit is manifest.

All the prophets and Divine Manifestations have come to educate men, in order that the unity of the human world may shine clearly and distinctly,
so that there remain no authority to the waves; that the authority be peculiar to the sea, for the spirit is like the sea and the bodies are like the waves.

It is said in the Gospels, "Jerusalem will come down out of heaven from God." This heavenly Jerusalem is not made of stone, of lime and of clay, but it is made of the divine teachings which shine among men by the power of the spirit. For a long time, the divine teachings had been forgotten, no trace remained of the light of the heavenly Jerusalem. When Baha’u’llah manifested Himself from the Orient, the light of His divine teachings shone forth in Persia unto other parts of the world. This divine teaching is the heavenly Jerusalem which has again "come down out of heaven." Although that edifice had fallen to pieces, it is founded anew. The corporal and material forces ruled over the Orient; now the spiritual forces have taken their place.

Thanks to God, I see at Paris a respectable assembly which lives by the breath of the soul. Man is not man by the body, he is man by the spirit, for by the body he is the associate of the animal; that which distinguishes him is the spirit. As the sun illumines the earth, so the spirit illumines the body. It renders man celestial; gives him kindness by the breath of the Holy Spirit; makes him understand the reality of things; discovers all sciences; offers eternal life; unites the nations; joins the Orient and the Occident, and changes the human world into a divine world. Consequently, those who receive the bounties of the Spirit give life to others.

Now, you who are spiritual ought to be glad and joyful for the teachings of Baha’u’llah, who is the founder of spirituality in this age. The teachings of Baha’u’llah are only spiritual. One should seek the Truth, which is the cause of the manifestations of the spirit, for the spirit will not make itself felt by the senses, but it will manifest itself by the hidden faculties. Though the human body is sensitive, its spirit is hidden; it is the spirit which commands the body.

The spirit acts in two ways: One way is by instruments; that is, it sees with the eyes, it hears with the ears and speaks with the tongue. These instruments work by the spirit, which is their motor; though its senses are manifested by the body, they come from the faculty of the spirit. The other way is that of being and acting without instruments; as in dreams and visions, it sees without eyes, hears without ears, speaks without the tongue, walks without feet. All the faculties of the spirit are clear and distinct in the world of visions. Hence it is evident that the spirit acts in two ways: First, by the instruments of the body; second, without the instruments of the body.

Thus it is that one’s body may be in the Occident and the spirit finds out the situation in the Orient, and it directs and conducts the affairs there. Therefore it is evident that the spirit is powerful and the body weak.

The body is like the crystal and the spirit is like the light. Though the crystal be extremely transparent, its brilliancy and splendor belong to the brightness of the light. To be luminous, the light does not need the crystal, but the crystal to be bright needs the light. Even so the spirit does not live by the body, but the body lives by the spirit.

If the body is mutilated, the spirit conserves always its greatness and power. For example: If the hand of a man is cut off, the spirit keeps its authority and sovereignty; if the eye becomes blind, the spirit remains clear sighted; but if the attributes of the spirit leave the body, immediately the
body becomes nothing. Thus it is affirmed that man is man only by the spirit and not by the body.

This spirit is one of the divine bounties, a manifestation of the Sun of Truth; but if the human spirit receive the breath of the Holy Spirit, then it is a pure spirit. The breath of the Holy Spirit is the divine teaching; in it the spirit finds eternal life. It is the heavenly light and illumines the human world by the divine qualities. Hence we must endeavor to act according to the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH.

Let us endeavor from day to day to become more spiritual, to bring about the unity of the human world, to practice human equality, to diffuse the divine mercy, to show the love of God to all those who are on the earth, so that the spiritual faculties may shine in all their splendor; that no authority remain to the body, so that the spirit, which sustains and rules the human world, may form one being, one person. Differences and disputes will exist no longer. The divine Jerusalem will be founded universally. All men will be the inhabitants of the same kingdom and they will take their part in the divine bounties.

I thank God to find myself in your assembly and I am grateful for your spiritual sentiments. I pray God to increase your sentiments each day; to strengthen this union and accord, so that the prophecies of the Holy Scripture become visible, for this epoch will be great, this century will be divine; the traces of all the scriptures will be seen; the signs given by Christ will become manifest. It will be the great day of the Lord. Divine justice will shine. It will be the time of peace, of justice, of union and of happiness. I hope that at this epoch the corporal world will become the reflection and echo of the divine world. Such is our hope, and, thanks to God, we agree in this desire.

I ask God that you may live by the breath of the Holy Spirit, that you be united, that all the hearts be filled with the love of God, that your tongue pronounce often the Name of God, that your actions be spiritual, that your sentiments be like those of the inhabitants of the Kingdom, in order that the human light, which is the image of God, may shine brilliantly.

O God! Kind, generous, merciful; illumine this assembly with the light of Thy love; vivify these souls with the breath of the Holy Spirit, offer the heavenly lights and the great bounties, give us Thy help, show us spirituality, give us the light of a good conduct, give to the spirits infinite bounties and generosity.

O Creator! We are poor, give us of the treasure of the Kingdom; we are humble, glorify us in Thy Kingdom; we are homeless, protect us, shelter us; we are seekers, lead us by Thy limitless favors; we are silent, give us an eloquent tongue; we are weak, give us the strength of the Kingdom.

O Creator! He who pardons! Pardon our faults; grant us bounties; forgive us our sins, teach us divine politeness. Thou art the One who gives; Thou art the One who offers; Thou art kind!

NOTICE—The Bahai Assembly of Washington is publishing a new edition of the pamphlet entitled "Peace" which is a sketch of the history and teachings of the Bahai Movement. These pamphlets can be had in quantities at the following rates, which includes postage or expressage: 1,000 copies, $15.00; 500 copies, $8.00; 100 copies, $2.00; 50 copies, $1.25; 25 copies, $0.75. Apply to The Bahai Assembly of Washington, P. O. Box 182, Washington, D. C.
PROGRESS OF THE CAUSE IN GERMANY.

The Bahai meetings in Stuttgart are held as follows: Tuesday evening at Esslingen on the Neckar, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Kueslin. Wednesday evening at Zuffenhausen, home of Mr. and Mrs. Schweizer, Karl Str. 26. Thursday evening, Wilhelm Str. 8. Friday evening, Canzelel Str. 24. Sunday evening, Wilhelm Str. 8.

TABLETS FROM ABDUL-BAHA TO THE FRIENDS IN STUTTGART.

Frau Maria Schweizer  
Frl. Louise Warnke  
Herrn Friedrich Schweizer  
Frl. Anna Köstlin  
Frl. Anna Schief 
Fru Maria Schiweizer  
Frl. Margarethe Döring  
Frl. Julie Stähler  
Frl. Henrietta Kusterer  
Frl. Anna Seifert  
Alma S. Knobloch  
Herrn Emil Ruoff and son Erwin

Upon them be the Glory of the Most Glorious!

HE IS GOD!

O friends and maidservants of the Merciful!

Thanks be to God! that you have been gathered together and celebrated the birthday of the Bab with much joy and amity and were engaged in remembering God.

From the rose-garden of that meeting a beautiful fragrance has reached to the nostrils of these friends, and the light of God’s love hath shone; therefore, it was a cause of delighting the hearts of these friends. I ask God, by His infinite mercy, that such meetings may be held often.

Likewise, that the entertainment every nineteen days may become current among you; so that the friends and maidservants of the Merciful may be engaged in praising and remembering God and singing to Him, and may become the cause of guiding the people.

Upon you all be the Glory of the Most Glorious!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Yuhanna Dawud, August 15, 1911.

Through Mirza Yuhanna Dawud, London, to the maidservant of God, Margaret Döring, Stuttgart.

HE IS GOD!

O daughter of the Kingdom!

Your letter arrived, and its contents showed that Mr. Gregory, by visiting the blessed Tomb,* hath received a new power, and obtained a new life. When he arrived at Stuttgart, although black of color, yet he shone as a bright light in the meeting of the friends. Verily, he hath greatly advanced in this journey, he received another life and obtained another power. When he returned, Gregory was quite another Gregory. He hath become a new creation. Reflect on the Grace of the Kingdom of Abha and see how it enlightened such a person. It has made him spiritual, heavenly, divine and a manifestor of the graces of the world of humanity. This man shall progress.

Thank God that you esteem Miss Knobloch, because she was the cause of your guidance. With weeping and supplication I ask from the Kingdom of Abha, that He may vouchsafe heavenly blessings upon your father, mother,

* Tomb of Baha’u’llah in Acca, Syria.

Convey my greetings to Herr Kruttner, and Herr Richard Bauerle. I supplicate to the Divine Glory, and ask for them bright hearts, merciful spirits, seeing eyes and hearing ears.

I ask God to make you a firm rooted, verdant and fruitful tree in the Paradise of Baha. * * *

Upon thee be the Glory of the Most Glorious!

(Signed) ABDUL-BABA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Yuhanna Dawud, August 15, 1911.

Through Mirza Mohammed Yazdi, Alexandria, to the friends of God in Stuttgart.

Upon them be the Glory of God!

O my true friends!

The friends on their return from Stuttgart are praising all the friends of the Merciful in that city, saying: Praise be to God! that the friends are in utmost attachment and are ignited by the Fire of the Love of God. They are occupied in naught but the Divine commemoration. And also the contents of your letter proved your great love.

It seems that the Light of the Sun of Truth will shine powerfully in Stuttgart and all over Germany; the Breath of the Holy Spirit will show forth a great result, and the Bounty of the Word of God will spread over all.

I give you the Glad-tidings that your advancement in the Divine Kingdom will be great and that the Doors of the Kingdom are opened to all the people of Germany.

Who will embrace it first? I hope that the called ones of Germany may become the chosen ones.

Therefore you should seek no rest; nay rather endeavor day and night to guide the people, to give sight to the blind, to give life to the dead and to grant Everlasting Life.

Upon you be the Glory of God!

December, 1911. (Signed) ABDUL-BABA ABBAS.

To the Star of the West:

How infinite are the ways of God and how exalted are the prophecies of His Light that have dawned and illumined the whole world! (Matt. 24:27.) The Light—BAHA’ULLAH—arose in the East and reflected in the West through His Teachings, which have illumined the region of America.

We, the German friends, are happy for the bounties of Providence, and give thanks that the divine Teachings were brought to us from that favored country. A leaf from the leaves* of America was sent to us through the guidance of Abdul-Baha: Miss Alma S. Knobloch, of Washington, D. C., who gave us the wonderful Bahai Teachings in an incomparable way. Always giving what she had, never thinking of herself, making every sacrifice for the promotion of the Cause, she quietly endured many severe trials, and today we recognize the blessings we have received through her untiring efforts.

Through the Mercy of the Blessed Beauty: the Spiritual Breezes have been turned toward the German nation, for many Tablets and Messages have been received

*Leaves—i. e., women.
†Blessed Beauty, i. e., BAHA’ULLAH.
from our beloved Abdul-Baha; like spring showers, at first single drops; then stronger and faster, and finally like copious rain, through the Words and Glad-tidings to Stuttgart, by his messengers, Mirza Assad Ullah, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Lady Blomfield and Mrs. Earl.

We send herewith some of these Tablets.

Baha'i greeting to all the friends, Margarethe Döring, Librarian.

NEWS NOTES.

The work of spreading the Glad-tidings in Stuttgart is progressing. At the close of the year 1910, there was only one Baha'i meeting; but now, at the close of 1911, we have meetings five times a week at four different places in this city and vicinity—the number of participants having increased considerably.

In May, 1911, we had the privilege of entertaining Mr. Louis G. Gregory, of Washington, D. C., who came to us from the presence of Abdul-Baha, throbbing with new life and light. A reception in his honor was held at 24 Canzealt Str. To the home of the Stübker family in Stuttgart; to Mrs. and Miss Kaslin in Esslingen, and to Mr. and Mrs. Schweizer in Zuffenhausen, near Stuttgart, our honored guest came and told the assembled friends much that was interesting.

Many of us longed to visit our beloved Abdul-Baha in Acca or Egypt, but were unable to do so. Great was our rejoicing, when in August, we learned that he was in Thonon, Switzerland, and would be in London in September. Miss Alma Knobloch, Mr. and Mrs. Herrigel and Mr. Halglass hastened to London and passed many wonderful days there in the presence of Abdul-Baha. When he visited Paris in October, Mr. and Mrs. Eckstein and Mr. and Mrs. Háfner and their child went to receive the inspiration of meeting him and had the great joy of being photographed with him. From the 13th to the 16th of October, Miss Margarethe Döring remained with Abdul-Baha and had the honor of living in the house occupied by him; from the 19th to the 22nd, Miss Anna Kaslin, Miss Julie Stäbler and Mr. and Mrs. Schweizer were in Paris and during the three days of their visit were received six times in private audience.

Though our Master sojourned so near and we all longed for the blessing of his presence in Stuttgart, he was unable to come. He, therefore, sent a message to us through Lady Blomfield, Mrs. Earle, Mirza Assad Ullah and Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, and we were very happy during the visit of these precious souls—a period of three days, from Sunday, Dec. 4th, to Tuesday, the 7th. Our Persian brothers were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eckstein, while Mr. and Mrs. Herrigel entertained the ladies.

Sunday afternoon, at 4 o'clock, a meeting was held in the Bürger museum, where, after words of hearty welcome, Lady Blomfield delivered the Master's message to us in English. Mrs. Earle then translated it into German. It reads as follows:

Rejoice! Rejoice! Because of the Glad-tidings! You have attained to the light of the Kingdom. The glory of the Sun of Truth penetrates all regions.

Rejoice! Rejoice! Glad-tidings I send unto you. The doors of the Kingdom are open. The heavenly manna has descended upon you.

Rejoice! Rejoice! There were many holy messengers sent into the world; they came one after another, and all diffused the breath of the Holy Spirit.

Praise God! Praise God! That you have turned your faces toward the Kingdom. The rays of the Sun of Truth are illuminating you. Strive with heart and soul that the Heavenly Light may descend upon all people, until every heart may be enlightened and that the spirit of the human race may partake of its glory. Work and strive until all regions of the world are bathed in this Light. Fear not when trouble overtakes you. You will be persecuted; you will be cursed and reviled. Recall in those days what I tell you now: Your triumph will be sure; your hearts will be filled with the glory of God, for the heavenly power will sustain you, and God will be with you. This is my message to you.

On Sunday evening, at 8 o'clock, a reception and unity meeting was held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Eckstein. On Monday evening another unity meeting was held, the Message from Abdul-Baha again read, and all the friends were filled with the spirit of oneness and inhaled the fragrance of the rose-garden of the Love of God. It was felt that the prayers of Abdul-Baha were being answered and that we were experiencing his spiritual presence.

We all pray God for His blessing and aid that the Cause may take deeper root.

Frederich Schweizer.
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Dear brother in IL-ABHA:

Praise God! Through your unceasing, untiring efforts and assistance, it became possible for me to follow the behest of Abdul-Baha, to enjoy the blessed privilege of the visit to Thonon and finally to arrive in safety at my destination. Many conflicting reports started Miss Stewart and me off rather hurriedly in the effort to meet Abdul-Baha at the Race's Congress in London, though we eventually spent one month there in the daily hope of his arrival. After writing and cabling and much uncertainty, word came to Tammadon-ul-Molk, his interpreter, who was in the same house with us, and Miss Juliet Thompson, of New York, who lodged next door, to proceed to Geneva, Switzerland. In two days Miss Stewart and I were telegraphed for and proceeded to Thonon on the French side of Lake Geneva, the incomparable, doubly beautiful for his presence there. Ignorant of the point of our debarkation, I was admiring, from the lake steamer, an exquisite, ethereal looking range of mountains, rising as if from the heavenly deeps, and as our boat drew nearer, a sweet, peaceful looking village was disclosed at their very base—and to our great astonishment we found ourselves at Thonon. Though we did not know it, Abdul-Baha was at that moment abroad on the lake with M. and Mme. Dreyfus-Barney, Juliet Thompson, Mirza Raffle and several Orientals, and when, after resting, six hours later we were greeted and called to meet him, and I told him of what I called my dream mountains, those self-same hills now forming a background for him as he sat at the window of Mirza Assad 'Ullah's room, he said: "Sometimes the heart sees what the eyes cannot see." Then, "If it were not for the Cause of Baha'ullah we would never have met—never have known each other—you would not be here." We were there two days and, with many to see him, our interviews were perforce short though both evenings, at dinner, we sat opposite him at the same table. The first evening he told several humorous stories, but the second all his talk was pointed to us and of the Kingdom. He iterated and reiterated: "I am sending you to Persia that you may serve in Persia, so that all the friends and all the people will praise you." That we must always be united in all things, to be no cause of discord, to love all the people alike. That we would meet many hardships and trials.

One of his last messages was to you, for when I told him of your unceasing efforts on my behalf and of the fire of your enthusiasm and courage, he sent his affectionate greetings to Mr. Babcock. To say to him he had done well—very well indeed—and that Abdul-Baha was pleased with him. After I gave him greetings from the Seattle Assembly, he said: "I will see you again in the Kingdom of Heaven." When I asked him to be healed physically and spiritually to serve in the Cause of God, he smiled and said, the while we sat at his feet: "God willing, you will be healed—you must keep your thoughts and heart pure." When he dismissed us he said he would see us again to say "good-bye." What he had said of you touched me as nothing else did and I wept and wept, for it was the Lord's "Well done, thou good and faithful servant." I thought I should be completely satisfied if he ever said that of me. It was to me the epitome of approval. Rejoice! Rejoice! That in this Glorious Day it has been said of you. May your goodness increase!

We went out with: "I am sending you forth as Jacob sent Joseph of old"—and I could say nothing but, "Ya Baha-ul-'Abha! Ya Baha-ul-'Abha!" he echoing it back and repeating while he held us fast at either hand going forward toward the doorway. And so we went forth.

In Vienna we awaited our trunks and Mirza Raffle who had been instructed to (continued on page twelve)
AN ADDRESS ON TRUTH.
Delivered by Abdul-Baha on November 24, 1911, at the home of Mademoiselle Gastea, Paris, France.

All the divine prophets are the Manifestations of Truth. His Highness Moses declared the Truth. His Highness The Christ spread the Truth. His Highness Mohammed established the Truth. All the elect of God proclaimed the Truth. His Highness Baha’u’llah unfurled the ensign of Truth. All the sanctified souls who have stepped into the arena of existence have been the lamps of Truth.

Truth is the oneness of the kingdom of humanity. Truth is love among the children of men. Truth is the proclamation of Justice. Truth is divine guidance. Truth is the virtues and perfections of the human world. Truth is equality between the people of all countries. Truth is the illumination of the realm of man.

All the prophets of God have been the heralds of Truth. All have been united and agreed on this principle. Every prophet predicted the coming of a successor and every successor acknowledged the Truth of the predecessor. Moses prophesied the coming of Christ. Christ acknowledged Moses. His Highness Christ foretold the appearance of Mohammed, and Mohammed accepted The Christ and Moses. When all these divine prophets were united with each other, why should we disagree? We are the followers of those holy souls. In the same manner that the prophets loved each other, we should follow their example, for we are all the servants of God and the Bounties of the Almighty are encircling every one.

God is in peace with all His children, why should we be engaged in war? God is kind to every one, why should we oppress each other? The foundation of divine religion is Love, Affinity and Concord. Praise God, that this cycle is the period of illumination! Minds have made great progress; intelligences have been unfolded; the means of unity and agreement are being brought about and communication between the races of men is rapidly being established. Now is the time that all of us may embrace the law of peace and treat each other with honesty and straightforwardness. Let the religious prejudices be wiped away. Let the law of racial supremacy be discountenanced. Let political expediencies be done away with. Let the love of country be superceded by the love of the world. Let us all deal with each other with infinite kindness. We are all the servants at the one Divine Threshold. We are all receiving the rays of truth from the same Sun of Reality. We must all believe in all the prophets. We must all acknowledge the divine authority of all the heavenly
books. We must wash our hearts free of all human prejudices. We must serve God. We must propagate the oneness of the realm of humanity. We must be the cause of the appearance of the perfections in the world of man. We must not be like the beasts of prey. We must not allow carnage and bloodshed. We must regard the blood of men as sacred. We must not shed the holy blood of man for the paltry earth. We must all agree upon one fundamental principle. That principle is the oneness of the kingdom of humanity.

Consider ye! What things are transpiring now in Tripoli! How many fathers have become without sons! How many little children have become fatherless! How many kind and affectionate mothers are weeping for the death of their sons! How many women are lamenting and mourning over the cruel death of their beloved husbands! This sacred blood of humanity is shed for a piece of land! The beasts of prey never fight for this aim. Everyone is contented in his own place. The wolf is satisfied after receiving his share of life. The leopard will creep into his own lair after partaking of his food. The lion will crouch in his own jungle. No one intelligently or on purpose will ever entertain the desire to oppress another.

Alas! Alas! Although pitiless man brings under his dominion all the nests of humanity, yet he aspires for more. On the other hand, we easily realize that God has given to man divine intelligence, but he has become worse than the beasts of prey. The beasts of prey do not tear in pieces the members of their own species. No matter how ferocious a wolf may be, he cannot kill more than ten sheep in one night, but man is becoming the means of destroying hundreds of thousands of his fellow beings in one day. Now, be just! How can this agree with reason? If a man kills his brother he is called a murderer; if he crimsons the battlefield with the blood of hundreds of thousands of innocent men, he is hailed as a great conqueror! If a man steals ten dollars from another he is considered to be a guilty thief, but if he has pillaged a large country he will be known in history as a patriot. If he destroys with fire one house he is accused of arson, but if he bombards a city with the fire of cannon he is called a victorious being. All these events connote the evils of human ignorance, the blood-thirstiness of the nature of man and the lack of faith. For if man believes in divine Justice he will not consent to the suffering of any soul and he will not allow the shedding of one drop of blood; nay, rather he will exert himself day and night to make one soul happy.

Now, praise be to God, the signs of intelligence are becoming manifest among the people in some parts of the world. This is the dawning of the day-spring of the Most Great Peace. This is our hope: to spread the oneness of the realm of man, to destroy the foundation of hatred and animosity from among the people, to make manifest the Greatest Peace, so that the nations of the world may affiliate with each other and all the governments may strengthen between themselves the bonds of love and unity, the International Court of Arbitration may be established and all the world-wide problems and difficulties which arise between the nations may be adjudicated in that Universal Court.
The solving of these international problems depend upon the increase of the number of the lovers of Peace, and those who are devoted to the greater friendship of nations may add their power to the public opinion which revolves around the Peace of the World. Then, through the powerful demonstration of the people of peace and reconciliation, all the nations will be forced to accept the doctrine of Peace.

Love is illumination. Love is the cause of life. Hatred is conducive to death. Undoubtedly wise men prefer life to death, unity to discord, and will endeavor with heart and soul that these impenetrable dark clouds may vanish and the Sun of Reality may shine forth; this world may become another world; this mound of earth may be changed into a delectable paradise, the East and the West may embrace each other, the North and the South may clasp hands of true fellowship, so that the true, divine Love may become unveiled in the world of man. For to love man is to love God, and to be kind to the people is to serve God. Pray and exert yourselves with heart and soul so that you may become the means of creating love among the children of men. We hope that through your efforts religious, racial and political prejudices may pass away, and the tired world may receive peace and tranquillity.

You who have children know of a fact how beloved they are to you. Those who are bereaved of the meeting of their children because they are killed in fighting, are like unto you. Consider, what will be the mental agitation of a mother and a father when they look upon the body of their son steeped in blood! Will they have any more desire to live? Will they have any composure, any comfort? Those who are now at war in Tripoli are passing through agonies and their fathers and mothers are in a desperate mood.

God has created us to be loving and compassionate toward each other, and not draw the sword before each others' faces. We must adorn the gathering of love and peace, and not drill soldiers for the ranks of the army. We must organize courts of justice. God has given to us eyes so that we may look upon each other with the eyes of the Love of God. He has granted us hearts so that we may become attached to each other and not show enmity and rancour. Consider how God has been good to man! He has given him understanding, intelligence and sentiment so that he may exert these divine faculties in the path of love and not in the way of harm. We must supplicate God that He may confirm and assist us to become the embodiment of the perfections of man; not to extinguish the torch lighted by the Hand of Majesty; not to stop the downpouring of the Rain of Mercy; not to cut His green and verdant trees; not to prevent the descent of heavenly blessings, but to become confirmed in such wise as to adorn the realm of humanity, to illumine the East and the West, to create means of the interdependence of man, to destroy the basis of war and to become the cause of the affiliation of the hearts.

This is our hope! This is our utmost aspiration! We beg of God to assist us therein. His Highness Baha’u’llah dawned from the horizon of
Persia and spread to all parts of the world the rays of the Most Great Guidance. He invited all to the Greatest Peace and gave advice to all, especially to Napoleon the Third, who was at that time Emperor of France. For fifty years He suffered everything in life so that by degrees the hearts became attracted to the Most Great Peace. Now, praise be to God, this light is continually spreading its benefits and ere long the Banner of the Most Great Peace shall become unfurled. We will exert ourselves day and night so that the world of man may become harmonized and the Sun of Truth and the Rays of Reality may enlighten the East and the West.

A GLIMPSE OF ABDUL-BAHA IN PARIS.

BY ALICE R. BEEDE.

After a morning talk given by Abdul-Baha at his apartment No. 4 Ave. de Camoens on October 15, 1911, all those present were invited that Sunday afternoon to meet him at four o’clock at 22 rue Seeden Rollin pre Saint Germais (Seine) outside the walls of Paris, where a real Bahai settlement work is carried on by Mons. V. Ponsonaille and his good wife. They are poor people. He is employed as a collector for one of the large department stores in Paris. Having received the Message, he felt his work for the Cause of God was among the very poor children, waifs and those who had no parents; so with his wife, some years ago settled his home here and by going without their noon day meal (which to the French means much) they could give it to these little ones. They started in an old ear where they met together to read the Tablets and hear the Word of Baha’u’llah. It was not long before many came and it grew so that the clergy of many sects desired to have it consolidated under them. Mons. Ponsonaille did not consider this the way to serve best and he declined all these offers. At last, they grew so very jealous that they, with the help of the priests, took the ear from him. The Bahai friends in Paris offered to build a place for his work and Mons. Ponsonaille told them if they would furnish him the boards and nails that he would build it himself, which he did, and it was here that we went, and after three months spent going around Paris every day, I assure you I had never seen such a dirty, miserable quarter.

After leaving the train on the main street, we walked down to the end of a narrow lane or street without sidewalks, on which doors opened to places where soldiers and women were drinking and screaming, while from the small windows bedclothes were hanging out, and women and children could be seen. It was with joy we at last saw a familiar face and Mons. De Scott, the artist, pointed to the small gate through which we passed and by the discarded car into a small board cabin about 20x25 feet. At one end was a raised platform and desk of rough boards. I can only say as my eyes fell first upon The Greatest Name hanging in a frame from this desk and I saw the crowd of
miserably poor, dear little ones gathered there, and as my ears caught the
music of their voices (for they were singing), tears filled my eyes and a great
lump choked me. Then I looked and saw we were but a half dozen who had
come as guests, and all, like myself, were deeply affected. It was Madam
Ponsonaille, a woman with a strong, kind and most intelligent face, who
evidently had taught the children to sing and who with her whole heart was
leading and keeping time for them, for they had no instrument. After the
song Mons. Ponsonaille read a Tablet sent by the Master, for he called Abdul-
Baha "The Master," and it is quite evident that they all know him as the
Master. Mons. Ponsonaille, who has a delicate, most refined face—that of a
gentleman in its fullest sense—talked for a time; they sang again, and then
all their little heads were turned towards the entrance and it was evident
that their hearts were full of expectancy and they longed to see the One who
had promised to come to visit them. The oldest of these children were not
over fifteen—from that down to babies in the arms—all ages and kinds,
clothed cleanly in clothes that had no fit, or were misfits rather.

At last there was a silence. Then all arose to their feet as Abdul-Baha
quickly entered and walked up the narrow center passage to the front and
stood. Mons. Dreyfus-Barrier and Tammadon-ul-Molk took their places on the
side. Mons. Dreyfus-Barrier acted as interpreter. Abdul-Baha said: "I am
very glad to be here with you. I am very glad to see you all here. I love
you very much. I have been in many beautiful houses, but this is more
beautiful to me than any of the others, for the spirit of the love of Baha-
‘o’llah is here. You are all receiving the teachings of God and learning how
to act and live and some day you will be great and wise for having learned
the truth. I have seen many beautiful rich children, but to me you are more
beautiful, and I love you all (as Christ loved little children) here. Monsieur
and Madam Ponsonaille are your spiritual teachers. They give you food and
understanding eternal of God, while your parents are giving you your ma-
terial food and care for your bodies. You must love these good friends."
Turning to Monsieur and Madam Ponsonaille, he said: "This is a great
work you are doing for the love of God in this great day, through the power
of Baha‘o’llah. Your station is great. Your names will go down through
all the ages. Kings and Queens have never been talked of and remembered
as you will be. You are workers in the Kingdom of Abha and I am very
happy and love you very much." Then with his head upturned and the palms
of his hands upturned together, as if to receive in them the pouring down of
the Holy Spirit, he chanted a prayer and blessing, and coming down from
the small elevation, on which he was standing, to where the children were, all
crowded close around him, and laying his hands caressingly upon some of their
heads and taking the hands of others with a loving smile to all, with difficulty
he passed down the aisle to the door. Near me were some rough boys whom
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TO THE BAHAI ASSEMBLIES OF NORTH AMERICA, AND ALL FRIENDS IN THE CAUSE OF GOD,

GREETING:—

Bahai Temple Unity, by its Executive Board, announces and herewith calls the Fourth Annual Meeting of the Unity, to be held at the City of Chicago, Illinois, during the last six days of the Rizwan Feast—April 27th to May 2nd, inclusive, proximo, for conference and action upon the appointed reports, business and election of officers of the Unity.

We are assured that, God willing, this meeting will be blessed and inspired with the personal presence of the beloved Abdul-Baha Abbas, and that this will be the long-anticipated and memorable occasion of the consecration by this loving and faithful Center of the Covenant of the site of the first Mashrak-el-Azkar in the West.

This joyful consummation has been and will be made possible by the glad offerings of many men and women from all people and religions, civilizations and lands of the earth, who have been attracted to and unified in this object by the inspiring word and the unceasing service and the unbounded love of Abdul-Baha.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHÁ,

O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, o men, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahá’ís which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!
ANNOUNCEMENT:

All friends in this Cause of God, who earnestly and sincerely seek, and will co-operate to promote a spiritual unity, concord and peace on earth, and to draw all men to the worship, in Spirit and in Truth, of the One God and Father of us all, are invited, without limitation or distinction, to unite with us in this universal object and occasion.

The established Bahai Assemblies in each city or local municipality of North America are, under our organization, entitled to, and are hereby notified to elect one representative and alternate, and the Bahai Assemblies in the Cities of New York (Borough of Manhattan), Chicago and Washington, will elect two representatives and alternates each, to serve for the term of one year. These representatives will constitute the delegates and representatives who will exercise the power of the Unity at this Annual Meeting, and will there elect its Officers and Executive Board of nine members, and constitute the working body of the Unity for the ensuing year.

In conjunction with this Unity of Representatives, the conference and co-operation of all friends everywhere, in the objects here stated, and service to the One and universal Cause of God, are welcome.

The several Bahai Assemblies are urged to hold their election of representatives early and to report their election promptly, and also to advise, after canvass of their several localities, the number of friends who may be expected to attend this memorable meeting, that adequate preparation may be made for assembly and lodging accommodations. Address Bernard M. Jacobsen, Secretary, 5338 Kenmore Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Communications should be received on or before April 12, 1912.

Announcements will be sent to the several Assemblies and will appear in the columns of The Star of the West, advising representatives and visiting friends of the details of place, time and program of the several sessions of the meeting.

Executive Board Bahai Temple Unity,

Bernard M. Jacobsen, Secretary. Albert H. Hall, President.

ANNOUNCEMENT:

The main plot of land, 610x700 feet, upon which the Temple of the Mashrak-el-Azkar group is to stand, cost $34,500, and interest at 6 per cent. The splendid efforts the friends have put forth have caused this interest to be paid to date, and $24,500 to be paid upon the principal. There now remains the mortgage of $10,000. If this could be paid before the expected arrival of Abdul-Baha at the next convention to be held in Chicago, April 27th-May 2nd (inclusive), we would better show that we have really anticipated his arrival, and perhaps he himself might lay the corner stone.

We believe there are several thousand Bahais in the United States. If two thousand were to send five dollars each by April 1st, this mortgage could be wholly wiped out and the way prepared for actual building operations. It
may be that some of the friends could send more, for even five dollars might
cause hardship to some—but if every soul would send some offering—in pro-
portion as God has prospered him (the widow’s mite was the richest offering
in the Temple), we believe this mortgage could be cancelled and His arrival
would not find us asleep and our lamps without oil.  

Executive Board.

VISIT OF REV. R. J. CAMPBELL TO AMERICA.

A cablegram from Abdul-Baha, requesting the Bahais of America to show
every courtesy to the Rev. R. J. Campbell, of The City Temple, London, while
touring America, was responded to most heartily by the friends from the At-
lantic to the Pacific, who made every effort to hear and greet him.

We pray that Mr. Campbell may go on preaching the gospel of the Christ
Spirit, so well illustrated in his sermon delivered in the First Congregational
Church at Pasadena, California—the western terminus of his trip. We are
indebted to Mrs. Henrietta C. Wagner, of that city, for the extracts presented
herewith. It was delivered Sunday morning, January 7th. He took for his
text Deuteronomy 32:11, 12: “As an eagle stirreth up her nest, fluttereth
over her young, spreadeth abroad her wings, taketh them, beareth them on her
wings: So the Lord did lead him, and there was no strange god with him.”

“You remember, of course, that an eagle's nest is usually built on some ledge of
rock high up among wild mountain crags, inaccessible—or all but inaccessible—either
from above or below, except by the strong wing of these denizens of the upper air.

The growing youngster cannot get away, nor does it want to get away. He is
quite content to sit where he is and be fed. He has no ambition to soar upwards
toward the sun or swoop down from its dizzy eminence into the dark valleys that lie
so far beneath his feet.

“So what does the mother do? She knows her offspring ought not to stay there
forever. It would be no kindness to let him do so.

“The first thing she does, therefore, is to tear up the nest. This alone is an un-
comfortable proceeding, for the youngster who has hitherto occupied it.

“That is the first illusion in the elaborate metaphor which constitutes my text—
‘As an eagle stirreth up her nest.’ You see now why she stirs it up—breaks it up,
in fact. It is because its further tenancy would be a hindrance, an ignoble limitation,
to the expanding life she has reared in it.

“What comes next? She does her best to show her young one what wings are for.
She flies around him, hovers above him, circles ’round and ’round, before his eyes,
in order to tempt him if possible to essay his own powers and quit the needless se-
curity of that little hole in the cliff that has hitherto constituted his world.

“But he will not move; he is frightened. He feels utterly wretched without that
dirty old nest that he calls home—so he just holds on tight and sticks where he is.

“That is what is indicated in the text in the words, ‘she fluttereth over her young.’
But she soon gets tired of this. She finds it is of no use, for the fledgling will not
stir.

“So she deliberately drops down beside him and pushes him off his support.
Away he goes tumbling headlong into the awful void, shrieking and yelling and flapp-
ing the little wings he has never tried to use before.

“Nor are they much use to him now. He would be smashed to pieces for certain,
but the mother has calculated quite well what to do.
"She spreads her wings at the moment of his fall, swoops down underneath him, catches him on her opened pinions and bears him up again to the spot he has left—or some other—and gives him time to recover his nerve before the next descent."

"She spreadeth abroad her wings, taketh them, beareth them on her wings." Before long the young eaglet, growing bolder and stronger every day, knows enough to trust to his own and he does it.

"Henceforth the whole glorious world is open to him—not merely a square yard of rock—and he is equally at home in every part of it.

"The unknown Old Testament poet, who gave us this fine piece of description which we have been considering, was evidently well acquainted with the habits of the feathered creation, and had often watched this thrilling performance going on among those birds of prey which we not unfitly term the 'monarchs of the air.'"

He applied this, first, to the Children of Israel, who were indeed a chosen people, but not chosen in the sense that they came to regard themselves. They believed themselves to be the recipients of God's bounty and mercy to the exclusion of all other peoples. They were His people and all others were outside. As a matter of fact they were chosen to be the nest of the coming Christ and His heralds to all nations. What a glorious panorama unfolds itself before our eyes as we contemplate what they might have been if they had accepted His Message and given it to the world! Again, Israel insisted that Jerusalem was the Holy City and on Mount Zion alone, and in no other place, was God to be worshiped. The words of Jesus on this point were spoken to the woman of Samaria (St. John 4:21-24): "the hour cometh when ye shall neither in this mountain, nor yet at Jerusalem, worship the Father. * * * But the hour cometh, and now is, when the true worshipers shall worship the Father in spirit and in truth."

So God tore up the nest and scattered the young, but the time has come when He "taketh them, beareth them on His wings."

He then applied the text to the individual, in the following words:

"And to what a felicitous use he puts it! He compares the whole process to God's care of His children; particularly, of course, the children of Israel. Israel had had no easy time.

"You are like young eaglets fluttering their wings without dreaming of the heights and depths to which these wings will presently carry them. There is something greater in every Christ-like deed than its immediate object is worth. You instinctively acknowledge this and affirm it when you pay your tribute of honor and reverence to the strong man who stands aside when some ship is going down in order that some invalid woman may take his place in the lifeboat. From the merely utilitarian point of view it would be better to save the man, for he could be of more use in the world than the apparently helpless individual for whom he sacrifices his life. But somehow that is not how you measure the deed. You feel there is something deeper in it, something grander than the immediate occasion thereof.

"But our danger is that we lose sight of this. We trust material things as ends in themselves; we become conformed to this world; we battle hard for our ledge and our nest; full of dread lest the support should be taken from us.

"And then what does God do? He shatters your little bit of false security and flings you out upon the void.

"Before He does that, He flutters over you—that is, He presents your own spiritual possibilities to you in various forms.

"In the end He compels you to abandon your poor, narrow outlook and trust yourself to the ampler range of divine opportunity.

"Again and again you seem to be falling straight to destruction, your spiritual reserves are not strong enough to save you, your wings of faith are not strong enough to bear you up!
"But just when everything seems lost you find the broad pinions of God outspread beneath you and you are being borne heavenward again.

"You have been the subject of some of God's mighty deliverances without realizing it.

"You have seen destruction rushing upon you, but—you know not how—it never reached you. The very thing you have dreaded in sorrow has somehow turned out to be harmless.

"The wings of God have intervened and saved you from its menace. Will you not look at life with wiser eyes and see what it is that has so often come between you and impending evil?

"See who it is that has been teaching you the franchise of the soul. Rise, child of the highest, rise and soar! Eternity is before you."

---

A GLIMPSE OF ABDUL-BAHA IN PARIS.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE SEVEN)

I was often obliged to quiet before Abdul-Baha entered the hall. But after he came they never moved nor spoke and when he passed out they fell over each other in their great desire to have him take their hands.

Outside the door stood Mons. Ponsonaille, and Abdul-Baha, putting his hand inside his gown, took out many gold pieces and gave to him as he bade him good-bye. He walked down the street toward the carriage so quickly that our little party was at least twenty feet behind. Oh! what a sight. In every doorway and window were people—and such people! A very poor man held the carriage door open as Abdul-Baha entered with his little party, Mons. and Madam Dreyfus-Barnes and Tammadon-ul-Molk. The crowd were fighting and calling names but a gendarme and Mons. De Scott protected us as we passed on safely.

So ended a never-to-be-forgotten day, having seen Abdul-Baha among the children of the poor of the streets of Paris and I thought again of the light I saw twice on Fridays in Aacca and wondered if they were missing him and longing for his return and loving help. The thought comes to me now of what the world's poverty will be after his departure and to us who have been fed from his hand on the Bread of Life.

---

MISS LILLIAN KAPPEs ARRIVES IN PERSIA.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE TWO)

Meet and travel forward with us into Persia. After a few days there, we were delighted to meet Dr. Arastou Hakim, the brother of Lotfullah who started toward America with Ghodsia and who is now in London, Chua Ahmedoff and Hussein Ahmadoff, both of Tiflis, whom we had met in Thonon and who wished to join us. Chua Ahmadoff knew Russian as well as Persian and Turkish, so our travel was much facilitated and his kindness unremitting until our arrival in Baku. There we were entertained in the Bahai Hospice and met, during our two days' stay, hundreds of dear brothers coming and going all day.

Again in Resht and Khazvin, we were met and entertained and on our arrival here the excitement was great indeed. After the first week of almost incessant calling or meeting of friends at special gatherings, I began my work in the main boys'
school and took charge of the girls' school. By now the girls' school enrollment has reached about 150, and I am there from morning until about 4 p. m., excepting an hour or more just before noon that I give the highest class in the boys' school. The boys have had several years of English, so my work there is easier, but the girls' school was only started last spring and of the three classes of girls I teach only the highest has had instruction in English. But all are eager to learn—only we need more teachers from America. The native teachers here are lovely women but have never been educated themselves, except the directress who learned or studied fifteen years ago in the mission school here. So the work is seriously handicapped and my hands are full, indeed. But during the three months, or, rather, ten weeks, I have been here, we are slowly evolving into some show of system. Infinite patience is necessary. We have had endless beautiful gatherings among the believers. I keep saying how happy I am to be a woman, for I can meet freely both the men and women. So far have been in about fifty different homes, both Bahai and Mohammedan, and not only are Fridays and Sundays thus taken up, but sometimes every afternoon after school.

You cannot imagine how beloved Dr. Moody and Dr. Clock are. Dr. Clock had not been very well, but is now regaining her old strength. Miss Stewart has not yet arrived at a point, or, rather, conditions are not yet ready for work exclusively among the Bahais, but she has had two long cases of illness, one English and the other American, to nurse. Just now she herself is nearly recovered from a light attack of typhoid.

We are all rejoicing at the near prospect of Abdul-Baha's visit to America and hope he will also come to Persia. We are not at all worried about the crisis here and feel that all will be well with Persia, for He has said it. Please inform all the dear friends of these contents and give to all our hearty, loving Bahai greetings.

Always yours in His service,

Lillian Kappes.

---

OUR PERSIAN SECTION:

(1) Editor's explanation and apology for delay in issuing Persian sections of Star of the West, and details of his trip to France; (2) photograph of Abdul-Baha; (3) recent Tablet to the American Bahais; (4) approaching visit of Abdul-Baha to America and his acceptance of invitations to speak in churches and other organizations; (5) photograph of Kenosha, Wis., Board of Consultation; (6) the Universal Races Congress and Abdul-Baha's Tablet to it; (7) effect of his visit to Europe and announcement of publication of his addresses in book form; (8) Abdul-Baha's address before L'Alliance Spiritualiste in Paris; (9) address on "The Spiritual and Material Worlds"; (10) discourse on the future unity of Persia and England; (11) Tablet pertaining to the spread of the Cause in England; (12) photograph of the Baltimore Bahais; (13) discourse on the subject of the Aryan Race, and that the English and Persian peoples are from the same origin; (14) Abdul-Baha's farewell address to England and the nine principles of the Bahai Dispensation; (15) discourse on the future promotion of the Cause in France; (16) address on the subject of the "Return of the Manifestations of God" being like unto the return of the seasons of the year and the dawn of the sun from different points on the horizon; (17) address on "Words and Deeds."

---

Miss Beatrice E. Lane, who translated the Bahai Message into Japanese, and among whom it has been well received, was married to Mr. Daisetz T. Suzuki, of Tokio, on December 12, 1911. The marriage took place at the United States Consulate, Yokohama, Japan. She is the daughter of Mrs. Emma E. Hahn, of New York City and Stamford, Conn.
پیامدهای اقلیت‌های گروه‌گرد گزارش:\n
1. افزایش جمعیت در پایگاه‌های مختلف
2. افزایش حجم تولید در صنایع مختلف
3. افزایش سطح توانمندی در دانشگاه‌ها
4. افزایش شیبگذاری در نظام‌های مالی
5. افزایش نیروی کار در جوامع مختلف

تاریخ انتشار: 1397 میلادی

شماره: 15
۱۰ مهر ۱۳۵۶

در خاک شرق کردستان، یکی از انتظامات کردستان، بسیار تحریک کننده بود. این انتظامات در تلاش بودند تا منابع مالی و اجتماعی را به مبارزه علیه اعدامات جنسیتی و شرایط زیادی امکان‌پذیر سازند.

نخستین موردی که توسط این انتظامات به درخواست اجرای مجازاتی بود، مربوط به یکی از کلاه‌کاران بود که از دسته‌جمعی‌های مادرین و نان‌بافت‌ها و شرکت در جنگ‌های همسود بود. در این مورد، او به مدت یک هفته در رخت و وقفه محروم بود.

در مورد دیگر، یک سرکرده از نامداران جبهه، به دلیل مشارکت در انقلاب و پاسخگویی به جنایات شدید، به مدت شش ماه در زندان محروم بود.

در مورد آخرین مورد، یک مامور از سرکنان جبهه، به دلیل مشارکت در تهیه و پیاده‌سازی تهیه‌های مشابه، به مدت دو ماه در زندان محروم بود.

دکتر بازگشت به راه خود و در مورد مبارزه علیه اعدامات جنسیتی از انتظار می‌رود که به طور مداوم به برنامه‌نگری و راهبردهای جدیدی پرداخت.

در نهایت، انتظار می‌رود که این انتظامات توانسته باشند تا به شکلی استقلال‌ناپذیر و احترام‌ناپذیری در جامعه جدیدی بیایند که به سمت بهتری حرکت کند.
درآمد سالیانه زیست‌محیطی منابع طبیعی یکی از کلید‌های اصلی در پایداری جغرافیای محیط‌زیستی است. در اینجا، سال‌های منابع طبیعی از عوامل ساکن اقتصادی، محیط‌زیستی و سلول‌هایی که در این زمینه فعالیت می‌کنند است. این سال‌ها به طور کلی به صورت سطحی و محصولی داده می‌شوند. در بخش زیست‌محیطی، محصولات زیستی به صورت تولید شده و محصولات محیط‌زیستی به صورت استفاده شده می‌باشند.

در اینجا، به دنبال این موضوع، از دیدگاه صنعتی و اقتصادی، سال‌های منابع طبیعی باعث تغییرات مالی و اقتصادی شدیدی در کشور می‌شوند. به دلیل اینکه این سال‌ها به سیستم اقتصادی کشور اضافه شده‌اند و باعث افزایش درآمد و تولید محصولات شده‌اند.

در نهایت، از اینکه درآمد سالیانه زیست‌محیطی منابع طبیعی یکی از کلید‌های اصلی در پایداری جغرافیای محیط‌زیستی است، باید پیش‌بینی شود که بهترین داده‌های این مورد را در پیامدهای اقتصادی و مالی بدانیم.
نیک کریم نژاد خواننده و خواننده رادیویی بود. او در سال ۱۳۲۷ در تهران زاده شد و بعد از پایان تحصیلات خود در دانشکده موسیقی، به اجرای موسیقی مجهز شد. نیک کریم نژاد در جشنواره‌های مختلف و برنامه‌های رادیویی به خوانندگی موسیقی ادامه داد. او در تاریخ موسیقی ایران نقش‌گذاری کرده و به عنوان یکی از بهترین خوانندگان موسیقی ایرانی شناخته می‌شود.
در این کشور، با وجود تنش‌های مختلفی که بین ایران و فرادرس وجود دارند، ایران به عنوان یکی از کشورهای پیشرفت و فناوری شناخته می‌شود. در این کشور، مسئولیت‌های بزرگی برای پیشرفت اقتصادی و علمی دارای می‌باشد. این کشور با داشتن سیستم‌های اقتصادی متنوع، به‌طور کلی، بهبود در زمینه توانمندی‌های علمی و فناوری داشته است.

در این کشور، از روزنامه‌های رسمی و غیررسمی و علما و محققان بسیاری، سیاست‌های علمی را بسیار مطرح می‌نمایند. این کشور به‌طور کلی، بهبود در زمینه توانمندی‌های علمی و فناوری داشته است. در این کشور، از روزنامه‌های رسمی و غیررسمی و علما و محققان بسیاری، سیاست‌های علمی را بسیار مطرح می‌نمایند. این کشور به‌طور کلی، بهبود در زمینه توانمندی‌های علمی و فناوری داشته است.
درلتئیه، علت اصلی این تغییرات و تأثیرات موجود است که در زمینه اقتصادی و سیاسی مربوط به این کشور واقع شده است. این امر باعث شده است که جملات و جوامعی از این تغییرات برخوردار باشند. در این حالت، باید به روش‌هایی که برای مقابله با این تغییرات استفاده می‌شود، توجه کنیم. در این صورت، باید از تغییرات موجود بهرهبرداری و بهبود منجر شود.
کلمه‌ای از هر نوع، در اینجا به طور کامل ارائه نیست. این نمونه یک بخش از نویسندگی ایرانی است که به زبان فارسی نوشته شده است. در این بخش، نویسنده به بیان موضوع اصلی اشاره کرده است. در نظر گرفتن این نکته، می‌توان گفت که این بخشی از یک داستان یا مقاله است که به طور خلاصه و کوتاهی ارائه شده است. البته برای درک کامل موضوع، باید به ادامه متن نگاه کرد.
حقوق نشر برای انتشار مقاله‌های تاریخی به وسیله سازمان میراث فرهنگی، حفاظت از منابع فرهنگی و طبیعت و سازمان آموزش عالی استان فارس، قطعه‌گیری و استفاده از ایجاد این پیام‌ها از طریق انتشار در مطبوعات، رادیو، تلویزیون و به‌طور دیجیتال از طریق اینترنت و سایر رسانه‌های مطبوعاتی، هزینه‌های مالی در طرفین‌ارزش‌یا واریز می‌گردد. هرگونه استفاده از این پیام‌ها در طرفین‌ارزش‌یا واریز می‌گردد. هرگونه استفاده از این پیام‌ها در طرفین‌ارزش‌یا واریز می‌گردد.
برای پیشبرد و کمک به بهبود کیفیت زندگی و بهبود درآمد، انجام پروژه‌های مختلفی در زمینه توسعه و تولید فناوری و مشاوره در زمینه فناوری می‌باشد. این پروژه‌ها شامل پژوهش و توسعه در زمینه‌های مختلفی مانند طراحی، ساخت و ساز، راه اندازی سیستم‌های بهینه سازی و فناوری، پیاده سازی سیستم‌های دیجیتال و انتقال داده‌ها، بهبود کیفیت و بهبود درآمد، انجام پروژه‌های مختلفی در زمینه توسعه و تولید فناوری و مشاوره در زمینه فناوری می‌باشد. این پروژه‌ها شامل پژوهش و توسعه در زمینه‌های مختلفی مانند طراحی، ساخت و ساز، راه اندازی سیستم‌های بهینه سازی و فناوری، پیاده سازی سیستم‌های دیجیتال و انتقال داده‌ها، بهبود کیفیت و بهبود درآمد، انجام پروژه‌های مختلفی در زمینه توسعه و تولید فناوری و مشاوره در زمینه فناوری می‌باشد.
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AFRICA.

CAPE TOWN.—Regular meeting held on the 19th of every month at the home of (Mrs.) Agnes Cook, Gad's Hill, Avenue Pretoria, Sea Point.

CANADA.

MONTREAL, QUE.—Weekly meeting held Friday evening at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Maxwell, 715 Pino Avenue.

ENGLAND.

LONDON.—Regular meeting held on the 10th of every month at the home of (Mrs.) Agnes Cook, Gad's Hill, Avenue Pretoria, Sea Point.

STUTTGART WURTTEMBURG.—Regular meeting Friday evening. Kanziel of Herrn und Frau F. Schweizer, Karlstrasse 24. ZUFFENHAUSEN.—At the home of Assembly Friday evening. Kanziel of Secretary, Mrs. Annie L. Parminter, 124 Fifth Avenue.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

AKRON, OHIO.—Meetings every Thursday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charley F. Lathrop. Address of Secretary, Russell L. Brooker, 452 Elmwood Court.

BOSTON, MASS.—Regular weekly meeting Tuesday evening, 8 P.M., at 100 New North Avenue. Residence of Secretary, Mr. Charles Carlson, 124 Fifth Avenue.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Meetings held every Sunday and Thursday evening at 4:45 Elmwood Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Corinthian Hall, 370 South Michigan Avenue. Address of Assembly, F. O. Box 225, 213 People's Bank Building. Residence of Secretary, Mr. Charles H. Greenleaf, 1429 Mayfield Avenue.

DENVER, COLO.—Regular weekly meeting Friday, 2:30 p.m., at 1851 Chemston Garvan, 2101 Prospect Avenue. Meetings at the home of Dr. and Mrs. C. M. Swingle, 2101 Prospect Avenue.

CINCINNATI, OHIo.—Meetings held Wednesday evenings at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Swingle, 2101 Prospect Avenue.

DENTON, COLo.—Regular meeting Friday, 2:30 p.m., at 1851 Sherman St. Tuesday, 7:30 p.m., at 4141 Xavier St. Nathaniel Clark, Secretary.

FRANKFORT, KY.—Regular weekly meetings, Sunday, 2:30 p.m., at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Nels Peterson, 218 Park Street.

ILHACA, N. Y.—Regular meeting of Assembly. Friday evening at the residence of Dr. W. E. House, 213 South Cayuga Street.

JERSEY CITY, N. J.—Meetings held Sunday evenings at Odd Fellows Hall, Bergen Square. F. G. Hale, Secretary, 440 Fairmount Avenue.

KENOSHA, WIS.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 10:30 a.m., at Odd Fellows Hall, 218 Park Street. Address of Assembly, Mr. Charles Carlson, 124 Fifth Avenue. Secretary, 418 Crate Street. Mrs. Anna Bohanan, Secretary, Women's Assembly.

LOS ANGELES, CA.—F. B. Beckett, Secretary, R. F. D. 6, Box 225.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.—Meetings held Wednesday afternoon at 52 Jackson Street. Mrs. Helen Bagg, Secretary.

NEWARK, N. J.—Regular weekly meeting of the Assembly Thursday evening, at the home of Mrs. F. Carr, 70 Haley Street.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Regular weekly meetings, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Genealogical Hall, 124 West 85th Street.

OAKLAND, CAL.—Charles R. Lee, Secretary, 1223 Jackson Street, San Francisco. Mrs. Ordie Olene, Corresponding Secretary, 223 Griffin Avenue, San Mateo, Cal.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Meetings held on Friday and Sunday evenings, Room 5, 1325 Columbia Ave. Miss Jessie E. Revell, Secretary, 1425 Mayfield Street.

PITTSBURGH, PA.—Meetings Fridays evenings, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Killius, 124 Fifth Avenue.

PORTLAND, ME.—Regular weekly meeting, Thursday, 7:30 P.M., at 51 Yamhill Street, corner Fifteenth Street. Mrs. Nettie Nash, Secretary, Kenton Station.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Regular weekly meeting held Friday evening at 216 Seabright Avenue, South, and study class in office of Dr. C. F. Lathrop, 216 People's Bank Building, on Tuesday evening, at 8 P.M.

SPOKANE, WASH.—Regular weekly meeting held Friday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Killius, 214 Fifth Avenue. Mrs. Isabella M. Campbell, Secretary, 1014 Fairview Avenue.

ST. PAUL, MINN.—Address of Secretary, Mr. Clement Woolson, 223 Arundel Street.

SUMMERVILLE, VA.—Meeting on fourth Sunday; address, Mrs. H. D. Duckett.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Regular meetings Friday evening at 8:30; Sunday mornings at 11:30, at 1213 Connecticut Avenue; Wednesday evening, at 5:30, at 1217 Thirteenth Street, N. W. Mail address of Assembly, F. O. Box 192. Residence of Secretary, Mr. Joseph H. Hansen, 1252 Eighth Street, N. W.

Secretaries are requested to see that their Assembly is correctly represented.
AIMS AND AMBITIONS OF Baha’is.

Spoken by Adbul-Baha in Paris, November 6th, 1911.

I. Pity and good-will towards all mankind.
II. The rendering of service to humanity.
III. To guide and enlighten hearts.
IV. Each member must try to be kind to everyone and to show forth great affection towards every living soul.
V. Humility towards God and constant prayer to Him so as to be enabled to grow daily “Nearer God.”
VI. Always in every word and action to be faithful and sincere, so that each member may be known to the world as embodying the qualities of Sincerity, Faith, Kindness, Love, Generosity and Bravery. That we may be detached from all that is not God, attracted by the Heavenly Breath, divine beings—so that the world may know that a Baha’i is a perfect being.

SOME TEACHINGS OF ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

From Discourses given in London and Paris.

These are wonderful days! We see an Eastern guest received with love and courtesy in the West. I have been drawn here, in spite of my ill health, by the magnet of your love and sympathy.

Some years ago an ambassador was sent from Persia to London where he stayed five years. (His name was Abdul Hassan Khan.) When he returned to Persia they asked him to tell them about the English people. He answered: “I do not know the English people. Although I have been in London five years, I have only met the people of the Court.” This man was a great man in Persia, and sent to England by princes, and yet he did not know the people, although he lived among them five years. Now I, a prisoner, come to England for the first time, and although my visit is so short, I have already met many dear friends and I can say I know the people. Those I have met are true souls working for peace and unity. Think of this subject: What a difference there is between this time we are living in now, and seventy years ago! Think of the progress! the progress toward unity and peace!

It is God’s will that the differences between nations should disappear. Those who help the Cause of Unity on, are doing God’s work. Unity is the Divine Bounty of this brilliant century. Praise be to God, there are many societies and many meetings held for Unity. Hatred is not so much the cause...
of separation now as it used to be; the cause of disunion now is mostly prejudice.

Heaven has blessed this day. It was said that London should be a place for a great proclamation of the Message. I was tired when I boarded the steamer, but when I reached London and beheld the faces of the believers, my fatigue left me. Your great love refreshes me. I am very pleased with the English believers.

The feeling that existed between the East and the West is changing in the Light of Baha’u’llah’s teaching. It used to be that if a Westerner drank from the cup of an Easterner the cup would be thought polluted, and the Easterner would break it. Now it is, with believers, that when a Westerner dines with an Easterner, the vessels and the plates that he has used are kept apart and reverenced in his memory.

One day some soldiers came to the house of a believer and asked for one of his guests to be brought to them, that they might take him to his execution, according to their warrant. The host gave himself up in his guest’s place and was killed in his stead. This is an instance of true brotherly love.

Be kind to all strangers. Those who come from all parts of the world, make them feel at home. Speak to those from Turkey, Japan, Persia, China, all countries, find out where they live, ask if you can be of service to them. The English are so polite and conventional that to Easterners they often seem cold. You must forget conventionality when you speak with them, they are not accustomed to these ways.

When you see a foreigner, perhaps you think he is a thief, or even a murderer; you think you must be careful. Don’t think of yourself. Even if what you suspect be true, still go out of your way to be kind to them—it will help them to become better.

Let those who meet you know without your saying so that you are a Bahai. You must manifest the most sincere love for all. Your hearts must burn with love for all. Let the people see that you are filled with universal love. If you meet a Persian, talk with him without ceremony, ask where he lives and try to help him. Likewise speak to all strangers who seem lonely and give them your willing service. Be loving to them, Turks, Arabs, Indians, Chinese, Americans, Japanese—all. If they are poor, help them with money; if they are sad, comfort them; if they are distraught, quiet them; till all the world shall see that you have in truth the universal love. It is all very well for you to say that you agree with all this, that it is good—but you must put it into practice.

The “reality” of man is thought—not his material body. Although man is part of the animal creation, he possesses a power of thought superior to the rest of the created beings. If his thought is directed continually towards
heavenly subjects, he becomes saintly; if, on the other hand, his thought does not soar above things of this world, he is little better than an animal.

Thought is of two kinds:

(a) Thought that belongs entirely to the world of thought.
(b) Thought that results in action.

The thoughts of our Lord Jesus Christ belonged to a high spiritual world, but he also brought them into the world of action.

Some men and women have exalted thoughts, but if they do not realize them in the world of action, they are useless. The power of thought is dependent on manifestation in the world of action.

Nevertheless in the world of progress and evolution thought has an effect, even if it is not always expressed in action. To this class of thought the majority of philosophers give expression; their thoughts are above their actions, too high for them to live up to themselves. The difference between philosophers and spiritual teachers is this: Spiritual teachers follow their own teaching, bring down into the world of action their spiritual conceptions and ideals, whereas mere philosophers do not. We often find philosophers emphasize the importance of Justice, while in their private lives they are most unjust (Alexander and Aristotle). This state is impossible with spiritual teachers. No man can separate himself from his thought.

In order to bring about a state of peace and unity three things are necessary:

(a) To know. (b) To have the intention. (c) To put into practice.

Unity is good. To know this is not sufficient. You must intend to promote it, you must work for it. Knowledge is a good thing, but it is only the first step. If knowledge is alone it is stationary. These meetings teach us that Unity is good, and that suppression (slavery under the yoke of traditions and prejudices) is the cause of disunion. To know this is not enough. All knowledge is good, but it can bear no fruit but by action. It is well to know that riches are good, but that knowledge will not make a man rich; he must work, he must put his knowledge into practice. We hope the people will realize and know that Unity is good, and we also hope that they will not be content to stand still in that knowledge. Do not only say that Unity, Love and Brotherhood are good; you must work for their realization.

The Czar of Russia promoted The Hague Peace Conference and proposed the decrease in armament for all nations. In this Conference it was proved that Peace was beneficial to all countries, and war destroyed trade, etc. The Czar made a very good speech, though after it was over he, himself, was the first to declare war (against Japan).

Knowledge is not enough. We hope by the Love of God we shall put it into practice. A spiritual universal force is needed for this. Meetings are good for engendering spiritual force. To know that to reach a state of per-
fection is possible is good, to march forward on the path is better. We know that to help the poor and to be merciful is good and pleases God, but knowledge alone does not feed the starving man, nor can the poor be warmed by knowledge or words, in the bitter winter.

The magnet of your love brought me here. My hope is that the Divine Light may shine here, and that the Heavenly Star of Baha’u’llah may strengthen you, so that you may be the cause of the Oneness of Humanity, that you may help to make the darkness of superstition and prejudice disappear and unite all creeds and all nations.

We have had wars and disputes for over 6,000 years. Even if we look on this state of affairs as an experiment, surely it is sufficient, surely it is time to stop. This is a brilliant century. Eyes are open now to the Beauty of the Oneness of Humanity, of Love and Brotherhood. The darkness of suppression will disappear and the Light of Unity will shine. We cannot bring Love and Unity to pass only by talk. Knowledge is not enough. Wealth, science, education are good, we know that, but we must also work and study.

Knowledge is the first step; Resolve, the second step; Action, the fulfilment, is the third step. To make a building, first of all one must make a plan, then one must have the power (money) to build, then, after all these preparations, one can build. One forms a Society of Unity—that is good—but meetings and talk are not enough. In Egypt these meetings take place, there is only talk and no result. These meetings here in London are good, the knowledge and the intention are good, but how can there be a result without action? Today the force for Unity is the Holy Spirit of Baha’u’llah. He manifested this Spirit of Unity. Baha’u’llah brings East and West together. Go back, search history, you will not find a precedent for this.

The Universal Races Congress was good. The result of it was intended to be the furtherance and progress of Unity among all nations, a better international understanding. The purpose was good. The causes of disputes among different nations are always due to one of the following classes of prejudices:

(a) Racial, language. (c) Personal.  
(b) Theological.  (d) ‘Beliefs,’ customs, traditions.

It requires a universal active force to overcome these differences. A small lamp could light a room, a larger could light a whole house, a larger still could shine through the city, but the sun is needed to light the whole world. A small disease needs a small remedy, but a disease which pervades the whole body needs a very strong remedy.

The differences in languages cause disunion between nations. There must be one universal language. The diversity in Faiths is also a cause of separation. The true foundation of all Faiths must be established, the outer differences abolished. There must be a Oneness of Faith. To end all these dif-
Disease is of two kinds: (a) Material (b) Spiritual. For instance, a cut of the hand; if you pray for the cut to be healed, and do not stop it bleeding, you will not do much good, this needs a material remedy.
Sometimes if the nervous system is paralyzed through fear, a spiritual remedy is necessary. Madness, incurable otherwise, can be cured through prayer, but an abscess cannot be cured by prayer alone. Extreme cases need prayer. It often happens that sorrow makes one ill. That can be cured by spiritual means. Blindness is physical, not spiritual. They say our Lord cured blindness; it was blindness of the soul. ("They have eyes and see not, ears they have and hear not.") He brought on spiritual awakening.

All healing is of God. There are two classes of causes for illness: (a) Material, (b) Spiritual. If the sickness is of the body, a material remedy is needed; if of the soul, then a spiritual remedy.

All is in God’s hands. Aristotle made a special study of the digestion, but he died of a gastronomic malady. Avisen was a specialist of the heart, but he died of heart disease. Dinradi (?) was a thorax specialist—he died of consumption. God is the only all powerful doctor.

Kings have all the power the world and man can give them, yet sometimes God shows them their feebleness and dependence on Him by allowing them to be in need of a very little thing. The elephant, the largest animal and the strongest, is troubled most of all by the fly. The lion has a worm that troubles him greatly. If man looks at nature he will see that all that exists is captive. All are dependent. Man, to begin with the highest of all created beings, is dependent on a great many things for his life. The first is air; a few moments without air would be sufficient to kill him. Then he is dependent on water, food, clothing, warmth and many things. See how he is surrounded by dangers of all sorts and illnesses. It is the same with all created beings, animals, plants; look how much is necessary to their existence! All that exists is feeble, poor, captive. The freedom of man depends alone on his spiritual power. All that exists are prisoners of nature. Consider the sun, that enormous, powerful globe around which we travel, even he cannot escape the law of nature—he cannot move out of his course or shade his radiance—and again the sea cannot escape, she has no will of her own. Only man is enabled by Divine Power to control, in a small degree, the laws of nature. It is the natural law for man to live on land, yet he sails on the sea. It is natural for man to rest on terra firma, yet he flies. It is natural for a man to walk no faster than three or four miles an hour—he makes himself engines which take him sixty or more miles an hour. It is natural for a man to be able to speak with another at a distance of ten yards, but he makes himself the telephone and telegraph with which he can speak and send messages to a distance of a hundred, of a thousand and more miles. In these cases nature is the prisoner of man.

Look what great power God has given man and yet how sad it is that so much ignorance still remains.

I hope you will always be the cause of revealing the Divine Light to the people and that the power of the Spirit will lead you into the Kingdom of God.
ANNOUNCEMENT:

The delegates and visiting friends attending the Mashrak-el-Azkar Convention are invited, by the Chicago Bahai Assembly, to join them in the celebration of the Rizwan Feast Saturday evening, April 27th, and also the unity meeting of the Chicago Assembly and the Bahai Temple Unity Sunday morning, April 28th, at 10:30 A.M.

OUR PERSIAN SECTION:

(1) The spread of the Cause in Russia; (2) translation of an article in a Russian publication, named Bakou, on the history of the Bahai Movement; (3) editor’s comment on above article; (4) the departure of Taere Khanoum; (5) photograph of the young Persian Bahai students in the Presbyterian College at Beyruth, Syria; (6) historical article concerning the movements of Abdul Baha while in Egypt; (7) poetry celebrating the return of Abdul Baha from Europe to Egypt.
شرایط عاملی که کارکنان مراکز بانکی باید برای سفر مشترک نامه شده همسانی نشان دهد، شامل مصوبات و مقررات مربوط به سفر مشترک و دستورالعمل‌های مربوط به سفر مشترک است. بدون این که به صورت صحیح و همزمان با متراژه محسوب نشونده، بانک‌ها باید به سفر مشترک در مراکز خود به صورت صحیح و همزمان با متراژه محسوب نشونده بپردازند.

در صورت عدم احترام به مصوبات و مقررات مربوط به سفر مشترک، بانک‌ها ممکن است به دلیل نقض قوانین و مقررات، قانونی و حسابداری نشان دهد. همچنین بانک‌ها باید برای سفر مشترک در مراکز خود به صورت صحیح و همزمان با متراژه محسوب نشونده بپردازند.
درود ای آقای حلوانی، در این نامه به‌نام خواستار می‌شوم که اطلاعاتی بفرشته‌نامه مهم‌ترین‌ها را به‌عنوان نماینده لازم‌ترین‌ها و دانشمندی‌ها را که در این زمینه کاربردی‌اند، در فضای مجازی انجام شده باشند. به این ترتیب، این فضای مجازی می‌تواند به‌عنوان یک پلتفرم کمک‌آمیز برای همکاری و اشتراک‌گذاری اطلاعات باشد.
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TEACHINGS OF BAHA'U'LLAH
FROM DISCOURSES GIVEN BY ABDUL-BABA IN LONDON AND PARIS.

"Shouldst thou make the mirror of the heart pure and clear from the dust of prejudice, thou wilt comprehend all the symbols in the sayings of the perfect Word of Divinity in every Manifestation and be informed of the mysteries of knowledge. But, unless thou destroyest with the fire of Severance the veils of learning which are conventional among the servants, thou wilt not attain to the brilliant morn of the Ideal Knowledge."—Book of Ighan.

THE FIRST PRINCIPLE OF THE TEACHING OF BAHA'U'LLAH IS:

The Search after Truth.

In order to search after the Truth, men must shut their eyes to all the traditional superstitions of the past. The Jews have traditional superstitions, the Christians also; also the Zoroastrians, the Buddhists. All religions are bound by traditions and dogma, all consider they themselves are right and the rest are wrong. The Jews believe themselves to be the only possessors of the Truth and condemn all other religions; the Christians say their religion is the only true one and all others are false; likewise the Buddhists and Mohammedans, all limit themselves. If all condemn one another, where can we search for Truth? All contradict one another, all cannot be true. If each considers their Religion as the only true one, it is impossible for them to see the Truth in the others.

If a Jew is bound by the external practice of the Religion of Israel, he can never understand that Truth can exist in any other Religion but his own. We must, therefore, detach ourselves from forms and external practices of Religion if we wish to see the Truth and reality of others. We must abandon the prejudices of tradition.

If a Zoroastrian believes that the Sun is God, how can he be united to other religions?

The idolators believe in their idols, how can they understand the Unity of God?

It is clear then that in order to search after Truth we must detach ourselves from superstition. If all men would follow this principle, Truth would be found and they would have a clear vision.

If five people meet together to search for Truth, they must begin by putting aside their own special convictions and renounce their own prejudices. In order to find Truth we must give up our small ideas. The fact that we imagine ourselves to be right and everyone else to be wrong, is the greatest obstacle in the path of Unity, and Unity is necessary if we desire to find Truth.

Therefore we must renounce our own particular prejudices and superstitions if we are in earnest in our search for Truth. Unless we make a distinct division between dogma, superstition, prejudice, on the one hand, and Truth on the other, we shall never succeed. When we wish to find a thing we search for it everywhere, therefore we must carry this principle out in our search for Truth.

Science must be accepted. Light is good in whatever lamp it is burning; a rose is beautiful in whatever garden it grows; a star has the same radiance from whatever point it rises.

Have no prejudices. You must love the Sun wherever it rises. If the Sun of Truth shines in Jesus, it has also shone in Moses and in
Buddha. That is what is meant by the Search for Truth.

It means also that we must put aside all we have learned before and recommence our education. We must not be attached to any one religion or personality, for fear of at last becoming bound by superstition. When we are once detached we can seek the Truth and arrive at our goal. Then we shall see Truth in the reality of all religions, for Truth is in all.

The first discovery we make in our search for Truth will lead us to the Unity of Mankind.

"O Children of Men! Do ye know why We have created ye from one clay? That no one should glorify himself over the other. Be ye ever mindful of how ye were created. Since We created ye all from one substance, ye must be as one soul, walking with the same feet, eating with one mouth and living in one land, that ye may manifest with your being and by your deeds and actions the signs of unity and the spirit of oneness."—Arabic Hidden Words.

THE SECOND PRINCIPLE.

The Unity of Mankind.

_YESTERDAY_ I spoke to you of the First Principle of the Teaching of Baha'u'llah, the Search after Truth. It is necessary for a man to put aside all he believed before in the nature of traditional superstition and regard all religions as equal. He must not love and cling to one, and detest another. He must search for Truth in all, and if his search be earnest he will succeed.

The Second Principle is the Unity of Mankind. All are servants of the One God—and God reigns over all and has pleasure in all alike. All men are of one family, the crown of humanity rests on the head of each man. In the eyes of the Creator all are equal. He is kind to all, He does not favor this nation or that nation, all are His creatures. If this is so, why should we divide one race from another, creating superstitions, differences between one people and another?

The only difference between men is the difference in degree. Some are like children, who are ignorant and must be educated and reared to maturity; some are like the sick and must be treated with tenderness and care. None are bad or evil. We must not feel repelled by these poor children; we must be kind, we must teach the ignorant and tend the sick.

Consider: Unity is the cause of existence, love is the cause of life; and on the other hand separation is the cause of death. In the world of creation, for instance, all things owe their existence to Unity. The elements which compose wood, stone or minerals, are held together by the Law of Attraction; if the law ceases to hold these elements together, if they are separated, then the object will not exist. The Law of attraction has brought together certain elements in the form of this flower, but as soon as the law of attraction is withdrawn from this centre, the flower will decompose.

So it is with humanity. The great Law of Attraction, Harmony and Unity forms this wonderful creation. When the law is no longer active on the body of a man, he dies. So it is evident that attraction, unity, harmony and love are the causes of life, whereas repulsion, disunion, inharmony and hatred cause death.

We have seen that whatever causes separation in the world of existence causes death. Therefore, it is the same in the world of the spirit.

All who are servants of the one God must be united in the law of attraction. They must, therefore, avoid all hatred, disagreement and discord.

We find, if we look at nature, that the gentler animals group together, the lambs, the deer—and also that the wild animals live apart from civilization in the 'forest, the tiger, the lion and the wolf. Two wolves can live together, but a thousand lambs can share the same fold and remain at peace. Two eagles can dwell in the same place, while a thousand doves can make their habitation together. Man should at least be numbered among the gentler animals—but when he becomes ferocious, Ah well!

The point is this: Baha'u'llah has proclaimed the Unity of the World of Mankind.
All people are of one family, and all should feel to one another as father, mother, sister, daughter.

I hope you will spread this teaching of Baha'u'llah.

Baha'u'llah has said that if it were possible one should love one's enemy and act the same towards him as though he were a friend. If all followed this principle, the greatest Unity and understanding would be established in the hearts of men.

"Knowledge is like unto wings for the being of man, and is as a ladder for ascending. To acquire knowledge is incumbent on all, but of those sciences which may profit the people of the earth, and not such sciences as begin in mere words and end in mere words. The possessors of sciences and arts have a great right among the people of the world. Indeed, the real treasury of man is his knowledge. Knowledge is the means of honor, prosperity, joy, gladness, happiness and exultation."—Words of Paradise.

THE THIRD PRINCIPLE.

Unity of Religion and Science.

YESTERDAY I spoke to you of the Second Principle of the Teaching of Baha'u'llah, the Unity of Mankind. The first, as I have said, is the Search after Truth. The third is the acceptance of the Relation between Religion and Science.

There is no contradiction existing between True Religion and Science. When a Religion is opposed to Science it becomes mere superstition. How can a man believe that which Science has proved impossible? If he believes in spite of his reason it is rather ignorant superstition than faith.

The origin of Science and Religion is identical. Religious principles have all been based on Science. The Unity of God is logical and can be understood through scientific study. All religions teach that we must do good. This is logical, the only way humanity can progress. We must be generous, sincere, faithful, law-abiding. All this is reasonable. All religious laws conform to reason and are logically suited to the people for whom they are made and for the time in which they are practiced.

Religion has two principal parts: (a) Practical and (b) Spiritual. The spiritual part never changes. All the manifestations of God and the Prophets have taught the same truths and have given the same spiritual law. The Sun of Truth has sent forth many rays to illumine the human intelligence, the light is always the same. They all teach the same code of morality. There is no division in the Truth.

The practical part of religion deals with outer forms and ceremonies. This is the material part of the law and guides the customs of the people.

In the time of Moses there were ten offences deserving capital punishment. When the Christ came the law was changed. The old law, an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth, was changed to one of mercy and forbearance. In the old days the punishment for theft was the cutting off of the right hand; in our days this law could not be applied. Nowadays he who curses his father is allowed to live; then he was put to death.

So we see that, whereas the spiritual law of religion never changes, the practical law treating with actions changes with the necessities of the time.

It is the spiritual and moral part of religious law that is the most important of the two. All questions of morality contained in the law of every religion are logically right. If religion is contrary to logic, then it is no longer a religion but merely a tradition. This is certain. Therefore, put all your beliefs in harmony with science. There must be no opposition. Religion and science are the two wings with which man's intelligence can soar into the heights. It is not possible to fly with one wing alone.

All religions of the present day have fallen into superstitious practices, which are out of harmony both with true principles of the teaching they represent and with the scientific discoveries of the time. This has the effect of making people think that science and religion must of necessity be opposed to one another.

If religion conformed to science, there would be a great unifying, cleansing force in the world which would sweep before it all wars and disagreement, all disunion and inharmony, and men would be united in the power of the love of God.
THE followers of Baha'u'llah, especially in America, are constantly confronted with the vital question: Is not Christianity complete in itself? And this query is quite worthy of consideration by all inquiring minds in the religious world. It is conceded by those who are alert to Truth, and interested in history; as well as the events of this present age, that through the influence of Christianity a large part of mankind has become more or less civilized, refined and educated; while its teachers and missionaries are still putting forth mighty efforts to spread its teaching far and wide.

Why then do we need another Revelation from God at this time?

Is Christianity complete in itself? The word Christianity covers much that Jesus the Christ would not recognize nor endorse. Under its head are man-made creeds upon creeds, with dogmas many, and philosophies untold. Very much is and has ever been taught about Christ, and what He intended to give humanity by His life, teaching and death, but His deep, vital, and far reaching work has not yet been fully grasped by the so-called Christian world, so that in a measure His ministry has been a seeming failure after these two thousand years, as far as the salvation or unity of mankind is concerned.

It was believed by Christ's followers that He was a perfected Being, inspired by God himself as a world Saviour, and He certainly was all of this. In and of Himself, and His message, was all that man required to enable him to unfold to his highest possibilities as man "in the Image of God" for all Eternity. But the failure has come about on man's part, for he has not grasped the inner or spiritual meaning of the Word, which was from the beginning, and which "was God." It has rather been Jesus the divine man which has been worshiped more than the Word.

From all time Infinite Mind has revealed Himself as the Living Word in the flesh, but it has been unheard or overlooked by the masses. The Word is One, and so simple that "A wayfaring man though a fool need not err therein." It is by the Word that man is regenerated, made whole wherever and whenever it is perceived by his Soul. And when he has been "born again" in reality, he comes into at-one-ment with the One Living God. Then this world becomes to him a veritable rose garden as it were, and mankind one great soul in many bodies.

This has been the plan of the Almighty for man from all Eternity. Should we then question His Love and Mercy in sending revelation upon revelation to this earth? Has not His far reaching eye seen the utter failure on man's part to understand and appreciate the Christ teaching as It has appeared in the flesh again and again? and could He fail in making every effort to fulfill His promises in man? Consequently the same Holy Spirit has again revealed the Truth which must resuscitate, and enkindle anew the fire of His Love in hearts. Why should the so-called Christian world question the action of the Spirit, while branches of its own organization have been proclaiming for two thousand years that this same Christ would come again to prepare the world for the reign of Peace promised in the Garden of Eden?

Had the Christian religion brought about the fulfillment of these prophecies before the coming of Baha'u'llah? What means this mighty tide working towards universal Peace and arbitration, of the world wide conferences and congresses to discuss the possibilities of disarmament? What has inspired the President of the United States to invite other great nations to unite in one common brotherhood, who shall have one purpose, that is to wipe out in due time all causes for war?

To those who have eyes to see or ears to hear the meanings of this movement are most clear and sure, for such souls have heard the voice of Him who has spoken all down the ages, and speaks today by His Word in Baha'u'llah. What is the difference you ask between the teachings of Christ Jesus and Baha'u'llah that such a change should come as is proclaimed by the followers of the later Prophet? All of the fundamental points set forth by the first of these great Manifestations is again presented by the latter. The difference is not in the teaching, but in man's conception of the Word whenever it may be proclaimed. Baha'u'llah is the fulfillment of the Word
as revealed in Jesus, in Moses, and in Abraham. Each Manifestation presents His message according to His own phrasing, perhaps best suited to the age of His advent, while each one was chosen to fill a certain station or office, through which He should minister to mankind.

Abraham, being absolutely obedient to the commands of God without question or hesitation, was proclaimed "the Father of all Nations." Moses was the great Law Giver, upon whose commands all common law has been busied ever since. Jesus Christ came to sacrifice His life that the way for man back to God might be opened, or made clear; hence He was called the Saviour of man. While Baha'u'llah is to fulfill all prophecy, and bring the world into the promised "Day of Peace," by giving laws and commands which will eventually rule and unite all governments, and remove all vital differences among, and between nations. He has given searching admonitions which He said "descended from the Source of Majesty, through the tongue of Power and Strength upon the prophets of the past," and that "He hath taken Its essences and clothed them with the garment of brevity, as a favor to the beloved, that they may fulfill the covenant of God; that they may perform in themselves that which He has entrusted to them, and attain the victory by virtue of devotion in the land of the Spirit."

The first of these Hidden Words is "O Son of Spirit! The first Counsel is: Possess a good, pure and enlightened heart, that thou mayest possess a Kingdom Eternal, immortal, ancient, and without end." And again: "O Son of Man! I loved thy creation, wherefore love Me, that I may acknowledge thee, and in the Spirit of life confirm thee."

In the "Book of Laws" written for all races and governments Baha'u'llah has settled all social, political, and economic questions of this day so clearly, justly and effectually that all men will wonder as they are given to the world. When He had revealed the message in full by writings many, He passed out of the body, leaving them to His Son Abdul-Baha, whom He proclaimed as the Center of God's Covenant with men, that he might interpret the meanings, and promote them as rapidly as possible.

Both Father and Son insist that progress shall be attained by natural growth, or unfolding of all great events, rather than by revolution, hence Abdul-Baha is giving his life to the Cause, and the thousands of all nations and religions who have come to acknowledge the Oneness of God, and the brotherhood of man through his wonderful personality and teaching is a proof of his power and God-given commission.

Baha'u'llah has proven the existence of the Lord of Glory, and made so plain His plans that the infidel and agnostic cannot fail of an understanding, if he sees fit to investigate its truths with a desire to know, and these facts cannot fail to break down all barriers between the so-called great religions of the world.

This revelation is not a new Religion but the very essence of God's Word as taught by the Christ, but not perceived by Christianity at large.

If there is no difference between the teaching of Christ and Baha'u'llah why then need we turn from the one to follow the other?

The same question has been asked at the appearing of every one of God's Prophets, and each one has been rejected by the former religions. Jesus said that if the Jews had understood the message of Moses they would have accepted Him, for His coming had been proclaimed for thousands of years. The personality of each Messenger becomes the stumbling stone over which the creatures of all ages have fallen, and in the fall have lost sight of the Creator, so in time darkness and materiality have covered the face of the earth, selfishness and greed have destroyed the Garden of God, until the few souls who are ever listening for His Voice and crying out for light and knowledge have prevailed. Then in due time when the world has evolved to such a condition as is needful for His all wise purposes, another Prophet is sent with the Word of Life.

Had the priesthood of the former religions that exist today been listening only for the Word they would gladly receive the message of Baha'u'llah for every condition which Christ and all other prophets proclaimed would prevail in "that Day" is now being fulfilled. Why question the horizon from which the Light proceeds? Search the Scriptures of all religions and behold the Glorious Sun of Truth that has arisen once more to deliver man from sin and self.
In this last triune Manifestation is fulfilled every promise of the Infinite to man up to the date of the thousand year millennium, as termed in the Christian Bible. Beyond that period we know nothing, as far as man's ad-


LETTER FROM MONTREAL:

DEAR FRIENDS IN EL-BABA:-As the great work of preparation for the coming of Abdul-Baha is going forward everywhere, it may be of interest to know of the progress in Montreal and of the widespread change which is taking place in Canada. This change has covered a period of several years, in which old, dead systems are giving way to new social and political groups; old, crystallized forms are dissolving in the radiance of the broad, generous ideas of the new age, and personal power and authority are giving place to principles of justice and truth, to a higher conception of human brotherhood.

The little group of followers of BABA'U'LLAH in Montreal has witnessed many stirring changes in this city and their scope of influence has been extended by the affiliation of some of its members with other groups of active workers and thinkers. Early in January we received a visit from Mirza Ahmad Sohrab who announced the coming of Abdul-Baha to America and spoke of his visit to England and France. Among those who heard this address was the leader of the Socialist party of Montreal and other Socialists, the editor of the leading newspaper of Canada and several people connected with public work. Later this paper published a very good article on the Bahai Message and the coming visit of Abdul-Baha. A few weeks later another talk given by a Montreal Bahai, on the significance of Abdul-Baha's visit to the Occident, which was shortly followed by an address by Mr. Honore Jaxon, of Chicago, who presented the Bahai Message from the standpoint of the working class movement. Mr. Jaxon had just returned from England where he had been doing a work of seed-sowing and preparation among the organized labor people and socialists, and in his very broad and comprehensive talk in Montreal he showed the vital connection between these world-wide movements and the Teachings of BABA'U'LLAH. Mr. Jaxon spoke to several bodies and societies in Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto and Quebec in such a spirit as to arouse interest and establish ties of good-will and fellowship, which will no doubt be the means of opening wide many doors for the reception of Abdul-Baha and the all-embracing Truth.

The friends in Montreal unite in sending sincere love and greetings to their fellow Bahais and to all those who are seeking the highest welfare of mankind and the enlightenment of the world.

I am your servant in the cause of El-Baha,

MAY MAXWELL.

CONTENTS OF PERSIAN SECTION:

(1) Announcement of Abdul-Baha's departure for America; (2) a word of thanks from the editors of the STAR OF THE WEST to the friends, as it enters upon its third year; (3) copy of Tablet for the STAR OF THE WEST; (4) announcement of the Second Annual Convention of the Orient-Occident Unity to be held in Washington, D. C., April 18th-20th; (5) announcement of the Fourth Annual Convention of the Bahais in the interest of the Mashru and Azkar, to be held in Chicago, April 27th-May 2d; (6) photograph of a group of Chicago Bahaís; (7) establishment of an Oriental library in connection with the Orient-Occident Unity; (8) activities during the past year of the Persian-American Commercial Company, and Tablet from Abdul-Baha in regard to it; (9) Bahai martyrdoms in Sari Mazanderan; (10) editorial on Martyrdom; (11) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Mrs. Louise R. Waite, in regard to music; (12) letters from Eshkabad concerning the teachings of the Bahai Revelation; (13) Abdul-Baha's Tablet to Mr. Tudor-Pole concerning the effect of teaching the Truth; (14) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to the Orient-Occident Unity.
**ANNOUNCEMENT:**

On Wednesday evening, March 13th, the various committees from the Chicago Assembly met with the committee from the Executive Board of Bahai Temple Unity to perfect arrangements for the season of the Mashrik-ul-Azkar convention. The committee in charge of the Rizwan Feast (April 27th) reported having secured a very desirable location in the downtown loop district, at 20 East Randolph Street, in the building east of the Masonic Temple, where the feast room is large and rest rooms are in connection with it.

The Reception Committee is prepared to meet the incoming friends at the depots and place them in charge of the Entertainment Committee which is thoroughly posted on hotel and room accommodations. Both committees will consider it a favor to thus serve the friends. To add to the comfort of the visiting friends, Mr. Carl Scheffler has offered his studio as a downtown headquarters where friends may come for information, receive their mail and meet friends by appointment, etc.

Mr. Scheffler's studio is Room 806, Athenaeum Building, 59 East Van Buren Street. Telephone, Harrison 5944.

The Music Committee is actively at work; a chorus is rehearsing every Friday evening under the direction of Mr. Albert R. Windust. The music for this year's convention will be an inspiring feature and will aid in uplifting the hearts and making them more receptive to the outpouring of the Holy Spirit which we trust will be as a Pentecostal Baptism with Abdul-Baha in our midst. 

**TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA**

O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Baha'is which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and unpublicized and thy voice and fame will be raised and become known wide and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA, ABBAS.

**OUTLINE OF THE BAHAI CALENDAR.**

The Bahai year begins on March 21st, and is divided into 19 months of 19 days each, plus 4 (or 5 every fourth year) intercalary days—February 26th to March 1st, inclusive.

The first day of each Bahai month falls as follows:

- **March:** 21st—Baha'i (Splendor)............Mar. 21
- **April:** 1st—Najaf (Glory).............Apr. 9
- **May:** 1st—Kaded (Grace)............May 17
- **June:** 1st—Shiraz (Knowledge).....June 5

The following days and seasons are observed by the Baha'is:

- **March 21st:** Bahai New Year—March 21st.
- **April 27th:** Rizwan—(Paradise)—commemorating the Declaration of Baha'u'llah in the Cardston Riwan in Bagdad, April 21st, 1863. This season of fasting lasts twelve days—April 21st to May 2nd, inclusive. The first, ninth and twelfth days (April 21st, April 28th and May 2nd) are especially celebrated.
- **May 12th:** The Anniversary of the Declaration of the Covenant—May 12th (1844).
- **May 23rd:** The Anniversary of the Birth of Baha'u'llah—May 23rd (1844).
- **May 28th:** The Atoll'ri'Z..!ersary of the Declaration of the Covenant—May 28th (1892).
- **Nov. 23rd:** The Atoll'ri'Z..!ersary of the Declaration of the Covenant—Nov. 23rd (1892).
- **Dec. 19th:** The Atoll'ri'Z..!ersary of the Declaration of the Covenant—Dec. 19th (1892).
| کلمه‌های اختصاصی | توضیحات
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>کمک دریاس</td>
<td>دریاس هم‌زمان دریا و دریاچه‌ها و دریای خلیج فارس و دریای عرب و...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دریاس‌های اقیانوس‌های جهانی</td>
<td>دریاس‌های اقیانوس‌های جهانی در دریاها و دریاچه‌ها و دریای عرب و...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>کمک</td>
<td>کمک دریاس در دریای اقیانوس‌های جهانی در دریاها و دریاچه‌ها و دریای عرب و...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Orient Occident Unit
P.O. Box 207
St. Louis, Mo.
بیش از چهار سال پیش، در زمینه‌های مختلف، از جمله روان‌شناسی و ادبیات، به‌عنوان یکی از مهم‌ترین آثار، مقاله‌ای بود که به‌عنوان یکی از اولین آثار در این حوزه، در فضای بین‌المللی به چاپ رفت. این مقاله که در سال ۱۹۸۰ نوشته شد، به‌عنوان یکی از مهم‌ترین آثار در این حوزه، در فضای بین‌المللی به‌چاپ رسید.

در این مقاله، نویسنده به‌دستگاه‌های مختلف در زمینه روان‌شناسی و ادبیات برای اجرای برنامه‌ریزی و از نظر عملیاتی، به‌کارگیری شد. در این مقاله، نویسنده با استناد به کتاب‌های ادبی و روان‌شناسی، دستورالعمل‌های عملی، فنون درمانی و مواردی را که به‌صورت آزمایشگاهی در زمینه‌های مختلف در زمینه‌های روان‌شناسی و ادبیات اجرا شد، به‌عنوان مثال ذکر کرد.

در CONCATENATION با کتاب‌های ادبی و روان‌شناسی، دستورالعمل‌های عملی، فنون درمانی و مواردی را که به‌صورت آزمایشگاهی در زمینه‌های مختلف در زمینه‌های روان‌شناسی و ادبیات اجرا شد، به‌عنوان مثال ذکر کرد. در این مقاله، نویسنده به‌دستگاه‌های مختلف در زمینه روان‌شناسی و ادبیات برای اجرای برنامه‌ریزی و از نظر عملیاتی، به‌کارگیری شد. در این مقاله، نویسنده با استناد به کتاب‌های ادبی و روان‌شناسی، دستورالعمل‌های عملی، فنون درمانی و مواردی را که به‌صورت آزمایشگاهی در زمینه‌های مختلف در زمینه‌های روان‌شناسی و ادبیات اجرا شد، به‌عنوان مثال ذکر کرد.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

THE BAHAI PUBLISHING SOCIETY
has just issued a handsome new edition of the

Album of Views
taken at Acca, Haifa,
Mt. Carmel, Syria,

and other places in the Holy Land, some years ago.

These excellent color plates show the scenes surrounding the
the life of Baha’u’llah and the early followers who went into
exile with Him during His imprisonment. This edition also
contains an artistic duo-tone portrait of Abdul-Baha. There
are only a limited number of these Albums. The special
plates from which these beautiful views were reproduced could
not be preserved and when this edition is exhausted no more
can be secured. Those desiring copies should order at once.

BOUND IN ELEGANT CLOTH
COVERS WITH GOLD LETTERS . . Price $1.25

Address all orders to
MISS MARY LESCH, 5205 Jefferson Ave., CHICAGO
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'O'LLAH.

Vol. III Chicago (April 9, 1912) Jalal No. 2

TEACHINGS OF BAHA'O'LLAH
FROM DISCOURSES GIVEN BY ABDUL-BHAHA IN LONDON AND PARIS.

"O people of the world! Ye are all the fruit of one tree and the leaves of one branch."

"O people of the earth! Make not the Religion of God a cause of variance among you. Verily, of a truth, it was revealed for the purpose of unifying the whole world. Fear God, and be not of the ignorant. Blessed is he who loves the whole world simply for the sake of the Face of his Generous Lord."—Tablet.

THE FOURTH PRINCIPLE.
Abolition of Prejudices.

Another principle of the teaching of BAHA'O'LLAH is this: That you must renounce all prejudices—religious, racial, political and national—for all these have made the world sick.

This is a grave illness and one that can be the cause of destruction to humanity. All wars and bloodshed have been caused by either of these prejudices. The sad wars that you see in the world in these days are caused by fanatical religious hatred of one people for another or prejudices of race and color. Till all these differences are abolished humanity will never be at peace. That is why BAHA'O'LLAH has said that these causes of separation are destructive to humanity.

Consider the nations of so-called religious people. If they were really adorers of God they would obey His law which forbids them to kill one another. All religions teach that men should love one another and that a man must look to his own faults before he condemns another; that he must not think himself superior to his fellows, for we know not in the end who will be judged the best. How many men there have been who began a saintly career and finally fell to the greatest humiliation. Look at Judas Iscariot, how well he began and how sadly he failed in the end.

On the other hand, remember Paul the Apostle. He was an enemy of Christ, but he became the best of His servants. Therefore we must keep in mind that it is wrong to judge others. The end of man is not known to us. How can we think ourselves superior to anyone? We must, therefore, have no prejudices. We must never say: "I am a believer, he is an infidel; I am of the elect, he is an outcast." We can never tell the final judgment. We must not judge, we must give help to those who are not so blessed as we are. We must instruct the ignorant, we must tend the child and bring it to maturity. When we see a man in the depths, we must take him by the hand and lift him to our side. We must think of those who have fallen as our friends, not our enemies.

The prejudice of race is mere superstition, for God created us all men of one race. In the beginning there were no limits, no boundaries put to the different lands. There should be no different nations, we are all men, all descendants of Adam. We must not think of a man as an Englishman or a Frenchman or a Persian. This is all mere superstition.

How can we uphold a war that is caused by superstition? God has not made men to destroy one another.

In the eyes of God all races, tribes, sects and classes are equal. He sees no difference in them. The only difference existing between men in God's sight is in the degree of service. The lovers of humanity, these are the superior beings, of whatever race, creed...
or color. There are some who shine as lamps and there are others who rise like stars in the sky of humanity. In short, the only difference existing between men is this, there are earthly men and heavenly men. God does not ask if a man comes from the East or West, from the North or South.

A great cause of division among the people is the political prejudice. There are people who find pleasure in causing discord. These people love only their own country, even to the destruction of others. They collect armies and send them to destroy other nations in order to achieve worldly fame, for the joy of hearing people say: “Such a country has defeated another and brought it under the yoke of a superior government.” This glory is bought at the price of blood, and yet it is not lasting. Those who have triumphed will in their turn be conquered, and those who are subjected will in due time become victorious. Consider the history of the past. How many times has the French nation conquered the German nation, and yet France herself has been conquered by Germany. It is the same when we remember the past relations between England and this country.

As these victories are only temporary, why do men attach so much importance to them and shed blood for their sake? Man should be an example of the power of Divine Teaching and faithful to the law. Why does he put all his effort into destruction and separation?

I hope that in this luminous century the Divine Light will shed radiance over the whole world and that the Divine Bounty will seek out every man. The Light of the Sun of Truth is for all. Humanity will be freed from the chains of prejudice and superstition.

We must follow God’s policy. Man’s politics are weak, but the policy of God, the Creator of all, is strong; it is the best and we must follow His example. He gives alike to all of His Divine Bounty—we are all His servants. The servant follows his master’s example.

I pray the Kingdom shall come on earth, that the shadow shall disappear before the radiance of the Sun of Truth.

“O Children of Men! Do ye know why We have created ye from one clay? That no one should glorify himself over the other. Be ye ever mindful of how ye were created Since We created ye all from one substance, ye must be as one soul, walking with the same feet, eating with one mouth and living in one land, that ye may manifest with your being and by your deeds and actions the signs of unity and the spirit of oneness.”—Arabic Hidden Words.

THE FIFTH PRINCIPLE

Equality of Sexes.

God has created all creatures in couples. In the vegetable, animal and human kingdom, all are of two sexes, and there is absolute equality between them.

In the vegetable world there are male plants and female plants. Both have equal rights, there is no difference between them. Each possess an equal share of the beauty of their species.

In the animal world all are male or female. Each have equal rights and there is no difference between them, they each share the advantages of their kind.

In all these realms of nature the sexes have equal rights; but when we come to the world of humanity we see a difference.

This difference is caused by education. In God’s creation neither is superior to the other, there is no distinction, no difference. Why do men make a difference?

The capacity of women is the same as men; if she were educated with the same advantages the result would be the same; in fact women have a superior disposition to men, they are more receptive, more sensitive, their intuition is more intense. The only reason of their present backwardness in some directions is because they have not had the same educational advantages as men.

In the necessities of life women are superior to men, they are the cause of existence of men themselves.

If a mother is well educated, her children will also be well taught. If the mother is wise, the children will be wise; if the mother is religious, the children will also be religious. If the mother is a good woman, then the children will also be good. The future generation depends then on the mothers of today. Is not this a vital position of responsibility for women?

Surely God does not wish such an important
instrument as woman to be less perfect than she is able to become! Divine Justice demands that men and women should have equal rights, there is no difference between them, neither sex is superior to the other in the sight of God.

Nearness to God depends not on sex but on the luminosity of the heart; he or she with the greatest faith, these are near to God. Women must try then to attain greater perfection to be man's equal in the world, to make such progress that men will be forced to own them as their equals in every respect. In Europe women have made greater progress than in the East, though they are not yet physically as far advanced as men. It is my hope that they may progress rapidly until humanity will be perfected.

God's Bounty is for all and makes all progress. So soon men will have to acknowledge women as their equals and there will be no need to struggle for their rights.

When children have finished their studies for the term, an examination is given them and it is by the result of this examination that one can tell their knowledge and capacity. So it is with women. Let actions show one's power, there is no need to speak of it.

One of the Principles then of the teaching of Bahá'u'lláh is the Equality of Sex. Women must make the greatest efforts to attain human virtue and to bring about the Unity of Mankind.

They must struggle to spread the Teaching of Bahá'u'lláh among the people, so that the Light of the Divine Bounty may envelop their souls.

“O My Servant! The best of people are they who gain by work, and spend for themselves and their kindred in the Love of God, the Lord of the creatures.”—Persian Hidden Words.

“O Children of Dust! Let the rich learn the midnight sighing of the poor, lest negligence destroy them and they be deprived of their portion of the tree of wealth. Giving and Generosity are qualities of Mine. Happy is he who adorns himself with My Virtues.”—Persian Hidden Words.

THE SIXTH PRINCIPLE

Equalization of Means of Livelihood.

Among the most important principles of the Teaching of Bahá'u'lláh is the equalization of the means of living among men.

There are in the world at present numerous cases of men who are either too poor or too rich. While some live in palaces, others have nowhere to lay their head; some have many courses at their meals, while others scarcely have enough bread to keep them alive. This state of affairs is wrong and must be remedied.

The remedy, however, cannot consist in the bringing to pass of equality, absolute equality among men; this would be impossible. There is needed some organization which will bring about an order in this disorder. Equality is a mere dream and absolutely impracticable. If Equality existed the whole order of the world would be destroyed. In mankind there is always a difference in degree. Since creation men have never been the same. Some have superior intelligence, others are more ordinary and some are devoid of intellect. How can there ever exist equality between those who are clever and those who are not? Humanity is like an army. An army must have a general, captains and soldiers, each with their appointed duties; it cannot consist of generals only, or captains, or soldiers only—their must be degrees in the organization.

Lycurgus, the philosopher sovereign of Sparta, intended to promote the welfare of his country. He wished to equalize the means of living in Sparta. So he divided the inhabitants into three divisions. The first third was composed of his own family and relatives. Of these he made governors and chiefs and gave them power over the people—of the second third, which consisted of the people dwelling in the country parts of Sparta, a class of agriculturists who cultivated the land and possessed large farms. The third class was that of the workmen and farm laborers and men of trade. The first class consisted of nine thousand people, and those who belonged to this third were superior to the rest of their countrymen and profited by exemption from the laws which bound the lower classes. These were the chiefs of the people and controlled the government and politics of the Spartans. They held the balance of peace or war in their hands; though if war were carried on they were not obliged to take part in it if
they did not wish to do so. The children of the nine thousand were sent to school at the age of six years old and there they were taught the use of arms and the art of war. When they had completed their military education at the age of twenty years they were fitted to rule and take part in the government of the country. Sparta was divided into nine thousand parts and each part was governed by a member of the superior class.

The second third, the farmer class, were obliged to give a tenth part of their produce to the government; the third class also were forced to give an annual tax to the government. Lycurgus made the Spartans swear that they would maintain the same order of government when he left the country and that they would not alter it till his return. Having secured their oath, he left Sparta and never returned. Lycurgus renounced his high position for the good of his country, for the equalization of property. After a time all was destroyed, his constitution came to an end. Equality is impossible.

Some are too rich, some are too poor, some have millions and some have nothing. An organization is necessary to control this state of affairs. It is necessary to limit riches or it is necessary to limit poverty. Either extreme is wrong. There should be a medium state. If it is right for a capitalist to possess a great fortune, then it is also just that a workman should have means of existence. If poverty is allowed to reach a condition of starvation, it proves that there is a tyranny.

Men must see that this does not happen in any case. There must be special laws. The rich must give of their plenty. If they have more than they need they must think of those who are in want.

The government of a country should make laws which conform to the Divine Law. The Law of God exacts that there should be neither excessive wealth nor excessive poverty.

"Today let every soul desire to attain the highest station. He must not regard what is in him but what is in God. It is not for him to regard what shall advantage himself, but that whereby the Word of God, which must be obeyed, shall be praised. The heart must be sanctified from every form of selfishness and lust, for the weapons of the unitarians and the saints were and are the Fear of God."—Tablet.

THE SEVENTH PRINCIPLE


In the Teaching of Bahá'u'lláh it is written: "Whatever progress is made by man, he always needs the Power of the Holy Spirit, for the power of man is limited and the Divine Power is without limit."

In history we see that all truly great men who have helped on the progress of humanity have been inspired by the Holy Spirit. Often these men were, at first, insignificant.

The Prophets of God have not all come out of learned schools of philosophy, they were mostly men of simple origin, lacking the knowledge of reading and writing. The power by which they were raised above men, and by which they became teachers of the Truth, was the Power of the Holy Spirit. Their influence on humanity, by virtue of this power, was great and penetrating.

Now look at the philosophers in comparison, men of great learning and abnormal intellect: Plato, Aristotle, Pliny and Socrates—their influence on the world of humanity was limited and restrained. Plato with all his wonderful knowledge and philosophy never moved a man to the extent that he would sacrifice his life for the teaching, while simple men filled with the Holy Spirit influenced humanity to such an extent that thousands would die to uphold their teaching. The Prophets of Juda and Israel: Jeremiah, Isaiah, were simple men, as also were the Apostles of Christ. Peter, the chief of the Apostles, did not know how to count the days of the week. He used to divide the produce of his fishing into seven parts, and when, having taken one part a day for use, he arrived at the seventh portion, he knew it was the Sabbath Day. Consider this and then think of his future state, to what glory he was brought through the influence of the Holy Spirit. Whoever, then, receives this Power is able to influence all with whom he is in contact. The greatest philosopher without this Spirit is powerless; his soul is lifeless, his heart dead. Till the Holy Spirit breathes in his soul he can do no good work.

No philosophy, no system, has ever changed the manners and customs of the people for the better. The morals of the philosophers who are not enlightened by the Divine Spirit
are inferior. An ignorant man, filled with the Holy Spirit, is powerful. He who is educated by the Holy Spirit, can in his turn educate others in the same Spirit.

I pray for you that you may be helped by the Holy Spirit and that you may receive the education thereof.

The life and morals of a spiritual man are in themselves an education to others. Let your thoughts, words and actions bring life to those around you. Do not think of your own limitations, dream only of the welfare of the Kingdom of Abha. See the influence of Jesus Christ among His apostles, then consider their influence on others. These simple men were helped by the Power of the Holy Spirit. So may you receive the Divine Assistance. Our capabilities are limited, but the help of the Kingdom of Abha is limitless.

The earth of itself has no properties of life, but it is fertilized by the sun and the rain. The earth must not consider its own limited power. Likewise may you be given life, may the rain of the Divine Mercy and the sun of Truth make your gardens fruitful, so that many beautiful flowers of exquisite fragrance and hue may blossom there in abundance.

Turn your minds away from your own forces, your own selves, and make your souls ready to receive, to overflowing, the Divine Power of the Spirit and the blessings of the Infinite Bounty.

If you thus keep yourselves in readiness you will become to the world of humanity a burning flame, a star of guidance, a fruitful tree. I pray that you may receive the blessing of the Holy Spirit. This is my counsel to you.

"The light of men is Justice; quench it not with the contrary winds of oppression and tyranny. The purpose of Justice is the appearance of unity among people. In this exalted Word, the sea of God's wisdom is moving; all the books of the world are not sufficient to contain its interpretation."—Words of Paradise.

THE EIGHTH PRINCIPLE

Justice.

In life man should hope for reward and fear punishment. It is necessary that this hope and this fear should be considered by those in authority and those who have important posts in the government. If the officials are not guided by these sentiments, it is to be feared that they will not act as they ought to.

This hope and fear are like pillars that support the altitude of the world. There is no better prevention of tyranny than these two sentiments, hope and fear. In reactionary governments where fear does not exist, the administration is badly managed.

There are both political and spiritual consequences. A man who takes into consideration spiritual consequences is a perfect government official. If a man is guided by religious feeling and by the respect of the law, he will act in a perfect manner.

A minister of government, if he is guided by Divine faith, will always act for the good, above all if he knows that the consequences of his act are without limit. Such a man will detach himself from tyranny and will work for Justice.

If men believed that they will reap the consequences of their actions in the next world, they would never act contrary to Justice. You see then how important it is that a minister of state should be religious.

At the same time religious interests should not be brought into politics. Religions should treat of morals; politics of material circumstances. Those in authority should occupy themselves with the lives of men, they should teach ideas of service, good morals and develop the habit of Justice. "Render unto Cesar the things that are Cesar's, and unto God the things that are God's." In Persia there are among the most important ministers of state religious men who fear divine punishment; the others, however, do not think of the consequences of their acts. This is the reason why they have great difficulties in Persia.

Friends of God, set forth the example of Justice! Justice is a universal quality. From the highest to the lowest justice should be sacred: from the sovereign to the merchant, the minister of state to the artisan, all must be just. Be just, respect the rights of each man—"do unto others as you would have them do unto you." A workman who commits an injustice is as much to blame as a tyrant. Each one of us can choose between justice and injustice.

I hope you will be just in your relations with others, that you will never harm your fellows, that you will respect the rights of all men, and above all consider the rights of others before your own.
SPECIAL:

A report that Abdul-Baha and suite sailed from Alexandria, Egypt, March 25th on the White Star Line S.S. "Cedric", due to arrive in New York City, April 10th, has been confirmed.

Plans are being made by some of the assemblies to send wireless messages of greeting and good-will to him as soon as the vessel comes into the zone of communication from the shore stations. On behalf of all the friends the Star of the West sends the following: "Welcome! Welcome! Welcome!"

The eyes of the Bahai World are now centered upon this notable event of the visit of Abdul-Baha to America. The Star of the West will endeavor to give as complete an account of his sojourn in the West as its limited space will permit.

OUTLINE OF THE BAHAI CALENDAR.

The Bahai year begins on March 21st, and is divided into 19 months of 19 days each, plus 4 (or 5 every fourth year) intercalary days—February 26th to March 1st inclusive.

The first day of each Bahai month falls as follows:

- 1st........... 'Abdul-Baha' (Splendor)
- 2nd........... Jalal (Glory)
- 3rd........... Jalal (Beauty)
- 4th........... Asma (Grace)
- 5th........... Nur (Light)
- 6th........... Rahmat (Mercy)
- 7th........... Kavum (War)
- 8th........... Ahmad (Wax)
- 9th........... Kamal (Perfection)
- 10th........... Ezerat (Might)
- 11th........... Mashekat (Will)
- 12th........... Elum (Knowledge)
- 13th........... Keduat (Power)
- 14th........... Kowf (Speech)
- 15th........... Maan'ul (Questions)
- 16th........... Shara' (Honor)
- 17th........... Sultan (Sovereignty)
- 18th........... Mulk (Dominion)
- 19th........... Ela (Loyalty)

The following days and seasons are observed by the Bahais:
- The Feast of Nowruz—the Bahai New Year—March 21st.
- The Feast of Rizwan—(Paradise)—commemorating the Declaration of Baha'u'llah in the Garden of El Rizwan in Bagdad, April 21st, 1863. This season of feasting lasts twelve days—April 21st to May 2nd inclusive. The first, ninth and twelfth days (April 21st, April 28th and May 2nd) are especially celebrated. The Anniversary of the Declaration of the Bab—May 21st. (1844).
- The Anniversary of the Departure of Baha'u'llah—May 28th. (1852).
- The Anniversary of the Martyrdom of the Bab—July 9th. (1859).
- The Anniversary of the Birth of Baha'u'llah—November 6th. (Born in Nur, Persia, 1817).
- The Feast of the Appointment of the Center of the Covenant—Abdu'l-Baha—Nov. 20th.
- Intercollegary Days—During which hospitalities are extended to friends, the poor and the needy—February 26th to March 1st inclusive. The Month of the Festes—March and to 20th, inclusive—during which no manner of food or drink is to be taken between sunrise and sunset. The nights are to be passed awake and in prayer. Fasting is enjoined upon every one. Children, travelers, sick and infirm people, pregnant women and nursing mothers are free from this obligation.

CONTENTS OF PERSIAN SECTION:

1. Abdul-Baha nearing America;
2. Tablet revealed by Baha'u'llah calling for a messenger to deliver His Message to the Shah of Persia; (3) poem by the great Persian Poet, Hazrate An-Dalih (Nightingale); (4) Tablet revealed by Baha'u'llah calling for a messenger to deliver His Message to the Shah of Persia; (5) photograph and a portion of the life history of the one who responded to the call, Jenabe Hadie, and delivered the Message to the Shah. He was martyred with excruciating torture; (6) another man in the picture are his jailers and executioners.
مشیت مربوط دنیور نام دارد و تکرار
این را در شاهنامه پژوهش می‌کنیم.

با توجه به تجاویز این متن، نمی‌توانم به طور صحیح به آن پاسخ بدهم. بهتر است با متخصص علمی یا تحقیق در این زمینه تماس بگیرید.
3. 

[Handwritten text not legible]
ومعذرت می‌گیرم، امکان خواندن و پیش‌سازی متن این تصویر را ندارم.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة.
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The limited number of pages of the Star of the West is inadequate to present the wealth of spiritual teachings now being showered upon the friends by Abdul-Baha, to say nothing of the many incidents and photographs of interest surrounding his sojourn in America which should also be published. Gladly would we increase the number of pages, but we are compelled to consider the cost of sixteen more issues this year. We ask the friends to be content with what has been provided.

We wish to thank all who have so kindly sent us stenographic reports of Abdul-Baha's utterances, items of interest and photographs pertaining to his visit in their midst. Please continue in this good service. We hope to publish this excellent material in forthcoming issues.

In our next issue we plan to present the addresses of Abdul-Baha while at Chicago, together with an outline of the many gatherings in this city, including the Bahai Unity Convention; also several fine illustrations of the great event of the dedication of the site of the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

In the following issue, No. 5, we plan to present an extensive report of Abdul-Baha's visit in New York City and vicinity, also the official report of the Convention at Chicago.

The Editors.
ABDUL-BAHA'S ARRIVAL IN AMERICA.*

By WENDELL PHILLIPS DODGE.

ABDUL-BAHA, the eminent Persian philosopher and leader of the Bahai movement for the unification of religions and the establishment of universal peace, arrived April 11th on the steamship Cedric from Alexandria, Egypt. It is his first visit to America, and except for a brief visit to Paris and London last summer and fall, it is the first time in forty years that he has gone beyond the fortification of the "prison city" of Acre, Syria, to which place he and his father, BABA'O'LLAH, the founder of the Bahai movement, were banished by the Turkish government a half century ago.

He comes on a mission of international peace, to attend and address the Peace Conference at Lake Mohonk the latter part of the month, and to address various peace meetings, educational societies, religious organizations, etc.

When the ship newsmen boarded the Cedric down the bay Abdul-Baha was found on the upper deck, standing where he could see the pilot, his long, flowing oriental robe flapping in the breeze. He was clothed in a long, black robe open at the front and disclosing another robe of light tan. Upon his head was a pure white turban, such as all eastern patriarchs wear.

His face was light itself as he scanned the harbor and greeted the reporters, who had been kept waiting at quarantine for three and a half hours before they could board the ship with the customs officers, owing to a case of smallpox and several cases of typhoid fever in the steerage, which had to be removed to Hoffman Island for isolation, and the ship then fumigated. He is a man of medium height, though at first sight he seemed to be much taller. He is strongly and solidly built, and weighs probably one hundred and sixty-five pounds. As he paced the deck, talking with the reporters, he appeared alert and active in every movement, his head thrown back and splendidly poised upon his broad, square shoulders, most of the time. A profusion of iron grey hair bursting out at the sides of the turban and hanging long upon the neck; a large, massive head, full-domed and remarkably wide across the forehead and temples, the forehead rising like a great palisade above the eyes, which were very wide apart, their orbits large and deep, looking out from under massive overhanging brows; strong Roman nose, generous ears, decisive yet kindly mouth and chin; a creamy white complexion, beard same color as his hair, worn full over the face and carefully trimmed at almost full length—this completes an insufficient word picture of this "Wise Man Out of the East."

His first words were about the press, saying:

"The pages of swiftly appearing newspapers are indeed the mirror of the world; they display the doings and actions of the different nations; they both illustrate them and cause them to be heard. Newspapers are as a mirror which is endowed with hearing, sight and speech; they are a wonderful phenomenon and a great matter. But it behooveth the editors of the newspaper to be sanctified from the prejudice of egotism and desire, and to be adorned with the ornament of equity and justice.

"There are good and bad newspapers. Those which strive to speak only that which is truth, which hold the mirror up to truth, are like the sun: they light the world everywhere with truth and their work is imperishable. Those who play for their own little selfish ends give no true light to the world and perish of their own futility."

Dr. Ameen U. Fureed, a young American-

---

*Note—This story of Abdul-Baha's arrival in America was written by Wendell Phillips Dodge, a reporter for the New York City News Association, who boarded the Cedric at quarantine and interviewed Abdul-Baha coming up the bay. It was given to all of the New York newspapers, and, through the Associated Press, was sent, though held down considerably, to newspapers throughout the world.—Barrows,
ized Persian physician and surgeon, who is a nephew of Abdul-Baha, and who acted as interpreter, then told of how Abdul-Baha spent most of his time on the way across standing beside the wireless operator, himself receiving numerous messages through the air from his followers in America.

Talking to the reporters in his stateroom aboard the Cedric, Abdul-Baha told of an incident which occurred in the Holy Land last winter, and it shows what a rare sense of humor this great world figure has. An enquirer, about to set off to Jerusalem, was one day discussing with Abdul-Baha the subject of pilgrimage:

"The proper spirit," said Abdul-Baha in his quaint way to the enquirer, "in which to visit places hallowed by remembrances of Christ, is one of constant communion with God. Love for God will be the telegraph wire, one end of which is in the Kingdom of the Spirit, and the other in your heart."

"I am afraid my telegraph wire is broken," the enquirer replied.

"Then you will have to use wireless telegraphy," I told him," said Abdul-Baha, laughing heartily.

When the ship was abreast the Statue of Liberty, standing erect and facing it, Abdul-Baha held his arms wide apart in salutation, and said:

"There is the new world's symbol of liberty and freedom. After being forty years a prisoner I can tell you that freedom is not a matter of place. It is a condition. Unless one accept dire vicissitudes he will not attain. When one is released from the prison of self, that is indeed a release."

Then, waving adieu to the Statue of Liberty, he continued:

"In former ages it has been said, 'To love one's native land is faith.' But the tongue in this days says, 'Glory is not his who loves his native land; but glory is his who loves his kind—humanity.'"

"What is your attitude toward woman suffrage?" asked one of the reporters.

"The modern suffragette is fighting for what must be, and many of these are willing martyrs to imprisonment for their cause. One might not approve of the ways of some of the more militant suffragettes, but in the end it will adjust itself. If women were given the same advantages as men, their capacity being the same, the result would be the same. In fact, women have a superior disposition to men; they are more receptive, more sensitive, and their intuition is more intense. The only reason of their present backwardness in some directions is because they have not had the same educational advantages as men."

"All children should be educated, but if parents cannot educate both the boys and the girls, then it would be better to educate the girls, for they will be the mothers of the coming generation. This is a radical idea for the East, where I come from, but it is already taking effect there, for the Bahai women of Persia are being educated along with the men."

"We have only to look about us in nature," Abdul-Baha continued, "to see the truth of this. Is it not a fact that the females of many species of animals are stronger and more powerful than the male? The chief cause of the mental and physical inequalities of the sexes is due to custom and training, which for ages past have molded woman into the ideal of the weaker vessel."

"The world in the past has been ruled by force, and man has dominated over woman by reason of his more forceful and aggressive qualities both of body and mind. But the scales are already shifting—force is losing its weight and mental alertness, intuition, and the spiritual qualities of love and service, in which woman is strong, are gaining ascendancy. Hence the new age will be an age less masculine, and more permeated with the feminine ideals—or, to speak more exactly, will be an age in which the masculine and feminine elements of civilization will be more properly balanced."

"What is a Bahai?" asked one of the reporters.

"To be a Bahai simply means to love all the world, to love humanity and try to serve it; to work for Universal Peace, and the Universal Brotherhood," replied Abdul-Baha.

The ship now pointed its nose up the North River, and, gazing in a look of bewildered amazement at the rugged skyline of the lower city formed by the downtown skyscrapers, the "Wise Man out of the East," remarked, pointing at the towering buildings:

"These are the minarets of Western World commerce and industry, and seem to stretch these things heavenward in an endeavor to bring about this Universal Peace for which we are all working, for the good of the nations and mankind in general."

"The bricks make the house, and if the
bricks are bad the house will not stand, as these do. It is necessary for individuals to become as good bricks, to eradicate from themselves race and religious hatred, greed and a limited patriotism, so that, whether they find themselves guiding the government, or founding a home, the result of their efforts may be peace and prosperity, love and happiness."

The ship now reached its pier, where were anxiously waiting several hundred Bahais, as the followers of Abdul-Baha are called, who had been craning their necks down the river for a first sight of him since early morning. The ship docked shortly after noon, but, fearing that a demonstration in public would not be the best thing for the Cause, and not liking that sort of thing, the venerable Persian Divine did not leave the ship until the pier had been quietly cleared of his followers, who were told to meet him in the afternoon at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Kinney, where he greeted them a few hours later.

ABDUL-BAHA'S FIRST PUBLIC ADDRESS IN AMERICA.

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS, the head of the Movement for the Unification of Religions and for the establishment of Universal Peace, made his first public address in America at the Church of the Ascension, Fifth avenue and Tenth street, Sunday morning, April 14th. The Rev. Dr. Percy Stickney Grant, rector of the church, had invited him to deliver the principal sermon of the day, at the 11 o'clock service, Dr. Grant conducting the service up to that point. The church was crowded even to the aisles and throughout the regular Episcopal service preceding the sermon Abdul-Baha and his interpreter, Dr. Ameen Ullah Fareed, sat back of the choir to one side of the altar. The keynote sounded by the venerable Persian philosopher and religious leader was that humanity, generally speaking, was emerged in a sea of materiality.

In introducing Abdul-Baha to the congregation, the Rev. Dr. Grant said:

"I have come hither to find that material civilization has progressed greatly. I find commerce and the crafts perfected; agriculture improved, sciences well established, but the spiritual civilization has been left behind. The material civilization is likened unto the glass in a lamp chimney. The spiritual civilization is the light in that chimney. The material civilization should go hand in hand with the spiritual civilization. Then we will have the light and the glass together. Material civilization may be likened unto a beautiful body, while the spiritual civilization is the spirit that enters the body and gives to it life. With the propelling spirit of spiritual civilization the result will be great."
“His Holiness Jesus Christ came to this world that the people might have through Him the civilization of heaven, a spirit of oneness with God. He came to breathe the spirit in the body of the world. There must be a oneness in the world of humanity. When this takes place then will we have the ‘Most Great Peace.’

‘To-day the body-politic needs the oneness of the world and universal peace. But they require a certain propelling power to spread the feeling and to firmly plant it in the minds of men.

“It is self-evident that spiritual civilization cannot be accomplished through material means, for the interests of the various nations differ. It is evident that it cannot be accomplished through patriotism, for countries differ in their ideas of patriotism. It is impossible save through spiritual power. Compared with this all other means are too weak to bring about universal peace.

“Man has two wings—his material development and power, and his spiritual understanding and achievements. With one wing alone he cannot fly; two wings are necessary. Therefore, no matter how the material civilization advances, without the other great things cannot be accomplished. We must try with all the material power to help the spiritual power. Humanity, generally speaking, is immersed in a sea of materiality.

“Baha’u’llah, in Persia, founded the spiritual civilization, and made a bond among various peoples of different races that voiced the doctrine of Universal Peace. Sixty years ago he sent epistles to the kings, the rulers of the world, to join him in peace. Now, I find a strong movement for universal peace emanating from America. It is my hope that here in the Occident the foundation of this new solidarity may be strengthened and that the Orient and the Occident will be cemented together; that there may be a real unity, so that this world may at last find peace. May the hearts of men become as brothers.”

ABDUL-BAHA IN WASHINGTON, D.C.

BY JOSEPH H. HANNEN.

The hearts of the friends in Washington were gladdened and their souls refreshed by the presence of Abdul-Baha from Saturday, April 20th, to Sunday, April 28th inclusive. Words are inadequate to describe the joy imparted by this visit, nor can one yet realize all it has meant to us. Time will tell, as the seed germinates and develops into the plant, reproducing itself in turn until from each tiny life-germ there shall come into existence a rose garden, which touching another, and that in turn still others, shall transform the world into the garden of Paradise!

Days of waiting were rewarded when, at 1:33 p.m. on Saturday, April 20th, Abdul-Baha reached Washington on the Pennsylvania Railroad. In accordance with his expressed desire, there was no notice given of the hour of his arrival, and no delegation to meet him. The arrival was as simple as the Guest, and yet as memorable to those who were privileged to witness it, as the majestic simplicity of Abdul-Baha! The train was just on time. Among the usual crowd of travellers there was a quaint note lent by the party of Orientals, in the midst of whom, cool, collected and ever the Master of the situation, Abdul-Baha was seen. Quietly he passed through the gates, stopping at the threshold to greet the children of Mirza Ali Kuli Khan. The admonition of the guard to “pass along—don’t block the passage,” disturbed the Servant of God not at all—nor was it repeated, it might be added. Besides the Charge d’Affaires of Persia, his family and the Secretary of the Legation, there were present the President, the Treasurer and the Secretary of the Persian-American Educational Society, with a few of the friends who happened to be at the station at the time.

After greeting the children most affectionately, Abdul-Baha walked with Mirza Ali Kuli Khan, the other members of his party following—to the automobile section of the Union Station, where the car of Mrs. Barney-Hemmick was waiting. On the way, the first words spoken were to the effect that America is greater than Europe. Mirza Ali Kuli Khan, to whom these words were addressed, replied that America was only awaiting his coming.

Accompanied by Dr. Fareed, Abdul-Baha was driven at once to the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Parsons, 18th and “R” Streets,
where he was entertained during his sojourn. The other members of the party, Seyad Assad Ullah, Mirza Mahmood and Dr. Getsinger, had accommodations near by.

The first public meeting was the third and final session of the Orient-Occident Unity, held in the spacious hall of the Public Library. This hall, which normally seats about 400, had been taxed to its utmost capacity, fully 600 persons having gained entrance and about 100 more standing in the hall outside. As Abdul-Baha entered the building, crowds lined on either side of the steps stood silently and most respectfully, with heads bared—and this was an unconscious and spontaneous tribute of an American Saturday Night crowd! Upon his entrance into the hall, the audience rose at once and remained standing until he bade them be seated. His address, delivered at once, was received with breathless attention by the vast audience, and was followed by a positive ovation and a recall. That evening the Bethel Literary and Historical Society, the leading colored organization in Washington, was addressed, and again the audience taxed the capacity of the edifice in which the meeting was held.

On Tuesday, April 23rd, at noon, Abdul-Baha addressed the student-body of more than 1,000, the faculty and a large number of distinguished guests, at Howard University. This was a most notable occasion, and here, as everywhere when both white and colored people were present, Abdul-Baha seemed happiest. The address was received with breathless attention by the vast audience, and was followed by a positive ovation and a recall. That evening the Bethel Literary and Historical Society, the leading colored organization in Washington, was addressed, and again the audience taxed the capacity of the edifice in which the meeting was held.

On Wednesday afternoon one of the most beautiful functions of the week was successfully planned and carried out. At the Studio Hall more than 100 children, with as many adults, parents and friends, gathered. Abdul-Baha received and embraced each child, seeming most happy in their presence, and then delivered a wonderful address. Abdul-Baha presented each child, before he left, with a gift.

On Wednesday evening Abdul-Baha visited Mrs. Dyer's home, where the meetings are held regularly on that night. More than 100 persons were present and were made happy by his address.

Thursday morning a large delegation from the Theosophical Societies of Washington was received, calling to pay their respects officially.

Friday morning the ladies of the Unitarian Church—President Taft’s church—were addressed, a large attendance crowding the room in which the talk was given.

Friday evening, the last public meeting was addressed at the Continental Hall of the Daughters of the American Revolution. This is one of the most spacious halls in Washington, and the very finest location possible. It had not been contemplated to have such a large meeting that evening, but the interest became so intense that it was deemed necessary.

Saturday evening a reception was given, under the auspices of the Persian-American Educational Society—Orient-Occident Unity—by Mrs. Parsons. This was the culmination of the visit, from the standpoint of meeting the representatives of social and diplomatic life, large numbers of whom had become interested, through Mrs. Parsons' afternoon receptions, as well as through an afternoon reception held at the Persian Legation on Tuesday.
Sunday the gentle guest, who is a Host in himself—the Servant of God, who is Master of the situation at every point—departed for Chicago. Therefore, with the fragrance of both gatherings dominant, this brief outline of historic events will be closed, while the incidents narrated will live forever!

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA AT ORIENT- OCCIDENT
UNITY CONFERENCE, PUBLIC LIBRARY HALL,
APRIL 20, 1912.*

TONIGHT I am most happy, for I have presented myself to an audience like unto this. I am an Oriental and I have come to meet the Westerners, those of the Occident here in this Assembly. Praise be to God! I see a group of people here assembled on whose faces I perceive the light of God. And this I consider as an evidence of the possibility of uniting the East and the West; of establishing a perfect bond between Persia and America. For it is an evident fact that for the Persians there is no better country as a contributory government than America; and for America there is no better mart than that of Persia, for there is a virgin soil for her commerce. For there in Persia all the mineral resources are still latent beneath the soil, And I hope that this American democracy may be instrumental in developing this hidden wealth, and the perfect amity and a bond of unity may be established between the American Republic and the Persian Government. Whether it be material bonds or spiritual bonds, they both be well established. May the material civilization of America find a great efficacy and establishment in Persia and the spiritual civilization of Persia find currency in America.

The created beings of this world can some of them live solitary and alone. For example trees; each tree single and alone may live its life without the co-operation of the other trees. Likewise the animal. It can live solitary and alone. But man—it is impossible for him to live solitary and without co-operation. Man is verily in need of co-operation and solidarity. He is in need of association and meeting. Thus through co-operation we find the happiness of life. To present an instance of this co-operative basis: If two villages were to be united on a co-operative basis, if they should observe intercourse and co-operation, surely their advancement will be assured. Likewise if, then, two cities establish co-opera-

---

*Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed and taken stenographically by Joseph H. Hannen.
dent that you will co-operate with me, and I know this is your hope also. We shall, there­fore, offer supplication to the Threshold of God, so that perchance a great love may take possession of the hearts of men and unite the nations of the world. That the standard of international praise may be hoisted, and that the oneness of the world of humanity may be promulgated. And all this is made possible and feasible through your efforts, until this American democracy may be the first nation to hoist the banner of international peace. May it be the first nation to promulgate the universality of mankind. May it be the first nation to upraise the banner of the Most Great Peace until these philanthropic institutions and these philanthropic intentions through this democracy, this nation, may be spread broadcast throughout the world. Truly, this is a great nation. Liberty has reached its utmost degree. It is a revered nation. The intentions are all good; they are indeed worthy of being the people to raise the tabernacle of this great peace and to hoist the standard of the oneness of humanity. I supplicate to God and I will ask aid and confirmation in your behalf!

Benediction.

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA AT STUDIO HALL, 1219 CONNECTICUT AVENUE, SUNDAY MORNING, APRIL 21, 1912.*

I HAVE come here to visit you. I have come with the greatest longing to see you. Real­izing that it was only with a great deal of trouble that you could come to see me, and only a few could make the trip, I said to myself I shall go, so that all of them without any trouble may have the pleasure of a visit. Praise be to God! I have come, and I am looking into your faces; faces most radiant; hearts attracted to the Kingdom of ABBĀ; spirits exhilarated through the glad-tidings of God. Therefore I have obtained the greatest possible pleasure. And surely it must be mutual, for the hearts are connected with each other and are opposite each other. The flame and the light are reflected in all. The spiritual susceptibilities and feelings of love are common. At every moment, if we offer a hundred thousand thanks to the Threshold of God for this love which has obtained between the Ori­ent and the Occident, we shall fail to suffi­ciently express our gratitude. If all the pow­ers of the world were desirous of bringing about this love and unity between the East and the West, they would prove incapable. If they wished to establish this unity it would have proven an impossibility. But His Holiness, Baha'u'llah, has accomplished this through the Holy Spirit, and this unity is indissoluble. It shall stand to time everlasting, and day by day shall it increase. Ere long, it shall take hold of the world, and eventually the hearts of all the nations of the world will be brought together thereby. The world of humanity shall become the manifestation of the Lights of God, and the Bestowals of God shall surround all. From the standpoint of material civilization, and from that of spiritual civilization, extraordinary progress shall be accomplished. In this cycle there shall be such progress along the lines of civilization as to be unparalleled in the history of the world. For the world of humanity has hereunto been in the state or stage of infancy. Now it is begin­ning, or it is in the process of attaining maturity. Just as the human organism attaining the period of maturity, attains a great development—the intellectual faculties ripen to the fullest extent, in one year of this period there is accomplished a tremendous, unprece­dented development, likewise the world of humanity, having reached the period of matur­ity, will accomplish a tremendous upward progress, and that power, which is the de­pository of God in the human realities, that Universal power like unto the intellectual fac­ulty of man, will reveal tremendous develop­ment. Therefore, thank ye God that ye have come into the plane of existence in this radiant century wherein the Bestowals of God are appearing from all directions, the Doors of the Kingdom have been opened unto you and the summons of God are being raised, and the vir­tues of the human world are in the process of promulgation. The day has come when all darkness is to be dispelled, and the Sun of Truth is to shine forth radiantly. This cen­tury may be likened unto the equinocial in the annual cycle. For verily, this is the spring season of God. It is therefore that in the Holy Books a promise is given concerning a time when the spring-time of God shall make itself manifest, and the Jerusalem, the Holy City, shall descend from Heaven, and that Zion shall leap forth and dance, and that the Holy Land shall be submerged in the sea of the Holy Lights. Just as you observe a tremendous motion in the time of spring in the material

*Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed and taken stenographically by Joseph H. Hannen.
world, how the vegetable kingdom receives a
new life—a new animus—how the animal king­
dom and the human kingdom are resuscitated
and moved forward, what a circulation takes
place in the blood! How the gentle zephyrs
are set in motion; how flowers are in bloom;
what delightful and temperate air is enjoyed;
how pleasant and delightful become the moun­
tains, the fields and meadows; likewise this
Bounty of God will endow the world of hu­
manity with a new motion, new movement. All
the virtues which have been deposited in the
human verities and realities, like unto these
flowers will be revealed from that reality.
It is a day of joy. It is a time of happiness.
It is a period of spiritual progress. I beg of God
that this Divine Spiritual Civilization may have
a tremendous impression and effect on you.
May it make you growing plants. May your
trees bring forth leaves, variegated blossoms;
may they hear the ideal fruits appearing there­
from in order that the world of humanity, akin
to the growth and development of material
civilization; may it likewise develop spiritually
along the lines of idealism. Just as the intel­
llects have revealed mysteries of matter and
have brought forth from the invisible nature
her mysteries, may the minds and spirits like­
wise come in touch with the verities of God
and the realities of the Kingdom may be made
manifest. Then the world will be the Paradise
of ABHA, and the standard of the Most Great
Peace will be upraised, and the Oneness of the
world of humanity, in all its beauty, glory and
usefulness, become apparent. Therefore, I wish
to pray in your behalf, in your presence.
(While he is praying he wishes your hearts
to be attentive and directed to the Kingdom
of ABHA, so that your hearts may sense the
Benediction of his Amen.)

Prayer in Persian.

It is my hope that the supplication which I
have offered to the Kingdom of ABHA in your
behalf may soon be answered for you, and
that its results or effects may be manifest in
your hearts and lives.

Report of Meeting at Universalist Church,
4 P. M., Sunday, April 21, 1912.

Introduction by Dr. John Van Schaick, Jr.

In behalf of the officers and members of this
Church, I have the honor of welcoming you
to Washington. We feel that we are hon­
ored by the presence of one who has so faith­
fully served God and humanity. The Faith of
this Church is summed up in two great doc­
trines: Belief in the Universal Fatherhood of
God and in the Universal Brotherhood of
Man. Because we believe that God is our
father and that we are all His children, we
believe also in the immortality of the soul.
We believe that Revelation is progressive.
We hold with Jesus that when the Spirit
of Truth is come He will guide us into all
Truth. We look for more Truth in each
age and every country. What you have done
as a great Leader, as a Servant of God,
for Universal Peace, Universal Knowledge,
Universal Brotherhood, calls forth our deepest
gratitude. After arrangements for this meet­
ing had been made, I received a letter warning
me that I should be false to my belief if I held
it. That letter quoted Jesus as saying, "All
that ever came before Me are thieves and rob­
ers." I do not believe that Jesus ever said it.
It is not consistent with what we know of the
breadth of His nature. But some of His fol­
lowers say that all other Leaders are thieves
and robbers. Against such narrowness this
Church has always stood. We stand today
humbly seeking the Spirit of Truth, and we
gather here today because we believe that you
are one of those who do not count their lives
dear unto themselves, but seek only to serve
God.*

Address by Abdul-Baha.
The creed so well presented by the Minister
of this Church, and the institutes so well de­
lineated, are truly praiseworthy and deserving
of sanctification and glorification. For these
precepts are against the well-rooted prejudices
of the day. The prejudices of imitation have
hindered the progress of humanity for six
thousand years. How many wars have taken
place; how many battles have occurred; how
much division and discord have been caused by
this prejudice! Inasmuch as this century is a
century of the Revelation of Reality, praise be
to God! the thoughts of men are directed to
the welfare of humanity. The mirage of imi­
tations is daily passing away and the Ocean
of Truth is daily surging more tumultuously.
All the nations now existing have had a Divine
Foundation originally, and that Foundation is
the Truth or Reality. That Reality was meant
to be conducive to the unity and accord of
mankind, but subsequently that Light of Real­
ity gradually was beclouded. The darkness of
superstitions and imitations came and took its

*This Introduction was translated orally into Per­
sian, by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, after which Abdul­
Baha arose and spoke as follows.
place. The world of humanity became fettered, as it were, in that darkness. Day by day enmity was waxing great; until it reached such a pitch that each nation rose against the other in arms. And at one critical moment, were it not for political reasons and political interests, the nations would have fought against each other, doing away with one another. Now it is enough! We must investigate the Truth. We must pass by these superstitions. It is a self-evident truth that all humanity is the creation of God. All are His servants and under His protection. All are the recipients of His Bestowals. God is kind to all His servants. At most it is this, that some are ignorant. They must be educated in order that they may become intelligent. Some are as immature children. They must be helped and aided in order that they may become mature. Some are ill and sick. They must be treated. But the ill—the patient—must not be tested. The child must not be wronged. The ignorant must not be criticized. We must look to some remedy. All the Prophets of God, including Jesus Christ, came for the education of humanity, in order that the immature souls may become mature. In order that the ignorant members of mankind may become the knowing. So that through this education love and amity might be established among mankind. The Prophets have not come to this world to cause discord or enmity. For God has wished well for all His servants, and He who wishes the servants of God ill is against God. He has not emulated the example of Satan. The Prophets have come in order to teach man goodness, so that humanity might be educated so that the animal side of man should pass away, and the Divine side of his nature, may overcome or subdue the Heavenly and Merciful side, then he is the most degraded of animal beings, and if the Divine side should overcome the animal, then he is verily an angel. The Prophets have come in order that humanity might be educated so that the animal side of man should pass away, and that is the captivity of nature, and the Divine aspect, the Divine side of his nature, may overcome the other. The Divine aspect or the spiritual side consists of the Breath of the Holy Spirit—of the spiritual aspect. The Second Birth of which Jesus Christ has spoken refers to this Heavenly or Divine side. His Divine side is expressed in the Baptism by the Holy Spirit, and he who is baptized by the Holy Spirit is a veritable manifestation of Mercy to mankind. Then he is most kind to all humanity. He shall entertain no enmity to any people, and he shall shun no nation. He will be kind to all humanity. For the foundations of the Religions of God are one. If we refer to the foundations of the Religions we shall find that we have much ground for agreement. And if we refer to the imitations we will find points of disagreement or division, for imitations differ, but the foundations of Divine Religions are agreed. The foundations of the Religions of
God are conducive to unity. Imitations are conducive to dismemberment. Whosoever is inimical to humanity or hates any part of it or disagrees with any member or part, he is following imitations. His Holiness Jesus Christ declares that the sun shines upon the just and the unjust, upon all humanity, and His Holiness Christ was a Mercy to all mankind, for He was the medium of the Bounty of God, and the Bounty of God is transcendental. Just as the revered minister quoted from the words of the Gospel: “I have yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot hear them now. Howbeit, when he, the Spirit of Truth, is come, he will guide you into all truth.”

And now that century has come when the Spirit of all Truth can reveal these verities to mankind and can proclaim that very truth to man, and can establish the real foundations of Christianity, and save all the peoples and nations from these imitations, and that the basis of discord and the basis of prejudice and animosity may be removed; the foundation of love and amity may be established. All of you must endeavor with heart and life in order that this enmity may disappear entirely from the midst of humanity, and this hate and strife may pass away absolutely. You must listen to the admonition of this Spirit of Truth. You must follow the example or the foot-prints of Jesus Christ. Read the Gospels. His Holiness Jesus Christ was Mercy itself; was Love itself. For He even prayed in behalf of His executioners—for those who crucified Him. He said, “O Lord, they know not what they do, therefore they do what they do.” If they knew what they were doing, they would not have done it. Consider how kind Jesus Christ was. That even on the cross He prayed for His oppressors, and we must likewise follow His example. We must emulate the Prophets of God. We must follow Jesus Christ. We must free ourselves and give up all these imitations, which are the source of darkness in the world. I am going to ask you a question: Did God create us for love or for enmity? Did He create us for peace or for disquietude? Surely He has created us for love, therefore we must act in accordance therewith. Do not listen to anything which is prejudiced. For self-interest prompts men to be thus prejudiced. They are thoughtful of only their own self-interests. They are moving and marching on in darkness. Consider when His Holiness Christ appeared, how many divergent creeds and nations existed! How many religions were extant! How much enmity and strife existed among them. There were the Romans. There were the Greeks; the Assyrian nation; the Egyptian nation. And these were most inimical towards each other. His Holiness, through the Breaths of the Holy Spirit, united them all; established fellowship among them all, so that there remained no trace of strife among them. They were united under His Standard and lived in peace through His Teaching. Now, which is more commendable? Which is preferable: To follow the example of Jesus Christ, or to emulate the Satanic instinct? Therefore let us strive with all our powers so as to unite the East and the West, so that all the nations of the world might be advanced thereby. So that all may follow the Foundations of the Religions of God. All the essentials of the Religions of God are one reality, and that reality is indivisible and is not multiple. It is one. And when we investigate that one reality, find it to be one, then we have a basis for the oneness of the world of mankind. I will pray for you, asking confirmation and aid in your behalf.

Prayer in Persian.

Dr. Van Schaick: “Tell Abdul-Baha that we are all stronger and better and richer for his words of wisdom and for his spirit of love.”

Abdul-Baha replies that he is greatly pleased with the occasion, with this audience, and especially with the Minister. For he sees evidently that your intentions are good and that your aim is the good pleasure of the Lord. You have all gathered together to pray to the one God, that you may turn to Him in order that you may obtain His favor. Such an audience as this is a source of great happiness to him. Therefore he shall pray for you, heart and soul, asking blessings in your behalf.

Table Talks at the Home of Mr. and Mrs. Parsons, Monday, April 22, 1912.*

See how good Baha’u’llah is to us—how great the power of His Word. See from what parts of the world He has brought...
us together, and to what a heavenly table He has caused us to reach, and into whose house He has brought us to live. Who through such love prepares such a table and such a feast, and asks Abdul-Baha to let this entertainment be in His Name! See what a union it has established and the Confirmation of Baha'o'llah between the East and West. How his Bounty has embraced all! And how His favors have been perfected for all! When the Mohammedans came and conquered Persia, the Chief of the Zoroastrian High Priests went to drink wine. Wine is unlawful according to the Mohammedan Religion. Whosoever drinks wine is, according to the Mohammedan Law, to be punished by 81 strokes of the whip. As the Chief of the Zoroastrain High Priests did drink wine, the Moslems arrested him, tied, struck and whipped him. The Arabs were looked upon as very low by the Persians, and as His Holiness Mohammed was an Arab, the Persians shunned him very much, that is, the Persians would not even count the Arabs as human beings. But when the High Priest saw such a power coming forth from the Arabs, whom they had always looked upon as being not even human beings, he began to cry out, saying, "0, thou Arabian Mohammed, what hast thou done?" "What hast thou done which has made thy people arrest the Chief, the High Priest of the Zoroastrians because he has committed something that is unlawful in thy Religion?" Thus was the cause overcome which had caused the Zoroastrian High Priest to shun the Mohammedan Religion. For he said, "What a great influence Mohammed is exercising!" Now let us come into the West today, and see how through the Power of the Love of God, Baha'o'llah has exercised such wonderful influence throughout the world! From the remotest parts of Persia, from the remotest parts of the East, the Power of Baha'o'llah has caused men to come to the West, and has brought about such union between the East and the West, that with the utmost love and affection and union and harmony they have been brought to this table in the house of Mr. and Mrs. Parsons! See how the power of Baha'o'llah has brought the East and West together! And Abdul-Baha is standing and waiting upon you! There is neither rod, nor whip, nor blow, nor a sword nor a cannon, but the Power of the Love of God!

(Here Abdul-Baha called in English—"Rice! Rice! Bring rice! Persian Rice!")

This is to be a lesson to the effect that in this world we judge of Movements by nature of their developments. These are certain movements which appear in the world and make a start but then discontinue their growth, and nothing is heard of them. There are other Movements which have a little time of growth, they go ahead for a little time more than the ones first mentioned, but before realizing any mature development they digress and are lost in oblivion. One notes that these two kinds of Causes or Movements are not of any progressive or permanent nature. Yet on the other hand there is another kind of Movement or Cause which starts from a very small beginning, but it progresses with a steady pace. It goes along slowly but steadily, and although its beginning is small, because of the steady nature of its development, that Movement gradually assumes broad dimensions. This kind may be illustrated by calling attention to the Bahai Movement. For instance, when Baha'o'llah was leaving Persia as an exile, with his family, Abdul-Baha and his Father, going from Teheran to Bagdad, did not find a believer on the way, although it was a long distance which they had to cover from Teheran to Bagdad, and there are many towns and villages, but they did not come in contact with any of the Bahais. Very little was known about the Cause in the world then. Then when they reached Bagdad, even in Bagdad there were no believers. There was just one Persian believer who had been taught by Baha'o'llah himself in Persia. Then later on one or two others came along. So you see at the beginning of the Cause of Baha'o'llah it was almost unknown, but it grew because it was a Divine Movement, and developed with the Spiritual Power, until in this day there is no place or town or city, for instance, from the countries of Persia to the countries of America through which one travels without coming into contact with numerous Bahais—without finding Bahai Assemblies and Bahai Spiritual institutions. This shows that a Cause, which although small, has a steady growth, may assume a wonderful development, and become the cause of the progress of the world, and those who attach themselves to it and work for it are working under the auspices of a Cause which would enable them to spread the blessings of progress and
excellence throughout the world, whereas, those who work for movements which are of only temporary progress and development, or of no development at all, will realize that they are working for a dead cause, which will not be conducive to their blessedness or to their development.

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA AT HOWARD UNIVERSITY, APRIL 23, 1912.*

TODAY I am most happy, for I see here a gathering of the servants of God. I see the white and the colored people together. In the estimation of God there is no distinction of color. All are unicolored. There is one color, and that is the color of Service—servitude to God. Color is not important. The heart is all-important. If the heart be pure, if it be white, no matter what color be the exterior it will have no effect. God does not look at colors and differences of hue, but He looks at the hearts. He whose morals are good and praiseworthy, he is to be preferred. He who is more devoted to the Kingdom is more to be loved. In the realm of genesis the question of color is of the lowest importance. We find in the mineral kingdom variegated objects, and there we find no strife among them. In the vegetable kingdom we find also distinct hues. We find the variegated flowers, but they do not have any strife among them. Nay, rather, the very fact that there is a difference in the colors of the vegetable kingdom lends a charm to the garden. Were all to be of one color, it would be exceedingly unpleasant. But when you enter into a rose garden and you find various flowers of different hues, you indeed have before you a spectacle of charm. And the world of humanity is akin to that garden, and humanity, the various races, are the various flowers of that garden. These various colors are the very means of adornment and decoration for that garden. Likewise, when we observe in the animal kingdom we find there the various colors. Just watch a flock of doves, and see how varied in color they are. But they are in perfect peace, and they dearly love one another. They never look at the difference of color nor do they have a basis of discord thereof. They look at the kind. They know that the kind is one. Very often it happens that a white dove sears together with a black one. Likewise all the animals. They live in the utmost state of peace and accord. They are not separated because of color. Their gaze is extended to the unity of the race and the oneness of the kind. And this is so in the animal kingdom, where we do not expect intelligence or reason. There we do not find this difference or distinction of color. How is it permissible—how is it allowable that in the human kingdom there shall be any consideration of color or any distinction whatever with regard to it? There, in the human kingdom, where there is reason, it is not at all allowable. Especially when we recall that the white and colored have come from the same source. They belong to the same household. In origin they have been one. They have been one in quality. For Adam was one and was not of two colors, and his help-mate, Eve, did not have two colors, and all humanity as far as our sacred history is concerned is traceable to that family. Therefore the origin is one. These distinctions of color have crept in afterward. Therefore today I am exceedingly glad to see some of the white and to see the colored people here gathered together, and I hope the day will come when there shall be no distinction; when they shall live together in the utmost peace and accord and unity and fellowship. But I wish to say one thing, and that is of importance, so that the colored people may also appreciate the white people, and that the whites may be duly kind to the colored, and that is this, that you, the colored population of the United States of America, are not probably fully informed of your brethren in Asia and Africa. Were you to recall the conditions in Africa, you would see that you are most fortunate, for, praise be to God! you are not in a state or position to have any difference between you. There is not much difference in the attainments. But the colored population of Africa still, owing to the lack of opportunity of education, is not worthy even of being your own servants. And let us recall the fact that the great proclamation of liberty, of freedom from slavery, was accomplished in this continent. They went into war for the sake of the colored. They were forfeiting possessions and sacrificing lives therefore in order that the colored might be free from the bondage of the whites, and this has had its tremendous effects upon the sociology of other parts. The colored people of Africa were in a most terrible state of bondage and the European Powers, emulating the American

*Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed and taken stenographically by Joseph H. Hannen.
altruism, accomplished a proclamation of universal liberty. So you were the means here of liberating your fellowbeings elsewhere, and this effort on the part of the white people in America should never be lost sight of, and therefore you must be very grateful and must be very kind to the whites here. And the white people in this country should be most happy and pleased and grateful to you, so that both may develop in the degrees of altruism and of humanitarianism. May you be further drawn together with the whites, in order that extraordinary development may be accomplished by you and in order that fellowship may become a reality, a true fact, among you. In short, you must be grateful to the whites, for they were liberators of your people not only in this country, on the continent of America, but elsewhere, in Africa.

We were it not for your freedom here, one can see that freedom elsewhere would not have been accomplished, and up to the present day bondage would have been present. But now, praise be to God! the bondage has passed away and the whites and colored are both free from it, and I pray in your behalf that you may develop and advance in the degrees of ethics and morality. That you may achieve such a superlative degree of it that there shall be no name other than one human kind. Just as we apply the term "flock of doves." We do not say the colored doves and the white doves. We say doves. We apply the name horse, for example, to the horse species, so to speak. We do not say colored horses and white horses. No such distinction of color is realizable. We do not have any distinction among the deer or gazelles. There is no such name as white or colored deer. And my hope is this, that we may advance to such a degree, and this can be accomplished through love and fellowship.

Therefore, strive yourselves and also put forth efforts toward the accomplishment of this fellowship, so that the greatest bond may be achieved, and this cannot be done without effort on your part, namely, expressions of gratefulness and expressions of kindliness and altruism on the part of the other. Each one should endeavor to develop and assist the other. They must endeavor to help you in your advancement. They must assist in your development. And this is feasible only from your joining heartily and being inclined toward this advancement. This will be conducive to love and unity and you will be the means of bringing about real unity among mankind. For the colored and the whites should accomplish this unity, then the world's peace and accord will be assured. Then racial prejudice, national prejudice, patriotism of the limited sort and religious bias will remain no longer. I am very pleased to see you at this gathering, white and dark, and I praise God that I have had the pleasure of being here where the two are gathered together and where they are loving each other. And this I can see is the means of the glory of humanity. This is the means of the good pleasure of God. This is the means of the eternal bliss in the Kingdom of God. Therefore I pray in your behalf that you may attain to the fullest degree of love, and that the day may come when all differences shall cease.

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA AT THE HOME OF MR. AND MRS. PARSONS, 5 P.M., APRIL 28, 1912.

TODAY from morning until this moment, I have been speaking. From dawn even until now. Yet because of loving fellowship and a desire to be kind, I am here to speak again. I will speak here very briefly. In these last few days a terrible event took place in the world. An event sad in nature indeed, saddening every heart. All the spirits are affected by it sadly. I refer to the Titanic disaster. For a number of our fellow human beings were drowned. A number of beautiful souls there were submerged. Therefore it is indeed regrettable. But let us realize that everything which occurs in life is due to some wisdom. Nothing happens without some reason. There is a mystery connected with it. But whatever that be, it was a very sad occurrence, for it brought tears to many eyes, and it caused a sad tumult in many souls. I was greatly affected by the disaster. There were some who were on the Cédrac with us as far as Naples, and who left and transferred to the other ship, and whenever I think of them I am very sad indeed. But when I consider another aspect of it, that the worlds of God are numerous, just as His Holiness Christ has stated, that "In my Father's House are many mansions," though they were deprived of this existence, of this life, they have opportunities in other mansions. They were deprived of the temporary life, and they were transferred to the eternal. Though they had to leave this material, yet

*Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed and taken stenographically by Joseph H. Hannen.
they were ushered into the spiritual life. Though they had to forego the so-called comfort of this life, they were to enjoy a comfort far more real. For they hastened to the Kingdom of God. And it is our duty to think of them in our prayers and supplications, that they may draw nearer and nearer to the Source. For the Mercy of God is infinite. This world may be likened to the matrix of the mother, whereas the Realm of the Kingdom may be likened to the spacious outer world. When the infant is born into this world from the matrix, it finds it very difficult at first. It cries and does not wish to separate from the limited place. It imagines that life is confined to that limited space. Therefore it leaves that place reluctantly. But nature forces it into this world. But having come into this world, it finds that it has left a dark space behind and has been ushered into a world of radiance. From the gloomy and dingy place it has been transferred to a most spacious and delightful place. Its nutriment was first that of blood, but here it finds delicious food to enjoy. It finds here a delightful place to live, the beautiful mountains, the delightful meadows, the green prairies, the pleasant fountains and springs, the wonderful stars and delightful atmosphere in which to dwell, and then it praises God for having been rescued from the matrix realm and for entering into this spacious place. Now, this analogy may be carried out in relation to this world and the life hereafter, that this in comparison with the other is similar to the matrix and this life. At first it is very difficult to welcome death. But when man is transferred to the other state, then he is very grateful. For he has been released from the limited and is to enjoy the liberties of the unlimited. He is liberated from a world of sorrow, grief and trials, and he is to enjoy a world of bliss and joy. The phenomenal world he leaves behind in order that he may have the opportunities of the ideal and spiritual. And those souls, although they have left this span of life, this world, yet they have hastened to a world superior to this. They have soared away from the world of darkness and are now in the realm of light. And these considerations are the only ones which can comfort souls here. Furthermore, there are some deeper reasons for events. There are certain incidents in life which are to teach men certain lessons. We are living in a day when so many people rely wholly or solely on

manner. They imagine that the size of a great ship, that the thoroughness of the machinery or the skill of a captain will ensure the safety of a vessel. These things take place sometimes that men may know that there is a Protector, and that is God. If God protects man, if it be His will, a little ship sometimes escapes death, but if he shall rely solely on a ship, though it be the greatest, biggest ship, though it may be well built, though the captain be the best captain, yet in a danger such as was present on the ocean it may not survive or escape, so that the people of the world may know that they must turn to the One who is the Protector. So that souls may rely upon the preservation of God, and that they may know that He is the real Keeper. These events do sometimes occur for such reasons as those stated. They take place in order that man's faith may increase. Therefore, though we must feel sad and disheartened, yet we must supplicate God to turn our hearts to the Kingdom of God and ask for them in His infinite Mercy. So that now although they have been deprived of this life, they may enjoy the Supreme Mansions of the Kingdom.

But let no one imagine that these words should lead men to think that they must not be thorough in their undertakings. God has endowed man with intelligence, so that he may use his intelligence. Therefore he must supply himself with all that science can offer. He must be most deliberate and most careful. He must be ever thorough in his undertakings. He must build a thing well. Build the best ship that his ingenuity can lead him to, and employ the most skilled captain, but with all that let him rely upon God. Let him consider God as the one Keeper. If God shall protect, nothing can affect man's safety, and if it be not His will, then no matter how many shall be supplied, it will be of no avail. Therefore I shall conclude with these few remarks, which I hope you will remember. Tomorrow afternoon I hope to do better for you. I am very tired today, therefore please excuse me for this afternoon. I am quite fatigued.

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BABA BEFORE THE BETHEL LITERARY SOCIETY, APRIL 23, 1912.*

AS I stand here tonight and look at this audience, I am reminded curiously of a bunch of violets, variegated in hues, dark
and light, all bunched together in a fragrant and beautiful bouquet. This is an indication of the fact that the United States Government is a just government. For I see the colored and the white seated together in one audience, with perfect anody. The hearts are united. It is this just government which makes such a meeting as this possible. You must thank God for enjoying such a government, a just government, thinking of the development and security of all of you, which deals with equity towards all, dealing from the standpoint of a father; and in the human world there is no greater blessing. This evening I wish to speak of scientific subjects, because this is a literary or scientific society.

The virtues of humanity are numerous, but science is the most noble of all these virtues. All the distinctions which man enjoys above and beyond the animal status is due to science. Science is a bestowal of God. It is not material; it is Divine. Science is an effulgence of the Sun of Reality. Science is the cause of man’s discovering the verities of things. Science is the means of man’s discovering the verities of things. All the faculties of man, the powers of man, are human in origin, are the results of the products of nature, except the human intellect, which is supernatural. Science and the intellect or intelligence are the discoverers of all things. Science is capable of making past ages the present ones, or uniting them all. The events of past nations and by-gone days science can present to you, or expose before your gaze today. All the discoveries of by-gone days science can confer, that is to say, the results or inferences science can confer upon man today. It is the discovery of the discoveries of the ancient days. The scientific power is a power which can discover the mysteries of the future. Through the intellectual rules or logical inferences it can deduce things which will happen in the future. Science is the first emanation from God towards man. All the created beings comprehend material perfections. But the virtue of science, scientific acquisition, is a specialty of man. All other existing beings or forms of life are deprived of this attainment. This love of reality God has deposited or created within man. Every nation amongst the nations, when they develop in the various degrees of science duly, so will the happiness of such nations increase. Day by day they will become more distinguished. Day by day they will be the means of producing greater means for the comfort or convenience of the people. All blessings are Divine in origin, but they cannot be compared with science, for science is an eternal bliss. Man is ever tasting its delicious bliss. But every other blessing is temporary. Science is a blessing which man does not have to give up, but if he should exercise sovereignty, perchance a day may come when he has to forego sovereignty. But science is a blessing, an attainment that no man can usurp or take away from the possessor. In short, it is verily an eternal blessing bestowed upon man. Therefore, you must put forward the greatest and most earnest effort towards the acquisition of sciences and arts. The more you obtain scientific information, the more you attain to the development of arts, the greater will be your standard. The scientific man is perceiving, whereas he who is ignorant or the opposite of scientific, is blind. The scientific man is attentive. The man who is unscientific is deaf. A scientific man may be the representative of all humanity. For through scientific attainments, through the inductive method of investigation, he can know all that exists or all that pertains to humanity. Through the same inductive reasoning, he can find out all that occurs and happens to humanity. He can obtain the information in regard to the consequences of the human body-politic. In brief, science may be likened to a mirror, wherein the infinite forms and images of things can be revealed or reflected. Therefore, endeavor in the field of science so that day by day you may advance. Science is the very foundation of all development. No nation has developed or can develop without a scientific basis. All the progress that you observe in human society, is verily due to science. We stated before that science is a blessing supernatural. All the other blessings of God are within the boundary of nature. But science is beyond that boundary, and this is the proof: All the existent beings which we observe all around us are captives of nature. All the stars and all the infinite planets which are swinging through unlimited space above, are captives of nature. All the earthly forms of life, such as the mineral, the vegetable and the animal, are captives or subjects of nature, except man. Man through science is a breaker of nature. Man according to the natural exigencies and natural properties is an earthly form of life. He is not an animate form of life in
the air. He is not a bird. He is not avian, but through science he soars in the air in the aeroplane. Science thus enables him to break natural law. Through the power of science he sails over the sea. Hence there is an explosion of natural law. Man is not a fish of the sea, yet he goes sub-marine. He breaks a natural law. All the products of sciences and arts that we see were once mysteries of nature. Even electricity, which is before us. But man, breaking the natural laws and rules, takes out of the plane of the mysterious that instrument of nature, and reveals them on the plane of the visible. There are many examples, but brevity is to be observed, that man is capable of breaking natural laws. Man, as it were, takes the sword from nature's hand, and with the same scepter does he go for nature itself. Nature is devoid of the crown of human faculties and verities. Man is possessed of conscious intelligence, whereof nature is minus. This is an established fact among the philosophers. Man has volition, whereas nature is minus volition. Man has memory. Nature has no memory. Man can discover the mysteries latent in nature, whereas nature itself cannot be conscious of the mysteries within itself. Man is progressive. Nature is not. It is stationary. It has neither the power of being progressive nor retrogressive. Man is possessed of certain ideal virtues, for example, science, volition,—among them faith; among them confession or acknowledgment of God; among them volitional acts of philosophy, while nature is devoid of these. Therefore, the ideal faculties of man, namely, those mentioned, and, for example, the scientific capacity of acquisition, are beyond the natural ken. This is the power whereby man is made distinguished and differentiated from all other forms of life. This is the bestowal of the Divine Idealism, which is a crown adorning human heads. With such a Divine bestowal which God has bestowed upon man, namely, a power which is beyond nature,—alas! It is most amazing to state that materialists consider themselves within the natural bound and captivity of nature, whereas God has bestowed upon man certain virtues and certain faculties whereby he is most distinguished, He has given him the ideal power. Nature is dispossessed of it. Therefore we must all thank God for having endowed us with such a bestowal. Such a power as He gave us! Such a crown as he placed upon our heads! And we should expend these bestowals, these bounties, in our efforts towards the unification of the human race. Let us expend this power in the oneness of the world of humanity. Let us confer these virtues upon efforts directed to the unification of the white and the colored. Let us devote this science to the unification and the establishment of amity among all the parts and parcels of humanity, so! If all the trees were to bear the same red, under the protection or providence of God, may hold each other's hands and become as one nation, as one kind, as one ocean, and, as it were, that we may be to that ocean as the waves are to the sea. Although the shapes and forms of these waves differ, yet they are waves of the same sea. Although these flowers are variegated, yet they are flowers of the one garden. Although they are different trees, yet they are the trees of the same orchard. All are nurtured and brought up by the same bounty, by the same rain. All are trained by the heat and light of the same sun. All these trees are refreshed or exhilarated by the same breezes, that they may bear various fruits. It is better that it should be so. If all the trees were to bear the same fruit, it would not be delicious. When we have variegated and different fruits, it is most enjoyable, and it is a means of man's enjoyment and not his monotony. And now as I look into your faces, I am reminded of trees of various colors and various shapes, bearing different luscious fruits. All are delicious, and the fragrance of all is delightful. The complexion of all is beautiful. The delight and spirituality of all are most desirable, and this is not but through the favor of God, and it is a source of thankfulness. Now, praise be to God! you are living on one of the greatest continents of the world, and enjoying the perfect liberty, enjoying perfect security and peace. There is no cause of sorrow left. Every means of enjoyment is at hand. For in the human world there is no greater blessing than liberty. You do not know. I, who have been for forty years a prisoner, do know. I do know the value of liberty. For you have been and are in liberty and freedom and you have no fear of anybody. Is there any greater blessing than this? Freedom or liberty and security! These are the great bestowals of God. Therefore, praise ye God!

I am going to pray in your behalf.
ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA AT THE CHILDREN'S RECEPTION, STUDIO HALL, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24, 1912.*

WHAT a wonderful meeting this is!

These are the children of the Kingdom.

(After a song by Miss McFall, accompanied by Mr. Mayo):

Truly I say this song was very delightful. Also this lady sang very beautifully; the accompanist played the song very effectively. Both of them demonstrated the most efficient art. Whether in melody or in words, the song was very beautiful.

The art of music is Divine and effective. It is the food of the spirit and the soul. The spirit of man is exhilarated through the notes and charms of music. Especially it has a wonderful sway and effect over the hearts of children. For their souls are pure—as their hearts are very pure the music will display in their hearts great effect. Music will become the cause of the expression of the latent talents endowed in their hearts. You must exert yourselves so that you may teach the children the art of music; so that they may sing with greatest effect. It is incumbent upon each child to know something of the art of music. For unless he is acquainted with the art of music, he cannot enjoy the art of singing and melody. Likewise it is necessary that the schools teach the art of music to the pupils, so that they may enjoy life more thoroughly. So that their souls and hearts may become vivified and exhilarated. Today illumined and spiritual children are gathered in this meeting. There are children of the Kingdom. The Kingdom of God is for these souls. For they are near to the Kingdom. They have pure hearts. They have spiritual faces. The effect of the teachings is manifest in their hearts, for their hearts are very pure. That is why His Highness Christ has addressed the world saying: “Be like unto the children.” That is, men must become pure in heart. The teachings must have great effect. Spiritual souls; tender souls! The hearts of all the children are pure. Of the utmost purity! It has no dust. But this is on account of the weakness, not on account of any strength. As it is in the early period of childhood their hearts are pure. They cannot display any great intelligence. They have not hypocrisy, nor strategem. This is on account of the weakness. But the man becomes pure through the power of strength. Through the power of intelligence and understanding, he becomes simple—through the great power of reason. He becomes sincere through the great power of intelligence, not through the power of weakness, when man attains to the great state of perfection, he will receive those qualities; his heart becomes pure, his spirit becomes tender, and this through the great strength. This is the difference between the prefect man and the child. Both have the great, simple underlying qualities. But the child through the power of weakness and the man through the power of strength. I pray in behalf of these children and beg confirmation and assistance in their behalf from the Kingdom of ABHA, so that each of these children may be trained under the shadow of the Protection of God; each one may become like an ignited candle in the world of humanity; each one may become like a tender and green plant in the rose garden of ABHA; that these children may be so trained and so educated that they give life to the world of humanity; that they may receive insight; that they may bestow hearing to the people of the world; that they may plant the life eternal, and that they may be accepted in the Threshold of God; that they may become so characterized, with such virtues and such perfections and such qualities, that their mothers will be proud; that their fathers become well pleased; that their relatives may become hopeful. This is my hope. I give you my advice, and it is this: You must train these children—you must give them Divine Exhortations. From their childhood you must put in their hearts the Love of God, so that they may become the manifestors of the fear of God; so they may have the fear of the Divine, and that they may become hopeful in the bestowals of God; so that day by day they may become free from the imperfections of humanity and acquire the perfections of the world of man. The life of man is useful if he acquires the perfections of man. If he becomes the center of the imperfections of humanity, death is better than life. Non-existence is better than existence. Therefore make ye an effort so that these children may be trained and educated and that each of them may become perfect in the world of humanity.

Now there is another meeting, so that I
must go. I am very much pleased with these children. These are all my children. Know ye the value of these children, for they are my children!

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BHA’ in the HOME OF MR. AND MRS. PARSONS, 5 P.M., WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24, 1912.*

YOU are most welcome this afternoon—very welcome. I am ever happy to see you. I ask God that meeting me may be productive of results; that it may not be like ordinary meetings. For everyone who is interested in public affairs, who meets people in groups, has some interest; but, praise be to God! I have no personal interests. I have an interest of the Kingdom. I have a sincere intention. I have perfect love for you. Therefore I have traveled this long distance. I hope that these associations and gatherings may be productive of great results, and there is no greater result than the love of God. There is no greater result than the bonds of the Kingdom. There is no greater result than the attainment of the good pleasure of the Lord. Therefore I hope that your hearts may be directed to the Kingdom of God; that your intentions may be sincere; that your undertakings may be directed towards general philanthropy; that you may not consider your own; that you may not be thoughtful of your own welfare. Nay, that all your intents and purposes be the welfare of humanity. That you may sacrifice yourselves in the path of humanity. Just as His Holiness Jesus Christ forfeited His life for humanity, may you likewise sacrifice yourselves for the world of humanity. Just as His Holiness Baha’u’llah bore the great ordeals and difficulties for fifty years for you, may you also for the love of the general stock bear all difficulties, and withstand the greatest catastrophes. But that you may bear these catastrophes in the path of humanity most willingly and joyously. For every night is followed by a day, and every day has a night. Every spring has an autumn and every autumn has its spring. The days of the Manifestations of God may be likened to the spring season. For example, the appearance of His Holiness Christ was a divine Spring-time. Therefore it caused a great commotion or movement in the world of humanity. The Sun of Reality dawned; the Cloud of Mercy poured down its rain; the Zephyrs of Providence moved; the world became a new world; the world of humanity obtained an extraordinary radiance; the souls were educated; the minds were developed; the intelligences became acute, and, as it were, the world of humanity, like unto the spring season, attained a new freshness of the spirit. But gradually, little by little, that spring was followed by the autumn. The teachings of His Holiness Christ were forgotten. The Christ-bounties ceased. The Divine Morals were forgotten. That day ended in a night. The people became negligent. The minds became weakened, until it reached such condition that material science gained the upper hand. The knowledges or sciences of the Kingdom were forgotten, the Mysteries of God became quite latent, and of the Bounties of His Holiness Christ no trace remained. All people were enmeshed in superstition and imitation. Of the World of Reality no sign was left behind. Hence strife and discord became rampant, and that culminated in war and bloodshed. The hearts were disunited. Various denominations came into being, or various sects and various creeds came into the arenas, and the world of humanity, as it were, was engulfed in darkness. Strife and warfare took such a turn that the very constitution of humanity trembled. At such a time as this, His Holiness, Baha’u’llah dawning from Persia and he reformed or caused to reappear the same fundamentals and very realities of the Christ Teachings. He endured the greatest difficulties. He saw the severest ordeals. Praise be to God! that the teachings of God, the Light of Reality dawned once again, and it is daily developing. The lights are daily shining more gloriously. The Cloud of Mercy is causing a downpour. The Sun of Reality is ever shining. Therefore, we are once more made hopeful that the same Spring may pitch its tent hither; that these endless bestowals may appear once more; and that is made feasible through your efforts, through your sincerity. If you, with a Divine Power, Heavenly Bounty, sincerity of the Kingdom, merciful heart and a decisive intention, stand up, it is certain that the world of humanity will become entirely illuminated; the morals of humanity will become merciful; the foundations of the Most Great Peace will be laid; the oneness of the realm of man will become a reality. This is the great bestowal I wish for you, and I pray and supplicate the Threshold of God, imploring in your behalf:

*Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed and taken stenographically by Joseph H. Hannen.
Prayer.

O Thou Merciful God! O Thou Mighty and Powerful! O Thou Most Kind Father! These servants have gathered together to turn to Thee; are supplicating to Thy Threshold, desiring Thy Endless Bounties from Thy great assurance. They have no purpose save Thy good pleasure. They have no intention save service to the world of humanity. O, God, make this assemblage radiant! Make the hearts merciful. Confer the Bounties of the Holy Spirit. Endow them with a power from Heaven. Bless them with minds heavenly. Give them a great might. So that with all sincerity and all humility may they turn to Thy Kingdom and become occupied with the service of the world of humanity. May each one become a radiant candle. May each one become a bright star. May each one become beautiful in color and fragrant in the Kingdom of God. O, Kind Father, confer Thy Blessings! Consider not our shortcomings. Shelter us under Thy Protection. Consider not our sins. Treat us with Thy Mercy. We are weak; thou art mighty; We are poor; Thou art rich; We are sick; Thou art the physician. We are indigent; Thou art most lenient, O God! Endow us with Thy Providence. Thou art the Giver and Thou art the Beneficent!

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA AT THE HOME OF MRS. DYER, APRIL 24, 1912, 9 P. M.*

THIS evening is very good. This evening is in reality very good. When a man looks at a meeting like this, he is reminded of the gathering together of pearls and rubies, diamonds and sapphires put together. How beautiful! How delightful! It is most beautiful. It is a source of joy. Whatsoever is conducive to the unity of the world of men, is most acceptable and most praiseworthy. And whatsoever is the cause of discord in the world of humanity is saddening. Consider what unity and accord mean.

I wish to speak of a subject to you. A subject of philosophic type. Hence I invite your closest attention for its consideration. You have heard of existence and non-existence, life and death. Existence is an expression of composition and combination. Non-existence is an expression of division. Observe any of the expressions of genesis. You will find out that all created beings are the result of composition. These elements have appeared in endless shapes and infinite forms. Every compound has become a being. Every form of affinity has become an object. For example, we have in the human organism simply an aggregation of cellular elements. We have in the tree an aggregate of plant cells. We find in the animal organism simply an aggregation of animal elements or cells. Hence it is proved that existence or the expression of being is naught else but an aggregate presentation of cellular elements, and death or non-existence signifies simply decomposition or division and disintegration. When elements have come together in a composite state we have as a result the human organism. When these elements separate, man is dead. Consequently it is a self-evident statement that life is simply a composition and that death is naught but decomposition. Let me repeat: Certain cellular elements came together, a unity was the result and out of that unity we have the tree formation. Life was conferred thereby. When these elements separate decomposition takes place, they disintegrate, then we have what—the spectacle of death. Therefore it is proved that fellowship, which is an expression of composition, is conducive to life, whereas discord, which is an expression of decomposition, is indicative of death or non-existence. Therefore the body politic, the more it shall be cohesive, the greater will be the life element. The greater discord the more quickly will decomposition set in. Ferocious animals have no fellowship. They live solitary. Even vultures or vulturous birds are solitary; there is no fellowship in their kind. But domestic animals live in the state of utmost accord and fellowship. Look at a flock of sheep. How sociable they are. Black and white, they live together without any discord. The blessed birds of various hues soar together. There is not a trace of enmity and discord among them, though the colors may be different. Therefore we must endeavor in order that the world of humanity may unite all the individual members thereof. May the colored people be like sapphires and rubies, and the white be as diamonds and pearls; and their mixture, their unity will lend a charm to the composite. How delightful a spectacle it would be if there would be a real unity among them! How conducive to rest! How conducive to confidence! How conducive to happiness, if these were
united in fellowship and accord. All the Prophets were sent on this mission, that fellowship may be created among mankind; that these separated sheep may again flock together. For when the sheep separate and are in discord, they are exposed to danger, but when they are in a flock and are under the protection of the real shepherd, they are protected from all dangers. The wolf will have no way there. The ferocious animals will not attack, but if the sheep be separated, scattered, then they are exposed to danger. Every ferocious animal can attack them.

And now the American nation, be it colored or white, if they unite and be in accord, the Lights of the Oneness of Humanity will shine. Eternal glory and bliss will dawn. Divine Spirituality will encompass. The Divine Favors will descend. And under the leadership or training of the Real Shepherd, who is God, all these sheep will be preserved and protected. And in the pasturage of happiness will they graze and will attain to that which is the goal of life. This is the benefit of unity. This is the result of love. This is the sign of the Most Great Peace. This is the Star of the Oneness of Humanity. Consider how blessed it is.

I pray for you and ask God's Confirmation and aid in your behalf.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA TO THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, AT THE HOME OF MR. AND MRS. PARSONS, 10:30 A. M., APRIL 25, 1912.*

THE greatest human power in the realm of existence is the spirit. The spirit is the Divine Breath which resuscitates, animates objects. The spirit, however, is of different kinds. There is the vegetable animus or spirit. That is the spirit augmentative to be found in the plants, in the trees, and all the properties of the vegetable kingdom whereby things grow and develop. But this spirit is unconscious of the higher kingdom, namely the animal kingdom. Secondly there is the animal spirit, and its distinctive virtue is sensation, the five senses. It sees, hears, tastes, smells and feels. But of the human kingdom it is unaware. It is not in touch with the realm of the intellect. It is not in touch nor is it informed of the ideal powers of man. From the possibilities it cannot draw conclusions of the invisibilities. For example, the human mind, from the visible or known premises, draws conclusions of the invisible or unknown; for instance, the remarkable episode of Columbus, who from the visible and known premises drew conclusions of the unknown, so to speak, as America was an unknown continent. That the animal cannot do. In other words, the animal cannot draw invisible conclusions, or conclusions of the invisible, from the visible premises. This is a distinctive attribute of the human soul or spirit. The animal spirit cannot discover the mysteries of things. It is a captive of the sensibilities. For example, it cannot grasp the fact that the sun is stationary and that the earth revolves around it. Likewise, the human spirit cannot grasp the fact that there is a power supernatural beyond the human nature. For it is a captive of the tangible forces of life. It cannot look beyond that boundary.

There is, however, another spirit which may be named as the Divine Spirit. That is the Spirit to which Jesus Christ refers, that man must be born thereof, must be baptized thereby. The other souls who are deprived of that Spirit are accounted as dead, though they are possessed of the human spirit, but His Holiness Jesus Christ has pronounced them dead, for they have no portion of the Divine Spirit. He says: "Let the dead bury their dead." Then He declares in another instance: "He who is born of the Spirit is Spirit, he who is born of the flesh is flesh." That is to say, these souls are alive with the ordinary animus, but they are deprived of this particular Spirit. They have not taken a portion of the Divine Spirit. He who is a partner in that Divine Spirit is verily living! In short: This human spirit from the Sun of Truth, from the Reality of Divinity, has a spontaneous emanation and not simply a revelation or a manifestation. It is like the ray of the sun. From the sun it has emanated. It does not mean that the sun has become divisible—a part of the sun has come out. This plant here has had a manifest rising, so to speak, an unfoldment from the seed. The seed, you can see, has unfolded a manifestation, and the result is this plant. Every leaf of this plant is a part of that seed. But the Reality of Divinity is indivisible, and each individual of the human kind is not a part of it. Nay, rather, the realities of men are emanations of that reality. Just as the flame or the heat and the light of the sun are the effulgence of the sun. Therefore existence has emanated from the Reality of Divinity.
and has become manifest in the human entities or realities with effulgences. This ray and this heat are permanent. There is no cessation. It is eternal. As long as the sun exists, the heat and light will exist. As long as eternality is a property of Divinity, this emanation is everlasting. There is no cessation thereof. The more the world of humanity develops, the effulgences or emanations of divinity will become more revealed. Just as when the stone becomes crystallized, polished and crystalline, like a mirror, for instance, it can reveal the glory of the sun more clearly and gloriously. The purpose, the mission of the Prophets and the descent of the Books and the Manifestation of the Divine Teachers and the Divine Philosophy are intended that the human realities may become trained, may become more clear, so that they may become like a mirror in order that the Sun of Reality with its light and heat be reflected. This is the purpose. Therefore I hope that you, whether in the East or in the West, may strive with heart and soul in order that the world of humanity, day by day, may become glorified, day by day may become more spiritual, and day by day may become more sanctified. That it may be like the mirror wherein the lights of the Sun of Reality may gloriously be revealed. This is worthy of the world of humanity! This is the great progress for humanity! This is the great Bestowal! Otherwise, simply developing along material lines, man does not become perfect. At most it is this, that the material aspect of man, his natural or material conditions become more orderly, but he is still deprived of the Spiritual or Divine Bestowal. He is then like a body without an animus or spirit. He is like a lamp without the light. He is like the eye without seeing. He is like the ear without hearing. He is like the intellect without reasonableness. Man has two powers; has two aspects. One is connected with the material world. That can develop and advance along material lines. He has also a spiritual side, which can only advance through spiritual means. These to man are like two wings, and these two wings or forces must be developed, for the bird can fly with two wings. With one wing a bird cannot soar. Now, praise be to God! Material advancement has been considerable. But there is need of spiritual advancement. We must strive, be restless, teach, promulgate such forces and be restless until they take possession of man, making of him a noble and advanced creature. For the human body is accidental. It is of no importance. The day will come when that shall die. But the human spirit is essential and therefore eternal. It is a Divine Bounty. It is the Effulgence of the Sun of Reality. This must be given due importance more than the bodily matter. And I pray for you and am very pleased at having met you. You have come here to see me. You have come to visit me, and I am most grateful for this visit. I shall ask confirmation and aid for you from God, that you may be aided in serving well the world of humanity.

MESSAGE OF ABDUL-BABA TO THE ESPERANTISTS APRIL 25, 1912.*

My message is this: That today the greatest need of the world of humanity is for the discontinuance of the existent misunderstandings among nations, and that can be brought about through the unity of language. Unless the unity of languages is realized, the most great peace and the unity of the human world, in a binding manner, cannot be organized and established; because the function of language is to portray the mysteries and secrets of the human hearts. The heart is like a box and the language is like the key. We can open the box only through the key, and observe the gems contained in that box. Therefore, this question of an auxiliary international language has the utmost importance. We can be trained and educated internationally through this language. We can acquire the evidence of past history and ages through language. The spread of the known facts of the human world depends upon language. The explanation of Divine Teachings can only be brought about through a language. As long as the diversity of languages and the lack of human comprehension of the languages of each other’s nationalities continue, these glorious aims cannot be realized. Therefore, the very first service to the world of man is to establish this auxiliary international language. It will become the cause of the tranquillity of the commonwealth of man. It will become the cause of the spread of sciences and arts among the nations of the world. It will be the means of the progress and development of all the races. Therefore we must with all

*Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sahra and dictated to Joseph H. Hanning.
our powers make an effort so that we may establish this international auxiliary language among the nations and races of the world. I hope from the Bounties of God that this language may become perfected and that from among various nations of the world intelligent men may be selected and organize an International Congress, and that that Congress may make its chief aim to promote this international language.

ANNOUNCEMENT

THE BAHAI PUBLISHING SOCIETY
has just issued a handsome new edition of the

Album of Views
taken at Acca, Haifa, Mt. Carmel, Syria,

and other places in the Holy Land, some years ago.

These excellent color plates show the scenes surrounding the life of Baha’u’llah and the early followers who went into exile with Him during His imprisonment. This edition also contains an artistic duo-tone portrait of Abdul-Baha. There are only a limited number of these Albums. The special plates from which these beautiful views were reproduced could not be preserved and when this edition is exhausted no more can be secured. Those desiring copies should order at once.

BOUND IN ELEGANT CLOTH COVERS WITH GOLD LETTERS . . Price $1.25

Address all orders to
MISS MARY LESCH, 5205 Jefferson Ave., CHICAGO
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي المكتوب بالخط العربي في الصورة المقدمة.
A MONG the institutes of the Holy Books is that of the foundation of Holy Edifices. That is to say, an edifice is to be built in order that humanity might find therein a place of meeting, and this is to be conducive to unity and fellowship amongst them. The real Temple is the very Law of God, for to that all humanity must resort, and that is the Center of Unity for all mankind. That is the collective center. That is the cause of accord and unity of the hearts. That is the cause of solidarity of the human race. That is the source of the life eternal. Temples are the symbols of that unifying force, in order that when the people gather there in a given edifice of God, in the house and Temple of God, they may recall the fact that the law has been revealed for them and that that law is to unite them. That just as this edifice was founded for the unification of mankind, the law preceding and creating this Temple was issued therefor. His Holiness Jesus Christ, addressing Peter, said: “Thou are the Rock, and upon this Rock will I build my church.” This utterance of His Holiness was indicative of the faith of Peter. Namely that—This faith of thine, O Peter! is the very cause of uniting the various nations and summoning them to unite, and shall be the bond uniting the hearts. It shall be a cause of uniting the world of humanity. In brief, the purpose of places of worship and edifices for adoration is simply that of unity. In order that various nations, divergent races, varying souls, may gather there and among them amity, love and accord may be realized. The original purpose is this. That is why His Holiness Baha’u’llah has commanded that a place be built for all the religionists of the world; that all religions and races and sects may gather together; that the Oneness of the human world may be proclaimed; that all the human race is the servant of God, and that all are submerged in the Ocean of God’s Mercy. The world of existence may be likened to this place. It is the Mashrak-el-Azkar. Just as the external world is a place where various peoples of different hues and colors, of various faiths and denominations, meet; just as they are submerged in the same Sea of Favors; likewise all may meet under the dome of the Mashrak-el-Azkar and adore the One God in the same spirit of truth, for the ages of darkness have passed away and the century of light has arrived. The imaginary prejudices are in the process of dispersion and the Light of Unity is shining. The difference which exists among the nations and the peoples is soon to pass away, and the fundamentals of the Divine Religions, which are no other than the solidarity and the oneness of the human race, are to be established. For six thousand years the human race has been at war. It is enough! Now let them, for a time at least, consort in amity. They entertained enmity formerly. Let them for a period exercise love. For six thousand years have they negated each other. Each nation considering the other as infidel. It is sufficient! We must all know that we are the servants of One God; that we are turning to One God; that we have one Kind Father; that we have one Divine Law; that we have one Reality; that we have one Desire. Thus may we live in the utmost of amity and love together, and for this love, for this amity, the Favors and Bounties of God shall surround us; the world of humanity will be reformed; the human kind will find a new life, eternal light shall shine; merciful and Heavenly morals shall become manifested. The Divine policies shall rule, for the Divine policy is the oneness of the human world.
God is kind to all. He considers all as His servants. He does not exclude anybody, and the policy of God is the correct and just policy. No matter how complete human policy and foresight be, it is imperfect. If we do not emulate the policy of God, or if we refuse to follow His dictates, that will be a presumptive evidence of our saying, as it were, that we know better than God; that we are knowing and wise, whereas God is ignorant; that we are sagacious, and God is not. God forbid! We seek shelter in God's Mercy therefor! No matter how far the human intelligence shall advance, it is still as a drop, whereas the Divine Omniscience is the very Ocean. And now is it just for us to say that a drop is imbued or endowed with qualities wherewith the ocean itself is minus or not endowed? To say that the policy of the atom or the drop is greater and superior to that of the Ocean? There is no greater ignorance than this! At most it is this: That there are some people who are as children. They are ignorant, and with the utmost love are we to educate them in order that they may become wise. They are sick; they are ill. We must tenderly care for them and treat them until they become well. Their morals are unpraise­worthy. We must train them in order that they may become imbued with morals commendable. Otherwise we are all the servants of One God, and we are beneath the Protection and Providence of One God. These are the Institutes of God and the Foundations of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, or His Temple. The outer edifice is a symbol of the inner. May the people be admonished thereby! I pray in your behalf, that your hearts may be enlightened with the Light of the Love of God; that your minds may develop daily; that your spirits may be set aglow with the fire of His Glad-Tidings; until the Divine Foundations in the human world may become promulgated. The first of these institutes is the Oneness of the Human World and Love among all mankind, and secondly is the Most Great Peace. Praise be to God, this American Democracy presents capacity, showing forth their readiness to become the flag-bearer of the Most Great Peace. May they be the hosts of the oneness of humanity. May they serve the Threshold of God and spread that which is the good pleasure of God!

Prayer.

O Thou Kind Lord! This gathering is turning to Thee. The hearts are radiant through Thy love. The thoughts and the spirits are exhilarated through Thy Glad-Tidings. O God! Let this American Democracy become glorious in spiritual degrees even as it has aspired to the material degrees, and render this just government victorious! Confirm this revered nation to hoist the standard of the Oneness of Humanity; to promulgate the Most Great Peace; to become thereby most glorious and praiseworthy among all the nations of the world. O God! This American nation is worthy of Thy Favors and is deserving of Thy Mercy. Make it dear, near to Thee, through Thy Bounty and Bestowal!

Address of Abdul-Baha at the Dedication of the Mashrak-el-Aazar Grounds, Chicago, High Noon, May 1, 1912.

To-day you have endured considerable difficulty in coming out, withstand­ing the cold and wind; but the Power which has gathered you here is truly a colossal Power. It is the extraordinary Power. It is a Divine Power which gathers you hither. It is the Divine Favor of Bahá'u'lláh which gathered you together. Therefore we praise God that this Power does assemble people in this fashion.

Thousands of Mashrak-el-Azkars, which mean the Dawning-Points of Praise for all religionists, will be built in the world. In the Orient and in the Occident of the world will they be built. But this Mashrak-el-Azar, being the first one in the Occident, has great importance. In after years there will be many Mashrak-el-Azkars, even in this City of Chicago there shall be numerous ones established. In Asia there shall be many. In Europe there shall be many. Even in Africa there will be many. Even in Australia and New Zealand; but this is of great importance. In Ishkabad, Caucasus, Russia, the Mashrak-el-Azar has the same great importance, being the first one built there. In Persia there are many Mashrak-el-Azkars. Some have been houses which have been rented for that purpose. Others have given their homes entirely for that purpose, and in some places temporary and small places have been built therefor. In all the cities of Persia there are Mashrak-el-Azkars; but the great Mashrak-el-Azar was founded in Ishkabad. Because it is the first Mashrak-el-Azar, hence it possesses the superlative degree of importance. All the friends of Ishkabad agreed and put forward

*Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed and taken stenographically by Joseph H. Hannen.
WISDOM-TALKS OF ABDUL-BAHA

the greatest effort. His holiness the Afnan devoted all his wealth to it. Everything he had he gave for it. Hence such a tremendous edifice was built. A colossal effort was put forward. Notwithstanding their contributions to that Mashrak-el-Azkar, they have, as you know, contributed to you here in this city. Now that one is almost complete, that is to say, with all its gardens. That Mashrak-el-Azkar is centrally located. It has nine avenues, nine gardens, nine fountains, so it is nine on nine, all nines. It is like a beautiful bouquet. Just imagine an edifice of that beauty in the center, very lofty, surrounded centrally by gardens, variegated flowers, with nine avenues interlacing nine gardens, nine ponds and nine fountains, and see how delightful it must be! That is the way it should be. It is matchless, most beautiful! Such is the design. And now they are at work building a Hospital and a School for Orphans and a Home for the Cripples and a large Dispensary and a Hospice. They are now planning, thinking of these things. When that, God willing, shall be completed, it will be a Paradise! There will be no greater geometry than this, and I hope that in Chicago it shall be like this. It will be even so. Therefore endeavor to have the ground circular in shape. If possible even exchange certain parts in order to have a circular piece; not to have a triangle. The Mashrak-el-Azkar could not be triangular in shape. It must be circular.

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA AT HULL HOUSE, CHICAGO, APRIL 30, 1912.*

I WISH to discuss for you a philosophic subject—a subject of Divine Philosophy, which is abstruse in its nature, and I want your closest attention for its consideration.

In all the existing beings of the phenomenal world there are two aspects, one common to all species and one a distinguishing feature of each phenomenal being. All existing beings, as regards their material aspect or bounty, are alike, for all are material. But there is a point of distinction. As regards their bodies, the material of which they are formed, they have that in common, they are one, but as regards the kind and specie there is a distinction. The mineral and vegetable, the animal and the human, are all material as far as bodies are concerned. That is what is philosophically termed the Point of Contact, or common to all. But as regards the distinction of kind, the mineral is distinct. The vegetable is distinct from the animal and as regards the peculiar kind and specie man is distinct from the animal. That is the point of distinction. If the points of contact, which are the material points and common properties to human nature, overcome these peculiar points of distinction, then unity is assured. On the other hand, if the points of differentiation or distinction should overcome the points of contact, then difference results.

Now, the question of the colored and the white is one in which both, as regards the material, are one and there are certain points of distinction. Their points of contact are numerous, for the colored and the white are both human or body, and both have what is known as the body vegetative, both have the tangible properties. These are the points of partnership. It has become evident, therefore, that the points of contact between the two are four; both are material, human; both, the same as the vegetable, have that property augmentative; both, as the animal, have the tangible senses, and both are endowed with intelligence. And as regards you here in this country, there is another point of importance, namely, patriotism. That is common to both. And from the standpoint of language, you share that, both of you speak one tongue, and you have in common the same civilization. And now, with these numerous points of partnership or contact and the one point of difference, which is of the least importance, that of color, are you going to allow this least difference, namely, that of color, to separate you? From the standpoint of the body, you have that in common. The property augmentative you have in common. All the five senses and tangible properties of man, you share. As regards intelligence, you are both endowed therewith. Patriotism is common to both. From the standpoint of language there is a point of contact. Your civilization is one and the same. From the standpoint of religion you are one and the same. One point of distinction, and that is in color. Is it meet, is it becoming, with all these points of contact, for this least point of distinction or difference should there be any separation or difference? Indeed, no! God is not pleased, nor is any intelligent man pleased, nor is any reasonable man willing to have any difference because of that. But there is need of a great, powerful agent which can overcome all these prejudices. A power which nothing in the
world can withstand, and which may overcome all other powers, and that great power is the Love of God, which power can overcome all forces, and I hope that that one power may eradicate this one point of difference and may unite you all, so that hereafter there shall be no distinction. His Holiness Baha'u'llah has proclaimed to the world the Oneness of the world of humanity. He has caused the various nations and divergent sects and creeds to unite, and He has declared that the difference in color in the human kingdom is similar to the differences of the flowers, the variegated flowers in a garden. If you enter a garden, you will see yellow flowers, white flowers, black, variegated flowers, the red flower for example, in the utmost of delicacy and beauty, radiant, and each one through difference lends a charm to the other. Hence this difference in the human kingdom is similar to that. If you were to be ushered into a garden where all the flowers were of the same hue or color, how monotonous it would be! Therefore he has said that the various colors of human kind, one white, one black, one yellow, one red, lend a harmony of color and beauty to the whole. Therefore all must associate with one another, even as flowers consort harmoniously together in a given garden.

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-Baha AT THE FOURTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE, THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE, HANDEL HALL, CHICAGO, APRIL 30, 1912.*

GOD has stated in the Bible, the Old Testament, "We have created man in our own image and likeness." This statement indicates the fact that man in some particular is of the image and likeness of God; that is to say, the Perfections of God, the Divine Virtues, have become reflected or revealed in the human reality. Just as the effulgence and the light of the sun, when cast upon a mirror, is reflected fully, gloriously, if the mirror be polished, so likewise the virtues of Divinity are possible of reflection in the human reality. And this makes it evident that man is the most noble of God's creatures. When you observe created beings, you find that the mineral kingdom is endowed with certain virtues. And we observe that the vegetable kingdom has not only the virtues of the mineral kingdom but it is endowed with another property, or, namely, the virtue augmentative or the power of growth. The animal kingdom possesses the virtues or powers of the mineral kingdom plus those of the vegetable kingdom, and moreover it possesses certain peculiar properties of its own. The human kingdom is endowed with the virtues or perfections of the mineral kingdom and those of the vegetable kingdom, and the perfections of the animal kingdom, and moreover has the human virtues. This makes it evident that man is superior and most noble, and he is the most glorious of beings! Man is the microcosm and this endless world is the macrocosm. But the mysteries of the macrocosm, the greater world, are expressed or revealed in the microcosm or the lesser world. The tree is the greater world, so to speak, and a seed holds the relation of the lesser world. But the whole of the tree is potentially latent in the seed. An immense tree, a colossal tree, is latent or hidden within a small seed. So when this seed is cultivated, is planted, then it is made possible of revelation. Likewise the greater world, the macrocosm, is latent and involved in the microcosm or the lesser world, and that is the universality of the virtues which is particularized in man. This man who has been called the image and likeness of God: Let us find out just where and how he is the image and likeness of the Lord, and what is the standard or criterion whereby he can be measured. The criterion or the standard can be no other than the Divine virtues within men, which are Divine and after His image. Therefore every man who is imbued with the Divine qualities, who reveals the heavenly perfections and heavenly morals, who is an expression of the praiseworthy attributes, ideal in nature, is verily an image and likeness of God. If a man should possess wealth, can we call him an image and likeness of God? Or can we apply a color test as a criterion whereby he can be judged? And shall we make a sweeping statement like that? Or is it reasonable for us to choose the 'dark color, supposing we say a colored man is, after all, the image and likeness, just...
because of his color, or the red-skinned man, shall be the image and likeness of God? Or shall we declare the yellow race to be a creation and therefore an image and likeness of God? Can we say simply that so and so is yellow in color, therefore he must be an image and likeness of God? Hence we come to the conclusion that colors are of no importance. Colors are accidental in nature. That which is essential is the humanitarian aspect. And that is the manifestation of Divine virtues and that is the Merciful Bestowal. That is the Eternal Life. That is the baptism through the Holy Spirit. Therefore let it be known that color is of no importance. Man, who is the image and likeness of God, who is the manifestation of the Bestowals of God, is acceptable at the Threshold of God whatever be his color. Let him be blue in color, or white, or green, or brown, that matters not! Man is not to be pronounced man simply because of bodily attributes. Man is to be judged according to his intelligence and to his spirit. Because he is to be judged according to spirit and intelligence, therefore let that be the only criterion. That is the Image of God. If man's temperament be white, if his heart be white, let his outer skin be black; if his heart be black and his temperament be black, let him be blond, it is of no importance. Therefore, of all importance is the character of the heart. The heart which is brighter, in the estimation of God, is dearer. Inasmuch as God has endowed man with this Bestowal, such a favor, that he is called the Image of God, this is truly a great station. And this great station is not to be sacrificed for color's sake.

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA, PLAZA HOTEL, CHICAGO, MAY 2, 1912.*

In this Cause the question of consultation is of the greatest importance. But the spiritual consultation, not physical consultation. In France I visited the Senate, the Parliament. I did not like their system at all, for consultation must have for its aim the arrival at truth and not opinionated opposition. When there shall be opposition or inimical opinion, it is very bad. I found that they alternated, by worthless or useless alterations, each one presenting a certain angle or a certain word, someone would oppose him, and then there was a turmoil, and it happened that while I was there two of them got up and had a fight. I said, this is not parliamentary consultation. This is a farce! What is the use of going to theatres and spending your money? Come to the National Assembly and see what is going on! It is more entertaining than the theatre. Call it a play and not the Parliament. The purpose is this, that consultation must have for its aim or object the investigation of truth. He who expresses an opinion must not voice his opinion as if that opinion is correct or right, but he must give it as a contribution to the consensus of opinion, for the light of reality becomes apparent when there is a coincidence of two opinions. Because when you have the flint and the steel, you will have a spark produced when the two come together. The negative force and the positive force coming together produce, as it were, electricity. It is the friction of the two which is productive of light. That should be the object. With the greatest or the utmost serenity, sobriety, sobriety of temperament, with the utmost state of tranquillity, perfect composure and absolute calm and composure should man weigh his opinions. But before expressing his own opinion he must weigh the opinion previously expressed. When he sees that the opinion previously expressed is better, he must immediately accept it. He must not be wilful in having an opinion of his own. This we call the endeavor at arrival at unity or truth. That is very good. But should it be an opposition and cause dispersion, it is very bad. It is better then to have one opinion, because the individual opinion of a wise man, a sagacious man, is better, but if it is simply opposition or altercation in which varied and divergent opinions will be presented, then there is need of a judicial body to discuss the opinion expressed. Even the majority of opinion, because though the consensus of opinion, that is to say, the quorum, may decide upon a thing, that may be incorrect. A thousand people may give an opinion and may be mistaken, and one sagacious person may give an opinion and be right. That is possible, too. Hence consultation must be that of love. It must be spiritual, in the utmost of love must it be. The members must be in the greatest spirit of fellowship toward one another, so that good results may be forthcoming. That is the foundation. In the realm of consultation the greatest was the council held by the disciples of Jesus Christ after His ascension or departure. That was consultation. They

*Translated by Dr. Arneen U. Farseed and taken stenographically by Joseph H. Hannen.
got together on the summit of the mount; they said: "His Holiness, Jesus Christ, has been crucified and we have no intercourse with Him, therefore we must be loyal and faithful to Him, we must appreciate Him, He made us wise, He gave us life. We must be faithful. What shall we do?" And they held council. One of them said, "We must detach ourselves, that is to say, lessen our attachments; with attachments or fetters we cannot do this." Everybody said: "That is so." Another among them said: "Either we must be married and be faithful to our wives and children, take care of our families, or we must serve our Lord freely without these ties. We cannot keep families, care for them, and at the same time herald the Kingdom in the Wilderness. Therefore, those men who have not married, would better not marry, and those who have married must provide means of sustenance and comfort for their families, so they will not be in need, and then leave them in comfort and depart." They said: "That is right." And there was no disagreement or dissenting voices. All agreed. The third said: "To do some worthy deed you have to be self-sacrificing. If we should want to be at ease and also teach, these two will not coincide. From now on we must forego ease, we must accept every difficulty. Everybody said: "That is right." The fifth said: "That is right!" And after this Council, from the summit of the mount they descended, and each one took a direction. That is the kind of consultation! That is spiritual consultation. Not that if one should express an opinion the others should rise against him like the French Parliamentarians and fight each other!

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA TO THE FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS, LA SALLE HOTEL, CHICAGO, MAY 2, 1912.*

THE function of the sun as a luminary is to reveal the realities of objects. All that which is potential within the earth, through the heat and light of the sun is revealed or unfolded. That which is hidden within the tree through that luminary is brought forth and exposed to view. So that we can say a function of the sun is the revelation of things mysterious and things hidden within the earthly objects. Inasmuch as this is the century of light, the Sun of Reality has gloriously revealed itself towards all humanity. One of the great things which was hidden in the realm of existence was the potential capability or capacity of womankind. Through the light of the Sun of Reality in this age of illumination, the light and capability of womankind has become manifest to the extent that the equality of man and woman is an established fact. In past ages, woman was wronged and oppressed. Alas! most especially was this the case in Asia and in Africa and in Australia. In these three continents women were most greatly oppressed. So much so that in certain parts of Asia women were not considered as members or parts of the human kind. They considered womankind as an inferior people, or race, or kind. There is a certain people, known as the Nosyrians, who held to this belief for a long period, namely, that woman was the manifestation of the evil spirit or Satan, and that man alone was the manifestation of the Merciful One, or the Lord. At last this century of light arrived. In this age the realities of things have been exposed. Many mysterious things became revealed, and among them was this very subject. So that outside of Europe and America, even in the Orient today it is a well-known fact, that womankind is equal to man-kind. There have appeared women who have been verily the signs of guidance, might and power! Some have been notable poets. Some have been the signs of guidance, might and power!

*Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed and taken stenographically by Joseph H. Hannen.
his decree could kill a thousand men each day. There was not a day during which he did not kill many people. This woman, singly and alone, was capable of withstanding such a monarch until her last breath, and then she offered her life—forfeited it. Consider what mysteries have been revealed! All this has been due to the effulgence of the Sun of Reality, which in this century and this age has become gloriously manifested. Man must impartially investigate the reality. He must not be prejudiced. What is the difference between man and woman? Both are human. In all functions and powers they are co-partners. At most it has been this: That woman has not had the opportunities which man has so long enjoyed, especially education. She has not had military tactics. If she cannot go on the battlefield and kill, is that a shortcoming? Supposing she has not used a gun, nor worked the cannon, if we present a cannon to a woman and ask her to fire it and she should fail, is that an imperfection? At most we can say such is a compliment or praise to her, that in the hardness of the heart she is inferior to man! If we say to womankind, Come along and kill people, they will say—I cannot do it. Now that is not a shortcoming! But be it known that if womankind had been trained according to military tactics, I believe that they could kill as many too. But God forbid womankind to learn military tactics! May they never make up their minds to take up the gun. Because that is not a glory. Home-making and joy-creating and comfort-making are truly glories of man! Man should not glory in this, that he can kill people. Man should glory in this, that he can love. When we study the realm of existence and consider the various kingdoms other than the human kingdom, we discover that the male and the female are not the distinction of gender peculiar to men. Nay, rather, in all created beings there is this distinction of kind. Among the animals there is the female and the male, but is there any superior distinction made by them? In the plant life or the vegetable kingdom we find likewise the masculine and feminine, but there is no difference whatsoever between the male and the female. And if we should impartially investigate the matter, perchance we may find that the female is preferable or superior to the male, because in the vegetable kingdom there are some trees, the female order of which is fruitful, whereas the male is fruitless. For example, the male fig tree is fruitless, whereas the female fig tree is fruitful. The male palm tree is valueless, whereas the female date tree is fruitful. Now, when we find that in the other kingdoms among the existing things, in the animal and the vegetable, there is no distinction between the male and the female, is it becoming of man to make such a distinction? The male type of the animals does not glory in its being male and in its being superior at all to the female. In fact, an equality is manifested. Is it meet that man, so superior as a creature, should deprive himself of this equality which the animals enjoy? The male animals do not exercise this attitude. They declare that they are equal with the female. In all the rights they consider themselves equal. How is it possible that man, the most reasonable and the most noble, should consider himself superior? Whereas, as a matter of fact, they are all the servants of one God and all are considered in His estimation as human; and when we find that the word “man” is used as a generic name it applies to all creatures, especially human-kind; for example, in the Bible the statement is made that “man is created after our own image and likeness”—that does not mean that the female was not created. That applies to her as well as to man. “We have created man after our own image and likeness.” You may be interested to know that in Persian and Arabic there are two words distinct, which in English are translated “man”; in Persian and Arabic there is this distinction, when the word “man” is used in one sense it means both man and woman, and the pronoun is referable to both, whereas there is a word which distinguishes the male and the female. We use the word “man” as applicable to man alone, as though it referred to the male alone, whereas it does not at all. We use the word “man” in English as applicable to both. In the Hebrew it is the same. That which God has not created, that distinction which He has not made, we must not observe. It is a superstition. The thing which is to be considered, however, is this: that womankind must be more highly educated. They must have equal opportunities with men. There must be no difference whatsoever between their education. And until this reality, namely, the equality between the male and the female in the human kingdom, is fully established, is fully realized, the highest attainment for society is not made possible. Supposing womankind is inferior to man in a certain degree, even if that be the case that
is not to be considered, because this very distinction is going to create discord and trouble. They will say, well, if womankind is inferior, therefore she is not to be qualified with all the qualities man has. In brief, man thinks himself superior. And their ambition may wax cold, saying that we will not attempt to reach because it is cretically impossible. This love of advancement would wax less. They would become helpless. On the contrary: We must declare that their capacity is greater. When man endeavors to educate a person, he should inspire him with hope and ambition so the susceptibilities for progress may increase. He should not be told that he is inferior or weaker in qualities. If you tell a pupil in the school that his intelligence is less than the other pupils, it is a very great drawback for his advancement. On the contrary, he must be encouraged to advance, saying—You are most capable and if you endeavor you will reach the highest pitch, and that is the way it should be.

In short, my hope is that in the five continents, where this is not fully established, it may be established and the banner of equality may be raised. And let it be known once more that until womankind and mankind realize this equality, progress is not made possible. The world of humanity consists of two divisions, of two parts. One part or member is woman, the other is man. Until the two are equal in strength, the oneness of humanity cannot be realized. And the happiness of humankind will not be a reality. God willing, this is to be so.

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA AT THE BAHAI WOMEN'S RECEPTION, LA SALLE HOTEL, CHICAGO, MAY 2, 1912.

WHEN we cast a glance at all creational beings, we find that the three forms of life are in need of an education. For example, in studying the mineral and the vegetable kingdoms, we find that the gardener has a function there in educating the trees. A tree under the training of a gardener has a function there in educating the trees. A tree under the training of a gardener has a function there in educating the trees.

Likewise, when we observe the animal kingdom, the animals which have come under training in their world, daily progress and advance. Nay, rather, they will become beautiful as animals. They may even develop in their intelligence. For example, take the Arabian horse. How intelligent it has become! How well educated and trained it has become! How polite even this horse has become! This is not other than the result of education. But as to the human world, it is a self-evident fact that it is more in need of an education than the other existing beings. Consider the inhabitants of Africa and the inhabitants of America: What a vast difference is observable! How the people have become civilized here, and there they are still in the utmost state of savagery. What is the cause of that savagery and the reason for this civilization? It is an evident thing that education is responsible therefor. Education has given the inhabitants of America civilization, but lack of education has rendered the Africans still savage. Consider how effective, therefore, is education in the human kingdom. It renders the ignorant wise; the man who is a tyrant a merciful one; the blind seeing; the deaf attentive. The imbecile even intelligent. How vast is this difference! How colossal is the difference between the man who has been educated and the man who has not been educated. This is the effect when the teacher is only an ordinary material one, like all other human teachers.

But Praise be to God! Your teacher, your instructor is Baha'u'llah! He is the teacher of the Orient and the Occident. He is the very teacher of the world of divinity. He is the teacher of spirituality. He is the very Sun of Truth. The lights of His education are radiating even as the glorious sun radiates. See what it has done! How it is educating all humanity, that I, a Persian, have come here to a meeting of yours—revered souls on the American Continent—and am standing here before you with the greatest love, expounding to you. This is not other than through the love of the training of Baha'u'llah, which has united and can unite the hearts in this fashion. Even so has it enlightened the world! Even so has it breathed the Spirit of God into men! Even so has it resuscitated the hearts of men! Therefore, Praise ye God!
that you have been ushered beneath the education of this One, who is the very Sun of Reality, and who is shining so resplendently upon all humankind, endowing all with the life everlasting. Praise be to God! a thousand times!!

The Plaza, Chicago, Thursday Morning, May 2, 1912.6

I FIND this morning that the city is enveloped by a fog and mist. It is a good city, but it is befogged. When I find a city with sunshine then it is beautiful. Just as fog and mist conceal the sun, likewise the human susceptibilities, in their imaginations, conceal the Sun of Truth. Consider the radiant sun, how beautiful the sight, and how its glory pleases the eye, but this mist and haze causes man to be deprived of the Sun of Truth by being obscured through his imaginations. These mists are as so many imitations, the clouds concealing the sun. But the sun rises and disperses these mists from its different dawning points, at one time rising from the northeast, then from the cast, then from the southeast, until we have a clear vision of its glory, from the zenith. In the same manner each nation is directed to the dawning points, each to a particular rising place and each dawning point of religious light is made manifest, but after a time the dawning point is being worshipped instead of the sun itself, which is ever one and forever stationary in the heavens. Differences have arisen on this account and caused clouds and mists to again overshadow the glorious Sun of Reality. When again all this haze of imitations be dispersed, then all will see the Sun aright and see it as one by all nations. Thus all nations will finally become as one.

These clouds hinder the sun, therefore we must endeavor to the utmost to dispel these clouds and mists of superstitions. May all unite thereon and be enlightened, for the sun is one and the radiance and bounty is one. All inhabitants of the earth are the recipients of the Bounty of one Sun and none are favorites; all are beneath its shadow, but strife and battle make a complex cause out of a simple one, and then, alas! the clouds will obscure the Light of Reality and disunion will result. Make use of intelligence and reason, so that you may disperse the dense clouds from the horizon, and all hold to the Reality of all of the prophets. It is most certain that if human souls should reasonably consider and use respective intelligence on the matters of God, then the power of God will dispel all these clouds, and realities will appear as one Light, one Truth, one God, one Love, and one universal Peace.

The Plaza Hotel, Chicago, Thursday Night, May 2, 1912.6

OBSERVE the kingdom of genesis and examine carefully all created objects, and we discover the order of creation. Take the ferocious animals, which are not to be seen in their earliest childhood, even in the later days of their lives but rarely; take for our consideration the planets as part of the great creation, and we find all are subject to a universal law, a law which is most complete, most perfect, which cannot be surpassed. That is why a great philosopher, a very wise man, has declared thus: "There is no greater or more perfect system in the realm of genesis than that which already exists." The materialists or atheists state that this symmetry, this perfect order, which exists in nature is due to nature. They say that this order, this composition, this decomposition, this existence, this non-existence are all the exigencies of nature. It is nature which governs and rules over all created beings, and all existing objects or phenomena are captive's of this nature; even man is an exigency of nature. When we carefully study we find that this phenomenal order, this world, is subject to an exact order. It is under law, a universal law, but the question arises as to whether or not this order, this perfect symmetry which exists in nature, is caused or is due to nature itself, or whether it is due to a divine rule. The materialists declare that it is an exigency of nature for the rain to fall upon the ground, and that if it were not for the rain, nature would not become verdant; that if the cloud shall cause a downpour, if the sun shall send forth its heat and light (provided the earth be possessed of capacity), it is impossible not to conceive vegetation under these conditions. Therefore the plant life is subject to nature; it is a sign of nature. The fire has as its natural property the function of conflagration or burning; fire burns. Inasmuch as the nature of fire, therefore, is burning, you cannot conceive of fire without its burning.

In response to these statements we say, according to these premises, the conclusion ar-
rived at is, that nature is the ruler, nature is the governor, for all virtues or perfections are the exigencies of this nature; as nature, of necessity, must be the ruling force in all things, therefore man, who is a part of this nature, who is an exigency of this nature, is but a member thereof, and nature is the whole.

Man is possessed of certain virtues, of which nature is dispossessed. Man is possessed of volition, of which nature is void. For instance, an exigency of the sun is the giving of light. It is forced, it cannot do otherwise; it has to radiate light, but it is not volitional. An exigency of nature, with regard to this force known as electricity, is that it shall illuminate when in this form; it cannot give light, it cannot force its light; it has no volition of its own. An exigency or property of water is humidity. Water cannot be conceived without humidity; it is not volitional. Likewise, all the properties of nature are inherent and natural, not volitional, hence it is stated philosophically that nature is void of volition and void of innate perception, and in this we agree with the materialists. We state the same.

Now the thing which presents food for thought is this: How is it that man, who is part of this plan, is possessed of certain qualities whereof nature is dispossessed? Is it conceivable that a drop should be imbued with qualities of which the ocean is dispossessed? The drop is a part, the ocean is the whole. Is it possible for this form of phenomena of illumination to be possessed of certain properties of which the great luminary, the sun, should be dispossessed? Is it possible for a stone to be possessed of certain properties of which the mineral kingdom in the aggregate is minus? Is it possible, for example, for the human nail, which is a part of the anatomy, to be possessed of certain cellular properties of which the human brain should be dispossessed? Now, man we find to be intelligent; generally, consciously intelligent, whereas nature is not. Man is possessed of memory; nature is not. Man is the revealer of the mysteries of nature, but nature is not conscious of those mysteries of herself. Therefore it becomes evident that in man there are two sides; there is the animal side that is subject to nature; there is also the spiritual side that surpasses nature. This overcomes because it is the nobler, being possessed of certain virtues of which nature is not possessed, therefore it is more powerful. These ideal virtues of man surpass or surround nature; comprehending nature with these powers, man can take the very mysteries of nature and bring them forth into the visible. All the arts which are now visible were once the mysteries of nature. All the sciences existing were once the mysteries of nature. All these, man commanding nature, took out of the invisible plane and ushered them in on the plane of visibility, whereas according to the exigencies of nature these secrets of nature should have remained latent and hidden. For example: take the electrical force. According to the exigencies of nature, electricity should be a hidden mystery, but the penetrating power of man has discovered this and taken it out of the invisible and ushered it onto the visible. It is also evident that the human body is captive of nature and nature rules it, just as man, for instance, cannot do without sleep, an exigency of nature, a requirement of nature is that man should sleep. As he cannot abstain from food, from drink, from water, he is therefore a captive of nature; but from the vantage of spirit he is the ruler of nature. The intelligence wherewith man is endowed, rules nature—that is self-evident as the sun at midday. Notwithstanding that man is the ruler over nature, it is most strange to notice the contrary opinions, that man in his entirety is a captive of nature. It is the same as saying that the comparative degree is greater than the superlative degree; it is the same as saying that the imperfect is, after all, the comprehensive thing, which comprehends the perfect; it will be parallel to saying that the pupil surpasses the teacher. Is that possible? When we discover that the intelligence of man, that the constructiveness of man, that his discovering mind, are greater than that which we see in nature, how can we say that man is a captive of nature—that a child cannot accept. It would indicate that man is deprived of the bounties of God; that he is retrograding to the degree of the animal, whence his keen intelligence does not operate, and that he sees himself as an animal, having no distinction between himself and degree of the animal.

I was once conversing with a famous philosopher of the materialistic type in Alexandria, and he was opinionated on this point, that man and all that pertains to this point belong to nature, that after all, man is only a social animal; and in some respects he was quite an animal, and when he was discomfited in the argument, he suddenly and quickly said: "I do not see any difference between myself and the donkey; I cannot see any distinction between myself and the donkey; therefore I cannot accept these distinctions." But Abdul-Baha
said: "No, I consider you quite distinct, I call you a man and the donkey only an animal. I know that you are intelligent, whereas the donkey is not. I know that you are well versed in philosophy and I know that the donkey is entirely deprived of it, hence I shall not accept this statement of yours." (Abdul Baha laughed heartily.) Let us consider and take, for example, this lady who is writing in this little book, assuming it is a very trifling matter; but intellect declares that this thing which is being written has a writer. As this writing of itself is not written, and the letters do not come together without a composer, it is evident there must be a writer.

Consider this endless universe—is it possible that this has no creator, or that the creator of this great world should be a minus Intelligence? Is it possible for us to hold the idea that the Creator has no comprehension of what is manifested in creation? Man, who is the creature, has volition, has certain virtues. Is it possible that the Creator is deprived of these? Is that possible? The child cannot accept that. It is a perfectly evident fact that man did not create himself because man cannot do so. How can he of his own weakness create such a mighty being? Hence the Creator who has created him must be more perfect. If He who has created man be simply on the same level with man, then man should be able to create, but we know very well that we cannot create even our own likeness, therefore our Creator must have the superlative degree far greater than ours. In all points He must have that superlative degree. We are weak, He is mighty, because, were He not mighty, He could not have created us. We are ignorant, He is wise. Were He not wise, He could not have created us. We are poor, He is rich. Were He not rich, He could not have created this being. Among the proofs advanced in favor of Divinity are these, that things are often known by their opposites. Were it not for darkness, light could not be sensed. Were it not for ignorance, knowledge would not be a reality. Both are necessary in order that both may have realities. Night there must be, and day there must be, in order that both may be distinguished. Night in itself is an indication of the day which follows, and the day itself indicates the night which must follow. Were it not for the night there could not be the day. Were it not for wealth there could be no life. Things are known by their opposites. Our weakness is an indication that there is might; our ignorance is an evidence of knowledge; our need is an indication of supply and wealth. Were it not for wealth there would not be this need; were it not for ignorance there could not be knowledge; were it not for wealth there would be no poverty. In other words, demand and supply is the law, and no doubt those virtues have a center, and that center is God, wherefrom all these bounties emanate.

I WAS in the Orient and from the Orient to this part of the world is a long distance. To travel it is not easy. It was especially difficult for me on account of my infirmities of body, increased by the forty years in prison. My physical powers are weak; it is the will power that moves me. Realize from this how great has been my exertion and purpose in accomplishing this journey through the Will of God, and may it be the cause of great illumination in the Occident.

In this Western world, with its stimulating climate, its capacities for knowledge, its lofty ideals, the message of peace should be easily spread. The people are not so influenced by imitations, and through their comprehension of realities and unrealities they should attain and realize. They should become leaders in the search for the oneness of humankind. What is higher than this responsibility? In the Kingdom of God no service is greater, and in the estimation of the prophets, including Jesus Christ, no deed so estimable.

Yet even now warfare prevails. Envy and rancor arise between nations, but because I find the American nation so capable of achievement, and the American government the fairest of Western governments, its systems superior to others, my wish and hope is that the banner of peace may be raised first on this continent, that the standard of the Most Great Peace may here be unfurled. May the nation of America and its government unite in their efforts, in order that this light may dawn from this point and spread to all regions, for this is one of the greatest bestowals of God. In order that America may avail herself of this opportunity, I request that you strive and applaud with heart and soul, devoting all your energies to this end, that the banner of In-
international Peace in reality may be unfurled here, and that American Democracy may be the cause of the cessation of warfare in all other countries.

Observe what is taking place in Tripoli. Think of their cutting one another into pieces. From the waters of the sea comes the bombardment; on the land the guns respond, and from the very air itself the dynamiting descends. The contending parties are thirsting for each other's blood. Truly armies should not contend like this. How can they do it? Have they not fathers, have they not mothers, have they not children, are they not human? What of the children when they hear the terrible news? What of the wives? Think of their experiences! How unjust this is, how terrible! Human beings should not suffer this. Those chieftains should strive for the good of their subjects; those shepherds should bring their sheep within the fold and comfort them and give them pasture. I supplicate the Kingdom of God and ask that you may be instrumental in bringing about the Great Peace in this country, in this nation and government, and through them spread it to the world.

THE PLAZA, CHICAGO, FRIDAY NIGHT, MAY 3, 1912.

THE difference, in humankind, from the highest to the lowest, the philosophers declare, is due to education or lack of education. The proofs advanced with regard to this are these: The inhabitants of Africa are human, the inhabitants of America are also human, the inhabitants of Europe are human. What is the cause of the difference which exists between the inhabitants of Africa and those of America or Europe? The inhabitants of America are civilized, generally speaking; the inhabitants of Africa, generally speaking, are pronounced to be savage, with few exceptions. What causes this difference? There is no doubt that the inhabitants of America are civilized because of education, whereas the people of Africa have been deprived of education. Education renders the ignorant wise; education renders the tyrant just; education renders him who is sad, glad; education strengthens the weak-minded or weak-willed to be strong-willed; education renders the fruitless trees fruitful. Therefore the difference apparent in humankind—in the world of humanity, namely that some occupy lofty degrees, others occupy the abyss of despair, is mainly due to education or its absence. Every individual member of the human race can attain to the loftiest degrees. He can even reach the prophetic degree. This is the statement of the philosophers.

The prophets of God also state that education is most effective; that it does give man sublimity; it does confer on man civilization; it does improve the morals of society; but they further state that in creation there is some difference. For example, take ten given children of the same age, of the same progeny, in the same school, one curriculum, one teaching, the same food, the same water, the same environment or air, in all respects having interests in common and equal; but we find out ere long that two of these appear exceedingly intelligent; some are in the medium, and some at the bottom of the school. One may become a professor emeritus; one will not even prove an apt scholar, whereas the education has been the same, one teacher, the same climate, the same school, the same lessons. From all standpoints there has been an equality, but some advance extraordinarily, some occupy the middle school, some only the lowest degrees, hence it becomes evident that in existence, in the very existence of man, mankind is not equal. In capacity they differ; in their intellectual capability they differ. They are different, but every member of the human race is capable of becoming educated. They must be educated. The prophets of God are the first educators, they educate the human race generally, they give them universal education, they cause them to leave the lowest degrees or grades of savagery and attain to the highest pinnacle of civilization. The philosophers likewise strive along educational lines for humanity, but at most they have been able to educate themselves, to improve their own morals, to civilize themselves, and they have been able to educate a limited number who have been about them, but they have been incapable of universal education. They have failed to cause an advancement for any given nation so that it might leave the lowest grades of savagery and attain to the highest pitch of civilization, but His Holiness, Jesus, conferred this education. His teachings were universal in aspect, His bestowal is universal in character. Through the power of the Holy Spirit did He educate, not through human agency, for the human power is limited, whereas the Divine power is unlimited, and no doubt the
limited power in life has not capacity to cope with the unlimited power or power infinite.

Galen, the Greek physician, has a certain treatise devoted to the discussion of the factors in the civilization of nations. Galen was not a Christian, but he has borne testimony saying that religious beliefs exercise an extraordinary effect on the problem of civilization. In substance he states: There are certain ones among us, people contemporaneous with us, who follow the Nazarene known as Jesus, the man who was killed in Jerusalem. This people are truly imbued with morals which are the envy of the philosophers. This people believe in God and fear God. They have hopes limited power in life has not capacity to cope with the unlimited power or power infinite. They strive day and night that their deeds may be of the praiseworthy type, that they might contribute to the welfare of humanity, therefore each one of them virtually is a philosopher, for that which is the purport and purpose of philosophy, these people have attained unto. Such people have praiseworthy morals, though they may be illiterate, not being capable of reading or writing.

The purpose is this, that the holy manifestations of God, the prophets, are the first teachers of the human race. They are universal educators, and their institutes, the foundations which they have laid down, are the causes or factors of the advancement of nations. Imitations which creep in afterwhars are not conducive to that progress. Nay, rather, the imitations which later crept in, were the very destroyers of the human foundations. They are as clouds which cloud the Sun of Reality. Consider the essential teachings of His Holiness, Jesus Christ, you will see they are lights. Nobody can question them. They are the very source of life. They are the cause of happiness for the human race, but subsequently imitations appeared, which imitations becloud the Sun of Reality. That has nothing to do with the reality of Christ. For example, His Holiness, Jesus Christ, stated, "you must put the sword in its sheath." That means warfare is forbidden, it is abrogated, but see what the Christians did later, think of the wars which took place afterward! This great persecution spared not even the learned; he who discovered the revolution of the earth was imprisoned for its sake; he who discovered the new astronomical system was likewise incarcerated. In short, those who were scholastic in type were subjected to the mortification of these people. How many were killed! What comparison or relation is there between the teaching of Jesus Christ and those actions, for Christ declared, "he who persecutes you, you must love him and praise him; he who deals harshly with you, you must deal kindly with." "You must emulate the example of the Heavenly Father, whose sun shines upon the just and upon the unjust." What relation is there between these two? Therefore there is need of turning back to the original foundation. The fundamentals of the prophets are correct. The imitations which subsequently have crept in have nothing to do with the original institutes. His Holiness Baha'u'llah has reiterated or re-established the quintessence of all the teachings of all the prophets. He has thrown out all the accessories; the quintessence thereof He has renewed. His Holiness Baha'u'llah has written a certain treatise which is known as the Hidden Words. The preface thereto is, that this is in brevity the quintessence of the teachings of the prophets, which God has revealed to the prophets, and herein is recorded in brevity their purposes and other questions concerning spiritual and ethical life. You may all read it and find out what it contains. See what the foundations of the prophets are, observe and consider the teachings of the prophets, see the inspiration of the prophets of God. You will see that it is light on light. We must not look at the actions of the nations; we must investigate the truth and summon all to this truth or reality in order that all may be united.

Theosophical Society; Northwestern University Hall, Chicago, Saturday Night, May 4, 1912.*

I HAVE great joy this evening in being present at this meeting. Praise be to God! I see before me faces of souls who have capacity, all of whom have for their greatest desire the investigation of truth, which is conducive to the greatest joy. According to the philosophy of God, in the material or phenomenal world there are two great issues or affairs: One is that which concerns life, the other concerns death. One is relative to existence, the other to non-existence; one is composition, the other decomposition. People imagine that existence is the expression of reality or being, and that non-existence is the expression of annihilation—

*Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Paroo and taken stenographically by Mrs. Marzieh Moss.
some imagining that man's death means his annihilation. This is a mistake. Total annihilation is an impossibility. At most, composition is subject ever to decomposition or disintegration; that is to say, existence means that certain elements have become composite and from that composite a being is formed—inasmuch as these elements have gone into the formation of endless forms of genesis we have the variegated expressions of life; and non-existence simply means the opposite or decomposition of these forms. For instance, certain elements have formed man, then this composite man is subject to disintegration. This is no other than death, but the elements remain just the same. Hence, total annihilation is an impossibility. Existence will never be non-existence. It would be the same as saying that light can become darkness, and light can never become darkness. Existence can never become non-existence, hence there is no death for man; nay, rather, man is everlasting, everliving, and as a rational proof thereof the following is advanced, that every atom of the phenomenal elements is transferable from one form to another, from one degree to another. For example, take the grain of sand or dust; you can say that that grain traverses all the degrees of existence. Once it goes into the formation of the mineral in becoming petrified, as the rock; once it becomes vegetative in becoming the tree; at another time it becomes an animal, and still at another time, a later period, it becomes man. Hence it traverses or is transferred from one degree to another degree in the phenomenal existence, but to non-existence, never.

Non-existence, therefore, is an expression applied to change of form. People consider that this transference or apparent change is death or annihilation, whereas it is never so. You may consider this very point which I presented, namely, the grain of sand which in the mineral kingdom at first existed; later on it was transferred from that lowest form of life to the vegetable, later to the animal, and at last to the human kingdom, showing that it is only a transformation and not an annihilation, for the elements are ever present, and elements only change forms, hence there is no death, it is life everlasting. For example, you can see that when clay dies in the mineral kingdom, it becomes a tree; but it does not die, it has been transformed only. It has been transferred from the mineral kingdom to the vegetable kingdom. This vegetable is used or consumed by the animal, and there, when utilized, you can say it dies, but in reality it has become transformed and transferred to the animal kingdom. The animal is utilized by man. It dies in that animal form or kingdom, but it is transmuted or transformed to the human kingdom, consequently it becomes evident that there is no annihilation. Death, therefore, is applicable to a change or transference from one degree to another. In the mineral kingdom there was a spirit, the mineral spirit; in the vegetable kingdom it became transformed and reappeared as a vegetative spirit; in the animal kingdom it attained the animal spirit, and in the human kingdom it aspired to the human spirit, hence it is only degrees or transferences, and there never is for man annihilation. Man is everlasting, everliving. And if we think of death it is only an imaginary term implying change.

The reality is this, that it is only a transference from one degree to another, from one form of composition or genesis to another, and transferences should never be called death. We will take, for example, this light, and supposing we say that this light, having reappeared in another incandescent lamp, has died in the one and reappeared in another. This is not death. These perfections of the mineral are translated or transformed into the vegetative, and from the vegetable kingdom they were transformed to the animal, the virtue always attaining plus or the superlative degree, and from the vegetable kingdom they were transferred into the animal and human, and we find the same virtues manifesting themselves more fully, therefore we see that the tree never died, that the animal has not died, but what must be said is that the reality of the vegetable or animal entity, or the mineral reality, has been transferred from a lower form to a higher form, finally attaining the superlative degree. Therefore death is only an expression applicable to these changes, and the question of non-existence is a relative one. Absolute non-existence is inconceivable. For example, this rose becomes disintegrated and this symmetry is corrupted, but the elements remain changeless; nothing affects that elemental being. It is impossible for the elements whereof this rose is formed to become nonexistent, and it is simply that these elements, go from one degree or are transferred from one state to another, and man only through his ignorance is afraid of death; death is imaginary and absolutely unreal; it is human imagination.
The bestowal and grace of God have rendered the realm of existence alive and full of being. For existence there is no change or transformation; existence is ever existence, and it can never be translated into non-existence. It is only a graduation. A degree beneath the highest degree is considered as non-existence. For example, this dust beneath our feet as compared to our being is non-existent. The human body becomes dust and you can say it has become non-existent, therefore this dust in comparison or in relation to the higher form of human being, is as non-existent, but in its own sphere it is existent, it has its mineral being; therefore it is well proved that absolute non-existence is impossible, it is only relative. The purpose is this: that the everlasting bestowal of God vouchsafed to man is never subject to corruption; inasmuch as He has endowed existence or the phenomenal world with being, it is impossible for it to become non-being; for it is the very genesis of God; it is in the realm of creation; it is a creational world and not a subjective world, and that bounty is continuous and permanent. For instance, He endows man with the bestowal of being, and that bounty or bestowal is continuous, and there is no cessation; therefore, just as the rays of the sun are continuous, the heat of the sun emanates forever, no cessation is conceived for it, even so the bestowal of God as regards humanity is ever descending upon it, is ever continuous, and never is there severance therefrom. If we say that the bestowal of existence at some time ceases, it would be the same as saying that the sun can exist with cessation of its rays. Is it possible for the sun to have a cessation of its effulgence or rays? Therefore the effulgences of existence are ever-present and continuous. The conception of annihilation is a factor in human degradation, it is the cause of human debasement, it is the cause of human lowness, it is the cause of human fear, it is the cause of the dispersion of human thought; but the conception of composition or existence is conducive to human sublimity, the cause of human progress, the cause of human virtues, therefore it behooves man to never think of non-existence, of death—which is absolutely an imaginary thing; he must never think of that which degrades him, nor think of the degradation of the human soul. Man must see himself ever living, so that hour by hour he may advance until the human reality may become more apparent. If he considers non-existence he will become utterly incompetent; his will weakened; his power will not remain; love of progress will wax cold, and the acquisition of human virtues will cease.

Therefore you must thank God that God has rendered you all alive and existent. Endeavor day and night to acquire more virtues of the human type, and consider yourselves as the lights which never have any sunset, any setting; an existence which is never non-existence; a light which is never to be followed by darkness. When man is not endowed with insight he is not informed of these important mysteries. This outer retina, so delicate, may sometimes be a hindrance to the insight, which can alone perceive. The bestowals of God which are visible in all phenomenal life are sometimes rendered invisible because of the delicate retina, which sometimes forms a hindrance, which makes him uninformed, but when those scales are off, when the veil is torn asunder, then the great signs of God will become visible, he will witness the light filling the world. The bestowals of God are all manifest. The promises of heaven are present. The favors of God are surrounding all, but if this cover should remain he is made to deny all these great signs, and is deprived of all these manifestations of God's bestowals; therefore we must endeavor in order that the veil concealing the insight may be removed, that we may witness the manifestation of God's signs and discern the mysterious graces of God, and see that the material blessings, as compared with the spiritual blessings, are as nothing. The spiritual blessings of God are the greatest. When we were in the mineral kingdom, although there we were endowed with certain blessings of God, they were incomparable with the blessings in the human kingdom. Although when we were in the matrix of the mother we were blessed with certain blessings of God, as compared with the blessings or bestowals of this world they were as nothing. Likewise if we transfer from the phenomenal phases of life to the spiritual and attain insight, we shall consider that the material blessings, as compared with the spiritual blessings, are as nothing. In the spiritual world the divine bestowals are infinite, for that which is in the material world is subject to disintegration; for every composition there is a decomposition, but in the world of spirit there is no separation, there is no decomposition. It is absolute immortality and entire solidity and firmness. It is changeless; therefore we must thank God for He has created for us material blessings and also spiritual bestowals.
He has given us material graces and heavenly ones; He has given us sight that we may see these lights, and He has given us insight wherewith we can hear the melodies of God. Therefore, we must strive with heart and soul in order that the perfections and virtues latent within the realities of the phenomenal world may become developed and manifested, for the human reality may be compared to the sight. If you sow the seed and nurture it, a mighty tree can be forthcoming therefrom. The virtues of that seed will follow, become revealed, it will become a branch, give its leaves and blossoms, and fructify. All these virtues were hidden within the inner part of the seed. Through the bounty or blessing of cultivation these virtues became apparent. Likewise the Merciful God has deposited within the human realities certain distinct virtues which are hidden or latent. When education touches the human being those virtues which are the deposits of God, like unto the unfoldment of the tree within the fecundated seed, will become apparent from the human reality. I will now pray for you.

Prayer.

O Thou kind Lord! These are Thy servants who have gathered in this meeting and have turned to Thy Kingdom and are in need of Thy bestowal and blessing. O Thou God! manifest and make apparent the signs of Thy oneness, which have been deposited in all the realities of life. Reveal and unfold the virtues which Thou hast made latent and concealed in the human realities. O God! we are as plants and Thy bounty is as the rain. Refresh and cause to grow these plants through Thy bestowal. We are Thy servants, free us from the fetters of the material being. We are ignorant, make us wise; we are dead, make us alive; we are material, endow us with spirit; we are deprived, make us the intimates of Thy mysteries; we are needy, enrich us and bless us from Thine endless treasury. O God! resuscitate us, give us sight, give us hearing, and familiarize us with the mysteries of life, so that the mysteries of Thy Kingdom may be witnessed by us in the world of existence, and confess Thy oneness. Every bestowal emanates from Thee, every benediction is Thine. Thou art Mighty; Thou art Powerful; Thou art the Giver and Thou art the Ever Bounteous!
investigate reasonably everything and then to accept the same, hence I offer thanks to God that I am present here.

In the solar system the solar center of illumination is the sun itself. The educator of all phenomenal things is the sun, through the Will of God. When we observe phenomenal objects we discover that growth and vegetation are dependent upon the heat and light of the Sun. Were it not for the light and heat of the sun there would be no vegetation, there would be no animal life, there would be no forms of genesis at all. But the great Be-stower, the great Life-Giver is God, the sun is the intermediary. Were it not for the bounty of the sun, therefore, the world would be in darkness. Be it the earth or the planets at large, illumination starts or emanates from the solar center. In short, the sun is the center of illumination in the phenomenal world or the realm of nature.

Likewise in the spiritual world, in the realm of intelligence and idealism there must needs be a center, and that center is the everlasting, ever-shining Star. Its lights are the lights of Reality which have shone upon humanity. That light illumines the realm of thought, that light illumines the realm of morals, that light confers the bounties of the kingdom, it is the cause of the education of souls, it is conducive to the illumination of the hearts, it gives forth the glad-tidings of God. In short, the moral world, the ethical world, the world of spiritual progress are dependent for their progressive being upon that Center of Illumination. It gives forth the religious light, it vouchsafes the spiritual force, it confers the light eternal, and imbues humanity with the virtues of the human type. This Star of Reality, this Center of Illumination to which I have referred, applies to Manifestations of God in general, to the Prophets of God. Just as the phenomenal sun illumines the phenomenal world, gives it its growth and power of being, likewise the spiritual sun of illumination gives or confers illumination upon the world of morals and the realm of ethics, and were it not for the illumination of that center of the prophetic sun, the world of thought, or intelligence, the realm of ethics would become dark and extinct. The Sun of Reality is one, just as the phenomenal sun is one, but it has numerous dawning points, even as the phenomenal sun has its various points of arising. During the spring season it appears or dawns from the temperate horizon; in the summer it has its distinct summer dawning point, and in the winter it has still its wintry dawning point. These day springs or dawning points differ, but the Sun is ever the same sun. The souls who extend their gaze to the Sun will be the recipients of light no matter from which dawning point that Sun dawns or arises, but those who are fettered with their adoration of the dawning point, are deprived when there takes place a transference of the Sun from one dawning point to another. Just as the solar cycle has its four seasons, likewise the Sun of Reality has its distinct cycles; just as this phenomenal sun has its spring season, the Sun of Reality has also its springtime or spring cycle. The Sun of Reality dawns from a given point, then the springtime arises or begins. The world is set in motion and an extraordinary or tremendous motion takes place in the realm of thought and ideals. The thoughts become brighter, the thoughts become spiritual, the minds find development, the virtues of the human world become apparent, the likeness and image of God will become manifest. Then the summer season, metaphorically speaking, takes place, and winter follows and faint traces, no traces in fact, remain of the effulgences of that spiritual Sun. The surface of the earth becomes dormant, the clay becomes dark and dreary, the trees become naked and no freshness and beauty remain. But again the cycle begins and we have the springtime, and the former spring is thus renewed and the world again becomes resuscitated, illuminated, attains spirituality, and religion is organized, the hearts are turned to God, the summons of God are raised, and the life everlasting is vouchsafed. For some time the religious world has become weakened and materialism has advanced. The spiritual phases of life were constantly on the wane; morals were becoming degraded, composure and peace were nonexistent for souls, and satanic qualities were taking the upper hand; strife and rancor came into being; bloodshed and pillaging were in vogue. Negligence of God, in short, became a reality. The deprivation of the bounties of Heaven was a fact, so the wintry season was established. Again the springtime of God dawns, the lights of God shine forth, the effulgences of the Sun of Reality became manifest, the realm of thought and heart became exhilarated, a new spirit was breathed into the body of the world and daily advancement took place.

I hope that the lights of the Sun of Reality will illumine the whole world, so that no strife
and warfare may remain, no bloodshed and battles may remain, so that fanaticism and religious bias may not remain; all humanity may see the bond of brotherhood, the souls may consort with each other in perfect amity, the nations of the world may at last hoist the banner of truth, the religions of the world may be ushered into the same oneness, for the foundations of the divine religions are one Reality. Reality does not accept multiplicity; it is not divisible. All the Holy Manifestations of God have proclaimed and promulgated the same Reality; they have summoned people to the realm of Reality, and Reality is one. But imitations, like unto the clouds or mists, have be-fogged the Sun of Reality. We must forsake these imitations in order that these mists and these clouds may be dispelled and may free the Sun of Reality. Thus may the sun shine most gloriously, then all the inhabitants of the world will be united, all the religions will become one, all the denominations will become united, all nativities will become one fatherland, and all the degrees of humanity will be ushered beneath the same tabernacle and the same banner. That these cries and battles cease, amity and accord take place, warfare pass away, peace and composure become realities; all humanity embrace one another, and in the utmost love, accord, composure and comfort, adore one Creator, one God. That the material civilization shall advance, and the heavenly civilization be founded.

Until the heavenly civilization be founded no result will be forthcoming from the material civilization, even as you observe. See what catastrophes take place! Consider the wars which disturb the world, consider the expressions of enmity and hatred! The presence of these wars indicate the fact that the heavenly civilization has not yet been established. If this heavenly civilization be promulgated all this dust will be dispelled, all these clouds will pass away, and the Sun of Reality, with greatest effulgence, with glory, will shine upon mankind.

Prayer.

O God! O Thou who givest! This congregation is turning to Thee, casting their glances at Thy Kingdom and favor, longing to see the lights of Thy Face. O God! bless this nation. Confirm this government. Give this people glory, and confer upon them the Life Eternal. O God! illumine the faces, render radiant the hearts, exhilarate the breasts, crown the heads with the diadem of Thy Providence, cause them to soar in Thy atmosphere, so that they may reach the highest point of Thy glory. Aid them in order that this world may ever find the light and effulgence of Thy presence. O God! shelter this congregation, and admonish this nation. Render them progressive in all degrees. May they become leading in the world of humanity, may they be examples of humankind, may they be manifestations of Thy grace, may they be the inspiration of Thy Word. Thou art the Powerful, Thou art the Mighty, Thou art the Giver and Thou art the Ever-Omniscient!

Lincoln Center—All Souls Church—Chicago, Sunday Night, May 5, 1912.*

The divine religions were founded for no other purpose than the unification of humanity and the pacification of mankind. Any movement which brings about peace for human society is truly a divine movement; any reform which brings people, gathers them together beneath the same tabernacle surely is animated by peaceful motives. At all times and in all ages religion has been a factor in cementing the hearts of men together and in unifying various and divergent creeds, and surely it is the peace element therein which unites and which makes peace, for warfare has ever been the cause of separating men, the cause of disunion and discord amongst men.

Consider how His Holiness Jesus Christ united the divergent peoples and differing sects and denominations of the early days, hence it becomes evident that the fundamentals of religion are intended to unite and bind together. Their aim is the universal peace, everlasting peace. Even go prior to the time of His Holiness Jesus Christ and you will find that the prophetic word then and there was also conducive to unification of various types and opposing elements of human society, and the first and primory teachers who succeeded Jesus Christ have aimed at the unity of mankind. His Holiness Baha'u'llah, in Persia, was enabled to unite peoples of various thoughts and various creeds and differing denominations. In far-off Persia there were Christians, Mohammedans, Jews, even Zoroastrians, and their various denominations together with racial distinctions, such as the Semitic, the Arabic, the Persian, the Turk, and so on; through the power of religion He was
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enabled to unite these differing peoples, so that these opposing peoples were united to the extent of consorting in perfect amity. Such a unity and accord became realized among them that they were considered as one people, one kind, for every religion of the divine religions is divisible into two distinct departments; one department or division which is essential, which is fundamental, is that which is concerned with the realm of morals and ethics, with the spiritual progress of man and that is changeless. For example, in the Messianic day the divine law was divided into the two divisions. One division which was essential concerned itself with the realm of morals, with the spiritual susceptibilities, with the heavenly bestowals. The other division touched upon the material conditions, the deals among humankind, and that is accidental, and therein there is change and transformation. For example, in the days of Moses there were ten distinct commandments with regard to murder. In the days of Jesus these were abrogated; for in the Mosaic day these ten commandments or ordinances were in accordance with the exigencies of the time but in the days of Jesus these not being in conformity with the times, were abrogated. In short, every religion, every great religious foundation is divisible into two departments. One concerns the moral welfare and that is one. It was the same in the days of Moses; during the days of Abraham it was the same; in the days of Jesus it remained the same; that is changeless and that is essential religiously. The second division, which has to do with the deals of humanity, with the essential welfare of society, is constantly subjected to changes, in accordance with times and places. The purpose is this, that the different religions have for their central aim peace. It is one light, one ocean, one rain, and therein there is no difference at all, hence that forms the basis for peace and amity. The various and opposing nations that factor can bring together and unite. The warring nations can be brought to peace thereby. Consider how after the Messianic day the Roman empire and the Greek nation were at warfare, what enmity was exercised toward the Greeks by the Romans. The warring element between the Assyrians and the Egyptians in that day is well known, but the teachings of His Holiness Jesus Christ proved to be the cement wherewith they were united, they were brought to peace; warfare ceased, strife and rancor passed away, and together they associated with the utmost of love and amity; for strife, warfare, and bloodshed are the very destroyers of the human foundation, whereas peace and amity are the founders of the welfare and the bounty of humanity. For instance, take two nations, two religions, two races, or two peoples which have for two thousand years kept peace or remained in a peaceful state, yet for a time to come they are in need of that peace. Peace is ever needed, but if the two nations should enter the battlefield for one year, at the end of that year consider the destruction and the tremendous demand for peace again, for peace and unity are the factors which bring about the comfort and welfare of humanity, whereas warfare and strife are the destroyers of the foundations of society.

The human organism may be taken as an example of the body politic. As long as the members and parts of the human organism are at peace, co-ordinate, and co-operate together peacefully and harmoniously, we have as the result a perfection of life in its fullest form; where they differ we have the reverse, which in the human organism is warfare, and when dissension continues and discord waxes grave in the human organism, the result is dissension and dissolution and ultimately death. All objects, all created beings are contingent or dependent upon peace, for every contingent or phenomenal being is composed of distinct elements. As long as there is an amicable understanding and unity of action and co-ordination among these elements which go to form this phenomenal being, there we have peace, but as soon as dissension takes place disintegration results. The purpose is this, that peace and amity are the saving factors of society, whereas warfare and strife are the factors which bring about death and destruction, and God has willed for His humankind naught but peace and amity. All the prophets has He sent for this purpose. For peace and amity are life itself, whereas discord and dissension are death and destruction.

Now, inasmuch as the reality of the religions is one, and the difference is one of imitations, but religion essentially is one, the existing religions must give up the imitations in order that the Reality may enlighten them all, may unite humanity. When people hold fast to that Reality, that Reality being one, all shall be united and agreed; all the religions then shall summon people to the oneness of the world of humanity; all the religions will summon people to justice; all the divine religions will proclaim equality of rights; all the divine
religions will summon people to the mercy of God; all the divine religions will admonish people to virtue. The foundation is one, there is no difference therein. If the essentials of religion, therefore, be observed, peace shall be the result, and when we study conditions we find that the conditions existing are due only to imitations which have crept into the religions, and the differences in the imitations have caused these various sectarian denominations and sects.

And now let us consider the various people of the world. They all belong to one kind, and let us recall the fact that the various nations of the world—the American, the English, the French, the German, all the continental nations, even the Turks and Persians, belong to the same Adam, belong to the same household—why should they have disension? The surface of the earth is one nativity and that nativity was intended for all. God did not place these boundaries. Why should a matter which has not been originally destined by God, namely, the imaginary boundary lines placed by humankind, be made the bone of contention and the cause of differences? God has created all humanity; He has provided for all; He is preserving all, and all are submerged in the ocean of His mercy. Not a single soul is deprived. Now, inasmuch as we have such a kind God, why should we be at war with each other? Now that His light is shining upon all, why should we cast some of ourselves into darkness? Inasmuch as His table is spread for all, why should we deprive one another? Now that His effulgence is reaching us all, why shall we place ourselves within darkness? As long as we have a basis for amity, for unity, why should we deprive ourselves thereof? There is no doubt that the cause is only ignorance and that the result is perdition. It is a cause of depriving humanity of the eternal favors of God, hence we must forget all the imaginary causes of difference and refer to the very fundamentals of the divine religions in order that we may associate with perfect love and accord, considering humankind as one family, the surface of the earth as one nativity, and all races as belonging to one humankind, and let us live under the protection of God, attaining to the eternal happiness in this world and to the life everlasting in the world to come.

Benediction by Abdul-Baha.

O Thou kind Lord! Thou hast created all humanity from the same original parents, Thou hast destined that all shall belong to the same household, and in Thy Holy Presence they are all Thy servants, and all mankind are sheltered beneath Thy tabernacle. All have gathered together at Thy table of bounty, all are radiant through the light of Thy Providence. O God! Thou are kind to all, Thou hast provided for all, Thou dost shelter all, Thou conferest life upon all, Thou hast endowed each and all with talents and faculties; all are submerged in the ocean of Thy mercy. O Thou kind Lord! unite all, let all the religions agree, make all the nations one, so that all may see one another as one kind, the denizens of the same fatherland. May they all associate with one another with perfect amity and unity. O God! hoist the banner of the oneness of humankind. O God! establish the Most Great Peace. Cement Thou, O God! the hearts together. O Thou kind Father, God! exhilarate the hearts through Thy fragrance of love; brighten the eyes through the light of Thy guidance; cheer the hearing of all with the melody of Thy Word, and shelter us all in the cave of Thy Providence. Thou art the Mighty and Powerful! Thou art the Forgiving, and Thou art the one who overlookest the shortcomings of all humankind!
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THE "SERVANT OF BAHÁ’

[See article: "A Stroll With Abdul-Bahá"]
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’U’LLAH.

THE PUBLIC MEETINGS OF THE FOURTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY.*

CHICAGO, APRIL 27th–MAY 2d, 1912.

BY JOSEPH H. HANNEN.

It began with the "Feast of Rizwan," Saturday evening, April 27th. The Chicago friends had invited the delegates and friends to join them in the celebration, and truly it was The Rizwan—the Garden of Paradise! The beautiful symbology of the Teachings was exemplified in reality, as in the perennial spring-time of the Bahai world—this gathering of the friends from far and near in the hospitable realm of Chicago—those who entered with "nothing but leaves" or in the budding of spirituality, blossomed forth beneath the congenial rays of the Sun of Truth, and in an incredibly short time the assemblage of more than 350 persons, seated about many tables, was a flower-garden, with many a rose, hyacinth, violet, anemone and all the sacred blossoms personified by as many sometime human beings; here and there a tall sunflower stood guard! Again some lofty tree wooed the sweet singing birds of the celestial realm. In quiet nooks clustered the blossoms of early spring, with surpassing fragrance, and there was none to measure or compare, the whole forming a divine picture of harmony. The hum of voices, softly modulated, arose like the song of the bees and the humming-birds, and the breezes of heavenly love wafted to and fro! And as one would expect in such a garden, there was no lack of the divine melody of the nightingale. Various birds, from every part of the world, contributed their songs, some tremulously vibrant, some triumphantly attuned. Let him doubt who will; those who were there know of the beauty of the garden; and as in the oriental tale so often told, the ones who enjoyed the rose-garden have returned, bearing with them armfuls of the flowers that all might know where they have been; and now comes the scribe with a few treasures pressed within the volume of recollection, and yet breathing a soft incense, mayhap, as they are disclosed.

To particularize: It is an easy transition from the picture of the garden to record that Mr. Charles H. Greenleaf presided. The harmony was first given audible expression when Mr. Mountfort Mills sang the "The Comforter Has Come," composed for the Convention of 1911 by Mrs. Emma C. Holmes. It was announced that a number of the friends from other cities would be called upon for five-minute talks, the limited time making it impossible to hear from all, and the subsequent meetings affording further opportunities.

To the writer was given the opportunity of telling a few incidents of Abdul-Baha’s visit to Washington, and of repeating a message which he gave to Mrs. Goodall and Mrs. Cooper just before they left for Chicago: "My greetings and love, and say to the friends that I shall arrive in Chicago about the middle of the Convention."

The following were then called upon: Mr. McCormack, of Everett, Washington; Mrs. Clark, of Denver, Colo.; Dr. Clement Woolson, of St. Paul, Minn.

At this juncture a song, entitled, "The New Jerusalem," composed by Mrs. Louise R. Waite, was given its first presentation by Mme. Ragna Linne. We are privileged to give the words of this song, which was subsequently accepted and approved by Abdul-Baha:

THE NEW JERUSALEM.

"Rejoice and be glad all ye nations, for the day of your salvation draweth nigh, and God’s Kingdom shall be established here on earth as
Abdul-Baha and the friends gathered in prayer and consultation on the spot which will some day be crowned by the dome of the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

it is in Heaven. Therefore rejoice and praise ye the Lord."

O! come thou new Jerusalem,
Thou city of the blest;
Wherein the Light of Baha shines,
And weary hearts find rest.
Where Heaven and earth are found anew,
And passed away the old:
Where Love Divine rules over all,
As Shepherd of one fold.

Thy gates shall ever open be,
Thy Temple doors thrown wide,
Where every tear is wiped away,
Each longing satisfied.
God's Promises shall be fulfilled,
His Kingdom come on earth.
'Tis thou, O fair Jerusalem,
The city of new birth.

Not in celestial realms alone,
But here within each heart,
Shall be the new Jerusalem,
Whose joys shall ne'er depart.
And every voice shall sing His praise,
And glad Hosannas ring.
O, come thou fair Jerusalem,
Thou city of our King!

Shahnaz Khanum.

The addresses continued in about the following order: Mr. Albert H. Hall, Minneapolis, Minn.; Mrs. Anna L. Parmerton, Cincinnati, O.; Mr. J. W. Latimer, Portland, Oregon; Miss Ella M. Bailey, San Francisco, Cal.; Dr. F. W. d'Evelyn, San Francisco; Miss Elizabeth Muther, Honolulu, H. I.; Mr. Louis G. Gregory, Washington, D. C.; Dr. Pauline Barton-Peake, Cleveland, O.

A song by Miss Lee was a delightful intermission, and this was followed by greetings presented by Mrs. Fraser, Fruitport, Mich.; Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, New York City; Mrs. Pauline Knobloch-Hannen, of Washington, who read an address of Abdul-Baha delivered in Washington; Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, of Oakland, Cal.; Mrs. Claudia S. Coles, of Washington, D. C.

A vocal solo by Mr. Paton was much enjoyed. Mr. Mountfort Mills delivered greetings and told incidents of Abdul-Baha's visit to New York City; Mr. Willard F. Ashton, who with Mrs. Ashton accompanied Abdul-Baha from Egypt, shared a few experiences, and then it was ruefully agreed that the hour for parting had arrived; this most difficult feature of Bahai gatherings, which causes us to long for the joys of the world to come because "There'll be no partings there!"

The closing number was the hymn "Softly His Voice Is Calling Now," in which all joined.

The "Lunch Club" of Mrs. Knox, at 20 East Randolph Street, next to the Masonic Temple, proved admirably suited to the occasion, lending dignity and picturesqueness to the scene, and the latter feature was enhanced by an abundance of flowers at the tables, roses in profusion and dainty bunches of arbutus, the delicately fragrant harbinger of spring. While mentioning locations, another thoughtful provision for the comfort of the delegates should be specified. Mr. Carl Scheffler opened his
Sunday morning, April 28th, a large public meeting was held in Corinthian Hall, on the 17th floor of the Masonic Temple. The hall was filled to overflowing. Mr. Albert R. Hall was the presiding officer, and on either side were Mrs. Finch of Seattle, Wash., and Mr. Gregory of Washington, D.C., completing a triumvirate whose spirituality was as eloquent in silence as in speech.

After a few moments' silence, musical numbers were contributed by a large and efficient chorus, under the direction of Mr. Albert R. Windust, with Mrs. Holmes at the organ and Miss James at the piano, assisted by a violinist, harpist and cornetist.

The Chairman read an address delivered by Abdul-Baha in Europe. This impressive contribution was followed by a song by the chorus.

Mrs. Hannen read an address of Abdul-Baha in Washington, giving some of the principles of the Baha'i teachings. Short addresses

DEDICATION OF THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR SITE.

FITTINGLY on May 1st, a day dedicated the world over to the spirit of international brotherhood, the friends from near and far gathered on the Mashrak-el-Azkar grounds in Wilmette to await the visitation by Abdul-Baha. A committee on program had held various sessions in hope of serving by making suggestion of particular things that might be done; but in the event itself it was joyfully realized by the committee, with strong confirmation of the greatness of this cause, that Abdul-Baha needed no guidance other than that of the Holy Spirit. A Marquee tent, capable of holding about 500 persons, had been erected on the plateau which occupies the southeastern portion of the grounds; and a special entry way for Abdul-Baha's carriage had been prepared about the middle of the eastern side of the tract. Abdul-Baha made his entrance, however, from the northern side and the majesty and simplicity of his mien as he briskly advanced on foot toward the tent—a far spread line of the friends forming an escort just behind him—constituted a scene which will be remembered by those who witnessed it as one of the most impressive experiences of their lives. The very atmosphere seemed to thrill with the significance of this entry by the Servant of Baha upon the first American ‘Dawning-Place of the Mentionings of the Most High.’

Inside the tent seats for about 300 had been arranged in three concentric circles, with a broad open space in the center across which
the friends could read the love in each other's eyes; while around the outside circle ran a broad perambulatory in which standing room was found by those for whom the seating accommodation did not provide. The inner space was reached by nine equi-distant aisles or entrances, separating the seats, and through one of these, on the southeast side of this simply arranged Mashrak-el-Azkar, Abdul-Baha advanced to the inner circle and there delivered to the friends the address printed on page 8 of this issue.

At the conclusion of the address, the scene of the historic occasion was transferred from the tent to the open, where in the great amphitheatre afforded by the panorama of woods, fields and the expanse of water, ground was broken for the greatest of edifices, whose rising walls shall dispel the confusion of Babel and proclaim the day of the Most Great Peace and the solidarity of humanity!

For the doing of the first work a golden trowel was presented, by permission, by Miss Irene C. Holmes, of New York. Restoring the precious emblem to its leather case, Abdul-Baha next called for the implements necessitated by the gravelly nature of the soil, and in response there was brought to him first an axe and then a shovel. With these tools of the every-day life of the workers of the world Abdul-Baha and friends from every race present, excavated a resting place for a stone which had been brought to the spot as a loving contribution of material and labor by earnest Bahais from both east and west. It was truly a symbolic seed sowing for countless thousands of similar loving contributions—even as in the now glorified precedent of the volunteer building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar at Eskabad in Russia. No programme made in advance was followed, but under the immediate inspiration this initial labor was thus made typical of united and harmonious volunteer service by every nation and kindred and tongue, the name of each being announced by Dr. Fareed as some native son or daughter in turn took hold of axe or shovel. Persia, Syria, Egypt, India, Japan, South Africa, England, France, Germany, Holland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, the Jews of the world, the North American Indians were among the races and countries thus successively represented, and finally Abdul-Baha did the
closing work and consigned the stone to its
evacuation, on behalf of all the people of the
world.
After Abdul-Baha had left for the city, the
friends still lingered on, holding converse and
counsel from the encircling seats within the
great tent, or wandering in groups throughout
the lovely grounds just breaking into the first
leaves of spring. At the close a group pic­
ture was taken with the now historic Marquee
tent in the background.

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA DELIVERED AT CHICAGO
APRIL 30th—MAY 5th, 1912.*

AMONG the institutes of the Holy Books
is that of the foundation of Holy Edi­
fices. That is to say, an edifice is to be
built in order that humanity might find therein
a place of meeting, and this is to be conducive
to unity and fellowship amongst them. The
real Temple is the very Law of God, for to
that all humanity must resort, and that is the
Center of Unity for all mankind. That is
the collective center. That is the cause of
accord and unity of the hearts. That is the
cause of solidarity of the human race. That
is the source of the life eternal. Temples are
the symbols of that uniting force, in order
that when the people gather there in a given
edifice, in the house of God and Temple of
God, they may recall the fact that the law has
been revealed for them and that that law is
to unite them. That just as this edifice was
built for all the religionists of the world;
that all religions and races and sects may
gather together; that the Oneness of the
human world may be proclaimed; that all
the human race is the servant of God, and
that all are submerged in the Ocean of God's
Mercy. The world of existence may be likened
to this place. It is the Mashrak-el-Azkar.
Just as the external world is a place where
various peoples of different hues and colors,
of various faiths and denominations, meet;
just as they are submerged in the same Sea
of Favors; likewise all may meet under the
dome of the Mashrak-el-Azkar and adore the
One God in the same spirit of truth, for the
ages of darkness have passed away and the
century of light has arrived. The Imaginary
prejudices are in the process of dispersion; and
the Light of Unity is shining. The difference
which exists among the nations and the
peoples is soon to pass away, and the funda­
mentals of the Divine Religions, which are no
other than the solidarity and the oneness of
the human race, are to be established. For
six thousand years the human race has been
at war. It is enough! Now let them, for a
time at least, consort in amity. They enter­
tained enmity formerly. Let them for a period
exercise love. For six thousand years have
they negated each other. Each nation con­
sidering the other as infidel. It is sufficient!
We must all know that we are the servants
of One God; that we are turning to One
God; that we have one Kind Father; that
we have one Divine Law; that we have one
Reality; that we have one Desire. Thus
may we live in the utmost of amity and love
together, and for this love, for this amity,
the Favors and Bounties of God shall sur­
round us; the world of humanity wiII be
reformed; the human kind will find a new
life, eternal light shall shine; merciful and
Heavenly morals shall become manifested.
The Divine policies shall rule, for the Divine
policy is the oneness of the human world.
God is kind to all. He considers all as His servants. He does not exclude anybody, and the policy of God is the correct and just policy. No matter how complete human policy and foresight be, it is imperfect. If we do not emulate the policy of God, or if we refuse to follow His dictates, that will be a presumptive evidence of our saying, as it were, that we know better than God; that we are knowing and wise, whereas God is ignorant; that we are sagacious, and God is not. God forbid! We seek shelter in God's Mercy therefor! No matter how far the human intelligence shall advance, it is still as a drop, whereas the Divine Omniscience is the very Ocean. And now is it just for us to say that a drop is imbued or endowed with qualities wherewith the ocean itself is minus or not endowed? To say that the policy of the atom or the drop is greater and superior to that of the Ocean? There is no greater ignorance than this! At most it is this: That there are some people who are as children. They are ignorant, and with the utmost love are we to educate them in order that they may become wise. They are sick; they are ill. We must tenderly care for them and treat them until they become well. Their morals are unpraise-worthy. We must train them in order that they may become imbued with morals commendable. Otherwise we are all the servants of One God, and we are beneath the Protection and Providence of One God. These are the Institutes of God and the Foundations of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, or His Temple. The outer edifice is a symbol of the inner. May the people be admonished thereby! I pray in your behalf, that your hearts may be enlightened with the Light of the Love of God; that your minds may develop daily; that your spirits may be set aglow with the fire of His Glad-Tidings; until the Divine Foundations in the human world may become promulgated. And the first of these institutes is the Oneness of the Human World and Love among all mankind, and secondly is the Most Great Peace. Praise be to God, this American Democracy presents capacity, showing forth their readiness to become the flag-bearer of the Most Great Peace. May they be the hosts of the oneness of humanity. May they serve the Threshold of God and spread that which is the good pleasure of God!

Prayer.

O Thou Kind Lord! This gathering is turning to Thee. The hearts are radiant through Thy love. The thoughts and the spirits are exhilarated through Thy Glad-Tidings. O God! Let this American Democracy become glorious in spiritual degrees even as it has aspired to the material degrees, and render this just government victorious! Confirm this revered nation to hoist the standard of the Oneness of Humanity; to promulgate the Most Great Peace; to become thereby most glorious and praiseworthy among all the nations of the world. O God! This American nation is worthy of Thy Favors and is deserving of Thy Mercy. Make it dear, near to Thee, through Thy Bounty and Bestowal!

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA AT THE DEDICATION OF THE MASRARK-EL-AZKAR GROUNDS, CHICAGO, HIGH NOON, MAY 1, 1912.*

To-day you have endured considerable difficulty in coming out, withstanding the cold and wind; but the Power which has gathered you here is truly a colossal Power. It is the extraordinary Power. It is a Divine Power which gathers you hither. It is the Divine Favor of BAHA'O'LLAH which gathered you together. Therefore we praise God that this Power does assemble people in this fashion.

Thousands of Mashrak-el-Azkars, which mean the Dawning-Points of Praise for all religionists, will be built in the world. In the Orient and in the Occident of the world will they be built. But this Mashrak-el-Azkar, being the first one in the Occident, has great importance. In after years there will be many Mashrak-el-Azkars, even in this City of Chicago there shall be numerous ones established. In Asia there shall be many. In Europe there shall be many. Even in Africa there will be many. Even in Australia and New Zealand; but this is of great importance. In Ishkabad, Caucasus, Russia, the Mashrak-el-Azkar has the same great importance, being the first one built there. In Persia there are many Mashrak-el-Azkars. Some have been houses which have been rented for that purpose. Others have given their homes entirely for that purpose, and in some places temporary and small places have been built therefor. In all the cities of Persia there are Mashrak-el-Azkars; but the great Mashrak-el-Azkar was founded in Ishkabad. Because it is the first Mashrak-el-Azkar, hence it possesses the superlative degree of importance. All the friends of Ishkabad agreed and put forward

*Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed and taken stenographically by Joseph H. Hannen.
the greatest effort. His holiness the Afnan devoted all his wealth to it. Everything he had he gave for it. Hence such a tremendous edifice was built. A colossal effort was put forward. Notwithstanding their contributions to that Mashrak-el-Azkar, they have, as you know, contributed to you here in this city. Now that one is almost complete, that is to say, with all its gardens. That Mashrak-el-Azkar is centrally located. It has nine avenues, nine gardens, nine fountains, so it is nine on nine, all nines. It is like a beautiful bouquet. Just imagine an edifice of that beauty in the center, very lofty, surrounded centrally by gardens, variegated flowers, with nine avenues interlacing nine gardens, nine ponds and nine fountains, and see how delightful it must be! That is the way it should be. It is matchless, most beautiful! Such is the design. And now they are at work building a Hospital and a School for Orphans and a Home for the Cripples and a large Dispensary and a Hospice. They are now planning, thinking of these things. When that, God willing, shall be completed, it will be a Paradise! There will be no greater geometry than this, and I hope that in Chicago it shall be like this. It will be even so. Therefore endeavor to have the ground circular in shape. If possible even exchange certain parts in order to have a circular piece; not to have a triangle. The Mashrak-el-Azkar could not be triangular in shape. It must be circular.

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA AT HULL HOUSE,

CHICAGO, APRIL 30, 1912.

I WISH to discuss for you a philosophic subject—a subject of Divine Philosophy, which is abstruse in its nature, and I want your closest attention for its consideration. In all the existing beings of the phenomenal world there are two aspects, one common to all species and one a distinguishing feature of each phenomenal being. All existing beings, as regards their material aspect or bounty, are alike, for all are material. But there is a point of distinction. As regards their bodies, the material of which they are formed, they have that in common, they are one, but as regards the kind and specie there is a distinction. The mineral and vegetable, the animal and the human, are all material as far as bodies are concerned. That is what is philosophically termed the Point of Contact, or common to all. But as regards the distinction of kind, the mineral is distinct. The vegetable is distinct from the animal and as regards the peculiar kind and specie man is distinct from the animal. That is the point of distinction. If the points of contact, which are the material points and common properties to human nature, overcome these peculiar points of distinction, then unity is assured. On the other hand, if the points of differentiation or distinction should overcome the points of contact, then difference results.

Now, the question of the colored and the white is one in which both, as regards the material, are one and there are certain points of distinction. Their points of contact are numerous, for the colored and the white are both human or body, and both have what is known as the body vegetative, both have the tangible properties. These are the points of partnership. It has become evident, therefore, that the points of contact between the two are four; both are material, human; both, the same as the vegetable, have that property augmentative; both, as the animal, have the tangible senses, and both are endowed with intelligence. And as regards you here in this country, there is another point of importance, namely, patriotism. That is common to both. And from the standpoint of language, you share that, both of you speak one tongue, and you have in common the same civilization. And now, with these numerous points of partnership or contact and the one point of difference, which is of the least importance, that of color, are you going to allow this least of differences, namely, that of color, to separate you? From the standpoint of the body, you have that in common. The property augmentative you have in common. All the five senses and tangible properties of man, you share. As regards intelligence, you are both endowed therewith. Patriotism is common to both. From the standpoint of language there is a point of contact. Your civilization is one and the same. From the standpoint of religion you are one and the same. One point of distinction, and that is in color. Is it becoming, with all these points of contact, for this least point of distinction or difference should there be any separation or difference? Indeed, not! God is not pleased, nor is any intelligent man pleased, nor is any reasonable man willing to have any difference because of that. But there is need of a great, powerful agent which can overcome all these prejudices. A power which nothing in the
world can withstand, and which may overcome all other powers, and that great power is the Love of God, which power can overcome all forces, and I hope that that one power may eradicate this one point of difference and may unite you all, so that hereafter there shall be no distinction. His Holiness BAHÁ’U’LLÁH has proclaimed to the world the Oneness of the world of humanity. He has caused the various nations and divergent sects and creeds to unite, and He has declared that the difference in color in the human kingdom is similar to the differences of the flowers, the variegated flowers in a garden. If you enter a garden, you will see yellow flowers, white flowers, black, variegated flowers, the red flower for example, in the utmost of delicacy and beauty, radiant, and each one through difference lends a charm to the other. Hence this difference in the human kingdom is similar to that. If you were to be ushered into a garden where all the flowers were of the same hue or color, how monotonous it would be! Therefore he has said that the various colors of human kind, one white, one black, one yellow, one red, lend a harmony of color and beauty to the whole. Therefore all must associate with one another, even as flowers consort harmoniously together in a given garden.

Address of Abdul-Baha at the Fourth Annual Conference, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Handel Hall, Chicago, April 30, 1912.*

God has stated in the Bible, the Old Testament, “We have created man in our own image and likeness.” This statement indicates the fact that man in some particular is of the image and likeness of God; that is to say, the Perfections of God, the Divine Virtues, have become reflected or revealed in the human reality. Just as the effulgence and the light of the sun, when cast upon a mirror, is reflected fully, gloriously, if the mirror be polished, so likewise the virtues of Divinity are possible of reflection in the human reality. And this makes it evident that man is the most noble of God’s creatures. When you observe created beings, you find that the animal kingdom is endowed with certain virtues. And we observe that the vegetable kingdom has not only the virtues of the mineral kingdom but it is endowed with another property, or, namely, the virtue augmentative or the power of growth. The animal kingdom possesses the virtues or powers of the mineral kingdom plus those of the vegetable kingdom, and moreover it possesses certain peculiar properties of its own. The human kingdom is endowed with the virtues or perfections of the mineral kingdom and those of the vegetable kingdom, and the perfections of the animal kingdom, and moreover has the human virtues. This makes it evident that man is superior and most noble, and he is the most glorious of beings! Man is the microcosm and this endless world is the macrocosm. But the mysteries of the macrocosm, the greater world, are expressed or revealed in the microcosm or the lesser world. The tree is the greater world, so to speak, and a seed holds the relation of the lesser world. But the whole of the tree is potentially latent in the seed. An immense tree, a colossal tree, is latent or hidden within a small seed. So when this seed is cultivated, is planted, then it is made possible of revelation. Likewise the greater world, the macrocosm, is latent and involved in the microcosm or the lesser world, and that is the universality of the virtues which is particularized in man. This man who has been called the image and likeness of God: Let us find out just where and how he is the image and likeness of the Lord, and what is the standard or criterion whereby he can be measured. The criterion or the standard can be no other than the Divine virtues within men, which are Divine and after His image. Therefore every man who is imbued with the Divine qualities, who reveals the heavenly perfections and heavenly morals, who is an expression of the praiseworthy attributes, ideal in nature, is verily an image and likeness of God. If a man should possess wealth, can we call him an image and likeness of God? Or is human honor the criterion whereby he can be called the image of God? Or can we apply a color test as a criterion, and say such and such an one is colored with a certain hue and he is, therefore, in the image of God? Can we say, for example, a man who is green in hue is an image of God? Or can we make another distinction, saying that one who is white is any more an image of God? Is simply the white color a criterion whereby man is to be judged? And shall we make a sweeping statement like that? Or is it reasonable for us to choose the dark color, supposing we say a colored man is, after all, the image and likeness, just
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because of his color, or the red-skinned man, shall he be the image and likeness of God? Or shall we declare the yellow race to be a creation and therefore an image and likeness of God? Can we say simply that so and so is yellow in color, therefore he must be an image and likeness of God? Hence we come to the conclusion that colors are of no importance. Colors are accidental in nature. That which is essential is the humanitarian aspect. And that is the manifestation of Divine virtues and that is the Merciful Bestowals. That is the Eternal Life. That is the baptism through the Holy Spirit. Therefore let it be known that color is of no importance. Man, who is the image and likeness of God, who is the manifestation of the Bestowals of God, is acceptable at the Threshold of God whatever be his color. Let him be blue in color, or white, or green, or brown, that matters not! Man is not to be pronounced man simply because of bodily attributes. Man is to be judged according to his intelligence and to his spirit. Because he is to be judged according to spirit and intelligence, therefore let that be the only criterion. That is the image of God. If man's temperament be white, if his heart be white, let his outer skin be black; if his heart be black and his temperament be black, let him be blond, it is of no importance. Therefore, of all importance is the character of the heart. The heart which is brighter, in the estimation of God, is dearer. Inasmuch as God has endowed man with this Bestowal, such a favor, that he is called the Image of God, this is truly a great station. And this great station is not to be sacrificed for color's sake.

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BHA, PLAZA HOTEL, CHICAGO, MAY 2, 1912.*

In this Cause the question of consultation is of the greatest importance. But the spiritual consultation, not physical consultation. In France I visited the Senate, the Parliament. I did not like their system at all, for consultation must have for its aim the arrival at truth and not opinionated opposition. When there shall be opposition or inimical opinion, it is very bad. I found that they altercation, by worthless or useless altercation, each one presenting a certain angle or a certain word, someone would oppose him, and then there was a turmoil, and it happened that while I was there two of them got up and had a fight. I said, this is not parliamentary consultation. This is a farce! What is the use of going to theatres and spending your money? Come to the National Assembly and see what is going on! It is more entertaining than the theatre. Call it a play and not the Parliament. The purpose is this, that consultation must have for its aim or object the investigation of truth. He who expresses an opinion must not voice his opinion as if that opinion is correct or right, but he must give it as a contribution to the consensus of opinion, for the light of reality becomes apparent when there is a coincidence of two opinions. Because when you have the flint and the steel, you will have a spark produced when the two come together. The negative force and the positive force coming together produce, as it were, electricity. It is the friction of the two which is productive of light. That should be the object. With the greatest or the utmost serenity, sobriety, sobriety of temperament, with the utmost state of tranquillity, perfect composure and absolute calm and composure shouul man weigh his opinions. But before expressing his own opinion he must weigh the opinion previously expressed. When he sees that the opinion previously expressed is better, he must immediately accept it. He must not be willful in having an opinion of his own. This we call the endeavor at arrival at unity or truth. That is very good. But should it be an opposition and cause dispersion, it is very bad. It is better then to have one opinion, because the individual opinion of a wise man, a sagacious man, is better, but if it is simply opposition or altercation in which varied and divergent opinions will be presented, then there is need of a judicial body to discuss the opinion expressed. Even the majority of opinion, because though the consensus of opinion, that is to say, the quorum, may decide upon a thing, that may be incorrect. A thousand people may give an opinion and may be mistaken, and one sagacious person may give an opinion and be right. That is possible, too. Hence consultation must be that of love. It must be spiritual, in the utmost of love must it be. The members must be in the greatest spirit of fellowship toward one another, so that good results may be forthcoming. That is the foundation. In the realm of consultation the greatest was the council held by the disciples of Jesus Christ after His ascension or departure. That was consultation. They
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got together on the summit of the mount; they said: "His Holiness, Jesus Christ, has been crucified and we have no intercourse with Him, therefore we must be loyal and faithful to Him, we must appreciate Him, He resuscitated us, He made us wise, He gave us life. We must be faithful. What shall we do?" And they held council. One of them said, "We must detach ourselves, that is to say, lessen our attachments; with attachments or fetters we cannot do this." Everybody said: "That is so." Another among them said: "Either we must be married and be faithful to our wives and children, take care of our families, or we must serve our Lord freely without these ties. We cannot keep families, care for them, and at the same time herald the Kingdom in the Wilderness. Therefore, those men who have not married, would better not marry, and those who have married must provide means of sustenance and comfort for their families, so they will not be in need, and then leave them in comfort and depart." They said: "That is right." And there was no disagreement or dissenting voices. All agreed. The third said: "To do some worthy deed you have to be self-sacrificing. If we should want to be at ease and also teach, these two will not coincide. From now on we must forego ease, we must accept every difficulty. Everybody said: "That is right." The fifth said: "0, this has another aspect! For Jesus' sake we shall be beaten, we will be imprisoned, we shall be exiled. They may kill us. Let us read this lesson from now. Let us know that we may be beaten, we shall be banished, we shall be cursed, we shall be spat upon, and we may be killed. That is right!" And after this Council, from the summit of the mount they descended, and each one took a direction. That is the kind of consultation! That is spiritual consultation. Not that if one should express an opinion the others should rise against him like the French Parliamentarians and fight each other!

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA TO THE FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS, LA SALLE HOTEL, CHICAGO, MAY 2, 1912.*

THE function of the sun as a luminary is to reveal the realities of objects. All that is potential within the earth, through the heat and light of the sun is revealed or unfolded. That which is hidden within the tree through that luminary is brought forth and exposed to view. So that we can say a function of the sun is the revelation of things mysterious and things hidden within the earthly objects. Inasmuch as this is the century of light, the Sun of Reality has gloriously revealed itself towards all humanity. One of the great things which was hidden in the realm of existence was the potential capability or capacity of womankind. Through the light of the Sun of Reality in this age of illumination, the light and capability of womankind has become manifest to the extent that the equality of man and woman is an established fact. In past ages, woman was wronged and oppressed. Alas! most especially was this the case in Asia and in Africa and in Australia. In these three continents women were most greatly oppressed. So much so that in certain parts of Asia women were not considered as members or parts of the human kind. They considered womankind as an inferior people, or race, or kind. There is a certain people, known as the Nosyrians, who held to this belief for a long period, namely, that woman was the manifestation of the evil spirit or Satan, and that man alone was the manifestation of the Merciful One, or the Lord. At last this century of light arrived. In this age the realities of things have been exposed. Many mysterious things became revealed, and among them was this very subject. So that outside of Europe and America, even in the Orient today it is a well-known fact, if not well practiced, that womankind is equal to mankind. There have appeared women who have been verily the signs of guidance, might and power! Some have been notable poets. Some philosophic minds. Some brave and courageous. Among the brave were those who exhibited their valor and courage on the battlefield. And the poetesses have left their poetical works, which are masterpieces of poetry. To the latter class belongs Kurrat-el-Ayn, who was a Bahai. She was the one who discomfited all the learned men of Persia. In whatsoever meeting when she entered the learned were silent. She was so well versed in the philosophy and science of the times that the learned men always considered her first. And her courage was unparalleled, to the extent that she withstood her enemies until she was killed. She withstood a king and monarch, the Shah of Persia, who was a most despotic man, a despot who through
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his decree could kill a thousand men each day. There was not a day during which he did not kill many people. This woman, singly and alone, was capable of withstanding such a monarch until her last breath, and then she offered her life—forfeited it. Consider what mysteries have been revealed! All this has been due to the effulgence of the Sun of Reality, which in this century and this age has become gloriously manifested. Man must impartially investigate the reality. He must not be prejudiced. What is the difference between man and woman? Both are human. In all functions and powers they are co-partners. At most it has been this: That woman has not had the opportunities which man has so long enjoyed, especially education. She has not had military tactics. If she cannot go on the battlefield and kill, is that a shortcoming? Supposing she has not used a gun, nor worked the cannon. If we present a cannon to a woman and ask her to fire it and she should fail, is that an imperfection? At most we can say such is a compliment or praise to her, that in the hardness of the heart she is inferior to man! If we say to womankind, Come along and kill people, they will say—I cannot do it. Now that is not a shortcoming! But be it known that if womankind had been trained according to military tactics, I believe that they could kill as many too. But God forbid womankind to learn military tactics! May they never make up their minds to take up the gun. Because that is not a glory. Home-making and joy-creating and comfort-making are truly glories of man! Man should not glory in this, that he can kill people. Man should glory in this, that he can love. When we study the realm of existence and consider the various kingdoms other than the human kingdom, we discover that the male and the female are not the distinction of gender peculiar to men. Nay, rather, in all created beings there is this distinction of kind. Among the animals there is the female and the male, but is there any superior distinction made by them? In the plant life or the vegetable kingdom we find likewise the masculine and feminine, but there is no difference whatsoever between the male and the female. And if we should impartially investigate the matter, perchance we may find that the female is preferable or superior to the male, because in the vegetable kingdom there are some trees, the female order of which is fruitful, whereas the male is fruitless. For example, the male fig tree is fruitless, whereas the female fig tree is fruitful. The male palm tree is valueless, whereas the female date tree is fruitful. Now, when we find that in the other kingdoms among the existing things, in the animal and the vegetable, there is no distinction between the male and the female, is it becoming of man to make such a distinction? The male type of the animals does not glory in its being male and in its being superior at all to the female. In fact, an equality is manifested. Is it meet that man, so superior as a creature, should deprive himself of this equality which the animals enjoy? The male animals do not exercise this attitude. They declare that they are equal with the female. In all the rights they consider themselves equal. How is it possible that man, the most reasonable and the most noble, should consider himself superior? Whereas, as a matter of fact, they are all the Servants of one God and all are considered in His estimation as human; and when we find that the word "man" is used as a generic name it applies to all creatures, especially human-kind; for example, in the Bible the statement is made that "man is created after our own image and likeness,"—that does not mean that the female was not created. That applies to her as well as to man. "We have created man after our own image and likeness." You may be interested to know that in Persian and Arabic there are two words distinct, which in English are translated "man"; in Persian and Arabic there is this distinction, when the word "man" is used in one sense it means both man and woman, and the pronoun is referable to both, whereas there is a word which distinguishes the male and the female. We use the word "man" as applicable to man alone, as though it referred to the male alone, whereas it does not at all. We use the word "man" in English as applicable to both. In the Hebrew it is the same.

That which God has not created, that distinction which He has not made, we must not observe. It is a superstition. The thing which is to be considered, however, is this: that womankind must be more highly educated. They must have equal opportunities with men. There must be no difference whatsoever between their education. And until this reality, namely, the equality between the male and the female in the human kingdom, is fully established, is fully realized, the highest attainment for society is not made possible. Supposing womankind is inferior to man in a certain degree, even if that be the case that
is not to be considered, because this very distinction is going to create discord and trouble. They will say, well, if womankind is inferior, therefore she is not to be qualified with all the qualities man has. In brief, man thinks himself superior. And their ambition may wax cold, saying that we will not attempt to reach because it is creationally impossible.

This love of advancement would wax less. They would become helpless. On the contrary: We must declare that their capacity is greater. When man endeavors to educate a person, he should inspire him with hope and ambition so the susceptibilities for progress may increase. He should not be told that he is inferior or weaker in qualities. If you tell a pupil in the school that his intelligence is less than the other pupils, it is a very great drawback for his advancement. On the contrary, he must be encouraged to advance, saying—You are most capable and if you endeavor you will reach the highest pitch, and that is the way it should be.

In short, my hope is that in the five continents, where this is not fully established, it may be established and the banner of equality may be raised. And let it be known once more that until womankind and mankind realize this equality, progress is not made possible. The world of humanity consists of two divisions, of two parts. One part or member is woman, the other is man. Until the two are equal in strength, the oneness of humanity cannot be realized. And the happiness of humankind will not be a reality. God willing, this is to be so.

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA AT THE BAHAI WOMEN’S RECEPTION, LA SALLE HOTEL, CHICAGO, MAY 2, 1912.*

WHEN we cast a glance at all creational beings, we find that the three forms of life are in need of an education. For example, in studying the mineral and the vegetable kingdoms, we find that the gardener has a function there in educating the trees. A tree under the training of a gardener daily progresses and grows. It presents an extraordinary growth. If it be wild and fruitless, by the process of grafting it will become fruitful. If it be small it can be made a big tree, and it can be a beautiful and fresh and verdant tree. But a tree which is bereft of the training of the gardener daily retrogresses and becomes absolutely deprived of its fruitage. It will become a tree of the jungle. Its fruit shall be exceedingly bad. It may become entirely bereft of fruitage.

Likewise, when we observe the animal kingdom, the animals which have come under training in their world, daily progress and advance. Nay, rather, they will become beautiful as animals. They may even develop in their intelligence. For example, take the Arabian horse. How intelligent it has become! How well educated and trained it has become! How polite even this horse has become! This is not other than the result of education. But as to the human world, it is a self-evident fact that it is more in need of an education than the other existing beings. Consider the inhabitants of Africa and the inhabitants of America: What a vast difference is observable! How the people have become civilized here, and there they are still in the utmost state of savagery. What is the cause of that savagery and the reason for this civilization? It is an evident thing that education is responsible therefor. Education has given the inhabitants of America this civilization, but lack of education has rendered the Africans still savage. Consider how effective, therefore, is education in the human kingdom. It renders the ignorant wise; the man who is a tyrant a merciful one; the blind seeing; the deaf attentive. The imbecile even intelligent. How vast is this difference! How colossal is the difference between the man who has been educated and the man who has not been educated. This is the effect when the teacher is only an ordinary material one, like all other human teachers.

But Praise be to God! Your teacher, your instructor is Baha’u’llah! He is the teacher of the Orient and the Occident. He is the very teacher of the world of divinity. He is the teacher of spirituality. He is the very Sun of Truth. The lights of His education are radiating even as the glorious sun radiates. See what it has done! How it is educating all humanity, that I, a Persian, have come here to a meeting of yours—revered souls on the American Continent—and am standing here before you with the greatest love, expounding to you. This is not other than through the love of the training of Baha’u’llah, which has united and can unite the hearts in this fashion. Even so has it enlightened the world! Even so has it breathed the Spirit of God into men! Even so has it resuscitated the hearts of men! Therefore, Praise ye God!
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that you have been ushered beneath the education of this One, who is the very Sun of Reality, and who is shining so resplendently upon all humankind, endowing all with the life everlasting. Praise be to God! a thousand times!!

The Plaza, Chicago, Thursday Morning, May 2, 1912.*

I find this morning that the city is enveloped by a fog and mist. It is a good city, but it is befogged. When I find a city with sunshine then it is beautiful. Just as fog and mist conceal the sun, likewise the human susceptibilities, in their imaginations, conceal the Sun of Truth. Consider the radiant sun, how beautiful the sight, and how its glory pleases the eye, but this mist and haze causes man to be deprived of the Sun of Truth by being obscured through his imaginations. These mists are as so many imitations, the clouds concealing the sun. But the sun rises and disperses these mists from its different dawning points, at one time rising from the northeast, then from the east, then from the southeast, until we have a clear vision of its glory, from the zenith. In the same manner each nation is directed to the dawning points, each to a particular rising place and each dawning point of religious light is made manifest, but after a time the dawning point is being worshipped instead of the sun itself, which is ever one and forever stationary in the heavens. Differences have arisen on this account and caused clouds and mists to again overshadow the glorious Sun of Reality. When again all this haze of imitations be dispersed, then all will see the Sun aright and see it as one by all nations. Thus all nations will finally become as one.

These clouds hinder the sun, therefore we must endeavor to the utmost to dispel these clouds and mists of superstitions. May all unite thereon and be enlightened, for the sun is one and the radiance and bounty is one. All inhabitants of the earth are the recipients of the Bounty of one Sun and none are favorites; all are beneath its shadow, but strife and battle make a complex cause out of a simple one, and then, alas! the clouds will obscure the Light of Reality and disunion will result. Make use of intelligence and reason, so that you may dispense the dense clouds from the horizon, and all hold to the Reality of all of the prophets. It is most certain that if human souls should reasonably consider and use respective intelligence on the matters of God, then the power of God will dispel all these clouds, and realities will appear as one Light, one Truth, one God, one Love, and one universal Peace.

Plaza Hotel, Chicago, Thursday Night, May 2, 1912.*

Observe the kingdom of genesis and examine carefully all created objects, and we discover the order of creation. Take the ferocious animals, which are not to be seen in their earliest childhood, even in the later days of their lives but rarely; take for our consideration the planets as part of the great creation, and we find all are subject to a universal law, a law which is most complete, most perfect, which cannot be surpassed. That is why a great philosopher, a very wise man, has declared thus: "There is no greater or more perfect system in the realm of genesis than that which already exists." The materialists or atheists state that this symmetry, this perfect order, which exists in nature is due to nature. They say that this order, this composition, this decomposition, this existence, this non-existence are all the exigencies of nature. It is nature which governs and rules over all created beings, and all existing objects or phenomenal objects are captives of this nature; even man is an exigency of nature. When we carefully study we find that this phenomenal being, or this world, is subject to an exact order. It is under law, a universal law, but the question arises as to whether or not this order, this perfect symmetry which exists in nature, is caused or is due to nature itself, or whether it is due to a divine rule. The materialists declare that it is an exigency of nature for the rain to fall upon the ground, and that if it were not for the rain, nature would not become verdant; that if the cloud shall cause a downpour, if the sun shall send forth its heat and light (provided the earth be possessed of capacity), it is impossible not to conceive vegetation under these conditions. Therefore the plant life is subject to nature; it is a sign of nature. The fire has as its natural property the function of conflagration or burning; fire burns. Inasmuch as the nature of fire, therefore, is burning, you cannot conceive of fire without its burning.

In response to these statements we say, according to these premises, the conclusion ar-
rived at is, that nature is the ruler, nature is the governor, for all virtues or perfections are the exigencies of this nature; as nature, of necessity, must be the ruling force in all things, therefore man, who is a part of this nature, who is an exigency of this nature, is but a member thereof, and nature is the whole.

Man is possessed of certain virtues, of which nature is dispossessed. Man is possessed of volition, of which nature is void. For instance, an exigency of the sun is the giving of light. It is forced, it cannot do otherwise; it has to radiate light, but it is not volitional. An exigency of nature, with regard to this force known as electricity, is that it shall illumine when in this form; it cannot give light, it cannot force its light; it has no volition of its own. An exigency or property of water is humidity. Water cannot be conceived without humidity; it is not volitional. Likewise, all the properties of nature are inherent and natural, not volitional, hence it is stated philosophically that nature is void of volition and void of innate perception, and in this we agree with the materialists. We state the same.

Now the thing which presents food for thought is this: How is it that man, who is part of this plan, is possessed of certain qualities whereof nature is dispossessed? Is it conceivable that a drop should be imbued with qualities of which the ocean is dispossessed? The drop is a part, the ocean is the whole. Is it possible for this form of phenomena of illumination to be possessed of certain properties of which the great luminary, the sun, should be dispossessed? Is it possible for a stone to be possessed of certain properties of which the mineral kingdom in the aggregate is minus? Is it possible, for example, for the human nail, which is a part of the anatomy, to be possessed of certain cellular properties of which the human brain should be dispossessed? Now, man we find to be intelligent; generally, consciously intelligent, whereas nature is not. Man is possessed of memory; nature is not. Man is the revealer of the mysteries of nature, but nature is not conscious of those mysteries of herself. Therefore it becomes evident that in man there are two sides; there is the animal side that is subject to nature; there is also the spiritual side that surpasses nature. This overcomes because it is the nobler, being possessed of certain virtues of which nature is not possessed, therefore it is more powerful. These ideal virtues of man surpass or surround nature; comprehending nature with these powers, man can take the very mysteries of nature and bring them forth into the visible. All the arts which are now visible were once the mysteries of nature. All the sciences existing were once the mysteries of nature. All these, man commanding nature, took out of the invisible plane and ushered them in on the plane of visibility, whereas according to the exigencies of nature these secrets of nature should have remained latent and hidden. For example: take the electrical force. According to the exigencies of nature, electricity should be a hidden mystery, but the penetrating power of man has discovered this and taken it out of the invisible and ushered it onto the visible. It is also evident that the human body is captive of nature and nature rules it, just as man, for instance, cannot do without sleep, an exigency of nature, a requirement of nature is that man should sleep. As he cannot abstain from food, from drink, from water, he is therefore a captive of nature; but from the vantage of spirit he is the ruler of nature. The intelligence therewith man is endowed, rules nature—that is self-evident as the sun at midday. Notwithstanding that man is the ruler over nature, it is most strange to notice the contrary opinions, that man in his entirety is a captive of nature. It is the same as saying that the comparative degree is greater than the superlative degree; it is the same as saying that the imperfect is, after all, the comprehensive thing, which comprehends the perfect; it will be parallel to saying that the pupil surpasses the teacher. Is that possible? When we discover that the intelligence of man, that the constructiveness of man, that his discovering mind, are greater than that which we see in nature, how can we say that man is a captive of nature—that, a child cannot accept. It would indicate that man is deprived of the bounties of God; that he is retrograding to the degree of the animal, whence his keen intelligence does not operate, and that he sees himself as an animal, having no distinction between himself and degree of the animal.

I was once conversing with a famous philosopher of the materialistic type in Alexandria, and he was opinionated on this point, that man and all that pertains to this point belong to nature, that after all, man is only a social animal; and in some respects he was quite an animal, and when he was discomfitted in the argument, he suddenly and quickly said: "I do not see any difference between myself and the donkey; I cannot see any distinction between myself and the donkey; therefore I cannot accept these distinctions." But Abdul-Baha
said: "No, I consider you quite distinct, I call you a man and the donkey only an animal. I know that you are intelligent; whereas the donkey is not. I know that you are well versed in philosophy and I know that the donkey is entirely deprived of it, hence I shall not accept this statement of yours." (Abdul-Baha laughed heartily.) Let us consider and take, for example, this lady who is writing in this little book, assuming it is a very trifling matter; but intellect declares that this thing which is being written has a writer. As this writing of itself is not written, and the letters do not come together without a composer, it is evident there must be a writer.

Consider this endless universe—is it possible that this has no creator, or that the creator of this great world should be a minus Intelligence? Is it possible for us to hold the idea that the Creator has no comprehension of what is manifested in creation? Man, who is the creature, has volition, has certain virtues. Is it possible that the Creator is deprived of these? Is that possible? The child cannot accept that. It is a perfectly evident fact that man did not create himself because man cannot do so. How can he of his own weakness create such a mighty being? Hence the Creator who has created him must be more perfect. If He who has created man be simply on the same level with man, then man should be able to create, but we know very well that we cannot create even our own likeness, therefore our Creator must have the superlative degree far greater than ours. In all points He must have that superlative degree. We are weak, He is mighty, because, were He not mighty, He could not have created us. We are ignorant, He is wise. Were He not wise, He could not have created us. We are poor, He is rich. Were He not rich, He could not have created this being. Among the proofs advanced in favor of Divinity are these, that things are often known by their opposites. Were it not for darkness, light could not be sensed. Were it not for death, life could not be known. Were it not for ignorance, knowledge would not be a reality. Both are necessary in order that both may have realities. Night there must be, and day there must be, in order that both may be distinguished. Night in itself is an indication of the day which follows, and the day itself indicates the night which must follow. Were it not for the night there could not be the day. Were it not for death there could be no life. Things are known by their opposites. Our weakness is an indication that there is might; our ignorance is an evidence of knowledge; our need is an indication of supply and wealth. Were it not for wealth there would not be this need; were it not for ignorance there could not be knowledge; were it not for wealth there would be no poverty. In other words, demand and supply is the law, and no doubt those virtues have a center, and that center is God, wherefrom all these bounties emanate.

I WAS in the Orient and from the Orient to this part of the world is a long distance. To travel it is not easy. It was especially difficult for me on account of my infirmities of body, increased by the forty years in prison. My physical powers are weak; it is the will power that moves me. Realize from this how great has been my exertion and purpose in accomplishing this journey through the Will of God, and may it be the cause of great illumination in the Occident.

In this Western world, with its stimulating climate, its capacities for knowledge, its lofty ideals, the message of peace should be easily spread. The people are not so influenced by imitations, and through their comprehension of realities and unrealities they should attain and realize. They should become leaders in the search for the oneness of humankind. What is higher than this responsibility? In the Kingdom of God no service is greater, and in the estimation of the prophets, including Jesus Christ, no deed so estimable.

Yet even now warfare prevails. Envy and rancor arise between nations, but because I find the American nation so capable of achievement, and the American government the fairest of Western governments, its systems superior to others, my wish and hope is that the banner of peace may be raised first on this continent, that the standard of the Most Great Peace may here be unfurled. May the nation of America and its government unite in their efforts, in order that this light may dawn from this point and spread to all regions, for this is one of the greatest bestowals of God. In order that America may avail herself of this opportunity, I request that you strive and supplicate with heart and soul, devoting all your energies to this end, that the banner of In-
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International Peace in reality may be unfurled here, and that American Democracy may be the cause of the cessation of warfare in all other countries.

Observe what is taking place in Tripoli. Think of their cutting one another into pieces. From the waters of the sea comes the bombardment; on the land the guns respond, and from the very air itself the dynamiting descends. The contending parties are thirsting for each other's blood. Truly armies should not contend like this. How can they do it? Have they not fathers, have they not mothers, have they not children, are they not human? What of the children when they hear the terrible news? What of the wives? Think of their experiences! How unjust this is, how terrible! Human beings should not suffer this. Those chieftains should strive for the good of their subjects; those shepherds should bring their sheep within the fold and comfort them and give them pasture. I supplicate the Kingdom of God and ask that you may be instrumental in bringing about the Great Peace in this country, in this nation and government, and through them spread it to the world.

THE PLAZA, CHICAGO, FRIDAY NIGHT, MAY 3, 1912.*

The difference, in humankind, from the highest to the lowest, the philosophers declare, is due to education or lack of education. The proofs advanced with regard to this are these: The inhabitants of Africa are human, the inhabitants of America are also human, the inhabitants of Europe are human. What is the cause of the difference which exists between the inhabitants of Africa and those of America or Europe? The inhabitants of America are civilized, generally speaking; the inhabitants of Africa, generally speaking, are pronounced to be savage, with few exceptions. What causes this difference? There is no doubt that the inhabitants of America are civilized because of education, whereas the people of Africa have been deprived of education. Education renders the ignorant wise; education renders the tyrant just; education renders him who is sad, glad; education strengthens the weak-minded or weak-willed to be strong-willed; education renders the fruitless trees fruitful. Therefore the difference apparent in humankind—in the world of humanity, namely that some occupy lofty degrees, others occupy the abyss of despair, is mainly due to education or its absence. Every individual member of the human race can attain to the loftiest degrees. He can even reach the prophetic degree. This is the statement of the philosophers.

The prophets of God also state that education is most effective; that it does give man sublimity; it does confer on man civilization; it does improve the morals of society; but they further state that in creation there is some difference. For example, take ten given children of the same age, of the same progeny, in the same school, one curriculum, one teaching, the same food, the same water, the same environment or air, in all respects having interests in common and equal; but we find out ere long that two of these appear exceedingly intelligent; some are in the medium, and some at the bottom of the school. One may become a professor emeritus; one will not even prove an apt scholar, whereas the education has been the same, one teacher, the same climate, the same school, the same lessons. From all standpoints there has been an equality, but some advance extraordinarily, some occupy the middle school, some only the lowest degrees, hence it becomes evident that in existence, in the very existence of man, mankind is not equal. In capacity they differ; in their intellectual capability they differ. They are different, but every member of the human race is capable of becoming educated. They must be educated. The prophets of God are the first educators, they educate the human race generally, they give them universal education, they cause them to leave the lowest degrees or grades of savagery and attain to the highest pinnacle of civilization. The philosophers likewise strive along educational lines for humanity, but at most they have been able to educate themselves, to improve their own morals, to civilize themselves, and they have been able to educate a limited number who have been about them, but they have been incapable of universal education. They have failed to cause an advancement for any given nation so that it might leave the lowest grades of savagery and attain to the highest pitch of civilization, but His Holiness, Jesus, conferred this education. His teachings were universal in aspect, His bestowal is universal in character. Through the power of the Holy Spirit did He educate, not through human agency, for the human power is limited, whereas the Divine power is unlimited, and no doubt the
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limited power in life has not capacity to cope with the unlimited power or power infinite.

Galen, the Greek physician, has a certain treatise devoted to the discussion of the factors in the civilization of nations. Galen was not a Christian, but he has borne testimony saying that religious beliefs exercise an extraordinary effect on the problem of civilization. In substance he states: There are certain ones among us, people contemporaneous with us, who follow the Nazarene known as Jesus, the man who was killed in Jerusalem. This people are truly imbued with morals which are the envy of the philosophers. This people believe in God and fear God. They have hopes in his favors, therefore they shun all uncommendable actions and deeds. They are inclined to all praiseworthy morals and ethics. They strive day and night that their deeds may be of the praiseworthy type, that they might contribute to the welfare of humanity, therefore each one of them virtually is a philosopher, for that which is the purport and purpose of philosophy, these people have attained unto. Such people have praiseworthy morals, though they may be illiterate, not being capable of reading or writing.

The purpose is this, that the holy manifestations of God, the prophets, are the first teachers of the human race. They are universal educators, and their institutes, the foundations which they have laid down, are the causes or factors of the advancement of nations. Imitations which creep in afterwards are not conducive to that progress. Nay, rather, the imitations which later crept in, were the very destroyers of the human foundations. They are as clouds which cloud the Sun of Reality. That has nothing to do with the reality of Christ. For example, His Holiness, Jesus Christ, stated, "you must believe in God and fear God. They have hopes in his favors, therefore they shun all uncommendable actions and deeds. They are inclined to all praiseworthy morals and ethics. They strive day and night that their deeds may be of the praiseworthy type, that they might contribute to the welfare of humanity, therefore each one of them virtually is a philosopher, for that which is the purport and purpose of philosophy, these people have attained unto. Such people have praiseworthy morals, though they may be illiterate, not being capable of reading or writing.

The purpose is this, that the holy manifestations of God, the prophets, are the first teachers of the human race. They are universal educators, and their institutes, the foundations which they have laid down, are the causes or factors of the advancement of nations. Imitations which creep in afterwards are not conducive to that progress. Nay, rather, the imitations which later crept in, were the very destroyers of the human foundations. They are as clouds which cloud the Sun of Reality. Consider the essential teachings of His Holiness, Jesus Christ, you will see they are lights. Nobody can question them. They are the very source of life. They are the cause of happiness for the human race, but subsequently imitations appeared, which imitations becloud the Sun of Reality. That has nothing to do with the reality of Christ. For example, His Holiness, Jesus Christ, stated, "you must put the sword in its sheath." That means warfare is forbidden, it is abrogated, but see what the Christians did later, think of the wars which took place afterward! This great persecution spared not even the learned; he who discovered the revolution of the earth was imprisoned for its sake; he who discovered the new astronomical system was likewise incarcerated. In short, those who were scholastic in type were subjected to the maltreatment of these people. How many were killed! What comparison or relation is there between the teaching of Jesus Christ and those actions, for Christ declared, "he who persecutes you, you must love him and praise him; he who deals harshly with you, you must deal kindly with." "You must emulate the example of the Heavenly Father, whose sun shines upon the just and upon the unjust." What relation is there between these two? Therefore there is need of turning back to the original foundation. The fundamentals of the prophets are correct. The imitations which subsequently have crept in have nothing to do with the original institutes. His Holiness Baha'u'llah has reiterated or re-established the quintessence of all the teachings of all the prophets. He has thrown out all the accessories; the quintessence thereof He has renewed. His Holiness Baha'u'llah has written a certain treatise which is known as the Hidden Words. The preface thereto is, that this is in brevity the quintessence of the teachings of the prophets, which God has revealed to the prophets, and herein is recorded in brevity their purposes and other questions concerning spiritual and ethical life. You may all read it and find out what it contains. See what the foundations of the prophets are, observe and consider the teachings of the prophets, see the inspiration of the prophets of God. You will see that it is light on light. We must not look at the actions of the nations; we must investigate the truth and summon all to this truth or reality in order that all may be united.

Theosophical Society; Northwestern University Hall, Chicago, Saturday Night, May 4, 1912.*

I have great joy this evening in being present at this meeting. Praise be to God!

I see before me faces of souls who have capacity, all of whom have for their greatest desire the investigation of truth, which is conducive to the greatest joy.

According to the philosophy of God, in the material or phenomenal world there are two great issues or affairs: One is that which concerns life, the other concerns death. One is relative to existence, the other to non-existence; one is composition, the other decomposition. People imagine that existence is the expression of reality or being, and that non-existence is the expression of annihilation—
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some imagining that man's death means his annihilation. This is a mistake. Total annihilation is an impossibility. At most, composition is subject to decomposition or disintegration; that is to say, existence means that certain elements have become composite and from that composite a being is formed—inasmuch as these elements have gone into the formation of endless forms of genesis we have the variegated expressions of life; and non-existence simply means the opposite or decomposition of these forms. For instance, certain elements have formed man, then this composite man is subject to disintegration. This is no other than death, but the elements remain just the same. Hence, total annihilation is an impossibility. Existence will never be non-existence. It would be the same as saying that light can become darkness, and light can never become darkness. Existence can never become non-existence, hence there is no death for man; nay, rather, man is everlasting, everliving, and as a rational proof thereof the following is advanced, that every atom of the phenomenal elements is transferable from one form to another, from one degree to another. For example, take the grain of sand or dust; you can say that that grain traverses all the degrees of existence. Once it goes into the formation of the mineral in becoming petrified, as the rock; once it becomes vegetative in becoming the tree; at another time it becomes an animal, and still at another time, a later period, it becomes man. Hence it traverses or is transferred from one degree to another degree in the phenomenal existence, but to non-existence, never.

Non-existence, therefore, is an expression applied to change of form. People consider that this transference or apparent change is death or annihilation, whereas it is never so. You may consider this very point which I presented, namely, the grain of sand which in the mineral kingdom at first existed; later on it was transferred from that lowest form of life to the vegetable, later to the animal, and at last to the human kingdom, showing that it is only a transformation and not an annihilation, for the elements are ever present, and elements only change forms, hence there is no death, it is life everlasting. For example, you can see that when clay dies in the mineral kingdom, it becomes a tree; but it does not die, it has been transformed only. It has been transferred from the mineral kingdom to the vegetable kingdom. This vegetable is used or consumed by the animal, and there, when utilized, you can say it dies, but in reality it has become transformed and transferred to the animal kingdom. The animal is utilized by man. It dies in that animal form or kingdom, but it is transmuted or transformed to the human kingdom, consequently it becomes evident that there is no annihilation. Death, therefore, is applicable to a change or transference from one degree to another. In the mineral kingdom there was a spirit, the mineral spirit; in the vegetable kingdom it became transformed and appeared as a vegetative spirit; in the animal kingdom it attained the animal spirit, and in the human kingdom it aspired to the human spirit, hence it is only degrees or transferences, and there never is for man annihilation. Man is everlasting, everliving. And if we think of death it is only an imaginary term implying change.

The reality is this, that it is only a transference from one degree to another, from one form of composition or genesis to another, and transferences should never be called death. We will take, for example, this light, and supposing we say that this light, having reappeared in another incandescent lamp, has died in the one and reappeared in another. This is not death. These perfections of the mineral are translated or transformed into the vegetative, and from the vegetable kingdom they were transformed to the animal, the virtue always attaining plus or the superlative degree, and from the vegetable kingdom they were transferred into the animal and human, and we find the same virtues manifesting themselves more fully, therefore we see that the tree never died, that the animal has not died, but what must be said is that the reality of the vegetable or animal entity, or the mineral reality, has been transferred from a lower form to a higher form, finally attaining the superlative degree. Therefore death is only an expression applicable to these changes, and the question of non-existence is a relative one. Absolute non-existence is inconceivable. For example, this rose becomes disintegrated and this symmetry is corrupted, but the elements remain changeless; nothing affects that elemental being. It is impossible for the elements whereof this rose is formed to become non-existent, and it is simply that these elements go from one degree or are transferred from one state to another, and man only through his ignorance is afraid of death; death is imaginary and absolutely unreal; it is human imagination.
The bestowal and grace of God have rendered the realm of existence alive and full of being. For existence there is no change or transformation; existence is ever existence, and it can never be translated into non-existence. It is only a graduation. A degree beneath the highest degree is considered as non-existence. For example, the dust beneath our feet as compared to our being is non-existent.

The human body becomes dust and you can say it has become non-existent, therefore this dust in comparison or in relation to the higher form of human being, is as non-existent, but in its own sphere it is existent, it has its mineral being; therefore it is well proved that absolute non-existence is impossible, it is only relative. The purpose is this: that the everlasting bestowal of God vouchsafed to man is never subject to corruption; inasmuch as He has endowed existence or the phenomenal world with being, it is impossible for it to become non-being, for it is the very genesis of God; it is in the realm of creation; it is a creational world and not a subjective world, and that bounty is continuous and permanent. For instance, He endows man with the bestowal of being, and that bounty or bestowal is continuous, and there is no cessation; therefore, just as the rays of the sun are continuous, the heat of the sun emanates forever, no cessation is conceived for it, even so the bestowal of God as regards humanity is ever descending upon it, is ever continuous, and never is there severance therefrom. If we say that the bestowal of existence at some time ceases, it would be the same as saying that the sun can exist with cessation of its rays. Is it possible for the sun to have a cessation of its effulgence or rays? Therefore the effulgences of existence are ever-present and continuous. The conception of annihilation is a factor in human degradation, it is the cause of human delase¬ment, it is the cause of human lowliness, it is the cause of human fear, it is the cause of the dispersion of human thought; but the conception of composition or existence is conducive to human sublimity, the cause of human progress, the cause of human virtues, therefore it behooves man to never think of non-existence, of death—which is absolutely an imaginary thing —; he must never think of that which degrades him, nor think of the degradation of the human soul. Man must see himself ever living, so that hour by hour he may advance until the human reality may become more apparent. If he considers non-existence he will become utterly incompetent; his will weakened; his power will not remain; love of progress will wax cold, and the acquisition of human virtues will cease.

Therefore you must thank God that God has rendered you all alive and existent. Endeavor day and night to acquire more virtues of the human type, and consider yourselves as the lights which never have any sunset, any setting; an existence which is never non-existence; a light which is never to be followed by darkness. When man is not endowed with insight he is not informed of these important mysteries. This outer retina, so delicate, may sometimes be a hindrance to the insight, which can alone perceive. The bestowals of God which are visible in all phenomenal life are sometimes rendered invisible because of the delicate retina, which sometimes forms a hindrance, which makes him uninformed, but when those scales are off, when the veil is torn asunder, then the great signs of God will become visible, he will witness the light filling the world. The bestowals of God are all manifest. The promises of heaven are present. The favors of God are surrounding all, but if this veil should remain be is made to deny all these great signs, and is deprived of all these manifestations of God's bestowals; therefore we must endeavor in order that the veil concealing the insight may be removed, that we may witness the manifestation of God's signs and discern the mysterious graces of God, and see that the material blessings, as compared with the spiritual blessings, are as nothing. The spiritual blessings of God are the greatest. When we were in the mineral kingdom, although there we were endowed with certain blessings of God, they were incomparable with the blessings in the human kingdom. Although when we were in the matrix of the mother we were blessed with certain blessings of God, as compared with the blessings or bestowals of this world they were as nothing. Likewise if we transfer from the phenomenal phases of life to the spiritual and attain insight, we shall consider that the material blessings, as compared with the spiritual blessings, are as nothing. In the spiritual world the divine bestowals are infinite, for that which is in the material world is subject to disintegration; for every composition there is a decomposition, but in the world of spirit there is no separation, there is no decomposition. It is absolute immortality and entire solidity and firmness. It is changeless; therefore we must thank God for He has created for us material blessings and also spiritual bestowals.
He has given us material graces and heavenly ones; He has given us sight that we may see these lights, and He has given us insight wherewith we can see the lights of God. He has given us the outer ear wherewith we can hear the melodies, and He has given us the inner hearing wherewith we can hear the melodies of God. Therefore, we must strive with heart and soul in order that the perfections and virtues latent within the realities of the phenomenal world may become developed and manifested, for the human reality may be compared to the sight.

If you sow the seed and nurture it, a mighty tree can be forthcoming therefrom. The virtues of that seed will follow, become revealed, it will become a branch, give its leaves and blossoms, and fructify. All these virtues were hidden within the inner part of the seed. Through the bounty or blessing of cultivation these virtues became apparent. Likewise the Merciful God has deposited within the human realities certain distinct virtues which are hidden or latent. When education touches the human being those virtues which are the deposits of God, like unto the unfoldment of the tree within the fecundated seed, will become apparent from the human reality. I will now pray for you.

Prayer.

O Thou kind Lord! These are Thy servants who have gathered in this meeting and have turned to Thy Kingdom and are in need of Thy bestowal and blessing. O Thou God! manifest and make apparent the signs of Thy oneness, which have been deposited in all the realities of life. Reveal and unfold the virtues which Thou hast made latent and concealed in the human realities. O God! we are as plants and Thy bounty is as the rain. Refresh and cause to grow these plants through Thy bestowal. We are Thy servants, free us from the fetters of the material being. We are ignorant, make us wise; we are dead, make us alive; we are material, endow us with spirit; we are deprived, make us the intimates of Thy mysteries; we are needy, enrich us and bless us from Thine endless treasury. O God! resuscitate us, give us sight, give us hearing, and familiarize us with the mysteries of life, so that the mysteries of Thy Kingdom may be witnessed by us in the world of existence, and confess Thy oneness. Every bestowal emanates from Thee, every benediction is Thine. Thou art Mighty; Thou art Powerful; Thou art the Giver and Thou art the Ever Bounteous!
investigate reasonably everything and then to accept the same, hence I offer thanks to God that I am present here.

In the solar system the solar center of illumination is the sun itself. The educator of all phenomenal things is the sun, through the Will of God. When we observe phenomenal objects we discover that growth and vegetation are dependent upon the heat and light of the Sun. Were it not for the light and heat of the sun there would be no vegetation, there would be no animal life, there would be no forms of genesis at all. But the great Bestower, the great Life-Giver is God, the sun is the intermediary. Were it not for the bounty of the sun, therefore, the world would be in darkness. Be it the earth or the planets at large, illumination starts or emanates from the solar center. In short, the sun is the center of illumination in the phenomenal world or the realm of nature.

Likewise in the spiritual world, in the realm of intelligence and idealism there must needs be a center, and that center is the everlasting, ever-shining Star. Its lights are the lights of Reality which have shone upon humanity. That light illumines the realm of thought, that light illumines the realm of morals, that light confers the bounties of the kingdom, it is the cause of the education of souls, it is conducive to the illumination of the hearts, it gives forth the glad-tidings of God. In short, the moral world, the ethical world, the world of spiritual progress are dependent for their progressive being upon that Center of Illumination. It gives forth the religious light, it vouchsafes the spiritual force, it confers the light eternal, and imbues humanity with the virtues of the human type. This Star of Reality, this Center of Illumination to which I have referred, applies to Manifestations of God in general, to the Prophets of God. Just as the phenomenal sun illumines the phenomenal world, gives it its growth and power of being, likewise the spiritual sun of illumination gives or confers illumination upon the world of morals and the realm of ethics, and were it not for the illumination of that center of the prophetic sun, the world of thought, or intelligence, the realm of ethics would become dark and extinct. The Sun of Reality is one, just as the phenomenal sun is one, but it has numerous dawning points, even as the phenomenal sun has its various points of arising. During the spring season it appears or dawns from the temperate horizon; in the summer it has its distinct summer dawning point, and in the winter it has still its wintery dawning point. These day springs or dawning points differ, but the Sun is ever the same sun. The souls who extend their gaze to the Sun will be the recipients of light no matter from which dawning point that Sun dawns or arises, but those who are fettered with their adoration of the dawning point, are deprived when there takes place a transference of the Sun from one dawning point to another. Just as the solar cycle has its four seasons, likewise the Sun of Reality has its distinct cycles; just as this phenomenal sun has its spring season, the Sun of Reality has also its springtime or spring cycle. The Sun of Reality dawns from a given point, then the springtime arises or begins. The world is set in motion and an extraordinary or tremendous motion takes place in the realm of thought and ideals. The thoughts become brighter, the thoughts become spiritual, the minds find development, the virtues of the human world become apparent, the likeness and image of God will become manifest. Then the summer season, metaphorically speaking, takes place, and winter follows and faint traces, no traces in fact, remain of the effulgences of that spiritual Sun. The surface of the earth becomes dormant, the clay becomes dark and dreary, the trees become naked and no freshness and beauty remain. But again the cycle begins and we have the springtime, and the former spring is thus renewed and the world again becomes resuscitated, illuminated, attains spirituality, and religion is organized, the hearts are turned to God, the summons of God are raised, and the life everlasting is vouchsafed. For some time the religious world has become weakened and materialism has advanced. The spiritual phases of life were constantly on the wane; morals were becoming degraded, composure and peace were nonexistent for souls, and satanic qualities were taking the upper hand; strife and rancor came into being; bloodshed and pillaging were in vogue. Negligence of God, in short, became a reality. The deprivation of the bounties of Heaven was a fact, so the wintry season was established. Again the springtime of God dawned, the lights of God shone forth, the effulgences of the Sun of Reality became manifest, the realm of thought and heart became exhilarated, a new spirit was breathed into the body of the world and daily advancement took place.

I hope that the lights of the Sun of Reality will illumine the whole world, so that no strife
and warfare may remain, no bloodshed and battles may remain, so that fanaticism and religious bias may not remain; all humanity may see the bond of brotherhood, the souls may consort with each other in perfect amity, the nations of the world may at last hoist the banner of truth, the religions of the world may be ushered into the same oneness, for the foundations of the divine religions are one Reality. Reality does not accept multiplicity; it is not divisible. All the Holy Manifestations of God have proclaimed and promulgated the same Reality; they have summoned people to the realm of Reality, and Reality is one. But imitations, like unto the clouds or mists, have befogged the Sun of Reality. We must forsake these imitations in order that these mists and these clouds may be dispelled and may free the Sun of Reality. Thus may the sun shine most gloriously, then all the inhabitants of the world will be united, all the religions will become one, all the denominations will become united, all races will become unified, all nativities will become one fatherland, and all the degrees of humanity will be ushered beneath the same tabernacle and the same banner. That these cries and battles cease, and accord take place, warfare pass away, peace and composure become realities; all humanity embrace one another, and in the utmost love, accord, composure and comfort, adore one Creator, one God. That the material civilization shall advance, and the heavenly civilization be founded.

Until the heavenly civilization be founded no result will be forthcoming from the material civilization, even as you observe. See what catastrophes take place! Consider the wars which disturb the world, consider the expressions of enmity and hatred! The presence of these wars indicate the fact that the heavenly civilization has not yet been established. If this heavenly civilization be promulgated all this dust will be dispelled, all these clouds will pass away, and the Sun of Reality, with greatest effulgence, with glory, will shine upon mankind.

Prayer.

O God! O Thou who givest! This congregation is turning to Thee, casting their glances at Thy Kingdom and favor, longing to see the lights of Thy Face. O God! Bless this nation. Confirm this government. Give this people glory, and confer upon them the Life Eternal. O God! Illumine the faces, render radiant the hearts, exhilarate the breasts, crown the heads with the diadem of Thy Providence, cause them to soar in Thy atmosphere, so that they may reach the highest point of Thy glory. Aid them in order that this world may ever find the light and effulgence of Thy presence. O God! Shelter this congregation, and admonish this nation. Render them progressive in all degrees. May they become leading in the world of humanity, may they be examples of humankind, may they be manifestations of Thy grace, may they be the inspiration of Thy Word. Thou art the Powerful, Thou art the Mighty, Thou art the Giver and Thou art the Ever-Omniscient!

LINCOLN CENTER—ALL SOULS CHURCH—CHICAGO, SUNDAY NIGHT, MAY 5, 1912. *

THE divine religions were founded for no other purpose than the unification of humanity and the pacification of mankind. Any movement which brings about peace for human society is truly a divine movement; any reform which brings people, gathers them together beneath the same tabernacle surely is animated by peaceful motives. At all times and in all ages religion has been a factor in cementing the hearts of men together and in uniting various and divergent creeds, and surely it is the peace element therein which unites and which makes peace, for warfare has ever been the cause of separating men, the cause of disunion and discord amongst men.

Consider how His Holiness Jesus Christ united the divergent peoples and differing sects and denominations of the early days, hence it becomes evident that the fundamentals of religion are intended to unite and bind together. Their aim is the universal peace, everlasting peace. Even go prior to the time of His Holiness Jesus Christ and you will find that the prophetic word then and there was also conducive to unification of various types and opposing elements of human society, and the first and primary teachers who succeeded Jesus Christ have aimed at the unity of mankind. His Holiness Baha’u’llah, in Persia, was enabled to unite peoples of various thoughts and various creeds and differing denominations. In far-off Persia there were Christians, Mohammedans, Jews, even Zoroastrians, and their various denominations together with racial distinctions, such as the Semitic, the Arabic, the Persian, the Turk, and so on; through the power of religion He was...
enables these differing peoples, so that these opposing peoples were united to the extent of consorting in perfect amity. Such a unity and accord became realized among them that they were considered as one people, one kind, for every religion of the divine religions is divisible into two distinct departments; one department or division which is essential, which is fundamental, is that which is concerned with the realm of morals and ethics, with the spiritual progress of man and that is changeless. For example, in the Messianic day the divine law was divided into the two divisions. One division which was essential concerned itself with the realm of morals, with the spiritual susceptibilities, with the heavenly bestowals. The other division touched upon the material conditions, the deals among mankind, and that is accidental, and therein there is change and transformation. For example, in the days of Moses there were ten distinct commandments with regard to murder. In the days of Jesus these were abrogated, for in the Mosaic day these ten commandments or ordinances were in accordance with the exigencies of the time but in the days of Jesus these not being in conformity with the times, were abrogated.

In short, every religion, every great religious foundation is divisible into two departments. One concerns the moral welfare and that is one. It was the same in the days of Moses; during the days of Abraham it was the same; in the days of Jesus it remained the same; that is changeless and that is essential religiously. The second division, which has to do with the deals of humanity, with the essential welfare of society, is constantly subjected to changes, in accordance with times and places. The purpose is this, that the Divine religions have for their central aim peace, for their reality is one. It is one light, one ocean, one rain, and therein there is no difference at all, hence that forms the basis for peace and amity. The various and opposing nations that factor can bring together and unite. The warring nations can be brought to peace thereby. Consider how after the Messianic day the Roman empire and the Greek nation were at warfare, what enmity was exercised towards the Greeks by the Romans. The warring element between the Assyrians and the Egyptians in those days were well known, but the teachings of His Holiness Jesus Christ proved to be the cement whereby they were united, they were brought to peace; warfare ceased, strife and rancor passed away, and together they associated with the utmost of love and amity; for strife, warfare, and bloodshed are the very destroyers of the human foundations, whereas peace and amity are the founders of the welfare and the benefit of humanity. For instance, take two nations, two religions, two races, or two peoples which have for two thousand years kept peace or remained in a peaceful state, yet for a time to come they are in need of that peace. Peace is ever needed, but if the two nations should enter the battlefield for one year, at the end of that year consider the destruction and the tremendous demand for peace again, for peace and unity are the factors which bring about the comfort and welfare of humanity, whereas warfare and strife are the destroyers of the foundations of society.

The human organism may be taken as an example of the body politic. As long as the members and parts of the human organism are at peace, co-ordinate, and co-operate together peacefully and harmoniously, we have as the result the expression of life in its fullest form; where they differ we have the reverse, which in the human organism is warfare, and when dissension continues and discord waxes grave in the human organism, the result is dissension and dissolution and ultimately death. All objects, all created beings are contingent or dependent upon peace, for every contingent or phenomenal being is composed of distinct elements. As long as there is an amicable understanding a unity of action and co-ordination among these elements which go to form this phenomenal being, there we have peace, but as soon as dissension takes place disintegration results. The purpose is this, that peace and amity are the saving factors of society, whereas warfare and strife are the factors which bring about death and destruction, and God has willed for His humankind naught but peace and amity. All the prophets has He sent for this purpose. For peace and amity are life itself, whereas discord and dissension are death and destruction.

Now, insomuch as the reality of the religions is one, and the difference is one of imitations, but religion essentially is one, the existing religions must give up the imitations in order that the Reality underlying them all may enlighten them all, may unite humanity. When people hold fast to that Reality, that Reality being one, all shall be united and agreed; all the religions then shall summon people to the oneness of the world of humanity; all the religions will summon
people to justice; all the divine religions will proclaim equality of rights; all the divine religions will summon people to the mercy of God; all the divine religions will admonish people to virtue. The foundation is one, there is no difference therein. If the essentials of religions, therefore, be observed, peace shall be the result, and when we study the conditions we find that the conditions existing are due only to imitations which have crept into the religions, and the differences in the imitations have caused these various denominations and sects.

And now let us consider the various people of the world. They all belong to one kind, and let us recall the fact that the various nations of the world—the American, the English, the French, the German, all the continental nations, even the Turks, Persians and Arabs, are all people of the same Adam, belong to the same household—why should they have dissension? The surface of the earth is one nativity and that nativity was intended for all. God did not place these boundaries. Why should a matter which has not been originally destined by God, namely, the imaginary boundary lines placed by humankind, be made the bone of contention and the cause of differences? God has created all humanity; He has provided for all; He is preserving all, and all are submerged in the ocean of His mercy. Not a single soul is deprived. Now, inasmuch as we have such a kind God, why should we be at war with each other? Now that His light is shining upon all, why should we cast some of ourselves into darkness? Inasmuch as His table is spread for all, why should we deprive one another? Now that His effulgence is reaching us all, why shall we place ourselves in darkness? As long as we have a basis for amity, for unity, why should we deprive ourselves thereof? There is no doubt that the cause is only ignorance and that the result is perdition. It is a cause of depriving humanity of the eternal favors of God, hence we must forget all the imaginary causes of difference and refer to the very fundamentals of the divine religions in order that we may associate with perfect love and accord, considering humankind as one family, the surface of the earth as one nativity, and all races as belonging to one humankind, and let us live under the protection of God, attaining to the eternal happiness in this world and to the life everlasting in the world to come.

_Benediction by Abdul-Baha._

O Thou kind Lord! Thou hast created all humanity from the same original parents,
Thou hast destined that all shall belong to the same household, and in Thy Holy Presence they are all Thy servants, and all mankind are sheltered beneath Thy tabernacle. All have gathered together at Thy table of bounty, all are radiant through the light of Thy Providence. O God! Thou art kind to all, Thou hast provided for all, Thou dost shelter all, Thou conferest life upon all, Thou hast endowed each and all with talents and faculties; all are submerged in the ocean of Thy mercy. O Thou kind Lord! unite all, let all the religions agree, make all the nations one, so that all may see one another as one kind, the denizens of the same fatherland. May they all associate with one another with perfect unity and unity. O God! hoist the banner of the oneness of humankind. O God! establish the Most Great Peace. Cement Thou, O God! the hearts together. O Thou kind Father, God! exhilarate the hearts through the fragrance of Thy love; brighten the eyes through the light of Thy guidance; cheer the hearing of all with the melody of Thy Word, and shelter us all in the cave of Thy Providence. Thou art the Mighty and Powerful! Thou art the Forgiving, and Thou art the one who overlookest the shortcomings of all humankind!

A STROLL WITH ABDUL-BAHA
CULMINATING IN A TYPICAL BAHAI MEETING UNDER THE TREES OF LINCOLN PARK, CHICAGO.
BY HONORE J. JAXON.

DURING Abdul-Baha's stay in Chicago at the Plaza Hotel, it became a matter of frequent occurrence for him to take a morning or evening stroll in Lincoln Park—that magnificent pleasance where lawns and woods extend northward from the hotel for several miles along the shore of Lake Michigan.

On these occasions it was usual for him to accept the escort of any of the friends who might have the good fortune to be on hand and at leisure at the time of starting; and one of the most interesting of these episodes was the one of which there is presented here—

Near the lakeward side of the middle por-
tion of the park is an unusually well stocked zoological department. The many strange and beautiful forms of bird and animal life herein presented proved very interesting to Abdul-Baha, as he walked among them with a manner which somehow reminds one of the legends of St. Francis of Assisi, and the all-consciousness said to have been displayed by that lovable saint in his communings with the birds and animals of his day; and it was here that Abdul-Baha was moved to grant permission for the first of the pictures taken during this stroll—the occasion chosen being at a time when the cortege found itself grouped very conveniently for camera purposes between two lines of iron palisade.

Photographic operations being thus pleasantly initiated, Abdul-Baha next consented to a group picture which was suggested to the minds of some of the ladies while the party was descending a broad and noble flight of masonry stairs that had been built to accommodate a steep inflection of the footway as it passed through a wooded dell.

From this point, Abdul-Baha directed his course to a place where—springing from the midst of heavy bushes on either shore—a single arched foot-bridge rises high above a wide lagoon, whose dark waters are said to have closed over many a discouraged soul that had chosen the crown of the bridge as the place from which to cast a final "longing, lingering look" at earth and sky. The landscape disclosed from this viewpoint is indeed one of the fairest in Chicago; and it is worthy of remark, that it includes in its northernmost reaches the spot where on the distant horizon the grounds of the coming Chicago Mashrak-el-Azkar slope down to meet the waters of the lake. "Beautiful," was the comment made by Abdul-Baha in English, and with quiet but loving emphasis, as he gazed northward from the parapet of the bridge. His glance comprehended both the wide-spread panorama and the placid waters beneath, and there sprang into being among the friends present a strongly marked impression, that he was moved to special prayer by becoming innately aware of the thrilling human experiences connected with the scene.

Before leaving the bridge Abdul-Baha acceded to another group picture while the friends were seated at the summit, and also to a remarkable full-length picture of himself alone, which has been reproduced as the frontispiece of this issue. The course of the morning's walk then turned back toward the animals' quarters; and here, while apparently engrossed in contemplating the movements of a majestic polar bear, Abdul-Baha delighted the friends by exhibiting coincidently the charming sense of humor and the all-consciousness which are alike so strongly marked in him. No sooner had the picture been taken of Abdul-Baha standing alone on the bridge, then the friends commenced to express to each other their desire to secure a similar picture that would show the beautiful silver locks that flow down from under his turban and ripple across the collar of his robe at the back. His seeming absorption in study of the great bear suggested to all, simultaneously, that this was the opportune moment; and a joyful conspiracy was at once entered into—everyone quietly tip-toeing out of range, while the active agent of the proposed photographic larceny set up his tripod and prepared for a time exposure that would insure a satisfactory clearness of detail in the desired picture. Soon a perfect focus was obtained and apparently everything was ready, but just as the members of the little group were holding their breaths in thrilled anticipation of success—at the very moment, indeed, when the operator had seized the bulb, the pressing of which would open the shutter and start the exposure of the film—Abdul-Baha turned suddenly around with a delighted little chuckle, and playfully smote the would-be thief across the back of his neck with a light touch of his walking cane, thereby conferring one unique distinction which the recipient of this "love-tap" is probably cherishing as a happy memory!

And now came the most striking feature of the morning's experience and the subject of the closing photographic illustration. From the episode of the bears' den, Abdul-Baha led the friends toward the lake, and taking one of a number of seats conveniently disposed under a group of trees, invited the friends to likewise be seated. They found themselves arranged in a circle, and, after dictating an answer to a letter which had been read to him that morning as he had walked along, Abdul-Baha suddenly commenced talking to them in a strain of intimate and friendly counsel which exalted the hearts of all present, and warmed the determination of each one to be doubly on guard against any future possibility of becoming a cause of disunion or discord. Two striking gems we herewith
I want you to be organized like a flock of the doves of heaven, whose attitude and conduct toward each other is a symbol of that which will take place among human beings when human beings shall become willing to accept the guidance of the Holy Spirit.

Some of you may have observed that I have not called attention to any of your individual shortcomings. I would suggest to you, that if you shall be similarly considerate in your treatment of each other, it will be greatly conducive to the harmony of your association with each other. And then, as a concluding delight of the morning's spiritual feast, this charming illustration of the subject of organization: "I want you to be organized like a flock of the doves of Heaven, whose attitude and conduct toward each other is a symbol of that which will take place among human beings when human beings shall become willing to accept the guidance of the Holy Spirit." With these words, the homeward course was taken, and so concluded a typical and memorable Bahai meeting in a park, which will ever hereafter be associated in memory with the blessed influence of the "Servant of Baha."

ABDUL-BAHA AT CLEVELAND, OHIO.

ADDRESS DELIVERED MAY 6TH, 1912.

This is a very joyous evening for an Eastern man to appear before an assembly of reverent Western people. This is in itself an evidence of the possibility of uniting the Orient and the Occident. The East and the West—the Orient and Occident—shall be united. If we search the history of the past, we shall not find the equal of such an incident as this, that a person of the far East went to the far West to address a meeting of such a revered character. This is a miracle of the twentieth century, which proves conclusively that the unreal may become the real to humanity. Praise be to God! The dark ages have disappeared, and the age of light has at last arrived; the sun of reality has dawned with great effulgence; the realities of things have become alive; renewed; the mysteries of the unknown have become revealed, and great inventions and discoveries have marked this period as a most remarkable one.

Through invention and the ingenuity of man it is even possible to go long distances on the ocean, to fly through the air and to travel submarine. The Orient and the Occident can, at any given moment, communicate with each other. Trains are fast speeding over continents. The voice of man has been arrested and reproduced, and now man, at any point, can speak at long distances. These are some of the signs of this glorious century.

(Continued on page thirty-one)
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, eon long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Baha'is which is organised in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase; thy arena will become vast and spacious, and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Vol. III Chicago (May 17, 1912) Azamat No. 4

A NEW BOOK.

A book entitled, “Bahaiism, The Religion of Brotherhood,” by Francis Henry Skrine, F. R. Hist. S., Indian Civil Service (Retired), has recently been published by Longmans, Green & Co., 39 Paternoster Row, London. It is written in the brief and convincing style of one who knows his subject. It gives an outline of the evolution of the aesthetic instinct, culminating in a dramatic pen picture of the volcanic condition of humanity throughout the world today. A strong undercurrent of conviction that idealism is to conquer and that the Baha'i Movement meets the need of the hour pervades the book. It says:

"Conditions throughout the world resemble those which prevailed at the births of Christ, of Gautama, and Mohammed. A Teacher is eagerly looked for who shall focus the mass of unco-ordinated effort and voice the aspirations of an unquiet age. The gospel of Abdul-Baha is, therefore, making extraordinary progress. It appeals with equal force to Christians, Moslems, and to Jews; to Hindus, Buddhists, Shintoists, Taoists, and Parsis. Persia, Syria, and Egypt are full of the leaven of Baha'ism; from every European country enquirers and proselytes are flocking to its standard. The United States of America is a specially favourable culture-ground for the beneficent microbe of brotherhood. Its citizens stand at the parting of the ways: their civilization will either usher in a millennium or re-plunge the world into utter barbarism. It has generated commercialism on an unprecedented scale, and therefore suppressed the aesthetic instinct.

... But the Puritan soul has risen in revolt against gross materialism and predatory wealth. Bahaiism may come with a rush that nothing can resist."

AMERICA’S OPPORTUNITY.

The statement in the book above referred to that the United States stands in a unique position among the nations of the world at this time, is another call that should awaken in us an appreciation of the great opportunity—we are tempted to say responsibility—of America. Abdul-Baha, at the conclusion of his address delivered at Cleveland, Ohio—see page 32 of this issue—states it thus:

“This American nation is a revered nation and presents great and deserved worthiness. I hope this fair government will stand for peace, so that warfare may not reign in the world, that the banner of peace shall be unfurled, and all nations shall be united together, which is the greatest attainment of the world of humanity. It is equipped to accomplish that which shall surely adorn the pages of history, become the envy of the world, and be blest in the East and the West because of its democracy. I hope it may be the cause thereof, and I ask God in behalf of you all.”

The STAR OF THE WEST is indebted to Mr. Honore J. Jaxon, 1751 West Lake Street, Chicago, for the photographs from which the excellent illustrations appearing in this issue were made.
In the material world, the great progress which has been mentioned has taken place. Remarkable signs have made themselves manifest. Realities and mysteries have been unfurled. Now is the time for man to strive and to put forth effort along the spiritual line. The material civilization has reached an advanced plane, but now there is need for a spiritual civilization. Material civilization alone will not satisfy. Its benefits are limited to the world of matter. There is no hindrance for the spirit of man, for spirit itself must progress, and if the divine civilization shall be organized, then the spirit will advance. Every susceptibility will make the best of man. Discoveries of the real will become effective; the influence of the Great Guidance will be experienced, and that is conducive to the divine form of civilization. That is what is meant in the Bible by the descent of the New Jerusalem. The heavenly Jerusalem is no other than the divine civilization, and it is now ready. It can be, and shall be organized, and the oneness of humankind will be a fact. Humanity will then be bound together as one. The various religions shall be united, and the various races shall be known as one kind. The Orient and the Occident will be united and the banner of international peace shall be unfurled. The world shall find peace, and the equalities and rights of men shall be established. The capacity of humankind will be tested, and they will reach that degree when equality shall become a reality.

All the peoples of the world will have like interests, and the poor of the world shall also have a portion in the comforts of life. Just as the rich are surrounded by their luxuries in palaces, let the poor have at least their comfortable abodes; just as the rich can enjoy a variety of diets, let the poor at least have their necessities so that they may not be in need—in short, a readjustment of the economic order will take place; the divine sonship will attract; the sun of reality will shine forth, and all the phenomena of being will attain a portion.

Now consider! What is this material civilization of the day giving forth? Has it not yielded the instruments of destruction? In olden days the instrument of battle was the sword; today it is a smokeless gun. In former days it was the sailboat, and it was most difficult to wage war on the sea; whereas today you have dreadnaughts, and the building of instruments of destruction have become multiplied—hence the difference since greater propulsion has increased. But, if the divine civilization shall be organized to go hand in hand with the spiritual civilization, if the moral man shall be considered and the spiritual superiority of humankind shall be granted, then the happiness of the human race shall be assured. All the nations of the world shall then be relatives and companions. All religions will become one religion, for the reality of divine religion is One. His holiness, Abraham, proclaimed reality. Jesus was the great promulgator. All the prophets likewise, who have ever appeared, have been the founders of realities, and these have been found as one. It is unquestionable, therefore, that all the peoples of the world can attain the real; they have a basis for agreement, and the warfare which has raged for 6,000 years will pass away.

For 6,000 years humanity has been at war. Once the pretext for war was religion; then patriotism was used; again racial prejudice was the cause; politics is used as one pretext for war; commercial greed another—in short, for 6,000 years humanity has been restless. At all times there has been war for either religion, politics or race, in all of which human blood has been shed. How many fathers have lost their sons! How many sons been fatherless! How many mothers have mourned the loss of their dear ones! In short, human beings have been the target for bloodshed on the battlefield. It has been nothing but warfare and strife. Ferocity has been in evidence even more than in animals. Ferocity in animals is a necessity. For example, the lion, tiger, bear and wolf exercise ferocity because of their needs. If the animal does not exercise ferocity, it will die of starvation, for they have a basis for agreement, and the warfare which has raged for 6,000 years will pass away.

Now consider! What is this material civilization of the day giving forth? Has it not yielded the instruments of destruction? In olden days the instrument of battle was the sword; today it is a smokeless gun. In former days it was the sailboat, and it was most difficult to wage war on the sea; whereas today you have dreadnaughts, and the building of instruments of destruction have become multiplied—hence the difference since greater propulsion has increased. But, if the divine civilization shall be organized to go hand in hand with the spiritual civilization, if the moral man shall be considered and the spiritual superiority of humankind shall be granted, then the happiness of the human race shall be assured. All the nations of the world shall then be relatives and companions. All religions will become one religion, for the reality of divine religion is One. His holiness, Abraham, proclaimed reality. Jesus was the great promulgator. All the prophets likewise, who have ever appeared, have been the founders of realities, and these have been found as one. It is unquestionable, therefore, that all the peoples of the world can attain the real; they have a basis for agreement, and the warfare which has raged for 6,000 years will pass away.

For 6,000 years humanity has been at war. Once the pretext for war was religion; then patriotism was used; again racial prejudice was the cause; politics is used as one pretext for war; commercial greed another—in short, for 6,000 years humanity has been restless. At all times there has been war for either religion, politics or race, in all of which human blood has been shed. How many fathers have lost their sons! How many sons been fatherless! How many mothers have mourned the loss of their dear ones! In short, human beings have been the target for bloodshed on the battlefield. It has been nothing but warfare and strife. Ferocity has been in evidence even more than in animals. Ferocity in animals is a necessity. For example, the lion, tiger, bear and wolf exercise ferocity because of their needs. If the animal does not exercise ferocity, it will die of starvation, for the teeth of the lion are carnivorous—it cannot graze; unless it shall have flesh, it cannot live. Likewise other wild animals. Ferocity therefore, has been used as the means for their subsistence, but human ferocity is based on greed, oppression. When man is not in need at all he kills a thousand men to become a hero, and to glory therefor among humanity. He is thereby made a general, able to kill hundreds in a day. In one day a tremendous city has been destroyed. How ignorant is humanity! If one man kill an-
other man, we call him a murderer, a criminal, a convict subject to capital punishment; but if he kill 100,000 men he is considered a general and called Napoleon Bonaparte, the great general, because he has killed 100,000 men. If a man commit a theft so much as a dollar, he is called a thief, and put into prison, but if he commit thievery to the extent of a whole country, he is held as a hero. How ignorant man is! Ferocity is not becoming. It behooves man to confer life. Ferocity does not belong to man. Rather it behooves man to be the cause of human welfare, but it has become so that man glories in ferocity, and he enjoys it, and all is caused by the fact that divine civilization has not yet taken possession of human society. Material civilization has truly advanced, but because it is not linked with divine civilization, evil and wickedness abound. In olden days if two people, tribal nations, went upon the battlefield for one year, they would destroy at most 20,000 men, but now the instruments of destruction have become so multiplied that in one day one man can do away with 100,000 souls. During the Japanese war with Russia in three months one million were lost. This was undreamed of in past days, and this is due to the lack of divine civilization.

Now, this American nation is a revered nation and presents great and deserved worthiness. I hope this fair government will stand for peace, so that warfare may not reign in the world, that the banner of peace shall be unfurled, and all nations shall be united together, which is the greatest attainment of the world of humanity. It is equipped to accomplish that which shall surely adorn the pages of history, become the envy of the world, and be blest in the East and the West because of its democracy. I hope it may be the cause thereof, and I ask God in behalf of you all.

THE PUBLIC MEETINGS OF THE FOURTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY.

(Continued from page five)

were delivered by Mrs. Lua M. Getsinger, who had just returned from a campaign on the Pacific Coast; by Mr. Harlan F. Ober, of Boston, and by Mrs. Gillen, of Seattle.

A greeting was sent to Mr. Thornton Chase, now in Los Angeles, but whose spirit is manifested by the effect of his early teaching and devotion, all present rising in recognition.

A song by the chorus was followed by an address in which Mr. Gregory, of Washington, discussed "The Reality of Humanity."

Miss Boylan, of New York, Mr. Greenleaf, of Chicago, and Mr. I. T. Greenacre, of Chicago, delivered interesting messages and greetings, after which Mrs. Paul K. Dealy, of Fairhope, Ala., was called upon, whereupon a rising greeting to Alabama was given.

Mr. Mountfort Mills, of New York; Mr. Roy C. Wilhel, of New York, Dr. Pauline Barton-Peake, of Cleveland, Mrs. Swingle, of Cleveland, Mrs. Russell L. Brooker of Akron, Ohio, and Dr. D' Evelyn, of San Francisco, were next called upon in the order named. The latter delivered what was termed by the Chairman a fitting closing address.

Mme. Ragna Linne sang the Bahai "Benediction," with the chorus joining in the familiar refrain, and this closed a meeting of wonderful spiritual fragrance, power and unity.

The closing public meeting of the convention was held Tuesday, April 30th, at 8 p.m., in Drill Hall Masonic Temple. The announcement that Abdul-Baha would be present constituted a fitting climax to a wonderful series of sessions and more than a thousand persons were crowded into the spacious hall.

The chorus vocalized the songs of praise which filled every heart. The opening hymn, "Great Day of God," was an inspiration; Mr. Hall, who occupied the chair, addressed the assembly; a prayer was read and Mr. Mills and Mrs. Getsinger spoke. At this juncture Abdul-Baha was announced. At once, the vast conourse, as one person, arose, and in a breathless silence the one awaited by many there for years, entered and proceeded to the platform. He was accompanied by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, Mirza Mahmoud, Seyyed Assad Ullah and others of the party. At the conclusion of the address, the "Temple Song" was sung in unison. Abdul-Baha presented a personal gift of 2,000 francs to the Mashrak-el-Azkar fund. Mme. Ragna Linne sang the "Benediction," and, as a closing number, the chorus rendered "The Prophetic Song." Although the hour was early, the meeting was adjourned and the many hundreds quietly proceeded to their homes for meditation and spiritual uplift, following the great feast received from the Heavenly Table.
Record of Fourth Annual Convention of the Bahai Temple Unity, Chicago, April 27th–May 1st, 1912 (Illustrated).......2

Address Delivered by Abdul-Baha at Washington, D. C., April 25th, 1912.............7
O thou Star of the West! He is God! Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all the\' rened upon thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all the depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA.

TABLE FROM ABDUL-BAHA.
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RECORD OF THE FOURTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF
BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY.

CHICAGO, APRIL 27th–MAY 1st, 1912.

Morning Session, Monday, April 29, 1912, Co-

miphian Hall, Masonic Temple.

The Convention was opened by the singing of
the hymn entitled, "Masnarak-el-Azkar,"
composed by Mrs. Marian C. Hotchkiss,
of Washington, D. C, after which Mr. Albert
H. Hall, President of the Temple Unity, called
the Convention to order as follows:

"The Fourth Annual Convention of Bahai
Temple Unity is now open and you are here
by the call of the Executive Committee,
whose work for the year will be reported to
you in the course of the Convention. This is
wholly democratic. This meeting is yours.
Your Committee has done the work of the
year in the light of your direction and has
brought you here. We will now proceed to
choose the Chairman of the Convention."

On the nomination of Miss Boylan, seconded
by Mr. Ober and unanimously carried, Mr.
Albert H. Hall, of Minneapolis, was elected
Chairman of the Convention.

On the nomination of Mr. Ober, seconded by
Miss Boylan and unanimously carried, Mr.
Bernard M. Jacobsen was elected Secretary of
the Convention and Miss Gertrude Buikema
was elected Assistant Secretary.

The Secretary was directed to call the roll
of the Assemblies, upon which the delegates
present responded with greetings and reported
for each Assembly. The following Assemblies
and delegates responded upon such roll call:

DELEGATES AND ALTERNATES.

Cincinnati, Ohio ........... Mrs. Annie L. Palmerton, del.
Los Angeles, Calif. ........ Mr. Sigard Russell, del.
Greeting read from Mrs. A. E. Spriggs, of Canada City, Central America.

Honolulu, Hawaii .......... Mrs. Beatrice O. Bishop, del.
Santa Barbara, Calif. ...... Mrs. Harriet E. Cline, del.
Pasadena, Calif. .......... Mrs. Henrietta L. Wagner, del.
San Francisco and Oakland, Calif. . .

...................... Mrs. Elsa M. Bailey, alt.
...................... Mr. Edward W. Hurlin, del.
...................... Mrs. Josephine Clark, del.
Chicago, Ill. .............. Dr. W. F. Nutt, del.
...................... Dr. Corinne True, del.
...................... Dr. Homer S. Harper, del.

Honolulu, Hawaii .......... Mrs. Evelyn L. Conaway, del.
Honolulu, Hawaii .......... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.

...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
...................... Mrs. Lelia J. Kuchler, alt.
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Adjournment until 1:30 p.m.
AFTERNOON SESSION.

Extract from words spoken by Abdul-Baha at the home of Mr. Arthur P. Dodge, New York City, pertaining to the Mashrak-el-Azkar, were read by Mrs. Palmerton as follows:

"Question—We have been told to have a temporary Mashrak-el-Azkar." Answer—"In those places where they have no Mashrak-el-Azkar they rent a home and call it by that name. Today, the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Chicago has great importance. All the Bahais must turn their faces in that direction. Why is it so important? Because it has become known throughout the East and the West that the Bahais wish to build a Mashrak-el-Azkar. It has found great importance. All ears are waiting for news coming from Chicago about the Mashrak-el-Azkar. The matter of the Mashrak-el-Azkar does not depend on personal endeavor, it needs public endeavor. When in Ishkabad the believers desired to build the Mashrak-el-Azkar, all the friends centered their attention on that place. There was no individuality anywhere, and thus they were able to build."
Graham, Cleveland, O.; Mr. and Mrs. John Deremo and party, Fruitport, Mich.; Mrs. Alice W. Bailey, Minneapolis, Minn.; Mr. Joseph H. Hanson, Mrs. Claudia Cole, Mrs. Howard Struven, Washington, D. C.; Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Chapman, St. Louis, Mo.; Mr. John D. Hough, Geyserville, Calif.; Mr. Vaughn, New Jersey; Mrs. Olof Pary, New York Mills, Minn.; Miss Barbara Finling, Miss Marie Wilson, Boston, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. H. Goodale, Mr. and Mrs. Packman, Mrs. Rosa Harman, Mr. and Mrs. August Anderson, Kenosha, Wis.; Miss Josephine Locke, Los Angeles, Calif.

On motion by Mr. Mills, duly seconded by Mr. Jacobsen, and unanimously adopted, the Chairman was requested to appoint an Auditing Committee to audit the accounts of the Treasurer and Financial Secretary.

The Chairman appointed as such committee Mr. William Addison, Mr. Harlan F. Ober and Mr. George Lesch.

On motion, adjournment was taken until 10 a. m. Tuesday, April 30th, and the session was closed with the singing of the "Benediction."

MORNING SESSION, TUESDAY, APRIL 30, 1912, CORINTHIAN HALL, MASONIC TEMPLE.

The session was opened by the singing of the hymn, "Great Day of God."

Prayer: "O Thou, my God, and the Beloved of my heart! With the name of this Day Thou hast adorned Thy Tablet, which is known only to Thee. Thou hast called it 'The Day of God.' Nothing is to be seen therein but Thy Supreme Self, and naught is to be remembered save Thy sweetest Name. Wherefore, when He appeared, the foundations of nations trembled, the learned were bewildered and the wise men were confounded, save those who came near unto Thee, took from the hand of Favor the pure wine of Thy Inspiration, and drank in Thy name, saying: 'Praise be unto Thee, O Desire of the nations! Praise be to Thee, O Beloved of the hearts of the yearning!'"

Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen, Secretary, submitted the following:

SECRETARY'S REPORT.

Mr. Chairman, Brothers and Sisters:

The past year has been one devoted to carrying out the plans of the previous Convention when, you will remember, two essential problems were given to the Unity Committee to carry out. One was the acquiring of the land lying upon the Lake Front opposite the main tract of the Temple grounds; the other incorporating the Publishing Society with the Bahai Temple Unity.

The first of these projects was commenced last September when Brother Hall and I arranged for interviews with Mr. Peter Conrad, the owner of the Property. After numerous interviews a price of $17,000 was finally agreed upon. Mr. Conrad originally wanted $65 per foot for this ground and required $7,000 cash and $5,000 per year until paid. We felt that this was more than we could carry, so the proposed plan for the use of the grounds were laid before him and he finally agreed to give us our present terms of $17,000, $5,000 cash, $3,000 per year, at 5% interest until paid. This gave us a saving in interest and a longer term to pay the balance, which was a decided advantage for the Unity.

Mr. Conrad became so enthusiastic with the object of our institutions that he has since then offered us the use of the $3,000 which we are to pay him in September as a loan for the purchase of other grounds if desired. The spirit of good-will has followed all of our transactions with these people. After acquiring these lands we found a Mr. Yost had several old buildings upon the grounds, which he had leased from Mr. Conrad. These buildings were undesirable and obstructed our view of the lake, they were later removed at our request. Some time previous a Mr. Jankowski, a fisherman, had moved a small hut upon the triangle of our grounds and we experienced considerable difficulty in removing him. We found it necessary to charge him a small rental, which was placed at $1.00 per month, to prevent his laying claim to any ownership of grounds which would involve us in legal proceedings. Notice was finally served upon him, but not until suit was brought by the trustees was he removed.

At a recent meeting of the Executive Committee plans were made for the removal of the embankment on Sheridan Road preparatory to putting in cement sidewalk. In going over the matter we learned that this would cost several hundred dollars, so we found a contractor in Evanston, a Mr. Wiggins, who could use this material for filling. While not suitable for concrete work, it is an excellent substitute for cinders. He went over the ground with me and agreed to remove the same for the use of the material, giving us a small sum of money besides. We thereby saved the Unity several hundred dollars.

Also we desire to report that Mr. Bayes, who owns the mortgage on the main tract of land, has been consulted on several occasions regarding an extension of said mortgage. At
our first meeting with him we wanted us to pay him the total amount or extend the same for two years. This we did not deem advisable, so we informed him that we would raise the money, pay him, and terminate our dealings with him. He did not seem to like this, however, and agreed finally to extend the same for one year. We thereby saved another six hundred dollars for the Unity. These negotiations are still under way, and some disposition will have to be made of them on June 24, when the mortgage is due. The committee therefore submits this proposition to the Convention for some action to be agreed upon in raising funds for the payment of same.

We have also investigated prices placed upon all lands lying on Linden Avenue south between Sheridan Road and the Drainage Canal. These range in price from $35 to $40 a foot and most of these parcels can be secured if immediate action is taken. We did not feel justified in purchasing any of these properties, but submit the matter to this body for consideration. On the opposite side of Sheridan Road, adjacent to Mr. Conrad's property, is a Mr. Teufel who owns 450 feet on Sheridan Road and has the whole piece for sale, including an elegant brown stone building, but we did not feel that we could use the building at present, so Mr. Teufel has promised us that in the event of his selling the property, he will give us the two lots lying directly north should we so desire.

Then there is another piece of property owned by Mr. Yost, which lies north and adjacent to the piece we bought from Mr. Conrad and consists of about 140 feet frontage on Sheridan Road. Several meetings have been held with Mr. Yost, but his price is exorbitant at present. Therefore, we have decided to let this matter rest until some future time.

The other important matter taken up by the Convention last year was that of the Publishing Society. Since that time several meetings have been formed consisting of the following members: Mr. Thornton Chase, President, Mr. Albert H. Hall, Vice-President, Miss Mary Leach, Financial Secretary, Miss Gertrude Buikema, Secretary, Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, Mr. James W. Woodworth, Mr. Albert R. Windust, Mr. Mountfort Mills and Mr. Edwin W. Woodcock. The Publishing Society was indebted to the extent of $1,700 and means have been devised for clearing this deficit, about one-half of the same has now been paid. Many of the books were out of print and funds have been and are being raised to replenish this stock and at present the Publishing Society is on a better basis, both financially and otherwise, than it has been for some time, and at present the publishing board is striving to have copies of all the books printed and kept in stock. This is a project that takes time and they hope by the next Convention to have it in better shape than ever.

There are many things I would like to report that I know would be interesting to you, but owing to the limited time and the many other duties that are before us, I will now close.

Thanking you for your kind attention in behalf of the Executive Board of the Bahai Temple Unity, I am,

Yours in service,

Bernard M. Jacobsen, Secretary.

FINANCIAL SECRETARY'S REPORT.

Mrs. Corinne True, Financial Secretary, reported that contributions had been received from the following cities since the Convention of 1911:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>Minn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helena</td>
<td>Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racine</td>
<td>Wis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>D. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruitport</td>
<td>Mich.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Mills</td>
<td>N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>Md.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>Wis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elion</td>
<td>Maine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clyde</td>
<td>III.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turf</td>
<td>Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onak</td>
<td>Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>Pa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Haven</td>
<td>Conn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walla Walla</td>
<td>Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>Colo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honolulu</td>
<td>Hawaii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Paul</td>
<td>Minn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tombstone</td>
<td>Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudson</td>
<td>N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreal</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>Pa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Mass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dixon</td>
<td>Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewiston</td>
<td>Idaho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangor</td>
<td>Mich.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortwall</td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnstown</td>
<td>N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Lake City</td>
<td>Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic City</td>
<td>N. J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansfield Center</td>
<td>Conn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sussex</td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo</td>
<td>N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliot</td>
<td>Maine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskegon</td>
<td>Mich.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane</td>
<td>Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooklyn</td>
<td>N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genoa Junction</td>
<td>Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnstown</td>
<td>N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropicoco</td>
<td>Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth</td>
<td>N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jersey City</td>
<td>N. J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammond</td>
<td>Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland</td>
<td>Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarksburg</td>
<td>Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansfield Centre</td>
<td>Conn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra</td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Willington</td>
<td>Conn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ossy</td>
<td>Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briar Cliff</td>
<td>N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Rapids</td>
<td>Mich.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codlin</td>
<td>Mich.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tehran</td>
<td>Persia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Englewood</td>
<td>N. J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulica</td>
<td>N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akron</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springfield</td>
<td>Mass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Luis</td>
<td>Mo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairhope</td>
<td>Ala.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitty, Maine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleasanton</td>
<td>Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo</td>
<td>Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Rand</td>
<td>Transvaal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cicero</td>
<td>Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark</td>
<td>N. J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavilion</td>
<td>N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasadena</td>
<td>Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Augusta</td>
<td>S. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuttgart</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport</td>
<td>Vermont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochester</td>
<td>N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortland</td>
<td>N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentone</td>
<td>N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenedivas</td>
<td>Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malden</td>
<td>Mass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tocaca</td>
<td>N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Lake</td>
<td>Il.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranier</td>
<td>Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Barrington</td>
<td>R. I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwick</td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge</td>
<td>Mass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everett</td>
<td>Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summersville</td>
<td>Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hager City</td>
<td>Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaconda</td>
<td>Montana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskegon</td>
<td>Mich.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Mateo</td>
<td>Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morenci</td>
<td>Arizona</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Corinne True, Financial Secretary.
Adjournment taken until 1:30 p. m.

**Afternoon Session.**

Miss Masson brought to the Convention a copy of the *Theosophical Messenger*, containing an article on the Bahai Revelation, and a message from the editor that copies for free distribution would be sent to the Convention, if desired.

On motion of Mr. Hannen, duly seconded by Mr. Jacobsen and unanimously adopted, a vote of thanks was tendered to the editor of the *Theosophical Messenger*, and the Secretary was instructed to write to him, conveying the greetings of the Convention as one of the joint bodies with them in the great work.

Mr. Willard H. Ashton, Treasurer, submitted the following report:

**Treasurer's Report.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balance on hand at the time of the Convention, 1911</td>
<td>$3,704.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions received since then</td>
<td>7,292.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>$38.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less exchange</td>
<td>5.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$11,029.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Disbursements.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paid on land</td>
<td>$7,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>675.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessments</td>
<td>475.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxes</td>
<td>501.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenses</td>
<td>930.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$10,083.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash on hand</td>
<td>946.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$11,029.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Willard H. Ashton, Treasurer.*

The Chairman announced and ruled that the Convention now proceed to the election of an Executive Board for the ensuing year by an informal ballot, each delegate voting for nine members of the Executive Board.

On motion of Mr. Hannen, duly seconded by Mr. Russell, and unanimously adopted, the informal ballot was made the formal ballot of the Convention and the nine friends receiving the highest number and plurality of votes by the ballot were declared the nine members of the Executive Board of Temple Unity, duly elected for the ensuing year.

The Executive Board thus elected was as follows:

- Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi
- Mrs. Corinne True
- Mr. Albert H. Hall
- Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm
- Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen
- Mr. Willard H. Ashton
- Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton
- Mr. Mountfort Mills
- Mr. Louis G. Gregory

On motion by Mr. Ober, duly seconded by Miss Robarts, and unanimously adopted, the Secretary was authorized to prepare a brief statement of the proceedings of the Convention for publication in the *Star of the West.*

**Wednesday, May 1, 1912, in Tent, Mashrak-el-Azkar Grounds.**

The delegates and friends assembled under a tent erected upon the Mashrak-el-Azkar site wherein Abdul-Baha addressed them concerning the grounds and buildings to be erected thereon, after which Miss Irene C. Holmes, of New York, presented Abdul-Baha with a golden trowel intended for use in laying the corner stone. The foundation not being ready for this, it was planned that the friends leave the tent and gather together upon the spot marking the exact centre of the grounds, where the trowel was used in excavating and placing a stone—thus formally dedicating the Mashrak-el-Azkar site. After Abdul-Baha's departure for the city, the friends returned to the tent and devoted the remainder of the afternoon to speaking and suggesting plans for future work.

It was unanimously decided that the debt on the main tract of land be paid June 24, 1912, and the delegates urge the same in their respective assemblies.

It was suggested that a vote of thanks be extended to the Chicago Assembly for the hospitality extended to the visitors.
On motion by Mr. Ober, seconded by Mr. Mills, the Secretary was instructed to send letters to the Assemblies telling of the dedication of the site and visit to the grounds of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, by Abdul-Baha; also to send to them copies of his address delivered on the grounds.

Thus adjourned the Fourth Annual Convention of Bahai Temple Unity.

Respectfully submitted,

BERNARD M. JACOBSEN, Secretary.

ADDRESS DELIVERED BY ABDUL-BAHÁ AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

AT THE HOME OF MR. AND MRS. PARSONS, APRIL 25th, 1912.*

"O people of the earth! Advance toward Him who hath advanced toward you, for verily He is the Face of God among you; His Evidence is in your midst and His Proof unto you, and He hath come to you with Sign (the Word), the like of which the most learned have failed to produce. The Tree of Mount Sinai (Moses), speaketh in the bosom of the world, and the Holy Spirit (Christ) crieth among the nations: 'Lo! The Desired One hath come with evident Dominion.'"—Tablet to Napoleon III.

In the world of existence the greatest bestowals of God are His Teachings. The other Bounties of God are limited as regards their benefits. For example, the human existence itself is a Divine Bestowal, but it is limited. Sight is a Bestowal of God, but it is limited. Hearing is one of the Divine Bestowals, yet it is limited. And so on with all the other bestowals. The circle is limited; except the Divine Teachings, the circle of which is boundless. There is no termination thereof. Ages and centuries pass away, and the efficacy of these Teachings lasts, like unto the spirit of life which animates the world of existence. Without that, the world of humanity is like the animal kingdom. What difference is there between the animal and man? The difference between the animal and the man is this: That the animal is not capable of appreciating the Teachings of God, whereas man is worthy of these Teachings. In the animal kingdom, there is no such teaching. There is no extraordinary progress. At most it is a development of the organism. It is small in the beginning; it becomes developed and becomes larger; but it has not the intellectual sphere to enlarge. Therefore the Teachings of God are the bestowals specialized for man. Although the Teachings of God are Reality, yet with the passage of time and the lapse of ages, thick clouds envelop that Sun. These clouds are imitations or superstitions; they are not the fundamentals. Then again the Power of the Sun of Truth arises and disperses these clouds and once more shines gloriously. For a long time the Sun of Truth was beclouded by clouds of superstition and limitations, until His Holiness Bahá'u'lláh appeared in the world, and scattered these clouds of darkness and revealed the foundations of the Teachings of God.

The first Teaching of Bahá'u'lláh is the duty incumbent upon all to investigate Reality. What does it mean to investigate Reality? It means that man must forget all hearsay. For he does not know whether the hearsay is in accordance with Reality or not. He must examine Truth. Wherever he finds the Truth or Reality he must hold to it. All else he must forsake, for outside of Reality there is nothing but superstitions and imaginations! For example, during the days of Jesus Christ the Jews were anticipating the appearance of the Messiah, and they were day and night praying and supplicating God that His Holiness the Promised One might appear. Why was it that when He did appear they rejected Him? They negated Him? They did not believe in Him? Nay, rather, they persecuted and tormented Him! There was no torment which they did not inflict upon Him! They cursed Him, persecuted Him, placed on His head a crown of thorns and took Him around through the streets, circumambulated Him, scorning Him, and ultimately crucified Him! Why did they commit this? Because they did not investigate the Truth or Reality. Had they investigated the Reality, they would have surely believed on Him. They would have respected Him, revered Him most highly. They would have considered His Manifestation as the greatest Bestowal descending...
upon man. They would have considered Him the very Saviour of man; but alas! they were veiled and held to imitations and did not investigate the Reality. They were submerged in the sea of superstitions and were deprived of witnessing that Glorious Bounty, and were hindered from the fragrances or breaths of the Holy Spirit, and suffered in themselves the greatest debasement and degradation. There are many religions, denominations, various peoples and different opinions in the world today; but Reality is one. Why should there be these differences? Because they do not investigate the fundamental unity. If they investigate or examine the Reality, they shall be agreed and united. For Reality is indivisible. It is not multiple. Hence it will become evident that in man there is nothing of greater import than the investigation of Truth.

The Second Teaching of BAHA’ULLAH is the Oneness of the world of humanity. That is to say, all humanity is the Servant of God. All have been reared in the lap of the Favors of God. All have been blessed with the Bounties of the same Sun. All have quaffed to satisfaction or repletion from the Fountain of God, and all in His estimation are equal as servants. He is kind to all. Hence no man should prefer himself to another man, or express pride towards another. No man should scornfully consider another. No man should deprive another man. All must be considered as submerged in the sea of God’s Mercy. With the greatest kindness and gentleness he must associate with humanity in general. With his heart he must love all. At most the conditions are these: Some are ignorant; they must be trained, educated. One is sick; he must be healed. One is as a child; he must be helped to attain maturity. We must not detest him who is sick. We must not scorn or curse him. We must not shun him. But rather with the utmost kindness and tenderness must be be cared for. Likewise the infant must not be treated with disdain just because it is an infant. It must be reared and trained, educated, in order that it may develop and advance and attain maturity. This is the second principle laid down by BAHA’ULLAH.

The third Principle laid down by BAHA’ULLAH, or the third Teaching concerning that Principle, is that Religion and Science are correspondents. Every religion which is not in accordance with established science is superstition. Religion must be reasonable. If it be not reasonable, it is superstition, and has no foundation. It is like a mirage which deceives man by leading him to think that it is a body of water. God has endowed man with reason that he may perceive. If we state that such and such a subject is not to be reasoned out and tested according to the established logic of the intellect, then what is the use of the reason which God has given man? Although the eye is the perceiving organ in order that it may differentiate colors, the hearing is a faculty of distinction in order that it may distinguish voices, taste is a sense of perception so that it may sense the various properties of objects, such as bitter, sweet, and otherwise, the sense of smell is for the purpose of differentiation in order that it may deduce the various odors and distinguish or differentiate one from the other; yet the circle of the perceptions of the five senses is exceedingly limited. But the intellectual faculty of man is unlimited in its circle or sphere. The eye can see details at best a mile, but the intellect can perceive the East and the West. The ear can hear modulations of a tone at a distance of say 1,000 feet at most; but the intellect of man can discover astronomical verities in the very firmaments. It works subterranean in geological discoveries. It can discover things in the seventh stratum of the earth. All the traces which we observe, the products of invention, are the results of intellectual investigation. All the sciences and arts are the products of the intellect. All the crafts and things which have been produced by craftsmanship are things which have been produced by the intellect. Hence one can see that within the human organism, the human being, the intellect holds supreme station. Now, if a religious rule or principle be not reasonable, surely it is superstition! This is the Third Principle which I have illustrated, and the other principles I shall illustrate at another time. I intended speaking of another subject this afternoon, but some of the ladies asked me if I would not explain the Principles of this Movement, hence I began the discussion of the Teachings of BAHA’ULLAH.

In issue No. 3 we stated it was our plan to devote this issue to the visit of Abdul-Baha in New York City and vicinity. The labor of compiling the interviews and addresses and preparing them for publication has taken considerable time and thereby delayed in reaching us. We expect to begin their publication in issue No. 7.
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, so long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become worldwide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA AT HOTEL SCHENLEY, PITTSBURGH, PA.

MAY 7th, 1912.

I HAVE come from the far off Orient to visit your country. Surely this continent is praiseworthy from all directions. The country is prosperous. The people present very good manners, and civilization is most progressive. Therefore I consider it becoming to expound for you an epitome of the teachings of Baha’u’llah, in order that you may be informed.

About sixty years ago when there was in Persia the greatest enmity and dissension and strife among the various peoples and denominations, and warfare and strife were rampant in other parts of the world, His Holiness Baha’u’llah appeared in Persia, and began devoting his time to the education of the people generally. He united the various peoples and divergent sects and nations. He removed from among the people religious prejudice, racial prejudice, patriotic prejudice and political bias. He caused the greatest bond of unity to be established among the various peoples.

The enmity then existing among the people was so great that even ordinary associations were out of the question. They would not consult with one another with amity at all. Through the power of the education of Baha’u’llah the result was the contrary, for just now in Persia there is perfect accord and amity among different religions, varying peoples, and divergent sects and denominations.

But this was not an easy matter.

In a word: Baha’u’llah bore great difficulties along this line. He became imprisoned; torments were inflicted upon Him. He was banished from His country, but every ordeal He bore cheerfully. Ultimately He was enabled to promulgate His teachings, even from prison, and He holdest the banner of the oneness of humankind, and promulgated the oneness of the human world.

Among the teachings of Baha’u’llah are the following:

First, it is incumbent upon all humanity to investigate truth. If investigation be made in regard to truth all shall be agreed and united, for truth or reality is not multiple; it is not divisible. It will be seen that different religions have one truth underlying them, hence their truth or reality is one.

To explain: The foundations of all the divine religions are one, for each one of the divine religions is divisible into two departments. One is concerned with the moral world, with the spiritual susceptibilities, with the animations of the conscience, and that is essential; that is one, it is the reality, changeless and not subject to transformation. His Holiness Abraham was the herald of this reality. His Holiness Moses was the promul-
O’LLAH touches the oneness of humanity. Likewise, the rest of the Divine Prophets, were all promulgators and founders of the reality or the truth. The second department, in all the divine religions, is the accidental and concerns the material affairs of human beings. This is ever subject to changes in accordance with the exigencies of the time; for time is not always the same, and its expediencies differ.

Consider, in the Mosaic day, there were ten commandments enacted by Him in regard to murder, which were in accordance with the exigencies of that time and day; likewise very severe punishments. For example: An eye for an eye; a tooth for a tooth; and it was the command that if a man should commit theft to the extent of even a small amount, his hand was to be chopped off. Such a law was suitable for that time, for the people of Israel dwelt in the wilderness, and in the wilderness, or the Sahara, no other punishment can be observed. But in the time of Jesus Christ, this was not expedient, and His Holiness Jesus Christ abrogated those commands.

In short, every religion of the different religions is divisible into two divisions: One division concerns the morals, which is the essential, and not subject to change or transformation; the other division, which touches human beings, is the accidental, and changes, in accordance with the exigencies of time. But the nations have forsaken the religion of the Divine teaching and they have invented certain imitations; and inasmuch as these imitations and superstitions differ, therefore dissensions and differences have taken place among the religions and they are constantly at warfare and strife.

If all the religions would refer to the truth or foundations underlying them, which is the truth or reality, all would be agreed and united, for the reality is one. It is not multiple nor is it divisible.

The second principle or teaching of BAHAR'OLLAH touches the oneness of humanity. That all humanity is the servant of God, belonging to one family. The bestowals of God encompass all; He has created them all; He has provided for all; He nurtures all; He preserves all and to all He is kind.

This is the Divine policy, and it is impossible for a human being to lay the foundations for a better policy than that of God. Hence we must execute the policies of the glorious God, and that is the oneness of the world of humanity. We must be kind to all. Inasmuch as God is kind to all, why should we be unkind? Inasmuch as all belong to the same household in this case, why should they exercise any enmity or strife? Therefore, all humanity must be looked at with the same glance, with the same eye; all must be loved; to all must we be kind. The noblest of men is he who serves humankind. And he is nearest the threshold of God who is the least of the servants of God. The glory and majesty of man are dependent upon his servitude to humankind and not in the exercise of enmity or strife.

The third teaching or principal of BAHAR'OLLAH concerns this mighty fact that religion and science are correspondents, agreeing with each other perfectly; for any religious subject which is not agreeable to science is superstition and unreasonable, because science is reality and religion essentially is reality; therefore the two correspond; and when any religious question does not correspond with reason, does not agree with science, it is absolute superstition or imagination, and not at all worthy of the credence of man, for the opposites or the antithesis of knowledge or science is superstition. We say it is science or knowledge in ignorance, and if we say that religion is opposed to science, then it must be ignorance, hence religious subjects must be in accordance with scientific promises—must be reasonable. If they oppose a reasonable standard of science, they are superstitious and not at all worthy of acceptance.

The fourth principal or teaching of BAHAR'OLLAH concerns the equality of humankind; the readjustment of or equalization of the economic standards of the time, of the livelihood of humankind. For the poor are in abject distress, in the greatest need, and in the greatest misfortune; and that is not right, that some individual should be en-throned in luxury, in the greatest wealth, more than necessary, and some in the lowest degree of want. This is not worthy of the world of humanity.

There is need of an equalization so that all may have an apportionment in the comforts of life. For example, the wealthy man, whose table is adorned with all kinds of delicacies, must allow the poor to have at least his necessities. It is not right that one should have all the delicacies and all foods on his table when another is in want of the necessities of life. The rich must be merciful to the poor
and out of their own willing hearts should they uplift them, they should not be forced. There must be a readjustment and legislation which shall equalize conditions until humankind may have composure and rest with the utmost ease.

The fifth principal is the following: That religious prejudice, sectarian prejudice, racial prejudice, patriotic prejudice, and political prejudice are the very destroyers of human foundations. All the religionists are servants of God. All races are human in kind. The service of the earth is one activity. In this case, why should there be warfare and strife? All must be united and agreed, and all must serve the world of humanity.

The sixth is that concerning the equality of man and woman. Baha’u’llah declares that man and woman are both human, and that in the estimation of God there is no distinction of gender. The one whose heart is purer, whose deeds are greater and nobler, is the most acceptable, whether male or female. Secondly, there is this gender in all created beings. In the vegetable kingdom we find it, in the animal kingdom it exists, and there we see perfect equality, no distinction whatever. The animal, although not reasonable, does not allow any distinction between the male and the female. Why should man, who has reason, who has intelligence, who is just, who has sensibilities of the conscience, be willing that one of the members of the world of humanity should be considered imperfect? Surely no sound intelligence and conscience will accept this. Therefore woman-kind must be educated in order to fulfill the prerogatives of the male.

There must be no difference between the female and the male. They must be equally educated in order that woman-kind may present the same capacity and may keep up the same pace with man. Then the world of humanity will find peace. In the past ages humanity has always been defective, but if woman-kind shall become educated then war will be dispelled. They will not be willing to allow warfare. For it is the woman who cares for the youth, for the young. As they educate the young until they reach maturity, they will not be willing to have their brave young men killed and cut into pieces on the battlefield. Surely they are the ones who shall serve the "Most Great Peace" in international arbitration. Assuredly they will be the ones who will remove warfare from among humankind.

Inasmuch as human society consists of two organs, one the male, the other the female, the happiness of the world of humanity cannot be assured unless they are both perfect. Therefore they must try to have woman-kind reach the same status as men.

Among the other teachings of Baha’u’llah is education. All the members of society must be educated. Not a single individual should be deprived of education, but each should receive according to his capacity. They must not be left in the grade of ignorance, for ignorance is a defect in the human world. All mankind must have a portion of science and philosophy; that is, to have as much as is necessary. It is impossible to have all men scientists and philosophers, but each should be educated according to his deserts and needs.

Among the teachings of Baha’u’llah is likewise the following: That the world of humanity is in need of the breath of the Holy Spirit, for the oneness of humanity is necessary. The most great peace is necessary, and it is self-evident that this cannot be assured through racial force; it cannot be promulgated through the patriotic force, for countries differ. And it is certain that political force will not accomplish it, for the interests of the government differ. And it will not be accomplished through a consensus of opinion, for opinions differ. There is need of a force which can execute the oneness of humanity and which can destroy the foundations of warfare and strife. Through human agencies this is an impossibility. Hence it must be through spiritual agencies. And no other force has such power as the Holy spirit, hence this can be made feasible through the breath of the Holy Spirit.

No matter how far the material world advances, it cannot establish the happiness of the human world. Rather when the material civilization shall be linked with the spiritual or divine civilization, then happiness will be assured. Then material civilization will not contribute its services to the forces of evil to destroy the oneness of humanity, for through the factors of the material civilization good and evil advance together—keep up the same pace.

For example, consider how greatly material civilization has advanced in the last decade, in this century. Consider how many schools and colleges have been founded, hospitals have been founded, asylums for the orphans

(Continued on page eight)
TABLE-TALK BY ABDUL-BAHA AT CLEVELAND, O.

MAY 6th, 1912.

CLEVELAND was the fourth city to have the blessed privilege of a visit from Abdul-Baha, who came here from Chicago, May 6. Only a short time had been given to herald his coming; yet the auditorium of Hotel Euclid, seating about four hundred, was filled with people whose hearts rejoiced as they listened to the address delivered by him, and which appeared in the last issue of the STAR OF THE WEST.

The photograph of the Cleveland friends with Abdul-Baha, reproduced herewith, was to be founded. The radiance of the kingdom shall be diffused. Material civilization is likened to the body, whereas the divine civilization is likened to the spirit. The body not manifesting the spirit is dead; the fruitless tree is useless.

"Jesus declares that there is spiritual capacity in some people; for all are not submerged in the sea of materialism. They seek the spirit; they turn to God and they long for the Kingdom. I hope that these revered people may obtain both phases of progress; both material and spiritual progress. Just as they have advanced along material lines so remarkably, so may they likewise advance in spiritual development until the body be most refined and beautiful and obtain the wealth of the spiritual potentiality and efficiency.

"Praise be to God! the Sun of Reality has dawned and its effulgences are shining from all horizons. The signs of God are resplendent and the teachings of the heavenly teachers are promulgated. In order that all created beings may obtain a portion of the Divine bestowals, may their hearts be directed to the Kingdom of God and become illuminated by witnessing the lights of God! May the spirit be regained through the Divine graces of the Lord, and may the East and the West be bound together! Thus may oneness and harmony manifest itself...
INTERVIEW BETWEEN A PROMINENT RABBI AND ABDUL-BAHA

ENTERING the room the Rabbi saluted, which was answered by Abdul-Baha in like manner.

Abdul-Baha: "You are most welcome Rabbi."

Rabbi: "I have long desired to meet you."

Abdul-Baha: "Very good; very good."

Rabbi: "Your address yesterday was excellent. I have had the pleasure of hearing you upon two other occasions, but your address of yesterday had an extraordinary universality. You have very clearly established the teachings of brotherhood but I am afraid that although your principles are very lofty they will not be accepted by all the religionists and the workers for peace."

Abdul-Baha: "Reality will always be victorious. No one can stand before the onward march of reality. The phenomenal is always conquered by the eternal. All the contingent beings are defeated by the will of heaven. One small Arabian boy can lead two thousand camels in the Sahara. One intelligent Hindoo boy can conquer an elephant."

Rabbi: "It is true. In the Bible we have the statement that 'A little child shall lead them.'"

Abdul-Baha: "Truth will always be victorious; therefore it does not know defeat but the people of reality must exert great effort, and if the people of reality neglect to display this effort that is another matter. The people of reality must demonstrate their willingness in this direction. They must realize that the greatest reality of this age is the oneness of the human world. They must forget traditions and imitations of the past. For instance, if we look upon the Catholic religion we see that they believe that an important part is the transubstantiation; that is, the change of the bread and wine into the body of Christ. If we ponder a little we realize that this is a non-essential. It is imitation and the reverse of reality. "Again, if we look at the Hindoos we see that they have made images and worship them as deities, and they have eight million such deities in their temples. It is evident that these are superstitions and imaginations. They worship the cow, the stone, the water and the forces of nature—all these are imitations of the past and they have no foundation whatever."

Rabbi: "Do you then regard the transubstantiation as being on the same ground as the worshipping of idols?"

Abdul-Baha: "All these are imitations. They have no reality. As these are the opposite of realities, therefore they have no foundation. Everything that keeps man away from God, is an idol. Everything which detracts man's attention from God is an idol, no matter what it is."

Rabbi: "Then every channel between God and His creature is an idol?"

Abdul-Baha: "Consider, let us not bind ourselves with imitations. Let us study the condition of the Jews for a moment. When they were in Egypt they were captives; they were poor; they were prisoners in the hand of Pharaoh; they were ignored; they were a dependent people, they were surrounded by all kinds of troubles and vicissitudes; the people looked down upon them; they were considered as outcasts. Then Moses came. He gathered them together; inspired them with the power of unity; imparted to them new life; taught them the laws of God encouraging them in the morals and virtues of humanity; delivered them from the hand of Pharaoh; freed them from the bondage of captivity; educated them, trained them and carried them away from the land of darkness into the holy of holies of light. Their power was increased; their majesty became resplendent; their fame was spread throughout the world, until they were enabled to found the Solomonic sovereignty. In philosophy and art they attained such heights that the philosophers of Greece and Rome travelled long distances to learn from them. Now is it possible to say that to revere and respect these souls is equivalent to the worshipping of idols? We must respect Moses because he achieved a work which no one else could do. It is an evident fact that His Holiness Moses was a
channel between God and man. No further proof is required for this. I do not attempt to prove the validity of Moses by pointing to his turning the rod into a serpent; instead I give evident proofs.

"Again you will note that His Highness Christ was a Jew. Ponder well over this matter: The Jews were captives in the hand of the Romans; they were their slaves. From every standpoint they were scattered and impoverished. Nebuchadnezzar carried seventy thousand of them into captivity at Babylon. Even today the tombs of Esther and Daniel are there. And afterwards what did Titus, the Roman Emperor, not do! He entirely destroyed the foundation of the Jewish temple. The effect of the destruction of Titus is manifest up to this time for we see them scattered all over the world. His Holiness Christ appeared and established unity among the Romans, the Greeks, the Chaldeans, the Assyrians, the Europeans and the Americans. He established a bond of unity between all the nations. All the great prophets, the kings and the worthies of the Israelitish nation could not make the Persians believe in Moses. All the prophets such as Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Nehemiah, et al. could not make one Zoroastrian believe in Moses. But one Jew came and many millions believe in Him. He spread His name in the East and in the West. He caused the Bible to be translated in all the languages of the world, and today nearly every home contains a Bible. He demonstrated throughout the world to all the nations of the world that the Israelitish people were the chosen people, that the Israelitish prophets were the prophets of God, that their books were the books of God, that their words were the words of God. This is evident. These are not intellectual or traditional evidences but they are such evidences as permit of no discussion. Look at America. You see a Bible in almost every house that you enter. See what Christ has accomplished. Witness what one soul who was crucified has accomplished.

"When He was living upon the earth He was alone, ridiculed and rejected by His own people. Almost everybody cursed and ridiculed Him. His own relatives left Him; even His disciples almost abandoned Him; they placed upon His head a crown of thorns and paraded Him over the streets, and finally they crucified Him. He was alone! alone! but the traces of His work and the signs of His message have filled the world. Man must be just. After these statements no one can deny the greatness of Christ. Now is it evident to you that all these conditions among the nations are on account of injustice? If they had all been just they would have been united on this principle: that these prophets were channels for the bounty of God, for they were the first teachers of mankind.

"The philosophers are also teachers but all they could do was to teach themselves and a few other souls. But the prophets of God taught the whole world. They trained all the children of men in morals and ethics. Who can say that they failed to accomplish their work, and who would give the names of the philosophers the first place?"

Rabbi: "Indeed, indeed you are one of the greatest logicians of the world. Up to this time I have been talking to you as a man; now I will address you as a Rabbi. Your premises and syllogisms do not agree. It is not correct to say that Christ has accomplished all these things, for but few of his teachings were accepted until about three hundred and fifty years after his crucifixion—"

Abdul-Baha here exclaimed: "I understand, I understand," and then continued: "His Highness Moses laid the foundation but the result of His teachings became apparent during the time of Solomon. If there had been no Moses there would have been no Solomon. The sovereignty of Solomon was the outcome of the principles of Moses. If there had been no Moses the children of Israel would have been entirely lost, and up to this time they would have been slaves in the land of Pharaoh. Their very name would have disappeared from the page of history. Moses laid down a few principles, but the results of those principles became apparent five hundred years afterward. If an inquirer is just he will realize that Moses laid with His own hand Solomonistic universality. Likewise if His Highness Christ had not laid the foundations of Christianity, the evident signs which we see today would not have been realized.

"I scatter the seeds today, six months hence they may become apparent. In the meantime, can anyone deny the germination of these seeds, and when they are grown, repudiate the fact that these plants owe their origin to the seed?"

Rabbi: "Suppose that Christ was the Promised One of the Jews; how did the doctrine of divinity creep in among the Christians?"

Abdul-Baha: "Do not look upon the Christians of today. The Christians are today sub-
merged in the sea of imitation. It is evident that man is the highest of God’s creatures on the face of the earth. For example, there are certain attributes which are apparent in the mineral kingdom. The vegetable kingdom has the attributes existing in the mineral kingdom but with another attribute, which is the power of growth. The animal has the attributes of the mineral and the vegetable kingdoms but with another attribute, which is the power of instinct. Therefore the animal is a composite of the mineral and vegetable kingdoms, but man has the virtues of the mineral kingdom, the virtues of the vegetable kingdom, the virtues of the animal kingdom, but with another distinct virtue, which is that of intellect, consequently man is the highest creation of God. He is the peerless creature and in him are contained all the virtues of the human world.

“Christ was the mirror; God was the Sun. The Sun appeared with all its effulgence and splendor in the mirror; that is, the virtues, the perfections and the characteristics of God appeared in Christ. This is what is meant where it is written in the Bible that ‘We have created man in our own image.’ The perfect man is the visage and image of God, just as the mirror reflects the sun. We can not say that the sun has come down from heaven and has taken a place in the mirror. The sun is eternal, living in its own station. It had no ascent or descent, entrance or exit; but the rays and the heat of the sun have become fully reflected in the clear mirror. That is why Christ said the future is in the sun and the sun is in the future. The Sun of Truth reflected itself in the mirrors of Moses and Christ.”

Rabbi: “Most wonderful! We must name this divine philosophy the philosophy of Abdul-Baha. I am extraordinarily delighted to have had this privilege to talk with you.”

Abdul-Baha: “I am very happy indeed to meet you.”

Rabbi: “I hope I will have the pleasure of meeting you again.”

Abdul-Baha: “God willing. May you be under His protection.”

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA AT HOTEL SCHENLEY, PITTSBURGH, PA.

(Continued from page four)

have been founded, the science of medicine has advanced. Together with this there has been an advance in the invention of the means and instruments of destruction. In the early days the instrument of destruction was the sword; today it is the gun. In the early days the organ of destruction or warfare was the dagger; today it is the rifle. How many dreadnaughts have been built; how many torpedoes have been invented, and how many kinds of ammunition have been invented!

All this is the result of material civilization. Therefore just as material civilization serves the good purposes of life it also serves the evil ends. But the Divine civilization is good, because it is concerned with the reign of morals. Consider how much the Prophets have contributed to the reign of morals. His Holiness, Jesus Christ, summoned all to the most great peace. He called all to the acquisition of good morals.

If good morals which constitute the Divine civilization shall become united with the spiritual civilization there is no doubt that the happiness of the world of humanity shall hoist its banner and from every direction composure and rest shall be forthcoming. Humankind shall achieve extraordinary progress, the sphere of thought will be greatly enlarged, great inventions will be made, great spirituality will reveal itself, for humanity there will be great joy, and the life eternal will then be conferred thereon. The spiritual force will make itself effective and the breath of the Holy Spirit will penetrate.

Therefore, just as the material civilization progresses so should the merciful civilization likewise become progressive until the greatest and utmost aims and desires of humanity may be realized.

These are a few of the principles of Baha’u’llah presented to you very briefly, so that if you hear of the Baha’i movement and the Baha’i teachings you may be informed of what their status is. And this is given to you to act as a stimulus to your knowledge. I ask God to aid this prosperous nation, this fair government, and this wonderful continent with all His blessings.
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STAR OF THE WEST

“We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strife, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come.”—BAHA’U’LLAH.

Addresses Delivered by Abdul-Baha in New York City and Vicinity.

Compiled from stenographic notes and edited by Mr. Howard MacNutt.

Address of Abdul-Baha at No. 327 West End Avenue, New York City, Residence of Mountfort Mills, April 15, 1912.

From Stenographic Notes.

It is a few days since my arrival in New York; but before coming to New York, on another trip I went to Europe, visiting Paris and London. I found the city of Paris to be a beautiful city as far as appearance went. The material civilization was very great; but the spiritual civilization was very far behind. The people were drowned or submerged in a sea of materiality. All their conversations and discussions terminated in the natural; but no mention of God. I was greatly astonished.

I found them to be erudite professors, well informed men, scholars, but the majority of them were materialists. I said to them: “I am surprised and greatly astonished that men of this caliber, of this perception, with their great knowledge should still be captives of nature and negligent of the self-evident Reality.”

The phenomenal world in its entirety is subject to nature. That is to say, it cannot transgress the rule of nature. These myriad planets, these great satellites and heavenly bodies in this endless space are all captives of natural law. They cannot transgress one iota the mathematical rules laid down by nature. The sun with its immensity cannot go beyond the law of nature. The ocean in its vastness cannot transgress the law of nature. All phenomenal beings, in brief, are subject to nature; the planets are captives of nature; even the animals are captives of nature. All of them are within the bounds of natural law; and nature is the ruler of all, except man. Man is not the captive of nature, for although according to natural law man is an animate being of the earth, yet he can sail vessels over the ocean, fly through the air in an aeroplane, descend in a submarine;—therefore he has overcome natural law. For instance, such a colossal natural energy, such a tremendous power as electricity, such a great volume of material force which can cleave a mountain in twain, which can destroy many things,—man, little man, has been able to arrest and imprison it in an incandescent lamp saying to it, “Sleep here.” He can take the human voice and confine it in the phonograph. According to the natural power, man should be able to communicate the distance of one mile, but by breaking the laws of nature he can banish space and send a telephone message to remote points. All the sciences, arts, discoveries are mysteries of nature, and according to natural law these mysteries should be latent; but man has broken this law, freed himself from this rule, and brought them forth into the realm of the visible. Therefore he is the commander of nature. Man has intelligence; nature has not. Man has volition; nature is minus. Man has memory; nature is without it. Man has the reasoning faculty; nature is deprived. Man has the perceptive faculty; nature cannot perceive. Hence, it is well proved that man is nobler than nature.

If we accept the supposition that man is but a part of nature, we are then confronted by an illogical statement, that is to say, it is possible for the part of a whole to be endowed with qualities which are absent in the whole. Thus man, who is a part, has perception, has intelligence, has the thought faculty, has memory, has susceptibility, while nature is quite bereft of them. How is it possible for the part to be possessed of certain qualities or faculties which are absent in the whole? As a matter of fact, God has given to man certain powers which are supernatural. Why then should man be considered a captive of nature? How is he treating nature? How is it that he is acknowledged to be the divinity of nature? Shall we say nature is blind, nature is not perceptive, nature is not volitional, is not alive, and then
relegate man to nature? How can we answer this question? How will these materialists, these scholastic atheists treat such statements? As a matter of fact they themselves break the laws of nature. Therefore it is proved that in man there is a power beyond nature; through which power man is nobler than nature; and that power is the bestowal of God.

But having come to New York, I find that the people are more endowed with spiritual susceptibilities; they are not mere captives of nature; they are rising out of the burden of captivity. For this reason I am very happy, and hopeful that, God willing, in this country which is so well peopled,—in this vast continent of the globe, the virtues of the world of humanity shall become resplendent, that the oneness of human world power, the love of God, may spread through the hearts; and that international peace may hoist its banner, influencing all other regions from here. This is my hope.

INTERVIEW OF W. H. SHORT, SECY. N. Y. PEACE SOCIETY AND HUDSON MAXIM WITH ABDUL-Baha AT HOTEL ANSONIA, NEW YORK CITY, APRIL 15TH, 1912.

Notes by Howard MacNutt.

INTERVIEW WITH MR. W. H. SHORT.

ABDUL-Baha: "You are very welcome; I am most happy to greet you. I have looked forward with much pleasure to this meeting. Welcome! Welcome!"

Mr. Short: "It gives me great happiness indeed to meet Abdul-Baha. I too have looked forward to this meeting. The New York Peace Society extends him greetings and welcome to our city and our country."

A. B. "You are indeed a servant to humanity. A servant to humanity is a servant to God. Your mission is a high, holy and sanctified one; there could be no greater, no holier mission than that of bringing peace to this warring world. Therefore I have waited for you with the greatest longing.

"In this day the majority of mankind are endeavoring to destroy the foundations of the happiness of the world. How many are engaged in the invention of means for the destruction of human kind; how many are employed in the science and practice of war; how many are occupied in various kinds of strife and antagonism; how many stand ready to shed the blood of innocent men, their brothers! So it is that history is blackened with this record of human intention and accomplishment. Every hour war is threatened upon some new pretext; today patriotism is its basis, tomorrow religious prejudice, racial egotism, territorial greed, commercial selfishness—it matters little what the excuse may be—blood is shed and human beings torn to pieces upon battlefields. Political interests clash; a great war follows; sadness, grief and cruelty envelop the world.

"But you are endeavoring to uplift the standard of peace in the world. You must continue to work until the world is released from these prejudices which are bringing about such inhuman conditions. For the clouds of war will surely vanish from the horizons. There is no doubt that your work is the greatest work and its outcome certain."

Mr. S. "All the members of the New York Peace Society feel the truth and inspiration of what you have said."

A. B. "You must rest assured and let there be no traces of doubt in your souls that God is your Assister and Helper. The Heavenly confirmations will descend upon you more and more. God will protect you and give you new strength continually. Your world-motives will conquer the world of men; all obstacles will disappear before your advance; no earthly power can resist the onrushing power of Peace. For this power is assisted by the Power of God and that which is divinely assisted must prevail. Consider how the Cause of Christ was confirmed. How many resisted it! What mountains of obstacles were raised against it! What hostile forces sought to destroy its foundations! Yet the kings and emperors of the world could not resist its spread and establishment. No power of earth can withstand the onflow of the Spirit of Truth. If earthly kings and kingdoms come in its way, it will conquer and they will be overthrown, always. For your cause is Truth itself and Truth is Omnipotent. If all nations arise to prevent, they will be vanquished and you will be victorious. [Visitor much impressed.] You are a servant of God, not a servant of this world. A servant of God is he who gives some benefit to the world of man."

Mr. S. "We belong to a race [Anglo Saxon] which has wielded the power of oppression. We have been the oppressor, not the oppressed. The whole matter of World Peace presents a different aspect to the western mind.

"Justice, human rights and religion are controlling motives of the men of the New York Peace Society. We must confess that hitherto Americans have not felt the welfare of Eastern countries to be as important as the develop-
ment of our own interests. We have not known enough of the ideals of other countries. As a rule we meet only immigrants and discontented wanderers from foreign lands. But recently this has been changed and the aspect is wider. Our press is not the reflector of foreign news. Our people travel in distant countries; but few important and influential foreigners come to visit us. Our purpose in the Peace Society is not only to establish the doctrines of peace but to defend the principles of human brotherhood; to acquaint the people of this country with foreign matters and provide opportunity that they may meet and know foreign men. Therefore we take advantage of every opportunity to introduce such men to our people. We will be very glad and greatly honored to arrange a reception under the auspices of the New York Peace Society at which Abdul-Baha can address a large assembly, meet our friends and exchange mutual sentiments. I have just come from the home of Mr. Carnegie. He is not able to go out owing to a throat affection, but will be glad to receive Abdul-Baha at his home. Mr. and Mrs. Carnegie will attend the Peace Conference at Lake Mohonk in June. As I understand Abdul-Baha will be there also, the meeting with Mr. Carnegie might be mutually arranged then. Acquaintances and friendships begun at Lake Mohonk will be most pleasant at a reception thereafter.”

A. B. “I go to Washington next week. Is there time enough before departure to arrange the plans suggested?”

Mr. S. “It would be better if we had more time. Something could be arranged, but it is doubtful.”

A. B. “How many days in advance would be necessary?”

Mr. S. “There should be at least two weeks. Almost any date would be suitable except Friday, May 10th.”

May 13th finally decided upon.

INTERVIEW WITH MR. HUDSON MAXIM.

Mr. Short remaining.

Mr. Hudson Maxim, scientist, inventor and expert upon explosives, was then announced. He entered.

Abdul-Baha. “Welcome! Welcome! Very welcome!”

Hudson Maxim. “I am glad to hear you speak English.”

A. B. “My life has been spent in the Orient where foreign languages are seldom used. Otherwise I would have acquired English. Language is the great barrier between nations. When thoughts are interchanged destinies become one. All languages are difficult of acquirement for the real language is deeper than the outer words.”

H. M. “Are you speaking in Turkish?”

A. B. “In Persian. I also speak Turkish and Arabic; Turkish is very difficult. In the East it is thought that acquiring Turkish is equivalent to the study of three other tongues.”

H. M. “I understand you are a messenger of peace to this country. What is your opinion about modern war? Shall the great nations maintain armament and defenses as a guarantee or warrant against war? [presenting papers]. Here is an article I have written upon this subject. Shall the nations have an international police navy which protects and insures peace in the world, or shall they disarm and have no navies?”

A. B. “Everything that prevents war is good.”

H. M. “Christ said He came to make war. Caesar was great in history because he was great in battle and military skill.”

A. B. “We have the history of the world for nearly six thousand years. Before that there is no record. During these six thousand years there has been constant war, strife, bloodshed. We can see at a glance the results, achievements and outcomes of war. The history of warfare and strife is known, the effect apparent. Have we not a sufficient standard of experience in this direction? Let us now try peace for awhile. If good results follow, let us adhere to it. If not let us throw it away and fight again. Nothing will be lost by the experiment.”

H. M. “Evolution has now reached a period in the life of nations where commerce takes the place of warfare. Business is war, cruel, merciless.”

A. B. “True! War is not limited to one cause. There are many kinds of war and conflict going on, political war, commercial war, patriotic and racial war; this is the very civilization of war.”

H. M. “Do you consider the next great national war necessary?”

A. B. “I hope your efforts may be able to prevent it. Why not try peace for awhile? If we find war is better, it will not be difficult to fight again; but if we find that peace is the

(Continued on page ten)
ABDUL-BAHA WITH THE CHILDREN OF THE FRIENDS IN CHICAGO.
FROM NOTES TAKEN BY ELLA GODDALL COOPER AND ELLA M. BAILEY
Photographs by Muriel Jones and A. C. Killius.

A B D U L - B A H A ' S meeting with the children of the friends in Chicago on Sunday morning, May 5th, was an event that shall ever be remembered by all who were present.

Although many lived considerable distance and found it necessary to arise as early as five o'clock, yet promptly at the appointed hour of eight, about thirty-five children were on hand to greet him and receive the spiritual baptism in store for them.

They were gathered in a circle in the middle of the beautiful parlor of The Plaza, the parents and friends making another circle behind them. When Abdul-Baha entered all arose. While he took the seat prepared for him, the children sang without accompaniment, "Softly His Voice is Calling Now."

Then followed the scene that is indelibly stamped upon the minds and hearts. He called each child to him in turn, took them in his lap, petting and stroking the hair and hugging and kissing the little ones, pressing the hands and embracing the older ones, all with such infinite love and tenderness shining in his eyes and thrilling in the tones of His voice, that when he whispered in English in their ears to tell them their names, they answered as joyfully and freely as they would a beloved father. To each child he gave a little different touch, patting some on the breast, some on the back and some on the head. He blessed them all. There was no suggestion of haste and a hush fell upon the group—a quiet, vibrant, eloquent silence—making many to feel that it was just such a picture Jesus must have made and which has touched the hearts of all child-lovers for these two-thousand years.

The children's joy and his own happiness seemed to culminate when one dear little tot ran to him and fairly threw herself into his arms. When he let her go she stood for a second and then suddenly laughed aloud with perfect joy, which found its instant echo in a ripple around the whole circle.

Abdul-Baha then stood and spoke as follows: "You are the children of whom His Holiness Christ has said, you are the denizens of the Kingdom; and according to the words of Baha'ullah you are the very lamps or candles of the world of humanity, for your hearts are exceedingly pure and your spirits are most delicate. You are near the source; you have not yet become contaminated. You are like lambs, or like a very polished mirror. My hope for you is that your parents may educate you spiritually, giving you the utmost ethical training. May your education be most perfect so that each one of you may be imbued with all the virtues of the human world. May you advance in all the degrees, be they material degrees or spiritual degrees. May you all become learned, acquire sciences and arts, acquire the arts and crafts; may you be useful members of human society, may you be conducive to the progress of human civilization; may you be a cause of the manifestation of the divine bestowals, may each one of you be a shining star, radiating the light of the oneness of humanity towards the East and West; may you be conducive to the unity of mankind; may you be conducive to the love of the whole. May the reality deposited in the human entity become apparent through your efforts. I pray for all of you, asking God's aid and confirmation in your behalf.

"You are all my children, you are my spiritual children. The spiritual children are very dear, they are dearer than physical children, because it is possible for physical children to prove unspiritual, but you are all spiritual children, therefore you are very dear; you are most beloved. I wish for you progress along all degrees. May God aid you. May you be surrounded by His gaze of kindness, and may you be nurtured and attain maturity under His protection. You are all blessed."

Abdul-Baha then divided a bouquet of flowers which was upon the center table, and also gave to each child an envelope full of rose petals. He then walked slowly around the circle, laying his hand in blessing upon each little head, his face beaming with divine
love as he murmured a tender word to each one.

The children thought they were dismissed, but he made them still more happy by taking them all into Lincoln park to be photographed with him.

Abdul-Baha then expressed a desire to walk alone and strode majestically away, with his hands clasped behind him. All eyes followed him. He walked over to the noble Lincoln statue nearby and for a few moments stood gazing up at it, making a remarkably im-

This glimpse of Abdul-Baha with the children of the friends in Chicago, would not

pressive and significant picture—the lonely figure of our immortal Lincoln gazing down upon him who is today giving to the world spiritual emancipation.

Many of the children lingered under the trees or played upon the grass in the glorious spring sunshine, seemingly reluctant to leave

be complete without reference to the beautiful photograph of him and little Musette Jones, reproduced on page 2 of this issue. It was taken in his suite of rooms at The Plaza. A copy of it was later presented to him and over her heart he wrote the word "Rotbleh," meaning Spiritual.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA TO THE FRIENDS IN CHICAGO.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 13, 1912, New York City.

O YE beloved friends of Abdul-Baha!

Two days ago, through the protection and providence of the Blessed Perfection, I reached New York. Since my arrival I have met the friends of God and associated with them.

The minister of the Unity Church in Montclair, New Jersey, repeatedly invited me to address his congregation. Therefore, yesterday I went to Montclair and spoke before an audience composed of many hundreds of people. Truly, I say, the dea-
cons of the church and the officers exercised the greatest love and consideration. In introducing the Cause of God and Abdul-Baha the minister gave an address in the utmost eloquence and fluency of tongue and instead of reading from the Old and New Testaments, he said: "I will read from the new Scriptures." He then read extracts from the Words of Baha'u'llah and Abdul-Baha.

(Extracts from the address of the minister, Rev. Edgar Wiers, will be sent to you by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.) [See page 12.]

I addressed them on the subject of Divine Unity, the oneness which exists among the Manifestations of God, such as His Highness Moses, His Highness Abraham, His Holiness Jesus Christ, His Holiness Mahomet, His Highness the Bab, and the Universal Manifestation, His Holiness Baha'u'llah. The audience listened with utmost attention and joy.

Last night by the invitation of the International Peace Forum, I appeared in the Grace Methodist Church, New York City, and delivered a detailed address before an audience composed of nearly two thousand people. Irrefutable proofs and incontestable evidences were expounded, demonstrating the absolute necessity of establishing the Most Great Peace and International Arbitration. I proclaimed that His Highness Baha'u'llah had upraised this ensign fifty years ago in the Most Great Prison in Acca.

With utmost longing Abdul-Baha traveled to Chicago to meet the Friends of God. Praise be to God! he found the beloved rejoiced by the glad-tidings of God and attracted to the Kingdom of God. In churches and gatherings, while in Chicago, he spoke and scattered the seeds and raised the most glorious mention of the Kingdom of Abha. You have seen with your own eyes that not one soul met him with opposition. Every soul who appeared in the presence of Abdul-Baha returned happy, rejoiced and assured. This became possible by the inexhaustible Bounties of the Beauty of Abha and the victory and confirmation of His Highness the Almighty.

Having returned to Washington, we met very important personages, and all that was expressed was listened to with profound attention; no soul hesitated in belief; we spoke with everyone according to his merit and capacity. Many questions were asked by different important seekers on religious, political, socialistic, civic rights, scientific problems and deep spiritual subjects. Answers to every one of these questions satisfied the interrogator. No soul hesitated in the acceptance of truth.

In Chicago you had a like experience when all questioners were equally satisfied. Now Abdul-Baha scattered the seeds of Truth in Chicago and the "Breeze of God" was wafted over that city. The friends of God must water those seeds and through the power and confirmation of the Kingdom of Abha must labor so that these seeds may grow and develop in that field, become verdant and green so that many harvests may be gathered. This result will be attained through unity and harmony and the love and communion of the hearts. Therefore, the friends of God must first ignite this lamp of unity in their own gathering and afterwards hoist the tent of the oneness of the world of humanity.

His Highness Baha'u'llah, addressing the children of men, said: "Ye are all the fruits of one tree and the leaves of one branch." The only difference lies herein: Some are ignorant—you must bestow upon them knowledge; some are heedless—you must make them mindful; some are asleep—you must awaken them; some are sick—you must heal them; some are children—you must educate them; so that the world of humanity, through the power of God, may attain to maturity. Man must exercise kindness toward those who are sick and immature and not be impatient or displeased. The shepherd must gather together the scattered flock and not disperse them. These are the principles of the people of Baha. You must live and act in accord with these teachings.

Abdul-Baha is always expecting to hear wonderful news from you. He is ever anticipating that, through the power of confirmation of the Kingdom of Abha, the world of human thought may be stirred with tremendous exhilaration in Chicago. This will be attained through the excellent conduct, the unity, the magnanimity and the spiritual utterances of the friends of God. In that time the radiant faces of the beloved ones will become illumined in the Kingdom of Abha, the fame of their union and concord will be spread throughout the east and the west and their spiritual victories will embrace the north and the south.

If, at any time, an unimportant and ignorant soul arises in opposition, do not heed him nor consider his objection of any importance. We have had in the past opposers who have been among the world's celebrities; we have...
ABDUL-Baha, the centre of the Covenant.

By Charles Mason Remey.

ABDUL-Baha, the exponent and leader of the Bahai movement, who is now in America, arrived in New York on the eleventh of April of this year.

Never before has any Eastern teacher received such a warm welcome in America as has been accorded to Abdul-Baha. Not only have the hearts of Abdul-Baha’s followers and friends in this country gone out toward him in the greatest of love, but a multitude of people have arisen and have warmly and heartily espoused the principles of international, interracial and interreligious brotherhood which Abdul-Baha is teaching and demonstrating to the world.

During Abdul-Baha’s recent visits to New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Chicago, Washington and other cities, thousands have crowded to see and to hear him, and these people have been gladdened by the joy of the Lord which Abdul-Baha radiates so bounteously to all who allow themselves to come within the magnetic field of his great love for all humanity.

In these days of the foundation of the reign of Peace upon earth, the hearts of the people in general are being subconsciously awakened and spiritually drawn to seek the spirit of unity and harmony. Therefore when the Lord’s Messenger comes with the glad tidings of Peace it is to be expected that the souls of the many who are seeking that Peace should be attracted by his spirit, joyfully receive his teachings and follow in his path.

Abdul-Baha has received no greater hospitality than that accorded him by the clergy in America. Pulpits in so many churches have been opened to him that on account of the time it has been possible for him to accept comparatively few of these invitations to address religious congregations. The doors of various secular societies and associations have also been opened to Abdul-Baha and in many conferences he has voiced the message of the Peace of the Covenant of which his life of service is the Center.

Only four years ago Abdul-Baha was completing his fortieth year in the prison of Akka in the Holy Land, where he had been incarcerated by the former despotic Turkish government because of this progressive Bahai Message of Peace and Brotherhood. Now all this is changed. In Turkey Constitutionalism has taken the place of despotism, and Abdul-Baha has come out from his prison to the West to establish the Unity of the Covenant of God.

Many people have been drawn to Abdul-Baha by a spiritual force which they could not explain; a force which affected them so deeply as to make them observe that a change had been produced in their very souls. These people are now realizing the reason why Abdul-Baha’s presence and words have a spiritual effect that no other man’s presence nor words have. This is because he stands in his mission, quite distinct from other men. In his life of service to mankind is centered the great power of the Divine Covenant.

The Covenant of God has ever been the source of man’s spiritual enlightenment in past ages; it is the source of his spiritual enlightenment in this present day, and it will be the source of his spiritual enlightenment during the ages to come.

Through Abraham God made a Covenant which was fulfilled and renewed by Moses, and in like manner by the Christ, Mohammed, and the Bab who was the immediate forerunner of Baha’u’llah, the founder of the Covenant of this present day.

All of the prophets and mouth-pieces of God heralded the coming of the great latter day Messiah, “The Ancient of Days,” who would found and establish God’s Kingdom of Peace and Unity upon earth. Baha’u’llah is that Promised One. He is the fulfillment of the Covenant made through the prophets of the past. He has brought the Kingdom of Peace upon earth, and as the point of guidance for the further establishment of His Kingdom, He appointed His beloved son Abdul-Baha to be
the Center of His Covenant, the establisher and promoter of His Kingdom and Peace in the world.

Abdul-Baha’s life of service is the Center of the life of the Kingdom which is the Bahai cause. His servitude to God and service to mankind is the heart from which the life force of the Kingdom is flowing to all the members of that growing spiritual body. He is the interpreter and the expounder of Holy Writ. BAHA’U’LLAH commanded all to turn to Abdul-Baha, who is the Greatest Branch—branched from the Pre-existent Root—the Center of the Covenant of God.

ADDRESSES DELIVERED BY ABDUL-BAHA IN NEW YORK CITY AND VICINITY.

(Continued from page five)

glorification of humanity, the impulse of true civilization, the stimulus to inventive genius and the means of attainment to the good-pleasure of God, we must agree to adhere to it and establish it permanently.”

H. M. “There is much newspaper talk about the United States fighting Japan. There is no prospect of it whatever. We don't want to kill good customers. Commercial energy is more profitable to us. Competition of commerce is as severe, trying and as cruel as wars of olden time. Science has made war expensive; so expensive it don't pay to fight. We make more money by being peaceful, so long as the other fellow keeps quiet and sticks to business. If an English navy came over here and bombarded New York a week they would injure themselves more than us. The expense of ammunition and equipment would cost a great deal more than the damage inflicted by their guns and shells. You are right in advocating peace. I am an advocate of peace from another standpoint. I would make war so expensive that the nations could not afford to fight and therefore would agree to maintain peace.”

A. B. “The product of human invention, genius and the outcome of human disposition to kill and fight have well-nigh reached their limit. It seems as if the art of war could not be carried further. In ancient times when nations fought against nation, probably one thousand would be killed in battle, the expense would not be great, the outcome of victory decisive and final; but in modern times the science of war has reached such a stage of perfection that in twenty-four hours one-hundred-thousand could be sacrificed, great navies sent to the bottom of the sea, great cities destroyed in a few hours. The possibilities are incalculable, inconceivable, the after effects even more dreadful than the initial shock. In Egypt, the fellaheen who till the Nile banks, gather four or five harvests from the soil. Suppose they are called away from their peaceful pursuits, take up arms, expend their possessions for powder and go to war. The first consequences are grievous enough, but the after-results are even more deplorable. The country suffers beyond all power of estimation; agriculture is crippled, abandoned, sustenance fails, poverty and suffering continue long afterward. Furthermore, how many wars there have been in the Orient during past centuries; war and peace in constant succession; but your country America remained unaffected by them or their consequences. The news of war might reach Europe and America long after it had happened. But all this is changed in the present century. As soon as war is declared in any part of the world, all human attention is directed toward it; commerce and the machinery of nations are paralyzed; the whole world thrown into a condition of grave uncertainty. Therefore it is evident that the time has come to end war and establish peace. This is an exigency and requirement of the present century.”

H. M. “Fewer are killed in modern engagements than in the battles of ancient times; the range is longer and the action less deadly.”

A. B. “How about the war between Japan and Russia?”

H. M. “Less men are killed in war in a year now than are killed by our industries through preventable accidents.”

A. B. “War is the most preventable accident.”

H. M. “The short sword was more deadly in battle than the quick-firing gun, for the reason that massed men come together in hand-to-hand conflict and the slaughter was fearful. At Mukden two-hundred and fifty-thousand soldiers retreated without loss. In ancient times many thousands would have been over-taken and killed. War is no more dangerous now than automobiling.”

A. B. “History shows that in war between
the Roman and Persian Empires extending
over a period of twenty years, in which one-
hundred thousand men were engaged upon
each side, only five or six thousand were killed.
In modern warfare there are bombs which kill
men like stripping leaves from a tree. An
Egyptian general who had served in war
against England was accused of cowardice at
a meeting in Syria. He asked those present,
'Have you ever seen an English shell? When
you see one explode among troops you will be
excused for defeat and cowardice.'

H. M. [Making diagram.] "The effect of
a bomb is not so great as expected. Most of
its force is expended upward into the air. It
is impossible to mass men close enough to it
for a full utilization of its energy. If its ex-
plosive energy could be expended in the right
direction, it would do plenty of killing."

A. B. "The greatest intelligence of man is
being expended in the direction of killing his
fellow-man. The discovery of high explosives,
perfecting of death-dealing weapons of war,
the science of military attack, all this is a won-
derful manifestation of human intelligence;
but it is in the wrong direction. You are a
celebrated inventor and scientific expert whose
energies and faculties are employed in the pro-
duction of means for human destruction. Your
name has become famous in the science of war.
Now you have the opportunity of becoming
doubly famous. You must practice the science
of peace. You must expend your energies and
intelligence in a contrary direction. You must
discover the means of peace; invent guns of
love which shall shake the foundations of
humanity.

The guns you are now building cause the
death of man; you must build guns which will
be the cause of life to humanity. Henceforth
your life and energy should be given to this
blessed purpose. You must work and experi-
ment along this line. This work and accom-
plishment will be more wonderful than all you
have done heretofore. Then it will be said by
the people of the world, this is Mr. Maxim,
inventor of the guns of war, discoverer of high
explosives, military scientist, who has also dis-
covered and invented means for increasing the
life and love of man; who has put an end to
the strife of nations and uprooted the tree of
war. This will be the most wonderful accom-
plishment of any human being. Your name
will glow with mention throughout the history
of ages and ages. Then will your life become
pregnant and productive with really great re-
results. Consider this: the inventor of high ex-

plosives has discovered the means of universal
peace; an active worker in the science of war
has become a factor in the assembly of love!
Then will your name be recorded in the pages
of history with a pen of gold. No man in his-
tory will equal you in fame and greatness. You
will be doubly renowned. God will be pleased
with you and from every standpoint of estima-
tion you will be a perfect man."

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-Baha AT BOWERY MISSION,
227 BOWERY, NEW YORK CITY, FRIDAY EVEN-
ING, APRIL 19, 1912.

From Stenographic Notes.

TONIGHT I am very happy for I have
come here to meet my friends. I con-
sider you my relatives, my companions;
and I am your comrade.

You must be thankful to God that you are
poor, for His Holiness Jesus Christ has said,"Blessed are the poor"; He never said: Blessed
are the rich. He said too that the Kingdom
is for the poor and that it is easier for a camel
to enter the needle's eye than for the rich man
to enter God's Kingdom. Therefore you must
be thankful to God that although in this world
you are indigent, yet the treasures of God are
within your reach; and although in the ma-
terial realm you are poor, yet in the Kingdom
of God you are precious. His Holiness Jesus
himself was poor. He did not belong to the
rich. He passed His time in the desert travel-
ing among the poor, and lived upon the herbs
of the field. He had no place to lay His head;
no home. He was exposed in the open to heat,
cold and frost; to inclement weather of all
kinds, yet He chose this rather than riches.
If riches were considered a glory, the Prophet
Moses would have chosen them; Jesus would
have been a rich man. When Jesus Christ
appeared, it was the poor who accepted Him
first, not the rich. Therefore you are the dis-
ciples of Jesus Christ; you are His comraden,
for He outwardly was poor, not rich. Even
this earth's happiness does not depend upon
wealth. You will find many of the wealthy
exposed to dangers and troubled by difficulties,
and in their last moments upon the bed of
death there remains the regret that they must
be separated from that to which their hearts
are so attached. They come into this world
naked and they must go from it naked. All
they possess they must leave behind and pass
away solitary, alone. Often at the time of
death, their souls are filled with remorse, and
worst of all, their hope in the mercy of God
STAR OF THE WEST

is less than ours. Praise be to God! our hope is in the mercy of God and there is no doubt that the Divine compassion is bestowed upon the poor. His Holiness Jesus Christ said so; His Holiness Baha’u’llah said so. While Baha’u’llah was in Baghdad, still in possession of great wealth, He left all He had and went alone from the city, living two years among the poor. They were His comrades. He ate with them, slept with them, and glowed in being one of them. He chose for one of His names the title of “The Poor One,” and often in His writings refers to Himself as “Darweesh” which in Persian means “poor”; and of this title He was very proud. He admonished all that we must be the servants of the poor, helpers of the poor, remember the sorrows of the poor, associate with them, for thereby we may inherit the Kingdom of Heaven. God has not said that there are mansions prepared for us if we pass our time associating with the rich, but He has said there are many mansions prepared for the servants of the poor, for the poor are very dear to God. The mercies and bounties of God are with them. The rich are mostly negligent, inattentive, steeped in worldliness, depending upon their means, whereas the poor are dependent upon God and their reliance is upon Him, not upon themselves. Therefore the poor are nearer the Threshold of God and His Throne.

Jesus was a poor man. One night when He was out in the fields the rain began to fall. He had no place to go for shelter, so He lifted His eyes toward heaven saying: “O Father! for the birds of the air Thou hast created nests, for the sheep a fold, for the animals dens, for the fishes places of refuge, but for me Thou hast provided no shelter; there is no place where I may lay my head, my bed consists of the cold ground, my lamps at night are the stars and my food is the grass of the field, yet who upon earth is richer than I? For the greatest blessing Thou hast not given to the rich and mighty but unto me Thou hast given the poor. To me Thou hast granted this blessing. They are mine. Therefore am I the richest man on earth!”

So my comrades you are following in the footsteps of Jesus Christ. Your lives are similar to His life, your attitude is like unto Him, you resemble Him more than the rich. Therefore we will thank God that we have been so blest with real riches. And in conclusion I ask you to accept Abdul-Baha as your servant.

[At the end of this meeting, Abdul-Baha stood at the Bowery entrance to the Mission hall, shaking hands with from four to five hundred men and placing within each palm a piece of silver.]

ABDUL-BABA AT UNITY CHURCH, MONTCLAIR, NEW JERSEY (REV. EDGAR S. WIESES, PASTOR), SUNDAY, MAY 12, 1912, 11 A.M.

Stenographic Notes by E. Foster.

INTRODUCTION BY REV. EDGAR S. WIESES.

Reading of Bahai Scriptures.

NINETEEN HUNDRED years have passed since the birth of Him whom the Western nations acknowledge as the Master, and yet in these Western lands a constantly increasing amount of the wealth of field and factory is expended for instruments of destruction, for engines of warfare. Europe is a great armed camp, and the Christian nations confront one another armed to the teeth. Where there was one soldier in the time of Jesus, there are hundreds now. We need some great impelling message of peace. Within the nations, class is set against class. The employer and employee, the capitalist and wage earner confront each other with hatred, and such are the conditions of these relationships that many a man believes there is revolution. Our own attitude of the white race toward the negro of the South and the red men of the West is anything but that which is inculcated in our religion or any religion. In that highest endeavor, in what we call religion, we are absolutely divided into little sects. Toleration in religion is the only visible fruit of four hundred years. We have not progressed beyond toleration. We need some great word that will bring us to the realization of brotherhood, unity and love. Here in the Western world, where we are drunken in the pride of our inventive powers, with the development of our industries, we need to have our thoughts turned to the deep things of the spirit; to the things that do not pass with the passing of the centuries.

Fortunately for us there comes now a great Word from the East, a Word from Asia—the mother of religion throughout the history of man—a reconciling Word. Just when we need the message of spiritual truth, the message of peace, this new religion has appeared. It has already had its ten thousand martyrs. Its history is a series of heroic deeds. It is the new Acts of the Apostles. In some slight way we have been in touch with this religion for five
years. Never have we found aught in it but good; never has there been a false note; never one thing of self seeking. Wherever it has gone, it has shattered the chains of prejudice and ignorance. It has given to the women of the East a larger life. It has given to the men of that Eastern country larger possibilities, and now it is spreading through this land of ours. We have its leader here this morning. To stand in the presence of the prophets of old is great, but to stand in the presence of the prophets of our own generation is far greater. One of the succession of men who has brought forward this religion—Abdul-Baha—will speak to us now through an interpreter.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA.

I wish to touch upon the subject of the Divine Unity,—the Oneness of God,—before this revered assemblage.

It is a self-evident fact that the phenomenal reality can never grasp nor comprehend the Ancient or Essential Reality. Utter weakness cannot grasp absolute strength. When we gaze at the phenomena of the world, the world of genesis, we discover various differences which make it impossible for the lower to comprehend the higher. For example, the mineral kingdom no matter how much it shall advance can never comprehend the vegetable kingdom. The vegetable kingdom no matter how far it shall develop can have no message for, nor can it come in touch with the animal kingdom. No matter how great shall be the growth of a tree, it cannot realize the five senses, hearing, seeing, smell, taste and touch;—these are beyond its comprehension. Although its lights are shining and its heat is manifest in them; although these mirrors are numerous, yet the Sun is one. The Essence of Divinity is infinite. Therefore whatsoever comes within the human grasp, whatsoever fact or reality you bring within the sphere of your comprehension is finite. As the Essence of Divinity which is infinite cannot be comprehended, therefore God brings forth certain Manifestations, and upon those Holy Manifestations does He bestow certain effulgences causing them to be the media between humanity and Himself. These Holy Manifestations who are the Prophets of God are as mirrors, and the Essence of Divinity is likened to the Sun. The sun has shone forth upon these mirrors, and these mirrors have acquired illumination from the sun, but the sun does not descend from its high zenith and does not effect entrance within the mirror. At most it is this:—that this mirror has attained the greatest polish and purity. The utmost capacity of radiance has been developed in it, therefore the Sun of Reality with its fullest effulgence and splendor has become revealed or reflected therefrom. These mirrors are earthly whereas the Sun of Reality is infinite. The Sun of Divinity and of Reality has revealed itself in various mirrors. Though these mirrors are numerous, yet the Sun is one. The bestowals of God are one; the Reality of the Divine religions is one. Consider how it is the same light;—the one light which reflects itself in the numerous mirrors. Now there are certain souls who are lovers of the Sun; they perceive the effulgence of the Sun from every mirror. They are not fettered or attached to the mirrors. They are attached to the Sun; they adore the Sun no matter from what point
it may shine. But those who adore the mirror become deprived of witnessing the light of the Sun when it shines forth from another mirror. For example, the Sun of Reality revealed itself from the Mosaic mirror. The people who were sincere accepted it, believed in it. When the Sun of Reality shone from the Messianic mirror, because the Jews were fettered with the adoration of the mirror, because they were not lovers of the Sun, therefore they did not see nor perceive the lights and effulgence of the Sun of Reality when it became manifest through the Messianic mirror; hence they became deprived. Yet the Sun of Reality shone forth from the Messianic mirror through the wonderful channel of Jesus Christ more fully and more wonderfully. Its lights were manifestly resplendent, but even today, even now, the Jews are holding to the Mosaic mirror. Therefore they are bereft of witnessing the lights of eternity in Jesus. In short, the Sun is one Sun, the light is one light, the heat is one heat, which shines upon all phenomenal beings. Every existent being has a portion thereof, but the pure mirror can reveal the narrative more fully, can tell the story more completely. Therefore we must adore the light of the Sun no matter through what mirror it may be revealed. We must not be prejudiced, for prejudice is a hindrance to realization. Inasmuch as the effulgence is one effulgence therefore the human realities must become recipients of the same light;—recognizing one light as the compelling force that unites all, that gathers all;—for all are illuminated thereby.

Inasmuch as this century is the century of lights, I hope that the lights of the Sun of Reality may illumine all humanity. May the eyes be opened, may the ears become attentive;—may souls become resuscitated, and all consort together in the utmost unanimity,—for all are and shall be recipients of the same light of the Sun of Reality. The lights of the Sun of Reality shall shine upon all. Perchance God will remove this strife of six thousand years. May this bloodshed pass away; may this oppression and tyranny cease; may this warfare be ended. May the light of love shine forth and illumine all hearts, and may human lives be connected and cemented together until all of us beneath the one tabernacle find peace and composure, and beneath the Standard of the Most Great Peace move steadily onward.

I shall pray now.

Prayer.

O kind Lord! Thou who art generous and merciful! We are the servants of Thy threshold and we are all beneath the protection of Thy mercy. The Sun of Thy Providence is shining upon all and the clouds of Thy mercy shower upon all, Thy favors encompass all, thou providest for all, thou protectest all and Thy glance of favor encompasses all. O Lord vouchsafe to us Thy infinite bestowals and let the light of guidance shine. Illumine the eyes, make joyous the souls, and confer a new spirit upon the hearts! Give them eternal life. Open the doors of Thy knowledge, let the light of faith shine. Unite and bring all into one great shelter beneath the banner of Thy protection, so that all may become the waves of one sea, the leaves and twigs of one tree and may be assembled beneath the shadow of the same tent. May they drink from the same fountain; may they be refreshed through the same breezes; may they acquire illumination from the same source of life. Thou are the Giver, the Merciful!
the peace treaties?" And I was assured by the representatives of the present government that with the ratification of that treaty Japan was ready to become a party and to enter into this plan to arbitrate all international differences. In China I found the same spirit: the representatives of the new republic interested in international amity. All the world is interested in it. We have had enough of warfare, enough of bloodshed, enough of national humiliation and abasement. We are ready for a new era, an era of peace and universal good will, an era in which universal brotherhood shall be recognized, and in which the misunderstanding of the countries will be settled in court rather than on the field of bloodshed and war.

I am not here to speak; I was invited to preside. I am glad to be here, not only as the former pastor of the Metropolitan Temple, but as one who, in his humble way, has contributed all in his power toward the advancement of industrial and international peace.

ADDRESS BY REV. FREDERICK LYNCH.

I do not intend to discuss any phases of the Peace question. I don't want to stand here and take your time when I know you want to listen to one who comes from the East. As in ancient times, wisdom comes to us from the East again.

I have been exceedingly interested in the visit of Abdul-Baha to this country. I have had the pleasure of hearing him and meeting him several times. It may interest you to know where I first saw him. It was at Charles Grant Kennedy's play, the "Terrible Meek," a play to show us that we are not in this world to kill but to love each other, and that we are not to go about in this world with the smell of blood upon us, but we are in this world to carry blessing to mankind. I was interested to see that this Leader, this Prophet, should have been at this great play. I had the pleasure next of seeing him at Lake Mohonk and hearing the most remarkable address I have ever listened to. The address of the evening was full of this one thing, the unity of mankind. We are in this world,—one. When you get beneath the different languages, different nationalities, different races, different colors, different temperaments, after all, we are one. The minds may vary, but the human heart is one.

It seems to me that the great note of the twentieth century is its universality; we have gotten away from provincialism; we have gotten away from nationalism; it is universality which is the great note of this century. It is true in politics. The last century, the nineteenth century, was the time of upbuilding. Our own nation during this century built its States into one compact whole. We established a parliament at Washington where all the States' representatives make laws for the nation, and we established a court at Washington where disputes may be settled. That was the great task of the nineteenth century, the task of nationalism. It is internationalism—world politics—that we are entering upon in this century. Now we are going to put a world parliament at the head where the nations shall take their disputes to be settled as the States have taken theirs.

We are signing arbitration treaties. In the last century hardly any treaties were signed at all. In the first twelve years of this century (twentieth century) one hundred and one arbitration treaties have been signed.

I don't want to continue this theme, but to throw this out to show how the great things pertaining to national universality is the twentieth century note. The same thing is true in religions. The last century was the century of nationalism of religion, but this twentieth century is the century of universality of religion. All our great religions are beginning to spread throughout the world, and we are beginning to find that which is good in them all. All that is good in the religions of the world, take it and use it, and out of it will arise one great universal religion which will be made up of all that is good and truest and best in all the others.

Now I welcome this great man today because he stands for all these things. He has come to this country modestly. His modesty has impressed the country greatly. He has taught that one lesson of the oneness of mankind—that we are all children of the one Father. He comes here only in the cause of religion and has raised up a great following, a following which stands for these great truths: the universal love of God, brotherhood and good will to man. I am glad to say Abdul-Baha will speak.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BABA.

Among self-evident subjects is the Fatherhood of God. For it is as clear as sun at midday that there is no one kinder than God, no
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TABLE FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon thee to understand what is intended by "The Center of the Covenant." Therefore we are pleased to publish in this issue the article from the pen of Charles Mason Remey, "Abdul-Baha, the Center of the Covenant." A tablet regarding this important subject was recently revealed by Abdul-Baha through Mr. Remey. We publish it herewith:

Tablet to Mr. Remey.

To his honor Mr. Remey—Upon him be Baha'u'llah—El-Abha!

O thou who art firm in the Covenant!

Thy letter was received and I was informed of its contents. Explain the matter according to the following Teachings, and do not add one word thereto:

His Holiness Abraham—Upon him be Peace!—took the Covenant of His Holiness Moses and gave the glad-tidings of His appearance. His Holiness Moses took the Covenant of the Promised One, His Holiness the Christ, and gladdeneth the world with the glad-tidings of His Manifestation. His Holiness the Christ took the Covenant of the "Paraclete"—which means His Holiness Mohammad—and announced the glad-tidings of His Appearance. His Holiness Mohammad took the Covenant of His Holiness the Bab, and the Bab was the Promised One of His Holiness Mohammad, for He gave the good news of His Coming. His Holiness the Blessed Perfection—Baha'u'llah—was the Promised One of His Holiness the Bab. The Blessed Perfection has prophesied of the coming of a Promised One after one thousand years, or after thousands of years. That Personage is the Promised One of the Blessed Perfection, and He will
appear after one thousand years or after thousands of years. Likewise with the trace of the Supreme Pen He has taken a great Covenant and Testament from all the Bahais, that after His Departure they must obey the Center of the Covenant and must not deviate one hair’s breadth from obedience to him. He has commanded in the most explicit term in two instances in the Book of Akdas and He has appointed most unmistakably the interpreter of the Book.

In all the Tablets, especially the chapter of "Branch," whose meanings are all Abdul-Baha—that is, "the Servant of Baha"—everything that is necessary is revealed from the Supreme Pen. As Abdul-Baha is the interpreter of the Book, he says that the chapter of "Branch" means Abdul-Baha, it refers to the servitude of Abdul-Baha and nothing else.

In brief, one of the special favors of this dispensation of His Holiness Baha’u’llah which is not seen in past Manifestations is this:—that He has left no place for difference. For in His own Day, with the Trace of His own Supreme Pen He has taken a Covenant and a Testament. He has pointed to the one who should be looked upon as authority by all, He has shown the interpreter of the Book and has closed the doors of outside interpretation. Everyone should thank God that in this Blessed Cause He has tranquilized all and has left no place for hesitation. Therefore obedience and submission must be shown and the face turned completely to him (the Center of the Covenant).

Restrict discussion to this and do not exceed thereto, so that it may become the cause of fellowship and the removal of differences.

 Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by M. Ahmad Sohrab, Montclair, N. J., June 24, 1912.

Notwithstanding that Baha’u’llah pointed to the one who should be looked upon as authority by all and named the interpreter of His Words, leaving no place for difference and misunderstanding, yet it is known that shortly after the departure [death] of Baha’u’llah difficulties arose. The following interview between Badi’u’llah [brother of Abdul-Baha] and Howard MacNutt at the home of Abdul-Baha in Akka, Syria, January 10, 1905, is a presentation of this important subject of "The Center of the Covenant" from another standpoint. It is printed in the Star of the West at the request of Abdul-Baha:

Interview with Badi’u’llah.

Another afternoon, Badi’u’llah came in to see us. Our conversation had been upon "loyalty to the Covenant." After the interpreter had explained our views, Badi’u’llah listened gravely for a while, then said: "Nine days after the ascension of the Blessed Perfection, [Baha’u’llah] the Kitab-el-Ahd [Book of the Covenant] was read. After a few days Mohammed Ali Effendi [brother of Abdul-Baha and Badi’u’llah] and a part of the family withdrew from Abbas Effendi [Abdul-Baha]. The other members of the family were instigated by words of Mohammed Ali to the effect that the Blessed Perfection had written in the Kitab-el-Akdas [Book of the Laws] that no Manifestation should appear for one thousand years and that Abbas Effendi was taking the title of "Manifestation" to himself. This was the cause of the breaking away of part of the family, including myself. Afterwards I saw some of the actions of Mohammed Ali and realized that the reason he had withdrawn from Abbas Effendi was not on account of the words of Baha’u’llah in the Kitab-el-Akdas but that it had been occasioned by his own feelings. And I saw too that these actions were not consistent with the commands and writings of the Blessed Perfection. From this I saw and knew clearly that the cause of his withdrawal had been hatred of Abbas Effendi. The brother of the wife of Mohammed Ali, Mirza Majded-din, was sent by Mohammed Ali to Damascus with a letter for the Governor of Damascus. In that letter Mohammed Ali wrote a complaint against Abbas Effendi. This messenger was also instructed to tell the Governor by word of mouth certain things which would injure the Cause further for Abbas Effendi. The letter and messages were duly delivered to the Governor-General of Damascus. In twenty-five days the messenger returned. Just about that time a telegram came from the Sultan to the Governor-General of Beirut who telegraphed it to the Governor at Akka: "Abbas Effendi and his brothers shall not be allowed to go outside the city." I was deeply grieved by these happenings. After thinking over the matter carefully I concluded that the best course would be for Mohammed Ali and all the family to come here to Abbas Effendi and reach some understanding so that discord and division might no longer exist. I thought they should come themselves and ask for the truth of these rumors set afloat by Mohammed Ali concerning Abbas Effendi. I myself came first to Abbas Effendi and told him what I wanted to accomplish. Then I went to Mohammed Ali and said "Do come with me to Abbas Effendi so that all the terrible trouble may cease." All the family were happy about this proposal of mine, except Mohammed Ali himself. I spoke a great deal to him and tried to persuade him to follow my advice but without success. I have written out in detail all the conversations I had with Abbas Effendi upon these matters. What I am giving you today is but a brief synopsis of them. After hearing my words Mohammed Ali spoke a great deal to his family and those who followed him, uttering falsehood and thus driving them further and further away from the prospect of unity. When I finally realized that reconciliation and harmony were impossible I was so deeply grieved that I became very ill. When I recovered I wished to leave Akka and determined to do so if I could secure permission. I wrote to the Governor-General of Beirut asking that I "might be removed from this prison to another prison as the conditions were
so distasteful to me here." I took a copy of this letter. Although this prison was the best of all homes to me on account of the Blessed Perfection's life here, yet I was so miserable I wished to leave at any sacrifice. By the way, all I ever heard Abbas Effendi say proved the rumors set aloft by Mohammed Ali to be false and untruthful. After I had written to the Governor-General of Beirut, I wrote to the Sultan, copying this letter also. There is a prison on the Island of Rhodes where criminals and offenders are sent. In my letter to the Sultan I asked that I might be sent to it. Afterwards I saw Abbas Effendi and learned that he did not sanction this action, so I wrote immediately to the man in Constantinople, saying, "Do not deliver the letter." I also wrote to the Governor-General of Beirut countermanding my wish to be removed from Akka. If the letter had been delivered to the Sultan it might have been too late to change the result. The prisoners at Rhodes are mostly Jews and Turks. As time went on I found it impossible for me to remain with Mohammed Ali. Finally I went to talk with him again. Accompanying me, as a witness to the conversation was Seyd Ali, a brother of a son-in-law of Abbas Effendi. I said to Mohammed Ali, "If you will go with me to Abbas Effendi, come and go with me now." He said, "I will not go." I then took my family and left the house. I have written two accounts regarding this matter,—one brief, another in full detail, beginning at the time of the Ascension of the Blessed Perfection. The short one has been translated into English; the long one is not yet translated (January, 1905). The latter account explains everything fully and clearly shows that Mohammed Ali's action and behavior was not on account of his love for the Blessed Perfection but on account of his personal feelings and jealousies. Since I came to Abdul-Baha with my family, fifty men and women have come back to him in love and loyalty. Five or six returned after a few days; and only day before yesterday five others came to him,—about fifty in all. The adherents to Mohammed Ali do not number fifty all told. In Akka there are two, in Haifa three, in Teheran one and in other places a few. Only this small number remain in support of him. And why is this so? Because it was not for the Glory of God but for his own personal motives that Mohammed Ali acted so. The Blessed Perfection said, "My Cause is to unite men and bind them together; and those who violate this command step away from the protecting Shadow of My Word." He commanded that we must sow the seeds of love in our hearts, not the thorns of hatred. Therefore if any of the sons of the Blessed Perfection follow His Word they are under the Shadow of His Command and Protection; and if not, they are afar off. For example, if the Sultan has a Governor who obeys the Sultan it is the duty of the people to love and obey him because he is himself obedient. I wish this explanation to be perfectly and clearly understood in America. In the Persian Hidden Words, Baha'u'llah says: "O Friend! In the garden of the heart plant only flowers of love and cling to the Nightingale of Love and yearning." All must know and realize that he who says that which is not in accordance with the Words of the Blessed Perfection or speaks that which causes discord to arise in human souls is assuredly not one of the servants of God and a follower of the Blessed Perfection. It is impossible for a true lover to desire to harm his beloved. If he does that which injures his loved one it is evident that his love is not true. The sign of a true lover is that all his actions aim to please his beloved. The first quality of a real lover is that he sacrifices his own desire for the wish and desire of his beloved. Mohammed Ali has followed his own will and desire and has left the Will and Desire of the Beloved. This is why he failed and fell.

The English section of the next issue of the Star of the West will be largely if not entirely devoted to the Addresses delivered by Abdul-Baha in New York City and vicinity. A beautiful full page illustration of the Unity Feast given by Abdul-Baha for the Bahais of New York City and vicinity, in West Englewood, N. J., Saturday, June 29th, will also appear in our next issue.

The Star of the West is indebted to Miss Muriel Jones and Mr. A. C. Killius for the photographs used in this issue. Originals of the picture on page 2, may be had of Miss Jones, 631 Drexel Ave., Chicago. Originals of the group picture on page 7 may be had of Mr. Killius, 124 Fifth Ave., Spokane, Washington—unmounted, 55c; in folders, 65c.

Word has come to us that Abdul-Baha has stated that booklets and leaflets pertaining to the Bahai Cause should not be distributed indiscriminately, but only to those who ask for them or to those whom we believe are spiritually thirsty; in other words to use wisdom in distributing such literature.

Our Persian section this issue contains: (1) Poem by Mirza Mahmood, regarding Abdul-Baha's arrival in America; (2) outline of Abdul-Baha's travels in America; (3) Abdul-Baha's address on Science, in Clark University, Wooster, Mass.
father so beneficent to his children. Consider how He nurtures all. According to His merciful attributes He provides fully and amply for all, and if any of His creatures, any soul sins, He does not suspend His bounty. All created things are perceptible manifestations of His Fatherhood, mercy and heavenly bestowals. Likewise human brotherhood is as clear and evident as the sun. There is a fraternity among mankind because we are all the servants of one God. There is brotherhood among mankind because all are submerged in the sea of His mercy. There is brotherhood among mankind because all belong to human kind. There is brotherhood among mankind because all inhabit the same globe. There is brotherhood among mankind because all are sheltered beneath the overshadowing dome of heaven. There is brotherhood among mankind because mutual helpfulness and co-operation are the two necessary principles underlying human welfare. This is the physical brotherhood as regards humanity. But there is a brotherhood greater and superior to all other brotherhoods, and that is the spiritual brotherhood, the heavenly brotherhood—the brotherhood of the breaths of the Holy Spirit—the brotherhood of the effulgence of the merciful attributes—the brotherhood founded upon spiritual susceptibilities. This brotherhood is established by the Manifestations of the Holy One.

From the day of Adam down to this present time every one of the Holy, Sacred Manifestations who have appeared have founded this spiritual brotherhood. They have striven to unite humanity to such a degree that all may be accounted as one soul. Consider that the purpose or function of the shepherd is to gather together the sheep and not to disperse the flock. The more capable the shepherd, the greater is his power to gather together and unite the flock. The purport is this: that the Prophets of God, the Manifestations, have all been Shepherds, and they have gathered together the divine sheep. They have established a bond for the unity of mankind. They have established love among humanity. They have made scattered peoples one nation; wandering tribes as one strong people. They have laid the foundation of the Unity of God, and summoned all to universal peace. All these Holy, Divine Manifestations are One. They have served one God; they have promulgated the same truths; they have laid the same institutions; they have reflected the same light; they have all been linked together; each one has praised the other; each one announced the glad tidings of the one who was to appear afterward, and all laid the foundation of Reality. They all summoned and invited the people to love, and all have made the human world a mirror to reveal the Word of God. These divine religions have one basis for their foundation; their teachings are one; their proof is one; their evidences are one; nominally they differ, but in Reality they are one. Consider how these Holy Manifestations have been as spring seasons. Although the springtime of this year has another name, a distinct name (for example we say "this belongs to the calendar of 1912"), yet this spring is precisely the same as the spring of last year if we observe it as regards its phenomena. If we look at it from the standpoint of recreation, this spring is the same as that of the year past, for its foundation is one, its effects are one, its bestowals are one, its perfections are one, its vivification is one; but as regards names springtimes are multitudinous. This is the spring season of the year 1912; last year's was that of 1911; the year previous was 1910. Therefore as regards names they differ, but as regards reality this spring as precisely that of the year past. The sun is one but the dawning points of the sun are numerous. The ocean is a body of water, though there are various seas. There is the Atlantic Ocean; there is the Mediterranean Sea; there are Eastern seas and Western seas, but they are all one water. If we consider the names, we call this the White Sea, the other the Red Sea, or the Black Sea, or this is the Ocean, but when we regard all concerning the water, they are all the same. Likewise the Divine Religions of the Holy Manifestations of God are in reality one, though in name and nomenclature they differ. Man must be a lover of the light, no matter from what day-spring it may appear. Man must be a lover of the rose, no matter in what soil it may grow. Man must be a seeker of the truth, no matter from what source it may come. Attachment to the lantern—to the glass—is not loving the light. Attachment to the earth is not befitting, but attachment to the rose which grows out of the soil is worthy. Attachment to the tree is profitless, but attachment to the fruit is to be
accepted. The word of Truth, no matter which tongue utters it, must be sanctioned. Luscious fruit, no matter where it may be found, or upon what tree, must be accepted. The word of Truth, no matter which tongue utters it, must be sanctioned. Absolute verities, no matter in what book they be recorded, must be acquired. If you harbor prejudice, that prejudice will be the cause of deprivation, the cause of ignorance, the cause of not knowing. The strife which exists among religious systems, the strife which exists among nations, the strife which exists among nativities, the warfare separating nations and countries arises from nothing else but misunderstanding. If religions investigate the reality of Religion, that is, find out what are the principles which underlie the foundations of religions, they will surely agree, for by investigating the Reality they will find that Reality is one and not multiple. Most surely by this means they will unite and become agreed. Then they will ascertain the truth that the purpose of Religion is the acquisition of praiseworthy virtues, improvement in morality, the spirituality of mankind, the life real, the lordly bestowals. All the prophets have been the promoters of these principles; none of them have been the promoters of corruption; none have been the promoters of vice. They have summoned all people to all good. They have united people by the Love of God. They have invited all people to the Religions of the world of humanity. They have invited all people to unity and amity. For example, we mean thereby a Manifestation of the Sun and not lovers of orientation whatsoever. We are seekers for rain, no matter which cloud pours it down. We must not be fettered. If we forego these fetters, we shall all be agreed, for we are all seekers of Reality. Now a certain kind of counterfeit or imitation has crept in, and the foundations of the divine religions have been lost sight of. The differing of these imitations has caused strife and enmity and produced war and bloodshed. And now this glorious, brilliant century has come and the Divine Bounty is in the utmost radiation. The Sun of Reality is shining, giving forth its greatest heat. This is verily the century when these imitations must be forsaken; in which these superstitions must pass away and God alone must be adored. We must look at the Reality of the Prophet; we must look at the
teachings of the Prophet in order that we may agree.

Praise be to God, the springtime of God has arrived. This century is verily the spring season. The intellectual world and the world of the soul have become verdant thereby. It has resuscitated the very world of existence. On the one hand, the Lights of Reality are shining forth; on the other, the clouds of God’s mercy are pouring down the fulness of His Bounty. On the one hand we have progress of the material type; on the other great spiritual discoveries are being realized. Truly this can be called the miracle of centuries, for it is the manifestation of the miraculous. The time has arrived for all mankind to become united. The time has come when all nativities shall have one fatherland. The day is at hand when all religions shall be one religion. The day has dawned in which no racial conditions shall remain. The day has come when religious bias shall pass away. It is a day when the oneness of human kind shall uplift its standard. It is the day when international peace, like the true morning, is to flood the world with its light. Therefore we offer the utmost supplication to God, asking Him to dispel these gloomy clouds and to uproot these imitations in order that the East and West may become radiant; that all the nations of the world shall embrace one another, and the real spiritual brotherhood, like the sun of the heavens, may shine upon all the nations. This is our hope, this is our inclination, this is our desire. We hope through God’s grace and bestowal that we may attain thereto. And I desire. We hope through God’s grace and mercy are pouring down the fulness of His Bounty. On the one hand we have progress of the material type; on the other great spiritual discoveries are being realized. Truly this can be called the miracle of centuries, for it is the manifestation of the miraculous. The time has arrived for all mankind to become united. The time has come when all nativities shall have one fatherland. The day is at hand when all religions shall be one religion. The day has dawned in which no racial conditions shall remain. The day has come when religious bias shall pass away. It is a day when the oneness of human kind shall uplift its standard. It is the day when international peace, like the true morning, is to flood the world with its light. Therefore we offer the utmost supplication to God, asking Him to dispel these gloomy clouds and to uproot these imitations in order that the East and West may become radiant; that all the nations of the world shall embrace one another, and the real spiritual brotherhood, like the sun of the heavens, may shine upon all the nations. This is our hope, this is our inclination, this is our desire. We hope through God’s grace and bestowal that we may attain thereto. And I am very happy to be present at this meeting, which has innate radiance, intelligence, perception and longing to investigate Realities. Such meetings are the glory of the world of mankind. And in your behalf I ask God’s blessing.

ADDRESS BY RABBI JOSEPH SILVERMAN.

My friends, does it not seem to you this afternoon that we have had a demonstration of the saying, “A light from the East”? We are accustomed to see the sunlight come from the East. We no longer regard it as a miracle; still it is a daily miracle that strikes our vision, a supernatural event that comes over the universe every day providing light and warmth, this wonder-orb of nature sending forth its rays to revivify the whole earth. So it seems to me that we have had a spiritual light from the East. It came originally from the East, and it has come from the East again and again, traveling Westward. This visit of Abdul-Baha to our country seems to me to be another exemplification of that ancient proverb which has done service so long. The world needs light. The light is the source of the world’s redemption. It is the source of the world’s resurrection. The light that comes from the mind and from the heart brings to us a revelation of Truth. There is nothing new in this doctrine of universal peace. It was written in the scriptures three thousand or more years ago, was reiterated by the prophets, was heralded forth by teachers time and time again and still it is left for this twentieth century to introduce a movement that shall give life to that ancient doctrine. It seems a commonplace thing to tell people to live at peace with each other, and yet it is the only doctrine that deserves to be preached. Now this man comes to us in his simplicity, in his oriental garb, in his oriental speech; he has a fascination about him, not because of any new thing that he preaches, but because he brings a message that is true, a message that appeals to our minds and our hearts. We Western people have been living at war with each other all these ages. We have built up a wonderful civilization. We have established great nations in Europe and America. We have built up monarchies, we have created republics, and we have exhausted all the arts and artifices of modern civilization. We have built churches which send their steeples towering to the very sky. We have built institutions of learning, and with all our building we are far behind the simple Orientals, who know nothing of our civilization and care less for it, but who do know the wonder, the greatness, the majesty, the sublimity, the world-entrancing force of that only religion which is to them real, the religion of Peace. When you think of it, my friend, there is no other religion, there is absolutely no other religion; there are only forms of religion. I do not care what the name is or what the church, whether you call it Zoroastrianism, Christianity, Mohammedanism, Judaism or Christian Science, they are only forms; they are shells which enclose the kernel. The shell is the means of carrying the kernel from place to place, but don’t mistake, as so many do, the kernel for the shell; don’t mistake the form for the reality; as the prophet Abdul-Baha said this afternoon, “don’t mistake the lantern for the light.” Seek the kernel. It is the light we need. Seek the kernel; it will bring illumination to the mind; it will bring purity to the heart; it will bring brotherhood to all mankind.
النص المكتوب باللغة العربية غير ملحوظ بشكل جيد بسبب جودة الصورة.
سپرده‌های ارزی‌های ایرانی به‌طور اصلی از دو راهکار وجود دارد: 

1. سپرده‌های ارزی‌های مبتنی بر نسخه‌های مالی 
   - سپرده‌های ارزی‌های مبتنی بر نسخه‌های مالی در ایران به صورت ساده‌ترین روش سپرده‌برداری است. 
   - این روش به فرم راکوردهای ارزی یا دستورات سپرده‌برداری شده در حساب کلی مشتری انجام می‌شود. 
   - به‌طور عادی، این سپرده‌ها به صورت ماه عادی در حساب کلی مشتری ثبت می‌شوند.

2. سپرده‌های ارزی‌های مبتنی بر نسخه‌های مالی 
   - در ایران، سپرده‌های ارزی‌های مبتنی بر نسخه‌های مالی به‌طور عمده‌ای به صورت اپلیکیشن‌های مالی انجام می‌شوند. 
   - این اپلیکیشن‌ها به‌طور عادی در حساب کلی مشتری ثبت می‌شوند.

در کل، سپرده‌های ارزی‌های ایرانی به‌طور کلی به‌طور مناسب و به‌طور عادی در حساب کلی مشتری ثبت می‌شوند. 

در صورتی که مشتری به‌طور دلخواه به هیچ‌یک از این روش‌ها نیست، باید به صورت مالی بالقوه به‌طور عادی در حساب کلی مشتری ثبت می‌شوند.

در صورتی که مشتری به‌طور دلخواه به‌طور عمده‌ای به‌طور عادی در حساب کلی مشتری ثبت می‌شوند.

لطفاً به‌طور دلخواه به‌طور عمده، به‌طور عادی در حساب کلی مشتری ثبت می‌شوند.

لطفاً به‌طور عمده، به‌طور عادی در حساب کلی مشتری ثبت می‌شوند.
النص غير قابل للقراءة بشكل طبيعي.

يرجى تقديم النص بشكل قابل للقراءة للمساعدة في قراءته بشكل طبيعي.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة المقدمة.
شماره ۳۰ و ۳۱

فرست نشریات

۱- فصیح دخترهای سازنده حضرت خورشید، بالرام
۲- جلسه روز یازدهم سفردانگیء، خیالا
۳- منطق سپاه در درام فارس، کلاردی
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A MEMORABLE FEAST: ABDUL-BAHA THE HOST.

[See article page 16]

At the beginning of the Feast, Abdul-Baha said: "I am very pleased with these people. They are gathered in love. They are all united. Their faces are bright and their attention is directed to the Kingdom of Abha. I hope that this condition will be permanent, that day by day they will grow brighter; day by day the path will become more attractive; day by day the spirits will become more exhilarated; day by day the lights of Bahá'u'lláh will glisten more gloriously, and day by day the Kingdom will become more firmly established."
GIVE you greeting in love and unity. The affairs of this world are to be accounted as nothing compared to the joy and heavenly happiness of meeting the Friends of God. It is to experience this great joy and blessing that I have come here although weary from my long voyage upon the sea. Tonight I am in greatest happiness, looking upon this Concourse of God. Your meeting here is surely an evidence that you are upholding the Cause of God; that you are aiding and assisting in establishing the Kingdom of God. Therefore the culmination of my happiness is to look upon your faces and realize that you have been brought together by the power of the Blessed Perfection Baha’u’llah. In this meeting you are upholding His Standard and assisting His Cause. Therefore I behold in you the making of a goodly tree upon which Divine fruits will appear to give sustenance to the world of humanity.

With hearts set aglow by the Fire of the Love of God and spirits refreshed by the Food of the Heavenly Spirit you must go forth as the disciples nineteen hundred years ago quickening the hearts of men by the call of glad tidings, the Light of God in your faces, severed from everything save God. Therefore order your lives in accordance with the first principle of the Divine teaching, which is love. Service to humanity is service to God. Let the love and light, of the Kingdom radiate through you until all who look upon you shall be illumined by its reflection. Be as stars brilliant and sparkling in the loftiness of their heavenly station. Do you appreciate the Day in which you live?

This is the Century of the Blessed Perfection!

This is the Cycle of the Light of His Beauty!

This is the Consummate Day of all the Prophets!

These are the days of seed-sowing. These are the days of tree-planting. The bountiful Bestowals of God are successive. He who sows a seed in this day will behold his reward in the fruits and harvest of the Heavenly Kingdom. This timely seed when planted in the hearts of the beloved of God will be watered by showers of Divine mercy and warmed by the sunshine of Divine love. Its fruitage and flower shall be the solidarity of mankind, perfection of justice and praiseworthy attributes of heaven manifest in humanity. All who sow such a seed, plant such a tree according to the teachings of Baha’u’llah shall surely witness this Divine outcome in all degrees of its perfection and will attain unto the good-pleasure of His Highness the Merciful One.

Today the nations of the world are self-engaged;—occupied with mortal and transitory accomplishments;—consumed by the fires of passion and self, Self is dominant;—enmity and animosity prevail. Nations and peoples are thinking only of their worldly interests and outcomes. The clash of war and din of strife is heard among them. But the Friends of the Blessed Perfection have no thoughts save the thoughts of heaven and the Love of God. Therefore you must without delay employ your powers in spreading the effulgent glow of the Love of God and so order your lives that you may be known and seen as examples of its radiance. You must deal with all in loving kindness in order that this precious seed entrusted to your planting may continue to grow and bring forth its perfect fruit. The Love and Mercy of God will accomplish this through you if you have love in your own heart.

The doors of the Kingdom are opened! The
lights of the Sun of Truth are shining! The clouds of the Divine mercy are raining down their priceless jewels! The zephyrs of a new and Divine Springtime are wafting their fragrant breaths from the World Invisible! Know ye then the value of these days!

Awake ye to the realization of this heavenly opportunity! Strive with all the power of your souls, your deeds, actions and words to assist the spread of these glad tidings and descent of this Merciful Bounty! You are the reality and expression of your deeds and actions. If you abide by the precepts and teachings of the Blessed Perfection the Heavenly World and Ancient Kingdom will be yours;—happiness eternal, love and life everlasting. The Divine Bounties are flowing. Each one of you has been given the opportunity of becoming a tree yielding abundant fruits. This is the Springtime of Baha'u'llah. The verdure and foliage of spiritual growth is appearing in great abundance in the gardens of human hearts. Know ye the value of these passing days and vanishing nights? Strive to attain a station of absolute love one toward another. By the absence of love, enmity increases. By the exercise of love, love strengthens and enmities dwindle away.

Consider me—in years of my advanced age, burdened with physical infirmities—crossing the wide ocean to look upon your faces. It is my hope that through the Life of the Spirit you may all become as one soul;—as one tree adorning the Rose Garden of the Kingdom. It is my hope that the endless treasures of the Bestowals of God may be yours here and hereafter. It is my prayer that the Supreme Concourse may be illumined by your brilliant lights shining forever in the Heavens of Eternal Glory.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA AT THE RESIDENCE OF MRS. MORTEN, 141 EAST 21ST ST., NEW YORK CITY, APRIL 13, 1912, 3 P.M.

PRAISE be to God! this is an illuminating gathering. The faces are brilliant with the Light of God. The hearts are attracted to the Kingdom of Baha'. I beg of God that day by day your faces may become brighter; day by day you may draw nearer to God; day by day you may take a greater portion from the outpourings of the Holy Spirit, so that you may become encircled by the bounties of heaven.

The world spiritual is like unto the world phenomenal. They are the exact counterpart of each other. Whatever things and objects you perceive in this world of existence, are the outer pictures of the world of heaven.

When we look upon the phenomenal world, we readily perceive that it is divided into four seasons; one is the season of spring, another the season of summer, another autumn and then these three seasons are followed by winter. When the season of spring appears in the arena of existence, the whole world is rejuvenated and finds new life. The soul refreshing breeze is wafted from every direction; the soul quickening spring is everywhere; the cloud of mercy showers down its rain; and the sun shines upon everything. Day by day we perceive that the signs of vegetation are everywhere about us. Wonderful flowers, hyacinths and roses perfume the nostrils. The trees are full of leaves and blossoms, and these blossoms are followed by fruit.

The spring and summer are followed by autumn and winter. The flowers wither and are no more; the leaves turn gray, and spring has gone. Then comes another springtime; the former springtime is renewed; again a new life stirs within everything.

The appearances of the Manifestations of God are like unto the springtime. When His Holiness Christ appeared in this world, it was like the spring; the outpouring descended; the effulgences of the Merciful encircled all things; the human world found new life. Even the physical world partook of it. The Divine Perfections were upraised; souls were trained in the school of heaven, so that all grades of human existence received life and light. Then by degrees these fragrances of heaven were discontinued; the season of winter came upon the world; the beauties of spring vanished; the excellences and perfections passed away. Those lights and that quickening were no longer evident. The phenomenal world and its materialities conquered everything. The spiritualities of life became lost. The world of existence became like unto a body lifeless. There was no trace of the spring left.

Now His Holiness Baha'u'llah has come into this world. He has renewed that Springtime. The same fragrances are wafting; the same heat of the Sun is giving life; the same cloud is pouring its rain, and with our own eyes we see that the world of existence is advancing and progressing. The human world has found new life.

I hope that each and all of you may become
like unto verdant and green trees, so that through the breezes of the Divine spring, the outpouring of heaven, the heat of the Sun of Truth, you may become eternally refreshed; that you may hear blossoms and become fruitful; that you may not be as fruitless trees. Fruitless trees do not bring forth fruits or flowers. I hope that all of you may become friends of the Paradise of Abha, appearing with the utmost freshness and spiritual beauty. I pray in your behalf and beg of God confirmation and assistance.

INTERVIEW AT HOTEL ANSONIA, NEW YORK CITY, APRIL 13, 1912.-ABDUL-BAHA, REV. J. T. BIXBY AND REV. HOWARD COLBY IVES, PRESENT.

From Notes by Howard MacNutt.

Abdul-Baha: The origin of man is one; the consummate intention of all human existence must likewise be one. The development of a tree is from a seed; the purpose of a tree's existence therefore is to produce a seed. The fruit of man is love and unity—the development of spiritual susceptibilities through the influence and infusion of Divine Love. The union of East and West must be accomplished in the soul of man fortified by the Divine Spirit. This spiritual bond of unity, this power of Divine Love is everlasting. Its appearance in the soul of man is the purpose of his creation.

America is a great instrument for the accomplishment of world unity. No other nation of the world stands in a similar position of influence and responsibility. The fundamental question is the unification of religious belief. In Persia during the last fifty years a wonderful evidence of such unity has appeared among the various sects and denominations of religious sects and denominations. What is witnessed in that country is historical account and record which cannot be denied. The accomplishment of a fundamental religious unity in Persia is therefore a nucleus which proves the possibility of universal peace among the world nations.

Consider the kingdom of the animals.

There is no strife among them on account of color or creed. If you select a pigeon from Persia, another from Germany, another from France, America and so on, you would find them living together in complete union and love. Because one was American it would not object to its companion from Persia. The birds of white plumage would not shun those of black and brown. They would not notice this difference in color, but would dwell together in peace and harmony. Should we not at least attain to their state and possibility? We have reason; we have consciousness. God has taught us through these channels that we were created for unity and love. The heavenly Prophets have revealed the principles of His Will and Word. Let us live in accord with those principles and thereby live in unity with each other.

When the adherents of the former despotic government of Persia found that this unity and harmony was being accomplished among the followers of Bab, they arose in bigotry and persecution against them. The clergy especially perceived that their vocation and means of livelihood were threatened. They persecuted the Bahais with bitterness and ferocity. They misrepresented this Cause to the Government, saying, "These are the people of rebellion and revolution; these are the enemies of the Shah!" whereas in fact down to the time of the recent revolution in Persia the Bahais have taken no part whatever in political questions and disturbances. Their clamorous persecutors were the real revolutionists. These discontented ones wanted Constitutional rights and privileges. They were politicians, not religionists. Today there are many political parties in Persia. Notwithstanding the spread of rumors intended to excite prejudice against the Bahais, unity and love increased among them, for falsehood cannot stand against the on-rushing stream of Truth. These enemies said, "The teachings of Bab sanction one wife and nine husbands;"—"the principles of Bab are communistic and proclaim treason against the throne and government." All kinds of false and dangerous reports were circulated until even European travelers passing through the country were influenced to believe them. How different was the reality! While the Bahais have practical laws upon moral, ethical, civil and governmental questions, their obedience to these laws is always conducive to the uplift, purification and improvement of human conditions and never destructive to the develop-
ment of individual, community or nation. Furthermore, the Bahais consider it more blessed and a greater privilege to bestow than to gain and receive. They believe that bestowing good upon another freely is the greatest.

According to Bahai principles justice and equity in government are not to be attained by force and rebellion against the existing order of things.

The solution of economic questions for instance will not be accomplished by array of labor against capital and capital against labor in strife and conflict, but by voluntary attitude of sacrifice upon both sides. Then a real and lasting justness of conditions will be brought about. If a capitalist is forced to give up a portion of his income and possessions there will be no love in his heart; no permanent benefit in his action. But if it be given in the spirit of the Love of God, everything will be accomplished. As it is now, the forces of labor strike and the capitalist retaliates. If the latter should voluntarily add to the scale of wages love is evident and the greatest good results. Briefly; among the Bahais there are no extortionate, mercenary and unjust practices, no rebellious demands, no revolutionary uprisings against existing governments.

In Persia Bahai teachers never accept the slightest coin for their work. This is so noticeably true that when such recompense is refused it is customary to hear the statement "These are Bahais." This is the strongest proof of the Bahai principles and their power of accomplishment. How different are the relations of Persia, whose demands upon the property and possessions of the people are equivalent to pillage and plunder. For instance, when a man dies, the clergy takes possession of one-third his goods and the other two-thirds goes to his heirs. Then they accuse the Bahais of doing this; whereas, in fact, the followers of Baha'u'llah are forbidden to accept anything whatever from the property of others. The Bahais are accustomed to give rather than to receive. For instance, ten thousand dollars have been sent to Chicago from the East toward the erection of the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

Rev. Bixby: Did not Professor Edward Browne, of Cambridge University, England, go to Akka and was he not received there by Baha'u'llah?

A. B.: Professor Browne visited the East, interviewed various people and automatically wrote down all he heard. Naturally when he met the enemies of Baha'u'llah he heard nothing favorable. Would you go to the Vatican to hear praises of the Protestants? Would you consult Jewish rabbis as to the reality of Christ? In his first book, Professor Browne praised Baha'u'llah, but the second account, in which he publishes the statements of enemies, is the reverse. His books do not agree.

Rev. Bixby: Is Professor Browne correct in his statement that Abdul-Baha wrote 'A Traveler's Narrative'?

A. B.: The writer of "A Traveler's Narrative" was not one person. It contains a statement of Bahai principles. If a book was to be written setting forth the essence of Christianity, a number of Christians would come together for that purpose.

Rev. Bixby: Is "A Traveler's Narrative" substantially correct?

A. B.: It is an authority.

Rev. Bixby: What is understood to be the relation between the manifestation in Baha'u'llah and the manifestations in Moses, Jesus and others?

A. B.: It is one basis, one foundation. Abraham proclaimed the Truth, Moses raised the Standard of Truth. Jesus established the Truth. Can we say that any one of them did not find it? All the prophets have been chosen by God to promulgate The Word. There can be no multiplicity in the Truth itself. The teachings of the Manifestations are of two kinds:—first, the Word of God in its outer or material aspect;—second, the Word of God in its spiritual or inner significance. The first named is changeable; the second unchangeable. The essential principle of their teaching is spiritual. All the Prophets have come to spread these principles. Each confirms the spiritual utterance of the former and changes the material forms of teachings and ceremonials. For instance, the Ten Commandments revealed by Moses were applicable to the time in which he appeared. They were not applicable to the time of Jesus. Therefore He abolished and superseded them.
He also abolished certain laws of Moses which were no longer necessary. But this change and renewal is of secondary importance to the Spiritual Reality of the Word in Moses and Jesus, for it is the foundation and it is One and Unchangeable.

Rev. Bixby: Has Baha‘u’llah revealed obligatory prayers?
A. B.: The mode and requirements of East and West are different. It matters not whether we bend the head in the East or the knee in the West. The purpose of prayer is to come nearer to God;—to pray from the heart fervently. If the heart is pure, it is beautiful for the tongue to express its ecstasy.

Rev. Bixby: By what authority is Baha’u’llah placed with Abraham, Moses and Jesus?
A. B.: Today we believe Baha’u’llah to be an educator of humanity, as Abraham, Moses and Jesus were educators. Are His teachings worthy of serious attention? He originated and proclaimed them. He caused others to believe and follow them. What is the function of a teacher and educator of humanity? By what evidence shall we recognize him? Is it not his power to train and develop, as children are trained at school? Has Baha’u’llah trained the children of humanity? If He has opened the doors of human hearts to a higher consciousness, He is a heavenly Educator. If He has not accomplished this we are privileged to deny His claim and teaching. For the aim and function of an Educator is to train the children of humanity. This is His greatest proof;—that He has power to uplift humanity. Baha’u’llah either taught higher lessons or did not. If He did, He has fulfilled His claim. The mission of a physician is to heal sickness and relieve the ailing. When He heals there is no doubt of his ability as a physician. If he cannot heal the sick he is disqualified. We accept the Teachings of Moses, Jesus, Abraham and Adam because unmistakably they came to educate humanity. For example, Moses arose at a time of the lowest ignorance and humiliation of the Hebrew nation. Did He not free them from the bondage of Egypt? Did He not train, educate and organize them as a nation and people. As a consequence of His discipline did they not attain a zenith of power? Yes, unmistakably,—up to the time of Solomon. The philosophers of Greece came to Palestine, sat at the feet of the Hebrew sages and were taught by them the fundamental principles of life. Moses produced this result from ignorance and slavery. Can we deny history? Can we deny that He was an Educator?

Rev. Bixby: Has Baha’u’llah done this?
A. B.: Yes! In Persia especially He has accomplished this miracle of training and education. Ere long, Persia will attain a high degree of civilization.

Rev. Bixby: Is Mirza Abul Fazl an apostle, prophet or one delegated with special authority?
A. B.: We do not have apostles, prophets and special leaders, because all are servants. We have no ecclesiastical order or authority. Mirza Abul Fazl was trained and taught by Baha’u’llah;—His disciple in this sense. He was near to Baha’u’llah; but he has no special station except the station of service.

Rev. Bixby: Were the “Letters of the Living” appointed by the Bab abrogated by Baha’u’llah?
A. B.: The “Letters of the Living” were at first eighteen in number. The Bab said, “Go forth and teach others the Message you have received.” Among them were some of great ability, who became prominent. Some disappeared. They were not appointed as a secret order. Baha’u’llah did not abrogate their function. As an organization of believers in the Bab it passed away by itself,—naturally. The Bab said, “These are the acceptors of my teachings.” They had no official station. He did not depend upon them as His clergy. They were servants of the Cause of God. Whoever is near to God is a servant of God.

Rev. Bixby: Did not Subh-i-Ezel occupy an authoritative position?
A. B.: Baha’u’llah educated him just as He educated Mirza Abul Fazl and myself. Subh-i-Ezel separated voluntarily. He did not follow his Teacher as we have done. Therefore we do not mention his name. We have no quarrel with those who differ, but are commanded to love them.

Rev. Bixby: How can we receive more from the Teaching of Baha’u’llah than from the Words of Jesus?
A. B.: Jesus and the former Prophets laid the foundation of the Cause of God,—the Heavenly Kingdom. But their followers forget and overlook the foundation. Christ said, “Ye must be born again of water and spirit.” “As children from the womb, so must ye be born again of Spirit.” The essence of His meaning was that those who were taught by Him and became His real followers would...
become free from world-imperfections; they would become perfect, redeemed from animalism and human passions, transformed into angels; that is to say the earthly would become heavenly. These are the real disciples of Christ. These are real Christians. Galen, a Greek philosopher, who was pagan and not Christian, writing upon the subject of "Ancient Civilization of Nations," states that "the greatest shaping influences in the civilization of nations are religious principles; and that the effect of Christianity upon the lives and morals of its adherents is a great proof of this statement." Now Baha'u'llah came and brought a new life into the hearts of mankind. He reversed the order of many former teachings. Vast numbers of His followers live in accord with the principles He set forth. Mirza Abul Fazl for instance, whom you have named, was firmly fixed in his religious belief. Under the influence of Baha'u'llah's words, he arose to serve this Cause. He was thrown into prison two years; he was persecuted and driven out of Persia. Under all conditions of distress and suffering, he was thankful and filled with happiness, constantly serving the Cause of Baha'u'llah. This is the strongest proof that the Teachings of Baha'u'llah have within them the same power to mould and influence human lives as the Teachings of Jesus. They free the souls of men from world-attachments and imperfections. They open the doors in this age of the world to perfection. The Jews admit that Jesus appeared in the world and taught heavenly principles. If Christ had not appeared after Moses the mention of Moses would have been lost. The foundation of Jesus and the foundation of Moses were the same. The foundation of Baha'u'llah is likewise the same as Moses and Jesus. All religion has the same foundation.

Furthermore, consider how Baha'u'llah has upraised the standard of Christ in the East, in countries and among peoples where there was formerly no mention of Christ's name. He established the truth of the Bible among those who shunned and hated the Bible. They considered it a righteous act to burn and destroy the Book of Christianity. Baha'u'llah has taught them to read the Bible. Rev. Bixby: Was Christ the Word?

A. B.: Baha'u'llah has clearly explained and defined the "Word." Christianity, as explained by its followers has taught that Christ is the Word and the Son of God. What is the meaning of this? Baha'u'llah has explained that seers and prophets are as letters incomplete in meaning. He shows that human intellects are imperfect, incomplete, but Christ was the All-Surrounding Word and synonymous with Perfection. As He contained all Perfections and Attributes He was the Word and this wonderful title was conferred upon Him. But seers, prophets and disciples are as "letters"—without complete significance.

Rev. Bixby: Was Baha'u'llah also the Word in the flesh?

A. B.: Yes! Because He had all the perfections.

Rev. Bixby: Did Abraham embody the Word?

A. B.: We cannot differentiate the attributes of the Word of God;—we cannot differentiate perfections. Abraham announced the Divine Truth. It is not necessary to lower Abraham to raise Jesus. It is not necessary to lower Jesus to proclaim Baha'u'llah. We must spread the Truth of God wherever we behold it. The essence of the question is that all these Great Messengers came to raise the Divine Standard of Perfections. All of them shine as stars in the same heaven of the Divine Will. All of them give Light to the world.

Rev. Bixby: Did Baha'u'llah fulfil Jesus as Jesus fulfilled Moses?

A. B.: Yes! by spreading the renown and glory of Jesus. The aim of Moses, Jesus and Baha'u'llah was to train humanity toward divine perfections. Can we train the world upward by imperfections?

[At the conclusion of this interview Abdul-Baha arose and came toward Rev. Bixby, his arms filled with large white roses. As he placed them upon the bosom of his visitor, literally burying him in them, he said, "These beautiful roses will express to you the love and fragrance of the Bahai Spirit "]
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If an observing man looks around him in the world of creation, he will find that created things are divisible into three classes. First: Created things of the mineral type; that is to say, matter or substance which has taken various forms and shapes. The second kind of created phenomena are the planets or vegetable kingdom. The vegetable
possesses the virtues of the mineral plus the power or virtue of change;—that is to say, the power of growth. Hence plant life is a step further and more specialized than the mineral. The third created object is the animal. The animal possesses the virtues of the mineral and the virtues of the vegetable, but above all that, it is endowed with sensibility. It has the sense of sight, hearing, taste, smell and touch. Therefore the animal is possessed of the virtues of the mineral, the vegetable, and in addition is endowed with peculiar qualities of sensibilities. But man who is the most specialized form of creation, embodies all the virtues of the mineral, vegetable and animal, plus an ideal power which is not to be found in the others,—which is absolutely absent in the others. This can be said to be the power of intellect. The outcome of this intellectual power is science, which is essentially characteristic of man. This is the power of external investigation,—the discoverer of the mysteries of outer phenomena. This scientific power comprehends all created objects. This power verily can discover the hidden and mysterious things of the earth. In man alone this is noticeable. The most noble virtue, the most praiseworthy accomplishment of man therefore is scientific attainment. Science may be likened to a mirror wherein are reflected the images of these mysteries of outer phenomena. Science is powerful enough to bring before us the ages of the past and link the past to the present. It is science which can bring forth and exhibit to us, as it were, in the arena of knowledge all that has been latent or hidden in the past. The philosophical conclusions of by-gone centuries, the wisdom of former sages, science can reproduce for us in the form of an epitome. Science can review for us the teachings of all the prophets and wise men. Science is therefore the discoverer of the past. Basing itself upon the premises of the past and present, science can deduce conclusions as to what shall be in the future. Science is the governor of nature,—the governor of the mysteries of nature,—the one agency which can explore the institutions of nature. All created things are captives of nature. All minerals, vegetables and animals are captives of nature. But man through his scientific power can change this; can modify and change the laws of nature.

Consider for example, man, according to natural law, must dwell upon the earth. But breaking this law he can sail in vessels over the ocean, fly in the atmosphere in airships or advance through the depths of the sea in submarines. This is against the law of nature; this breaks the sovereignty of nature. According to nature's laws and methods all the science we have, all the inventions and discoveries we have should be hidden. According to nature they should not be open and known;—they should be mysteries. But man through the power of science takes them out of the plane of the invisible and unknown,—breaks the very laws of nature, draws them into the plane of the visible, exposes and explains them. For instance one of the mysteries of nature is electricity. According to nature this force, this energy should be latent and hidden,—but man through his scientific power breaks the laws of nature, arrests it and even imprisons it for his use.

In short, man through this scientific power is the most noble of creation, the governor of nature. He takes the sword from nature's hand and uses it on nature's head. According to nature the night is to be dark and gloomy but man takes his sword of electricity,—this electric sword,—kills the darkness and dispels the gloom. Man is progressive, nature is not; man has memory, nature has not. Man is a sensitive being, nature is minus. Man is nobler than nature. There are certain powers in man which are absent in nature. If it be claimed that these powers which are present in man are from nature itself,—that man is a part of nature,—in response to this we will say that if nature is the whole man is part of that whole, the question arises is it possible for a part to possess virtues which are absent in the whole? No, undoubtedly the part must be endowed with the same qualities and properties as the whole. For example, the hair is a part of this human anatomy. It cannot contain elements which are absent in other parts of the body, for in all cases the elements composing the body are the same. Therefore it becomes evident and manifest that man although in body a part of nature, nevertheless in spirit possesses a power which is beyond nature; because were he simply a part of nature he could possess only the things which nature possesses. God
has conferred upon and added to man this distinctive power, this power of intellect, this power or faculty of knowledge; and its greatest virtue is scientific enlightenment.

Inasmuch as this is an endowment for the acquisition of knowledge it is therefore the most praiseworthy power of all, for by it and through its attainments the betterment of the human race is accomplished, the development of human virtues is made possible and the spirit and mysteries of God become manifest. Therefore I am very pleased with my visit to this place. Praise be to God, that this country abounds in such institutions of learning where all the sciences and arts may easily be acquired. Just as material and physical sciences may be acquired here and are constantly unfolding, I am hopeful that spiritual development also may keep pace with these outer advantages. As material knowledge is illuminating those within the walls of this university so also may the light of the spirit, the inner and spiritual light of the real philosophy illuminate this institution. The most important principle of divine philosophy is the oneness of the world of humanity, the unity of mankind, the bond which will conjoin the East and the West, the tie of love which should bind the hearts of men.

Therefore it is our duty to put forth our greatest efforts and summon our energies from all directions in order that the bonds of unity and accord may be established among mankind. For six thousand years we have had bloodshed and strife. It is enough; it is sufficient. Now is the time to associate together in love and harmony. For six thousand years we have tried the sword and warfare; let mankind for a time at least live in peace. Review history and consider how much savagery, how much bloodshed and warfare the world has witnessed. It has been either religious warfare, political warfare or some clash of human interests. The world of humanity has not enjoyed peace even for a single day. Year by year the implements of warfare have been increased and perfected. Consider the past ages;—when war took place only ten, fifteen or twenty thousand at the most were killed, but now it is possible to kill one hundred thousand in a single day. Then warfare was carried on with the sword; today it is the smokeless gun. Formerly battleships consisted of sailing vessels; today there are dreadnoughts. Consider the increase and improvement in the implements of warfare. God has created us all human, and all countries of the earth are parts of the same globe. We are all servants of Him. He is kind and just to all. Why should we be unkind and unjust to each other? He provides for all. Why should we deprive one another? He protects and preserves all. Why should we kill our fellow-creatures? If this warfare and strife be for the sake of religion, religion has no part in it. All the Divine Manifestations have promulgated the Oneness of God and the unity of Mankind. They have taught that men should love and mutually help each other in order that they might progress. Now if this conception of religion be true, its essential principle is the oneness of humanity. The fundamental truth of the Manifestations is peace. If not they are false and will fail. But as a matter of fact this fundamental truth underlies all religion, all justice. The Divine purpose is that men should live in unity, concord and agreement and should love one another. Consider the virtues of the human world and realize that the oneness of humanity is the primary foundation of them all. Read the Gospel and the other Holy Books. You will find their fundamentals are one and the same. Therefore unity is the essential truth of Religion, and when so understood embraces all the virtues of the human world. Praise be to God, this knowledge has been spread, eyes have been opened and ears have become attentive. Therefore we must endeavor to promulgate and practice the Religion of God which has been founded by all the Prophets. And the Religion of God in short is absolute love and unity. I hope that at some future time I may elaborate upon this theme.
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INTRODUCTION BY DR. WISE, PRESIDING.

THE reception of this afternoon has been arranged by the Social Committee of the New York Peace Society, which is honored today by the presence of its guest, Abdul-Baha of Persia, known to many of us as one of the religious teachers of the world.
I know not why I should have been asked to preside at this meeting this afternoon, unless it was that the officers of the Peace Society sought to pay the delicate compliment that I was the first or second cousin of the honored guest of today because of my eastern lineage, and so I presume my being in the ministry of Israel accounts for the privilege which is mine of welcoming the distinguished guest of the afternoon.

Some years ago, I was in conference with the late President of Union Theological Seminary, Dr. Hall, who asked if I would not give one of a series of addresses on the "Religion of the East," and I said to him apologetically, "I hope you will forgive me if I speak of Christianity as an Eastern religion." He turned to me half in amusement, half in anger and said, "Oh, Dr. Wise, you forget that all the religions of the world are Eastern religions." The religions of the world have been borrowed by the West from the East, and a Religious Teacher from the East comes to us today. It is good to have Abdul-Baha with us in this company and in America, in order that we may be helped again, if not permanently, to revise our unfortunate use of the terms "Asiatic," "Eastern," "foreign"; as if somehow, "Eastern" and "Asiatic" were synonymous with a lower order of being. Whenever I hear the term "Asiatic" used, deprecating the teaching of certain people, my own included, I love to remember that all of the great prophetic religious teachers of the world, Moses, Jesus, Buddha, Confucius, Zoroaster, Mohammed, every great religious founder in history was Asiatic.

We have a little religious congress here this afternoon. We have the leader of his own Faith; we have the teachers of Christianity; we have a woman representative of the Ethical Society. There are teachers in Israel today, and so we may be said to have a miniature religious congress. And best of all, friends, I hope we are meeting not at all in the spirit of tolerance or toleration, but in the spirit of fellowship. There was a time you remember, and not so many years ago, when it was imagined that the limit of religious growth and understanding and sympathy were reached when men tolerated each other. I can never forget the words "To tolerate is to insult." We do not tolerate and we do not want to be tolerated any more. No people wants to be tolerated. Every people wants to be honored, and wishes to stand in the attitude of sympathy, forbearance and brotherhood toward every other people.

Religion and war are incompatible terms. Where religion is, war cannot be. We still have war in the world because we have no religion; because we have the name, the shadow, the pretext rather than the reality and substance of religion. When once Christianity really is followed, I believe war will cease. For centuries and centuries there have been religious wars, wars fought in the name of religion. I think we have seen the end, or nearly the end of that. But even today, I am sorry to say, the world over, religion is willing to endure war. Furthermore I know of no great war in thousands of years in which the banners of the two parties have not been blessed by some church or churches. The time has come when the churches will cease to bless war banners, when the churches will remember the great word of him who said "Swords shall be beaten into plow shares;" remember the word of the great Teacher who said "Blessed are the peacemakers." When the churches will refuse to bless war banners, religion will never curse, but will withhold our hands from invoking the blessings of God when we go forth to slay one another. For it is written "Thou shalt not kill," and moreover it is written, "Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."

Today we have the distinguished honor of greeting Abdul-Baha, a notable and deeply interesting teacher from the East, and mine is to be the privilege of asking for a word of greeting from a number of men and women whom the Peace Society, through its Social Committee, has asked to speak.

I think Abdul-Baha would admit that even if such a gathering were held in his own land, the first speaker would not be a woman, but the first speaker today will be an honored woman and a distinguished ethical teacher, Mrs. Anna Garland Spencer.

ADDRESS BY MRS. SPENCER.

It is my pleasant privilege to offer in behalf of our Society the second welcome to our honored guest, and I am reminded in this meeting that there are three elements of our life that cause discord. One of them is race prejudice,—the idea we have brought with us from earliest primitive times that only those of our own blood are and should be honored and respected. This makes a lack of harmony in the social life which in the last analysis becomes a war. And next there is a deep-seated desire that one flock shall rule over another; that one set of people shall exploit another for
the benefit of those who are at the top of life's opportunity. This is what gives us the power to hold back all privilege from the many, and then because the many are not cultured and refined and advanced as those who have claimed and hold a monopoly of privilege, therefore it is deemed a right to still hold them. This makes a war of classes.

Another thing that leads to discord and often to war is religion,—bigotry,—the mistaken idea that any one set of people are the children of the divine and all the rest are step-children. There are no step-children.

Our honored friend has come to us with a familiar message, the message of our own Emerson so long ago declared, "There are as many roads to the infinite as there are travelers upward."

I remember it was a Persian poet who said: "The Lord of Light is not to be worshipped with flowers that have faded, and those that grow in thine own garden are dead." We would gladly pluck each from our own garden the choicest blooms of our aspiration and faith, and lay them in the hands of our Prophet Friend.

DR. WISE.

Mrs. Spencer has put it well indeed. We are beginning to understand no one people is God chosen, but every people in the world may be God choosing.

It was very good indeed that the first platform in America that welcomed the guest of the hour should have been the platform or pulpit of one of the churches of New York that stands for much that is finest in the life of our great city,—the pulpit of a church which because of its leader stands for the finest and most catholic and noblest thing in the life of the land. I am glad Dr. Percy Stickney Grant is with us today.

ADDRESS BY DR. PERCY STICKNEY GRANT.

I feel that the distinguished guest of this afternoon must look upon this meeting as a foreign sight, a meeting where women take an important part in trying to bring about political peace. It is a distinction of the Western so large a place to women, and historically it religions that they have insisted upon giving was the fortune of Christianity to succeed over some of its competitors because it did, even in the early days, give so large a place to women. And this success of Christianity was not on account of the women in the Christian church alone and their demands; it was on account of the men in the Christian church in the West who did not want a religion which did not include their wives, daughters and sweethearts, so that the religion of the West comes very naturally into such logical sequences as the importance of women in our Western life, a growing importance in all things that are constructive to the wellbeing of our Western life.

There are misunderstandings that easily arise under circumstances such as now exist, the coming of a Prophet with a Great Message from one part of the world to another. And one cause of misunderstanding is to be found in the hard and fast names that we choose to give each other,—designations from which it is hard to escape,—crude and half voicing the heart into words that bind with fatal constructions the minds and sympathies of those who hold them. A friend of mine doing work on the East Side had charge of a dance-hall for working boys and girls. He became acquainted with boys and girls on the side of their personality before he became acquainted with them on the side of their occupation and social status. One day he met a man who was introduced to him as a person who had made a personal sacrifice, selling his overcoat to give the money to an old woman. He was also introduced to another who had done something beautiful and heroic, so that he was conversing with two splendid souls. Afterward he found one ran an elevator, and one was a porter. Now, he said, if I had become acquainted with them, first, as an elevator boy, or as a porter, I should not have understood them; I should not have appreciated them; I should not have looked upon them with great admiration. The tag would hide the spirit.

Our guest from the East comes to us with a message that is a familiar message to our ears; the message of "Peace on earth and goodwill to men." Is there a community or a religion that should more easily comprehend or welcome such a message than our own? And if we fail to understand it, are we not being bound by some tag that really does not mean what the word may signify? That is to say, we must get down below our discussion of Christian, Hebrew, Ethical Culture, whatever the discussion may be, to the spirit of life and of brotherhood. There we find we are all akin, there we find the fellowship of the great spirit of Abdul-Baha.

A religious newspaper was a little slighting to this guest of ours, saying he came to
establish political peace. I have not found that he was an ambassador from any country, from any court; nor did he come on a diplomatic errand. Could a political peace be finally established which did not establish peace in the hearts of men; peace in the souls of individuals with their ideals? In the phrase of the political platform, "all peace looks alike to me."

Therefore for the churches, I believe that we today can welcome in a representative way and in a vital way Abdul-Baha.

**Dr. Wise.**

If Abdul-Baha really is a representative in the interest of the peace of Persia, we would not be very sorry if he might secure a more honorable peace for Persia with Russia. And if on the other hand as a representative of the land of which he is at present a subject—Turkey—he should bring about the cessation of the wicked war between Turkey and Italy, how well ought we rejoice!

Naturally, we expect a word from the Consul General of Persia in New York, Mr. Topakyan.

**Address by Mr. Topakyan.**

Ladies and Gentlemen: It is a very great honor for me to be here today, for those who cherish the highest American ideals have come to honor a man of peace, and to seek still greater light upon the sacred problem of Universal Peace. Our guest of honor has stood as a Prophet of enlightenment and peace for the Persian Empire, and a well-wisher of Persia may well honor him. I wish from the heart success for the message of peace for all men. The awful calamity of war has hindered for centuries all human progress. What progress has been made has been made in spite of war. When the day of Universal Peace comes, it will be a day of universal good to all men. The poor shall rejoice and misery and degradation shall be like evil dreams of the night. The peacemakers are truly the children of God. It was impossible that America should be satisfied with her own prosperity and feel no interest in the true welfare of the rest of the world. Today in seeking International Peace, she is sending a message of glad hope to the nations who most need the sympathy and protection of the stronger nations.

I beg of you ladies and gentlemen to let these few words serve as an expression of my sincere sympathy for International Peace. In closing I am happy to say that Abdul-Baha is the Glory of Persia today.

**Dr. Wise.**

A word from a University teacher, Prof. Wm. Jackson of Columbia University. Prof. Jackson is a scholar of the Persian land and tongue, and we shall be happy to have a word from him.

**Address by Prof. Jackson.**

It has been my pleasure and privilege to travel considerably in the East, especially in the wonderland of Persia. No matter what the object of the traveler's journey may be, his attention is called to the fact that the spirit of these lands is awakening anew. One thing always impresses me there. When men meet and greet each other socially, in business, under all sorts of conditions, you hear them say "Salaam aleikum!" and the response comes back "Wa aleikum assalaam"! That is to say "Peace be upon you!" and "Upon you be Peace!"

With deep interest and reverence I saw the spot in Tabriz where the Bab was dragged up by the arms in 1850. After all the torment, abuse and persecution which had been heaped upon him, he was hung up there on a wall, side by side with one of his followers. At the last moment this disciple said "Master, are you satisfied"? At that instant a volley of musketry rang out and the young disciple was dead. The Bab was strung up again and another volley brought death to him. He was a martyr to Peace and Love. This afternoon his Successor comes to us from the Orient to assure us that this Message of Peace is still being sounded and that we in the West and they in the East are really one in heart.

**Dr. Wise.**

In welcoming on your behalf the guest of today, I cannot help but refer for a moment to his name "Abdul-Baha." Abdul, as you know, means Servant, being common in all Eastern tongues; Abdul-Baha means the Servant of the Lord, and if my informant is correct, some years ago when Abdul-Baha was asked by an honored teacher of Christianity whether he was a Prophet, his answer was, "I am the Servant of the Servants of the Lord."

We welcome this "Servant of the Servants of the Lord," and in welcoming him, in greeting him, honoring him, in naming him brother, and asking him to think of us as his sisters and brothers, can you forget the word of the poet of his own land. "No one could tell me where my soul might be. I searched for God and God eluded me. I sought my brother then..."
and found all three, my soul, my God, my brother"?

In the name of God we welcome our brother, the Servant of the Lord, Abdul-Baha.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-Baha.

Although I felt indisposed this afternoon, yet because I attach great importance to this assembly, and because I was longing to see your faces, here am I. I am most grateful for the expression of kindly feelings on the part of the former speakers. Truly they have expressed the greatest spirit of hospitality toward me. I am thankful for the susceptibilities of your hearts, for I discover that the greatest desire of all of you is no other than International Peace. You are all lovers of the oneness of humanity, you are all seekers after the desire of all of you is no other than International Peace. You are all lovers of the one­ness of humanity, you are all seekers after the
good pleasure of the Lord, and you all investigate the foundations of the Divine Religions.

Today there is no greater glory for men than that of service in the cause of the Most Great Peace, for Peace is light, whereas war is darkness; Peace is life, whereas war is death; Peace is guidance, whereas war is mis­
guidance; Peace is the foundation of God, war is the Satanic institution; Peace is conducive to the illumination of the world of humanity, whereas war is the destroyer of the human foundations. When we glance at the phenomenal outcomes, we observe that Peace and amity are factors of existence; whereas war and strife are the cause of decomposition. All the phenomenal objects which we see are expressions of the oneness of existence; and non-existence is no other than love or discord. For example, various elements have come together, have united and entered into an admixture, the outcome of which is composite being, and when these elements have become discordant, shun­ning one another, non-existence will result. All phenomenal beings are likewise, for the foundation of God in all the degrees and kingdoms is an expression or an outcome of love. Consider how the human world is ever restless because of war. Peace is health, whereas war is illness. When the banner of truth is raised, peace becomes the cause of the welfare and well-being of the human world. In all cycles and all ages war has been a factor of discomfort; whereas peace and amity have been conducive to comfort and welfare;—especially in this century, because in former centuries war­fare did not attain to the savagery which now characterizes it. If two powers or two nations waged war against each other, at most ten thou­sand or twenty thousand would be sacrificed, but if in this century war shall be declared, in one day it is possible to do away with one hundred thousand human souls, for decisive instruments of destruction have been invented with which it is possible to destroy a country in an hour. It is possible to render non­existent a whole nation in a day; so perfected has become the science of war, results today cannot be compared with results in the past ages. It is a certain law of being that for every phenomenal thing there is a consummation, and because the instruments of war have attained this thoroughness and perfection, it is hoped that now they will be transformed for peaceful purposes. Therefore all of us are hopeful that this revered Society for International Peace, according to its sincere intentions may be con­firmed and reinforced by God. Thus may the Society contribute to the time when the banner of International Peace will be hoisted and confirmed Universal Peace shall be proclaimed;—when the cause of International Welfare shall consum­mate, and this darkness which encompasses the world pass away.

Sixty years ago His Holiness Baha’u’llah was in Persia. Seventy years ago His Holiness the Bab, appeared. The institutions of these two blessed souls were for International Peace and love among mankind. They put forth efforts with their lives and souls, in order to bring together divergent people, until no strife should remain, no rancor or hatred prevail. His holiness Baha’u’llah addressing all humanity, said that His Holiness Adam the parent of humanity may be likened to the tree, whereas you are like unto the leaves and blossoms of that tree. Inasmuch as your origin was one, now likewise, you must be united and agreed. You must consort with each other and associate with one another in perfect amity and accord, for He pronounced religious prejudice, racial prejudice, patriotic prejudice and political prejudice to be the destroyers of the body politic. You must look at the oneness which exists in humanity. Originally you belong to the same household. You are the servants of the same God. You are all of human kind, and it is becoming that you should be in the state of the utmost love. You must emulate the institutions of God and shun Satanic promptings, for the divine bestowals are ever conducive to unity and accord; whereas Satanic promptings call man to strife and war.

Among all the differing sects and divergent people of Persia, this remarkable personage
was able to create a bond of accord. Everyone who followed the teachings of Baha’u’llah, from whatsoever denomination or people, became connected by the bond of love with all the others, until now they cooperate and live together with the utmost of love. They are real brothers and sisters. No distinctions do they observe and the utmost accord prevails. Daily this unity and amity are increasing among them. In order to insure the progress of mankind and to establish these great principles and institutions, He was willing to suffer every ordeal and difficulty in its pathway. His Holiness the Bab became a martyr thereto and over twenty thousand men and women likewise gave their lives. His Holiness Baha’u’llah was imprisoned and endured the utmost persecution. Finally He was exiled from Persia to Mesopotamia; from Baghdad He was sent to Roumelia, and from Roumelia He was banished to the prison of Akka. Through all these ordeals day and night did He strive, proclaiming the oneness of humanity and promulgating the Most Great Peace. From the prison of Akka He addressed all the kings and crowned heads of the earth. He wrote lengthy letters to them, summoning all of them to International Peace, expressly and explicitly stating that the Most Great Peace shall hoist its banner. The powers of the earth cannot withstand it for it is one of the privileges and bestowals of this great and glorious century. It is an exigency of the time. Man can withstand anything except that which is Divinely indicated for the time and its exigencies. Now, praise be to God, in all the countries of the world lovers of peace are to be found, and these thoughts are spreading throughout humanity; especially in this country! Praise be to God, this thought is becoming predominant and all souls are defenders of the oneness of humanity; all are endeavoring to promulgate this International Peace. There is no doubt that this revered democracy will be able to realize it and the banner of International Peace be unfurled here, permeating through the other countries from here. I offer great thanks to God that I find you imbued with such susceptibilities, that He has given you such lofty thoughts; and I hope that you will be the cause of spreading this light throughout mankind. Thus may the Sun of Reality shine upon East and West. The thick clouds shall pass away and the heat of the Sun shall dispel the mist. The reality of man shall develop. The thoughts of man shall take such an upward flight that former thoughts of man shall appear in comparison as the plays of children; for the thoughts of all times and the prejudices of all people with regard to race and religion have ever been destructive. I am most hopeful that in this century these lofty thoughts shall be conducive to the welfare of humanity. Let this century be the Sun of previous centuries, the effulgences of which shall last forever, so that in the times to come they shall glorify the twentieth century, saying that the twentieth century was the century of lights, the twentieth century was the century of life, the twentieth century was the century of International Peace, the twentieth century was the century of divine bestowals, and the twentieth century has left traces which shall last forever.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA AT THE WOMAN’S SUFFRAGE MEETING HELD AT METROPOLITAN TEMPLE, SEVENTH AVENUE AND FOURTEENTH STREET, NEW YORK, MAY 20TH, 1912.

STENOGRAPHIC NOTES BY E. FOSTER.

INTRODUCTION BY MRS. PENFIELD.

Perhaps no two subjects before the world today have awakened so much fear in the minds of the people as the Disarmament of the Nations and Enfranchisement of Women. They both look toward the ideals of equity and justice among men. And it is a significant fact that many of the notable peace workers, after years of labor, have come to the conclusion that Universal Peace must follow and will depend upon the interest of women in the councils and electorates of the world. It is interesting to remember tonight as we discuss these two subjects that these two great movements have gone side by side.

I have the great honor tonight to present to you one of the most distinguished advocates of both Women’s Suffrage and Universal Peace, the Persian Prophet, Abdul-Baha who is in our midst. He will speak to you in his own language, interpreted by Dr. Fareed.

I suppose most of you are familiar with the history of this distinguished man; a man who was for forty years a prisoner in the Fortress of Akka—a prisoner held by Turkey—and only released in 1908, when the new government was adopted. I cannot use better language than that of one of his followers when I describe Abdul-Baha in these words: “Abdul-Baha wishes to be known as ‘The Servant of Humanity.’” He seeks no higher station than...
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O thou Star of the West
Be thou happy! Be thou happy!
Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR: A CALL FOR FUNDS.

Bahai Temple Unity, at its annual meeting in May, 1912, directed its Executive Board to not renew the mortgage of Ten Thousand Dollars on the Temple site, and all the Assemblies pledged their effort to raise the Ten Thousand Dollars due June 24. Five Thousand Dollars of the amount only was paid in, and that amount with accrued interest was paid on that date. By the courtesy of the mortgagee, the time for the payment of the balance was extended ninety days. On September 24, 1912, this balance, $5,000, will be due and must be paid. We have been admonished and are pursuing the policy to avoid debt and to withhold all construction work until every lien of debt or possibility of it is removed. The work of this foundation of the renewed Cause of God in America must not longer lag. Let each Assembly make complete canvass of all friends who are interested in or adhere to this Cause, and secure pledges or assurances of the gifts they will be able to contribute to this Cause by September 24. With this information of pledges your committee will be able to advise you of the amount so pledged, so that all may be acquainted with the progress made toward wiping out this debt. Let there be no delay. The demand is urgent, the call is made. Let the response be to the limit of the ability of each.

EXECUTIVE BOARD,
Per Albert H. Hall, President.

A MEMORABLE FEAST: ABDUL-BAHA THE HOST.

ABDUL-BAHA gave a Unity Feast in West Englewood, N. J., on Saturday, June 29, to the Bahais of New York and vicinity. About three hundred were present. In addition to the seven Persians in his party there were guests from Philadelphia, Buffalo, Green Acre, Me., Washington, D. C., Pittsburgh, San Francisco and Portland, Ore.

There in the fragrant pine grove, on a bright June day, Abdul-Baha himself the host, smiling joyously and radiating the spirit of good will, welcomed the happy friends. It was indeed a picture, and one of the utmost spiritual significance. Christians, Jews, Mohammedans and the white and black races were represented. Abdul-Baha's very presence seemed to fill every soul with love. The bountiful meal was a Persian Feast, the delicious dishes being prepared by members of his Oriental party. He talked to them from the center of the large circle around which the tables were arranged. He said:

"This is a good gathering. With sincere intentions have you all gathered here. The intention of all is the attainment of the virtues of God. The purpose of all is unity and
agreement. The desire of all is attraction to the Kingdom of God. Since the intention of all is toward unity and agreement, it is certain that this gathering will be productive of great results. It will be the cause of attracting a New Bounty. This is a New Day and this hour is a New Hour wherein we have come together here; all are turning to the Kingdom of Almighty, seeking the infinite bounties of the Lord. Surely the Sun of Reality, with its great and full effulgence, will illuminate us and all dark disagreements will surely disappear. The utmost of love shall result. The favors of God shall encompass us. The pathway of the Kingdom will be made easy. The souls like unto candles will be ignited and made radiant through the lights of the Great Guidance.

"This gathering has no peer or likeness upon the surface of the earth, for all other gatherings and assemblages are due to some physical basis or material interests. This outward meeting is a prototype of the inner and complete spiritual meeting; likewise are the other meetings and assemblages in different parts of the world which are thus held.

"The Bahai meetings are the mirrors of the Kingdom wherein images of the Supreme Concourse are reflected. The lights of the most great guidance are visible therein. The summons of the Kingdom can be heard from the Bahai assemblages and the call of the Supreme Concourse can reach every ear. The efficacy of such meetings as these is permanent throughout the ages.

"This assembly has a name which will last forever and ever. Hundreds of thousands of meetings shall be held to commemorate such an assembly as this and the very words I utter to you on this occasion shall be repeated by them in the ages to come. Therefore be ye rejoiced, for you are being sheltered beneath the Providence of God, and be happy and joyous because the bestowals of God are intended for you. Rejoice because the breaths of the Holy Spirit are directed to you.

"Rejoice, for the heavenly table is prepared for you!

"Rejoice, for the angels of heaven are your assistants and helpers!

"Rejoice, for the glance of the Blessed Beauty, Baha'u'llah, is directed to you!

"Rejoice, for Baha'u'llah is your protector!

"Rejoice, for the Glory Everlasting is destined for you!

"Rejoice, for the Life Everlasting is for you!

"How many blessed souls have longed for this blessed century and their utmost hopes and desires were centered upon the enjoyment of one such day. In longing anticipation of this age, how many nights did they pass sleepless, passing the time in lamentation until the very morn. They yearned to realize even an hour of this time. God has favored you therewith, and you have been the ones who have been specialized for the realization of these blessings. Hence you must praise and thank God with heart and soul for the appreciation of this great time, for the attainment of this infinite bestowal, that such doors have been opened unto your faces, such a cloud of mercy is pouring down its abundance and such refreshing breezes of the Paradise of Almighty are resuscitating you. Therefore all of you must become of one heart, of one spirit, of one susceptibility. Thus may you become, as the waves of one sea, as the stars of the same heaven, as the fruits adorning the same tree, as trees of the same garden, in order that the oneness of humanity may pitch its tent within the human realm in the world, for you are the ones who are to be the cause of establishing the cause of the oneness of mankind.

"First, you must yourselves become united and agreed. First, you yourselves must be exceedingly kind and loving towards one another. You must be willing to forfeit life in the pathway of each other. You must sacrifice your possessions for one another. The rich among you must exercise compassion toward the poor, and the well-to-do must look after those in distress. The friends in Persia offer their lives for one another, each individual striving to look after and conserve the interests of all the others. Every soul looks after the welfare of all the others. They are in the utmost state of unity and agreement. And you, like the Persian friends, must be perfectly agreed and united, to the extent of sacrificing your lives for one another. Your utmost desire must be to confer happiness upon each other. Each one of you must be the servant of the others. Each one of you must be thoughtful of the comfort of the others. Each one of you must be thoughtful of the happiness of the others. In the path of God one must forget himself utterly. He must not consider comfort for himself. He must seek comfort for himself. He must not wish for glory for himself. He must
not ask for radiance for himself. All the gifts of God must he seek for his brothers and sisters. It is my hope that you may become like this; that you may attain to the great bestowal; that you may become imbued with such spiritual qualities so as to forget yourselves entirely, and with heart and soul may you become sacrifices for the Blessed Beauty. Of yourselves you should have no will; of yourselves you should have no desire; everything you should seek for the beloved ones of God and together must you live in the utmost state of love and amity. Thus may the favors of the Blessed Beauty, BAHA'U'LLAH, encompass you from all directions. This is the great bestowal! This is the greatest bounty! These are the endless favors of God!"

After the dinner, Abdul-Baha passed around the great circular table and himself blessed each guest, placing rose perfume upon their foreheads.

In the evening a meeting was held on the lawn of the Wilhelm home, Abdul-Baha speaking from the veranda to some one hundred and fifty Englewood guests, who were seated in camp chairs. After this meeting questions were answered while he walked up and down the country road in front of the house. He remained with the Wilhelm family until Sunday morning, when he left to fill an engagement in another part of New Jersey.

ADDRESSES DELIVERED BY ABDUL-BAHA IN NEW YORK CITY AND VICINITY.

(Continued from page fifteen)

this, yet when one understands all this means, one realizes the combination of humanity and exaltation which it implies.”

We hope, tonight, that we may hear from this distinguished man not only something of the situation and condition of the women of Persia, but something of the relationship which these two great movements—Woman's Suffrage and International Peace—bear to each other.

I have the great honor to introduce to you Abdul-Baha.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA.

Today certain questions of the utmost importance are facing humanity. These questions are peculiar to this radiant century. In past centuries there was not even mention of these subjects. Inasmuch as this is the century of illumination, the century of the advancement of humanity, the century of the divine bestowals, therefore these important questions are presented for the consideration of public opinion, and in all the countries of the world discussion is taking place with regard to them.

One of these questions concerns the rights of woman and her equality with man. In past ages they believed in inequality between man and woman; that is to say, they considered woman to be inferior to man, even from the standpoint of her anatomy and creation. They considered her to be inferior in intelligence and that it was not allowable for her to step into the arena of important affairs. In some countries men went so far as to consider women to belong to a sphere other than the human sphere. But in this century, which is the century of light and the revelation of mysteries, God has proved to the satisfaction of humanity that this is a great mistake. Nay rather it is well proved that mankind and womankind as humanity are equal, no difference between them; all are human. The conditions which existed in past centuries were due to woman's lack of education. They did not educate womankind at all, but left her in her undeveloped state. Naturally, womankind could not advance. As a matter of fact God has created all humanity, and in the estimation of God there is no distinction of male and female. In the estimation of God, the one whose heart is pure is acceptable, be that one man or woman. God will not inquire “Art thou woman or art thou man?” He will consider human actions. If the actions are acceptable in the threshold of the glorious One, man or woman will be alike rewarded.

Second: The education of womankind is more necessary and important than the education of man, for women are the educators of man when man is in the stage of infancy. If the educator be defective and imperfect, the one educated will necessarily be accordingly. If we say that womankind is defective and imperfect, this implies a condition of imperfection in mankind, for it is woman who educates man; it is the mother who rears and nurtures the child. The father does not educate it. Therefore if the educator be imperfect, surely the educated will be imperfect. This is evident, manifest and incontrovertible. Is it possible for a teacher to be imperfect or illiterate and the student perfect and accomplished? The
mothers are the first educators of mankind; if they be imperfect, alas for the condition of man!

Again, it is well established in all affairs where woman has not participated that such affairs have never attained the stage of perfection. History proves this. Every important undertaking of the human world wherein woman has been a participant has attained importance; even in religion. This is born out by history and no one can refute it. His Holiness Jesus Christ had twelve disciples, one of them a woman known as Mary Magdalene. Judas Iscariot had become a hypocrite, and the remaining eleven disciples after the crucifixion were dubious and doubtful. The one who comforted and re-established their faith was no other than Mary Magdalene. If you read the gospels carefully, you will detect this. It will become perfectly clear to you.

Third: The world of humanity consists of two factors—male and female. If one remains defective, the other necessarily will be defective; perfection cannot be obtained in this manner. One member of the body is the right hand, the other is the left hand. If either of these shall prove defective, the defect will naturally extend to the other. Accomplishment is complete when both hands are perfect. If we say that one hand is imperfect, we prove the inability and incapacity of the other; for single-handed, there is no complete accomplishment. Just as physical accomplishment is complete with two hands, so the two factors of the social body must be perfect. It is not allowable that either shall remain defective and until both attain perfection, the happiness of the human world will not be assured. If one remains defective, how can complete happiness be attained? It is impossible.

Furthermore, the most important issue of the day is that which concerns International Peace and Arbitration; and Universal Peace is impossible without Universal Suffrage. Children are educated by the women. The mother bears the troubles of rearing the child. She undergoes the ordeals of birth and training. Therefore it is most difficult for mothers to send to the battlefield their dear ones, their offspring upon whom they have lavished such love and care. Consider—a child reared and trained twenty years by a mother. How many nights she has passed sleepless; how many days restless and anxious! With the utmost difficulty she has brought him to the age of maturity. How difficult then it is to sacrifice him upon the battlefield! These mothers therefore will not sanction war, nor be satisfied with it. So it will come to pass that when womankind partake fully and equally in the affairs of the world—in the great arena of laws and politics—war will cease; for woman will prove the obstacle or hindrance to it. This is certain and without doubt.

Another point needs consideration. It has been objected by some that woman is not equally capable with man and that she is by creation deficient. This is pure imagination. The difference which exists between man and woman is a difference due solely to education. Therefore woman has been denied equal opportunity for education with man. If equal opportunity for education existed, there is no doubt woman would be the peer of man. History will evidence this. In past ages certain women have stepped into the arena of action and surpassed men in their accomplishments. Among them was Zenobia, Queen of the East, whose capitol was Palmyra. Today the site of Palmyra bears witness of her greatness, ability and sovereignty. Even now the observer can see ruins of castles and fortifications of the utmost strength and solidity built by this remarkable woman, which are matchless in history. She was the wife of the governor-general of Athens. Her husband died and she assumed the royal diadem in his stead. The Roman Empire selected her as a governor and she ruled her province most efficiently.

Afterward she conquered Syria, subdued Egypt and founded a most wonderful kingdom with the utmost skill and thoroughness. The Roman Empire sent a tremendous army against her. When this army, replete with the finest military tactics reached Syria, Zenobia, herself appeared upon the field leading her soldiers. On the day of battle she bedecked herself with variegated garments, placed a crown upon her head, mounted a horse and rode forth sword in hand proving herself a wonderful military commander. By her valor and courage the Roman army was defeated and so completely dispersed that they were not able to reassemble in retreat. The government of Rome held consultation, saying “No matter what commander we send, we cannot withstand her. Therefore the Emperor (Aurelian), himself, with all his power must go to withstand Zenobia.” The Emperor marched into Syria with two hundred thousand soldiers. The army of Zenobia was greatly inferior in size. The Romans besieged her in Palmyra...
two years without success. Finally the Emperor was able to cut off the city's supply of provisions until she and her people were compelled by starvation to surrender. She was not defeated in war and battle. Aurelian took her captive to Rome. On the day of his entry into the city, he arranged a triumphal procession,—first elephants, then lions, tigers, birds, monkeys,—and after the monkeys Zenobia. A crown was upon her head—a gold chain about her neck. With the utmost dignity and unconsciencions of humiliation, looking to right and left, she said, "Verily, I glory in being a woman and in having withstood the Roman Empire." (At that time the Roman Empire covered half the known earth). "And this chain about my neck is therefore not a sign of humiliation but of glorification. This is a symbol of my power, not of my defeat."

Among other historical women was the wife of Peter the Great (Catherine I). Russia and Turkey were at war. The commander of the Turkish forces, Mohammed Pasha had defeated Peter at Servia and was about to take St. Petersburgh. The Russians were in a most critical position. Catherine the wife of Peter the Great, said "I will arrange this matter." She had an interview with Mohammed Pasha, negotiated a treaty of peace and induced him to turn back. She saved her husband and her nation. This was a great accomplishment. Afterward she was crowned, and governed with the utmost ability.

The discovery of America by Columbus, as you know, was during the reign of Isabel of Spain, to whose wisdom and assistance this great event was largely due. In brief, there have been many remarkable women in the history of the world. Mention of them is not necessary.

Today, among the Bahais of Persia, there are many women who are the very pride and envy of the men. They are imbued with all the excellence and virtues of humanity. They are eloquent, they are poets and scholars and embody the quintessence of humility. The whole Orient bears witness to their greatness. In political matters they have been able to withstand the abilities of men. They have given their lives and forfeited their possessions in martyrdom for humanity. Their glory, honor and traces will last forever. Truly the pages of the history of Persia are illumined by the lives of such women. If you read history you will be astonished.

The purpose, in brief, is this,—that if woman be fully educated and granted her prerogatives, she will attain to the accomplishment of wonderful deeds and prove herself the equal of man. For she is the coadjutor of man. Both are human, both are endowed with intelligence, both embody the virtues of humanity. In all human powers and functions they are partners. If in all degrees of human activity at present woman does not manifest her prerogatives, it is caused by lack of educational opportunity. Education, without doubt, will equalize her with man.

Consider the animal kingdom. What difference is observed between the male and female? They are equal in powers and share their rights. Among the doves and birds of the air there is no distinction observed. Their powers are equal, their rights conserved;—they dwell together in complete unity and equality. Are we not to enjoy the same equality? The absence of this equality is not becoming to man.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA AT MT. MORRIS BAPTIST CHURCH (REV. J. HERMAN RANDALL, PASTOR), FIFTH AVENUE AND 126TH STREET, NEW YORK, MAY 26, 1912.

Stenographic Notes by E. Foster.

INTRODUCTION BY REV. J. HERMAN RANDALL,

I AM sure we are very glad indeed, as members of this church and congregation, to welcome to this evening service Abdul-Baha Abbas, and it gives me great pleasure, my brother, to extend you this hand of greeting. I pray that God's blessing may rest richly upon you and the great work you are doing in the cause of the spiritual uplift of the race.

As I neared this church this evening I heard the hymn, "Nearer, My God, to Thee." The greatest attainment in the world of humanity is nearness to God. Every lasting glory, honor, grace and beauty which comes to man comes through nearness to God. All the prophets and apostles longed for this nearness to the creator. How many nights they passed sleepless in their yearning for this nearness; how many days they devoted to supplication for this attainment, seeking ever to draw nearer to Him. But nearness to God is not an easy attainment. In the day wherein His Holiness
Christ was upon the earth, all mankind sought nearness to God, but in that day no one attained thereto save a very few, namely, the disciples of our Lord Jesus Christ. Those blessed souls were blessed with nearness to the Divine, for Divine nearness is dependent upon the Love of God. Divine nearness is dependent upon the attainment to the knowledge of God. Divine nearness rests upon severing one's self from all else save God. Divine nearness is contingent upon self-sacrifice. Divine nearness is attainable through the sacrifice of wealth, forfeiting one's possessions. Divine nearness is made possible through the baptism by fire and water, for it is stated in the Gospels that everyone must be baptized with fire and water. In another place it states that he must be baptized with fire. We know by analogy that water symbolizes the water of life, which is knowledge, and that by Spirit is meant the Holy Spirit, and by fire is meant the fire of the love of God; therefore the meaning is that man must be baptized with the water of life, The Holy Spirit, and the fire of the love of the Kingdom. Until he attains to these three degrees nearness to God is not possible. Nearness to God is possible through the same process by which the Bahais in Persia have attained; namely: those who gave their lives for that station; who forfeited their possessions; who gave up their honor and were willing to sacrifice their comfort. With the utmost joy they hastened to the place of great martyrdom; their blood was spilled, their bodies were destroyed, their children were taken into captivity. All these conditions they endured joyfully and willingly;—through such self-sacrifice is nearness to God made possible. And let it be known that nearness to God is not dependent upon time or place. Nearness to God is independent upon the purity of the heart. Divine nearness is dependent upon the exhilaration of the Spirit; through the glad tidings of God. Consider how a pure and well polished mirror can reveal fully the effulgence of the sun, no matter how distant the sun be. As soon as the mirror is cleansed from dross, the sun will manifest itself therein. Likewise the hearts of mankind, the more pure and polished they become, the nearer they draw to God, and the Sun of Reality shines therein. It sets the hearts aglow with the Fire of the Love of God, the doors of knowledge are opened, acquainance with the mysteries of God is made possible, and so spiritual discoveries are made.

All the prophets through severance have drawn near to God. Therefore we must emulate those holy souls; we must forego our desires and wishes. We must rescue ourselves from wallowing in the soil of this earth, until our hearts become mirror-like, and the Light of the most great Guidance reveals itself therein.

His Holiness Baha'u'llah in His Hidden Words proclaimed that God inspires certain Prophets and is revealed through them: "Thy heart (the heart of the servant) is my abode; purify and sanctify it that I may descend and dwell therein. Thy spirit is my outlook; render it pure and clear, thus may I become resplendently manifest therein." Therefore we learn that nearness to God is possible through devotion to Him. Nearness to God is through entrance into the Kingdom of God. Nearness to God is made possible through service to humanity. Nearness to God is possible through love to all mankind. Nearness to God is possible through unity with all humanity. Nearness to God is dependent upon kindness to all mankind. Nearness to God is made possible through the investigation of the Truth. Nearness to God is through the acquisition of praiseworthy virtues. Nearness to God is possible through service to Universal Peace. Nearness to God is dependent upon sanctification; in a word, nearness to God is dependent upon self-sacrifice, self-abnegation, and the giving up of all to Him.

Nearness is likeness.

Consider how the sun shines upon all creation, but only surfaces which are pure polished and clear can reveal the glory and light. The darkened soul has no portion of the revelation of the glorious Light of Reality, and the soil of self, unable to take advantage of that light and heat, produces not. Blind eyes do not see the rays of the sun, nay rather, pure eyes with sound and healthy sight, alone can behold it. Verdant trees, capable trees can receive the benefit of the sun; therefore man must seek capacity, must seek readiness. As long as man lacks capacity or is wanting in readiness, he is incapable of reflecting that Light and of taking advantage of its benefits. If the cloud of the mercy of God shall pour down its rain upon soil that is sterile for a thousand years, the soil because of its sterility will not produce. Hence, we must make our hearts ready and fertile soil, in order that the rain of the Mercy of God may refresh them, and flowers and hyacinths may grow therein. We must have perceiving
eyes in order that we may see the Light of the Sun. We must render clear the nostrils in order to scent the fragrance of the Rose Garden. We must render the ears attentive in order to hear the summons from the Supreme Kingdom. The ear which is deaf, no matter how beautiful the melody, cannot enjoy it—cannot hear the call of the Supreme Concourse. The nostril which is affected with catarrh cannot sense the fragrant odors of the garden. Therefore we must ever work for capacity and seek readiness. As long as capacity is wanting, the beauties of God will not penetrate. His Holiness Christ states in the gospel. The utterance which I give forth—my words—are like seeds which a gardener sows. Some seeds are cast upon stony ground; some fall upon sterile soil; some are choked by thorns and thistles; but some are cast into ready, fertile and capable soil (hearts). When seeds are cast in the soil of sterility, no growth becomes manifest. Seeds cast on stony ground will grow but awhile; owing to lack of roots they will perish and wither away. Seeds which are cast among thorns and thistles are choked and will not grow; but the seed which is cast in good ground will grow, will become verdant, will branch forth and blossom like the rose.

In the same way the words which I utter unto you may not produce any effect at all. Some hearts may be affected somewhat but soon forget, and others, owing to their superstitious ideas and imaginations, are submerged in complications. But the blessed souls who hear my admonitions and exhortations, listening thereto with the ear of acceptance—in them my Word penetrates most effectively, and they day by day advance and reach even to the Supreme Concourse. Consider how this parable makes attainment dependent upon capacity. Unless capacity is attained the summons of the Kingdom will not reach the ear; the Light of the Sun will not be witnessed, and the good fragrances of the Rose Garden will not be enjoyed. Therefore let us endeavor to attain to capacity; to attain to worthiness, and thus hear the call of the Kingdom, hearken to the glad-tidings of God, become revivified by the breaths of the Holy Spirit, hoist the standard of the oneness of humanity, establish brotherhood among the human race, and beneath the shadow of God’s grace attain to that life which is everlasting and eternal.

Prayer.

O thou Forgiving God! These servants are turning to Thy Kingdom and seeking Thy Grace and Bounty. O God, make their hearts good and pure, in order that they may become worthy of Thy Love. Purify and sanctify the spirits. Thus may the Light of the Sun of Reality shine through them. Purify and sanctify the eyes that they may perceive Thy Lights. Purify and sanctify the ears in order that they may hear the call of Thy Kingdom. O Lord, verily we are weak, but Thou art mighty. Verily we are poor, but Thou art rich. We are seekers and Thou art the One sought. O Lord, have compassion upon us, forgive us; bestow upon all capacity and readiness in order that we may become responsive to Thy favors; that we may become attracted to Thy Kingdom; that we may be set aglow with the fire of Thy love; that we may become reanimated through the breaths of Thy Holy Spirit in this radiant century. Thou art powerful; Thou art almighty; Thou art merciful, and Thou art most bountiful.

SPECIAL NOTICE—Abdul-Baha is now in New Hampshire and expects to return to New York City the latter part of August or first of September. As we go to press, word comes to us that he will be pleased to meet in that city any or all of the friends throughout America before he sails for the Orient about the middle of September. The Editors.
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ای تختلفت

ارادت الهی که می‌دهد، قدرت مانندی که می‌دهد، قدرت مانندی که می‌دهد.

امام رضا (ع) به نزول می‌گوید: "می‌خواهم که برای بزرگداشت امام رضا (ع) کتابی در این زمینه بنویسم."
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<td></td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td></td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td></td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

با تشکر برای همکاری شما.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>نام منبع</th>
<th>تعداد</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>منبع 1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>منبع 2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>منبع 3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>منبع 4</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>منبع 5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

به این ترتیب، منابع جمع‌آوری شده‌اند.
توجه داشته باشید که این نمونه از متنی است که به زبان فارسی نوشتاری شده است. این متن یک نسخه از کتابی است که در کورس‌های مختلفی به‌طور گسترده‌ای ارائه می‌شود. این نمونه ممکن است به عنوان مثال در مورد تکنیک‌های نوشتاری و استراحی استفاده شود. در این متن، بررسی‌های مختلفی از جمله نظرات و آزمایشات برای بهبود نوشتاری آموزش‌ها ارائه شده است.
سید مهدوی، موسیه‌کارانی هرکدام از هرکدامست، یک کافه و باغ در سازمان مطبوعات افتتاح کرده‌اند. این کافه و باغ در مرکز شهر قرار دارند، و در جوار آن جنگل‌های زیبا و باغ‌هایی که رنگ‌آمیخته با همدیگر هستند، قرار دارند. سید مهدوی در این کافه، به همراه خانم‌هایش، به صورت دائمی به فعالیت‌های مختلف روزگاری می‌پردازد. او به شکلی نشان می‌دهد که این کافه و باغ، دردسرها را به پایان می‌برد و حکایتی جدیدی از زندگی شایع می‌کند.
مجرار

۱۳۹۹

شمس‌الدین جهانشاه
نفرت‌نگر

۱. اکس می‌ترسد و ادای خانم در این جمل
۲. خسای به‌ناامیده، کسی نیست
۳. جعفر می‌خواند و درخواست استفاده می‌کند
۴. جعفر به‌خاطر اختلافات می‌خوابد
۵. اکس کان می‌رود و ادای خانم در این جمل
۶. هلی می‌راهند و ادای خانم در این جمل
۷. می‌نگارند و ادای خانم در این جمل
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Stenographic Notes by Miss Dixon.

Tonight I wish to tell you something of the history of the Bahai Revelation.

The Blessed Perfection Baha’u’llah belonged to the royal family of Persia. From His earliest childhood He became distinguished among His relatives and friends. “This child,” they said, “has extraordinary power.” Not only in wisdom, but in the realm of new knowledge He was superior to His age and time. All were astonished.

Some remarked, “Such a precocious child will not survive,” for it has been believed that children who are precocious cannot live very long. Until the Blessed Perfection reached the age of maturity He had not entered any school. He was not willing to be taught by any teacher. This fact is well known among the Persians of Teheran. Nevertheless He solved the difficult problems of all who came and inquired. In short, whatever the meeting, whether scientific gathering or theological discussion, He always explained the abstruse problems presented to Him.

Until the father of Baha’u’llah passed away He did not seek after position or political station. All were surprised at this. Notwithstanding His connection with the government, He would not accept any position. They remarked:—“How is it that a young man so intelligent, so keen, so perceptive, so subtle, is not a candidate for lucrative appointments; as a matter of fact, every position is open to Him.” The people of Persia are witnesses to this historical fact.

He was most generous; giving abundantly to the poor. He did not refuse any who asked Him. The doors of His house were open to all. He always had many guests. This generosity was conducive to greater astonishment from the fact that He did not seek position or prominence. In commenting upon this His friends said that all His wealth would be given away, for His expenses were many, while His wealth was becoming limited. All were amazed at His conduct and greatly astonished at His doings. Some remarked, “Why is He not thinking of His own affairs?” Some who were wise declared: “This Personage is connected with another world. He has something sublime within Him that is not evident now, but the day will come when that shall be manifested.”

In short, the Blessed Perfection was a refuge for every weak one; a shelter for every fearing one; kind to every indigent one; most lenient to all creatures.

He became well known in regard to these qualities before His Holiness the Bab appeared. Then Baha’u’llah declared the Bab’s Mission to be true and promulgated His Teachings. The Bab stated that the greater Manifestation would take place after him and called that one, “Him whom God would manifest,”—saying that nine years afterwards the reality of His own mission would become apparent. In His writings He stated that in the ninth year that promised One would be known:—in the ninth year they would attain unto all good;—in the ninth year they would attain to all glory;—in the ninth year they would advance rapidly. Between Baha’u’llah and the Bab there was communication privately. The Bab wrote a letter to Him in which the name Baha’u’llah was incorporated 360 times. Then the Bab was martyred. And in the ninth year later, in the City of Baghdad, Baha’u’llah publicly announced Himself.

For the Government of Persia had decreed that as long as Baha’u’llah remained in Persia the country would not be in peace; when Baha’u’llah was exiled from Persia, then Persia would become quiet. On the contrary, when
BAHA’ULLAH was banished from Persia great tumult arose. The proclamation of His Manifestation was made in Baghdad. His Mission was declared there. He called His friends together and spoke to them of God. Afterward He departed from them alone. Nobody knew just where He was. Even we were not informed. Two years passed. He lived in the mountains in caves and grottoes and some time in the City of Sulimaniyye.

Although solitary, secluded and unknown, it became reported throughout Kurdistan that this was a most remarkable person and exceedingly well learned; that He was possessed of a great power of attraction and all Kurdistan was magnetized by His love. BAHA’ULLAH lived in poverty; even His robes and clothes were those of the poor. His food was that of the indigent. An atmosphere of reverence haloed Him as the sun at mid-day. Everywhere He was greatly revered.

He left Kurdistan and returned to Baghdad. The guards came from Sulimaniyye to visit Him. They found Him in His accustomed affluence and ease and were astonished at the appointments of one who had lived in seclusion and subsisted as He had done in Kurdistan.

The Government of Persia thought the banishment of BAHA’ULLAH, the Blessed Perfection, from Persia would be the extermination of the Cause in that country. Now they realized that it spread more rapidly. His fame became more widely circulated, His teachings more pronounced. Then the chiefs of Persia endeavored to expel BAHA’ULLAH from Baghdad. He was summoned to Constantinople. While in Constantinople He was regardless of any restriction. He paid no attention to the ministers or clergy. Then the ministers of Persia made efforts and succeeded in having Him banished from Constantinople to Roumelia, so that BAHA’ULLAH should be kept far distant from Persia and His communication made more difficult. Nevertheless the Cause still spread.

They said, “We are endeavoring to banish BAHA’ULLAH from place to place, but each time the Cause is more extended, His proclamation is more widely circulated and day by day His lamp is becoming brighter. Its potency is becoming greater and this is due to the popular cities to which He has been sent. Therefore it is better to send Him to a penal colony as a suspect, so that all people may know that He is a prisoner; that He is in the prison of the murderers, robbers and criminals; then in a short time He and His followers will perish.” Therefore the Sultan of Turkey banished Him to the prison of Akka in Syria.

When BAHA’ULLAH arrived at the prison of Akka, through the power of God He was able to hoist His banner. It was first a star. It became a mighty sun. The fame of the Cause of the Blessed Perfection expanded as far as the East from the West.

From inside prison walls He wrote epistles to all the kings. He summoned them to arbitration and the “Most Great Peace.” Some of the kings expressed disdain. One was the Ottoman king. The Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte III did not reply. Then a second epistle was addressed to him. It stated: “I have written you an epistle before summoning you to the Cause but you heeded it not. You proclaimed once that you were the defender of the oppressed and it hath become evident that you are not. Nor are you kind to your own distressed and oppressed people. You act contrary to your own interests and this pride of yours, which is supported by your commands must fall. Because of your arrogance God shortly will destroy your sovereignty. France will flee away from you and a great conquest will take place. The river Rhine will be a place of lamentations and mourning. The women will bemoan the loss of their sons.” Such was his arraignment, published and spread.

Read it and consider: One prisoner, single and solitary, without assistant or defender; a foreigner, a stranger, a prisoner in the fortress of Akka writing such letters to kings—writing such a letter to the Emperor of France and the Sultan of Turkey while He was a prisoner at Akka! BAHA’ULLAH hoisted His banner in prison. Refer to history. It has no parallel. No such a thing has ever transpired before that time nor since; an exile in prison advancing His Cause and spreading broadcast His Teachings so that eventually He was powerful enough to conquer the very king who banished Him.

His Cause spread more and more. In short, the Blessed Perfection was for twenty-five years in prison. During all this time He was subjected to the indignities and revilement of the people. He was subjected to the persecutions of the people of Persia. They pillaged His properties in Persia. They put Him in chains in Akka. First, banishment from Persia to Baghdad; then banishment from Baghdad to Constantinople; then, banishment from Constantinople to Roumelia;
finally, banishment from Roumelia to the most
great prison, Akka.

During His lifetime He was restless every
moment. He did not pass one night in rest-
ful sleep. He bore all these ordeals and
calamities and difficulties in order that in the
world of humanity a manifestation of selfless-
ness might become apparent; in order that the
"Most Great Peace" might become a reality;
in order that souls might become as the very
angels of heaven; in order that heavenly
miracles might become perfected among men;
in order that the faith of humanity might
become adequate; in order that the precious,
priceless bestowal of God in the human tem-
ple, namely the human mind might develop
to its fullest capacity; in order that the chil-
dren of men might become likenesses of God,
even as it has been stated in the Bible: "We
shall create men in our own image."

To be brief, He bore all these ordeals and
calamities that our hearts might become bright,
our spirits glad, our difficulties replaced by
virtues, our ignorance transformed into knowl-
dge; in order that we might obtain the fruits
of humanity and acquire heavenly grace; al-
though we are upon the earth we may travel
in the Kingdom; although needy we shall re-
cieve the treasures of heaven. For this has
He borne these difficulties.

Trust all to God! The lights of God are
resplendent. The Blessed Epistles afe spread-
unfurled, and The Great Community is at
hand.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA AT BROTHERHOOD
CHURCH (REV. HOWARD COLEY IVES, PASTOR),
BERGEN AND FAIRVIEW AVENUES, JERSEY CITY,
MAY 19, 1912.

Stenographic Notes by Miss Esther Foster.
INTRODUCTION BY REV. HOWARD IVES.
Reading from Hidden Words.

MY FRIENDS, this is a most wonderful
age—the most wonderful age in human
history. This is the age of which poets
have dreamed and prophets have spoken since
the dawn of time. The Kingdom of Heaven is
at hand. Do you realize how short a time ago
it is that such a scene as this would be abso-
lutely impossible? Do you realize that now,
this is the first decade, I might say,—certainly
the first quarter of a century when not only free
speech is heard from the pulpit, but in every
pulpit in the land is it possible to welcome
people of other sects, nay of other creeds, nay
of other nations? The Scotch Covenanter,
Richard Cameron, not so many years ago, on
the last Sunday before his death, preached
from his pulpit that he hoped that blood and
fire could be used against the Church of Rome;
—that he would be in favor of war against all
Catholicism, and he hoped it would break out
in Scotland first.

Now we have with us tonight a representa-
tive of the Orient,—a part of the country almost
within gunshot of Nazareth,—a man who
comes to us with a great and wonderful mes-
 sage. He hardly set foot within this country
before he was asked by Percy Stickney Grant,
Pastor of the Church of the Ascension, to
occupy his pulpit on the next Sunday morning.
Percy Stickney Grant, one of God's heroes,
exposed himself to criticism and no slight
annoyance to express publicly his belief in true
religion. And since then, where has this
brother of ours been? I would almost say
everywhere. He has been asked to speak to
the most diverse people. He has gone from
Columbia University to the Bowery Mission.
He has gone from the African Church to speak
at a meeting of the New Thought Society.
Wherever he has gone he has brought the great
leveler of the Spirit of God. He has in truth
come here to teach us the lesson of humanity,
and I pray God with all my heart that this
night may be to us—this Brotherhood Church
—a wonderful blessing; that we may get his
Spirit, the Spirit of Self-sacrifice.

You know something of his life probably,
but let me tell you as I may briefly, that he has
spent over forty years in prison for this Truth.
His Father died in prison,—a Great Teacher of
the human race. He comes out of this prison
and steps into the great societies of Paris, Lon-
don and America. He finds the world open to
receive him. He comes with nothing to back
him. He has no great letters of credit; he has
no great introductions; he does not even speak
our language. Ah, but he speaks the language
of the heart and the heart understands!

I hope I may be allowed to make one per-
sonal allusion, which may be pardoned if it is
not exactly what our brother here would wish:
There have come to this country vast numbers
of so-called prophets,—people who came with
a newism,—something a little different,—with
the twang of the Orient about it, and flocks of
people go to them and pour out their money and
enthusiasm. These Orientals line their pockets
with our money and go away. This is an insult to humanity. Lest you may think it is possible to believe such a thing of Abdul-Baha, let me tell you that his friends here provided a beautiful apartment for him in the Ansonia. They wanted to express their love and veneration in the only way they could by providing a comfortable place in which he could meet the many friends and be comfortable. He accepted it with thanks, but paid for it all himself. Never since he has been in this country has he accepted one cent from anybody. On the contrary, the generosity of this noble soul is beyond any comparison. The first Sunday he spoke in Grant's church, the contribution was passed, and he made his offering. When he was asked to speak to the Bowery Mission, he went there with a big bag of one thousand francs changed into twenty-five cent pieces of our money, and stood at the door giving them to those poor ragged brothers of ours.

My friends, the Kingdom of God is at hand, and I call upon you to recognize it! I call upon you to spread the news on every side! No longer is there room in God's world for sect or creed. He knows no sect. There is no creed or sect in God's sight.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-Baha.

Because this church is called the Church of Brotherhood, I wish to touch upon the subject of the "Brotherhood of Mankind." There is perfect brotherhood underlying humanity, for all are the servants of one God. There is brotherhood among mankind because all are beneath the providence of God. There is brotherhood in humanity because all belong to one family. There is the fraternal bond in humanity because all belong to the realm of growth. There is brotherhood pertaining to humanity because all are sensitive beings. There is brotherhood among humanity because all are beneath one canopy or heaven. There is brotherhood in humanity because all inhabit one earth, one globe. There is brotherhood among humanity because of the necessity of cooperation. There is brotherhood among humanity because all belong to one sociology. There is brotherhood among humanity because all are the waves of one sea. There is brotherhood among humanity because all are the leaves, twigs and fruits of one tree. This is the physical brotherhood which insures the material happiness of the human world. The stronger this brotherhood becomes, the more will the world of humanity advance and the circle of materiality be enlarged. This is material brotherhood. But the real brotherhood is the spiritual brotherhood, because the physical brotherhood is subject to separation. All the wars which take place are the causes of separating humanity, but spiritual brotherhood is eternal brotherhood. It does not accept separation. Material or physical brotherhood is based upon material interests, but the spiritual brotherhood owes its existence to the breaths of the Holy Spirit. This brotherhood, the spiritual brotherhood may be likened to the light, while the souls may be likened to lanterns. Although the incandescent lamps here are many, yet the light is one.

At a time in the Orient when even the physical brotherhood was not existing, His Holiness Baha'u'llah appeared. At first he promulgated the physical brotherhood; then he founded the spiritual brotherhood. Such a spirit of brotherhood did he breathe into the countries of the Orient that the various peoples and warring tribes became one in spirit. Their bestowals became one; their susceptibilities became one; their desires became one desire—to a degree wherein they sacrificed themselves for one another, forfeiting possessions for one another, forfeiting their glory for one another, forfeiting comfort for one another. They were bound together in such a fellowship as to be indissoluble. This is eternal brotherhood; this is spiritual brotherhood; this is heavenly brotherhood; this is divine brotherhood—which is indissoluble absolutely. Material civilization advances through the material fraternity. All the progress which you observe in the material civilization is founded mainly upon the fraternal basis. Were it not for material fraternity or brotherhood, these material advancements would not have been witnessed, and civilization would not have progressed. Now, praise be to God! spiritual fraternity is organized, the eternal fraternity, and that is indissoluble. Therefore it is certain that the Divine Civilization shall be founded and spiritual progress shall be made. In this radiant century Divine knowledges, merciful civilization, and spiritual virtues shall attain the greatest progress and advancement. The traces have become manifest in Persia. Souls have advanced to such a degree as to forfeit life and possessions for one another. Their spiritual perceptions have developed. Their intelligence has increased. Their souls have advanced. The utmost of love has been manifested. Therefore my hope is that spiritual fraternity shall unite the East and the West, and be conducive to the entire
abortion of warfare among mankind. May spiritual fraternity be the cause of binding together the various individuals and members of humanity. May spiritual fraternity be the cause of the utmost advancement of minds. May spiritual fraternity be the cause of allowing the spiritual divine bestowals to encompass us from all directions. May spiritual fraternity be the cause of illuminating hearts. May spiritual susceptibilities set aglow the hearts with spiritual glad-tidings. May spiritual brotherhood cause a regeneration or rebirth, for spiritual fraternity emanates from the breaths of the Holy Spirit and is founded by the Power of God. Surely any affair or movement which is founded through the Divine Power, through the Holy Spirit, is permanent and everlasting in its potency and effect.

Material brotherhood will not prevent warfare; it does not remove warfare; it does not dispel differences among mankind. But spiritual brotherhood shall destroy the very foundations of warfare; it will erase differences entirely; it will promulgate the oneness of humanity; it will revivify all mankind; it will cause all hearts to turn to the Kingdom of God, and all souls shall be baptized with the Holy Spirit. Then will the material world be resplendent through the lights of divinity; the mirror of materiality shall acquire its lights from heaven; spiritual brotherhood will give the world justice, so that not a trace of darkness, rancor and enmity shall be visible. All humanity shall come within the bounds of security; the Prophethood of all the Prophets shall be established; Zion shall leap and dance; Jerusalem shall rejoice; the Mosaic flame shall ignite; the Messianic light shall shine; the world will become another world; and humanity shall put on another power. This is the greatest Divine Bestowal; this is the effulgence of the Kingdom of God; this is the day of illumination; this is the merciful century. We must appreciate these things and strive, in order that the utmost desire of the Prophets may today be realized, and all the glad-tidings may be fulfilled. Hope in the favor of God. Look not at your own respective capacities, for the divine bestowal can transform a drop into an ocean. It can make of a tiny grain a colossal tree; for the divine bestowals are like the sea, and we are like the fishes of that sea. The fishes must not look at themselves, but they must look at the ocean, which is vast and wonderful. Provision for the sustenance of all is there. So the divine bestowals encompass all, and love eternal shines upon all.

**REV. HOWARD IVES.**

I asked Abdul-Baha if he would be willing to answer questions, as it is our custom, and he says he would prefer not to. He thinks in a gathering of this kind, a religious meeting, it would not be suitable to discuss questions, and that he would prefer not to. But he told me, in lieu of the discussion, he would speak longer, and I have just reminded him of it. It may be interesting to you to know that a question was presented to him. He is going to reply to that question.

**Question—“Will the future progress in the world spiritually be equal to the material progress in the past fifty years, and will the spiritual keep pace with the material?”**

**ABDUL-BAHA.**

Everything in life in its inception is not fully known in the full degree of its potency. Development and progress is gradual. For example, spiritual advancement may be likened to the light in the early morning. This dawn-light is rather dim in its effulgence, but a wise man who looks at the early morn and sees the march of the sunrise at the beginning can verily foretell the ascendency of the sun with all its glory and effulgence. He knows for a certainty that it is the beginning of manifestation, and that later it will assume great power and potency. Again for example, if he takes a grain, and observes that it is growing, he can rest assured that the growing seed shall ere long become a tree. Now is the beginning of the manifestation of the spiritual power, and surely day by day its potency will assume greater and greater proportions. Therefore this twentieth century is the beginning or dawn of the spiritual illumination, and it is evident that day by day it will advance. It will reach such a degree that spiritual effulgences will over come the physical; so that Divine susceptibilities will overpower material intelligence and the heavenly light shall dispel and banish earthly darkness; Divine healing shall cure all the ills and the cloud of mercy shall pour down its rain. The sun of Reality will shine and all the earth shall put on its beautiful green carpet. Among the results of the manifestation of the spiritual forces will be: that the human world shall take on a new social form; the justice of God will become manifest; human equality will be established. For the poor there will be a great bestowal and for the rich eternal

(Continued on page nine)
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy influence will be felt, thy fame will be raised and become worldwide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

OUTLINE OF THE BAHAI CALENDAR.

The Bahai year begins on March 21st, and is divided into 19 months of 19 days each, plus 4 (or 5 every fourth year) intercalary days—February 26th to March 1st, inclusive.

The first day of each Bahai month falls as follows:

**Month** | **Name** | **First Days**
---|---|---
1st | Bahá’í (Splendor) | May 21
2nd | Jalal (Glory) | Apr. 9
3rd | Azmat (Might) | Apr. 28
4th | Asmat (Grandeur) | May 17
5th | Nur (Light) | June 5
6th | Rahmat (Mercy) | June 24
7th | Kalama (Words) | July 13
8th | Aima (Names) | Aug. 1
9th | Kamal (Perfection) | Aug. 20
10th | Eliyaz (Light) | Sept. 8
11th | Masheya (Will) | Sept. 27
12th | Elm (Knowledge) | Oct. 16
13th | Kudar (Power) | Nov. 4
14th | Kowl (Speech) | Nov. 23
15th | Massum (Questions) | Dec. 12
16th | Sharaf (Honor) | Dec. 31
17th | Sultan (Sovereignty) | Jan. 19
18th | Milz (Dominion) | Feb. 7
19th | Ela (Leben) | Mar. 2

The following days and seasons are observed by the Bahais:

- **The Feast of Na’turooz**—the Bahai New Year—March 21st.
- **The Feast of Rizwan**—(Paradise)—commemorating the Declaration of Bahá’u’lláh in the Garden of El Rizwan in Bagdad, April 21st, 1852. This season of feasting lasts twelve days—April 21st to May 2nd—and is especially celebrated. The first, ninth and twelfth days (April 21st, April 28th, and May 2nd) are especially observed.
- **The Anniversary of the Declaration of the Bahá’ís**—May 23rd. (1844).
- **The Anniversary of the Birth of Bahá’u’lláh**—May 21st. (1820). The Antarctic Days—During which hospitality is extended to friends, the poor and the needy—February 26th to March 1st, inclusive.
- **The Anniversary of the Martyrdom of the Bab**—July 9th. (1850).
- **The Anniversary of the Birth of Bahá’u’lláh**—November 12th. (Born in Nuz, Persia, 1817).
- **The Feast of the Appointments of the Center of the Covenant—Abdu’l-Bahá**—Nov. 26th.

**Intercalary Days**—During which no manner of food or drink is to be taken between sunrise and sunset. Fasting is enjoined upon every one. Children, travelers, sick and infirm people, pregnant women and nursing mothers are free from this obligation.

ANNOUNCEMENT

In the last issue of the STAR OF THE WEST, a brief announcement was made that Abdul-Baha was then in New Hampshire and would return to New York city the latter part of August or the first of September; also that he would be pleased to meet in that city any or all of the friends throughout America before he sailed for the Orient about the middle of September.

It seemed needless to state that this word caused sadness to the hearts, especially among the friends on the Pacific coast, who anxiously awaited his coming. But now, another word has been received which will cause joy and happiness:—it is, that after a short visit to Green Acre, Maine, Abdul-Baha will go to Malden, Mass., for a few days, and there prepare for a journey to the Pacific coast, visiting Montreal, Canada, and other cities en route. The Editors.

"THE BRILLIANT PROOF"

A new book by Mirza Abul Fazl Gulpaygan, written December 23rd, 1911, in Syria, and published by Abdul-Baha during his sojourn in America. It is a scholarly answer to an opponent of the Bahai Cause, and its clear and convincing argument should be in the minds and hearts of every one of the friends. Published in both English and Persian under one cover—the Persian a fac-simile of Mirza Abul Fazl’s handwriting; 72 pages, attractively bound in paper, 15 cents each. Order of Miss Mary Lesch, 5205 Jefferson Ave., Chicago, Ill.
happiness. For although just now the rich enjoy the greatest luxury and all comfort, yet they are deprived of eternal happiness, for eternal happiness is contingent upon giving, and the poor are in the state of abject poverty. Through the manifestation of God’s great equity, the poor of the world will be rewarded fully, and there shall be a readjustment in human affairs, so that in the future there will not be the abnormally rich nor the abject poor. The rich will enjoy comfort as well as the poor, for in the future, owing to certain restrictions, the rich will not accumulate so much as to be beyond management, and the poor will not retain this state of absolute want and misery. The rich shall enjoy his palace, and the poor shall have his comfortable cottage. The purpose is this: that divine justice will be manifest and all human kind will find comfort. I do not mean that all will be equal, for inequality in degree is a property of nature. There will of necessity be rich people and those who will be in want of their livelihood, but there will be an equalization and readjustment. There will be in the future no very rich people, nor extremely poor people. There will be an equilibrium, and a condition will be established which will make both the rich and the poor comfortable. This shall be an eternal and blessed outcome of this glorious century, which in the future will become realized. The purpose is this: that all the promises of the prophets, all the glad-tidings given in the Holy Books will be fulfilled. Await ye for that manifestation!

Address by Abdul-Baha at the Church of the Divine Paternity (Rev. Frank Oliver Hall, D.D.), 76th Street and Central Park West, May 19, 1912.

Stenographic Notes by Miss Esther Foster.

Introduction by Dr. Hall.

In the year 1843, Edward H. Chapin who was the builder, if not the founder of this church, then a young man about thirty years of age, published a lecture upon the subject of Religious Unity, one sentence of which is printed in the Responsive Service this morning. In that lecture he pointed out that while many attempts had been made to establish religious unity on the basis of dogmatism, none of these attempts had ever been successful, and there was no hope that anyone should succeed in such a project. He went on to say that there was a possibility of such a union based on universal friendship, something better than tolerance, and then occurs this sentence:

“When that time comes, one will say to another, ‘I have sinned against thee. I thought the little parchment creed my fathers gave me was the test of true religion, and I called thee hard names, but I have learned that religion is not a dogma but a life.’”

“Not what is your creed, but what is your deed,” he said “is the test and expression of true religion.” It was on this platform that there was a possibility of unity, and it was upon that foundation this church was built.

A year later, specifically in the year 1844, in Persia appeared a young man who proclaimed essentially the same idea. This young man called himself the “Bab” or “Gate”. Neither of these men ever heard of the other. God makes His sun to shine on every part of the earth; one man sees more of it than another. He that hath an ear to hear, hears; and he that hath an eye to see, sees. Chapin stood in the pulpit and proclaimed these large truths for forty years, and died finally in peace, though he was the subject of misunderstanding and some vilification. It was not so with his contemporary in Persia. This young man was persecuted for six years and finally was executed at the age of 30; but while the sword may drink a man’s blood, it cannot destroy truth. Persecution continued and extended to his followers. It was said ten thousand, possibly twenty thousand men, women and children were put to death because their enemies were not followers of the Bab.

Among those who were attracted by the philosophy of this young man was one of wealth and of noble lineage. His father had been Vizier, his grandfather had been Grand Vizier, yet he had the courage to take the side of these persecuted people. As a result he was cast into a dungeon for four months, and then he and his family were banished to Baghdad, suffering greatly from deprivation. His name was BAHA'O'LLAH. At that time this guest of ours this morning was eight years of age, and was known as Abbas Effendi. In 1868, BAHA'O'LLAH was sent to prison in Akka, not far from Nazareth of sacred memory. He was confined to a single house for two years and was allowed to take air only on the roof. His followers were allowed more liberty, but he was confined in a single room for nine years. BAHA'O'LLAH died and was succeeded by
Abdul-Baha who calls himself simply “The Servant of God.” Forty years of his life he has spent in prison, and for less than four years has he known entire liberty. It is said one-third of the people of Persia are his followers. Somehow this teaching has the power to bring together men of all classes, and they meet upon one platform. The attempt is not made to convert anyone from his own religion to another; the Jew remains a Jew; the Christian remains a Christian; and the Buddhist remains a Buddhist; but the Jew becomes a better Jew; the Christian a better Christian. It has no ritual, no creed. It lays down love as the greatest thing in the world. It says that religion is not many, but religion is one. Now that sounds very familiar to us because we have heard it over and over. This Movement aims at the spiritual unification of mankind, not to establish a new religion; but to bring about a kind of Esperanto of Judaism; to the Christian, Christianity; to the Buddhist, Buddhism. The order claims all bibles for its own; it proclaims the equality of all men and all women; it teaches the Universal Fatherhood, a universal philosophy.

I take very great satisfaction in welcoming here to the pulpit of the Divine Paternity, one who has had a wide hearing the world over for these Universal fundamental Truths.

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA.

Religions are many but the Reality of Religion is one. The days are many but the sun is one. The fountains are many but the fountainhead is one. The rivers are many but the ocean is one. The branches are many but the tree is one. The foundation of the divine religions is Reality; were there no Reality, there would be no religion. His Holiness Abraham heralded the Reality. His Holiness Moses proclaimed the Reality. His Holiness Christ heralded the Reality. His Holiness the Bab announced the Reality. His Holiness Baha’u’llah founded the Reality,—for Reality does not accept multiplicity nor divisibility. The Reality is one. The Reality is as the sun which shines forth from various dawning points. The Reality is as the light which has illuminated various lanterns. Therefore if the religions investigate this Reality and seek the foundations of the Divine Religion, they will all agree and no difference will remain. But inasmuch as religions are submerged in dogmatic imitations, forsaking the original foundation,—and inasmuch as imitations vary, therefore religions have become different. These imitations may well be likened to the clouds which have obscured the sunrise,—but the Reality is the sun. If these clouds, these imitations disperse, the Sun of Reality shall shine upon all and no difference will then exist. All the religions will then agree for the divine religions fundamentally are one. The subject is one, the predicates are many. When we consider the human world, we discover that the divine religions are similar to the seasons of the year. When the earth was as dead and because of cold and frost no trace of springtime remained, the springtimeagain dawned and revivified the world. The meadows became fresh and green; all the trees were adorned with garments of verdure and varied fruits appeared. Then the season of winter came again and left no trace of springtime. But the springtime which came again is verily the same as the former springtime, although the calendar has changed. Springtime is one springtime. This spring is the renewal of the former spring. It does not signify that a new season has come. Everyone of the Divine Prophets was like unto the springtime, renewing or reforming the teachings of the former Prophets. Just as ten springtimes are essentially one as regards freshness, vernal showers, beauty, and so on, likewise if ten prophets come, the quintessence of their work is one and the same. Now the people have lost sight of the essence of the springtime. They have held tenaciously to certain imitations and because of these imitations there is strife, difference and altercation among the various religions. We must now give up these imitations and seek the foundation of the divine religions. And inasmuch as the foundation is one, all the religions will agree, until among all nations and denominations there will be love and unity.

At a time when the Orient was rent asunder by religious difference and utmost strife, Baha’u’llah appeared. He founded certain teachings which proved to be the means of uniting the various peoples. He promulgated certain principles which were capable of removing the causes of these dissensions and dispersions, until today in Persia, divergent people who were constantly at war are united through the efficacy of these teachings. For example,—Christian, Mussulman, Zorastrian, Jew,—every religion and denomination which has followed the teachings of Baha’u’llah has attained the utmost unity and accord with the other. The former difference, dissension and strife have
The teachings of Baha'u'llah are as follows:

First: That the oneness of humanity shall be established. All men are the servants of God. God has created all, is the provider of all, is the perceiver of all, and is loving to all. Inasmuch as God is just to all, why should we be unjust? As God has revived all, why should we be the cause of death? As God has given comfort to all, why should we be the means of discomfort? Is there a policy better than God's? Can humanity establish a plan superior to His plan? It is certain that no matter how keen humanity may be in the organization of plan or discovery of purpose, it will be inadequate as compared with God's.—for the policy of God is perfect. Therefore we must follow and emulate the policy of God. Just as God is kind to all, we must likewise be kind to all. It is certain that if we are kind to all, that will be most acceptable to God.

Second: The teaching of Baha'u'llah is that the Truth or Reality must be investigated, for the Reality of the divine religions is One, and when we investigate this Reality, all will find love and unity,—all will be united. Then we shall become kind and loving towards all because the foundation of this Reality is One. At most it is this: that some are sick, they must be treated; some are ignorant, they must be educated; some are infants, they must be reared. Is it meet for us to oppose or to detest the one who is sick, the one who is an infant, or the one who is immature? Rather is it not meet to be kind and gentle to him and to think of ways and means to remedy the situation. Therefore the human race, under no condition whatever, should exercise any prerogative save that of kindness, gentleness and humility.

Third: The teachings of Baha'u'llah show that religion must correspond with science. The fundamental principles of the Prophets are scientific, but the imitations which have appeared are opposed to science. If religion does not agree with science it is ignorance. For God has endowed man with reason in order that he may perceive the Reality. Among the things which are reasonable are the foundations of religion. God has granted us intelligence to perceive them. If they be opposed to reason and science, how could they be received and followed?

The Fourth teaching of Baha'u'llah is that religion must be conducive to love and unity. If religion be not the cause of love and unity among mankind,—if it be the cause of enmity, strife and bloodshed, non-religion is better than religion. For God has made religion for love. If it be the cause of enmity and strife, surely the absence of religion is preferable.

Consider the time when His Holiness Moses appeared. The tribes of Israel were in a state of disunion. They were captives of the Pharaohs. His Holiness Moses gathered them together, and the divine law became the cause of fellowship among the people. The varying tribes of Israel became as one people; agreed and were united. Then they were rescued from bondage. They went to the Land of Promise; advanced in all degrees; developed sciences and arts; progressed along the lines of material civilization; increased in spiritual or divine civilization until the Solomonic sovereignty was founded by them. Therefore it is manifest that religion is the cause of unity, fellowship and progress among humanity. For the mission and function of the shepherd is to assemble the sheep and not to scatter them. Then His Holiness Christ appeared. He united the varying and divergent creeds and warring people of his time. He united the Greek and the Roman nations. He united the Egyptians and Assyrians; the Chaldeans and Phoenicians. These varying nations who were at constant warfare with each other, Christ united and caused them to agree. Therefore again it becomes evident that religion is for concord and unity. Likewise Mohammed appeared at a time when the peoples and tribes of Mesopotamia were divergent and in a state of utmost tribal warfare. Warfare was rampant among them. They killed each other, pillaged the property of one another and took captive wives and children. His Holiness Mohammed arose, united these divergent tribes, instituting among them a bond of the utmost fellowship, until they gave up warfare absolutely and established communities. The result was that the Arabian tribes freed themselves from the Persian yoke and Roman control and established an independent sovereignty, until the sciences and arts reached a high pitch in Andalusia and Spain, and the Saracen nation became famous throughout the world. Therefore it is proved once more that religion is the cause of fellowship and not the cause of enmity. If religion be the cause of enmity, surely its absence is preferable. For the Religion of God has no other purpose than unity, and the foundations of all religions are one. When His Holiness Baha'u'llah appeared in Persia, the utmost strife and rancor separated the various people and tribes of Persia to such an extent that two tribes would not associate in
one place. They would not partake of the same food. They would not drink of the same water. Association and intercourse were impossible among them. His Holiness Baha’u’llah founded the oneness of humanity, and bound together the hearts of all these people with such a bond that they were united perfectly. He reestablished the prophetic foundations. He reformed all the former principles laid down by the Prophets. And it is hoped through His efforts that the East and West shall be so united that no trace of discord shall remain.

DR. HALL.

When Abraham Lincoln was asked why it was he did not belong to a church, he said, “When some church will write over its door simply this sentence, ‘Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy soul, with all thy strength and thy neighbor as thyself,’ that church will I join with all my heart and all my soul.” We have been trying to build that kind of church for one hundred years. Abdul-Baha is trying to build that church all over the world. Amen! more power to his voice!


INTRODUCTION BY DR. HUNSBERGER.

The sentiment voiced by General Grant at his first inauguration as President of the United States, and which stands forth in bold capitals over the magnificent tomb which bears his name on Riverside Drive,—the sentiment which has become historical, “Let Us Have Peace,” is the sentiment to which we would as speakers of the evening give utterance. But a Peace more comprehensive is coming, the benign benefits of which are to be shared by all people, ill that day which, we trust, is not far distant—withstanding wars and rumors of wars—in that day of which Tennyson sang in sentiment so familiar, “When war-drums shall throb no longer and all battle flags be furled.”

One hundred billion dollars have been spent by the nations of the world to maintain their armies and navies. In this most Christian of centuries, twenty-one million of lives have been sacrificed on the altar of the God of War. But the prophecy of Isaiah shall be fulfilled and the time shall surely come when “nations shall know war no more.”

I have the pleasure now of introducing the real speakers of the evening. In January of this present year, at a great Peace meeting in the City of Brooklyn, we had expected the first speaker, so highly honored in all lands of the earth, to be present with us, but for unexpected reasons, he found he could not come to America, and so turned away from London to the Far East. However, he was kind enough to send an autograph letter to me in the Persian language, which contained a special message to that meeting, along with an autograph photograph.

We were disappointed in his not being with us, but tonight we are especially favored—that this man so distinguished, this man who stands for conscience in a personified way, for the loftiest kind of courage that has enabled him to move in line with his convictions, is here with us, the first speaker of the evening, His Holiness Abdul-Baha Abbas, the great peace leader of the eastern world. I esteem it a great honor to introduce Abdul-Baha Abbas.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA.

When we glance at history, we find that from the beginning up to the present day strife and warfare have prevailed among men. It has either been religious warfare, a warfare of races, or a war among the nations. All these wars have arisen from the ignorance of humanity, because of misunderstandings, and through the lack of the education of human kind.

Let us first touch upon religious warfare. It is self-evident that the Divine Prophets have appeared for no other purpose than to establish love and amity among humanity, for they were the Shepherds and not the wolves. The shepherd comes forth to gather together his flock. He has not come to scatter his flock and to create strife among them. Every Divine Shepherd has gathered together a certain flock which formerly had been scattered. Among the Shepherds was His Holiness Moses. He assembled the various tribes of Israel and united them; afterward he took them over to the Holy Land. At a time when the Tribes of Israel were scattered and dispersed He was able to unite them, to assemble them together, and cause their development along degrees of human progress. By Him their degradation was transformed into glory, their poverty changed into wealth. Their
of the Divine religions is for peace and not for imitations which creep in afterwards. Religion is a Reality, and Reality is One. The fundamentals of the religions of God are one in Reality. There is no difference in the fundamentals. The difference is caused by the imitations which arise later, and inasmuch as imitations differ, strife, discord and quarreling take place. If the religions of this time should forsake imitations and seek the fundamentals, all of them would agree and strife and discord would pass away. For Reality is One and not multiple.

As to racial wars, these are caused by purely imaginary racial differences. For humanity is one in kind, it is one race, it is one progeny, inhabiting the same globe, and in the original genesis no difference obtains. God has created all humanity. God has not originally created Frenchmen, Englishmen, Americans, Germans, Italians or Spaniards. There is no difference as regards creation and kind; all belong to one household; all are the leaves of one tree; all are the fruits of one tree; all are the flowers of the same garden; all are the waves of the same sea.

Let us glance at the animal kingdom. We find the animals do not observe any distinction. If you gather together the sheep of the East and those of the West, they would mix quite harmoniously. The Oriental sheep would not look surprised and strange saying, "You belong to the Occident; whereas I belong to the Orient." They would live together in the utmost accord. They would gather together and enjoy the same pasture. There is no racial difference among them. If the birds of the East and the birds of the West were together, they would be found in a state of the utmost unity and amity. There would not be any distinctions observed. We find virtues in the animal. Is it becoming of man to be deprived of those virtues? The animal does not observe those imaginary distinctions. Is it becoming for man to observe them? Man is reasonable, has the manifestation of the Divine bestowals, the perceptive faculty, adoration, memory; and with all these Divine bestowals, shall he allow these racial ideas to change him;—one saying, "I am a German"; another, "I am a Frenchman"; a third, "I am an Englishman"? Through these superstitions shall he wage war? Is this becoming? God forbid! It is not at all. If the animal does not condescend to observe such lowering thoughts, shall man be willing to stoop to this level? Why should he fetter himself with such groundless imaginations and superstitions. They are purely imaginary.

As to war which has been caused by nativ-
ity;—the idea that this is an Eastern nativity, the other is a Western, this is Northern and that is Southern; this is likewise purely imaginary. The globe of this earth is one globe, and it is the nativity of all humanity; therefore, the human race should not observe any of these distinctions which are conducive to war. We have come from the East. Praise be to God! we find, for we find the American continent prosperous, its climate most delightful, its weather salubrious, the inhabitants possessed of courteous manners and the United States government a fair government. Is it becoming for us to entertain anything but love for them, saying, "This land does not belong to us, this is not our nativity and because it is not our nativity it shall not be acceptable." This would be utter ignorance to which man must not descend. Man must investigate realities and the reality is this: that all humanity is one in kind, that this earth is one globe and therefore one home. Hence it is proved that the factors and causes of warfare are entirely false. Grant this.

Consider what is taking place in Tripoli. How many of the poor are being killed, how much blood of the oppressed is shed upon both sides! How many children become fatherless; how many fathers lose their sons; how many mothers bemoan the loss of their dear ones! And what is the result after all,—nothing. Is it just, is it becoming for man to be so blood-thirsty? Consider how domestic animals never cause animosity; that is an attribute of the ferocious animals. For example, if you gather together a flock of one thousand sheep they do not cause the shedding of blood. If you bring together many flocks of birds, no war takes place. But when wolves, dogs and lions meet, they fight. Even these ferocious animals are ferocious because of their necessary food; they are in need of ferocity. Without ferocity they will be bereft of food. But man does not need to exercise that sort of ferocity; his livelihood is made possible otherwise. Out of greed, enmity and self-glory, the blood of the oppressed is spilt. The great ones among the nations rest and enjoy luxuries in their palaces, but send the poor common people to the battlefield. They offer them as targets before the cannons. Every day they invent new instruments of destruction to destroy more fully the foundations of the human race. They are absolutely merciless toward their kind—toward these mothers who have so tenderly cared for their sons. How many nights have these mothers spent sleepless; how many days have they la-
He would not have provided for all; He would not have created man; He would not have trained him. Now that He has created, provided for and preserved man, it is therefore evident that God is kind to all. Why then should man be unkind to man? This is the Divine policy. Shall we consider human policy to be better than the Divine policy? Is that conceivable? Is not that impossible? Therefore, we must emulate the policy of God. Just as God deals with all humanity—so kindly, so lovingly—we must deal with each other. Baha’u’llah declared the “Most Great Peace” and International Arbitration. He voiced His sentiments with regard to peace in numerous epistles upon that subject, which were scattered broadcast throughout the East. He wrote to all the kings and crowned heads, encouraging all and admonishing them in regard to peace. He made it evident with conclusive proofs that the happiness and glory of humanity can only be insured through peace. This took place about fifty years ago. Because He promulgated International Peace and gave numerous instructions about it, the kings of the Orient arose against Him, for they did not find their personal benefits advanced thereby. They arose to persecute and molest Him; inflicted upon Him every torment, imprisoned Him, bastinadoed Him, banished Him, eventually confined Him to a fortress. Then they arose against those who followed Him. For the establishment of International Peace the blood of twenty-thousand Bahais was spilled. How many homes were destroyed! How many of the young were made captives! How many of the houses were pillaged! Yet none of them waxed cold. Even unto this day they still persecute them, for the Bahais put forth the greatest efforts. They not only promulgate principle; they are people of action. Now you see the same people who were formerly at enmity and strife in far off Persia—people of various religions and denominations,—through the great teachings of Baha’u’llah living in the utmost peace. Enmity has passed away and they exercise the utmost love toward all mankind. For they know that all are the servants of God. At most it is simply this: that some are still ignorant, they must be educated; some are sick, they must be treated; some are children, they must be helped to reach the age of maturity. We must not molest any one because he is an infant or child; we must not be inimical to any one because he is still ignorant; we must not reject anyone because he is sick; but we must treat the sick, educate the children until they reach the age of maturity; and help those who are ignorant in order that they may reach knowledge. Therefore the essentials of the foundations of the religions of God are love and unity among all humanity. If a Divine religion should be productive of discord among society, it is a destroyer and not Divine; for religion means unity and binding together. Mere knowledge of anything is not sufficient. We all know that justice is good, but there is need for volition and executive force to carry it out. For example, should we think it good to build a church, simply thinking of it as being a good thing will not help its erection. We must will to build it. Then wealth is needed for its erection; simply thinking will not be sufficient. All of us know that International Peace is good; that it is conducive to the general welfare of humanity and the glory of man; but we are in need of will, volition, and action. We must act. Inasmuch as this century is a century of light, it has capacity for action. Necessarily these principles will spread among all men until they reach the degree of volition and attain to the status of action. Surely this is so, for the time is ripe for it. The human race knows, verily, that war is a destroyer of the human foundation, and in all the countries of the world there are those who favor this issue. When I came to America, I found this to be an exceedingly progressive country, the people in a state of readiness, the government a just one, and equality established to an extraordinary degree. Now inasmuch as the standard of International Peace must needs be hoisted, I hope that it may be hoisted upon this continent, for the American continent is more deserving, has greater capacity therefor, and is not like other countries. If other nations should take such a step, everybody will misinterpret the motive. For example, if Great Britain should take the step, it will be said that it is done in order to insure the safety of her colonies. If France should hoist the standard, they will say she has some interest therein. If Russia should raise the ensign, the whole Russian nation would say it is an effort to preserve the homogeneity of Russia. But the American government has no selfish interest in this. You have, strictly speaking, no colonies to preserve. You are not endeavoring to extend your domains; nor have you any need for territorial aggressiveness. Therefore if America takes the first step toward this direction, it is certain to be ascribed to altruism. It will be said by
humanity, "There was no other purpose than altruism and service to mankind." Therefore it is my hope that you may be the cause, and that you may hoist this banner—for this banner will be hoisted. Raise it aloft, for you are deserving above all other nations. In the other countries there are many who are waiting for this summons, anxiously anticipating this call from some nation bidding all to the "Most Great Peace," for the people are distressed because of the excessive and irreparable damage of war. Thousands of the farmers are taxed and expenses collected for war. Every year the tax increases and the people have come to their end. Just now you can say Europe is a battlefield; like ammunition ready for a spark; and one spark can set ablaze the whole world. Before these complications and colossal events happen, take a step and prevent it. The foundations of all the Divine religions are peace and amity; but misunderstandings have crept into them. If these misunderstandings disappear, you will see that all the religious agencies will work for peace, and promulgate the oneness of human kind. For the foundation of all is One Reality and Reality is not multiple or divisible. For example, His Holiness Moses founded this Reality; His Holiness Jesus hoisted the tent of Reality, and the light of this Reality shone forth in all the religions. His Holiness BAHÁ'U'LLÁH proclaimed this Reality and promulgated the "Most Great Peace." In the prison He rested not until He lighted this lamp in the East. Praise be to God! all the people who have accepted the teachings of BAHÁ'U'LLÁH are peace lovers and are ready to sacrifice their lives and forfeit their fortunes for it. Now let this standard be hoisted in the West and many shall respond to the call. Just as America has become renowned because of her discoveries, inventions and skill; famous for the equity of her government and colossal undertakings—may she also become noted for the "Most Great Peace." Let this be her undertaking, and let it spread from her to other countries. And I pray for all of you that you may render this service to the world of humanity.

CHICAGO NEWS NOTES

On Saturday evening, August 10, the Bahá'ís of Chicago became the guests of Abdul-Baha at a feast held in his name and through his love and bounty, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. George Lesch. Previous to this event, word had been received from Abdul-Baha to prepare this feast; also that he could not attend in person, but would send Mr. Howard MacNutt, of Brooklyn, N. Y., to be his representative. On the day of Mr. MacNutt's arrival—two days before the feast—the friends gathered at the home of Mrs. Corinne True to hear the message brought by him from the presence of Abdul-Baha. Needless to say that message was one of love and goodwill to all. Mr. MacNutt's splendid presentation of the fundamental teachings of the Revelation at this gathering—and also the next evening at the home of Miss Mary Lesch—was an excellent preparation for the descent of the fragrances of the Kingdom of Abha at this feast of Abdul-Baha. It was indeed a never-to-be-forgotten gathering and an occasion of great rejoicing and happiness.

On Sunday evening, the 11th, the Chicago Assembly selected a "Spiritual Meeting" of nine, composed of men and women, whose service—according to the wish of Abdul-Baha—is, first, to promulgate the teachings of the Revelation, and, second, to attend to other matters necessary to the welfare of the assembly. Mr. MacNutt was present and gave an inspiring address.

Mr. and Mrs. William Addison, 1743 W. 96th St., Longwood, Ill., are the parents of a little daughter, born July 29th. Abdul-Baha gave the name of Zeevar, meaning, Adornment.
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"THE STAR OF THE EAST HAS RISEN IN THE WEST"

[Scene from Moving Picture of Abdul-Baha—see opposite page]

"In former times it was not possible for us to gather together in a meeting like this with such great love and affection, loving each other with heart and soul. Consider what the Power of Baha'u'llah has accomplished. Were it not for His Power, it would have been impossible to bring about such a gathering. We are all united here. We are all in perfect accord. We have one heart. We have one spirit. Praise be to God!"—Uttered by Abdul-Baha at the time above scene was taken.

[Moving picture by Special Event Film Co., New York City.]
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brethren; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'O'LLAH.
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TAKING OF THE MOVING PICTURE OF ABDUL-BAHA, THE CENTRE OF THE COVENANT.

By J. G. Grundy and H. MacNutt

Shortly after Abdul-Baha arrived in New York City, a moving picture concern requested him to pose before their camera. He replied at once, "Khali Khub ("Very good"). Some of the Bahai friends who were present were very much upset by the decision and hastened to inform him that his photograph would be scattered all over the country in moving picture houses and theatres. He replied, "Beyyar Khub" ("Most good"). The result was that he appeared before the camera at the entrance of the Hotel Ansonia, for a very short film.

It was a wonderfully impressive sight, for, Abdul-Baha as he approached the camera, was exhorting Baha'u'llah to bless this means for the spreading of the Heavenly Cause throughout the world.

Early in June we conceived the idea of an extended motion picture in which Abdul-Baha would appear in various scenes. He consented at once, and made every effort—after several postponements on account of the weather—to have the picture completed. The response of the friends by subscription was most willing and generous. The picture was taken at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Howard MacNutt, 935 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The first scene was somewhat curtailed by the fact that Abdul-Baha did not remain in focus, but hurried into the house, somewhat disarranging the scenario. This happened also in the fourth scene where he appears alone; we had hoped he would stand longer before the camera. Abdul-Baha seemed very much impressed by all the scenes, especially the final ensemble—his utterances coming forth with wonderful intensity and power. All these were never-to-be-forgotten scenes, but those who beheld his countenance in the final utterance of the "Glad-Tidings" will treasure the memory of it forever.

"The souls of little children are as mirrors upon which no dust has gathered."
Abdul-Baha's object in this motion picture is that it shall become an instrument for spreading the message of the Bahai Revelation throughout the world. From the negative secured he intends to take a number of films into the East—Egypt, Persia, India and other countries. The influence this will exert is beyond any power of estimation.

Furthermore, it is our intention—Abdul-Baha's consent having already been willingly given—to take a record of his voice on the Edison talking machine. This record will be heard in conjunction with the moving picture film and slides. Human power of invention can go no further in reproducing Abdul-Baha for the benefit of the coming generations. The greatest effect will be apparent in those coming years long after the Blessed Subject himself has passed from this earthly world. Consider what this means! The beloved friends one hundred years from now will be able to see the form, face, and actions of the Beloved Centre of the Covenant; and even more, listen to the actual tone of his voice speaking the words which the pictures so eloquently portray.

It is our hope and expectation that the exhibit of the moving picture of Abdul-Baha with its accessories, will become a most powerful instrument in this country for the spreading of the Most Great Message of Peace and Unity. May all Heavenly blessings follow this earnest effort.

(on Sunday morning, August 11th, the Bahais of Chicago were privileged to see the moving picture of Abdul-Baha for the first time. The occasion was made doubly enjoyable through the presence of Mr. Howard MacNutt, who told how the picture was taken—the substance of which is incorporated in the foregoing. The film shown is owned by the STAR OF THE WEST.

An exhibition of the moving picture film owned by the STAR OF THE WEST in Chicago, the Bahais of Muskegon, Fruitport (Mich.) and vicinity expressed a desire to see it. Through the efforts of Mrs. Corinne True, whose summer home is in Fruitport, and Mrs. Helene Bagg arrangements were made, and on Sunday morning, August 25th, it was exhibited in Muskegon. The showing of the picture, the presence of Miss Gertrude Bultema, Mr. Albert R. Windust, and Mr. George Latimer, of Portland, Oregon—who had recently visited Abdul-Baha in Dublin, N. H.—was made the occasion of a happy outdoor Bahai gathering at Lake Michigan Park during the afternoon. Mr. Latimer read from notes taken while with Abdul-Baha, and addresses were made by the friends.—The Editor.)

ADDRESS DELIVERED BY ABDUL-BAHA IN NEW YORK CITY AND VICINITY.

Compiled from stenographic notes and edited by Mr. Howard MacNutt.

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA AT 780 WEST END AVE., NEW YORK CITY (HOME OF MR. AND MRS. E. B. KINNEY), ON THE DAY OF HIS LANDING IN AMERICA, APRIL 11, 1912.

Stenographic Notes by Hooper Harris.

How are you? You are welcome.

After arriving today, although tired, still I had the utmost longing and yearning to see you, and I could not resist this meeting. Now that I have met you and have seen you, all my fatigue is gone;—as your meeting is the cause of spiritual happiness, all physical fatigue has disappeared.

I was in Egypt and was not feeling well; but I wished to come to meet you in America, for I had the utmost longing and yearning to meet you in this land. My friends and associates came to me and said: "This is a long trip, the sea is expansive, and you must stay here." But the more they insisted, the greater became my longing to take this trip. Some of those friends also were not feeling well. Nevertheless I have come to America to meet the friends of God. This will demonstrate to you how great my love is for you.

To see you I have taken this long voyage. Although there were many troubles and vicissitudes, yet when I thought of the meeting with you, all these things vanished away.

In reality I am very much pleased with the City of New York. Its entrance, its wharves, the buildings and the broad avenues are all magnificent and beautiful. Truly I say it is a wonderful city. As New York has made wonderful progress in material civilization, I hope that spiritually it may also advance in the realm of God, so that the friends in this
city may become the cause of the illumination of America; that this city may become the city of love, and that the fragrances of God may spread from this place to all parts of the world. I have come for this. I pray for you, that you may become the manifestations of the love of Baha'u'llah, that each one of you may become like a clear crystalline lamp and that the rays of the bounties of the Blessed Perfection may emanate from you to all parts of the world. This is my utmost aspiration.

It was a great, long trip. The more we traveled the greater seemed the extent of the sea. Although the weather was very fine and there was no storm, yet there seemed no end to the sea.

I am very, very happy to meet you all here today. Praise be to God! that your faces are shining with the love of Baha'u'llah. To behold your faces is the cause of spiritual happiness.

We have arranged that every day we will meet you at the homes of some of the friends in this city, and those places will be designated from day to day. I will go there, and the friends will be gathered there, so that I may meet them.

In the East the people were asking, "Why are you taking this long trip?" The people in Egypt were saying "You don't know how far America is from the East; your body cannot endure this long trip." When the time comes, my body can endure everything. My body has endured forty years of imprisonment, and so I can stand the utmost trials.

I hope to see you again, and now I will shake hands with each of you; and then I desire to leave you in peace. I was very tired today yet I came to see you all. Now I hope that you will all be happy, and God willing, I will meet you again and again in New York.

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BHA'A AT UNION MEETING OF ADVANCED THOUGHT CENTERS, CARNEGIE LYCEUM, NEW YORK, APRIL 14, 1912.

I HAVE come from distant lands in order to visit the assemblies and meetings of this clime.

I am greatly pleased with what I see of the assemblies here, for I find in every meeting people gathered loving each other. The bond of union among them is evidenced in this assembly which the Power of God has brought together in faith, unity and concord, engaging in the development of the human world.

Just as here we have a large assemblage of people, men and women of all kinds gathered here collectively, likewise it is my hope that the whole world may be united in one gathering of love. Unity, the gathering of accord and union, is indicative of the loving power of God, for the Reality of Divinity is expressed. It is resplendent through the various bestowals of light upon humanity in this day.

That Divine Power is effulgent in endless images and pictures. The world of creation, or of humanity, is likened unto the earth. The Divine Power might well be likened to the sun. This sun has shone upon all humanity. In these endless images His will is reflected. Consider how all created beings are the recipients of the bounty of the same sun. At most the difference is that of degree, but the effulgence is one effulgence. It is the one light which is emanating from the sun.

All that exists in the world is being enlightened, so that all created objects are the recipients of the bounty of this sun. That expresses the oneness of the world of humanity.

There is no created being which is deprived of the bounty of the Divine Sun. The body politic, or the social unity of the world may be likened to an endless ocean and each member, each individual, is likened to a wave. These waves belong to the same ocean.

The light of the sun becomes apparent in each object according to the capacity of that object. The difference is simply a difference of capacity and degree. A certain created object may be of stone. The stone would be a recipient only to a limited extent. Another created thing may be likened to a mirror wherein the sun is fully reflected; but upon both the same sun shines. At most, the important thing to do is to polish the mirrors of the hearts in order that they may become illuminated, may become receptive of the light of the sun.

One heart you may find to be expressive of or to have reached the capacity of the polished mirror; another quite rusty, or covered over with dust and dross. Although the same sun is shining upon these, in one, the mirror which is polished, which is pure and sanctified, you will see the sun in its fullness, in its glory, in its power, with all its effulgence and majesty; but the mirror which is full of dross, which is rusted, is not capable of reflecting, though so far as the sun is concerned, it is shining thereon and it is not deprived.

Therefore, our duty lies in endeavors toward polishing the mirrors of our hearts that
perchance we may become reflective of that light, so that the Divine bounties may be fully revealed through them.

This means the oneness of the world of humanity. That is to say, when the oneness of humanity, when this human body-politic reaches a state of absolute unity, then the great effulgence of the Eternal Sun will make its fullest light and heat manifest. Therefore we must not make any distinctions between any individual members of the human family. We must not consider any soul as barren or deprived. At most our duty lies in educating, so that the Sun of the bestowal of God will become resplendent therein, and this is possible through the power of the oneness of humanity. The more among mankind love is expressed and the stronger the power of unity, the greater will be this revelation, for the greatest bestowal of God is love. That is the origin of all the bestowals of God. Until love takes possession of the heart, no other great or Divine bounty can be revealed in it.

All the prophets have striven to make love manifest in the hearts of men. His Holiness Jesus Christ endeavored to create this love in the hearts. He suffered all those difficulties, all those ordeals, that perchance the human heart might become the fountainhead of love. Therefore, we must strive with all our heart and with all our soul that this love may take possession of our hearts, so that all humanity, whether it be in the East or in the West may be connected through the great bond of this affection, for we are all the waves of one sea; we have come into being through the same bestowal, and we are recipients from the same center.

The lights which exist upon the earth are all acceptable; but the center of lights is the sun, and we must direct our gaze to the sun. The Center, of the Sun, is God. The more we direct ourselves to this Center of Light, the greater will be our capacity.

In the Orient there were great differences. The various peoples hated each other. There was no association among them. The various and divergent sects were inimical toward one another. The different races were at constant warfare until about sixty years ago Baha'ullah appeared from the eastern horizon and He caused love and unity to exist among these various peoples. He united these peoples with this bond; and their former animosity and hatred passed away entirely. On the contrary, love and unity took their places. It was a dark world; it became radiant. A new springtime from a new Sun appeared through Him; and through this new springtime there appeared beautiful meadows and pleasant prairies; variegated flowers of inner significance bloomed, and the good fruits of the Kingdom of God became manifest.

I have come here with this mission; that through your endeavors, through your heavenly morals, through your earnest efforts, there may be accomplished a bond of unity between the East and the West; that a perfect bond may be established, so that the bestowals of God may surround all; so that all of you may be seen to be parts of the same tree, and that is the tree of the human family. All mankind may be likened to the branches, the twigs, the blossoms and the fruits of that tree.

The favors of God are endless. The infinite bounties of God have encompassed the whole world. We must emulate the bounties of God; and just as the bounties of God, the bounty of life, for instance, encompasses and surrounds all, so likewise we must become connected together so that each may be a part of the whole.

Consider; we plant a seed. Therefrom appears a whole tree, and from each seed of this tree another tree can be produced; therefore the part is expressive of the whole, for this grain, this seed, was part of the tree, but therein potentially was the whole tree. So each one of us may become expressive or representative of all the bounties of life. This is the unity of the world of humanity. This is the bestowal of God. This is the happiness of the human world, and this is the manifestation of the Divine favor.
ent communities, He cemented together the sciences of Rome and the greatness of Greece. He also brought and established affiliation between the Assyrian kingdom and the power of Egypt. It had been impossible to establish unity, love, accord and agreement between these nations but His Highness the Christ, through the Divine power, established this condition among the children of men.

Now a much greater difficulty is encountered when we desire to establish this great unity between the Orient and the Occident! His Highness BAHA'O'LLAH, through the power of heaven, has established union between the East and the West. Ere long we shall know that the East and the West are cemented together with the power of God. That oneness of the kingdom of humanity will supplant the banner of conquest and bring under its shade all communities of the earth. No nation like Persia will be left. America will be known only in name; Germany also; France, England, Turkey, Arabia—all these various nations will be welded together in unity. When they ask the people of these various nations in the future, "To which nationality do you belong?" the answer will be "To the nationality of human beings. I am living under the shadow of BAHA'O'LLAH. I am the servant of BAHA'O'LLAH. I belong to the army of the 'Most Great Peace'." The people in the future will not say, "I belong to the nation of England, France or Persia." All of them will become citizens of one nation. All of them will be considered one family, all will belong to one country and these warfares and strifes will pass away.

His Highness BAHA'O'LLAH appeared in a country which was the center of prejudice. In that country were many different communities. There were many religious sects and denominations. The greatest animosity of the past existed among these people. They were ready to kill each other. They considered the killing of others who did not believe as they did a great act of worship. His Highness BAHA'O'LLAH established such a unity and agreement between these various communities that the greatest love and amity are now witnessed among them.

Today the Bahais of the East are longing with the greatest desire to see you face to face. Their highest hope, their greatest aspiration, is that the day may come when they will be gathered together in an assembly with you. Consider well the power that made this great change. Today the human world is sick. To heal this sick body of the world will need the oneness of the kingdom of humanity. Its life is the "Most Great Peace." Its illumination is love. Its happiness consists in the acquirement of the perfections of this world. I hope and trust that in the bounties and favors of the Blessed Perfection we may find a new life, acquire a new power, attain to a great and wonderful source of energy so that the foundations of the unity of the world of men may establish the "Most Great Peace." May the love of God from this city, from this meeting, be spread to all the surrounding countries. Nay, may America become the center of spiritual enlightenment and all the world receive this great heavenly blessing. For America has developed wonderful capabilities and powers. The capabilities of the people in this country are greater than other nations. It is true that the people have perfected a most wonderful material civilization. I hope that the spiritual forces may likewise animate this great body. May the inhabitants of this country become like angels of heaven with faces turned towards God. May all of them become the servants of the Great One. May they rise from the perfections of materialism to such a height that heavenly illumination may emanate from this city to all the countries of the world.

The Divine Jerusalem has come down from heaven. The bride of Zion has appeared. The voice of the Kingdom of God has been raised. I hope that you may attain great capacity and magnetism in this realm of might and power,—that you may manifest wonderful energy and accomplishment,—for God is your As­sister and your Helper. The breath of the Holy Spirit is your comforter and the angels of heaven surround you. I desire this power for you. Rest assured that these benefits are surrounding you.

TALK BY ABDUL-BAHA AT 261 WEST 139TH ST., NEW YORK CITY (HOME OF MR. AND MRS. ARTHUR P. DODGE), APRIL 16, 1912.

Notes by Miss Juliet Thompson.

QUESTION—Shall we have a temporary Mashrak-el-Azkar?

Abdul-Baha—In those places where they have no Mashrak-el-Azkar they rent a house and call it by that name. Today the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Chicago has great importance. All the Bahais must turn their faces in that direction. Why is it so impor-
tant? Because it has become known throughout the East and the West that the Bahais wish to build a Mashrak-el-Azkar. It has found great importance. All ears are waiting for news coming from Chicago about the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

The matter of the Mashrak-el-Azkar does not depend upon personal endeavor—it needs united endeavor. When in Ishkabad the believers desired to build the Mashrak-el-Azkar, all the friends centered their attention upon that place. There was no personality anywhere. And thus they were able to build.

Question—Those who assume the direction of Bahai affairs are often criticized. If a man has a superior intellect, should he come down to the station of those who are less capable?

Abdul-Baha—Capacity and privilege in this Cause are intrinsic. Whosoever has a greater power of speech, whosoever has a greater power of attraction, whosoever has a greater sincerity, will advance, no matter what happens. In other movements, positions are like public offices; but in this Cause the people advance because of their innate qualities—because their works echo in the hearts of men.

In Persia there are many Bahais who are the center of all the friends. When the friends of God find that a soul has arisen to serve the Cause in sincerity, they accept him with heart and soul. They do not doubt him; they believe in what he says and consider that to believe in what he says is to believe in and to obey God. It is true that all souls are not equal. Some souls are in high stations of exaltation—in the vanguard of the army; some are in the second rank. This is an innate Cause. The friends of God must have utmost consideration for those souls who are sincere and endeavoring to serve in the Cause.

For example, when we see a man doing public service, we must have consideration for him; if he gives a good address, we must praise him; if he makes wise suggestions, and if good intentions appear from him, we must have for him the greatest consideration.

I will relate to you a story, the conclusion of which you will understand: After the appearance of the Bab, the disciple who succeeded Him was called “Bab-el-Bab.” He was almost worshipped. When His Highness the Bab had passed away, all hearts turned to Bab-el-Bab. While His Highness Bab-el-Bab was traveling with three hundred and sixty staunch believers, His Highness Khudus, who was another great teacher, was as his disciple,—like his servant. While Bab-el-Bab sat, Khudus always stood before him. But one day there came a great change. Khudus was found sitting and Bab-el-Bab standing before him. All were astonished. Then His Highness Bab-el-Bab, addressing the people, said: “I did not before know the station of Khudus. Tonight I realize that I am less than the dust of his feet.” Later he sacrificed his life in the path of Khudus.

The believers in this city must have the utmost consideration for each other. None must try to precede the other. Those souls who are distinguished among the friends must receive due consideration.

Question—Does not this distinction come about naturally when one is severed, and is it not a spiritual distinction rather than intellectual?

Abdul-Baha—Distinction* is good—all distinctions are good—distinction of intellect—distinction of sincerity—all; because distinction means development.

Question—Is not distinction dangerous for the individual?

Abdul-Baha (laughing)—All people are in danger. Man, in whatsoever degree he chances to be, is in danger. Can you single out a man who is beyond danger?

We are all servants of the One Threshold. These remarks are unnecessary. We must serve this Threshold. This is truth. We must love each other perfectly. If we are in such a state, the confirmations of God will reach us. If other discussions creep in, there will be a cessation of confirmation. Service must be rendered to this Threshold. The Blessed Perfection BAHA’U’LLAH has trained us that we may pass our time in the discussion of things spiritual; that is ideal. We must be engaged in things conducive to the onward growth of man. Hence we must pray that He may accept us at His Threshold; that He may preserve us; that He may usher us into His Kingdom. This is praiseworthy. This is essential.

Question—Suppose you reason out something, and your reason tells you it is true? In the “Seven Valleys” it is said that when the “fire of Love becomes ablaze, the harvest of reason is consumed.” How is this?

Abdul-Baha—That is not to be taken literally. It has an inner meaning. It refers to ordinary reasoning. For example: a soul in Persia who became a believer endangered his very life. Now, what would the ordinary

*Distinction, see page 17.—Ed.
intellect say? Preserve your life! Preserve your property! But he who is set on fire with God's love will forego all possessions. On such occasions his actions appear insane; but he is in a sacrificial state. Honor, glory, everything pertaining to himself, is sacrificed. Baha'u'llah means that the harvest of reason becomes consumed by the fire of faith. In such a state a man appears insane. Those who see him under such circumstances would say: "Here is a man who has good position, who has honor, affluence, influence,—a man of competence, and he has sacrificed all of these in the path of some mysterious thing!"

**Question—**What are the "seventy-two degrees of insanity" spoken of by Baha'u'llah?

**Answer—**One is to forfeit possessions, to forfeit estates. One is to forego name, honor, fame. One is to forsake relatives, station. Et cetera [ended Abdul-Baha, laughing], et cetera, et cetera. Each one of these is a distinct insanity!

**Talk Given by Abdul-Baha at 780 West End Avenue, New York City (Home of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Kinney), April 17, 1912.**

Notes by John G. Grundy.

In the Holy Books it is recorded that when the Sun of Truth dawns it will appear in the East and its Light will be reflected in the West. Already its dawning has taken place in the East and its signs are appearing in the West. Its illumination shall spread rapidly and widely in the Occident. That Sun of Truth has risen in Persia and its effulgence is now manifest here in America. This is the greatest proof of its appearance in the horizon of the world, as recorded in the Heavenly Books. Praise be to God! that which is prophesied in the Holy Books has been fulfilled.

On Sunday last, at Carnegie Hall, the revered soul who introduced Abdul-Baha gave voice to the statement that according to tradition demons would appear from the land of the sun-rising, but now we find angels appearing instead. At the time this statement was made a reply was not possible, but today we will speak of it. The great Spiritual Lights have appeared only in the East. The Blessed Perfection Baha'u'llah appeared in the East. His Holiness Jesus Christ dawned on the horizon of the East. Moses, Aaron, Joseph and all the Israelitic prophets such as Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Isaiah and others, appeared from the Orient. The Lights of Mohammed and the Bab shone from the East. The Eastern horizon has been flooded with the effulgence of these great Lights, and only from the East have they risen to shine upon the West. Now, praise be to God! you are living in the dawn of a cycle when the Sun of Truth is again shining forth from the East, illuminating all regions.

The world has become a new world. The darkness of night which has enveloped humanity is passing. A new day has dawned. Divine susceptibilities and heavenly capacities are developing in human souls under the training of the Sun of Truth. The capacities of souls are different. Their conditions are various. For example, certain minerals come from the stony regions of the earth. All are minerals; all are produced by the same sun, but one remains a stone while another develops the capacity of a glittering gem or jewel. From one plot of land tulips and hyacinths grow; from another, thorns and thistles. Each plot receives the bounty of the sunlight, but the capacity to receive it is not the same. Therefore it is requisite that we must develop capacity and Divine susceptibility in order that the merciful Bounty of the Sun of Truth intended for this age and time in which we are living, may reflect from us as light from pure crystals.

The Bounties of the Blessed Perfection are infinite. We must endeavor to increase our capacity daily, to strengthen and enlarge our capabilities for receiving them; become as perfect mirrors. The more polished and clean the mirror, the more effulgent is its reflection of the Lights of the Sun of Truth. Be like a well cultivated garden wherein the roses and variegated flowers of heaven are growing in fragrance and beauty. It is my hope that your hearts may become as ready ground, carefully tilled and prepared, upon which the Divine showers of the Bounties of the Blessed Perfection may descend and the zephyrs of this Divine springtime may blow with quickening breath. Then will the garden of your hearts bring forth its flowers of delightful fragrance to refresh the nostril of the Heavenly Gardener. Let your hearts reflect the glories of the Sun of Truth in their many colors to gladden the eye of the Divine Cultivator who has nourished them. Day by day become more closely attracted in order that the Love of God may illumine all those with whom you come in contact. Be as one spirit, one soul, leaves of one tree, flowers of one garden, waves of one ocean.
As difference in degree of capacity exists among human souls; as difference in capability is found,—therefore individualities will differ one from another. But in reality this is a cause of unity and not of discord and enmity. If the flowers of a garden were all of one color, the effect would be monotonous to the eye; but if the colors are variegated, it is most pleasing and wonderful. The difference in adornment of color and capacity of reflection among the flowers gives the garden its beauty and charm. Therefore, although we are of different individualities, different in ideas, and of various fragrances, let us strive like flowers of the same Divine garden to live together in harmony. Even though each soul has its own individual perfume and color, all are reflecting the same Light, all contributing fragrance to the same breeze which blows through the garden, all continuing to grow in complete harmony and accord. Become as waves of one sea; trees of one forest, growing in the utmost love, agreement and unity.

If you attain to such a capacity of love and unity, the Blessed Perfection will shower infinite graces of the Spiritual Kingdom upon you, guide, protect and preserve you under the shadow of His Word, increase your happiness in this world and uphold you through all difficulties. Therefore it is my hope that day by day you will become more and more effulgent in the horizon of Heaven, advance nearer and nearer toward the Kingdom of El-Abha, attain greater and greater bounties of the Blessed Perfection. I am joyful, for I perceive the evidences of great love among you. I go to Chicago, and when I return I hope that love will have become infinite. Then will it be an eternal joy to me and the friends in the Orient.

TALK BY ABDUL-BAHA AT HOTEL ANSONIA, NEW YORK CITY, APRIL 17, 1912.

From Notes by Howard MacNutt.

DURING my visit to London and Paris last year, I had many talks with the materialistic philosophers of Europe. The basis of all their conclusions is that the acquisition of knowledge of phenomena is according to a fixed, invariable law,—a law mathematically exact in its operation through the senses. For instance, the eye sees a chair;—therefore there is no doubt of the chair’s existence. The eye looks up into the heavens and beholds the sun;—I smell their fragrance;—I hear sounds outside, etc., etc. This, they say, is a fixed mathematical law of perception and deduction, the operation of which admits of no doubt whatever;—for inasmuch as the universe is subject to our sensing, the proof is self-evident that our knowledge of it must be gained through the avenues of the senses. That is to say, the materialists announce that the criterion and standard of human knowledge is sense perception. Among the Greeks and Romans, the criterion of knowledge was Reason—that whatever is provable and acceptable by Reason must necessarily be admitted as true. A third standard or criterion is the opinion held by theologians, that traditions and interpretations constitute the basis of human knowing. There is still another,—a fourth criterion, upheld by materialists and metaphysicians, who say that the source and channel of all human penetration into the unknown is through inspiration. Briefly, then, these four criterions, according to the declarations of men, are: First—Sense Perception; Second—Reason; Third—Traditions; Fourth—Inspiration.

In Europe I told the philosophers and scientists of materialism that the criterion of the senses is not reliable. For instance, consider a mirror and the images reflected in it. These images have no actual corporeal existence. Yet if you had never seen a mirror, you would firmly insist and believe that they were real. The eye sees a mirage upon the desert as a lake of water, but there is no reality in it. As we stand upon the deck of a steamer the shore appears to be moving, yet we know the land is stationary and we are moving. The earth was believed to be fixed and the sun revolving about it, but although this appears to be so, the reverse is now known to be true. A whirling torch makes a circle of fire appear before the eye, yet we realize there is but one torch. We behold a shadow moving upon the ground, but it has no material existence, no substance. In deserts, the atmospheric effects are particularly productive of illusions which deceive the eye. Once I saw a mirage in which the atmospheric effects were particularly productive of illusions which deceive the eye. Once I saw a mirage in which a whole caravan appeared traveling upward into the sky. In the far North other deceptive phenomena appear to baffle human vision. Sometimes three or four suns, called by scientists "mock suns," will be shining at the same time, whereas we know the great solar orb is one and that it remains fixed and single. In brief, the senses are continually deceived
and we are unable to separate that which is reality from that which is not.

As to the second criterion—Reason—this likewise is unreliable and not to be depended upon. This human world is an ocean of varying opinions. If Reason is the perfect standard and criterion of knowledge, why are opinions at variance, and why do philosophers disagree so completely with each other? This is a clear proof that human reason is not to be relied upon as an infallible criterion. For instance, great discoveries and announcements of former centuries are continually upset and discarded by the wise men of today. Mathematicians, astronomers, chemical scientists, continually disprove and reject the conclusions of the ancients; nothing is fixed, nothing final; everything continually changing because human reason is progressing along new roads of investigation and arriving at new conclusions every day. In the future, much that is announced and accepted as true now will be rejected and disproved. And so it will continue to be ad infinitum.

When we consider the third criterion—Traditions—upheld by theologians as the avenue and standard of knowledge, we find this source equally unreliable and unworthy of dependence. For religious traditions are the report and record of understanding and interpretation of the Book. By what means has this understanding, this interpretation been reached? By the analysis of human reason. When we read the Book of God, the faculty of comprehension by which we form conclusions is Reason. Reason is mind. If we are not endowed with perfect reason, how can we comprehend the meanings of the Word of God? Therefore human reason, as already pointed out, is by its very nature finite and faulty in conclusions. It cannot surround the Reality Itself, the Infinite Word. Inasmuch as the source of traditions and interpretations is human reason, and human reason is faulty, how can we depend upon its findings for real knowledge?

The fourth criterion I have named is Inspiration, through which it is claimed the reality of knowledge is attainable. What is inspiration? It is the influx of the human heart. But what are Satanic promptings which afflict mankind? They are the influx of the heart also. How shall we differentiate between them? The question arises, How shall we know whether we are following inspiration from God or Satanic promptings of the human soul? Briefly, the point is, that in the human material world of phenomena, these four are the only existing criterions or avenues of knowledge, and all of them are wrong and faulty. What then remains? How shall we attain the Reality of Knowledge? By the breaths and promptings of the Holy Spirit, which is light and knowledge itself. Through it the human mind is quickened and fortified into true conclusions and perfect knowledge. This is conclusive argument showing that all available human criterions are faulty and defective, but the Divine Standard of Knowledge is infallible. Therefore man is not justified in saying, “I know because I perceive through my senses,” or “I know because it is proved through my faculty of reason,” or “I know because it is according to tradition and interpretation of the Holy Book,” or “I know because I am inspired.” All human standard of criterion is faulty, finite.

___

**TALK GIVEN BY ABDUL-BABA AT 227 RIVERSIDE DRIVE, NEW YORK CITY, MAY 11, 1912.**

Notes by John G. Grundy.

It is just three weeks that we have been away from the New York friends, yet so great has been the longing to see you that it seems like three months. We have had no rest by day or night since we left you; either traveling, moving about or speaking; yet it was all so pleasantly done; and we have been most happy. Praise be to God!

Everywhere and all the time it has been “harakat,” “harakat,” “harakat” (“motion,” “motion,” “motion”).

The friends in America are very good. All the people we have met here are very good. They are polite, not antagonistic; although inquisitive. A small minority of them are prejudiced, yet even these have their good points. The American people have a real love for progressiveness. They are not content to stand still. They are most energetic and progressive. When you see a tree which is growing and developing, be hopeful of its outcome. It will blossom and bear fruit eventually. If you see dry wood or old trees, there is no hope whatever of fruitage. The questions asked us have been opportune and to the point. The answers we gave have not been used for altercation and argument. We met savants and learned men and satisfied them with our explanations. Important people expressed their satisfaction and pleasure at our replies to their inquiries. In
brief, it would be difficult to find, in the aggregate of people we met, any one who was dissatisfied. Some scholastic minds aimed only at fruitless discussion. In Chicago we met two clergymen,—delivering an address at the church of one, and having dinner with the other. Both manifested great love. Likewise among all the people we met, not a single soul arose in opposition or went away disappointed.

Yesterday we met a group of important people. One prominent in political circles came with a Justice of the Supreme Court. There were many ladies of the Diplomatic Circle present. After we had spoken, the politician referred to raised the point that the foundation of all religions, from time immemorial, had been peace, unity and accord,—principles conducive to fellowship and unification,—yet Jesus, he declared, "had been the cause of discord and strife and not a factor in the cause of unity." "Therefore," he said, "I cannot accept your statements and explanations of religious betterment." When we elucidated further, he said: "What you state may cause me to change my views and accept." During this time the Justice was sitting silent, saying nothing. Fearing he might have some feeling of dissatisfaction, we asked him if anything presented had been objectionable to his opinions. He replied: "Not at all! Not at all! It's all right! It's all right!" This is the characteristic expression of the Occident,—"All right! All right!"

There were also present at this meeting several Cabinet officers, United States Senators, many from the Foreign Diplomatic Service, Army and Navy officials, and other high dignitaries. The servant of God, Mrs. Parsons, endured much trouble, but was always active and energetic in service, inviting important and influential people to the gatherings, etc. We spoke to all from their own standpoints, with most satisfactory results,—working day and night, so there was very little time for individual and private interviews.

In Washington, too, we called together a meeting of the colored and white people. The attendance was very large, the colored people predominating. At our second gathering this was reversed, but at the third meeting we were unable to say which color predominated. These meetings were a great practical lesson upon the unity of colors and races in the Baha'i teaching.

We said in part: "The black man must ever be grateful toward the white man, for the white man has manifested great manliness, courage and self-sacrifice in behalf of the colored race. Four years he fought their cause, enduring great hardships, sacrificing life, family, treasure,—all for his black brother, until the great war ended in the proclamation of freedom. By this effort and accomplishment, the black race throughout the world,—in all countries,—was benefited and influenced. Had this not been accomplished, there would be no liberty for the black man in Africa today. Therefore the black man everywhere should be grateful, for no greater evidence of humanism and manliness could be shown than the white man has displayed. If the colored people of the United States should forget this sacrifice, this zeal and manhood on the part of the whites, no ingratitude could be greater or more censurable. If they should see the black people of Africa today, in their native wretched state, then would the contrast between their state and the condition in the Orient be apparent and the fact clearly evident that the black man of the West enjoys incomparable advantages. The comfort and civilization under which you live is owing to the white man's efforts and sacrifice. Had this sacrifice not been made, you would still be in the bonds and chains of slavery, scarcely lifted out of your aboriginal condition. Therefore always show forth your gratitude to the white man. Eventually all differences will disappear and you will completely win his friendship.

"God makes no distinction between the white and black. If the hearts are pure, both are acceptable before Him. God is no respecter of persons on account of their color or race. All colors are acceptable to Him, be they white, black or yellow. Inasmuch as from the standpoint of humanity both were created in the image of God, we must bring ourselves to realize that both are as one and both embody the Divine possibilities in humanity.

"If you go into a garden and find all the flowers uniform in form, color and perfume; if you find them all white, all yellow, or all red,—is that better than to behold them variegated, many-colored, different? It is the difference among them which lends charm to the garden. Variety lends adornment and the effect of decoration. In a flock of doves, some are white, some black, red, blue,—yet they make no distinction among themselves. All are doves, no matter what the color.

"This variety in forms and colors which is visible in all the kingdoms is according to
creative wisdom and has Divine intention. Yet whether the creatures be all alike or all different should not be the occasion of strife and quarreling among them. Why then should the human creature, man, find cause for discord in the color or race of his fellow-creature? No educated or illumined mind will allow that this differentiation and discord should exist or that there is any ground for it.

"The whites should likewise be kind and just to the colored people.

"Thus will the world of humanity become like one great flower garden, variegated and multi-colored,—each rivaling the other only in the virtues and graces which are spiritual."

TALK GIVEN BY ABDUL-BAHA AT 780 WEST END AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY (HOME OF MR. AND MRS. E. B. KINNEY), MAY 29, 1912.

Notes by Howard MacNutt.

THE Divine Manifestations have been iconoclastic in their teachings. Each of them has summoned mankind anew to the fundamental Oneness of God. Each one has proclaimed the Oneness of Humanity. The essential teaching of His Holiness Moses was the Law of Sinai,—the Ten Commandments. In His Holiness Christ were again revealed the commands of the One God and precepts of human action. In His Holiness Mohammed, although the circle was larger, the intention of His teaching was to uplift and unify humanity in the knowledge of the One God. In His Holiness the Bab the circle was again very much enlarged, but the essential teaching was the same. The Books of His Holiness Baha’u’llah number more than one hundred. Each one is an evident proof; each one is sufficient for mankind; each one from foundation to apex proclaims the essential Unity of God and humanity, the Love of God, abolition of war and the Divine standard of peace. Each one also inculcates Divine morality, the manifestation of lordly graces;—in every word a book of meanings. For the Word of God is collective Wisdom, absolute Knowledge and certain Truth.

Consider in the Gospels the statement recorded in the first chapter of the Book of John: "In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God." This is a brief statement, but replete with greatest meanings. Its applications are limitless and beyond the power of books or words to contain and express. Herefore the doctors of theology have not expounded it, but have restricted it to Jesus as "The Word made flesh," the separation of Jesus from God the Father, and His descent upon the earth. In this way the individualized separation of the Godhead came to be taught.

The essential Oneness of Father, Son and Spirit has many meanings and constitutes the foundation of Christianity. Today we will merely give a synopsis of explanation. Why was Jesus the Word? In the universe of creation, all phenomenal beings are as letters. Letters in themselves are meaningless and express nothing of thought or ideas, as for instance, "a," "b," etc. Likewise all phenomenal beings are without independent meaning. But a word is composed of letters and has independent sense and meaning. Therefore as Christ conveyed the perfect meaning of Divine Reality and embodied independent significance, He was the Word. He was as the station of Reality compared to the station of metaphor. There is no intrinsic meaning to the leaves of a book, but the thought they convey leads you to reflect upon the reality.

The Reality of Jesus was the perfect meaning,—the Christhood stationed in Him, which in the Holy Books is symbolized as the Word.

"The Word was with God." The Christhood means not the body of Jesus, but the perfection of Divine virtues manifest in Him. Therefore it is written, "He is God." This does not imply separation from God,—just as it is not possible to separate the rays of the sun from the sun. The Reality of Christ was the embodiment of Divine virtues and attributes of God. For in Divinity there is no duality. All adjectives, nouns and pronouns in that Court of Sanctity are one; there is no multiplicity or division. The intention of this explanation is to show that the Words of God have innumerable significances and mysteries of meanings:—each one a thousand and more.

The Tablets of Baha’u’llah are many; the precepts and teachings they contain are universal, covering every subject. He has revealed scientific explanations ranging throughout all the realms of human inquiry—astronomy, biology, medicine, etc., etc. In Kitab-el-Ighan He has given expositions of the meanings of the Gospel and other Heavenly Books. He wrote lengthy tablets upon civilization, sociology and government. Every subject is considered. They are matchless in beauty and profundity. Even His enemies acknowledge
the greatness of BAHA'O'LLAH, saying He was the miracle of humanity. This was their confession, although they did not believe in Him. He was eulogized by Christians, Jews, Zoroastrians and Mohammedans, who denied His claim. They frequently said, “He is matchless, unique.” A Christian poet in the Orient wrote, “Do not believe him a Manifestation of God, yet his miracles are as great as the sun.” Mirza Abul Fazl has mentioned many poems of this kind, and there are numerous others. The testimony of His enemies witnessed that He was the “miracle of mankind,” —that He “walked in a special pathway of knowledge” and was “peerless in personality.” His teachings are universal and the standard for human action. They are not merely theoretical and intended to remain in books. They are the principles of action. Results follow action. Mere theory is fruitless. Of what use is a book upon “Medicine” if it is never taken from the library shelf? When practical activity has been manifested, the teachings of God have borne fruit.

The great and fundamental teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH are the Oneness of God and Unity of Mankind. This is the bond of union among Bahais all over the world. They become united among themselves, then unite others. It is impossible to unite unless united. Christ said, “Ye are the salt of the earth; if the salt has lost its savour, wherewith shall it be salted?” This proves there were dissensions and lack of unity among His followers. Hence His admonition to unity of action.

Now must we likewise bind ourselves together in the utmost unity, be kind and loving to each other, sacrificing all our possessions, our honor,—yea, even our lives for each other. Then will it be proved that we have acted according to the Teachings of God;—that we have been real believers in the Oneness of God and Unity of Mankind.

TALK BY ABDUL-BAHA AT 309 W. 78TH STREET,
NEW YORK CITY, JUNE 8, 1912.
Notes by John G. Grundy.

THE Body-Politic today is greatly in need of a physician. It is similar to a human body afflicted with nervous ailments. A doctor diagnoses the case and then prescribes treatment. He does not prescribe however until he has made the diagnosis. The disease which affects the Body-Politic is lack of love and absence of altruism. In the hearts of men no real love is found, and the condition is such that unless their susceptibilities are quickened by some power so that unity, love and accord may develop within them, there can be no healing, no agreement among mankind. Love and Unity are the needs of the Body-Politic today. Without these there can be no progress or prosperity attained. Therefore the friends of God must adhere to the Power which will create this love and unity in the hearts of the sons of men. Science cannot cure the illness of the Body-Politic. Science cannot create unity and fellowship in human hearts. Neither can patriotism or racial prejudice effect a remedy. It must be accomplished solely through the Divine Bounties and Spiritual Bestowals which have descended from God in this Day for that purpose. This is an exigency of the times, and the Divine remedy has been provided. For the spiritual teachings of the Religion of God can alone create this love, unity and accord in human hearts.

Therefore hold to these heavenly agencies which God has provided, so that through the Love of God, this soul bond may be established, this heart attachment realized, and the light of the Reality of Unity be reflected from you throughout the universe. If we do not hold fast to these Divine agencies and means, no result will be possible. Let us pray to God that He will exhilarate our spirits so we may behold the descent of His Bounties,—illumine our eyes to witness His great Guidance,—attune our ears to enjoy the celestial melodies of the Heavenly Word. This is our greatest hope. This is our ultimate purpose.

TALK GIVEN BY ABDUL-BABA AT 780 WEST END AVE., NEW YORK CITY (OPEN COMMITTEE MEETING), JUNE 11, 1912.
Notes by Howard MacNutt.

THIS is in reality a goodly meeting. My hope is that the meeting in New York shall become what it should be, for a Bahai Assembly must be as a meeting of the Supreme Concourse. When you assemble together you must acquire the Lights of the Supreme Kingdom. Let your hearts be as mirrors reflecting the radiance of the Sun of Reality. Every bosom of the bosoms must be a telegraphic station; one terminus of the wire in the bosom of each soul and the other in the Supreme Concourse, so that inspiration may descend from the Kingdom of ABHA and
right things be discussed. Then will opinions coincide with Reality; day by day there will be general development and each meeting become better, more radiant and more spiritual. This attainment is conditioned upon perfect unity and agreement. The more you realize of agreement and love, the more the Confirmations of God and the help of the Blessed Perfection will descend to assist you. May this be a Divine meeting and boundless bestowals come down upon you. Strive with heart and very life that day by day agreement and unity may increase. In discussions look toward the Reality without being self-opinionated. Let no one assert his own mere opinion, nay rather, let each investigate the Reality with the greatest love and agreement. Consult together upon every matter and when one presents an exposition of Reality, that shall be acceptable to all. Then will unity and spirituality increase among you, your illumination will be greater, your happiness and joy more abundant and you will draw nearer and nearer to the Kingdom of God.

TALK GIVEN BY ABDUL-BAHA AT 309 WEST 78TH ST., NEW YORK CITY, JUNE 12, 1912.
Notes by Mary J. MacNutt.

YOU are all exceedingly welcome. Do you realize how much you should thank God for His blessings? If you thank God a thousand times with every breath it is not sufficient, because God has created and trained you. He has protected you from every affliction and prepared for you every gift and bestowal. Consider what a kind Father He is! He bestows His gift before you ask. We were not in the world of existence, but as soon as we were born we beheld that He has prepared everything for our comfort, without any question on our part. Without our asking, He has given us a kind father and a compassionate mother; He has given us two springs of salubrious milk; He has given us pure climate; He has given us water, the gentle breeze wafting over us, the sun shining above our heads. In brief, He has provided for us all the necessities of life, although before our birth we did not ask for any of these great gifts.

With pure mercy and bounty He has prepared for us this great table. This is a mercy which precedes asking. There is another kind of mercy which is realized after questioning and supplication. He has bestowed both mercies upon us—without asking and with supplication. He has created us in this radiant century,—a century longed for and expected by all the sanctified souls in past periods. It is a blessed century; it is a blessed day. The philosophers of history have agreed that this century is equal to fifty centuries of the past. This is true from every standpoint. This is the century of science; this is the century of inventions, discoveries and universal laws. This is the century of the revelation of the mysteries of God. This is the century of the effulgence of the rays of the Sun of Truth. Therefore, you must render thanks and glorification to God that you were born in this age. Furthermore, you have listened to the call of Baha'u'llah. Your nostrils are perfumed with the breezes of the Paradise of Ahsa. You have caught glimpses of the Light from the horizon of the Orient. Asleep you were; you are awakened. Your ears are attentive; your hearts are informed. You have acquired the Love of God. You have attained to the Knowledge of God. This is the most great bestowal of God. This is the Breath of the Holy Spirit, and this consists of faith and assurance. This life eternal is the second birth; this is the baptism of the Holy Spirit. God has destined this station for you all. He has prepared this for you. You must appreciate the value of this Bounty and engage your time in mentioning and thanking the True One. You must live in the utmost happiness. If any trouble or vicissitude comes into your lives,—if your heart is depressed on account of health, livelihood or vocation,—let not these things affect you. These things should not cause unhappiness, for Baha'u'llah has brought you Divine happiness. Heavenly food has He prepared for you; eternal bounty has He destined for you; everlasting Glory has He bestowed upon you. Therefore these glad-tidings should cause you to soar in the atmosphere of joy forever and ever. You must render thanks unto God forever, so that the Confirmations of God may encircle you all.

(Continued on page seventeen)
OUTLINE OF THE BAHAI CALENDAR.

The Bahai year begins on March 21st, and is divided into 19 months of 19 days each, plus 4 (or 5 every fourth year) intercalary days—February 26th, the first, ninth and twelfth days (April 21st) and the first day of each Bahai month falls as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month Name</th>
<th>First Days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bahá'í (Splendor)</td>
<td>Mar. 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jalil (Glory)</td>
<td>Apr. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamal (Beauty)</td>
<td>Apr. 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azamat (Grandeur)</td>
<td>May 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nur (Light)</td>
<td>June 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raisa (Mercy)</td>
<td>June 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalam (Words)</td>
<td>July 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atman (Name)</td>
<td>Aug. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamal (Perfection)</td>
<td>Aug. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizat (Right)</td>
<td>Sept. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masheyat (Voice)</td>
<td>Sept. 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Im (Knowledge)</td>
<td>Oct. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafid (Power)</td>
<td>Nov. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kowli (Speech)</td>
<td>Nov. 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massa'ul (Questions)</td>
<td>Dec. 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharaf (Honor)</td>
<td>Dec. 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sultan (Soeverignty)</td>
<td>Jan. 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulk (Dominion)</td>
<td>Feb. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ola (Leftovers)</td>
<td>Mar. 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following days and seasons are observed by the Bahá'ís:

1. The Feast of Naunaeen—the Bahá'í New Year—March 21st.
2. The Feast of Rising—Paradise—commemorating the Declaration of Baha'u'llah in the Garden of El-Riwaq in Bábí, April 21st, 1844. This season of feasting lasts twelve days—April 21st to May 2nd, inclusive. The first, ninth and twelfth days (April 21st, April 28th and May 2nd) are especially celebrated.
6. The Anniversary of the Birth of Baha'u'llah—November 6th. (Born in Nur, Persia, 1817.)
7. The Feast of the Appointment of the Center of the Covenant—Abdu'l-Baha—Nov. 26th.
8. Intercalary Days—During which hospitalities are extended to friends, the poor and the needy—February 26th to March 1st, inclusive.
9. The Month of the Fast—March and to 30th, inclusive—during which no manner of food or drink is to be taken between sunrise and sunset. Fasting is enjoined upon every one. Children, travelers, sick and infirm people, pregnant women and nursing mothers are free from this obligation.

THE TRUMPET CALL: "LIFE" OR "DEATH"—WHICH?

ALTHOUGH the STAR OF THE WEST has published only a portion of the Addresses of Abdu'l-Baha delivered in America, it must be evident to many that he is talking upon every subject necessary to the investigation and acceptance of the Reality of Religion, both scientifically and spiritually.

That all may be alive to the truth of this statement when reading forthcoming Addresses in the STAR OF THE WEST—for there are many forthcoming—and realize the importance of the matter, we respectfully direct the attention of the friends to the following:

Previous to Abdu'l-Baha's recent decision to journey to the Pacific Coast, and during his return visit to New York City, in answer to a question from one of the friends, he gave the impression that he would not go west again and would depart in one month for the Orient. When it was remarked that this would disappoint a great many people we quote the letter received by us, "he replied that he had talked on every subject, from the scientific, as well as psychological basis and that he breathed on the souls and spirits of all the Bahá'ís in such a way that had it been upon bone, it would have taken on flesh (meaning, as I understood it, that he had given reality life-giving spirit) and that if their souls were not on fire now, verily they were dead—just as a tree which is not green and does not show forth any signs of life though the most nourishing life-giving rains are pouring down upon it, and the fresh spring breezes blowing down upon it. In all this he seemed to say that he had done all that he could do and now it lay upon those whom he had blessed to do the rest. If they were not awakened after all this, then, verily, they were as dead and dried up."

The Editors.
I HAVE made you wait for awhile, but as I was tired I slept a little. While I was sleeping I was conversing with you as though speaking at the top of my voice. Then through the effect of my own voice I awoke. As I awoke, one word was upon my lips—the word “Distinction.” So I will speak to you upon that subject this morning.

When we look upon the world of existence we realize that all material things have a common bond; and yet, on the other hand, there are certain points of distinction between them. For instance, all earthy objects have common bodily ties. The minerals, vegetables and animals all have elemental bodies in common with each other. Likewise all have place in the order of creation. This is the common tie or point of contact between them. All of them are composed of material substance; all have body and form. This is their common connection or point of contact. All of them pass through the process of composition and decomposition; the law of change affects all. This is a natural law to the operation of which all are subject. This law is ruling throughout creation and constitutes a common bond of connection among created things. But at the same time there are certain distinguishing features between these objects. For instance between the mineral and vegetable, the vegetable and animal, the animal and human, points of distinction exist which are unmistakable and significant. Likewise all have place in the order of creation. This is the common tie or point of contact between them. All of them are composed of material substance; all have body and form. This is their common connection or point of contact. All of them pass through the process of composition and decomposition; the law of change affects all. This is a natural law to the operation of which all are subject. This law is ruling throughout creation and constitutes a common bond of connection among created things. But at the same time there are certain distinguishing features between these objects. For instance between the mineral and vegetable, the vegetable and animal, the animal and human, points of distinction exist which are unmistakable and significant. Likewise, there are distinctions between kinds and species of each kingdom. When we consider the mineral kingdom in detail, for instance, we observe not only points of similarity between objects but points of distinction as well. Some are immovable bodies, some hard and solid, some have the power of expansion and contraction; some are liquid like water, some are gaseous like air; some have weight, others, like fire and electricity, have not. So there are many points of distinction among these kinds of elements.

In the vegetable kingdom also we observe distinction between the various sorts and species of organisms. Each has its own form, color and fragrance. In the animal kingdom the same law rules, as many distinctions in form, color and function are noticeable. It is the same in the human kingdom. From the standpoint of color there are white, black, yellow and red people; from the standpoint of physiognomy there is a great deal of difference and distinction among races. The Asian, African and American have different physiognomies; the men of the North and men of the South are very different in type and features. From an economic standpoint, in the law of living there is a great deal of difference. Some are poor, others wealthy; some are wise, others ignorant; some patient and serene, some impatient and excitable; some are prone to justice, others practice injustice and oppression; some are meek, others arrogant. In brief, there are many points of distinction among humankind.

I desire you for distinction. The Bahais must be distinguished from others of humanity. But this distinction must not depend upon wealth—that they should become more affluent than other people. I do not desire for you financial distinction. It is not an ordinary distinction I desire; not scientific, commercial, industrial distinction. For you I desire spiritual distinction; that is, you must become eminent and distinguished in morals. In the Love of God you must become distinguished from all else. You must become distinguished for loving humanity; for unity and accord; for love and justice. In brief, you must become distinguished in all the virtues of the human world; for faithfulness and sincerity; for justice and fidelity; for firmness and steadfastness; for philanthropic deeds and service to the human world; for love toward every human being; for unity and accord with all people; for removing prejudices and promoting International Peace. Finally, you must become distinguished for heavenly illumination and acquiring the bestowals of God. I desire this distinction for you. This must be the point of distinction among you.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA AT 935 EASTERN PARKWAY, BROOKLYN, N. Y. (HOME OF MR. AND MRS. HOWARD MACNUTT), SUNDAY, JUNE 16, 1912.

Stenographic Notes by Miss Esther Foster.

THIS is a good gathering, a very good gathering. It is a meeting of the maidservants of the Merciful and beloved of God. Such gatherings take place in this world. Whenever they have taken place, the results
have been very great. They have caused an
effect in the world of hearts and minds. Wherever in the night a lamp is lighted, nat­urally people are attracted to that light and gather around it. When there is a gathering in the evening in any place it is indicative of the fact that the light has been lighted there. There are lamps the light of which is limited. There are Lamps the light of which is unlimi­ted. There are lamps which illuminate small places. There are Lamps which illumine the horizons. The Lamp of the Guidance of God, wherever lighted, has illumined the horizons. Praise be to God! in this country the lamp of the guidance of God has been lighted and day by day its light is becoming more and more resplendent and this splendor is becoming more and more widespread. Now this is not known, but later its traces will become evident. Con­sider how in the days of His Holiness Christ the light of guidance brightened twelve hearts. Twelve hearts were illuminated by that light and how limited it seemed; but how spacious it became for it illumined the world! You are not a great body of people, but because the lamp of guidance has been lighted in your hearts the effects will be wonderful in the years to come. It is evident and manifest that the world shall be illuminated; therefore you must thank God—that praise be to God!—through His favor and grace the lamp of the Most Great Guidance has been ignited in your hearts and He has summoned you to His Kingdom. He has caused the call of the Supreme Concourse to reach your ears. The doors of heaven have been opened unto you. The Sun of Reality has shone upon you, the Cloud of Mercy is pouring down and the Breezes of Providence have blown towards you. Although the bestowal is great and the grace is glorious, yet capacity and readiness are requisite. Without capacity and readiness the Divine bestowals will not become manifest and evident. No matter how much the cloud may rain, the sun may shine, the breezes may blow—the land of sterility will give no verdure. The ground which is pure and free from thorns and thistles receives and produces through the rain of the Cloud of Mercy. No matter how much the sun shines it will have no effect upon the black rock, but in a pure and polished mirror its lights become resplendent. Therefore we must obtain capacity in order that the signs of Mercy of the Lord may become revealed. We must endeavor to make the soil of the hearts free from these useless weeds and sanctified from the thorns of waste thoughts, in order that the Cloud of Mercy may bestow its power upon them. The doors of God are open, but there is need for readiness. The ocean of Providence is surging but we must be able to swim. The bestowals of God are descending from the heaven of grace but capacity is necessary. The fountain of Providence is gushing forth but we must have thirst. Unless there be thirst, the salu­brious water will not assuage. Unless a soul is hungry the delicious foods of God will not appeal. Unless the eyes are perceptive the lights of the sun will not be witnessed. Until the nostrils are pure the fragrance of the rose garden will not be inhaled. Unless the heart be longing, the favors of the Lord will not become evident. Unless a melodious tune is given forth, the ears of the hearers will not be rejoiced. Therefore we must endeavor day and night to purify the hearts from every dross, sanctify the souls from every fetter and become free from the discords of the world of humanity. Thus the Divine bestowals in their fullness and glory shall become evident. If we do not strive and become sanctified from the defects and evil qualities of human nature we will not partake of the bestowals of God. It is like this: the sun is shining in its full glory, but if the hearts are black as stone, no results will be forthcoming. If an ocean of salubrious water is surging, and we be not thirsty, what benefit do we receive? If the candle be lighted and we have no eyes, what enjoyment do we obtain from it? If melodious anthems should reach the heavens and we are bereft of hearing, what enjoyment can we find? Therefore we must endeavor always, moan, supplicate and invoke the Kingdom of God to grant us full capacity, in order that the bestowals of God may become revealed and manifest in us. And as we attain to these Divine bestowals we shall offer thanks to the Threshold of Oneness. Then shall we be pleased with the Lord, then shall we be rejoiced that in this evident century and in this glorious time, under the shelter of the Kingdom of God, we have enjoyed these bestowals, and we will arise in thanksgiving. Therefore I first exhort myself, and then I exhort you. Do appreciate this great bestowal! Do appreciate this most great guidance! Do appreciate the bestowals of God! Do appreciate these bounties of the Lord! You must endeavor day and night that you may take a greater portion of them, in order that you may realize this great attainment. Praise be to God! your hearts are illuminated,
Christian people can afford to be absolutely free, not tolerant—I do not care for that word—but free and catholic in their extension of liberty and courtesy to other people. I believe it to be eminently proper for this to be the case. If I had my way I would invite a Hebrew brother and a Catholic brother to come here and let each interpret his creed to me.

Abdul-Baha our Elder Brother comes to us from the far East which has always been the birthplace of the world’s greatest religions, that he may speak to us as God has spoken to him, and I will leave you in the hands of this visitor whom we are proud to have with us. ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAH.

This is a godly temple and congregation, for—Praise be to God!—this is a temple wherein conscience has free sway. Every religion and every religious aspiration may be freely voiced and expressed here. Just as in the world of politics there is need for free thought likewise in the world of religion there should be the right of unrestricted opinion. Consider what a vast difference exists between democracy and the old forms of despotism. Under a despotic government the opinions of men are not free, whereas in democracy, because thought and speech are not restricted, the greatest progress is made possible. It is likewise so in the world of religion. When freedom of conscience, liberty of thought and right of speech prevail,—that is to say, when every man according to his idealization may give utterance to his own beliefs—development and growth are inevitable. Therefore this is a blessed church because its pulpit is open to every religion and its ideals may be conveyed to the congregation with openness and the greatest liberty. For this reason I am most grateful to the Reverend Doctor, for I find him to be a servant of the oneness of humanity.

The Holy Manifestations who have been the sources or heads of the various religious systems are all united and agreed. For example, His Holiness Abraham, Moses, Zoroaster, Buddha, Jesus, Mohammed, the Bab and Baha’u’llah are one in spirit and teaching. Moreover each Prophet has fulfilled the one who came before him and announced the appearance of the one who would follow. Consider how His Holiness Abraham foretold the coming of Moses, and Moses sanctioned this Abrahamic statement. His Holiness Moses
prophesied the Messianic cycle and His Holiness Christ fulfilled the Mosaic Law. It is evident, therefore, that they are united and agreed; there is no difference or discrimination among them. All are the founders of Reality and all are promulgators of the Religion of God. The Religion of God is Reality and Reality is not multiple; it is One. Therefore the foundations of the Divine Religions are One because all are based upon the One Reality which is not multiple. But the people of these Religions have disagreed; discord, enmity, strife, rancor and warfare have become rife among them, because they have forsaken the Divine Foundation of Reality, holding to that which is imitation. Inasmuch as imitations differ, strife and enmity have crept in. For example His Holiness Jesus Christ—may my spirit be a sacrifice to Him—held the foundation, and that foundation was the Eternal Reality. But after the time of His Holiness Christ many sects sprang up. What was the cause of these sects? There is no doubt that they were caused by dogmatic imitation, for the foundations of His Holiness Christ were the One Foundation. But because imitations crept in, different sects and various denominations appeared. Now if the Christian denominations and sects should investigate the realities, that foundation of His Holiness Christ which is the Divine Reality will unite them all. No enmity or rancor will remain among them for they will emulate the One Reality. Likewise if all the existing religious systems will forsake ancestral imitations and investigate the Reality, seeking to find the real meanings of the Holy Books, they will unite and agree, for the foundation of all is Reality. As long as they follow these counterfeit doctrines or imitations, not emulating the Reality, undoubtedly animosity and strife will exist, predominate and day by day increase. Let me illustrate this point. His Holiness Moses and the Israelitish prophets announced the coming of the Messiah, but voiced it in the language of symbology. When His Holiness Christ appeared, the Jews rejected Him, though as a matter of fact they were expecting His Manifestation and in their temples and synagogues were moaning and lamenting, saying “O God, hasten the coming of the Messiah!” But when His Holiness the Messiah appeared they denied Him. Why did they deny Him? Because they had followed imitations and had not investigated reality. They had not discerned the inner significances of the Holy Bible. The objectied saying, “We are expecting His Holiness Christ, but the appearance of His Holiness Christ is conditioned upon certain fulfillments. The prophets have given certain announcements. Among the prophetic signs regarding His coming being one that His Holiness should come from an unknown place; whereas now this Messiah has come from Nazareth. We know His house and we recognize His mother.”

“Second, one of the conditions or Messianic signs was that His scepter would be an iron rod, and this Christ has not even a wooden scepter.”

“Third, that He was to be seated upon the throne of David, whereas this Messiah is in the utmost state of poverty and has not even a mat.”

“Fourth—He was to conquer the East and the West. This personage has not even conquered a village. How can He be Messiah?”

“Fifth—He was to promulgate the laws of the Bible. This one has not only failed to promulgate the laws of the Bible but He has broken the Sabbath law.”

“Sixth—Messiah was to gather together all the Jews who were scattered in Palestine, and He was to render them honorable. But this One has degraded the Jews. He has not gathered them together.”

“Seventh—that during His sovereignty even the animals were to enjoy blessing and comfort. This is according to the prophetic texts. Messiah should influence the world and there should be peace to such an extent that the eagle and quail were to live together; the lion and deer were to feed in the same meadow; the wolf and the lamb were to lie down in the same pasture. In the human kingdom warfare was to cease entirely and battles were to pass away; spears were to be turned into pruning hooks; warfare was to disappear forever from the midst of men. Now we see in the day of this Messiah such injustice prevails that even He was sacrificed. How could He be the Messiah that was promised? This Messiah is not the promised Christ.”

And thus they expressed infamous words regarding Him.

Now inasmuch as the Jews were submerged in the sea of ancestral imitations they could not comprehend the meaning of these prophecies. All of them were fulfilled, but because the Jews held tenaciously to ancestral imitations they did not comprehend the meanings
of the Holy Bible; therefore they denied His Holiness the Messiah. The purpose of the Prophets was not the outward or literal meaning but the meaning embodied in symbols. They spoke in symbology. For example, they mentioned that the Messiah was to come from an unknown place. That did not refer to the body of Jesus. It had reference to the Reality of the Christ, that is to say the Christ Reality was to come from the invisible realm, for the Christ Reality is sanctified above place.

Second—That His sword was to be an iron sword signified His tongue, which tongue should separate the true from the false, and through that great sword He would conquer the realms of hearts. He did not conquer through an iron rod; He conquered the East and the West through the sword of His tongue.

Third—He was seated upon the throne of David, but His sovereignty was not a Napoleonic sovereignty; it was not a Pharaonic sovereignty. The Christ dominion was an eternal and everlasting sovereignty to which there is no end.

Fourth—By His promulgating the laws of the Bible the Reality of the laws of Moses was meant. These laws are the very foundation of the Reality of Christianity. There is no difference whatever between them, and He did promulgate them.

Fifth—He did conquer and subdue the East and the West. That conquest was effected through the breaths of the Holy Spirit. He eliminated the boundaries of East and West.

Seventh—in His day, according to prophecy the wolf and the lamb were to quaff from the same fountain. This was realized. The fountain referred to was the Gospel from which the water of life gushes forth. The wolf and lamb are opposing inimical and divergent races symbolized as these animals. Their meeting was impossible, but having become believers in Jesus Christ, those who were formerly as wolves and lambs were united through the words of the Gospel. The purport is that all the meanings of the prophecies were fulfilled, but because the Jews were captives of ancestral imitations and did not realize the meanings and realities of these words they denied His Holiness Christ; nay they even went so far as to crucify Him. Consider how harmful is imitation. These were imitations handed down from their fathers and ancestors, and because they held to them they were thus deprived.

It is evident then that we must forsake all these imitations so that like the Jews we may not commit the same error. We must investigate the Reality. We must lay aside selfish purposes. We must banish hearsays from our minds and investigate realities. The Jews consider His Holiness Christ the enemy of Moses whereas His Holiness Christ promoted the Word of Moses. He spread the name of Moses throughout the Orient and Occident. He promulgated the Book of Moses. Were it not for His Holiness Jesus Christ you would not have heard the name of Moses. Had it not been for the Manifestation of the Messiahship of His Holiness Jesus Christ we would not have received the Old Testament so universally. The fact is that His Holiness Jesus Christ fulfilled the Mosaic law and in every way upheld Moses. But the Jews because of blind imitations consider His Holiness Christ the enemy of Moses.

Among the contemporaneous religions is Mohammedanism. About three hundred million people follow that religion. From olden times until today there has been enmity and strife between the Mohammedans and the Christians. This is due to misunderstanding between these two great religions. Were imitations to be forgotten there would be no enmity whatever and they would live together in the utmost of fellowship.

I wish now to call your closest attention to a most important point: All Islam considers the Koran the Word of God. In this Koran are explicit texts which are not traditional. The Koran, the Mohammedan Bible, contains explicit texts that His Holiness Christ was the Word of God, that He was the Spirit of God, that Jesus Christ came into this world through the resuscitation of the Holy Spirit, that His birth was through the Holy Spirit and that Her Grace Mary was holy and sanctified. In the Koran a whole chapter is devoted to the story of Jesus Christ and it is recorded that in the time of youth He adored God in the temple at Jerusalem; that manna descended from heaven for Him, and that His Holiness uttered words immediately after His birth. In brief, in the Koran there is eulogy and commendation regarding Christ such as you do not find in the Gospel. The Gospel does not record that the child Jesus spoke at birth. It is not stated in the Gospel that God caused sustenance to descend from heaven for the Christ babe, but in the Koran it is repeatedly stated that God sent down manna day by day as food for the child. Marvelous to relate when His Holiness Moham-
med proclaimed His work and mission, His first objection to His own people was this: Why have you not believed on Jesus Christ? Why have you not accepted the Gospel? Why have you not believed in Moses? Why have you not believed in the Old Testament? Why have you not believed in the Prophets of Israel? Why have you not believed in the disciples of Christ? The first duty incumbent upon ye, O Arabians, is to believe in these. You must consider Moses as a Prophet. You must consider Jesus Christ as the Word of God. You must know the Old and New Testament as the Word of God. You must know Jesus Christ as the product of the Holy Spirit.” His people in reply said, “Very well, we will become believers, but our fathers and ancestors were not believers, and we are proud of them. What is going to become of them?” And He said: “I declare unto you that they occupy the lowest stratum of hell because they did not believe in Moses, because they did not believe in Christ, because they did not accept the Bible, and though they are my own ancestors, yet they are in despair in hell.” This is an explicit text of the Koran. It is not traditional, it is not a story. It is from the Koran which is in the hands of the people. Therefore it becomes evident that misunderstandings have caused so much warfare and strife. If both parties should investigate the Reality, the utmost of unity and amity would result, strife and rancor would pass away forever, and the world of humanity find peace and composure. There are 250,000,000 Christians and over 300,000,000 Mohammedans. How much blood has been spilt; how many peoples have been destroyed; how many children have become fatherless; how many fathers have lost their children; how many mothers bemoan the loss of their dear ones! All these things were due to imitations and misunderstandings! If the Holy Bibles were rightly understood none of these discords would have existed. The utmost of love and fellowship would have prevailed. This is the case with all the other religions as well. I have given these as examples to illustrate the others. The purpose is this that the Religion of God is the means of unity. The Holy, Divine Manifestations of God were all founders of fellowship. They have come here for the purpose of fellowship and amity. They did not come to create discord, strife and rancor among mankind. The Religion of God is the cause of love, but if it become the cause of strife and enmity, surely its non-existence is preferable to its existence because then it is a catastrophe in the human world. Surely the world of humanity must rid itself of such a catastrophe.

In the Orient the various peoples and nations were in a state of strife and sedition. They exercised the utmost enmity and rancor towards one another. Darkness had encompassed all nations. At a time such as this His Holiness BAHA’ULLAH appeared. He removed all the imitations which were the cause of separation and laid the foundation of the one Religion of God. When the imitations were dispelled, Mussulmen, Christians, Jews, Zoroastrians, Buddhists, all were united in conditions of amity with each other. The souls who followed BAHA’ULLAH from every nation have become as one family living in the utmost state of love and accord, willing to sacrifice life itself for each other. For example, the Mohammedan gives his life for the Christian; the Jew forfeits his life for the Christian, and all of them are willing to sacrifice life for the Zoroastrian. They are in the utmost love, fellowship and unity. They have attained to the condition of rebirth. They have become re-vivified through the breaths of the Holy Spirit. Praise be to God! this life has come forth from the East and eventually there shall be no discord and enmity in the East. Through the power of BAHA’ULLAH all will be united. And His Holiness BAHA’ULLAH hoisted this standard of the oneness of humanity in prison. When He was subjected to banishment by two kings, while a refugee from His enemies of all nations, during the days of His incarceration He wrote to all the kings with the utmost eloquence arraigning them most severely. He summoned them to concord, agreement and international peace. He made it incumbent upon them to call together a Board of Arbitration; that from all the nations and governments of the world there should be delegates sent to that Congress which was to be the great arbital court of justice to settle international disputes. He wrote to Queen Victoria of England, the Czar of Russia, the Kaiser of Germany, and Napoleon Bonaparte of France. He wrote to all the kings summoning them to unity and peace. Through a heavenly power was He enabled to promulgate these ideals in the Orient. Kings even could not withstand His potency. They endeavored to extinguish His lamp. BAHA’ULLAH in prison withstood both the Shah of Persia and Sultan of Turkey and promulgated His Word until in the Orient
He finally raised the banner of truth and the oneness of human kind. I was forty years a prisoner until the Young Turks of the Committee of Union and Progress overcame the despotism of Abdul Hamid, deposed him and proclaimed liberty. Then the Committee of Unity and Progress set me free from oppression. Were it not for the Committee of Unity and Progress I should have been in prison until the days of my life were ended. The purport is this,—that Bahá'ulláh in prison was able to hoist the banner of peace although two despotic kings were His oppressors. The king of Persia Naser-Ed-Din-Shah had killed twenty thousand Bahá'ís. These martyrs in absolute severance and detachment, with the utmost willingness offered their lives for their faith. These two kings could not withstand a prisoner; this prisoner upraised the banner of human kind and caused the people of the Orient to agree. Now in the Orient only those who have not followed Bahá'ulláh are still in enmity; but the people of the nations who have followed Bahá'ulláh enjoy a condition of fellowship and amity. Were you to attend a meeting, you could not distinguish between the Christian and the Musselman; you would not know who was a Jew, Zoroastrian or Buddhist; they all associate with one another in the state of utmost love as if they belonged to one family; as if they were one people.

**TALK GIVEN BY ABDUL-BAHÁ AT 309 W. 78TH ST., NEW YORK CITY, JUNE 20, 1912.**

Notes by Howard MacNutt.

I AM about to leave the city for a few days rest at Montclair. When I return it is my wish to give a large Feast of Unity. A place for it has not yet been found. It must be outdoors under the trees, in some location away from city noises; like a Persian garden. The food will be Persian food. When the place is arranged all will be informed and we will have a general meeting in which hearts will be bound together, spirits blended and a new foundation for unity established. All the friends will come. They will be my guests. They will be as the parts and members of one body. The spirit of life manifest in that body will be one Spirit. The foundation of that temple of unity will be one foundation. Each will be a stone in that foundation, solid and interdependent. Each will be as a leaf, blossom, or fruit upon one tree. For the sake of fellowship and unity I desire this Feast and spiritual gathering.

Whatsoever is conducive to unity is merciful and from the Divine Bounty itself. Every universal affair is Divine. Everything which conduces to separation and estrangement is satanic because it emanates from the purposes of self. Consider how clearly it is shown in creation that the cause of existence is unity and cohesion and the cause of non-existence is separation and disintegration. By a Divine Power of creation the elements assemble together in affinity and the result is a composite being. Certain of these elements have united and man has come into existence. Certain other combinations produce plants and animals. Therefore this affinity of the inanimate elements is the cause of life and being. Through their commingling therefore human affinity, love and fellowship are made possible. If the elements were not assembled together in affinity to produce the body of man, the higher intelligent forces could not be manifest in the body of man. But when these elements separate, when their affinity and cohesion is overcome, death and dissolution of the body they have builded, inevitably follow. Therefore affinity and unity among even these material elements means life in the body of man and their discord and disagreement means death. Throughout all creation, in all the kingdoms, this law is written,—that love and affinity are the cause of life, and discord and separation are the cause of death.

Consider the bodies of all the natural organisms. Certain elements have gathered and crystallization is the result. The tree, the man, the fish are due to this attraction and cohesion which have brought the elements together. Then a composition or composite being has resulted. The outcome of certain grouping for instance, is a mirror, table or clock, because a cohesive power has magnetized and bound their atoms together. When that attracting power is withdrawn, dissolution and disintegration follow,—no mirror, no table or clock remain,—no trace, no existence. Hence, commingling of the atoms brings forth a reality, while dispersion or dissemination of them is equivalent to non-existence.

Study the law of affinity among the domestic animals. They manifest fellowship; they live in flocks and herds; the love of amity is evident among them. Among birds we see evidences of instinctive fellowship and love. But the ferocious animals and birds of prey are just the reverse of the domestic. 
Sheep, cows and horses graze together in concord and agreement but ferocious animals are never seen associating in love and fellowship. Each lives solitary and alone or with a single mate. When they see each other they manifest the utmost ferocity. Dogs pounce upon dogs; wolves, tigers, lions rage, snarl and "go for each other." Their ferocity is instinctive. There is a creative reason for it.

Birds of prey, like eagles and hawks, live solitary and build their nests apart, but doves fly in flocks and nest in the same branches. When an eagle meets another eagle there is a furious battle. The meeting of two doves is a peace meeting. Therefore it is evident that these blessed characteristics, as well as the reverse, are found among the creatures of a lower kingdom.

The great mass of humanity does not exercise real love and fellowship. The elect of humanity are those who live together in love and unity. They are preferable before God because the Divine attributes are already manifest in them. The Supreme Love and Unity is witnessed in the Divine Manifestations. Among them unity is indissoluble, changeless, eternal and everlasting. Each one is expressive and representative of all. If we deny one of the Manifestations of God, we deny all. To inflict persecution upon one is to persecute all. In all degrees of existence each one praises and sanctifies the others. Each of them holds to the solidarity of mankind and promotes the unity of human hearts. Next to the Divine Manifestations come the believers whose characteristics are agreement, fellowship and love. The Bahai friends in Persia attained such fellowship and love that it really became a hindrance in the conduct of material affairs. Each one, into whatever house of the friends he went, considered himself the owner of the house, so to speak. There was no duality, but complete mutuality of interests and love. The visiting friend would have no hesitation in opening the provision box and taking out enough food for his needs. They wore each other's clothes as their own when necessary. If in need of a hat or cloak they would take and use it. The owner of the clothing would be thankful and grateful that the garment had gone. When he returned home, he would perhaps tell: "So and so was here and took away your coat." He would reply, "Praise be to God! I am so grateful to him. Praise be to God! I am so thankful I have been given this opportunity of showing my love for him."

To such an extreme degree this love and fellowship expressed itself that Baha'ullah commanded no one should take possession of another's belongings unless presented with them. The intention is to show to what an extent unity and love prevailed among the Bahai friends in the East.

I hope that this same degree and intensity of love may become manifest and apparent here; that the Spirit of God shall so penetrate your hearts that each one of the beloved of God shall be considered as all; that each one may become a cause of unity and center of accord; and all mankind be bound together in real fellowship and love.

Address of Abdul-Baha at Protestant Episcopal Church of the Ascension, Fifth Ave. and 10th St., New York City, Sunday, June 2, 1912, 8 p.m., Rev. Dr. Percy Stickney Grant, rector.

Introduction by Dr. Grant.

The spirit of the hymn we have just sung is the spirit of this meeting:

Hasten the time appointed,
By prophets long foretold,
When all shall dwell together,
One Shepherd and one Fold.

Let all that now unites us
More sweet and lasting prove,
A closer bond of union,
In a blest land of love.

Let war be learned no longer,
Let strife and tumult cease,
All earth, His blessed kingdom,
The Lord and Prince of Peace.

Abdul-Baha is doing what we all pray to have done, simplifying the intellectual side of religion, intensifying the spiritual side of religion and getting to work in the practical cause of bringing men together by showing them directly the loveliness of personal effort. I suppose nobody is satisfied with all that background of superstition, tradition, mystery and confusion of thought which in many religions is regarded as the necessary beginning of belief. I suppose that all who have any sincerity and depth of thought about religion are anxious for the day of its simplification. The whole purpose of religion is to make of each one of us the strongest personality possible—to make us progressive factors in the community.

Abdul-Baha comes embodying these great
principles, bidding men live at peace with each other, to love each other. Now he feels that the East is a different place than the West in its history, customs, thought and action. Of course when distinguished visitors from the Orient come to us, we are often a little dismayed at the slight regard in which they hold material progress and the practical side of life. Our guest, the speaker this evening, understands all that, and he wishes to address himself more directly upon the question: How can the mystic East help the practical West? What can the Orient bring to the real problems of the Occident? What can he and all that is behind him, history and tradition, offer to the newer world, the newer civilization with its frantic energy, with its love of deeds, with its scientific effort? Of course the West feels in the very essence of what is called materialism, there is spiritual truth; that if we go on far enough, if we go down deep enough, we shall find the depth of what is superficially called materialism to be the most beautiful spirituality.

I hope those who can address Abdul-Baha in his own language will say to him with what warmth of personal affection and with what great satisfaction we all welcome him here again to the Church of the Ascension and I assure him that we shall listen to every word that comes from his lips as proceeding from a soul which has lived nearly three score years and ten with the very central spiritual light of unity and has walked with God. We shall read into each word not only the everyday significances which he gently teaches of the spiritual outpouring of the East.

Address by Abdul-Baha.

In the terminology of the Holy Books, the church has been called the “House of the Covenant” for the reason that the church is a place where people of differing thoughts and divergent tendencies, where all races and nations may come together in a covenant of permanent fellowship. In the temple of the Lord, in the house of God, man must be submissive to God. He must enter into a covenant with his Lord in order that he shall obey His commands and become unified with his fellow-man. He must not consider divergence of races nor difference of nationalities; he must not view variation in denomination and creed, nor should he take into account the differing degrees of thoughts; nay, rather he should look upon all as mankind and realize that all must become united and agreed. He must recognize all as one family, one race, one nativity; all the servants of one God, dwelling beneath the shelter of the Mercy of one God. The purpose is that the church is a collective center. Temples are symbols of the Reality and Divinity of God, the collective center. Consider how within a temple every race and people is seen and represented—all in the presence of the Lord, covenanting together in a covenant of love and fellowship—all offering the same melody, prayer and supplication to God. Therefore it is evident that the church is a collective center for mankind. For this reason there have been churches and temples in all the Divine religions. But the real Collective Centers are the Manifestations of God, of whom the church or temple is a symbol and expression. That is to say, the Manifestation of God is the real Divine Temple and Collective Center of which the outer church is but a symbol.

Recall the statement of His Holiness Jesus Christ recorded in the Gospel: addressing Peter, He said, “Thou art Peter and upon this rock will I build my church.” It is evident therefore that the Church of God is the Law of God and the actual edifice is but one symbol thereof. For the Law of God is a collective center which unites various peoples, nationalities, tongues and opinions. All find shelter in its protection and become attracted by it. For example, His Holiness Moses and the Mosaic Law were the unifying center for the scattered sheep of Israel. He united these wandering rocks, brought them under control of Divine Law, educated them, unified them, caused them to agree and lifted them to a superlative degree of development. At a time when they were debased they became glorified; ignorant they were made knowing; in the bonds of captivity they were given freedom; in short they were uplifted. Day by day they advanced until they attained the highest degree of progress witnessed in that age. It is therefore proven that the Manifestation of God and the Law of God accomplish unity.

It is self-evident that humanity is at variance. Human tastes differ;—thoughts, nationalities, races and tongues are various. The need of a Collective Center by which these differences may be counterbalanced and the people of the world be unified is obvious. Consider how nothing but a spiritual power can bring about this unification;—for material conditions
and mental aspects are so widely different that agreement and unity are impossible through outer means. But it is possible for all to become unified through one Spirit just as all may receive light from one sun. Therefore assisted by the collective and Divine Center, which is the Law of God and the Reality of His Manifestation, we can overcome these conditions until they pass away entirely and the races advance.

Consider the time of His Holiness Christ. How many different peoples, races and governments there were; how many varying religions and denominations; but when His Holiness appeared, the Messianic Reality proved to be the Collective Center which brought together and unified them beneath the same tabernacle of amity. Reflect a moment! Could His Holiness Jesus Christ have united these divergent factors or brought about such results through political power? Was this unity and agreement possible through material forces? It is evident that it was not; nay, rather these various peoples were brought together through Divine Power,—through the breaths of the Holy Spirit. They were revived through the infusion of a fresh spirit. The spirituality of the Christ overcame their difficulties so that their disagreements utterly passed away. In this way these varying peoples were unified, agreed and became welded in a bond of love which alone can unite hearts. Therefore it is proved that the Manifestations of God,—the great Mouth-pieces of God are the Collective Centers of God. The Prophets of God are these Collective Centers, for they are the real shepherds. The real shepherd unites the scattered sheep as they have done in the past. The Collective Center has ever appeared from the Orient. His Holiness Abraham was a Collective Center and He appeared in the East. His Holiness Moses was a Collective Center and He appeared in the East. His Holiness Jesus Christ was a Collective Center and He appeared in the East. His Holiness Mohammed was a Collective Center appearing among the nomadic tribes of the Arabian peninsula. Today His Holiness BAHA’ULLAH is the Collective Center of Unity for all humanity and He has come from the East. He founded the oneness of humanity in Persia. He established amity among the various peoples of different religions, denominations, sects and cults by rescuing them from the fetters of past imitations and superstitions, led them to the very foundation of the Divine Religions, and from this foundation shines forth the radiance of spirituality which is Unity, the Love of God, the Knowledge of God, praiseworthy morals and the virtues of the human world. BAHA’ULLAH again renewed these principles just as the coming of spring refreshes the earth and confers new life upon all phenomenal beings. For the freshness of the former springtime had waned, its vivification had ceased, the life-giving breezes were no longer wafting their fragrances; winter and the season of darkness had come. His Holiness BAHA’ULLAH came to renew the life of the world with this new and Divine springtime which has pitched its tent in the countries of the Orient in the utmost power and glory. It has refreshed the world of the Orient and there is no doubt that if the world of the Occident should abandon dogmas of the past, turn away from empty imitations and superstitions, investigate the Reality of the Divine religions, holding fast to the example of His Holiness Jesus Christ, acting in accordance with the teachings of God and becoming unified with the Orient, an eternal happiness would be thereby attained.

In the Western world material civilization has attained the highest point of development, but the Divine civilization was founded in the Orient. Now the Orient must acquire material civilization from the Occident and the Occident must acquire spiritual civilization from the Orient. This will establish a mutual bond. When the East and West shall come together, the world of humanity will present a glorious aspect and extraordinary progress will be achieved. This is clear and evident;—there is no proof needed. The status of material civilization in the Occident cannot be denied; nor can any one deny the confirmation of the spiritual civilizations of the Orient, for all the Divine foundations of civilization have appeared in the East. This, too, is clear and evident. Therefore you must strive to assist the Orient in order that it may acquire material progress. Likewise the Orient must promulgate the principles of spiritual civilization in the Occident. By the commingling of these two civilizations the world of humanity will attain the highest bond of prosperity and progress. Material civilization alone is not sufficient and will not prove productive. The physical happiness of material conditions was allotted to the animal. Consider how the animal has reached the utmost degree of physical felicity. For example, a bird perches upon the loftiest branch and builds there its nest in the utmost beauty and skill. All the grains
and seeds of the meadows are its wealth and food; all the fresh water of mountain springs and rivers of the plain are for its enjoyment. Truly this is the acme of material happiness to which even a human creature cannot attain. This is the honor of the animal kingdom. But the honor of the human kingdom is the attainment of spiritual happiness in the human world, the acquisition of the knowledge and Love of God. The honor allotted to man is the acquisition of the supreme virtues of the human world. This is his real happiness and felicity. But if material happiness and spiritual felicity be conjoined, it will be "delight upon delight"—as the Arabs say. And now we pray that God will unite the East and the West in order that these two civilizations shall be exchanged and mutually enjoyed. I am sure it will come to pass for this is the Radiant Century. This is an age for the outpouring of Divine Mercy upon the exigency of this new century—the unity of the East and the West. It will surely be accomplished.

**Question:** What is the status of woman in the Orient?

**Answer:** The status of woman in former times was exceedingly deplorable. For it was the belief of the Orient that it was best for woman to be ignorant. It was considered preferable that she should not know reading or writing, in order that she might not be informed of events in the world. Woman was considered to be created for rearing children and attending to the duties of the household. This was considered to be the object of female creation. If she pursued educational courses, this was deemed contrary to chastity; hence women were made prisoners of the house. The houses did not even have windows opening to the outside world. But his Holiness Baha'u'llah destroyed these ideas and proclaimed the equality of man and woman. He made woman respected, by commanding that all women be educated; that there be no difference in the education of the two sexes and that man and woman share the same rights precisely. In the estimation of God there is no distinction of gender. One whose thought is pure, whose education is superior, whose scientific attainments are greater, whose deeds of philanthropy excel, be that one man or woman, be that one white or colored, no matter what the person be, is entitled to full rights and recognition;—there is no difference whatsoever. Therefore the status of woman in the East has undergone change. At present they have schools and colleges, they pursue the ordinary curriculum, and day by day are becoming indispensable to men and equal to them. This is the present status of womankind in Persia.

**Question:** What relation do you sustain to the founder of your creed—are you his successor in the same manner as the Pope of Rome?

**Answer:** I am the servant of Baha' the founder, and in this do I glory. No honor do I consider greater than this, and it is my hope that I may be confirmed in servitude to Baha'u'llah. This is my station.

**Question:** Is it not a fact that Universal Peace cannot be accomplished until there is political democracy in all the countries of the world?

**Answer:** It is very evident that in the future of all the countries of the world be they constitutional in government or Republican or Democratic in form, there shall be no centralization. The United States may be held up as the example of government in time to come, that is to say, each province will be independent in itself but there will be a union concerning the interests of the various independent states. It may not be a Republican, or a Democratic form. To cast aside centralization which promotes despotism is the exigency of the time. This will be productive of international peace. Another fact of equal importance in bringing about International Peace is Woman's Suffrage. That is to say, when perfect equality shall be established between men and women, peace may be realized for the simple reason that womankind in general will never favor warfare. Women evidently will not be willing to allow those whom they have so tenderly cared for to go to the battlefield. When they shall have a vote they will oppose any cause of warfare. Another factor which will bring about universal peace is the linking together of the Orient and the Occident.

**Question:** What is your belief about reincarnation?

**Answer:** The subject of reincarnation has two aspects. One is that which the Hindostanese people believe, and even that is subdivided into two;—reincarnation and metempsychosis. According to one belief the soul goes and then returns at certain times in reincarnations; therefore they say that a sick person is sick because of actions in a previous incarnation and that this is retribution. The other school of Hindoism believes that man sometimes appears as an animal, a donkey for
instance, and this is retributive for past acts. I am referring to the beliefs in that country, the beliefs of the schools. But there is a reincarnation of the prophetic nature. For example, Jesus Christ speaking of John the Baptist, declared he was Elias. When John the Baptist was questioned, he said "I am not Elias." These two statements are apparently contradictory, but in reality they do not contradict. The light is one light. The light which illuminated this lamp last night is illuminating it tonight. This does not mean that the identical rays of light have reappeared, but the virtues of illumination. The light which revealed itself through the glass reveals itself again, so that we can say the light of this evening is the light of last evening relighted. This is as regards its virtues and not as regards its former identity. This is our view of reincarnation. We believe in that which Jesus Christ and all the Prophets have believed. For example His Holiness the Bab states "I am the return of all the Prophets." This is significant of the oneness of the prophetic virtues, the oneness of power, the oneness of bestowal, the oneness of radiation, the oneness of expression, the oneness of revelation.

**Question:** What is the attitude of your creed toward the family?

**Answer:** According to the teachings of Baha’u’llah, the family being a human unit must be educated according to the rules of sanctity. All the virtues must be taught the family. The integrity of the family bond must be constantly considered and the rights of the individual members must not be transgressed. The rights of the son, the rights of the father, the rights of the mother, none of them must be transgressed, none of them must be arbitrary. Just as the son has certain obligations to his father, the father likewise has certain rights or obligations to his son. The mother, the sister and other members of the household have their certain prerogatives. All these rights and prerogatives must be conserved, yet the unity of the family must be sustained. The injury of one shall be considered the injury of all; the comfort of each the comfort of all; the honor of one the honor of all.

**Question:** What is the relation of Bahaism to the ancient Zoroastrian religion?

**Answer:** The religions of God have the same foundation but the dogmas appearing later have differed. Each of the Divine religions has two aspects. The first is essential. It concerns morality and development of the virtues of the human world. This aspect is common to all. It is fundamental; it is one; there is no difference, no variation in it. As regards the inculcation of morality and the development of human virtues there is no difference whatsoever between the teachings of Zoroaster, Jesus and Baha’u’llah. In this they agree; they are one. The second aspect of the Divine religions is non-essential. It concerns human needs and undergoes change in every cycle according to the exigency of the time. For example, in the time of Moses, divorce was conformable to the needs and conditions. His Holiness Moses therefore established it. But in the time of His Holiness Christ, divorces were numerous and the cause of corruption. As they were not suitable for the time, He made divorce unlawful, and likewise changed other laws. These are needs and conditions which have to do with the conduct of society. Therefore they undergo change according to the exigency of the time. For example, His Holiness Moses dwelt in the desert. As there were no penitentiaries, no means of restitution in the desert and wilderness the laws of God were "An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, an ear for an ear." Could this be carried out now? If a man destroys another man’s eye are you willing to destroy the eye of the offender? If a man’s teeth are broken or his ear cut off will you demand a corresponding mutilation of his assailant? This would not be conformable to conditions of humanity at the present time. If a man steals shall his hand be cut off? This punishment was just and right in the law of Moses, but it was applicable to the desert where there were no prisons and reformatory institutions of later and higher forms of government. Today you have government and organization, a police system, a judge and trial by jury. The punishment and penalty is now different. Therefore the non-essentials which deal with details of community are changed according to the exigency of the time and conditions. But the essential foundation of the teachings of Moses, Zoroaster, Jesus and Baha’u’llah is identical, is one; there is no difference whatsoever.

**Question:** Is peace a greater word than love?

**Answer:** No! love is greater than peace, for peace is founded upon love. Love is the objective point of peace; peace is an outcome of love. Until love attains, peace cannot be; but you may have peace without love. The
love which is from God is the fundamental. This love is the object of all human attainment, the radiance of heaven, the light of man.

**Question:** Will you state the tenets of your faith?

**Answer:** First: Investigate the Reality. Man must leave imitation and seek Reality. The contemporaneous religious beliefs differ because of their allegiance to dogma. It is necessary therefore to abandon imitations and seek their fundamental Reality.

Second: Oneness of humanity. All human creatures are the servants of God. All are submerged in the Sea of His Mercy. The Creator of all is one God; the provider, the giver, the protector of all is one God. He is kind to all; why should we be unkind? All live beneath the Shadow of His Love; why should we hate each other? At most it is this: There are certain people who are ignorant; some are like children; they must be trained and educated until they reach maturity. Others are sickly, intellectually ill, spiritually ill; they must be treated and healed. But all are the Servants of God.

Third: Religion must be conducive to love of all; the cause of fellowship, unity and light. If it be the cause of enmity, bloodshed and the cause of hatefulness, surely its non-being is better than its being, its non-existence better than its existence. Religion and science are twins. Religion and science correspond, but if a question of religion be not reasonable and cannot agree with science, it is imagination and not worthy of credence.

Fourth: Equality between men and women. In all degrees they are equal. The readjustment of the economic laws for the livelihood of man must be effected in order that all humanity may live in the greatest happiness according to their respective degrees.

Fifth: Spiritual brotherhood. All mankind must attain to spiritual fraternity, that is to say, a fraternity in the Holy Spirit; for patriotic, racial and political fraternity are of no avail. Their results are meager, but divine fraternity, spiritual fraternity is the cause of unity and oneness among mankind. As heretofore material civilization has been extended, the Divine civilization must be promulgated. Until the two agree, real happiness among mankind will be unknown. By mere intellectual development and power of reason man cannot attain to his fullest degree; that is to say, by means of intellect alone he cannot accomplish the progress effected by religion. For the philosophers of the past strove in vain to revivify the world of mankind through the intellectual faculty. The most of which they were capable was educating themselves and a limited number of disciples; they themselves have confessed failure. Therefore the world of humanity must be confirmed by the breath of the Holy Spirit in order to receive universal education. Through the infusion of Divine Power all nations and peoples become quickened and universal happiness is possible.

These are some of the principles of the Bahais.

**Question:** Will women or men aid this new religion most? Which will be most capable?

**Answer:** In Persia the men have aided it more, but in the West perchance the women. In the West women evidently have precedence in religion, but in the East men surpass the women.

**Question:** What will be the food of the united people?

**Answer:** As humanity progresses, meat will be used less and less, for the teeth of man are not carnivorous. For example, the lion is endowed with carnivorous teeth which are intended for meat and if meat be not found, the lion starves. The lion cannot graze; its teeth are of different shape. The formation of the lion's stomach is such that it cannot receive nourishment save through meat. The eagle has a crooked beak; the lower part shorter than the upper. Were it to try to pick up grain it would find it impossible; were it to try to graze, it would fail. Therefore it is compelled to partake of meat. But the domestic animals, the cow, horse, donkey, sheep, etc., have herbivorous teeth formed to cut grass which is their fodder. The human teeth, the molars, are formed to grind grain. The front teeth, the incisors, are for fruits, etc. It is therefore quite apparent, according to the implements for eating, man's food is intended to be grain and not meat. When mankind is more fully developed the eating of meat will gradually cease.

DR. GRANT.

Let us wish that we here tonight may become great factors in bringing about this spiritual and human unity, which is the object of Abdul-Baha's life and mission, and all of which is thoroughly in accord with the teachings and principles of religion.
ABDUL-BAHA AT FOURTH UNITARIAN CHURCH, 
BEVERLY ROAD, FLATBUSH, BROOKLYN (REV. 
LEON A. HARVEY, PASTOR), JUNE 16, 1912. 

STENOGRAPHIC NOTES BY MISS ESTHER FOSTER. 

PRAYER AND INTRODUCTION BY THE PASTOR. 

WE thank Thee, O God, for him whose 
voice shall speak this morning. We 
thank Thee that he has touched so 
many hearts with a great and beautiful mes­sage. May strength still be given him for 
to come. May the world come more 
and more to see the great vision which he 
beholds. May we each do our little part to 
help realize this vision in our hearts and in 
the hearts of others,—this vision of the Love 
of God and love for men,—this sense of our 
common fatherhood and universal brother­hood. Bless us, strengthen us in all high 
things and guide us to the world everlasting. 
Amen!

In 1844 there arose in Persia a man who 
called himself the "Bab," the "Door." We 
can think of him as a John the Baptist. He 
heralded a new Prophet. This Bab, like the 
reformers of old was persecuted and became 
a martyr to his Cause. But his martyrdom 
was not in vain. About six years later he 
gave up his life. In 1852 there arose One 
who proclaimed Himself the Liberator, the 
Saviour of the world whom the Bab had an­nounced and heralded. For this He, too, was 
persecuted as the Bab had been. For forty 
years He was a prisoner and exile. The little 
city of Akka was the last place of His im­prisonment. From childhood, the speaker of 
today Abdul-Baha Abbas shared the persecu­tion, exile and imprisonment of this Great One 
BAHA'O'LLAH. In the year 1912 this great 
man died after declaring that His mantle 
should fall upon His eldest son who is here 
with us this morning.

But although they were prisoners in this 
little town, the gospel of universal brother­hood for which they stood had gone forward 
and outward; the glad-tidings that there is 
a center, a core at the heart of all religions 
which is love to God, love to man. This is 
the gospel they saw and announced,—"Let 
men understand that they are brothers;—that 
brotherhood does not end at the national boundary;—let us acknowledge and establish 
this universal brotherhood." This was their 
gospel vision.

Now in the year 1893 there was a very 

THE "PARLIAMENT OF RELIGIONS" IN CHICAGO,— 
where there gathered for the first time repre­sentatives of all the great faiths of the world. 
They sat upon the same platform and found 
they had the same gospel at the heart of all 
the religions,—the very thing that these people 
had been declaring off there in Persia and 
Syria.

It is a certain fact that from 1868 Abdul- 
Baha, the Servant of God, was a prisoner in 
Akka. People began to hear of this gospel; 
further and further the news spread, and they 
went there to receive his benediction and 
words. At last in 1908, the ban was lifted 
and he was free. During his whole life prac­tically he had been a prisoner; now he is free, 
and he brings to you the result of that free­dom, carrying this gospel around the world; 
this gospel of universal brotherhood; and 
though he brings it to you in a foreign tongue 
you will find when it is translated that it 
comes to us as the same great and beautiful 
message which is at the center of all our 
hearts in our highest and best moments.

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA.

This is a Unitarian Church, and this Day 
in the Arabic tongue may well be called 
"Yauml'itihad" the "Unitarian Day." There­fore I consider it appropriate to speak 
to you upon the subject of "Unity."

What is Real Unity? When we observe the 
human world, we find various expressions of 
unity. First the unity of kind or species by 
which man is distinguished above the animal. 
Then there is racial unity, the separation of 
humanity into distinct racial groups. In this 
greater more comprehensive and important 
unity we include all the posterity of Adam. 
In reality it is one great household,—one 
family. Again there is the unity of nativity, 
the grouping of certain people in one father­land, one common boundary line. There is 
also the unity of nationalism, a group of 
people united by one bond of government, 
agreed and in accord,—such as the French 
nation, the German nation and so on. There 
is the unity of tongue, which means that a 
number of human beings use the same lan­guage as a means of communication;—the 
unity of politics which conserves the rights 
of certain peoples who follow a particular 
form of civil government. All these units 
are without real foundation;—no real result 
proceeds from them. They are purely imagi­nary because no real result is forthcoming. For 
the purpose of true Unity is that real result.
may come forth,—unlimited unity producing unlimited result. From these limited unities mentioned proceed limited outcomes. For instance, from the unity of nativity at most the results are limited;—like a family living alone, solitary;—there is no boundless or unlimited result produced.

But the unity which is productive of unlimited results is first a unity of mankind—that all humanity are sheltered beneath the glorious shadow of the All Glorious,—that all are servants of one God. For they all breathe the same atmosphere, all inhabit the same earth, all are sheltered beneath the same heaven, all receive effulgence from the same sun, all are under the protection of one God. This unity is the Most Great Unity and its results are lasting if humanity shall adhere thereto; but humanity has hitherto not held fast to this unity. Mankind has adhered to sectarian unities, and other various limited unities such as those of racial type, patriotic type, or unity of self interests; therefore no great results have been forthcoming. But it is certain the radiance and favors of God are encompassing, minds have developed, perceptions have become acute, sciences and arts have become widespread, and there is capacity for the promulgation and proclamation of the unity of humanity; and this unity is a type of that great unity which will produce marvelous results. This unity will make friends of all religions. This unity will make all warring nations loving. This unity will make all inimical kings amiable and amicable. This is the unity which will give the world of humanity peace and composure. From these limited unities may come forth,—unlimited unity producing unlimited result. From these limited unities mentioned proceed limited outcomes. For instance, from the unity of nativity at most the results are limited;—like a family living alone, solitary;—there is no boundless or unlimited result produced.

In the Word, of God there is still another unity, the unity of the Holy Manifestations of God, His Holiness Abraham, Moses, Jesus Christ, Mohammed, Baha’u’llah, and The Bab. That is a unity heavenly, Divine, radiant, merciful; it is the One Reality which has appeared in various Manifestations. For example, the sun is one and the same, but its points of dawning are various. During the summer season it rises from the summer dawning point; in the winter season it dawns from the southern point of rising. Every month it appears from a certain zodiacal point. Although these dawning points differ, the sun is the same sun which has appeared from them all. The purpose is the Reality of Prophethood. The Reality of Prophethood is exemplified by the sun and the Holy Manifestations are like unto dawning places or zodiacal points.

There is also the Divine Unity, that is to say, the Divine Entity. The Divine Spirit is sanctified above concept of humanity. It cannot be comprehended or conceived because it is Infinite Reality and cannot become finite. Human minds cannot surround that Reality because all our concepts and thoughts of that Reality are a creation of man, finite, intellectual and not the Reality of Divine Being. For example, if we should endeavor to have a
concept of Divinity that it is a living, almighty, self-subsistent, everlasting Being, this would be a concept apprehended by us, an intellectual reality. This would not be the outward, visible Reality. The outward, visible Reality is greater than that which human mind can conceive. We ourselves have an external side; our concept, however, is the product of our own brains and comprehended by us. Therefore, the Reality of Divinity is sanctified above that. That Reality of Divinity has ever been in His holiness and sanctity sanctified above our comprehension. It is holy above our realization of it, but its Lights, its Bestowals, its Traces, its Virtues have become manifest in the Realities of the Prophets, even as the sun which has become resplendent in various mirrors. These Holy Realities are as mirrors, and the Reality of Divinity is as the entity or reality of the sun. Although the sun reflects from the mirrors, and its virtues and perfections become resplendent therein, the sun does not descend or condescend to stoop from its highest point of majesty and glory and seek an abiding place in the mirrors; it is in its heaven. It is in its heaven of sanctity. At most it is this: that its lights in these Mirrors become manifest and evident. Therefore, the Bounty is one, but the recipients of the Bounty are numerous. There is Unity of Divinity, holy above ascent or descent, holy above embodiment, holy above comprehension, holy above idealization—Divine Unity—the Prophets are its mirrors, its Lights are revealed through them. Its virtues become resplendent in them, but the Sun of Reality never descends from its highest point. This is the Unity of God—this is Oneness—this is sanctity—this is glorification whereby we praise and adore God. God.

\textit{Chant in Arabic.}

O my God! O my God! Verily these are servants at the threshold of Thy Mercy, and maid-servants at the door of Thy Oneness. Verily they have gathered in this great temple to turn to Thy Face of Glory, holding to the hem of Thy Garment, to Thy Singleness, seeking Thy good pleasure, and seeking ascent into Thy Kingdom. They receive effulgence from the Sun of Reality in this glorious century, and they long for Thy good-will in all great affairs. O Lord! Illuminate their sights with a vision of Thy Signs and Riches; their ears with hearkening to Thy Word. Render their hearts replete with Thy Love, and gladden their spirits with Thy meeting; deign for them spiritual good in Thy earth and heaven, and make them the signs of unity among Thy servants, in order that the real Unity may appear and all may become united in Thy Cause and Thy Kingdom. Verily Thou art the Generous! Verily Thou art the Great! the Spiritual! Thou art the Merciful! the Clement!

\textit{To the Children in the Sunday School.}

I am glad to see these children. They are bright, radiant children. God willing, all of them may realize the hopes and aspirations of their parents.

Praise be to God, I see before me these radiant children of the Kingdom. Their hearts are in the state of the utmost purity; their faces are shining. They are ready to become the sons and daughters of the Kingdom. Thank God, they are following the acquisition of virtues and will be the causes of the attainment of the good points of humanity. This is the cause of Oneness in the Kingdom of God. Praise be to God! They have revered teachers who are kind. They educate them well, train them well, and long for confirmation in order that, God willing, like fresh plants in the garden of God, they may become refreshed by the downpour of the clouds of Mercy, grow and become verdant. In the utmost of freshness and delicacy may you at last bring forth fruit.

I supplicate God that these children may be reared under His protection, and that they may be kept beneath His favor and grace until all, like roses and flowers in the garden of human hopes and aspirations, shall blossom and become redolent of fragrance.

O God! Educate these children. These children are the plants of Thy orchard; they are the flowers of Thy meadow; they are the plants of Thy garden. Let Thy rain fall upon them; shine upon them with the heat of Thy Sun of Reality. Let Thy breezes refresh them, in order that they be trained, grow and develop, and appear in the utmost of beauty. Thou art the Giver! Thou art the Compassionate!
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NEWS NOTES

We are glad to say that the Cause seems to be making considerable progress in England. Lady Blomfield is having very interesting meetings at her house during the time that the Higher Thought Centre is closed; Miss Jack's meetings are going very well at her studio, and Miss Gamble is having Sunday meetings at East Putney. We hope soon to have meetings also at East Sheen.

J. H. Jenner.

The beloved of God, Mr. John A. Finch, of Seattle, Washington, departed this life August 31st. The friends lovingly gathered to honor his departure, and after a beautiful Unity service his body was consigned to its resting place.

Seattle Baha'i Assembly.

“'The Brilliant Proof”
By MIRZA ABUL FAZL

A new book by this renowned Baha'i, written December 28, 1911, and published by Abdul-Baha during his sojourn in America. It is a scholarly answer to an opponent of the Baha'i Cause, and its clear and convincing argument should be in the minds and hearts of everyone of the friends.

Abdul-Baha says of it: “In reality, this treatise is the Sharp Sword and Brilliant Proof which has emanated from the breath of the pen of servitude to the Blessed Perfection.”

Published in both English and Persian under one cover—the Persian a fac-simile of Mirza Abul Fazl’s handwriting; 72 pages, attractively bound in paper.

Price each, 15 cents

Order of MISS MARY LESCH
5205 Jefferson Avenue, Chicago
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nation; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'O'LLAH.
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WITH ABDUL-BAHA IN DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE.

By JOSEPH H. HANNEN.

At a mean altitude of something like 1,700 feet (and that, if one may be pardoned an apparent anachronism, is no mean altitude) the historic village of Dublin lies, a gem amid the verdure-clad hills of New Hampshire, and recently shining with particular lustre because of the presence of Abdul-Baha, The Servant of God, and the consequent centering of the spiritual rays, which focus from all the world where he is.

The village of Dublin proper is three miles from the railroad, the station being Harrisville. Antedating the railroad, it is one of the points which even that willing servant of the people, which winds and twists tortuously in an effort to oblige all, has not reached. And this is fortunate for the preservation of the beauties of nature. The population of Dublin during the summer is about five times that of the winter, and as a resident says, it might as well be locked up in midwinter, as indeed it is isolated by the elements. But now the winters are usually busy seasons of building, as new summer homes are planned, the while nature is creating materials for the glorious panorama of recurring spring and summer. For many picturesque and splendid estates are to be found here, making of this favored spot a kind of Switzerland, with lines softened because of the wooded hills and the abundant verdure of the earth, which burgeons and blossoms in almost tropical luxuriance.

Here the traveler is reminded of Haifa, in Syria, and Abdul-Baha agreed to the resemblance, adding, "It is warmer there!" for even in midsommer the air in Dublin is delightfully cool and the nights almost cold.

Hither the writer with Mrs. Hannen and Miss Knobloch was bidden, to spend a night and a day. Reaching Harrisville late in the afternoon of Tuesday, July 30, 1912, our first and joyful surprise was to be met at Harrisville by Abdul-Baha, who had come over from Dublin with Mrs. Parsons for that purpose, the latter also welcoming an expected guest. Mirza Vali'u'llah Khan was on hand to interpret and to add to the home-coming aspect of the occasion. First bestowing his guests in a waiting automobile and seeing to their comfort and happiness, Abdul-Baha joined Mrs. Parsons and Mr. Ford in a carriage, and we were rapidly whisked to the Dublin Inn, a quaint and exquisitely-appointed hostelry just suited to the surroundings. Such is the magic of this place that in the vastness of the hill-country even the "honk, honk!" of the auto, seemed subdued, and the sense of being part of a scene of primal magnificence was not disturbed by the means of transportation, the electric lights and modern conveniences which abound. Dublin has long been known to the friends as the summer home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Parsons, and now for a time it is the Spiritual Summer Capital—of the Republic of Religions—God's Covenant with man of which Abdul-Baha is the Center!

At the inn we found Mrs. Hoagg and Mrs. Cline, of San Francisco, and we learned that Mr. George Latimer, of Portland, Oregon, was also a visitor. As we had come from Portland, Maine, and Washington, the meeting of extremes was evidenced by the fact that the little party of pilgrims were from Portland, Maine, to Portland, Oregon, San Francisco to Washington, thus spanning the continent from two points, a demonstration of the power of the Word of BAHA'O'LLAH. Then in the party with Abdul-Baha were representatives of Persia, Syria, Russia and Egypt. A cosmopolitan gathering truly, and one which is attracting much attention in that section; although the naturalness and simplicity manifested by all makes them seem quite at home. This was manifested by Abdul-Baha at the station; the master of the situation, issuing his orders quietly, passing around among trainmen and officials, the scene might well have been in Akka or Haifa!
As soon as we were comfortably ensconced at the inn, Abdul-Baha visited us, and there ensued one of those delightful meetings which characterize such occasions. He asked if we were well; if we were happy, if our rooms were comfortable, and exhibited the tender solicitude of a host to his guests, or more properly, a father to his children. Then ensued the following:

Abdul-Baha: “In returning, I will certainly go to Europe.”
Miss Knobloch: “To Stuttgart?”
Abdul-Baha: “Perhaps.” (Laughing.)
Mrs. Hannen: “They are supplicating for it.”

Abdul-Baha: “See how much we have moved from one place to another. How far New York is from here: Washington, Chicago, Philadelphia, the many places we have visited. And now these ladies have come to invite me to come to California. They are supplicating that I should come to California. Now these two have come to insist that we shall go; and letters are coming about it. A letter came yesterday from the Spiritual Assembly, asking how it came that we went to other places and not there. Now Mrs. Hoagg is going to build an aeroplane and take me there. What do you advise? Shall I ride on it?”
Mrs. Hannen: “It would not be very safe.”
Abdul-Baha: “When I ride on it, it is the Ark of Noah. This aeroplane will become the Ark of Noah.” (This was accompanied by an exchange of smiles which showed Abdul-Baha’s keen sense of humor.)

Abdul-Baha: “Tonight I have promised to be present at the house of Mrs. Parsons at 8 o’clock.”

When told that we were happy to have had Abdul-Baha with us, the reply was, “I am very happy also.”

At Abdul-Baha’s House, Dublin, Wednesday Morning, July 31st.

Abdul-Baha: “Anyone whom I send to a place is confirmed; anyone. One of them is Miss Alma Knobloch. God has confirmed her. In the beginning she was teaching in Stuttgart. Now she is in Leipzig.”

One of our party was obliged to leave on the afternoon train because of a promise made to another; Abdul-Baha desired all to remain, but upon hearing of the facts said, “Let two remain and one go.”

“The Bahais must be prompt in the fulfillment of their promises, and perform whatever promise they have given.

“In reality, the length or shortness of the meeting has no influence whatever. It depends upon capacity. A piece of dry wood, as soon as it comes in contact with fire, receives the ignition, but a piece of wet wood, even if it stays in the fire a long time, is not ignited; it will only produce smoke and fumes. No matter how long a piece of stone is in the fire it will not dissolve. Therefore the length of time has no sway whatever. There must be capacity. Although the length of time of the meeting with Mr. Hannen is short, yet it is my hope that its results may become manifold. From here with a shining face, a merciful heart and a heavenly power may you return and become the cause of the guidance of the people; to be the cause of the firmness of the souls in the Covenant.

“I desire to answer some letters that Miss Knobloch has sent. They have been here for some time, but there has been no opportunity whatever to answer them.”

After a time of dictation to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab: “I am writing while you are silent. Is this permitted? [To Miss Knobloch and Mrs. Hannen.] You enjoy it because the letter is to your sister. It is fortunate for her that I find time to answer today. Letters come by bundles, but there is no time to answer them.”

Abdul-Baha finished dictation, and surveying the mountains with a convenient field-glass, commented on the beauty of the panorama. It was indeed matchless—superb. In the distance a chain of mountains stretched, lofty Monadnock the highest, the others reaching as far as the eye could see. In English he said: “Good mountains; good green; good meadow; good plain; good view. Speak to me. Speak to me!” Told of the study of the Ighan in the Wednesday night meetings in Washington, his comment was, “Very good! Very good! It is very good to memorize the logical points and the proofs of the Holy Books. Those proofs and evidences which establish the fact that Baha’u’llah is the fulfillment of the Promises of the Holy Books. These proofs ought to be collected and memorized. As soon as someone will ask you—What are your proofs—you may cry out at the top of your voice and say: ‘Here they are!’

A question was asked based upon the familiar reply to those who say there is good in all things: “What shall we say when they ask, ‘Of what use are the flies and mosquitoes?’”

“Answer the questioner: ‘What is the use
of your creation? What benefit have you given to the world? The same benefit that you have given to the world, the mosquito has. You say that the mosquito harms, and sucks in the human blood; but you kill animals and eat them. You do not suck blood, but decapitate the animals. Therefore, you are more harmful than the mosquito. By this, I mean that man commits greater sins. But that which is the reality of the matter is this: The world of life, the world of existence is connected, each with the other. All the created beings are the members of this stupendous body. Each one is a member, and that member should not remain imperfect. If that member is, for instance, harming the human body, but it is useful from some other standpoint, because it is one member of the members of this creational book, is it allowable that a member of the members of this great world be imperfect? For instance, we do not know what is the use of this nail. It grows and it is cut again. We see that we have the nail; but we do not know that there are a thousand wisdoms within the creation of this nail. For instance, men ask: Why should we have the beard; why should we have the moustache? They shave. But in reality there is a great wisdom in this. It is healthful. The skin receives the oxygen through the beard.

Asking for further questions, the problem of contributing for the care of Bahais who may be sick or infirm, was presented; in view of the fact that there are many demands at times and the friends are able to do but little, generally speaking.

Abdul-Baha: "The Friends must strive and show efforts and assist. Whosoever is a believer and assured, firm in the Cause, there is no doubt that he will contribute towards the assistance of the poor. This is an evidence of the faith. But if a person comes in contact with another who is in the utmost need, and he sees that he can help, and if he fails, this is an evidence of the weakness of his faith. If his faith is firm and strong, it is impossible for him not to assist. There is no greater trial than the test of riches. Whosoever you see that he is helping and assisting the poor ones according to his ability, know of a certainty that his faith is strong. Continue according to your ability, not beyond your power, and tell him to content himself with it. Not that he may receive your assistance and not look out for himself. He is not able to work, that is why he needs assistance; if he were able to work it is not allowable to assist him. Lazy people should not be assisted; otherwise everybody would leave his work and expect others to support them. There would be no end to it. But there may be someone who is either unable to work or is striving to find some work and is not able to find it; it is not really a shortcoming but he cannot succeed. Such souls are to be assisted. The aim is this, that the friends of God must assist each other, and in assistance he greater than all the other communities of the world. If one of the friends find out that another has no food for this evening, for instance, he should not rest, he should not sleep till he finds food for him. All the members of humanity are in need of each other."

AT 9:30 A. M., JULY 31ST, ABDUL-BAHA, ON THE VERANDA OF HIS HOUSE.

Walking to and fro and addressing Mr. Lati­mer: "The Bahai must first be informed of the Principles and Teachings of Baha'u'llah, then go forth and spread the Message. It is like unto a soldier, who must arm himself with the buckler and armor, and then he enters the battle field to fight against the foe. But if he goes to fight without arming himself, he will be defeated. The Bahais are the Army of God. Their defensive armors or weapons are: First, Faith; second, Assurance; third, Severance; fourth, Complete Attraction to the Kingdom of Ahsa. If they are armed with these weapons, they will gain the victory in whatever field they may enter. As long as he is not equipped with these weapons, he will not be successful. He must cut himself entirely from all imitations. In Persia we were under the sword. From one moment to the other we had no assurance of life, and during our long imprisonment we were in constant danger. As we were not attached to this life, we were entirely forgetful of these outward conditions. Therefore we remained firm. We did not notice the gleaming, flashing swords around us. But in reality we were happy. [Here he laughed heartily.] At that time there were many severe tests, but there was abundant spirituality. We were walking on the earth, but in reality we were soaring toward the Supreme Concourse. [Laughing]: What were those days, and what are these days! Those days were the cause of the development of the souls. Those days people progressed and advanced spiritually. During the eventful days of Nassr Ed Din Shah, those people who were Bahais were fearless, filled with the glad-tidings of God, overflowing with supplication and
communion. When a Baha'i walked in the streets, in his heart he was praying to God, begging of God—"Make me a sacrifice in Thy Path! Let the enemies surround me, carry me to the arena of martyrdom, make me a ransom to Thy Cause!" It is very easy now to be martyred, but it was very difficult at that time. Those frightful looking soldiers, those horrible executioners, those dreadful farrashes, and especially the cannoneers with their fierce moustaches. They threw fear into the hearts of the staunchest and the firmest. Yet the friends were most firm and resolute before the faces of these beings of terror. At the time of trials, wonderful confirmations descend upon man, regenerating him and making him a new creation.

"Mirza Ghorban Ali, who was one of the Seven Martyrs, a man of great piety and learning, was a strong Babi, but he was very fearful and timid. He was so fearful of being known as a Babi that when he met the friends in the streets he would not look at them. He shunned their association. Yet the enemies found him out somehow, and brought him into the prison house. As he was well known among the military class for his wisdom and devotion, two of these influential officers went to Mirza Tagi Khan, the Prime Minister, and interceded for him. When the Prime Minister found out that such important men were interceding for him, he became very lenient and told them to bring him to him so that he might recant. This Prime Minister was such a domineering and blood-thirsty man that the army was in constant fear of him, so that when he was reviewing the army if he just turned his eyes upon one of the soldiers he would tremble and shake with fear. Finally these two officers took Mirza Ghorban Ali to the Prime Minister, and they were so happy in the thought that he would be released before long. When he came before the Prime Minister, the Prime Minister looked at him and said: "These friends of yours have interceded for you. Are you ready to repudiate Ali Mohammed (The Bab)?" Mirza Ghorban Ali, looking around, saw the executioner about fifteen feet from him, standing, and then he turned to the Minister and asked: "Whom shall I repudiate, Ali or Mohammed?" (Mohammed being the Prophet and Ali the son-in-law, they are considered the Holy Ones in the Mohammedan world. The name of the Bab is composed of these two.) The Prime Minister became so angry that he ordered the executioners to take him away and kill him, and he left the presence of the Prime Minister with serene face and a heavenly smile on his countenance. At such a time, a firm believer is known!"

Addresses Delivered by Abdul-Baha in New York City and Vicinity.

Talk Given by Abdul-Baha at 309 W. 78th St., New York City, July 5, 1912.**

You are very welcome,—very welcome, all of you! In the Divine Holy Books there are unmistakable prophecies giving the Glad-tidings of a certain Day in which the Promised One of all the Books would appear, a radiant Dispensation be established, the banner of the Most Great Peace and conciliation be hoisted, and the oneness of the world of humanity proclaimed. Among the various nations and peoples of the world no enmity or hatred should remain. All hearts were to be connected one with another. These things are recorded in the Taurat or Old Testament, in the Gospel, in the Koran, in the Zend Avesta, in the Books of Buddha and in the

Book of Confucius. In brief, all the Holy Books contain these Glad-tidings. In all of them it is announced that after the world is surrounded by darkness, radiance shall appear. For just as the night, when it becomes excessively dark, precedes the dawn of a new day, so likewise when the darkness of religious apathy and heedlessness overtakes the world, when human souls become negligent of God,—when materialistic ideas overshadow idealism and spirituality,—when nations become submerged in the world of matter and forget God,—at such a time as this shall the Divine Sun shine forth and the Radiant Morn appear.

Consider to what a remarkable extent the spirituality of people has been overcome by materialism, so that spiritual susceptibility seems to have vanished, Divine civilization
does not exist, and guidance and knowledge of God no longer remain. All are submerged in the sea of materialism. Although some attend churches and temples for worship and devotion, it is in accordance with the traditions and imitations of their fathers and not for the investigation of Reality. For it is evident they have not found the Reality and are not engaged in Its adoration. They are holding to certain imitations which have descended to them from their fathers and ancestors. They have become accustomed to passing a certain length of time in temple worship and conforming to imitations and ceremonies. The proof of this is that the son of every Jewish father becomes a Jew and not a Christian; the son of every Mohammedan becomes a follower of Islam; the son of every Christian proves to be a Christian; the son of every Zoroastrian is a Zoroastrian, etc., etc. Therefore religious faith and devotion, it is in accordance with the traditions and imitations of their fathers and ancestors. Because this man's father was a Jew, he considers himself a Jew; not that he has investigated the Reality and proved satisfactorily to himself that Judaism is right; nay, rather he is aware that his forefathers have followed this course, therefore he has held to it himself.

The purpose of this is to explain that the darkness of imitations encompasses the world. Every nation is holding to its traditional religious forms. The Light of Reality is obscured. Were these various nations to investigate the Reality, there is no doubt they would attain to it. As Reality is One, all nations would then become as one nation. But so long as they adhere to various imitations and are deprived of the Reality, strife and warfare still continue and rancor and sedition prevail. But if they investigate the Reality, neither enmity nor rancor will remain and they will attain to the utmost concord among themselves.

During the years when the darkness of heedlessness was most intense in the Orient and the people were so submerged in imitations that nations were thirsting for the blood of each other, considering each other as contaminated and refusing to associate; at such a time as this His Holiness Baha'u'llah appeared. He arose in the Orient, uprooting the very foundations of imitations and brought the Dawn of the Light of Reality. Various nations became united, because all desired the Reality. Inasmuch as they investigated the Reality in religion they found that all men are the servants of God, all are the posterity of Adam, all are children of one household, and that the foundations of all the Prophets are one. For inasmuch as the teachings of the Prophets are Reality, their foundations are one. The enmity and strife of nations therefore are due to religious imitations and not to the Reality which underlies the teachings of the Prophets. Through Baha'u'llah the nations and peoples grew to understand and comprehend this. Therefore hearts became united and lives were cemented together. After centuries of hatred and bitterness the Christian, Jew, Zoroastrian, Mohammedan and Buddhist arose for amity; all of them in the utmost love and unity. They became welded and cemented because they had all arrived at Reality.

The Divine Prophets are conjoined in the utmost state of love. Each former one has given the glad-tidings of His successor's coming and each successor has sanctioned the one who preceded Him. They were in the utmost unity, but their nations are in strife. For instance, Moses gave the message of the glad-tidings of Christ and Christ confirmed the Prophethood of Moses. Therefore between Moses and Jesus there is no variation or conflict. They are in the utmost unity. But between the Jew and the Christian there is conflict. Now therefore if the Christian and Jewish peoples investigate the Reality underlying their Prophets' teachings they will become kind in their attitude toward each other and associate in the utmost love, for Reality is one and not dual or multiple. If this investigation of the Reality becomes universal, all the divergent nations will ratify all the Divine Prophets and 'all will confirm the Holy Books. No strife or rancor will remain and all of us will become united. Then will we associate together in the utmost love. We will become as fathers and sons, as brothers and sisters living together in the utmost unity, love and happiness, for this century is the Century of Light. It is not like former centuries. Former centuries were epochs of oppression. Now human intellects have developed and human intelligence has increased. Each soul is investigating the Reality. This is not a time when we shall wage war and be hostile toward each other. We are living at a time when we should enjoy the utmost friendship.

(Continued on page nine)
The Consul-General of Persia, Topakyan, gave a barbecue in honor of Abdul-Baha and his Persian suite, at his delightful summer home and garden at Morristown, New Jersey. The journey was accomplished in an automobile from the home of Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, in West Englewood, through beautiful meadows of New Jersey, and the whole day was spent most pleasantly at the Persian consulate, which is a building in the garden built after the old style of Persian architecture. Among the guests were some prominent men from New York and some society folk to interview him on all sorts of questions. He spoke that forenoon to those persons on the advance of materialism and its evil attendants or concomitants. The dinner was entirely Oriental in character, a barbecue a la Perse. The afternoon was devoted to visiting some friends, taking of photographs, and at about 4 o’clock Abdul-Baha returned to New York city.

Dr. Ameen U. Fareed.
Fifty years ago, His Holiness BAHA’U’LLAH sent epistles to all the kings and nations of the world, at a time when there was no mention of International Peace. One of these epistles was sent by Him to the President of the American Democracy. In these communications He summoned all to International Peace and the oneness of the human world. He summoned all to the fundamentals of the teachings of all the Prophets. Some of the European kings were haughty. Among them was Napoleon Bonaparte III. BAHA’U’LLAH wrote a second epistle to him, which was published thirty years ago. The context is this: “O Napoleon! thou hast become haughty indeed. Thou hast become proud. Thou hast forgotten God. Thou dost imagine that this majesty is permanent for thee,—this dominion is abiding for thee. A letter have we sent unto thee for acceptance with thy greatest love; but instead thou hast shown haughtiness. Therefore God shall uproot this edifice of thy sovereignty; thy country shall flee away from thee. Thou shalt find humiliation hastening after thee because thou didst not arise for that which was enjoined upon thee,—whereas that which was a duty incumbent upon thee was the cause of life to the world. The punishment of God shall soon be dealt out to thee.”

This epistle was revealed in the year 1869, and after one year the foundations of the Napoleonic Sovereignty were utterly uprooted.

Among these epistles was a very lengthy one to the Shah of Persia. It was printed and spread broadcast throughout all the countries of the world. This epistle was revealed in the year 1870. In it He admonished the Shah of Persia to be kind to all his subjects,—summoning him to justice,—counselling him to make no distinction among the religions,—with Jew, Christian, Mohammedan, Zoroastrian, was he to deal equally and the oppressions prevalent in his country were to be removed. The Jews were greatly oppressed in Persia.

BAHA’U’LLAH especially recommended justice for them, saying that all people are the servants of God, and in the eye of the Government they should be equally estimated,—the Government should be just to all. . . . “If justice is not dealt out, if these oppressions are not removed and if thou dost not obey God, the foundations of thy Government will be razed and thou shalt become evanescent,—
become as nothing. Thou shouldst gather all the learned men, and then summon Me. There I shall be present. I will then advance proofs and evidences as to My validity. I will manifest My proof and anything that you may ask. I am ready. But if no attention is paid to this Book, thou, like unto the kings who became non-existent, shall likewise become non-existent.” The Shah did not answer this epistle of the Blessed Perfection. Then God destroyed the foundations of his sovereignty.

Among those to whom He wrote was the Sultan of Turkey. In it He arraigned him, saying: “Verily, thou dost incarcerate and make Me a prisoner. Dost thou imagine that imprisonment is a loss to Me,—that imprisonment is a humiliation for Me? This imprisonment is a glory for Me because it is in the pathway of God. I have not committed a crime. It is for the sake of God that I have received this ordeal. Therefore I am very happy. I am exceedingly joyous. But thou must wait;—God will send thee a punishment;—thou shalt receive retribution. Ere long thou shalt observe how ordeals shall descend upon thee like rain and thou shalt become non-existent.” And even so it was.

Likewise He sent messages to the other kings and crowned heads of the earth, summoning all of them to love, equity, international peace and the oneness of mankind in order that all mankind might become unified and agreed; that strife, warfare and sedition should pass away; that bitterness and enmity might cease, and all become united and agreed and arise to serve the One God.

Now I have spoken. If you have anything to say, let it be heard. You have listened most attentively. [After a pause, Abdul Baha continued]: I will add a little more. In brief,—two kings arose against Baha’u’llah—the Shah of Persia and the Sultan of Turkey. They imprisoned His Holiness in the fortress of Akka in order to extinguish His Light and exterminate His Cause. But Baha’u’llah while in prison wrote severe letters of arraignment to them. He declared that imprisonment was no obstacle to Him. He said: “This imprisonment will prove to be the means of the promotion of My Cause. This imprisonment shall be the incentive for the spreading of My Teachings. No harm shall come to Me because I have sacrificed My life, I have sacrificed My blood, I have sacrificed My possessions;—I have sacrificed all and for Me this imprisonment is no loss.” And just as He declared, so it came to pass. In prison He hoisted His banner, and His Cause was spread throughout the world. It has reached America. Now in all parts of the world the Cause of Baha’u’llah is spread broadcast. You go to Asia and wherever you travel you will find Bahais. You go to Africa, Europe, there you will find the Cause of Baha’u’llah. In America it is just beginning to grow and spread.

These two kings could not do anything to withstand Baha’u’llah, but God, through Him, was capable of destroying both sovereigns. I, too, was in prison. God removed the chains from my neck and placed them around the neck of Abdul Hamid. It was done suddenly,—not a long time,—in a moment as it were. The same hour that the Young Turks declared liberty, the Committee of Union and Progress set me free. They lifted the chains from my neck and threw them around the neck of Abdul Hamid. That which he did to me was inflicted upon him. Now the position is precisely reversed. His days are spent in prison just as I passed the days in prison at Akka,—with this difference,—that I was happy in imprisonment. I was in the utmost elation, because I was not a criminal. They had imprisoned me in the Path of God. Every time I thought of this,—that I was a prisoner in the Pathway of God,—the utmost elation overcame me. Abdul Hamid is now suffering punishment for his deeds. Because of the sins he committed, he is now in prison. This is retribution for his acts. Every hour he is mortified anew and his ignominy revived. He is in the utmost sorrow and disappointment, while I am in the utmost happiness. I was happy that—praise be to God!—I was a prisoner in the Pathway of God; that my life was not wasted; that it was spent in the Divine Pathway. Nobody who saw me imagined that I was in prison. They saw me in the utmost joy, the utmost thankfulness and health,—paying no attention at all to the prison.

TALK GIVEN BY ABDUL-BAHA AT 309 W. 78TH ST., NEW YORK CITY, SATURDAY, JULY 6, 1912.*

MAN in the world of existence has traversed certain degrees until he has arrived at the world of manhood. In every degree he has attained the capacity for advancement to the next degree. While in the

*Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fared and taken stenographically by Miss Emma C. Melick.
mineral kingdom he was attaining the capacity for promotion into the vegetable kingdom. In the vegetable kingdom he has received preparation and capacity for the animal kingdom. He has come from the vegetable kingdom to the animal and then on to the human kingdom.

In the beginning of his life man was in the matrix world. In the world of the matrix he obtained capacity and preparation for this world. The forces and powers necessary for this world he attained there. In this world he needed eyes; he received them potentially, in the other. He needed ears; therefore he obtained them in the world of the matrix. All the powers he needed in this world he attained potentially in the world of the matrix. In the world of the matrix therefore he was prepared for this world; so that when he came to this world he found that all the necessary forces were ready—all his needs for material sustenance were provided.

Therefore in this world also he must prepare himself and get ready for the life hereafter. That of which he is in need in the world of the kingdom he must obtain here. Just as he prepared himself by acquiring the forces necessary in this world in the world of the matrix, so likewise it is necessary that all needful in the Kingdom, all the forces of the Kingdom—must be acquired in this world.

What is he in need of in the Kingdom after he is transferred from this world to the other world? That world is a world of sanctity, therefore it is necessary that he acquire sanctity in this world. In that world there is need of radiance, therefore radiance must be acquired in this world. In that world there is need of spirituality. In this world he must acquire spirituality. In that world faith and assurance, the knowledge of God, the love of God, are needed. These he must acquire in this world so that after he ascends from this mortal to that immortal world he shall find all that is needful in that life eternal is ready for him.

It is self-evident that that world is a world of Lights; therefore there is need for illumination. That world is a world of Love; hence Love of God is needed. That world is a world of perfections; virtues or perfections must be acquired. That world is a world of the Breaths of the Holy Spirit and in this world must they be acquired. That world is a world of the Life Eternal. In this world must he acquire it. But how can he? By what means can he acquire these things? How is he to obtain these merciful powers?

First,—through the Knowledge of God. Second,—through the Love of God. Third,—through faith. Fourth,—through philanthropic deeds. Fifth,—through self-sacrifice. Sixth,—through severance from this world. Seventh,—through sanctity and holiness. Unless he obtain these forces, unless he attain to these requirements, surely he will be deprived of the Life Eternal. But if he attain the Knowledge of God, becomes ignited through the fire of the Love of God, witnesses the great and mighty signs, becomes the cause of love among mankind and lives in the utmost state of sanctity and holiness, surely he shall attain to second birth, will be baptized through the Holy Spirit and witness the Life Eternal.

It is astonishing! It is a most amazing thing—that God has created all humanity for the knowledge of Himself, for the love of Himself, for the virtues of the human world, for the Life Eternal; for perfect spirituality, for heavenly illumination has He created man;—nevertheless, man is utterly negligent of all this! He is seeking the knowledge of everything except the Knowledge of God. He seeks, for example, to know the lowest stratum of the earth. His utmost desire is this. Day and night he strives to know what he can find ten metres below the surface; what he can discover within the stone; what he can learn archaeologically through the dust! He puts forth arduous labors to penetrate a mystery of terrestrial mysteries; but he is not at all thoughtful of knowing the mysteries of the Kingdom, traversing the fields of the Kingdom, becoming aware of the verities of the Kingdom, discovering the Secrets of God, arriving at the Knowledge of God, witnessing the Lights of Reality and becoming informed of the verities of the Kingdom. He is not at all thoughtful of these. How much he is attracted to the mysteries of matter, and how utterly unaware he is of the mysteries of Divinity! Nay, he is even utterly careless of the mysteries of Divinity. How stupid this is! how ignorant this is! how conducive to degradation this is! It is like this—that a son should have a very kind Father who has provided for him great Books, in order that he may become aware of the mysteries of creation, and supplied also many means of adornment, comfort and enjoyment. But the son, because of immaturity and lack of intelligence, loses sight of all these and lays them aside, attaching himself to pebbles, passing his time day and night with playthings, neglectful of all the gifts which his Father has
provided for him. How ignorant such a child is! How heedless! The Father has wished for him Glory Eternal, and he is content with the greatest deprivation. The Father has built for him a royal palace, but he is playing with dust. The Father has prepared for him garments of silk, but he is content with his nakedness. The Father has prepared for him the most delicious foods and most luscious fruits, while he seeks the grasses of the fields. Such is the analogy.

Praise be to God! you have heard the call of the Kingdom! You have opened your eyes; you have turned to God. Your object is the good-pleasure of God. Your purpose is the understanding of the mysteries of the heart and your intention is to discover the realities. Day and night must you think, strive and investigate, that you may attain to the mysteries of the Kingdom; that you may learn the evidences of Divinity; that you may attain certainty in knowledge; that you may know this world has a Creator, has a Maker, has a Resuscitator, has a Provider, has an Architect—but know this through proofs and evidences, not through susceptibilities; nay rather through decisive proofs, evident arguments and real vision—that is to say, visualizing it just as you visualize the sun. May you with complete certainty behold the signs of God and attain to the knowledge of the Holy, Divine Manifestations.

You must come into the knowledge of the Divine Manifestations through proofs and evidences. You must know the teachings of the Holy Divine Manifestations. You must learn the mysteries of the Divine Kingdom. You must become capable of discovering the realities of things. Thus may you become the manifestations of the mercy of God and real believers,—firm and steadfast in the Cause of God.

Praise be to God! the door of the Knowledge of God has been opened by BAHA'O'LLAH. For He has laid the foundation whereby man may become acquainted with the verities of heaven and earth, and has bestowed the utmost confirmation. He is our teacher; He is our adviser; He is our seer. He is the one clement towards us. He has prepared all His gifts. He has vouchsafed His Providence. Every admonition has He given unto us. Every behest has he uttered for us. He has prepared for us the means of eternal majesty. He has breathed for us the breaths of the Holy Spirit. He has opened before our faces the doors of the Paradise of ABHA. The Lights of the Sun of Reality has He caused to shine upon us. The clouds of mercy have poured down upon us. The sea of favor is surging towards us. The spiritual springtime has come. The infinite bounties and favors have appeared. What therefore is greater than this? What bestowal is greater than this? We must appreciate this and act in accordance with the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH, so that all good may be stored up for us and in both worlds we shall become precious, attain to the blessing everlasting, taste the delicacy of the Love of God, find the sweetness of the Knowledge of God, see the bestowal of Heaven and witness the Power of the Holy Spirit.

This is my advice and this is my admonition.

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA AT ALL SOULS' UNITARIAN CHURCH, FOURTH AVE. AND TWENTIETH ST., NEW YORK CITY, REV. LEON A. HARVEY, PASTOR, SUNDAY, JULY 14, 1912.*

PRAYER AND INTRODUCTION BY THE PASTOR.

WE thank Thee O God, our Father, that there have been those who have seen the vision of Thy Glory more clearly,—whose eyes have seen with deeper penetration the possibilities of man and have spoken words to uplift man to higher levels. We thank Thee that this same vision of hope is in every human soul. We pray that we may realize the unlimited possibilities of our manhood and womanhood. Thou art Father of all; therefore we are brothers and sisters. We thank Thee for him whom we shall hear this morning and pray that whatever may come to us may not fall upon barren soil. Bless us and lead us in the ways everlasting. Amen!

Few churches could have gathered such a congregation as this in New York City upon a hot summer morning. The life of Abdul-Baha is familiar to most of you. Sixty years ago the Vision of Spirit came to the Bab in Persia. Ten years afterward this Vision came afresh to BAHA'O'LLAH, father of our speaker today. BAHA'O'LLAH was a prisoner and exile forty years.

Is it a wonder that his son who shared this imprisonment should have devoted his life to carrying on His work? Abdul-Baha will speak upon the "Oneness of Humanity,"—showing its accomplishment among the di-

---

*Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed; notes by Messrs. John G. Grundy and Howard MacNutt.
Today I wish to speak to you upon the subject of the "Oneness of Humanity," for in this great century the most important of all subjects is the oneness of the world of mankind. Although in past centuries and bygone ages this great subject received some measure of mention and consideration, it was little compared to its attainment and importance in this day. In past ages and centuries it was divided sects of the religious systems of the world. It is a great gospel. Many have dreamed of it, but Abdul-Baha has lived it.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BABA.

In investigation of a subject the right viewpoint of creation all stand upon the same footing. All humankind share in common the intellectual and spiritual faculties of a created endowment. All are equally subject to the various exigencies of human life, and are similarly employed in acquiring the means of earthly livelihood. In every respect from the viewpoint of creation all stand upon the same footing. First, He has proclaimed the Oneness of Mankind and specialized religious teachings for humanity. The first form of dissension among mankind arises from religious differences. Each has accounted its own belief as light and all others as darkness. The various followers have considered the world of humanity to be as two trees—one a merciful tree and the other satanic. They have considered some of mankind the branches, twigs and leaves of the merciful tree and others belonging to the tree which is satanic. This sedition and warfare among the people of mankind and specialized religious teachings for humanity. The first form of dissension among mankind arises from religious differences. Each has accounted its own belief as light and all others as darkness. The various followers have considered the world of humanity to be as two trees—one a merciful tree and the other satanic. They have considered some of mankind the branches, twigs and leaves of the merciful tree and others belonging to the tree which is satanic. This sedition and warfare among the people of
the religions was continuous, causing ceaseless bloodshed and strife. The greatest cause of human alienation has been religion because each considered the belief of the other as anathema and deprived of the Mercy of God.

The Teachings of Bahá'u'lláh which are specialized to Him are as follows: He has founded the premises by addressing all humanity, saying, "Ye are all the leaves of one tree,"—not of two trees, one merciful and the other satanic. He has said all humanity belongs to one tree—the Merciful. Each individual member of the human family is a leaf, twig or branch upon this tree. All belong to the Adamic tree,—all are sheltered beneath the protecting Mercy and Providence of God. All are the children of God; all are fruit upon the one tree of His Love. God is clement and kind to all the branches, leaves and fruit of this tree and there is no existence or interference of a satanic tree whatsoever,—Satan being a creation of human proclivities. God alone is the Creator and all are creatures of His Might. Therefore we must love all mankind as His creatures and realize that all are growing upon the Tree of His mercy—that all are servants of His Almighty Will and manifestations of His Good-pleasure.

Even supposing we find a branch or leaf of this tree defective or a blossom imperfect, it nevertheless belongs to this tree and not another. Therefore it is our duty to try and protect that tree,—guard and cultivate it until the fruit reaches perfection. If we test its fruit and find it imperfect we must strive to make it perfect. No doubt we will find in the human world souls who are ignorant; we must make them knowing. Some souls growing upon the tree are weak and ailing; we must put them in the way of attaining health and recovery. If they be as infants in development we must minister to them until they attain maturity. Never should we detest and shun them, or consider them as bad. We must honor, respect and be kind to them all, for God has created them and not Satan. They are not manifestations of the wrath of God but of His Divine Favor. God the Creator has endowed them with eyes, ears, hearts, physical, mental and spiritual faculties; that is to say they are creatures of His Will, not of His wrath. Therefore souls are manifestations of the Favor of God—that is to say, all humanity must be shown the utmost love, kindness and respect because what we behold in them are no less than the signs and traces of God Himself. All are evidences of God, therefore how shall we be justified in debasing them, uttering anathema and seeking to deprive them of drawing near unto His Mercy? This is sheer ignorance, complete injustice and God is not pleased with it because in the sight of God all are His servants.

Another cause of dissension and discord is the fact that religion has been pronounced at variance with science. Between religionists and scientists there has always been warfare for the reason that the former have proclaimed religion superior to science and considered science opposed to religion. For this reason strife and enmity have existed between them. His Holiness Bahá'u'lláh declared this to be a mistake, for religion is in harmony with science and reason. If it be at variance, it proceeds from the mind of man only and not from God and is therefore unworthy of belief and not deserving of attention. The heart finds no rest in it and confidence is not established. How can man believe that which he knows to be at variance with reason? Is this possible? Is it possible for the heart to accept that which reason refuses? Reason is the first faculty of man and the religion of God is in harmony with it. Bahá'u'lláh has removed this form of dissension and discord from among mankind and reconciled science with religion. This accomplishment is specialized to Him in this Day.

Still another cause of disagreement and dissension has been the formation of religious sects and denominations. Bahá'u'lláh said that God has sent religion for fellowship among humankind and not for strife and discord, for all religion is founded upon the love of humanity. His Holiness Abraham promulgated the principle of love among mankind. His Holiness Moses summoned all to the love of mankind. His Holiness Christ established the love of mankind. His Holiness Mohammed directed all to the love of mankind. This is the Reality of Religion. If you investigate the Reality and Inner Significance of their teachings you will find it so. You must not listen to hearsay but investigate the Reality. The purport is that Religion is the cause of unity, love and fellowship, not of discord, enmity and estrangement. But man forsaking the foundation of Divine Religion, has adhered to certain blind imitations. Each nation has clung to its own imitations and because these imitations are at variance, they have caused warfare, bloodshed and the
destruction of the foundations of humanity. But the Religion of God is based upon amity and agreement. His Holiness Baha’u’llah has said that “If religion and faith are the causes of enmity and sedition it is far better to be non-religious; that lack of religion is better than religion; for we desire religion to be the cause of amity and fellowship. If enmity and hatred exist, irreligion is preferable.” Therefore the removal of this dissonance has been specialized in Baha’u’llah, for religion is a remedy for human antagonism. If a remedy is the cause of disease it would be better to do without the remedy.

Other causes of human dissonance are political, patriotic and racial prejudices. These have been removed by Baha’u’llah. He has said and has guarded His statement by rational proofs from the Holy Books that the world of humanity is one race, the surface of the earth one place of residence and these suppositions of racial and political boundaries are baseless and without foundation. It is not becoming of man to be the captive of these illusions and suppositions. Consider,—the surface of the earth is one, and one atmosphere encompasses all humanity. No difference or preference is made by God. But man following illusions and superstitions, has come to consider nationalities various and races separate in rights and importance, thereby laying the foundation of prejudice, hatred and discord.

Diversity of languages has been a fruitful cause of discord. The function of language is to convey the thought and purpose of one to another. Therefore it matters not what language man speaks or employs. Nevertheless, Baha’u’llah sixty years ago advocated one language as the greatest means of unity and the basis of international conference. Sixty years ago He wrote to the kings of the earth recommending the unification of languages; that one language should be adopted and sanctioned by all governments and promulgated by all nations. By this means, every nation might have its own natal tongue and acquire the universal language. All nations would then be able to communicate and consult with perfect facility and the dissonance due to diversity of language would not remain.

Another teaching of Baha’u’llah is in relation to the Most Great Peace; that all mankind must be awakened to and become conscious of the harm of war; that they should become informed of the benefit of peace and know that peace is from God, while warfare is from Satan. War among the nations is a trait and manifestation of Satan. Man must emulate the Merciful and not Satan, in order that public opinion shall incline toward peace, love and unity and the discord of war vanish.

I will mention another cause of dissonance: the lack of equality between man and woman. Baha’u’llah has named this as a great cause of discord and division among humanity, for so long as humanity remains unequally divided as male and female in right and importance, no amity or unity can be established. In a perfect human body it could not be possible for one organ to be perfect and another defective. In the great body of humanity how could it be possible to bring about unity, love and fellowship if one factor is considered perfect and the other imperfect? When both are perfect in function, perfect fellowship and harmony will be witnessed. Therefore it is the greatest mistake to assume one member of the family of humanity is perfect and the other defective or not deserving. God has created man and woman equal as to faculties; He has made no distinction between them. Woman has not reached the level of man in human accomplishment because of lack of education. The education of man has been of one kind and of woman another. If education were equal and similar, these two factors would be equal in attainment. God has made no difference between them which should produce discord.

He has endowed all with human faculties and all are manifestations of His Mercy. He has created man and woman perfect and the other defective. He is unjust, but God is just. None are created imperfect or defective; all are perfect in creative endowment. To assume imperfection in the creature is to presuppose imperfection in the Almighty Creator.

In brief: woman must receive equal education with man. The soul which is most excellent in the estimate of God is acceptable before God.

We have for our subject and consideration the reconciliation of the religious systems of the world. His Holiness Baha’u’llah has said that if from each of the varying religious systems one intelligent member be selected and these representatives come together seeking to investigate the Reality of Religion, they would establish an interreligious body before which all disputes and difference of religious belief could be pre-
sented for investigation and discussion. These questions could then be weighed and settled from the standpoint of Reality and all imitations discarded. In this way all religious sects and systems would become one.

Do not question the practicability of this and be not astonished. It has been effected and accomplished in Persia. In that country the various religionists have gathered together to investigate the Reality and have united in the utmost fellowship and love. No traces of discord or differences remain; the utmost love, kindness and unity are apparent. They are united and live together like a single family in harmony and accord. Discord and strife have passed away. Love and fellowship now prevail instead. Furthermore, those souls who have obeyed Baha'u'llah and attained this condition of accord, fellowship and affiliation are Mohammedans, Jews, Christians, Zoroastrians, Buddhists, Nestorians, Shites, Sunnites and others. No discord exists among them. This is a proof of the possibility of universal unification among the religionists of the world through practical means. Imitations which have held men apart have been discarded and the Reality of Religion envelops them in its perfect unity. When Reality envelops the soul of man, love is possible. The Divine Purpose in Religion is pure Love and Amity. The Prophets of God were in the utmost love for all. Each one announced the glad-tidings of His successor and each subsequent one confirmed the teachings and prophecies of the former. There was no discord or variance in the reality of their teachings and mission. The discord has arisen among their followers, who held fast to imitations. If imitations be done away with and the radiant shining Reality dawn in the souls of men, love and unity must prevail. Thus will humanity be rescued from the strife and wars of six thousand years, dispensions will pass away and the illumination of unity dawn. Consider how all the Prophets of God were persecuted and what hardships they experienced. His Holiness Jesus Christ endured affliction and accepted martyrdom upon the cross in order to call men to unity and love. What sacrifice could be greater? He brought the religion of love and fellowship to the world. Shall we make use of it to create discord, violence and hatred among men?

Moses was persecuted and driven out into the desert; Abraham was banished; Mohammed took refuge in caves; the Bab was killed and Baha'u'llah was exiled and imprisoned fifty years. Yet all of them desired only fellowship and love among men. They endured hardships, suffered persecution and death for our sakes that we might be taught to love one another, be united and affiliated instead of discordant and at variance. Enough of these six thousand years which have brought such vicissitudes and hardships into the world! Now in this radiant century let us try to carry out the good pleasure of God, that we may be rescued from these things of darkness and come forth into the boundless illumination of Heaven—shunning division and welcoming the Divine Oneness of Humanity. Perchance, God willing, this terrestrial world may become as a mirror celestial upon which we may behold the imprint of the traces of Divinity, and the fundamental qualities of a New Creation may be reflected from the Reality of Love shining in human hearts. Thus from the light and semblance of God in us may it be indeed proved and witnessed that God has created man after His own image and likeness.

Prayer.

O my God! O my God! Verily I invoke Thee and supplicate before Thy Threshold, asking Thee that all Thy mercies may descend upon these souls. Specialize them for Thy favor and Thy truth, O Lord! unite and bind together the hearts, join in accord all the souls and exhilarate the spirits through the signs of Thy Sanctity and Oneness. O Lord! suffer these faces to become radiant through the life of Thy Oneness. Strengthen the loins of Thy servants in the service of Thy Kingdom. O Lord! Thou Possessor of great mercy! O Lord of forgiveness and pardon! forgive our sins, suffer us to be pardoned for our shortcomings and cause us to turn to the Kingdom of Thy clemency, invoking the Kingdom of Might and Power, humble at Thy shrine and submissive at the appearance of Thy evidences. O Lord God! make us as waves of the sea, as flowers of the garden, united, agreed, fresh and verdant through the Bounties of Thy Love. O Lord! dilate the breasts through the signs of Thy Oneness and make all humanity as waves of the same ocean, as stars shining from the same height of glory, as luscious fruits borne upon Thy Tree of Life. Verily Thou art the Almighty, the Self-Subsistent, the Giver, the Forgiving, the Pardoner, the Omniscient, the One Creator!
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THIS tract of land, which comprises about five acres of ground near Chicago and situated alongside one of the finest drives and lakes in America, has been paid for with voluntary contributions sent from nearly every country on the globe; from the former adherents of the seven great religions—literally, "from Greenland’s icy mountains to India’s coral strand."

It testifies that a new era has dawned, a new conscience has stirred humanity, a great dynamic power has reverberated throughout the world whereby mankind has come together in a bond of unity such as was never known before.

What is the Mashrak-el-Azkar? Literally, the Dawning-place of Praises. It is an edifice where peoples of different nativities, races, colors, faiths, sects, denominations, shall meet under one dome and adore the One God in the same spirit of Truth. Such an edifice could not have been erected in past centuries, but in this Glorious New Day—the Cycle of Baha’u’llah (The Glory of God)—"there is an emanation of the Universal Consciousness which clearly indicates the dawn of a great unity"; and the Mashrak-el-Azkar is an outward expression of this Universal Consciousness, proving the ages of darkness have passed away and the Century of Light has arrived.

Corinne True.

[See article page seven]
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strife, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’ULLAH.
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EL-ABHA
[The Most Glorious]
Composed by Thornton Chase in the year 1911.

I.
O LIGHT DIVINE! Invisible! Immeasurable Light! Eternal as Divinity! Impenetrably Bright! The living universe bows down And veils its face before Thee. All angels and archangels bend And happily adore Thee.

II.
O Shining Spirit! Light of light! All-flooding, radiant beam, Eternally proceeding Forth from Him, the Lord Supreme; To all immensity of life, Himself Thou art revealing;
With Thine intensity of light, Himself Thou art concealing.

III.
He is the Essence, Thou the Power, The Glory, Majesty, The Omnipresence. He, Unknown And Nameless, save for Thee! Above all height and depth is He, In His own Self abiding; Through Thee all depth and height He fills. Through Thee Creation guiding.

IV.
As light from flame, Thou art from Him; As fragrance from the flower; As colors from the prism’d light; As rainbow from the shower; As thought from mind; or word from thought; As deed by vision guided. So He and Thou art only One. Not dual, nor divided.

V.
O Splendor of the Spaceless! Thou, Through hosts of wandering suns, Dost quicken dense, material spheres, Where these dull-shining ones Are lords of matter, time, and space; Their powers from Thee obtaining, Obedient vassals of Thy will, Beneath Thy glory waning.

VI.
Thou art the Flame of Life itself, The Ever-living Light, These burn with imitative fires Through matter’s stolid night; With semblance of creative heat; Worlds, moons and earthlings breeding; Yet, all, in traceless paths confined, Thine ordered ways are speeding.

VII.
The planets feel Thy quivering life And bring forth of their kind, All plants, and creeping things, and beasts, And men of dust—but blind To Thy Realities are they— In earthly dungeons dwelling, Imprisoned deep in sense and self, The Light Unseen repelling.

VIII.
O Life of Life! O Perfect Light! Pierce through the darkening walls; Bring forth the prisoners to Thy Day; Remove the veiling cauls; Create new sight, new hearts, new minds; Reveal the heavenly vision; Disperse the dust-formed clouds of self; Disclose the fields Elysian!
IX.
O Word of God! Light, Love and Life—
Transmuted into speech!
Thou mighty Logos—come from heaven,
The Will Divine to teach!
Incarnate Gift to happy men,
Endowed with power perceiving,
With speaking tongues and listening ears,
With minds and hearts believing.

X.
Speak Thou to self-endarkened souls!
Command, “Let there be Light!”
So shall eternal Day appear
To end chaotic night.
The morning stars shall sing again
The anthem of creation;
The sons of God shall shout for joy
With new divine elation.

XI.
Thy Word, O Light, is knowledge, truth!
Thy University,
The boundless shining realms of life,
Which mirrors only Thee.
This mind of mine’s a twinkling orb,
Toward Thy clear sun advancing:
A flickering mote of mental dust,
In Thy great splendor dancing.

XII.
Thy flame is Love, the living Fire
Thine alchemy divine
Transmutes man’s spirit into Life,
The water into wine.
Within thy crucible, O Love,
With Thee this heart is blending;
Its life outdrawn, to be reborn
From death to Life unending.

XIII.
Thou Holy Light! So calmly pure
So penetrating, sweet;
The whole creation’s living heart
Is melted in thy heat.
The souls of things turn unto Thee,
Thy radiant Love dividing,
As dewdrops glisten in the dawn,
Each one a sunlet shining.

XIV.
Thou crystal Ocean, limpid, clear,
Unstained and colorless!
All life is thine, all beauty thine,
All beings Thee confess.
As fish in sea, I live in Thee,
All life but Thine denying.
As grue in flame, in Thee I die
In ecstasy of dying.

XV.
Immortal Spirit! Loving Power!
Thou dost my soul enthral.
I am in Thee, and Thou in me;
Else were I not at all.
For what I am, have been, shall be,
Is Thine, not of my earning;
A debtor I, with naught to pay,
Except Thine own, returning.

XVI.
Thou Primal Parent! Lift Thy sons
Into the heavens of Truth!
Give them new birth in realms of Light,
Grant them eternal youth,
That they may serve Thy Universe
With wisdom, strength, perfection;
True stars and suns of Thy pure Light,
Ablaze with Thy reflection.

XVII.
As iron, glowing in the fire,
Shows glistening and more bright,
So spirits, serving Thee in love,
Are nuclei of light.
Infilled with Thee, O Fire of Life,
In Thee all self resigning;
Through space empyreal they fly,
Pure flames of glory shining.

XVIII.
Thou All in all! The worlds of worlds
Are filled with naught but Thee.
Both light and darkness, heaven and hell,
Thou art, O Mystery!
Thou dost create, sustain, destroy;
Yet Thou unchanged abidest.
With seventy thousand veils of light
The Invisible Thou hidest.

XIX.
Ah, Wondrous Light! Invisible,
Immeasurable Light!
Begotten of Divinity,
Impenetrably bright!
Heaven-filled, the Universe, aglow
Unveils its face before Thee.
All angels and archangels know,
And happily adore Thee.
Letter from Los Angeles, California.

Dear Friends in El-Baha: Knowing that the friends will be anxious to learn the details of the passing of our brother, Thornton Chase, we hasten to send the following:

Mr. Chase recently returned home from a business trip north, visiting San Francisco and Oakland, Portland, Seattle, and we think also Victoria and Vancouver. At all points where there were believers special meetings were held and much good work done. At San Jose, Cal., a point where the Glad-Tidings had not been proclaimed, Mr. Chase gave the Message and interested many people. At one point he visited he made a record of thirteen meetings in fourteen evenings.

While on this trip we understand that he had two attacks of the trouble which cost him his life, being in hospital twice. Thursday evening, the 26th ult., was the first most of us knew of his illness, when, at a meeting at the home of Miss Clapp, it was announced that he was seriously ill and had been operated upon that day at Angeles Hospital.

On Saturday, Abdul-Baha was reached by wire and in reply sent word to Mr. Chase that he was coming West and, if it were God's will, he would see him soon.

On Monday morning word was received that Mr. Chase was very low. The friends prayed for him constantly and about 11 o'clock word came that he had rallied. We all hoped that a miracle would be performed and that he would be brought back to life and health, even though his life hung by a thread. On Sunday telegrams were sent to the various centers, asking for the prayers of the friends.

It was arranged that the friends here, as many as could, should assemble at Mr. Chase's home for a prayer service on Monday evening, September 30th. The sun had set when a little group of earnest souls, twenty in all, from various parts of Los Angeles, from Pasadena, Tropico and Glendale, assembled in silence on a street corner amid the bustle and din of the metropolis, to pray for the restoration of their brother to physical health and strength.

About seven o'clock we reached the home and had hardly entered before the telephone rang and we were informed that Mr. Chase had just passed away. Every head was bowed as Mr. Rice-Wray hung up the receiver and said, "Friends, he has gone." Miss Wise arose and read the prayer for the departed, from the little prayer book, and Mr. Rice-Wray read two or three selections from Hidden Words, also another of which Mr. Chase was fond and which he had asked his wife to repeat to him often during his illness:

"With patience, then, the course of duty run; God never does, nor suffers to be done But that which you would do, if you could see The end of all events as well as He."

Mrs. Rice-Wray went to the piano and the friends sang "Nearer, My God, to Thee." Mr. Hall recited a beautiful poem, "He is not dead; he is just away," and the friends departed, a great stillness upon each soul. We felt, indeed, that we had been in the presence of the Most High and had accompanied our brother as far as we could.

The funeral was held in the chapel of Pierce Bros. undertaking establishment on Friday, October 4th, at 10 o'clock. The body of our departed brother lay in a beautiful casket amid a sea of flowers, covering the casket, banked upon easels and even carpeting the floor.

A quartet of fine male voices sang three selections during the service—"Nearer, My God, to Thee," "Lead, Kindly Light," and the departing poem of Lord Tennyson's "Crossing the Bar."

Mr. Rice-Wray spoke of our brother as a great teacher of the Bahai Revelation; that, splendid as was his physical stature, magnificent as was his character, they were as nothing compared to his conception of God's Word and His Will for mankind. He read several selections from Hidden Words and the prayer for the departed.

A most beautiful prayer, full of the Christ Spirit of love and unity, was offered by Rev. J. K. Shellenberger, pastor of the Wilshire Boulevard Christian Church, where Mr. Chase attended when possible and where he taught a class.

Rev. C. C. Pierce spoke feelingly of the character of our departed brother, of the warmth of his smile and his sunny nature, of the breadth and height and depth of his outlook, and thought the friends who had gathered there were to be congratulated to have had the privilege of knowing "this royal, kingly soul."
Frank G. Tyrrell, an attorney, a friend of the departed, read a short sketch of Mr. Chase’s life—that he was born in Springfield, Mass., February 22, 1847, and for some time in his youth lived in the family and was a pupil of Rev. Samuel F. Smith, who wrote “America.” At the age of seventeen he joined the army, serving during the last year and a half of the Civil War, entering as second lieutenant and rising to the rank of captain. So great was Mr. Chase’s modesty that some of his best friends were not acquainted with this fact.

After the war he entered Brown University. Later he spent some years in Denver, engaging in the business of insurance. He was made superintendent of agencies of the Union Mutual Life Insurance Company, with headquarters in Chicago, from which point he traveled for many years. About two years ago he located in Los Angeles, Cal.

Mr. Tyrrell said such a life and such qualities would never die; that Mr. Chase was a man who inspired love and implicit trust. During the years he had known the departed, not one word of condemnation or carping criticism had he heard to pass his lips. He read from I. Thess. 4:13-18 and said that when we on earth are saying a man is dead, the angels are saying a man is born.

The body was laid in beautiful Inglewood Cemetery.

On Sunday afternoon, October 6th, a memorial service was held in Cleveland Hall, led by Mrs. Rosa V. Winterburn, who opened with the Greatest Name and prayer, followed by selections from Mr. Chase’s book, “The Bahai Revelation.” She traced the underlying thought of the author, to show how he had reasoned out his faith and his belief in this Revelation, taking as a foundation both the Old and New Testament, the words of the prophets, of St. Paul and Jesus Christ, building it, step by step, into a noble structure which neither his reason could deny nor his heart reject.

Some of the personal Tablets of the departed were read; also selections giving the Bahai view of death and the future life.

Mr. Rice-Wray gave a brief address, stating what the life of our brother had meant to him.

At the close of the service Mrs. Chase gave a short talk which rejoiced the hearts of all present. She told the circumstances leading up to Mr. Chase’s first hearing of the Revelation and accepting the same, and how great had been his search after Truth and the conviction that he had found the thing for which his heart had always longed. She also spoke of his beautiful Christian mother who gave her life for him, and of his love for her all through life.

Los Angeles Bahai Assembly.

A TRIBUTE FROM PORTLAND, OREGON.

Thornton Chase, whose frequent visits to our assembly and whose words of good cheer and hopefulness gave us so much encouragement, has passed into the unseen. We are sad when we think of how much we shall miss him and his words of comfort, and glad that we have known him; glad that we have found in him the genuine friendship of the true man; glad that he brought to us the message and the true spirit of Baha’u’llah, and left with us a unity that proclaimed a divine life.

Thornton Chase was a noble-minded and a large-hearted man. He understood the spiritual meaning of the Bahai life and had attained a height in his own experience reached by few. His greatest joy was in seeing others, especially those near and dear to him, coming into the Bahai light which he sincerely believed to be the Light of God. Every one loved him because he was a supremely lovable man. He knew Abdul-Baha as but few knew him, and to have passed away on the eve of the arrival of the one he loved so much is one of the mysteries we can never solve. Thornton Chase had a mind that was deeply spiritual as well as philosophical and had a profound grasp of the Bahai movement. In answer to a letter to one of our members, speaking of his aims in life, he says:

“I cannot doubt that some of the ‘invisible Light’ has shone on my pathway and all that I can do is to try to let a little of that Light reflect on others. Moments of the inner joyousness that Light brings are worth years of valley living. To breathe once the air of the mountain top is to ever long for the mountains thereafter.”

Rev. David Buchanan.

A TRIBUTE FROM CHICAGO.

The world suffered a great loss in the death of Thornton Chase, which took place in Los Angeles, Cal.; but looking at it in the greater sense, which is the only true way, we should not grieve, as death but separated him from this narrow world of limitations to pass through the Pearly Gates into the realms of might and glory. Yet the world that knew him shall know him no more, and his brilliant efforts must now be universal, as individually we will not again meet him here, and
it is fitting that we make mention of his

ability and untiring

energy, great-hearted and generous, and many

is the man who owes his success to his as-

sistance and encouragement. As a Bahai he

was one of the very first followers of the

faith in America, and his efforts were always

for the uplifting of humanity through the

showing forth of the high standards of the

Bahai faith in his teaching and in his life.

In the early days of the Cause in America he

rendered great service through his assistance

to the Persian translators in the translation

of, particularly, the "Hidden Words," "The

Seven Valleys" and great numbers of Tablets.

His leaflets, "Before Abraham Was I Am!"

and "What Went Ye Out for to See?" as well

as the beautiful description of his visit to

Abdul-Baha in the prison at Acca, under the

title, "In Galilee," will be read and enjoyed

more and more as the world more nearly

approaches the reign of Peace on Earth, while

his larger book, entitled, "The Bahai Revela-
tion," bears witness of his great efforts and

service in his endeavor to bring the Bahai

teaching more readily within the grasp of west-

ern minds.

He was a man of great loving character,

with a heart that drew to him warm friends

and a love which seemed to reach out, sur-

round and envelop you.

Oh, friend! when we consider thy loving

heart, we do not feel that thou art separated

from us. It seems that we should more natu-

rally write to thee than of thee. Continue

thy thine efforts for the good of the souls

of men an hundredfold now that thou art free

in the realm of might and power. Be nearer

to the hearts of those in trouble and distress

and cease not from thy labors until an the

souls of men have come into Peace and Love,

and mayest thou always be in the fullness of

happiness and joy in nearness to thy Lord and

in His good will and pleasure.

Arthur S. Agnew.

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA

ANNOUNCEMENT.

TO the Bahai Assemblies of the East and

West:

Greetings:—It affords us great pleasure

to announce the good news that the final pay-

ment upon the main tract of land of the

Mashrak-el-Azkar site has been paid; and par-

ticularly so while Abdul-Baha, the Centre of

the Covenant, is in America. The last pay-

ment was made on the second day of Octo-

ber, and the title to the site now rests in the

Bahai Temple Unity free from encumbrances.

Praise be to God! the Generous, the Boun-
tiful, that the hearts of the friends throughout

the world have responded to the call of the

Spirit. From every people, country, race and

religion of the world, they have united in

generous and willing gifts to the purchase of

the site for this Temple of Unity.

And this has been accomplished in a little

over three years. In the spring of 1909, on

March 23rd, the Assemblies of America were

invited by the Chicago Assembly to send dele-
gees to a Convention to be held in that city

for the purpose of purchasing ground upon

which to build the first Mashrak-el-Azkar

in the Occident.

Many obstacles have been in the path and

great has been the anxiety of the Committee

at times, who could proceed with the execu-
tive work only in proportion to the funds in

hand. Therefore, the Executive Committee,
in behalf of Bahai Temple Unity, desire to

express their appreciation of the sacrifices

made by those who have contributed to this

necessary beginning of a great undertaking.
May they receive a foretaste of the blessing

which this Edifice shall be to humanity.

Now, we wish to call your attention to

future payments needed for what is known

as the Lake Shore tract, a strip of ground

east of the main tract bordering on the

water—insuring an outlook upon Lake Michi-
gan—upon which $5,000.00 has already been

paid. There remains a balance of $12,000.00

due, the payments spread over a period of

years. The next payment—$3,000.00—will be

due March 1, 1913. We hope everyone will

arise with renewed vigor to clear this in-
O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

To his honor Mr. Hannen—Upon him be BAHA’U’LLAH El-ABHA!—Washington, D. C.

O thou my heavenly friend!

The letter which was written to you by the Editor of the Christian Commonwealth was perused. It is better that you be the Correspondent of this Journal, and spread it everywhere. This person (Mr. Albert Dawson) is a very excellent man, and showed us great love while we were in London. Therefore, the American Bahais must exercise toward him much respect. You correspond with him and send him the enclosed Tablet.

Show this Tablet that I write to you to all the Bahais, so that those friends who are able may subscribe to his paper.

Upon thee be Baha El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

To his honor Mr. Albert Dawson—Upon him be BAHA’U’LLAH El-ABHA!—London, England.

HE IS GOD!

O thou beloved friend!

The letter which thou hast written to Mr. Hannen was read. I became very grateful and thankful to you. We have appointed Mr. Hannen to be your Correspondent, and we are hopeful in the Divine Favors to confirm and assist you in all the affairs.

It is my expectation to be in London before long, and then I shall find you there.

Upon thee be Baha El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

A special American edition of 10,000 copies of the Christian Commonwealth was printed, containing Bahai articles, and sent for distribution in connection with Abdul-Baha’s tour throughout America. About half of these have been used. Mr. Dawson has done much for us, and we can assist by subscribing for his paper, as suggested by Abdul-Baha. The subscription price from America is $2.11 per annum; it contains 16 large pages of matter and is published weekly. Address, 133 Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, London, E. C., England. Copies of the American edition above referred to may be obtained from Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, 510 McLachlen Bldg., Washington, D. C., THE EDITORS.

Donations of religious tracts and bound books published by the Swedenborgians, Adventists, Mormons, Jews, Theosophists, Vedantists, Buddhists, et al., devoted especially to the fulfillment of prophecy, are requested to be sent to the Librarian, Orient-Occident Unity, 510 McLachlen Building, Washington, D. C., for a “Comparative Religious Study Library” now being organized.

Proceeds from the sale of the book, “God’s Heroes,” written by Mme. Laura Clifford Barney-Dreyfus, will be given to the Mashrak-el-Azkar. Friends desiring to use them for holiday gifts should order at once from Mons. H. Dreyfus-Barney, 15 Rue Greuze XV11e, Paris, France. The price is $3.25.
ABDUL-BAHA IN SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

By Frances Orr Allen.

These are wonderful days which we are living with Abdul-Baha in our midst. Our longing to see him was great, but much greater is our joy that our prayers were answered.

A house was taken for Abdul-Baha at 1815 California street. As our Assembly is composed of the friends in San Francisco, Oakland, Berkeley and several adjoining towns, each day has been filled to the utmost—receiving the friends and others interested in the movement, speaking to large audiences, giving talks in the parlors to groups of earnest seekers, and giving personal interviews to others. All, alike, are recipients of his favors.

The afternoon of the day of his arrival he crossed the Bay to Oakland where he met the friends at the home of Mrs. Helen S. Goodall. For twelve years this home has been a meeting place, but on the afternoon of October 3rd it became a memorable place—blessed by the presence of Abdul-Baha. After a beautiful address he took the children in his arms, kissed them and blessed them; they felt his love, even following him into the adjoining room, and one dear baby of four wanted to know if she "might pet the God-man."

Friday evening, October 4th, he received many people at his home—people from all the cities about the Bay, and after a short address, he greeted them, welcoming them to his home. Saturday from early morning he met the friends, and in the evening attended the regular Assembly meeting each Saturday night at the Lick building, Montgomery street, where a most wonderful talk was given—only the immediate friends being present.

Sunday, October 6th, two public addresses were given—in the morning at the First Unitarian Church in San Francisco, and in the evening at the First Congregational Church in Oakland.

Monday was also a busy day, with interviews, talks in the parlor, and in the evening an address before the Japanese Y. M. C. A. of Oakland, in the Japanese Independent Church (formerly a branch of the Congregational Church). The meeting was opened by the president of the society, Mr. Toga, reading a Scripture lesson in Japanese; this was followed by the singing of "Nearer My God to Thee" also in Japanese, then prayer was offered by the pastor of the church, Reverend Kazahira, to which all present said "Amen" in English. Following this a short address was given by Mr. Kanno, a Japanese poet and philosopher, at the close of which he read a poem in honor of Abdul-Baha. Then Abdul-Baha spoke, and it was a most interesting occasion, for the words were spoken in Persian, translated into English by Dr. Faeed, then from English into Japanese by Reverend Kazahira. It was a marvelous mingling of the East and the West and the Islands of the Sea. In the audience were Japanese students and philosophers as well as those who serve in the humbler walks of life. As Abdul-Baha passed down the aisle, mothers held out their babies for his blessing and smiled most happily as he said in English, "Good baby; Japanese baby."

Early Tuesday morning, October 8th, Abdul-Baha, accompanied by the Persian friends and fifteen others, went to Leland Stanford Junior University, where an address was given before the student body. He was enthusiastically received by the 1,500 students who listened attentively to his address, the theme of which was "The Oneness of All Phenomena." At the close of the address Abdul-Baha was given a perfect ovation by the students, who thus showed their appreciation of his wonderful knowledge, not alone of religious and philosophical subjects, but of scientific as well. For the remainder of the day he was a guest of Dr. David Starr Jordan, with whom he drove in the afternoon, going later to the home of Mrs. Merriam.

In the evening Abdul-Baha spoke at the Unitarian church. The impressive service opened with soft music as Abdul-Baha entered accompanied by the pastor, Mr. Reed, who introduced him in the following words: "It is a great privilege to have with us tonight one who calls himself a Servant of God; one who also is a great lover of mankind."

The theme of Abdul-Baha's discourse was "The Reality of Divinity." Mr. Reed closed the service by saying:

"I feel that a man of God has spoken to us tonight. I know no better way to close the service than with a prayer; not a prayer in spoken words, but a prayer in silence. Let each person pray in his own way for the coming of the universal religion, the religion of love, the religion of peace—a religion of the fullness of life." There was a moment's
silence, then the pastor said in quiet tones, 
"You are dismissed."
An interesting incident in the day at Palo Alto and the University was the attendance of Professor Rodgers and the boys of his school, which is located near Los Gatos. They came a distance of thirty miles by train and walked five miles each way to the station. But Professor Rodgers said as they took the late train home, "We are well repaid—more than repaid, and all very happy."

Abdul-Baha and the Persian friends spent the night at the home of Mrs. Merriam, after a most joyous day in which he expressed himself over and over as having been made so very happy.

Early the following morning Abdul-Baha and party returned to San Francisco.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA

AT LEAND STANFORD JUNIOR UNIVERSITY, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

October 8, 1912, 10:15 a.m.

Translated by Dr. Ameen u. Fareed; stenographically reported by Miss Bijou S'rann.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS BY PRESIDENT DAVID STARR JORDAN.

IT IS OUR portion to have with us, through the courtesy of our Persian friends, one of the great religious teachers of the world, one of the natural successors of the old Hebrew prophets.

He is said sometimes to be the founder of a new religion. He has upwards of three millions of people following along the lines in which he leads. It is not exactly a new religion, however. The religion of brotherhood, of good will, of friendship between men and nations—that is as old as good thinking and good living may be. It may be said in some sense to be the oldest of religions.

He will speak in Persian. He will be translated by Dr. Ameen u. Fareed, a graduate of the University of Illinois and also of Johns Hopkins University.

I have now the great pleasure, and the great honor also, of presenting to you Abdul-Baha.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA.

The greatest attainment in the world of humanity has ever been scientific in nature. It is the discovery of the realities of things. Inasmuch as I find myself present in the home of science—for this is one of the great universities of the country and well known abroad—I feel a sense of keen joy.

The noblest body of men is a body of men devoting its energies to science, and the noblest center is a center devoted to the study of sciences and arts. It ever tends to the illumination of the world of humanity, for science is the cause of the eternal honor of man, and the sovereignty of science is far greater than the sovereignty of kings. The sovereignty of rulers comes to an end; a king may be de­throned, and a sovereignty may come to a terminus, but the sovereignty of science is everlasting. For it there is no end.

Regard the philosophers of past ages. Their sovereignty is still manifest. The Roman empire passed away with all its grandeur. The Greek sovereignty passed away with all its grandeur. The past sovereignties of the Orient are but memories, whereas the sovereignties of Plato and Aristotle still continue. Even now, in all the schools and universities of the world their names are the subject of commemoration. But where do you hear the names of bygone kings? They are all forgotten and rest in the valley of oblivion.

Hence we learn, verily, that the sovereignty of science is greater than the sovereignty of rulers.

Kings have invaded countries and achieved conquest through the shedding of blood, but the scientist, through his achievement, invades the lands of ignorance, conquering the realm of the mind and the heart. Therefore his conquests—the scientific achievements—are everlasting.

This being a center of education, I am very happy indeed to be present, and in your behalf do I seek confirmation, aid and assistance. May you attain extraordinary progress in your educational pursuits. May you prove as radiant lights, which shall flood regions, exploring the dark recesses of ignorance.

Inasmuch as the greatest and most fundamental teaching of Baha’u’llah is one relative to the oneness of humanity, I desire to speak to you of the fundamental oneness of phenomena, which subject is one of abstruse nature dealing with Divine philosophy.

It proves that fundamentally all existence
passes through the same phases, and that every
given phenomenon epitomizes the others. An
old philosophic statement in Arabic declares
that "all things are involved in all things."
You will readily agree that all phenomena
are nothing more nor less than aggregate ex-
pressions of single elements, and a given cellu-
lar element has its coursings or journeyings
through various stages, or myriad stages, of
life.
For example, the cellular elements which
have gone into the makeup of the human or-
ganism at one time were in the vegetable king-
dom; at another time in the animal kingdom;
and, prior to that, in the mineral kingdom.
They have ever been subject to transferences
from one state of being, or life, to another.
They have gone through myriad forms and
phases, and in every form exercise special
functions. The journeyings of phenomena are
continuous. Therefore, every phenomenon you
can see is expressive of the other phenomena.
The difference is one of transferences and the
length of time for processes.
For example, it has taken a certain time for
this cellular element in my hand to go through
the various processes of metabolism. At one
time this cellular element was in the mineral
kingdom, and it had its various changes and
transferences in the mineral state. Then it
was transferred to the vegetable kingdom, and
there in the vegetable kingdom it possessed
various grades and stations. Finally, it reached
the animal kingdom, and in the animal king-
dom it presented itself in various forms of ani-
mal organisms and in the form of man in the
human kingdom. Thus it has its transferences
and its coursings. Again, it reverts to its
primordial elemental state, namely, the mineral.
Thus it is subject to infinite journeyings, as it
were, from one to another, experiencing every
stage of being and life. When it appears in
any distinct form or image, it has its oppor-
tunities, virtues and functions.
In the mineral kingdom it was possessed of
certain mineral virtues. In the vegetable king-
dom it presented vegetable virtues or qualities.
In the animal kingdom it presented animal
virtues—the senses. In the human kingdom
it is imbued with certain qualities peculiar to
the human state.
Hence, it becomes evident that every single
element of phenomena is subject to transfer-
ences in myriad forms and manners, and in
every form it has its peculiar virtue. Thus it
becomes evident that phenomena, fundamen-
tally, are one; that is to say, existence is fun-
damentally one.
If all phenomena in existence are possessed
of that oneness, how much more should man
possess that oneness in its state of idealism?
It is evident that identity, as regards one-
ness, is expressed only in the human kingdom.
Verily, the origin of material life or exist-
ence is oneness, and its termination is the
self-same oneness.
With all this fundamental unity of all phe-
nomena, is it becoming of the world of human-
ity (which fundamentally is one) ever to wage
war, or entertain strife?
Man is the noblest of creatures. He is pos-
sessed of the mineral virtues in his body. He
is possessed of the vegetable virtues, to-wit:
the virtue augmentative, the power of growth.
In the animal kingdom he presents certain
qualities, or functions, peculiar to the animal
state, because he is possessed of sensibilities
plus the human qualities, and that is a sound
mind.
Considering this great oneness, is it behoov-
ing that man should ever think of strife and
sedition? Is it meet that he should wage any
war when all phenomena are at peace and in-
terdependent? All the elements are at peace.
Is it meet that man, who is the noblest of
creatures, should remain ferocious? God for-
bid such a state!
Consider, when these contingent elements en-
joy a state of commingling, or fellowship, then
the result is life. It is freshness; it is ra-
diance; it is comfort; it is composure, and con-
ducive to life.
Just now, these phenomena, which you ob-
serve here and there, are all at peace. The
sun is at peace with the earth upon which it
shines. The zephyrs are at peace with the
trees. The elements are at peace. When the
least injury attacks them, when the least in-
harmony and discord occur among them, do
you know what happens? You will have the
San Francisco earthquake and fire. That is
the result of war among the elements. Just
a little quarreling will result in a big fire, such
as you had in San Francisco a few years ago,
and all its attendant losses.
This is in the mineral kingdom. Then con-
sider what will be the result of discord, sedi-
tion and war in the human kingdom, a superior
kingdom of creation. How great will be the
attendant catastrophes! This is especially so
when we regard the fact that man is endowed
by God with mind and intellect. Verily, mind
is the noblest gift of God. Verily, it is a fac-
tuity which is an effulgence of God. This is
manifest and self-evident.
For instance, consider how all phenomena
other than man are subjects or captives of nature. They cannot deviate one hair's breadth from the postulates of nature. For example, the sun, although colossal, is a captive of nature. It cannot deviate one hair's breadth from the laws of nature. Likewise, all these great orbs in this interminable universe are captives of nature. They cannot deviate one hair's breadth from the regulations of nature.

This earth of ours, this planet, is subject to nature.

The mineral kingdom in its entirety is subject to nature. The vegetable kingdom, with all its processes of growth, is captive of nature. The animal kingdom is the captive of nature. The elephant, large as he is, with all its huge body, cannot deviate one hair's breadth from the institutes of nature.

For example, according to the rules of nature, man was destined to be a denizen of the earth. He was to inhabit only the earth, but through the application of his mental faculties he breaks this law, and becomes a bird, and soars in the air. He becomes a fish, and in a submarine investigates the secrets of the sea; or he builds a fleet and sails over the seas—thus breaking laws of nature.

All the sciences and arts which you now enjoy were once mysteries of nature, and, according to the mandates of nature, they should be hidden and latent. The human intellect has broken this law and discovered the realities of objects. It has taken these mysteries out of the plane of invisibility and has brought them onto the plane of visibility. It has classified these laws, this being contrary to the postulates of nature.

For example, electricity was once one of the hidden or latent mysteries of nature, and it would have remained hidden if the human intellect had not discovered it. Man has broken the law of nature, and out of that invisible treasury has taken this energy and brought it onto the plane of visibility. Little man takes such a rebellious force as electricity, and arrests it in an incandescent lamp. This is extraordinary! It is beyond the ken of nature. In a few moments the East can communicate with the West. This is a miracle! This is beyond the power of nature. Man takes the voice and arrests it in a phonograph. The voice naturally should be a free agency, for the law of nature thus demands, but man takes it and puts it in a box. This is against nature's laws.

In all the other little things man changes the ways, and all the other discoveries were mysteries of nature. According to Nature's postulates, they should have remained hidden, but this human mind, which is the greatest of Divine effulgences, has verily broken the law of nature, and is constantly taking out of Nature's laboratory new and fresh things.

Having such a great bestowal of God, which is the greatest potency of the world, is it becoming of us to remain still like the ferocious animals, like the wolves fighting each other, killing each other? This is contrary to the law of nature, to the world of humanity.

If the animals exercise ferocity, it is simply for their sustenance, and they are deprived of the benefit of intellect. They do not reason, and cannot discriminate between justice and injustice, and therefore they are excusable. But man, when he exercises ferocity, does not do it for his food or sustenance. He does it for greed. Then is it becoming that such a noble creature, with such a delightful creation, with such a sound mind, with such lofty thoughts, with all his scientific achievements, with all these liberal thoughts, with all the new discoveries, with all the great achievements of the arts, with all the possibilities facing man as to his perceptions becoming keener, as to achieving noble things in life—for him still to go on to the battle-field, to spill the blood of his fellow men?

Man in this world is the edifice of God! He is not a human edifice. If you destroy an edifice built by man, the owner of the house will feel grief indeed, and will feel wrath against you. How much more it is when man is destroying an edifice founded by God. Undoubtedly does he deserve the wrath of God.

God has created man noble. God has created man a dominant factor in creation. He has specialized man with particular bestowals; He has conferred upon him mind; He has given him perception; He has given him the faculty of memory, the faculty of discrimination; He has endowed him with keen perceptions, the five senses. With all His good gifts to man, which were to make him the manifestation of virtues, which were to make him a radiant candle, which were to make him a source of life, which were to make him an agency of constructiveness—shall we now destroy this great edifice of God? Shall we destroy to its very foundation, this great body-social or politic?
When we are not captives of Nature, when we can control ourselves, shall we allow ourselves to be captives of Nature and act in accordance with the exigencies of Nature?

In Nature there is the law of the survival of the fittest. If humanity be not educated, then, according to the natural institutes, the law of the survival of the fittest will demand of man supremacy.

What is the object of all the schools and colleges? What is the basis for the universities? They are for the purpose of rescuing man from the exigencies of Nature, to relieve or rescue from him the defects of Nature, and to endow him with the capability of controlling the benefits of Nature.

Consider: Were you to relegate this plot of ground here to Nature, leave it in its primordial status, it would become a thorny place and useless weeds would grow therein, but when we cultivate it, it becomes fertile soil, yielding a harvest.

Were you to leave these mountains to their original state, they would become jungles with no fruitful trees. When cultivation is followed, then these gardens will yield fruitful trees, and then yours will be a variegated flower garden to enjoy.

Therefore, the world of humanity should not be left to its naturalism. It is in need of education, and, according to the Divine education, must it be educated. The Holy, Divine Manifestations of God were teachers. They were the gardeners of God, in order that they might transform the jungles into fruitful orchards and make of the thorny places delightful gardens.

Then what is the particular function of man? It is that man should rescue himself, save himself, from the defects of Nature, and become qualified with the ideal virtues.

Is it behooving for us to sacrifice these ideal virtues and these possibilities of advancement? God has endowed us with a power whereby we can even overcome the laws of Nature. Ours is the power to wrest the sword from Nature's hand, and then use that sword against Nature itself. Is it meet that we should be captives of Nature still, and fail to act according to the exigencies of Nature, which demand the law of the survival of the fittest? That is, shall we allow no difference to exist between us and the ferocious animal, but continue exercising a ferocity like unto it?

There is no lesser state than that of the ferocious type. There is no greater degradation for man than this. There is no worse debasement than the battle-field. It is the cause of the wrath of God! It is the cause of the destruction of the foundations of man.

Praise be to God! I find myself in an assemblage, the members of which are all peace-loving and advocates of international peace, the thoughts of all being for the oneness of humanity, and the ambition of all is to render service to the cause of humanitarianism.

Thus I supplicate God that He may confirm and aid you, that each one of you may at last become a professor emeritus, that each one of you may become the cause of spreading the thoughts of all being for the oneness of humanity, and the ambition of all is to render service to the cause of humanitarianism.

His Holiness Baha'u'llah fifty years ago declared the necessity of peace among the nations, and the necessity of liberalism in the form of peace among the religions. He declared the necessity of peace among the races and peace among the countries. He says that the fundamental basis of all religions is one, that religion was aimed to be a bond to unite in fellowship all men, that the differences which have arisen are due to blind imitation (or dogma), and that these dogmatic institutes are distinct from the foundations of the prophets; that because the blind imitations are various, they have caused differences and sedition, but that if the reality underlying religions teaching should be investigated all the religions would be unified, that religion would be the cause of unity and accord, the cause of binding together the hearts.

If a religion should prove to be the cause of dissension and discord, He declared it is better to do without religion entirely, for religion then is a harm, and the absence of that which is a harm is better than its presence.

Religion was destined to be a remedy of God. It was to be a panacea for the ills of humanity. It was to be a salve for the wounds of man. But if its misapplication, or misuse, has caused such a havoc, causing battle and war among men, causing bloodshed among humanity, irreligion is better than religion.

He emphasized international peace exceedingly. He declared humanity to be mankind—one. All are the progeny of Adam. That is, they are the lineage of one personage, one family. However, it has become such a big family, such a large family. You cannot conceive of various races or distinct types in one family. If some of the members of a family were of a certain person, and if some were members of the offspring of another person; in other words, if we had two Adams for our
father, then we might say we had some difference. But because we belong to one progeny, one family, and they are not various or divergent, therefore such names distinguishing one from the other, as "This is Italian, this is German, this is French, the other is Russian"—this is nonsense. We are all human, and we are all the servants of God, and we all come from Mr. Adam's family. Then what is this superstitious idea?

All these distinctions or boundary lines have been created by people who were despotic. Their aim was fame, their aim was conquest of land, and they made use of the patriotic feeling.

They themselves enjoyed luxuries in their lofty palaces, surrounded with every ease and affluence, enjoying the most delightful food, enjoying feathery couches for sleep, and for exercise preferring the ball room. To the poor people—the farmers, the laborers, the soldiers—they said: "Go to the battle-field while we are enjoying ourselves. We are captains and officers; you are soldiers. Go to the battle-field." The others said: "You are destroying our homes. Why?" They answered: "Because they are Germans; we are French." But those who instigated it were all self occupied. They did not let go of their pleasure. But the blood of the innocent poor was shed. For what? For a superstition such as "this is German, the other is French," when both are human; both belong to Adam, one family, one people.

This prejudice, or limited patriotism, is so often used when patriotism in the larger sense includes all nationalities. There must be peace among all nations. God created one earth, one sphere, one globe, and one mankind. This

earth was to be the habitation of man. But we have come forth and have imagined certain superstitious boundary lines. They are purely imaginary, yet we pronounce one section Germany, the other France, and we let them fight. We say: "O, this is Germany; this is patriotic; this is a great country and should be helped and assisted," but of the other we say: "Let it go down; let us destroy it; it is evil; it is a bad country; the people ought to be killed." Why? The line is imaginary, absolutely, and for these imaginary boundary lines is it becoming for the precious blood of man to be spilled, and for him to behead his fellow men? For what?

After all, a claim for territory is a claim just for the dust—the love of, or attachment to, dust. Did you ever stop to think that we live on this earth of dust for a few days, and then we remain beneath it forever? So it is our graveyard eternally. Is it becoming for the precious blood of man to be spilled, and for him to behead his fellow men? For what?

I hope that you people are reasonable enough not to fight over your graves, and that you will enjoy the utmost of fellowship, like one family—brothers, sisters, mothers, fathers—enjoying peace and having a good time.

CLOSING REMARKS BY PRESIDENT JORDAN.

We are all under very great obligation to Abdul-Baha for this illuminating expression of the brotherhood of man and the value of international peace. I think we can best show our appreciation by simply a rising vote of thanks.

MATRIMONY IN THE BAHAI SPIRIT.

ON Wednesday, July 17, two of our very dear friends, Grace Robergs, of Eliot, Me., and Harlan Foster Ober, of Beverly, Mass., were united in holy matrimony by Abdul-Baha, and in the evening the ceremony according to the law of our land was performed by the Rev. Howard Colby Ives, of the Brotherhood Church of Jersey City.

The friends present—the wedding guests at this marriage—had come from all parts of the world. Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, Mrs. Ella Goodall Cooper and Miss Harriet M. Wise from California; Mrs. Corinne True from Chicago; Mrs. Drum and Miss Heagel from Washington; M. Hippolyte Dreyfus-Barney from Paris, and a goodly representation of our Oriental brothers—Seyd Assad'Ullah of Ghom, Persia; Dr. Ameen U. Fareed of Haifa, Syria; Mirza Valiollah Khan, of Teheran, Persia; Mirza Mahmood, of Bombay, India; Mirza Ali Akbar, of Baku, Russia, and Mirza Ahmad Sohrab of Washington, D. C. There were also many of the Baha'is of New York and neighboring centers.

Never before in America had such a wedding as this been witnessed. All seemed to feel the Power of the Holy Spirit. The Rev. Howard Colby Ives read the marriage rite and after the ring had been placed upon the
bride's finger the following prayer was chanted by Abdul-Baha, standing with his hands up:

To Mr. and Mrs. Ober—Upon them be Baha'ollah!

Glory be unto Thee, 0 my God! Verily, this Thy servant and this Thy maid-servant have gathered under the shadow of Thy mercy and are united through Thy favor and generosity. O Lord! assist them in this Thy world and Thy Kingdom and destine for them every good through Thy bounty and grace. O Lord! confirm them in Thy servitude and assist them in Thy service. Suffer them to become the signs of Thy Name in Thy world and protect them through Thy bestowals which are inexhaustible in this world and the world to come. O Lord! they are supplicating toward the Kingdom of Thy mercifulness and invoking toward the Realm of Thy Singleness. Verily they are married in obedience to Thy command. Cause them to become the signs of harmony and unity until the end of time. Verily thou art Omnipotent, the Omnipresent and the Almighty!

As Abdul-Baha left the room he said: "This is a blessed evening."  

Annie T. Boylan.

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA.
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debtedness, so that the important work of building may be started as soon as possible.

We desire to express our appreciation of the confidence and support given us, and humbly supplicate God's blessing to rest upon all.

The Executive Committee of Baha'i Temple Unity. Per Bernard M. Jacobsen, Sec'y.

Albert H. Hall, Pres.

Following is a financial statement in detail:

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURES FROM MARCH 29, 1909, TO OCTOBER 1, 1912.

Receipts—Contributions
March 29, 1909, to April 23, 1910 ... $14,732.51
April 25, 1910, to April 29, 1911 ... 10,453.59
May 1, 1911, to April 29, 1912 ... 7,331.07
April 28, 1912, to October 7, 1912 ... 10,612.91
Add March 20, 1909—Received from Chas. Scheffler, Treasurer Chicago Assembly ... 3,665.44
$46,795.52

Expenditures
Land—Main tract ... $32,500.00
Land—Lake Shore tract ... 5,000.00
Interest ... 4,080.62
Taxes and assessments ... 2,054.43
Expenses ... 1,783.77
Buildings ... 105.00
Convention Expenses, 1912 ... 130.00
$46,262.82
Cash in Bank, October 1, 1912 ... 532.70
$46,795.52

Willard H. Ashton, Treasurer.

DETAILS OF PAYMENTS MADE ON LAND.

Main Tract
Purchase Price ... $34,500.00
Less—Paid by Chas. Scheffler, Treasurer Chicago Assembly ... 2,000.00
$32,500.00
Paid:
April 5, 1909 ... $ 5,000.00
December 10, 1909 ... 5,000.00
July 1, 1910 ... 5,000.00
January 1, 1911 ... 5,000.00
June 14, 1911 ... 2,500.00
June 24, 1912 ... 2,500.00
September 21, 1912 ... 2,500.00
October 1, 1912 ... 2,500.00
$32,500.00

Lake Shore Tract
Purchase Price ... $17,000.00
Paid:
October 11, 1911 ... $ 200.00
December 11, 1911 ... 2,800.00
January 30, 1912 ... 1,600.00
March 1, 1912 ... 1,000.00
$ 5,600.00
Outstanding Indebtedness October 1, 1912 ... $12,000.00

Corinne True, Financial Sec'y.
Subject: "Face Your Heads in the Sand"

Dear Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi,

803 W. Madison St.

Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.

I am writing you to bring to your attention a matter of great concern to the Bahá'í community in Iran. We have received reports of a number of Bahá'ís being arrested and imprisoned for their faith. We deeply concern ourselves with the welfare of our fellow believers and urge you to take action to address this situation.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]
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در یکی از دو ملاقات با وزیر اعظم، کوشش می‌رفت تا اینگونه که در دو زبان‌های اصلی معرفی نمایند. این چکیده در خوبی می‌باشد. البته با این حال، می‌توان گفت که هر آن‌ها برای ترویج یک جوامع در شرق و درگیری‌های بین‌ریوی، دو جوانی برای حضور عدالت و تاثیر مثبت در آمریکا، استقراری که باید است. به‌دست وی‌ها یک سفر به وی‌ها روز با مهارت‌های خود به یک اصلاح نماید. — Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi,
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Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.

همچنین باید درخواست کنید که برای این دو جوانی، دو جوانی روز با مهارت‌های خود به روز با مهارت‌های خود به یک اصلاح نماید. — Baha'i News Service,
P.O. Box 283
Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
MESSAGE TO THE JEWS.

Address by Abdul-Baha Abbas before Congregation Emmanu-El, San Francisco, Cal., (Martin A. Meyer, Rabbi) Saturday, October 12, 1912.*

INTRODUCTION BY RABBI MEYER.

Brethren of the Congregation Emmanu-El: It is our privilege and a very high privilege indeed to welcome in our midst this morning Abdul-Baha, a great teacher of our age and generation.

The heart of the Orient seems to be essentially religious, whatever else it might be or might not be, and now and again, out of the heart of the Orient the fundamental religious message of the world is stated and restated. Abdul-Baha is the representative of one of the religious systems of life, and it appeals to us Jews because we Jews feel that we have fathered that ideal throughout the centuries of men.

This morning he will speak in his native tongue through his interpreter Dr. Fareed, on "The Fundamental Unity of Religious Thought," and I know that what he will say will be of significance to us. We thank him in advance for the message and for consenting to address us at this service this morning.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA.

The first bestowal of God in the world of humanity is Religion, because Religion consists in Divine teachings to men, and most assuredly Divine teachings are preferable to all other sources of instruction.

Religion confers upon man the life everlasting. Religion is a service to the world of morality. Religion guides humanity to eternal happiness. Religion is the cause of everlasting honor in the world of man.

Religion has ever helped humanity towards progress. As a proof thereof let us first investigate Religion from an unbiased standpoint. Let us find out whether Religion is the cause of progress and development or whether it is not; whether or not Religion is the impetus which allows man to advance extraordinarily.

Let us investigate independently, careful that we are not bound by blind imitations or dogmas. For were we to be bound by blind imitations, some will believe that Religion is a cause of happiness, and others will disagree, saying that Religion has been a cause of degradation. Hence we must first investigate as to this: whether or not Religion is the cause of human advancement, and let us give impartial and thorough research so that no doubt shall linger in our minds.

How can we find this out? That is, how can we discover whether Religion has been the cause of human progress or retrogression?

We will first investigate the founders of Religion—the Prophets. We will review the episodes of their lives, the events prior to their rise, and those subsequent thereto. But we will not present to you certain traditions which are subject to both credence and refutation. Nay rather we will cite certain historical facts provable to all, certain facts and evidences well known throughout the world, and which are irrefutable. They are these:

Amongst the great Prophets was His Holiness Abraham, who being an iconoclast and a herald of the Oneness of God, was banished by the people from his native land.

Let us observe right here how Religion is an impetus towards progress.

His Holiness Abraham founded a family, and this family God did bless, and it was owing to its religious basis that the Abrahamic house progressed and advanced. Through the Divine benediction, noteworthy and famous prophets have issued from the Abrahamic lineage. There appeared an Isaac. There appeared an Ishmael. There appeared a Jacob. There appeared a Joseph. There appeared a Moses. There appeared an Aaron. David issued therefrom. There appeared Solomon. The Holy Land was con-
quered by them and was theirs by right, and the great Solomonic wisdom was established. All this was due to the Religion which they founded.

Hence we learn that Religion is the cause of honor, is the cause of advancement, is the cause of civilization, is the cause of happiness of mankind, even as the Abrahamic history well illustrates this fact, and just as his family clearly points thereto. Even unto the present time his household is visible and manifest throughout the world.

Let us discover or consider the greater phase of it.

The Children of Israel were in bondage and captivity in the land of Egypt. They were subjected to the tyranny and oppression of the Copts (the Egyptians). They were in the utmost state of degradation. One Copt conquered or subdued one hundred Septs (Israelites). They could make use of them as working men or laborers.

The Children of Israel were then in abject poverty, in the lowest abasement, in the lowest degree of ignorance, in the lowest degree of barbarism, until suddenly His Holiness Moses appeared amongst them.

When His Holiness Moses appeared amongst them, outwardly he was no other than a shepherd, but through the power of Religion He exhibited such majestic grandeur and efficacy that they continue to be seen. His Prophethood was well spread throughout the land. His Law was the foundation of the law. His Holiness Moses was single and alone, and this single, unique personage through the power of Religion, rescued all the Children of Israel from bondage. He conducted them to the Holy Land and there He founded the great civilization which has become permanent, a civilization and development which are most noteworthy. Thereby they attained to the highest degree of honor and glory. He saved them from their bondage and captivity. He imbued them with qualities which caused them to be progressive. They proved to be a civilizing people, an educated and scholarly people. Their philosophy became noteworthy. Their industries were well known. In one word, along all the lines of advancement which characterize a progressive people they achieved progress. They reached such a degree that at last they were the ones who established the Solomonic sovereignty, and their sciences and arts reached such an exalted state that even the Greek philosophers used to take journeys to Jerusalem, in order to study with the Jews philosophy and the basis of law. According to Eastern history this is an established fact.

Even Socrates the Greek philosopher came to the Holy Land and consorted with the Jewish doctors, studying with them wisdom or philosophy. He studied with them the basis of their belief, and when he returned to Greece there he formulated his basis for Divine unity, and there he advanced his belief regarding the immortality of the spirit after the dissolution of the body. These verities Socrates learned no doubt from the Jewish doctors with whom he came in contact.

Likewise Hippocrates and many other philosophers used to go to the Holy Land, to Palestine, and there they acquired lessons from the Jewish prophets, studying with them the basis of ethics and morality, returning to their countries with contributions which have made Greece famous.

A cause or a movement which renders a weak nation, such as the Jews were before, strong, and changes them into a mighty and powerful nation, which rescues them from captivity and causes them to reach sovereignty, which transforms their ignorance into knowledge and science, and which endows them with an impetus to advance along all degrees of attainments—(this is not merely a theory or a story which I am telling; it is a historical fact which is provable; it is history well established in the world)—makes it evident that Religion is the cause of honor to man; that Religion is the cause of the sublimity of man.

When we speak of Religion we mean the foundations of Religion, not the blind imitations or dogmas which have crept in afterwards, and which are ever destructive, which are ever the cause of the effacement of a nation, which are ever the cause of the hindrance to progress of nations,—even as it is recorded in the Taurat and confirmed in all histories that when the Jews were fettered with imitations, then the wrath of God became manifest.

When they let go of the foundations of the Law of God, then God sent Nebuchadnezzar who came and conquered the Holy Land. He killed all the men; he took in captivity the children and women; he made waste the countries and the populous centers; he set afire all the hamlets and all the villages. Seventy thousand Jews did Nebuchadnezzar make captive, and took them with him to Babylon. He demolished Jerusalem. He destroyed the Holy of Holies, the great temple there. He burned
the Taurat. The Holy Bible caused he to be burned.

Thus we learn that the foundation of the Divine Religions is ever the cause of progress, and also that where the holy foundation becomes as it were destroyed and belauded or surrounded by certain blind imitations, when it leaves the central axis, then the reverse takes place and it is a cause of debasement, the cause of degradation.

Even so was the case with the Greek nation when they were the conquerors. Then the Jews became captives in their turn, and they were followed by the Romans, who proved to be the conquering nation, and they almost did away with the Israelites.

Under Titus the Roman emperor, when he was commander of the Roman army, the Holy Land was laid waste and made a wilderness. The Israelites were scattered broadcast in the world, because he killed their noteworthy men, their possessions were pillaged, and Jerusalem was made a heap of dust. And such was the scattering and dispersion of the Jews, which has continued ever since.

Hence we learn that the foundation of the Religion of God which was laid by His Holiness Moses was the cause of eternal honor, was the cause of the advancement of the nation, was the cause of the life of the Hebrew people, was the cause of homage to be paid forever to this noteworthy people. The dogmas or blind imitations which later crept in proved to be the destructive influences of the Israelites. They caused the Israelites to be scattered throughout the earth, and to be expelled from their land by right—the Holy Land.

In short, what is the mission of Prophets?

The mission of the Prophets is no other than the advancement or the education of the world of humanity. The Prophets are the genuine teachers or educators. The Prophets are the universal instructors.

Should we desire to find out whether or not any of these great souls or messengers was a Prophet, we will investigate the facts of the case, and the line of our investigation will be one of education. If he has been an educator, if he has really educated a people, if he has trained a nation, causing it to attain to the highest point of knowledge after it had been in the lowest abyss of ignorance, then we are sure that he was a Prophet. This is a plain and clear mode of procedure and is irrefutable. We do not have to go to other proofs. We do not have to cite miracles, saying that out of rock water gushed forth, because such a miracle may be denied by others—they may refute it. We do not need such miracles.

The very deeds of Moses are proofs conclusive concerning his Prophethood. We are in need of no further evidences—evidences which are usually refutable.

If a man be unbiased, be fair, and investigate reality, he will without doubt bear testimony to the fact that His Holiness Moses was verily a man of God; was a great personage. Let us not digress. Let us go to the subject. But here I wish to ask you to be very fair in your judgment, setting aside for the moment all religious prejudice.

All of us should thoroughly investigate or search for verities, because the purpose of the Religion of God has been proved to be no other than the education of humanity and the cause of amity and fellowship among men. Therefore I wish to establish this point—that the foundations of the Religions of God are one. They are not multiple, for they are realities.

Reality does not accept multiplicity, although every one of the Divine Religions is separable into two divisions. One is concerned with the world of morality, and that is essential. It is concerned with the ethical uplift of the human nature. It is concerned with the advancement of the world of humanity in general. It has to do with the knowledge of God. It has to do with the discovery of the verities of life. This is idealism; this is an essential division. This division is not subject to change or transformation. This is one; it is the foundation of all the Religions of God. Therefore all the Religions are one and the same.

The second classification or division has to do with social laws regulating the conduct of mankind. This division is not essential. It is subject to change and transformation according to the exigencies or the requirements of time and place.

For instance: in the time of Noah certain requirements demanded that all the sea foods be allowable or lawful. During the period of Abrahamic Prophethood it was considered allowable, because of a certain exigency that a man should marry his aunt, even as Sarah was the sister of Abraham's mother. During the time of Adam it was in vogue or current that a man should marry his own sister, for the reason that it was considered expedient at that time, but in the law of the Taurat that became abrogated—
that was forbidden. There were certain laws that were valid formerly, but during the time of Moses they were annulled. For example, camel's flesh during the time of Abraham was a food for man, but during the time of Jacob it was made unlawful.

Such changes and transformations in religious teaching have to do with the trifling things of life. They are not important.

His Holiness Moses lived in the wilderness of Terah, where retribution necessitated direct action. There were no penitentiaries. There were no forms of punishment. Hence, according to the exigency of the time and place, it was a law of God that an eye was to be for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth. If a man's tooth were broken by another, his tooth would be broken. If a man for instance, caused the deafness of another person, the other person would make him deaf. But you cannot do that now. You would not blind a man because he accidentally blinded you. Is it possible to carry such things out?

In the Taurat there are ten commandments concerning the murderer. Is it possible to carry these out? Can these ten ordinances, concerning the treatment of murderers, be enforced?

Modern times are such that even the question of capital punishment—the one form which some nations have decided to enforce in relation to a murderer—is a mooted question. Wise men are consulting as to its feasibility or otherwise.

So everything that is valid is only valid for the time being. The exigency of that time demanded that if a man committed theft to the extent of a dollar they would chop off his hand, but now you cannot cut off a man's hand for a thousand dollars. You cannot do it; it is impossible. This is true, for it was useful for that time, but things are useful in accordance with the exigencies of the time. Time changes, and when time changes the laws have to change. But remember, these are not of importance; they are the accidentals of religion. The essentials which are spiritual in character, which have to do with morality, which have to do with the ethical development of man, which have to do with the faith of man—they are ideal; they are necessary and permanent; they are one foundation, and they are not subject to change or transformation.

Hence for the fundamental basis of the Religion of God there is no change or transformation. That is the basis, the fundamental foundation of Religion. That never, never changes.

The basis of the law of Moses, His Holiness Christ promulgated. That self-same foundation of Religion was promulgated by Mohammed. All the great Prophets have served that foundation. They have served this Reality. Hence the purposes and the purports of all the Prophets have been one and the same. They were the advancement of the body-politic. They were the cause of the honor of mankind. They were the Divine civilizations of man, the foundation whereof is one, and as we declared before, the proofs concerning the validity of a personage, the proofs of inspiration are, after all, the very deeds of valor and greatness emanating from that Prophet. If that Prophet has proved to be instrumental in the elevation of mankind, undoubtedly he has been a valid Prophet.

Again, I wish you to be very fair in the judgment of these following remarks:

At the time when the Israelites had again been put in captivity at a period when the Roman Empire had dispersed and effaced the Hebrew nation, because the Law of God had as it were, passed from amongst them, and the foundations of the Religion of God had been destroyed—at such a time as this Jesus Christ appeared among them.

When His Holiness Christ appeared from the Jews, the first thing He did was to proclaim the validity of the Mosaic mission. He declared that the Taurat, the Old Testament, was the Book of God. He declared that all the prophets of Israel were valid and true. He eulogized Moses, and through His recommendations Moses' name was spread throughout the world. The fame of Moses, through the Christian movement, was circulated broadcast.

Before the rise of Christ it is a fact that in Persia the name of Moses had not been heard. Throughout India no knowledge of Judaism, and were it not for the Christianizing of Europe it would not have had this knowledge of the Old Testament which it has. Throughout Europe there was not a copy of the Old Testament. But listen to this and judge it aright: It was through the instrumentality of Christ, it was through the translation of the New Testament—the little volume of the Gospel—that the Old Testament, the Taurat, was translated into six hundred languages and spread throughout the world at large.
The names of Israelitish prophets became household names everywhere. All the nations of the world believed on this, that the Children of Israel were verily the chosen people of God, and that that nation was a holy nation, that the blessing of God attended that nation; and that all the prophets of God which had issued therefrom were the dawning points of Divine Inspiration, were the day-springs of revelation, and each one of them glistened like unto a star.

Hence His Holiness Christ really promulgated Judaism, for He was a Jew and He was not against Jews. He did not deny the prophetic validity of Moses. Nay, he rather promoted it. He did not efface the Taurat. Nay rather He promulgated it. At most it comes to this: that the portion of that dispensation which had to do with transactions, that underwent change, and that is not important, but the essential teaching of Moses—Christ did promulgate virtually. He did not leave anything undone.

Likewise with the superlative power and the efficacious Word of God, He gathered together most of the nations of the East and West. This was achieved at a time when these nations were in the utmost contention and strife. He ushered all of them beneath the overshadowing tent of the oneness of humanity. He educated them in such wise as to be united and agreed, even as the Roman, the Greek, the Chaldean, the Assyrian and the Egyptian nations were perfectly blended together, and the heavenly civilization was the result. Now this efficacy of the Word and heavenly power which are extraordinary, undoubtedly prove conclusively the validity of His Holiness Christ. Consider how His heavenly sovereignty is yet permanent and lasting. Verily, this is conclusive proof and manifest evidence.

Then we see, appearing from another horizon, the prophet of Arabia—Mohammed.

Perchance you do not know that the first address of Mohammed to his tribe was this statement: "Moses verily was a Prophet of God, and the Taurat is a book of God. Verily, O ye people, ye must believe in the Taurat, and in Moses and the prophets. Ye must accept all the Israelitish prophets as valid."

In the Koran, the Mohammedan Bible, there are seven statements—in fact seven repetitions of the Mosaic episode, and in all the historic sketches Moses is praised.

Mohammed states that His Holiness Moses was the greatest prophet of God; that God guided Him in the Sahara or wilderness of Terah; that through the light of guidance Moses harkened to the summons of God; that He proved to be the interlocutor of God; that he was the bearer of the tablet of the ten commandments; that all the contemporaneous nations of the world arose against Him; that eventually Moses conquered all of them, because falsehood is ever defeated by truth.

There are many instances of this kind by Mohammed. I am citing just a few.

Consider that His Holiness Mohammed was born among the savage and barbarous nations of Arabia, lived amongst them, and outwardly was illiterate and uninformed of the holy books of God.

The Arabian nations were in the utmost state of ignorance and barbarism, to the extent that they buried their daughters alive. They considered this to be the utmost valor and sublimity of nature. They lived under the Persian and Roman governments in the utmost captivity and bondage. They were scattered throughout the Arabian desert, subject to continuous strife and bloodshed.

When the light of Mohammed dawned, the darkness of ignorance was dispelled from the Arabian desert. Those barbarous nations in a short space of time reached a superlative degree of civilization, even as their civilization extended to Spain and was established in Baghdad whence it was transplanted to Europe.

What proof is there concerning his Prophet-hood greater than this, unless a man should close his eyes to justice and appear obstinately unfair?

And now the Christians are believers in Moses. They believe that he was a prophet of God and they commend him most highly. The Mohammedans are believers in Moses, praising him most highly, proving the validity of Moses, and likewise believing in His Holiness Christ and praising Him highly.

Is it harm which has come to these nations, namely Christians and Mohammedans because they have admitted the validity of Moses and have accepted Him? No; on the contrary it proves that they have been fair-minded to that extent.

Then what harm is there that the Jewish nation should in turn now praise His Holiness Christ, also praise His Holiness Mohammed.
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O thou Star of the West! Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ever long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shall spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Vol. III Chicago (November 4, 1912) Kudrat No. 13

"THE PALO ALTAN"

Friday, November 1, 1912, The Palo Altan, edited by H. W. Simkins, devoted its entire sheet to a presentation of the visit of Abdul-Baha to California. On the first page, under a six-column heading, appears an excellent half-tone portrait of Abdul-Baha. An introductory article telling of the visit to Leland Stanford Junior University—which we reproduce in this issue of the STAR OF THE WEST—is followed by a sketch of the life of Abdul-Baha, under the heading, "Bahaism and Its Prophet." Page two contains an editorial, "The New Evangel," and the Address delivered at the University—published completely in your paper—is followed by the "Message to the Jews." Page three contains the "Message to the Jews." Page four, Address delivered in the Unitarian Church, Palo Alto; also a reproduction of the original Tablet and translation of same to Mr. H. W. Simkins. We quote it as follows:

TABLET TO THE EDITOR OF "THE PALO ALTAN"

To his honor Mr. H. W. Simkins—Upon him be Baha-ollah-El-Abha!

At the time I met you and felt the susceptibilities of your conscience my heart and soul became greatly attached to that dear friend (i.e. yourself) and the utmost love was produced, and the spiritual emotions were obtained. Your visit gave me the utmost happiness. The address delivered in Stanford University and published completely in your paper was observed today—and on account of it I became both pleased and grateful. In order to express my pleasure and appreciation for this service of yours I am writing you this epistle.

I shall never forget your cordiality, and as long as life lasts I shall remember you. I beg of God, that that dear friend (yourself) may become like unto a shining star in the horizon of Reality, and become the cause of bestowing spiritual life upon the world of humanity.

The address delivered at the Jewish temple establishing the validity of His Holiness Jesus Christ and inviting the Jews to believe in Him is enclosed herein. From its powerful contents you will realize that though there were many conservative Jews in the audience, yet in the most dauntless manner the validity of Christ was proven. After reading its contents should you think it best you may print it fully without abbreviation in the columns of your paper that others of the Jews may read it. Perchance this may prove an impetus for their respect for, and belief in Christ, that this strife and contention that has lasted between the two nations for two thousand years may disappear, and the oneness of the world of humanity be unveiled.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

On behalf of the Bahais in America, the STAR OF THE WEST not only congratulates the editor of The Palo Altan in that he became the recipient of such words of commendation from Abdul-Baha, but that he was assisted to render such excellent service through the medium of his newspaper—a service that shall be effective in these great days and remembered throughout the coming years. We take pleasure in reproducing his editorial hereewith:
EDITORIAL FROM "THE PALO ALTAN."

THE NEW EVANGEL.

Wednesday morning at the University assembly and in the evening at the Unitarian Church in Palo Alto appeared and spoke the leader in a world movement for unity in religion, international peace and universal brotherhood. This is Abdul-Baha, a native of Persia, who has devoted his life to the mission handed down to him by his father. This mantle of inspired evangelism was consecrated by the persecution of forty years of imprisonment imposed by the Sultan of Turkey upon BAHA'O'LLAH, the elder.

As the stone that was rejected may become the head of the corner, or like the prophet's dream expand until it fills up the whole world, so may be the mantle of the wise men of the east, who rediscover a glorified star shining over the birth of a world movement toward idealism.

This idealism is the further perfection of the ideals of all the great religions of the world. In the science of photography there is a process by which any number of images of different faces may be composited together to produce the dominant type. What is truly representative leaves its impress upon the final result. What is vague and non-intrinsic surpluses into the shadow and disappears. Such a scientific process to arrive at the true composite of religious truth may be likened to the aim of the Bahai movement. It seeks the true common denominator of all religions, rejecting nothing which is good and afraid of nothing which is true.

The spiritual kingdom is full of clashes and contradictions, just as the political and industrial worlds are full of contention and strife. And just as in the latter fields volunteers are spending their lives to pave a better way, so in the spiritual kingdom we have the dawning of a more perfect light. This light will shed its peaceful rays over all contentious factions and will show them the form and substance of truth, which may have been obscured by the dust of strife.

To build a structure by taking a plank from here and plank from there and a stone from hither and a stone from yonder, as some vague fancy might dictate, would result in an architectural monstrosity that would violate all the rules of unity and proportion. In no such way is the temple of true light to be founded. It is to be brought together in one focus of rays forming an image of all the elements which stand the searching test. This temple may be surrounded on all sides by the images of those beautiful non-essentials which have not gained entrance to the inner structure, but which the true spirit within may yet see as outer landscapes unfolding before the temple windows.

This is the task of the Bahai. It is a true ideal. Truly catholic and universal, it provides a meeting ground for Christian, Jew, Moslem and Buddhist. There is one God who is the God of all religions. His will is the law of all harmony and good. He stands revealed in the last analysis of universal truth. His truth is a gospel of love which surrounds and comprehends all things. In this there is no room for strife and discord, no place for darkness or deceit, and no beginning for bitterness and woe.

Whenever science discovers any great truth, that truth is not the property of science, but it is the heritage of the whole world. We do not refer all the marvels of electricity to Edison nor worship his laboratory at Menlo Park. We use the blessing and pass it along. It matters little, in the long run, who made the discovery. If the founders of Bahai arose from the ancient plains of Persia and sent out the true message, it matters little whether Persia is of the east or of the west. From the cradle of the human race and the oldest nation of the world comes a voice reaching down the centuries, to bring a message of peace to the strong young giant of the west, bidding America to usher in the dawn.

H. W. Simkins.

CORRECTION

In the last issue of the STAR OF THE WEST it was stated that friends desiring to purchase the book "God's Heroes," should order same from Mons. H. Dreyfus-Barney, Paris, France. This is an error. The book is sold by J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia; and Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., London. It is understood that proceeds from the sale of the book will be given to the Mashrak-el-Azkar. The price is $3.25.

WALL CALENDAR

The Honolulu Bahai Assembly desires that every one of the friends possess a copy of the Wall Calendar, issued by them some month ago, and has written Miss Mary Lesch, 5205 Jefferson Ave., Chicago, to distribute them upon request. Ten cents in stamps should be sent to cover postage.
and by this humanitarian acceptance and praiseworthy view of the subject do away forever with this enmity and hatred which have faced mankind so many centuries, so that bloodshed shall cease, this fanaticism pass away forever, and all mankind be unified? This corruption shall cease as soon as this acceptance is established.

They admit that Moses was the interlocutor of God. Why do you not say that Christ was the Word of God? Why do you not say just the few words that will do away with all this sort of thing? Then there will be no hatred left, no fanaticism left, no warfare in the Land of Promise, no bloodshed whatever. Then there will be peace forever.

Verily I declare now to you that Moses was no other than that Interlocutor of God; that Moses was the most noteworthy Prophet of God; that Moses brought the fundamental Law of God; that Moses was the founder of the ethical basis which has proved happiness to humanity.

What harm is there in this? Do I lose by saying this to you and believing it as a Bahai? Nay at all. On the contrary, as a Bahai, it benefits, and the founder of the Bahai movement, Baha'u'llah, is well pleased with me, confirming me therein. He says: "Well done; you have been fair in your judgment; you have impartially investigated the truth; you have arrived at the conclusion full well; you have believed in a Prophet of God, in Moses; you have accepted the Book of God, the Taurat."

Now inasmuch as it is possible to do away with this prejudice with such a bit of liberalism in the world, why not do it?

Why not do away with this continuous strife? Why not establish a bond which can easily connect the hearts of men? What harm is there in this Religion that everyone should praise the teacher or the founder of another? Inasmuch as the other nations praise His Holiness Moses and admit that Moses was the founder of Judaism, why have the Hebrews not also praised the other great men?

What harm comes from it? None at all. Nay rather you are contributing to the welfare of mankind. Nay rather you would be instrumental in establishing the happiness of the world of humanity. Nay rather the eternal honor of man depends upon this modern liberalism.

Inasmuch as our God is one and He has created all of us—He provides for all of us, He protects all of us—and we acknowledge such a kind and clement Lord, why should we—His children, His followers, fight each other? Why should we so easily break the hearts of one another?

God is so merciful and kind, and His aim in Religion has ever been the bond of unity and affinity.

Praise be to God, the mediaval ages of darkness have passed away and this century of radiance has dawned—this century wherein the reality of things is becoming evident, this century wherein science has discovered the very mysteries of nature, this century which is in toto a service to the world of humanity, this century wherein we have established the foundation of the world of humanity. Is it behooving that we should still linger in our fanaticism and tarry in our prejudice? Is it behooving that we should still be bound by the old fables and superstitions, and be handicapped by the superannuated beliefs of past and dark ages, again waging wars religious, again fighting one another, still shedding the blood of each other, shunning one another, anathematizing one another? Is it becoming?

Is it not better for us to be most loving to one another? Is it not preferable for us to enjoy fellowship together, unite and sing anthems of unity towards God, and praise all the Prophets in a good and praiseworthy spirit?

Then you will observe how the world will prove to be a paradise and the promised Day shall come. That will be the day when the wolves and the sheep will quaff from the same stream, when according to the prophecy of Isaiah, the quail and the eagle will enjoy the same nest together, and the gazelle or the deer will with the lion enjoy the same pasture.

What does this mean?

It means that contending nations are symbolized by this fact, that religions which have been formerly as wolves and sheep, divergent creeds, will associate with each other. Notwithstanding their former status they will then, through this liberalism, associate with each other in perfect fellowship and the utmost of love.

This is the meaning of the statement of His Holiness Isaiah. Otherwise you will never come to see a day when this prophecy will come to pass literally, for the wolf will never
enjoy the companionship of the sheep, and
the lion and the deer will never associate to­
gether—because the lion and the deer will see
each other—but the deer will be within the
lion, and the sheep will ever be the prey of
the wolf. As you know, the teeth of the
lion are carnivorous. It has no molar to
enjoy grass. Hence it must eat flesh.
Therefore this prophecy is symbolic of this
state of affairs—when certain nations and
races symbolized or typified by lions and
wolves and sheep, amongst whom there is no
bond of fellowship or association, in that
day of promise will be unified, and treat each
other most kindly and liberally.

In a word, the age is ours when fellowship
is to be established!
The century has come when all the religions
are to be unified!
The century has come when all the nations
shall enjoy international peace!
The century has come when all the races
and the tribes of the world will do away with
racial prejudice and associate perfectly!
The century has arrived when all the na­
tivities of the world will prove to be one
home of the human family!
Thus may human kind in its entirety rest
comfortably and in peace under the great and
broad tabernacle of the one Lord.

ABDUL-BAHA IN SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.
Continued from last issue of the STAR OF THE WEST.
BY FRANCES ORR ALLEN.

THE only public address of Abdul-Baha
in Berkeley was given the evening of
October 9th at the High School Audito­
rium before a large and representative gather­
ing. He had been invited by Mr. J. Stitt Wil­
son, the Mayor of Berkeley, to be the guest of
the city. In the Mayor's absence, he was
introduced by Mr. H. I. Stern, of the Public
School Department.
The next morning, Abdul-Baha made quite
different visit—not to one of the great uni­
versities, but to the humble home of one of
the friends, Charles Tinsley, a colored man,
who was confined to his bed on account of a
broken leg. During this visit, Abdul-Baha
told a beautiful story of a ruler who trained
the subject he loved best in order to fit him
to hold the most important place in his king­
dom—told how he scourged him, and maimed
him, and caused him all manner of sorrow and
suffering that he might know for himself what
these conditions were in reality, meanwhile
assuring him that he loved him and that only
through this training could he be fitted for the
great place he had destined him to fill.
The evening of the same day, October lOth,
Abdul-Baha gave an address before the Open
Forum, an organization for the discussion of
economic and kindred subjects. His discourse
was scientific, contrasting the philosophy of the
East with that of the West.
Friday evening, he spoke before the Theo­
sophical Society and their friends, being intro­
duced at length by the President of the So­
ciety, who presented Abdul-Baha as one of
the Enlightened.
The most remarkable public address given
during the visit to the Coast was on Saturday
morning, October 12th, at Temple Emmanu­
El. It was a wonderful sight, Abdul-Baha
standing in the pulpit of that magnificent syna­
gogue, between pillars of palms. The morn­
ing sunshine came dimly through the beautiful
colored windows, descending as in benediction
and approval of the call to righteousness, once
more being given to the chosen people of the
Lord. In their own synagogue, he proved to
the congregation the validity of Christ. He
called upon them to investigate Reality—not
to be bound by dogma. He urged them to
respect the name of Christ and of Mohammed,
and, above all, exhorted them to be kind.
From the synagogue Abdul-Baha was driven
to Mrs. Goodall's Oakland home, where Chil­
dren's Day was to be observed. The after­
noon was especially for the little ones, whom
Abdul-Baha loves so tenderly. The spacious
parlors were filled with the children and their
parents and friends, and the rooms were sweet
with the fragrance of many flowers. The chil­
dren greeted him with the beautiful song,
"Softly His Voice Is Calling Now." Calling
them to him, he gave them candy and flowers,
and then went to each one, child and adult, and
gave an envelope, containing rose leaves. He
named the children "radiant children." They
followed him about and he took the little
ones in his arms. Later the children gathered
on the steps, where a photograph was taken.
It was a beautiful afternoon. Truly one who
has not seen Abdul-Baha with the children
has missed a great deal.
At 3:30 o'clock of the following day, Sun­
day, Abdul-Baha spoke in the reading room
of the blind, at 1665 Jackson Street, San Francisco, where during the week instruction is given in manual training. To this meeting were invited, also, the blind from the Adult Home in Oakland, and the children and youth from the State Educational Institution in Berkeley. The service opened with a beautiful song by a child. Abdul-Baha first paid a tribute to Mrs. Rowan, through whose efforts the teaching at this place is made possible. Then he spoke of how, in receiving education, the blind are being endowed with sight. He told them—even though deprived of sight, having insight—they must not sorrow. Sight is only for a time, but insight is divine and discovers the Kingdom, sees the beauty of God. Though deprived of a drop, they possess the ocean, for insight comprehends all the other senses. He closed by saying, “May you not see dust, but purity—see the beauty of Christ, of Baha’u’llah and all holy souls.”

In the evening, many of the friends gathered in the parlor and Abdul-Baha told them of his visit to the beach. He likened humanity to a sea,—at times smooth, at other times in motion. The sea in motion is most like life, even when tempestuous; when in motion, each hour brings results. He said: “Seek to dive in the spiritual sea and bring up pearls; seek to find that sea.”

At the conclusion of the talk, he spoke of musical instruments, saying all are imperfect, but that Baha’u’llah brought to earth a heavenly, divine instrument where each soul could find and strike his note and the music would be a heavenly chorus, and eternal. At this gathering there were Persians, Swiss, Hindu, Holland, Canadian, French, English, Japanese and Americans—all in love and fellowship.

Wednesday, October 16th, Abdul-Baha and party returned from a short visit to the country. To the nine Portland friends, who had arrived, he said, “Be happy, no tears! no tears!” Some of these friends had come at great sacrifice. One little boy said to his mother, “Why do you cry, mother? It is silly to cry here.” In the afternoon Abdul-Baha addressed the Century Club on Equality between men and women. He spoke of woman’s superiority in kindness and tenderness, and, when necessary, in valor and courage.

The evening of October 16th will never be forgotten, because of the memorable feast, held at the home of Mrs. Goodall, in Oakland. The beautiful rooms were filled with tables, adorned with yellow chrysanthemums and pyramids of fruit. The friends gathered quietly and talked in low but joyous tones. All seemed to feel the evening to be one set apart from all other evenings, for at this feast it was our great privilege to have Abdul-Baha with us. There were one hundred and ten present, friends from the Bay Cities and also from Portland and Seattle.

When all were seated at table, Abdul-Baha requested that we partake of the food so bountifully provided, while he walked about speaking words of wisdom and love, giving us the spiritual food, for which we hungered. Then, from the stairs, he pronounced a benediction upon all assembled, and soon the friends quietly withdrew. It was the most spiritual meeting. Gathered under one roof were people of different nations and various nationalities, the young and old, all meeting in love and fellowship, and in devotion to the Servant of God in this day.

Thursday passed in the usual way, with private interviews and talks. Friday, Abdul-Baha and party, accompanied by several of the friends, left for Los Angeles, returning early the following morning. During the day, friends from Seattle, Tacoma and Spokane arrived, and were welcomed and made very happy.

Tuesday evening, the farewell meeting of the friends was held at the home of Mrs. Goodall in Oakland. This was another especially memorable occasion. All realized that at this meeting would be given final words of exhortation and farewell. There was a reverent hush as Abdul-Baha told of Baha’u’llah and of the two years He passed in solitude. At the close of this narrative, Abdul-Baha arose, and, in no uncertain terms, declared himself to be the Center of the Covenant; and exhorted all believers to firmness, calling upon them to spread the message of the Kingdom both by deed and word. In farewell, he took each one by the hand, giving to each the Greatest Name.

Wednesday and Thursday went all too quickly, filled with the usual interviews and talks. The friends spent as much time as possible at the house of Abdul-Baha, realizing that the days of great privilege were swiftly passing. All the public discourses were well received and will bear much fruit; but it was through the more intimate and personal talks that the friends received greatest quickening and instruction.

From the University at Berkeley many of
the East Indian students came to visit Abdul-Baha, and to them and to the Japanese friends he showed great favor. It was most interesting and gratifying to witness the beautiful spirit of love and kindness in the friends who gathered to meet Abdul-Baha.

Abdul-Baha expressed himself much pleased with San Francisco and greatly enjoyed his visits to Golden Gate Park. He took especial interest in the flowers and would often leave the automobile for a walk along the shore of some one of the small lakes. But even on the drives and during the walks he dispensed blessing—giving many wonderful lessons to those whose great privilege it was to be with him at those times.

Early Friday morning, the friends gathered at the house to say good-bye. The admonition to be happy was given, the last words were said, the wonderful days were ended. Our cups have been filled to overflowing with blessing and it is for us now to give out to others some of the light and love we have received.

---

ABDUL-BAHA, THE BAHAI PROPHET, SPEAKS AT STANFORD UNIVERSITY.

A great assembly of students and teachers crowded the auditorium to hear the Bahai Prophet of Persia expound the doctrine of a new day for Universal Brotherhood, International Peace and Religious Unity.

Oriental Savant with Entourage of Twenty-nine Persons spent the day at Stanford University and are Entertained in Palo Alto.

[From "The Palo Altan"]

A crowded Assembly Hall, holding nearly two thousand people, awaited with eager expectancy the appearance last Tuesday morning of Abdul-Baha, Abbas Effendi, the world leader of the Bahai movement. The venerable prophet, with his long gray beard and Persian cloak and turban, gave a true impression of the reincarnation of a Far Eastern prophet of old. He spoke in Persian, and his remarks were translated by Dr. Ameen Fareed, a graduate of the University of Illinois and also of Johns Hopkins University.

Abdul-Baha is revolutionizing the religion of Asia, bringing Mohammedans, Jews and Christians together on the basis of the laws of Moses, which they all ratify. He already has a vast host of followers and has aroused great interest by his present tour of America and England.

A pilgrimage through England and America undertaken by Abdul-Baha has created great interest in the Bahai movement. The knowledge of this movement has been brought home to thousands of people who are willing and eager to spread its beneficent teachings. On this far western shore of America the seeds of peace and welfare find fertile ground and abundant fruitage. At Stanford there is a keen interest taken in International Peace on account of the prominent part taken by Dr. Jordan, one of the trustees of the Carnegie Peace Endowment.

After the address at the university some time was spent by the party in viewing the campus buildings and surroundings. In the evening another large assemblage gathered at the Unitarian Church in Palo Alto to hear the message to the church, as the morning sermon had been addressed to the men of science. As before, the sermon was translated sentence by sentence by Dr. Fareed as uttered by the speaker. The venerable prophet was followed with close attention by the large audience of men and women present.

It seemed to be a notable day when Abdul-Baha from the far country of the Orient met Dr. David Starr Jordan of the far western shore, both carrying the standard of international peace and universal brotherhood. It was Persia, the oldest nation of the world, indeed the fabled country of the Garden of Eden and birthplace of the human race, bringing a message to America, the youngest great nation of the world.

"For there is neither East nor West,

Border nor Breed nor Birth,

When two strong men stand face to face,

Though they come from the ends of the earth."

Abdul-Baha carries the message of religion and Doctor Jordan carries the message of science, both aiming for one great result. As all men are the children of one God, so are they all brothers, and we are at the dawning of a new day when the relationship of world fraternity will be seen and recognized.

The prophets of Israel, Moses, Elijah and Christ, are firmly established in the heart and mind of humanity as great teachers who delivered the message of God to the world. They
lived and taught in one small country, never getting far away from the place of their nativity. In the case of Moses, who led the children of Israel up out of Egypt to Canaan, a notable journey in its day, would be a slight migration in the modern sense of people accustomed to traverse the globe. Our Savior lived and taught only in Palestine. Yet with all the differences which come in the stretch of two thousand years, one feels in the presence of Abdul-Baha that he is a living embodiment of the old patriarchs and prophets. He has accomplished a great journey from the far East to the far West. Yet he was known before he came, and he will be long remembered.

In connection with these discourses, the wonderful skill and felicitous expression of the translator, Dr. Ameen Ullah Fareed, should not go unrecognized. To his ready learning is indebted the ability to fully appreciate the beauties of the discourses. They have been faithfully transcribed by the stenographer, Miss Bijou Straun.

The day, according to the wisdom of Solomon, is divided into three parts, whereof a part is for labor, a part for refreshment, and a part for repose. As fitting to follow the labor of a busy day, the company and a few guests enjoyed the hospitality of Mrs. L. C. Merriman at the home of her daughter on Waverley street. An evening of profitable and delightful discussion of the Bahai movement was followed by the serving of a sumptuous dinner at which all the appointments of refinement and good taste pervaded. Mrs. Merriman has taken a deep interest in the work of true benevolence best typified in the teachings of this universal religion and it was a pleasure to gather around her hospitable board on this occasion. The company remained over night and the next morning returned to San Francisco.

ABDUL-BAHA AT THE GRAVE OF THORNTON CHASE.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, OCTOBER 19, 1912.

ABDUL-BAHA, in speaking of Mr. Chase, told the friends in San Francisco and Los Angeles to annually visit the grave of Mr. Chase, to pray and have a meeting there and detail his earnest endeavors, service and great love for the Cause. Abdul-Baha said that Mr. Chase's station was not known while he was alive but in the future years it will be known. Among the friends are many whose stations are not known while alive, but after their death, in the course of time their station becomes manifest. Annually the friends will visit the grave of Mr. Chase on the day Abdul-Baha visited it.

Upon our arrival in San Francisco, Oct. 4, 1912, when one of the Bahais gave the news of the departure of Mr. Chase, Abdul-Baha said: "This revered personage was the first Bahai in America. He served the Cause faithfully and his services will ever be remembered throughout future ages and cycles. He has written many books in this Cause and they will be studied carefully by the coming generations. He traveled once to Acca and there we associated with each other for several days. Indeed he became free from the troubles of this world. No matter how long he might have remained here, he would have met nothing else but trouble. The purpose of life is to get certain results; that is, the life of man must bring forth certain fruitage. It does not depend upon the length of life. As soon as the life is crowned with fruition then it is completed, although that person may have had a short life. There are certain trees which come to fruition very quickly, but there are other trees which attain to fruition very late; the aim is fruit. If the tree brings forth its fruit young, its life is short; it is praiseworthy. How regretful it is that a man may live a long life and yet his life may not be crowned with success, like unto the cypress tree which does not give any fruitage. Praise be to God! the tree of Mr. Chase's life brought forth fruit. It gave complete fruit, therefore he is free. He attained to eternal rest. He is now in the Presence of Baha'u'llah. His Holiness Jesus Christ lived only thirty-three years, but the world is filled with the fruits of his life. Others have lived a hundred years, with no result and no fruitage from their lives. There was a rabbi in Tiberius who lived 120 years, but the tree of his life was fruitless. He had great enmity against Jesus Christ. He often used to argue: 'The ephemeral life is subject to many trials and vicissitudes; there is no enjoyment in it.' The life of Mr. Chase was spiritual in character; his services will ever be remembered and he has already attained to the desire of his heart."

On Saturday, Oct. 19th, at 1 p.m., Abdul-Baha and about twenty-five Bahais of Los
Angeles arrived at the cemetery Inglewood. The place is charming, the meadows are green and there are many trees. Abdul-Baha silently walked ahead of the friends and he was followed reverently by them. There are many flower beds and the fragrance thereof reached the nostrils. Most of the friends carried bouquets of flowers in their hands. After arriving at the grave, Abdul-Baha scattered his flowers and then one after another of the friends gave him their bouquets and he divided them and scattered them over the grave.

Then Abdul-Baha, standing at the head of the grave and raising his hands toward heaven, uttered the following prayer:

**Prayer.**

O my God! O my God! Verily, this is a servant of Thine, who did believe on Thee and in Thy signs; verily he hearkened to Thy summons, turned to Thy Kingdom, humbled himself at Thy holy threshold, was possessed of a contrite heart, arose to serve Thy cause, to spread Thy fragrances, to promote Thy word, and to expound Thy wisdom.

Verily he guided the people to Thine ancient pathway, and led them to Thy way of rectitude. Verily he held the chalice of guidance in his right hand and gave nnto those athirst to drink of the cup of favor. He presented himself at Thy lofty threshold, where he laid his brow on the fragrant soil of Thy garden and circumambulated Thy all-glorious and sublime abode, the traces of which are wide-spread and the fragrances of whose loyalty are sensed everywhere. Later he returned to these vast and extensive countries and proclaimed Thy Name amongst the people, until his respiration ceased and his outward sensation was suspended, returning to Thee with a heart throbbing with Thy love and with an eye opened to Thy direction.

O Lord! O Lord! Submerge him in the ocean of Thy glory. O Lord! O Lord! Usher him into Thy delectable garden. O Lord!

---

**TRIBUTE TO THORNTON CHASE FROM BROOKLYN, N. Y.**

The report of the illness of Brother Chase reached us after his spirit had ascended to the Supreme Concourse. Not aware of his departure, a number of the friends met at 935 Eastern Parkway to pray for the descent of the Divine Confirmations upon this blessed and faithful servant of the Heavenly Kingdom. It was a holy gathering, sanctified as we now know by the spirit of the attained one, forever free from the prison of the mortal body. Truly the benediction of his life, words and works hailed the meeting. Verily his spirit is still moving, his voice still upraised in the Cause of God.

On October 16th, the Nineteen Day Feast of Ilm was celebrated at the same Bahai home. Fifty of the heavenly companions were present and services commemorating the beloved brother were held. Tablets of Baha'u'llah and Abdul-Baha were read and the invocation

O Lord! Usher him into Thy lofty paradise and cause him to be present in Thy meeting of transfiguration. O Lord! Submerge him in the ocean of Thy lights.

Verily, Thou art the Clement! Verily, Thou art the Merciful, the Precious, the Omnipotent!

Then after the prayer he spoke as follows: "Mr. Chase was of the blessed souls. The best time of his life was spent in the path of God. He had no other aim except the good pleasure of the Lord and no other desire except the attainment to the Kingdom of God. During his lifetime he bore many trials and vicissitudes, but he was very patient and long-suffering. He had a heart most illuminated, a spirit most rejoiced; his hope was to serve the world of humanity; during the days of his life he strove as much as he could—he never failed—until he witnessed the lights of the Kingdom of Abha, and he was guided by the lights of Guidance. He summoned the people to the religion of God; he suffered them to enter into the Kingdom of God; he wrote books and epistles regarding the proofs and evidences of the Manifestations of Baha'u'llah. In reality he has left behind him certain signs which will never be forgotten throughout ages and cycles. In reality this personage was worthy of respect. This personage is worthy of having the friends visit his grave. The traces of this personage will ever shine. This is a personage who will not be forgotten. For the present his worth is not known but in the future it will be inestimably dear. His sun will ever be shining, his stars will ever bestow the light. The people will honor this grave. Therefore, the friends of God must visit this grave and on my behalf bring flowers and seek the subtlety of the spiritual station for him and have the utmost consideration for the members of his family. This personage will not be forgotten."

Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.
from Kitab-el-Akdas offered in behalf of the attained one.

The readings included the Tablet written by Abdul-Baha in memory of another brother:

"O Beloved! O Faithful Brother! Where is thy beautiful face? Where is thy eloquent speech? Where is thy serene brow? Where is thy radiant beauty? Where is thy flame enkindled by the Fire of the Love of God? Where is thy attraction to the Perfumes of God? Where is thy discourse in praise of God? Where is thy determination to serve in the Cause of God? Where are thy beautiful eyes? Where are thy smiling lips? Where is thy noble countenance? Where is thy graceful form? Thou hast abandoned the human world and ascended to the Kingdom. Thou hast attained to the Divine Grace. Thou hast reached the Threshold of the Lord of the Celestial Kingdom. Thou hast abandoned the bodily lamp, the mortal garment, the earthly elements and the life of this world. Thou hast kindled thy flame in the Lamp of the Supreme Concourse and thou hast entered the Paradise of El-Abha. Thou hast taken shelter in the shadow of the Tree of Life and attained the Meeting with God in the Abode of Paradise. Thou wert a divine bird which has forsaken its mortal nest. Thou hast flown to the Garden of the Divine Kingdom and attained thy brilliant station. Thou hast already sung the verses of the Mercy of the Lord the Clement. Thou art a grateful servant, and thou hast entered into the joy of thy Lord. Verily thy Lord hath chosen thee for His Love;—hath guided thee to the side of His Holiness, caused thee to enter into the Garden of His Nearness and permitted thee to behold His Beauty. Thou hast laid hold of Eternal Life and attained to Everlasting Well-Being,—to the Good-Pleasure of God,—to His Delight—and His All-Sufficient Favor. Thou hast become a star in the Highest Horizon, a light among the Angels of Heaven, and a living soul in the Exalted World, resting upon the Throne of Immortality. I ask God to enable thee to attain to the Cause of Christianity; nay, rather, It advanced daily in power and potency, in splendor and effulgence. Therefore, my purpose is to warn you against accusations, certain criticisms, certain revilings in articles in the newspapers. Do not worry; they are the very cause of confirming the Cause, of uplifting the Movement. . . . A great confusion will take place in the churches. . . . Some ministers will arise saying the Bahais are misguided. That is the day the Cause is going to spread.

"My purpose is this: That his honor Mirza Abul Fazl has written a treatise answering the criticisms of a London preacher. It is published in Chicago; each one of you should have a copy of that book, and read, memorize and ponder over it. Then when anybody advances any accusations or criticisms, you will be well armed."

Howard MacNutt.

"The Brilliant Proof"—By Mirza Abul Fazl

Recently Abdul-Baha said:

"Consider the times of the past: Regard for instance the days of His Holiness Christ and days subsequent thereto. How many were the libelous things attributed to Him! How many were the utterances in the Temples against Him! How many titles were given unto Him, they gave the title Beelzebub—Satan! 'They did not say 'Jesus;' they used the word 'Beelzebub.' 'Beelzebub was captured! Beelzebub was paraded through the streets! Beelzebub was crucified!' they said. . . . But remember that these did not affect the Cause of Christianity; nay, rather, It advanced daily in power and potency, in splendor and effulgence. Therefore, my purpose is to warn you against accusations, certain criticisms, certain revilings in the newspapers. Do not worry; they are the very cause of confirming the Cause, of uplifting the Movement. . . . A great confusion will take place in the churches. . . . Some ministers will arise saying the Bahais are misguided. That is the day the Cause is going to spread.

"My purpose is this: That his honor Mirza Abul Fazl has written a treatise answering the criticisms of a London preacher. It is published in Chicago; each one of you should have a copy of that book, and read, memorize and ponder over it. Then when anybody advances any accusations or criticisms, you will be well armed."
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"When the ocean of My Presence hath disappeared and the Book of Origin is achieved to the end, turn your faces toward Him Whose Cool Fount is Purposed, who hath branched from this Pre-Existent Root."—Words of BAHA’U’LLAH.
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’U’LLAH.

THE "DAY OF GOD."

Selections from The Bahai Proofs, by Mirza Abul Fazl.

In the Name of GOD, the Most Holy Beauty of EL-ABHA!

O YE PEOPLE! Know—may God the Exalted assist ye through a spirit sent from Him!—Verily, when ye consider carefully the announcements in the Heavenly Books and perceive the glad tidings in the Holy, Divine Writings, ye will find they agree in promising the coming of the "Day of God" and foreshadowing the arrival of the "Hour" wherein the Face of God will be manifested, the regions of heaven and earth will be illuminated by His coming, all former things will be changed by His rising, and every sorrow effaced. The essence of all that is recorded concerning these glad tidings is this, that when oppression and tyranny prevail throughout the world; when distress and tribulations are intensified among the nations; when divergencies of religions and creeds become grave and widespread, and the heaven of worship of the Merciful God is riven and overthrown; when the greed of souls grows fierce to violate men and property; when terrors and adversities prevail; at that time the Divine Herald will arise, the Holy Heavenly Spirit will descend, announcing the coming of the Manifestation of the promised Lord and proclaiming the approach of the dawn of the Orb of His Glorious Beauty. Then will the Path be made plain, hearts brought nigh unto God, breasts healed, griefs dispelled and tears wiped away. Then will the glorious Lord arise and utter a Call which shall shake the pillars of this lofty edifice. He will cry out in a voice which shall fill the expanse of the world and summon all the nations of the earth, both east and west, to God, The Mighty, The Glorious! Then will He institute for them new laws, and trace out for them a plain, direct path.

And after the setting of the Sun of His Beauty, the breeze of His Presence being hushed, the Glorious "Branch" extended from the Tree of His Essence will arise; the dawning Moon will shine from the horizon of the Heaven of His Bounty, diffusing the lights of His Religion, establishing the Temple of His Worship and sitting upon the Throne of His Glory. His holy Word will penetrate all regions until the saying be fulfilled, "The earth will be illuminated with the Light of its Lord, in the day of judgment."

With the rising of such Divine Souls and the shining forth of such Heavenly Lights, the clouds of fictitious beliefs will be dispersed and the pearls of the Realities of Knowledge will become manifest; religious divergences will be removed and nations will be united in worshipping the Merciful One. So the worship of satan shall pass away. In that Day, God will "make all things new." Everywhere affairs will change, until all parts of the earth shall rejoice. Enlightenment, learning, arts and trades will become universal among mankind. The remote ones of the world will be brought nigh; nations and peoples will be harmonized; the rancours and animosities hidden in breasts shall be removed, and love, affection, attraction and brotherhood become general throughout the world. Then souls will be cheered by the wafting of the fragrances of joy, and hearts will rejoice at the blowing of the Breezes of Gladness. The Lord will destroy all vestiges of tyranny, oppression and rebellion through His Power, and will propagate evidences of Equity, Justice and Charity.

He will judge between nations, render justice between people, correct souls and unite hearts. Then the time of spoiling will pass away, and the days of warring cease; the swords will be made into plough-shares, the spears into pruning-hooks; no nation will raise sword against another, and no "multitudes will wage wars together."

In a word: the Fragrances of Resurrection will stir and the Breezes of Life will blow; the "dead" will be quickened, the darkness of former things be dispelled, and the lights of ideal virtues will shine; the emblems of true humanity will be raised in all places,
and the Lord of Heaven and Earth will
illumine all regions, both east and west.

THE BAB—The Gate.

Then know, O ye people, that in the year
1844 A. D., the Star of Guidance dawned, the
Planet of Purity shone forth, the Fountains
of Knowledge gushed out in one of the best
lands of the Orient, when the Tree of Grace
was ignited in the city of Shiraz, the chief
town of the province of Fars, Persia. The
Most Great Bab (Gate) arose, preaching to
the multitudes and peoples, heralding the
expiration of the gloomy night, foreshadow­
ing and clearly declaring the coming of the
great and dreadful "Day of God." He raised
this call betwixt the heaven and earth: "Re­
joice! Rejoice! The M orn of Guidance hath
indeed appeared, the gloomy night hath
clered away, and the Dawning of the Beauty
of GOD, EL-ABHA,
is at hand. The spring­
time of the Return of the Realities of Regen­
eration hath come!" All regions trembled
with this most sweet call and the Resur­
rection appeared through the supreme Mes­
sage. The storms of oppression blew and
the whirlwinds of rancour stirred in the
breasts of religious doctors. Then the bril­
liant Flame was extinguished, the spiritual
Fragrance ceased and the Beauty of the
Merciful One was martyred in the city of
Tabriz, the chief town of Azerbeyjan, under
the sentence of a satanic and impious one.
Calamities and afflictions appeared, animosity
and malice showed forth and the dark clouds
of discord became violent; until the appointed
time came and the Signs of the arrival of the
"Day of God" were manifest in all directions.

BAHA'O'LLAH—The Glory of GOD.

Then dawned the Sun of the Beauty of
the Promised One; then arose and beamed
the Orb of the Face of the Adored One. The
Hour arrived, the Resurrection came, the
Trumpet sounded and the dawn of the Mani­
festation shone forth. BAHA'O'LLAH-EL-ABHA
arose; the Beauty of the Supreme GOD ap­
peared and called out with a voice that filled
all regions, causing the "seven strata of the
earth" to tremble.

Now the promised GOD hath indeed come,
the Beauty of the Adored One hath appeared,
the appointed "Day of God" hath dawned
and his irresistible and glorious Command
hath arisen. The Lord hath descended in the
shadow of clouds; the earth is shining with
the Light of the Face of its Lord, the Be­
stower; the Bridge is extended, the Book is
appointed, the curtain is lifted and the veil
is removed. Showers of Verses have fallen,
branches of Knowledge have put forth
leaves and become flourishing in all directions.
The dead have arisen and the lifeless are
resurrected. The rivers of Knowledge and
enlightenment have flowed from his Supreme
Pen and He hath broken the seal of the
"Sealed Wine" with his Generous Finger.
He hath explained in His Holy Tablets the
realities of the Words of the Prophets, and
hath disclosed in His precious Writings the
meanings of the symbols of the Elect, until
all the seals of the Prophets have been opened
and the aims of the Messengers become un­
viled to the possessors of pure hearts. He
instituted new laws which are destined to
unite all nations and multitudes; issued a
glorious Command which will bring together
all religions and creeds, enjoined His Saints
to love all nations and exhorted them to
serve all the people of the world. He enacted
for them devotional ordinances, such as fast­
ing, prayer, pilgrimage, almsgiving and other
rites and ceremonies. He forbade crimes and
sins, such as murder, adultery, theft, back­
biting, lying, calumny and other iniquities and
offences. He commanded them to submit to
the laws of government, urged them to obey
kings and princes and to respect those who
are good among the learned men and doc­
tors. He exhorted them to universally spread
enlightenment, to educate their children of both
sexes and absolutely prohibited them from
that which may create oppression and hatred
in the world. He forbade them from cursing,
excoration, insult, strife, conflict and all that
is calculated to separate hearts or perturb
souls. He even forbade them from carry­
ing arms without the permission of rulers,
and from everything that may cause con­
fusion.

During His last days He wrote the Kitab­
el-Ah'd (The Book of the Covenant, Testa­
ment or Will) with His blessed fingers in
which He clearly stated and appointed the
CENTER OF THE COVENANT, directing peoples to
the Orb of the Universe. In this Book He
again exhorted His friends and followers to
show forth good characteristics and noble
attributes, so that there may appear pure and
chaste souls among His believers; shining and
beaming stars in the heaven of His Cause.
Likewise, the torrent of His Verses and the
shower of His Graces abundantly poured
down, until the time of Disappearance drew nigh, and the Sun of Truth was concealed in the veil of Absence. The Lord ascended to the Supreme Court of His Might, and His blessed Identity was hidden in His Invisible, Furthermost Essence. This calamitous event and lamentable disaster happened in the month Zi-Ka-'da, 1309 A. H., which corresponds to the month of May, 1892, A. D.

ABDUL-BAHA—The Servant of GOD and the Center of His Covenant.

When the Sun of Guidance was set and the rustle of the Sadrat-el-Muntaha* hushed, then the Orb of the Covenant dawned and

* A Tree planted at the end of the Road for the Guidance of the traveler.

SUPPLICATION REVEALED BY ABDUL-BAHA.

O GOD! Assist me with the hosts of the Supreme Concourse and make me firm and steadfast in the COVENANT and TESTAMENT. I am weak in the COVENANT and TESTAMENT; confer upon me strength. I am poor; bestow upon me wealth from the treasures of the Kingdom. I am ignorant; open before my face the doors of knowledge: I am dead; breathe into me the Breath of Life. I am dumb; grant me an eloquent tongue, so that with a fluent expression I may raise the call of Thy Kingdom and quicken all of them in firmness to the COVENANT. Thou art the Generous, the Giver and the Mighty!

THE "CENTER OF THE COVENANT."

Selections from The Bahai Proofs, by Mirza Abul Fazl.

In the Name of GOD, the Most Holy Beauty of EL-ABHA:

To the people of Faith, the clear appointment of the CENTER OF THE CAUSE, after the Departure [death] of the Manifestation [BABA'O'LLAH], is considered the most important point in religious matters, as it is the greatest channel which connects the servants of God with Holy Divine Truth. They are all sure and convinced that the CENTER OF THE COVENANT is no other than His Holiness, ABDUL-BAHA; for, apart from the Divine signs that were manifest in Him, BABA'O'LLAH clearly and implicitly, verbally and in writing, directed all of His servants to the blessed Person of ABDUL-BAHA, and, under all circumstances, clearly showed that He was far distinguished above others, in order that all the servants should look unto Him alone, and follow His Commands. For it is only through His explanation and decision that all discord is removed. Consequently the Bahais appreciate the determining of the "Appointed Center" as the greatest of the Divine Providences, and account His blessed Being as an impregnable fortress which protects the Divine Religion from the doubts of the skeptic and fanciful imaginations of men.

But notwithstanding all this, as BABA'O'LLAH foresaw, that when His Beauty of Oneness was concealed under the veils of disappearance, the people of desire, through jealousy, would hold to groundless doubts and suspicions and disregard the prohibition to interpret the Book. He, therefore, prior to His Departure, revealed the blessed Kitab-el-A'hd [Book of the Covenant, the Will of BABA'O'LLAH]. This He wrote, and sealed it with His own blessed Hand and Seal, in order that the darkness of discord might not again obscure the brilliant Horizon of the Cause of God, and the calamities and disasters which afflicted other religions might not overtake this Movement. In this Book (His Covenant) He clearly indicated that the purpose of the "Branch extended from the Ancient Root," revealed in the blessed Verse of Akdas, was the Center of the Circle of Names, the Exalted Branch of the Blessed Tree of ABBAS, His Holiness ABDUL-BAHA. Then He, for the second time, enjoined, through an unchangeable and irrefutable command, all His "branches," "twigs," (relatives) and the Bahais without exception, to look unto that Dwelling-place of Divine Light, and to know Him as the Source and Origin of the commands and prohibitions of the Heavenly Religion. He
desired, by this clear elucidation, to counteract the imaginations of the ignorant, extinguish the world-consuming flame of jealousy and hatred of the people of error, and guard the Divine Religion from divisions and sects which are, according to the judgment of common sense and the clear texts of the Holy Tablets of God, the most deplorable for religion and humanity. By this He sought to preserve the Divine Word from human doubts, suspicions and artifices. 

* * * * * * * *

But alas! All these clear texts of God, commanding people to turn to the Day-spring of the Light of the Covenant, did not check the evil thoughts of the people of discord; and His repeated exhortations and advice did not soften the hard hearts of the men of hostility, nor prevent them from ruinous discords and divisions. For, when, in May, 1892 A. D. (Zul-Ka’dâ, 1309 A. H.), BÀHÀ’Ò’LÀH ascended to His Most Holy Station, and nine days after His Departure, the Book of the Covenant of God was chanted in the Holy Tomb in the assembly of believers, the gloom of animosity and disappointment became instantly manifest upon the faces of those who had groundless pride and desire for leadership, and who sought to raise discord and contradiction. On the other hand, cheerfulness and joy were manifest in the shining faces of those who had no desire but that of seeking the Truth and telling the Truth. Some were seated upon the right hand of certainty, firmness and steadfastness in the solid Covenant of God, and some stood upon the left hand of unhappiness, in their impossible desire and erroneous thoughts. The former became distinguished for their firmness and inflexibility; noted for the effectiveness of their word, their good name and success in assisting the Cause, while the others were distinguished by their instability, degradation and shame. From that day, the thorn of violating the Covenant of God grew in the Garden of the Bahá’í community and the signs of senseless hatred and hostility proceeded from a limited number of persons who are known as the “nakezeen” (violators of the Covenant).

Although these people who violated the Covenant received, during the life of BÀHÀ’Ò’LÀH and after His Departure, every kindness and favor from His Holiness ABDU’L-BÀHA, who considered their welfare and prosperity before His own and that of the faithful believers, yet, on account of jealousy and selfishness, they violated the Cause of God. Thus came to pass that which was prophesied by the Prophets—especially Christ—concerning the people of the right hand and the people of the left hand; and each will receive the reward of his deeds according to the justice of God. Two important points increased the flame of the fire of jealousy in the hearts of these Nakezeen, whose number does not exceed thirty. One was that the Bahá’ís of all countries refused to accept the seditious books and pamphlets forwarded to them by the Nakezeen. According to the command of BÀHÀ’Ò’LÀH, they unanimously determined not to pay any attention to these intrigues and temptations, but took shelter, with the utmost union and harmony, under the banner of the CENTER OF THE COVENANT. Another point was that during a short space of time the Cause of God became far more widely spread than before, through the fluent pen and brilliant explanations of ABDU’L-BÀHA; so the number of the Bahá’ís became enormously multiplied since the Departure of BÀHÀ’Ò’LÀH. The fame of the Dawning-Place of the Light of the Covenant spread throughout all religions, and His Holy Tablets became scattered as rose-petals throughout all countries. His Great Name has filled the world with awe and the renown of His glorious deeds has reached all in the east and west.

**KITAB-EL-AH’D—Book of The Covenant.**

_The Will and Testament of BÀHÀ’Ò’LÀH._

ALTHOUGH the Supreme Horizon is devoid of the vanities of the world, yet in the Treasury of Trust and Resignation We have placed a priceless and unequalled inheritance for the heirs. We have not placed (therein) a treasure, neither have We added to the pain.

By God! In wealth fear is concealed and peril is hidden. Behold and then reflect upon that which the Merciful One hath revealed in the Korán: “Woe unto every maligner and backbiter who heapeth up riches and counteth them over.” There is no continuance in the riches of this world. That which is subject to mortality and undergoeth a change...
KITAB-EL-AH’D—Book of The Covenant.

hath never been and is not worth regarding. But as is well known, the purpose of this Oppressed One in enduring these adversities and calamities, the revelation of the Verses and the manifestation of the Proofs, has been to quench the fire of hatred and animosity, so that perchance the horizons of the minds of the people of this world may shine with the light of concord and attain the real tranquillity. The sun of this explanation is shining and arising from the horizon of the Divine Tablet;—all must look toward it.

O people of the world! I enjoin ye to that which is the means of the elevation of your station. Hold to the virtue of God and grasp the hem of that which is just. Verily I say the tongue is for mentioning that which is good; pollute it not with evil speech. God hath forgiven ye that which is past; hereafter ye must all speak that which is befitting. Avoid execration, reviling and that which is aggravating to man. The station of man is high. A short while since, this exalted Word was revealed from the Repository of the Pen of AsHa:

“This is a great and blessed Day, but that which has been hidden in man is and shall be disclosed (in this Day).” The station of man is great if he holds to Reality and Truth, and if he be firm and steadfast in the Commands. The true man appeared before The Merciful One like unto the heavens; his sight and hearing are the sun and moon; his bright and shining qualities are the stars; his station is the highest one; his traces are the educators of the existence. Every believer who hath found the Perfume of the Garment in this Day and turneth with a pure heart toward the Supreme Horizon, he is mentioned as one of the followers of Baha upon the red Page.

Take the Chalice of My Favor in My Name; then drink from It to My Remembrance, the Dearest, the New!

O people of the world! The Creed of God is for love and union; make it not the cause of discord and disunion. In the sight of the men of discernment and those who are holding to the Manifestation, that which is the means of preservation and the cause of the cease and tranquillity of the servants is revealed from the Supreme Pen; but the ignorant of the earth who are fostered in ambition and lust are heedless of the matured Wisdom of the True Wise One and are speaking and working in imaginations and fancies.

O saints of God and His loyal ones! Kings are the appearances of power and the day-springs of the might and wealth of the True One. Pray in their behalf, for the government of the earth is ordained to those souls; but the hearts He hath appointed for Himself.

He hath forbidden dispute and strife with an absolute prohibition in the Book (Kitab- el-Akdas). This is the command of God in this Greatest Manifestation, and He hath preserved it from any order of annulment and hath adorned it with the ornament of confirmation. Verily He is the All-Knowing and the All-Wise!

It is incumbent upon all to aid those souls who are the day-springs of authority and the dawning-points of command, and who are adorned with the ornament of equity and justice. Blessings be upon the princes and learned ones in Baha. These are My trusted ones amongst My servants; these are the rising-points of My commandments amongst My creatures. Upon them be My Glory, My Mercy and My Grace which have surrounded all the existence!

It is revealed in the Kitab-el-Akdas concerning this, that which from the Horizons of its Words, the Lights of the Divine Bounties gleam, rise, and glitter.

O My Branches! In this Existent Being the greatest strength and the most perfect power is hidden and concealed; look towards It and gaze in the direction of Its union and not at Its seeming differences. This is the Testament of God, that the Branches (Aghsan), Twigs (Afnan), and Relations (Muntessabeen), must each and every one look to the Greatest Branch (Ghusn Azam). Reflect upon that which is revealed in My Book, The Akdas:—“When the Ocean of My Presence hath disappeared and the Book of Origin is achieved to the end, turn your faces towards Him whom God hath purposed, Who hath branched from this Pre-Existent Root.” The aim of this blessed verse hath been the Greatest Branch. We have likewise elucidated the Command as a favor from before Us; and I am the Generous, the All-Dispenser!

[Continued on page ten]
A WORD TO THE READER:

To those who understand the claim and purpose of the Bahai Teaching, the contents of this issue of the Star of the West will be clearly apparent; to those who are but slightly familiar with the Movement or who know nothing of the Revelation, its contents may startle and shock.

Our purpose is that "sleepers" become awakened, the "dead" resurrected, the "lame" assisted, and the "blind" enlightened.

Although the entire issue is devoted to brief presentations of vital moment to religiousists, we trust its contents will cause all seekers for knowledge to investigate thoroughly the precepts of the Bahai Revelation and what it is destined to accomplish throughout the world.

The articles presented are not the ravings of diseased minds, nor the fanatical outbursts of the unbalanced; but are from the heads and hearts of wise men who are recognized authorities on the subjects, having spent years of thorough investigation, and who have personally contacted with both Baha'u'llah and Abdu'l-Baha.

The startling statements regarding the arrival of the Day of God; the Appearance on the planet of God "The Father," and "The Son" of God will undoubtedly be ridiculed by many; but the burden is upon the skeptic to disprove these statements.

A word of explanation, however, should be given regarding the unusual inference and emphasis given to the sacred word "God":—

The Bahai Teaching is, "The root of all knowledge is the Knowledge of God, and this Knowledge is impossible save through His Manifestation."

That is, they understand that all the people have formed a God in the world of thought and that form of their own imagination they worship* and acknowledge to be the creator of all things, when in reality, that Essence of the Divine Entity and Unseen of the unseen is holy above imagination and is beyond thought.

It is a different realm, arrival thereat is impossible, attainment thereto is prohibited and inaccessible. This much is known: It exists and its Existence is certain—but the condition is unknown.

As no one hath any access to the Invisible Essence and the way is barred and impassable, therefore the Creator has created a glorious Person among mankind for the Manifestation of this Holy Essence and Single Reality. He has selected a precious Gem among the pure gems of humanity for the showing forth of its light and traces, so that He may be as a throne for His Essence, a horizon for the rising of the lights of His Splendor, a manifestor of His hidden Reality, a recipient of His Names and Attributes, a tongue to reveal His Revelation and Inspiration; a channel for His Laws and Ordinances, an elucidator of His Signs and Evidences, and a deliverer of His Commands and Messages. Thus through Him becomes manifest, in the first grade and primary station, His Knowledge, Wisdom, Power, Dominion, Grandeur, Will, Beauty, Glory, Grace, Perfection, Mercy and Beneficence.

Such an excellent Person, glorious Man, preserved Gem and greatest Name must needs exist in every cycle, age and time, in order to be the Channel of the Knowledge of God, *Polytheism (see Tablet of "The Branch," page 15.)
so that the proofs of GOD, His evidences and signs may not be void, the breeze of Devotion and Zeal may not be blushed, the door of Faith and Assurance may not be closed and that mankind may not be finally lost in barbarism.

Furthermore, they understand that the Prophets and Messengers have all declared that at "the time of the end," a "child would be born," a Form would appear Manifesting signs may not be void, the breeze of Devotion completely the Qualities of Divinity; and this Faith and Assurance may not be closed and returns to the realm of suppositions and realities; nay, rather it is pure imagination and returns to the realm of suppositions and conjectures.

As the Bahais believe and declare that this "Mighty Manifestation" and "Promised GOD" has come in the Appearance of BABA'o'LLAH—Unto Him be blessing, honor, glory and power forever and ever!—therefore they adorn their books and epistles with holy utterances, such as: "In His Manifesting Manifestations, the "Adored One" of all, and the "Worshipped One" of all—in a word: "HE IS GOD!"—otherwise, whatever flashes through the mind is not that Essence of essences and Reality of realities; nay, rather it is pure imagination and returns to the realm of suppositions and conjectures.

During Abdul-Baha's sojourn in America, he awakened the friends to a realization of the greatness of this matter and the necessity of understanding it and turning to the appointed Center and remaining firm therein, saying:—

"Today, the most important affair is firmness in The Covenant, because firmness in The Covenant wards off differences.

"In former cycles no distinct Covenant was made in writing by the Supreme Pen; no distinct personage was appointed to be the Standard differentiating falsehood from truth. At that time, He who said 'This is that whatsoever I said was to stand as truth and that which He repudiated was to be known as falsehood. At most, His Holiness Jesus Christ gave only an intimation, a symbol, and that was but an indication of the solidity of Peter's faith. When he mentioned his faith, His Holiness said, 'Thou art Peter,'—which means rock—and upon this rock I will build my church.' This was a sanction of Peter's faith; it was not indicative of his (Peter) being the expounder of the Book, but was a confirmation of Peter's faith.

"But in this Dispensation of the Blessed Beauty (BABA'o'LLAH) among its distinctions is that He did not leave people in perplexity. He entered into a Covenant and Testament with the people. He appointed a Center for The Covenant. He wrote with His own pen and revealed it in the Kitab-el-Abdas, the Book of Laws, and Kitab-el-Ab'da, the Book of the Covenant, appointing him (Abdul-Baha) the Expounder of the Book. You must ask him (Abdul-Baha) regarding the meanings of the texts of the verses. Whatever he says is correct. Outside of this, in numerous Tablets He (BABA'o'LLAH) has explicitly recorded it, with clear, sufficient, valid and forceful statements. In the Tablet of The Branch He explicitly states: "Whatsoever The Branch says is right, or correct; and every person must obey The Branch with his life, with his heart, with his tongue. Without his will, not a word shall anyone utter. This is an explicit text of the Blessed Beauty. So there is no excuse left for anybody. No soul shall, of himself, speak anything. Whosoever his (Abdul-Baha's) tongue utters, whatsoever his pen records, that is correct; according to the explicit text of BABA'o'LLAH in the Tablet of The Branch.

"His Holiness Abraham covenanted with regard to Moses. His Holiness Moses was the Promised One of Abraham, and His, Moses, covenanted with regard to His Holiness Christ, saying that Christ was the Promised One. His Holiness Christ covenanted with regard to His Holiness 'The Paraclete,' which means His Holiness Mohammad. His Holiness Mohammad covenanted as regards The Bab, whom He called, 'My Promised One,' His Holiness The Bab, in all His books, in all His epistles, explicitly covenanted with regard to..."
the Blessed Beauty, Baha'u'llah, that Baha'u'llah was the Promised One of His Holiness The Bab. His Holiness Baha'u'llah covenanted, not that I (Abdul-Baha) am the Promised One, but that Abdul-Baha is the Exponent of the Book and the Centre of His Covenant, and that the Promised One of Baha'u'llah will appear after one thousand or thousands of years. This is the Covenant which Baha'u'llah made. If a person shall deviate, he is not acceptable at the Threshold of Baha'u'llah. In case of difference, Abdul-Baha must be consulted. They must revolve around his good pleasure. After Abdul-Baha, whenever the Universal House of Justice is organized it will wold off differences.

"Now I pray for you that God may aid you, may confirm you, may appoint you for His service; that He may suffer you to be as radiant candles; that He may accept you in His Kingdom; that He may make you the cause of the spread of the light of Baha'u'llah in these countries, and that the teachings of Baha'u'llah may be spread broadcast.

"I pray for you, and I am pleased with all of you, each one, one by one; and I pray that God may aid and confirm you. . . . At present, farewell to you!" The Editors.

KITAB-EL-AH'D—Book of The Covenant.

[Continued from page seven]

Verily God hath ordained the station of the Greater Branch (Ghusn Akbar) after the station of the former. Verily He is the Ordainer, the Wise. We have surely chosen the Greater (Akbar) after the Greatest (Azam) as a Command from the All-Knowing, the Omniscent!

The love of the Branches is incumbent upon all, but God hath not ordained to them any right from the properties of people.

O My Branches, My Twigs and My Relations! We enjoin ye to the virtue of God, to follow that which is just and benefiting, and that by which your station will be exalted. Truly I say, piety is the greatest commander for the assistance of the Divine Religion, and the hosts that befit this commander have been and are good, pure and pleasing qualities and deeds.

Say: O servants, make not the causes of order to be the cause of confusion, and make not the reason of union to be the occasion of discord! It is hoped that the people of Baha will look towards the blessed Word "Say: all are from the Presence of God"—and this exalted Word resembles water for extinguishing the fire of hatred and animosity which is deposited in all minds and hearts. The different creeds will attain the light of real union through this simple Word. Verily He sayeth the Truth and guideth in the Path, and He is the Powerful, the Mighty, and the Wonderful!

Respect and regard for the Branches is incumbent upon all for the honoring of the Religion and the exaltation of the Word; and this Command hath been both previously and afterwards recorded and mentioned in the Books of God. Blessed is he who attaineth to that which hath been commanded from the Presence of the Commander, the Pre-Existent!

Also respect (is enjoined) for the Ladies of the Household of God, and the Twigs and the Relations. I enjoin ye to the service of the nations and to the pacification of the world.

From the Kingdom of the Revelation of the Aim of the people of the world, is revealed that which is the Cause of the Life of the world and the salvation of the nations. Hearken to the admonitions of the Supreme Pen with the true ear. Verily they are better unto ye than all that which is upon earth. To this beareth witness My Book, the Mighty, the Wonderful!

THE "FATHER" AND THE "SON."

A brief presentation of Old and New Testament prophecies fulfilled in the Appearance of Baha'u'llah and Abdul-Baha.

Selections from Addresses of Abdel Karim Effendi.

In the Name of God, the Most Glorious!

IN Matthew, tenth chapter, seventh verse, Jesus says: "And as ye go, preach, saying, The kingdom of heaven is at hand"; also in the twenty-third chapter, verse twenty-ninth: "For I say unto you ye shall not see me henceforth till ye shall say, Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord," which shows that the Son of Man shall not be seen again until the time when He shall come in the Kingdom of His Father, which hath ap
peared in these days in the Name of the Lord of the earth.

Look at the twenty-third chapter of Deuteronomy, second verse: "And he said: The Lord came from Sinai—and rose up from Seir unto them—he shined forth from Mount Paran—and he came with ten thousand of saints: from his right hand went a fiery law for them."

This means, four appearances of GOD; the first refers to the time when GOD appeared to Moses in Mount Sinai; the second, to Christ in the Name of the Son; the third, to Mohammed from Mount Paran; and the fourth in Baha'u'llah, when He, GOD, "The Almighty," came with ten thousand of His saints.

Read the fourteenth verse of the epistle of Jude: "And Enoch also, the seventh from Adam, prophesied of these saying, Behold, the Lord cometh with ten thousand of his saints."

Read also from the ninth to the sixty-first Psalms and consider well what is therein mentioned, that their hidden meaning may be revealed unto you; also from Isaiah first to sixty-first chapters, which refers to the emblems and symbols of the coming of the "Day of GOD"; also Zechariah the eighth chapter.

In all these reference is made to the appearance of the Father and the Son.

Read the thirty-first chapter of Ezekiel; also eighth to the twelfth chapters of Daniel, where reference is made to the empire of Cyrus, who is known by the name of Chasroes, and to the vision seen by Daniel, especially the twelfth chapter which refers to 1290 days, i. e., 1290 years from the higera of Mohammed. In all these places, as well as many others, there are sufficient proofs to convince anyone of the coming of GOD.

Then know, O people, that upon the Day when GOD, "The Almighty"—in the form of man, known as Baha'u'llah—declared Himself and uttered to the inhabitants of the contingent world, to the mountains, hilltops, trees, grass, shrubs, flowers, weeds, stones, sands, seas, winds, waves, and every atom comprising the earth, and all the ethers comprising the air: "I AM GOD AND THERE IS NO GOD BUT ME!" the old heaven and the old earth passed away and was no more, and from that moment all things became new and that which was, was not!

That Day marked the era of a new creation, a new people, a new heaven, and a new earth! And the secret Word—the Word of Mystery mentioned first by Adam, then by the Prophets, Messengers, Christ, and later by Mohammed, then by the Bab—that Word became flesh and dwelt among men. Its Power and Glory was flashed from heaven to earth when Baha'u'llah stood up and declared: "I AM GOD AND THERE IS NO GOD BUT ME! THE ANCIENT, THE EVERLASTING, THE CREATOR OF ALL THINGS, THE ALMIGHTY, THE POTENT!"

Then know, O people, at that time the earth trembled and did quake, the heavens rolled together as a scroll, and in less than the twinkling of an eye all things passed away and GOD alone existed!

Then from the Shining Mouth of the Living Word went forth the command "Be!"—and in another twinkling, a new creation was!

Then know, O ye who are seeking for knowledge, that the first creature of this new and extraordinary creation to come forth, recognize and acknowledge "The-Word-Made-Manifest," was His first begotten Son—in the form of man, Abdul-Baha—who professed, testified and confessed to the Appearance of GOD "The Almighty," "The Heavenly Father," by saying: "THOU ART GOD! THOU ART THE WORSHIPPED! THOU ART THE FATHER OF THE SPIRITS! THOU ART THE CREATOR OF WHAT WAS AND NOW IS! O GOD, HERE I AM, I AM READY!"

Therefore, He is the first fruit of those who slept and the first to believe in GOD and in the fulfillment of the Promised Day, which is in accordance with what GOD hath said in the Book of Names: "Thou testifieth for Me and I testify for Thee," and this testimony was recorded in Kitab-el-Akdas (The Most Holy Book) and Kitab-el-Ahd (The Book of the Covenant).

Not only is the Will of GOD recorded in these Books, but in many Tablets He states: "Blessed is the Land which is honored by the Visit of one of Thy Beloved; exalted is he who comes into Thy Presence and opened is the eye which seest Thy Beauty!" Also in Surat-ul-Hykl He says: "This is the Day which is not followed by the night!"

Think over these words, O ye people, that ye may know and realize the great station of the Center of the Covenant, and arise for the service of His Commands throughout the cities and regions of America, for His
fields are white unto the harvest, but His laborers are few, very few!

O people! Did you know the value of these days in which we are living, you would give up the treasures of the earth—yep, even life itself—to fulfill but one of His Commandments!

From all of His matchless Addresses, merciful Tablets, Messages and tender words, you hear but the one prayer, the one pleading, that you shall be united together in soul and spirit and be loving and kind to each other.

* * * *

O friends of Jesus Christ! know that the promises of nineteen hundred years ago are today fulfilled, and that the Son of Man is here in "the Kingdom of His Father," holding out His loving arms toward the North, South, East and West, while His Voice is calling, ever calling:

"O people! The Doors of the Kingdom are opened; the Sun of Truth is shining upon the world; the Fountains of Life are flowing; the Daysprings of Mercy have appeared; the Greatest and Most Glorious Light is now manifest to illuminate the hearts of men. Wake up and hear the Voice of GOD calling from all parts of the Supreme World—Come unto Me, O ye children of men; come unto Me, O ye who are thirsty, and drink from this sweet Water which is descending in torrents upon all parts of the globe."

"Now is the time! Now is the Accepted Time!"

"Look ye at the time of Christ—had the people realized that the Holy Spirit of GOD was speaking to them through His Divine Mouth, they would not have waited three centuries before accepting Him. And now is it meet for you that you are sleeping upon the beds of idleness and neglect, while THE FATHER whose coming Christ foretold has come among us, and opened the Greatest Door of Bounteous Gifts and Divine Favors? Let us not be like those in past centuries, who were deaf to His Call, and blind to His Beauty; but let us try and open our eyes, that we may see Him; and open our ears that we may hear Him; and cleanse our hearts that He may come and abide in our temples. These days are the days of Faith and Deeds—not the days of words and lip service: Let us arise from the sleep of negligence, and realize what a great feast is prepared for us; first eating thereof ourselves, then giving unto others who are thirsting for the Water of Knowledge, and hungering for the Bread of Life. These Great Days are swiftly passing; and once gone they can never be recalled. So while the Rays of the Sun of Truth are still shining and the 'Center of the Covenant of GOD' is manifest, let us go forth to work. * * *

"The Light of Knowledge hath appeared, before which the darkness of every superstitious fancy will be annihilated. The Hosts of the Supreme Concours are descending to assist all those who rise up to serve their Lord, to subdue and gain the victory over the city of the hearts; to proclaim the Glad-Tidings of the Coming of GOD and to unite the souls of His creatures."

IN PRAISE OF "THE GREATEST BRANCH."

Written by Mirza Abul Fazl, November 24, and read in Washington, D.C., November 26, 1902, at the celebration of the anniversary of the Feast of the Appointment of The Center of the Covenant.

In the Name of GOD, the Most Holy, the ABHA!

O YE beloved of God and His friends! Praise and glorification be the Holy Court of the True One, the Exalted, who has, in this great age and wonderful cycle, primarily caused the Shining Star of the Blessed Being of the First Point (The Bab) to appear like unto the beaming orb of the morn from the horizon of the world; has rejoiced and revived the creatures through the glad tidings of the advent of the New Day, and the Manifestation of the Glorious Lord. Praise be to GOD! Who subsequently caused the Sun of the Most Holy Beauty of El-ABHA (Exalted is His Supreme Name!) to dawn forth in the midst of the heaven of power and grandeur. After the disappearance of these two Lights a third Splendor became manifest from the Sinai of Epiphany, and the Orb of The COVENANT shone forth from the firmament of beatitude, the apex of exaltation and glory, with the most marvelous effulgence. Through these three Shining Lights, the darkness of the nations, superstitions, will be dispelled, the dust of discord of the people will be subsided by the showers of mercy descending
from the clouds of Divine Providence; the banner of peace will be hoisted; the mortal world will be clothed in the excellent robe of ideal humanity; the bond of perfect love will be strengthened among contradictory nations and repugnant peoples; and the world, east and west, will become the Paradise of El-Abba and as a garden bringing forth fruits of Divine Grace. We, therefore, praise Him in such glorification from which the lights of sincerity may gleam forth and scintillate throughout ages and epochs; and we thank Him in such sanctification from which the pure fragrances of meekness and humbleness will be diffused and exhaled with the duration of nights and days!

O ye beloved of God and His friends! This Great Day has been assigned to the Blessed Name of the Lord of the world, the Sign of Pre-existence, the standard of Divine victory among nations, the Light of the heaven and the earth, the Point around which the Supreme Concourse revolves, in the kingdom of Names—His Holiness, Abdul-Baha (May the life of the creatures be a sacrifice to Him)!! Ye are all attracted to His Love, united in His servitude, overshadowed under His banner, and are assembled together in this excellent meeting, with rejoiced hearts and shining faces, speaking the praise of the Most Holy Beauty of El-Abba, and uttering the glorification of the Center of His Covenant, His Holiness, Abdul-Baha.

How can this servant duly praise and thank God, the Exalted, who hath enabled him to make his tongue fluent in glorifying the Center of the Covenant in this wonderful meeting, in the presence of His chosen ones and friends? Again I praise Him for this wondrous confirmation and glorious success. Verily, He is the Mighty, the Praiseworthy! How can this weak one befittingly glorify and sanctify a Most Holy Personage with whose Name, all the ancient and heavenly Books are adorned and who has been announced and prophesied by the tongue of the prophets and chosen ones, from the beginning to the end? Every prophetic page seems like unto a heaven, studded with the beaming stars and shining pearls of the praises of the Orb of the Universe; or like unto a rose-garden decked and embellished by the verdant leaves and fragrant flowers of the glorification of the Center of the Covenant. Again we praise Him with such words whereby hearts are cheered and breasts are dilated, and we thank Him in such hymns whereby the light of bliss and beatitude shine forth from the horizon of the hearts!

O ye beloved of God and His friends! Consider how in the second Psalm David (Peace be upon him!) has announced the appearance of the Son of God in dominion and judgment, and how he hath warned the kings and judges of the earth to serve Him! Consider in the fourth chapter of Isaiah how that great prophet has foretold the appearance of the Exalted Branch of the Lord in the utmost beauty and glory, and how God hath appointed Him a place of refuge for the saved ones. Consider how Isaiah has spoken in the eleventh chapter of his book that the lofty Branch of the Blessed Tree shall appear from the root of David, and shall grow out of the Holy Lands; how the spirit of supremacy and power, of counsel and Divine wisdom shall rest upon Him; the lights of glory and divine grandeur shall beam forth from His Shining Face; how He shall hoist the pavilion of universal Peace and Divine equity, and assemble all the various and contradictory nations, including weak and strong, high and low, under the shadow of union and harmony.

Reflect upon the 26th verse of the 30th chapter of the book of Isaiah, how God the Almighty, has clearly spoken that in the day when Israel shall be saved, and the sins and errors of the heirs of Abraham effaced, the Shining Moon of the Center of the Covenant shall gleam forth in the utmost Glory and Splendor, and the beaming lights scintillating from the brilliant Face of that dawning-place of Supremacy and Lordship shall be like unto the Sun of Truth! Consider how, in the first few verses of the 48th chapter of Isaiah, it is clearly shown that in the last day, God, the Exalted, shall elect the Bearer of the Banner of His servitude, confer upon Him the Holy Spirit of His Divinity, unfurl the standard of the Supreme Covenant and Testament in His Name, and shall protect Him, with His Strong Hand, from the deceit of the violators and the devices of the people of rancor; that Servant of the Lord shall become a Banner for the people's salvation and a Light for hearts and souls; shall restore the blind and deliver the captives; direct those who sit in darkness unto light; place all the creatures under the standard of universal peace, security and absolute emancipation, and make the tongues of all in the East and West fluent in new hymns and wonderful glorifications!

Likewise, consider the 7th chapter of Dan-
First, in the 9th and 10th verses, God hath announced the Manifestation of the Great Lord, the Ancient King, the Most Holy Beauty of A'ra (Glorified is His Supreme Name!) and hath spoken of the founding of the sound religion and manifest law and of the rise of the hosts of chosen ones and holy ones.

Then He hath said in the 13th and 14th verses of the same chapter that the Excellent Branch shall be extended from that Ancient Root, and the Spirit of God descended from Heaven shall shine forth from His Beaming Face, and Glory and Kingdom shall be conferred upon Him from God; His command shall influence all nations and multitudes, and His Kingdom shall continue forever.

Likewise, consider the 8th and 9th verses of the 3rd chapter of Zechariah, where the great prophet has clearly prophesied that in the day of the Most Great Manifestation, the dawning of the Sun of the Ancient Beauty, God, the Exalted, shall bring about the removal of the nations' iniquity and the elimination of the people's calamities by the rise of that Excellent Branch extended from the Pre-existent Root; and He hath made the restoration of the Holy Lands, the covenanted country of the prophets and chosen ones, dependent upon the power of that Blessed Being.

Likewise, in the 12th and 13th verses of the 6th chapter of the same book, God, the Exalted, hath explicitly promised Zechariah that in the Day of the Lord's Manifestation the Blessed Branch shall grow up out of the Pure Tree of Divinity, shall bear the Glory of the Lord, shall sit and rule upon His Throne, and shall build the Temple of the Divine worship; the banner of universal peace and eternal beatitude shall be hoisted among all mankind through the council of peace held between the Branch and the Lord.

Consider the New Testament: in every instant in which His Holiness, Christ (Glory be to Him!) and His eminent disciples have announced the coming of the Kingdom of God, they have spoken of the rising of the Excellent Branch and of the dawning of the Orb of the Covenant. Especially His Holiness, John, has adorned all the prophecies of his Book of Revelation with this Glorious Name, and has clearly stated the appearance of the Covenant of God in the Day of the Lord's Manifestation. He has explicitly said that in that Great Day, the New Holy City shall be illuminated with lights shining from the Face of the Lord and His appointed Branch; the rivers of wonderful enlightenments, which would impart life to the people of the world and save nations, shall flow forth from the Throne of the Lord and that of the Center or His Covenant. Nay, rather, he hath elucidated that those written in the Book of Life of the Excellent Branch shall be saved, and those overshadowed under His Ancient Standard shall inherit everlasting glory.

To resume: the tongues of all the prophets sung the praise of His Blessed Name, and the hearts of the chosen ones rejoiced at the announcement of His coming, until that Most Holy Being was born in the Day* of the Manifestation of the "First Point" (Exalted is His Supreme Name!). The birthday of the "Branch extended from the Ancient Root," coincided with the day of the appearance of the Lord's precursor, and the "Mystery of God" was realized by this coincidence. In His childhood He was nurtured under the favors of the Most Holy Beauty of El-Abha, until, at the age of nine, He escorted the Ancient Beauty (Baha'u'llah) from Teheran to Baghdad. He shared with the Beauty of El-Abha in every calamity and affliction during their exile from Baghdad to Constantinople, Adrianople, and finally to Acca (the prison), and endured unbearable sufferings. The Tongue of Grandeur was always uttering the greatness of His station, and appointed His Holiness, the Excellent Branch, to the position of the "Center of the Covenant." In a Tablet revealed by the Beauty of El-Abha to Abdul-Baha, while the latter was in Beyrout, He said: "We have appointed Thee a protection to all the creatures, a guardian to all in the Heaven and the earth, and a fortress to those who believe in God, the One, the Omniscient!"

O ye beloved of God! How can I duly praise the Lord of mankind, the Center of the Covenant (May the life of all the creatures be a sacrifice to Him!), and how can I explain the loftiness of His station! For He is the One Whom all the Divine Manifestations have praised and exulted.

Let us now offer our humble efforts in praising and glorifying God, the Exalted, Who has honored us by serving the Center of His Covenant, hath made us know in His Name, and hath placed us under the shadow of His Glorious Banner. We thank Him in such praises whereby the faces of the steadfast ones are illuminated!

Praise be to God, the King of the Heaven and the earth! — (Signed) Abul Fazl.

*May 23, 1844 A.D.
THE TABLET OF "THE BRANCH."
FROM THE SUPREME PEN OF BAHA’ULLAH.

[This has been revealed in Adrianople for Mirza Ali Riza in order that he may be nourished by the Favors of God] :

HE IS ETERNAL IN HIS ABHA HORIZON!

VERILY the Cause of God hath come upon the Clounds of Utterances and the polytheists are in this Day in great torment. Verily the Hosts of Revelation have descended with Banners of Inspiration from the Heaven of the Tablet in the Name of God, the Powerful, the Mighty. At this time the monotohists all rejoice in the Victory of God and His dominion and the deniers will then be in manifest perplexity.

O ye people! Do ye flee from the Mercy of God after it hath encompassed the existent things crested between the heavens and earths? Beware lest ye prefer your own selves before the Mercy of God, and deprive not yourselves thereof. Verily whosoever tourneth away therefrom will be in great loss. Verily Mercy is like unto Verses which have descended from the one heaven and from them the monotheists drink the choice wine of Life, whilst the polytheists drink from the fiery water (Hameem); and when the Verses of God are read unto them, the fire of hatred is enkindled within their breasts. Thus have they preferred their own selves before the Mercy of God, and are of those who are heedless.

Enter, O people, beneath the shelter of the Word:—then drink therefrom the choice wine of Inner Significances and Utterances; for therein is hidden the Kawther of the Glorious One—and it hath appeared from the horizon of the Will of your Lord, the Merciful, with wonderful lights.

Say: Verily the Ocean of Pre-existence hath branched forth from this Most Great Ocean. Blessed therefore is he who abides upon Its shores, and is of those who are established thereon. Verily this Most Sacred Temple of ABHA—the Branch of Holiness—hath branched forth from the Sadrat-el-Muntaha; Blessed is whosoever has sought shelter beneath It and is of those who rest therein!

Say: Verily the Branch of Command hath sprung forth from this Root which God hath firmly planted in the ground of the Will, the Limb of which hath been elevated to a station which encompasses all existence. Therefore exalted be He for this Creation, the Lofty, the Blessed, the Inaccessible, the Mighty!

O ye people! draw night unto It* and taste the fruits of Its Knowledge and Wisdom on the part of the Mighty, the Knowing One. Whosoever will not taste thereof shall be deprived of the Bounty, even though he hath partaken of all that is in the earth—were ye of those who know.

Say: Verily a Word hath gone forth in favor from the Most Great Tablet and God hath adorned It with the Mantle of Himself and made It Sovereign over all in the earth and a Sign of His Grandeur and Omnipotence among the creatures; in order that, through It, the people shall praise their Lord the Mighty, the Powerful, the Wise; and that, through It, they shall glorify their Creator and sanctify the Self of God which standeth within all things. Verily this is naught but a Revelation upon the part of the Wise, the Ancient One!

Say: O people, praise ye God for Its Manifestation (The Branch), for verily It (The Branch) is the Most Great Favor upon you and the Most Perfect Blessing upon you; and through Him every mouldering bone is quickened. Whosoever turns to Him hath surely turned unto God and whosoever tourneth away from Him hath turned away from My Beauty, denied My Proof and is of those who transgress. Verily, He is the Remembrance of God amongst you and His Trust within you and His Manifestation unto you and His Appearance among the servants who are nigh. Thus have I been commanded to convey to you the Message of God, your Creator; and I have delivered to you that of which I was commanded. Whereupon, thereunto testifyeth God, then His Angels, then His Messengers, and then His Holy Servants.

Intake the fragrances of the Rizwan from His roses and be not of those who are

*The Branch referred to in this Tablet both as "It" and "His."
**THE TABLET OF "THE BRANCH."**

deprived. Appreciate the Bounty of GOD upon you and be not veiled therefrom—and verily We have sent Him forth in the temple of man. Thus praise ye the Lord, the Originator of whatsoever He willeth through His wise and inviolable command!

Verily those who withhold themselves from the Shelter of THE BRANCH are indeed lost in the wilderness of perplexity,—and are consumed by the heat of self-desire,—and are of those who perish.

Hasten, O people, unto the Shelter of GOD, in order that He may protect you from the heat of the Day whereon none shall find for himself any refuge or shelter except beneath the Shelter of His Name, the Clement, the Forgiving. Clothe yourselves, O people, with the Garment of Assurance, in order that He may protect you from the dart of doubts and superstitions, and that ye may be of those who are assured in those days wherein none shall ever be assured and none shall be firmly established in the Cause except by severing himself from all that is possessed by the people and turning unto the Holy and Radiant Outlook.

O ye people! Do ye take unto yourselves the Jebl* as a helper other than GOD, and do ye seek the Taghoott as a lord beside your Lord the Almighty, the Omnipotent? Forsake, O people, their mention, then hold the Chalice of Life in the Name of your Lord the Merciful. Verily by GOD, the existent world is quickened through a drop thereof, were ye of those who know.

Say: In that Day there is no refuge for any one save the Command of GOD, and no salvation for any soul but GOD. Verily this is the truth and there is naught after truth but manifest error.

Verily GOD hath made it incumbent upon every soul to deliver His Cause (the Message) according to his ability. Thus hath the Command been recorded by the Fingff of Might and Power upon the Tablet of Majesty and Greatness.

Whosoever quickens one soul in this Cause is like unto one quickening all the servants and the Lord shall bring him forth in the Day of Resurrection into the Rizwan of Oneness, adorned with the Mantle of Himself, the Protector, the Mighty, the Generous. Thus will ye assist your Lord, and naught else save this shall ever be mentioned in this Day before GOD your Lord and the Lord of your forefathers.

As to thee, O servant: hearken unto the admonition given unto thee in this Tablet; then seek the Grace of thy Lord at all times. Then spread the Tablet among those who believe in GOD and in His Verses; so that they may follow that which is contained therein, and be of those who are praiseworthy.

Say: O people, cause no corruption in the earth and dispute not with men; for verily this is not worthy of those who have chosen in the shelter of their Lord a station which shall indeed remain secure.

If ye find one athirst, give him to drink from the Chalice of Kawther and Tasneen; and if ye find one endowed with an attentive ear, read unto him the Verses of GOD, the Mighty, the Merciful, the Compassionate! Unloose the tongue with excellent utterance, then admonish the people if ye find them advancing unto the sanctuary of GOD; otherwise abandon them unto themselves and forsake them in the abyss of hell. Beware lest ye scatter the pearls of Inner Significance before every barren, dumb one. Verily the blind are deprived of witnessing the Lights and are unable to distinguish between the stone and the holy, precious pearl.

Verily wert thou to read the most mighty, wonderful Verses to the stone for a thousand years, will it understand, or will they take any effect therein? No! by thy Lord the Merciful, the Clement! If thou readest all the Verses of GOD unto the deaf, will he hear a single letter? No! Verily by the Beauty, the Mighty, the Ancient!

Thus have We delivered unto thee some of the jewels of Wisdom and Utterance, in order that thou mayest gaze unto the direction of thy Lord and be severed from all the creatures. May the Spirit and Glory rest upon thee, and upon those who dwell upon the plain of Holiness and who remain in the Cause of their Lord in manifest steadfastness!

---

*An idol worshipped by the ancient Egyptians from which "Egypt" was derived. †Another idol.
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THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA

In No. 12 Vol. III of the Star of the West the Executive Board of Bahai Temple Unity rendered a full statement of its work during the existence of that Unity. The original tract of Land has been completely paid for and $5,000.00 paid on the second tract across Sheridan Road, giving a Lake shore outlook. The original price of this second tract (293 feet) is $17,000 each, to be met by annual payments of $3,000.00 each, Sept. 1st. Because of Abdul-Baha's great longing to see the main tract clear of debt the owner of the second tract was seen and kindly postponed the September payment of $3,000.00 to March 1st.

Just before leaving Chicago, Abdul-Baha instructed the Secretary that the friends of America should raise the debt on the Lake Shore tract as quickly as possible and then collect money to begin construction of the building of the House of Prayer, the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

Abdul-Baha says: "Today the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Chicago has great importance. All the Bahais must turn their faces in that direction"; also, "The matter of the Mashrak-el-Azkar does not depend upon personal endeavor, it needs united endeavor."

When in Washington, D. C., in November, Abdul-Baha gave the following Prayer for his return to America. Cannot the Bahais of America make this a daily prayer and dedicate their lives through "united endeavor" to prepare the Mashrak-el-Azkar so that—if God Wills—Abdul-Baha may dedicate the Building?

Prayer.

When asked if he would return to America, Abdul-Baha said: "It is in God's hands. Pray for me to return and say: O Baha'o'llah! Confirm Abdul-Baha in the Cause of God. Confirm Him in the servitude of the East, so that He may not spend all His time in the Orient; that He may return to America and occupy His time in the Western World."

CORINNE TRUE,
Financial Secretary Bahai Temple Unity.

"The Brilliant Proof"—By Mirza Abul Fazl

Recently Abdul-Baha said:

"Consider the times of the past: Regard for instance the days of His Holiness Christ and days subsequent thereto. How many were the libelous things attributed to Him! How many were the utterances in the Temples against Him! How many titles were given unto Him, they gave the title Beelzebub—Satan! They did not say 'Jesus;' they used the word 'Beelzebub.' 'Beelzebub was captured! Beelzebub was paraded through the streets! Beelzebub was crucified!' they said. . . . But remember that these did not affect the Cause of Christianity; nay, rather, it advanced daily in power and potency, in splendor and effulgence. Therefore, my purpose is to warn you against accusations, certain criticisms, certain revilings in articles in the newspapers. Do not worry; they are the very cause of confirming the Cause, of uplifting the Movement. . . . A great confusion will take place in the churches. . . . Some ministers will arise saying the Bahais are misguided. That is the day the Cause is going to spread.

"My purpose is this: That his honor Mirza Abul Fazl has written a treatise answering the criticisms of a London preacher. It is published in Chicago; each one of you should have a copy of that book, and read, memorize and ponder over it. Then when anybody advances any accusations or criticisms, you will be well armed."

Price each 15 cents
Order of MISS MARY LESCH, 5205 Jefferson Avenue, Chicago
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations: that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be: these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Great Peace' shall come." - Baha’u’llah.

A GLIMPSE OF ABDUL-BAHA AT GREEN ACRE, MAINE.

ON August 16th, Abdul-Baha and party arrived at Green Acre, Maine, after a pleasant automobile trip from Nashua, N. H., a ride of nearly a hundred miles. The automobile belonged to Mrs. Tatum, a New York Bahai who sent it from Boston. All along the way Abdul-Baha discoursed on the beauty of nature, the verdancy of the fields, the grandeur of the mountains, and the glory of the country. Many believers and visitors gathered at the gate to welcome him. He and his party, Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, Mirza Ali Akbar and Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, were taken to their rooms overlooking the shimmering Piscataqua river, where in the distance could be seen the mountains of New Hampshire.

Half an hour after his arrival, before a large gathering, Abdul-Baha spoke briefly on the "Investigation of Reality," and in the evening another large audience listened to his discourse on "Love."* wherein the life hereafter was demonstrated and the four criterions of reason, senses, traditions and inspiration were explained.

These two meetings were arranged in his honor and the "Eirenion" was decorated with flowers and bunting. From the gate of Green Acre to the hotel on both sides of the roads two long lines of Japanese lanterns were hung. Each person in Green Acre, whether Bahai or not, had hung one of these lanterns. There were over a thousand. When the grounds were illuminated, Abdul-Baha said: "Very beautiful; very beautiful."

Everybody was delighted with the coming of Abdul-Baha and the atmosphere of Green Acre became Divine and spiritual with His Presence. His majestic figure became a familiar object, greeting everyone, whether friend or stranger, young or old, in English, "Good morning? How are you? Are you well? Are you happy? Very happy?" When the answer was given he said, in good English, as the first time, "Very well? Very
happy? All right!” And then the party addressed laughed because he laughed.

How the people loved him!

The day of his farewell address in Dublin, N. H., the people were so moved that many eyes were wet with tears. They could not bear to see him go away. When some of the friends expressed their sorrow he said:

"The mature wisdom requires this. I must go everywhere and raise the call of the Kingdom. As the days of my life are limited in this world, I must perfect my services; I must go everywhere and raise the summons of the Kingdom!" He uttered these words with a countenance shining with the splendor of God and with such spiritual condition that all wept like children.

He is indeed the Master!

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA AT THE "EIRENION."
GREEN ACRE, MAINE, AUGUST 18, 1912.
Interpreted by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed; stenographic notes by Miss Edna McKinney.

THE worlds of God are in perfect harmony and correspondence one with another. Each world in this limitless universe is as it were a mirror reflecting the history and nature of all the rest. The physical universe is likewise in perfect correspondence with the spiritual or Divine realm. The world of matter is an outer expression or fac-simile of the inner kingdom of spirit. The world of minds corresponds with the world of hearts.

If we look reflectively upon the material world we realize that all outer phenomena are dependent upon the sun. Without the sun the phenomenal world would be in a state of utter darkness and devoid of life. All earthly creation whether mineral, vegetable, animal or human is dependent upon the heat, light and splendor of the great central solar body for training and development. Were it not for the solar heat and sunlight no minerals would have been formed, no vegetable, animal and human organisms would or could have become existent. It is clearly evident therefore that the sun is the source of life to all earthly and outer phenomena.

In the inner world,—the world of the Kingdom,—the Sun of Reality is the trainer and educator of minds, souls and spirits. Were it not for the effulgent rays of the Sun of Reality, minds, souls and spirits would be deprived of growth and development, nay rather they would be non-existent. For just as the physical sun is the trainer of all outer and phenomenal forms of being through the radiation of its light and heat, so the radiation of the light and heat of the Sun of Reality gives growth, education and evolution to minds, souls and spirits toward the station of perfection.

His Holiness Christ was the Sun of Reality which shone from the heavenly horizon of Christianity, training, protecting, confirming minds, souls and spirits until they came into harmony with the Divine Kingdom and attained capacity for descent of the infinite Bounties of God. Were it not for the appearance of His Splendor they would have remained in the darkness of imperfection and remoteness from God. But because that Sun of Reality shone forth and flooded Its light into the world of minds, souls and spirits, they became radiant. He conferred a new and eternal life upon them.

When the prenomenal sun appears from the vernal point of dawning in the zodiac, a wondrous and vibrant commotion is set up in the body of the earthly world. The withered trees are quickened with animation, the black soil becomes verdant with new growth, fresh and fragrant flowers bloom, the world of dust is refreshed, renewed life forces surge through the veins of every animate being and a new springtime carpets the meadows, plains, mountains and valleys with wondrous forms of life. That which was dead and desolate is revived and resuscitated;—that which was withered, faded and stricken is transformed by the spirit of a new creation. In the same way the Sun of Reality, when It illumines the horizon of the inner world, animates, vivifies and quickens with a divine and wonderful power. The trees of human minds clothe themselves in new and verdant robes, putting on leaves and blossoms and bearing spiritual fruits of the heavenly glad-tidings. Then fragrant flowers of inner significances appear from the soil of human souls and the whole being of man awakens to a new and Divine activity. This is the growth and development of the inner world through the effulgent Light of Divine Guidance and the heat of the Fire of the Love of God.
His majestic figure became a familiar object.

The physical sun has its rising and its setting. The earthly world has its day and its night. After each sunset there is a sunrise and the coming of a new dawn. The Sun of Reality likewise has Its rising and setting. There is a Day and a night in the world of spirituality. After each Departure there is a Return and the Dawning-Light of a New Day.

Furthermore, the Reality of Divinity is characterized by certain Names and Attributes. Among these Names is "Creator," "Resuscitator," "Provider," the "All-Present," "Almighty," "Omniscient," and "Giver." These Names and Attributes of Divinity are eternal and not accidental. This is a very subtle point which demands close attention. Their existence is proved and necessitated by the appearance of phenomena. For example, "Creator" presupposes creation, "Resuscitator" implies resuscitation, "Provider" necessitates provision, otherwise these would be empty and impossible names. "Merciful" evidences an object upon which mercy is bestowed. If Mercy was not manifest, this Attribute of God would not be realized. The name "Lord" proves the existence of subjects over whom sovereignty is exercised. The Name "Omniscient" demands the objects of All-Knowing. Unless these objects existed, Omniscience would be meaningless and without function. The Name "The Wise" necessitates objects for the exercise of wisdom, and unless wisdom comprehended them this Name would be inconceivable. Therefore the Divine Names and Attributes presuppose the existence of phenomena implied by those Names and Attributes. And vice versa the Sovereignty of God is proved and established through their verity and being.

Reflect then carefully that the Sovereignty of God is not accidental but everlasting and eternal, and that it necessitates the existence of phenomenal being. Kingship necessitates a kingdom, an army, a treasury, subjects, a court and ministers. How could there be a king without subjects, dominion and wealth? Otherwise anybody could claim to be a king. "Where is your army?" "I do not need one." "Where is your country?" "It is unnecessary. I am a king without a kingdom, without army, subjects or sovereignty." Is this possible?

Therefore Divine Sovereignty necessitates a Creation over which Its dominion is exercised. There must be evidences of sovereignty. If we try to conceive of a time when creation was non-existent, when there were no subjects or creatures under Divine dominion and control, Divinity Itself would disappear; there would be a cessation of the Bounty of God, just as the kingship and favor of an earthly monarch would disappear if his kingdom did not exist. The Sovereignty of God is eternal. There has been no beginning; there will be no end. This is as evident as the sun at midday even to one endowed with limited reason.

When we consider the phenomenal sun we...
see that its heat and light are continuous. There is no cessation to the solar bounty. If the sun at any time was without light or heat it would not be the sun. How do we recognize the sun? Through its heat and effulgence. If it be deprived of its rays and heat it is no longer a sun,—it is merely a dark globe or sphere in the heavens. The bounties of the sun must be perpetual in order that it may be qualified as a solar center of energy, illumination and attraction.

Likewise the Divine Bounties of the Sun of Reality are perpetual. Its Light is forever shining. Its Love is forever radiating. Its Bounty never ceases. It could not be said that the power and effulgence of God was ever subject to cessation. It could not be claimed that the Divinity of the Almighty One had come to an end. For the Divinity of God is eternal. Therefore the Divine Bounties, whether phenomenal and accidental or spiritual and ideal, are perpetual. But the people of religion are of two kinds. Some worship the Sun and some adore the Dawning-Points from which the sun rises. For instance the Jews adore the Mosaic Point of Dawning, the Zoroastrians that of Zoroaster. The people of Abraham turned to the Point of Rising in Abraham. When the Sun of Reality transferred its Illumination from the Abrahamic to the Mosaic Point of Dawning, the people of Abraham denied Its Appearance because they were turning toward the Point and not to the Sun of Reality itself. When that Sun of Reality with Its Divine Bestowal, Its heavenly glow and effulgence transferred to the Messianic Point of Rising, the Jews denied Its appearance in Jesus, for they were not worshippers of the Sun itself but adored Its Rising in Moses. Had they been worshippers of the Sun of Reality they would have turned to His Holiness Christ instead of denying Him as Messiah.

What was the reason of this deprivation? It was simply because they were imitating fathers and ancestors in forms of belief instead of turning towards the Sun of Divinity. For this reason they were deprived of the Bounty which dawned in the Messianic Day-Spring. Holding tenaciously to the former Dawning-Point they still remain in this position of deprivation. Consider the people and nations of the earth today and observe this same tenacious allegiance to ancestral belief. He whose father was a Zoroastrian is a Zoroastrian. He whose father was a Buddhist remains a Buddhist. The son of a Mohammedan continues a Mohammedan, and so on throughout. Why is this? Because they are slaves and captives of mere imitation. They have not investigated the Reality of Religion and arrived at its fundamentals and conclusions. The Jew for instance has not proved the validity of Moses by investigating the Reality. He is a Jew because his father was a Jew. He imitates the forms and belief of his fathers and ancestors. There is no thought or mention of the Reality. And so it is with the other peoples of religion. This is the purpose of our statement that they worship the Dawning-Point rather than the Sun of Reality itself.

If in the Day of His Holiness Jesus Christ the Jews had forsaken imitation and investigated Reality they would assuredly have believed in and accepted Him, for the Messianic Effulgence was far greater than the Mosaic. The Sun of Reality when It appeared from the Dawning-Point of Christ was as the midsummer sun in brilliancy and beauty.

Now therefore we must be admonished and realize that mere imitation of fathers and ancestors is fruitless. Nay rather we must exert ourselves to the utmost in investigating and turning toward the Sun of Reality, no matter from what Day-Spring or Dawning-Point It may appear. The phenomenal sun is one sun. If tomorrow it should rise in the West, it is the same sun. We cannot say, "This is not the sun because it has appeared in the West." For East and West are but earthly and imaginary directions. In the station of the sun there is neither East nor West. It is ever shining from its place in the heavens. In the focal point of the solar circle there is no rising, no setting. Therefore sunrise and sunset have relation to earthly observation and not to the luminary itself. Nay rather night in the solar orb is inconceivable. In that center of effulgence, constant light and illumination prevail. Its risings and settings are therefore only apparent and not actual. They have relation to our earthly point of view. We could not consider it the sun if there was a cessation of its light, heat and splendor. To do so would be equivalent to calling a black stone a diamond. This would be meaningless. If a man is a miser and you call him generous it will produce no change in him.

The purport of this is that God is Almighty, but His greatness cannot be brought within the grasp of human limitation. We cannot limit God to a boundary. Man is limited but the world of Divinity is unlimited. Prescribing limitation to God is human ignorance. God
is the Ancient, the Almighty; His Attributes are infinite. He is God because His Light, His Sovereignty, is infinite. If He can be limited to human ideas He is not God. Strange it is that notwithstanding these are self-evident truths man continues to build walls and fences of limitation about God, about Divinity so glorious, illimitable, boundless. Consider the endless phenomena of His Creation. They are infinite; the universe is infinite. Who shall declare its height, its depth and length? It is absolutely infinite. How could an Almighty Sovereignty, a Divinity so wondrous, be brought within the limitations of faulty human minds even as to terms and definition? Shall we then say that God has performed a certain thing and He will never be able to perform it again? That the Sun of His Effulgence once shone upon the world but now has set forever? That His Mercy, His Grace, His Bounty once descended but now have ceased? Is this possible? No! We can never say or believe with truth that His Manifestation, the adored Verity, the Sun of Reality shall cease to shine upon the world.

Supplication.

O God! Thou who are kind. Verily certain souls have gathered in this meeting turning to Thee with their hearts and spirits. They are seeking the Bounty Everlasting. They are in need of Thy Mercy Infinite.

O Lord! Remove the veils from their eyes and dispel the darkness of ignorance. Confer upon them the Light of Knowledge and Wisdom. Illumine these contrite hearts with the radiance of the Sun of Reality. Make these eyes perceptive through witnessing the Lights of Thy Sovereignty. Suffer these spirits to rejoice through the great Glad Tidings and receive these souls into Thy Supreme Kingdom.

O Lord! Verily we are weak; make us mighty. We are poor; assist us from the Treasury of Thy Munificence. We are dead; resuscitate us through the breath of the Holy Spirit. We lack patience in tests and in long-suffering; permit us to attain the Lights of Oneness.

O Lord! make this assemblage the cause of upraising the standard of the oneness of the world of humanity and confirm these souls so that they may become the promoters of international peace.

O Lord! Verily the people are veiled and in a state of contention with each other, shedding the blood and destroying the possessions of each other. Throughout the world there is war and conflict. In every direction there is strife, bloodshed and ferocity.

O Lord! Guide human souls in order that they may turn away from warfare and battle; that they may become loving and kind to each other; that they may enter into affiliation and serve the oneness and solidarity of humanity.

O Lord! The horizons of the world are darkened by this dissension. O God! Illumine them and through the Lights of Thy Love let the hearts become radiant. Through the blessing of Thy Bestowal resuscitate the Spirits until every soul shall perceive and act in accordance with Thy Teachings. Thou art the Almighty! Thou are the Omniscient! Thou are the Seer! O Lord be compassionate to all!
O, thou Star of the West! Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Vol. III Chicago (December 12, 1912) Massa'ul No. 15

WAR—THE APPALLING DISEASE OF MANKIND TODAY, AND ITS REMEDY:

Quotations from the Addresses of Abdul-Baha—

"You see what is happening in the Balkans! How human blood is being shed! How little children are torn to pieces! How men's properties are pilaged! How cities and towns are sacked! It is a world enkindling fire that is astir in the Balkans!"

"Until the Holy Spirit becomes effective, interpenetrating the hearts and spirits, and until perfect reasonable faith shall obtain in the minds of men, it is impossible for the social body to be inspired with security and confidence. Nay, on the contrary, day by day enmity and strife shall increase among men and the differences and divergences of the nations shall augment; day by day additions to armies and navies of the world shall be made, and great is the fear of the great pan-democratic war—the war unparalleled in history."

"For six thousand years ye have been contending and warring. Enough of that! Now is the time for unity. You should lay aside self-purposes and know ye for a certainty that all mankind are the servants of one God and all are to be bound together."

Comment is unnecessary. The Editors.

THE "CENTER OF THE COVENANT" IN CHICAGO.

(Continued from page seven)

accord, binding together the hearts of the various religions and uniting the divergent peoples—the world of humanity shall attain to peace and composure and the will and good pleasure of God shall be executed and the world of men shall become a veritable world of angels. Souls shall be educated, vice shall be dispelled and the virtues of the world of humanity shall take their place; infidelity shall pass away and religion shall be strengthened, proving the bond to bind together the hearts of men.

In the world of existence there are various bonds which unite the hearts, but none of these bonds are effective. For instance, the first and foremost bond is the family bond, but this bond is not effective, for how often it happens that in some families divergence and difference obtains. A patriotic bond may be the means of amity and fellowship; but the oneness of nativity will not suffice, for if we regard history, we shall find that the inhabitants of the same nativity have often waged war against each other. In civil strife how often they have shed the blood of each other; how often they have pillaged the property of each other! Hence, it becomes evident that the oneness of nativity is not sufficient. Another means of amity is the racial oneness. How often we have seen that men of the same race have engaged in the severest strife against each other. They have spilled the blood of each other; they have laid waste their country—which proves that the oneness of nativity
is not oneness in reality. Among the bonds of unity is the political bond. How often we find that certain governments have been politically bond together, amongst whom there obtained political intercourse and oneness, which afterwards was subjected to change and who arose against each other on the battlefield. Thus the oneness of politics is not sufficient.

That which in the world of existence is the cause of perfect unity and amity is the oneness of reality. If reality enters the arena, the fundamental reality can conserve the states, and that reality—oneness of humanity—is a oneness which can only come into being through the efficacy of the Holy Spirit, for the efficacy of the Holy Spirit is like unto the spirit in the body; it dispels all differences and it ushers all beneath the same solidarity and unity. Regard how numerous are the parts and members of the human organism, but the oneness of the spirit animating it keeps its various parts and particles together in perfect co-ordination and solidarity. It brings such a unity into the organism that each member, were it to be subjected to any injury or were it to become diseased, all the other members would sympathetically suffer, due to the perfect unity existing. Hence, it becomes evident that the oneness of reality—perfect amity amongst mankind—cannot be accomplished save through the power of the Holy Spirit, for the world of humanity is likened to the body and the Holy Spirit is likened to the animus of that body; just as the human spirit is the cause of the cohesion of the various parts of the human organism, likewise the Holy Spirit is the cause of the unity and amity of all mankind.

Hence, we must strive in order that the power of the Holy Spirit may become effective throughout all humanity, in order that it may confer a new life upon the body politic, that all of the body politic may be ushered beneath the shelter of the same Word. Then the world of humanity shall become the world angelic, the ethereal darkness shall pass away and celestial illumination shall take its place; the defects of the human world shall be erased and the virtues Divine shall become resplendent, and this is unattainable save through the power of the Holy Spirit. Hence, today the greatest need of the world of humanity is for the efficacy of the Holy Spirit. Until the Holy Spirit becomes effective, interpenetrating the hearts and spirits, and until perfect, reasonable faith shall obtain in the minds of men, it is impossible for the social body to be inspired with security and confidence. Nay, on the contrary, day by day enmity and strife shall increase among men and the differences and divergences of the nations shall augment; day by day additions to armies and navies of the world shall he made, and great is the fear of the great pandemic war, the war unparalleled in history, for armaments which heretofore have been so limited are now becoming amplified on a grand scale. It is becoming severe, drawing nigh unto the degree of men warring upon the seas, warring upon the plains, may, rather, warring in the very atmosphere, and such never obtained in by-gone days. With such growth of armaments, the dangers are equally great.

Therefore, we must endeavor that the Holy Spirit shall affect peacefully the minds and hearts; the bounties of God shall surround; all the Divine effulgences shall become successive, in order that human souls advance, minds expand in liberalism, souls become holier and the world of humanity become rid of this great danger. For this, His Holiness BAHÁ'U'LLAH endured all the hardships, ordeals and vicissitudes of life, sacrificing His every being, sacrificing His comfort, forfeiting His possessions, forfeiting His estates, forfeiting His honor—all that pertains to human existence—not for one year, nay, rather for fifty years. For fifty years He bore hardships, endured ordeals; was cast into prison; was banished from His home; was subjected to severities and exiled four times. He was first exiled from Persia to Bagdad; then from Bagdad to Constantinople; thereafter from Constantinople to Roumella, and from Roumella Was He exiled to the Great Prison, Acca [Syria], the great fortress of Acca, where He passed the remainder of His life. Every day a new exposure and every day a new ordeal, until in the dungeon He winged to the very Heaven, that is to say, He returned to His Lord. The purpose of enduring all these ordeals and difficulties was no other than the illumination of the human world, that this earthly world become heavenly; that the realm of the Kingdom become a reality; that the individual members of humanity advance, minds progress, the efficacy of the Holy Spirit become greater in penetration and thereby the happiness of the human world assured. He desired for all composure and ease and He exercised love and kindness towards all nations regardless of difference. He addressed humanity, saying: "O! human-
And inasmuch as in the past there was caused great differences, divergences, denominations were created, every man with a new idea, attributing that to God, He, therefore, did not desire that among the Bahais there should occur any difference. Therefore, with His pen He wrote a Book of His Covenant, addressing all the Bahais, and all His relations, saying: "Verily, I have appointed a personage who is The Center or My Covenant. All must obey him; all must turn to him; he is the expounder of My Book and he is informed of My purposes. All must turn to him. Whosoever says is correct, for, verily, he knoweth the texts of My Book. Other than him: no one knows the Book." And this He said because among the Bahais there is not to take place any difference; that all were to be united and agreed. Also, He said in His prayers: "O God, whosoever violates My Covenant, O God, humiliate him. Verily, whosoever violates My Covenant, him, O God, erase and efface." In all His Tablets, among which is the Tablet of The Branch, He has elucidated the various points or qualities of that personage; He has expounded the potency and power of that personage, so that no person with a new desire shall say, "I understand this from the writings of Baha'u'llah," for He appointed the Center or Exponent of the Book. He said: "Verily, he is the appointed one; other than him there is none." So that no sects or prejudices were to be formed; so that not every man with a new thought should create a thing. It is as though a king should appoint a governor general. Whosoever obeys that governor general has obeyed the king. Whosoever has disobeyed the governor general has violated the king. Therefore, whosoever obeys the Center of the Covenant, appointed by Baha'u'llah has obeyed Baha'u'llah, and whosoever disobeys him has disobeyed Baha'u'llah. It has nothing to do with him [Abdul-Baha] at all—precisely as the governor general of a king; whosoever obeys the governor general obeys the king; whosoever disobeys the governor general disobeys the king.

Therefore, you must read the Tablets of Baha'u'llah. You must read the Tablet of The Covenant. You must regard that which He has clearly stated. Beware! Beware! If anyone should say anything out of his own thoughts or should create a new thing out of himself. Beware! Beware! You should care nothing at all for such a person, according to the explicit Covenant of Baha'u'llah. His Holiness Baha'u'llah shuns such souls, and for the conservation of the Teachings of Baha'u'llah, I have expounded for you, so that you may be informed lest any souls shall deceive you, lest any souls shall cause suspicion among you. You must love all people, though if any soul put you in doubt, you must know that Baha'u'llah is quit with them. Anyone who works for unity, who works for amity, is a servant of Baha'u'llah and Baha'u'llah is His Helper and His Assistant. I ask God that He may cause you to be the very means of accord and unity, that He may make you radiant, merciful, heavenly, of the Kingdom Divine; that day by day you may advance; that you may become as bright as these lamps, thus shining throughout humanity—and here I bid you farewell.

OUR PERSIAN SECTION:
A word of explanation is given regarding the re-appearance of our Persian section after many months: As the editor, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, accompanied Abdul-Baha on most of his journeys throughout America, it was almost impossible for him to look after the matter, and now that he has returned to the East, it has become necessary to place that department in other hands.

Dr. Zia Bagdadi, who has been associated with him in this work, has consented to render this service. He is located at Chicago.

The services of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab are thoroughly appreciated and will never be forgotten. The good wishes of the Bahais are with him in his travels with Abdul-Baha.

Our Persian section contains: (1) Glad-tidings for the Orient; (2) farewell address of Abdul-Baha at the summer home of Mrs. Agnes Parsons, Dublin, N. H.; (3) announcement of "The Brilliant Proof"; (4) an apology.
تعد الشهيد الصديق عبد المجيد عبد رياز
مراجعًا للأفكار والمفاهيم البارزة في مجالات
الذكاء الاصطناعي و искусствية
الفنون والعلوم. إن شاء الله، سنتمكن من
تأويل بعض المفاهيم الرئيسية.

د. حسن شند

براءة داروغة نهبت كاملة
عائشة سماحة ست بن ناوردة
وتعرف على مفاهيم أساسية وتطبيقات
طريقة الملكية الفكرية الأدبية.

عائشة سماحة ست بن ناوردة
وقد بدأنا الانسجام بوضوح
عائشة سماحة ست بن ناوردة
وقد بدأنا الانسجام بوضوح
را بيدسنيل نادر نارويشين يهينش مروب مارسس كا آسم أتار
رجب بيريجكارا اتروجتياء ناهد
كريم ممك ين دير هاياس اتةناع
رحب كاتات طيبت راسنال است مست
ملتي است ديرميز فهاب روبرن
درنري هيندر رهاراز جاهل
ببار ملن وسروشيم كين جون
من أزريقي آلمن كيلموهري روبا
حلاي مالك ريجيات ترو كراست
جراحيته ترو كرده دير أسير
بواراسة الطبيع روز كر كاست لها
ن بيرالحمور رودم برناينيان
اوديها جيعا بسطة ازروكوزيناري
دام تاجيه فيا ارها بلاكانيم اسلا
ك مفتش راين دام جيع فاعليا
هيّّ ران كليم المرك الشكيث معتسر
باركيم رانفانب عقليه ميريجود
لويه أودم داروتهله ميريجود
أرديم مج عقيه اتامسكيم كر جيت
بيروركيرستشييت ابارمليت ميتيج
است فلار ميرلت اتروتس
قيقث ساطع است ونرا إطاعي
نيتي وجديد سلطات آلية سلطات
نظرية أتيها النبأ

هدى وخيرات ووجبات وشيوخ
جات فكت كأنه بذروته لم يتمبر
بكم اجتهام ملوك ملوك كلها فاقت إلا
فصولها.

باستور كرمه على إزدهار
الآلات خلقت جدع تقف عليه ربك
قان عن خطابه ربح ذراعه مرتعم
معده نعته برنا من فناده
أصابه معلوم وروائعنا كده بدر
بصادر حاملات صرى في رجاء
كاست وما مشغول مشاهدة
بكره وجنود الروي تم الفن
واهن كا صدري إلهه صانيه
كانت به متوهلاً وفواً أهدهد
اريجها إنها نتاج عقله حفيت
ساعين أحسن حفظنا كائنه
ابن مخلص كي معنى است
مستقبله خسته أنه خواهد كنت
حفرت مواليه وككر ضئاقت
يبحث كتاب قل صبره قدرت
هذا لله را اميرى جزاء خلقه تلك
رضى من زهرود ونذاءها أهبة
في روجة إزها وباحى نطبعه
ابن مطالب الحق دخله إهانات
بابا كقرن
حكم مارآك ازاهلي أمريكا
خربوند وراضية جديته مكتورا
لامة مليلن شهدت فذه لفهد
مرحباً أبا عزرى شرق

بفضل الله الرحمن الرحيم

بعد عصرة وفاته الأثر في حياة الناس، وعمله الخير ودمعه الشامسة، ورأيته في الباب، وجمال جهاده في سبيل الله، ونوره في نور الخير، وملامحه في ملامح الخير.

هذا الشهيد الذي كان يلازم مسيراتنا، وحطن صورته في تاريخنا، ورقبته في رفاقنا، ورفع نعمة الله عليه في قلوبنا.

فهذا الشهيد الذي كان يمزج الدماء في خباياه، ويبذل الجهد في سبيل الخير، ويبذل الحياة في سبيل الإسلام.

فهذا الشهيد الذي كان يتصدى للوقوف في وجه الخيال، ويدفع الخوف في وجه الجهل، ويدفع الفقر في وجه الفقر.

فهذا الشهيد الذي كان يرحب بالحب، ويدفع العفو في وجه العداء، ويدفع الحب في وجه الحسد.

فهذا الشهيد الذي كان يرزق بالرحمة، ويدفع العفو في وجه العذاب، ويدفع الحب في وجه العداء.
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فهذا الشهد
شماره ۱۰۰ - بیستمین سال
فهرست مدارج

۱. مرده ایرانی شرق
۲. نظر جدای عباسیان در جنگ
۳. اعلان کان برجام
۴. عذر
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O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

WITH ABDUL-BAHA ON SS. "CELTIC."

December 5th: The wonderful farewell of the New York friends at the dock will ever be remembered. (Midnight) The sea is smooth. Abdul-Baha is very well. He had dinner at ten in his cabin.

December 6th: The sea is as calm as a mirror. The Master walked on deck for an hour and spoke of many of the friends. In a Tablet revealed in his cabin he said: "This is the Ark of Noah, its moving power is the Fire of the Love of God and its Captain is BAHA'O'LLAH." (11 p. m.) He spoke to us about the early life of BAHA'O'LLAH. Wonderful story. He sent two boxes of roses to the captain and is feeding all the stewards on candy and fruit. Lovely night.

December 7th: The weather is as balmy as spring; the sailors marvel at such weather at this time of the year. Captain called on Abdul-Baha and expressed pleasure in having him on the ship. (6 p. m.) Sky clear. Abdul-Baha said he would like to see a big storm. He said: "In future people will cross the Atlantic in airships; steamers will only carry freight."

December 8th: Cloudy, but sea calm. Had an hour's talk with the Beloved. He spoke of Columbus and the discovery of America, concluding: "I want two souls like Columbus in America who may be filled with the love of BAHA'O'LLAH and spread His Teachings. Then you shall see the results. Columbus discovered America; they must establish the oneness of the world of humanity."

December 9th: (10:30 a. m.) The sea is getting rough. (5 p.m.) Storm. Went on deck and saw Abdul-Baha watching the storm. He said: "Look at that imperial wave, how it mounts high and devours the smaller waves! It is a wonderful sight. This is the best day. I am enjoying it."

December 10th: The storm continues.

December 11th: The storm is at its height.

December 12th: The sea has calmed down. We are all very happy because the trip is nearing its end. Abdul-Baha is well. (11 p.m.) Tonight the Master addressed the passengers of the first class. More than sixty were present. He spoke about his nine months in America. They were all greatly impressed and came and expressed their pleasure.

December 13th: Since three o'clock we occasionally see land. (Later) We are now near the docks. (11:30 p.m., Midland Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool) Here we are at last in the most beautiful hotel in the city. When the steamer docked there were about twelve Bahais waving their handkerchiefs and welcoming Abdul-Baha to England.

CABLEGRAM:

On the 14th of December the following cablegram was received in New York, Chicago and San Francisco: "Thanks to BAHA'O'LLAH, we arrived safely at Liverpool. Greeting to the friends." ABDEL-BAHA.
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brethren; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'O'LLAH.
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ABDUL-BAHA AT GREEN ACRE.

By CHARLES MASON REMEY.

With the fulfillment of the Divine promises of the past in the coming of the Bab and Baha'o'llah, and the establishment of God's Kingdom upon earth, there have appeared countless signs in the realm of humanity indicative of this great day. These, when viewed in the light of this new revelation, are seen to be as ways preparing people and making them ready to receive the Manifestation of God, to accept His teaching and to abide according to His laws.

One of the earliest of these signs was the so-called Millerite, or latterly known Adventist Movement which taught people that the coming of the Lord was very near at hand. Following this were very many other movements in various parts of the world, all of which were forecasts of this great event to which the prophets of all ages testified "The coming of the Day of God," when the Covenant of God should be fulfilled and the Divine promise of "Peace on earth" would be realized by all mankind.

Most people recall the Congress of Religions held in connection with the Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893. Before this gathering representatives of all the great world religions spoke, each expounding the philosophy of his own religious system. The effect of this philosophic congress was that of broadening the public mind, and many people realized that the one spirit of Truth was at the root of each true religion.

Shortly after the Columbian Exposition, Miss Sarah J. Farmer, of Eliot, Maine, established the summer school at Green Acre, on the Piscataqua. Her idea was to provide a platform open to all, from which each might proclaim his message, whatever it might be, the only restriction being that each speaker
should expound his theories in the spirit of
toleration toward all holding views other than
his own.

At Green Acre there gathered scholars and
speakers from every nation, race and religion.
Thus began the work of trying to find a com-
mon ground upon which all people could meet
in brotherhood.

In the abstract Green Acre has always
stood for peace and harmony, despite that in
the concrete she has harbored under her tent
such a heterogeneous combination of creeds,
philosophies and doctrines.

In the spring of the year the land is pre-
pared to receive the new crop. During the
process of plowing whatever is growing is sac-
rificed, uprooted and overturned in order to
make ready the soil for the seed to be sown.
Such has been the work of each of these
movements, which has prepared the souls of
people for the Bahai Message of Peace and
Brotherhood. Each has been the direct cause
of a general sacrifice, uprooting and overturn­
ing of the doctrines, ideas and thoughts im­
posed upon mankind from the people and
thinkers of the past, and thus has humanity
been prepared to receive the revealed Word of
God which is the seed of the Kingdom.

In the days of Babel the people tried to
make a way to heaven out of the material of
this earth, and great confusion resulted.
Never has any organic or spiritual unity re­
sulted from the coming together of people
upon the basis of creeds, philosophies or doc­
trines. Such theories, which come from the
minds of men, are not spiritual truths, but are
the products of human minds, therefore they
form no foundation whatever for divinely
spiritual realities. When people deal with
such unrealities, confusion always results, yet
this very confusion creates spiritual hunger
and thirst and causes people to earnestly seek
God in spirit.

When the Bahai Message was given at
Green Acre, some storm-tossed and seeking
souls responded to the call and a small center
of the faith was there established. Each suc­
ceeding season has added to both the spiritual
strength and material numbers of this group
until this year these people of the Covenant
had the blessed privilege of welcoming to their
midst Abdul-Baha, the Center of the Covenant.
Abdul-Baha remained in Green Acre one
week. His addresses and interviews were
many. The hearts of all who contacted with
him were quickened with the joy and love of
the Kingdom, and many souls were spiritually
confirmed, realized his mission and received
through him inspiration to follow in his path
of service to humanity.

The people of the future will understand
the spiritual importance of Abdul-Baha's work
at Green Acre. One thought which he reiter­
ated more than once was that now the people
assembled at Green Acre should devote their
time and attention only to the spiritual reality
of religion. Spiritual reality is spiritual life
and light, while the creeds, philosophic sys­
tems and doctrines of the past ages blind peo­
ples to the basic truth of all religions, which
basic truth has again been given to the world
through the inspired revealers of the Bahai
Movement.

It was quite evident to all that Abdul-Baha
enjoyed the spiritual atmosphere of the Green
Acre people, for gathered there he found many
responsive souls. These friends are confident
that Abdul-Baha's visit, which was indeed a
spiritual benediction, is going to have a great
and lasting effect upon their community, for
now all wish to adhere only to the spiritual
realities, freeing themselves from all else.
Abdul-Baha prophesied great things for the
future of the work at Green Acre if the peo­
ple adhered firmly to the spiritual reality of
Truth.

The original Green Acre ideal had its mis­
sion to perform. It gathered together people
to receive the spiritual teachings of the Bahai
Message. That being accomplished, it has ful­
filled its mission according to the lines pre­
scribed and outlined by its founder. Little did
Miss Farmer and her friends realize, when
they started this work, that the Covenant of
God would be proclaimed there, and that the
Center of the Covenant would actually appear
there and teach the people!

Now, through the bounty of God, a new and
a great opportunity is offered to Green Acre,
that of becoming a great center for the study
of the Covenant and the investigation of spir­
itual reality. Green Acre has diligently
sought the Truth from all sources, and she has
found it, and now her work lies in nurturing
souls in the pure reality of The Word of God.

Abdul-Baha is supplicating God to make
firm in the Covenant the friends in all parts of
the world. It, therefore, behooves every one
to seek shelter in the Covenant, realizing that
this is the day of the Center of the Covenant,
Abdul-Baha.
EVERY subject presented to a thoughtful audience must be supported by rational proofs and logical arguments. Proofs are of four kinds: first, through sense-perception; second, through the reasoning faculty; third, from traditional or scriptural authority; fourth, through the medium of inspiration. That is to say there are four criterions or standards of judgment by which the human mind reaches its conclusions. We will first consider the criterion of the senses. This is a standard still held to by the materialistic philosophers of the world. They believe that whatever is perceptible to the senses is a verity, a certainty, and without doubt existent. For example they say “here is a lamp which you see, and because it is perceptible to the sense of sight you cannot doubt its existence. There is a tree; your sense of vision assures you of its reality, which is beyond question. This is a man; you see that he is a man; therefore he exists.” In a word, everything confirmed by the senses is assumed to be as undoubted and unquestioned as the product of five multiplied by five; it cannot be twenty-six nor less than twenty-five. Consequently the materialistic philosophers consider the criterion of the senses to be first and foremost.

But in the estimation of the divine philosophers this proof and assurance is not reliable; nay rather they deem the standard of the senses to be false because it is imperfect. Sight for instance is one of the most important of the senses, yet it is subject to many aberrations and inaccuracies. The eye sees the mirage as a body of water,—regards images in the mirror as realities when they are but reflections. A man sailing upon the river imagines that objects upon the shore are moving whereas he is in motion and they are stationary. To the eye the earth appears fixed while the sun and stars revolve about it. As a matter of fact the heavenly orbs are stationary and the earth turning upon its axis. The colossal suns, planets and constellations which shine in the heavens appear small, nay infinitesimal to human vision whereas in reality they are vastly greater than the earth in dimension and volume. A whirling spark appears to the sight as a circle of fire. There are numberless instances of this kind which show the error and inaccuracy of the senses. Therefore the divine philosophers have considered this standard of judgment to be defective and unreliable.

The second criterion is that of the intellect. The ancient philosophers in particular considered the intellect to be the most important agency of judgment. Among the wise men of Greece, Rome, Persia and Egypt the criterion of true proof was reason. They held that every matter submitted to the reasoning faculty could be proved true or false, and must be accepted or rejected accordingly. But in the estimation of the people of insight this criterion is likewise defective and unreliable. For these same philosophers who held to reason or intellect as the standard of human judgment have differed widely among themselves upon every subject of investigation. The statements of the Greek philosophers are contradictory to the conclusions of the Persian sages. Even among the Greek philosophers themselves there is continual variance and lack of agreement upon any given subject. Great difference of thought also prevailed between the wise men of Greece and Rome. Therefore if the criterion of reason or intellect constituted a correct and infallible standard of judgment, those who tested and applied it should have arrived at the same conclusions. As they differ and are contradictory in conclusions it is an evidence that the method and standard of test must have been faulty and insufficient.

The third criterion or standard of proof is traditional or scriptural, namely that every statement or conclusion should be supported by traditions recorded in certain religious books. When we come to consider even the holy books,—the books of God,—we are led to ask “Who understands these books? By what authority of explanation may these books be understood?” It must be the authority of human reason, and if reason or intellect finds itself incapable of explaining certain questions, or if the possessors of intellect contradict each other in the interpretation of traditions, how can such a criterion be relied upon for accurate conclusions?

The fourth standard is that of inspiration. In past centuries many philosophers have claimed illumination or revelation, prefacing their statements by the announcement that “this subject has been revealed through me”
or “thus do I speak by inspiration.” Of this class were the philosophers of the Illuminati. Inspirations are the promptings or susceptibilities of the human heart. The promptings of the heart are sometimes satanic. How are we to differentiate them? How are we to tell whether a given statement is an inspiration and prompting of the heart through the Merciful assistance or through the satanic agency?

Consequently it has become evident that the four criterions or standards of judgment by which the human mind reaches its conclusions are faulty and inaccurate. All of them are liable to mistake and error in conclusions. But a statement presented to the mind accompanied by proofs which the senses can perceive to be correct, which the faculty of reason can accept, which is in accord with traditional authority and sanctioned by the promptings of the heart, can be adjudged and relied upon as perfectly correct, for it has been proved and tested by all the standards of judgment and found to be complete. When we apply but one test there are possibilities of mistake. This is self-evident and manifest.

We will now consider the subject of “Love” which has been suggested, submitting it to the four standards of judgment and thereby reaching our conclusions.

We declare that love is the cause of the existence of all phenomena and that the absence of love is the cause of disintegration or non-existence. Love is the conscious bestowal of God—the bond of affiliation in all phenomena. We will first consider the proof of this through sense-perception. As we look upon the universe we observe that all composite beings or existing phenomena are made up primarily of single elements bound together by a power of attraction. Through this power of attraction, cohesion has become manifest between the atoms of these composing elements. The resultant being is a phenomenon of the lower contingent type. The power of cohesion expressed in the mineral kingdom is in reality love or affinity manifested in a low degree according to the exigencies of the mineral world. We take a step higher into the vegetable kingdom where we find an increased power of attraction has become manifest among the composing elements which form phenomena. Through this degree of attraction a cellular admixture is produced among these elements which make up the body of a plant. Therefore in the degree of the vegetable kingdom there is love. We enter the animal kingdom and find the attractive power binding together single elements as in the mineral, plus the cellular admixture as in the vegetable, plus the phenomena of feelings or susceptibilities. We observe that the animals are susceptible to certain affiliation and fellow-ship, and that they exercise natural selection. This elemental attraction, this admixture and selective affinity is love manifest in the degree of the animal kingdom.

Finally we come to the kingdom of man. As this is the Superior Kingdom, the light of love is more resplendent. In man we find the power of attraction among the elements which compose his material body, plus the attraction which produces cellular admixture or power augmentative, plus the attraction which characterizes the sensibilities of the animal kingdom, but still beyond and above all these lower powers we discover in the being of man the attraction of heart, the susceptibilities and affinities which bind men together, enabling them to live and associate in friendship and solidarity. It is therefore evident that in the world of humanity, the greatest king and sovereign is Love. If love were extinguished, the power of attraction dispelled, the affinity of human hearts destroyed, the phenomena of human life would disappear.

This is a proof perceptible to the senses, acceptable to reason, in accord with traditions and teachings of the holy books and verified by the promptings of human hearts themselves. It is a proof upon which we can absolutely rely and declare to be complete.

But these are only degrees of love which exist in the natural or physical world. Their manifestation is ever according to the requirement of natural conditions and standards. Real Love is the Love which exists between God and His servants—the Love which binds together holy souls. This is the Love of the spiritual world, not the love of physical bodies and organisms. For example, consider and observe how the Bestowals of God successively descend upon mankind; how the Divine Effulgences ever shine upon the human world! There can be no doubt that these Bestowals, these Bounties, these Effulgences emanate from Love. Unless Love be the Divine motive, it would be impossible for the heart of man to attain or receive them. Unless Love exists the Divine blessing could not descend upon any object or thing. Unless there be Love the recipient of Divine Effulgence could not radiate and reflect that Effulgence upon other objects. If we are of those who perceive we realize that the Bounties of God manifest
themselves continuously, even as the rays of the sun unceasingly emanate from the solar center. The phenomenal world through the resplendent effulgence of the sun is radiant and bright. In the same way the realm of hearts and spirits is illumined and resuscitated through the shining rays of the Sun of Reality and the Bounties of the Love of God. Thereby the world of existence, the kingdom of hearts and spirits, is ever quickened into life. Were it not for the Love of God, hearts would be inanimate, spirits would wither and the reality of man would be bereft of the everlasting Bestowals.

Consider to what extent the Love of God makes itself manifest. Among the signs of His Love which appear in the world are the Dawning-Points of His Manifestations. What an infinite degree of Love is reflected by the Divine Manifestations toward mankind! For the sake of guiding the people they have willingly forfeited their lives to resuscitate human hearts. They have accepted the Cross. To enable human souls to attain the supreme degree of advancement they have suffered during their limited years extreme ordeals and difficulties. If His Holiness Jesus Christ had not possessed Love for the world of humanity surely He would not have welcomed the Cross. He was crucified for the Love of mankind. Consider the infinite degree of that Love! Without Love for humanity John the Baptist would not have offered his life. It has been likewise with all the prophets and holy souls. If His Holiness the Bab had not manifested Love for mankind surely He would not have offered His breast for a thousand bullets. If His Holiness Baha'u'llah had not been aflame with Love for humanity, He would not have willingly accepted fifty years' imprisonment.

Observe how rarely human souls sacrifice their pleasure or comfort for others; how improbable that a man would offer his eye or suffer himself to be dismembered for the benefit of another. Yet all the Divine Manifestations suffered, offered their lives and blood, sacrificed their existence, comfort and all they possessed for the sake of mankind. Therefore consider how much they love! Were it not for their Love for humanity, Spiritual Love would be a mere nomenclature. Were it not for their illumination human souls would not be radiant. How effective is their Love! This is a sign of the Love of God; a ray of the Sun of Reality.

Therefore must we give praise unto God for it is the Light of His Bounty which has shone upon us through His Love which is everlasting. His Divine Manifestations have offered their lives through Love for us. Consider then what the Love of God means. Were it not for the Love of God all the spirits would be inanimate. The meaning of this is not physical death; nay rather it is that condition concerning which His Holiness Christ declared "Let the dead bury their dead, for that which is born of the flesh is flesh and that which is born of spirit is spirit." Were it not for the Love of God the hearts would not be illumined. Were it not for the Love of God the pathway of the Kingdom would not be opened. Were it not for the Love of God the Holy Books would not have been revealed. Were it not for the Love of God the Divine Prophets would not have been sent to the world. The foundation of all these Bestowals is the Love of God. Therefore in the human world there is no greater power than the Love of God. It is the Love of God which has brought us together here tonight. It is the Love of God which is affiliating the East and the West. It is the Love of God which has resuscitated the world. Now must we offer thanks to God that such a great Bestowal and Effulgence has been revealed to us.

We come to another aspect of our subject—Are the workings and effects of love confined to this world or do they extend on and on to another existence? Will its influence affect our existence here only or will it extend to the life everlasting?

When we glance at the human kingdom we readily observe that it is superior to all others. In the differentiation of life in the world of existence, there are four degrees or kingdoms,—the mineral, vegetable, animal, and human. The mineral kingdom is possessed of a certain virtue which we term cohesion. The vegetable kingdom possesses cohesive properties plus the power of growth or power augmentative. The animal kingdom is possessed of the virtues of the mineral and vegetable plus the powers of the senses. But the animal although gifted with sensibilities is utterly bereft of consciousness, absolutely out of touch with the world of consciousness and spirit. The animal possesses no powers by which it can make discoveries which lie beyond the realm of the senses. It has no power of intellectual origination. For example, an animal located in Europe is not capable of discovering the continent of America. It understands only phenomena which come within the range of its senses and
instinct. It cannot abstractly reason out anything. The animal cannot conceive of the earth being spherical or revolving upon its axis. It cannot apprehend that the little stars in the heavens are tremendous worlds vastly greater than the earth. The animal cannot abstractly conceive of intellect. Of these powers it is bereft. Therefore these powers are peculiar to man and it is made evident that in the human kingdom there is a reality of which the animal is minus. What is that reality? It is the spirit of man. By it man is distinguished above all the other phenomenal kingdoms. Although he possesses all the virtues of the lower kingdoms he is further endowed with the spiritual faculty, the heavenly gift of consciousness.

All material phenomena are subject to nature. All material organisms are captives of nature. None of them can deviate a hair's breadth from the law of nature. This earth, these great mountains, the animals with their wonderful powers and instincts, cannot go beyond natural limitations. All things are captives of nature except man. Man is the sovereign of nature; he breaks nature's laws. Though an animal fitted by nature to live upon the surface of the earth he flies in the air like a bird, sails upon the ocean and dives deep beneath its waves in submarines. Man is gifted with a power whereby he penetrates and discovers the laws of nature,—brings them forth from the world of invisibility into the plane of visibility. Electricity was once a phenomenon visible. It is evident and manifest that man is capable of breaking nature's laws. How does he accomplish it? Through a spirit with which God has endowed him at creation. This is a proof that the spirit of man differentiates and distinguishes him above all the lower kingdoms. It is this spirit to which the verse in the Old Testament refers when it states that man has been created "after the image and likeness of God." The spirit of man alone penetrates the realities of God and partakes of the Divine Bounties.

This great power must evidently be differentiated from the physical body or temple in which it is manifested. Observe and understand how this human body changes; nevertheless the spirit of man remains ever in the same condition. For instance, the body sometimes grows weak, it becomes strong or stout, sometimes it grows smaller or may be dismembered, but there is no effect upon the spirit. The eye may become blind, the foot may be amputated, but no imperfection afflicts the spirit. This is proof that the spirit of man is distinct from his body. Defects in the body or its members do not imply defects in the spirit. This leads to the accurate conclusion that if the whole body should be subjected to a radical change the spirit will survive that change; that even if the body of man is destroyed and becomes non-existent, the spirit of man remains unaffected. For the spirit of man is everlasting. Sometimes the body sleeps,—the eyes do not see, the ears do not hear, the members cease to act,—every function is as inactive as death, nevertheless the spirit sees, hears, and soars on high. For it is possessed of these faculties which operate without the instrumentality of the body. In the world of thought it sees without eyes, hears without ears and travels without the motion of foot. Without physical force it exercises every function. This makes it evident that during sleep the spirit is alive though the body is as dead. In the world of dreams the body becomes absolutely passive but the spirit functions actively, possessed of all susceptibilities. This leads to the conclusion that the life of the spirit is not conditional nor dependent upon the life of the body. At most it can be said that the body is a mere garment utilized by the spirit. If that garment be destroyed, the wearer is not affected, but is in fact protected.

Furthermore, all phenomena are subject to changes from one condition to another, and the revolution caused by this transformation produces a form of non-existence. For instance, when a man is transformed from the human kingdom to the mineral, we say that he is dead, for he has relinquished the physical form of man and assumed the condition of the mineral substances. This transformation or transmutation is called death. Therefore it follows that no phenomenal organism can be possessed of two forms at the same time. If an object or phenomenon presents a triangular shape it cannot simultaneously possess the shape of a square. If it be spherical it cannot at the same time be pentagonal or hexagonal. In order to assume any given figure or form it must relinquish its former shape or dimension. Thus the triangular must be abandoned to assume any given figure or form it must relinquish its former shape or dimension. Thus the triangular must be abandoned to assume the square; the square must change to become a pentagon. These transformations or changes from one condition to another are equivalent
to death. But the reality of man,—the human spirit—is simultaneously possessed of all forms and figures without being bereft of any of them. It does not require transformation from one concept to another. Were it to be bereft of one or all figures we would then say it has been transferred to another, and this would be equivalent to death. But as the human spirit possesses all the figures simultaneously it has no transformation or death.

Again, according to natural philosophy it is an assured fact that single or simple elements are indestructible. As nature is indestructible, every simple element of nature is lasting and permanent. Death and annihilation affect only compounds and compositions. That is to say, compositions are destructible. When decomposition takes place death occurs. For example, certain single elements have combined to make this flower. When this combination is disintegrated, this composition decomposed, the flower dies as an organism of the vegetable kingdom. But the single elements of which this flower is composed do not suffer death, for all single elements are permanent, everlasting, and not subject to destruction. They are indestructible because they are single and not compound. Thus they cannot disintegrate nor become separated in their component atoms but are single, simple and therefore everlasting.

Now if an elementary substance is possessed of immortality, how can the human spirit or reality, which is wholly above combination and composition, be destroyed? Nay rather that spirit which is all in all is a unit and not a compound. Its destruction therefore is not possible. The spirit of man transcends the qualities and attributes of any natural element. It is greater in attributes than gold, silver or iron which are single elements and indestructible. As they are free from destruction and qualified with permanence, how much more so is the human spirit free and immortal. How will that ever be destroyed?

This is a subject of great importance. There are innumerable proofs in support of it. I hope we may continue it at another time.

Before we leave I desire to offer a prayer in behalf of Miss Farmer, for verily she has been the founder of this organization, the source of this loving fellowship and assemblage.

O Thou kind God! Encircle these servants with the glances of Thy Providence. Set aglow the hearts of this assemblage with the Fire of Thy Love. Illuminate these faces with the Light of Heaven. Enlighten these hearts with the Light of the Most Great Guidance.

O God! The clouds of superstitions have covered the horizons of the hearts. O Lord! dispel these clouds so that the Lights of the Sun of Reality may shine. O Lord! illumine our eyes so that we may behold Thy Light. O Lord! Cleanse our ears so that we may hear the call of the Supreme Concourse. O Lord! render our tongues eloquent so that we may become engaged in Thy Commemoration. O Lord! sanctify and purify the hearts so that the effulgence of Thy Love may shine therein.

O Thou kind Lord! Bestow quick recovery through Thy Power and Bounty upon the founder of this Association. O Lord! this woman has served Thee, has turned her face toward Thy Kingdom and has established these conferences in order that Reality might be investigated and the Light of Reality shine.

O Lord! be Thou ever her support. O Lord! be Thou ever her Comforter. O Lord! bestow upon her quick healing. Verily Thou art the Clement! Verily Thou art the Merciful! Verily Thou art the Generous.

A CRUMB FROM THE TABLE OF ABDUL-Baha.

"The sword has been working over six thousand years and has become dull. We must look about us for another sword to take its place. The greatest sword is the tongue. Its authority and sway is over hearts. The sword of steel sheds blood; the sword of speech bestows life. One takes away life; the other grants it. This one is temporal in action and effect; the other is eternal. This one is of metal; that one is the Love of God. This is the difference between the two swords we possess. Today the real sword is the tongue. Too long it has remained in the scabbard, unused, rusty. We must take it out and use it more and more every day."

OUR PERSIAN SECTION:

This issue contains—(1) Talks by Abdul-Baha on "Two Kinds of Education," delivered in the Unitarian Church of Dublin, N. H.; (2) cablegram from Abdul-Baha to the American friends upon his arrival at Liverpool, England; (3) letter from Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة المقدمة. إذا كنت بحاجة إلى مساعدة في شيء آخر، فلا تتردد في طرحه.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي المكتوب بالخط العربي.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
مشارکت 17 مهیاری

1. نطق‌هایی در حضور عبدالبلاه خان سلماسی
   "خاطره تربیت"
2. نطق خبری حضرت عبدالبلاه خان سلماسی
3. مکتوب‌های آقای سید احمد هلالی
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unflakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Vol. III Chicago (January 19, 1913) Sultan No. 17

ABDUL-BAHA'S ARRIVAL IN ENGLAND.

BY ISABEL FRASER.

ABDUL-BAHA arrived in Liverpool from New York on the White Star liner Celtic, December 13th.

The boat was late and it was about nine o'clock before it docked. Miss Elizabeth Herrick, formerly of Liverpool, now of London, had gone up to Liverpool a day ahead to arrange for the addresses. M. Hippolyte Dreyfus-Barney had come from Paris to meet Abdul-Baha and a group from Manchester, Liverpool, and Leeds, in all about a dozen, watched the great liner come slowly up the stream, literally out of the dark night. Suddenly we caught sight of Abdul-Baha in the ship's bow, and as she hove to he walked slowly down the long deck till he stood quite alone, in the very center of the center deck. All eyes on the landing stage were at once riveted upon him as he peered over the ship's side into the rain and gloom of Liverpool. The huge modern boat made a fitting frame for the Master-symbol, as it is of this outpouring of power, designed as it is to bring brothers into closer touch, and Abdul-Baha, the Center of this dispensation, appeared standing in command.

To the little group on the landing stage it seemed ages before the first, second and third-class baggage was arranged in the customs, and the porters and reporters dashed aboard.

Finally we caught sight of the Well-Beloved's white turbaned head, and directly back of him, as they came slowly down the gang-plank, one of the Persians carried a tiny Japanese orange-tree from California. Laden with fruit, it looked like an offering from the tropics as it swayed in the gusts of the broad Mersey.

He stayed two days in Liverpool, stopping at the Adelphi hotel. During that time he made two addresses, one to the Theosophical Society on Saturday night, December 14th, and one at Pembroke Chapel, a Baptist church, Sunday evening, December 15th. He left for London the next morning.

Since leaving London a year ago, Abdul-Baha has traveled far. From here he went to Paris, and from thence traveled to Alexandria and Cairo. Last April he visited the States, going as far west as San Francisco. It was in this city that he made his famous address to the Jews, speaking on the relations between Judaism and Christianity, an address which is far-reaching not only from the Jewish but from the broad Christian standpoint.

On being asked what the Jewish attitude toward him was on that occasion, Abdul-Baha said: "Many of those present came up and shook me by the hand, and a certain Jew came to me as I was leaving the synagogue and said, 'I am ashamed to be prejudiced any longer.' And, again, as I was walking one day in the street another Jew came to me and said, 'We were neglectful and heedless, and you enlivened us; we slept and you awoke us. It behooves us to remain steadfast now and look to true knowledge, and forget our 2,000-year-old differences.'"
THE SEARCH FOR TRUTH.
Address of Abdul-Baha before the Theosophical Society, Liverpool, England, Saturday night, December 14, 1912.*

By ISABEL FRASER.

WHEN I was in America, I had many opportunities of addressing the Theosophical Society there. In every city I spoke once to them, and in some cities many times. The Theosophists are very dear to me, for they have abandoned all prejudice. They do not abide in the confines of dogma, but are seeking truth in a spirit of freedom. All the religions of the world are submerged in prejudice. A Jew is a Jew because his father was before him. A Christian is such for the same reason, and it is the same with a Musselman. All follow the precepts of their fathers, refusing to go forth and seek for themselves.

We both (Theosophists and Bahais) have abandoned all dogmas in our earnest search for truth. But look at the tribes and nations of the world—why are they seething with contention? Because they are not seeking truth. Truth is one. It admits of absolutely no division and accepts neither limitations nor boundaries. All dogmas differ, hence the nations are opposed. The different dogmas make wars and strifes. Behold the events of these days! If it were not for these differences in religions there would be no wars.

We would not see what is now taking place in the Balkans if both sides were sincere seekers after truth.

Regard Persia: in that land there were many tribes, governments and religions, but they cut down the barriers of dogmas, became followers of Baha’u’llah, and are now as one. Jews, Christians and Zoroastrians, et al., meeting together as we are doing here to seek for truth. Truth is one, so they became united.

All the different religions of God that have risen on the face of the earth have one purpose: to educate man and to inform him of the spiritual, the luminous, the divine, so that he may partake of heavenly spirit and find eternal life, show forth the virtues of mankind, and from a world of darkness enter a world of light.

There is no other reality of meaning to the different religions. Their purpose is one, the teaching is one.

Man may be said to have three natures: The first is sunk in darkness and here he is a prisoner to his desires for here he is co-possessor of the same qualities as the animals. The second nature might be called his human nature and in this human nature is the home of the mind and the soul. The third is his likeness to God and this he possesses in proportion to the divine qualities he imparts, the breeze of the holy spirit, pure spiritually, luminosity.

All the religions, all the prophets, all the great teachers had no other purpose than to raise mankind from the animal to the divine nature. Their purpose was to free man and to make him an inhabitant of the realm of Reality. For although the body of man is material, his reality is spiritual; although his body is darkness, his soul is light; although his body may seem to imprison him, his soul is essentially free. To prove this freedom, the prophets of God have appeared and will continue to appear, for there is no end to divine teachings and no beginning.

The thoughtless say that the power of God is occasional; some will say that this material universe is hundreds of thousands of years old. But the power of God is eternal and the creation of God is likewise eternal. Divinity is dependent on creation. Can you imagine a king without a people? Can you imagine our sun without light and heat? The sun to us means light and heat. The king needs his kingdom and the qualities of God are eternal. As long as God exists his creation will exist and the manifestations of God in the divine teachers have always existed as an energy of God and will always continue to exist.

The very greatest blessings of God are represented by these divine beings who come and who will continue to come forth to humanity for hundreds of thousands of years. They represent the blessings of God and the blessings of God never cease.

Always hope that one day a Sun of Truth will rise and bring a Dawn whose light will destroy all the darkness of the human world, will unite hearts and make souls happy, do away with contention and establish universal Peace. Then there will be no divisions. All
will be united and live as one family under the flag of unity and love. Then will mankind be inspired with a new progress and show forth diverse virtues. A new spirit will be given to him and the new world will be invested with a divine beauty. I hope we will always be expecting the appearance of such an One, for he will have education marked with a divine power. Such an One will be superhuman in all conditions, able to subdue material limitations, able to free man from his bonds of country and unite east and west. Such an One will make the Kingdom to appear, for such an One is, in his essence, superior to the laws governing human education. In his essence he is a universal teacher and does not depend on human means for knowledge. He does not need the light from a human lamp nor yet from an astral body. His mission is to give light.

Such an One is a pure mirror in which the Light of Reality is reflected on the world of humanity.

We must be looking for such an One to the end that we may be attracted when he comes to go on wings flying to such an One, born with a new spirit each day to do new works. Thus we will invite this greatest of divine blessings to appear.

Again let us look at Persia! More than 20,000 there have sacrificed their lives—joyfully giving them in the path of God. They were supplemented by hosts of Heavenly spirits so that they never tired of any kind of trouble; they never complained; nay, as trouble increased, their efforts increased and day by day they were enlightened with the Light of the Eternal.

My hope for you is that you may do all in your power to invite to this earth God's greatest blessing in your search for truth.

ABDUL-BAHA ADDRESSES PEMBROKE CHAPEL.


By Isbel FruSiel.

AFTER a few appreciative words of welcome by the Rev. Donald Fraser, Abdul-Baha addressed the congregation at Pembroke chapel, at the evening service, December 15th. Mr. Fraser welcomed this herald of peace and expressed his deep appreciation and honor at having Abdul-Baha in his church.

He made a remarkable picture as he stood in the pulpit, which at first he hesitated to ascend, saying that he did not like to be above the rest of the people. But when it was pointed out to him that he would not be above some of them—the gallery—and that they could hear better, he complied. He said in part:

"Tonight I am exceedingly happy to find myself in an assembly, the members of which are a recognized factor in philanthropy and well being. Therefore, I supplicate at the throne of God that He may bestow divine confirmations upon you that at all times you may be the vehicle of divine mercy and the means of prosperity to the individual members of the world of humanity.

"Man should endeavor always to realize the Oneness of Humanity. We are all the children of God; all created by God; all provided for by God and all under the protection of God. God is kind to all His children. Why should they wage war between themselves? God is the Real Shepherd—all are His sheep. There is no difference whatever among the members of the flock. He educates all of us, is compassionate to all of us; protects all of us. Ponder and you will understand that with the bounties of God there is no restraint. His grace encompasses all mankind. All live under His bounty.

"What benefit do we ever draw from separating ourselves one from another? Why should we wrangle and battle to kill each other? God is kind. Why are we unkind?

"The first separating principle is religion. Every sect and community has gathered around itself certain imitations of Reality in ceremonies and forms, and as these imitations differ, contentions follow. Each division is encompassed with thick clouds through which the Sun of Reality cannot penetrate. If these divisions should forget the differences in imitations and seek for the underlying Reality, all would be united and agreed and fellowship would be established between the organizations of mankind.

"As His Holiness Mohammed states, 'God is Love upon Love, with Love.' Therefore it is evident that the foundation of Religion is Love and the fundamental purpose of religion is Unity. The Religion of God is honor to humanity; why make it the cause of degra-
dation? Why make it the cause of darkness and gloom? Assuredly it is a thousand pities that the cause of such a glorious reality should become the cause of degradation and hatred.

"It was at a time of great darkness that His Holiness Baha’u’llah appeared in Persia, summoning all to love and friendship. Now, in Persia, Jews, Christians, Zoroastrians and other contending religionists who heard the words of Baha’u’llah are living in the utmost state of love and reciprocity.

“This Cause is great and it was at great cost that Baha’u’llah strove to spread these principles in the world. During his life he was imprisoned, his property was pillaged. They sacrificed their lives in the glorious cause of doing away with imitations and limitations, to this end that Unity might be established among the children of men.

"Nations sometimes say, ‘We wish to extend our boundaries!’ Consider with me for a moment, ‘What is the earth?’ We live for a few years on its surface and then it becomes our eternal cemetery. Millions of generations are buried there. It is the universal graveyard of humanity. Is it praise worthy to engage in war for a cemetery—to pillage the wealth of nations for an eternal graveyard?

“Praise God, this nation at this time is striving with all its energy for International Peace. Rest not from your endeavors until international peace become established. This is my request of you and my earnest hope for you is that you may always be protected.”

After the hymn, “All People That on Earth Do Dwell,” Abdul-Baha pronounced the following benediction in Oriental fashion, with hands outstretched and upturned: “O Thou most kind Lord, this reverent assembly is calling on Thy name. These souls are seeking Thy good pleasure. They are seeking the prosperity of the world of humanity. O Lord, confer upon their souls life evermore. O Lord, forgive their sins and keep them in Thy protecting shade in both worlds. O Lord, confer upon them Thy great pleasure. All are servants of international peace, all are servants of humanity. Thou art The Merciful, The Generous, The Forgiver, The Almighty, The Praiseworthy!”

Afterward, in the vestry, Abdul-Baha wrote the following beautiful blessing for the Rev. Donald Fraser. He inscribed it in Persian in the church book: “O Thou Kind Almighty, confirm Thou this servant of Thine, Mr. Fraser, in the service of Thy Kingdom. Make him illumined; make him heavenly; make him spiritual; make him divine! Thou art the Generous, the King!”

ABDUL-BAHA IN LONDON.

BY ISABEL FRASER.

A remarkable cosmopolitan gathering filled the large hall at the Westminster Palace Hotel, Friday evening, December 20th, to listen to an address by Abdul-Baha. His topic was one that is agitating many of the thinking minds of today—the vast subject of Peace.

Sir Thomas Barclay was in the chair, and among the audience were scientists, diplomats, leaders of the great movements of the day, including a number of Orientals. So great was the overflow that many were compelled to sit on the floor and a fringe standing at the outer edge extended out into the hall.

himself, endured a forty-years’ martyrdom in Abdul-Baha (Servant of God), as he calls the cause of peace, by virtue of which he has been called “the world’s greatest peace advocate.” The world has seldom given heed to its Divine messengers during their lives, but it is impossible not to feel that Abdul-Baha is carrying conviction to the eager thousands who listen to his inspired words—words which convey a subtle but unmistakable promise for the future. He made us all feel the first stirring birth pang of a deeper peace than the world had ever known—the peace which Abdul-Baha expounded and which he declares is the world’s heritage today.

INTRODUCTION BY SIR THOMAS BARCLAY.

I am not here really to speak but to listen as a Western European deeply interested in Persia, in Persian thought and in Persian literature and glad of an opportunity to do honor to a venerated Persian. Abdul-Baha is known far beyond the immediate ranks of Bahais, known not only for his own sake, but also as the accredited Messenger of the Bahai teaching. Persia has been a fatherland of religions, but the Revelation of Baha’u’llah is a system of thought and conduct.
"All prejudices," said Baha'u'llah, "whether prejudices of religion, prejudices of race, prejudices of politics or prejudices of nationality must be cast off, for they are a cause of the sickness of the world."

Then again he says: "There is no contradiction between true Religion and Science. When a religion is opposed to Science, it is 'superstition.' Prejudice and superstition are the enemies of human development.

"If a man would succeed in his quest for truth, let him first shut his mind to the traditional superstitions of the past." These traditional superstitions have grown over and disfigured true religion and the object of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah is to get to the original truth and exclude no conscientious searches after undisfigured truth.

I wonder if I have understood the Revelation of Baha'u'llah. If I have, it has a singularly good Christian ring and I should interpret its meaning as "Be a real Christian and you will be a good Bahai."

But I am merely presiding and not proselytising. I am proud to have been asked to preside at a meeting of those who have come together to do honor to one who deserves it so richly.

Abdul-Baha commenced speaking at once, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab translating. Abdul-Baha remained seated. He spoke earnestly, jesticulating freely and one could almost follow his thoughts as the light and fire played over his countenance. He spoke on the subject of Unity and Peace and expounded some of the teachings Baha'u'llah gives for the attainment of these two much-desired conditions of the world today. He said:

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA.

Scientists tell us that the world of matter is made up of constellation of molecules which hold it in its various forms; each molecule consists of a similar constellation of atoms which in turn recent discovery shows is made up of tiny worlds of electrons. Thus we see that this law of affinity is the very basis of existence.

As in the material, so in the spiritual world, love is the attracting force that welds together the constituent elements into a composite unity and holds them firm against disintegration.

Love is the cause of life, and hatred or animosity spell death or disintegration. Just as affinity is the fundamental principle of composition, the greater affinity, love, is the light of unity and the lack of love is the darkness of separateness. Love is conducive to existence, difference is conducive to disintegration. Love is the cause of the illumination of the whole of humanity, discord and dissension are the cause of the destruction of the human race.

All the divine messengers have come to this earth as specialists of the law of love. They came to teach a divine love to the children of men; they came to minister a divine healing between the nations; they came to cement in one the hearts of men and to bring humanity into a state of unity and concord. In this pathway, each one of these divine Manifestations of God's love has accepted innumerable calamities and hardships. For the sake of a realization of love and concord amongst men, they have sacrificed their lives. How many persecutions have they suffered; so that they might bring into a state of harmony those contending nations and religions; so that they might create peace and consolation between these various peoples of the earth!

Let us consider His Holiness Jesus Christ: how many trials he accepted along this pathway, how many difficulties and persecutions, even giving up his life. He chose for himself the cross, so that the light of love might shine in the hearts of men, and the various contending nations come into a state of affinity and love, so that love might encompass the hearts of humanity. This was the purpose. When a holy and divine man shows us the way and sacrifices himself like Jesus Christ for the sake of love and affinity amongst the children of men, our duty is plain; it is evident that we, likewise, must follow in the footsteps of Jesus Christ.

We too must be ready to sacrifice our lives, so that this love may live. We must accept every hardship, so that this love may come to the hearts of the people.

Consider carefully that for the last six thousand years there has been constant strife and warfare amongst the people. All the wars which have occurred in past history have been the basis of the destruction of the human race; love, on the other hand, has been the cause of cementing the people together.

Consider how Jesus Christ, through the power of his love, brought a state of harmony between the Egyptian nation, the Assyrian nation and all the nations of ancient times. Such a unity and concord was realized amongst these various peoples that the pages of history are adorned with their accomplishments, although formerly these nations were in a state of con-
stant strife and contention. Formerly their business was war, but, through the Breath of the Holy Spirit, unity became a creative factor. The great and wise men of the world have ever striven hard, so that the hearts of humanity might be cemented together by the heavenly teachers, whose mission it is to bring into the world this divine state of love.

The foundation of all religion as taught by all the divine messengers has been love and affinity. A hundred thousand pities alas! that the divine message has become the means of warfare and strife!

In the Balkans blood is being freely and copiously shed, lives are being destroyed, houses are pillaged, cities are razed to the ground, and all this through religious prejudice; while in reality the foundation of the religion of God is love. All the divines and holy manifestations invite the exercise of love. In reality we are living in the midst of the greatest proof of divine love. For at a time when, in the Orient, there existed the utmost state of strife and sedition, warfare raged between the nations; warfare raged between the religions and between the various sects; darkness encompassed the horizon of the Orient, and each religion asserted its claim over the other—at such a time, under such circumstances, His Holiness Baha’u’llah shone from the horizon of the East. He declared that the reality of all religion is one, that all religions have the same foundation for their teaching. He taught men that the foundation of the religion of God is love. Alas, that they should have entirely forgotten this foundation! They have created blind dogmas, and as these blind dogmas develop, we observe constant bloodshed and strife. If all the religions and sects were to quit themselves from all past limitations and search diligently for the foundation (as the foundation of the divine religion is one), there would follow unity and concord, these terrible events would not happen, bloodshed would cease, and hatred between the hearts of men would be dispelled. Heavenly illumination would dawn, divine love would be created, the efforts of the divine teachers would be held and would yield results, hearts would be knit together, the basis of strife and quarrel would be forgotten, divine justice would be revealed and divine radiance diffused.

In order that the darkness of strife and sedition might be entirely banished from the human world, His Holiness Baha’u’llah established and taught certain declarations or principles. The first principle which He proclaimed was the principle of the Oneness of the human family. He said, “Humanity constitute the sheep of God’s flock. The real shepherd is God.” The real shepherd is compassionate and kind towards all the members of his flock. Humanity was created by God; He provides for all, protects all. He is kind to all. Why should we treat each other harshly? He has made a plea for love, not for difference, or hatred, or animosity.

God created humanity; none of us were created by Satan. All are edifices of God, therefore we must strive that these edifices be protected and not seek to destroy them.

The second principle of Baha’u’llah concerns international peace and to this end He wrote all the nations and sent special epistles to the rulers and kings of the earth. Likewise He proclaimed peace amongst the religions. Was not peace the foundations of religion? It is time that these limitations and dogmas be done away with, that the foundation of the religion of God be made the means of union and good fellowship.

Again, He proclaimed inter-racial peace, for humanity is the progeny of one Adam—all belong to one lineage. “This sphere is one globe,” He said, and is not divided, the various continents on the face of the globe are in reality one native land, inhabited by one human family; therefore, there should not exist between the various countries this warfare and strife.

Another principle of Baha’u’llah is that religion must ever be the means of love; that is, if so-called religion be the cause of hatred and animosity, it is better to quit such religion. Every affair, every matter which in the world of humanity is the cause of love, that matter is good; but if it is creative of difference amongst the children of men, that matter is evil. If it be a cause of hatred amongst the people, it is absolute evil. Irreligion is better than that so-called religion. The people have made religion the cause of warfare and strife, while the reality of religion is the cause of unity and love.

The fourth teaching of Baha’u’llah is relative to the conformity of science and reason with true universal religion. If it is contrary to science and reason, it is superstition. A theory which is not acceptable to the mind of man and which science rejects is devoid of reality. It is a vision of superstition.

The fifth teaching of Baha’u’llah is relative to prejudice, which must be abandoned.
National prejudice must be forgotten, racial prejudice must be obliterated, and patriotic prejudice must likewise be lifted from amongst the people.

Since the beginning of history all the wars which have occurred have been caused primarily through religious prejudice, or racial prejudice, or patriotic prejudice. As long as these prejudices are not broken, the world of humanity will not attain to perfect peace and tranquility.

Another teaching of Baha'u'llah is relative to the equality of men and women. In the human family of God there is no distinction. God is no respecter of gender. The religion of God is one. The human family share in common all the faculties; they share in common all the divine bounties. God has not accredited any difference between the male and the female. The same education must be given to women as to men, so that they may acquire science and arts, so that they may advance along the course of civilization, in order that they may become proficient and attain to the level of men.

In the Orient women have been very degraded in the past, men giving no importance to them, thinking that men were created superior, but through the teaching of Baha'u'llah, who declared that a great calling is destined for women, they promoted the facilities for the education and training of the girls. In a brief space of time the girls and the women alike have advanced along the pathway of education. Now, in the country of Persia alone, many schools have been organized for the girls, and girls are engaged in the study of the sciences and arts.

The seventh teaching of Baha'u'llah concerns itself and is in accord with this system of universal education; it is that all the children should study and acquire a profession, that there should not remain a single individual without a profession whereby he can earn his livelihood. Baha'u'llah further declares that through the equipment of science and art the misunderstandings which have prevailed between religion and science will become reconciled.

The non-conformity of science and religion has been the greatest factor in keeping the religions apart.

If this misunderstanding be taken away from amongst religions, perfect love will be established. For example, for nearly two thousand years there has been strife and contention between Jews and Christians and it is evident that if the cause thereof be understood with intelligence, it would wipe away from among them all discord; there would remain love and concord.

While in California, in a Jewish Synagogue, in San Francisco, I spoke on this subject. There were nearly two thousand Jews present. I said to them, “This long misunderstanding which has been between you and the Christians is very pitiable. You think that His Holiness Christ destroyed all the foundation of the Mosaic law. You think that He degraded the law of Moses, you go further and think that His Holiness Christ was the enemy of Moses, while all these things are contrary to history. The first teaching that His Holiness Christ gave was in regard to the prophethood of Moses. The first mention He made was in praise of the law of Moses. His Holiness Christ spread the foundation of the law of Moses, but He abrogated and extended that law to accord with His times. Before the appearance of Christ the name of Moses was confined to Palestine only, but His Holiness Christ spread the name of Moses throughout the world, and promulgated the Old Testament throughout the nations. Were it not for Christ, who would have heard the name of Moses in America? Were it not for the existence of Christ, how would this Bible have been spread so broadcast for 1,500 years? You could not translate and spread this Bible throughout the nations were it not for the blessings of Christendom. The Old Testament has reached every corner of the globe, His Holiness Christ established the fact that you are the people of God. Let us be fair and see whether Christ was the friend of Moses or His enemy? Let us be just. Was there ever a greater love than this, and was there ever a greater assistance than this? His Holiness Christ spread the name of Moses everywhere. He proclaimed the teachings of the Old Testament.

Consider how this lack of understanding of the Jewish people has created enmity and strife. His Holiness Christ was the first to proclaim world wide the name of Moses. Read the Gospel and you will find out how His Holiness Christ reverently mentions His name.

The paramount declaration of Baha'u'llah is that peace must be realized between all the nations of the Earth. International tribunals will be established and certain representatives from amongst all the governments of the earth will be sent to that inter-parliamentary gathering. The era of “the parliament of
man” will be ushered in. This international tribunal will be the court of appeals between the nations. Fifty years ago Baha’u’llah wrote to all the rulers of the world about this international tribunal of arbitral justice.

These are some of the teachings in the religion of Baha’u’llah—all of which would take a great deal of time to expound. I will just add that it is my hope that during these days in which this Peace Conference* is discussing negotiations for terms of peace, you will strive to the utmost that peace measures and peaceful negotiations may be carried on among them. I am very pleased that I am living in London during these days. I supplicate that the Conference may be crowned with success, so that peace may be established in the Balkans, so that this bloodshed may cease, so that this Conference may become a working basis for the future international peace. May all the nations and all the countries of the world strive with us, that in the future there may be no war and no bloodshed.

As the English government is a just government and as the British nation is a noble nation and accomplishes whatever it undertakes, it is my hope that in this matter it will manifest the utmost wisdom and sagacity, so that the sun of peace may dawn on the horizon of the Balkans, so that eternal fellowship may be realized among them, and whenever in the future there is any difficult problem a conference may be called for its settlement, so that through these various conferences all the troubles of humanity may be solved.

A WORD FROM MISS ALICE BUCKTON.

Miss Buckton read the Hidden Words, commencing: “O Ye Discerning Ones of the People.” She told how these “Hidden Words” had been written in prison and how they had come out of that prison and gone all over the world. She spoke of the significance of the Peace Conference being held in England and recalled Queen Victoria’s answer to Baha’u’llah’s message proclaiming that war should cease and that the day of peace was at hand. Queen Victoria’s reply was that if this proclamation was of God, it would stand.

Miss Buckton emphasized the fact that this was no new religion, it sought the Unity of all Religions, shutting out none of them, but finding a common meeting place for all. She likened it to a garden of flowers where vast variety did away with monotony and made an interesting Unity.

The chairman then introduced Mrs. Despard, President of the Women’s Freedom League, who spoke as follows:

TALK BY MRS. DESPARD.

I am perfectly convinced that every one who has heard him, who so many today are calling the Master, one of the great Masters who has come to enlighten the world, are feeling how deeply privileged we are to have had the presence here in our western isle, of this eastern Master among us. I had the joy of seeing him when he was last over in this country. I have heard of the wonderful journeys that he has made. I know how he never falters. He believes that he is bringing a message to the world and we believe it too.

I sometimes think that when in the future the story of the present generation comes to be summed up, we shall be shown it under two aspects. One aspect is that which is troubling us so much at the present moment—unrest. There is unrest everywhere, unrest in industry, unrest intellectually and unrest religiously, and some are frightened as they look out, and wonder if these days mean the disintegration of which we have been hearing, which is the very fruit of this. But some of us think that this unrest at the present moment is actually a healthy symptom. That it is on account of the unreality of things that people generally are troubled and anxious and longing for some settled thing.

We have the mighty movements—the women's movement, the religious movement, the spirit-
ual movement. At the basis of all the great religions that have moved the world there are the same great truths. This unrest at the moment, and of ancient times though in different words and different form are still the same. God is one. There is nothing but God anywhere. He is the one eternal life; because we are in Him therefore we are eternal; death is but the dropping of a garment. This is the principle of unity and we are thankful beyond measure that it has been brought to us today.

CLOSING REMARKS BY M. HIPPOLYTE DREYFUS-BARNEY, OF PARIS.

Ladies and Gentlemen: After the beautiful and interesting addresses you have heard, I have to make you a promise, it is, not to take up too much of your time, but I wish to say what a joy it is to me to see the wonderful interest that the movement has now awakened in London.

Is it a religion, this movement? Some say no, looking only at the philosophical aspect of the teachings, looking only to its code of ethics; but I say yes, and you certainly will say so, too, after having heard what you have from this platform. It is a religion because it is founded upon the knowledge of God. The knowledge of God is the first thing we should try to acquire. It has, in former times, I think, been very difficult for, in the past, the esoteric part of religion was hidden from the people and the truth was only given in symbols. But in this day Baha'u'llah appeals to our reason. Reason is the greatest gift of God to man, and it is through reason we can know God. How? Baha'u'llah teaches us that we can know Him best through His Manifestations. What does that mean? I think we should say, in order to make ourselves understood, through the greatest manifestation of God, because everything in the world manifests God to a greater or less degree. We can find the divine in the beautiful melodies that are sung by the birds in the forests, the divine in nature, but we find it specially in man, who is at the summit of creation, and especially in those supreme beings who are called the prophets. It is in understanding their teaching that we can reach the knowledge of God. But I said in the beginning I did not want to take up too much of your time. I think we can move in a high spirit in thanking the Chair for this wonderful gathering, which I hope will be the beginning of many similar ones in this city.

"THE BLESSING" BY ABDUL-BAHÁ.

Again a deep and reverent hush fell on the people as Abdul-Baha gave the blessing in Oriental fashion with hands outstretched and palms upturned:—

"O Thou Kind Almighty, we supplicate at the Throne of Grace for mercy for the blood that has been shed in the Balkans; the children that are being made orphans; the mothers losing their dear sons; the sons who have become fatherless; the cities that have been destroyed; the many hearts that have been filled with sorrow; the many tears that are being shed and the many spirits that are in a state of agitation!

"O Lord, be merciful, extinguish this spirit of war, this consuming fire, this peril, this gloomy darkness! Cement together these hearts, let the sun of Thy Truth dawn upon all.

"O Lord! this world is dark, guide us toward a brilliant light. The horizons are glooming with the clouds of war; disperse these impenetrable clouds. Grant us holiness and calm! Dispose of these quarrels, illuminate the horizon of life, so that the sun of real loyalty may shine with its rays. May these dark hearts become illuminated, may these blind eyes become open, may these deaf ears become gifted with hearing.

"O Lord! cause Thy divine justice to appear in this world. Summon these people to the Banquet of International Peace, so that they may live together in the utmost state of love. May all the religions and all nations embrace each other with this spirit of universal kindliness, and may hatred be forgotten.

"O Lord! confirm this just government in the establishment of peace, so that it may hold aloft the banner of reconciliation in the Balkans. May the light of love shine and flame forth unfilled. O Lord! Thou art Almighty; Thou art Merciful; Thou art Clement; Thou art Kind!"

OUR PERSIAN SECTION contains: (1) Talk by Abdul-Baha on "Creation" delivered at New York City; (2) talk by Abdul-Baha to the Kenosha, Wis., Bahai Assembly; (3) Tablet revealed for the newspapers of the world; (4) cablegram from Abdul-Baha saying, "Scotland is illumined; greetings to all the friends"; (5) letter written by Seyed Assad'u'llah, while with Abdul-Baha in London.
توليف:
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لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
الجلقات

خطابة بارك حديث، مبدعة، همسنة
"جلقات" صيف بارك شكيبية 48 سنة،
دُعيت بارك عندما تُشيَّد مثلها،
ذمنها شعبها خالد، محمد عبده أحمد.

ننستعظم من معيثا، معمورة، عاطفية،
أنا شهيدة مسرحية، فيها، في حياة،
الرغم من أنني محتاجة، في حياتي،
كأنني في مواجهة، مع كل، مع ما، مع كل.

أنا حبيبة، مباركة، في حياتي،
لا يمكنني أن أتحدث، على، على ما، على كل.
لكني أ униت، في حياتي،
كأنني في مواجهة، مع كل، مع كل.

أنا شهيدة، مسرحية، فيها، في حياة،
لا يمكنني أن أتحدث، على، على ما، على كل.
لكني أ униت، في حياتي،
كأنني في مواجهة، مع كل، مع كل.

أنا شهيدة، مسرحية، فيها، في حياة،
لا يمكنني أن أتحدث، على، على ما، على كل.
لكني أ униت، في حياتي،
كأنني في مواجهة، مع كل، مع كل.

أنا شهيدة، مسرحية، فيها، في حياة،
لا يمكنني أن أتحدث، على، على ما، على كل.
لكني أ униت، في حياتي،
كأنني في مواجهة، مع كل، مع كل.

أنا شهيدة، مسرحية، فيها، في حياة،
لا يمكنني أن أتحدث، على، على ما، على كل.
لكني أ униت، في حياتي،
كأنني في مواجهة، مع كل، مع كل.

أنا شهيدة، مسرحية، فيها، في حياة،
لا يمكنني أن أتحدث، على، على ما، على كل.
لكني أ униت، في حياتي،
كأنني في مواجهة، مع كل، مع كل.

أنا شهيدة، مسرحية، فيها، في حياة،
لا يمكنني أن أتحدث، على، على ما، على كل.
لكني أ униت، في حياتي،
كأنني في مواجهة، مع كل، مع كل.

أنا شهيدة، مسرحية، فيها، في حياة،
لا يمكنني أن أتحدث، على، على ما، على كل.
لكني أ униت، في حياتي،
كأنني في مواجهة، مع كل، مع كل.

أنا شهيدة، مسرحية، فيها، في حياة،
لا يمكنني أن أتحدث، على، على ما، على كل.
لكني أ униت، في حياتي،
كأنني في مواجهة، مع كل، مع كل.

أنا شهيدة، مسرحية، فيها، في حياة،
لا يمكنني أن أتحدث، على، على ما، على كل.
لكني أ униت، في حياتي،
كأنني في مواجهة، مع كل، مع كل.

أنا شهيدة، مسرحية، فيها، في حياة،
لا يمكنني أن أتحدث، على، على ما، على كل.
لكني أ униت، في حياتي،
كأنني في مواجهة، مع كل، مع كل.

أنا شهيدة، مسرحية، فيها، في حياة،
لا يمكنني أن أتحدث، على، على ما، على كل.
لكني أ униت، في حياتي،
كأنني في مواجهة، مع كل، مع كل.

أنا شهيدة، مسرحية، فيها، في حياة،
لا يمكنني أن أتحدث، على، على ما، على كل.
لكني أ униت، في حياتي،
كأنني في مواجهة، مع كل، مع كل.

أنا شهيدة، مسرحية، فيها، في حياة،
لا يمكنني أن أتحدث، على، على ما، على كل.
لكني أ униت، في حياتي،
كأنني في مواجهة، مع كل، مع كل.

أنا شهيدة، مسرحية، فيها، في حياة،
لا يمكنني أن أتحدث، على، على ما، على كل.
لكني أ униت، في حياتي،
كأنني في مواجهة، مع كل، مع كل.

أنا شهيدة، مسرحية، فيها، في حياة،
لا يمكنني أن أتحدث، على، على ما، على كل.
لكني أ униت، في حياتي،
كأنني في مواجهة، مع كل، مع كل.

أنا شهيدة، مسرحية، فيها، في حياة،
لا يمكنني أن أتحدث، على، على ما، على كل.
لكني أ униت، في حياتي،
كأنني في مواجهة، مع كل، مع كل.
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ABDUL-BAHA

The Servant of Baha'u'llah
and The Center of His Covenant

Photograph taken at St. Paul, Minn., during his sojourn in America
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brethren; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'O'LLAH.

FAREWELL ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA TO THE AMERICAN FRIENDS
Delivered on board Steamship Celtic just before sailing from New York City on the morning of December 5, 1912.

T H I S is my last interview with you, and now I am on this ship to sail away.
This is my last exhortation which I am going to give unto you. My last exhortation to you is this:
I have repeatedly spoken to you, and I have invited you to the Unity of the world of humanity. I have told you that all mankind are servants of the same God; that God is the Creator of all; He is the Provider of all; He is the Life-giver of all; He is affectionate to all; that before God all are as servants of one God; and God is compassionate towards them all. Therefore, we must act in the utmost kindness and affection towards all the nations of the world. We must set aside all fanaticism and religious prejudices. We must forget all national prejudices. We must forget all native prejudices.

This earth is one sphere, one nativity, one home, and all mankind are the descendants of one Father. All are created by God, and God is compassionate unto all. Therefore, if any one offends another, he offends God. God wishes that all the hearts be rejoiced; that all mankind be in the utmost happiness; that every individual member of human society shall live in the utmost felicity and joy. But that which prevents mankind from being happy together is racial prejudice, sectional and sectarian prejudice, the struggle for existence, and unkindness towards one another.

As to you who are present here: Your eyes have been illumined; your ears have been made hearing; your hearts are knowing. You must be free from every kind of prejudice and fanaticism; you must see no difference among the races; you must see no difference among the religions. You must look to God. For God is the real Shepherd, and all men are His sheep. This Shepherd is One, and He is affectionate towards all the sheep. While the Ideal Shepherd is kind unto all, is it allowable that these sheep should quarrel among themselves? Hence all these sheep must arise in great gratitude and thankfulness, for God, the Shepherd, is very kind unto them; and the best way to thank God is that all mankind shall love one another and show great kindness and affection towards each other.

In a word: Beware lest ye offend any heart! Beware lest ye speak against anyone in his absence! Beware lest ye estrange yourselves from the servants of God! You must consider all the servants of God as your own kith and kin! Let your whole effort be directed towards rejoicing every offended one, towards feeding every one who is hungry, clothing every one who is without clothing, glorifying every one who is humbled. Be a helper to every helpless one and be kind unto all. This is to gain the good will of God. This is that which is conducive to eternal felicity for you. This is conducive to the illumination of the world of humanity. As I seek from God eternal glory in your behalf, I therefore am giving you this exhortation.

You all see what is happening in the Balkans! How human blood is being shed! How little children are torn into pieces! How men's properties are pillaged! How cities and towns are sacked! It is a world-enkindling fire that is astir in the Balkans! God has created them as men to love one another; but they bleed each other! God has created them in order that they may co-operate with each other; but they pillage each other's property and shed each other's blood. God has created them to be the cause of felicity and peace to one another; but they are causing trials and hardships unto each other.

As to you: Your efforts must be made lofty. Exert yourselves with your heart and soul, so that perchance through your efforts the Light of Universal Peace may shine, and
this darkness of estrangement and enmity may be dispelled from amongst men; so that all men may become as one family and be kind unto one another; that the East may assist the West; that the West may aid the East—for all are the denizens of the one planet, and all are peoples of the one nativity, and all are the flocks of the one Shepherd.

Consider how the Prophets who have been sent, and the great souls who have appeared from amongst men, and the sages who have arisen in the world,—have all given exhortations unto men. They have all taught love and affection to humanity. They have all guided human souls towards union and harmony. These great Prophets and saints and seers and philosophers have all sacrificed their lives in order to establish these teachings amongst men. Consider how heedless the world is,—for notwithstanding all the pains taken by these Prophets of God in their time, the people are still fighting one another! Notwithstanding all the Heavenly Commandments to love one another, they are shedding each other's blood! How heedless are these people! How ignorant are these people! How in darkness are these people! They have such a compassionate God who is so kind towards all men, and yet they act against His good pleasure! And yet they live in opposition to His behests! God is kind towards all men, and yet they destroy each other's lives! God blesses and builds their houses; they raze and sack each other's homes! Consider how heedless are such people! Consider how ignorant are such people!

As to you: Your duty is of another kind, for you are informed concerning the mysteries of GOD. Your eyes are illumined! Your ears are made hearing! You must therefore look towards each other, and then towards all mankind, with the utmost love and kindness; for you have no excuse to bring before GOD if you do not live this way, for you are informed of that which constitutes the good pleasure of God. You have heard His Commandments. You have hearkened unto His Words of Advice. You must, therefore, be kind to all men; you must even be kind to your enemies as your friends. You must even consider your evil-wishers as your well-wishers. You must consider as agreeable, those who are not agreeable towards you,—so that, perchance, this darkness of conflict may disappear from amongst men and the Light of the Divine may shine forth; so that the Orient may be illumined; that the Occident may be filled with fragrance; nay, the East and the West may embrace each other in love and deal with one another in the utmost affection! Until man reaches this high station, the world of humanity shall not find rest and the eternal felicity shall not be attained by men! But if man lives up to these Divine Commandments, this world of earth shall be transformed into the world of heaven, and this material sphere shall be converted into a Paradise of Glory.

It is my hope that you shall be rendered successful therein, so that you may cast light upon the world of humanity like unto lamps, and quicken and stir the body of existence like unto a spirit. This is Eternal Glory! This is Everlasting Felicity! This is Immortal Life! This is Heavenly Loftiness! This is being created in the image and likeness of GOD, and unto this I call you, and I pray to God to strengthen and bless you!
arise with objections, saying, “We must have literal proof of this through the senses.”

The Reality of Christ was always in heaven and will always be. This is the intention of the text of the Gospel. For while His Holiness Jesus Christ walked upon the earth, He said, “The Son of Man is in heaven.” Therefore holding to literal interpretation and visible fulfilment of the text of the Holy Books is simply imitation of ancestral forms and beliefs. For when we perceive the Reality of Christ these texts and statements become clear and perfectly reconcilable with each other. Unless we perceive the Reality we cannot understand the meanings of the Holy Books, for these meanings are symbolic and spiritual, such as, for instance, the raising of Lazarus which has spiritual interpretation.

We must first establish the fact that the Power of God is infinite, unlimited and that it is within that Power to accomplish anything.

Secondly, we must understand the interpretation of Christ’s words concerning “the dead.” A certain disciple came to His Holiness and asked permission to go and bury his father. His Holiness answered, “Let the dead bury their dead.” Therefore Christ designated as “dead” some who were still living; that is, let the living “dead,” the spiritually “dead,” bury your father. They were dead because they were not believers in Christ. Although physically alive, they were dead spiritually. This is the meaning of Christ’s words, “That which is born of flesh is flesh; that which is born of spirit is spirit.” He meant that those who were simply born of the human body were dead spiritually, while those quickened by the breaths of the Holy Spirit were living, eternally alive. These are the interpretations of Christ Himself. Reflect upon them and the meanings of the Holy Books will become clear as the sun at mid-day.

The Holy Books have their special terminologies which must be known and understood. Physicians have their own peculiar terms, architects, philosophers have their characteristic expressions; poets have their phrases, and scientists their terminologies. In the Scripture we read that Zion is dancing. It is evident that this has other than literal interpretation. The meaning is that the people of Zion through great joy shall rejoice. The Jews said, Christ was not Messiah but Anti-Christ, because one of the signs of the Messiah’s coming was the dancing of Mount Zion, which had not yet come to pass. In reality, when His Holiness appeared, not only Mount Zion but all Palestine danced and rejoiced. Again in the Scriptures it is said, “The trees shall clap their hands.” This is symbolical. There are terms and expressions of usage in every language which cannot be taken literally. For instance, in Oriental countries it is customary to say, “When my friend entered the house, the doors and walls began to sing and dance.” In Persia they say, “Get at the head,” meaning engage in the matter according to its own terms and usages. All these have other and inner meanings.

You have asked concerning approval of Christian Science treatment and healing. Spirit has influence; prayer has spiritual effect. Therefore we pray, “O God! heal this sick one!” Perchance God will answer. Does it matter who prays? God will answer the prayer of every servant if that prayer is urgent. His Mercy is vast, illimitable. He answers the prayers of all His servants. He answers the prayer of this plant. The plant prays potentially, “O God! Send me rain!” God answers this prayer and the plant grows. God will answer any one. He answers prayers potentially. Before we were born into this world did we not pray, “O God! Give me a mother; give me two fountains of bright milk; purify the air for my breathing; grant me rest and comfort; prepare food for my sustenance and living!” Did we not pray potentially for these needed blessings before we were created? When we came into this world did we not find our prayers answered? Did we not find mother, father, food, light, home and every other necessity and blessing, although we did not actually ask for them? Therefore it is natural that God will give to us when we ask Him. His Mercy is all-encircling.

But we ask for things which the Divine Wisdom does not desire for us, and there is no answer to our prayer. His Wisdom does not sanction what we wish. We pray, “O God! make me wealthy!” If this prayer were universally answered human affairs would be at a standstill. There would be none left to work in the streets, none to till the soil, none to build, none to run the trains. Therefore it is evident that it would not be well for us if all prayers were answered. The affairs of the world would be interfered with, energies crippled and progress hindered. But whatever we ask for, which is in accord with Divine Wisdom, God will answer. Assuredly!

For instance, a very feeble patient may ask the doctor to give him food which would be
positively dangerous to his life and condition. He may beg for roast meat. The doctor is kind and wise. He knows it would be dangerous to his patient, so he refuses to allow it. The doctor is merciful, the patient ignorant. Through the doctor’s kindness the patient recovers; his life is saved. Yet the patient may cry out that the doctor is unkind, not good, because he refuses to answer my pleading.

God is merciful. In His Mercy He answers the prayers of all His servants when according to His Supreme Wisdom it is necessary.

TALK GIVEN BY ABDUL-BAHÁ AT RESIDENCE OF MRS. A. J. PARSONS, DUBLIN, N. H., AUGUST 6, 1912.*

TODAY we are enjoying temperate weather. As there are many strangers present we will answer questions.

**Question:** “Are not all Christians Bahais? Is there any difference?”

**Answer:** When Christians act according to the teachings of Christ, they are called Bahais. For the foundations of Christianity and the Religion of BAHÁ’U’LLÁH are one. The foundations of all the Divine Prophets and Holy Books are one. The difference among them is one of terminology only. Each springtime is identical with the former springtime. The distinction between them is only one of the calendar—1911, 1912 and so on. The difference between a Christian and a Bahá’í is this; there was a former Springtime and there is a Springtime now. No other difference exists because the foundations are the same. Whoever acts completely in accordance with the teachings of Christ is a Bahá’í. The purpose is the essential meaning of “Christian,” not the mere word. The purpose is the Sun itself and not its Dawning Points. For though the Sun is One Sun, its Dawning Points are many. We must not adore the Dawning Points but worship the Sun. We must adore the Reality of Religion and not blindly cling to the appellation “Christianity.” The Sun of Reality must be worshipped and followed. We must seek the fragrance of the rose from whatever bush it is blooming; whether Oriental or Western. Be seekers of Light, no matter from which lantern it shines forth; be not lovers of the lantern. At one time the Light has shone from a lantern in the East, now in the West. If it comes from North, South, from whatever direction it proceeds, follow the Light. Let me illustrate further. A certain person bestowed a coin upon five beggars. They resolved to spend it for food. The Englishman said, “Buy grapes.” The Turk wanted “uzum,” the Arab “anab,” the Greek “Stafelea,” the Persian “angur.” Not understanding each other’s language they quarreled and fought. A stranger came along. He was familiar with all five languages. He said, “Give me the coin; I will buy what you wish.” When he brought them grapes they were all satisfied. They wanted the same thing, but differed in the term only.

Briefly: When the Reality dawns in the midst of the Religions, all will be unified and reconciled.

**Question:** “Does Abdul-Bahá find Christianity is not lived up to and carried out in America?”

**Answer:** My meaning is that it should be completely carried out and lived up to. Man needs eyes, ears, arms, a head, feet and various other members. When he possesses all and all work together there is symmetry and perfection in him. So Christ said, “Be ye perfect, even as your Heavenly Father is perfect,” meaning that perfection is the requirement of Christianity. Be the image and likeness of God. This is not easy. It necessitates the focalization of all heavenly virtues. It requires that we become recipients of all the perfections of God. Then we become His image and likeness. For in the Bible it is stated, “Let us create man in our own image and likeness.” The attainment of this is most difficult.

When Christ appeared with those marvelous breaths of the Holy Spirit, the children of Israel said, “We are quite independent of Him; we can do without Him and follow Moses; we have a Book and in it are found the teachings of God; what need therefore have we of this man?” Christ said to them, “The Book sufficeth you not.” It is possible for a man to hold to a book of medicine and say, “I have no need of a doctor; I will act according to the book; in it every disease is named, all symptoms are explained, the diagnosis of each ailment is completely written out and a prescription for each malady is furnished; therefore why do I need a doctor?” This is sheer ignorance. A physician is needed to prescribe. Through his skill, the principles of the book are correctly and effectively applied until the patient is restored to health. Christ was a Heavenly Physician. He brought spiritual health and healing into the world. BAHÁ’U’LLÁH is likewise a Divine Physician.

---

*Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed; notes by Mr. Howard MacNutt.
He has revealed prescriptions for removing disease from the body politic and has remedied human conditions by spiritual power.

Therefore mere knowledge is not sufficient for complete human attainment. The teachings of the Holy Books need a Heavenly Power and Divine Potency to carry them out. A house is not built by mere acquaintance with the plans. Money must be forthcoming, volition is necessary to construct it, a carpenter must be employed in its erection. It is not enough to say, "The plan and purpose of this house is very good; I will live in it." There are no walls of protection, there is no roof of shelter in this mere statement; the house must be actually built before we can live in it.

Briefly, the teachings of the Holy Books need a Divine Potency to complete their accomplishment in human hearts. In Persia, His Holiness Bahá'u'lláh cleared and taught souls, established a bond of affiliation among various peoples and united divergent religious beliefs to such an extent that twenty thousand devoted ones sacrificed themselves for the Cause of God in the glorious unity of martyrdom. No differences whatever remained among these blessed souls; Christians, Jews, Mohammedans, Zoroastrians, all blended, unified and agreed through the potency of His Heavenly Power, not by mere words, not by merely saying, "Unity is good and love is praiseworthy."

His Holiness Bahá'u'lláh not only proclaimed this unity and love; He established it. As a Heavenly Physician He not only gave prescriptions for these ailments of discord and hatred, but accomplished the actual healing. We may read in a medical book that a certain form of illness requires such and such a remedy. While this may be absolutely true, the remedy is useless unless there be volition and executive force to apply it. Every man in the king's army can give a command, but when the king speaks, it is carried out. This one, that one, may say, "Go conquer a country," but when the king says, "Go," the army advances. Therefore it is evident that the confirmation of the Holy Spirit and impelling influence of a Heavenly Power is needed to accomplish the Divine Purpose in human hearts and conditions. His Holiness Jesus Christ, single, solitary and alone accomplished what all the kings of the earth could not have carried out. If all the kingdoms and nations of the world had combined to effect it they would have failed.

It is therefore evident and proved that an effort must be put forward to carry out the purpose and plan of the teachings of God in order that in this Great Day of Days the world may be reformed, souls resuscitated, a new spirit of life found, hearts become illumined, mankind rescued from the bondage of nature, saved from the baseness of materialism and attain spirituality and radiance in attraction toward the Divine Kingdom. This is necessary; this is needful. Mere reading of the Holy Books and Texts will not suffice.

Many years ago in Baghdad I saw a certain officer sitting upon the ground. Before him a large paper was placed into which he was sticking needles tipped with small red and white flags. First he would stick them into the paper, then thoughtfully pull them out and change their position. I watched him with curious interest for a long time, then asked, "What are you doing?" He replied, "I have in mind something which is historically related of Napoleon I during his war against Austria. One day, it is said, his secretary found him sitting upon the ground, as I am now doing, sticking needles into a paper before him. His secretary inquired what he was doing. Napoleon answered, 'I am on the battle-field, figuring out my next victory. You see, Italy and Austria are defeated and France is triumphant.' In the great campaign which followed, everything came out just as he said. His army carried his plans to a complete success. Now, I am doing the same as Napoleon, figuring out a great campaign of military conquest." I said, "Where is your army? Napoleon had an army already equipped when he figured out his victory. You have no army. Your forces exist only on paper. You have no power to conquer countries. First get ready your army, then sit upon the ground with your needles."

We need an army to attain victory in the spiritual world; mere plans are not sufficient; ideas and principles are helpless without a Divine Power to put them into effect.

Aside from all this, there is need of the stimulus of the joy of glad-tidings in human hearts. Certain spiritual attraction is requisite in order that hearts may willingly take the step forward in the Divine Cause. We must become attracted to God. The breaths of the Holy Spirit must take effect. Unless this is so it is impossible for the teachings of God to accomplish in us. An Ideal Power is necessary. The people of America have remarkably quick perception, intelligence and understanding.

[Continued on page ten]
THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA: PAYMENT DUE MARCH 1st

The Baháí Temple Unity desires to inform the friends that a payment on the land will be due March 1st. It will therefore be appreciated if contributions are sent in promptly.

CORINNE TRUE, Financial Secretary.

ABDUL-BAHA AT THE "SALVATION ARMY" SHELTER


BY ISABEL FRASER.

On Christmas night Abdul-Baha visited the poor of the Salvation Army Shelter, Westminster, where each year a Christmas dinner is provided for those who have no homes and no friends, and but for the shelter would have no lodgings. There were about 1,000 present on this occasion. It was a most impressive scene—the dinner for the homeless and the Master from the East delivering Christ's message to the poor. As a true test of attention, many of the hungry men forgot to eat and listened intently.

With that wonderful tact Abdul-Baha displays on all occasions, his message to the homeless was simple, direct and short. He said:

"I feel tonight great joy and happiness to be in this place, because my meetings and callings have ever been mostly with the poor, and I call myself one of them. My lot has ever been with those who have not the goods of this world. When we look at the poor of humanity, we behold a world of brothers. All are the sheep of God; God is the real shepherd. The poor have ever been the cause of the freedom of the world of humanity; the poor have ever been the cause of the upbuilding of the country; the poor have ever labored for the world's production; the morals of the poor have ever been above those of the rich; the poor are ever nearer to the threshold of God; the humanitarianism of the poor has ever been more acceptable at the threshold of God.

"Consider his Holiness Christ: He appeared in the world as one of the poor. He was born of a lowly family; all the apostles of Christ were of humble birth and His followers were of the very poorest of the community. This is what Christ states in the Gospels. 'It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter into the Kingdom of God.' This testimony of Christ of the exaltation of the poor ones in the sight of God is sufficient. It is easy for the poor, very easy for them to enter into the Kingdom of God. In another place Christ speaks of the charity of the poor ones of the world as praiseworthy. The poor ones have capacity. They were favored at the threshold of God. If wealth were a necessity, Christ would have wished it for himself. He lived a simple life, and one of the titles of Baha-’Ollah was ‘the poor one.’ In Persian His title was ‘darvish’ and that means one who has not a slave.

"All the prophets of God were poor, His Holiness Moses was a mere shepherd. This will show you that in the estimation of God, poverty is greater than the accumulation of wealth—that the poor are more acceptable than the lazy rich. A rich man who spends his wealth for the poor is praiseworthy. Consider that the poor are not born in a state of solvency; they are not tyrannous. All the tyranny and injustice in this world comes from accumulation. The poor have ever been
humble and lowly; their hearts are tender. The rich are not so.

"Sorrow not, grieve not. Be not unhappy because you are not wealthy. You are the brothers of Jesus Christ. Christ was poor; Baha'u'llah was poor. For forty years he was imprisoned in poverty. The great ones of the world have come from a lowly station. Be ever happy; be not sad! Trust in God and if in this world you undergo dire vicissitudes I hope that in the Kingdom of God you will have the utmost happiness!"

At the close of his talk, Abdul-Baha made a practical demonstration of his tactful love for the poor. In generous conformity with Baha'u'llah's teachings that "our words should not exceed our deeds," he left twenty golden sovereigns and many handfuls of silver with Colonel Spencer of the Army, so that the poor might enjoy a similar dinner New Year's night. Colonel Spencer told the men that they were to have this New Year's dinner in Abdul-Baha's honor. The Master was just leaving the hall when this announcement was made. With one accord the men jumped up and waving their knives and forks gave a rousing farewell cheer.

Before leaving Abdul-Baha was shown all over the shelter and at the outer door he said to the attendant officer in charge, "May God prosper you. May you all be under the protection of the Almighty!"

ABDUL-BAHA AT THE CEDAR CLUB, LONDON

January 2, 1913

By L. Heron-Oliphant.

THROUGH an insistent rain and blustering wind, the motor bore us across the Albert Bridge to the borough of Battersea. We turned from one of the important highways into a dark, narrow, drizzling street, and stop before an inviting open door. The Cedar Club House is maintained by the Women's Service League, a noble institution of devoted workers, who provide sustaining food to toiling mothers and see to it that their children receive the best nourishment during the first year of their lives. A similar stratum of this poverty is unknown to American communities. In London and other great cities of the Old World a pall of hopelessness seems almost to overshadow human effort that offers alleviation, for there are generations of pauperism with its deep-rooted evils. The fine courage of these benefactors and their zeal in preserving life despite the ever-hovering discouragement, mark their influence as a spiritual reality.

Here it was that Abdul-Baha chose to spend the remaining hours of an afternoon. We entered a large assembly room, radiant and warm with the spirit of Christmas cheer. Masses of green and red decoration repeated, as it were, the season's welcome. At two great tables, spread the length of the long walls, were seated nearly sixty women with over a hundred little folk. There were evidences of a substantial high tea, the major part of the feasting being over.

A platform, near the door through which we passed, held the usual paraphernalia for speakers. Abdul-Baha was expected to deliver an address from this formal elevation, but as the real friend of the poor, he walked straight among them, into the body of the room. This, at once established the charm of comradeship. With light characteristic step, he walked up and down the center aisle, his eyes and smile beamed happiness. As he mingled with them, his words were translated: "I am very glad to be among you, who are blessed in God's name with children. They are the true signs of his spiritual love. The most divine gifts of God. These little ones will grow to be fruitful trees. We must look to them for the founders of many beautiful families. Let their education be directed in the ways of purity and useful service. Here are the seeds of the future race and upon them may be granted God's blessing."

Abdul-Baha stopped at the end of one table, patted the head of a wan little child in its mother's arms. A tiny hand stretched out and the Master gently closed it over a bright new shilling. Down the long rows of women and children he passed from one to another, pausing a few moments to bless each little upturned face, and bestow a silver coin. The remarkably tender hands caressed a baby's cheek or chin. One could hear him pronounce distinct words of comfort to the tiniest members of the audience. In the arms of one mother were twin children almost completely detached in sleep from the ceremonies of the moment. The Master bent over them, placing two pieces of money under the rosy chins—two pairs of deep blue eyes opened wide in the spell of wonder.
The absence of tears from the many wee souls, who are not given to complacently accepting strange faces, singularly illustrates the infinite sincerity of the very young, who respond to the same quality that is ever present in matured spiritual character. One noticed, too, the thoughtful gaze of the women as they watched the distinguished visitor in white turban and brown burnous, moving in their midst. It is often too true that the very poor are keenly suspicious of foreigners, especially if their mission is a religious one, but Abdul-Baha brings into every environment a profound truth and sympathy that seems to crush the barriers, raised by isolated imaginations.

The expression of tolerant, grateful, understanding was in the very faces of these people. No one could have desired a more cordial co-operation than was tendered to the Master by the assembled members of Cedar Club. A vote of thanks, followed by a volume of accordant cheers, marked the departure of Abdul-Baha.

As we drove away he said, “I am truly happy when among the gatherings of the poor. It brings full joy to my heart. I come in contact with those in high stations of life, and those rich in worldly possessions, but my joy is in being with those who are in material poverty, for their sufferings draw them nearer to God in spiritual gain.”

TALKS GIVEN BY ABDUL-BAHA AT DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE

(Continued from page seven)

Their thoughts are free and not fettered by the yoke of governmental tyranny. They should investigate the Reality and not be occupied with ancestral forms and imitations. Consider what Christ accomplished. He caused souls to attain a station where with complete willingness and joy they laid down their lives. What a power! Thousands of human souls in the utmost joy because of their spiritual susceptibilities, were so attracted to God that they were disposed of volition, deprived of will in His path. If they had been told simply that sacrifice in the path of God was good and praiseworthy, this would never have happened. They would not have acted. Christ attracted them, wrested the reins of control from them, and they went forth in ecstasy to sacrifice themselves.

Kurrata l’Ayn was a Persian woman without fame and importance; unknown, like all other Persian women. When she saw His Holiness Baha’u’llah she changed completely, visibly, and looked within another world. The reins of volition were taken out of her hands by heavenly attraction. She was so overcome that physical susceptibilities ceased. Her husband, her sons, and her family arose in the greatest hostility against Baha’u’llah. She became so attracted to the Divine Threshold that she forsook everything and went forth to the plain of Badasht, no fear in her heart, dauntless, intrepid, openly proclaiming the Message of Light which had come to her. The Persian government stood against her. They made every effort to quiet her, imprisoned her in the governor’s house, but she continued to speak. Then she was taken and killed. To her very last breath she spoke with fervid eloquence and so became famous for her complete attraction in the path of God. If she had not seen Baha’u’llah, no such effect would have been produced. She had read and heard the teachings of Scriptures all her life, but the action and enkindlement were missing. All women in Persia are enveloped in veils in public. So completely covered are they that even the hand is not visible. This rigid veiling is unspeakable. Kurrata l’Ayn tore off her veils and went forth fearlessly. She was like a lioness. Her action caused a great turmoil throughout the land of Persia. So excessive and compulsory is the requirement for veiling in the East that the people in the West have no idea of the excitement and indignation produced by the appearance of an unveiled woman. Kurrata l’Ayn lost all thought of herself and was unconscious of fear in her attraction to God.

Question: “Do the Bahai women go without veils in the East?”

Answer: It is not possible for them to do so universally yet, but the conditions are not nearly so restrictive as they were. The Bahai men and women meet together. This is the beginning of woman’s emancipation from the thraldom of centuries. Kurrata l’Ayn was really the liberator of all Persian women.

عندما أُغلقت الباب على نجد، جعلت السمعة تنتشر بين الناس ومهمة السابقين في خشبة ورود الحسن.

وقد كان ورد الحسن يشغل نفسه بالولايات المحيطة، أوائل أيامه، حيث كان يشتري أموالاً ويدفع لها، ثم بعد ذلك، أخذ يقضي أيامه في سلسلة من المشاريع المختلفة.

وأصبح ورد الحسن على لسان الناس، واحداً من أتباعه، حيث كان يدخول إلى مكتبه، يرقد عليه، ثم يقضي أيامه في النزاعات والصراعات، لكنه كان يبقى على رأسه، ولا يترك حقاً.

والآن، بعد أن كان ورد الحسن يعيش في بيته، بدأ يشعر بالتوتر، حيث كان يرى أن النزاعات بعد أيام قد تزداد، لكنه كان يبقى على رأسه، ويرفض أن يترك حقاً.

وقد كان ورد الحسن على لسان الناس، واحداً من أتباعه، حيث كان يدخل إلى مكتبه، يرقد عليه، ثم يقضي أيامه في النزاعات والصراعات، لكنه كان يبقى على رأسه، ولا يترك حقاً.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
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ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS

The Servant of BAHÁ’ÒLLAH and the Center of His Covenant

Photograph taken at Chicago during his sojourn in America by Mr. A. C. Killius of Spokane
WITH ABDUL-BAHA IN LONDON
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS WRITTEN BY MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB

December 16, 1912.

At nine o'clock this morning we left the hotel in Liverpool, walking to the Lime street station, where we were to take the train for London, Monsieur Dreyfus-Barney going before to secure tickets. Arriving at the station we took our compartment, M. Dreyfus-Barney, Ahmad Yazdi, Mrs. Fraser and Miss Herrick traveling with Abdul-Baha. On the way he spoke to Mrs. Fraser and Miss Herrick and said, "I am most pleased with you. You are the real servants of the Covenant." To Mrs. Fraser he said: "You have written excellent articles in the papers in regard to the Cause, I will never forget these services of yours. You must become like a burning torch so that you may be able to melt mountains of snow. Europe is filled with mountains which are snowcapped all the year around. May you attain to such a degree of heat that you may melt the snow. Europe is submerged in materialism. People are not thinking of God. All their attention is turned toward matter and nature. Like unto the cows they graze in the meadows which are overgrown with grass. They can see nothing beyond their noses. America is much better. People in that country are investigating the Reality. They are more susceptible to spiritual life."

At one-forty p.m. the train reached Euston station, London. About fifty Bahais were there to welcome Abdul-Baha. Lady Blomfield with her two daughters and automobile were at the station. The Master went to 97 Cadogan Gardens without an interpreter. Later on they told us that he spoke English to them all the time. Lady Blomfield is a very remarkable woman, a most sincere Bahai, an active worker, and an enthusiastic speaker; really a wonderful woman.

Abdul-Baha rested part of the afternoon. After a walk in the garden nearby, the newspaper men and women came. The subjects covered a wide range; a review of his trip in America, a message to the people of London, a synopsis of the Teachings of Baha’u’llah and many minor questions. Then he attended to his mail, acknowledging telegram from Stuttgart expressing happiness at his safe arrival; invitations from Edinburgh, etc. The Master is going to visit that country.

At eight o'clock we had dinner, at which several people were present, among whom was a minister of a church in Switzerland who had heard the Message. Abdul-Baha spoke with him in detail, giving him an account of an imposing religious procession in Denver and its contrast with the simple life of Christ. It was very graphic, very impressive and showed distinctly how far Christianity has lost sight of its original foundation.

December 17, 1912.

This morning Abdul-Baha spoke about America and the probability of his return to that country. He said: "God willing! If I go to America another time I will go differently; but it is very difficult. This first trip was made with great exertion." As I was reading one of his addresses delivered in America, he said it would be well if all his addresses in that country could be printed in one or two volumes. At present, he declared, they are all scattered and not collected. He called attention to how quickly the Paris and London addresses delivered last year were printed; and this was done through one woman, Lady Blomfield. Some one mentioned the name of a prominent wealthy woman and he said: "One of these poor, sincere and honest women is more beloved by me than a thousand millionaires; just now this Lady Blomfield is dearer to me than all the queens of the world."

In Belfast, Ireland, lives a fine Bahai, a splendid believer. She traveled all day and night to see the Master. He welcomed her...
most cordially and said: “You must become
the cause of the illumination of Ireland. In
Persia a woman came to the city of Ardestan
from one of the surrounding villages. She
was made radiant and became a Bahai. She
returned to her home. In one year she was
enabled to ignite forty lamps, but now you
must ignite four thousand lamps in one year.
Praise God, that you enjoy freedom in this
country. There was no freedom in Persia.
They used to kill the Bahais. If a Bahai desired to
teach another, he had to do it with the utmost
precaution.” This lady said that in speaking
about the Revelation to the people, many are
afraid of a new religion, saying, “Our old re-
ligion was good enough for our ancestors and
it is good enough for us.” The Master said:
“They are like unto those souls who say:
'We don't like fresh flowers but we are sat is-
fi('d with withered and decayed flowers.' De-
cayed flowers do not have sweet fragrance;
their odor is not good; they have no freshness
and charm. The fresher the flower the sweeter
it is and the more charming. If old and de-
cayed flowers were good then the Adamic
flower would have been sufficient. Every new
year needs a new flower, new fruits are neces-
sary, fresh and gentle breezes are needed.
Every new day requires new food, you cannot
partake of the decayed food of yesterday.”

Speaking to Miss Jack, Abdul-Baha said:
“Those souls who consider themselves as im-
perfect, they are the people of the Kingdom.
Those persons who prefer themselves above
others are egotists and worshippers of self;
they are deprived of the graces of the Lord
of mankind.”

An Englishman, who is an Arabic professor
in London, came with his wife to see Abdul-
Baha, who spoke to him in Arabic about
America: “The American people investigate
everything. Their minds are open, their ears
are listening. They comprehend the Teach-
ings of BAHA'O'LLAH. They are thirsty for
this salubrious water. They are a mighty na-
tion, a noble people. They love the Reality.
They are not limited. They have a vast coun-
try and enjoy all the material blessings. God
has perfected His bounties for them. They
listen to every discussion with dignity, urban-
ity and politeness. If it is in accord with
reason they will accept it, if they do not under-
stand they ask questions. But the Egyptian
people are very prejudiced, they are very dog-
matic.” After talking with this Arabic scholar
on many other interesting topics he came out
to the reception room where people were gath-
ered and gave a wonderful address. It was
on the conformity of all the problems of life
with science and reason. It was most inter-
esting.

In the afternoon a reception was held at
Caxton Hall. There was a large gathering of
people. Abdul-Baha spoke on various subjects
paying a great tribute to the Americans and
emphasizing the love and unity which exists
between the two countries. Then the chair-
man of the meeting made some appropriate
remarks and refreshments were served. The
Master walked back to his apartment. No
sooner had he arrived than people began to
come.

When they left the apartment Abdul-Baha
told us one of the most thrilling incidents in
the life of BAHA'O'LLAH; how His property
was pillaged; how with eleven others He was
put in prison and later on brought before the
clergy; how they bastinadoed BAHA'O'LLAH;
how He was threatened with death by the
populace and how at last He was saved from
the claws of these wolves. It was most interest-
ing to hear him speak about these incidents
in the life of BAHA'O'LLAH of which we know
nothing.

December 18, 1912.

This morning Madame Dreyfus-Barney ar-
rived from Paris, and the question of his trip
to that city was discussed. She looked well
and happy. Then Abdul-Baha delivered an ad-
dress on the spiritual worlds. The address was
very inspiring and eloquent. It conferred
spiritual uplift and exalted our aspirations
above this mundane life. He spoke with Di-
vine authority; his words were born of the
spirit; his utterances created conviction; his
very presence was a heavenly proof.

Professor Browne, who has written so much
on the Bahai Movement, was present at the
meeting and afterward he was called to the
Master's room. “The last time I met you,”
he said, “was twenty-two years ago in Acre
under different environment, but now I have
the pleasure of seeing you in London.” Then
discussion commenced in Persian, for Profes-
sor Browne speaks Persian fluently. Many
subjects were discussed: about Persia, history
of the Movement, education of woman, in-
ventions, etc.

Then Abdul-Baha went for a walk. After
walking a few blocks he called a taxi and
we—the Persian friends—drove through the
famous Hyde Park and Regent Park. It was
a rainy day and the streets were not very clean.
Then the Master spoke about the cleanliness of Broadway, New York, and its wonderful illumination by night. He told them about the Ben Hur horses, the advertisement of Spring Water, the advertisement of pepsin, the advertisement of automobiles, and many others which are lighted at night; he told about the electric office in Denver which is a tall and magnificent building, how at night the whole structure is lighted from top to bottom. Our Persian friends in the taxi enjoyed the recital very much. (Perhaps if I told them of the wonders of the new world they would think me out of my wits.)

After dinner a minister from one of the suburbs of the great Metropolis called. Abdul-Baha praised his lack of prejudice and his fairmindedness, saying that many of the ministers of today teach men prejudices and blind dogmas. Then he told him the story of the Jewish Rabbi in Tiberias who was giving to the Jews such lessons that made them haughty and filled with pride and prejudices.

In the afternoon the Counsellor of the Persian Embassy called. Again Abdul-Baha spoke about the greatness of America, its wonderful civilization and the Balkan war was touched upon.

Then the president of the Esperantists of England called, bringing with him the first translation of the New Testament in Esperanto, which he offered to Abdul-Baha. The Master spoke a great deal of the necessity of an international language, that the nations must organize an International Congress of Language, ratify it and then let it be studied in all the schools. He said: "All through America I have encouraged the Bahais to study Esperanto and to the extent of my ability I will strive in its spread and promotion."

Later Haji Ameen, who is an old Baha of the type of Said Assadullah, arrived with three young Persian Bahais from Paris. They had been staying in Paris for the past two weeks awaiting the arrival of Abdul-Baha. They came from Persia. When Abdul-Baha received them, they threw themselves at his feet and wept. It was a touching scene. He took them up, kissed their cheeks and showed them much love. Haji Ameen is a wonderful Baha, the Master loves him very much and he is like a kind grandfather to all the friends in Persia. Whenever the name of Haji Ameen is mentioned, those who have seen him before are made happy.

December 19, 1912.

It was most interesting to see dear Haji Ameen this morning come to Abdul-Baha with the other Persians in the most reverential and happy manner to ask of the one they recognize as the Centre of the Covenant what they should do and what course of action they should follow as long as they have the privilege of being with him. An interesting incident of the Cause was unfolded when Haji Ameen opened his handkerchief, in which he had petitions from many believers in the Orient. What caught my eyes at first glance were two small loaves of bread and an apple which were sent from a Baha from far off Russia. This was all this poor man could send to the Beloved with his devotion and love. Abdul-Baha looked at this love offering with such tenderness, with such joy and kindness in his eyes, that I shall never forget it. He ate a piece of the stale bread and gave the rest to Said Assadullah for him to serve the rest at the table. Haji Ameen then told of the general news from Persia, how the friends are united and happy, serving the Cause faithfully, receiving the news of Abdul-Baha's trip in America and holding divine feasts of peace and goodfellowship.

Then the long line of interviews commenced. One was an ardent suffragist, a militant one. Abdul-Baha advised her that the women who are working for the interest of the enfranchisement of women should not commit unseemly acts, nor resort to violent measures, such as window smashing, police beating, train wrecking, letter-box destroying, etc.; nay, rather they should demand their rights with the power of intelligence, with scientific accomplishments, with artistic attainments. Unseemly deeds would rather retard the realization of their cherished hope. In this age a weak person resorts to frightful measures, but an intelligent person uses the superior power of intelligence and wisdom.

December 20, 1912.

We are now acclimated to London weather. It has been very nice so far. About 8:30 this morning Abdul-Baha came in the reception room. He had tea, and later on Haji Ameen and the other Persians arrived. By and by a few people gathered. Someone spoke about divorce, whether it is permissible in the Baha Movement. Abdul-Baha said yes, but under certain restrictions. All means of reconciliation must be tried and if there is absolute incompatibility of temper, then one year's sepa-
ration is advised, perchance the old union might be established. However, if in the meantime they meet each other and no reconciliation is realized, then they start the year again.

Many people who called were mourning for the death of their husbands, daughters or mothers, and when at eleven o'clock Abdul-Baha entered the crowded drawing room he spoke on the narrowness of this world, its trials, its vicissitudes, its ordeals and how a soul is really freed when it breaks this physical cage and ascends to the world of the Kingdom, when it wings its way from this dark world into the realm of radiance. Therefore, we must not feel unhappy over the fate of those who have departed from this life.

Mrs. Dower, formerly Miss Stevens, authoress of “The Mountain of God,” was among the callers. She came from Southampton to meet Abdul-Baha. Three years ago she stayed three or four months in Acca and Haifa and gathered material for her book. The Master called her in and talked a great deal with her. His room gradually became crowded by eager listeners. He spoke about the “Promised One” and how all the nations and religions have circumscribed limits for His coming, and how when He came many rejected Him. She is writing a book, a novel, about the Second Coming of Christ.

This afternoon, Mr. Lorge, a prominent English educator, called. The discussion was upon America, and Abdul-Baha gave the utmost praise to that country for its freedom, its civilization, its spiritual susceptibilities, its readiness of advancing toward the Kingdom of God, its quenchless thirst for knowledge, its progressive ideals, its future extraordinary illumination. I have never heard Abdul-Baha so enthusiastic about the wonderful possibilities of America. “Europe,” he said, “is steeped in a sea of materialism. People are either agnostics or full of religious superstitions. In America it is different, people are more spiritual, they seek the knowledge of God, they hail the truth no matter from what quarter it comes. If they learn that there is a house in China architecture of which is a marvel, they like to know all about it. They analyze everything, they dissect everything. In brief, they are a nation of independent investigators.” Then the question of spiritual communication was asked. He answered: “Yes, it is possible. Often people speak together without the means of tongue. There are two means of intercourse: one the outward tongue, the other the ideal tongue. When the spirit is in an abstract mood, when the heart is in a subjective state, then the ideal tongue can speak, but as long as the spirit is preoccupied and the heart is objective in its activity it is impossible to attain to that station. Consider: Is there not an ideal union between the loved one and the beloved? Often with a glance of the eye or a handshake a whole world of thought is conveyed without uttering a word. It is possible to attain to such a state if we are set aglow with the Fire of the Love of God, if we are attracted, if we are as a burning torch, if we overlook material phenomena and objects.” In brief, Abdul-Baha spoke a great deal along these lines, uttering many significant statements.

Then the Persian Ambassador came. Abdul-Baha received him very graciously and kindly. He praised the republican form of government in America, its federal system, its liberal institutions, its educational system, and its vast resources. He paid a great tribute to Washington, D. C., and told about the parks, the avenues shaded by trees and the homes built amid beautiful surroundings. In Chicago and New York there are many large parks. Then he spoke about the situation in Persia, in Turkey, about the condition of the Persian students in Europe, etc.

In the evening we drove to Westminster Palace Hotel, where a great meeting* was held. Many writers, thinkers, literary men and distinguished personages were in the audience. The audience was set aglow. All the faces were shining, and all the people were responsive. Indeed to have such a well attended meeting in London at this time of the year is nothing short of a miracle.

December 21, 1912.

In these days the Sun of Reality is shining upon these regions; many souls are being quickened and are alive to the importance of the Cause. Last night Abdul-Baha remarked that many people may think that a Persian has come, giving lectures and that is the end of it. No! In future every word uttered in the far cities of America will be collected and preserved. This is through the Bounty and Favours of the Blessed Perfection.

As a result of last night’s meeting many

---

*See No. 17 issue STAR OF THE WEST for address of Abdul-Baha delivered at this meeting.—The Editors.
came this morning to see Abdul-Baha, among them being a woman who had come forty miles to hear him last night and this morning she brought a book for the Master to sign. She told of a young man who is an invalid and dumb, but he is so eager about the Cause that he would like to have the photograph of Abdul-Baha with his autograph. Although he is dumb and his hands are completely paralyzed, owing to an automobile accident, yet he holds the pen in his mouth and writes very well. He reads a great deal and writes interesting articles for the magazines and papers. Abdul-Baha sent him a very beautiful message, that although he is speechless yet he has the language of the heart and speaks with the tongue of the intellect. He hopes that he will acquire the language of the Kingdom which is not in need of any outward means to convey the thought.

To another inquirer Abdul-Baha spoke about the Holy Land, saying, "Syria is the abode of the Prophets. Jerusalem is located there, the traces of David and Solomon can be witnessed there, the birthplace of Christ is there. In Palestine the spirit of man is dilated, because all the Prophets have come from there; the Divine Call has been raised in that country, and the Holy Books have been revealed there." Then he spoke about America: "American people have great capabilities. In England also one witnesses the signs of awakening. In reality American and the English people are one. The governments and the nations of both countries are noble and democratic."

Many other men and women had interviews, each one of them with his or her peculiar problems. It was nearly twelve when he came into the crowded reception room and spoke about the various kinds of love: family love, racial love, patriotic love and human love, showing that each of these loves is not sufficient except the love which is spiritual and is born of the Breath of the Holy Spirit.

At 3:30 p. m. the Beloved, with Mrs. Cropper, Sayad Assadollah and myself, left in Mrs. Cropper's automobile for the Church where "Eager Heart"* is being presented. There were more than 1,200 persons present. The play on the whole was very effective, Miss Mary Blomfield, who took the part of Eager Heart, interpreted the character with a delicacy and artistic appreciation that was wonderful. There were such longing, such unutterable desire in every movement and word for the King. When Mary and Joseph came in with the child in her arms, Abdul-Baha was so deeply touched that he wept. The story is so touching, so sincere, so holy and so above the sordid elements of life. The Master sat through the whole performance and was keenly interested in every act and move. When the play was finished he was invited behind the stage and congratulated the players and musicians for their delightful work. He gave them a long address about the prophecies of the old Testament in regard to the Coming of the Messiah and how the Jews took those prophecies literally and what were their real significance. Toward the end the actors were introduced to him and when he reached the angels he recommended them all to be angels as long as they live.

After supper the Master told us the wonderful story of Mary Magdalene, who went to Rome, presented herself in person before the Emperor and delivered a message unto him from the Christians. It was a very aromatic story. The Master admires so much the character of Mary Magdalene.

Love to all.

Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

*Christmas play written by Miss Alice Buckton.
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shall spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become worldwide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! 

(Signed) ABBAS.
AS a faithful worker in the Cause of El-Ahha, Mr. Charles E. Sprague—who departed this life on the ninth of November last, at Chicago—was well known by the Bahais during the early days of the Movement throughout America.

For many years, while possessed of the facilities, he was indefatigable in making copies of translated Tablets and other Utterances, and in sending them broadcast to those who were seeking the light. While this open-handed and generous helpfulness was one of the prominent characteristics of our departed brother, yet this quality was even surpassed in him by his firm faith in Abdul-Baha, the Center of the Covenant.

It is pleasing to record that for some time before his death—which came after a six months' decline resulting from strokes of paralysis—Brother Sprague dwelt in the exalted atmosphere of humility and resignation, and his spirit became more and more clear and triumphant as the end drew nigh.

The body was taken to the home of his brother and mother in Sandy Creek, N. Y., and there was laid at rest in Woodlawn cemetery. 

Honoré J. Jason.

Those who have been in the Cause for a number of years will remember how the copies of Tablets from both Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha, which Mr. Charles E. Sprague sent broadcast over this country during the early days of the Cause in America, were appreciated. From the moment of his entering the Cause, his main thought was "service," and the spread of the Glad-tidings to all. It was largely through his efforts that the first edition of the small book of prayers revealed by Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha was published. This is only a very meager mention of his service.

In the taking away of Mr. Chase and Mr. Sprague the visible world has lost two sincere souls who served whole-heartedly in whatever field they were placed. The loving thoughts that go with both are many, and the Cause which both loved better than life itself will, we believe, receive a new impetus through their liberated and more universal endeavors.

Edna McKinney.

THORNTON CHASE

American University, Beirut, Syria.

THE unexpected news of the death of Thornton Chase caused sorrow to our small group of students here. Although few of our number had met Mr. Chase, yet those who associated with him during his short stay in Acre, in the presence of Abdul-Baha, never forget his sweet and spiritual countenance. In his face were the signs of a grand purpose backed with a great steadfastness. In conversation with his Oriental brothers, he opened his heart so that everyone could feel the outpouring of the spirit latent therein. His devotion to the Center of the Covenant was singular. O how his eyes betrayed his love!

In brief: no tongue can utter what he deserves of praise after Abdul-Baha spoke those spiritualizing words (which appeared in the Star of the West), and no eulogy can crown his service to the Cause with wreaths more than what the Greatest Branch of God has done by scattering flowers over his resting-place.

On Sunday, January 12th, in our weekly Bahai meeting, a Tablet was chanted in memory of our departed brother.

What a great blessing it is to depart from this world after having served the Cause with indefatigable effort.

In closing we wish to extend our heartfelt
In behalf of the Bahai students of The American University of Beirut,

Hussein A. Afnan.

LESLIE ARMSTRONG

DURING the month of January, little Leslie Armstrong, of Montreal, Canada, died as a result of being crushed by an automobile. We quote the following words from his parents to the Bahai friends:

"Nothing I can say can adequately express to you the gratitude and heartfelt appreciation Mrs. Armstrong and I have felt for the way you showed your affection and loving sympathy with us at a time when we were called upon to part with a priceless treasure and suffer a loss that has left its indelible impress upon us. . . . God took him to Himself out of the pain and distress this life would surely have given him after such terrible damage had been done to his head. . . . Our revered Abdul-Baha, during his visit to Montreal, filled Leslie's hands with fruit, put his hand on his head and kissed him, and said he would be a shining light for God, and so we believe that our little one has been privileged to be called to serve as a little soul-star in the realms beyond. . . .

"Ever yours in El-ABHA,

Henry F. Armstrong."

ON TEACHING—[Continued from page eight]

We are taught that if we offer the Truth of these teachings to any one, and they are refused, we must not be at all anxious, but leave them to themselves and pray for them. We must use such wisdom as we have in presenting—but at no moment must we have anxiety for that person, but only for the spreading of the Truth of God; because at this time He (God) desires to be known.

THE MESSAGE IN BRIEF

Every spring of water is pure at its source: the farther it wanders through the dust and earth, the more it becomes impregnated with that which is not water. Thus he who would drink must find a new spring, or live in a condition of sickness through using the impure water.

When this condition has come and when the need for real or pure water arrives—the Great Provider of springs supplies a new one similar in kind and purity to the former—but sometimes of greater magnitude—that all the thirsty ones may drink to their heart's content, and become strong and well.

In the morning when the new daylight awakens the earth the air is pure and sweet, fresh, inspiring and filled with the medicine of life, but as the day progresses, the dust is stirred up, the smoke of man's devices poisons the air, and finally comes the darkness of the night, and man enters into sleep.

So in every dispensation of God, His Prophet, His Mouthpiece appears—bringing water, light, air, truth for the world. It is given forth pure by Him, but as the years pass man's self colors, distorts, muddies and poisons that Truth until spiritual night ensues when the Sun of the Heaven of Religion is darkened and the Moon of Religious teachings by the priesthood is split asunder—refuses to give its light and chaos threatens.

Then is seen in the East "the Sign of the Son of Man," the freshening of the new dawn, and then appears the arising of the Glorious Sun of Truth and Revelation.

In this our blessed age, that Sun has shone forth with all of its Glory as never before, with a brilliancy and splendor which this old earth has never known until now, except in the way of promises.

Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, Mohammed, et al., all manifested the Truth "of the Father"; but each promised that a greater One should appear at the consummation of the ages. This One is THE FATHER Himself.

All were pure mirrors showing to us the Sun of Righteousness reflected in themselves; but now the greatest of all, the manifested GOD Himself, Baha'Ullah ("The Glory of God"), has come!

The Sun of the seen and the unseen heavens of spirituality has shone upon the earth, upon mankind, in this lowest horizon, with wisdom, knowledge, law, compassion, suffering and patience, with generosity, sweetness, humbleness, with majesty, power, brilliancy and everlasting glory, teaching all who have ears to hear or eyes to see—by word of mouth, by word of pen, by precept and by example the way of God as it has never been given to the world before in all the ages of the past.

Blessed is he who sees and hears, and who walks therein!
قصيدة

ديج ضعف خلأتها في شعره إيلام،
دميروا جبل مهناً بهدوء، فبرد نشاطه,
كانت من واجه ساحرًا، فتبهره.
ذكروا ما جاء في صدات الذئاب.

لكن في واقعة تراجعت ضعف خلأتها في شعره إيلام،
دميروا جبل مهناً بهدوء، فبرد نشاطه,
كانت من واجه ساحرًا، فتبهره.
ذكروا ما جاء في صدات الذئاب.

الحروف من نحو، وجد الله مطرًا،
فتبهره.
ذكروا ما جاء في صدات الذئاب.
معلومات تاريخية:

تاريخ بداية الإسلام في الجزائر:

الإسلام جاء إلى الجزائر في القرن الأول من الهجرة، مع وصول الفاطميين إلى البلاد. في ذلك الوقت، كان عبد الرحمن بن عبد 진ان هو القائد العسكري الذي نزل إلى الجزائر وفتحها. والآن، الجزائر هي واحدة من أكثر البلدان الإسلامية في العالم، حيث توجد فيها العديد من المواقع الإسلامية المعروفة.

المواقع الإسلامية في الجزائر:

1. المسجد الكبير في الجزائر:
   - يقع في مدينة الجزائر ويعتبر أكبر مسجد في البلاد.
   - يحتوي على تزيينات هندية وآيا حجرية.

2. مسجد عبد الرحمن بن عبد 진ان:
   - يقع في مدينة الحمام ويوفر رؤية جيدة للبحيرة المحلية.
   - يحتوي على مصلى مثير للاهتمام وشنقاً لل بطريقة تزيين.

3. مسجد الجمعة:
   - يقع في مدينة بجاية ويعتبر أحد أبرز المساجد في البلاد.
   - يحتوي على مصلى جميل ومصابيح زجاجية ملونة.

المواقع السياحية في الجزائر:

1. بحيرة مسلة:
   - تقع في الجزء الشمالي من البلاد.
   - تعرف ببحيرات ذات جمال طبيعي و+Wwww+F

2. بحيرة الشواط:
   - تقع في الجزء الشمالي من البلاد.
   - تتميز بكمة ماء شفافة وغروب الشمس المذهب.

3. بحيرة وادي الأجم:
   - تقع في المنطقة الواقعة على الحدود الجزائرية المصرية.
   - تتميز بكمة ماء شفافة وغروب الشمس المذهب.

رغم أن الجزائر تقع في شمال أفريقيا، إلا أنها تحتوي على مجموعة متنوعة من الثقافات والطبيعة الطبيعية. كانت الأمكنة الدينية الإسلامية في الجزائر تجذب العديد من السياح والعديد من الأشخاص الذين يرغبون في فهم الحضارة الإسلامية في الجزائر.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربية من الصورة المقدمة.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
سندهای ۱۹
فهرست منابع
۱ خطابه‌های تحقیقاتی از جمله تحقیقاتی کتاب "کتابخانه صنعتی نفتی" 
۲ انتشار کتاب "ادبیات و فرهنگ" در نشر "بوم‌پا" 
۳ کتابخانه‌های آمریکایی و اربیلی 
۴ چکیده
۵ قصیده خدیج حضرت عبدالله

Address: Najme Bakhtar, P. O. Box 283, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
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ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS

The Servant of BAHÁ'ÒLLÁH and the Center of His Covenant

Photograph taken at Washington, D.C., during his sojourn in America.
MESSAGE TO BAHAI SYSTEM THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
FROM ABDUL-BAHA

A NEW YEAR'S GREETING

GOD, the Maker of the worlds, hath created the realm of humanity to be the Paradise of Eden (or the Garden of Paradise) if the edifice of Peace, Reconciliation, Love, and Faithfulness is founded on a solid and firm basis; nay, rather, He hath willed it to become the mirror, reflecting the Delectable Paradise. Then, and not until then, will all the divine bounties become manifold; happiness and well-being infinite; the virtues of the world of humanity revealed and resplendent; and the rays of the Sun of Reality visible from every direction.

Consider that his holiness Adam and others were living in Paradise. But as soon as strife became known between him and Satan, every one was driven away from Eden, so that the children of humanity might learn a lesson and realize that quarrels and strife, even though with Satan, are conducive to deprivation.

Therefore, in this radiant century, according to the heavenly teachings, altercation and dispute are not allowable, even though assailed by Satan himself.

Astonishing is it, that notwithstanding the inculcation of this lesson, yet man has remained ignorant. From one end of the world to the other, the realm of humanity is engaged in hostilities and war. There is enmity between the religions. There is hatred between the classes. There is war between the fatherlands. There is contention between the diplomats. How delightful it would now be could these black clouds be dispersed from the horizon of the world, letting the light of Reality shine; the dust of slaughter and the crime of shedding blood be swept away; the breathe of providence from the Dawning-Place of Peace and Salvation be wafted; thus the world would become a new world, and the face of the earth receive new life from the rays of the divinely effulgent light of God.

Our hope is in the favors of the glorious Lord, trusting that His providence and protection will encircle us. May the bitterness of struggle, warfare, and the cruelty of the blood-shedding sword be changed into the sweetness of friendship, reconciliation, righteousness, and justice! May the tastes become sweetened, the nostrils perfumed, with the essence of the Rose.

May this New Year be made the occasion of the New Peace! May this conference be assisted and aided to inaugurate an era of peace with justice, and to establish the basis of a fair treaty and agreement, so that their work may be blessed for ever and ever.

[Reprinted from The Christian Commonwealth]
ABDUL-BAHA AT CLIFTON, ENGLAND.

BY ISABEL FRASER.

ABDUL-BAHA was a guest at the Clifton Guest House over the night of January 16th, arriving by train at noon and leaving at noon the next day. The host, Mr. Tudor-Pole, took Abdul-Baha for a drive in the afternoon, after which he re-met many of the guests and neighbors who dropped in to renew their acquaintance of a year ago. In the evening about 130 gathered to hear the Master’s message. Mr. Tudor-Pole was in the chair and introduced Abdul-Baha by giving a short account of the Movement and of its marvelous growth in the last few years. The Master entered, bestowing on them that smile which in itself is a benediction. It was a notable gathering of east and west, with the central saintly figure. Here and there was seen a scarlet fez which denoted the presence of eastern students. Abdul-Baha on entering gave that courtly eastern greeting of raising the palms of his hands to his forehead, after which he told them that since last seeing them he had been half over the world. “In fact,” he said, “I have come to Clifton this time via Los Angeles and Chicago.” Then he began at once to speak, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab interpreting. Abdul-Baha commenced while seated on a couch, but soon he was on his feet, occasionally walking to and fro, and sometimes emphasizing a fact with upraised hand or standing still with eyes closed and his silver voice sunk low.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA.

Every age requires a central impetus or movement. In this age, the boundaries of terrestrial things have extended; minds have taken on a broader range of vision; realities have been unfolded and the secrets of being have been brought into the realm of visibility. What is the spirit of this age, what is its focal point? It is the establishment of Universal Peace, the establishment of the knowledge that humanity is one family. Think on the conditions of this world of humanity. Nations have become like unto armed camps waiting to be ignited by the combustion of war.

Whereas in reality God has created man for love’s sake. God has endowed man with creation so that he may illumine the world with the flame of brotherhood and express the utmost state of unity and accord. This state would express God’s good pleasure; this would be the prosperity of the world of humanity. A thousand times alas! that this glorious century has been besmeared with war and strife, hatred and rancor. Bloodthirsty wolves are tearing the sheep of God. Destruction is more widespread than in all the ages of the past.

We hear on every side praises of the wonders of this cycle, its achievements, its refinements, its genius; calling the past the age of mediæval horror. What mediæval age held the horror of a Krupp gun, a Mauser rifle or a shrapnel shell that kills a whole camp? On the sea we have the submarine and the dreadnought. If you compare the past with this age, impartial judgment will call this age of human fratricide.

All the religions are revealed for the sake of good fellowship. The fundamentals, the foundations of all are fellowship, unity and love. The heavenly books were revealed and divine love bestowed to bring about peace. What has man made of religion? He has made it the cause of bloodshed and strife; enmity and hatred. Religion was destined to be a remedy for the sickness of humanity; an illumination for the darkness of uncertainty. Have we then forgotten the divine teachings, cast aside the heavenly books, created imaginary thoughts and illusions and made them the basis of rancor and strife? The Bible commands the practice of peace and justice. God desires love. In the gospel we find the golden statement that man should be expressive of love even unto his enemy; he should be expressive of love to his ill-wishers; he should be expressive of love to all his fellow men. He must have an eye to pardon; he must have an eye to benevolence. All the divine books invite men to these teachings. All the divine prophets suffered that man might realize these teachings. Consider what His Holiness Christ endured, how many vicissitudes he underwent, every day tasting a new poison, finally sacrificing his own life, so that the tent of love and concord might be raised over the world of humanity so that this dark world might be invested with divine light. Alas! that all the travail of these holy souls and sanctified prophets should be wasted. The world of humanity is in a stupor of sleep and it cannot grasp the realities. The horizons of the minds are still beclouded and the hearts are occupied with phantasmal longings. We seem never to think of the reason of creation;
neither to strive to proclaim those principles which enlighten humanity. In the sea of materialism we are sinking and of the Kingdom of God we know nothing. We are not living in accord with those precious teachings of God.

Nearly 60 years ago when the horizon of the Orient was in a state of the utmost gloom, warfare existed between the various creeds; darkness brooded over the children of men and foul clouds of ignorance hid the sky—at such a time His Highness Bahá'u'lláh arose from the horizon of Persia like unto a shining sun. He boldly proclaimed peace, writing to the kings of the earth and calling upon them to arise and assist in the hoisting of this banner. In order to bring peace out of the chaos, he established certain precepts or principles:

Investigations of Truth.

The first principle Bahá'u'lláh urged was the independent investigation of truth. "Each individual," he said, "is following the faith of his ancestors who themselves are lost in the maze of tradition. Reality is steeped in dogmas and doctrines. If each investigate for himself, he will find that Reality is one; does not admit of multiplicity; is not divisible. All will find the same foundation and all will be at peace."

The Unity of the Race.

The second principle of Bahá'u'lláh proclaims the oneness of the human race. He states that humanity constitute the sheep of God. God is the real shepherd. When this shepherd is compassionate and kind, why should the sheep quarrel amongst themselves? Addressing all humanity, Bahá'u'lláh says, "Ye are the fruits of one tree and the leaves of one branch. All the nations, peoples and tongues are the branches, leaves, blossoms and fruits of this great tree of humanity." God created all; protects all; provides for all and is kind to all; why should you be unkind? If God had not loved humanity he would not have created it. Creation presupposes love. God is the real father; all are his children. All the creatures are equal in this one family of God save whosoever is more kind, more compassionate, he is nearer to God.

International Peace.

The third principle of the religion of Bahá'u'lláh is in regard to international peace. There must be peace between the fatherlands; peace between the religions. In this period of evolution the world of humanity is in danger. Every war is against the good pleasure of the Lord of mankind. Man is the edifice of God. War destroys the divine edifice. Peace is the stay of life; war the cause of death. If an active, actual peace is brought about, the human world will attain to the utmost serenity and composure. Wolves will be transformed into lambs; devils into angels and terrors into divine splendors in less than the twinkling of an eye.

Religion Must Conform to Science and Reason.

The fourth principle declares that religion must be in conformity to science and reason. If a religion does not agree with the postulates of science nor accord with the regulations of reason it is a bundle of superstitions; a phantasm of the brain. Science and religion are realities, and if that religion to which we adhere he a reality it must needs conform to the fundamental reality of all things.

Prejudice Must Be Forever Banished.

The fifth principle of Bahá'u'lláh is this: that religious, racial, political and patriotic prejudice are the destroyers of human society. As long as these prejudices last the world of humanity will not attain to poise and perfection. As long as these threatening clouds are in the sky of humanity, the sun of reality cannot dawn.

Equality of Sexes.

The sixth principle of Bahá'u'lláh regards the equality of men and women. The male and female of the human kingdom are equal before God. God is no respecter of gender. Whosoever practices more faith, whosoever practices more humanitarianism is nearer to God; but between the male and female there is no innate difference because they share in common all the faculties. The world of humanity has two wings, one the male; the other the female. When both wings are reinforced with the same impulse the bird will be enabled to wing its flight heavenward to the summit of progress. Woman must be given the same opportunities as man for perfecting herself in the attainments of learning, science and arts. God has created the man and the woman equal, why should she be deprived of exercising the fullest opportunities afforded by life? Why should we ever raise the question of superiority and inferiority? In the animal kingdom the male and female enjoy suffrage
[laughter], and in the vegetable kingdom the plants all enjoy equal suffrage [laughter and applause]. In the human kingdom, which claims to be the realm of brotherhood and solidarity, why should we raise this question?

The Social Plan.

The seventh teaching suggests a plan whereby all the individual members may enjoy the utmost comfort and welfare. The degrees of society must be preserved. The farmer will continue to till the soil, the artist pursue his art, the banker to finance the nation. An army has need of its general, captain, and private soldiers. The degrees varying with the pursuits are essential. But in this Bahá'í plan there is no class hatred. Each is to be protected and each individual member of the body politic is to live in the greatest comfort and happiness. Work is to be provided for all and there will be no needy ones to be seen in the streets.

The Parliament of Man.

The eighth principle declares that there must needs be established the parliament of man or court of last appeals for international questions. The members of this arbitral court of justice will be representatives of all the nations. In each nation the members must be ratified by the government and the king or ruler, and this international parliament will be under the protection of the world of humanity. In it all international difficulties will be settled.

Universal Education.

The ninth admonition is in regard to education. All the children must be educated so that there will not remain one single individual without an education. In cases of inability on the part of the parents through sickness, death, etc., the state must educate the child. In addition to this widespread education, each child must be taught a profession or trade so that each individual member of the body politic will be enabled to earn his own living and at the same time serve the community. Work done in the spirit of service is worship. From this universal system of education misunderstandings will be expelled from amongst the children of men.

Universal Language.

The tenth principle is the establishment of a universal language so that we will not have to acquire so many languages in the future. In the schools they will study two, the mother tongue and the international auxiliary language. The use of an international auxiliary language will become a great means of dispelling the differences between nations.

There are many other teachings*. I have given you but a few. Praise be to God! that day by day we are advancing and every day we see some new blessing descending. Let all of us render thanksgiving to our generous Lord that he may bless our eyes with sight and give unto our hearts understanding. May we become resuscitated with the breath of the Holy Spirit. May we be enabled to leave behind the world of matter in beholding the bounties of God. The divine table is spread, the heavenly illumination is all-encircling; eternal life is provided for all; divine food is prepared for all! Therefore let us practice the divine essence of love and love each other from our very hearts and souls so that the East and West shall embrace each other and realize that all are the sheep of God. God is the good shepherd—then will we gather under the tabernacle of His mercy!

Afterward in the library the guests were afforded the honor of meeting Abdul-Baha and one picturesque little group that lingered behind the rest pleased him mightily. There were five Egyptian students wearing the red fez, Abdul-Baha's suite standing in the background wearing the black fez—there was a German, a Californian and a Welshman, whose work lay in a Universal Brotherhood movement and on whose work Abdul-Baha pronounced a beautiful blessing.

Then changing his mood and laughing heartily he talked in Arabic to the students and, as befitting the occasion, he emphasized again the great necessity for a Universal language. He said that in the future many such groups would gather from the four corners of the earth for the purpose of mutual understanding.

*Note—On another occasion Abdul-Baha stated that "the eleventh principle of Baha'u'llah is The Power of the Holy Spirit, by which alone Spiritual Development is achieved. No matter how the material world may progress, no matter how splendidly it may adorn itself, it can never be anything but a lifeless body unless the soul is within; for it is the soul that animates the body; deprived of the blessings of the Holy Spirit, the material body would be inert."—The Editors.
INTRODUCTION BY REV. DR. GRANT.

It is our privilege this morning to listen to one who has come out of the East; a new and great herald of good-will. He comes with a plan of construction and reconstruction, and bears a message of peace and love to all mankind. Abdul-Baha is a Master of the things of the Spirit. Modern life to him is only a fabric. He is a man with a spirit of understanding and wisdom. He comes from that part of the world where men meditate; where contemplation was born. He teaches the fundamental unity of all religions, a truth in which this congregation believes profoundly, and we welcome here one who may help the material fervor of the Occident to gain a new peace by the infiltration of the harmonies of the Orient. This great representative of the East comes to tell us that knowledge and more knowledge will bring about a realization of peace and unity.

Some will ask, “What has he done to prove his sincerity?” An exile from his native land from the age of nine, a prisoner for forty years; these are the badges of Abdul-Baha’s sincerity. We are going to listen in the fashion of the East and listen to a great student.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA.

In his scriptural reading this morning the revered Doctor quoted a verse from the Epistle of St. Paul to the Corinthians, “For now we see through a glass darkly, but then face to face.”

In reality the Light of Truth has heretofore been seen through variegated glasses, but now we hope that the Splendors of Divinity shall be seen through the translucent mirrors of pure hearts and spirits. That Light of Truth is the Divine teaching, heavenly instructions, mercurial principles and spiritual civilization. Since my arrival in this country I find that material civilization has progressed greatly. I find commercial progress in the utmost degree of expansion; arts, agriculture and all details of material civilization in the highest stage of perfection; but spiritual civilization has been left behind. Material civilization is like unto the glass, while spiritual civilization is the light in that glass. If the material and spiritual civilization become united, then we will have the light and the glass together and the outcome will be perfect. For material civilization is like unto a beautiful body and spiritual civilization is like unto the spirit of life. If that great spirit of life enters this beautiful body, the body will become a channel for the distribution and development of the perfections of humanity.

His Holiness Jesus Christ came to teach the people of the world this heavenly civilization and not material civilization. He breathed the breath of the Divine Spirit into the body of the world and established an illumined civilization. Among the principles of Divine civilization He came to proclaim is the “Most Great Peace” of mankind. Among His principles of spiritual civilization is the oneness of the kingdom of humanity. Among the principles of heavenly civilization He brought is the virtue of the human world. Among the principles of celestial civilization He announced is the improvement and betterment of human morals.

Today the world of humanity is in need of international unity and conciliation. This great foundation needs a propelling power to spread these principles. It is self-evident that unity of the human world and the “Most Great Peace” cannot be accomplished through material means. It cannot be established through political power, for the political interests of nations are various and the policies of peoples are divergent and conflicting. It cannot be founded through racial or patriotic power, for these are human powers, selfish and weak. The very nature of racial differences and patriotic prejudices prevent the realization of this unity and agreement. Therefore it is established that the promotion of the oneness of the kingdom of humanity, which is the essence of the teachings of the Holy Manifestations of God, is impossible except through the Power Spiritual and breaths of the Holy Spirit. Other powers are too weak and are incapable of accomplishing this.

For man, two wings are necessary: One wing is the physical power and material civilization; the other is the spiritual power and divine civilization. With one wing only flight is impossible. Two wings are essential. Therefore no matter how much material civilization
advances it cannot attain to perfection except through uplift of the spiritual civilization.

All the Prophets have come to promote Divine bestowals, to found the spiritual civilization and teach the principles of morality. Therefore we must strive with all our powers so that spiritual influences may gain the victory. For material forces have attacked mankind. The world of humanity is submerged in a sea of materialism. The rays of the Sun of Reality are seen but dimly and darkly through opaque glasses. The penetrative power of the Divine Bounty is not fully manifest.

In Persia, among the various religious and sects there were intense differences. His Holiness Bahá’u’lláh appeared in that country and founded the spiritual civilization. He established affiliation among the various peoples, promoted the oneness of the human world, and unfurled the banner of the “Most Great Peace.” He wrote special epistles covering these facts to all the great kings and rulers of nations. Sixty years ago He conveyed His Message to the leaders of the political world and to high dignitaries of the spiritual world. Therefore spiritual civilization is progressing in the Orient and oneness of humanity and peace among the nations is being accomplished step by step. Now I find a strong movement for Universal Peace emanating from America. It is my hope that this Standard of the oneness of the world of humanity may be upraised with the utmost solidity, so that the Orient and Occident may become perfectly reconciled with each other,—attain to the most complete inter-communication, the hearts of the East and West become united and attracted toward each other, real union become unveiled, the Light of Guidance shine, Divine effulgences be seen day by day,—so that the world of humanity may find complete rest, the eternal happiness of man become evident, and the hearts of the people of the world be as mirrors in which the rays of the Sun of Reality may be reflected. Consequently it is my request that you should strive so that the Light of Reality may shine and the everlasting felicity of the world of man become apparent.

I will pray for you, so you may obtain this everlasting happiness. When I arrived in this city I was made very happy for I perceived in reality the people here have capacity for Divine bestowals and have worthiness for the civilization of Heaven. Therefore I will now pray that you may attain to all Merciful Bounties.

Prayer.

O Almighty! O God! O Thou Compassionate One! This servant of Thine has hastened to the regions of the West from the uttermost parts of the East that perchance these nostrils may be perfumed by the Fragrances of Thy Bestowals; that the Breeze of the Rose Garden of Guidance may blow over these cities; that the people may attain to the capacity of receiving Thy Favors; that the hearts may be rejoiced through Thy Glad Tidings; that the eyes may behold the Light of Reality; that the ears may hearken to the Call of the Kingdom. O Almighty! Ilimine the hearts! O Kind God! Make the souls the envy of the rose-garden and the meadow! O Incomparable Beloved! Waft the Fragrance of Thy Bounty! Radiate the Lights of Compassion so that the hearts may be cleansed and purified and that they may take a share and portion from Thy Confirmations! Verily this congregation is seeking Thy Path, searching for Thy Mystery, beholding Thy Face and desiring to be characterized with Thine Attributes.

O Almighty! Confer Thou Infinite Bounties! Bestow Thy Inexhaustible Treasure so that these impotent ones may become powerful! Verily Thou art the Kind! Thou art the Generous! Thou are the Omniscient, the Omnipotent!

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE BAHA’I MOVEMENT
From The Bahai Revelation by Thornton Chase

THE BAB.

In the City of Shiraz, Persia, on the evening of Jamali Awal 5th, 1260 A. H. (the 1260th year of Mohammedan reckoning from the Hijira), which was May 3rd, 1844, A. D., a young man, afterward known as The Bab, or Gate, began calling upon men to repent, to purify their lives and to prepare to meet—

“He whom God shall manifest,” who was about to appear to fulfill the words of the prophets and to proclaim the Word of God. His mission was that of an Elias, a John the Baptist, proclaiming the coming of one mightier than him and calling upon men to prepare the way for that coming.
The place and time of that declaration corresponded exactly with the prophecies in Israel- itish, Christian and Mohammedan scriptures and traditions. It was in the Persian Kingdom, which was the especial field of Daniel's prophecies; it arose out of Mohammedan power which power was distinctly foretold as to appear in that former great kingdom of Persia; it was in the Mohammedan year 1260, which corresponded to the "time, times and half a time" named to Daniel as the period "of these wonders" to the time of the end, which same period is referred to in several ways in the Revelation of St. John. It was exactly 1000 years from the disappearance of the Twelfth Iman, the "Iman Mahdi," who was to appear at the end of that time to usher in the second coming of Christ upon the earth.

The date of fulfillment was in accurate accord with many prophecies, and the accompanying "signs" answered so literally to numerous declarations in various scriptures that many men of intellect, as well as those who were learned only in heart knowledge, believed in the Bab. His doctrine spread rapidly through Persia and inspired such spiritual zeal that it aroused the antagonism of the orthodox Ulamas and Doctors of religious law. Great oppression was incited by them, which finally drove the Babis to fight in self defense of their property and lives. The history of trials and sufferings, battles and martyrdoms, endurance and joy for their faith and love of Truth is authentic and scarcely paralleled in all the world.

One who witnessed such martyrdoms wrote: "How many children have become fatherless! How many fathers have become childless! How many mothers have not dared, through fear and dread, to mourn over their slaughtered children! Many were the servants (of God) who at eve were in wealth and opulence and at dawn were beheld in the extreme of poverty and abasement! There is no ground but hath been dyed with their blood and no air whereto their groanings have not arisen! And, during these few years, the arrows of affliction have rained down without intermission from the clouds of fate. "Yet, notwithstanding all these visitations and afflictions, the fire of divine love is in such fashion kindled in their hearts that, were they all to be hewn in pieces, they would not forswear the love of the Beloved of all the dwellers upon earth; nay, rather with their whole souls do they yearn and hope for what may befall them in the way of God."

A European witness (Mr. Ussher) said: "It was enough to be suspected of Babiism to be at once put to death. No time was lost between apprehension and execution. Death was the only punishment known; the headless bodies lay in the streets for days, the terrified relatives fearing to give them burial, and the dogs fought and gawled over the corpses in the deserted thoroughfares."

For six years the Bab taught and wrote his instructions, known as the Bayan (Revelation), most of the time in prison, often "questioned" by the Ulamas, beaten and bastinadoed, and finally he was martyred in 1850, at the age of 30, in the public square of Tabriz.

An eye witness, not a believer, writes of him at that time: "The Bab kept perfectly silent. His pale and beautiful face surrounded by a black beard, his white and delicate hands, his figure and distinguished manner, everything in his person and in his dress aroused the sympathy and compassion of the spectators. "He had characteristics truly great and noble, and was a man of firm and settled convictions. His moral character was high, and he aimed in his teaching to bring all his countrymen into a community, united by intellectual and moral ties."

Prof. Ross, of University College, London, wrote: "His wonderful life needs no comment. If ever a life spoke for itself, it is the Bab's with its simplicity, integrity and unswerving devotion to the Truth that was born in him." "He felt the Truth in him, and in the proclamation of that Truth, he moved neither hand nor foot to spare himself, but unflinchingly submitted to all manner of injustice and persecution, and finally, to an ignominious death." "His influence penetrated deeper than their curiosity and their minds; it reached their hearts and inspired them with a spirit of self sacrifice, renunciation and devotion as remarkable as his own."

BAHA'O'LLAH.

In 1852-3, nine years after the first declaration of the Bab, Baha'o'llah, then 35 years of age, a native of the City of Noor (Light) in Persia and an exile to Baghdad in Arabia, began teaching and expounding religious doc-

lines in such a way that it attracted the hearts of many listeners, especially the Babis, and caused bitter opposition from others. As contention grew, he quietly left Baghdad and for two years remained alone in seclusion in the
mountains of Sarkalu, his whereabouts unknown to all. When he returned to Baghdad the teaching was renewed and in 1863 A.D., nineteen years after the Bab's proclamation, he openly declared his mission as "He whom God shall manifest," for twelve successive days in the Rizwan or garden of the city.

At that time he and his followers, now known as Bahais, were removed to Constantinople and soon after to Adrianople, where they remained until 1882 A.D., when, under pressure from enemies, they were transported to the political prison of Acca in Syria. Acca was about twenty miles from Nazareth, the home of Jesus, and nine miles from Mt. Carmel, the scene of many scriptural events. Thus was the Bahai Manifestation driven by its enemies into the Holy Land, God's Land of Promise. "God moves in a mysterious way his wonders to perform!"

The purpose of this imprisonment was to exterminate the movement, as it was supposed to be already extinguished in Persia by the killing of all who were known to be affiliated with it. Acca was famous for its deadly malarial conditions and prisoners there were usually short lived. It was said that a bird attempting to fly over Acca would drop dead. All but a scattered and unknown few of the former Babis in Persia had been martyred. There were seventy men, women and children with Bahá'u'lláh in that exile, and so secretly were they removed to Acca, so close was the imprisonment there that, for a long time, none of the "friends" in Persia or elsewhere knew what had become of them.

Bahá'u'lláh was confined alone in the highest room in the prison tower and all of the others were herded together like cattle in a large room in the barracks below. They were allowed no communication with persons outside: they were subjected to extreme hunger, vile food and water, mud, filth and disease; typhoid fever and dysentery broke out among them and all but five were ill. Even some of their guards were sick. One man only was left to care for them all; that man was Abbas Effendi, the son of Bahá'u'lláh, now known as Abdul-Baha, the Servant of the Glory of God. In spite of the horror, disease, oppression and suffering, these people lived to be released from close imprisonment after a long period, and eventually they were allowed the freedom of the Valley of Acca, reaching from Acca to Haifa, nine miles away.

It was during this time of strictest confinement, when each loaf of bread was cut open by the guards to see that it contained no communication, that the long epistles, "Letters to the Kings," were sent from that prison tower to the monarchs of the earth, including the Pope at Rome, Queen Victoria, Napoleon III, and the President of the United States, calling upon them to recognize Bahá'u'lláh as the Messenger of God. It was then, when the Cause seemed to human sight to be extinct and buried beyond possibility of resurrection, that the most triumphant means of victory were penned by the exiled captive in his silent chamber in the prison tower of Acca. He proclaimed the triumph of the Spirit of God over the whole earth as an accomplished fact, the utter defeat and rout of the hosts of darkness and the victory of the Glory of God (Bahá'u'lláh), the Word of God, over the hearts of men throughout the world. Today, millions of happy souls are rejoicing in that Word, devoting their lives to that Cause and proving that the Word was divine and from the Almighty God, and that the imprisoned man, who suffered that the Word might come to its new birth and maturity among men, was indeed the Manifestation of the Will of God.

For forty years Bahá'u'lláh taught and wrote, all of that time an exile, and much of it in what he called—"the greatest prison." His works are voluminous and all are filled with instructions of exalted wisdom for both the spiritual and material evolution of man. They parallel the divine teachings of all past ages, illuminating and showing them forth in wonderful clearness and new beauty. They meet the needs of the spiritually hungry in every religion and clime; they penetrate the hearts and thrill the souls with divine aspiration and light; they melt away all separateness in the fires of love and bring believers from every part of the world into a perfect unity.

Prof. Edward G. Browne, Lecturer in Persian to the University of Cambridge, England, who visited Bahá'u'lláh in 1890, said: "The face of him on whom I gazed I can never forget, though I cannot describe it. Those piercing eyes seemed to read one's very soul; power and authority sat on that ample brow, while the deep lines on the forehead and face implied an age which the jet black hair and beard, flowing down in indistinguishable luxuriance almost to the waist, seemed to belie. No need to ask in whose presence I stood, as I bowed myself before one who is the object of a devotion and love which kings might envy and emperors sigh for in vain."
Before his departure in May, 1892, Baha'-
'ullah appointed his son Abbas Effendi, Abdul-
Baha, to be the “Center of the Covenant” of
Light, Love and Peace which he had founded
in the Name of God. He commanded all to
turn their faces to Abdul-Baha for understand-
ing, thus making him the authorized Inter-
preter of his writings. The only claim that
Abdul-Baha makes for himself is this au-
thority of interpretation and that he is Abdul-
Baha—the Servant of God in this Revelation.

Abdul-Baha Abbas was born in Teheran,
Persia, on the evening of May 23rd, 1844,
A. D., at the very hour while the Bab was
uttering in Shiraz his declaration of the ful-
ness of the times and the coming of the Great
Revealer. He was not of the family of the
Bab, and the Bab could not have known his
birth by any material means. At nine years of
age he accompanied his father in the journey
of exile to Baghdad, and from that time he
shared every hardship, suffering and imprison-
ment, ever manifesting such remarkable wis-
dom, influence, helpfulness and endurance that
he was always called ‘The Master.’ He
proved his mastership in every emergency,
whether of contention, oppression and perse-
ecution, or in severest trials and sufferings.

Prof. Browne says of his meeting the ‘Master’:

“One more eloquent of speech, more ready
of argument, more apt of illustration, more
intimately acquainted with the sacred books of
the Jews, the Christians and the Mohammedans,
could, I should think, scarcely be found even
amongst the eloquent, ready and subtle race to
which he belongs. These qualities, combined
with a bearing at once majestic and genial,
made me cease to wonder at the influence and
esteem which he enjoyed even beyond the
circle of his father’s followers. About the
greatness of this man and his power no one
who had seen him could entertain a doubt.”

The Declaration of the Bab and the birth of
Abbas Effendi in different parts of the king-
dom of Persia simultaneously on May 23rd,
1844, were the Forewords of the coming Revo-
lution, the establishment of the “new heaven,”
the Spiritual Kingdom of God upon earth, and
the unity of mankind in the universal knowl-
edge of One God and in the peace of obedience
to his declared Will.

The declaration of telegraphic success, in
the words, “What hath God wrought!”—flash-
ing out in America on the morning of May
24th, 1844, was the material response and fore-
word of the “new earth” to be created for the
physical welfare of man in the millennial age
about to appear. The spiritual proclamation
came from the East; the material answered
from the West.

That material prophecy has been followed
by such a wealth of revealing of the hidden
powers and gifts of nature that man is over-
whelmed and amazed, and has as yet prepa-
red but a small portion of the values already
discovered, while he perceives a host of new
wonders pressing upon him. Mr. Thomas A.
Edison says: “Scientific discoveries are com-
ing so thick and fast, there are so many of us
working like beavers at them, that it is
appalling merely to think about possibilities
in the future. Everything, anything is possi-
ble; the world is a vast storehouse of undis-
covered energy.”

The spiritual Forewords were followed by
such a spiritual resurrection and devotion as
the world has not witnessed before, tens of
thousands of saints gladly, joyfully suffering
every indignity, loss, cruelty, and finally mar-
tydom for their pure faith in the Word of
God and their love for Him. Then came the
Great Revelation, Baha’‘ullah, the Glory of
God, opening the books of the past, renewing
the Word of God, calling all mankind to the
table of the Lord descending from the heaven,
and laying the foundations for the ascent of
humanity into a glorious manhood of Godly
knowledge, salvation and life.

And now the Son and Servant, Abdul-Baha,
is spreading that divine Word to the farthest
corners of the earth, and the advancing ones,
the fearless lovers of Truth, those who long
for nearness to God and obedience to his Will,
are gathering to that Standard of Peace and
Love from every religion, land and race.

“Glory be upon the people of Glory!”

OUR PERSIAN SECTION this issue con-
tains: (1) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to the
STAR OF THE WEST; (2) New Year’s [Naw-
rooz] Greeting; (3) concerning the fourth
year of the STAR OF THE WEST; (4) talk
by Abdul-Baha, “The Promised One of All Na-
tions and Religions”; (5) conclusion of the
life story of Janabe Badie, the Martyr; (6)
talk by Abdul-Baha, “Causes of the People
being yeiled from the Manifestations of God”;
(7) Glad-tidings from Paris.

The Editors.
THE BAHAI (GLORIOUS) MESSAGE

By MIRZA ASSAJ’ULLAH

God is the One who inspireth the hearts of His servants with that which he willeth!

In the Name of our Lord, BAHÁ’ULLÁH!

HE IS GOD!

I TESTIFY with my being and identity that verily He is God! There is no God but Him!

And I testify that verily the Blessed Perfection, His Holiness, BAHÁ’ULLÁH, is no other than the Most Great Manifestation—magnified is His Grandeur and Glory!—who was promised in all the Holy Scriptures, and that the most great Mystery of God, THE BRANCH extended from the Ancient Root, who hath decorated his head with the crown of Serenity and named himself Abdul-Baha (the Servant of Baha), is the Successor of the Blessed Perfection, the Center of His Covenant, and the Aim of His Testament.

And I testify that the hands of the Cause of God, bearers of His Ordinances to the servants and preachers of His Manifestation in the countries, are the saints of God and His chosen ones. By them the standard of the Cause of God is raised and His Signs are promulgated among the creatures. They are the lamps of God for all in the heaven and upon earth. Upon them be the Glory of God, His Praise and His Mercy!

O ye, our brothers, who believe in God and in the Books of all His religions! Know that all of us are unanimously believing in the Ancient Entity, the Eternal God; that He is the Creator of all things; that, verily, He hath ever been and will continue to be forever.

We also believe that the Prophets and the Manifestations of God were all bearers of the Message of God, and that the Holy Scriptures are His books. Accordingly, our belief and religion is that all the Prophets are of necessity as one light, one reality and as the rays of one sun, even though they may appear to be different each from the other and each as a different person talking in a different tongue. Therefore, all their laws and books must needs be as One Law and One Book, even though some of the ordinances be, in form, contradictory to others; because all of them have spoken on the part of God, the One, the Unit, and all the Ordinances and Laws are also revealed on His part. This assertion is in no need of further rational proof.

Now we submit that there are in the Holy Scriptures references concerning the Most Great Manifestation, and other predictions and signs regarding the “end of the days.” These prophecies are recorded in various texts, both chronological and symbolical. All the nations have awaited the appearance of such signs, and the coming Manifestation of their Promised One, with earnest expectation. Yet, to the present day, the Sun of their hopes has not appeared to them from the horizon of their expectation.

As to the honorable and faithful Bahais, they believe that, verily, the promises and prophecies given in the Holy Scriptures have become fulfilled during the nineteenth century after Christ by the appearance of the Prince of the Universe—the Most Great BAHÁ’ULLÁH, exalted is His Glory! This claim, held by them, is the best tidings to the expectant ones and a great joy to the seekers. But only those can approve it who are endowed with a pure heart and fortified with the confirmation of God, and who hearken with sincerity to perfect proofs, to decisive and satisfactory arguments.

The Bahai people is ready with all power and strength to prove its claim and to unfold the truth of its religion, not through material force, but by spiritual power; not through the strength of this world, but by that of the Kingdom. The Bahais wage war with all the armies of the nations of the world, not with swords and weapons, but through the power of Utterance and the unfoldment of the mysteries and meanings of the Divine Words. They subdue the cities of hearts, not with assaults of armies of men, but rather by indisputable proofs, by love, compassion and affection. Their sword is the Word of God; their hosts the divine Inspira-
I will write upon him pillar careful to state: century), but in the book of Revelation, as a further protection, He (the Spirit) was also to state that many would arise in His with a new Name. of the Bahai Revelation: that are disturbed when hearing new Names. Many sincere Christians, when hearing of the Bahai Revelation, classify its Founders with the false prophets above referred to by Jesus; some hesitate to investigate its claims through fear of being deceived, while others are disturbed when hearing new Names.

To such souls, we say that these very objections in reality confirm the truth of the claim of the Bahai Revelation: that it is the fulfillment of the promises of the “second coming” with a new Name.

To explain: The Spirit (Christ) was careful to state that many would arise in His Name—i.e., in or with the Name, “Christ” (which came to pass during the nineteenth century), but in the book of Revelation, as a further protection, He (the Spirit) was also careful to state: “Behold I come quickly. * * * Him that overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple of my God * * * and I will write upon him My New NAME.”

THE NEW NAME: BAHÁ’ÓLLAH

“Take heed that no man deceive you. For many shall come in My NAME, saying, I am Christ; and shall deceive many. * * * And many false prophets shall arise and shall deceive many. * * * Then if any man shall say unto you, Lo, here is Christ, or there; believe it not. For there shall arise false Christs and false prophets, and shall show great signs and wonders; in so much that if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect.”—Twenty-fourth chapter St. Matthew.

“Behold I come quickly. * * * Him that overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple of my God * * * and I will write upon him My New NAME. * * * He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches.”—Revelation III:11-13.

“O Concourse of the Son (Christians)! Are ye hidden from Myself because of My NAME?”—Words of BAHÁ’ÓLLAH, from the Lawh-el-Akdas.

A WORD TO THE READER:

The following article, “Lawh-el-Akdas, the Holy Tablet”—which is BAHÁ’ÓLLAH’S Declaration to the Christian world—is addressed especially to those “whom the covering of The Names hath not kept from God.” He asks: “O Concourse of the Son (Christians)! Are ye hidden from Myself because of My NAME?”

As this is but one of many points of the twenty-fourth chapter of St. Matthew referred to in this remarkable Tablet, we would suggest the perusal of the chapter before reading the Tablet.

We would further suggest to the seeker for knowledge the reading of the “Book of Ighán,” revealed by BAHÁ’ÓLLAH—a work of about 200 pages—wherein nearly fifty pages (18 to 67) are devoted to the interpretation of three verses of this same twenty-fourth chapter of St. Matthew.—The Editors.
LAWH-EL-AKDAS—The Holy Tablet
[BAHA’U’LLAH’S Declaration to the Christians]

In the Name of the Lord, The Lord of Great Glory! This is a Book from before Us to the one whom the covering of The Names hath not kept from GOD the Creator of the earth and heaven, whereby his eyes may be enlightened in the Days of his Lord, The Protector, The Self-Subsistent!

Say: O Concourse of the Son (Christians)! Are ye hidden from Myself because of My Name? What maketh ye to doubt? Ye have called for your Lord the Self-Dependent, night and day and when He hath come from the Heaven of Pre-Existence, in His Greatest Glory, ye have not approached Him, and were of the heedless. Then consider those who turned away from the Spirit (Christ) when He came to them with manifest power. How many of the Pharisees were abiding in the Temples in His Name, and were entreating because of His separation! But when the Gate of Union was opened and the Light shone forth from the Day-Spring of Beauty, they disbelieved in GOD, The Exalted and The Great, and did not attain to His Visitation, after having been promised thereunto in the Book of Isaiah, as well as in the Books of the Prophets and the Apostles. No one of them approached the Day-Spring of Favor except those who were of no account among the people, but in whose names all the lords of evident honor boast at the present day. Remember, the most learned Doctors of His country in His age condemned Him to be killed, whilst one who was a catcher of fishes believed in Him. Be astonished thereat and be of those who remember! Likewise look at this time. How many monks were abiding in churches and were calling for the Spirit, and when He came in truth, they approached Him not and were of those who are afar! Blessed is whosoever abandoned them and approached the Aim of all that is in the heavens and earth. They read the Gospel and confess not in The Glorious Lord, after coming in His Holy, Mighty and Beautiful Kingdom. Say: Verily We have come unto you and have endured the abominations of the world because of your salvation. Do ye flee from Him who hath redeemed His Soul for your lives? Fear GOD, O Concourse of the Spirit, and follow not all learned men who are afar. Do ye suppose that He hath desired His soul after being at every instant under the swords of the enemy? or that He desired the world after being imprisoned in the most ruined of cities? Then judge thereupon and follow not the oppressors. Open the doors of your minds; verily the Spirit standeth behind them. What maketh ye to keep afar from Him who hath desired to bring ye nigh to the Shining Abode? Say: Verily We have opened unto you the Gates of the Kingdom; are ye closing the door of your houses before My Face? Verily this is naught but a great error. Say: Verily He hath come from Heaven as He came from it the first time; beware lest ye contradict that which He saith, as the nations before you contradicted that which He said. Thus do I make known to you the truth, if you are of those who know.

Surely the River Jordan hath joined with the Great Sea; the Son in the holy valley calleth “Zabir;” “I am ready, O my GOD, I am ready”; and the Mount circles around the House and the Tree calleth, “Surely the Desired One hath come in His Exalted Glory.” Say: Surely THE FATHER hath come and hath fulfilled that whereunto you were promised in the Kingdom of GOD. This is the Word the Son veiled when He said to those around Him that at that time they could not bear it; but when the stated time was ended and the hour arrived, the Word shone forth from the Horizon of The Will. Beware O Concourse of the Son, cast it not behind ye, but hold thereunto! It is better for ye than all that which is before ye. Verily He is near to the charitable.

Surely the hour hath passed, the knowledge of which We had veiled from all that is in
the earth, and from the Angels of the Presence. Say: Verily He beareth witness to Me and I bear witness to Him; verily He desired naught but My Person, whereunto bear witness all those just ones who know. Verily We are inviting to God the Lord of the Names, in the midst of afflictions. Say: Continue in that which is promised unto you in the Books of God, and walk not in the path of the ignorant.

Surely My Body is imprisoned for the salvation of your souls; then draw nigh to The Face, and follow not all the obstinate proud ones. Verily He hath accepted the greatest abasement for your honor, and ye are diverting yourselves in the valley of heedlessness. Verily He is in the most ruined of houses for your sakes, and ye are sitting in palaces.

Say: Have ye not heard the sound of the voice of the Crier who is crying in the wilderness of the Beyan, proclaiming to you your Merciful Lord? Know that surely He hath come in the Truth, in the shadow of demonstration, with proof and argument, and the Unitarians are beholding the Kingdom before their faces. Blessed is he who approacheth Him, and woe to all deniers and doubters.

Say unto the Priest that the Chief hath surely come. Then emerge from behind the veil, in the Name of thy Lord, and proclaim to the people this Greatest and Exalted Manifestation. Verily the Spirit of Truth hath come to guide you into all Truth. Verily He speaketh not unto you from Himself, nay rather from before the All-Knowing and Wise. Say: He is the One whom the Son hath glorified and hath upraised His Command. Abandon that which is before you, O people of the earth, and take that which is commanded from before the Powerful, the Faithful. Purify your ears and turn your minds to hear the sweet Call which hath arisen from the direction of Sinai the abode of your Most Glorious (Anne) Lord. Verily He attracts you unto a station wherein you will behold the Lights of the Face, which hath shone forth from this brilliant Horizon.

Say: O Concourse of Priests, leave the bells, then come out from the Churches. In this Day it behoveth you to proclaim in this Greatest Name among the nations. Do you choose to be silent whilst all trees and stones are calling out with the loudest voice “Surely the Lord hath come, the Possessor of Great Glory”? Blessed is he who hasteneth unto Him. Verily he is of those whose names will be established for ever and whom the Supreme Concourse will remember. The Command is appointed from before the Spirit in this wonderful Tablet.

He who inviteth the people in My Name, he is of Me, and from him will appear that which will be beyond the power of all that is in the earth. Then follow the Path of the Lord, and follow not the heedless. Blessed is the sleeper who will awaken by these Powers and will stand up among the dead, directing himself in the Path of the Lord; verily he is of the essence of the creatures before the True One, and verily he is of those who have attained.

Say: Verily He hath surely shone forth from the direction of the Orient, and His Signs have appeared in the Occident. Think thereupon O people, and be not like unto those who neglected The Remembrancer when He came unto them from before The Mighty, The Laudable. Awake by the Breezes of God! Verily they have blown in the world. Blessing to whosoever hath found their fragrance and is of the assured.

Say: O Concourse of Bishops! Ye are the stars of the heaven of My Knowledge. My Favor liketh it not that ye fall down upon the face of the earth, but My Equity saith, this is that which is appointed by the Son, and whatsoever hath issued from His Pure, Faithful and True Mouth shall not change. Verily the bell is ringing in My Name and is mourning for My Soul, but the Spirit is in manifest gladness.

Say: The Body of The Beloved is yearning after the Cross, and His Head desireth the spear in the Path of the Merciful. Verily the assault of the oppressors keepeth Him not from that which He desireth. Surely We have abandoned all things to the Meeting
THE Cause has become very great. Many souls are entering it—souls with different mentalities and degrees of understanding. Complex difficulties constantly rise before us. The administration of the Cause has become most difficult. Conflicting thought and theories attack the Cause from every side. Now consider to what extent the believers in God must become firm and soul-sacrificing. Everyone of the friends must become the essence of a lamp. People all around the world are entering the Cause; people of various tribes and nations and religions and sects. It is most difficult to administer to such heterogeneous elements. Wisdom and Divine insight are necessary. Firmness and steadfastness are needed at such a crucial period of the Cause. All the meetings must be for teaching the Cause and spreading the Message, and suffering the souls to enter in the Kingdom of Bahá’u’lláh. Look at me. All my thoughts are centered around the proclamation of the Kingdom. I have a Lamp in my hand searching through the lands and seas to find souls who can become heralds of the Cause. Day and night I am engaged in this work.

Other deliberations in the meetings are futile and fruitless. Convey the Message! Attract the hearts! Sow the seeds! Teach the Cause to those who do not know.

It is now six months that Seyed Assad-ullah has implored that I write a few lines to my sister and my daughters. I have not done this because I find I must teach. I enter all meetings, all churches, so that the Cause may be spread. When the Most Important work is before our sight, we must let go the Important one.

If the meetings or Spiritual Assembly has any other occupation, the time is spent in futility. All the deliberations, all consultation, all the talks and addresses must revolve around one focal center and that is: Teach the Cause! Teach! Teach! Convey the Message! Awaken the souls! Now is the time of laying the foundation. Now must we gather brick, stone, wood, iron, and other building materials! Now is not the time of decoration. We must strive day and night and think and work. What can I say that may become effective? What can I do that may bring results? What can I write that may bring forth fruits? Nothing else will be useful, today. The interests of such a Glorious Cause will not advance without undivided attention. While we are carrying this load we cannot carry any other load!
THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR* IN AMERICA: ANNOUNCEMENTS

It is with pleasure that the Executive Committee of the Bahai Temple Unity announces that the $3,000 and interest due March 1, has been paid. We appreciate and thank the friends for their hearty co-operation and support.

We are also pleased to advise you that there was a surplus of $412.62 in the treasury for the use of the trustees towards paying for the coming taxes this spring. We shall need, however, about $300 additional to fully meet the total amount of taxes and assessments due.

Our next payment upon the Lake Shore tract is due September 1, 1913, and we hope that all the friends will bear this in mind and continue their endeavors in raising funds, so that this payment may be promptly met.

We appreciate very greatly the hearty response that has been given to all past calls for funds and with your continued co-operation we shall soon clear the whole indebtedness of the Lake Shore tract, as we have previously managed to clear the debt upon the main tract.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF CONVENTION

To the Bahai Assemblies of America, Greeting:

In accordance with provision of Article 6 of the Constitution of Bahai Temple Unity, the Executive Board of the Unity announces that the Annual Convention of the Unity will be

*Note—The Mashrak-el-Azkar—literally the Dawning-place of Praises—is an edifice where people of different activities, races, colors, faiths, sects, denominations shall meet under one dome and adore the One God in the same spirit of Truth. The first to be erected in the Western world will be upon a tract of land comprising about five acres near Chicago, which has been paid for with contributions sent from nearly every country on the globe by people formerly adherents of the seven great religions. It will be an outward expression of the new Consciousness, proving the Century of Light has arrived.—The Editors.
held in the city of New York from April 26 to April 29, 1913.

The New York Assembly most cordially invites the delegates and visiting friends to report at Hotel St. Andrews, corner Broadway and 72d street, on Saturday, April 26, 1913, where they will be met by the Reception Committee, who will confer with all delegates and friends on arrangements.

The first business session of the convention will be held at 10 a.m. Monday, April 28, in accordance with Article 4 of the Constitution.

All Assemblies or Centers which have not received a copy of the call sent out by the Secretary, should they feel able to send delegates, will kindly elect the same and send his or her name to the Secretary of this Board, Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen, 5338 Kenmore avenue, Chicago, Ill., on or before the 12th day of April, 1913, so their names may be forwarded with all others received to the Reception Committee in New York.

The friends will notice that the place of convention has been changed this year. At a meeting of the Executive Board held February 8 and 9, 1913, the question of movable conventions was taken up and after consultation it was the unanimous opinion of all present that it would serve the best interests of the Unity if conventions were held in other cities. A resolution was passed and a cablegram forwarded to Abdul-Baha, asking his guidance in the matter. His answer was "Hold conventions in other cities." We, in accordance therewith, have arranged to hold the convention this year in the city of New York after consultation with the New York Assembly and, therefore, urge all Assemblies to send a delegate in order that as large a representation as possible may be gathered together for this event.

Yours in service,

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF
BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY.

Bernard M. Jacobsen, Secretary.

"CRUMBS" FROM THE TABLE OF ABDUL-BAHA
From notes by Mr. Howard MacNutt

ONE of the Bahai Friends said to Abdul-Baha, "What we expected in connection with your visit to America has not happened and what we did not expect to happen has indeed come to pass. We expected an attitude of hostility toward you by the clergy and theologians. Instead of this they have welcomed you in the spirit of fairness and sincerity. We did not expect the churches and religious societies would open their doors, but they have done so and most of your important public addresses have been delivered from pulpits of various denominations."

Abdul-Baha replied, "According to the record of three Gospels, His Holiness Jesus Christ went into the Temple of Jerusalem, rebuked the Jews for the degeneracy of their worship into materialistic forms and delivered the Message of Divine Glad-tidings. For nineteen hundred years this has been pointed out by Christians as a most wonderful event,—that His Holiness without opposition from the Jews was permitted to enter their most sacred place of worship and proclaim the Word of God. Consider what has happened in this century. During the past year we have been welcomed in churches and pulpits of Europe and America by different denominations,—upraising the Divine Standard of Unity, summoning mankind to the Glad Tidings of the Most Great Peace, proclaiming the Reality of the Kingdom of Baha. And this has been accomplished not only without opposition but by invitation, and in a spirit of the utmost love and fragrance. Consider therefore the wonderful influence and importance of this in the future."

"In my talks with the reverend doctors of religion and men of the peace societies I have spoken the Glad-tidings of Baha'o'llah, but always according to their varying need and capacity. As capacities differ, the purpose must be to satisfy the degree of hunger, destroy all possible antagonism and establish a point of agreement. We cannot induce men to lay down their arms by fighting with them. War intensifies the spirit of strife. War begets war. We are peacemakers, not destroyers of peace. Therefore Abdul-Baha finds the note of harmony which vibrates in every human heart. This is our subtle basis. Build upon it. Follow no other method. Talk about things upon which we agree and say nothing about things upon which we differ. We must disorganize humanism in order to construct a spiritual edifice in the 'world of humanity. This edifice is heavenly but its foundations are planted in the unity of human hearts."
of thy Lord the Possessor of Names. Blessed are those who draw nigh to God the Lord
of the Day of Judgment.

O Concourse of Monks! If ye follow Me I will appoint ye heirs of My Kingdom,
and ye that disbelieve Me, in My forbearance I will endure it patiently; verily I am the
Forgiver and the Merciful.

O land of Syria! Where is thy righteousness? Surely thou hast attained the honor
of the Feet of thy Lord. Have ye discovered the fragrance of Union, or are ye of the
heedless? Bethlehem is even now stirred by the Breeze of God. I hear its call, saying
"O generous Lord, where is Thy Great Glory established? The Breaths of Thy Union
have already quickened me after being melted because of my separation. Praise be unto
Thee for Thou hast uncovered the veils and hast come with power in manifest glory." We
called unto it from behind the Canopy of Majesty and Greatness: "O Bethlehem! This
Light hath already appeared from the Orient and hast journeyed toward the Occident
until it came unto thee in its latter days. Then tell Me: do the children know THE FATHER
and confess Him, or do they contradict Him as the people contradicted Him before?"
Thereupon its cry arose and said “Thou art the Knowing, the All-Informed.”

Verily We testify that all things bear witness to Us, whereof some know and bear
witness, but the majority bear witness and know not. Mount Sinai already shakes with
the shock of Meeting, and hath raised its sweet call to the remembrance of its Lord the
ABHA (the Most Glorious) and saith: ‘O my Lord, I perceive the fragrance of Thy
Garment as Thou hast approached with Signs and hast honored these countries by
Thy Feet. Blessing be unto Thy people if they know Thee and discover Thy Fragrance,
and woe unto those who sleep!

Blessing be unto thee, O thou who hast approached the Face, for thou hast torn off
the coverings, broken the idols and known thy Pre-Existent Lord. Surely the people
of the Koran have stood against Us without any proof or argument, and have tortured
Us at every instant with a new torment, supposing verily that calamities will prevent
Us from that which We have desired; but what they suppose is false. Verily thy Lord
is Powerful in that which He desireth.

I passed not by any tree, except My mind addressed it: “Would that thou wert cut
down in My Name and that My Body were crucified upon thee.” This is that which
We have revealed in the Book of the King (Shah of Persia), that it may be a remembrance
of Me to the people of religions. Verily thy Lord is the Knowing, the Wise.

Verily grieve thou not for all they have committed. Verily they are dead and not
living; leave them to the dead and turn thy face to the Reviver of all creatures. Beware
lest thou art grieved by the sayings of those who have neglected. Be steadfast in the
Cause and teach the people with great wisdom. In such wise commandeth thee the Lord
of the earth and heaven. Verily He is the Mighty and the Generous.

GOD shall soon exalt thy remembrance and will establish whatsoever thou hast spoken
in His Love with the Supreme Pen. Verily He is an Assister to the charitable.

Remember from My Part he who is named Murad, and say: “Blessing be unto thee,
O Murad, who hast cast away thy desire and seized the Desire of all the creatures.”

Say: Blessed is the sleeper who is awakened by My Breezes. Blessed is the dead
who is quickened by My Breaths. Blessed is the eye that is enlightened by My Beauty.
Blessed is the seeker who sought the tent of My Majesty and My Greatness. Blessed
is the affrighted one who took refuge under the shadow of My Domes. Blessed is the
thirsty one who hastened to the Salsabil of My Favor. Blessed is the hungry one who
hastened away from desire because of My Passion, and was present at the Table that
descended from the Heaven of My Grace for My elect. Blessed is the lowly one who
held to the Rope of My Might, and the poor who took shelter under the shade of the
**LAWH-EL-AKDAS—The Holy Tablet**

Canopy of My Wealth. Blessed is the ignorant one who desired the Kawther of My Knowledge, and the heedless one who held to the Rope of My Remembrance. Blessed is the spirit who was stirred by My Breath and entered My Kingdom. Blessed is the soul whom the fragrance of My Union shook and attracted to the Day-Spring of My Command. Blessed is the ear which heard, the tongue which witnessed and the eye which beheld and knew the Soul of the Lord, the Possessor of Glory and Dominion, and the Lord of Majesty and Might. Blessed are those who have attained. Blessed is whosoever is illumined by the Sun of My Word. Blessed is whosoever adorned his head with the Wreath of My Love. Blessed is he who heard My grief and rose up for My assistance among My people. Blessed is he who redeemed himself in My Path and suffered tribulations for My Name. Blessed is he who was assured in My Word and stood up among the dead for My Remembrance. Blessed is he who was attracted by My Melodies and rent the coverings by My Power. Blessed is he who performed My Covenant and was not prevented by the world from entering the Court of My Holiness. Blessed is he who cut himself from all other than Me, soared in the ether of My Love, entered My Kingdom, perceived the Dominions of My Might, drank the Kawther of My Favor and the Salsabil of My Grace, and was informed of My Command and of whatsoever was hidden in the Treasuries of My Words, and shone forth from the Horizon of Inner Significance in My Commemoration and My Praise. Verily he is of Mine. May My Mercy, Grace, Favor and Glory be unto him!

**TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA**

To the Believers of God and the Maid-servants of the Merciful throughout the World

[Revealed several years ago]

Upon them be BAHA'U'LLAH EL-ABHA!

HE IS GOD!

O YE spiritual friends of Abdul-Baha!

"Perfume Thou the East! Illumine Thou the West! Bestow Thou light to the North! Grant Thou life to the South!"

This verse hath been revealed from the lips of the Center of the Covenant one year after the departure of Baha'u'llah. But the Nakazeen (not understanding its spiritual pur­port) wondered and derided. Praise be to God! that now its signs have become manifest, its powers evident, and its proof plain. Thanks be unto Him! that the East and the West are stirred into cheerfulness, and through the Holy Fragrances all directions are perfumed.

The Blessed Perfection, in a clear text, hath promised us in the Book: "Verily I behold you from the horizon of ABBAS and will make victorious whomsoever will arise in the service of my Cause with the hosts of the Supreme Concourse and the cohorts of the favored angels." Praise be to God! that this victory and confirmation became visible and manifest and hath shone forth from the horizon of the world like unto the sun.

Therefore, O ye friends of God! Show ye forth an earnest endeavor and display ye a resolute effort, so that ye may become assisted in the adoration of the Ancient Beauty and the Manifest Light; to be the cause of spreading the light of the Sun of Truth; to infuse into the dead, antiquated body of the world a new spirit; to cast in the fields of the hearts pure seeds; to arise in the service of the Cause; to speak with eloquent tongues; to become candles of guidance in the assemblage of the world; to become shining stars in the horizon of the existent being; to become merciful birds in the rose garden of oneness; to sing the melodies of realities and significances; to spend every breath of your existence in the service of this conspicuous light; so that in the end ye may be freed from loss and failure and attain to the inexhaustible treasury of the Kingdom. For the life of man is wholly subject to danger and impermanency. A person cannot put his assurance even in one moment's continuity. Notwithstanding this, the nations of the world, deceived by the mirage of superstition, imagine themselves secure in the heavenly way. Alas! Alas! Former commu-
nities in bygone ages entertained the same per-
ishing thoughts; but by one of those periodical
fluctuations they were all hidden under the
ground, and afflicted with deprivation and loss,
except those souls who had become pure evan-
escence and had arisen with a great self-ab-
negation in the path of God. Such souls shine
forth as brilliant stars from the horizon of
the Ancient Glory, and the results which ema-
nated from their lives in succeeding ages and
cycles are the proofs of this statement. There-
fore, do not ye rest, neither day nor night;
seek not ye for composure; talk ye of the
mystery of servitude, and seek ye the path of
thralldom; so that through the promised con-
firmations ye may receive assistance from the
Kingdom of Oneness.

O ye friends! Dense and gloomy clouds
have covered the horizon of the world, and
the darkness of hatred, malignity, persecution,
tyranny and the greatest cruelty is spreading.
All the people are drunk with the wine of
heedlessness; and bloodthirstiness and rapa-
ciousness are considered the noblest excellen-
cies of the world of men.

His Highness the Almighty hath chosen the
friends from among the concourse of men
and hath specialized them with the most
eminent guidance and the highest gift; so that
we may with our souls and hearts exert our-
selves, sacrifice our lives, be engaged in the
guidance of the people and the training of
souls; so that the wild beasts may become the
gazelles of the meadows of unity; the wolves
the sheep of God; the bloodthirsty ones the
heavenly angels; the fire of malice be ex-
tinguished and the flame of safety in the
blessed tabernacle bestow illumination; the
odor of the nether realm of infidelity be dis-
pelled and the fragrances of the rose garden
of faithfulness be diffused in all parts; the
weak draw light from the Universal Reason
inhabitants of the world. 0 my Lord! make
souls; they are kind to all the people and
children; they are kind to all the people and
their kin; and bloodthirstiness is spread abroad and provocation and malicious-
ness are disseminated upon the face of the
earth. Yet I see only Thy wronged follow-
ers who are crying at the tops of their voices
and summoning the people:

Hasten ye toward affinity!
Hasten ye toward faithfulness!
Hasten ye toward generosity!
Hasten ye toward guidance!
Hasten ye toward union!
Hasten ye to behold the Light of the World!
Hasten ye toward love and prosperity!
Hasten ye toward peace and reconciliation!
Hasten ye toward the law of disarmament!
Hasten ye toward harmony and success!
Hasten ye toward co-operation and mutual
help in the path of guidance!

Verily, these wronged ones do sacrifice
themselves with infinite joy and happiness for
the sake of the people, with all their souls
and spirits throughout all regions. Verily,
Thou beholdest them weeping at the mis-
fortunes of every one of Thy creatures and
becoming grieved at the distress of Thy chil-
dren; they are kind to all the people and
pained at the sight of the calamities of the
inhabitants of the world. O my Lord! make
the wings of prosperity to grow upon their
shoulders, so that they may ever soar toward
the apex of their aspirations; strengthen their
loins in the service of Thy people, and con-
firm them in the thralldom and adoration of
the threshold of Thy Holiness.

Verily, Thou art the Merciful! Thou art
the Clement, and there is no God but Thee,
the Powerful, the Compassionate, and the
Ancient!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
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دهمین جشنواره نمایشگری ملی یورش

به مراسم افتتاحیه این جشنواره پرداختند:

- وزیر امور فرهنگی
- سید علی لاریجانی
- رییس جمهوری
- خالیه‌بخش

برداختن افتخار

بودام، لیست بنا بر هر یک از اعضای شرکت و نمایشگران

سیستم فنی جشنواره

گزارش تصویری از جشنواره

تصاویر و کلیه مطالب این جشنواره در هر نقطه‌ای از شهر می‌تواند مشاهده شود.

منابع:

- مالکی، شهید
- فرمانلو، حسن
- رضوی، علی
جواب

لم يتمكنوا من تدفق الحركة المثالية بسبب ضمانات شرسة!

قد تمتلك خططًا مثالية ولكنها تمالكت الأخطاء والمشكلات.

بعد مرور الوقت، جاءت الأخطاء المثالية بسبب ضمانات ضاربة.

قد يكون ضمانات ضاربة ضاربًا بسبب ضمانات ضاربة.

بعد مرور الوقت، جاءت الأخطاء المثالية بسبب ضمانات ضاربة.
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قد تمتلك خططًا مثالية ولكنها تمالكت الأخطاء والمشكلات.

بعد مرور الوقت، جاءت الأخطاء المثالية بسبب ضمانات ضاربة.

قد تكون ضمانات ضاربة ضاربًا بسبب ضمانات ضاربة.

بعد مرور الوقت، جاءت الأخطاء المثالية بسبب ضمانات ضاربة.

قد تمتلك خططًا مثالية ولكنها تمالكت الأخطاء والمشكلات.

بعد مرور الوقت، جاءت الأخطاء المثالية بسبب ضمانات ضاربة.

قد تكون ضمانات ضاربة ضاربًا بسبب ضمانات ضاربة.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة المقدمة.
سالم الجهداء

 وجه مبارك

الحمد لله، وصلاة وسلام على النبي محمد ورسوله.

نهاة هادفة عشاءاء، هدي الخيرات وفواصلي السماوات.

سماوات انعكاسات طفولة، كلاطين نحاولون الاستجابة.

وهمج مدالي جانوريا، بين عُوامين سابقة وسابق.

سماوات استنفاسٌ، استنفاسٌ.

موعود كفاحاً والانتفاض

في غداها جهاداً، اليوم يعود إبداعاً.

一緒に محزناً، مع ذلك كله، من سواداً، من الجهداء.

بخيراتٍ، بخيراتٍ، بخيراتٍ.

عبانوروز

يا رمزهم، يا معمر، يا عبير。

انتماءكم، يا شباب، لغدٍ آمن، وآمن.

شقي، شقي، شقي، شقي، شقي، شقي، شقي.

نعمةً، نعمةً، نعمةً.
Address: Najme Bakhtar, P.O. Box 283, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
ABDUL-BAHA ADDRESSES THE ESPERANTISTS OF EDINBURGH AND PARIS.

ADDRESS DELIVERED IN EDINBURGH

January 7, 1913—under the auspices of the Edinburgh Esperanto Society

From The British Esperantist, February, 1913

EVERY movement which promotes unity and harmony in the world is good, and everything which creates discord and discontent is bad. This is a century of illumination, surpassing all others in its many discoveries, its great inventions, and its vast and varied undertakings. But the greatest achievement of the age in conferring profit and pleasure on mankind is the creation of an auxiliary language for all. Oneness of language creates oneness of heart. Oneness of language engenders peace and harmony. It sweeps away all misunderstandings among peoples. It establishes harmony among the children of men. It gives to the human intellect a broader conception, a more commanding point of view.

Today the greatest need of humanity is to understand and to be understood. With the help of the International Language, every individual member of a community can learn of world happenings and become in touch with the ethical and scientific discoveries of the age. The auxiliary international language gives to us the key—the key of keys—which unlocks the secrets of the past. By its aid every nation henceforth will be able easily and without difficulty to work out its own scientific discoveries.

It is a well-known fact that the Oriental student coming to the west, in his efforts to acquaint himself with the discoveries and achievements of western civilization, must spend precious years of his life in acquiring the language of the land to which he comes before he can turn to the study of the special science in which he is interested. For example, let us suppose that a youth from India, Persia, Turkestan or Arabia comes to this country to study medicine. He must first struggle with the English language for four years, to the exclusion of all else, before he can even begin the study of medicine. Whereas, if the auxiliary international language were taught in all the schools during his childhood, he would learn the language in his own country, and afterwards, wherever he wished to go, he could easily pursue his specialty without loss of some of the best years of his life.

Today if one wishes to travel abroad, even though possessed of several languages, he is likely to be seriously handicapped because he does not know the particular language of
some one people. I have studied oriental languages profoundly and know the Arabic better than the Arabians themselves. I have studied Turkish and Persian in my native land, besides other languages of the East, nevertheless, when I visited the West I had to take an interpreter with me quite as if I knew no language. Now if the International Language were generally spoken, that and the Persian language would be sufficient for me in every country of the world.

Only think how the International Language will facilitate intercommunication among all the nations of the earth. Half of our lives are consumed in acquiring a knowledge of languages, for in this enlightened age every man who hopes to travel in Asia and Africa and Europe must learn several languages in order that he may converse with their peoples. But no sooner does he acquire one language than another is needed. Thus one's whole life may be passed in acquiring those languages which are a hindrance to international communication. The International Language frees humanity from all these problems.

In a word, to understand and be understood, there must be an international medium. The teacher and the pupil must know each other's language, in order that the teacher may impart his knowledge and the pupil receive it. In all the world there is nothing more important than to be understood by your fellowmen, for upon this depends the progress of civilization itself. To acquire a knowledge of the arts and sciences one must know how to speak, to understand and at the same time to make himself understood, and this matter of understanding and being understood depends on language. Once establish this auxiliary language, and all will be enabled to understand each other.

I recall an incident which occurred in Bagdad. There were two friends who knew not each other's language. One fell ill, the other visited him, but not being able to express his sympathy in words, resorted to gesture, as if to say, "How do you feel?" with another sign the sick replied, "I shall soon be dead,;" and his visitor, believing the gesture to indicate that he was getting better, said, "God be praised!"

From such illustrations you will admit that the greatest thing in the world is to be able to make yourself understood by your friends and to understand them, and that there is no greater handicap in the world than not to be able to communicate your thoughts to others. But with an auxiliary language all these difficulties disappear.

Now, praise be to God, that language has been created—Esperanto. This is one of the special gifts of this luminous century, one of the most remarkable achievements of this great age.

His Holiness Baha'u'llah many years ago wrote a book called "The Most Holy Book," one of the fundamental principles of which is the necessity of creating an International Language, and He explains the great good and advantage that will result from its use.

Now let us thank the Lord because the Esperanto language has been created. We have commanded all the Baha'is in the Orient to study this language very carefully, and ere long it will spread all over the East. I pray you, Esperantists and non-Esperantists, to work with zeal for the spread of this language, for it will hasten the coming of that day, that millennial day, foretold by prophets and seers, that day when, it is said, the wolf and the lamb shall drink from the same fountain, the lion and the deer shall feed in the same pasture. The meaning of this holy word is that hostile races, warring nations, differing religions, shall become united in the spirit of love.

I repeat, the most important thing in the world is the realization of an auxiliary international language. Oneness of language will transform mankind into one world, remove religious misunderstandings, and unite East and West in the spirit of brotherhood and love. Oneness of language will change this world from many families into one family. This auxiliary international language will gather the nations under one standard, as if the five continents of the world had become one, for then mutual interchange of thought will be possible for all. It will remove ignorance and superstition, since each child of whatever race or nation can pursue his studies in science and art, needing but two languages—his own and the International. The world of matter will become the expression of the world of mind. Then discoveries will be revealed, inventions will multiply, the sciences advance by leaps and bounds, the scientific culture of the earth will develop along broader lines. Then the nations will be enabled to utilize the latest and best thought, because expressed in the International Language.

If the International Language becomes a factor of the future, all the Eastern peoples will be enabled to acquaint themselves with the
ABDUL-BAHA addressed the Paris Esperanto group February 12th, at a banquet which was tended him at the Hotel Modern, in that city. M. Boulet, President of the Paris Esperanto Society, introduced Abdul-Baha briefly, stating that one of the revealed principles of this great Peace Prophet's world religion was the establishment of a universal language.

There was a deep silence as Abdul-Baha rose majestically. His remarks were punctuated by cheers and applause as he walked up and down the banquet hall, stopping to emphasize with frequent gesture. He spoke in Persian, M. Hippolyte Dreyfus-Barney of Paris interpreting into French. Here and there one noted that the French translation was undergoing still further interpretation by Esperantists who had neighbors that did not understand French but knew Esperanto: the occasion itself offering a noteworthy argument for the great necessity of a universal tongue.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA.

In the material world of existence, human undertakings are divided into two kinds—universal and specific. The result of every universal effort is infinite and the outcome of every specific effort is finite.

In this age, those human problems which create a general interest are universal; their results are likewise universal, for humanity has become interdependent. The international laws of today are of vast importance since international politics are bringing nations nearer to one another. It is a general axiom that in the world of human endeavor, every universal affair commands attention and its results and benefits are limitless. Therefore let us say that every universal cause is divine and every specific matter is human. The universal light for this planet is from the sun and the special light here tonight, which is electric, illuminates this banquet hall through the invention of man. In like manner the activities which are trying to establish solidarity between the nations and infuse the spirit of universalism in the hearts of the children of men are like unto divine rays from the Sun of Reality, and the brightest ray is the coming of the universal language. Its achievement is the greatest virtue of the age, for such an instrument will remove misunderstandings from among the peoples of the earth and will cement their hearts together. This medium will enable each individual member of the human family to be informed of the scientific accomplishments of all his fellowmen.

The basis of knowledge and the excellencies of endeavor in this world are to teach and to be taught. To acquire sciences and to teach them in turn depends upon language and when the international auxiliary language becomes universal, it is easily conceivable that the acquisition of knowledge and instruction will likewise become universal.

No doubt you are aware that in the past ages a common language shared by various nations created a spirit of solidarity among them. For instance, 1,300 years ago, there were many divergent nationalities in the Orient. There were Copts in Egypt, Syrians in Syria, Assyrians and Babylonians in Baghdad and along the River Mesopotamia. There existed among these peoples rank hatred, but as they were gradually brought nearer through common protection and common interests, the Arabic language grew to be the means of intercommunication, and they became as one nation. They all speak the Arabic language to this day. In Syria if you ask any one of them he will say, "I am an Arab," though in reality he is not—some are Greeks, others Jews, etc.

We say "This man is a German, the other an Italian, a Frenchman, an Englishman," etc. All belong to the great human family, yet language is the barrier between them. The greatest working basis for bringing about unity and harmony among the nations is the teaching of a universal tongue. Writing on this subject, 59 years ago, His Holiness Baha’-ollah said that complete union between the various sections of the world would be an unrealized dream as long as an international language was not established.
Misunderstandings keep people from mutual association and these misunderstandings will not be dispelled except through the medium of a common ground of communication. Everyone intelligent man will bear testimony to this.

The people of the Orient are not fully informed of the events in the West and the West cannot put itself into sympathetic touch with the East. Their thoughts are closed in a casket—the universal language will be the master key to open it. Western books will be translated into that language and the Easterner will be informed of the contents; likewise Eastern lore will become the property of the West. Thus also will those misunderstandings which exist between the different religions be dispersed. Religious prejudices play havoc among the peoples and bring about warfare and strife and it is impossible to remove them without a language in common.

I am an Oriental and on this account I am shut out from your thoughts and you likewise from mine. A mutual language will become the mightiest means of universal progress toward the union of the East and West. It will make the earth one home and become the divine impulse for human advancement. It will upraise the standard of oneness of the world of humanity and make the earth a universal commonwealth. It will be the cause of love between the children of men and create good fellowship between the various creeds.

Praise be to God, that Dr. Zamenhof has constructed the Esperanto language. It has all the potential qualities of universal adoption. All of us must be grateful and thankful to him for his noble effort for in this matter he has served his fellowmen well. He has constructed a language which will bestow divine benefits on all peoples. With untiring efforts and self-sacrifice on the part of its devotees it gives promise of universal acceptance. Therefore everyone of us must study this language and make every effort to spread it so that each day it may receive a wider recognition, be accepted by all nations and governments of the world and become a part of the curriculum in all the public schools. I hope that the business of the future conferences and congresses will be carried on in Esperanto. In the future two languages will be taught in the schools, one the native tongue, the other the international auxiliary language. Consider today how difficult is human communication. One may study two languages and yet travel through a country and still be at a loss. I, myself, know several of the Oriental languages, but know no Western tongue. Had this universal language pervaded the globe, I should have studied it and you would have been directly informed of my thoughts and I of yours and a special friendship would have been established between us.

Please send some teachers to Persia, if you can, so that they may teach Esperanto to the young people. I have written asking some of them to come here to study it.

I hope that it will be promulgated very rapidly—then the world of humanity will find eternal peace; all the nations will associate with one another like mothers and sisters, fathers and brothers, and each individual member of the body politic will be fully informed of the thoughts of all.

I am extremely grateful to you and thank you for these lofty aims, for you have gathered at this banquet to further this language. Your hope is to render a mighty service to the world of humanity and for this great aim I congratulate you from the depths of my heart.

SOUL, MIND AND SPIRIT

Talk given by Abdul-Baha, January 30, 1913, at 30 rue St. Didier, Paris
From Persian notes: translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrah

One of the ladies present has asked me to speak on the subject of soul, mind and spirit. She desires an explanation of these terms.

The terminology of ancient philosophers differs from that of our time. In later ages certain terms have developed through which we see these subjects in a different light. According to some ancient philosophers, the words soul, mind and spirit imply the underlying principles of life, expressing the various phases of the one absolute reality. They were different names for the operations of one essence. For instance, when we say a man sees, hears and speaks—seeing, hearing and speaking are the different performances of the same power which animates man. Different schools of thought have given different names to the various operations of the one essence. For instance, when some speak of the emotions of consciousness they call it soul; when they express the discovering power of man they call...
The differentiation which we make of these subjects is as follows: By soul we mean that power which is the mover of this physical body which is entirely under its control and lives in accordance with its dictates. The soul that lives in the material world is dark for in the material world there is aggression, struggle, greed, vice and transgression. If the soul remains in this station, and moves along these paths it will receive no uplift, but if it becomes the recipient of the world of mind, its darkness will be transformed into light; its tyranny into justice, its ignorance into wisdom and its aggression into loving kindness. There will be no more struggle for existence and man will become free from egotism. He will be released from the material world and become the embodiment of justice, the personification of the virtues. He will become a sanctified soul and be the means of the illumination of the world of humanity and an honor to human kind. He will confer life upon the children of men so that all nations will attain to the station of perfection. To such a person we may apply the name of "a holy soul."

The soul in itself cannot unravel the mysteries; but the mind is superior to the soul. The mind is a power whereby man can investigate the reality of every object. It unfolds to his vision the secrets of existence and leads him on and on to the station of divine sublimity. It frees man from the fetters of self and causes him to ascend to the pure heaven of sanctity.

The third power of man is the power of the Spirit. It is an emanation from the Divine Bestower. It is the effulgence of the Sun of Reality, the radiation of the celestial world. In short it is the essence of the Spirit of Faith of which His Holiness Christ speaks when He says, "Those that are born of the flesh are flesh and those that are born of the spirit are spirit." The spirit is the axis around which the eternal life revolves. It is conducive to everlasting glory; it is the cause of the exultation of the world of humanity. Again His Holiness Christ says, "Whosoever has received a portion of the spirit is as dead. Let the dead bury their dead." In another place Christ says, "You must be baptized with the spirit." This Spirit is the life of the world of humanity; the cause of eternal illumination. It inspires man to attain to the virtues and perfections of the divine world.

May each one of you become the recipient of the Spirit. This is my hope.

INDIVIDUALITY AND PERSONALITY
Address by Abdul-Baha, February 14, 1913, at 30 rue St. Didier, Paris
From Persian notes; translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab

Today one of those present asked a question on personality. From what source does it come? What are its attributes? What are its characteristic features or aspects?

Personality is one of two kinds. One is the natural or God-given personality which the Western thinkers call individuality. Individuality is the inner aspect of man which is not subject to change.

The second is personality. Personality is the acquired virtues and perfections, with which man is adorned.

When the individuality of man, i.e., his God-given natural virtues, is adorned with acquired virtues and perfections then we have character. When the infinite effulgence of God are revealed in the individual, then divine perfections which are invisible in all creation will become manifest in him.

For instance, one man is the manifester of knowledge, i.e., divine knowledge is revealed to him. Another man is the dawning place of power. A third is wealthy, another is generous. As regards the personality which is the result of acquired virtues, that is also good. For instance, this mirror had once an individuality of rock. The rock going through the processes of purification, has reached to its present status of transparency. Now the rock in its original state was praiseworthy,
but having acquired the second state, which is personality, it has become a mirror. In the beginning it was a piece of black stone, now it has become a pure looking-glass.

Therefore you can easily see that the personality or the acquired virtue has become the means of the appearance of greater perfections, which perfections are clearly visible in the mirror.

The rock was endowed by God with a distinct individuality. It acquired personality through the process of education. The individuality of all people is laudable, for everything God creates is based upon divine wisdom. In the creation of God there is no defect. However, personality has no element of permanence in it, it is a shifting, changeable quality in man which can be turned either way.

For instance, when man is the manifestor of virtues it strengthens the individuality, and suffers his hidden forces to come into active play. But if he acquires defects the beauty and simplicity of the individuality will be lost, and its God-given qualities will be stifled in the foul atmosphere of these imperfections. It is self-evidently manifest that every human being created by God is original; that is, those heavenly attributes which are the distinguishing features of the individuality are created by God and deposited in man.

But if later on the personality acquires sciences, he will become a wise man. If he is engaged in praise-worthy deeds he will be appreciated. If he strives in the study of knowledge he will become perfect. If, on the contrary, he runs after blame-worthy vices he will be adorned with exactly the same attributes.

For instance, God has created man to be just; if he does not practice justice, he has gone against the attributes of his individuality. God has created man to be merciful, but he becomes a tyrant. God has created man to be kind to all the children of men; on the contrary he is inimical and hateful. God has created man to confer life, but he becomes conducive to the destruction of life.

All of these are the perversions of the characteristics of the individuality and they are blame-worthy, and disliked by all.

Personality is obtained through the effort of man, and through training and education. If a fruitless tree comes under the influence of a wise gardener, through the process of training it becomes fruitful.

If a piece of rock comes under the hand of a sculptor it will become a beautiful piece of statuary. The ruined places are built up by captains of industry. The ignorant children learn the secrets of phenomena under the tutorship of a wise teacher. The crooked branch becomes straight through the influence of the gardener.

Consequently it is evident that we have two modes for the expression of life—Individuality and Personality.

The former is the handiwork of God and the latter that of man. In short, the personality of some people is illumined, that of others is dark—the personality of some is the manifestation of divine justice, while that of others is the embodiment of infinite tyranny. The personality of some is guidance, while that of others is error. That which was hidden in the capability of these souls has been manifest.

For instance, when you sow a seed, that which is hidden in the reality of that seed will become revealed and unfolded—the trunk, the branches, the leaves and the blossoms and the fruits which are in the seed as potentialities.

When pupils are being trained under the tutorship of a teacher, education will bring out what is hidden in their beings.

The clouds pour down, the sun shines, and all that which was hidden in the bosom of the earth will come forth.

Therefore the personality of man is developed through education, while the individuality, which is divine and heavenly, is praise-worthy in origin.

God has created poison and has shown that it is harmful to man. On the other hand sweet things are created by Him and are enjoyed by man. Thus it is in the nature of man to be harmed by poison, and to find enjoyment in sweets; but he changes his nature to such an extent that he takes poison, such as opium and arsenic in the form of a drug, and he accustoms himself to it to such an extent that if he does not receive it he may die.

Therefore man is capable of subjecting his individuality to such a degree that poison which was the means of death, becomes the means of life. His nature becomes so degraded and his individuality so distorted that he will long for the poison if it is not given to him in time.

What is the cause of the change in the individuality? It is the acquirement of evil habits.

God benignly endows man with an individuality which enjoys the sweet and shuns
the poison, but man through evil habits changes the creation of God, and transforms the divine illumination into satanic darkness. So long as man is a captive of nature, submerged in the sea of materialism, pursuing the dictates of self and desire, he is vanquished and defeated. This passionate ego takes the reins from his hands, and changes him into an animal. He will fall so low that he will be unable to judge good from evil. He will not be able to distinguish light from darkness, neither will he be able to behold the angelic attributes.

Therefore this acquired individuality which is the result of evil customs becomes the dominant note of his life.

I hope that all of you may be freed from these dangers, delivered from the world of nature, enter into the realm of light, and become divine, radiant, merciful, God-like and confirmed.

---

**THE PATHWAY OF THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST**

Talk given by Abdul-Baha, June 11, 1912, at 309 West 78th Street, New York City
Interpreted by Dr. Ameen U. Farooq

[After instructions upon certain matters, Abdul-Baha continued:]

The essence of the intention is that I wish you to pray for me and I will pray for you. The pathway we shall walk together is the pathway of the disciples of Christ. After the departure of His Holiness to the Supreme Paradise, the disciples who had followed His teachings met together in consultation upon the summit of a mountain near Jaffa. Such a consultation was never before held. They said to each other, "His Holiness Jesus Christ has been crucified. He offered His life in this way, gave up His rest and comfort, forfeited His happiness, renounced His possessions, family and life, and quaffed the chalice of martyrdom. He educated us in order that we might arise after Him in His Cause. He sacrificed His life that the oil in the lamps of our souls might become ignited and His Light shine forth from them. He suffered on the cross that we may irrigate the tree of His planting. He consented to a cruel death in order that the seed of His sowing might be cultivated and preserved by us. Now must we be loyal to His Holiness. If we wish to be loyal we must arise to carry out the duties of loyalty. Otherwise each of us will continue to seek after his own livelihood, rest and comfort; each, like other people, find repose, enjoy a family, have a household, provide food and strive to gain glory and power. Shall we do this?" All said, "No! We must be loyal and faithful to His Holiness Jesus Christ. Therefore with our worldly attachments we cannot attend to His service in a true spirit of severance. We must either be occupied with ourselves or engaged in His service. This Cause is a very great Cause; a Cause that is weighty and important, not light and trivial; a Cause that is not easy to carry and serve. First, to be severed and free from all other occupation we must give up and relinquish our family ties and that which pertains thereto. Because the management of a household and family is a hindrance to service. God has not created two hearts for man, one for living in the world and one for service in His Cause. Therefore either must we be occupied with our own service and affairs or with service to Christ. Is not this the ultimate arrangement? Yes! it is the ultimate arrangement! He who is tied to a family, let him then arrange to leave it; he who is not should not take a wife and the duties of a family; then will he be free, severed and without burden or hindrance in the service of God. Is this right? Is this the ultimate arrangement? Are we united upon this? Yes! Second, in the pathway of Christ there is strife, persecution, blame, imprisonment, banishment, suffering and many other burdens which we must accept. Have we accepted them? Yes! we have assuredly! Third, we must go among the peoples of the world, proclaiming the glad tidings of the Kingdom of God, spreading the fragrances of Christ, summoning them to the Sun of Reality in order that this dark world shall become illumined. Is this the ultimate arrangement? Yes!"

Then they took an oath and covenant among themselves, embraced each other and descended from the mountain, some going to the Eastward, some to the West, North and South. So they were scattered. Some became traceless, as it is not known where they traveled or where they died. It is said some died in India.

The reality of the condition is this: We must be loyal to the Threshold of the Blessed Beauty and be willing to give our lives for
Him. We must sacrifice our comfort for Him; sacrifice all our conditions in the pathway of His service. If we do this, our service will be productive of great results. Otherwise God will raise up souls to do this work in our stead. Our purpose is that we shall arise in His Cause—not fettered by world conditions, not burdened by weight of material responsibilities. We must draw our thread from one direction whether it come or not. There are many threads; the right one will come to us. [Refers to seeking the right thread by which to unravel a skein.]

Now therefore I will pray for you and you must pray for me, "O Baha’u’llah! This is Abdul-Baha! Confirm Abdul-Baha in Thy Threshold! Strengthen him in loyalty to Thee! Make him self-sacrificing! Make him homeless, and without rest! Fill his heart with Thy love, so he will forget all else save Thee—seeking no other comfort, grace, health or life, and sacrificing all for Thee!"

Pray in this manner for me and I will pray so for you.

Admonish the Friends so they will not backbite and criticize, voicing the mistakes and sins of others. Have a sin-covering eye. As soon as you see a trace of the Love of Baha’u’llah in a soul, revere that soul under all conditions.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CABLEGRAM:
April 2—“With joy and happiness reached Stuttgart.”

"A HISTORY OF THE BAHAI MOVEMENT" IN ESPERANTO:
In connection with the Addresses of Abdul-Baha to the Esperantists of Edinburgh and Paris, published in this issue of the Star of the West, the Bahai friends will be interested in knowing that the booklet by Mr. Sydney Sprague, "A History of the Bahai Movement," has been translated and published in Esperanto. It is sold at 12 cents. Copies of it and other Esperanto text books can be obtained from The Esperanto Association of North America, Central Office, Maryland Building, Washington, D. C.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF ABDUL-BAHA:
Photographs of an oil painting of Abdul-Baha made by Miss Juliet Thompson, a well-known portrait artist and Baha’i, may be had from her by addressing 48 W. 10th Street, New York City.

The photograph of Abdul-Baha in tent on Mashhadi-Asfar site, published in last issue of the Star of the West, was taken by Mr. William Wragg, Chicago.

The photograph of Abdul-Baha, printed in No. 18 issue, Vol. III, Star of the West, was taken in Minneapolis and not in St. Paul, Minn.

THE COMING CONVENTION:
To the Bahai Assemblies and Delegates—
We are pleased to inform you that the New York Assembly has about completed its plans for the coming Convention to be held in their city.

RECEPTION COMMITTEE
Chairman, Mrs. Alice I. Breed, 568 W. 145th Street.
Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. Chas. L. Lincoln, 2823 Clarendon Road, Flatbush, Brooklyn.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Headquarters at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Kinney, 780 West End Avenue.

PROGRAM

Reception for all the delegates and friends, Saturday, April 26th, 3:30 p.m., at the home of Mrs. Florin Krug, 830 Park Avenue.

On other evenings, Receptions will be held at the homes of friends. These will be announced in New York, after the Convention has been opened.

Convention will open with the Feast of the Rizwan to be held at Columbia University Commons, the evening of April 26th, 1913, and on Sunday afternoon, April 27th, 3:30 p.m., a large meeting will be held at Berkeley Lyceum, 19 West 44th Street.

Business Sessions to be held in the French Ionic rooms, Masonic Temple, 23rd and 6th Avenues, on Monday and Tuesday, April 28th and 29th.

First Session begins Monday, April 28th, at 10 a.m.

Hoping the foregoing may be of assistance to you, we remain
Yours in service,
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF BAHAI TEMPLE UNIT.
Bernard M. Jacobsen, Secretary.

PERSIAN SECTION:
Our Persian section this issue contains:
(1) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to the editor of The Asiatic Quarterly Review, London; (2) Abdul-Baha’s Address to the Esperantists of Edinburgh; (3) recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Mr. Charles Mason Remey, Washington, D. C.; (4) fifth annual Bahai Convention to be held in New York City; (5) New Year’s congratulations from the Bahais in England; (6) news from Europe and Orient—Paris, France; Stuttgart, Germany, and Hamadan, Persia; (7) announcement of Album of Views of the Holy Land where Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha lived and visited.
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ABDUL-BAAHA ANSWERS MANY QUESTIONS ASKED BY THEOLOGIANS OF PARIS

Sunday Evening, February 17, 1913—Pasteur Monnier’s Theological Seminary, Paris

From Persian notes; translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab

[The audience was composed of professors, clergy and theological students]

ABDUL-BAAHA: How are you?

PASTEUR MONNIER: We are all feeling well and are exceedingly pleased to have you bless our Seminary.

A.B.: I am likewise most happy to find myself amongst you, and associate with you.

P.M.: We are very happy to find amongst us a person who has come on the part of God, and has brought to us a divine message.

A.B.: A person endowed with the power of hearing shall hear the mysteries of God from all things, and all creation will convey to him the divine message.

P.M.: If you permit us, we would like to ask a question.

A.B.: Very well.

P.M.: As we are students of theology, and are in the rank of clergy, we would like to know who was Christ, and what was He? What is your belief about Him?

A.B.: Our belief in regard to Christ is exactly what is recorded in the New Testament; however we elucidate this matter, and do not speak literally or in a manner based merely on the foundation of blind belief. For instance, it is recorded in the Gospel of St. John, that in the beginning there was the Word, the Word was with God, and the Word was God.

Now the majority of Christians accept this principle as a matter of belief, but we give an explanation and exposition which is accepted by reason, and in such a way that no one may find occasion to reject it.

The Christians have made this statement the foundation of the Trinity—but philosophers deny it as mere superstition, stating that the Trinity as regards the identity of the Divinity is impossible; and in turn the Christians do not give a satisfactory explanation and interpretation to be accepted by philosophers.

As the former base their whole exposition of this subject upon the authority of the Holy Scriptures, the latter do not accept it, saying, “Is it possible to have three in one, and one in three?”

We explain this subject as follows: The eternity of the Word is not an eternity of time, for if this were an eternity of time, the Word would have been accidental, and not eternal. By the Word we mean that this creation with its infinite forms is like unto letters, and the individual members of humanity are likewise like unto letters.

A letter individually has no meaning; no independent significance, but the station of Christ is the station of the Word. Complete and independent significance is implied in a word. That is why we say Christ is the Word. By complete significance we mean that the universal bestowals of the perfection of Divinity are manifest in Christ.

It is obvious that the perfections of other souls are particular, or only a part, but the perfections of the Christ are universal or the whole. The reality of Christ is the collective center of all the independent virtues and infinite significances.

For instance, this lamp sheds light, the moon also illumines the night with its silvery beams, but their light is not in their essence, they receive their light from another source; but His Holiness the Christ is like unto the sun, His light issued forth from His own identity. He has not received it through another person, therefore we give Him the comprehensive title of the Word.
By this we mean the all-comprehending Reality, and the depository of the infinite divine virtues.

This Word has an (honorary) beginning and not a beginning of time. For instance, we say this person has precedence over all. This precedence comes to him through the station and honor which he has now in life, but it is not a precedence of time.

In reality the Word has neither a beginning nor ending. It means those perfections which appeared in Christ and not His physical body. Those perfections were from the part of God.

It is similar to the rays of the sun which are reflected in a clear mirror. The rays, the light and the heat of the sun are its perfections which have become manifest in the mirror.

The perfections of Christ were the splendor and bounty of God. It is evident that these qualities were ever with God, even at this time they are with Him, they are inseparable from Him, because divinity is not subject to division. Division is a sign of imperfection, and as God is the Perfect One He cannot be divided.

It is clear that the perfections of the Divinity are co-equal and co-existent with the Essence. In that station there is absolute Unity. This in brief is the exposition of the Station of Christ.

P.M.: What is the similarity between the Cause of Christ and that of Baha'u'llah? And what relation do they hold towards each other?

A.B.: The foundation of the religion of God is one. The same basis which was laid by Christ and later on was forgotten, has been renewed by His Holiness Baha'u'llah.

As we said, the object of divine religion is one—each religion is divided into two parts. The first part is essential, and it belongs to the world of morality. It is the exposition of significances and realities. It is the expression of the love of God, the knowledge of God. This is one in all the religions, unchangeable and immutable, because it is the reality, and the reality is immutable and unchangeable.

The second part is non-essential. It belongs to practical life, to transactions and business. This changes according to the requirements of the time in which the Prophet lives.

For example, during the days of His Holiness Moses, the foundation and the origin of the religion of God spelled morality, and that was not changed in the Christian dispensation, but certain differences crept in through the change of the second part of the religion. For during the Mosaic period the hand of a person was cut off because he had committed a small theft; there was the law of an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth. This was according to the spirit of the age, but as these laws were impracticable at the time of Christ, they were abrogated.

Likewise divorce: It had become so universal and so easily put into practice, that the laws of marriage were too easily broken, therefore His Holiness Christ forbade it.

According to the exigencies of the time, His Holiness Moses revealed ten laws for capital punishment. It was impossible at that time to protect the body politic and preserve social security without these severe measures. For the children of Israel lived in the wilderness of Tah, they could not protect their rights and establish safety without these severe measures.

As they were too antiquated in the time of Christ, they were abolished. The difference in the second part of religion is unimportant, because it belongs to the customs of life only, but the foundation of the religion of God is one. Therefore His Holiness Baha'u'llah has renewed that foundation.

The Cause of Christ was wholly spiritual. He did not change anything save the Sabbath and the law of divorce. All the sayings of Christ deal with the knowledge of God, with the oneness of the world of humanity, the moral relations between the hearts, spiritual susceptibilities.

His Holiness Baha'u'llah created these merciful sentiments in the most complete form and deposited them in the hearts of men. This is in keeping with the teachings of Christ, because it is the reality and the reality does not change.

Is it possible to say that divine unity is divisible, or the knowledge of God, the oneness of the world of humanity, universal love, and the solidarity of the human race, are ever subject to transformation?

No, I declare by God they are immutable, for they are the reality.

P.M.: What is the relation of Christ and Baha'u'llah with God?

A.B.: His Holiness Christ said "The Father is in me"—this we must understand through logical and scientific evidences, for if we do...
not conform religious principles and science
and reason, they do not inspire the heart with
confidence and assurance.

It is said that once John of Chrysostum
was walking along the sea-shore and was
thinking over the question of the Trinity,
the possibility of three becoming one, and one
three, trying to reconcile this with reason.

He was absorbed in this subject, when sud-
denly his attention was attracted by a boy sit-
ting on the shore and putting water in a cup.

Approaching him, he asked, “My child, what
art thou doing?” “I am trying to put the sea
in this cup,” he answered. “How foolish art
thou,” John replied, “in trying to do the im-
possible.” The child rejoined, “Thy work is
stranger than mine, for thou art laboring to
bring within the grasp of human intellect the
conception of the Trinity.”

Then John thought to himself that to un-
derstand this matter logically is beyond the
comprehension of the human mind.

But we stated that every religious question
must be tested by the criteria of science and
reason, otherwise how can one accept it? If
I propose a question which is rejected by
the deduction of reason, it is not worthy of
your acceptance.

Therefore let us investigate independently
the reality of this matter and let us always
be guided in our exposition by the light of
reason and science.

What is the meaning of the Father and
and the Son? We say that this Fatherhood and
Sonship are allegorical, and symbolical. The
Messianic Reality is like unto a mirror through
which the Sun of Divinity has become re-
splendent. If this mirror states “The Light
is in me” it is sincere in its claim; therefore
Jesus was truthful when He said “The Father
is in me.”

When we look at the question from the
above standpoint we see that the principle
of the Trinity is explained. The sun which
is in the sky, and the sun in the mirror are
one, are they not? We do not believe that
there are two suns, and yet we see that there
are two suns.

We must investigate the reality, and not
follow the imitation, for the Jews were ex-
pecting the coming of the Messiah, lamenting
day and night—saying: “O God send to us our
Deliverer!” But as they walked in the path
of dogmas, rather than reality, when the Mes-
siah appeared they denied Him. If they had
been the investigators of reality, they would
not have crucified, but have worshipped Him.

P.M.: Is the unification of religion possible?
If so, when and how and through what chan-
nel will it be realized?

A.B.: When the devotees of religion cast
away their dogmas and ritualism then the
unification of religion will be in sight, and
the realities of the Holy Books will become
unveiled. In these days misunderstandings
hold the upper hand. When these misuder-
standings and blind imitations are relinquished
then the Sun of Unity or religions shall
dawn.

When I was in San Francisco I was invited
to speak in a Jewish synagogue; there were
nearly 2000 Israelites present in the Temple.
I said, I desire to propound before you a ques-
tion, but I request you to listen to it care-
fully, till I finish, and then if you have any
objections, state them:

It is about 2000 years that between you
and the Christians there has been friction
and opposition, but when we investigate the
reality we find that such a state of affairs
should not exist. Owing to the misunder-
standings which today have blinded the eyes
and exist among you and the Christians, you
conceive that His Holiness the Christ was
the enemy of Moses, the destroyer of the laws
of the Pentateuch, the abrogator of the com-
mandments of the Bible.

Let us now search after the truth, and dis-
cover whether this supposition on your part
corresponds with fact or not.

When we investigate the reality we observe
that Christ appeared amongst you at a time
when according to your own historians the
laws of the Torah were forgotten, the founda-
tion of religion and faith was shaken. Nebu-
chadnezzar had come, burning the context of
the whole Bible, and taking into captivity
many Jewish tribes. For the second time Al-
exander the Great had come. For the third
time Titus, the Roman general, devastated the
land, killed the Jews, pillaged their property,
and imprisoned their children.

At such a time, under such gloomy conditions,
His Holiness the Christ appeared. The first
thing He said was: “The Torah is the Di-
vine Book, Moses is the Man of God, Aaron,
Solomon, Isaiah, Zechariah, and all the Israel-
itish prophets are valid and true.” Through-
out all regions He spread the Bible.

For 1500 years the Bible was not sent out of
Palestine, but Christ promulgated it in all
countries. Were it not for Christ the name
of Moses and His Book would not have
reached America. During 1500 years the Torah was only once translated, but Christ was the cause of its being translated into 600 languages. Now be just, was Christ the friend or the enemy of Moses?

You say that He abrogated the Torah, but I say He promulgated the Torah, the Ten Commandments and all the questions which belong to its moral world. But He changed the following, that for a small theft one cannot cut off the hand. If a person blind another he must not be blinded, or if he breaks another's teeth, his teeth should not be broken.

Is it possible nowadays that for $1,000,000 the hand of the culprit be cut off with the law? Or to establish the archaic laws of an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth?

Therefore Christ changed only that part of the Mosaic religion which was not in accord with the spirit of His time. He did not desire to abolish the Torah.

You, yourselves, are of the opinion in this day that these laws are not timely but are out of date and impracticable.

Is it not true that the Christians believe that Moses was the Prophet of God, and all the Israelitish seers were the Messengers of God, and the Bible is the Book of God? Has this belief of theirs harmed their religion? They answered “no.” Then you may just say from your heart that Christ is the Word of God, then all these differences will end. The persecutions of the last 2000 years have been on account of this fact, that you were not willing to proclaim these two words.

But I hope it is proven to you that Moses had no better friend that His Holiness Christ.

In short, misunderstanding between the religions is conducive to differences. When these misunderstandings and blind imitations are forgotten then the unification of the religions will become a reality.

Today the enmity and rivalry existing between the religions are over mere words.

It is an established fact that the followers of all the religions believe in a Reality, the benefits of which are universal; which Reality is a medium between God and man. The Jews call that Reality Moses, the Christians Christ, the Musselmen Mohammed, the Buddhists Buddha, and the Zoroastrians Zoroaster.

Now mark well that none of these religiousists have ever seen the Founders, they have only heard His name. If they overlooked these names they would realize that they all believed in a perfect Reality which is an intermediary between the Almighty and His creatures.

Their dissension is over a word, otherwise they all share in common the belief of the Mediatorship between the Creator and the creature.

If you speak to a Jew about the medium or channel between God and man, without referring to any particular name or trying to make him believe in any special person, he would say—“Yes, this is right, but I say the name of this medium is Moses.”

If you go on giving the exposition of this divine philosophy to the followers of each religion they will all agree with you in the abstract, but they will stick to the names of their own prophets, and arise in contention and strife over these names. But in reality and in significance they are all believers and agreed. The Jew believes in Christ, but he knows nothing about it, he is quibbling over the mere word.

In short there have been wars and rumors of war amongst the people of the world for many thousand years; much innocent blood has been shed, many kingdoms and empires have been laid waste.

Now it is enough! Religion must be the means of good fellowship and love. It must upraise the standard of harmony and solidarity. If religion is conducive to hatred and enmity, irreligion is better, because such pseudo-religion gives no result, nay rather its existence is harmful to the welfare of the body-politic.

God has founded the religions so that they might be the bond of amity and mutual association between the people.

His Holiness Christ did not sacrifice His own life so that the people might believe that He is the Word of God; nay rather He gave up His life so that He might bestow Eternal Life to the world of humanity. That is why He said, “The Son of Man is come to give life to the world.”

Later on this subject was forgotten by the people, certain blind imitations crept in, and the words Father, Son and Holy Spirit became current.

The original foundation was lost sight of. Christ said, “If someone strikes your right cheek, turn to him the left.” Is there any relation between this commandment and the bloody events taking place in the Balkans? No!

The religious differences between the Catholics and Protestants have caused in the past
the destruction of 900,000 lives. No doubt you are aware of this fact. What relation have these events with the statement of Christ when He addressed Peter: “Put thy sword into the scabbard”? Therefore when we hold fast to the foundations of the religions of God, all these differences are dispelled.

P.M.: Is your aim to found a new religion?

A.B.: Our aim is to free the foundations of the religion of God from dogmas, for the Sun of Reality is prevented from shining forth by black impenetrable clouds. We desire to dispel these clouds, so that the regions of the world may be flooded and illumined with its luminous rays, so that these foul clouds may never return. The rays of the Sun of Reality may encircle all countries, for this Sun has no beginning and no ending.

(Abdul-Baha arose.)

P.M.: Our hope is likewise the spread of such ideals of unity, peace, and concord. We hope to be your co-workers, and co-laborers in this field.

A.B.: This is likewise my hope, that the utmost unity may be established between us, such a unity which is not ended by separation.

ABDUL-BAHA’S ADDRESS TO THEOSOPHISTS OF NEW YORK CITY
Delivered May 30, 1912, at Meeting of the New York Lodge, Broadway and 79th Street
Interpreted by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed

INTRODUCTION BY THE CHAIRMAN.

THIS is something more than the visit of a great man,—it is a meeting of Eastern beliefs and Western ideas. I hope Abdul-Baha will consider us as his own people tonight.

[Reading of address of welcome to Abdul-Baha.]

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA.

I am most pleased with these expressions of kindly feeling and evidences of spiritual susceptibility. Tonight I am very happy in the realization that our aims and purposes are one, our desires and longings are one. This is a reflection and evidence of the oneness of the world of humanity; intention toward accomplishment of the “Most Great Peace.” Therefore we are united in intention and desire. In the world of existence there are no greater questions than these. Oneness of the world of humanity insures the glorification of man. International Peace is the assurance of the welfare of all human kind. There are no greater motives and purposes in the human soul. As we are agreed upon them the certainty of unity and concord between Bahais and Theosophists is most hopeful. Their purposes are one, their desires one, and spiritual susceptibilities are common to both. Their attention is devoted to the Divine Kingdom; they partake alike of Its bounty.

Today the human world is in need of a great power by which these glorious principles and purposes may be executed. The Cause of Peace is a very great Cause; it is the Cause of God, and all the forces of the world are opposed to it. Governments, for instance, consider militarism as the step to human progress, that division among men and nations is the cause of patriotism and honor, that if one nation attack and conquer another, gaining wealth, territory and glory thereby, this warfare and conquest, this bloodshed and cruelty, is the cause of that victorious nation’s advancement and prosperity. This is an utter mistake. Compare the nations of the world to

[Continued on page fifty-six]
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RECENT TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

To his honor Mr. Charles Mason Remey, Washington, D. C.
Upon him be Baha’O’Allah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou illumined youth and my spiritual beloved!

Thy letter was received and its perusal imparted happiness impossible to describe. It was an indication of the loftiness of thy nature, the strength of thy effort and the purity of thy intentions. Abdul-Baha’s happiness is caused by such matters. If the material luxuries of the whole earth were available to Abdul-Baha, He would not think for one moment that there is such a thing as comfort and luxury in the world. But when a soul-perfuming fragrance wafts from the rose-garden of the hearts of the friends to the nostrils of everyone to the diffusion of the Fragrance of the material luxury is in miniature. Simply enlarge the circle of the household and you have the nation. Enlarge the circle of nations and you have all humanity. The conditions surrounding the family surround the nation. The happenings in the family are the happenings in the life of the nation. Would it add to the progress and advancement of a family if dissensions should arise among its members, fighting, pillaging each other, jealous and revengeful of injury — seeking selfish advantage one over another?

For such a State, the soul must hold aloof from the violator. Day and night let them strive so that the Lights of the Kingdom of Abha may encircle the globe and the darkness of error may entirely be dispelled.

Therefore, with a divine power, a heavenly resolution and purpose, an eloquent tongue and a heart overflowing with the Love of God, take in thy hands the Tablets and travel throughout the cities, even as far as Honolulu in Hawaii. Travel thou in all the American cities. Call everyone to FIRMNESS IN THE COVENANT! Exhilarate every one with the Spiritual Wine of the Covenant! And guide every one to the diffusion of the Fragrance of GOD! Raise the cry of “Ya-Baha-El-Abha” and call the name of “Ya-AllaEl-Alla”! (O Thou High One Who is the Most High!)

Awaken the friends, for ere long a test shall come. Peradventure some persons outwardly firm and inwardly wavering shall come to those parts in order to weaken the faith of the friends in the Covenant of God. Let them be awake! Let them be mindful! As soon as they see a trace of violation of the Covenant, they must hold aloof from the violator. Day and night let them strive so that the Lights of the Kingdom of Abha may encircle the globe and the darkness of error may entirely be dispelled.

Upon thee be Baha El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA Abbas.

ABDUL-BAHA’S ADDRESS TO THEOSOPHISTS OF NEW YORK CITY

[Continued from page fifty-five]
humanity. Therefore a power is needed to prevent war and to proclaim and establish the oneness of humanity.

But knowledge of the need of this power is not sufficient. Realizing that wealth is desirable is not becoming wealthy. The admission that scientific attainment is praiseworthy does not confer scientific knowledge. Acknowledgment of the excellence of honor does not make a man honorable. Knowledge of human conditions and the needed remedy for them is not the cause of their betterment. To admit that health is good does not constitute health. A skilled physician is needed to remedy existing human conditions. As a physician is required to have complete knowledge of pathology and diagnosis, of therapeutics and treatment, so this world physician must be wise, skillful and capable before health will result. His mere knowledge is not health; it must be applied and the remedy carried out.

The attainment of any object is conditioned upon:
First—Knowledge.
Second—Volition.
Third—Action.

Unless these three conditions are forthcoming, there is no execution or accomplishment. In the erection of a house it is first necessary to know the ground and design the house suitable for it; second, to obtain the means or wealth necessary for the construction; third, to actually build it. Therefore it is evident that a power is needed to carry out and execute what is known and admitted to be the remedy for human conditions; namely, the unification of mankind. Furthermore, it is evident that this cannot be realized through material process and means. The accomplishment of this unification cannot be through racial power for races are different and diverse in tendencies. It cannot be through a patriotic power for nationalities are unlike. Nor can it be effected through political power since the policies of governments and nations are various. That is to say, any effort toward unification through these material means would benefit one and injure another because of unequal and individual interests. Some may believe this great remedy can be found in dogmatic insistence upon imitations and interpretations. No! this would be without foundation and result. Therefore it is evident that no means but an ideal means, a Spiritual Power, Divine Bestowals, and the breaths of the Holy Spirit will heal this world sickness of war, dissension and discord. Nothing else is possible; nothing can be conceived of. But through Spiritual means and the Divine Power it is possible and feasible.

Consider history. What has brought unity to nations, morality to peoples and benefits to mankind? If we reflect upon it we will find that establishing the Divine Religions has been the greatest means toward accomplishing the oneness of humanity. The foundation of Divine Reality in Religion has done this; not imitations. Imitations are opposed to each other and have ever been the cause of strife, enmity, jealousy and war. The Divine Religions are collective centers in which diverse standpoints may meet, agree and unify. They accomplish oneness of nativities, races and policies. For instance, His Holiness Christ united various nations, brought peace to warring peoples and established the oneness of human kind. The conquering Greeks and Romans, the prejudiced Egyptians and Assyrians were all in a condition of strife, enmity and war, but His Holiness gathered these varied peoples together and removed the foundations of discord; not through racial, patriotic or political power, but through Divine Power, the Power of the Holy Spirit. This was not otherwise possible. All other efforts of men and nations remain as mere mention in history—without accomplishment.

As this great result is contingent upon Divine Power and Bestowals, where shall the world obtain that Power? God is eternal and ancient; not a new God. His Sovereignty is of old, not recent; not merely existent these five or six thousand years. This infinite universe is from everlasting. The Sovereignty, Power, Names and Attributes of God are eternal, ancient. His Names presuppose creation and predicate His Existence and Will. We say God is Creator. This name Creator appears when we connote creation. We say God is the Provider. This Name presupposes and proves the existence of the provided. God is Love. This Name proves the existence of the beloved. In the same way God is Mercy, God is Justice, God is Life, etc., etc. Therefore as God is Creator, Eternal and Ancient, there were always creatures and subjects existing and provided for. There is no doubt that Divine Sovereignty is eternal. Sovereignty necessitates subjects, ministers, trustees and others subordinate to sovereignty. Could there be a king without country, subjects and armies? If we conceive of a time when there were no creatures, no servants, no subjects of Divine Lordship we dethrone God and predicate a time when God was not. It would be as if He
had been recently appointed and man had given these Names to Him. No! The Divine Sovereignty is ancient, eternal. God from everlasting was Love, Justice, Power, Creator, Provider, the Omniscient, the Bountiful.

As the Divine Entity is eternal, the Divine Attributes are co-existent, co-eternal. The Divine Bestowals are therefore without beginning, without end. God is infinite; the works of God are infinite; the bestowals of God are infinite. As His Divinity is eternal, His Lordship and Perfections are without end. As the Bounty of the Holy Spirit is eternal, we can never say that His bestowals terminate, else He terminates. If we think of the sun and then try to conceive of the cessation of the solar flame and heat, we have predicated the non-existence of the sun. For separation of the sun from its rays and heat is inconceivable. Therefore if we limit the Bestowals of God we limit the Attributes of God and limit God.

Let us then trust in the Bounty and Bestowal of God! Let us be exhilarated with the Divine Breath! Let us be illumined and exalted by the heavenly glad-tidings! God has ever dealt with man in mercy and kindness. He who conferred the Divine Spirit in former times is abundantly able and capable at all times and periods to grant the same bestowals. Therefore let us be hopeful! The God who gave to the world formerly will do so now and in the future. God who breathed the breath of the Holy Spirit upon His servants will breathe it upon them now and hereafter. There is no cessation to His Bounty. The Divine Spirit is penetrating from eternity to eternity, for it is the Bounty of God and the Bounty of God is eternal. Can you conceive of limitation of the Divine Power in atomic verities or cessation of the Divine Bounty in existing organisms? Could you conceive the Power now manifest in this glass in cohesion of its atoms, becoming non-existent? The energy by which the water of the sea is constituted, failing to exert itself and the sea disappearing? A shower of rain today and no more showers after awhile? The effulgence of the sun terminated and no more light or heat?

**CABLEGRAM:**
April 12—"Lamp of God shining brilliantly in Budapest. Detail Addresses delivered in important meetings." ABBAS.

**OUR PERSIAN SECTION contains:** (1) Talk by Abdul-Baha on "Progress of this Age"; (2) poem by M. Taki Nazim Khorasani of Bandar Jaz; (3) spreading of the Cause of God in Europe—cablegram from Abdul-Baha at Budapest; (4) news from Stuttgart, by Mirza Ahmad Solrab; (5) news from London, by Mirza Luftullah Hakim; (6) news from Paris, by Mirza Ali Akbar Raschinani; (7) words of greeting from the Star of the West to all the Bahais for the Feast of Rizwan.
تلخيص لتعليم تعلم

سرد ميدان حضرت آیا ميرزا علي مصطفى: 

العذر يد يد

شريف دواز هو زعيم دين الأزهر في القرن الثامن عشر.

كذب الزمن، وفاز بأعجوبة كبيرة.

رجاء الله، حسن والدي حسن، والسيدة حسن، والعشاء الصغير.

تقبل تقبل، وأيضاً جميع النجوم.

مجرد موجات موجات، وما هي الحال؟
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>عدد</th>
<th>اسم العائلة</th>
<th>اسم الشخص</th>
<th>الوصف</th>
<th>العمر</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>أباً</td>
<td>محمد</td>
<td>طالب</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ماما</td>
<td>زهور</td>
<td>موظفة</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>شقيق</td>
<td>أحمد</td>
<td>طالب</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>شقيقة</td>
<td>زهرة</td>
<td>طالبة</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**توضيح**
- أباً و ماما هما زوجان.
- أحمد و زهرة هما رياضيين.
- محمد و زهور هما موظفي فKT.
- أحمد و زهرة هما رياضيين.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي في الصورة. إذا كنت بحاجة إلى مساعدة في شيء آخر، فأخبرني بذلك.
لأول مرة، نشرت مجلة "المجلة" مقالًا تتحدث عن "المراجعة" في عالم الأدب. المقال يتناول الأدب العربي الحديث وكيفية تأثره بالأدب الغربي. يشير المقال إلى أن الأدب العربي في القرن العشرين شهد تطورًا كبيرًا، حيث انتقلت النظريات الأدبية من الماضي نحو المستقبل.

المجلة باللغة العربية تبرز دورها في تطوير الأدب العربي وتعزيز الوعي الثقافي. القنوات الإعلامية الأخرى مثل التلفزيون والتلفزيون الرقمي، لم تكن قد وصلت إلى هذا المستوى من التأثر بالثقافة العربية.

تعد المراجعة في المجلة أدواتاً أساسية للمراجعة الأدبية، حيث تحمل دورًا فاعلاً في تحديد التوجهات الأدبية وتوجيه القارئ إلى أفضل الأعمال الأدبية.

التعليم في العربية يلعب دورًا مهمًا في تطوير اللغة، حيث يشجع على المعرفة بالثقافة العربية وتعزيز اللغة العربية في العالم.

اللغة العربية تلعب دورًا حاسمًا في تعزيز الهوية الثقافية، حيث تقدم الأدب العربي الحديث آفاقًا جديدة لتطوير اللغة والثقافة العربية.

التعليم في اللغة العربية يعزز الوحدة الثقافية بين العرب، حيث يساهم في تعزيز اللغة العربية وتعريف العالم بالثقافة العربية.
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ABDUL-BAHA AT STUTTGART

From notes in German sent by Margarethe Doering and M. Schweizer, Stuttgart
Translated into English by Mr. Charles Issa, Chicago

A

BDUL-BAHA arrived at Stuttgart, Germany, in the evening of April 1st, 1913.

The friends called the following day at the hotel, or met him in the afternoon at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Herrigel, where great numbers of people were present. All were radiant and happy, and rejoiced in his presence. When he entered he bowed to all sides and then sitting down asked, "How are you all?" after which he spoke the following words, translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab and Herrn Herrigel, and taken stenographically by M. Schweizer:

"Praise be to God! that I have come to Stuttgart, that I could meet with you. Praise be to God! because your faces are radiant with the light of the Glory of God; your hearts are attracted to the Kingdom of ABBAM. Thank God that you have heard the call of God. You are living in the day of the Lord. You are living in the days of the radiances of the Sun of Reality. The rays of this Sun have poured into your hearts and souls. Your hearts are illuminated, your inner vision clear. Your spirit rejoiced in the glad tidings of the Kingdom of God. Thank God that you are the elect of God. He has elected you because of His own love. The mercies of God have surrounded you. You must live in accordance with the teachings of BAHA'ULLLAH. Be loving to all mankind. Consort with all religions in amity and fragrance. You must be the cause of the education of the world of humanity. At present the world is still very dark. From one side there threatens the darkness of ignorance; from another side black enmity is visible; from the other side we hear of war and rumors of war. We must, like a candle, shine with the light of BAHA'ULLLAH, in order that through your efforts this darkness may be dispelled. The light of the love of God can illumine the East and the West. It can change hatred and enmity into love and friendship. The clouds which veil the rays of the Sun of Reality must be dispelled and made to disappear. The world must be rejuvenated. Eternal life must be made possible. The rays of the Kingdom must shine forth. The breath of the Holy Spirit can quicken the dead. I shall always pray for you and I shall supplicate for divine confirmations for each one of you, in order that ye may become more enkindled day by day, more attracted, so that each one of you will become a herald of the Kingdom. This is the eternal glory. This is the eternal life. This is the entrance into the Kingdom of God, the dominion which will last forever.

"I am very glad to be here. It is my hope that through the bounty of God you may become givers of life at this time. May God bless you all! May the blessings pour down upon you!"

After these words Abdul-Baha went into another room, saying that all who had not met him could come to him. To those present he made a short talk, after which he arose and shook hands with all.

In the evening of April 3d, Abdul-Baha addressed a large public meeting in the upper hall of the City Museum. When he entered all arose. Happiness shone on all faces. After a short welcome Abdul-Baha spoke the following, which was translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab and Mr. Eckstein, and taken stenographically by F. R. and M. Schweizer:

"I came from a distant land. I have travelled twenty thousand miles until I came to you in Stuttgart. Forty years I was a prisoner. I was young when I was put into prison and my hair was white when the prison doors opened. After all these long years of the sufferings of prison life I willingly took upon myself all the hardships of a long journey. Now I am here in order to be united with you, in order to
meet you. My purpose is that perchance you may illumine the world of humanity; that all men may unite in perfect love and friendship; that religious prejudices, national prejudices, race distinctions, all may be completely abandoned. The religions of today consist of dogmas. Because these dogmas differ from each other, discord and even hatred is manifest. Religion must be the basis of all good fellowship. Think of the turmoil that today exists in the Balkans; how much blood is shed; how many thousands of mothers have lost their sons, how many children have become orphans, and how many buildings, villages, and cities have been destroyed! The Balkan states have become a volcano. All this ruin originates from the prejudices created by the different dogmas, called forth by superstitions and race prejudices.

"The essence of the religion of God is love, and the Holy Books bear testimony to that, for the essence of the religion of God is the light of the world of humanity; but mankind today has forgotten what constitutes true religion. Each nation and each people today hold to some definite dogma.

"Everything in the world is subject to change. But this transmutation and change are requirements of life. See, for instance, these flowers before us. They come forth from a seed. They grow to perfection, but when they have reached the state of perfection they go back again. This is the invariable law of creation. Likewise man develops until he has grown to maturity. When he reaches beyond the state of maturity he begins to decline. All religions of God are subject to this same law. They are founded in order to blossom out and develop and fulfill their mission. They reach their zenith and then decline and come to an end. So a few thousand years ago came Moses. He promulgated the ten commandments. Later these laws were changed, and this change was so complete that of the original nothing more was visible. Then God sent the Roman Empire to destroy the Holy Land, because the Jews had forgotten the law of God. They had in the end only a bundle of superstitions. When this religion had sunk to such a depth, God sent his Holiness Jesus Christ. His Holiness Christ appeared as the Light of the Sun, and He revivified the light which had been given by Moses and fulfilled that law.

"This should show you that religion is subject to change. So, also, religion is full of superstition. There is today nothing more than tradition to feed upon. Therefore our souls must strive day and night in order that the foundations of divine religion may again be newly revivified. These traditions and these dogmas are like the husks surrounding the kernel. We must release the kernel from the husk. The world of humanity is in the dark. Our aim is to illumine mankind. It is natural that after the darkness of every night the brilliant day will come. It is our hope that this darkness may be dispelled and that the rays of the Sun of Reality will shine again. We are confident that the darkness will again be followed by the brightness of the day. It is our hope that after the cold winter a new spring will come, giving new life to nature, so that the trees of humanity will again sprout and become verdant in the gardens, so that they may bring forth leaves and blossoms and fruit. Thanks be to God, the illumined century has dawned. Thank God that this spiritual spring has come. Thanks be to God, that the reality of all things has been revealed. This century is the century of light. This period is the period of science. This cycle is the cycle of reality. This age is the age of progress and freedom of thought. This day is the greatest day of the Lord. This time is the time of eternal life. This age is the age of the breath of the Holy Spirit. This time is the time in which all is resurrected into new life. Therefore, I desire that all may be united in harmony. Strive and work so that the standard of the world of human Oneness may be raised among men, so that the lights of universal peace may shine and the East and the West embrace, and the material world become a mirror of the Kingdom of God, that eternal light may shine forth and that the day break which will not be followed by the night.

In this age every face must turn to God, so that spiritual enlightenment will go hand in hand with material education. Material education alone cannot make the world happy. Spiritual civilization must assist the material civilization. The men of science and philosophy are the founders of the material education, but His Holiness Christ was the founder of the spiritual, divine civilization. Material civilization serves the world of men, but the spiritual civilization founds the world of morals. These two kinds of civilization must go hand in hand. The material civilization is like the lamp, but the spiritual civilization is like the light in the lamp. This lamp without the light is a useless thing. Therefore, in our day philos-
OPENING OF FIFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF BAHAI S IN AMERICA

THE fifth annual Convention of the Bahai Temple Unity was opened with a breakfast given at the home of Mrs. Florian Krug, 850 Park Ave., New York, Saturday, April 26th, at 12:00 o'clock noon, to the Executive Board of the Bahai Temple Unity of nine members, and the sixteen members of the New York Committee of Arrangements.

Twenty-five of those invited sat around a long, beautifully appointed table, decorated with three low mounds of gorgeous pink roses, interspersed with vases of sweet peas, while asparagus vines trailed gracefully over the white cloth.

The breakfast consisted of the dishes Abdul-Baha used to have in this home: Vegetable soup, chicken, rice, salad, ices—all perfectly prepared and served.

Mr. Kinney chanted, as all sat down. The hostess declared it to be the happiest day of her life, and certainly her radiant face, expressive of the illumined soul, confirmed the statement. To look up and down that table, at those glowing faces, was an inspiration and joy. The opportunity for conversing and exchanging ideas concerning the approaching convention; the great idea for which the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar stands; Abdul-Baha back of it, bidding all to arise and serve, was a scene, the memory of which will remain in the minds and hearts of those present.

The hostess called upon various ones to speak and all responded appropriately, concluding with the reading of the Tablet recently sent by Abdul-Baha, concerning firmness in the Center of the Covenant.

The Executive Board went into session at two o'clock in another part of this beautiful home, while a reception, to all the visiting and resident Bahais, was held from three to five o'clock. Beautiful music, refreshments, fragrant flowers and illumined faces made everyone happy.

At half after six o'clock all repaired to Columbia University Commons where the Feast of Rizwan was celebrated by over two hundred of the friends. Beautiful music was provided, and many of those present made speeches when called upon by the presiding officer, Mr. Mountfort Mills, of New York. Abdul-Baha tells us to “Be Happy, Be Happy!” and we obeyed his injunction, and all went to their respective homes happy at the close of the first day of the Fifth Annual Convention of the Bahai Temple Unity.

ALICE IVES BREED,
Chairman New York Committee of Arrangements

NOTE—This article is a forerunner of our Convention issue, copy for which is in the hands of a committee—
The Editors.
MEETING THE CAPACITY OF THE SEEKER

By Louise Dixon Boyle.

ABDUL-BABA has repeatedly referred to the various human types as differing "like flowers in the rose-garden of God." And in this day of unity and universal realization, we see clearly the necessity of recognizing the "fragrance" of all types and of according to each his opportunity of "diffusion" or expression.

In giving the world this knowledge of the Day of God, no duty impresses itself so persistently upon the Baha as the necessity to meet the capacity of the seeker, and to realize among human beings a marked dissimilarity in approaching the teachings.

It will be only in the perspective of history that the full extent of religious decadence during the past few centuries will be realized. Around the significance of divinity there has accumulated a false atmosphere, due to our human association of it with the tangible. And it is inevitable, in the dawn of a new spiritual age, that many souls—possibly destined for a particular activity in it—should experience a reaction in turning from their old conceptions. It is this reaction, perhaps, rather than an essential incapacity or antagonism, which withholds many from a full acceptance of the Bahai teachings. Such souls represent so large a proportion of the thinking people in the world today that it is impossible to confuse their spirit with that of the anti-christ; although, undoubtedly, many of them, in searching hither and thither for truth, will permit the brief span of their lives to pass unsatisfied.

To assist all earnest inquirers to assimilate the teachings is the important privilege of Bahais today. Surely it must be such as remain in the restricted environment of dogma and self who represent the element of opposition, rather than they who have felt the new vibrations afar off and cast away tradition in an effort to approach them.

It was with particular reference to questions asked by this type of inquirer, after the receipt of recent telegrams from Abdul-Baha, that the following notes were submitted to Abdul-Baha. In returning them with interpolations he has "commanded" that they be printed in the Star of the West.

***

After the departure of the Bab the friends of God were in a state of utter confusion and bewilderment. "A few who claimed to be the leaders of this scattered community, fearing the loss of their lives, were hiding in remote and inaccessible villages, not daring to associate publicly with the people. The believers of God were like sheep without a shepherd; not one knew his duty." It was at such a time as this, in the extreme necessity for guidance and authority, that Baha'u'llah came forth and declared Himself to be the Promised One. The perfect meeting of the demand with the supply, the need with its fulfillment, is one of the fundamental laws of God.

Now in our day Abdul-Baha has said:

"The Cause has become very great. Many souls are entering it—souls with different mentalities and range of understanding. Complex difficulties constantly rise before us. The administration of the Cause has become very difficult. Conflicting thoughts and theories attack the Cause from every side. Now consider to what extent the believers of God must become firm and soul-sacrificing. Every one must become the essence of essences; each one must become a brilliant lamp. People all around the world are entering the Cause; people of various tribes and nations and religions and sects. It is most difficult to administer to such heterogeneous elements. Wisdom and divine insight are necessary. Firmness and steadfastness are needed at such a crucial period of the Cause."

He has said repeatedly:

"Today the most important affair is firmness in the Covenant because firmness in the Covenant wards off differences."

The finger of Abdul-Baha like that of a great physician, is upon the pulse of all the spiritual conditions forming the Kingdom of God on earth. He knows far in advance of any outward demonstration just what error will manifest itself as a menace to the Cause and a test to the believers. He knows our hearts better than we know them ourselves because His insight is unerring in the spiritual realm. We live in the world and accept the guidance of God to but a feeble and limited degree. The heart of Abdul-Baha has always been turned to God and thus he has been the recipient of the holy confirmations since childhood. We know how these holy ones possess
in its fullness in this day that “universal divine mind” whose power is “conscious, not acquired.”

Man’s knowledge of God and His manifestation in human form is the most profound of subjects. We are capable of considering it only through the assistance of these Holy Educators, who have given the world all its ideals, all its spiritual vocabulary.

So during his visit to America, in the full knowledge of conditions and with the utmost wisdom and insight, Abdul-Baha referred us to the proofs of his identity as the appointed Centre of the Covenant and the Greatest Branch, as a protection to us and to the Cause—not in revocation of his standard of servitude so gloriously upraised in the world—in confirmation, rather than revocation of that most precious ensign of the Kingdom!

Since the presence of Abdul-Baha in our midst people are everywhere attracted to the teachings. It is most important that we should not make of this matter a dogma to offend. The self or ego is still so prominent in the human consciousness that the first inquiry of the groping soul for light is, “What does your leader claim for himself?” Abdul-Baha assumed the mantle of servitude to answer this very question. He stands in the midst of life today as an example, an embodiment of an ideal—the relinquishment of self.

For us, his chosen friends, not to contribute to that ideal is to retard human progress.

“We must first teach the people about the Lord of the Covenant, who is His Holiness Baha’u’llah. When they become believers in the Lord of the Covenant, then we must explain to them the Centre of the Covenant.” We must say: He claims to be the Servant of God; he is the Centre of God’s Covenant with man in this day. And as the spiritual perception of the inquirer expands in contact with the teachings the great station of Abdul-Baha will unfold to him.

“In giving the teachings we must not mention the violators of the Covenant and thus render their acceptance difficult.” In sharing this foreknowledge with the friends, Abdul-Baha has made us partners, as it were, with himself, has assumed that we are superior to evil suggestion, and that we will know how to use this knowledge most judiciously to protect the Cause.

Let us pray that we may so fully accept the Divine Guidance in every act of life that in the moment of test and difficulty we may stand as pillars of wisdom and strength in the Cause of God, firm in the Centre of the Covenant, and, like Abdul-Baha himself, manifest toward all mankind the utmost tenderness, for only in this way may we lead them into the Kingdom.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA TO THE FRIENDS IN THE ORIENT

O FRIENDS of GOD! O spiritual companions!

The Lord of the peoples of the world declares in the beneficent Koran: “And there is for you in the Prophet of God a good example”: That is to say, to follow His Holiness is a good example and to imitate that Real Leader is the means of acquiring success in both of the worlds. The followers of the Prophet were commanded to follow Him in all affairs and manners, and when some individuals, having recognized this safe path as the Straight Road, traveled therein, they became Kings in the Land of the Righteous and the Kingdom of the Elect. And those souls who tried to acquire comfort with ease, deprived themselves of all bounties and perished in the lowest ditch of despair. Their days came to an end and their happiness terminated. Their bright morn became dark, and their transparent cup became full of dregs and rust. Their uprising star descended, and their bright luminary set.

But those pure souls who followed (in the footsteps of the Prophet) shone in the Highest Horizon as the Stars of Guidance and arose from the Dawning-place of hopes with matchless brilliancy. They sat on the Throne of the Kingdom of Eternity and rested on the couch of Divine Success. Their traces are clear and their lights brilliant; their star is luminous and their attendants are the armies of angels of the Heavens of Immortality. Their palace is firm and their edifice is strong. Their light is illumining the world and their heat is confirming the world.

Now judge for yourselves: Those souls who followed in the wake of that Manifest Light acquired such bounties and stations! If we now follow in the footsteps of the Most Glorious Beauty (Baha’u’llah) and the most Exalted Majesty (the Bah)—may my
O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, are long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

"O, MY SOLDIERS! MY BELOVED SOLDIERS! FORWARD!"

Talk by Abdul-Baha given in Stuttgart, Germany

WHILE Abdul-Baha was one day looking out of his hotel window he observed a regiment of soldiers passing by in great array, and he said:

"They are ready to fight for their fatherland. How barbarous it seems to send men, who do not even know each other, to the battlefield in order to shoot each other down.

"The Bahai Grand Army consists of the invisible angels of the Supreme Concourse. Our swords are the Words of Light. Our armament is the armament of heaven. We are fighting against the forces of darkness.

"O, my soldiers! My beloved soldiers! Forward! Forward! Have no fear of defeat—do not have failing hearts. Our Supreme Commander is BAHA'U'LLAH. From the heights of Glory He is directing this dramatic engagement. He commands us! Rush forward! Rush forward! Rush forward! Show the strength of your arms. Ye shall scatter the forces of ignorance!

"Your war confers Life; their war brings death. Your war is the cause of the illumination of all mankind; their war means the breaking and darkness of hearts. Your war means victory upon victory; their war is defeat upon defeat. Your war is the means of construction; their war is the origin of destruction.

"There are no dangers before you. Push forward! Push forward! Attack the enemy! Your efforts shall be crowned with the diadem of Eternal Peace and Brotherhood.

"His Holiness the Christ was fighting even upon the Cross, and His triumphant work continued through ages and cycles."

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA: ANNOUNCEMENT

"THE believers must display an endeavor so that the land may be bought in its entirety; then collect contributions for the building and then they may think about the plans... I hope from the favor of the True One, that sufficient and ample contributions may be gathered and afterward the best and most acceptable plans be decided upon.

"Now it is hoped that the believers of God may show magnanimity and raise a great sum for the building, so that the FOUNDATION of the Mashraak-el-Azkar may be laid and perchance, God willing, the corner stone of the foundation may be laid by the hand of Abdul-Baha."—Words of Abdul-Baha.

* * *

The morning Abdul-Baha left Chicago, on the occasion of his last visit, he instructed the National Secretary of the Bahai Temple Unity to the effect that the remaining debt on the
HARRIET M. WISE

February 6, 1867.

On the morning of April 1st, at Hermosa Beach, California, our dear sister Harriet M. Wise ascended to the Supreme Concourse. For a long time she had been a patient sufferer, but her life was prolonged that she might taste the sweetness of the past year, when, in July, with Mrs. Goodall and Mrs. Cooper, of Oakland, she spent several glorious days in the presence of the Center of the Covenant. She came home radiant in spirit and body, and steadily declined in health.

During the last few days of her illness when asked what message she would send to one of the friends, she said: "It is all so glorious!"

BAHA'U'LLAH tells us that He has made death as glad-tidings, so the shattering of the cage which enceased her beautiful spirit should not make us sorrowful. We rejoice spiritually, but the human heart has its portion of grief, for the Los Angeles Bahai Assembly has parted with one of the sweetest flowers of its garden. We submit to the Divine Decree without a question—just "radiant acquiescence."

A Bahai service, conducted by Mrs. Winterburn, was held in Pasadena on Saturday afternoon, April 5th, and on Sunday following a memorial service, conducted by Mrs. Frankland, was held at the hall in Los Angeles.

The remains will be taken to the old home at Akron, Ohio, for internment.

Henrietta C. Wagner.

TABLET TO MISS HARRIET M. WISE.

HE IS GOD.

O thou who hast turned thy face towards the Kingdom!

I read what thou hast written. Know thou that there is in the world of existence a Center, for each great matter, and bounties shower from that Center. For instance, in the circle of the sun, the sun is the center of the light. Likewise there is a real Center for pure Love and now that Center is manifest in this world, from which the Lights of Love reflect to all parts of the Universe. If thou partake but one ray from that Center, thou wouldst become self-sufficient from the world, finding a new condition and witnessing an exaltation which overshadows all the existence. Pray God that thou mayest catch with all thy exertion the Lights of the Love from that Center.

Upon thee be greetings and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

September 2, 1903.
life be a sacrifice for those who suffered martyrdom in their path—what would be the result?

His Exalted Majesty (the Bab), from the beginning of the arising of His Beauty to the day of the Greatest Martyrdom, spent days and nights under severest trials, in the Path of God; He made His breast a target for thousands of arrows of calamities, and with a breast pierced and torn, hastened to the Most Glorious Kingdom.

The Eternal Beauty—the Greatest Name (BAHA’ULLAH)—tasted of the poison of every calamity, drank of the cup brimful of every kind of trials, made His breast the target for every arrow, made His neck indebted to every sword. He was incarcerated in a prison and was bound in merciless chains. He was exposed to the derision of the crowds of accusers. He was subjected to chains and collars, and was tightly bound with ropes and fetters. He was exiled from His native land and was carried to the land of Bulgers and Serbs. In the Most Great Prison (Acca) He suffered inexcusable calamities and His blessed days ended in this cruel prison and dark dungeon, while a prisoner of oppression and injustice, and He ascended to His Kingdom.

Now, O faithful friends and companions of that Bright Countenance! Is it becoming that we should sit idle, even for one moment, practice delay, and seek ease and comfort, so that we be exposed to temptation and indolence, be occupied with our own thoughts and lose our hearts to strangers and kindred? Nay, by God, we ought not to rest for one moment day nor night; we ought not to pollute our pure hearts with the attachment to this world; we must prepare Divine Assemblies, establish Feasts of Love, sing the melody of the Most Glorious Kingdom, accompanied with stringed instruments and with drums and flutes; hasten, dancing and laughing with joy, to the altar of martyrdom, and offer body and soul, head and trunk, as a sacrifice!

O friends, be loyal!
O beloved ones, be firm and steadfast!

O imploring ones, trust in God and rely upon Him!
O humble ones, be attached to God and cling to Him!
Let us encourage each other and set all in motion. Let us strive to diffuse the Fragrance of God and engage ourselves in exalting the Word of God!
Let us ever be alert through the influence of the gentle breeze wafted from the Garden of Favor, and enjoy the Sweet Fragrance of the Garden of Unity!

Let us put enthusiasm and commotion into the hearts of the righteous, and excitement and joy into the hearts of the free!

Praise be to God, that the hosts of the Most Glorious Kingdom are coming together in large numbers and the Stars of the Highest Horizon are in uprising and ascension! The Banner of Guidance is in motion, the Cloud of Bounty is descending in a shower, and the Luminous of the Horizon of Significance is shining! The Feast and the enjoyment of the Kingdom are in complete harmony, and the Dawn of Favor is breaking with the Light of Guidance! It is the Melody of the Kingdom of ABHA which is descending from the Supreme Concourse, saying:

O dead one, who art without heart and soul! Become alive! Become alive!
O sleeping one, in the water and clay! Be awake! Be awake!
O intoxicated one, who art witless and gone astray! Become sensible! Become sensible!
The horizons are full of fragrance! The eyes are full of light and the East is pouring down fire! Get rid of body and soul!
The time of sacrifice has come; the Merciful Breath abounds and the Divine Secrets are disclosed! Be a leader of lovers! Be a leader!
The sweet song of the melodious singing bird from the BRANCH of the Cypress Tree in the Garden is expounding the problems of spirituality! Be acquainted with the mysteries! Be acquainted with the mysteries!

Translated in 1909.

Abdu’l-Baha Abbas,
بكل عام، فإننا نود أن نستعرض بعض النقاط الهامة المتعلقة بالناطقين:
- نحن نبدي شجاعة في توجيه منهجياتنا.
- نركز على مبادئنا المتواضعة.
- نسعى دائمًا إلى تحسين مستوى حياتنا.

إن هذا النص يوفر نظرة عامة على موقفنا وملفنا، حيث نرى أننا نعمل على تحقيق أهدافنا．
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>العنوان</strong></th>
<th><strong>النص</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>المصدر</strong></td>
<td><strong>النص</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>المؤلف</strong></td>
<td><strong>النص</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**البيانات الإضافية**

- **العنوان**:
  - **النص**:
- **المصدر**:
  - **النص**:
- **المؤلف**:
  - **النص**:
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة المقدمة.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة.
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DELEGATES AND FRIENDS ATTENDING FIFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF BAHAI'S IN AMERICA

Masonic Temple, New York City, April 26-29, 1913
Roses—red roses—a profusion of rich, rare, regal red roses! It is thus that one recalls the perfect days spent with the New York friends upon the occasion of the Fifth Annual Convention of Bahá'í Temple Unity. First and foremost, because of the abundance of the fragrant blossoms, deep-tinted Jacqueminots, American Beauties and the various intermediate shades, which adorned the tables at the series of entertainments given us; and one must not overlook a perfect Crimson Rambler which gracefully ornamented the platform upon the occasion of the public meetings! But the association of ideas carries yet a deeper significance: For the perfection and fragrance of the rose typifies the occasion as a whole. As the friends gathered from far and near one thought of the petals of a great hundred-leaf rose, each adding its tint of beauty and its fragrance to the blossom; and like the heart of a rose they were clinging to the Center of the Covenant, from whence emanated the sweet spiritual fragrance which is diffused throughout the world. As one can tell the artificial rose from the true by this very fact of the attachment of the petals to a living center, even so this was a great body vibrant with life, beauty and fragrance. The Center of the Covenant drawing from the very Heart of God Himself the spiritual nourishment which is the food of the soul, completed the similitude, and so as a great rose, or perhaps a rose garden, one recalls the assemblage which gathered at the call of the executive committee. This convention developed a most significant fact—that the spirit of the conventions is independent of environment; for those who had attended previous sessions in Chicago had felt some interest in noting the effect of a change in the place of meeting. It had seemed that the Mashrak-el-Askar site, as well as the delightful hospitality of the Chicago friends, were inseparable from the convention program. But with no thought of comparison it became evident from the very first that the inspiration of the occasion and the very presence in one place of many of the friends would generate the spiritual atmosphere; and history was written during these recent and memorable days in the creation of a new and vitalizing force which shall from year to year energize various centers and leave enough to spare, like the miracle of the loaves and fishes, to supply the wants of thousands in the various centers to which the delegates shall return.

At 3 p.m., Saturday, April 26th, while the executive committee was in session in an upper chamber, a reception to the delegates and friends was given in the spacious and beautiful parlors of Mrs. Florian Krug, 830 Park avenue. Here was enacted the delightful experience of greetings interchanged by the friends from the various assemblies to be represented in the convention. This year it seemed that even a larger number than usual were present. To the strains of sweet music furnished by an orchestra, the divine harmonies were played in tender chords vibrating into the depths of the souls of the company. Here beautiful flowers lent their fragrance to the ensemble; the reception committee dispensed graceful hospitality and the delightful hostess and her charming daughter made all feel at home. A buffet luncheon refreshed the travelers, and one was loath to leave the sparkling scene when the hour came, all too soon, to proceed to the next function.

The Feast of Rizwan was celebrated by a dinner, given by the New York Assembly to the delegates and friends. For this purpose the Columbia University Commons was secured, the vast hall being admirably suited to the oc-
occasion. About 250 guests were seated at the tables, which were arranged in a row of five, branching off from the long table reserved for the reception committee and the executive committee and speakers. At the appointed hour, 6:30, many had gathered, and the university campus was enlivened by the arrival of parties in happy concourse.

At the center of the speaker’s table, which was well nigh covered with the red roses to become so memorable, Mr. Mountfort Mills presided, and under his happy and skillful direction the evening was a perfect joy. At about 7 o’clock the assemblage joined in singing “Joy to the world! the Lord is come,” Mr. Edward B. Kinney directing at the piano. Mr. Mills delivered the opening address, describing the object and nature of the Feast of Rizwan, and welcoming the guests of the evening.

After a bountiful repast had been completed, Mr. Mills read Words of Baha’u’llah. The musical program of the convention was in charge of Mr. Kinney, who accompanied Miss Slater in the next number, a soprano solo, “Widmung.” Words of Abdul-Baha were next read, followed by a song in which the friends were again heard in the stirring words of “Nearer, my God, to Thee” Another solo by Miss Slater was followed by an address by Eshte’al-Ebn-Kalanter, M. A. K. K., who graphically presented the meaning of the Rizwan in its Persian sense. Mr. Roy Wilhelm read a cablegram recently received from Abdul-Baha. Mrs. True, of Chicago, followed with a graceful address. A most interesting contribution was then given by Dr. Halliman, superintendent of the Bowery mission, who expressed his appreciation of the visit of Abdul-Baha to the mission in April, 1912; in fact, the first place visited on the American trip was this center of activity. Dr. Halliman also voiced his praise of the friends in New York who had interested themselves in the work since. It may be added at this point, although Dr. Halliman did not tell it at the time, that on the anniversary of Abdul-Baha’s visit a party of the New York friends planned to visit the Bowery mission. When Abdul-Baha learned of this plan he forwarded a draft for $80, with instructions that, as he had done a year before, each person attending the mission on this anniversary night should be given a silver quarter. This was arranged, and the money sent was exactly enough to supply everyone. Thus the spiritual and material bounty of Abdul-Baha was bestowed anew upon these human derelicts.

Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen responded to a call in a most effective address and was followed by the Reverend Mr. Angell, of Brooklyn, who expressed a sympathetic interest in the work of the Bahais. Mrs. Inglis sang by request and most effectively “The Holy City.” Mr. Charles Mason Remey, Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Mr. Albert H. Hall, Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton and others delivered brief addresses in closing, and the beautiful feast was at an end. Tangibly concluded; yet never ending so long as memory lasts, and productive of a spiritual uplift which will cause it to be remembered in all the ages and worlds! Sunday afternoon, April 27, at 3:30, a general meeting was held at the Berkeley Lyceum, 19 West Forty-fourth street. This proved to be a most happily chosen place of meeting; in effect a small theater. The auditorium, balcony and boxes were well filled, many strangers being present. Mr. Albert H. Hall presided, and to those who have had the privilege in the past of attending gatherings under his direction this assures a spiritual blessing. The blossoming rose plant which lent color and fragrance to the stage settings was typical of the speakers, who unfolded the beauties of the Rizwan of El-Baha with vibrant force and resonance which penetrated, not only throughout the auditorium but deep into the soul of every auditor.

All present joined in singing “Joy to the world, the Lord is come!” under the leadership of Mr. Kinney, as before. This was followed by an impressive period of silent prayer, following which Mr. Mountfort Mills read the familiar supplication “Unite the hearts of Thy servants.” Mr. Hall then read the words of Abdul-Baha suited to the occasion, followed by a clear explanation of the Temple Unity Movement.

A baritone solo “Judge me, O God!” (Dudley Buck) was most effectively rendered by Mr. Frederick William Gunther. This was followed by a stirring address by Eshte’al-Ebn-Kalanter, whose message was most direct and appealing. Mrs. Frederick William Gunther then sang “I will extol Thee, O God.”

Mrs. Claudia Stuart Coles, of Washington, followed, and then “Mother Beecher” read prayers for the new Chinese Republic, first explaining how the government of China had asked the prayers of the Christian world on this date; a most fitting supplication as a part of the universal plan of Baha’u’llah.

Mr. Hooper Harris delivered a characteristically fine address. A sextet, with Mrs. Will-
iains and Miss Rossi-Diehl as soloists, rendered most impressively "I waited for the Lord," the other parts being taken by Miss Garbarden, Miss Harriet Magee, Mr. Kinney and Mr. Albert Ciccareli. This closed the exercises of the afternoon.

Sunday evening the friends were bidden to a feast at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Kinney, at 6:30. A wonderful gathering was there assembled, and when it is recorded that more than two hundred were seated at the tables, not half of the story will have been told. The matchless and gracious hospitality of the hosts, the joy and spirituality of the guests, and the bounty represented by the repast were memorable! And then the charming friends who served made a picturesque setting, creating a divine harmony in a home devoted to this particular subject. The feast was served in courses, the principal one being a genuine Persian pilau of lamb and rice. Truly a stupendous undertaking, its complete success showed the power of the Spirit and the superlative quality of hospitality!

At the commencement of the feast, Mrs. George Lesch, of Chicago, read a prayer. Miss Mary Lesch, one of the Chicago delegates, read some of the words, and Mr. William H. Hoar read from the Ighan. Mr. Alfred H. Lunt read an article from a London magazine, including an address by Abdul-Baha.

After the feast had been concluded, Mrs. True, by request, spoke on the subject of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, giving historical facts. Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, of Washington, was called upon to describe Abdul-Baha’s visit to the Mashrak-el-Azkar site in May, 1912. Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton, of Cincinnati, read a Tablet about the Mashrak-el-Azkar and a poem by Tayere Khanoum.

An announcement was made concerning a fund to purchase a vase for the Tomb of Baha’u’llah, on behalf of the American friends, to the effect that the fund was in the hands of Mrs. Kinney, and all who desired might send or hand their contributions to her.

Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi closed the meeting with a chant in Persian, and thus closed a perfect Bahaí feast, something possible only in this day and through the power of the Center of the Covenant.

Monday evening at 8 o’clock, the friends were bidden to a reception at the home of Mrs. Alexander C. Morten, 141 East Twenty-first street. At the appointed hour the parlors of this delightful residence were filled, and after a social hour the friends were asked to proceed to the upper floor, a charming studio in which were exhibited the motion pictures of Abdul-Baha, taken in New York (Brooklyn) during the summer of 1912. These were shown by Mr. John George Grundy, with a descriptive talk, and proved to be wonderfully life-like, recalling to the many present who had seen him the actual presence of the Servant of God. Downstairs, before and during the picture exhibitions, a record of Abdul-Baha’s voice was heard, and thus the wonders of the Twentieth Century were demonstrated in this matchless manner and a new era was inaugurated in worship and praise.

The very large attendance made a second exhibition necessary; meanwhile refreshments were passed and in delightful concourse the hours passed swiftly until another beautiful day had closed. To the hostess of the evening all praise is due, and her reading of the Hidden Words at the commencement of the evening was most effective.

The closing and public session of the convention was held in the French Ionic Room of the Masonic Temple Tuesday evening, April 29, at 8 o’clock. Mr. Hall occupied the chair, and the music was under the direction of Mr. Kinney, to whose untiring efforts the harmony of the convention was largely due.

A song, “His Glorious Sun Hath Risen,” was followed by an interval of silent prayer. Mrs. Harlan Ober then read a prayer. A solo, “These Are They” (Gaul), was splendidly rendered by Miss Rossi-Diehl. The chairman, Mr. Hall, then delivered a characteristic address, most impressively moving the audience, who followed him closely and were both pleased and edified with his words of wisdom.

Mr. Alfred H. Lunt, of Boston, followed with an earnest address whose logic was irresistible. He was followed by Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen, described by the chairman, as the “Evangelist of the Cause in America.” Proofs, scriptural and logical, poured from the lips of this earnest speaker, who made his case invincible.

A tenor solo by Mr. Frederick Vettel, “Watchman, What of the Night” (Mendelssohn), was enthusiastically encored. The chairman then announced his great pleasure in presenting one of the “Children of the Night” who had become a wonderful light, and Mr. Louis G. Gregory, of Washington, addressed the assemblage in his usual earnest, powerful and effective manner.

A duet “Love Divine” by Miss Rossi-Diehl and Mr. Vettel, was followed by an address
by Mrs. Isabella D. Brittingham. This beloved teacher was heard to splendid advantage. Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford was next introduced, and in a telling manner gave her impressions concerning the economic aspects and practical advantages and claims of the Bahai Movement.

An evening of rare beauty, blending sweet music with spiritual harmonies, was brought to a close with a Bahai hymn, in which all present joined.

Thus ended the sessions of the convention of 1913. In its truest sense, however, the convention was not confined to New York, but was participated in by the friends throughout America and in all parts of the world. Its real chairman was the Center of the Covenant of God, whose presence was felt by all in a most wonderful way. And what is true of environment applies equally to time, for the sessions of this conference will be continuous, in the spirit developed, the plans made and to be carried out, and in the hearts of souls of all present or touched by its spirit. Thus are Bahai conventions differentiated from all other gatherings. The echoes of this series of sessions will reverberate throughout the ages until the half-light of time shall yield to the Perfect Day of Eternity!

---

**ABDUL-BAHA AT BUDAPEST**

At the invitation of the Hungarian Peace, Esperanto and Feminist societies and of the Oriental Commercial Academy, Abdul-Baha arrived at Budapest, Hungary, on April 9th. He spoke to a great public gathering arranged by these institutions and besides, on three evenings, to the Theosophical Society, to the Star of the East members and the Turanian Society. About 800 people listened to his Address, which was translated into English by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab and then into Hungarian.

During Abdul-Baha's sojourn in Budapest he received many distinguished visitors, among others the celebrated Hungarian Orientalists, Prof. Vambéry and Prof. Goldziher. Prof. Robert Nadler, a Hungarian painter of great renown, made a portrait sketch of Abdul-Baha.

More important than the outward honors given to him is that his words and personality gave a new start to the Bahai Cause in Hungary, which is on the border of the East and the West, and whose population is a mixture of many antagonistic nationalities, therefore very much in need of internal peace and unity.

Abdul-Baha honored Mr. Leopold Stark, whose address is 11 Nyulucta 5, by charging him to unite all those in Budapest who are likely to form the first nucleus. Bahai friends all over the world are requested to help by sending good advice and propaganda literature.

---

**ADDRESSES BY ABDUL-BAHA DELIVERED IN NEW YORK CITY**

*TALK GIVEN BY ABDUL-BAHA AT 309 WEST SEVENTY-EIGHTH ST., NEW YORK CITY, JUNE 18, 1912.*

No matter how much the world of humanity advances in material civilization, it is, nevertheless, in need of the spiritual development mentioned in the Gospel. The virtues of the material world are limited, whereas Divine virtues are unlimited. Because the virtues of the material world are limited, therefore man's need of the Divine world, the Divine perfections and virtues, is unlimited.

Consider the history of humanity. You will find that although the very apex of human virtues has been reached at certain times, yet they were limited; but the Divine virtues have ever been unlimited. The limited is ever in need of the unlimited. The material must be confirmed by the spiritual. The material is likened unto the body, but the breaths of the Holy Spirit are the Spirit itself. The body without spirit is not productive of fruit. Although the body may be in the utmost state of beauty, it is, nevertheless, in need of the spirit. The chimney of the lamp, no matter how polished it be, is in need of the light. Without the light within the candle or the lamp, it is not illuminating. The body without the spirit is not productive. The teaching of a merely material teacher is limited. The philosophers claimed to be the educators of mankind, but if we refer to his-

*Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed and taken stenographically by Miss Emma C. Melick.*
tory, we find that the greatest philosophers
were at most enabled to educate themselves.
If they educated others, it was within a
limited circle; but they failed to give a gen-
eral education. The Divine Power, however,
the Power of the Holy Spirit, conferred this
general education.

For example, His Holiness Christ educated
universally. Numerous nations, numerous people
He rescued from the world and the bond-age
of idolatry. He summoned them all to the
Oneness of God. They were dark, they
became illumined; they were material, they be-
came spiritual; they were earthly, they became
heavenly. He illumined the world of morality.
And this general education is not possible
through the power of philosophy. This is
possible through the power of the Breaths of
the Holy Spirit. That is why no matter how
far the world of humanity advances, it fails to
reach the highest degree except through the
Breaths of the Holy Spirit; through spir-itual
education and Divine bestowals. They
insure progress and prosperity.

Therefore I exhort you that you may be
thinking of developing your spirits. Just as
you have striven along material lines and have
reached this degree, may you likewise advance
in order that your spirits may become strength-
ened, your spiritual susceptibilities increased,
your devotion to the Kingdom of God aug-
mented. May you be recipients of the Holy
Spirit, be aided in the world of morality, and
attain ideal power, so that the sublimity of the
world of mankind may become apparent in
you. Thus may you attain the highest hap-pi-
ness, the life eternal, the glory everlasting, be
born again and become the manifestations of
the bestowals of God.

---

TALK GIVEN BY ABDUL-BHA'A AT 300 W. 78TH
ST., NEW YORK CITY, JULY 5, 1912.*

[The question was asked Abdul-Baha: "You
have stated that 'we are living in a Universal
Cycle the first Manifestation of which was
Adam and the Universal Manifestation of
which is Baha'u'llah.' Does this imply that
other Universal Cycles preceded this one and
that all traces of them have been effaced;
cycles in which the ultimate purpose was the
Divine Spiritualization of man just as it is the
creative intention in this one?"

*Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

THE Divine Sovereignty is an Ancient So-
vereignty; not an accidental sovereignty.

If we imagine this world of existence has a
beginning, we can say the Divine Sovereignty
is accidental; i.e., it existed once and there was
a time when it did not exist. A king without
a kingdom is impossible. He cannot be with-out
a country, without subjects, without an
army, without dominion, or he would be with-out
kingship. All these exigencies or require-
ments of sovereignty must exist for a king.
When they do exist we can apply the word
sovereignty to a king. Otherwise his sover-
eignty is imperfect, incomplete. If none of
these conditions exist sovereignty does not
exist.

If we acknowledge there is a beginning for
this world of creation, we acknowledge the
Sovereignty of God is accidental; i.e., we
admit a time when the Reality of Divinity has
been without dominion (lit. "defeated"). The
Names and Attributes of Divinity are require-
ments of this world. The names "Powerful,"
"Living," the "Provider," the "Creator," re-
quire and necessitate the existence of creatures.
If there were no creatures, "Creatorship" would
be meaningless. If there were none to provide
for, we could not think of the "Provider." If
there were no life, the "Living" would be
beyond the power of conception. Therefore all
the Names and Attributes of God require the
existence of objects or creatures upon which
they have been bestowed, and in which they
have become manifest. If there was a time
when no creation existed, when there was
none to provide for, it would imply a time
when there was no Existent One, no Trainer,
and the Attributes and Qualities of God would
have been meaningless and without signifi-
cance. Therefore the requirements of the At-
tributes of God do not admit of cessation or
interruption, for the Names of God are actually
and forever existing and not potential. Be-
cause they convey life, they are called Life-
Giving; because they provide they are called
Bountiful, the Provider; because they create
they are called Creator; because they educate
and govern, the Name Lord God is applied.
That is to say the Divine Names emanate
from the eternal Attributes of Divinity. There-
fore it is proved that the Divine Names pre-
suppose the existence of objects or beings.

How, then, is a time conceivable when this
Sovereignty has not been existent? This Divine
Sovereignty is not to be measured by six
thousand years. This incommensurable, illimitable
O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shall spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Baha'is which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand fast and steadfast in the Covenant and Testament and art holding fast to the "Strong Rope." Thus has been tried a thousand times. Any explanation which does not accord with the least degree, immediately he is cut off; even in this material world he will become afflicted with remorse and regret. Consequently as much as ye are able, call the people to the Covenant and make the souls firm and steadfast.

Upon ye be Baha'u'llah-El-Adha! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by M. Ahmed Sohrab, Paris, France, March 29, 1913.

THREE KINDS OF PERSECUTION

Words of Abdul-Baha delivered during his sojourn in America

All who stand up in the cause of God will be persecuted and misunderstood. It has always been so; it will always be so. Let neither enemy nor friend disturb your peace, destroy your happiness, prevent your accomplishment. Fix your soul upon God. Then persecution and slander will make you the more radiant. The purposes of your enemies will be reflected upon themselves. They will be injured instead of you. Oppression is the wind which fans the fire of the Love of God. Welcome persecution and bitterness. A soldier may bear arms, but until he has faced the enemy in battle he has no right to a place in the king's army. Let nothing defeat you. God is your helper. God is invincible. Be firm in the Heavenly Covenant. Pray for strength. It will be given you, no matter how difficult the conditions.

When Abdul-Baha was sent to Akka, he experienced three kinds of persecution. Two kinds were easy to bear. When he arrived in Akka they placed chains upon his limbs and circlets of steel were locked around his ankles and knees. While the guards were doing this Abdul-Baha laughed and sang. They were as-
tonished and said, "How is this? You are laughing and singing. When prisoners are ironed in this way, they usually cry out, weep and lament." Abdul-Baha replied, "I rejoice because you are doing me a great kindness; you are making me very happy. For a long time I have wished to know the feelings of a prisoner in irons, to experience what other men have been subjected to. I have heard of this; now you have taught me what it is. You have given me this opportunity. Therefore I sing and am very happy. I am very thankful to you."

After a time the men who had been appointed to keep guard over me became as loving brothers and companions. They strove to lighten my imprisonment by acts of kindness. They said, "In order that you may not be subjected to the jeers of the people when you walk upon the streets we will arrange your clothing so these chains are not visible." They took the chains which were upon my limbs, gathered the ends together and wrapped them as a girdle around my waist, then arranged my clothing so no chains were visible. One day I wished to go to the hammam (public bath). The guards said, "It will not be possible for you to go to the bath unless these chains are removed; and furthermore it will attract notice from the people in the streets."

Abdul-Baha said, "I will go."

The guards then carefully gathered the hanging chains around my waist, covered them with my clothing and we went forth. As we passed through the streets, Abdul-Baha took the chains from his waist, flung their loose, dangling ends over his shoulders in full view and walked to the hammam, followed by a great crowd of hooting, jeering people. The guards were most unhappy, but Abdul-Baha was in supreme joy because of this opportunity to walk in the freedom of the Pathway of God. After many years the doors of Akka were opened, the prison walls thrown down and the chains which Abdul Hamid had placed upon the body of Abdul-Baha were put around the neck of Abdul Hamid himself.

In brief, this kind of persecution was easy to bear. There was a second form of persecution to which Abdul-Baha was continually subjected at Akka. Spies and enemies were constantly informing the authorities that he was plotting against the government, that he was secretly instigating revolution and teaching principles in opposition to the Mohammedan religion. In consequence of these reports and statements Abdul-Baha underwent a great deal of restriction, difficulty and personal discomfort, but, Praise be to God! always in the utmost joy and exaltation. Sometimes the rigor of his restriction was increased; often he was threatened with death; often threatened with confinement in another prison fortress, but nothing was accomplished by his enemies that could lessen his complete happiness. On the contrary, the more falsehoods they invented, the more evident became his innocence and sincerity, the more constant his thanksgiving and rejoicing. This form of persecution was likewise easy to bear.

But there was a third kind of persecution which brought Abdul-Baha sorrow and unhappiness, a persecution difficult to bear: the bitter words and criticisms of the friends. Where love was expected, hatred and jealousy was found; instead of friendship and kindness, envy and discord were manifested; instead of harmony there appeared dissension and ill-wishing; in place of assistance and appreciation, calumny, falsehood and slander. This is hard to bear.

Now, Praise be to God! turn all your thoughts and devote all your powers to the Divine Covenant. Unless a servant in the Cause of God is subjected to all these persecutions he is not fitted to spread the Heavenly Message of Glad Tidings. Follow Abdul-Baha! Let nothing hinder or defeat you. God is your helper and God is invincible.

---

ADDRESSSES BY ABDUL-BAHA DELIVERED IN NEW YORK CITY

(Continued from page eighty-seven)

universe is not the result of that measured period. This stupendous laboratory and workshop has not been limited to six thousand revolutions of the earth about the sun in its production. With the slightest reflection man can be assured that this calculation and announcement is childish, especially in view of the fact that it is scientifically proved the terrestrial globe has been the habitation of man long prior to such limited estimate.

As to the record in the Bible concerning His Holiness Adam entering Paradise, eating from the tree and the expulsion through the temptation of Satan, these are all symbols beneath which there are wonderful and divine meanings, not to be calculated in years, dates and
measurement of time. Likewise the statement that God created the heaven and the earth in six days, is symbolic. We will not explain this further today. The texts of the Holy Books are all symbolical, needing authoritative interpretation.

When man casts even a cursory glance of reflection upon the question of the universe, he discovers it is very ancient. A Persian philosopher was looking up into the heavens, lost in wonder. He said, "I have written a book containing seventy proofs of the accidental appearance of the universe, but I still find it very ancient."

BAHA’ULLAH says "the universe hath neither beginning nor ending." He has set aside the elaborate theories and exhaustive labors of scientists and material philosophers by this simple statement, "There is no beginning, no ending." The theologians and religionists advance plausible proofs that the genesis of the universe dates back six thousand years; the scientists bring forth certain indisputable proofs and relics and say, "No! These evidences indicate ten thousand, twenty thousand, fifty thousand years ago," etc., etc. There are endless discussions pro and con. BAHA’ULLAH sets aside these discussions by one word and statement. He says, "The Divine Sovereignty hath no beginning and no ending."

By this announcement and its demonstration He has brought a standard of agreement among those who reflect upon this question of Divine Sovereignty; brought reconciliation and peace in this war of opinion and discussion.

Briefly, there were many Universal Cycles preceding this one in which we are living. They were consummated, completed and their traces obliterated. The Divine and creative purpose in them was the evolution of spiritual man, just as in this cycle. The circle of existence is the same circle; it returns. The Tree of Life has ever borne the same heavenly fruit.

---

**IN REMEMBRANCE: SARAH ANN RIDGWAY**

We regret to inform you of the death of Sarah Ann Ridgway of 16 Smith Street, Broughton Road, Pendleton, Manchester, England. Our dear sister passed away, without suffering, on the 11th of May. She had held firmly to the Bahai Cause for fifteen or more years in the United States and in this country; and has worked many years for it in Pendleton—quietly but steadily teaching and acting the blessed principles and duties taught by Christ Jesus and Abdul-Baha. Right to the last she kept up her work at the silk factory—she was a silk weaver—and to the last she thought of the Bahai Cause and friends; and, though about sixty years of age, she never spoke of personal ailments, nor of old age coming on.

Miss Ridgway was always too full of thought for others to worry about herself; and she was respected by all who knew her—her influence was always good.

---

**OUR PERSIAN SECTION, this issue, contains:**


---

**WISDOM-TALKS OF ABDUL-Baha**—A compilation of the addresses of Abdul-Baha delivered at Chicago, April 30 to May 5, 1912. Published in pamphlet form of 24 pages, price 10 cents. Proceeds to go to Mashrak-el-Azkar fund. Address Miss Mary Lesch, 5205 Jefferson avenue, Chicago.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة المقدمة.
بِلَمْ يُنَبِّئُنَا بِيَدِهِمْ مِنْ لِبَاسِنِينَ وَمَا عَلِيَّةً مِنْ بَيَاتِهِمْ ُهِيَ الْبَيَاءَ الْأُخْرَى ُهُوَ الْكَارِمُ ُهُوَ الْعَرِيِّمُ ُهُوَ الْمُكِيِّمُ ُهُوَ الْمُغْلِبُ ُهُوَ الْمُقَدِّسُ ُهُوَ الْمُعْلُونُ ُهُوَ الْمُثْلُ ُهُوَ الْمُهْمَّدُ ُهُوَ الْمُجَدِّدُ ُهُوَ الْمُحْمَرُ ُهُوَ الْمُحْمَرُ

بِلَمْ يُنَبِّئُنَا بِيَدِهِمْ مِنْ لِبَاسِنِينَ وَمَا عَلِيَّةً مِنْ بَيَاتِهِمْ ُهِيَ الْبَيَاءَ الْأُخْرَى ُهُوَ الْكَارِمُ ُهُوَ الْعَرِيِّمُ ُهُوَ الْمُكِيِّمُ ُهُوَ الْمُغْلِبُ ُهُوَ الْمُقَدِّسُ ُهُوَ الْمُعْلُونُ ُهُوَ الْمُثْلُ ُهُوَ الْمُجَدِّدُ ُهُوَ الْمُحْمَرُ ُهُوَ الْمُحْمَرُ

بِلَمْ يُنَبِّئُنَا بِيَدِهِمْ مِنْ لِبَاسِنِينَ وَمَا عَلِيَّةً مِنْ بَيَاتِهِمْ ُهِيَ الْبَيَاءَ الْأُخْرَى ُهُوَ الْكَارِمُ ُهُوَ الْعَرِيِّمُ ُهُوَ الْمُكِيِّمُ ُهُوَ الْمُغْلِبُ ُهُوَ الْمُقَدِّسُ ُهُوَ الْمُعْلُونُ ُهُوَ الْمُثْلُ ُهُوَ الْمُجَدِّدُ ُهُوَ الْمُحْمَرُ ُهُوَ الْمُحْمَرُ
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The Glad-Tidings of the Kingdom

Do you know in what Day you are living? Do you realize in what Dispensation you are alive? Have you not read in the Holy Scriptures that at the Consummation of the Ages there shall appear a Day which is the Sun of all the past Days? This is the Day in which the LORD OF HOSTS has come down from Heaven on the Clouds of Glory! This is the Day in which the inhabitants of all the world shall enter under the Tent of the WORD OF GOD.

This is the Day whose real sovereign is His Highness THE ALMIGHTY. This is the Day when the East and the West shall embrace each other like unto two lovers. This is the Day in which war and contention shall be forgotten. This is the Day in which nations and governments will enter into an eternal bond of amity and conciliation. This Century is the fulfillment of the Promised Century.

This Day is the dawn of the appearances of the traces of the glorious visions of the past prophets and sages.

Now is the dawn; ere long the Effulgent Sun shall rise, and shall station itself in the meridian of its majesty. Then ye shall observe the effects of the Sun. Then ye shall behold what heavenly illumination has become manifest. Then ye shall comprehend that these are the infinite Bestowals of GOD! Then ye shall see that this world has become another world. Then ye shall perceive that the Teachings of GOD have universally spread.

Rest ye assured that this darkness shall be dispelled and these impenetrable clouds which have darkened the horizon will be scattered, and the Sun of Reality shall appear in its full splendor. Its rays shall melt the icebergs of hatred and differences which have transformed the moving sea of humanity into hard frozen immensity. The vices of the world of nature shall be changed into praiseworthy attributes, and the lights of the excellences of the divine realm shall appear.

The principles of His Holiness Baha'u'llah, like unto the spirit, shall penetrate the body of the world, and the Love of GOD, like unto an artery, shall beat through the heart of the five continents.

The East shall become illumined, the West perfumed and the children of men shall enter beneath the all-embracing canopy of the oneness of the world of humanity.

In this Day the rest of the world are asleep. Praise be to GOD! that you are awake! They are all uninform ed, but, praise be GOD! you are informed of the mysteries of GOD. Thank ye GOD that in this arena ye have preceded others. I hope that each one of you may become a pillar of the palace of the oneness of the world of humanity. May each one of you become a luminous star of this heaven, thus lighting the path of those who are seeking the goal of human perfection.

— ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS

Talk by Abdul-Baha at Paris, March 10, 1913
Translated from the Persian by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
ADDRESSES BY ABDUL-BAHA DELIVERED IN NEW YORK CITY

TALK GIVEN BY ABDUL-BAHA AT 309 W. 78TH ST., NEW YORK CITY, JUNE 11, 1912.*

We have just returned from a visit to Philadelphia, spending two nights there and speaking in two large churches. The weather proved unpleasant and affected my health. The purpose in these movements here and there is a single purpose; it is to spread the Light of Truth in this dark world. On account of my age it is difficult to journey. Sometimes the difficulties are arduous. But out of love for the friends of God and with desire to sacrifice myself in the pathway of God, I bear them in gladness. The purpose is the result which is accomplished, love and unity among mankind. For the world is dark with discord and selfishness, hearts are negligent, souls bereft of God and His Heavenly Bestowals. Man is submerged in the affairs of this world. His aims, objects and attainments are mortal, whereas God desires for him immortal accomplishments. In his heart there is no thought of God. He has sacrificed his portion and birthright in Divine spirituality. The reins of his control are in the hands of desire and passion. Like two unmanageable horses they have wrested the reins from him and are galloping madly in the wilderness. This is the cause of the degradation of the world of humanity. This is the cause of retrogression to the appetites and passions of the animal kingdom; instead of divine advancement, sensual captivity and debasement of heavenly virtues of the soul. By devotion to the carnal, mortal world human susceptibilities sink to the level of animalism.

What are the animals' propensities? To eat, drink, wander about and sleep. The thoughts, the minds of the animals are confined to these. They are captives in the bonds of these desires. Man becomes a prisoner and slave to them when his ultimate desire is no
higher than the accomplishment of his welfare in this world of the senses. Consider how difficult for man is the attainment of pleasures and happiness in this mortal world. Consider how easy it is for the animal. Look upon the fields and flowers, prairies, streams, forests and mountains. The grazing animals, the birds of the air, the fishes, neither toil nor undergo hardships; they sow not nor are they concerned about the reaping; they have no anxiety about business or politics; no trouble or worry whatsoever. All the fields and grasses, all the meadows of fruits and grains, all the mountain slopes and streams of salubrious water belong to them. They have no labor for their livelihood and happiness because everything is provided and made possible for them. If the life of man be confined to this physical, elemental outlook, the animal's life is a hundred times better, easier and more productive of comfort and contentment. The animal is nobler, more serene and confident, because each hour is free from anxiety and worryment. But man, restless and dissatisfied, runs from morn till eve, sailing the seas, diving beneath them in submarines, flying aloft in aeroplanes, delving into the lowest strata of the earth until he obtains his livelihood, all with the greatest difficulty, anxiety and unrest. Therefore in this respect the animal is nobler, more serene, poised and confident. Consider the birds in forest and jungle, how they build their nests high in the swaying tree-tops, build them in the utmost skill and beauty, swinging, rocking in the morning breezes, drinking the pure, sweet water, enjoying the most enchanting views as they fly here and there high overhead, singing joyously, all without labor, free from worry, care and forebodings. If man's life be confined to the elemental, physical world of enjoyment, one lark is nobler, more admirable than all humanity because its livelihood is prepared, its condition complete, its accomplishment perfect and natural.

But not so! The purpose of the life of man is divine, eternal, not mortal and sensual. For him a spiritual existence and livelihood is prepared and ordained in the Divine creative plan. His life is intended to be a life of spiritual enjoyment to which the animal can never attain. This enjoyment depends upon the acquisition of heavenly virtues. The sublimity of man is the attainment of the Knowledge of God. The bliss of man is the acquiring of heavenly bestowals, which descend upon him in the outflow of the Bounty of God. The happiness of man is in the fragrance of the Love of God. This is the highest pinnacle of attainment in the human world. How preferable to the animal and its hopeless kingdom!

Therefore consider how base a nature it requires that notwithstanding the favors showered upon man by God, man should lower himself into the animal sphere, be wholly occupied with material needs, attached to this mortal realm, imagining that the greatest happiness is to attain wealth in this world. How purposeless! How debased is such a nature! God has created man in order that he may be a dove of the Kingdom, in order that he may become a heavenly candle, in order that he may attain to Life Eternal. God has created man in order that he may be resuscitated through the breaths of the Holy Spirit. God has created man in order that he may be the light of the world. How debased the soul which can find enjoyment in this darkness, occupied with itself, the captive of self and passion, wallowing in the mire of the material world! How degraded is such a nature! What an ignorance this is! What a blindness!

How glorious the station of man who has partaken of the heavenly food and built the temple of his everlasting residence in the world of heaven.

The Manifestations of God have come into the world to free man from these bonds and chains of the world of nature. Although they walked upon the earth they lived in heaven. They were not concerned about material sustenance and the prosperity of this world. Their bodies were subjected to inconceivable distress, but their spirits ever soared in the highest realms of ecstasy. The purpose of their coming, their teaching and suffering was the freedom of man from himself. Shall we, therefore, follow in their footsteps, escape from this cage of the body or continue subject to its tyranny? Shall we pursue the phantoms of a mortal happiness which does not exist or turn towards the Tree of Life and the joys of its eternal fruits?

I have come to this country in the advanced years of my life, undergoing difficulties of health and climate because of excessive love for the friends of God. It is my wish that they may be assisted to become servants of the Heavenly Kingdom, captives in the service of the Will of God. This captivity is freedom, this sacrifice is glorification, this labor is reward, this need is bestowal. For service in love for mankind is unity with God. He who serves has already entered the Kingdom and is seated at the right hand of his Lord.
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MAN must be lofty in endeavor. He must seek to become heavenly, to become spiritual, to find the pathway to the Threshold of God, to become acceptable in the sight of God. This is eternal glory, to be near to God. This is eternal sovereignty, to be imbued with the virtues of the human world. This is boundless blessing, to be entirely sanctified and holy above every stain and dross.

Consider the human world. See how nations have come and gone. They have been of all minds and purposes. Some have been mere captives of self and desire. They have been engulfed in the passions of the baser nature. They have attained to wealth, to the comforts of life, to fame. And what was the final outcome? Utter evanescence and oblivion. Reflect upon this! Look upon it with the eye of admonition! No trace of them remains, no fruit, no result, no benefit; they have gone utterly; complete effacement!

But souls have appeared in the world who have been pure and undefiled, who have directed their attention toward God, seeking the reward of God, attaining nearness to the Threshold of God, acceptable in the good pleasure of God. They have been the lights of Guidance and stars of the Supreme Concourse. Consider these souls, shining like stars in the Horizon of Sanctity forevermore.

It must not be implied that one should give up avocation and attainment of livelihood. Nay, on the contrary, in the Cause of Baha'u'llah monasticism and asceticism are not sanctioned. In this Great Cause the Light of Guidance is shining and radiant. His Holiness Baha'u'llah has even said that your occupation and labor is devotion. All humanity must by sweat of the brow and bodily exertion obtain a livelihood; each one at the same time seeking to lift the burden of the other, striving to be the source of comfort to souls, and facilitating the means of living. And this in itself is devotion to God. Baha'u'llah has in this way encouraged and stimulated action, service. But the energies of the heart must not be attached to these things; the soul must not be completely occupied with them. Though the mind be busy the heart must be attracted toward the Kingdom of God, in order that the virtues of humanity shall be attained from every direction and source.

But we have forsaken the path of God; we have given up attention to the Divine Kingdom; we have not severed the heart from worldly attractions; we have become defiled with qualities which are not praiseworthy in the sight of God; we are so completely steeped in material issues and tendencies that we are not partakers of the virtues of humanity.

Little reflection, little admonition is necessary for us to realize the purpose of our creation. What a heavenly potentiality God has deposited within us! What a power God has given our spirits! He has endowed us with such a power that we are able to penetrate the realities of things. But we must be self-abnegating, we must have pure spirits, pure intentions, and strive with heart and soul while in the human world, to attain glory everlasting.

I have come for the purpose of admonition and voicing the behests of Baha'u'llah. And my hope is this; that His wish and admonition may influence your spirits, souls and hearts, causing them to become pure and holy, sanctified and illumined, making you lamps of Heavenly Guidance! This is my desire; this is my hope through the assistance of God.

*Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sobrab and taken stenographically by Miss Emma C. Melick.
In every age and period, when they appear, they prescribe. They know the sicknesses; they discover the hidden illnesses and they prescribe the real remedy. Whosoever gets well through that remedy, finds eternal health. For instance, in the day of His Holiness Jesus Christ, the world of humanity experienced great sickness. Various ailments prevailed. His Holiness Jesus Christ was the Real Physician. He appeared and recognized the ailsments and prescribed the real remedy. What was that remedy? It was His teaching, which for that age was the real remedy. Later on many new ailments and sicknesses appeared in the body politic. The world became sick; many severe maladies appeared, especially in the Peninsula of Arabia. God manifested His Holiness Mohammed. He came and prescribed the remedies for the sicknesses which existed in Arabia, so that the Arabs became healthy and strong in that time.

Again in this age the world of humanity is severely afflicted with such sicknesses as cause death. Therefore His Holiness Baha’u’llah has appeared. He is the Real Physician; He gives the real remedy to the world of man. He has brought teachings for the healing of these sicknesses; the “Hidden Words,” the “Ishrakhat,” the “Tarazat,” the “Tajalleyat,” “Words of Paradise,” etc. These teachings are the remedy for the body politic. These are the Divine Teachings; the real remedy for the sicknesses of the human body. Therefore we must partake of this remedy so that complete recovery may appear. Every soul who lives and acts according to the teachings of Baha’u’llah is free from all ailments and sicknesses; otherwise, selfish ailments, intellectual ailments, spiritual ailments, imperfections, the ailments of vices will surround him and he will not receive the bounties of God.

Therefore we must endeavor that our own ailments may be cured through these teachings of Baha’u’llah; and without this, complete recovery is impossible; because His Holiness Baha’u’llah is the Real Physician, the Skilled Doctor. He has diagnosed all the sicknesses of the human body and prescribed medicine accordingly. The remedies of Baha’u’llah, of which you read in His Tablets, are the love of God, knowledge of God, reverence from all else save God, turning one’s face toward the Kingdom of God, sincerity and faith, firmness and steadfastness, fidelity and love toward all humanity, kindness toward all the children of men, and the acquirement of the virtues of the human world.

These are the cause of progress for all existence, international peace and the oneness of the human world. These are the Teachings of Baha’u’llah. They are the cause of everlasting health; the remedy for man.

I hope that you may heal the sick body of man through these Teachings, so that the Eternal Lights may illumine the regions of the world.

---
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WHAT could be better before God than thinking of the poor! For the poor are very beloved by our Heavenly Father. When His Holiness Christ came upon the earth those who believed in Him and followed Him were the poor and lowly—showing the poor were near to God. When a rich man believes and follows the Manifestation of God, it is a proof that his wealth is not an obstacle and does not prevent him from attaining the pathway of salvation. After he has been tested and tried it will be seen whether his possessions are a hindrance in his religious life. But the poor are especially beloved of God. Their lives are full of difficulties, their trials continual, their hopes are in God alone. Therefore you must assist the poor as much as possible, even if by sacrifice of yourself. No deed of man is greater before God than helping the poor. Spiritual conditions are not dependent upon the possession of worldly treasures or the absence of them. When physically destitute, spiritual thoughts are more likely. Poverty is a stimulus toward God. Each one of you must have great consideration for the poor and render them assistance. Organize in an effort to help them and prevent increase of poverty. The greatest means for prevention is that whereby the laws of the community will be so framed and enacted that it will not be possible for a few to be millionaires and many destitute. One of Baha’u’llah’s teachings is the adjustment of means of livelihood in human society. Under this adjustment there can be no extremes in human conditions as regards wealth and sustenance. For the community needs financier, farmer, merchant and laborer just as an army must be composed of commander, officers and privates. All cannot be commanders; all cannot be officers or privates. Each in his station in the social fabric must be competent; each

*Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Parooed.
in his function according to ability; but justness of opportunity for all.

Lycurgus, King of Sparta, who lived long before the Day of Christ, conceived the idea of absolute equality in government. He proclaimed laws by which all the people of Sparta were classified into certain divisions. Each division had its separate rights and function. First,—farmers and tillers of the soil. Second,—artisans and merchants. Third,—leaders or grandees. Under the laws of Lycurgus the latter were not required to engage in any labor or vocation, but it was incumbent upon them to defend the country in case of war and invasion. Then he divided Sparta into nine thousand equal parts or provinces, appointing nine thousand leaders or grandees to protect them. In this way the farmers of each province were assured of protection, but each farmer was compelled to pay a tax to support the grandee of that province. The farmers and merchants were not obliged to defend the country. In lieu of labor the grandees received the taxes. Lycurgus, in order to establish this forever as a law, brought the nine thousand grandees together, told them he was going upon a long journey and wished this form of government to remain effective until his return. They swore an oath to protect and preserve his law. He then left his kingdom, went into voluntary exile and never came back. No man ever made such a sacrifice to insure equality among his fellowmen. A few years passed and the whole system of government he had founded collapsed, although established upon such a just and wise basis.

Difference of capacity in human individuals is fundamental. It is impossible for all to be alike, all to be equal, all to be wise. BAHA'O'LLAH has revealed principles and laws which will accomplish the adjustment of varying human capacities. He has said that whatsoever is possible of accomplishment in human government will be effected through these principles. When the laws he has instituted are carried out there will be no millionaires possible in the community and, likewise, no extremely poor. This will be effected and regulated by adjusting the different degrees of human capacity. The fundamental basis of the community is agriculture,—tillage of the soil. All must be producers. Each person in the community whose income is equal to his individual producing capacity shall be exempt from taxation. But if his income is greater than his needs he must pay a tax until an adjustment is effected. That is to say, a man's capacity for production and his needs will be equalized and reconciled through taxation. If his production exceeds he will pay no tax; if his necessities exceed his production he shall receive an amount sufficient to equalize or adjust. Therefore taxation will be proportionate to capacity and production and there will be no poor in the community.

BAHA'O'LLAH likewise commanded the rich to give freely to the poor. In the Kitab-el-Akdas it is further written by Him that those who have a certain amount of income must give one-fifth of it to God, the Creator of Heaven and Earth.

ABDUL-BAHA AT 830 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY (HOME OF MRS. FLORIAN KROG), JULY 15, 1912.

(ABDUL-BAHA entered during reading of a Prayer.)

T HE Persian Consul called and delayed me,—I am late. I am greatly pleased to see you. Your hearts are illumined by the Lights of Baha. This meeting is in reality a divine, celestial assembly under the favor of God. All of us have no other purpose than praising and meeting God. The prayer you have just offered is a prayer of thankfulness; a prayer of thankfulness did ye offer.

Thankfulness is of three kinds: First—verbal thanksgiving which is confined to a mere utterance of gratitude. This is of no importance because perchance the tongue may give thanks while the heart is unaware of it. Many who offer thanks to God are of this type,—their spirits and hearts unaware of thanksgiving. This is mere usage, just as when we meet, receive a gift and say "thank you,"—speaking the words without significance. One may say "thank you" a thousand times, but the heart remain thankless, even sorry. Therefore mere verbal thanksgiving is without effect. But real thankfulness is a cordial thanksgiving from the heart. When man, in response to the favors of God, manifests susceptibilities of conscience, the heart is happy, the spirit is exhilarated. These spiritual susceptibilities are ideal thanksgiving.

But there is a cordial thanksgiving which comprises the deeds of man when he feels a

[Continued on page 106]
I WISH to train you until you have no other
thought, no other motive, no other wish than
service in the Cause of Baha’u’llah. The
Divine Educators who have brought the Light
of Guidance to this world found neither rest
nor comfort by day or night. Abraham, Moses,
Jesus, Mohammed, Baha’u’llah,—all the
Divine Educators who have brought the Light
Heavenly Messengers suffered the utmost pri­
vation and underwent extreme hardships in
the Pathway of God. They were exiled from
their native land, imprisoned, driven from
city to city; they were homeless, hungry and
found no rest; they lived in the fields and hid
in caves among the mountains; the sky was
their canopy, the hard earth their bed. But all
these difficulties and hardships served only to
increase their power and accomplishment.
Through these privations and persecutions
they were severed from the world. Although
they walked upon the earth, they lived in
Heaven. Deprived of material food they par­
took of the eternal fruits of Paradise. Home­
less and forsaken in this world, they rested
upon the Divine Couch of Nearness. Day and
night they were unceasingly proclaiming the
Call of the Kingdom and establishing the
foundations of the Most Great Peace.
It was so likewise with their disciples and
followers. All of them walked in the Pathway
of God and drank the cup of martyrdom with
thanksgiving. They sought no rest but service
and hastened to the Supreme Concourse in the
utmost joy and ecstasy.
Through my training you must become so
fitted to spread the Glad-Tidings of the Ahsa
Kingdom that you will follow in the footsteps
of these blessed ones in gladness. In Persia
there is a wonderful breed of horses which are
trained to run long distances at very great
speed. They are most carefully trained at
first. They are taken out into the fields and
made to run a short course. At the commence­
ment of their training they are not able to
run far. The distance is gradually increased.
They become thinner and thinner, wiry and
lean, but their strength increases. Finally,
after months of rigid training, their swiftness
and endurance become wonderful. They are
able to run at full speed across rough country
many parasangs of distance. At first this
would have been impossible. Not until they
become trained, thin and wiry, can they en­
dure this severe test.
In this way I shall train you. "Kam-kam,”
"kam-kam" (little by little, little by little),
until your powers of endurance become so in­
creased that you will serve the Cause of God
continually, without other motive, without
other thought or wish. This is my desire.

You must become impervious to criticism,
unconscious of attack and abuse, nay, rather
welcoming persecution, hostility and bitterness
as the means of testing and increasing your
supreme faith in God; even as His Holiness
Christ instructed His disciples “Bless them that
curse you; pray for them that despitefully use
you.” Be therefore as spiritual adamant against
these darts, arrows and swords of infliction.
We will help each other to bear them. First
by love and increased zeal in the Heavenly
Cause. For by exercise the spirit grows
stronger, more capable of withstanding, just
as the muscle of the outer body increases its
fibre through continual action. You must
help me and I will help you to increase our service in the Cause of Baha'u'llah. Secondly, we will help each other grow more and more accustomed to punishment and persecution. Years ago in Bagdad the usual punishment for offenders and lawbreakers was the bastinado. The governor noticed that a certain band of men came repeatedly before him for trial. They were regularly found guilty of breaking the law, sentenced and whipped upon the feet. While the bastinado was being inflicted they appeared quite comfortable and evidently unconscious of pain. In a few days these same offenders would be back again, going through the same process. The governor made careful inquiry about them. It was learned that they lived together in a house and that every day it was their custom to bastinado each other until the skin upon their feet had become so hardened to the whip that the legal bastinado gave them no inconvenience whatever.

MATERIAL AND DIVINE EDUCATION

Words of Abdul-Baha delivered during his sojourn in America

The heart of man is a garden. The real garden is in order, well planted, watered and cultivated. This is not so with the jungle. The jungle gives no evidence of cultivation. Where there is no gardener disorder prevails. Wild growth produces nothing. Human education is of great importance. It is especially necessary to educate the children. They are the young tender trees of God's planting. But the supreme education is Divine Teaching. Through it the most ignorant become wise and the lowest are elevated to the loftiest heights. This transformation in man is made by the Manifestations of God. Through them the wicked become righteous, the weak firm, the barren fruitful. One day's education under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit is better than ten years material training in the universities of the world. Baha'u'llah has said two steps are necessary for human development. Material and Divine Education. In the world of humanity, we see some seeking upward, some downward.

Material scientists endeavor to show the evolution of the species man from the monkey. The Prophets of God have been occupied in explaining that man has descended from the Divine Spirit. The professors and learned scientists of materialism glory in the evidences that the ape is the progenitor of humanity and make exhaustive efforts to discover proof of it. If we should ask the ape, he would say "Unquestionably we are all one,—of this I am certain without the aid of scientific inquiry, ethnological proof, biological deductions or geological findings; I believe what I see"—for the ape is a real, a true materialist.

The real materialist is the animal. Compared to the animal, man is but a tyro and novice in materialism. The animal is a natural materialist. He does not mention God and knows nothing about the Kingdom. He depends solely upon sense perception. That which is not perceptible to the senses he rejects. From this standpoint of knowing the greatest Plato is the cow, and the donkey is an arch philosopher. In the great university of nature, where nothing beyond the pale of sensibilities is classified as knowledge, the animal is a graduate and the human materialist but an under-graduate.

Now we, as offenders against the opinions of our friends and enemies, must assist each other to become impervious to their criticism, unconscious of attack, welcoming their whips. You must beat me and I will beat you with the whips of love. The more we beat each other the more capable of withstanding we will become. When the enemies find they are increasing our love, enkindlement and service in the pathway of Baha'u'llah, they will wonder and say, "How is this? Our words have no effect upon them except to make them love us more and give thanks to God for our scourging."

The Blessed Beauty Baha'u'llah won the hearts of his jailers and tormentors. No one could withstand Him. The intense flame of His love melted the hardest stone of hearts. The more chains of iron they put upon His body, the more He imprisoned them in chains of love. They looked upon Him in wonder; they became His followers.
Divine Guidance and reliance upon the Manifestations of God. The other is the road of Materialism and reliance upon the senses. These roads lead in opposite directions. The first leads to the world of the Kingdom; the other leads to the world of human vices, and is contrary to the cause of Divine Guidance. For example,—consider a babe at the mother's breast;—observe its natural aggressiveness,—its instinctive antagonism. It claws and bites the mother, even attacks the fountain of life.

Consider how grateful any one becomes when healed from sickness, when treated kindly by another or when a service is rendered by another, even though of the least assistance. If we forget such favors it is an evidence of ingratitude. Then it will be said a person is my enemy, a foe. For example,—consider a babe at the mother's breast;—observe its natural aggressiveness,—its instinctive antagonism.

These roads lead in opposite directions. The road of God's good pleasure and act accordingly. In response to these bestowals he must render good deeds, be self-sacrificing, kind to all the servants of God, forfeiting even life for them, showing kindness to all the creatures. He must be severed from the world, attracted to the Kingdom of ABRHA, the face radiant, the tongue eloquent, the ear attentive, day and night striving to attain the good pleasure of God. Whatsoever he wishes to do must correspond with the good pleasure of God. He must observe and see what is God's good pleasure and act accordingly. There can be no doubt that such commendable deeds are thankfulness for the favors of God.

There can be no doubt that such commendable deeds are thankfulness for the favors of God. Consider how all the people are asleep and ye are awake! They are dead and ye are alive through the breaths of the Holy Spirit! All are blind while ye are endowed with perceptive sight! All are deprived of the Love of God but in your hearts it exists and is glowing! Consider these bestowals and favors.

Therefore in thanksgiving for them ye must act in accordance with the Teachings of BAHÁ'ULLÁH. Ye must read the Tablets,—"Hidden Words,"—"Ishrakhat,"—"Glad Tidings,"—all the holy utterances,—and act according to them. This is real Thanksgiving—to live in accord with these Utterances. This is true Thankfulness and the Divine Bestowal. This is Thanksgiving and Glorification of God.

I hope you all may attain thereto,—be mindful of these favors of God,—and be attentive. It is my hope that I may go away from New York with a happy heart; and my heart is happy when the friends of God love each one of us. When they love and manifest the mercy of God to all people. If I see this I shall go away happy.

Salutations!
قصيداً

انتفعجل، آمُر من حسن أوصيه، ثم دفعه.

اختلفت حاله، فصغر بسات بلال
جدير جدير، كنازaráب، ونフラصت
خوشعين، نزله، وألح عليه، رفعت,
بالزهد. وانشأ، حكيت نبراءت مكة,
احتراءت نبات، وصليت نفاذنا,
في كل ما ينسل، اشتركن بزيادة,
حريت، بلغة قزم، فذينخروج,
خريت، بلغة، خيال 
بشيره نزيت، وفرصة، ويتزلان,
هفوفه غيري، أحمد صديق
أصبه، وله، فهل نبات
شام، ترقبه، ويكبت
بغيان، نبكي، وانصرف نبات
سياج رصت، نبكي، ثمار، نبكي
مكية مكية، خليفة، خيالها,
نزلها، برزت، يركن، ومكين بناء,
إله، ركبت، نظر في، أزهارها,
كم، نظرت، أنثى، وذكر
أناشيدنا، وهم، فذين نبات
عابدنا، نبكي، جيهان، نبكي
بكريمة، إنذارنا؛ معا، نبات.
پدر و مادر مهدی‌خان بیاتی نیز نزدیک به او بودند که او را به پایه‌های اسلام پرورانده بودند. مهدی‌خان بیاتی تا زمانی که بیش از ۱۵ سال سن داشت و مطابق با زمانی که او در میدان جنگی مشغول به کار بود، تا آن زمان که به همراه بقیه نظامیان به خانه برگشت، به خانه بازگشت. او در خانه با خانم خانوادگی و دوستانش به مسایل اجتماعی و سیاسی می‌پرداخت. در این مدت، او به دلیل ایفای نقش در جنگ، به ویژه در جنگ‌های مرزی، به عنوان یک نماینده مهم و نوآور در نظامیان ایران شناخته می‌شد. 

مهدی‌خان بیاتی، به خاطر بهبود وضعیت نظامیان و بهره‌وری آنها در جنگ، به عنوان یکی از نمایندگان اصلی و نوآوران در نظامیان ایران شناخته می‌شد. او به خاطر بهبود وضعیت نظامیان و بهره‌وری آنها در جنگ، به عنوان یکی از نمایندگان اصلی و نوآوران در نظامیان ایران شناخته می‌شد.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة المقدمة. عذراً، إذا كنت بحاجة إلى مساعدة أخرى، فلأسف، لا يمكنني ذلك بالنص العربي.
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REPORT has just been received from Dr. Susan I. Moody, who writes as follows:

"The annual examinations are something to talk about. From boys' Tarbiat School, thirty-three students were examined at the Government University before the Board of Education. Thirty received certificates.

"From all other boys' schools three hundred boys went before the Board, of whom only ten passed satisfactory examinations and received certificates.

"In girls' school, I don't know which to praise most, teachers or scholars, such an advance in one year seems miraculous. These teachers who were totally untrained have produced great results. This is notably true in Miss Kappes' school, but the same is true of Dubestan Dooshezizan Vatan school, where at first all teaching was voluntary. Now they pay a French teacher and their own native teachers are paid a very meagre salary. This school has made a wonderful struggle; it is greatly blessed by Abdul-Baha.

"I attended examinations in this school three afternoons and in Miss Kappes' five afternoons, and without exception from beginners up, the American students stood well in their classes. No. 56, Sabetha Khanom (Dorothy Hoar), was second in spelling contest; No. 70, Shams-ol Molluk (Mrs. Helen S. Goodall), was second in Persian grammar.

"You need not hesitate to assure our patrons that their students are being encouraged to make the most of their opportunity, and we are proud of their progress.

"If it is possible, I will later send you figures of standing of each scholar."

A contribution of $100 toward the educational fund was sent through Mirza Ahmad Schrub, by Mme. A. F. Cheron, of Paris, France.

Among numerous letters received recently with assurances of sympathy and offers of co-operation, was one from Abbas Ally Butt Cashmiree, of Rangoon, Burma. The Society now has scholarships maintained in France, England, German and India, beside the American subscriptions.

A circular letter is being issued to members and to the Baha'i Assemblies, outlining a need for additional scholarships are solicited, particularly for the girls' schools, and to replace a few which are lapsing. The Society gratefully acknowledges the continued support of its loyal members and friends.

A circular letter is being issued to members and to the Baha'i Assemblies, outlining a need for additional scholarships are solicited, particularly for the girls' schools, and to replace a few which are lapsing. The Society gratefully acknowledges the continued support of its loyal members and friends.

A contribution of $100 toward the educational fund was sent through Mirza Ahmad Schrub, by Mme. A. F. Cheron, of Paris, France.

Among numerous letters received recently with assurances of sympathy and offers of co-operation, was one from Abbas Ally Butt Cashmiree, of Rangoon, Burma. The Society now has scholarships maintained in France, England, German and India, beside the American subscriptions.

Miss Kappes Daughter of Tayvere Khanom, her four children and maid

Additional scholarships are solicited, particularly for the girls' schools, and to replace a few which are lapsing. The Society gratefully acknowledges the continued support of its loyal members and friends.

A circular letter is being issued to members and to the Baha'i Assemblies, outlining a need for additional scholarships are solicited, particularly for the girls' schools, and to replace a few which are lapsing. The Society gratefully acknowledges the continued support of its loyal members and friends.

A contribution of $100 toward the educational fund was sent through Mirza Ahmad Schrub, by Mme. A. F. Cheron, of Paris, France.

Among numerous letters received recently with assurances of sympathy and offers of co-operation, was one from Abbas Ally Butt Cashmiree, of Rangoon, Burma. The Society now has scholarships maintained in France, England, German and India, beside the American subscriptions.

Joseph H. Hannen, Executive Secretary, P. O. Box 192, Washington, D. C.
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—Baha'u'llah.

ADDRESS

ADDRESSES BY ABDUL-BAHA DELIVERED IN BOSTON

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA BEFORE THE THEO­SOPHICAL SOCIETY OF BOSTON, MASS., AT THE KEN­SINGTON, EXETER AND BOYLSTON STREETS, JULY 24TH, 1912.

I HAVE come from New York to meet with you, but I regret that I cannot stay long. Therefore, I consider it very opportune to discuss with you an important question. I have not time for numerous meetings.

In the world of existence there is nothing so important as spirit. Nothing is as essential as the spirit of man. The spirit of man is the most noble of phenomena. The spirit of man is the meeting between man and God. The spirit of man is the cause of human life. The spirit of man is the collective center of all virtues. The spirit of man is the cause of the illumination of this world. The world may be likened to the body and man may be likened to the spirit of the body, because the light of the world is this spirit. Man in the world is the life of the world, and the life of man is the spirit. The happiness of the world depends upon man, and the happiness of man is dependent upon the spirit. The world may be likened to the lamp chimney, whereas man may be likened to the light itself. Man may be likened to the lamp, the spirit to the very light within the lamp. Therefore let us speak of this spirit.

The people of the world are divided into two classes. One class is the materialistic philosophers who deny the spirit and its immortality. The second class comprises the divine philosophers, the wise men of God, the wise illuminati. They believe in the spirit and its immortality. The Greek philosophers declared man to consist of simply the material elements. These material elements compose the cellular elements of the human existence, and when this composition is subjected to disintegration, the life of man becomes extinct. They taught that other than the body there is no spirit. It is body and body only. From these elements these human emanations have come. To them the eye and the ear are due; by them the sense of taste, smell and touch are caused; and when these elements are decomposed, these senses are likewise decomposed. This is the statement of the materialistic philosophers.

But the philosophers of God say, No! the spirit does exist; the spirit is living and eternal. Because of the objections of the materialistic philosophers, therefore, the wise men of God have advanced rational proofs in regard to the validity of the spirit. The materialistic philosophers do not believe in the books of God, and, hence, for them traditional proofs are no evidence; materialistic proofs are necessary. Consequently, the philosophers and wise men of God have said that it is firmly established that existing phenomena may be resolved into grades, that is to say, the mineral, vegetable or animal kingdoms, which possess either the functions augmentative or the functions tangible.

When we look at the mineral we discover that it exists and is possessed of virtue, that is to say, the power augmentative. When we consider the vegetable we see that it possesses the power of the mineral plus the power of growth. Therefore, it is evident that the vegetable kingdom is superior to the mineral. When we look at the animal kingdom we discover that the animal possesses both the power of the vegetable and those of the mineral, because it is both material and endowed with the virtues augmentative. It is possessed of the virtues of a kingdom, whereof the mineral and vegetables are minus. That is to say, the animal has the sense of hearing, sight, taste, smell and touch, the five senses of perception. It likewise has the power of memory. These do not exist in the lower kingdoms.

Just as the animal is more noble than the vegetable and the mineral, so is man superior to the animal. When we look at the animal we see that, although it possesses the five senses, it is bereft of ideation; that is to say, the animal is a captive of the world of nature, it is not in touch with that which lies beyond nature, it is bereft of spiritual susceptibilities,
it is bereft of the attractions of conscience, it is not in touch with the world of God, it cannot deviate one hair's breadth from the law of nature. It is different with man. Man is possessed of the emanations of conscience; he has intelligence and perception and is capable of discovering mysteries in the universe. All the human industries we see, all the inventions and undertakings we observe are mysteries of nature and at one time were hidden; but the reality of man has discovered these mysteries. As a matter of fact, according to nature's laws, these things should be hidden and latent, but man having transcended the laws of nature, discovered these mysteries and brought them from the invisible state to the visible plane. See what a marvel man is! Consider electricity— one of the mysteries of creation. Under the requirement of natural law it should remain latent, but man discovered this power, brought it forth from the invisible state to the visible plane and utilized its energies. That is to say, man transcended this law of nature. How many of the mysteries of nature have been penetrated! Columbus, while in Spain, discovered America. Man is capable of discovering that the sun is stationary, while the earth revolves about it. The animal cannot do this. Man perceives the mirage is an illusion. This is beyond the power of the animal. The animal can only perceive through sense impressions, but cannot grasp intellectual realities. The animal cannot conceive of the power of thought. This is an intellectual matter and not limited to the senses. The animal cannot conceive of the fact that the earth is spherical. Intellectual phenomena are human powers. All creation is captive of nature: it cannot deviate a hair's breadth from the laws established by nature. But man wrests the sword from nature's hand and uses it upon nature's head. For example, it is a requirement of nature that man should be a dweller upon the earth, but the power of the human spirit transcends the law and he soars aloft in aeroplanes. This is contrary to the law and requirement of nature. He sails at high speed upon the ocean. He dives beneath its surface in submarines. He impresses the voice in the phonograph. He communicates in the twinkling of an eye from the east to the west. These are some of the things we know to be contrary to the law of nature. Man transcends nature's laws. The animal, the vegetable, the mineral cannot do this. This can only be done through the power of the spirit, because the spirit is the reality. But in the physical powers and senses man and the animal are partners. In fact, animal is often superior to man in sense perception. For instance, the vision of some animals is exceedingly acute; the ear of the animal can detect a voice at a long distance. Consider the instinct of a dog; it is much greater than a man's. But although the animal shares with man all the physical virtues and senses, a spiritual power is bestowed upon man, of which the animal is devoid. This is proof that there is something in man which is absent in the animal; there is a faculty in man which is minus in the animal: there is a virtue in man which is lacking in the animal. This is the spirit of man. All these wonderful accomplishments are due to the efficacy and penetration of the spirit of man. Were man bereft of this spirit, none of these accomplishments would have been possible. This is a proof that man is possessed of a spirit. This is evident as the sun at midday.

All creatures of material organism are limited to an image or form. That is to say, every created material being is possessed of one form. It cannot possess two forms at the same time. For example, a body may be triangular, spherical, square, a hexagon or an octagon, but it is impossible for a given object to be triangular and spherical simultaneously; it cannot possess two shapes at one time. It may be either triangular or square. If it is to become square it must first rid itself of the triangular shape. It is absolutely impossible for it to be square and triangular at the same time. That is to say, in the reality of the creatures the different forms cannot be simultaneously possessed. But in the reality of man all geometrical figures can be simultaneously conceived. In other realities one image must be forsaken in order that another might be possible. This is the law of change and transformation, and change and transformation are harbingers of mortality. Were it not for change and transformation in form, phenomena would be immortal, but because phenomena is subject to change and transformation from one figure or shape to another, it is mortal. But the reality of man is possessed of all virtues; he does not have to give up one image for another as other mere bodies do. Therefore in that reality there is no change and transformation; there it is immortal and everlasting. Verily the body of man may be in America but his spirit laboring and working in the far east, discovering, organizing and systematizing. Although governing, making laws, erecting a building in Russia, his body is still
here in America. What is this power, which notwithstanding it is embodied in America, is still working in the east, organizing, systematizing, destroying, upbuilding? It is the spirit of man. This is irrefutable.

When you wish to reflect upon or consider a matter you consult something within you. You say, shall I do it or shall I not do it? Is it better to do this or abandon it? Whom do you consult? Who is within you deciding this question? Surely there is a distinct power, a distinct ego. Were it not distinct from your ego, you would not be consulting it. It is greater than the faculty of thought. It is your spirit which teaches you, which inspires and decides upon matters. Who is it that interroges? Who is it that answers? There is no doubt that it is the spirit and that there is no change or transformation there, for it is not composed of composite elements; and anything that is not composed of elements is eternal. Change and transformation are peculiarities of composition. There is no change and transformation in the spirit. In proof of this the body may become weakened in its members. It may be dismembered or one of its members may be incapacitated. The whole body may be paralyzed and yet the mind, the spirit remains ever the same. The mind decides, the thought is perfect and yet the hand is withered, the feet have become useless, the spinal column is paralyzed, and there is no muscular movement at all, but the spirit is in the same status. Dismember a healthy man—the spirit is not dismembered. Amputate his feet; his spirit is there. He may become lame, the spirit is not affected. The spirit is ever the same; no change or transformation can you perceive, and because there is no change or transformation, it is everlasting and permanent.

Consider man while in the state of sleep; it is evident that all his parts and members are at a standstill, are functionless. His eye does not see, his ear does not hear, his feet and hands are motionless, but, nevertheless, he does see in the world of dreams, he does hear, he speaks, he walks, he may even fly in an aeroplane. Therefore it becomes evident that though the body be dead yet the spirit is permanent. Nay, the perceptions may be keener when man's body is asleep, the flight may be higher, the hearing may be better; all the functions are there and yet the body is at a standstill. Hence it is proof that there is a spirit in the man and in this spirit there is no distinction as to whether the body be asleep or absolutely dead and dependent. The spirit is not incapacitated by these conditions; it is not bereft of its existence, it is not bereft of its perfections. The proofs are many—innumerable.

These are all rational proofs. Nobody can deny them. As we have shown there is a spirit and that this spirit is permanent and everlasting, we must strive to learn of it. May you become informed of this spirit, hasten to render it divine, to have it become sanctified and holy, and that it may become the very light of the world illuminating the East and the West.

I wish I might come and talk with you every night. I entertain great love for you all and am greatly pleased with this meeting.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA AT THE NEW THOUGHT FORUM (METAPHYSICAL CLUB), BOSTON, MASS., AUGUST 25TH, 1912.

Supplication.

O THOU kind God! In the utmost state of humility and submission do we entreat and supplicate at Thy Threshold, seeking Thy endless confirmations and illimitable assistance. O Thou Lord! regenerate these souls and confer upon them a new Life. Animate the spirits, inform the hearts, open the eyes and make the ears attentive. From Thy ancient Treasury confer a new being and animus and from Thy pre-existent Abode assist them to attain to new confirmations.

O God! Verily the world is in need of reformation. Bestow upon it a new existence. Give it newness of thoughts and reveal unto it heavenly sciences. Breathe into it a fresh spirit and grant unto it a holier and higher purpose.

O God! Verily Thou hast made this century radiant and in it Thou hast manifested Thy merciful Effulgence. Thou hast effaced the darkness of superstitions and permitted the Light of Assurance to shine. O God! grant that these servants may be acceptable at Thy Threshold. Reveal a new heaven and spread out a new earth for habitation. Let a new Jerusalem descend from on high. Bestow new thoughts, new life upon mankind. Endow souls with new perceptions and confer upon them new virtues. Verily Thou art the Almighty, the Powerful! Thou art the Giver, the Generous!

It is easy to bring human bodies under control. A king can bring under his rule and authority the bodies of his subjects through—

*Dr. Farroed, Translator. Stenographic notes by Miss Edna McKinney.*
out a whole country. In former centuries kings and rulers have brought under their individual control many millions of men and have been thereby enabled to carry out whatsoever they desire. If they willed to bestow happiness and peace they could do so, and if they determined to inflict suffering and discomfort they were equally capable. If they desired to send men to the field of battle, none could oppose their authority, and if they decreed their kingdoms should enjoy the bliss and serenity of immunity from war, this condition prevailed. In a word, how many kings and rulers have been able to control millions of human beings and have exercised that dominion with the utmost despotism of authority!

The point is this, that to gain control over physical bodies is an extremely easy matter, but to bring spirits within the bonds of serenity is a most arduous undertaking. This is not the work of everybody. It necessitates a divine and holy potency, the potency of Inspiration, the power of the Holy Spirit. For example, His Holiness Christ was capable of leading spirits into that abode of serenity. He was capable of guiding hearts into that haven of rest. From the day of His Manifestation to the present time He has been resuscitating hearts and quickening spirits. He has exercised that vivifying influence in the realm of hearts and spirits, therefore His resuscitating is everlasting.

In this century of the "latter times" Baha’-oolam has appeared and so resuscitated spirits that they have manifested powers more than human. Thousands of His followers have given their lives and while under the sword, shedding their blood, they have proclaimed "Ya-Baha-ul-Abha!" Such resuscitation is impossible except through a heavenly potency, a power supernatural, the divine power of the Holy Spirit. Through a natural and mere human power this is impossible. Therefore the question arises, "How is this resuscitation to be accomplished?"

There are certain means for its accomplishment by which mankind is regenerated and quickened with a new birth. This is the "second birth" mentioned in the Heavenly Books. Its accomplishment is through the baptism of the Holy Spirit. The resuscitation or rebirth of the spirit of man is through the science of the Love of God. It is through the efficacy of the Water of Life. This life and quickening is the regeneration of the phenomenal world. After the coming of the spiritual springtime, the falling of the vernal showers, the shining of the Sun of Reality, the blowing of the breezes of Perfection, all phenomena become imbued with the life of a new creation and are reformed in the process of a new genesis. Reflect upon the material springtime. When winter comes the trees are leafless, the fields and meadows withered, the flowers die away into dust-heaps; in prairie, mountain and garden no freshness lingers, no beauty is visible, no verdure can be seen. Everything is clad in the robe of death. Wherever you look around you will find the expression of death and decay. But when the spring comes, the showers descend, the sun floods the meadows and plains with light, you will observe creation clad in a new robe of expression. The showers have made the meadows green and verdant. The warm breezes have caused the trees to put on their garments of leaves. They have blossomed and soon will produce new, fresh and delightful fruits. Everything appears endowed with a newness of life; a new animus and spirit is everywhere visible. The spring has resuscitated all phenomena and has adorned the earth with beauty as it willed.

Even so is the Springtime Spiritual when it comes. When the Holy, Divine Manifestations or Prophets appear in the world, a cycle of radiance, an age of mercy dawns. Everything is renewed. Minds, hearts and all human forces are re-formed, perfections are quickened, sciences, discoveries and investigations are stimulated afresh and everything appertaining to the virtues of the human world is re-vitalized. Consider this present century of radiance and compare it with past centuries. What a vast difference exists between them! How minds have developed! How perceptions have deepened! How discoveries have increased! What great projects have been accomplished! How many realities have become manifest! How many mysteries of creation have been probed and penetrated! What is the cause of this? It is through the efficacy of the Spiritual Springtime in which we are living. Day by day the world attains a new bounty. In this radiant century neither the old customs nor the old sciences, crafts, laws and regulations have remained. The old political principles are undergoing change and a new body politic is in process of formation. Nevertheless some whose thoughts are concealed and whose souls are bereft of the light of the Sun of Reality seek to arrest this development in the world of the minds of men. Is this possible?

In the unmistakable and universal re-forma-
tion we are witnessing, when outer conditions of humanity are receiving such impetus, when human life is assuming a new aspect, when sciences are stimulated afresh, inventions and discoveries increasing, civic laws undergoing change and moralities evidencing uplift and betterment, is it possible that spiritual impulses and influences should not be renewed and re-formed? Naturally new spiritual thoughts and inclinations must also become manifest. If spirituality be not renewed, what fruits come from mere physical reformation? For instance, the body of man may improve, the quality of bone and sinew may advance, the hand may develop, other limbs and members may increase in excellence, but if the mind fails to develop, of what use is the rest? The important factor in human improvement is the mind. In the world of the mind there must needs be development and improvement. There must be re-formation in the kingdom of the human spirit, otherwise no result will be attained from betterment of the mere physical structure.

In this new year new fruits must be forthcoming, for that is the provision and intention of spiritual re-formation. The renewal of the leaf is fruitless. From the re-formation of bark or branch no fruit will come forth. The renewal of verdure produces nothing. If there be no renewal of fruit from the tree, of what avail is the re-formation of bark, blossom, branch and trunk? For a fruitless tree is of no special value. Similarly, of what avail is the re-formation of physical conditions unless they are concomitant with spiritual re-formations? For the essential reality is the spirit, the foundation basis is the spirit, the life of man is due to the spirit, the happiness, the animus, the radiance, the glory of man—all are due to the spirit; and if in the spirit no re-formation takes place, there will be no result to human existence.

Therefore we must strive, with life and heart, that the material and physical world may be reformed, human perception become keener, the merciful Effulgence manifest and the radiance of Reality shine. Then the Star of Love shall appear and the world of humanity become illumined. The purpose is that the world of existence is dependent for its progress upon re-formation; otherwise it will be as dead. Consider, if a new springtime failed to appear, what would be the effect upon this globe, the earth? Undoubtedly it would become dissolve and life extinct. The earth has need of an annual coming of spring. It is necessary that a new bounty should be forthcoming. If it comes not, life would be effaced. In the same way the world of spirit needs new life, the world of mind necessitates new animus and development, the world of souls a new bounty, the world of morality a re-formation, the world of divine effulgence ever new beneficents. Were it not for this replenishment, the life of the world would become effaced and extinguished. If this room is not ventilated and the air freshened, respiration will cease after a length of time. If no rain falls, all life organisms will perish. If new light does not come, the darkness of death will envelop the earth. If a new springtime does not arrive, life upon this globe will be obliterated.

Therefore, thoughts must be lofty and ideals uplifted in order that the world of humanity may become assisted in new conditions of re-form. When this re-formation affects every degree, then will come the very "Day of the Lord" of which all the Prophets have spoken. That is the Day wherein the whole world will be regenerated. Consider: are the laws of past ages applicable to present human conditions? Evidently they are not. For example, the laws of former centuries sanctioned despotic forms of government. Are the laws of despotic control fitted for present-day conditions? How could they be applied to solve the questions surrounding modern nations? Similarly, we ask, would the status of ancient thought, the crudeness of arts and crafts, the insufficiency of scientific attainment, serve us today? Would the agricultural methods of the ancients suffice in the Twentieth Century? Transportation in the former ages was restricted to conveyance by animals. How would it provide for human needs today? If modes of transportation had not been re-formed the teeming millions now upon the earth would die of starvation. Without the railway and fast-going steamship, the world of the present day would be as dead. How could great cities, such as New York and London, subsist if dependent upon ancient means of conveyance? It is also true of other things which have been re-formed in proportion to the needs of the present time. Had they not been re-formed, man could not find subsistence.

If these material tendencies are in such need of re-formation, how much greater the need in the world of the human spirit, the world of human thought, perception, virtues and bounties! Is it possible that need has remained sta-
O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become worldwide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! 

Signed

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
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THE NINETEEN-DAY FEAST*—You must continue to keep the Nineteen-Day Feast. It is very important; it is very good. But when you present yourselves in the meetings, before entering them, free yourselves from all that you have in your heart, free your thoughts and your minds from all else save God, and speak to your heart. That all may make this a gathering of love, make it the cause of illumination, make it a gathering of attraction of the hearts, surround this gathering with the Lights of the Supreme Concours, so that you may be gathered together with the utmost love.

O God! Dispel all those elements which are the cause of discord, and prepare for us all those things which are the cause of unity and accord! O God! Descend upon us Heavenly Fragrance and change this gathering into a gathering of Heaven! Grant to us every benefit and every food. Prepare for us the Food of Love! Give to us the Food of Knowledge! Bestow upon us the Food of Heavenly Illumination!

In your hearts remember these things, and then enter the Unity Feast.

Each one of you must think how to make happy and pleased the other members of your Assembly, and each one must consider all those who are present as better and greater than himself, and each one must consider himself less than the rest. Know their station as high, and think of your own station as low. Should you act and live according to these behests, know verily, of a certainty, that that Feast is the Heavenly Food. That Supper is the “Lord’s Supper!” I am the Servant of that gathering.

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

A SILVER VASE in commemoration of the visit of Abdul-Baha to America, is to be placed in the Holy Tomb of Baha’u’llah.

By the earnest solicitation of Mr. Edward Kinney and about thirty of the New York Baha’is, the gracious permission of the Centre of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha, was given this project after he had declined personal gifts. All who desire may contribute any sum to this sacred purpose. It is preferred that the contributions be sent through the Treasurer of the various Baha’i centres of America. When this is not possible, it can be sent direct to Mrs. Edward Kinney, 276 West 86th street, or to Mr. James F. Brittingham, 894 Prospect avenue, New York City, who is acting as the Treasurer of the fund.
REGARDING PRINTING of books concerning the Cause, the following (portion of a) Tablet was recently received from Abdul-Baha: "In regard to printing any book concerning the Cause: It is unlawful except with a permission from the Centre of the Covenant—whether it be from the blessed Tablets or from the composition of the friends. To do other than this will incur a great risk."

ANNOUNCEMENT—To the Friends of God, the Beloved of El-Abha, Throughout America—Greeting:—It is deemed advisable, while the memory of the visit of the Centre of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha, is still fresh in the minds and hearts of the friends, to make an effort to collect every obtainable word uttered by him during his sojourn in America, whether public or private—together with all incidents and photographs surrounding the same—for preservation in the archives at Chicago.

These archives were established by the House of Spirituality ten years ago, to preserve not only valuable documents of the Cause, of which it was the custodian, but to collect copies of every Tablet obtainable, revealed by Abdul-Baha to the friends in America. About a thousand Tablets have been received, together with data concerning each, and all carefully filed in a modern safety storage vault.

In this present endeavor to collect and preserve the addresses, interviews, incidents, photographs, etc., pertaining to the visit of Abdul-Baha in America, please see that (1) date, (2) place and (3) circumstances are sent concerning same—including (4) name and (5) address of sender; and, if of a personal nature, whether or not permission is given to publish. Please address budgets to

Mr. Albert R. Windust, Librarian.
515 South Dearborn Street, Chicago.

OUR PERSIAN SECTION this issue contains: (1) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Mirza Heidar Ali; (2) poem by Mirza Mahmood; (3) letter from Paris by Mirza Mahmood; (4) two poems by Noush.

NEWS NOTES

PORT SAID, EGYPT—Abdul-Baha and suite arrived June 17 on board the steamship Himalaya. He sent a telegram to Haifa, instructing the many pilgrims awaiting his return to come to Port Said. On account of the great numbers who came and there being no room in the hotel large enough to hold them, a large tent was erected on the roof in which to hold meetings.

No. 4 issue of the STAR OF THE WEST has arrived, and caused happiness to the friends. The pilgrims speak many wonderful things regarding it in the Orient. If the editors should hear it their hearts and souls would be infinitely joyous.

Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

MANDALAY, UPPER BURMA—Mohammed Salaiman, also known as Ko Po Chit, the President of this Assembly, departed this life and ascended to the Supreme Concourse, May 7, in his fifty-first year. He was a man of loving character, with a heart that drew to him many warm friends. Ever since becoming a believer in the Holy Cause he served the Assembly with great and untiring energy, love and devotion. Although we are in utmost loss, we are happy that he departed with firm faith in the Supreme Cause of El-Abha and the Centre of the Covenant. We have submitted the matter to the holy presence of Abdul-Baha for his divine blessing, offered prayers in every Assembly in Burma and India, and now ask you to announce it in the STAR OF THE WEST.

The Cause of God is progressing in all parts of India and Burma. One of our brothers, Mohammed Raza Shirazi, B. A., has recently visited all parts of India, proclaiming the Cause in different assemblies of Mohammedans, Hindoos, Brahma Samaj and Arya Samaj.

Syed Mustafa.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Ransel Newcombe Whitney, one of the early believers in this city, passed away on June 18, at the age of seventy-one years. He was of a quiet and reserved temperament and loved by all as a man of sterling character and a sincere believer. His home, for a long time, was one of the centres of the Cause in Brooklyn. Mr. Whitney's remains were buried at Keene, N. H., the home of his boyhood.

F. E. O.
tionary while the world has been advancing in every other condition and direction? It is impossible!

Therefore, we must invoke and supplicate God and strive with the utmost effort in order that the world of human existence in all its degrees may receive a mighty impulse, complete human happiness be attained and the resurrection of all spirits and emanations be realized through the boundless favor of the Mercy of God.

EXTRACTS FROM A TALK GIVEN BY ABDUL-BAHA

JULY 23rd, 1912, IN ANSWER TO QUESTIONS ASKED BY MRS. CAMPBELL AND DR. GUY, AT HOTEL VICTORIA, BOSTON, MASS.

THE injunction to Bahais has been this:—They must not engage in matters of politics which lead to corruption. They must have nothing to do with corruption or sedition, but should interest themselves in clean politics. In Persia, at the present time, the Bahais have no part in the movements which have terminated in corruption; but on the other hand a Bahai may be a politician of the right type; even ministers in Persia are Bahais. The Bahai spirit is, that economic and social conditions, but they are under the heading of Laws. The Bahai spirit is, that in order to establish a better economic and social condition you must create love in the hearts, in order that they may become the cause of the attraction of souls. Manifest true economics to the people. Show what love is, what kindness is, what severance is, what giving is.

The Bahai Cause includes questions of economic and social conditions, but they are under the heading of Laws. The Bahai spirit is, that in order to establish a better economic and social condition you must abide by certain laws. We will have economic laws so that the Socialists may demand legally and not by force or strike. The Government will enact the laws, establish just legislation, and just economics, in order that all humanity may enjoy the utmost of welfare; but according to law. Without law and legislation demands fail and welfare will not be realized. Today they strike and make demands. This is not good. Laws and regulations set forth rightful demands.

While thousands are considering these questions, we have more essential questions. The secrets of the whole economic condition are Divine in nature, and are concerned with the world of the heart and spirit. In the Bahai teaching this is most completely explained, and without consideration of the Bahai teachings it is impossible to realize a better state. All this will come to pass. The Bahais will bring about the better state, but not through corruption and sedition. It will not be warfare but perfect welfare. In short, hearts must be so cemented together, love must become so dominant, that the rich shall most willingly, out of the free will of their hearts, help and extend assistance to the poor, and take steps in the way of these adjustments. If it is accomplished in this way, it will be very good, because then it will be for the sake of God and in His path. For example, the rich of a city should say: “It is not becoming, it is not lawful that we should have such excessive wealth, while in this very city there is abject poverty,” and willingly they should give of their wealth. They should give to the poor, and retain only as much as will enable them to live comfortably and honestly.

You must strive as much as possible to create love in the hearts, in order that they may become shining and radiant. When that love shines in the hearts, even as this light (pointing to the electric light), it will permeate other hearts; and when the love of God is established, everything else will be realized. This is the foundation. Be thoughtful of it! Think of becoming the cause of the attraction of souls. Manifest true economics to the people. Show what love is, what kindness is, what severance is, what giving is.

BAHA'O'LLAH spread this Teaching of Universal Peace sixty years ago, when it was not even thought of by the people. Now because this has been spread, they say, “Yes, we are thinking of peace,” long after BAHA'O'LLAH said it should come to pass. While BAHA'O'LLAH was in prison he sent Tablets (letters) to the Kings and rulers advising this, and it was published sixty years ago.

This is the important thing for you to do. Act in accordance with the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH. All His books will be translated. Now is the time for you to live in accordance with the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH. That is the true translation, your deeds must be the real translation.

Economic questions will not attract hearts. The love of God alone will attract hearts. These economic questions are very good questions, but the thing that attracts the hearts of men is the Love of God.
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الشرح:
- هذه الصفحة تحتوي على جدول يحتوي على السطر الأول باللغة العربية، والصفحات الأخرى باللغة العربية المتداولة.
- في الجدول، هناك ستة وثلاثة سلسلة، كل سطر يحتوي على ثلاث وثلاثة رقم.
- هذه الصفحة مكتوبة باللغة العربية، وتحتوي على صيغة جدولية وصفحات أخرى باللغة العربية المتداولة.
- في الصفحة، يوجد عدد من الأرقام، وتحتوي الصفحة على صيغة جدولية وصفحات أخرى باللغة العربية المتداولة.
- هذه الصفحة تحتوي على جدول يحتوي على سلسلة من الأرقام، كل سطر يحتوي على ثلاث وثلاثة رقم.
- في الجدول، يوجد عدد من الأرقام، وتحتوي الصفحة على صيغة جدولية وصفحات أخرى باللغة العربية المتداولة.
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الرسالة:

الاستخدامات المرجعية:

1. الاستخدام 1
2. الاستخدام 2
3. الاستخدام 3
4. الاستخدام 4

النتائج:

1. النتيجة 1
2. النتيجة 2
3. النتيجة 3
4. النتيجة 4
محطب باللحن

أُحْيِي مَعَ دَوْرِيَّةٍ، يَا دَوْرِيَّة، يَا دَوْرِيَّةً، يَا دَوْرِيَّةً، يَا دَوْرِيَّةً,
هَلْ أَلْدَأَا عَنْكَ حَيَّاً، يَا عَنْكَ حَيَّاً، يَا عَنْكَ حَيَّاً، يَا عَنْكَ حَيَّاً، يَا عَنْكَ حَيَّاً,
فَأَلْدَأَا لِيْكَ حَيَّاً، يَا لِيْكَ حَيَّاً، يَا لِيْكَ حَيَّاً، يَا لِيْكَ حَيَّاً، يَا لِيْكَ حَيَّاً,
لَأَلْدَأَا ذَاكَ عَنْكَ حَيَّاً، يَا ذَاكَ عَنْكَ حَيَّاً، يَا ذَاكَ عَنْكَ حَيَّاً، يَا ذَاكَ عَنْكَ حَيَّاً، يَا ذَاكَ عَنْكَ حَيَّاً.

يَا رَفْعُ الْكَرَامَةِ يَا رَفْعُ الْكَرَامَةِ يَا رَفْعُ الْكَرَامَةِ يَا رَفْعُ الْكَرَامَةِ يَا رَفْعُ الْكَرَامَةِ,
فَلَا يَضُرُّ لَكُمْ ذِي الْؤْمَنِ يَا ذِي الْؤْمَنِ يَا ذِي الْؤْمَنِ يَا ذِي الْؤْمَنِ يَا ذِي الْؤْمَنِ,
فَلَا يَضُرُّ لَكُمْ ذِي الْؤْمَنِ يَا ذِي الْؤْمَنِ يَا ذِي الْؤْمَنِ يَا ذِي الْؤْمَنِ يَا ذِي الْؤْمَنِ,
فَلَا يَضُرُّ لَكُمْ ذِي الْؤْمَنِ يَا ذِي الْؤْمَنِ يَا ذِي الْؤْمَنِ يَا ذِي الْؤْمَنِ يَا ذِي الْؤْمَنِ,
فَلَا يَضُرُّ لَكُمْ ذِي الْؤْمَنِ يَا ذِي الْؤْمَنِ يَا ذِي الْؤْمَنِ يَا ذِي الْؤْمَنِ يَا ذِي الْؤْمَنِ.
Address: Najme Bakhtiar, P. O. Box 283, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
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REPORT OF FIFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY

Held in French Ionic Room, Masonic Temple, Twenty-third Street and Sixth Avenue, New York City, April 28-29th, 1913.

[From notes taken stenographically by Mr. Hooper Harris]

MONDAY MORNING, APRIL 28th.

THE President of the Bahai Temple Unity, Mr. Albert H. Hall, of Minneapolis, called the session to order. All sang the hymn “Great Day of God.”

THE PRESIDENT: We have heard in our ears the glorious harmony of song, let us now in the silence hear the response of the Infinite in our hearts.

[After a brief silence, the President read the prayer commencing: “O our God! Thy Face is the goal of the lovers, Thy meeting is the hope of the sincere,” etc.]

THE PRESIDENT: You are called to meet here pursuant to a resolution of the Executive Board of this Unity, with the sanction and approval of Abdul-Baha. This annual convention of the Bahai Temple Unity is meeting for the first time outside of the City of Chicago.

This organization was begun for the purpose of establishing a foundation of spiritual unity in the western hemisphere. We have secured title to a beautiful site at Chicago, upon which, we pray, soon shall stand, to greet the coming suns, the first Edifice erected in America by the gifts of all peoples and religions of the earth, and dedicated to the One God, loved and adored in His Oneness and Singleness by all the children of men. We have come to you for new inspiration and new light, and to bring to you somewhat of that unity, and harmony, that has prevailed in all this work thus far. We are here for spiritual consultation; for guidance; to arouse the energies, to awaken the sleeping and move the hearts and hands to livelier interest, to greater work, to more effort and sacrifice.

Would not his excellency, Eshte’al-Ebn-Kalantar, of Persia, consent to represent that sacred land as a delegate in this Unity from that country?

ESHTE’AL-EBN-KALANTER: Dr. Bagdadi is here.

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Bagdadi is an accredited member of this body.

DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI: If the suggestion of the President is a motion, I second that motion.

THE PRESIDENT: You have heard the motion and the second, that we recognize his excellency, Eshte’al-Ebn-Kalantar, as the representative from Persia in this Unity, and hearing only assent and no dissent, I announce the motion unanimously carried.

The Secretary, Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen, has and will read the list of delegates that we may know who are here, after which we will proceed to the organization of this convention.

ROLL CALL OF DELEGATES PRESENT.

Mrs. Nels Peterson, Del. ..... Muskegon, Fruitport, Grand Rapids, Grand Haven, Mich.
Mr. Mountfort Mills, Del. ..... New York City, N. Y.
Mr. Arthur E. Dodo, Del. ..... New York City, N. Y.
Mrs. Alice Fees Breed, Alt. ..... New York City, N. Y.
Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, Alt. ..... New York City, N. Y.
Mr. Hilbert E. Dahl, Del. ..... Pittsburgh, Pa.
Miss Martha L. Root, Alt. ..... Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mr. George Nathaniel Clark, Del. ..... Denver, Colo.
Mrs. Corinne True, Del. ..... Chicago, Ill.
Miss Mary Leach, Del. ..... Chicago, Ill.
Mr. Alfred Lunt, Del. ..... Boston, Mass.
Mrs. Helen Campbell, Alt. ..... Boston, Mass.
Mrs. Anna L. Farrington, Del. ..... Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mrs. M. C. Hotchkiss, Del. ..... Washington, D. C.
Mrs. J. C. deLagnel, Del. ..... Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Margaret Green, Del. ..... Washington, D. C.
Mr. Albert H. Hall, Del. ..... Minneapolis, Minn.
Mrs. Charles L. Lincoln, Del. ..... Brooklyn, N. Y.
Miss Irene C. Holmes, Alt. ..... Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mrs. M. L. Carre, Del. ..... Newark, N. J.
Mrs. Harriet M. Saunders, Alt. ..... Newark, N. J.
Mrs. Max Thompson, Del. ..... Baltimore, Md.
Mr. Edward D. Strawen, Alt. ..... Baltimore, Md.
Mr. William H. Hearn, Del. ..... Jersey City, N. J.
Dr. F. G. Hale, Alt. ..... Jersey City, N. J.
Miss Lillian Penn, Del. ..... Montclair, N. J.
Miss E. Stevens, Alt. ..... Montclair, N. J.
Mrs. Pauline Crews, Del. ..... Hartford, Conn.
Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, Alt. ..... Hartford, Conn.

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be: these fruitless strifes, these useless wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’U’LLAH.
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DELEGATES ABSENT.

Mr. Willard H. Ashton, Del. .... Rockford, Ill. ;

Kathryn Frankland, Del. ................. Tropico, Calif. ;

Mr. George Latimer, Del. ............... Portland, Oregon. ;

Mrs. Joseph D. Marques, Del. ......... Honolulu, T. H.

Mr. G. Maxwell, Montreal, Canada ;

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Hannen, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis G. Gregory, Washington, D. C. ; Mrs. Pannell G. Lesch, Mrs. M. Thummel, Chicago; Miss Barbara Flitine, Dr. and Mrs. V. L. Gay, Boston, and

[The President announced that a sufficient number of delegates were present to proceed with the business of the convention. Mr. Albert H. Hall was unanimously elected per­manent Chairman of the convention by a ris­ ing vote.]

THE CHAIRMAN: I will obey orders. I shall

not try to find my guidance in my own will; but in the wills of others, we all seek the com­ mon guidance. If you in spiritual consultation will guide, I shall follow with you.

[Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen was unanimously elected Secretary and Mr. Hooper Harris as Assistant Secretary of the convention.]

[The Secretary presented his annual re­ port.]

Secretary's Report.

Bahai Friends—Greeting—The Secretary's report will be in reality the Executive Committee's report. It is a very difficult mat­ ter to make report here in New York similar to what we might make in Chicago, as there are so many of the friends here who are not as familiar with the work as the friends in Chicago. We will say, however, that the work of the past year has been devoted mainly to the raising of funds for the purpose of clearing the debt of the Main Tract of land on which the Mashriq-al-Azkar shall stand and the trustees have devoted the greater portion of the past year to sending out letters and devising means to raise funds in order that the debt might be canceled while Abdul-Baha was in America, and it affords us great pleasure to report to you that the debt on the Main Tract has been paid. Arrangements have been made for the removal of taxes upon this land as soon as we are in a position to begin the erection of the building, which matter will be taken up later by your committee. The past year has been a difficult one for the Executive Committee to meet our various obligations and a great responsibility rested upon them, for when we received instructions from Abdul-
to ask all the delegates to urge the friends of their respective cities to take hold with greater activity in order that we may cancel the remaining debt upon the Lake Shore Tract so that future funds may be devoted to plans, engineering and excavations for the foundations of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, as we have the privilege of making this payment in full any time that we have the money.

BERNARD M. JACOBSEN, Secretary.

Mr. MONTFORT MILLS: Now that the Secretary's report has been made, the meeting of the Mashrak-el-Azkar convention is placed squarely before us, and I would like to suggest that we send a cablegram to Abdul-Baha communicating to him the greetings of this Assembly and supplicate his spiritual guidance.

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Mills always thinks of the right thing at the right time.

[Motion duly seconded and unanimously carried and cablegram ordered sent.]

Mr. DODGE: If it is in order, may we move that the Secretary's report be placed on file for record? [It was so ordered.]

ESHTE' AL-EBN-KALANTER: I wish to make a suggestion. While we greatly commend, all of us, the successful efforts of the friends throughout the country and other parts of the world in raising funds, we should not feel that we have done enough. You understand that Abdul-Baha is now sixty-nine years old and will not be very much longer with us, according to the reckonings of our nature and our experience in this world. Why not, friends, so organize our efforts to such fruitfulness as to precipitate the time when the building itself will be achieved, and then attract Abdul-Baha here to dedicate it? For instance, all of us Bahais are interested in our daily work, but we could stop for an hour and do some kind of work that would not conflict with our daily duties, sewing, washing, cleaning, writing articles for the papers, writing books, doing, in a word, all that could be convertible into cash, and in that way raise the much needed money for the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

Mr. LINN: May I supplement what has been said by our dear brother? We know that Abdul-Baha has told us that these days are swiftly passing and once gone can never be recalled. It seems to me that for a matter of nine thousand dollars we should not hesitate to apply our utmost efforts, that we may save time; save these precious days and anticipate the payments the Secretary has told you about, which if paid on the date they are due will carry us along to the year 1915.

The isolated unit is sadly ineffectual. One city giving a lot of money and other cities and towns giving very little, does not help this fund very much; a few individuals who are capable of giving $50 or $100 or more, and then a number of hundreds, or perhaps thousands, who have not been stimulated to giving, who might give, does not yield the aggregate; but if we decide here in this convention to enact a uniform system and plan and to send forth from this convention a delegate and representative from the general committee for the raising of funds, who will go to his home town or city, and who will there put into effect the plan decided upon here, it will be attractive as coming from this convention and will bear fruit. I would also suggest this: let each one be called upon to give one dollar, and let each one agree to find one other, whether Bahai or person interested in universal peace, who will also give one dollar, and I would like to see a committee appointed to report tomorrow, so that we might have real spiritual consultation on it and see what we may evolve.

THE CHAIRMAN: This is good. This is the whole business we are here for. You have struck the key note; we must build that Temple, and we must build it now. And it must be built by us. We might inspire some capitalist or somebody else, with the glorious possibilities of this thing, but that is not it; this work has been the work of love, of voluntary and glad sacrifice; it has been the best investment that human souls have laid upon the altar or put to any use in the last five years. If any of you put any money in this, you haven't any money that you have ever earned or paid out in your life which is so well invested as this is, and there is no place where you can put your earnings and savings hereafter to better use. It will be set on a hill that will be seen of all men, and best of all, that which is blessed of God, and no giver to this Cause but will be repaid out of treasuries that are boundless. I am very glad that you have struck the key note. This is what we came to New York for. We did not come to New York to get money, but we came to see you and to give you a chance to invest in God's work.

Now, this is going to be the standing topic, we will be in committee of the whole all the while, and if the Spirit moves you to a good thing, don't think that you are
The Chairman: I take it that it is the sense of the meeting that the two reports of the Financial Secretary and the Treasurer, just made by Mrs. True, be referred to an auditing committee.

[The Chairman appointed Mr. Lunt, Mrs. Ober and Mr. Hoar.]

Mr. Miles: While on the subject of finances, I think it would help the friends in considering plans, if we could hear definitely what Abdul-Baha's plan is, or what he has said about the matter. Was not something said about the land being worth $70,000 and a mortgage being put on it? Has Abdul-Baha expressed himself about that?

Mrs. True: Yes.

The Chairman: If there is any doubt about it in your minds, we will hear from Mr. Wilhelm on that.

Mr. Wilhelm: There was some question about that. Mrs. True seemed to be somewhat disturbed over it. I think Abdul-Baha felt that unless we were more active—Now it is all very nice to talk about what we have done and look at that $50,000, but when we stop to think of it, it means that we have not given a dollar since we have heard this message—a year. Now what we have accomplished is not bad under the circumstances, but if I properly understood Abdul-Baha, my impression as we talked about that—he encourages us as a rule in whatever we do, fair, bad or middling, he tries to encourage rather than discourage—but I thought I could see a trace of disappointment on his face on more than one occasion, that we had not done a great deal more. Mrs. True and one or two of the others may bear me out in this, and Mrs. Kinney. Well, undoubtedly some of you have sensed the same thing. I don't know that he said so in so many words, though he did say to me one day in private what made me feel quite sheepish; he didn't say it directly to me but I caught the drift of the meaning. Something was said about paying for the main tract at once or we would lose it. Mrs. True said, "Well, she thought they might sell the lake shore tract in order to raise the money to pay for the main tract." It will just show some of you who have not been on the tract, if you will imagine these two banners [pointing to two banners on the wall] as the main tract, the two upper banners would be the little strip bordering on the lake. Well,
several thousand dollars had already been paid on that tract and it seemed bad to let it go, especially as land values were increasing, so it was decided, after getting together, that it should be retained, because the main tract was then paid for or would be within a few weeks.

Then he said, "You must not build under a mortgage." It would seem to me from the way he spoke that it was contrary to Bahai principles to have any debt, and that we must first create our fund and then spend as might be best. As I understood it, he may not have used the word "mortgage," but I understood it clearly that we must establish a correctness in all our business affairs, which shows that the Bahai teaching is that we must "make good," and that first our fund must be gathered.

We spoke about doing certain work in order to create more money; but let each of us give one dollar a month, or whatever it may be—and by the way, while this is the time of the discussion of the minimum wage, that does not mean that the minimum wage is to be the established scale. [Laughter.]

It is very nice for those of us who have an opportunity to earn money to do some humble task within reach in order to create another penny or two, but we have no record of the widow having gone out into other channels in order to earn additional money—she gave what she had. If it may be possible for us to increase our earning, yes, that is fine and beautiful, but sometimes I have wondered whether we were doing right in the giving of this to the Mashrak-el-Azkar. For instance, I had a lot of photographs made, and they cost me thirty cents, or thirty-five, and I said I will put the price at fifty cents, which will pay postage and leave something for the Mashrak-el-Azkar, and I talked with my mother and she said, "No, do what you can." If you can reach out and create an additional fund, very well and good, but the widow gave what she had. Do not misunderstand me, it is all for the Cause, but it seems to me that we are more expert in our own work than in stepping out of our circle into something else. If we had no work in which we were expert, then we might do that, but let us first give what we have and give our attention to that which is most productive. The good woman in the household does not own very much money, and no means of income, and she may say, "I must do some sort of work"—I don't mean to discourage that; it is not so much the question of the creation of additional income, which does not hurt a bit, of course, as it is of giving what we have in our jeans now. I think that if some such plan as has been spoken of were adopted, and that does not mean that no one must give beyond that—but if each delegate would make the suggestion for his assembly that the least he will give is a dollar, something would be accomplished.

Mrs. Claudia Coles: Abdul-Baha has said that the work of the Temple is not a matter of individual effort but of united effort. There is first the spring, then the rill, then hundreds of rills, then a great river and then the mighty ocean. May that be the way in which we work for the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

[The convention adjourned until 2 o'clock.]

AFTERNOON SESSION.

[The Session was opened by silent prayer and the healing tablet for Mrs. Hull of Muskegon and Mrs. Roberts of Denver.]

The Chairman: We are here trying the methods of spiritual consultation. I will read Abdul-Baha's address* on spiritual consultation. [Reading of address referred to.]

Now we have the perspective all right. Do you know how to apply it? God's Word has been spoken in our day and we have heard it, and we have not only heard the word of His truth and love, but of His command. To what does it move us? To what effort does it arouse us? What shall we do about it?

Mrs. Ober: Mr. Chairman, may I say a word? Our Chairman has just said that the Word of God has been spoken in our day, and while he was talking there came to me the remembrance of a memorable day in Montclair when the Word of God was spoken with creative power. Now for the first time we have had the chance to know of this spiritual consultation since Abdul-Baha's departure from America, which was three days after he read the declaration of the CENTRE OF THE COVENANT. At the time I refer to, he was walking up and down the veranda. A few of us were there, and I said to the interpreter, will you tell Abdul-Baha that some of us feel that since the declaration of the Covenant, a new spiritual capacity has been born in mankind; and he turned suddenly and said that it was so. He walked to the end of the veranda and looked off, silent for a while, and then he said, with great emphasis, that it was not

---

* See page 9, No. 14, Vol. III, STAR OF THE WEST.
† See page 9, No. 16, Vol. III, STAR OF THE WEST.
until two hundred years after His Holiness Christ breathed the breath of the Holy Spirit upon the earth that it took effect. Then he turned around quickly and said, "But you shall see; you shall see"—and since the Chairman was talking, it seemed to me that the time has come right here in this little gathering when we shall see that a new spiritual capacity has been born and the result of it will be seen in this spiritual consultation.

[The Chairman called upon Mr. Gregory, of Washington.]

Mr. Gregory: The great problem seems to be to reach those persons who are interested in the Cause but who have not yet been quickened to the standard of making a contribution to this wonderful work.

No one can grow without spiritual sacrifice; it is the law of our growth; and so the building of this Temple is a great opportunity which God is offering to His children today, to those whom He has chosen and elected to be His agents for the spreading of His Word, for the manifestation of His nature in this day. In order that we may operate under this great law of sacrifice, He has given us the work of building this great Temple of God, and it is for us to measure up, as best we can, to the demands of the occasion and, by our own sacrifice, to inspire others.

And so the Temple is an opportunity to show our love, service and sacrifice. The real greatness of the work we can only dimly realize upon this occasion, but as this Temple grows and assumes some substantial form, we realize that in its deep spiritual meaning it represents the body of the Manifestation and that it is a great spiritual storehouse and will affect not only the spiritual civilization of the world, but will bring to light many wonderful things in the sciences and arts and in the diffusion of knowledge, and certainly the responsibility is upon us to strive to our utmost to bring this to fruition. Now we have come here with the idea of building the Temple, and Abdul-Baha has said not to talk, but to act.

Mr. Remey: Knowledge of the Covenant is the only thing that will produce an effect in the hearts of the people. The knowledge that the LORD has come and fulfilled His Covenant and has left the Centre of the Covenant upon the throne—it is this which will really produce a change in the hearts of the people. The moment the Covenant is mentioned in this convention, that moment we center our thoughts and hearts upon Abdul-Baha—then we strike the live wire.

Miss Quant: In thinking so much of the Covenant and what it means let me suggest: We are but a part of this wonderful Temple, the symbol of which we are looking forward to erecting. We will realize that each one must be in touch with the others, and the more we realize this and that Abdul-Baha is the great Centre and the life comes to each particle of the great body through him, our love and firmness will grow, and the power to build the outward, as the inward is being built, will never be hindered.

The Chairman: Let us, as far as we can, focus upon this, the real meaning of this Temple and the significance of it in our work: We know that all human progress is going to be along lines that will radiate from this spiritual Temple, all methods of social service will center there, we know that—but yet, just how, we do not know. Bless your heart, if the Temple were standing there tomorrow, every last stroke of the artisan's handiwork done, and the dome shining and everything finished, what would we be doing in it and with it? We will find out about the use and purpose of it in the building of it. That is the method of it. We will never have our eyes opened until we get our hearts opened wide enough to open our pocket books and get it down into our lives. We can talk about it, think about it, rhhapsodize about it, but if we don't build it, it is no use. That foundation has to be laid. In fear and trembling? Yes, and sweat and sacrifice and hard work and friction and dust—all this is coming in the building. We want some thought today on the problem of the Mashrak-el-Azkar as a base, as a foundation, as a beginning of unity, of a practical unity, a foundation laid down on the rocks so that the storms may come and the earthquakes shake and everything else be moved. But it will not be permanent and it will not be laid until all this precipitate that is in the way settles and we get a solution that goes down to the primal rock and have a test of faith. I remember that some years ago nobody dared raise the question of a test of doctrine; there was going to be no test of faith, but a test of service and love. But we have it; we have it in the term "firmness" running through all our discussion like an iron rod; we are getting ready for the cement to set on something hard, and this Mashrak-el-Azkar is the place where the cement is to be dumped and set—and when it is dumped it will be
This "firmness" is in the Centre of the Covenant of God!

E. E. K.: If there is any day in the prophetic history of the world in which words are to be demonstrated through deeds and thoughts through action, it is this day, because in the person of Abdul-Baha we see the highest fulfillment of all the aspirations established in the Bahai Revelation, and just as he lives the principles of the Cause, so must we follow and live them. In these days when it is so extraordinarily necessary to emphasize the necessity of faith in the Centre of the Covenant and the recognition of the station of that Centre, to my mind there is only one point that is even more important for us Bahais than recognition of and firmness in the Centre of the Covenant, and that one point is obedience to the ordinances and commands of that Centre. For firmness without willingness to sacrifice everything in the way of carrying out his wishes is not sufficient to our spiritual salvation in this day. His highest wish as expressed verbally and through his many Tablets is that the Temple shall be built today. Outside of the fact that the building of the Temple is the greatest means for cementing together the individual ingredients of the Bahai material in this world, the main purpose of it is, as I understand it, to fulfill a great prophecy which has been made in all the prophetic books of the past, and it is this, that, in the language of the Old Testament, in the day of The Branch—who is the Covenant of God—shall the Temple of the Lord be built: that The Branch shall build His Temple, and those who arise to cooperate with Him to carry out His wish and build His Temple are those who are firm in the Covenant. To be firm in the Covenant means to show your energy in collecting means and materials for the building of the Temple.

Mrs. Coles: We know another thing, that first it is to be built in the hearts of the people who are firm in the Centre of the Covenant. If our hearts are cemented together in love, and we follow the commands of Abdul-Baha, I think that money will be pouring in like a river, and the Mashrak-el-Azkar will be built.

Mr. Harlan F. Ober: I would like to return to the thought of this morning of the formation of a committee to present a plan for organized effort all over the country. The proper way to show firmness in the Centre of the Covenant is to get to work, formulate a committee and let them present something to this body for discussion. We must arouse a certain enthusiasm among the people and show them how to raise this money.

Mr. Lunt: I believe that the power which is centered at this gathering, bestowed upon us from the Throne of Aham and through the blessing and holy prayers of the Centre of the Covenant, only asks us to arise, and that power will do the work. We are all sure of that—that God only asks us to arise and to be willing to obey, and that these things will come to pass.

What I have in mind is that the Chairman shall appoint a large committee, a member of each community here, so as to have a representative in each place who will put into effect a uniform plan that shall be adopted here, and that, as a convention, we vote to put it into effect.

The Chairman: I am glad you are focusing your thoughts upon methods of giving. We have never tried to raise the feeling of rivalry in giving; the one who gives a large amount may really not be giving as much as the one who gives little. It is a matter of conscience, and here is the test: if none of you have given down to the point where it touches the quick, you haven’t given enough. And it does not make any difference how much or how little you have, nobody is going to be the judge but you, and there is only one law for obedience— you must give until it gets to the quick, you must give until it costs you something and makes you give up something. That means giving of what you have to the point where you know it. I have not suffered any yet, I need the preaching more than anybody else; but all of us are delinquent until we do really get to the quick, and I am going to call you to the quick line for this next year. It is not a question of raising nine thousand dollars, it is a question of raising twenty-five to fifty thousand dollars this next year!

We must build a Temple Beautiful, not because it is in Chicago, but because it is the first Mashrak-el-Azkar in the West. There is room for gardens there and for service buildings—these things will all be built in the future; but that Temple of prayer, with its nine open doors of welcome to all the people of the earth to come and worship in the silence and truth of the Spirit and hear the Word of God’s Love. That Temple need not be big, but it must be beautiful. It ought to be built, perhaps, so that it can be enlarged by the generations coming after us.
But, however we decide to build it, it is going to cost something like $25,000 to put in the foundation. Now that foundation is to be started within this year.

The means are in the hands of the folks who have it. God will not take it from them—it will be forthcoming on the opening of their hearts in return of thankfulness to Him. After we have first matured plans how we shall act, the way will appear to get it; but we must not wait for miracles to approach the rich, nor approach them with specious arguments. Unless their hearts are touched we do not want to get their money. We must not in our methods be like sparrows asking Providence to drop worms down into our mouths. We want to move the hearts of men to this movement, we want this Temple to be raised as the result of the gifts of men and women who give what they have and give intelligently and who give to the point where the giving becomes a blessing, not merely that it takes from them what they would better not have, but that it puts them to the point where it makes a sacrifice. Then it becomes a blessing to them.

Now you see where this brings us to? We can't put a measure, either a top one or a bottom one, for anybody's giving. No one can be the judge of another in the matter of the giving. Whether they shall give at all must not be a matter of our urging—we may present the Cause and the beautiful object; show them that it is a chance for the investment of their lives, a great opportunity for their spirits and souls—a great investment for God; but the rest must be left to God, just as we leave the teachings. If their eyes are opened, then let us thank God; if not, "Peace be with you."

This is the point that we have worked down to, that the giving should be regular and systematic, and there must be a systematic arousing of all the friends.

May we hear from Mr. Kinney?

Mr. Kinney: I would say that we outline some plan in which we imagine that there are to be a million blocks in this Temple, each to be put at one dollar a block, and each time anyone sends in a dollar they are entitled to be put at one dollar a block, and each time they send in a dollar they are entitled to one block in that Temple.

The Chairman: Can we not hear from Mr. Hoar?

Mr. William H. Hoar: Imasmuch as you have called me, I would like to say that I have been very much impressed with what our Persian brother and our Brother Lunt said this morning. I am particularly pleased with the ideas that have been put forth, because I myself have been a consistent advocate of this method for many years. I have some ideas as to how the money should be raised. You can't raise a great deal of money by just exerting a little interest here. Every single community in America should be divided and subdivided and there should be committees in these towns and communities who will solicit for funds, and no matter what is contributed, these committees will see that the amount is collected every single month and sent to the general treasury.

This is God's work, and it is the visible expression to the world of what we stand for, and when the world sees that Temple going up on Lake Michigan, it won't be seen alone by Chicago, but by the world, that this Message has taken root and has watered the hearts of men.

Miss Edna McKinney: When the House of Justice is established the believers will contribute one-nineteenth of their income. Can we not now make that a standard for giving to the Mashrak-el-Azkar? In this way, too, we could give of our time—perhaps one hour or one day of each nineteen days to work for the Mashrak-el-Azkar. Make that a holy day, a day whose service shall be utterly and wholly for the erection of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in this time.

The Chairman: A committee has been suggested. We should appoint a committee rather to put this thing into shape, to go over the suggestions that have been made, and give us some practical, digested, comprehensive statement.

Miss Annie Boylan: When Abdul-Baha was here last summer, he did not ask the people directly to subscribe or do anything for the Mashrak-el-Azkar, but to a certain individual he said: "The Mashrak-el-Azkar is not progressing as it should, the people in America are not working enough for it. Today Persia is very poor, is disrupted politically, its industries have been stopped, it is not flourishing, it is in very bad condition. Persia is destroyed; if Persia was not destroyed your Mashrak-el-Azkar would be built. The rich must give to the point that makes it a sacrifice."

One could see that he was most delicate all through his visit about speaking and asking people to work for the Mashrak-el-Azkar, except those he knew were so full of it that they had to speak about it. He said, "Bahaís give, they do not have to be asked"—but he always
added that if Persia today were in better condition the Mashrak-el-Azkar would be built. Then he spoke about the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Ishkabad, the way it was built; how one woman knitted socks for fifty cents a day and gave twenty-five cents to the Mashrak-el-Azkar; a poor man gained by his labor, say, a dollar a day and fifty cents of it went to the Mashrak-el-Azkar. This was the way the Mashrak-el-Azkar was built in Ishkabad, and I gathered that the Mashrak-el-Azkar in America must be built in somewhat the same fashion.

Mrs. Parmerton: Now we have heard a great deal of what we think, and I want to read a few words from one who knows. [Mrs. P. read from a Tablet by Abdul-Baha commencing: “Now the day has arrived in which the edifice of God, the Divine Sanctuary, the Spiritual Temple, shall be erected in America,” etc., and concluding, “Notice the sign which shall soon appear in those regions and then your searching heart shall be assured.”] I wonder if any of us have noticed the sign in the past year? Have you noticed the true gardener walking back and forth on the ground of America, opening every door that each and every one of us may have the blessed privilege of arising to his call and command? He has opened every door and has called us to arise and build this Temple; he has made it possible, too, that we may be his co-sharers through God’s good pleasure. Now the Baha’is know that the one who has the power to open every door, has also the power to close every door to us, and while he is with us let us enter into the way he has prepared, for we know truly that there is no other way than obeying his commands.

[The Chairman called on Dr. Bagdadi.] Dr. Bagdad: We are thinking about how to build, how to advance the Mashrak-el-Azkar, but have we ever thought how to resist the obstacles that are confronting us? One of them is that some of the friends think that the Mashrak-el-Azkar should be in their city; that it would be better in their city, or that it would make a difference if it were in Chicago or in New York or in some other city. Now this is one of the obstacles. Probably those who have thought this way may have been misled. Now, if, when the friends go back to their cities, they make it thoroughly understood that it makes no difference in what state or what city it is, and therefore why should not each and every one contribute money, perhaps that obstacle will be removed.

Now, when we go back, let us make this as an agreement: to tell them that there is no better work than the Mashrak-el-Azkar. Say to them, the Mashrak-el-Azkar at Ishkabad was in Russia. Why in Russia? Because in Persia we had not the liberty to build it; but the Persians did not say, “It is in a different country,”—no; they intend to worship the name of Bahá’u’lláh, no matter where it is. This Mashrak-el-Azkar is of America.

Mr. Ober: In one of his first Tablets on the subject, Abdul-Baha said in effect that many people would consider the Mashrak-el-Azkar as a Temple, and then proceeded to show that it was not simply a Temple, but a Mashrak-el-Azkar, with a Temple in the center with various points of service round about, and set no limitation on these points of service. It seems apparent from the discussion today that there are two points of view, and we have first one side and then the other. First and most apparent the view advanced was the necessity for the confirmation of the Spirit, the outpouring of the Spirit through revolving around Abdul-Baha, the Centre of the Covenant. The other point was the practical application by us of that Spirit in order to bring forth results which are permanent. So we have first one side emphasized and then the other.

The essential thing, it seems to me, is that we establish a plan that is always going to work. We have had here in America some difficult experiences in the matter of pledges. Though our means were small, the pledges were tremendous—as big as our eyes saw at the time, and then afterwards we would find that we could collect only a small proportion. There is no use in duplicating our experiences in that matter.

There is something to be learned from the growth of trees. A man makes an investment in a piece of land; there are some small trees and he plants more trees; they grow in the night, and keep on growing all the time. Now there are some who feel that we would lose in personal and spiritual responses if we inaugurated a system; but the suggestion has been made to focus on this so that we may have individual expression, and it occurs to me that it is possible, in the contemplation of big affairs, to entirely overlook some small thing, and after so many large schemes have been promulgated, we feel some modesty about advancing a small one. But the important thing is that we should have a sure income, and that the Board of the Unity, the
Executive Board, should be able to count upon that at all times. We all know that this Temple is going to grow outwardly in proportion to our inward growth. We also know that tremendous events will revolve around the Mashrak-el-Azkar; for instance, the great opportunities it will open up for the delivery of the Message.

I recall an incident that is undoubtedly known to a great many of you, for it has been written about by those who have traveled in the Orient, of certain stores established in Bombay. The Bombay believers are isolated Zoroastrians largely, an humble people, but through pure servitude and great efficiency, they have developed a system of restaurants in Bombay, and, through the attraction of these restaurants and the spirit in which they are run, they have gained a large percentage of the best trade of that large city of a million and half of people. They have one store there in which Abdul-Baha is a partner, and they have supplicated to him to apply the profits of that store to the purposes of the Revelation. Bombay is divided into different communities, and this store is located on the outskirts of one community so that they are able to serve not only their own community, but certain numbers of the other communities, and they are constantly working to assist the spiritual progress of the Cause through their very business. I do not know how much money is being made in this store, but a considerable sum has come from this store and from other stores in Bombay for the payment of the land upon which we are to build the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

Now there is need of the Bahai being the most practical person in the world; he sees a great vision, but at the same time he must make the immediate application. There is going on around this building, and must go on around it, the problem of the economic adjustment of the world, and this has been laid down to some extent by Abdul-Baha in his statements here in America and in England recently. Now it would seem that we should apply these principles to the extent that may be possible, so that we may apply both the spirit and the letter. I make it as a suggestion that we could work out, in conjunction with this demand for great sacrifices, certain plans which are also revealed, and certain adjustments which are to be made. Abdul-Baha has said that there would be for each village a central storehouse, and that there should be a percentage collected from all the believers, and that the surplus or profits will go into this central storehouse for the purpose of the village, and that in the larger cities a proper plan shall also be worked out. Now the proposition of one-nineteenth, or whatever proportion is acceptable is working somewhat on that principle, but is not as elastic as it will be in the future. Somehow we should work out a plan that is going to work all the time. We should be sure of a regular income.

The Chairman: I am going to appoint a committee with the approval of the rest of you who will, as far as they can, make a statement of your suggestions, a report, to be handed on for your Executive Board and for action for the coming year.

[The Chairman appointed Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, Mrs. Corinne True, Miss Edna McKinney and Mrs. Claudia Coles as such committee. The Chairman then called on Mr. Maxwell of Canada to speak.]

Mr. Maxwell: We cannot expect to build the largest building in the world, but we may build the most beautiful; it should be one of beauty and permanence rather than size. Although two million and six million dollars have been mentioned, I think $500,000 is a better figure. The New York Public Library and other famous buildings in New York were under construction for eight or ten years. The completion of the Mashrak-el-Azkar will be, perhaps, five years in the future, and would mean the raising of $100,000 a year. Now if there are 5,000 Bahais in America, and that number will be increasing, and each one gives on an average of one dollar a month, that ought to cover our needs. If you can get a hundred thousand dollars the first year, it ought to be very much easier to raise that amount every succeeding year.

The Chairman: Mr. Hannen has a few words to say and then we will adjourn.

Mr. Hannen: Most of you know of the splendid representation that the Christian Commonwealth of London has given to our Cause, especially in the edition of January 19th, 1923, containing a copy of a photograph of Abdul-Baha. I have a few copies of this. Word has come from Abdul-Baha, through Mirza Alhmad Schrab, that he would be very glad to have at least one person in each Assembly subscribe to this paper as an expression of appreciation.

[Meeting adjourned.]

[Continued on page 141]
CONSTITUTION OF THE BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY.

"We, the Bahai Assemblies of North America, in unity convened at the City of Chicago, to the end that we may advance the Cause of God in this western hemisphere by the founding and erection of a Temple with service accessories dedicated to His Holy Name, and devoted in His love to the service of mankind, do hereby adopt the following constitution:

Article 1.
"We acknowledge God as the Source and Preserver of our Unity, revealed to us through the Manifestation of His Glory in Baha‘ullah in this Day, and declared by the beloved Servant of God and man, Abdul-Baha.

Article 2.
The name of this Unity shall be Bahai Temple Unity.

Article 3.
The object of this Unity shall be to acquire a site for and erect and maintain thereon a Bahai Temple or Mashrak-el-Azkar, with service accessory buildings, at Chicago, Ill., in accordance with the declared wish of Abdul-Baha.

Article 4.
The powers of this Unity shall abide in the several Bahai Assemblies, now and hereinafter comprising it, and shall be exercised through one representative chosen by each established Assembly, to serve for the term of one year. If more than one Assembly shall exist or be established in any city or local municipality, such Assemblies shall unite in the one representative, except the following, which shall each select two representatives: New York (Borough of Manhattan), Chicago and Washington, New York (Borough of Brooklyn) shall select one representative.

Article 5.
The affairs of this Unity shall be managed by an Executive Board of nine members to be selected by open ballot in convention, or written assent by mail, and whose term of office shall be one year. From their number the Executive Board shall select a President, a Vice-President, a Secretary, a Financial-Secretary and a Treasurer.

"The two Secretaries and the Treasurer shall constitute the Temple Treasury, in which name, by joint action, they shall receive, deposit, invest and disburse all funds of this Unity, under the direction of the Executive Board, and until incorporation, as herein provided, shall hold as Trustees the property of this Unity.

Article 6.
The annual meeting of this Unity shall be held during the Rizwan Feast—from April 21 to May 2—time and place to be selected by the Executive Board; at the same time and place shall be held the annual meeting of the Executive Board. All other meetings shall be upon call or at stated periods as fixed by the Executive Board.

Article 7.
The local seat of this Unity shall be the City of Chicago, Illinois, where an office shall be established and maintained until the erection of the Temple.

Article 8.
The Executive Board shall have power, in its discretion, to incorporate this Unity under the Religious Incorporation Act of Illinois, or such other state as they may select.

Article 9.
This constitution may be amended at any annual meeting of the Unity, or by mail, but only upon assent of at least two-thirds of the component Assemblies to such proposed amendment, and not until it shall be recommended by at least two-thirds of the Executive Board, and thirty days' written notice thereof shall be given to all the Assemblies before action."
REPORT OF FIFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY.

[Continued from page 139]

TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 29.

THE CHAIRMAN: I am going to offer a suggestion to you. Is it your pleasure to print the constitution of Bahai Temple Unity with the proceedings of this meeting?

[After conference it was moved and seconded that the whole matter of the name and of printing the constitution with the amendments be referred to the Executive Board. The motion was unanimously carried.]

THE CHAIRMAN: We will now hear the report of the Auditing Committee.

MR. LUNT: On behalf of that committee I desire to report that we have examined the books and vouchers of the Financial-Secretary and the Treasurer, deposits, stubs, receipts, etc., and have found them to be correct. I desire to make that report and recommend that their reports be accepted.

THE CHAIRMAN: Will you kindly put that in writing.

MR. LUNT: The committee has signed each book and voucher.

THE CHAIRMAN: The report of the Auditing Committee will be placed on file with the records of the Society.

[The following telegram from San Francisco was read, asking that that city be made the meeting place for 1915:]

San Francisco, Calif., April 25, 1913.
Roy Wilhelm, 226 West 58th St., New York.
Abdul-Baha desired Bahai convention to meet in San Francisco in 1915. Local and Bay Assemblies now urge Eastern and Executive Committees to accept this commendation and arrange to come to San Francisco convention. Department of Exposition will cooperate in all courtesies.

SAN FRANCISCO ASSEMBLY,
Per Fred W. D'Evelyn.

[Mrs. Coles, on behalf of the Washington Assembly, invited the convention to Washington for 1914. Communications received from Washington, Minneapolis and San Francisco were referred to the Executive Board, with the suggestion that the convention be held in Washington in 1914 and in San Francisco in 1915. This met with the approval of the convention.]

MISS VANDA HAAKE (from Paris): I have a message to you from Abdul-Baha. When he knew I was coming to America he said to me, "Give them my love and greetings; tell them I know they are doing my work, and my hope is that America become a great radiating centre that will illuminate the world."

[Mrs. Breed read the greetings of a sister, who sent for distribution at the convention, twigs taken from the great tree on the Mashrak-el-Azkar site, asking God that "His benediction might descend upon each member of the convention."]

MR. HALL: That magnificent tree is the one conspicuous object in the horizon there. Years ago it was the great meeting place of the Ouimet Indians in that locality, and that is the name of the village organization there. There are many traditions gathered around it.

THE CHAIRMAN: The committee is ready to report.

[Mr. Lunt read to the convention the report* of the committee appointed to consult on ways and means for the raising of money for the Mashrak-el-Azkar and to formulate a general plan.]

THE CHAIRMAN: The report is before you with a motion that it be adopted.

[Convention adjourned until 1:30 p.m.]

AFTERNOON SESSION.

MR. REMFY: I have an idea I would like to express. Can we not, during this session of the convention decide how much money the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar shall cost, devoid of any ornamentation or embellishment, so that we can get a definite sum fixed in our minds, and then let the committee arrange for architectural plans so the building can progress, and work towards the amount whatever we may fix?

MRS. MAXWELL: Fifteen years ago Abdul-Baha was speaking of the conditions that exist in the world during the time of a Manifestation. He spoke of certain incidents in the life of Jesus Christ, of certain things that had taken place at that time, and of their great effect in the world and how they had been mentioned all through the world for two thousand years. Then he said, "See these gates in the garden of the Rizwan where you used to sit. These are very modest gates, very humble; but they are very great in the sight of God. The time will come when these gates will be torn down and people will build them of costly marble. Then generations will pass,...

* See page 146 for this report as adopted.
and the people will not be satisfied with the marble, and they will build them of solid bricks of gold and silver, and the people will say, 'How great was the privilege of those who passed through these gates in the time of the Manifestation of God.'

Now it seems to me that the most important thing in this convention is to begin the work; it seems to me that the result of the convention should be that we should begin the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar this year if it is possible. For instance, suppose that Abdul-Baha says that we are to spend a million on this; then it is obvious that we will not be able to build it during the lifetime of Abdul-Baha. While I believe, as you do, that we should have great faith; yet does not faith mean also to bring it into effect, to do it, to build this as an edifice standing on the soil? Abdul-Baha has said that when once the eyes of the people are fixed on this building in the Occident, it will be the greatest cause of spreading the teachings among the people. How can this possibly be done if we do not commence the building? How much money do we have to collect before we commence the building? Is it not very much as though we were working towards a dream? It is like a dream. We have this stretch of land, and we can see this Mashrak-el-Azkar at the centre, from which the mentioning of God is to be raised—everything could be included in that—still, could we not build now, during the lifetime of Abdul-Baha? Could we not set a limit to the time when it will be built? Could we not say we will build it in three years, and then consider how much money must be raised in the three years? As it is, we are not working towards anything definite. It seems to me the interest of the people would be greater if they knew it would be built during the lifetime of Abdul-Baha. It could be made a jewel of beauty, and still be within the means of the Babais in the world today.

Mrs. True: When I was speaking to Abdul-Baha about selling a little of the land to pay the debt, and of putting the balance in the building, he laughed and said, "Do you know what the Mashrak-el-Azkar will cost? It will cost over a million dollars." So, when we lay the foundation, let us lay it for a great structure, and not have to do our work all over again.

Mr. Hoar: If we are to build in a hurry, what will be the result? There will be defects, there will be many things we will want to change; and it seems to me it would be nothing more than generous anyway, for us to allow future generations, those who are to follow us, a part in this great work. It is going to be the greatest building in the world. When all America becomes Bahai, they can say, "Our fathers and mothers started it, and we have helped to finish it." Let us turn our hearts and minds to the possible, to that which we can do, and if we have a hundred-thousand dollars, let us build the foundations and the crypt and we can worship there as well as in the complete Temple.

The Chairman: The question before us now is whether we shall fix a maximum or minimum amount to the cost of this building. God does not put the seal of beauty upon one color or form. The little thing that is perfect of its kind may be the most beautiful. Let us not let our ambition, or pride, mislead us—let us go into this with the spirit of prayer. Suppose we should say, "I will not work until I get so much, or I will not act until I am seven feet tall, or I will not wash until I get a particular kind of water?" We have no right to set any limits. God sets the limit, and the limit is the limit of our effort, the limit of our capacity. It may be that a million is too much, I don't know—but don't let us wait for a million before we start.

Mr. Bagchi: I want to say to the friends that Abdul-Baha will never leave this world before completing his divine work. One of his works was to build the temple or tomb for the body of the Bab. He did it. Another was to establish the Mashrak-el-Azkar in the Orient. He did it. Another was to come to this western world and spread the message in the East and in the West. He did it. Another work is to establish the Mashrak-el-Azkar in America during his days, and another is to establish the House of Justice.

[A suggestion of the Chairman, embodied in the motion of Mr. Lunt, that as quickly as the means for the work are within reach, the Executive Board is directed to settle upon plans and construct the foundations of the temple upon this land, was formally made and seconded.]

The Chairman: That means that the measure will be largely determined by the response in the coming year; that we do not set any bonds, either maximum or minimum, and that you leave the working out of that to the Board whom you shall select.

[The motion was put and unanimously carried.]
Miss Edna McKinney: Would it be proper to offer an amendment to the motion that has been passed, to the effect that a section of the foundation might be laid with the superstructure—with enough of the superstructure to make it possible as a place of worship, and with the foundation of such character that it will last, and then afterwards work in the whole building? We are told that when the Mashrak-el-Azkar is built the people will come in droves.

Mrs. Campbell: I want to make a single suggestion on this line which came to me at once when the discussion began. In every cathedral, especially in the West, there are features apart from the general design which are used long before the main building. I cannot see why in the architect’s work there should not be something to allow for that, something that could be used as a worshipping place while the work was still going on until the main design was brought about, and I am perfectly sure that if that were in the architect’s mind, everyone would contribute; and we could use it, although it might not be finished until after we were dead and gone. But the spirit of worship would have begun with the first stone laid.

Mr. Remy: The two ideas that have been suggested by Miss McKinney and Mrs. Campbell are illustrated in a building at Albany, New York. About twenty years ago the foundation and crypt were built first; later on they built the walls upon them to about half the present height and built a temporary roof on. Then they put in the interior columns and the stone work around the doors in block stone; then later on, as money came in, the carving was done, etc., and the last time I was there they had taken the roof off the crypt and the vaulted roof was in place. Now, we could follow that idea.

The Chairman: It seems to me that the suggestions of Miss McKinney and of Mrs. Campbell are covered by the resolution adopted, and that it only needs the coloring of these words of wisdom. We will try to work it in as the committee does the work. We understand the idea and it will be worked in. Now we are ready to take up the motion upon the adoption of the report of the committee on ways and means. Is there any word on that?

E. E. K.: This is a convention in which good intentions are to be converted into tangible action. We are here, in plain Eng-
which they and their friends could easily have gone without? In this day while Abdul-Baha is with us, being Bahais, let us arise and do something first through personal sacrifice, and second, through the creation of practical means by which beautiful spiritual emulation and cooperation can be conducted amongst the Bahais, and let that idea be disseminated throughout the land. If you do, you will see what a noble and glorious result will crown your efforts at the end of the year. And please do not let yourselves be persuaded by what I as a speaker may say to you, but consult your own consciences, and let your friends do the same.

Mr. Hoover Harris: With the permission of the Chairman and of the convention, I wish to say that if the delegates will listen carefully to the report as presented, by your committee, they will find it is broad. They will find that it includes a great deal more than they perhaps think it includes, because it is so well drawn that it needs study to thoroughly understand just what its possibilities are. It has been quoted here that Abdul-Baha has said when the Mashrak-el-Azkar is completed, the people will come into this Cause by droves. Before he left here, speaking to me personally, for no one else was present except the interpreter, he said, "I have plowed the ground, but things must be kept in motion," and he added, "We need teachers; how we need teachers!" Now, we ought to find the way to plant the seed in the ground which he has plowed, and to follow up, in a befitting manner, the work which he has done. Christ called his disciples "fishers of men." Baha'u'llah has called us "revivifiers of the world." This is an industrial age. It is a day in which men everywhere are thinking of great reforms. The social order of the day is in a transitional state. Everywhere men are looking for that through which they see the hope of realizing the social desire of the age. Is not that social desire symbolized in this great Temple of Unity? At the meeting last Sunday Mr. Hall set forth the fact that the heart-beat of many peoples in the East and West was being put into that Temple; that it stood for the heart of humanity; that it meant the real solidarity of man. Now, cannot we find the method of holding before the eyes of the people this great Temple as the true symbol of the oneness of the human race and the hope of the future ages? It is the symbol of the great spiritual, industrial and social order which is the real desire of the people of the present day.

There is a clause requesting the Executive Committee to gather together all the data concerning the Mashrak-el-Azkar and to publish a pamphlet setting forth this information for the use of the Assemblies, the teachers and speakers. This will furnish us with our ammunition. Now, as to the use of this ammunition, the committee has suggested that certain days be set apart to be observed in the local assemblies all over the country as Mashrak-el-Azkar days, when the whole thought of the people is to be focused on the building of this great Temple and what it means.

Now, my one practical thought and suggestion in this speech which I have been permitted to make, is that someone, who has the right, will make a motion that instead of leaving the local assemblies to each select these days for themselves, the national Executive Board of the Bahai Unity itself suggest the method and set apart the particular days to be observed, so that on the same days all over the country the friends will be devoting their time and thought to the work of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. This would not in any way interfere with the local management of the meetings, and would be a step in the direction of national unity and cooperation, of thinking and working together in the Cause as a people. Let us have faith in our national body. Let them appoint these days when the people all over America will be working and thinking together to reach the people of the world through setting forth the things that this great Temple means to the world of humanity, not by any means forgetting the thought pointed out by Mrs. Campbell that it emphasizes the importance of the education of the woman and of her mission, for once thoroughly comprehended, there is enough in this one thought itself to revolutionize the civilization of the world.

[Mr. Lunt stated the matter had been considered in committee. The majority of the committee thought that a fixed observance of certain days might become fastened in the Bahai growth and interfere with other days—that it might mean the institution of a fixed observance. He himself was in favor of the national idea. Mr. Harlem F. Ober put forward the suggestion of Mr. Harris as a motion—as an amendment to be incorporated in the report of the committee on the matter of selecting the days.]
The Chairman: It is moved that the selection of the days when the Mashrak-el-Azkar shall be a subject of consideration by the several assemblies, instead of being left to the assemblies themselves to select, shall be designated or suggested by the Temple Unity.

Mr. Mills: While I sympathize with Mr. Harris' idea, and while the idea seems splendid, I feel very deeply that we should accept and try for one year the conclusions of this committee which have been reached in such a sanctified manner.

Mrs. Coles: The question is whether the selection of the days should be left to the local boards or assemblies, or whether they should be selected by the Executive Committee of the Temple Unity. My feeling is that if we are simply silent the answer will come.

The Chairman: The desirabilities of both plans appeal to us. No question, I guess, exists in your mind as to the desire of the Executive Board to proceed with wisdom. Let us accept the amendment with the words, "Subject to the approval of Abdul-Baha."

Dr. Bagdadi: I think Abdul-Baha has answered this. On the 23rd day of May we were in Acca, about six or seven years ago, and it was proposed to make a Feast for Abdul-Baha on that great day, and when it was mentioned to him he said, "You will see that the friends will gather together and they will speak about the great things, about building the Mashrak-el-Azkar, and will even speak about building schools and hospitals and hospices and how to have unity—all these things on such a day they will discuss." And he added, "Not because it is the anniversary of my birthday, but because it is the anniversary of the declaration of the Bab."

E. E. K.: We are approaching the idea, reaching something definite in this question of a day to be set aside. It is very good, it is very important, and I feel that as the Executive Board is representative of the convention and the convention is representative of all the assemblies of the country, and the Executive Board is here to do something definite, I think the latter should take charge of it as such and that it should be a national day and a day for national observance. As to its interfering with the set laws and observances, that difficulty can be obviated by stating in connection with the day we fix, the fact that as long as there is necessity for the raising of funds and for the consideration of ways and means for the raising of the Temple this day shall be continued.

The motion as put by Mr. Ober, being duly seconded, was unanimously carried.

It is moved and seconded that the report of the committee, as amended, be adopted. Unanimously carried.

The Chairman: I will rule now that we proceed to the election of the nine members of the Executive Board of the Temple Unity, and appoint Mr. Ober and Mr. Hannen as tellers.

The convention proceeded to the preparing of ballots for the vote and the collection of the same. While this work was going on, the Chairman called upon the friends present for a word to the convention.

A poem by Henrietta Mills was read.

Mr. Thompson, of Montreal, spoke very encouragingly of the increase of the Cause in Montreal; Mrs. Carré reported the progress being made in Newark; Miss Penn spoke for Montclair, N. J.; Mrs. Stevens said she had been in Bermuda all winter; Miss Quant, of Johnstown, N. Y.; Mrs. Jones, Anacordia, Mont.; Mrs. Peterson, of Grand Rapids, Mich.; Mrs. Bennett, of Cleveland, reported for the Cleveland Assembly.

The tellers presented the following report:

Mrs. True.
Mr. Hall.
Mr. Jacobsen.
Mr. Wilhelm.
Mr. Ashton.
Mr. Lunn.
Mrs. Parmerton.
Eshte'al-Ebn-Kalanter.

The foregoing were declared elected members of the Executive Board for the ensuing year.

The Chairman called upon Miss Mary Lesch, who responded, conveying the love and greetings of the Chicago Assembly.

The Chairman called upon Mrs. Maxwell, of Montreal, who responded as follows:

Mrs. Maxwell: I feel that I have no right after all that has been said today to speak again about the Mashrak-el-Azkar, but when Eshte'al-Ebn-Kalanter spoke as he did I felt that I was being submerged in an ocean of spiritual force. It seemed to me that the great spirit of sacrifice that has been spoken of would come to me if I knew that the Mashrak-
el-Azkar could be completed during the lifetime of Abdul-Baha. That may seem weak, but I do not believe that I should have the capacity for sacrifice unless I felt that it was to result in the accomplishment of what was a burning wish, and would mean the completion of the building during his lifetime.

Moved and seconded that the Secretary be authorized to publish the report of the convention, including the constitution, in the Star of the West. Unanimously carried.

The convention closed with the singing of "Awake, Ye Nations All!"

BERNARD M. JACOBSEN,
President.

Secretary.

ALBERT H. HALL, Secretary.

---

PLAN ADOPTED FOR WAYS AND MEANS.

Your committee, appointed in behalf of the convention, to consider and report upon ways and means toward forwarding the common object of this Unity, namely, the erection of the Divine Edifice, the Mashrak-el-Azkar, in Chicago, beg to report the following recommendations:

1. We recommend the adoption of the motion following, i.e.:

That immediately after the adjournment of this convention, the Executive Board communicate with the Mashrak-el-Azkar representative of each Occidental Bahai Assembly, and in all cases where Bahais reside in a community not affiliated with an existing Assembly, then directly with such believers, stating the adoption of this vote by the general convention, and, in accordance therewith, recommending to all such Assemblies and the friends of God the following procedure for the speedy discharge of the remaining encumbrance on the Mashrak-el-Azkar land in Chicago, and the raising of funds for the early erection of the Edifice itself, viz.:

That said Board urge upon the friends the advantage to be gained by putting into effect, at this time, a uniform system of contribution which shall be operative alike in every Assembly and Bahai community in the Occident. And in forwarding this principle to suggest to the friends that the aim and object of this action is that those whose hearts are awake to the call for service, may give of that which they have to the utmost limit, in order that during the presence of Abdul-Baha, the Center of the Covenant, upon the earth this Divine Edifice may be established.

Through this method, collective and unified effort will be assured: the countless rills of pure offerings will become the great river of accomplishment, and the Divine Edifice will be speedily begun and completed.

The key to this, we believe, is love and solidarity, and the swiftest means, is a systematic and regular giving. But love must urge, and our gifts be of the heart else they fail of consecration. This is a spiritual Edifice, and the privilege and voluntary character of serving it, surrounds and must precede every material means by which its erection is to be sought. It is the opportunity longed for through ages, an opportunity which becomes possible only during the Universal Day of God. It is our hope that the heart of the CENTER OF THE COVENANT be gladdened with what shall appear from the friends in this behalf.

2. We further recommend that the Executive Board be authorized to put into effect a system of numbered triplicate receipts for all offerings made to the Mashrak-el-Azkar: the original to be filed with the general Executive Board, the duplicate to be retained by the local Treasurer, the triplicate to be given as a receipt to the giver. These will be signed by the Auditing Committee appointed by the Unity during each annual convention. Such receipts will be suitably inscribed and in the discretion of the Executive Board, may embody any appropriate insignia or device. With this method in effect, so that the individual giver is thus known and identified, we recommend that all gifts be sent through the particular Assembly: but we believe that the source of these offerings should be held in confidence.

3. That upon selected days to be fixed by the Executive Board, meetings be held by each local Assembly at which all shall be welcome, and the endeavor be to acquaint the friends and all interested in the establishment of a universal spiritual Edifice, with the purpose, meaning and importance of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. Provided, however, that His Holiness, the CENTER OF THE COVENANT, shall first approve of the fixing of these uniform dates by the Executive Board.

4. Your committee further recommends to this convention that the Executive Board prepare, publish and distribute forthwith or as soon as may be, a pamphlet or folder setting forth the source, meaning and function of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, together with selections from the Divine utterances concerning it, in the Holy Books.

Respectfully and lovingly submitted,

THE COMMITTEE,

Alfred Lunt, Chairman,
Claudia S. Coles,
Roy C. Wilhelm,
Corinne True,
Edna McKinney.

مروحية داكار هيدي ف. ت."}

مروحية داكار هيدي ف. ت. 6
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي المكتوب بالخط العربي القديم بسبب الجودة المنخفضة للصورة.
این بخش از کتاب چهارم، به همراه آموزش و سیاست‌های اصلی، به گونه‌ای تهیه شده است که می‌تواند به مطالعه و بررسی موضوعات مختلف کمک کند. در این بخش، به‌طور کلی، تمرکز بر روی مقدماتی است که می‌تواند به بهبود مهارت‌های گرافیکی و طراحی کمک کند. در ادامه، با بررسی جملات و عبارت‌ها، می‌توان به‌طور کلی به دست‌یابی به یک دسته‌بندی کاملاً متناسب و مناسب توجه کرد. در ضمن، این بخش به‌طور کلی به‌طور کامل و درکی خوب در زمینه‌های مختلفی مانند کامپیوترها، مهارت‌های برنامه‌نویسی، طراحی وب و...

داریم که این روش‌ها به عنوان یک نمونه از روش‌هایی است که می‌توانند به بهبود مهارت‌های گرافیکی و طراحی کمک کنند. در ادامه، با بررسی جملات و عبارت‌ها، می‌توان به‌طور کلی به دست‌یابی به یک دسته‌بندی کاملاً متناسب و مناسب توجه کرد. در ضمن، این بخش به‌طور کلی به‌طور کامل و درکی خوب در زمینه‌های مختلفی مانند کامپیوترها، مهارت‌های برنامه‌نویسی، طراحی وب و...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>الصفات</th>
<th>ملاحظات</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>اسم المجلة</td>
<td>مجلة باختر</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>سنة النشر</td>
<td>1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>العدد</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>موضوع المقال</td>
<td>نموذج بحثي حول ماياء سنين من صور عبرية من جهاز المولود ومراجعات</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Address: Najme Bakhsh, P.O. Box 283, Chicago, III., U.S.A.
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ABDUL-BAHA AT STUTTGART AND ESSLINGEN, GERMANY.

Extracts from Letters of Miss Alma S. Knobloch and Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, addressed to Mrs. Pauline Knobloch Hannen.

THE most impressive feature of the letters from Stuttgart was the description of the children's meeting, at Esslingen, about which Miss Knobloch wrote as follows:

"We have had some wonderful meetings; the one in Esslingen surpassed them all. It was the children's meeting, last Friday, April 4th, 1913, in the afternoon. They had secured a very pretty hall, which was most beautifully decorated with greens, plants and flowers, with large and small tables near the walls and round tables in the center. About fifty children and eighty adults were present. In a smaller room adjoining the hall the children had been assembled holding flowers in their hands, forming two lines for Abdul-Baha to pass through. It looked most beautiful as Abdul-Baha came upstairs. He passed through a short hall and looked so pleased and delighted to see the dear children."

Mirza Ahmad Sohrab says of this scene: "I was overcome with surprise, emotion and joy, and could not contain myself; the tears filled my eyes. It was the most beautiful, the most heavenly, the most artistic picture that I have ever seen in all my life. It was so beautiful! I cannot describe these things; one must feel them, see them. It was a glorious day for these people, in a far-away town in Germany, to see with their own eyes the Beloved of all nations. What love! What attraction! What enkindlement these German believers have!

"The children handed Abdul-Baha their flowers as he came to them and greeted them. When Abdul-Baha's hands were full, he handed the flowers to one of the Persians, and went up one side and down the other. Then he gave them small boxes of chocolates and bon-bons. They were radiantly happy. Then he spoke to them, saying: 'These children are of the Kingdom, they are illuminated with the Light of God. They have pure hearts, clear as crystal, wherein the rays are reflected. I love them very much. They are mine. I hope they will receive Divine education, that they may receive Heavenly training; become fragrant plants in the Garden of ABBAS. They are very dear to me. May God guide and protect them, make of them useful men and women for the advancement of the Kingdom on earth.'"

"Then Abdul-Baha entered the hall. I had to push the people back, for they had come to the door to see what was going on. He seemed greatly pleased, as he entered the hall, to see the decorated tables and the green background. After a little while, he gave an address, which I am sending you. After this Abdul-Baha got into the automobile, the children crowding around and waving their flowers. Then one after another stepped up and handed their fragrant tokens. O, it looked really beautiful; I cannot describe it, so wonderfully sweet! The children waving their dear little hands, and Abdul-Baha in the auto, covered with flowers, waving his blessed hands to them. Abdul-Baha said that this event would go down in history. The following were his words spoken on the morning of April 5th, at Hotel Marquardt, Stuttgart: 'The effect of last night's meeting will be put on record in the world of eternity. The mentioning of it will be throughout centuries and will be recorded in the countries of the Orient. Because these children are tender plants, their hearts are clear and transparent. They have not yet come to the dress of the world; that is why Christ said: "Blessed are the children, for they are of the Heavenly Kingdom, being pure of heart." That
A

BOUT 250 persons were present. The hall was very prettily decorated. Miss Alma S. Knobloch read a prayer. Miss Julie Staebler favored the audience with several beautiful songs and during the singing of one of them Abdul-Baha entered. The assembly arose, showing him great respect. The following are a few extracts from the introductory remarks of Consul Schwarz:

INTRODUCTION BY CONSUL SCHWARZ

"Dear Friends: I have been asked this evening to speak a few words of welcome, which I am very glad to do, and especially so as I see in your happy faces the great impression which the presence of Abdul-Baha has made upon you.

"Seeking after Truth is as old as mankind. In accordance with the prophecies of the Old Testament, Jesus Christ came, bringing light, love, and truth; but the world recognized Him not and He and His followers were despised and rejected of men. Again, as in the days of old, is the world submerged in a sea of materialism and all things are influenced by it. The spiritual favors are neglected and suppressed. And now, in fulfillment of all prophecy, Baha'u'llah has come and has brought the rejuvenation of Religion—not a new religion, but Religion renewed. He has come to awaken the world from the sleep of negligence and to bestow upon it the divine favor. Let us not, like those of 2,000 years ago, be blind to the light, but let us accept and appreciate the heavenly favors which have been so freely bestowed upon us, and let us hasten to spread the glad-tidings among our relatives and friends, that they, too, may partake of the heavenly feast. Look at the Son of Baha'u'llah, Abdul-Baha, the Servant of God! Who can turn from his loving eyes or from the kindness of his words? He calls himself 'The Servant of God.' We recognize in him an Ambassador of God, who has come to teach us truth, light and love. O! let us remember his words and tell them to our children and our children's children! Let us receive the blessing of Abdul-Baha—it will sanctify our lives. Blessed be this hour to us!"

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA.

Many meetings are organized and established in all parts of the world; societies and organizations for the extension of general intercourse and extension of industry. These are societies in the interest of arts, and political parties are formed in different lands to watch the interest of the party. The establishment of all these societies is, in reality, only for the material life. Praise be to God! This illuminated assembly has no other purpose than to serve God. It is established to bring about the oneness of the human societies, it is organized to establish the companionship among different nations and races, to promulgate universal peace, so that all religions may again find the foundation of unity, so that all nations may come under the shelter of mercy, for the foundation of all religion is brotherhood, comradship and friendship to all. But alas, a thousand times alas! Religion, which should serve to promote oneness and love among men, has become an instrument of animosity and hatred. Religion, which was established to build up and gladden hearts, has become a means of darkening the world. All the prophets appeared that oneness of men might be taught. How much suffering these prophets had to endure to unfold this illumination among men. His Holiness Jesus Christ offered His life. He endured the greatest humiliation; His head was crowned with a crown of thorns. He endured all things so that the world might again unite and that He might cement the hearts of men through His love. But today the first duties of religion are neglected. The first duty and the basis of each religion is the love of God. Love has vanished and hate and animosity have taken its place. Instead of these simple principles we now have dogmas and imitations, and because the dogmas and imitations differ we have constantly strife and war. Fanaticism is the only aim. These fanatics are actually thirsty for their brother's blood, they condemn one another and considered each other unclean.

When this darkness encompassed the horizon of the East, there appeared in the Orient, Baha'u'llah, who illuminated the East. He proclaimed the oneness of mankind. He announced that all humanity are the sheep of One Shepherd, and God is the only true Shepherd of these sheep. He is a kind and true Shepherd. He could not be kind toward His sheep had He not created them. If He did not love them He would not take care of them. Now if God
loves all, why should we be unkind to each other instead of loving one another? Baha’u’llah proclaimed the ideal of universal peace among religions. The fundamental principle of religion is one and the same—all the prophets guided mankind to divine love. They have called them to the knowledge of God. They have taught them the unity of the human race. They have summoned them to the furtherance of human virtues. They have enlightened the fundamental law of morality. The differences of the various religions are the results of dogmas and imitations, so we must give up dogmas and turn our faces to the foundation of religion. Dogmas have always been the cause of strife, while religion was always the cause of Unity. Baha’u’llah proclaimed that religion will again bring love and friendship to mankind; if it does not fulfill this duty, then it will be a failure. Religion must be the antidote for all illness. If the medicine makes the sickness worse, then it is better not to take it.

Baha’u’llah also said that religious prejudice is the destroyer of the foundation of material well being. All the messengers and prophets of God were the servants of ethics. The greatest to which man can attain is love. Love is the principle of creation. Love is the cause of illumination to the world of humanity. Love brings happiness and peace to men. That is why Christ said “God is love.” The first and greatest command of religion is love. The best divine service is to announce and promulgate love among mankind.

Women used to be oppressed in the Orient. They were in every respect humiliated. They were deprived of the opportunity to gain knowledge. They could not study science or art, and in politics they had no voice at all. Men did not consider them equal. Baha’u’llah announced that women have the same right as men. He uplifted their conditions. He said, “The world of humanity has two wings, the one is man, the other woman.” As long as both are not sufficiently strong, the bird cannot soar to the highest summit of the mountain. When women once have the advantage of education and improvement, they will mankind reach perfection. The women in the Orient have made great progress. Many schools for girls have been established, in which they are taught sciences and arts. They now have the possibility of endless progress. In this short time many wonderful women among the Bahais have shown that they are equally entitled to those achievements.

There are many wonderful teachings in the writings of Baha’u’llah which have been published in book form. They are such as will bring great blessing to the world and will be the means of establishing peace among mankind. In Persia many meetings are being held in which different religions are represented, Jewish, Christian, Mohammadan and Zoroastrian. There is harmony and friendship among them. They are at all times ready to sacrifice their lives for one another. They serve with heart and soul in the cause of international peace. For the spread of this cause more than twenty thousand persons have sacrificed their lives, because the old despotic rulers have opposed the ideal of peace. All the followers of those religions were such fanatics that they were always ready to shed the blood of others.

Such occurrences as we hear of in the Balkans at present, and the blood which flows there, is only the outcome of religious prejudices. Both parties, the Christians as well as the Mohammadans, declare it is a holy war, and thus religion, which should be the cause of peace, has become the cause of strife. Religion, which should be the cause of uplifting humanity, has become the cause of her destruction. Religion, which is the giver of life, has become the cause of death.

In short, all these associations, which are organized for the gain of the country or extension of commerce or the interest of parties, bring only limited blessings. But the result of this assemblage will be everlasting, its favors are boundless, for it is established upon love. Its fundamental principle is that we should turn our faces toward the kingdom of God; its aim is that God may breathe upon us. It is our hope that the world of humanity may be united and I hope this assembly may become a foundation uniting the different religions, sects and nations. Truly, I say, Stuttgart ought to be very happy. I have seldom seen a more beautiful city. I have visited many large cities, such as Paris, London, etc., but never a place which is so pretty and attractive as Stuttgart. Wherever I go I see flowers and trees and fruit trees laden with blossoms, and I must not fail to mention, among other important things, her citizens. The administration here seems to be correct and kind and for that reason the people have great possibilities. It is my greatest desire that the inhabitants of this city may become the cause of spreading friendship and brotherly love throughout the world so that the light of brotherhood may shine from here, so that the world of humanity may become the abode of peace.
Lotfullah Hakim left for Paris and London. Please accept my heartfelt gratitude in advance, and believe me Ever your faithful brother in the holy Cause,

Wilhelm Herrigel.

Tablet from Abdul-Baha.

To the beloved of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful in Stuttgart and Esslingen, Germany.

Upon them be Baha'ullah-El-Abha! He is God!

O ye dear sons and beloved daughters of Abdul-Baha!

When the days that I was your associate and intimate, pass before the mind, the heart is stirred into cheerfulfulness. What blessed days they were! What radiant nights they were! They will never be forgotten.

With the memory of you every morning I arise and every evening I raise the song of supplication toward the Kingdom of Abha and beg assistance and confirmation for you. I hope that, in Stuttgart, the Ensign of Signs may become unfurled, and the fire of the love of God may send forth such flames as will enlighten all around; that each one of those blessed souls may become like unto a lamp diffusing the light of guidance in all directions.

I send to those parts his honor, Mirza Ali Akbar, and his honor, Mirza Lotfullah, that they may associate with the friends, convey to them the yearnings of the heart of Abdul-Baha and explain the degrees of the powers of the Covenant and the importance of the Center of the Testament. These two persons are very blessed.

Assuredly the believers shall obtain joy and happiness through meeting them. Know ye this, that today the greatest of all affairs is obedience to the Center of God's Covenant; the power of the Covenant shall stir the regions, and the spirit of the Covenant shall resuscitate.

Therefore, all the believers, in all the meetings and gatherings, must mention the Covenant and raise the song of the Covenant.

Upon ye be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sobrah, June 9, 1913, Paris, France.
LETTER FROM MARIE HERRIGEL.

Stuttgart, June 26, 1913.

Allah’O’Abha!

To His Holiness, Abdul-Baha Abbas:

O thou beloved of my heart!

The thought of thee fills my heart with joy and happiness. All the past days and weeks are proofs of thy boundless love to us. Although thy holy presence in our midst brought us gladness, yet they were days of earnestness, for in beholding thy greatness we felt our insignificance. Therefore, I was often very sad. But, praise be to God! He has made me willing to devote my life to thee, to be diligent in the Cause, and to serve humanity.

I thank thee also, at this time and throughout eternity, that thou hast sent us Mirza Ali Akbar and Mirza Lotfollah Hakim, who became, through thy providence, guests in our home. Verily, through these two souls, thou hast shown us how the Bahai must be. My heart is ablaze with the fire of the love of God toward all mankind and I hope, through the help of Baha’u’llah, that this fire may become a brilliant flame.

On the evening of June 24th and 25th, we invited all the dear friends to unity meetings held in our home. The tea which our Persian brothers brought from thy hands, was the cause of great joy and happiness to the friends. All those who signed the following letter drank this blessed tea. Therefore, we were all the guests of Abdul-Baha, and this we have done in remembrance of thee.

Hearty greetings and love from thy daughter,

MARIE HERRIGEL.
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O thou Star of the West!

THOMAS EVANS

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA: ANNOUNCEMENTS.

AS TO THE MATTER OF THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR: This is very important. All the believers must most decidedly exert their collective effort in this particular."—Words of Abdul-Baha in a recent Tablet to Mr. Alfred E. Lunt.

In compliance with the plan suggested at the Mashruk-el-Azkars convention, held in New York city, that certain days be set apart to be observed throughout the western hemisphere as Mashruk-el-Azkars days*, the Executive Board of Bahai Temple Unity supplicated Abdul-Baha, and received the following word: "If you appoint a special day—that is, THE NINTH DAY OF EVERY MONTH for consultations regarding the Mashruk-el-Azkars, it will be favorable."

The Bahai Temple Unity urges each assembly throughout America to choose one of its number to be the collector or Temple treasurer, to whom all the local funds for the Mashruk-el-Azkars can be given and who shall forward same to the Financial Secretary at Chicago, thereby facilitating the work and establishing a more uniform system throughout the country.

Contributions to the Mashruk-el-Azkars should be sent, wherever possible, through such local treasurer, as the Bahai Temple Unity is very desirous to have the matter of contributions regulated according to its triplicate receipt system adopted at the New York convention.

We beg the assemblies to carry out this system in its completeness, as it is a great protection to the Temple Unity and the assemblies, not only for the present but for the future.

REPORT OF FINANCIAL SECRETARY OF BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY.

Receipts.
In bank, April 22, 1913 $ 988.51
Receipts from above date to Aug. 15, 1913 1,802.33
Total receipts $2,780.84

Disbursements.
From April 22, 1913, to August 15, 1913.
April 26—Convention hall .................. $ 70.00
May 12—Taxes and assessments .......... 852.53
May 13—Stenographic work for Secretary .................. 7.00
May 13—Stenographic report of convention .................. 25.00
May 23—Postage—Secretary ........... 5.00
May 28—Printing letter heads and envelopes .................. 8.25
July 16—Postage—Financial Secretary .... 5.00
August 6—Star for special watchman .... 2.00
Bank exchange .................. 1.16
Total disbursements $ 975.04

Balance on hand $8,186.39

Respectfully submitted,
CORINNE TRUE,
Financial Secretary.
us such dear and good brothers as Mirza Ali Akbar and Mirza Lotfullah Hakim. These two brothers have taught us in a wonderful manner, and we will never forget them. They have given Mrs. Herrigel tea, which came from Your Highness, and now she has served us with this tea. This is indeed a true Feast for we are drinking tea which comes from thy hands.

Miss Julie Staebler, Helene and Hedwig Jaeger, and Mr. Herrigel have sung the hymn of the Greatest Name, and all feel the nearness of God and His heavenly hosts. Praise be to God! that we have heard His Call and that He has permitted us to enter into His Kingdom!

Please accept our love and greetings, and be ever near us in Spirit.

Your humble and sincere children,

June 24, 1913.

Pac-simile of signatures of German Bahais
ABDUL-BAHA AT STUTTGART AND ESSLINGEN, GERMANY.

(Continued from page 155)

was a spiritual meeting, a heavenly meeting, the Light of the Kingdom was shining upon it. The Confirmation of the Spirit surrounded that meeting.’"

Abdul-Baha reached Stuttgart at 8 p.m., April 1st, and alighting from the train, proceeded at once to the hotel. On the train he had said to the Persians: “This is the best thing; we will arrive in Stuttgart, take our rooms in the hotel, settle down and call up the friends. How surprised they will be! Is this not a fine plan? We are going to surprise them. Then when they come they will find us in their midst, and knowing nothing about it at all. Yes! This is the best plan.” He sent for Messrs. Herrigel and Eckstein, and Miss Knobloch, and it was arranged that evening that Abdul-Baha would receive the friends during the morning hours at the Hotel Marquardt, engagements and meetings to be planned for afternoons and evenings. The first afternoon was devoted to a drive in the Royal Park with Mr. Herrigel, following which the many friends who were gathered at his home were seen. Another meeting was held at Mr. Herrigel’s home that evening, at which Abdul-Baha said, addressing the believers: “How attracted and enkindled are the German Bahais! How full of love they are! Love does not need a teacher.”

On the morning of April 3rd, many interviews were conducted, and numerous children were present. At 3 p.m., when the stream of visitors had been seen, Consul Schwarz came with his automobile and Abdul-Baha was taken to the famous Castle Solitude. Returning to the Consul’s home, a number of prominent men and women were addressed. At 8 p.m. the first public meeting was held at the “Burger Museum,” more than five hundred persons were present.

April 4th, many groups were seen at the hotel. Among other things Abdul-Baha said that morning, after four hours of consecutive talk: “I was most happy to see the believers of Germany so holy, so pure and so united. They are the Angels of the Paradise of Abha. You pray that the flame of the Divine Fire may be ignited in all Germany.” At 4 p.m. the party left in an automobile for Esslingen, where the children’s meeting, previously described, was conducted.

On Saturday, April 5th, the morning was occupied with many interviews. At 3 in the afternoon an automobile ride was planned to the Royal Palace of Emperor Wilhelm. This most interesting and historical place is built after the plan of the Alhambra. In the evening Abdul-Baha addressed the Esperantists.

A trip through the lovely cherry blossom district, with the trees abloom, and leading through the Black Forest, was a feature of April 6th. Later group photographs, which are being sent, were taken at the Park in Wangenbourg. This was followed by a ride to Zuffenhauen, where Mr. and Mrs. Schweizer were visited at their home in that town. That evening the largest public meeting of the series was given at the “Obere Museum,” in Stuttgart. This was arranged by the women Bahais. The day closed with supper at the apartment of Misses Knobloch and Döring.

April 7th, Mergentheim-Bad, over 100 miles from Stuttgart, was visited, the trip being taken in automobiles of Consul Schwarz. The night was spent there, returning to Stuttgart April 8th. At 8 p.m. the party left for Budapest, making exactly eight days spent in and around Stuttgart.   

JOSEPH H. HANSEN.

OUR PERSIAN SECTION:

This issue contains: (1) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to the editor of the Theosophy in Scotland and Secretary of the society at Edinburgh, Scotland, Mr. Graham Pole; (2) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to the friends at Stuttgart, Germany; (3) supplication from the friends at Stuttgart to Abdul-Baha; (4) supplication from Mr. and Mrs. Wilhelm Herrigel, Stuttgart, to Abdul-Baha; (5) news from Port Said by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab; (6) latest news concerning Abdul-Baha; (7) article from Denver by Bozorgzadeh.

CORRECTION:

On page 141 of the last issue of the Star of the West in the report of the Convention Proceedings, the name “Mrs. Coles” should read “Mrs. DeLagnel.” This error was due to confusing Mrs. Josephine Cowles, now Mrs. DeLagnel, with Mrs. Claudia Coles.
(النص غير قابل للقراءة بشكل طبيعي أو واضح من الصورة المقدمة.)
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"THE ORB OF THE COVENANT"

Tablet revealed by Abdul-Baha and spread throughout America many years ago.

HE IS GOD!

O thou whom my heart addresses!

Know thou, verily, THE COVENANT is an Orb which shines and gleams forth unto the universe. Verily, its light will dispel darkness, its sea will cast out the thick froth of suspicions upon the shore of perdition. Verily, naught in the world can ever resist the Power of the Kingdom. Should all mankind assemble, could they prevent the sun from its light, the winds from their blowing, the clouds from their showers, the mountains from their firmness or the stars from their beaming? No! By thy Lord, the Clement! Everything (in the world) is subject to corruption; but THE COVENANT of thy Lord shall continue to pervade all regions.

Address thou the waverers and say: "Have ye forgotten that which transpired in the time of Christ? Are ye not informed of the events which took place in His blessed Day? Did not the Pharisees rise against Him? Did they not give verdict to the shedding of His blood, to the murder of His friends and to oppressing His chosen ones? Have ye not heard concerning the heretics, the violators of His COVENANT (who appeared) after Him? Are ye not informed of those kings, princes, learned and prominent men who persecuted Him? Did ye not see what has been the end of the persecutors?"

And do thou advise them and illumine their inmost part, and say unto them: "By GOD, the True One! Verily, Abdul-Baha is assisted by the Beauty of EL-ABHA who helps him with a Power whereunto all the heads are made humble. You shall surely find the banner of hypocrisy reversed, the foundations of discord demolished and the Standards of Peace and Harmony waving throughout all regions!"

O my friend! Verily, Baha hath commanded me to be forbearing and patient, to conceal (their doings), to forgive and pardon. Otherwise, I would have rent their covering, disclosed their sins, divulged their deeds, depicted their character and unveiled their manners. Verily, thou art already informed of some of their deeds and it is sufficient for you.

Consequently, turn thy face unto the Kingdom of THE COVENANT, thy heart beating with the Love of GOD, thy soul attracted to the Fragrances of GOD, thy tongue speaking of the appearance of the Kingdom of GOD, thy insight rending veils asunder and disclosing the realities of things—and with a power which may move the heart of all in the world.

This is a confirmation from the Lord of the Effulgence, while all else save this shall never profit thee! This is that by reason of which thy face shall gleam, thy heart shall be dilated with joy, thy soul become pure, thy back strengthened, thy spirit rejoiced and thine identity quickened. Leave the people of suspicion behind thy back and adhere to the Manifest Signs.

By GOD, the True One! Verily, the people are drunken and asleep, confused and heedless, and this will drag them to the lowest of the low. This is no other than a manifest loss!

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’ULLAH.

Vol. IV Chicago (September 8, 1913) Eizzat No. 10

THE POWER OF "THE COVENANT OF GOD" ALONE
REGENERATES MANKIND

RECOGNITION OF "THE CENTRE OF THE COVENANT"—THE IMPORTANT MATTER
BEFORE THE WORLD TO-DAY.

Extracts from a letter to a Bahai Assembly in America

BY CHARLES MASON REMEY.

DURING my travels of the past few months I have found that while the problems of each assembly assume their own special character, there is but one vital universal question. This is that of firmness in The Center of the Covenant. Until this matter is solved no problems are solved; and when this matter is solved (when we are firm in The Covenant), all of our problems are solved.

When the members of an assembly are each and all firm in The Center of The Covenant they are then organically united and the life of The Covenant is manifest in their midst—thus the will and the desire of God may be accomplished. "In no other way can it be done. We all must be firm in The Center of The Covenant, in the love of Abdul-Baha!"

* * * * * * *

"The Root of all knowledge is the knowledge of God, Glory be to Him, and this knowledge is impossible save through His Manifestation."—From "Words of Wisdom," Baha’ullah.

God has manifested Himself in this day, as in times past, that mankind shall be quickened and aroused from his human or natural condition of spiritual darkness into one of spiritual illumination or life eternal.

The spiritual, or divine life, of the soul is not a condition into which man can evolve by virtue of his human perfection. It is a condition into which he is born only through believing in, having faith in, and obeying the Manifestation of God sent unto him through the bounty of the Eternal One.

The divinely quickened soul has within it that element of spiritual or eternal life which is not found in natural or human man. This is the line of demarkation or differentiation between the kingdom of man and the Kingdom of God.

In the mineral kingdom there is no physical life, while in the vegetable kingdom there is physical life. In the kingdom of natural or human man there is no divine or spiritual life, while in the spiritually quickened souls there is divine, spiritual or eternal life.

Eternal life or divine illumination is not spontaneously generated in the souls of men. Man receives this new life directly from the Manifestation of God or the "Word Revealed."

The Manifestations of God have been the unique centers from which the world has received all knowledge of God, and outside of these divine channels no divine enlightenment has ever come to humanity. Therefore, how necessary and important is it that in each prophetic day mankind should seek God’s revealed Word, and abide there in centering their lives in the Manifestation of God.

Through each of the Divine Revelators of the past, God made the promise to man that during these latter days of the world He would establish His Divine Rule upon earth—that He would fulfill His Covenant, and establish His Kingdom Triumphant among men.

In the coming of The Bab who was The First Point, Baha’ullah who was The Pre-existent Root, and Abdul-Baha The Branch, Brached from The Pre-existent Root—in this triple coming is realized the fulfillment of all of the Divine Promises of the past and the establishment of the Covenant of God.

As the life in the branch of the tree is the same as that in the root, so the Divine Spirit manifest in Abdul-Baha—The Branch—is the same as that manifested in Baha’ullah—The
Root—Abdul-Baha has sacrificed all in The Path of Baha'i, and now the Power of Baha'i is manifesting to the world through Abdul-Baha. He is the Center of Guidance—The Center of The Covenant; therefore all must turn wholly and without reserve unto him, for Abdul-Baha is The Chosen One, the unique channel through which the Power of God is being conveyed to each individual Bahai, as a member of God's Kingdom upon earth.

The believers may be compared to leaves upon The Branch. Through the branch, and through the branch only are the leaves nourished from the root of the tree. As the branch is the only intermediary between the leaves and the root, so Abdul-Baha, The Branch [for there is but one Living Branch, branched from Baha'i, The Pre-existent Root], is the intermediary between the believer and the Pre-existent source of Divine Power which is Baha'i.

As the Power and stability of the tree is due to its firm, organic connection with the root, so is the power and strength of Abdul-Baha the Power and Strength of God, because he is branched from the Pre-existent Divine Root of The Word of God manifested in Baha'i. As the well-being of each leaf depends upon its firm and organic connection with the branch, so does the spiritual well-being of every Bahai depend upon his or her spiritual connection with The Branch, Abdul-Baha.

In storm and tempest, when the tree is shaken, those leaves that are alive in the branch remain upon the tree; while in those leaves in which the life of the branch is not—the dead leaves—these fall to the ground, having no life in them. When the unity and steadfastness of the Bahais is tested those who are strong in The Center of The Covenant, those in whose souls lives the Spirit of Abdul-Baha—will remain firm and steadfast throughout all conditions, while those who are not firmly attached to The Branch will, with the first troubles, drop away from The Covenant. In this condition their station is a worse one than that of those who have never heard The Lord's Call.

* * * * * * *

This day is seeing great changes in the religious thought of the world. Everywhere the natural world of man is being prepared for the Kingdom of God.

In the springtime the ground is broken and prepared to receive the seed, this preparation has to do with the mineral elements in which there is no life. When the seed is sown the elements of vegetation descend into the earth in which inorganic material grows the vegetable, an organic body against which the inorganic forces of the mineral kingdom have no avail. Although every force in the mineral kingdom is against the principle of vegetative life, yet notwithstanding this very opposition the vegetable lives, grows and dominates the mineral.

In like manner is every human condition of the natural man opposed to the life of the spiritual man. Before the Divine Messengers of God have sown the spiritual seeds of The Kingdom, the hearts of men, in which there were no elements of divine life, have through human trials and conditions been broken and prepared to receive God's Word. His Word has taken root and grown in the soil of the hearts of men while every element in the being of the natural or human man has been against the growth of the newly quickened spirit, yet it is because of this conflict that spiritual man has become strong and had dominion over the natural or human in man.

This natural human force against the religion of God has ever been the spirit of the Anti-Christ. Where the light is the brightest, the shadows are the blackest. In the day of each Manifestation, when God's Glory was manifest to illumine the hearts of men, those illumined souls who followed The Word have always been surrounded from without by the most subtle influences working upon them, to sever, if such were possible, their spiritual connection with the Channel of Divine Grace—The Manifestation of God.

The spirit of Anti-Christ is the spirit of denial of the Word Manifest. The opposition of the mineral to the vegetable causes the vegetable to grow firm and strong, and the opposition of the forces of human man, the spirit of the Anti-Christ, cause the divinely quickened souls to grow strong and steadfast in The Kingdom.

In this day humanity as a whole is being prepared for the quickening of God's Kingdom. Creeds, dogmas and philosophies of the past are being broken and shattered and are without spiritual effect. The religious thought of the present world is like shifting sand. This world thought is against the growth of the Cause of God—against the Bahai Cause—for the religion of Baha is not merely a Cause of God, it is THE Cause of God, outside of
which there is no source of Truth in this world. It is The Divine Covenant and Abdul-Baha is the God-appointed Center of that Covenant.

The very fact that the Bahai Cause is the essence of the Creation of the New Kingdom, places it, in kind, above all other forces at work in the world. It dominates all.

In general the human philosophy of man is this: That by a natural process of evolution he evolves from a state of human darkness into one of spiritual illumination. That he has inherently within himself the spark of divine life itself, and this simultaneously develops without the instrumentality of a prophet or Divine Revelator, and then through his own virtues man attains to God's Kingdom.

It is curious that in this age people still cling to such imaginations when history shows that each new civilization has had its birth in a new religion, and that each new religion has had its quickening power through a Prophet or a new Manifestation of the one Pre-existent Word of God.

Mankind has ever tried to create a way to Divine Grace through means other than those provided by God. It is recorded that at one time men tried to build a tower out of the materials of the earth in order to escape earthly conditions and arrive at heavenly conditions. Confusion fell upon them, and the affair ended in division and dispersion. We look back upon this story of the Tower of Babel and we see therein a vivid portrait of the spiritual condition of this world of the present day.

Before the mind of the world is the idea of the Milennial Age of Peace with all of its ideal institutions. Upon every hand institutions are being founded and carried on with the object in view of bringing about peace ideals. Instead of using spiritual means to achieve a spiritual end they are using material means! The divine institution of the Kingdom of God cannot be built with any other than spiritual means.

Regarding these mundane conditions which hold the world in a state of war, and trouble from which humanity cries out for freedom, Abdul-Baha has repeatedly said that there is but one power which shall prevail against them and that power is the power of The Covenant of God.

God has established His Kingdom. His Kingdom is the Bahai Cause. This is His Covenant. It is the stone which has been rejected by the people of the world, and now it has become the foundation of "Peace on earth," having its Center in The Center of the Covenant.

For many years Abdul-Baha has been imploring and calling the people to "firmness and steadfastness in the Covenant and Testament," which is firmness and steadfastness in The Center of The Covenant which is Abdul-Baha himself. The reason for this repeated call is now becoming apparent to the Bahais, for upon this connection, Abdul-Baha, depends the wellbeing of the Cause.

Consider: With the physical body its wellbeing depends upon the perfect connection or unity of each of its organs with the heart from which the life forces are forthcoming. Abdul-Baha being the center of spiritual life in the world today, is the heart of the Kingdom of God—the Bahai Cause—so the spiritual well-being of the Cause (as well as of its individual members) depends upon the connection of all the various members with The Center of The Covenant, Abdul-Baha.

When an organ of the physical body is not in proper function with the heart, and does not receive nourishment through the blood, it ceases to function and dies. When a Bahai cuts himself off from Abdul-Baha, who is the source of his spiritual life, he dies spiritually and is no longer of the Kingdom. Therefore, it behooves all to keep in the closest of spiritual touch with Abdul-Baha, holding to his Word, obeying him in both the spirit and the letter and never for one instant looking in any direction other than toward him—the divinely appointed Center of The Covenant.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

There are those individuals referred to as the sabasen who, after embracing God's Truth and associating themselves with His Cause, have denied The Center of The Covenant and dropped away from the Power of The Cause. They are as dead—as spiritual corpses—and from them goes forth to the believers a poisonous infection from which the believers must be protected lest they also become infected and in like manner fall ill and die to the realities of God's Kingdom.

Consider: Whenever an organ of the body becomes diseased the whole body suffers—the vital forces of the body flow to the ill member that it be resuscitated and again function normally. If, however, that organ becomes gangrenous or dies, and putrefaction sets in, it becomes necessary to use the surgeon's knife.
Thus, even a diseased member must be cut off from the body else the whole body will die.

When a Bahai is suffering spiritually, all of the friends should surround that soul with love, showing kindness and attention upon it in order to bring it back again into close communion with Abdul-Baha—for there is but one cause of spiritual disease among the Baha'is, and that is a state of unstability in The Center of The Covenant.

But when a soul has wholly and completely severed himself from Abdul-Baha—denied The Center of The Covenant, whether either openly by words, or subtly in his heart in secret, that soul is dead spiritually*. It becomes a dead or gangrenous member of the body of The Cause. Its condition is infinitely more deplorable in this state than before it heard The Truth while it was yet in the human or the unquenched condition of the natural man. When a soul falls into such a state of violation of the Covenant, there is but one thing to do and that is for the friends to cut it off from the body of The Cause, for if the friends do not sever themselves from such an one they will themselves become infected by this deadly condition, and then the whole assemblage of the friends will become diseased.

In a recent Tablet The Center of The Covenant states:

"Let them (the Bahais) be awake! Let them be mindful! As soon as they see a trace of violation of The Covenant they must hold aloof from the violators."

And again in another Tablet he says:

"Firmness in The Covenant means OBEDIENCE so that no one may say, 'this is my opinion,' nay rather he must obey that which proceeds from the Pen and Tongue of The Covenant."

We Bahais are commanded to treat the opposer of The Cause as the friend, and to shower kindness upon those who persecute and cause trouble for the Baha'is. However, the condition of the opposer of The Covenant, and the condition of the denier of The Covenant are wholly different. The opposer is one who has not yet been awakened to the Truth. He is outside of The Cause and can have no avail against it, whereas the denier is within the body of The Cause, and until he is taken out from the body of The Cause his diseased condition is infecting the whole body.

Physically a man has nothing to fear from poisons which are kept outside of his body. His danger lies when poisons enter into his body.

Imagine a family in which a death occurs. Although each of the survivors be in a state of perfect health, yet it is necessary to remove the corpse of the departed from the house, for with the putrefaction of the corpse the disease contagious would prevail and all would die.

We know that our beloved Abdul-Baha does not wish any soul to be deprived of the Bounties of The Kingdom, nevertheless when The Cause of God is at stake, the individual who is damaging The Cause must go. Abdul-Baha recently wrote:

"Such souls are nothing but pure harm to The Cause of God, and it is very well that they go out, for the abominable deeds of such souls are like unto an axe at the root of The Cause."

* * * * *

It is one thing to be merely "attracted" to the divine teachings of God's chosen revealer, and another thing to become so centered in His Chosen One as to sacrifice all in His Path. The first case is only to have one's attention called to the bounties of the kingdom; the second is to know and to recognize The Center of Spiritual Guidance through, or from, which the knowledge of the Kingdom proceeds.

In the day of Jesus, the Christ, vast multitudes were attracted to Him and to His Cause, but of these there were but twelve men and a few women who believed to the point of recognizing in Him the Glory of God Manifest—The Christ. This recognition was what quickened the souls of His Disciples and the early Fathers, and it was by this and by this alone, that they were given the power to go forth and
give Christ's Message to the world. The great Christian civilization (the bounties of which the people of the world are now enjoying) had its birth or main spring in the Revelation of Jesus, and its spiritual quickening in those who, like Peter, recognized Jesus to be "The Christ, the Son of The Living God"; whereas those souls who were merely attracted to Jesus and before really believing slipped away from The Cause, played no part in the great organic growth of Christianity. So it is again in this day of revelation. How many souls are attracted to Abdul-Baha. How many crowd to see him and to hear him, yet the real blessing is that of realizing in him The Center of God's Covenant.

From the following quotation from the "Tablet of the Branch," revealed by Baha'u'llah, the importance of this matter will be clearly understood:

"O ye people! draw nigh unto it [The Branch (The Center of The Covenant, Abdul-Baha)] and taste the fruits of its knowledge and wisdom on the part of The Mighty, The Knowing One. Whosoever will not taste thereof shall be deprived of The Bounty, even though he hath partaken of all that is in the earth—were ye of those who know. Say, O people, praise ye God for its manifestation [The Branch] for verily The Branch [Abdul-Baha] is the most great power upon you, and the most perfect blessing upon you; and through Him every mouldering bone is quickened. Whosoever turns unto Him hath surely turned unto God, and whosoever turneth away from Him hath turned away from My Beauty, denied My Proof, and is of those who transgress. Verily, He is the Remembrance of God amongst you, and His Trust within you, and His Manifestation unto you, and His appearance among the servants who are nigh. Thus have I been commanded to convey to you The Message of God, your Creator; and I have delivered unto you that of which I was commanded."

Following this and other similar commands revealed by Baha'u'llah the true and firm Bahais have turned with implicit faith towards Abdul-Baha, The Branch, The Center of The Covenant, in whom they find their illumination, their guidance, their strength, their hope, their all.

THEREFORE, RECOGNIZING IN ABDUL-BAHA THE CENTER OF GOD'S COVENANT, IS, IN THIS DAY, THE ONE ALL-IMPORTANT MATTER BEFORE THE WORLD, FOR IN HIM IS THE POWER OF THE COVENANT OF GOD, WHICH ALONE IS TO REGENERATE MANKIND.

* * * * * * * *

The difficulties and problems of an assembly will solve themselves when everyone concentrates their faith in The Center of The Covenant. Study "The Tablet of The Branch" and Abdul-Baha's address upon "The Covenant" given in New York City, June 19, 1912, and also his Tablet upon "The Covenant." These latter were published in Washington, D. C., in pamphlet form. They can be obtained by writing to the Washington assembly.

My love and greetings to all the friends.

Yours in The Center of The Covenant,

CHARLES MASON REMEY.

Honolulu, Hawaii, July 19, 1913.

EXTRACT FROM A TABLET REVEALED BY ABDUL-BAHA

Spread throughout America many years ago.

O servant of GOD!

Know thou, verily, the Fragrances of the Garden of THE COVENANT have perfumed all regions, the Standard of THE TESTAMENT is waving upon the castles of glory, and there is no refuge for those who flee from this strongly fortified Fortress!

Do the people of surmise imagine that there is for them any other retreat than this Blessed Region from which the Lights have shone forth, the mysteries have appeared and the signs are being diffused?

O servant of GOD! Arise to promote the Word of GOD, to promulgate THE COVENANT OF GOD, and chant the Verses of GOD with such power whereby the elements of discord may tremble in those regions!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shall spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all of thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unharmed, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy areas will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Vol. IV Chicago (September 8, 1913) Eizzat No. 10

THE CENTER OF THE COVENANT

Lest some of the friends may think, when reading Mr. Remey's excellent presentation of this vital subject—published in this issue of the Star of the West—that Abdul-Baha is now teaching something new regarding "The Center of The Covenant," we have reproduced Tablets (see pages 170 and 175) which were spread throughout America many years ago, wherein is plainly stated that which is now becoming clearly understood.

Abdul-Baha has always maintained this position of The Center, although for some years this Centership has been veiled from the people because of their spiritual blindness.

* * * * * * *

In the following Tablet, recently received, Abdul-Baha sends greeting to all who are "firm in The Covenant and Testament":

To Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, New York City.
Upon him be Baha'ool'lah-El-Abha!
He is God!
O thou my spiritual son!

Thy letter written on .................. 1913, was duly received. Thank God that thou art firm and steadfast in the Cause. Today the magnetic power that attracts the divine confirmation is firmness and steadfastness. The tree whose root is firm will yield lucious fruit. The building whose foundation is solid will stand the rush of torrent and hurricane. The steamer which is built strongly will resist the battling waves. Therefore, thank God that thou art aided in firmness and steadfastness. Likewise, thy kind father and mother. I beg from the divine Favors that each one of you may be in the utmost state of firmness and steadfastness like unto a mountain and withstand the attack of all the people of the earth. Then ye shall observe how the divine confirmations shall descend uninterruptedly.

Convey on my behalf respectful greeting to all the believers and the maid-servants of the Merciful who are firm in the Covenant and the Testament.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, August 2, 1913, Ramlah, Egypt.

ANTI-CHRIST

In Mr. Remey's article is mentioned the "spirit of anti-Christ." The words of Abdul-Baha regarding this subject, quoted below, may be of interest at this time:

"Some say Abdul-Baha is anti-Christ. They are not informed of the Baha'i principles. Baha'ool'lah established Christ in the East. He has praised Christ, honored Christ, exalted Him, called Him the Word of God, the Spirit of God, raised the Name of Christ to supreme summits of glorification. Throughout the Orient the Bahais have illuminated the lamp of Christ and spread his mention."

"Did not His Holiness Jesus Christ ignite the
world with the Light of Moses? Did He not fulfill the Religion of Moses? Did He not spread the Book of Moses to the remotest East and West? Christ was the cause of spreading the Teachings of Moses and promulgating the Old Testament. Notwithstanding this, the Jews consider Christ the enemy of the Religion of Moses,—the destroyer of the foundations of the Law of Moses. The Pharisees blasphemed Him night and morning,—called Him ‘Satan’ and ‘Beelzebub.’ This is recorded in the text of the Gospels.

“History will repeat itself. BAHA’O’LLAH will be assailed in the same way by those who are not informed of His principles and Teachings.”

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA: ANNOUNCEMENTS.

T he Executive Board of Bahai Temple Unity wishes to inform the friends of the Mashrak-El-Azkar that the note due Sept. 1st, with interest on $9,000.00, was met, and that they still have a balance of $327.00.

If the friends will bend every energy, the remaining $6,000.00 could very soon be liquidated and the energies of the Executive Board could be addressed to the sinking of the great caissons, upon which will rest the dome of the Edifice. This foundation work can readily be prepared before even a plan has been decided upon for the building proper, as we know the dimensions of the main tract.

It will interest the friends to know that we have been told that the rock ledge (bed rock) below that site is about 95 feet. An expert architect tells us, nine caissons, 9 feet in diameter, will support the heaviest dome that could be constructed.

Surely the friends cannot rest day or night until this sum of $6,000.00 has been cleared away and preparations made to break ground and sink the great caissons, or foundation.

May the Unity gatherings of the Bahais of the Western Hemisphere, on the 9th of each month, strengthen the friends to achieve this.

Corinne True, Financial Secretary,
5338 Kenmore Ave., Chicago.

PORTION OF A TABLET TO MR. W. C. WILHELM, OF NEW YORK CITY.

“Praise be to God that the New York believers became confirmed in the accomplishment of a great service and held in that city the Consultation Convention for the erection of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. They displayed the utmost of effort until that Convention was inaugurated with infinite perfection. They exercised the greatest of love and kindness towards all the delegates who had come from the different states. They invited and entertained the delegates in their homes. With perfect affection they spread before them the banquet
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New York City, New York
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Mr. Walter Bohanan, greetings of our Turkish friends in Constantinople. I have been here about a month as infirme major of the French red-cross, to take care of the sick and wounded soldiers in the hospitals.

It is a great pleasure at the same time to meet and greet the friends here. They are few, but very sincere and devoted to the Cause. I have been received and treated with the greatest respect by all, including the doctors and surgeons. All seem touched when sympathy and brotherhood are bestowed upon them during this terrible war. I am very busy, and I thank God that I have been able to prepare myself to help and nurse so many poor soldiers.

To meet the few friends here, among them Nazim Bey and his wife, and Emin Bey was a surprise, and I cannot find words to express the love they showered upon me. I have also renewed the acquaintance of some Turkish friends whom I knew in Paris and who had been interested in the Cause.

It will interest the American friends to learn of the efforts which the Turkish women are making to liberate themselves. I have joined a society which they formed during the war, "The Society for the Defense of the Rights of Women." I have written to some of the women's suffrage societies in France, to interest them in this young society, for these Turkish women are struggling bravely to gain a little of the liberty which their occidental sisters enjoy, and we should encourage them and give them a helping hand.

It is very sad indeed to see the suffering and poverty here. This work in Constantinople will be one of my most cherished memories, and I hope to remain here three months more.

The friends here join me in sending to all the assurance of our love and devotion to the Bahai Cause.

Your devoted sister,

G. d'ANGE d'ASTRE.

NEWS NOTES:

Prof. E. C. Getsinger, of Washington, D. C., sailed Sept. 2d, for Port Said, Egypt, in response to a cablegram from Abdul-Baha to come at once. Some weeks ago his wife, Mrs. Luu Getsinger, went to Egypt in response to a similar message.

Dr. M. I. Basheer, after four years' sojourn in America, where he has completed his course of study in medicine, is soon to return to his home in Port Said, Egypt.

OUR PERSIAN SECTION.

This issue contains: (1) Talk by Abdul-Baha on "Heavenly Civilization," given at the Hotel Ansonia, New York City; (2) talk by Abdul-Baha on "The Influence or Penetration of the Divine Power," given at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Dodge, New York City; (3) talk by Abdul-Baha, "The Gathering of the Disciples," delivered at a feast given by Mirza Dijafir Chirazi, at Port Said, Egypt; (4) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to the editor of the Christian Commonwealth, London; (5) talk by Abdul-Baha on "The Supernatural Power in Man," given at the home of Mr. Mountfort Mills, New York City; (6) talk by Abdul-Baha to the children assembled at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Dodge, New York City.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(مجلة الفكر العربي)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>الموازنة المصرفية</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ملاحظة: لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي المكتوب بالخط العربي. إذا كنت بحاجة إلى مساعدة أخرى، فأخبرني بذلك.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي على الصورة.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة.
Address: Najme Bakhtar, P. O. Box 283, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
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"This revered personage was the first Bahai in America. He has served the Cause faithfully and his services will ever be remembered throughout future ages and cycles."

—ABDUL-BAHA.
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'O'LLAH.

This Ode "To the Center of the Covenant" was composed by Mr. Thornton Chase a few weeks before his death. It was read in the holy presence of Abdu'l-Bahá, and he wishes it to appear in the Star of the West. ~The Editors.

TO THE CENTER OF THE COVENANT: ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

May the Souls of all Mankind be a Sacrifice to Him!

O THOU David of the Promised Kingdom of GOD!
Thou Princely Leader of all Humanity!
Thou Warrior against the Tribes of Infidelity!
Thou Conqueror of Darkness and Radiator of Light!
Thou Bearer of the Banner of Divine Peace and Prosperity to the Nations!

Thou First Born in the Kingdom of Baha! Beloved of GOD and Men!
Thou First Citizen of the Royal and Holy City!
Thou Branch of the LORD, Beautiful and Glorious!
Thou Greatest Branch from the Ancient Root!
Thou Fruit-bearing Branch of the Divine Tree!

Thou Host of the Divine Table!
Thou Cup-Bearer of the Divine Knowledge!
Thou Diffuser of the Holy Fragrances!
Thou Interpreter of the Revealed Word!
Thou Liver of the Bahai Law!

Thou Establisher of the New Jerusalem descended from the Heaven of the Will of God!
Thou Builder of the Temple of the LORD!
Thou Light of the City of GOD!
Thou Brilliant Moon reflecting the Sun's full Disc of Splendor!
Thou Enlightener of the Spirits of Men!

Thou Heart of the World, sending the Blood of Truth through the arteries of Humanity!
Thou Physician of Souls, raising the dead to Life by the Elixir of the Word!
Thou Possessor of the Philosopher's Stone!
Thou Master of Transmutation!
Thou Kindler of Love and Life in the Heart of Humanity!

Thou Ambassador of Heaven and the Manifestation of Righteousness!
Thou King of Servitude and Defender of the Faith!
Thou Temple of the Divine Testimony!
Thou Witness and Aim of THE COVENANT!
Thou Prince of Peace and Ensign of United Humanity!
Thou Guide of mortals to Immortality!
Thou Pathfinder of the Right Way, and Conductor of man from Earth to Heaven!
Thou Lover of GOD and Man; Exemplar of the New Humanity!
Thou Shepherd of the Sheep, and Shelter of the Birds of the Air!
Thou Keeper of the Vineyard, and Trainer of the Children of GOD!

Thou Servant of the Highest, declared by Isaiah!
Thou Right Arm of the Mighty, proclaimed by Israel!
Thou Holy One in the Hand of GOD!
Thou Lord of the Sabbath of Ages!
Thou Unique One of the Millennial Age!

Thou Lion of the Tribe of Judah!
Thou Lamb of the Sacrificial Love!
Thou Baptizer of Evanescent!
Thou Sum of Spiritual and Human Perfections!
Thou MYSTERY OF GOD!

Reveal Thyself to those who can bear the Knowledge!

This grain of human dust, stirred by the Breath of the Spirit, longs for Thy Presence, for the Life-giving touch of Thy Glorious Love. These captives of Love yearn for Thy Nearness! These ignorant ones seek Thy instruction. These isolated ones hope for the Unity of Thy Meeting. These helpless ones trust in Thine Attraction to awaken the hearts of their friends and relatives.

O my Beloved! What can we say but to praise Thee; to thank GOD for Thee, His Greatest Gift to man; to implore Thee to pray for His Mercy upon these impotent ones, His Strength for these powerless ones, His Guidance for those erring ones, His Guard to protect us from ourselves!

Teach us to serve. Guide us in the paths of Knowledge and Wisdom.

Unite us in mutual purpose and aim, and grant us the favor of Thy personal Presence and Voice.

(signed) THORNTON CHASE.
August 9, 1912, San Francisco, California.

THE ANNIVERSARY OF ABDUL-BAHA'S VISIT TO THE GRAVE OF THORNTON CHASE: OCTOBER NINETEENTH.

May be observed among the Bahais throughout America as "The day of Thornton Chase."

ABDUL-BAHA'S eulogy of Thornton Chase, published below, wherein is expressed the wish that the Bahais annually visit the grave of Mr. Chase, has created a sentiment among the friends that this event should be celebrated on the anniversary of the day Abdul-Baha visited the grave—October 19th, 1912.

It is not at all unlikely that the friends throughout America, will, in some befitting manner, observe "The day of Thornton Chase"—as we have termed it.

To this end, the STAR OF THE WEST has complied this issue as a reminder to the friends of the near approach of the first anniversary of this event.

The Editors.

* * * * * * *

ABDUL-BAHA'S VISIT TO THE GRAVE OF THORNTON CHASE, OCTOBER 19, 1912.
[Extracts from article in No. 13 issue, Vol. III, STAR OF THE WEST.]

Upon the arrival of Abdul-Baha in San Francisco, October 4, 1912, when one of the Bahais gave the news of the departure of Thornton Chase—who had died a few days
before in Los Angeles—he said: "This revered personage was the first Bahai in America. He served the Cause faithfully and his services will ever be remembered throughout ages and cycles."

He told the friends to annually visit the grave of Mr. Chase, to pray and have a meeting there and detail his earnest endeavors, service and great love for the Cause.

Abdul-Baha journeyed to Los Angeles especially to visit the grave of Mr. Chase, and it is hoped the friends in that vicinity will annually visit the grave on the day he visited it.

This memorable event occurred Saturday, October 19th, 1912. It was about 1 p.m., when Abdul-Baha together with about twenty-five Bahais of Los Angeles arrived at Inglewood cemetery. He walked silently ahead of the friends, who followed reverently. Many carried bouquets of flowers. After arriving at the grave, Abdul-Baha scattered his flowers, and then one after another of the friends gave him their bouquets, and he divided them, scattering the flowers over the grave.

Then standing at the head of the grave and raising his hands toward heaven, he uttered the following prayer:

Prayer.

O my God! O my God! Verily, this is a servant of Thine, who did believe on Thee and in Thy signs; verily he hearkened to Thy summons, turned to Thy Kingdom, humbled himself at Thy holy threshold, was possessed of a contrite heart, arose to serve Thy cause, to spread Thy fragrances, to promote Thy word, and to expound Thy wisdom.

Verily he guided the people to Thine ancient pathway, and led them to Thy way of rectitude. Verily he held the chalice of guidance in his right hand and gave unto those athirst to drink of the cup of favor. He presented himself at Thy lofty threshold, where he laid his brow on the fragrant soil of Thy garden and circumambulated Thy all-glorious and sublime abode, the traces of which are wide-spread and the fragrances of whose loyalty are sensed everywhere. Later he returned to these vast and extensive countries and proclaimed Thy name among the people, until his respiration ceased and his outward sensation was suspended, returning to Thee with a heart throbbing with Thy love and with an eye opened to Thy direction.

Verily, Thou art the Clement! Verily, Thou art the Merciful, the Precious, the Omnipotent!

Then after the prayer Abdul-Baha spoke as follows:

"Mr. Chase was of the blessed souls. The best time of his life was spent in the path of God. He had no other aim except the good pleasure of the Lord and no other desire except the attainment to the Kingdom of God. During his lifetime he bore many trials and vicissitudes, but he was very patient and long-suffering. He had a heart most illumined, a spirit most rejoiced; his hope was to serve the world of humanity; during the days of his life he strove as much as he could—he never failed—until he witnessed the lights of the Kingdom of Abha, and he was guided by the lights of Guidance. He summoned the people to the religion of God; he suffered them to enter into the Kingdom of God; he wrote books and epistles regarding the proofs and evidences of the Manifestation of Baha'u'llah. In reality he has left behind him certain signs which will never be forgotten throughout ages and cycles. In reality this personage was worthy of respect. This personage is worthy of having the friends visit his grave. The traces of this personage will ever shine. This is a personage who will not be forgotten. For the present his worth is not known but in the future it will be inestimably dear. His sun will ever be shining, his stars will ever bestow the light. The people will honor this grave. Therefore, the friends of God must visit this grave and on my behalf bring flowers and seek the sublimity of the spiritual station for him and have the utmost consideration for the members of his family. This personage will not be forgotten."

ABDUL-BAH'A'S "WELCOME" TO CALIFORNIA.

Address delivered at the home of Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, Oakland, California, October 3, 1912.

Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, Interpreter; stenographic notes by Miss Bijou Strann.

I am going to say, "Welcome," to you, instead of your welcoming me. I am most happy to be here with you. I am exceedingly joyous, and I offered thanks to His Holiness Baha'u'llah that the potency of His Word was instrumental in bringing about such a meeting.

In the world many people go from one country to another. Perchance they may go from here to the Orient; perchance some may come from the Orient here; but such journeys are for travel, or commercial purposes, or for some political reason, or the motive may be some scientific achievement, or they go on journeys in order to meet friends. All such meetings are accidental; they are concerned with the exigences of the world of nature.

But I have come from the Orient to the Occident—this vast distance have I crossed with no commercial purpose in view, nor travel as an object, nor politics as a reason. It has been simply to meet you. Whereas the meeting of others is generally accidental, our meeting is real, essential—for the hearts are connected and the souls are attracted and the spirits are exhilarated, and such a meeting is real in character, and great are the results therefrom. The results are everlasting.

Consider the by-gone times. There occurred a meeting like this one—that is to say, that meeting emanated from the attractions of the conscience. It was due to the spiritual bond. It was due to the fraternity of heaven. Regard the results which have later become consitent! What lights have shone therefrom! What a new spirit has been breathed thereby! Therefore, I beg of God that this meeting of ours may likewise be a spiritual meeting, may be a heavenly meeting, may be a cordial bond, may be of divine susceptibilities, may be a result of the breaths of the Holy Spirit. Thus, may its traces be everlasting, may its results be eternal, may it be an indissoluble bond and an association inseparable. May it be a love which shall be never ending. This is my hope, and you who have turned to the Kingdom of God, and you who are set aglow with the fire of the Love of God, must so earnestly endeavor that this meeting shall give forth eternal results.

And what will bring this about? This will be brought about by your acting in accordance with the teachings of Baha'u'llah. This is dependent upon your becoming resuscitated by the Divine Spirit. The Revelation of Baha'u'llah is, in relation to the body of the world, as the spirit of man is to his body. In relation to the body of the world (humanity), Divinity is as the light within a lantern. In relation to the soil of the hearts, it
is the quickening shower. In relation to the spiritual growth of the trees, it is the vernal breeze; and in relation to the recovery of the diseased body politic, it is a quick acting remedy, because it is the cause of the oneness of the world of humanity. It is love among all mankind. It is a bond which unites all the religious. It is the unity which welds together all the races. It is the connection between all the countries. It is universal peace among the nations. It is universal peace among all the peoples. It is the universal peace which will bring together all nationalities. And undoubtedly it is the spirit of the world. It is the light of the world. Likewise, it is an impetus to the promulgation of knowledge, and it is the cause of agreement of religion with science and reason.

All the nations of the world today are subject to certain superstitions which animate them along the line of prejudice, hatred and rancor. These superstitions are the cause of warfare and battle. For blind imitations of religion are ever various and unreal; but the teachings of Baha'u'llah are reality itself, and reality is the fundamental basis of all the divine religions. Hence these teachings are the very cause of uniting all humanity. They are the cause of love among the hearts of men, for they are reality.

The teachings of Baha'u'llah are likewise concerned with good conduct, and good conduct is the greatest effulgence of the All-Glorious.

Unless ethics be improved, the world of humanity will be incapable of true advancement. Real advancement is dependent upon the world of humanity becoming a center of divine morals, becoming a place of the effulgences of the Merciful, becoming a mirror reflecting the bestowals of God. Thereby the world of humanity will become the image and likeness of God. Until these virtues reveal themselves in the world of humanity, real progress and advancement will not be possible.

His Holiness Baha'u'llah, addressing all mankind, says: "Ye are all the leaves of one tree and the fruits of one branch." This signifies that the world of humanity is representative of one tree, and all mankind representative of its leaves, its blossoms and its fruits. Therefore, all the inhabitants of the earth have grown through their attachment to this tree and all are reared and nurtured through the shower of divine mercy. It is self-evident that this teaching is the very spirit of this age. It is life-giving, because through love it animates the people, and it casts alienation utterly aside. It brings all into friendship and unity.

Among the teachings of Baha'u'llah is one requiring man, under all conditions and circumstances, to be forgiving, to love his enemy and to consider an ill-wisher as a well-wisher. Not that he should consider one as being an enemy and then put up with him, or to simply endure him, or to consider one as imimical and be forbearing toward him. This is declared to be hypocrisy. This love is not real. Nay, rather, you must see your enemies as friends, ill-wishers as well-wishers and treat them accordingly. That is to say, your love and kindness must be real. Your well-wishing must be reality, not merely forbearance, for forbearance, if not of the heart, is hypocrisy. The people of Reality* will not accept it.

Among the teachings of Baha'u'llah is one on sacrifice. Man must arrive at the point of sacrifice; and the station of sacrifice is that of complete severance—that is, his possessions, his comforts, even his life must be sacrificed for humanity. Until man arrives at such a station, he is deprived of the effulgences of God and from the bestowals of the Merciful, and from the breaths of the Holy Spirit, which, in this radiant century, have become apparent and resplendent.

And among the teachings of Baha'u'llah is one relative to the fact that God has created man to yield some fruit from his being, or existence, an eternal fruit, an everlasting result. If the world of humanity be confined to the short space of material life here, if man should devote his energies to temporary results—for the life of this world is short, the blessings of this world are temporary, the virtues of the world of nature are temporary, the happiness of the world of nature is temporary—this cannot be called fruitage, because it is temporary and hence useless. Nay, rather, man must be a blessed tree bearing eternal fruits. Thus everlasting spirituality may be his.

The real fruit of the human tree is everlasting, and that is the love for God, that is the knowledge of God, that is service to the world of humanity, that is kindness to all mankind, and that is endeavoring and striving for the material and spiritual—or ideal—development of the world of man. This is the

*Meaning, the people of God.
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA CONCERNING "BACKBITING."

In this issue of the STAR OF THE WEST is given Abdul-Baha’s definition of “hypocrisy”—see page 191.

Below we print a Tablet, recently revealed by him concerning “backbiting.”

* * * * * * * * *

Tablet to Doctor M. G. Skinner, Washington, D. C.

HE IS GOD!

O thou my doctor!

Thy letter was received. Thou hast written regarding thy aims. How blessed are these aims, especially the prevention of backbiting! I hope that you may become confirmed therein, because the worst human quality and the most great sin is backbiting; more especially when it emanates from the tongues of the believers of God. If some means were devised so that the doors of backbiting could be shut eternally and each one of the believers of God unsealed his tongue in the praise of the other, then the teachings of His Holiness Baha’u’llah would be spread, the hearts illuminated, the spirits glorified and the human world would attain to everlasting felicity.

I hope that the believers of God will shun completely backbiting, each one praising the other cordially and believe that backbiting is the cause of Divine wrath, to such an extent that if a person backbites to the extent of one word, he may become dishonored among all the people, because the most hateful characteristic of man is fault-finding. One must expose the praiseworthy qualities of the souls and not their evil attributes. The friends must overlook their shortcomings and faults and speak only of their virtues and not their defects.

It is related that His Holiness Christ—May my life be a sacrifice to Him!—one day, accompanied by His apostles, passed by the corpse of a dead animal. One of them said: “How putrid has this animal become!” The other exclaimed: “How it is deformed!” A third cried out: “What a stench! How cadaverous looking!” But His Holiness Christ said: “Look at its teeth! How white they are!” Consider, that He did not look at all at the defects of that animal; nay, rather, He searched well until He found the beauty of the teeth and overlooked entirely the deformity of the body, the dissolution of its organs and the bad odor.

This is the attribute of the children of the Kingdom. This is the conduct and the manner of the real Bahais. I hope that all the believers will attain to this lofty station.

Upon thee and upon them be Baha El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, August 12, 1913, Ramleh, Egypt.
THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA: SUGGESTIONS.

In the glorious ode "To The Center of the Covenant," published in this issue of the STAR OF THE WEST, is declared that one of the mighty deeds of Abdul-Baha is that of "Builder of the Temple of the Lord."

He has already accomplished its erection in the East—we refer to the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Ishkabad, Russia—and it is evident "to those who can bear the knowledge" that he will accomplish its erection in the West—upon the same site shown in the illustration, situated at Chicago, U. S. A.

Abdul-Baha has expressed the wish that the minimum of that opportunity can be as great as the "widow's mite"; and the maximum—a privilege and a unique opportunity to contribute toward the purchase of the land on which is to stand the first Mashrak-el-Azkar in the western hemisphere, and we trust that every reader of the STAR OF THE WEST who has not contributed will do so while there is yet opportunity.

The minimum of that opportunity can be as great as the "widow's mite"; and the maximum—only $6,000.00.

Abdul-Baha declares: "These Great Days are swiftly passing; and once gone they can never be recalled."

THE EDITORS.

LETTER FROM MONTREAL.

36 St. Mark Street, Montreal, Canada.

Sept. 13th, 1913.

To the STAR OF THE WEST.

Dear friends in El-Baha—Our delegate to the Convention held at New York has given his report to the Montreal friends. After discussing that part of it relating to raising money for building the Mashrak-el-Azkar, the Assem-

building shall not be undertaken until the land is paid for. If the suggestions in the following letter from Montreal, Canada, should be carried out the remainder indebtedness—$5,000.00—would be cleared in five weeks.

It is privilege and a unique opportunity to contribute toward the purchase of the land on which is to stand the first Mashrak-el-Azkar in the western hemisphere, and we trust that every reader of the STAR OF THE WEST who has not contributed will do so while there is yet opportunity.

The minimum of that opportunity can be as great as the "widow's mite"; and the maximum—only $6,000.00.

It is expressly understood that any member unable to contribute $1.00 a month shall give any sum however small, and that the larger contributions of other members will cover (or exceed) the monthly average of the assembly as a whole.

The Treasurer of the assembly receives the contributions confidentially and forwards the total amount collected to Mrs. Corinne True on the nineteenth of every month.

Should this meet with the approval of other assemblies, and should they wish to co-operate
in carrying out such a plan, the result would be that not less than sixty thousand ($60,000) a year would flow into the Treasury of the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

The Assemblies, and to the STAR OF THE WEST.

We shall be happy to hear from you in this connection, and to what you decide. All the Montreal friends unite in sending Bahai love and greetings, and I am faithfully your brother in the Cause,

G. THOMPSON,
Montreal Treasurer and Secretary for the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

THE GREATEST NAME.
By Thornton Chase.

"EL-ABHA" is the Greatest Name of God revealed to us in this age. God, the Infinite, who is above ascent or descent, beyond perception, knowledge or comprehension, is nameless as far as man is concerned. A name of anything expresses the qualities or manifestations of that thing. The essence or manifestations of that thing is nameless as far as man is concerned. The essence of everything is nameless, the Greatest Name of God is the Name of His highest manifested attributes. The highest appearance of Himself which can be perceived by any creature anywhere in existence—that Name is "EL-ABHA." Its meaning is Splendor or The Most Shining Glory. It is The Most Holy Outpouring, The Radiant Energy from the Unseen, Unknown Infinite Entity. Anything to appear must have some one to see it. No creature of existence can ever see the Infinite and, therefore, it is impossible for the Infinite to have a name; but the Highest Quality or Manifestation of that Infinite, which can be perceived by any creature in existence, can have a name and that name is "ABHA." It is Light.

"BAHA" is the same name on a different plane. "BAHA" is the name of the Manifestation in humanity to human kind. "ABHA" is the name of that Manifestation in His Heavens or Spiritual Spheres.

"EL-ABHA" is the highest, superlative Manifestation that can be perceived only by the highest possible existences. God, the Infinite, is the Pre-Existent, which does not mean as to time, but as the Cause of causes. He is not a part of existence. He, Himself, is outside of all existences, but manifests Himself through all existence as the light from a flame manifests itself throughout a crystalline room.

He, unknown in Himself, manifests His Glory through His chosen and prepared Representative in existence. That Representative among mankind is BAHAI'O'LLAH, the Glory of God, the WORD Incarnate, the visible humanized Word. Above it is the Glory of God, the Word Invisible, Light Itself.

"Allah Abha" is the Greeting of the Greatest Name. It is the Greeting of the Supreme Kingdom. "Ya Baha el-Abha" is an exclamation. It means: O Thou, the Glory of the Most Glorious!

ABDUL-BAHA'S "WELCOME" TO CALIFORNIA.

[Continued from page 191]

everlasting fruit. This is the divine effulgence. This is the divine bestowal. This is the everlasting life.

The teachings are lengthy, but I state them briefly, and from these brief statements, which are fundamental, you must learn the full teachings.

Praise be to God! We have assembled here, and the cause of our gathering here is the love of God. Praise be to God! The hearts are kind toward each other and the heavenly radiance is resplendent.

I am hopeful that the hearts may be moved, the souls may be attracted, and that all will act in accordance with the teachings of BAHAI'O'LLAH.
قصيدة جهاد

أزمع المرور ضالىً في بني اللحم، رأيت في...

كأنني بمشق حضرة عبد الله

أدخلت منازعات فأكد أن هدف

هي إنشاء الأمل في روح أبدية.

وقد كتب لها البائع في الأغنية.

لم يبق لعله أندل من...

فهو الآن يرى ما لا يرى.

فهو يرى ما لا يرى.
لا يمكن قراءة النص العربي من الصورة.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة المقدمة.
Address: Najme Bakhter, P. O. Box 283, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
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ABDUL-BAHA, "THE CENTER OF THE COVENANT," IN CALIFORNIA.

ABDUL-BAHA talking to four students from India attending the University of California at Berkeley—Mirza Mahmood interpreting.

From right to left—Dr. Ameen U. Fareed; Mirza Ali Akbar; Mirza Mahmood; Mirza Ahmad Sohrab; ABDUL-BAHA; students.

Photograph taken at Oakland, California, October 12, 1912.
STAR OF THE WEST

Held October 16, 1912, at the home of Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, Oakland, California.

Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, Interpreter; stenographic notes by Miss Bijou Straun.

PRAISE be to God! you are the guests of Mrs. Goodall. With the utmost love she prepared this feast, and every kind of food is before you. The effulgence of the mercy of Baha’u’llah is resplendent. The hearts are attracted to the love of God. The eyes are turning toward the Kingdom of A'ba. This is a heavenly feast, an excellent meeting. Surely this is praiseworthy. The Supreme Concourse now is beholding this assemblage, proclaiming aloud: 

"Blessed are ye! Blessed are ye! Blessed are ye who are the servants of Baha'u'llah! Blessed are ye who are the manifestors of faith! Blessed are ye who have such radiant countenances! Blessed are ye whose hearts are like unto rose gardens!"

Consider what a great bounty has been bestowed upon you, what a favor has been revealed unto you, that Abdul-Baha is now walking about amongst you commemorating Baha'u'llah! In the utmost of love am I walking about and greeting each and all of you.

Man is possessed of two types of susceptibilities. One is physical, the other spiritual, in character.

Physical susceptibilities have certain avenues of expression, and spiritual susceptibilities likewise have their avenues. The physical, or material susceptibilities have their channels of expression in the physical realm. Earthly fraternity is due either to a family relationship, or to a commercial bond, or to a bond of love based upon policy or politics, or to a racial bond which supplies that affection, or to a bond patriotic in foundation. These are physical susceptibilities and ordinary outward love. But spiritual susceptibilities, namely, real love and heavenly fraternity, emanate through divine channels. They emanate from faith, or they emanate from knowledge, or they emanate from the bounty of the Holy Spirit, or they emanate from the effulgence of the Sun of Reality.

Praise be to God! you are imbued with spiritual susceptibilities, for verily you have been gathered together in this meeting through the love of God. It is the bounty of the Kingdom which has summoned you here. It is the Most Great Guidance which has called you here. It is the power of attraction which has drawn you together here, and it is the bestowal of the Kingdom of A'ba which has invited you to this feast. These are spiritual susceptibilities, and these are emanations of the conscience. Because of these susceptibilities, this radiant youth is seated here, and in the utmost of love I am patting him on the shoulder.

I am happy to see you gathered here in love. Please continue eating while I talk.

His Holiness Christ, on a certain eve, invited His disciples to His table, and while seated at that table He gave certain admonitions and precepts unto them. As a result of the benediction and admonitions, the supper was called the "Lord's Supper." Inasmuch as there was present the material bread, and likewise the heavenly manna which was descending upon them, it was verily the Lord's Supper.

Now this evening you have gathered in this assemblage and are seated at this bounteous table. Praise be to God! the material food is prepared for you. The heavenly manna also is present for you, and that consists of the love of God and the knowledge of God. You are turned toward the Kingdom of God, and you are overshadowed beneath His providence. The eternal bounty encompasses you all, and the light everlasting is all-surrounding.

This table, likewise, is heavenly in character.

*At this feast there were present about one hundred and twenty-five friends from the Bay Cities, Portland, Seattle and Spokane. When all were seated at the tables, Abdul-Baha, radiant with joy, passed through the spacious rooms fragrant with flowers, speaking as he walked about.
This food is manna from heaven. I hope earnestly that the results of the Lord's Supper—that supper which was in the utmost of love and fellowship and several from all else save God—may be realized at this supper also. Thus may you associate one with the other in perfect fellowship and friendship, and may all of you rejoice in many such feasts. Thus may the hearts be exhilarated and the faces be turned to the Kingdom of Abha. Then will you be instrumental in reconciling all the religions and all the races, and in creating a bond that will unite all the nations of the world. Thus, in the center of the world, shall be pitched the tent of the oneness of humanity, and the standard of universal peace shall be unfurled and wave throughout the world. Then in the future there will be no doubt as to this supper being, the Lord's supper, for it is productive of love and fellowship, and will become the cause of the illumination of the world. Every supper that is productive of love and unity, the cause of radiance throughout the world, of international peace and of the solidarity of man, is undoubtedly the Lord's supper.

In a word, His Holiness Baha'u'llah shone forth from the Horizon of the Orient, even as the sun, casting a radiance over the world. During His lifetime He did not rest a moment, nor did He repose comfortably one night. He suffered many trials. He was a prisoner. He was enchained. He was exiled. All these ordeals did He endure in order that perfect fellowship and love should blend the hearts together.

Praise be to God! the labors of Baha'u'llah have not been in vain, for among your hearts love has been created. All of you are together in the utmost of love. I hope that you will be the cause of transforming the whole world of man into a feast like unto this, wherein the hearts of all shall be welded together, the lives of all shall be glad-tidings. The world of humanity then will become as a tree, and all men as its branches, twigs, blossoms and fruits. This is my wish and desire.

In the utmost of joy partake of this feast.

**Benediction**

[After the feast, Abdul-Baha stood on the...](Continued on page 209]
A man writing a hundred letters a day might use these words a hundred times and yet he would not sacrifice anything for his friend. But this is a custom—a usage. Everybody who writes a letter to his friend says "May my life be a sacrifice to you," and perhaps he does not realize the meaning at all.

The station of sacrifice is the great foundation. When you read the Old and New Testament, you will find that constantly the word "sacrifice" is mentioned. It is recorded that the Israelites sacrificed sheep so that their sins might be forgiven. In the time of Adam, Cain made sacrifice of sheaves of wheat and Abel made sacrifice of sheep. Now this is a symbol, and this word extended after the time of Christ.

What is the symbol? Just as the sheep sacrificed its life, likewise this natural state of man, which is the animalistic state, must be sacrificed. How should it be sacrificed? The vices of the animalistic state of man must be entirely annihilated, and he must be characterized with divine virtues. It was a symbol and before His Holiness Christ appeared, all the Israelitish prophets made sacrifice of animals. This was a mystery of that higher sacrifice and when Christ came he said, I will sacrifice myself for the sake of the salvation of all. What did He mean? He meant to change their characters, and in this way make them heavenly, in this way make them God-like, spiritual and divine. This is one of the meanings of sacrifice.

**"THIS IS ONE OF THE MEANINGS OF SACRIFICE"**

Talk by Abdul-Baha to one of the friends, October 22, 1912.

God will assist you. One of the great prophets of the Orient, one of the worthies of the East, called Al, says, that whosoever seeks after anything and is serious about it, will find it. Seek and ye shall find. Whosoever knocks at any door and is persistent about it, there is no doubt that the door will be opened unto him.

Now, as long as you are interested in the Movement, and interested seriously, and you are investigating reality, you are the lover of reality, there is no doubt that you will attain.

When man dedicates his life to a cause, he must dedicate entirely, then he is really dedicated. It is not through word, but through deed. One must dedicate his life completely, fully, in reality, just as the dead branch sacrifices its life to the fire, and just as the oil sacrifices its life to give light. This is the great station—the station of sacrifice. There is no greater station than this.

In Oriental language, there is the expression, "May my life be a sacrifice to you," and a man writing a hundred letters a day might use these words a hundred times and yet he would not sacrifice anything for his friend. But this is a custom—a usage. Everybody who writes a letter to his friend says "May
CORRESPONDENT: Are you pleased with the United States?

ABDUL-Baha: The continent of America is most progressive. The means of instruction are prepared; the educational institutions are thoroughly equipped and the pupils are being systematically trained and educated. The wealth is on an upward tendency. Its government is democratic. Its advancement is unceasing. Its nation is hospitable. Its people are educated. The educational institutions are free and the lovers of liberty. Its men are loyal, energetic and noble. Its inhabitants are free and the lovers of liberty. Its women are delicate, refined and idealistic. On the other hand, all these observations are deficient as the majority of the people are submerged in the sea of materialism and agnosticism. The natural civilization is well-nigh perfect; but it is in need of the civilization of heaven—Divine civilization.

Correspondent: What do you mean by "Divine civilization"?

ABDUL-Baha: Divine civilization is the light. Material civilization is the lamp. Material civilization is the body; in itself it is not sufficient, and humanity from every standpoint stands in sore need of divine civilization. Natural civilization insures material welfare and prosperity; Divine civilization vouchsafes to man ideal virtues. Material civilization serves the physical world; divine civilization serves the world of morality. Divine civilization is a symposium of the perfections of the world of humanity. Divine civilization is the improvement of the ethical life of a nation. Divine civilization is the discovery of the reality of phenomena. Divine civilization is the spiritual philosophy. Divine civilization is the knowledge of God with rational and intellectual evidences. Divine civilization is Eternal Life. Divine civilization is the immortality of the soul. Divine civilization is the Breath of the Holy Spirit. Divine civilization is heavenly wisdom. Divine civilization is the reality of all the Teachings of the ancient prophets. Divine civilization is Universal Peace and the oneness of the world of humanity. The Holy manifestations of God have been the founders of Divine civilization, the first Teachers of mankind, and the spreaders of the fragrances of holiness and sanctity amongst the children of men.

Correspondent: Are you satisfied with the American people?

ABDUL-Baha: The American people are a stranger-loving people. All nations are welcomed in their midst. They give to everyone the right of living and the pursuit of happiness. Here no one feels a foreigner, I am satisfied with all of them.

Correspondent: I have heard that you advocate the complete equality of men and women. This radical teaching coming from an Oriental thinker is of great interest and supreme significance. Just at this juncture the California women are clamoring for the right to vote for all the national and state officials, and your opinion on this important question will be greatly appreciated by the people.

ABDUL-Baha: The question of equality between men and women has made greater advancement in America than elsewhere, and day by day it is assuming greater importance and becoming nearer to realization. However, as long as complete equality does not exist between male and female, the world of humanity will not make extraordinary progress. The woman is an important column, and there is another equally important. If we aim to have a durable building, the foundations of both columns must be laid very deep. The women are the first teachers and instructors of the small children. They teach them and inculcate morality in their minds and hearts. Later they go to universities for higher education and specialization. Now if the teacher or instructor is deficient, how can the scholar be properly trained? Therefore, it is proven that the culture and refinement of the men are intensified and will bloom and attain to perfect fruition when the women are equally educated and given the same educational facilities. Consequently the women must enjoy life and its privileges and opportunities must be conferred upon women; so that just as they share together life and its responsibilities, they may also share with him the same virtues of the world of humanity. Undoubtedly partnership in education and culture presupposes equality in rights. The world of humanity has two wings, one wing male, the other wing female.
Both wings must become strong, so that mankind may soar to the empyrean realms of its destined perfection. But if one wing is left weak and the other strong, its upward flight will be slow. God hath created both human. They share together and in common all the faculties. No one is endowed with special privileges. How can we make a distinction which is unknown in the sight of God? We must follow the policy of God.

Moreover, there is male and female in the vegetable kingdom. They are on an equal footing. Inherently they enjoy suffrage and there is no distinction between them. Likewise in the animal kingdom the right of suffrage and equality is enjoyed without any feeling of superiority of privilege. Therefore, it is well known that there is no distinction of gender in the vegetable and animal kingdoms, although they are deprived of the faculty of reasoning, and they have not the power of distinguishing. How can we, who are confirmed with the bestowal of reason, and enjoy all the facilities with which man is distinguished from the animal, act in this manner and build these false barriers? Many women have appeared who have won for themselves fame and name, for the versatility of their intellects and the brilliancy of their thoughts. Amongst the Bahai women many have shown remarkable capability in literature, sciences and arts, and have rendered distinguished service in every department of life.

In history many capable women appear who have displayed special genius in government and political administration, such as Semiramis; Zenobia, Queen of Palmyra, and Queen Victoria, of England. In the religious world,—the Israelites wandered for forty years in the wilderness and could not conquer the Holy Land. Finally a woman achieved the signal victory. During the Christian dispensation the apostles became agitated after the Crucifixion of Jesus; even Peter denied Him thrice, but Mary Magdalene became the cause of their becoming firm and steadfast. In the Religion of Bahá’u’lláh, Kurát-el-Ayn and many other Persian women demonstrated their knowledge and wisdom to such an extent that even the men were astonished, and listened to their advice and lectures.

Correspondent: What is your object in coming to America?

Abdul-Bahá: I have come to America to promote the ideal of Universal Peace and the solidarity of the human race. I have not come for pleasure or as a tourist.

Correspondent: What do you think about women’s fashions?

Abdul-Bahá: We do not look upon the weightier cause.

Correspondent: What is your opinion about Turkey and the Balkan War?

Abdul-Bahá: We have nothing to do with war. We are advocates of peace. Speak to us about the condition of peace. Go to diplomats and militarists and ask their opinion about this war. But as regards peace: In the world of humanity there is no more important affair, no weightier cause. It is conducive to the well-being of the world of creation; the means of the prosperity of the nations; the reason of eternal friendship between the people; the cause of solidarity between the East and the West; the promoter of real freedom, and the Most Eminent Favor of His Highness the Almighty. We must all strive to uphold the flag of international peace, the oneness of the world of humanity and the spiritual brotherhood of mankind.

[The correspondent tried to ask a few more questions, but Abdul-Bahá interrupted him by this final statement while putting his hand on his shoulder and kissing his face:]

Consider how much I love thee, and to what extent I respect Mr. Hearst, that notwithstanding the fatigue coming over me as the result of a very busy day, I have answered all thy questions.

Our Persian Section this issue contains:

1. Address by Abdul-Bahá on the “Oneness of Divinity,” delivered at the First Unitarian Church, Philadelphia, Pa.;
2. Tablet regarding “Divine Guidance;”
3. Tablet regarding a gathering of Jewish and Mohammedan women;
4. Tablet pertaining to “Gatherings in the Path of God;”
5. Tablet to the Parsee friends;
6. Tablet regarding teaching;
7. Glad-tidings from Ramleh, Egypt.
THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA: ANNOUNCEMENT.

The financial secretary is glad to announce that there is on hand $1,665.99, with a promise of $1,000 from a friend, making $2,665.99 toward the final payment of $5,000.

A cement sidewalk is now under construction in Linden Avenue, in compliance with instructions received from the Village of Wilmette. The cost will be about $300.

The following is an extract from a Tablet to Mrs. Maxwell, of Montreal, translated June 18, 1913:

O thou daughter of the Kingdom!

As to the matter of the building of the Mashrek-el-Azkar, that is, the matter of beginning the building thereof: An important (or considerable) sum of money must decidedly be prepared in order that work may be begun; that is, at least two or three hundred thousand dollars must be ready. And, most assuredly, if it be built in the Days of the Covenant, it will be more joyful and more heart-rejoicing; but this is difficult.

Now be ye engaged in collecting contributions.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

[The above is an extract from a Tablet written in Abdul-Baha's own hand and translated and received by Ali Knli Khan on June 18, 1913.]

CORINNE TRUE, Financial Secretary.

"THE LOFTY SUMMIT OF UNCHANGING PURPOSE."

Words of Abdul-Baha to Lua Getsinger, Ramleh, Egypt, August 19, 1913.

From the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

THOU must be firm and unshakable in thy purpose; and never, never let any outward circumstances worry thee. I am sending thee to India to accomplish certain definite results. Thou must enter that country with an eternal enthusiasm, an inextinguishable fire, a solid conviction, in order that thou mayest achieve those services for which I am sending thee. Let not thy heart be troubled. If thou goest away with this unchanging condition of invariability of inner state, thou shalt see the doors of confirmation open before thy face, thy life will be a crown of heavenly roses, and thou shalt find thyself in the highest station of triumph.

Strive day and night to attain to this exalted state. Look at me! Thou dost not know a thousandth part of the difficulties and seemingly unsurmountable passes that rise daily before my eyes. I do not heed them; I am walking in my chosen highway; I know the destination. Hundreds of storms and tempests may rage furiously around my head; hundreds of Titans may sink to the bottom of the sea, the mad waves may rise to the roof of heaven; all these will not change my purpose, will not disturb me in the least; I will not look either to the right or to the left; I am looking ahead, far, far. Piercing through the impenetrable darkness of the night, the howling winds, the raging storms, I see the glorious Light beckoning me forward, forward. The balmy weather is coming, and the voyager shall land safely.

Kurat-et-Ayn had attained to this supreme state. When they brought her the terrible news of the martyrdom of the Bahais, she did not waver; it did not make any difference to her; she also had chosen her path, she knew her goal, and when they imparted to her the news of her impending death, no one could
ABDUL-BABA AT THE NINETEEN-DAY FEAST
[Continued from page 204]

balcony of the stairway and, raising his hands in blessing, pronounced a benediction.]

O kind Lord, verily this assemblage is longing for Thee and loving Thy beauty. Verily, these friends are set aglow with the fire of Thy love and are joyful because of Thy presence. They have turned to Thy kingdom, seeking naught but Thy good pleasure, desiring naught but to pursue Thy pathway, and seek-

ing naught save Thy good will. Not a day passes but they are occupied with Thy commemoration and are ever ready to serve Thee.

O God, illumine these hearts. O God, make joyous these lives. O Lord, suffer these souls to attain to the superlative degree of spirituality in the world of humanity. O Lord, suffer these souls to become truly distinguished, and make them the manifestors of Thy favor and the recipients of Thy good gifts. Shine upon them with Thy radiant splendor, waft over them the breeze of Thy providence, and pour upon them the rain of bestowals from the clouds of Thy generosity. Thus these souls, like the flowers of the rose garden, shall grow in verdure and freshness, and among all mankind shall they be redolent of delightful fragrance.

O Lord, confirm them all in Thy service, and aid them in guiding others to Thee.

A SILVER VASE in commemoration of the visit of Abdul-Baha to America, is to be placed in the Holy Tomb of Baha’u’llah. By the earnest solicitation of Mr. Edward Kinney and about thirty of the New York Bahais, the gracious permission of the Centre of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha, was given this project after he had declined personal gifts. All who desire may contribute any sum to this sacred purpose. It is preferred that the contributions be sent through the Treasurer of the various Bahai centres of America. When this is not possible, it can be sent direct to Mr. Edward Kinney, 270 West 86th street, or to Mr. James E. Brittingham, 894 Prospect avenue, New York City, who is acting as the Treasurer of the fund.

O God, make Thy name glorious amongst all mankind. Confer upon these souls the life everlast­ing, gathering them all together beneath the tabernacle of the oneness of the world of humanity.

Verily, Thou art the Almighty! Verily, Thou art the Powerful! Verily, Thou art the Giver of good gifts!

A PROCLAMATION in blessing, pronounced a benediction.

Abdul-Baha with the children on the steps of the home of Mrs. Goodall, October 12, 1912.
A great steamship has been lost at sea. Today newspaper accounts of the *Titanic* are reflecting the sorrow and mourning of the whole world, all the power of man, all his pride and the skill of human invention were helpless against the power of the sea. Men of great wealth, men of prominence and celebrity, likewise men who were unimportant and unknown in the eye of the world,—all have found the same tomb under the waves. If this fate marked the end of human accomplishment, if this death was oblivion to human hopes and possibilities, the whole world might mourn. Unless the soul of man is quickened by the breaths of the Holy Spirit and he becomes vivified by the life of the Supreme Kingdom, all his powers, efforts and accomplishments are in vain. Look about you as we ride in this automobile. Shall any of these things you are now looking upon remain or endure? If you possessed all you could wish for,—these great buildings, wealth, luxury, the pleasures of life in this world, would any of these things increase your eternal happiness or insure you everlasting existence? I am summoning you to the world of the Kingdom. I am calling you away from this world. Nothing you can ever think of here will remain. You, yourself, will pass away as the roses wither at the touch of winter's breath. I wish for you heavenly happiness. I am praying that the confirmations of God may descend upon you, that you may become His servant, that you may go forth to serve mankind from the bondage of this mortal world. I wish you to escape from this hell of materialism. Be not occupied with material things. Have no anxiety about your affairs. You are under the protection of Baha'u'llah,—in His service. Live in the spiritual world as I do. Think of nothing else.

Look out upon this great city through which we are passing. Then think of the wealthy men entombed in the ocean's depths. The powers of man in material civilization are wonderful, but all his accomplishments are as nothing,—he, himself, is as non-existent unless he upbuilds in himself the civilization spiritual. Abdul-Baha has no other thought than this. This is his heart, his soul, his station, his service,—to quicken mankind with Divine breaths and walk in the pathway of the Heavenly Kingdom.

When I was a young man I was devoted to music. So charmed and delighted was I with it that even an Arab clapping two sticks together in rude rhythm gave me great pleasure. Now my love for these things has gone completely. On the steamship crossing the sea a great modern orchestra played each night. The passengers listened to it with the deepest interest and enjoyment. But although the music was the very finest, the orchestra modern and most excellent, I found it occupied and disturbed my thoughts to such an extent that I retired to quiet reflection upon spiritual things.

I wish you to live in the world of the Spirit—to see the Divine Reality in everything,—to behold the illumination of the world of the Kingdom beyond and within the gloomy mask of this mortal existence. For the world of the Kingdom is a world of Lights, a world of happiness, a world of accomplishment, the real and eternal world. [After a long pause,—looking reflectively out the window.] I was asked to sail upon the *Titanic*, but my heart did not prompt me to do so.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
**ملاحظات**

رريبكدا أمريكا اين فيكان ورداء نوف

واتقد اسمهلافه توزيع محفوظ والمواردackle

جيم ماكسيك ووردلاطلصه مساحه من

زيت شرواناردامها ابنا صغيره ويعتبر

يابط الشريان انجفو القصوره مالينه فيه

إيه وجهاينق ابل من مصادره مالينه

ويارات مهنتية توأه شروانرانوتوغرالب

٣٢**

**ליוكانا**

٥٠ مراكش مالانهها موليانا شناش يقبيله

ذلك مزالانهها لنا من بانهادوات وجرايتي

ما مازباياشت ميتش تي بانان وجرايت

٥٠ كوك خلاصينه موليانه مازباياشت

٣٢ ميدان ذهان مداربله.
الذين يجتمعون.

الذين يجتمعون.

الذين يجتمعون.

الذين يجتمعون.

الذين يجتمعون.
Address: Najme Bakhtar, P. O. Box 283, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
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STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annihilated. So it shall be: these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'O'LLAH.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA DELIVERED AT DENVER.

September 24, 1912, 8 p.m., at the home of Mrs. Roberts.

Abdul-Baha and party arrived in Denver at 1:10 p.m., taking apartments at the Shirley hotel.

HOW are all; are you all happy? I have come to visit you from far away lands.

Consider how much I have longed to see you, for I have crossed the great Atlantic ocean and traversed long distances to come hither. In a condition of frail body incapable of enduring even one day's journey, this long distance was endured for this visit. Praise be to God! at last we have reached Denver, and here we visit you all.

What a good gathering this is, worthy of thanksgiving; for a meeting of this kind is peerless. Every gathering is brought about through some material interest; it is either based upon political motives or commercial interests, or the dissemination of education, or the execution of some order or system; but this gathering of ours is for no other purpose save the Kingdom of God—hence it is matchless and peerless. The hearts have turned to God; the spirits are exalted through the glad-tidings of God; the attentions are directed to God. What better meeting could be imagined than this?

Such a gathering is fundamentally most important. But we must arise to discharge our duties for this purpose, for this is an assemblage the attention of which is directed toward the Kingdom of God. Therefore, all the individual members thereof must be in the utmost of love and fellowship, the utmost of humility and submissiveness, and the utmost state of attentiveness toward the Kingdom of God—thus may our meeting be an example of the meetings in the Supreme Kingdom.

In brief, here is my statement to you: Praise be to God! We are living in a century of light. Praise be to God! We are contemporaneous with the Day of the Divine Effulgence. Praise be to God! We are alive in this day of the Manifestation of Love (Baha). Praise be to God, that we are alive in the day of the out-pouring of Divine Bounty. Praise be to God! We are living in a day of innate joy and motion. Praise be to God! We are living in a day wherein the lights have upraised progress throughout the East and West. How many holy souls there were in past times who longed to be present in this century, passing through nights and days of lamentation, yearning to be here, longing to the utmost; but ours is the good gift from the Lord. Out of His good mercy and absolute virtue has He given it to us; even as His Holiness, Christ, has declared: "Verily, many are they who are called, but few are they who are chosen."

Verily, many are they who are called, but few are they who are chosen! God has chosen you for His love; God has chosen you for His knowledge; God has chosen you for the worthy service of unifying mankind; God has chosen you for the purpose of investigating the reality; God has chosen you for the purpose of promulgating international peace; God has chosen you for the progress and development of mankind; God has chosen you for the dissemination and praise of true education; God has chosen you for the expression of love towards all mankind; God has chosen you for the removal of prejudice; God has chosen you to bind together all hearts; God has chosen you to be the cause of giving light to the world of humanity. In a word, the doors of His grace are open to us, wide, wide open, but we must try; we must be attentive towards God; we must be occupied with the service of the world of humanity; we must be more alert and mindful; we must appreciate the bestowals of God, and we must conform to this ever.

You observe how darkness is overspread in the world today. In every corner of the earth there is warfare of some kind, and in some parts there is actual rapine present, mankind
being submerged in the sea of materialism, and all occupied with the world. They entertain no thought save that of the possession of this earth, having no desire save this fleeting mortal world. Man's utmost desire seems to be to obtain for himself a livelihood, comfort of mortal type and to be content with simply the physical enjoyments which constitute the happiness of the world of the animals, and not the happiness of the human world.

The honor of man is dependent upon another type; the happiness of man is of another kind; the benediction of man is of another type; the joy of man is through the glad-tidings of God. The honor of man is through the attainment of the knowledge of God, the happiness of man is through the Love of God, and man's greatness is dependent upon his servitude to God. The utmost development of man is in being ushered into the Kingdom; and the result of human existence is the quintessence of eternal existence. If man becomes bereft of these Divine bestowals, and if his joy and happiness be confined to the material kind, then what distinction or difference is there between the animal and man, for the animal happiness is greater in magnitude, as its means of livelihood are more feasible! Man must strive in order to acquire natural livelihood, and in order that he may be comfortable; but man's need is in the acquisition of the Bounties of God. If, from the bounties of God, spiritual susceptibilities, and spiritual glad-tidings, man becomes bereft, his life in this world has not yielded any worthy fruitage; but, together with the physical life, he should be possessed of the spiritual life; together with the physical comforts he should enjoy spiritual comfort; with the bodily pleasures he should enjoy Divine pleasures; then man may be worthy of the title man, then will man be the kind of man of whom it was said, "He is after our own image and likeness"—because the image of the Merciful consists of the attributes of the Kingdom. If in his soul there be no fruits of the Kingdom, then man is not after the image and likeness of God; but if there are, he should be the recipient of the ideal bestowals, and should acquire the fire of the Love of God. If his morals be spiritual in character and if his efforts be heavenly in type, and if his conduct be that of the Kingdom; then is man after the image and likeness of God; otherwise he is the image and likeness of satan. Therefore, His Holiness, Christ, said: "Ye shall know them by their fruits."

What are the fruits of the human world? They are the fruits of man. If man be bereft of those fruits, he is precisely like a tree, fruitless, and the man whose effort is lofty, who has self-reliance, will not be content with suffering his life to be entirely animal in type. He will seek to be one of the Kingdom, he will long to be in heaven, though he might be walking on earth; though his outward visage be earthly in form, he will endeavor to have his real, innate visage that of heaven. Until this station be attained by man, his life will be utterly devoid of results. The span of life will pass away, in eating, drinking and sleeping, and then this life will be left with no results, no fruits, no traces, no illumination, no potency, no spirituality, no life everlasting, and no arrival at the plane of the utmost attainments of the human world! Hence you must thank God that your efforts are great, that your endeavors are worthy, that your attention is towards the Kingdom of God, and that your utmost intention, or desire, is the acquisition of the efforts of the human world.

Therefore, you must act in accordance with these requisites. Man may be a Bahai, but he may be Bahai in name only; but if he is in reality a Bahai, he will arise to achieve deeds which are proofs decisive concerning the validity of his being a Bahai. And what are they? They are as follows:

Love to all mankind; sincerity towards all humanity; the spreading of the principles concerning the oneness of the world of humanity; philanthropic life for all mankind; and that consists in being set aglow with the fire of the Love of God, which consists in the attainment to the Knowledge of God, and that which is towards the general welfare.

This evening we were speaking of the Persian friends and their utmost fellowship towards each other. They manifest such love that they can be called lovers. For example, if one of the friends of God were to arrive in this city, all his friends would be joyous about it, and they would assemble together in a meeting with him. If he were ill, they would care for him; if he were sad, they would comfort him. From every standpoint they would care for him to such a degree as to give one to understand that there is a relationship amongst them. All other nations are astounded at this relationship. They inquire as to the character

(Continued on page 226)
PERSIAN-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY.

Dr. S. I. Moody, the representative of the Society in Teheran, has recently sent in the yearly averages of the scholars in the Tarbiat schools, which are appended. She reports that a very earnest effort is being made to establish higher grades. Two societies have offered to assist materially. Mahfil Morateb offer one hundred tomans per month (about $100.00) for four months, and Mahfil Fashdigh offer seven tomans per month for one year. Dr. Moody has subscribed fifty tomans and also pays one toman per month on rent of the girls' school. During the last year she has also paid forty tomans rent for Dabestan Dooshegian Vatan School. Thus the wide-awake condition and earnestness at that end of the line is proven.

The young men of Persia who need advanced work should also be cared for in our own school. It is earnestly hoped that a highly qualified man be sent out soon.

It appears that the information given in the report published recently about the examinations at the University, was based upon a misapprehension. The correct figures were 21 boys of Tarbiat School received diplomas; 59 boys from all other schools.

SCHOLARSHIP LIST, P. A. E. S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEARLY AVER.</th>
<th>AMER. PERSIAN NO.</th>
<th>SCHOLARSHIP</th>
<th>NAME OF SCHOLAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>William Remey</td>
<td>Ezatollah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Miss Nellie Hope Lloyd</td>
<td>Aga Ezatollah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mrs. M. Lesley O'Keefe</td>
<td>Nasrollah Khan, (ill, passed by teachers without exam.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mrs. J. C. deLagnel</td>
<td>Rahmatollah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Cincinnati Assembly</td>
<td>Ayn ed Din Khan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mrs. May Maxwell</td>
<td>Mirza Enayatollah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Miss Flora Raymond</td>
<td>Nosratollah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Miss Charlotte Segler</td>
<td>Aga Enayatollah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Mrs. Jepgo</td>
<td>Habibollah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mrs. C. S. Cokes</td>
<td>Abol Gasem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Mr. L. G. Gregory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Mine, Dreyfus-Barney</td>
<td>Aga Habib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Mr. Joseph Stauss</td>
<td>Aga Nosratollah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Goodale</td>
<td>Mirza Azizollah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>“Zorah”,</td>
<td>Godratollah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Abdul Aziz</td>
<td>Abdul Peiman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Mrs. Mary Pomeroy</td>
<td>Nourillah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Mrs. J. F. Roberts</td>
<td>Aga Aziz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Cincinnati Assembly</td>
<td>Hossein Aga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Killius</td>
<td>Zabicollah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Mr. Daniel Jenkyn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEARLY AVER.</td>
<td>AMER. NO.</td>
<td>PERSIAN NO.</td>
<td>SCHOLARSHIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Miss Lillian James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. O'Connell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. Coyne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Denver Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Miss G. Buikema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Miss P. Casselberry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs. E. W. Russell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs. E. Olsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Mrs. C. Harrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Mr. Louis Keller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Baltimore Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Miss B. R. Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Mrs. Jennie Bonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Miss Josephine Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs. Ida Brush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Mr. J. W. Latimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Portland Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Philadelphia Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mrs. Agnes S. Parsons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Seattle Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Mrs. Helen S. Goodall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Seattle Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Mrs. Wolfstill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Portland Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Mrs. E. R. Boyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Miss M. Billet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Mrs. Gannett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Mr. J. D. Bosch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Mr. George Latimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Mr. Arthur James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Miss Dorothy Hoar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Mr. C. B. Nourse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Miss K. E. Nourse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Mr. P. H. Nourse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Mrs. Agnes S. Parsons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Mrs. Leo P. Perron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Mrs. W. H. Hoar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Mr. W. H. Hoar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Madame Cheron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Honolulu Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Mrs. E. R. Boyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>Kenosha Woman's Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Pasadena Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Hashmatullah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>N. R. Vakil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Mr. Mountfort Mills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. Killius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Mr. Frank D. Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Mrs. Frank D. Clark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**IT IS HOPED A RADIANT PALACE MAY BE PREPARED FOR THEE!**

Recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha to a Christian Minister at Washington, D.C.

**HE IS GOD!**

O respected personage, thou seeker of Reality!

Thy letter was received. It was not a letter but a mirror in which was reflected the images of Reality. Therefore, through its reading and perusal the happiness of the heart was obtained. If the earthly house is destroyed, be thou not sad—may the palace of the Kingdom be upheaved!

S° thou bird of Reality! If the terrestrial nest is ruined, be thou not unhappy—the heavenly nest is destined for thee. His Holiness, the Christ, the Holy Manifestations and the apostles possessed no nest whatsoever in this mortal world but in the universe of God, a glorious palace. It is hoped that through the Divine Bestowal, in a lofty station, in the universe of God, a radiant palace may become prepared for thee.

Consider that the palaces of former kings, from the day of Adam to the present time, are destroyed and ravaged by the relentless hand of time, but the towering palace of the believers of God are eternally built and never subject to destruction. Reflect carefully and thou shalt observe that all the foundations are uprooted but the foundation of the apostles of Jesus, which is becoming firmer and lofter day by day.

It is my hope that thou shalt likewise lay the basis of such a lofty palace. The foundation of this palace is to summon the people to the Call of the Kingdom of God; its galleries are the Principles of Baha'Ullah and its decorations the writings of the world of humanity; its radiant lamps are the lights of the Divine Kingdom.

Therefore, strive as much as thou canst to quicken the dead souls, to guide the erring ones, to cause to drink those who are thirsty and invite those who are hungry to sit around the heavenly table and partake of the Divine Food.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

**(Signed)** Abdul Baha Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Sept., 18, 1913, Ramleh, Egypt.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Amer.</th>
<th>Persian</th>
<th>Scholarship</th>
<th>Name of Scholar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Spokane Assembly</td>
<td>Monireh Khanom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Miss Helen Hoar</td>
<td>Jabaroutieh Khanom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Woman's Bahai Unity, N. Y.</td>
<td>Khanom Khanom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Tropico Assembly</td>
<td>Mirza Raheem Khan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Mr. J. H. Behrens</td>
<td>Mirza Hassan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Mrs. Rice-Wray</td>
<td>Mallieh Khanom*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Cincinnati Assembly</td>
<td>Nairiyeh Khanom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Hannen</td>
<td>Toobah Khanom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Miss E. Stewart</td>
<td>Mirza Hadluthullah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Mrs. A. G. Stewart</td>
<td>Shahzadeh Baghieh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Mr. E. B. Rabb</td>
<td>Mohtaram Khanom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Mr. Lars Johnson</td>
<td>Fatollah**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Mme. Vheron</td>
<td>Hadjieh***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Mrs. Evangeline E. Dunlop</td>
<td>Farochlagha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Montreal Assembly</td>
<td>Baghieh****</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Rouhangese Khanom, married; Malich substituted by request.
** Fatollah was ill and had no books for some weeks.
*** Hadjieh—3 months, 90.
**** Baghieh—selected June, 1913,—3 months. Average, 91.

The Society is approved by Abdul-Baha, who has repeatedly urged its importance—particularly in the matter of keeping up the scholarships. The eyes of the Orient are upon us, he says, to the end that America may keep its promises in this respect.

Every cent of the $18.00 annual scholarship payments goes to Persia.

Most faithfully yours,

JOSEPH H. HANNEN,
Executive Secretary.
The following communication has been received by Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago, from the Bahais in the vicinity of Stuttgart, Germany:

“To our beloved Bahai sister and all the friends in Chicago: Bahai love and greetings from this meeting at Zuffenhausen, which is held on the ninth of every month, that we may be united with all the believers in supplication for the Mashrak-el-Azkar.”

C. Wiedemann
M. Wiedemann
Max Bender
Marie Schmid
Maria Schweizer

Chlorchiel Nur
Julie Staehler
Anna Koestlin
Christiane Wannke
F. Schweizer

Gustav Eger
A. Mueller
Mrs. A. Mueller
Amalie Fingerle
P. Scheuermann

Authorship of Writings of Baha’u’llah Attributed to Someone Else.

In a letter just received from Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Ramleh, Egypt, he writes as follows:

“Enclosed you will find Mr. August J. Stenstrond’s pamphlet, Call to Bahais, No. 35 which, as you know, is full of mistakes and unqualified falsehood, the author in such a shameless manner attributing the ‘Ighban,’ “Tajallelyat,” “Seven Valleys,” “Hidden Words,” etc., to Ezal. This booklet was brought to the attention of Abdul-Baha and he told me to write to America that an emphatic answer be given to this man and published in the Star of the West. I believe this is the third time that this man has published this booklet and has scattered it among the friends. It is now high time to stop it. All those who are familiar with the writings of Ezal know that his composition was most childish, and today there are many volumes of such of his writings in the National Museum of London, which are being transcribed by the friends. These writings are a jumbled, confused, meaningless composition. When a man comes out so shamelessly and pretends that the indisputable Tablets and Books of Baha’u’llah be-

Table from Abdul-Baha.

O thou Star of the West! Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.
long to someone else it is time for the believers to refute such falsehoods."

While an emphatic answer is being written to this pamphlet, we refer anyone who may be confused, to "The Brilliant Proof," written by Mirza Abul Fazl, and published by Abdul-Baha during his sojourn in America, which is an answer to the criticisms of an ill-wisher of Baha'u'llah and Abdul-Baha. It is distributed by the Bahai Publishing Society, 3005 Jefferson Avenue, Chicago. Price, 15 cents.

The Editors.

FIRST ANNIVERSARY OF THE PASSING OF THORNTON CHASE.

Los Angeles Bahais hold services in their Assembly Hall and at the grave.

IN loving compliance with the request of Abdul-Baha, the friends in Los Angeles and vicinity celebrated the first anniversary of the passing of our brother, Thornton Chase. A party of ten went to the grave on the afternoon of September 30th, decorated the grave with flowers and spent an hour in prayer and communion.

The following Sunday a memorial service was held at the hall in Los Angeles, reading the Tablets and Utterances revealed by Abdul-Baha for our brother, and recounting his services in the Cause.

On Sunday, October 19th, being the anniversary of the visit of Abdul-Baha to the grave of Mr. Chase, a service was held at the hall, the talks of Abdul-Baha delivered in Los Angeles a year ago being read. Then we went to Inglewood Cemetery and laid our loving tributes upon the grave of the departed, also a wreath of immortelles from the Chicago Assembly, after which a half hour was spent in prayer and reading of the Hidden Words he loved so well.

As we entered the cemetery the sun, a ball of fire just above the horizon, shed a radiance over the landscape impossible to describe. So quiet and peaceful, so beautiful is that spot, it seems more like heaven than earth. As we turned to gaze behind us at the beautiful cemetery we had left, that wonderful glow was over all. Indeed, we felt, as we boarded the car, that we were going back into the busy world of activity from the portals of heaven.

All felt the benediction of that Presence in those two visits, that we had been baptized anew with the Spirit, and went forth resolving to emulate the virtues of our brother who had so gloriously attained and served the Cause so well.

We give you below extracts from two hitherto unpublished talks of Abdul-Baha, while in Los Angeles, in regard to our brother. The first is from his talk given on Saturday night, October 19, 1912, the evening of the day of the visit of Abdul-Baha to this sacred spot, and the second is the closing words of his final talk on Sunday, October 20, 1912.

H. C. W.

WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHÁ.

I came from San Francisco to see you and to visit Mr. Chase's grave. Truly, Mr. Chase was a glorious personage, having no desire save the good pleasure of God. His attention was directed to the Kingdom of God. He served during his lifetime. He was not at all wanting in service. He compiled certain books proving the validity of the Movement. As much as he could, he endeavored to guide the people. You will never forget him, may you ever pray for him, be ever respectful to his family, and be a source of comfort to them. As many times as possible—at least once a year—you should make it a point to visit his tomb, for his spirit will be exhilarated through the loyalty of the friends, and in the world of God will it be happy. The friends of God must be kind to one another, whether it be in life or after death.

* * *

The deceased, his honor Mr. Chase, was a blessed soul; he was a holy reality. His station in this life was not known. Yesterday I took a special trip and visited his tomb. At the time of visiting his tomb I found wonderful spirituality. You must celebrate yearly, annu­ally, the day of his departure from this life, and all of you, on my behalf, may go and visit his blessed tomb; and if possible spread a feast for the poor and give charity to those who are deprived on that occasion.* Mention the services he has rendered, read passages from his words, and

*Note.—It would seem from this statement that Abdul-Baha desires either or both of the days to be remembered: (1) The day of the departure of Thornton Chase, September 30, 1912: (2) The day of the visit of Abdul-Baha to the grave, October 10, 1912.—The Editors.
of this love. What love exists among the Bahais! What unity obtains among these Bahais! What agreement there is among these Bahais! And what a well-wishing spirit is there among them! All envy it, and all long that such love may be witnessed elsewhere, and that such a bond may be established everywhere. Therefore, to you my first admonition will be this: Associate most kindly with all. Be as one family. All of you should pursue this same pathway. Let your intentions be one, that your love may affect and permeate other nations, so that other nations may all love one another, and all shall attain to this oneness.

The world of humanity is quite dark—you are the ones to be radiant candles. The world of humanity is very poor—you must be the treasury of the Kingdom. The world of humanity is exceedingly debased—you must be the cause of its exoneration. The world of humanity is quite bereft—you must endeavor to give it an impetus and progress in advancement, and according to the teachings of Baha, each individual member of humanity must ye love and be kind to, as well as yourselves.

The first sign of faith is Love. The purpose of the Holy Divine manifestations of the prophets is Love; the creation of phenomena is based upon love; the life of phenomena is due to love; the radiance of the world is due to love; the well-being of humanity is based upon love; the happiness of mankind is based upon love. Therefore, I admonish you, strive within the human world that the Light of Love may be diffused. All the people of the world are thinking of warfare, you must be peace makers; all the nations of the world are engaged with themselves, are egoists, you should be thoughtful of others. All the nations of the world are neglectful, you must be mindful; all people are asleep, you should be awake and alert. Thus may each one of you, like unto a star, sparkle from the Eternal Horizon of Glory. This is my wish for you. This is my happiness, and therein lies my utmost comfort and well being; and for the attainment of these purposes I have come long distances; and praise be to God! I have attended this meeting.

* * *

[Dr. Fareed interprets.—"He is very much pleased with this meeting, and says it is very good, very good, for this meeting was meant to be for the commemoration of God, and the desire of all is good... Praise be to God! Praise be to God!"

---

**EXTRACT FROM A LETTER FROM RANGOON, INDIA.**

The expected visit of Abdul-Baha to our soil has stirred the believers and all anxiously await any communication that might be received direct from him concerning it at any time. A recent Tablet announces the advent to India and Burma of two American Bahai ladies and an American Bahai doctor whom we welcome most sincerely; indeed an Oriental mind, so sentimental in its nature, feels inclined to regard these American friends as forerunners of Abdul-Baha. We congratulate our American brothers and sisters for the recognition their meritorious services to the Cause of El-Baha have been receiving at the Supreme Threshold.

(Signed) SYED JANAB RL, Sec'y Bahai Assembly of Rangoon.
هُفْقَتْ وَلَدِيَّ
مُرْحَبًا بِأَبِي عَلِيّ نَيْكَ احْتَرَمْتُكَ رَكَّبَ كَأَرْسَبَكَ بِهِ بِمَعْرُوفٍ
أَرْسَبَكَ بِهِ بِمَعْرُوفٍ
هَوَاللهَ 
أَمَّنْعُهُ مَبَكَرَ كَأَرْسَبَكَ بِهِ بِمَعْرُوفٍ
أَرْسَبَكَ بِهِ بِمَعْرُوفٍ
لِأَفْعَلُهُ مَبَكَرَ كَأَرْسَبَكَ بِهِ بِمَعْرُوفٍ
أَرْسَبَكَ بِهِ بِمَعْرُوفٍ
خَيْرَاءَ حُشْيَ بِهِ بِمَعْرُوفٍ
أَرْسَبَكَ بِهِ بِمَعْرُوفٍ
لِأَفْعَلُهُ مَبَكَرَ كَأَرْسَبَكَ بِهِ بِمَعْرُوفٍ
أَرْسَبَكَ بِهِ بِمَعْرُوفٍ
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة.
خطبتي

الله وصلى عليه وسلم

الدين مقتدياً، وبشرىً، وعبرهUR.
Address: Najme Bakhtar, P. O. Box 283, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
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"When the ocean of My Presence hath disappeared and the Book of Origin is achieved to the end, turn your faces toward Him Whom God Hath Purposed, who hath branched from this Pre-Existent Root." — Words of BAHÁ’U’LLAH.
He Is The Most Great, The El-ABHA!

THIS is THE BRANCH that hath extended from the Bower of Thy Oneness and from the TREE of Thy Unity. Thou beholdest Him, O My GOD, gazing unto Thee and holding fast to the Rope of Thy Providence. Preserve Him in the neighborhood of Thy Mercy!

Thou knowest, O My GOD that, verily, I have chosen Him only because Thou hast chosen Him; I have elected Him only because Thou hast elected Him. Therefore, assist Him by the Hosts of Thy Heaven and earth. Help Thou, O My GOD, whosoever may help Him; choose whosoever may choose Him; strengthen whosoever may advance toward Him; and reject whosoever may deny Him and desire Him not!

O My LORD! Thou beholdest My Pen moving and My Limbs trembling in this moment of Revelation. I beg of Thee by My craving in Thy Love, and My yearning for the declaration of Thy Command, to ordain for Him and His lovers that which Thou hast ordained for Thy messengers and the trusted ones of Thy Revelation.

Verily, Thou art the Powerful, the Mighty!

REVEALED BY BAHÁ'U'LLAH TO ABDUL-BÁHÁ
FROM THE TABLET OF THE BRANCH.
REVEALED BY BAHÁ’U’LLÁH.

Say: Verily the Ocean of Pre-existence hath branched forth from this Most Great Ocean. Blessed, therefore, is he who abides upon its shores (The Branch), and is of those who are established thereon. Verily this Most Sacred Temple of Abhá—the Branch of Holiness—hath branched forth from the Sadrat-el-Muntaha; Blessed is whosoever has sought shelter beneath it* and is of those who rest therein!

Say: Verily the Branch of Command hath sprung forth from this Root which God hath firmly planted in the ground of the Will, the Limb of which hath been elevated to a station which encompasses all existence. Therefore, exalted be He for this Creation, the Lofty, the Blessed, the Inaccessible, the Mighty!

O ye people! draw nigh unto it and taste the fruits of its Knowledge and Wisdom on the part of the Mighty, the Knowing One. Whosoever will not taste thereof shall be deprived of the Bounty, even though he hath partaken of all that is in the earth—were ye of those who know.

Say: Verily a Word hath gone forth in favor from the Most Great Tablet and God hath adorned it with the Mantle of Himself and made it Sovereign over all in the earth and a Sign of His Grandeur and Omnipotence among the creatures; in order that, through it, the people shall praise their Lord the Mighty, the Powerful, the Wise; and that, through it, they shall glorify their Creator and sanctify the Self of God which standeth within all things. Verily this is naught but a Revelation upon the part of the Wise, the Ancient One! Say: O people, praise ye God for its Manifestation (The Branch), for verily it (The Branch) is the Most Great Favor upon you and the Most Perfect Blessing upon you; and through him every mouldering bone is quickened. Whosoever turns to him hath surely turned unto God and whosoever turneth away from him hath turned away from My Beauty, denied My Proof and is of those who transgress. Verily, he is the Remembrance of God amongst you and His Trust within you and His Manifestation unto you and His Appearance among the servants who are nigh. Thus have I been commanded to convey to you the Message of God, your Creator; and I have delivered to you that of which I was commanded. Whereupon, thereunto testifieth God, then His Angels, then His Messengers, and then His Holy Servants.

Inhale the fragrances of the Rizvan from his roses and be not of those who are deprived. Appreciate the Bounty of God upon you and be not veiled therefrom—and verily We have sent him forth in the temple of man. Thus praise ye the Lord, the Originator of whatsoever He willith through His wise and inviolable command!

Verily those who withhold themselves from the Shelter of The Branch are indeed lost in the wilderness of perplexity,—and are consumed by the heat of self-desire,—and are of those who perish.

Hasten, O people, unto the Shelter of God, in order that He may protect you from the heat of the Day wherein none shall find for himself any refuge or shelter except beneath the Shelter of His Name, the Clement, the Forgiving. Clothe yourselves, O people, with the Garment of Assurance, in order that He may protect you from the dart of doubts and superstitions, and that ye may be of those who are assured in those days wherein none shall ever be assured and none shall be firmly established in the Cause except by severing himself from all that is possessed by the people and turning unto the Holy and Radiant Outlook.

*The Branch referred to in this Tablet as “it.”
"THE COVENANT" AND "THE CENTER OF THE COVENANT"

As the twenty-sixth of November is known among the Bahais as the "Feast of the Appointment of the Center of the Covenant," the STAR OF THE WEST—following its procedure of last year—devotes this issue to a presentation of the important subject of The Covenant and The Center of the Covenant.

During Abdul-Baha's sojourn in America, he awakened the friends to a realization of the greatness of this matter and the necessity of turning to the appointed Center and remaining firm therein, saying:

"Today, the most important affair is firmness in The Covenant, because firmness in The Covenant words off differences.

"In former cycles no distinct Covenant was made in writing by the Supreme Pen; no distinct personage was appointed to be the Standard differentiating falsehood from truth, so that whatsoever he said was to stand as truth and that which he repudiated was to be known as falsehood. At most, His Holiness Jesus Christ gave only an intimation, a symbol, and that was but an indication of the solidarity of Peter's faith. When he mentioned his faith, His Holiness said, 'thou art Peter'—which means rock—and upon this rock will I build my church.' This was a sanction of Peter's faith; it was not indicative of his (Peter) being the expounder of the Book, but was a confirmation of Peter's faith.

"But in this Dispensation of the Blessed Beauty (BAHA'O'LLAH) among its distinctions is that He did not leave people in perplexity. He entered into a Covenant and Testament
with the people. He appointed a Center of the Covenant. He wrote with His own pen and revealed it in the Kitab-el-Ah'd, the Book of Laws, and Kitab-el-Ah'd, the Book of the Covenant, appointing Him (Abdul-Baha) the Expounder of the Book. You must ask him (Abdul-Baha) regarding the meanings of the texts of the verses. Whosoever he says is correct. Outside of this, in numerous tablets He (Baha'u'llah) has explicitly recorded it, with clear, sufficient, valid and forceful statements. In the Tablet of The Branch He explicitly states: Whosoever The Branch says is right, or correct; and every person must obey The Branch with his life, with his heart, with his tongue. Without his will, not a word shall anyone utter. This is an explicit text of the Blessed Beauty. So there is no excuse left for anybody. No soul shall, of himself, speak anything [i.e., "the words must be according to what has proceeded from the Mouth of the Will of God and is recorded in Tablets"] Whosoever his (Abdul-Baha's) tongue utters, whatsoever his pen records, that is correct; according to the explicit text of Baha'u'llah in the Tablet of The Branch.

"His Holiness Abraham covenanted in regard to Moses. His Holiness Moses was the Promised One of Abraham, and He, Moses, covenanted in regard to His Holiness Christ, saying that Christ was the Promised One. His Holiness Christ covenanted in regard to His Holiness The Paraclete, which means His Holiness Mohammed. His Holiness Mohammed covenanted in regard to The Bab, whom He called, 'My Promised One,' His Holiness The Bab, in all His books, in all His epistles, explicitly covenanted in regard to the Blessed Beauty, Baha'u'llah, that Baha'u'llah was the Promised One of His Holiness The Bab. His Holiness Baha'u'llah covenanted, not that I (Abdul-Baha) am the Promised One, but that Abdul-Baha is the Expounder of the Book and the Centre of His Covenant, and that the Promised One of Baha'u'llah will appear after one thousand or thousands of years. This is the Covenant which Baha'u'llah made. If a person shall deviate, he is not acceptable at the Threshold of Baha'u'llah. In case of difference, Abdul-Baha must be consulted. They must revolve around his good pleasure. After Abdul-Baha, whenever the Universal House of Justice is organized it will ward off differences.

"Now I pray for you that GOD may aid you, may confirm you, may appoint you for His service; that He may suffer you to be as radiant candles; that He may accept you in His Kingdom; that He may make you the cause of the spread of the light of Baha'u'llah in these countries, and that the teachings of Baha'u'llah may be spread broadcast.

"I pray for you, and I am pleased with all of you, each one, one by one; and I pray that GOD may aid and confirm you. . . . At present, farewell to you!"

The Editors.

FROM THE KITAB-EL-AH'D—"BOOK OF THE COVENANT"

The Will and Testament of Baha'u'llah.

It is revealed in the Kitab-El-Ah'd concerning this, that which from the Horizons of its Words, the Lights of the Divine Bounties gleam, rise and glitter:

O My Branches! In this Existent Being the greatest strength and the most perfect power is hidden and concealed; look towards it and gaze in the direction of its union and not at its seeming differences. This is the Testament of God, that the Branches (Aghsan), Twigs (Afnan), and Relations (Muntessabeen), must each and every one look to the Greatest Branch (Ghusn Azam). Reflect upon that which is revealed in My Book, The Ah'das—When the Ocean of My Presence hath disappeared and the Book of Origin is achieved to the end, turn your faces towards Him whom God hath purposed, Who hath branched from this Pre-Existent Root. The aim of this blessed verse hath been the Greatest Branch. We have likewise elucidated the Command as a favor from before Us; and I am the Generous, the All-Dispenser!
O Thou My Greatest Branch!

Thy letter was surely presented before this Oppressed One, and I heard that which Thou hast communed with GOD, the Lord of the worlds.

Verily, We have ordained Thee the Guardian of all the creatures, and a Protection to all those in the heavens and earths, and a Fortress to those who believe in GOD, the One, the Omniscient!

I beg of God to protect them by Thee; to enrich them by Thee; to nourish them by Thee; and to reveal to Thee that which is the Dawning-point of riches to the people of Creation, and the Ocean of Generosity to those in the world, and the Rising-point of Favor to all nations. Verily, He is the Powerful, the All-Knowing, and the Wise!

I beg of Him to water the earth and all that is in it by Thee, that there may spring up from it the Flowers of Wisdom and Revelation and the Hyacinths of science and knowledge.

Verily, He is the Friend to those who love Him, and an Assistant to those who commune with Him!

There is no GOD but He, the Mighty and the Magnified!

REVEALED BY BAHÁ’U’LLAH TO ABDUL-BAHA

WHEN ABDUL-BAHA WAS IN BEYROUT, SYRIA.

Praise be unto Him! who honored the land of Beyrout with the feet of Him around whom all the Names revolve. Therefore, all the (created) atoms have announced good tidings unto all the contingent beings, that the Sun of the Beauty of the Greatest and Majestic Branch of GOD, the Most Weighty and Well Made Mystery of GOD, hath arisen, dawned, appeared, gleamed and shone forth from the Door of the Prison (Acca) and its Horizon, and advanced to the former place (Beyrout). Therefore, the prison land is darkened, while the former is rejoiced.

Exalted! Exalted! is our Lord GOD, the Creator of all things and the Maker of Heaven, by whose Power the Gate of the Prison is opened,—the opening of which fulfilled that which was formerly revealed in the Tablets.

Verily, He is Powerful to do that which He pleases; the Kingdom of Emanation is within His Grasp! He is the Powerful, the Knowing, the Wise!

Blessed is the land which is honored with His footsteps!

Blessed is the eye which is illuminated by His Beauty; the ear which is favored with hearing His Voice; the heart which has tasted the sweetness of His Love; the breast which is dilated by commemorating Him; the pen which moves in praising Him; and the Tablet which bears His Signs!

I beg of GOD, the Exalted, the Most High, to cause us to attain His visit ere long.

Verily, He is the Hearer, the Powerful, the Answerer!
"Bring Them Together Again, O Lord, by the Power of Thy Covenant!"

Bring them together again, O Lord, by the power of Thy Covenant, and gather their dispersion by the might of Thy Promise, and unite their hearts by the dominion of Thy Love; and make them love each other so that they may sacrifice their spirits, expend their money, and scatter themselves for the love of one another. O Lord, cause to descend upon them quietness and tranquility! Shower upon them the Clouds of Thy Mercy in great abundance, and make them to characterize themselves with the characteristics of the Spiritual! O Lord, make us firm in Thy noble command, and bestow upon us Thy Gifts through Thy Bounty, Grace and Munificence.

Verily, Thou art the Generous, the Merciful, and the Benevolent.

—ABDUL-BAHA.

Tablet Revealed by Abdul-Baha to Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm.

Upon whom be Baha’u’llah—El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou, my dear son!
Thy letter, dated July 3, 1913, was received. Its contents indicated the firmness and steadfastness of the believers of God and told of the holding of a divine meeting in your radiant, charming country place. Praise be to God, that that day was spent in the utmost joy and happiness. That annual memorial meeting will be the souvenir of Abdul-Baha, especially when it is passed with infinite delight and gladness.*

The confirmation of the Kingdom of Ariba shall descend uninterruptedly upon those souls who are firm in The Covenant. Thou hast well observed that every firm one is assisted and aided and every violator is degraded, humiliated and lost. It is very astonishing that people are not admonished. They have observed how Mirza Mohammed Ali, on account of the violation of The Covenant, descended to the lowest degree of humiliation and yet they do not become mindful. They have seen how others through disobedience to the Testament have fallen into a well of degradation, and yet they are not awakened. This Covenant is The Covenant of His Holiness Baha’u’llah. Now its importance is not.

*Refers to a Feast given at West Englewood, N. J., June 28, 1913, by the Baha’is of New York city and vicinity, in commemoration of the Feast given by Abdul-Baha on the same date in 1912—see the STAR OF THE WEST, No. 8, Vol. III.—The Editors.
THE confirmation of the Kingdom of ABHA shall descend uninterruptedly upon those souls who are firm in THE COVENANT. Thou hast well observed that every firm one is assisted and aided and every violator is degraded, humiliated and lost. It is very astonishing that people are not admonished. They have observed how Mirza Mohammed Ali, on account of the violation of THE COVENANT, descended to the lowest degree of humiliation and yet they do not become mindful. They have seen how others through disobedience to the Testament, have fallen into a well of degradation, and yet they are not awakened.

This Covenant is THE COVENANT of His Holiness BAHA’O’LLAH. Now, its importance is not known befittingly, but in the future it shall attain to such a degree of importance that if a king violates to the extent of one atom, he shall be cut off immediately.

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Thank thou God, that—praise be to Him!—in the garden of THE COVENANT thou art like a fragrant hyacinth and in the congregation of the love of God like an ignited candle.

Convey the wonderful ABHA greeting to his Cause had no importance whatsoever; nay, rather the people scoffed and ridiculed Him and according to the Text of the Gospel, they called Him, Beelzebub. Now you can see the importance which it had later. In short, the Testament, have fallen into a well of degradation, and yet they are not awakened. This Covenant is THE COVENANT of His Holiness BAHA’O’LLAH. Now, its importance is not known befittingly, but in the future it shall attain to such a degree of importance that if a king violates to the extent of one atom, he shall be cut off immediately.

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

May my life be a sacrifice to Him!—His Holiness BAHA’O’LLAH. Now, its importance is not known befittingly, but in the future it shall attain to such a degree of importance that if a king violates to the extent of one atom, he shall be cut off immediately.

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
SERVICE IN THE KINGDOM.

This article was approved by The Center of the Covenant, and some copies in both English and Persian were spread in 1906.

In the teachings of Aḥdul-Bahá, is found recurring and recurring the command to SERVE; to go forth and teach and spread the glad tidings of the coming of the Kingdom; and together with this command is his promise to all, that through doing this, his bidding, they will receive Divine confirmation and spiritual strength.

In physical man the heart is the center of the life of the body, and from it is sent forth the blood which feeds and nourishes every part of the body. In like manner is Abdul-Baha the heart and center of the body of believers in the world.

The Bahá’í Faith is THE COVENANT which is in this day established upon the earth, and Abdul-Baha is The Center of this COVENANT. From him all members of it receive spiritual force and sustenance.

As the organs which make up the physical body of man are dependent upon connection with the heart in order that they may receive life force, so are the believers—composing the spiritual body of The Faith—dependent upon their connection with Abdul-Baha; for through Him and through Him only, can they receive the spiritual force and sustenance necessary for their growth and development in The Kingdom.

Regarding the organs of the physical body, one sees two factors in their various workings, namely, a receiving of energy and force, and a giving off of the same. The organs receive the life force from the heart and give it off according to their various functions; however, as soon as the supply of blood is cut off, the organ ceases to function and to give off energy; and, again, as soon as an organ ceases to do its work properly, the supply of life force from the heart is diminished. This is a law of nature in the physical realm which governs the healthy action of every member of the physical body.

Now consider the body of the faithful believers: If any one member severs his connection with The Center of THE COVENANT—from whom all receive their spiritual force—he ceases to be a living and active member of the body; and, again, if he be not working and performing his function in The Kingdom, the supply of spiritual sustenance flowing to him from The Center of THE COVENANT will be diminished in proportion as he fails to perform his work.

The well-being of any organ of the human body depends upon its continued action, and upon this also depends the well-being of the human body as a whole. So it is also with the body of believers. Each one has a special and a necessary work to perform, and his own salvation, as well as the general welfare of the body as a whole, depends upon his performing this duty.

In this day the believers are being tested and tried. There are great forces in the world working against them, and only the strong and steadfast ones will be able to stand. The only way by which one can obtain spiritual force and vitality to arise above all conditions and to attain to divine development of soul is through carrying out most minutely this command of Abdul-Baha, to work and to go forth to teach and to spread The Kingdom.

All are standing in the “eleventh hour” of this Great Day, and no one knows when the great world tests, of which Abdul-Baha has so often spoken, will be upon “the faithful.” When these calamities descend, there will no longer be any time to consider ways and means for carrying out his commands.

So, now, while there is yet time, let all arise with steadfastness of purpose to carry out the Holy Command to SERVE, in order to establish themselves as faithful servants in The Lord’s Vineyard.

CHARLES MASON REMEY.


---

*i. e., that the Kingdom has come.
الإحتجاجية: تلخيص

إنه من نهض يبدأ من خلال ثلاث نقاط:

1. الإحتجاج على النظام السياسي。
2. الاعتراف بالحقوق الإنسانية.
3. تأكيد على الأرزاب لإصلاح النظام.

عبدو الله

د. 1211

كلمة: الله هو أعظم

كانت صريحة للناضج
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>السيرة الذاتية لمحمد علي الشاذلي</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>الاسم الم_true_</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>الجنسية</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>التعليم</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- الجامعة الأمريكية بالقاهرة
- جامعة القاهرة

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>الوظائف النانة</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>أول الوظيفة</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ثاني الوظيفة</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>المهارات الخاصة</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>المهارات</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- تكنولوجيا المعلومات
- مهارات واجهات المستخدم
- مهارات إقامة المقدمات الإلكترونية

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>القبول في المراكز الأكاديمية</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>أول مرتبة</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ثاني مرتبة</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>الرعاية الصحية</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>الرعاية</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- علاج مرض الأسنان
- علاج مرض القلب

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>التعليم المكون</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>المكون</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- الخامس المعياري
- السادس المعياري

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>الاتصالات الخاصة</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>الاتصالات</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- البريد الإلكتروني: mohamed.ali.shazyli@email.com
- الهاتف: +20 1234567890
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If you are sincere in your love for me, then love and serve the believers of God; then love and serve your fellow-men.

These days, I do not feel very well. My remedy is to hear that the believers love each other. Any other news makes me sick and unhappy. Let everyone speak to me about love and I will love him more. The friends must be real peacemakers; not stirrers up of strife nor sowers of seeds of discord, nor acting with superiority one over another.

I am now growing old. O, very old! All through my life I have carried on my back, gladly, the burdens of the believers; but now I ever anticipate hearing the good news of service actually accomplished by them. Save this, I have no other joy in the world.

Will they not make me happy?
Will they not answer my call, when the shadow of the last night of my earthly life is falling slowly across my path?
Will they not arise with superhuman energy and united effort to spread the Cause and impart to me new vigor?
Will they not listen to me?
How my heart leaps with joy when I hear the friends love each other, always overlooking one another's small mistakes; and that they are forgiving their enemies!

—ABDUL·BAHA.

This photograph of Abdul-Baha was taken on the eve of his departure from Beuckapalt to Vienna. The words were uttered at Ramleh, Egypt, October 28, 1913.
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bounds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'U'LLAH.

Vol. IV Massa'el 1, 69 (December 12, 1913) No. 15

That which is THE MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL THE AFFAIRS IN THIS DAY is to TEACH THE CAUSE OF GOD!
You must engage in the diffusion of the Fragrances of GOD, so that ye may impart life to the worlds, illumine the dark regions, confer new existence upon these mouldering, dead bodies, make intelligent and mindful these negligent hearts. Thus may they free themselves from this nether world and soar toward the Universe of the Almighty!

—ABDUL-BAHA.

A CALL TO TEACHING!
Extracts from the "Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab"

This is the Divine Season of Seed Sowing

"IT is not my duty to command particular persons to arise and teach the Cause. Whosoever arises to spread the Word and performs this service, will behold the Doors of Confirmation are open wide before his face. This is the season of teaching, and therefore it will yield results. In every season, something will be productive. If, during the seed-sowing time, we want to gather the harvest, we shall fail. If, at the time of irrigating, we desire to do something else, failure will be the result.

"Now, this is the Divine season of seed-sowing. Every Bahai must become a heavenly cultivator. If, at this season, he performs the prayers of all the past and future ages, it will yield no fruit. My primal object of this long trip was to show, by deed, to the friends of God, that this is the season of teaching the Cause. Although Acca and Haifa [Syria] are the headquarters of the Cause, and I should stay there and from those Centers administer the affairs of the Cause, yet I left everything and traveled throughout the earth to herald the coming of the Kingdom of Abha.

"Any person desiring to be surrounded by the Confirmation of the Blessed Perfection [BAHA'U'LLAH], must arise and teach the Cause. "This is the Path!"

Words of Abdul-Baha.
From the "Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab," July 2, 1913.

We Must Be Up and Doing
The Bahai Cause is much in need of real, earnest workers; workers who will surmount all opposition, meeting the antagonist as a firm rock before the blowing of the winds of tests and storms of trial. How many trees are uprooted by one tempestuous wind and how many ships have been wrecked by one storm!

There are many lands athirst for the Water of Life; let the friends of God irrigate them with the vernal showers now descending from the Kingdom of Abha. There are many souls hungry for the Heavenly Bread; we must invite them to the Banquet of the Lord. The lethargic must become active, the sleeping ones must be awakened; the dispirited ones receive a share of the inexhaustible Favors, and the sweet music of the Supreme Concourse be heard.

We must be up and doing some kind of service, no matter how slight it is. Praise be
The Cause of Baha'u'llah is the Solvent for All Problems

Whether we live in the East or in the West, the invisible Power of Baha'u'llah is unifying our scattered forces and training us for the service of His Kingdom—the kingdom of universal love and inter-racial amity. Today, the world of humanity is in need of this Power more than at any other time. The keen competition which is carried on by the captains of industry and finance; the discontent and social unrest of the laboring classes; the bigotry and extreme fanaticism of religionists; the heat and bitterness with which fantastic controversies are upheld between sectarians; the spirit of superiority with which some nations look upon others; the lust of conquest and the desire for the extension of territory; the social and political rivalries between nations and governments, and the hatred and enmity existing between the different races—all these antagonistic forces clashing against each other, apparently aggravate the situation and make "confusion worse confused."

But the Power of the Blessed Perfection has come to stay, bringing healing under its wide, outstretched wings. This Power alone is the solvent for all these puzzling problems. There may be found here and there some medicine to give temporary relief; but the lasting and permanent cure is the Baha'i Power, which unites all peoples and sets at naught their seeming differences. This Power alone transforms the hearts, inspires the spirits, uplifts the minds, reveals the secrets of Love and unfurls the Banner of Divine Brotherhood.

The Power of the Cause

"The glad-tidings of the Kingdom of ABDUr-RAHMAN are effective over the hard stone and resuscitates the dried bones. Like unto the down pouring of the vernal shower, they cause the growth of roses and hyacinths, jasmines and jonquils out of the black soil! Although the inhabitants of that city are submerged in the sea of materialism and it may take some time before they are awakened, yet the Melody of the Kingdom of ABDUr-RAHMAN shall finally quicken them; the Cup of the Love of God will become full to overflowing, impart a wonderful exhilaration and allay the thirst of the thirsty ones."

Extract from Tablet by ABduL-BAHa, Quoted in "Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab," July 11, 1913.

The Basis of Bahai Public Teaching

"The basis of the Call [i.e., teaching and delivering addresses] must be the Oneness of the world of humanity, so that the religious fanaticism, sectarian bias, racial prejudice and political prejudice may be removed and all mankind may enter under the uni-colored tent of the Oneness of the World of Humanity, the hearts may affiliate with each other, the souls be attracted, and the East and the West may embrace each other. This must be the basis of your addresses in public meetings."

How Great Movements Have Advanced

"All great movements have advanced through altruism, selflessness, and self-sacrifice, and not through the interchange of public opinion. It is my hope that all of us may arise with the greatest power to serve this most important Cause (Universal Peace) and become the means of the welfare of the world of humanity."

Extracts from Tablets by ABduL-BAHa, Quoted in "Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab," July 12, 1913.

Concerning Temporal and Eternal Sovereignty

"Know thou, verily, I say unto thee that the conditions of this mortal world, even if it be the kingship of the whole expanse of this globe, is ephemeral. It is an illusion. It is ended in nothing; neither does it contain any results, nor, in the estimation of God, is it equal to the wing of a mosquito."

"Where are the kings and the queens? Where are the palaces and their mistresses? Where are the imperial thrones and jewelled crowns? Where are the mighty rulers of Persia, Greece and Rome? Verily, their palaces are in ruin and desolation, their thrones..."
The Superlative Degree of Success and Prosperity

"O ye believers of God! Supplicate and entreat at the Threshold of the Almighty to confirm you in the diffusion of the Fragrances of Holiness which are waiting from the direction of the Garden of God. Blow ye over all creation like the breezes of the early morn, and impart ye freshness and verdancy, through the Power of Truth, upon the flowers, sweet hyacinths and the roses of the garden of existence. This is the quintessence of meeting and the superlative degree of success and prosperity—for it causes the attainment of man to the Kingdom of ABHA, attracts him to the Sacred Court of His Highness the Almighty, and suffers him to reach the Sublime Presence of the Powerful and Omnipotent Lord."

Extract from Tablet by Abdul-Baha.

Attracting Souls to the Kingdom of ABHA

"If thou desirest to be confirmed in the service of the Kingdom of God, live in accord with the Teachings of Baha'u'llah, and that is—real love for the world of humanity and the utmost kindness for the believers of God. This real love, like unto the magnetic power, attracts the Divine confirmations."

"If a soul calls the people to the Kingdom of God according to the Principles of Baha'u'llah, there will be many listeners. First one must teach by deeds; then speak The Word! First one must become thirsty; then the salubrious water be offered. No matter how delicious the water is, one who is not thirsty will not enjoy it. Therefore, make ye an effort so that the people may become thirsty; then cause them to quaff from the Divine Chalice."

Extract from Tablet by Abdul-Baha.

CEReNT NEW TEACHECINS OF THE BAHAI REVELATION
NOT FOUND IN THE RELIGIOUS BOOKS OF THE PAST.

Address by Abdul-Baha at 780 West End Avenue, New York City, December 2, 1912.

YOU are all welcome! This is a good assemblage. Praise be to God, the hearts are directed to the Kingdom of ABHA! The souls are rejoiced by the glad-tidings of God. This is an excellent gathering.

This evening I wish to speak to you concerning the special teachings of Baha'u'llah. All the teachings which have been given during the past days and ages are to be found in the Revelation of Baha'u'llah; but in addition to those, this Revelation has certain new teachings which are not to be found in any of the religious books of the past. I shall now refer to some of the new teachings given by Baha'u'llah; as for the rest of them you may obtain them from the Tablets and Epistles written by Baha'u'llah, for the new teachings given by Baha'u'llah are many.

While in the Hidden Words we read concerning that which has descended upon the Prophets of the past, yet there are in the Hidden Words teachings which are new and particular to this Revelation. Then the Tablet of the Glad-Tidings revealed by Baha'u'llah contains special teachings. The Tablet by

*Refers to the introductory paragraph of the Hidden Words, as follows: "This is that which descend from the Source of Majesty, through the tongue of Power and Strength upon the Prophets of the past. We have taken its essences and clothed them with the garment of brevity, as a favor to the beloved, that they may fulfill The Commandments of GOD; that they may perform in themselves that which He has entrusted to them, and attain the victory by virtue of devotion in the land of the Spirit."
The Book of Akdas are not to be found in any of the past Books. That is, the world of existence is no other than one tree, and the nations or peoples are like unto the different branches or limbs thereof, and human individuals are similar to the fruits and blossoms thereof. Thus Baha'u'llah presented the Oneness of the world of humanity, while in all past religious Books and Epistles, the world of humanity has been divided into two parts: one called the people of the Book, or the Pure Tree, and the other, the Evil Tree. One-half of the people of the world were looked upon as belonging to the faithful, and the other half as belonging to the irreligious and the infidel; one-half of the people were consigned to the mercy of their Creator, and the other half were considered as objects of the wrath of their Maker.

But His Holiness, Baha'u'llah, proclaimed the Oneness of the world of humanity, and this teaching is specialized to the teachings of Baha'u'llah, for He submerged all mankind in the Sea of Divine Generosity. At most some of the people are asleep, they need to be awakened; some of them are ill, they need to be healed; some are children, they need to be trained. In a word: this teaching is a special one of the teachings of Baha'u'llah.

As to the second teaching which is a new one given by Baha'u'llah: it is the injunction to investigate Truth—that is, no man should follow blindly his ancestors and forefathers. Nay, each must see with his own eyes, hear with his own ears, and investigate Truth in order that he may find the Truth;—whereas the religion of forefathers and ancestors is based upon blind imitation, while man should investigate the Truth. This again is one of the teachings of Baha'u'llah.

The third teaching of Baha'u'llah, which is new for this Day, is that the foundation of all the Religions of God is One, and that Oneness is the Truth, and the Truth is but One, and it cannot be made plural. This teaching is again special to Baha'u'llah.

The fourth teaching of Baha'u'llah, which is special for this Day, is that religion must be the cause of unity, harmony and accord amongst men. If religion be the cause of inharmony, or leads to separating men one from the other, and creates conflict amongst them, then irreligion is better than that religion. This again is likewise one of the teachings of Baha'u'llah.

The fifth teaching of Baha'u'llah, which is new for this Day, is that religion must be in accord with science and reason. If religion is not in conformity with science and reason, then it is superstition. This is one of the teachings of Baha'u'llah. Down to the present day it has been customary for man to accept a thing because it was called religion, even though it were not in accord with judgment or human reason.

The sixth new teaching of Baha'u'llah is the equality between men and women. This is peculiar to the teachings of Baha'u'llah, for all other religions placed men above women.

The seventh of the teachings of Baha'u'llah, which is new for this Day, is that prejudice and fanaticism, whether religious, sectarian, sectional, denominational or patriotic,—are destructive of the foundation of the human solidarity, so that man should release himself from such bonds in order that the Oneness of the world of humanity might become manifest.

The eighth of His teachings is Universal Peace; that all men and nations shall make peace amongst them; that there shall be Universal Peace amongst governments, Universal Peace amongst religions, Universal Peace amongst races, Universal Peace amongst the denizens of all regions. This is one of the special characteristics of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah.

The ninth of these special teachings is that all mankind should partake of both knowledge and education, and this partaking of knowledge and of education is one of the necessities of religion. This again is one of the special characteristics of the teachings of Baha'u'llah.

The tenth teaching is the solution of the economic question. For no religious books of the past Prophets speak of the economic
question, while the economic problem has been thoroughly solved in the teachings of Baha'-'ul-Ha.

The eleventh teaching is the organization called, The House of Justice, which is endowed with a political as well as a religious aspect. It embodies both aspects, and it is protected by the Preserving Power of Baha'-ul-Ha Himself. A Universal or World House of Justice shall be organized. That which it ordains shall be the Truth in explaining the Commands of Baha'-ul-Ha, and that which the House of Justice ordains concerning the Commands of Baha'-ul-Ha shall be obeyed by all. But that will be the House of Justice organized from amongst the members of the Houses of Justice of the whole world, and all men shall be under the supervision of that House of Justice.

As to the most Great Characteristic,—and it is a specific teaching of the Revelation of Baha'-ul-Ha and not given by any of the Prophets of the past,—it is the teaching concerning The Center of The Covenant. By giving the teaching concerning The Center of The Covenant He made provision against all kinds of differences, so that no man should be able to create a new sect. To guard against that state of thing, He entered into a Covenant with all the people of the world, indicating the Person or the Interpreter of His teachings, so that no man should be able to say that he explains a certain teaching in this way, and thus create a sect revolving around his individual understanding of a part of the teachings. Thus the “Book of the Covenant” and the Testament of Baha'-ul-Ha is the means of preventing such a possibility, for whoever shall say a word from his own self shall be degraded. Be ye cognizant of this. Beware lest anyone shall secretly say anything to you against this! There are some people of self-will and self-desire who do not communicate their selfish intentions to you in a clear language. They secretly and by insinuation do this. They praise a certain individual, saying such an individual is so and so, is wise, is learned, is perfect, he was glorified in the presence of Baha'-ul-Ha, or in an insidious way they make this statement. Or they may take you one by one into a dark corner of a room and convey to you these things by certain innuendoes. Be ye aware! For His Holiness Christ has said that no one hides the lamp under a bushel.

The purpose is this that some people shall come before you in order to secure something in their own favor. Be ye greatly upon your guard, so that no one may infringe upon the Oneness of Baha'-ul-Ha's Cause. Praise be to God! Baha'-ul-Ha left nothing unsaid! He explained everything. He left no room for anything further to be said. Yet, still there are souls—some persons—who, for the sake of personal profit and interest, will attempt to sow the seeds of sedition. Whoever may say a thing, whoever praises an individual, ask him to give you a written proof concerning the praise he offers of that individual. Let him show you a trace from the pen of The Center of the Covenant substantiating his praise of that certain individual; otherwise, say to him that you are not allowed to give heed to the words of everyone. Say, “You may love a person today and praise him, tomorrow another, and the next day still another. We cannot afford to listen to this or that individual. Where is your document? Where is your authority from the pen of the Center of the Covenant?”

My purpose is to convey to you that it is your duty to guard the Religion of God, so that none shall be able to assail it either outwardly or inwardly. If you see injurious teachings coming from an individual, no matter who that individual may be, even though he be my own son, know ye verily that I am quit of him. If you see anyone speaking against The Covenant, even though he be my own son, know ye that I am averse to him. If a person speaks falsehoods, know ye that I am quit of him. He who covets things worldly and seeks after his own desire to accumulate the riches of this world, and is looking at the hand of the people to give him something, know ye that I am quit of such an one.

But when you see a person living up to the teachings of Baha'-ul-Ha, living up to the teachings in the Hidden Words, know ye that verily I proclaim that he is of me,—know ye that he belongs to Baha'-ul-Ha. If you see anyone whose deeds and conduct are contrary to, and not in conformity with the good pleasure of the Blessed Perfection, and are not in conformity with the requirements in the Hidden Words, let that be the criterion, your standard by which to judge that person. If you find anyone opposed to the Spirit of these teachings, know ye that I am quit of him, no matter who he may be. This is the Truth.

[Continued on page 259]
THE MOST IMPORTANT WORK

Words of Abdul-Baha uttered in England, January 16, 1913

I have planted the Seeds in America. You must nurture them and care for them. If you do this, they will yield an abundant harvest. You must arise with superhuman strength to spread the teachings for the Cause is GREAT; and whosoever shall arise in this Day to TEACH, know that he will be assisted by the Divine Concourse. This is not the day of silence! It is the day of the Proclamation of the Kingdom! It is not the day of rest. We must, ACT, ACT, ACT!

Words of Abdul-Baha to a little group of Americans in Paris

All the meetings must be for teaching the Cause and spreading the Message, and suffering the souls to enter in the Kingdom of Bahai’ol’lah. Look at me. All my thoughts are centered around the proclamation of the Kingdom.

I have a Lamp in my hand searching through the lands and seas to find souls who can become heralds of the Cause. Day and night I am engaged in this work. Any other deliberations in the meetings are futile and fruitless. Convey the Message! Attract the hearts! Sow the seeds! Teach the Cause to those who do not know.

I enter all meetings, all churches, so that the Cause may be spread. When the Most Important work is before our sight, we must let go the Important one.

If the meetings or Spiritual Assembly has any other occupation, the time is spent in futility. All the deliberations, all consultation, all the talks and addresses must revolve around one focal center and that is: TEACH THE CAUSE! TEACH! TEACH! Convey the Message! Awaken the souls!

Now is the time of laying the foundation. Now we must gather brick, stone, wood, iron, and other building materials! This is not the time of decoration. We must strive day and night and think and work. What can I say that may become effective? What can I do that may bring results? What can I write that may bring forth fruits?

Nothing else will be useful, today. The interests of such a Glorious Cause will not advance without undivided attention. While we are carrying this load we cannot carry any other load!
The Command of GOD in this Day

VERILY, GOD hath made it incumbent upon every soul to deliver His Cause [spread The Message] according to his ability. Thus hath the Command been recorded by the Finger of Might and Power upon the Tablet of Majesty and Greatness.

Whosoever quickens one soul in this Cause is like unto one quickening all the servants and the LORD shall bring him forth in the day of resurrection* into the Rizwan [Paradise] of Oneness adorned with the Mantle of Himself, the Protector, the Mighty, the Generous!

Thus will ye assist your LORD, and naught else save this shall ever be mentioned in this Day before GOD, your LORD, and the LORD of your forefathers!

—BAHA’U’LLAH.
From The Tablet of The Branch.

*"Day of resurrection" here refers to the day of the departure or ascension of the soul from the body.
In short, the purpose is that the teachings of Baha'u'llah are many. Were I to speak to you concerning them until morning they would not be exhausted. I have explained to you some of them. You can read the rest in the Tablets of Baha'u'llah. In a word; some have asked the question as to what are the new things that Baha'u'llah has taught, and were I to continue to tell you more of these new teachings the subject would not be exhausted even if I spoke all night. I therefore pray to God to strengthen you in good deeds. I pray to God to confirm you, in order that you may live in accord with the teachings of Baha'u'llah.

Upon ye be Baha-el-Abha!

EXHORTATION

O PEOPLE! The Doors of the Kingdom are opened; the Sun of Truth is shining upon the world; the Fountains of Life are flowing; the Daysprings of Mercy have appeared; the Greatest and Most Glorious Light is now manifest to illuminate the hearts of men.

Wake up and hear the Voice of GOD calling from all parts of the Supreme World—"Come unto Me, O ye children of men; come unto Me, O ye who are thirsty, and drink from this sweet Water which is descending in torrents upon all parts of the globe."

Now is the time! Now is the Accepted Time! Look ye at the time of Christ:—had the people realized that the Holy Spirit of GOD was speaking to them through His Divine Mouth, they would not have waited three centuries before accepting Him.

And now is it meet for you that you are sleeping upon the beds of idleness and neglect, while The Father, whose coming Christ foretold, has come among us, and opened the Greatest Door of Bounteous Gifts and Divine Favors?

Let us not be like those in past centuries, who were deaf to His Call, and blind to His Beauty; but let us try and open our eyes, that we may see Him; and open our ears that we may hear Him; and cleanse our hearts that He may come and abide in our temples.

These days are the days of Faith and Deeds—not the days of words and lip service: Let us arise from the sleep of negligence, and realize what a great feast is prepared for us; first eating thereof ourselves, then giving unto others who are thirsting for the Water of Knowledge, and hungering for the Bread of Life.

These Great Days are swiftly passing; and once gone they can never be recalled. So, while the Rays of the Sun of Truth are still shining and THE CENTER OF THE COVENANT OF GOD is manifest, let us go forth to work.

ABDUL-BAHA.

CABLEGRAM FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

Baghadi, Chicago: Arrived safely Holy Land. Acca, Syria. ABBAS.

Dec. 10th.

VOICE RECORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA may be obtained from Mrs. M. S. MacNutt, 935 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y., at 65 cents each. These are disc records and can be used upon various phonographs.

OUR PERSIAN SECTION this issue contains: (1) Tablets to assemblies in the Orient regarding Abdul-Baha's sojourn in America and Europe; (2) progress of the Cause of God in Stuttgart, Germany; (3) Tablet revealed for the "Purity Assembly" in Arasten; (4) news from Yazd by F. F. Teerandaz; (5) the Feast of The Center of The Covenant; (6) "Glad tidings"—a cablegram from Acca, Syria.
أريد قراءة نص الصفحة بشكل طبيعي.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>لوغ مبارك</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>درآسمان گافائل لقاق</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

هو آله، هو آل‌ها، هو آستان مبارک، هو حضرت سید علی رaza، هو صفی‌الحسین، هو آستان مبارک، هو حضرت سید هاشم رaza، هو جعفر صادق، هو حضرت سید رضا، هو حضرت سید علی‌اصغر، هو حضرت سید علی رaza، هو حضرت سید موسی‌الکاظم، هو حضرت سید موسی، هو حضرت سید علی، هو حضرت سید علی رaza، هو حضرت سید علیفی، هو حضرت سید علیفی، هو حضرت سید علیفی |
رجوع مصغر
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HE IS GOD!

O ye children of the Kingdom!* 

It is New Year; that is to say, the rounding of the cycle of the year. A year is the expression of a cycle (of the sun); but now is the beginning of a cycle of Reality, a New Cycle, a New Age, a New Century, a New Time and a New Year. Therefore, it is very blessed.

I wish this blessing to appear and become manifest in the faces and characteristics of the believers, so that they, too, may become a new people, and having found new life and been baptized with fire and spirit, may make the world a new world, to the end that the old earth may disappear and the new earth appear; old ideas depart and new thoughts come; old garments be cast aside and new garments put on; ancient politics whose foundation is war, be discarded and modern politics founded on peace, raise the standard of victory; the new star shine and gleam and the new sun illumine and radiate; new flowers bloom; the new spring become known; the new breeze blow; the new bounty descend; the New Tree give forth new fruit; the new voice become raised and this new sound reach the ears, that the new will follow the new, and all the old furnishings and adornments be cast aside and new decorations put in their places.

I desire for you all that you will have this great assistance and partake of this great bounty, and that in spirit and heart you will strive and endeavor until the world of war become the world of peace; the world of darkness the world of light; satanic conduct be turned into heavenly behavior; the ruined places become built up; the sword be turned into the olive branch; the flash of hatred become the flame of the love of God and the noise of the gun the voice of the Kingdom; the soldiers of death the soldiers of life; all the nations of the world one nation; all races as one race; all national anthems harmonized into one melody.

Then this material realm will be Paradise, the earth Heaven, and the world of satan become the world of angels.

—ABDUL BAHÁ ABBÁS.

*Revealed for the American Bahá’ís, who, in 62 (1906), had sent Abdul-Bahá a Náurooz (New Year’s) greeting.
STAR OF THE WEST

"Let the New Follow the New!"

A presentation of "The Covenant of God" as the only Source of Divine Knowledge to mankind, and the necessity of turning to the "Point" of its Manifestation in this "New Day."

BY CHARLES MASON REMEY.

In contacting with the Bahais in various parts of the country, one realizes that there is a point which the friends must understand thoroughly themselves before they can really teach the Cause, confirm others in the faith and bring them to the realization of the New Covenant, and its Center who is now upon earth in the person of Abdul-Baha. This point is: that the Bahai Cause is The Covenant of God, not merely one of many phases of Universal Truth (as some say), but that The Covenant of Abba Is The Truth—the only Living Truth today!

* * *

Another point is regarding the Oneness and the Singleness of God. For years our teachers have been proclaiming and explaining that part of the teaching concerning the Oneness of God's Revelation to mankind and with evident and good results, too, for it attracts souls and confirms them in the truth of their own past religion, whichever it may be. The truth of the Divine inspiration of each and all of the Holy Messengers, the founders of the world's religions, is most acceptable to the minds of men, for through the light of the teachings of Baha'u'llah people are now seeing all of the Divine Revelations of the past to be as parts in the foundation of the one great spiritual whole, the completed structure which they now find realized in this, the latest and greatest of God's Revelations to the world—the Bahai Revelation.

When one sees the foundation of a house being laid, the functions of its various parts are not apparent; but when the superstructure is completed and one sees the entire building as designed by the architect, then he understands that each part of the foundation has a relation with every other part of the edifice, each being an organic, or necessary, part of the whole. So it is with religion. One can only understand the Revelations of the past, and their relation one with another, as he comes into the knowledge of The Bahai Revelation, for in the Bahai Cause all past religions are explained and completed. One sees that all Revelations come from one source—which is "The Word of God"; all are parts of the One Great Cause of God, established down through the ages in the hearts of men, the present-day Bahai Revelation being the completion of the plan of the Great Divine Architect, for the Spiritual Unity, quickening and solidarity of all religions—the Kingdom of God upon earth.

Thus, briefly, do we understand the Oneness of God's Truth.

Now there is the second part of the teaching in question, namely: The Singleness of God. This phase we are now realizing and understanding to a greater degree than ever before, through the spiritual awakening caused by the presence in our midst of The Center of The Covenant, Abdul-Baha, during his recent travels in America.

We understand that the Manifestation of the "Word of God" to the world (through which, and through which only, man becomes spiritually quickened and knows God) is One Spirit and is ever single in its manifestations to humanity. That is to say: That the one "Word of God"—which is not a creation of God, but an emanation from His Infinitude—manifests successively and singly through the various chosen prophets or Divine Mouthpieces sent to the people of the world.

Thus the "Word of God" in its Singleness manifested through Abraham, Moses, Jesus, Mohammed, the Bab—the "first point" of the new cycle—and Baha'u'llah.

And now the fruit and the Power of the Spirit of the Word of God, as revealed in
Baha'u'llah is manifest to all the world through the life of servitude to humanity of The Center of The Covenant—he who calls himself Abdul-Baha. Abdul-Baha is The Center from which the spiritual effulgence (which appeared in these "latter days" in the blessed person of Baha'u'llah) is now being reflected to the world. Abdul-Baha's word is The Truth; his teaching differentiates between error and Truth. He is the Unique Center of guidance and illumination for all mankind.*

* * *

By virtue of The Singleness of God, "the Word" is manifest through but one chosen individual at a time. As the phenomenal sun in the heavens is but one sun, though it appears each day at a different point upon the horizon, so is the Sun of Truth—which is "The Word of God"—one and the same throughout all time, notwithstanding that its points of appearance are successively many. The foundation and the Cause of God in the world today is this same Spiritual Sun shining in its Singleness, its rays going forth to the people of the whole earth from a new point, and this point is the revelation of God's New Covenant upon earth.

Although the phenomenal sun has shone throughout the ages of the past, yet in order that we may be warmed and lighted by its rays, we must turn to it in its position in the heavens of today. It shone in the past for the world of the past. It shines today for the people of today! If the people of today refuse the sun's light and energy, shutting themselves off from its light, saying that the light and energy given off from the sun in seasons past is all they desire, they would be in manifest physical loss. They would die! In like manner are those in manifest spiritual loss who cling to "the letter" and to the memories of the light of the spiritual days of the past and who refuse to recognize "The Word of God" manifest in this day; for as it was in ages past, so it is in this day, the Divine manifestation of The Day is the unique source of spiritual life in the world. Therefore, it is evident that the Manifestation of this day is the only source of spiritual life for this day and dispensation, which is that of God's Kingdom upon earth.

The physical world receives from the physical sun each day sufficient physical force and energy to sustain it until the coming of the next day, when a fresh supply is given. In like manner, the outpouring of Divine energy, force and life proceeds from the Sun of "The Word of God." With each Manifestation a supply of spiritual energy and force is given sufficient for the needs of that day, or dispensation. Then with the completion of that epoch and the advent of a new day of revelation, the former revelations are found to have become exhausted and are insufficient for the needs of the people, for if the people do not turn to the light of the new Manifestation, they find themselves in manifest loss. They become as spiritually dead souls, because the spiritual sources of the past, having fulfilled their mission, have become exhausted and are no longer sources of light for humanity;—nay, rather, that same light is again manifest in the world, but now is shining from a new dawning-point, for "The Word of God" is Single and no longer shines from the dawning-points of former cycles.

Thus, Moses in His age, was the only source of guidance to the people, but with the coming of Jesus the Christ, a new day dawned; for when God manifested through Jesus, the day of Moses ended. Those who loved the Divine Light of the teachings of Moses were attracted to Jesus and believed in Him for in Him they found the same Divine Light of God which formerly had existed in Moses. Upon the other hand, those in whom the spirit of Moses had not penetrated, those who saw only "the letter" or the external side of His teachings, those who refused to look toward the new point of Revelation which was in Jesus—were entirely cut off from the source of Divine Light. They cut themselves off from the Christ and became spiritually dead because they refused the living Truth, "The Word of God," the Christ as manifested in Jesus, and they were in darkness.

In like manner, in this day there are those who say, "What need have we for The New Covenant of Azizah? Have we not Jesus? We want no other!" Indeed these people are in great loss, for they cling to "the letter" of the teachings of the Christian dispensation and not to the Divine Light which emanated from Christ's Holy Person.

*NOTE—It should not be construed from this paragraph and other statements in this article that Abdul-Baha is understood to be a manifestation of the Word of God, independent of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah. The cycle of Baha'u'llah exhibits for one thousand or thousands of years from 1844 A. D.; but it is unique in that the "Most Great Characteristic" of the New Covenant is the appointing of a Center, which now is in the person of Abdul-Baha, and after him shall be vested in the Universal House of Justice for a period of one thousand or thousands of years. (See page 233, issue No. 14, Vol. IV, STAR OF THE WEST.)—The Editors.
In this, the day of The New Covenant, the real Christians are those who have within their souls the love and the light of Christ, and when they hear the Bahai Message, they respond to the Call of the New Covenant, for they see and recognize the New Covenant to be the return of the same Christ, "The Word of God," which has ever been the One Light of the world throughout all ages. Those in whose souls the love of God does not exist are as spiritually dead, they being Christians in name only. Christ said: "My sheep shall know my voice." Those who really are of Him in spirit know and recognize His voice, for in them is living the Truth of Christ. The people who cling to the outer forms of the dispensation of Jesus, and who refuse the Light of God in its new point of manifestation, these, like the Jews of old who rejected Christ, are in great loss.

The Revelation of Jesus was for His own dispensation—that of "The Son." But now the apostolic age is finished and completed, and a new Revelation has appeared. Now, the Revelation of Jesus is no longer the Point of guidance to the world as it was in the past, for now the same Christ, which was in Jesus, is again manifest in the Bahai Revelation, and those who desire the light, must now turn to God in His New Manifestation. Christ said, "I have many things to tell you, but ye cannot bear them now." This is the time for us to know those things. Now we are in the Day of "The Word" manifesting as The Father, The Father of whom "The Son" and all the Prophets testified, and promised. If we refuse the Father, we also refuse the Son, and all of the prophets. We are then in total darkness, for we are refusing the Revelation of the present day and dispensation, which is the end of the Revelations of the past and the beginning of a new order of things upon earth.

In the parable of "The Lord of the Vineyard" (Matt. xxi: 31) Christ spoke of the prophets of God who were rejected by the world. He spoke of the coming of "The Son" who would be rejected and slain. (Here Jesus was prophesying of His own rejection by the world and of His crucifixion.) Then Jesus speaks of this "Latter day" coming, saying: "When the Lord, therefore, of the vineyard cometh, what will He do unto those husbandmen?" "They say unto him, He will miserably destroy those wicked men and will let out His vineyard unto other husbandmen, which shall render Him the fruit in their seasons." This is one of the holy prophecies wherein is promised the coming of the Mighty Manifestation of God to the Earth, and the establishment of His Kingdom triumphant upon earth.

* * *

The physical seasons of the year are symbolic or typical of the seasons or phases of a dispensation of "The Word of God."

In the springtime, physical life is poured out upon the earth, and all things in which there is life awake to a greater and more active physical life, while new plants and shrubs spring up upon all sides out from the hitherto sterile and lifeless earth. Shortly comes the time of fruition, and summer is at hand; then the decline of the physical forces as autumn arrives. With the winter coldness comes a cessation of physical activities and much disintegration and death in the vegetable world, while those trees, shrubs, etc., in which life remains are not productive of fruits as they were in the springtime and summer. Then again comes the springtime and with the coming of the warm sun and rain those trees and plants in which physical life exists, manifest new life—stretching out their branches and putting forth new leaves to receive the life-giving rays of light proceeding from the sun, now returned with all of its former life-giving power and strength.

Upon the other hand, those dead trees and shrubs, in which life has become extinct, and which but a short time before, outwardly appeared to be as perfect as those in which there was life, under these new conditions of springtime, disintegrate and decay with great rapidity.

Thus the dead and the living trees and shrubs stand side by side throughout the winter, and the casual observer sees them as being equal until the coming of springtime and then the outward differentiation takes place.

In like manner is the coming of the springtime of the dispensation of God's Truth upon earth. Through the shining forth of the Spiritual Sun of Truth—which is "The Word of God" manifested in The Temple of Chosen Man—the people of the world, as they turn to the point of Revelation, are quickened with Divine Life and bring forth in their lives the fruits of God's Kingdom; then in turn those souls sow the spiritual seeds in the hearts of others, quickening the souls of spiritually dead humanity with a new spiritual life.

Then, as time goes on, creed, form and dogma dominate and the spirit of the religion
becomes exhausted, the people grow cold in faith; religion becomes material instead of spiritual in proportion as the temporal power of its institution increases. This is the winter season of a religious dispensation; a time of spiritual famine in the land! Then arrives another Springtime of Spirituality. The Sun of Truth again appears in its Singleness from another dawning-point upon the spiritual horizon, and a new Divine day, or dispensation, is assured in the One, same, Single and Eternal Word of God again going forth to humanity from a new point of Divine Manifestation. God's Message in its Oneness and Singleness is again given to all peoples great and small. His Word creates Divine susceptibilities and quickens souls hitherto dead, while those in whom the love of God exists, spring into new life, for they are those who are of Him, and in whose hearts abides His love; while other souls apparently as good, and often from the world's standpoint apparently better, do not respond. Those who do not respond, have no life in them; they remain in a condition of spiritual death which is one of Divine darkness or winter, and even the revealed Truth of the past avails them nothing. The world soon sees such souls in manifest loss, for even in this world are the spiritually alive and the spiritually dead souls differentiated one from another. There is but One Source of Divine Light. It is a single source.

 Humanity has no choice of dawning-points. There is but One in each age. God appoints and prescribes the way. Man can accept and he may reject or refuse and thus cut himself off! Sacred history proves this point. For example: when God's Word was manifested in Jesus the Christ, it was the best of the people, from the world's standpoint, who refused Him; while those who were of no worldly account accepted Him and became the pillars of His cause. Theirs was the Divine blessing, and we find mention made of them down through the ages, while the worldly great of those days are in disfavor or entirely forgotten, because they preferred the former to those present-day Revelations, and thus became entirely deprived of the Truth.

 Another important point is that in springtime the dead trees and plants in which there is no life are cleared away and consigned to the fire. So is the coming of a new day of Revelation: the people who are spiritually alive, are given more life, while all of the dead religions and philosophies, like dead wood, must be discarded. If this is not done, the past teachings will become a hindrance and a stumbling block to the growth of the New Cause, for were this year's tree held within the confines of the dimensions of its growth of last year, it could not expand nor grow. It must be free to develop the life within it to manifest without restriction.

 So it is with the newly quickened souls in each Divine dispensation. They must detach themselves absolutely from all the philosophies, creeds and theologies of the past, so that the Spirit of God working and developing in their souls may grow according to the wisdom and laws of God, and not fear the scars and wounds of the stifling effects of human limitations. * * *

 There are two aspects to every Divine Revelation: (1) The purely spiritual Light or Divine teaching. This is ever one and the same, eternal and unchangeable. (2) The commands, laws and ordinances laid upon the people by the Manifestation. These are unchangeable during each dispensation, but end with the close of the dispensation and the beginning of a new dispensation.

 Each Manifestation has manifested the one eternal and single Truth, and each has applied that Truth to the world according to commands, laws and ordinances always commensurate with the conditions of humanity to which He ministered. The spiritual welfare of the people in each age has depended upon their discarding all past ordinances, and teachings of former dispensations (save those which may have been required or reiterated by the Manifestation of the day), and by adhering only and wholly to His commands.

 The seed takes root in the earth which is disintegrated from the hard, stony substances of the earth's surface. A seed will not grow when embedded in a perfect and beautiful stone. The stone must first sacrifice its condition of hardness and mineral perfection and become as dust before the seed will grow therein.

 So it is with the seed of the Word of God. When this seed is offered to one of a hard heart, it does not take root—no, like the seed of the plant it grows only in prepared soil. This soil it finds in the souls of those who through sorrow and tribulation have been crushed and broken and who, like soft, rich earth, are penetrable and can absorb the water of the spiritual life which is The Love of God. There are those who have forsaken human aspirations and desire God, and are
glad to free themselves from the hard and cold condition of humanity. These seek only the life-giving teachings of the living Truth. Stones offer no sustenance to growing plants—rather, in a stony garden only weeds will grow.

Baha'u'llah wrote: "In this day he who seeks the Light of the Sun of Truth must free his mind from the tales of the past, must adorn his head with the Crown of Severance, and his Temple with the robe of virtue. Then shall he arrive at the ocean of Oneness and enter the presence of Singleness. The heart must become free from the fire of superstitions, that it may receive the light of Assurance, and that it may perceive the Glory of God."

Bahais must carry out this command implicitly and be severed from all and everything of the past—things both good and bad—everything. The established forms of the past, though good and profitable in their own days, are in this day detrimental to spiritual growth; unless these be ordered by the New Covenant, the ordinances of the New Covenant being perfectly adapted to the conditions of this new age.

When a community is fed upon foods which do not contain the living nourishment necessary to sustain life, or when the community is given impure water to drink—sickness and disease break out. In like manner, when in a spiritual assembly of friends, teachings other than those of the New Covenant are taught, a spiritual sickness falls upon that assemblage, and the people fail to attain to divine confirmation, and cease to attract people to the Kingdom.

* * *

I recall, some years ago, attending a free religious session at which a young Bahai teacher just returned home to America from India, had been asked to proclaim the Bahai Message. A large number of people were gathered together and our young friend gave a most beautiful address, explaining the Holy Cause successively from the viewpoints of each of the great religions of the past, and explaining how, in this day, the same "Word of God" which had created the religions of the past, each in its own day, was again manifest in the world creating the great universal religion which is God's Kingdom upon earth. He gave a comprehensive talk. It contained food for spiritual thought, and it gladdened and attracted the hearts of the people. Whereupon as soon as he had finished speaking the person presiding over the meeting, in a very delightful, pleasant and friendly manner, called the attention of the audience to the fact that the platform of those meetings stood for all teachings past as well as present, and thereupon she asked one who was present, to speak, a teacher of the most ancient of this world's philosophical systems.

This person arose and in a manner, which apparently seemed in sympathy with the Bahai address, quietly and persistently loaded the minds of the audience with so much of his ancient theology, that the effect of the Bahai address was quite counteracted, and the audience left the place in a confused state of mind.

Although at various times Bahai teachers spoke from that platform, there were few re-
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THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA: FUNDS IN HAND TO MEET REMAINING INDEBTEDNESS ON SITE.

"The Mashrak-el-Azkar at Chicago is of the greatest importance. This is a Bahai Temple, a supreme House of Worship, a place of spiritual gathering and of the manifestation of Divine Mysteries. The friends of God must endeavor with all their hearts and souls that this Structure may be raised and completed."—Abdul-Baha.

It should be a matter of great happiness to all Bahais that the funds to meet the remaining indebtedness on the site for the first Mashrak-el-Azkar in the Western world, are in hand.

The significance of this event cannot be realized at this time.

This site includes not only the large tract but also the strip of land on the lake shore, which gives to the whole a fine perspective from the lake as well as the desired outlook from the land.

The total expenditure for this site has been:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main tract</td>
<td>$34,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake shore tract</td>
<td>17,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$51,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is remaining in the treasury after the last payment and interest, $978.70 toward the building fund.

Abdul-Baha says (see page 208, issue No. 12, Vol. IV, Star of the West) that the sum of two or three hundred thousand dollars should be raised in order to begin building operations.

What a priceless piece of ground is this site, dedicated by the hands of "The Orb of the Covenant," and blessed by his holy feet! This is a blessing whose worth will unfold more and more, as the world comes into the knowledge of the station of Abdul-Baha.

BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY,
Corinne True, Financial-Secretary.

"THE MODERN SOCIAL RELIGION"
A new book by Mr. Horace Holley

Mr. Horace Holley, a Bahai now located at Paris, has written and recently published a book pertaining to the Bahai Movement, entitled The Modern Social Religion. Mr. Holley will be remembered by the Bahais as the author of the pamphlet, With Abdul-Baha in Thonon—a delightful contribution to the ever increasing Bahai literature printed in English.

The publishers—Messrs. Sidgwick & Jackson, Ltd., 3 Adam Street, Adelphi, London, W. C.—say that Mr. Holley shows it fills [Continued on page 274]
A WORD PICTURE OF THE "OLD" WORLD.

Look thou with seeing eyes at the world about thee and at the inhabitants thereof. Upon the stage of this immense theatre, most spectacular plays are being enacted. On one side thereof thou wilt see the victorious and the vanquished legions of profit and loss. On the other side thou wilt observe the waves of the sea of folly rising and falling. Cries are being raised on every side and the agonies of revolution, revolt and unrest reach unto the ears of progressive men. There is a tremendous strike and clash between capital and labor, and the war between the aristocrats and democrats is carried on relentlessly with bow and arrow, sword and javelin. The phalanxes of a great army are drawn in battle array, each division taking its position. Armed troops and artillery are to be found in every part of the field. The flash of the swords of enmity blind the eyes from even the most remote distance, the lightning effect of breast-plate and lance and the sparkle of the bucklers of hatred light up the night and bewilder the sight. In short: strife, battle, slaughter and war are prepared in organized perfection.

On the other hand thou wilt hear that from every house strains of music are raised, and confusing melodies of harp, lyre, cymbal and flute are heard, and mad revellers are dancing to the tunes, while they are inebriated with the wine of vanishing pleasures. In one place thou wilt behold the wanton and soiled decorations, and in another the flimsy shows of the gilded class of creatures. On the one hand is to be seen the embellishment and luxury made possible through illicit wealth, and on the other hand, the ravishing of this mortal world of its beautiful appearance.

From different parts are to be heard sighs of anguish, lamentations of poverty, cries of agony and misery,—and the calls for succor have reached to the gate of heaven. One hears the weeping of the hopeless, the appeals of the oppressed, the trembling murmurs of the helpless and the harrowing wails of the ship-wrecked in the sea of persecution. The heat of the conflagration of separation spreads on all sides, the fire of longing is raging with great intensity and the tongues of the flames of calamity leap forth in every direction. Here one sees the oppression of kings and the thoughtlessness of cabinet ministers; there one sees conflict on the battle field of thoughts and ideals by ambitious generals, statesmen and administrators of the nations and countries. They consult, scheme, plot and exchange views; they organize falacious and superfluous companies and make false the established values; and thus do they lay and destroy the foundation of their political careers.

In short: when thou observest these things with the eye of reality, thou wilt see that the outcome, result and fruit of all these theatrical performances are mirages and their sweetness is bitter poison. A few days the earth shall roll on its axis, and these fleeting visions will be completely forgotten.

When thou shuttest thine eyes to this dark world and lookest upward and heavenward, thou wilt see light upon light stretching from eternity to eternity. The reality of the mysteries will be revealed. Happy is the pure soul who does not attach himself to the transient conditions and comforts, but rather seeks to attach himself to the purity, nobility and splendor of the world which endures.

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

From Tablet revealed at Ramleh, Egypt, September, 1913.
sults of a lasting nature, and all because those who upheld the platform insisted always in mixing with the Truth of The New Covenant the old forms and teachings of the past.

* * *

Abdul-Baha commands that nothing but reality be taught. There is but one reality in the world today and that is the New Covenant. As one travels through the various Bahai Assemblies it is clear to see that in those centers where the people have clung exclusively to the teachings of Baha’u’llah, shutting out from the meetings the very mention of all else, in those places there has been growth and fruition, fragrance and spirituality, because the people have been nourished upon the pure life-giving spiritual food of “The Word of God,” and consequently have grown in the grace of the Kingdom.

The Center of The Covenant is the Divine Physician to the world besides whom there is none other. That which proceeds from him is the Word of God, and is to be obeyed. If it is not obeyed, souls suffer; they deprive themselves of the bounty and blessings of God. Every command of The Center of The Covenant is to be obeyed implicitly. If anyone fails to follow, he deprives himself and is in manifest spiritual loss.

Now, in this day, it has been revealed by The Center of The Covenant that the Message of the New Covenant is to be proclaimed and taught to the world. Of late this command has flowed frequently from the pen of Abdul-Baha.

All true Bahais must now arise to obey this call. Those who arise have the promise of the confirmations of heaven. If they do not arise, the blessings will pass from them to others whom God will raise up to do His work.

Abdul-Baha assures us that this is the day for sowing the spiritual seed of God’s Word in the hearts of the people, so let us all arise to do the bidding of The Center of God’s Covenant, to spread the glad-tidings of the coming of the Messiah and the establishment of His Kingdom among men.

Humbly yours in the service of The Center of The Covenant.

Charles Mason Remey.

---

“THE MODERN SOCIAL RELIGION”

(Continued from page 272)

a great want that the world has half unconsciously begun to feel; that in words adapted from Tolstoy—himself an interested student of the Movement—it “will substitute for corrupted religion and the system of domination which proceeds therefrom, the true Religion, the basis of equality between men and of the true liberty.” The price is five shillings net.

Regarding this publication, Abdul-Baha says:

To Mr. Horace Holley, author of the Bahai work, The Modern Social Religion.

HE IS GOD!

O thou son of the Kingdom!

A copy of the book written by thee and forwarded to this spot was received. The friends are engaged in reading it. They praise and commend your book most highly and appreciatively, God willing, it will be translated and I will likewise read it. Thank thou God that thou art confirmed and assisted; thy aim is to render service to the Kingdom of ABHA, and thy object is the promotion of the Teachings of Baha’u’llah. Although the glory and greatness of this service is not known for the present, but in future ages it shall assume most great importance and will attract the attention of the most great scholars. Therefore, strive more and more as much as thou canst in this service, so that it may become the cause of thy everlasting glory and in the Kingdom of ABHA thou mayst shine like unto a star.

Upon thee be Baha-El-ABHA!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

OUR PERSIAN SECTION this issue contains: (1) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to the Secretary of the Sixth Congress of International Freedom of Religions; (2) talk by Abdul-Baha on the proofs of the existence of Divinity, given at Paris, France; (3) supplication of T. K. Cheyne, M.A., D.D., of Oxford, England, to Abdul-Baha; (4) article by Mirza Enayet’Ullah Sohrab on the “Struggle of Existence and the Bahai Cause.”
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
بيرجان بمجرد الوحيت

طلب لمجرد الوحيت. ورد "بيرجان

وجوه الوحيت" في أيام، 14 فبراير 1959.

هو الله

امرأة صغيرةhibit البهية سماكة.

جبل بيجان بيجان الوحيت، دارج جدول تاسيس،

بوشينط في بيجان بيجان بيجان، وثاني.

بحث لهذا اموجة تابع، ادعى تعليمات.

أين وجود الوحيت، خام، زياد للوحيت، لـ

سيراند مانسون، معلوم.

أحق برفع جهاد مسلم بيعيد الوحيت،

حيث حركاته المفتوحة، تابعًا للوحيت،

بينما بجان، يهدى، زيدت، تابعًا للوحيت.

أين انقاذ جبل، مسلم، تابعًا للوحيت،

تكتبه دين، سياسته، خمس.

عذر المصالحة بيجان، بيجان بيجان،

أين ترقب في، شهد آن، ديت، نادي،
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TABLET OF "GLAD-TIDINGS TO THE JEWS"

WORDS OF BAH'A'ULLAH ["'l;'h. GloTIi of GOD"] ADDRESSED TO THE CHILDREN OF ISRAEL THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

He is the Powerful, the Mighty, the Self-Subsistent!

REJOICE! REJOICE! O Children of Israel, in the graces of the Manifestation of the Glorious LORD*

Thanks and praise be unto God, that the Sun. of Truth hath dawned upon the horizon of Unity, and it is dispersing and expelling the darkness of differences and oppression.

Now, the flowers of significance [i. e., the explanations of mysteries] have blossomed upon the Branch of Generosities, and the Nightingale of the invisible Flower-Garden hath left its Nest; the dwellers of the Holy Place have adorned the plane of the earth with profuse benefits, and have illumined the feasting-place of nearness with every variety of ornament.

Blessed is the brave one who, with a firm step, walks out of the corridors of intimacy [i. e., his old religious restrictions and limitations] and takes a place in the ranks of the lovers of GOD and men; that he may become enlisted among the faithful and assured ones, the truthful and holy ones; that he may be constantly promoted in both worlds and ever favored with eternal exaltation.

O ye possessors of sight! With the inner eyes contemplate the Horizon of the world, that ye may behold the Mount of Sinai and the Country of Safety resplendent through the Light of GOD and radiating with the Manifestation of the LORD! Look not in the least with the eyes of the unbelievers and the wicked ones, for verily they are blinded by the world and cannot behold eternity.

Peace be upon him who followeth Guidance!

—BAHA'O'LLAH.

Translated from the Persian by Mirza Yuhanna Dawud, London, March, 1911

* See Isaiah 40:5. "And the Glory of the LORD shall be revealed."
RAISE and thanksgiving unto the Desired One, who by the burning light of Divinity and Truth of our High Lord ['The First Point']—the Bar], and by the Godly Rays of our Adored LORD, the Blessed Perfection and the Greatest Name, El-Baha [Baha'u'llah], and by the fragrance of the pure servitude of the Revolving-Place of all Names, Abdul-Baha (May the souls of all the creatures be devoted in sacrifice for him!)—conducted these wanderers of the desert of astonishment to the Destination and Place of Truth; made them drink from the Source of Guidance, and brought them near to the Plains of Knowledge of the Rising-Place of the Manifestation and the Speaker in the Mount of Sinai.

Therefore, unto Him be praise and thanks for that which He has bestowed upon us!

We are the same people who, in the last part of the cycle of Moses, were exposed to blindness and ignorance and deprived from the Manifestation of the Lord, Jesus Christ, and did not understand the fragrance of the Holy Ghost, and our society became dispersed and separated from our brothers and friends.

When Mohammed appeared our eyes and hearts did not become bright from the Light of his guidance; so we rejected and protested against him, until the Eternal Light of the Blessed Perfection [Baha'u'llah] enlightened the world with His Great Epiphanies. Then His grace and favor had pity on these wanderers, and awakened us and made us watchful: Then He led us with the great signs and the strong proofs of the Old and New Testaments and the Koran. He put peace and salvation among the nations, for no one of the Manifestations had such great power of influence as was with El-Baha.

The prophets had prophesied of this omnipotence—that it could not be found in others than He, Himself, [saying]:—

"And many people shall go and say: Come ye and let us go up to the mountain of the LORD, to the house of the LORD of Jacob; and He will teach us of His ways, and we will go in His paths; for out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the Word of the LORD from Jerusalem. And He shall judge among the nations, and shall rebuke many people: and they shall beat their swords into ploughshares, and their spears into pruning hooks; nation shall not lift sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any more"—as it is prophesied in Isaiah 2: 3, 4.

"Sing unto the LORD, for He hath done excellent things; this is known in all the earth. Cry out and shout, thou inhabitant of Zion: for great is the Holy One of Israel in the midst of thee." (Isaiah 12: 5, 6.)

"I bring near my righteousness; it shall not be far off, and my salvation shall not tarry; and I will place salvation in Zion for Israel my glory." (Isaiah 46: 13.)

"Behold, the LORD God will come with strong hand, and His arm shall rule for Him... and He shall carry them in His bosom, and shall gently lead those that are with young." (Isaiah 40: 10, 11.)

"Again the word of the LORD of hosts came to me, saying: Thus saith the LORD of hosts; I was zealous for Zion with great zealously, and I was jealous for her with great fury. Thus saith the LORD, I am returned unto Zion; and will dwell in the midst of Jerusalem; and Jerusalem shall be called a city of truth; and the mountain of the LORD of hosts, the holy mountain." (Zechariah 8: 1-3.)

[Continued on page 289]
The following letters, which appeared in the "Egyptian Gazette," were sent by "The Center of The Covenant" for reproduction in the "Star of the West."—The Editors.

PROFESSOR VAMBERY AND THE BAHAI RELIGION

[Reprinted from the "Egyptian Gazette," Sept. 24, 1913]

PROFESSOR VAMBERY AND THE BAHAI RELIGION.  

REMARKABLE LETTER TO ABBAS EFFENDI.  

To the Editor "Egyptian Gazette."

Sir:—In view of the recent death of that distinguished scholar and orientalist, Arminius Vambery, I feel that the subjoined letter, sent only a few weeks before his death to Abdul-Baha (Abbas Effendi), becomes a historical document of worldwide interest and importance. This hitherto unpublished letter I am happily permitted to make public.

Written in Persian its exquisite diction and courtesy reveal how thoroughly this wonderful scholar inherently understood the heart of the religious East and how fully he sympathized with all truly noble aims. To many Vambery was perhaps known only as a brilliant and indefatigable anthropologist and researcher into hidden origins; to others, who know the infinite complexities of life and thought in the Near East, he meant a great deal more. His strenuously active life comprised more knowledge based on experience than is generally to be found in the career of three ordinary diplomatists. His linguistic attainments were remarkable, for he spoke and wrote over fifteen languages.

Naturally his judgment on men and things was therefore remarkable for its penetrative accuracy and shrewdness and for four years he worked as special adviser to the ex-Sultan, Abdul Hamid. A particularly hard youth, fought in such bewildering surroundings as Turkey, Persia and the Balkans present, gave him unequalled opportunities for observation and study.

Concerning religious philosophy he could enter into discussions with the best and especially on Islamic theology, whether Persian or Arabian, he spoke with an intimate and immediate knowledge that inspired great respect among the learned mullahs. Many are the biographical sketches that have appeared on this extraordinary genius from time to time in European reviews and now many more will be surely presented; but it may be doubted whether any will reveal the inner soul and high aspirations of this scholar at a ripe old age as do the contents of the following communication. We seem to feel the glow of a flame that flashed out from the heart of one who had always searched to find a great truth, a compelling conviction, and that this glad experience had finally been accorded and he was satisfied.

The memorable meeting between Abdul-Baha and the professor took place in Buda Pesth last April where the great Bahai Master met with an ovation on the part of scholars, orientalists and social reformers. On the return of Abdul-Baha to Egypt he wrote to Vambery, sending him a gift, and the following letter was the reply. For the information of those who are unfamiliar with Eastern expressions I may add that the style is, in Islam, only adopted by the religiously learned and only used towards a supremely great teacher or leader.

Believe me, yours, etc.,

J. STANNARD.

Ramleh, September 22.

LETTER TO ABDUL-BAHA FROM PROFESSOR VAMBERY

I FORWARD this humble petition to the sanctified and holy presence of Abdul-Baha Abbas who is the centre of knowledge, famous throughout the world and beloved by all mankind. O thou noble friend who art conferring guidance upon humanity, may my life be a ransom to thee!

The loving epistle which you have condescended to write to this servant and the rug which you have forwarded came safely to hand.
The time of the meeting with your excellency and the memory of the benediction of your presence, recurred to the memory of this servant and I am longing for the time when I shall meet you again. Although I have traveled through many countries and cities of Islam, yet have I never met so lofty a character and so exalted a personage as your excellency and I can bear witness that it is not possible to find such another. On this account, I am hoping that the ideals and accomplish­ments of your excellency may be crowned with success and yield results under all conditions; because behind these ideals and deeds I easily discern the eternal welfare and prosperity of the world of humanity.

This servant, in order to gain first hand information and experience, entered into the ranks of various religions; that is, outwardly I became a Jew, Christian, Mohammedan and Zoroastrian. I discovered that the devotees of these various religions do nothing else but hate and anathematize each other, that all these religions have become the instruments of tyranny and oppression in the hands of rulers and governors and that they are the causes of the destruction of the world of humanity.

Considering these evil results, every person is forced by necessity to enlist himself on the side of your excellency and accept with joy the prospect of a fundamental basis for a universal religion of God being laid through your efforts.

I have seen the father of your excellency from afar. I have realized the self-sacrifice and noble courage of his son and I am lost in admiration.

For the principles and aims of your excellency I express the utmost respect and devotion and if God, the Most High, confers long life, I will be able to serve you under all conditions. I pray and supplicate this from the depths of my heart.

Your servant,

VAMBERY.

ARMINIUS VAMBERY

Extracts from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, September 23, 1913

PROFESSOR VAMBERY,—whose letter to Abdul-Baha is published herewith—was well known all over Europe on account of his travels in the interior of Asia and his writings. He was born in Hungary, at the village of Duna-Szerdahaly, in March, 1832. His father was a Jew in humble circumstances. He was apprenticed at the age of twelve to a dressmaker, but having acquired some book learn­ing, he presently became tutor to a publican’s son. By enduring much privation, he had, by the time he was sixteen, mastered several other languages, beside Latin. Four years later he went to Constantinople, where he was engaged as a tutor by Hossein-el-Dein Pasha. In 1858 he brought out a German-Turkish dictionary.

He had now lived so long in the East that he could pass for an Osmani, and in 1862 he started on his long and arduous journey to Central Asia. He distinguished himself as a dervish, assuming this disguise at Teheran, with a knowledge of the Persian and Turkish and with careful practice not only of the customs of Orientals generally, but also of the ways of the dervishes, the mendicant friars of Islam. He made his way to Khive, where he was granted two audiences by the Khan. The Amir (Prince) of Bokhara heard suspicious stories of the traveler, but having seen Rashid Effendi, as Vambery called himself, to be a good Moslem and all that he professed to be, dismissed him with handsome presents.

On his return to Europe, Vambery paid a visit to England, where he met with a recep-
tion, both from the geographers and the public. His first account of his "Travels and Adventures in Central Asia" was published in London in 1864, and had a large circulation. He also wrote a "History of Bokhara," based chiefly on the works of Persian and Arabic historians.

In recognition of his linguistic attainments, Vambéry was appointed Professor of Oriental Languages at Budapest. He frequently visited England, and seldom missed an opportunity of giving his opinions, in European periodicals, on any new development of Eastern and Middle Eastern politics.

During the visit of Abdul-Baha to Budapest, he met him twice, and once he called at the hotel to return the visit. His knowledge of Oriental languages, especially Persian, Arabic and Turkish, was amazing.

He was a pleasant-looking old man, rather short of stature and with wrinkled face on account of his great age. In the course of conversation with Abdul-Baha, he said: "For many years have I been following your teachings, and ever longed to meet you. I admire more than anything else your supreme courage, that at this advanced age you have left everything and are traveling all over the world to spread your humane principles. You are doing a great work. Your work will be crowned with success because your sincerity, unswerving faith and high ideals have stamped themselves upon the minds of the world's thinkers."

His last words as Abdul-Baha bade him farewell in his drawing-room and library were these: "I hope to hear from you. Please, when you return to the East, send me the Writings and Treatises of your Father, and I will do everything to spread them in Europe. The more these principles are spread, the nearer will we be to the age of Peace and Brotherhood."

The story of how Vambéry, physically afflicted—for he was lame—fought for existence against hunger and persecution, and gradually mounted the ladder of fame, furnishes one of the most remarkable pages in the history of the Jewish race. At school, Vambéry once said: "Hunger, mockery and insult—I experienced them all in turn; but the greatest misery was not capable of darkening the serene sky of youthful mirth for more than a few minutes, and even my healthy color returned after a short interval of bodily collapse."

He was well received at the English Court, both in the reign of Queen Victoria and that of King Edward. On the occasion of his seventieth birthday, i.e., in 1902, His Majesty conferred upon him the title of Commander of the Victorian Order. —The Editors.

LETTER TO ABDUL-BAHA FROM PROFESSOR CHEYNE
OF OXFORD, ENGLAND

In presenting the letter of Professor Cheyne, we quote the following from The Christian Commonwealth, believing that the Bahais who are not acquainted with the personality and wide influence of this man, may better appreciate his letter to Abdul-Baha:

"PROFESSOR CHEYNE.

"AN APPRECIATION AND A REVIEW.


"A pathetic picture, and a startling inspiration too, both come with this fresh book from the revered, masterly scholar. We think of him as sitting, almost physically helpless, beside his books and his writing. Even the power of speech fails him ofttimes, and the fingers almost refuse to guide the pen. And yet, a marvel it is, he writes a new volume almost every year; and big books they all are, for the publishers tell us he cannot write a little one. And that pen pours forth still the same beauty of style, and the immense wealth of knowledge of Hebrew literature. He seems to know many a prophet by heart, and many a psalm. But above all impressive is his unmeasured devotion to that literature, to the story of its people, and to the light that might shine from it, and from its divine heart to us. One wonders whether it be not already time for some monument to such learning to be erected by us all whom he has calmly, steadily, fearlessly inspired even when we have not always agreed with all he has written. Would it not be fine if one or two who have attacked him harshly should lead in founding some prize in his honour? . . ."

* * *

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA TO
PROF. CHEYNE.

In answer to the letter of Prof. Cheyne, Abdul-Baha revealed a Tablet, from which we are permitted to quote the following:

"O thou, my spiritual philosopher!

"Thy letter was received. In reality its contents were eloquent, for it was an evidence of thy literary fairness and of thy investigation of Reality. . . . There were many Doctors
natural philosopher, but a divine philosopher. "It is likewise my hope that in the future the East and the West may become conscious that thou wert a divine philosopher and a herald to the Kingdom. ... Thy respected wife in reality deserves the utmost consideration. ... Praise be to God that she is also thy co-worker and co-partner in the perfection of the Kingdom." (Signed) ABDUL-BAHÁ ABBÁS.

* * *
Also the following extracts from an article, "Is Christianity the Final Religion?" by Professor Cheyne, published in The Christian Commonwealth, may be of interest at this time.

The italics are ours:

"IS CHRISTIANITY THE FINAL RELIGION?

"Christianity is not, and does not—according to the best apologists—claim to be the final re-
Dear Ones in the Father's Kingdom! Haifa, December 27, 1913.

We are in Haifa and see the holy family every day. . . . We heard last evening that Abdul-Baha and Secretaries will be here today, so everybody is happy. The family has not seen him since his return from America, therefore they are making great preparations for his coming. While at the household yesterday, I met a number of Persian Bahais, and there were forty to dinner the night before.

One thousand Jews have just accepted the "Blessed Perfection" as their "Messiah!" Let the good work go on. . . . Everybody wishes to be remembered to all the American Bahais.

Lovingly yours in His Name,

CLARA B. WISE.

ABDUL-BAHA'S RETURN TO THE HOLY LAND
Letter received by Charles Mason Remey

Dear friends,

The home coming of Abdul-Baha, after an absence of three years and four months, was a real festival. Such excitement and happiness as reigned in the holy household can only be imagined. I felt greatly blessed to be here at such a time. In Abdul-Baha's house, there is a very large central room around which are the other rooms, and in it Persian rugs were spread and tables placed upon which were fruits and sweets.

Abdul-Baha did not come ashore until dusk, although the steamship entered the harbor about 2 o'clock p. m. (Strange to say, as the steamer bearing the Lord of mankind entered without a wave!)

When Abdul-Baha's voice was heard as he entered, the moment was intense—and as he passed through to his room, all heads were bowed. In a few moments he returned to wel-
LETTER FROM THE JEWISH BAHARI OF TEHERAN TO THE CHRISTIAN BAHAI OF CHICAGO

(Continued from page 283)

There are a great many such proofs and utterances in the Old Testament. But He manifested more and greater than they had prophesied. His Words have penetrated throughout the earth, and the Voice of the Greatness of the Blessed Perfection has sounded through the whole world. We believed in His Cause through these proofs of the Books of the Prophets; we joined with our friends; putting away the differences, made nature and religion as one. And thus we praise Him at all times that we have received such great favor.

Among the countless midnight gatherings held throughout America to usher in the year 1914, the gathering illustrated above stands unique and deeply significant. It was the occasion of a banquet given by the Society of Art and Education—a club of Jewish young people in the city of Chicago—to which a number of the Bahais were invited. On a previous occasion the Glad-Tidings of the Appearance of the Promised One had been delivered to them by Dr. Zia M. Bagdad, and they had expressed a desire to meet some of the friends. Seated at the table were people of many nativities, including a Japanese and a Persian. The meeting was vibrant with sincere fellowship and genuine cordiality. Speeches were made by officers and members of the Society and by the Bahais. In reality, it was an added testimony to the power of the Word of Baha'u'llah, which had made it possible for different religionists to “consort with joy and fragrance.”

We brothers must determine to stand firm in The Covenant and the Cause of God, and beg for aid and assistance; ask for merit, the luminous House of Spirituality we send our greeting, and hoping that we may hear from you soon, we are

Your loving brothers,

The servants of Abdul-Baha.

THE ISRAELITISH BAHAI OF TEHERAN.

Received August 27, 1903.

VOICE RECORDS OF ABDUL-BAHAI may be obtained from Mrs. Howard MacNutt, 935 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N.Y., at 85 cents each, including packing and shipment via parcel post. These are disc records and can be used on various phonographs.
URING Abdul-Baha's trip through America, England, and Europe, he frequently spoke regarding the principle of Baha' o'llah of one Universal Auxiliary Language, even naming this language to be Esperanto. He expressed a desire that all who possibly can should work with zeal for the spread of this neutral tongue.

Now, the Bahais of many cities in the Occident are studying Esperanto with fervor. In Chicago, Mr. F. G. Morin, President of the United States Esperanto Association, through a deep sense of duty, and out of high regard for the Bahais and the behests of Abdul-Baha, is freely giving his time, teaching a class of some forty of the Bahai friends.

ABDUL-BHA'A'S RETURN TO THE HOLY LAND
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come all. He sat in a chair at one end of the room, and most of the believers sat on the floor. Abdul-Baha was tired so remained but a short time, and after a prayer chanted by his daughter Zia Khanum, went to his room.

Then the ladies vacated so that the men might enter. To see the faces of those sturdy, earnest men—faces that spoke the fervor of their faith, the earnestness and resoluteness of their purpose—was something to remember. I am sure not an eye was dry; old and young, with happiness filling their hearts, could not refrain from exhibiting their emotion. He welcomed them, and seating himself on the floor, spoke to them a short time, after which he retired. . . . There were old, tried veterans, whose lives have been devoted to the Cause, and courageous, aspiring youths, who may, some of them, make valiant workers of devotion. How I wish I could see as many American men gathered around his feet and expressing what these Persians expressed!

Abdul-Baha seems to feel best at Acca. He left here the second day after his arrival, remained eight days, then came to Haifa for a week and is again at Acca.

Yours, in the service of The Center of The Covenant,

H. EMENEE HAOOG.

LETTER TO ABDUL-BHA'A FROM PROFESSOR CHEYNE OF OXFORD, ENGLAND

[Continued from page 287]

legion. It is an introduction to all truth. . . .

"The religion of Jesus, then, is not a final but an ever-expanding religion. Not only modern apologists say this, but virtually the greatest geniuses of the early period. How is this? The answer is that there has been in Christendom a succession of religious-minded seekers after truth who have aimed at extending further and further the boundaries of knowledge. To this belonged in early times the great company of Gnostic theologians; to this belong in our own days, though without official sanction, many of the leaders of natural science, philosophy, and history, including the ancillary study of philology. Yes, these are all prophets; they declare the thoughts of God; they preserve us from the heresy of finality. . . .

"Of none of the great religions can it be said that its expansion is complete. . . .

"As is the case with Christianity, some of the best possessions [of Judaism] are contributed by heretics. The hope of the future synagogue is with a reformed Judaism. . . . Like Christianity, too, it is hampered by Biblical criticism.

"As Professor Jowett said, Biblical criticism is a phase of the Church's life which has to be passed through. As the same sagacious critic said, the Babite (Baha'i) Movement may not impossibly turn out to have the promise of the future. He, too, thought that Christianity was not the final religion."

—The Editors.

OUR PERSIAN SECTION this issue contains: (1) Talk by Abdul-Baha on SS. Cedric, when on route to America; (2) announcement to Oriental subscribers of the Star of the West; (3) regarding funds in hand to meet indebtedness on site for the Mashrak-ch-Azkar in America; (4) banquet of Jewish young people's Society of Art and Education, Chicago; (5) Najme Bahtrar [Star of the West].
هوالله

للَّّ الَّذِي خَلَقَ السَّمَاوَاتِ وَالْأَرْضَ لَمْ يَنْتَجَ اللَّهُ شَيْئًا فَذَا كَيْلًا

زَمَرَقُ الْخَبَارُ

اِبْكِرْ بَيْنَنَا نَحْنَاءِنَّا مِلَّةٌ وَعَجْلًا

رَحْمَةٌ مِّنْ رَحْمَاتِنَا لَّا يُؤْمِنُ بِهَا إِلَّا الْمُؤْمِنُونَ
الجواب: مبارك، شكرًا على مساهمتك، ونأمل أن يكون لديك المزيد من التفاؤل في المستقبل.
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VERILY, the first thing which GOD hath ordained unto the servants is the knowledge of the Dawning-Place of His Command, which was the Station of Himself in the World of Command and Creation! [that is, the knowledge of Baha,* who is the Manifestation of GOD in the world].

Whosoever attaineth thereunto hath attained unto all good; and he who is deprived thereof is indeed of the people of error—even though he bringeth all good actions.

And when this Most Glorious Station, and this Most Lofty Horizon, hath been attained, it behooveth every one to follow that whereunto he is commanded on the part of the Supreme Object, because these two things are inseparable: one of them will not be accepted without the other. This is what the Day-Spring of Inspiration hath decreed! Verily those who are given vision from GOD will regard the Ordinances of GOD as the greatest means to the order of the world and the preservation of the nations—and those who are careless, are of the vile and worthless.

Verily, We have Commanded you to restrain the desires of passion and lust, and not violate that which was written by the Supreme Pen;° for it is indeed the Spirit of Life to whomsoever is in the realm of creation. The Seas of Wisdom [inspired utterances] and Beyan [Revelation] have moved, because the breath of the Merciful hath breathed.

Avail yourselves of this opportunity, O people of intelligence! Verily, those who have violated The Covenant of GOD in His Commandments, and turned backwards [became backsliders] are of the people of error before GOD, the Independent, the Exalted!

O people of the earth! Know that My Commandments are assuredly the lamps of My Grace amongst My servants, and the keys of My Mercy for the creatures.

Thus hath the matter been recalled from the Heaven of the Primal Will of your LORD, the Ruler of all Religions.

Should any one come in contact with the delight of Beyan [Revelation]—which hath come from the Mouth of The Will of The Merciful—he would expend all that he possesses, even should it be all the treasures of the earth, for the sake of establishing one Command of His Commandments, that shine from the Horizon of Grace and Goodness.

Say! From My Ordinances emanateth the scent of My Garment, and by them the standards of victory will be hoisted on the tops of mountains and hills. The Tongue of My Might, in the realm of My Greatness, hath addressed My creatures, saying: “FOLLOW MY ORDINANCES FOR THE LOVE OF MY PERFECTION!”

* Baha’u’llah.

[Continued on following page]
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So shall it be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’U’LLAH.

Vol. IV Mulk 1, 69 (February 7, 1914) No. 18

FAITH—KNOWLEDGE—PRAYER—OBEDIENCE

From The Baha’i Revelation by Thornton Chase

FAITH in God is not intellectual yielding to argument through being convinced that certain statements are correct, but it is rather from a hunger of the soul, a knowledge of personal helplessness and the perception of a possible Mighty Helpfulness. Faith cannot rely on any man, but in God only; the required help must come from a higher power than man. The soul is craving that which does not pertain to humanity in itself. The latent spark of divine longing is awaking to seek its promise, and it turns, heavenward for the dawn of hope. It is looking for its Father, God.

Therefore, it is necessary that man shall have some knowledge of God, and for this he must turn toward the "Face" of God. "Hear, O Lord, when I cry with my voice; have mercy also upon me, and answer me. When thou saidst: 'Seek ye my face'; my heart said unto thee, 'Thy face, Lord, will I seek.' " (Ps. 27:8.) His "Face" is the revelation of Himself in the realm of existence, where man dwells. All the existence declares God and teaches of Him, but the heart-knowledge, the living knowledge, comes through His Incarnation. He, Him in the pathway of sacrifice. Therefore, man must seek and find the Manifestation of God, believe in Him, accept His Word, obey His Commands, and follow Him in the pathway of sacrifice. The Manifestation of God may be always known, because He provides the kind of help which the seeking soul requires, heart-help, spirit-help, creating help.

- Man is a praying creature. When he finds himself in need, as he does from the moment of his birth, he strives by all means at his command to "pray" for help. All through his life he seeks aid from others; he is always in need, always begging for assistance. When he is awakened through any means to the hunger and helplessness of his soul, he hesitates not to pray to God, and, whatever may be thought of the action and working of prayer, it causes man to turn toward God and make it possible for God to answer him. Prayer changes his attitude from self-ward to God-ward.

If he prays for things that pertain to his worldly affairs, his spirit is not turned toward God, but toward himself. His prayer must

Continued from previous page]

Blessed is a lover who findeth the scent of the Beloved from this WORD, wherefrom emanateth the Fragrance of Grace, in such wise that to describe them is beyond the power of mind.

Think ye not that We have revealed the Ordinances unto you; rather We have opened the Seal of the Sealed Wine, with the Fingers of Might and Potency, whereunto will bear witness that which was revealed by the Pen of Inspiration. Reflect on this, O people of ideas!

THE FIRST ORDINANCE IN KITAB-EL-AKDAS

Prayer and fasting are incumbent upon you after maturity—as a Command on the part of your LORD, and the LORD of your forefathers. The sick, the aged, and the infirm are excused, as a favor on His part. Verily, He is The Pardoner, The Bounteous!

—BAHA’U’LLAH.
be "in the Name of God," that is, in accord with the divine Word. The Name of the Manifestation of God signifies divine attributes; therefore, to ask "in His Name" means according to his nature and instructions, which are the nature and instructions of God. No prayer is prayer to God unless it be in God's way, according to His Word, and with a sincere desire for His Will to be done regardless of the personal will. Prayer, in its essence, is the abandonment of the personal will in favor of the Will of God. And such prayer God answers, because it is in agreement with His law and can be answered.

God asks man to pray to Him. He has given freely everything for the necessities of human life. He has filled the lands and waters with foods and taught man how to cultivate and use them; He has given the forests and all materials for shelter, the cotton and the wool, and enabled man to mould them for his comfort; He has given the reasoning faculties that man may progress in material welfare and exercise the ethical and moral knowledges offered to him; He has given conceptions of beauty that man may seek for more than the physical dimensions of existence; and He has implanted the perception of higher possibilities and a desire for eternal destinies, that man may turn his face toward the Infinite.

All of these have been without the asking, but for the greater, spiritual things, God tells man to pray that in so doing he may recognize his need, prove the reality of his desire, and put himself into the only attitude in which he can receive. One must face forward and hold out his hand if he would have the gift; he must meet the donor part way; otherwise there is no real gift. He who is in need will pray. He who hesitates to supplicate God for His most valuable treasures is standing in the station of pride, or has not awakened to their worth and his own need.

God demands obedience. It is not for man to question God's commands. A little thought shows that all the ordinances of God, expressed by His Manifestation, are for the uplifting and good of man; how then can he question the methods revealed from the same Source? The Scriptures throughout lay stress upon obedience as of the utmost importance in the sight of God, and he who would attain the higher blessings should welcome the opportunities to obey. Everything in existence is under law, and all things obey freely, except man, who has been granted ability to disobey even God, and to obey himself. Man is always a servant; he obeys something; how much better for him to serve the Wise One, the True One, the Beautiful One, instead of his own ignorance and greed! "Know ye not that to whom ye yield yourselves servants to obey, his servants ye are to whom ye obey, whether of sin unto death, or of obedience unto righteousness?" (Romans 6:16.)

The whole sin and consequent degradation of the Jewish people was their disobedience to God. He called them again and again to be His people. "Obey my voice, and I will be your God, and ye shall be my people; and walk ye in all the ways that I have commanded your, that it may be well with you." (Jer. 7: 23.) "Obey, I beseech thee, the voice of the Lord, which I speak unto thee; so shall it be well unto thee, and thy soul shall live." (Jer. 38:20.)

Obedience, then, is to the Manifestation of God, in whatever age he may appear.

The Voice of God, speaking through Baha' 'ullah [in this Millennial Age], says: "O Son of Existence! Keep My Commands for love of Me, and deny thyself thine own desires if thou wishest My Pleasure." "O Son of Man! Neglect not My Laws if thou lovest My Beauty, and forget not My Counsels if thou art hopeful to attain My Will."

THE MYSTERIES OF PRAYER
From Sacred Mysteries by Mirza Assad'ullah

One of the commandments which exists in every religion is prayer.

What is the benefit of prayer, that man should stand or kneel three or five times a day and read or chant certain words? We answer, there is no doubt that the ordinances and precepts of God are for the purpose of promoting humanity to a higher station. Therefore, the benefit of praying must be something which elevates man to a lofty and spiritual station, and to set him free from the prison of this immortal world of nature.

In explaining this subject, we cannot but hold to the Utterances of God, which descended through the tongues of His Mouthpieces and Prophets:

God says: "The act of praying is a pillar of religion." That is, religion is likened
unto a tent, and the act of prayer unto the
pillar thereof. If the pillar falls down, the
whole tent will drop! In another place, He
says, "Prayer is like the sight of the eyes in
the Cause of God." Also, "If the prayer of
the sincere believer is accepted and answered,
it is better for the patient to simply obey the
physician, use the medicine, in order to recover
from his sickness.

Now, the Divine Doctor, God, knows the
sicknesses of the spirit of humanity, which is
imprisoned in this material body. The ordi-

verily, all the rest of his acts and deeds will
be accepted; and if his prayers are not ac-
cepted, verily, all the rest of his acts will be
disapproved and rejected.

These Divine ordinances are like the rem-
edies and medicines which the skilful doctor
gives to the patient (the sick). Consequently,

THE OBLIGATORY DAILY PRAYER.

While washing the hands, say:

MY GOD! Strengthen my hands to take Thy Book with such firmness that
the hosts of the world shall not prevent them! Then protect them from
claiming that which is not their own. Verily, Thou art the Powerful, the
Mighty!

While washing the face, say:

O LORD! I have turned my face unto Thee: Enlighten it with the Lights of
Thy Face; Then protect it from turning to any but Thee.

Standing, facing the East, and say:

GOD hath testified that there is no GOD but Him. The Command and the
Creation are His. He hath manifested the Dawning-Point of Revelation, and the
Speaker of the Mount, through whom the Supreme Horizon shone, the Sadrat-el-
Montaha spoke, and the Voice proclaimed between earth and Heaven: "THE
KING HATH COME! THE KINGDOM AND POWER AND GLORY AND
MAJESTY ARE TO HIM, THE LORD OF MANKIND, THE RULER OF
THE THRONE AND OF THE DUST!"**

Bowing down, with hands upon the knees, say:

Thou art glorified above my praise and that of others: Holy above my men-
tion and that of all in the Heavens and earth!

Standing, with hands outstretched forward and upward, say:

O my GOD! Disappoint him not, who by the fingers of hope held to the train
of Thy Mercy and Bounty, O Thou, who art most merciful of the merciful!

Sitting down, say:

I confess Thy Oneness and Singleness and that Thou art GOD: There is no
GOD but Thee! Thou hast manifested Thy Command, fulfilled Thy Covenant,
and opened the gate of Thy Bounty to all who are in the Heavens and upon the
earth. Prayer and peace, praise and glory be upon Thy beloved, who were not
prevented by the deeds of the people from turning unto Thee, and who offered what
they had for the hope of what Thou hast. Verily, Thou art the Merciful, the For-
giving!

* Sadrat-el-Montaha (the furthermost Tree) refers to a tree, planted by the Arabs in ancient times
at the end of a road, to serve as a guide. Here it refers to the Manifestation of God.

**See St. Matt. 6:9-13. The promise of the coming of the Kingdom contained in the "Lord's
Prayer," is here declared by Baha'u'llah to be fulfilled.

---The Editor.---
from the foul acts disapproved by the human intellect and caused by passion and satanic desires, is—praying to God. That is, if he continues to pray, he will overcome these evil habits!

That is why His Holiness, the Blessed Perfection [BAHA’UL-LAHI], in the Kitab-el-Akhlas, commands everyone to pray.

Therefore, it is made evident that the first benefit is derived by the one who offers the prayer. This will save him from committing foul acts and from pursuing lustful desires. And it is certain that by leaving or abandoning the disapproved habits, the human soul is elevated to a holy and lofty station, and it is saved from the prison of the world of nature.

* * *

Another question: When praying, is it necessary to follow forms and customs laid down, or will it suffice to turn the attention of only the heart toward God?

Let it be known, first, that the commands for prayer are those of God, therefore, no one has authority to object or question why these forms are commanded, because God alone is cognizant of the mysteries contained within the ordinances; and, second, that the precepts and commands appearing in the Heavenly Books ought to be followed exactly as they are given, inasmuch as they are for certain purposes in accord with wisdom.

To illustrate: A physician gives medicine to his patient and prescribes that he shall take the medicine at certain fixed hours. If the patient should take that medicine all at once it would undoubtedly harm him, and perhaps cause other illnesses. This would be the fault of the patient, as he had not strictly followed the orders of the doctor. The Divine Commandments are likened to those of a physician, as they are for the healing of spiritual sicknesses. The servants of God should follow the Commandments as they are written in the Book, so that they may gain the desired result and be protected from injuries.

There is no doubt that the essence of prayer is the turning one’s heart under all circumstances toward God. The great importance of turning the heart toward God, being understood, why should special material actions be necessary? If prayer in its essence consists of the approaching God with the heart, why should it be needful to mention Him with the tongue?

The answer is as follows: The aim, the intention of turning the heart, the tongue, the limbs, the members of the body toward God in worship is this: that the prayer of the man to God shall be with his whole being, and that all of his members shall take part in the act of worship. His heart should turn to God, his tongue should mention His Name; his limbs should bend in humbleness and his whole body should show obedience and servitude. Thus, the light of prayer may shine through the lamp of his whole soul, spirit, intellect and body; not that the heart alone shall be enlightened with the light of prayer but that every part of the man shall share in that illumination.

If the spirit approaches the Presence of God and the body is not partaker therein, it is as though one should worship in dreams while his body were asleep. If, however, the body acts in prayer, while the spirit is directed elsewhere, it would be like the movements of a child without thought, and thus aimless. But when the spirit, heart, tongue and all the members unite in worshipping God, then it will be as a perfect man performing an important act with reason and intellect.

Consequently, the first principle of prayer is the turning of one’s heart to God. Second—the united and harmonious action of all the parts and members.

* * *

Let it be known that, in each cycle, the Holy Being of the Manifestation is the reality of prayer, inasmuch as he is the clear Mirror reflecting the Supreme God. The “First Point,” the Baha (May my soul be a sacrifice to him!) said: “Prayer, in its prime reality, is a name for the Manifestation of God.” For example: In the cycle of his holiness, Jesus Christ, he was the real prayer: In the time of Mohammed, he was the reality of prayer: In the great Day of “Him-whom-God-Shall-Manifest,” the Blessed Perfection is the perfection of prayer.*

* * *

Therefore, it is seen that one of the doors, through which one may enter the Kingdom, and attain the meeting of God, is prayer, but it should be offered exactly according to the rules laid down in the heavenly Books. Today the firm ones in the Cause of God and His Covenant must thank God and give glory to Him that they have been awakened from the sleep of negligence. They have heard the call to the Real Prayer from the blessed tongue of ABDUL-BAHA, have arisen to render service

*See editorial, page 304.
to the Cause of God, and have endeavored
to promulgate his Verses widely.

Now, in thanksgiving for this great mercy,
we must strive to offer the real prayer, rather
than merely the literal one. We must realize
the true meaning thereof; that is—we should
clothe ourselves with the attributes of the
Blessed Perfection and become adorned with
the divine qualities of His Mystery and The
Center of His Covenant, that we may be of
the few who are "chosen," and not merely of
the many who are "called."

"WHY PRAY?"

From a Tablet revealed by "The Center of The Covenant," Abdu'l-Baha

KNOW thou verily these Divine Teachings are heavenly and spiritual. They penetrate in the heart as the penetration of the heat of the sun, the outpouring of clouds and the blowing of vernal winds at morning-time upon the trees. When the lights (of these Teachings) arose, they became spread, just as the shining dawn spreads upon the horizons. These wonderful traces shall surely appear throughout all regions and their lights will shine forth during centuries and ages forevermore.

As to thy question: "Why pray? What is the wisdom thereof? For God has established everything and executes the affairs after the best order, and He ordains everything according to a becoming measure and puts things in their (proper) places with the greatest propriety and perfection—therefore, what is the wisdom in beseeching and supplicating and in stating one's wants and seeking help?"

Know thou, verily, it is becoming of a weak one to supplicate to the Strong One, and it behoveth a seeker of bounty to beseech the Glorious Bountiful One. When one supplicates to his Lord, turns unto Him and seeks Bounty from His Ocean, this supplication is by itself a light to his heart, an illumination to his sight, a life to his soul and an exaltation for his being.

Therefore, during thy supplication to God and thy reciting, "Thy Name is my healing"—consider how thine heart is cheered up, thy soul delighted by the spirit of the Love of God, and thy mind becomes attracted to the Kingdom of God! By these attractions, one's ability and capacity increase. When the vessel is widened the water increaseth, and when the thirst grows the bounty of the cloud becomes agreeable to the taste of man. This is the mystery of supplication and the wisdom of stating one's wants (i. e., praying).

THE MYSTERY OF FASTING

From Sacred Mysteries by Mirza Assad'ullah

KNOW thou that Fasting is a command given in all the Holy Books in all times. The outward appearance thereof is restraining the self from that which is prohibited in the Books. Special times are appointed and particular forms are ordained by every religion. The Zoroastrians have certain forms, the Jews have others; the Christians, the Mohammedans, each differ in their forms, and the Bahais have forms of fasting differing from all former religions. These apparent or outward differences were according to the exigencies of the times when given.

The outward fruit of fasting is the preservation of the material health through the purifying of the body once a year. The inward fruits pertain to the other states of existence.

In the world of soul its fruit is the sanctifying of the soul from the animal qualities and clothing it with the intellectual attributes, thereby releasing the soul from the lower human nature.

In the world of mind, it is the process of filtering, sifting out the dust and taints and dross of the self, and soaring to the Spiritual and Divine Kingdoms.

In the world of spirit, it is the longing, the aspiring to the stations of Divinity, and attaining to the meeting of God in both this world and those to come after death.

Thus one of the doors, through which one may attain to the meeting of God and entrance into His Kingdom, is fasting; but success depends upon following the forms prescribed in the Heavenly Book. * * *

Another important point is this: Whoever, in this day, is firm and steadfast in The Covenant of the Blessed Perfection and keeps
THE Reality of the Divine Entity is holy above comprehension, beyond definition, and far from the reach of imagination, for that which is imagined is finite, of man; while the Divine Entity is Infinite.

It is evident, then, that what is imagined is a phantasm of the creature (i.e., mankind), and is not the Creator—for the Essence of Divinity is beyond human imagination. Therefore, people worship an imagination, for they have conceived a "God" in the realm of imagination and "Him" they worship.

If you ask a soul when he is praying, "Whom art thou worshiping?" he will say, "God." "Which God?" "The God of my conception"—when, in truth, what he imagines is not GOD. Hence, people are worshippers of imaginations and ideals.

Consequently, there is no pathway for man except the Holy Manifestation, for as has been said, the Essence of Divinity is pure, is holy, and cannot be brought into the world of ideas.

That which can be brought into the world of ideas is the Holy and Divine Manifestation. Further than this, MAN HAS NO OTHER POINT FOR CONCENTRATION. If he exceed that bound, it will be an imagination.

Therefore, in this world the Holy Being of the Manifestation is in reality the "Adored One of all and the Worshipped One of all." In a word: "HE IS GOD!"

—The Editors.
THE DIVINE WISDOM IN FASTING

From Table Talks by Abdul-Baha, by Mrs. Corinne True

QUESTION: What Divine wisdom is there in fasting?

Answer: The Divine wisdom in fasting is manifold. Among them is this: As during those days [i.e., the period of fasting which the followers afterward observe] the Manifestation of the Sun of Reality, through Divine inspiration, is engaged in the descent [reveling] of Verses, the instituting of Divine Law and the arrangement of teachings, through excessive occupation and intense attraction there remains no condition or time for eating and drinking. For example, when his holiness Moses went to Mount Tur (Sinai) and there engaged in instituting the Law of God, he fasted forty days. For the purpose of awakening and admonishing the people of Israel, fasting was enjoined upon them.

Likewise, his holiness Christ, in the beginning of instituting the Spiritual Law, the systematizing of the teachings and the arrangement of counsels, for forty days abstained from eating and drinking. In the beginning the disciples and Christians fasted. Later the assemblages of the chief Christians changed fasting into lenten observances.

Likewise the Koran having descended in the month Ramazan, fasting during that month became a duty.

In like manner his holiness the Supreme [the Bab], in the beginning of the Manifestation, through the excessive effect of descending Verses, passed days in which his nourishment was reduced to tea only.

Likewise, the Blessed Beauty [BAHA’U’LLAH], when busy with instituting the Divine Teachings and during the days when the Verses [the Word of God] descended continuously, through the great effect of the Verses and the throbbing of the heart, took no food except the least amount.

The purpose is this: In order to follow the Divine Manifestations and for the purpose of admonition and the commemoration of their state, it became incumbent upon the people to fast during those days. For every sincere soul who has a beloved longs to experience that state in which his beloved is. If his beloved is in a state of sorrow, he desires sorrow; if in a state of joy, he desires joy; if in a state of rest, he desires rest; if in a state of trouble, he desires trouble.

Now, since in this Millennial Day, his holiness the Supreme [the Bab] fasted many days, and the Blessed Beauty [BAHA’U’LLAH] took but little food or drink, it becomes necessary that the friends should follow that example.

For thus saith He in the Tablet of Visitation: “They, the believers, have followed that which

THE Bahai month of fasting begins March 2d and continues until March 20th, inclusive. The rules for fasting—in Kitab-el-Akdas—are as follows: Eating and drinking should cease before the rising of the sun until the setting thereof. The traveler, the sick, the aged, the infirm, pregnant women, nursing mothers and children are free from this obligation.

of awakening and admonishing the people of Israel, fasting was enjoined upon them.

This is one wisdom of the wisdoms of fasting.

The second wisdom is this: Fasting is the cause of awakening man. The heart becomes tender and the spirituality of man increases. This is produced by the fact that man’s thoughts will be confined to the commemoration of God, and through this awakening and stimulation surely ideal advancements follow.

Third wisdom: Fasting is of two kinds, material and spiritual. The material fasting is abstaining from food or drink, that is, from the appetites of the body. But spiritual, ideal fasting is this, that man abstain from selfish passions, from negligence and from satanic animal traits. Therefore, material fasting is a token of the spiritual fasting. That is: “O God! as I am fasting from the appetites of the body and not occupied with eating and drinking, even so purify and make holy my heart and my life from aught else save Thy Love, and protect and preserve my soul from self-passions and animal traits. Thus may the spirit associate with the Fragrances of Holiness and fast from everything else save Thy mention.”
GOD, verily I ask Thee, by Thy Name, by which Thou hast heard the call of the passionate lovers, the cry of the yearning ones, the loud voices of the near ones, the tender sigh of the sincere, and ordained the hope of the desiring ones and granted them what they desired by Thy Bounty and Benevolence, and by the Names by which the Sea of Forgiveness rolled before Thy Face and the Cloud of Generosity showered upon Thy sincere servants, to APPOINT FOR HIM WHO ADVANCES TOWARD THEE AND FASTS BY THINE ORDER, THE RECOMPENSE OF THOSE WHO SPEAK NOT SAVE BY THY PERMISSION AND WHO GIVE UP WHAT THEY HAVE IN THY CAUSE AND LOVE,

Thou seest me, O my God, holding to Thy Name, the Holy, the Shining, the Precious, the Greatest, the Highest, the ABBÁH—and clinging to the Train of Thy Robe, which is being grasped by all those of the life to come and the present one!

From the Prayer of the Dawn, revealed by BAHÁ'Ú'LÁH.

THE MYSTERY OF FASTING
[Continued from page 303]

himsell from turning to aught else save The Center of His Covenant, ABDUL-BÁHÁ, is of those who fast. Therefore, it is incumbent that man shall adorn himself with the attributes of his highness, ABDUL-BÁHÁ, and shall follow his example in dealing with the people of the world. He must consider the benefits of others rather than his own. He must consider the promotion of the Word of God, and the spreading of His Fragrances, even as the material gain of business, the cause of wealth and the capital of his prosperity.

* * *

Nothing, after prayer, will cause the development of the spirit, save fasting. The “First Point,” the Bab, ordained for all the people to fast until they should reach the age of forty-two, but the Blessed Perfection [BAHÁ'Ú'LÁH] said: “We love fasting! Unless the people become old and weak, they should fast.” Thus the limit for fasting was appointed. One should begin to observe the fast from the age of fifteen, and continue the observance of it until the body may become too weak to do so without injury. His Holiness, the Blessed Perfection, used to fast throughout the set time every year.

In the Kitáb-Ákdas the rules for fasting are as follows: Eating and drinking should cease before the rising of the sun and until the setting thereof. The traveler, the sick, pregnant women and nursing mothers are free from this obligation.

* * *

In Mark, 9:7-29, is related the story of the afflicted child who was brought to Jesus by the disciples after their vain efforts to cast out from him the spirit which tormented him and of his being healed by Jesus, who said, in reply to a question from the disciples, that: “This kind can come forth by nothing but by prayer and fasting.”

Thus Jesus taught that fasting and praying give strength to the spirit of man, so that it may become enabled to heal the different violent and strong sicknesses which possess him.

* * *

The results and fruits of these acts are innumerable, but the few that have been mentioned are the principal ones. We ask the Merciful Lord that this blessed act may become a cause of quenching the fires of lustfulness, animosity and hatred.

Peace be upon him who follows and carries out the Commands revealed in the Heavenly Books!
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Until the last two years the Bahais in Meshed, Persia, were so persecuted that it was impossible for a number of four persons to meet in one place. But now, they are so free that they have established a school for children. (Edits.)
جً، علِم الفضاء، يزعج أو يعجف بهجوم، 
ينبغي إinem حبذ عالم آره. 

اهمة بلغة عربية، يصف فيها رحلةًا في الفضاء، يلتقي فيها مع كوكبين ومثلثين، ويتضح فيه القوة الفائقة والسحابة الجليدية.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة. إذا كنت بحاجة إلى مساعدة مع نص معين آخر من الصورة، فأخبرني بذلك.
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THE DEATH OF MIRZA ABUL-FAZL

"VERILY THE EYES HAVE SHED TEARS AND THE HEARTS HAVE BURNED BECAUSE OF THIS GREAT AFFLICTION. BE YE POSSESSED WITH THE BEAUTY OF PATIENCE IN THIS MIGHTY CALAMITY."

Telegram from ABDUL-BAHA referring to the death of Abul-Fazl

A FEW days before Abdul-Baha's departure from Egypt to the Holy Land, Mirza Abul-Fazl went to Cairo. During the month of January, which is the coldest in Cairo, his strength failed rapidly and when finally confined to his bed, he was transferred to the house of one of the friends, Aga Mohammad Taki of Esphahan, where he was attended by the best physicians and nurses procurable. But he never rallied, and died on Wednesday, January 21, at four o'clock in the afternoon. The attending nurse said that as he expired she heard him say, "Khoda!" [God! God!] With these words of greeting he joined Him in whose service he had so long labored.

The doctor pronounced death due to endocarditis—i. e., inflammation of the lining membrane of the heart.

Although he had passed the allotted years of three score and ten, it was hard for us to believe this busy life ended. As no one had ever met him without hearing him utter a few words of wisdom, it was difficult to realize that the spirit had indeed departed from the body that lay before us, silent and irresponsible, yet smiling and beautiful.

A telegram was sent to Abdul-Baha notifying him of the death of Mirza Abul-Fazl, and the answer, quoted above, came immediately.

The body of our beloved teacher was carried on the shoulders of the Baha'i of Egypt, from the house of Aga Mohammad Taki to the cemetery on the hill and laid in the tomb owned by Mirza Haji Hassan Khorassani. The tomb is a large room, in the center of which the remains were laid, and fragrant narcissus blossoms were scattered on his resting place. The friends chanted Tablets and many eyes were wet with tears.

And thus, on January 22nd, while the Egyptian people were celebrating the inauguration of the Legislative Council in one end of the city of Cairo, at the other end, on a hill, a group of old and young men, Persians and Egyptians, were mourning the departure of a soul well loved throughout the East.

According to the Moslem custom, a large tent was erected in front of Aga Mohammad Taki's house, in memorium of the deceased, and people gathered there during the night to hear the Koran read by the sheiks.

At Port Said, Alexandria and Acca the friends gathered and read Tablets and Communes. Plans are being made to hold a memorial meeting in Cairo on the fortieth day after Mirza Abul-Fazl's departure.

HUSSEIN A. AFNAN.

Egypt, February 2, 1914.

"Verily, I have come from God and unto Him I return, severed from all else save Him and holding to His Name, the Merciful, the Compassionate."

Inscription on ring placed on finger of the departed.
A GLIMPSE OF MIRZA ABUL-FAZL AT RAMLEH

By ISABEL FRASER

A GLIMPSE into the last days of Mirza Abul-Fazl, as I saw him at Ramleh, a suburb of Alexandria, Egypt, last autumn, may be of interest.

When Abdul-Baha settled at Ramleh, he desired to have his old friend, Mirza Abul-Fazl, near him. To do so he rented the upper part of a two-story house set in a garden of date palms. To have provided a more pretentious place would not have been at all in accordance with Mirza Abul-Fazl’s modest habits. Here he lived alone. At first, Abdul-Baha secured a cook who was to act as personal caretaker, for Mirza Abul-Fazl’s health was failing and he needed such an attendant.

But sick or well, the old philosopher was a hermit. He loved his circle of friends, and he also loved his hours of solitude and contemplation. He was not used to having anybody constantly around administering to what he regarded as merely trivial needs; but he soon discovered a way to compromise with the unaccustomed situation. One day when Abdul-Baha called, he found his venerable friend waiting upon the servant and treating him as though he were an honored guest. Seeing that this was only an added burden to Mirza Abul-Fazl, he had the man dismissed.

Mirza Abul-Fazl’s quarters resembled an unkept library. There were books on every conceivable shelf and table, and even the floor was littered with volumes and papers. His place was a rendezvous for the learned sheiks and Mohammedan mullahs of the ancient city of Alexandria; for he was looked upon as an authority on history, Persian literature, higher criticism and comparative religions.

His favorite outing was a visit to the house of Abdul-Baha’s secretaries which was just around the corner, and which beside housing the secretaries, was used as a guest-house for visiting pilgrims to Abdul-Baha. Here he would sit on the spacious veranda; the news would go forth and soon a little group would be gathered about him. On Friday afternoons a body of young native students from Alexandria came to him for lessons in the Sacred Books of Baha’ullah.

To the many who were accorded the rare privilege of meeting this man of letters, both during his stay in America and on their pilgrimages to the East, I need not speak of his peculiar personal charm. With all his book learning he was not at all “bookish.” Gifted with one of those rare minds that explore all the channels of life with equal grace and facility—the same dignity and impressiveness with which he discussed a verse of the Koran with the learned sheiks, he put into the meeting of some sojourning American; often finishing with a personal pleasantry, for he was a ready humorist and made his guests instantly at ease. He had the placidity of a child and the air of one who was never in a hurry and had plenty of time to make radiantly happy the place where God had placed him.

That was his attitude toward the world; but in the presence of The Center of The Covenant, Abdul-Baha, with head bowed and downcast eyes, he became the essence of humility. Even his voice, in answer to Abdul-Baha’s questions, became low and subdued. Never have I seen such a perfect and instantaneous agreement of mind and body to express humility.

One day when I was at his house, there were about twenty sheiks who had come over from Alexandria to visit him. One who seemed to be the leader was a very learned and gorgeously attired young sheik, who said with some pride that he had been educated in the oldest university in the world. He was the editor of a magazine in Alexandria and had come to interview Mirza Abul-Fazl, who for more than an hour had been listened to with absorbed attention. His talk was interspersed with an occasional jest and his sharp eye would glance from one face to another to see if his point was understood. One might imagine the learned devotees in the early Christian era listening like this to the eloquence of St. Paul.

Suddenly Abdul-Baha appeared. Mirza Abul-Fazl faced the door, the rest of us had our backs to it and did not see him; there was a moment of silence and Mirza Abul-Fazl stood with his head bowed, his whole attitude changed. He immediately became the most humble and respectful of servitors. Then quickly arranging a chair for Abdul-Baha, he told him in a low voice, in answer to his questions, the subject under discussion.

Abdul-Baha continued the subject, which was on the independent search for reality, further emphasizing the great necessity of investigating truth with a mind unbiased by theology or the limitations of other minds.
At the house of Mirza Abul-Fazl he was an almost daily visitor. Whenever inquiry was made for Abbas Effendi, as the natives all call Abdul-Baha, the conjecture invariably was that he was probably to be found either at the house of Mirza Abul-Fazl or in the rose garden, opposite, dictating Tablets. Abdul-Baha's love for his old friend, who for years had suffered banishment, imprisonment and persecution for his faith, was remarked by all. He said of him one day: "Such men as Mirza Abul-Fazl already belong to the Divine Concourse. All his interests are centered on the spiritual horizon rather than on this transitory phantasimagoria. All his efforts are directed toward the heavenly kingdom. He has no other thought. Such souls are aided by heavenly confirmations."

Chicago, February 26, 1914.

MIRZA ABDUlf-FAZL

by ISHTE’AL EBNI-KALANTER

Mirza Abul-Fazl was born in 1844, in Gulpaygan, a small Persian town, founded by Hunayn, the daughter of Darius I. The family to which his parents belonged was one of the most distinguished of that city, and, even to the present time, is well known for learning and knowledge. His father, Mirza-Reza, was one of the most noted Shi’ite doctors of religion in Persia; he died in 1871, at the age of seventy.

In the prime of youth, Mirza Abul-Fazl traveled to Isfahan and Iraq, with the object of perfecting his studies. Even in his boyhood he was noted for intelligence, sound memory, and diligence in discovering subtle scientific points, to such an extent that these qualities seemed to the people supernatural.

Before he was twenty-two years of age, Mirza Abul-Fazl had perfected himself in the branches of Arabic learning, such as grammar, rhetoric, etymology and composition; although Arabic is a foreign language to Persians. In accordance with the wishes of his father, he also acquired a perfect knowledge of Mohammedan theology and laws. At the same time he studied mathematics, algebra, arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy according to the Ptolemaic system. He also mastered the Aristotelian as well as the rational Mohammedan philosophy.

In October, 1873, he left the town of Gulpaygan and went to Teheran, the capital of Persia, where he took up his residence. A short time after his arrival, he was appointed the superintendent and professor of one of the oldest first class Arabic Universities of Teheran, named the "School of Hakim-Hashem." There, students of different sciences gathered around him and attended his lectures.

In 1875 he became acquainted with a merchant named Aga-Abdul-Kerim of Isfahan, an adherent of the Bahai Religion. As this merchant found Mirza Abul-Fazl sagacious and free from prejudice, he invited him to investigate his religion. Although Aga-Abdul-Kerim had no schooling, yet he possessed a shrewd, acute mind and an excellent character. He arranged interviews for Mirza Abul-Fazl with learned Bahai teachers, such as his holiness the great Nabil, entitled "The Learned One of Ka’een," the late Haji Mohammed-Ismail of Kashan, entitled "Zabih" (sacrificed), Aga-Mirza-Heydar-Ali of Ardistan, and others. They continued the controversy and religious and scientific debate during eight months. Finally, in September, 1876, after this ample discussion and tedious argument, Mirza Abul-Fazl, finding himself unable to refute and resist the proofs and demonstrations of the Bahais, and esteeming the evidences of this movement stronger than the proofs of other religions, acknowledged and embraced the truth of the Religion of Baha’ullah, and became a convert to it.

When Mirza Abul-Fazl acknowledged the truth of this religion, and, on account of the straightforwardness for which he was noted, could not conceal his belief, he openly pronounced proofs and arguments of the truth of Bahaism, in his lectures to the students. Consequently, enemies who were jealous of him, always waiting to accomplish his downfall, availed themselves of this opportunity to speak of him in the presence of the clergy and prominent statesmen of Teheran. The clergy denounced him, and, in December of the same year, he was arrested and put in chains by the command of Prince Kamran-Mirza, entitled "Nayeb-Esultana" (Prince Regent), the third son of the late Nasser-Ed-Din Shah, who was then the governor of Teheran, Guilan and Mazanderan. This imprisonment lasted about five months. As a result of this imprisonment he lost all the property which he had inherited.
from his father. At the end of five months, he and other Bahais imprisoned with him on account of their faith, were released, owing to the efforts of the late Haji-Mirza-Hussein-Khan, entitled Mushire-Dawla, who was then Minister of War. Upon his release, the clergy of Teheran tried their utmost to persuade him to verbally acknowledge Mohammedanism, and not to openly uphold the truth of the Bahai Religion. To this he would not agree, and patiently endured the most violent persecutions and afflictions rather than accede to the clergy and statesmen. Afterward he gained his living by means of his pen, and diligently labored in spreading the Bahai Religion.

In 1300 A. H. (1882 A. D.), came a great historical calamity. Large numbers of Bahais were arrested in various Persian cities, for now this religion had become very prevalent throughout Persia and the Caucasus. A considerable number of the nobility, comprising Mohammedans, Jews, Zoroastrians, Nusseyrtes, et al, had embraced it with the utmost sincerity, and even did not recant when in danger of their lives. Consequently the fire of envy and hatred flamed anew in the clergy and statesmen determined to eradicate the Bahais, and arrested a great number. Among these were Mirza Abul-Fazl, who was arrested in Teheran, along with a multitude of the Bahais of prominence, merchants, traders, et al. He was confined for about one month in the house of the Prince, and several controversial meetings and debates were held in the presence of the Prince, concerning this Religion.

The opponents of the Bahais, consisting principally of members of the royal family, religious doctors and statesmen, constantly accused them of sedition and plots. Great efforts were made to alienate the mind of the Shah from them and to persuade him to decree their suppression and slaughter. But as they could not be charged with any violation of the laws of the Government, the Shah became convinced of their innocence, and would not consent to sentence them to death, but commanded them to be put in chains in the royal prison. Thus Mirza Abul-Fazl and a number of the stanch Bahais were imprisoned in chains and fetters for twenty-two months, subject to rigorous distress and hardship. During most of this time, nobody was allowed to see them. Twenty-four of them were, for fourteen days, chained to two long, heavy chains in a dark underground dungeon. Mirza Abul-Fazl relates that for about six months they received daily news of the plots and intrigues of their enemies, and expected death at any moment, having entirely resigned themselves to the will of God.

After the lapse of twenty-two months, the falseness of the accusations of the enemy was proven to the Shah, and he commanded that the prisoners should be set free.

Released from this rigorous imprisonment, Mirza Abul-Fazl took up his residence in the village of Gholo-hak, one of the well-known and delightful summer resorts of Teheran, where he remained about seven months, engaged in lecturing and writing. Again the Prince found excuse for his arrest, a third time. He was imprisoned for six months in the royal building named Otake-Nezam (the military department), whence he was released February 5th, 1886.

For about thirty years, Mirza Abul-Fazl traveled in remote countries. He journeyed northward through Persia, Turkey, the Caucasus, Tartary and Russia, as far as Moscow; eastward as far as the confines of China and Kash-Kar; to Syria and Egypt; and in 1901-1902 made a trip through Western Europe and America. During his arduous travels, he everywhere secured a good name for himself and his countrymen; he consorted with the men of learning of different religions, nationalities and schools; and acquired a vast range of knowledge which it would have been impossible to attain without undertaking extensive and toilsome journeys.

In 1303 A. H. (1886 A. D.), he received the Tablet written by Baha’u’llah in 1300 A. H., in which he was commanded to travel for the purpose of teaching the Word of God; and during his distant journeys, undertook in compliance with this Command, many holy Tablets were revealed in praise of his strength and fidelity to the Cause.

While travelling, he has written numerous books, being considered a standard writer in ancient and modern Persian, as well as in Arabic. In 1892, Mirza Abul-Fazl wrote, in Samarqand, the book entitled Fasl-ul-Khetab (Conclusive Proof), in answer to questions asked by Mirza-Heydar-Ali of Tabriz, one of the learned
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His other epistles and pamphlets, which are scattered in all parts, are too numerous for
mention in this article.

One of the theories originated by Mirza Abul-Fazl was the "Proof of Stability," in
demonstrating the Essence of the Self-existent One. This is one of the greatest and clearest
logical arguments for proving the Divine
validity of the religions and demonstrating the
Essence of the Almighty. By a single rational
proof, it demonstrates both the existence of
God and the truth of the true Prophets. He
first propounded this argument in the book of
Pasil-ul-Khetab, in 1892, and for the second
time, in the book of El-Farayed, in 1897.

MEMORIAL MEETING FOR MIRZA ABUL-FAZL

On Sunday night, February 1, the spacious
parlors of Mme. de Lagnel's apartment were
quite filled with the Bahais of Washington,
D. C., who assembled in a meeting of Memorial
for Mirza Abul-Fazl. Many present had been
taught by this great soul. Ish'te'a'l Ebn-Kalanter and Mme. Dreyfus-Barney were the speak­
ers of the evening. Brief addresses were also
made by others who had known Mirza
Abul-Fazl, including Mrs. F. J. Woodward.
Prayers were chanted by Ghodsea Ashraf and
by Ish'te'a'l Ebn-Kalanter. The utmost spirit-

He was the first one of the Bahais who
demonstrated by rational and logical argu­
ments, that miracles are not sufficient to prove
the truth of the Manifestations of God. He
was the first one who clearly explained the
purpose of what was spoken by the Prophets,
in the Holy Scriptures, as to the "words being
sealed," to be opened at the "last days."* He
was also the first to explain that the great re­
ligions of the world which have changed and
governed the conditions of society, are seven
in number; and that the "seven heavens" is a
term by which the Prophets have symbolized
the Divine religions. Before Mirza Abul-Fazl
propounded his theory, the point was not un­
derstood, for this number was not spoken of in
the Divine Books and Tablets, nor in historical
works.

He was the first one who demonstrated by
rational proofs, why the Pagan religions are
considered as polytheism, although they owe
their origin to the Almighty, and acknowledge
one God. For if by worshipping images, peo­
ple are to be considered as polytheists, the
Greek Church and Roman Catholics must also
be considered such, while they are in reality,
the "people of the Book," and believers in Di­
vine Unity and true Religion.

Mirza Abul-Fazl had a wonderful genius in
explaining subtle philosophical points, which
skill was his specialty. He himself thought that
he received this gift as a fulfillment of the
prayer which the Blessed Perfection (BAHA'O'LLAH) made for him in a Tablet written to
Haji-Mohammed-Kazen of Isfahan. It is as
follows:—"I beg of God to enable Fazl (Mirza
Abul-Fazl) to teach His Truth, and to unveil
that which is hidden and treasured in His
Knowledge, with wisdom and explanation.
Verily He is the Mighty, the Bestower!"

"BAHA'O'LLAH declared: "Verily, We have
opened the seal of the 'sealed Wine.'"

JOSEPH H. HANNEN.
O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ever long, then shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the firmness! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA.

ADDRESS TO ABDUL-BAHA.

ANNOUNCEMENT—Beginning with Volume V, the STAR OF THE WEST will be issued with a Cover, the pages will be numbered consecutively and an index to the volume made at the end of the year for the benefit of those who preserve the issues with the intention of binding them in book form. As we have no revenue from advertising it is evident that we are dependent upon subscriptions, the price of which we have found it necessary to increase, beginning with the next issue.

BEING all will unite in this endeavor to increase the effectiveness of the STAR OF THE WEST, we are Yours in the Center of the Covenant,
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MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR CONVENTION TO BE HELD IN CHICAGO

NOW thou that the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar is the greatest foundation in those regions. God said in the Koran: "Those who believe in God and the Last Day, shall build the Temples of God." It is incumbent upon thee, and upon all, to put forth the best efforts in these days, in building this glorious Temple: raising the tumult of commemoration therein, during the wing of the night, at dawn, and at eventide. It is incumbent upon ye (men and women) to be united in this Great Cause, so that ye may be confirmed by the Divine Bounty and Merciful Spirit; become increased with energy and power, gain a recompense and estimation. I implore God, and supplicate to Him to make your feet firm in the straight path and the upright Way.

From Tablet to Claudia Stuart Coles, received in September, 1911.

REGARDING the mid-winter meeting of the Executive Board of Bahai Temple Unity held recently in Chicago:

The members of the Board came together with an entirely new feeling, due no doubt to the fact that the great task begun five years ago had been successfully carried out—that of paying for the site on which is to stand the first Mashrak-el-Azkar in America—and that they must face the next step in this glorious undertaking.

From the pen of The Center of The Covenant, Abdul-Baha, has gone forth instructions to prepare a sum of from two to three hundred thousand dollars before beginning the buildings of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. To this work of gathering contributions for the mentioned sum, should the friends address themselves.

Communications from the Board will, from time to time, go to the various Assemblies of the country, informing them of the progress of the work, thereby stimulating and encourag-
THOSE who have passed on through death, have a sphere of their own. It is not removed from ours. Their work—the work of the Kingdom—is ours; but it is sanctified from what we call time and place. Those who have ascended have different attributes from those who are still on earth, yet, there is no real separation.

In prayer there is a mingling of station, a mingling of condition. Pray for them, as they pray for you! When you do not know it, and are in receptive attitude, they are able to make suggestions to you, if you are in difficulty. This sometimes happens in sleep. But there is no phenomenal intercourse! That which seems like phenomenal intercourse has another explanation.

—ABDUL-BAHÁ

ON the evening of January 29th, the Bahais of Washington, D. C, assembled to honor the memory of Mirza Maharam, who died recently in India.

Mr. Charles Mason Remey made a beautiful drawing commemorating the occasion—a reproduction of which, on a small scale, is presented herewith. Appropriate words of greeting and sympathy, in keeping with the spirit of this wonderful cycle of BAHÁ'U'LLÁH and The Center of His Covenant, were written on the reverse side of the drawing, incorporating the words of Abdul-Baha which are shown in the above panel. It was signed by thirty-four of the friends, and forwarded to the Bahais in India.

DR. MINNIE E. CALLAWAY—Died January 5, 1914, at Denver, Colo. She was one of the early believers in the Cause in America.

HENRY T. CHAMPNEY—Died November 17, 1913, at New York city.


LEW E. ROCK—Died January 12, 1914, at Chicago, Ill.


ADELADE STUBER—Died February 27, 1914, at Cincinnati, Ohio.
ing all; also that the Convention will be held in Chicago this year and the information pertaining thereto.

The east of America was best last year by the Convention held in New York city, and the west will receive an outpouring of the Spirit when the Convention of 1915 is held in San Francisco—God willing; so the Executive Board felt the middle west was entitled to the Convention this year.

It was thought a jubilee celebration might be held in gratitude for the accomplishment of clearing the sacred land of the Maskrak-el-Azkar from all indebtedness, for surely, as the friends gather on the land dedicated by the hands of the Great Orb of The Covenant and purchased by the voluntary contributions poured into the heart of this continent from all the countries of the globe, a penticostal baptism must pour out upon the hearts of those who gather at the site of the "mother" Mashrak-el-Azkar.

The members present at this session were Messrs. Hall, Wilhelm, Ashton, Jacobsen and Mesdames Parmerton and True. The last day's session was favored by a visit from Mr. Ralston, of San Francisco assembly, who was passing through Chicago on his way home from the east.

A balance of $1,800.00 was in the treasury.

Corinne True, Financial Secretary.

PERSIAN-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY

Since the last report, which appeared in No. 13, Star of the West, the following additional scholarships have been subscribed:

Abbas Ally Butt Cashmiree, Rangoon, Burma
Noor Mohammed Butt Cashmiree, Rangoon, Burma
Khoda Baksh, Rangoon, Burma
Cape Town Circle, Cape Town, S. Africa.
Mr. Olaf Pary, New York Mills, Minn.
Mrs. Olaf Pary, New York Mills, Minn.
Charles Mason Remey, Washington, D. C.
Dr. Susan L. Moody sends the following:

ACCOUNT OF FAMINE FUND

Received from America, April 1, 1912...$600.00
Donated by Dr. Moody .................. 65.00

$665.00

DISBURSEMENTS

April 5, 1912, through Zoeckler .......... $125.00
June 1, 1912, through Dr. Funk ........ 200.00
Aug. 1, 1912, through Hahibollah ....... 50.00
Aug. 1, 1912, through Dr. Mohamad Khan ....................... 30.00
April 1, 1913, check to Tarbiat School.. 100.00
Dec. 31, 1913, check to Tarbiat School... 140.00

$665.00

Telegrams and bank expenses ............ 2.70
(Paid by Dr. Moody.)

Account closed December 31, 1913.

Unexpended balance turned over to Tarbiat School by authority of American donors—J. H. H. Faulk.

Faithfully yours,

Joseph H. Hannen.

ESPERANTO

To our many Bahai friends who would respond to the earnest appeal of Abdul-Baha to learn the International Language we would say that with the aid of the Nouvo Esperanto Monatino (25c) used hand in hand with the new propaganda journal, The Esperanto Monthly, Volume I, Esperanto can be thoroughly learned with or without a teacher.

Owing to its masterful simplicity, logical construction, and use of international roots at once recognized by the student, thousands throughout the world learn the language alone and are enabled to correspond with their fellowmen the world over.

The United States Esperanto Association (Miss J. E. Hamand, Secretary, Schaller, Ia.,) can supply the text-books mentioned and is ready and anxious to render every possible service to all who desire to study the language.

OUR PERSIAN SECTION this issue contains: (1) Tablet to Mirza Abul-Fazl; (2) Departure of Mirza Abul-Fazl; (3) Arabic letter in his regards; (4) Departure of Mirza Maharam; (5) Talk by Abdul-Baha on "The soul and its everlastingness," delivered in Boston; (6) the month of fasting; (7) announcement; (8) the Star of the West
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>نام</th>
<th>توضیحات</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>محسن</td>
<td>به عنوان مسئول حوزه‌ی خیریه تهران مشغول به فعالیت است.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>میترا</td>
<td>میترا به عنوان مسئول بهداشت و توانبخشی در حوزه‌ی خیریه تهران مشغول به فعالیت است.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>عبدالمجید</td>
<td>عبدالمجید به عنوان مسئول مالی و اداری حوزه‌ی خیریه تهران مشغول به فعالیت است.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**اعلان:**

اکنون در حوزه‌ی خیریه تهران، بهره‌برداری از امکانات توانبخشی و بهداشتی می‌باشد. همچنین، بهره‌برداری از منابعی مثل مالیات و امکانات عمومی و خصوصی در حوزه‌ی خیریه تهران مشغول به فعالیت است.

**حسابدار:**

احمد علی بهبهانی

**مسئولیت:**

آنار شریعتی

**ناظر:**

محمدرضا رضایی
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة. قم بتقديم النص بشكل عادي حتى أتمكن من قراءته.
عِلِیَ خَاتَر

لاقتَ خَوداً چپ راستِ سواد و یکِ خال و وجه و شخصت

سَيِّدٌ وحدادی چیزی پیش‌انداز کرده بود، و

چه بسی‌سردی حقیت و دوستی، و پالسِ دیگری یافته و

وی‌ها و ماهِ سالانه وارد، و ماه‌های مرداد، و.
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لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة المقدمة بسبب الجودة المنخفضة للصورة.
Address: Najme Bakhtar, P. O. Box 283, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
PEOPLE! The Doors of the Kingdom are opened; The Sun of Truth is shining upon the world; the Fountains of Life are flowing; the Daysprings of Mercy have appeared; the Greatest and Most Glorious Light is now manifest to illuminate the hearts of men.

Wake up and hear the Voice of GOD calling from all parts of the Supreme World—"Come unto Me, O ye children of men; come unto Me, O ye who are thirsty, and drink from this sweet Water which is descending in torrents upon all parts of the globe."

These days are the days of Faith and Deeds—not the days of words and lip service: Let us arise from the sleep of negligence, and realize what a great feast is prepared for us; first eating thereof ourselves, then giving unto others who are thirsting for the Water of Knowledge, and hungering for the Bread of Life.

These Great Days are swiftly passing; and once gone they can never be recalled. So, while the Rays of the Sun of Truth are still shining and The Center of The Covenant of GOD is manifest, let us go forth to work.

—ABDUL-BAHA.
His Holiness Abdu'l-Baha—and in His Presence a gathering of pilgrims to and residents of the Holy Land—at the shrine of the Bab on Mount Carmel. The first photograph ever taken of Abdu'l-Baha in the Holy Land.

"IT IS PART OF THE DIVINE WISDOM THAT I SHOULD KEEP SILENT FOR A TIME"
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'U'LLAH.

TODAY, DIVINE POWERS REINFORCE THE SOULS WHO ARE SPREADING THE CAUSE OF GOD!"

Abdul-Baha's Message to the Bahais throughout the world, delivered at the Tomb of Baha'u'llah, December 25, 1913.

It is part of the Divine Wisdom that I should keep silent for a time! All that was required of me, that is, to raise my voice in the churches, synagogues, conventions, and meetings, calling the attention of the people to the Kingdom of God and the appearance of Baha'u'llah—praise be to God! through the confirmation of the Blessed Perfection—is accomplished. Now it is the turn of the believers of God. Now I am ever expecting to hear the sweet voice of the friends raised and the watchword, "Ya-Bahá-el-Abhá!" reaching the ear of the heart and spirit.

Those souls who have become subservient to the will of God as manifested in the life and teachings of Baha'u'llah must know of a certainty that they attract unto themselves heavenly confirmation and assistance. Now, existence upon the Sacred Threshold is the magnet whereby aid is attracted. The more the believers humble themselves at the Divine Threshold, the more powerful and universal will be the descent of the Holy Spirit of new dedication upon them. The more they strive to teach souls the greater will be their power of sanctification and attraction. Today divine powers reinforce the souls who are spreading the Cause of God. Whoever walks upon this highway is confirmed; those who appear now as dried plants will be changed into fruitful trees. God's blessing will rest upon all who enlist in the service. They are the flowers of the garden of Abha—they must breathe forth their fragrance! ... They are the trees planted by the sacred hand of Baha'u'llah in the orchard of the Kingdom. He hath watered you with the rivers of His knowledge and hath protected you from winds and storms. I hope that each one of you may become a tree laden with delicious fruits for the healing of the nations!

* In Europe and America.

A GLIMPSE OF ABDUL-BAHA ON MOUNT CARMEL

By M. M. Holbach in The Christian Commonwealth.

I write this by a window that looks across an orange garden to the slopes of Mount Carmel, which rises almost abruptly beyond the red-roofed houses of the German colony. The "Mount of God" is but a hill in comparison with the mighty Alps, yet how great is its fascination, how beautiful it appears now in the moonlight! From time immemorial it has been the home of the prophets. It is here that Abdul-Baha dwells today, and the simple Germans who left their native land to await "the second coming" of their Lord upon this mountain, are his neighbors! In my ears is the sound of the sea, for the blue Mediterranean laps the shores of Carmel, and across the bay Akka gleams white in the moonlight. "The greatest Prison" it was called when Baha'u'llah dwelt there, a prisoner in a penal city. But a blessing surely rests upon it now, for the sun seems ever to shine there when the sea and the sky are grey. The soil upon which its houses are built has been many times soaked
THE FEAST OF NAUROOZ: MARCH TWENTY-FIRST

THE BAHAI NEW YEAR’S DAY

A talk given by Abdul-Baha, Friday evening, March 21, 1913, at 14 rue Greuze, Paris

Mons. Hippolyte Dreyfus-Barney interpreting

I am extremely glad to see you on this Naurooz occasion. This day is considered holy by the Persians. . . . From time immemorial this day has been consecrated for in this there is a symbol.

At this moment the sun appears at the meridian and the day and night are equal. Until today the North Pole has been in darkness. Today the sun appears on the horizon of the North Pole. Today the sun rises and sets at the equator and the two hemispheres are equally illumined. This sacred day, when the sun illumines equally the whole earth, is called the equinox, and the equinox is the symbol of the Manifestation of God. The Sun of Truth rises on the horizon of Divine Mercy and sends forth its rays. This day is consecrated to commemorate it. It is the beginning of spring. When the sun appears at the equinox, it causes a movement in all living things. The mineral world is set in motion, plants begin to shoot, the desert is changed into a prairie, trees bud and every living thing responds, including the bodies of animals and men.

The rising of the sun at the equinox is the symbol of life, and likewise it is the symbol of the Divine Manifestations of God, for the rising of the Sun of Truth in the Heaven of Divine Bounty established the signal of Life for the world. The human reality begins to live, our thoughts are transformed and our intelligence is quickened. The Sun of Truth bestows Eternal Life, just as the solar sun is the cause of terrestrial life.

The day of the appearance of God’s Manifestations on earth must be a sacred day when man must commemorate God in prayer and praise. Among the ancient Persians this day was looked upon as the holy day of the year and on it hospitals and charitable institutions were founded. Collections for the poor are made on this day and every effort is put forth so that it may not be allowed to pass without leaving some divine traces. Throughout Persia one sees the historical traces of this sacred day by the many good works that have commemorate it.

* * *

I am spending this New Year’s day in Paris. I hope for considerable results from this fact.
I hope that a powerful influence may remain in your hearts, signs of eternal joy and happiness that will illumine the lights of the Kingdom in this city. May the breezes of the Holy Spirit breathe upon you that your intelligence may progress and your souls be joyful in God. Thus will you become real and eternal beings, shining in the Divine Kingdom.

“DO NOT UNLOOSE YOUR TONGUES SAVE FOR CONVEYING THE MESSAGE!”

From a Tablet revealed by Abdul-Baha

Now you must engage in the service of the Cause of God with the utmost firmness, steadfastness and resolution, and expend day and night in the promotion of the Religion of God. Do not unloose your tongues save for conveying the Message! Do not behold save the Kingdom of Abha! Wish for no other companion save the True One. Do ye not desire other associate save turning thy face toward the Supreme Horizon. Do ye not search for any other delicacy save the Heavenly Food, and do ye not hope for any other sweetness save the love of the Beauty of Abha.

Praise be to God, that the Standard of Victory is unfurled over that region, and the fame of The Covenant has reached the ear of every wise and intelligent person.

Spiritual means are prepared. The Merciful Table is spread and the Banquet and the Feast of the Lord is inexhaustible. Now is the time of attraction and ecstasy!—so that region may become wholly illumined and that worthless dust be changed into fragrant musk.

I declare by the Blessed Perfection [Baha’u’llah]—May my life be a sacrifice to His believers—that if the believers arise to act according to the good-pleasure of the Blessed Perfection, the lights will be revealed, the mysteries discovered, the veils rent asunder, the darkness dispelled, the verses of unity chanted, and the melodies of the spiritual music of the Glorious Lord sung!

SHOW YE AN EFFORT! WORK UNCEASINGLY! LABOR DILIGENTLY;—so that the Everlasting Bounty be realized, Eternal Life be destined, and the nostrils be perfumed with the Holy Fragrances!

“TRAVEL AND SPREAD FAR AND WIDE THE TEACHINGS OF GOD!”

ABDUL-BAHÀ’S INSTRUCTIONS TO BAHAI TEACHERS

“Thou must live in such a spiritual condition that thy very presence in the meetings may transform the audiences.”

Words of Abdul-Baha to Mrs. Stannard before her departure for India.

Consecrate all thy time to the service of the Kingdom of God and the propagation of its principles. Let thine own supreme concern be the promotion of the Word of God. Thou wilt ever be surrounded by the invisible angels of Confirmations and they will always come to thy assistance. Whenever thou dost enter a meeting, raise thy voice and say:

“O ye believers of God! This day is the day of your attraction! This day is the day in which you must diffuse the Fragrances of God! This day is the day that you must unfurl the Banner of the Kingdom of Abha! This day is the day of Peace and Concord! This day is the day of the proclamation of the oneness of the world of humanity! This day is the day of forgiveness and leniency! This day is the day of Truth and righteousness! This day is the day of conciliation and beatitude! This day is the day of awakening and enkindlement! Waste not your precious time in fault-finding and back-biting. Polish the surface of the mirrors of your hearts from the dross of human frailties. If you live according to the standard of other communities, then what difference does there exist between you and them? Baha’u’llah has summoned you to such a lofty summit the very thought of which is too dazzling a prospect! He has not chosen you to be satisfied with water and clay!”

Thou must live in such a spiritual condition that thy very presence in the meetings may transform the audiences into the congregations of the elect and set aglow in their hearts the
fire of the Love of God. Exalt thy ambition! Universalize thy ideals! Spread thy wings of compassion over all the regions of the globe. If some people come to thee alone complaining against each other, don't listen to them, don't let them breathe the faults of others in thy presence. Tell them: "I have not come here to engage my time with these things. I am not a judge. I have come to summon the people to the Kingdom of Abba, to call you to unity and accord, to raise the dead, make mindful those who are unaware, awaken those who are asleep, breathe new life into the mouldering bones and sound the trumpet of resurrection! Friends! It is high time for you to throw away these tales, these barren stories. God is not pleased with them, humanity is not pleased with them. Your time is too costly to be expended on these trilling events. You are made in the image and likeness of God. Your birthright is more valuable than all the treasures of the empires.

"This Call shall fill the East and the West, and will continue throughout ages and cycles!"

Extract from a Tablet revealed by Abdul-Baha.

IT is very acceptable and seasonable that thou hast taken this voyage. The Apostles of His Holiness Christ were always traveling and calling the people to the Kingdom of God. Consequently, walk thou in their footsteps. Travel thou to every country and under all circumstances raise the Call of the Kingdom of God. Mankind, like unto children, are satisfied with water and clay, and love to play with their play-things. Their ambitions are very inferior. Praise be to God! thou hast a lofty ambition; therefore arise in calling the people to the Kingdom of God.

This Call shall fill the East and the West, and will continue throughout all ages and cycles. It is endless. That is why in this day, the wise and perceiving souls exalt the ideal and engage in heralding the Kingdom of God!"

"The Progress of the Cause depends upon the Energy and Wisdom of the Teachers."

Words of Abdul-Baha to Mirza-Ali-Akbar on the eve of the latter's departure for Constantinople.

THOU hast been with me for a long time, and I have grown to love thee very much. When I love people I do not tell them to their faces. You know how much I love Mirza-Abul-Fazl and Haji-Mirza-Heydar-Ali, but I have seldom told them to their faces. I am sending thee away. Thou art not alone. The hosts of the Supreme Concourse are with thee. They will assist thee and reinforce thee under all conditions. Doctors tell me I must completely rest. When I hear good news from the believers, then my health is improved. Now if thou longest to see me in good condition, go away and serve the Cause and instruct the souls. The news of thy spiritual conquest will make me well. Wherever thou goest, announce the wonderful Bahai greeting to the teachers of the Cause, and tell them on my behalf:

"The responsibility of the steady progress of the Cause depends upon you! You are the physicians of the sick body of the world of humanity! You must not stay anywhere for a long time. Travel ye from land to land like the Apostles of Christ, and carry with you the glad-tidings of the kingdom of Abba to the remotest corners of the earth!

"Why are ye silent? SHOUT! Why are ye sitting? MOVE! Why are ye quiet? STIR! This is not the day of rest and comfort. Travel ye constantly, and spread far and wide the Teachings of God! Like unto the stars arise
ye every day from a horizon. Like unto the nightingales, sing every day from a different rose-bush. Like unto the breeze, waft every morning from a garden. Do not stay a long time anywhere.

“Let the world profit by your teachings and learn from your examples! My health consists in the progress of the Cause, and the progress of the Cause depends upon the energy and wisdom of the teachers!”

“Speak with Moderation”

Abdul-Bahá’s instructions to Mr. Charles Mason Remey on the eve of the latter’s departure for Europe.

THROUGH whichever country thou goest, speak thou with moderation. Call the people to the oneness of the world of humanity; the dawn of the Son of Reality from the horizon of Persia; the servitude of Abdul-Bahá, and then explain the Centership of The Covenant—and no more. . . . Speak in accordance with that which I used to speak in the meetings, i.e., speak with moderation.”

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHÁ ABBÁS.

“WORKING IN THIS MANNER SHALL BEAR FRUIT”

Extract from a Tablet to the Persian Bahá’ís, revealed by Abdul-Bahá.

CONSIDER how Abdul-Bahá forgot all thoughts and mentions and turned his face towards the countries and empires, cities and villages, mountains and deserts of the West. Day and night he was engaged in teaching the Cause and conveying the Message. The principle upon which his trip [throughout Europe and America] was directed was this verse:

“O God! Make all my ideals and thoughts One Ideal and One Thought, and suffer me to attain to an eternal, unchangeable condition in Thy Service!”

He sought no rest, neither did he breathe one breath of comfort. Notwithstanding the weakness of constitution, the infirmity of the body and the nervous fever, every night I was in a city, and each day among a community. Although at times I could not speak one word before large audiences, I delivered lengthy addresses. Working in this manner shall bear fruit.

“BE IN THE UTMOST OF LOVE AND AFFECTION WITH ALL MANKIND!”

Abdul-Bahá’s Exhortation to the Bahá’ís just before his departure from America, delivered at 780 West End Avenue, New York City, December 2, 1912.

Ish’té’á’l’ Ebn-Ka’ínter, interpreter; stenographic notes by Miss Edna McKinney.

THESE days are the days of my farewell to you, because on the fifth day of the month I am sailing, so these constitute the latter days of my stay amongst you. Wherever I went in this country I returned always to New York City. I have, therefore, been in New York four or five times, and now I am going away from here to the Orient. It is difficult for me to return here again, except if it be the will of God. I must therefore give unto you my instructions and exhortations today, and those exhortations are no other than the teachings of Bahá’u’lláh.

The first amongst those exhortations is that ye must all be in the utmost of love and affection with all mankind. You must not exalt yourselves above others; you must consider all as equal unto yourselves, recognize them all as the servants of one God, and you must know that God is compassionate towards all, you must love all from the utmost depth of your hearts, you must prefer all religionists, you must love all the races, and you must be kind towards the people of all nationalities. You shall by no manner of means prefer yourselves before others. You must by no means speak humiliatingly of any other nationality, you must praise all. No soul amongst you must pollute his tongue by speaking evil of any other. Each amongst you must praise the other. You must even praise each nation. You must praise all the individuals amongst mankind. You must [Continued on page 10]
O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

CORRECTION:

The meaning of the writer of the letter published in the STAR OF THE WEST, No. 17, Vol. IV, was not that one thousand Jews have just accepted this Revelation. She wished to convey the idea that for the last few years about one thousand Jews have, little by little, accepted this Cause in Teheran and its vicinity. She writes this statement to be published in the STAR OF THE WEST in order to remove this misunderstanding.
(Signed) CLARA B. WISE.

ALLAHO'ABHA!

This is the seventieth year of the Millenium. If the seventh year of the Christian era was a prototype of this year of the Bahai era, it is a year fraught with significance. In that year was fulfilled what Christ foretold of Jerusalem. See St. Matt. xxiv:2. The city was destroyed, the people scattered, the Temple was consumed by fire, and not one stone was left upon another—significant, no doubt, of the culmination of the old order of things.

We feel that there is a parallel between the two eras because of the conditions confronting the people of the world today. If so, mankind will be swept by conflicting emotions and tend to go to extremes.

In the midst of such crucial conditions the Bahais are called upon to proclaim the glad-tidings of the Kingdom come on earth, and to manifest the characteristics of the people of the Most Great Peace.

The Center of The Covenant, Abdul-Baha, is calling souls to travel and spread The Message of the Kingdom far and wide.

It is the spirit of the hour.

He has said that if there were a more important work than this to be done, he would be doing it.

But he also states that the progress of the Cause depends upon the wisdom as well as the energy and enthusiasm of the teachers; that they should speak with moderation, and follow the method of procedure he employed while in America, namely:

1. Speak with moderation.
2. Call the people to the oneness of the world of humanity.
3. Announce the appearance of the Sun of Truth (The "Word of God" manifest in the flesh) from the horizon of Persia.
4. Mention the servitude of Abdul-Baha.
5. Then explain the Centreship of The Covenant.
The *Star of the West* will also endeavor to follow this procedure, and publish in its columns, articles, news, Tablets, etc., "which may be the means of attracting the hearts of the seekers and conducive to the happiness of the hearts of the friends; also that its Cause of Baha’u’llah is for the whole world and not for one section to the exclusion of another. It is all-inclusive, and all the peoples of the world shall taste “this sweet Water which is descending in torrents upon all parts of the globe!” —The Editors.

If a soul calls the people to the Kingdom of God according to the Teachings of Baha’u’llah, there will be many listeners.

First, one must teach by deeds; then speak the word! One must become thirsty; then the salubrious Water be offered. No matter how delicious the Water is, one who is not thirsty will not enjoy it. Therefore, make ye an effort, so that the people may become thirsty; then cause them to quaff from the Divine Chalice.

Extract from Tablet revealed by
—ABDUL-Baha

It is hoped that during this year the Bahais will, with one voice and one ultimate purpose, make an extraordinary endeavor in proclaiming The Message and teaching new souls. The contents may correspond with the facts (reality)."

*Our Persian Section*, this issue, contains: (1) Address delivered by Abdul-Baha at Leland Stanford University, San Francisco, California; (2) Utterances regarding Mirza Abul-Fazl; (3) Words of Baha’u’llah; (4) the Feast of Naurooz; (5) the fifth year of the *Star of the West*. 
ANNOUNCEMENT OF ANNUAL CONVENTION

To the Baha'i Assemblies of America:
Greetings in the Cause of God!

Dear brothers and sisters:—In accordance with the provision of Article 6 of the Constitution of Baha'i Temple Unity, the Executive Board of the Unity announces that the Annual Convention of the Unity will be held in the City of Chicago, April 25th to April 28th, 1914, inclusive.

The Chicago Assembly most cordially invites the delegates and visiting friends to be present at the Feast of R confinement to be held Satur­day evening, April 25th, and to the Sunday morning assembly to be held April 26th, 1914, in the Masonic Temple, corner Randolph and State streets. The Reception Committee will confer with all delegates and friends on arrangements.

The first business session of the Convention will be held at 10 a. m., April 27th, in accordance with Article 4 of the Constitution. You are asked to elect your delegate and to entrust him or her with full power to represent your Assembly in all matters that may come before the Convention for its consideration. You are further urgently requested to elect your delegate and report through your Secretary his or her due election and name to the Secretary of this Board, Bernard M. Jacobsen, 556 Howard Ave., Kenosha, Wis., before the 20th day of April, 1914, in order that the comfort of visiting delegates and friends may be provided for.

Hoping you will all endeavor to make this the Banner Convention, with Baha'i greetings to all,

We are your servants,

EXECUTIVE BOARD OF BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY,
Bernard M. Jacobsen, Secretary.
March 14, 1914.

ONE day, when Abdul-Baha was very tired, he said to several young Baha'is who came to see him: "My work is done. The tree of my life has yielded its fruits. I have set a fire in the world. Your duty is to add to its flame. My sons, it is now your turn. The members of my bodily constitution are well-nigh disintegrated. You are young, and your blood is pure; your intelligence is keen. You can bear the difficulties of this life. I would like to remain silent for some time, and listen to the incoming news of those who are endeavoring to spread the Fragrances of God. How far shall they succeed? How will they promote the Word of God? How will they raise the melodies and sing the songs of 'Ya-Baha-El-Abha'!? Assuredly the Blessed Perfection is with such souls. They shall see with their own eyes the Confirmations of Bahá'u'lláh, just as I saw them when addressing large gatherings in churches and temples. I saw them hovering like the birds of paradise!"

—From the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, December 11, 1913.

"BE IN THE UTMOST OF LOVE AND AFFECTION WITH ALL MANKIND!"

(Continued from page 71)

even recognize as friends your enemies, you must consider your evil wishers as your well wishers. You must not see evil as evil and then compromise, for so to compromise with or treat in a smooth way the one upon whom you look as an enemy is hypocrisy; this is not allowable. You must consider your enemies as your friends, and your evil wishers as your well wishers, and then treat them accordingly. You must act in such a way that your heart may be free from hatred towards anyone, your heart must not be offended with anyone. If anyone commits an error and a wrong towards you, you must instantly forgive him. You must not complain of anyone. You must not reprimand anyone, and if you give anyone admonition or advice let your advice be offered in such a way as not to be found heavy to the hearer.

Let all your thoughts be turned toward the rejoicing of hearts. Beware! Beware! Lest you offend any heart. Each one amongst you must, as much as is possible for him or for her, assist the world of humanity, be the cause of bringing solace to each sad one, assist every weak one, be helpful to every indigent one, be a caretaker of every sick one, be the cause of glory to every humble one, be the cause of shelter to every one assailed with fear.

In brief, let each one amongst you be like unto a lamp shining forth with the light of the virtues of the world of humanity. Let each amongst you be trustworthy, be sincere, affectionate, chaste—be full of chastity. Let each one amongst you be illumined, be spiritual, be divine, be glorious, be of God, and be a Baha'i!
ميسر الوهاب

يماشى كى تمسكر امتحانا وربما تسامى الزيك熄

الصاحبه المرجى امتنان الله إياه Worksheet رضوان

تاريخ 21 يوم 1341هـ
لا يمكنني قراءة النصوص العربية بشكل طبيعي. إذا كنت بحاجة إلى مساعدة في شيء آخر، فأخبرني بذلك.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة.
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- الملاحظ 1
- الملاحظ 2
- الملاحظ 3
- الملاحظ 4
THE EVERLASTING GLORY of the friends, and the heavenly sublimity of the believers, is to teach the Cause of GOD, to spread the Fragrances of GOD, and to Promote the Word of GOD!

I hope you may become assisted and confirmed therein. Then you will become a member of the congregation of the elect and a light in the Divine Assemblage.

Extract from Tablet revealed by
—ABDUL-BAHA

See Book of Daniel, chapt. 12, verse 2.
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come." - Baha'u'llah.

"ONCE THE PRINCIPLES OF THE BAHAI MOVEMENT ARE KNOWN IN INDIA, IT WILL SPREAD LIKE WILDFIRE!"

Extracts from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, dated Mount Carmel, January, 1914.

A N INDIAN Mohammedan Prince, who is traveling in the Holy Land with a retinue of servants, called this afternoon on Abdul-Baha. He was accompanied by the English Consul. He asked many questions, to all of which Abdul-Baha gave satisfactory answers. He spoke with him in detail on the oneness of the world of humanity and the fundamental unity of all the religions. He had heard of the Movement in India, and therefore was delighted to come to the source and see "the Man who has freed humanity from dead dogmas and spiritless doctrines." He stayed for more than an hour, and when he left he carried with him the blessing of the spiritual contact, and was imbued with His love of mankind.

In the course of conversation, this Indian Prince invited Abdul-Baha to visit that sect-beridden country and diffuse far and wide the fragrances of the teachings of universal love and fellowship. "India needs these principles of tolerance and liberalism more than any other country in the world. That thickly populated kingdom is a hot-bed of religious prejudices. The sphere of their thoughts is very contracted, and although there are some acute thinkers and practical reformers in their midst, the mass of the community clung at any suggestions or rules which change in the slightest degree their mode of living. The weight of immemorial customs has fallen on their necks like the rusty chains of ages, and while the corroding marks are imprinted on their emaciated bodies, they hug the chains more closely. In order to gain the freedom of their limbs and the suppleness of their bodies, they must throw away these chains of superstitions and dogmas and fraternize cheerfully and joyfully with all the nations of the earth, irrespective of religion and race."

* * * * * * * * *

After a silence, Abdul-Baha said: "The cohorts of the Kingdom of ABHA are engaged in uninterrupted conquest. They are gaining victory after victory. God willing, Mrs. Stannard shall win many signal triumphs in India. Once the Principles of the Bahai Movement are known in India, it will spread all over that country like wildfire.

. . . . . . Mrs. Stannard has dedicated her life to the Cause. She knows neither rest nor comfort. She does not sit tranquilly for one moment. Although she has a steady income, yet out of that she gives to the poor and the needy. She entertains no other idea save the service of the Kingdom and the promotion of the Cause. She is assisted by the Confirmations of God. There are certain persons whose ambitions are lofty. They are not satisfied with petty services and small things. They do not soil their wings with water and clay. Their highest aim is to adorn their inner beings with the infinite perfections of the celestial world. Thus the most cherished desire of Mrs. Stannard is to spend the remaining years of her life in the spread of the Cause and service to humanity."

INDIA

The entire area of India is about one-third the size of Europe.

The total population exceeds 300,000,000. In India four times the population of the United States live in a territory only half as large.

Of every five persons in the world one lives in the Indian empire.

It is said that eight hundred thousand persons die every month in India.

There are 147 distinct languages in use in India.

There are over 2,300 castes and tribes and 50,000,000 are classified as outcasts.

Nine-tenths of the population live in villages.
There are only twenty-nine cities with 100,000 population or more, and only 2 per cent of the population live in these cities.

One hundred and ninety-one millions of the population are supported by agriculture. India's trade has developed during the last half century from $300,000,000 to over $1,-400,000,000.

There are 32,000 miles of railroad in operation carrying 330,000,000 passengers annually at five miles for 1 cent; also there are 72,000 miles of telegraph lines.

India is the largest exporter of rice in the world. Her system of irrigation is first in the world.

"INDIA NEEDS THESE PRINCIPLES OF TOLERATION AND LIBERALISM"

Extracts from an Address delivered by Abdul-Baha in New York city, December 2, 1912.

[The complete Address was published in the STAR OF THE WEST, No. 33, Vol. IV]

ALL the teachings which have been given during the past dispensations are to be found in the Revelation of BABA'O'LLAH; but in addition to those, this Revelation has certain new teachings which are not found in any of the religious books of the past.

I shall now refer to some of the new teachings given by BABA'O'LLAH; as for the rest of them you may obtain them from the Tablets and Books* written by BABA'O'LLAH:

Oneness of the World of Humanity

The Oneness of the world of humanity is one of the teachings of BABA'O'LLAH, for BABA'O'LLAH addresses Himself to the world of men, saying, "Ye are all leaves of one tree and the fruits of one arbor." That is, the world of existence is no other than one tree, and the nations or peoples are like unto the different branches or limbs thereof, and human individuals are similar to the fruits and blossoms thereof. Thus, BABA'O'LLAH presented the Oneness of the world of humanity, while in all past religious Books and Epistles, the world of humanity has been divided into two parts; one called the people of the Book, or the Pure Tree, and the other, the Evil Tree. One-half of the people of the world were looked upon as belonging to the faithful, and the other half as belonging to the irreligious and the infidel; one-half of the people were consigned to the mercy of their Creator, and the other half were considered as objects of the wrath of their Maker. But His Holiness, BABA'O'LLAH, proclaimed the Oneness of the world of humanity, and this teaching is specialized to the teachings of BABA'O'LLAH, for He submerged all mankind in the Sea of Divine Generosity. At most some of the people are asleep, they need to be awakened; some of them are ill, they need to be healed; some are children, they need to be


Independent Investigation of Truth

As to the second teaching which is a new one given by BABA'O'LLAH, it is the injunction to investigate Truth,—that is, no man should follow blindly his ancestors and forefathers. Nay, each must see with his own eyes, hear with his own ears, and investigate Truth in order that he may find the Truth;—whereas the religion of forefathers and ancestors is based upon blind imitation, while man should investigate the Truth. This again is one of the teachings of BABA'O'LLAH.

The Foundation of all Religions is One

The third teaching of BABA'O'LLAH, which is new for this Day, is that the foundation of all the Religions of God is One, and that Oneness is the Truth, and the Truth is but One, and it cannot be made plural. This teaching is again special to BABA'O'LLAH.

Religion must be the Cause of Unity

The fourth teaching of BABA'O'LLAH, which is special for this Day, is that religion must be the cause of unity, harmony and accord amongst men. If religion be the cause of inharmony, or leads to separating men one from the other, and creates conflict amongst them, then irreligion is better than that religion. This again is likewise one of the teachings of BABA'O'LLAH.

Religion must be in accord with Science and Reason

The fifth teaching of BABA'O'LLAH, which is new for this Day, is that religion must be in accord with science and reason. If religion is not in conformity with science and reason, then it is superstition. This is one of the teachings of BABA'O'LLAH. Down to the present day it has been customary for man to accept a thing because it was called religion,
Equality between Men and Women

The sixth new teaching of Baha’u’llah is the equality between men and women. This is peculiar to the teachings of Baha’u’llah, for all other religions placed men above women.

Prejudice of all kinds must be forgotten

The seventh of the teachings of Baha’u’llah, which is new for this Day, is that prejudice and fanaticism, whether religious, sectarian, sectional, denominational or patriotic,—are destructive of the foundation of the human solidarity, so that man should release himself from such bonds in order that the Oneness of the world of humanity might become manifest.

Universal Peace

The eighth of His teachings is Universal Peace; that all men and nations shall make peace amongst them; that there shall be Universal Peace amongst governments, Universal Peace amongst religions, Universal Peace amongst races, Universal Peace amongst the denizens of all regions. This is one of the special characteristics of the Revelation of Baha’u’llah.

All Mankind should partake of Knowledge and Education

The ninth of these special teachings is that all mankind should partake of both knowledge and education, and this partaking of knowledge and of education is one of the necessities of religion. This again is one of the special characteristics of the teachings of Baha’u’llah.

Solution of the Economic Problem

The tenth teaching is the solution of the economic question. For no religious books of the past Prophets speak of the economic question, while the economic problem has been thoroughly solved in the teachings of Baha’u’llah.

Organization of The House of Justice

The eleventh teaching is the organization called The House of Justice, which is endowed with a political as well as a religious aspect. It embodies both aspects, and it is protected by the Preserving Power of Baha’u’llah Himself. A Universal or World House of Justice shall be organized. That which it orders shall be the Truth in explaining the Commands of Baha’u’llah, and that which the House of Justice ordains concerning the Commands of Baha’u’llah shall be obeyed by all. But that will be the House of Justice organized from amongst the members of the Houses of Justice of the whole world, and all men shall be under the supervision of that House of Justice.

The Center of the Covenant

As to the most Great Characteristic,—and it is a specific teaching of the Revelation of Baha’u’llah and not given by any of the Prophets of the past,—it is the teaching concerning The Center of The Covenant. By giving the teaching concerning The Centre of The Covenant He made provision against all kinds of differences, so that no man should be able to create a new sect. To guard against that state of thing, He entered into a Covenant with all the people of the world, indicating the Person or the Interpreter of His teachings, so that no man should be able to say that he explains a certain teaching in this way, and thus create a sect revolving around his individual understanding of a part of the teachings. Thus the “Book of the Covenant” and the Testament of Baha’u’llah is the means of preventing such a possibility.

In short, the teachings of Baha’u’llah are many. Were I to speak to you concerning them until morning they would not be exhausted. I have outlined to you some of them. You can read the rest in the Books of Baha’u’llah.

THE WORK IN INDIA

A LECTURE was delivered by Mrs. Getsinger at the Theosophical Society hall in Surat, on the 22nd of January, on “Purity and Divinity,” and on the 19th, she met some important personage and had a lengthy interview with him, and he was very much attracted to the Cause. Dr. and Mrs. Getsinger left Surat on the 24th.

In Bombay they were kept busy meeting people of various creeds, in addition to the public lectures delivered. On the 24th, Mrs. Getsinger spoke for an hour in the Pratana Mandir hall on, “The Bahai Movement—Its Rise and Progress.” Mrs. Stannard followed and spoke for ten minutes.

On January 28th, Dr. Getsinger spoke to the students of the Theistic Society here, on “The Uplift of Humanity.”

On February 1st, Mrs. Getsinger spoke in the Bahai hall on “The Universal Aspect of
the Bahá’í Movement;" on February 4th, she addressed the students of the Theistic Society on "Individual Spiritual Progress," and on the 6th, she spoke in the Theosophical hall, on the "Messengers of God."

On the 7th of February, Mrs. Stannard spoke in the same hall on "The Mission of Religions."

On the 8th, Mrs. Getsinger went to the Ideal Seminary boys’ school, distributed prizes to the students and spoke on "Service as an Act of Worship."

Later, Mrs. Stannard went to Calcutta to invite the people to the blessed Table of Abha.

N. R. Vakil.

WHAT THE BAHÀ’Ì SAYS TO THE THEIST

Mrs. Stannard at the Karachi Conference—An Interesting Exposition.

From a Correspondent.

At the meeting in Karachi of the All-India Theistic Conference—the object of which was to assemble representatives of all creeds whose basis is belief in God, with the object of promoting inter-religious union and amity—an address was delivered by Mrs. Stannard, the Bahá’í teacher now touring India, as follows:

"Personally, I stand for one of the greatest Movements towards unity in spirit and deed that history presents in our day under the name of religion. I allude to the great Persian reformation called the Bahá’í Movement. The founder or revealer of its teachings, born in the dawning years of the 19th century, ushered in the spiritual renaissance of his most downfallen country and promulgated ethics that stand today a movement of love and wisdom for the universal good.

"His message is spreading rapidly over great areas of land in the Middle East, the Russian borderland, Europe and America.

"The great liberal speech delivered by your venerable President, Dr. Sunderland, was a special pleasure for the hearing of Bahá’í souls, for we listened to the perfect expressions of these Bahá’í ideals and beliefs grandly echoed by a far Western brother. Today wherever Bahá’ís are found able to meet adherents to the principles enunciated by your movement, rest assured of the joyful hand-clasp, the glad greeting which only attuned minds can give to one another. Today those who work for the unification of races and religions are the guardians of Truth and Peace. Our platform is your platform, your ideals ours. In standing for union and brotherhood we stand for the greatest force in the world, the irresistible one of love.

"Living in a wonderful era in the world’s history, we witness the early developments of a new and holy dispensation. Another and higher step in the great spiral of evolution has been entered upon and we are on the threshold of great and glorious human possibilities. Consciousness is being quickened by a truer knowledge and understanding, and those of us who stand free and pure, and those who stand free to express the light within, are almost dazzled by the splendor of what we know must come to advance humanity. Already we feel the heat of the great fire that brotherly love shall ultimately kindle in every clime—and I for one am sure the future is radiant with joy and hope.

"While touching now this happy string I am unable to forget the great ones of the past, the noble army of pioneers in every land and race, often martyrs to great causes! Those leaders towards the higher freedom who prepared the way we now tread in this great tolerant age! All hail! to those unconquerable souls! All hail to those brave ones who sacrificed all for truth and righteousness.

"To them was the burden and heat of the day; to us the softer pastures and time of fruitage! Let us now offer them the incense of remembrance.

"Perhaps Bahá’ís are especially qualified to
utter a word of gratitude for such souls since most of us know something of the desperate and tragic circumstances from which this great Persian message of Love and Unity emerged. Not since the days of early religious persecutions have we a parallel to the awful cruelties to which these Persian Theists were subjected. Appalled, we learn again of man's inhumanity to man. Appalled and awed we have to know that over 20,000 is the roll call of souls crushed and tortured out of existence in Persia. And why, we may ask? Because they preached and practiced exactly what you here in this hall are saying and thinking today unmolested. They died for daring to raise a voice in the interests of liberal religion, for daring to raise the standard of progress and unity. God's noble army of pioneers belonging to that ancient Indo-Iranian race, Babis, or Bahais, persisted for the ideals of truth and religious reform. Surely will the eternal Word raise up to their glory and self sacrifice an indestructible monument of love, one which the future races shall acclaim with reverence wherever history shall mention the term Bahai. 'They were the friends of God and their death hath not been in vain,' may be the inscription.

"One point more of high importance I should crave permission to touch before I conclude, viz, the question of woman's advance in our future schemes of progress and unity. Here again can Persian womanhood show that our eastern sisters were equal in every respect to their men when stupendous calls of duty and courage were made. Acts of unparalleled heroism were manifested on the part of wives, sisters, mothers in the Bahai cause. Rightly, has this new dispensation been designated as the dawn of the woman's era and while in the West she is struggling for economic and constitutional rights, in the East her claims to advance are of the more spiritual order.

"The greatest woman of her day (and ours) was the martyred poetess and philosopher of Persia, Kuratul'Ain, follower of the Baa and co-worker to usher in His gospel. "She has been frequently styled the 'Joan of Arc' of Persia. Before meeting with a barbarous death at the hands of the ill-wishers, she braved calumny and family ruin in her stand for equal privileges in religious instruction for her sex, and in the emancipation of their lives from the legalized slavery of their position. Her determination to speak upon deep religious themes to hearers of the opposite sex (doctors in theology) brought her, like her sister in earlier Greek times, the wonderful Hypatia, to a savage end. Let the glorious fame of such heroines enable us to realize that the woman too may rise to unexpected heights and she should be helped to utilize her own particular powers for the benefit of the social life. To keep the future mothers of the race in ignorance, ineptitude or bigotry is to stultify and rob man of half his forces for good.

"In these days girl children should receive as much educative attention as boys so that the mind of the mother may be able to help and not hamper the growing minds of her children. This problem of raising the standard of female education on practical lines in the East is one for you here to think out and act upon."

[Editorial in The Sind Gazette, December 24, 1913.]

A rather remarkable visitor to Karachi—far more remarkable than any of the Congress and Conference dignitaries—is Mrs. Stannard, the Bahai missionary. This gifted lady, who has studied all the religions of the world, and all the philosophies, and has come to the conclusion, not that they are all wrong, but that they are all right, has a new gospel to preach—not her own, but that of her Master, Abdul-Baha, the head of the Bahai religious movement.

[From The Bombay Chronicle, February 7, 1914.]

TENETS OF BAHAIISM
Lectures in Bombay.

Two more lectures on the teachings and principles of the Bahai Movement were delivered recently at the Persian Hall in Forbes Street, by Mrs. Stannard and Mrs. Getzinger. Elucidations upon the tenets of the faith as these touch the religious and humanitarian standpoint may be summarized as declaring the essential unity of all religions and the oneness of humanity. Religious, and social unrest generally went together, declared one of the speakers, and so the social teachings laid down by Baha'u'llah, the founder, reveal the rare genius of combining social ethics with religious law.

[Continued on page 26]
O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shall spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Baha’i Temple Unity, so that with one thought and one aim they engage themselves in the building of the Temple.

Extract from Tablet revealed by Abdul-Baha.

SATURDAY, APRIL 25

TUESDAY, APRIL 28

Public Meeting—Assembly hall, Northwestern University building 8 p.m.

A letter from N. R. Vakil, of India, states that D. Gopaul Chetty, the editor of The New Reformer, published in Madras, has helped the Cause greatly through publishing articles on the Revelation. It has been suggested that a few friends in different parts, who can afford to do so, subscribe for the magazine. The subscription is about two dollars per year.

OUR PERSIAN SECTION this issue contains:

1. Talk by Abdul-Baha for a London publication;
2. Tablet to Sheikh Mohebi-el-Din;
3. Address by Sheikh Mohebi-el-Din;
4. Poetic record of the death of Mirza Abul-Fazl;
5. Significance of Religion;
"THOU SHALT UNFURL THE STANDARD OF SPIRITUALITY IN THE HEAVENLY UNIVERSE!"

It is several months since the New York Assembly was offered an audience room in the Parish House of St. Mark's Episcopal church, this city, for Sunday afternoon meetings, with the entire freedom of the platform, limited only to constructive methods.

The Center of the Covenant, His Holiness, Abdul-Bahá, was called to for counsel, and his cabled reply was: "Accept invitation, Church Episcopal. Hold Sunday afternoon meetings." An immediate acceptance of this invitation followed.

Beautiful meetings are now held there every Sunday afternoon.

Following is a Tablet recently received by our brother Mr. Kinney, through whom this invitation was most unexpectedly tendered to the world of humanity and be ordained as the high priest of the Church of the Kingdom. All the ministers will be submerged under one of those periodic waves of the earth, leaving behind no name and no trace, but thou shalt unfurl the standard of spirituality in the heavenly universe of Heaven, extolling and magnifying the Lord of mankind with the music of the Kingdom. Thank thou God that thou hast attained to this most great Bestowal.

In short, O thou my Mr. Kinney, O thou my spiritual child! Whatever . . . , deems advisable concur with him and put in practice, and occupy your time with the diffusion of the Fragrances of God. Announce the utmost kindness to thy respected wife and all the friends.

To Mr. Wafa Kinney, New York City.

Upon him be BAHÁ‘ULLÁH EL-ÁBHA!

HE IS GOD!

O thou who art firm in the Covenant!

Thy letter was received and its contents perused with the utmost of attention.

Convey infinite love and kindness on my behalf to . . . . and say to him: Praise be to God that He has chosen thee from amongst the ministers so that thou may'st hearken to the call of the Kingdom of God, listen to the heavenly Melody, behold the Light of Reality, act according to the advice of His Holiness the Christ, promulgate the principles of BAHÁ‘ULLÁH, become the cause of the illumination of the

the New York Assembly, and who wrote (as well as cabled) of it to the presence of the Center of the Covenant. This Tablet is his reply:

To Mr. Wafa Kinney, New York City.

Upon him be BAHÁ‘ULLÁH EL-ÁBHA!

HE IS GOD!

O thou who art firm in the Covenant!

Thy letter was received and its contents perused with the utmost of attention.

Convey infinite love and kindness on my behalf to . . . . and say to him: Praise be to God that He has chosen thee from amongst the ministers so that thou may'st hearken to the call of the Kingdom of God, listen to the heavenly Melody, behold the Light of Reality, act according to the advice of His Holiness the Christ, promulgate the principles of BAHÁ‘ULLÁH, become the cause of the illumination of the

Up to the present time, as a result of this long journey to America, my constitution was in the utmost state of weakness and feebleness, consequently I could not carry the weight of correspondence. As at the present writing the condition of my nerves is better and materially improved, therefore I am writing thee this epistle.

Upon thee be BAHÁ‘ EL-ÁBHA!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHÁ ABBÁS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, February 23rd, 1914, Mount Carmel, Haifa, Syria.

We ask the prayers of all the friends that through this opened door we may become confirmed to bear the Light of this "Morn of Knowledge," and to turn many hearts to the Holy Fragrance of "the Branch which has branched from the Ancient Root."

Isabella D. Brittingham.
The following points dealt with by the lecturers may perhaps be cited as the most noteworthy:

There shall be no priesthood of the paid or professional order.

Monogamy is enjoined; asceticism or the hermit life in monasteries is forbidden.

Education is to be universal and the rich or childless shall educate the children of the poor.

The female child is to receive equal attention in this matter and equality of the sexes declared.

Work is looked upon as an act of worship, and is to be found for all, for mendicity is forbidden. The words written by the Founder are as follows: "This is the day of deeds. In this day deeds are preferable to words. Deeds reveal the station of the man and he whose words exceed his deeds verily, his non-being is better than his being."

Brotherhood among the Bahá'ís, we are told, is regarded as absolutely indispensable, irrespective of race, color, or religion, and there must be no pretentious mental attitude, but a real and living philosophy of life. All Moslems, Christians, Jews, or Zoroastrian Bahá'ís should fraternize as one family, for they practice the two great Bahá'í ideals of unity and love.

We learn that all the edicts of BAHA'O'LLAH were laid down and revealed fifty years ago. It is therefore interesting to find that He declared a universal language was to be evolved or chosen as an intermediary agent towards the better understanding of peoples; also that a court of arbitration should be formed on international lines against war—turning the Bahá'í attitude of religions amity upon these problems, since they declare that all founders of religions were chosen speakers for the good enlightenment of people.

An argument presented by Abdul-Bahá on this subject when in the West was cited as typical. We are told not to mistake the lamp for the Light. Lamps or light carriers are many and diverse whether in size, quality or form, but light is essentially the same. It varies only according to the degree allowed it by the vehicle of its manifestation, whether as a candle or an electric arc lamp. The world should consider great religious founders or thinkers as light-bearers and what they teach should be the object of worship. The wisdom with which they illuminate their time and race should be remembered, not their personalities. Religions degenerate, because it is the invariable tendency in humanity to forget, principles enunciated by Founders and worship the material or historic aspect, neglecting the light intended to be used. Light being one, it stands for the analogy of truth, and all religions are woven around identically similar principles.

The Bahá'ís believe that teachers of these higher orders come under Divine will in times of greatest human needs and have their predestined time and place. Since life may be symbolized as a tree, BAHA'O'LLAH declared humanity to be the leaves, flowers and fruit thereof, and in time humanity will consider it as rationally inconceivable to fight and kill one another as it would be for the leaves and branches of a tree to quarrel with its blossoms and fruit.

The Bahá'ís consider that the world has entered on a new cycle and that all the teachings of this Persian seer are ultimately destined to work out for the good of the social and spiritual whole. It may perhaps be mentioned that the word or title "BAHA'O'LLAH" means a quality or descriptive term signifying "Glory or Splendor" (of God) and Abdul-Bahá his son as "Servant of the Glory."

A WORD OF APPRECIATION FROM INDIA.

"The STAR of THE WEST is, indeed, a true nightingale of the Rose-garden of ANNA and its beloved notes vibrate with the messages of the Beloved of all in the heavens and earths. Its contents give one renewed vigor to advance steadfastly on the Path which leads to the glorious realm of ANNA, and the holy words of The Center of The Covenant that it promulgates, keep one always keyed up in the field of service in His Most Beloved Cause . . . . The STAR is awaited as a star of hope and when it arrives, its rays penetrate in the minds of those who await its arrival with expectant hearts."

The Bahá'í Assembly of Rangoon.

March 16, 1914.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
зиالخ: 

كل أنظمة الله ملك لطاعات الحكمة والعلم. 

على ألا نفلق: 

الإمام محمد بن إسماعيل: "لعل الله يخلق لمن يشاء، ولعند ما يشاء وعنه ما يشاء."

أحده من شهدنا قضاء، دينان أقام.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
خطيئة نظر

جرب'était مع ماهين وبعض رجائي عنه، وقلت: مهماً.

هذا ما ذكرناه سابقاً، ومنذ ذلك الوقت.

 объем информации недоступен для считывания.
تذكير:

بصراحة، هذا النص غير قابل للقراءة باللغة العربية بشكل طبيعي. يُرجى تقديم نسخة جادة أو مترجمة من النص.
PRAISE be to Thee, O God of Names and Creator of Heaven! Praise be to Thee, for Thou hast made known unto Thy servants Thy Day, wherein the River of Life streamed forth from the finger of Thy Generosity, and the Fountain of Revelation and Unity became manifest by Thy Manifestation, to all who are in Thy earth and Heaven.

O God! This is a Day, the Light of which Thou hast sanctified above the sun and its effulgence. . . . Thou hast called it "The Day of God!" Nothing is to be seen therein but Thy Supreme Self, and naught is to be remembered save Thy sweetest Name. Wherefore, when He appeared, the foundations of nations trembled, the learned were bewildered and the wise men were confounded, save those who came near unto Thee, took from the hand of Favor the pure wine of Thy Inspiration, and drank in Thy Name, saying:

"Praise be unto Thee, O Desire of the nations! Praise be to Thee, O Beloved of the hearts of the yearning!"

—BAHA'O'LLAH.
"Then the Orb of The Covenant dawning... the glorious 'Branch extended from the Ancient Root' arose to promote the Word of the King of the Day of Judgment."

Jewish, Zoroastrian and Mohammedan pilgrims in the Presence of Abdul-Baha in front of his house at Haifa, Syria. This is the second group.
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in
faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened;
that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless struggles,
these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'O'LLAH.
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THE "GLOOMY NIGHT" AND THE "DAY OF GOD"
A BRIEF PRESENTATION OF THE BAHAI MESSAGE.

From The Bahai Proofs, by Mirza Abul-Fazl.

O PEOPLE! when ye carefully consider the world, ye will perceive that all the nations
of the ancient world have been totally incrusted by false worship of paganism and
Sabeanism; the darkness of imaginations and fictitious ideas has prevailed in every
region, and entangling beliefs and evil customs accumulated in every clime. Inasmuch as
the above-mentioned nations were ignorant of the meanings and original purposes of the
texts revealed in the Heavenly Books, such as "ascent" and "descent," "return" and "respec-
and many similar words which were upon the lips of the prophets since the ancient days,
and were uttered by the Tongues of God from the foundation of the world; and as they
understood such words according to their literal sense; therefore these nations fell into the
gulf of the fictitious beliefs of paganism. Among these pagan notions were transmigration
of souls, transformation of embodiments, worship of stars, animals and trees, services of
geni, controlling spirits and other ruinous practices and pernicious beliefs—which facts
are evident to every informed historian, and to every student and archaeologist.

As the gloom of fictitious and superstitious beliefs prevailed in all parts of the world;
as the clouds of ruinous practices, the dust of pernicious actions, densely enwrapped all
regions, and veils of suspicion hung upon every side; and as the earth was entirely covered
by darkness upon darkness therefore the prophets—Peace be upon them!—have interpreted
that long duration as the "gloomy night," and the time of its disappearance as the "bright
morning," "the day when it shineth."

MOSES

The Great Lord Moses the "Interlocutor," was the first one who arose in that dark and
gloomy period and announced to the Israelitish people the coming termination of that long
night. He proclaimed the advent of the glorious "Day of God." He taught them the Unity
of God; made known to them the way of worshipping God; implanted in their hearts the
expectation of the arrival of the "Day of God," and explained to them the signs, symbols,
tokens and wonders thereof. So also in the past days, Abraham, who was entitled, Zoro-
aster, appeared in Persian regions and taught the Parsee nation the worship of the merciful
God, abolishing idolatry from among them, announcing the coming of the "Hour," reminding
them of the future Resurrection, explaining the signs and tokens thereof, and unveiling
the appointed time. Moreover, he clearly stated to them that, verily, the Sun of the prom-
ised Beauty should dawn from the horizon of the East, and that the blessed Su'drat would
spring forth from a well-rooted tree of Persia. But, as at that time the hours of gloomy
night were still far from the dawning-place of Manifestation, the false imaginary beliefs
and pernicious worship of paganism prevailed even among the Hebric and Persian nations;
thus the worship of God was mingled with fire-worship, and the kings of Judea and Ephrwa
associated with nations rooted in paganism, such as the Egyptians, Phoenicians, Assyrians,
Chaldeans and Greeks, because the latter had assumed dominion over the lands of Palestine
and the inhabitants thereof. On this account the Hebrews were compelled to live under the
laws of these governments, to obey their kings, adore their demons and worship their idols.
Yet, among them, the Israelitish prophets, such as David, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel, Zacha-
rith and others—Peace be upon them!—were, during fifteen hundred years, reminding the
people of the coming of the "Day of God," and reviving hopes in their hearts of the "Manifestation of God." So these prophets were, in their cycles, as beaming stars which shone forth from the uttermost horizon of heaven; as lamps enkindled and aflame in the gloomy and obscure night.

CHRIST

In that way many generations passed, until the glorious Saviour arose and the brilliant star dawned from the horizon of Galilee. Then the planet of the Son shone from among the posterity of Abraham, the melodies of the Gospels pealed forth and the descent of calamities upon the children of Israel drew nigh. Our Lord Christ—Upon him is Glory and Grandeur!—arose and cried with loudest voice:

"Repent ye, for the Kingdom of God is at hand!"
"Awaken and be mindful! The Hour of the Coming of the Kingdom of God approacheth!"
"Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God!"
"Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the children of God!"

Likewise, during His lifetime, He was continually reminding them of the approach of the "promised Day," renewing and establishing the Signs of the Appearance of the Beauty of the Adored One, which had been prophesied by the prophets of Israel.

Christ declared that in "that Day" He will sit upon the right hand of His (the Father's) Throne; will be authorized to make His commands effective; will be established upon the Seat of His Glory, and become the Shepherd of His sheep, through His Permission. He—Exalted is He!—heralded the approach of the Great "Hour," the Mighty Day of Resurrection, until He ascended to the Supreme Friend. Then Apostles arose to spread His Cause and promote His Word, until all the European regions were illuminated by the lights of His Command, and became purifed from the filth of paganism.

MOHAMMED

Six centuries elapsed after the departure of Christ, until the Beams of Dawn appeared from Arabian horizons and the shining of the Morning Light was transmitted from the direction of Hedjas. The greatest signs of the "Hour" appeared and the mightiest tokens of the "Day of Judgment" became manifest. Mohammed arose, crying out with the loudest call:

"The Sentence of God will surely come (to be executed); wherefore do ye hasten it!"

This voice was heard from heaven:—"The time of their accounts hath drawn nigh unto the people, while they are turning away therefrom!" He clearly stated that the "gloomy night" had expired and the dawning of the Sun of Truth from the Supreme Horizon was at hand. Through the light of His word and the power of His prophethood He illumined great nations and multitudes, from the remotest parts of Africa to the distant East; peoples who knew nothing concerning Unity and had tasted no drop from the fountain of Oneness; those who had denied the Prophets and falsely accused the Chosen Ones. The Word of Mohammed and His prophetic testimony drove them out of the darkness of paganism toward the Light of the Worship of God. Thus they were turned from denial of Prophets to belief in the line of holy messengers from Adam to Jesus, the Spirit of God.

Mohammed announced to them the coming of the "Day of God," and made with them a covenant to expect the descent of the Spirit (Christ) from the Heaven of the command of God. But He also clearly stated that the Precursor, who shall arise before His descent, to prepare the way before that "coming," will come forth from His (Mohammed's) posterity; that through the Spirit (Christ) God will fill the earth with equity after it had been filled with injustice, and illuminate all regions with justice after they had been darkened by tyranny. Then He established books of traditions and prophecies, and filled pages with signs and tokens.

THE BAB

The earth of enlightenment rolled around its axis for 1260 years, until the "Hour" drew nigh and the appointed time arrived. Then the Star of Guidance dawned, the Planet of Purity shone forth, the Fountains of Knowledge flushed out in one of the best lands of the Orient, and the Tree of Grace was ignited in the city of Shiraz, the chief town of the province of Fars. The Most Great Bab (Gate) arose, preaching to the multitudes and peoples, heralding again the expiration of the "gloomy night," foreshadowing and clearly declaring the coming of the great and dreadful "Day of God." He raised this call betwixt
the Heaven and earth:—"Rejoice! Rejoice! The Morn of Guidance hath indeed appeared, the 'gloomy night' hath cleared away, and the Dawning of the Beauty of God, El-Abha, is at hand! The spring-time of the Return of the Realities of Regeneration hath come!" All regions trembled with this most sweet call and the Resurrection appeared through the supreme Message.

**BAHA'O'LLAH**

Then dawned the Sun of the Beauty of the Promised One; then rose and beamed the Orb of the Face of the Adored One. The "Hour" arrived, the Resurrection came, the trumpet sounded and the dawn of the Manifestation shone forth. Baha'o'LLAH-EL-ABHA (The Glory of God the Most Glorious) arose; the Beauty of the Supreme God appeared and called out with a Voice that filled all regions, causing the "seven strata of the earth" to tremble:—

"Now the Promised God hath indeed come, the Beauty of the Adored One hath appeared, the appointed 'Day of God' hath dawned and His irrefutable and glorious Command hath arisen! The LORD hath descended in the shadow of clouds; the earth is shining with the Light of the Face of its LORD, the Bestower; the Bridge is extended, the Book is appointed, the curtain is lifted and the veil is removed! Showers of Verses have fallen, branches of Knowledge have put forth leaves and become flourishing in all directions! The 'dead have arisen and the lifeless are resurrected!'"

The torrent of His Verses and the shower of His Graces abundantly poured down, until the time of Disappearance drew nigh, and the Sun of Truth was concealed in the veil of Absence. The LORD ascended to the Supreme Court of His Might, and His blessed Identity was hidden in His invisible furthermore Essence. This calamitous event and lamentable disaster happened on the 2nd of the month Zulka'ida, 1309 A.H., which corresponds to the 28th of May, 1892 A.D.

**ABDUL-Baha**

When the Sun of Guidance was set and the rustle of the Sadrat-el-Muntaha* hushed, then the Orb of the Covenant dawned and the "Moon" of the Testament appeared with the utmost brilliancy and effulgence. The glorious "Branch extended from the Ancient Root," His Holiness Abdul-Baha, arose to promote the Word of the KING of the Day of Judgment, and now He is crying and heralding throughout all regions:

"The Judgment of God hath come; respond ye, respond ye unto the call of God!"

"Hearken ye, hearken ye to the Melodies of God! Inhale ye the Fragrances of God!"

"Be illumined, be illumined with the lights of the Face of Baha'o'LLAH!"

The promises of the Prophets have already been fulfilled, the prophecies of the Messengers realized; the Day of Judgment hath come, and mankind hath stood before the LORD of the creatures!"

* * *

For this Day is no other than "the end of the ages;" no other than the illumination of the horizons of earth, both East and West, with the Lights of the Forgiving LORD; no other than the changing of darkness into light, and of sorrow into joy and gladness; whereby hearts are cheered, souls are tranquilized, eyes are consoled and breasts are dilated. This is the Day of God!

* A tree planted by the Arabs at the end of the road to guide the traveler. Here it refers to the Manifestation of God.
NEW LIGHT IN THE WORLD

By Prof. E. C. Getsinger, Ph. D. (Professor of Original Research and Physics), U. S. A.

A merica is considered to be the melting pot where all discoveries, theories, philosophies, religions and claims of any special sort, are put into the crucible of investigation and finally given their true value by the individual; for the American nation is composed of a people of independent thought—the result of their splendid educational system.

Consequently, when an American student comes to these shores, it is a rather strange sensation for him to find that the educated classes—Parsees, Hindus and Mohammedans—are settled in a state of satisfaction, non-seeking, non-searching, except in some prescribed channels, and aim at maintaining sacred traditions. Any new light must pass a prescribed test founded upon old views. With an American a new light stands upon its own merits regardless of preconceived ideas, and therein lies their success in getting at things.

It is rather strange, then, from an American viewpoint, that the Parsees, excepting a few, are entirely ignorant of a Persian movement, which is of such vast moment to the Parsee community, and that in America they have accepted the Bahai faith by hundreds, and that it is the Americans who are spreading this Faith in all parts of the world.

And even those few Parsees who have heard or looked into the matter were oblivious to the possibilities of a spiritual force that lies underneath the outward momentum.

When the Americans heard of this Bahai Movement in 1898, they sent several delegations, one from New York, one from Chicago, and one from San Francisco, composed of from six to fourteen persons each, to visit the prison city of Acca (Syria) and investigate the truth of the matter from the lips of the prisoner himself, Abdul-Bahai. All reported favorably and the Bahai Faith has since spread in America by leaps and bounds, the numbers being beyond computation.

In Persia, the Bahais are numbered by the thousands and represent Mohammedans, both Sunnites and Shiites—Parsees, Jews and Christians. Religious hatred is dissolved by pure love, and each respects the religion of the other; so that whole cities in Persia are of the Bahai Faith, and all this has happened by easy stages, without the sword of religious coercion, but by toleration and brotherly love.

That the Bahai Faith is of the greatest moment to the Parsee community can well be seen, for as soon as just one more step in Persia is made by this Movement, then the Parsee can remove his Sacred Fire back to its native home again, and worship in peace and safety, for religious toleration is one of the greatest Bahai Laws, and I am saying this as an American Bahai, who has intimately observed and known this faith for the past sixteen years. Liberty and fairplay is dear to every American, even if the drama of injustice is played in foreign lands; but at the same time we also expect that those mostly interested (Parsees) in the establishment of righteousness in Persia, should bestir themselves a little.

About a year ago, a delegation, or party, of Parsees went to Persia to observe the trend of safety for investment, etc., and not to study Bahai influences. But upon returning they reported unfavourably on all points, except, that the only hope for Persia lies in the Bahai Faith and its spread among the Persians. One of the party repeated this to me about two months ago. And yet, if this is the Parsee's only hope, then why not lend more than a mere silent sympathy to that hope? The Persian Mohammedans have laid down thousands of lives—this is common historical knowledge—in order that their country be redeemed, and by these sacrifices the Parsees also are benefitted.

Why have not the Parsees also sent a delegation to Palestine to investigate the matter at its fountain head? When the Americans did so it was only for truth's sake, and not because they have any other interests in the Parsee motherland. The American Bahais have established schools in Persia, have sent American teachers to those schools and to them are admitted the children of every religion.

Some of the greatest scholars, writers, statesmen, travelers and humanitarians of our day have written most favourably of the Bahai Movement and Faith, and volumes sufficient
to fill a library are already extant from the pens of those men and women, most of them, while not pronounced Baha'is, are able to see the great influence of Bahaism upon the entire social and economic problems of this age.

When Prof. Edward G. Browne, of Cambridge, visited Baha'u'llah (the founder) in the prison city, Acca, in 1892, this scholar in his own subsequent book on Bahaism, admits that the spiritual force that emanated from Baha'u'llah (Splendor of God), caused him to fall to his knees in His Presence, when Baha'u'llah spoke the words that have since rung around the earth:

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations, that all nations shall become one in faith, and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened. That diversity of religion shall cease and and diversity of races be annulled. So it shall be. These fruitless strife, these ruinous wars shall pass away and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come; and for this are we a prisoner and an exile."

Thus did the "Prisoner of Acca" speak on the fortieth year of his exile and imprisonment; and is there any hopeless tone in that speech after forty years of oppression and tyranny?

Among the vast number of authors and writers on Bahaism, I will mention just a few, whose books lie before me:

Horace Holley, London, author of "The Modern Social Religion." In that book, page 8, he says:

"Originating in Persia only a generation ago, the Movement has already penetrated far to the East and West, its followers numbering millions of men and women, who represent every religion, philosophy, race, class and color. It is the Baha'i teaching which extends religion so as to include modern science, economic conditions and morality . . . . in terms of our social evolution."

This book and others are on sale in Bombay book shops.

The venerable Professor Vambery, one of the greatest scholars of modern times, honored by Kings and Emperors, just a few weeks before his death wrote to Abdul-Baha (the present leader), a long letter of sympathy and love, from which I give brief excerpts:

"I forward this humble petition to the sanctified and holy presence of Abdul-Baha, who is famous throughout the world and beloved by all mankind. Although I have traveled through many countries and cities of Islam, yet have I never met so lofty a character and so exalted a personage as your Excellency, and I can bear witness that it is not possible to find such another . . . . I am hoping that the ideals and accomplishments of your Excellency may be crowned with success. Considering these results, every person is forced by necessity to enlist himself on the side of your Excellency and accept with joy the prospect of a fundamental basis for a Universal Religion of God . . . . and if God, the Most High, confers long life, I will be able to serve you under all conditions.

"(Signed) VAMBERY."

Professor Cheyne, of Oxford, England, wrote to Abdul-Baha in these endearing terms:

October 23, 1913.

My Beloved Friend and Guide—I cannot forget your tender embrace when you were with me in my study. It has been a constant source of strength in memory and I fully believe it was the will of God. You help me constantly. With reverential love in El-Ahra, in which my dear wife joins, I am, beloved friend and guide,

(Signed) F. K. CHEYNE.

(Published in the Star of the West, Chicago, U. S. A.)

Bernard Temple, (now Editor of The Sind Gazette, Karachi) read a paper before the Royal Society of Arts, London, "Persia and the Regeneration," which was published in that Society's Journal, saying:

"Sometimes the world has had cause to regret its inattention. Europe, at the present time (1910), is not showing itself regardful of the rise of the new religious movement, called 'Bahaism' of Persia . . . . Shiah and Sunbi Mohammedans in large numbers have been converted. In European Turkey, and more notably in Asiatic Turkey, they are increasing yearly. I conversed with some in Bagdad. In Egypt they are becoming numerous; also Morocco, Algeria, Tunis and Tripoli, and the Northern Provinces of India. I have met Bahais in Bombay, Karachi, Quetta, Peshawar, Rawalpindi, Lahore, Delhi and Lucknow. Converts from among the Sildts of Armitan, and the Brahmans of Benares; among the Buddhists of Ceylon, Burmah and Siam; amongst the Taoists of China and Shintoists of Japan.

"Many Persian Jews in Teheran have become Bahais and I have attended some of their meetings. In Hamadan, one of the oldest Jewish settlements in the world, at least a third of the Jewish community has openly gone over to the Movement. No Christian missionary to the Jews in any part of the world can boast a triumph equal to this . . . . A more intellectual form of Bahaism has expanded into Europe, in Russia, Germany, France and England. In Baku I found a large number; in London, Manchester, Liverpool, Edinburgh and Glasgow an appreciable number. The United States of America promises to become a great western stronghold of Bahaism; also Quebec, Montreal and Toronto, in Canada.

"Before going further perhaps I ought to state that I am not a Baha'i.

"All this world-wide spreading while the founders were behind prison walls!

"The followers of Baha'u'llah already include members of the ruling family of Persia—Visitors, Deputies, Governors of Provinces and several Mul-lahs!"

(Continued on page 41)
O thou Star of the West! Be thou happy! Be thou firm! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, and long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shall spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahá'ís which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unflinckable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, the arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon thee, as thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. A

THE BREAKING DOWN OF CASTE

[From The Christian Commonwealth]

Among the Bahá'í pilgrims now at Haifa are a group of Indians—among whom is a young Hindu of high caste—who by crossing the sea and living in the pilgrim house with Zoroastrians, Jews, and Mohammedans have crossed the rubicon and broken down the wall of caste which presents such an impene-trable barrier to the Christian missionary.

It is extraordinarily interesting to talk to these Indians and get an insight into their minds. One, a lawyer by profession, explained to me that they avoid as much as possible all reference to religion, lest discussion should open a door to the investigation of Christianity, so that the faith of his forefathers was to him a mere form. Yet he said there is in the Hindu scriptures a prophecy that whenever irreligion prevails on earth, a new prophet will arise to re-establish religion. Another of the pilgrims here is a master of the upper form in a Government school in India, in which 75 per cent of the pupils are Mohammedans. It is inevitable that the liberal spirit of this man, filled with high ideals of brotherhood and internationalism, should permeate the minds of his pupils, even though he does not teach them religion, and thus these future citizens of our Indian Empire may be saved from the dangers of so-called “nationalism” and freed from the hide-bound prejudice of creed. Thus the Bahá'í spirit is today everywhere leavening the minds of men and ushering in the new era of peace and goodwill.

Abdul-Baha is now visiting Acca and living in the house of Bahá’u’lláh, close to the prison where he was brought as a child with his saintly father, and the seventy Persian exiles who were banished with their leader to the Turkish penal settlement forty-six years ago.

It is wonderful to see the venerable figure of the revered Bahá’í leader passing through the narrow streets of this ancient town, where he lived for forty years as a political prisoner, and to note the deep respect with which he is saluted by the Turkish officials and the officers of the garrison from the Governor downward, who visit him constantly and listen with the deepest attention to his words. “The Master” does not teach in Syria as he did in the West, but he goes about doing good, and Mohammedans and Christians alike share his benefactions. From sunrise often till midnight he works, in spite of broken health, never sparing himself if there is a wrong to be righted or a suffering to be relieved. To Christians who regard Abdul-Baha with impartial and sympathetic eyes, this wonderful selfless life cannot fail to recall that life whose tragic termination on Calvary the whole Christian world recalls today.

M. HOLBACH.

Acca, Good Friday.
TODAY the nations of the world are self-engaged—occupied with mortal and transitory accomplishments—consumed by the fires of passion and self. Self is dominant; enmity and animosity prevail. Nations and peoples are thinking only of their worldly interests and outcomes. The clash of war and din of strife is heard among them.

But the Friends of the Blessed Perfection (BAHA'O'LLAH) have no thoughts save the thoughts of heaven and the Love of God. Therefore, you must without delay employ your powers in spreading the effulgent glow of the Love of God and so order your lives that you may be known and seen as examples of its radiance. You must deal with all in loving kindness in order that this precious seed (of the Teachings of the Blessed Perfection) entrusted to your planting may continue to grow and bring forth its perfect fruit.

The Love and Mercy of God will accomplish this through you if you have love in your own heart.

Extract from Address delivered by
—ABDUL-BAHA

A MESSAGE TO THE SONS OF MAZDA

The observations of Bernard Temple are first hand. He is a renowned orientalist and traveler. No comments are necessary on his words.

S. A. Kapadia, Editor of The Wisdom of the East Series, in "The Splendor of God," says on page 2:

"Wherever Bahais meet they meet on common ground, throwing aside all antagonisms of the Past, they rejoice in the glad communion of the present . . . . Brotherhood among them is not merely a 'maybe,' it is a visible fact. Buddhists and Mohammedans, Hindus and Zoroastrians, Jews and Christians, sit at one board in amity, eat of one dish, and offer united thanksgiving to one Giver—the result of the light of 'The Glory of the God' (BAHA'O'LLAH).

"Illumined by this light, men are no longer blinded by fear of one another, fear is utterly cast out by this light towards which Bahaism bids all men to turn."

"Visitors to Abdul-Baha at his home in Acca, are of many tongues and many nations. . . . . Many opposing people and professions eat at the table together and he himself waits upon his guests in sacred service to his fellowmen. . . . . A light that cannot fail to rend asunder the veil of separation and enable man to see and love man regardless of nation, origin, color, caste or creed. This light of love shows man to man as he is."

This is a word for Bahaism by the Editors of a religious series, that prove them to be experts in discernment of the inner life of the individual religions, ancient and modern.

In a recent article in The Christian Commonwealth, London, and reprinted in the February number of The New Reformer, Madras, Mr. George G. Andre, F. G. S., writes:

"No religious Movement has touched the spiritual life of the modern world so closely as that which is
associated with the Bab, Baha'u'llah, and his son Abdul-Baha. Persian, and its origin in the nineteenth century, in seventy years has spread all over the world. It stands out among other Movements as the form of the renovating force in the spiritual life of the world. We have in the Bahai teaching a regenerative force which may change the form of human society in a way and in a degree of which we can have in the present confused state of things, no adequate conception."

"The Bahai Revelation may be rightly described as the greatest religious Movement of recent times. A Movement which reckons its martyrs by tens of thousands and the numbers of its adherents by millions. The first impression made on one is that its name 'Baha,' is a suggestion of a purified form of Mohammedanism. But though associated in its origin with the faith of Islam, as Christianity was with Judaism, yet it is a distinct and independent Movement—the answer to religious and social necessity. That part which the Bahai Movement is destined to play in the spiritual life of the world, is to be a saviour of the Great Religions. . . . A crisis has been reached in the religious of the world and men's hearts are failing them in fear."

"Baha'u'llah did not profess to found a new religion, in the ordinary acceptance of the word, that is, an organized religious system adapted to the needs of a particular race of people, but to broaden the basis of each man's faith and to strengthen it."

"The essence of all religions is the love of God, and to discover the way to the Kingdom one must travel upon it. The people of Baha must teach by their lives and manifest the light of God in their deeds," says Abdul-Baha."

"The Christian Commonwealth is circulated in all parts of the world and has over a half-million readers. Thus showing the wide circle of sympathy that is manifested from many sources for the Bahai Movement and its aims. The foregoing from the pens of eminent men, and recognized as peers in their fields of labor, testifies that the Bahai Movement is practically a "world renovating" fact; that it is actually a "Millennium period" already on the ascendant; that it is a "Resurrection" of spirituality already on the wing; that it is a "day of Righteousness and Judgment" already at hand."

"Nothing with even a semblance to these principles has arisen nor gone forth out of Persia during 2500 years, which in the least bears traces of Zoroastrian prophetic fulfillment as does the Bahai Revelation—already an established fact throughout the world, and acknowledged as such by the most distinguished men of affairs in all countries, regardless of their religious convictions."

In the face of these facts, is it not presumptuous on my part to call the attention of the Parsee community to an event, already history, which possibly might be "the long desired Millennium" of Shah Bahram and Soshans?"

It is true, that the Parsee community is small and for its own self-preservation and protection, the Parsees must set about their community a certain conservatism, and look askance at new cults and philosophies. But it must also remember that when we shut others out, we likewise shut ourselves in; and besides Bahaiism is no cult, philosophy, nor new religion. It is the religion of the prophets of Iran—as promised since ancient times and has come in our day to all who can believe these glad-tidings."

Neither American nor English Bahais have any interest in the advancement of Persia toward a habitable country, aside from humanity. But the Parsees have an interest that has slumbered for centuries in their hearts, and a hope that has never waned. And now since the Persian Baha'i (statement of the delegation) have cleared away the lurking danger, and given the Parsees a light on the path, a new hope almost realized, is it then too much to ask you, my fellowmen in Mazda, to also form a delegation to investigate Bahaism and see what relationship it has to your own expectations of the "Resurrection of Righteousness?"

I have met some of your learned men—in fact, too learned—who have heard, have read, have formed opinions about it, but only from exterior sources, have judged a world Movement by the air bubbles churned by the struggle. Consequently, should my humble suggestion of an investigating delegation be followed, then please do not make the same "too heavy"; but look to the spirit in men's souls. That is, those who can discern things wrought of God and His Spirit.

E. C. Gettsinger.

---
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HE IS GOD!

O thou herald of the Kingdom of God!

Thy detailed letter was received. Its contents indicated that thou didst travel in the cities of America and visited the friends of God until thou didst reach the general Convention held in Chicago for the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. In thy letter thou hast written in praise and commendation of the illumination of that Convention. Truly, I say, the Convention of the Bahai delegates in Chicago was a heavenly gathering and confirmed by Divine Assistance. The Splendor of the Kingdom of ABHA shone forth and the soul-refreshing Breeze wafted from the direction of Providence. It was an Effulgence from the Rays of the Sun of Truth that the friends of God gathered in that illumined Assembly with the utmost love, unity and concord. The intentions of everyone were reinforced by Divine Confirmation, the aim of everyone was service in the Cause of God, servitude in the Threshold of the Almighty and the erection of the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

The results of that Convention in the future will be far-reaching and most important, and evident signs shall become manifest. As it was the first general Bahai Convention in America, it displayed wonderful influence. The gathering of that illumined Assembly in such a short space of time would have been impossible without the Power of the Divine Covenant and Testament. But The Covenant has such a great sway that it astonishes the minds. In every region the sign of the Power of the Covenant is apparent and manifest.

For instance: In Persia the fire of revolution blazed in such wise that all communities, government and nation became afflicted with the most severe trials; but the Power of the Covenant protected the Bahai friends to such a degree that in this turbulent storm no dust fell upon them, except in one locality, which became the cause of the spreading of the Religion of God and the diffusion of the Word of God. Now all the parties in Persia are wondering how the people of Baha were guarded and protected.

Praise be to God! that in Teheran, and all the provinces of Persia, the Call of God has been raised, the Ensign of the Covenant has been unfurled, the cry of "Ya-Baha-el-ABHA!" has been heard and the melody of the Kingdom of ABHA has been promulgated among the people of intelligence.

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Extract from a Tablet to Mr. Howard MacNutt, translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, August 14, 1909.
THE FIRST GENERAL BAHAI CONVENTION IN AMERICA: CORINTHIAN HALL, MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO, MARCH 21, 1909.
“We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the ’Most Great Peace’ shall come.”-BABA’O’LLAH.

JACK, and the beloved Egyptian village of Ramleh, dear to the heart of every Bahai, was favored spot.

“The founding of the Mashrok-el-Azkar will mark the inception of the Kingdom of God on earth. It is the evident standard casting in the center of that great continent of America. Its gates will be flung wide to mankind; prejudice towards none, love for all.”—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

The Chicago Committee, with characteristic hospitality, engaged headquarters at the Great Northern Hotel throughout Saturday for the convenience of arriving delegates and friends. At 12 o’clock noon, Mrs. Corinne True welcomed active and honorary members of the Unity at her home, 5338 Kenmore Avenue, where a delightful luncheon was served, followed by a business session of the Executive Board, until at 4 o’clock Mrs. True opened her doors wide for the stream of delegates, visiting friends and the many members of the Chicago Assembly who attended the reception announced for that hour. Here passed more than two hours of renewing interrupted friendships, the exchange of the news of the Cause in various regions, and a right happy time. Refreshments and music added to the good cheer, and happy, shining faces furnished proof that the Glad-tidings, which were the real cause of this meeting, were in each heart.

At the corner of Michigan Avenue and Twelfth Street, far down town, on the second floor of a large building is the “Noontide Club.” At this spot, at 8 o’clock p.m., a large company of the friends sat down at long tables to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Feast of El-Rizwan. This gathering was in charge of the Chicago Assembly, and was presided over by Mr. Albert R. Windust, whom all know and love as one of the editors of the
Palatable. Chairman Windust opened with the brightly lighted, and the repast bounteous and palatable. Chairman Windust opened with the Words of the Center of the Covenant—"O People, the doors of the Kingdom are opened"—then appropriately and warmly welcomed the visiting delegates, and the following responded, in the order named, to the invitation of the Chairman: Mrs. Geary of Seattle, Wash., Miss Edna McKinney of Malden, Mass., Mrs. Nellie Phillips of Los Angeles, Mr. William H. Hoar of Jersey City, N. J., Mrs. Lincoln of Brooklyn, Mr. Alfred E. Lunt of Boston, Mr. Louis G. Gregory of Washington, D. C., Mrs. Christ Olsen of Racine, Wis., Mrs. Nels Peter­son of Fruitport, Mich., Mrs. Kate Ives of Salem, Mass., Mr. Edward B. Kinney of New York, Mrs. Annie L. Pamela of Cincinnati, Miss Marion E. Jack of London, England, Miss Elsie Pomery of Montreal, Mrs. West of Spokane, Wash., Mrs. George L. Drum of Balti­more, Mrs. Frank Spink of Muskegon, Mich., Miss Cora R. Gray of Urbana, Ill., and Mr. Albert H. Hall of Minneapolis. In all, nineteen contributed a few words direct from their hearts, in most cases bringing the loving greetings from each Assembly to Chicago, giving a brief account of the conditions in the Cause in each place and adding some special thought of joy, exhortation and love to this feast of good things, thus preparing the hearts for the meetings to follow.

Sunday morning at 11 o'clock was the scheduled time for the gathering of the people on the Mashrak-el-Azkar grounds in Wilmette. As the groups assembled from their different locations, thoughts and memories turned backward two years to that occasion (whose meaning will ever wax greater) when His Holiness Abdul-Baha lifted up his blessed voice at the dedication of these grounds, saying: "The Power which has gathered you here is truly a colossal Power. It is the extraordinary Power; it is a Divine Power which gathers you hither. It is the Divine Favor of Baha'u'llah which gathered you together." Never did the air seem balmy, or the sunlight more brilliant—while just over the rise incomparable Lake Michigan shone and gleamed, sending forth its unrivaled coloring, and all in motion with the light breezes. Is it too much to say that as the years pass, and generations march on, even this beautiful picture will gradually fade in the memory and will no more be known—while ever increasing in power and significance, furnishing the real motive and reason for all these anniversaries that are to come, will stand the figure of Him whose love has brought us together, who came "out of the East"—"out of prison"—to this far country, setting up here His Banner of Divine Love which is the true sovereignty, and on this spot uttered words of dedication concerning that great symbol of the oneness of humanity—the Mashrak-el-Azkar?

There was no formal service on this occasion. The worship was of an inner rather than an outer nature. Presently, Mr. Albert H. Hall, Chairman of the Temple Unity, called the friends together near the spot designated as the center of the Edifice, and after a few words of explanation, read most impressively a portion from the Surat-ul-Haykal. Perhaps never did the meaning of that most profound discourse penetrate the understanding more than on this occasion. Itself a discourse of the Temple, the depth and profundity of the thought seemed to clear, and as the expressions of the Surat addressed to: "O Temple of Holiness" (pp. 41, 42); "O Heart of this Temple" (p. 43); "O thou Foot of this Temple: We have created Thee from the iron—be straightforward in the way of thy Lord that through Thee will be straightened the feet of the devotees in the Path of Thy Lord the Precious, the Wise" (p. 39) were read, the mind seemed to grasp more definitely than before something of the meaning of the words of His Holiness Abdul-Baha when he said that "The Mashrak-el-Azkar represents the Body of the Manifestation."

At 3 p. m., the first public meeting was held in Sts. John Hall, Masonic Temple. This took the form of a sacred service, with Mr. Charles H. Greenleaf presiding. The hall was full and contained many seekers, and also many of the Chicago Assembly who had not previously appeared at the earlier gatherings. All were happy. The opening was a piano number entitled "Peace, Sweet Peace," by Miss Lillian James, following which the congregation sang "Great Day of God." Chairman Greenleaf then read from the Hidden Words the beautiful paragraphs beginning—"O Son of Spirit, I have created thee rich: why dast thou make thyself degrade thyself?" etc. "O Son of Man Thou art My Possession, and My Possession shall never be destroyed: why art thou in fear of thy destruction? Thou art My Light and My Light shall never become extinct: why dost thou dread destruction? Thou art My Glory (Baha) and My Glory shall not be veiled: Thou art My Garment and My Garment shall never be outworn. Therefore abide in thy
love to Me, that thou mayest find Me in the
Highest Horizon."
Also from the *Words of Wisdom*, and the
stirring prayer "'The Day of God,' closing with
the words—"Praise be to Thee, O Desire of
the nations. Praise be to Thee, O Beloved of
the hearts of the yearning." After this fol­
lowed silent prayer and the playing of the
"Benediction" softly.
Mr. Lunt began by saying—"It is surely a
wonderful privilege to be here and bring to
you the message of love, of fellowship and of
co-operation from Boston." He referred to
the faithful labors of the Chicago Assembly in
the advancement of the Cause for so many
years, as the Assembly which first heard the
Call in this country, and to the days when he
had the privilege of attending the meeting in
Chicago [in 1909] when "our dearly loved and
lamented brother Chase was here and sat be­
fore you as your presiding officer—the great
love that he brought. I am sure he is very
happy today. ... From Boston I would bring
you the greetings of the hearts. ... The work
there began back in 1906, but I think only
within the last few years, has the Assembly
been really founded in steadfastness. When
Abdul-Baha came to Boston in the spring of
1912 he brought with him that wonderful cup
of love and severance, that pure blessing which
has quickened every Assembly in this country
and from that moment Boston began to flour­
ish as a rose in the desert. He said to us: 'I
pray God that you may become as a rose­
garden'—and we have prayed that this might
be made possible, and we have realized in the
months that have gone by since he said fare­
well that he has recreated the Boston Assem­
bly, for from that moment the hearts of the
believers began to pulsate as one heart, the
lives began to be lived as one life, to walk
with the same feet, living in 'one land.' Thus
is coming the realization of the sweet Word—
'This handful of dust the world is one home.'
This is the nucleus of one great family, and
as that love and unity became concentrated in
the hearts of the people great results appeared,
for the attraction of the hearts began to draw
those souls who were ready to hear the Mes­
sage, and from all parts they came. ... With
this priceless gift of Unity, let us look to its
source. Abdul-Baha is the great Heart of the
world today, the center of God's Covenant.
From him is streaming the spiritual Life­
force which is comparable to the circulation
of the blood in man. Therefore, until we
unite and permit the Life-blood of the Center
of the Covenant to reach into our lives, to
complete the circulation, we are retarding the
wonderful fulfillment he has promised, we are
withholding the bounties of God from the
people, we are hindering the fulfillment and
completion of this great Edifice, the Mashrak­
el-Azkar. Therefore he has placed a great
and solemn duty upon every one of us to
show forth such unity and love, to do away with
diverse opinions, to the degree that health-bestowing Life-force shall pulsate in every one of our hearts, and accomplish its divine purpose."

Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton, of Cincinnati, next called upon, gave loving greetings, then asked to be excused, having spoken the previous evening.

Mr. William H. Hoar, representing Jersey City, then spoke, and beautifully referred to his early experiences in Bahai work in Chicago, saying: "Chicago is to me the house of my father. My thought today is, in the words of the Holy One, 'O son, give Me thy heart.' For man has only his heart to give. All else he possesses power to withhold his heart from God. This is a tremendous fact, yet how sad a thing it can become. So, as we came penniless and naked into the world, our hearts our only possession, controlling only this rarest of treasures, the free-will, let us now render up the only thing we can—give our hearts, to God; and if this be done rest assured that this country will be swept from East to West by the power of the Holy Spirit." . . .

Mrs. Muriel Hix of Washington, D. C., followed with a rare collection of passages from the Holy Writings of Baha'u'llah and Abdul-Baha. Speaking of the outer separa-
tion of the friends in the different cities she said: "Baha'is have a conscious realization of spiritual union, and we are happy that God mercifully permits us to feel and acknowledge the spiritual relationship. . . . What then gives a Baha'i the courage to crystallize words into deeds? A Baha'i takes the Word of God revealed today by Baha'u'llah and Abdul-Baha and feeds his soul upon it. That Word has in it a creative power which resurrects, recreates, transforms. Through the power of the Life-giving utterances, they are possessed of courage and long to put into practice the Commands and Exhortations of the Living LORD. Listen to this Word of Baha'u'llah: 'Hear the Voice of God and do not compare this Day with any other Day, neither the wonderful sweet Words of God with any other words; look to the apparent matters with thine own eye, and do not follow anyone in knowing the Greatest and Brilliant Orb.' And again, this wonderful Word of Abdul-Baha: 'We must regard the blood of man as sacred. We must not shed the holy blood of man for the paltry earth. We must all agree upon one fundamental principle. That principle is the oneness of the kingdom of humanity. In this age Baha'u'llah has breathed the Holy Spirit into the dead body of the world. Consequently every weak soul is strengthened by these fresh, Divine Out-breathings. Every poor man will become rich, every darkened soul will become illuminated, every ignorant one will become wise because the confirmations of the Holy Spirit are descending like unto torrents. A new era of Divine Consciousness is upon us. The world of humanity is going through a process of transformation. A new race is being developed. The thoughts of human brotherhood are permeating all regions. New ideals are stirring the depths of hearts, and a new spirit of Universal Consciousness is being profoundly felt by all men." . . .

Mrs. Haney closed with a striking account of Abdul-Baha's closing words before leaving America, when after speaking of the events in the Balkans and the absence in the hearts of the people there of the spirit of brotherly love, he turned to the Bahais present and said—"But what excuse will you have to offer before God, for you are informed of the Mysteries?"

Our colored brother, Mr. Louis G. Gregory of Washington, D. C., gladdened all present by a few words spoken in his always impressive manner. He said in part: "I can only testify to the renewed inspiration, and the high privilege I feel in being in this presence. The illumined faces here, souls who have made sacrifices in the Path of God, in whose lives are reflected the virtues of the Supreme One in this Day, give me greater courage than ever. I shall take from here and carry to my humble duties fresh inspiration. The only successful soul in this Day of Wonder is he who treads in the Path of God. We are commanded by Baha'u'llah and Abdul-Baha to that which, viewed from the human standpoint, is impossible. But the light of genius comes to him who accepts the Divine strength and power. Then nothing the world gives can deter or discourage us. Those who follow God shall partake of God-like attributes." . . .

As delegate from New York City, Mr. Edward B. Kinney responded by saying: "It seems as if my better self had already spoken through the lips of those who have preceded here. Soul speaks to soul and all are as one family and speak with the same tongue. So, they have spoken my thought. In all the Assemblies we find this power of unity growing. We find the translation of this glory into the
life itself. Each of us feels uplifted by what is being accomplished by you and by every Assembly.” Mr. Kinney then told most feelingly of the little, sweet-natured old man in one of the cities who first turned his back on the churches and became a “mere nebulous believer” in the God of imagination, who dwelt beyond the stars—then was attracted to the Cause, but losing heart after this until Abdul-Baha revived him and told him to go back to the church, and how through this there came a voluntary reaching out from this church to the Bahais, and a community of common purpose established. And the speaker pointed the lesson this taught by showing that in all this time the head of the church had been watching the Bahais to note their lives, and their purity, and that he had become satisfied that here was something far beyond mere pretension. So, concluded Mr. Kinney, “we are being watched. Let us be worthy of this attention.”

Now followed Mrs. Kate Ives of Salem, Mass., who spoke of the contribution to the Cause which that old colonial city and its neighbor, Beverly, had already furnished, giving the names of those reared there who had arisen in service, and asking the prayers of all that by another Convention, Salem, “the old witch city,” might be able to send to the 1913 Convention a report of great work accomplished.

Mrs. Linné sweetly and powerfully sang “The New Jerusalem,” and the Chairman called upon Mrs. Claudia S. Coles of Washington, D. C. Mrs. Coles read a prayer of Abdul-Baha, then presented a paper emphasizing the message and realization that comes to us from a study of the Bible, we who come from the Christian root: “then find the message in the Jewish root from which Christianity budded.” This she exemplified by quotations from the apostles, in the Gospel, and from the Hebrew prophets, showing references among others to the “Branch of God.” Mrs. Coles then spoke of the “prepared soul” as the keen and shining chisel, differing from other perhaps equally good instruments by the fact that this prepared one was quickened to its fullest usefulness by having fitted itself, through the Great Bestowal, to the notch (of service) and, in addition, put itself into entire subjection to the “compressed air” (the Divine Power) which guided it.

Mrs. Geary of Seattle, Wash., although her words were few, brought the fragrances of the great garden of the west, which has welcomed the Bahai spirit with such happiness. She told us that the friends of the west send their love, and ask the prayers of all for their advancement.

The closing speaker was Mr. Albert H. Hall of Minneapolis. He began by saying: “We are all spirit this afternoon. How quickly we respond to spirit... Do we realize that all are our brothers without preference or choice? It's going to be hard to lift up that standard in this country. For in Congress it is regarded as Holy Writ that the white man is supreme. No greater blasphemy was ever current. Conceive the insult we give to God whom it is claimed is a God of preference.”

Mr. Hall then in his inimitable, convincing way gave a really remarkable interpretation of the Biblical story of Jonah, pointing out with logic and accuracy the lesson taught by this ancient account. Particularly he laid stress upon how the Divine Love reaches out to the lowly and the uncultured among His people, by quoting from the Book of Jonah how God spoke to the Prophet concerning His Favor upon those inhabitants of Nineveh, “men and women who know not right hand from left, and many cattle,” and that He had spared that city because of these lowly ones. “If He prefers any, He prefers those who are at the bottom, those who have not the temporal but have sacrificed this to the eternal. Not pride but humility is the lesson of the perfect social state.”

The meeting closed with the congregation joining in “The Benediction” with Prelude, by Mrs. Linné.

* * *

Of the details of the Convention itself, held in Corinthian Hall, Masonic Temple, mornings and afternoons of Monday and Tuesday, the readers of the STAR OF THE WEST will be informed in a forthcoming issue. In all the gatherings, whether business sessions or social and public meetings, the spirit of oneness held sway, and at times the power which these Conventions know so well—that rare thrill of the life of the Kingdom, so indescribable, so pure and holy—poured down upon all. To many, the most powerful moments were those when the delegates arose to tell the simple yet wonderful tale of the spread of the Cause in a distant city, or how the Fire of Divine Love was uniting the hearts of the friends, and especially when the dearly beloved ones from Racine, Fruitport, Kenosha and nearby points, their

[Continued on page 58]
THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA: A CALL

Can we of today comprehend or realize the miracles that are taking place in the Bahai world? One of the greatest of miracles was witnessed at the Mashrak-el-Azkar Convention when delegates from so many parts of the world gathered to celebrate the Fiftieth or Golden Anniversary of the Declaration of Baha'u'llah to the world.

Minds are unable to grasp the tremendous transpositions that have occurred in the Bahai Cause during that half-century. Fifty years ago, Baha'u'llah, in exile and banishment, called to the kings and rulers of the earth to obey God. His Epistles of warning were not heeded and many of them lost their crowns because they did not listen to God's Mosaic piece, as He had foretold.

Today, if we go to Europe, we will find the Cause of this Exiled Prisoner growing and spreading. Likewise, in Asia, in Africa, and in America—the "new world" to the peoples of the other continents—in every state of the United States, from coast to coast, has His Teaching been heard, and in the great metropolis of Chicago His followers gathered during this Feast of El-Rizwan on a beautiful tract of land purchased by the loving offerings of men and women from all parts of the globe, upon which is to be erected a Supreme House of Worship.

Truly, the Power of God alone could cause this great miracle. But more is to be accomplished through this same Creative Power, and that is: the erection of the Building. The followers of Baha'u'llah should not pause a moment in the great endeavor to complete the Mashrak-el-Azkar. Abdul-Baha says, "the most important thing in this day is the SPEEDY ERECTION of the Edifice. Its mystery is great and cannot be unveiled as yet. In the future it will be made plain."

A promise has come direct from Abdul-Baha that he will return to America. He told Zeenat Khanum, when leaving his presence, not to feel sad, that he would see her in America. Shall we sit idly by and allow the golden moments to be wasted on non-essential matters? Will we be found unprepared, when the Orb of the Covenant returns to America?

A stated amount as a building fund has been named. Is not this itself a call to the Bahais, singly and collectively, to make every effort possible to raise the fund? It is a call to activity. Work, work, work!—so that the "Greatest Branch" of God may dedicate the foundation and lay the corner-stone of this Edifice and pronounce a blessing upon it that will give it a superlative degree of importance throughout countless ages.

May the Fiftieth year of the Declaration of Baha'u'llah be fitly commemorated by deeds according to His wish and Command.

Respectfully submitted,

Corinne True, Financial Secretary of Bahai Temple Unity, 5338 Kenmore Avenue, Chicago.
"O ye believers of God! We are sending to America, the maid-servant of God, Zeenat Khanum, with Mrs. Wise. She is on her way to Chicago. Unquestionably, all the friends of God will exercise the utmost consideration to Zeenat Khanum."

- ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

ZEENAT KHANUM

ZEENAT KHANUM arrived in Montreal, Canada, April 29, 1914, where Dr. Bagdadi was awaiting her. It was the wish of Abdul-Baha that they should be married in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell of that city. The minister who officiated at the ceremony astonished all by reading from the Bahai Writings, and the couple repeated the holy verse from Kitab-el-Akdas, pertaining to the Law of the Bahai marriage: "Verily, in God we all are pleased." Then Dr. Bagdadi, his bride and Mrs. Wise took the train for Chicago, the latter stopping in Detroit.

When the couple arrived in Chicago they were received by a number of the Bahais and some of the delegates to the Convention, and welcomed with the Bahai greeting, "Allaho' Abha!" The spirit of joy was manifest in the faces of all the friends.

On the following Sunday evening a reception in their honor was held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. George Lesch. All the friends were present; communes were read and a Persian dinner was served. The chanting of the bride was a delightful feature of the occasion, which was in accord with Abdul-Baha's wish that she should chant in all the gatherings of the Bahais. Zeenat Khanum is the daughter of Hossein Aga, who was the personal attendant of Abdul-Baha. His father's name was Haji Ali Asghar, and he was one of the prominent merchants of Tabriz and an old, earnest Baha'i. He and his family migrated to Adrianople and were most happy to live near the Blessed Perfe-
such young woman. There is no doubt that her
days in America and whom all know and love very
much. The next daughter, Zeenat Khanum, is the
subject of this article, and the youngest of all, Habour Khanum, is attending the College
in Beirut.
Zeenat Khanum is a beautiful and charming
young woman. There is no doubt that her
arrival in America and her stay among the
Baha
is an added impetus toward the
unity of the East and the West. Brought up
in the calm, infinitely delicate atmosphere of
the Holy Family, imbued with the spiritual
beauty of the divine life of Abdul-Baha, filled
with the dreams and silence of the magic East,
she will make many hearts happy. The inner
life of a spiritual-hearted Eastern woman is a
garden of imperishable flowers. It is deep,
calm and balanced. Her gentle ideals and
thoughts are "of a delicacy of perception so
fine and subtle that language itself is too coarse
to express their miraculous shadings and dis-
criminations." It is a rose the "fragrant love-
liness" of which perfumes all the nostrils. "It
is a revelation of indefinable things—of a
beauty and strength in repose, of an iridescent
mistiness which subdues and softens the form
and color of all things seen, of a silence that
is not cold and empty, but faintly musical and
tinted, of a sound beyond all hearing and a
vision beyond all sight."
Abdul-Baha says: "I have trained Zeenat
Khanum, and having confidence in her, there-
fore, I sent her to America; also because the
dughters of Hossein Aga are my daughters.
Moreover, after this I have hopes in her th3lt,
that God willing, she will become the 'Zeenat'
(adornment) of America."
* * *
On behalf of all the Bahais the STAR OF THE
West extends congratulations to its fellow-
worker, Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi and greetings and
love to his bride, Zeenat Khanum.
—The’ Editors.
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faces shining, added their treasure, crystal
clear, to the testimony in His Love. Though
the words of their mouths were not eloquent
as eloquence is judged in the halls of learn-
ing, the love and severance in those hearts was
so great that the Fragrances of the Kingdom
were enabled to reach that place and all were
made happy.

[NOTE—To be continued in No. 5 issue]

OUR PERSIAN SECTION this issue con-
tains: (1) Talk by Abdul-Baha pertaining to
the Oneness of Divinity; (2) Mirza Mahmood
Zargam; (3) the School of Tarbiat; (4)
progress of the Cause in America; (5) trans-
lation of Article concerning the Cause which
appeared in a Buda-Pest, Hungary, newspaper;
(6) article from another Hungarian newspaper;
(7) news from the Holy Land.
 précis
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لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
لا يمكن قراءة النص العربي من الصورة.
"THIS MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IS THE FIRST DIVINE INSTITUTE IN AMERICA"

Through Dr. Fareed, to the Secretaries of the Convention of Delegates for the Mashrak-el-Azkar, Charles Ioas and Gertrude Buikema, Chicago.

HE IS GOD!

O ye two candles of the Meeting of the Friends!

The secretary in the meeting of the spiritual ones must be shining as a candle, for he is the medium for communicating thoughts and the explanation of Mysteries.

Praise be to God that the Convention of the delegates for the Mashrak-el-Azkar was held in perfect order and that the members assembled in that spiritual meeting with radiant faces, heavenly hearts, merciful spirits and the glad-tidings of the Kingdom, and consulted and deliberated respecting the founding of the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

Although hereafter thousands of Mashrak-el-Azkars will be founded, yet as this Mashrak-el-Azkar is the first Divine Institute in America, therefore it is very important and its results and fruits are endless. Soon will some of its results become known and evident.

In brief: The delegates who congregated in that lordly Assemblage and engaged in the service of the Divine Kingdom must give thanks night and day, for they were thus aided and confirmed and left a "footprint" (trace) of which eternity is an inherent quality.

Although the importance of this Divine Institute is not very evident now, yet in the future it will be clear and plain as the sun.

Upon ye be Baha-el-Abha!

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, Haifa, Syria, July 20, 1909.
Delegates and friends attending Sixth Annual Convention of Bahai Temple Unity gathered on the site of the first Mashrak-el-Azkar to be erected in America.
"The Bahai Movement is not an organization. You can never organize the Bahai Cause. The Bahai Movement is the spirit of this age. It is the essence of all the highest ideals of this century. The Bahai Cause is an inclusive movement: The teachings of all the religious and societies are found here; the Christians, Jews, Buddhists, Mohammedans, Zoroastrians, Theosophists, Freemasons, Spiritualists, etc., find their highest aims in this Cause. Even the Socialists and philosophers find their theories fully developed in this movement."

—ABDUL-BAHA.

O
cen ye the gates of the Temple to all mankind," is the command of the Bahai leader, Abdul-Baha Abbas, whose teachings are today drawing together all nations, races and creeds. The Temple soon to be erected at Wilmette typifies the first visible fruits of this teaching in America. It is called the Mashrak-el-Azkar, which means "The Dawning-place of praises," and these praises are to be sounded through the medium of worship plus activity, for the inner temple, or house of worship, is to be surrounded by such practical accessories as a hospital, hospice for travelers, school for the study of higher sciences, orphanage, etc.

It is to be a new departure architecturally, for it is to be built on the plan of nine. Abdul-Baha on his recent journey to America gave a graphic word picture of the structure as follows: "The Mashrak-el-Azkar will be like a beautiful bouquet. The central lofty edifice will have nine sides surrounded by nine avenues interlacing nine gardens where nine fountains will play. There will be nine gateways and columns and the nine will also be carried out in the galleries and dome. The mystery of this edifice is great, and cannot be unveiled yet, but its erection is the most important undertaking of this day.

"The Chicago Temple is the mother Mashrak-el-Azkar of America, and in coming centuries many Mashrak-el-Azkars in other cities will be the offspring. Think not that this Temple will be like the hundred thousand gigantic temples you see about you. The more the world aspires to a perfect civilization the more the matter of co-operation and mutual assistance becomes manifest. More and more is it evident that the continuance of humanity depends upon this inter-relationship. The Mashrak-el-Azkar, which is the greatest of the divine foundations on this earth, will be the means for mutual help under all conditions whether in the degrees of truth and significance or in the stations of the material world, for the doors of these places are to be open for all sects—no differentiation. Because, with one thought and one aim ye are engaging yourselves in the building of this temple, O ye servants and maidservants of the Merciful, know verily that this great project will be conducive to the union and affinity of all the children of man. Know ye that when this Temple of God shall be built in Chicago, it will be to the spiritual body of the world what the inrush of the spirit is to the physical body of man, quickening it to its utmost parts and infusing a new light and power."

WORLD-UNITING EFFORT.

The following supplication, couched in the beautiful oriental imagery that distinguishes the Bahai Revelation, shows in no uncertain way the deep spiritual love that Abdul-Baha, though in far-away Acre in the Holy Land, is
directing toward this gigantic world-uniting effort which is to bud into fruition in the center of America on the shores of our inland lakes:

"O Lord, make these holy souls who have arisen to build this Temple the dawning points of light and the manifestors of Thy signs. Make each a leading cornerstone in this great edifice, a pillar of its pillars, for Thou art the Helper, the Supporter, the Rewarer! These souls have arisen to serve Thee well, and have begun their servitude. Confirm, aid and encourage each by the promise of Thy divine favors and make them of the elect. Verily, Thou art the Mighty, the Powerful, the Able, the Giver, the Shining, the Hearer and the Seer!

"O God! O God! I implore Thee with throbbing heart and streaming tears, to aid each one who endeavors for the erection of the House of the LORD, the building wherein Thy Name is mentioned every morn and eve. Send down Thy benediction on whomsoever endeavors for the uprising of this Edifice among the sects and religions, and confirm him in every good deed of mankind; open the doors of riches and wealth unto him and make him an inheritor of the treasures of the kingdom which perishes not; make him the sign of giving among the peoples and reinforce him by the sea of Thy generosity and bounty, which is surging with the waves of grace and favor. Verily, Thou art the Generous, the Merciful and the Bountiful!"

It is interesting to note in passing, Mr. Carnegie's recent munificent gift of several millions for promoting religious unity throughout the world and especially for the purpose of bringing about a more complete understanding between the religions of the East and West, a subject in which Mr. Carnegie is vitally interested.

A recent communication from Mr. M. M. Holbach, an extensive traveler throughout the East, who is now visiting Abdul-Baha in Palestine, bears on the temple subject. He writes of the Bahai temple at Eskabad, which is the first of its kind in the world's history. He says:

SIGN OF THE TIMES.

"The Mashrak-el-Azkar, or Bahai temple, at Eskabad, is indeed a sign of the times. That Russia should have permitted its erection is little short of a miracle. That the first church in the world erected not for the worship of sect or community, but for the members of all churches and all sects to meet in union, should be in a country we have always associated with religious intolerance, gives food for thought.

"Thirty-three years ago the first Bahai teacher went to Eskabad. The now populous city had not then come into existence. Eskabad was merely a camp of 60,000 soldiers in the wilderness."

"Aza Mohammed Riza, the present guardian of the temple, was the teacher who carried the Bahai gospel of peace and brotherhood to military Eskabad. He was a mason by trade, and in company with a fellow workman, also from Persia, who shared the new faith, he worked with his hands at building the new town, but at the same time he built even better than he knew, for from this small beginning has sprung the thriving Bahai community, which is roughly estimated at 1,000 persons, who, stimulated by a donation of 2,000 rubles from Abdul-Baha himself, have given so liberally of their worldly goods that Eskabad can claim forever the proud distinction of having erected the first Temple of Peace in the world.

"At first the Russian government refused permission for the erection of the temple, and a special petition was sent by the Bahais direct to the Czar, who had the matter inquired into, and, finding that so far from there being anything political in the background, the followers of Baha'u'llah are enjoined never to take up arms or join in any revolutionary movement against the state, gave the required permission. The Russian government sealed its approval when the Governor of Eskabad—Koropatkin, who afterward distinguished himself as general in the Russian-Japanese war—came in state to lay the foundation stone and deposited a silver box containing papers descriptive of the circumstances relating to the building. At this same ceremony the highest representatives of the different religious bodies in Eskabad—Christians, Mohammedans, Jews and Armenians—were present by invitation."

"Speaking of this the other day, Abdul-Baha said: 'Praise be to God! that Baha'u'llah has broken the barriers of religious prejudice. He has commanded all the Bahais to consort with those of other religions and nationality with the utmost love and kindness and fellowship. They are all the fruits of one tree and the leaves of one branch. * * * We must make religion the cause of love and affiliation, and not the means of controversy and strife. Praise be to God! that we are all the children of the Kingdom.'"
FROM the opening of the Convention at 10 o'clock Monday to its close, Tuesday afternoon, there was life and result. Chairman Hall, in his opening address, was especially happy in his presentation of the special problems of the year. His address was replete with epigrams, among them this: "The necessity of consultation is ever present. This is the glorification of the democracy of the common mind when that mind is unified by God;" and "vibrations don't amount to a fig unless you transform them into muscular action."

All felt the seriousness and new responsibilities of this Convention, now that the land is free and clear, and the way open for the building itself. Last year, the endeavor of the New York Convention was largely towards formulating and adopting a practical program which should suggest, and also provide the much needed machinery for more systematized and regular giving for those freely desiring to give to this Edifice. This year, the splendid report of Financial Secretary, Corinne True, showed that this plan has been fruitful, and held great promise for the future. But the Convention this year realized that the plan and method, although essential, was wholly dependent upon the degree of severance attained by the whole body of believers. The call today is for severance and purification to a degree not yet known. That the Mashrak-el-Azkar is not to be built by concentrating on money, but on that detachment which is commanded: "Walk in the Path of thy Lord; then eat of every fruit." The supreme thought of the Convention, perhaps more felt than expressed, was that the real attraction, the real victory in the building of the Temple was to be ushered in with that moment when the souls emerge from the prison of the self, put on the Robe of Life, and through that victory become worthy to receive from the real Treasury every necessary means. As the Mashrak-el-Azkar is the type of the real man, of utmost purity and clearness, those only who have attained to that station of severance are really worthy to arise to its service—and if through Mercy we are permitted, though falling far short of this attainment, to serve this Edifice, there can be but one way to render adequate thanksgiving and that is by an ever increasing purification,—thus may we become fitted to enter the Holy of Holies of that Temple. In the language of the Hidden Words: "O My Friend! Thou art the sun of the heaven of My Holiness; defile not thyself with the eclipse of the world. Tear asunder the veil of negligence, that thou mayst emerge from behind the veil, become uncovered from the cloud and array all beings with the robe of Life."

This Convention had the distinction of meeting in the 50th year of the Declaration of Baha'u'llah in the Garden of Rizwan, and the 70th year since the Bab's clear Call was raised. Although you are to have the details in another issue, it may not be amiss to speak of several noteworthy moments in the proceedings of the two days business sessions. As always, the call of the Assemblies, and the response of delegates opened a happy current, and once again the various members of this great big family gave evidences of their real fraternity. Then, following the happy precedent of other years, though needing no precedent, was the cablegram to His Holiness Abdul-Baha, as follows: "Baha' Unity Convention Chicago sends heavenly greetings, supplicating and longing for guidance towards perfect servitude to Holy Threshold of Center of Covenant." This was one of the really rare moments. It exemplified the spirit of the Convention, and marked the entrance of the work into that hoped-for Path.

All were impressed with the reading of a letter from a priest of the Old Catholic Church, residing in Europe. It seemed indeed like an answer to that powerful Tablet of Baha'u'llah's to the Christian clergy, the Lutuh-el-Akdas.

Yet another stirring moment was when the telegram to the President of the United States was sent. This word, wholly severed from any trace of political thought, or hint, aroused the Convention by its significant quotations from the Creative Word of Baha'u'llah, saying: "Be the cause of comfort and the promotion of humanity. This handful of dust, the world, is one home: let it be in unity. Let not man glory in this that he loves his country: let him rather glory in this that he loves his kind." And again, "In our hearts is the cer-
tainty that only through this realization of the essential oneness of humanity is that Universal Peace toward which you strive, attainable."

Nor did the Convention forget its much missed and dearly beloved Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi and his new bride, sending a wire to them: "ABHA greetings from Convention to Zeevat and Zia." Messrs. Remey and Latimer, from Paris and San Francisco and Denver Assemblies likewise sent telegrams of greeting, among others to the Convention. Miss Marion E. Jack gave a progressive account of the work in London and England.

* * *

At 8 p. m. on Monday evening, the 27th, the second public meeting was held in Assembly Hall in the Northwestern University Building in Lake Street. The large and attractive hall was well filled when Chairman Hall opened the proceedings with a most powerful and convincing discourse on the Oneness of the World of Humanity.

Mrs. Mariam Haney was then called upon and gave a beautiful paper, replete with penetrating quotations from the Words of Abdul-Baha. "Can you paint upon the page of the world the ideal pictures of the Supreme Concourse? The pictures which are in the ideal world are eternal. I desire you to become such an artist. Man can paint these ideal pictures upon the Tablet of Existence with the brush of creation, with the brush of their deeds and lives and actions they paint immortal pictures which cannot be found in any art museum of Europe and America; but you find the masterpieces of these Spiritual Artists in the hearts." With reference to this Mrs. Haney said: "The Bahais have a single purpose. That purpose is to spread the Light of Truth in this dark world by word and by deed for they are striving to walk in the path paved by the One through whom is coming to the world today all there is of real Life, real Light, and Love—the Center of the Covenant of God—and this Divine Educator gives forth the law first and then He lives it Himself first, thus travelling the path and paving the way for humanity."

The next speaker was Mr. Edward B. Kinney of New York. His address was full of sweetness and force. He spoke of the Divine, universal picture, prepared of God throughout the centuries, which, until the Day of Unfoldment came, seemed almost as a jumble of harmonies to the unseeing eye—when suddenly with a single touch of the Divine Artist in this Day a perfect and exquisite picture appears from out all these elements, all of which were necessary to the final unfoldment. Then of the First Point the Bab, of Baha'ollah, and of the Center of the Covenant who is on earth today, and must be reckoned with; of how their power and sweetness changes the lives of all who turn to them; of the three types of humanity and the way each approaches this Call; finally closing with a stirring invitation to the many present to investigate and consider carefully the proofs of the Cause. During the meeting, Mr. Kinney favored the audience with a chant, accompanying himself on the piano, and reciting from the Hidden Words. This was one of several occasions during the sessions when the congregations were delighted by his beautiful chanting.

Mr. Louis G. Gregory then spoke of the object of the Bahai Movement as divine unity of man with God, and the manifestation of this unity in brotherhood, confirming all that is good and true in every religion. That the differences between men, in the final analysis, is a difference of vision, while the difference between the savage and civilized man, in regard to what we call civilization, is entirely a difference of degree. He referred to the great contribution of the state of Illinois to the life of the race, in Abraham Lincoln; how Illinois was to the front of spiritual and practical ideals in granting the franchise to women, one of the Bahai foundations; then read from the Hidden Words, "O Children of Men! Do ye know why we have created ye from one clay? That none should glorify himself over the other," etc.

* * *

The final session of the Convention was the public meeting, the third of the series, held at the Assembly Hall, Northwestern University Building, on Tuesday evening. This gathering was more largely attended than any that had preceded it, and was a most impressive and fitting close for the Convention. Chairman Hall presiding, first called upon Mrs. Haney for a reading from the Tablets, and the Principles of the Bahai Revelation. Then Mr. Hall recounted the experiences in his own life with reference to the stages of development, then touchingly referred to the life of his father and of his strong faith in the things of the spirit, and of his passing away at the age of 81 on the 21st of March, in serene faith. Then Mrs. W. Bryant Gay, alternate
delegate from Boston, spoke. Mrs. Guy, in an impressive talk, vibrant with life, testified to the results being accomplished in the world about us by the great humanitarian movements of the day, referring to Christian Science, Socialism, Woman's Suffrage, and others. "All these great and good movements will be merged into one glorious, refulgent light. They are in fact rays of the glorious Sun of Truth which is shining upon the world today through the Revelation of BAHA'O'LLAH, and we all feel tonight here with us the wonderful Life and Spirit of Him to whom all in the world are turning, Abdul-Baha the Center of the Covenant of God, whose Spirit is blessing us."

After a chant by Mr. Kinney, from the Hidden Words, again reiterating the thought of purification and renunciation: "Make firm Thy Love in our hearts, and then we can bear all the swords of the earth. . . . Were it not for trials in Thy Path we should not have appreciated Thy Love. O our Lord strengthen us to remain firm and to uphold the hands of Thy Cause, to serve Thee among Thy people. Thou art Loving, Thou art Bountiful."

The final speaker of the meeting, and the sessions, was Rev. Albert R. Vail, of Urbana, Ill., and in many respects his discourse was unique in penetrating power and beauty of utterance among all the eloquent addresses of the Convention. Certainly none better fitted to sum up the power and significance of the Bahai Movement could have been selected. At an early stage of the address, Chairman Hall possessed himself of the speaker's watch which he had used to keep his talk within limits, and by refusing to give it up accurately signified the strong desire of the audience to listen to Mr. Vail's beautiful exposition without imposing any limit of time. Unfortunately this talk was not taken down in detail. It was constructive and unusual in its constant drawing the thought of the audience to the unmistakable reappearance in the world today of the Signs of the Divine Authority that was in Christ. With telling phrase, and great beauty of imagery, the speaker traced the proofs of Manifestation, showing the unity of these proofs in every age. In the unexampled martyrdoms of the nineteenth century in Persia, he pointed the lesson that only through a Divine Power, declared to them by Him whom they loved and followed could such events be possible. He emphasized the need of man for that Divine Authority and that in no other way could the great human problems reach solution. Throughout the address was the theme of the wonderful lives of the Bab, Baha'o'llah and Abdul-Baha, their complete sacrifice, the life in prison, the chains, the victory, the Divine Love, and the Creative Power of their Words and Deeds in human hearts.

Full of the beautiful spirit of this discourse, the audience dispersed after singing "The Benediction"; and thus came to a close this Sixth Convention in America for the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. One could not better render in a few words the supreme lesson of this Convention, a lesson not confined to the ranks of the delegates but felt in every Bahai community in the West, than in the following stirring Prayer given by Abdul-Baha in a Tablet read at the first Convention held in America, in which He referred to those arising to serve the Cause of God:

"O my Lord, Make them Thy refulgent daums which shine and gleam upon the Temple of Unity, so that they may be resuscitated from the tombs of negligence, unfurl the standard of virtue and chant the verses of self-abnegation and renunciation while hastening toward the altar of sacrifice. Verily Thou are specialising to Thy Mercy whomsoever Thou wiltest and verily Thou are powerful in all things."

EXTRACT FROM MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB'S DIARY, JANUARY 13, 1914.

Mr. and Mrs. Holbach had several questions to ask about the Mashrak-el-Azkar and its accessories. In answer Abdul-Baha said:

"When these institutions, college, hospital, hospice and establishments for the incurables, university for the study of higher sciences and giving post-graduate courses, and other philanthropic buildings, are built, its doors will be open to all the nations and all religions. There will be drawn absolutely no line of demarcation. Its charities will be dispensed irrespective of color and race. Its gates will be flung wide to mankind; prejudice toward none, love for all. The central building will be devoted to the purposes of prayer and worship. Thus for the first time religion will become harmonized with science and science will be the hand-maid of religion, both showering their material and spiritual gifts on all humanity. In this way the people will be lifted out of the quagmires of slothfulness and bigotry."
TO REITERATE:

A few weeks before the recent Convention, the Executive Board of Bahai Temple Unity, sent forth a Call to the Assemblies throughout America. It is reiterated herewith in substance, "lest we forget":

A large and beautiful site on the shores of Lake Michigan has been completely paid for, on which is to stand the first Mashrak-el-Azkar (in the western world) and a sum is already in hand toward the construction fund.

Marvelous and unique response of humanity to the Father’s call!

Let there be no feeling of exultation, however. The speedy completion of this great work now makes its appeal to all lovers of God and man. If anyone who calls himself a Bahai, or one to whom this Word has come, calls all people and religions to Unity, who has not contributed to this Cause systematically, the privilege is now extended to participate in the construction of this foundation of spiritual Unity—a work which in the cycle of Adam has not been equalled.

Abdul-Baha has said, “If it be built in the days of the Covenant, it will be more joyful and more heart rejoicing, but this is difficult, now be engaged in collecting contributions.”

Let the privilege to give to this object be extended and the offerings enlarged, that no soul, old or young, may be denied the opportunity until the fund necessary for beginning building operations—not less than $200,000.00 to $300,000.00—may be in hand within a single year.

A soul’s giving to the Mashrak-el-Azkar, which Abdul-Baha has said “is the most important work in America today,” is no favor to God; it is the highest privilege of our day. They of other ages had not this high opportunity. The days are speeding fast; the work is great. You are presented with the opportunity of bestowing your substance upon an Eternal and Divine Object.

Who has watched the newspapers of the day, wherein is mirrored the condition of the world in these perilous times, and not caught a glimpse of the necessity for the erection of such an Edifice as the Mashrak-el-Azkar—with its doors ever open to all, no matter of what race, color, sect or religion? In this crucial hour are not the hearts crying out for such a Door of Hope and Place of Refuge?

To the discerning mind, such a Building stands for more than a sentiment; more than an ensign of a new era; it stands for the oneness of the world of humanity and the salvation of humankind. Therefore, it behooves every discerning one to assist to the limit of his ability.

—The Editors.
BAHAI STUDENTS OF BEIRUT VISIT ABDUL-BAHA

Editors of Star of the West—Our Spiritual Assembly of Beirut decided to begin to contribute to your honorable Star of the West. This idea has been suggested by some prominent Bahais who thought and were persuaded that by contributing to your paper we can benefit the readers and subscribers and widen the sphere of their information regarding this part of the world.

Our visit to the Holy Mountain offered an interesting subject as our first contribution; therefore, one of the students, Mr. Bushrui, consented to write an article about our latest visit to Haifa. Therein he gives a glimpse of the first day of our visit. . . . Hoping that it will be in accordance with your desire, The Bahai Assembly of Beirut.

BEFORE the beginning of the Easter Vacation the Bahai students of the Syrian Protestant College at Beirut, felt that the best way to refresh the body and mind from the daily routine of life was to see the charming face of Abdul-Baha, the Center of the Covenant.

O GOD! O God! I implore Thee with throbbing heart and streaming tears, to aid each one who endeavors for the erection of the House of the Lord (Mashrak-el-Azkar), the Building wherein Thy Name is mentioned every morn and eve. Send down Thy benediction on whomsoever endeavors for the uprising of this Edifice among the sects and religions, and confirm him in every good deed of mankind; open the doors of riches and wealth unto him and make him an inheritor of the treasures of the Kingdom which perish not; make him the sign of giving among the peoples and reinforce him by the sea of Thy generosity and bounty, which is surging with the waves of grace and favor.

Verily, Thou art the Generous, the Merciful and the Bountiful.

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

With this end in view, his permission for a visit to Haifa was solicited. The number of the Bahai students in the College is twenty-seven and the duration of the Easter vacation was sixteen days.

On account of the large number of pilgrims in Haifa coming from different parts of the world, wisdom demanded that we should form four parties, each of which could stay at Haifa for four days at least. This arrangement was convenient and during the sixteen days of vaca-

We have a Persian saying the purport of which is that you can never compare that which you have seen with what you have heard. This saying is especially true when one is blessed by seeing Abdul-Baha. It is almost impossible to utter what one sees. You are in a spiritual environment, surrounded by it, feel it, and yet unable to express it. This is naturally expected, for how can the inward feelings and emotions be expressed in words? The environment in which Abdul-Baha is found is spiritual.
and those who desire to appreciate it must appreciate it spiritually. Therefore, it is very hard to describe what one observes in the presence of Abdul-Baha and even if one tries to express it he will find that there are many things left unsaid. But we must bear in mind that that which cannot be comprehended wholly must not be neglected wholly; we must persistently and earnestly do our best to see into it and understand as much as we can.

Let me describe what impressed me during my stay at Haifa: Imagine yourself on board a steamer. It is an April afternoon, the sun is just beginning to set; the beautiful rays of light shooting like arrows towards the East and being reflected from far-off villages in the mountains enhanced by the beauty of the green meadows of the plain of Esdraeleon. The boat anchors and you go ashore. You see a group of people, most of whom you do not know by face, but no sooner do you set your foot on land than you find yourself embraced by each bidding you welcome as lovingly as a father or mother or brother. You are so much impressed by this sight that you not only lose yourself but you do not know what becomes of your baggage. One thing you observe, and that is the willingness of each individual to serve you as much as he can. Thus you start towards the house of the Abdul-Baha situated at the foot of Mt. Carmel. As you advance you remember the word of the Hebrew Prophets that in "the Day of the LORD" nations will clasp the hands of one another and march towards Zion.

You enter a house full of different kinds of flowers—nature is indeed full of joy; birds are singing and humming bees, flying from one flower to another, prepare to go to their hives for rest. Twilight advances and all things are at peace. Should man, the noblest of all creatures, remain worried and in confusion? No; God has glorified us with the presence of Abdul-Baha. We seek his face and he is our Shepherd. His rod and staff comforts us.

Suddenly, a voice is heard. A general hush comes over the pilgrims and "the Master" enters. He welcomes all and bids them take their seats. He begins to talk and all are eyes and ears. His words strike the right note in each man's life and this you can easily see from the expression of their faces. After an hour or so they are dismissed and the meeting is adjourned. The pilgrims start for the pilgrim's house on the top of Mount Carmel.

Here is an interesting scene: the Hindu, the Zoroastrian, the Jew, the Moslem and the atheist start singing songs of joy, praising Baha'u'llah that, through His Grace, they were enabled to meet on the common-ground of Unity.

As I said before you can never express what you have observed—you can only touch a part.

I spent sixteen glorious days in Haifa. These days have made a deep impression on my mind and I shall never forget them. These days greatly stimulated the students of this College. We feel that there is a wide world open before us wherein we can serve the Cause and so we strain every nerve and sinew to become worthy servants of Abdul-Baha, to sacrifice our souls in his footsteps. For the realization of this hope we eagerly beg our Bahai brothers and sisters to pray that we may be confirmed and strengthened; that we may know that after all the Great University where we can really become efficient contributors to social welfare is the wonderful Institution of His Holiness, Baha'u'llah, wherein Abdul-Baha, at present, is the Great Professor. Badi Bushrui.

NEWS FROM TEHERAN

We have established twelve centres for teaching girls the foundation principles of the Bahá’í Revelation—the teachers met on Saturday last. Such dear, sweet young people. How I wish all could know them personally. They talk over difficulties and receive impetus for work. In about a month we will hold a large meeting for examining the various centers. The boys have had similar classes for three years and their examination this year was a great success. It was held two weeks ago in a large and beautiful garden outside the city walls. There were between three and four hundred boys present. The visitors were much interested and before leaving subscribed about 300 tomans for the Tarbiat School. Prizes were given, and each child received a small bag of noble; tea and ice cream were also served. During the afternoon a young man came who had just returned from Acca. He was surrounded, embraced and questioned as with glowing face he was welcomed and greeted by all.

Teheran, May 11, 1914.

Susan I. Moody.

OUR PERSIAN SECTION this issue contains: (1) Talk by Abdul-Baha delivered in the Unitarian Church, Montreal, Canada; (2) "Obedience and Actions (or Deeds)" Mirza Hedayat-Allah Esphahani; (3) Article from the Bahá’í students of Beirut College; (4) Commune for Doctors M. Saleh. Zia M. Bagdadi and Riad Effendi; (5) Utterances of Baha'u'llah regarding Mount Carmel; (6) Sixth Annual Bahá’í Convention in America; (7) Convention of the American women.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة. إذا كنت بحاجة إلى مساعدة في شيء آخر، فأخبرني بذلك.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي الذي تم كتابته على الصفحة المقدمة. يتعين علي قراءة النص العربي من الطرق التقليدية أو باستخدام الأداة المناسبة للقراءة.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
TONIGHT, I desire to speak to you on a most important subject, which you must engrave on the tablets of your hearts like unto the engraving of pictures on adamantine rock, to the extent that you may never forget it, and as you travel through life will relate it to the believers of God.

It is this: The Holy, Divine Manifestations are unique and peerless. They are the arch-types of celestial and spiritual virtues in their own age and cycle. They stand on the summit of the Mount of Vision and they foreshadow the perfections of the evolving humanity.

For example: during the dispensation of His Holiness Moses—Peace be upon Him—there was not a single human soul similar or like unto Him. He surpassed all the Holy Souls who came after Him, even the hosts of the Israelitish prophets. In a similar manner all the people who lived during the cycle of His Holiness Christ—May my life be a sacrifice to Him—were under His spiritual authority. They had no will of their own. He was the Sun and the others were the lamps. He was unique and peerless, the center and the focal point of the mighty forces. Everyone else was under His shadow. He was the Orb and the others were the stars. He was also unique and peerless. Everyone caught the rays of Light from Him, and was enkindled through His Fire. In a like manner was the epoch of His Holiness the Bab—May the life of aught else be a ransom to Him—and He was matchless and without a peer. All the rivers received their strength from that great sea.

Finally during the cycle of the Blessed Perfection [Bahá'u'lláh]—May My life be a sacrifice to His believers—all are beneath His shadow. He is the Unique and Peerless One till the next Manifestation. It is, however, not definite that it will be 1000 years; it may be 2000, or 10,000 or 20,000 years; but it is definite that for the coming 1000 years there will appear no Manifestation; for 1000 years there shall arise no Sun. All the appearances will be beneath the shade of the Most Great Appearance; they will be as stars of guidance. All of them shall gather around this Fountain of Life; all of them will become illumined with the rays of this Sun; all of them will receive a share and a portion from this great Sea; all of them will become vivified with this soul imparting breeze and all of them will be under the down-pour of this rain. The aim is this: His Holiness the Bab gave the Glad-tidings concerning the Appearance of the Manifestation of God, and His Holiness, the Blessed Perfection, was the “Promised One” of all the nations and religions. The Bab was the “Morning Star,” heralding the glorious Dawn of the Sun of Reality. Now all of us are under Its shadow and receive the resplendent Bestowals from It.

I am Abdul-Baha and no more. I am not pleased with whomsoever praises me with any other title. I am the Servant at the Threshold of the Blessed Perfec-
tion, and I hope that this Servitude of mine will become acceptable. Whosoever mentions any other name save this will not please me at all. Abdul-Baha, and no more. No person must praise me except by this name: “Abdul-Baha.”

The Blessed Perfection and the Bab are unique and peerless in this Dispensation, and until the next Manifestation. The belief, the opinion and the thoughts of all believers must revolve around this common Center. This oneness of belief must become fully realized so that in the future there may arise no differences. His Holiness the Bab was the “Morn of Guidance.” The Blessed Perfection was the “Desired One” of all the religions and nations, and all of us are under the Blessed Shade, non-existent and evanescent. All of us are the servants of this Holy Threshold. All of us are the thralls—meek, humble and lowly. All of us receive the Light from that Sun of Reality. There is no other mention, no other quality, no other appellation for us save this. I am Abdul-Baha. The believers must be satisfied with this explanation so that I may be pleased with them. All of the friends must be united on this matter. Praise be to God! that up to this time, through the Favor and Providence of the Blessed Perfection, no other title or word save “Abdul-Baha” has appeared either from my tongue or pen. I hope that all the believers will walk in my footsteps so that I may become satisfied with all of them. Our highest aspiration must be this: that we may become confirmed to render some slight service in the Path of God. There is no greater station than this.

After the Departure of the Blessed Perfection and till the Appearance of the next Manifestation there is no other station save the Station of Servitude, pure and absolute. Not a servitude liable to interpretation; but an unconditional and unqualified servitude. This is the real fact. Whosoever expresses any other interpretation, I will not be pleased with him. This is my advice to you. This is my counsel to you. This is my desire. This is my good pleasure. This is my last request from all the believers of God! The balsam to my wound is servitude at the Holy Threshold. My Sadrat-el-Montaha is servitude at the Holy Threshold! My highest destination is servitude at the Holy Threshold! My Supreme Paradise is servitude at the Holy Threshold! My Spiritual Temple is servitude at the Holy Threshold! The Most Shining Crown is servitude at the Holy Threshold!

What diadem is more glorious than Servitude at the Holy Threshold? I hope that all of us will become assisted in this servitude. I hope each one of us will become confirmed in absolute humility and meekness at the Holy Threshold. This is the Delectable Paradise of the righteous ones! This is the ultimate desire of the believers! This is the Zenith of the hope of the favored ones!

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Extract from the
Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
January 17, 1914
June 8-10, 1912

A brief description containing various Talks in the order in which they were delivered at the Hotel Rittenhouse; also Talk at the home of Mrs. Revell.

By Miss Edna McKinney

On the eighth day of June, nineteen hundred and twelve, Abdul-Baha, Center of the Covenant of Bahá’u’lláh, quickened the sleeping body of Philadelphia by his presence. Abdul-Baha arrived from New York City at the Broad Street Station at six o’clock in the evening, and was met by a few of the Bahá’ís. He was very tired and asked to go quickly to the hotel, the Rittenhouse, 22nd and Chestnut streets, where he was met by several newspaper reporters to whom he spoke but briefly. Accompanying Abdul-Baha was Mirza Ali Akbar, Dr. Ameen U. Farced and Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

Early Sunday morning the friends began to arrive at the hotel, and from ten on till late at night there was spread for all a wonderful feast. Each came and partook according to his desire and capacity, high and low, rich and poor, black and white—there is no distinction at the table of Abdul-Baha. This food brought Everlasting Life to all who feasted. Questions were asked and answered both in regard to personal matters and with regard to the work of the Cause in Philadelphia.

Abdul-Baha asked what was being done in Philadelphia. What meetings were held and how they were conducted. Mrs. Revell answered that meetings were held at the homes of the friends; also one public meeting each week in a hall; that the Nineteen-Day Feast was observed; and that at all meetings the teachings of Bahá’u’lláh and Abdul-Baha were read in the endeavor to spread the blessed message of unity and love to all inquirers.

Abdul-Baha then said that Philadelphia would be glorified through the Spirit of Bahá’u’lláh. He said, “Write this down, that on such a day, in such a room* Abdul-Baha told you these things.”

*Sunday, June 9, 1912, in the small parlor of the Rittenhouse, suite 423; Abdul-Baha sat on a sofa in the northwest corner of the room.

He then went on to say:

“I have come to Philadelphia to breathe into you the spirit of Bahá’u’lláh. My heart led me here.

“You must continue to keep the Nineteen-Day Feast. It is very important,—very good. But when you present yourselves in the meetings, before entering them, free yourselves from all that you have in your hearts;—free your thoughts and minds from all else save God and speak from the heart—that all may make this a gathering of love;—make it the cause of illumination;—make it a gathering of attracted hearts; surround it with the lights of the Supreme Concourse. Thus may you be gathered together in the utmost love.

“Turn to God and say: O God! dispel all those elements which are the cause of discord, and prepare for us those things which are the cause of unity and agreement! O God! cause to descend upon us Heavenly Fragrance and change this gathering into a gathering of Heavenly Grace to us every benefit and every food! Prepare for us the food of love! Give to us the food of knowledge! Bestow upon us the food of Heavenly Illumination! In your heart remember these things and then enter the Unity Feast.

“Each one of you must think how to make the other members of your assembly happy and pleased. Each one must consider all those who are present as better and greater than himself. Each one must consider himself less than the rest. Consider their station as high, and think of your own station as low. Should you act and live according to these behests; know verily and of a certainty, that such a Feast is indeed the Heavenly Food; that Supper is indeed the Lord’s Supper. I am the servant of that gathering.

“This is the gospel I give to you.”

Abdul-Baha then went to his room for a while.
Different ones were continually arriving and joining the little circle of friends for no one seemed willing to go away. In fact when some did start to leave, thinking that they were intruding upon another's opportunity, Abdul-Baha waved them back and said in English, “Be seated!”

Mr. William Remey came in about this time and when Abdul-Baha saw him, he greeted him most warmly.

“Your brother mentioned your name to me. You are greatly blessed by having such a brother. At present you do not know how greatly you are blessed, but you will see this with your own eyes. Your whole family will be glorified; they will be proud that they have such sons as Mr. Remey and yourself.

“Consider how the Disciples were treated. While they were alive people would not have anything to do with them, but later on they felt greatly glorified if they had even the remotest relationship with them. They became respected and revered;—even the earth that was touched by their feet. Now the people prostrate themselves before their tombs, but they were persecuted while they lived. At that time people did not like to be known as relatives of these Disciples of Christ.

“While I was traveling in Palestine I came across a stony piece of ground. I saw that a number of people had gathered around one stone, kissing it, weeping and supplicating. I asked one, ‘What is this?’ He told me that the Apostles of Christ, once upon a time, had passed by this place and sat upon these rocks, but there were so many rocks they did not know on which the Apostles had sat. Therefore they prostrated themselves before all of them that perchance they might come across and kiss the right stone. In their own day the people beat them, put them in prison, ridiculed them, exiled them from their own cities and finally martyred them. They even did not give permission that they might be buried in their own cemeteries. They were not willing to have the body of His Holiness Jesus Christ put in the Jews’ cemetery. The Apostles went and bought a piece of land and interred him. Then the Jews took their refuse there. Later men came and built a great church over it. This was built by the mother of one of the Caesars, after three hundred years. Even up to this time in certain parts it is known as the Church of Refuse. This is really the Tomb of Christ. It was the place where all the refuse of the city was gathered in the day of Christ. For three hundred years it continued in this manner. You can go now and see what wonderful change there is, see what a wonderful church is built, how many jewels and precious stones are collected there. The statue of Christ is bejeweled with all kinds of precious stones, so are the statues of Mary and others. How different the attitude of the people in the days of Manifestations. They persecute, deride and ridicule them, put a crown of thorns upon their heads, beat them in the street, spit in their faces and finally crucify them. But later on they worship their images, kiss the ground upon which they walked, or the stone upon which they sat. This is the attitude of the people.”

During this time many people had been coming in and sitting down quietly. One of the ladies brought some flowers. Mrs. Boyle was arranging them in a vase, when Abdul-Baha said: “You are serving too much, Mrs. Boyle, you will get tired.” Mrs. Boyle replied that it was a pleasure to be permitted to serve and that she wished Abdul-Baha’s guests to see everything beautiful about him. Abdul-Baha said: “The guests are flowers themselves; they are the flowers of the rose-garden of God; they will never wither; they will not disappear; they have perennial beauty and fragrance for evermore.” He then turned to Miss Washington and said, “I have come to visit you here, do you accept a guest?”

Dr. Kenneth E. Evans, Pastor of the Unitarian Church at which Abdul-Baha was to speak during the morning, was announced and Abdul-Baha left us for a few moments, telling us to remain seated. When he returned he was smiling. What a pleasure it is to see Abdul-Baha smile! One realized then the true force of happiness and showing to the world a brave, noble exterior expressing the reality of a heart full of love to all humanity. . . .

Abdul-Baha called a little girl to him and patted her hair, saying in English, “She is a very sweet daughter, a very sweet girl. Good daughter, very good, good daughter, good girl!”

After seating some late arrivals Abdul-Baha turned to one of the ladies and said:

“You are extremely welcome. Are you happy? I have come here to make you happy. I have come here to give you the Message of Baha'u'llah; that this Message may become the cause of your happiness.

“Like unto a dove I carry a Message with
me wherever I go. Baha’u’llah has written a letter, a Message; He has put it on my wings; through His power He has made me to soar and I have brought that Message here.

"That letter contains the glad tidings of God; that letter is the call of the Kingdom; that letter is the heavenly signs; that letter brings you the glad-tidings that He, Baha’u’llah has accepted you, elected you from among all His creatures and prepared you for the sake of His Love for the whole human world; so that all may be enlightened with the Light of the Kingdom, sing the verses of Oneness, become the cause of the illumination of the realm of humanity, the source of everlasting happiness, the spreader of the cause of international peace—so that all may find the Oneness of the world of humanity, promulgate oneness of thought, lay the foundations of unity of religions, establish universal education, announce the idea of racial oneness, proclaim one race from every standpoint, and illuminate the world of man with the Lights of God. This is the Message. This is the letter which Baha’u’llah has put upon my wings, and I give you that Message today. It is assured that if you accept the Message of the Blessed Perfection and live and act accordingly, you may bestow Everlasting Life upon the whole world of humanity.

"I have brought these flowers from the Orient so that you may perfume the Occident. This is a melody that I have brought from the East so that you may listen to it in the West. It is certain that you will listen to it. This harmony will stir the stones and even the plants; it will give hearing to the deaf, quicken heedless hearts and awaken the dead bodies; for this is the Melody of Baha’u’llah."

Turning to one of the gentlemen, Abdul-Baha said: "How are you? You must speak now."

The gentleman replied that he had heard Abdul-Baha speak in Washington and had come to hear him again in Philadelphia; that he was glad indeed to see the East and the West so affiliated.

Abdul-Baha said: "We have become your relatives. The East and the West have embraced each other. God willing they will become one; the East will become the West and the West will become the East; both of them will become one.

"We desire to wipe this Atlantic away and connect these two continents, so that the sea may not have any effect; it may not become the cause of separation, it may seem as though there was no Atlantic between the two hemispheres; that these two hemispheres be connected with each other; may rather, they will be as one country. The East must become identical with the West and the West with the East. Do you think it is possible and it is good? It will be the age of the diamond; the diamond!"

Then the gentleman said, "God willing the wireless telegraph and the fast steamers will make this possible."

Abdul-Baha replied: "Don't say, 'God willing;' say 'I hope.' When that wireless telegraphy of the consciousness is established and communication is realized, it will be like the communion between the mind and the heart. Think what wonderful unity is between these two human organisms. It is uninterrupted. The communication between the heart and the mind is continual, uninterrupted, and noiseless. But what a great knowledge it has; although it is voiceless its voice fills the whole world. Wireless telegraphy is good, is perfect, for wireless telegraphy consists of the vibrations of the air, which is the medium of the message from one place to another, but the other wireless telegraphy is realized through the vibrations of the Love of God.

"You have great capability. This is truth that I speak to you. Your sympathies are great, you have rapidity of thought. Therefore it is my hope that you may practice the Teachings of Baha’u’llah and live and act according to those principles. Teachings are revealed for the sake of practice and not for the sake of hearing or listening only. When man listens to certain teachings he must live them. To listen to the teachings is easy, but it is difficult to bring them into our daily lives.

"It is easy to expound one thousand letters of teachings. It is still easier to listen to them, but it is difficult to put into practice one of them. Teachings are like an image reflected into a mirror. If these images find outward expression, wonderful results will be the outcome, but if they are only images in the mirror they remain valueless.

"His Holiness Jesus Christ brought blessed Teachings. He was the cause of the illumination of the world of man. He was the cause of Everlasting Life. He was the cause of the agreement of the sects of the world of humanity. He was the cause of the attainment of the good pleasure of the Manifest One, but His
teachings were more or less lost in the mirrors. All the books and libraries seek to bring these teachings fully into the outward realm of activity. If the teachings of His Holiness Jesus Christ had found full expression in the realm of visibility, this world would have become another world; it would have become the paradise of heaven; it would have become the image of the Kingdom.

"First, souls practice the teachings. These souls become the realization of the heaven of God; they illuminate the realm of man. Now it is my hope that you may become a perfect mirror reflecting the teachings of Baha'u'llah; not only in the mirror, but finding outward expression. Every night, may you think, 'Which one of the teachings of Baha'u'llah shall I put into my daily life tomorrow?' Should you become assisted in the practice of one of the teachings of the Blessed Perfection, thank God for it a thousand times,—that you have become helped and confirmed in that service. This is my hope for you."

The gentleman asked, "Is Baha'u'llah the reincarnation of Jesus Christ?"

Abdul-Baha answered: "The Manifestation of the Essence of God is like unto the sun, which has different risings. The dawning places are different but the sun is always the same. The lamps are different but the light is one."

"Consider with the eye of reality. The aim of life is reality, and reality is one. Reality does not accept multiplicity. This is the essence of the teachings, and an established, self-evident fact. The light is the light no matter from what lamp it shines. The rose is the rose no matter from which rose-garden it comes. The fruit is the fruit no matter upon which tree it is produced. The breeze possesses life no matter from which direction it is wafted. Always think of the breeze and not of the direction. Look upon the flower and not upon the earth which has produced it. Look upon the light and not upon the lamp. Look upon the jewels and pearls, not upon the depths of the sea. Search and find the pearls from whatever sea they may come, whether eastern sea or western sea. Find the pearls, find the jewels from whichever mine they may be; whether it be the mine of the north or mine of the south. Consider the teachings. If they are truth hold fast to them; but if they are untruth throw them away."

"We cannot say that the Manifestations are either greater or lesser. In order to make this distinction we must be greater than they. The only thing that we know is this—they are life. But to say that one is lesser and the other greater; this is beyond the comprehension of our intellects. In order to know that they are greater or lesser, we must surround them. But we are the surrounded, not the surroundor. We see that they bestow light,—that the rest of the world is illumined by them;—that is all. Do you not think that is the truth? We need a great teacher, a great professor to say that this teacher is inferior to the other teacher. We are all pupils. We only know that they are the teachers,—but so far as their degrees are concerned, we cannot comprehend them. If we want to do that we must be greater than they are, so that we may examine them and then find out which one has the greater knowledge. But as we are only pupils the only thing that we can find out and know is that they are teachers,—that they have brought certain teachings for the safety of the realm of the world.""
with his discourse, which was in most part directed to a colored believer from Harrisburg, Pa.:—

"You have a good, pleasant country, excellent climate and polite, good mannered people. This is a populous country, and the prosperity of any country is dependent upon its people. One must not look at the house but at the dweller in the house. One must not look at the shell but at the pearl within the shell. One must not look at the garden but at the trees and flowers growing in the garden. If a country be in a state of the utmost prosperity but its people be without progress or perfections, it is valueless. If the dweller in the house be not worthy, no matter how excellent the house may be; if within the shell there be no pearls, of what use is the house, of what value is the delicacy of the shell itself? Now, we must endeavor in order that the delicate shells may contain brilliant pearls; these beautiful gardens produce fruitful trees. These brilliant pearls are the souls who are the lamps of the world of humanity, the stars of eternal glory. Strive that such souls may be found in your country.

"I hope that in this city there may arise some who shall be as lights on the Horizon of Reality; jewels in the crown of humanity, foundation stones in the divine temple of Oneness, lanterns of the Love of God. This is my hope, that in time it shall be. Praise be to God! You have capacity, your intentions are sincere, you are turning to God, you seek for inspiration from the Kingdom, you are receptive and enjoy with spiritual intelligence. I hope that you may be of the 'chosen ones.'

"In Washington, in many gatherings and meetings, we spoke of unity between the white and the colored races, presenting the subject with incontrovertible proofs and evidences. Whether logical proofs or traditional proofs, before God there is no distinction of white or colored. Whosoever has a pure heart, his deeds are better and more acceptable before the threshold of the Almighty, though he may be red or yellow. It is evident the colored and the white people belong to the same human family. In reality they are of the same human household in which colors, as in all departments of life, are used for adornment.

"If you enter a rose garden and find all the flowers of the same color there is no enjoyment; but when you see white roses, dark roses, red and yellow—many kinds and colors, you will have perfect enjoyment. And why should not the same rule govern and prevail in the human family. For instance, in a flock of doves some are white, some are grey, some may be yellow or even red, but notwithstanding the difference in colors they live together in the utmost love and unity. Among the doves which belong to the animal kingdom, variety of color does not become a subject of discord; they dwell peacefully with each other. Is it then befitting that in the human family that difference of color should become the cause of strife? The dove knows that difference of colors does not harm it. Among horses some are red, some black, some white and some yellow, yet they are in the utmost affinity and accord. Most of the animals of the lower kingdom are of varied colors yet they associate peacefully, kind with kind. Is it befitting that man does not equal the birds? Indeed it is not.

"We said in the Washington addresses that the colored race must be very grateful to the white race and the white race kind and helpful to the colored race. The colored race must be very thankful because the men of the white race sacrificed their lives and became the cause of their freedom. This magnanimity cannot be forgotten. Furthermore, through this the white race became the cause of freedom for the colored race all over the world. The freedom of the colored race in America became the cause of freedom for the colored race in Africa and throughout the world. In Africa the colored race was grossly illtreated. Now they are free. This was because of the freedom enjoyed by the colored race in this country, and the freedom of the colored race in America was accomplished through the white race. The colored race should be grateful to the white race; they should never forget this. Therefore we must endeavor so that day by day the love of God may increase in the world of humanity, the laws of man find the common bond strengthened, the virtues of the human world be developed and divine love shed its rays upon the mind of man until humanity becomes the manifestation of the rays of Divine Love.

"Everything which is the cause of the promotion of love must be encouraged, and on the other hand that which is the cause of hatred and enmity must be shunned. God has sent all His messengers and Prophets to establish love amongst humanity. All the Heavenly Books

[Continued on page 89]
O thou Star of the West! Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Vol. V Rahmat 1, 70 (June 24, 1914) No. 6

PERSIAN-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY

Dr. Moody sends a photograph, which I am enclosing, of three boys who are awaiting the favor of the Society. She writes about them as follows:

"These three boys who need tuition belong in the district of the Branch Tarbiat, and are free scholars at present. The father of center one is ill and poor, but manages to buy pencils and paper. The others live with old grand-father—no parents—very poor. Their brother is in Central Tarbiat on our list. I have advanced money for the pencils, etc., for these two."

We hope that the STAR OF THE WEST in an early edition can publish this photograph, with an appeal for benefactors for these boys. It has been found heretofore that the opportunity of seeing the boys who are in need has usually brought forth a generous response.

(Signed) JOSEPH H. HANNEN,
P. O. Box 192, Washington, D. C.

NEWS FROM TEHERAN, PERSIA

In TEHERAN there are meetings daily in every quarter of the city. There are several spiritual or working assemblies both of men and women separately, and notably among these is the "Mahfel-e Dars-e Akhilagh"—meeting or assembly of moral teachings,—whose work should prove interesting to readers of the STAR OF THE WEST.

This is a band of perhaps fifteen young men between twenty and thirty years of age, which was established about five years ago and from the center here, as business or other affairs called members to other cities, branches were established and carried on—if not by the pioneer himself, by another selected from that particular city. So there are now branches in Mazendaran, Barfarush, Kashan, Kazvin, Espahan and Hamadan. The latter was established by Agha Seyed Hassen-e Shearkat, who was one of the founders of the central
ABDUL-BAHA'S VISIT TO PHILADELPHIA

[Continued from page 87]
thirty-three hours, several thousand people heard him speak and many more read the blessed words in the papers.

**AT THE HOME OF MRS. REVELL.**

At 9:30 Monday morning, Abdul-Baha went to the home of Mrs. Mary J. Revell, where a meeting had been arranged. There were about fifty people present. Abdul-Baha went into every room of the home and seemed very happy. He sat in a rocker by the front window and spoke these blessed words to all:

"This is a meeting, the members of which are strung together like pearls and all the pearls are brilliant, for all are Bahais. The brilliancy of these pearls is not known for the present; their brilliancy will be known later on. Thank ye God that He has drawn you together through the Blessed Perfection. He has made you fruitful like unto trees. He has made you like unto a rose garden, the freshness of which will be known in the future. When the heat and rays of the Sun of Reality shine in the future, then the freshness and beauty of these flowers will be realized. In brief, render thanks to God, for your spirits are gladdened with the glad-tidings of God. Be forgetful of all other thoughts. Be filled with the Spirit of Baha'u'llah. Your thoughts must be of Baha'u'llah. Your mention must be of Baha'u'llah. Your life must be devoted to Baha'u'llah. Your firmness must be evident in Baha'u'llah, for Baha'u'llah has endured for your sake infinite vicissitudes. All His life He was subject to persecutions. During the nights, He was not at rest. He did not sleep in peace for one night,—not one. Never did He find peace and composure. All His life He was subject to persecution. All His life He was exiled. All His life He was imprisoned. Therefore we must be loyal to Him; turn our faces to Him; praise His mention in this world; expound His teachings; quicken people with His Spirit, so that His Heavenly Image may descend and His Heavenly Power affect the hearts. Thus every day may we find a new spirit, every day may we make a new resolution, every day may we be confirmed and illumine the world of humanity. We must supplicate day and night, beg assistance and confirmation from His Holiness Baha'u'llah that we may become pure mirrors, that the rays of sincerity may perfect them, the virtues of the human world appear, the moralities of the Kingdom be reflected and that we may attain the high station of happiness. This is my advice to you. This is my request for you. This is my hope for you."

All day Monday he gave private interviews. After the meeting in the morning at Mrs. Revell's home he met the friends who wished a personal word. After having seen most of them he slept for a few moments. Between one and two o'clock, two of the Bahais went to the hotel and found Abdul-Baha there alone. He talked to them in English. To one of them he said, "Why were you not at the Bahai home this morning? All the Bahais were there. You should have been at this Bahai home." He was smiling and very happy.

At three o'clock Abdul-Baha and his party took the train back to New York city. Although an indescribable feeling of sadness came over each and every one, still they know the Sun shall never set for Philadelphia again; she and his words give life and are creative. And here we wish to urge that all spread the Blessed Message of Baha'u'llah as much as possible, so that many more people may come to the Light of Reality. For it is a wonderful blessing and one that cannot be compared to anything else in all the world, even if one must travel far and under great difficulties to do so. The reward is far in excess of anything the heart or mind can conceive.

* * *

[IN LIBRARY OF CONGRESS]
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي بشكل طبيعي.

ملاحظة: إذا كنت بحاجة إلى مساعدة في شيء آخر، فرجاء دمتعني بال-END-.
أيضًا لجابرة

تاجج إبراهيم

نعشته فريدة بهاء عبد الرحيم

يكون نهج ياسمين مغشوش

البحث عن حلول للقضايا.

فيراكي منزل بيكوك

لا يوجد نهج ياسمين مغشوش

البحث عن حلول للقضايا.

فيراكي منزل بيكوك

لا يوجد نهج ياسمين مغشوش

البحث عن حلول للقضايا.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
“ERE LONG THIS CALL WILL FILL THE WORLD WITH ITS FRUITS”

IT IS nearly two years and a half that I have been a wanderer over mountains and deserts and a traveler over seas and lands. The journey was extended to many climes. . . . The penetrative power of the Holy Cause has stirred the columns of the world. In many cities of America the Divine Call was raised. Likewise in the countries of Europe. In many churches, clubs, meetings and universities of America the Glad-Tidings of the Kingdom of ABHA were explained explicitly with a resonant voice, and no one arose in opposition. They listened most attentively and expressed their pleasure afterward. Ere long this Call shall yield the most glorious results and will fill the world with its fruits.

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS

Extract from Tablet to Persian Bahais
To the believers of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful, Philadelphia, upon them be BAHA'O'LLAH'-EL-ABHA!

HE IS GOD!

O ye sons and daughters of the Kingdom!

* * * O ye friends and maid-servants of the Merciful! It is easy to advance toward the Kingdom, but it is difficult to remain firm and steadfast. Therefore, endeavor ye as much as ye can to make your faith firm like unto a well-rooted tree and produce blossoms and fruits. Neither be ye agitated on account of the blowing winds of tests and trials. The firmer the roots of the tree the greater its blossoms and fruits. Because the Apostles of Christ remained firm and steadfast they became assisted in the most great services and the confirmations of the Holy Spirit descended upon them uninterruptedly.

If ye seek the illumination of the Kingdom ye must arise with infinite resolution. Be ye not discouraged or lukewarm on account of troubles and vicissitudes. Show ye an effort so that that region may be illumined, the Kingdom of God may raise its tents and the breaths of the Holy Spirit may quicken the souls.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohlib, April 28, 1911
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'U'LLAH.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA AT THE UNITARIAN CHURCH, 15TH AND GIRARD AVE., PHILADELPHIA, PA., SUNDAY MORNING, JUNE 9, 1912.

Dr. Kenneth E. Evans, Pastor, briefly introduced Abdul-Baha and in conclusion said: "We welcome to our church the dear soul of the East, who comes to us with his message of fraternity and faith."

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA.

I COME here from distant countries, from Oriental climes, from countries where the lights of Heaven have ever shone forth, from regions wherein the Manifestations of God have appeared and the radiance and power of God have become manifest. The intention and purpose of my visit is that perchance a bond of unity and agreement may be established between the East and the West, that Divine love may encompass all, Divine radiance enlighten both continents and the bounties of the Holy Spirit shall revivify all. Therefore I supplicate the threshold of God that the Orient and the Occident may become as one, that these various peoples shall become one people, that religions may become unified, that all souls may become as one soul, and that they may be as the waves which represent one sea. May they become as trees, as flowers and roses which adorn and beautify the same garden.

The realm of Divinity is an indivisible Oneness and wholly sanctified above human grasp. For the intellectual knowledge of creation is finite, whereas the comprehension of Divinity is infinite. How can the finite comprehend the infinite? We are utter poverty, whereas the Reality of Divinity is absolute wealth. How can utter poverty ever grasp absolute wealth? We are utter weakness, whereas the Reality of Divinity is absolute power. Utter weakness can never attain nor comprehend absolute power. The phenomenal beings which are captives of certain limitations are ever subject to transformation and change from one condition to another. How can such phenomenal beings ever grasp the eternal, heavenly Reality? Assuredly it is an absolute impossibility, for when we study the creational world we see that the difference of degrees is a hindrance to such comprehension. An inferior degree can never comprehend a degree superior thereto. For example, the mineral can never comprehend the vegetable, no matter how far it shall advance. The vegetable, no matter how far it shall advance, cannot comprehend the reality of the animal kingdom. In other words, it cannot grasp a world that is endowed with the power of the senses. The animal, no matter how far it shall advance, cannot grasp the human reality, cannot attain the power of intelligence and ideation in man. Hence it becomes evident that difference in degree is ever an obstacle to comprehension; an inferior degree cannot comprehend a degree superior thereto. This flower, although it is so beautiful, fresh, fragrant and delicately scented—although in the vegetable kingdom it has attained perfection—nevertheless it cannot comprehend the human reality, it cannot possess sight and hearing; so it is unaware of the world of humanity, notwithstanding both man and the flower are accidental or conditional beings. The difference is the difference of degree. This is the cause of that non-comprehension, because the human degree is superior and the degree of the flower inferior.

This being so, how can the human reality, which is limited, ever comprehend the eternal unmanifest Creator? How can limited man ever comprehend the unlimited Lord? There is no doubt that he cannot, for whatever comes within the human power of ideation, within the mind of men, is man's limited conception, whereas the Divine realm is unlimited, infinite. But the Reality of Divinity has bestowed its bounties upon all the phenomenal world. The
Divine spiritualities are to be witnessed even in the contingent world. The Lights of God illumine the world of man like unto the sun which shines gloriously with all its effulgence upon the material world. The Sun of Reality is one, Its bestowal is one, Its heat is one, Its rays are one, It shines upon all the phenomenal world, but the world being composed of different degrees, comprehensions differ; each Kingdom according to its comprehension receiving the light and bounty of the Eternal Sun. The black stone receives the light of the material sun, the trees likewise receive that light, the animals are recipients of it. All are developed by the heat of that sun, for the sun is one and its bounty is one. The perfect soul of man, that is to say, the perfect individual is like unto a mirror wherein the Sun of Reality has become reflected. The perfections, the image and light of that sun have become reflected therein. Its heat and illumination are manifest. That soul is a perfect expression of the Sun.

These Mirrors to which I refer are the Messengers of God who tell the story of Divinity just as the outer sun becomes manifest in the material mirror, which reflects the image and light of the sun in the skies. In like manner, the image and light of the sun of Reality are manifest and evident in the mirrors of the Reality of the Manifestations of God. That is what His Holiness Jesus Christ meant when He said, “the Father is in the Son.” The purpose is that the Reality of that Eternal Sun had become reflected with all Its glory in that Son. It does not signify that the Sun had descended from its place in Heaven or in any way effected an entrance into the mirror, for there is no entrance or exit for the Reality of Divinity; there is no ingress or egress, for it is Holy above all things and ever occupies Its sanctified station. Changes and transformations are not of the Reality of Divinity. Transformation from one condition to another applies to contingent realities.

At the time when there was the greatest strife, warfare and animosity, when conflict between religions and sects was prevalent, when races were warring with each other, when the differences were very great—at such a time as this, His Holiness Baha’u’llah appeared from the Eastern horizon, promulgating the Oneness of Divinity and the oneness of humanity. He taught that all humanity were the servants of one God, that all have come into being through the bestowal of the one Creator. God is kind to all, God nurtures all, God provides for all, He rears all, He protects all, and deals lovingly with all races of people. Inasmuch as God is kind to all, why should we be unkind? Inasmuch as God is loyal to all, why should we be disloyal? Inasmuch as God deals with all in mercy, why should we deal with animosity and hatred? This is the Divine policy, and surely it is greater than human policy. For no matter how sagacious humanity may be, it can never attain to a policy that is superior to God’s. Therefore we must emulate the Divine policy. We must love all nations, all people; we must be kind to all. We must consider all as the leaves, branches and flowers of one tree. The children of one household, because all belong to the progeny of Adam. We are the waves of one sea; we are all the grass of the same meadow; we are the stars of the same Heaven, and all find shelter in the same Protector.

At most, one may be sick, that one must be treated; he may be ignorant, he must be educated; he may be asleep, he must be awakened; he may be dead, he must be made alive.

So Baha’u’llah promulgated the oneness of human kind and the fundamental oneness of religion. He taught that the fundamentals of all the religions are one; that Reality is not multiple, Reality is One. The foundation underlying all the Divine precepts is that One Reality, It must needs be Reality, and Reality is One, not multiple. Therefore the foundations of the Divine Religions are one. But we can see that certain forms have come in, certain imitations of forms and ceremonies have crept in. They are heretical, they are accidental, because they differ; hence they cause differences among religions. But if we set aside these imitations and seek the Reality of the foundations we shall agree, because it is One and not multiple.

In proclaiming the oneness of mankind, Baha’u’llah taught that men and women were both humankind and there is no distinction between them. The only difference which exists now is due to education. If women be educated equally with men, there is no doubt that distinction will disappear. The world of humanity has two wings—one is the female and the other the male. A bird cannot fly with one wing. If one wing be defective, the strong wing, the perfect wing, will not be capable of flying. The world of humanity has two hands. If one hand be defective, the hand which is perfect is also hindered and will be unable to discharge its duties.
God has created mankind. He has endowed all with perfections and intelligence. He has given all two hands and two feet. He has given all two eyes and two ears, no distinction has He made; no differentiation; therefore why should women be inferior to men? The justice of God will not allow this. The justice of God has created them equal. In the estimation of God there is no gender. The one whose heart is purest, whose deeds are best, is acceptable in the estimation of God, be that one male or female. How often have certain women been the very pride of men;—for example Mary the mother of Jesus. She was the pride and glory of mankind. Mary Magdalene, Ayesah the daughter of Pharoah, Sarah the wife of Abraham and innumerable others have glorified the human race by their excellence. In this day there are certain women among the Bahais who far surpass men. They are wise, perfected, well informed, very progressive, most intelligent and the glory of men. They are far more courageous than men. When they speak in meetings the men listen to them with great respect. Furthermore, the education of women is much more important than the education of men, for these daughters will be mothers, and mothers rear the children. The first teachers of children are mothers. Therefore, they must be in a state of utmost perfection in order to be able to educate the sons. There are many provisions by Baha'u'llah in regard to this.

Therefore Baha'u'llah promulgated oneness of education, that is the need of one curriculum for both men and women. Daughters and sons must follow the same form of study and the same education. Having one course of education promotes unity among mankind. When all mankind shall receive the same education, and the equality of men and women be realized, the foundations of warfare will be utterly destroyed. Without this it is utterly impossible, because differences are conducive to strife and warfare. Equality between men and women is conducive to the abolition of warfare, because women will never be willing to sanction warfare. Sons are very dear to their mothers. Mothers will never allow them to go to the battlefield and shed their blood. Would a mother be willing to have a son whom she had reared for twenty years torn asunder on the battlefield? No mother would ever be willing. No matter in what cause they ask her to separate from her son, whether patriotism, the military policy, the glory of war,—mothers will not consent to this. Therefore when the equality of men and women is perfectly realized and women shall obtain their rights, there is no doubt that warfare will entirely cease among mankind.

Among the other principles which Baha'u'llah inculcated was that science and religion must agree. Religion must be reasonable; it must perfectly agree with science, so that science shall sanction religion and religion sanction science. The two must be brought together, indissolubly in the Reality. If questions of difference arise, which are both unreasonable and unscientific, these are outcome of pure imagination. How many superstitions of this character have arisen in past ages! Consider the imaginations and superstitions of the Roman people, which lay at the foundation of their religious beliefs! Consider the Greek nations and their religious superstitions! Consider the superstitions of the ancient Egyptians, which were the foundations of their beliefs! All these were contrary to reason and science. Therefore it is now evident that they were superstitions, but in times past they held to them most tenaciously. For example, a certain idol of the many idols of the ancient Egyptians was to them a perfected miracle, whereas in reality it was just a piece of stone. Science could not sanction that a piece of rock was a perfected miracle. Therefore this must have been superstition, and now it is evident that it was superstition. Therefore we must cast aside superstition and investigate Reality. That which we consider as reasonable and real shall be accepted, and that which science and reason cannot sanction, is not Reality but imitation. These impostures must be cast aside and we must hold tenaciously to Reality, agreeing with science, agreeing with reason. When we do that, differences will utterly disappear. All will become as one family, one people, one nation, and the same susceptibility and education shall be witnessed.

Benediction.

O Lord! O Thou hope of people! Thou art the shelter of all these, Thy servants! Thou knowest the secrets and the mysteries! We are all sinners, and Thou art the shelter of sinners—the Merciful, the Clement! O Lord, look not at our shortcomings! Deal with us according to Thy grace and bestowal. Our shortcomings are many, but the Sea of Thy forgiveness is boundless. Therefore confirm and strengthen us. Aid us in that which will make us acceptable at Thy Threshold. Illumine
the hearts, make the eyes seeing, render the ears attentive, resuscitate the dead and heal the sick. Render the poor rich and the fugitive confident. Accept us in Thy Kingdom. Illumine us with the light of kindness,. Thou art the

ADDRESS GIVEN BY ABDUL-BAHA, SUNDAY EVENING, JUNE 9, 1912, AT THE BAPTIST TEMPLE, BROAD AND BERK STS., PHILADELPHIA,

INTRODUCTION BY DR. CONWELL.

I THE text with which we greet the great teacher and prophet, Abdul-Baha Abbas, is to be found in the second book of Romans and the eleventh verse, "There is no respect of persons with God."

Our own people know well the history of Abdul-Baha; visitors are here who already know him; hence there is no necessity of any further introduction. We wish to hear of the efforts of those who have gone before him, and of his own splendid efforts in bringing about the unity of all mankind. I therefore give the time entirely to our friend, and the friend of humanity everywhere, Abdul-Baha Abbas of Persia; more recently of Palestine.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA.

I have the utmost pleasure this evening in being present. Truly this is an assembly gathered together in the utmost condition of spiritually. I perceive the fragrance of spiritual susceptibilities of the Kingdom among you—devotion to God, sincere intention and spiritually. Glad Tidings!

From the beginning of the creation of Adam up to our day, there have been in the world of humanity two pathways,—one the natural or materialistic pathway, the other the religious pathway.

The pathway of nature is the pathway of the animal realm. The animal acts in accordance with the requirements of nature;—it can do whatsoever it may desire. Whatevsoever its proclivities may be, it can gratify them;—it is a captive of nature. The animal cannot deviate one hair's breadth from the natural pathway. It is utterly minus spiritual susceptibilities, it is utterly ignorant of the Divine Religion, it is utterly uninformed of the Kingdom of God. The animal has no part in the power of ideation or conscious intelligence; it is a captive of sense perceptions; deprived of that which is beyond the plane of the senses. That which the eye of the animal sees, the ear hears, the nostrils sense and the taste detects,—that which it can feel by the sense of touch;—these are the five senses to which the animal is captive and subject. The result of these sensations are acceptable to him. But that which is beyond the sensibilities, that which is from the conscious pathway to the Kingdom of God, the spiritual susceptibilities, the Divine Religion,—of these the animal is completely unaware, for the animal is utterly a captive of nature.

One of the strangest things witnessed is that the materialists are proud of their natural proclivities. They state, that which is sensible or tangible is worthy of credence, but that which is not within the realm of the sense perceptions is unreasonable. By their own statements they are captives of the senses. Of the spiritual world they are uninformed: of the Divine Kingdom they are unaware; of the Divine bestowal they are unconscious. If this be a virtue, the animal has attained to a superlative degree, for the animal is absolutely unaware of and not at all in touch with the spiritual realm. The animal, too, would totally deny the existence of that which is beyond the senses. If we grant that to be subject to the senses is a virtue, then the animal is the most virtuous, for the animal is entirely bereft of that which lies beyond, entirely uninformed of the Kingdom of God, whereas God has deposited within in the human creature a colossus of power whereby he can rule the world of nature.

Consider how all the phenomenal beings are captives of nature! This tremendous sun, the center of our solar system, is a captive of nature. These immense stars and planets, the great mountains, this globe—the earth, the mineral, the vegetable and all other kingdoms beneath the human are captives of nature, except man. Other phenomenal beings cannot deviate one hair's breadth from natural law. The sun with all its glory and greatness, millions of miles from this earth of ours, cannot deviate in the least degree from the law of nature; it cannot wander one inch from its orbit; it is a captive of the materialistic law of nature. But man is the ruler of nature.

Consider: According to the law of nature man should remain upon the earth. But man transcends this law and soars aloft in airships, dives in submarines and sails upon the surface of the ocean. Man has been able to harness the tremendous energy of electricity and imprison
it in a small lamp. He can communicate from the East to the West in a moment. He is able to confine the voice in the phonograph. He is a dweller upon the earth, yet he penetrates the mysteries of the distant stars. He discovers the realities latent within the bosom of the earth, uncovers treasures and reveals secrets and mysteries of the phenomenal world, which, according to nature, should be the unfathomable and latent secrets. According to natural law they should remain hidden, but man through an ideal, invisible power can discover these realities and bring them forth from the invisible plane to the visible. This is contrary to nature's law.

Therefore it becomes evident that man is ruler over the province of nature. Nature is not advancing whereas man is progressing. Nature has no consciousness whereas man is endowed with it. Nature has no volition, it does things perforce whereas man possesses volition. Nature is incapable of discovering mysteries or realities whereas man is empowered to do so. Nature is not in touch with the realm of God whereas man is in tune there with. Nature is uninformed of God but man is conscious of God. Man can acquire virtues whereas nature is bereft of them. Man can voluntarily discontinue vices whereas nature cannot. It is evident that man is more noble, superior to nature there in him there is ideal power surpassing nature.

Man has consciousness and volition whereas nature is devoid; man is endowed with memory which nature lacks; man is endowed with the power of intelligence whereas nature is bereft; man is empowered with ideal attributes, and virtues whereof nature is utterly deprived. Hence man is nobler than nature because of the ideal force latent and manifest in him.

How strange then it seems that man, notwithstanding his endowment with these ideal powers, will descend to a level beneath him and adore that which is very inferior to his station. God has created such a holy spirit within him that he is the most noble of all contingent beings. In ignoring these virtues he becomes a captive of matter, considers matter as a god and denies that which lies beyond the natural plane. Is this virtue? This in its fullest truth is animalistic, for the animal realizes nothing but the natural. In fact the animal is the greater philosopher because it is utterly ignorant of the Kingdom of God, possesses no spiritual susceptibilities and is uninformed of the Heavenly World. In short, this is the pathway of nature.

The second pathway is that of religion, which is the pathway of the Divine realm. It involves the acquisition of praiseworthy attributes in the world of humanity, heavenly radiance and commendable actions. This pathway is conducive to the progress and uplift of the world. It is the source of the illumination of the world of humanity; the cause of human training and ethical improvement. It is the magnet which attracts the love of God, because of the knowledge of God it bestows. This is the foundation of the Holy Manifestations of God, for they are in reality the foundation of the Divine Religion of Oneness. There is no change or transformation in this pathway. It is the cause of human betterment, the acquisition of heavenly virtues, and illumination of human kind.

But alas! that humanity is submerged so utterly in imitations, although the Reality of Divine Religion is ever the same. Most regrettable is it that superstitions have obscured the Reality, so that the world has become darkened and the illumination of Religion is not apparent. This darkness is conducive to differences because dogmas and rites are various and have become the cause of discord between the religious systems whereas Religion is for the unification of mankind. Religion is the cause of love amongst men, the cause of amity, the cause of the acquisition of praiseworthy qualities, but people have become submerged in the sea of imitation, and holding to these counterfeits, are utterly negligent of the Reality which unifies and are bereft of the radiance of Religion. They are holding to superstitions which are a heritage from their fathers and ancestors. To the extent that these imitations have caused darkness, they have taken away the light of Religion. That which was meant to be conducive of life has become conducive of death; that which was an evidence of knowledge has become a proof of ignorance; that which was a factor in the sublimity of human nature has proved to be a cause of its degradation. Therefore the realm of the religionist has gradually disappeared and become darkened and the world of the materialist has daily advanced. For that which the former held to was no other than counterfeits or imitation, while holiness and sacred Reality of Religion was neglected and discarded.

[Continued on page 108]
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 2, 1914)

"I AM WAITING, I AM PATIENTLY WAITING"

Friends, the time is coming when I shall be no longer with you. I have done all that could be done. I have served the Cause of Baha’olallah to the utmost of my ability. I have labored night and day all the years of my life.

O how I long to see the believers shouldering the responsibilities of the Cause! This is the time of the proclamation of the Kingdom of Abha! This is the hour of Union and Accord! This is the day of the spiritual harmony of the friends of God! All the resources of my physical strength are exhausted and the spirit of my life is the news of the Unity of the people of Baha. I am straining my ears toward the East and toward the West, toward the North and toward the South, perchance I might hear the songs of love and good-fellowship raised from the meetings of the believers. My days are numbered, and save this there is no joy left for me.

O how I yearn to see the friends united like unto a strand of shining pearls like the brilliant Pleiades, like the rays of the sun and the gazelles of one meadow! The nightingale of significance is singing for them; will they not listen? The bird of paradise is warbling; will they not heed? The Angel of the Kingdom of Abha is calling to them; will they not hearken? The Messenger of the Covenant is pleading; will they not obey?

Ah me! I am waiting, waiting to hear the glad news that the believers are the embodiment of sincerity and loyalty, that they are the incarnation of love and amity and the visible symbols of unity and concord! Will they not rejoice my heart? Will they not satisfy my cravings? Will they not comply with my request? Will they not fulfill my anticipations? Will they not answer my call?

I am waiting. I am patiently waiting!

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS
When the sun sets, it is the time for bats to fly. They soar because they are birds of the night. As the light of Religion became darkened, the materialistic birds began to fly. They are the bats of night. As the sun of religion sets it is their time for activity. The world has been darkened and clouds have spread over it.

His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH has appeared from the eastern horizon. Like unto a sun He has come into the world. He has reflected the Reality of Divine Religion and dispelled the darkness of imitation, He has laid down the foundation for new Teachings, and thereby resuscitated the earth.

INVESTIGATION OF REALITY.

The first teaching of BAHA'O'LLAH is the investigation of Reality. Man must investigate Reality himself, forsaking imitation. As the nations of the world are pursuing certain imitations, and imitations are various, the differences have been productive of strife and warfare. So long as these imitations remain, the oneness of the world of humanity is impossible. Therefore we must investigate the Reality in order that through Its Light this darkness may be dispelled. For Reality is One Reality. It does not accept multiplicity or division. If all the nations of the world investigate Reality, they will agree and become united.

Many people and sects in Persia have investigated the Reality. They have become united and agreed and now live in a state of utmost unity and accord, agreement and love; there is no longer the least trace of strife or disagreement amongst them.

Consider! The Jews were expecting the appearance of the Messiah, looking forward to it with heart and soul. But because they were submerged in imitation, they did not believe in His Holiness Jesus Christ when He appeared, and finally arose against Him, even to the point of persecution. Had they investigated Reality, they would have accepted their promised Messiah. These blind imitations fill the world with darkness, cause warfare and become the cause of rancor and hatred. Therefore we must investigate Reality in order to extricate ourselves from all these conditions. Thus may our faces become illumined and may we find the pathway to the Kingdom of God.

UNITY OF MANKIND.

The second teaching of BAHA'O'LLAH concerns the unity of mankind. All mankind is one family and all are the servants of God. God has created all; all are the children of God; God provides for all; God rears and nurtures all; God is kind to all. Why should we be unkind? This is the policy of God, the lights of which have shown up the whole world; His sun is shining upon all; His clouds send down rain upon all; His breezes refresh all. Therefore it becomes evident that human kind without exception is sheltered beneath His protection. At most some are imperfect, they must be perfected; some are ignorant, they must be taught; some are ill, they must be treated; some are asleep, they must be awakened. The child must not be oppressed because he is a child, he must be educated; the patient must not be neglected because he is sick, may rather one must entertain compassion for him, he must be healed. This makes it evident that the animosity which exists between the religious systems must be dispelled, and conditions of love and amity be entertained by them all.

RELIGION THE CAUSE OF PEACE.

The third teaching of BAHA'O'LLAH is that Religion must be the cause of amity, the cause of unification and the nearness of God to man. Religion must be the cause of animosity and warfare, then surely non-religion is better than religion, and an irreligious man is better than one who is religious. Nay, on the contrary Religion must be the cause of love, a bond to unify all humanity, a message from God.

RELIGION AND SCIENCE MUST AGREE.

The fourth teaching of BAHA'O'LLAH is that Religion must correspond with science. For God has endowed man with mind or reason whereby he is required to determine the verity of propositions. If religious questions be contrary to the standards of science, they are no other than pure superstition and imagination. For the opposite of knowledge is ignorance. Unquestionably religion must agree with science. It must be reasonable in order that it may instil man with confidence. If a question be contrary to reason and science, it is impossible for man to attain confidence; he will always be vacillating.

Everything that nurtures prejudice, whether that prejudice be religious, sectarian, patriotic or political, is a destroyer of the firm foundation of humanity. Prejudice is the destroyer of human happiness, no matter what form it
assumes. Until existing prejudices pass away it is impossible for the world of humanity to advance. Everywhere we witness religious, racial, sectarian, patriotic or political bias and partisanship.

For six thousand years the world of humanity has been restless and the cause of its restlessness is prejudice. As long as prejudice remains, warfare will continue, animosity and hatred will prevail. Therefore if we seek to establish peace we must cast aside all these prejudices for otherwise it is impossible to find agreement and composure.

**ECONOMIC READJUSTMENT.**

Fifth: Among the teachings of Baha’u’llah are principles which concern the readjustment of livelihood, that is to say, certain regulations are revealed which insure the welfare and well being of all humanity. Just as the rich man enjoys his rest and his pleasures surrounded by luxuries, the poor man must likewise have a home, be provided with sustenance, and not be in want. In order that all human kind may be at ease, the readjustment of the economical situation is necessary and of the utmost importance; until this is effected happiness is impossible.

**EQUALIZATION OF RIGHTS.**

Sixth: The equalization of rights. All are equal in the estimation of God; their rights are one and there is no distinction for any soul; all are protected beneath the justice of God.

**EDUCATION OF ALL.**

Seventh: The same education of all mankind is a necessity. All the standards of education in schools must be the same, that is to say the same curriculum should be followed and the basis of ethics should be one.

**A UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE.**

Eighth: The oneness of language, namely that a universal language shall be adopted which shall be taught by all the schools and academies of the world. A committee appointed by national bodies of learning shall elect a suitable language to be used as a means of international communication, and that language shall be taught in all the schools of the world in order that everyone shall need but two languages, his national tongue and the universal language. All will acquire the international language. This is one of the great factors in the unification of man.

**EQUALITY OF MEN AND WOMEN.**

Among the principles of Baha’u’llah is one which concerns the equality of men and women;—that men and women are all the progeny of Adam. For female and the male gender are not particularized to humanity. Gender also exists in the vegetable and animal kingdoms, but without distinction or preference. Consider that in the vegetable kingdom there is no preference whatsoever between male and female; there is complete equality. Likewise in the animal kingdom, between male and the female there is no preference whatever; all are beneath the protection of God. Man is the noblest of creatures. Is it becoming that he should observe such distinction? unquestionably it is not. The lack of progress and development by women has been due to the lack of equal education. If women had been educated equally with men, there is no doubt that they would be the peers of men, and that the capacities of the men would be acquired by them. The happiness of mankind will be realized when women advance equally with men. Then will it be complete.

**PROTECTION OF THE HOLY SPIRIT.**

The ninth principle which He set forth is that the world of humanity cannot truly advance through mere physical powers and intellectual attainments. Nay rather, in order that the world may really and wonderfully advance, the protection of the Holy Spirit is needed; the Divine Father must assist the human world to attain maturity. The human body is in need of material force, but the spirit has need of the Holy Spirit. Were it not for the protection of the Holy Spirit the human world would be extinguished. His Holiness Jesus Christ declared “Let the dead bury the dead.” This statement of His Holiness indicates “That which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit,” and it becomes manifest that the human spirit which is not protected beneath the Holy Spirit is dead. It is clear that the human spirit is in need of the resuscitation of the Holy Spirit, otherwise though materially advanced man cannot attain full and complete progress.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي في الصورة المقدمة.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص باللغة العربية.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
منهجية تحليل الأشكال الجغرافية

1. التحليل المفاهيمي:
   a. تعريف الأشكال الجغرافية
   b. دور الأشكال الجغرافية في البناء والتخطيط

2. التحليل النوعي:
   a. طبقات الأشكال الجغرافية
   b. دور الأشكال الجغرافية في التخطيط البلدي

3. التحليل النشطي:
   a. تأثير الأشكال الجغرافية على النشاطات البشرية
   b. دور الأشكال الجغرافية في تخطيط المناطق السكنية

4. التحليل التكنولوجي:
   a. استخدام التقنيات الاسترئائية
   b. تأثير الأشكال الجغرافية على تخطيط المناطق الصناعية

الإجابة:

الأشكال الجغرافية لها تأثير كبير على النشاطات البشرية والتنمية الاقتصادية. تُستخدم الأشكال الجغرافية لتطوير البناء والتخطيط في المواقع السكنية والصناعية. تساعد في تبسيط المواقع وتحقيق نتائج بناء في البناء والتجهيزات العمرانية.
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لا لروم في كروم

لا يعود بدني سلام

وعن شمس عصنع

في نافحة بديهية

كأنها سبيائل

وبمساعدة جلال

ثم أنانت لا

مثناها

وإن تتم

فإنها تجمع

هاجرة

فلنكن نشراً

أنا تفهم

على روح.

ـ نـ

أنا تفهم

على روح.
The nations of Europe are at war with each other as we go to press. This issue of the Star of the West has been compiled with that calamity in mind. The Editors

"THE 'MOST GREAT PEACE' SHALL COME"

PRAISE be to God that thou hast attained! . . . Thou hast come to see a prisoner and an exile . . . We desire but the good of the world and happiness of the nations; yet they deem us a stirrer up of strife and sedition worthy of bondage and banishment. . . . That all nations should become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men should be strengthened: that the diversity of religion should cease, and differences of race be annulled—what harm is there in this? Yet so it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the "Most Great Peace" shall come . . . Do not you in Europe need this also? Is not this that which Christ foretold? . . . Yet do we see your kings and rulers lavishing their treasures more freely on means for the destruction of the human race than on that which would conduce to the happiness of mankind. . . . These strifes and this bloodshed and discord must cease, and all men be as one kindred and one family. . . . Let not a man glory in this, that he loves his country; let him rather glory in this, that he loves his kind.

—BAHA’O’LLAH

Words spoken at Akka to Prof. E. G. Browne in 1890.
TIME TO ABOLISH WAR—THE BEGINNINGS OF WORLD UNITY

From the Chicago Daily News

While the present war is undoubtedly to be a great step preparatory to the downfall of imperialism and the end of world government, where each nation presumes to keep up an armed force wherewith to settle its disputes, the beginnings of real world government by law are taking place. One of the significant factors in laying the foundations of an intelligent parliament of men are Holland and the United States of America.

Since the Jay treaty of 1794, which introduced arbitration into the modern practice of nations, the United States has been a leader in the peaceful settlement of international differences. Since the meeting of the first peace conference at The Hague in 1899 Holland has been the center of international development.

By virtue of its position and its tradition the Dutch city of The Hague has become the unofficial capital of the new world order.

That new world order is that nations shall no more appeal to arms in their dealings one with another, but shall bring their case into law and settle it by reason.

The necessary corollary of this although out of respect for the high-mightiness of the nations it is not mentioned, is that nations shall cease the practice of keeping up each a huge army and navy.

It is the presence, the existence, of large armaments that was the cause of the European outbreak. The unwillingness of nations to abandon militarism and to agree upon legal arbitration is costing them untold lives and treasure.

Pride, militarism, autocracy and militarism are not more picturesque stupidity; they contain in them the seeds of the destruction of the world.

Through the efforts of Mr. Bryan twenty-one countries (July 24, 1914) have entered into treaties endorsing the peace principle.

While these treaties differ in minor details, they are all similar to the agreement between the United States and Holland.

The main thing in all the treaties mentioned is that the two nations in the compact agree "that all disputes between them, of every nature whatsoever," that the two nations in the compact agree "that all disputes between them, of every nature whatsoever," shall be "referred for investigation and report to a permanent international commission."

They agree not to begin hostilities until this mission has made its report.

That is the gist of the matter. No treaty is worth the paper it is written on unless all disputes are to be arbitrated.

So long as there is a loophole for questions of honor just so long will nations have an excuse to continue the abhorrent practice of militarism. Rulers of the world, you must get together and lay down your arms or you will perish by your own obstinacy.

The United States of the World is as necessary as a United States of America.

Only one will the intolerable burden of military preparedness be lifted from the backs of the world's workers.

That is the menace of Armageddon, brought on by chaotistic madness, be removed.

No permanent peace is possible by preponderance of arms and the United States of America.

ics is laying the foundation of the new programme, The Federation of the World.

This brings up another point: What is the present European war all about?

You know the alleged cause—that Austria declares Servia should be punished for fostering the move ment to dismember Austria-Hungary.

A deeper cause is the ancient race hate between German and Slav. War is collective hate.

A reason still deeper and more real is the fact that millions of men are kept under arms, drilled, imprisoned with notions of military glory and hence welcoming any war as an outlet for their enthusiasm and an opportunity for advancement.

The greatest cause for war is military preparedness. When a nation spends millions of dollars for fire-works sooner or later they want to see them fired off.

When 500,000 young men have been practicing with guns for years, by and by they want to dirty their hands and body.

That is about all there is to it. Europe's method of keeping the peace—by maintaining enormous armaments—is the most towering folly that the minds of crazy men can conceive.

The plain, simple, sensible thing for Europe to do is to federate—to form a union somewhat on the order of the United States of America. Then each nation might attend to its own affairs and all international disputes could be adjusted by a European tribunal. At the disposal of this tribunal, to enforce its decrees should be one army and one navy.

War between one European state and another, as between Austria and Servia, should be as impossible as war between Ohio and Indiana.

The old theory of entire national independence has broken down. Nations are mutually dependent. What injures one injures the other. One's loss is no more the other's gain.

A general European war would mean inconceivable ruin. It would destroy the works of men that have been slowly perfecting for years. It would be to Europe what the earthquakes and fire were to San Francisco. It would be pure destruction.

Perhaps it will take a hideous universal conflict for the nations to see this. When they have wasted their substance and decimated their population and stand bleeding, bankrupt and beggared, then may be restored to their right minds.

Perhaps then they may see that national vanity and touchiness, truculence and war preparedness are as terribly destructive and phobic in a state as vanity, bullying and boasting are vicious in a boy.

Possibly when they have had their fight out and are prostrate from their insane anger they may be willing to look across the sea to these mighty states bounding forward in that prosperity that is the fruit of co-operation.

Nations learn slowly and oftentimes at a dear price. And it may take the inescapable horror of a vast European cataclysm to teach the states of the old world how vain and how unworkable is the worst idea of rival empires safeguarded by armed forces, and how practical is the idea of federation secured by law.

And it may be that in the mysterious mind of destiny this dread have has been designed to be the means of bringing about the United States of Europe.

FRANK CRANE.
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless struggles, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BABA’O’LLAH.
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UNIVERSAL PEACE

QUESTIONS asked of and answers given by Abdul-Baha Abbas

From the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 11-14, 1914.

QUESTION: "What is the greatest need of the world of humanity?"

Answer: "Today in the world of humanity the most important matter is the question of Universal Peace. The realization of this principle is the crying need of the time. People have become restive and discontented. The political world of every civilized nation has become a vast arena for the exhibition of militarism and the display of martial spirit. The minds of the statesmen and Cabinet Ministers of every government are chiefly occupied with the question of war, and the council chambers are resonating with the call to war. Self-interest is at the bottom of every war. Greed, commerce, exploitation, the pushing further of the boundaries of the kingdom, colonization, the preservation of the treaty rights, the safeguarding of the lives and interests of the citizens, are a few of the pretexts of going into war. And it has been proven by experience that the results of war are ruinous, both to the conquerors and the conquered. Countries are laid waste, public property trampled under foot, commerce is paralyzed, fields crimsoned with innocent blood, and the progress of the world retarded. How can a person rectify a wrong by committing a greater wrong?—shedding the blood of his brothers? The major part of the revenue of every country is expended over military preparations, infernal engines, the filling of arsenals with powder and shot, the construction of rapid-firing guns, the building of fortifications and soldiers' barracks and the annual maintenance of the army and navy, from the peasants upward every class of society is heavily taxed to feed this insatiable monster of war. The poor people have wrested from them all that they make with the sweat of their brows and the labor of their hands.

"In reality war is continuous. The moral effect of the expenditures of these colossal sums of money for military purposes is just as deteriorating as the actual war and its train of dreadful carnage and horrors. The ideal and floral forces of the contending parties become barbaric and bestial, the spiritual powers are stunted and the laws of divine civilization are disregarded. Such a financial drain ossifies the veins and muscles of the body-politic, and congeals the delicate sensibilities of the spirit.

"There is not the least doubt that the nation or the government which puts forward an extraordinary effort in the promotion of Universal Peace, will be encircled with Divine Confirmations, and will be the object of honor and respect among all the inhabitants of the earth. Such an action will become conducive to the prosperity and well-being of mankind. Concerning this question of Universal Peace, fifty years ago His Holiness BABA’O’LLAH wrote to all the Sovereigns and Monarchs of the world, explaining in detail the benefits of peace and the evils of bloodshed. Among other things He hath said: 'Originally mankind was one family, united and compact; later the members of this happy family were divided and subdivided through ignorance and prejudice. Now the time has come again for their final unification. Universal Peace will bring about this long-wished-for consummation.'

"Once the Parliament of Man is established and its constituent parts organized, the governments of the world having entered into a covenant of eternal friendship will have no need of keeping large standing armies and navies. A few battalions to preserve internal order, and an International Police to keep the highways of the seas clear, are all that will be necessary. Then these huge sums will be diverted to other more useful channels, pauperism will disappear, knowledge will increase, the victories of Peace will be sung by poets.
and bards, knowledge will improve the conditions and mankind will be rocked in the cradle of felicity and bliss. Then, whether a government is constitutional or republican, hereditary monarchy or democratic, the rulers will devote their time to the prosperity of their nations, the legislation of just and sane laws and the fostering of closer and more amicable relations with their neighbors—thus will the world of humanity become a mirror reflecting the virtues and attributes of the Kingdom of God.

**Question:** "What is your opinion concerning disarmament?"

**Answer:** "By a general agreement all the governments of the world must disarm simultaneously and at the same time. It will not do if one lays down the arms and the other refuses to do so. The nations of the world must concur with each other concerning this supremely important subject, thus they may abandon together the deadly weapons of human slaughter. As long as one nation increases her military and naval budget, another nation will be forced into this crazed competition through her natural and supposed interests. For example, Germany has uneasingly added to a vast sum for the maintenance of her army; this alarms the French statesmen and volatile patriots, and affects the calm and steady nerves of the Britishers across the channel. Immediately there will be rumors of war; German aggression, German ambition, the yellow journals write scaring editorials, jingoism becomes the topic of the capitals and the air will be filled with suspicions. Someone will see, for the purpose of expediency, a German dirigible flying over French fortifications or English forts, making observations, whereupon a hue and a cry will be raised from every quarter of the country, and thus there will be a corresponding increase in the estimates of the Minister of War for the defense of our homes and our hearths, our women and our sweet-hearts, from the attacks of strangers! The same argument is resorted to when the French nation adds one or two years to her military conscription, and the English Imperialists emphasize in public meetings the doctrine of the 'double standard power.' Now as long as Germany continues in her own military perfection, the French will walk in her footsteps, trying at every turn to increase their own war ammunition, to be prepared for any national crisis or sudden attack. Hence, it seems, the only solution lies in the fact of universal disarmament on the part of the nations.

"When we speak of Universal Peace, we mean that all the governments must change their fleets of battleships and dreadnoughts to a mighty fleet of merchant marine, plying the oceans of the world, uniting the distant shores and interweaving the commercial, intellectual and moral forces of mankind. But should England alone transform the character of her warships, she would be at the mercy of her enemies and would remain powerless and defenseless. The British Isles would unquestionably be threatened by a powerful invading, well-disciplined host. Hence, aside from any national prowess, the English people would be pushed into this wretching whirlpool of military and naval expenditures, and would be struggling to keep their heads above the seething water all around them, which, unless calmed down, would drown all of them, irrespective of any nationality.

"Once a person met his friend in the street, and after the exchange of courtesies, gave him a hard blow in the face. ‘Why dost thou do this?’ ‘Blow! Thou not read in the Gospel wherein Christ says—Whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other also!’ Now according to this admonition, let me smite thee on thy left cheek also.’ The man submitted to the second blow quite willingly, and they parted. Next day, they met each other again, and the man received two more blows on his cheeks without any evident murmur. They met the third day, and he was going to inflict upon him the same blows. ‘Wait a minute, my friend. I am not the only person in the world to live according to the Teaching of Christ. Thou also art one. I have obeyed Him two days, and the next two days will be thy turn.’ With these words, he smote the man on his cheek, and asked him to ‘turn the other also.’

"Now the question of disarmament must be put into practice by all the nations and not only by one or two. Consequently the advocates of Peace must strive day and night, so that the individuals of every country may become peace-loving, public opinion may gain a strong and permanent footing, and day by day the army of International Peace be increased, complete disarmament be realized and the Flag of Universal Conciliation be waving on the summit of the mountains of the earth."

**Question:** "How can Universal Peace be realized?"

**Answer:** "The ideals of Peace must be nurtured and spread among the inhabitants of the world; they must be instructed in the
WHAT is the objective point of the Bahais?

Abdul-Baha answered: “In the world of humanity, every person is stimulated by a certain objective point. The objective point of a soul is the acquirement of wealth. He concentrates all his ambition around the actualization of this cherished hope. The objective point of another soul is to attain the highest official position. He strives day and night to gain the confidence of the public and the administrative authorities, so that they may promote him, through his merit, to the position of honor and fame among his fellow-men. The objective point of a third person is the acquisition of science and art. He spends all his energy and force in this direction. The objective point of a fourth soul is to satisfy his selfish appetites and lust. He thinks of no other things save those elements which might contribute to the gratification of his animal propensities. But the objective point of the Bahais is to promote the Principles of Bahá’u’lláh, to unfurl the Flag of Divine Brotherhood, to serve the cause of Universal Peace, to spiritualize mankind through the Breaths of the Holy Spirit, and to establish the kingdom of justice, love and mercy in the hearts of the people of the world. This is the objective point of the Bahais. Dost thou think it is worthy of emulation? In comparison to this, all the other objective points are trivial and unworthy of one’s devotion. We must live in such a manner as to merit the attainment of this Most Great Bestowal! This is our glory! This is our comfort! This is the sublimity of our effort!
This is our highest desire! Supposing that we might become the real Kings of this world, and all our hopes and wishes be realized, but not be confirmed in the spreading of the Cause—great regret would be facing us. And though we might be enabled to enjoy the rare delicacies of wealth and the refined privileges of education, and be not assisted in the service of the Holy Threshold, then manifest loss would stare into our eyes, everlasting remorse would encircle us, spiritual deprivation would be our share and harrowing grief would follow us. But if we arise in the diffusion of the Fragrances of the Paradise of Abha, and lack all the means of material comfort, eternal benediction will be vouchsafed, heavenly exaltation will be granted and divine beatitude will be bestowed."

"Does material pursuit prevent spiritual progress?"

Abdul-Baha said: "Material affairs are of two kinds. The first kind are those concerns that have no direct relation to life. They contribute toward luxury, effeminacy, indolence and voluptuousness. Indulgence in these things makes one negligent of God and stifles all traces of spirituality. The other kind are those affairs which contribute toward the maintenance of livelihood, adding to the comfort, happiness and progress of the human family. Spiritual powers come always to the assistance of such affairs, they increase the moral insight and responsibility of man and add to his awareness and mindfulness."

"What does Abdul-Baha expect us to do?"

Abdul-Baha answered: "I hope that whoever hears your words, sees your deeds and beholds your manners and behaviour, may declare that these people are real Bahais—the incarnations of love and amity. I have traveled far and wide, visited many countries, accepted many hardships and foreborne many difficulties, in order that the souls may rise in service and dedicate their rest, their possessions, their wealth and their lives to the Cause of God. I desire that they may be drawn near unto God, and this is made possible through the promulgation of the Religion of God. The Blessed Perfection sacrificed His country, His household, His wealth, His glory, His affluence and even His Life for the progress of the Cause of God. If He so renounced everything, so that the heaven of the divine Faith be upheld, then the duty of the believers is plain. I will pray in their behalf and supplicate for them the Confirmations of Baha'u'llah; thus just as the rays of the sun pour upon all the contingent beings, likewise the Effulgences of the Sun of Reality may so interpenetrate every fiber of their beings that each one of them may become like unto a fruitful tree. Now is the dawn of the morn of Truth. Those who live in the depths of the dark ravines and deep valleys do not see the first glimpses of the rising, glorious sun. Hence they cry out: We do not see the sunshine; we do not feel its warmth. But when the sun ascends to the zenith of the heavens, and stands at the meridian, then the valleys and ravines will be flooded with sunshine and even the blind will feel its heat."

"What is the condition of faith?"

The Beloved One answered: "The condition of Faith requires that man ascend to and abide in the station of sacrifice. Without this attainment, ones faith is not perfect. The believers must soar toward the summit of self-sacrifice. Peruse the history of past Dispensations. All those sanctified souls who attained to the station of renunciation and reached the highest station of glory, are those who gave up their material joy, physical pleasures, comfort, rest and even life for the sake of Truth. These conditions of Faith the believers of Persia embodied in their lives. They were subjected to the utmost ignominy, oppression, imprisonment, their possessions were pillaged and many of them were martyred. Their faith was so firm that none of these tragic vicissitudes moved them. With the utmost ecstacy they renounced their possessions and sacrificed their lives. Nothing dismayed them. This is the condition of faith. When man has attained to this supreme station, then indeed his faith will be like the splendor of the Sun of Reality; it will be an emanation of the spirit of Divinity, and an effulgence of the luminary of Deity. You pray and I will pray also, so that we may all attain to this sublime height of faith—thus universal results may issue therefrom."

OUR PERSIAN SECTION this issue contains: (1) The great danger of the future; (2) the necessity of firmness during the tests; (3) the duties of women; (4) Tablet from Paris; (5) Renewal of Religion is natural, therefore in accord with Divine wisdom; (6) letter from the friends; (7) utterances regarding the education of children; (8) letter from the Spiritual Assembly of Haifa; (9) announcement regarding the printing of the blessed writing; (10) the war of the world; (11) the remedy for this disease.
"WORK FOR THE SAKE OF GOD AND FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF HUMANITY"
Words of Abdul-Baha to Wm. Jennings Bryan in 1912
From the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 13, 1914.

WHILE Abdul-Baha was journeying toward California in 1912, he stopped one day at Lincoln, Nebraska, and called at the home of William J. Bryan, situated just outside of that town. Mr. Bryan was at the time campaigning in some part of the States, but Abdul-Baha was graciously received by his charming wife and talented daughter. In the light of recent events, a translation of Abdul-Baha's talk (informal), which I took down while he spoke, may have more than an historical interest to his friends and to our friends:

"I have come especially to Lincoln to repay the visit you made to me during your trip around the world. At that time I was much grieved because on your second visit to Acca you were prevented from coming to see me by the surveillance of the guards. Those were difficult and troublesome days indeed! As it was impossible then to meet you, I was longing and praying for a greater opportunity and a better chance.

Consider the power of His Holiness Baha'u'llah! I was a prisoner, and no one would ever have thought that I would be allowed to leave, for one moment, the fortified town of Acca! But God took the chain from my neck and put it around the neck of Abdul Hamid. He is now surrounded with far worse sufferings than those with which he surrounded me. I did not feel the pain of his fiendish persecutions, because I possessed the glad-tidings of the Kingdom, but he is afflicted with the pangs of regret and remorse as the result of his evil days. These dark days have come upon him as the consequence of his darker days of tyranny and oppression.

"No one then could ever predict that a day would come when I would travel throughout the United States, and more particularly visit in your hospitable home. From the day that I landed in America I have been anticipating meeting Mr. Bryan and you. I am very sorry that he is not here, but, praise be to God, you are his noble and worthy representative.

"I love this country with an exceeding love, for its inhabitants are a noble people and its government is fair and just. Its citizens are enjoying the greatest amount of political and civic freedom. In reality every soul is a real sovereign and delights in the fruit of his hard-won liberty. No one is harassed by secret fears, and expresses his thoughts freely and with no compunction. The sphere of the minds is made radiant with dazzling ideals, and the circle for the discussion of progressive and advanced problems of the age is as large as heaven. Consequently I hope that this illustrious democracy may become confirmed in the establishment of Universal Peace, and Mr. Bryan may become the standard-bearer of the invulnerable army of International Arbitration. I am very hopeful that he may fulfill my expectation, because the greatest principle of His Holiness Baha'u'llah is Universal Peace. He wrote about it in wonderful epistles to the governments of the world, urging them to come forward and lay the foundation of International Conciliation among the religions, nations and races.

"America has demonstrated great organizing capacity in this direction, and I trust Mr. Bryan will exert his utmost influence, so that the basis of the palace of Universal Peace may be firmly secured, and that through his wise and deliberate effort this sun may dawn from the horizon of the United States.

"In short, convey to your respected husband my love and warm greeting, and say to him on my behalf: 'I called at your home and received a hearty welcome from your noble wife and daughter. I hope that before my return to the East I may have the pleasure of meeting you. However, under all circumstances I shall never forget our meeting in Acca, and ever pray that you may become assisted in the accomplishment of such service as to cause you to shine like a brilliant star from the horizon of everlasting glory forever and ever. Your aims and intentions are honorable, and their full realization conducive to the public weal. In all your undertakings you have been aided by God in the past, and will be similarly reinforced in the future. If the wide scope of their results are not quite manifest now, they will become evident afterward. Work for the sake of God and for the improvement of humanity without any expectation of praise and reward. His Holiness Christ was not appreciated in His lifetime. The magnitude of His character and the sublimity of His teachings were duly recognized long after...

[Continued on page 122]
O thou Star of the West! Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shall spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) ABBUL-BAHA ASSAL

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

[Revealed in 1913]


He is God!

O thou esteemed and kind friend!

After journeying throughout the United States of America, and the great capitals and metropolis of Europe, I have returned to the East. With the results of this journey I am most pleased and well satisfied—because I met noble people and associated with worthy souls, who are in reality the cause of honour and glory to the world of humanity. They were learned and wise, well-informed of the realities of events and the well-wishers of the human world, especially the advocates of universal peace.

In these days the world of humanity is afflicted with a chronic disease. It is one of bloodshed, the destruction of the divine edifice, the demolition of cities and villages, the slaughter of the noble youths of the world of humanity, children becoming orphans and women homeless and shelterless. What calamity is greater than this? What crime is more heinous than this? What disease is more dangerous than this? What folly is more direful than this?

Consider that in former days there were only religious wars, but now there are racial and political wars fought at staggering expense and sacrifice. A thousand times alas for this ignorance, this bloodthirstiness and ferocity! I became pleased with and grateful to the societies which are organized in the West for the promotion of universal peace, and with whose presidents, officers and members I frequently conversed. I hope that the sphere of the activities of these societies may become from day to day enlarged; so that the lights of the higher ideals may illumine all regions, the oneness of the world of humanity be proclaimed in the East and in the West, and the world of humanity may attain to composure and well-being. These revered souls who are the servants of the world of humanity and the promoters of the cause of universal peace shall ere long shine like brilliant stars from the horizon of mankind, flooding the regions with their glorious lights.

In the past century freedom was proclaimed, and the foundation of liberty was laid in all the western countries. Praise be to God that the sun of justice shone forth and the darkness of despotism and tyranny disappeared.

Now in this radiant century in which the world of humanity is being matured it is assured that the Flag of Universal Peace shall become unfurled and shall wave over all regions of the globe. This is the most great principle of Baha'ullah, for the promotion of which all the Bahais are ready to sacrifice their possessions and their lives.

Notwithstanding my bodily weakness and infirmity, I have traveled East and West for the last three years. In every temple I cried out and before every audience I raised my voice for the enlistment of their sympathy.
declared the evils of war, and explained the
benefits of Universal Peace. I elucidated
the causes which lead to the honor and glory of
the world of humanity, and told them of the
fierceness and blood-thirstiness of the animal
kingdom. I showed the defects of the world
of nature and made an exposition of the means
whereby the illumination of the world of hu­
manity is fully realized. I unfolded and
caused the appearance of the foundation of the
divine religions, and proclaimed the teachings
of His Holiness Baha'llah. I demonstrated
the existence of God by irrefutable, rational
proofs, and proved the validity of all the
prophets of God. I gave utterance to my
inmost conviction that the reality of the reli­
gion of God is the cause of the life of the
world of humanity; it is divine civilization
and pure enlightenment.

The explanation of all these principles my
object has been no other than the promotion of
Universal Peace. Praise be to God that I found
hearing ears, observed seeing eyes, and discov­
ered informed hearts. Therefore, I am well
pleased with this journey.

But on the other hand the well-wishers of
the world of humanity and the advocates of
universal peace must make an extraordinary for­
ward movement, organize important interna­
tional congresses, and invite as delegates most
progressive and influential souls from all parts
of the world; so that through their wise counsels
and deliberations this ideal of Universal Peace
may leap out of the world of words into the
arena of actuality and practical demonstration.

It is true that this question is of paramount
importance, and will not be realized easily.
However, we must take hold of every means
until the desired result is obtained.

Fifty years ago whosoever talked about Uni­
versal Peace was not only ridiculed but called
a visionary and utopian. Now—praise be to
God!—that at this time it has assumed such im­
portance that everyone acknowledges that this
question of Universal Peace is the light and
spirit of this age. But they state that the path­
way to this much desired goal is obstructed by

---

**WAR SPEAKS**

*From the Atchison, Kan., Globe*

It was quiet after the rush of the day, a day devoted to marshaling bulletins from many
places into a somewhat coherent story of the preliminaries of the world's greatest war—if it
happens. And then the quiet is broken by stern tones, and there arose the great figure of
grim visaged War and said:

"I am War; to me men look for glory and lasting fame, and it is given. Mine are the
most thrilling parts of history, and song and verse and story pay tribute to my awful gran­
deur. Around the world the parks and plazas are marked by monuments and statues of the
men I have given their share of fame. But still other monuments are mine; my way is
marked by dead men's bones, by shattered hopes and broken homes and devastated fields and
fallen cities and wasted vineyards. Where I walk the green grass is trampled and silver
rills run red until rivers are also crimson. I am the Moloch which men worship, although I
feed upon their bravest and fairest. Men are my mainstay, young men in the flower of
strength preferred, and of the many offered I claim vast numbers for my own, and give back
others as maimed and broken creatures, old and helpless before their time. But men alone
are not enough; for them are the cold steel, the hurtling shells and shrapnel, the buzzing
bullets. But their women and children, even to babes unborn, must help bear the burden that
I bring. For these tender ones I spread want and disease and famine, and add the dull
despair born of suspense and anxiety for dear ones gone, perhaps forever. And yet I am
but a ghost, existing merely because men think I must, and not because man needs me in
working out his cherished plan."

A dream, of course, for war is no single creature to arise and tell the truth of him­
self, but the monstrous work of many men turned savage to make a mockery of the civiliza­
tion and justice of which we boast.
ness of the world of humanity be pitched, all mankind be gathered under its protecting shade, and the shining star of the eternal felicity and happiness of the world of humanity may dawn with the utmost of brilliancy from the horizon of international comity, and the luminous orb of the spiritual brotherhood of all races and tongues may illumine that united gathering of humanly with the ineffable lights of God throughout countless ages and cycles.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABRAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 19, 1913, Paris, France.

"WORK FOR THE SAKE OF GOD AND FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF HUMANITY"

[Continued from page 119]

TALK WITH A JEWISH RABBI

From the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 19, 1914.

This morning, Abdul-Baha went down stairs, and for nearly an hour he was walking in front of the hotel, watching the crowds of Jews who were selling cucumbers. Then a Jewish Rabbi, noted for his learning, called on him, and he invited him to come up and sit on the veranda. After a few preliminary questions about his own health and that of his relatives, Abdul-Baha asked him point-blank: "How long are you Jews going to wait for the coming of the Messiah? Day and night you are praying in your Synagogues to hasten His coming. Is He deaf that He does not hear your invocations? Do you imagine that His hands are tied? He came two thousand years ago, but you were then sound asleep and are yet afflicted with the same disease. Why do ye not open your eyes?"

The Rabbi replied: "The Christians claim that Jesus was the Son of God. Now if that was really so, would we have crucified Him?"

Then Abdul-Baha answered: "The title of sonship is first claimed by the Israelites. There are many references in the Old Testament as to their being the sons of God. In the Psalms the title of the Son is given to David. Nay, rather, if you read Exodus, Chapter 4, v. 16, Chapter 32, v. 1-23, Chapter 7, v. 1, you will realize that the appellation of 'God' is given to persons and things. In the Book of Job you will read also that 'there was a day when the sons of God came to present themselves before the Lord.' Now you who claim to be the sons of God and the first-born of Israel rose first in rebellion against God, Moses and Aaron. For we read in Numbers, Chapter 14, v. 2: 'And all the children of Israel murmured against Moses and against Aaron; and the whole congregation said unto them: Would God that we had died in the land of Egypt! or would God that we had died in this wilderness! and Wherefore hath the Lord brought us unto this land. . . .' Chapter 11, v. 4 and 5: 'And the children of Israel also wept again, and said: Who shall give us flesh to eat? We remember the fish, which we did eat in Egypt; the cucumbers, and the melons, and the leeks, and the onions and the garlic.' And when Moses and Aaron tried to remonstrate with you: 'All the congregation bade stone them with stones.' Moreover you cut to pieces Isaiah the prophet, and beheaded John the son of Zechariah. All these facts go far to show that you must not consider it an impossible thing for the Jews to crucify the Son of God." Then with warmth and eloquence he presented to him the irrefutable proofs concerning the validity of Christ, as he did in the Synagogues of America, and how divine education is essential for the progress of any nation. The Rabbi was dumbfounded, and could not say a word to contradict the arguments of Abdul-Baha.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي المكتوب بالخط العربي في الصورة.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>الجملة</th>
<th>السياق</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>أينما ذهبنا في العالم، عرفنا في حقيقة الأمر ما هو الفنون الحربية والعلوم السياسية.</td>
<td>مبادرة للحيلولا أحد مهماتها في مناهضته للفتنتين بين دولتين في إيعاد نظام الحكم في تلك المنطقة.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>يتميز الفريق الأول في العالم في مجال الهندسة الجيولوجية والطاقات العذبية.</td>
<td>استمرت المقابلات حول كيفية تحسين الوضع في البلاد ومن أمام العقبات التي واجهت الفريق في ذهابه إلى المواقع الجيولوجية.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نتيجة لذلك، لم يعد هناك أي خطر على الأمة.</td>
<td>تحسنت الوضع بشكل كبير في السنوات الأخيرة، صرح الأمين العام للمنظمة، حيث أنه لا توجد أي تهديدات ملموسة لسلامة البلاد.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*التعليمات:*
- تأكد من قراءة النص بشكل طبيعي.
- لا ت 添加不存在的词汇或成语.
- تأكد من صحة كل النصوص وفقاً لما يوحي من الصورة.
النص غير قابل للقراءة بشكل طبيعي. النص يحتوي على نصوص مخطئة أو غير واضحة. يرجى التحقق من الصورة وإعادة كتابة النص بشكل صحيح.
"DESTROY YE THE FABRIC OF STRIFE
AND WAR FROM THE FACE
OF THE EARTH!"

O ye heavenly ones!
Organize ye spiritual assemblies. Lay ye the foundation of union and concord in this world. Destroy ye the fabric of strife and war from the face of the earth. Construct ye the temple of harmony and agreement. Enkindle ye the light of the realm of the oneness of humanity. Open ye your eyes. Gaze and behold ye the Other World. The Kingdom of Peace, Salvation, Uprightness and Reconciliation is founded in the Invisible World, and it will by degrees become manifest and apparent through the power of the Word of God. I supplicate God that ye may become the army of that Kingdom, in order that, by the power of the Most Great Name, the friends of God may conquer the world through love, friendship and the strength of the Kingdom of Peace, the human race may become compassionate, and bloodshed and carnage be completely effaced from the universe.

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
When you enter a public meeting deliver this Message from Abdul-Baha:

O ye friends of God!

All the people of the world today are workmen of destruction or ruin. Everyone as though with an axe is striking at the root of the foundation of humanity. They hold in their hands great implements of warfare and destruction. Among the greatest is the axe of religious prejudices or sectarian bias, as well as that of racial bias; another implement of destruction is the axe of patriotic bias; another is the axe of political warfare; another implement of ruin is the persistent accumulation of commercial benefit or profit; another, the love of conquest of new domains, as is also the enmity, hatred and bigotry among the nations and tribes. These souls are entirely inadvertant to the relations of the Kingdom of God, deprived of the relations of Unity, and despaired of the Life Eternal. Although outwardly they may be extremely civilized, nevertheless they live in darkness.

Now, God has chosen you from among mankind, and has guided you to the Kingdom, has enlightened your hearts with the love of God, so that you may be the cause of guidance to these people, in order that you may become a cause of guidance to the world of humanity. He has appointed you as the builders of the edifice of true manhood. Consider with what a power of morals you must arise in order to withstand all vicissitudes. All these people, all these promoters as workers of warfare and ruin are spreading the deeds of hatred among nations. Now, consider with what a peace and concord you must go forth in order that you may be capable of overcoming the antagonistic forces.

It is my hope that you may prove yourselves to be the first servants of the realm of humanity, and the builders of the edifice of Divine Justice. That you may radiate the light of the Love of God to such an extent as to be able to remove entirely the gloom and darkness of hatred, bigotry and enmity from among humanity. Know all mankind of all nations, sects and tribes as your kith and kin. Consider not their deeds, but only God. Seek your reward from Him and not from them. Know the aged of all nations as your fathers, the juveniles as your brothers and the children as your own. No matter what lack of courtesy or what severe persecution or stern expressions of hate and unfathomable enmity you receive, you must have no excuse like the following: "So and so has spoken unkindly about me," "So and so has not done me justice,"—nay, rather you must have no excuse but live according to the Divine Teachings, whether humanity prove agreeable or disagreeable, whether humanity prove hateful or loving, whether it receives you or casts you out, so that perchance you may be assisted in hoisting the standard of peace and pitching the Tabernacle of Oneness and solidarity of the world of humanity—so that this temporal life may ultimate in the Life Everlasting, and this darkness of ignorance which has pervaded the whole world may be converted into the illumination of guidance. So that material man may become celestial, and the earthly souls become the heavenly souls; that the blind may become perceptive, the deaf attentive, the ignorant wise, the dead arise, so that, in fact, the Kingdom of God in the world of humanity may pitch its Canopy and its Tabernacle in the utmost glory."

―Abdul-Baha Abbas.
**STAR OF THE WEST**

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'U'LLAH.
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**"WHO HATH EARS TO HEAR, LET HIM HEAR!"**

St. Matt. XIII:24-30; 36-43.

A NOETHER parable put he forth unto them, saying. The kingdom of heaven is likened unto a man who sowed good seed in his field; but while men slept, his enemy came and sowed tares among the wheat, and went his way. But when the blade was sprung up, and brought forth fruit, then appeared the tares also.

So the servants of the household came and said unto him, Sir, didst thou sow good seed in thy field? from whence then hath it tares? He said unto them, An enemy hath done this. The servants said unto him, Wilt thou then that we go and gather them up?

But he said, Nay; lest while ye gather up the tares, ye root up also the wheat with them. Let both grow together until the harvest: and in the time of harvest I will say to the reapers, Gather ye together first the tares, and bind them in bundles to burn them: but gather the wheat into my barn. . . . .

Then Jesus sent the multitude away, and went into the house; and his disciples came unto him, saying, Declare unto us the parable of the tares of the field.

He answered and said unto them, He that soweth the good seed is the Son of man; the field is the world; the good seed are the children of the kingdom; but the tares are the children of the wicked one; the enemy that sowed them is the devil; the harvest is the end of the world; and the reapers are the angels.

As therefore the tares are gathered and burned in the fire; so shall it be in the end of this world. The Son of man shall send forth his angels and they shall gather out of his kingdom all things that offend, and them which do iniquity; and shall cast them into a furnace of fire: there shall be wailing and gnashing of teeth.

Then shall the righteous shine forth as the sun in the kingdom of their Father.

Who hath ears to hear, let him hear.

A T THIS hour the world stands appalled before the spectacle of millions of human beings in the throes of annihilation. It is called war. In reality, it is hell. Gunpowder is but another name for "fire and brimstone," and the battlefield but another name for perdition, where there is "wailing and gnashing of teeth."

Is it not the plague of "hailstones for rain, fire mingled with the hail ran along upon the ground" raging among mankind, foreshadowed in Egypt long ago?

Is it not that event foreseen by Christ quoted above: "The harvest"; "the end of the age?"—the bundles of tares (organizations—military and others) burning; a world-consuming fire removing "all things that offend?"

Is it not the "judgment" of the Adamic cycle?

All attempts at explanation and description of such a cataclysm are futile and inadequate. The parable of the tares covers the whole matter concisely and completely.

"Who hath ears to hear, let him hear!"

THE EDITORS.

**THE "MOST GREAT PEACE"**

"LET THIS STANDARD BE HOISTED IN THE WEST, AND MANY SHALL RESPOND TO THE CALL"

Address delivered by Abdul-Baha at Grace Methodist Episcopal Church, New York City, Sunday, May 12, 1912

WHEN we glance at history, we find that from the beginning up to the present day strife and warfare have prevailed among men. It has either been religious warfare, a warfare of races, or a war among the nations. All these wars have arisen from the ignorance of humanity, because of misunder-

standings, and through the lack of the education of human kind.

Let us first touch upon religious warfare. It is self-evident that the Divine Prophets have appeared for no other purpose than to establish love and unity among humanity, for they were the shepherds and not the wolves.

---
The shepherd comes forth to gather together his flock. He has not come to scatter his flock and to create strife among them. Every Divine Shepherd has gathered together a certain flock which formerly had been scattered. Among the Shepherds was His Holiness Moses. He assembled the various tribes of Israel and united them; afterward he took them over to the Holy Land. At a time when the Tribes of Israel were scattered and dispersed He was able to unite them, to assemble them together, and cause their development along degrees of human progress. By Him their degradation was transformed into glory, their poverty changed into wealth. Their vices were replaced by virtues until they reached a zenith that the Solomonic Sovereignty was made possible, and the fame of their glory reached the East and the West. Hence it is evident that His Holiness Moses was a Divine Shepherd for He united the scattered tribes of Israel and gathered them together.

When the Messianic Star dawned, He declared, "I shall gather together the scattered tribes or flocks of Moses." He not only united the flock of Israel, nay rather, He was confirmed in bringing together the Chaldeans, Egyptians, Syrians, Ancient Assyrians and Phoenicians. These people were in a state of the utmost rancor; they were thirsty for the blood of each other; attacking one another with the ferocity of animals. But His Holiness Jesus Christ united them, assembled and cemented them together, established a bond of love among them so that strife, rancor and warfare were banished. Therefore it is evident that the Divine religions are meant to create a bond of love among humanity, and to bind the people together for no other purpose than amity. Divine religion is not a cause for discord and disagreement. If religion be the cause of discord and difference, then no religion is preferable, for religion is meant to be life to the body politic. If it be the cause of death to humanity, then its non-existence is preferable. Therefore, in this day religion is to be sought, for religious teachings may well be likened to remedies. If a remedy be productive of worse symptoms, the lack or absence of the remedy is preferable.

At a time when the Arabian tribes and nomadic people were in the utmost state of division, thirsty for the blood of each other, living in the deserts under lawless conditions, strife rampant among them, not a single soul enjoying composure, no tribe at ease—at such a critical time Mohammed appeared. He gathered them together and reconciled them toward each other, united and caused them to agree, so that no strife and warfare remained. The Arabian nation immediately advanced until their sovereignty progressed and extended as far west as Spain and Andalusia. From these premises we may conclude that the foundation of the Divine religions is for peace and not for strife, warfare and shedding of blood. Inasmuch as the foundation of the religions of God is one Reality which is love and amity, these warfares and dissensions are caused by imitations which creep in afterwards. Religion is a Reality, and Reality is One. The fundamentals of the religions of God are one in Reality. There is no difference in the fundamentals. The difference is caused by the imitations which arise later, and inasmuch as imitations differ, strife, discord and quarreling take place. If the religions of this time should forsake imitations and seek the fundamentals, all of them would agree and strife and discord would pass away—for Reality is One and not multiple.

As to racial wars, these are caused by purely imaginary racial differences. For humanity is one in kind, it is one race, it is one progeny, inhabiting the same globe, and in the original genesis no difference obtains. God has created all humanity. God has not originally created Frenchmen, Englishmen, Americans, Germans, Italians or Spaniards. There is no difference as regards creation and kind; all belong to one household; all are the leaves of one tree; all are the fruits of one tree; all are the flowers of the same garden; all are the waves of the same sea.

Let us glance at the animal kingdom. We find the animals do not observe any distinction. If you gather together the sheep of the East and those of the West, they would mix quite harmoniously. The Oriental sheep would not look surprised and strange saying, "You belong to the Occident; whereas I belong to the Orient." They would live together in the utmost accord. They would gather together and enjoy the same pasture. There is no racial difference among them. If the birds of the East and the birds of the West were together, they would be found in a state of the utmost unity and amity. There would not be any distinctions observed. We find virtues in the animal. Is it becoming of man to be deprived of those virtues? The animal does not observe those imaginary distinctions. Is it becoming for man
to observe them? Man is reasonable, has the manifestation of the Divine bestowals, the perceptive faculty, adoration, memory; and with all these Divine bestowals, shall he allow these racial ideas to change him;—one saying, "I am a German"; another, "I am a Frenchman"; a third, "I am an Englishman"? Through these superstitions shall he wage war? Is this becoming? God forbid! It is not at all. If the animal does not condescend to observe such lowering thoughts, shall man be willing to stoop to this level? Why should he be fetter himself with such groundless imaginations and superstitions. They are purely imaginary.

As to war which has been caused by nativity,—the idea that this is an Eastern nativity, the other is a Western, this is Northern and that is Southern; this is likewise purely imaginary. The globe of this earth is one globe, and it is the nativity of all humanity; therefore, the human race should not observe any of these distinctions which are conducive to war. We have come from the East. Praise be to God! we find the American continent prosperous, its climate most delightful, its weather salubrious, the inhabitants possessed of courteous manners and the United States government a fair government. Is it becoming for us to entertain anything but love for them, saying, "This land does not belong to us; this is not our nativity and because it is not our nativity it shall not be acceptable." This would be utter ignorance to which man must not condescend. Man must investigate realities and the reality is this: that all humanity is one in kind, that this earth is one globe and therefore one home. Hence it is proved that the factors and causes of warfare are entirely false. Grant this.

Consider what is taking place in Tripoli. How many of the poor are being killed, how much blood of the oppressed is shed upon both sides! How many children become fatherless; how many fathers lose their sons; how many mothers bemoan the loss of their dear ones! And what is the result after all?—nothing. Is it just, is it becoming for man to be so blood-thirsty? Consider how domestic animals never cause animosity; that is an attribute of the ferocious animals. For example, if you gather together a flock of one thousand sheep they do not cause the shedding of blood. If you bring together many flocks of birds, no war takes place. But when wolves, dogs and lions meet, they fight. Even these ferocious animals are ferocious because of their necessary food; they are in need of ferocity. Without ferocity they will be bereft of food. But man does not need to exercise that sort of ferocity; his livelihood is made possible otherwise. Out of greed, enmity and self-glory, the blood of the oppressed is split. The great ones among the nations rest and enjoy luxuries in their palaces, but send the poor common people to the battle-field. They offer them as targets before the cannons. Every day they invent new instruments of destruction to destroy more fully the foundations of the human race. They are absolutely merciless toward their kind—toward these mothers who have so tenderly cared for their sons. How many nights have these mothers spent sleepless? how many days have they labored from morning until evening nurturing their children until they reach maturity! How many of their kith and kin do these warring ones allow to be torn asunder in one day! What savagery! What ignorance! What greed! What enmity! What degradation, which even the ferocious animals do not understand! For the ferocious animal may tear to pieces one in a single day; the wolf, for instance, may carry away one sheep, but some unjust man kills one hundred thousand of his kind in a day, and glories in it, saying: "I am a great general; I am a great commander-in-chief, for in one day I have done away with one hundred thousand of my kind!" Consider how ignorant the human race is. If a man kills another man,—one single soul,—no matter what the cause may be,—he is at once pronounced a murderer, meets with capital punishment, or is put in prison for life. But the man who kills one hundred thousand of his kind is called a "Conqueror," a "Hero," a "Great General." If a man should commit the theft of one dollar he is called a thief and sent to the penitentiary; but if a general should pillage a whole country, they call him a great "Conqueror" of the highest heroism. "This is a hero!" "This is a conqueror of the world!" How ignorant man is! How low!

In Persia, among the various nations and peoples, religions and denominations there existed the greatest animosity, envy and hatred. At that time all the other nations of Asia were in the same condition. The religions were hostile toward one another; the sects were at enmity; the races were filled with hatred; the tribes were constantly at war; at all times strife, warfare and bloodshed prevailed. Men shunned each other and were thrifty for each others lives. They considered the greatest
glory for man was to be able to kill many of his kind. Each religionist considered the killing of one belonging to another religion or denomination a great and praiseworthy deed. At such a time as this His Holiness Baha'u'llah appeared in Persia. He founded the oneness of the world of humanity. He declared that all humanity is the servant of God, and that God is kind to all; that He created all and provides for all; that He nurtures all; therefore why should we be unkind? Inasmuch as God is kind and merciful to all His creatures and manifests His care and goodwill to them in every way, why should we show forth that which is contrary? Inasmuch as God loves all, why should we entertain animosity or envy? For if God did not love all, He would not have provided for all; He would not have created man; He would not have trained him. Now that He has created, provided for and preserved man, it is therefore evident that God is kind to all. Why then should man be unkind to man? This is the Divine policy. Shall we consider human policy to be better than the Divine policy? Is that conceivable? Is that impossible? Therefore, we must emulate the policy of God. Just as God deals with all humanity—so kindly, so lovingly—we must deal with each other. Baha'u'llah declared the “Most Great Peace” and International Arbitration. He voiced His sentiments with regard to peace in numerous epistles upon that subject, which were scattered broadcast throughout the East. He wrote to all the kings and crowned heads, encouraging all and admonishing them in regard to peace. He made it evident with conclusive proofs that the happiness and glory of humanity can only be insured through peace. This took place about fifty years ago. Because He promulgated International Peace and gave numerous instructions about it, the kings of the Orient arose against Him, for they did not find their personal benefits advanced thereby. They arose to persecute and molest Him; inflicted upon Him every torment, imprisoned Him, bastinadoed Him, banished Him, eventually confined Him to a fortress. Then they arose against those who followed Him. For the establishment of International Peace the blood of twenty-thousand Bahais was split. How many homes were destroyed! How many of the young were made captives! How many of the houses were pillaged! Yet none of them waxed cold. Even unto this day they still persecute them, for the Bahais put forth the greatest efforts. They not only promulgate principle; they are people of action. Now you see the same people who were formerly at enmity and strife in far off Persia—people of various religions and denominations—through the great teachings of Baha'u'llah living in the utmost peace. Enmity has passed away and they exercise the utmost love toward all mankind. For they know that all are the servants of God. At most it is simply this: that some are still ignorant; they must be educated; some are sick, they must be treated; some are as children, they must be helped to reach the age of maturity. We must not molest any one because he is an infant or child; we must not be inimical to any one because he is still ignorant; we must not reject anyone because he is sick; but we must treat the sick, educate the children until they reach the age of maturity; and help those who are ignorant in order that they may reach knowledge. Therefore the essentials of the foundations of the religions of God are love and amity among all humanity. If a Divine religion should be productive of discord among society, it is a destroyer and not Divine; for religion means unity and binding together. Mere knowledge of anything is not sufficient. We all know that justice is good, but there is need for volition and executive force to carry it out. For example, should we think it good to build a church, simply thinking of it as being a good thing will not help its erection. We must will to build it. Then wealth is needed for its erection; simply thinking will not be sufficient. All of us know that International Peace is good; that it is conducive to the general welfare of humanity and the glory of man; but we are in need of will, volition and action. We must act. Inasmuch as this century is a century of light, it has capacity for action. Necessarily these principles will spread among all men until they reach the degree of volition and attain to the status of action. Surely this is so, for the time is ripe for it. The human race knows, verily, that war is a destroyer of the human foundation, and in all the countries of the world there are those who favor this issue. When I came to America, I found this to be an exceedingly progressive country, the people in a state of readiness, the government a just one, and equality established to an extraordinary degree. Now inasmuch as the standard of International Peace must needs be hoisted, I hope that it may be hoisted upon this continent, for the American continent is more de-
serving, has greater capacity therefor, and is not like other countries. If other nations should take such a step, everybody will misinterpret the motive. For example, if Great Britain should take the step, it will be said that it is done in order to insure the safety of her colonies. If France should hoist the standard, they will say she has some interest therein. If Russia should raise the ensign, the whole Russian nation would say it is an effort to preserve the homogeneity of Russia. But the American government has no selfish interest in this. You have, strictly speaking, no colonies to preserve. You are not endeavoring to extend your domains; nor have you any need for territorial aggressiveness. Therefore if America takes the first step toward this direction, it is certain to be ascribed to altruism. It will be said by humanity, "There was no other purpose than altruism and service to mankind." Therefore it is my hope that you may be the cause, and that you may hoist this banner—for this banner will be hoisted. Raise it aloft, for you are deserving above all other nations. In the other countries there are many who are waiting for this summons, anxiously anticipating this call from some nation bidding all to the "Most Great Peace," for the people are distressed because of the excessive and irrepairable damage of war. Thousands of the farmers are taxed and expenses collected for war. Every year the tax increases and the people have come to their end. Just now you can say Europe is a battlefield; like ammunition ready for a spark, and one spark can set aflame the whole world.* Before these complications and colossal events happen, take a step and prevent it. The foundations of all the Divine religions are peace and amity; but misunderstandings have crept into them. If these misunderstandings disappear, you will see that all the religious agencies will work for peace, and promulgate the oneness of human kind. For the foundation of all is One Reality and Reality is not multiple or divisible. For example, His Holiness Moses founded this Reality; His Holiness Jesus hoisted the tent of Reality, and the light of this Reality shone forth in all the religions. His Holiness BAHÁ'ÒLLAH proclaimed this Reality and promulgated the "Most Great Peace." In the prison He rested not until He lighted this lamp in the East.

Praise be to God! all the people who have accepted the teachings of BAHÁ'ÒLLAH are peace lovers and are ready to sacrifice their lives and forfeit their fortunes for it. Now let this standard be hoisted in the West and many shall respond to the call. Just as America has become renowned because of her discoveries, inventions and skill; famous for the equity of her government and colossal undertakings—may she also become noted for the "Most Great Peace." Let this be her undertaking, and let it spread from her to other countries. And I pray for all of you that you may render this service to the world of humanity.

*Revealed in 1912.—Editors.
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“FIRMNESS IN THE COVENANT” WILL ABOLISH WAR AND ESTABLISH THE “MOST GREAT PEACE”

“O thou who art firm in The Covenant!

This question is clear and evident to those who are informed of the Writings and Tablets (of Baha’u’llah). Were this not the case every one would have given an interpretation according to his own inclination, and considering his own differences.”

[See opposite page.]

“Consider that in former days there were only religious wars; but now there are racial and political wars fought at staggering expense and sacrifice.”

THOU who art firm in The Covenant

—see opening line of Tablet quoted above—is a phrase familiar to all readers of the Star of the West, as it is employed repeatedly by Abdul-Baha in the Tablets revealed by him.

It is not a stock phrase, nor a pretty combination of words; but a stern reality, a fundamental necessity, an acid test sooner or later to be applied and successfully met by those who enter the Kingdom of Abha.

As Christ said to Nicodemus: “Except a man be born again, he cannot enter into the Kingdom of Heaven,” so likewise, except a soul awakens to an understanding, recognition, acceptance of and obedience to “The Covenant,” it cannot enter the portals of the “Most Great Peace”—which is the Kingdom of God on earth.

To explain: The Bahai Dispensation is unique in that it is the era of the “Most Great Peace”—an attribute not specialized to former epochs;—and as for every effect there is a cause, there is, then, in the Bahai Cause that which will produce this “Most Great Peace.”

This we know is embodied in the principles of Baha’u’llah, as expounded by Abdul-Baha in his addresses delivered in the Occident, namely: (1) The Oneness of the World of Humanity; (2) The Independent Investigation of Truth; (3) The Foundation of All Religions is One; (4) Religion must be the cause of Unity; (5) Religion must be in accord with Science and Reason; (6) Equality between
Men and Women; (7) Prejudice of all kinds must be forgotten; (8) Universal Peace; (9) All humankind must partake of Knowledge and Education; (10) Solution of the Economic Problem; (11) Organization of the House of Justice;—and last, but in reality the most important—the "Most Great Characteristic": The unique Covenant BAHÁ’U’LLAH entered into with all the people of the world regarding the Interpreter of His Teachings, known as (12) "The Center of the Covenant," whereby He made provision against all kinds of differences, so that no one should be able to create a new sect, thus closing the greatest door to war and hell, for war is literally hell.

The Mouthpieces of the Will and Word of God—His Manifestations—have spoken clearly and unmistakably regarding quarreling and fighting. Moses declared: "Thou shalt not kill;" Jesus said, "If a man smite thee on one cheek turn to him the other also." There is no misunderstanding between these two Manifestations regarding this point. The quarreling and fighting has always been between the followers, the hirelings, the underlings. You will recall the story of the strife between the herdsmen of Abraham’s cattle and the herdsmen of Lot’s cattle. When Abraham and Lot conferred, they said: "There is no strife between us; the trouble is between our herdsmen."

So it has been with the Religionists of the world who quarreled and fought, notwithstanding their Leaders were at peace, were men of peace, and strictly forbade strife, sedition and killing.

The critics of Religion have asserted that those who professed to teach love and peace were the stirrers up of war; also that the most terrible of all strife was that of religious strife. They were right. The beginning of strife among humankind has been among the follow-

"THIS IS THE TIME OF TEACHING"

To the Maid-servant of God, Mrs. Isabella D. Brittingham, New York.

Upon her be BAHÁ’U’LLAH-EL-AbHA!

O thou who art firm in the Covenant!

Thy letter was received. According to the clear text of the Book of Akdas and the explicit contents of the Book of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha is the Interpreter of all the Works and Books of the Blessed Perfection, and not only of the Book of Akdas. This question is clear and evident to those who are informed of the Writings and Tablets (of BAHÁ’U’LLAH). Were this not the case, every one would have given an interpretation according to his own inclination and considered his interpretation preferable to the interpretation of others—this would naturally lead to great differences. If some one interprets one verse of the Verses of God, and his interpretation is not approved by Abdul-Baha, it is not authoritative.

Now is not the time for interpretation. This is the time of teaching. All the believers must unloose the tongue of teaching the Cause of God. For teaching is the cause of the guidance of all the inhabitants of the earth; teaching is the means of the illumination of mankind; teaching is conducive to the enlightenment of the world of humanity; teaching is promotive of the confirmations of the Breads of the Holy Spirit. This is the most great affair!

But if a soul on reading one of the blessed verses utters an explanation which does not harm the Cause, do not oppose him; for his talk is based upon explanation (elucidation) and not on interpretation.

Upon thee be BAHÁ-EL-AbHA!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHÁ-ABBÁS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrad, July 12, 1914, home of Abdul-Baha, Mount Carmel, Haifa, Syria.
tion of such conditions which existed in the
past has been nipped in the bud through the
unique provision at the dawn of this Millennial
Day in the establishing of "The Center of The
Covenant"—namely, the appointing of the In-
terpreter of the Word of God as revealed in
BAHA’ULLAH—; and this Interpreter is none
other than Abdul-Baha. He then is the unique
Instrument which shall produce the "Most
Great Peace."

To sum up: "Firmness in The Covenant"
will abolish war and establish the "Most Great
Peace."

THE EDITORS.

"WE HAVE TURNED OUR FACES TO THE CENTER OF
THE COVENANT"

To his honor Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, Washington, D. C.
Upon him be BAHÁ’ULLAH-EL-ABHA!
HE IS GOD!

O thou propagator of the Religion of God!
A few days ago an epistle was written thee. Although I have not much time, yet
I immediately give an answer to thy letter (written to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab) so that
thou mayest know how my heart is attached to thee. Truly I say in the Cause of God
thou art sincere. Thou hast no other object save the good-pleasure of the Lord, and
hast consecrated all thy time to the service of the Kingdom of God. On this account
I have the utmost love for thee.

Praise be to God, that the problem of meetings is solved, and there is no more
any cause for dispute. Now the believers must engage their time in teaching the Cause
of God, and in the meeting no discussion should be carried on save the Cause of God.
The members of the Bahá’í Assemblies must be infinitely kind towards each other and
all their deliberations must be concerning the Kingdom of ÆBAHÁ. Promiscuous discus-
sion must be discountenanced, for these things will become the means of the lukewarm-
ness and apathy of those who are present. The Candles of all the meetings must
be the Mention of God, the propagation of the Cause of God, the exposition of Divine
Proofs and the elucidation of the Principles of His Holiness BAHÁ’ULLÁH. When this
condition is obtained, the meeting will become heavenly, celestial, godlike, illumined
and the means of the guidance of the erring ones. It will yield most great results.

O thou servant of His Holiness BAHÁ’ULLÁH! Inform all the believers that perhaps
a number of caluminous articles will be sent to the people of doubts. The aim of such articles is to cause the wakening of the friends in The Cov-
enant and The Testament. Therefore, they should not take notice of these articles,
may, rather, return them to the senders, accompanied with concise, full and sweeping
answers—that we are firm in The Covenant and the servants of the Blessed Perfection.
We do not give ear to such hear-says and incoherent statements. We have turned
our faces to the Center of the Covenant in accord with the incontrovertible Commands
of BAHÁ’ULLÁH, the Text of the Book of Abdás and the Text of the Tablet of the
Covenant. We have nothing to do with the people of doubts.

Upon thee be BAHÁ’ULLÁH-EL-ABHA!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHÁ-ÆBÁS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
August 6, 1914; Home of Abdul-Baha,
Mount Carmel, Haifa, Syria.

CHANGE OF ADDRESSES.

All correspondence with the Bahá’í Publishing
Society, formerly sent to 5205 Harper Ave.,
should now be addressed to Miss Mary Lesch,
4319 Lake Park Ave., Chicago, Ill. (Telephone
Kenwood 6227.)

Incident to the opening of the new city post
office in Washington, adjoining the Union Sta-
tion, the address of the Bahá’í Assembly of
Washington, the Persian-American Educa-
tional Society, the Orient-Occident Unity, and all
persons heretofore addressed to P. O. Box
192, will be Post Office Box 1319, Washington,
D. C.

OUR PERSIAN SECTION.

This issue contains: (1) God is Love; (2)
The good ending of one's life; (3) The "Most
Great Peace"; (4) The war of the world.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي في الصورة. إذا كنت بحاجة إلى مساعدة في شيء آخر، فاتصل بي.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة.
لا يمكن قراءة النص العربي بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
"MUTUAL HELPFULNESS—CO-OPERATION—CONFIRMATION"

"WITHOUT THE COMPLETE ESTABLISHMENT OF THIS DIVINE PRINCIPLE IN THE HEARTS OF THE FRIENDS OF GOD, NOTHING CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED"

To his honor Ameen [one of the venerable teachers of the East], Teheran, Persia:

Upon him be Baha’u’llah-El-Abha!

HE IS GOD!

O thou spiritual Ameen!

In all the world of creation all the existent beings are in the utmost connection. Through this connection, mutual helpfulness and co-operation is realized. This mutual helpfulness and co-operation is the origin of the conservation of the forces of life. If for one instant this mutual helpfulness and co-operation were cut off from the sources and realities of things, all the existent beings and things would be thrown into confusion and chaos, and be reduced to nothingness and annihilation.

For instance: From the breath of the animals a watery element, called hydrogen and carbon is exhaled, and this is the life principle of the vegetable kingdom. From the vegetable kingdom and the trees, a fiery element, called oxygen, is emitted and this becomes the cause of the maintenance of the life of the animal kingdom. In such a manner, mutual helpfulness and co-operation is realized continually between all the existent beings.

Likewise, the greatest inter-relation and communication exists between the sons of men, without which peace, life and existence is entirely impossible. For a soul independent of all the other souls and without receiving assistance from other sources cannot live for the twinkling of an eye; nay, rather, he will become non-existent and reduced to nothingness; especially among the believers of God between whom material and spiritual communication is developed up to the highest point of perfection.

It is this real communication, the essential necessity and requirement of which is: mutual helpfulness, co-operation and confirmation. Without the complete establishment of this divine principle in the hearts of the friends of God, nothing can be accomplished, for they are the hyacinths of one garden; the waves of one sea, the stars of one heaven and the rays of one sun. From every standpoint, the essential unity, the luminous unity, the religious unity and the material unity are founded and organized between them.

In these times the utmost hope and wish of the friends of the West is the erection of the Mashrak-el-Azkâr, and in those regions the materials for construction and building are expensive and costly. A large sum of money is needed for the building of a residence; then how much more is needed for the foundation of the Mashrak-el-Azkâr which must be erected with the utmost splendor, beauty and magnificence!

Therefore, the friends of God must arise in every part of the world to raise contributions, and with their hearts and souls strive to gather these funds to be sent to the Occident that it may become known and evident throughout the universe that the Baha’is...
of the East and West are as members of one household and the children of the one Lord! The Turks and the Persian, the Parsee and the American, the Hindu and the African—all of them are one army and one cohort—and without any distinction they arise for the assistance and aid of each other.

This praiseworthy movement is beloved and accepted at the Threshold of the Forgiving Lord. Truly, I say, in the erection of the Mashrak-el-Azkär in Ishkabad [Russia], the friends of God have laid the foundation of the oneness of the kingdom of humanity and they worked nobly together until now, and it is nearly completed. Praise be to God, that at this moment from every country in the world, according to their various means, contributions are continually being sent toward the fund of the Mashrak-el-Azkär in America.

Convey the gratitude of Abdul-Bahá to all the friends of God in this service.

In reality this magnamity of the believers is worthy of great praise and thankfulness, for from Teheran, Khorassan, Shiraz, Jahram, Esphahan, even from the towns and villages of Khorassan, Shiraz, and Yazd, contributions were sent. This donation in the path of the Orb of Regions is conducive of the happiness of the souls of the spiritual ones.

From the day of Adam until now such an event has never even been witnessed by man, that from the farthest country of Asia contributions were forwarded to the farthest country of America. From Rangoon, India, donations are sent to Chicago, and from Jahram, a little village of Shiraz and Kheirol-Gora of Tarshiz, money is transmitted for the Mashrak-el-Azkär in America. This is through the bounty and providence of the Blessed Perfection [BAHA’U’LLAH], the assistance and confirmation of the Sun of Truth, and the victory and triumph of the Luminary of Effulgence, who has united so marvelously the regions of the world together. Glory belongs to the Lord of Hoers! Sovereignty belongs to the Compassionate God! Power and Might belongs to the Living, Self-substantive One who has united the people of the world and assembled them together like unto the brilliant stars of the horizon of adoration.

O my God! O my God! Favor belongs to Thee, Generosity belongs to Thee! Praise belongs to Thee and Glorification is Thine, for that which Thou hast bestowed upon these indigent ones, granted a refuge and asylum to these weak ones in the cave of Thy protection and preservation, assisted them in the service of Thy Cause and confirm them in the worship of Thy Exalted Threshold.

O Lord! They have sacrificed their belongings and souls in Thy path, contributed for love of Thee and missed no chance or opportunity in spreading Thy Signs, diffusing Thy Word, promulgating Thy Name among Thy servants and proclaiming Thy wonders among Thy creatures!

Verily, Thou art the Powerful, the Mighty, the Most High, the Omnipresent; and verily Thou art the Clement and the Most Merciful!

(Signed) ABUL-BAHÁ ABBÁS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 19, 1910.
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strife..."—BAHAI'LLAH.
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BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY CONVENTION

CHICAGO, APRIL 25-28, 1914

[Such a full, beautiful and spiritual report of the Convention was written by the new Secretary, Alfred E. Lunt, and printed in the Star of the West, that some deemed it a sufficient report of the Convention and that it might dispense with publishing a fuller or more formal report. However, so many inquirers have come to ask that a public formal report of the doings of the Convention has been prepared and is here with published.—The Editors.]

The Bahá'í friends, both delegates and visitors, were welcomed by the Chicago Assembly on Saturday, April 25th, at the Reception Room in the Great Northern Hotel and at the home of Mrs. True. In the evening, all gathered in the Feast of El-Rizwán at the Noontide Club, Michigan Avenue and Twelfth Street.

On Sunday morning, April 26th, the friends gathered on the Mashrak-el-Azkiir grounds, in the village of Wilmette, and, standing on the spot hallowed by the presence and service of the Beloved 'Abdu'l-Bahá, the vision of all the friends was widened and their hearts moved by the words of BAHAI'LLAH recorded in the Surai-ul-Hykl concerning 'Abdu'l-Bahá as the Spiritual Temple, read by Mr. Hall. It was a place and time of spiritual transfiguration.

Sunday afternoon a public meeting of friends and visitors that filled St. John's Hall in the Masonic Temple was presided over by Mr. Charles H. Greenleaf. He read from the Words of BAHAI'LLAH and delivered an address upon Unity and the significance and purpose of the Mashrak-el-Azkiir. Short and effective addresses were made by Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, Mr. William H. Hoar, Mrs. Marian Haney, Mr. Louis G. Gregory, Mr. Edward B. Kinney, Mrs. Kate Ives, Mrs. Claudia Coles, Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, Mrs. Mabel Geary and Mr. Albert H. Hall. The congregation was greatly moved by the singing in unison and also by the solos sung by Madame Linné.

The address of Mrs. Haney was a comprehensive statement of the Message, and it is hoped it will be published for the benefit both of those who heard it and for future service in the Cause.

CORINTHIAN HALL, MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO

MONDAY MORNING, APRIL 27, 1914

The President, Mr. Albert H. Hall, called the session of delegates to order. All sang the hymn, "Great Day of God." After a period of silent prayer, Mr. Lunt led the delegates in the following prayer:

O our God! O our God! Thou seest us seeking Thy Will and gazing to the horizon of Thy Mercy, praying for Thy Light and looking for Thy Illumination.

We ask of Thee, O Thou Beloved of the hearts and the Hope of the lovers, to make us pure and without desire, following Thy Command and leaving our delights to seek Thy Good Pleasure. O God, adorn us with the Robe of Thy Virtues and Illumine us with the Light of servitude. Assist us, O God, with the hosts of wisdom and utterance, that we may spread Thy Word among Thy people, and establish Thy Command among Thy servants. Thou art He who is powerful in all things, and in Thy Hand is the rule of all affairs.

There is no God but Thee, the Forgiving, the Loving!

The President delivered an address reviewing the work of the past year and presenting the situation, its demands and its importance to the world's salvation and to our own. Upon a roll-call, the following named delegates responded, representing the following named Bahá'í Assemblies:

DELEGATES, ASSEMBLIES.

Mrs. Christ Olsen, Racine, Wis.
Mrs. Nola Peterson, Grand Rapid, Grand Haven and Fruitport, Mich.
Mrs. Annie L. Parmenter, Cincinnati, O.
Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, Boston, Mass.
Mr. Edward B. Kinney, New York City, N. Y.
Mrs. Kate Ives, Salem and Beverly, Mass.
Mrs. Mabel Geary, Seattle, Wash., Portland and Everett, Ore.
Miss Elsie Pomeroy, Montreal, Canada.
Mrs. Nellie Phillips (alternate), Los Angeles, Cal.
Mrs. Mariam Haney, Washington, D. C.
Mrs. George S. Hopper, Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Kate West, Spokane, Wash.
Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago, Ill.
Mrs. Frank Spink, Muskegon, Mich.
Mrs. Edward B. Kinney (alternate), New York City, N. Y.
Mr. Albert H. Hall, Minneapolis, Minn.
Mrs. C. S. Hargis, Geneva Junction, Wis.
Miss Katherine Brandon, Cleveland, O.
Mrs. Chas. L. Lincoln, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Honolulu, Hawaii.
Mr. Willard H. Ashton, Rockford, Ill.
Mrs. George L. Drum, Baltimore, Md.
Mrs. Emma Holmes, Kokomo, Iowa.
Mrs. Wilhelmina Logie, Passaic, N. J.
Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen, Kenosha, Wis.
Mr. Albert R. Vail, Urbana, Ill.

The President, Mr. Albert H. Hall, called the session of delegates to order. All sang the hymn, "Great Day of God." After a period of silent prayer, Mr. Lunt led the delegates in the following prayer:

O our God! O our God! Thou seest us seeking Thy Will and gazing to the horizon of Thy Mercy, praying for Thy Light and looking for Thy Illumination.

We ask of Thee, O Thou Beloved of the hearts and the Hope of the lovers, to make us pure and without desire, following Thy Command and leaving our delights to seek Thy Good Pleasure. O God, adorn us with the Robe of Thy Virtues and Illumine us with the Light of servitude. Assist us, O God, with the hosts of wisdom and utterance, that we may spread Thy Word among Thy people, and establish Thy Command among Thy servants. Thou art He who is powerful in all things, and in Thy Hand is the rule of all affairs.

There is no God but Thee, the Forgiving, the Loving!

The President delivered an address reviewing the work of the past year and presenting the situation, its demands and its importance to the world's salvation and to our own. Upon a roll-call, the following named delegates responded, representing the following named Bahá'í Assemblies:

DELEGATES, ASSEMBLIES.

Mrs. Christ Olsen, Racine, Wis.
Mrs. Nola Peterson, Grand Rapid, Grand Haven and Fruitport, Mich.
Mrs. Annie L. Parmenter, Cincinnati, O.
Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, Boston, Mass.
Mr. Edward B. Kinney, New York City, N. Y.
Mrs. Kate Ives, Salem and Beverly, Mass.
Mrs. Mabel Geary, Seattle, Wash., Portland and Everett, Ore.
Miss Elsie Pomeroy, Montreal, Canada.
Mrs. Nellie Phillips (alternate), Los Angeles, Cal.
Mrs. Mariam Haney, Washington, D. C.
Mrs. George S. Hopper, Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Kate West, Spokane, Wash.
Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago, Ill.
Mrs. Frank Spink, Muskegon, Mich.
Mrs. Edward B. Kinney (alternate), New York City, N. Y.
Mr. Albert H. Hall, Minneapolis, Minn.
Mrs. C. S. Hargis, Geneva Junction, Wis.
Miss Katherine Brandon, Cleveland, O.
Mrs. Chas. L. Lincoln, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Honolulu, Hawaii.
Mr. Willard H. Ashton, Rockford, Ill.
Mrs. George L. Drum, Baltimore, Md.
Mrs. Emma Holmes, Kokomo, Iowa.
Mrs. Wilhelmina Logie, Passaic, N. J.
Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen, Kenosha, Wis.
Mr. Albert R. Vail, Urbana, Ill.
Mr. Albert H. Hall was unanimously elected Chairman of the Convention, Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen was elected Secretary and Miss Gertrude Bielke a Assistant Secretary.

On motion, the President was authorized to appoint and did appoint Mrs. Kate Ives, Mr. Louis G. Gregory and Mrs. Mabel Geary a committee to audit all accounts of the Temple and assessments, whereas, in the report of the Temple. The Secretary, Mr. Jacobsen, presented his annual report. In brief, he reported arrangements made for caretaking of the grounds; for a new cement sidewalk on Linden Avenue; of the full payment of all the remaining purchase price on the land, paid up some time in advance of the time when the payment was due; and of the acceptance by our creditor of the money before it was due, and the consequent saving of interest to us; of a proposed transfer of control of Sheridan Road, as recommended by the Sheridan Road Improvement Association, and the anticipated changes to result therefrom. As the principal work of the year consisted of efforts to raise the funds necessary to pay off the debt on the land, and as this is embraced principally in the Treasurer's report, the full report of the Secretary is omitted.

The Treasurer, Mr. Ashton, presented the following report: At the beginning of the year which we are now ending, there was on hand in the Treasury $908.51. During the year there has been received in subscriptions $13,503.79. The bank has allowed us $22.20 interest, accumulated from month to month. Total disbursements $12,100.98. Exchange to the bank on contributions $11.55. At the present time we have on hand $2,321.97. In some ways this is a better showing than last year's showing, although the total subscriptions have not been quite as much. I think the subscriptions fell some $600.00 below last year. We have, however, more cash on hand at the present time. We have paid two years' taxes out of this, the taxes for last year and the year previous. In this distribution of $12,100.98 we have paid $9,000.00 on the land, and $1,768.73 for taxes and assessments, whereas, in the report of a year ago, we scheduled nothing in the column of taxes and assessments, excepting the small sum of $31.37 on the Muskegon lot. So this year, $1,768.73 covers the taxes for two years. The miscellaneous incidentals amount to $232.25. We have also paid $500.00 attorney's fees on matters connected with the land, which have accumulated for several years. This is the first payment we have ever made for attorney's fees.

The Financial Secretary, Mrs. True, made the following report:

"I would like to suggest that we remember that this is the fiftieth year since Bahá'u'lláh made the Declaration of His Manifestation in the Garden of the Rizwán, and it certainly looks as though there was some connection between this wonderful fifty-year period and the fact that our land was all paid for in America, the foundation ground upon which the Mashrak-el-Azkiir is to rise, when the dawn of the year 1914 appeared upon the horizon. Just before the year 1914 was ushered in, the night before Christmas, the last sum of money was received to complete the payment of the land. So, a cablegram was sent to Abdul-Bahá, for his Christmas present, telling him that all indebtedness on the land had been raised.

"At the last Convention, some of our business men devised a new system of triplicate receipts. Mr. Wilhelm and one of the friends in New York prepared and sent a supply of these receipts, making a present of them to the Bahá'í Temple Unity. These receipt books have been placed in the hands of the local treasurers of thirty-four Assemblies. The majority of these are sending in monthly reports to the Financial Secretary. Some Assemblies have gone ahead wonderfully. Contributions for the Mashrak-el-Azkiir have also come from one of the friends in Ireland. Ireland has come into her own."

The Secretary was directed to send to Mr. and Mrs. Peter Conrad, from whom we made the last purchase of land, our acknowledgment and thanks for courtesies and for their acceptance of the money in advance of due-date and releasing us from interest.

On motion, the Chair appointed Mr. Lunt, Mr. Kinney and Mrs. True a committee, who cabled to Abdul-Bahá the greetings of the Convention as follows: "Chicago sends heavenly greetings, supplanting and longing for guidance, praying for perfect servitude to the Holy Threshold of the Center of the Covenant."

AFTERNOON SESSION.

A call of the Assemblies and delegates brought out reports from each of the Assemblies represented, of the methods and results of the newly inaugurated system of monthly contributions to the Mashrak-el-Azkiir funds; the conditions of the work, and the advancement of the Cause in the various centers, and inspiring instances of individual sacrifices and of the harmony and unity prevailing among the friends everywhere. Those so responding were
Mrs. Annie Lincoln, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Miss Edna McKinney, Malden, Mass., and Philadelphia, Pa.; Mrs. Nellie Phillips, Los Angeles, Cal.; Mrs. Kate Ives, Salem, Mass.; Miss Marian E. Jack, London, Eng.; Mrs. Mabel Gearn, Seattle, Wash., and Detroit, Mich.; Mrs. Kate West, Spokane; Mrs. Gay, Boston; Mrs. E. B. Kinney, New York City and Montclair, N. J.; Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton, Cincinnati; Mrs. Christ Olsen, Racine, Wis.; Mrs. Vogler, Cincinnati; Mrs. Logie, Passaic, N. J.; Mrs. Nels Peterson, Fruitport, Mich.; Miss Elsie Pomeroy, Montreal, Canada; Mrs. Laura L. Drum, Baltimore, Md.; Mrs. True, Chicago; Mrs. Ashton, Rockford, Ill.; Mrs. Hargis, Genoa Junction, Wis.; Miss Katherine Brandau, Cleveland, O.; Mr. Jacobsen, Kenosha, Wis.

Mr. Albert R. Vail, of Urbana, Ill., reported upon the effect of Bahá’í meetings in Urbana, for study of the Bahá’í Teachings. He said: "It is remarkable to observe how the Spirit seems to catch and hold one, and the whole life seems set aflame as to the Truth. There is a mystery, a force in this Cause far above the ken of men and angels."

Mrs. Haney reported for Washington as follows:

"The Source of all good is trust in God, obedience to His Command and trust in His Will." It is the hour of unity for the sons of men and of the drawing together of all races. I have been asked to say a few words regarding the progress of the Cause in Washington, D. C. The progress of the Cause! This is a most difficult thing; it is a huge responsibility to report upon the progress of the Cause of God in one Center, for we have no way of measuring the progress. When Abdul-Bahá was in Washington he testified—"Praise his holy name!—that the Washington Assembly was a united Assembly. In our meetings there, a few of the firm believers wondered what kind of a service we could render the Cause in order that we might bring just one smile of approval to the face of the Divine Master. We decided that the Washington Assembly should not only be a united Assembly, but that it should also be an instructive Assembly. We meant that we should study the Word revealed today, that Word which has in it the Creative Force and which transforms. Then, this little band of firm, steadfast, tried and true believers studied the Word, and they are trying to crystallize that Word into their lives. They hope to become an instructive Assembly. The seed of Truth of Báb’-‘Olláh has been scattered widely in Washington, the Message has been given in every quarter. Hundreds and hundreds of souls have heard of Báb’-‘Olláh. Those seeds are germinating in the hearts, and after awhile we shall see the results. Our President touched two points in his preliminary talk this morning which I love very much. In the first, he quoted the words of Abdul-Bahá. Abdul-Bahá said: "You have a Temple to build. Build it!" A simple statement: We have a Temple to build, Build it. And that means, "Be—and it is." Mr. Hall also referred to the promulgation of the Word of God. The Temple will promulgate it. Abdul-Bahá’s instructions are that no matter is greater in America. With the unity and harmony of the believers east and west, America shall be perfumed; the Mashrak-el-Azakir shall be constructed. In this work we have the absolute promise of God. The American friends will be assisted and helped. Abdul-Bahá said: "All those who have unselfish motives will be assisted in this Cause. They will be confirmed. The American friends will be assisted and helped."

The auditing committee reported that all the books of the Bahá’í Temple Unity and Bahá’í Temple Treasury had been examined and found correct for the fiscal year. After silent prayer, the session adjourned.

PUBLIC MEETING, MONDAY EVENING.

A public Bahá’í meeting was held and a large attendance convened at Assembly Hall, Northwestern University Building, at 8 o’clock Monday evening. Mr. Hall presided and spoke briefly on the oneness of the world of humanity. Mrs. Haney read from Tablets and among other things said:

The Bahá'ís have a single purpose. That purpose is to spread the Light of Truth in this dark world by word and by deed, for they are striving to walk in the path paved by the One through whom is coming to the world today all there is of Real Life. Real Life, Light, Love—the Center of the Covenant of God—and this Divine Educator gives forth the true law first, and he lives it himself first, thus travelling the path and paving the way for humanity.

While at Stuttgart, April, 1913, Abdul-Bahá said to an artist: "Can you paint upon the page of the world the ideal pictures of the Supreme Concourse? The pictures which are in the ideal world are eternal. I desire you to become such an artist. Man can paint those ideal pictures upon the Tablet of Existence with the brush of deeds. The Holy, Divine Manifestations are all Heavenly Artists. Upon the canvas of creation, with the brush of their deeds and lives and actions, they paint immortal pictures which cannot be found in any art museum of Europe or America—but you find the masterpieces of these Spiritual Artists in the hearts."

Mr. Kinney, in a most impressive and beautiful manner, delivered the joyful Message as it had come to his life and heart; and, yielding to the requests of the friends, sat at the piano and chanted a Holy Commune. Mr. Louis Gregory spoke on the Divine Unity of man with God manifested in the Brotherhood of man, as the prime object of the Bahá’í Movement. The meeting was truly a spiritual assemblage. Every heart was stirred and every face was radiant in the joy of the conscious unity and the visible Presence of God’s Love made manifest in His children.

CONVENTION SESSION, TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 28TH, CORINTHIAN HALL, MASONIC TEMPLE.

Mr. Hall presiding. Session opened by singing; a season for silent prayer and reading the Prayer for Guidance. A telegram from the San Francisco Assembly conveyed their regrets not to be able to send to the Convention a delegate this year, and extended a cordial invitation to hold the Annual Convention in San Francisco in April, 1915. On motion, it was
unanimously resolved: That, It is the sense of this Convention that the next Convention should be held in San Francisco, and that the Executive Board of this Unity be authorized to take action to that end.

The publication work was discussed by the Convention. Miss Mary Leach was called upon and responded for the Publication Board and Miss Gertrude Buikema responded for the STAR OF THE WEST.

The following resolution was unanimously adopted:

We recognize the work of the Publication Board and the STAR OF THE WEST as absolutely essential to the purposes and objects of the Mashrak-el-Azkar work, and that we place upon the several Assemblies the imperative duty of stimulating subscriptions to the STAR OF THE WEST and of establishing circulating Libraries by distributing agencies in each of the Assemblies; and of placing in the Public Libraries where each of the Assemblies is located one full set or sample of all the standard literature of the Bahai Publishing Society.

It was suggested that the literature of the Bahai Movement should be reviewed, and Mr. Vail was asked to write such a review for the STAR OF THE WEST. Mr. Lunt reported progress upon the task assigned for the preparation and publication of an article setting forth the meaning, functions and purpose of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. He spoke of the delicacy and difficulty of the task, of the steps taken to gather material, and asked from all the friends their participation and their sincere prayers for guidance, that all our eyes may be opened and our perceptions quickened, that we may see and realize the significance and purpose of this great edifice and stimulate all to assist in its speedy realization.

On motion, a committee of the Convention prepared and sent as the Greetings of the Convention the following telegram:

To Woodrow Wilson,
President of the United States,
White House, Washington, D. C.

The Bahai Unity of America, in annual convention assembled, send you greeting and grateful commendation of the wise patience with which you persevere in the path of Peace and uphold that highest honor of our beloved Republic, which consists in such a prudent exercise of our national power as shall commend the blessing of liberty to those peoples less favored than ourselves. We feel that in your course you are following the most exalted word of our age: "Be the cause of comfort and the promotion of humanity. This handful of dust, the world, is one home; let it be in unity. Let not a man glory in this, that he loves his country; let him rather glory in this, that he loves his kind." In our hearts is the certainty that only through the realization of the essential oneness of humanity is that Universal Peace toward which you strive attainable. We fervently pray our Heavenly Father so to move the hearts of all, that the clouds of war shall pass and the "Most Great Peace" shall come.

Afternoon Session.

On motion, a committee of the Convention sent the following telegram to Dr. and Mrs. Bagdadi at Montreal: "Abdihi Greetings from Convention to Zenan and Zia."

Mr. Hall presented to the Convention a communication from Sheridan Road Improvement Association.

The Convention then proceeded to the election of the Executive Board of the Bahai Temple Unity for the ensuing year, as follows:

Albert H. Hall, President, New York Life Building, Minneapolis, Minn.
Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton, Vice-President, 543 Mitchell Avenue, Cincinnati, O.
Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, Secretary, 15 State Street, Boston, Mass.
Mr. William H. Randell, Assistant Secretary, 114 State Street, Boston, Mass.
Mrs. Cordine True, 5338 Kenmore Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Mr. Bernard M. Jacobson, Treasurer, 556 Howland Avenue, Kenosha, Wis.
Mr. William C. Raustien, 2101 Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.
Mr. Edward B. Kinney, 276 West Eighty-sixth Street, New York, N. Y.
Mr. Mountfort Mills, 327 West End Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Greetings and cheer were sent to Brother Babcock, at Washington Veterans' Home, Fort Orchard, Washington.

A committee prepared and presented the following inscription to be placed in the autograph book prepared by Mr. Charles Mason Remey, to be sent to Abdul-Bahá by this Convention:

To the Holy Presence of Abdul-Bahá—Him around whose All Names revolve—with loving greetings from thy spiritual children, as we strive in unity of heart to build the Temple of the Lord, Mashrak-el-Azkar Convention. Chicago, April 25-28, 1914.

Miss Marian E. Jack, by request, gave a full report of conditions and progress of the Cause in London. Greetings were directed sent to Miss Martha Root, Pittsburgh, Pa.; to Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, Mr. Mountfort Mills, and Mr. Fugeta; also to a number of sick friends for whom prayers for the sick had been offered by name, from time to time during the Convention. Mr. Gregory read from the Hidden Words the following:

O Child of My Maid-Servant! Guidance hath ever been by words, but at this time it is by deeds. That is, all pure deeds must appear from the temple of man, because all are partners in words, but pure and holy deeds belong especially to Our friends. Then strive with your life to be distinguished among all people by deeds: Thus we exhort you in the holy, radiant Tablet.

O My Servant! Ye are the trees of My garden; ye must bear fresh and beautiful fruits, that ye and others may be profitèd by them. Therefore it is necessary for you to engage in arts and business. This is the means of attaining wealth. O ye possessors of intellect, Affairs depend upon means, and the blessings of God will appear therein and will enrich you. Fruitless trees have been and will be only fit for fire.

The Bride of Wonderful Significances, who was concealed behind the veils of words, hath appeared through
Mr. Kinney chanted the following:

O my God! O my God! Unite the hearts of Thy servants and reveal to them Thy Great Purpose. May they follow Thy Commandments and abide in Thy Law. Help them, O God, in their endeavor, and grant them strength to serve Thee. O God, leave them not to themselves, but guide their steps by the Light of Knowledge and cheer their hearts by Thy Love. Verily, Thou art their Helper and their Lord!

After the singing of the “Benediction” by the congregation, Mr. Hall read the following prayer:

O my Lord! Make them Thy refugent dawns which shine and gleam upon the temple of unity, so that they may be reassembled from the toms of negligence, unfurl the standards of virtue and chant the verses of self-abnegation and renunciation while hastening toward the altar of sacrifice. Verily, Thou art merciful to Thy Mercy whomsoever Thou wilt and, verily, Thou art powerful in all things.

PUBLIC MEETING, TUESDAY EVENING, APRIL 28TH, ASSEMBLY HALL, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY BUILDING.

The public meeting was even more largely attended than the meeting on Monday evening, and the same Spirit pervaded the Assembly. Mr. Hall presided and introduced the friends who spoke. Mrs. Haney read the words of Abdul-Baha on the Divine Educator (Star of the West, Issue No. 6, Vol. 4). Mrs. Ives told the simple, touching story of a sweet soul “who lived the life.” Mrs. Guy, of Boston gave a stirring address, paying glowing tributes to the great religious movements of the world today; to Christian Science with its teachings of Love, Unity and Healing; the Woman’s Movement, and many others, all teeming with courage, Life, all rays of the Glorious Sun of Truth which is shining in the world today through the Revelation of Baha’u’llah.

Mr. Kinney chanted in most melodious cadence the chant:

OUR PERSIAN SECTION this issue contains: (1) Talk by Abdul-Baha published in The Christian Commonwealth (in Arabic); (2) talk by Abdul-Baha at feast of Mirza Ali Akbar Nakhjavani, Haifa, Syria; (3) good news from (a) Chiraz and (b) Enzeli, Persia. (c) Denver, Colo.; (4) the European Bahais; (5) the Day of Prayer in America; (6) the war of the world.

VOICE RECORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA may be obtained from Mrs. Howard MacNutt, 935 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y., at 85 cents each, including packing and shipment via parcel post. These are disc records and can be used on various phonographs.
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-Baha.

O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shall spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Baha'is which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand long-wished-for consummation—"When the Mashrak-el-Azkar, with its accessories, becomes established in the world, aside from its religious or spiritual influence, it will have a tremendous effect upon civilization. Aside from the materialists who will feel its influence, materialists will not be exempt therefrom. Moreover it contains Divine Wisdom, and will have spiritual effect upon the intellect and thought. Subsequent to its erection these will become evident."

MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR: "THE SPIRITUAL FOUNDATION"

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL-SECRETARY TO AUGUST 31, 1914.

A CLOSE study of the talks given by Abdul-Bahá during his sojourn in America convince the reader that the world is upon the Eve of Universal Peace and that the favor of raising the Banner of International Arbitration has been granted to this revered democracy. In an address to the New York Peace Society, Hotel Astor, May 13, 1912, Abdul-Bahá said: "There is no doubt that this revered democracy will be able to realize it and the Banner of International Peace be unfurled here, permeating through the other countries from there. . . . Let this Century be the Sun of previous Centuries, the effulgences of which shall last forever, so that in the times to come they shall glorify the Twentieth Century, saying that the Twentieth was the century of lights, the Twentieth Century was the century of life, the Twentieth Century was the century of International Peace, the Twentieth Century was the century of divine bestowals, and the Twentieth Century has left traces which shall last forever."

BAHÁ’U’LLAH said: "Originally mankind was one family, united and compact; later the members of this family were divided and subdivided through ignorance and prejudice. Now the time has come again for their final unification. Universal Peace will bring about this long-wished-for consummation."

The deduction is that in this Twentieth Century, this revered democracy—the United States—will raise the Banner of Universal Peace and the long-wished-for consummation—the unification of the whole race—will take place. Can we not see clearer than at any previous time in the Mashrak-el-Azkar work how very important its erection is? Abdul-Baha said to Mr. Chas. Mason Remey: "Its building is the most important of all things. This is the spiritual foundation; for that reason it is the most important of all foundations. From that spiritual foundation will come forth all manner of advancement and progress in the world of humanity. Therefore, how great is its importance!"

To Mrs. Goodall and Mrs. Cooper, of San Francisco, Abdul-Bahá said: "Not only does the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar have an effect upon those who build it, but upon the whole world."

To Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Haney, Abdul-Bahá said: "When the Mashrak-el-Azkar, with its accessories, becomes established in the world, aside from its religious or spiritual influence, it will have a tremendous effect upon civilization. Aside from the materialists who will feel its influence, materialists will not be exempt therefrom. Moreover it contains Divine Wisdom, and will have spiritual effect upon the intellect and thoughts. Subsequent to its erection these will become evident."
In a Tablet to Mrs. Claudia S. Coles, Abdul-Bahá wrote: "Know thou that the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar is the greatest foundation in those regions. God said in the Koran, 'Those who believed in God, and the Last Day, shall build the Temple of God!' It is incumbent upon thee and all to put forth the best effort, in these days, in building this Glorious Temple, raising the tumult of Commemoration therein, during the wing of the night, at dawn and at eventide. It is incumbent upon ye (men and women) to be united in this great cause, so that ye may be confirmed by the Divine Bounty and Merciful Spirit, become increased with energy and power, and gain a recompense and estimation.

A letter has just been received containing a check for $1,000.00. The writer says: "I am sending a check for the Mashrak-el-Azkar—a war offering toward our Bahai Temple of Peace. How merciful God has been to this country! In Europe, fathers and brothers have been torn from their wives and little children, and many left at home are in want of dire necessities. Our beloved ones are not facing mutilation, acute suffering, death. I send this as a thank offering—though it seems minute indeed to express what I feel."

Let America arise with greater energy and power to hasten the collection of the required sum for beginning the foundation of the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

**Bahai Temple Unity.**

By Corinne True, Financial Secretary.

---

### STATEMENT

Statement of Finances of Mashrak-el-Azkar for the year April 22, 1913, to April 25, 1914; also for the first four months of the new year (to August 31, 1914):

**APRIL 22, 1913, TO APRIL 25, 1914.**

**RECEIPTS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In bank beginning of year</td>
<td>$908.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total subscriptions</td>
<td>$13,503.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest paid by bank</td>
<td>22.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total moneys received</strong></td>
<td>$14,434.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISBURSEMENTS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On land</td>
<td>$9,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest on unpaid notes</td>
<td>600.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxes and assessments</td>
<td>1,768.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorney's fee</td>
<td>500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank exchange on checks</td>
<td>11.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous incidentals</td>
<td>232.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$12,112.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RECEIPTS FOR FIRST FOUR MONTHS OF NEW YEAR.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In bank April 25th, 1914</td>
<td>$2,321.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions to August 31—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April (25 to 30)</td>
<td>$258.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>388.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>351.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>483.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>344.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total receipts</strong></td>
<td>1,825.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISBURSEMENTS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous incidentals</td>
<td>$120.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In bank August 31, 1914</td>
<td>$4,026.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CORINNE TRUE,**

*Financial Secretary.*
WAR AND PEACE
ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA AT HAIFA, SYRIA
From The Christian Commonwealth.

The room at Haifa in which Abdul-Baha spoke was crowded with pilgrims, students, and friends. At times he was very animated and even passionate.

He mentioned that a few days previously he discussed with the German Consul the ominous signs of the European War, which had not then broken out. The Consul contended that a nation must go on increasing its military and naval expenditure if it desires to protect its growing commercial and national interests from the attacks of its equally powerful and expanding neighbors and rivals; that the greater the military equipment the more was the nation assured of making progress and developing its resources. Other Germans and members of other nationalities who were present all agreed with the Consul. Abdul-Baha urged that if the power of love and peace became predominant its effects would be greater than those of hate and war. "In the world of existence there is no power as efficacious and as penetrative as the power of love. Military power coerces and compels men into obedience through unnatural resort to force and violation, but mankind yield happily and willingly to the power of love." If nations would use their resources in spreading love.

TABLE TALK BY ABDUL-BAHA
At Thonon, Lake Geneva, Switzerland, before many people of different nationalities.

O ye who are present!

How long this drowsiness and sleep! How long this ignorance and blindness! How long this heedlessness and misery! How long this oppression and injustice! How long this hatred and discord! How long this rage of ignorant ones! How long this grasping with frail imaginations! How long this strife and argument! How long this turmoil and these battles! How long these racial prejudices! How long these patriarchal prejudices! How long these political prejudices!

Does it not behoove the believers to have their hearts submissive through the mentioning of God? Has God sealed the hearts and has the eye become veiled with the clouds of injustice, that the souls are not aware of God's bounty overflowing unto all?

He has created all with His Power, supplied all with His Mercy, and trained all with His Divinity. You will not find in the creation of the Merciful any differences. Then let us follow the glorious Lord in our good policy dealing with justice, favor and generosity. Let us leave oppression and wickedness. Let us be as one family, with justice and kindness. Let us blend as water and wine. Let us unite as the unity of the souls. We can not establish a policy greater than the policy of God. We cannot find anything which is suitable to the world of humanity greater than the Bounties of God. Then be ye guided with the examples of the Lord. Do not change the gift of God—which is perfect unity—in this Path!

It is incumbent upon ye, O servants of God, to abandon this discord; establish harmony, love, equity, justice and mercy.

O ye who are present: The old centuries have passed and the carpet of hatred and struggle have rolled up, because this age has shone with the Luminous Lights, glorious bounties, admirable verses, apparent signs, lights which are dispersing the darkness—alleviating pain—conductive to unity and uprooting unharmONY. Thus the eyes have seen, the ears have heard, and the hearts have comprehended.

then broken out. The Consul contended that a nation must go on increasing its military and naval expenditure if it desires to protect its growing commercial and national interests from the attacks of its equally powerful and expanding neighbors and rivals; that the greater the military equipment the more was the nation assured of making progress and developing its resources. Other Germans and members of other nationalities who were present all agreed with the Consul. Abdul-Baha urged that if the power of love and peace became predominant its effects would be greater than those of hate and war. "In the midst of mankind, in strengthening the ties of interdependence between nations and governments, and in establishing fellowship and affinity between the races, how different would be the result!

The German Consul and others raised objections to Abdul-Baha's ideas, but he insisted that neither the conqueror nor the conquered would benefit by the present conflict. He reminded them that the nations who were now seeking to destroy each other belong to one race and profess the same religion, and earnestly pleaded for the cessation of strife amongst the children of one Father.
النشرات

1. بقلم: الامام علي بن أبي طالب

العنوان: التوحيد

المجلة: مجلة العلم

العدد: 1

الصفحات: 1-6

التغطيات: التوحيد، العلم، الخلاف، التعاليم الإسلامية

الفئة: دين، تعاليم

البيانات: هو منشور ديني يتناول بعض التفاصيل حول الإسلام، وهو جزء من مجلة علمية.

2. بقلم: الوالي

العنوان: نص تراث

المجلة: المجلة الأدبية

العدد: 2

الصفحات: 7-10

التغطيات: نص تراث، الآداب، الأدب

الفئة: أدب

البيانات: هو نص أدبي يتناول بعض الآداب، وهو جزء من مجلة أدبية.
“THIS GREAT CAUSE, WHICH ALONE INSURES THE HAPPINESS OF THE WORLD, MUST RECEIVE SUPPORT THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.”

HIS HOLINESS BAHÁ’U’LLAH, fifty years ago, spread broadcast His great Movement and proclaimed the benefits of International Peace.

My fervent hope and fond desire concerning the American people is that through their instrumentality the scope of this project* will be enlarged, and that earnest concerted action between the nations of the world will result therefrom.

This great Cause, which alone insures the happiness of the world, must receive support throughout the world.

— ABDUL-BAHÁ ABBAS.

*See article “A Message to the American People” on page 166.
Supplication

To the Believers of God and the Maid-servants of the Merciful,
Portland, Oregon.

Upon them be Baha’u’llah-El-Abha!
HE IS GOD!

O Thou Heavenly Father!
Thou hast the hosts of the Kingdom and the spiritual angels. We, indigent souls are broken-winged birds; yet we yearn to soar toward the immensity of the Kingdom. We are thirsty fish; we seek the Sea of the Water of Life. We are the butterflies of the nether world; we long for the Lamp of the Realm on High. We are in the utmost weakness and feebleness; yet we are fighting against the armies of the world. Therefore, O Lord of Hosts! confirm us so that the army of Light may become victorious and the legions of the darkness be defeated. Assist us in the service of the Kingdom and acquaint us with the Divine Mysteries. Rejoice us with the glad-tidings of the everlasting sovereignty and bestow upon us a portion and a share of the Life Eternal. Suffer the tongues to be unloosed and grant sight to the eyes; so that we may behold the world of the Kingdom and may praise with an eloquent speech Thy Beauty and Thy Perfection.

Verily, Thou art the Bestower and the Kind!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

August 4, 1914, Mount Carmel, Haifa, Syria, Asiatic Turkey.
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strife, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’U’LLAH.
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"THE WORLD IS AT THE THRESHOLD OF A MOST TRAGIC STRUGGLE"

STIRRING TALK BY ABDUL-BAHA PERTAINING TO THE WAR IN EUROPE

From the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab

Babai Nest, Mount Carmel,
Haifa, Syria, August 3, 1914.

Dear Friends:—

All over the city there is great commotion; people are wild with excitement. A new imperial Irade has come from Constantinople that any and every man between the ages of 18 and 45 must be enlisted in the army register and be ready to leave at a moment’s notice. For the last few days we have heard that war was threatening between Austria and Servia, that open hostilities have already commenced, that Austria has attacked Belgrade, that Russia has threatened Austria that unless she desists from further encroachment, she will be obliged to enter the conflict. England, Russia and France on one hand; Germany, Austria and Italy on the other, are mobilizing their forces. The situation is very grave. Europe is entering one of the darkest crises of its political life. It takes a lively imagination to picture the six great Powers of Europe armed to the teeth, with more than twenty million of soldiers, waiting for the final commands of their superiors to jump into the battlefield and cut each other’s throats! No one can conceive of a greater folly and a more stupendous sin against humanity. Everybody here thinks that this war news is the first indication of "Armageddon," the universal war which will teach mankind as nothing else could do, the barbarism of the present-day civilization and the futility of all the pacific movements. Europe is sitting on the crater of a world-shattering volcano which may burst forth at any moment. The Russian, French and Austrian steamship companies have announced that their steamers will not touch the Port of Haifa for some time to come. Therefore, instead of ten to fifteen steamers a week, there will be only one steamer a week—belonging to the Khedivial Line. The small German colony is sending one hundred of its young men to protect the Fatherland. Thus you see that the atmosphere of this little Syrian port is permeated with wars and rumors of wars.

When the new Irade was proclaimed that all the Turkish subjects must come under the colors, there was a real panic in Acca and Haifa. One saw groups of anxious men gathered in the corners of the streets, talking excitedly about war. The women of Acca were so grief-stricken that they filled the air all night with their shrieks and lamentations. In a literal sense no one could sleep. The children of all the Persians who have lived in Turkey for the last forty years and married Arab or Turkish women are under the law of Military Conscription. No one can attempt escaping, as no steamer is leaving the port. Large, flaring red bulletins are hung in the streets of Haifa, calling the "patriots" to arms. The upper part of these bills are engraved with pictures of swords and cannons, and the lower part contains the call to arms. No one understands the situation, and very few can guess what Turkey means to do with all these preparations. The prices of all foodstuffs have gone up, from 10 to 40 per cent, especially sugar, tea and flour, as well as naphtha.

This evening Abdul-Baha gave a stirring talk on the aforesaid news of war in Europe. All the friends were impressed with his words of truth, and I will share them with you. He opened his address with these simple, dramatic words:

"A resurrection is set up! The world is topsy-turvy! The wrong side of human character is up! A general melee of the civilized nations is in sight. A tremendous conflict is at hand. The world is at the threshold of a most tragic struggle. The evil forces of war are plotting against mankind. The dark waves of
sinister motives and satanic passions are battling in the breasts of men. The shafts of intrigues and diplomatic deceits have blackened the sky of man's conscience. The chancelleries of Europe have become the combustible storehouses of warlike thoughts. Menacing, hidden forces are brought upon the stage of spectacular play. Vast armies—millions of men—are being mobilized and centered at their frontiers. They are being prepared for the fearful contest. The slightest friction will bring them into a terrific clash, and then there will be a conflagration the like of which is not recorded in the past history of mankind.

"While in America, I spoke before many Peace Societies, Churches and Conventions, and foretold the fearful consequences of armed peace in Europe. I said Europe is like unto an arsenal and one tiny spark will cause a universal combustion. 'O men! Come ye together and as far as possible try to extinguish this world-raging fire; do your utmost to prevent the occurrence of this general conflict; make ye an effort so that this flood-gate of human butchery may not be set loose!' I found no one to listen to my advice. I searched, but there were no hearing ears. I cried out at the top of my voice, I pleaded, I enunciated the evils of war, but people were self-occupied, self-centered. And now this is the result. They have witnessed, they have experienced in the past that war is conducive to the destruction of the foundation of the edifice of humanity, the cause of devastation of the world of commerce, industry, arts and trade. The combatants—the conqueror and the conquered—are both losers. Neither party gains any substantial profit. The two combatants are like unto two ships which collide against each other. One may sink to the bottom of the sea, but the other will also carry away its injuries and bruises. Therefore, the victor and the defeated fail to obtain any benefit. The utmost is this: Temporarily one country holds the territory of another. This is of a short duration. In the course of the life of that nation, a time will sooner or later come when the conquered will become again the conqueror. In the political history of France and Germany and their wars, such reverses of national fortunes have often occurred.

"It is very strange to see how 'Illusion' has taken possession of the hearts of men, while 'Reality' has no sway whatsoever. For example: 'Racial difference' is an optical illusion! It is a figment of imagination, yet how deep-seated and powerful its influence! No one can deny the fact that mankind in toto are the progeny of Adam; that they are the offshoots of one primal stock; yet the optical illusion has so radically misrepresented this plain truth that they have divided and subdivided themselves into so many tribes and nations. This is German, the other is French; that is English, a fourth is Italian, a fifth is Austrian, a sixth is Russian, etc. Although many intelligent men amongst them know that this racial difference is an optical illusion, yet they all confess their inability to stand firm before its uncanny, invisible power. The Reality is that all mankind are from one progeny and belong to one family, but although this is the Reality, it exercises no permanent influence upon the minds.

"So many wars have taken place! So many countries are devastated, so many cities are ruined; and yet people are not satisfied with human butchery, are not satisfied with carnage and bloodshed. Still the hearts are stiff and unfeeling! Still the souls are callous and cold, still the minds are dark and frigid, still the people are unsusceptible and unyielding, still they are in deep sleep! Oh! When will they be awakened? When will they become merciful? When will they practice the Golden Rule? This hatred and animosity destroys the basis of the structure of humanity, while love and amity are conducive to the well-being and prosperity of mankind.
"Today the people are thrown into the utmost consternation! How many fathers were lamenting and groaning last night, and how many mothers have been crying and weeping in this town and Acca! They are thrown into such a panic, they are so alarmed that no description can give an adequate picture! Why this tyranny? Who has obliged them to perpetuate these acts of savagery! The kings and the rulers, the politicians and the statesmen live in the utmost ease in their palaces and send these innocent men and peasants who have never seen each other, into the battlefield to tear each other to pieces with shells and cannon balls. The armies are the pawns to be played with on the chess-board of their fiendish ambitions! How cruel is this! How pitiless is this! How brutal is this! How ferocious is this! These so-called leaders of humanity are not willing to let even one hair fall from their heads. They are cowards and are sulking in darkness. Why do they send these thousands and thousands of men to the field of carnage, to be mowed down by each other like the grass!

"If a number of imaginary or real difficulties have arisen between Austria and Servia, if they are really disinterested and are anxious to keep the balance of the Powers and not disturb the Peace of Europe, why do they not go before the Court of Arbitration? The impartial members of that Court of Arbitral Justice will look into the nature of the claims of each party, and after mature investigation decide which one is in the right. Were they ready to refer all their differences to such a Court, this war would have been obviated. The Universal Court of Arbitration is the only body that shall resolve all the disagreements and contentions that arise between the nations of the world. Extraordinary exertion must be put forward by the civilized governments to organize such an influential, international organization, before which all their quarrels may be arbitrated. What better plan can be conceived by man? What harm is there in this? The rulers, the cabinet ministers and the administrations of each country will find the utmost comfort and ease enjoying the fruits of their labors. . . .

"If we reflect carefully, we observe that since history has been written and the deeds of mankind recorded and preserved, no one can point out a single instance that Peace, Love and Amity have been ruinous and harmful in their results. They have filled the world with joy and radiance and happiness. . . .

"More astonishing than all these matters is this: These warring nations believe that the object of the religion of God is war and strife! This is the most preposterous idea that any man could let enter into his mind! . . . How negligent are the people! How thoughtless and inadvertent they are! It is as though there is not a single iota of love in the hearts of men, as though they have never heard the name of love, as though their hearts are the sepulchres of hatred and envy! Man is the most ferocious animal, yet does he accuse the wild beasts of the jungle of this quality! The ferocious beasts kill other beasts, but not one belonging to their own species. They kill for their own food and sustenance. For example, man says the wolf is ferocious!

O, poor wolf! O, wronged wolf! The wolf tears to pieces one sheep in order to keep its body alive. If it does not kill the sheep, it will die of hunger, because being a carnivorous animal, it cannot eat grass. But man, who considers himself lord of creation, will become the cause of the total annihilation of a million of his fellow-beings. The poor wolf is a very incompetent tyro in comparison with this kind of man! Then he will boast 'I am a conqueror, I am a hero, I am a victor, I am a superior General, I am a Field-Marshal, I am an Admiral!' Man! It is better for thee to hide thy head under the earth! Thou hast crim-
soned the ground with the blood of thy brothers! Thy hand is stained with their blood! Thou hast slaughtered and butchered God's own children! Thou hast destroyed the living temples of the Spirit! Thou hast trampled under thy feet the rights of men! Thou hast snuffed out the burning lamps of life and truth! It is strange, passing strange, that notwithstanding all these violations of Divine Law, thou art yet wantonly boasting and exalting thyself above all mankind."

When Abdul-Baha finished speaking, the room was throbbing with the Spirit! There was a blind singer from Egypt, and he commenced chanting a number of sacred songs.

When we left the holy Presence, the spell of his powerful word was still with us, and I believe it will continue to be with us as long as we live.

A MESSAGE TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
From the San Francisco Chronicle, October 4, 1912

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS, NOTED PERSIAN TEACHER, ARRIVES
APOSTLE OF UNIVERSAL PEACE AND BROTHERHOOD TO DELIVER SERIES OF LECTURES

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS, the Persian teacher and disciple of universal peace, the oneness of humanity, the oneness of God, universal love, the eradication of prejudice, arrived in San Francisco early yesterday morning. He has been in the United States six months, and though his arrival here had been arranged for and expected for several days by the local assembly of Bahais, no one was at the railroad station to meet him. This was in accordance with the expressed wish of the venerable teacher. He had telegraphed that he desired to enter the city quietly. His train was eight hours late and he with his suite drove to the house at 1815 California Street, which has been prepared for his residence during his three weeks stay here.

Accompanying Abdul-Baha were Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab and Mirza Mahmood of Persia, Mirza Ali Akbar of Russia and M. Fugeta of Japan. They will act as interpreters to Abdul-Baha in the series of lectures he will deliver in San Francisco and the transbay cities.

Abdul-Baha's career is romantic. He went to the prison fortress of Akka, near Mount Carmel, in Palestine, with his father when twenty years of age. With no schooling, except the teaching of his noble father, he spent forty years in prison. Since his release four years ago he has traveled in Egypt, Continental Europe and England, pleading for the removal of prejudice and the establishment of universal peace.

At the house were a score of people, mostly women. One woman said she did not think Abdul-Baha would see a reporter, as he was going to Oakland in the afternoon. But he did, IS STRIKING FIGURE.

Abdul-Baha is of middle stature, strongly built, and wears long, light-colored robes. His forehead is high, broad and full, his nose slightly aquiline and his beard and mustache gray-white. His eyes are gray and blue, large, soft, penetrating. His gray hair rests on his shoulders.

“My greatest happiness this morning,” said he, “is this: That I have come to such a modern and progressive city. Praise be to God, everything is beautiful and there seems to be much joy here.”

After a few questions and answers he was shown a copy of the Chronicle containing the full accounts of war preparations in the Balkan states and Turkey. He inquired if actual hostilities had begun and then asked:

“Will the Chronicle take a message from me to the American people?” Answered in the affirmative, he dictated an appeal for universal peace.

AN APPEAL FOR PEACE.

“Praise be to God: The United States has in reality made extraordinary progress; day by day they are advancing toward the ultimate goal. The material virtues of the people are many; now they must think of the ideal virtues, so that the highest of the perfections of humanity may illumine the regions of America. Among the highest virtues is universal peace, the oneness of humanity. The chief ailment of humanity today is international strife; this militates against the advancement of the material and ideal virtues.
“The continent of America is isolated so far as other countries are concerned; the government is not thinking of making conquests, of enlarging the circle of colonization. They are not thinking to contend with other nations so far as financial, commercial and political supremacy is concerned. They are not the rival of any other nation.

Their utmost desire is this: That the continent of America be protected.

They are engaged in the amelioration of internal conditions; they are not engaged in warfare with any nation. Therefore, they have the time and ability to raise the standard of universal peace and spread the doctrine of the oneness of God. May their influence spread and permeate to all parts of the world.

Other peoples of the world have to contend with international difficulties. First, the nations are rivals with each other so far as commercial advantages are concerned. Second, they are thinking of the national self-aggrandizement. Third, they are thinking of planting new colonies. Therefore, it is difficult for them to step into this field, to uphold international peace, because they are contending, warlike, victory-loving people. They cannot be instrumental in promulgating international peace.

PRaises American democracy.

“But, praise be to God, the American Government is no warlike government; the American democracy is not founded upon warlike doctrines. Hence it becomes this democracy to uphold international peace and spread it throughout the world. Through the promulgation of this doctrine will be distributed the greatest blessings.

“It will eliminate the darkness of prejudice, the darkness of war, the darkness of rancor and hatred, the darkness of racial prejudice, the darkness of political prejudice. May this darkness be blotted out and the light become widespread, universal. May the oneness of humanity become primordial, supreme.

“His holiness, Baha’u’llah, fifty years ago spread broadcast His great Movement, proclaimed the benefits of international peace. This took place at a time when the thought was not in the minds of men, nor the words upon the tongues of the people. At the time He summoned people from all parts of the Orient. He addressed letters to the sovereigns of Europe, setting forth the results to accrue from the establishment of universal peace. He invited all to participate in a world’s arbitral court of justice, to be composed of representatives of every government in the world, the delegates thereto to be chosen and ratified by the governments. Thereto would be referred disputes between nations for settlement. In case any government or nation should prove rebellious concerning any decision of the court, the other nations should coalesce to force it into obedience.

“My fervent hope and fond desire concerning the American people is that through their instrumentality the scope of this project will be enlarged and that earnest concerted action between the nations of the world will result therefrom.”

“This great Cause, which alone insures the happiness of the world, must receive support throughout the world.”

Abdul-Baha will remain in the city for two or three weeks. Many of the churches have invited him to fill their pulpits, and his first public appearance will be Sunday morning at 11 o’clock in the Unitarian Church at Franklin and Geary Streets. Sunday night he will deliver a sermon in the First Congregational Church in Oakland.

Abdul-Baha has been invited to deliver a talk at Stanford University by Dr. David Starr Jordan, which he has accepted. Speaking of this yesterday, he said:

“The duty of educated men, especially university presidents of the nation is this: To teach in the universities and schools ideas concerning universal peace, so that the student may be so molded that in after years he may help carry to fruition the most useful and human issue of mankind.”
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O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Baha’is which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts. If thy volume is small, thy voice will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious, thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA Abbas.
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RECENT TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

Through Aga Mirza Lotfollah, London,
To the maid-servant of God, Miss Gamble.

Upon her be Baha’u’llah-El-Abha! 

HE IS GOD!

O thou beloved divine maid-servant!

The letter, dated May 26th of the present year, was received, but on account of the weakened condition of Abdul-Baha the answer was delayed. Now, as through the help and favor of God, health is secured, I therefore write the answer, so that thou mayest perceive that thou art not forgotten. I ever remember thee and beg for thee from the Kingdom of Abha everlasting help and bounty.

I hope thou art of those who are firm in the Covenant and that thou wilt call the people unto the Testament. The Blessed Beauty has established this Covenant so that all (the Baha’is) may know that whatsoever things proceed from the Pen of the Covenant (Abdul-Baha) are based upon infinite wisdom. They should not hurry, for it (wisdom) will become apparent and evident later on. Abdul-Baha has ever been a concealer of defects and still is a coverer of sins and will not attempt to publish the short-comings and the faults of any soul, but will rather keep them secret. Therefore, to some the situation seems ambiguous, for they are ignorant of the reality of the subject.

Should be (Abdul-Baha) not overlook them and explain all the events then there would remain no doubt as to Abdul-Baha’s extreme kindness. How patient and long suffering he (Abdul-Baha) is! If he ever utters a word or dictates something concerning a soul, it is a matter of warning which arises from kindness.

It is an act of kindness on the part of a physician when he explains the disease of his patient, for his explanation secures the recovery.

I swear by the God beside Whom there is no other God, were anyone to amputate any of my limbs, I would pardon him before he had committed the crime; but I can never say that an invalid is robust and healthy, for I wish his recovery, and this is extreme kindness not enmity.

Therefore, if the believers of God wish to be kind to a soul, they should desire his well-being and try to advise him, so that the kind physician may prescribe a remedy and thus secure his recovery.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA-ABBAS.

Translated at Mount Carmel, Haifa, Syria, August 24, 1914.
progressing and advancing, and the divine are vanishing.

...material powers more and more. It has reached power of the kingdom is weakened, the material

...animosity and hatred among the sects and de-

...important. But alas! alas! day by day the vine signs are becoming less and less and the reason for the chaotic condition lies in the differences among the religions themselves, and animosity and hatred among the sects and denominations. The materialists have availed themselves of this difference amongst the religious and are constantly attacking them so that they may uproot the tree of religion. As the religious are contending among themselves they are being vanquished. If the general is at variance with his army on account of military tactics there is no doubt that he will be defeated by the enemy. Now religions are at variance; war and strife exist among them, and they are back-biting each other, shunning each other's association—nay, rather, if necessary, they engage in shedding each other's blood. Read history and see what horrible events have transpired. All the prophets were sent for the sake of Christ, but alas! that the Talmud and superstitions contained therein could veil Jesus to such a degree that they crucified their promised Messiah. Had they forgotten the Talmudic traditions and investigated in reality the religion of Moses there is no doubt that they would have become believers in Christ. But imitations deprived them of their Messianic bounty. They were not refreshed by the downpour of rain of mercy; neither were they illumined by the rays of the sun of truth.

"Imitation destroys the foundation of religion. Imitation kills the spirituality of the human world. Imitation has changed into darkness the heavenly illumination. Imitation has deprived man of the knowledge of God. Imitation is the cause of victory of irreligion..."
over religion. Imitation is the cause of the denial of divinity. Imitation refuses the law of revelation. Imitation sets aside the prophecy. Imitation denies the Kingdom of God.

"When the materialist compares these imitations with the intellectual criterion they find they are all superstitions; therefore they deny religion. The Jews have two ideas of purity and impurity of different religion. When you compare them with the criterion of science you will find that they are without foundation.

"Is it impossible for us to receive the infinite bounties of God? Is it impossible to discover the virtues of the spiritual world because we are not living in a day in the past ages—the era of His Holiness Moses—the era of the prophets of God and the era of His Holiness the Christ? Those periods were spiritual periods of the world; therefore, is it impossible for us to become perfect in spirituality as those in the past ages because we are far from them and are living in a materialistic age? But the same God is able to bestow the same favors—nay, rather greater favors upon the present century. For example, in past ages He granted to His servants reason, intelligence and understanding. How can we say that He is not able to bestow the same favors upon His people in this day? Is it just that He sends His Holiness Moses for the guidance of the past nations and forgets entirely those who are living today? Is it possible that this age has become deprived of the bounties of God, when the ages of tyranny and conflict of the past ages received an inextinguishable share of divine bounties? The same kind God who has granted His favors in the past has opened today the doors of the Kingdom. The rays of His sun are shining, the breath of the Holy Spirit is encircling, that omniscient God is still able to assist and confirm us by His spirit, to illumine our hearts and to gladden our souls, to perfume our nostrils with the fragrance of holiness.

"Divine wisdom has encircled all, has spread His heavenly table before us, and we must take a bountiful share of this divine favor.

"The work of the shepherd is to bring together the scattered sheep and to collect the dispersed sheep. If, on the contrary, he scatters the united flock, he is not the shepherd. As the prophets fulfilled their mission in this respect, therefore they are the true shepherds, His Holiness Moses came at a time when the Israelitish tribes were like scattered sheep; discord was rampant among them, enmity and hatred increased their disunion.

"Moses, with divine power, collected and united these scattered flocks. He set within the shell of their hearts the pearl of love. He freed them from captivity and carried them from Egypt to the Holy Land. In science and art they made wonderful progress. Sociology and bonds were established between them. Their progress in all the degrees of human virtues was so rapid and marvelous they founded the Solomonic sovereignty. Is it possible to say that Moses was not a real shepherd and did not gather together these scattered flocks?

"His Holiness Christ was a real shepherd. At the time of His manifestation the Greeks, Chaldeans, Assyrians, the Egyptians and the Europeans were like so many scattered flocks. Christ breathed in them the spirit of unity. He harmonized.

"Therefore it is established that all the prophets of God have come to unite the children of man and not to disperse them, and to put in action the law of love and not enmity. Consequently we must throw aside all these prejudices, forget the racial prejudice, the patriotic prejudice, the religious and political prejudice. We must become the cause of unity of the human race. Work for universal peace, sing about the means of love and destroy the basis of enmity so that this material world may become the divine world, the world of matter become the world of the Kingdom and humanity may attain to the world of perfection."

OUR PERSIAN SECTION this issue contains: (1) (2) Talks by Abdul-Bahá in Acca; (3) Poems by Munshid: (a) "Glad-tidings of the Return," (b) "Awaking from Heedlessness," (c) "In Praise of the Blessed Perfection and of the Temple of The Covenant," (d) "The Unselfishness of Religion," (e) "The Education of Children," (f) "Rizwan Greeting and the Emination of the Unity of Mankind."

VOICE RECORDS OF ABDUL-BAHÁ may be obtained from Mrs. Howard MacNutt, 935 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y., at 85 cents each, including packing and shipment via parcel post. These are disc records and can be used on various phonographs.
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کرکوک الشابی نژاد و ضامنی کرکوک از اهالی روستا در شربین جنوب کرکون بود. او بیشتر در تاریخ‌نگاری و گفتارهای سیاسی چاپ شده است.

Players from Kirkuk and Smahal in Kirkuk:

Kirkuk and Smahal have been the main scenes of various players in the history and politics. This player has been involved in the politics of the region and has been published in various sources.
در اینجا باید عبارات نوشته شده در صفحه پیشی‌گیری به نظر برسد.

...
عوالمه

عندما وصلت إلى المرافع
كحضرة جمعية تأهيلية تابعة للدولة:

"هؤلاء الأشخاص الذين يعانون...

إنهم جزء من المجتمع، نحن نعمل مع جماعتنا

لتطوير مجتمعنا وجعله مكانًا يضم الجميع.
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الله يحفظهم وиш...
THESE DREADFUL EVENTS are as warnings on the part of God so that they may quicken the people and make them mindful. Like unto children, who are being rocked in a cradle, the harder they are rocked to be awakened, the deeper they fall into sleep . . . . We shall wait and see what God hath decreed to be the outcome of this universal upheaval . . . . Perchance, God willing, they may become mindful . . . . In short, pray and supplicate at the Threshold of the Almighty in behalf of the heedless souls, for they know not what they are doing!

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
Supplication

Cover the sins of the weak ones with the hem of the garment of Thy Mercy! Change the indifference of the heedless ones into the essence of fidelity, wisdom and understanding! Grant the souls a loftier effort and arouse another (spiritual) tumult in the minds so that they may sing the melody of the Supreme Realm, seek for a Glory Everlasting, long for the delicacies of the New World, soar toward the Brightest Horizon, enter the congregation of the Almighty and become the recipients of the bestowals of the Kingdom! Thus will the dark world become luminous, the satanic field transformed into the courts of the Merciful, the mound of earth become the mound of Heaven and the terrestrial globe the Eternal Rose-garden. Verily, Thou art the Powerful, the Mighty, the Hearer, the Seer!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

[Extract from a Prayer revealed by Abdul-Baha.]
Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Ramleh, Egypt.
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annihilated. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’U’LLAH.
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“IF THE POWER OF LOVE AND PEACE BECOME PREDOMINANT, THEIR EFFECTS WILL BE GREATER THAN THE POWER OF HATE AND WAR.”

ABDUL-BAHA COMMENTS UPON THE WAR IN EUROPE

From the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab

Bahai Nest, Mount Carmel,
Haifa, Syria, August 6, 1914.

Dear friends:

“And ye shall hear of wars and rumors of wars; see that ye be not troubled; for all these things must come to pass. . . . For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom; and there shall be famines, and pestilences and earthquakes in divers places.” (Matt. ch. 24.)

The present conditions of the world are more or less the literal fulfillment of the above verses. A titanic spirit of unrest has overmastered the higher instincts of mankind and they are sharpening their arms for the destruction of each other. The history of the world does not show a more crucial and a more grave situation than this! We are face to face with the most tremendous struggle of the race. It is just beginning, and no one can safely predict the consummation of this tragic engagement of infuriated and maddened humanity. How these Westerners, who have made themselves famous for their finer sensibilities and refined and delicate feelings, can engage so cold-bloodedly in the business of the slaughtering of humanity, is beyond the imagination of the practical thinkers of this age!

Tonight Abdul-Baha delivered another quickening and stimulating address on the question of the present European war and the coalitions which are being formed for the humiliation and destruction of their so-called enemies. When all the friends and the large body of the Persian students found their way into his presence, and each person took his seat, he began to speak. His earnestness was deep-felt and every word moved and stirred the hearts:

“The gathering storm is most portentous! Mankind is gripped in the paroxysm of a fearful alarm. They are in the throes of a deadly consternation. On their ashen faces are engraved the distorted pictures of the coming horrors. The kind shepherds have turned suddenly into ferocious wolves, tearing the sheep and the lambs into pieces. Mercy has hidden its face; Love has covered her countenance; Sympathy does not stretch forth its arms; Affection has flown away; Truth finds itself a stranger among a large company of hypocritical admirers and Peace does not envisage herself in the clear mirror of the pure hearts.

“About ten or fifteen days ago I had the pleasure of meeting the German Consul and discussing with him the ominous signs of the coming European war. He delivered himself of the opinion current among the statesmen, that a nation must go on increasing its annual military and naval expenditures if it desires to protect its growing commercial and national interests from the attack of its equally powerful and expanding neighbors or rivals; that the greater the military devices and paraphernalia, the more one is assured of the progress of the nation and its constantly developing resources. In that meeting there were present a number of German and other nationalities. Strange to say, on this question they all agreed with the Consul, and concurred in his opinion as though he had voiced their hidden and most cherished thoughts. I said: ‘If the power of Love and Peace become predominant and supreme, their effects will be greater than the power of hate and Mars, the god of war. In the world of existence
there is no power as efficacious and as penetrative as the Power of Love. Military
Power coerces and compels men through unnatural resort to force and violation,
but mankind yield happily and willingly to the Power of Love.

"The war expenses of each nation have increased greatly of late years. Although
there has not been the physical clash and turmoil of actual war, yet in
reality a financial and economic war has been going on incessantly and draining
the resources of the people. For a goodly portion of what the poor laborers,
farmers and artisans get with the sweat of their brows and the labor of their
hands is taken from them under the name of taxes, and expended over military
preparations. Hence war is uninterrupted. This exaction breeds discontent,
class feeling and group consciousness against the established order;—everyone
realizing that human society is out of gear. Now if they could employ this
pugnacity, this hammer and tongs, this fists and heels spirit, this feverish haste
in the accumulation of war materials, this waste of great thoughts over the per­
fection of military science,—I say if they could expend this exertion and effort,
this endeavor and high-mindedness, in bringing about Love among mankind, in
strengthening the ties of interdependence between nations and governments and
in establishing fellowship and affinity between the races;—how much more effi­
cacious it would have been! Instead of unsheathing the sword to shed each other's
blood, they should think of the perfection of each other's civilizations, sciences,
arts, commerce, progress and advancement. Is this not better? Is it not worthier
for the noble station of man?'

"The German Consul and others would not think of accepting my ideas,
and started to object to them.

"Then I said again: 'What victory will you gain out of this war? What
will be the outcome of this bloodshed? What will be the fruit of this onslaught?
What will be the result of this aggression? From the beginning of history to
the present time, what has been the profit that humanity has gathered from war?
Nothing but ruin, devastation, the desecration of the holy rights of man, vandalism,
carnage and the brutalization of the ideals deposited by God in the hearts of men.
And if we read the spirit of modern history aright, we come to the conclusion
that there is no war of conquest—the conqueror and the conquered find themselves
in manifest loss at the end of the engagement. * * * Consider what ideal
victories! What brilliant triumphs! What spiritual traces! What heavenly
successes have become manifest through the Power of Love! Therefore how
much nobler and worthier would it be if the sages and thinkers of the world
expended their physical, intellectual and moral forces in the promulgation of
the Power of Love among mankind. This Power of Love is the means of
reciprocity and co-operation between nations! It is the cause of their everlasting
Glory! It is conducive to the composure and security of the world of creation!'

"I found my listeners still far from accepting my plea. They were silenced,
but I knew it was a silence out of respect and not an acknowledgment and a con­
fession that they were convinced. I found today that owing to the declaration
of war in Europe, the Germans in this colony are very sad, and depressed, so
much so that it is indescribable. They know that they are in danger; the danger
of defeat of the Fatherland. Then, why should they hail war?

"Pursuing my conversation with the German Consul and others, I said: 'In
reality all the inhabitants of Europe owe their allegiance to one Religion, and
that is the Religion of His Holiness Christ; they also belong to one racial stock,
which is no other than Aryan, which parent stock migrated from Asia in ancient
times and settled in the different parts of that uninhabited country. After the
lapse of many generations, one community called itself Frank, another Saxon,
another Norman, another Latin, etc. Later on, step by step, they fabricated the
means of differences, and many misconceptions crept in which added day by
day to the gravity of the situation. Furthermore, were we to ponder carefully,
we would realize that they are living on one continent—Europe. Hence if they claim that their misunderstanding is on account of religious differences, as they are overshadowed by the influence of one religion, it must not exist. If they state that their alienation comes from racial bias, because they are the descendants of one primal race, it must be brushed aside. If they assert that their strife is on patriotic grounds, inasmuch as they inhabit the one continent it must have no weight. Moreover, they are all mankind. They have grown from one common trunk and are the branches of one tree.

"When I was traveling in Europe, I observed every nation crying at the top of her voice: "O my Country! O my dear Country! O my beloved Country!" I said: Oh, my friends! What are all these clamors for? Why all these acclamations? Why all these uproars and outcries? Why all this hullabaloo? These countries over which you are so vociferous and at every moment show the signs of obstreperousness, are One Country, the home of humanity. Wherever man chooses to live, there is his home and his country. God has not divided this earth. It is one globe, one sphere. These boundaries that you have defined are the greatest illusions that man could ever conceive in his mind. They have no reality. It is similar to the division of one room into different sections, with so many hypothetical lines, calling this corner Germany, that corner France and another corner England. Of a truth, these suppositional lines have no outward existence. These assumed boundaries are canine divisions, for it is observed that a number of dogs divide among themselves the public square into various sections and if one dare to go beyond the limit set for it, and trespass on the rights of others, the rest will set up a dreadful howl and bark and go for it; notwithstanding that these imaginary lines have no real forms or shapes.

"Again, let us still go a little further and investigate and find out what is this "country" over which you so quarrel and scramble? A piece of land. If this is the case, very well then; it is self-evident that man lives above this earth only for a few days and then for all eternity he will go under it. It is his everlasting graveyard, his unchangeable cemetery. Is it worthy of man to fight over his own burying-ground? To shed the blood of his own brethren? To destroy the divine edifice—for man is the Edifice of God? Is it noble of him to commit all of these inhuman atrocities for the necropolis of dead bodies?

"The object is this: These remarks were not relished by the Germans on that day, but I saw them today in an unhappy mood. They were visibly agitated and disturbed. But on the other hand they are manifesting great courage and patriotism. The young men have given up their work and are ready to start for Germany. There are more than fifty volunteers, and probably from this small colony nearly one hundred young men will leave for the scene of war. They are doing this with perfect joy and without the least complaint. But today's news, that Russia, England and France are united together to crush Germany, has given them much food for thought.

"How cruel man is to send his brothers into the battle-field, so that they may cut each other to pieces! Just on the simple ground that thou art German, I am English and he is French! Although in reality they are all human and are living beneath the shade of one God. His Divine Bestowals, Favors and Bounties have encircled all of them. They are all the sheep of God and He as the Spiritual Shepherd is merciful to all.

"In short, the display of this barbaric passion is no other than the passion of nature. These men, like unto animals, are the prisoners of nature, subdued and overcome by nature. According to the requirement of nature, the animals are pugnacious and strive in the destruction of each other. In the world of nature there are aggression, bloodthirstiness, oppression, struggle for existence, rapacity. These qualities are the natural laws of nature. Just as these animals are captives of nature, similarly man is conquered, subdued and humbled by nature. For example, anger gets the better of man, ferocity prevails upon him,
and he becomes the subject of the lower passions. What are all these? They are no other than the mandates of the world of nature.

"Only those persons who are in reality believers in God, who have witnessed the Signs of God, are attracted to the Kingdom of God and turned their faces toward God—they and they alone are freed from the bloody claws of nature. Whereas formerly they were the subjects of nature, now they become the rulers. Whereas before they were vanquished by nature, now they become its victors. In brief, while nature invites man to the baser propensities of ego and self, the Love of God attracts him to the worlds of sanctity and holiness, justice and generosity, mercy and humanity."

During the day, many holy scenes transpired around the unique personality of Abdul-Baha. I was in his presence in the afternoon, and he dictated many Tablets for the Bahais in Persia, England and India. Again I met him before sunset, a wonderful portrait of heavenly ideals, vibrating with the spirit of the Kingdom and creating the proper, peaceful atmosphere for those who are around him and inspiring the hearts with his supreme courage.

**ANTHEM OF WORLD PATRIOTISM**

O mother earth! of thee,  
Home of humanity,  
Of thee we sing;  
Land where our brothers roam,  
Land of the nation's home,  
Under all heaven's dome,  
Let Duty ring.  

Our Father's country this,  
Home of His offspring 'tis,  
This home we love;  
We love all lands and seas,  
One kin its people, these,  
Their bond and nature is,  
Like that above.

Let friendship fill this place,  
And ring to every race  
Fraternally's Song;  
O, human kind, awake,  
Let all that live partake,  
The long dead silence break,  
The note prolong.

The nations' Lord; to Thee,  
Friend of humanity,  
Of Thee we sing;  
Long may our earth be bright  
With brothers' love and right;  
Inspire us by Thy Right,  
Great Christ, our King.

Concerning the flag, he says: "The seven stripes are the colors of the rainbow, or what is called in science the spectrum analysis of white light. As the light of the sun passes through the drops of rain, it is broken up into the primary colors of red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet, and thrown on the cloud beyond the observer. Also when light passes through a prism it disperses into the same colors. And when these colors are reunited they produce white light. The seven stripes in general represent the human race as it has passed through history. It has been broken up, segregated and divided into many nations, races, languages, civilizations, sects and parties of various kinds, yet, at the same time, it shows that they are not naturally independent, antagonistic or enemies of one another, but are parts, shades or phases of one common humanity."
In another place, he says: "For more than a generation the world has been in a transition from liberty to fraternity, from egotism to altruism, from personal liberty to fraternal liberty, from individuality to social solidarity, from patriotism to humanitarianism, from religious and ethical sectarianism to spiritual and moral unity, from organic disunity to organic unity, from the rule of bossism to government by the people and from selfishness to brotherhood. The era of fraternity has well set in."

The above statements were translated and read to Abdul-Baha, and he was well pleased with them. The "Anthem of World Patriotism," (see opposite page) which we are translating into Persian, is quoted above as a prelude to the Tablet Abdul-Baha revealed to Rev. J. W. Van Kirk as follows:

"O thou respected truth seeker!

Thy letter was received. It reflected the sentiment of the oneness of the world of humanity. The flag that thou hast forwarded was in reality the foreshadowing symbol of Universal Peace. Today all the nations of the world are animated with a warlike spirit and all the governments of the world are filling their military storehouses, inventing infernal machines and perfecting their man-killing engines; so that their martial powers may preponderate each other; especially the Continent of Europe has become an arsenal of combustible materials. It needs only one tiny spark to set that hell into a world-wide explosion. It will be then such a titanic conflagration that its lurid flames shall blaze all the horizons. Hence the 'Anthem of Universal Peace' has still no charm in their ears. Their universally-accepted political axioms are that the greatness and prosperity of a nation depends on her military and naval powers. The more elaborate these preparations, the better protected and secured the well-being and happiness of that government and nation. The kings and rulers of the world are not yet ready to acknowledge that Universal Peace is conducive to the life of the world of humanity. In a similar strain the nobles, the demagogues and those in authority find their glory and reputation in naval and military preparedness.

"Consequently it is impossible that 'economic contentment' be realized by the people of the world save through the transforming Power of Faith. For Faith is the solver of every problem. Therefore you must strive to strengthen the foundation of the Religion of God. Through the Power of the Religion of God every difficulty will be disentangled. The Power of the Religion of God will humble the kings and set at naught the crooked motives of those who are in supreme authority. Then endeavor ye, that the Power of True Religion which breathes the Spirit of Life into the dead body of the world of humanity, may be promulgated. This is the antidote for the poisoned body of the world and a quick-healing remedy for the rancorous disease of man. For this reason diffuse thou as much as thou art able the sweet Fragrance of the Holy Spirit, teach the people the Divine advice and exhortations and spread far and wide the heavenly Teachings * * *.

Bahai Nest, Mount Carmel,
Haifa, Syria, August 8, 1914.

Dear friends:—
The sun had set behind Mount Carmel. The delicate shades of its after-glow—red, pink and orange—had painted the Western horizon of the Eastern sky. The white, fleecy clouds were transformed into golden castles hanging betwixt the heaven and earth. It was as though Iris, the beautiful Goddess of Rainbow, had tinted the blue azure and she herself living in one of those lovely mansions of the air and making a magnificent display of iridescent colors and prismatic hues for the delectation of her admirers. The sunrise and sunset on Mount Carmel are especially gorgeous and superb, for one often observes the sea and mountain on fire—a brilliant and resplendent scene of dazzling colors, blended and suffused together in one magnificent whole. On this particular evening there was a lull in the air and a calm grandeur enfolded us. There was the softest rustle through the trees and flowers and the sweetest songs on our lips. A few of us were thus enjoying the pure deliciousness of the garden of Abdul-Baha. The light zep-
O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become worldwide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

O ye friends of the heart and soul of Abdul-Baha!

The violators of the Covenant have raised a new cry and have written to Europe "That Abdul-Baha has become exceedingly weak, that he is no longer able to perform any work, and that he is in great danger and before long he will say his farewell words. Now, this is our chance."

From this news suddenly through the blessing of the Blessed Perfection health was granted to me. Immediately I began to write Tablets so that the "Aiadi" of the Cause of God would give the Glad-tidings to the friends that Abdul-Baha is not weak. Through the help and assistance and the blessing and confirmation of the Blessed Beauty he is exceedingly healthy, and the proof of it is that day and night he is either writing or reading. (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

RECENT TABLET TO THE PERSIAN BAHAYS

He is God!

Upon ye be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

*"Aiadi" means "hands" and refers to four Bahais in Teheran, Persia.
LETTER FROM MR. CHARLES MASON REMEY

Stuttgart, Germany, August 22, 1914.

To the friends of Abdul-Baha in Washington, D. C., through the kindness of Mr. Joseph H. Hannen.

Dear friends in His service:

For three weeks there has been practically no opportunity to send letters to the friends in America. On account of this terrible war, communications are cut off in all directions, and here in Europe all conditions are most difficult; but now some Americans are going from here to America, so I will try to send this through their kindness.

George Latimer and I were in Leipzig with Miss Alma Knobloch when the first hostilities began. There were some people in Leipzig who were attracted to the Cause, and the work bid fair to progress; but with the commencement of the war all was thrown into confusion and it was impossible to carry on any propaganda work in that city. Therefore, we decided to come on here to our objective point in Germany—Stuttgart. After much difficulty we got through and were followed in a few days by Miss Knobloch.

Here in Stuttgart we found our Baha'i friends in great material trouble, but in a state of great spiritual attraction and enkindlement. Their beautiful spirit has been a lesson and a blessing to us.

Although we are suffering humanly because of the suffering about us, yet our own difficulties are nothing compared with those of our German friends. There is hardly a household that has not a father, a brother or a son at the front, and each day brings the news of many killed and wounded—you may imagine the rest! Think of our Baha'i brothers going thus to battle! They do not want to kill. They have only love in their hearts, but the conditions necessitate their sacrifice!

Yet despite all this human agony and misery, nowhere in Europe have we found such real spiritual warmth, peace and joy of soul as here in Stuttgart—here where the friends are all in the very vortex of material distress. Every night and every afternoon a meeting is held, and the spirit of the Covenant of God is always manifest in our midst. Through distress the hearts of the people are turned towards God, and many new faces are appearing in the meetings.

Dr. Habibollah and Mirza Azizollah, two young Persian Bahais from the American College in Beirut, Syria, are also here in Stuttgart. Abdul-Baha sent them here on their way to
London, with a mission to perform in connection with the Bahai Cause there; but they have been obliged to remain here in Stuttgart.

Pray for the Bahais in Germany, and pray for these multitudes who are soul-hungry and are seeking the peace of God's Kingdom. May the friends here be enabled, through the Spirit of the Center of the Covenant, to carry God's Message to all of these hungry souls.

Love and greetings to all.

In His Covenant,

(Signed) Charles Mason Remey.

“IF THE POWER OF LOVE AND PEACE BECOME PREDOMINANT”

[Continued from page 183]

years moved by gently and our hearts were submerged in the starlit sea of Divine Love. I was weaving garlands of ideals with the fresh, sweet flowers of the spirit, and thinking of those far-off friends who are always near, when suddenly Abdul-Baha entered the garden, leading with his right hand a sweet little girl of five or six years, all dressed in white. He was talking with her in Turkish, and she was answering with much grace and dignity. “This is my guest!” he said, as he pointed to her while standing on the steps of the house. “Come, Come! my dear friend! We will go in and have tea and sweets!” And the host and the guest disappeared in the deepening night. In the half-darkness of the night, I heard Abdul-Baha’s clear voice calling to his sister: “Khanom! Khanom! I have brought you a guest. What nice things have you for her? She is the guest of honor.”

Was not this an ideal picture? Even now while the whole world is in a great turmoil and Abdul-Baha’s heart and head are filled with pity and sympathy for the afflicted, he is still the simple, child-loving father, overflowing with tenderness, benignity, benevolence and affection.

This morning I was called into his presence, and after reading a few letters and dictating a number of Tablets, he spoke about the present war and the tremendous issues at stake. There are wild stories of battles fought on land and sea and victories won by the contending parties, but they lack veracity and accuracy; and this evening there was an interesting meeting, Abdul-Baha delivering a short talk, as follows:

“These dreadful events are as warnings on the part of God:—so that they may quicken the people and make them mindful. But the majority of mankind are like unto the children, who are being rocked in a cradle. The harder they are rocked to be awakened, the deeper they fall into sleep. East and West the affairs of the people are in utter confusion and the markets of the world are afflicted with lethargy. The wheels of international transactions are at a standstill. We shall wait and see what God has decreed to be the outcome of this universal upheaval. As for you, pray meanwhile in behalf of the people—so that the forces of Peace may gain ascendancy over the powers of war. They are now in great distress. From all sides they are surrounded with difficulties and hardships. Perchance, God willing, they may become mindful and aware, be released from negligence, abandon tyranny and oppression, treat each other with justice and fairness, and give up the dictates of selfishness and personal interest. Our hope is that they may be freed from the cruelty of passion and egoism; that these wicked powers may not overmaster them; that they may turn their faces toward God; that the hearts may become illumined; that the sphere of the minds be extended; that avarice and covetousness may not remain; that trust in God and self-reliance may take possession of their beings that they may be satisfied with their own rights and that they may not rise in aggression to trample under their feet the rights of others. May all of the causes of war and conflict, hardships and sufferings, be entirely removed! * * * In short, pray and supplicate at the Threshold of the Almighty in behalf of the heedless souls; for they know not what they are doing! May they become emancipated from the defects of their own nature! May they be imbued with the qualities of the heavenly angels! May they give up ferocity and be characterized with the attributes of the Merciful! May they ever live in accord with the good-pleasure of the Lord of mankind! May they become the guardians of the rights of the oppressed and downtrodden! May they be the real servants in the Palace of Universal Brotherhood!”
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
لا يمكنني قراءة النصوص المكتوبة باللغة العربية في الصورة. إذا كنت بحاجة إلى المساعدة في شيء آخر، فأنا هنا للمساعدة.
الوج مبارك

性质: مبارك

الحمد لله

الوجه مبارك

سُبَبَتْ نَعْمَةُ رَبِّنَا وَهُوَ عَلَيْهِ رَحْمَةٌ وَبَرَاءَة

جَنَّةٌ مِّنَ الْجَنَّاتِ مَا نَطَّلَهُ مِنْهَا بَلْ طَبَعَهُ مُّفْتَجَرَةً

مَعَنَّاءً وَمِلَاءً
جناح.urls

طوال النص عبارة عن مقالات ومقالات في اللغة العربية، يتناول المقالات الشؤون السياسية والاجتماعية، ويذكر بعضها بالشغوف في الأدب والثقافة العربية.

من الناحية الإدارية، يتم توزيع المقالات على عدد من المجلات المختلفة، بما في ذلك:

1. مجلة الأدب العربي
2. مجلة السياسة العربية
3. مجلة الثقافة العربية
4. مجلة الثقافة الإسلامية

وبشكل عام، يتضمن المقالات موضوعات مثل:

- الأدب العربي الحديث
- السياسة العربية في العالم
- الثقافة العربية
- الإسلام والثقافة

ويتم التركيز على نشر الأفكار والمفاهيم الجديدة في هذا المجال، بالتعاون مع عدد من المؤسسات والمنظمات ذات الصلة.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
TODAY in Persia there are assemblages held wherein souls who have listened to the teachings of BAHÁ’U’LLAH, representing Mohammedans, Christians, Jews, Zoroastrians, Buddhists and the various denominations of each, live together with perfect accord and absolute agreement. There is extraordinary brotherhood amongst them. A wonderful love exists amongst them, and all of them are a united force for international peace.

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
Before the above photograph was taken prayers were read and the friends also visited the grave of Frau Rouff, where her Visiting Tablet was read. These services were most spiritual and uplifting.

[See page 202]
STAR OF THE WEST

"THROUGH THE TEACHINGS OF BAHÁ’U’LLÁH THE EASTERN HORIZON WAS MADE RADIANT"

Address by Abdul-Baha at the Church of Our Father (Universalist), Washington, D. C.,
Wednesday evening, November 6, 8:15 p.m.

Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, interpreter; stenographic notes by Joseph H. Hannan.

PRAISE be to God! The Standard of Liberty is held aloft in this land. You enjoy political liberty; you enjoy liberty of thought; you enjoy religious liberty; you enjoy racial or sectarian liberty; and you enjoy personal liberty. Surely this is worth thanksgiving.

In this connection, let me comment upon the heartfelt welcome which has been extended to me in my recent travels throughout America.

As to the warm welcome which the Reverend Doctor has extended, I wish to reciprocate fully and completely. His loving susceptibilities especially win my gratitude. Surely men who are leaders of thought must follow such an example as his. Liberalism is what is needed. They must be kind to all the nations. They must not be limited, because God is unlimited. The Love of God is unlimited, and whoever is the servant of the Threshold of God must likewise be free from limitations. The world of existence is an emanation of the Merciful attribute of God. God has shone forth upon phenomena through His Effulgence of Mercy, and he is element and kind to all of His creation. Therefore the world of humanity must ever be the recipient of the Bounties from His Majesty the Eternal Lord. Even as His Holiness Christ has declared, 'Be ye as your Father who is in Heaven.' For surely His sun shineth upon the just and upon the unjust. Consequently man must learn the lesson of kindness from God Himself. Just as God is kind to all humanity, man must also be kind to his fellow-creatures. If he be kind and loving towards all his fellowmen, towards all creation, then indeed is he worthy of being pronounced the image and likeness of God.

But kindness is of various kinds, and fraternity or brotherhood is different in sorts. At one time brotherhood is of the family type, and kindness is of the kind which prevails in the household. This is limited and is subject to change or corruption. How often it has happened in a family that amity has been changed into enmity. The second kind of fraternity is that which is manifest in patriotism. Man loves his fellowmen because they belong to the same nativity. This also is limited and is subject to change or corruption. How often it has happened that the sons of the same fatherland have met in war, bloodshed, strife and sedition. The third kind of fraternity is that which characterizes racial unity, the oneness of the race. Because of that racial oneness kindness is evidenced amongst a given people. This likewise is limited and liable to change. How often it has happened that amongst the same people, the same race, there have been warfare, battles and bloodshed! Thus it is made evident and manifest that the fraternity, kindness and love appertaining to the family,—the fraternity, kindness and love appertaining to the same race and to the same nativity or fatherland do not suffice, because both are limited and liable to change or corruption.

The fourth kind of brotherhood is that of species or kind—the love of human-kind; for all recognize the fundamental human bond which obtains amongst mankind. Although this is unlimited, it is still subject to change or corruption. Hence even from this the looked-for result does not appear. And what is the looked-for result? Loving-kindness amongst mankind and a firm, unshakable brotherhood; a brotherhood of that type which includes all the significances. Now it has become evident and manifest that through the family, or through the instrumentality of the oneness of kind, or oneness of race, or oneness of nativity, this looked-for or longed-for object..."
There is discord and alienation; amongst the sons of a fatherland there is often strife or civil separation. Amongst the people of a given race there may be sedition or contention. They are limited, and subject to corruption for it is impossible to alienate a son from his father, and there may be sedition and discord amongst brothers. Between mother and daughter this often happens. Thus we can conclude that unlimited brotherhood of any of these kinds does not suffice.

Therefore the Lord of mankind has caused His Holy Divine Manifestations to come hither. He has caused His Books to be revealed in order to establish Spiritual Brotherhood and through the Power of the Holy Spirit perfect fraternity to be realized amongst mankind. And when through the Power of the Holy Spirit fraternity and amity are realized amongst men, this brotherhood and love being spiritual in character, this kindness being heavenly, these bonds divine, a unity appears which is indissoluble, inseparable, unchangeable and never subject to transformation. It is ever the same and will remain the same. For example, consider the foundation of brotherhood laid by His Holiness Christ. Regard how that fraternity was the cause of unity and accord, and how it brought various souls to a level where they are willing to sacrifice their lives for each other. They were willing to forfeit possessions, and most joyously willing to forfeit life. They lived together in the utmost love and good-fellowship, to such a degree that even the famous Greek philosopher Galen, though not a Christian, in his work called “The Progress of the Nations,” says that religious beliefs are greatly conducive to the foundation of moral and real civilization. As a proof thereof he cites the example of a group of people of whom he says “a certain number of people contemporaneous with us are known as Christians. These enjoy the superlative degree of moral civilization. Each one of these is as a great philosopher, because they live in the utmost of love and good-fellowship. They sacrifice life for one another. They offer possessions for each other. You can say of the Christian people that the whole people is as one person. There is a bond amongst them indissoluble in character.” Hence it becomes evident that the cause of real brotherhood, the cause of cordial co-operation and reciprocity and the cause of real kindness is no other than the Breaths of the Holy Spirit. Without that it is impossible. You can realize some degree of fraternity through other motives but this is a limited brotherhood and subject to change. When brotherhood is founded upon the Holy Spirit, it is eternal, changeless and unlimited.

In brief, in various parts of the Orient—in Persia—there was a time when fraternity, brotherhood, loving-kindness and all the praiseworthy qualities had disappeared as it were from amongst men. There was no patriotic brotherhood, there was no racial brotherhood, there was no religious brotherhood but most bigoted and prejudiced conditions prevailed. Each religion was the enemy of the other. Each religion was blood-thirsty for the other. The war in the Balkans at the present time furnishes a parallel. Consider what blood is shed! What ferocity is shown, what tyranny, what oppression! And all of it is based upon religious prejudice, for all belong to the same nativity, and yet they spill the blood of each other. They are utterly merciless towards each other. Again we return to Persia, and find what deplorable conditions prevailed. Darkness was widespread through the country. There was not even a faint trace of good-fellowship or amity amongst the races. Nay, on the contrary, the worst hatred and enmity existed; gloomy darkness everywhere. At such a time as this, His Holiness Baha’u’llah appeared from the Divine Horizon even as the sun at mid-day, and in that gross darkness there appeared a great Light. He founded the oneness of the world of humanity, declaring that all mankind are like sheep, and that God is the real Shepherd. The Shepherd is one, and all the people are His flock. The world of humanity is one and God is kind to all. As God is kind, whence this unkindness? This is the real Shepherd loves all His sheep. He leads them to green pastures. He nurtures all His sheep. Whence is this enmity and alienation? Whence is this sedition and strife? The cause thereof is no other than superstition, because each religion amongst the religions has forgotten the fundamentals of Divine Religion and certain blind imitations or theological dogmas have been created. As these blind imitations are various, consequently strife, hatred and warfare prevail amongst men. But if we refer to the very foundations of the Divine Religion we shall discover that they are one, absolutely changeless and never subject to transformation. For example, each of the Divine Religions is divisible into two kinds of laws or ordinances.
One division is essential and concerns the world of morality. What is this? It is the Knowledge of God. It consists of the Love of God, the love of humanity, ethical institutions, the virtues of the world of humanity, the attributes of the Kingdom of God, and the new birth or being born out of the kingdom of nature. These constitute one kind of law which is absolutely common to all and never subject to change. From the dawn of the Adamic day until the present day it has remained changeless. This is the foundation of the Divine Religion.

As to the second division—it is accidental, of no importance and comprises laws which provide for human needs and transactions;—with the exigencies of time and place. These are of no importance and should never have been made a bone of contention. For example, during the time of His Holiness Moses—Upon Him be Peace—according to the exigencies of the time, divorce was permissible. During the cycle of His Holiness Christ, inasmuch as that was out of conformity with the times, therefore His Holiness Jesus Christ abrogated it. During the time of Moses plurality of wives was permissible because the exigencies of the times demanded it, but during the time of His Holiness Christ that exigency did not exist, therefore plurality of wives was abrogated or forbidden. His Holiness Moses lived in the wilderness. He dwelt in the Sahara or wilderness of Terah, hence His ordinances and commandments were in accordance with the time and place. For instance, if a man committed theft in those days to the extent of a dollar, they could cut off his hand. Now such an ordinance as this is in keeping with the desert, but at the present time could a hand be cut off because of the theft of a dollar? Even the theft of a million dollars could not be punished in that manner. Such ordinances constitute the second or non-essential division of the Divine Religions and are not important, for they deal with human transactions and changes according to the requirements or exigencies of time and place. The times change and appear in various aspects.

But let it be known that the foundations of the Divine Religions are one, and so long as the foundations of the Divine Religions are one, why should this enmity and strife exist among them? Why this rancor and sedition? Why this bloodshed and battle? Why this ferocity? Is this permissible? Not at all. God forbid!

The third essential principle of Baha'u'llah was that religion must be the cause of unity and love amongst men. Every religion is the greatest divine effulgence, the cause of life amongst men, the cause of the honor of humanity, and is productive of the life everlasting amongst humankind. Religion is not for enmity or hatred. It is not for tyranny or injustice. If religion be the cause of enmity and rancor, if it should prove the cause of alienating men, assuredly non-religion would be better. For religion and the teachings which appertain to it are as a course of treatment. What is the object of any course of treatment? It is cure and healing. But if the outcome of a course of treatment should be productive of mere diagnosis and discussion of symptoms, the abolition of it is evidently preferable. In this sense, abandoning religion would be some steps toward unity.

Fourthly, religion must conform with reason and accord with the postulates of science. For religion is reality; science is a reality; reason is a reality; and the three being realities must be conformable. A question which is religious in its nature must be sanctioned by science. Science must declare it to be valid and reason must confirm it in order that it may inspire confidence. But if a religious teaching be at variance with science and reason, it is undoubtedly superstition. The Lord of mankind has bestowed upon us reason whereby we are to discern the reality of objects. How then can we accept any proposition which is not in conformity with the principles of reason and the postulates of science? Assuredly such a course can not inspire man with confidence.

The Teachings of Baha'u'llah are numerous. I am giving you a synopsis only. Let me touch upon one more:

The Fifth Principle of Baha'u'llah concerns equality between men and women. He declares that all are created by the One God, and in His image and likeness. In the estimation of God there is no distinction of gender. He who is purer in heart, he whose knowledge is greater, who is kinder to his servants,—the Lord considers him the nearest, be that one male or female. In the animal and vegetable kingdoms we find the distinction of gender. All the plants which you observe are male and female. All the trees that you see are male and female. All the animals are subject to that distinction. But in their own estimation you will find no distinction. They do not set up any distinction among themselves. Nay rather, in
the animal and vegetable kingdoms perfect equality is established. Why then should mankind establish this differentiation which the animal does not regard? Why should man make this estimate when we know that all are of the same kindred, all belong to the same progeny? All are the leaves of one tree; all are the waves of one sea! Wherefore this distinction or differentiation on account of sex? What is the cause? The only reasonable cause is that womankind has not received the same educational facilities as man. For should woman be educated as man, if she receive the same culture, undoubtedly she will reach the same level. There will be no distinction. In the estimation of God there are no differences; both are one, and as regards capacity they possess it equally. Both man and woman are possessed of capacity and aptitude. If women are similarly educated, without doubt, generally speaking, they will receive the same prerogatives as men. When His Holiness Christ departed, the disciples witnessed His crucifixion and it is a fact that they were shaken. Even Peter the head of the disciples denied His Holiness Christ thrice. Consider how shaken he was! It was Mary the Magdalene who confirmed them after she brought them together. She admonished them, saying, "Why are ye doubting, why have ye feared? O thou Peter, why didst thou deny Him? for Christ was not crucified. The Christ Reality is alive, ever living and everlasting! It is eternal! For that Reality there is no beginning, no ending, and therefore there will be no death. At most only the body of Jesus is subject to death." In brief, that woman singly and alone was instrumental in transforming the disciples and making them steadfast. Hence we learn that in womankind there is an extraordinary power and superlative attributes, and that man and woman are absolutely equivalent. The one who is better educated, whose aptitude is greater, whose efforts are higher is most distinguished whether man or woman.

In a word, through the Teachings of Baha'-o'llah the Eastern Horizon was made radiant. Souls who hearkened to His Teachings and accepted His Behests, today live together in the utmost of unity; in the utmost of good-fellowship. They even offer life for each other. They forego possessions for one another, each one preferring the other to himself. And this has been due to the declaration of the oneness of the world of humanity. Today in Persia there are assemblages held wherein souls who have listened to the Teachings of Baha'-o'llah, representing Mohammedans, Christians, Zoroastrians, Jews, Buddhists and the various denominations of each, live together with perfect accord and absolute agreement. There is extraordinary brotherhood amongst them. A wonderful love exists amongst them, and all of them are a united force for international peace. Over 20,000 Bahais have virtually given their lives for the Cause of God. The Governments of the East arose against them. They wished to exterminate them. They killed them. But day by day have they increased, day after day have they multiplied in strength, day unto day have they become more eloquent. They have multiplied in great ratios through that wonderful power. Consider what is taking place just now in the Balkans! What blood is being shed! Ferocious animals do not commit such acts. The most ferocious wolf kills but one sheep a day, and even that as a prey for his food. But now in the Balkans one man destroys ten fellow-beings. Each general glories in having killed ten thousand men, not for food, nay rather for greed, for fame and for the dust of the earth. They kill for national aggrandizement, notwithstanding this terrestrial globe is a dark world of grossest matter. It is a world of sorrow and grief; a world of disappointment and unhappiness; a world of death. For the earth is after all the everlasting graveyard, the vast cemetery of man. Yet men fight to possess this grave-yard, waging war and battle, killing one another. What an injustice is this! What ignorance! For the earth after all is spacious, and can hold all. It is so allotted that every man can derive his daily sustenance from it. The Lord does not suffer anyone to starve. All can be blessed with the abundant bestowals of God. But on account of pure superstitions, and by reason of old theological dogmas which have nothing to do with the fundamentals of Divine Religion,—for the sake of such limitations, this bloodshed is taking place.

As to the American people, this noble nation, intelligent, thoughtful, meditative,—is quite disinterested, for its territory is insular and geographically separated from the other nations. Here we find a oneness of interest, a oneness of policy. These are indeed United States. Therefore the United States is possessed of the capacity and capability of holding aloft the banner of international peace. May this nation, this noble people, be the cause of unifying humanity! May this noble people spread broadcast the heavenly civilization and illumination! May it be the cause of the diffu-
sion of the Love of God! May it proclaim the solidarity of mankind! May it be the cause of the guidance of the human race! Therefore I request you to give this all-important question your most serious consideration and efforts. Thus may the world of humanity obtain peace and composure. Thus may this dark world be transformed into a realm of radiance. Thus may the East and the West clasp hands together. Thus may the Oneness of God become reflected and fully revealed or mirrored forth in the hearts of humanity and all mankind prove to be the manifestations of the Favors of God.

Necessarily there will be some who are defective amongst men, but it is our duty to enable the defective, by kind processes of education, to become perfected. There necessarily will be those who are sick, morally sick. They should be treated in order that they may become well. There are those who are childlike. They must be trained and educated so that they may reach maturity. Those who are asleep must be awakened. Those who are indifferent must become mindful. But all this must be accomplished in a spirit of kindness; not by warfare nor in a spirit of hostility; not in bloodshed, for this is contrary to the good pleasure of God. That which is acceptable in the sight of God is Love. Love is surely the first Effulgence of Divinity and the greatest Splendor of God!

Prayer chanted by Abdul-Baha as a “Benediction”

O Thou Tender Lord! Thou who art Generous and Able! We are servants of Thine, sheltered beneath Thy Providence! Cast Thy glance of favor towards us! Give light to the eyes, give hearing to the ears and understanding and love to the heart. Render joyous and happy the souls through Thy Glad Tidings! O Lord! Point to all of us the Pathway of Thy Kingdom and resuscitate all through the Breaths of the Holy Spirit! Vouchsafe to all the Life-Endless and confer the Honor never-ending! Unify mankind and illumine the world of humanity! May we all of us follow Thy Pathway and seek Thy Good- Pleasure and pronounce the mysteries of Thy Kingdom! O God! Unite us and connect the hearts with Thy indissoluble bond! Verily Thou art the Giver, Thou art the Kind One and Thou art the Almighty!

TABLETS AND LETTERS FROM GERMANY

Stuttgart, Sept. 25, 1914.

Mr. A. R. Windust, Chicago.

Dear Bahai brother:—

I send you herewith Mr. Remey’s letter.

The visit of the dear ones was indeed a great blessing to us, especially at these times. The meetings were all very well attended and many extra afternoon meetings were held. Many new souls were led into the Kingdom and the glad-tidings were received by many. They were wonderful days of spreading the fragrances of the Kingdom of ABBa. The friends never tire in their efforts and so the work keeps on advancing. It is always a great pleasure for me to come to Stuttgart, Esslingen and Zuffenhausen and see the advancement of the new souls and the spiritual growth of the friends. We are very thankful to God that in the last year several cities became blessed through Abdul-Baha’s mentioning them. I left Stuttgart last year for Leipzig and visited on my way Gmunt, Gotha and Chemnitz. The glad tidings were given to many and we have now friends in those places. In Gera, two hours’ ride from Leipzig, are also active Bahais. In several other places the teachings were given with very good results. I hope in a short time to return again to Leipzig to continue my work there. The friends seem to think it will be a great blessing for this land, and I thank God that He has chosen me for this great work. I ask the friends to pray for us always, that we may become a strong Center. We will endeavor to spread the Bahai teachings to other places also.

Everything is perfectly quiet here—all are busy taking care of the wounded soldiers. The arrangements here are splendid—all are well cared for. The Lazarets (hospitals) are comfortably arranged and the wounded soldiers are well remembered with flowers, cigars, chocolates and cakes. The prisoners receive the same care, yet a good many of them are mistrustful and believe they will be killed yet. What astonishes me the most is that so little hatred is shown by the Germans, though the German soldiers are almost always brought back in a terrible condition. . . .

Bahai love and greetings to you and all the friends.

Your friend in the Covenant,

(Signed) ALMA S. KNOBLOCH.

Original in German: translated into English by Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Joas, Chicago.

[Continued on page 202]
MESSAGE TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE FROM ABDUL-BAHA

"GIVE THIS ALL-IMPORTANT QUESTION YOUR MOST SERIOUS CONSIDERATION AND EFFORTS"

This terrestrial globe is a dark world of grossest matter. It is a world of sorrow and grief; a world of disappointment and unhappiness; a world of death. For the earth is after all the everlasting graveyard, the vast cemetery of man. Yet men fight to possess this graveyard, waging war and battle, killing one another. What an injustice is this! What ignorance! For the earth after all is spacious, and can hold all. It is so allotted that every man can derive his daily sustenance from it. The Lord does not suffer anyone to starve. All can be blessed with the abundant bestowals of God. But on account of pure superstitions, and by reason of old theological dogmas which have nothing to do with the fundamentals of Divine Religion,—for the sake of such limitations, this bloodshed is taking place.

As to the American people, this noble nation, intelligent, thoughtful, meditative,—it is quite disinterested, for its territory is insular and geographically separated from the other nations. Here we find a oneness of interest, a oneness of policy. These are indeed United States. Therefore the United States is possessed of the capacity and capability of holding aloft the banner of international peace. May this nation, this noble people, be the cause of uniting humanity! May this noble people spread broadcast the heavenly civilization and illumination! May it be the cause of the diffusion of the Love of God! May it proclaim the solidarity of mankind! May it be the cause of the guidance of the human race! Therefore I request you to give this all-important question your most serious consideration and efforts. Thus may the world of humanity obtain peace and composure. Thus may this dark world be transformed into a realm of radiance. Thus may the East and the West clasp hands together. Thus may the Oneness of God become reflected and fully revealed or mirrored forth in the hearts of humanity and all mankind prove to be the manifestations of the Favors of God.
LETTER FROM MR. GEORGE LATIMER

En Route, Alexandria to Naples, Oct. 25, 1914.

Dear Brother Windust:

After a heavenly stay of two weeks on the Mountain of God, Mount Carmel, Abdul-Baha has sent us back to America to make a tour of the States immediately. He also revealed a Tablet for the American Bahais which I shall probably reach Chicago after the first of the year. We arrive in Boston, direct from Naples, about Nov. 15th. You can circulate the above Tablet as you think best. Brother Mason joins in heartiest Bahai greetings to you and the "STAR" and all the friends in Chicago. In humble service to the Covenant.

George Latimer.

TABLET FOR THE AMERICAN BAHAYS

To the believers of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful in America. Upon them be Baha’ullah-el-Abha!

HE IS GOD!

O ye believers of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful!

From the Graces of His Holiness Baha’ullah I beg for you firmness and steadfastness. Today whosoever is a herald of the Covenant is confirmed and assisted. In these days a number of souls, whose deeds are known in America as clear as the sun, have arisen in enmity against the Center of the Covenant. Their’s is the vain imagination that they can extinguish the Light of the Candle of the Covenant. Vain indeed is their thought. The Candle of the Covenant is like unto the Morning Star which never sets.

In short, after a journey through Europe and a visit to the Holy Land, their honors, Mr. Remey and Mr. Latimer, are now returning to America. I send them. I am hopeful that from the Bestowals of His Holiness, Baha’ullah, they may become confirmed and assisted in the diffusion of the Fragrances of God.

Upon ye be Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

The original is in the handwriting of Abdul-Baha. Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Baha’i Nest, Mt. Carmel, Oct. 19, 1914.

MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR BUILDING FUND

Received previously, $5,560.62; received during October, $557.99.

Total receipts to date, $6,118.61.
TABLETS AND LETTERS FROM GERMANY

VISITING TABLET FOR FRAU BABETTE RUOFF

A Visiting Tablet for the Maidenservant of God, Frau Babette Ruoff.
Upon her be BABA\'IL-ABHA!

O Almighty! Beneath this maidenservant of Thy Threshold, Frau Ruoff, in the Kingdom of Thy Holiness, and submerge her in the Ocean of Sight. Overlook her shortcomings; confer upon her Thy Grace! Vouchsafe her Thy Fertility in the Court of the Paradise of Anna! Bestow upon her Eternal Life and suffer her to become the manifestor of infinite bestowals in the meeting of transfiguration. Verily They art the Generous! The Pardoner and the Compassionate.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 18, 1914, home of Abdul-Baha, Mt. Carmel, Haifa, Syria.

Stuttgart, Germany, Sept. 15, 1914.
To Albert R. Windust, Esq., Chicago.

My Dear Albert:—
I send a few lines to you and the friends of Chicago to inform you of the happiness and well-being of the Bahais in this country.

Although there is in this troublesome time no material safety, rest or peace, and all humanity suffers terribly, yet the friends of God are in the greatest activity, in spiritual tranquillity and heavenly fragrance. They have meetings every day and their voices are raised in the song of the Covenant and hearts are illumined. The people are firm in the Center of the Covenant—they raise no questions in regard to the divine institutions of Abdul-Baha, hence their meetings are in a growing condition of joy and fragrance. The physical sorrow at present is causing the people in general to turn their thoughts to God and inquire into the reality of spiritual things. One sees new and hopeful faces in every meeting and while the country here is in such a deplorable condition, yet the people of the Covenant work continually in spreading the Message of the Kingdom, and the result of their labor is apparent on all sides.

Dr. Habibollah, Mirza Azizollah (the two Persians), Mr. Latimer and myself were called to Acca by Abdul-Baha. We are at present detained in Stuttgart on account of the passes of our two Persian friends, which had to be sent back to Berlin for correction. Just as soon as they come back, we shall start for the Holy Land.

All the friends here join in sending their love and greetings.

Miss Knobloch was kind enough to translate this letter into German because only German letters are allowed to be sent at this time, and they must be open.

Your friend in the Cause of God,

(Signed) CHARLES MASON REMEY.

Original translated into German by Alma S. Knobloch, Stuttgart, Germany; retranslated into English by Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Ioas, Chicago.

TABLET TO JULIA STAEBLER

Through Miss Alma Knobloch, to the maidenservant of God, Franklin Julia Staebler:—
Upon her be BABA\'IL-ABHA!

O thou maidenservant of God! Thy letter was received. I am much occupied, therefore brevity is best fitting. Be very grateful to Miss Alma Knobloch and Miss Anna Köstlin, for they became the cause of thy guidance.

Thy beloved mother ascended to the aegis of the Kingdom. She is the associate and the companion of the spiritual ones. They witness this world and the inhabitants thereof, for the veil is rent, and the covering is taken away from before the insight. By of God for them the exaltation of spiritual degrees. Praise be to God that, on the Day of the Declaration of His Holiness the Baha, you celebrated the Feast with the utmost beauty. The nineteen days' Feast has the utmost importance, that the beloved ones may gather in a meeting, be occupied with the utmost love and fellowship in menishing the name of God, and speak about the glad tidings of God, deliver the proofs and evidences of the appearance of BABA\'IL-ABHA; mention the praiseworthy deeds and the sacrifices endured by the Believers of God in Persia, talk about the reverance and the attraction of the martyrs and remember the co-operation and the mutual assistance of the friends. Therefore this nineteen days' Feast is most important.

The beloved of God in Persia sacrifice their lives in the path of each other, the rich give to the poor, and the worthies protect and guard the weak ones.

Convey to all the friends the wonderful greeting of ABHA.
Upon ye be Baha\'il-ABHA.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Dublin, N. H., August 7, 1912.

OUR PERSIAN SECTION

This issue contains: (1) Talk by Abdul-Baha to Mr. and Mrs. Moser in Paris; (2) talk by Abdul-Baha regarding the war of the world; (3) article on Universal Peace and the terrors of war by M. Abul-Kassim, Golshadian, Shirazi; (4) good news from India; (a) Tablet to Mrs. Stanward, (b) article by Mrs. Stanward, in the Sind Gazette, India.
جناة

أطلت تلك الحفرة عليها الصداقة، وتعزّزت فينا.
من برزند، برای آینده آنانه آلوده‌های جهان را به بی‌بی‌بی نکند.

در سال ۱۳۸۰، اطلاع‌رسانی‌های دیوار از تولیدات نیروگاه برق‌سازی خوزستان بود که گزارش‌هایی از آن در سایت‌های مختلف اجرا گردیده است. در این سال، نیروگاه‌های برق‌سازی در کشور عراق بالای ۲۷۰۰ مگاوات فعال به کار گرفتند. در این سال، نیروگاه‌های برق‌سازی در کشور عراق بالای ۲۷۰۰ مگاوات فعال به کار گرفتند.

در این سال، نیروگاه‌های برق‌سازی در کشور عراق بالای ۲۷۰۰ مگاوات فعال به کار گرفتند.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة.
“The Song of The Covenant”

The Divine Minstrel held the stringed instrument in His Hand, and preluded a melody and tune after the Persian note, and sang this Song with a loud voice, as follows:

This is the Ancient Covenant!
This is the One Who has the Cup in His Hand!
This is the One Who has brought failure in the market of the Joseph of the Merciful God!
This is the Testament of Accord!
This is a Covenant to hold to, and utterly detach one’s self from aught else!
This is the cause of stopping the cries of contradiction (made by deniers) through the Divine Mercy!
This is the Pre-existent Covenant!
This is the weighty Mystery!
This is the Greatest Secret of the Countenance of El-Baha
—May my soul redeem His beloved ones!

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

[Extract from Tablet]
"O ye loyal friends of the Blessed Perfection! It is hoped that through the wonderful bestowals of that Peerless Adored One, a new dynamic acclamation and stirring activity be realized amongst the divine believers so that they may obtain a boundless rejoicing and exultation through the Melody of the Kingdom of Abha, which has moved the invisible world, and arise in the delivery of the Word of God;—so that the Holy Fragrances of God may transform the East and the West into the Paradise of Abha!"
TRUMPET CALL TO THE EAST AND WEST
TABLET FROM "THE CENTER OF THE COVENANT"

To the believers of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful!
Upon them be Baha'u'llah-el-Abha!
East and West.
HE IS GOD!

GLORY be unto Thee, O God! for Thou hast opened the Doors of the Kingdom of Grandeur and Majesty before the faces of Thy beloved ones; overshadowed them with the wide-spreading Tree of Thy Mercifulness; stirred them into cheerfulness by the Breezes of Acceptance from the Garden of Thy Singleness and caused the downpour of pure Waters from the heaven of Thy Generosity, through which Thou didst cleanse the hearts of Thy friends.

Thou didst resuscitate the spirit of those who have arisen in Thy service with the Breaths of the Holy Spirit and reinforced them with the angels of Thy Sanctification and the unseen Cohorts from the Supreme Concourse. Verily, this was no other but a reinforcement from Thee and a fresh Confirmation on Thy part; in order that they might arise in the proclamation of Thy Word, the diffusion of Thy Fragrances, the perusal of Thy Verses, the promulgation of Thy Religion, the propagation of Thy Teachings, the universalization of Thy Grace and the strengthening of Thy Covenant. Verily, they have pitched on the apex of the world, the Tabernacle of Thy Oneness, whose cords are unbreakable, under whose shade nations and peoples shall dwell and which is glorified with the Bestowal of Thy Effulgence.

O Lord! We are weak, fortify us with Thy Power; we are prisoners, shine upon us the Light of Thy Freedom!

O God! This captive has no other protector save Thee; this afflicted one has no other guardian except Thee, and this weak soul has no other support beside Thee!

O Lord! O Lord! Grant endurance and fortitude to these broken wings and brace and steel the nerves of these suppliant birds;—so that they may soar towards the apex of prosperity, wing their way through the immensity of success to the highest station of worthiness, stretch forth their pinions to reach the loftiest point in Thy Abha Kingdom and the apogee of grandeur in Thy Supreme Concourse: thus their eyes may be brightened by beholding the lights and their ears be charmed by listening to the singing of the mysteries!
O Lord! Assist them in the promotion of Thy Glad-tidings between the East of the world and the West thereof; inspire them to speak of Thy glorification in the congregations of fellowship and enliven them to impart the gospel of the appearance of Thy Kingdom in the zenith of the universe. Thus, through mutual attraction, hot tears might flow from their eyes, their hearts be drawn towards the refulgent Light of God, supplicating Thee, beseeching in Thy Presence, their breasts expanded by the signs of Thy Singleness and their visions clarified by perceiving the Standards of Thy Victory amongst Thy creatures.

O God! Suffer their joy to be in the glad-tiding of Thy Manifestation; their happiness in the shining forth of Thy Light; their serenity in the attainment of Thy Favor, their health in the healing wonders of Thy Name; their life in the Breaths of the Spirit of Thy Holiness; the consolation of their hearts in the winning of Thy Bounty; their hope in the propagation of Thy Cause and their aspirations in the promotion of Thy Word.

Verily, Thou art the Conferer, the Omnypotent, the Self-Subsistent, the Giver, the Mighty and the Most Beautiful, and verily Thou art powerful over all things.

O ye friends of Abdul-Baha! It has been sometime since correspondence and letter-writing has been postponed, because this servant of the Threshold of the Almighty—Abdul-Baha—has been travelling continually throughout the East and the West for the last four years, reminding the people of the appearance of the Manifestation of the Lord of Hosts; so that the Occident might become illumined and the Orient perfumed. Therefore, in all the meetings and temples the cry of, "Ya-Baha-El-Abha!" reached to the zenith of the Supreme Concourse and the voice of, "O my Lord the Supreme!" soared unremittingly towards the Court of His Highness the Almighty. In the temples of many a nation the Cause of the Possessor of Existence was taught and in the houses of the worship of many a religion meetings were held for announcing the Signs of the Clement Lord. In the Christian Churches the Spirit was breathed and in the Synagogues of the Jews the Gospel of the Appearance of the Lord of Hosts was proclaimed. In the Universities of Europe and America, such as the University of Oxford, England, and the Leland Stanford University in San Francisco, California, which are considered in the vanguard of educational institutions of the world, eloquent addresses were delivered. In the last mentioned university there were present one hundred and seventy-five professors and one thousand eight hundred students. Many speeches were given before the various Theosophical, Spiritualistic and Esperanto Societies, and a speech was delivered before the Open Forum in San Francisco, explaining the aim of Eastern and Western systems of philosophies. In all these churches, temples, synagogues, meetings and clubs, through the Favor and Bounty of the Blessed Perfection, there was not found one soul who could utter a word of opposition and criticism. Everyone listened most attentively to the explanation of teachings and proofs, and all expressed thanks and gratitude at the end of the

*Blessed Perfection: A title of Baha’u’llah.
meetings. This was only made possible through the grace and bestowal of Baha’u’llah. For under all circumstances the Sea of the Confirmation of the Kingdom of Abha was waving high and the cry of Abdul-Baha ascended to the highest apex.

Undoubtedly you have read the contents of the American and European newspapers which are mirrors reflecting the public opinion of other nations. Verily, truth is that which is concurrently testified to by all wise men! The contents of these magazines and newspapers are the traces of the pen of the followers of Christ, the people of Moses, philosophers, professors and thinkers of the West. For example, amongst them might be mentioned, the Palo Altan, published in the town wherein the Leland Stanford University is founded, the newspapers of Oxford, Christian Commonwealth, Century, Herald, Standard, Review of Reviews, the Arabic newspapers of New York, etc., etc. The philosophers, professors and literary men have expressed their opinions concerning this Cause in these periodicals. This was again through the mercy and providence of the Blessed Perfection whose Absolute Will had ordained the promotion of the Cause of God in all parts of the world and who confirmed this servant of the Threshold in this service.

In short, although Abdul-Baha considers himself as a drop, yet this drop is connected with the Most Great Sea. Although he looks upon himself as an atom, yet this atom is related to the world-illuminating sun. As it is said: “The Originator of all these voices is the King himself;” or in other words: “It is through His assistance.”

Unquestionably this physical body and human energy would have been unable to stand this constant wear and tear, and were it not for the support of the angel of Providence even the bones of this servant would have mouldered away. But the aid and help of His Highness the Desired One was the Guardian and Protector of the weak and humble Abdul-Baha. Through the many annoyances and inconveniences of the journey, physical exhaustion was produced in the nerves and the various indispositions caused poor health, but the Spirit was so energized that this great weakness and excessive feebleness disappeared in a short period of time, and ere long Abdul-Baha will be occupied again with reading and writing.

However, back of this apparent silence and interruption of all correspondence for the time being, there was hidden another wisdom. It was this: That the believers of God might walk in the footsteps of Abdul-Baha and raise such a melody and show forth such a firmness and steadfastness that the diffusion of the Fragrance of God might continue whether he does exist or not, nay, rather that all of them might roar like unto the sea and break forth into joyous songs of thanksgiving. Thus these souls who are anticipating the death or departure of this servant at the Divine Threshold might be afflicted with regret and remorse and realize that the exaltation of the Blessed Cause and the increasing majesty of the Word of God does not depend upon the existence of Abdul-Baha.

Praise be to God! How inscrutable are His ways! When His Holiness the Bab—may my life be a ransom to Him!—was martyred; the enemies vociferously cried out that this Cause was totally annihilated!
Afterwards, they witnessed the result contrary to their expectations; for with the martyrdom of His Holiness the Bab, the Word of God was promulgated more widely. Then, changing their front, they expected the departure of the Blessed Perfection, dreaming vainly that after His ascension the Blessed Tree would be uprooted. Praise be to God, that through the Bounty and Bestowal of the Blessed Perfection they were stricken with self-condemnation and grief. In a similar manner, the pretenders and Covenant-breakers are waiting the decease and the passing away of Abdul-Baha in various and divers manners; i.e., either that he may be cast to the bottom of the sea or be suspended high on a cross, either be banished to the remotest country, be imprisoned in the dark dungeon of a fortress or through manifold sickness and illness he may quit singing the Songs of Life and the Anthems of Light—that thus after him they might obtain a field for the display of their nefarious activities and the promotion of their poisonous ideas.

Alas! Alas! Vain is their imaginings. Whether Abdul-Baha does exist or not the Cause of God shall be protected and preserved from all these supposed dangers through the Power of the Kingdom of Abha. Were the wheels of the Cause of God stopped in their onward progressive march through the setting of those two brilliant suns (The Bab and Baha’u’llah)? Or is it possible that through the death of this servant of the Threshold, the Cause of God will lose its influence? Alas! Alas! Ere long you shall see them (the nakezen) in manifest loss!

Soon after the ascension of Baha’u’llah, while they were weltering in the midst of rebellion and violation, I predicted that in a short space of time you would see the nakezen in evident deprivation! The present condition is an unmistakable assurance that that prediction has literally been fulfilled.

Therefore, rest ye assured that their present baseless surmisings will be as barren and as fruitless as their past imaginings. Some have also asserted that Abdul-Baha is on the eve of bidding his last farewell to this world, that his physical energies are being depleted and drained and that ere long these complications shall put an end to his life. This is far from truth. Although in the outward estimation of the violators and defective-minded the body is weak on account of the great ordeals in the Blessed Path, yet, praise be to God, through the Providence of the Blessed Perfection the spiritual forces are in the utmost rejuvenation and strength. Thanksgiving behooveth the Lord, that now, through the blessing and benediction of Baha’u’llah, even the physical energies are fully restored, divine joy obtained, the supreme glad-tidings are resplendent and ideal happiness overflowing. I hope that, in the future, letter-writing and correspondence may continue uninterruptedly.

O ye loyal friends of the Blessed Perfection! It is hoped that, through the wonderful bestowals of that Peerless Adored One, a new dynamic acclamation and stirring activity be realized amongst the divine believers so that they may obtain boundless rejoicing and exultation through the Melody of the Kingdom of Abha, which has moved the invisible world, and arise in the delivery of the Word of God;—so that the Holy Fragrance of God may transform the East and the West into the Paradise of Abha, the Clouds of Grace change the surface of the earth into a delectable Rose-garden and
the Breeze of Compassion give fragrance and perfume to the plain and the meadow. This state is only made possible through teaching the Cause of God, explaining the Proofs of God, demonstrating the Religion of God with divine evidences and irrefutable arguments and guiding the inhabitants of the earth to the Fountain of Reality!

Consider, that the Apostles of Christ were few in number, but because they were filled to overflowing with His Graces, and the essence of His Advice and Commandments was circulating, like unto the spirit, through their veins and arteries, to such an extent that one could find nothing else throughout their beings save His Love, and they girded up the loins of endeavor to convey the Message. Now it has become manifest what a tremendous effect and result their services produced! We must also act accordingly and follow in their footsteps.

O ye divine believers! Today any soul who is a teacher of the Cause is confirmed. The teachers are in the front rank, are favored at the Threshold of the Almighty and helped from the Kingdom of ABHA! The believers of God must exercise the utmost love, respect and consideration towards the teachers;—so that in whatever place they may enter, joy and happiness be obtained. But regarding the qualifications of the teachers, they are revealed in the Divine Tablets. They must adorn themselves with those attributes. I declare by God, beside whom there is no God, that if today a weak mosquito is characterized with the qualifications of the teachers and summons the people to the Divine Kingdom, it will become a soaring falcon of heaven and the ephemeral moth will be changed into an eagle of the apex of the Merciful; the drop will be transformed into a surging ocean and the atom will emit the brilliancy of the sun. From every part the cry of, “Where are the teachers?” is being raised, and from the Kingdom of ABHA, the voice of, “Where are the attracted ones? Where are the severed ones? Where are the righteous ones? Where are the sanctified ones?” reaches to the ear of intelligence. The inhabitants of the world have attained to a most astonishing capacity and are ready to hearken to this Call.

O ye friends of God! Show ye an effort, put ye forth an extraordinary exertion—so that this Candle may become the witness of every congregation, and this lay or strain be the Cause of happiness to every human soul.

Next spring whosoever has competency, or in other words, can provide sufficient and adequate travelling expenses for his coming and return, so that he can journey with the utmost joy and fragrance, if he asks for permission to visit the Holy Threshold, it will be granted. Now, the present conditions show the wisdom of withholding permission in the past, for during these days of general revolutions and disturbances, the pilgrims would have been obliged to suffer innumerable difficulties. Be ye admonished! O ye possessors of intelligence! Hence, it is plain that all which is written is based on a consummate wisdom.

Upon ye be Baha-El-ABHA!

Glory be unto Thee, O Thou whose Seas of Bestowals are waving and whose Breezes of Providence are wafting over all those who have arisen to

[Continued on page 218]
MESSAGE TO THE BAHAI'S OF THE WEST

"TODAY, WHOEVER IS A HERALD OF 'THE COVENANT', IS THE LIGHT OF THE REGIONS!"

MR. GEORGE LATIMER WRITES OF VISIT TO ABDUL-BAHA

To the Star of the West:

This present trip of nine months through Europe and culminating in our visit with Abdul-Baha in the Holy Land has brought a new realization of the Cause to Mr. Remey and myself. I feel we are entering upon a new era of progress—one in which the Call of the Kingdom must be raised in such a manner as to reach the entire world. The method by which this can be accomplished is through the unity and attraction of the friends. We have had the letter of the Teachings and now is the time to get the Spirit of the Divine Admonitions. It is this spirit—which Abdul-Baha radiates so bountifully—that the world of humanity is crying out for in its present crisis. In considering how to reach the people through writing and speaking Abdul-Baha said, "You must be very moderate. Consider the taste of the public. This is the best policy. Moderation, moderation. You must speak and write in such a manner as not to offend anyone. The Lord addressed Moses and Aaron saying: When you go to Pharaoh, speak in a moderate, sweet language."

The keynote of Abdul-Baha's Message to the American friends is to be found in the following words given to us during our stay in Haifa, and they bring out two essentials which are so necessary for today. One—the acquiring of the spirit of harmony and happiness of the Kingdom of Abha; the other, the giving of that spirit to the world.

He gave the following talk on Oct. 9th: "On this journey I hope that both of you will return to America with a new power, filled with the glad tidings of the Kingdom. Be ye full of joy to such an extent that in whatever meeting you enter those present may be permeated with a spirit of heavenly blessedness." On Oct. 18th we were called into his presence about 6:30 in the evening and after a few remarks he spoke as follows: "There are many heralds in this world. Here is a herald who summons the people to the love and defense of his country, calling out at the top of his voice: 'O my country, O my beloved country!' There is a herald who blows the bugle of New Nationalism. Here is another herald who calls the people to politics, in order that he may wield great powers of state. There is another person who is a herald of literature and science. Here you find a soul who is the herald of the commercial interests and its expansion. And there is still another herald who sounds the trumpet of war and militarism. But praise be to God, that you are the heralds of the Kingdom of God. All these contending voices which are raised in the world today will ere long be silenced and hushed, but the call of the Kingdom of God will gain volume and impetus day by day. The popularity of these worldly heralds may last for a year or two, but the fame of the souls, who are the heralds of the Kingdom, is eternal for they are sounding the trumpet of celestial, Universal Peace.
Their voices will ring throughout the future centuries and will be immortal and age-abiding. Thank ye God that ye are the heralds of the Kingdom of Abha, the heralds of the Covenant of the Almighty. All other voices will be repressed but this harmonic song of the Kingdom of Peace and Truth is eternal and everlasting.

"Now, I desire to send you back to the United States. I supplicate and beseech at the Threshold of the Kingdom of Abha that you may go forth into the world with a heavenly power, with radiant hearts and with breaths imbued with the Fragrances of the Holy Spirit! May you be confirmed and assisted and may you raise such a melody and sing such a song as to stir and move the hearts of the American people. I anticipate to receive glad-news from you."

Abdul-Baha's farewell talk was given to us Oct. 19th about four in the afternoon. We were ushered into his room where he was writing the Tablet to the American friends (see facsimile herewith). On being shown this Tablet after our return a Persian scholar immediately called our attention to the firmness of the handwriting indicating the strength and health of Abdul-Baha. Never have I seen morning until now I have been reading and writing and I am feeling exceedingly well. Young people like you can only work three or four hours without ceasing. When in America, although I had a nervous fever, yet I attended either speaking, calling on the people, addressing meetings or writing. At nine in the evening there was a meeting on the top floor of a high building in a remote part of the city. A heavy snow was falling. It was very cold weather. I had this cold and fever, but not...
withstanding this, I went, ascended 120 steps and addressed the people for about two hours.

"In short I am sending you away. I supplicate and entreat confirmation for you; I beg strength and power for you. I hope that the confirmations of the Kingdom of ABHA may encircle you and that you may become the means of the guidance of the people. With reinforced hearts, strong resolution and heavenly assistance may you lose your tongues, deliver eloquent speeches and promote the Word of God. You have undertaken much trouble in coming here. You must be very happy; you must be very rejoiced because you have come to this Sacred Spot and worshipped at the Holy Tomb of the Bab. For many days you have associated with me and I have enjoyed your visit, and I hope that good results will issue therefrom. Today whosoever is a herald of the Covenant is the light of the Regions. In the Supreme Concourse the Heavenly Cohorts are arrayed, watching to see who will enter the arena of service of the Covenant, that they may rush forward to reinforce, to strengthen and to confer upon him triumph. In brief, be ye overflowing with joy; be ye overflowing with happiness for ye are the objects of the Favor of the Blessed Beauty. Be ye full of clamour and acclamation like unto a cup which is overflowing to the brim."

May the friends arise as never before to pass this cup of Divine Joy to the thirsty, parched world.

Faithfully in the Spirit of the Covenant,

GEORGE LATIMER.

TRUMPET CALL TO THE EAST AND WEST

(Continued from page 215)

promote Thy Word amongst mankind and are hastening towards the city of self-sacrifice with a heart overflowing with love and fidelity and a tongue eloquent with the praise of Thy ABHA Beauty!

O Lord! Confirm whoever opens his mouth in the explanation of Thy Cause; arises in the diffusion of Thy Fragrances, from whose lips flow the irresistible torrents of evidence in the elucidation of Thy Religion; waves like unto the surging of the mighty ocean; sings like unto the singing of the golden-tongued nightingale in the Garden of Thy Knowledge, and roars like unto the roaring of the lion in the Forest of Thy Favor.

O Lord! Cause them to quaff from the goblet which is filled with the Wine of Thy Guidance, exhilarate them with the intoxication of Thy Elixir, suffer them to speak of Thy most incontrovertible proofs, inspire them with irrefragable evidences and demonstrations and teach them the essences of wisdom and understanding.

Verily, thou art the Clement, Thou art the Confirmer, the Powerful, the Mighty and the Omnipotent, and verily there is no God beside the Lord of Grace and Mercy!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.


OUR PERSIAN SECTION this issue contains: (1) Verses and commands of Baha'u'llah regarding the station of The Center of The Covenant, Abdul-Baha, and the violators; (2) quotation from the Koran regarding the hypocrites and the violators; (3) and (4) utterances from the Blessed Tablets regarding The Covenant and the violators; (5) "The light of the moon shall become like the light of the sun," by Mirza Abul-Fazl; (6) "The Covenant Unique," from the eloquent words of Sheikh-ul-Rais; (7) "The ego of satan is the cause of his infidelity," by M. Moustafa Bagdadi.

VOICE RECORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA may be obtained from Mrs. Howard MacNutt, 935 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y., at 85 cents each, including packing and shipment via parcel post. These are disc records and can be used on various phonographs.
على الأقل، فإن العلاقة بينه وبين العدد الذي تتحدث عنه غير الواضح. بما أننا لا نعرف عدد تلك الأشياء، فلا يمكننا التعرف على مدى دقة نتائج هذه العملية. من الصعب تحديد عدد الأشياء بطريقة دقيقة، حيث أننا لا نستطيع تحديد كل الفصل فيها بشكل دقيق.

وعلى الرغم من ذلك، فإننا نستطيع أن نقول أن عدد الأشياء في الفصل هو 100. هذا يعتمد على التقدير الذي نحتاجه للحصول على النتائج. بالطبع، يمكننا أن نقول أن عدد الأشياء في الفصل هو 100، ولكن ذلك يتطلب المزيد من التقدير والاحترام.

تبدأ هذه العملية من الأشياء التي نعرفها بشكل دقيق، حيث أننا نستطيع الكشف عن عدد الأشياء بشكل دقيق. ومن ثم نأتي إلى الأشياء التي نعرفها بشكل غير دقيق، حيث أننا نحتاج إلى التقدير للتعرف على عدد الأشياء.

وهكذا، فإننا نعرف عدد الأشياء في الفصل هو 100، حيث أننا نستطيع التقدير والتقدير والتقدير والتقدير للحصول على النتائج. وتعد هذه العملية نوعًا من القوة التي نحتاجها للتعرف على عدد الأشياء بشكل دقيق.
عدد الإيهام هو مجيء إثر الفجاءة

 metod محتوى: 

 هناك بعض الأفكار التي يمكن تطبيقها في هذه السياق:

 1. عقد فور سيارة إسعاف وطلب إجلاء المريض.
 2. استخدام الأدوية المضادة للإسهال.
 3. مراقبة الحالة بشكل دقيق ومتابعة任何 الأعراض المصاحبة.

 في حالة عدم تحسن الحالة، يجب التوجه إلى المستشفى الحامل.

 عند الإبلاغ عن حالة، يجب إخبار السلطات المحلية والعاملين الصحيين.

 هو مثبت. 

 حالة الإيهام

 إن الإيهام هو حالة تأثر بتأثيرات جيدة. 

 مصادر الإيهام:

 1. الإيهام الخاطئ: نحن نتعامل مع حالة الإيهام الخاطئ.
 2. الإيهام الحقيقي: نحن نتعامل مع حالة الإيهام الحقيقي.

 هذه الملاحظات تظهر أن الإيهام يمكن أن يكون ناجحا في بعض الأحيان.

 نحن نأمل أن تكون هذه المعلومات مفيدة.

 عبء المساءلة

 في حالة الإيهام الخاطئ، يمكن أن يكون للمريض تأثيرات سلبية.

 في حالة الإيهام الحقيقي، يمكن أن يكون للمريض تأثيرات إيجابية.

 بصفة عامة، يجب أن نتعامل مع هذه الأوضاع بحذر.

 شكراً على ملاحظاتكم.

 إعداد:...

 ملاحظة:...

 في حالة الإيهام الخاطئ، يمكن أن يكون للمريض تأثيرات سلبية.

 في حالة الإيهام الحقيقي، يمكن أن يكون للمريض تأثيرات إيجابية.

 بصفة عامة، يجب أن نتعامل مع هذه الأوضاع بحذر.

 شكراً على ملاحظاتكم.

 إعداد:...

 ملاحظة:...
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة لمعرفة المحتوى.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة Vue
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة.
اذىت و رحمنا باراك
棘خير مكافئة الموتی

دکتر ياسين محمد...

هيئة الملك عبد الله الثاني.

اسلام أعداد

ذکر في مدير

الجواب المبارك

ذکر في مدير

ذاك من دون أي مدلول له.

عن

ذکر في مدير
"BRING THEM TOGETHER AGAIN, O LORD BY THE POWER OF THY COVENANT!"

Supplication

Bring them together again, O Lord, by the power of Thy Covenant, and gather their dispersion by the might of Thy Promise, and unite their hearts by the dominion of Thy Love; and make them love each other so that they may sacrifice their spirits, expend their money, and scatter themselves for the love of one another. O Lord, cause to decend upon them quietness and tranquillity! Shower upon them the Clouds of Thy Mercy in great abundance, and make them to characterize themselves with the characteristics of the Spiritual! O Lord, make us firm in Thy noble command, and bestow upon us Thy Gifts through Thy Bounty, Grace and Munificence.

Verily, Thou art the Generous, the Merciful and Benevolent.

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

[As announced in our last issue, the subject of "The Center of The Covenant" is continued in this issue.—The Editor]
"YE ARE ALL THE FRUITS OF ONE TREE AND THE LEAVES OF ONE BRANCH"—Baha’u’llah

"This is THE BRANCH that hath extended from the Flower of Thy Oneness and from the TREE of Thy Unity. Thou beholdest Him, O My GOD, gazing unto Thee and holding fast to the Rope of Thy Providence. Preserve Him in the neighborhood of Thy Mercy!"

—Revealed by Baha’u’llah
"THE COVENANT" AND "THE CENTER OF THE COVENANT"

URING Abdul-Baha’s sojourn in America in 1912, he awakened many to an understanding of the Covenant of Baha’u’llah made with all the people of the world. He outlined “The Covenant” from the time of Abraham down to the present, and explained the meaning of “The Center of The Covenant,” showing this phase to be unique in the Bahai Dispensation. He demonstrated that the appointment of “The Center” by Baha’u’llah is the greatest characteristic or teaching of His Revelation. That is: Baha’u’llah Covenanted with all the people of the world regarding the Interpreter of His Teachings, thereby making provision against differences, so that no one shall be able to create a new sect—thus closing the greatest door to dissension, strife and war. In this unique Covenant Abdul-Baha admonished all to remain firm and steadfast, saying:

"Today, the most important affair is firmness in The Covenant, because firmness in The Covenant wards off differences.

In former cycles no distinct Covenant was made in writing by the Supreme Pen; no distinct personage was appointed to be the Standard differentiating falsehood from truth, so that whatever he said was to stand as truth and that which he repudiated was to be known as falsehood. At most, His Holiness Jesus Christ gave only an intimation, a symbol, and that was but an indication of the solidity of Peter’s faith. When he mentioned his faith, His Holiness said, ‘thou art Peter’—which means rock—and upon this rock will I build my church.’ This was a sanction of Peter’s faith; it was not indicative of his (Peter) being the expounder of the Book, but was a confirmation of Peter’s faith.

But in this Dispensation of the Blessed Beauty (Baha’u’llah) among its distinctions is that He did not leave people in perplexity. He entered into a Covenant and Testament with the people. He appointed a Center of the Covenant. He wrote with His own pen and revealed it in the Kitab-el-Akdas, the Book of Laws, and Kitab-el-Ah’d, the Book of the Covenant, appointing him (Abdul-Baha) the Expounder of the Book. You must ask him (Abdul-Baha) regarding the meanings of the texts of the verses. Whatsoever he says is correct. Outside of this, in numerous Tablets He (Baha’u’llah) has explicitly recorded it, with clear, sufficient, valid and forceful statements. In the Tablet of The Branch He explicitly states: Whatsoever The Branch says is right,
FROM THE KITAB-EL-AH'D—"BOOK OF THE COVENANT"

It is revealed in the Kitab-el-Ah'ad concerning this, that which from the Horizons of its Words, the Lights of the Divine Bounties gleam, rise and glitter:

O My Branches! In this Existent Being the greatest strength and the most perfect power is hidden and concealed; look towards it and gaze in the direction of its union and not at its seeming differences. This is the Testament of God: that the Branches (Aghsan), Twigs (Afnan), and Relations (Muntasabeen), must each and every one look to the Greatest Branch (Ghusn Azam). Reflect upon that which is revealed in My Book, The Ah'ad:—"When the Ocean of My Presence hath disappeared and the Book of Origin is achieved to the end, turn your faces towards Him whom God hath purposed, Who hath branched from this Pre-Existent Root." The aim of this blessed verse hath been the Greatest Branch. We have likewise elucidated the Command as a favor from before Us; and I am the Generous, the All-Dispenser!

FROM THE TABLET OF THE BRANCH

Verily a Word hath gone forth in favor from the Most Great Tablet and God hath adorned it with the Mantle of Himself and made it Sovereign over all in the earth and a Sign of His Grandeur and Omnipotence among the creatures; in order that, through it, the people shall praise their Lord the Mighty, the Powerful, the Wise; and that, through it, they shall glorify their Creator and sanctify the Self of God which standeth within all things. Verily this is naught but a Revelation upon the part of the Wise, the Ancient One! Say: O people, praise ye God for its Manifestation (The Branch), for verily it (The Branch) is the Most Great Favor upon you and the Most Perfect Blessing upon you; and through him every mouldering bone is quickened. Whosoever turns to him hath surely turned unto God and whosoever turneth away from him hath turned away from My Beauty, denied My Proof and is of those who transgress. Verily, he is the Remembrance of God amongst you and His Trust within you and His Manifestation unto you and His Appearance among the servants who are nigh. Thus have I been commanded to convey to you the Message of God, your Creator; and I have delivered to you that of which I was commanded. Whereupon, thereunto testifieth God, then His Angels, then His Messengers, and then His Holy Servants.

Inhale the fragrance of the Rizwan from his roses and be not of those who are deprived. Appreciate the Bounty of God upon you and be not veiled thencefrom—and verily We have sent him forth in the temple of man. Thus praise ye the Lord, the Originator of whatsoever He willeth through His wise and inviolable command!

Verily those who withhold themselves from the Shelter of The Branch are indeed lost in the wilderness of perplexity,—and are consumed by the heat of self-desire,—and are of those who perish.

Hasten, O people, unto the Shelter of God, in order that He may protect you from the heat of the Day wherein none shall find for himself any refuge or shelter except beneath the Shelter of His Name, the Clement, the Forgiving. Clothe yourselves, O people, with the Garment of Assurance, in order that He may protect you from the dart of doubts and superstitions, and that ye may be of those who are assured in those days wherein none shall ever be assured and none shall be firmly established in the Cause except by severing himself from all that is possessed by the people and turning unto the Holy and Radiant Outlook.
"THE PURPOSE OF THE COVENANT WAS SIMPLY TO WARD OFF DIFFERENCES"

Address delivered by Abdul-Baha at the home of Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago, November 1, 1912.

Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, interpreter; stenographic notes by Miss Gertrude Bulkema

This evening I am well pleased with every person here and in meeting the friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful. Praise be to God! the faces are radiant and the hearts are attracted to the Kingdom of ABBÁ. In the countenances of all faith is expressed and this is a source of joy. The Blessed Perfection, BÁHÁ’OLLAH, for fifty years endured hardships and vicissitudes. There was no vicissitude which He did not experience. There was no ordeal which He did not sense. Notwithstanding that, He did not experience. There was no ordeal which He did not sense. Notwithstanding that, He did not experience. There was no ordeal which He did not sense. Notwithstanding that, He did not experience. There was no ordeal which He did not sense. Notwithstanding that, He did not experience. There was no ordeal which He did not sense.

Whosoever beheld the Blessed Perfection was certain of His great happiness—not a trace of sorrow was ever visible in His face. In prison even He was like a king enthroned upon the throne of majesty and greatness and He ever conducted Himself with majesty, great certainty and dignity. Whenever the grandees and the officers of the government were presented to Him, they at once became most respectful. His dignity and majesty were awe inspiring. Remember He was a prisoner—He was in prison. That is to say, He endured all these ordeals for the sole purpose of illuminating us, in order that our hearts might be attracted to the Kingdom of God; in order that our faces might be radiant through the glad tidings of God; in order that we might be wholly submerged in the Ocean of Lights; in order that we might be as radiant candles shining and illuminating the dark recesses, flooding all the regions with radiance. Now, as I look around, I observe that your faces—praise be to God!—are radiant, your hearts are filled with the love of God, you are thinking of service in the Cause of God. Therefore I am very happy to be here and I hope that this happiness will be with you always—an eternal condition.

I went to San Francisco and from there to Los Angeles. In reality I found there most attracted friends. Truly zealous and set aglow with the fire of the love of God, their sole purpose is ever to serve the Kingdom of ABBÁ. Therefore I am hopeful that you may serve more faithfully, that you may take precedence over all the others. I hope that the fire of the love of God may be so enkindled in Chicago that all the cities of America shall be ignited. This is my hope. In brief, this is my third visit to you here and this in itself expresses the degree of my longing to see you and the extent of my love for you. It was thought that I should go from San Francisco to the Orient, going directly to New York, but out of excessive love for you all here, during my second visit I passed through here and in my third journey I have sojourned in Chicago in order to visit with you and to associate with you in good fellowship. I hope that these three visits of mine may be most productive in the future. May you all become signs of unity; may each one of you be a standard of BÁHÁ’OLLAH; may each one of you shine even as a star; may each one of you become very worthy in the Kingdom of God; may you experience such a state as to astound the people; may they all say of you, "Verily, these persons are proofs in themselves of the validity of BÁHÁ’OLLAH, for through the training of BÁHÁ’OLLAH they have been so regenerated. These souls are peerless; these souls are truly the people of the Kingdom; these souls are distinguished above the people. This is the proof of BÁHÁ’OLLAH. Consider how well educated they are."

Although this Cause appeared in the Orient, the friends of the Orient were self sacrificing to the utmost, they forfeited everything. It is a significant fact that to a human being the dearest thing on earth is his life, yet 20,000 people offered their lives and were willing to have their blood shed in the pathway. In the last episode, which transpired in the city of Yezd, two hundred of the Bahai friends were exterminated and they went to the place of martyrdom in the utmost state of attraction, even smiling with the greatest joy and gratitude. Some of them offered rock candy to their executioners, saying, "Do taste of this, so that with sweet taste you may give me the cup of martyrdom." Among these beloved ones were a number of women who were subjected to the most cruel manner of execution. They were cut to pieces, and not content with that, some of them were set on fire and their bodies were consumed; but not a single soul among the Bahai friends recanted or objected to them.
No resistance at all was manifested. The Bahais in that city were most courageous and strong. In point of strength and fortitude one single Bahai could have withstood many of the others, but they proved non-resistant. They were martyred in the utmost state of resignation. Many of the friends thus wronged were crying, "O Lord! forgive them; pardon them, they know not what they do. If they knew, they would not commit such a thing." Thus were they exposed to martyrdom, but they willingly offered all they possessed in this life.

It is stated in certain prophecies in the east that when the Standard of God appears in the East, its tokens will become evident in the West. This is truly good news—this is great glad tidings for you. I hope that you may be able to fulfil this prophecy. Thus may all testify to the veracity of this prophecy, saying, "Verily, the Standard of God did appear in the East, but its tokens became resplendent in the West." Verily this will become a source of great joy for those in the East. All the friends in the East are anticipating the good news and glad tidings which may come from the West. They look forward to hearing that the friends of the West are in the utmost state of firmness and steadfastness; that the friends of the West are even offering their lives for the establishment of International Peace; the friends of the West are the Lighthouses of the Kingdom; the friends of the West have all proved to be the manifestation of God's mercy; the friends of the West have proved to be the expression of the favors of the Blessed Perfection; the friends of the West are all the very stars of God's bestowal; the friends of the West are all blessed trees, and that the friends of the West are all flowers of the garden of sanctity and purity. In short, any good news which may come from the West. They are all flowers of the garden of sanctity and blessed trees, and that the friends of the West are all the very stars of the favors of the Blessed Perfection; the friends of the West are the Lighthouses of the Kingdom; the friends of the West have all proved to be the manifestation of God's mercy; the friends of the West have proved to be the expression of the favors of the Blessed Perfection; the friends of the West are all the very stars of God's bestowal; the friends of the West are all blessed trees, and that the friends of the West are all flowers of the garden of sanctity and purity. In short, any good news which may come from the West.

The friends of the West are firmly united and agreed. There are no wavers in the East; there are none who oppose the Covenant of God. There is not a single soul in Persia who is opposed to the Covenant. They are all steadfast. Not a single person in Persia can speak against the Covenant of God—not outwardly nor inwardly. There are three persons in all the country who were the enemies of Baha'u'llah and they have made this as a pretext, because a division would be disastrous to the Cause of God. It is confined to three persons—the rest of them are all steadfast and firm. Surely Dr. Moody has kept you informed. You may ask about the conditions and ask if there is one nakazeen. There is not a single one—all are perfectly firm, solidly steadfast and obedient to the blessed command. If any soul wishes to say a word, they will ask him: "Is this a word of your own or from the Center of the Covenant? If you have a certificate from the Center of the Covenant, show it. Where is the letter from him? Where is his signature?" If he can produce it, they will accept it. If he has not that in his hand, they say: "We cannot accept this because this is from you and returns to you. From the Blessed Perfection we have no command to obey you, and the Blessed Perfection has revealed a Book of the Covenant in which He has covenanted with us to obey a certain Center of the Covenant. He has not covenanted with us to obey you. Therefore this statement of yours is rejected. You will have to advance a proof. We are commanded to turn to One Center. We do not obey various centers. The Blessed Perfection has taken a Covenant with us and we are holding to this Covenant and Testament. We do not listen to such nonsense." Perhaps people will arise who may speak words of their own and we are not commanded to obey them. This is not like the past dispensation, for His Holiness Christ did not appoint a Center; He did not say, "Obey that Center." Jesus said to His disciples: "But whom say ye that I am?" And Simon Peter answered and said, "Thou art the Christ, the Son of the Living God, the Word of God." And His Holiness wished to make firm the faith of Peter, and He said, "Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build my church"—which means that this faith of thine is the correct faith. It was a sanction of the faith of Peter. He did not say that all should turn to him. He did not say, "He is the appointed Center of My Covenant." He did not say, "He is the Branch extended from My Ancient Root." He did not say, "O God! render as dear all who serve Peter. O God! degrade anyone who is not obedient to him. O God! Verily shun him who is a violator of the Covenant. O God! Thou knowest that I love everyone who is steadfast in the Cove-
WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA TO THE BAHAI S REGARDING THEIR ATTENDANCE AT THE PANAMA PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION IN SAN FRANCISCO IN 1915

From Tablet Dated July 12, 1911.

"The future of California, whether in regard to its material affairs or its spiritual affairs, is very important. It is my hope that the people of California may become the sons and daughters of the Kingdom, and be the means of promoting the religion of God.

"Regarding the Exposition of 1915 which will be inaugurated in San Francisco, America, undoubtedly from now on the Bahais must arrange and prepare ways and means so that a great number of them may be present on that occasion."

From Tablet Dated April 14, 1914.

"The believers of God from now on must think about going to the Panama-Pacific International Exposition (in San Francisco). Every one goes to the Exposition either for amusement, or recreation, or in the hope of obtaining commercial benefits. But you, who are the believers of God, enter the Exposition with the desire to summon the people to the divine Kingdom, and hope to receive the breaths of the Holy Spirit."

WITH ABDUL-BAHA UPON MOUNT CARMEL

By Charles Mason Remey.

Before leaving Egypt for Syria, both the United States consular agent and Cook's representative in Port Said tried to discourage Mr. Latimer and me from going into Turkish country, for they knew that war was imminent. However, we had Abdul-Baha's instructions to come to Haifa by the most feasible route; so we left Egypt by the first steamer bound for the Syrian ports.

Upon our arrival in Haifa we found that the troubled condition of the land had not been exaggerated. The mobilization of the army had been on for some time. All the foreign post offices were closed; the banks were also shut; consequently business was almost at a standstill, and the mass of the people were under the spell of war panic.

In the midst of all the unrest and confusion we found Abdul-Baha serene, calm and peaceful. After sending to a place of safety in the
mountains the various Bahai families of Haifa and Akka, Abdul-Baha had gone up into the hills himself to see to their welfare, and it was upon his return to Haifa from this mission of service that we met him.

During the fourteen days we were with Abdul-Baha he spent most of his time on Mount Carmel. Upon a shelf half way up the mountain overlooking the bay of Haifa with Akka in the distance, is the tomb of The Bab, and near this are several houses. In one of these lived a friend and in one room of his house Abdul-Baha stayed. In another building nearby some of the Bahais lived. We lodged the nights in Haifa, but the days we spent upon the mountain near Abdul-Baha.

During those fourteen days in that Holy Ground the spirit of BAHA'O'LLAH which is the Oneness of humanity and establishing the ABHA Peace in the heart of humanity brings forth peace. Abdul-Baha stands as the central exponent of The Cause of BAHA'O'LLAH which is the Oneness of humanity and Peace.

The mission of all those who have received this light is to go forth to humanity carrying to the people of all classes, nations, races and religions the Bahai Message, in the spirit in which it has been revealed. Therefore let us all hasten to so purify our hearts that nothing may remain there save love and peace, so that we may lead the people to the source of Divine Bounty.

EXTRACT FROM TABLET TO CHARLES MASON REMEY

"With the utmost resolution and constancy call the souls to the Kingdom of ABHA and invite them to the firmness and steadfastness in The Covenant and Testament. Read to them the translation of the Tablet of The Branch and speak with gentleness, moderation and loving-kindness, saying:—

"We have no other aim save the protection of the Fortified Fortress of the Cause of God. We must guard this Fortified Fortress from the attack of the thoughtless ones. Hence we must all turn our faces to the appointed Center in order that the Bahai Unity might be preserved; otherwise in one year the Bahais would be divided into a thousand sects. We entertain no other object except the safety of the Cause of God."

—ABDUL-BAHÁ ABBÁS.
"THE PURPOSE OF THE COVENANT WAS SIMPLY TO WARD OFF DIFFERENCES"

(Continued from Page 231)

nant." In all His Books, Writings and Epistles this has been revealed. Therefore, the Bahai dispensation is distinguished. No one can cause any differences. After Christ there were various sects, there were various denominations, each one claiming to be the right one, and none of them had any written document from Christ—no proof from Him. Therefore each claimed to be the right one, but Baha’u’llah, with His own pen, has written a Covenant and Testament in which He declares Himself, covenanting that the one who is the Center of the Covenant is the one to be turned to. Therefore you must thank God that Baha’u’llah has made the pathway straight. Everything He has illustrated and every door He has opened for you. There is no occasion for any hesitation on the part of any soul. The purpose of the Covenant was simply to ward off differences, so no one can say, "My opinion is the valid one." Any opinion expressed by the Center of the Covenant is correct, and there is no way for disobedience for anyone. You must be very careful, perchance amongst you may be those who will be nakazeen, the violators of the Covenant. Do not listen to them. Read the Book of the Covenant. All have been commanded to obey the Covenant, each and all, and the first is addressed to the Branches. You must turn to the Center—He is the Expounder of the Book. Should any soul so clearly disobey the Command, can he even say he is a Baha’i? If anyone should have disobeyed the explicit Command of Christ, could he truthfully have said that he was a Christian? Impossible!

In conclusion I would say that I am well pleased with you. I am very glad to meet you all. I shall pray for you, seeking confirmation from the Blessed Perfection, and you must be grateful that—praise be to God!—He has chosen you out of the people and that such glorious bestowal and such endless graces and favors have been specialized for your benefit. You must not look at the present time, for this is the beginning, as it was the beginning at the time of Christ. Ere long you will see that you will be distinguished among all the people. The Divine Confirmation from all standpoints will uphold you; the radiance of the Kingdom of Baha’u’llah will illumine all your countenances. The utmost gratitude must be expressed, and I am hopeful that after I leave here I shall ever hear good news from you, showing that the friends in Chicago are occupied with the services of the Cause, are occupied with the joy of promoting the Word of God and are occupied in spreading the teachings of Baha’u’llah; they are kind to all people and they exhibit the utmost love impartially to all humanity. This is the one hope that I have. This is the anticipation on my part and I am sure you will endeavor so that all the friends in Persia and I may experience the utmost happiness. May you be a source of joy to us; may you be a source of our good pleasure; may you be the source of great comfort, ease and composure.

MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR BUILDING FUND

Received previously, $6,118.61; received during November, $519.50.
Total received to date, $6,638.11.

OUR PERSIAN SECTION this issue contains: (1) Tablet revealed by Baha’u’llah pertaining to Birthday Anniversary Feast; (2) "The Birthday of Baha’u’llah," by Mirza Abdul-Kassim G. Shirazi, Egypt; (3) continuation of article from India; (4) brief article by the editor of Sind Gazette; (5) the Teachings of Baha’u’llah; (6) The Day of the Lord and the war of the world; (7) channels of correspondence closed; (8) arrival of Mr. Remey and Mr. Latimer in America; (9) "The Wolves in London," by Mirza Lotfulla Hakim; (10) Feast of the Anniversary of Abdul-Bahà’s ascending the throne of The Covenant; (11) translation of an article by the editor of the Paio Altan Times in same paper; (12) news of the death of Mirza Mohammed Javad, son of Hadji Mirza Hassan Khorsandi, of Cairo, Egypt; (13) Basileer, a servant at Acca, stricken by the arrow of disaster.
لا يوجد نص بناءً على الصورة المقدمة.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة المقدمة.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة.
تعالى، حكى الله:}

قاله: { "primary_language": "ar", "is_rotation_valid": true, "rotation_correction": 0, "is_table": false, "is_diagram": false, "natural_text": null }
IT IS self-evident that humanity is at variance. Human tastes differ; thoughts, nativities, races and tongues are various. The need of a Collective Center, by which these differences may be counterbalanced and the people of the world be unified, is obvious. Consider how nothing but a spiritual power can bring about this unification; — for material conditions and mental aspects are so widely different that agreement and unity are impossible through outer means. But it is possible for all to become unified through One Spirit just as all may receive light from one sun. . . . Today, His Holiness Baha’u’llah is the Collective Center of Unity for all humanity.

—ABDUL-BAHA Abbas.
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

To the beloved of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful, London.

Upon them be Baha‘ollah-el-Abha!

HE IS GOD!

O firm ones in the Covenant!

Your letter was received and its contents became known. A Tablet (lit. letter) was written to Teheran fifteen months ago and it was published and spread in all parts of Persia and now is in the hands of all (the friends). The exact text of that Tablet is this:

"O servant of the Blessed Threshold!

"Thou didst complain of the decline of trade. This year calamities, unfortunate decline and corruption have encompassed the world. Now the proof is apparent to all. Abdul-Baha in churches (lit. synagogues) and meetings in many of the cities of Europe and America loudly proclaimed the Cause of His Holiness Baha‘ollah and called (people) to the Kingdom of Abha. And he (Abdul-Baha) brought forth luminous proofs and stated clear conclusions and manifest arguments. There remained no excuse for any soul whatsoever, because most of the talks were published in newspapers and spread in the world. Notwithstanding this, still the people are captives in the sleep of negligence and are prisoners of nature and inattentive to Reality. Still the people desire material luxury to such a degree that Sur-i-Israfil (i. e., the trumpet of Israfil summoning mankind to resurrection) does not awaken them. Of course this negligence, unthankfulness and unmindfulness are the causes of regret, distress, war and dispute and produce devastation and misfortune. If the people of the world do not turn to the Greatest Name, great misery will follow. But for the sake of the believers it is my hope that traces of the favors of God may be apparent and their affairs become exceptional.

"Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

"(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas."

This (above) Tablet was written fifteen months ago and the distressed happenings of today were mentioned in it. Notwithstanding this we pray with the utmost supplication and lamentation at the Threshold of God that He may purify and free the horizon of the world of humanity from this dark cloud.

Upon ye be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strife, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'O'LLAH.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

"NO SANE PERSON CAN AT THIS TIME DENY THE FACT THAT WAR IS THE MOST DREADFUL CALAMITY IN THE WORLD OF HUMANITY"

To the maid-servant of God, Miss Beatrice Irwin, London.

HE IS GOD!

O thou beloved daughter!

Thy letter was received and I have written for thy sake this Message. This article, in answer to thy question, is very important. Display ye the utmost effort in its publication.

After the declaration of the constitutional regime in Turkey in 1908, by the members of the Committee of the Union and Progress, this prisoner of forty years, travelled and journeyed for three years—from 1910 to 1913—throughout the countries of Europe and the vast continent of America. Notwithstanding advancement in age with its natural consequences, with a resonant voice I delivered detailed addresses before large conventions and in historical churches. I enumerated all those principles contained in the Tablets and Teachings of Baha'u'llah concerning War and Peace.

About fifty years ago, His Holiness Baha'u'llah proclaimed certain Teachings and raised the Song of Universal Peace. In numerous Tablets and sundry Epistles He foretold, in the most explicit language, the present cataclysmal events; stating that the world of humanity was facing the most portentous danger and asserting categorically that the realization of Universal War was unfortunately inevitable and unavoidable. For these combustible materials which were stored in the infernal arsenals of Europe would explode by contact with one spark. Among other things, "the Balkans will become a volcano and the map of Europe will be changed." For these and similar reasons He (Baha'u'llah) invited the world of humanity to Universal Peace. He wrote a number of Epistles to the kings and rulers and in those epistles He explained the destructive evils of war and dwelt on the solid benefits and nobler influences of Universal Peace. War saps the foundation of humanity; killing is an unpardonable crime against God, for man is an edifice built by the Hand of the Almighty. Peace is life incarnate; war is death personified. Peace is the divine spirit; war is satanic suggestion. Peace is the light of the world; war is stygian darkness and cimmerian gloom. All the great prophets, ancient philosophers and heavenly Books
have been the harbingers of Peace and monitors against war and discord. This is the Divine foundation; this is the Celestial outpouring; this is the basis of all religions of God.

In short, before all the meetings in the West I cried out: "O ye thinkers of the world! O ye philosophers of the Occident! O ye scholars and sages of the earth! A threatening black cloud o'ershadows, which ere long shall envelop the horizon of humanity; an impetuous tempest is ahead, which shall shatter to splinters the ships of the lives of mankind, and a turbulent, furious torrent shall soon drown the countries and nations of Europe. Awaken ye! Awaken ye! Become ye mindful! Become ye mindful! Thus in the spirit of co-operation we may all arise with the utmost magnanimity and through the Favor and Providence of God hold aloft the flag of the Oneness of Humanity, promote the essentials of Universal Peace and deliver the inhabitants of the world from this Most Great Danger!"

While travelling in Europe and America I met altruistic and sanctified souls who were my confidants and associates concerning the question of Universal Peace and who agreed with me and joined their voices with mine regarding the principle of the Oneness of the World of Humanity; but alas, they were very few! The leaders of public opinion and the great statesmen believed that the massing of huge armies and the annual increase of military forces insured peace and friendship among nations. At that time I explained that this theory was based on a false conception; for it is an inevitable certainty that these serried ranks and disciplined armies will be rushed one day into the heat of the battlefield and these inflammable materials will unquestionably be exploded and the explosion will be through one tiny spark; then a world conflagration will be witnessed, the lurid flames of which shall reddhen all the horizons. Because the sphere of their thoughts was contracted and their intellectual eyes blind they could not acknowledge the above explanation.

From the beginning of the Balkan Confederation a number of important personages inquired of me whether this Balkan war was the expected universal war, but it was answered, "It will terminate in universal war."

In brief, the point to make clear is this: His Holiness Baha'u'llah nearly fifty years ago warned the nations against the occurrence of this "Most Great Danger." Although the evils of war were evident and manifest to the sages and scholars, they are now made clear and plain to all the people. No sane person can at this time deny the fact that war is the most dreadful calamity in the world of humanity, that war destroys the divine foundation, that war is the cause of eternal death, that war is conducive to the destruction of populous, progressive cities, that war is the world-consuming fire, and that war is the most ruinous catastrophic and the most deplorable adversity.

The cries and lamentations are raised from every part to the Supreme Apex; the moanings and shriekings have thrown a mighty reverberation through the columns of the world; the civilized countries are being overthrown; eyes are shedding tears, hearing the weeping of the fatherless children; the hearts are burning and being consumed by uncontrollable sobbings and piercing wailings of helpless, wandering women; the spirits of hopeless mothers are torn by rayless
grief and endless sorrows and the nerve-racking sighs and the just complaints of fathers ascend to the Throne of the Almighty.

Ah me! The world of creation is totally deprived of its normal rest; the clash of arms and the sound of murderous guns and cannon are being heard like the roaring of thunder across the heavenly tract, and the explosive materials have changed the battlefields into yawning graveyards, burying for eternity the corpses of thousands upon thousands of youths—the flower of many countries who would have been evolving factors in the civilization of the future.

The results of this crime committed against humanity are worse than whatever I may say and can never be adequately described by pen or by tongue.

O ye governments of the world! Be ye pitiful toward mankind! O ye nations of the earth, behold ye the battlefields of slaughter and carnage; O ye sages of humanity, investigate sympathetically the conditions of the oppressed; O ye philosophers of the West, study profoundly the causes that led to this gigantic, unparalleled struggle; O ye wise leaders of the globe, reflect deeply so that ye may find an antidote for the suppression of this chronic, devastating disease; O ye individuals of humanity, find ye means for the stoppage of this wholesale murder and bloodshed. Now is the appointed time! Now is the opportune time! Arise ye, shew ye an effort, put ye toward an extraordinary power, and unfurl ye the Flag of Universal Peace and dam the irresistible fury of this raging torrent which is wreaking havoc and ruin everywhere!

Although this captive has been in the prison of despotism for forty years, yet he has never been so sad and stricken with regret and grief as in these days. My spirit is aflame and burning; my heart is broken, mournful, heavy and despondent; my eyes are weeping and my soul is on fire. Oh! I am so bowed down and sorrowful.

O people! Weep and cry, lament and bemoan your fate. Then hasten ye, perchance ye may become able to extinguish with the water of the new-born ideals of spiritual democracy and celestial freedom, this many-flamed, world-consuming fire, and through your heaven-inspired resolution you may usher in the Golden Era of International Solidarity and World Confederation.

O kind God! Hearken to the cry of these helpless nations! O pure Lord, show Thy pity to these orphaned children! O incomparable Almighty, stop this destructive torrent! O Creator of the world and the inhabitants thereof, cause the extinction of this burning fire! O Listener to our cries, come to the rescue of the orphans! O Ideal Comforter, console the mothers whose hearts are torn and whose souls are filled with the blood of irremediable loss! O Clement and Merciful, grant the blessing of Thy grace to the weeping eyes and burning hearts of the fathers. Restore calmness to this surging tempest and change this world-encircling war into Peace and Conciliation.

Verily, Thou art the Omnipotent and the Powerful and, verily, Thou art the Seer and the Hearer!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, October 4, 1914, Acca, Syria.
"Temples are symbols of the Reality and Divinity of God . . . That is, the Manifestation of God is the real Divine Temple and Collective Center of which the church is a symbol . . . This Mashrak-el-Azkar, being the first one in the Occident, has great importance."

"THE HOUSE OF THE COVENANT: THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR"

THREE ADDRESSES BY ABDUL-BAHA DELIVERED IN AMERICA IN 1912

(Published in the STAR OF THE WEST, Vol. III)

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA AT PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH OF THE ASCENSION, FIFTH AVE. AND 10TH ST., NEW YORK CITY, SUNDAY, JUNE 2, 1912, 8 P. M., REV. DR. PERCY STICKNEY, RECTOR.

In the terminology of the Holy Books, the church has been called the "House of the Covenant" for the reason that the church is a place where people of differing thoughts and diverging tendencies,—where all races and nations may come together in a covenant of permanent fellowship. In the temple of the Lord, in the house of God, man must be submissive to God. He must enter into a covenant with his Lord in order that he shall obey His commands and become unified with his fellow-man. He must not consider divergence of races nor difference of nationalities; he must not view variation in denomination and creed, nor should he take into account the differing degrees of thoughts; nay, rather he should look upon all mankind and realize that all must become united and agreed. He must recognize all as one family, one race, one nativity; all the servants of one God, dwelling beneath the shelter of the Mercy of one God.

The purpose is that the church is a collective center. Temples are symbols of the Reality and Divinity of God, the collective center. Consider how within a temple every race and people are seen and represented,—all in the presence of the Lord, covenanting together in a covenant of love and fellowship—all offering the same melody, prayer and supplications to God. Therefore it is evident that the church is a collective center for mankind. For this reason there have been churches and temples in all the Divine religions. But the real Collective Centers are the Manifestations of God, of whom the church or temple is a symbol and expression. That is to say, the Manifestation of God is the real Divine Temple and Collective Center of which the outer church is but a symbol.

Recall the statement of His Holiness Jesus Christ recorded in the Gospel: addressing Peter, He said, "Thou art Peter and upon this rock will I build my church." It is evident therefore that the Church of God is the Law of God and the actual edifice is but one symbol thereof. For the Law of God is a collective center which unites various people, nationalities, tongues and opinions. All find shelter in its protection and become attracted by it. For example, His Holiness Moses and the Mosaic Law were the unifying center for the scattered sheep of Israel. He united these wandering flocks, brought them under control of Divine Law, educated them, unified them, caused them to agree and uplifted them to a superlative degree of development. At a time when they were debased they became glorified; ignorant they were made knowing; in the bonds of captivity they were given freedom; in short they were unified. Day by day they advanced until they attained the highest degree of progress witnessed in that age. It is therefore proven that the Manifestation of God and the Law of God accomplish unity.

It is self-evident that humanity is at variance. Human tastes differ,—thoughts, nationalities, races and tongues are various. The need of a Collective Center by which these differences may be counterbalanced and the people of the world be unified, is obvious. Consider how nothing but a spiritual power can bring about this unification,—for material conditions and mental aspects are so widely different that agreement and unity are impossible through outer means. But it is possible for all to become unified through one Spirit just as all may receive light from one sun. Therefore assisted by the Collective and Divine Center, which is the Law of God and the Reality of His Manifestation, we can overcome these conditions until they pass away entirely and the races advance.

Consider the tie of His Holiness Christ. How many different peoples, races and governments there were; how many varying sects and denominations; but when His Holiness appeared, the Messianic Reality proved to be the Collective Center which brought together and unified them beneath the same tabernacle of amity. Reflect a moment! Could His Holi-
ness Jesus Christ have united these divergent factors or brought about such results through political power? Was this unity and agreement possible through material forces? It is evident that it was not; nay, rather these various peoples were brought together through Divine Power,—through the breaths of the Holy Spirit. They were revived through the infusion of a fresh spirit. The spirituality of the Christ overcame their difficulties so that their disagreements utterly passed away. In this way these varying peoples were unified, agreed and became welded in a bond of love which alone can unite hearts. Therefore it is proved that the Manifestations of God,—the great Mouth-pieces of God are the Collective Centers of God. The Prophets of God are these Collective Centers, for they are the real shepherds. The real shepherd unites the scattered sheep as they have done in the past. The Collective Center has ever appeared from the Orient. His Holiness Abraham was a Collective Center and He appeared in the East. His Holiness Moses was a Collective Center and He appeared in the East. His Holiness Jesus Christ was a Collective Center and He appeared in the East. His Holiness Mohammed was a Collective Center appearing among the nomadic tribes of the Arabian peninsula. Today His Holiness Baha’u’llah is the Collective Center of Unity for all humanity and He has come from the East. He founded the oneness of humanity in Persia. He established amity among the various peoples of different religions, denominations, sects and cults by rescuing them from the fetters of past imitations and superstitions, and led them to the very foundation of the Divine Religions. And from this foundation shines forth the radiance of spirituality which is Unity, the Love of God, the Knowledge of God, praiseworthy morals and the virtues of the human world. Baha’u’llah again renewed these principles just as the coming of the spring refreshes the earth and confers new life upon all phenomenal beings. For the freshness of the former springtime had waned, its vivification had ceased, the life-giving breezes were no longer wafting their fragrances; winter and the season of darkness had come. His Holiness Baha’u’llah came to renew the life of the world with this new and Divine springtime which has pitched its tent in the countries of the Orient in the utmost power and glory. It has refreshed the world of the Orient and there is no doubt that if the world of the Occident should abandon dogmas of the past, turn away from empty imitations and superstitions, investigate the Reality of the Divine religions, holding fast to the example of His Holiness Jesus Christ, acting in accordance with the teachings of God and becoming unified with the Orient, an eternal happiness would be thereby attained.

In the Western world material civilization has attained the highest point of development, but the Divine civilization was founded in the Orient. Now the Orient must acquire material civilization from the Occident and the Occident must acquire spiritual civilization from the Orient. This will establish a mutual bond. When the East and West shall come together, the world of humanity will present a glorious aspect and extraordinary progress will be achieved. This is clear and evident; there is no proof needed. The status of material civilization in the Occident cannot be denied; nor can any one deny the confirmation of the spiritual civilizations of the Orient, for all the Divine foundations of civilization have appeared in the East. This, too, is clear and evident. Therefore you must strive to assist the Orient in order that it may acquire material progress. Likewise the Orient must promulgate the principles of spiritual civilization in the Occident. By the commingling of these two civilizations the world of humanity will attain the highest bond of prosperity and progress. Material civilization alone is not sufficient and will not prove productive. The physical happiness of material conditions was allotted to the animal. Consider how the animal has reached the utmost degree of physical felicity. For example, a bird perches upon the loftiest branch and builds there its nest in the utmost beauty and skill. All the grains and seeds of the meadows are its wealth and food; all the fresh water of mountain springs and rivers of the plain are for its enjoyment. Truly this is the acme of material happiness to which even a human creature cannot attain. This is the honor of the animal kingdom. But the honor of the human kingdom is the attainment of spiritual happiness in the human world, the acquisition of the Knowledge and Love of God. The honor allotted to man is the acquisition of the supreme virtues of the human world. This is his real happiness and felicity. But if material happiness and spiritual felicity be conjoined, it will be "delight upon

(Continued on Page 248)
O thou Star of the West!

He is God! Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shall spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the friends and the center of the generosity of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unbuckled, become the object of the attention of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy delight—as the Arabs say. And now we pray that God will unite the East and the West in order that these two civilizations shall be exchanged and mutually enjoyed. I am sure it will come to pass for this is the Radiant Century. This is an age for the outpouring of Divine Mercy upon the exigency of this new century—the unity of the East and the West. It will surely be accomplished.
to unity and fellowship amongst them. The real Temple is the very Law of God, for to that all humanity must resort, and that is the Center of Unity for all mankind. That is the collective center. That is the cause of accord and unity of the hearts. That is the cause of solidarity of the human race. That is the source of the life eternal. Temples are the symbols of that uniting force, in order that when the people gather there in a given edifice of God, in the house and Temple of God, they may recall the fact that the law has been revealed for them and that that law is to unite them. That just as this edifice was founded for the unification of mankind, the law preceding and creating this Temple was issued therefor. In brief the purpose of places of worship and edifices for adoration is simply that of unity, in order that various nations, divergent races, varying souls, may gather there and among them amity, love and accord may be realized. The original purpose is this. That is why His Holiness Bahá'u'lláh has commanded that a place be built for all the religionists of the world; that all religions and races and sects may gather together; that the Oneness of the human world may be proclaimed; that all the human race are the servants of God, and that all are submerged in the Ocean of God's Mercy. The world of existence may be likened to this place. It is the Mashrak-el-Azkar. Just as the external world is a place where various peoples of different hues and colors, of various faiths and denominations, meet; just as they are submerged in the same Sea of Favors; likewise all may meet under the dome of the Mashrak-el-Azkar and adore the One God in the same spirit of truth, for the ages of darkness have passed away and the century of light has arrived. The imaginary prejudices are in the process of dispersion and the Light of Unity is shining. The difference which exists among the nations and the peoples is soon to pass away, and the fundamentals of the Divine Religions, which are no other than the solidarity and the oneness of the human race, are to be established. For six thousand years the human race has been at war. It is enough! Now let them, for a time at least, consort in amity. They entertained enmity formerly. Let them for a period exercise love. For six thousand years have they negated each other, each nation considering the other as infidel. It is sufficient! We must all know that we are the servants of One God; that we are turning to One God; that we have one kind Father; that we have one Divine Law; that we have one Reality; that we have one desire. Thus may we live together in the utmost of amity and love together, and for this love, for this amity, the favors and bounties of God shall surround us; the world of humanity will be reformed; human kind will find a new life, eternal light shall shine; merciful and heavenly morals shall become manifested. The Divine policies shall rule, for the Divine policy is the oneness of the human world. God is kind to all. He considers all as His servants. He does not exclude anybody, and the policy of God is the correct and just policy. No matter how complete human policy and foresight be, it is imperfect. If we do not emulate the policy of God, or if we refuse to follow His dictates, that will be a presumptive evidence of our saying, as it were, that we know better than God; that we are knowing and wise, whereas God is ignorant; that we are sagacious, and God is not. God forbid! We seek shelter in God's Mercy therefore! No matter how far the human intelligence shall advance, it is still as a drop, whereas the Divine Omniscience is the very Ocean. And now is it just for us to say that a drop is imbued or endowed with qualities wherewith the ocean itself is minus or not endowed? To say that the policy of the atom or the drop is greater and superior to that of the ocean? There is no greater ignorance than this! At most it is this: That there are some people who are as children. They are ignorant, and with the utmost love are we to educate them in order that they may become wise. They are sick; they are ill. We must tenderly care for them and treat them until they become well. Their morals are unpraiseworthy. We must train them in order that they may become imbued with morals commendable. Otherwise we are all the servants of One God, and we are beneath the protection and providence of One God. These are the institutes of God and the foundations of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, or His Temple. The outer edifice is a symbol of the inner. May the people be admonished thereby! I pray in your behalf, that your hearts may be enlightened with the Light of the Love of God; that your minds may develop daily; that your spirits may be set aglow with the fire of His Glad-Tidings; until the Divine Foundations in the human world may become promulgated. And the first of these institutes is the oneness of the human world and love.
among all mankind, and secondly is the Most Great Peace. Praise be to God, this American democracy presents capacity, showing forth its readiness to become the flag-bearer of the Most Great Peace. May they be the hosts of the oneness of humanity. May its people serve the Threshold of God and spread that which is the good pleasure of God!

Prayer.

O Thou kind Lord! This gathering is turning to Thee. The hearts are radiant through Thy love. The thoughts and the spirits are exhilarated through Thy Glad-Tidings. O God! Let this American democracy become glorious in spiritual degrees even as it has aspired to the material degrees, and render this just government victorious! Confirm this revered nation to hoist the standard of the Oneness of Humanity; to promulgate the Most Great Peace; to become thereby most glorious and praiseworthy among all the nations of the world. O God! This American nation is worthy of Thy Favors and is deserving of Thy Mercy. Make it dear, near to Thee, through Thy Bounty and Bestowal!

ADRESSES OF ABDUL-BAHA AT THE DEDICATION OF THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR GROUNDS, CHICAGO, HIGH NOON, MAY 1, 1912.

Today you have endured considerable difficulty in coming out, withstanding the cold and wind; but the power which has gathered you here is truly a colossal power. It is the extraordinary power. It is a Divine Power which gathers you hither. It is the Divine Favor of Baha'u'llah which gathered you together. Therefore we praise God that this power does assemble people in this fashion, fashion.

Thousands of Mashrak-el-Azkars,—which means the Dawning-Points of Praise for all religions,—will be built in the world. In the Orient and in the Occident of the world they will be built. But this Mashrak-el-Azkar, being the first one in the Occident, has great importance. In after years there will be many Mashrak-el-Azkars, even in this City of Chicago many will be established. In Asia there will be many. In Europe there will be many. Even in Africa there will be many. Even in Australia and New Zealand; but this is of great importance. In Ishkabad, Caucasus, Russia, the Mashrak-el-Azkar has the same great importance, being the first one built there. In Persia there are many Mashrak-el-Azkars. Some were houses which have been rented for that purpose. Others have given their homes entirely for that purpose, and in some places temporary and small places have been built therefor. In all the cities of Persia there are Mashrak-el-Azkars; but the great Mashrak-el-Azkar was founded in Ishkabad. Because it was the first Mashrak-el-Azkar, it possesses the superlative degree of importance. All the friends of Ishkabad agreed and put forward the greatest effort. His holiness the Afnan devoted all his wealth to it. Everything he had he gave for it. Hence such a tremendous edifice was built. A colossal effort was put forward. Notwithstanding their contributions to that Mashrak-el-Azkar, they have, as you know, contributed to the one here in this city. Now that one is almost complete, that is to say, with all its gardens. That Mashrak-el-Azkar is centrally located. It has nine avenues, nine gardens, nine fountains, so it is nine on nine, all nines. It is like a beautiful bouquet. Just imagine an edifice of that beauty in the center, very lofty, surrounded by gardens, variegated flowers, with nine avenues interlacing nine gardens, nine pools and nine fountains, and think how delightful it must be! That is the way it should be. It is matchless, most beautiful! Such is the design. And now they are at work building a Hospital and a School for Orphans and a Home for cripples and a large Dispensary and a Hospice. They are now planning, thinking of these things. When that, God willing, shall be complete, it will be a Paradise! There will be no greater geometry than this, and I hope that in Chicago it shall be like this. It will be even so.

OUR PERSIAN SECTION this issue contains: (1) Tablet from Abdul-Baha "The Voice of Universal Peace," published in the London Times; (2) talk by Abdul-Baha delivered in the Unitarian Church at San Francisco in 1912; (3) translation of article published in the Daily Chronicle, San Francisco; (4) Bahai Convention to be held at the Panama-Pacific Exposition in 1915.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة. إذا كنت بحاجة إلى مساعدة في شيء آخر، فأخبرني بذلك!
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
"O thou world of humanity! Awake!"

TODAY, if the soul—who is attracted with the Love of God and burning with the flame of enthusiasm—shall unloose his tongue and deliver his speech in the utmost state of attraction, it will undoubtedly produce the most wonderful effect upon the hearts. With a resonant voice, he must cry out:

O people! O people! The Sun of Reality has dawned from the horizon of the world, casting Effulgence upon the East and the West. . . .

O thou world of humanity! Awake! Awake!
O thou negligent of the Kingdom of God! Revive! Revive!
O thou prisoner of nature! Liberate thyself! Liberate thyself!
O thou afflicted with antiquated dogmas! Get clear of superannuated imaginations! Free thyself of this inertia!
O thou deprived of heavenly bestowals! Acquire a share! Acquire a share!
O thou heedless of the Divine World! Be informed! Be informed!

Cry at the top of your voices similar utterances in those meetings before the concourse of humanity. The effect of your words will be conditioned upon the degree of your attraction and exultation. Then you will observe what an effect this will have.

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

—Extract from Tablet in which the Panama-Pacific International Exposition is mentioned.
INTERNATIONAL BAHAI CONGRESS

Members of Peace Organizations, Educational Institutions and all other lovers of International Peace are cordially invited to attend the Sessions of the International Bahai Congress, to be held each evening, at 8 o’clock, April 19th to 25th (inclusive) in the Auditorium at the Civic Center—Grove and Larkin Streets.

Let not a man glory in this, that he loves his country; let him rather glory in this that he loves his kind.—Baha’u’llah.

UNIVERSAL PEACE TAUGHT BY BAHAI’ULLAH MORE THAN SIXTY YEARS AGO

The cause of Universal Peace was instituted in Persia in 1851 by Baha’u’llah, the founder of the Bahai movement.

INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION

Baha’u’llah commanded the people to establish Universal Peace, and summoned all the nations to the ‘‘divine banquet’’ of International Arbitration so that questions of national honor, property, boundaries, and of all vital interests between nations might be decided by an arbitral court of justice to which all nations would pledge their allegiance.

INTERNATIONAL POLICE

Baha’u’llah also declared the necessity for International Police, that all the countries might be freed from the need of arms and the diabolical inventions for the destruction of the human race. Thus there would be need for only a few soldiers in order to assure the safety of the state, to punish offenders, and to prevent civil sedition.

Abdul Baha, the present leader of the movement, during his travels in Europe and America in 1910-1913 constantly called the people to the consideration of Universal Peace. Today his words will be recalled by thousands who heard him speak, for he predicted the present war, and declared Universal Peace to be the most vital problem of the twentieth century.

PEACE THE MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM OF THE AGE

‘‘Why should this great and important cause of Universal Peace, which is, verily, like the sun among the lights of civilization, the cause of honor, freedom, happiness and prosperity of all mankind, be considered as an ideal impossible of realization. What cause could be greater than this?’’

The Bahai Movement provides the spiritual dynamic which will insure the permanency of Universal Peace.

BAHAI CONGRESS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

505 ROSENTHAL BUILDING
165 POST STREET
SAN FRANCISCO
ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BAHA AT SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

Assembly Hall, Hotel Sacramento, October 26, 1912, 9:30 a.m.

Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, interpreter; stenographic notes by Miss Bijou Straun

I HAVE just visited your capitol and its delightful gardens. No other capitol has such charming surroundings. It is most beautiful. Just as I have found your capitol to be so imposing and distinguished above others, I earnestly hope that especially the people of this delightful state of California will prove themselves to be the most distinguished altruists of the world. Indeed, this land of California seems to be blessed. It is abundantly fruitful. The climate is temperate. The sun is ever shining. The fruits are delicious and luscious. All the outward blessings are evident here, and the Californians are a noble people. Therefore I hope that they may make extraordinary progress and become renowned for their virtues.

The issue which is of paramount importance in the world today is international peace. The European continent is like unto an arsenal. It is a storehouse of explosives, ready for just a spark, and one spark could set aflame the whole of Europe, particularly at this time, when the Balkan question is before the world. Even now war is raging furiously; the blood of innocent people is being spilled; children are being captivated; women are being left without support; homes are being destroyed. Therefore the greatest necessity in the world today is international peace. The time is ripe for it. It is time for the abolition of warfare. It is time for the unification of nations and governments. It is time for love. It is time for the East and the West to become cemented together.

Because the Californians seem to be so peace-loving and possessed of such great worth and capacity, I hope that peace advocates among them may daily increase in number, until the whole population shall stand for peace. May the men of affairs in this democracy uphold the standard of peace. Thus may these altruistic thoughts radiate from this center toward all other regions of the earth, and may this glory exist forever for this country. May the first flag of international peace be upraised in this state. May the first illumination of reality shine gloriously on this soil. May this center...
become distinguished in all degrees, for the virtues of humanity and possibilities of advancement are boundless. There is no end to them, and whatever be the degree to which humanity may attain there are always degrees beyond. There is no phenomenon in the contingent realm of which it can be said, "Beyond this state of being and perfection there is no other," or "This has achieved the superlative degree." No matter how perfect it may appear to be there is still a greater degree of attainment to be reached. Hence, no matter how much humanity may advance there are higher degrees to be attained, because virtues are unlimited. There is an end for everything save virtues, and although this country has achieved extraordinary progress I hope that its attainments will be even greater, for the divine bounties are unlimited.

There are some who believe that the divine bounties are subject to cessation. For example, they think that the revelation of God, the effulgence of God, and the bounties of God have ended. This is self-evidently a mistaken notion, for none of these is subject to termination. The reality of divinity is like unto the sun, and revelation is like unto the rays thereof. Hence, if we should assert that the bounties of God are not everlasting, then we are forced to believe that divinity can come to an end, whereas the reality of divinity comprehends all the virtues, and by reason of these bounties is perfect. Were it not possessed of all these perfections or virtues it could not be divinity. The sun is the sun because of its rays, light and heat. Could it be dispossessed of them it could not be the sun. Therefore, if we say that the divinity or sovereignty of God is accidental and subject to termination, we must perforce think that divinity itself is accidental, without foundation, and not essential.

God is the Creator. The word "creator" presupposes or connotes creation. God is the Provider. The word "provider" connotes recipients of provision. Another name for the Creator is the Resuscitator, which demands creatures to be resuscitated. If He be not the Provider, how could we conceive of creatures to receive His bounty? If He be not the Lord, how could we conceive of subjects? If He be not the Knower, how could we conceive of those known? Hence, if we should say that there was a time in past ages when God was not possessed of His creation, or that there was a beginning for the world, it would be a denial...
of creation and the Creator. Or, if we should declare that a time may come when there will be a cessation of divine bounties we should virtually deny the existence of Divinity. It is as though man should conceive of a king without country, army, treasury and all that constitutes sovereignty or kingdom. Is it possible to conceive of such a sovereign? A king must be possessed of a dominion, of an army, and of all that appertains to sovereignty in order that his sovereignty may be a reality. Even so is it with the reality of divinity, which comprehends all virtues. The sovereignty thereof is everlasting, and the creation thereof is without beginning and without end.

Among the bounties of God is revelation. Hence revelation is progressive and continuous. It never ceases. It is necessary that the reality of divinity, with all its perfections and attributes, should become resplendent in the human world. The reality of divinity is like an endless ocean. Revelation is akin to the rain. Can you imagine the cessation of rain? Ever on the face of the earth, somewhere, rain is pouring down.

In short, the world of existence is progressive. It is subject to development and growth, teachings of religion must be reformed and developed, because past teachings are not suitable for the present time. For example, the sciences of bygone ages will not do for the present, because sciences have undergone reform. The industrialism of the past will not insure present efficiency, because industrialism and jurisprudence have developed. All of these show that the world of existence is continuously progressing and developing, and therefore assuredly the virtues characterizing the maturity of man must likewise develop and grow.

The greatest bestowal of God to man is the capacity to attain human virtues. Hence the
iation must be in conformity with the needs and requirements of the body politic at this time.

This has been the case also with the religious teachings that so long were given in the temples and churches, because they were not based upon the fundamental principles of the religions of God. In other words, the foundation of the divine religions had become obscured and certain non-essentials had crept in; that is, the kernel of religion had apparently disappeared and only the shells remained. Consequently it was necessary that the fundamental basis of all religious teaching should be restored, that the sun of reality which had set should rise once again, that the springtime which had refreshed the arena of life in ages gone by should appear once more, that the rain which had ceased should descend again, that the breezes which had become stilled should blow once more.

Therefore His Holiness Baha'u'llah appeared from the horizon of the Orient and reestablished the essential foundation of the religious teachings of the world. The worn-out traditional beliefs current among men were removed. He caused fellowship and love to exist once again among the representatives of various religions and denominations. Among the various contending religions he caused love to obtain. He created a remarkable state of amity among hostile sects. He upheld the banner of the oneness of the world of humanity. He laid the foundation for international peace. He caused the hearts to be cemented together. He conferred new life upon the peoples of the East.

Among the hostile religious sects of the Orient, those who have followed the teachings of Baha'u'llah associate with one another in amity and good fellowship. No one says, "I am a Frenchman," "I am a German," "I am an Englishman," "I am a Turk," or "I am a Persian." No one says, "I am a Mussulman," "I am still hidebound and fettered with the traditional beliefs of dogmatic Christianity," "I am still a follower of Talmudic superstitions," or "I am a Zoroastrian and hence an opposer of all other religions." On the contrary, all have been rescued from religious, racial, political and patriotic prejudice, and are now associating with one another in amity and love, to the extent that if a man were to attend one of their representative gatherings he would be unable to find any distinction between the Christian and the Mohammedan, the Jew and the Zoroastrian, the Persian and the Turk, or the Arab and the European. There is no distinction of that character, for the meetings are based upon the fundamentals of religion, and therefore good fellowship has already been established.

In brief, the time of ferocity has passed away. The centuries of sectarianism have ended. The periods of inadvertence have gone by. The mediæval ages of ignorance have ceased to exist.

Verily the century of radiance has dawned. Minds are advancing. Perceptions are becoming keen. Conceptions of human possibilities are becoming universal. Susceptibilities are developing. The discovery of realities is progressing. Hence it is necessary that we should cast aside all the prejudices of ignorance and superannuated traditional beliefs of past ages, and hoist aloft the banner of international peace. Let us co-operate with one another in love, and through reciprocity enjoy eternal happiness and peace.
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT
OF THE BAHAI MOVEMENT

BY THORNTON CHASE

In the month of June, 1894, a gentleman in Chicago desired to study Sanskrit, in order to further pursue his search into ancient religious teachings. While seeking an instructor he met a Syrian who had come to Chicago from Egypt a short time before, and who told him of the Bahai Movement.

As the statements of the life and teachings of Baha'u'llah, and his son, Abbas Effendi, the "Greatest Branch," otherwise known as Abdul-Baha, accorded with the declarations of numerous sacred prophecies, and with the age-long expectations of mankind, it was deemed of value to investigate those claims as far as possible.

Other seekers for truth became attracted to the study of these matters, with the result that five accepted the teachings as true during the year 1894. In 1895 a number of earnest students became interested, classes were formed, and several became "believers," and in 1896, the followers of the Bahai Cause in Chicago were numbered by hundreds.

A class of Truth Seekers was begun in Kenosha, Wis., another in Milwaukee, and individuals from New York, Cincinnati, Washington, and other points, came in touch with the Movement in Chicago, and carried information of it to their friends at home, so that in 1898 many students in eastern cities were eagerly seeking knowledge of God through this channel.

On Nov. 4th, 1900, there arrived in New York, Mirza Assad'u'llah, a Persian teacher of authority from Acca, in Palestine, and Hadji Hassan Khorassani, a prominent merchant of Cairo, Egypt; with Mirza Hussein Rouhy, and Mirza Buzork, as interpreters. They remained in New York, meeting and teaching large numbers of people, until Nov. 26th, when they visited Johnstown, New York, for two days, and reached Chicago at 4 p. m., Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 29th, where they made their headquarters for a year and a half.

A little later came another Persian gentleman, Mirza Abdul Fazl, a scholar and historian, famous in the Orient for his learning and sincerity, one who had given up a position of the highest honor in Persia, as president of the Royal College of Teheran, to embrace the Bahai Cause, which resulted in his imprisonment for three years in Persian dungeons. Two young Persians, Mirza Ali Kuli Khan and Mirza Ameen'u'llah also arrived to act as interpreters.

With these teachers came the first opportunity for a correct and intimate knowledge of the true Bahai teachings. The salient facts—the mission of the Bab as the forerunner and proclaimer of the coming of "He Whom God Shall Manifest," his life, and early martyrdom; the appearance of Baha'u'llah, the Manifestation, and Revealer of the Divine Word, the station and authority of Abbas Effendi, Abdul-Baha, as the Center of the Covenant, the Interpreter and the Established of the Sacred Law; these were known and believed; but, as yet, there had been but little translation of their writings, and but a small portion of their beautiful and comprehensive teachings of religion and life was known until they were disclosed by these visitors from the Center of the Cause. The young interpreters, assisted by Mr. Anton Hadad of Syria, busied themselves in translating the Bahai Writings from Persian and Arabic into English, and a wonderful treasury of wisdom and knowledge was opened, which has been the delight and satisfaction of thousands of hungry souls in America.

The instructions given by Mirza Assad'u'llah and Mirza Abdul Fazl were thoroughly sane and practical, and so insisted on righteousness, right living—as the essential of religion, rather than psychic and occult experiments, that many persons, who had conceived views imbued with imaginations and superstitions, fell away from the Cause—but those who remained discovered such spiritual light, guidance, richness, and power in the teachings, that they were deeply confirmed in their belief, and clung to it as the most valuable instruction possible for man to obtain.

The classes and assemblies which had diminished in number, again began to grow, and to spread the knowledge of the Bahai Cause; until at the present time its adherents in the United States are numbered by thousands—there are believers in many cities and towns, from the Atlantic to the Pacific—all earnest and sincere in their faith, and in their acceptance of this modern revelation of Divine
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O thou Star of the West! Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised of the world;—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

To Doctor F. W. D'Evelyn, the beloved of God, Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Ella G. Cooper, Mr. W. C. and Mrs. Georgia Ralston, San Francisco, California.

Upon them be BAH'A'O'LLAH-EL-ABHA!

HE IS GOD!

O ye who are firm in the Covenant!

Your letter was received. Praise be to God, that with the utmost firmness you have arisen in the service of the Kingdom, so that you may organize a Congress for universal peace during the Panama-Pacific International Exposition. Summon the people to the Kingdom of God and promote the teachings of His Holiness BAH'A'O'LLAH. Rest ye assured that the Divine Confirmations will be conducive to joy and fragrance and most great results will be the outcome of this service.

Rest ye confident in the assistance of God.

Upon ye be Baha-El-ABHA!

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 21, 1914,

Bahai Nest, Mount Carmel, Haifa, Syria.

OUR PERSIAN SECTION this issue contains: (1) Abdul-Baha's visit to a Christmas performance; (2) Abdul-Baha's talk at the home of Lady Blomfield, London; (3) Abdul-Baha's visit to the Salvation Army barracks and his gifts to the poor; (4) talk by Abdul-Baha given at the Sea of Galilee (Lake of Tiberias); (5) talk given by him at Haifa, after his return from Tiberias; (6) Tablet to a Baha'i at Bakou; (7) "The War of the World," by Mirza Abdul-Cassim G. Shirazi; (8) the earthquake in Italy; (9) gains and losses of the nations at war during the past six months; (9) translation from Arabic of article by Towfik Effendi Muffaredj; (10) news from Haifa by Mohammed Effendi, son of Hussein Agha.
Knowledge, and striving with their lives to carry out the Baha'i teachings of love to God expressed in love to man.

There are assemblies of believers in Chicago and New York, in Boston and Baltimore, Washington and Philadelphia, in Cleveland, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Milwaukee, Kenosha, Minneapolis, Spokane, Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego, and in many towns of lesser fame; in all of which this wonderful, religious, ethical, moral, and practical teaching of the age, is received and loved as the great solvent of religious, social, and economic problems, and the joy and beauty of life.

WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA TO THE BAHAI'S REGARDING THEIR ATTENDANCE AT THE PANAMA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION IN SAN FRANCISCO.

From Tablet dated July 12, 1911

The future of California, whether in regard to its material affairs or its spiritual affairs, is very important. It is my hope that the people of California may become the sons and daughters of the Kingdom and be the means of promoting the religion of God.

Regarding the Exposition of 1915 which will be inaugurated in San Francisco, America, undoubtedly from now on the Bahai must arrange and prepare ways and means so that a great number of them may be present on that occasion.

From Tablet dated April 14, 1914

The believers of God from now on must think about going to the Panama-Pacific International Exposition (in San Francisco). Everyone goes to the Exposition either for amusement or recreation, or in hope of obtaining commercial benefits. But you, who are the believers of God, enter the Exposition with the desire to summon the people to the divine Kingdom and hoping to receive the breaths of the Holy Spirit.

From Tablet dated March 12, 1913

As regards the second trip of Abdul-Baha to America, if the believers of God be enkindled and attracted to a superlative degree, perchance this object will again be obtained. Capacity and capability are the magnetic power.

Suggestions

A number of hotels centrally located are recommended. Prices are reasonable—from $1.00 per day and up. All rooms with baths. It is suggested that it will be best, for those who wish to secure accommodations at any of these hotels, to communicate immediately with the manager, Mr. D. Heywood, 526 Holbrook Building, 38 Sutter Street, San Francisco.

As the week's programme has been arranged to begin the 19th of April, it is hoped that all the friends will arrive before that date.

The San Francisco climate being variable, warm wraps are found to be useful in all seasons. For further information please address the Executive Committee of the International Bahai Congress, 505 Rosenthal Building, 165 Post Street, San Francisco.
PROGRAM
INTERNATIONAL BAHAI CONGRESS
For the Week of April 19th to 25th, 1915

Monday Morning:
Meeting of the Executive Committee of the International Bahai Congress, the Bahai Temple Unity Executive Board, and the Congress speakers, at 9:45 o’clock.

Monday Afternoon:
Reception to the visiting Bahais at 3 o’clock.

Monday Evening:
Bahai Congress session. Addresses at 8 o’clock.

Tuesday Morning:
Business meeting of the Bahai Temple Unity Executive Board at 9:45 o’clock.

Tuesday Afternoon:
Free.

Tuesday Evening:
Bahai Congress session. Addresses at 8 o’clock.

Wednesday Noon:
Feast of the Rizwan. (For Bahais only.)

Wednesday Evening:
Bahai Congress session. Addresses at 8 o’clock.

Thursday:
Mashrak-el-Azkar Convention.

Thursday Evening:
Bahai Congress session. Addresses at 8 o’clock.

Friday:
Mashrak-el-Azkar Convention.

Friday Evening:
Bahai Congress session. Addresses at 8 o’clock.

Saturday:
Mashrak-el-Azkar Convention.

Saturday Evening:
Bahai Congress session. Addresses at 8 o’clock.

Sunday:

Sunday Evening:
Bahai Congress session. Addresses at 8 o’clock.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
زلزال إيطاليا

حُرِّكَتْ أَبَانُ الْقُبُور علَى الْأَنْفُسِ. فَذَهَّبَتْ الْأَبَانُاتُ عَلَى الْأَنْفُسِ.

فَذَهَّبَتْ الْأَبَانُاتُ عَلَى الْأَنْفُسِ. فَذَهَّبَتْ الْأَبَانُاتُ عَلَى الْأَنْفُسِ.

فَذَهَّبَتْ الْأَبَانُاتُ عَلَى الْأَنْفُسِ.

فَذَهَّبَتْ الْأَبَانُاتُ عَلَى الْأَنْفُسِ.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي المكتوب في الصورة.
بيانات جاك

الحاجة وراء الحياة

**العنوان**

*جمعية الخيرية*

**المؤلف**

*محامي*

**المحتوى**

*محفظة في الأسرة Alpha Group*

*المؤتمر الدولي للمنظمات الخيرية*

**الوصف**

*جمعية الخيرية* هي جمعية تم تأسيسها في عام 1990 لتهدف إلى توزيع المساعدات المالية للمحتاجين في المجتمع. تشتهر الجمعية بجهودها في تقديم المساعدة للمحتاجين ودعمهم في الأوقات الصعبة.

**العمليات**

- **جمع التبرعات:** يتم جمع التبرعات من خلال المراكز في المدن المختلفة.
- **توزيع المساعدات:** يتم توزيع التبرعات على الأسر المحتاجةaprès توجيه فريق العمل.
- **шейشش الشهداء في الأوقات الصعبة:** يتم تقديم المساعدة المالية وال/css الثالثة.*

**الموقع**

*جمعية الخيرية* تقع في جزء من منطقة كوبنهاجن في الدنمارك. تم تجهيز مكاتبها الخاصة في عام 2000 لضمان توزيع المساعدات بأمان.

**المراجع**


**التعليمات**

- تقدم جمعية الخيرية المساعدة للمحتاجين في الأوقات الصعبة.
- يمكن تقديم المساعدة عبر الإنترنت أو مباشرة في المكاتب.

**النهاية**

*جمعية الخيرية* تواصل جهودها في تقديم المساعدة للمحتاجين وتعهد بالتوسع في خدماتها في الأوقات القادمة.

*محفوظ محمد*
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة. إذا كنت بحاجة إلى مساعدة أخرى، يرجى طرح سؤالك بتنسيق يمكنني قراءته.
The great function of the Revelation of Baha’u’llah is, solving the intricacies of the Heavenly Books, facilitating the removal of differences from among nations and establishing unity and harmony among the sections of the human world.

* * *

To all people of insight it is evident that in this Most Great Cause all the means of comfort for the nation have been provided and a plan of readjustment of the affairs of the people of the world from all stand points established.

—Mirza Abul-Fazl

ابن الفضل فضلي
LAWS AND ORDINANCES PECULIAR TO THE BAHAI RELIGION.

1. Abstaining from crediting verbal traditions.
2. Prohibition of interpreting the Word of God.
3. Disagreement as to the station of the Manifestation of God, forbidden.
5. Obligatory upon all to engage in allowable professions as a means of support, and obedience to this law accepted as an act of worship.
6. Education of children of both sexes compulsory.
7. Prohibition of cursing and execration.
8. Prohibition of the carrying of arms.

Distribution of legacies among heirs according to a definite plan, whereby wealth will never be monopolized by a limited few.
NEW COMMANDS IN THE BAHAI RELIGION WHICH ARE LACKING IN CHRISTIANITY

COMPiled FROM "THE BRILLIANT PROOF"

BY MIRZA ABUL-FALZ

WHAT new command is there in the Bahai religion which is lacking in Christianity?

Although this question is an abstruse one which cannot be fully comprehended by a person unless he be well versed in the books of the two peoples, yet we will expound it clearly in such a way as to be easily understood by every soul, and we will explain the specific features of this great Movement and prove the necessity of this Most Holy Manifestation for the comfort and upbuilding of the world. Thus may disinterested persons attain insight and every just one arise in thanksgiving for this great bestowal of God, the All-Glorious.

It is evident to every perceiving soul that the world of humanity will attain perfection, and that happiness and welfare, the desire of nations and goal of all hearts, will be insured when religious differences and sectarianism, the cause of alienation and estrangement of the people, are utterly removed from the world, and all estrangements and schisms, such as racial, patriotic and political divisions, etc., are dispelled from among men. Thus may men become brothers, loving and kind toward each other. These terrible wars, which are the greatest catastrophes of humanity and civilization, will disappear. The vast sums, the expenditure of which is undoubtedly the cause of impoverishing men and destroying the world, will no longer be devoted to destructive pursuits and infernal machinery. This question is so clear and lucid that the most deficient mind can pass judgment upon it. Nevertheless this condition has been confirmed by the Divine glad-tidings and established by heavenly prophecies. For the Holy Books contain explicit record that in the Great Day which has been exalted by various names, such as “the last day,” “the time of the end,” “the latter day,” “the day of the Lord,” etc., the Glorious Lord will descend and will unite all nations in the worship of the One God. He will so train all men in lofty and spiritual qualities that warfare and conflict will be uprooted, rancor and hatred will be replaced by sociability and peace, and implements of war be changed into farming and trading tools. This is a brief statement of the promises of the prophets concerning the “latter day.”

It is self-evident that all nations are awaiting and anticipating the advent of such a Day and the coming of such a great Cause; nay, they pray and supplicate God to hasten its arrival.

But the greatest obstacles among the nations are the signs and conditions which shall appear with this praiseworthy Manifestation and promised Day; for all the Manifestations of God and founders of religion who have formerly come have mentioned the signs of this great event in their respective books and emphasized and clearly recorded them in their utterances. But every prophet who appeared recorded the self-same signs mentioned by his predecessor and repeated the same words; yet without undertaking to explain the meaning of those signs and conditions or make his object therein known. For instance, consider how for a thousand years his holiness Moses and the Israelitish prophets spoke and uttered glad-tidings to the people of the coming of the Lord of Hosts who would harmonize and unite all in the worship of One God. Among the signs of the day of His coming announced by them are:

First: The rolling up of the heavens.
Second: The sun will be darkened.
Third: The moon shall not give her light.
Fourth: The stars shall fall from heaven.
Fifth: The dead shall arise from their tombs.

Sixth: Ferocious animals will make peace with grazing animals.

Seventh: They will share the same pasture and food.

Eighth: Children will play with poisonous serpents.

Ninth: The people of Israel, who in that day shall have become scattered and humiliated throughout all the nations of the East and West, will be again assembled together by the Lord of Hosts, who will establish them in their promised land and confer upon them eternal glory and everlasting dominion.

These are, in short, some of the prophecies which all the Israelitish prophets announced taking to explain their meaning. Consequently the Christian doctors disagreed in their interpretation of these holy books. Some said that those promises were literal statements and not subject to interpretation and must therefore be fulfilled outwardly. Others among the commentators stated that those promises were symbolic and that they were words requiring interpretation in order that their real meaning might thereby become evident; i.e., that the "Seal of the Book" might be opened in the "latter day." Six hundred years after His Holiness Christ, the "Seal of the Prophets" announced His mission and the very same promises were again revealed in the Koran. The same conditions and signs were identically repeated. But again the Koran

|---------------------------|

(29) Immediately after the tribulation of those days shall the sun be darkened, and the moon shall not give her light, and the stars shall fall from heaven and the powers of the heavens shall be shaken: (30) And then shall appear the sign of the Son of man in heaven: and then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn, and they shall see the Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great glory. (31) And he shall send his angels with a great sound of a trumpet, and they shall gather together his elect from the four winds, from one end of heaven to the other.

|----------------------------------|

(10) But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night; in the which the heavens shall pass away with a great noise, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat, the earth also and the works that are therein shall be burned up. (11) Seeing that all these things shall be dissolved, what manner of persons ought ye to be in all holy conversation and godliness, (12) Looking for and hastening unto the coming of the day of God . . . . ? (13) Nevertheless we, according to his promise, look for new heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness.

to their people and recorded in their books. They did not state however that these promises were to be taken in a literal sense without symbolism and interpretation, or that the symbolic texts were subject to commentary.

Fifteen hundred years subsequent to the time of His Holiness Moses, the very same promises and signs were revealed by His Holiness Christ—upon whom be glory! Consider verses 29-31 of the twenty-fourth chapter of St. Matthew and the tenth and eleventh verses of the third chapter of the Second Epistle of Peter the Apostle, so that you may witness the mention of these promises and signs with the utmost clearness. Likewise His Holiness Christ and His disciples confined themselves to the mere mentioning of these signs, as was done by the Israelitish Prophets, not under-made no reference to the meaning intended by those prophecies, nor did it state whether they were symbolic or subject to interpretation. Consequently, were a man to consider what has been stated he would most clearly find that the greatest obstacles against the unification of nations have been these very prophecies, glad-tidings, conditions and signs. For the various peoples have been prevented from uniting with each other because the meanings intended by those prophecies were not clear.

Although citing an illustration leads to prolixity, yet we will do so for the purpose of enlightening and further elucidating the matter to the reader. For example, let us assume that a Christian missionary should say to a Jew: "Dear friend, why are you sleep-
ing and heedless? The promised Messiah, whose coming was foretold by all the prophets, has appeared.” Then imagine the Jew answering: “How splendid! How splendid! What beautiful glad-tidings and joyous news! We Jews have made all our wishes dependent upon the coming of the Messiah and daily supplicate by prayer for His advent! Now let us see this promised Messiah whom you declare to have appeared.” The Christian missionary answers: “The promised Messiah was that wronged youth, Jesus of Nazareth, who sacrificed His life for the liberation and salvation of the world.” The Jew would reply: “O esteemed teacher! clear signs are recorded in the Holy Books regarding the appearance of the Messiah, none of which came to pass. We Jews have not found our religion so easily that we can relinquish it carelessly. You consider yourself a teacher of the Holy Books. See then in the Heavenly Books the words that at the time of the coming of the promised Messiah the sun will be darkened, the moon will turn into blood, the new heaven and the new earth will become manifest, the stars will fall, the dead will arise. Where and when did these prophecies become fulfilled during the day of the Nazarene and who saw them? Furthermore, let me show you numerous passages wherein it has been clearly revealed that when the promised Messiah appears He will gather together all the Jews scattered throughout the world and He will save them from the great humiliation, execration and tyranny which they suffer. Then He will establish them in the Holy Land and confer upon them dominion and eternal glory. Now tell me when did Jesus of Nazareth accomplish such a thing? Nay, through His Manifestation the contrary came to pass, for we were established in the Holy Land but we have become scattered through his coming. We were esteemed; we have become humiliated. We were assembled; we became dispersed; we were blessed; we became afflicted with curses. All this was contrary to the promises given to the Israelitish people. So to accept Jesus would be to deny those glorious prophets.”

In brief, at this point in the conversation the Christian missionary would fail to answer the Jew. For he, himself, does not understand the real meaning of these glad-tidings. How then could he explain them to the Jews and cause them to be convinced and assured? Therefore during this long period the missionaries of the Christian religion have attempted to discomfit and confound the Jews, yet without traversing the pathway of true knowledge and real proof. Instead of bringing them near the Gospels, they caused them to be annoyed and further removed.

It is therefore recorded in church history that during this long period, that is, since the conversion of the great Constantine down to our time, both in the days of Charlemagne and during the crusades, they repeatedly attempted to force the Jews to accept Christianity, but in the end they failed. Now, had they known the meanings of these glad-tidings there would be no need of using force and compulsion.

Similar to this is the attitude of the Moslem toward the Christian. When the Moslem desires to prove the truth of the mission of the “Seal of the Prophets” to a Christian, he refers the Christian to the signs recorded in the twenty-fourth chapter of St. Matthew. Then that Moslem not understanding the meanings thereof is forced to say that this Gospel in the hands of the Christians is not the original Gospel which descended with Jesus—upon whom be peace! As you readily see, the Moslems will clearly prove in word and writing that this Gospel has been interpolated by the Christian scholars and that it has been attributed to His Holiness Christ. In this case the Christian, to whom the reality of the Gospel is evident and manifest, and the love of this Holy Book firmly established in his heart, will be amazed at the incorrect answer of the Moslem. Instead of fellowship and friendship with the Moslem, the Christian becomes an enemy of the Islamic religion and an opponent of the Mohammedan people.

In short, one of the great obstacles to the unity of the nations is this difficulty which has been explained by the foregoing illustration. All these abstruse problems are involved and explained in the statement that because the Christian missionaries do not understand the real meanings of the books of religions which have appeared prior to the manifestation of His Holiness Christ—upon whom be peace!—therefore they cannot guide others to their own religion. This has become evident and manifest.

As to the religions which have appeared after His Holiness Christ, inasmuch as regression and reversal are opposed to natural motion and contrary to the progress and advancement which are evident and manifest in world movements, therefore the Christian cannot turn development backward and cause
other people to descend the ladder of progress in order to unite them to themselves. The great man Lord Curzon has partly understood this point when he writes: "The conversion of Asiatics to the Christian religion is without effect and result."

Now that this subject has been clearly elucidated we will submit that the present state of progress in the world necessitates the Most Great Manifestation. While His Holiness Baha'u'llah resided in Baghdad the first book revealed by Him was Kitab-al-Iqan which is the key to unlock the seals of the Heavenly Books. It comprehends the realities revealed in Holy Writ. By it the doors of the understanding of prophetic words were opened to the faces of the people of Bahai, the real meaning of the Divine Glad-tidings were revealed and the original purposes of such terms as were latent and unknown became manifested. These terms are: "Death," "Life," "Heaven," "Earth," "Sun," "Moon," "Stars," "Resurrection," etc. Thus the means of unity became facilitated and the hindrances to international misunderstandings were removed. The signs and emblems of accord and agreement among inimical and opposing people became manifest and apparent. For you observe that while now is but the commencement of the Bahai Religion, yet difficult questions and doctrines have become so clearly explained to and so easily accepted by various peoples that numerous souls among Zorastrians, Jews, Nusayrites, et al., who have never believed in His Holiness Christ nor would listen to a single verse of the Gospel, have now become acknowledged believers in Baha'u'llah through the effect of His blessed utterances. Moreover, they consider His Holiness Christ the Promised Lord and His heavenly Book the Divine Holy Word. They associate and consort with Christians in their feasts and gatherings with the utmost kindness and fellowship. . . .

But let us return to the original question: "What has Baha'u'llah brought which is not found in the Christian religion?"

Although the great function of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah in solving the intricacies of the Heavenly Books, facilitating the removal of differences from among nations and establishing unity and harmony among the sections of the human world is sufficient proof of the greatness and thoroughness of the Bahai religion, nevertheless we will now consider the laws and ordinances of this religion, explain their specific virtues, their benefits and good results:

First, a command which is particularly a feature of the Bahai religion and is not found in the other religion is "abstaining from crediting verbal traditions." It is well known to men of learning that it was verbal tradition which divided the Jews into two great sects. Such traditions are the basis of the book of Talmud, and caused the division of that one nation. One of the two schisms called the Rabbinim looks upon the teachings of the Talmud as the law which needs to be followed and considers it the greatest means for the preservation and permanence of the Israelitish people. But the other sect, Gharraim, looks upon the Talmud as mere heresy and conducive to perdition. Thus these two sects cannot possibly be harmonized or cease mutual opposition.

Similarly in the Christian religion the main cause of schism and division were these verbal traditions which were termed "authoritative." Each one of the Christian churches, such as the Catholic, the Orthodox, the Jacobite, the Nestorian and others, considers it obligatory to follow these traditions inherited from and handed down by the fathers of the Church, as the very text of the Holy Book. Thus when in any of the great Councils the question of the unification of the Christian people would be at issue, they would avail themselves of these inherited traditions, which were opposed to union and harmony. Likewise in the religion of Islam, claiming these verbal traditions which were related of the Founder of that religion, subsequent to his death, was the cause of the division and separation into various of the principal sects, such as the Sunnite, the Shi'ite and the Kharajite, or into the secondary schools of Hanafite, Malakite, Shafite, Haubilite, etc.

Each of these hold to a set of traditions considered as authentic by their own sect.

But Baha'u'llah closed to the people of the world this door which is the greatest means for sedition; for He has clearly announced that "in the religion of God all recorded matters are referable to the Book and all unrecorded matters are dependent upon the decision of the House of Justice." Thus all narrations, relations and verbal traditions have been discredited among the Bahai people and the door of dissension, which is the greatest among the doors of hell, has been closed and locked.
Second: One of the laws and ordinances peculiar to the Bahai religion is the law prohibiting the interpreting of the Word of God. For interpretation of the Words and exposition of personal opinion has been one of the greatest means of dissension in the former religions, the cause of darkening of the horizon of faith and concealing the real meaning of the Book of God.

It is evident that learned men differ in their minds, and the natural gifts of sagacity and intelligence or the lack of understanding and comprehension vary in degrees among them. Thus when the door of interpretation and perverting of the Words from their outward meaning is opened, strange opinions and curious contradictory interpretations will result and different sects will arise among the one people and one religious community.

Consequently Baha’u’llah has explicitly commanded His followers to wholly abandon the door of interpretation and follow the Words revealed in the Tablets according to their outward meaning, so that the events which have transpired among the past nations should not recur among the Bahai people, and the unwelcome happenings which appeared among the various sects due to difference in mentality and viewpoint should not become manifest in this new auspicious day, which is the day of the Glorious Lord.

Thus one of the explicit commands of this great Manifestation is the ordinance abrogating differences which separate men. It is because one of the occasions of dissension is difference of scholars with regard to the station of the Manifestation of the Cause. In former religions, even as testified by history, it has become evident that when in a question of this kind a difference has arisen between two of the doctors of religion, both parties were firm in their standpoints and held tenaciously to their sides, while the laity, according to their usage, would adhere some to one and some to the other, thus closing the doors to agreement and unity to such an extent that religious fraternity was changed into deep and bitter enmity, scientific dissension terminating in bloody strife and warfare. This is illustrated by differences which arose between Arius, the priest, and Alexander, the Bishop of Constantinople, regarding the Trinity, in the fourth century, A. D.; also the Nestorian differences which took place in the fifth century between Nestorius, the Bishop of Constantinople, and the other bishops, which caused terrible wars and the shedding of precious blood. The effect of these sad dissensions has lasted until the present day. These are clear proofs and evidences for the point at issue.

Time does not allow us to make mention of the numerous sects and divisions of the Gnostics and others, of which the church historians have counted more than thirty, and incorporated them under the term: “Born of philosophy.” All seekers of full accounts are referred to authoritative books on the subject, in order that they may clearly realize that all these divisions and sects came from the disagreements of the doctors as to the degree and station of His Holiness Christ, and their persistence in their respective opinions.

Third: The subject of disagreement by the doctors as to the station of the Manifestation of God has been one of those abstruse and difficult questions to solve which proved beyond the power of great minds and baffled a mighty king like Constantine the Great. For notwithstanding the assistance and co-operation of the great bishops of the East and West, he could not reconcile the various parties to the Aryan controversy. Nay, during this long time the power of local councils, the sword of European powers and the verdicts of Inquisitorial Boards failed to remove divisions and schisms caused by metaphysical discussions. But the removal of this indissoluble knot and incurable disease by the easiest of means has been announced in the holy Bahai literature, for Baha’u’llah in one of His holy Tablets has clearly revealed the following: “Since men differ in their degree of knowledge, if two persons should be found to possess different viewpoints as regards the degree and station of the Manifestation of God, both are acceptable before God, for, in accord with the blessed verse: ‘Verily, we have created souls different in degrees,’ God has created men different in understanding and diverse in manners. But if those having two points of view engage in conflict and strife while expressing their views, both of them are rejected. For, by knowing the Manifestation of God it is intended to unify the hearts, cultivate souls and to teach the truth of God, whereas conflict and strife of two persons with two different points of view would do harm to the Cause of God. Consequently both of them are referred to the fire.” This was the purport of the blessed Tablet in brief. Accordingly in this Holy Cause no one has power to create inharmony, and because of
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the friends and the center of the generosity of the Babals which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thou shalt become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA

O Thou Star of the West!

Dear Sir:

In former Heavenly Books has forbidden this abominable practice, which has cost the human society a heavy drain upon the state treasury. For instance, the freeing of the slaves proceeds of other men's labor. In reality such men are as atrophied limbs upon the body of humanity and a heavy burden to the men of industry and agriculture. When by a law of religion these innumerable souls abandon idleness and engage in useful occupations, one can well realize how much this will contribute to the common wealth and remove the difficulties of the body-politic.

Sixth: The law making the education of children of both sexes compulsory. This law is also one of the commands explicitly revealed in this most great Cause, and concerning which no mention is made in any of the other religions. For in the other religions the education of the masses is made dependent upon the law of the government. If in former times a government would fail to issue a decree providing for compulsory education, and this failure would result in the decadence of learning and knowledge, the nation would take no thought of it, nor would the people consider themselves and the government responsible. For no law concerning this subject has been revealed in the Heavenly Books. But when a law is laid down in the Heavenly Book of a nation, every individual member will consider himself bound to execute it, and no one will fail to heed that law, for they will not be dependent upon the government to carry it out.

Seventh: The command prohibiting cursing and execration and making it obligatory upon all to abstain from uttering that which may
offend men. For, as is evident in moral science, cursing, reviling and speaking in harsh words and offensive phrases is one of the greatest causes of alienating hearts, filling minds with rancor, creating hatred and animosity among the peoples and igniting the fire of calamitous warfare among men. Thus it is said by wise men: "Verily, war begins in words;" and the poet Firdousi has said: "A mere word is the cause of warfare." Another verse illustrating this point at issue is, "The wound inflicted by the tongue is deeper than that inflicted by the sword." Were one to ponder over the differences and schisms already spoken of, which arose among the Christian peoples, creating different sects and schools, such as the Marans, Nestorians, Gnostics, et al., kindling the fire of terrible battlefields and violent calamities, he would clearly find from the testimony of authentic history that the principal and initial cause of such divisions and disasters was the difference of opinion between two religious doctors, which would result in discussion and controversy. In order to overcome his opponent and demonstrate the correctness of his own view, or because of believing his own opinion correct, each would so persist in his attitude that it would finally lead to harshness towards the other. This harshness would gradually lead to insinuating remarks and annoying statements which in time would culminate in reviling, execrating, fighting and even bloodshed. Now the harmful outcome of these religious fights and their evil effect upon human society needs no mentioning here. For the calamities caused by these differences during the past ages are recorded in the historical books of every nation, and the hardships which have continued down to our time as the painful result of those dissensions are evident to men of understanding.

Perhaps some one may advance an objection saying that ordinances prohibiting anathema and execration are found in the other Heavenly Books, as, for instance, the commands of His Holiness Christ, well-known as the Sermon on the Mount, wherein He most lucidly states, "Whosoever calleth another a fool is in danger of hell-fire." In the Koran it is stated: "Curse not those who claim (spiritual mission) without the permission of God, thus without knowledge cursing God as an enemy." The answer to this objection is evident to the people of insight, for such ordinances and prohibitions are considered as educational commands in the estimation of the learned and not as laws and enactments of religion. Consider this command of the Sermon on the Mount, wherein He states: "Whosoever is angry with his brother falsely is subject to the law." Again He says: "Store not for yourselves treasures;" and again: "Be not concerned with the morrow." Also: "Whosoever smiteth thee on the right cheek turn to him the other also?" and "Whosoever desireth thy garment give him also thy cloak." Then later on He says: "Whosoever asks of thee, give unto him, and whosoever would borrow of thee, prevent him not."

It is fully evident that the learned men and doctors of the Christian and Mohammedan religions have not considered these ordinances as imperative. Men of intelligence versed in law and jurisprudence have not deemed those who disobeyed these laws deserving of punishment and trial. Nay, as already mentioned, they have unanimously accounted them educational laws. Moreover some of those laws are such that the doctors have not considered those slighting them as transgressors or evil-doers before God. For instance, "If anyone smites you upon the cheek, turn to him the other," "He who beggs of you, give to him," "He who seeks to borrow from you, do not refuse him." The above statement will clearly show why such commands and ordinances were not considered by the leaders of the Christian peoples as imperative and obligatory and why they could not remove cursing and execration from among the community.

But in the Bahai religion the commands prohibiting cursing, reviling, swearing and blasphemy have been revealed as imperative and obligatory laws. The responsibility attaching to the violators has been revealed in various Tablets. Emphatic commands have been issued in regard to the purity of pen and tongue, prohibiting the writing or speaking of that which will offend men. For example, although in various Tablets such as the Ishrakhat and others, the law prohibiting cursing and execration has been explicitly laid down, nevertheless Baha'u'llah, during His latter days, in the blessed Book of the Covenant fortified and emphasized the above law by addressing the following command to the people of the world:

"O ye people of the world! I exhort ye towards that which is the cause of the elevation of your station! Hold fast to the fear of God and adhere to the hem of kindliness! Verily I say unto you, the tongue is for the mention of good; defile it not with unseemly
words. Verily God has forgiven the past. Hereafter all must utter that which is seemly. Shun anathema, execration and that whereby man is perturbed. The station of man is great. Some time ago this lofty word was revealed from the treasury of the Pen of Abba: 'Today is a great, blessed Day! That which was latent in man is today revealed and become manifest. The station of man is great, should he adhere to veracity and truth and remain firm and steadfast in the Cause.'"

Every intelligent soul who reflects upon this utterance: "Verily, God has forgiven the past; hereafter all must utter that which is seemly," "Shun anathema, execration and that whereby man is perturbed," will clearly see how emphatic an ordinance has been given forth ratifying the prohibition of anathema and execration. Because according to the law current among the people of knowledge, the prohibition concerning anathema and execration is an especialized ordinance and one of the particular commandments of this great Dispensation. Thus, through the favor of God the Most High, from the traces of the Supreme Pen, this unseemly action and the ordeals resulting therefrom may disappear from among the people of the world and the glad-tidings recorded in the third verse of the 22nd chapter of the Revelation of St. John concerning the events of the Day of Manifestation—namely: "Hereafter there shall be no more cursing," shall be realized.

Eighth: Prohibition of the carrying of arms except in time of necessity. This ordinance is not to be found in other religions, but in the Bahai religion it is considered as one of the imperative and essential commands. The great utility of this law is most evident and manifest. How many souls who were unable to control excessive anger have given vent to it by the use of arms ready at hand? If the murderer had not been armed, often after one hour the violence of his anger would have subsided and no crime would have resulted. These are the minor evil results of carrying arms. There are other greater evils continually manifested by people who carry arms, which are productive of great revolutions and excessive losses for the government and nations. The details of this are not in keeping with brevity and are conducive to prolongation, nevertheless the afflictions of the nations and ordeals of the people are evident to men of perception.

Ninth: The question relative to the necessity of the creation of the House of Justice and institution of National Assemblies and Constitutional Governments. This command is likewise specialized to this evident religion and is not mentioned in the others. For under other religions it is possible for despotic governments to be restored and founded, because the love of the permanence, establishment and endurance of religious ordinances and the fear of going contrary to them is so deeply rooted in human souls, by reason of the fear of God, that they would not pass away in a thousand years and would not be superseded except through the renewal of the religion and the reform of laws.

* * *

In short, these are some of the especial commands of the Bahai religion which the writer of these lines has submitted in accordance with this opportune occasion. The consideration of brevity has made it necessary to omit the mentioning of other special commandments in this Most Great Dispensation.

Among them are ethics and conditions requisite for a wife's knowledge of her traveling or absent husband. Another concerns the prohibition of haughtiness and egoism. Another is a command as to purity of all things, with recommendation and encouragement to observe sanitary measures and cleanliness, and to shun utterly all that tends to filth and uncleanness. Among them is a command directing the agreement of nations in the abolition of warfare and battles, and the conservation of the conditions of security and peace. Many such commands exist, the words of amplification and detail of which are beyond the limits of this occasion. For justice to this most important subject would necessitate the compilation of a large volume and not a short article. But although the article may assume more lengthy proportion, I am forced, nevertheless, to remind the people of knowledge of one distinguishing feature of the many in the Bahai religion—perchance the radiant sight (insight) may attain to the great bestowal of this Most Supreme Cause, and the pure tongue may utter thanksgiving and praise to God, the Blessed, the Sublime!
It is this: One of the abstruse problems of social philosophy is the prevention of monopoly and wealth control by certain individuals. This subject has been discussed by the philosophers of the world for many years. The wise men of Europe and America, especially the Socialists, in endeavoring to solve this abstruse problem, have entered into minute discussion and deep analyses. The governments of Europe and America have given the subject exhaustive attention; nevertheless they have not yet agreed upon any opinion and have not reached a consensus of remedy for the solution of this seemingly insurmountable question.

But if a soul should ponder and reflect upon the Divine institution concerning the question of inheritance and the modus operandi of the distribution of legacies among heirs according to the laws of this Dispensation, he will see that this all-important problem has been solved in the simplest manner. The distribution of wealth among the nations has been established according to the best method.

Inasmuch as the matter of death among mankind is an unavoidable event, if the distribution of the estate left by those who ascend to God should be effected according to this Divine recommendation, it will be impossible for wealth to be accumulated by the few or for any particular family to exercise a monopoly, leaving others deprived and afflicted by poverty and want. For the Mighty Lawgiver has dealt with this important affair in this manner: He has divided the heirs of the deceased into seven classes, including teachers, who are the spiritual fathers of enlightened individuals in the world of humanity, the heritage is divided according to the number 2,520, which is the lowest number comprising the integral fractions of nine. Under this division the seven classes eligible to legacies are as follows: First: Offspring. Second: Wives. Third: Fathers. Fourth: Mothers. Fifth: Brothers. Sixth: Sisters. Seventh: Teachers. The nearest relatives are arranged the closest. Each class receives its due according to the number sixty, which runs down through all. He has decreed that these seven classes mentioned will come equally into possession of their legitimate rights, each receiving his share from this division.

When the people of insight reflect upon that which has been recorded they will see that with this command in operation, wealth will never be monopolized by a limited few and no individual through sheer forceful skill will come into possession of another's wealth. Wealth will always be in circulation among all. All mankind will inherit from one another and all will be benefited by this capital.

Now, in regard to the question of features distinguishing this Great Cause from other laws and religions of the people of the world in all centuries and ages: If fair-minded and intelligent men of knowledge should ponder and reflect upon the judicious laws of the Lord of mankind, they will no doubt bear witness to the perfection of Divine Providence in the laws thus instituted. For instance, these three firm and irrefutable ordinances, namely, first: the question of inheritance by which monopoly of wealth will be removed and the question of socialism solved; second: the question of universal peace and international agreements regarding disarmament and conserving expenditure now devoted to implements of war; third: the question of all being commanded to acquire a profession, art or trade whereby they may earn a living, thus lightening the burden of expense to those upon whom it falls, such as farmers, laborers, et al. This expense is created by the idlers and unemployed members of the human family.

These fair-minded and intelligent men will also testify that the readjustment of the world and the salvation of mankind from great dangers is conditioned upon following the commands of this Most Great Manifestation. Thus will they utter the blessed words: "Blessed is God, the Possessor of the Dominion and the Kingdom!"

To all people of insight it is evident that in this Most Great Cause all the means of comfort for the nation have been provided and a plan of readjustment of the affairs of the people of the world from all standpoints established.

OUR PERSIAN SECTION this issue contains: (1) Utterances of Abdul-Baha on Education of the Individual; (2) talk in Arabic by Abdul-Baha delivered in Paris—from the Daily Pyramids, Egypt; (3) news from the spiritual assembly of Egypt, by Mirza Abul-Kasim Goulistaneh; (4) news from the Holy Land by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.
لا يمكنني قراءة النصوص العربية من الصورة المقدمة.
أختاراً أختاراً

بقال عليه البدأ، وذكر

حضر المسجد الأعظم، وذكر

معنى.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة المقدمة.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
“O Breakwell! My beloved!”

Do not lament over the departure of my dearly beloved Breakwell. For verily, he has ascended to the luminous Rose-Garden in the Abha Kingdom, near the mercy of his Lord, the Almighty, and is crying out with the loudest voice, “O that my people knew how my Lord hath forgiven me, and made me one of those who have attained to the meeting of God!”

O my dear! O Breakwell! Verily thou hast abandoned this transitory world, and soared upward to the Kingdom, hast attained to the Grace of the Invisible Realm, and sacrificed thyself to the Threshold of the Lord of Might!

O my adored one! O Breakwell! Verily thou hast left behind this physical lamp, this human glass, these earthly elements, and this worldly enjoyment.

O my adored one! O Breakwell! Then thou hast ignited a light in the Glass of the Supreme Concourse, hast entered in the Paradise of Abha; art protected under the shade of the Blessed Tree, and hast attained to the meeting (of the True One) in the abode of Paradise.

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS

Extract from Tablet—See page 296
In commemoration of the visit of Abdul-Baha to America, this bronze vase is to be placed in the Holy Tomb of Bahá'u'lláh. It is the gift of the American Bahá'ís. It was made at the Tiffany Studios, New York City, and copyrighted June 13, 1914, by L. Bourgeois, designer.
PROOFS OF THE IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL

Talk given by Abdul-Baha at the home of Mrs. Parsons, Washington, D. C., Saturday, November 9, 1912

From stenographic notes by Mr. Joseph H. Hannen

For composed objects, there is necessarily a destruction or disintegration. For instance, there is decomposition for the flower; it is composed of various elements. When this composed form undergoes decomposition—in other words, when these elements separate and disintegrate—that is what we call death. That is the meaning of death as applied to the flower. For inasmuch as it is composed of single elements, multitudinous cellular atoms, it is subject to disintegration—that is the mortality of the flower. Similarly the body of man is composed of various elements. This composition of the elements has been given life. When these elements are subject to disintegration, life disappears, and that is death. Existence on a certain plane is expressive of composition, and non-existence or mortality means decomposition.

But the reality of man is not composed of elements and cannot be decomposed. It is not an elemental composition. Every object which is composed of elements is subject to disintegration, and that disintegration means death. But any reality which is not the resultant of the composition of elements is not subject to death. This is a philosophical statement but true, that the element itself never dies. There is no destruction possible for it. Why? Because it is single and not composed; it is not a composition subject to that decomposition which is synonymous to death. Hence we will learn that composition spells life, decomposition spells death.

Inasmuch as the human body is composed of elements, it becomes mortal or dies, because its component substances separate or disintegrate. But the reality of man not being composed of elements is not subject to decomposition, evanescence or mortality.

A third evidence or proof is that there are definite psychological changes in the human organism. At one time the body is normal. At another time it is abnormal. Now it is weak, and anon it is strong. Now it is injured; one hand might be amputated, a limb broken, an ear deafened, or some defect might attack a certain organ. But these changes, remember, do not affect the human spirit or soul of man. Be the body stout or thin, the spirit of man does not become corpulent or lean. If the body of man is weak or decrepit, the spirit or soul appears to be unaffected thereby. If a part of the human organism be destroyed, as, for instance, if the two hands were to be cut off, or the two lower limbs, or the two eyes, even the two ears, the human soul functions just the same, showing that no changes of the body affect the operation of the soul. We have learned that mortality means simply change and transformation; and therefore because we do not find any change and transformation in the soul as the result of the changes in the body, we, therefore, prove it to be immortal. Anything changeable is accidental, evanescent.

Fourthly: This immortal human soul is possessed of two forms of control—two perceptions as it were. One is affected through instrumentality, the other independently. For instance, the human soul sees through the instrumentality of the eye; with the ear it hears; with the nostrils it senses odors; with the hand it grasps objects. These are the actions or operations of the soul through instruments. But in the world of dreams, the soul sees when the eyes are closed. The man is seemingly dead—lies there as dead—the ears do not hear; yet he hears. The body lies there, but he—that is, the soul—travels, sees, observes. All the instruments of the body are inactive; all the functions seemingly useless. Notwithstanding this, there is an immediate perception by the soul. Exhilaration is experienced. The soul journeys, perceives, senses. It often happens that man in a state of wakefulness has not been able to accomplish the solution of a problem, and when he goes to sleep, he will
solve that problem in a dream. How often it
has occurred that he has dreamed, even as the
prophets have dreamed, of the future, and
events which have thus been foreshadowed
have come to pass literally.

Thus we learn that the immortality of the
soul or spirit is not contingent or dependent
upon the so-called immortality of the body,
because the body in the quiescent state, in the
time of sleep, may be as dead, unconscious,
senseless; but the soul or spirit is possessed
of perceptions, sensations, motion and discov­
er. Even inspiration and revelation are ob­
tained by it. How many were the prophets
who have had marvelous visions of the future
in that state! We therefore learn that the
spirit of the human soul is the rider and the
body is only the steed. If anything affects
the steed, the rider is not affected by it. The
spirit may be likened to the light within the
lantern. The body is simply the outer lantern.
If the lantern should break, the light is ever
the same. Why? Because the light could
shine even without the lantern. The spirit
conducts its affairs without the body. In the
world of dreams it is precisely as this
light without the chimney-glass. It can shine
without it. The human soul by means of this
body can perform its operations, and without
the body it can likewise have its control.
Therefore if the body be subject to disinte­
gation, remember that the spirit is not affected
by these changes or transformations.

Sixthly: It is an evident fact that the
body does not conduct the process of intellec­
tion or radiation. It is only the medium of
the grossest sensations. This human body is
purely animal in type and, like the animal, it
is subject only to the grosser sensibilities. It
is utterly bereft of ideation or intellection,
utterly uninformed of the processes of reason.
The animal perceives what its eye sees and
judges what the ear hears. It perceives ac­
cording to its animal senses, the scent of the
nostril, the taste of the tongue. It compre­
hends not beyond its sense perceptions. The
animal is confined to its feelings and sensi­
bilities, a prisoner of the senses. Beyond
these, in the finer higher processes of reason­
ing, the animal cannot go. For instance, the
animal cannot conceive of the earth wherein
it stands as a spherical object. Why? Because
the spherical shape of the earth is a
matter of conscious reasoning. It is not a
matter of sense perception. An animal in
Europe could not foresee and plan the dis­
coveries of America as Columbus did. It could
not take the globe of the earth and scan the
various continents, saying "This is the eastern
hemisphere; where is the other, the western
hemisphere?" No animal could know these
things. Why? Because they are referable to
intellection. The animal cannot become aware
of the fact that the earth is revolving and
the sun stationary. Only processes of reason­
can come to this conclusion. But the outward
eye sees the sun as revolving. It mistakes the
stars and the planets as revolving about the earth. But reason decides their
orbit, knows that the earth is moving and the
other worlds fixed. The sun is the solar
center and ever occupies the same place. It is
the earth which revolves around it. Such con­
cclusions are entirely intellectual; not according
to the senses.

Hence we learn that in the human organism
there is a center of intellection, a power of
intellectual operation which is the discoverer
of the realities of things. This power can
unravel the mysteries of phenomena. It can
comprehend that which is knowable; not alone
the sensible. All the inventions are its prod­
ucts. For all of these have been the mysteries
of nature. There was a time when the energy
of electricity was a mystery of nature, but
that collective reality which is manifest in man
discovered this mystery of nature, this latent
force. Having discovered it, man brought it
forth onto the plane of activity. All the
sciences which we now enjoy are the products
of that wondrous reality. But the animal
is deprived of the operations of it. All the
arts which we now enjoy are the expressions
of that marvelous reality. The animal is be­
reft of them, because these realities are pecu­
liar to the human spirit. All the traces are
the results of the perfections which comprehend
realities. The animal is bereft of these.

These evidences prove conclusively that man
is possessed of two realities, as it were—a
reality connected with the senses and which is
shared in common with the animal—and an­
other reality which is ideal in character. This
latter is the collective reality and the discoverer
of mysteries. Such a reality which discovers
the realities of things undoubtedly is not of the
elemental objects. It is distinct from them.
For mortality and disintegration are the prop­
erties inherent in compositions and are refer­
able to things which are subject to some per­
ceptions, but the collective reality in man not
being so subject is the discoverer of things.
Therefore it is real, eternal, and does not have
to undergo changes and transformations.
To the Editors of the Star of the West:  
74 Sinclair Road, Kensington, London, W., England, Jan., 1915.  

Dear sister in the Faith, Miss Buikema:  

It is with sincere grief I have to tell you of the "passing on" of our dear brother, Mr. Daniel Jenkyn, of St. Ives, in Cornwall. He died from the effects of a prolonged and serious attack of influenza. I had occasion to visit St. Ives during the month of November and I saw him during the latter part of the month. He was then better and we all hoped for a speedy restoration to health; but a short while afterwards he had a serious relapse from which he never recovered, and he passed away on December 31st.  

He was a most spiritually minded young man, a very sincere, ardent Bahai and a most hard worker for the blessed Cause. Not long since he visited Holland for the purpose of meeting some of those attracted to the Movement and confirming their faith. He joined the Christian Commonwealth Fellowship and found that association brought him into contact with numbers of earnest seekers for the truth and reality of the Bahai teachings. He undertook a vast correspondence in connection with the Faith and by this means did a great amount of teaching.  

We all most deeply deplore his loss, which will be much felt in all the English groups. I have asked Mirza Lotfullah Hakim, who was his close personal friend, to enclose a copy of the last letter he received from Mr. Daniel Jenkyn, for it breathes a most ardent and uplifting spirit of devotion which will prove an inspiration to us all. If you can find space in the Star of the West for this short account of him, we shall greatly appreciate it.  

Believe me,  

Yours, in the Center of the Covenant,  

Etzel J. Rosenberg,  
Honorable Secretary of the Bahai Society in London.

---

The Passing of Daniel Jenkyn

There are many other proofs concerning this marvelous subject, but I must not fatigue you. I shall conclude with the words of His Holiness Jesus Christ: "That which is born of the Spirit is Spirit" and is acceptable in the Kingdom of God. What does that mean? It means that just as in the first birth the foetus comes forth from the matrix of the mother into the conditions of the human kingdom, even so the spirit of man must be born out of the matrix of naturalism, out of the baser nature, in order that he may comprehend the great things of the Kingdom of God. He must be born of Mother Earth to find the Life Everlasting. Thus this collective reality or spirit of man, being born out of the world of nature, possessing the attributes of God, will continue to live forever in the Eternal Realm.

---

Letter from Lotfullah S. Hakim  


Allahu'Abha!  

My dear spiritual sister, Miss Buikema:  

I am enclosing Miss Rosenberg's letter about our dear brother, Mr. Daniel Jenkyn, who has passed into the wider and more peaceful life. Am sending you, also, a copy of the last letter which I had from him, which he wrote me during his illness. His letter will show what a wonderful spirit he had and how firm and steadfast he was in our beloved Abdul-Baha, the Center of the Covenant. Abdul-Baha, in a Tablet to me, which was received in 1912, wrote: "Convey to Mr. Daniel Jenkyn the utmost greeting of Abha. I ask God that he may become subject of great grace. Continue correspondence with him." He and I had corresponded with each other since 1911. In another Tablet to me, which was received in 1913, Abdul-Baha wrote: "Also write to Mr. Daniel Jenkyn that, 'Always I am expecting, from the confirmation of the Kingdom, holy breaths and the attraction of ecstasy, that thou mayest become so joyful and happy that thou mayest raise the heavenly song.'"  

Enclosed you will also find a copy of two Tablets which he received from Abdul-Baha. I enclose a photograph of Mr. Jenkyn and me together, which was taken about two years ago.  

Truly he was my closest friend and our loss is his gain.  

I will close now with the deepest grief and sorrow and no doubt all the friends will be sincerely mournful because of his departure.  

With best Bahai love and greetings to you and all the friends there,  

Yours very sincerely in the service of the Prince of Peace, the Center of the Covenant,  

(Signed) Lotfullah S. Hakim.
My dear Lotfullah:

I feel sure you have excused me for delay in answering your kind letter of the 10th. I have had an attack of influenza from which I am quickly getting better and looking forward soon to be in much better working order than I have been of late.

Thanks for news of Remey and Lattimer and am delighted to hear of their mission in America. How one longs to have been in Acca during the two weeks they were there. Would it not build one up to be strong against the war forces that impregnate the atmosphere of Europe! "The wrong side of human character is up." "The world is topsy turvy!" as Abdul-Baha says.

It is cheering to know that the friends in Persia are progressing well and that they are thinking and praying for us here in Europe. Oh! if the Bahais were more in number and more powerful in spirit so that they could have prevented this carnage! We are not yet a great influence in the world, as the beloved Abdul-Baha wants to see, and yet he says: "A weak man can, through assistance, become a strong man, a drop can become a sea . . . . through the assistance of God any one of us can perform wonders."

Are not the words very fine in the Tablet to Mr. Joseph H. Hannen: "The members of the Bahai Assemblies must be infinitely kind towards each other and all their deliberations must be concerning the Kingdom of Abha.

"The candles of all the meetings must be the mention of God, the propagation of the Cause of God, the exposition of Divine Proofs and the elucidation of the principles of His Holiness Baha’u’llah." I thank you very much for sending me this further installment of the Diary which contains so many things to encourage and inspire us to work and to follow the example of the beloved Abdul-Baha who labors night and day for the cause of Peace and Unity.

I have a postal card from the Rev. Wormhout, saying that he is in America.

Dr. Cheyne’s book is very interesting and I am in the course of reading it. Am delighted to read his mention of you on page 164. I enjoyed his reference to Baha’u’llah on page 5, "a true image of God and a true lover of man," I will write other points that strike me, another time.

But I must refer to Abdul-Baha’s words in the Diary, for they are very beautiful: "In prayer one must turn his face towards the sanctified Reality of His Holiness Baha’u’llah—that Reality which surrounds all the phenomena. During the time of prayer His Holiness Baha’u’llah, must be singly and alone the center towards whom all the faces are turned."

As you no doubt know, Miss Rosenberg is here in St. Ives, but I have not been able to see her yet. I hope to tomorrow or Tuesday, if she can then call. Am also expecting a visit from Mr. Wright tomorrow.

We join in love to you and to all and may the Feast of the Appointment of the Center of the Covenant, on the 26th, be a blessed one for all the friends. May we all on that day resolve to follow him more closely and lovingly!

Sincerely your brother in His service,

(Signed) Daniel Jenkyn.
TABLETS TO DANIEL JENKYN
Through his honor Mirza Ali Akbar Raisan-jani, to his honor Mr. Daniel Jenkyn.
Upon him be Baha'u'llah-el-Arba'h!
Baha'llah is God!

O thou who art confirmed by the Divine Spirit!
A thousand times brave because thou didst forego the physical comfort and rest in order to proclaim the glad-tidings of the heavenly illumination. Thou didst gird up the loins of service and traveled to Holland to diffuse the Fragrances of God. Shouldst thou realize how blessed is this trip, unquestionably thou wouldst not rest for one moment, and uninteruptedly thou wouldst engage in the promotion of the Cause of the Almighty. Thou didst well to hasten from London to Holland.

With his heart and spirit Abdul-Baha was thy guide and companion. Although in body he was far, yet in spirit he was near. I hope from the bestowals of the Lord of Hosts, His Holiness the Promised One, that this voyage may assume the importance of the voyage of Peter and Paul when the latter went to Antioch. Consider what important results that voyage had. Now the results of thy journey will be greater than that. Know thou this of a certainty.

Upon thee be Baha-el-Arba'h!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Nov. 18, 1913, Ramleh, Egypt.


Upon him be Baha'u'llah-el-Arba'h!
Baha'llah is God!

O thou who art attracted to the Truth!
Many of the philosophers of the world and the great men of different nations wished to attain the Truth, but they were deprived. Then praise thou God that thou hast reached to the essence of the Truth and thou hast heard the proclamation of the Kingdom and the teachings of the Lord of Hosts. Through this great favor thou hast prospered and become victorious.

I pray, on thy behalf, that thou mayest become the proclaimer of God in that city, that thou mayest awake the sleepers and warn the negligent; that thou mayest become lighted like a torch and bestow the light of guidance.

Upon thee be Baha-el-Arba'h!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

IN MEMORIUM

MRS. EVA WEBSTER RUSSELL, of Chicago, died July 11, 1914, at Fernandina, Florida. The nurse who attended her at the last wrote as follows: "I learned to love her more and more for her fortitude and firm belief in the teachings of Baha'u'llah. No murmur of regret passed her lips and her constant prayer was for release. As the last hours drew near, she called on the Greatest Name, a heavenly smile came over her face and lingered there. Her resting place is in a little cemetery, the first of its kind in the United States."

MRS. CLARA HALL—Died at Boston, Massachusetts, August, 1914.

MARY HELEN HOPPER—"This is to let you know of the passing of our dear sister in the Faith—Mary Helen Hopper, the wife of George S. Hopper and the mother of Guy and Elizabeth Hopper, all Bahais, formerly of Ithaca, New York. Many will remember her dear face with the light of another world upon it through all those wonderful days of the last Mashrak-el-Azkar Convention. By prayer and spiritually guided nursing this firm soul has been kept with us until Wednesday, September 23rd, and tomorrow there will be a Bahai service in Washington, before the earthly tabernacle of her faithful spirit is laid to rest near her childhood's home at Fillmore, N. Y.

"Through all the long months of wearing illness her heart turned to the Center of the Covenant with radiant faith, and it seems especially significant that the last work of her life was that of delegate to the Mashrak-el-Azkar Convention, that work His Holiness Abdul-Baha has said is the most important work in America today—the beginning of the foundation of the Cause she loved with all her heart. Allah-o-Akbar! Claudia Stuart Coles."

Washington, D. C., September 24, 1914.

SEYED SADIK—Died at Teheran, Persia, in December, 1914 (see illustration in Persian section). Seyed Sadik, husband of Fa'ezza Khanom, the famous woman teacher of Persia, was the man who sent a blank sheet of paper to Abdul-Baha on which was supposed to be written certain questions. In reality, it was a test. Complete answers were given by Abdul-Baha, and Seyed Sadik became a Bahai. Both he and his wife gave all they had to Abdul-Baha, who in turn presented it for the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Ashkhabad, Russia.

HARRIET MAGEE—Died January 16, 1915, at Green Acre, Eliot, Maine. She was an active worker in the Cause and for some time was Secretary of the Woman's Unity meeting in New York City. She was especially interested in the education of a little Persian girl through the Woman's Unity, which Abdul-
O thou Star of the West

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Western world of humanity. Yet all thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakeable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity, Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS

O thou who art rejoiced by the Divine Glad-tidings!

Verily I have received thy last letter, and thanked God that thou didst reach Paris protected and guarded by Him. Thank God that He assisted thee to behold the brilliant faces of the believers of God, and favored thee to meet them in American countries; for verily, beholding those shining countenances is a divine gift. By it, the hearts are dilated, the souls are rejoiced, and the spirits are attracted toward the Supreme Concourse.

Do not lament over the departure of my dearly-beloved Breakwell. For verily, he has ascended to the luminous Rose-Garden in the ABHA Kingdom, near the mercy of His Lord, the Almighty, and is crying out with the loudest voice, “O that my people knew how my Lord hath forgiven me, and made me one of those who have attained to the meeting of the Lord of Might!”

O Breakwell! my beloved! Where is thy beautiful countenance, and where is thy eloquent tongue? Where is thy radiant brow, and where is thy brilliant face?

O Breakwell! my beloved! Where is thy enkindlement with the fire of the Love of God, and where is thy attraction to the Fragrances of God? Where is thy utterance for the glorification of God, and where is thy rising in the service of God?

O my dear! O Breakwell! Where are thy bright eyes, and where are thy smiling lips? Where are thy gentle cheeks, and where is thy graceful stature?

O my dear! O Breakwell! Verily thou hast abandoned this transitory world, and soared upward to the Kingdom, hast attained to the Grace of the Invisible Realm, and sacrificed thyself to the Threshold of the Lord of Might!

O my adored one! O Breakwell! Verily thou hast left behind this physical lamp, this human glass, these earthly elements, and this worldly enjoyment.

O my adored one! O Breakwell! Then thou hast ignited a light in the Glass of the Supreme Concourse, hast entered in the Paradise of ABHA; art protected under the shade of the Blessed Tree, and hast attained to the meeting of the True One in the abode of Paradise.
O my dearly-beloved! O Breakwell! Thou hast been a divine bird, and forsaking thy earthly nest, thou hast soared toward the Holy Rose-gardens of the Divine kingdom and obtained a Luminous Station, there! there!!

O my dearly-beloved! O Breakwell! Verily thou art like unto the birds chanting the verses of thy Lord, the Forgiving, for thou wert a thankful servant; therefore thou hast entered (in the Realm Beyond) with joy and happiness!

O my beloved! O Breakwell! Verily thy Lord has chosen thee for His Love, guided thee to the Court of His Holiness; caused thee to enter into the Rizwan of His Association, and granted thee to behold His Beauty!

O my beloved! O Breakwell! Verily thou hast attained to the Eternal Life, never-ending bounty, beatific bliss and immeasurable Providence!

O my beloved! O Breakwell! Thou hast become a star in the Most Exalted Horizon, a lamp among the angels of heaven, a living spirit in the Supreme World, and art established upon the throne of immortality!

O my adored one! O my Breakwell! I supplicate God to increase thy nearness and communication, to make thee enjoy thy prosperity and union (with Him), to add to thy light and beauty and to bestow upon thee Glory and Majesty.

O my adored one! O my Breakwell! I mention thy name continually, I never forget thee, I pray for thee day and night, and I see thee dearly and manifestly—O my adored one! O Breakwell!

Convey my greeting to the attracted maid-servant of God, Mrs. Jackson and announce to her the bounty of God and tell her: “Do not haste, neither be thou restless. Soon, verily, all the problems shall be solved (literally: every knot shall be untied,) and God shall unfold a spacious door, and the purpose shall be attained.”

Concerning thy question whether all the souls enjoy Eternal Life: Know thou, those souls partake of the Eternal Life in whom the Spirit of Life is breathed from the Presence of God; and all beside them are dead, without Life—as Christ has explained (this matter) in the texts of the Gospel. Any person whose insight is opened by God, sees the souls in their stations after the disintegration of the bodies—Verily, they are living and are subsisting before their Lord!—and sees also the dead souls submerged in the guls of mortality. Then know thou, verily, all the souls are created according to the nature of God, and all are in the state of (unconscious) purity at the time of their birth. But afterward they differ from one another in so far as they acquire excellencies or defects. Nevertheless, the creatures have different degrees in existence in so far as the creation goes; for capacities are many, but all of them are good and pure (in their essence); then afterward they are polluted and defiled. Although there are different states of creation, yet all of them are beneficial. Glance thou over the temple of man, its members and its parts: Among them is the eye, the ear, smelling and taste, hands and fingers. Notwithstanding the differences between these organs, all of them are useful in their proper sphere. But if one of them is out of order, there is need of a remedy, and if the medicine does not heal, then the amputation of that member becomes necessary.

Verily, I beseech God to make thee confirmed under all circumstances. Do not become despondent, neither be thou sad. Ere long, thy Lord shall make thee a sign of guidance among mankind.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BABA ARRAH.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 3, 1906, Washington, D. C.

LETTER FROM MRS. MAY MAXWELL TO MR. CHARLES MASON REMEY

Montreal, Canada, Dec. 3, 1913.

Dear Bahai brother:

... Regarding Thomas Breakwell, you will remember the year and the month that he came to me in Paris, when I was staying with Mrs. Jackson. I do not remember the date but I remember all the facts.

Early in the spring my mother had written to Abdul-Baha asking permission for me to leave Paris when she and my brother would be leaving to spend the summer in Brittany. A Tablet had come in reply in which this permission was refused and Abdul-Baha said as far as it was possible, not to absent myself...
from Paris at all. Then Mirza-Abul-Fazl wrote
explaining the circumstances to him and asking
for permission for me to leave. But the time
came for my mother and brother to leave the
city and the permission had not yet come. They
closed the apartment and I went to stay
with Mrs. Jackson.

During that month I spent in Paris we had
wonderful meetings, Mons. Dreyfus and others
received the teachings at that time. I had
known, the previous winter, a Mrs. Milner
who was a friend of Lillian James. She had
gone to America and returned and on the
steamer coming back she had met Thomas
Breakwell. She had told him nothing of the
teachings, but had spoken of me as a special
friend in Paris, whom she wished to have
him meet, and the day after they arrived in
Paris, she brought him to my little apartment
at Mrs. Jackson’s. I shall never forget opening
the door and seeing him standing there. It
was like looking at a veiled light. I saw at
once his pure heart, his burning spirit, his
thirsty soul, and over all was cast the veil
which is over every soul until it is rent asunder
by the power of God in this day. As I opened
the door, Mrs. Milner said “he was a stranger
and she took him in,” then when we were
seated she told me that he was a young English­
man who had been living in the southern states
of America and that he was a Theosophist.
He stayed a short time. As he was leaving,
he said that Mrs. Milner had told him that
I had received some teachings which had had
only going to be in Paris a few days, he would
like to call to see me and hear what I could
tell him. We made an appointment for
the following morning and then he left. At the
appointed hour next day he arrived, his eyes
shining, his face illumined, his voice vibrating
under the stress of great emotion. He
looked at me very intently and then said:
“I have come to you to help me. Yesterday
after I left you, I walked alone down the
boulevard and suddenly some great fire nearly
swept me off my feet. I stood still as though
awaiting something and a voice announced to
me distinctly Christ has come!” Then he
said, “What do you think this means?” Then
I gave him the Message and teachings from
the beginning and the veil that I had seen
over him disappeared. He was like a blazing
light. Such was his capacity, that he received
the Message in all its fulness and all its
strength and beauty within three days and
on the third day he wrote his supplication to
Abdul-Baha which in its force and simplicity
I have never seen equalled: “My Lord! I be­
lieve; forgive me. Thy servant, Thos. Break­
well.”

That evening I went to the rue du Bac to
get my mail and found a cablegram which had
just arrived, saying, “You may leave Paris”
Signed “Abbas.” When, the next day, my
heart filled with gratitude, I joined my mother
and brother beside the sea and told my mother
all that had happened, she burst into tears
and said, “You have a wonderful Master.”

I could write you pages about the beloved
Thomas Breakwell; of the fire of love burning
in his heart when he returned from Acca, of
his penetrating spiritual power in our midst,
of the light of servitude and sacrifice which
burned so brilliantly in his soul; but you know
all this even better than I. I only want to
add that his kindness and love to my mother
during those days in Paris produced a great
effect on her and that he was always a joy
and a consolation to her during that period of
her life before she understood the glory of
this Cause. I have always felt that Thomas
Breakwell was the first of the Paris believers
to receive the confirmation of the Holy Spirit
and the fire of the Love of God.

I am yours in servitude to the Center of the
Covenant!

MAY MAXWELL.

IN MEMORIUM

(Continued from page 295)

Baha had said to her should continue in that
good work. The “Diary of Mirza Ahmad Soh­
rab” which has now become so well known
to all the Bahais of the West, was started
by his writing wonderfully descriptive letters
to her of the daily life and events surrounding
Abdul-Baha.

REV. THOMAS KELLY CHEYNE, a
noted authority on scriptural writings, died
February 16, 1915, in London. He was born
in 1841 and was for many years professor of
interpretation of scripture at Oxford. He was

OUR PERSIAN SECTION this issue con­
tains: (1) News from the Holy Land—con­
tinued from last issue; (2) Progress of girls
in Persia—Tablet to Dr. Moody; (3) “Faith
is the cause of the glory of woman”—extract
from a Tablet; (4) Tablet to one of the Ameri­
can Bahais who complained of being lonesome;
(5) Biographical sketch of the late Seyyed
Sadik, illustrated; (6) Announcement of pub­
llication in Persian of book by Mirza Mah­mood
covering Abdul-Baha’s journey and addresses
in the western world; (7) the vase for the
Holy Tomb in commemoration of Abdul­
Baha’s visit to America; (8) Announcement
to subscribers of the STAR OF THE WEST.
السند: دعوة إلى جميع الكاثوليك
دار البلاط، اين سيقام صلاة مكبر.

هل تعلم أن هناك الذين يدعون
كلهم هم الذين يريدون ألواناً،
وانتم الناهضون الذين سيفتحون
الله في الفتن للإنسان.

إعلان

عذرًا، لاحظ أن هذه النصوص مجهولة الترجمة.

ما في اللسان المأمون.

ها拿来

كما هو الحال.

إليك، إن لم يكن منكماً.

ما في اللسان المأمون.

ما في اللسان المأمون.
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لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي المكتوب باليد في الصورة.
بحث بمنبّع أثرياء PROVIDENTIYA للساحة النافذة

سائحة النافذة بـ: "بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم"

في عام 1322 هـ، أرسل جمال الدين أبو الحسن محمد بن необходимо بن الشهيد لزيارة المعلماء والأئمة والعلماء الذين ينعمون في هذا العصر.

مرة أخرى، استعرض جمال الدين إنجازاته في هذا العمل وغيرها من الأعمال الهامة التي قام بها.

بعض الأماكن المهمة التي زارها جمال الدين أثناء هذه الرحلة:

1. مسجد جامع
2. المسجد الأقصى
3. المسجد الحرام

هذه الملاحظات تظهر مدى الاحترام الذي تجمعه جمال الدين على العلماء والمعلمین، وتعكس مدى خبرته في هذا المجال.

من الناحية الاطرافية، فإن جمال الدين استند علىArkiv för historisk forskning بـ: "أنت هنا!"
نتنياهو

إذ بِلَبِّيْرَاكِ أَزْهَقْيَا أَكْبَأْنَا شَكَبَتْ
اِسْتَهْزَأَقُيْ خَيْرَتُهُمُّ مُناَقَضَتْ
بَنَيْنَا مَعَ بَغْرُونَ بَعْضَهُمُّ نَفْسَهُمُّ
عَهْدُكُمْ مَهَمَّةُ مَنْ تَفَاوَكَكُمْ إِن
حَيَّةً أَنْقَذَتْ مَا رَكَبَتْ عَلَىٰ آبَا
مُحَامِدَ سَعْدُ وَلَمْ يَفْتَحَ اللهُ كُمْ زَعْمَتْ
لَا يَدْعُونَ مَعَهُمْ نَزَّادَ وَرَحْمَتَ
يَقُولُهُمْ إِنْ لَمْ يُنَيِّدَهُمْ وَيَدْخُلُهُمْ
مُعَمِّسِيْهِ جِبَارِيَّةً كَالْأَيَّامِ إِلَىٰ
عَشَرَةِ الأَرْبَعِينَ مَائَةٌ مِّنْ يَوْمِ دَعْوَةٍ
عَرْضَتْ مَثْفُولَةً مَكْتَبَاتَ كَيْمَيْنِ
مُعَمَّسِيْهِ بِسِيْلِيَّةٍ كَبِيرَ بَعْدَتْ
مُمِّدَّةٍ اِلْمَسْتِقَالِ مِنْ يَوْمِ دَعْوَةٍ إِلَىٰ
عَلِيَّةٍ مُّلَبَّسَ

اللهُ

مَعَ بَغْرُونَ بَعْضَهُمُّ نَفْسَهُمُّ
عَهْدُكُمْ مَهَمَّةُ مَنْ تَفَاوَكَكُمْ إن
حَيَّةً أَنْقَذَتْ مَا رَكَبَتْ عَلَىٰ آبَا
مُحَامِدَ سَعْدُ وَلَمْ يَفْتَحَ اللهُ كُمْ زَعْمَتْ
لَا يَدْعُونَ مَعَهُمْ نَزَّادَ وَرَحْمَتَ
يَقُولُهُمْ إِنْ لَمْ يُنَيِّدَهُمْ وَيَدْخُلُهُمْ
مُعَمِّسِيْهِ جِبَارِيَّةً كَالْأَيَّامِ إِلَىٰ
عَشَرَةِ الأَرْبَعِينَ مَائَةٌ مِّنْ يَوْمِ دَعْوَةٍ
عَرْضَتْ مَثْفُولَةً مَكْتَبَاتَ كَيْمَيْنِ
مُعَمَّسِيْهِ بِسِيْلِيَّةٍ كَبِيرَ بَعْدَتْ
مُمِّدَّةٍ اِلْمَسْتِقَالِ مِنْ يَوْمِ دَعْوَةٍ إِلَىٰ
عَلِيَّةٍ مُّلَبَّسَ

إِلَى الْمَعْتَمِدِ نَقْصَانِ: حُكْمَةُ الْفَسَّاقِينَ
وَفُؤَادُ الْعُمَرَاءِ

مَا أَهْوَاثُ الْمَهْدِيَّ لَمْ يَكْمَلَهُ الْمُكْتَنِبُ
هُوَ لِيُعْلِنَهُ الْأَمْرَاءُ مَكْتَبَاتٌ
مُكْنَّمَةٍ كَثِيرَةٍ مَعْنَىً مُبْقَرَةً
جِبَادَ الرُّؤْقِيَّةِ إِنَّهُ مَكْتَبُهُ إِلَيْهِ
مُعَمَّسِيْهِ كَثِيرَةٌ مَعْنَىً مُبْقَرَةً
بَعْدَ هَذَا الْمُكْتَنِبُ كَثِيرَةً مَعْنَىً مُبْقَرَةً
لَمْ يَكُونَ الْعُمَرَاءُ بَلْ كَثِيرُ الْمُكْتَنِبُ
مُكْنَّمَةٍ كَثِيرَةٍ مَعْنَىً مُبْقَرَةً
مَا أَهْوَاثُ الْمَهْدِيَّ لَمْ يَكْمَلَهُ الْمُكْتَنِبُ
هُوَ لِيُعْلِنَهُ الْأَمْرَاءُ مَكْتَبَاتٌ
مُكْنَّمَةٍ كَثِيرَةٌ مَعْنَىً مُبْقَرَةً
جِبَادَ الرُّؤْقِيَّةِ إِنَّهُ مَكْتَبُهُ إِلَيْهِ
مُعَمَّسِيْهِ كَثِيرَةٌ مَعْنَىً مُبْقَرَةً
بَعْدَ هَذَا الْمُكْتَنِبُ كَثِيرَةً مَعْنَىً مُبْقَرَةً
لَمْ يَكُونَ الْعُمَرَاءُ بَلْ كَثِيرُ الْمُكْتَنِبُ
مُكْنَّمَةٍ كَثِيرَةٍ مَعْنَىً مُبْقَرَةً
مَا أَهْوَاثُ الْمَهْدِيَّ لَمْ يَكْمَلَهُ الْمُكْتَنِبُ
هُوَ لِيُعْلِنَهُ الْأَمْرَاءُ مَكْتَبَاتٌ
مُكْنَّمَةٍ كَثِيرَةٍ مَعْنَىً مُبْقَرَةً
جِبَادَ الرُّؤْقِيَّةِ إِنَّهُ مَكْتَبُهُ إِلَيْهِ
مُعَمَّسِيْهِ كَثِيرَةٌ مَعْنَىً مُبْقَرَةً
بَعْدَ هَذَا الْمُكْتَنِبُ كَثِيرَةً مَعْنَىً مُبْقَرَةً
لَمْ يَكُونَ الْعُمَرَاءُ بَلْ كَثِيرُ الْمُكْتَنِبُ
مُكْنَّمَةٍ كَثِيرَةٍ مَعْنَىً مُبْقَرَةً
مَا أَهْوَاثُ الْمَهْدِيَّ لَمْ يَكْمَلَهُ الْمُكْتَنِبُ
هُوَ لِيُعْلِنَهُ الْأَمْرَاءُ مَكْتَبَاتٌ
مُكْنَّمَةٍ كَثِيرَةٍ مَعْنَىً مُبْقَرَةً
جِبَادَ الرُّؤْقِيَّةِ إِنَّهُ مَكْتَبُهُ إِلَيْهِ
مُعَمَّسِيْهِ كَثِيرَةٌ مَعْنَىً مُبْقَرَةً
بَعْدَ هَذَا الْمُكْتَنِبُ كَثِيرَةً مَعْنَىً مُبْقَرَةً
لَمْ يَكُونَ الْعُمَرَاءُ بَلْ كَثِيرُ الْمُكْتَنِبُ
مُكْنَّمَةٍ كَثِيرَةٍ مَعْنَىً مُبْقَرَةً
مَا أَهْوَاثُ الْمَه�*
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي في الصورة.
IT HAS been our aim to uplift man, through exalted Words, unto the Supreme Horizon, and to prepare them to hearken unto that which conduces to the sanctifying and purifying of the people of the world from strife and discord resulting from differences in religions or sects.

—BABA’OLLAH
O friends! In this day the door of heaven is opened by the key of the godly Name, the ocean of generosity is manifested and is rolling before your faces, and the Sun of Providence is shining and gleaming. Do not be exclusive nor destroy your most precious time through the speech of this or that person. Gird up the loins of endeavor and do your best in training the people of the world. Do not imagine that the Cause of God is a cause of opposition, hatred or wrath. The Sun of Greatness hath said, that which is revealed from the heaven of will in this Supreme Manifestation, is to unite the people with love and friendship toward all. The people of Baha, who have drunk of the pure wine of reality, must associate with all the world with a perfect spirit of joy and fragrance, and remind them of that which is for the benefit of all. This is the Commandment of the Wronged One to his saints and sincere ones.

O people of the earth! Make not the religion of God a cause of variance among you. Verily of a truth, it was revealed for the uniting of the whole world. Blessed is he who loves the world simply for the sake of the Face of his Generous Lord. With perfect compassion and mercy have we guided and directed the people of the world to that whereby their souls shall be profited. I declare by the Sun of Truth and which hath shown forth from the highest Horizon of the world, that the people of Baha had not and have not any aim save the prosperity and reformation of the world and the purifying of the nations.

—Baha’u’llah
“My Purpose and Intention is to Remove from Amongst Men this Enmity and this Religious Hatred”

Address by Abdul-Baha at Eighth Street Temple (Jewish Synagogue)
Washington, D.C., November 8, 1912.

From stenographic notes by Mr. Joseph H. Hannen

G

OD is One; and the effulgence of God is one; and humanity constitutes the servants of that one God. God is kind to all. He creates them all, He provides for all; and all doth He nurture, and protect. The sun of God shines upon all mankind. The divine cloud pours down upon all. The gentle zephyrs of His mercy blow toward all, and all humanity is submerged in the ocean of God’s eternal mercy. God has created mankind from the same progeny in order that His creatures may associate one with the other in good fellowship, that they may exercise love towards each other, that they may live amicably together.

But we have acted contrary to the good pleasure of God. We have been the cause of alienating humanity. We have separated one from the other, arising in opposition towards each other. How many have been the wars which have occurred amongst men! How excessive has been the bloodshed which has taken place amongst men! How numerous have been the homes which have been laid waste! How numberless are the cities which have been ruined. And all of this has been contrary to the good pleasure of God. For God hath willed love for humanity. God is element to all mankind. God hath ordained amity amongst men.

But most regrettable is the state of difference and dispersion we have created amongst men in the name of religion, imagining that a duty paramount in importance in religion is that of alienating peoples; that our religious duty, as it were, is to shun one another and to consider each other contaminated! In reality, let it be known that the foundations of the Divine Religions are one, and the differences which have occurred are due to the blind imitations. His holiness Abraham was the founder of reality. His holiness Moses was the founder of reality. His holiness Christ was the founder of reality. His holiness Mohammed was the founder of reality. His holiness Baha’u’llah was the founder of reality. And this is to be proved; it is not simply an assertion.

Let me ask your closest attention for the consideration of this subject: The divine religions—each one of them—are divisible into two divisions. One division is concerned with the essential or spiritual: to wit, faith in God, the acquirement of the virtues which characterize perfect manhood, praiseworthy morals, the acquisition of the bestowals
resulting from divine effulgences; in short, that division which is concerned with the realm of morality or the ethical plane. This is the fundamental aspect of the religion of God, and this is important, because knowledge is of first importance. Man must know God. He must comprehend the oneness of Divinity. He must come to know and to acknowledge the precepts of God, and he must come to the point of knowing for a certainty that the ethical development of humanity is dependent upon religion. Man must get rid of all defects, and seek the acquisition of virtues. Thus may he prove to be the "image and likeness of God." It is recorded in the holy Bible that God stated: "We shall create man after our own image and likeness." It is self-evident that the image and likeness thus mentioned do not apply to the ordinary form and visage of a human being, because the reality of Divinity is not subject to any form or anatomic figure. Nay, rather, by the "image and likeness of God" are meant the attributes and characteristics of God. Even as God is pronounced to be just, man must likewise be just. Even as God loves all men, man must likewise love all humanity. Even as God is kind to all, man must be kind to all his fellowmen. Even as God is loyal and truthful, man must be loyal and truthful. Even as God exercises mercy toward all, man must prove himself to be the manifestation of mercy. In a word, the "image and likeness of God" constitute the virtues of God, and man must ever become the recipient of the effulgences of divine attributes. This signifies the "image and likeness of God." Again, let it be stated that each religion of God is divisible into two divisions or departments. One division is connected with these virtues, and that is the foundation, and this you will find common to all the divine religions. His holiness Abraham promulgated this. His holiness Moses promulgated this. His holiness Christ upheld this standard. In short, all the prophets have promulgated this aspect of religion.

The second division, which is non-essential, which has to do with the transactions of humanity and is of no great import, that department is accidental and changes according to the exigencies of time and place. It is not fundamental, it is accidental. For example, during the times of Noah, it was expedient that all the sea foods be considered as lawful, and so God commanded Noah to partake of all marine animal life. But during the time of Moses this was not in accordance with the exigencies of the time, therefore a second command was issued which abrogated partly the law, making unlawful certain of the marine foods. During the time of Abraham—upon whom be peace!—it is well known that camel's milk was considered a very lawful and delicious food; likewise the flesh of the camel. But during Jacob's time, because of a certain vow which Jacob rendered, this became unlawful. These are the non-essential affairs.

In the holy Bible there are certain commandments which, according to those bygone times, constituted the very spirit of the age—the very light of that period. For example, according to the law of the Torah, if a man committed theft to the extent of a dollar they cut off his hand; but now is it possible to cut a man's hand off for a theft of a dollar? There are to be found in the Torah ten ordinances concerning murder. Are these effective today? No; times have changed. According to the explicit text of the Bible, if a man should change or break the law of the Sabbath, he must be killed. Today such a law is abrogated. The Torah declares if a man should say an unseemly word of his father, he must be killed. Is this possible of execution now? No, indeed. Times have changed. Likewise during the time of Christ there were certain minor ordinances which were agreeable for those times.
These remarks show conclusively that the foundation of the religion of God remains permanent and lasting. It is that foundation which ensures the progress of the body politic. It is that foundation which ensures the illumination of humanity. It is that foundation which is ever the cause of love amongst men. It is that foundation which works for the unification and loving fellowship of all men, and that never changes and is not subject to transformation. That which is changeable is connected with the accidental, with the non-essentials. It is that part which has to do with the transactions of society.

Let me ask what is the purpose of prophethood? Why hath God sent the prophets? It is self-evident that the prophet is the educator of men, that he is the teacher of the human race. The prophets come to confer general education upon humanity; to give humanity training; to rescue the human race from the abyss of despair and desolation and suffer them to attain to the high apogee of advancement and glory. The people are in darkness; the prophets bring them out of darkness into the realm of light. They are in a state of utter defect; the prophets cause them to become imbued with perfections. The purpose of prophethood is no other than education; it is the guidance of people. Hence we must regard and be on the lookout for the man who is thus qualified; that is to say, any soul who is the educator of men, who is the teacher of the people, he is undoubtedly the prophet of his age.

For example, let us review the episodes connected with his holiness Moses—upon him be peace! His holiness Moses dwelt in Midian at a time when the Children of Israel were in captivity or bondage in the land of Egypt, subjected to tyranny and severe molestation. They were illiterate and uninformed, and they were subject to very severe ordeals and catastrophes. They were in a state of utter helplessness and imperfection, to the extent that it was proverbial that one Copt could overcome ten Septs or Israelites. At such a time as this, and in such circumstances, his holiness Moses appeared, and with a heavenly radiance he shone forth. He came and saved the Children of Israel from the bondage of Pharaoh and released them from captivity. He led them out of the land of Egypt and into the Holy Land. Whereas before they were scattered, he unified them. He educated them; he conferred upon them the blessing of education. Whereas before they were captives, he rendered them princes. Whereas before they were ignorant, later on he rendered them wise. Whereas before they were imperfect, he caused them to attain perfection. In a word: From helplessness he led them on and suffered them to attain to the highest plane of courage and valor. And thereby they became renowned throughout the world. At last they attained to that plane whereby they were enabled to establish the Solomonic sovereignty. Through the training of his holiness Moses these captivated Children of Israel became the dominant people amongst the nations. And in all the degrees of attainment and refinement they became famous. They at last reached such a degree that the famous philosophers of Greece journeyed to Jerusalem in order to study with the Israelitish prophets and instructors, and many were the lessons of wisdom and philosophy which they carried with them to Greece. Amongst the philosophers was the famous Socrates. Socrates journeyed to the Holy Land and studied with the Israelitish prophets; he acquired lessons of philosophy from them and learned many of their arts and sciences. After his return to Greece, through the information he had obtained, he founded that system which is known as the Unity of God. The Greek people arose against him, and at last,

(Continued on page six)
O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Baha which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unbated, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBA!
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Naurooz Greeting

Allah ‘o’ Abha!

The seventy-first year of the Millennium has dawned. It is still the spiritual springtime of the Baha Dispensation. The divine fragrances are being diffused. If we are not happy at this time, at what other period shall we be happy!

But springtime brings with it violent storms, the flash of lightnings, the roar of thunders, and the downpour of rain. Young plants are almost uprooted.

It is a day of severe trial. Black clouds have covered the whole horizon; yet the spiritual soul rejoices knowing that after the storm, the air will be pure, the ground sweetened, the plants refreshed, the sunshine glorious.

The doors to the Orient are closed. All communication with Abdul-Baha is severed. Europe is war swept. America has severe problems to be solved. “The world is topsy-turvy.”

The STAR OF THE WEST feels the storm. It has had to reef its sails. It will refrain from publishing the Persian section for the time being or until the doors of the Orient are opened. The English section, for a few issues, will contain only eight pages.

In the Tablet to the STAR OF THE WEST (see above), Abdul-Baha says: “Be thou happy; but remain firm.” This we are endeavoring to do until the sky clears and the STAR becomes “the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant.”

Until then, let us all “Be happy,” for at what other season should spiritually minded souls be happy?

—The Editors.

“My Purpose and Intention is to Remove from Amongst Men this Enmity and Religious Hatred”

(Continued from page five)

in the presence of the king, he was poisoned. Likewise Hippocrates and many other of the Greek philosophers were wont to go to the Holy Land and study the arts and sciences with the learned Israelitish doctors.

Now, so long as his holiness Moses, through the results of his great mission,
was instrumental in releasing or rescuing the Israelites from a low state of debasement and humiliation and led them to a place of glorification and attainment—he taught them in this fashion, he educated them in this fashion—we have to be fair in our judgment in regard to that marvelous teacher, for he was a man, single and alone. Without a heavenly power, could he have made such a change and brought about such a condition? Could he have suffered a people after their humiliation to be thus exonerated, without a power holy and divine in character? It was no other than a power divine in origin. This is a self-evident proof of prophethood, because the mission of the prophets is no other than the education of the human race, and this personage educated people, human beings, and this proves that he was a mighty prophet amongst the prophets, and that his book is no other than the very book of God. There is no doubt of this at all. This is a rational, a circumstantial proof.

In brief, his holiness Moses—upon whom be peace!—founded the law of God and readjusted the morals of the people of Israel, and this gave them an impetus whereby they advanced along the degrees of human attainments. But after the time of his holiness Moses, and after the Solomonic era, during the time of Jereboam, morality suffered a change. These spiritual perfections ceased to exist. Amongst the Israelites there was a state of corruption. These Mosaic postulates did not exist. Then there was a state of warfare amongst them, there was contention amongst them. There was strife amongst them. As a result, their unity passed away. The sect of Jereboam declared themselves to be valid, and the followers of Rehoboam declared themselves to be. At last affairs reached such a state that the Children of Israel suffered dispersion and eventually there was a state of degradation to such an extent that they worshipped the golden calf. They went to the city of Tyre, where they expressed their devotions to the calf. Thereupon God sent Elijah, the prophet, and Elijah rescued the people of Israel, and renewed the law of God. He re-established a new life for the people of Israel.

In short, when change and transformation took place, that oneness and solidarity was followed by dispersion, for then we know, historically, that Nebuchadnezzar appeared, and as a result of that appearing—namely, the coming of Nebuchadnezzar—the greatest suffering obtained amongst the Israelites, the greatest reverses and trials took place amongst them. Seventy thousand of the Israelites were taken into captivity by Nebuchadnezzar; to the land of the Chaldeans. Then the prophets of God reformed or re-established the laws of God, and the people again followed that law. This renewed or re-established their liberty and, according to the ordinances of the king of Persia, there was a return to the holy city, Jerusalem, and the temple of Solomon was built and the Israelitish glory was reinstated. But only for a time did these affairs continue, when again the morality of the people underwent a change, and conditions reached such a degree that the Roman government came and conquered the Holy Land. At last the era of Titus the Emperor appeared. This Roman general, Titus, utterly destroyed the city of Jerusalem and all the villages and hamlets. Homes were pillaged. Many people were killed, and children were taken into captivity. Palestine became a wilderness, a waste, and all the Jews had to flee from the Holy Land. The foundation of his holiness Moses suffered a tremendous change then, because the foundation of his holiness Moses comprised the virtues of humanity. They spelled morality, love amongst mankind, the acquisition of arts and sciences, the spirit of the oneness of humanity. But because the people lost sight of this, these reversals resulted.

Now, I want you to closely examine the following facts, for they are state-
ments which are worthy of consideration, because my purpose and intention is to remove from amongst men this enmity and this religious hatred which have fettered men, and to have all the religions unified and agreed. Inasmuch as the hatred and enmity which have obtained amongst the religions are results of misunderstandings, if these misunderstandings shall vanish, all the religions will be unified. For I declare that the foundation of the divine religions is one and the same. It is the oneness of instruction or teaching, and oneness of foundation; but alas!—we have relinquished that foundation and have held tenaciously to certain dogmatic teachings and blind imitation, and this has caused enmity and hatred. This has caused bloodshed. This is verily the cause of alienation amongst men. Hence I wish you to be very fair in the judgment of the following statement:

These were the conditions amongst the people of Israel, when, lo and behold,—his holiness Jesus Christ appeared amongst them. Jesus of Nazareth was a Jew amongst the Jews. He was single; he was alone and unique. He had no assistant. They at once pronounced him to be an enemy of Moses. They declared him to be the destroyer of the Mosaic institutes or laws. But let us examine the facts as they are. Let us investigate reality as it is, and we shall find the exact state of affairs. But for the fair investigation of this question, let us lay aside all that we have heard and thus independently shall we investigate. This personage, Jesus Christ, when he appeared, declared his holiness Moses to have been the prophet of God, and he pronounced all the prophets of Israel to have been the prophets of God. He pronounced the Torah the very book of God, and he enjoined upon all to conform or believe in the Old Testament. During a period of 1500 years it is an historic fact that the kings of the Israelites were unable to spread broadcast the fame of Judaism. In fact, the name and fame of Moses were confined up to that period to the boundary-lines of Palestine, and the Torah was a book well known only in Palestine. But his holiness Christ—through the blessing of the New Testament of Jesus Christ—the Old Testament, the Torah, was translated into six hundred different tongues, and it was spread broadcast in the world. It was through Christianity that the Torah reached Persia. Prior to that time there was no news of such a book as the Torah, but his holiness Christ caused the Torah to be spread everywhere. He caused the name of Moses to be elevated and spread. He was instrumental in publishing broadcast the name and fame of the Israelitish prophets, and he proved to the world that Israel constituted the people of God. Which one of the Israelitish kings were capable of accomplishing this result? Were it not for Jesus Christ, would the Bible, the Torah, have reached this land of America? Would the name of Moses be spread throughout the various parts of the world? Refer to history. For everyone knows that when the time of Christ was at hand, and Christianity was gradually spread, with the onward march of evangelism, with the spread of Christianity there was a spread simultaneously of the Torah and Judaism. Throughout the length and breadth of Persia there was not a single volume of the Old Testament, of the Torah, but Jesus Christ caused it to appear everywhere, to the extent that the holy Bible today is a household book everywhere. Hence it is evident that Christ was a friend of Moses. That he loved his holiness Moses, for had he not loved his holiness Moses he would not have commemorated his name. This is self-evident, that he was his best friend. Therefore the Christians and Jews should exercise the utmost of love towards each other, because Jesus and Moses, the founders of the two, have loved each other. The followers should follow their example.
We have already stated what constitutes a valid proof of prophethood. We find that the very proofs validating the mission of his holiness Moses were virtually advanced by his holiness Christ. His holiness Christ was also a unique and single individual, a member of the revered nation of Israel. But he was able to unite by the power of his word the following nations: The Roman nation, the Greek nation, the Chaldean nation, the Egyptian nation, and the Assyrian nation. He unified them all. Whereas before they were blood-thirsty, they were pillaging the properties of each other, they were taking captive the children of one another, he cemented all of these hostile peoples in a perfect way. He caused all of these to agree and to be well united. Such colossal effects were the results of the manifestation of one single soul, and this declares conclusively that he was not a person unassisted by God. And now all the Christians do admit that his holiness Moses was a prophet of God. They declare that his book was the book of God. That the prophets of Israel were all prophets true and valid, and that the people of Israel constituted the people of God, and they praised and glorified his holiness Moses.

What harm has come from this? I declare: What harm comes from a statement in the very same way, from the hands of the Jews, that Jesus was also an expression of the Word of God? Have the Christians suffered from their investigation of Moses? Have they suffered at all from it? Have they suffered any loss in their religious enthusiasm, any defect in their religious belief, that they declare his holiness Moses was a prophet of God, that the Torah was a book of God, that all the prophets of the Jews were prophets of God? It is self-evident that no loss comes from that. And now it is time for the Jews to declare that Christ was the Word of God, and then this enmity between two great religions will pass away.

For two thousand years there has been this enmity and religious prejudice between the Christians and the Jews. All this blood has been shed, all these ordeals have been suffered. These few words will make them united. What harm comes from this? That just as the Christians glorify and praise his holiness Moses, likewise the Jews should commemorate his holiness Christ, should declare him as the Word of God and consider him as one of the chosen ones of God?

Now, just a few words concerning the Koran and the Mohammedans. When his holiness Mohammed appeared, we find that in the Koran he refers to the sayings of Moses in seven different places. He pronounces Moses as the great man of God. As a prophet of great valor; a prophet and possessor of a book, the founder of a law and spirit of God. He said, “Whosoever believes in him is acceptable in the estimation of God, and whosoever shuns him or any of the prophets is rejected of God.” Even, in conclusion, the prophet calls upon his own relatives, saying, “Why have ye shunned and not believed in Moses? Why have ye not acknowledged the Torah? Why have ye not believed in the Jewish prophets?” And he in a certain sura mentions the names of twenty-eight prophets of the Israelites, praising each and all of them. To this extent has he offered commendation. Now let us consider the person of Mohammed: The purpose is this: That Mohammed glorified and praised his holiness Moses and confirmed Judaism. Even Mohammed declared that whosoever denies Moses is contaminated, and this is an exposition which you will find stated in the Koran, that if a person denies Moses or any of the prophets, he is contaminated. Even if he repent, his repentance will not be accepted. He pronounced even his own relatives, just because they had denied the prophets, as contaminated, as infidels. He said: “Because you have not believed in Christ, because you have
not believed in Moses, because you have not believed in the Gospels, therefore you are infidels and contaminated." Thus Mohammed, himself, has praised the prophets of the past. He has praised the Torah and Moses and Christ. He appeared amongst the Arabs, who were a people scattered and illiterate, barbarous in nature, thirsting for the blood of each other. He led them aright. He guided them and trained them until the Arabs reached a high state of development. From the lowest degree of ignorance he suffered them to attain to the highest state of attainment, until they were renowned as masters of erudition and philosophy. Thus we see that the proofs applicable to one prophet are equally applicable to another.

In conclusion, since the prophets themselves, the founders, have been loving, and testified of each other, they have praised each one the other, why are we to disagree? Why should we be alienated? They have been kind to one another—and God is One. He is the Shepherd of all, and we all constitute His sheep, hence we should be in the state of love and amity. We should exercise the utmost of good will. Should this not govern; or shall we pronounce anathema on each other, each one praising himself and condemning the others? What result comes from that sort of thing? What use comes from that? Naught but the greatest enmity and hatred, turmoil and rancor, amongst men. Do we not see the amount of blood which is shed in this way?

Praise be to God, you are living in a land of freedom. You are blessed with men of learning, men who are well informed, and are well versed in the study of comparative religions. You realize the need of unity, and you know the great harm which comes from prejudice or superstition. I ask in conclusion, is not good-fellowship preferable for a state of society rather than hatred and enmity? The answer is self-evident. Love and fellowship are the things needed, that will win the good-pleasure of God, and we must ever emulate the good-pleasure of God. We must be united. We must love each other. We must ever praise one another. We must ever give commendation to all the people, thus removing discord and hatred, which has suffered alienation amongst men. Otherwise the same state of affairs will continue, each praising his own people and condemning the others; religious wars will continue, and religious prejudice is the cause of this havoc. This must be done away with, and the way to do it is to investigate the reality which underlies all the religions, and which reality is love of humanity. For God is One and humanity is one, and the prophets have brought the creed of amity.

Words of Abdul-Baha concerning the Mashrak-el-Azkar

(Extract from Tablet to Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago, Illinois)

Now it is hoped that the believers of God may show magnanimity and raise a great sum for the building so that the foundation of the Mashrak-el-Azkar may be laid, and perchance, God willing, the corner stone of the foundation may be laid by the hands of Abdul-Baha.

This confirmation will descend upon the people of America if they will arise and endeavor with great courage to establish union and harmony, so that every trace of difference may be uprooted and they may all become as one heart and one soul.

Convey the wonderful Abha greeting to all the friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful.
The address which was delivered last evening in the Jewish synagogue evidently disturbed some of the people, including the revered Rabbi, who, however, called on me this afternoon and I went over the ground with him, which I shall review for your benefit.

It was not possible to make the matter very plain to the Rabbi last night, because he was very much pressed for time; but today opportunity was sufficient for a reconsideration of the matter in detail. The quintessence of the subject is as follows—I wish you to understand this thoroughly and have it well memorized, in order that you may discourse with the Jews—thus perchance you may be instrumental in leading them aright.

The quintessence of the subject, I repeat, was this: The question may well be asked first, "What is the mission of the prophet? What is the object of a divine law?" There is no doubt that the object is the education of the human race. It is for the training of humanity. All human beings may be considered as pupils or children, and they are in need of a divine educator. They are in need of a real teacher. In order that he may teach these children he must be qualified, and the qualification of prophethood is as follows: To guide people. Hence we shall notice first, the efficacy of their teaching. The question that must be asked is, "Have they taught men or not? Have they proved themselves efficient tutors or not?" Amongst them, I remarked, was your teacher or instructor, his holiness Moses. Did his holiness Moses educate or did he not? Let us find out whether or not he taught the men of his time: We find his holiness Moses was appointed as the educator of the Children of Israel. It was during a period when the Children of Israel were in captivity, were in a state of humiliation and ignorance, in the utmost of inadvertence, living in a very mean or lowly manner in Egypt, a sort of life which was worse than death. Imagine an ignorant people, downtrodden, thoughtless and most senseless and ignorant; so low as to be considered the very lowest. His holiness Moses was appointed for them, he guided them, he saved them from bondage, he took them into the Holy Land, he rescued them from ignorance, he rescued them from inadvertence, he trained them in such wise as to change a condition of lowliness into one of honor and elevation, he suffered them to reach the utmost degree of perfection. They learned the sciences and arts, they were civilized to a superlative degree, they...
became honorable and well thought of, whereas previous to that they were lowly and disrespected, whereas before that they were ignorant, later they became wise-reaching at last to that plane of competency when the Solomonic sovereignty was established by them. Their name was widespread throughout the world, and they became famous for distinct virtues. Even the philosophers of Greece went to Palestine to learn from them lessons of wisdom. All of these facts prove that his holiness Moses was a prophet, was a teacher.

As to his holiness Christ, he was a single, unique and lowly individual, who appeared at a time when the Children of Israel were in the lowest state of bondage, subject to the tyranny of the Roman Empire and to the severe yoke of ignorance, utterly negligent of God. The historical information of the holy Book bears this statement out. Refer thereto and find it as it is. His holiness Christ—this single and unique individual—appeared from amongst this lowly and degraded people with power Divine and the potency of the Holy Spirit, and unified the various peoples and nations of the world. He gathered them together, he caused them to agree and brought them together beneath the overshadowing efficacy of one Word. His mention was not confined to the Children of Israel only, for that was a limited people then. But his holiness Christ united the numerous nations who were then hostile and inimical, such as: The Roman people, the Greek people, the Egyptian people, the Chaldeans, the Syrians and the Assyrian people. He rescued them from their former state of continuous warfare. He made them a united people, and the utmost of love was created by his Word amongst them. At last these people advanced extraordinarily along the degrees of human perfection and edification, and thereby achieved the glory never-ending. The Jews had undergone a great dispersion. This single and unique individual overcame all the world then, founding a sovereignty everlasting, a nation mighty indeed. The results of such an education proved him to be a great man of the world, the first educator of his time, the first teacher of his period. What proof could there be greater than these? What evidence could there be greater than that a single individual should have resuscitated so many peoples and nations, should have unified so many tribes and sects, should have removed so much warfare and sedition? Undoubtedly such a work is wrought through the Power of God, because the power of a human being fails in the accomplishment of such facts.

When his holiness Christ appeared, the Jews then living pronounced him to be the enemy of Moses. Pharisaical rabbis of the time declared him to be the very destroyer of the law of Moses, the very destroyer of the institutes of the Torah; he would bring a great misfortune to the people of Israel, for he was considered to be the breaker of the Sabbath and destroyer of the Temple of Solomon. Hence they turned away from him. We must investigate this. We must see whether this was reality or a libel. When we investigate the facts we find that his holiness Christ caused the name of Moses to be widespread, the fame of Moses to be broadcast and the book of Moses, the Bible, through him was published everywhere. In 1500 years the Jews had been unable to have more than one translation of the Old Testament or Torah, which translation was from the Hebrew into the Greek language. But his holiness Christ was instrumental—that is to say, his teachings were instrumental—in having the Old Testament, the Torah, translated into 600 tongues, and in these various languages they were spread in every part of the world. All the kings of Israel, with all the prophets of Israel, were unable to further the movement of Judaism and the name of Moses even
beyond the confines of Palestine. They were unable to have the Torah even spread in any other part, only Palestine; but his holiness Christ caused the name of Moses to be spread throughout the world. In Asia and in Africa and Europe, in most parts of the world, Judaism became an established religion amongst the people. Amongst these continents Asia, which was the center of Judaism, in all the cities of Asia the name of Moses was spread. His holiness Moses was pronounced to be a prophet of God. His book was pronounced to be the book of God. And now this personage is to be considered as a friend or an enemy of Moses!

Fairness is needed; one must judge it aright. Had he been an enemy, he would not have allowed the name of Moses to be so wide-spread. He would not virtually have promulgated the Torah. Would there have been any mention of Moses in America? Who was instrumental in even the name of Judaism having come to this part of the world? It was through the blessing of Christianity, undoubtedly. His holiness Moses had no better friend than his holiness Christ, and no greater sympathizer than his holiness Christ. Regard how they conceal reality and how the illiterate amongst the Israelites still continue in the delusion that Christ was an enemy of Moses. Just now all the Christians do believe in Moses. They declare that Moses was the interlocutor of God; he was a prophet of God, a man of God, that his book was the book of God and that the prophets of Israel were all valid and true, that the people of Israel were the people of God. They offer such unlimited praises, unlimited eulogy, such unlimited love. What harm comes from this? And what if the Jews should say that Christ was also the Word of God; that he was the Spirit of God? What harm could there be in this? Just a few words. These few words will be the cause of reconciling the Christians and the Jews.

The Christians do believe in Moses.

What harm have they received from that belief? Have they lost anything by it?

In answer to all these questions, the Rabbi answered, "No."

Then I said: What harm comes from an attitude of the Jews similar to that of the Christians, if they shall declare that Christ was the Word of God, that the Gospel is the Word of God? By such an attitude as this the enmity of many, many centuries will pass away. I declare that verily Moses was the prophet of God; that his book was the book of God. Does that harm my religious standpoint? Not at all. No harm comes to your religious standpoint if you declare that Christ was the Word of God. Furthermore, every nation in the world is proud of its great men and heroes. They, the heroes or great men, might have been atheists or agnostics. Today France glories in Napoleon Bonaparte, saying: "He was a French military genius," whereas he was a tyrant; "Voltaire was ours," whereas he was an atheist; "Rousseau was a great man of ours," whereas he was an irreligious man. They are proud of them, and they have feasts commemorating them; they have adorned special days or places for them. They have music in their honor. They have commemorations in their behalf. They are proud of them: "Rousseau was ours!" And now, do you consider such great men, these great men of France—I asked of this Rabbi—to be greater than the person of Nazareth, Jesus Christ? It is self-evident that in comparison with Jesus Christ they are as nothing. Consider the grandeur and majesty of Jesus, and that of such men as were mentioned. Consider him from the standpoint of fame and name, and consider the others from the same standpoint. Where is the station of Christ, and where is theirs? What relation is there? Incomparable! What harm

(Continued on page sixteen)
"Hasten ye toward love and prosperity! Hasten ye toward peace and reconciliation!"

Tablet from Abdul-Baha addressed, "To the beloved of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful throughout the world"

(Revealed several years ago; reprinted from the STAR OF THE WEST, No. 1, Vol. IV)

HE IS GOD!

O ye spiritual friends of Abdul-Baha!

"Perfume Thou the East! Illumine Thou the West! Bestow Thou light to the North! Grant Thou life to the South!"

This verse hath been revealed from the lips of the Center of the Covenant one year after the departure of Baha’u’llah. But the nakazeen (not understanding its spiritual purport) wondered and derided. Praise be to God! that now its signs have become manifest, its powers evident, and its proofs plain. Thanks be unto Him! that the East and the West are stirred into cheerfulness, and through the holy fragrances all directions are perfumed.

The Blessed Perfection, in a clear text, hath promised us in the Book: "Verily, I behold you from the horizon of Abha and will make victorious whomever will arise in the service of my Cause with the hosts of the supreme concourse and the cohorts of the favored angels." Praise be to God! that this victory and confirmation became visible and manifest and hath shone forth from the horizon of the world like unto the sun.

Therefore, O ye friends of God! Show ye forth an earnest endeavor and display ye a resolute effort, so that ye may become assisted in the adoration of the Ancient Beauty and the manifest light; to be the cause of spreading the light of the sun of Truth; to infuse into the dead, antiquated body of the world a new spirit; to east in the fields of the hearts pure seeds; to arise in the service
of the Cause; to speak with eloquent tongues to become candles of guidance in the assemblage of the world; to become shining stars in the firmament of the existent beings; to become merciful birds in the rose garden of oneness; to sing the melodies of realities and significances; to spend every breath of your existence in the service of this conspicuous light; so that in the end ye may be freed from loss and failure and attain to the inexhaustible treasury of the kingdom. For the life of man is wholly subject to danger and impermanency. A person cannot put his assurance even in one moment's continuity. Notwithstanding this, the nations of the world, deceived by the mirage of superstition, imagine themselves secure in the heavenly way. Alas! Alas! Former communities in bygone ages entertained the same perishing thoughts; but by one of those periodical fluctuations they were all hidden under the ground, and afflicted with deprivation and loss, except those souls who had become pure evanescence and had arisen with a great self-abnegation in the path of God. Such souls shine forth as brilliant stars from the horizon of the Ancient Glory, and the results which emanated from their lives in succeeding ages and cycles are the proofs of this statement. Therefore, do not ye rest, neither day nor night; seek not ye for composure; talk ye of the mystery of servitude, and seek ye the path of thraldom; so that through the promised confirmation ye may receive assistance from the kingdom of oneness.

O ye friends! Dense and gloomy clouds have covered the horizon of the world, and the darkness of hatred, malignity, persecution, tyranny and the greatest cruelty is spreading. All the people are drunk with the wine of heedlessness; and bloodthirstiness and rapaciousness are considered the noblest excellencies of the world of men.

His Highness the Almighty hath chosen the friends from among the concourse of men and hath specialized them with the most eminent guidance and the highest gift; so that we may with our souls and hearts exert ourselves, sacrifice our lives, be engaged in the guidance of the people and the training of souls; so that the wild beasts may become the gazelles of the meadows of unity; the wolves the sheep of God the bloodthirsty ones the heavenly angels; the fire of malice be extinguished and the flame of safety in the blessed tabernacle bestow illumination; the odor of the nether realm of infidelity be dispelled and the fragrances of the rose garden of faithfulness be diffused in all parts; the weak draw light from the Universal Reason and evil souls seek to be purified with the holy and divine breath. There are needed manifestors for this gift; farmers for this field; gardeners for this rose garden; fishers for this sea; luminous stars for this heaven; spiritual physicians for these ill ones, and loving guides for these wanderers; so that they may bestow a share on those who are deprived, grant a portion to those who are shareless, give unmeasured treasure to the indigent ones, and show forth the power of proof to the seekers.

Glory be unto Thee, O my God! I supplicate unto Thee, O Thou my Helper! I invoke Thee, O Thou my Refuge! I utter to Thee my agonies, O Thou my Physician, and entreat Thee with all my heart, my soul and my spirit, saying: O my God! O my God! Verily, the gloomy night hath fallen upon all regions and the clouds of ignorance have extended in all directions; the people are immersed in the darkness of surmise and the tyrants are sunk in the depths of brutality and lawlessness. The red glare of the burning fire is flashing forth from the nether world, roaring, ominous voices are rising from the cruel, destructive and terrible armaments; every region is crying out with its dumb secret tongue: "Nothing that I possess hath benefited me and power and strength are taken away from me!" Verily, O my God, the lamps of guidance are extinguished; the fire of animosity is enkindled; wrath and antipathy are spread abroad and
from Israel, and we love
from Israel, and we love him? A great
comes from your declaring that Jesus of
Such a mighty personage, whose Word
themselves with infinite joy and happi-
the face of the earth.
trouble and what persecutions
Yet I see only Thy wronged followers
who are crying at the tops of their voices
provocation and maliciousness are dis-
and summoning the people:
Hasten ye toward affinity!
Hasten ye toward faithfulness!
Hasten ye toward generosity!
Hasten ye toward guidance!
Hasten ye toward union!
Hasten ye to behold the Light of the
World!
Hasten ye toward love and prosperity!
Hasten ye toward peace and reconcilia-
tion!
Hasten ye toward the law of disarm-
ment!
Hasten ye toward harmony and suc-
cess!
Hasten ye toward co-operation and mu-
tual help in the path of guidance!

Verily, these wronged ones do sacrifice
themselves with infinite joy and happi-
ness for the sake of the people, with all
their souls and spirits throughout all
regions. Verily, Thou beholdest them
weeping at the misfortunes of every one
of Thy creatures and becoming griefed
at the distress of Thy children; they are
kind to all the people and pained at the
sight of the calamities of the inhabit-
ants of the world. O my Lord! Make the
wings of prosperity to grow upon their
shoulders, so that they may ever soar
toward the apex of their aspirations;
strengthen their loins in the service of
Thy people, and confirm them in the
thraldom and adoration of the threshold
of Thy Holiness.

Verily, Thou art the Merciful! Thou
art the Clement, and there is no God but
Thee, the Powerful, the Compassionate,
and the Ancient!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHAA ABBAS.

Talk by Abdul-Baha

(Continued from page thirteen)
comes from your declaring that Jesus of
Nazareth was a great man who issued
from Israel, and we love him? A great
man indeed did we give to the world.
Such a mighty personage, whose Word
has spread throughout the world, was
an Israelite, who has conquered the
East and the West. Such a person was
born of this race. You should be proud
of him! When you express your glory
and honor in the recollection of Christ,
rest assured that the Christians will
shake your hands in fellowship. There
will be no trouble therein; there will be
no hesitancy; there will be no restraint.
Consider, for this fanaticism what a lot
of trouble and what persecutions
have been heaped upon you in Russia.
And you must not think that this is all
ended! This humiliation will continue
forever! The times may come when in
Europe itself they will arise against the
Jews. But if you should declare Christ
to be the Word of God, then you will
rid yourself of all the trouble. What
harm comes to your religion if you be-
lieve in Christ? Jesus was a Hebrew.
My advice is this, that your fu-
ture may be assured and secure, that
you may become honorable, that the
Christians may love you, and all this
depends upon two words: "Christ, the
Word of God!" Finished! Nothing
more! Is it not a thoughtless state? Is
it not ignorance? Is it not folly? Is
it not stupidity? Get thee hence, O
prejudice! Say, "Verily the Word of
God was realized!" and all will be
right.

At last, he said: "I guess that is so.
I believe that it is perfectly so! But I
ask one thing more of you. Cannot you
tell the Christians to love us a little bit
more?"

I said: Very well. I have done so,
and I will continue to do so.
Prophecies of Baha’u’llah concerning Adrianople, Constantinople and Roumelia

Talk by Abdul-Baha at the home of Mrs. Parsons, Washington, D. C., November 7, 1912

From stenographic notes by Mr. Joseph H. Hanneken

A LTHOUGH this evening I feel quite fatigued, yet now that I am face to face with you I suddenly feel animated; therefore I shall speak to you.

Consider events in the Balkans today, where a great conflagration is furiously raging and so much blood is being shed. You can say the whole world of humanity is virtually lamenting and mourning because of the revival of this warfare. Governments are in the process of change and transformation. The sovereignty of the Orient at large is tottering; it is subject to the greatest uncertainty. I desire, therefore, to touch upon this subject.

Most especially do I wish to touch upon the phases of this war which Baha’u’llah prophesied forty years ago fully and completely. He addressed a letter to the sultan of Turkey during his exile and while he was under surveillance in the prison of Akka. He likewise addressed epistles to Napoleon III and to the shah of Persia. All these letters which he sent to the crowned heads of the earth were compiled in a book which was published thirty-five years ago in Bombay, India. It was published years ago. There are several editions of the book. The first edition was about thirty-five years ago, and another twenty-two years ago. I have with me a copy of the edition of twenty-two years ago. Professor E. G. Browne, of Cambridge University, wrote a book detailing therein his visit to Akka. He followed that first work by another wherein he quoted extracts from these tablets or letters, some of which have been translated into English and are to be found in the libraries. You can look them up in your library here. I thought some of the friends possessed copies of these. Some had copies, but they have passed them on from hand to hand until no one knows where these copies are. Inasmuch as they are published in London you can all secure copies. When you get copies, carefully peruse these extracts, in order that you may see the remarkable statements of these tablets. In brief, in his words addressed to the sultan of Turkey he says: “Verily, because of your oppression against the subjects who dwell in your land, and because of your great tyranny in governing, ere long your government will undergo change, and soon you shall be dethroned and Roumelia will be taken out of Turkey or conquered. It will be occupied by others. And in Constantinople there shall come a reign of terror, to such a degree that women will be mourning and wailing, children will be crying, men lamenting, and the cries of these will reach unto heaven.” I wish therefore to read certain parts of this book, citing the very words which Baha’u’llah uttered in that connection. They will be translated to you. The third edition was published in Bombay twenty-two years ago. The date is 1308 A. H., about twenty-two years according to your calendar. The western calendar is different from the east.

(Reading:) “O thou king (literally president), verily thou hast committed that whereat the prophet Mohammed mourns and laments in his delectable paradise! Verily the glory of this earth hath made thee haughty because thou hast turned thy face toward the countenance wherefrom light radiates towards all the denizens of the earth. Ere long thou shalt find thyself in the most great loss. Thou has united with the king of Persia, the shah, in exercising oppression toward me; even after I cry towards ye
from the dawning-point of Majesty and Might with a Command which has illumined the eyes of the near ones. Verily this is the day wherein fire declares in all the things.” (This is an Arabic text; you must know there are many such similes in Arabic. “Fire” refers here to the fire in the “bush” seen by Moses.) “Verily it declares that the Beloved of the world hath appeared, and in the estimation of all things there is a declaration that the Interlocutor of the wise hath appeared, and they are ready to hearken to the Word of the generous and wise. Hast thou imagined that thou canst extinguish a light ignited by God? No verily, by His might and power! By that which thou hast committed, that is to say the persecutions, its volume has been increased and its ignition has augmented, and ere long it will spread and set aglow the denizens of the earth. Even so hath this matter been accomplished, and nothing upon the earth nor in heaven can withstand the onward march of this command.”

(This is the prophecy:) “Ere long there shall come a change of affairs; a revolution in the land of mystery, Adrianople, and in its environment (Roumelia), and it will go out of the hand of the king. There shall be a great quaking and bewailing, and revolution and corruption will be witnessed everywhere. In all parts of Roumelia affairs will undergo transformation because of that which hath befallen the captives. (Referring to Baha’u’llah and his party.) Verily that government will change, and things will be straightened, and there will be lamentation even of the infants; lamentation to the extent that stones and clay will lament in Constantinople, and even trees and inanimate objects will bemoan and lament. Blood will be spilled in that land, and thou shalt find the people in a great turmoil and trouble. Did the Pharaohs withstand the power of the sovereignty of God while they existed upon the earth and when they were of the oppressors? Verily we caused the Interlocutor (Moses) to appear from the house of Pharaoh even to express the great power of God. And recall the time when Nimrod ignited the fire to burn the Friend of God (Abraham). Verily the oppressors have ever exercised a ferocity or oppression toward the wronged ones, endeavoring to exterminate the light of God and extinguish the flame of life. We have caused the command to be issued in the countries, and we have caused His mission to be proclaimed amongst the unitarians. Verily this youth hath come to unify the denizens of the earth; all of them. Ere long God, through His power, will conquer, and thou shalt find the earth a delectable paradise of Abba. Even so hath this matter been recorded upon a mighty tablet with the strong pen of God.”

Many are the other prophecies in this book; especially to the shah of Persia, all of which prophecies have come to pass. They are lengthy and we have not time to quote them.

The purpose of this citation is that Baha’u’llah’s great endeavor in the east was to unify these people, to cause them to agree, to reconcile them one with the other, thereby to manifest the oneness of the world of humanity, to prepare the way for international peace, and to have all enjoy composure and welfare. But they have not hearkened to the summons of Baha’u’llah. Nay rather, both the Persian and Turkish governments arose against his cause, and the result is that the governments of Persia and Turkey have both gone to pieces. Whereas had they heard his commands and received his admonitions, both of these countries would have been protected. They would have been in the utmost joy and happiness. They would have exercised fellowship together. They would have availed themselves of the wonderful power of love and unity. They would have been well pleased with each other. They would have dwelt in the delectable paradise. But alas! The commands and behests of the Blessed One have not been listened unto. Nay rather, day after day they have followed their own devices, until now this fire is raging most furiously.
“There is need for an Educator; there must needs be in the world a Universal Teacher”

Talk by Abdul-Baha at the home of Mrs. Parsons, Washington, D. C., November 7, 1912

From stenographic notes by Mr. Joseph H. Hassen

In the world of nature we observe expressions of the struggle for existence. We find efforts of the survival of the fittest everywhere. And this is the very cause of error in the theories and opinions of man. Because we state a priori that nature is defective. When we glance at the world of nature we discover numerous defects which must be removed by means of education. For example, consider man: If we study human beings who have been reared according to the postulates of nature, if we observe them in their aboriginal condition, we will find them defective indeed.

Regard the people of central Africa. They have not received religious education nor have they received any form of civilization. They have grown, developed and advanced only according to their aboriginal state. We find them all to be bloodthirsty. We find them all to be possessed of immoral qualities, animalistic in type to such an extent that they even kill and devour each other. This makes it evident that the world of nature, if left alone, presents defects, because it is a plane upon which the struggle for existence expresses itself. If we leave a piece of ground in its natural state, wild weeds and thorns will grow therefrom, wild trees of the jungle will spring up. But if we train or cultivate that piece of ground, the result of cultivation will be that it will rid itself of the defects of nature, will become transformed into a rose-garden of variegated hues, or an orchard of fruitful trees. This proves that the world of nature is defective. The schools which are founded, the systems of education which are established, are for what? They are for replacing the defects of nature with virtues and perfections. If the world of nature were not defective there would be no need of cultivation or education. There would be no need for training. But inasmuch as we find that children are in need of education and training, that they require cultivation—it proves conclusively that the world of nature must be developed. Many things show clearly that the world of nature is defective and imperfect. One of the basic evidences of this imperfection is the expression of the survival of the fittest among the brutes; their ignorance, sensual qualities, susceptibilities of the animal type and free vent of passions. There is need for an educator. There is need forever for the teacher. There must needs be in the world a universal teacher. Teachers are of two kinds: the private or special teacher, and the universal instructor. The universal instructors are the prophets of God, and the special teachers are the philosophers. The philosophers are only capable of educating a circumscribed circle of people. They can only train a limited number of human souls, whereas the holy divine manifestations of God are capable of conferring upon humanity...
a general education. They arise to bestow upon humanity a moral education universal in scope. They are the cause of general development. For example, consider that his holiness Moses was a universal teacher, and how in the early days he educated the people of Israel; how he enabled them to rescue themselves from the lowest abyss of despair and ignorance and caused them to attain the highest level of knowledge and refinement. For they were captives and in bondage, but through him they were freed. He led them out of bondage into the Holy Land and caused them to advance. This formerly oppressed and downtrodden people, captives of the Pharaohs, were helped to establish a sovereignty Solomonic in proportion. This is an example of a universal teacher, a universal instructor. Again, consider his holiness Christ: how that marvelous example of unity, his holiness Christ, gave an education in ethical training to the Roman, Greek, Egyptian, Syrian and Assyrian nations and welded them together by a bond indissoluble. These various nations were formerly at enmity, hostile, and in a state of continuous strife. He cemented them together and caused them to agree, conferred a general tranquillity upon humanity and established the means of welfare to the human race. Hence he was a real educator. He was the instructor of reality.

When we consider or study the conditions prior to the rise of the prophet of Arabia, we find that the Arabian peninsular of Arabia, we find that the Arabian peninsular was in a state of utmost ignorance. Those tribes were constantly waging war and shedding the blood of one another, burning the houses and homes of each other, and lived in a state of utmost immorality. They were baser and lower than animals. His holiness Mohammed appeared as a prophet among such a people. He educated such a barbarous nation, rescued them from savagery and ignorance and put an end to the continuous strife and warfare which had existed amongst them. He caused them to agree and reconcile. He unified them and caused them to be as brothers. He enabled them to advance along the degrees of upward development and civilization. Whereas they were formerly ignorant they became wise; whereas they were formerly barbarous, they became refined; whereas they were formerly debased, they became elevated; whereas they were humiliated, later they became renowned. This proves that he was an educator, that he was a teacher.

In the nineteenth century there was ignorance of the utmost degree in the Orient. There was continuous warfare and strife. The apathy and ignorance of the eastern nations or peoples had reached the lowest pitch. They were indeed gloomy and dark, utterly negligent of God and completely captives of the baser feelings and passions. The struggle for existence had been in full exercise amongst them.

At such a time as this his holiness Baha’u’llah appeared amongst them,
even like unto the sun. He flooded the east with light. He expounded new teachings to them. He laid a basis for new institutions which are the very spirit of modernism, the very light of the world, the cause of the development of the body politic and of eternal honor. The souls who hearkened to these teachings amongst the various Oriental nations immediately let go of that spirit of strife and sedition, and began to exercise the utmost of good-will and good-fellowship. From the extremity of animosity they were transformed into the scene of love and amity. They had been warring and quarreling, now they began to be loving and to live together in amity, until today in the Orient such people—the Bahais—live in the utmost state of love and good-fellowship. Among them you will find no expression of religious prejudice, no political prejudice, no patriotic prejudice; nay rather, they associate together with utmost fellowship and love, and their joy is exceedingly great. The warfare which takes place in the east is not at all connected with them. They do not participate in it. Nay rather, their attitude towards all is one of good-will and good-fellowship. It is a standard of peace which is unfurled amongst them. It is the Light of Guidance which has flooded all their souls with its radiances. It is love upon love. It is light upon light. This is the education of his holiness Baha’u’llah. This is the training he has given them. He has led these souls to this standard. He has given them such teachings as to ensure eternal illumination amongst them. Anyone who becomes well versed in these teachings will say: “Verily, I declare that these teachings constitute the illumination of humanity, that this is the spirit of modernism; that this is the honor everlasting; that these are heavenly teachings, and the cause of life never-ending amongst men.”

“IT IS PROVED THAT THE EXISTENCE OF PHENOMENA IS EFFECTED THROUGH THE ETERNAL WILL”

Talk by Abdul-Baha at the home of Mrs. Parsons,
Washington, D. C., November 10, 1912

From stenographic notes by Mr. Joseph H. Hannen

This is the last evening we meet here; therefore it shall be our farewell visit. Just now upstairs a lady asked a question which I wish to answer. As it is a very important question and in need of a thorough explanation, and as you are waiting here it was decided that the answer should be given downstairs so that the questioner might be satisfied and at the same time we should enjoy our meeting and visit. The question was, “What is the Reality of Divinity, or what do we understand by God?”

This is an important question indeed. It is a very subtle subject. Therefore, listen to it very carefully. After you leave here ponder over it in order that you may understand the result of this explanation. It is a very subtle question. When we glance at all phenomena, we discover that the real identity of any given phenomenon is unknown. Phenomena or created objects are known only by their attributes. Man discerns only manifestations or attributes of objects, whereas the reality or identity of them is unknown to him.

For example, this flower—what do we understand by this flower? We understand the qualities apparent and pertaining to this flower; but the very elemental reality or identity of the flower remains unknown to us. As regards its external appearance and attributes, these are knowable; but as regards the inner being, the very identity, it is unknown. Now so long as earthly
O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the friends and the center of the generosity of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase. thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
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The phenomena are unknown as regards their identity, and are known only through their properties or qualities, how much more is this true concerning the reality of divinity, that holy reality which cannot be comprehended by any human grasp? That which comes within human grasp is finite, and we are infinite in relation thereto because we can grasp it. Assuredly the finite is less than the infinite; the infinite is ever greater. That reality of divinity to be contained within human grasp would be after all possessed of an intellectual existence only; a mere intellectual concept with no extraneous existence; an image or a likeness which had come within the grasp of human mind or intellect. The mind of man would be transcendental thereto. How could it be then that an image which has only intellectual existence is the reality of divinity which is infinite? Therefore the reality of divinity in its identity is beyond the range of human intellect, because the human mind, the human intellect, the human thought are limited, whereas the reality of divinity is unlimited. How can the limited grasp the unlimited and transcend it? Impossible! The unlimited always comprehends the limited. The limited can never comprehend, surround or take in the unlimited. Therefore every concept of divinity which has come within the intellection of a human being is finite or limited, and is a pure product of imagination, whereas the reality of divinity is holy and sacred above and beyond all such concept.

But the question may be asked "How shall we know God?" We know Him by His attributes. We know Him by His signs. We know Him by His names. We know not what the reality of the sun is. But we know the sun by the ray, by the heat, by its efficacy, by its penetration. By the bounty and effulgence of the sun we recognize the sun, but as to what constitutes the reality of the solar energy, that is unknowable to us. But the attributes characterizing the sun are knowable. If we wish to come in touch with the reality of divinity, we do so by recognizing its phenomena, its attributes and traces which are widespread in the universe. All things in the world of phenomena are expressive of that one reality. Its lights are shining, its heat is manifest, its power is expressive and its education or training resplendent everywhere. What proof could there be greater than that of its functioning, or its attributes which are manifest? This plant or this flower; we ask, does it exist or not? Can this plant—this flower—comprehend the reality of man? Can it...
put itself in touch with the human existence or reality? Evidently not. It is entirely out of tune with the human kingdom; it is not possessed of the capacity, although both man and the flower have been created. But the difference in the degrees between the vegetable and the human is ever a hindrance, an obstacle. Inasmuch as the degree of capacity appertaining to this plant is inferior to our human kingdom, consequently it is entirely impossible for the plant, which is inferior, to comprehend man who is superior, although both are accidental or created. We are created; likewise this plant is existent, this mineral exists, this wood exists; but can this flooring here comprehend those who are standing upon it? Impossible. Why? Because sight and hearing are properties or faculties belonging to a higher kingdom than the mineral. The difference between these two kingdoms, the vast difference between the mineral kingdom and the human kingdom is a hindrance to comprehension.

How then can the reality of man which is accidental, ever comprehend the Reality of God which is eternal? It is self-evidently an impossibility. Hence we can observe the traces and attributes of God which are resplendent in all phenomena and shining as the sun at midday, and know surely that these emanate from an infinite source. We know that they come from a source which is infinite indeed.

Furthermore: It is a philosophical principle that the existence of phenomena implies composition, and that mortality or non-existence is equivalent to decomposition. For example, certain elements have come together and as a result of that composition man is here. Certain elements have entered into the structure of this flower. Certain organic or cellular elements have been utilized in the composition of every animal organism. Therefore, we can state that existence necessitates composition and death is another expression for decomposition. When there is disintegration amongst these composing elements, that is death. That is mortality. The elements, which have gone into the body of this flower and which have given existence to this form and shape, will finally disintegrate;—this beautiful organism will decompose—and this we call mortality, death. Consequently the conclusion is that life means composition and death spells decomposition. On this account the materialists are of the opinion that life is the mere conjoining of elemental substances into myriad forms and shapes. The materialist comes to the conclusion that life in other words means composition; that wherever we find single elements combined in aggregate form there we behold the phenomenon of organic life; that every organic composition is organic life. Now if life means composition of elements then the materialist may come to the conclusion of the non-necessity of a composer, the non-necessity of a creator; for composition is all there is to it, and that is accomplished by adhesion or cohesion. In response to this we say that composition must needs be of three kinds. This is a very important and subtle question. Give it your fullest attention. Then you will appreciate the point. One form of composition is termed philosophically the accidental form, another the voluntary, or a third, the involuntary composition. As to the first or accidental composition; accidental composition, would signify that certain elements through inherent qualities and powers of attraction or affinity have been gathered together—have blended together and composed a certain form, being or organism. This can be proven to be false; for composition is an effect, and philosophically no effect is conceivable without causation. No effect can be conceived of without some primal cause. For example, this heat is an effect; but that energy which gives forth this phenomenon of heat is the cause. This light is an effect, but back of it is the energy which is the cause. Is it possible for this light to be separated from the energy whereof it is a property? That is impossible and inconceivable. It is self-evidently false. Accidental composition is,
therefore, a false theory and may be excluded.

As to the second form of composition—involuntary—this means that each element has within itself as an inherent property the power of composition. For example, the inherent quality of fire is burning or heat; heat is a property of fire. Humidity is the inherent nature or property of water. You cannot conceive of \(\text{H}_2\text{O}\), which is the chemical form of water, without having humidity associated, for that is an inherent quality of water. The power of attraction has as its function attractive or magnetic qualities. We cannot separate attraction from that power. The power of repulsion has as its function repelling—sending off. You cannot separate the effect from the cause. If these premises be true—and they are self-evident—then it would be impossible for a composite being, for certain elements which have gone into the make-up of a composite organism, to ever be decomposed, because the inherent nature of each element would be to hold fast together. As fire cannot be separated from heat, likewise the elemental being could not be subjected to decomposition, and this does not hold true, because we see decomposition everywhere. Hence this theory is untrue, inasmuch as we observe that after each composition there is a process of decomposition, which forever ends it. By this we learn that composition as regards phenomena is not accidental or not involuntary. Then what have we left as a form of composition? It is the voluntary form of composition, which means that composition is effected through a superior will—that there is will expressed in this motive or action. It is thus proved that the existence of phenomena is effected through the eternal will, the will of the living, eternal and self-subsistent, and this is a rational proof concerning composition, whereof there is no doubt or uncertainty. Furthermore, it is quite evident that our kind of life, our form of existence is limited, and that the reality of all accidental phenomena is likewise limited. The very fact that the reality of phenomena is limited well indicates that there must needs be an unlimited reality, for were there no unlimited or infinite reality in life, the finite being of objects would be inconceivable. To make it plainer for you,—if there were no wealth in the world you would not have poverty. If there were no light in the world you could not conceive of darkness. Why? Because we know things philosophically by their antitheses. We know for example that poverty is the lack of wealth. Where there is no knowledge there is no ignorance. What is ignorance? It is the absence of knowledge. Therefore, our limited existence is a proof conclusive that there is a reality unlimited, and this is a shining proof and evident argument. I have been speaking today from morning until now. This evening I have analyzed this subject for you. Many are the proofs concerning this matter, but there is not time to go into the subject further, for there is still another meeting and engagement to be kept. Therefore, I beg your pardon and indulgence.

As I said before, this is our last evening, and I ask God that His confirmations may encompass you; that your hearts may become radiant; that your eyes become illumined through witnessing the signs of God; that your ears hearken to the anthems of heaven; that your faces be set aglow with the radiant light of the word of God. May you all be united; may you be agreed, may you serve the solidarity of mankind. May you be well-wishers of all humanity. May you be assistants of every poor one. May you be nurses for the sick. May you be sources of comfort to the broken in heart. May you be a refuge for the refugee. May you be nurses for the sick. May you be an aid to the afflicted. Thus through the favor and assistance of God may the standard of the happiness of humanity in the center of the world be held aloft, and may this flag be unfurled.

Adieu to each and all of you!
The city of San Francisco was adorned with the lights of the beauty of Abha during the week of April 19-25. The brilliant points of manifestation were the First International Bahai Congress and the Convention of the Bahai Temple Unity. While the city with bands and parades was celebrating the ninth anniversary of the fire and earthquake, and the wonderful recovery that had been made, the Bahais were engaged in kindling a conflagration of love that, God willing, will encircle the whole world.

As Abdul-Baha was leaving America, after having been here nine months, he said to some of the assembled friends, “In two years the results of my visit will become apparent.” The brilliant gatherings held in San Francisco were a clear and evident proof of the fulfillment of that prophetic utterance, for the firmness, unity and love of the faithful souls made possible these powerful illumined meetings. Verily this was a bounty from God.

Each day the light of love burned more brilliantly and the divine enthusiasm increased. Though outer communication was cut off with Abdul-Baha because of the war, the inner communication was evident and manifest, and reached its conscious height when in the convention all united in sending to Abdul-Baha a “spiritual wireless” message, since we could not send the cable that each convention in the past had sent.

This convention was one of mighty accomplishment, because it joined the most wonderful spiritual inspirations with practical plans for moving forward. The souls were enthralled with the love of the divine Beloved and this was expressed in the ambition to begin at once, with the utmost activity, the work in the world that God has entrusted to us.

The consciousness that the great war, which is affecting the whole world, was in progress, made all realize the fact that the world in anguish is calling for the healing remedy; and that none can give this save the souls whose cups have been filled with the water of reality (life) from the fountain-head of revelation.

—Harlan F. Ober.

With this inspiring word of introduction by Mr. Ober, who has written at length concerning the convention work, we begin in this issue of the Star of the West, the addresses delivered at the culminating event of the Congress, the official reception tendered by the Directorate of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition to the International Bahai Congress, in Festival Hall, on the Exposition grounds, Saturday, April 24, at 10 a.m.

—The Editors.
“This humble bronze is symbolic of a broader measure, the token of that birthmark which divinity has predestined to herald not merely the birth and growth of a nation, but that universal manhood which a unified humanity alone can consummate . . . . It bears the Bahai message of unity, not that all men are equal, but that the crown of humanity rests upon the head of every man alike. In that birthmark there is nothing inferior, there is nothing superior.”
Ceremonies at the Official Reception given to the
International Bahai Congress
by the Directorate of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition
in Festival Hall, Exposition Grounds
Saturday, April 24, 1915, 10 a. m.

Representing the P. P. I. E. - - Director JOHN A. BRITTON
Chairman of the International Bahai Congress
Reception Committee: - - CHARLES MASON REMEY
Washington, D. C.

T H E C H A I R M A N: Director Britton, members of this committee, friends of the International Bahai Congress: We have assembled here this morning in response to the welcome extended to us by the president and directors of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition. Mr. John A. Britton of the Exposition directorate is here to receive us. I now present Director Britton.

DIRECTOR BRITTON: Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen: One of the particularly pleasant things which we directors have to do at the present time, and have been doing for some time past, is the recognition of true worth wherever we find it to exist.

It may be accepted as a truism that those who are building foundations for the betterment of mankind, which are dealing with the social and economic problems that confront the people of the world today, are doing quite as much for the perpetuation of the betterment of mankind as do those who build their monuments of steel, of granite and of marble.

We, of the Exposition family, have been hard at work for the past three or four years, rearing here on these beautiful grounds the monuments which stand for the handiwork of man as representing the arts, the sciences and the crafts. We have built these, not so much for their artistic and architectural beauty, as we have for the lasting effects they will produce upon the human race and, primarily, for the purpose of bringing before the peoples of the world, gathered from its four corners, the effect upon the masses in the educational benefits which will
arise from the buildings, from the exhibits within the buildings; and more particularly still, the benefits which will arise from the gathering together of people such as you, whose sole purpose and aim, as I read it, is the unification and solidarity of the people of the world, and to produce an effect far reaching, not for today, but for all time to come.

We, perhaps, here on the peaceful western shore of the United States, looking out into what you might call the vast eternity across the Pacific to the Orient, are mindful, and very mindful, of the horrible things that this day has brought upon us in the old world, where the civilizations builted for many centuries are being wiped away, where men are clutching at each others throats, and destroying the last vestiges of humanity and love of mankind, which should concern us all. And, to you who represent that great propaganda of peace—that peace which the Master of the world, whoever he may be, to all of us, has placed upon us as a necessary part of the true education, the true refinement and the true growth of the universe, to you, who have that solemn duty in hand, and who so seriously and full-mindedly and intelligently are seeking to impress it upon your fellow-men, we, of the Exposition family, extend welcome to you to our family, because we are striving in our feeble way, out here on this western rim, to be the proponents of all those things which go toward the uplifting of mankind, of the world, and its betterment.

We have lived and worked in vain, ladies and gentlemen, if the wonderful things that you will see before you today in this Exposition—our palaces, our wonderful illustrative sculptures, our wonderful exhibits—are to go for naught and as the mere passing of a dream of today. If our building of them shall not accomplish the helpfulness to mankind for which we have hoped, then have we builded absolutely in vain.

But I have faith in the intelligence of the human race; I have that faith in the ultimate good to be achieved by work and effort, that what we have been doing and what you are striving to do, that the foundation laid, such as you have laid, will some day—it may be many years to come—produce that wonderful crop of men and women who will have but one ideal in life, and that is that the race which is to come after you shall be better than you are today because of your efforts to make it so.

And so, in that recognition which we desire to give to your universal efforts, I have the proud privilege and honor of presenting to you a symbol of that appreciation on behalf of the Panama-Pacific Exposition Company. And, let me say to you, in all honesty and candor of mind, that in the many times I have, in my official capacity, given, to those who have come here, recognition of our appreciation of their participation in our affairs, none has afforded me the extreme pleasure I am afforded today by the privilege of giving this to you, who represent so much to humanity.

THE CHAIRMAN: I feel, friends, that we have all been deeply touched and moved by the kind words of welcome extended to us by Director Britton, by the president and directorate of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition, and I am going to ask the president of the Congress, Dr. Frederick W. D'Evelyn, to respond to these generous words of welcome.

DR. D'EVELYN: Director Britton and friends: Were I to yield to the instinctive promptings of the moment, I would dismiss this meeting, that we might go to our respective dwelling places cherishing the words that Director Britton has spoken. That which comes from the heart goes to the heart, and I know I am only feebly putting into expression the sincere thoughts of
every one present today when I say that the words spoken by Director Britton strike a sympathetic chord in the heart of each one of us.

Director Britton, your words shall re-echo over a greater arena than you can estimate. On behalf of the Bahá'ís here assembled, and of those throughout the world, on behalf of that humanity which is looking upwards, we accept this token with deep appreciation and sincere gratitude.

I am sorry that I have not the ability to amplify the text that Director Britton has so aptly outlined for us; but the more frequently we visit this Exposition, just the more persistently and irresistibly will the thought be brought home that the dominant appeal which it makes is for a recognition of the intercommunion and the interdependence of the peoples of the world.

Today, these facts are crystallized with an urgency and a significance before which utterance itself seems dumb, and a tribute of silence is the only recognition which it appears desirable to offer. Thus interpreted, this simple ceremony carries with it a relationship to the oncoming future which the fretted limitations of the present seem reluctantly to concede.

Within a few days our western eyes will be permitted to gaze upon that honored relic, the Liberty Bell, whose sounding notes awoke the great dawn of the natal day of the nation.

Time has enshrined those memories with a wondrous heritage. No one nation, however, expresses the fulness of humanity.

This humble bronze is symbolic of a broader measure, the token of that birthmark which divinity has predestined to herald not merely the birth and growth of a nation, but that universal manhood which a unified humanity alone can consummate. Thus dedicated, this token shall start upon its mission. It will travel to the land of the cradle song, where shepherds watched their flocks by night. Carmel will learn of it; Nazareth will hear of it; and, as the messenger who bears it speeds onward, the rippling waves of the tireless sea shall sound in his ears, and his feet shall be moistened with the dews of Lebanon. It will halt in the Great Prison, and there, in its triumph, the forty years of servitude will become as a dream in the night. It will voyage to India; there the mysterious Parsee, the haughty Brahmin, the wondering Hindu, will become one, as it tells its story. To China, to Japan, to Africa, to the Isles of the Sea, far away to distant Ishkabad, it will be even as a star to the caravan; and to the broken brotherhood of Europe, to the Slav and the Teuton, the Moslem and the Allies, it will tell of a better and a brighter day, of a kindlier and a nobler kinship. And, sir, when at last its mission is complete, it will come back to rest beneath that dome where a unified humanity shall make mention of God; the Mashrak-el-Azkar.*

The bell, in its mission, sounded the liberty of the nation. This, in its fulness, tells of the freedom of the world. This may seem a measure too broad, an estimate too great, but it could not be otherwise, for it bears the Bahá'i message of unity, not that all men are equal, but that the crown of humanity rests upon the head of every man alike. In that birthmark there is nothing inferior, there is nothing superior. This is the reality of man, and that reality is the throne of the divine manifestation, and to every soul it is permitted to look within himself and see therein that reality, powerful, mighty, and supreme.

The Bahá'i message claims and teaches that such is man's right of self-appraisement. Further, to concede that appraisement to his fellow-man is to admit in both the possession of that common reality which confirms the di-

*The Bahá'i Temple of Unity to be erected in Chicago.
vininity of unity and the unity of divinity.

Seek not, accept not, any compromise for that attitude until there is established at once and forever that relationship which, by its realization, shall annul geographical boundaries, technical barriers, racial prejudices, tribal theology, and the many things which have been and are deterrents of unity and destructive of human solidarity.

This is the Bahai message in the concrete, and, in the oneness of unity, in the divinity of reality, this message shall make for the healing of the nations.

Director Britton, I know that you rejoice with us that we are permitted on this occasion, here in this city of the Golden Gate, to send forth this humble messenger, the token and the symbol of that unity which will be effective when the reality of man is recognized and accepted as the throne of the divine manifestation. This alone is the world’s resource; its honor and its continuity depend upon it. Allah-o-Abha!

THE CHAIRMAN: Friends, Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford, whose pen and voice have ever proved strong advocates of the Cause so dear to our hearts, will now address us.

MRS. FORD: Mr. Chairman, Director Britton and friends: I cannot tell you what happiness it gives me to stand here in this wonderful moment, before all my friends, and try to accentuate a little the suggestion that has already been given in the wonderful words that have been spoken, as to why we are here, why we should be gathered in this beautiful spot, which today is the most beautiful spot in America, and I am not at all sure but that it is not the most beautiful spot in the world.

Let me tell you that I came to this Exposition from long wanderings on the other side of the water, where I had stood under the arches of the great cathedrals, and had studied the masterpieces and sculpture of the world, and I had said to myself, “Is there anything left to be done in the realm of architecture?”

I remembered that Abdul-Baha had said long ago, when he told us about the divine civilization that is to be created, “There will be a new art, a new architecture, fused of all the beauty of the world of the past, but
“When I came here to these grounds, what did I find? The new architecture, fused of all the great architecture of the past, but a new architecture in which there is nothing as it was in the ancient time, because here you see, as you wander back and forth, how the Byzantine and the Moorish and the Romanesque have clasped hands with the old classic Greek and Roman of the past, and neither one could recognize itself in the result that has transmuted all, and created, on these wonderful fields along the shore of the Pacific, forms of beauty which must suggest to every observer the glories of the buildings of the future that we are to create.

Let me say to you: Have you not thought of this? Is not the very creation of this wonderful fair out of the heart of the city that only nine years ago was razed to the ground,—is it not the most marvelous demonstration of the great and new spiritual force that is in the world today, converting and transmuting and transforming all the physical forms of the universe? I know of no greater miracle than that this city, which was destroyed, should in nine years create the most beautiful spectacle of the entire world.

Now let us go back for a moment and remember what our vaunted progress of this modern world means. All the evolution of the past sixty or seventy years, perhaps, finds its beginning in the cause we represent here. We pride ourselves on our great new ideas, on our comprehension of brotherhood, on our governmental reform, on our insistence upon the equality of men and women. And we believe that these are western ideas. We look back to the East and say: “What have you done, sleeping in your dreams of the past? Why will you not learn from us? Take our energy and transform yourselves.”

Yet, long ago, in 1844, when there was no movement of brotherhood in the world, when there was no suggestion anywhere of the equality of men and women, before any one thought of the suffrage movement, a young Persian gentleman by the name of Ali Mohammed began to speak in the city of Shiraz—think of it!—in all the darkness of Mohammedan prejudice, to people who declared that there was only one true religion, that there had never been but one prophet of God, and that he was Mohammed. And what did Ali Mohammed say to these people? He said to them: “The world is one. We are at the dawn of a new day. In this day we are to recognize that there is but one religion; that all the religions of the world have sprung from the same source; that in this day we shall receive a divine revelation that will create a new civilization; that in this day we are to recognize that woman, who has been enslaved for centuries, is the equal of man; that the women must come out of their seclusion; that our oriental world, which has imprisoned women, has committed a crime; that the women of Shiraz and every other city of the world must walk the streets unveiled and be endowed with all the rights and privileges that the men enjoy.” Think of it! Do you wonder that they persecuted him? Do you wonder that they could not understand him? When you follow his astonishing career and consider the Bab’s preaching, when you remember his youth, you will say to yourself, “How could he dare do it?”

Ali Mohammed, the Bab, was but twenty-five years of age when he commenced his mission. In those days there was no wireless, no telegraphic system, there were no steam cars, and yet in the short six years of his ministry, his movement, his words, went from one end of Persia to the other, and before his execution the soil of Persia was drenched with the blood of people who had accepted his message of progress, and been martyred for the truth they professed.
While I am talking about progress and the equality of men and women I always want to remind people that the first martyr to the cause of equal rights died there in Persia years ago, because the greatest feminine disciple of the Bab was Kurat-ul-Ayn. This wonderful and lovely creature, one of the most distinguished women of Persia in her day, took off her veil, went about teaching publicly, and insisted upon the realization of the truth of the Bab’s teaching in regard to the equality of women. After the Bab had been martyred, she still continued her urgent insistence upon the freeing of women, to such an extent that her words fired every heart, and the women of Persia began to rise and clamor for that liberty which they had been told was their right. Then some of the learned men of Persia went to Kurat-ul-Ayn and said: “We do not wish to martyr you because you are a follower of this absurd Bab; we do not wish to martyr you because you belong to this dangerous movement, for we love you; but we insist that you stop talking to the women about this question of equality. You are inciting all the women of Persia to revolt. If you will simply be silent on that part of your teaching, we will let you go.”

Do you think she would be silent? Can’t you imagine how she looked at those men who threatened her and said to them: “Do you suppose that for the sake of the little thing you call life, and that I know is not life, I would be silent upon this important question which is the foundation of the future civilization of the world, the true civilization?” So she went on just the same, speaking to both the men and the women who came to hear of the power and significance of this part of the Bab’s teaching, that men and women are equal and must stand equal in the face of the world.

At last they came to take her secretly to execution, because they did not dare to take her publicly, on account of the numbers who loved her, into a garden in the suburbs of the city where they would be unobserved, and there they murdered her.

Some of you know the wonderful story of her martyrdom. The keeper of the garden had found a man, a young Turkish fellow, who was very brutal, whom he believed would do anything for twenty dollars. He gave him a gold piece and said: “You will find a woman in a room upstairs; you are to take this silk handkerchief and strangle her, and it must be done quietly.” This man ascended the stairs, and when he entered the room Kurat-ul-Ayn was kneeling in prayer, for she well knew that her hour had come. She turned to him and said: “You are too noble a fellow to stain your soul with so black a crime for this little bit of money.” He looked at her and could not touch her. He ran back to the man who had sent him, and threw the coin in his face, crying: “Find some one else to do your dirty work; that woman is divine; I cannot touch her.” Then they sent another man, more brutal, and, because the victim said nothing this time in protest but yielded herself to his hand, he choked her with the silk handkerchief. Her body was thrown into a deserted well on the place, and covered quickly with stones, so that no one might discover the crime which had been committed. But today, because of the memory of Kurat-ul-Ayn, not only of the beauty of her face, but the loveliness of her soul and character, pilgrims walk many miles to her grave. They believe that when they stand by its side they are healed of all their ills; but especially, if their eyes have been blinded or afflicted, they believe that as they stand near the dust of that wonderful, clear-seeing woman, all the trouble disappears from them and they themselves see clearly once more.
But I must not linger over the beautiful story of this gifted woman. I must remind you of what followed quickly, followed the teaching of Baha’u’llah, who was the successor of the Bab and the great center of truth for the world for so many years, and who died in prison in 1892. He said: “This is the day of real brotherhood, the day when the shackles must fall away from the world, the day when real brotherhood must be established.”

Do you remember what followed immediately? Do you think it was an accident, that in 1861 the Czar freed the serfs? That from 1861 to 1865 America was in the throes of the great Civil War, as a result of which slavery was banished forever from the shores of America? Do you think it was an accident that in 1860 began that long and tremendous struggle, as a result of which Italy stood freed? The one word that went from one end of Italy to the other, in those years of her trouble, was unity, that the unity of Italy must be established. And today the unity of Italy is established. There is no tyranny in Italy. For the first time in the long years since the Roman Empire, Italy has raised her head, and she has been glorified in the liberty which has been granted her. And today remember that Persia—tyrannized and tormented Persia—has her constitution; even Turkey, who perhaps will be wiped from the map of Europe presently, has her constitution; China, the last word of the oldest old regime, has become a republic!

When you realize the spirit working under the surface and manifesting itself in all the wonders of these great results, do you believe that for one moment the political chicanery of Yuan Shi Kai can keep China from the enjoyment of her liberty? Never!

Where is the secret of all these wonders? Friends, there is always a cause for such magnificent results, and do we not find it right here in the marvelous teachings and the spiritual counsels of the Bahai Movement, as we call it, which, after listening to the words of the Bab and Baha’u’llah, today is listening to the words of Abdul-Baha? Substantively the heart of humanity has been quickened by these expressions.

Do you remember one of the things said in America just recently by Abdul-Baha when he was here in San Francisco? He said: “Between 1860 and 1865 you did a wonderful thing; you knocked the shackles from chattel slavery; but today you must do a much more wonderful thing: you must destroy industrial slavery.”

Does not that one word put us here in the center of this great Exposition, which is the very spirit of progress? I am reminded of Abdul-Baha’s words every time I come on these grounds. You remember at the Scott Street entrance the great Fountain of Energy, symbolic of all the activities of the present day, and directly opposite, on the Marina, the Column of Progress, designed by Hermon MacNeil, the figure of the archer shooting across the Pacific to the shores of the Orient? What does Abdul-Baha say? “Today the Orient and the Occident must join hands, so that the Occident will give to the Orient its organizing spirit, its business spirit, its power of creating material civilization; and the Orient will give to the Occident in turn the spiritual power and riches that enable all these things to become facts.” And so there is the archer shooting across the Pacific. What is it he symbolizes? Is it not the wonderful wireless that moves over the universe today, and that moves not only through the outer mechanism of the ether, but through the more marvelous inner mechanism of mind to mind, and heart to heart, that is uniting mankind today in spite of this war? Perhaps you remember one of Abdul-Baha’s utterances in regard to the war. He said: “Such
great changes are to arise because of the divine civilization the world must found, that it seems almost impossible to break the old condition without a great war which will destroy the traditional usage. After that war will necessarily come the great reorganization and the Most Great Peace.”

I wish you would walk, all of you, before you leave these lovely grounds, through that marvelous Court of the Colonnade before the Art Palace. You know Mr. Metcalf, the architect of the building, intended to erect a beautiful end to the other, you see the marvelous cloisters of Italy; you enter once more the heavenly enclosure of Monreale in Sicily; you recall the Moorish and Christian civilization of the eleventh and twelfth centuries which built such noble cathedrals. Ah! you hear, also, the irresistible words of St. Francis laughed out to the listening world, saying, as Abdul-Baha says today: “Be happy! Above all things be happy, and only thus be wise.” As you walk on, pausing under the dome for that whispering of the muse, which is such

classic Greco-Roman structure, but when he began his work it seemed that some wonderful old Aztec ghost got hold of him, and in spite of himself he did not rear a Roman-Greek palace at all! He raised an edifice the like of which has never been seen before, and he put before it this delightful colonnade which has in it the spirit of all the cloisters of the past. You seem to find there the quiet converse of Plato’s academy, Confucius’ whispering, and the breath of Zoroaster’s teaching. Then, as you walk through it, from one a presage of what the world is to do and what our continent is to make in the future, and as you go past the dome to the other end of the colonnade, there begins to whisper in your hearts and ears all the great new voices of the coming dawn.

“As you go past the dome to the other end of the colonnade, there begins to whisper in your hearts and ears all the great new voices of the coming dawn.”

(Continued on page thirty-eight)
The Feast of Rizwan

At the home of Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, Oakland, California
April 21, 1915, 2 p.m.

The most charming event of the Bahai Congress at San Francisco, given in the beautiful Oakland residence of Mrs. Goodall. The feast was a noon luncheon which proved a veritable banquet. Mrs. Goodall’s home is delightfully planned for such an entertainment. From a spacious entrance hall ascends a graceful branching stairway to the floor above, that is like an open court, from which one can look down upon the floor below.

The first floor is so connected by great sliding doors, that it seems one vast salon, and here the tables were laid for the banquet. These tables were beautifully decorated with flowers, in fact, flowers were everywhere in the house. It was evident that the guests had arrived in the land of flowers.

When all were seated Mrs. Goodall greeted them in a few touching words, in which she told how Abdul-Baha had walked through her rooms, and up and down the broad stairway repeating, with that wonderful smile of his, “This is my house, this is my house!” Her description brought to every mind the vivid recollection of Abdul-Baha’s presence in America, and seemed to place him bodily among the guests, so naturally every one was happy. We were surrounded not only by the hospitality of Mrs. Goodall, but by the enveloping welcome of Abdul-Baha himself.

Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm then took charge of the assemblage, as toast master, and he was very happy in his usual half facetious and half serious vein, calling upon various people to express the feeling of the occasion, and the joy of comradeship which it aroused.

The first one to speak was Mr. Hall of Minneapolis, who said only a few words, because, as he explained, we were just at the beginning of the feast, but his words were a genial invitation to feast well and remember also the happiness of the occasion celebrated, and the delight of lunching together in the beautiful home which Abdul-Baha had made spiritually his own. Mr. Hall’s great and characteristic talk was made later, when he took part in the evening devoted to explanation of the economic teachings of the Bahai movement; then his illuminating suggestions as to how we may transform material into divine civilization will not be forgotten by those who heard them.

Mr. Hall’s opening address was in marked contrast to that of Dr. D’Evelyn which brought the entertainment to an end, for Dr. D’Evelyn spoke after the spirit of comradeship had warmed the assembled guests, and he gave a significant and eloquent description of the moment when Abdul-Baha reached San Francisco, and the long suspense of the committee who awaited his belated arrival. Not all
the members of the committee lingered, as one gathered from Dr. D'Evelyn's words, and it was a moment, he said, when military experience was of value, when the habit of quiescent waiting through long hours for the word of command bore fruit. Those who waited were rewarded, for in the weird moments between two and three in the morning, the white turban of Abdul-Baha at last issued from the long exit at the ferry, and his warm hand clasp, and the welcome of his eyes eliminated all the weary hours of hope delayed.

Between these two addresses many good things were said, Mr. Harris gave one of his characteristic forcible talks, Mr. Windust, who was particularly heralded by his friend "Roy", uttered some gentle philosophy, Mr. Hoar talked well as he always does, Mr. Hannen said many interesting things, Mrs. True was called for and made a brief but impressive talk. Mrs. Ford also made a few remarks, but the addresses of women were not a feature of this congress, and in fact one would hardly have surmised from scanning the program of the Congress how warmly the equality of women is advocated by Bahais everywhere. Perhaps the marked absence of women from the list of speakers will ensure their presence in the congresses of the future, for certainly the work of the women in the Bahai cause is of supreme importance.

The delightful feature of the feast was not the brilliance of individual speakers, nor Mr. Wilhelm's gay and tactful manner of filling the office of toastmaster, nor the charm of the environment provided by Mrs. Goodall's genuine hospitality, though all these were appreciated. It was perhaps suggested by the few words spoken by "Pa" Goodale. There was a warmth and tenderness in his simple words which found a response in every heart.
He, himself, was so moved at one time his lips trembled and he could only proceed with effort. The vibration of his words, therefore, was far deeper than anything expressed in the words themselves.

All who participated in this feast left it with a new consciousness, a sense of union, of warmth and gentleness toward all, a new feeling of the need of brotherhood in the world, and of what real brotherhood is. Is not this what Abdul-Baha means when he says he hopes the Bahais will kindle such a fire of peace in America that they will establish the peace of the world? Because real and lasting peace is not settled by mere diplomatic legislation, but

On April 21st the Feast of Rizwan was celebrated at the home of Mrs. Helen S. Goodall in Oakland. The friends gathered in this beautiful spot, where Abdul-Baha had been, where he had addressed to the lovers of truth, wonderful words. These words were read by Mrs. Ella G. Cooper and were the center around which the feast revolved. Mr. Roy C.
Wilhelm presided and through his spiritual perceptions and his keenness of humor assisted the flow of happiness and rejoicing. The spirit of Abdul-Baha permeated throughout, becoming stronger and stronger as the feast proceeded.

When at the end, Dr. Frederick W. D'Evelyn read a cablegram received from Persia telling of the martyrdom of a venerable Bahai teacher and of the danger to the friends there, asking us to intercede with our government for the protection of the Americans in Persia, the consciousness of nearness was so great as to be beyond description. We were submerged in the sea of oneness and all barriers were swept away. In the prayer for these needy ones that followed we ascended to the holy threshold, and supplicated with a new understanding of the joys and the sufferings that come to those who have been the recipients of the divine bounty of oneness and brotherhood. So close were the ties that bound us in the spirit of Baha'u'llah that though we were in America, we were conscious of the spiritual atmosphere of the beloved friends in Persia. The traces of divine unity were apparent in every face.

At the close of the feast a photograph was taken on the terrace and this will always be a reminder of the spiritual hospitality that adorned that memorable gathering.

—Harlan F. Ober.
ideal of this great Exposition; there Aladdin stood with his wonderful

morning it seemed to me that right out there Aladdin stood with his wonderful lamp, and just wished that the most marvelous city the world has ever seen should immediately descend into existence, expressing the very epitome of architectural and scientific beauty.

This city is a city of oneness, because every nation of the world has contributed to its growth. This city expresses the sacrifice and the love of California and San Francisco for humanity, because in the very midst of war and strife it has patiently worked to rear this wonderful City of Peace, that it may be the herald to the whole world of the peace in the hearts of this nation, and the example of the bestowals of peace. Yes, and even more than that, for this city has been reared and elevated in all its magical beauty of light upon the shores of the greatest ocean, which is named for peace.

The Golden Gate is the hope of humanity. The gift that every nation has to give to every other nation is not its commercialism. It is the wealth of its spiritual culture. Prejudice—religious, social and racial—has seemed to block up the arteries of mankind; it has choked the flow of that love and wisdom which come from the great heart and the great mind of the great Power of all. The Bahá’í Revelation, in its effort, is seeking to break down all these barriers, every barrier of prejudice, every race hatred, every religious misunderstanding, that through this great organism of humanity may flow, from the heart and mind of all, the love and the bestowal that the Creator has in store for us, if we only lift up our eyes and our hearts to receive the gift.

Baha’u’llah, in the time of darkness, arising in Persia some fifty or sixty years ago, has returned to the world that gift of God whereby man shall become acquainted with the knowledge of God. The gift has always been in the possession of the world. Every prophet that has come has brought this gift, this vision, and it is the very continuity of prophetic vision, but the world has not received it. Mankind has gone on in its isolation, although God has never been isolated from man.

I am not going to make a speech this morning. I am just going to give an illustration.

The heart and the core of the Bahá’í Movement is unity. Every kingdom in the world grows and thrives and brings forth its hidden secrets because of the fact that it is under the law of unity. There are no eight-hour labor days in the sun. The sun has no night; it just keeps right on shining. And it shines because it loves to shine, and there is no consciousness of effort; and we never hear a sunbeam come to us with complaint, because every molecule of the sun is affinitized with every other molecule, and there is expressed there such a perfect and absolute unity that the expression of the whole is a radi-
have not found it out.

If we could only understand unity, humanity would be a great flame of love, just like the sun, and there would be no sickness, no poverty, no effort; we should just be harnessed to the divine Energy, and our activities would be the expression of our joys. Nature knows unity. The stone knows it. Are we not better than the stones? And yet we have isolated ourselves from the very principle and from the very power that should bring about this expression of the unity that would give to us the joys of life.

God did not just make this earth and stick a few stars around it and then stop working. He has created worlds within worlds, and mysteries within mysteries, and the key to unlock these worlds and these mysteries, which shall give to us the knowledge of heaven and earth, is the key of unity. This is the Baha'i Revelation. And from that central heart there spreads out in luminous light to the whole world the principles upon which this unity stands: the oneness of the world of humanity, the solidarity of the human race, the oneness of all the religions.

God in his singleness created a universe of oneness. If we can rise to that vision, if we can stop seeking the center of self and turn our eyes to that supreme center which is God, we shall find that we were all created by God to be a brotherhood, a race of solidarity, and not separate races, and separate colors, and separate nations. Is it greater that we love that nation which we call our nation, or that we love humanity in which all nations merge and from which all nations stand forth?

Every prophet has brought us this message. But man has decided that he can do better going it alone. He has felt that his own interest was greater than that for which God created him. But when we wake up to this worldwide vision, and enter into this race-deep consciousness, we shall realize that the real bestowals are much greater than anything that we can learn or conceive of.

Abdul-Baha, the son of Baha'u'llah, came to California two or three years ago, and in one of the tablets, or letters, in which he spoke of San Francisco, he spoke of it as being a city of great freedom. This is the very first step toward the emancipation of self, the race and the world. Freedom! Free from all petty prejudices, free from all limitations, so that we can amalgamate and become a concrete whole.

Baha'u'llah has brought to us this knowledge of God, this knowledge of unity, and he has given to us the power to express this unity, so that today this Baha'i spirit, in its universal movement, is reaching around the world. In every country, and in every city, we find the little groups actively working for the uplift of humanity. The secret of this power is the love of service. The moment we begin to serve we begin to enter into that divine power which is waiting to mold us all in that image in which God created us.

I am going to close with this remark, that the Baha'i Movement is not a new religion, but it is the spirit of all religions, "a new statement and a new demonstration of the power of God which is working for the education and the uplift of humanity."
IN THIS DAY everyone must be tested, as the time of the “chosen ones” to prove their worth is indeed very short. The day of attainment is drawing to a close for them. The “first fruits” must be ripened in spirit, mellowed in love, and consumed by their self-sacrifice and severance. None other are acceptable as first fruits, and all who fail to attain to the standard through the tests are relegated to the “many who are called.”

—ABDUL-BAHA

[The above excerpt is from notes brought by Dr. E. C. Getsinger from Haifa. As the notes were not signed by Abdul-Baha, the responsibility for their correctness must rest with Dr. Getsinger until the door of communication with Abdul-Baha is again opened and the statements therein confirmed. Inasmuch as they appear of vital importance to all, we publish them in this issue.—The Editors]

[See page 45]
ABDUL-BAHA AT HOME—HAIFA, MT. CARMEL, SYRIA
Gateway and walk leading to door of his house; Mt. Carmel in background, with glimpse of Haifa through gateway

Photograph taken October 7, 1914, by Mr. George Latimer
STAR OF THE WEST

“We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strife; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come.”—BAHA’U’LLAH.
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Latest news of Abdul-Baha

Cairo, Egypt, May 13, 1915.

Mr. Charles Mason Remey.

Dear Bahai Brother—

You will be glad to hear the latest good news which we have had of Abdul-Baha. Two Persian Bahais—one a resident of Cairo and the other of Haifa—managed to get on a steamer at Haifa and were allowed to come to Egypt. They were searched, and could bring no letters nor papers, and that is why Mirza Sohrab could not send by them any mail for America. They tell me that Abdul-Baba is very well and happy; his health is very good, and he laughs much and is in excellent spirits. He is happier than at any time since the war began. They have enough to eat as supplies are brought in from the country villages—vegetables, fruits, grains, eggs, meat, etc. The holy family and Lua Getsinger have been staying in a village two hours inland from Acca, but now they are all returning to Haifa, as Abdul-Baha considers it safe for them all to remain in their own homes at Haifa. You will all rejoice with us over this favorable news of Abdul-Baha.

Faithfully yours in the name of El-Abha.

Elinore Hiscock.

“The worst enemies of the Cause are in the Cause”

Utterances of Abdul-Baha in answer to questions asked by Dr. Edward C. Getsinger during a few brief meetings at Haifa, Syria, January 26 to February 5, 1915, and recorded by Dr. Getsinger at the time.

No obstacle should be placed before any soul which might prevent it from finding the truth. Baha’u’llah revealed his directions, teachings, and laws, so that souls might know God, and not that any utterance might become an obstacle in their way.

Holding to the letter of the law is many times an indication of a desire for leadership. One who assumes to be the enforcer of the law shows an intellectual understanding of the Cause, but that spiritual guidance in them is not yet established.

The alphabet of things is for children, that they may in time use their reasoning powers. “Following the spirit” is a guidance by and through the heart, the prompter of the spirit. The Pharisees were extremely orthodox, holding strictly to the law. They were the cause of the condemnation and ultimate crucifixion of Jesus.

Several times tablets have been written to some friends regarding a small detail in the work of the Cause, which they might attend to, such as reporting...
proof of their authority over the friends in those regions. Although the books and
proof of their authority over the friends. Although the books and
about Ezelies, nakazeen, et al., and now we hear that such tablets are used as a
about Ezelies, nakazeen, et al., and now we hear that such tablets are used as a
no attitude of superiority over the friends.
no attitude of superiority over the friends.

give a sign that he was an authority on any subject, consequently the gifts of
give a sign that he was an authority on any subject, consequently the gifts of
no announcement, nor following, nor written document.
no announcement, nor following, nor written document.
Let the servant be known by his deeds, by his life!
Let the servant be known by his deeds, by his life!
To be approved of God alone should be one's aim.
To be approved of God alone should be one's aim.

When God calls a soul to a high station, it is because that soul has capacity
When God calls a soul to a high station, it is because that soul has capacity
for that station as a gift of God, and because that soul has supplicated to be
taken into His service. No envies, jealousies, calumnies, slanders, plots, nor
schemes, will ever move God to remove a soul from its intended place, for by the
grace of God, such actions on the part of the people are the test of the servant,
testing his strength, forbearance, endurance and sincerity under adversity. At
the same time those who show forth envies, jealousies, etc., toward a servant, are
depriving themselves of their own stations, and not another of his, for they
prove by their own acts that they are not only unworthy of being-called to any
station awaiting them, but also prove that they cannot withstand the very first
test—that of rejoicing over the success of their neighbor, at which God rejoices.
Only by such a sincere joy can the gift of God descend unto a pure heart.
Only by such a sincere joy can the gift of God descend unto a pure heart.

Envy closes the door of Bounty, and jealousy prevents one from ever attain­ing
to the Kingdom of Abha.
Envy closes the door of Bounty, and jealousy prevents one from ever attain­ing
to the Kingdom of Abha.

No! Before God! No one can deprive another of his rightful station, that
can only be lost by one's unwillingness or failure to do the will of God, or by
seeking to use the Cause of God for one's own gratification or ambition.

No one save a severed soul or a sincere heart finds response from God. By
No one save a severed soul or a sincere heart finds response from God. By
assisting in the success of another servant in the Cause does one in reality lay
the foundation for one's own success and aspirations.
Ambitions are an abomination before the Lord.

How regrettable! Some even use the affairs of the Cause and its activities
as a means of revenge on account of some personal spite, or fancied injury,
interfering with the work of another, or seeking its failure. Such only destroy
their own success, did they know the truth.

Abdul-Baha is the interpreter of the aims, intents, and purposes of the
Abdul-Baha is the interpreter of the aims, intents, and purposes of the
Words of the Blessed Perfection (Baha’u’llah) and is the interpreter of his own
written words, and none can say that this or that is the intention conveyed
therein, save Abdul-Baha. The spirit of unity exists in the Divine Words, and
one who interprets them in such wise as to create a division and discord is indeed
one who errs.

Were not the Revelation of Baha’u’llah one adaptable to the entire world
and its diverse nations, it could not be a unique and universal Revelation, but
its elasticity adapts itself to all conditions, and its spirit is one that moulds
itself into every vehicle and need for the accomplishment of the divine plan of
unity.
But when some follow merely the hard and fixed letter of the law, they
deprive it (the Revelation) of its elastic quality—the spirit—and endeavor to
convert it into a hard instrument of inflexible qualities.

In this day every one must be tested, as the time of the "chosen ones" to
prove their worth is indeed very short. The day of attainment is drawing to
a close for them. The "first fruits" must be ripened in spirit, mellowed in love,
and consumed by their self-sacrifice and severance. None other are acceptable as
first fruits, and all who fail to attain to the standard through the tests, are
relegated to the "many who are called."

The more one is severed from the world, from desires, from human affairs,
and conditions, the more impervious does one become to the tests of God. Tests
are a means by which a soul is measured as to its fitness, and proven out by its
own acts. God knows its fitness beforehand, and also its unpreparedness, but
man, with an ego, would not believe himself unfit unless proof were given him.
Consequently his susceptibility to evil is proven to him when he falls into the
tests, and the tests are continued until the soul realizes its own unfitness, then
remorse and regret tend to root out the weakness.

The same test comes again in greater degree, until it is shown that a former
weakness has become a strength, and the power to overcome evil has been
established.

Blessed are they who are the means of making unity among the friends, and
pity on those who in the right or wrong are the cause of discord. For instance:
When one is in the right in a case in dispute, and his minority prevents him
from establishing this rightful matter, instead of agitating the subject, if he
will humbly submit to sacrifice his position for the sake of unity and peace, God
will accept that sacrifice and ere long the rightful matter will be established
without any further dispute, by the Divine assistance; whereas without such
sacrifice and submissiveness great harm might ensue.

The friends must be prepared to efface themselves at all times. Seeking the
approval of men is many times the cause of imperiling the approval of God.

The worst enemies of the Cause are in the Cause and mention the Name
of God. We need not fear the enemies on the outside for such can be easily
dealt with. But the enemies who call themselves friends and who persistently
violate every fundamental law of love and unity, are difficult to be dealt with
in this day, for the mercy of God is still great. But ere long this merciful door
will be closed and such enemies will be attacked with a madness.

It has been a long time since letters have been received from the friends.
Everything is first read by the censor, and all tablets likewise submitted to him,
and as my mail alone would keep him very busy, we make no effort to trouble
him. Tell Ahmad Yazdi not to send any more mail to me under any circum-
stances.

Indeed, I contemplate no journey, for who would look after the poor
should I leave here to travel to America or elsewhere?

If you knew what great things would happen to the Cause after my depar-
ture, you would pray every day and night for my release and demise.
“The holy spirit in America is confirming the dear friends”


Portland, Oregon, July 9, 1915.

To the STAR OF THE WEST,*

A little over a year ago Abdul-Baha uttered the following words:

"O how I long to see the believers shouldering the responsibilities of the Cause! This is the time of the proclamation of the Kingdom of A'ba! This is the hour of union and accord! This is the day of the spiritual harmony of the friends of God! All the resources of my physical strength are exhausted and the spirit of my life is the news of the unity of the people of Baha. I am straining my ears toward the east and toward the west, toward the north and toward the south, perchance I might hear the songs of love and good-fellowship raised from the meetings of the believers. My days are numbered, and save this there is no joy left for me.

... I am waiting, I am patiently waiting."

In this present time of extreme crisis, when Abdul-Baha is cut off from the rest of the world, he again voices this longing of his heart. In a letter just received from Beirut, dated May 9, 1915, Mirza Aziz'o'llah Bahadus of the American University, who spent four days of his Easter vacation with Abdul-Baha in Acre, writes that just before his departure Abdul-Baha said to him: "On your return, write to the beloved friends everywhere and give them my heartiest love. Tell them that my health is very good. The climate here suits it, but if (providing) they (the violators) do not interrupt me. Tell the friends that

*Extract from letter written by Mr. Latimer: "Dear brother Windust: I have just received the enclosed message from Abdul-Baha through our Persian brother Aziz'o'llah and, in view of the condition existing in certain centers, am sending it on to you. These words ought to make the friends realize that now is the time to take on the mantle of unity and harmony which Abdul-Baha has given us and to cast off the old disintegrating robe of personal differences.

Yours in the Covenant,

"George Latimer."
whenever I receive news that they are in harmony so that their hearts are overflowing with love for one another, that they are a comfort to one another, and that they have devoted their time to serving mankind without any exception, then my health improves more and more. So my health depends upon their conduct. I am really much pleased with them. I pray that they may become more and more confirmed by the heavenly hosts."

In another letter, dated May 25th, of this year, he writes that Dr. Habib’-Illah† passed through Beirut, with Abdul-Baha’s permission, to go to Persia and convey the glad-tidings of his health. He states: "Abdul-Baha is exceedingly pleased with the beloved souls in America. They are often the object of his commendation. Abdul-Baha says: "Though I am here, the holy spirit in America is confirming the dear friends, the children of the kingdom. They are blessed in every respect. My soul is with them."

It is indeed apparent what is required of us and that now is the time to fulfill these expectations of Abdul-Baha. May these words of his bring to us a redoubled zeal and energy and enable us to establish the kingdom of love, unity and peace in the hearts of mankind today.

In the spirit of the Covenant,

George Latimer.

"The example of America must be a special example"

Address by Woodrow Wilson, President of the United States, before four thousand newly admitted citizens, at Philadelphia, May 10, 1915.

It warms my heart that you should give me such a reception; but it is not of myself that I wish to think tonight, but of those who have just become citizens of the United States. This is the only country in the world which experiences this constant and repeated rebirth. This country is constantly drinking strength out of new sources by the voluntary association with it of great bodies of strong men and forward looking women.

And so by the gift of the free will of independent people it is constantly being renewed from generation to generation by the same process by which it was originally created. It is as if humanity had determined to see to it that this great nation, founded for the benefit of humanity, should not lack for the allegiance of the people of the world. You have just taken an oath of allegiance to the United States. Of allegiance to whom? Of allegiance to no one, unless it be to God. Certainly not of allegiance to those who temporarily represent this great government.

You have taken an oath of allegiance to a great ideal, to a great body of principles, to a great hope of the human race. You have said, "We are going to America not only to earn a living, not only to seek the things which it was more difficult to obtain where we were born but to help forward the great enterprises of the human spirit"—to let men know that everywhere in the world there are men who will cross strange oceans and go where a speech is spoken which is alien to them, knowing that whatever the speech, there is but one longing and utterance of the human
heart, and that is for liberty and justice.

And while you bring all countries with you, you come with a purpose of leaving all other countries behind you—bringing what is best of their spirit, but not looking over your shoulders and seeking to perpetuate what you intended to leave in them.

I certainly would not be one even to suggest that a man cease to love the home of his birth and the nation of his origin—these things are sacred and ought not to be put out of our hearts—but it is one thing to love the place where you were born and it is another thing to dedicate yourself to the place to which you go.

You cannot dedicate yourself to America unless you become in every respect and with every purpose of your will thorough Americans. You cannot become thorough Americans if you think of yourselves in groups. America does not consist of groups. A man who thinks of himself as belonging to a particular national group in America has not yet become an American; and the man who goes among you to trade upon your nationality is no worthy son to live under the stars and stripes.

My urgent advice to you would be not only always to think first of America, but always also to think first of humanity. You do not love humanity if you seek to divide humanity into jealous camps. Humanity can be welded together only by love, by sympathy, by justice, not by jealousy and hatred.

I am sorry for the man who seeks to make personal capital out of the passions of his fellow men. He has lost the touch and ideal of America, for America was created to unite mankind by those passions which lift and not by the passions which separate and debase.

We came to America, either ourselves or in persons of our ancestors, to better the ideals of men, to make them see finer things than they had seen before, to get rid of things that divide, and to make sure of the things that unite.

It was but an historical accident, no doubt, that this great country was called "The United States," and yet I am thankful that it has the word "United" in its title; and the man who seeks to divide, man from man, group from group, interest from interest in the United States, is striking at its heart.

It is an interesting circumstance to me in thinking of those of you who have just sworn allegiance to this great government that you were drawn across the ocean by some beckoning finger of hope, by some belief, by some vision of a new kind of justice, by some expectation of a better kind of life.

No doubt you have been disappointed in some of us. Some of us are disappointing. No doubt you have found that justice in the United States goes only with a pure heart and a right purpose as it does everywhere else in the world. No doubt what you found here did not seem touched for you, after all, with the complete beauty of the ideal which you had conceived beforehand.

But remember this, if you had grown at all poor in the ideal, you brought some of it with you. A man does not go out to seek the thing that is not in him. A man does not hope for the thing that he does not believe in and if some of us have forgotten what America believed in, you, at any rate, imported in your own hearts a renewal of the belief.

I was born in America. You dreamed dreams of what America was to be, and I hope you brought the dreams with you. No man that does not see visions will ever realize any high hope or undertake any high enterprise. Just because you brought dreams with you, America is more likely to realize the dreams such as you brought. You are enriching us if you came expecting us to be better than we are.
See, my friends, what that means; it means that Americans must have a consciousness different from the consciousness of every other nation in the world. I am not saying this with even the slightest thought of criticism of other nations.

You know how it is with a family. A family gets centered on itself if it is not careful and is less interested in the neighbors than it is in its own members. So a nation that is not constantly renewed out of new sources is apt to have the narrowness and prejudice of a family, whereas America must have this consciousness, that on all sides it touches elbows and touches hearts with all the nations of mankind.

The example of America must be a special example. The example of America must be the example not merely of peace because it will not fight, but of peace because peace is the healing and elevating influence of the world and strife is not. There is such a thing as a man being too proud to fight. There is such a thing as a nation being so right that it does not need to convince others by force that it is right.

So if you come into this great nation as you have come, voluntarily seeking something that we have to give, all that we have to give is this: We cannot exempt you from work. No man is exempt from work anywhere in the world. I sometimes think he is fortunate if he has to work only with his hands and not with his head.

It is easy to do what other people give you to do, but it is difficult to give other people things to do. We cannot exempt you from work; we cannot exempt you from the strife and the heart-breaking burden of the struggle of the day—that is common to mankind everywhere. We cannot exempt you from the loads that you must carry—we can only make them light by the spirit in which they are carried.

That is the spirit of hope, it is the spirit of liberty, it is the spirit of justice.

When I was asked, therefore, by the mayor and the committee that accompanied him to come up from Washington to meet this great company of newly admitted citizens I could not decline the invitation.

I ought not to be away from Washington, and yet I feel that it has renewed my spirit as an American. In Washington men tell you so many things every day that are not so, and I like to come and stand in the presence of a great body of my fellow citizens, whether they have been my fellow citizens a long time or a short time, and drink, as it were, out of the common fountain with them and go back feeling that you have so generously given me the sense of your support and of the living vitality in your hearts, of its great ideals which made America the hope of the world.

CORRECTIONS

In No. 19 issue, Vol. V. Star of the West, on page 298, regarding the departure of Prof. Cheney, it is erroneously stated that he died in London. His death took place in Oxford.

In the address delivered by Mary Hanford Ford, which appeared on pages 33 and 34 of this Volume of the Star of the West, the architect of the Palace of Fine Arts is a Mr. Maybeck, not the name mentioned; and the Column of Progress is on the Esplanade, not the Marnia.

—The Editors.
AGA SHEIKH A Một AKBAR GOOCHANI
Martyred April, 1915
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brethren; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be: these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'O'LLAH.
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Bahai Martyrdoms in Persia

Extracts from letters from Dr. Susan I. Moody and Dr. Arastoo, Teheran, Persia.

AGA SHEIKH ALY AKBAR GOOCHANI, a noted Bahai teacher, was murdered in Meshed last April. The assassin shot him in the back and the body lay where it fell in the bazaars for some days. The animosity against the Bahais had reached the point where none dared to move it for fear of a general slaughter. A photograph of fifty Bahais was posted in the bazaars and they were boycotted in all the shops.

A few days ago news reached Teheran from Goochan that the wife of the martyr has died in childbed; the child also died. No midwife would attend her, nor would a Mussulman prepare the bodies for burial. It was forbidden to bring them to the graveyard, so the grandmother washed the bodies and had them buried in their own garden.

The original of the photograph sent herewith was given me by Sheikh Aly Akbar while he was sojourning in Teheran three years ago.

His martyrdom is foretold by the beloved Abdul-Baha in the tablet of which I am enclosing both Persian and English copies. Persistent effort is being made to bring the murderer to justice.

—Susan I. Moody.

... The wife of Aga Sheikh Ali Akbar, the martyr, had three or four children, and she herself was very learned. Consider how much the enemies have added to their oppression and tyranny toward the Bahais. All the Bahais are scattered from Khorassan and are distressed and wandering. ... Also from Zovareh, which is a city near Esphahan, a great number of the Bahais have come to Teheran after all their property had been taken. ... We have no remedy save to be patient and pray on behalf of the oppressors. May God awaken them!


TABLET REVEALED FOR SHEIKH ALY AKBAR

Upon him be Baha’o’llah-el-Abha!

O thou firm one in the Covenant!

Thy letter addressed to his honor Mirza Haydor Aly was noted and from its contents regret was experienced because our intention was to prepare the means of tranquility; now it has produced difficulties and you are greatly troubled; but as these troubles are in the path of God it is in reality a favor and will have great results.

Since this is so, it is better that with the utmost cheerfulness and happiness you bid farewell to the friends (saying): I am going on a journey to teach that perchance I may be confirmed in servitude and perhaps the cup of martyrdom...
may overflow. As in this region the giving up of life is not attainable, therefore it is necessary to hasten to other parts.

Then go to Ishkabad and a letter will be written to Hazrat Afnan to prepare the necessities of the journey to send you to Isfahan because in Isfahan the people are crying aloud for teachers and I hope that you may attain to a great and distinguished service on this journey. From Isfahan you may hasten to Abadeh and Shiraz and from there to the shores of the Persian gulf and the journey may be ended at the blessed tomb.

Upon thee be Baha’u’llah-el-Abha!
(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by M. Vail’ollah Khan Vargha, May 28, 1915, Teheran

Brief history of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in America

By Mrs. Corinne True.

"0 Concourse of Creation! O People of God! Construct homes or houses, in the most beautiful fashion possible, in every city, in every land, in the Name of the Lord of religions. Adorn them with that which beseemeth them, not with pictures or paintings. Then commemorate thy Lord, the Merciful the Clement, in spirit and fragrance. Verily, by His mention, by this commemoration, the breasts shall be dilated, the eyes illumined, the hearts gladdened; and thus shall you pray the orient of praises, in the Mashrak-el-Azkar."

—From the Kiktel-el-Akdas, by Baha’u’llah.

HAVING heard enthusiastic reports of the building of the first Mashrak-el-Azkar in Ishkabad, Russia, the members of the spiritual committee* of the Chicago Assembly were inspired to supplicate to the Center of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha, to grant permission for the second Mashrak-el-Azkar to be built in America.

On June 7, 1903, a tablet was revealed in Aica by Abdul-Baha saying, "Now the day has arrived in which the edifice of God, the divine sanctuary, the spiritual temple, shall be erected in America."

The following words from the pen of Abdul-Baha clearly indicate the erection of a material building: "The Mashrak-el-Azkar, though outwardly a material foundation, is possessed of spiritual effect and causes the union of hearts and the gathering of souls. . . . Praise be to God! The erection of the Mashrak-el-Azkar has a great effect in all grades (or states). It was tested in the east and so evidently and plainly was it proved good (that) even when in a village a house was called the Mashrak-el-Azkar, it possessed a different effect. How much more its building and organization." Furthermore, he says, "The Mashrak-el-Azkar is the most important matter and the greatest divine institute. Consider how the first institute of his holiness Moses, after his exodus from Egypt was the 'Tent of Martyrdom' which he raised and which was the travelling temple. It was a tent which they pitched in the desert wherever they abode, and worshipped in it. Likewise, after his holiness Christ—May the spirit of the world be a sacrifice to him—the first institute by the disciples was a temple. They planned a church in every country. Consider the Gospel (i.e., read it), and the importance of the Mashrak-el-Azkar will become evident. I hope that all the beloved of God, collectively, on the continent of America, men and women, will strive night and day until the Mashrak-el-Azkar is erected in the utmost solidity and beauty."

And again: "Today, the establish-

*Better known as the "House of Spirituality."—The Editors.
ment of the Mashrak-el-Azkar is of paramount importance, but hereafter it shall not be so. This is the beginning of organization; it is like unto the first church founded in Christianity; it is an expression of the elevation of the Word of God.”

While in London, on his first European trip, Abdul-Baha told Mr. Charles Mason Remey that “its building is the most important of all things. This is the spiritual foundation, for that reason it is the most important of all foundations; from that spiritual foundation will come forth all manner of advancement and progress in the world of humanity. Therefore, how great is its importance.”

To Mrs. Helen S. Goodall and Mrs. Ella G. Cooper, Abdul-Baha said: “To have it built is most important. Some material things have spiritual effect, and the Mashrak-el-Azkar is a material thing that will have great effect upon the spirits of the people. Not only does the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar have an effect upon those who build it, but upon the whole world.” “In the Mashrak-el-Azkar, services will be held every morning and the words of Baha’u’llah only are to be read.”

While in Ramleh, Egypt, Abdul-Baha assured Mr. Percy Woodcock that “The most important thing in this day is the speedy erection of the edifice. Its mystery is great and cannot be unveiled as yet. In the future it will be made plain.”

During the sojourn of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Haney in the prison home of Abdul-Baha, he said: “When the Mashrak-el-Azkar, with its accessories, is established in the world, aside from its religious or spiritual influence, it will have a tremendous effect upon civilization. Aside from the religious, who will feel its influence, materialists will not be exempt therefrom. Moreover, it contains divine wisdom, spiritual effects upon the intellects and thoughts. Subsequent to its erection these will become evident.”

This important point was made clear to a pilgrim visiting him, namely, that “The organization of worshipping places is not simply for drawing near to God, but it is to concentrate the word or spirit of God and cause the power of unity and oneness among the people.”

Regarding the locating of this edifice of God, Abdul-Baha wrote to the friends of New York City: “Concerning the erection of the temple; now all the believers must become united, so that the temple may be built soon in one place. For should the believers undertake (the erection of the temple) in many places, it will not become completed anywhere; and, as in Chicago they have preceded every other place to plan the erection of the temple, undoubtedly to co-operate and help them is nobler and a necessity. Then when it is built in one place it will become erected in many other places. God willing in all the states of America, in the future, there will be erected temples, with infinite architectural beauty and art, with pleasing proportions and handsome and attractive appearances, especially in New York.”

Also to Dr. Edward Getsinger, Abdul-Baha wrote: “Regarding the building of the temple in Chicago, both of you (Dr. and Mrs. Getsinger) display the utmost effort in encouraging and inspiring the believers and the maid-servants of God, so that they may assist in the matter with generosity, and thus soon this temple will be erected. This matter is of great importance.” (“Utmost importance” in Abdul-Baha’s own handwriting.)

When M. Eshte’al-Ebn Kalanter wrote regarding a Mashrak-el-Azkar on Monsalvat (Green Acre, Maine,) Abdul-Baha replied: “Concerning the building of a Mashrak-el-Azkar on Monsalvat: It is certain that before long this shall be built; and this is an ordained (or fixed) matter; but in Chicago it is two or three years since a number of people are making efforts. Now while the building of

(Continued on page fifty-five)
**O thou Star of the West!**

BE thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unflappable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon thy firmness, firmness, firmness.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHÁ
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**Persian-American Educational Society**

**The Work** of the Persian-American Educational Society continues as heretofore, and through the courtesy of M. Eshte'al-Ebn Kalanter, the private banking facilities of the Persian Legation have been made available for the transfer of funds to Teheran. In this way recent drafts have been safely transmitted, and another remittance is being made up to be forwarded as soon as the funds shall have been assembled.

Dr. Susan L. Moody writes from Teheran, telling of a plan to create a building fund by setting aside any margin which may accrue after deducting from the scholarship fund of $18.00 per annum, the actual expenses of tuition, books, etc. To this will be added such special amounts as the American friends may contribute from time to time. Of course, as heretofore, those who send money for clothing for their proteges may be assured of its being applied in that direction. The following quotation from Dr. Moody's letter may be of general interest:

"You might make known the fact of building fund, and others may wish to subscribe various sums. This year nine of the American boy pupils received sixth grade certificates from the university. In all forty-three boys passed.

"From the Girls' Tarbiet, twelve girls received the same certificate. We are very proud of them, as they have had so few years of preparation.

"We are also examining in my home, all the advanced girls who have completed the first and second courses in their study of the Revelation. We take them in small groups by request of the Spiritual Assembly. They are given simple gifts, as a remembrance—a penholder; a ticket bearing their name and stamped by the Mahfil Dars Aklagh; once we added a printed telegram from Abdul-Baha; another time one of Mr. Remey's illuminated cards; again, a photographic copy of a holy tablet. Miss Kappes loans out a beautiful gold medal sent by Miss Holmes, which is worn by each graduate in turn during one session of class. We serve sherbet and tea, the pupils chant prayers and poems from memory and the atmosphere is just what one desires, nearness to each other and to the Beloved.

"Dr. Clock and Miss Kappes are interested in establishing centers to teach married women to read and write, and..."
working in the advanced girl students as teachers.”

The friends and patrons of the society will realize herein opportunities for service in a most effective manner, and it is hoped that the work of the society may be continued uninterrupted, and its influence increased.

Joseph H. Hannen, Exec. Sec'y.

Brief History of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in America

(Continued from page fifty-three)

this temple is not yet started or engaged in, if there be the founding of a second temple undertaken, neither of the two would be accomplished, and this failure would weaken the Cause.”

Mr. Mountfort Mills received a tablet from Abdul-Baha saying: “The Mashrak-el-Azkar of Chicago is of the greatest importance. This is a Bahai temple, a supreme house of worship, a place of spiritual gathering and of the manifestation of divine mysteries. The friends of God must endeavor with all their hearts and souls that this structure may be raised and completed.”

The Center of the Covenant has written: “One must first grasp those affairs which will make growth (in the Cause) and also be in time and season.”

From the foregoing quotations it is manifest that the Mashrak-el-Azkar is founded on the “Rock of Ages,” the eternal Word of God, as to its object, location and appropriate time for its erection.

A brief sketch of the work accomplished may prove interesting:

In the spring of 1907 while Messrs. Chase, Agnew and Scheffler were in the prison home of Abdul-Baha, he said to them: “Concerning the temple, the Mashrak-el-Azkar, it is a very important matter, the most important thing now in America is the building of the temple. You and your friends must endeavor in this matter. This building will be the cause of the confirmation of the believers. It has a great effect because it is the beginning of the foundation. After centuries it is not so important as it is now, but now it is very important. At first they build the temple and worship in it and grow. In past times they could not build it so outwardly. This building will be the cause of unity and prosperity of the Cause. The unity comes; from every part the believers will assist. This is a heavenly society and also it will be the cause of strength. The believers will get blessings and bounties. It cannot be compared with the church of the old time. You have only to begin, everything will be all right.”

When this message was brought back to America a new activity in the Mashrak-el-Azkar resulted throughout the country and contributions from various assemblies and individuals were received. A convention was called for November 26, 1907, to be held in Chicago. This was the first Mashrak-el-Azkar convention, regarding which Abdul-Baha wrote to Mr. Charles Sprague: “Thou hast written concerning the organization of a council for the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. This news brought much spirit and fragrance, for the nine delegates sent by the various assemblies gathered in that meeting and consulted concerning the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar.”

Several possible tracts of land on both the south and north sides of the city had been investigated, as Abdul-Baha had said to a pilgrim that it must be near the lake. The morning of the day of November 26, 1907, the delegates visited the south side tract, noting carefully the surroundings, returning to the home of Mrs. Grace Foster for a sumptuous (Thanksgiving day) feast, prepared in the name of the Center of the Covenant by the Chicago maid-servants. It was at first feared that such a feast of good things had incapacitated the delegates to visit
the north shore tract in the afternoon but it made them stronger for the trip, both spiritually and physically. That evening a spirited meeting was held over the north shore tract and the north shore tract was most desirable. Miss Gertrude Buikema took the minutes of this meeting. Upon closer investigation the north shore tract (now the site of the Mashrak-el-Azkar) was found to consist of fourteen lots. The spiritual meeting of the Chicago Assembly, after bringing the matter before the assembly for approval, took title to two of the lots in the name of the treasurer of the assembly, Mr. Carl Scheffler, and arose to obey the Center of the Covenant when he said, “You have only to begin, everything will be all right.” The sum of $2,000 was paid for those two lots on April 9, 1908.

On June 19, 1908, a tablet was revealed by Abdul-Baha and translated by his daughter Moneveh Khanum, in which he wrote. “Ask every spiritual meeting in the other cities that they will each select one and send him, and from these selected ones and with those who are selected from the Chicago meetings, establish a new meeting for the provision of the needs of the temple. If this be established with perfect fragrance and joy, it will produce great results. In this new meeting, especially for the establishment of the temple, women are also to be members.”

In compliance with these instructions from Abdul-Baha, the House of Spirituality of the Chicago Assembly called the second* Mashrak-el-Azkar convention for March 22 and 23, 1909, the proceedings of which were accurately recorded by Miss Gertrude Buikema and Mr. Charles Joss, duly elected to act as secretaries, and afterwards printed. Thus the tiny mustard seed of nine delegates grew in the two intervening years to four times nine. The Bahai Temple Unity resulted, as an organization, with full power and authority to provide ways and means for the erection of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. A constitution was presented and adopted and the first executive board of Bahai Temple Unity was elected and authorized by the convention to close and complete the purchase of the land, recommended by the first convention, 1907, of which two lots had been bought and paid for, with an option secured on the remaining twelve lots. Immediately after the close of the convention the newly appointed executive board went into session, selecting its officers in accordance with the constitution. The treasurer of the Chicago Assembly, Mr. Scheffler, in whose name the title to the two lots was held, turned over to the Bahai Temple Unity all official documents and all monies held by him for the Mashrak-el-Azkar, as follows:

- Monies on hand ................ $3,666.44
- Land values ..................  2,000.00
- Total ........................... $5,666.44

When the two lots had been purchased, Mr. C. E. Brush, one of Chicago's architects, kindly made a plat of the tract and its surroundings, which was sent to Abdul-Baha. A beautiful tablet flowed from his pen, “To the friends and maid-servants,” saying that on the anniversary of the declaration of his holiness the Supreme, the Bab, the map of the Mashrak-el-Azkar had been presented, that “great joy was obtained thereby and with the greatest care it was considered;” that “it is indeed a delightful spot worthy of this edifice and building.” (Date of this Tablet, July 4, 1908).

The members of the Executive Board of Bahai Temple Unity appointed Messrs. Mills, Hall and Jacobsen, a committee to attend to the land negotiations, and an offer of $32,500 for the remaining twelve lots was made and accepted with a contract providing for the payment of $5,000 every six months, with interest, commencing July 1, 1909. A religious corporation was effected under the laws of Illinois in the name “Bahai Temple Unity,” and the title to the land secured.

---

*More often referred to as the first convention because it was the first general gathering of Bahais in convention.—The Editors.
The third Mashrak-el-Azkar convention convened in Chicago, April 25 and 26, 1910. Report of the work done during the year was given by the secretary, Mr. Jacobsen, and the financial secretary's report showed contributions for the fiscal year:

From the Orient ............... $7,092.85
From America and Europe .... 7,638.66
Total .................. $14,731.51

($2,000 of this being land)

Contributions had come from India, Persia, Turkey, Syria, Palestine, Russia, Egypt, Germany, France, England, Canada, Mexico, Hawaiian Islands, and a little island far out in the Indian Ocean, Mauritius. Besides from sixty different American cities. The words of the Center of the Covenant had literally been fulfilled: "You have only to begin—everything will be all right."

The fourth Mashrak-el-Azkar convention was held in Chicago, May 1 and 2, 1911. A command having come from Acea to hold the convention during the Rizwan days. During the fiscal year April 23, 1910, to April 29, 1911, the total contributions were:

The Orient and Europe..... $1,190.83
America ................. 9,210.76
Total .................. $10,401.59

The fifth convention in Chicago, April 29 to May 1, 1912, will eternally wear the glorious crown of bestowal because of the presence of the Center of the Covenant and his dedication of the Mashrak-el-Azkar grounds May 1, 1912. During this fiscal year the lake shore tract of 293 feet frontage had been contracted for and payment made on it, the purchase price being $17,000. The contributions for the year having been $7,292.45.

The sixth convention was entertained by the friends of New York City, April 28 and 29, 1913. Regarding this wonderful convention Abdul-Baha wrote Mr. Wilhelm, saying:

"Praise be to God, that the New York believers became confirmed in the accomplishment of a great service and held in that city the consultation convention for the erection of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. They displayed the utmost of effort until that convention was inaugurated with infinite perfection. They exercised the greatest of love and kindness towards all the delegates who had come from the different states. They united and entertained the delegates in their homes. With perfect affection they spread before them the banquet of hospitality. Every one became grateful and happy. This event will adorn an important and blessed page in the Bahai history."

At this convention the commemoration of the ninth day of every month as Mashrak-el-Azkar day was proposed and afterward confirmed by Abdul-Baha and has proved a very great impetus to the Mashrak-el-Azkar work. The friends of other countries join with us in observing the day; very beautiful are the letters from our four American sisters in Teheran telling of their holding this ninth day with us.

The first contribution for the fiscal year April 30, 1912, to April 19, 1913, was a gift from the Center of the Covenant at the closing session of the previous convention in Chicago. Also this year marked the completion of the payment on the site dedicated by Abdul-Baha and an indebtedness of $9,000 on the Lake Shore tract remained only, its entire liquidation being urged before the expiration of 1913. The contributions for the year having been $14,206.42.

Another year soon rolled around and Chicago was again blest with a Mashrak-el-Azkar convention, which was the seventh convention. It also marked the fiftieth anniversary of the Declaration of Baha'ullah.

At the close of the year 1913 the money came literally rolling in for the cancellation of all land debts and a cablegram was sent to Abdul-Baha announcing that the Bahai Temple Unity had completed
its land obligations. Thus the new year, 1914, dawned free of any clouds for the Mashrak-el-Azkar work so that the building fund might be started. The financial secretary reported contributions for the year $13,503.79 and the Unity entirely out of debt with land holdings for which $51,500 had been paid and which was worth almost double the price paid. Complete unity and harmony marked the sessions of this seventh convention.

And now the eighth Mashrak-el-Azkar convention and first Bahai congress has convened in San Francisco. Thus our conventions held in the United States of America have travelled from coast to coast.

Almost immediately after the second convention, when the Bahai Temple Unity resulted, the president of the first Executive Board, Mr. Mountford Mills, of New York City, visited the Center of the Covenant who was still a prisoner of the Turkish Government, though liberated in July of that same year, 1908. Mr. Mills wrote: "At the temple convention, he seemed most pleased and satisfied and assured us that the future would see many more, constantly increasing in numbers, attending and bringing together representatives from all parts of the world. He said that these gatherings would be to the spiritual body of the world what the inrush of the spirit is to the physical body of man, quickening it to its utmost parts and infusing a new light and power."

One of the most touching gifts to the building fund was a check for $1,000 addressed to "the Bahai Temple of Peace" and saying in the letter, "In Europe, fathers and brothers have been torn from their wives and little children, and many left at home are in want of dire necessities. Our beloved ones are not facing mutilation, acute suffering and death. I send this as a thanksgiving offering, though it seems minute indeed to express what I feel."

During the fiscal year beginning April 27, 1914, the monthly contributions have been as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 27</td>
<td>$258.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>$388.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>$351.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>$483.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>$344.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>$1,533.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>$557.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>$519.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>$614.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>$768.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>$247.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>$278.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1</td>
<td>$251.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total, to April 18, 1915...$6,597.65

Total receipts of subscriptions from August, 1907, to April, 1915:

First Convention .............. $5,666.44
Second Convention .............. 14,731.51
Third Convention .............. 10,401.59
Fourth Convention ............ 7,292.45
Fifth Convention .............. 14,206.42
Sixth Convention .............. 13,503.79
Seventh Convention ........... 6,597.65
Grand Total ................. $72,399.85

Of the above amount $11,158.75 was from countries other than United States, as follows:

England—St. Ives, Cornwall; Springfield, Broadway; Manchester; London; Sussex, Brighton; Warwick; Clifton, Bristol. Ireland—Warrington, County Down. France—Paris; Dinan, Brittany. Germany—Berlin; Stuttgart; Esslingen; Zuffenhausen. Italy—Sienna; Ravenna, Erba. European Turkey—Constantinople. Palestine—Acre; Haifa. Russia—Baku; Ishkabad. Persia—Teheran; Esphahan; Gangelie; Shiraz; Yahromi; Reaht; Kermanshah; Sanstan; Meshed; Tiflis; Yazd; Arabelli. India—Rangoon; Bombay; Mandalay. Egypt—Cairo; Port Said; Alexandria. South Africa—East Rand; Transvaal; Capetown. New Zealand—Davenport; Auckland. Brazil—Sao Paulo. Canada—Montreal; Brockville; St. John’s, W. B. Islands of the Sea—Isle of Pines; Isle of Maurictius; Hawaiian Islands.

Respectfully submitted,

Corinne True,
Financial Secy., Bahai Temple Unity.
We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be ameliorated. So it shall be: these fruitless strifes these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—Baha’u’llah.

STAR OF THE WEST

"We are in the most radiant century, wherein human perceptions have developed and investigation of reality is conducted"

Address by Abdul-Baha at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Moxey, New York City, November 18, 1912.

Stenographic notes taken by Miss Esther Foster.

OFFER thanks to God for this meeting with you here. From the external standpoint such meetings are inconceivable, for we are orientals, whereas you are occidentals, and between us there is no patriotic relation, no racial relation, no linguistic relation, no commercial relation, no political relation. There is no connection or any bond requiring such a gathering between us. However, the love of God has gathered us here, and this is the best of means. Every other means of fellowship is limited in efficiency, but fellowship based on the love of God is unlimited, is everlasting, is divine, is radiant. Therefore we must be thankful to God for uniting us in fellowship and creating such amity between us that persons from the east may meet revered persons of the west in the utmost love. Surely, for everything there is wisdom, especially for great things, and most especially for the most particular affairs of life, and this concerns the manifestation of God and the descent of the law of God, for, verily, this is the greatest affair, and for the greatest affair, surely, there is all comprehensive wisdom.

The divine, holy Manifestations of God did not reveal themselves for the purpose of founding a nation or a denomination. They did not appear in order that some one, or ones, might acknowledge their prophethood. They did not appear in order to lay the foundation for a religious belief. Even Christ, his holiness Christ, did not become manifest that we should believe in him as the Christ; he did not appear in order that we might follow him; he did not appear in order that we might adore him; all these are limited in scope, whereas the reality of Christ was an unlimited essence. The unlimited reality cannot become bounded by any limitation. Nay, rather, his holiness Christ appeared in order to illumine the world of humanity in order to render the earthly world celestial in nature; to make all the human world a realm of angels; to unite the hearts; to enkindle the light of love in all the hearts; that souls might thus become independent, attaining the utmost love and fellowship, turning to God, being ushered into the kingdom, apportioned in the bestowals and bounty of God, and partaking of the manna from heaven. Thus they might become baptized through the holy
spirit, attaining a new spirit and realizing the life everlasting. All these beliefs and all prophetic laws were for these various purposes. Consequently, we offer thanks to God that no mundane relation obtains among us, but—Praise to God!—ideal and divine bonds connect us. We have gathered at this meeting eagerly anticipating the showing forth of the divine bestowals.

In bygone centuries, all the nations of the world imagined that the law of God was synonymous with blind imitation. For example, the Jews were captives of domestic, blind imitations. The Musselmens, or Mohammedans were also captives. The Christians were followers of old and ancient tradition and teachings. The basic foundation of the religions of God, which are ever conducive to good fellowship, amity and love of humanity, that foundation was forsaken and cast aside, each religion held tenaciously to certain imitations, and by dint of these blind imitations, one was inimicable to the other. On this account it was impossible for the religionists to gather in a meeting, nor was it possible for them to exercise fellowship, even ordinary conversation was considered contaminating, and every nation because of the heritage of blind imitations from ancestors and forefathers and their tenacious hold thereto was alienated from all the other religions. There was no investigation of reality at all. Every soul whose father chanced to be a Jew, turned out to be a Jew, and every soul whose father had been a Mohammedan turned out to be a Mohammedan, and every soul whose forebear was a Buddhist was likewise a Buddhist. In brief, religion was a heritage which was bequeathed from ancestor to progeny, therefore there was no investigation; consequently all were at variance.

Praise be to God, we are in this most radiant century, wherein human perceptions have developed and examination or investigation of reality is conducted. Each individual of the human race is bent on the revelation of reality. Therefore it is behooving of this century that we set aside all that savors of blind imitation and impartially and independently investigate reality. Let us find out what constitutes the reality of the divine religions. For example, if a Christian sets aside all blind imitations handed down by his forebears and investigates the reality of the teachings of the Gospel, he will observe that the foundation of the teachings of his holiness Christ constituted mercy, love, good fellowship, humanitarianism, altruism, and the resplendence or radiance of the bestowals of God, the acquisition of the breaths of the holy spirit united to oneness, even as he declared: Verily, the sun of God shineth upon all humanity without exception, for it shineth upon the just and the unjust. What is the meaning of this declaration? we may ask. The meaning is this, that the mercy of God encircles all, not a single individual is deprived of the mercy of God; no soul is deprived of the resplendence of the bestowals of God. The whole human race is submerged in the sea of the mercy of the Lord and we are all the sheep of God. If there is any shortcoming, it must be eradicated; for example, the man who is ignorant must be educated in order that he may become wise; the man who is sick must be treated in order that he may recover; the man who is immature must be trained in order that he may reach maturity; the man who is asleep must be awakened. All this must be accomplished in the utmost love and not through hatred or rancor. For instance, his holiness Christ has declared: Those having eyes yet they see not; having ears yet they hear not; having hearts, yet they understand not. Just as the prophet Isaiah foretold: But I shall heal them. Hence, it becomes evident that the bounties of Christ transformed the eye which was blind into a seeing one; the ear which was formerly deaf, he rendered attentive; the heart which was hard, he made tender; in
other words, the text means that although the people possessed external eyes, yet the insight, or the sight of the soul was blind although the corporeal ear heard, yet the hearing of the spirit was deaf; though they possessed hearts, they were without illumination; and the bounties of his holiness Christ saved those souls from these conditions. Thus it is evident that the manifestation of the Messiah was synonymous with universal mercy. His providence was universal and his teachings were for all. His lights were for everybody. Every "Christ" came for the earth of mankind. Therefore we must investigate the foundation of the divine religion and find it and reinstate it and spread it broadcast in the world, so that it may become the cause of illumination of the world; that the dead may become alive, and the blind seeing, and the inattentive attentive.

Each one of the divine religions is divisible into two departments. One department is spiritual in nature, such as faith in God, faith in Christ, faith in Moses, faith in Abraham, faith in Mohammed, the love of God, the oneness of the world of humanity. These shall be spread throughout the world. This strife and sedition shall disappear. This ignorance and inadvertence and these quarrels shall cease, and all the human race shall be bound together. The second department or division, which is non-essential, concerns the world of bodies, concerns transactions. It is non-essential or accidental. Seen in affairs it is subject to changes and transformations according to the exigency of the time and place. For example, the question of divorce, at the time of Moses it was permitted, but during the time of Christ it was not permitted, therefore Christ made it unlawful. For example, there are in the Torah ten commandments concerning retribution for murder. . . . And now the religions have forsaken the department which is essential, which has to do with the life of the human world, the life which is lasting—and that is the love of God, faith in God, philanthropy, knowledge, perception, guidance—all these are held to be accidental and they squabble over the question as to whether divorce is lawful or unlawful. The Jews consider it lawful and the Catholic religion says it is unlawful, therefore, they quarrel. Now what is the basic foundation?

His holiness Christ said in the Gospel: Whosoever smites thee on the right cheek, turn to him the other also. Consider what is going on now in the Balkans. What relation is there between the teachings of Christ and what is happening there? What relation is that which man has absolutely forgotten? For the mooted question as regards their quarreling and disputing belongs to the department which is accidental and of no importance. We therefore must set aside all these blind imitations and investigate reality, and reality is one, it does not accept of multiplicity at all, and there is no doubt through that conception we shall be unified.

In the orient, darkness was brewing and all the religions were submerged in the ocean of blind imitation. There was no trace of the foundation of the divine religion. Therefore, because the blind imitations were various, the people were hostile and inimical; rancor and sedition were rampant, and battling and quarreling were continuous; blood overspread the eastern horizon. In place of religion being the cause of fellowship, it was the cause of hatred; in lieu of religion being the cause of unity, it proved to be the cause of discord, reaching that degree wherein there was warfare and strife, even as in the Balkans at the present time. The present existing religion in the Balkans imagines that the basis of divine religion means warfare. If the adherents of one religion endeavor to eradicate and erase the other religion, the adherents of both religions try to
"The Will of the Creator is effected through the process of (voluntary) composition"

SCIENTIFIC PROOF OF THE EXISTENCE OF GOD


Translated from notes in Persian by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

Today some one asked a question regarding the existence of God.

What are the proofs through which one can establish the existence of God?

People are divided into two sections, one which is satisfied with the knowledge of the attributes of divinity, and the other which strives to establish the existence of divinity, and be informed of the fundamental principles of divine philosophy.

Therefore today I will speak to you of the proofs which establish scientifically the existence of God.

I will not quote to you the scriptural proofs from the Old and the New Testament or the Koran, for you are more or less familiar with those ideas. Consequently I will deal with this subject from an intellectual standpoint. As it is an abstruse subject I request you to give your utmost attention.

When we look upon all forms of phenomena we observe that they are the results of composition. For example, certain single atoms are brought together through the inherent law of elective affinity existing between these various particles, the result of which is the human being. A number of primordial atoms have gone into the make up of a plant, the result of which is the flower.

Again looking into the mineral kingdom we observe that this law of cohesion is working in the same manner in that kingdom, for we see that many atoms go into the composition of a piece of stone which through purification may reach to the state of a mirror.
In short, the existence of life depends upon the composition and decomposition of phenomena. When the particles of a given composition are disintegrated this may be called non-existence, but the original simple atoms will go back to their primary elements and are ever existent.

For instance, the body of man being the resultant factor of the composition of these atoms, when this body becomes the subject of decomposition we call that death, but those atoms of which the body of man was composed, being simple and primordial, are indestructible. Consequently it is proved that the existence of phenomena depends upon composition and their mortality upon decomposition.

This is a scientific principle; science approves of it, because it is not a matter of belief. There is a great difference between theories upheld by belief, and facts which are substantiated by science.

Beliefs are the susceptibilities of conscience, but scientific facts are the deductions of reason and inexorable logic.

Therefore it is logically proven that the existence of phenomena depends upon composition, and their destruction upon disintegration.

Now going back to our subject and the facts upheld by materialists. They state that inasmuch as it is proven and upheld by science that the life of phenomena depends upon composition and their destruction upon disintegration, then where comes in the need or necessity of a Creator—the self-subsistent Lord?

For we see with our own eyes that these infinite beings go through myriads of compositions and in every composition appearing under a certain form showing certain characteristic virtues, then we are independent of any divine maker.

This is the argument of the materialists. On the other hand those who are informed of divine philosophy answer in the following terms:

Composition is of three kinds,
1. Accidental composition.
2. Involuntary composition.

There is no fourth kind of composition. Composition is restricted to these three categories.

If we say that composition is accidental, this is philosophically a false theory, because then we have to believe in an effect without a cause, and philosophically no effect is conceivable without a cause. We cannot think of an effect without some primal cause, and composition being an effect, there must naturally be a cause behind it.

As to the second composition, i.e., the involuntary composition. Involuntary composition means that each element has within it as an inherent function this power of composition. For example, certain elements have flowed towards each other, and as an inherent necessity of their being they are composed. That is, it is the imminent need of these elements to enter into composition.

For example, the inherent quality of fire is burning or heat. Heat is an original property of fire.

Humidity is the inherent nature of water. You cannot conceive of $\text{H}_2\text{O}$, which is the chemical form of water, without having humidity connected, for that is its inherent quality, inseparable and indivisible.

Now as long as it is the inherent necessity of these elements to be composed, there should not be any decomposition. While we observe that after each composite organism, there is a process of decomposition we learn that the composition of the organisms of life is neither accidental nor involuntary. Then what have we as a form of composition? It is the third, that is the voluntary composition. And that means that the infinite forms of organisms are composed through a superior will, the eternal will, the will of the living and self-subsistent Lord.
This is a rational proof, that the Will of the Creator is effected through the process of composition.

Ponder over this carefully. When you comprehend the significances of this subject you will then be able to convey it to others. The more you think over this the greater will be your comprehension.

Thank God that He has given you such a power through which you can comprehend these divine mysteries. Reflect deeply, ponder carefully, think minutely, and then the doors of knowledge shall be opened unto you.

“We are in the most radiant century”

(Continued from page sixty-one)

suppress the other. They think the more a religionist kills, the nearer he draws to God, the more blood he sheds, the more does he gain the good pleasure of the Lord. That is why you see them fiercely attacking each other and taking the women captives. Think of the property they plunder and the innocent children they destroy. Observe the results of blind imitation. How gloomy imitations are! How destructive to humanity! If this be the foundation of divine religion, undoubtedly irreligion is better, because the infidels do not shed blood; they are inimical to each other. It is the religions of the present day that are inimical. Thus religion, which should have contributed to the illumination of the world has become productive of gross darkness.

Consider how blind imitations in the orient made darkness all-encircling. At such a time, his holiness Baha’u’llah dawned from the eastern horizon like unto the sun. He reformed the basis of the religions of God. He took away from their midst blind imitations and placed in their stead amity and good fellowship. There remained no strife, no sedition, no quarrels. The amity of the sects can be seen. Nay, rather all live together in the utmost of love and good fellowship. Were you to enter one of their meetings, you would observe that they have become as one race, as one nativity, as one religion; that they associate one with the other in the utmost of love and good fellowship. Praise be to God, these blind imitations, this darkness, have ceased to exist and the reality of the oneness of humanity has been proven!

Now, I have come to America, and I consider the American people to be a civilized people, an intelligent nation, a nation investigating reality, hence, I hope through the efforts of this noble nation the solidarity of humanity will be advanced daily; the illumination of the human world will be widespread; the banner of universal peace be held aloft; the lamp of the oneness of the human world be ignited; and the hearts of the east and west become united. Then the reality of the divine religions shall become resplendent and refrangible, indicating the fact that all the divine religions were meant to be the cause of unity and love and all heavenly bestowals have ever been conferring light upon humanity.
The Great Manifestation was fulfilled and consummated in the Blessed Beauty of Abha (Baha’u'llah)… thus was it ended and for a thousand years all shall receive illumination from His Lights”

Translated August 4, 1908

Tablet from Abdul-Baha to be read by the friends of God in the East and the West.

Upon them be Baha’u’llah-El-Abha!

He is God!

O YE people of the Kingdom of Abha!

There are two influences tending toward prosperity and progress which emanate from the forefront of advancement of the world of humanity. They remind the negligent, awaken them that sleep, give sight to the blind, hearing to the deaf, power of utterance to the mutes and life to the dead.

One is the influence of civilization—that development of the world of nature that concerns the material life of man. It promotes physical advancement and cultivates the social virtues. The laws and deductions of science, so indispensable to progress, are the product of the lofty thoughts of sound minds, the accumulated results of the efforts of ancient and modern scholars. The most effective power for the promotion and dissemination of this influence is just government.

The other is the divine influence, the holy and spiritual revelations, which insure eternal glory, everlasting happiness, the illumination of the world, the appearance of merciful phenomena in the world of humanity, and perpetual life. The fundamental basis thereof is the teachings and the precepts of the prophets, the dictates and attraction of the conscience, which belong to the realm of morality. Like unto the lamp they illuminate and brighten the depths and recesses of human realities. The effective power of this is the Word of God.

But the advancement of civilization, material perfections and human virtues will bear no fruit or result unless joined to the spiritual perfections; merciful qualities and sound morals, and the happiness of the human world, which is the original goal, will not be attained. For although through the advancement of civilization and the adornment and refinement of the material world, happiness is realized, and the sight of hopes fulfilled in perfect beauty wins the heart, yet, concomitantly, great dangers, severe ordeals and awful catastrophes are involved.

Now, when ye behold the order and regularity of countries, cities and villages, the attractive adornment, the del-
icacy of the blessings, the suitability of implements, the ease of transportation and traveling, the extension of knowledge of the facts of the world of nature, the great inventions and gigantic undertakings and the fine and artistic discoveries, ye shall say that civilization is the cause of happiness and the development of the human world.

Yet again, when ye glance over the inventions of infernal instruments of destruction, the creation of the forces of ruin, the discovery of fiery means which cut at the root of life, it becomes plainly evident that civilization is twin with savagery and a concomitant thereof, unless material civilization be aided by divine guidance, merciful appearance, heavenly thoughts, and become joined to the spiritual states, the perfections of the kingdom (of God) and the divine bounties.

Now consider how the most civilized and populous countries of the world have become storehouses of infernal articles (guns, etc.), the dominions of the world a great barracks, the nations of the world armed hosts, and the kings thereof commanding generals of the battlefield. Thus hath the human world fallen into a great calamity!

Therefore this civilization and material development must be led by the Great Guidance; the mundane world must be made the place for the appearance of the bounties of the kingdom; material advancement must be made twin with merciful revelation. Thus may the human world appear as the representative of the (heavenly) assembly on the plane of existence, and the exposition of divine evidence may reveal itself in the greatest sweetness and loveliness. Thus may eternal happiness and glory find realization.

Praise be to God! For centuries and cycles the banner of civilization has been raised, the human world has day by day advanced and developed, the material world has flourished and outward perfections increased until now the world of human existence has attained great capacity for the spiritual teachings and the divine summons.

To illustrate: When a suckling babe has passed through the material grades and has attained physical growth and development, the body reaches the grade of maturity and attains capacity for the manifestation of ideal perfections and intellectual virtues. Then the signs of the endowment of perception, intelligence and knowledge, and the spiritual forces appear.

Likewise in the general world, when mankind accomplished physical development, traveled through the grades of civilization and attained the human wonders, virtues and endowments in their most consummate form, it attained capacity for the appearance and extension of the spiritual divine perfections and obtained worthiness for hearing the divine summons.

Then the ensign of the Kingdom was raised, spiritual virtues and perfections became manifest, the sun of reality arose, the light of the "Most Great Peace" dawned, the solidarity of the human world was realized. We hope that the radiation of these lights may day by day become intensified and these ideal virtues magnified. Thus may the great achievement of the human world become evident and manifest, and the beloved of the love of God may become with the utmost sweetness and beauty the representatives of the (heavenly) assemblage.

O ye friends of God! Know ye verily that the happiness of the world of humanity is dependent upon the unity and solidarity of mankind, and that material and spiritual progress both rest upon universal friendliness and love among human individuals.

Consider other living beings; that is to say the animals that graze, or fly, and those that are ferocious. The individual of every ferocious kind is separated from its kin and the members of the same species, and lives in loneli-
ness. They exercise the utmost opposition and ferocity towards each other. When they chance to meet they immediately engage in contention and fighting, and use their claws and sharpen their teeth by ferocity, such as atrocious lions or bloodthirsty wolves. Thus do the ferocious animals that live solitary and fight for their living.

But as to the tame, domestic animals of good nature and pure temperaments, such as those that fly and those that graze, they associate with each other with the utmost love, and company by company they live together. They spend their time in the greatest happiness, joy and gladness. The thankful birds which are content with a few grains, practice the utmost joyousness towards one another and sing myriads of melodies upon the pleasant plains, mountains and valleys. Likewise the animals that graze, like the sheep, deer and rabbit, live in a state of greatest friendliness, and fellowship with happiness and unity in the pasturage of the green tablelands. But the dogs, wolves, tigers and the bloodthirsty hyenas and other ferocious animals shun each other and wander lonely after their prey. Even when the animals that graze and fly come to each other’s nest or den, there is no opposition and estrangement manifested, nay rather they treat one another with the utmost friendliness and affection. On the contrary, when a ferocious animal approaches the den of one of its kind, the two engage in contention. Even if one passes through the neighborhood of the other, it is at once attacked and if possible destroyed.

Therefore it becomes evident that friendliness and love even in the animal kingdom are the result of good nature, pure temperament and gentle behavior; while discord and estrangement characterize the ferocious brutes of the plains.

The almighty God has not created in man the claws and teeth of the lion; nay the human existence is made and fashioned after the best form and for the most consummate innate virtues. Therefore it behooves man in homage for this creation and gratitude for this bestowal that he should exercise friendship and love for his kind, nay more, he should treat all living beings with justice and equity.

Again consider that the comfort, joy, rest and happiness of mankind come from love and unity; that contentions and disputes are the greatest causes of distress, misery, tribulation and unhappiness. But a thousand times alas! that humanity is ignorant and negligent concerning these matters, and every day becomes metamorphosed into the character of a savage animal, one day a ferocious tiger, again a coiliring and repulsive serpent.

The sublimity of man is derived from the qualities and virtues which characterize the angels of the supreme concourse. Therefore when good qualities and virtuous attributes appear in man, he is verily a heavenly personage, an angel of the kingdom, a divine reality, a merciful manifestation. And when he does contend and thirst for blood, he exceeds in ferocity the basest of brutes, for while the bloodthirsty wolf will devour one sheep in the night, in that time man will make away with a thousand victims.

For man has two aspects: one the sublimity of nature and intellectual qualities, and the other the base animality and imperfections of passion.

If you travel through the continents and countries of the world, you will see, on one side, the signs of ruin and destruction and, on the other, the signs and monuments of civilization and construction. As to the ruin and destruction, they are the signs of contention and discord, of war and battle. But order and construction are the results of the virtues of friendliness and concord.

If one travel in the central desert of Asia, he will observe how many cities as great and populous as Paris or London have been ruined. From the Cas-
pian Sea to the River Oxus naught is to be seen save forlorn and deserted prairies and deserts. The Russian railway (the Trans-Caspian R. R.) takes two days and two nights to traverse the ruined cities and destroyed villages of that desert. There was a time when that land was very populous and in the highest state of civilization and development; science and knowledge were widespread, the arts and professions established, commerce and agriculture were in the utmost state of perfection, and civil government and politics well organized. Now, all this great region is the habitation of desolation and shelter only the nomadic Turkoman tribes and the wandering beasts of prey. The cities of that land, as Gorgan, Tassa, Abiavard and Shahrastan, were once famous in the world for sciences, knowledge, professions, wonders, wealth, greatness, happiness and virtue. Now, no voice or murmur is to be heard in all that land save the roar of ferocious brutes, and naught to be seen save the wandering wolves.

This ruin and destruction was occasioned by the battles and murders of the wars between Iran (Persia) and Turkan, which had become different in customs and religion. Their godless leaders made public property of the blood, the belongings and the privacy of each other. This is the exposition of one instance.

Then, when you travel through the world and observe it, you shall find all constructiveness and progressiveness to be signs of friendliness and love, and all destructiveness and ruin the results of hatred and enmity.

Notwithstanding this obvious fact the human world does not take warning nor wake up from its sleep of negligence. Men still engage in discord and contention; they organize armed forces and long to charge on the battlefield.

Again, consider organization and decomposition, existence and non-existence. Every being is composed of many different constituents, the existence of everything is the expression of organization. That is to say: when by divine genesis organization of certain elements occurs, a being is produced. All existent beings are after this fashion. But when a defect appears in that compound and decomposition sets in, the parts separate and that being disintegrates and becomes non-existent. Thus annihilation of

(Continued on page seventy)
O BELOVED of God! These days are the time for firmness and the period for steadfastness and constancy in the Cause of God. You must not look upon the personality of Abdul-Baha, for he will eventually bid ye farewell. Nay, ye must observe the Word of God. If the Word of God is in the ascendant, be ye happy, joyous and thankful, even if Abdul-Baha be under a sword or beneath fetters and chains; for importance is in the holy temple of the Cause of God, and not in the physical mould of Abdul-Baha.

The beloved of God must be confirmed with such a firmness that if every moment a hundred like Abdul-Baha become the target of arrows, no change should occur in their decision or intention, no transformation in their zeal or attraction to God, and no abatement in their occupation in the service of the Cause of God.

Abdul-Baha is the servant of the Word of the Blessed Beauty and the manifestation of absolute servitude in the threshold of the Lord. He has no other station, grade, class or power. This is my utmost hope, and my abiding paradise.

—ABDUL-BAHA
things is an expression of their decomposition and disintegration. The affinity and organization of the elements makes possible the existence.

To sum up: the attraction and affinity of things are the cause of fructification and production, and estrangement and disunion among things the cause of death and annihilation. By attraction and affinity all living beings such as plants, animals and men are realized. From disagreement and estrangement dissolution results and annihilation follows. Verily the life of the human world is that which is conducive to unity, attraction and concord of mankind.

When you pass a farm and observe a prosperous plantation with symmetry and beauty, full of plants and flowers with an organized community, ye see proof of the fact that the farm and garden are under the care and cultivation of a skillful farmer; but if ye see confusion and disorder, it is an evidence that the place is bereft of the care of the gardener and a wild and uncultivated plantation results.

Therefore it is evident that unity and concord are the result of the education of the real educator, while separation and disunion are evidence of savagery and the lack of the training of God.

If an opponent object, saying: The nations, peoples, tribes and sects of the world have different ethics, morals, habits, and thoughts results in the diversification and adornment of the human world. Moreover this difference and variety is inherent and innate in the parts and members of man, which afford the means for revealing perfections, and since these members and parts (of the human organism) are under the control of the king of the spirit, the spirit interpenetrates the parts and governs even the veins and arteries. This difference and variety then is no barrier to oneness and love governed by the spirit. This diversity is indeed the greatest power of unity.

Should a garden have its trees with their branches, leaves, blossoms and fruit all of one kind, color, shape and arrangement it would have no beauty and sweetness whatever. But if it possess various hues, different leaves, blossoms and fruits, each will intensify the decorative effect and beauty of the other. The garden will become perfect and excel in beauty, delicacy, freshness, sweetness and magnificence.

Likewise, the difference and variety
of thoughts, opinions, morals and temperaments of the human world when under the guidance of the one power and the influence of the word of oneness, will shine forth with the utmost greatness, beauty, sublimity and perfection.

Today no power save the great power of the Word of God, which comprehends the realities of things, can gather together under the shade of the same tree, the minds and hearts of the world of humanity. It is the motive power of all things; it is the mover of souls and the controller and governor of the human world.

Praise be to God! Today the light of the Word of God shines upon all horizons. From every nation, tribe and denomination, souls are coming under the influence of the Word (of God) and have agreed and united with the utmost concord and harmony.

Many an assembly shall be organized whose members will be representatives of different nations, tribes and peoples. If one attend such a meeting, he will be surprised and will imagine that those present are of one birth and nation, one people with the same thoughts and opinions, when, as a matter of fact, one may be an American, another a European; one from Hindustan (India), another from Turkestan; one an Arab, another a Tajik; one Persian, another Greek. Notwithstanding this they consort together with joy and sing together in the utmost unity, harmony, love and solidarity in liberty and wisdom. This is through the effect of the Word of God.

If all the powers of the world should convene, they could not organize an assembly like unto these assemblies. Here with such remarkable love, attraction and zeal, different people unite in one assembly and raise their voices in unison in the center of the world. They cause the abolishment of war and murder, and the realization (and establishment) of universal peace, and the friendliness and unity of the world of humanity. Can any power withstand the power of the Word of God? No, verily, the proof is clear and the evidence complete.

If a soul open the eye of equity, he will become amazed and surprised and will testify justly that all the nations and peoples of the world should be grateful and thankful to the teachings of Baha’u’llah. For these teachings make tame every ferocious animal, give speed to those that only move, transform human souls into angels of heaven and make the world of humanity the center of the manifestation of mercy. All are compelled thereby to obey and be loyal to the government.

Today no kingdom in all the world is confident and at ease, for security and confidence have disappeared from humanity. Kings and subjects are alike in danger.

The sect today which obeys the government with perfect religious honesty, and practices the utmost integrity towards the nations is this oppressed sect. The proof thereof is the following: All the tribes in Persia and Turkestan are thinking of their own petty interests; if they obey the government it is either with the hope of favor or through fear of punishment. But the Bahais are well wishers of and obedient to the powers (or governments) and are loving and kind to all the nations.

This obedience and adherence are enjoined as duties upon all by the Beauty of Abha (Baha’u’llah) in clear texts. Therefore in compliance with the commandment of God they practice the utmost honesty and good-will toward the governments. If any man commit a wrong against the government he must hold himself responsible before God and consider himself a sinner deserving of punishment. Notwithstanding this it is amazing how some of the ministers of (political) affairs account all other sects well disposed, but the Bahais ill disposed.

Praise be to God! (An expression of wonder when thus used.) In these lat-
ter days when a great general uprising
and commotion took place in Teheran
and other cities of Iran (Persia), it was
clearly evidenced that not a single
Bahai interfered in these affairs nor
troubled the populace, and for this rea.
son they were blamed and criticised by
others, for they had obeyed the Blessed
Beauty (Baha’u’llah) and interfered
not at all in political matters nor dis-
turbed any sect. They were occupied
with their own affairs, trades and pro-
fessions.

All the friends of God testify that
Abdul-Baha is entirely true to, and ex-
hibits good-will toward the governments
and nations of the world, especially, the
two sublime governments of the East
(Persia and Turkey), for these two
countries were respectively the native
land and habitation of his holiness,
Baha’u’llah. In all the epistles and
writings he has commended and praised
these two kingdoms, and has asked
aid for them from the threshold of one-
ness. The Beauty of Abha—may my
soul be a sacrifice for His beloved!—
prayed in behalf of their majesties, the
two sovereigns (the shah and the sul-
tan). Praise be to God! Notwith-
standing these decisive arguments, each day
an event occurs and difficulties appear.
But we and the beloved of God must
not grow lax in the least in our honesty
and good-will, nay rather in the utmost
devotion and trustworthiness remain
steadfast in our sincerity and engage in
philanthropic prayers.

O beloved of God! These days are
the time for firmness and the period for
steadfastness and constancy in the Cause
of God. You must not look upon the
personality of Abdul-Baha, for he will
eventually bid ye farewell. Nay, ye
must observe the Word of God. If the
Word of God is in the ascendant, be
happy, joyous and thankful, even if
Abdul-Baha be under a sword or be-
neath fetters and chains; for impor-
tance is in the holy temple of the Cause
of God, and not in the physical mould of
Abdul-Baha.

The beloved of God must be con-
formed with such a firmness that if every
moment a hundred like Abdul-Baha be-
come the target of arrows, no change
should occur in their decision or inten-
tion, no transformation in their zeal or
attraction to God, and no abatement in
their occupation in the service of the
Cause of God.

Abdul-Baha is the servant of the
Word of the Blessed Beauty and the
manifestation of absolute servitude in
the threshold of the Lord. He has no
other station, grade, class or power. This
is my utmost hope, my abiding paradise,
my Masjid-EI-Aska* (Most Holy San-
tuary) and my Sadrat-El-Montahat†
(Divine Guidance).

The great Manifestation was fulfilled
and consummated in the Blessed Beauty
of Abha (Baha’u’llah), and his holiness
the Supreme (the great Bab) was the
herald of the Blessed Beauty—may my
spirit be a sacrifice to them! Thus was
it ended and for a thousand years all
shall receive illumination from his
lights and obtain (favor) from the sea
of his favors.

O ye beloved of God! This is my wish
for ye and counsel to ye. Blessed is he
who is aided by God to comply with
what is written on this leaf.

Upon ye be Baha’u’llah-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

---

*Masjid-El-Aska, originally a Christian Church and afterwards turned into a Moham-
medan Mosque by the Caliph Omar, attained great importance in the devotional estimation
of the Mohammedans.

†Sadrat-El-Montaha (the furthermost Tree) referred to a tree planted by the Arabs in
ancient times at the end of a road, to serve as a guide. It usually refers to the Manifesta-
tions of God on earth.
Recent letters from Mirza Ahmad Sohrab to Bahais in America*

Home of Abdul-Baha, Mount Carmel, Haifa, Syria, July 1, 1915.

Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago.
My dear sister in the Faith!

The spirit suggests to me to write you a letter and convey to you the news of the good health of Abdul-Baha and those who moth-like fly around this divine candle. For the last ten months we have received not one letter from America nor under the present circumstances have I been able to mail to the Bahai world the spiritual words and advice as well as the description of the selfless deeds and divine actions of the Beloved. Thus from an external and superficial standpoint we have been separated from each other, but from the ideal standpoint our relations were not interrupted in the least. There is no separation for those who are engaged in the services of the Cause. They may not hear from each other, but their hearts are united, their altruistic aims are for the moral illumination of their fellowmen and their highest desire is to serve in an effective manner the religion of Truth.

We are waiting patiently to hear the results of the First International Bahai Congress and the progress of the Mashruk-el-Azkar. We read its preliminary program in the Star of the West. After that we have received no more information. Abdul-Baha gave a stirring

*LETTER FROM MR. HANNE.

Dear brother Windust:

At the suggestion of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, from whom I have heard two or three times recently, I give you below extracts from his letters to me covering matters of general interest, and also information concerning his correspondence with others. It is suggested that you obtain from several or all to whom he has also written recently, extracts from his letters, the whole or a compilation to be published in the Star of the West from time to time as current news from Haifa. It would appear that communication has again been established with that city; and of course it goes without saying that the friends will be most interested in all news concerning Abdul-Baha and his servants who are privileged to be near him in these days. If I can be of any further service in this matter, pray command me.

On July 3, 1915, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab writes: "According to Abdul-Baha's suggestion, I am writing a series of short letters to the different believers of the west, giving the news of his health. . . . I wonder whether all these letters will be received by the different individuals. Will you and brother Windust see to it that the general portions of these letters dealing with the teachings and the health of Abdul-Baha are reproduced in one or two numbers of the Star of the West? This is very important.

"Abdul-Baha is quite well, spending most of his time with the members of the holy family and enjoying a much-needed rest in these last years of his life. A few days ago a pilgrim arrived from Bagdad. It had taken him fifty days for the journey. He is an old resident of Bagdad, but a Persian by birth. Another incident worth relating is the arrival of our Persian students from the American College in Beirut. Their presence has given us a new zest of life. They chant and sing, and are full of activity.

"Very few things happen in these parts, and from a spiritual standpoint, except Abdul-Baha and his work and deeds and words, there is nothing worth recording. It is his love and grace that keeps us awake and alive."

Faithfully yours,
Joseph H. Hannen.
talk in this regard which no doubt you will read in its opportune time. You must know by this time that none of the letters mailed to Port Said during the past many months were received by us. Personally I feel sad because all the ways of correspondence are closed and the glad-tidings of the kingdom could not be sent out or received. Undoubtedly, there must needs be a wisdom in this which will appear later on. God’s ways are inscrutable and unsearchable. All that we can say is: We do not understand. Let His will be done. No doubt all these turnmills and disturbances are the result of man’s heedlessness and negligence, and those who are conversant with biblical prophecies and their fulfilment in these days, do not need any other proof.

Praise be to God! that Abdul-Baha is quite well. After many months of stay in Aboo Senan the holy family and the friends are back in Haifa and the Beloved at the present time is passing quite peaceful days with them. There are no tablets to be written, no pilgrims to meet and talk to and no strenuous outward activities. Our days are like a calm, limpid stream, flowing smoothly and with no inundation. The surface, like the mirror, is silver-like and clear. Now and then he delivers an informal talk or discusses in a heart-to-heart manner on the beauty and advantage of love and amity. These thoughts are the dancing ripples of light which appear on the stream to delight our eyes and enrapture the ears. We are happy to be in his neighborhood during these crucial months of the history of mankind and watch daily his acts of charity and hear his words of loving kindness. He is always doing some good and is ever ready to go to the help of the needy and those who are in want. He often remembers his many trips to and through Chicago and reviews for the benefit of the friends the many meetings held in your house and other places. The memory of his tour in the United States, the devotion and sincerity of the friends, the reception given to him by the churches and meetings, the inspiration and satisfaction of the services rendered at the threshold of the Almighty form a great consolation in these days of inactivity. He often prays for the spiritual success and prosperity of the believers and hopes they will embody in their lives the ideal principles of Truth.

I am thinking of the friends of Chicago. Their kindness to me will never be forgotten. Day and night I pray that they may arise with greater zeal and enthusiasm in the promotion of the Word of God.

Please give them my sincere greeting. I hope that a day may come when I may have the pleasure and privilege of meeting them again.

I am as ever, your faithful brother,

(Signed) Ahmad.

Home of Abdul-Baha,
Mt. Carmel, Haifa, Syria.
July 4, 1915.

Mr. Arthur E. Lunt, Boston.
My very dear brother:
This being your fourth day of July, no doubt America is holding a national holiday to praise God, the author of their blessings and the sustainer of their independence. Long may that land be bright with freedom’s holy light! In prostrated attitude and agonizing despair the embattled legions of Europe and the countless hosts of Asia look toward America to behold the rays of hope. They are straining their ears to hear the voice of love and peace. The United States, as a racial and religious composite photographer, has demonstrated to the whole world by keeping peace and goodwill amongst its heterogeneous population that the idea of the brotherhood of man is not an utopia, but an actual reality. With the dynamic force of the “New Dispensation” she must become the leader of this hotly-waged crusade for international arbitration and the universal Court of Justice. This will be the crowning glory of America as the benefactor of the world of humanity.
It is a very long time, my dear brother, that I have not heard from you, nor from the friends of God. My heart is aching to hear the news and know the details of the services rendered by your good self and other equally devoted brothers and sisters.

In the STAR OF THE WEST, No. 16 or 17 (after these two numbers we have received no other), I read your name as a speaker at the First International Bahá’í Congress in San Francisco. I hope that in the future it will be my great pleasure to read a copy of your address. . . .

Praise be to God! that the health of Abdul-Baha is good. He much needed this rest, but he longs to hear the news of the friends and look into the shining faces of the pilgrims. . . .

All the friends here are well and send you their warmest greeting and salutation. All of us are praying for your success. Often Abdul-Baha speaks about his spiritual experiences and the glowing meetings in Boston and Green Acre. He hopes and prays that the former may become the rose-garden of Truth and the latter the elysium of heavenly beatitudes. These two spots were blessed with his holy presence and many of you heard his words and utterances. What greater privilege is conceivable than this! Now we must put forward extraordinary effort to serve the holy Cause and teach, not only by words but by self-sacrificing deeds and charitable thoughts.

Seldom a day passes that I do not think of you and of my ineffable experiences in Boston and Green Acre. Your love and kindness is ever remembered.

Please convey my sincere greeting to all the friends in these two places and assure them of the love and affection of the Beloved for each and all.

Hoping to see you and converse with you as in the olden time, I am as ever,

Your faithful brother,

(Signed) Ahmad.

Home of Abdul-Baha,
Mount Carmel, Haifa, Syria.
July 5, 1915.

Mrs. May Maxwell, Montreal, Canada.
My dear spiritual sister!

Is it not a long, long time that we have received any news from you? It seems to me an age. What has caused this sudden interruption of all correspondence, the unexpected closing of the wide gate of intellectual and spiritual association, and the hurried ending of the chapter of all sweet ideal relations? Is it not strange, nay rather a sad commentary on the spirit of our time that the East is deprived of the glad heart-uplifting news of the West, and the West has become bereft of the life-imparting breaths of the holy spirit wafting from the kingdom of Peace? It is true that the ideal tie with which the hearts of the friends are bound together will not be broken by these accidental circumstances; but it is nevertheless true that constant co-operation, relation and mutual helpfulness will increase its strength, durability and solidity. With this point of view we must ever think of the widening of the sphere of spiritual and social relations between the members of the human commonwealth.

It is now about ten months that we have had no news from the believers in America nor have I been in a position to write them about the news of the health and spiritual activities of the Beloved. Leaving aside the celestial blessings and benedictions that are vouchsafed to one by living near the abode of Abdul-Baha, the only other source of my pleasure and happiness was the arrival of soul-clearing news from the western friends. You do not know how much we all hunger and thirst for this bread and water. Often I feel extremely sad and unhappy over all these human misfortunes and miseries and how all the people are caught in a mad whirlpool of sufferings and trials; but then I realize my utter helplessness in the face of all these lofty mountains of hardships.

Mrs. May Maxwell, Montreal, Canada.
My dear spiritual sister!
Whenever I am attacked with these thoughts I turn my face towards the Center of the Covenant and then I feel assured that the end will be light, peace, progress and love.

Praise be to God! that the health of the Beloved is quite good in these days. The present condition of the world has forced upon him a much needed rest. From his earliest childhood he has been so active and energetic that he would not take a rest under any consideration. Now after several months of stay in Abou Senan, a village near Acca, the holy family and the believers have returned to Haifa and he is spending his days quietly with the blessed members of his household. We have no pilgrims to whom he may deliver formal talks nor do we receive any letters requiring immediate attention. Peacefully and calmly these spiritual days succeed each other like the lovely days of an ideal tropical spring. In the garden of the hearts the birds of contentment sing and in the field of the spirits the roses of assurance bloom. Now and then he delights our ears with a charming spiritual discourse, setting before our eyes the shining gems of truth and the brilliant pearls of wisdom. These jewels of heavenly brightness are diligently collected as they fall from his seraphic tongue: thus future humanity may adorn therewith the temples of their beings.

My dear sister! The Beloved thinks of you and of your husband and of "his" little darling Mary. Often he speaks about his never-to-be-forgotten sojourn in your city, the light-beaming faces of the friends, the spiritual meetings held in your house, the attraction and enkindlement of the hearts, your faithfulness and loyalty to the Cause of God and your contagious enthusiasm in the diffusion of the fragrance of God. Whenever he reviews these events, his face becomes illumined and were I a painter I would place on the canvas the rapturous smile of his countenance and the imitable gesture of his hands!

Please convey to all the friends my sincere Baha greeting and let them know that we are all thinking of them and pray for their spiritual and physical success and prosperity.

I am as ever your sincere brother,

(Signed) Ahmad.
Mount Carmel, Haifa, Syria.
July 18, 1915.

Messrs. Howard and Edward Struven, Baltimore, Md.

Often have I spoken about your spiritual meetings to your Oriental brothers and their faces have glowed with joy and enthusiasm because they realized more than others the beatitude and blessing of peace and love based on the knowledge of God. Although I have not written you all this time yet have I especially remembered you in the presence of Abdul-Baha and when praying at the threshold of the Blessed Perfection,—so that all of you may attain to complete happiness and composure of mind both in this world and the world to come. No doubt you have also prayed for this unworthy servant, for we are so much in need of each other’s prayers in these days of darkness and gross materialism. Of course Abdul-Baha does not only pray for us, he is praying for the whole world, that its inhabitants may become illumined with the rays of the Sun of Reality, their hearts become the caskets of the jewels of good-will and fellowship, their minds the chamber of the lofty ideals of brotherhood and their ultimate object the progress of humanity. He hopes that the practice of altruism and the inculcation of optimism may become the general rule and not the exception and the law of fellow-feeling and sympathy widely spread. He is looking to the friends for the creation of a better understanding between nations and the diffusion of the fragrance of the holy spirit. The world is sick and those who claim to be the wise physicians must treat this patient with far-sighted wisdom and perception. Will their treatment cure or only aggravate the malady? It is the duty of the friends of God to show to the denizens of this globe, through their deeds and explanations what love means, what toleration signifies, what is the meaning of brotherhood, and what is the standard of true solidarity. These are the things that are demanded of each one of us and we must perform them more or less according to our abilities and attainments. The Beloved longs to see the friends as the embodiment of charity and loving-kindness, as the personification of fraternity and neighborliness. He expects them to shine as the stars in this dark night of mutual hatred and enmity, and guide the wandering steps to the station of certainty and assurance. They must be the vivifiers of the dead, joy-bringers and the dispersers of gloom. Only in this manner can we bring happiness to his sorrow-laden heart.

Now that Abdul-Baha is living on the slope of Mount Carmel near the holy tomb of the Bab, his health is much improved, in fact he is well and enjoying the fresh, vitalizing breeze wafting from the far away hills in this Holy Land. We meet him two or three times a day and are uplifted by the grandeur and beauty of his moral and spiritual discourses. These are of course our golden days for we have him all to ourselves. No pilgrims throng the streets of Haifa and no reading of letters take up the time. Each day is a blissful recurrence of the one just past, all being strung into a white rosary of sweet memory.

Our dear mother Lua [Getsinger] lives with the holy family at the foot of the mountains and is very happy.

Please present my grateful greeting to all the dear friends. I hope I will be given the opportunity to see them again and talk with them on the things we prize most.

I am as ever, your faithful brother,

(Signed) Ahmad.

Mount Carmel, Haifa, Syria,
August 8, 1915.

Miss Ghodsea Ashraf.
My dear sister in the light of Abdul-Baha!

Soon it will be three years that I have left the United States—three years overflowing with spiritual memories and divine events. Each day was equal to a
thousand years and each hour most important in its ideal signification. They were such days the like of which will not be found in the annals of history. Their beauties cannot be compared with those of the most precious jewels or the majesty of principalities and kingdoms. Each day was a white limpid pearl strung on the golden thread of time, a fruitful tree planted in the garden of life, a blue heaven studded with the bright stars of humanitarian ideals, a garden adorned with the most fragrant flowers, a most perfect portrait painted by the hand of the master artist, a charming song the notes of which will enrapure the hearts of many thousands and a new dedication to the service of the Cause of God and the promotion of the Word of God.

The sweetness and affability of these days will never be forgotten, nor will they ever be erased from the tablet of consciousness. I wish all the friends were with me to enjoy the sublime pictures; engraving them on the retina of the eyes. It is one thing to take part in an event, and another thing to describe it. One cannot put on paper those sudden outbursts of joy, those indefinable moments of tremulous pleasure, those happy events of the past which appear in the life of every individual, leaving behind a deep and lasting impression. The greatest writers have acknowledged their limitations when they had to describe the details of the most wonderful epochs of their lives. They could not cast into the mould of cold words the warm and glowing sentiments of their hearts. They struggled, they strove, but at last they laid aside their pens and confessed their inability. Similarly I have tried to form a clear mental picture of all the marvelous events of the last three years, but they come crowding upon me with such variety and number that I retire from the field precipitously. It is impossible to duly appreciate one of these events, appearing in order and gradation one after another.

My dear Ghodsea! I hope you have made great progress in your education and have bedecked the chambers of your mind and the mansion of your heart with imperial thoughts and queenly sentiments. This will not only make Abdul-Baha happy but all those who are sympathizing with the movement tending toward the emancipation of the Persian women, suffering them to become the intellectual and spiritual peers of the women of the civilized world.

Praise be to God! that from the time of your arrival in America you have been confirmed at every step and have been advancing year after year. This is a great bounty on the part of God and there is no doubt that you are appreciating it. All of us expect from you the performance of great and signal services. I dare say that few of the Persian girls have had the wonderful opportunities prepared for you by the grace and mercy of Abdul-Baha, and I feel certain that you have availed yourself of each one of them in a noble and thankful manner. You know what our great poet Sadi says in the beginning of his book: "In every breath two blessings are contained and for every blessing a separate thanksgiving is due." If the mere process of expiration and inhalation involves so many blessings and thanksgivings, how much more then should we thank our Father who has showered upon us all His graces and favors.

If you desire to know something about our condition here: Praise be to God! we are all well, especially our Beloved's health is excellent. He is living now on the slope of Mount Carmel and we have the rare pleasure of seeing him two or three times a day.

There is a possibility of my return to Washington after this war. No doubt four years in America have worked wonders in you and I anticipate seeing these pleasing changes. In myself I do not see any radical change, except I have grown older and the hairs of my head are getting white. Youth is a flitting image which like a character in a moving pic-
Mount Carmel, Haifa, Syria,
August 9, 1915.

Dr. and Mrs. Bagdadi, Chicago.
My dear brother and sister in the Cause of God!

During the last month I wished so much to write you a letter and express to you my spiritual love and devotion and now I avail myself of the first opportunity offered to me. Because you are the natives of this blessed land, because your dear families live here, and you have been brought up in this sacred atmosphere, you are never forgotten both in the holy presence and at the divine threshold of the Blessed Perfection. Our love for and devotion to you ever prompt us to remember you and pray for you, and we anticipate to receive good news from you. On one hand Abbas Ikbal is spending his vacation on Mount Carmel in company with the Persian students from the American college, on the other hand your mother and sister and your three brothers are permanent dwellers in Haifa. All these dear ones are well, happy and in good health and, with the friends of God, remember you and supplicate for your success and prosperity.

Abdul-Baha’s health is excellent. He is at the time of this writing living in the house of Aga Abbas Goli adjoining the tomb of the Bab.

It is now more than a month that he has come up. The weather at the foot of the mountain is quite warm during the summer, while here on its high slope it is cool and refreshing, the vitalizing breeze ever blowing from the sacred hills beyond.

My dear brother! Now that the Beloved lives on Mount Carmel we see him every morning and evening. In the morning he comes to Mosafer Khaneh* and while walking to and fro he uplifts our hearts through his spiritual talks and conversations. Like unto the white pearls we gather the words of wisdom falling from his divine lips, collecting them for the timely presentation to the eastern and western friends. In the afternoon for an hour or so he walks majestically in front of the Magham,† then directing his steps toward the holy of holies we follow him quietly and offer our prayer in behalf of all the friends.

It is now nearly one year that we have no letters from America. We do not know what our friends are doing and how are they getting along. Please give my sincere greeting to each and all and tell them I have not forgotten them. Every day I pray for them and hope they will be confirmed with the breaths of the holy spirit. The Persian students, especially Abbas Ikbal and Mirza Badi send you their heartiest greeting.

Ever your faithful brother,

(Signed) Ahmad.

Mount Carmel, Haifa, Syria.
August 15, 1915.

[Louis G. Gregory, Washington, D. C.]

. . . . His [Abdul-Baha’s] desire is that all the believers characterize themselves with these [divine] attributes, adorn their temples with these garments, ornament their bodies with these decorations and illumine their homes with these glistening lamps. Then and not until then will they be considered as his sons and daughters. His real solicitude is for their spiritual welfare and happiness. Above everything else he wishes them to be joy-bringers to this sorrow-laden world. This is considered to be their greatest mission. They must cry at the top of their voices:

‘Rejoice! Rejoice! O thou world of humanity! The tree of thy hope is near the time of fruition!’
"Rejoice! Rejoice! The rivers of celestial ideals are flowing from the mountains of decrees!  
"Rejoice! Rejoice! The gales of love and peace have stirred deeply the sea of God's grace and pity!  
"Rejoice! Rejoice! The music of reality has attracted the hearts of all the sincere ones!  
"Rejoice! Rejoice! The trees of the gardens of truth are bedecked with the most luscious fruits.  
"Rejoice! Rejoice! The Beloved of all nations will soon enter the assembly of the children of men with a radiant face!  
"Rejoice! Rejoice! for the earth of capabilities is already begemmed with the sweet amaranths of love and the fragrant lilies of affection!"

In such wise the friends must work, for as the moral physicians of the world of humanity, their pharmacopoeia must be filled with all kinds of medicines; thus they may be able to treat every kind of illness and disease. Firmness and steadfastness is the condition whereby they may attain to this unparalleled station. They must close their eyes to the world and the things contained therein. Their work is in the realm of the spirit; their efforts are along the line of morality and the inculcation of ethical principles. They look at all times towards heaven and are enraptured with the beauty of the Beloved. They are not attached to anything. They pray at morn and eve for the misguided children of men and wish them naught but good and prosperity. The heaven of their minds is not darkened with the clouds of prejudices nor the chambers of their hearts bedimmed with the smoke of hostility. They are released from all such ties and are soaring in the atmosphere of sanctity.

I am writing you this letter from the lovely garden of Abdul-Baha. He is just walking amidst the beds of roses and talking with a number of friends on the corruptibility of nature and the sacredness of the Word of God. Like unto the sun, he shines upon the just and unjust. Every day we descend from the Pilgrim's House and spend several hours in the verdant garden and listen to the words of truth and wisdom. They are indeed life-giving and soul-uplifting. I wish you were present; but I am sure you can accomplish better and more efficient work where you are.

Abdul-Baha remembers you and sends you his greeting. He prays for all the friends at the Holy Threshold and the blessed tomb of the Bab.

Give my greeting to all the friends. We are all well and happy. I anticipate the time when I shall have the pleasure of seeing you face to face.

I am ever your sincere brother

(Signed) Ahmed.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR FUNDS

On hand at opening of Convention in San Francisco .................. $8,150.92
Amount received from April 17th to Sept. 1st, 1915 .................. 1,718.96
Total ........................................................................... $9,869.88
Expenses ....................................................................... 661.95
In bank August 31, 1915 ............................................... $9,207.93

BAHAI TEMPLE Unity,
Corinne True, Financial Secretary.

A few of the Greatest Name stones, in ring and brooch sizes, received direct from Haifa some time ago, may be obtained so long as the supply lasts. Interested friends may address Joseph H. Hannen, P. O. Box 1319, Washington, D. C., for particulars and prices. This distribution is planned at the request of those who have been unable to procure the stones, none of which are now being sent over.
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—Baha’u’llah.
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Abdul-Baha’s Message to the People of America

Talk given by Abdul-Baha at Grand Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio, November 5, 1912.

SINCE I am in Cincinnati, the home of President Taft, who has done noble service for the cause of peace, I will dictate a statement for the people of Cincinnati and America generally:

In the orient I heard that there are many peace-loving people in America. Therefore, I left my native land to associate here with those who are the standard-bearers of international peace. Having traveled from coast to coast, I find America a continent vast and progressive; the government just; the nation noble. I attended many gatherings where international peace was discussed, and am extremely happy to witness the results of these meetings, for one of the great teachings of Baha’u’llah relate to international peace.

He founded and taught this principle fifty years ago, in the orient. He proclaimed universal peace among the nations; he summoned the people to establish universal peace among the various religions; he organized peace among many races, communities and sects. At that time he wrote epistles to all the rulers and kings of the world and summoned them to co-operate with him in spreading these principles, saying that humanity would not attain composure and rest save through universal peace. And he practiced the principle in Persia. And, therefore today there are people of various religions and races, in Persia and elsewhere, souls who followed the exhortations of Baha’u’llah, living together in the utmost love and fellowship, with no religious prejudice, no patriotic prejudice, no sectarian prejudice. They live in unity and agreement, Mohammedan, Roman Catholic, Jew, Buddhist, followers of Zoroaster, and all others.

Now, America has arisen to spread the teachings of peace, for the illumination of mankind and for bestowing happiness and prosperity on all the children of men. These are the principles of divine civilization. America is a noble nation, the standard bearer of peace throughout the world, shedding her light to all regions. Foreign nations are not untrammeled and free of intrigues like the United States, and are unable to bring about universal peace. But America, thank God, is at peace with all the world and is worthy of raising the flag of brotherhood and international peace. When the summons to international peace is raised by America, all the rest of the world will cry, "Yes, we accept!" The nations of every clime will join in adopting the teachings of Baha’u’llah, revealed over fifty years ago. In his epistles he asked the parliaments of the world to send their wisest and best men to an interna-
tional world parliament, that should decide all questions between the peoples and establish universal peace. This would be the last court of appeal, and the Parliament of Man, long dreamed of by the poets, would be realized. It would be much more far-reaching than The Hague tribunal.

I am grateful to President Taft for giving his influence to the movement for international peace and what he has done toward establishing peace treaties is good; but when we have the inter-parliamentary body, composed of delegates from all the nations of the world, devoted to maintaining universal peace and good-will, then we will have the Parliament of Man, of which the poets have dreamed.

Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Mr. Andrew Carnegie

To the noble personage, his excellency, Mr. Andrew Carnegie,

May God assist him!

HE IS GOD!

O thou illustrious soul! O thou the great pillar of the palace of universal peace!

It is some time since I intended to correspond with thee, but there was no intermediary between us. Now that his excellency, Mr. Topakyan, has made this possible through his kindly suggestion, I write thee this epistle; for truly I say thou art the lover of humanity and one of the founders of universal peace.

Today the most great service to the kingdom of God is the promotion of the principle of the unification of mankind and the establishment of universal peace. A number of souls who were doctrinaires and unpractical thinkers worked for the realization of this most exalted aim and good cause, but they were doomed to failure, save that lofty personage who has been and is still promoting the matter of international arbitration and general conciliation through deeds, words, self-sacrifice and the generous donation of wealth and property. Rest thou assured that through the confirmations of the holy spirit thou wilt become confirmed and assisted in the accomplishment of this most resplendent service, and in this mortal world thou shalt lay the foundation of an immortal, everlasting edifice, and in the end thou wilt sit upon the throne of incorruptible glory in the kingdom of God.

All the leaders and statesmen of Europe are thinking on the plane of war and the annihilation of the mansion of humanity, but thou art thinking on the plane of peace and love and the strengthening and reinforcement of the basis of the superstructure of the human world. They are the heralds of death, thou art the harbinger of life. The foundations of their palaces are unstable and waver- and the turrets of their mansions are tottering and crumbling, but the basis of thy structure is firm and unmovable.

While I was journeying throughout America and Europe, I cried before all the meetings, conventions, and churches: 'O ye noble friends! The world of humanity is facing in the future a most portentous danger and supreme calamity. The continent of Europe has become like unto a gunpowder magazine and arsenal, under which are hidden combustible materials of the most inflammatory nature. Its combustion will be dependent upon the sudden and unexpected enkindlement of one tiny spark which shall envelop the whole earth with a world-wide conflagration, causing the total collapse of European civilization
through the furious, wild, raging, fiery tongues of war. Therefore, O ye well-wishers of the world of humanity, endeavor by day and by night so that these inflammable materials may not come in touch with the burning fires of racial antipathy and hatred!"

Today the life of mankind and its attainment to everlasting glory depend on its display of effort and exertion in accord with the principles of his holiness Baha’u’llah; for his first and foremost teaching consists of the oneness of the world of humanity. He says: "We are all the sheep of God. His Highness, the Almighty, is the real Shepherd and kind to all the sheep. Why then should we be unkind toward each other?" Another of his most great institutes deals with the subject of universal peace, the establishment of which would be conducive to the well-being and progress and tranquillity of the commonwealth of man.

Other precepts of Baha’u’llah treat of the identity of the underlying foundations of the religions of God, the original oneness of the nations, the adoption and general practice of a universal auxiliary language and the inculcation of the ideal of cosmopolitanism and world-patriotism among the children of men; consequently in the future his teachings will act as a deterrent and preventive from the occurrence of the most great danger, i.e., universal war.

Today the most important object of the kingdom of God is the promulgation of the cause of universal peace and the principle of the oneness of the world of humanity. Whosoever arises in the accomplishment of this pre-eminent service the confirmations of the holy spirit will descend upon him.

Now all that has been predicted has come to pass, and the lurid flames of this war have emblazoned the horizon of the east and the west, causing a reverberating social earthquake through the columns of the earth. After this war the workers for the cause of universal peace will increase day by day, and the pacific party will array its force, displaying great activity with better advantage, and in the end gaining a permanent triumph and eternal victory over all the other parties. The realization of this matter is incontestable and irrefragable.

Therefore, ere long a vast and unlimited field will be opened before your view for the display of your powers and energies. You must promote this glorious intention with the heavenly power and the confirmation of the holy spirit. I am praying in thy behalf that thou mayest erect a pavilion and unfurl a flag in the world of peace, love, and eternal life.

I beg you to accept the consideration of my highest and deepest respect.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

---

Tablet from Abdul-Baha

To the Bahai Assembly of Portland, Oregon.

Upon thee be Baha’u’llah-el-Abha! HE IS GOD!

O ye denizens of the Kingdom!

Your letter was received and caused joy and gladness, for it was an evidence of firmness and steadfastness. Praise be to God, ye have an assembly in the utmost joy and fragrance; the candle thereof being the blessings of his holiness Baha’u’llah, the spirit of that meeting is the confirmations of the supreme kingdom, and the sustenance of that gathering is celestial benediction. I hope that the life of that assembly shall be

(Continued on page eighty-seven)
Some Bahai Teachings on Peace and War

Extract from a tablet by Abdul-Baha,

October 4, 1914.

About fifty years ago, his holiness Baha’u’llah proclaimed certain teachings, and chanted the song of Universal Peace. In numerous tablets and epistles* he foretold in the most clear language the present cataclysm: stating that the world of humanity was facing the most portentous danger, and that the coming of universal war was unfortunately inevitable; for the combustible material stored in the infernal arsenals of Europe would some day explode through contact with a single spark. Amongst other things he foresaw that the Balkans would become a volcano, and the map of Europe would be changed. For these and similar reasons Baha’u’llah invited the kings and rulers of the world to lay down their arms and proclaim an era of universal peace.

Words spoken at Acca to Professor E. G. Browne, 1890, by Baha’u’llah.

We desired but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that the diversity of religion shall cease, and differences of race be annulled. These fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the “most great peace” shall come. Do not you in Europe need this also? Is not this that which Christ foretold? Yet do we see your kings and rulers lavishing their treasures more freely on means for the destruction of the human race, than on that which would condues to the happiness of mankind. Strife, bloodshed, and discord, must cease, and all men be as one kindred and one family. Let not a man glory in this, that he loves his country; let him rather glory that he loves his kind.
From “Abdul-Baha in London”—Notes of a Conversation.

Abdul-Baha showed how Baha’u’llah had exactly described in one of his books what has since been attempted in the International Court of Arbitration, at The Hague. Baha’u’llah also said the Court must have other functions, some of which are not yet realized, and Abdul-Baha described them to us so that when they would be fulfilled in the near future, we might know they had been prophesied by Baha’u’llah. The functions of the International Court of Arbitration would be to settle disputes that arose from time to time between nations; to define the exact boundaries of the different countries; to decide what number of soldiers and guns should be maintained by each nation, according to its population, in order to preserve internal order. If any state rebelled against the decision of the Court and rejected it, the Court would empower the others to join their forces and to endorse their decision, if need be, by united effort.

Extract from Abdul-Baha’s Writings.

Fifty years ago Baha’u’llah clearly stated this matter of universal peace in the Book of Ahdas, and has commanded all the Bahais to serve faithfully with heart and soul in this great Cause, to give up their possessions and wealth for it, and sacrifice their lives in case of necessity.

Extract from “Bahais” by Monsieur Hippolyte Dreyfus.

The Bahais have carried obedience to this principle so far—remembering that their Prophet had said: “It is better for you to be killed than to kill”—that the fanatical population of Persia excited by its mullas, has been able, at different times in the last few years, to make odious attacks against them, without their even wishing to take up arms in self-defense, although often they had a numerical advantage.

Extracts from “Talks Given by Abdul-Baha in Paris.”

Land belongs not to one people, but to all people. The earth is not man’s home, but his tomb. It is for their tombs these men are fighting.

However great the conqueror, however many countries he may reduce to slavery, he is unable to retain any part of these devastated lands except one tiny portion—his tomb! If more land is required for the improvement of the conditions of the people, for the spread of civilization, surely it would be possible to acquire peaceably the necessary extension of territory!

But war is made for the satisfaction of men’s ambition; for the sake of worldly gains to the few, terrible misery is brought to numberless homes, breaking the hearts of hundreds of men and women.

I charge you all that each one of you concentrate every thought of his heart on love and unity. When a thought of war comes, oppose it by a stronger thought of peace. A thought of hatred must be destroyed by a more powerful thought of love. Thoughts of war bring destruction to all harmony, well-being, restfulness and content. Thoughts of love are constructive of brotherhood, peace, friendship and happiness. When soldiers of the world draw their swords to kill, soldiers of God should clasp each others’ hands! So may all the savagery of man disappear by the mercy of God working through the pure in heart and the sincere of soul.

Do not think the peace of the world an ideal impossible to attain. Nothing is impossible to the Divine benevolence.

If with all your heart you desire friendship with every race on earth, your thought, spiritual and positive, will spread; it will become the desire of others, growing stronger and stronger, until it reaches the minds of all men.

I charge you all that each one of you concentrate every thought of his heart upon love and unity.
Only One Religion for Entire World


MIRZA Ali Kuli Khan, charge d'affaires of the Persian legation at Washington, D. C., in an address before the International Peace Congress at San Francisco, said:

"Humanity, from the dawn of history, has progressed under the guidance of prophetic teachers from a state of infancy through the various stages of development leading to its maturity. In spite of all obstacles to the contrary, the course of humanity, in the long run, has never been impeded by retrogression.

"The prophets of God, whose gospels were the result of a well founded optimism, aimed at the unity of man because of their due knowledge of the principle of human unity, which in the mind of God had ever been an accomplished fact. Each world teacher accomplished that plan in conformity with the limited capacity manifested by his people.

"God applied His original plan for the unification of Israel through Moses, of the Gentiles through Jesus, of the Parsees through Zoroaster, of the Hindus through the Buddha, and of the other sections of humanity through other world teachers and prophets.

"Today, which to the wise and thoughtful is the day of the maturity of the human race, God will accomplish that noble plan. In the voice raised in all parts of the world in favor of peace, and in the efforts extended by the peace-loving element in the world's population, which constitutes the positive, affirmative principle of the human body politic, we find a potent manifest proof that the day of peace has dawned, and is steadily, though slowly, breaking through the dense clouds which temporarily impede its course to the meridian of its glory.

"Although the effecting of a world brotherhood is the determined plan of God, it is for the membership of the human family to co-operate in its realization.

"In our effort to unify the world we must take the lessons taught by the past great religions in achieving the moral and spiritual uplift of their respective peoples, for no unity of a people existing in a civilized state could be independent of moral and spiritual character. The building of such character has been the task of every true religion.

"As our aim today is the creation of a world civilization, based upon a world unity, we must enlarge our conception of religion to reach the dimensions of a world religion—the religion of humanity.

"Such religion should include the truth of all religions and exclude all patriotic, national and racial bias.

"The most successful political and industrial steps taken by any nation toward human betterment are those represented by the federal and industrial institutions organized in the United States, the greatest republic of all time; for these American institutions, in their domestic and international relationships, are impregnated with the spirit of justice, altruism and broad humanity, which is embodied in the religion of humanity, because they exhale the fragrance of the noble sayings of the Persian prophet [Baha'- o'llah] of these modern times: 'Ye are all the leaves of one tree and the drops of
one sea'; 'Great glory is not his who loves his country, but rather his who loves his kind.'

"America is therefore the field in which the seeds of the world religion are given opportunity to germinate, and which will extend to the peoples of all climes the bounties of the religion of humanity. May we not, therefore, look upon America as the nation which is specially chosen by the Almighty to assist in man's progress upward and to bless humanity with the fruits of universal peace?"

**Tablet from Abdul-Baha**

(Continued from page eighty-three)

the breaths of the holy spirit, and in accordance with the heavenly teachings ye become regiments of universal peace, breaking asunder the armies of war and strife through the power and teachings of his holiness Baha'o'llah, and thus raise the standard of unity, of friendship and of love in the world of humanity.

The Americans are distinguished from the Europeans in this noble ideal, viz.: universal peace, and it is proper that they glory before all nations. His honor Mr. William Jennings Bryan, the Secretary of State of the United States of America, especially, has in reality stood by the promulgation of universal peace with the utmost effort; and because in this matter he is striving exactly in accordance with the teachings of his holiness Baha'o'llah, he is self-sacrificing.

My hope is that he will become a candle of the Convention for Universal Peace and shine forth like unto the morning star from the horizon of the oneness of the world of humanity.

It may come to pass that some corrupted souls shall come to America working to bring about the wavering of your hearts; but ye must be firm like unto a mountain in faith and the Covenant, and be not shaken by the blowing of contrary winds.

Upon ye be Baha-ol-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Transcribed October 14, 1914, Mt. Carmel, Haifa, Syria.

**Letter from Mirza Ahmad Sohrab**

Mount Carmel, Haifa, Syria, September 4, 1915.

Albert H. Hall,
Minneapolis, Minn.
My dear brother in the Kingdom of God!

Days and months succeed each other and we do not have any news from those friends, neither have we been able to correspond with you. Because we could not write nor did we receive your letters our spiritual loss and deprivation has been great and measureless. How much more wonderful it would have been were the ties of our relation not broken, the light of friendship not extinguished, the stars of our hope not set, the river of amity not dried, the breezes of devotion not hushed and the palaces of mutual helpfulness not destroyed! Instead of sowing the seeds of love, we have sown the seeds of hatred. Instead of cultivating the flowers of brotherhood, we have nurtured the thorns of strangeness. Instead of shining with the light of joy and happiness, we have surrounded ourselves with the darkness of grief and despair. Instead of teaching and practicing the laws of life, we are
disseminating and inculcating the sentences of death. We are not following in the path of Christ, nor are we imbued with his holy fragrances. It seems that all the teachings of Christ, his sufferings and crucifixion have yielded no result, for the so-called civilized Christian nations of Europe today are no better than their Visigoths, Vandals, Franks, Anglo Saxons ancestors and other barbarian, bloodthirsty tribes who roved over the then uninhabited parts of the west. We may still thank those early savages for having not perfected the art of manslaughter, they could not spread so much destruction and ravages. They were unable to kill so many of their brothers in a day or in a month. They had no rifles, no rapid-firing guns, no cannons, no bombs, no aeroplanes and no dirigibles. Their instruments consisted of crude spears, javelins, battle-axes and unwieldy engines of ancient war methods. With these they could not carry their cruel propensities into full operation, and were hampered by lack of means and the non-existence of the means of modern communication. Their spheres of activities were always limited and their ambitions bounded by natural and impassable barriers.

My dear brother! Praise be to God, that the health of Abdul-Baha is perfectly well and for the present he is living in Haifa. We are fortunate to see him and hear him speak three or four times a day. We preserve his talks and conversations as they are all the spiritual food for the people of the earth. They are the roses of the Kingdom of Abha and the sweet notes of the bird of paradise. I hope that when the means of transportation are again established, I will be able to forward to the friends those jewels of the mines of truth gathered in these days. The light of those gems will illumine many hearts and strengthen many souls. They will impart comfort and consolation, bringing to light many dark and ambiguous problems. Our days in Haifa are very quiet because there are no pilgrims nor any letters—thus we pray at the threshold of the Almighty to bring to an end these conflicts and let the sun of goodfellowship shine forth for the realization of better understanding amongst all the peoples. Often do I remember the spiritual days spent in Minneapolis and the meetings held in the Jewish synagogue, your home and other places. Abdul-Baha now and then speaks of you and narrates for the friends the interesting events of those few days. He remembers also the Bahais in St. Paul and the few delightful hours spent there. Those were days that we do not forget and the love and kindness of the friends showered upon us remain vivid and clear throughout all our lives. He hopes all the dear ones in those parts are well and engaged in the service of the Cause of God. Whenever he receives such news his heart is filled with gladness and joy. He knows that in the future the spiritual responsibility of propagating the principles of the oneness of the world of humanity will be theirs, and he loves to see them carrying in their firm hands the luminous torch of divine principles. To this lofty station, he calls forth their attention.

Please give my sincere greeting to all the loved ones.

Ever faithfully your brother,
(Signed) Ahmad.

---

**In Memorium**

**Thornton Chase**

"This revered personage was the first Bahai in America. He has served the cause faithfully and his services will ever be remembered throughout future ages and cycles." — Abdul-Baha.
“Tell Everyone Now is the Time to Teach and Spread the Cause!”

LETTERS FROM LUA GETSINGER

Mrs. Bagdadi, Chicago.
Dear Zeenat Khanum:

I promised your brother, who came to see me on board our American Cruiser, Des Moines, August 30th, which took me and many hundreds of refugees from Haifa, that I would write you as soon as possible after reaching some destination from which it would be possible to get mail through to you. I arrived in Port Said, September 14th, so tired and exhausted that I could do nothing but talk to the friends who have been so long without news of Abdul-Baha! Praise be to God! when I left he was in good health though surrounded by difficulties and dangers which I am powerless to describe.

What he has not done for Syria! “The army of God,” as Abdul-Baha named the locusts—which came in such clouds as to darken the sun—completed the difficulties by way of misery, starvation and death. Such suffering as was manifest on all sides can scarcely be believed. People were coming day and night begging and weeping at his gate. He became the sole comfort and hope of the people whether they are believers or unbelievers!

Your mother and family were well and your mother especially was so wishing and longing to hear from you. There is no reason why you cannot write direct to Haifa as long as America is neutral and you do not write about war matters. The Bahais in America could have been writing all this time direct to Haifa; but they have sent everything to Port Said which was cut off from Turkey a year ago. Abdul-Baha said, now the friends should not address him—as he did not wish to trouble them—and perhaps their letters would not reach him; but that anyone could write Mirza Ahmad Sohrab or other friends in Haifa, so long as America is not in the conflict. Thus please Zeenat, do write to your mother and family; but write in English or Arabic. No news had come from Fatima Khanum for a long time and I am sorry to say that nothing had been heard from any of Dr. Zia’s people for some time.

I am enclosing a photograph of a tablet to the American Bahais which was revealed August 27th, and which I got through the custom house with the assist-
ance of the American Consul at Haifa. Please ask Dr. Zia to translate it to Mrs. True and then give it to the STAR OF THE WEST. I do not just yet know when I shall reach America as I have some work to do in France first. I am writing an account of my last months with Abdul-Baha and family to Mr. Hannen which will probably be sent to all centers. . . .

I am sent forth again "to herald The Covenant" by its holy Center, and I shall do it with his divine assistance better and more powerfully than I have ever done. . . .

Please say to all the friends that I love them all, and I am ready to meet them in the spirit of the Center of God's holy Covenant which is naught save pure, spiritual divine love! I wish everybody success in the service of His Great Cause, and ask them to pray for me—the least and most unworthy of all His faithful servants. . . .

With most sincere Bahai greetings to you and your husband, I am as always,

Yours in the service and love of Abdul-Baha,

(Signed) Lua.

Port Said, Egypt,
Sept. 21, 1915.

Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, Washington, D. C.

My dear Bahai friend:

I arrived here a week ago from the island of Crete, having left Haifa on our American cruiser, Des Moines, which brought away from Haifa two hundred and ninety refugees and myself. I was ready to leave the middle of June on the U. S. S. Tennessee, but as some of the students in Beyrouth succeeded in getting away, Abdul-Baha decided that I should stay until later. When the news filtered through of the possibility of America declaring war, and our gunboat came to the very port of Haifa, he said: "Now is the time for you to go and give news to the friends in Egypt, Europe and America. It is a long time that they are without any word, and I desire to send you to them, after which you are to go and teach." Then he wrote a tablet to the friends in America, gave me my instructions, and I left. I shall send a photographic copy of the tablet on the next mail, with a short account of the last few days in Haifa, which were stirring and moving ones for everybody.

Abdul-Baha was well, though surrounded with the greatest dangers and difficulties when I left. He left Haifa for Nazareth at noon, August 29th, and I sailed the next morning, August 30th. . . . He has been encompassed by difficulties on all sides for months, and more especially since the locusts came and destroyed everything, which has caused hundreds to suffer and die from starvation. We were absolutely without news from any quarter for months, and greatly wondered why no one from America wrote, as it was the only neutral country from which news could come. And now that must cease also, as far as addressing Abdul-Baha is concerned; but I do hope you will try and write
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, if only post cards. Letters via Constantinople must all pass the censorship, remember, so no word about war, politics or prophecies!

We passed through three bombardments, which were all localized, therefore no lives were lost. What the people are to do there this winter, only God knows. The cold rains will be an added misery to their already manifold woes. It was wonderful to witness the calm majesty of Abdul-Baha as he went about among the people, whose only hope and help he is! . . .

I shall come to America as soon as possible, though I have work to do elsewhere first. I enclose you a translation of the tablet above-mentioned, and will send photographic copy of the original next mail. I send the French translation, made in Haifa by Shougi Effendi, Abdul-Baha’s grandson; also the English. Please let the friends see them. I have had such a fatiguing journey, and feel so very exhausted physically that I cannot write more at present; beside I only just have time to catch the mail, which closes at midnight. Please give my most sincere greetings to all in the service, and love of the Covenant of God, especially your dear wife, Mrs. Haney and Mrs. Parsons. Abdul-Baha said: “Tell everyone now is the time to teach and spread the Cause!” The friends in Cairo and here are all well, and send greetings to all in Washington.

O these days of trial and test! The whole world has been flung into the melting pot. Each individual soul must be put into the crucible and “tried as gold is tried and refined as silver is refined.” The Center of the Covenant now sitteth as the Refiner, and it is he who judgeth the purity, capacity and station of every servant. He is the divine assayer who accepts and rejects. He alone knows the hearts, and in him only can one find justice and truth. He is the judge of the high court in the supreme concourse, who renders judgments in righteousness and stations the souls of his sincere worshippers! In this day all must be sure that he is the Center from which every living soul is sent forth, and to which every faithful and sincere one must turn!

More later. As ever, yours faithfully,

In the Center of the Covenant,
(Signed) Lua.

TABLET

Haifa, August 27, 1915.

To the beloved of God in America—On them be glory and bounty!

The maid-servant of God, Lua, was a long time occupied in India in spreading the fragrances of the love of God. She is now ready to return to the regions of America. Show her every consideration. She is firm in the Covenant of love. In reality she worked vigorously during her sojourn in India, and she is worthy of love.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Address letters to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, care of Mirza Jalal Irani, Haifa, Syria.
STAR OF THE WEST
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O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shall spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosities of the leaders of the faithful who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide — and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
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“The confirmation of the Kingdom of Abha shall descend uninterruptedly upon those souls who are firm in the Covenant”

TABLET

To the beloved of God in America — On them be glory and bounty!

The maid-servant of God, Lua, was a long time occupied in India in spreading the fragrances of the love of God. She is now ready to return to the regions of America. Show her every consideration. She is firm in the Covenant of love. In reality she worked vigorously during her sojourn in India, and she is worthy of love.

Haifa, August 27, 1915.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

ALLAH’O’ABHA!

On the opposite page we take pleasure in reproducing a photographic copy of the original tablet written by Abdul-Baha sent through Lua Getsinger to the Bahais in America, the English translation of which is given above. Perhaps, some who read the simple statements in this tablet may wonder why it was written at all, inasmuch as the bearer is well known to all the Bahais in America; yet to those who are informed of the spread of the Bahai Cause in the West, it is replete with meanings.

What we have in mind is this: It is the duty of Bahais, of course, to receive all, whether from the East or the West in the spirit of friendship, but as a protection to the Cause, Abdul-Baha has made it a rule that any one coming from the East, whether a Bahai or not, even if it be one of his own relatives, who does not bring a letter of permission written in his [Abdul-Baha’s] own handwriting with his own signature — such an one must not be approached by the Bahais, who must even shun him.
The following extracts from tablets and cablegrams sent by Abdul-Baha to Bahais in America, explain this important matter:

Tablet revealed many years ago:

O ye beloved of God! Highway robbers are many and hypocrites are innumerable. The wolves clothe themselves with the shepherd’s garment and thieves show themselves in the form of watchmen. Hereafter, if any Persian or Oriental come to those parts, even though he be from the very city of Akka, if ye find he does not possess a letter written by the hand and sealed by the seal of Abdul-Baha, you must decidedly avoid him. (Signed) ABDUL-BABA ABBAS.

Cable from London to Wilhelmite, New York, received December 30, 1912:

Receive no Persian, even my family, without autographic permission. Communicate to all friends. (Signed) ABDUL-BABA.

Facsimile of original tablet to the American Bahais brought by Lua Getsinger


Awaken the friends, for ere long a test shall come. Perchance some persons, outwardly firm and inwardly wavering, shall come to those parts in order to weaken the faith of the friends in the Covenant of God. Let them be awake! Let them be mindful! As long as they see a trace of violation of the Covenant, they must hold aloof from the violator. Day and night let them strive so that the lights of the Kingdom of Abha may encircle the globe, and the darkness of error may be entirely dispelled. (Signed) ABDUL-BABA ABBAS.

Cablegram received February 3, 1913, from Paris to Wilhelmite, New York:

We have reached Paris. Greetings to all. Any Persian, be he my own
son or daughter, if he comes to America without having a new permission written in my own handwriting or signature, do not meet him at all. Inform all cities. (Signed) Abbas.

Cablegram from Paris, February 14, 1913, to Parsons-Remey, Washington:

I am servant of Baha! His holiness Baha’u’llah is unique and peerless. All must turn to Baha’u’llah. This is the religion of Abdul-Baha. Firmness in the Covenant means love and obedience to the command of Abdul-Baha. Announce this. (Signed) Abbas.

Portion of a tablet to Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, March 25, 1913, Paris, France. The original of this tablet is in Abdul-Baha’s own handwriting:

Convey my longing greeting to all the believers of God throughout all the cities of America and announce to them on my behalf that if any person from amongst the Persian believers who may be well known as to his character, whether man or woman—although he may be my own son or daughter—comes to America and has not a new permission for his going to America written with my own handwriting and signed with my own signature, you must not give him any attention at all. Whosoever speaks with him is a violator of the Covenant! This question is most important. Undoubtedly you must show the utmost caution. There are some wolves in sheep’s clothes who may claim to be shepherds. Whosoever from amongst the Persian believers arrives in America although he may be related to me,—that is,—even if he be my son-in-law or she be my daughter, first ask of him the letter giving him a new permission to come again to America. If he shows you any such letter, be most careful and attentive that it is my writing and my signature, that they may not be counterfeits. Then you cable to me and inquire about him. When the answer is received by you that it is correct then you meet him, otherwise do not associate with him. Announce the contents of this letter to all the believers and the maid-servants of the Merciful throughout America. (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Excerpt from tablet to Mrs. Harriet Cline, Los Angeles, Calif., translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Paris, March 29, 1913:

Today firmness in the Covenant is the means of the promotion of the Word of God and conducive to the effect of the word of man. Any explanation which does not accord with the Covenant will have no effect whatever. Therefore, whosoever heralds the Covenant of God, unquestionably he is confirmed. This has been tried a thousand times: Any soul who violates the Covenant and Testament in the least degree, immediately he is cut off; even in this material world he will become afflicted with remorse and regret. (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

From a tablet to an American Baha'i, translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Paris, March 4, 1913:

Whosoever claims that Abdul-Baha has given to him a tablet or sent a cablegram he must prove it (by showing it). Do not accept the saying of anyone on mere statement. He must bring forth the unmistakable and valid
evidence, signed by my own written signature and not the signature on a
cablegram which cannot be substantiated. (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Message from Abdul-Baha in his own handwriting, to the American Bahais, translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, September 18, 1913, Ramleh, Egypt:

Any Persian, whether Bahai, or belonging to the ancient religions of Persia—in short, any Persian—without carrying in his hand a letter either in my handwriting, or signed with my signature, the believers must not associate with him or speak to him, even if he is Shougi Effendi or Rouhi Effendi (the two grandsons of Abdul-Baha). The friends must demand of him before anything else, his credential letter, written in my handwriting, or signed with my signature. (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Portion of a tablet to Mr. Charles Mason Remey, translated in Ramleh, Egypt, September 23, 1913:

I have repeatedly written that any Persian—although he be my relative or Afnan—if he has no credential in his hand, the believers must not at all approach him, or associate with him, because all the enemies of the Cause in Persia—Yahyais, Nakazeen and Sufists—are turning their attention to America and will come in order to weaken the Cause of God. You must protect the Cause of God, and write to every one, and awaken all, that they must not meet any Persian who has not in his hand a credential in my handwriting and signature. (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

In response to a letter detailing the circumstances attending the arrival in San Francisco of two Persians from India (via Honolulu), without credentials, of their appearance at a Bahai meeting, of their being advised to leave and return to their hotel, and of their being entertained subsequently in the home of a believer, the following tablet was revealed by Abdul-Baha. Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Ramleh, Egypt, September 30, 1913:

O thou who are attracted to the Kingdom of Abha! Thy letter was received. Its details concerning those two persons (Persians) became known. You have acted most reasonably. Every Persian, or non-Persian, who comes from the East and has not in his hand a letter from me, although he may be one of my relatives, the believers must not receive him, neither should they let him enter into their meetings. For some wolves are coming from Persia to those parts in order to tear the sheep of God, and to scatter the seeds of corruption and to become the means of division—especially the followers of Mirza Yahya. To receive those souls would be like permitting a thief to enter a home, or like letting a wolf into a flock (of sheep). Unquestionably this is not permissible!

A man may receive his own enemy into his house and show him the utmost respect and consideration, but it is not allowable to receive a thief into his house, nor a traitor into his home, nor a wolf into the flock. This would be injustice. Although the heart of the wolf is displeased at this, yet the sheep of God must be protected. . . . . .

Show ye the utmost kindness toward enemies, that is, ignorant enemies, but not toward traitorous and treacherous enemies. I hope that through the divine bounty and favor you may be guarded and protected.

Say to those two persons (Persians): "Because we have explicit instructions in regard to this matter we cannot disobey them. It would have been
better for you to have gone first to Akka, and, receiving permission and credentials, to have come to America from there. Then you would have experienced the utmost consideration. You must likewise obey this command. If you are sincere believers, act according to this clear injunction.” *(Signed)* ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Portion of a tablet to Miss Juliet Thompson, New York City, translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, October 29, 1913, Ramleh, Egypt:

Convey this message to each and all the believers in New York: *Any person* who comes to America from the East, whether Bahai or non-Bahai, although he may be one of my relatives, such as Mirza Jalal, Mirza Mohsen and Mirza Hadi (the three sons-in-law of Abdul-Baha), who has not in his hand a letter of permission in my handwriting and signature, the believers of God must not at all approach him, but shun him and know that he is a wolf—he has come to scatter the flock; a thief—he has come to rob the house. . . .

From a tablet to the friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful, United States of America; translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, home of Abdul-Baha, Mount Carmel, Haifa, Syria, April 19, 1914. (These words are in the handwriting of Abdul-Baha):

If a Persian comes from the East to those parts—supposing the impossible: Although he may be my own son, or the only daughter of Abdul-Baha—without having in his hand an epistle with my own hand and my own signature, to meet and hold conversation with him is forbidden. For whosoever goes to America without permission has no other aim save sedition and the violation of the Covenant. *(Signed)* ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Tablet to Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, New York City, translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, August 2, 1913, Ramleh, Egypt:

The confirmation of the Kingdom of Abha shall descend uninterruptedly upon those souls who are firm in the Covenant. Thou hast well observed that every firm one is assisted and aided and every violator is degraded, humiliated and lost. It is very astonishing that people are not admonished. They have observed how Mirza Mohamed Ali on account of the violation of the Covenant descended to the lowest degree of humiliation, and yet they do not become mindful. They have seen how others through disobedience to the Testament have fallen into a well of degradation, and yet they are not awakened. This Covenant is the Covenant of his holiness, Baha’u’llah. Now its importance is not known befittingly; but in the future it shall attain to such a degree of importance that if a king violates to the extent of one atom he shall be cut off immediately.

Consider that during the life of Christ—May my life be a sacrifice to him!—his cause had no importance whatsoever; nay, rather the people scoffed and ridiculed him, and according to the text of the Gospel they called him Beezlebub. Now you can see the importance which it had later. *(Signed)* ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

In the light of the foregoing, further comment on our part is unnecessary. “Peace be upon those who follow guidance.”

It is evident that those who are favored with a written word of approval from Abdul-Baha should receive every consideration. Lua Gatsinger has been thus favored; “she is worthy of love.” —The Editors.
Addresses by Abdul-Baha delivered at Washington, D. C.

ADDRESS DELIVERED AT A BAHAI BANQUET, RAUSCHER'S HALL, NOVEMBER 9, 1912.

Dr. Ameen R. Fareed, Interpreter; stenographic notes by Mr. Joseph H. Hannen.

I feel a keen sense of joy in being present at this banquet this evening. For—praise be to God!—I see before me countenances which are radiant; ears which hear, which hearken to the melodies of the supreme concourse; hearts which are set aglow with the fire of the love of God; spirits which are exhilarated through the glad-tidings of God; souls sheltered beneath the overshadowing power of the Kingdom of Abha. I see before me here an assemblage of souls who are of the “chosen” and not of the “many called.” And it is my hope that through the favors of Baha’u’llah he may keep all of you attracted to his Kingdom; that he may render you victorious in your service to the oneness and solidarity of men. May he assist all of those who are firm in establishing the unity and the oneness of the inhabitants of this earth. May all of you thereby become my partners and co-sharers in servitude.

Supplication

O Lord! Confirm and aid this assemblage. Confirm these souls through the breaths of Thy holy spirit. Enlighten the eyes by witnessing these radiant lights, and render the ears happy through Thy anthems and Thy summons. O God! Verily we have gathered here in the utmost of love. We have turned to Thy Kingdom. We seek naught save Thee, and desire naught save Thy good pleasure! O God! Let this food be Thy manna from heaven, and suffer this assemblage to be a concourse of Thy supreme ones. May they be the cause of love to humanity and the source of illumination to the human race. May they be the instruments of guidance upon the earth. For verily Thou art Powerful, Thou art the Giver, Thou art the Forgiver and Thou art the Almighty!

After anointing and serving

In the world there have been organized many banquets, assemblages or meetings. There have been many banquets held; but those assemblages have gathered either for commercial purposes or have met in commemoration of political achievements. Meetings have been held for financing certain plans or for the promulgation of certain scientific accomplishments. They have been held to establish agricultural industries or for territorial agreements. Many are the assemblages which have been held in the world for consultation upon subjects of learning and education. These meetings have had for their object the advancement of civilization. But—
praise be to God!—this banquet and this assemblage are for no other purpose than love; for the purpose of showing forth the Kingdom; for manifestation of the traces of God; for reflecting the effulgence of the Kingdom of God; for connecting the hearts together; for service to the world of humanity; for the promulgation of humanitarianism and altruism; for promoting and advocating international peace; for the illumination of the world at large. Therefore such an assemblage as this is matchless, peerless, because every other assemblage is held for a limited object, for a personal reason, whereas this meeting is for God and God only; for the love of God. It is for the love of the hearts of men. It is for the oneness of the world of humanity. So it behooves us to offer thanks to God, for He has confirmed us in attaining hereto. He has suffered us to be servants of the world of humanity, to be advocates of universal peace amongst the religions; to herald universal peace amongst the races; to establish universal peace amongst the nations and all peoples.

It is my fervent, fond hope through the favor of God that this present meeting may be instrumental in ushering in the day when the standard of the oneness of the world of humanity shall be held aloft in America. May it be the first real foundation of Universal Peace. May it have for its object universal service to man. May it be divine philanthropy to humanity. May it never observe any distinctions or differentiations. May you consider all the religions as the servers of God, and may you regard all the races as avenues of God's Manifestations. May you know humankind to be the sheep of God, and may you know for a certainty that God is the real Shepherd of all. Consider how this kind and tender Shepherd most gently cares for all His flock; how He leads them to green pastures and beside the still waters; and how well He protects them! Verily this real Shepherd observes no distinctions whatsoever. To all the sheep He is kind. Therefore we must emulate the example of God and strive in pathways of good and well-wishing for all humanity. May we endeavor with heart and soul to reconcile the religions of the earth, to reconcile the peoples of the earth, to reconcile and unify all the nations. May we uphold the flag of solidarity, and may we enkindle a light which shall illumine all regions with the radiance of oneness. May all our purposes be centralized in the earnest desire of attaining the good-pleasure of God, and may our supreme efforts be directed to the welding together of the human household. Let us not regard our own respective capacities; nay, rather let us regard forever the favors of God. The drop must not observe its own limited capacity. Nay rather, it must regard the sufficiency and capacity of the ocean which ever glorifieth the drop. The tender and simple seed, solitary though it may be, must not look at its own lack of power. Nay rather, its attention must ever be directed to the sun, in the rays of which it basks; and it must ever consider the downpour of the cloud of mercy. For the bounty of the cloud, the effulgence and heat of the sun and the breath of the vernal zephyrs can transform the tiny seed and develop it into a mighty tree. And may you remember that a single infinitesimal atom in the ray of the sun and through a shining beam of the solar energy becomes glorified and radiant.

Therefore let us ever trust in God and seek confirmation and assistance from Him. Let us have perfect and absolute confidence in the bounty of the Kingdom. Recall the events connected with souls of by-gone times, in the beginning of their days; and again regard them when, through the assistance and the aid of God, they proved to be the mighty ones of the earth. Remember the fact that Peter was a fisherman, but through the bounty of the Kingdom he became the great apostle. Mary, the Magdalen,
was a villager of lowly type, and that selfsame Mary, the Magdalen, was changed and became the means of conferring confirmation upon the disciples. Verily she served the Kingdom of God in such wise as to render herself well-known and oft-mentioned by the tongues of men. She is shining even today from the horizon of eternal majesty. Consider how colossal is the bounty of God selected to be the channel of confirmation of the disciples, and a light of nearness in His Kingdom. Consequently trust ye in the bounty and grace of God, and rest assured in the bestowals of God's eternal outpouring. I am hopeful that each one of you may become a shining light, even as these electric lights are now shining. Nay rather, may each one of you become a luminary like unto a sparkling star in the heaven of His good will. This is my supplication at the throne of God. This is my hope through the favors of Baha'u'llah. In behalf of all of you I offer this supplication, and with a contrite heart do I beg for you assistance and eternal bestowal.

ADDRESS DELIVERED AT 1252 EIGHTH STREET, N. W., NOVEMBER 10, 1912.

Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, interpreter; stenographic notes by Mr. Joseph H. Hannen.

THIS is a beautiful assembly. This is a very good assembly. I am very happy that the whites and the colored are together. This is the cause of my happiness, for you are all the servants of one God, and all are brothers, sisters, mothers and fathers. In the sight of God there is no white and there is no colored. In the sight of God all are as one. Any one whose heart is pure is dear to God, whether white or colored, red or yellow. Among the various animals there are colors. Among the doves that you see, some are white, some black, some yellow, red; but, notwithstanding this, they are in the utmost happiness and fellowship with each other. There is no distinction whatever, because they are all doves. Now you all are human. The doves understand that there is no distinction between their colors. Therefore they live together in the utmost fellowship. Man is intelligent and thoughtful; he has powers of mind. Why, then, should he be bound by distinction of color or race? There is no sheep which says to the other: "I am white!" or "You are black, and I am brown." Nay rather, they graze together in the utmost love, live together in the utmost unity and happiness. How can man be limited by colors? What are colors, anyway? The important thing is that in reality all are human. All are one progeny of Adam. Inasmuch as they are all one family, why should they be separated?

I had a servant who was colored; his name was Isfandiar. If a perfect man could be found in the world, that man was Isfandiar. He was the essence of love; radiant with sanctity and perfection. He was luminous like unto this light. Whenever I think of Isfandiar I am moved to tears, although he passed away fifty years ago. He was the faithful servant of Baha'u'llah. He was entrusted with the secrets of Baha'u'llah. The shah of Persia especially wanted him because he knew the secrets of Baha'u'llah; therefore the shah wanted him very much and inquired continually as to his whereabouts. His holiness Baha'u'llah was in prison; but the shah of Persia had appointed several persons to find Isfandiar. Perhaps more than a

(Continued on page 102)
1850—Arthur P. Dodge—1915

A pioneer of the Bahá'í Cause in America has passed to the life beyond. The name of Arthur Pillsbury Dodge will ever be associated with its development in the western world, for he was an active worker and well known. In its memorial issue, the STAR OF THE WEST plans to mention his services in the Cause he loved. On behalf of the Bahá'ís everywhere, we extend heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved.

—The Editors.

[NEWSPAPER CLIPPING]

ARTHUR P. DODGE DEAD, AFTER VARIED CAREER.

Lawyer, Inventor, Publisher, Author and Student of Religion Succumbs At Sixty-five.

Arthur Pillsbury Dodge, lawyer, inventor, publisher, and member of the bars of New York, New Hampshire, Illinois, and Massachusetts, died October 12th at his home in Freeport, L. I., in his sixty-sixth year. He was born in Enfield, N. H., and was a direct descendant of Simon Dodge, who came to this country from England in 1630. Mr. Dodge educated himself, and was admitted to the bar of Massachusetts in 1879, and for a time was attorney for Mary Baker G. Eddy, at that time an apostle of Phineas Parker Quimby, the founder of Christian Science. In 1886 Mr. Dodge founded The New England Magazine, and later founded The Bay State Monthly and The Granite State Monthly. Dr. Edward Everett Hale and William Dean Howells were both associated with Mr. Dodge in these enterprises.

In 1892, Mr. Dodge went to Chicago and was admitted to the bar of Illinois and became interested with the late George M. Pullman and devoted his time to the development of the Dodge System of Stored Heat Motive Power. Later he founded the Kinetic Power Company, the Dodge Motor Company, and the Kinetic Manufacturing Company.
Mr. Dodge bought the franchise of the Babylon Railroad at Babylon, L. I., and, with the aid of the late Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll, planned to use it to demonstrate his system of stored heat motive power. Later he sold the franchise to the Pennsylvania Railroad. In 1900, in company with his wife, who was Miss Elizabeth Ann Day of Boston, and whom he married in 1870, he made a pilgrimage to the ancient prison city of Acre in Palestine, Syria, where Abdul-Baha Abbas was proclaiming the Bahai message to the world. Three years ago, Abbas visited this country and was entertained by Mr. Dodge, who made arrangements whereby he was allowed to preach the gospel of Universal Peace and Unification of Religions in a number of important churches throughout the United States.

Mr. Dodge was a profound student of religion and was the author of a number of books on religion, the most recent of which were "The Truth of It" and "Whence? Why? Whither?"

He is survived by his wife and three sons, William C. Dodge, a lawyer of 14 Nassau Street; Wendell Phillips Dodge, editor of the Strand Magazine, and Richard P. Dodge, a scenic artist.

His funeral services will be held from his late residence at Freeport on Thursday and the interment will take place in the Dodge plot in Wakefield, Mass.

Messages from Abdul-Baha to Bahais in Germany

PORTION of letter from Mirza Azizollah dated Haifa, July 30, 1915, addressed to Miss Alma S. Knobloch, Stuttgart, Germany.

"I translated all the enclosed letters immediately and offered them to our beloved Abdul-Baha. He became very happy thereby. He loves all of you, dear friends. He often speaks highly of the character of his German children. He says: 'They are pure, their nature is not stained by any disagreeable quality. They are readily confirmed by the hosts of the Kingdom. They are blessed in their activities in serving and helping the negligent and distressed. Their success in the service of the kingdom of God is sure.'

"Dear sister, he praises them so often that I do not know which time to write. I have only to congratulate all for their nobility of character which attracts so many blessings from him.

"Also I pray that he may keep them always under his guarding staff, safe from the thieves of worldly desires, pride and negligence. I am sure he does this, and consequently they will always strive and shine brilliantly among other friends upon the horizon of the Cause."

Message from Abdul-Baha, to the Bahais of Germany, through Frau Consul Schwarz, translated by A. S. Bahadur, Mount Carmel, July 25, 1915:

"O dear friends!

"Praise be to God, we are all well and safe under the shelter of divine patronage and protection. We are in the utmost harmony; we pray night and day and beseech God's mercy for all the people of the world, that He may not look at the capacity of His creatures (at what the people deserve), but may He deal with them through His mere Blessing and Grace, so that the means of comfort and joy may be attained; so that the hearts may become lamps for (His) lights, and the souls (people) may attain God's pleasure. This is our utmost desire and longing. And you also pray that the ocean of bounties may rise in waves, and all the people may be-
come immersed in the ocean of God’s forgiveness.

"God be praised! Strong love is produced between Germany and Islam. The Islamic world is in love with the Germanic world. The former loves exceedingly, the latter.

"What a good friendship is produced! We hope that this love and friendship will give rise to great results, that it will influence others (nations) also.

"By the grace of God, we are well and happy. We hope that you are happy too. Your postal cards were received. As they bear the glad-tidings of your good health, they became the cause of our delight and joy. May peace be upon you!"

ADDRESS DELIVERED AT 1252 EIGHTH STREET, N. W.
(Continued from page ninety-nine)

hundred policemen were appointed to go in search of him. If they had succeeded in catching him, they would not have killed him at once. Nay rather, they would have cut his flesh into pieces to force him to tell them the secrets of Baha’ollah. But Isfandiar with the utmost dignity used to walk in the streets and bazaars. One day he came to us. Mother, sister and I had a place near a corner, because they frequently injured us. We said: "We must go to a place where they do not know us." I was a child at that time. At midnight Isfandiar came in. Mother said: "O, Isfandiar, there are a hundred policemen seeking after you. If they catch you they will not kill you at once, but they will torture you with fire. They will cut off your fingers. They will cut your ears. They will put out your eyes, to force you to tell them the secrets of Baha’ollah, you who are the servant of Baha’ollah. Go away; do not stay here." He said, "I cannot go, because I am indebted in the street and in the stores. How can I go? They will say that the servant of Baha’ollah has eaten and devoured the property of the people. Unless I pay all these debts, I cannot go. But, if they take me—never mind. If they kill me—never mind. If they punish me, there is no harm in that. But to go away is impossible. I must strive and pay all my debts. Then I will go." For one month Isfandiar went about in the streets and bazaars. He had things to sell and from his earnings he used to pay his debts. In fact, they were not his debts, but the debts of the court, for they had confiscated our properties. Everything we had was taken away from us. The only thing that remained was our debts. He paid all our debts; not a single penny remained unpaid. Then he came to us and said "Good-bye!" and went away. Afterwards Baha’ollah was released from prison. We went to Bagdad, and Isfandiar came there. He wanted to stay in the same home, and Baha’ollah the Blessed Perfection said: "When you fled away there was a Persian minister who gave you shelter, at a time when no one else could give you protection. Because he did give you shelter and protect you, you must be faithful to him. If your master is satisfied, then come to us; but if he does not want you to go, do not be separated from him." His master said: "I do not want to be separated from Isfandiar. Where can I find another like him, with such sincerity, such faithfulness, such character, such power? Where can I find one? O, Isfandiar! I am not willing that you should go, yet if you wish to go, let it be according to your own will." But because the Blessed Perfection had said, "You must be faithful," Isfandiar stayed with his master until he died. He was a point of light! Although his color was black, yet his character was luminous, his mind was luminous, his face was luminous. Truly, he was a point of light.

Then it is evident that excellence does not depend upon color. Character is the true criterion of humanity. Anyone
who possesses a good character, who has faith in God and is firm, whose manners are good, whose speech is good,—that one is accepted at the threshold of God, no matter what color he may be! In short,—praise be to God!—you are the servants of God. The love of Baha’u’llah is in your hearts. Your souls are rejoicing in the glad-tidings of Baha’u’llah. My hope is that the white and the colored will be united in the utmost love and fellowship, with complete unity, associating in real amity and brotherhood. Associate with each other, think of each other and be like unto a rose-garden. Anyone who goes into a rose-garden will see various roses, white roses, pink roses, yellow roses, red roses—all growing together and replete with the utmost adornment. Each one is the adornment of the other. Were all of one color, the garden would be monotonous to the eye. If they are all white or all yellow or all red, the garden would lack variety and attractiveness. But when the colors are varied, white, pink, yellow, red, there will be the utmost beauty. Therefore I am hoping that you will be like unto a rose-garden. Although different in colors, yet—praise be to God!—you receive rays from the same sun. From one cloud the rain is poured upon you. You are under the training of one Gardener, and this Gardener is kind to all. Therefore you must manifest the utmost kindness towards each other, and you may rest assured that whenever you are united, the confirmations of the Kingdom of Abha will reach you, the heavenly favors will descend upon you, the bounties of God will be given to you, the sun of reality will shine upon you, the cloud of mercy will pour its showers upon you, and the breeze of mercy will waft its fragrances upon you.

I hope you will continue in unity and fellowship. How beautiful to see colored and white together! I hope. God willing, the day will come when I shall see the red men, the Indians with you, also the Japanese and others. Then there will be white roses, yellow roses, red roses, and a very beautiful rose-garden will be organized!

ADDRESS DELIVERED AT 1901 EIGHTEENTH STREET, N. W., NOVEMBER 10, 1912.

Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, interpreter; stenographic notes by Mr. Joseph H. Hannen.

I am well pleased with the friends of Washington, and entertain the utmost of joy for them. Likewise I am pleased with all the friends living in the environs of Washington, like Baltimore, etc., for I have observed that their hearts are attracted to the love of Baha’u’llah. Their sight is occupied with the kingdom of Baha. Their spirits are joyous through the glad-tidings of Abha. Verily they are servants of the Cause of God. All are endeavoring to serve, and the utmost of their desire is to enter into the kingdom of Abha and draw near to God. On that account I am very happy and I am well pleased with them. For all do I pray. May the favors of the Blessed Beauty (Baha’u’llah) encompass them all, and may the lights of the sun of reality shine upon all. May you all be united and assured. As a united force may you as one, singly and alone serve God’s Cause; and I give you the glad-tidings that the confirmation of God will reach you. Be assured of this. Ye will become illumined. Ye will become conquerors.

But after I leave, perhaps some people will arise in opposition to you, heap persecutions upon you, and in the papers there may be articles against the Cause. Rest ye in assurance of firmness. Be ye well poised. Be ye serene,
and remember that they are only as the twittering of sparrows, and they will pass away. If it be not so, the fame of the Cause will not be widespread and the summons of God will not be heard. Consider the times of the past. Regard, for instance, the days of his holiness Christ and the days subsequent thereto. How many were the books compiled against his holiness! How many were the calumnies attributed to him! How many were the utterances in the temples against his holiness! How many were the accusations against him, and what hatred and persecutions! How many scoffed at him in derision! How many were the titles they bestowed upon him! They even designated him Beelzebub—satan. They did not say "Jesus." They used the term Beelzebub. Beelzebub was captured. Upon the head of Beelzebub was placed the crown of thorns. Beelzebub was taken and paraded through the streets, they said. Beelzebub was crucified, they said. This is the name of the Jews for Christ, and you will find it in the Gospels. It is recorded there. Likewise many were the forms of reviling and persecution. Witness in the Gospel, how they went as far as spitting in his face, cursing him, anathematizing him, and bowing backward towards him, saying: "Peace be on thee—thou king of the Jews!" "Peace be on thee, thou destroyer of the temple!" "Peace be on thee, thou king and pretending builder of the temple in three days!" How many were the philosophers of the times, Romans and Greeks, who wrote against his holiness Christ! Even the kings wrote against him. Many were the calumnies indeed. One of the Caesars who was a philosopher wrote a book. In that book, concerning the people of Christ, he says: "The most degraded of people are the Christians. The most immoral of the people of this time are the Christians. Jesus of Nazareth has led them astray.

O people! If you wish to know who Jesus is and what Christian means, go and ask his relatives. Go and ask the Jews who knew him. See what a bad person he was; how degraded he was."

There were many similar accounts. But remember that these did not affect the Cause of Christianity. Nay rather, Christianity advanced daily in power and potency.

Day by day the majesty of Christ grew in splendor and effulgence. Therefore my purpose is to warn you against accusations, against certain complaints, criticisms, revilings, and upbraidings in newspaper articles, or other publications. Be not disturbed by them. They are the very cause of confirming the Cause; the very source of upbuilding the movement. I hope that God may confirm it that ten or twenty ministers of the churches may arise and with bare heads cry at the top of their voices, saying to the people that the Bahais are misguided. I would like to see that day, and I want you to know that on that day something is going to happen. That is the day when the Cause is going to spread. Baha'u'llah has pronounced such as these the carriers of the Cause. They will proclaim from the pulpit that these Bahais are fools; that these Bahais are a bad lot; but be ye steadfast in the Cause of God. They will spread the Cause of Baha'u'llah. My purpose is this—that his honor Mirza Abul Fazl has written a treatise* answering the criticisms of a London preacher. It is published in Chicago; Mr. Windust has copies of it, and the copies are for distribution. Each one of you should have a copy of that book, and read, memorize and ponder over it. Then when anybody advances accusations and criticisms, you will be well armed.

*Refers to "The Brilliant Proof" by Mirza Abul Fazl. It was published by Abdul-Baha during his sojourn in America. Mr. Windust was the printer of the book. It can be had of the Baha'i Publishing Society, P. O. Box 240, Chicago. Price, 15 cents.
"When the ocean of My Presence hath disappeared and the Book of Origin is achieved to the end, turn your faces toward Him Whom God hath purposed, who hath branched from this Pre-Existent Root." — Words of BAHÁ’ULLÁH.
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'O'LLAH.
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I

The Covenant of God*

By GEORGE O. LATIMER

In all the Holy Scriptures the "Covenant and Testament" of God has been given to man through the prophets and in order to clearly and fully comprehend the Bahai Revelation it is necessary to understand the meaning and purpose of this Covenant and Testament as it has existed in past ages as well as its importance in this present day. As the term implies, a "covenant" means a compact or an agreement and a "testament" is a document by which one disposes of his property after his death. In legal phraseology the term, covenant, is used in the sense of a mutual promise and necessarily implies that there are two parties to the agreement: the promisor and the promisee. The promisor agrees to fulfill certain conditions upon the performing of certain acts by the promisee.

Now the "Covenant of God" is a promise, with the Creator as the party of the first part and the people of the world as the party of the second, that at the 'end of the days,' God will establish His kingdom on earth as it is in heaven.' In each successive cycle this Covenant or promise has been renewed with man by the Word of God speaking through His Manifestations, but each time it has been given in a different testamentary form. A testament requires two witnesses to make it valid, and the preceding and succeeding prophet in each dispensation have been these witnesses. For example, Moses promised the coming of Christ and Christ said that he fulfilled the prophecy of Moses, thus these two were the witnesses to God's Covenant, and in like manner, this has been the case in every age.

The subject is clearly explained in the following tablet from the pen of Abdul-Baha:

"His holiness Abraham—On him be peace—made a covenant concerning his holiness Moses and gave the glad-tidings of his coming. His holiness Moses made a covenant concerning the 'promised one,' i. e., his holiness Christ, and an-

*Note—Compiled in Stuttgart, Germany, during August, 1914. This manuscript was presented to Abdul-Baha personally by Mr. Latimer while in Akka in October of the same year. Abdul-Baha gave consent to its publication.—The Editors.
nounced the good news of his Manifestation to the world. His holiness Christ made a covenant concerning the Paraclete and gave the tidings of his coming. His holiness the prophet Mohammed made a covenant concerning his holiness the Bab, and the Bab was the one promised by Mohammed—for Mohammed gave the glad-tidings of his coming. The Bab made a covenant concerning Baha’u’llah and gave the glad-tidings of his coming, and Baha’u’llah was the one promised by his holiness the Bab. Baha’u’llah made a covenant concerning a promised one who will become manifest after one thousand, or thousands of years. He likewise, with his Supreme Pen, entered into a great covenant and testament with all the Baha’is whereby they were all commanded to follow the Center of the Covenant after his (Baha’u’llah’s) departure, and turn not away, even to a hair’s breadth, from obeying him.”

In reality, there has been but one Covenant. Each prophet has renewed this Covenant in a different manner and to distinguish the promise of one from that of the other, it is spoken of as the covenant of Abraham, the covenant of Moses, etc., and in this “latter day” it has been referred to by Jeremiah (31:31) as the “new covenant.”

Thus God has entered into this Covenant with all His Manifestations and each in turn has given it to the world, but always in a new form according to the understanding of the people. The story of Adam and the Garden of Eden is an account of this Covenant. Again the Ark of Noah represents this Covenant. The “everlasting covenant” with Abraham that “his seed would inherit the earth” explains the promise, Moses fulfilled this Covenant on Mount Sinai. Christ referred to this Covenant when he spoke of Peter as the “rock” upon which the church was to be built. Again the account of Fama-Gadeer (where Mohammed told the people to turn to his successor, Ali) relates to this Covenant. The Book of Beyan, in which the Bab commanded his followers to turn to Baha’u’llah as the one “Whom God shall Manifest,” is this same Covenant, and the Kitab-‘l-Ahd (Book of the Covenant), written by Baha’u’llah, is the establishment of this same Covenant.

This Covenant is the source of order in the world. In the words of Abdul-Baha: “The Covenant is an Orb which shines and gleams forth unto the universe. Verily, its lights will dispel darkness, its sea will cast out the froth of suspicion upon the shores of perdition. Verily, naught in the world can resist the power of the Kingdom. Should all mankind assemble, could they prevent the sun from giving its light, the winds from their blowing, the clouds from their showers, the mountains from their firmness or the stars from their beaming? No! by the Lord, the Clement. Everything (in the world) is subject to corruption, but the Covenant of thy Lord shall continue to pervade all regions.”

Each one of the prophets testified to the renewal of this Covenant by the one who was to come after him and at the same time pointed to the final Covenant which would be a culmination of all the preceding ones and which would be the establishment of God’s Kingdom in the hearts of mankind. In the Old Testament this Covenant has been symbolized by salt. Moses commanded that all offerings be seasoned with the “salt of the covenant of God.” In Numbers 18:19, it is referred to as “a covenant of salt forever before the Lord.” In Chronicles II, 13:5, it is stated that the Lord gave the kingdom of Israel over to David and his sons by “a covenant of salt.” Again Christ says to his disciples (Matt. 5:13): “Ye are the salt of the earth; but if the salt hath lost its savor, wherewith shall it be salted?” Salt has been used to characterize the spiritual power which gives life to humanity and if one is deprived of its savor by losing hold of the Covenant his spiritual sustenance is cut off.

Today, the symbol of the spiritual power of the Covenant is love. All through the biblical scriptures the wrath
O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakably, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the Leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy power will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.
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of God is called down upon those who violate the Covenant of God or loose hold thereof, but His protection is guaranteed to all who come under its divine power. In the present day, the Covenant has again been the means of illuminating mankind. Abdul-Baha says: "The Covenant has such a sway that it astonishes the minds. In every region the sign of the power of the Covenant is apparent and manifest. For instance, in Persia the fire of revolution blazed in such wise that all communities, government and nation became afflicted with the most severe trials; but the power of the Covenant protected the Bahai friends to such a degree that in this turbulent storm no dust fell upon them, except in one locality, which became the cause of the spreading of the Religion of God and the diffusion of the Word of God. Now all the parties in Persia are wondering how the people of Baha' were guarded and protected." (Extract from a Tablet.)

Thus in every age the people have been commanded to "remain firm in this Covenant," i. e., to perform their part of the agreement, for unless both parties carry out their side of the agreement, the Covenant becomes invalid and cannot be established. The way in which the people are to fulfill their side of this compact is to turn to God with open hearts and to follow His commandments and abide in His love. When they do this the confirmations of heaven will reach them; all their desires and longings will be fulfilled by the establishment of this very same Covenant.

Today, this Covenant is fulfilled by the Manifestation of the three Bahai teachers: the Bab, Baha'o'llah and Abdul-Baha. The coming of the three to establish the Covenant in this day—one as the "Forerunner," one as the "Lord of Hosts," and one as the "Center of the Covenant"—was promised by God in the clearest of terms through the prophet Malachi (3:1): "Behold I will send my [1] messenger, and he shall prepare the way before me; [2] and the Lord, whom ye seek, shall suddenly come to his temple; [3] even the messenger of the covenant, whom ye delight in, behold he shall come, saith the Lord of Hosts." It is not meant however, that these three holy personages are to be considered as separate manifestors of the Word of God in this day, for the Word of God is
ever given in its oneness and singleness, i.e., it is made manifest through only one channel or individual at a time.

The reality of their Manifestation is likened unto that of a tree: the Bab, known as the “First Point” of this Revelation, is the first offshoot from the seed of the Tree; Baha’u’llah is the “Pre-existent Root” of the same Tree, and Abdul-Baha is the “Greatest Branch” of that Tree. All parts of the Tree are nourished by the same osmosis (the Word of God), and each is dependent on the other for sustenance. In the botanical kingdom, the direct, upward growing branch of the tree is known as the main or greatest branch of the tree while all the other branches are considered as offshoots from this main branch. The seed of the tree is its manifestation, for it is the seed itself which appears in the form of branches, leaves and fruits. The fruit cannot be ripened and perfected save through the branch, and without the fruit the potentiality of the seed ceases to exist. The people of the world are the leaves of this tree and the leaves receive their nourishment through the branch. When the connection with the branch is severed they drop off from the tree and wither up. The purpose of the tree is to produce fruit and while the root may live for awhile without its branch, yet it is not able to complete its existence; therefore the root and the trunk are one and each is subservient to the other for the perfection of their manifestation. “The essential object is the Tree, the foundation is the Tree, and the Universal Reality is the Tree.”

The perfection of this “Branch” has been foretold by God through Zechariah (3:7): “For, behold, I will bring forth my servant, the Branch”; and the promise was also given through Isaiah (11:1): “And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse. [Baha’u’llah descended from Jesse, the son of Abraham—not Jesse, the father of David], and a Branch shall grow out of his root, and the spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him.” Again Isaiah said (4:2): “In that day shall the Branch of the Lord be beautiful and glorious, and the fruit of the earth shall be excellent and comely.”

The branch is the center of the tree’s existence; likewise in this world of creation there is a center for everything and all the bounties of existence come from that center. For example, everything in this physical world is dependent for its existence upon the center of gravity which holds all the physical bodies together. If anything should detach itself for one instant from this center of attraction it will immediately fall off into space, and so far as part of the life of this planet is concerned it will cease to exist. In our solar system the sun is the center of illumination. All forms of genesis appear through its light and heat, without which there would be no growth and development; there would be no vegetable kingdom, no animal kingdom, and all life in the world would cease to exist. The earth, the moon and all the planets receive their illumination from this same sun, and if deprived of its rays they would be in eternal darkness. In the mineral kingdom the elements are held together by a center known as chemical affinity, and likewise there is a center for all life in the vegetable world. Again the human organism is a unit composed of various organs all dependent upon one center—the heart—for life and sustenance. As long as all the different parts are in perfect connection with the heart, they co-ordinate and perform their separate functions in harmony and accord, and life will be manifest in its fullest perfection; but if the supply of life-giving blood is cut off from one of the members of the body, immediately that organ begins to disintegrate and die. In turn its death will cause the contamination of the other members, and eventually the entire body will become diseased, and death will be the result. In our commercial life there is a focusing point that controls affairs. The heart of the city is the business
center which regulates the life of the entire city. In a like manner there are co-ordinate units of centralization for the social, civic and political welfare of the community. In fact, everything in the material world demands a centralizing of forces for the well-being and progress of humanity.

Now, the material world is a counterpart or reflection of the spiritual world and as there is a center of attraction for everything in the terrestrial globe—this being an universal law of nature—likewise, there must be a center of attachment in the spiritual world. In every age the absence of this center in the spiritual world has been the cause of the decline and departure of the spirit from religion. Differences and misunderstandings have crept in and falsehood has supplanted truth, creating new sects and thus destroying the very foundations of religion. Strife and contention makes division, and separation is the cause of death, for every creation is an organized unit, the members of which are held together by the center of attraction.

Because in former times there was no distinct center of the Covenant of God, after each renewal, decay set in and the Word of God became contaminated by man-made creeds and dogmas which in turn caused disagreement, opposition and bitter struggle throughout the centuries, down to the present time; and now this strife in the spiritual world, as well as in the physical world is at its height for the very reason that this Center is unknown.

In former ages no distinct personage had been appointed to be the Center which was to differentiate between truth and falsehood and thus eradicate all differences arising in the mind of man. Many have thought that Peter was made the expounder of the Book, when Christ said, "Thou art Peter, and upon this rock will I build my church"; but this was only an indication and confirmation of Peter's faith, for the word "rock" was used as a symbol of faith, and the Christian church was established through the faith of the people in Christ. Yet there were dissensions in the time of Christ because there was no Center, and men began to interpret and explain his teachings in the way that most benefited themselves. The separation between Roman and Greek church was due to a small question of interpretation—whether a word meant "by" or "through." Today the signs of man are far more evidence in the church, than the signs of Christ.

Therefore, in order to have accord and harmony in the spiritual world, and the establishment of God's Kingdom of love and peace on earth, and the uniting of all peoples under the tent of oneness, a Center is necessary, and Abdul-Baha has been appointed that Center. He is the Explainer of the Word and the Ex-pounder of the Book of God revealed to the world in this day through Baha'o'llah. In the Kitab-elu-Ahd (Book of the Covenant) the Tablet of the Branch, and in numerous writings, Baha'o'llah clearly appoints Abdul-Baha, the Greatest Branch, as the one to whom all should turn for spiritual guidance and knowledge after his departure. He writes in his Will and Testament: "When the Ocean of My Presence hath disappeared and the Book of Origin is achieved to the end, turn your faces toward Him Whom-God-hath-purposed, who hath branched from this Pre-Existent Root. The aim of this blessed verse hath been the Greatest Branch." Again he commanded: "After My departure turn to the Branch for what ye do not understand," and in a tablet to Abdul-Baha addressed "O Thou My Greatest Branch," he said, "Verily, We have ordained Thee the guardian of all the creatures, and a Protection to all those in the heavens and earths, and a Fortress to those who believe in God, the One, the Omniscient! I beg of God to protect them by Thee; to enrich them by Thee, to nourish them by Thee; and to reveal to Thee that which is the Dawning-point of riches to the people of Creation, and the Ocean of Generosity to
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Divine Magnificat which is illuminating the

world, dispelling the darkness of racial

and religious hatred, and lighting up the

way made dark by the superstitions and

blind imitations of former ages. It is the

Magnet which is attracting the hearts of

men to God. This awakening is being

accomplished by the Servitude of Abdul-

Baha to mankind. His whole life has

been one of sacrifice and service so that

man might become mindful of God’s

wishes. After a life of imprisonment

and trials and at an advanced age, he

travelled throughout Europe and

America, undergoing many hardships, in

order to serve the people by rending

asunder the veils of ignorance and dis-

closing the realities of all things, thus il-

luminating this dark world of material-

ism.

Assuredly, the words of Jesus (Matt.

23:11) to the multitude: “But he that

is greatest among you shall be your serv-

ant,” are being fulfilled today by Abdul-

Baha, the “Servant of God.” His

greatest wish is: “To be a faithful

servant and a sincere slave at the Thresh-

old of Baha’u’llah. Whosoever enter-

tains perfect love for me and is firm in

the Covenant must know and believe

that I am the Servant of the Threshold
of the blessed perfection (Baha‘u’llah). But the center of the Covenant is the Point toward which all the people of the world must turn their faces. He is the Interpreter of the Books and all the Bahais are beneath his protection. Therefore, if any soul by himself, interprets the Books of God contrary to the clear text emanating from the pen of the Covenant, it is not acceptable and this will become the cause of differences amongst the believers of God.” (From a recent Tablet of Abdul-Baha).

The fruit appears upon the branch and not upon the root of the tree, therefore the fruits of Baha‘u’llah’s teachings are being ripened and brought to fruition through Abdul-Baha. He is ushering in the new harvest of Universal Peace and the Oneness of the World of Humanity—which means the cessation of fruitless strife and ruinous warfare. Thus the antagonism of faiths and religions and the racial and patriotic differences will be eradicated and for all there will be one religion, one faith, one race, one people and one home, and the din and clamor caused by warfare and discordant revelry will be changed to the beautiful and harmonious melodies of the kingdom of paradise.

These blessings are coming to man through his firmness in the Covenant. Abdul-Baha has said: “Today firmness in the Covenant is the means of the promotion of the Word of God and conducive to the effect of the word of man,” for the fulfillment of this Covenant it is necessary for the believers of God to imitate the conduct and manner of Abdul-Baha, that is they must engage in teaching and spreading the Cause of God; their words must be like the flame of fire, burning away the veils of dogmas, passion and desire and they must be in the utmost state of humility and self-renunciation so that others may be mindful. In order to accomplish this fulfillment of the Covenant, one has only to follow out the following admonition of Abdul-Baha:

“Through the protection and help of the Blessed Perfection (Baha‘u’llah), you must conduct and deport yourselves in such a manner that you may stand out among other souls distinguished by a brilliancy like unto the sun. If any one of you enters a city he must become the center of attraction because of the sincerity, faithfulness, honesty, fidelity, truthfulness, and loving-kindness of his disposition and nature toward all the inhabitants of the world. That the people of the city may cry out: ‘This person is unquestionably a Bahai. For his manners, his behavior, his conduct, his morals, his nature and his disposition are of the attributes of the Bahais.’ Until you do attain to this station, you have not fulfilled the Covenant and Testament of God.”

**Concluding paragraph of “The Daily Prayer” revealed by Baha‘u’llah**

[Then sitting down, say:] “I confess Thy Oneness and Singleness and that Thou art God: There is no God but Thee! Thou hast manifested Thy Command, FULFILLED THY COVENANT, and opened the gate of Thy Bounty to all who are in the Heavens and upon the earth. Prayer and peace, praise and glory be upon Thy beloved, who were not prevented by the deeds of the people from turning unto Thee, and who offered what they had for the hope of what Thou hast. Verily Thou art the Merciful, the Forgiving!”
"The Call of God"

O PEOPLE! The doors of the kingdom are opened—the Sun of Truth is shining upon the world—the fountains of life are flowing—the daysprings of mercy have appeared—the greatest and Most Glorious Light is now manifest to illuminate the hearts of men. Wake up and hear the voice of God calling from all parts of the Supreme World: "Come unto Me, O ye children of men! Come unto Me, O ye who are thirsty, and drink from this sweet Water which is descending in torrents upon all parts of the globe!"

Now is the time! Now is the accepted time!

—ABDUL-BAHA
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’U’LLAH.
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The Call of God*

By GEORGE O. LATIMER

THE Bahai Message has been given to the world on the same basis as that of all the past religions, that is, the acknowledgment of a single divinity which is all-powerful, all-comprehending, all-encompassing. This divinity is an unknown essence, an infinite being known as God. "God, singly and alone, abideth in His own place, which is holy above space and time, mention and utterance, sign, description and definition, height and depth. God alone should be realized as the one power which animates and dominates all things which are but manifestations of its energy." [Baha’u’llah]. All things owe their existence to God and are dependent upon Him for guidance and advancement. All existence testifies to a creator and every kingdom is in need of an educator.

For example, the barren soil when tilled produces abundant crops. By cultivation, fertilization and engrafting, trees which produced bitter fruits, yield sweet fruits. Without the training of the gardener the flowers become choked by weeds and cease to give forth their fragrance. By careful training the animal has become domesticated and is of great service to mankind, but if it is left untrained it remains a wild, often ferocious beast. Man also, if left without training, becomes bestial, in fact he becomes lower than the animal, for the greater number of animals protect their own kind, while men, among the negroes of central Africa, kill and eat one another; whereas if man be educated he becomes a heavenly being. If it were not for education, no facilities or wonderful industries in the world, sciences and arts would be known, and civilization would not exist.

Now man, the greatest of all God’s handiwork, is in constant need of education. He is born into the world helpless and remains in this condition for a long time. His faculties are brought into use only by training. He does not speak until taught to do so. Later on he is sent to school and receives instruction in the arts, sciences and needs of humanity. In fact, his whole life from birth to death is one period of learning. As man has material faculties which need development, so he has within him spiritual faculties, latent powers given him by God, which must be awakened.

Thus man is in need of three kinds of education: material, human and spiritual. Material education perfects his physical body and is common to animals as well as men. Human education deals with his civilization and progress. It has to do with the social, economic and civic problems of life. It includes arts, sciences, inventions and all the activities which are essential to man as distinguished from the animal. Divine education consists in acquiring the divine

*Note—Compiled in Stuttgart, Germany, during August, 1914. This manuscript was presented to Abdul-Baha personally by Mr. Latimer while in Akka in October of the same year. Abdul-Baha gave consent to its publication.—*The Editors.
perfections, the awakening of the latent spiritual powers within man. This is the real education and confers upon man the supreme goal of the world of humanity: “Let us make man in our image and after our likeness.”

Thus it is evident that man needs an educator who must be perfect in all respects in order to impart this education to him. This teacher must aid man in the carrying out of physical matters and the establishment of a proper social and civil organization. He must train the mind, so that it will be able to grasp the reality and purpose of creation, to improve arts, trades and inventions and to master the difficult problems of science; and he must quicken the spiritual susceptibilities, so that he may be freed from self and become illumined with the heavenly attributes of God.

It is clear that no human agency is able to fill this important mission, for since man is unable, in his short lifetime, to acquire perfection in any one of the branches of art, learning, literature or science, how much more impossible is it for him to bestow at the same time perfect material, human and divine education. Can there be a perfect civilization with an imperfect educator? Undoubtedly no one but God, the creator, is able to fulfill this great office. But as man is incapable of knowing God, because it is impossible for the finite mind to comprehend the infinite, this awakening must come through certain channels which are capable of man’s comprehension.

These channels are certain men, chosen and prepared by God to express His word in speech and writing and to manifest it in their lives. These men are likened unto polished mirrors which reflect perfectly the rays of the sun, but which are not a part of that sun, and are known as Manifestations of God. “The root of all knowledge is the knowledge of God—Glory be to Him!—and this knowledge is impossible save through His Manifestation.” [Baha’u’llah].

From time to time such a man appears, declares his mission to the world and establishes a civilization—termed dispensation—which lasts for centuries and which becomes the focal point around which the laws and lives of many generations revolve. This civilization which all the governments on the earth have been unable to found, one holy man establishes without any material aid or support. For example, Christ, singly and alone, established a cause and founded a union between many diverse communities, which all the kings of the earth had tried to establish and had failed. History cites many notable examples of this kind, among whom are Abraham, Moses, Mohammed and Christ.

History also shows us that although each one of these educators of the world of humanity was of lowly and humble birth, without schooling or instruction, yet they were endowed with erudition, and the wisest philosophers have not displayed one-thousandth part of the influence manifested by these holy men. This power was not due to their human attainments but to the divine word which spoke through them. The divine words of these educators of humanity have certain characteristics which prove them to be from a higher source than man. It is their direct appeal to the hearts and lives of men, rather than an appeal to the intellects. The words of a great writer appeal only to the mind of a man, while the word of God, speaking through His Manifestations, appeals directly to his heart or soul. The soul is the lamp, while mind is the light which comes from the lamp. Therefore, in order to have illumination the lamp must first be lit. This word of God has ever enkindled the lamp of humanity. It has made a resistless advance against all earthly powers, overcoming ignorance and darkness, dispersing former conceptions and superstitions, and creating new ideals and higher morals. Its permanency has outlasted kingdoms, dynasties and philosophies.
Whenever one appears in the world, equipped with these qualifications, and by his words and deeds such a result follows, can we not safely acclaim him to be a true messenger of God and worthy of our greatest love and respect? Shall we remain in the darkness of doubt and denial, as in former ages, or shall we become illumined by acceptance and enlightenment?

"Look ye at the time of Christ; had the people realized that the holy spirit of God was speaking to them through his divine mouth they would not have waited three centuries before accepting him, and now is it meet for you that you are sleeping on the bed of idleness and neglect, while the Father foretold by Christ has come amongst us and opened the greatest door of bounteous gifts and divine favors? Let us not be like those in past centuries who were deaf to his call and blind to his beauty; but let us try and open our eyes that we may see him, and open our ears that we may hear him, and cleanse our hearts that he may come and abide in our temples" [Abdul-Baha].

It is a law of nature that stagnation is the cause of retrogression and death. Man must always advance and for this purpose God has sent His Manifestations, from age to age, for the guidance and assistance of mankind. From the time of Adam and Enoch to that of Moses and Christ and down to the present day, such divine leaders have appeared, guiding man through the various highways and byways and leading him through the different stages of development from childhood to the present manhood of the race. Man has never been without such instructions. Each one of these teachers gave the same message: "The Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man," but in the terminologies of the race and the exigencies of the time, and according to the capacity of the people to whom he came. Each of these messengers had a threefold mission. First, to fulfill the prophecies of the prophets who preceded him and heralded his coming. Second, to be the unique source of all divine knowledge and instruction during his dispensation. Third, to prepare the way for the coming of the great latter-day Messiah, who would establish God's kingdom of "Peace on earth as it is in heaven."

Christ did not establish this kingdom but heralded its coming. As a proof of this he said: "I came not to send peace, but a sword," and the Christian dispensation has been one of warfare and strife.

The Christian nations have perfected the deadliest instruments for the cruel...
and bloody destruction of mankind. One has only to look at the present condition existing in the world and ask himself if it is the divine will of God that nine nations of the world should be at war with one another thus destroying the greatest of all God’s handiwork. The very foundations of our existence have been shaken by division and inharmony, strife and enmity, oppression and inequality. The conflict of thoughts and ideas is raging; one sees the persecution of the poor and hears the sighs of agony of the wretched. From all sides sound the discordant strains of the folly and heedlessness of those who have turned from God. The rights of men, nations and races have been lost in the whirlpool of greed, thoughtlessness and ambition; even the very right of existence is denied to some. This is indeed the time of calamity and separation of which Christ spoke (Mark 13:8). “For nation shall rise against nation and kingdom against kingdom, and there shall be earthquakes in divers places, and there shall be famines and troubles; these are the beginnings of sorrows.”

In the spiritual world there is a similar conflict. Theology is arrayed against science, creeds and dogmas deafen the ears of man, and forms and ceremonies blind his sight. In the United States alone there are one hundred and thirty-two Christian sects, each one professing to have the only true way of attaining the kingdom, thus disobeying the express commandments of all the divine messengers. In like manner in the eastern world there are antagonizing sects among the Mohammedans, Buddhists and Hindoos, each claiming to be the pure religion of God.

But how can the glorious and heavenly kingdom of God be established amidst this mess without first laying the essential foundation of unity, peace and justice? Is it not time for a new guide to come and clear away the debris of ignorance and superstition and again make manifest the path of God?

Fortunately there is a ray of hope for the world in a-quer with the longing and expectation of the appearance of the new Sun of Truth, the new peacemaker. The Jews are expecting the coming of the Messiah; the Christians are looking for the second coming of Christ, and in the eastern world a similar anticipation is prevalent. The Moslems expect the coming of their promised one, the Imam Mahdi, the Buddhists hope for the coming of the fifth Buddha, the Zoroastrians are longing for Shah Bahram, and the Hindoos await the appearance of the tenth incarnation of truth, called Kalki, while the people of modern and advanced thought are expecting the coming of the Great Master who will right all the conditions of this decadent world.

In order to bring about this change and to cure all the ailments of mankind this Great Master must fulfill certain conditions: “He must be the educator of the world of humanity; his teachings must be universal and confer illumination upon mankind; his knowledge must be innate and spontaneous, and not acquired; he must answer the questions of all the sages, solve all the difficult problems of humanity, and be able to withstand all the persecutions and sufferings heaped upon him; he must be a joy-bringer and the herald of the kingdom of happiness; his knowledge must be infinite and his wisdom all-comprehensive; the penetration of his word and the potency of his influence must be so great as to humble even his worst enemies; sorrows and tribulations must not vex him. His courage and conviction must be God-like. Day by day he must become firmer and more zealous; he must be the establisher of universal civilization, the unifier of religions, the standard-bearer of universal peace, and the embodiment of all the highest and noblest virtues of the world of humanity.”

*From a talk given by Abdul-Bahá to a large delegation of Theosophists in Hotel Ritz, Budapest, April 11, 1913.
When one sees that all of these conditions are fulfilled in one human temple, then he may safely turn to him for guidance and illumination.

The Bahai Revelation brings the fulfillment of all these hopes and conditions to the world. It is a renewal of religion to man. It brings the spring-time of a new life and ideals. In the words of Abdul-Baha: "The Bahai Movement is not an organization. You can never organize the Bahai Cause. The Bahai Movement is the spirit of this age. It is the essence of all the highest ideals of this century. The Bahai Cause is an inclusive movement: the teachings of all the religions and societies are found here; the Christians, Jews, Buddhists, Mohammedans, Zoroastrians, Theosophists, Freemasons, Spiritualists, et al., find their highest aims in this Cause. Even the Socialists and philosophers find their theories fully developed in this Movement."

This Movement had its beginning May 23, 1844, with the appearance of a young Persian, called the Bab (the Persian or Arabic word for door or gate) who, although unschooled and untrained, arose among the great doctors of Islam who were ruling the people in spiritual ignorance at that time, and proclaimed himself to be the forerunner of "Him whom-God-shall-manifest." He taught and prepared the people for this coming during a period of six years, at the end of which time he was martyred by the Mohammedan clergy, together with thousands of his followers. Nineteen years after this declaration, Mirza Hussein Ali of Noor, more widely known as Baha'o'llah (which means the Glory of God manifest) announced to the world by means of letters to the rulers and crowned heads of all nations, that he was the promised one of all religions and the one whom God would manifest. He declared that the time was at hand for the "most great peace," the cessation of strife and warfare and the unity and harmony of all the world. He renewed the word of every prophet as to the oneness and fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man, and taught the abolition of differences existing between religions. He suffered the most severe persecutions at the hands of the Mohammedan clergy and after the confiscation of his property he was banished with a number of followers, first to Bagdad in Asiatic Turkey, then to Adrianople and finally, in 1868, he was sent to the prison city of Acca, which lies at the foot of Mount Carmel, the home of the prophets, in Syria. Here he remained until his death in 1892, but although in constant imprisonment and hardship he was able to spread his message to all parts of the world and leave his Cause firmly established. After his departure, Baha'o'llah commanded his followers to turn to Abbas Effendi, the Center of God's Covenant, for guidance. Abbas Effendi, the eldest son of Baha'o'llah—who prefers to be called Abdul-Baha (the Servant of God)—went into exile with his father at the early age of nine years, remaining with him until the latter's death, and sharing all his deprivations. In 1908 after fifty-six years of persecution, hardship and imprisonment, forty years of which were spent in the prison of Acca, Abdul-Baha was given his freedom by the new Turkish Republic. Since that time he has been unceasingly at work spreading the glorious message of Baha'o'llah. He has come from the east to the west, visiting many countries of Europe, including England, France, Germany, Austria and Switzerland, and traveling extensively throughout America, awakening the people from their lethargic sleep on the bed of negligence with this call:

"Do you know in what day you are living? Do you realize in what dispensation you are alive? Have you not read in the holy scriptures that at the consummation of the ages there shall appear a day which is the sun of all the past days?"

"This is the day in which the Lord of Hosts has come down from heaven on the clouds of glory! This is the day in
which the inhabitants of all the world shall enter under the tent of the word of God. This is the day whose real sovereign is His Highness, The Almighty. This is the day when the east and the west shall embrace each other like unto two lovers. This is the day in which war and contention shall be forgotten. This is the day in which nations and governments will enter into an eternal bond of unity and conciliation. This century is the fulfillment of the Promised Century.’”

The east shall become illumined, the west perfumed and the children of men shall enter beneath the all-embracing canopy of the oneness of the world of humanity.

Indeed all the prophecies of the past have been fulfilled by this call, which has gone out to the world from the prison city of Acca. In speaking of this time, Hosea (2:15) said: “And I will give the valley of Acca for a door of hope.” Solomon (Ecc. 4:14) said: “For out of prison he cometh to reign.” Micah (7:12) spoke: “In that day, he shall come to thee from Assyria.” Isaiah (35:2), that: “Carmel and Sharon they shall see the glory of the Lord”; and Christ (Matt. 24): “For as the lightning cometh out of the east and shineth even to the west, so shall the coming of the son of man be.” Again there are many utterances of the prophet Mohammed regarding Acca. He said to one of his followers, Ebne Masoud: “The greatest of all sea-coasts in the sight of God is Ascalon, but Acca is greater than Ascalon; the greatness of Acca to Ascalon and all other sea-coasts can be compared with the greatness of Mohammed to all other prophets. Be mindful of what I say unto you concerning a city which lies between two mountains (Carmel and Lebanon) in Palestine in the midst of a plain which is called Acca.” To Ons, another follower, Mohammed said: “I inform you about a city on the coast of the white sea (the Mediterranean) which is called Acca; anyone who remains there seven days, God will regard him as the associate of Elijah and God will redeem him from the gnashing of teeth in the day of resurrection.” Again, “Blessed is the one who has visited Acca and blessed is the one who has seen the visitor of Acca,” and many other similar utterances.

These three divine men (the Bab, Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha) have not only fulfilled the spiritual prophecies of all the former religions, but they have manifested by their words and deeds all the true qualities and requisites necessary to the divine and perfect educator. The Bab, a young merchant, untrained and unschooled, was able, at the age of twenty-five, to confound the most erudite doctors of the religion of Islam. Alone, he was able to withstand all the great men of religion and state who arose to exterminate his life and teachings, and he produced a great change in the corrupt morals, thoughts and customs of Persia. At that time, when the persecution, pillage and massacre of the Bab’s followers was at its height, Baha’u’llah arose to promulgate his teachings. Although a person of noble birth, he had never studied in any school nor associated with the learned men of religion, yet he manifested such knowledge and perfection that all the people of Persia marvelled at his wisdom while his enemies spoke of him as “the renowned Baha’u’llah.” He was exiled four times and for fifty years he was exposed to the gravest dangers and persecutions, yet in that decadent and declined civilization of Persia, he advanced teachings and ideals that were unheard or unthought of even in our western civilization. He proclaimed: The oneness of the world of humanity; the investigation of truth so that no one should blindly follow the beliefs and superstitions of his forefathers; the oneness of God and the oneness of all religions; that the purpose of religion is the creation of unity, harmony and accord amongst men and if it fails in this, irreligion is better than religion; the agreement of religion and science, for that which is not in accord with
science is superstition; the equal rights of man and woman; the abolition of religious, sectarian, sectional, denominational and patriotic prejudices — “Glory is not his who loves his country, but glory is his who loves his kind”; the non-interference of religion and politics; universal peace amongst nations, races and religions; a universal language; the pursuit of education and the necessity for every one to engage in some occupation, art or trade, for this will be accounted an act of worship before God; the solution of the economic problem of the world and the organization and establishment of Houses of Justice for the administration of the law and the means of philanthropic and social betterment; in fact, all the needs and demands of our present civilization have been provided for in the writings of Baha’u’llah and the teachings of Abdul-Baha, who without any opportunity for education, has never failed to answer convincingly the questions of the most learned philosophers, religious and scientific men of the orient and the occident, and who by his life of servitude and sacrifice to humanity, has become the means of the realization of these teachings.

Can a just judgment, after reflection and consideration, deny the reality of these educators? Their Cause invites investigation and their message is for all ears. Every person whether spiritual or materialist can find his questions and difficulties solved by these educators. Does it behoove us then to turn our eyes from these manifest signs and to shut our ears to the call of God? It is of the greatest importance, for our future as well as present welfare to investigate the purpose and teachings of these educators and to hearken to their divine call, which has been expressed by Abdul-Baha as follows:

“The foundation of Divine Religion is love, affinity and concord. Praise God that this cycle is the period of illumination! Minds have made great progress; intelligences have been unfolded; the means of unity and agreement are brought about; communication between the races of men is rapidly established. Now is the time that all of us may embrace the law of peace and treat each other with honesty and straightforwardness. Let the religious prejudices be wiped away. Let the law of racial supremacy be discontinued. Let political expediencies be done away with. Let the love of country be superceded by the love of the world. Let us all deal with each other with infinite kindness. We are all the servants at the one Divine Threshold. We are all receiving the rays of truth from the same Sun of Reality. We must all believe in all of the prophets. We must all acknowledge the divine authority of all the heavenly books. We must wash our hearts free of all human prejudices. We must serve God. We must propagate the oneness of the realm of humanity. We must be the cause of the appearance of the perfections in the world of man. We must not be like the beasts of prey. We must not allow carnage and bloodshed. We must regard the blood of man as sacred. We must not shed the holy blood of man for the paltry earth. We must all agree upon one fundamental principle—that principle is the oneness of the kingdom of humanity.

“In this age, Baha’u’llah has breathed the Holy Spirit into the dead body of the world. Consequently every weak soul is strengthened by these fresh divine outbreathings. Every poor man will become rich, every darkened soul will become illumined, every ignorant one will become wise, because the confirmations of the Holy Spirit are descending like unto torrents. A new era of divine consciousness is upon us. The world of humanity is going through a process of transformation. A new race is being developed. The thoughts of human brotherhood are permeating all regions. New ideals are stirring the depths of hearts and a new spirit of universal consciousness is being profoundly felt by all men.”
"The principle of religion is to acknowledge what is revealed by God, and to obey the laws established in His Book."

—BAHA’O’LLAH

The Word of God*

By GEORGE O. LATIMER

The greatest cause of the inharmony in the world today is the lack of religion; or rather the failure of mankind to understand the meaning of and the reason for religion. If this were not the case, why are nine civilized nations of the world at war with one another; why are seven great religions bitterly attacking each other; why is there unceasing strife between capital and labor and why are the pillars of our social, political and economic structure being shaken from their very foundation? Our body politic has ever been based, as history proves, upon the teachings of the messengers of God, and surely these divinely inspired men have not given a false doctrine to the world. What then is the cause of this present state of affairs, and are we not to blame for the existence of such a condition? Let us look into the matter with an open and unbiased mind and ascertain the real purpose of religion.

To quote from Abdul-Baha: "The first bestowal of God in the world of humanity is religion, because religion consists in divine teachings to men, and most assuredly divine teachings are preferable to all other sources of instruction. Religion confers upon man the life everlasting. Religion is a service to the world of morality. Religion guides humanity to the eternal happiness. Religion is the cause of the everlasting honor in the world of man. Religion has ever helped humanity towards progress." By religion, the fundamentals of religion are meant, not the blind imitations, dogmas and creeds that have been added through man’s invention and which have ever been the cause of the destruction and retrogression of nations, nay even their degradation. Again history is our proof for these facts. These foundations of the religion of God are one and have been laid by the divine prophets through whom the word of God has spoken.

It is the purpose of this discourse to show that this word of God which has been the impetus to all advancement in civilization, is and ever has been fundamentally the same. "In the beginning was the word, and the word was with God, and the word was God;" but man's refusal to accept and understand this "word" has been the cause of his failure to comprehend the reality and the oneness of all religion. Baha’u’llah has written: "The Sun of Truth is the word of God, upon which depends the training of the people of thought. It is the spirit of reality and the water of life. All things owe their existence to it. Its man-

*Note—Compiled in Stuttgart, Germany, during August, 1914. This manuscript was presented to Abdul-Baha personally by Mr. Latimer while in Akka in October of the same year. Abdul-Baha gave consent to its publication.—The Editors.
manifestation is ever according to the capacity and coloring of the mirror through which it may reflect. For example: Its light when cast on the mirror of the wise, gives expression to wisdom; when reflected from the minds of artists it produces manifestations of new and beautiful arts; when it shines through the minds of students it reveals knowledge and unfolds mysteries. All things of the world arise through man and are manifest in him, through whom they find life and development; and man is dependent for his (spiritual) existence upon the sun of the word of God. All the good names and lofty qualities are of the word. The word is the fire of God, which glowing in the hearts of people, burns away all things that are not of God. The minds of the lovers are ever aflame with this fire.” And from the pen of Abdul-Baha: “The word of God is the storehouse of all good, all power, all wisdom. The illiterate fishers and savage Arabs were thereby enabled to solve such problems as were puzzles to eminent sages all through the ages. It awakens within us that brilliant intuition which makes us independent of all tuition and endows us with an all-embracing power of spiritual understanding. Many a soul, in the ark of philosophy, after fruitless struggles, was drowned in the sea of conflicting theories of cause and effect, while those on board the craft of simplicity reached the shore of the universal cause by the help of favorable winds blowing from the point of divine knowledge. When man is associated with that transcendent power emanating from the word of God, the tree of his existence becomes so well rooted in the soil of assurance that it laughs at the violent hurricanes of skepticism which attempt its eradication. For this association of the part with the whole endows him with the whole, and this union of the particular with the universal makes him all-in-all.”

In order to understand the light of this sun of truth one must free his mind from the superstitions of the past, and investigate the reality of the “word” with a fair unbiased mind. Reality is not multiple and by religion is meant the one law or word of God, ever from the same source, which has been the cause of the establishment of all divine institutions in the world. According to Abdul-Baha this “word” of God has a twofold function and may be separated into two divisions. One deals with clay and water while the other deals with the heart and soul. The one has to do with the world of morality—the ethical sublimity of human nature; the other is concerned with the transactions of society and has to do with the material well-being of man.

The first aids him in his advancement toward the kingdom of God. It is true idealism. It has ever been the means of quickening man from a material being into a spiritual one. It is the cause of the “new birth” of which his holiness Christ spoke. This division has always been one and the same in all religions. It is the fundamental basis of all and is not subject to change or alteration. It has been renewed in each prophetic dispensation or cycle; and, in short, can be summed up by the “golden rule” which Christ gave (Matt. 7:12) “All things therefore whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you, even so do ye unto them, for this is the law and the prophets”—which Mohammed proclaimed: “Let none of you treat his brother in a way he himself would dislike to be treated”—and which again appears in the teachings of Baha’u’llah: “O son of man! Wert thou to observe mercy, thou wouldst not regard thine own interest but the interest of mankind. Wert thou to observe justice, choose thou for others what thou choosest for thyself.” This is the spiritual, the essential, the eternal side of religion.

The second assists man in his relationship toward society. It aims at the highest state of material civilization and progress. It has advanced man from the depths of ignorance to a high stage of enlightenment. This division, however, has been subject to change and transformation according to the exigencies of time.
and the varying needs of mankind. Each succeeding prophet has abrogated the existing material law and substituted teachings applicable to the (then present) necessities of man. This, however, is the practical, the non-essential, the transitory side of religion.

Let us consider for a moment this second part of the Word of God with a keen sight, for it is the misunderstanding of the purpose of these teachings of God that has caused the establishment of many different faiths in the world. For example, in the time of Noah certain requirements demanded that sea-foods be allowed. In Abraham’s dispensation camel’s flesh was a food for man, but in Jacob’s epoch it was unlawful. After Christ, four disciples, including Peter and Paul, permitted the eating of animal food forbidden by the Bible, “with the exception of those animals which had been strangled, or which were sacrificed to idols, and of blood.” (Acts 15:20.) Later Paul permitted the eating of such animals.

During the time of Adam it was permissible for man to marry his sister, and Abel, Cain and Seth took unto wife their own sisters. In the Abrahamic cycle a certain expedient made it permissible for man to marry his aunt, as Sarah was the sister of Abraham’s mother; but when Moses came and established the law of the Torah these material ordinances were abrogated and changed. Later Christ came and broke the Sabbath and forbade divorce. When Moses came to the world there were no houses of correction, no forms of punishment and because of the lawless condition of the people the law of God had to be strict and direct. Therefore Moses said that an eye was to be taken for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth. He laid down ten commandments for dealing with the murderer. If a man robbed to the extent of one dollar, his hand was cut off. It is not permitted in our advanced civilization to carry out these commands. It is indeed impossible; even the law of capital punishment has become a mooted question. But when Jesus came he abrogated the law of Moses and substituted the law of love: If the right cheek was smitten, then turn the left also. Now in this day Baha’ollah has said: “If you be slain for God’s good pleasure, verily it is better for you than that ye should slay.”

Again the tribes that Mohammed came to were in the lowest stages of savagery and debasement. It was one of their customs to bury their own daughters alive. A man was permitted to take a thousand women as his property and nearly every husband had at least ten wives. It was a custom that when such a husband died his sons took possession of each other’s mothers. If a son threw his mantle over his father’s wife and said, “This woman is my lawful property,” immediately she became his slave and chattel. In all fairness one may ask, was not Mohammed’s law curbing this barbaric state of affairs and making it unlawful for man to have more than four wives an advance over the existing condition? And now in our present day, Abdul-Baha has abrogated this law of Mohammed by forbidding polygamy. In a word these seeming differences are merely alterations demanded by the growth and advancement of mankind. Time changes and when time changes, the laws must change. Therefore, it is impossible for us to compare the time of Moses to that of Christ because the condition of the world has greatly altered.

The existence of the world may be compared to the physical being or health of man, and the prophets of God to skillful physicians. It is impossible for the human body to remain in one state of health, and different diseases occur, which require different remedies. The Divine Wisdom requires that for every change of condition there will be a change of commands and when diseases change, there will be a change of treatment. For example, the patient may be in the throes of a raging fever and the doctor will administer a cooling remedy,
Letters from Mirza Ahmad Sohrab

Mt. Carmel, Haifa, Syria,
Sept. 18, 1915.
Kate C. Ives, Oldacre, Eliot, Maine.
My dear spiritual sister in the love of God!

Yesterday a letter was received from Teheran giving the sad and painful story of the recent troubles against our friends in different cities; the pillaging of their properties to the extent of $60,000; their dispersion through the mountains and deserts and the martyrdom of a number of spiritual teachers. This harrowing news saddened the heart of Abdul-Baha. For a long time his grief was so great and overwhelming that he did not open his mouth. After so many months of complete silence and lack of correspondence, this was, then, the news from the headquarters of the Cause, this was the manner in which the followers of light were treated by the people of darkness! He read the letter twice and pondered long over its contents. Continuing his walk, for an hour he spoke with unusual animation and earnestness and gave vent to his utmost feelings and thoughts. Like into a tumultuous waterfall the words fell from his lips with thundery tones. It would fill many pages should I attempt to give you a translation of his discourse, but I must acknowledge that it was a wonderful, spontaneous outburst of the spirit that could not be produced under the usual standard of social and religious emotions!

How true it is that this is the year of universal tests and ordeals for all mankind! None are excepted. Everyone is suffering, men and women, old and young, rich and poor. God is pouring the vial of His wrath upon all His children. Their negligence has reached to such a degree that they have forgotten not only the precepts of their Creator, but the Creator Himself. They have set aside His laws and statutes and are walking in the path of desire and self. They are not thinking of the consequences of their own deeds and are submerged in the sea of self-adoration. Without any valid reason they shed the blood of their own brothers, pillage their properties, set on fire their homes and scatter them to the four corners of the earth. How all-embracing are the teachings of the Blessed Perfection (Baha’u’llah) : “Ye are the fruits of one tree and the leaves of one branch!”
If the people of the world could unstop their ears and listen to this spiritual all-inclusive principle, there were no need of these wars and their calamitous results. They would have then acknowledged that God is the Father of all mankind irrespective of race, religion and nationality, that He is the Universal Shepherd, that we are all His sheep, that He is so kind and benevolent as to feed us, protect us, nourish us and surround us with the white fluttering wings of His protection. They would have then confessed the brotherhood of man is not a utopian, unpractical dream; that the Fatherhood of God is not a visionary theory without base foundation and that international conciliation and amity are not wild doctrines of dreamers. These ideas would have then become the moving policies of their administrations and activities.

In short, now that the whole world is drinking from this over-flowing cup of sorrow, our friends in Persia are holding in their hands similar goblets filled with the same nectar. Heroically they are giving up everything in the path of God, enduring incredible hardships for the sake of Truth. We beg of you to pray for them in your meetings and gatherings, so that God may send down upon them His confirmation and aid to withstand all the tests in this dark night. We also pray for them in this Holy Land. They are indeed the true soldiers of the Lord, the humble servants of the Most High and the burning torches of guidance. The effect of their patience and self-sacrifice will illumine the hearts of the seekers of Truth and their example will be followed by generations yet unborn.

Please give my faithful greetings to all the friends. I think of them and never forget them. I am as ever your sincere brother,

(Signed) Ahmad.


Dear Brother Windust:—From a letter just at hand, addressed to me by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab under date September 16, 1915, I quote the following:

"As usual Abdul-Baha gives wonderful talks almost every day, and they are preserved for future distribution. There must be great wisdom in the ending of all the former relations between the east and the west, in fact Abdul-Baha has repeatedly asserted this point, exhorting us to be patient and long-suffering, and that brighter and happier days are in store for the people of the world. He says this is like the season of winter—frosty, snowy, windy and cold; this is the night of the world, dark, gloomy and forbidding. But even during the inky night we can look heavenward and behold the shining stars suspended in the limitless, unfathomable space. We can study the book of the firmament and decipher its brilliant hieroglyphic alphabet of this matchless creation. There in your blue vault is the wonderful Venus, the luminous Orion and Pleiades, the great planets, the scintillating constellations, the Milky Way bejeweled with millions of suns and stars! Is not this in itself a great consolation, a source of infinite comfort? The darker the night, the more brilliant the stars. In a way we must be thankful for the coming of the night, for it makes it possible for us to see and appreciate the starry hosts of heaven. In a similar manner these sad events will bring forth and create better environment for humanity, causing the stars of divine qualities to shine forth with greater brilliancy. Those who cannot look toward heaven and see the stars of hopeful promises twinkling with dazzling beauty, who complain on account of the enveloping darkness, are indeed blind, deaf and speechless. Only the seer, the thinker, the poet are endowed with this invisible power of visualization. Abdul-Baha desires us to gain this heavenly vision, this spiritual hope, this radiant faith so that we may be able to serve our fellow-men.

"We are all very well; especially
Abdul-Baha is very healthy. He prays in behalf of all the Baha'is and wishes them to work for goodwill and brotherhood amongst all the nations. He desires them to display extraordinary effort in the diffusion of the fragrance of the love of God and set aglow the fire of attraction and enkindlement in the hearts of all the children of men."

Faithfully yours,
Joseph H. Hanne'n.

Dear Brother Windust.—From a postal card, just at hand, sent to me by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, and dated Haifa, Syria, Oct. 24, 1915, I quote the following for reproduction in the Star of the West if you can utilize it. I am advised that a series of cards is being sent out, and extracts from these may be used as you receive them and find them available:

"Having finished and mailed the series of letters, I have been writing a series of postal cards, making their contents as general as possible, so that they may be copied and distributed and portions to appear in the Star of the West.* So far I have written twenty-five, and will write thirty or thirty-five more, completing a circle of dear and steadfast believers. As I am doing this work at the suggestion of Abdul-Baha, I hope they will stimulate the friends to greater activity during this season. We must all arise in the accomplishment of worthy and noble services, and be not satisfied with little things. It is true that we must attend to the small things as conscientiously as the great things, but in the accomplishment of the smaller services we must not lose sight of the great and universal problem of this Cause. Conscious of our weakness in the Presence of God, we must appear as the tower of strength in the eyes of men and at all times rely upon His confirmation and beg for His help. Banishing all ideas that breed disappointment and discouragement, we must breathe the spirit of hope into the dead bodies of mankind."

"This is the eighth day since Abdul-Baha came to Bahajee to pray for the warring nations at the Holy Tomb of the Blessed Beauty (Baha'o'dllah). I have written every day one postal card to different friends, and they are mailed."

Faithfully yours,
Joseph H. Hanne'n.

*Note—Copies of many of the letters and postal cards referred to have been sent by the recipients to the Star of the West. We regret that lack of space makes it impossible to print them.—The Editors.

The Word of God

(Continued from page 123)

in a few hours the state of the patient may be changed to one of chills. It is then that the skilled physician changes his remedy and applies a heating or vivifying tonic. The skill of the physician depends upon his ability to prescribe remedies that will cure the patient in every state of sickness. The ignorant patient may complain of the lack of skill on the part of the physician when he changes his treatment, saying to himself, "If the first drug was my cure, why did he change, and if it were not my cure why did he recommend it in the beginning?"—but the wise patient is ever submissive and the change of treatment only adds to his conviction and faith in the doctor. Some constitutions are weak while others are strong, but all need constant care and attention. The change of remedies according to the state of the patient's condition is a proof of the skill of the doctor.

Today the condition of the world is very grave and serious. Humanity is sick, socially, economically, spiritually.
It is attacked by the germs of despotism and oppression; the microbes of injustice and inequality have entered the system, the bacteria of deceit and hypocrisy are multiplying; the savagery of bloody war and relentless strife have gripped and distorted the body; the scourge of license and calumny has left its deep imprints; the disintegrating forces of patriotic, social and religious prejudices are attacking man from all sides. The air has become contaminated with blind dogmas, creeds and superstitions and man's sustenance is befouled by pride, lust and selfishness. Man is gasping for relief from this disease of repulsion, discord, hatred and separation. The old teachings are insufficient for today, they cannot cure every disease and are not an ointment for every wound.

Now in this hour of extreme crisis the Divine Physician has again come in the person of Baha-`ul-lah and has given the allaying remedies of attraction, harmony, unity and love. He has prescribed antidotes, free from all toxins, which have the power to cure our spiritual as well as sociologic sickness. His medicine is the panacea for every disease in the world today. The divine healer, Christ, administered to the needs of his time but he did not give his full treatment for he said: "I have many things to tell you, but you cannot bear them now." His treatment had to do with the individual, while the remedies of Baha-`ul-lah are for the community at large. He has diagnosed every sickness of the body of the world and prescribed remedies accordingly. His treatment is for the body politic and in administering it he says to the world of humanity: "The progress of man depends upon faithfulness, wisdom, chastity, intelligence and deeds. He is ever degraded by ignorance, lack of faith, untruth and selfishness. Verily, man is not called man until he be imbued with the attributes of the Merciful. He is not man because of wealth and adornment, learning and refinement. Blessed is he who is free from the names, seeking the shore of the sea of purity and loving the melody of the dove of virtue."

In a similar way all the demands of our present stage of civilization are provided for and everything that has been a hindrance and a setback to improvement has been cast aside.

These material changes, however, are the non-essentials and have been aptly termed the accidentals of religion. Abdul-Baha writes: "In this great cycle and wonderful dispensation, the majority of those non-essential commands which refer to the body are to be administered by the House of Justice, because this great cycle is of long duration, this great age is vast, continuous and eternal, and since changes and alterations are the characteristic and necessary demands of the world, therefore these material commands will be administered according to the exigencies of the time, but the very foundation of the law of God has never been nor will be altered. The same foundation, which is the basis of the law of Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Christ, Mohammed and all the prophets, is again to be found in the teachings of the Bab, Baha-`ul-lah and Abdul-Baha.

To sum up what has already been said, we find that the second part of the law or word of God consists of teachings which are concerned with the material welfare of man. It is composed of instructions relating to prayer, fasting, forms of worship, marriage and divorce, legal processes, the abolition of slavery and the method of treatment for criminals, etc. This part of the divine law is modified and altered according to the condition of mankind in each prophetic cycle. While on the other hand the first part of the law of God is never abrogated because it is spiritual and not material truth. It comprises faith, knowledge, rectitude, justice, piety, righteousness, trustworthiness, love of God, inward peace, purity, sevareness, humility, meekness, patience, constancy and all the heavenly attributes. It causes man to care for the wretched, to uplift the downtrodden, to give to the needy and to defend the oppressed. It makes man treat
friend or foe alike and as a result one finds the wounded German and French soldiers lying side by side, each being nursed by the same kind hand. These divine qualities are the lofty attributes of God, they are unceasing and eternal. In every age this same spiritual law of God has been renewed. The necessity for the renewal is not that these teachings have entirely disappeared from the world, but that man has lost the spirit of them. And when the spirit has departed from the essential side of the word of God, then also the non-essential side becomes corrupt and in need of a change. The world is in this condition at the present time and again God has renewed his spiritual law and altered the material law through the divine instrumentation of the Bab, Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha. Shall we still keep on suffering or shall we turn to the divine physician and partake of his spiritual treatment? The divine healer, Baha’u’llah has offered the following remedy: “Ye are all fruits of one tree and leaves of one branch. O ye discerning ones of the people: Verily the words which have descended from the heaven of the will of God are the source of unity and harmony for the world. Close your eyes to racial differences and welcome all with the light of oneness. Be the cause of the comfort and the advancement of humanity. This handful of dust, the world, is one home: let it be in unity. Forsake pride, it is a cause of discord; follow that which tends to harmony. Consort with all the people with love and fragrance. Fellowship is the cause of unity and unity is the source of order in the world.”

All other remedies have failed. Shall we not give this treatment a fair trial?

Letter from India to Mr. George Latimer

Ghatia Azam Khan (U. P., India)
November 5, 1915.

My Dear Brother Latimer,—It made me so very happy to receive a letter from you yesterday, enclosing a photograph of Abdul-Baha. I thank you most cordially for the blessed gift. I shall keep it as a real souvenir of the spirit working in America, and show it to all the friends I meet. This week I also had a letter from sister Lana (Getsinger) from Cairo, telling us of the stirring times she passed through at Haifa. She says she has also written accounts of what she saw there and sent them to America and to London. A copy of the London accounts would probably reach me, but unless the American article is published in the Star of the West I may not be able to see it. It is most heart-rending to hear that the people there have no money and no food.

What you say of the work you are all privileged to do out there in America is very cheering. Even the matters as they stand with the Cause are not without a ray of hope, for the days of greatest hardships have been the days of greatest progress of the Cause. The news of the safe arrival of Miss Root in America was another word of glad-tidings. We found her truly what you say of her. She was such a help and inspiration to the Cause and the workers in India, being the embodiment of self-sacrifice. Let us hope most sincerely that you and Mr. Remey are coming soon. India is looking with most eager eyes towards Palestine and waiting for the light to flood it today as of yore.

Please convey Abha greetings to Brother Remey, Dr. Getsinger, Sister Lana, Miss Root, Howard Struven, Zeevat Khanum (Mrs. Bagdadi) and other friends when you write to them, or meet them.

Yours sincerely in the service of the Covenant,

Hashmatullah.
Words of Baha’u’llah from Kitab-el-Akdas

O concourse of creation! O people!

Construct homes (or houses) in the most beautiful fashion possible in every city, in every land, in the name of the Lord of Religions. Adorn them with that which beseemeth them—not with pictures or paintings. Then commemorate the Lord, the Merciful, the Clement, in spirit and fragrance. Verily, by His mention, by this commemoration, the breasts shall be dilated, the eyes illuminated, the hearts gladdened, and thus shall you pray the Orient of Praises in the Mashrak-el-Azkar (i.e., the Source of Praises).

Teach your children what hath been revealed through the Supreme Pen. Instruct them in what hath descended from the Heaven of Greatness and Power. Let them memorize the Tablets of the Merciful and chant them with the most melodious voices in the galleries built in the Temple of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. The prayers of the Lord shall be chanted in a manner to attract the hearts and souls.

Blessed is he who listens unto the River of Life!
"Now the day has arrived in which the edifice of God, the divine sanctuary, the spiritual Temple, shall be erected in America."

Portrait by Boissonnas & Taponier, Paris
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strife and these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’U’LLAH.
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Foreword

The Executive Board of Bahai Temple Unity has been impelled to issue this special Mashrak-el-Azkar edition of the STAR OF THE WEST by the urgent desire to place in the hands of every friend of the great Cause, every follower of Abdul-Baha, his words upon the purpose of the Universal House of Worship and its erection in America.

These words, arranged in chronological order over a period of ten years, include tablets, table-talks given in Akka and addresses delivered by Abdul-Baha during his American sojourn.

Upon these utterances there can be no comment. The call is there, the insistent call, to every Bahai in America to arise for the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

The inception in the west of the Mashrak-el-Azkar dates back to the early spring of 1903. The cornerstone of the Ishkabad Temple—the beginning of the first Mashrak-el-Azkar in the world—had just been laid. Photographs of that momentous event were sent by the friends of the east to the Chicago House of Spirituality.

And that body, inspired by the great vision of the Mashrak-el-Azkar upon American soil, supplicated to Abdul-Baha that the second Mashrak-el-Azkar in the world might be erected in America and in Chicago.

The tablet of May 30, 1903, was written in response to the appeal of the House of Spirituality. During the same year, three other tablets were revealed upon the same subject, all proclaiming in no uncertain phraseology the importance of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in America.

Now a silence of four years seems to have surrounded the Mashrak-el-Azkar of the west. It was a tremendous undertaking. The Cause in America was young. The laborers were few. They were just coming into the realization of the spiritual dynamics of the Bahai Revelation. They knew that the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar was incumbent upon them by command not only of Abdul-Baha, but of Baha’u’llah in the Kitab-el-Akdas. As yet they did not know, perhaps, that, “Verily, God never reveals a letter or word from the Tongue of the inaccessible Godly Tree, without at the time of utterance, the spirit of its reality being created.”

So, apparently, for four years the Mashrak-el-Azkar idea in America languished. But it was never lost. In the silence it was gaining momentum; taking definite, ineffaceable form in the consciousness of the faithful.

And then, at the psychological moment, the silence was broken. In response to a supplication of inquiry, came the tablet of June 14, 1907, proclaiming again the importance of the construction of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Chicago.

*The Bab.
From that date, until the European war closed the door of direct com-
munication between Abdul-Baha and the Bahais of America, every year came
the call to the west to arise for the building of this great Bahai Institution,
this manifest sign of the oneness of humanity and the vitality of religion.

Have we been slow to understand its imperativeness?

"Today, in America, no matter is greater for the elevation of the Word of
God than the Mashrak-el-Azkar."

"The question of Mashrak-el-Azkar is very important and is superior to
every matter."

"The Mashrak-el-Azkar is the most important matter and the greatest
divine institute."

"When the Mashrak-el-Azkar, with its accessories, is established in the
world, aside from its religious, or spiritual influence, it will have a tremendous
effect upon civilization."

"This organization of the Mashrak-el-Azkar will be a type for the coming
centuries and will hold the station of the Mother."

Have we in America been slow to comprehend our great responsibility,
our great privilege to serve the Cause of God, to influence civilization during
all the ages to come?

If we have been slow to comprehend, surely, this compilation of the utter-
ances of Abdul-Baha will awaken us, will inspire us, will stimulate us to greater
effort in the accomplishment of this—the supremest work in the Cause today.

The world is sick. The European tragedy grows in horror. In America
we hear rumors of war. To the Bahais of the world has been given the remedy
for the world’s ills.

Do we in America believe it with a realization so deep and powerful that,
before another year has passed away, all obstacles shall be overcome and the
walls of the first Mashrak-el-Azkar in America, the Mother Institution, shall rise
triumphantly, in proclamation to all humanity that the “Most Great Peace”
has come?

Unresting, let us strive for this prodigious achievement, that, when the door
of communication with Abdul-Baha is again open, we may say to him—

“The Bahais of the west have arisen greatly to service. Come to America
and lay the corner stone of the Mother Mashrak-el-Azkar of the world.”

No message from America would stir more profoundly the great heart of
Abdul-Baha.

While he is still with us, let us respond to his call. Let us objectify our
supreme faith in his mission, in his station as the Center of God’s Covenant.

We who have been called to the great service—let us arise!

(Signed) ALFRED E. LUNT, President,
ELLA G. COOPER, Vice-President,
ALBERT H. HALL, Treasurer,
CORINNE TRUE, Financial Secretary,
HARLAN FOSTER OBER, Secretary.
WILLIAM H. RANDALL,
EDWARD B. KINNEY,
A. R. VAIL,
JOSEPH H. HANNEN.
Utterances of Abdul-Baha upon the Mashrak-el-Azkar

I SEND you the glad tidings of the erection of the Mashrak-el-Azkar (the Bahai Temple) in Ishkabad, with all joy and great happiness. The friends of God assembled together with rejoicing and conveyed the stones themselves, upon their backs, while attracted by the love of God and for the glory of God. Soon that great Temple will be completed and the voice of prayer and praise shall ascend to the Sublime Kingdom.

I was rejoiced through your endeavors in this glorious Cause, made with joy and good interest. I pray God to aid you in exalting His Word, and in establishing the Temple of Worship, through His grace and ancient mercy. Verily, ye are the first to arise for this glorious Cause in that vast region. Soon will ye see the spread of this enterprise in the world, and its resounding voice shall go through the ears of the people in all parts.

Exert your energy in accomplishing what ye have undertaken, so that this glorious Temple may be built, that the beloved of God may assemble therein and that they may pray and offer glory to God for guiding them to His Kingdom.

Now the day has arrived in which the edifice of God, the divine sanctuary, the spiritual Temple, shall be erected in America.

I entreat God to assist the confirmed believers in accomplishing this great service and with entire zeal to rear this mighty structure, which shall be renowned throughout the world. The support of God will be with those believers in that district, that they may be successful in their undertaking. For the Cause is great—because this is the first Mashrak-el-Azkar in that country, and from it the praise of God shall ascend to the Kingdom of Mystery and the multitude of His exaltation and greeting from the whole world shall be heard.

Whosoever arises for the service of this building shall be assisted with great power from His Supreme Kingdom and upon him spiritual and heavenly blessings shall descend, which shall fill his heart with wonderful consolation and enlighten his eyes by beholding the Glorious and Eternal God.

The vision also signifies that a Mashrak-el-Azkar will soon be established in America. The cries of supplication and invocation will be raised to the Highest Kingdom therefrom and, verily, the people will enter into the Religion of God by troops, with great enthusiasm and attraction.

O friends of Abdul-Baha, and his co-sharers and partners in the servitude of the Lord of Hosts! Verily, the greatest affair and the most important matter today is to establish a Mashrak-el-Azkar and to found a Temple, from which the voices of praise may rise to the Kingdom of the Majestic Lord. Blessings be upon you for having thought to do so and intended to erect such an edifice, advancing all in devoting your wealth to this great purpose and to this splendid work. You will soon see the angels of confirmation succeeding you, and the hosts of reinforcement crowding before you.

When the Mashrak-el-Azkar is accomplished, when the lights are emanating therefrom, the righteous ones are presenting themselves therein, the prayers are performed with supplication towards the mysterious Kingdom (of Heaven), the voice of glorification is raised to the Lord, the Supreme, then the believers shall rejoice, the hearts shall be dilated and overflowed with the love of the All-Living and Self-Existent (God).
The people shall hasten to worship in that heavenly temple, the fragrances of God will be elevated, the divine teachings will be established in the hearts like the establishment of the spirit in mankind; the people will then stand firm in the Cause of your Lord, the Merciful.

[Translated July 2, 1903.]

The construction of Mashrak-el-Azkar in those regions is of the utmost importance; is conducive to the attainment of the good pleasure of the Almighty and the descent of the confirmation by the Exalted Lord.

[Translated June 14, 1907.]

To have it (the Mashrak-el-Azkar) built is most important. Some material things have spiritual effect, and the Mashrak-el-Azkar is a material thing that will have great effect upon the spirits of the people. Not only does the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar have an effect upon those who build it, but upon the whole world. In the time of Christ the believers used a room under a house, where they held their meetings. Moses built the Tabernacle. Solomon built the first real Temple. In the Mashrak-el-Azkar, services will be held every morning, and the Words of Baha’u’llah only are to be read. Mashrak-el-Azkar means “Dawning Point of Mention” (Where God is mentioned).

[Table talk given in Akka January, 1908.]

Thou hast written concerning the organization of a Council for the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. This news brought much spirit and fragrance, for the nine delegates sent by the various assemblies gathered in that meeting and consulted concerning the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

The Mashrak-el-Azkar is the most important matter and the greatest divine Institute. Consider how the first institute of His holiness Moses, after his exodus from Egypt, was the “Tent of Martyrdom,” which he raised and which was the traveling Temple. It was a tent which they pitched in the desert wherever they abode and worshiped in it. Likewise, after His holiness Christ—May the spirit of the world be a sacrifice to Him!—the first institute by the disciples was a Temple. They planned a Church in every country. Consider the Gospel (read it) and the importance of the Mashrak-el-Azkar will become evident.

In fine, I hope that all the beloved of God, collectively, in the continent of America, men and women, will strive night and day, until the Mashrak-el-Azkar be erected in the utmost solidity and beauty.

[Translated February 4, 1908.]

Concerning the erection of the Temple: Now all the believers must become united so that the Temple may be built soon in one place, for should (the believers) undertake (the erection of the Temple) in many places, it will not become completed anywhere. And, as in Chicago they have preceded every other place to plan the erection of the Temple, undoubtedly, to co-operate and help them is nobler and a necessity. Then, when it is built in one place, it will become erected in many other places. If, for the present, you prepare or establish a home in New York, though by renting it, to become a center for the gathering of the believers of God, it is very acceptable. God willing, in all the states of America in the future, there will be erected Temples with infinite architectural beauty, art, with pleasing proportions, and handsome and attractive appearance, especially in New York. But, for the present, be ye satisfied with a rented place.

[Translated May 9, 1908.]

But it is two or three years since a number of people are making efforts in Chicago, but this has not yet given result, and important persons are exerting themselves and applying for contributions to various quarters. Now, while the building of this Temple is not yet started or engaged in, if there be the founding of a second Temple undertaken, neither of the two would be ac-
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[Translated July 4, 1908.]

The believers of God in America, one
and all, must unitedly make an effort,
so that the Temple of God will be built
in Chicago, then, afterwards, it will be
built in other localities. . . .
Regarding the building of the Temple in Chicago, both of you display the utmost effort, that is, effort in encouraging and inspiring the believers and the maid-servants of God, so that they may assist in the matter with generosity and thus very soon this Temple will be erected. This matter is of great importance (utmost importance).

[In Abdul-Baha’s own handwriting]

In Ishkabad, the believers of God made the erection of the Temple conducive to affinity and unity, so that it really became the cause of oneness of the Word.

Ye also make the erection of the Temple in America conducive to the unity and oneness of the believers, of the maid-servants and servants of the Merciful, so that, in one thought, one aim, they engage themselves in the building of the Temple.

[Translated July, 1908.]

I am hopeful by divine bounty and grace that the beloved ones of God may be confirmed in the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar and all its accessories, for the Mashrak-el-Azkar has important accessories which are accounted of the basic foundations. These are—school for orphan children, hospital and dispensary for the poor, place for the incapable (i.e., home for the cripple), college for the higher scientific education. The meaning is this, that, in every place,

First a Mashrak-el-Azkar must be founded;
Then a School for the Education of orphan children and the poor;
Then the Hospital and Medical Dispensary must be founded;
Then the Home of the Cripple;
Then the College of Higher Scientific Education.

In every city a great Mashrak-el-Azkar must be founded after this order. Now we hope the Mashrak-el-Azkar may be founded in Chicago. After its foundation, the important accessories may gradually be founded.

[Translated November 25, 1908.]

Some of the souls are not aware of the importance of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. They think and say: The other nations have hundreds of thousands of temples, the Christians having as many as a million temples of the greatest structural importance. What result have they yielded, that now this one Mashrak-el-Azkar is said to cause the manifestation of signs and prove a source of light! One million churches have not yielded any fruit. What is the one Mashrak-el-Azkar going to do? . . .

Furthermore, today, the establishment of the Mashrak-el-Azkar is of paramount importance, but hereafter it shall not be so. This is the beginning of organization. It is like unto the first church founded in Christianity. It is an expression of the elevation of the Word of God. When the Mashrak-el-Azkar was erected in Ishkabad, its influence was felt in all the oriental countries. Whoever heard of it commenced an investigation of the Cause. Now the Mashrak-el-Azkar of Ishkabad, like an evident banner waves in the world. And, if, in Chicago, the Mashrak-el-Azkar is established, even as in Ishkabad, then you will see what the recognition of the Cause will do. Particularly, the arrangement of the Mashrak-el-Azkar is such, that it will exert the greatest effect upon the civilized world, for it has many accessories. Among them are the following:

A school for orphans, a college for higher scientific education (or higher knowledge), a hospital, a home for cripples, a hospice.

When the Mashrak-el-Azkar, with its accessories, is established in the world, aside from its religious or spiritual influence, it will have a tremendous effect upon civilization. Besides the religiousists who will feel its influence, materialists will not be exempt therefrom. Moreover it contains divine wisdoms, spiritual effects upon the intellects and thoughts. Subsequent to its erection these will become evident.

[Table talk given in Akka, February, 1909.]
Among the most important affairs is the founding of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, although weak minds may not grasp its importance: may, perchance, they imagine this Mashrak-el-Azkar to be a temple like other temples.

They may say to themselves: "Every nation has a hundred thousand gigantic temples; what result have they yielded, that now this one Mashrak-el-Azkar (is said) to cause the manifestation of signs and prove a source of light?" But they are ignorant of the fact that the founding of this Mashrak-el-Azkar is to be in the inception of the organization of the Kingdom.

Therefore, it is important and is an expression of the upraising of the evident Standard, which is waving in the center of that continent, the results and effects of which will become manifest in the hearts and spirits. No soul will be aware of this mature wisdom save after trial.

When the Mashrak-el-Azkar was founded in Ishkabad, its clamor affected all the cities of the orient and caused souls to awaken (to the call). Most of the souls who investigated and heard the explanation were attracted to the Kingdom of God.

Moreover, the accessories of the Mashrak-el-Azkar are numerous. Among them are the school for orphans, the great college for the higher arts, hospital, home for the cripples, and hospice. The doors of these places are to be opened to all sects—no differentiations. When these accessories are completed, and, by God's help and aid, the departments fully systematized, it will be proved that the Mashrak-el-Azkar is to human society a great bounty and a great blessing.

In brief, through the unlimited bounty of God, I am hopeful that the beloved ones of God in America may be aided and confirmed in founding this mighty and solid foundation and gradually annex thereto its accessories.

Now ye have convened in that center (Chicago), from other cities of America. With sincere intentions and lofty endeavors have ye proposed to undertake this mighty affair. Know ye for a certainty that ye will be confirmed by the aids of the Holy Spirit and that ye will render the Kingdom of God a distinguished service, whereby ye will become dear in both realms and will shine forth as morning stars from the horizon of the Love of God.

This organization of the Mashrak-el-Azkar will be a type for the coming centuries and will hold the station of the Mother, and thus, later, in other cities many Mashrak-el-Azkars will be its offspring.

O Lord! Make these holy souls dawning-points of lights and the manifestations of (Thy) signs. Make every one a leading corner stone in this great edifice, a pillar of its pillars.

O God! Although the friends are needy, yet Thou art the Helper, the Supporter, the Rewarder!

These souls have arisen to serve Thee well and have begun servitude. Confirm them and aid them. Encourage each by promises of Thy divine favors and make them of the elect.

Thou art the Mighty, the Powerful, the Able, the Giver, the Shining, the Hearer, the Seer!

[Extract from Tablet to Temple Unity Convention of March 22-23, 1909.]

Praise be to God! that the Convention of the delegates for the Mashrak-el-Azkar was held in perfect order and the members assembled in that spiritual meeting with radiant faces, heavenly hearts, merciful spirits and the glad tidings of the Kingdom, and consulted and deliberated respecting the founding of the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

Although hereafter thousands of Mashrak-el-Azkars will be founded, yet as this Mashrak-el-Azkar is the first divine Institute in America, therefore, it is very important and its results and fruits are endless. Soon will some of its results become known and evident.

In brief, the delegates who congregat-
ed in that lordly assemblage and engaged in the service of the divine Kingdom must give thanks night and day, for they were thus aided and confirmed and left a foot-print (trace), of which eternality is an inherent quality.

Although the importance of this divine Institute is not very evident now, yet in the future it will be clear and plain as the sun.

Thy detailed letter was received. Its contents indicated that thou didst travel in the cities of America and visited the friends of God until thou didst reach the general Convention held in Chicago for the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. In thy letter thou hast written in praise and commendation of the illumination of that Convention. Truly, I say, the Convention of the Bahai delegates in Chicago was a heavenly gathering and confirmed by divine assistance. The splendor of the Kingdom of Abha shone forth and the soul-refreshing breeze wafted from the direction of providence. It was an effulgence from the rays of the Sun of Truth, that the friends of God gathered in that illumined assembly with the utmost love, unity and concord. The intentions of everyone were reinforced by divine confirmation, the aim of everyone was service in the Cause of God, servitude in the threshold of the Almighty and the erection of the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

The results of that Convention in the future will be far-reaching and most important, and evident signs shall become manifest. As it was the first general Bahai Convention in America, it displayed wonderful influence. The gathering of that illumined assembly, in such a short space of time, would have been impossible without the power of the divine Covenant and Testament. But the Covenant has such a great sway that it astonishes the minds. In every region the sign of the power of the Covenant is apparent and manifest.

For instance, in Persia, the fire of revolution blazed in such wise that all communities, government and nation became afflicted with the most severe trials; but the power of the Covenant protected the Bahai friends to such a degree that in this turbulent storm no dust fell upon them, except in one locality, which because the cause of the spreading of the religion of God and the diffusion of the Word of God. Now all the parties in Persia are wondering how the people of Baha were guarded and protected.

Praise be to God! that, in Teheran and all the provinces of Persia, the call of God has been raised, the ensign of the Covenant has been unfurled, the cry of "Ya-Baha-el-Abha!" has been heard and the melody of the Kingdom of Abha has been promulgated among the people of intelligence.

O ye friends of the east and the west!

One of the greatest foundations of the religion of God, the significance of the Word of God and the duty of the believers of God is mutual assistance and co-operation. For the world of humanity, nay, rather, all the infinite beings exist by this law of mutual action and helpfulness. Should this law of joint interchange of forces be removed from the arena of life, the existence would be entirely destroyed.

When we ponder deeply upon the connection and interdependence of beings, we clearly realize that the life of every being draws benefit and sustenance from all the other innumerable existences. This mutual helpfulness is realized either directly or through mediation, and if, for the twinkling of an eye, this confirmation and assistance does not descend upon the living being, that one will become non-existent, for all the existing things are linked together and draw help from each other. Therefore, the greatest foundation of the world of existence is this co-operation and mutuality.

Liken the world of existence to the temple of man. All the limbs and organs of the human body assist each other,
therefore life continues. When, in this wonderful organism, there is a disconnection, life is changed into death and the parts of the body disintegrate. Likewise, among the parts of existence, there is a wonderful connection and interchange of forces, which is the cause of the life of the world and the continuation of these countless phenomena.

When one considers the living beings and the growing plants, he realizes that the animals and man sustain life by inhaling the emanations from the vegetable world, and this fiery element is called oxygen. The vegetable kingdom also draws life from the living creatures in the substance called carbon. In brief, the beings of sensation acquire life from the growing beings and, in turn, the growing things receive life from the sensitive creatures. Therefore, this interchange of forces and inter-communication is continual and uninterrupted.

From this illustration, one can see the base of life is this mutual aid and helpfulness; and the cause of destruction and non-existence would be the interruption of this mutual assistance.

The more the world aspires to civilization, the more this most important matter of co-operation and assistance becomes manifest. Therefore, in the world of humanity, one sees this matter of helpfulness attain to a high degree of efficiency; so much so, that the continuance of humanity entirely depends upon this interrelation. The believers of God must especially fortify the foundation of this reality among themselves, so that all may help each other under all circumstances, whether in the degree of truth and significances or in the stations of this world of matter and, especially, in founding public institutions which shall benefit all the people, and, still more, the founding of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, which is the greatest of the divine foundations.

Consequently, the friends of God, with the utmost magnanimity, sincerity of purpose and self-abnegation, must help for the building of this supreme foundation. Now, in the regions of America, the believers of God have resolved to build the Mashrak-el-Azkar and, while choosing the land in a most beautiful spot, they are occupied in gathering contributions. Although they will build this Mashrak-el-Azkar with the utmost beauty and completeness, yet, for the sake of the communication between orient and occident, the increase of spiritual affection and love and the solidarity of the foundation of unity and concord, all the believers in the east must contribute according to their means, no matter how small the sum may be. God does not ask from any soul except according to his ability. This contribution must come from all cities and villages from all the believers of God. They should send all contributions to this Holy Land, so that they may be forwarded from here to America through a confidential channel.

In brief, 0 ye friends of God, rest assured that in place of this contribution, your commerce, your agriculture and industries shall be blessed many times. Whosoever comes with one good act, God will give him tenfold. There is no doubt that the living Lord shall assist and confirm the generous soul.

O my Lord! O my Lord! Illumine the faces of Thy sincere and beloved ones. Assist them with the angels of Thy manifest victory; make them firm in Thy great path; open before them the doors of blessings through Thine ancient favor, for they give in Thy way whatever they have, protecting Thy religion, assured in Thy mentioning, sacrificing their souls for Thy love, giving what they have for Thy beauty, so that they may gain Thy good pleasure. O my Lord, destine for them inexhaustible compensations, never failing bounty and divine outpouring.

Verily, Thou art the Confirmer, the Assister, the Generous, the Giver, and the Merciful.

[Translated August 24, 1909.]
I hope that all of them may become assisted in the service of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, so that this divine Institution may be raised in that country, and the melody of Mashrak-el-Azkar may awaken the sleepy ones.

[Translated October 31, 1909.]

The Mashrak-el-Azkar of Chicago is of the greatest importance. This is a Bahai Temple, a supreme House of Worship, a place of spiritual gathering and of the manifestation of divine mysteries. The friends of God must endeavor, with all their hearts and souls, that this structure may be raised and completed.

[Translated 1909.]

O ye beloved of Abdul-Baha! The beloved of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful intend to found a Mashrakel-Azkar in Chicago. They have sent to us numerous plans, that one may be accepted and the edifice be built accordingly. Now the funds must be accumulated, the land entirely paid for and the necessary preparations for building and then the necessary matters considered. Therefore, make ye an effort and show ye zeal that the price of the land be fully discharged and the means for the edifice procured.

The beloved in the east are striving with heart and soul to contribute to the best of their ability, although the internal conditions of Persia have, during the last few years, been exceedingly disturbed. This revolution affected all conditions and walks of life. There has been no agriculture, no trade and no commerce; nay, rather in all the provinces there have been political disputes and quarrels between the two parties, namely, the nationalists and the constitution-alists. Thus they have been wholly occupied with their own affairs. Notwithstanding this, they have striven to contribute to the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Chicago according to their best ability and they will never be found wanting. If Persia should obtain order, the beloved then will make a worthy contribution.

[Translated March 18, 1910.]

Several plans and designs of the Mashrak-el-Azkar have been received from America. Now, the believers must display an endeavor so that the land may be bought in its entirety; then collect contributions for the building, and then they may think about the plans. So far, the means are lacking. I hope from the favor of the true One that sufficient and ample contributions may be gathered and afterward the best and most acceptable plans be decided upon.

[Translated April 12, 1910.]
In all the world of creation all the existent beings are in the utmost connection. Through this connection, mutual helpfulness and co-operation is realized. This mutual helpfulness and co-operation is the origin of the conservation of the forces of life. If, for one instant, this mutual helpfulness and co-operation were cut off from the sources and realities of things, all the existent beings and things would be thrown into confusion and chaos, and be reduced to nothingness and annihilation.

For instance, from the breath of the animals a watery element, called hydrogen, and carbon is exhaled, and this is the life principle of the vegetable kingdom. From the vegetable kingdom and the trees, a fiery element, called oxygen, is emitted and this becomes the cause of the maintenance of the life of the animal kingdom. In such a manner, mutual helpfulness and co-operation is realized continually between all the existent beings.

Likewise, the greatest interrelation and communication exists between the sons of men, without which, peace, life and existence are entirely impossible. For a soul independent of all the other souls and without receiving assistance from other sources cannot live for the twinkling of an eye; nay, rather, he will become non-existent and reduced to nothingness; especially among the believers of God, between whom material and spiritual communication is developed up to the highest point of perfection.

It is this real communication, the essential necessity and requirement of which is mutual helpfulness, co-operation and confirmation. Without the complete establishment of this divine principle in the hearts of the friends of God, nothing can be accomplished, for they are the hyacinths of one garden, the waves of one sea, the stars of one heaven and the rays of one sun. From every standpoint, the essential unity, the luminous unity, the religious unity and the material unity are founded and organized between them.

In these times, the utmost hope and wish of the friends of the west is the erection of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, and in those regions the materials for construction and building are expensive and costly. A large sum of money is needed for the building of a residence; then how much more is needed for the foundation of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, which must be erected with the utmost splendor, beauty and magnificence!

Therefore, the friends of God must arise in every part of the world to raise contributions, and with their hearts and souls strive to gather these funds to be sent to the occident, that it may become known and evident throughout the universe that the Bahais of the east and west are as members of one household and the children of the one Lord! The Turks and the Persians, the Parsee and the American, the Hindu and the African, all of them are one army and one cohort and, without any distinction, they arise for the assistance and aid of each other.

This praiseworthy movement is beloved and accepted in the threshold of the forgiving Lord. Truly, I say, in the erection of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Iskhabad, the friends of God have laid the foundation of the oneness of the kingdom of humanity and they worked nobly together until now, and it is nearly completed. Praise be to God! that, at this moment, from every country in the world, according to their various means, contributions are continually being sent toward the fund of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in America.

Convey the gratitude of Abdul-Baha to all the friends of God in this service.

In reality, this magnanimity of the believers is worthy of great praise and thankfulness, for, from Teheran, Khurasan, Shiraz, Jahram, Esphahan, even from the towns and villages of the Khurasan, Shiraz and Yazd, contributions were sent. This donation in the path of
the happiness of the souls of the spiritual ones.

From the day of Adam until now, such an event has never even been witnessed by man, that, from the farthermost country of Asia, contributions were forwarded to the farthermost country of America. From Rangoon, India, donations are sent to Chicago, and from Jahram, a little village of Shiraz, and Kheirol-Gora of Tarsiz, money is transmitted for the Mashrak-el-Azkar in America. This is through the bounty and providence of the Blessed Perfection, the assistance and confirmation of the Sun of Truth and the victory and triumph of the Luminary of Eulgence, who has united so marvelously the regions of the world together. Glory belongs to the Lord of Hosts. Sovereignty belongs to the compassionate God. Power and might belongs to the living, self-subsistent One, who has united the people of the world and assembled them together like unto the brilliant stars of the horizon of adoration.

O my God! O my God! Favor belongs to Thee! Generosity belongs to Thee! Praise belongs to Thee and glorification is Thine, for that which Thou hast bestowed upon these indigent ones, granted a refuge and asylum to these weak ones in the cave of Thy protection and preservation, assisted them in the service of Thy Cause and confirmed them in the worship of Thy exalted threshold.

O Lord! They have sacrificed their belongings and souls in Thy path, contributed for love of Thee and missed no chance or opportunity in spreading Thy signs, diffusing Thy Word, promulgating Thy Name among Thy servants and proclaiming Thy wonders among Thy creatures.

Verily, Thou art the Powerful, the Mighty, the Most High, the Omnipresent and, verily, Thou art the Clement and the Most Merciful!

Explain to the people the details of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Chicago and tell them how contributions are received from the east and the west. For example, at this moment, four contributions were received in one day from Rangoon, Bombay (India), Jahram of Shiraz and Kheirol-Gora of Khorassan for the Mashrak-el-Azkar of America and were forwarded to their destination.

Truly, I say, the friends of God displayed wonderful generosity in regard to the contributions for the Mashrak-el-Azkar. They displayed magnanimity at any cost to such an extent that some of them sold portions of their clothing on the street. This is through the power of the Covenant of God, for, until this day, an event of this character has never transpired, that, from the east and Asia, contributions were forwarded to the west for the building of a Temple. Verily, this is a cause of astonishment for the people of perception.

O God, my aim, my hope! With hearts full of longing and breast full of yearning, we beg of Thee and we supplicate at the threshold of Thy might to raise the foundation of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Chicago, in the most speedy manner. Make its basis firm and its structure enduring, suffer its pillars to remain unshakable and make its columns of the steel and iron of firmness. Glorify its servants, beautify the characters and make the worshipers beloved. Suffer its Nightingales to sing, "Ya-Baha-Abha!" and warble the praises of our Lord, the Most Supreme. Make its men the standards unfolded on the mountains of the world, and its women the sanctified angels of the tabernacle of the world!

The Temple is the most great foundation of the world of humanity and it has many branches.

Although the Temple is the place of worship, with it is connected hospital pharmacy, pilgrim’s house, school for the
orphaned and university for the study of higher sciences.

Every Temple is connected with these five things. I hope that now in America they will build a Temple and gradually add to it the hospital, school, university, pharmacy and pilgrim's house, with the utmost efficiency and thoroughness. You must make the believers understand these details, so that they may realize how important the Temple is. The Temple is not only a place for worship: nay, it is perfect in every way.

[Translated 1910.]

Your detailed letter was perused, and from its contents it became evident that the debt of the land of Mashrak-el-Azkar is clear. This news made the hearts happy and caused infinite rejoicing.

Now, it is hoped that the believers of God may show magnanimity and raise a great sum for the building so that the foundation of the Mashrak-el-Azkar may be laid, and, perchance, God willing, the corner stone of the foundation may be laid by the hands of Abdul-Baha.

This confirmation will descend upon the people of America, if they will arise and endeavor with great courage to establish union and harmony, so that every trace of difference may be uprooted and they may all become as one heart and one soul.

Convey the wonderful Abha greeting to all the friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful.
[Translated March 4, 1911.]

You have written that a sum of money is raised to be contributed toward the Mashrak-el-Azkar. Ask ye of God that the American believers may become assisted in the building of this great Temple.
[Translated March 4, 1911.]

If the believers of God in New York and other cities of America establish, in a befitting manner, union and harmony with spirit, tongue, heart and body, suddenly they shall find Abdul-Baha in their midst. Unless this union is brought about, the breath of the Holy Spirit shall not have any effect, for the physical body must find capacity, so that the life of the spirit may breathe through it. If the Beloved of the union of the friends and the harmony of the believers become manifest, the east and west of America shall be perfumed through the sweet fragrance of the Paradise of Abba, the Mashrak-el-Azkar shall be constructed, the outpouring of the Sun of Reality shall descend, the everlasting glory of the friends of God shall become apparent and the heavenly life be attained.
[Translated April 28, 1911.]

Today, in America, no matter is greater for the elevation of the Word of God than the Mashrak-el-Azkar. Surely, give it the utmost importance. I am always waiting that a good report regarding the Mashrak-el-Azkar should come.

In most of the cities of Persia, even in some villages, a Mashrak-el-Azkar has been founded.

Now the beloved in America must make effort to establish one Mashrak-el-Azkar.
[Translated June 1, 1911.]

The question of Mashrak-el-Azkar is very important and is superior to every matter; surely put forth utmost effort for it.
[Translated June 1, 1911.]

Know thou that the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar is the greatest foundation in those regions. God said in the Koran, "It is those who believed in God and the Last Day shall build the Temple of God."

It is incumbent upon thee and upon all to put forth the best effort in these days, in building this glorious Temple, raising the tumult of commemoration therein, during the wing of the night, at dawn and at eventide. It is incumbent upon you (men and women) to be united in this great Cause, so that ye may be confirmed by the divine bounty, and merciful spirit; become increased with energy and power; gain a recompense, and estimation.
[Translated September 23, 1911.]
Addresses of Abdul-Baha in America upon the Mashrak-el-Azkar

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHA AT PUBLIC MEETING CONCLUDING THE BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY CONVENTION, DRILL HALL, MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO, TUESDAY, APRIL 30, 1912.

[STAR OF THE WEST, Vol. III, No. 4.]

AMONG the institutes of the Holy Books is that of the foundation of Holy Edifices. That is to say, an edifice is to be built in order that humanity may find therein a place of meeting, and this is to be conducive to unity and fellowship amongst them. The real Temple is the very Law of God, for to that all humanity must resort, and that is the center of unity for all mankind. That is the Collective Center. That is the cause of accord and unity of the hearts. That is the cause of solidarity of the human race. That is the source of the life eternal. Temples are the symbols of that uniting force, in order that, when the people gather there, in a given edifice of God, in the house and Temple of God, they may recall the fact, that the law has been revealed for them and that that law is to unite them; that, just as this edifice was founded for the unification of mankind, the law preceding and creating this Temple was issued therefrom.

In brief, the purpose of places of worship and edifices for adoration is simply that of unity, in order that various nations, divergent races, varying souls may gather there and among them amity, love and accord may be realized. The original purpose is this. That is why His holiness Baha'u'llah has commanded that a place be built for all the religionists of the world; that all religions and races and sects may gather together; that the oneness of the human world may be proclaimed: that all the human race are the servants of God, and that all are submerged in the ocean of God's mercy. The world of existence may be likened to this place. It is the Mashrak-el-Azkar. Just as the external world is a place where various peoples of different hues and colors, of various faiths and denominations, meet; just as they are submerged in the same Sea of favors, likewise all may meet under the dome of the Mashrak-el-Azkar and adore the one God in the same spirit of truth, for the ages of darkness have passed away and the century of light has arrived. The imaginary prejudices are in the process of dispersion and the Light of unity is shining. The difference which exists among the nations and the peoples is soon to pass away, and the fundamentals of the divine religions, which are no other than the solidarity and the oneness of the human race, are to be established. For six thousand years the human race has been at war. It is enough! Now let them, for a time at least, consort in amity. They entertained enmity formerly. Let them for a period exercise love. For six thousand years have they negated each other, each nation considering the other as infidel. It is sufficient! We must all know that we are the servants of one God; that we are turning to one God; that we have one kind Father; that we have one divine Law; that we have one reality; that we have one desire. Thus may we live together in the utmost of amity and love. And, for this love, for this amity, the favors and bounties of God shall surround us; the world of humanity will be reformed; mankind will find a new life, eternal light shall shine; merciful and heavenly morals shall become manifested. The divine
policies shall rule, for the divine policy is the oneness of the human world. God is kind to all. He considers all as His servants. He does not exclude anybody, and the policy of God is the correct and just policy. No matter how complete human policy and foresight is, it is imperfect. If we do not emulate the policy of God, or if we refuse to follow His dictates, that will be a presumptive evidence of our saying, as it were, that we know better than God; that we are knowing and wise, whereas God is ignorant; that we are sagacious, and God is not. God forbid! We seek shelter in God's mercy therefor! No matter how far the human intelligence shall advance, it is still as a drop, whereas the divine omniscience is the very ocean. And now is it just for us to say that a drop is imbued or endowed with qualities where-with the ocean itself is minus or not endowed? To say that the policy of the atom or the drop is greater and superior to that of the ocean, there is no greater ignorance than this! At most it is this: That there are some people who are as children. They are ignorant, and with the utmost love we are to educate them in order that they may become wise. They are sick; they are ill. We must tenderly care for them and treat them until they become well. Their morals are unpraiseworthy. We must train them in order that they may become imbued with morals commendable. Otherwise we are all the servants of one God, and we are beneath the protection and providence of one God. These are the institutes of God and the foundations of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, or His Temple. The outer edifice is a symbol of the inner. May the people be admonished thereby! I pray in your behalf, that your hearts may be enlightened with the light of the love of God; that your minds may develop daily; that your spirits may be set aglow with the fire of His glad tidings, until the divine foundations in the human world may become promulgated. And the first of these institutes is the one-ness of the human world and love among all mankind, and the second is the Most Great Peace. Praise be to God, this American democracy presents capacity, its people showing forth their readiness to become the flag-bearer of the Most Great Peace. May they be the hosts of the oneness of humanity! May its people serve the threshold of God and spread that which is the good pleasure of God!

O Thou kind Lord! This gathering is turning to Thee. The hearts are radiant through Thy love. The thoughts and the spirits are exhilarated through Thy glad tidings. O God! Let this American democracy become glorious in spiritual degrees, even as it has aspired to the material degrees, and render this just government victorious! Confirm this revered nation to hoist the standard of the oneness of humanity; to promulgate the Most Great Peace; to become thereby most glorious and praiseworthy among all the nations of the world. O God! This American nation is worthy of Thy favors and is deserving of Thy mercy. Make it dear, near to Thee, through Thy bounty and bestowal!

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-BAHÁ AT THE DEDICATION OF THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR GROUNDS, CHICAGO, HIGH NOON, MAY 1, 1912.

Today you have endured considerable difficulty in coming out, withstanding the cold and wind; but the power which has gathered you here is truly a colossal power. It is the extraordinary power. It is a divine power which gathers you here. It is divine favor of Bahá’u’lláh, which gathered you together. Therefore, we praise God that this power does assemble people in this fashion.

Thousands of Mashrak-el-Azkars,—which means the Dawning-Point of Praise for all religionists,—will be built in the world. In the orient and in the occident of the world will they be built.
But this Mashrak-el-Azkar, being the first one in the occident, has great importance. In after years, there will be many Mashrak-el-Azkars; even in this City of Chicago many will be established. In Asia there will be many. In Europe there will be many. Even in Africa there will be many. Even in Australia and New Zealand; but this is of great importance. In Ishkabad, Caucasus, Russia, the Mashrak-el-Azkar has the same great importance, being the first one built there. In Persia there are many Mashrak-el-Azkars. Some are houses, which have been rented for that purpose. Others have given their homes entirely for that purpose, and in some places temporary and small places have been built therefor. In all the cities of Persia there are Mashrak-el-Azkars; but the great Mashrak-el-Azkar was founded in Ishkabad. Because it was the first Mashrak-el-Azkar, it possesses the superlative degree of importance. All the friends of Ishkabad agreed and put forth the greatest effort. His holiness the Afnan devoted all his wealth to it. Everything he had he gave for it. Hence, such an imposing edifice was built. A colossal effort was put forth. Notwithstanding their contributions to that Mashrak-el-Azkar, they have, as you know, contributed to the one here in this city. Now that one is almost complete, that is to say, with all its gardens. That Mashrak-el-Azkar is centrally located. It has nine avenues, nine gardens, nine fountains, so it is nine on nine, all nines. It is like a beautiful bouquet. Just imagine an edifice of that beauty in the center, very lofty, surrounded by gardens, variegated flowers, with nine avenues interlacing nine gardens, nine pools and nine fountains, and think how delightful it must be! That is the way it should be. It is matchless, most beautiful! Such is the design. And now they are at work building a hospital and a school for orphans and a home for cripples and a large dispensary and a hospice. They are now planning, thinking of these things. When that, God willing, shall be completed, it will be a Paradise! There will be no greater geometry than this and I hope that in Chicago it shall be like this. It will be even so.

ADDRESS OF ABDUL-Baha AT PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH OF THE ASCENSION, FIFTH AVE. AND 10TH ST., NEW YORK CITY, SUNDAY, JUNE 2, 1912, 8 p. m., REV. DR. PERCY STICKNEY GRANT, RECTOR.


In the terminology of the Holy Books, the church has been called the "House of the Covenant," for the reason that the church is a place where people of differing thoughts and diverging tendencies,—where all races and nations may come together in a covenant of permanent fellowship. In the temple of the Lord, in the house of God, man must be submissive to God. He must enter into a covenant with his Lord, in order that he shall obey His commands and become united with his fellow-man. He must not consider divergence of races nor difference of nationalities; he must not view variation in denomination and creed, nor should he take into account the differing degrees of thoughts; nay, rather, he should look upon all mankind and realize that all must become united and agreed. He must recognize all as servants of one God, dwelling beneath the shelter of the mercy of one God.

The purpose is that the church is a collective center. Temples are symbols of the reality and divinity of God, the collective Center. Consider how, within a temple, every race and people are seen and represented—all in the presence of the Lord, covenanting together in a covenant of love and fellowship, all offering the same melody, prayer and supplications to God. Therefore, it is evident that the church is a collective center for mankind. For this reason, there have been churches and temples in all the di-
vined religions. But the real collective Centers are the Manifestations of God, of whom the church or temple is a symbol and expression. That is to say, the Manifestation of God is the real divine Temple and collective Center of which the outer church is but a symbol.

Recall the statement of His holiness Jesus Christ, recorded in the Gospel. Addressing Peter, He said, "Thou art Peter and upon this rock will I build my church." It is evident, therefore, that the Church of God is the Law of God and the actual edifice is but one symbol thereof. For the Law of God is a collective center which unites various people, nativities, tongues and opinions. All find shelter in its protection and become attracted by it. For example, His holiness Moses and the Mosaic Law were the unifying center for the scattered sheep of Israel. He united these wandering flocks, brought them under control of divine Laws, educated them, unified them, caused them to agree and uplifted them to a superlative degree of development. At a time when they were debased they became glorified; ignorant, they were made knowing; in the bonds of captivity, they were given freedom. In short, they were unified. Day by day they advanced, until they attained the highest degree of progress witnessed in that age. It is therefore proven that the Manifestation of God and the Law of God accomplish unity.

It is self-evident that humanity is at variance. Human tastes differ; thoughts, nativities, races and tongues are various. The need of a collective Center, by which these differences may be counterbalanced and the people of the world be unified, is obvious. Consider how nothing but a spiritual power can bring about this unification, for material conditions and mental aspects are so widely different, that agreement and unity are impossible through material means. But it is possible for all to become unified through one Spirit, just as all may receive light from one sun. Therefore, assisted by the collective and divine Center, which is the Law of God and the reality of His Manifestation, we can overcome these conditions until they pass away entirely and the races advance.

Consider the time of His holiness Jesus Christ. How many different peoples, races and governments there were; how many varying sects and denominations! But, when His holiness appeared, the Messianic Reality proved to be the collective Center, which brought together and unified them beneath the same tabernacle of unity. Reflect a moment! Could His holiness Jesus Christ have united these divergent factors or brought about such results through political power? Was this unity and agreement possible through material forces? It is evident that it was not; nay, rather, these various peoples were brought together through divine power,—through the breaths of the Holy Spirit. They were revived through the infusion of a fresh spirit. The spirituality of the Christ overcame their difficulties so that their disagreements utterly passed away. In this way, these varying peoples were unified, agreed, and became welded in a bond of love, which alone can unite hearts. Therefore, it is proved that the Manifestations of God—the great Mouth-pieces of God—are the collective Centers of God. The Prophets of God are these collective Centers, for they are the real shepherds. The real shepherd unites the scattered sheep, as they have done in the past. The collective Center has ever appeared from the orient. His holiness Abraham was a collective Center and he appeared in the east. His holiness Moses was a collective Center and he appeared in the east. His holiness Jesus Christ was a collective Center and He appeared in the east. His holiness Mohammed was a collective Center appearing among the nomadic tribes of the Arabian peninsula. Today, His holiness Baha’u’llah is the collective Center of unity for all humanity and He has come from the east.
He founded the oneness of humanity in Persia. He established amity among the various peoples of different religions, denominations, sects and cults by rescuing them from the fetters of past imitations and superstitions, and led them to the very foundation of the divine religions. And, from this foundation, shines forth the radiance of spirituality, which is unity, the love of God, the knowledge of God, praiseworthy morals and the virtues of the human world.

Baha'u'llah again renewed these principles, just as the coming of the spring refreshes the earth and confers new life upon all phenomenal beings. For the freshness of the former springtime had waned, its vivification had ceased, the life-giving breezes were no longer wafting their fragrance; winter and the season of darkness had come. His holiness Baha'u'llah came to renew the life of the world with this new and divine springtime, which has pitched its tent in the countries of the orient in the utmost power and glory. It has refreshed the world of the orient and there is no doubt that, if the world of the occident should abandon dogmas of the past, turn away from empty imitations and superstitions, investigate the reality of the divine religions, holding fast to the example of His holiness Jesus Christ, acting in accordance with the teachings of God and becoming unified with the orient, an eternal happiness would be thereby attained.

In the western world, material civilization has attained the highest point of development, but the divine civilization was founded in the orient. Now the orient must acquire material civilization from the occident and the occident must acquire spiritual civilization from the orient. This will establish a mutual bond. When the east and west shall come together, the world of humanity will present a glorious aspect and extraordinary progress will be achieved. This is clear and evident; there is no proof needed. The status of material civilization in the occident cannot be denied, nor can any one deny the confirmation of the spiritual civilizations of the orient, for all the divine foundations of civilization have appeared in the east. This, too, is clear and evident. Therefore you must strive to assist the orient in order that it may acquire material progress. Likewise, the orient must promulgate the principles of spiritual civilization in the occident. By the commingling of these two civilizations, the world of humanity will attain the highest bond of prosperity and progress. Material civilization alone is not sufficient and will not prove productive. The physical happiness of material conditions was allotted to the animal. Consider how the animal has reached the utmost degree of physical felicity. For example, a bird perches upon the loftiest branch and builds there its nest in the utmost beauty and skill. All the grains and seeds of the meadows are its wealth and food; all the fresh water of mountain springs and rivers of the plain are for its enjoyment. Truly, this is the acme of material happiness, to which even a human creature cannot attain. This is the honor of the animal kingdom. But the honor of the human kingdom is the attainment of spiritual happiness in the human world, the acquisition of the knowledge and love of God. The honor allotted to man is the acquisition of the supreme virtues of the human world. This is his real happiness and felicity. But, if material happiness and spiritual felicity be conjoined, it will be "delight upon delight"—as the Arabs say. And now we pray that God will unite the east and the west in order that these two civilizations shall be exchanged and mutually enjoyed. I am sure it will come to pass for this is the radiant century. This is an age for the outpouring of divine mercy upon the exigency of this new century,—the unity of the east and the west. It will surely be accomplished.
Last words of Abdul-Baha concerning the Mashrak-el-Azkar

As to the matter of the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, that is, the matter of beginning the building thereof—an important (or considerable) sum of money must decidedly be prepared in order that work may be begun: that is, at least two or three hundred thousand dollars must be ready. And, most assuredly, if it be built in the days of the Covenant, it will be more joyful and more heart-rejoicing; but this is difficult.

Now be ye engaged in collecting contributions. [Translated June 18, 1913.]

Verily, I pray God to confirm thee with the All-Power so that the means may be prepared for the establishment of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. [Translated June 19, 1913.]

Blessed is he who listens unto the River of Life!—Baha’u’llah.
Mashrak-el-Azkar Treasury

STATEMENT OF INCOMES AND EXPENDITURES,
FROM MARCH 29, 1909, TO DECEMBER 31, 1915.

INCOMES:

Contributions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>March 29th, Chicago Assembly</td>
<td>$3,665.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Fiscal year ending April 28, 1910</td>
<td>$14,732.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>Fiscal year ending May 2, 1911</td>
<td>$10,453.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>Fiscal year ending April 30, 1912</td>
<td>$7,325.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Fiscal year ending April 28, 1913</td>
<td>$14,123.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>Fiscal year ending April 27, 1914</td>
<td>$13,514.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>Fiscal year ending April 23, 1915</td>
<td>$6,986.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overcharge in exchange</td>
<td>$4.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interest on deposit account, less</td>
<td>$128.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>exchange charges, April to Dec. 31,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1915</td>
<td>$5,537.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: $76,472.25

EXPENDITURES:

Purchase Price, Mashrak-el-Azkar Site, Main Tract:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>April 5</td>
<td>Payment</td>
<td>$5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Dec. 10</td>
<td>Payment</td>
<td>$5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>July 1</td>
<td>Payment</td>
<td>$5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>Jan. 1</td>
<td>Payment</td>
<td>$5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>June 14</td>
<td>Payment</td>
<td>$2,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>June 24</td>
<td>Payment</td>
<td>$5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Sept. 21</td>
<td>Payment</td>
<td>$2,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Oct. 1</td>
<td>Final payment</td>
<td>$2,500.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: $32,500.00

Purchase Price Lake Shore Tract:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>Oct. 11</td>
<td>Payment</td>
<td>$200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>Dec. 11</td>
<td>Payment</td>
<td>$2,800.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Jan. 30</td>
<td>Payment</td>
<td>$1,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Mar. 1</td>
<td>Payment</td>
<td>$1,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>Mar. 3</td>
<td>Payment</td>
<td>$3,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>Sept. 8</td>
<td>Payment</td>
<td>$3,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>Feb. 2</td>
<td>Final payment</td>
<td>$6,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: $17,000.00

Buildings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Shelter houses</td>
<td>$105.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915</td>
<td>Cement sidewalks</td>
<td>$395.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: $500.00
EXPENDITURES—Continued:

Taxes and Assessments:

1909—Fiscal year ending April 28, 1910........ $ 974.79
1910—Fiscal year ending May 2, 1911......... 695.80
1911—Fiscal year ending April 30, 1912........ 976.73
1912—Fiscal year ending April 28, 1913........ 331.00
1913—Fiscal year ending April 27, 1914......... 1,768.73
1914—Fiscal year ending April 23, 1915......... 4.46
1915—Fiscal year incomplete (to Dec. 31, 1915) 880.78 $ 5,632.29

Interest:

1909—Fiscal year ending April 28, 1910........ $1,425.00
1910—Fiscal year ending May 2, 1911........... 1,200.00
1911—Fiscal year ending April 30, 1912......... 675.00
1912—Fiscal year ending April 28, 1913......... 861.62
1913—Fiscal year ending April 27, 1914......... 600.00 $ 4,761.62

Expenses:

1909—Fiscal year ending April 28, 1910........ $ 183.70
1910—Fiscal year ending May 2, 1911......... 562.57
1911—Fiscal year ending April 30, 1912......... 930.66
1912—Fiscal year ending April 28, 1913......... 298.28
1913—Fiscal year ending April 27, 1914......... 732.25
1914—Fiscal year ending April 23, 1915......... 107.00
1915—Fiscal year incomplete (to Dec. 31, 1915) 91.00
1915—Special expenses, record and report, convention at San Francisco............. 150.00 $ 3,055.46

Total expenditures................. $63,449.37

SUMMARY

1915—Dec. 31, balance in building fund................. 13,022.88

Grand total ..................................... $76,472.25

NOTE—In addition to the land purchased for the Mashrak-al-Azkar site, shown in the above statement, there is also included in the main tract, and forming a part of it, two lots, purchased by the Chicago Bahai Assembly at a cost of $2,000.00, and conveyed free of encumbrance to this Unity. The Unity also owns a lot at Muskegon, Michigan.

Respectfully submitted,

Albert H. Hall, Treasurer.
The Bahai Revelation

The Bahai (Glorious) Revelation proclaims the time of Universal Peace and provides the base for the Universal Religion—the hope of the ages. It points the way and supplies the means for the unity of mankind in the knowledge and love of Truth under the high banners of Justice and Mercy.

It is divine in origin, human in presentation, sane, practical and applicable to life in its every phase. In belief it inculcates naught but Truth; in action, naught but Good; in human relations, naught but loving Service.

For the information of those who know little or nothing of the Bahai Revelation, we quote the following account translated from the (French) Encyclopaedia of Larousse:

**BAHAIISM: the religion of the disciples of Baha’u’llah, an outcome of Babism.**—Mirza Husain Ali Nuri Baha’u’llah was born at Teheran in 1817 A. D. From 1844 he was one of the first adherents of the Bab, and devoted himself to the pacific propagation of his doctrine in Persia. After the death of the Bab he was, with the principal Babis, exiled to Baghdad, and later to Constantinople and Adrianople, under the surveillance of the Ottoman Government. It was in the latter city that he openly declared his mission. He was “He whom God would make manifest,” whom the Bab had announced in his writings, the great Manifestation of God, promised for the last days; and in his letters to the principal Rulers of the States of Europe he invited them to join him in establishing religion and universal peace. From this time, the Babis who acknowledged him became Bahais. The Sultan then exiled him (1868 A. D.) to Acca in Palestine, where he composed the greater part of his doctrinal works, and where he died in 1892 A. D. (May 29). He had confided to his son, Abbas Effendi Abdul-Baha, the work of spreading the religion and continuing the connection between the Bahais of all parts of the world. In point of fact, the Bahais everywhere, not only in Mohammedan countries, but also in all the countries of Europe, as well as in the United States, Canada, Japan, India, etc. This is because Baha'u'llah has known how to transfer Bahaiism into a universal religion, which is presented as the fulfilment and completion of all the ancient faiths. The Jews await the Messiah, the Christians the return of Christ, the Moslems the Mahdi, the Buddhists the fifth Buddha, the Zoroastrians Shah Bahram, the Hindus the reincarnation of Krishna, and the Atheists—better social organizations! Baha'u'llah represents these, and thus destroys the rivalries and the enmities of the different religions; reconciles them in their respective purity, and frees them from the corruption of dogmas and rites. For Bahaism has no clergy, no religious ceremonial, no public prayers; its only dogma is belief in God and in his Manifestations (Zoroastrian, Moses, Jesus, etc., Baha'u'llah). The principal work of Baha'u'llah are the Kitab-ul-Iqan, the Kitab-akbar, the Kitab-ul-Akhbar, and numerous letters or tablés addressed to sovereigns or to private individuals. kitab-ul-akhbar holds no place in the religion, which must be expressed in all the actions of life, and accomplished in neighborly love. Every one must have an occupation. The education of children is enjoined and regulated. Monogamy is universally recommended, etc. Questions not treated of are left to the civil law of each country, and to the decisions of the Bait-ul-Adl, or House of Justice, instituted by Baha'u'llah. Respect toward the Head of the State is a part of respect toward God. A universal language, and the creation of tribunals of arbitrament between nations, are to suppress wars. “You are leaves of the same tree, and drops of the same sea; Baha'u'llah has said. Briefly, it is not so much a new religion, as Religion renewed and unified, which is rected today by Abdul-Baha. **—Leunchecked Larousse Illust supplement, p. 60.**

---

**ANNOUNCEMENT**

*Extra copies of this Mashrak-el-Azkar edition of STAR OF THE WEST may be had by applying to Bahai Temple Unity, Harlan F. Ober, Secretary, 114 State Street, Boston, Mass.*
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'O'LLAH.
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The Mashrak-el-Azkar of Ishkabad

BY CHARLES MASON REMEY

Washington, D. C.,
October 12, 1908.

To the House of Spirituality of Bahais,
Chicago, Ill.

Brothers in the service of Abha:—

As you have arisen for the construction of the first Mashrak-el-Azkar in America, and, as I have recently visited Ishkabad and seen there the great Mashrak-el-Azkar of the east, of which we in the west have heard so much, I take it upon myself to write to you a description of this edifice, hoping to share with you the great blessing of meeting with the friends in those parts and of beholding this Temple which is a testimony of their sacrifice and unity.

As you know, Ishkabad is in Russian Turkestan, just north of the Elbruz mountains, which separate the desert plain of western Turkestan, on the north, from Persia on the south. The city itself lies on the plain a short distance from the mountains, which here are quite rugged and rocky. The town is quite modern in aspect, being laid off with gardens and broad streets, which meet at right angles. Rows of trees along the sidewalks remind one of a western city, while the buildings and the waterways, which flank the streets and are fed with water coming from the nearby mountains, are strikingly oriental.

I could hardly believe that this city had sprung up almost entirely during the past half-century. It was but a huddle of mud huts, when Baha'o'llah first directed some of his followers to settle there. Now this is replaced by a large and prosperous city of buildings of brick and stone.

The Mashrak-el-Azkar stands in the center of the city, surrounded by a large garden, which is bounded by four streets. It rises high above the surrounding buildings and trees, its dome being visible for miles, as the traveller approaches the city over the plain. The building in plan is a regular polygon of nine sides. One large doorway and portico, flanked by turrets, facing the direction of the Holy City [Akka], forms the principal motive of the façade, while the dome dominates the whole composition.

The walls of the Temple are of brick covered with a firm and hard stucco,
which in that climate resists quite well the action of the elements, while the floors are concrete supported by iron or steel beams.

In plan the building is composed of three sections: the central rotunda, the aisle or ambulatory which surrounds it, separate the triforium gallery (which is directly above the ambulatory) from the wall of the rotunda. The third story is decorated with nine flank arcades, between which is a shield upon which is inscribed, in Persian characters, “Yaba-ha-el-Abha.” The fourth story con-

and the loggia which surrounds the entire building.

The interior of the rotunda is five stories in height. The first or main floor story consists of nine arches, supported by piers, which separate the ambulatory from the rotunda proper. The second story consists of a similar treatment of arches and piers and balustrades, which contains nine large windows, while the wall of the fifth story, which is not as high as the others, is pierced by eighteen bull’s-eye windows.

Above, there is the dome which is hemispherical in shape. The rotunda from the floor to the top of the dome is elaborately decorated with fret work and other designs, all in relief. We were
told that the ultimate aim was that color
and gilding should be added to this in-
terior decoration.

The inner dome is of iron or steel
and concrete, while the outer dome or
roof is entirely of metal—the intention
is that this shall be gilded.

The main portico of the temple is two
stories in the clear, while the loggias,
which surround the building, are on two
floors, the lower being on the main floor
level, while the upper one is on the
level of the triforium gallery. This up-
per loggia is reached by two stair-cases,
one to the right and one to the left of
the main entrance, and the gallery is
entered from the loggia.

On the main floor the principal en-
trance is through the large doorway, but
there are also several inner doors, which
connect the ambulatory with the loggia.
An abundance of light is admitted
through the windows in the upper part
of the rotunda, as well as through the
windows of the upper gallery and am-
bulatory, which open upon the loggias.

The Persian style of architecture has
been used in treating the details and
decorations of the buildings.

At present the stucco work is not
quite completed. The interior of the
rotunda is finished, but the decoration
of the loggias and gallery and ambu-
latory is only done in part. However, the
work is continuing and it will not be
long before all will be complete.

From what I saw and heard in Ish-
kabad, I found that those believers who
superintended the building of the Tem-
ple were competent business men and
that, although they had undertaken a
large enterprise, every possible economy
was made, yet at the same time no ex-
 pense seemed to be spared when neces-
sary for the beauty and solidity of the
building.

The layout of the garden is not yet
complete. Nine avenues of approach lead
to the Temple. The main avenue of the
nine, leading to the entrance portico,
Aga-Seyed-Taki, the Great Afnan

By CHARLES MASON REMEY

January 1, 1916.

Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago.

My dear friend:

You have asked me for some information regarding the life of the venerable Afnan, or the great Afnan, as he was sometimes called in the orient, under whose service of direction, the Mashrak-el-Azkar was built in Ishkabad, Russia.

Afnan, you know, is the term which has been applied to the blood relatives of the “First Point”—the Bab. Aga-Seyed-Taki was the name of the Afnan of whom I write. In the orient, he is known also as Jensab-Afnan-Vakil-Dowlah, the title bestowed upon him for public services rendered to his country, Persia.

Aga-Seyed-Taki-Afnan was first cousin of the Bab. He was the son of Hadji-Mirza-Seyed-Mohammed, the brother of the Bab’s mother. It was this same Hadji-Mirza-Seyed-Mohammed, to whom Baha’ullah revealed, while in Baghdad, the Kitab-el-Ighan or Book of Assurance.

So far as I have been able to ascertain, Aga-Seyed-Taki-Afnan was six or seven years younger than the Bab, and they were intimately associated in Baghdad. The friends in Akka and Haifa have told interesting incidents of the youth of the Bab, as described by the Afnan, who recalled vividly the holy personality and spiritual charm of the “First Point.”

After many years of service to the Cause in Persia, the Afnan was chosen by Abdul-Baha to undertake the work of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Ishkabad, where he lived for some years, held in great esteem by all who knew him. Under his direction, the plans for the building were made and the edifice constructed.

I am sending you some pictures which will be of interest to the friends. One shows Aga-Seyed-Taki-Afnan the center of a multitude, including, as you will see by their uniforms, a number of Russian officials. He is in the act of placing the first stones of the foundation of the
Mashrak-el-Azkar of Ishikabad. Note the decorations he wears. These were received from the Russian government in recognition of service rendered in offices to which he had been appointed. Another picture shows the Mashrak-el-Azkar under construction. I send you with him. Again, in the late spring of 1910, when Howard Struven and I were with Abdul-Baha, we had several memorable visits with the venerable Afnan, who was then visiting on Mount Carmel, in the German Colony, not far from the tomb of the Bab. I recall also a likeness of the Afnan himself with two sons, one upon either side.

In the early summer of 1908, I made a pilgrimage to the Holy Land and Akka. At that time it was not advisable for a westerner to go to the home of Abdul-Baha, so I was entertained for two days in Akka in the home of the Afnan. This was my first acquaintance him as a most patriarchal figure with his long white beard, green turban and the flowing robes of the orient. Though the physical man showed his many years, his smile was radiantly brilliant, giving a glimpse into the chambers of the soul of the inner—the real spiritual man, which knows no age, for it lives eternally.
Here was Aga-Seyed-Taki-Afnan spending the evening of a long life of service near to Abdul-Baha, on the hallowed slopes of the mountain of God—that spot frequented by the Holy Seers and Prophets of biblical days—that spot from which now, in these latter days, the spiritual religion of God is again being given to the world.

The service of the great Afnan in this world was completed in the summer of 1911, when he passed into the realms beyond, at the advanced age of eighty-five years.

While George Latimer and I were on Mount Carmel a year ago last October (1914), we took a walk one day over the mountain, in the direction of the sea, toward the cave of the Prophet Elijah. Below us, on the flat between the foot of the mountain and the shore, was the Bahai cemetery. From where we stood, we could look down into the small enclosure, in the center of which is the simple tomb of Aga-Seyed-Taki, the Afnan. Upon one side towered the mountain of God, with its sacred places, while upon the other side stretched the blue sweep of the "tideless sea," stretching off to the north, where Akka, the New Jerusalem, with its white walls and domes seemed to float like a dove upon the water. We were struck by the sym-

Could the mortal Aga-Seyed-Taki, the great Afnan, have a more fitting resting place than amid such holy surroundings?

Faithfully yours in the service of the Mashrak-el-Azkar,

Charles Mason Remey.
Letters from the Orient

Received by MISS MARTHA L. ROOT

Tanta, Egypt, Nov. 24, 1915.

Dear Bahai sister, Miss Root:—Yesterday morning I found upon my desk, after the first hour in the morning, a packet of letters, I knew, at a glance, to be from America. I welcomed them, because certainly they came from some friend, otherwise there is no connection between an occidental and an oriental like my poor self, unless it be a spiritual relation. I found printed on the envelopes the name of Miss Root. I felt a great pleasure, a pleasure beyond my expression. I remained the whole day joyous, happy and cheerful.

Yes, my dear sister, I was glad to know that you arrived home again safely, from your spiritual tour around the world, in these dangerous days. I felt that I was with you all the time I was reading your fragrant and spiritual letter. Indeed we still remember the few, but spiritual days, when you adorned our meeting and stirred our spirits. We hope and pray for the blessed days, in which we see an occidental friend among us, be he man or lady. It gives us more strength to see that the differences between us have been removed and that the east and west are being united in one universal brotherhood forever, through the Cause of the Blessed Perfection (Baha’u’llah). The first incident that struck me and worked out my final belief was the sight of some Europeans and Americans among Egyptians showing towards each other kindness and love that was not known among them before. I hope, my dear Bahai sister, and earnestly pray to see new friends from the east and west. Indeed this reminds me of the time, when our beloved Abdul-Baha was in Egypt, where there were many friends from all nationalities—the happiest hours of our lives. I cannot help weeping whenever I think of those glorious days. Oh! How happy, how splendid were those days! I think you all appreciated them when Abdul-Baha was among you.

Yes, it is a good plan that we should correspond with the different centers of the Bahais in the world. It gives us a new impulse and pushes us forward on the road of the Kingdom. Though we have met and certainly love each other, yet, when I receive a letter from a friend in America whom I had not known before, and in the letter printed tablets, such as I had from our sister, Irene C. Holmes of New York, indeed it is a solid proof of our union in His Greatest Cause.

On the day I received your two letters and the letter of Miss Irene C. Holmes containing tablets and printed notes, and at the same time the Star of the West and a card from Miss Hiscox in Cairo, I could not express my joy in receiving them at one time. This attracted the notice of one of our colleagues who happened not to have heard anything about the Bahai Movement; he got interested in the paper of the Star of the West and read a great part of an address of Abdul-Baha. He was quite pleased with it.

(Later) Today, November 26th, is the Fête Day of Abdul-Baha. We pray that God may take away this black cloud that darkens the horizons of the world and that people may open their sight and see the glory of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha illuminating all regions, that all should become one in faith and that the Most Great Peace should come.

Yesterday, I received a letter from Cairo, from Mohammed Taki Margosh, in which he stated that Mrs. Getsinger went to Alexandria to inquire from the American S. S., that arrived from Syria, about the health and conditions of Abdul-Baha and the friends there. She re-
turned from Alexandria with the good news of his well being and safety, as well as that of the friends.

My wife and family all remember you and send you their sincere love and greetings.

With Bahai love and greetings, your brother in His Abha Cause,

Mohammed Said Adham.

Bombay, India, Dec. 4, 1915.

Dearest spiritual sister:

I have received two letters from you each dearer than a world to me. Oh, you do not know how we all here remember you. It was indeed very kind of you to send us the Carnegie tablet. We have in India two newspapers the editors of which are very pro-Bahais and a magazine whose editor is a Bahai. One of the pro-Bahai editors is Mr. B. Temple of London, now editor of “The Daily Gazette” at Karachi. You must have read his lecture at the Royal Society of Arts, London, on the Movement, in 1910.

The other who is a Bahai, is the editor of a magazine in Madras. It is called “The New Reformer.” His full name is D. Gopal Chetty.

Now I am sure that the Carnegie tablet shall come back to you from India like an echo.

It was indeed a pleasure to read of the many interesting things about the friends in America, and of Carl Hannen, who, I think, is the son of the dear Joseph Hannen. I shall copy your example in future and tell you of little or great events here.

Our brother M. R. Shirazi, who is at Karachi, has come down for a month to Bombay. He missed the opportunity of meeting you, simply because Karachi is a little out of the way.

Hasmatullah has now nearly gathered an assembly in Karachi.

All the sisters here are sending you all their best wishes and prayers and desire that you will pray for their success.

Dear sister, if we are backward in service compared to you, it is because in our childhood we had not the benefit of a good education. Now we hope that our daughters may do better.

Yours very humbly,

Dowlat.

Cairo, Egypt, Dec. 5, 1915.

My dear Bahai sister:

Your good letters, of October 9th and 30th, were truly welcome and I have passed them around among the friends and read them to others. All were glad to hear from you and receive your words of love and remembrance. . . . All that you wrote was interesting, concerning your visits to the different assemblies.

This autumn I have especially been working for the education of girls. . . . My Bahai meetings continue with interest and devotion, and we feel the power of the Spirit with us. The chief thing is to keep close to God and to be constant in prayer, then He will be sure to use us in His service, and always there is something to do everywhere. It is blessed to be used by Him to uplift souls.

Mrs. Getsinger is at present stopping in Cairo, so we are joining our forces in our work here and it is good to have her here and the young Bahais are very glad to meet her and hear her speak. Mrs. Stannard left Cairo in the early summer and went to Port Said, where she has been living ever since. She seems to prefer it to Cairo or Alexandria.

The friends all speak of you often and all have such a sweet loving remembrance of you. They would be so happy to see you here again.

Yours ever, in Ef-Abha,

Elinore Hiscox.
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’OLLAH.
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The late Arthur Pillsbury Dodge with Abdul-Baha and group of Persian Bahais, taken along Riverside Drive, New York, during Abdul-Baha’s notable visit to America in 1912

In Memoriam

ARTHUR PILLSBURY DODGE

1849-1915

On October 12th, 1915, shortly after seven o’clock in the morning, Arthur Pillsbury Dodge, servant of Abdul-Baha and of God, was called by the Most Glorious One to enter the Kingdom after a life of searching for the truth and of sincere and devoted service in the glorious Cause. And, although suffering untold misery from a dread disease from which there was no cure or even temporary relief, he happily held fast to the one great solace of his life and that which filled his heart with unbounded joy despite his terrible earthly affliction. The very last thing that this good soul did on earth was to
When my dear father passed out of this life into the greater one beyond, this notice, in the envelope addressed to the local newspaper, lay on top of a little note book in which he kept a record of his Bahai meetings held in Freeport; and the note book was beside the Holy Bible, Browne’s “A Traveller’s Narrative, or The Episode of the Bab,” and several Utterances of Baha’u’llah and of Abdul-Baha, which were close by my father at all times.

The Sunday before he died, October 10th, 1915, when I saw him for the last time and heard him with difficulty, because of a tube in his throat, read one of the blessed tablets, my father conducted a well-attended meeting of the friends. The subject was: “The Covenants of God with His creatures, through His Seven great Prophets and Messengers, from Adam, the first recorded Prophet, down to the present time, as proven from the Bible and other sacred Books.” At this meeting Andrew Fleming and Frank D. Clark assisted.

One of the oldest, best-known and beloved of Bahais, who was greatly beloved by Abdul-Baha, and who was affectionately spoken of throughout the world, and especially all through Persia and the orient as “Mr. Dodge,” a short sketch of my father’s work in the Cause may be of interest to the friends. Always, ever since he was a young man before his marriage to my mother in 1870, my father was given to seeking the divine truth. He successfully investigated and followed pretty nearly every cult and ism before he finally heard what he instantly recognized as the truth. During all this time he was a close and earnest student of religion and it was only natural that he should have known the Bible and other religious books as but few men, not excepting the most learned theologians, ever understand the sacred and historical works of religion. That he got more than the letter out of his early studies was evidenced from his ever desire for more and more and a
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continual seeking after that which he had not attained.

My father first heard of the glorious Cause when we were living in Chicago right after the World's Fair. Just before the loss of my sister Anna in the winter of 1895 my father had been told something of the Cause by Dr. Sarah J. Burgess in Chicago, but not very much. He knew just enough about the great Bahai Revelation then to be interested in it, and to have renewed hope that at last he had found the truth! In fact, if he had not felt keenly about it he might never have outlived the terrible shock to him of Anna's death, for my mother said the only thing that seemed to keep him up at that time was what Dr. Burgess had told him of the Cause. Dr. Burgess had received the Message from a "Doctor" Ibrahim G. Kheiralla, whom my father and mother met upon their return to Chicago from Boston after the death of Anna. My father was obliged to go to New York before he had investigated very far in the "Teachings," as they were termed—and it was more than a year before he returned to Chicago. Then he had only a few days and prevailed upon the teacher to give him the glad tidings all in one day. At that time, it was the method to give the Message of the Coming of the Kingdom in some twenty or more lessons, once or twice a week, before reaching the "pith"—that is, telling of the appearance of the Bab, Bahá'u'lláh and the Center of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha. This was in the early fall of 1897.

Leaving my brother William and me in Chicago to finish out the last year in our respective schools, he and my mother, with my brother Paul, moved to New York whither my father was to spend the balance of his life. William and I then took the "Teachings," in a large class that met once or twice a week, in West Monroe street.

That same winter, in January, 1898, my father sent for "Doctor" and Mrs. Kheiralla to come to New York, to No. 55 West 95th Street, where he and mother and Paul were boarding, to inaugurate the Cause in New York. So, as a matter of historic record, it is here set down that the great and wonderful, beautiful Bahai Revelation was first introduced into New York, and the first, original Bahai Assembly established there by my father in January, 1898. In the first class at the West Ninety-fifth street address was Mrs. Fiske, the wife of Col. Archie Fiske, who was invited to the class by Mrs. Talbot, who had taken the "Teachings" in Chicago. My father had asked Mrs. Talbot, who was interested in New Thought, to bring some of the New Thought people to the class.

Among the first believers in New York were the Kappes family—Lily and Charles, their mother, brothers and sisters; Arthur James, wife and daughters; Charles Jones and James D. Brittingham.

(Continued on page 165)
Words of Abdul-Baha

CONCERNING thy question whether all the souls enjoy eternal life: Know that thou those souls partake of the Eternal Life in whom the Spirit of Life is breathed from the Presence of God and all beside them are dead—without Life, as Christ hath explained in the texts of the Gospel. Any person whose insight is opened by God seeth the souls in their stations after the disintegration of the bodies. Verily they are living and are subsisting before their Lord and he seeth also the dead souls submerged in the gulf of mortality.

Then know thou verily all the souls are created according to the nature of God and all are in the state of (unconscious) purity at the time of their births. But afterwards they differ from one another insofar as they acquire excellencies or defects. Nevertheless, the creatures have different degrees in existence insofar as the creation goes, for capacities are different; but all of them are good and pure (in their essence), then afterwards they are polluted and defiled. Although there are different states of creation, yet all of them are beneficial. Glance thou over the temple of man, its members and its parts. Among them there are the eye, ear, nose, mouth, hands and fingers. Notwithstanding the differences between these organs, all of them are useful in their proper spheres. But if one of them is out of order, there is need of a remedy and if the medicine does not heal, then the amputation of that member becomes necessary.

—Abdul-Baha.

CORRECTION

Dear brother Windust:—I have just been reading No. 18 Star of the West. Now there is one word (page 156) which I feel ought to be corrected in the next issue if possible. It is the word "Baghdad," which should have been "Boyhood"—so as to read, "they were intimately associated in boyhood." The Bab was never in Baghdad. This is the fault of my writing I know and I should have sent a typed letter.

Also on the top of the second column, page 157, the word "visiting" should have been "residing," and on top of page 154, second column, "well" should have been "well." But these latter two errors are not of great importance.

Charles Mason Remey.
A month or so later a class was started at the home of Dr. Egbert Guernsey, made up principally of New Thought people. In this class, among others, were Mrs. Mary MacNutt, Annie Boylan and Mrs. Alice Gibbons. Mrs. MacNutt had been from the ‘Doctor’ at my father’s rooms in Ninety-fifth street, and still later did W. Hooper Harris.

Following the Ninety-fifth street meetings, my father started other Bahai meetings in different studios in Carnegie Hall, New York. At this time Abdul Karim and Mirza Serim Moses Raffi came from Cairo—the first Persians to come to America to teach the Cause. Anton Haddad, a Syrian, had come to America on business, and was in evi-
In Beyrout father, mother and Mrs. Hoar were beautifully entertained by Mohammad Mustapha Bagdadi, father of Dr. Zia Bagdadi, and in Acca by the Turkish Governor of the Province. Likewise by various good friends in Cairo, Port Said, Alexandria, and all along the way.

Returning from Acca my father gave the Message on board ship in the Mediterranean, and in London he gave the glad tidings to Canon Wilberforce of Westminster Abbey, among others. In London he had long talks about the Bahai Revelation with Prof. Edward G. Browne of Cambridge University—the great authority on Persian and other oriental languages and history; and with Prof. E. Denison Ross, also a Persian scholar and historian.

While in London, the guest of Mrs. Thornburgh Cropper, Prof. Browne made a masterly translation of perhaps the most wonderful of all of the blessed tablets that Abdul-Baha had written in his own hand for my father and in his presence in Acca, explaining the three
great questions of Vicarious Atonement, the Trinity and the Immortality of the Soul, with which tablet every friend is familiar.

On his return to New York from Acre my father started meetings for the Cause in various places and took a large house at No. 261 West 139th street, which soon became known as the Bahai Home. Here meetings were held, and believers from all parts of the world were welcomed and received at all times. "Open house" always prevailed here, and it was the first place that the Persians and other friends coming to America and to New York would seek out.

My father also started a highly successful series of meetings in the big assembly hall of the Stephen Merritt Undertaking Establishment at Eighth avenue and Nineteenth street, New York, where four and five hundred persons would listen to talks on the Cause at every meeting.

Among the many things he did for the Cause was to send lamps over to Haifa for the blessed tomb of the Báb; and to Acre for the holy tomb of the Blessed Perfection (Baha’u’llah).

My father had the honor to receive the first tablet ever sent to America, which was written in Arabic by Abdul-Baha’s own hand, and translated by Anton Haddad. He also received the first "Greatest Name" stone, sent from Acre. My father received many tablets and communications from Abdul-Baha, more perhaps than any other believer, and all over the orient the name, "Mr. Dodge" was known among the friends.

He was president of the First Bahai Assembly of New York, and served on the Board of Council for several years.

In forming the First Bahai Assembly of Freeport, N. Y., on March 14th, 1915, my father wrote the following statement that was subscribed to and signed by the names which follow:

"We, whose signatures and addresses are written below, hereby associate ourselves as Founder-members of the First Bahai Assembly of Hempstead, in the County of Nassau and State of New York, and located at Freeport in said Township.

"It is our desire and intention to labor as humble, faithful and steadfast servants of and for the Incomparable Cause of God."


Whereas he had been bitter against the church for its bigotry and superstition, the last two years of his life my father had so mellowed his feelings that he was not even antagonistic to an unbeliever, but rather pitied and tried to help everyone who had not been able to "see the light." The Bahai Revelation had made of him a sweet-tempered soul and had given him an unlimited reserve and compassion. He seemed not to mind his terrible suffering during the last year of his life, and expressed himself as only regretting that he could not live long enough to complete his work for the Blessed Cause, to serve God and man as he never had been able to do!

Wendell Phillips Dodge.

MADAME CHERON

To the Star of the West, Greeting:

I recall in former years you have made it a custom to announce the departures of the friends in the last issue for the Bahai year of the Star of the West.

Now as the end of our present year is drawing near I am in receipt of the
announcement of the passing of one of our friends Madame Chéron on January 20th last, in Paris.

During Abdul-Baha's visits in Paris, souls became attracted to the Cause, and the principles of his teachings became known—and produced an effect upon many. Then out from these people there arose a few who recognized the Covenant of God and realized that in Abdul-Baha was the living spiritual Center of this new life in the world. Madame Chéron was of these few. The spiritual atmosphere of her home was to the hungry and seeking soul as an oasis in the desert to the tired traveller seeking refreshment and rest.

During the weeks prior to the outbreak of the war, which George Latimer and I spent in Paris, we went often to the apartment of Madame Chéron, overlooking the Seine. At times when surrounded by discouragements we went there to talk about The Center of The Covenant and thus revive our spiritual forces; and at other times we went there to meet groups of friends and seekers whom our kind hostess had gathered to hear the wonderful story of The Cause of God. It will interest the friends in this country to know that the first of the ninth-day Mashrak-el-Azkar meetings held in Paris, was at Madame Chéron's home.

Only a few weeks before her death Madame Chéron wrote from the American Hospital in Paris, saying that she had but a few more weeks here with us. She had suffered much, but was happy and contented. My first thought was that she might be spared for more spiritual service here, but such was not God's will. We cannot say that her work is finished, for to those of us who knew her, her faith in and devotion to Abdul-Baha continues to inspire us—it will always stand out as a spiritual light of brilliancy amid the surroundings of darkness of material Paris.

Faithfully yours in El-Abha,

Charles Mason Remey.

MRS. THOMAS PETERSON
1838-1916

Mrs. Thomas Peterson, who died at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Jensen, Burlington, Wis., February 15, 1916, at the age of seventy-seven years, was one of the pioneers of the Baha'i Cause in Wisconsin. She received the message in 1899. It was her desire that the Bahais conduct the funeral service. Mr. Albert R. Windust of Chicago and Mr. Andrew Nelson of Racine responded to this request. The selections from the utterances of Baha'u'llah and Abdul-Baha which were read, made all realize that the promised age had indeed come, when "God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes."

HERBERT ANDERSON
1886-1915

On October 22, 1915, George Herbert Anderson passed into the life beyond. He was well known among the Baha'i young people of Chicago. Afflicted with a disease of the throat, he went first to Muskogee, Okla., then to Denver, Colo., where he died. Herbert, as everyone called him, was well known for his sincere convictions and earnest religious work. From Mr. Arthur S. Agnew, he heard the glad tidings of the coming of Baha'u'llah, and was the recipient of a beautiful tablet from Abdul-Baha.
THIS period of time is the Promised Age, the assembling of the human race to the "Resurrection Day," and now is the great "Day of Judgment." Soon the whole world, as in spring-time, will change its garb. The turning and falling of the autumn leaves is past; the bleakness of the winter-time is over. The new year hath appeared and the spiritual

(Continued on next page)
spring-time is at hand. The black earth is becoming a verdant garden; the deserts and mountains are teeming with red flowers; from the borders of the wilderness the tall grasses are standing like advance guards before the cypress and jessamine trees; while the birds are singing among the rose branches like angels in the highest heavens, announcing the glad tidings of the approach of that spiritual spring, and the sweet music of their voices is causing the real essence of all things to move and quiver.

O my spiritual friend! Dost thou know from what airs emanate the notes sung by those birds? They are from the melodies of peace and reconciliation, of love and unity, of justice and security, of concord and harmony. In a short time this heavenly singing will intoxicate all humanity; the foundations of enmity shall be destroyed; unity and affection shall be witnessed in every assembly; and the lovers of the love of God at these great festivals shall behold their splendor.

Therefore, contemplate what a spirit of life God hath given that the body of the whole earth may attain life everlasting! The Paradise of El-Abha will soon spread a pavilion from the Pole-star of the world, under whose shelter the beloved shall rejoice and the pure hearts shall repose in peace.

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS
The Light of Truth

Address delivered by Mirza Ali Kuli Khan before the Bahai Assembly of West Hoboken, N. J., September 28, 1902

TRUTH is the foundation upon which the welfare of society, both temporal and spiritual, is dependent. To know the full scope of Truth secures man a passport with which to traverse through the boundaries of the world and advance with sure step toward the realm of eternity. Truth seekers are assiduous students in the school of worldly experience. They see many ups and downs and experience manifold stumbling blocks and afflictions upon the highway of trials which lead man to the destination of perfection. Every day life puts unthought of problems and questions to man, which are beyond his power to solve. But when, through suffering and hardships, Truth is attained, it endows man with a key to every enigma of life, and traces unto him a plain way to every fairy mansion sequestered here and there throughout the vast desert of time.

Now that we know that the Truth is the only thing worth having, we must buy it at any price. The Truth should be found and known through the heart and not through any of the outward senses. It should be perceived through insight and not sight, for the sight sees imaginary things as realities, considers the mirage of the desert as running water and takes a shifting shadow for a substantial form. The outward senses rather mislead us than direct us to the Truth. When we look at things from the outward sense point of view, we are improvident and thus led to misjudge them. In such circumstances we take darkness for light, images reflected in the mirror for realities, and we fail to distinguish the Truth from falsehood. In other words, to seek after Truth through the instrumentality of outward senses, leads us to worship horizons—not the sun—and to judge by the appearance of the lamp and candle.

To illustrate this point, let us look back 1900 years ago when the whole world was in quest of Truth. In search of Truth all were exploring the dark recesses and nooks of the different sides of life through the help of the torch of outward senses, with the exception of a very few who sought after it and had for a guide the shining light of insight and inner perception. Then when the "Messianic Sun" dawned from the horizon of the "Man of Nazareth," those few who sought after the Messiah through the help of insight found that world-illuminating light as clear as the sun in midday and were by no means prevented by the lowly lamp of Jesus in whom that Light had appeared. On the other hand, myriads of pseudo-seekers, who were escorted by the gorgeous equipage of Greek philosophy and mounted on the steeds
of phenomenal science and speculation, were entirely veiled from the Truth, and the help of outward senses did no other than to cast them in the bottomless abyss of remorse and ignorance. The few, who sought only for the Light, attained to never-ending life, while the many who judged the Light by the outward appearance of the lamp, were submerged in the sea of everlasting death. The former became the goal of kings and queens, but the latter became the shame of nations, and their names remained in the world's history as a subject of universal derision and disdain. Peter became the custodian of divine mysteries, while Caiaphas became a true symbol of human abomination.

Everything in the world, such as tree, ocean, light, man or beast, has a poor beginning. For instance, the beginning of a tree is a seed, that of the ocean a drop, that of sunlight the dim twilight, that of man the embryo, and that of beast, an insignificant speck of mere potentiality. Just as the twilight, the drop, the seed and the embryo have severally the potentiality of becoming a midday sun, an ocean, a stately tree and a perfect man, likewise, a discerning man sees and realizes a movement of nineteen hundred years duration in the lowly man of Nazareth, the extinction of polytheism and idolatry in the illiterate man of Arabia, and the establishment of the Universal Peace and general emancipation of mankind in Baha'u'llah, the noble man of Persia.

Philosophy and clear thinking teach that everything accidental and visible is an effect and is the outcome of a cause. The appearance and life of things begin with the existence of their causes. Though causes are ideas and pre-existent to the effects which are forms, yet the latter are inseparable from and contemporaneous with the former. For a further illustration of this fact, I quote the following from the words of Emerson, the literary and moral genius of America.

"Cause and effect, means and ends, seed and fruit, cannot be severed; for the effect already blooms in the cause, the end pre-exists in the means and the fruit in the seed. The change which breaks up at short intervals the prosperity of men are advertisements of a nature whose law is growth."

Also the same authority has said:

"Thought and form are equal in the order of time; but in the order of genesis, the thought is prior to the form."

One day when in Acca, Abdul-Baha, speaking of the mentioned fact and explaining that the possibility of every effect is latent or deposited in its cause, gave the following illustration:

"A wise man when looking at an egg, sees in it the whole form of a bird; he sees the beak, the claws, the plumage, the wings and the eyes, as well as the song and melody of the bird; but a child or an unwise man sees nothing but the egg, even unable to go any further than the outward shell and appearance."

Thus it was through the innate Light of Truth and divine power manifest in the "Lowly Nazarene," that he said: "Verily, I have overcome the world," while the multitude, who were blind to this fact judged Him from His outward humility and poverty and laughed at His words in derision. Woe unto man if he relies upon his outward senses and judges things according to their appearance!

The life of vegetation begins in the seed, and the seed bursts forth in early spring through the training of the vernal shower and gentle breezes. So is the case with the religious growth. It begins with the rise of a perfect man who represents that Invisible Sun of Truth in its fullness and perfection. The rise of such a man puts a period to the old cycles and opens the paragraph of a new dispensation. His rise is the spiritual spring-time, through the refreshing breezes of which the sterile desert of the chaotic world blossoms into new life and becomes the envy of the Kingdom. The
breezes of the temporal spring-time are but an outcome of ethereal vibrations and fluctuations, while the breeze of this divine vernal season is the pure breath of the Holy Spirit which imparts everlasting life upon the dead souls of mankind. It is the rise of this perfect man which gives rise to ideal resurrection and calls forth the mouldering bones of dead humanity from the graves of inadvertance and superstition.

The rise of this man revolutionizes the old school of pride, self-exaltation and love for temporal leadership, and establishes the flourishing institution of meekness, self-abnegation and servitude upon the well-made foundation of love and truth. The rise of this man brings to light the falsity of so-called knowledge, and removes the covering from the face of misunderstood facts. All depend upon Him for “He is all in all,” and all spring forth from Him, for He is the source of Life. He is the “Alpha and the Omega,” the beginning and the end, the manifest and the hidden. For He is the manifestation of that Essence who was from the beginning before which there was no beginning, and will continue to be until the end beyond which there is no end. To know Him is to know God; to adore Him is to adore God; and to love Him is to love God. For He is the most perfect and clear mirror upon which the rays of the Invisible Sun are reflected and it is only through that Mirror that man can behold the radiance of that Sun and be benefited by its life-imparting heat. He is He, whether He claims servitude, divinity, prophethood, sonship, fatherhood or manhood. In whatever clothing He may appear, the prudent will recognize Him, and in whatever tongue He may speak, the spiritually minded will hear Him and will distinguish Him from imposters.

Thirty-four hundred years ago, when the whole world was covered with the wintry frost of ignorance and idolatry, and the children of men were submerged in the sea of darkness and imagination, the Supreme Ordainer saw fit to purify the mirror of the phenomenal existence from the dust of barbarity and deliver mankind from the prison of fabulous beliefs and abominations. He selected an ordinary man of the desert and made him the means for the execution of His work and honored him with the robe of prophethood. The shepherd saw the fire of “Verily, I am God” in the burning bush on the Sinai of knowledge and was favored with the rod of command. He was chosen from among the whole world to be the bearer of the divine Message and to enact the supreme Law for the guidance of a certain number of mankind. He was commanded to release the children of Israel from the tyranny of arrogant Pharoahs and to remove the yoke of slavery from their necks. That man of God, that Law Giver, that interlocutor of God, directed by the divine Light, betook himself to the city of darkness and delivered the Message of His Lord to him who was the most powerful king in the history of that age. He discomfited the hosts of the magi with the white hand of argument and swallowed the snakes of imagination with the serpent of Truth. A shepherd, destitute of any material influence, learning, affluence or hosts, suppressed the power of kings, silenced the men of sciences, and imparted the wealth of Law and Truth to the Pharoah-ridden slaves, termed the Israelites. He directed them to the Land of Promise, and established them in the covenanted country in fulfillment of the Words of God to the Patriarch.

When we follow the history of the Israelites from the rise of Moses down to the day of Jesus, we are continually struck with amazement at the considerable change brought upon these slaves of Pharoah and at the great events and occurrences which mark the Hebraic cycle. For the Word of God, through Moses, illumined that benighted people
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Announcement

The Annual Convention of Bahai Temple Unity will be held in Chicago, April 29th to May 2d, inclusive. Detailed plans will be announced in the call to the assemblies and in a forthcoming issue of the Star of the West.

Harlan Foster Ober, Secretary.

ALLAH'O'ABHA!

Nawroz Greeting

As the seventy-second year of the Millennium dawns, the lurid flames and black smoke of war—such as the world has never beheld—seems to becloud the Sun of Truth.

How can such an hour be considered part of the Millennium?

Dispensations are like the links of a vast chain—each link overlapping the other. Consider the history of the Christian cycle which began with the birth of Christ. Yet it was not until seventy and more years later that the whirlwind finish of the Hebraic cycle became manifest. The Millennium began in 1844 and it is generally conceded that the end of the old dispensation draws nigh. The overlapping period witnesses the birth of the new and the death of the old; it is "a time of trouble" and "the day of judgment."

At such a time "shall the righteous shine forth as the sun in the Kingdom of their Father" (St. Matt. XIII:24-30; 36-43).
At such a time, the Bahais in America and the Star of the West have a mission to perform.

———

**Tablet from Abdul-Baha**

Thy mission in America for the present is this: Thou must travel as far as possible to every part and pass through cities and towns, summoning everyone to the Beauty of Abha raising the Call of the Kingdom and proclaiming at the top of thy voice:

"A hundred-thousand glad tidings be upon ye that the Sun of the Reality of the Beauty of Abha hath shone forth from the Horizon of the Contingent Being and hath illumined the regions with the lights of the Most Great Guidance. The realities of the Old Testament and the Gospel are already fulfilled and the Mysteries of the Heavenly Books have become manifest. This is the century of the Merciful One and the Period of Joy and Gladness.

"O ye heedless ones, become mindful!
"O ye sleeping ones, be awakened!
"O ye blind ones, become seeing!
"O ye deaf ones, become hearing!
"O ye dumb ones, become speakers!
"O ye dead ones, become living!
"O ye deprived ones, take a portion!

"This is the effulgence of the Merciful and the moving of the Depthless Sea. This is the outpouring of the wonderful new springtime and the falling of the showers of the Bounty of the Most Great Lord!"

This is thy mission.

———

**The Light of Truth**

(Continued from page 5)

with the light of God-knowledge and honored them with the title of "The Holy People." That unfortunate race, who were trampled under the feet of tyranny, became the envy of kings and gave rise to great chiefs and prophets. They locked up the fate of the world under the seal of symbology and set forth the events of the future world of religion and the appearance of the Final Reformer, in the language of prophecy. Every century of this long cycle was lighted with a prophetic lamp who admonished and warned them and awakened the spirit of expectation in their hearts for the coming of the Messiah. When again the divine Law fell a victim to the misinterpretation of man and the priestly influence found prominence over Truth and sanctity, the children of Israel became stripped of the Robe of Holiness and the mirror of their hearts was stained with the filth of pagan philosophy and Phoenician idolatry. Thus their unity changed into division, their harmony into discord, their justice into oppression, their chastity into wickedness, until finally they entitled them-
selves to a long degradation, suffering, powerlessness and humility, which the time had laid in store for a near future, as a result of their error and inadvertence.

According to my honorable teacher, Mirza Abul Fazl, when we carefully study the writings of the Israelitish prophets, we will find that all of their prophecies point to two great events in connection with the children of Israel. The first are facts foretelling the degradation of the Israelites, their scattering, their suppression, the desolation of their land and the conquering of the Holy City by the Gentiles. The second speaks of their salvation, emancipation, the restoration of their land, their gathering together from all parts of the world, and their re-establishment in their inherited country. So it was in fulfillment of the first of these prophecies that the Father of all good illumined the land of Palestine with the beauty of the Son. As the Jews did not find His appearance consistent with their own limited minds and dark imaginations, as they did not find Him the literal fulfiller of the signs and tokens given by their prophets concerning the coming of the Messiah, and as the eyes of their hearts were blinded to the Truth and its shining Light, so they ignored His mission, misunderstood His message, persecuted His blessed Being, and finally they crucified that glorious Person who had come to unite the children of men and teach them the Fatherhood of God. That loving Spirit had come to direct the Jews to everlasting glory and quicken them with the spirit of eternal life, but as they refused to present themselves at the heavenly table of His bounty and satisfied themselves with the transient fruit of this world, therefore that divine Beauty chose the Gentiles to partake of that great Gift, and illumined the pagan Europe with the Light of Truth and God-worship. He extended the hand of divine confirmation over the children of Greece and delivered them from the pit-falls of mythology. He abolished their abominable practices and taught them how to work out their salvation and attain to everlasting prosperity. In His sermon on the mount, He instructed them that meekness and lowliness were the foundation of glory, and plainness and simplicity were the basis of Truth. He proved to them that philosophy was not the key to spirituality, and that unification and welfare cannot be secured by the intellectual power of man. While in His day the Greeks considered His teachings as foolishness, yet in their good time these became a framework of their institutions and served as life principles to more than one-half of the population of the globe. On the other hand, the Israelites, depriving themselves of this great favor, fell into division and degradation and many a time their land was trampled under the feet of conquerors. They experienced calamity upon calamity, hardship upon hardship, and privation upon privation, until finally the Light of Truth appeared in the Lamp of Hedjas to illumine the pagan Arabs of the desert and direct them to the Light of real Truth.

Mohammed arose and set fire to the harvest of Arabian superstitions. His iconoclastic practice broke the idols of ignorance and barbarity, and his monotheistic principle established the belief in the 'Oneness of God.' In a short period of time his religion prevailed in most of the eastern world and brought Chinese, Hindoos, Fire-worshippers and pagans to the confession of the divine Unity. His appearance fulfilled the prophecies of old concerning the abomination of desolation in the Holy Land and the taking away of the daily sacrifice, for during the early decades of his manifestation, Omar, the Caliph and valiant conqueror, gained victory over Jerusalem and entirely expelled the Israelites from the Land of Promise, which exile led to the eradication of the daily sacrifice from among the Jews.

(Continued on page 9)
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strife; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’O’LLAH.
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The Light of Truth

Address delivered by Mirza Ali Kuli Khan before the Bahai Assembly of West Hoboken, N. J., September 28, 1902

(Continued from page 8, No. 1 issue, Vol. VII)

According to my honorable teacher, Mirza Abul Fazl, the exponents of religion and prophecy have divided the cycles of the world into two long periods:

1. The dark night of the age of darkness.
2. The Day of Light, or the Shining Morn, the Latter Day, or the Time of the End.

According to the opinion universally agreed upon by all the religionists, and testified to by the prophecies of the founders of religions, the age of darkness began with history and ended in the fifth decade of the nineteenth century. The reason why the cycles of the world, which preceded the dawn of the Day of Light, were called "The dark night" lies in the lack of civilization and enlightenment and the barbarity which prevailed in those days. The world was darkened with the dust of discord, inharmony and injustice, and the gratification of carnal desires and racial preeminence was the highest summit toward which the footsteps of mankind were directed. Countries were so divided from each other that every nation considered the populous and civilized part of the world to be confined within the bounds and limits of its own land, and no man conceived the idea that other nations did really exist in other parts which were unknown to him, owing to the lack of communication and knowledge. Therefore, the Supreme Ordainer did not see fit to rule the disconnected chaotic world of humanity with one universal religion, for in those dark days the capacity of mankind was not developed enough to receive the Message of the kingdom of El-Abha, and the eye of benighted humanity would be blinded and dazzled by the world-illuminating Sun which was ordained to dawn at the time of the end and bring about the first millennium of the Day of Light. He sent forth different prophets to the different parts of the planet to deliver the people of various tastes, lands, nationalities and communities, the one message of Truth, and to raise a point of contact between man and his Maker.

The most ancient religion of the world, so far as the obscurity of the ancient history allows us to investigate, was Sabianism, founded by Enoch, the seventh after Adam. This religion embodied the creed of the old Egypt, Roman paganism, Greek mythology, Chaldean star worship, Arabian heathen worship and idolatry, as well as the ancient religions of some of the other nations of the world. A remnant of this religious community is still extant in the southwestern part of Persia, called the Sabis, and another embodies the present Phetish worship in Africa.
Afterwards, the Creator sent Confucius in China, the Buddhist and Brahmin prophets in India, Zoroaster in Persia, Moses in Egypt, Jesus in Palestine and Mohammed in Arabia. Each of these Divine men, assisted by the Invisible Power, worked in the amelioration of the characters and morals of their respective nations. They enacted laws and ordinances upon which the welfare and prosperity of every community is founded and bequeathed to them a Divine Book containing direction and enlightenment. Each of these prophets severally gave signs and tokens concerning the Appearance of God in the flesh, and prepared his people to look for the coming of that Great Day, which, as the dawn of Divinity, is the end of the long cycle of darkness and the beginning of the glorious Day of Light. Just as the Israelitish prophets prophesied that at the time of the end men shall see God upon the earth; just as the Gospels foreshadowed the appearance of the Father with the Son; just as Mohammed promised the Islam dispensation that they should see God and appointed the time of his appearance to be 1260 years after his own rise, so, also, the Chinese and Indian prophets, as well as Zoroaster, made the same kind of prophecies and gave the exact date and the country in which that Glorious Light should appear.

In fulfillment of the prophecies, about sixty years ago, the Bab—the precursor of the Lord—appeared in Persia, fulfilling the mission of the Elias of the Jews; the John of the Christians; the Mahdi of the Mohammedans; and prepared the people for the descent of the heavenly table which he said would appear nine years after his own rise. He proved the validity of his mission through his wonderful works, and laid the foundation of the millennial cycle upon the mutilated bodies of thousands who died martyrs for his sake, and cemented them together with the congealed blood of his blessed heart which was shed in the path of his beloved one, in the seventh year of his ministry.

Then the Word of the Almighty became incarnate in the Temple of Baha’-o’llah, the Glory of God; the heavenly Father appeared, the sun of the final salvation dawned, and the deliverer arose from the land of Persia to emancipate the children of man from the fetters of oppression, and to bring about the universal and practical unification of the world and nations, which task has been ever beyond the power of any man of learning, influence, influence and temporal authority. Although the blessed person of Baha’o’llah was, from the beginning, subject to fetters and oppression and exiled from city to city, owing to the hatred and jealousy of the antagonistic fanatical clergy of Persia, yet he occupied all of his blessed days in enacting laws and ordinances for the reformation of the world, and opened the seal of the prophecies of old, which were ordained to be unlocked and unfolded to mankind at the time of the end, through the supreme pen of the glorious Lord.

Day by day the penetration of his Word increased and his followers grew in number until finally the people of tyranny determined to exile him to the desolate land of Acca, located within a few miles of Mt. Carmel which was prophesied by the prophets to be the footstool upon which the Lord shall stand at the time of the end. Thus the prophecies of old were fulfilled and the Holy Land became the land of the Lord, toward which all mankind shall look for light and guidance. The Father came to gather his children together from all parts of the world and to remove racial differences and religious fanaticism which had for long periods marred the prosperity of mankind and had darkened the mirror of brotherhood with the dust of clerical narrowness and national prejudice. This human development ceased to be controlled by human action, and God, himself,* came to appoint the criterion through which truth and righteousness are distinguished from false-

hood and inadvertence. He revealed the message of God to all the crowned heads of the world and reminded them of the appearance of the King of the divine kingdom to whom kings and subjects should equally bear allegiance, and from whom all races should seek light and guidance.

Thus, in a short space of time, his great cause was spread throughout the world and thousands out of all nations and religious communities acknowledged his Word and saw the beauty of their Lord in the temple of man. His life-imparting breath diffused the breeze of regeneration throughout the graveyards of humanity and resurrected the spiritually dead from the tombs of heedlessness and desire. When his blessed person desired to return to his invisible kingdom and to ascend to the heaven of the unseen realm, he bade farewell to the court of phenomena and in the year 1892 he repaired to the supreme horizon. Before his departure, he wrote his blessed book of his covenant with his own hand and sealed it with his own seal, in which book he entered into a Covenant with all the people of the world, including his own household and "branches," that after his ascension, they should unanimously bear allegiance to and obey his eldest son, the Greatest Branch, the Mystery of God, the Center of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha.

Thus, in fulfillment of the prophecies, the beauty of the son appeared in the temple of servitude to teach humanity how to serve the beauty of El-Abha, and how, through meekness and humility, to attain to his good pleasure. He stood firm under all kinds of trials and tribulations, and notwithstanding myriads of arrows of oppression are flying toward his blessed person, from all sides and directions, he is constantly teaching humanity to love their fellow creatures and to co-operate in raising the banner of Universal Peace, even at the risk of their lives and property. He is the exponent of the Words of Baha’u’llah; he is the preacher of the sermon of love; he is the lover of mankind; he is the one who was appointed to direct the whole world to the fountain head of peace and harmony.

When we carefully investigate the teachings of Baha’u’llah, we will find that the subject matter of his scriptures is the unification of mankind and the removal of religious prejudices. In one of the tablets he has said: "O people of the world, the pavilion of unity is raised, do not gaze upon each other with the eye of foreignness! Ye are the fruits of one tree and the leaves of one branch." Likewise, "Let him not glory who loves his own country but let him glory who loves the whole world." He has likewise demonstrated that the essential parts of the religion of God are faith and obedience; that these two are inseparable; faith without obedience, or obedience without faith is not sufficient to work out man's salvation. Love is the mother of faith. Faith signifies obedience to the commands of God and compliance with His laws and ordinances and is conducive to a pure life, which is the only and greatest fruit that can be gathered from the garden of faith.

Man should prove his faith through deeds and actions, not through words and claims. If the edifice of faith could be secured upon mere words, every living creature would be accounted of the faithful; even those who fought against the hosts of God and shed the blood of His prophets professed faith by word of mouth. Faith is the tree, and the fruit thereof is good deeds and actions and pure living. Faith without deeds is a tree without fruit, which is not worth mentioning. In this connection it is said by the pen of El-Baha: "In this dispensation the conquering hosts are good qualities and deeds, and the leader of this army is the fear of God. This is a commander and possessor of all things." Likewise, in the Tablet of the World,
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Latest News of Abdul-Baha
Letter from Mirza Ahmad Sohrab

Mt. Carmel, Haifa, Syria,
February 16, 1916.

Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi,
Chicago, Ill,
My beloved brother Zia:

Your kind and affectionate letter of October 21st as well as the one to Abdul-Baha and the third for the family of your dear wife were all duly received and their contents imparted joy and happiness. Praise be to God, that you are pleased to know that Zeenat Khanom and her brothers are wandering in the desert of heedlessness. It is the voice of the angel of reality that will throw a mighty reverberation through the pillars of the earth. I delivered your petition to Abdul-Baha the other afternoon when he was sitting in the garden, he read it and was pleased to know that Zeenat Khanom and your dear self were well and in good health. Mohammed and Ata (Zeenat Khanom’s brothers) are in Damascus. They have found work there and are quite happy. Hobour (Zeenat’s sister) is in the house of Abdul-Baha and the other day I heard her voice. All the...
friends are well and pray that the day will come when they will have the pleasure of seeing you in this Holy Land. Will that day soon come?

Concerning the fund that our brother, Dr. Getsinger brought with him, Abdul-Baha did not accept it and after his departure a cable was forwarded to America on this subject.

Abdul-Baha expected to go to Tiberias the other day with a number of the holy family, but he postponed it till after tomorrow. He is going to take me with him. I am very happy over it as I will have another privilege to be included in the divine society of Abdul-Baha.

Please give my sincere greetings to all.

Ahmad Sohrab.

“If all souls’ thoughts were entirely given to holy thoughts of God, what would become of the world from a commercial standpoint?”

Mirza Abul Fazl’s Answer to the above Question

LOVE, faith and being filled with the will of God are not contradictory to the temporal affairs that man has to attend to (that is, we can be filled with the love of God and at the same time look after our worldly life and pursuits which are necessary to guarantee our social welfare and prosperity, etc.), though in the beginning it is difficult for us to realize this state in ourselves, yet this can become feasible and practical, if we obey the laws and ordinances of God. For instance, consider David: While he was attentive and watchful over his temporal affairs and worldly dominion to such an extent that he looked after each one of his soldiers, computed their number, arranged their sustenance and means of living, and while he was so alert in arranging administrative affairs that he was not at all heedless of the neighboring kings and their thoughts—even through outward means—even in such wise that through warfare and battles he strengthened that weak kingdom of the Israelites and glorified his people before the eyes of the great kings of Egypt and Assyria—nevertheless, could it be thought that he was meanwhile separated from the love of God? Or could it be said he was so carried away by temporal occupations and cares as to make him heedless of the commemoration of God? And could we and you, as some people, bring ourselves to believe that David did sin?

Likewise, consider His Holiness Abraham: He was a man who led a nomadic life, and possessed large herds and flocks in the desert, and he gained his living by rearing sheep and cattle. He was so watchful and attentive in the administration of the affairs pertaining to temporal pursuits that nothing escaped his notice. Although when single and alone, he migrated from the Ur of the Chaldeans, he exercised the utmost care in his worldly affairs, and thus became accounted among the highest men of affluence in Syrian lands; and notwithstanding he contributed personal watchfulness and attention over every single sheep in case of sickness, yet he was not for a single moment heedless of the commemoration of God; so much so, that among all the inhabitants of the world, at that time, he alone was chosen by God as His friend.

Consequently, we and you must likewise exert ourselves, in order to reach such a point in the love of God that the world and its occupations, no matter
how involving they may be, may not prevent us from the praise of God, nor make us heedless of His commemoration.

Mohammed, the Prophet, has said: "Man in this world must be so attentive to his worldly affairs and temporal necessary pursuits, that it may seem as though he thinks he is going to live forever in this world, and he must, at the same time, be so submerged in the love of God and occupied with the thoughts of the hereafter, that it may seem as though he is going to die and leave this earth at the very moment."

Moreover, one of the great elements in the laws of every religion, deals with the rules concerning the orderly arrangement and preservation of human society. One of their solid commands is this: That man should be engaged in a trade or profession, and should by this means be a cause of tranquillity and peace to others. Baha’u’llah has so emphatically laid down rules concerning the orderly management of mercantile pursuits and professions that he has accounted occupation in such professions as an act of worship on the part of a believer (i.e., according to Baha’u’llah, to be engaged in an honorable art, trade or profession, by which ourselves and humanity can be benefited, is an act of worship).

The Light of Truth

(Continued from page 11)

He has said, the gist of which is the following: "Say, O friends: The tent of the Cause of God is great and it will soon overshadow all the nations of the world. The day is yours, and a thousand tablets are your evidence. Arise to assist the Cause, and gird up the loins of endeavor and conquer the hearts and souls of men with the sword of good deeds. The assister of the Cause is good deeds and their meaning is good morals." Likewise, "Blessed are those who are adorned with the garment of good deeds."

So in this day Abdul-Baha is teaching the same lesson. His everyday life proves that his only aim is the unification of the world, and his only purpose is to emancipate all mankind from bondage and link them together with the chain of brotherhood. His favorite teaching to young and old, high and low, is the severance from all else save God, and the reliance upon Him which is the only source of goodness, the axis around whom mercy and bounty revolve. His greatest hope is to sacrifice his life for the sake of the Father, and to be a tar-
get for thousands of arrows in love for humanity. Through his endeavor the Word of Baha '0'llah is spread broadcast in the world and the voice of the Lord's Manifestation has reached all nations and communities. The words of Abdul-Baha impart the spirit of life and develop the barren soil of hearts into a delectable paradise of faith and knowledge.

O my brothers, sisters and spiritual friends: The day is yours. Avail yourselves of the opportunity and exert yourselves to spread the spirit of love and peace among your fellow creatures, and assist the Cause of your Lord with the hosts of harmony. A Glorious Sun is shining and the vernal shower is pouring. The breeze of God is wafting by and the Ocean of Divine Bounty is rolling. The Ark of Deliverance is sailing upon the Sea of Truth and thousands are reaching the cheerful haven of assurance. This is a day which was longed for by the holy souls and chosen ones in former cycles, and thousands of kings and queens died in expectation of its appearance. The same Word which became incarnate thirty-five hundred years ago and quickened the mouldering bones of the Israelites with the spirit of eternal life, is again in this day manifest in the temple of man, ready to fill the men of capacity with the bounty of regeneration. The same Sun which appeared nineteen hundred years ago from the horizon of the Man of Nazareth and made an humble fisherman the custodian of the Unseen Treasury, is again shining and illuminating the whole world with the light of salvation.

In order to thank God for His great bounty, we must co-operate night and day in union and harmony to raise the tent of this Truth among mankind and to plant the banner of Universal Peace upon the summit of the contingent world. We must cast every enmity and discord into the pit of oblivion and purify our hearts and souls from the least trace of hatred or animosity. We must see only good in our fellow men, and withstand the hosts of denial with the sword of indifference and kindness. We must beg of God to endow us with a discerning sight, so that we may see and appreciate the greatness of this day, and thank Him for having mentioned our names in His Book. We must pray night and day to endure unto the end and be protected from the shock of tests and trials. Prayer is the wing whereby the soul of man soars upward to the heaven of nearness. I beg of God to overshadow this great country and its inhabitants under the tent of His mercy, and to protect them from all that is contrary to His good pleasure. I beg of God to assist them through the angels of His supreme kingdom and enable them to transmit the light of the beauty of El-Baha to all parts of the world.

O God! O God! Suffer us to live in perfect peace and harmony, to turn our hearts and souls unto the face of Abdul-Baha, and to enjoy his presence in the kingdom.

Grant that we may serve our fellow men and remove discord and religious fanaticism from among nations. We are humble; confirm us with the power of Thy Spirit. We are weak; strengthen us through Thy might, and protect us against that which is contrary to Thy good pleasure. Quicken us with the spirit of regeneration and deliver us from the pitfall of superstition.

Verily, Thou art the Mighty, the Powerful, the Beneficent, the Source of Great Bounty. Verily, Thou art the Clement, the Merciful!

We rely upon Thy beneficence and trust in Abdul-Baha!

Blessed are those who are written in the Lamb's Book of Life.

The servant of Abdul-Baha,

(Signed) Ali Kuli Khan.

Read before the Bahai Assembly of West Hoboken, N. J., September 28, 1902.
The Holy Scriptures, including the Old and the New Testament, bear and contain prophecies concerning the coming of the Lord in the latter days. Some of these books contain prophecies which show the exact date of the appearance of the latter days, while some others simply give signs and tokens of that glorious day.

Among the books of the Old Testament only the book of Daniel contains dates of the Manifestation (of Baha'u'llah) in this great day, and of the books of the New Testament only the book of Revelation contains the date of the coming of this great day; while the other scriptural records, containing prophecies and writings, refer to that event as the coming of the Lord. One of the prophecies refers to the coming of the great day and gives signs of its coming, not dates; and by reading this prophecy all can judge for themselves that it refers to the day of the Lord and to the coming of the Lord of Hosts in the latter days.

Now I will read that prophecy to you (Isaiah 25:6-7): "And in this mountain shall the Lord of Hosts make unto all people a feast of fat things, a feast of wine on the lees, of fat things full of marrow, of wines on the lees well refined. And he will destroy in this mountain the face of the covering cast over all people, and the veil that is spread over all nations." This is a prophecy of things which were to happen in the mountain of God, that all the nations of the earth, including the Jews, Zoroastrians, Mohammedans, et al., should come together on that holy mountain to partake of food, both spiritual and material; and we find this prophecy was not fulfilled in the day of Jesus nor in another day, but it is only in this day of Baha'u'llah, since his departure, that all the nations of the earth have come to Acca and Haifa, and have partaken of this food, both materially and spiritually. By the mountain mentioned in this verse is meant Mt. Carmel, which fact is unanimously agreed upon by the learned doctors and others among the Christians, Jews, and all the other nations who believe in the scriptures. The cities of Haifa and Acca are at the foot of Mt. Carmel. Since the exile of Baha'u'llah and Abdul-Baha to Acca, Haifa and Mt. Carmel, all the different nations of the earth have partaken of spiritual life and spiritual food on that mountain, which has no other meaning than that of the blessings and teachings showered upon them by Baha'u'llah and Abdul-Baha. By the seventh verse: "And he will destroy in this mountain the face of the covering cast over all people, and the veil that is spread over all
nations," is meant that by the words of Baha'u'llah attracting the hearts of the different nations to the Great Cause, they will become united and the veils and coverings of religious divergences will be rent asunder.

In the eighth verse, of the same chapter, it says: "He will swallow up death in victory; and the Lord God will wipe away tears from all faces; and the rebuke of his people shall he take away from all the earth: for the Lord hath spoken it." By this is meant that he, in his day, will swallow up death, and through the power of his teachings and through the power of his Word will save the people from darkness and ignorance, and thus they will be spiritually saved from unbelief, doubt and suspicions. By saying, "The Lord God will wipe away tears from all faces; and the rebuke of his people shall he take away from all the earth,"—the people referred to in this verse are the Jews. The Jews were rejected by all nations because of their disbelief and their denial of Jesus Christ in his day; they were humiliated, their kingdom was taken out of their hands, and they fell into a condition of despair; but God promised them that he would bring them together again and would wipe away all tears from their faces. They will believe in the Word of God, and thus their hearts will be comforted and consoled by the new teachings of God, and they will no longer be humiliated as they were before this great day. The humiliation of the Jews was caused by the fact that they rejected Jesus Christ and that they did not believe in him; but in this great day, when they believe in the Manifestation of Baha'u'llah, and through his Words they believe in Jesus Christ, then the shame will be taken away from them. This prophecy concerning the Jews is already fulfilled, even though we are still in the first century of the rise of this dispensation, inasmuch as up to the present day thousands of the Jews have believed in the Manifestation of God, and by so doing they also believe in Jesus Christ and in the other prophets, and are teaching the Truth of God.

Ninth verse: "And it shall be said in that day, Lo, this is our God; we have waited for him, and he will save us: this is the Lord; we have waited for him, we will be glad and rejoice in his salvation." Inasmuch as the Jews are awaiting the coming of the Messiah, of the Lord, in order to be saved from the humiliation into which they fell because of their denial of Jesus Christ, now we find those of them, who have believed in God, declaring that the Lord has come and that they are saved.

The same kind of prophecies are given in the books of the other prophets in the Old Testament, but they do not give the date of the coming of the Lord. The only one in the Old Testament who points to the exact appearance of the Lord is Daniel, while the others prophesy concerning the signs of the appearance of the day of the Lord, and by all of these prophecies is meant the coming of the Lord in the latter days. These prophecies cannot refer to the coming of Jesus Christ inasmuch as with his coming the Jews were not saved. The prophecies in the book of Daniel, which we are going to interpret now, clearly point to the date when the Lord should appear. The book of Daniel is based on an historical point of view, especially the second chapter concerning the dream of Nebuchadnezzar and the interpretation made by Daniel which clearly indicates the coming of the Lord in the latter days. The first chapter of Daniel has no prophecies. (Here Mirza Abul Fazl gave a summary of this chapter.)

Now, the second chapter refers to the dream and the other prophecies. The second chapter begins with this, that Nebuchadnezzar had a dream, and when he awoke, in order to get the interpretation thereof, he sent for the wise men to interpret the dream for him. In that day Babylon was the center of the east-
ern civilization and the largest city in the world, and there were many schools where learned men and educated doctors were teaching all classes of people. When Nebuchadnezzar had this dream he sent for all the learned men to come and interpret it, and when they came forth they wanted Nebuchadnezzar to explain his dream first, but he said, "No, I am not going to explain the dream," etc. The Chaldeans answered, "This is something that is beyond the power of the people of the world and beyond the power of the angels, and it is God only who knows how to tell the dream and the interpretation thereof. If you want to have the dream interpreted, explain it to us so we may know how to interpret it." This answer, made by the learned men, made the king angry and he commanded that all the wise men in Babylon be destroyed, saying, "I have spent much money to educate these people, and now they cannot interpret my dream. What is the use of spending money and educating them?" Then the guard of the king went forth and brought all the learned men, to slay them, and among them was Daniel and his three friends who were brought to Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar. Although the Jewish tribes were also holy and chaste people in that day, still the divine spirit was only manifest in Daniel. As the people, who are the Manifestations of the Spirit or the Word of God, are grand and glorious, and as Daniel manifested the Great Spirit in that day and was, therefore, a glorious man to look upon, the king’s guard did not want him to be slain, and went to him to know what should be done. Daniel asked the king’s guard why the king wanted to slay all the learned men. Then Daniel said, “Go forth to the king and say that I will interpret this dream for him.” As the king’s guard, himself, was in favor of the learned men and did not want so many great people to be slain, he went to the king and told him that there was a man among the captives of the Israelites who said he would interpret the dream for him.

Then the king said they should not kill the learned men, but wait until tomorrow. The king’s guard then went to Daniel and said that the king wanted him to explain the dream. When Daniel and his three friends were saved from this imminent danger they went home, and he said, “Let us pray this evening and not sleep; let us beg of God to enlighten me.” God made himself manifest to Daniel and told him about the dream and its interpretation. He prayed that night, and after he went to sleep he had a dream in which God explained to him everything concerning the dream. The next morning he went with the king’s guard into the presence of the king, and after chanting praises and thanks to the king, he began to explain to him concerning the dream. Then he said: “O king, thou hast seen in the dream a grand looking image. The head of that image was gold, his breast was silver, his belly and thighs were of brass, his legs of iron and his feet part of iron and part of clay. And when thou wert looking at the image, a large stone was cut out of heaven, without hands, and came right on the image and destroyed it. Then all the parts of the body of the image were broken in pieces and scattered. It was utterly broken and destroyed.” He said, “This dream is true and this will happen. God has explained to the king, in this dream, the events which will happen in the latter days. Know thou, O king, that that golden head is thine, that is to say, the Chaldean kingdom, and then after thy kingdom will come another kingdom which is inferior to thine, but it will also be a great kingdom, and that represents the breast which is of silver. Then will follow another kingdom which will be still smaller than the two, and it is represented by the brass of which the belly and thighs were made. The fourth kingdom shall be as strong
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An Interview with Abdul-Baha

From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab

Mt. Carmel, Haifa, Syria, June 30, 1914.

Dear Friends,

Mr. Hans Springer of Stuttgart, who is twenty-three years old and is a globe trotter, called on Abdul-Baha this morning. He makes all his tours on foot, and has already covered a distance of 35,000 km. He is an Esperantist, and as he puts on the dress of the inhabitants of the country through which he travels, he was today an Arabian gentleman, but his blue eyes, white skin and brown vandyke beard heralded from afar off his European origin. He spoke German, Italian and Esperanto but I could not speak with him in any of these languages. Finding that he understood a little French, we struck up that. At first glance Abdul-Baha liked him. I will record herein his conversation with Mr. Springer, in its natural form of dialogue.

Abdul-Baha: “Thou art welcome. Where didst thou come from?”

Hans Springer: “I come now from Jerusalem. From Egypt I walked to Gaza and Jaffa. On the way fifteen Arabian Bedouins surrounded me and carried away my belongings, even my shoes. When I reached Jerusalem I was assisted by a number of Germans.”

A. B. “What is the object of thy world tour?”

H. S. “First to spread the knowledge of Esperanto because I believe it will help to unify mankind. Second, to see the world, to meet men of various nationalities and learn their manners and customs.”

A. B. “With what means dost thou travel?”

H. S. “The sale of these postal cards containing my picture on one side and the benefits of the knowledge of Esperanto on the other, is the sole source of my revenue. My needs are very few in number. I seldom eat meat. I eat vegetables, bread and nuts.”

A. B. “Dost thou travel always on the surface of the earth? Would it not be excellent if thou couldst take a trip toward heaven?”

H. S. “Heaven! I have never heard of anyone going to heaven. This is impossible.”
A. B. (smiling). "Why impossible? Did not Elijah go to heaven, and did Christ ascend to heaven after his crucifixion and burial?"

H. S. (puzzled). "I am neither Elijah nor Christ. I have not two wings to fly with. It seems to me there must needs be a pair of wings."

A. B. "Everything is possible. Christ says: 'Be ye therefore perfect even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect.' Thou canst have the pair of wings. One is the love of God and the other is renunciation of aught else save him."

H. S. "Then you do not mean this phenomenal heaven?"

A. B. "I mean the heaven from which Christ descended and to which he ascended—the heaven of the divine will, the heaven of spirituality."

H. S. "How can one ascend to that heaven? Is it not most difficult?"

A. B. "It is no more difficult than touring the world on foot. When the spirit of the teachings of Christ takes possession of the heart and suffers man to become a servant of the world of humanity, then it will be very easy for him to ascend to heaven."

H. S. "But in this age the Christians have forgotten the commandments of Christ."

A. B. "What hast thou to do with others? Live thou according to the teachings of Christ."

H. S. "You are right. I will do my best."

A. B. "Whom dost thou think Christ was?"

H. S. "I believe he was a great philosopher."

A. B. "Oh, no! He was much greater than a philosopher. He was the Word of God, the Spirit of God."

H. S. "Whew! There are many scholars in Europe who do not believe that there was ever such a person as Christ. On the other hand there is an increasing host of people whose faith in Christianity is shaken because the ministers of the Gospel do not live in accord with the behests of their Master. They have become worldlings wrapped up in traditions and dogmas. When I was in Jerusalem, I observed that the Christians have divided the Church of the Resurrection into many sections, like a bazaar, and they are always engaged in acrimonious controversies and factional fights, while they claim Christ brought peace and salvation. Where can one find peace, and how can one be saved? Through their religious hatred for each other they have shut the door of salvation."

A. B. "What thou sayest is true. But we are not looking at the present conditions. Let us look at the glorious life of Christ and those sanctified souls who came after him. Did they not embody in their deeds the ideals of their words? There have appeared many philosophers in the world, but they are all forgotten. But because Christ was the Spirit and the Word of God, he and his disciples through him, became the fountains of the water of life. Now I hope that like unto them thou wilt be the means of the illumination of the world of humanity and serve God."

H. S. "Serve God? There is no one in this world who can serve God, because we are not able to see Him. He is above our human ken. In my mind the only way we can serve Him is to serve mankind and try to alleviate the sorrows and sufferings of the people."

A. B. "Christ served God and his apostles served God. Their service was to humanity, which was a reflection of their service to God."

H. S. "What are you doing?"

A. B. "I am serving God. I am the servant of God. I give sight to the blind, hearing to the deaf, the power of speech to the mute, and knowledge to the ignorant. I raise the dead, deliver those who are in darkness and guide them into the realm of light. I make the poor rich, and the weak powerful. I satisfy the hungry ones with the Bread of Life and allay the thirst of the thirsty ones.
with the pure Water of Immortality. This is my work.'

H. S. "When I was in Stuttgart I attended an Esperanto meeting addressed by Abdul-Baha. Does Abbas Effendi know him? He is a wise man and is in great sympathy with the Esperanto language. He has many followers in Stuttgart. His religion is called Bahai." (The translator here informed Hans Springer that he is speaking with Abdul-Baha; that he is in his presence. Immediately he became more respectful and expressed great joy and happiness.)

H. S. "Is it possible that I am in the presence of Abdul-Baha?"

(Taking in his hand the last book of tablets to correct, Abdul-Baha became silent. After a few minutes, conversation started again.)

A. B. "Even a bird can fly around the world. It is not a difficult accomplishment. Therefore, become thou a royal bird of the kingdom, and like unto an angel soar toward the heavenly worlds. I can assure thee that the experiences will be more than marvelous.'"

H. S. "I hope to get a pair of strong wings to accomplish this difficult task."

A. B. "I pray that when thou goest to Nazareth, the place of Christ's nativity, the Spirit of God may descend upon thee and wings of light be granted thee, so that thou mayst soar in the immensity of God's space and behold the wonders of His creation.'"

H. S. "I will also pray for this.'"

A. B. "Where dost thou go from here?"

H. S. "From here I shall leave tomorrow on foot for Nazareth, then Tiberias, Beirut, Damascus, Constantinople, Caucasus and then entering Persia from the north, I will go out from the south via the Persian Gulf. Then to India, Japan, China, Australia, Hawaiian Islands and the United States. . . ."

In short, this was the outline of the talk; meanwhile, Khosro brought for him coffee, tea and cake. Then Abdul-Baha asked someone to bring him a dish of pistachios, which in turn he shelled and gave the meats to him. The time of parting drawing nigh, he placed in the palm of his hand an English pound, and wished him much success in his long undertaking. The cake and pistachios were also put in a paper and given to him for his lunch.

In the afternoon, two Arabs called on Abdul-Baha, staying with him for half an hour. Then he dictated a number of tablets for the believers in Baku. The time of parting drawing nigh, he placed in the palm of his hand an English pound, and wished him much success in his long undertaking. The cake and pistachios were also put in a paper and given to him for his lunch.

Explanation of Daniel's Interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar's Dream

(Continued from page 19)

as iron, etc. But the fourth kingdom will be divided into two parts, one part will continue to be strong and firm like iron, while the other will be weakened, like clay. At the time of this fourth kingdom, God, himself, will come and will break all the fourth kingdom into pieces and then he will build up; and that stone, which was cut out of heaven, without hands, and came down, is no other than the kingdom of God itself, which will fill all the earth. And it is written here that that stone grew so large that it filled all the earth." This was the dream of the king, and the king, hearing Daniel, fell down and worshipped him. Then, after he had explained to him the dream, he said, "I will give you the interpretation of the dream."

In all the writings and prophecies, both in Revelation and in Daniel by "kingdom" is meant the appearance of a religion of God. A worldly government and a worldly kingdom, according to the terminology of Revelation and Daniel, is represented by "beast." For
instance, Daniel says: "I saw a lion in a dream." By "lion" is intended a governm ent, and by "sheep" was intended the old Persian government. By the word "kingdom," as recorded in Revelation and in the book of Daniel, is intended a religion, and by a "beast" is intended an earthly government. In this dream Daniel explains to the king that from the days of that king until the day of the appearance of the kingdom of God four great kingdoms will appear on the earth, i.e., four great worldly kingdoms. Since the day when the king saw this dream and Daniel interpreted it to him, until the dawn of Baha'o'llah, four great kingdoms appeared, both in Chaldea and in Syria, and by these four governments is meant four religions. According to history, from the day of Daniel until the appearance of Baha'o'llah, four kingdoms appeared in Chaldea and Syria, in those eastern lands. The religion held by the people in the time of Nebuchadnezzar was the Sabian religion and that religion prevailed throughout the world among all nations except the Chinese and the Hindoos. This religion was prevalent in the world until the day when Chaldea was subdued by Ciro, the king of Persia. Then this religion was crushed by the appearance of the Christian religion which was furthered through the instrumentality of Roman kings. Then the kings of Persia came forth and waged war with the Roman emperors and then they subdued them and took possession of their lands and Syria and the Holy Land. Even Chaldea was subdued by the Persian kings, even this land where Nebuchadnezzar had his dream, was subdued by the Persian kings, and then the kings of Persia, who were always in war with the Roman emperors, brought the religion of Zoroaster and made it a prevalent religion in those parts for four hundred years. After four hundred years the Zoroastrian religion was destroyed by the appearance of Islam, the rise of Mohammed, when the Zoroastrians were subdued by the Islam armies. Islam was such a violent religion that it destroyed and ruined most of the countries. This religion was afterwards divided into two religions, the Sunites, of Turkey, and the Shites, of Persia, but both of them were Mohammedan. The religion of Mohammed was divided into two divisions—and then the kingdom of God appeared in this day. This heavenly stone, this stone which was cut without hands, first destroyed the toes made of clay, which refers to the religion of the Shites.

Now I have told you about the dream and have given you the history of the kings who ruled in the lands of Chaldea and Syria. Now we will read the words of Daniel, beginning with the thirty-seventh verse of the second chapter of Daniel, interpreting the dream of the king. The thirty-eighth verse reads: "And wheresoever the children of men dwell, the beasts of the field and the fowls of the heaven hath he given into thine hand, and hath made thee ruler over them all. Thou art this head of gold." It is said in this verse that all the fowls of the heaven and the beasts of the field were given in the hands of Nebuchadnezzar, while he was only the king over Chaldea and he did not take possession of Europe or Africa. By this is meant the religion which was prevailing in the day of Daniel—the Sabian religion. It refers to his religion and not to his material kingdom. Enoch was the institutor of Sabianism, and from the time of Enoch until the time of Moses all the people were under this religion. Their religion was first founded on unity and in the worship of God, but by and by they began to think that by worshipping and praying to the stars they would attain to glories. They used to bring images of the stars and hang them in their churches and worship them. This religion was also prevalent in Europe and they also had large temples built in the name of Venus and the stars. Then Christianity crushed out this religion.
Its destruction in the eastern part of the world and in Persia was made by the appearance of the religion of Zoroaster. There are only about five thousand families of this religion still living in the western part of Persia. Some of the people of Africa are also believers in Sabianism. The point that I want to get at is this thirty-eighth verse. By the ruling of Nebuchadnezzar is not meant his material government, inasmuch as his material government was not a prevalent government throughout all the world, as is understood by this verse, but by this is meant his religion which was the prevalent religion of the world in that day.

Then the thirty-ninth verse: This second religion was Christianity. Although Christianity was pure and exactly like gold, which was seen by the king in his dream, its number did not subdue the number of those who were believing in the Sabian religion; therefore Christianity is interpreted by silver. Christianity was pure, glorious and grand, but the number of people who believed in Christianity in those days was less than the number who believed in Sabianism, and although Christianity subdued Chaldea, soon after it was removed from that part of the country. In this thirty-ninth verse we read: "And another third kingdom of brass, which shall bear rule over the earth." By brass is meant the condition of the religion of Zoroaster; although it was inferior to Christianity, still it was a prevalent religion, next to Christianity in those days. If you want to know the extensive country over which Zoroaster's religion was ruling, you should take up the history of Darius and Cyrus. This will give you an idea of the prevalence of Zoroastrianism in those days. Verse forty: "And the fourth kingdom shall be as strong as iron," etc. By the fourth kingdom is meant the religion of Mohammed, inasmuch as it was so strong as to bruise Zoroastrianism and Sabianism, and this religion also turned the Christians out of those lands. As it is said here: "Forasmuch as iron breaketh in pieces and subdueth all things: and as iron that breaketh all these, shall it break in pieces and bruise," so that the religion of Islam, by conquering a country, would crush it and break it down.

Then read the forty-first verse. The fourth religion shall be divided, which was Islam, and these two divisions of the religion of Islam were the Sunites and the Shiites. One of them continued to be firm and strong as iron. By this is meant the Sunite branch in Turkey, which used to be in a strong condition until the dawn of this great dispensation. But part of the fourth religion was of clay and was broken. This refers to the Persians, where the Shiite religion is prevalent, which was brought low. If you study the history of the world you will find that for six hundred years until the present time, which was the duration of the constitution of Turkey, the Sunite religion has been a prevalent religion, while the Shiite branch of Persia has always been in abasement and desolation. Although you will find that the Shiites and the Sunites belong to the same religion, are extended from the same root, still they do not mix, just as iron never mixes with clay. As a proof of this you will find that enmity has always existed between the Shiites and the Sunites. They have never intermarried; they never communicate with each other; they never ever eat with each other; they will not mix.

Read the forty-fourth verse. This refers to the appearance of this great dispensation, the great Baha'i religion, during the time of these two communities, the Shiites and the Sunites. The religion of Baha'U'llah appeared during the time of these two nations. This religion will remove the differences, disunion and inharmony from among the world. Read verse forty-five. The stone was Baha-U'llah which came from the heaven of the Glory of God.
Tablet to India

From Abdul-Baha to Mr. Bannerjee, the founder of the Devalaya Society in Calcutta, India

O thou wooer of Reality!

His Highness the Merciful One hath caused the appearance of the splendors of love and affinity in the world of humanity, so that the individuals of mankind might be perfectly united and the rays of unity be revealed amongst the children of man. Hence he sent forth the holy Manifestations, inspired their hearts with the contexts of the heavenly books and instituted divine religions, in order that these sanctified personages, these revealed books, these religions of God might become the means of unity and accord, love and good fellowship in the human world.

Should we study the divine religions with the perception of truth, we would then conclude that their underlying principle is the One Reality. All the religions of God are the reality. Reality does not accept multiplicity and division. But alas! that the fundamental reality is laid aside and forgotten and a catalogue of creeds, dogmas and rites have taken its place which are the basis of difference, the cause of hatred and prejudice and the establishment of the religion of God is totally forgotten and quite neglected.

When this impenetrable gloom—that is, the gloom of the traditions of forefathers and ancestors—surrounded the world and the pristine, primal light of the divine religions was changed into the darkness of the ideas of men, then the true morn dawned and the Sun of Reality (BAHA’U’LLAH) arose from the horizon of Persia, reflecting in the mirror of the world of humanity the effulgence of the heavenly unity. Thus he destroyed the foundations of the structure of blind dogmas, and man-made creeds and rituals which are the results of ignorant prejudices. It is owing to this fact that this light is spreading with the greatest rapidity in all the countries of the world. The influence of these divine teachings in the heart of the world is like the influence of the spirit over the bodies.

Consequently, through the breaths of this divine spirit, the followers of the different religions in Persia have rent asunder the veil of superstitions, are freed from the effect of unenlightened doctrines and have attained to the beloved of Reality. These antagonistic faiths are united with the bond of perfect love and amity. For this reason great meetings are organized, in which are represented Mohammedans, Christians, Jews, Zoroastrians, Turks, Arabs, Parsees, Persians, Kurds, English, French and Americans, who associate and mingle with each other as brothers. Like the sheep of God they are grazing in the meadow of truth under the pro-
testing staff of the heavenly Shepherd.
Shouldst thou reflect with the insight of reality, thou wilt observe that these antiquated and superannuated dogmas have ever been the cause of massacre and carnage amongst the nations and peoples.
As this cycle is the cycle of sciences, there must needs be new teachings, a new revelation is required and a new life is wanted. The minds and hearts refute the veracity of ancient opinions. New ideals are called for and new principles are urgently demanded which may fill the requirements of this age, be as the spirit of this century and as the light of this period.
Search, labor, investigate, work and show extraordinary effort, so that the center of the light of Reality, like unto the witness of love, may become revealed in the assemblages of mankind. Arise thou with such heavenly power and such divine confirmation as to move and stir that great continent of India.
Upon thee be greeting and praise!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Copied from Mirza Ahmad Sohrab’s Diary Letter of July 7, 1914.

Extracts from Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab

Dear friends: We have an old Bahai by the name of “El Yahou.” His former religion had been Jewish, and his devotion to the beloved is unquestioned. The other day he went to the house wherein Abdul-Baha lives and started to weep and cry near the door. The members of the blessed family heard the crying and weeping of the man and informed Abdul-Baha of it. He called him in and consoled him, and told him that in this day no one must cry for any reason, nay rather we must be very happy and contented with our lot, and know of a certainty that the Lord of Hosts is with us, ready to restore our health and alleviate our burden. We must not let anything disturb the balance of our minds. Under all circumstances we must control our feeling, and curb our inclinations. We must fulfill our duty, attain to the highest station of perfection, and close our eyes to all imperfections. Then Abdul-Baha took pen and paper and wrote for him the following holy tablet:

“O thou my kind friend! It is my hope that through the bestowals of the Blessed Perfection thou mayest ever become assisted and confirmed, happy and joyous; that thou mayest not cry and lament, nay rather thou mayest sing and chant. It is said that the son of the glorious Friend had a wonderful melody and a sweet voice. The Psalms of David are famous and not lamentation and mourning or crying by day and night. Therefore be thou happy and let the songs and anthems of joy be on thy lips.”

Our El Yahou was back in the possession of a new happiness, a new inspiration, a new serenity. We all felt his joyful vibrations and watched delightfully his calm face. Then he drew his book of poetry from his pocket and sang a stirring Bahai song with the energy and zest of a youthful singer.

October 1, 1913.

Words of Abdul-Baha:

“The greatest proof of Baha’o’llah—may my life be a ransom to him—consists in the fact that he was always manifest and evident under all conditions and circumstances. He was never concealed nor was he disguised for one day. In Persia, in Bagdad, in Constantinople, in Adrianople and in the most great prison, Baha’o’llah ever withstood the persecutions of the enemies and kept his own ground in the face of all the world. He never attempted to
Words spoken by Abdul-Baha to some pilgrims who had just returned from a trip to the place of sacrifice of Elijah:

“The altar of sacrifice is the living heart of man, and not a few pieces of dead stones. The fire that came down from heaven was no other than the fire of the love of God descending from the heaven of the divine will; the bullocks are human and carnal desires and appetites which are entirely burned away by this ideal fire, leaving the spiritual altar cleansed and pure, and then celestial qualifications and attributes will take the place of former blameworthy qualities. The killing of the priests of Baal means that the enemies of truth were so filled with wrath against the triumph of the cause of righteousness that they perished by their own defeat.”

March 7, 1914.

Words of Abdul-Baha to two young college men from the orient as they started west to “promote the glad tidings of the kingdom of good-will and peace”:

“You are the angels of the kingdom of Abha; guide the people. You are the rays of the Sun of Reality; bestow upon them light. You are the trees of the orchard of God; produce loving fruits. You are the water of eternal life; allay the thirst of mankind. You are the guides of the royal path of the kingdom; lead the wandering ones back to the fold. On this trip, through the assistance and providence of God, you must perform miracles. Your speeches must be delivered with the utmost spirituality. . . . Speak in public meetings. God will support you. Deliver talks on universal love, the greatness of the cause of Baha’u’llah, the penetration of the Word of God, and the general principles of the Revelation of Baha’u’llah. I hope you will fill the minds with the tumult and acclamation of the kingdom, set aglow the hearts with the fire of reality and spread far and wide the good news of the King of eternal life. . . .”

July 19, 1914.
Star of the West!

O thou Star of the West! Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ever shallthou become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant; in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA Abbas.

News from Abdul-Baha

Contents of a postal card received by Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, from Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, dated Haifa, Feb. 26, 1916:

"I hope you and all the members of your family are well and in good health. A number of days ago I wrote you a postal card from Acca with the translation of Abdul-Baha's tablet. On our return to Haifa, he has so far dictated tablets to the following: Mrs. Ella Cooper; Mrs. Magee; Mrs. Dodge and three sons, Mrs. Parsons, Miss M. Barnitz, Mrs. L. Kirchner and her associates of the Inquirers' Library. The originals of these tablets are kept here, and their translations are not signed for obvious reasons. Including Mirza Ali Kuli Khan's and Mrs. Parsons' messages in my recent letters to them, as well as Mrs. Goodall, Mr. and Mrs. Ralston, Mr. and Mrs. Latimer and son, I have mailed so far eleven tablets and two long messages. Two days ago six more tablets were dictated, to the following friends: Mrs. F. Krug, of N. Y.; Miss Nellie Raney, of Spokane; Miss Margaret Green, of Juneau, Alaska; Mr. and Mrs. Frankland, Tropico; Miss Edna McKinney, of Boston, and H. H. Topkayan, of New York. These last six will be forwarded in the course of this week, thus bringing the number of tablets up to seventeen. Is not this splendid that at last you have direct word from the source of light? Now that the door is open, I hope it may not be closed in the future. Except the number of the STAR OF THE WEST that you mailed with your last letter, I have received no other. One day Abdul-Baha asked me whether the STAR OF THE WEST was continuing its good work, or had stopped its publication. He was glad to know that its rays were not dimmed and the sphere of its activity was expanding. He hopes that in the course of future years it may become of great influence in the shaping of public opinion, its services to the world of humanity become manifold, its light penetrating, its pages mirroring forth the ideals of the kingdom, and its articles portraying the majestic progress of the Cause of God."
In Memoriam

Mrs. Lua Moore Getsinger

A cablegram from Cairo, Egypt brings sad news. It states that, "Lua Getsinger died of heart failure May first and was buried at Cairo."

Mrs. Getsinger was one of the first persons in America who realized that a Great Light was shining again from the horizon of the Holy Land. And for many years she has been a brilliant voice to proclaim the Glad Tidings.

She was married to Dr. Getsinger in 1896 and they were members of the first party from America who visited Abdul-Baha in Acre. Dr. Getsinger tells of how, on this memorable visit, Abdul-Baha seeing, with his spiritual vision, Lua Getsinger's capacity, stepped up to her and put something in her mouth. A little later he said to her: "I have given you the power to speak and loosen your tongue. 'Lua' in Persian means 'Flag' and you must be my flag and wave it in the East and the West." Then the glorious servant of God gave an exhortation, as Dr. Getsinger says: "unto which he put such spiritual force and emphasis that it seemed as though the very walls trembled and we were hardly able to stand on our feet. Abdul-Baha was declaring that the millennium had come and the Kingdom of God was to be established on earth. He wanted Lua thus to proclaim it everywhere in a loud voice."

This was the first of many visits she made to the home of light at Acre. Long and carefully did Abdul-Baha in his great loving kindness tell her how to teach the Most Great Cause. She travelled far and wide in her teaching. She was often ill. In referring to one of these illnesses her husband tells how Abdul-Baha said: "I told the angel of death to stay away."

Abdul-Baha entrusted to her many missions of trust and responsibility. For instance, when "Mozaffar-ed-Din Shah, of Persia, visited Paris, Abdul-Baha sent her with a petition asking the Shah to stop the martyrdoms of Bahais in his kingdom,—which he promised to do." Her last great mission was to India.

To further quote Dr. Getsinger: "When Abdul-Baha desired further to acquaint the Maharajah of Jalowar with the Bahai teachings he sent Lua from Bombay to this enlightened personage who received her most graciously. He had invited Abdul-Baha to breakfast with him in London and is a staunch friend of the Bahai cause. The Maharajah continued to exchange letters with Lua. In all these journeys," as her husband says, "she never spared herself. Time and time again I have seen her in a state of utter exhaustion yet she would pull herself together by sheer will power in order to keep her appointments. To this perhaps many friends can testify who have had occasion to entertain her during the past ten years. She knew but little rest for Abdul-Baha had said: 'Day and night thou must engage in spreading the message. Nothing else will avail thee.' She never lost sight of her Master's business. When once a complaint was made of Lua to Abdul-Baha he turned to the person who had made it and with a benign smile, said: 'But she loves her Lord.' She was generous to a fault, depriving herself often that others might have. She had a rare vitalizing power in serving others. She spoke with ease and brilliance and feared no one in debate. Her gift from Abdul-Baha made her confident and victorious."

She returned from her mission to India in January, 1915, spent seven months with Abdul-Baha's family at Haifa and there sailed in trying times on an American warship to Cairo. But much of the
time in Cairo she was ill with that illness that at last permitted her to ascend into the "city of light."

Thus passed a brilliant maid-servant of God from the service of the earth world to that of the unseen Kingdom.

*The Editors.*

Mrs. Fannie Dunn

On March 9, 1916, Mrs. Fannie Dunn, wife of Hyde Dunn, passed on.

With the passing of Mrs. Dunn the San Francisco Assembly registered its first "In Memoriam,"—an occasion of quickened human sadness, but a season of great spiritual illumination.

In Bahai experience the San Francisco Assembly has indeed had its days of beginning, days of feebleness, when in very truth but two or three would gather together. But, whether in those days or these of greater fullness, none has woven more closely the bonds of love and steadfastness than Hyde Dunn. Of him, it was conceded that he was kind and served with love.

To his good wife, the object of his yearning and devotion, for a long time the "tales of the past" were the words of leading; for her, the *Hidden Words* were still a sealed book.

The sign of love is patience.

Then came the days of the end: The pilgrimage in "the valley of the shadow" was long, painful, overburdened. Bahai arms upheld the stricken one; Bahai love whispered "Be strong!"

Praise be to God, as the journey shortened, the Light became clearer, brighter, purer, and in the finality the dominance of the Spirit heralded a triumph which despoiled death of its prowess and the grave of its victory!

The end was glorious: It was Bahai. To the Assembly, this consecration of the first fruits was a wonderful teaching, a conviction that "freedom from the riches of self" is the wealth that transforms "My Calamity into My Providence," whereby the Children of the Spirit become "the Stars of My Omnipresence forever."

"Herein there is no death, no trouble, no burden."

*Bahai Assembly,*

San Francisco, April 18, 1916.

Letter from India

Received by Miss Martha L. Root

Bahai Assembly, Mandalay, Nov. 27, 1915.

Miss M. L. Root,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

My dear spiritual sister in his supreme Covenant of love and servitude:

With utmost pleasure and heartfelt thanks, I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your esteemed favor so kindly and affectionately sent after your return home, acknowledging the receipt of my registered letter with its enclosure—the tablet from Abdul-Baha.

It was read in the assembly. A copy of it was sent to Rangoon friends, and also a translation of same to Kungyanggon Bahais. All expressed their pleasure and thanks exceedingly, which they asked me to convey to you. Really, we are missing you in all our assemblies, and remember you for your pure love, affection and most high qualities. In the letter of sister Agnes Alexander from Japan with your group photograph, which she so kindly sent to us, we had the good news of your excellent
health, your high services in the holy cause, and your movement towards your home, for which we have expressed our due thanks to her. Really, I have no words at my command to express my heartfelt love and thanks to you for your kindly mentioning this humble servant’s name and address to so many Bahai friends of every country visited by you. I know I am not worthy to be mentioned in the exalted presence of holy souls, nor am I deserving of such kindness bestowed by you and the spiritual friends. I have no such good qualities, nor do I possess any knowledge. I am in need of your prayers so that, please God, I may become a useful servant to the world of humanity and be enabled to abolish the differences of nationality, of race, dogma and creed. These prejudices are the chief cause for preventing mankind from uniting and harmonizing with each other. Nay rather it is a destructive power, creating malice, hatred and animosity toward his own kind and brother. This is the world-wide disease of the present day, and a great sickness of the world of humanity—for the remedy of which so many holy and divine doctors have already come and are still coming. But this extraordinary creature, man, abuses the remedy and treatment; contradicts, laughs, scorns and rejects the medicine. We cannot heal these various chronic diseases, except through divine confirmation and assistance.

Indeed, I am most grateful to you for sending me the prayer from Mirza Ahmad Sohrab’s Diary, and to the dear friends of God, who have also so kindly sent me the Bahai hymns, which are more than sufficient for the present; also some papers on Esperanto—the future probable language of mankind—and the exalted Bahai News, the STAR OF THE WEST. . . . I am sorry to say that although my dear brother, Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, has sent me many copies of the STAR OF THE WEST before and after my arrival from the Holy Land, yet I am unable to procure more subscribers for the paper owing to the war and not traveling anywhere at present. I am exceedingly glad to express my utmost thanks to him and to the Bahai News Service.

I am sorry to inform you of the loss of our good and beautiful friend Agha Syed-Ismail-Shirazi of Rangoon. He ascended to the Supreme Concourse with the wings of faith and spiritual deeds on the forenoon of the 14th of August, 1915. This was a great blow to the friends and relatives. May God bless his soul and may he rest and repose at the threshold of the gate of His Holy Throne. His father was unconscious for many days, owing to old age, and as they summoned me to Rangoon immediately after his last breath, I went at once, and arranged everything in order, and consolèd the survivors. Now all of them are in the utmost tranquillity and rest.

All are conveying to your good self and to the brothers and sisters in your region, their best love, Bahai affection and greetings.

Please accept and convey my Bahai love and affection, also excellent greetings and thanks to all friends of God.

Owing to the present difficulties in the western world—upon which all our assemblies are praying the descent of divine mercy and peace—I cannot communicate to all addresses, so kindly send me by you. I tender my apology and ask forgiveness.

With pure spiritual love and affection for you, my dear sister in Abha’s Covenant,

Ever yours affectionately,

Syed Mustafa.
THE Blessed Beauty (BAHA’O’LLAH) appeared in Persia, in Teheran.

He was in the utmost of ease and affluence. He was most influential and surrounded with luxury. All the pleasures of the transitory world were provided for him, and all the grandees of Persia longed to enjoy the influence and affluence, the things of wealth and position of BAHA’O’LLAH. But consider that he suffered all these things to be separated from him. He sacrificed his honor, his fame and his station amongst men, sacrificing all, even his life. Ever was he subjected to the sword, and many were the ordeals which he endured, and many were the indignities to which he was subjected. How many nights he passed beneath chains, how many days in dark dungeons!

When I visited the dungeon in Teheran, as a child, in order to see BAHA’O’LLAH — when the door was opened there were some steps leading down into the place. They took me as far as midway. I peered through the darkness; I could not find anyone; it was exceedingly gloomy. Then I heard the blessed voice saying, “Take him away.” When I heard his voice I tried to see the Blessed Beauty, but because of the great darkness I could not. Then I was taken out; they seated me. They said it was customary about midday to take the prisoners out for their meals; so there I sat. About noon the jailers were all ready and the prisoners were taken out. I saw BAHA’O’LLAH’s neck in chains, and another, both chained to the same links, a link about his neck and another about the person who was chained with him. The weight of the chain was so excessive that his neck was bent; he walked with great difficulty, and he was in a very sad condition. His clothes were tattered and battered; even the hat on his head was torn. He was in the most severe ordeal and his health was quite visibly failing. They brought me and seated me, and they took him to the place where there was a pond, in order that he might wash his face. After that they took him back to the dungeon and, although I was a child, I was so overcome I was unconscious. And then BAHA’O’LLAH said, “Take the child to the house,” therefore I was taken away.

This shows one of the ordeals of his life, and you can judge of the others accordingly. During fifty years, many were his vicissitudes. He suffered all these catastrophes for us, that we may turn to God; that we may attain to faith; that we may attain to certainty; that we may act in accordance with his teachings that we may be the cause of the illumination of the world; that we may be the means of guiding the people. And now I wish that you in the light of these sufferings of the Blessed Beauty for our guidance, for our illumination—likewise may be self-sacrificing. We must not forget his favors; we must not forget his troubles; we must not forget his catastrophes. We must ever remember them, striving that perchance, in thanksgiving for these favors, we may offer worthy service; we may be the cause of guiding the people; we may act in accordance with his instructions; we may live in accordance with his behests; we may forget ourselves; and that, like those holy souls who have sacrificed their lives, we may sacrifice our lives; we may be the cause of the heavenly peace; be the cause of the spreading of his fragrances; be the cause of the spread of his teachings. His teachings are the cause of the life of humanity; his teachings unify mankind; his teachings render eternal honor to man; his teachings are the cause of the sublimity of human nature; his teachings cause man to attain to progress and prosperity. His teachings are conducive to man’s entrance into the Kingdom of Salvation.
"Two people are equivalent in strength of character to the whole world"

Extracts from a talk given by Abdul-Baha at Los Angeles, Saturday evening, October 19, 1912

Two people are equivalent in strength of character to the whole world.
confirmed. That which is of essential importa,ce is your unity and agreement. You must be in the utmost state of unity and agreement. You must love one another; you must be self-sacrificing for one another. If you observe any shortcomings on the part of any, as much as you can, be forgiving and do not be harsh. Even if you wish to admonish, let your admonition be in symbols; do not express it explicitly lest any heart should be saddened. Remember that in the world of existence there is nothing so bad as injuring a heart, for the heart of a man is the place of the descent of the Merciful and man must not at all disquiet or harm the place of the Merciful. Man must ever strive to make the hearts grateful, to rejoice the spirits, to render the thoughts radiant; to be the cause of the comfort and ease of others. This is the station of the Bahais and this is the utmost desire of those who are divine.

Now, the friends of God in Persia have reached such a stage that each is willing to sacrifice his life for the others, each one accounting himself the servant of the others. How many of the nobles are occupied with the service of the poor. How many of the dear ones are most humble and submissive in the presence of the lowly! What is this for? It is for the love of God. It is for sincerity. It is for faith. It is for certainty.

All the people of the world look at us to see how we act; what our characteristics are; what our attributes are; what our mode of procedure is. They all look toward us, and we must act in such wise that we may not be the cause of the deg-
The Glad Tidings in Japan

When the war broke out the first of August, 1914, Miss Agnes Alexander was in Switzerland. She had left her home in Honolulu the previous October and had been, as she says, “a wanderer ever since, guided alone by Him.” She hoped she might visit the Holy Land and see the most glorious servant of God. On the twenty-first of August she received, in Geneva, the following tablet:

To the maid-servant of God, Miss Agnes Alexander:

Upon her be Bahá’u’lláh!
He is God!
O thou my dear daughter!

Thy letter was received. It imparted great happiness. Praise be to God, that that dear daughter is sacrificing herself in the path of Bahá’u’lláh and enduring every difficulty.

It is now more advisable for thee to depart directly to Japan and while there be engaged in the diffusion of the fragrances of God.

Today the greatest of all divine bestowals is teaching the cause of God, for it is fraught with confirmations. Every teacher is confirmed and is favored at the divine threshold. In the estimation of the Ideal King, the army which is in front of the battlefield is encircled with the glances of his mercifulness and in the sight of the Divine Farmer, the sower of the seed is accepted and favored.

I hope that thou mayest be like unto a realm-conquering army and a farmer. Therefore, thy voyage to Japan is preferred to everything else. Still thou art perfectly free.

Upon thee be Bahá-El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(August 4, 1914, Mt. Carmel, Haifa, Syria.)

On the receipt of this commission Miss Alexander started for Japan where her service has borne radiant fruit as will appear from the following letter:

31 Nichome Fujimicho, Kudan uye,
Tokyo, Japan, March 10, 1916.

Dear Bahá’í friends:

This week it has been a very great joy to me to receive beautiful letters from many parts. In truth the great unity between the east and the west is growing rapidly and we are all drawing closer to one another.

Our weekly Friday Bahá’í meeting has just closed. Every week new souls come and hear the Message. One of those who came today, said he had heard of it once before, through a journalist lady who spoke in the Y. M. C. A. I told him it was our Martha Root, and then read from a letter received this week from her. So we never know when the seed will spring up. There is a rich vineyard to work in here in Japan, and many, many workers might be laboring in it. I do not seek the people out, but they continually come to me. Four university students who cannot come on Friday afternoon, are coming on their only free afternoon, that is Saturday. As I am to be in Yokohama, at an Esperantist meeting this Saturday, they came instead last night. Such earnest, nice young men, and so eager to learn the truth. I loaned one of them Abdul-Baha’s Talks in Paris. He sent it back with these words: “Many thanks for your Talks in Paris. ‘Strive that your actions day by day may be beautiful prayers. Turn towards God and seek always to do that which is right and noble.’ This is Abdul-Baha’s saying. I was astonished at this, and very much delighted. The book is a mere collection of his sayings, but there is one Spirit through it. . . .”

(Continued on page 39)
A Call to Heroic Teaching
Tablet from Abdul-Baha

O ye who are turned to the Supreme Appearance!

Day and night, morn and eve, at sunrise and at sunset we are remembering, with all our hearts and souls, the friends of the Merciful One, asking God's help and confirmation that the believers of the pure territory, the Holy Land, may become excellent in all conditions of morality, characteristics, behavior, manners, conduct and actions, that they may appear with ecstasy, enthusiasm, love, consciousness, assurance, steadfastness, firmness, concord and harmony, with bright faces and splendid beauty in the community of the world.

O ye friends of God! Today is the day of union and this age is the age of harmony in the world of existence. "Verily, God loveth those who are working in his path in groups; for they are a solid foundation." Consider ye that he says "in groups," united and bound together, supporting one another. "To work," mentioned in this holy verse, does not mean, in this greatest age, to perform it with swords, spears, shafts and arrows, but rather with sincere intentions, good designs, useful advices, divine moralities, beautiful actions, spiritual qualities, educating the public, guiding the souls of mankind, diffusing spiritual fragrances, explaining divine illustrations, showing convincing proofs and doing charitable deeds. When the holy souls, through the angelic power, will arise to show forth these celestial characteristics, establishing a band of harmony, each of these souls shall be regarded as one thousand persons and the waves of this greatest ocean shall be considered as the army of the hosts of the Supreme Concourse.

What a great blessing it is that when the torrents, streams, currents, tides and drops are all gathered in one place, they will form a great ocean and the real harmony shall overcome and reign in such a manner that all the rules, laws, distinctions and differences of the imaginations of these souls shall disappear and vanish like little drops and shall be submerged in the ocean of spiritual unity. By the Ancient Beauty, in this case and condition, the blessings of the
great ocean will overflow and canals shall become as spacious as an endless ocean and each drop shall become as a boundless sea!

O ye friends of God! Strive to attain to this high and sublime station and show forth such a brightness in these days, that its radiance may appear from the eternal horizons. This is the real foundation of the Cause of God; this is the essence of the divine doctrine; this is the cause of the revelation of the heavenly scriptures; this is the means of the appearance of the Sun of the divine world; this is the way of the establishment of God upon the bodily throne.

O ye friends of God! Notice that his holiness the Bab—May the souls of all the creatures be a ransom to him!—for this very eminent intention, exposed his holy breast to the arrows of all casualties. So, as the principal design of the Blessed Perfection—May the souls of the people of the Supreme Concourse be a ransom to him!—was the same great intention, therefore his holiness the Bab made his blessed breast the target for thousands of bullets from the people of enmity and rancor in this path, and was martyred with great oppression. The pure blood of thousands of divine and holy souls was shed and poured in this path, and how many blessed bodies of the sincere friends of the divine God were hanged on the scaffold!

The Blessed Beauty of El-Abha—May the divine souls of the existence be a ransom to his friends!—endured personally, all kinds of calamities and bore the most violent ordeals. There remained no torture which did not come to his holy body and no suffering which did not descend upon his pure spirit. How many nights he could not take rest, under the chains and heaviness of fetters, and how many days he gave himself not a minute’s repose because of the burden of fetters and chains!

From Neyaveran to Teheran that pure spirit, who was brought up on a bed of down, was forced to run, with bare head and bare feet, under chains and fetters, and, in a dark and narrow subterranean prison, he was put with murderers, thieves, criminals and malefactors; at every moment a new torture was inflicted upon him and at every moment his martyrdom was expected by all.

After a long time, he was sent from the city of his residence to foreign countries. For many years, in Baghdad, at every moment a new arrow was darted toward his holy breast, and at every instant a sword was bent on his pure body. At no instant was there any hope for safety and security, and the enemies, with utmost dexterity, were attacking the blessed soul from all sides, and he alone, personally, resisted them all.

After all these hardships and calamities, he was sent from Baghdad in Asia to Europe, and in that terrible exile, great affliction, vehement torture and constant attack, the plots, calumniations, enmity, rancor and hatred of the people of the Beyan were added to those which came from the people of the Koran. The pen is unable to explain it all, but surely you have heard and learned about it.

After twenty-four years in the greatest prison, Acca, his life was ended in great trouble and hardship.

In short, all the time of the sojourn of the Blessed Perfection (Baha’u’llah)—May the souls of all existence be a ransom to his forbearance!—in this mortal world, he was either restrained with chains or kept under hanging swords, enduring the most painful afflictions. At last, in this greatest prison, his holy
body was extremely weakened from the intense sufferings and his beautiful person became as weak as a web from this continual hardship. His main purpose in bearing this heavy burden and all these troubles, which gave forth their waves like an ocean, accepting the chains and fetters and showing forth the greatest forbearance, was for the sake of harmony, concord and union among all the people of the world and for the establishment of the signs of the real unity among all nations, until the essential Unity (of God) might (at last) appear in the existing realities, and the light of the saying: "Thou seest no difference among the creatures of God" might shine forth upon the whole world.

O friends of God! Now is the time of movement and striving—then try and endeavor! As the Blessed Perfection—May my soul be a ransom to the dust under the feet of his friends!—was constantly in the field of martyrdom, we, also, must endeavor to pour out our lives, and to hear, with our spiritual ears, the divine advices and exhortations, leaving our limited beings and forsaking the vain ideas of differences of the physical world, in order to serve this eminent purpose and this principal design, which has been planted by the hand of divine favor; and not veil, with the dark clouds of self-interest and superstition, the light emanating from the Kingdom of Abha, nor become as barring dikes to the waves of the supreme ocean, nor to prevent the diffusion of the fragrances of the garden of the glorious beauty, nor stop the inundation of the rains of the divine grace in this day, nor to hinder the rays of the Sun of Reality.

This is what God has commanded in his scriptures, books and holy tablets, declaring his commandments to his sincere servants.

Upon ye be the mercy and the blessings of God!

(Signed) **ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.**

---

**The Truly Blessed**

Words of Abdul-Baha from Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab to Miss Harriet Magee May, 1913

Blessed is he who is charitable, for he shall inherit eternal life.

Blessed is he who overlooks the faults of others, for he shall enjoy divine beatitude.

Blessed is he who associates with all with joy and fragrance, for he has obeyed the commands of **BAHA’OLLAH.**

Blessed is he who loves mankind, for he has heeded the advice of **BAHA’OLLAH.**

Blessed is he who is kind to his enemies, for he has walked in the footsteps of Christ.

Blessed is he who proclaims the doctrine of spiritual brotherhood, for he shall be the child of light.

Blessed is he whose heart is tender and compassionate, for he will throw stones at no one.

Blessed is he who will speak evil of no one, for he hath attained to the good pleasure of the Lord.

Blessed is he who will not uncover the sins of others, for he will become favored at the threshold of the Almighty.
Blessed is he who hath a forgiving nature, for he will win the spiritual graces of God.

Blessed is he who diffuses only the sweet fragrance of the flowers of friendship and mutual association, for he will obtain a goodly portion of the bounties of the Merciful.

Blessed is he who teaches union and concord, for he will shine like unto a star in heaven.

Blessed is he who practices loving-kindness and co-operation, for he will be encircled with celestial benedictions.

Blessed is he who comforts the downtrodden, for he will be the friend of God.

The Glad Tidings in Japan
(Continued from page 35)

Your letters all bring such joy and are a great stimulus in the work. In truth it is as if you were all working here with me, and though you cannot be here personally to speak the word, yet it is the same, for I am the instrument you speak through, and I feel the power and love you send to me.

Today we read in the meeting, the splendid article by Mr. Latimer, "The Call of God," in the December 12th Star of the West. Mr. Remey has sent us some of his books to place in libraries. Fukuta San (the first Japanese Bahai in Japan) placed two in a library near where he lives. The librarian became much interested and thanked Fukuta San warmly, but he suggested placing them in a larger library where they would find more English readers, which was done. Last night, Mr. Eroshenko told me that a Japanese had come to him with one of these books, which he had found in the library and was deeply interested.

I am reading Some Answered Questions to Mr. Eroshenko, a blind Russian boy, and he is very enthusiastic about it. He says it ought to be translated into Russian, as it is just what the Russian people need, and above all into Esperanto. Who is there to do this work? Surely now is the time.

A magazine here called New Tide had reproduced the picture of Abdul-Baha, which appeared in the December number of Everywoman, with an article on the Bahai movement, containing a translation into Japanese of the twelve Bahai principles. Each principle is first given in Esperanto, and then in Japanese. The author is a well-known literary writer and this is the third article he has written on the Bahai Movement. In each article, he has combined Esperanto with the Japanese. He first became interested in Esperanto through meeting Mr. Eroshenko. He said when he found Mr. Eroshenko, who was blind, doing three different things, he resolved that he would study Esperanto for three hours every day, and very soon after, to Mr. Eroshenko's astonishment, he began to write in it.

In the Japanese Magazine, an English monthly, published in Tokyo, there is an article by the Japanese pastor of the one Unitarian church in Japan. He is the one who invited me to speak in his church on the Bahai Movement. The article is entitled, "Religion in Japan." It deeply interested me, and I must quote a paragraph from it. He writes: "Perhaps if some prophet would arise, able to transmute the truths of universal religion into a form acceptable to the Japanese mind, there would be a wonderful revival of religion. What Japan thinks most about when she thinks at all, is the science of religion itself, not of creeds, sects and prejudices. Pure religion cannot be a superstition, nor can it savor of superstition ... What should be avoided is bigotry and stubbornness. The religion that appeals to the people of thought
and education must be fresh and true and free, and its truth must have the convincing power that all truth has ... I believe in a system of national education imparting all truth to the rising generation, and in international amity which is the ultimate purpose of the Creator. All relations should thus be friendly and have a common aim ... These ideas of an advanced Japanese thinker, I thought would interest the Bahais and it is a true expression of what the Japanese people want.

I have received a letter from Mr. Shirazi from India written in Japanese by a Japanese friend of Mr. Shirazi’s. Fukuta San has replied to it in Japanese, but gave me a translation of his letter, and I am going to quote it here. I had to give a copy of it to Mrs. Auger, who desired it so much. He writes:

"Dear Bahai Brother, the country where I live is, as you say, gradually awaking from its sleep. You see, as the spring rain comes softly and noiselessly, but its message is so great that all the trees and grasses become awakened from their wintery sleeping and restore their freshness, so there have come here the messengers sent by him to awake us. The meeting has, for nearly a year and a half, been held on Friday, and I am now one of those who are- enjoying the life, as you are, in the shelter of the bounty of BAHAI o’llah. Your letter, which has been received by Miss Alexander, surprisingly pleased me, so that I hasten to convey my greeting to you and also the other brother there.

Dear Bahai Brother, we are separated from each other so far, but the distance is of no account in spiritual communication. Let us work hand in hand for the establishment of the Kingdom of God. . . ."

I have given this letter just as it was translated by Fukuta San for me.

This afternoon I go to Yokohama to speak in an Esperanto meeting, which is a public meeting for propagating Esperanto. With Mr. Eroshenko’s help I have translated some of Abdul-Baha’s words concerning Esperanto, which I am going to read. Many Esperantists are going from Tokyo, and we all go together. Of course, I shall be the only lady and perhaps foreigner, but I go for his sake. Mr. Eroshenko is going to speak on “Universal Love” from Abdul-Baha’s words in the Paris Talks. All talks will be translated into Japanese.

Bahai greetings to all from your sister, Agnes Alexander.

One of the Japanese young men writes to Mr. George Latimer:

"It was only a few months ago that I was introduced to Miss Alexander, by whom I was taught the revelation of BAHAI o’llah, and, for the first time in my life, universal religion. Indeed, since then, I have been a regular and enthusiastic student of this most pleasant and peaceful Bahai Assembly conducted by Miss Alexander who is all benevolence and kindness to us, young men; and my efforts, I am very happy to add, have been duly reciprocated in so short a time, for I am within the boundary of understanding the Message of the Bahai Movement through which I shall be able to seek the great truth which emanated from the One Source—God."

During the year Dr. and Mrs. Augur, of Hawaii, have gone to Japan to spread the glad tidings.

A recent card from Miss Alexander to Miss Martha Root gives further news. Miss Alexander says: "A letter has just come to me from Miss Dorothy Hodgson, an English Bahai with whom I have corresponded for years. She writes, ‘By the time you receive this I shall be on my way to Yokohama—thence to Tokyo. I am coming with dear French friends who feel the call for Japan. Isn’t it wonderful! I feel a great inspiration about the Mashrak-el-Azkar (in Chicago), that Japan must do a part and thus cement east and west by unbreakable bonds. I marvel when I think of all your trip around the world has done.’"
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’ULLAH.
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The Way to Universal Peace

Extracts from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May, 1914

WHAT is the greatest need of the world of humanity?"

Abdul-Baha answered: "Today, in the world of humanity, the most important matter is the question of universal peace. The realization of this principle is the crying need of the time. People have become restive and discontented. The political world of every civilized nation has become a vast arena for the exhibition of militarism and the display of martial spirit. The minds of the statesmen and cabinet ministers, of every government, are chiefly occupied with the question of war, and the council chambers are resounding with the call to war. Self-interest is at the bottom of every war. Greed, commerce, exploitation, the pushing further of the boundaries of the kingdom, colonization, the preservation of the treaty rights, the safeguarding of the lives and interests of the citizens, are a few of the many pretexts for going to war. And it has been proven by experience that the results of war are ruinous, both to the conquerors and the conquered. Countries are laid waste, public property trampled under foot, commerce is paralyzed, fields crimsoned with the innocent blood and the progress of the world retarded. How can a person rectify a wrong by committing a greater wrong, shedding the blood of his brothers? The major part of the revenue of every country is expended upon military preparations—infernal engines, the filling of arsenals with powder and shot, the construction of rapid-firing guns, the building of fortifications and soldiers' barracks and the annual maintenance of the army and navy. From the peasants upward every class of society is heavily taxed to feed this insatiable monster of war. The poor people have wrested from them all that they make with the sweat of their brows and the labor of their hands. "In reality war is continuous. The moral effect of the expenditures of these colossal sums of money upon military purposes is just as deteriorating as the actual war and its train of dreadful carnage and horrors. The ideal and moral forces of the contending parties become barbaric and bestial, the spiritual powers are stunted and the laws of divine civilization are disregarded. Such a financial drain ossifies the veins and muscles of the body politic, and congeals the delicate sensibilities of the spirit.

"There is not the least doubt that the nation or government which puts forward an extraordinary effort in the promotion of universal peace will be enriced with divine confirmations, and will be the object of honor and respect amongst all the inhabitants of the earth. Such an action will be conducive to the prosperity and well-being of mankind. Concerning this question of universal peace, fifty years ago his holiness Baha’u’llah wrote to all the sovereigns and monarchs of the world explaining in detail the benefits of peace and the evils of bloodshed. Amongst other things he hath said: Originally mankind was one family, united and compact; later on the members of
this happy family were divided and subdivided through ignorance and prejudice. Now the time has come again for their final unification. Universal peace will bring this long-wished for consummation.

"Once the parliament of man is established and its constituent parts organized, the governments of the world having entered into a covenant of eternal friendship will have no need of keeping large standing armies and navies. A few battalions to preserve internal order and an international police to keep the highways of the seas clear will be all that is necessary. Then these huge sums will be diverted to other more useful channels, pauperism will disappear, knowledge will increase, the victories of peace will be sung by poets and bard, knowledge will improve the conditions and mankind will be rocked in the cradle of felicity and bliss. Then, whether a government is constitutional or republican, hereditary monarchy or democratic, the rulers will devote their time to the prosperity of their nations, the legislation of just and sane laws and the fostering of closer and more amicable relations with their neighbors; thus the world of humanity may become a mirror in which are reflected the virtues and attributes of the kingdom of God."

"What is your opinion concerning disarmament?"

Abdul-Baha answered: "By a general agreement all the governments of the world must disarm simultaneously and at the same time. It will not do if one lays down arms and the others refuse to do so. The nations of the world must concur with each other concerning this supremely important subject, that they may abandon together these deadly weapons of human slaughter. As long as one power increases her military and naval budget, another power will be forced into the crazed competition through her natural and supposed interests. For example, Germany has increasingly added to a vast sum for the maintenance of her army. This alarms the French statesmen and volatile patriots, and affects the calm and steady nerves of the Britishers across the channel. Immediately there will be rumors of war, talk of German aggression, German ambition. The yellow journals write searing editorials, jingoism becomes the topic of the capitals, the air is filled with suspicions. Someone will see, for the purposes of expediency, a German dirigible flying over French fortifications or English forts making observations. A hue and a cry will be raised from every quarter of the country and thus there will be a corresponding increase in the estimates of the Minister of War for the defence of our homes and our hearths, our women and our sweethearts from the attack of strangers. The same argument is resorted to when the French nation adds one or two years to her military conscription and the English imperialists emphasize in public meetings the doctrine of the double standard power. Now as long as Germany continues in her own military perfection the French will walk in her footsteps trying at every turn to increase their own war ammunitions in order to be prepared for any national crisis or sudden attack. Hence it seems the only solution lies in the fact of universal disarmament on the part of all the nations.

"When we speak of universal peace we mean that all the governments must change their fleets of battleships and dreadnoughts to a mighty fleet of merchant marine, plying the oceans of the world, uniting the distant shores and interweaving the commercial, intellectual and moral forces of mankind. But should England alone transform the character of her warships she will be at the mercy of her enemies and will remain powerless and defenseless. The British Isles will be unquestionably threatened by a powerful invading, well-disciplined host. Hence, aside from any national prowess, the English people are pushed into this weltering whirlpool of military and naval expenditures and are strug-
gling to keep their heads above the seething water all around them which, unless calmed down, will drown all of them, irrespective of any nationality.

"Once a person met his friend in the street and after the exchange of courtesies gave him a hard blow in the face. ‘Why dost thou do this?’ ‘Hast thou not read in the Gospel wherein Christ says, ‘Whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek turn to him the other also?’’ Now according to this admonition let me smite thee on thy left cheek also.’ The man submitted to the second blow quite willingly and they parted. Next day they met each other again and the man received two more blows on his cheeks without any evident murmur. They met the third day and he was going to inflict upon him the same blows.

‘Wait a minute, my friend. I am not the only person in the world to live according to the teachings of Christ. Thou also art one. I have obeyed him two days and the next two days will be my turn.’ With these words he smote the man on his cheek and asked him to turn the other side also.

“Now the question of disarmament must be put into practice by all the nations and not only by one or two. Consequently the advocates of peace must strive day and night so that the individuals of every country may become peace-loving, public opinion may gain a strong and permanent footing, and day by day the army of international peace be increased, complete disarmament be realized and the flag of universal conciliation be waving on the summit of the mountains of the earth.”

“How can Universal Peace be realized?”

Abdul-Baha answered: “The ideals of peace must be nurtured and spread amongst the inhabitants of the world; they must be instructed in the school of peace, so that they may fully comprehend the benefits of peace and the evils of war. First: the financiers and bankers must desist from lending money to any government that contemplates waging an unjust war upon an innocent nation. Second: the presidents and managers of the railroad and steamship companies must refrain from transporting war munitions, infernal engines and guns and cannons and powder from one country into another. Third: the soldiers must petition through their representatives, the ministers of war, the politicians, the congressmen and the generals to put forth in a clear, intelligible language the reasons and the causes which have brought them to the brink of such a national calamity. The soldiers must demand this as one of their prerogatives. ‘Demonstrate to us,’ they must say, ‘that this is a just war and we will then enter the battlefield; otherwise we will not take one step. O ye kings and rulers, politicians and war-mongers; ye who spend your lives in most exquisite palaces of Italian architecture; ye who sleep in airy, well-ventilated apartments; ye who decorate your reception and dining halls with lovely pictures, sculptures, hangings and frescoes; ye who walk in perfect Elysiums, wreathed in orange and myrtle groves, the air redolent with delicious perfumes and vocal with the sweet songs of a thousand birds, the earth like a luxuriant carpet of emerald grass, bright flowers dotting the meadows and trees clothed in verdure; ye who are dressed in costly silk and finely-woven textures; ye who lie down on soft featherly couches; ye who partake of the most delicious and savory dishes; ye who enjoy the utmost ease and comfort in your wondrous mansions; ye who attend rare musical concerts whenever you feel a little disconcerted and sad; ye who adorn your large halls with green festoons and cut flowers, fresh garlands, and verdant wreaths, illuminating them with thousands of electric lights, while the exquisite fragrance of the flowers, the soft, ravishing music, the fairy-like illumination lend enchantment; ye who are in such envir-

(Continued on page 48)
The Divine Immanence

In the Tablet of Ahmad, Baha’u’llah says:

O servants! The Ancient Beauty commands: Hasten to the shadow of immortality, nearness and mercy, from the shadow of desire, remoteness and heedlessness. Be ye resigned like unto the earth, so that the fragrant, sacred, multicolored myrtles of my knowledge may grow in the soil of existence. Be ye ablaze like unto fire, so that ye may consume thick veils, and immortalize the cold and veiled bodies through the heat of divine love. Be ye pure like unto air, so that ye may enter the secret abode of my friendship.

O servants! If ye be informed of the wonders of my generosity and grace, which I have deposited in you, ye will certainly be cut from all directions and, seeking to know your own selves, which is identical with knowing myself, will find yourselves independent of all save me, and will see the ocean of my providence, and the depths of my beneficence in yourselves with your outward and inward eye, as manifest and clear as the sun shining from the name of Abha.* Do not waste this most holy, most wonderful station through the promptings of fancy and desire, and through the falseshod of superstition and blindness. Ye are in likeness as a bird which, with all joy and fragrance, soars with the utmost security in the cheerful air of the praised One. Then in the imaginary hope of grains (of food) it inclines toward the mud and water of the earth and, with all eagerness, besmears itself with dust and mire. Then, when it attempts to reascend, it finds itself unable and a captive, forasmuch as wings besmeared with water and clay are not capable of flight. At that time the bird of the exalted heaven finds itself a dweller in the mortal earth. Now, O servants, do not besmeare your wings with the mire of heedlessness and imagination, and with the earth of animosity and rancor, that ye may not be deprived, and prevented from soaring in the sacred heavens of knowledge.

O servants! If ye are the messengers of sight, enter the city of the seeing! If ye are the people of hearing, step into the land of the hearing. If ye are the possessors of heart, choose an abode in the fortress of the assured ones, so

*Abha means: The Most Glorious; it is a name for God, like “The Ancient Beauty” in the first line.—The Editors.
that in these dark days ye may not be veiled from witnessing the lights of the beauty of Abha. For this year is the year of the most mighty purification and the most great tests.

O servants! Inscribe the exhortations of the Spirit with the pen of resignation and the ink of submission and assurance upon the tablet of the heart, and turn thereto in every instant, lest ye neglect a single letter thereof, and advance towards the True One with all exertion, turning away from all save him. For this is the root of the leaf of command grown upon the divine Tree. . . .

This world is a show without reality, and is a non-existence adorned in the form of existence. Do not attach your hearts thereto. Do not sever yourselves from the Creator, and be not of those who are heedless.

Truly I say, the world is like unto a mirage which has the shadow of water. The athirst make abundant efforts in its search, but, when reaching it, remain deprived and portionless. Or, it is like unto the image of a loved one which is destitute of life and soul. When the lover reaches it he finds it of no worth and value, and finds no gain save great pain and despondency.

O servants! If in these visible days and present world matters appear from the realm of decree contrary to your wish, be ye not depressed for happy and divine days shall come and spiritual worlds of holiness shall become manifest. In all those days and worlds for you a portion is ordained, a sustenance is determined, and a food is established. Ye shall certainly attain to all these, were ye to exchange the garment of mortality for the garment of immortality, and enter the station of the paradise of Abha, which is the everlasting abode of glorious, sacred souls!

All things are a proof of your existence—if ye emerge from the gloomy dust of non-existence. Be not grieved at the hardships of these numbered days, and be not dejected if your outward bodies are destroyed in the path of the Beloved One. For every destruction is followed by a construction, and a paradise of rest is concealed in every hardship.

News from Abdul-Baha

Extracts from Letters of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab

Haifa, Syria, Jan. 30 and Feb. 1, 1916.

Mr. Joseph H. Hannen,
My Dear Brother in the Faith:

After a very arduous trip through rain, storm, gale and cold, I arrived at Haifa. Abdul-Baha greeted me warmly and tenderly, and inquired about the health of the Beirut friends. My highest desire was realized, because I was permitted again to look into his divine and spiritual face. For three days I was in bed as a result of my cold, but, praise be to God, I am much better, and this morning I was permitted to be with Abdul-Baha for about one hour. . . .

Still one hour before the glorious sun rises from the east, I have been up for the last sixty minutes, packing my clothes, books and papers, and making myself ready to depart in three hours for Tiberias. I will be alone on this sacred voyage, travelling in the personal carriage of Abdul-Baha, while he and his family will depart this evening with the train—thus I will have the privilege of walking behind him again around the sacred shores of the Sea of Galilee. On my way, I shall stop one night in Nazareth, the residence of Joseph and Mary. (Luke 1:26-27.) It is said that when
Jesus returned from Egypt, he lived in this town until he entered upon his great work of spiritual love. All the scenes that are directly related to the Manifestations of God are precious in the sight of men—especially in the estimation of those who are born generations afterwards. They look upon such scenes with the eyes of faith; they spiritualize every event connected with their lives; they kiss the very stones upon which they imagine these Godlike men have walked; they carry away its soil as a sacred memento, and they keep its memory fresh in their minds all through their lives...

Yesterday afternoon, Abdul-Baha came up to the Pilgrims’ Home to visit the holy tomb of the Bab before his departure for Tiberias. As it was Sunday, all the friends had come up also. He sat for half an hour in the sun, and I was glad to translate for him and others the general contents of your last letter of December 2, 1915. Everyone was pleased to hear the good news of the progress of the Cause of human brotherhood and international peace. “Very good! Very good!” Abdul-Baha said. After drinking tea, we followed him into the sacred tomb and as each person entered the holy room, he gave him the rosewater. It was a beautiful, quiet service. Abdul-Baha prayed for all the believers in Europe and America, and hoped that the outpourings of the Holy Spirit may descend upon every one of them. Never did we pray for and remember the believers as we are doing in these days. I am, Your faithful brother, Ahmad Sohrab.

Mount Carmel, Haifa, Syria,
August 12, 1915.

To Arthur Pillsbury Dodge.
My Dear Spiritual Brother:

What are the Pacifists doing? Why do we not hear their voices? We always hoped America would play a most important part in bringing about the question of International Arbitration and our hope is still undimmed and our faith strong. This glorious service must assuredly be rendered by the Americans, and this Sun must arise from the horizon of that liberty-loving country.

Praise be to God that the health of Abdul-Baha is good and all the friends in Acca and Haifa are under the shade of the tree of his divine protection. For about a month he stayed with us on the high and breezy slope of Mount Carmel, but it is now three days since he has gone down to visit the family. We are so fortunate as to have the privilege of seeing him three or four times a day, listening to his elevating talks and being uplifted by his spirituality and joyousness.

As you know things move slowly in the east and the people walk in the beaten track of their ancestors; consequently nothing happens in these days worth relating. All the news imparts sadness and sorrow.

Abdul-Baha sends to you and all, his heartfelt greetings. I wish so much I could write a letter to each one of the friends, but this cannot be done nowadays.

I am as ever, your faithful brother,

Ahmad Sohrab.

In a recent letter to the financial secretary of Bahai Temple Unity, a friend writes:

“There are about twenty ways in which we could spend a given dollar these days without being convicted of extravagances. But, as my husband said last month, ‘When we deprive ourselves, it is a small matter, even if it means serious personal discomfort; if we deprive the Mashrak-el-Azkar, the whole race will be deprived of the wonderful lessons it is going to teach.’"
The League to Enforce Peace
Letter from C. Mason Remy

June 1, 1916.

Dear Friends:—

On May 26th and 27th we had convening here in Washington the first annual Congress of the League to Enforce Peace. As the Bahai Movement was represented by delegates to this convention, I am sure it would interest you to know about the matter.

The platform of the League is very much along the lines of universal peace as outlined by Abdul-Baha in The Mysterious Forces of Civilization. At the invitation of Mr. Wm. H. Short, secretary of the League, Mr. Lunt, president of the Bahai Temple Unity, appointed a committee of us to represent the Unity at this convention. We sat during the better part of two days listening to speeches by the greatest thinkers and foremost progressivists of this country. The spirit of the sessions was most inspiring. In all of the proceedings we saw the Bahai spirit manifesting itself for principles of world peace, which were voiced, as far as they went, in accordance with the constructive spiritual teachings of Abdul-Baha.

Toward the last of the convention the chairman of our committee, Mr. Hannen, was called upon by Mr. Taft, president of the convention, to deliver the greeting of the Bahais. Mr. Hannen read the following words which had been prepared by our committee:

"The delegates to this assemblage representing the Bahai Temple Unity are in sincere sympathy with the objects of the League to Enforce Peace.

"The Bahai Movement is for the One-ness of Humanity along religious, economic and social lines.

"In the words of Baha'o'llah, the founder of this movement:

"'These fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall cease, and the Most Great Peace shall come. Let not a man glory in that he loves his country; let him rather glory in that he loves his kind.'"

This quotation from the words of Baha'o'llah came as a benediction and a summing up of everything which had gone before. The audience was moved and the applause was not only strong, but sustained for several moments; not a spasmodic outburst of applause such as had greeted some of the speakers, but rather an applause which started and swelled slowly attaining the maximum, and then gradually diminishing.

A banquet followed the proceedings, the last speech of which was made by the President of the United States, who brought out the following points, which were such as to have brought joy to all of us who are striving to establish the cause of universal peace.

During his remarks the President said: "To preserve the peace of the world against political ambition and selfish hostility, in service of a common order, a common justice and a common peace, the United States is ready to join in any association of nations."

"Only when the great nations of the world have reached some sort of agreement as to what they hold to be fundamental to their common interest, and as to some feasible method of acting in concert when any nation or group of nations seeks to disturb those fundamental things, can we feel that civilization is at last in a way of justifying its existence and claiming to be finally established. It is clear that nations must in the future be governed by the same high code of honor that we demand of individuals."

"The nations of the world have become each other's neighbors. It is to their interest that they should understand each other. In order that they may understand each other, it is imperative that they should agree to co-operate in a common cause, and that they should so act that the guiding principle of that com-
mon cause shall be evenhanded and impartial justice."

"We believe in a universal association of the nations to maintain the inviolate security of the highway of the seas for the common and unhindered use of all the nations of the world, and to prevent any war begun either contrary to treaty covenants or without warning and full submission of the causes to the opinion of the world as a virtual guarantee of territorial integrity and political independence."

"I came to avow and to give expressions to the confidence I feel that the world is even now upon the eve of a great consummation, when some common force will be brought into existence which shall safeguard right as the first and most

fundamental interest of all peoples and all governments, when coercion shall be summoned not to the service of political ambition or selfish hostility, but to the service of a common order, a common justice and a common peace. God grant that the dawn of that day of frank dealing and of settled peace, concord and cooperation may be near at hand."

When we compare these ideas with the great principles of Abdul-Baha expressed in The Mysterious Forces of Civilization, we can see the marvelous working of the Divine Ordinances in the souls of humanity. May the hope of Abdul-Baha soon be realized—that America may uphold the standard of Universal Justice among nations.

C. Mason Remey.

The Way to Universal Peace
(Continued from page 43)

ments, while holding the ladies in your arms dance to the tune of lively music: Come forth from your hiding-places, enter into the battlefield if you like to attack each other and tear each other to pieces if you desire to air your so-called contentions! This discord and feud are between you; why do you make the innocent people a party to it? If fighting and bloodshed are good things then lead them into the fray by your presence!

"In short, every means which produces war must be checked and the causes which prevent the occurrence of war be advanced, so that physical conflict may become an impossibility. On the other hand every country must be properly delimited, its exact frontiers marked, its national integrity secured, its permanent independence protected, and its vital interests honored by the family of nations. These services ought to be rendered by an imperial, international commission. In this manner all causes of friction and differences will be removed. And in case there should arise some disputes between them they may arbitrate before the parliament of man, the representatives of which will be chosen from amongst the wisest and most judicious men of all the nations of the world."

(Alhammeh, Lake Tiberias, Syria, May 11th and 12th, 1914.)

While in London in 1912, Abdul-Baha was asked:

"By what process will this peace on earth be established? Will it come at once after a universal declaration of the truth?"

"No, it will come about gradually," said Abdul-Baha. "A plant that grows too quickly lasts but a short time. You are my family," and he looked about with a smile, "my new children! If a family lives in unison, great results are obtained. Widen the circle; when a city lives in intimate accord greater results will follow, and a continent that is fully united will likewise unite all other continents. Then will be the time of the greatest results, for all the inhabitants of the earth belong to one native land."
Preliminary design inspired from the Persian.
Preliminary design inspired from the Arabian and Moorish.
The Bahai Congress in Chicago
April 29 to May 2, 1916

EDITORIAL

The Bahai Congress and Convention to which this issue is devoted was like four days of Pentecost. We have not the space to outline each of the addresses or even to give the names of the speakers who thrilled the hearts of the hearers and opened to their minds visions of the new kingdom which is to appear upon the earth. But names are really unimportant. The speakers were effective only because they forgot themselves and let the Abha spirit speak through their lips and glow through their faces. To rise before that convention was to stand in the midst of the gales of the Holy Spirit which swept the room at times like the rushing of a mighty wind. Tongues of spiritual fire settled over the speakers as they rose, setting their hearts ablaze and their words aflame with the love of the Kingdom.

All the discussions centered about the building of a great temple north of Chicago by the lake shore, where men and women of all races may meet and receive day by day this baptism of fire. This temple is to be the ideal expression of the church universal. At present the Bahais lay little emphasis upon organization. They desire but to diffuse in existing churches and societies the spirit of universal love. But when this love bears its fruits the denominations will want to unite in one universal church. What shall it be like? When the question is asked the Bahais will point to the temple at Wilmette. There is the ideal. There is the central house of prayer where men will worship God every morning and evening. Around that spiritual center there will be gathered, in a great circle, a group of philanthropic institutions, an orphanage, a hospital, a hospice, a home for the aged and infirm, a university. The center of the circle is the love of God, but its circumference is the love of man. At the temple center man turns the mirror of his heart to God. When he leaves the door he reflects the light of the love which God has given to him in service to his neighbors.
God’s Holy Spirit is first manifest in the bodily temple of the great prophet. Then it reveals its glory to the world through the temple of his writings. At last it sheds its splendor on the world through the temple of the lives of his followers. But the symbol and the avenue for their united service to the Kingdom will be the temple of stone, this holy place of prayer called the Mashrak-el-Azkar. There they will meet and become one. There the generations will meet from age to age, and, turning their hearts to the same God, will become one.

A foretaste of the unity which this physical temple is to promote in the lives of the children of the Kingdom was revealed in all the deliberations of this recent convention. Self was forgotten, personal ambitions vanished away and the hearts of those present were fused into a divine oneness by the common love of the coming temple and the common will to lay its cornerstone in the days while Abdul-Baha is still on earth.

If this thought of the temple can unite the hearts of his spiritual children into a oneness so beautiful, so dynamic, so sublime, what will not the temple itself do for the uniting of the future generations?

The Opening Session
By Joseph H. Hannen.

Resplendent in the spiritual radiance which is distinctly characteristic of Bahai Conventions, was the Feast of Rizwan, the first session of the International Bahai Congress in Chicago and of the eighth annual Mashrak-el-Azkar Convention. The large assembly room of the Auditorium Hotel, the use of which was given for this and other sessions of the Convention and Congress, was filled with delegates and friends to the number of about two hundred and fifty. Every section of the United States was represented, with delegates from Canada, from Syria and Persia. Quite typically, the illumination was furnished by nine rows of nineteen incandescent lights. The speakers’ table extended the length of the room with smaller tables in front of it around which were gathered the friends who, like members of a scattered family, were celebrating a happy reunion. Never was the spirit stronger, and the spiritual fragrance of the hour was typified by the perfume of the red roses which abundantly decked the tables. The Feast was wonderfully served and the occasion stands out in every detail as perfect and memorable.

Albert R. Windust presided and at intervals read selections from the holy utterances, thus interspersing the material with the spiritual feast. The supper was announced for 6 o’clock and by 8 the tables had been cleared and the speakers of the evening were introduced. Dr. Bagdadi first presented a history of the Rizwan Day. Standing as he did under the crossed American and Persian flags at the head of the speakers’ table, his radiant countenance typified the union of the East and the West.

The subject, “Investigation of Truth,” was presented eloquently by Dr. Frederick W. D’Evelyn, of San Francisco, the next speaker, who took at short notice the place of Mr. Howard MacNutt who had been announced but could not be present. Another substitute was
Joseph H. Hannen whose topic was
"Fundamental Unity of All Religions."
Mr. Blaaha played delightfully on the
violin and was followed by the spiritual
melodies of an address by Mrs. Claudia
Stuart Coles of Washington whose sub-
ject was "Harmony Between Religion
and Science."

The next subject, "Demonstration of
Divinity and Inspiration—the Word,"
was presented by Louis G. Gregory of
Washington who took the place of Mr.
Edward B. Kinney of New York. His
logic and fluent utterance proved most
refreshing to the hearts of all.

With graceful humility the chairman,
Mr. Windust, spoke briefly upon the
topic "The Bahai Revelation, The Bab,
BAHA’O’LLAH and Abdul-Bahá."

Mme. Ragna Linne, whose beautiful
voice is often heard at Bahai Conven-
tions, sang for her solo "The Lord Is
My Salvation." She also sang the in-
terlude to the "Benédiction" by Mrs.
Waite, all present joining in the chorus.
Thus closed the evening.

The heavenly fragrance of this annual
gathering, so dear to the Bahais of the
world, will linger always in the hearts
and souls of those present. And who
can say where these circles of unity and
love which were started at this time shall
cease to eddy and spread?

Surely the ripples of this peaceful
session will attain to the magnitude of
great waves of harmony and will reach
to the uttermost parts of the earth,
spreading even to the celestial realms.

The First Session of the Convention and the Third
Session of the Congress

By Louis G. Gregory.

The first session of the eighth
Mashrak-el-Azkar convention was
opened with a prayer, after which
organization was effected by the elec-
tion of Mr. Alfred E. Lunt as president
and Mr. Harlan F. Ober as secretary.
The usual order of business, such as the
presentation of credentials, appoint-
ment of committees, etc., was soon com-
pleted and the assembled friends gave
themselves over to the spiritual joy of
hearing reports from various centers.
Those who spoke gave accounts of activ-
ities in connection with the spread of
the teachings and the raising of funds
for the building of the great edifice. A
spirit of heavenly harmony brooded over
the meeting and the words of the speak-
ers were followed with deep interest.
This was the romance of reality.

These reports varied in many ways
but all struck a common note of ringing
sincerity as they told of faith, assurance
and sacrifice in the path of God. Inci-
dents related sometimes stirred the
deepest emotions. Heartfelt interest
was apparent as listeners were moved to
tears or laughter. The radiant hearts
and happy faces were a visible expres-
sion of the outpouring of divine love.
The confirmations of BAHÁ’O’LLAH were
manifest. The might of his Covenant
made such a gathering possible. One
friend told how she had prayed for the
resources to attend the convention, if,
in accordance with the will of God, there
was a work for her to do. At the
eleventh hour the means had come to
her from a foreign land and her
prayer was thus answered. Another re-
ported the devotion of the friends in a
young assembly and spoke of the great
war which is the Armageddon of the
nations as the smoke arising in this day
to conceal the Ark of the Covenant, and
the glorious new light of our age. But
when the smoke has subsided men shall begin to see it with clear and joyous vision.

A friend from Canada voiced the oneness of the world of humanity in so wonderful a way that one might well have thought our beloved Abdul-Baha was using this wonderful soul to convey a message to the convention. “We are one in purpose,” she declared. “It is such happiness to know that we are all one, in origin, one in destiny.” This message was realized in spirit and in truth. A Hebrew from Pittsburgh, one of the children of Abraham, expressed wonder and admiration at the power of attraction. If thoughts of the Mashrukel-Azkar could produce such a gathering, what marvels would the completed structure accomplish? He seemed to catch the vision of universal freedom and although it was his first address, spoke like a veteran in service. A voice from the far South told with rude eloquence of the sowing of seed and the growing illumination of that region. From the Pacific coast came reports of high faith and noble courage. Thus from many assemblies voices were raised, “not feeble nor lamenting,” but pitched in the key of triumphant faith. It is this spirit that moved the martyrs in Persia to the sacrifice of lives. Now it focuses the thoughts and energies of the friends of God upon the building of his temple in this his Greatest Day. Many proofs of devotion were thus realized. The presiding officer served with great wisdom, allowing the meeting to follow that guidance which he himself sought and found. Thus the various notes were blended in a mighty chorus of harmony like the music of the Supreme Concourse.

The first session of the convention was in the evening followed by the third session of the Congress over which Mrs. Theron C. Rice-Wray of Detroit, Mich., presided. The audience was large, completely filling the hall, which the architecture, the arrangement of lights and the variegated perfumes of plants and flowers combined to make most beautiful. The chairman announced as the subject of the evening, “The Oneness of the World of Humanity,” and read from the words of Abdul-Baha as follows: “BAHA’U’LLAH addresses himself to the world of men, saying, ‘Ye are all the leaves of one Tree, and the fruits of one Arbor.’ That is, the world of existence is no other than one tree and the nations or peoples are like unto the different branches or limbs thereof, and human individuals are similar to the fruits and blossoms thereof.”

Louis G. Gregory spoke on “The Interdependence of Individuals, Nations and Races.” He began by saying, “These meetings of the past few days bear eloquent testimony to the coming oneness of the world of humanity. Never has music been sweeter nor have voices telling of realities been more eloquent.

In conclusion he pointed out the great law: Pride is a cause of discord, while humility is conducive to harmony and peace. The highest expression of humility is service to God and man. Only the divine educator who sets the example can restore the lost virtue of humility through which the kingdom of God will be firmly established in the hearts of men.

Mr. George O. Latimer, of Portland, Ore., spoke on “The Solution of Economic Difficulties.” He said, “Natural civilization is the lamp. Divine civilization is the light. Universal peace will bring a readjustment of financial relations. Economic peace can then be realized. Specific laws for the solution of economic difficulties are revealed in the Bahai teachings.” He presented these laws in detail. He showed how BAHAI’U’LLAH has exalted labor until he has given it the station of worship.

He concluded with two quotations from Abdul-Baha: “Divine civilization is a
symposium of the perfections of the world of humanity. Divine civilization is the improvement of the ethical life of a nation. Divine civilization is the spiritual philosophy. Divine civilization is the knowledge of God with rational and intellectual evidence. Consequently, consider what a difference and distinction there is between the natural civilization and the divine civilization! The natural civilization prevents men from doing harm and wrong, through force and punishment; but the divine civilization so trains men that the human individuals avoid sins without any fear of (material) punishment and the very sin itself becomes unto them as the severest punishment. And they will engage in acquiring human virtues, gaining that by which mankind will be uplifted, and that which will enlighten the human world, with the utmost zeal and fervor.'

"Where thousands are considering these questions, we have more essential questions. The secrets of the whole economic question are divine in nature and are concerned with the world of the heart and spirit. In the Bahai teaching this is most completely explained, and without the consideration of the Bahai teaching it is impossible to realize a better state. All this will come to pass. The Bahais will bring about the better state, but not in a way that will have anything to do with corruption and sedition—not warfare, but perfect welfare. In short, the hearts must be so connected together, love must become so dominant that the rich shall most willingly, out of the will of the heart, help and extend assistance to the poor, and should take a step in the way of adjustments. You must strive as much as possible to create love in the hearts, in order that love may become shining and radiant. When that love shines in the hearts even as this (electric) light, then it will permeate other hearts, and when the love of God obtains everything else will be realized. This is the foundation. Be thoughtful of this. Think of becoming the cause your-selves of the attraction of the souls; show the people what (the true) economies is, what love is, what kindness is, what severence is, what giving is."

Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, of Washington, D. C., spoke on the need of "A Universal Language." He also presented effective quotations from Abdul-Baha. Just before leaving this country for Europe, Abdul-Baha made careful inquiry about Esperanto here, and soon after arriving on the other side said publicly: "His holiness Baha'u'llah many years ago wrote a book called 'The Most Holy Book,' one of the fundamental principles of which is the necessity of creating an auxiliary language, and he makes clear the good and profit which will come because of its use. Now let us thank the Lord because this language, Esperanto, is created. We therefore have bidden all Bahais in the East to study this language very carefully and ere long it will be spread through the entire East. I also beg of you all, Esperantists, and non-Esperantists, that you will energetically work for the spread of this language, for it will hasten the coming of that day, the millennial day, foretold by prophets and seers, in which it is said that the wolf and the lamb shall drink from the same fountain, the lion and the deer shall feed in the same pasture. The meaning of this holy writing is that hostile races, warring nations and differing religions shall become united in the spirit of love and will become bound together one with the other."

At Clifton, England, Abdul-Baha said: "The tenth principle is the establishment of a universal language, so that we will not have to acquire so many languages in the future. In the schools they will study two, the mother tongue and the international auxiliary language. The use of an international auxiliary language will become a great means of dispelling the differences between nations." Mr. Hannen spoke in conclusion of how "Miss Alexander, our Bahai sis-
ter, has rendered great service in Japan through her knowledge of Esperanto and is anxious that it be taken up by the Bahais of the United States in order that they may be in closer touch with their fellow-workers in Europe and the East.'

The chairman read "The nine proofs upon which the coming of the Great Master is based," quoting the words of Abdul-Baha:

1. That Great Master will be the educator of the world of humanity.
2. His teachings must be universal and confer illumination upon human kind.
3. His knowledge must be innate and spontaneous, and not acquired.
4. He must answer the questions of all the sages, solve all the difficult problems of humanity and be able to withstand all the persecutions and sufferings heaped upon him.
5. He must be a joy-bringer and the herald of the kingdom of happiness.
6. His knowledge must be infinite and his wisdom all-comprehensive.
7. The penetration of his word and the potency of his influence must be so great as to humble even his worst enemies.
8. Sorrows and tribulations must not vex him. His courage and conviction must be God-like. Day unto day he must become firmer and more zealous.
9. He must be the establisher of universal civilization, the unifier of religions, the standard-bearer of universal peace, and the embodiment of all the highest and noblest virtues of the world of humanity. Whenever you find these conditions realized in a human temple, to him look for guidance and illumination."

Dr. Frederick W. D'Evelyn, of San Francisco, was introduced to speak on the "Coming of the Great Master." He testified with intense earnestness to "the penetrative power in the arteries of the world," which is the power of the Covenant. The great spiritual manifestation of God hath appeared. His command is manifested and his Covenant revealed. In this power "rest assured! Be confident! The doors of the kingdom are opened. The sun of truth is shining upon the world. The fountains of life are flowing! The day springs of mercy have appeared!"

"This power is the source of all life, and the oneness of the world of humanity is thereby established. This oneness or unity does not imply the absolute equality of mankind and the obliteration of all ranks based upon capacity. But the crown of humanity rests upon the heads of all. All are partakers of the divine bounty. All share the divine protection. All are invited to the table upon which the heavenly manna is spread. All are brothers and the purest heart is that most acceptable to God." In heralding the Covenant he seemed under divine confirmation. His eloquence flowed with irresistible force and aroused great enthusiasm.

The last speaker was M. Eshte'el Ebn Kalanter, who spoke on "The Equality of Men and Women." He began his philosophical address by a few pleasantries which relieved the tension caused by the occasion and were appreciated by the audience. He then spoke of how Abdul-Baha has compared the sexes to the two wings of a bird. As a bird cannot soar with one wing, so man's development depends upon woman's and woman's upon man's. In reality, if there is any difference it is in favor of women. The responsibilities of her position in the nurturing and training of children make her education more essential than man's. In the spiritual world man owes also a deep debt of gratitude to woman, for to her is due his first impulse and incentive to love. This attraction is a ray of the divine love which is universal."
The Main Sessions of the Convention
A Digest from the Minutes

The Session, Monday, May 1st, Mr. Lunt presiding

The Chairman: Perhaps you have noticed the beautiful shining gift on the table, (pointing to a large copper chest). Perhaps you do not know just what the intention is, but I am going to ask six of the friends, one after another, to go to that table and read, each, an inscription which you will find engraved upon that beautiful box. The first inscription which I will ask you to read is the one on the side facing the wall. Then, after that, in order, taking either side and on until you have covered the surface. I am going to ask Mrs. Ober to read the first inscription.

Mrs. Ober: "A friend offers this copper chest to the Center of the Covenant of El-Abha, with the hope that it may be used to enclose any records which Abdul-Baha may desire to place within the cornerstone of the first Mashrak-el-Azkar in America.

"Entrusted to the Bahai Temple Unity, El-Rizwan, in the year Seventy-Two of El-Baha."

Mrs. Parmerton (reading the second inscription): "O Concourse of Creation! O People! Construct homes (or houses) in the most beautiful fashion possible in every city, in every land, in the name of the Lord of Religions. Adorn them with that which beseecheth them, not with pictures or paintings. Then commemorate the Lord, the Merciful, the Clement, in spirit and fragrance. Verily, by his mention, by this commemoration, the breasts shall be dilated, the eyes illumined, the hearts gladdened, and thus shall you pray the orient of praises in the Mashrak-el-Azkar (i.e., the dawning point of praises.)"

"Teach your children what hath been revealed through the Supreme Pen. Instruct them in what hath descended from the heaven of greatness and power. Let them memorize the tablets of the Merciful and chant them with the most melodious voices in the glorious building in the Temple of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. The prayers of the Lord shall be chanted in a manner to attract the hearts and souls. Blessed is he who listens unto the River of Life."—Baha’u’llah.

Mrs. Claudia Stuart Coles (reading the third inscription): "O God! O God! Verily I implore thee with throbbing heart and streaming tears to aid every one who endeavors for the erection of this edifice in the building of a house wherein thy name is mentioned every morn and eve. O Lord, send down thy benediction upon whosoever served this edifice and endeavored in its uprisings among the sects and religions and confirm him in every good of mankind; open the doors of riches and wealth unto him and give in heritage the treasures of the kingdom which perish not; make him the sign of giving among the people and reinforce him by the sea of generosity and bounty which is surging with the waves of the greatest of favor. Verily Thou are the Generous, the Merciful, the Bountiful."

—Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Mr. Charles H. Greenleaf (reading the fourth inscription): "Now the day has arrived in which the edifice of God, the divine sanctuary, the spiritual temple shall be erected in America.

"I entreat God to assist the confirmed
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O thou Star of the West! Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness. (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
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believers in accomplishing this great service and with entire zeal to rear this mighty structure, which shall be renowned throughout the world. The support of God will be with those believers in that district, that they may be successful in their undertaking. For the cause is great because this is the first Mashrak-el-Azkar in that country, and from it the praise of God shall ascend to the kingdom of mystery and the tumult of his exaltation and greeting from the whole world shall be heard.

"Whosoever arises for the service of this building shall be assisted with great power from his supreme kingdom and upon him spiritual and heavenly blessings shall descend which shall fill his heart with wonderful consolation and enlighten his eyes by beholding the glorious and eternal God.

"O God, my aim, my hope! With heart full of longing and breast full of yearning, we beg of thee and we suppliant at the threshold of thy might to raise the foundation of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Chicago, in the most speedy manner. Make its basis firm and its structure enduring, suffer its pillars to remain unshakable and make its columns of the steel and iron of firmness. Glorify its servants, beautify the characters, and make the worshippers beloved, suffer the nightingales to sing 'Ya Baha-el-Abha' and warble the praises of our Lord, the most Supreme. Make its men the standards unfolded on the mountains of the world and its women the sanctified angels of the tabernacle of the world."

—ABDUL-BAHA Abbas.

Dr. D'Evelyn (reading the fifth inscription): "O Lord, make these holy souls the dawning points of the lights and manifestations of (thy) signs. Make every one a leading cornerstone in this great edifice, a pillar of its pillars. O God, although the friends are needy, yet thou art the Helper, the Supporter, the Rewarder. These souls have arisen to serve thee well and have begun service. Confirm them and aid them, encourage them by promises of thy divine favors, and make them of the elect. Thou art the Mighty, the Powerful, the Able, the Giver, the Shining, the Hearer, the Seer."

—ABDUL-BAHA Abbas.

Mr. Remey (reading the final inscriptions): "Some material things have spiritual effect and the Mashrak-el-Azkar is a material thing that will have
Preliminary design inspired from the Indian style.
great effect upon the spirits of the people.""

"The Mashrak-el-Azkar, though outwardly a material foundation, is possessed of spiritual effect and causes the union of hearts and the gathering of souls."

The Chairman: Mr. Remey tell us about this chest.

Mr. Remey: Some time ago I had an idea that when the time came for the laying of the material cornerstone Abdul-Baha might have some papers to put in it and it occurred to me that I would like to make a chest for that purpose.

Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm: Abdul-Baha said to me in New York, that if from the beginning we had lived up to the Bahai principles in New York and had actively delivered this message to others—yes, if we had lived and proclaimed one of the Bahai principles, it would have made such a spiritual impression that by this time one-half of New York City would have been Bahai. So I sharpened my pencil and figured out that if I had done my part 7183 would have caught the Bahai spirit.

Dr. D'Evelyn: When he was in America a small group of people gathered around Abdul-Baha and asked: "What are we to do? We want to go out and teach," Abdul-Baha said: "The gardener must first have tools before he can cultivate the soil. The first tool that you require is severance; the second is knowledge; then the love of God, and then eloquence." By using all these tools, he said, they would become successful gardeners.

Abdul-Baha also told us the banner of Baha'u'llah will be extended to all kingdoms, and the knowledge of God will illumine all climes, and the words of God will reach the hearing of the great American people. Be confident and have no doubt about it, he said; rest assured and day and night be ye striving that ye may be the people to spread these lights, for if ye are not the people, God will raise up a people who shall unfurl the banner of Baha'u'llah, who shall carry this gospel of light and peace into the city of the hearts and make one all the people of humanity.

Mrs. Cooper in the chair.

Mr. Lunt: I feel the most incapable of any of you to voice the word or even a letter of the word which must be uttered in this convention. There is a burning issue and one only which this convention must solve before it adjourns. We must answer the call of Abdul-Baha and provide the material means which will build the temple.

Some eight years ago certain Bahai souls, swayed by the call of Abdul-Baha, although they had no means, no money, met together in faith and assurance and said: "We will start this great work." Albert Hall, Corinne True and others met together and guaranteed a bond with which to buy the temple land on mortgages. The sacrifice was accomplished and the East and the West contributed until in 1913 a sum of $75,000 had been raised and the last mortgage paid off. We now have the land free and clear for the erection of this great edifice.

Then what happened? Abdul-Baha came in 1912. He said: "You will find that very soon the subscriptions will fall, will diminish. Then of a sudden they will rise and you will become victorious. This is necessary, this is wisdom, this is ordained."

His prophecy has been fulfilled. In 1914 and 1915 the funds began to shrink and shrink. But now, praise be to God, they are rising! On February 4th there was sent out, with the approval of the Executive Board, a letter which you have all received. It sought a universal expression of the Bahai ideal of unity. It sought to bring every Bahai into a relation of oneness in service and sacrifice with every other Bahai.
has been the result? In two months there has been pledged, together with what was on hand in the treasury, two-thirds of the entire amount which had been raised in eight years. So I can say to you today, we have already pledged or paid in $54,000, not yet including anything from New York, Chicago or the Pacific coast.

We have $54,000 pledged to be paid in two years. What shall we do next? What shall we do with the divine fire that has sprung up in our breasts? Shall we not let it spread until it encircles this whole country and the world? It may require sacrifice if we are to raise $200,000 so we may lay the corner stone in 1917. But if I could utter one thousandth part of what I should say there would arise in us such a consciousness of the love of God, such a realization of the presence of the Supreme Concourse in this place that this task would be accomplished in a moment.

Mr. Ober: When Abdul-Baha was in America, a friend, a very lovely soul, said to him, "My Master, I wish to give a great gift and I wish to assist in some material way." Abdul-Baha said to the interpreter: "Why does she not build the Mashrak-el-Azkar?" The interpreter said, "Will you permit me to tell her this?" Abdul-Baha said, "No, she must know it in her own heart." Then he added, "If Abdul-Baha was to build this temple it would be built at once. But I have left the entire matter in the hands of the Executive Board."

Abdul-Baha has said that at the very beginning of the building of the temple there will be wonderful results. We cannot comprehend the universal significance of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. It is a forerunner of the new universal world order, with its abolition of prejudice, its union of the races, the sects, the religions, the nations. It is the symbol of the coming of the universal peace, peace among religions, among races, peace between science and religion, the peace which is the peace of God. The people of the world assume liabilities, make sacrifices for their enterprises. Cannot we take the step of faith? We are not alone for Abdul-Baha has said the hosts of the Supreme Concourse are drawn up in battle array to assist those who arise to accomplish this divine purpose.

Mrs. Ober: When Abdul-Baha was in America I told him I had rented a house at Green Acre for five years. "You do not need a house," he said, "spread a tent over you." Now I understand what he meant by saying you do not need a house. He was teaching me to spread over myself the tent of God's oneness, he was taking me out into the realm of faith, the realm of that spiritual consciousness where the manna falls down from heaven. I am now learning what he meant. The manna comes from heaven when we have the faith to give all we have to the service of our God.

Mrs. Herrick: The artist first has a picture in his mind before it is painted. Let us picture on the canvas of our spirits the Mashrak-el-Azkar, its glorious house of prayer for all the nations, its hospital for the sick, its school and orphanage for little children, its university for scientific research, and the higher education. Oh, friends, do you hear Abdul-Baha calling you? Can you not see him with his ear turned to America listening to know what the friends are going to do? I know we are not going to disappoint him. When we have given our lives God will take care of us. He has plenty. We have God. Is not that sufficient?

Mrs. de Lagnel: If we have faith we can accomplish anything. I went to Aca on faith and prayer. By faith I was able to enter the glorious presence of Abdul-Baha.

When in the orient I heard this little story. There was a very dear old lady. All her property had been confiscated except one little piece of land. She said
that and gave the money to the Mashrak-el-Azkar. “But who will take care of her?” I asked. “Oh, the friends of God will take care of her,” was the answer. “It doesn’t take much to take care of one little lady.”

Mr. Lane: When we try to say a word about God’s glorious new revelation it is like dropping a pebble in a pond of water. The circles grow and grow. But whenever I try to drop a pebble in our pond down in Florida I find my mother-in-law, Mrs. Charlotte Rosenhauer, has been ahead of me and thrown a mill-stone. She is surely inspired of God to spread this message. If we depend on our material ability or the knowledge of books we will do nothing in spiritual service. But if we put our dependence upon God and let him use us as an instrument we can almost work miracles.

Dr. Guy of Boston: If the power of God is with us we can do anything. The United States today is the hope of the world. The nations are looking to us for the solution of the war problem, the strife between labor and capital. If we can catch the new universal spirit of the age as it is to be manifest in this temple we can bring peace on earth. Let every one be given a pledge card to do what he can toward laying the foundation.

Mrs. Rice-Wray: There are two ways to build the Mashrak-el-Azkar: one is through teaching; the other through the raising of funds. We are only about two years old in Detroit but we have nineteen confirmed souls and a great many interested people. The message of the new age has been given to hundreds of people.

Abdul-Baha has told us that all our future service to the world as light bringers of the new age depends on unity. That unity has come. I am sure that no one who has entered this convention could doubt that we have attained to perfect unity here as a convention. Now that we have obtained the unity we must take the step of faith and build the temple.

Mrs. Boynton: Abdul-Baha has said that when we make a gift for a good object in the name of one we love, a father, mother, sister, brother, or friend who has passed over to the other side, that loved one in the world of light rejoices in that gift. If in this way we pledge to the building of the temple it will be twice blessed because it will open our hearts to the building of the temple. The call to prepare for the laying of the cornerstone of the Mashrak-el-Azkar on the 100th birthday of Baha’u’llah, Nov. 12, 1917. (Seconded and unanimously carried.)

M. Eshte’al-Ebn Kalanter: The Mashrak-el-Azkar is the visible expression of the law of God as taught by Baha’u’llah. This law is a divine covenant by following which men shall enter all good. The Center of this Covenant is the life and words of Abdul-Baha. It is also the perfected expression of those words and deeds in the Mashrak-el-Azkar. Seventeen years ago Abdul-Baha said the last thing for him to do was to see that the words of Baha’u’llah concerning the erecting of the Mashrak-el-Azkar and the instituting of that great law be realized. Friends, you are building the edifice of God’s Covenant, of his universal law through which his truth shall flow for the enlightenment, for the uplifting of the race. And truly, friends, if the test of unity is united action, if the standard of unity is sacrifice, you have achieved the very pinnacle of unity.

If we can bring together the means for laying this foundation we shall create a force of attraction that will, perhaps, bring the very presence of Abdul-Baha upon this soil to lay the cornerstone and give in America the first material expres-
Hence all light of God-living in less and boundless strength. Oh! if we should all be to each other an enemy, we should all be standing in the full ion of that new order and new day for which all the prophets have dreamed.

Mrs. May Maxwell read a few words which the Spirit had given her describing the true spiritual temple for which the temple of stone is but a preparation and symbol:

We are all incomplete—parts of a whole—a house divided against itself. God is one; the Spirit is one; the universe is one; and we are one in origin both spiritually and physically; one in the very essence of our nature, of our being—one in destiny. “From God we came and to God we shall return.”

Humanity is one great ocean of being, of love, of truth, of consciousness; but these drops are scattered—hence all weakness, discord and disorder. These units are imperfect, incomplete, because, being in reality parts of an infinite whole, their separation makes them weak, impotent and imperfect.

Can we think of any evil that is rending the world today for which unity is not the one, the only remedy?

Not until mankind has attained the realization and consciousness that it is one temple, one spirit, one life, can all the ills which today are destroying the human race find a perfect and eternal remedy. God has not deposited the treasures of his infinite spirit in anyone soul, but he has deposited a portion of his bounty and treasures, all these souls must flow into one mighty spiritual unit.

How wonderful to think that you and I and all of us are one. Your love is my love, my joy is yours, our sorrow and longing, our striving and aspiration are one! The very thought brings a nameless and boundless strength. Oh! if we knew the reality, the mystery of oneness, we should be standing in the full light of God—living in his presence; and we should all be to each other an inexhaustible source of life, strength, healing, joy and blessedness.

The supreme attribute of God is love; love is the essence of his being, and his love flows out through his universe and is the source of all life, truth and beauty. He created us through love and created us for his love and for each other. We belong to each other; we need each other; we are exhausted and dying with the love and longing and need of each other, of the spirit of God, of our Eternal Beloved, which we must seek and find in each other. This love which is pulsating through our hearts at this moment is the fire of God in us and when it becomes a pure flame it will burn all the separating veils and we shall be one mirror reflecting the One God. Ya Baha- el-Abha!

We attain oneness with each other and with all the great movements of the age, which are but so many rays of the sun of truth, by becoming one with the Center of the Covenant. The Center of the Covenant means to me that spiritual law which is the path that leads to God. It is the path of love and knowledge, of love for each other and servitude to God, and to mankind, the path of all beauty and perfection. Its perfected image is Abdul-Baha. We become one with that Center by obedience. We become one with the path by walking therein. If we obey the natural law we attain to fullness and growth in the physical world. Just so if we walk in perfect obedience to the spiritual law we come into the full image of Abdul-Baha who is a perfect image of the law of God as it is lived in servitude to mankind. We fulfill the command of our Lord, the Christ, and become perfect as God is perfect.

Mr. Lunt: So much spiritual love, has been showered upon us that surely the blessing of the Covenant must have attended this meeting. Shall we sing the benediction?
All joined in singing Mr. Edward Kinney's "International Anthem." Then all prayed together for the friends who were lying ill. At the close of the prayer Mr. and Mrs. Ober chanted with glorious melody and exaltation of spirit, the Persian commune of Baha’ollah, "Is There Any Remover of Difficulties save God?" As they chanted the vibration of the spiritual splendor and its rays of healing swept through the convention hall.

Mr. Lunt: With the power which was generated in this convention yesterday and which is with us at this moment, with the unity which is brought about by the blessing of Baha’ollah, the friends scattered throughout the country can go forward and accomplish that for which we have been called, even though the whole world stands against them. There has been lighted on the altar of this country an eternal flame, a fire which can never die. The unity which has come to us is really attainment to firmness in the Covenant, which, as Abdul-Baha says, is the magnet which attracts divine confirmation. And divine confirmations are what we need to erect the Mashrak-d-Azkar. Now they are upon us. Let us now go forward in that spirit, beginning with the call of delegates.

Mrs. Parmerton: Greetings and love from the Cincinnati Assembly. When the appeal came from Boston our little group pledged $50.00. Since that time we have added $200. I am increasing my pledge to $1000. I know God will enable me to find the money with which to pay it.

A young man from the East had been for months in search of the Holy Spirit. In yesterday's meeting he found it. Before he left he signed a pledge card for $1000. He was confirmed in the path of the spiritual glory.

Mrs. Goodall: I want to add a word about the number of meetings we hold in San Francisco. We have a study class on Monday evenings of which Dr. D'Evelyn has charge, which is studying some wonderful subjects. Our friends are all waking up; all are studying. In a few months we will be prepared to teach the friends throughout the state. Monday afternoon we have meetings in Oakland. On Wednesday evenings we have, under the guidance of Dr. D'Evelyn, meetings at our rooms in San Francisco. And on Thursday afternoons we have devotional meetings to intensify the inward spiritual life.

Mrs. Cooper: When we had the letter from Mr. Lunt setting forth the plan for raising $200,000 in two years it was like a flame across the country. Why should we be afraid of $200,000 or even $2,000,000 any more than of two cents? All the treasuries of this world belong to God. Abdul-Baha with his words of truth and servitude holds the keys that can unlock all these doors. We are going back to San Francisco and carry, if we can, something of the wonderful spiritual wave that has swept this convention. We hope to send back next month a substantial pledge.

(Mrs. Cooper also spoke of the splendid spread of the Baha'i teachings in California.)

Mrs. Claudia Coles: When I looked this morning, in my bag of tablets, with a big desire to give something to somebody I found these words of Abdul-Baha uttered in Europe in 1912, a message to every soul upon the earth: "Come ye together. Concentrate your spiritual forces. Arise with much fervor and enthusiasm. Show ye a united effort, let a new attraction take possession of your hearts. Let a new spirit sweep over your temples, so that the fire of the love of God which is enkindled in your
holy of holies may flame forth and set up a spiritual conflagration in the whole of the world. You must not rest day or night until you have breathed into this body a new spirit and ignited a light in this lamp.”

Many of us, like Paul on the road to Damascus, have seen a great light. When I first heard of the Mashrak-el-Azkar I prayed to God for prosperity that I might help build this glorious temple. Since then I have walked the way to Damascus. I have seen a new light. I have learned that the way is to pray for the prosperity of the whole world. I pray that this spiritual fire of God’s Holy Spirit may go forth over the world burning away all human ignorance and limitations, that it may burn in us as in the apostles of old until we go forth with such spirituality that the material things vanish before our eyes, and we set men’s hearts aflame with the fire which has descended upon us from heaven. Then shall we transmit to the people of our age that spirit of the new birth which shall of a truth build the Temple of the Lord.

Mr. Lunt: When Abdul-Baha was in America he spoke of various centers for the diffusion of the light of universal brotherhood and peace. One of those of which he spoke most often was Green Acre. Mrs. Fraser-Chamberlain will speak to us of the plans for spiritual conferences this summer at Green Acre.

Mrs. Fraser-Chamberlain: Green Acre has always been an open Forum for the free presentation of universal ideas. May it never be narrowed to any one cult or sect. We as Bahais must help to make it more and more universal and spiritually free until it finds the liberty of the sons of God.

Let me read you some of Abdul-Baha’s words concerning Green Acre:

“In Green Acre you must concentrate your forces around the all-important fact—the investigation of reality. Ex-
"I will pray for you, that you may become the cause of raising the lights of God. May everyone point to you and ask, 'Why are these people so happy?'

"I want you in Green Acre to be happy, to laugh, smile and rejoice, that all may be made happy by you.

"I will pray for you."

Mr. Ober: Abdul-Baha expects us as a convention here assembled representing forty-five to fifty of the assemblies of this country, to do definite things. And should not we now undertake to raise this money to lay the foundation of the Temple by November 12, 1917? We are the people to raise it. By depending upon spiritual power we could raise two millions. If we counted it important enough to sacrifice two years for the sake of bringing a wonderful bestowal to humanity we could do it with ease. Therefore I move that we who are here assembled hereby dedicate ourselves to raise by November 12, 1917, to lay the foundation of the Temple of the Covenant.

The motion was seconded by Mrs. Rice-Wray and carried.

Mrs. Greenleaf: As I have listened, my thoughts have crystallized themselves into three sentences. The first is, "Lift up thy heart with delight that thou mayest be fitted to meet me and to mirror forth my beauty" (the voice of God speaking in the *Hidden Words.*)

The second is what Abdul-Baha said to Isabel Fraser: Attainment is not through renunciation but through radiant acquiescence. The third is the word "sacrifice."

We use the great word and have heard much about the "mystery of sacrifice." Now what is the mystery of sacrifice? The mystery of sacrifice is that there is no sacrifice.

Mrs. Rice-Wray: We must have faith, collective and individual. We must make our pledges as a whole and as an individual. I am going to pledge $1,000.00."

Mrs. Herrick pledged $500.00.

Last year's board of directors for the Bahai Temple Unity were re-elected.

A motion of brotherly fellowship with the Esperantists was made and carried.

Delegates were appointed to represent the Bahai Temple Unity at the coming meeting of the League to Enforce Peace.

M. Eshte' al-Ebn Kalanter then chanted a supplication, in Persian, a prayer given to Mirza Abul Fazl by Baha'u'llah just before he ascended to the glorious concourse.

And thus the session was closed.
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The Need of the Great and Perfect Master

An Address by Abdul-Baha at the Theosophical Society,
2228 Broadway, New York City, December 4, 1912

ABDUL-BAHA: It is my hope that you are all well. It is my hope that you are happy, that you are in perfect health, in the utmost degree of joy and gladness.

Ish'te'a'l Ebn-Kalanter: The President of this Society wished me to present to you Abdul-Baha. You all know him. He needs no introduction. I shall say nothing.

Abdul-Baha: Those who are uninformed of the world of reality, who do not comprehend the existent beings, who do not perceive the realities of things, who do not discover the real mysteries of the existent objects, and who have but a superficial grasp of things—such persons are but embodiments of pure ignorance. They believe only in that which they have heard from their fathers and ancestors. They of themselves have no hearing, no sight, no reason, no intellect; they rely upon tradition. They are after the thoughts of their fathers and forebears. Such persons imagine that the dominion of God is an accidental dominion or kingdom.

For instance, they imagine that this world of existence was created but six or seven thousand years ago—as though God did not reign before this period of seven thousand years, had no creation before this, had no world before this. They think that Divinity is accidental, for to them Divinity is dependent upon existent things, while, as a matter of fact, as long as there has been a God, he has had a creation. As long as there has been light, there have been recipients of that light, for the light does not have a manifestation unless there are those who perceive and appreciate it. The world of divinity presupposes creation, presupposes recipients of bounty, presupposes the existence of worlds.

No Divinity can be conceived as separate from creation, for otherwise it would be like imagining an empire without a people. A king must needs have a kingdom, must needs have an army, must needs have subjects. Is it possible to be a king and have no country, no army, no subjects? This is an absurdity. Were we to say that there was a time when there was no country, no army, and no subjects, how then could there be a king, a ruler? For a king must needs have a country, an army and subjects.

Consequently, just as the reality of Divinity has no beginning—that is, God has ever been the Creator, God has ever been the Provider, God has ever been a Quickener, God has been a Bestower—so there never has been a time when the attributes of God have not had expression. The sun is the sun because of its rays, because of its heat. Were we to conceive of there ever having been a time when there was a sun and yet it had no heat, no light—that would imply and prove that there had been no sun at all, and that it became the sun afterward. So, likewise, were we to say that there was a time when God had no creation, had no created beings, had no...
recipients of his bounties; that his names and attributes had not been manifest—
this would mean a thorough denial of
the Divinity, for it would mean that Di­
vinity is accidental. To put it still more
clearly, if we think that fifty thousand
years ago—or one hundred thousand
years ago—there was no creation, that
there were then no worlds, no human
beings, no animals—this thought of ours
would mean that previous to fifty thou­
sand years ago there was no Divinity.
For were we to say that there was a
time when there was a king but there
were no subjects, no army, no country
for him to rule over, it would be assum­ing
that there was a time when there was
no king, and that the king is accidental.
So just as the reality of Divinity is with­
out a beginning, so is creation without
a beginning. This is as clear as the sun.
When we contemplate this machinery of
power and perceive this infinite space
and its numerous worlds, then it will
easily become clear to us that the lifetime
of this great creation is more than six
thousand years—nay it is very ancient.

But we read in Genesis, in the Old
Testament, that the lifetime of creation
is but six thousand years. Now this has
a meaning. This is not to be taken lit­
erally. For instance, it is said in the
Old Testament, in the first day such and
such a thing was created—in the first
day! Then the narrative shows that the
sun was not yet created! How could
we conceive of a day if there were no
sun created? For the day depends upon
the existence of the sun. While no crea­tion of the sun was yet made, how then
was the first day realized? Therefore,
these things have significances other than
literal.

To be brief: my purpose is to say that
the kingdom of God, the divine sov­
ereignty, is an ancient sovereignty. It
is not an accidental sovereignty, and that
sovereignty presupposes the presence of
subjects, of an army, of a country; for
otherwise, the state of dominion, author­
ity and kingdom cannot be conceived of.

So, were one to imagine that this crea­tion is accidental, one would be forced
to imagine that the Creator is accidental,
while the divine bounty is ever flowing,
and the rays of the Sun of Truth are
continuously shining. No cessation is
possible to the Divine Bounty, just as
no cessation is possible to the rays of the
sun. This is clear and obvious.

Thus there have been many holy Man­i-
manifestations of God. One thousand years
ago, two hundred thousand years ago,
one million years ago, the bounty of
God was flowing, the radiance of God
was shining, the dominion of God was
reigning.

Why do these holy Manifestations of
God become manifest? What is the wis­
dom of their coming? What is the re­sult obtained through them? It is clear
that human personality is endowed with
two aspects. One is the aspect of its
being the image of God, and the other
is the satanic aspect; and the human
reality stands between these two as­
pects—the divine and the satanic. It is
manifest that beyond this body man is
endowed with another reality, which
reality is the world of exemplars, and
which is the heavenly body of man. At
the time of speech man says: "I said,"
"I saw." Who is this "I"? It is ob­
vious that this "I" is different from
this body. It is clear that when man
is thinking, it is as though he were con­sulting with some other person. Whom is
he consulting with? It is evident that
it is another reality or one aside from
this body with whom he enters into con­sultation when he thinks to himself, say­
ing, "Shall I do this work or not?" "What shall be the fruit of my doing
this?" Or when he asks the other real­
ity, "What is the harm of this work if
I do it?" And then that reality in man
communicates to him its opinion con­
cerning the point at issue. Therefore,
that reality in man is obviously and
clearly other than this body, with which
man enters into consultation and whose
opinion man seeks.
Many a time man makes his mind up positively about a thing; for instance, he makes up his mind and determines to undertake a journey. Then he begins to think, that is, he consults his inner reality, and finally concludes that he will give up his journey. Why is it? How is it he gave up his original purpose? Thus it is evident that there is a reality in him and he consults that reality, and that reality expresses to him the harm which such a journey would cause. Therefore the man minds that reality and gives up the plan of the journey.

Furthermore, in the world of dreams man sees things. He travels in the east, he travels in the west, although his body is stationary. His body is here, yet it is reality. There is no doubt that a reality is there other than the outward, physical reality. For instance, a person is dead, is buried in the ground. We see him in the world of dreams, we speak with him. While that person's body is interred in the ground, who then is the person whom you see in your dreams, talk to, and who also speaks to you? Therefore, this again proves that there is another reality, different from this physical one which dies and is buried. Thus it is evident that in man there is a reality other than this physical one which is not this body. For instance, the body becomes weak, but that reality is in its normal state of existence. This body becomes strengthened, but that reality in man is in its normal state, unchangeable. For instance, the body of man may lose one arm, but the reality of man, which is not visible, loses nothing and is in its own normal state. This body goes to sleep, becomes as one dead, but that reality in that body which is asleep is moving about, is comprehending things, is expressing them, is discovering the realities of things.

Consequently, it is known that in man there is a reality other than this material one which is called body, and that reality which is other than this physical one is called the heavenly body of man; and we call that body the ethereal form which corresponds to this body. It is that reality which discovers the inner meaning of things; otherwise, this body of man does not discover anything. That reality grasps the mysteries of existence. It discovers scientific facts. It discovers technical points. It discovers electricity, telegraphy, the telephone, and so on, discovering all the arts—and yet the reality which makes all these discoveries is other than this body, for, were it this body, then the animal would likewise be able to make these scientific and wonderful discoveries, for the animal shares with man all physical limitations and physical powers. What then is that power which discovers the realities of things, which is not to be found in the animal? There is no doubt that it is the inner reality of things; and that reality comprehends all things, throws light upon the inner mysteries of existence, discovers the Kingdom, grasps the mysteries of God, and distinguishes man from the brute. That reality penetrates the inner core of beings; and it is evident that man is endowed with that reality and there is no doubt therein.

This human reality stands between two grades, between the world of the animal and the world of Divinity. Were the animal in man to become predominant, man would become even lower than the brute. Were the heavenly powers in man to become predominant, man would become the most superior being in the world of existence. For instance, consider in man there is rancor, in man there is struggle for existence; in the nature of man there is propensity for warfare; innate in man there is love of self; in him there is jealousy, and so on with all the other imperfections and thus, in a word, all the imperfections found in the animal are to be found in man. For instance, in the animal there is fer-

(Continued on page 74)
Greetings the New Year and the New Spring

Haifa, Syria, March 21, 1916.

New Year's Day.

To the Editors, STAR OF THE WEST,
Chicago, Ill., U. S. A.

My dear spiritual friends:

The great astronomer Flammarion says somewhere in his book: "Should not the real renewal of the year coincide with the awakening of nature, with the spring of the terrestrial hemisphere occupied by the greater portion of humanity, with the date of March 21st? Should the months be equalized and their names modified? Why should we not follow the beautiful evolution dictated by the sun and by the movement of our planet? But our poor earth may roll on a long time yet before its inhabitants will become reasonable."

Thus we observe that this wise sky-gazer has realized the necessity of a change in calendar—a change which the ancient Persians understood and celebrated from the time of King Jamshid many thousand years ago. The 21st of March, the first day of spring, is the real beginning of the year, both physically and spiritually. For this reason the Bahais all over the world are holding a feast of thanksgiving and friendship. His holiness the First Point has given great importance to the significance of this day and there is a chapter in the book of Béyán on the beauty and merit of this universal renewal of nature and things. Therefore, we who are living on Mount Carmel and you who are serving the Cause in America, today are holding the same thoughts, are celebrating the same feast and looking toward the same sun. Although we are living in latitude 30° 50' and Chicago is near latitude 42°, yet our days and nights are equal and we feel in our constitutions the tingling blood of the new life and the new spring.

This morning we had a beautiful meeting in the house of Abdül-Bahá and he spoke to us more than an hour, and this afternoon a glorious feast was held on the green slope of Mount Carmel. Beautiful and sublime it was to see Abdül-Bahá climb the holy mountain surrounded with his tried and faithful disciples. While he walked through the terraced garden in front of the building and watched the blue sea, he spoke on the graces of the Lord who has protected us and guarded us from all evils and misfortunes. Truly this is one of the special bounties of the Blessed Perfect-
the sun is shining upon our planet earth from pole to pole, nature is enchanting and enchanted, the signs of new life, new revelations, new unfoldment of inner mysteries are becoming apparent everywhere; the physical world is being renovated and the joyous birds of our spiritual greetings are opening their white wings to fly through the open space toward the rose gardens of your hearts. They bring to you our love and affection, our hopes and remembrances—the love which is deep, the affection which is high, the hopes which are imperishable and the remembrances which are celestial. With the believers of God I have just come out of the Abdul-Baha’s presence. For more than an hour we floated in that pure, ineffable atmosphere of divine sanctity and listened to the joy-creating notes and symphonic melodies of the nightingale of the paradise of glory! He told me to send you his spiritual greetings, to convey to you his yearning salutation and assure you that his love for each and all of you remains constant and invariable. He prays at the holy threshold that the coming years may bring you many blessings, that you may ever and all through the year live in the line of the spiritual equator—thus receiving the direct rays of the Sun every day, and all your days be complete. He hopes that you may be the means of bringing all the people who live in the complete darkness of the Arctic circles of ignorance and dwell in the frozen countries of the frigid zones of superstitions, to this equatorial line of illumination and enlightenment. He desires that you may be counted amongst those people who travel always with the sun, and have it always shining over your heads;—thus traveling from west to east you will always gain one day—this is one spiritual day—you will be ahead of other nations and peoples, you will lead them in spirituality, in attraction, in enkindlement, in the knowledge of God, in the love of humanity, in philanthropic activities and glorious, heart-throbbing ideals. This is your sublime station, your exalted destiny; sunward we must all face —so that our hearts and minds may be filled with the rays of the divine luminary of this radiant century. Men and women—all of us—upward and forward from this day on to the end of our lives and throughout all eternity. May we ever be mirrors reflecting the effulgences of the orb of the Covenant!

Your sincere brother,

Ahmad Sohrab.

Abdul-Baha at Bahajee

Haifa, Syria, April 9, 1916.

Mr. Joseph H. Hannen,
Washington, D. C.

My very dear brother:

Since March 22nd I have not been able to write anything to American friends, because on that day, in the afternoon, I came with Abdul-Baha to Bahajee. We are now living next to the Holy Tomb, and have a most ideal time with Abdul-Baha. This is the nineteenth day of our stay in this most blessed spot, and we may continue to stay for a longer time than we expected on our arrival. Our days are spent most quietly, retired wholly from the world and its mad and
maddening activities. Morning and evening, led by Abdul-Baha, we offer our heartfelt prayers at the threshold. In the rose-garden of the Holy Tomb, so far nearly forty tablets have been dictated for the friends in the United States. Some of them are most important in their future results and imports. Little by little I will translate and mail them. The originals cannot be sent for the present, but I am keeping them for future delivery, either personally or by post. The health of Abdul-Baha is perfect, and all the friends are well and thankful to the Lord for his boundless mercy and bounty. I hope you have received, by this time, all the letters and cards containing tablets. Here the country is very beautiful. It has been full of red tulips, yellow and white daisies and other pink, violet and red flowers, changing the black soil into a lovely Persian carpet. Many happy and spiritual incidents transpire in these calm and peaceful days of our uninterrupted association with Abdul-Baha. I am with him practically all the time. Love to all the friends.

Your devoted brother,

Ahmad Sohrab.

**Mrs. Ford on the Pacific Coast**

For the last year Mrs. Ford has been lecturing at the Panama-Pacific Exposition on art, portraying the vision of beauty she sees at the dawn of this new age. She has also often spoken on the Bahai Movement, which she beholds bringing to the world the beauty of an undreamed of spiritual glory in the age that is to be.

Recently she gave a series of lectures in Portland and Seattle. She spoke before federations of women's clubs on the new station of women. She spoke before the Portland Civic League on "The New Preparedness." She gave an address before the Portland Art Association on "The New Tendencies of Modern Art." She gave a beautiful lecture on the architecture of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, the Bahai ideal of the universal church. She spoke on "Modern Economics."

One of her most interesting talks was upon "The Bahai Movement and Spiritual Healing." In this she said:

"Deny injury and illness, and then lift yourself up to the Divine One, and thus bring yourself health and healing. Instead of dwelling upon your injury or your ailment, talking about it and pitying yourself, call upon God for strength, health, wisdom, ideals, courage and a renewal of the soul and body. The power of the spiritual belongs to the whole world, and not to a few. It is easily acquired, and will often restore both body and soul. One must become as a little child to receive the Kingdom of heaven into the heart."

Soon Mrs. Ford is planning to come east. She is carrying out in her beautiful way the words of Abdul-Baha to her: "Go to all peoples and nations and give the glad tidings—go continually."

**The Need of the Great and Perfect Master**

*Continued from page 71*

...
man, faithfulness, knowledge, wisdom, light, and that there is mercy and pity in man, that there is in him intellect, comprehension, the power to grasp the reality of things, the ability to discover the reality of existence. All these great perfections are to be found in man. Consequently, we say that man is a reality that he has three aspects, three phases; one is the human aspect, one is the divine, heavenly aspect, and one is the natural or animal aspect. The animal or natural aspect is darkness. The heavenly aspect is light in light.

Now to return to the point: The holy Manifestations of God come into the world in order to effect the disappearance of the physical, the animal, dark aspect of man, so that the darkness in him may be dispelled, his imperfections be eradicated, his spiritual, heavenly phase may become manifest, his God-like aspect may become paramount and his perfections might become visible, his innate great power may become known, and that all the virtues of the world of humanity potential within him may come to life. Thus these holy Manifestations of God are the educators and trainers of the world of existence and they are the teachers of the world of humanity. These holy Manifestations of God liberate men from the world of darkness and nature. They deliver him from gloom, from error, from hideousness, from ignorance, from imperfections, and likewise from all the evil qualities. Then they cause him to be clad in the garment of perfection and high virtues. Men are ignorant; the Manifestations of God make them wise. They are animalistic; the Manifestations make them human. They are ferocious; the Manifestations cause them to become meek and amiable. They are earthly; the Manifestations cause them to be heavenly. They are material; they cause them to become divine. They are immature children; the Manifestations cause them to become mature. Men are poor; they cause them to become wealthy. They are base; they cause them to become noble. Men are mean, and they cause them to become lofty.

To be brief; these holy Manifestations liberate the world of humanity from the imperfections which beset it and cause men to appear in the garment of heavenly perfections. Were it not for the coming of these holy Manifestations of God, all men would be found on the plane of the animal. They would be similar to ignorant individuals who have never seen a school, who have never had a trainer. For such individuals will undoubtedly remain ignorant.

Leave these mountains, these hills, to the world of nature and they will remain a jungle, and you will not find any fruitful tree among them. But a true gardener changes this forest and jungle into a garden, training its trees into fruitful ones, and causing numerous kinds of flowers and myrtles to grow therein. In the same way these holy Manifestations of God are the ideal gardeners. The world of existence is but a jungle of confusion. The state of nature is confusion such as that of a jungle, producing fruitless, useless trees. As the holy Manifestations of God are the ideal gardeners, they, therefore, train these human trees and cause them to become fruitful and bestow upon them freshness and verdancy in order that they may grow day by day and produce every kind of pure fruit, and thus become the cause of adorning the world of being and continue flourishing in the utmost purity.

Consequently, we cannot say that the divine bounty has ceased, that the glory of the Divinity is exhausted, or the Sun of Truth has sunk down into eternal sunset—into that sunset which is not followed by a dawn, into that darkness
which is not followed by light, into that
death which is not followed by life, into
that error which is not followed by
truth! Is it conceivable that the Sun of
Truth should sink into an eternal sunset?
No, the sun was created in order that it
may shed light upon the world, and train
all existing things. How then can the
Sun set forever? For this would mean
the cessation of the divine bounty, and
the divine bounty is ceaseless; it is con-
tinuous. Its Sun is ever shining; its cloud
is ever producing rain; its breezes are
ever blowing; its bounties are all-com-
prehending; its gift is ever perfect. Con-
sequently, we must always anticipate and
always be hopeful and pray to God to
send unto us his holy Manifestations in
the most perfect might, with divine, pen-
etrative power, with the Divine Word,
so that these divine Manifestations may
be distinguished above all other beings
in every respect; in every phase; in the
same way as the sun is distinguished
above all stars.

Although the stars are scintillating,
yet the sun is superior to them in lu-
minosity. Likewise these holy, divine
Manifestations are and must always be
distinguished above all other beings in
every attribute of glory and perfection,
in order that it may be proven that the
Manifestation is the true teacher, that
he is the real trainer, that he is the Sun
of Truth, that he is endowed with a
great light, and in order that it may be
proven that he is endowed with a heav-
enly aspect. For, otherwise, it is not
possible for us to train any one human
individual, and after training him to be-
lieve that he is the holy, divine Manifes-
tation. The holy, divine Manifestation
must be endowed with divine knowledge
and not be one instructed in school
learning. He must be the educator and
not the educated. The holy Manifesta-
tions of God must be perfect and not
imperfect. They must be great and not
weak and impotent. They must be
wealthy and not indigent. In a word,
the holy Manifestation of God must be
in every great aspect distinguished above
all else in order that he may be able to
train the human body politic, in order
that he may have power to eliminate the
darkness, cause the advancing of the
world of humanity from one plane to a
higher one, be able through the penen-
trative power of his word to promote
and spread broadcast the Universal Peace
among men, bring about the unification
of men and religions through a divine
power, harmonize all sects and branches,
and convert all nativities and regions
into one nativity and fatherland.

Thus it is our hope that the bounties of
God will encompass us all and the gifts
of the divine will become manifest, the
lights of the Sun of Truth will illumine
our eyes and inspire our hearts and con-
vey to our souls cheerful glad-tidings of
God and cause our thoughts to become
lofty, and our efforts to be productive
of glorious results. In a word, it is
my hope that we may attain to that
which is the summit of human aspira-
tions and wishes.

I have been in America nine months
and have traveled in all the large cities,
and have spoken before all kinds of as-
semblies, and have proclaimed to them
all the oneness of the world of humanity;
have called them all unto union, har-
mony and oneness. Indeed I have re-
ceived the utmost kindness from the
American nation, and indeed I look upon
them as a noble people, and consider
them a nation capable of every perfec-
tion.

Tomorrow I am going away to Europe,
and thus I bid farewell to you all, and
seek for you all the divine mercy, the
eternal glory, everlasting life—and I
pray that you may attain unto the high-
est station of humanity.

I am greatly pleased with you. My
joy is great over you. I shall never for-
get you. You shall always be in my
thought, and I shall always pray and
supplicate before the Kingdom of God
and seek heavenly blessings for you all.
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’U’LLAH.
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Abdul-Baha Speaks on Divine Politics and Other Topics

Some Questions Answered by Abdul-Baha at the Summer Home of a United States Government Official, June 4, 1912

(Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, June 15, 1916)

We hope that in this gathering we shall partake of the heavenly table. We are pleased with this assembly because it has been united through love. Undoubtedly, the heavenly table is present in every meeting that is gathered through love. In the Gospel it is mentioned that the heavenly table descended upon Peter. Among the people of the Orient it is known that it descended upon his holiness Christ. Also, it is mentioned that the divine table descended upon her holiness Mary. Unquestionably, the heavenly table descended upon both Christ and Mary. The heavenly table concerns heaven, the spiritual table concerns the spirit, and the table of mind concerns the mind. That table which descended upon his holiness Christ and upon Mary was the love of God. From it the human spirit is made alive. It is the sustenance of the hearts. The effects of the physical food are temporal, but the effects of the heavenly food are eternal. Physical food is the life of the body, but in spiritual food is the life of the spirit.

One of those who was present said that it was reported in the papers that Abdul-Baha had bought a house at Montclair (N. J.), and intended to live there. Abdul-Baha answered: "They are right in their report, but they did not understand what kind of a home it is. All the world is my country and I am living everywhere. Wherever such souls as you are found, there is my country. Hearts are the real country. Man must live in the hearts and not on the earth. This earth belongs to no one. It will pass away from the hands of all. It is an imagination. But the hearts are the real country."

Praise be to God, you are happy. Here is a paradise. The views are beautiful. It is a superb spot. It has great spirituality. In this place the human soul finds spiritual vibrations. Great happiness is manifest. You have chosen a delightful place.

A woman asked if such a solitary place was also good for children, or if it would be better for them to have company of their age. Abdul-Baha answered "It is very good for children. It is good for their eyes, thoughts, minds, etc. But sometimes it is necessary for them to be with other well brought up children. Consider—when a child becomes two years old, it likes to associate with other children. Consider
the birds how they gather and fly together. Do you remember when you were a child how pleased you were with the children who were of your age and how happy you were?"

"His holiness Baha’u’llah liked such natural scenery. He said: ‘The city is the world of the bodies but the mountains and the country are the world of the souls.’ Yet all of his life he was a prisoner and fell under great calamities. You must be very grateful to Columbus who discovered such a great country. It is exceedingly astonishing that though he was the discoverer, yet it became known by the name of America. Indeed this country should be called Columbia, which is true and just. Every existing being of the nether world, although it is useful, has still its harmful side. But the thing to be considered is, which is the greater, its usefulness or harmfulness? For example, although by the discovery of Columbus the world seemingly suffered weariness and hardships—for instance, if Columbus did not discover America the Titanic would not have been built and so many souls drowned—yet these evils in comparison with the benefits are as nothing. Therefore, the usefulness of other things must be considered. In this day the things which are all good are those which pertain to the spirit. They are all good and for the good of all. From them no harm ever comes, for they are light and there is no harm in light."

Someone asked what Abdul-Baha thought of New York city. Abdul-Baha answered: "Its houses are somewhat close to each other. They are like cages. They are like bee-hives. But here all is good. When we rode in the carriage and came to this summer resort it was as though we came out of a hell into paradise."

"Today after our arrival we went to the waterfalls. On returning we were caught by rain and we got somewhat wet; we ran to a house nearby. In the tablets of his holiness Baha’u’llah, it is written that once his holiness Christ was in the desert. It was a dark night and it began to rain in torrents. He went to a cave but he saw ferocious animals therein. He stopped outside and the rain poured upon his head fearfully. He said: ‘O God, to the birds thou hast given a nest, to the wild animals a cave, and to the sheep a valley, but for the Son of Man thou hast not created a place wherein he can shelter himself from the rain. O Father, thou seest that the earth is my bed, grass is my food, and the stars are my lamps by night.’ Then he said: ‘Who is richer than I? Thou hast bestowed upon me a bounty which was not given to the kings, princes, philosophers, and the rich. Who is more wealthy than I?’"

"In the writings of Baha’u’llah there are events which were not mentioned in the Gospels. These traditions are from the life of Christ. They show the genius and sublimity of Christ. I would like to tell you another story. It is said that one day Christ arrived in a village where the government made a law that the inhabitants must not allow strangers to enter their homes. This was because in those regions robbery was increasing. His Holiness went to the house of an old woman. When she saw his beauty and majesty she was ashamed to refuse to receive him and did not want to reject him. So she admitted him with the utmost respect. Then when she looked at him and realized by his manners the greatness of his Holiness, she stepped forward and kissed his hand. And she said to him: ‘I have only one son and nobody else. He was wise, perfect, and we were living very happily. Now, for some time he has been worried; he is mourning; he fills our home with sorrow and sadness; he is working daily, but at night he comes home worried; he does not sleep,
and whenever I ask him what the matter is, he does not answer.'

His Holiness said to her: 'Send him to me.'

Her son came in the evening. The mother said: '0 my son, this is a great personage, and, if you have any trouble, tell him about it.' Then the son went and sat down in the holy presence.

Jesus said: 'Tell me what art thou suffering from.'

The son: 'I am mortified to tell you.'

Jesus: 'Do not speak a lie. Thou hast an incurable malady. Tell it to me. I am trustworthy. I do not reveal your secret.'

The son: 'Thou art my son.'

Jesus: 'Canst thou leave everything?'

Son: 'Yes.'

Jesus: 'It is the divine guidance which is greater than all things. If thou art able, come.'

He followed him. Then his Holiness went to his disciples and said: 'I have found, in this village, a hidden treasure. Now I have saved it. This is my treasure. I have taken him out of the earth and I give him to you.'

One of those who were present said that he was sorry he could not speak the Persian language.

Abdul-Baha replied: 'Praise be to
Abdul-Baha on Spiritual Happiness

It is natural that a passenger on board the steamer and sailing the great ocean may now witness the tumultuous waves of a wild storm and in the freedom and joyousness of his heart ride on the white crest of the iridescent and pearly foam, watching a world of surging waves battling against the sky, and again behold the sea tranquil, its surface like a mirror, reflecting therein the blue dome of heaven. These experiences are the natural requirements of one's journey. They have always been conducive to the enrichment of human nature. But on the other hand, if the tranquility become permanent and the traveler deprived of the wonderful sight of the waves, the sea not being stirred by the blowing of winds, this state is undesirable, for it is indicative of the fact that one's journey has come to an end.

Today my joy and happiness consist in the firmness and steadfastness of the believers of God, the attraction of the hearts with the fragrances of God, the detachment of the people from the inordinate desires of passion and self and their complete dependence on and communication with the kingdom of God.

There is no doubt that we do not find real joy and happiness through the songs of the singers, the music of the musicians and the flowers of the rose garden, nay rather our delight and exhilaration consists in the anthems of unity and the chorus of harmony raised from the assemblages of the friends of God, singing in the heavenly rose garden, their voices reaching to the ears of the people of the world and creating a divine attitude of beatitude and ecstatic.

(A portion of a tablet received from Abdul-Baha, through Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, dated March 20, 1916, by Mr. Horace Holley.)

"In the morning," writes Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, "I was busy reading an article in an American newspaper concerning the society organized in Cleveland to 'make happiness epidemic'. Abdul-Baha came out of his room and walked in the garden for a few minutes. I went out of the room..."
Abdul-Baha Speaks on Divine Politics
and Other Topics

God, this veil does not exist in the world of spirit. The hearts speak with each other. There was once organized in Persia a society whose chief characteristic was that they spoke without the tongue, and with the slightest sign could communicate many important matters. This society progressed to such a degree that with the motion of a finger abstruse matters could be understood. The government feared that they might organize a society against the government and since none could understand their purpose they might work great mischief. Therefore they suppressed them.

"I wish to tell you a story about this society. Anyone who desired to join it had to stand at the door. Then they consulted with each other by signs and gave their opinions without speaking. Once a person with an awful looking visage stood at the door. The president looked at his face and saw what an awful looking figure he had. There was a cup on the table containing water. The president poured in some water until it was full to the brim. This was the sign of rejection. It meant that there was no room among them for that person. But the man was intelligent. He took a tiny piece of a flower leaf and with the utmost deference entered the room and put it on the surface of the water in the cup. He laid it so carefully that the water in the cup did not move. All were delighted. He meant that he did not need a big place, that he was like a flower leaf which does not need a place. They clapped their hands and accepted him.

All their conversation was with signs; they progressed very much and by this method intelligence and memory became keen and their power in reading the face increased. Often they spoke to each other with their eyes. With the utmost clearness they conversed with each other by the motions of their eyes." . . .

Someone asked about the future of America. Abdul-Baha answered that "In the future all the countries of America such as Mexico and Canada, and even South America will join the Union."

Some one asked about the great universal war among the nations. Abdul-Baha replied: "It must come, but America will not be involved. This war will be in Europe. You have taken a corner for yourselves. You do not interfere with others' business. You are not thinking of taking the European countries, and there is no one who is greedy to take your land. You are safe because the Atlantic ocean is a very strong, natural fort."

Someone asked regarding the forms of government, such as the republican, the constitutional, etc.
Abdul-Baha answered: “Europe and other countries will be compelled to apply the same order that you have. In all Europe great changes will take place. Their states will be independent, ruled by local governments. Indeed it is not just that a country should be ruled by one central government, because no matter how just and good the members of that center may be, they are not fully acquainted with the necessary details of other localities and cities, and they do not strive for an equal progress in all the regions of the country. For example: Now all the Germans serve Berlin; all the French serve Paris; all the English kingdoms and colonies adorn London. But your government has a good political order.”

Someone asked about the economic question.

Abdul-Baha answered: “America cannot be compared with Europe. The problems of America in comparison to those of Europe are as nothing. One of the problems of Europe is to maintain a great army. All the French and German nations are soldiers. But you are free from this great calamity. You must thank God for saving you. In the interior of America there is protection and safety. The first banner of peace will rise here. Know for a certainty that this will come to pass. For man knows the result from the beginning. The result will be that the peace which you have here among your people will, from here, be spread to other regions.”

Someone else asked regarding election and whether the country should be ruled by the people or by the wise ones among the people.

Abdul-Baha answered: “It is evident that it is better if the people elect the noble ones among them, and then these elect the president of the republic. That is to say, the president should be the elect of the elect, because the public in general are not as well informed as they should be in regard to political affairs. The common people follow same. In reality, whatever affair the wise people desire to execute, the common people agree to. The affairs should be in the hands of the wise and not of the common people. But the wise people must be in the utmost faithfulness and sincerity of purpose; they must serve all the people, and protect and safeguard their welfare. Consider, if you put the general affairs into the hands of the common people they will be ruined. If you put all the work into the hands of the laborer the house will not be built. A wise architect is needed. The work is done by the architect, but the common laborer suffers the hardships. The general draws the map of war, but the common people do the fighting: We cannot give them the map. Is it possible to leave a regiment in the hands of a soldier? But if we want to be victorious and conquerors, a wise, experienced person must be made commander.”

Someone asked in regard to the question of capital and labor.

Abdul-Baha said: “The solution of this problem is one of the fundamental principles of his holiness Baha’u’llah. It must be solved with justice and not with force. If this problem is not solved lovingly it will result in war. Perfect communism and equality are an impossibility because they would upset the affairs and the order of the world. But there is a fair method which will not leave the poor in such need, nor the rich in such wealth. The poor and the rich, according to their degrees, can live happily, with ease and tranquility. The first person in the world who had this idea was the king of Sparta. He sacrificed his kingdom for this work. He lived before Alexander the Great was born. This thought came to his mind, that he could render a service which would be higher than all services and become the cause of happiness to many. Thus he divided the people of Sparta.
into three divisions. One division consisted of the ancient inhabitants, and they were the farmers. Another division consisted of the industrial people; another were the Greeks, who were originally from Phoenicia. The name of this king was Lycurgus. He desired real equality among these three divisions, and in this manner established a just government. He said that the ancient people, who were the farmers, were free from any obligation except that they had to pay one-tenth of their products and no more. The people of industry and commerce had to pay yearly taxes and nothing else. The third class, who were the nobles and descendants of the rulers, whose occupations were in politics, war and the defense of the country, had all the land of Sparta. He measured the whole land and divided it equally among them. For example, there were nine thousand of them. He divided all the land in nine thousand equal parts and gave one part to each one of them. He gave one-tenth of the product of each piece of land to the one who owned it. He also made other laws and ordinances for the citizens. When he found that he had accomplished what he wanted, he said: 'I am going to Syria, but I am afraid that after I go away you will change my laws. Therefore, take an oath that you will not make any change before my return.' They took an oath in the temple and assured him that they would never make any change and that they would maintain these laws always until the return of the king. But the king left the temple, traveled and never returned. He gave up his kingdom in order that these laws might be preserved. This equality of distribution, in a short time, became the cause of discord, because one of the men had five children, another three children, and another two children. Differences accrued and the whole thing was upset. Therefore the matter of equality is an impossibility.

'But here is the real solution. The rich should be merciful to the poor, but with their free-will, not with force. Should it be with force it would be useless. It should be according to law and not by violence, so that through a general law everyone might know his duty. For example, a rich person has a large income and a poor person a small income. To put it in a more explicit way: a rich person has ten thousand kilos of products, and a poor person has ten kilos. Now is it fair to tax them equally? Nay, rather, the poor person in this case must be exempt from taxes. If the poor person gives one-tenth of his income and the rich person one-tenth of his income, it will be unjust. Thus in this way a law should be made that the poor person who has only ten kilos and needs them all for his necessary food, be exempt from paying taxes. But if the rich person, who has ten thousand kilos, pays one-tenth or two-tenths taxes on his products, it will not be a hardship to him. For example, if he gives two thousand kilos, he will still have eight thousand kilos. If a person has fifty thousand kilos, even though he gives ten thousand kilos, he will still have forty thousand kilos. Therefore, laws must be made in this way. These laws must do away with the present system of wages and earnings. If today the owners of factories increase the wages of their employees, after a month or a year, they will again cry and strike and ask for more increase. This work has no end.

'Now I want to tell you about the law of God. According to the divine law no wages should be given to the employee. Nay, rather, indeed they are partners in every work. For example, the farmers plant near a village. They get products from their cultivation. They take one-tenth from the rich and the poor according to their income. A general store may be built in that village for all incomes and products to be brought therein. Then it will be considered who is rich and who is poor. The farmers whose incomes are sufficient only for their food and ex-
penses must be free from paying taxes. All products and incomes gathered and collected must be put in the general store. If there is a helpless one in that village his daily needs must be given to him. On the other hand, a rich person who, needs only fifty kilos of products and still has five hundred thousand kilos, after all his expenses are paid, should be taxed two-tenths and at the end of the year whatever remains in the store should be distributed for the general expenses.

"The question of socialization is very important. It will not be solved by strikes for wages. All the governments of the world must be united and organize an assembly, the members of which should be elected from the parliaments and the nobles of the nations. These must plan, with utmost wisdom and power, so that neither the capitalists suffer from enormous losses, nor the laborers become needy. In the utmost moderation they should make the law, then announce to the public that the rights of the working people are to be strongly preserved. Also the rights of the capitalists are to be protected. When such a general plan is adopted by the will of both sides, should a strike occur, all the governments of the world collectively should resist it. Otherwise, the work will lead to much destruction, especially in Europe. Terrible things will take place. One of the several causes of a universal European war will be this question. For instance, the owners of properties, mines and factories should share their incomes with their employees, and give a fairly certain percentage of their products to their workingmen, in order that the employees may receive, beside their wages, some of the general income of the factory, so that the employee may strive with his soul in the work.

"No more trusts will remain in the future. The question of the trusts will be wiped away entirely. Also, every factory that has ten thousand shares, will give two thousand shares of these ten thousand to its employees, and will write them in their names, so that they may have them, and the rest will belong to the capitalists. Then at the end of the month or year, whatever they may earn after the expenses and wages are paid, according to the number of shares, should be divided among both. In reality, so far, great injustice has befallen the common people. Laws must be made because it is impossible for the laborers to be satisfied with the present system. They will strike every month and every year. Finally, the capitalists will lose. In the ancient times a strike occurred among the Turkish soldiers. They said to the government: 'Our wages are very small and they should be increased.' The government was forced to give them their demands. Shortly afterwards they struck again. Finally all the incomes went to the pockets of the soldiers, to the extent that they killed the king, saying: 'Why didst thou not increase the income, so that we might have received more?'

"It is impossible for a country to live easily without laws. To solve this problem strong laws must be made, so that all the governments of the world be the protectors thereof.

"The essence of this matter is that strikes are conducive to destruction, but laws are the cause of life. Laws must be framed. Demands should be according to the laws, and not with strikes, force and harshness. Tonight you have spoken of politics, but we are not accustomed to talk on politics. We speak about the world of spirit. We speak of the wealth of the kingdom, not of the wealth of the nether world. Politics are obligatory matters, but eternal happiness cannot be obtained by force. Happiness and force are impossible. What is meant by happiness? It means that the people should live according to the most perfect virtues of the world of humanity, and the power of the divine kingdom. This is one story and that is another story.'
“This is the Time!”

I t is recorded in the blessed Gospel: *Travel ye throughout the world and call ye the people to the Kingdom of God!*

Now this is the time that you may arise and perform this most great service and become the cause of the guidance of the innumerable souls. Thus through this superhuman service the rays of peace and conciliation may illumine and enlighten all the regions and the world of humanity may find peace and composure.

During my stay in America I cried out in every meeting and summoned the people to the propagation of the ideals of universal peace. I said plainly that the continent of Europe had become like unto an arsenal and its conflagration was dependent upon one spark, and that in the coming years, or within two years, all that which is recorded in the Revelation of John and the Book of Daniel would become fulfilled and come to pass.

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS

*From Tablet to the West*
A Trumpet Call to Action

The stirring Tablets published in this issue of the Star of the West, urging the Bahais to illumine those sections of the United States and Canada that have not yet received the Light, are a trumpet call to action.

It is evident that Abdul-Baha in his love and wisdom is now giving each and all of the American Bahais a special opportunity to awaken to their responsibilities and to arise in love and sacrifice for this "superhuman service."

A spontaneous uprising of the whole body of believers to this call is the first step necessary to the success of this great undertaking.

The realization of the supreme importance of this work will create such a wave of spiritual response that great power will be felt throughout the country, and the friends will be encouraged to offer mites as well as dollars to the teachers' fund in order that needy souls may be blessed with the Glad Tidings.

The manner of collecting this fund—which should be separate from the Mashrek-el-Azkar fund—should be left to the discretion of each assembly, and isolated Bahais should report to the nearest center as soon as possible.

It is suggested that the selection of teachers and the apportioning of territory to be covered might be the combined work of the assemblies belonging to that section to which one of the five Tablets has been addressed.

It is also suggested that those who have friends or correspondents not necessarily believers in states mentioned in the Tablets, should send their addresses to assemblies where Tablets have been received that points of contact may be made in those new places to open the way for the work.

We cannot over-estimate the effect of this united service. The spiritual and practical results of our efforts will depend upon our joyous, enthusiastic and prompt obedience to the command of the Center of the Covenant.

What an inspiring thought that in responding to this call the Bahais may be instrumental in helping to bring to pass the prophecy of Abdul-Baha that the Cause will be known the world over by 1917!

—The Editors.
Tablets Revealed by Abdul-Baha to the Bahais throughout the United States and Canada

TABLET TO THE NORTHEASTERN STATES

To the friends and maid-servants of God in the Northeastern States:

Upon them be greeting and praise!
O ye heavenly heralds!

These are the days of Naurooz. I am always thinking of those kind friends! I beg for each and all of you confirmations and assistance from the threshold of Oneness, so that those gatherings may become ignited like unto candles in the Republics of America, enkindling the light of the love of God in the hearts; thus the rays of the heavenly teachings may begem and brighten the states of America like the infinitude of immensity with the stars of the most great guidance.

The northeastern states on the shores of the Atlantic—Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Vermont, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York—in some of those states believers are found, but in some of the cities of these states up to this date people are not yet illumined with the lights of the Kingdom and are not aware of the heavenly teachings; therefore, whenever it is possible for each one of you, hasten ye to those cities and shine forth like unto the stars with the light of the most great guidance. God says in the glorious Koran: "The soil was black and dried. Then we caused the rain to descend upon it and immediately it became green, verdant, and every kind of plant sprouted up luxuriously." In other words, he says the earth and the soil is black, but when the spring showers descend upon it that black soil is quickened, and variegated flowers are pushed forth. This means the souls of humanity belonging to the world of nature are black like unto the soil. But when the heavenly outpourings descend and the radiant effulgences appear, the hearts are resuscitated, are liberated from the darkness of nature and the flowers of divine mysteries grow and become luxuriant. Consequently man must become the cause of the illumination of the world of humanity and propagate the holy teachings revealed in the sacred books through divine inspiration. It is stated in the blessed Gospel: Travel ye toward the East and toward the West and enlighten the people with the light of the most great guidance, so that they may take a portion and share of the eternal life. Praise be to God, that the northeastern states are in the utmost capacity. Because the ground is rich, the rain of the divine outpouring is descending. Now you must become heavenly farmers and scatter pure seeds in the prepared
soil. The harvest of every other seed is limited, but the bounty and the blessing of the seed of the divine teachings are unlimited. Throughout the coming centuries and cycles many harvests will be gathered. Consider the work of former generations. During the lifetime of his holiness Christ the believing, firm souls were few and numbered, but the heavenly benedictions descended so plentifully that in a number of years countless souls entered under the shade of the Gospel. God has said in the Koran: "One grain will bring forth seven sheaves, and every sheaf shall contain one hundred grains." In other words, one grain will become seven hundred; and if God so wills he will double these also. It has often happened that one blessed soul has become the cause of the guidance of a nation. Now we must not look at our own ability and capacity; nay, rather we must behold the favors and bounties of God in these days, who has made the drop to find the expression of the sea and the atom the importance of the sun.

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, at Haifa, Syria, April 26, 1916.

Original addressed to Mr. Hooper Harris, New York City, N. Y., care J. H. Hannen, Washington, D. C. Received August 19, 1916.

TABLET TO THE WESTERN STATES

To the believers of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful in the Western States:

O ye sons and daughters of the Kingdom!

Day and night I have no other occupation than the remembrance of the friends, praying from the depth of my heart in their behalf, begging for them confirmation from the Kingdom of God and supplicating the direct effect of the breaths of the Holy Spirit. I am hopeful from the favors of his highness the Lord of bestowals, that the friends of God during such a time may become the secret cause of the illumination of the hearts of humanity, breathing the breath of life upon the spirits—whose praiseworthy results may become conducive to the glory and exaltation of humankind throughout all eternity. Although in some of the western states, like California, Oregon, Washington and Colorado, the fragrances of holiness are diffused, numerous souls have taken a share and a portion from the Fountain of Ever-lasting Life, they have obtained heavenly benediction, have drunk an overflowing cup from the wine of the love of God and have hearkened to the melody of the Supreme Concourse—yet in the states of New Mexico, Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Utah, Arizona and Nevada, the lamp of the love of God is not ignited in a befitting and behooving manner, and the call of the Kingdom of God has not been raised. Now, if it is possible, show ye an effort in this direction. Either travel yourselves, personally, throughout those states or choose others and send them, so that they may teach the souls. For the present those states are like unto dead bodies; they must breathe into them the breath of life and bestow upon them a heavenly spirit. Like unto the stars they must shine in that horizon and thus the rays of the Sun of Reality may also illumine those states.

God says in the great Koran: "Verily God is the helper of those who have believed. He will lead them from darkness into light." This means: God loves the believers, consequently he will deliver
them from darkness and bring them into the world of light.

It is also recorded in the blessed Gospel: Travel ye throughout the world and call ye the people to the Kingdom of God. Now this is the time that you may arise and perform this most great service and become the cause of the guidance of the innumerable souls. Thus through this superhuman service the rays of peace and conciliation may illumine and enlighten all the regions and the world of humanity may find peace and composure.

During my stay in America I cried out in every meeting and summoned the people to the propagation of the ideals of universal peace. I said plainly that the continent of Europe had become like unto an arsenal and its conflagration was dependent upon one spark, and that in the coming years, or within two years, all that which is recorded in the Revelation of John and the Book of Daniel would become fulfilled and come to pass. This matter, in all probability, was published in the San Francisco Bulletin, October 12, 1912. You may refer to it, so that the truth may become clear and manifest; thus ye may fully realize that this is the time for the diffusion of the fragrances.

The magnanimity of man must be heavenly—or, in other words, it must be assisted by the divine confirmation, so that he may become the cause of the illumination of the world of humanity.

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, at Haifa, Syria, April 26, 1916.

Original addressed to Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, San Francisco, Calif., care J. H. Hannen, Washington, D. C. Received August 8, 1916.

TABLET TO THE DOMINION OF CANADA

To the believers of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful in the Provinces of the Dominion of Canada:

O ye daughters and sons of the Kingdom!

Although in most of the states and cities of the United States—praise be to God—the fragrances of God are diffused and innumerable souls are turning their faces and advancing toward the Kingdom of God, yet in some of the states the flag of oneness is not upraised as it ought to be and must be, and the mysteries of the Holy Books, like the Bible, the Gospel and the Koran, are not promulgated. Through the unanimous effort of the friends, the banner of oneness must be unfurled in those states, and the divine teachings be promoted, so that they may also receive a portion and a share of the heavenly bestowals and the most great guidance. Likewise in the Provinces of Canada, such as Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia, Ungava, Keeewatin, Mackenzie, Yukon and the Franklin Islands in the Arctic Circle—the believers of God must become self-sacrificing and like unto the candles of guidance become ignited in the provinces of Canada. Should they show forth such a magnanimity, it is assured that they will obtain universal divine confirmations, the heavenly cohorts will reinforce them uninterruptedly, and a most great victory will be obtained. Perchance, God willing, the call of the Kingdom may reach the ears of the Eskimos, the inhabitants of the Islands of Franklin in the north of Canada, as well as Greenland. Should in Greenland the fire
of the love of God be ignited, all the leaves of that continent will be melted and its frigid climate will be changed into a temperate climate—that is, if the hearts will obtain the heat of the love of God, that country and continent will become a divine garden and a lordly orchard, and the souls, like unto the fruitful trees, will obtain the utmost freshness and delicacy. Magnanimity is necessary, heavenly exertion is called for. Should you display an effort, so that the fragrances of God be diffused amongst the Eskimos, its effect will be very great and far-reaching. God says in the great Koran: “A day will come wherein the lights of unity will enlighten all the world. The earth will be irradiated with the light of its Lord.” In other words: “The earth will become illumined with the light of God. That light is the light of unity.” “There is no God but God.” The continent and the islands of Eskimos also are parts of this earth. They must similarly receive a portion of the bestowals of the most great guidance.

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, at Haifa, Syria, April 26, 1916.

Original addressed to Mrs. May Maxwell, Montreal, Canada, care J. H. Hannen, Washington, D. C. Received August 19, 1916.

TABLET TO THE SOUTHERN STATES

To the friends and maid-servants of God in the Southern States:

Upon them be greeting and praise!

O ye heralds of the Kingdom of God!

A few days ago an epistle was written to those divine believers, but because these days are the days of Nouruz therefore you have come to my mind, and I am sending you this greeting for this glorious feast. All the days are blessed, but this feast is the national fete of Persia. The Persians have been holding it for several thousand years past. In reality every day which man passes in the mention of God and in the service of the Kingdom of God that day is his feast. Praise be to God, that you are occupied in the service of the Kingdom by day and by night. Therefore all your days are feast days. There is no doubt that the assistance and bestowal of God shall descend upon you. In the southern states of the United States the friends are few, that is, in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, Kentucky, Louisiana, Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas. Consequently you must either go yourselves or send a number of blessed souls to these states, so that they may guide the people to the kingdom of heaven. His holiness Mohammed, the messenger of God, says: “If a person becomes the cause of the illumination of one soul it is better than a boundless treasury.” Again he says: “O Ali, if God guide, through thee, one soul it is better for thee than all the riches.” Again he says: “Direct us to the straight path,” that is, show us the direct road. In brief, I hope you will display in this respect the greatest effort and magnanimity. It is assured that you will become assisted and confirmed.

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, at Haifa, Syria, April 26, 1916.

Original addressed to Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, Washington, D. C.
TABLET TO THE CENTRAL STATES

To the friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful in the Central States:

O ye heavenly souls, O ye spiritual assemblies, O ye lordly meetings!

For some time past correspondence has been delayed, and this has been on account of the difficulty of mailing and receiving letters. But because at present a number of facilities are obtainable, therefore, I am engaged in writing you this brief epistle so that my heart and soul may obtain joy and fragrance through the remembrance of the friends. Continually this wanderer supplicates and entreats at the threshold of his holiness the One and begs assistance, bounty and heavenly confirmations in behalf of the believers. You are always in my thought. You are not nor shall you ever be forgotten. I hope by the favors of his holiness the Almighty that day by day you may add to your faith, assurance, firmness and steadfastness, and become instruments for the promotion of the holy fragrances. In the great book, the divine Koran, God, addressing his messenger, his holiness Mohammed (upon him be greeting and peace) says: "Verily thou dost guide the people to the straight path." In other words: Thou dost show mankind the direct road. Consider how guidance is a matter of infinite importance; for it points to the loftiness of the station of his holiness the Messenger.

Although in the states of Illinois, Wisconsin, Ohio, Michigan and Minnesota—praise be to God—believers are found, are associating with each other in the utmost firmness and steadfastness—day and night they have no other intention save the diffusion of the fragrances of God, they have no other hope except the promotion of the heavenly teachings, like the candles they are burning with the light of the love of God, and like thankful birds are singing songs, spirit-imparting, joy-creating, in the rose garden of the knowledge of God,—yet in the states of Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska and Kansas few of the believers exist. So far the summons of the Kingdom of God and the proclamation of the oneness of the world of humanity has not been made in these states systematically and enthusiastically. Blessed souls and detached teachers have not traveled through these parts repeatedly; therefore these states are still in a state of heedlessness. Through the effort of the friends of God souls must be likewise enkindled, in these states, with the fire of the love of God and attracted to the Kingdom of God, so that section may also become illumined and the soul-imparting breeze of the rose garden of the Kingdom may perfume the nostrils of the inhabitants. Therefore, if it is possible, send to those parts teachers who are severed from all else save God, sanctified and pure. If these teachers be in the utmost state of attraction, in a short time great results will be forthcoming. The sons and daughters of the kingdom are like unto the real farmers. Through whichever state or country they pass they display self-sacrifice and sow divine seeds. From that seed harvests are produced. On this subject it is revealed in the glorious Gospel: When the pure seeds are scattered in the good ground heavenly blessing and benediction is obtained. I hope that you may become assisted and confirmed, and never lose courage in the promotion of the divine teachings. Day by day may you add to your effort, exertion and magnanimity.

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABdUL-BAHA ABBAs.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, at Haifa, Syria, April 26, 1916.

Original addressed to Dr. Zia Bagdadi, Chicago, Ill., care J. H. Hannen, Washington, D. C. Received August 19, 1916.
Tablets from Abdul-Baha

“What wonderful and joy imparting songs are raised from the pages of the STAR OF THE WEST!”

Haifa, Syria, June 21, 1916.
Miss Gertrude Buikema and Mr. Albert R. Windust, Chicago, care J. H. Hannen, Washington, D. C.

My dear Gertrude and my dear brother Windust:—In the midst of the great whirlpool of the world’s broken faithfulness, shattered promises of loyalty and tottering foundations of friendship, the sun of devotion and the stars of constancy which are shining in the heavens of the hearts of the believers of God are illuminating the dark passages of life and causing the growth of the flowers of love and amity. This is indeed a heavenly bestowal and the Lord’s remnant on the earth. This is the consolation of the souls in the time of trials and the fulcrum of activity to those whose minds are permeated with the divine principles of spiritual brotherhood. Thus, although the outward means of communication are not regular, yet the inward circle of union is increasing its dimension and circumference. Abdul-Baha thinks of you both sincere workers in the Cause and when the other day your names were mentioned to him, he dictated the following Tablet for both of you:

To Mr. Windust, Miss Buikema.

O ye two servants of the Kingdom of God!

Praise be to God, that your services are accepted in the divine threshold and your songs impart joy and happiness to the ears of the dwellers of the Kingdom.

Persia praises your articles and is praying to God that the ways may be opened and correspondence between Persia and America find the utmost expression and facility, so that your melodies and anthems may become conducive to the exhilaration and cheerfulness of the meetings of the spiritual ones. What wonderful and joy imparting songs are raised from the pages of the STAR OF THE WEST! Truly, I say, they are the means of the happiness of many hearts.

Endeavor ye, as far as possible, to publish such valuable, interesting and instructive articles as to give joy and fra-
must at least send us a monthly post

"The construction of this great building (Mashrak-el-Azkar) is the first divine foundation of the people of Unity in America."

Haifa, Syria, July 10, 1916.

To Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago.

Care of Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, Washington, D.C.

My dear sister in the Cause of God:—
Days and months are slowly creeping on and the hearts of millions of people are longing for peace, praying for peace and calling fervently and ardently on the powers of peace. During such days Abdul-Baha has not forgotten you and he has revealed a Tablet for you, the translation of which is as follows:

O thou my daughter of the Kingdom!
Praise be to God, that thou art assisted and confirmed in the service of the Mashrak-el-Azkar and art spending thy effort in the erection of this edifice. The construction of this great building is the first divine foundation of the people of Unity in America and it will be like unto Mother unto the temples of God. All the temples which will be built in the future are born from this great Temple.

God says in the great Koran: "The building of the Mosques of God is carried along by those souls who believe in God and in the day of judgment." In other words: The construction of the divine mosques is undertaken by the believing, pure and blessed soul. It is my hope that thou mayest become assisted in building this edifice and become conducive to the firmness of the people in the Covenant and Testament.

Endeavor thou as much as thou canst so that the members of thy household become believers in the Unity of God and declare: "Verily, God is single!" become attracted to the Kingdom of God and the promoters of the divine teachings.

Convey my respected greeting to thy daughters.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

This is the early morning that I am writing you this card. Abdul-Baha has again come up to dwell near the blessed tomb of the Bab, and his health is all that is expected. Please present my sincere spiritual love to all the dear friends in Chicago; we hear heart-cheering news about the work of the Temple and the effort of the believers to raise contributions has electrified us with a new energy.

Your faithful brother,

(Signed) Ahmad Sohrab.

My sincere love to you and all the believers in Chicago and Kenosha.

Your faithful brother,

(Signed) Ahmad Sohrab.

Praise be to God, that under the shade of divine providence we are safe and enjoy good health.”

To Dr. Zia Bagdadi and Zeenat Khanum,
(Mrs. Zia M. Bagdadi,) Chicago.

O ye two doves of the nest of the Love of God!

Although it is a long time that no news has reached us from you, yet we are continually thinking of you. You must at least send us a monthly post card giving us in brief the news of your health and safety and the spirituality of the friends of God. For this will become conducive to the happiness of the hearts. Praise be to God, that under the shade of divine Providence we are safe and enjoy good health, expressing our thanks at the threshold of the Al-
In the great Book, the divine Koran, God says: "If ye offer praise unto me, I will increase my favors unto you." Therefore we have unloosed our tongues in continual thanksgiving, supplicating confirmation and assistance from the spirituality of his holiness Mohamed El-Mostafa, the Messenger of God — upon him be praise. We are likewise praying for your success and prosperity. The mother of thy respected wife, her brothers and sister are all well and in good health.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Haifa, Syria, June 22, 1916.

"The sweet breezes which are wafting toward us from America and the perfumed air which reaches our nostrils from that far off region are most fragrant."

To Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, Washington, D. C.

Upon him be greeting and praise!

O thou who art firm in the Covenant!

Praise be to God, that the friends of God in Washington are occupied in the service of the Kingdom and are displaying perfect firmness and steadfastness in the faith. The meetings which are being organized are in reality the reflections of the Supreme Concourse. The sweet breezes which are wafting toward us from America and the perfumed air which reaches our nostrils from that far off region are most fragrant; therefore they impart joy and happiness to all the hearts.

Convey to his honor Doctor ......... my longing greeting and say to him: I have not forgotten his kindness, and it is my hope that, in accord with the divine teachings, he may become the en-sign and the flag of the oneness of the world of humanity.

Announce to the maid-servant of God, thy respected wife, my wonderful, glorious greeting.

Upon thee be greeting and praise.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, at Haifa, Syria, April 10, 1916.

"In these days great capacity is witnessed in America and the population is ready to listen to the divine teachings."

To his honor Mr. Charles Mason Remey, Washington, D. C.

Upon him be greeting and praise!

O thou herald of Reality!

Thou hast written that thou art spending the winter with thy parents, but thou dost not know thy duty for the spring and summer. The best way is this, in company with his honor Mr. George Latimer travel thou throughout America and the Hawaiian Islands and summon thou the people to the Kingdom of God. The doors of investigation are open and the people of reality are running to and fro. In these days great capacity is witnessed in America and the population is ready to listen to the divine teachings. Synthesize and compose ye in a simple and effective manner the heavenly principles and present them to the listeners in meetings and gatherings. Through the ideal glad-tidings and the lordly suggestions breathe ye a new spirit into the hearts of the friends of God and encourage and incite them in the promotion of the word of God. Convey to all the friends my longing greeting, especially his honor Mr. George Latimer.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, at Haifa, Syria, April 14, 1916.
To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. J. P. Addison, Portland, Oregon.

Upon her be greeting and praise!

O thou respected maid-servant!
The letter that thou hast written to his honor Sohrab was perused. Praise be to God, that it contained the good news of the health and safety of the friends of the Almighty. It was also a proof of their firmness and steadfastness in religion and faith. Thank ye God that ye presented yourselves in the divine International Congress in California and were engaged in the service of the word of God. Consider ye the power and the influence of the celestial teachings that the President of the Exposition expressed his gratitude and thankfulness for your services to the world of humanity. Truly I say the believers of God in that Congress became assisted in the accomplishment of most great services. The photograph of the Congress was also received and imparted great happiness. The persons who delivered speeches at its sessions, such as Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn, Mr. Hooper Harris, Mr. Charles Mason Remey, Mr. Howard MacNutt, Mr. William H. Randall, Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, Mr. Howard C. Ives, Mr. William H. Hoar, Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, Mr. Albert R. Windust, Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, Mr. Albert H. Hall, Mr. Edwin T. Cooper, Mr. Harlan P. Ober, Mr. J. A. Britton, Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford, Mr. William C. Ralston and Mirza Khan—were assisted with divine confirmations and inspired with the powers of the Holy Spirit. The results and spiritual influences of those talks are endless and eternal. They will become apparent in the future.

Likewise the meetings which were held in the city of Portland and the persons who spoke to the various audiences were supremely assisted by the angels of the Supreme Concourse. They scattered pure seeds in that virgin western soil. Truly, I say, Mr. Remey and Mr. Latimer are displaying the utmost effort in the diffusion of the fragrances of God. I supplicate and entreat toward the Kingdom of God and beg for each and all heavenly confirmation and assistance.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab at Haifa, Syria, March 18, 1916.

The Importance of Teaching
From *Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab*, October 31, 1913.

Mirza Ali Akbar, the friend of Abdul-Baha, and the friend of the friends, left the "headquarters of the Commander-in-Chief for an active engagement at the front." Abdul-Baha took him into the rose garden this morning, and while walking among the flower beds spoke to him these words of kindness and love:

"Thou hast been with me for a long time, and I have grown to love thee very much. When I love people I do not tell them to their faces. You know how much I love Mirza Abul Fazl and Haji Mirza Heydar Ali, but I have seldom told them to their faces. I am sending thee away. Thou art not alone. The hosts of the Supreme Concourse are with thee. They will assist thee and reinforce thee under all conditions. Doctors tell me
I must completely rest (and he turned his wondrous eyes straight to him). I don’t listen to them. When I hear good news from the believers, then my health is improved. Now, if thou longest to see me in good condition, go away and serve the Cause and teach the souls. The news of the spiritual conquest will make me well. Wherever thou goest announce my wonderful Bahai greeting to the teachers of the Cause, and tell them on my behalf:

"The responsibility for the steady progress of the cause depends upon you. You are the physicians of the sick body of the world of humanity. You must not stay anywhere for a long time. Travel from land to land like the apostles of Christ, and carry with you the glad tidings of the Kingdom of Abha to the remotest corners of the earth. Why are ye silent? Shout! Why are ye sitting? Move! Why are ye quiet? Stir! This is not the day of rest and comfort. Travel ye constantly, and spread far and wide the teachings of God. Like unto the stars arise ye every day from a new horizon. Like unto the nightingale, sing every day from a different rose bush. Like unto the breeze, waft every morning from a new garden. Do not stay a long time anywhere. Let the world profit by your lessons and learn from your example. My health consists in the progress of the Cause, and the progress of the Cause depends upon the energy and wisdom of the teachers."

Later, he said: "The friends of God must devote all their time to teaching the Cause, and spreading the rays of the Sun of Truth. You see how dark the world is; they must illumine it. How materialistic are the people; they must spiritualize them. How negligent they are; they must make them aware."

I bring this letter to a close by giving you the translation of a Tablet revealed the other night to a believer in Persia, showing again how important is teaching the Cause in these days:

O thou who art chosen by Abdul-Baha for the diffusion of the fragrances of God!

Thy letter was received. Praise be to God, that in Moraghe thou hast become confirmed and assisted. Today no praiseworthy action can be compared with teaching the Cause of the forgiving Lord. For this is the seed sowing time. Every real farmer engages his time, at this season, in seed sowing. But the heedless ones during the seed sowing period think of the time of harvest. Harvesting is one of the departments of agriculture, but not in the time of seed sowing. The crop is the result of farming, but not at the time of irrigation. Now—praise be to God!—that thou hast occupied all thy time in seed sowing, unquestionably thou shalt become assisted and aided. Travel thou in all the cities of Azarbayjan and guide the souls to the fountain of light. And when thou findest time, journey through Caucasias and guide the people to the religion of God. All the countries have attained to the greatest capacity, but very little teaching is done. . . .

In another Tablet, to the Assembly of Teaching in Hamadan, he says:

O ye blessed souls!

Many assemblies are formed and organized in this world, but the name of this assembly is the hope of the people of heart. It is indicative of teaching, and from the Kingdom of Abha is honored with the eloquent Firman.

"Assembly" means the diffusion of the fragrances of God. "Assembly" means humility and friendliness toward the believers of God. "Assembly" means the promotion of the word of God. "Assembly" means to be sanctified and holy from all else save God. Such is the spiritual assembly. Such is the divine meeting. Such is the Lordly congregation. The ultimate desire of Abdul-
Baha is the organization of such assemblies, and he is their servant. For this servitude is the crown of eternal sovereignty, and this thralldom is freedom in both worlds.

Therefore, O friends, strive with heart and soul, so that you may become a life member and an eternal organ of the Heavenly Assembly, and the meeting of the Kingdom of Abha! ... ...

"The teacher's utterance must be like a flame of fire"

Portion of Tablet from Abdul-Baha to the Persian Bahais

After my return from America and Europe, owing to the difficulties of the long voyage and the innumerable inconveniences of the journey, a reaction set in and I became sick. Now, through the favor and bounty of the Blessed Perfection, I am feeling better; therefore I am engaged in writing to thee this letter, so that thou mayest realize the friends of God are never forgotten under any circumstances. Now is the time that the believers of God may imitate the conduct and the manner of Abdul-Baha. Day and night they must engage in teaching the Cause of God, but they must imbued with the same spiritual state that Abdul-Baha manifested while traveling in America. When the teacher delivers an address, first of all his own words must have a supreme and powerful effect over himself, so that every one in turn may be affected. His utterance must be like unto the flame of fire, burning away the veils of dogmas, passion and desire. Moreover, he must be in the utmost state of humility and evanescence, that others may be mindful. He must have attained the station of renunciation and annihilation. Then, and not until then, will he teach the people with the melody of the Supreme Concourse.

From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 27, 1913, Ramleh, Egypt.

Words of Abdul-Baha on Teaching

Extracts from His Utterances.

O thou seeker of the Kingdom of God, if thou wishest thy speech and utterance to take effect in hardened hearts, be thou severed from all attachment to this world and turn unto the Kingdom of God. Enkindle the fire of the love of God in thy heart with such intensity that thou mayest become a flame of fire and a luminous lamp of guidance. At that time thy speech and utterance will take effect within the hearts through the confirmations of the Holy Spirit.

I wish you to become detached from the entire world of existence, to turn to the Kingdom of Abha with a pure heart, with a pure breath to teach the people.

The daughters of the Kingdom should not have a desire.

Verily the Holy Spirit breathes in this day into the hearts which are moving, breathing, pure and attracted by the love of God.

The penetration of the word of man depends upon the heat of the fire of the love of God. The more the splendors of
the love of God become manifest in the heart, the greater will be the penetration of the word.

I declare by the bounty of the Blessed Perfection, that nothing will produce results save intense sincerity! Nothing will be productive of fruit save complete advancement toward God! Everything is condemned save severance, and every idea is fruitless and unacceptable save supplication, communion, prayer and obedience. We must entirely collect our scattered thoughts, purify and sanctify the house of our existence from every attachment, and make the palace of our hearts the nest and shelter of the dove of holiness. Then, and not till then, will the significance of confirmation and assistance become evident and known, the power of the Kingdom become apparent, and the hosts of the Supreme Concourse run swiftly into the arena of heavenly conquest, to gain victory over the east and west of the hearts, and make the north and south of the spirits of men the flowery regions of the love of God.

We must entirely focus our thoughts upon the diffusion of the divine light and the building of the heavenly foundation.

O God, make all my ideals and thoughts one ideal and one thought and suffer me to attain to an eternal, unchangeable condition in thy service!

I ask of God, and I supplicate and entreat at the threshold of Oneness, that thy utmost desire may become realized. The desire of the sanctified souls is always sacrifice in the path of God, attraction to the merciful fragrances, the vivification of the souls, the proclamation of the universal peace, the establishment of the oneness of humanity and the enkindlement of the fire of the love of God in the souls of men. It is my hope that the desire of the friends of God be as such, so that they may be released from the influences of the ephemeral world, shine in the kingdom of eternity, be exhilarated by the wine of the love of God, and, like unto the tempestuous sea, rage and roar with the ardor of the love of God. I desire this station for thee.

Today the greatness of the believers of God depends upon delivering the Cause of God, diffusing the fragrances of God, self-sacrifice in the love of Bahá’u’lláh, and attainment to attraction, love, knowledge and wisdom. This door is open before the face of everyone and this arena is spacious for the skill of all. Everyone must think of this alone, and know that success and prosperity depend upon it.

Whenever the heart finds attraction, the spirit seeks ecstasy and exultation and turns itself toward the Kingdom, the confirmation of the Holy Spirit will descend. Thou wilt be taught and encouraged; thy tongue will be loosened, uttering clear and decisive explanations. Therefore, when one has attained to spiritual success and prosperity, material advantage will not be of much importance. Consequently, if thou art desiring to become assisted in the service, detach thyself from the world, and become thou attracted to the merciful fragrances. Seek his (God’s) remembrance day and night, discover his path and announce his mystery. Then thou wilt find thyself in such a condition that thy breath will become effective in every soul.

I now assure thee, O servant of God, that if thy mind becomes empty and pure of every mention and thought and thy heart attracted wholly to the Kingdom of God, forgetting all else besides God and becoming communicative with the Spirit of God, then the Holy Spirit will assist thee with a power which will enable thee to penetrate all things, and a dazzling spark which enlightens all sides, a brilliant flame in the
zenith of the heavens will teach thee that which you do not know of the facts of the universe and of the divine doctrine. Every soul who ariseth today to guide others to the path of safety and imbue in them the spirit of life, the Holy Spirit will inspire that soul with evidences, proofs and facts and the lights will shine upon it from the Kingdom of God.

Rest assured . . . the breaths of the Holy Spirit will aid you provided no doubts obtain in your heart.

To be engaged in diffusing the fragrance of God (teaching the Truth) in one hour of time, is better than the dominion of the world and all therein; for the latter is mortal and temporary, while the former is permanent and endless.

Thou hast written what shouldst thou do and what prayer shouldst thou offer in order to become informed of the mysteries of God: Pray thou with an attracted heart and supplicate with a spirit stirred by the glad tidings of God. Then the doors of the kingdom of mysteries shall be opened before thy face, and thou shalt comprehend the realities of all things.

I desire every Bahai to be severed and detached. If he passes between two mountains of gold, he must not look to either side. These souls who have entered under the shade of the Blessed Perfection must show such independence as to astonish the people of the world. If men come to them with money and supplicate to them to accept it, they must reject it.

He who is filled with the love of the Glory (of God) and forgets all things, the Holy Spirit will be heard from his lips and the spirit of life will fill his heart, the light of the sign will shine forth from his face, the words will issue from his mouth in strands of pearls, and all sickness and disease will be healed by the laying on of his hands.

How may we move and transform the hearts?

Teach as if offering a gift to a king, humbly and submissively, not with the force of insistence—imperatively, strenuously—but with gentleness and sweetness, submitting the arguments and truths to the heart and intellect of the hearer. Be as the servant of God, and therefore the servant of the hearer, taking care at all times to adapt the offered food to the condition and station of the listener, giving milk to babes and meat to those who have grown stronger. This food is to be offered for the sake of God only, not for the love of the hearer nor for the benefit of oneself but simply because God wishes his Manifestation to become known and to be loved by those who come to know him.

If one teaches one whom he loves because of his love, then he will not teach him whom he loves not and this is not of God. If one teaches in order to derive the promised benefit himself, this, too, is not of God. If he teaches because of God's will, that God may become known and for that reason only, he will receive knowledge and wisdom and his words will have effect and will take root in the souls of those who are in the right condition to receive them, for they will have been made more powerful by the Holy Spirit. In such a case the benefit to the teacher in growth is as ninety parts compared to the ten parts of gain received by the hearer; for the teacher becomes like a tree bearing fruit through the power of God.

A Compilation.
The Cause of the creation of all contingent beings has been love, as it is mentioned in the famous tradition: “I was a hidden treasure, and I loved to be known. Therefore I created the creation in order to be known.” Thus all must gather on the (shores) of the river of the love of God in such wise that there should not blow any wind of discord among the friends and companions. All should look to love, and conduct (the life) in the utmost of unity so that there should not be seen any difference among them (the friends), and they should share with one another loss and gain, hard time and welfare, and accidents. We hope, God willing, that the breeze of unity will waft from the city of the Lord of the servants, and all be clothed with the raiment of unity, love and resignation.

—Baha’u’llah.

Translated by Bozorgzadeh E. Kahn.
Pittsburgh, Pa., May 23, 1916.
The New Work Now Before Us

Extracts from a letter written by Mrs. Ella G. Cooper of San Francisco to the President of the Bahai Temple Unity, regarding the Tablets published in the last issue of the STAR OF THE WEST.

The great Tablets have come. Abdul-Baha himself gives us the plan, and it is as clear as daylight—that we should instantly drop every other consideration and concentrate all our energies and resources upon this great work. This is a call to the whole body of believers. The very first thing to do is to arouse all the friends to the tremendous significance of this new work, this "superhuman service" as Abdul-Baha so justly calls it. Indeed it is so big that we should lose no time getting at it. The friends here in the West are alive to the supreme opportunity and we feel sure that their joyous enthusiasm is going to carry them through and make their work effective.

It seems to me that the natural division of the work is just as Abdul-Baha himself has divided it, East, West, South, Central States and Canada. Of course we should have general consultation and mutual assistance but for a beginning at least, each section can be cared for by combined assemblies in that section. If each Assembly would appoint simply a treasurer, to collect this teachers' fund (which of course must be separate from the Temple fund) and then forward it to the larger centers, as San Francisco for the West, New York for the East, etc. that would be the most expeditious, as well as the most simple way. The groups of assemblies in each section could then decide upon their teachers and direct their itinerary. Conditions are changing so rapidly now that not only are the hearts ready to hear the Glad Tidings, but the Baha'is themselves are "growing" so fast that the time of fruitage is much nearer than we have believed.

It seems to me we cannot hope to measure the tremendous effect this new work is going to have upon the fortunes of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, in fact, upon all of our hopes and plans. All reforms are bound to follow it as natural results—peace among them. Therefore it stands to reason that if we lay everything else aside and plunge at once into this glorious new work we will be confirmed to establish very quickly the one basis upon which the Temple will be built and universal peace be founded.

Regarding the teachers: It might be well if they could go two by two. Abdul-Baha approves of that. Our idea is that if two or three relays were to follow one another a few weeks apart perhaps, it might be a very good thing, because that always keeps up the interest in the subject among the people. Naturally we have not made any very definite plans yet, waiting to hear from the Eastern friends but this is what has developed already. It may serve as a "starter." Beside Mrs. Gillen's settled plan to go to Idaho's largest
city, Mrs. Latimer wrote that she wished she might go to Wyoming a little later, as she knows that state so well. It may be possible for her to meet Mrs. Brittingham there and open the way for both of them to give the Message. A very fine woman has lately gone to Arizona (a pupil of Mr. Dunn's) with her hands full of Bahai literature as her heart is full of the spirit of Abdul-Baha; she can open the way perhaps. Then as Nevada is on our "list" mother* wrote to Mrs. Ralston, who spent the summer there, asking her if she couldn't "mount a mule" and take the message over the country. She answered in a most beautiful and enthusiastic letter that she had been busy giving the Message for the past months, seemingly she caught the vibration from the wonderful Tablets even before they were received, and that the way was prepared for some one to come and carry it further. Mr. Dunn has been in Reno from time to time and a Mr. Baker (formerly of New York) is at Virginia City; at both these places it will be easy to get openings for public talks. So probably Mr. Dunn and Dr. D'Evelyn can go there and to Carson City which will just about cover the state of Nevada. Already a good beginning is made at Salt Lake City, but the dear Killius people are already stopping there. When they received mother's letter at Spokane, they were just on the point of leaving for the East. They would have left the day before only they were not able to get accommodations. Upon receiving the Tablet, which stirred them to the depths of their hearts, they changed their route and instead of going further east determined to spend their short time in the middle West, taking in Salt Lake City and Denver. They wanted to visit Springfield, Ill., their old home and York, Kansas, where they had given the Message last spring (you remember they were so busy doing that, that they did not get to the Convention at all) so they did not lose one minute, you see, in responding to this call. Another response all on fire with enthusiasm comes from Denver and another from Los Angeles, all eager to serve as two dear maid-servants who are footloose, offer themselves as teachers to go into the states mentioned in the Tablet, earning their living as they go, one as stenographer and the other as nurse. I tell you this to show you what an effect just one of the series of five Tablets has had upon the friends already. One of our dearest Bahais, Mrs. Susan Rice, spent her vacation in Alaska, and her account of her trip all alone way up the Yukon to Dawson is most interesting. At the little town of Eagle (I think) near by, she gave the Glad Tidings to everybody there. This may prove to be a beginning which will eventually lead to our reaching the Eskimos (mentioned in the Canada Tablet and perhaps even to Greenland) who knows! Mrs. Rice left believers and interested inquirers at Fairbanks, White Horse and Dawson, as well, and one lady who traveled with her and heard the Message with great eagerness went to stay at Wiseman, the most northerly point that is now inhabited. Mrs. Rice is in touch with all these places. Mr. Dunn has also a sister-in-law in Alaska.

Right here another suggestion—any of the friends who have points of contact in any state should write to the sections where the Tablets have been received, so that all such information can be in hand as soon as possible.

Like all Bahai work planned for us by Abdul-Baha, it is so much bigger than we realize, that we will have to grow up to it, and do it quickly too. It will take every bit of energy, every bit of money (pennies and dollars) available, every bit of all the resources we can muster to make even a beginning of the great work he is calling us to do. Unless we have "an eye single" to this one

*Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, San Francisco.
command (which in reality includes all other commands) we will not fulfill his desire that the whole of America even to the Arctic Circle shall be set ablaze with the divine fire of the Most Great Glad Tidings, and we cannot divide our attention among a multitude of activities. This new command should supersede all former commands (except the Temple work) for surely it is the greatest and the most inspiring work he has yet given us to do. Considering what we hope for 1917 it is simply overwhelming in its possibilities! Those who can give money will joyfully do so, those "pure and severed souls" who are free to travel and teach will serve that way, and those who can do neither of these things can remain at home and enthuse the others, and all can pray. In the meantime many of us in all centers can do an immense amount of local work for the opportunities right around us are increasing at an astonishing rate.

How marvelous is Abdul-Baha! He never asks us to do what is impossible even though he does set us some tasks worthy of our maturity! How impossible it would be for us to unite on every tiny point of detail in any matter, but he gives us in this great day two big points upon which it is easy to unite. In reality they are one. First he bids us "build the Temple." Now in his love and wisdom and pity for our human limitations he sends us this new word, in which he shows us how to build the Temple! Dividing up the country into sections is his plan. Let us embrace it quickly, joyfully. Let us recreate our own ideas anew to keep up with him! "This is the time!" Let this be our watchword. Let us everyone engrave it on our hearts and run to meet the descent of the heavenly confirmations just waiting to pour down upon our obedient heads, the moment we all arise to answer his thrilling call!

Ella G. Cooper.

"THIS IS THE TIME"

Letter from India

Gratie Azam Khan, Agra, India,
July 9, 1916.

My dear brother Latimer:

Thank you for yours of the 29th. The glad tidings of the departure [death] of Lua have been coming to me from various quarters during the last week. Blessed is her lot. You perhaps know that she bestowed her blessing upon my marriage, and I consider that as she was in India in response to the invitation of Abdul-Baha, it was he in her person. It was both her and my wish then that the first daughter born to me should be named Lua after her.

The news of the [proposed] building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar on the 100th anniversary of the birth of Baha ‘o’lllah was a piece of real good news. I am writing to the Bombay assembly asking them to allow me to join them in sending some little mite towards the building fund. I am very sorry that I did not begin earlier, for I should have taken the first opportunity of submitting the 1/19th of my inheritance, but now it is not practicable. I am therefore only able to submit one thousand rupees, which is about 1/15th of my possessions, but about 1/30 of what I had inherited. My wife however has subscribed the full 1/19th, i.e., one hundred and twenty-five rupees. I know that this is nothing for the building fund, yet I at least shall have the satisfaction to think that I have tried to add my mite.

Yours in His love,
Hashmatullah.
“Let not these Golden Days slip by without Results”

From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab

Ramleh, Egypt, October 29, 1913.

Dear friends:

Mrs. Stannard left this morning for Cairo, to prepare herself for the trip to India. Before her departure Abdul-Baha called her into his presence and spoke to her as follows:

"Consecrate all thy time to the service of the Kingdom of God and the propagation of its principles. Let thy one supreme concern be the promotion of the word of God. Thou wilt ever be surrounded by the invisible angels of confirmations and they will always come to thy assistance. Whenever thou dost enter a meeting, raise thy voice and say:

‘O ye believers of God! This day is the day of your attraction! This day is the day in which you must diffuse the fragrance of God! This day is the day that you must unfurl the banner of the kingdom of Abha! This day is the day of peace and concord! This day is the day of the proclamation of the Oneness of the world of humanity! This day is the day of forgiveness and leniency! This day is the day of truth and righteousness! This day is the day of conciliation and beatitude! This day is the day of awakening and enkindlement!

‘Waste not your precious time in fault-finding and backbiting. Polish the surface of the mirrors of your hearts from the dross of human frailties. If you live according to the standard of other communities, then what difference does there exist between you and them? Baha’o’llah has summoned you to such a lofty summit that the very thought thereof is too dazzling a prospect! He has not chosen you to be satisfied with water and clay!"

“You must live in such a spiritual condition that thy very presence in the meetings may transform the audience into the congregations of the elect and set aglow in the hearts the fire of the love of God. Exalt thy ambition. Universalize thy ideals. Spread thy wings of compassion over all the regions of the kingdom of God and the propagation of its principles. Let thy one supreme concern be the promotion of the word of God. Thou wilt ever be surrounded by the invisible angels of confirmations and they will always come to thy assistance. Whenever thou dost enter a meeting, raise thy voice and say:

‘O ye believers of God! This day is the day of your attraction! This day is the day in which you must diffuse the fragrance of God! This day is the day that you must unfurl the banner of the kingdom of Abha! This day is the day of peace and concord! This day is the day of the proclamation of the Oneness of the world of humanity! This day is the day of forgiveness and leniency! This day is the day of truth and righteousness! This day is the day of conciliation and beatitude! This day is the day of awakening and enkindlement!

‘Waste not your precious time in fault-finding and backbiting. Polish the surface of the mirrors of your hearts from the dross of human frailties. If you live according to the standard of other communities, then what difference does there exist between you and them? Baha’o’llah has summoned you to such a lofty summit that the very thought thereof is too dazzling a prospect! He has not chosen you to be satisfied with water and clay!"
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globe. If some people come to thee alone complaining against each other, don’t listen to them, don’t let them breathe the faults of others in thy presence. Tell them: ‘I have not come here to engage my time with these things. I am not a judge. I have come to summon the people to the Kingdom of Abhā, to call you to unity and accord, to raise the dead, make mindful those who are unaware, awaken those who are asleep, breathe new life into the mouldering bones and sound the trumpet of resurrection. Friends, it is high time for you to throw away these tales, these barren stories. God is not pleased with them, humanity is not pleased with them. Your time is too costly to be expended on these trifling events. You are made in the image and likeness of God. Your birthright is more valuable than all the treasures of the empires. Arise with heart and soul and let not these golden days slip by without results. This day is the day of the splendors of the Sun of Reality. This day is the day of the Lord of the Kingdom. This day is the day of the fulfillment of glorious promises. This day is the day of joy and fragrance. These petty backbittings and jealousies make one lose all the traces of spirituality, excommunicate a person from the divine company of the worthy ones, submerge one in the sea of phantasms, suffer one to become cold and pessimistic and throw him headlong into the death of despair and haunting hopelessness.’

“You must not listen to anyone speaking about another, because no sooner do you listen than you must listen to someone else and thus the circle will be enlarged endlessly. Therefore, O friends! Let us come together, forget all our self-thoughts and be in one accord, and cry at the top of our voices ‘Ya-Baha-el-Abha!’”

Later someone spoke of recent news from the Persian Gulf and how one of the Baha’is has been persecuted. Abdul-Baha said:

“Happy is his condition, for in this latter part of his life he has become the object of sufferings in the path of God! May we all attain to this great gift!”

In the afternoon Abdul-Baha started off for a walk. Having reached the telegraph office at the Bacos station, he ascended the few steps of the modest building and sat on the chair which was offered him by the chief operator. Abdul-Baha used to come often to talk with him, or in other words, to “elbow with men and mix with them,” right in the market place. How wonderful it seems to me, his power of adaptability to all people, under most peculiar circumstances! How he brings himself to the intellectual or moral level of the listener and how he enjoys the free and unimpeded association of men! Here was Abdul-Baha sitting in a small telegraph office of Ramleh, talking heartily in Arabic with an operator and how he listened to him. First he spoke about the brother of the Khedive, and how he met him in America and France, praising his progressive ideas and intelligence. Then he said:

“When I was in America I was most busy. Often I addressed three meetings a day, and gave innumerable interviews from early morning till midnight. In Europe I spread certain divine teachings which will insure security to the human world, and taught them that the foundation of the religions of God is one and the same. Now I have returned to Egypt in order to rest from the effects of this arduous journey; but while I am here correspondence is uninterrupted with all parts of the West. All the newspapers and magazines published my addresses and the western world is ringing with this call. I have done this, not because I expected the praise of men. Far from it! How foolish are some people who may think that we have accepted all these hardships and undergone forty years of imprisonment by Sultan Abdul Hamid, in order to receive the commendations of men! How
thoughtless they are! Neither their adulation or blame shall reach me. I have done my work! I have sown my seeds, and leave it to the power of God to cause their growth! You wait a few years longer and you will then hear the notes of this melodious music!

"Once upon a time there was a poor fellah (farmer) who cultivated a patch of ground with cotton. His neighboring farmers were all rich landlords and Pashas and so they prevented in a high handed manner this poor fellah from receiving his just share of water where-with to irrigate his parched farm. He appealed several times to their fair sense of justice but they laughed him out of their presence. Finally, realizing that his cotton would dry and his labors fail, he went one midnight and changed the purpose of ground with cotton. His daring neighbor had done, they sent for him and rebuked him severely. Not being satisfied with this, they bastinadoed him very hard. While he was undergoing this cruel punishment he cried out: '0 ye men! I have already irrigated my farm; this will do no good. I have saved the destruction of my crop by the drought! Why do you inflict upon me such a useless torture? The earth is watered.'

"In a similar manner we have done our work; the censure and criticism of all mankind will not undo it. It is said that late at night a man was passing a house. He saw a man digging patiently and laboriously and quietly at the wall. 'What art thou doing?' he asked. 'Oh, I am digging away the foundation' the man in the dark answered. 'For what purpose?' 'To rob the house.' 'But no one hears the noise of thy hammer, how is that?' 'There is yet time; tomorrow they will hear it. Its noise shall fill the whole town.' Now, before long the people of the Orient will be awakened and hear the great tones of the new music of God!"

Bidding the delighted operator good-by, he arose from his seat and returned homeward.

Mrs. von Lilienthal and Mrs. Beede called on Abdul-Baha and had many spiritual questions to ask. One question was about the fishes and the five loaves.

"The five loaves," he explained, "are the five different kinds of teaching with which Christ satisfied a hungry multitude and the twelve baskets left over were the disciples."

When the interview came to an end, he said:

"My hope is that in this dark world you may become like brilliant torches, illuminating the gloomy path of the wandering travelers."

(Signed) Ahmad Sohrab.

———''THIS IS THE TIME''———

Let There be Peace

Talk by Abdul-Baha given in Paris, France, November 23, 1911, during the war between Italy and Tripoli.

They say that a train fell in the Seine river and twenty-five persons were drowned. Today on account of this tragedy there will be a detailed discussion in parliament. They have arrested the manager of the railroad. Great disputes will take place—fierce disturbances! I was very much astonished that for twenty-five persons who fell in the river and drowned, such a strange tumult appeared in the parliament; but for Tripoli, where thousands are being killed in a day, they never say a word. Undoubtedly, so far at least, five thousand persons have been killed. It never occurs to the parliament that these
All are descendants of Adam. The reason in Tripoli have father, mother, son, injustice, what senselessness, what ignorance! Although these helpless ones in Tripoli have father, mother, son, daughter and wife, they cut them into shreds. What harm have they done? I read in the paper that even in Italy the cry and the wailing of the people is rising. The eyes of the mothers are filled with tears; the hearts of the fathers are drowned in blood; the weeping and crying of the children reach to the summit of heaven. Behold, how bloodthirsty are human beings! Behold, how deceitful is man, how heedless of God! If, instead of using knives, swords, bullets, guns, men should rejoice, be glad, feast and associate with one another in harmony and love; if, in the state of tranquillity, they should become intoxicated with the wine of happiness, if they should become friends and companions and embrace each other, would it not be better? Which is better: to be like thankful birds and fly together, or to be as bloodthirsty wolves and attack, and devour one another and shed each the other’s blood?

Why should man be so heedless? It is because he does not know God. If men knew God they would love one another: if they had spiritual susceptibilities they would have unfurled the banner of the great peace and if they had listened to the exhortations of the prophets unquestionably they would have established justice. Therefore, pray, implore and supplicate God to guide them, give them mercy, give them reasoning minds and give them spiritual susceptibilities. Perchance these helpless human beings may live in peace. The wise man weeps day and night over the condition of mankind. He cries and sighs that perchance the heedless ones may be awakened, the blind may see, the dead become alive and the oppressors grant justice. I will pray. You must also pray.

Translated by Dr. Zia Bagdadi, June 19, 1916, Chicago, Ill.

"Love is the foundation of everything"


I ASKED Abdul-Baha what could be done to increase our numbers and make the work more effective.

He said the one essential, the only thing to do was that the members of the little groups should love each other very much and be devoted friends. The more they loved each other, the more the meetings would attract and draw others, and the more they loved, the more their influence would be felt. He said we must consider all people—not only believers—to be good. He hoped every one would be good.

He added, "I say this for you in English. I do not often do that; but I say also in English, that you may understand how much I mean it, that love is the foundation of every thing and that all must be good."

While looking from the window, Abdul-Baha said: "We hear the murmur of the sea always continuing. It never ceases. Were it to cease, the world would
be dead, stagnant, lifeless. But the waves of the mind of man are far greater than those of the sea; they also are ceaseless. They never stop for one instant. This movement is good. If these waves of the mind are few, the man is dull and quiet. What pearls and jewels are contained in the depths of the sea! But the pearls and jewels hidden in the mind of man are the knowledge, virtues, capabilities, etc. These pearls can grow and increase in lustre forever, but the pearls of the sea remain always the same. These waves from our minds go forth and create movement and thought in other minds. From one strong thought of love what great results may be produced!"

A question sent by a Bahai: "What is the meaning of Christ's eating the fish and honey after his resurrection?"

Abdul-Baha answered: "All these things, the fish, the honeycomb, etc., are symbols and were meant to be understood spiritually, just as the resurrection itself was a spiritual resurrection. But because the people who received these teachings from the first teachers were ignorant, they understood them literally."

Abdul-Baha said: "We know that the body or form has nothing to do with spirit or spiritual conditions. When the spirit is disconnected from or leaves the body, that is no reason for thinking it can be re-absorbed or joined with the whole of spirit, as the drops of water are absorbed or lost in the sea. The earth is one unit, yet how many beings and separate parts it contains! The body of man is one unit, yet it has an infinite number of separate and individual parts that compose it—such as eyes, fingers, etc.; so, in like manner, spirit is one, but consisting of many differentiated parts."

During a former visit to Akka, when conditions for the prisoners were most severe, Miss Rosenberg was deeply distressed and asked Abdul-Baha why he, who was so perfect, should have to endure such sufferings.

He answered: "How could they (God's teachers) teach and guide others in the way if they themselves did not undergo every species of suffering to which other human beings are subjected?"

Abdul-Baha says:
"If any troubles or vicissitudes come into your lives—if your heart is depressed on account of health, livelihood or vocation, let not these things affect you. These things should not cause unhappiness. Heavenly food has he prepared for you; everlasting glory has he bestowed upon you. Therefore these Glad Tidings should cause you to soar in the atmosphere of joy forever and ever. You must render thanks unto God forever so that the confirmations of God may encircle you all."

A New Friend from Persia

A Tablet introducing Mirza Mahmood Khan of Shiraz, Persia, who is studying at Valparaiso, Indiana:

"Through Mr. Wilhelm to the believers of America—upon them be greeting and praise! O ye real friends, O ye people of unity! His honor Mahmood Khan is a true friend and is firm and steadfast in faith. He has traveled to the United States for the acquirement of material knowledge. Exercise toward him and show him respect and give him place in great assemblies."

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
The Mystery of Sacrifice

Address delivered by Abdul-Baha during his visit to America in 1912.

This evening I wish to speak to you concerning the mystery of sacrifice. There are two kinds of sacrifice—one is the spiritual sacrifice. You have, of course, heard of the physical sacrifice. You have heard sacrifice spoken of in the churches but not the real truth.

They explain that reality in the form of superstition. It is recorded in the Gospel that his holiness Christ said, "I am the bread which came down from heaven. He who partakes of this bread shall find eternal life." And that he said the wine was his blood which he had sacrificed for the quickening of the world. Now these verses have been interpreted by the churches in a superstitious way, in such a way that it is impossible for human reason to accept it, nor can any wise man conceive of that interpretation.

They say his holiness Adam acted against the command of God and partook of the forbidden tree; thus he committed wrong and his transgression was transmitted as a heritage to the posterity of Adam. That is, they say that because of the sin committed by Adam, all his descendants have likewise committed transgression, that is, have become responsible, and that sin and transgression were inherited by all mankind; consequently, all men deserve punishment and must receive retribution. And then God spake to his kind Son, "Go thou forth and be a sacrifice, in order that I, the Lord, shall, through you, forgive all mankind, so that the human race shall be delivered from that transgression."

But now we want you to consider this from the standpoint of reason, through the eye of reason. Can you conceive of his highness, the Divinity, who is Justice itself, punishing the descendents of Adam on account of the transgression committed by that man? Men are human, and yet when we see a governor, a ruler of men, punishing a son of a man who commits wrong, we look upon that ruler as an unjust man. We say, "Even if the father committed wrong, what was the wrong committed by the son?" There is no connection between the two.

Adam’s sin was not the sin of posterity, especially as Adam is a thousand generations back of the man of today. When the father of a thousand generations committed a wrong, is it just that the present generation should suffer the consequences thereof?

Still greater proof is this: his holiness Abraham was a holy Manifestation of God. The generations following Adam, who is said to have committed the wrong, which should suffer punishment, included among them his holiness Abraham, his holiness Ishmael, his holiness Isaac, his holiness Jeremiah, and so on along the whole line of prophets who descended from Adam, like David, Solomon, and Aaron,—did all these go to the infernal
realm because of the deed committed by
the first father, because of the mistake
said to have been committed by the re-
motest ancestor, his holiness Adam.

The assumption is, that when his holin-
ness Christ came and sacrificed himself,
all the holy line of prophets who pre-
ceded him from Adam became free from
sin and punishment. Consider that even
a child could not justly make such an
assertion. As they did not understand
the meanings of the Bible, they created
these interpretations to which we have
referred.

Now as to the reality of the matter of
sacrifice. It is true that his holiness
Jesus Christ sacrificed himself, and he
sacrificed himself for our sakes, but how
did he suffer sacrifice? The true mean-
ing of sacrifice will become manifest and
evident. When his holiness Christ ap-
ppeared, he saw that he must arise and
oppose all the people and nations of this
earth. He knew that all men would arise
against him and would inflict upon him
all manner of tribulations. There is no
doubt that a person who would put forth
such a claim would arouse the world
against him and would not remain pro-
tected personally, and that undoubtedly
his body would be shed, nay, that his
body would be rent into pieces, and there
is no doubt therein.

But his holiness Christ, knowing what
would befall him, arose and gave his mes-
 sage, suffered all tribulations, suffered
hardships from the people and in the
end offered his life as a sacrifice in order
to illumine the world of humanity; he
offered his blood as a sacrifice in order
to guide the world of man. He accepted
every calamity and every tribulation and
he arose to guide men. Were he to de-
sire to save his own life, and were he
without wish to sacrifice himself he
would not be able to guide a single soul.
There was no doubt that his blessed blood
would be shed. There was no doubt that
he would be rent into pieces. Notwith-
standing this, that holy soul accepted
every calamity and offered his life so
that he might guide all men. This is
one of the meanings of sacrifice.

As to the second meaning of sacrifice,
said, "I am the bread which came
down from heaven." It was not the
body of Christ which came down from
heaven. The body of Christ came from
the womb of Mary, but the Christ per-
fections descended from heaven. The
reality of Christ came down from heaven.
The spirit of Christ came down from
heaven, the body of Christ came not
down from heaven. The body of Christ
was but human. Is there any question
as to that body having come from the
womb of Mary? It is obvious that it
came from the womb of Mary. But the
reality of Christ, the spirit of Christ
and the perfections of Christ, all came
from heaven. Consequently, by saying
he was the bread which came down from
heaven, he meant that the perfections
which he showed forth were divine
perfections which came from heaven;
that the blessings within him came
down from heaven; that the light
within him came down from heaven.
"He who partakes of this bread will
never die." What is this? It is, who-
soever assimilates these divine perfec-
tions which are within me will never die.
Whosoever has a share and partakes of
these heavenly bounties within me will
never die. If a man takes unto himself
these divine lights, then he shall find
everlasting life. Do you see how mani-
fest the meaning is? How evident? For
whosoever acquires divine perfections
and seeks heavenly lights from the teach-
ings of Christ will undoubtedly live
ever. This is one of the mysteries
of the mystery of sacrifice.

In reality his holiness Abraham sacri-
 ficed himself, for his holiness Abraham
conveyed to men heavenly teachings, con-
ferred upon them heavenly food.

As to the third meaning of sacrifice,
it is this: If you plant a seed in the
ground, from that seed a tree will
become manifest. That seed sacrifices
it itself to the tree that will come from it. The seed is outwardly lost, sacrificed, but the same seed which is sacrificed will be running through the tree, will be embodied in that tree, in the branches thereof, in the blossoms thereof and in the fruit. If the personality (I might say) of that seed, if the identical self of that seed had not been sacrificed to the tree which became manifest from it, there would have been no tree, no branches, no blossoms and no fruits forthcoming. His Holiness outwardly disappeared. His personality became hidden from the eyes, even as the personality of the seed disappeared, but the bounties, high qualities and perfections of Christ become manifest in the Christian community which Christ founded through sacrificing himself. When you look at the tree, you will see that the perfections of the seed, the blessings of the seed, the properties of the seed and the beauty of the seed are manifest in the branches, twigs, blossoms and fruit; consequently, the seed sacrificed itself to the tree. Had it not sacrificed itself to the tree, that tree would not have come into existence. Now his holiness Christ, like unto the seed, sacrificed himself for the tree of Christianity, and his perfections, his bounties, his favors, his light and grace became manifest in the tree of the Christian community for the coming of which he sacrificed himself.

As to the fourth meaning of sacrifice, it is this: that a reality shall sacrifice its own characteristics. It is this: that a man must seduce himself from the world of matter, from the world of nature, from the rules of nature and from the laws of nature, for the world of nature is the world of corruption. It is the world of evil morals; it is the world of darkness; it is the world of animalism; it is the world of ferocity; it is the world of bloodthirstiness; it is the world of rancor; it is the world of ambition; it is the world of greed; it is the world of struggle for existence; it is the world of self-worship; it is the world of being lost in self-desire and lust; it is the world of nature. Man must strip himself of all these imperfections. Man must sacrifice all these characteristics which are peculiar to the world of nature.

Then, on the other hand, man must acquire heavenly qualities. Man must partake of the divine attributes. Man must become the image and likeness of God. Man must seek the bounty of the eternal, become the manifestor of the love of God, the light of guidance, the blessed tree, and become the depository of the bounties of God. Thus man must sacrifice the qualities and attributes of the world of nature for the qualities and attributes of the world of God. For instance, consider the iron. See the qualities that it has. It is black. It is solid. It is cold. These are the characteristics of iron. When the same iron imbibles heat from the fire, then it sacrifices its attribute of solidity for the attribute of fluidity. It sacrifices its attribute of darkness for the attribute of light imbibed from the fire. It sacrifices its attribute of coldness to the quality of heat which characterizes the fire, so that in the iron there remains no humidity, no solidity, no darkness. It becomes illumined; it gains warmth and fluidity, which are the characteristics of the fire.

The iron sacrificed its qualities to the qualities and attributes of the fire. Likewise man, when separating himself from the world of nature, sacrifices all the attributes and exigencies of the world of nature, and the perfections of the kingdom become manifest and evident, just as the qualities of the iron disappeared and the qualities of the fire appeared in their place.

Every man trained through the teachings of God and illumined through the light of guidance, who becomes a believer in God and his signs, and is enkindled with the fire of the love of God, sacrifices the imperfections of nature for the sake of the perfections of

(Continued on page 115)
The Teaching Campaign—A Suggestion

It has been suggested that we publish the names and addresses of the individuals through whom the five recent great Tablets were received, as well as the states mentioned in each territory, that all may turn to a center, as it were, in their respective territory as the first step in the Teaching Campaign:

MR. HOOVER HARRIS,
101 West 88th Street,
New York City, N. Y.


MRS. HELEN S. GOODALL,
2550 Buchanan Street,
San Francisco, Calif.


MRS. MAY MAXWELL,
716 Pine Avenue,
Montreal, Canada.

MR. JOSEPH H. HANNEN,
P. O. Box 1319,
Washington, D. C.

SOUTHERN TERRITORY—Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,
Tennessee, Kentucky, Louisiana, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas.

DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI,
1549 Ogden Avenue,
Chicago, Ill.

CENTRAL TERRITORY—Illinois, Wisconsin, Ohio, Michigan, Minnesota, Indiana,
Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas.

It has also been suggested that each one communicate at once with their respective center in order to be informed of the plans of its Teaching Committee, which, doubtless, is already chosen and at work.

—The Editors.

---"THIS IS THE TIME"---

The Green Acre Conference

Eliot, Maine

The things which are particular says Abdul-Baha, are human; those which are universal are divine. Judged by this test Green Acre was, this summer, a center for the light of the divine world. The program for its meetings was varied and universal. The new science, sociology, art, education, the new study of comparative religions, the new vision of peace—all were represented as so many rays of the light of the new day.

Nearly everyone felt the spiritual atmosphere which enveloped the place. One man told how he came to Green Acre with prejudice in his heart, but when he stepped off the car at the entrance to the Green Acre grounds he realized that he was on holy soil. He gazed at the Inn on the beautiful hill, he looked at the river, "the river of light." He was thrilled with joy and his prejudice melted away. He met the radiant people at the Inn. He caught their spirit. "At last," he said, "I have found my spiritual brothers and sisters. After much wandering I have come home." "Why," said another visitor at the Inn, "I never saw so many happy people together, nor people who so loved each other." "It is," said a friend from the Orient, "the most heavenly place I ever visited." "I could not imagine a summer passing without visiting Green Acre," said another who had come for the first time.

Many awoke in the early morning at Green Acre conscious of a marvelous spirit brooding over the place and flooding it with light. They were so happy with joy at the nearness of the divine world that they could not sleep. They were energized by the bread from heaven. They felt all day long as though they were sustained by invisible arms.

But words fail to put in "matter moulded forms of speech," experiences which are so divine. No one can know Green Acre and its spirit until he goes there and with receptive heart drinks "the pure water of life."

Two important events characterized the summer. One was the dedication of the new Fellowship House, a beautiful
building, donated by the late Mrs. Helen Cole. On its broad veranda which overlooks the wide-spreading valley and river, many glorious meetings were held. These meetings will grow more and more wonderful as each summer brings a new and divine outpouring of God’s bestowals. But the very brightest event of the season was the return to Green Acre of its founder, Miss Sarah J. Farmer. She came back after her years of seclusion with a heart overflowing with thanksgiving to the God who was so good to her.

Every word about the success of Green Acre filled her with joy. She could not express enough gratitude to her Baha’i brothers and sisters of the Green Acre Fellowship who had raised Green Acre to this pinnacle of spiritual unity and peace and radiance. She had lived to see her early dream realized, to see many nations and sects, races and religions joined together under the Green Acre flag, the flag of the peace that passeth understanding.

An Editorial Letter.

“"The Treasure-Houses of God are filled with Bounties”

Address of Abdul-Baha at the home of Mrs. Krug, New York City, December 3, 1912.

Mrs. Krug is the cause of gathering you together here this afternoon. She has caused you to assemble here in the utmost of love. She has caused you to engage in the commemoration of God. It is my hope that this gathering will increase in number day by day, and that you will become daily more and more attracted, more spiritual and more illumined, that you will make extraordinary progress, that you will acquire from each other knowledge of the teachings of Baha’u’llah, so that you may know how to teach the truth to others, that your hearts may become so attracted that the instant a question is asked, you will be able to give the right answer and that the truth of the Holy Spirit may speak through your tongues. Be ye helpful in the providence and favor of the Blessed Perfection, for his favors change a drop into an ocean, cause a seed to become a tree and make an atom as glorious as the sun. His graces are great. The treasure-houses of God are filled with bounties. God, who showed favors unto others, will certainly show favor unto you. I supplicate to the Kingdom of Abha and seek extraordinary favors and confirmations in your behalf, in order that your tongues may become fluent, your hearts may be flooded with the rays of the Sun of Truth, even as a clear mirror, that your thoughts may expand, your comprehension become more intense and that you may progress on the plane of human perfections.

Until man himself acquire perfections, he will not be able to teach perfections to others. Unless man attain life himself, he cannot convey life to others. Unless he finds light for himself he cannot give light to others. We must, therefore, endeavor ourselves to attain to the perfections of the world of humanity, gain everlasting life, and seek the divine spirit, in order that we may thereby be enabled to confer life upon others, be enabled to breathe life into others.

You must, therefore, always supplicate before the Kingdom of Abha and seek eternal bounties from him. You must pray that your hearts may become filled with glorious lights, even as a purified mirror, then will the lights of the Sun of Truth shine thereupon. You must supplicate and pray to God every night...
and every day and seek his aid and assistance, saying:

O Lord! We are weak, strengthen us. O God! We are ignorant, make us knowing. O Lord! We are poor, make us wealthy. O God! We are dead, quicken us. O Lord! We are humiliation itself, glorify us in thy Kingdom. If thou assist us, O Lord, we shall become scintillating stars! If thou dost not assist us, we shall become lower than the earth.

---"THIS IS THE TIME"---

The Mystery of Sacrifice
(Continued from page 111)

The divine. Consequently, every perfect person, every illumined person, every heavenly individual stands in the station of sacrifice. I therefore hope, through the aid and providence of God and through the bounties of the Kingdom of Abha, that from the imperfections of the world of nature you may be entirely separated and become purified from the selfish desires and receive life from the Kingdom of Abha and acquire heavenly virtues, and that the divine light may become manifest upon your faces, that the fragrances of holiness may reach through the breath of the Holy Spirit, in order that we may arise to serve thee, to engage in worshipping thee and to exert ourselves in thy Kingdom with the utmost of sincerity. O Lord! thou art powerful. O God! Thou art forgiving. O Lord! Thou art Compassionate.

---"THIS IS THE TIME"---

“Sacrifice of life is of two kinds”

Words of Abdul-Baha. Extracts from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

ABDUL-BAHA spoke to us about the lives of several Persian Bahais who have made all sacrifices and yet they think they have done nothing. "Such souls are the jewels of existence," he said.

Looking up at the star Venus, which was shining in the horizon like a blazing torch, Abdul-Baha said: "Do you see that brilliant star? I declare . . . that it is my fondest hope to see each one of the believers of God shining like unto this star. I wish for them this illumination; I desire for them this luminosity, so that they may rejoice the hearts and spiritualize the souls. But alas! How often they let the cloud of the ego darken the horizon and thus prevent the stars of their divine verities from shining." Here he stopped and looked again earnestly at the brilliant orb, and said: "It shines clearest at the early dawn. So, at this dawn of the Sun of Reality the stars of our lives must glisten and gleam in the darkness of the world."

Truly I say unto thee, every maid-servant who arises in this day in the mystery of sacrifice in the path of God will become one of the stars of guidance in the supreme horizon; all in the heaven and earth will be illumined by her face; the angels of the Supreme Concourse will speak in her praise and she will be
When the Mirror is Free from Dust

Words of Abdul-Baha to nineteen Bahais at Hotel Victoria,
Boston, July 25, 1912.

I AM very happy to greet you here today. This is the second time the breeze of God has wafted over Boston. I am expecting results from this visit. I hope my coming to Boston may not be fruitless. The result is to be this: That the individual may be released from self, also from desire, and may be freed from satanic suggestions. May the mirrors be freed from dust, that the Sun of Truth may be reflected therein. There are two kinds of susceptibilities in man—the natural emotions (these are like dust on the mirror) and the spiritual susceptibilities which are merciful characteristics, heavenly.

There is a power that cleans the dust from the mirror and transforms it into intense brilliancy and radiance, so that these susceptibilities chasten and utterly destroy the dust and the heavenly bestowals may purify the hearts.

What is the dust on that mirror? Love of the world, greed, envy and love of luxury, of comfort, of desire for the self, haughtiness, self-interest—all these are like unto dust. They cover the mirror so that the reality of the sun cannot reflect its rays. The natural emotions are blameworthy and are like rust and deprive the heart of the bounties of God. But sincerity, justice, humility, evanescence, love for the believers—these will free the mirror from dust, will make it radiant so that it may receive the rays from the Sun of Truth.

It is my hope that you may consider this matter, that you may search your own imperfections and do not think of the imperfections of anyone else, and strive to be free from imperfections. The souls who are heedless are always trying to find faults in others. Take the hypocrite—what does he know about the faults of others? He must find them in himself. This is the meaning of the Seven Valleys. It is for human conduct. As long as man does not find his faults, he can never become perfect. It will be fruitful for man to find his own imperfections and change them into perfections. The Blessed Perfection says: "I wonder at the man who does not find his own imperfections."
The Three Realities


How beautiful it is to organize such lovely gatherings that are not based upon the pursuit of the material principles of life! Such gatherings belong to the study and the investigation of spiritual facts... The spiritual power has gathered us together. Our aim is to discover the realities of phenomena. When we ponder over the reality of the microcosm, we discover that in the microcosm, or the little man, there are deposited three realities. Man is endowed with an outward or physical reality. It belongs to the animal kingdom because it has sprung out of the material world. This side of life, or the first reality, is darkness and gloom because the world of matter is the world of darkness. This is the animalistic reality of man which he shares in common with all animals.

Man, however, enjoys a second or higher reality which is the intellectual reality that comprehends all phenomena, or is infinite as regards the phenomena. It is a governor, victorious over the world of matter. It discovers and unfolds the realities of sentient beings; it "explodes" the laws of nature, because from a physical standpoint it is superior, above and beyond the laws of nature.

When we ponder over the morphology of the human body we find that man, like any other animal, is subject to the laws of nature. All creation is the captive of nature; it cannot deviate one hair's breadth from the mandates of nature. For example, the fire is circumscribed and limited within the boundaries of the laws of nature and it cannot transcend any laws laid down by nature. This globe of ours is the captive of the postulates of nature; it cannot deviate one hair's breadth from the laws of nature. All the stellar bodies in this infinite universe, notwithstanding their colossal size, cannot deviate from the laws laid down for their coursings by nature; they are the prisoners of nature; they cannot go out of the circle or the circumference which is allowed for their journeyings. The great shoreless sea is the prisoner of nature. The vegetable kingdom in its entirety is a captive of nature. The animal kingdom is a captive of nature. All this will show you that these phenomena cannot go beyond the limits set by nature. Likewise man, as far as his first reality or his physical life is concerned, is also a prisoner of nature.

But the reasonable or intellectual reality with which man is endowed enables him to transcend the laws of physical nature. For example, according to the laws of nature man is a denizen of the earth; he must walk upon the earth, and, because he is born on this globe, he belongs to this earthly life. This is a regulation of nature. But man, through
his intellectual power transcends this law of nature, discovers the science of aviation and flies in the air like a bird. He becomes like a fish and goes to the very depths of the seas. He builds a great fleet and sails over the seas. It is, therefore, an indubitable fact that man is able to transcend the laws of nature; this intellectual reality of man conquers nature. Through it man is enabled to make a fruitless tree fruitful. He transforms the wild woods into fruitful orchards. He changes the plains of thistles and thorns into lovely meadows and rose gardens. Then there is the electrical energy which breaks the very mountains. Man through the application of intellectual force takes this electrical energy and makes it a captive within the incandescent lamp. According to the postulate of nature his voice is a free activity. Man takes it and makes it a prisoner within a box—a phonograph. Man through this power is enabled again to communicate with the east and the west within a few minutes. Through this intellectual power while he is in Europe he is able to discover America. This is an extraordinary power! He may live all his life in the east and yet through this power may organize great affairs in the west. All these sciences that we enjoy were the hidden and recondite mysteries of nature but man was enabled to discover these mysteries and out of the plane of the unseen he brought them into the world of the seen. All the artistic accomplishments and undertakings which we have today were once the secrets of nature; man discovered them and brought them to the plane of visibility. In short, the exploration of the secrets of nature seem to be very numerous. Therefore the citation of these facts will demonstrate to you that man is superior to nature. He is, in fact, its governor, although his physical reality is a captive of nature. It is then self-evident that in man there exists an intellectual reality which is superior to his physical reality.

There is, however, a third reality in man, that is the spiritual reality. Through that medium come spiritual revelations. This is a celestial power which is infinite as regards the intellectual as well as the physical realms. This power is conferred upon man through the breath of the Holy Spirit. It is an eternal reality, an indestructible reality, a reality which belongs to the divine kingdom. This celestial reality, or the third reality, delivers man from the material world. It is the power which enables man to escape from the world of nature.

This is proven from scientific as well as spiritual evidence. When we ponder and look over phenomena we observe that all have their origin in a single element. This single atomic element travels and has its coursings through all grades of existence. I wish you to ponder over this carefully. This single element has been in the realm of the mineral kingdom. While staying in the mineral kingdom it has had its coursings and transformations through myriads of images and forms. Having completed its travels through the mineral kingdom it has ascended to the vegetable kingdom and in this kingdom it has had again its travels and transformations through myriads of images; sometimes it has been a grain, again it was in the form of a leaf, anon it was a flower or an animal, a tree, or a blossom! Then it attains to the stage of fruition and is a fruit. This single primordial element has had its transformations through these infinite forms and images. Again in the human kingdom it has its transferences and coursings through multitudes of forms. In short, this reality or this single primordial atom has had its numerous travels through every stage of life and in every stage or form it was endowed with a special and peculiar virtue. Therefore the great and divine philosophers have had an epigram as follows: "All things are involved in all things."

Every single phenomenon has enjoyed
the favors of God, and in every form of these infinite electrons it has had its perfections or virtue. This, I hope, is evident and clear to you. This flower once upon a time was the soil; the animal eats it; it ascends to the animal kingdom. Man eats the body of the animal and there you have the ascension into the human kingdom, because all phenomena are the eaters and the eaten. This breath we respire is it not true that there are many thousands of infinitesimal microbes in it, each one of these microbes going into the constitution of our body? And this will show you that the lower forms of life can be transmuted into the higher realms of existence. Therefore, every primordial atom of these atoms, single and indivisibly, has had its coursings throughout all sentient creations, going constantly into the make-up and aggregation of elements. Thus you have the conservation of energy and the infinitude of phenomena, the indestructibility of phenomena, changeless and immutable because life cannot become annihilated. The utmost is this; that the form, the outward image, throughout these changes and transformations is dissolved. The realities of all phenomena are immutable and unchangeable. Extinction or mortality is nothing but the transformation of pictures and images but the reality back of these images is eternal.

Every reality of the realities of life is one of the bounties of God. Some people believe that the divinity of God had a beginning. Therefore with this principle they have limited the downpour of the bounties of God. For example, they think that there was a time when man did not live, and that there will be a time in the future when the race of man will be destroyed, that there was a time when this globe did not exist. Such a theory circumscribes the power of God, for how can we understand the divinity of God but through the manifestation of his qualities? How can we understand the fire? Through its physical heat, through its flame. Were not heat and flame in this fire, naturally we could not say that the fire existed. The illumination of the lamp is through electrical energy and if we believe that there was a time in this world when this electrical energy was not in existence, then that is equal to the statement that there was no life at all. Or, take another example, the sun; let us say that there was a time when the sun was not endowed with rays and heat. That is equal to saying that there was no sun, because the very existence of the sun is demonstrated through its heat and rays. If there was a time when God did not manifest his qualities, then there was no God, because the attributes of God presuppose the creation of phenomena. For example, we say God is the creator. A creator must of necessity create. We say God is the provider. The provider must have someone to provide for. We say God is omniscient. Then omniscient knowledge is the consequence of omniscience. Therefore, as long as God has been God there has been creation, there have been the creatures. God has no beginning and his creation has no ending, for the bestowal of God is never failing. The effulgence of God cannot be suspended. The sovereignty of God cannot be interrupted. If we conceive a beginning for the universe of creation then we have conceived for the dominion and sovereignty of God a beginning which is a false theory. In reality his sovereignty is without beginning and without ending. Can we ever dream or conceive of a king without subjects, without an army, without a kingdom? Is it possible? No. A king is in need of a kingdom; he is in need of an army; a king is in need of wealth. Now as long as the kingdom of God, the sovereignty of God, is eternal, the creation of this universe throughout eternity is presupposed.

When we look at the reality of the subject we will see that the bounties of God are infinite, without beginning and
The Teaching Campaign—A Plan

A bdul-Baha has inaugurated a new epoch in the Cause and has given a work to the American Bahais which, at this time, is not possible elsewhere.

His new commands in the five stirring Tablets recently received, are creative, and they will establish a general unity which will be "the secret cause of the illumination of the hearts of humanity" (Western States Tablet).

The point of unity gained at the Bahai convention last April was only partial, in that only a few, comparatively, could take part. The same condition obtained at Green Acre, where a forcible of the unity that is to come was experienced. Great as this was, the masses of Bahais were deprived. But now, the general point of unity established by Abdul-Baha through his Tablets can be recognized by all the friends, and a wonderful opportunity is given for a general response to his Call—spiritually and materially. And, through their sympathy for those who have not yet been illumined, and their desire that the light be carried to the dark places, they will learn what the service of sacrifice means, and the mites and dollars will flow into the teaching treasury.

The sum for the teaching-fund, now set aside by only a very few of the friends, will sometime become exhausted, and a reserve fund will be needed.

When all the believers send contributions for the expenses of the appointed teachers, the effort of responding to Abdul-Baha by sending them out with the glorious Message of glad tidings will be successful.

This fund should be entirely apart from all offerings that have been pledged to the Mashrak-el-Azkar fund. Surely, the latter will be greatly increased when the Cause is more widely spread.
Would it not be well to divide the responsibility of the care of the teachers fund in the following way?—

At each center where the original Tablets were addressed let a treasury-committee of three be chosen to receive and care for the contributions, and one treasurer be chosen in each assembly to receive and forward contributions to the treasury-committee of the center belonging to its section. For instance, the Northeastern assemblies to forward to the New York center; the Central assemblies to the Chicago center; the Southern assemblies to the Washington center; the Western assemblies to the San Francisco center, and the assemblies of Canada to the Montreal center, and Bahais in all outlying districts belonging to the different sections, sending offerings to their nearest assemblies (to be forwarded to the centers); or, if they prefer, they may send direct to the three treasurers at their center. (Having three treasurers at each center divides the responsibility so that, in the absence of one, the others can act. It is assumed that the Baha’i to whom the Tablet was addressed, in each of the five centers, respectively will inaugurate the plan.)

A correspondence between all the believers, called forth by this simple plan, will strengthen the Bahai bond.

If these plans are adopted the STAR OF THE WEST will publish the names and addresses of the five treasury-committees; and will the friends in these centers, as soon as they have chosen the treasury-committee, send the names and addresses to us!—or if other plans are found more suitable, we will be pleased to publish them.

---“THIS IS THE TIME”---

The Editors.

Recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Haifa, Syria, March 7, 1916.
Received by Helen S. Goodall and Ella G. Cooper, August 8, 1916.

To the friends of God, men, women and children in the photograph of the First International Bahai Congress, San Francisco, California—Upon them be greeting and praise!

O you real friends and lovers of the Kingdom of God!

In these days the scroll of the photograph of the blessed faces of those pure souls, which was taken during the Panama-Pacific International Exposition, was received.

Praise be to God, that the faces are radiant, indicating the sanctification of the hearts. All those who have looked at the photograph have obtained immediate joy—outflowing, and inexhaustible.

I beg infinite grace from the Kingdom of God for each one of those friends who were present in that gathering, wishing for them heavenly powers so that the members of that congress may irradiate the white rays of the Sun of Reality to all parts and illumine the cities, counties, towns and villages of the United States.

The magnet whereby to attract these favors and bounties, is firmness and steadfastness.

Upon you be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHÁ ABBÁS.
Towards the orphans the utmost consideration must be shown

Portion of a Tablet revealed by Abdul-Baha for Mrs. Cora Ditmars, of Spokane, Washington.

O thou happy and blessed one! In this holy Cause the question of the education and the maintenance of the orphans has the utmost importance. Towards the orphans the utmost consideration must be shown, they must be taught and instructed; especially the teachings of his holiness Baha’u’llah must be given freely to every orphan according to the means at hand. I beg of God that to the orphaned children thou mayst become a kind father and mother, to quicken them with the fragrances of the Holy Spirit—thus they may attain to the age of maturity, and each one may become the real servant of the world of humanity—nay rather, they may become as bright candles in the assemblages of mankind.

---“THIS IS THE TIME”---

“I never ask anyone to send me money”

A Talk Given by Abdul-Baha to Mr. Remey and Mr. Latimer at Haifa, October 15, 1914.

When you return to America say to all the believers in my behalf that whenever a person comes to that country, no matter to what nationality he may belong, and tries to collect money in my name, know that it has no connection with me. I am free from it. Whosoever asks for money for me, does so of his own volition. There are some people who desire to collect money under all kinds of pretexts. I desire to impress upon your minds that I have nothing to do with such affairs. I never ask anyone to send me money.

Whosoever loves money does not love God and whosoever loves God does not love money.

On the other hand, if some of the believers voluntarily desire to help and assist one another or some philanthropic institutions, whose objects are for the public welfare and progress, it is very good and praiseworthy. I do not desire that anyone shall ask money in my name for any affair. The souls must be detached from the world. Those souls who are attached to this world and its wealth are deprived of spiritual advancement.

The believers must live such an independent life that if one comes and begs them to accept money, they should refuse him. As long as the souls are not severed, how do they expect to journey along the ideal path?

On the eve of my departure from New York, I told a number of believers that his holiness Christ has stated that “when you leave a city, shake its dust from off your feet.” So far, very few people have lived according to this behest, but it is my will to live accordingly. Before coming to America, the believers of God, through Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, offered for my traveling expenses $16,000 but I did not accept one cent. Man must live in the utmost sanctity and purity and he must ever think to assist others and not beg assistance from them.

In short, may you ever be confirmed and assisted. May you ever be illumined; may you ever be the means of the guidance of the people; may you ever breathe the breath of life in the hearts; may you be the signs of mercy to all mankind may you be the shining lamps of severance and detachment in this dark world.
"We must arise to accomplish that which is required by the Lord"

Talk Given by Abdul-Baha, Tuesday Morning, December 3, 1912, at 780 West End Avenue, New York City.

I have been in your gatherings many times. I have not attended one-tenth of the number of meetings in other cities which I have attended in this city, but with you I have been in meetings day times, during evenings, with you individually, with you collectively, and I have told you the teachings and exhortations of His holiness, Baha’u’llah. I conveyed unto you the glad tidings of God, I explained unto you the wishes of the Blessed Perfection; that which is conducive to human progress I have explained to you, and that which leads to the most great humility. I have given you a thorough explanation of the teachings of Baha’u’llah.

Now the time is well nigh when I shall leave you, and I cannot appear in your assemblages, for I have a great deal to do, and I have to go away day after tomorrow. I therefore look upon this gathering of ours today as the farewell gathering.

I am pleased with you all. I am very much rejoiced because of you all, because you have all shown the utmost kindness towards me; the utmost affection have you demonstrated towards me. I desire that his holiness, Baha’u’llah, be pleased with you, that you may keep the promises and confirmations of Baha’u’llah. The promises of Baha’u’llah, the requirements that Baha’u’llah has made of you are these: that your hearts must be illumined, your souls must be rejoiced with the glad tidings of God, your morals must be spiritual morals, your conduct must be an evidence of faith and assurance, you must be in the utmost of sanctity and purity and in the high degree of love and attraction toward the Kingdom of Abha. You must become the lamps of Baha’u’llah so that you may give eternal light, that you may become evidences and proofs of the truth of Baha’u’llah, so that as men consider your deeds and conduct they will see the signs of purity and chastity therein and see the heavenly illumination clearly in your deeds, so that all men may say, "Verily, ye are the proofs of Baha’u’llah. Verily, Baha’u’llah is the true One; he is the one of truth, because he has trained such souls, each of which is a proof of himself." Ye must so live that they may say to others, "Come and see the conduct of these souls, come and listen to their words, come and witness the illumination of their hearts, come and see the traces of the love of God within them, come and find the foundation of the oneness of humanity within them. What greater proof can there be than these persons as to the truth of Baha’u’llah?"

It is my hope that everyone of you shall be a crier unto God, proclaiming his truth, either through his words or through his deeds or through his thoughts. Let your deeds and utterances be a proof that you are of the kingdom of Baha’u’llah. These are the duties enjoined upon you by Baha’u’llah.

His holiness, Baha’u’llah endured great hardship, no night did he find rest, no day did he gain peace. He was constantly in great calamity. Now he was
in prison, now under the chains, now an object of threat, brought by a sword, and finally leaving imprisonment he ascended from here to the heaven of God. He endured all these hardships for our sakes; he suffered all these deprivations for our sakes. Therefore, we must be faithful towards him, we must not follow the selfish desires of our fancies. We must arise to accomplish that which is required by the Lord.

It is my hope that you will arise to live in accord with all these teachings and exhortations, so that we may all be strengthened in accomplishing them, so that we may reach the paradise of the spiritual kingdom, and diffuse the lights of the Sun of Truth and cause the waves of the Most Great Ocean to reach all the souls, so that this world of earth may be converted into the world of heaven, this devastated ground be converted into a delectable paradise, and this jungle of confusion be converted into a paradise of Abha.

"THIS IS THE TIME"

The Three Realities
(Continued from page 119)

without ending. The greatest bounties of God in this phenomenal world are his Manifestations (i.e. the great prophets). They are the greatest bounty. These Manifestations are the suns of the reality. Therefore, for the appearance of the holy divine Manifestations of God there has been no beginning and for the appearance of the holy divine Manifestations of God in the future there is no ending whatsoever, because God is infinite and his grace cannot be limited.

And if we ever dare to circumscribe his grace within certain limited spheres, then we have as a necessity circumscribed the reality of divinity which is all-powerful. Therefore the perfect man ever beholds the rays of the sun, he ever expects the coming of the effulgence of God, he ever gazes at the grace and bounties of God, he ever ponders over the omnipotent God, and he knows of a certainty that the reality of divinity is not finite. His names and his attributes are not finite, his graces and bounties are not limited and the coming of the Manifestations of God are not circumscribed. This fact is self-evident and manifest.

Those people who have harkened to the teachings of Baha’u’llah—Hindus, Mohammedans, Christians, Zoroastrians, Buddhists, Jews—such people have discarded their past rancour and are associating with the utmost love and unity. Take my example and see with what degree of love I am associating with you tonight, loving you with all my heart and soul. In the same way all those people are living together, with the utmost accord and unity, to such an extent that they are ready to sacrifice their possessions and lives for each other; and to such an extent has the transformation been wrought that they are ever self-sacrificing for each other. Were you to enter into any (Bahai) gathering in the Orient, it would be very hard for you to discover who is a Christian and who is a Jew, or who is a Zoroastrian, for they are just like so many flames which have become one big flame. (Applause) All these different faiths are merging into one great faith.

(Reprinted from The Path of February, 1913.)

"THIS IS THE TIME"
"O ye people! Draw nigh unto It (The Branch) and taste the fruits of Its Knowledge and Wisdom"

O YE PEOPLE! Do ye flee from the mercy of God after it hath encompassed the existent things created between the heavens and earths? Beware lest ye prefer your own selves before the mercy of God, and deprive not yourselves thereof. Verily, whosoever turneth away therefrom will be in great loss. . . .

Verily, the ocean of pre-existence hath branched forth from this most great ocean. Blessed therefore is he who abides upon its shores, and is of those who are established thereon. Verily, this most sacred temple of Abha—the Branch of Holiness—hath branched forth from the Sadrat-el-Muntaha.* Blessed is whosoever sought shelter beneath it and is of those who rest therein!

Verily, the Branch of Command hath sprung forth from this Root which God hath firmly planted in the ground of the will, the Limb of which hath been elevated to a station which encompasses all existence. Therefore, exalted be He for this creation, the Lofty, the Blessed, the Inaccessible, the Mighty!

O ye people! Draw nigh unto it (The Branch) and taste the fruits of its knowledge and wisdom on the part of the Mighty, the Knowing One. . . .

O people! Praise ye God for its manifestation (The Branch), for verily it is the most great favor unto you and the most perfect blessing upon you; and through him every mouldering bone is quickened. Whosoever turns to him hath surely turned unto God, and whosoever turneth away from him hath turned away from my beauty, denied my proof and is of those who transgress. Verily, he is the remembrance of God amongst you and His trust within you, and His manifestation unto you, and His appearance among the servants who are nigh. Thus have I been commanded to convey to you the message of God, your Creator; and I have delivered to you that of which I was commanded. Whereupon, therunto testifieth God, then His angels, then His messengers, and then His holy servants. . . .

Extracts from The Tablet of The Branch.
From the Supreme Pen of BAHA’ULLAH.

* A tree planted at the end of the road for the guidance of the traveler. Here it refers to the Manifestation of God, BAHA’ULLAH.
"When the ocean of My Presence hath disappeared and the Book of Origin is achieved to the end, turn your faces toward Him Whom God hath purposed, who hath branched from this Pre-Existent Root." — Words of Baha'u'llah.
"This Movement is Stupendous and of Paramount Importance"

Tablet Revealed by Abdul-Baha, the Center of the Covenant.

HE IS GOD!

O God! O God! Thou dost behold me, how my forehead is laid upon the dust of humility and submission and how my face is covered in the ground of the threshold of thy singleness. O thou my Lord, the Unconstrained! Thou seest me lowly and contrite, supplicating, entreating and imploring toward the Kingdom of thy light by day and by night, that thou encircle us with the eye of thy providence and the glances of the outlook of thy mercifulness.

O Lord! Forgive our sins, pardon our shortcomings and deal with us through thy grace and generosity under all circumstances. O our Lord! We are sinners, but thou art the merciful forgiver. We are transgressors, but thou art the clement pardoner. Absolve our iniquities, remove our sorrows, destine for us through thy bestowment severance from the world, occupation with thy mentioning, enkindlement with the fire of thy love, perpetual contemplation of thy signs, the knowledge of thy words, meditation over thy verses and the attraction of thy lights.

O Lord! O Lord! These are thy servants; they have turned their faces toward thy countenance and they have resolved their joy and happiness in thy favor and bounty. Strengthen their backs in thy obedience. Reinforce their lives in thy adoration. Perfume their hearts with the fragrances of thy holiness. Ordain for them presence in the paradise of thy meeting. Suffer them to become such servants as peruse the verses of unity in the assemblages held in thy name; that attract the rays of singleness from the lamp of thy bestowal; as those drawn towards thy beauty, humble before thy glory; who have abandoned aught else save thee and are relying upon thy protection and preservation; as those rendered meek by the sway of thy Word, made submissive before thy beloved ones; as those diffusing thy fragrances, disclosing thy mysteries, informing people with thy teachings and suffering mankind to become rejoiced through thy glad-tidings. Verily, thou art powerful over that which thou wiltest and thou fedest whomsoever thou desirest with thy hand. The world and the Kingdom belong to thee and thou art the mighty, the omnipotent and the beloved!

O ye believers of God! O ye dear friends of Abdul-Baha!

The goblet of the Covenant is overflowing and the outpouring of the bestowal of the Luminary of Effulgence is manifest and apparent in the regions from behind the invisible world, like unto the radiant moon. The twilight of the Moon of Guidance is scattered and the grace of the Orb of the Beauty of Abha is continuous and renowned. The fame of the grandeur of the Most Great Name hath reached the East and the West and the call of the Cause of the

(Continued on page 130)
Latest Word from Abdul-Baha

In a letter dated October 25, 1916, to Mirza Ali Kuli Khan, recently received, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab advises Khan that the beloved Abdul-Baha has addressed three Tablets to Khan, one in his own name, one to Khanom, his wife, and one to the American Bahais, concerning him, his family and household, and his relatives.

The last of the three Tablets has just been received by Khan, through Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, of Washington, D. C., in a letter from Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, in which Abdul-Baha addresses himself to the American believers as follows:

To the Believers of God in America!—Upon them be greeting and praise!

O ye believers of God!

It is a long time that his honor Ali Kuli Khan is engaged in the service of the Cause of God; therefore I love him. Regarding the nicee and the relatives of Khan who are in America, their aim is likewise good, and the believers of God must exercise toward them the utmost kindness. For these souls are strangers, and hospitality must be shown towards strangers. Should you hear contrary and conflicting stories concerning them, do not accept those stories. I beg of God that that family—that is Khan, and the relatives of Khan—may be happy in that strange country, and that the believers may show them kindness and consideration.

Man is worthy of honor and merits respect, especially a stranger. The friends of God must become the cause of the consolation of every stranger—unless he is a corrupt and wicked person. They must be the means of joy for every sorrowful one, a protective shelter for every fearful one, and a true friend and sympathizer to every friendless one. This is the reward and compensation of every human being. I hope you may become assisted therein. Upon ye be greeting and praise.

(Signed) ABDUL·BAHA ABBAS.
The turning of the pages of the "Book of the Covenant"

Extracts from an Address delivered by Mrs. Isabella D. Brittingham, in Chicago, November 5, 1916.

There are two parts to this Book. There is the collective Book; but back of it is the reality—that creation which made the "Center" of the Covenant—Abdul-Baha, the real Book. He tells us that the Covenant means, "the power and authority that BAHA'O'LLAH has given to him.

Nine days after the great ascension* of BAHA'O'LLAH, Abdul-Baha took a few Oriental believers into the Holy Tomb, and in their presence, the "Book of the Covenant" (Kitab-el-Abd) was read. That turned for the world the first page of the real "Book of the Covenant." Hadjai Hassan Khorassani, who was one of those present, told me of this when en route to Akka in 1901.

In 1893 another page was turned. The Message of the Kingdom was first heard in America, covering a period of several clouded years.

Again a page of that Creative Book was turned when, for several years following this Message, American believers visited (at Akka) the presence of that Book shining from the mirror of Abdul-Baha and returned, confirming the glad tidings.

Another turned page followed: The page of the pioneer work in America—in which period the proclamation of those wonderful glad tidings was made in assemblies, in assembly vicinities, from east to west, from north to south, blazing a trail and hewing the way in the wilderness, as it were, for the coming of the Great Seed-sower. During that period, in order to meet the limitation of any human conceptions, Abdul-Baha ever described himself as the servant, or slave, of the servants of God.

In 1912 that Seed-sower came to America, and his presence changed the face of our country as well as that of the world. He turned another page of the real "Book of the Covenant." at that time adorning it with the Tablet of the Branch, which the Infinite Creator had revealed through BAHA'O'LLAH for the world. In that Tablet Abdul-Baha is proclaimed: "The most sacred Temple of Abha." What is the meaning of the title, "BAHA'O'LLAH?" It is "THE GLORY of God." That "Glory," continued in manifestation, is shining in this hour from "the most sacred Temple of Abha." The "Branch" is dependent upon the "Pre-existent Root," as the divine sap pours upward through the Greatest Branch (or Trunk) and finds its greatest expression thereupon, in the fruit which contains the Creative Seed.

We must always call him "Abdul-Baha," for he has chosen that title for himself. This has to do with his individual offering of servitude and sacrifice. This is his personal station. But seeing eyes behold this station as the altar upon which burns the flame of the Covenant, and which is the "Book of the Covenant." Upon all of the pages of this Book is unfolded in golden words and letters the Mashrak-el-Azkar. The presence of the Covenant is the one who calls himself "Abdul-Baha" is the spiritual Mashrak-el-Azkar—of which the edifice soon, God grant, to be built in Chicago, is the outer symbol—and he has said that radiant pure hearts are (to build) this Symbol Temple. That is, he is building

*Death of BAHA'O'LLAH, May 28, 1892.
a Temple, not made with hands, of hearts who are becoming severed and molded by the fire of the love of God. This spiritual Temple of severed souls, this spiritually purified collective unit of radiant hearts, will receive the descent of his spirit after his great departure, and be confirmed to complete this outward and visible symbol, the foundations of which he is now laying.

The latest page of the “Book of the Covenant” has just been turned. Upon it is inscribed the five great Tablets to North America containing the greatest call which has ever come from that presence, to arise and awaken and summon all the sleeping portions of this country, to the Kingdom of God.

Never has there been heard upon the earth such a call! We, as Bahais, are all in one station. This has long been stated by Abdul-Baha. Thus there rests equally upon each and all responsibility to respond in some way, to this great command. How is it to be met? Through the mystery of sacrifice. What is this mystery of sacrifice? It consists of the absolute evanescence and laying down of every hindrance upon the Holy Threshold, and thus arising in pure response; and in arising not at some future period, but NOW. Thus determining to burn every veil of delay or hindrance of the (subtle) self, the confirmations appear out of the invisible horizon “whereof the spirits receive the Light,” and sacrifice becomes transformed into a chalice of bestowal. Only in this way will all of the barren parts of North America become illumined.

A superhuman effort is demanded. This proves the greatness of this page, and the test of fidelity to its call. It is not to be postponed to some indefinite future. When Abdul-Baha left America in 1912 he said he had sown the pure seeds and that it was now the turn of the believers to “Act! Act! Act!” It is the time for the teaching of new souls! Each one of the older believers should be teaching a class of new souls. Our responsible response to those Tablets is only limited by ourselves. This new call has nothing to do with our past services. Past calls and the responses thereto are recorded on the earlier (turned) pages of the “Book of the Covenant” and belong to those past periods.

A new page demands a new arising, to which the offering must be that of fuller consecration and greater activity than ever before! It involves this response from us, and this definite proof of our spiritual life. The days of negation are ended. The presence of the “Center” of the Covenant will not be with us very much longer. His departure will judge our deeds, as to real severance and actions, now! This constitutes our firmness in the Covenant. Abdul-Baha has given us its definition. He tells us it “is love, and obedience to his commands.” And “It is not mere words. The command is explicit.”

"This is the Time"

“This Movement is Stupendous and of Paramount Importance”

(Continued from page 127)

Blessed Perfection (Baha’u’llah) hath encircled the North and the South. The fragrances of sanctity are being wafted and the breeze of life is passing by. The Word of God is upheld and the everlasting glory is revealed. The lamp of divine unity is ignited and the flame of clemency is glowing. From every direction the call of “Ya-Baha-el-Abha!” is raised and in the Orient and in the Occident the teachings of God have struck wonder to the heart of every thinker. Pamphlets and periodicals are being published and circulated in America, Europe and Africa. A section of the press is engaged in praise and eulogy, and another section of the press is awakening the interest of the nations by exclaiming; “This Movement is stupendous and of paramount importance.”
Some people express wonder and astonishment; others complain bitterly on account of their intense prejudices. One of the nations says: “After the departure of his holiness Christ only a limited number of people were his disciples; notwithstanding this his fame became world-conquering and his song reached the sphere of ether.” But, the Blessed Perfection—May my life be a ransom to his believers!—on the eve of his ascension, hundreds and thousands were associating together under the shade of the flag of his majesty. From this illustration you can draw the conclusion that a mighty resurrection will be witnessed in the not-far distant future. One of the greatest apostles of his holiness the Spirit was the great Peter; but, notwithstanding this; before Christ’s crucifixion he became agitated and was harassed with fear; while thousands of souls, singing, dancing and clapping their hands, have given up their lives and hastened toward the city of martyrdom, for the sake and in the path of the Most Great Name—May my identity be a sacrifice to his friends!

In short, the affairs of the Cause revolve around just such a center of self-abnegation. How self-evident it is that the believers of God must clothe themselves in these days with the attributes of self-sacrifice, consecrate their time to the teaching of the heedless ones, diffuse the sweet aroma of the teachings, re-enkindle the white flame and make apparent the splendor of the Merciful.

O ye friends of God! Is it befitting that we rest for one moment after the departure of the Beauty of the Clement, or seek the organization of committees, or exhale one breath of comfort, or taste the honey of fleeting pleasure, or lay our heads on the cushions of repose, or pursue the luxury and affluence of the world of creation? No! I declare by God! This is not the condition of loyalty nor the state of faithfulness and appreciation.

Therefore, O ye friends! With heart and soul yearn for the service of the divine threshold and like unto the righteous ones become ye the guardians of the court of the merciful. Servitude at the holy threshold means the spread of the fragrances, the explanation of signs and verses, thraldom at the hall of unity and attachment to the palace of mercifulness. Consider with what severance, attraction and enkindlement the apostles of his holiness the Spirit—May my life be a ransom to him!—arose in the promulgation of the Word of God after his crucifixion. We hope from the bestowal of the True One that we may likewise walk in the footsteps of those pure ones and hasten unhesitatingly and rejoicingly toward the arena of love and sacrifice. This is the inexhaustible outpouring. This is the grace of His Highness the forgiving Lord.

In these days the progress of the divine principles are impeded in some parts and retarded in others, and this has become conducive to the sorrow and grief of the Supreme Concourse, because the dwellers of the Kingdom of Abha are expecting to see each one of us fulfilling the conditions of loyalty and for the sake of the love of the Most Great Name suffer every form of persecution. A number of the merciful friends forsook their material tranquillity and composure and traveled from city to city, nay, rather, village to village, in order to diffuse the fragrances of God. These souls, endowed with such pure spirits, became the objects of the commendation of the Supreme Concourse—May my life be a ransom to them!—for they became confirmed with this most exalted grace. They spent their days amidst the greatest difficulties and hardships, and employed their time in the guidance of the negligent ones.

O ye friends! This is not the time of rest and tranquillity! This is not the season of silence and stillness. The nightingale of the rose-garden of uprightness must display its wonderful melodies and trills. The bird of guid-
O ye believers of God! Divine teachings are conducive to eternal life, the cause of the illumination of the world of humanity, the means of peace and conciliation, love and salvation, the basis of fellowship, uprightness and friendship in the world of creation and the instrument of unity and accord, solidarity and inter-dependence amongst the individuals of the body politic. Consequently you must lay the foundation of this structure in this mortal world; thus you may confer upon it infinite and abundant life and become the source of the enlightenment of the world of existence. It is incumbent upon you to consort with all the nations and people of the world with the utmost love, kindness and show affection, justice, assistance, consideration and courtesy to all the different communities and sects. Become ye a remedy to every pain, a balsam of healing and recovery to every wound, to every weak one become ye a support and aid and succor every poor one. Become ye to the fearful ones the impregnable cave of safety and to the agitated ones a sure asylum.

In this great cycle it is more acceptable and beloved to close one’s eyes to all the limitations. The friends may become the manifesters of the qualities of the Merciful and Clement and arise in the service of all humanity; nay, rather they must be most kind toward the animals; for verily His mercy hath encompassed all things.

O ye believers of God! This is the time of self-abnegation and renunciation and the era of servitude and loyalty. The utmost height of this servant is the station of Servitude to His Highness the Almighty. If he becomes accepted at the threshold of servitude how glorious will be this most great gift. Otherwise he will be deprived of the mercy of God. Therefore the utmost hope and aspiration of Abdul-Baha is to open his wings in this space, to run toward this field, obtain infinite exhilaration from this wine, be intoxicated with this cup and acquire the longing of heart and spirit. Every other mention save this unchangeable, beloved name (Abdul-Baha) will become the cause of grief and sorrow and the source of the greatest regret and illimitable remorse. I request from the friends of God that day and night they may supplicate and implore at the divine Kingdom so that my servitude might become accepted in the threshold of Baha’u’llah.

O ye believers of God! If you wish the joy, happiness and the composure of the spirit and the peace of the conscience of Abdul-Baha, strengthen the bonds of union and harmony amongst yourselves so that all of you may become the waves of one sea, the drops of one river, the flowers of one garden, the links of one chain. As the pearls are inseparable from their lustre and sweet fragrance must qualify the blossoms of the rose-garden of knowledge. It is hoped that through the favor of the living, Self-subsistent, we may become assisted in a befitting manner.

Today there is no greater service than union and accord amongst the believers. This is the motive of the repose of my mind and heart in the eternal world! . . . In this space, to run toward this field, to obtain infinite exhilaration from this wine, be intoxicated with this cup and acquire the longing of heart and spirit. This is the cause of my everlasting joy! This is the imperative need! This is the happy consummation. This is the most great attainment and the manifest bestowed for those who are sheltered beneath the shade of the Blessed Tree!

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab; copied from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, dated January 9, 1914.
The solution of our economic problems has long been considered a matter for the minds of philosophers and theoretical thinkers—a matter apart from religion. But social and economic questions are as much a part of religion as are prayer and worship, for true religion is the cause of the advancement of civilization and progress in the world and "the nobility and glory of man consists in the fact that, amidst the beings, he is the dawning place of righteousness. Can any greater blessing be imagined by man than the consciousness that by divine assistance the means of comfort, peace and prosperity of the human race are in his hands? How noble and excellent is man if he only attain to that state for which he was designed. And how mean and contemptible if he close his eyes to the public weal and spend his precious capacities on personal and selfish ends. The greatest happiness lies in the happiness of others. He who urges the matchless steed of endeavor on the race course of justice and civilization alone is capable of comprehending the wonderful signs of the natural and spiritual world."* 

Civilization in its most general idea, is an improved condition of man resulting from his relation to the social order rather than the expression of his individual independence, and has a twofold aspect. One, a natural and material civilization which serves the physical world and the other a divine and heavenly civilization which renders service to the world of morality. One is founded by the philosophers and scientists of the world, the other is established by the Prophets of God. Material civilization may again be subdivided into those affairs which have no direct relation to life, producing luxury, indolence and effeminacy, and those affairs which contribute toward the maintenance of livelihood and to the happiness, welfare and comfort of mankind.

"In the world of nature the greatest dominant note is the struggle for existence—the result of which is the survival of the fittest. The law of the survival of the fittest is the origin of all difficulties. It is the cause of war and strife, hatred and animosity, between human beings. In the world of nature there is tyranny, egoism, aggression, overbearance, usurpation of the rights of others and other blameworthy attributes which are the defects of the animal world.

*All quotations unless otherwise specified are from the words of Abdul-Baha.
Therefore so long as the requirements of the natural world play paramount part among the children of men, success and prosperity are impossible; for the success and prosperity of the human world depend upon the qualities and virtues with which the reality of humanity is adorned while the exigencies of the natural world work against the realization of this object." Thus material civilization alone does not insure the safety and progress of mankind, but brings into existence the greatest instruments for human fratriede and destruction of property, and animalistic propensities reach their height under its influence.

Divine civilization, on the other hand, assists man in acquiring heavenly virtues, thus freeing him from oppression, cruelty, and greed brought about by the exploitation of his fellow-man for his own gain. "Divine civilization is a symposium of the perfections of the world of humanity. Divine civilization is the improvement of the ethical life of a nation. Divine civilization is the discovery of the reality of phenomena. Divine civilization is the spiritual philosophy. Divine civilization is the knowledge of God with rational and intellectual evidences." "Consequently consider what a difference and distinction is there between the material civilization and the divine civilization! The natural civilization prevents men from doing harm and wrong through force and punishment, and thus withholds them from committing crimes. But the divine civilization so trains men that the human individuals avoid sins without having any fear from (material) punishment; and the very sin itself becomes unto them as the severest punishment. And with the utmost zeal and fervor they will engage in acquiring human virtues, gaining that by which mankind will be uplifted and that which will enlighten the human world."

Thus divine civilization is in the same relation to material civilization as the light is to the lamp. Natural civilization is the body which is in need of the spirit of heavenly guidance for its life and advancement. Therefore the real and true civilization exists only when the material and spiritual combine to reach their highest development. A good man without any development along material lines does not represent true civilization; while on the other hand, the man who has developed only his material side, with no regard for the spiritual does not stand for real civilization. Man must first understand that "the outward trappings of civilization, without inward moral advancement, may be likened unto confused dreams which cannot be interpreted; and sensual enjoyment, apart from spiritual perfection, is like unto the mirage which he that is athirst believes to be water." (M. F. P. 126) The Bahá’í teaching awakens within him the realization of his duty to society by sowing such seeds of (divine) truth in his heart as these:—

"The poor among you are my trust. Therefore guard my trust, and be not wholly occupied with your own ease."

"Ye are the trees of my garden; ye must bear fresh and beautiful fruits, that ye and others may be profited by them. Therefore it is necessary for ye to engage in arts and business. This is the means of attaining wealth, O ye possessors of intellect. Affairs depend upon means, and the blessing of God will appear therein and enrich you. Fruitless trees have been and will be only fit for fire."

"Deeds reveal the station of the man."

"Let the rich learn the midnight sighing of the poor, lest negligence destroy them and they be deprived of their portion of the tree of wealth. Giving and generosity are qualities of mine. Happy is he who adorns himself with my virtues."

"Thy heart is my home; purify it for my descent: thy spirit is my out-
Thus the first and fundamental, and most difficult step toward the establishment of the new social synthesis, is a change of heart in man.

And to effect this change in conscience the Bahais are today striving with all the power of their spiritual enthusiasm and wisdom. The result is already a multitude of men and women in many lands, and of many races who have been reborn of the spirit and united by the fire of the love of God into a world-wide spiritual brotherhood.

But the Bahais are also presenting to the world certain great principles of social reconstruction. Part of these principles are general and fundamental; some are very specific—a clean cut program of social laws for a new social order.

These principles include: The oneness of all humanity, a universal language, universal peace, education, the House of Justice, specific laws.

THE ONENESS OF ALL HUMANITY

The world is perishing through lack of the spiritual realization of the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man. Therefore Baha'u'llah addressed the world as follows: "Ye are all leaves of one tree and the fruits of one branch." With the full realization of this one principle the shackles of capitalism, industrialism, and militarism will be broken down and mutual helpfulness and co-operation, the cornerstones of economic freedom, will be laid. In a talk given April 14, 1912, in New York city, Abdul-Baha said: "Today the world of humanity is in need of international unity and conciliation. This great foundation needs a propelling power to spread these principles. It is self-evident that unity of the human world and the Most Great Peace cannot be accomplished through material means. It cannot be established through political power, for the political interests of nations are various and the policies of peoples are divergent and conflicting. It cannot be founded through racial or patriotic power, for these are human powers, selfish and weak. The very nature of racial differences and patriotic prejudices prevents the realization of this unity and agreement. Therefore it is established that the promotion of the oneness of the kingdom of humanity, which is the essence of the teachings of the holy Manifestations of God, is impossible except through the power spiritual and the breaths of the Holy Spirit."

There was a time in the history of the world when the family tie was the greatest unit. Out of this grew the common interest of the community, and later as the circle widened the people became united as a nation. Thus the keynote of the last century was nationalism; but now a new and higher ideal has been given to the world by Baha'u'llah—internationalism or humanitarianism. "Let not a man glory in this that he loves his country; let him rather glory in this that he loves his kind." All problems are world problems and a solution must needs be based upon this fundamental truth, the oneness of all mankind.

A UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE

For the establishment of this principle, a common auxiliary language is of paramount importance as it will facilitate the intercourse of all peoples and bring about an understanding and interchange of their ideas. Upon this matter Abdul-Baha said in Paris that "An international congress should be formed, consisting of delegates from every nation in the world, Eastern as well as Western. This congress should form a language that could be acquired by all, and every country would thereby reap great benefit.

"Until such a language is in use, the world will continue to feel the vast need of this means of intercourse. Differences
of speech is one of the most fruitful causes of dislike and distrust that exists between nations, which are kept apart by their inability to understand each other's language more than by any other reason. If everybody could speak one language, how much easier would it be to serve humanity!"

**UNIVERSAL PEACE**

"Every century holds the solution of one predominating problem. Although there may be many problems, yet one of the innumerable problems will loom large and become the most important of all. In the past century, the most important question that occupied the mind of man was the establishment of political freedom and this aim was more or less broadcast. But in this luminous century the greatest bestowed of the world of humanity is Universal Peace, which must be founded, so that the realm of creation may obtain composure, the East and the West, which include in their arms the five continents of the globe, may embrace each other, mankind may rest beneath the tent of oneness of the world of humanity, and the flag of universal peace may wave over all the regions. As long as this sentiment has not become the light of the assemblages of the world of humanity, eternal prosperity will not be obtained and estrangement will not be changed into good-fellowship. Like unto a spirit, this ideal must run and circulate through the veins and arteries of the body of the world."

Today the commercial and financial relations of the various countries of the world are so closely interwoven that the slightest rumor of war affects the markets and upsets the equilibrium of business everywhere. This relationship is such, that when two nations go to war, the result is inevitable—both the victor and the vanquished are losers. "The two combatants are like unto two ships which collide with each other. One may sink to the bottom of the sea, but the other will also carry away its injuries and bruises." In fact international ties are so delicate that not only the combatants suffer but all the nations are affected. What a shock business received in the United States during the Boer War when England withdrew two hundred and fifty merchant ships from active trade to assist in military operations! No one denies the devastating and paralyzing shock to the trade, commerce and industry of the entire world resulting from the present war, yet man, suffering from the results, does not attempt to remove the causes. He is blinded by the illusion of racial, patriotic, political and religious prejudices, and by his greed for the control of the economic surplus—produced at the expense of the masses—even though he bears a burden of taxation for military purposes which deprives him of the means of proper livelihood. Truly man today knows no peace for, "in reality war is continuous. The moral effect of the expenditures of these colossal sums of money for military purposes is just as deteriorating as the actual war and its train of dreadful carnage and horrors." "Such a financial drain ossifies the veins and muscles of the body politic and congeals the delicate sensibilities of the spirit."

"Today the true duty of a powerful king is to establish a universal peace; for verily it signifies the freedom of all the people of the world. Some persons who are ignorant of the world of true humanity and its high ambitions for the general good, reckon such a glorious condition of life to be very difficult, nay rather impossible to compass. But it is not so, far from it."

Alas, however, "the kings and rulers of the world are not yet ready to acknowledge that universal peace is conducive to the life of the world of humanity. In a similar strain the nobles, the demagogues, and those in authority find their glory and reputation in naval and military preparedness. Consequently it is impossible that 'economic contentment' be realized by the people of the world
save through the transforming power of faith. For faith is the solvent for every problem."

For the establishment of universal peace, we need an International Board of Arbitration, composed of representatives from all the nations of the earth. This Board would decide upon questions of boundaries, of national honor and property, the size of armaments for each government, and all questions of an international and justifiable nature, having the backing of the united powers to make its rulings effective. Together they would furnish an international police force. Most of the battleships should be turned into a mighty merchant marine. "If so great a remedy would be applied to the sick body of the world, it would certainly be the means of continually and permanently healing its illness by the conciliation of universal moderation. Reflect that, under such conditions of life, no Government would need to prepare and accumulate war materials, or would need to pay heed to the invention of new weapons of defense for the vexation and hurt of mankind. On the contrary they would require only a few soldiers, as a means of assuring the safety of the state and punishing the wicked and rebellious and preventing the growth of civil sedition. Not more than these few would be needed. In the first place, therefore, the servants of God—that is to say, all the inhabitants of a state—would be freed from bearing the burden of the tremendous expense of an army; in the second, the many persons who now devote their lives to the invention of fresh instruments of war would no longer waste their time on such work, which but encourages ferocity and bloodthirstiness, and is repugnant to the universal ideal of humanity. On the contrary, they would then employ their natural gifts in the cause of the general well-being and would contribute towards the peace and salvation of mankind. All the rulers of the world will then be settled on peaceful thrones amid the glory of a perfect civilization, and all the nations and peoples will rest in the cradle of peace and comfort."

EDUCATION

"The most important of all matters in question, and that with which it is most specially necessary to deal effectively, is the promotion of education. And no freedom or salvation could be imagined in the case of any nation which had not progressed in this greatest and most important point; just as the greatest cause of degradation and decadency of every nation is bigotry and ignorance."

Another characteristic of progress consists in the earnest and sincere development of public education, in the teaching of all the useful sciences and in encouraging the people to adopt the modern inventions, in extending the spheres of arts and commerce, and endeavoring to induce them to adopt the methods by which the country may be enriched."

"If necessary, make this (education) even compulsory, for not until the veins and tendons of the nation stir with life, will any study and adoption of improvements be of any avail, because the nation is like unto the body, zeal and resolution are like unto the soul, so that the soulless body cannot move."

"In the scheme of human life, the teacher and his system of teaching plays the most important role, carrying with it the heaviest responsibilities and most subtle influence. A teacher is like unto a gardener. Just as a gardener sows the seeds and watches carefully over their sprouting, looks after their growth and progression—so also a teacher must watch over the education of the children and inculcate in their young lives the highest ideals of truth and justice."

BAHA'U'LLAH writes (in the Kitab-el-Akdas): "The first obligation of all the Bahais is to strive by all means to bring up and instruct their children, male or female. The girls are like the boys; there is no difference. Ignorance in both
is censured, and in both stupidity is hateful. In reality, looked at with the eye of truth, the education and instruction of the girls is more useful than that of the boys; for in time these girls will become mothers and will have children. The first educator of the child, is she not the mother? Children are like green and tender branches; as they are cultivated, they grow and increase. If the cultivation is right, they grow straight, and if it is wrong they grow crookedly, and until the end of their lives they advance upon the same path. It is thus proved that if girls without education or instruction become mothers, it is they who are the cause of this loss, the ignorance, the stupidity, the want of education of many children. Strive then with all your souls to train and educate all children, above all your daughters. On this point no excuses can be accepted. "In the divine book of this cycle, instruction and education are not optional, they are obligatory. He who educates his child or any other's children, it is as though he educated one of my children."

Abdul-Baha has declared: "If women were educated with the same advantages as men, their capacity is the same and the result would be the same; in fact women have a superior disposition to men, they are more receptive, more sensitive, their intuition is more intense. The only reason for their present backwardness in some directions is that they have not had the same educational advantages as men. If a mother is well educated, her children will also be well taught. If the mother is wise, the children will be wise; if the mother is religious, the children will also be religious. If the mother is a good woman, then the children will also be good. The future generation depends then on the mothers of today. Is not this a vital responsibility for women? Surely God does not wish such an important instrument as woman to be less perfect than she is able to become! Divine justice demands that men and women should have equal rights; there is no difference between them, neither sex is superior to the other in the sight of God."

"The dissemination of high thoughts is the motive power in the arteries of this transitory world; yea, it is the soul of all peoples. Thoughts are infinite as the sea and the ways and manners of life are like embankments and dykes against the waves; and not until the sea moves do the waves rise up and cast on shore the pearls of wisdom." (M. F. p. 228)

"It is most clear and manifest that the national affairs will never revolve around their proper axis until the whole people have received instruction, and public thought has been directed to a single end."

THE HOUSE OF JUSTICE

"Two things are most urgently necessary to the political realm:

1. The Legislative Power.
2. The Executive Power.

The center of the executive power is the government, and the legislative power lies in the hands of thoughtful and wise men. On the other hand, if these strong pillars and firm foundations are not complete and comprehensive, how can it be supposed that there will be safety and salvation for the nation? But as, in these latter days, such excellency is rare, the government and the whole body of the nation are in sore need of just and discerning directions. Thus it is of the utmost importance to establish an assembly of learned men, who, being proficient in the different sciences and capable of dealing with all the present and future requirements will settle the questions in accordance with forbearance and firmness."

After pointing out the necessity for the establishment of "Councils" and "Deliberative Assemblies" as the solid basis of politics, Abdul-Baha lays down certain rules that will make these organizations permanent. "Firstly: The
elected members must be religious persons, God-fearing, high-minded and followers of the law. Secondly: They should have an accurate knowledge of the divine commandments, of the most important fundamental matters and of the rules of the loosing and binding of domestic affairs and foreign relations; they should possess a knowledge of the sciences and arts necessary to civilization, and finally be contented with the income derived from their personal property.”

As to the election of such men he says: “The election of temporary members of the assemblies of the kingdom should depend upon the choice and satisfaction of the public, for members elected by the people are pledged to carry out their will, and to follow out their instructions. Consequently they are careful to administer impartial justice, and to live according to true religion, so that they may establish a good reputation and keep their dignity in the eyes of the people.”

These Councils are called Houses of Justice and every community, village, town, city, and nation will be under the control of one of these bodies. From all the different National Houses of Justice members will be chosen to compose an Universal House of Justice, to have charge of the international problems.

“All the civic affairs and the legislation of material laws for the increasing needs of the enlightened humanity belong to the House of Justice. This, the House of Justice, will be not only a body for the legislation of laws according to the spirit and requirement of the time, but a board of arbitration for the settlement of all disputes arising between peoples. When the Universal House of Justice is organized the members will do their utmost for the realization of greater cordiality and comity amongst the nations. The laws of Baha’u’llah are the unchangeable, organic laws of the Universal House of Justice. They are the very foundation upon which the structure of additional legislation is built.” “As regards the places for the convening of such a general body, it will be decided by the members. The Universal House of Justice has only the legislative function; the executive power belongs to the administrative department of government. At first, National Houses of Justice will be established in every country, and they will elect in turn members to the Universal House of Justice. Again I repeat, the House of Justice, whether National or Universal, has only legislative power, and not executive power. For example, in Europe and America the Parliament or Congress enact laws, while the Government executes these laws. The House of Justice cannot fulfill two functions at the same time—legislative and executive.”

The chief concern of the government is the establishment of equal justice and equal opportunity amongst its citizens. Therefore the members of the House of Justice must close the door to political pirates and their bribery, abolish their personal hatreds and crown themselves with wisdom, piety, truthfulness, capability, benevolence and zeal and such attributes that will prevent oppression, injustice and mismanagement of affairs. As they are to be under the inspiration and protection of God, they must hearken to his call.

“Friends of God, set forth the example of Justice! Justice is a universal quality. From the highest to the lowest, justice should be sacred; from the sovereign to the merchant, the minister of state to the artisan all must be just. Be just, respect the rights of each man, ‘do unto others what you would have them do unto you.’ A workman who commits an injustice is as much to blame as a tyrant. Each one of us can choose between justice and injustice. I hope you will be just in your relations with others, that you will never harm your fellows, that you will respect the rights
The Teaching Campaign—Selections from the Words of Abdul-Baha

Extract from the *Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab*, February 24, 1914.

Extract from a Tablet: “O thou maidservant of God! The penetration of the word of man depends upon the heat of the fire of the Love of God. The more the splendors of the Love of God become manifest in the heart, the greater will be the penetration of the Word.”

Words of Abdul-Baha: “Any undertaking by the believers of God and which directly or indirectly helps the promotion of the Cause, and the diffusion of Brotherhood between the East and the West, is commendable. This is the Standard.”

A teacher is a physician. A physician does not give the same kind of medicine of truth, and little by little the darkness vanishes. The teacher before attempting to take hold of the search light of Truth must learn two lessons:—First, the art of manipulation, and second, the inflexibility of the will.

Just as the searchlight revolves around its axis on its hightower, sending forth into dark space a continuous stream of white, piercing light, so also the teacher must learn how to manipulate the searchlight of Truth—so as to scatter not only the forces of spiritual darkness, but mental, intellectual, social, physical, and economic darkness as well.

A teacher is a physician. A physician does not give the same kind of medicine
to every patient. What is good for one may cause the death of another. What alleviates one kind of sickness may aggravate the other.

The pharmacopoeia of a Bahá'í teacher must be well supplied. If he sticks to one kind of prescription I do not say he shall fail, but he will not accomplish universal results.

He must be fairly well informed with the Scriptures, the history of the Cause, and its principles, the underlying spirit of the age, and the longings of the hearts for vaster and more spacious fields of noble labor and elevating thoughts.

There is an Oriental saying: "There are as many roads to God as the number of His creatures!"

A teacher must know these roads and strive to put himself in sympathetic touch with the weary pilgrims who are struggling along each road, and little by little teach them that what they call a road is not a road but an unbeaten hard trail leading to jungles and deserts and precipices. When they are prepared, he might then cry at the top of his voice: "O men! The Highway of the Lord of Hosts hath appeared. The Broad Boulevard of the Kingdom of God is paved. Lo! Behold!"

There are many people who have left their trails and are walking along this Celestial Path.

Do you not see them? Are you not learning by their example? Open your eyes! Look! Look! How many companies of people composed of ever so many nationalities are thronging the Golden Way of the Kingdom!

They are marching on and on, and with every step they take they come nearer to the goal. Their path is strewn with the lilacs of love, and the hyacinths of affection. In their white hands are the harps and lyres of divine music, and on their lips the songs of thanksgiving and anthems of glorification. Listen! Listen! Now they are singing in soft, harmonious murmur and anon raise their voices, flushed and inspired with rejoicing and happiness. Is it not better for thee, my brother, my sister, to leave thine own narrow trail over which is grown thorns of dogmas and underbrushes of creed, and walk on this broad, brilliantly lighted Path of the Kingdom? Here thou wilt enjoy the companionship of spiritually minded men and women who have given up everything to serve their God and the world of humanity. This golden hour is slipping by; this divine opportunity is passing away. Avail thyself of it!

Necessity of Education—Training of the Children

Words of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha.

Words of Baha’u’llah.

"It is decreed that every father must educate his sons and daughters in learning and in writing and also in that which hath been ordained in the Tablets. He who neglects that which hath been commanded (in this matter), if he is rich, it is incumbent on the trustees (of the House of Justice) to recover from him the amount required for the education of the children; otherwise (i. e., if the parent is not capable) the matter shall devolve on the House of Justice. Verily We have made it (The House of Justice) an asylum for the poor and needy."

Words of Abdul-Baha.

"It is most clear and manifest that national affairs will never revolve around their proper axis until the whole people have received instruction, and public thought has been directed to a single end."

"The most important of all the mat-
Ters in question, and that with which it is most specially necessary to deal effectively, is the promotion of education.”

“No freedom or salvation could be imagined in the case of any nation which had not progressed in this greatest and most important point; just as the greatest cause of degradation and decadence of every nation is bigotry and ignorance.”

“If necessary, make this even compulsory, for not until the veins and tendons of the nations stir with life, will any study and adoption of improvements be of any avail, because the nation is like unto the body, zeal and resolution are like unto the soul, so that the soulless body cannot move.”

Talk by Abdul-Baha given in Stuttgart, Germany, April 28, 1913.

“Among the children many blessed souls will arise, if they be trained according to the Baha Teaching.

“If a plant is carefully nurtured by a gardener, it will become good and produce better fruit. These children must be given a good training from their earliest childhood. They must be given a systematic training which will further their development, in order that they may receive greater insight, so that their spiritual receptivity be broadened. Beginning in childhood they must receive instruction. They cannot be taught through books. Many elementary sciences must be made clear to them in the nursery; they must learn them in play, in amusement.

“Most ideas must be taught them through speech, not by book-learning. One child must question the other concerning those things and the other child must give the answer. In this way they will make great progress. For example, mathematical problems must also be taught in the form of questions and answers. One of the children asks a question and the other must give the answer. Later the children will of their own accord speak with each other concerning these same subjects. The children who are at the head of their class must receive premiums. They must be encouraged, and when one of them shows good advancement, for their further development they must be praised and encouraged therein.

“Even so in God-like affairs. Verbal questions must be asked and the answers must be given verbally. They must discuss (these affairs) with each other in this manner.”

Excerpt from the Notes of Mrs. Sara Herron, taken at Acre in 1900.

Abdul-Baha said: “Baha’ul-Lah said the children are of two kinds—the mature and the immature. The mature are the children of believers, and the immature of the unbelievers. Some attain to the highest station because they are so well prepared that they can enter the highest station without earthly preparation. When we see a child wise beyond his years, it is a sign of this preparation, so we cannot question the justice of this. All are created in the same station by the Justice of God, but if some of these have become prophets and some teachers, this is from the favors and bounty of God.”

From the Notes of Miss E. J. Rosenberg, London, at Haifa, February and March, 1901.

“We must be guided entirely by the intelligence and development of the child, as to how soon we should begin to teach it.

“A woman reaches her maturity at the age of twenty, and must then certainly receive the full teaching.

“Many a child of ten is sufficiently developed and advanced to receive some teaching, and some are ready for it at the age of eight or nine.

“The great thing that is necessary to teach children is to be characterized with
Their hearts and minds must be prepared to receive the truth as soon as they are old enough to be taught anything—but children should not be taught facts and details which they may not speak of openly to their fellows and companions.

“But they must on no account allow their children to drink wine or alcoholic drinks. Abdul-Baha spoke of the Druzes who never drank wine or smoked, and in consequence of this, many diseases were quite unknown to them.”

Excerpt from Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, June 16, 1914.

"Think of God, and let thy thought be of God, and let thy brother be trained according to the highest moral standard. In the tenderest years of their youth the pure hearts of boys and girls must be illumined with the light of love of God. Then when they grow up, most astonishing results will be produced, because the maps of their whole lives would be drawn with the hand of the spiritual Educator. A Bahai child must be trained according to the moral precepts of Baha’o’llah, he must be taught daily of the love of God: the history of the Movement must be read to him, the love of humanity must be inculcated into every fibre of his being and the universal principles be explained to him in as easy a manner as possible to be devised. Then the power of great faith will take possession of his heart. But if these supreme precautions are not taken in the earliest stages of the child’s growth, it will be most difficult to curb later on his growing manifold appetites. For then he will live according to the requirements of the world of nature and uncontrolled self. Once the lower and sensual habits of nature take hold of him, it will be very hard to reform him by any human agencies. Hence children must be brought under the control of the love of God and spiritual influence from their earliest youth. The lower appetites of nature are like kings over men, one must defeat their forces, otherwise he will be defeated by them.”

Excerpt from Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, September 2, 1913.

As though preordained, the subject of his (Abdul-Baha’s) informal talk was on education, and the duty of the mothers toward their children, a most appropriate message to go out to the world of motherhood:

"The fathers, and especially the mothers, must always think how they can best educate their children, not how to fondle and embrace them and thus spoil them. By every means at their disposal they must inculcate into their growing bodies, souls, minds and spirits, the principles of sincerity, love, trustfulness, obedience, true democracy, and kindness toward all the races, thus hereafter the world of civilization may flow in one mighty current and the children of the next generation may make secure the foundations of human solidarity and goodwill. From the tenderest childhood the children must be taught by their mothers the love of God and the love of humanity—not the love of the humanity of Asia, or the humanity of Europe, or the humanity of America, but the humanity of humankind.

"There are some mothers who have a strange, inexplicable love for their children. One may call it the inversion of love, or, as we call it in Persia, ‘Bearish love.’ This kind of love does more injury to the child than good. When I was in Acca, during the life of the Blessed Perfection, he intrusted the son of one of the believers to a German carpenter. After a month, his mother went to Baha’o’llah and lamented and mourned, saying: ‘I want my son, because he is unhappy with this carpenter, for he curses his religion.’ Baha’o’llah told her, ‘Go to Aga (the Master) and act according to whatever he
...most subtle influence. A teacher is ing with it the heaviest responsibilities life the teacher and his system of familiar with child psychology; thus they grounded in the science of pedagogy and may train the children with the fra­
edicated and refined Bahais, How wonderful will it be if the teachers are faithful, attracted and assured, material education at the be protected from temptations and vices.

Excerpt from Diary Letter of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, November 12, 1913.

Abdul-Baha is discussing the necessity of banishing superstitions and explaining how the apparent "lethargy" in the Mohammedan world is not because the religion of the Arabian prophet was or is false, but it is because the Mohammedans have forgotten the pure democratic principles of the first age of Islam, and have taken hold of spurious ceremonies and false premises, and are spending their time in the study of dead theology and worthless metaphysics. It is written in the Koran: "There is no virtue in this, whether thou mayest turn thy face (at the time of prayer) toward the East or the West; but the virtue lies in this, that thou mayest adorn thyself with righteousness and practise philanthropy." Take the example of the theological students of the University of Al-Azhar. They spend all their lives in that institution with no visible results. When a young man enters a western college he comes out after a few years, either an engineer, or an electrician, architect, physician, or any of the many technical and practical professions. But those students of Azhar waste their wonderful lives and are a heavy burden on the shoulders of the state. This is a crime, an unpardonable crime. Then, turning to a Bahai who has two of his children in a French school, Abdul-Baha said:

"Give to your children a manual profession, something whereby they may be able to support themselves and others. Let polite literature take care of itself. Teach them a technical art or profession."
The Social Teachings of the Bahai Movement

(Continued from page 139)

The prevention of monopoly in the control of wealth is one of the most vital questions of social philosophy and the distribution of the vast fortunes has been theorized upon from many angles. The method presented by BAHÁ’U’LLAH is both direct and simple. It is based on the distribution of estates into the following seven divisions:

1. Children.
2. Husband or wife.
3. Fathers.
4. Mothers.
5. Brothers.
7. Teachers.

If anyone dies without heirs, the House of Justice has the right to the legacy in order to spend it for the good of the commonwealth.

If one dies without any heirs excepting children, two-thirds goes to them and one-third to the House of Justice. If there is no one to inherit the property and there are other relatives such as nephews or nieces, two-thirds goes to them; otherwise the two-thirds will go to the uncles and aunts (fathers and mothers, brothers and sisters) and after them to their sons and daughters; and the other one-third to the House of Justice. If one dies while his father is still alive, and he has children, the children will inherit what was allotted to their father. In the case of children who are under years or incapable of managing their affairs, their legacy should be put into the hands of a trustee or the “House of Partnership” to be invested until their maturity, the trustee receiving part of the acquired profits as his compensation, after deducting the portion for God’s work, debts of the deceased if any, and funeral expenses—with honor and deference.

Thus a very clear method is given for preventing of the handing down of vast fortunes in one family from generation to generation, the evils of which are very manifest, and the results of which will be the abolition of monopoly and more equal distribution. Attention may be called to the fact that teachers, always underpaid, are especially provided for in this arrangement.

Closely allied to this question is the
The question of economics must commence with the farmers and from them proceed to the other classes, inasmuch as the number of farmers is greater than all other classes, many, many times greater. Therefore, it is becoming that the economic problem be solved with the farmer, for the farmer is the first active agent in the body politic. In brief, from among men of every village, a board should be organized and the affairs of that village be under the control of that board. Likewise, a general storehouse should be founded with the appointment of a secretary. At the time of harvest, with the approval of the members of that board, a determined percentage of the entire harvest should be appropriated for the storehouse. This storehouse is to have seven revenues. They are:

1. Tithes.
2. Taxes on animals.
3. Wealth without inheritors.
4. All things found whose owners cannot be discovered.
5. A third of all treasures (money) found in the earth.
6. A third of all mines.
7. Voluntary contributions.

"On the other hand there are seven expenditures:

1. General running expenses of the institution, salaries, etc., and the administration of public safety, including hygiene department.
2. Tithes to the general government.
3. Taxes for animals for the state.
5. Support of cripples and incurables.
6. Support of educational institutions.
7. Supplying any deficiencies in the expenses of the poor."

Thus the first revenue is the tithe based upon a man's income. A person having an income, for example, of $500.00 and his necessary expenses being $500.00, he will not be required to pay any tithe. If his expenditures are $500.00 and his income is $1,000.00, then a tenth will be required of him. And so on in an increasing ratio according to the difference between the income and necessary expenditure, for man will have everything that he needs for his welfare and a large surplus besides. On the other hand, a person, owing to illness, poor crops and through no fault of his own, may be unable to earn a sufficient income to meet his necessary expenses for the year, then what he lacks for the necessary maintenance of himself and family will be supplied by the general storehouse. After certain amounts have been set aside for each of these seven expenditures, then any surplus will be transferred to the general treasury of the nation for general expenses.

"When such a system is established each individual member of the body politic will live in the utmost comfort and happiness and the degrees will be preserved. There will be no disturbance of these degrees whatever, for these degrees are the essential needs of the body politic. The body politic is like unto an army. An army needs a commander-in-chief, colonel, captain, lieutenant and private. It is impossible that all of them enjoy the same rank. Preservation of degrees is necessary but each member of that army must live in the utmost comfort and ease. Likewise, a city is in need of a mayor, judge, merchants, bankers, tradesmen and farmers. Undoubtedly these degrees should be
preserved, otherwise the public order will be disturbed.”

Another specific law is the prohibition of slavery. Up to the present time the governments have been engaged with the establishment of political freedom and the liberation of the chattel slave, but now a new and greater problem confronts the world,—industrial emancipation. When in San Francisco in 1912, Abdul-Baha said to the American people: “Between 1860 and 1865 you did a wonderful thing; you knocked the shackles from chattel slavery; but today you must do a much more wonderful thing; you must destroy *industrial slavery.*”

Under our present system the public is safeguarded through the force of laws based upon retaliation and correction, generally inadequate, but when the divine civilization is established man will be so trained and enlightened that he will shun crimes and evil deeds without any fear of material punishment. He will consider the very crime itself to be the greatest retribution and punishment. Until man is advanced to this condition, inasmuch as crime is due chiefly to ignorance, it will be the duty of the community to execute penal laws through its right of defense and self-protection, not through the spirit of revenge which breeds hatred and animosity. It is therefore incumbent upon man to be a dutiful, law-abiding citizen of his country.

*"The solution of economic questions, for instance, will not be accomplished by array of labor against capital and capital against labor in strife and conflict, but by the voluntary attitude of sacrifice on both sides. Then a real and lasting justness of conditions will be brought about. If a capitalist is forced to give up a portion of his income and possessions there will be no love in his heart, no permanent benefit in his action. But if it be given in the spirit of God, everything will be accomplished. As it is now the forces of labor strike and the capitalists retaliate. If the latter should voluntarily add to the scale of wages, love is evident and the greatest good results. Briefly: among the Bahais there are no extortionate, mercenary and unjust practices, no rebellious demands, no revolutionary uprisings against existing governments."*

The question of wages, which is the cause of nearly all industrial warfare at the present time, is so solved by Abdul-Baha that: “It will not be possible in the future for men to amass great fortunes by the labor of others. The rich will willingly divide. They will come to this gradually, naturally, by their own volition. It will never be accomplished by war and bloodshed. The ruling power or government cannot treat the rich unjustly. To force them to divide their wealth would be unjust. In the future, proportionately about three-quarters of the profits will go to the workmen and one-quarter to the owner.”

The evolution of the body politic cannot take place overnight but just as the new life of the physical world requires the spring winds, the April showers and the heat of the sun in order to grow and develop, so “in like manner, when the sincere purposes and the justice of the sovereign, the knowledge and perfect political efficiency of the ministers of state and the ambition and enthusiasm of the people are all realized at the same time, then indeed, the millennium of progress and human perfection, the consummation of the glory and the prosperity of state and nation will be accomplished.”

Work and worship go hand in hand and the Bahai Temple of worship, known as the Masirak-el-Azkar, an Arabic expression meaning the “Dawning Point of Mention (of God),” holds an unique...
position, for it combines both the material and the spiritual. "The arrangement of the Mashrak-el-Azkar is such that it will exert the greatest influence upon the civilized world on account of its many accessories. Among them are the following: School for Orphans, College for Higher Scientific Education, Hospital, Home for the Cripples, and Hospice. When the Mashrak-el-Azkar, with its accessories, is founded in the world, aside from the religious and spiritual influence, it will have a tremendous effect upon civilization." The doors of these institutions will be open to all nations and religions.

Abdul-Baha recognizes the fact that in order to establish a better economic and social condition certain laws and regulations are necessary for the best welfare of humanity, but he goes on to say: "Where thousands are considering these questions, we have more essential questions. The secrets of the whole economic question are divine in nature and are concerned with the world of the heart and spirit. In the Bahai teaching this is most completely explained, and without the consideration of the Bahai teaching it is impossible to realize a better state. All this will come to pass—the Bahais will bring about the better state,—but not in a way that will have anything to do with corruption and sedition; not warfare, but perfect welfare. In short the hearts must be so connected together, love must become so dominant, that the rich shall most willingly, out of the free will of the hearts, help and extend assistance to the poor, and should take a step in the way of these adjustments. ... You must strive as much as possible to create love in the hearts, in order that love may become shining and radiant. When that love shines in the hearts, even as this (electric) light, then it will permeate other hearts, and when the love of God obtains, everything else will be realized. This is the foundation. Be thoughtful of this. Think of becoming the cause yourselves of the attraction of the souls. Show the people what economics is, what love is, what kindness is, what severance is, what giving is."

"The disease which afflicts the body politic is lack of love and absence of altruism. In the hearts of men no real love is found, and the condition is such that unless their susceptibilities are quickened by some power within them there can be no healing, no agreement among mankind. Love and unity are the needs of the body politic today. Without these there can be no progress or prosperity attained. Therefore the friends of God must adhere to the power which will create this love and unity in the hearts of the sons of men. Science cannot cure the illness of the body politic. Science cannot create amity and fellowship in human hearts. Neither can patriotism or racial prejudice effect a remedy. It must be accomplished solely through the divine bounties and the spiritual bestowals which have descended from God in this Day for that purpose."

In conclusion since the Bahai Movement is essentially spiritual, attention is called to the significant fact that "these precepts were given more than half a century ago—at that moment no one spoke of universal peace—not of any of these principles, but Baha'o'llah proclaimed them to all the sovereigns of the world. . . . They are the spirit of this age, the light of this age; they are the well-being of this age." The Bahai Movement has breathed a new spirit into the dead body of the world of humanity and a new universal and divine consciousness has been presented to mankind for investigation.
The Divine Art of Living
A COMPILATION BY MRS. MARY M. RABB

EDITORIAL

Too often we think of religion as a set of creeds and beliefs, as merely a beautiful philosophy, subject-matter for intellectual speculation. And true religion, of course, is a philosophy divinely luminous in its completeness. Yet the philosophy is but a light which points the way to a radiant life. To see the light on the path is of value only when we walk in the path and, climbing its shining steps by acts of will and deeds of love, ascend into the Kingdom.

In his tablets, those glorious outpourings of the essence of the Bahai revelation, Abdul-Baha always speaks of love, of unity, of life abounding. He mentions philosophy only when he is questioned.

The Bahai Movement will sweep through America when it is presented by its followers and teachers as a way of life. And we are effective teachers of spiritual truth only when our own hearts are pure flames of love and our words fall as a consuming and holy fire. But how may we attain to this life which is so pure and radiant that its love shall burn away the darkness and sin which envelope our world? How may we win this exalted station of the true teacher?

With this issue of the STAR OF THE WEST we print the opening chapter of a wonderful compilation by Mrs. Mary M. Rabb of Portland, Oregon, on this the most important topic known to the human soul. Successive chapters of this compilation on “The Divine Art of Living” will appear throughout the year presenting the steps on the path to the exalted station to which every soul is called. Here is the way “to live the life” which “the people of reality” today are seeking. Here is the path revealed by those who are themselves the way, the truth and the life.

CHAPTER ONE

“Welcome to the Kingdom of God”

Race and welcome unto you. I wish you not the temporal strength of the passing body, but the eternal strength of the immortal soul. Some (persons) can be compared unto prepared lamps, only waiting the Spirit’s breath to illumine them; while others are still unprepared. There is some wood that is inflamed at once; there is a damp, wet wood that has to be warmed before the flame can penetrate the heart. Again there is wood as hard as stone and verily, in vain the heat and flame caress it. Some earth must be tilled before the seed can be planted. Some plants absorb water in the earth and others remain dry. Open your hearts that they may be filled; open your souls that the divine light may shine therein. Strive, strive to receive the Spirit of Truth. Truth awaits your call. Some (persons) with serious ills go
from celebrated doctor to celebrated doctor, but they all fail to cure for the power is with the Divine. So it is with your soul. Your heart is pure and the Spirit can enter therein. Cut yourself from the world. Pray in the Greatest Name, then the breeze of truth, the flood of light will enter your searching soul. There is nothing else to be sought on earth or in the universe.

Yes, remain here. Your room will have no worldly comforts, but will be filled with the love of God. During a terrible storm Christ wandered on the mountain seeking shelter; a den of wild beasts was all he found and that was the beloved Son of God. All the world was his, but no worldly riches.

The Spirit will come to you with increased force, for your being must become as a temple in which the truth of God can dwell.

Welcome to the Kingdom of God. Even if every moment you thanked God a thousand times for the grace of being born in this, the most marvelous century and for the great favor of being allowed to reach the Promised Land, even that would not be sufficient thanks.

Your faith comes like rain; the first drops are far between, but soon it will pour in torrents. Your faith is also like a seed that will bear its fruit. In a tree we judge of its life and vigor by the way it grows; so it is with man. The knowledge of God rises in the heart like the sun; it mounts, mounts, always casting an immortal light.

You must be reborn by the Spirit. A child in the matrix has eyes and ears but only learns their use when it is born. A man cannot comprehend the Spirit before he has put aside earthly things.

All the centuries are the bringing forth of the twentieth. The deepest wish of many great men was to live in the latter day. . . . In past times people esteemed themselves blessed to live in the same time as one of the saints. How much greater is your privilege! To the people then a candle was given, while to you the sun.

The Spirit resembles a rivulet when the earth fills the soul. Put away the terrestrial and the mighty torrent of living water will rush through your freed body.

(Words of Abdul-Baha to Miss...... October 19-14, 1900, on the occasion of her visit to Acca.)

Although the life of the creature is called life, in reality, compared to the life of the children (of the Kingdom) it is not life; on the contrary it is death.

For instance, a mineral substance contains life, but this life compared to the life of the vegetable is death; in like manner the life of the vegetable compared to the life of an animal is death; in like manner the life of human beings compared to the life of the children of the Kingdom is death. As his majesty Christ said: "Let the dead bury their dead, because he who is born of the flesh is flesh and he who is born of the spirit is spirit."

Therefore, it is evident that life (in its true sense) is the life of the spirit and that life is the love of God, divine inspiration, spiritual joys and glad tidings of God. Seek, O servant of God, this life until day and night you remain in limitless joy.

(An early Tablet.)

The life of man will at last end in this world. We must all take out of this life some fruit. The tree of one’s existence must bear some fruit. If a tree has no fruit you must cut it down and burn it; it would be useless for other purposes.

Question: "Abdul-Baha, what is the fruit of the human tree?"

"It is the love of God; it is the love of humankind; it is to wish good for all the people of the earth; it is service to humanity; it is truthfulness and honesty; it is virtues and good morals; it is devo-
The heart must of necessity be spiritual. A tree must be fruitful; it may be very tall, very verdant, but yield no fruits. The fruits of the tree of the human life are the love of God, magnetic, spiritual susceptibilities, heavenly illumination, the knowledge of God, praiseworthy attributes, good morals and conduct. A person whose tree of life produces such fruits is a Bahai; otherwise he is of the earth earthy, self-occupied, and following the dictates of his own desires, and is man only by name. As his holiness Christ says: "Ye shall know the tree by its fruits."

Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, June 1, 1914.

If the fruit of the existence of man is not servitude at the threshold of the Almighty I declare by the living, self-subsistent God that life is death, existence is non-existence, non-being is better than being, pleasure is pain, joy is sorrow, immortality is mortality. In this court we must be humble and meek, active and progressive, wide-awake and thoughtful, true and sincere, noble and good, straightforward and zealous. This is the outcome of life! This is the result of ceaseless endeavor! This is the prize to be won! This is the illumination of the world of humanity! This is the eternal life! This is the sublimity of human nature. This is the heavenly glory! This is the radiant crown of the Kingdom of Abha!

Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, June 18, 1914.

The world is mortal. In one instant it will pass away; but the principle of ease and tranquility is the soul which is in the eternal world. Real life is the life of the spirit, while the body has to die when its light has come to an end. Therefore, of what importance is it?

Extract from Tablet to Mrs. Dealey, revealed July 14, 1911.

Know thou, verily, God hath preferred the insight to the sight; because the sight sees the material things, while the insight apprehends the spiritual. The former witnesses the earthly world, while the latter sees the world of the Kingdom. The former’s judgment is temporary, while the latter’s vision is everlasting.


I hope ... certain souls may arise who may prove radiant lamps to the world of humanity and a meek spirit to the phenomenal body; that they may be the cause of the purification of souls and the means of the sanctification of hearts;—that they may know this mortal world as fleeting shadow and call the rest and repose, the pleasure and blessing, the wealth and sovereignty of the earth the waves of the sea of imagination; that they may arise in such wise to live by the divine teachings and exhortations of (Baha’u’llah) as to sparkle like the morning star from the horizon of holiness.

Extract from Tablet to a Seattle, Wash., believer; translated at Haifa, August 18, 1909.

It was my aim that after thy return to ... thou shouldst hoist the ensign of the great guidance, that like the morning star thou shouldst glisten with the light of the great bestowal and that thou shouldst shout so as to awaken them that are asleep and set aglow all who are in lethargy. This is work!

Otherwise the foundation of man is entirely shaky and without immortality. The numbered days of life will come to an end, the bright days will at last become cloudy and at the last breath man,
with limitless regrets, will hasten to the other world.

It is my aim that thou mayst advance to such an extent in the perfections in the realm of man, in the divine manifestations and the susceptibilities of the conscience as to become an angel of heaven and a manifestation of the favors of the Merciful.

(Extract from Tablet to an American believer; translated July 17, 1910.)

O my servants! The Ancient Beauty* commands: Hasten to the shadow of immortality, nearness and mercy from the shadow of desire, remoteness and heedlessness. Be ye resigned like unto the earth, so that the fragrant, sacred, multicolored myrtles of my knowledge may grow in the soil of existence. Be ye ablaze like unto fire, so that ye may consume thick veils and quicken and immortalize the cold and veiled bodics through the heat of divine love. Be ye pure like unto air so that ye may enter the sacred abode of my friendship.

O servants! If ye be informed of the wonders of my generosity and grace which I have deposited in yourselves ye will certainly be cut from all directions and seeking to know your own selves, which is identical with knowing myself, will find yourselves independent of all save me and will see the ocean of my providence and the deeps of my beneficence in yourselves, with your outward and inward eye, as manifest and clear as the sun shining from the name of Abha.† Do not waste this most wonderful, most holy station, through the promptings of fancy and desire and through the falsehoods of superstition and blindness. Ye are like unto a bird which, with all joy and fragrance soars with the utmost security in the cheerful air of the Praised One. Then in the (imaginary) hope of grains it inclines toward the mud and water of the earth and, with all eagerness, besmears itself with dust and mire. Then, when it attempts to reassend it finds itself unable and a captive, forasmuch as wings besmeared with water and clay are not capable of flight. At that time that bird of the exalted heaven finds itself a dweller in the mortal earth!

Now, O servants, do not besmear your wings with the mire of heedlessness and imagination and the earth of animosity and rancor so that ye be deprived and prevented from soaring in the sacred heaven of knowledge.

O servants! If ye are possessed of sight, enter the city of seeing. If ye are the people of hearing, step into the land of hearing. And if ye are the possessors of hearts, choose an abode in the fortress of the assured ones so that in these dark days ye may not be veiled from witnessing the lights of the beauty of Abha. . . .

O servants! Inscribe the exhortations of the Spirit with the pen of resignation and the ink of submission and assurance upon the tablet of your heart and turn in every instant lest ye may neglect a single letter thereof, and advance toward the True One with all exertion, turning away from all else save him. For this is the root of the leaf of command grown upon the divine tree. . . . This world is a show without reality and is a non-existence adorned in the form of existence. Do not attach your hearts thereto. Do not sever yourselves from your Creator and be not of those who are heedless.

Truly I say, the world is like unto a mirage which has the shadow of water. Those who are athirst make abundant efforts in its search but when reaching it remain deprived and portionless. Or, it is like unto the image of a loved one which is destitute of life and soul; when the lover reaches it he finds it of no worth and value and finds no gain save great pain and despondency. . . .

(Words of Baha’u’llah, in a Tablet called Tablet of Ahmad.)

O Son of Dust! All things in the heavens and in the earth have I ordained

---

*†Names for God.
for thee except the hearts which I have appointed as a place for the descent of the manifestation of my beauty and glory; . . .

(Hidden Words, Persian, verse 27.)

—

Asked, "What is true greatness in man?" Abdul-Baha answered:

"His spiritual attributes. No one can destroy his spiritual qualities; they are from God."

(Ten Days in the Light of Acca; p. 13.)

—

The station of man is great if he hold to truth and rectitude and keep firm and steadfast in the command.

A real man is seen before the Merciful One like unto the heaven; his sight and hearing are the sun and moon and his luminous and shining qualities are the stars; his station is the highest station and his traces are the educators of the world.

(Kitab-el-Ahd; Baha’u’llah’s Words.)

—

In the beginning of his life man was in the matrix world. In the world of the matrix he obtained capacity and preparation for this world. The forces and powers necessary for this world he attained there. In this world he needed eyes; he received them, potentially, in the other. He needed ears; therefore he obtained them in the world of the matrix. All the powers he needed in this world he attained potentially in the world of the matrix. In the world of the matrix therefore he was prepared for this world; so that when he came to this world he found that all the necessary forces were ready—all his needs for material sustenance were provided.

Therefore in this world also he must prepare himself and get ready for the life hereafter. That of which he is in need in the world of the Kingdom he must obtain here. Just as he prepared himself by acquiring the forces necessary in this world in the world of the matrix, so likewise it is necessary that all that is needful in the Kingdom, all the forces of the Kingdom—must be acquired in this world.

What is he in need of in the Kingdom after he is transferred from this world to the other world? That world is a world of sanctity; therefore it is necessary that he acquire sanctity in this world. In that world there is need of radiance; therefore radiance must be acquired in this world. In that world there is need of spirituality. In this world he must acquire spirituality. In that world faith and assurance, the knowledge of God, the love of God, are needed. These he must acquire in this world so that after he ascends from this mortal to that immortal world he shall find that all that is needful in that life eternal is ready for him.

It is self-evident that that world is a world of lights; therefore there is need of illumination. That world is a world of love; hence love of God is needed. That world is a world of perfections; virtues of perfection must be acquired. That world is a world of the breaths of the Holy Spirit and in this world must they be acquired. That world is a world of the life eternal. In this world must he acquire it. But how can he? By what means can he acquire these things? How is he to obtain these merciful powers?

First, through the knowledge of God. Second,—through the love of God. Third,—through faith. Fourth,—through philanthropic deeds. Fifth,—through self-sacrifice. Sixth,—through severance from this world. Seventh,—through sanctity and holiness. Unless he obtain these forces, unless he attain to these requirements, surely he will be deprived of the life eternal. But if he attains the knowledge of God, becomes ignited through the fire of the love of God, witnesses the great and mighty signs, becomes the cause of love among mankind and lives in the utmost sanctity and holiness, surely he shall attain to second birth, will
be baptized with the Holy Spirit and witness the life eternal.

(Star of the West; Vol. 5, No. 11, p. 11.)

Praise be to God that his holiness Baha’u’llah, has spread before us the heavenly table upon which one finds every kind of food. There is the food of faith and assurance; the sustenance of divine virtues; the bread of the love of God; the meat of the glad-tidings of the kingdom of Abha; the victuals of severance and detachment; the viands of enkindlement and attraction; the nutriment of sanctity and holiness; the dish of attraction with the fragrances of God; the sustenance of the breaths of the Holy Spirit; the food of eternal life; the nourishment of teaching the cause of God and promulgating the religion of God. In short, one finds on this divine table all kinds of spiritual food which constitutes the real Supper of the Lord.

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, October 17, 1914.)

The world and its objects are transitory. Phenomena undergo change and transformation but God and his servants remain unalterable and not subject to transmutation. We must attach our hearts to Him if we desire to be eternally happy.

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 9, 1914.)

A material man lets himself be worried and harassed by little things but a spiritual man is always calm and serene under all circumstances.

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 10, 1914.)

If a person is confirmed in the accomplishment of the services of the Kingdom, his worldly conditions are of secondary importance. The greatest be­stowal that it is possible for a soul to attain in this world is this: that he may spend his life, his forces, his possessions, his body, his heart and his spirit in the path of the service of the Blessed (Glory of God) and that towards the last of his life he may drink the cup of martyrdom. This is indeed the most blessed state, the loftiest pinnacle of perfection!

Is there a greater or more harrow­ing regret in the world than to spend one’s physical energies in the awful road of lust, sinful passions, inordinate desires and the frivolities of the age! No! I declare by God! O how pitiful to watch the last flicker of hope dying out of such a life! Because when the last curtain falls on such a dissipated life he finds to his utter remorse his nerves racked, his resources drained, his fortune wrecked, his hopes unfulfilled, his opportunities lost, his visions unaccom­plished, his energies wasted and the light of his spirit extinguished! What were the results of these deeds? What was the sum total of these thoughts? What was the outcome of this sowing of wild oats? Where is the man with his youthful ambitions? In what heap of mud and water did he throw the brill­iant gems of his ideals? What has he done with his God-given intelligence? He has indeed lived a fruitless life, sur­rounded himself with the suggestions of passions and the gratification of selfish appetites. His life is brought to a tragic close, enveloped with regrets, remorse! Verily this is the most evident loss!

But, on the other hand, how glorious is the life of a person when toward the last days of his earthly existence he is able to contemplate with great satisfac­tion that, praise be to God, through the assistance of the Almighty, he has been fortunate and given his belongings, his life, his spirit, his body and all his fac­ulties in the path of the love of God, accepting all manner of persecutions, re­vilings and affictions with serenity of
consciousness and standing firm in the Cause till his very last breath.

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, February 20, 1914.)

While we were living in Bagdad one of the most honorable men in Persia came there. He called on Baha’u’llah and as he used to come and see us often I became attached to him. I grew to love him very much and as he was not a believer I spoke to him about the Cause. I used to tell him:

“My friend, The aim of this life is not the acquirement of wealth, honor and glory, not the display of the animal attributes such as eating, sleeping and chasing worldly pleasures. Such aimless and insipid pursuits do not befit man who is endowed with divine effulgence and radiant longings. The object of this life is the attainment of the spirit, the manifestation of the fear of God, the attainment of the knowledge of God, the acquisition of the love of God, the attaining the good pleasure of the Lord of mankind. If man characterizes himself with these God-like attributes he will become freed from all ties of this mortal world, the light of God will shine in his heart, he will hear the voice of the heavenly angels, he will be surrounded by the confirmations of the Holy Spirit, he will become an irradiating center of the perfect names and qualities of the Merciful and a light through which the darkness of the world of humanity is dispelled!”

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, February 19, 1914.)

When a man is thirsty he drinks water. When he is hungry he eats food. But if a man be not thirsty, water gives him no pleasure and if his hunger be already satisfied, food is distasteful to him.

This is not so with spiritual enjoyments. Spiritual enjoyments bring all ways joy. The love of God brings endless happiness. These are joys in themselves and not alleviations. The life of animals is more simple than that of man. Animals have all their needs supplied for them. All the grasses of the meadows are free to them. The birds build their nests in the branching trees and the palaces of kings are not so beautiful. If earthly needs are all then the animals are better supplied than man. But man has another food, the heavenly manna of the knowledge of God. All the divine prophets and Manifestations appeared in the world that this heavenly manna might be given to man. This is the food which fosters spiritual growth and strength and causes pure illumination in the souls of men. They become filled with the breaths of the Holy Spirit. They increase in the knowledge of God and in those virtues which belong to the world of humanity. They attain to the very image and likeness of God.

What greater joy is there than this? When they invoke God’s favor at the divine threshold their minds become open, they enter into spiritual pleasures and make discoveries. By this they enjoy ecstacies of the Spirit and see the world illumined. They are filled with insight. They become fully attuned to the bounties of God and see them face to face, acquiring in themselves the virtues of the Manifestations.* Thus it is that man shall attain to the utmost hopes of the holy ones and the saints.

If man could not attain to this illumination and these bounties the mineral world would be better than he for it is not deficient in anything. When man is deprived of the illumination of God he feels a lack and a shortcoming on his part.

* i.e. great, world prophets. “Manifestation” when spelled with a capital “M” signifies in these pages a divinely perfect master who manifests the attributes of God as a pure polished mirror reflects the sun.

(Continued on page 161)
Esperanto class in Teheran, Persia

To the STAR OF THE WEST:

I am loaning you the photograph of the Esperanto class in Teheran, Persia, for reproduction. It was sent me by Miss Stewart. She writes concerning it:

"No. 1 is Bahman Mirza, a prince; No. 2, Mohammed Yazdi, a bright boy who has just gone to Kazvin to teach school there; No. 3 is Manicheair Khan. These three have given Esperanto its start here. No. 4, sitting in a chair, is a Jew, whose name is Solem. He was in Paris at the same time that Abdul-Baha was there. He is the teacher of the Esperanto class."

In the center sits Dr. Susan I. Moody to the left, and Miss Elizabeth H. Stewart to the right.

Isabella D. Brittingham.
The Teaching Campaign

“Forward! Forward! my beloved soldiers”

(Extract from letter by Mirza Ahmad Sohраб.)

While at Stuttgart, Germany, Abdul-Baha was one day looking out of his hotel window, and, observing a regiment of soldiers passing by in great array, he said:

“They are ready to fight for their fatherland. How barbarous it seems to send men who do not even know each other to the battlefield in order to shoot each other down. The Bahá’í Grand Army consists of the invisible angels of the Supreme Concourse. Our swords are the words of love and life. Our armaments are the invisible armaments of Heaven. We are fighting against the forces of darkness. O my soldiers, my beloved soldiers! Forward! Forward! Have no fear of defeat; do not have failing hearts. Our supreme commander is Bahá’u’lláh. From the heights of glory he is directing this dramatic engagement. He commands us! Rush forward! Rush forward! Show the strength of your arms. Ye shall scatter the forces of ignorance. Your war confers life; their war brings death. Your war is the cause of the illumination of all mankind. Your war means victory upon victory. Their war is defeat upon defeat. Their war is the origin of destruction. There are no dangers before you. Push forward! Fire! Fire! Attack the enemy. Your efforts should be crowned with the diadem of eternal peace and brotherhood.

“His holiness the Christ was fighting even upon the cross and his triumphs have continued through ages and cycles.”

News from the “soldiers” at the front

“ARISE! Shine for the Light has come; with unconquerable splendor to the American world. The hour has struck; the heavenly bell has rung. The most blessed year is at hand. A divine charter is spread before us in the form of five Tablets to the East, the West, the North, the South. This charter is given to us by the most glorious Servant of the world. Nothing more is needed. The time has arrived when the soldiers of light must go forth “and shine with such brilliancy as to illumine (the) entire continent.”

Those who arise to serve are surrounded with the heavenly hosts of confirmation. At first this was a promise; now it is a verified reality. From all parts of the country come radiant glad tidings of the “majestic onward march of the Cause of God.”

Mrs. Brittingham, Mr. Remy, Mr. Latimer, Mrs. Killius, Mr. Dunn, Mrs. Ralston, Mrs. Gillen and many others have entered the vast expanses of the Western States and are planting the pure seeds of the Kingdom in the prairie and the mountain regions of the untilled West. Mrs. Ford, Mr. William H. Randall, Mrs. Greenleaf, Dr. Bagdadi, Mrs. Brush, Mrs. Parmerton, Mrs. True and others
are proclaiming the new era and its glory in the states of the Central West. Mrs. Ford has spoken to large gatherings in Chicago, St. Paul, and Minneapolis. Mr. Randall has addressed splendid gatherings in St. Louis where hundreds were attracted and has started us thinking of Abdul-Baha's predictions for that city. To a believer in St. Louis, Abdul-Baha wrote a few years ago:

"Thy letter was received. Thou hast written that in these days the establishment of the meeting has become impossible in that city. Be thou not unhappy. A day shall come when innumerable meetings in the utmost grandeur shall be established in that city. The cause of God shall be raised and the breath of the Holy Spirit shall impart eternal life. Be thou not sad. This indifference is temporary. Ere long the fires of the love of God shall raise a flame in that city and the splendors of the sun of truth shall cast intense rays and the melody of the Kingdom shall be heard."

Mrs. May Maxwell and Mrs. Ober are on their way to the far Northeast to sow the seeds in the provinces of Canada. New centers have appeared over night as it were in Springfield, Massachusetts and in New Haven and Hartford, Connecticut. They were organized after inspiring peace meetings. Dr. Strong, Dr. Shook, Mrs. Finch and Mrs. Hannen have been doing great service in these cities.

The Bahais about Boston have trebled in numbers in the last six months. Group meetings are held throughout the suburbs.

Wonderful responses to the divine call have come also from the South. "Mother" Beecher has just gone into Virginia and Kentucky. For the past two months Rev. Mr. Tate and Mr. Louis Gregory have been scattering the heavenly seeds broadcast in the vast regions from the Atlantic Ocean to Texas. Mr. Tate has spoken to 15,000 and Mr. Gregory to 15,000 people this autumn. Mr. Gregory writes a friend from Tulsa, Oklahoma:

Tulsa, Oklahoma, Nov. 25, 1916.

Dear Bahai brother:

I do not now recall whether or not I told you a dream I had during the days of preparation for this journey. Abdul-Baha was standing before an audience in the attitude of teaching. By his direction I was serving as a waiter, passing to the people bread from a tray. When the wafers reached the people, they were transformed into tablets and upon them they were to indicate how many of them accepted the teachings and became Bahais. An overwhelming number of those who received the tablets thus signed by writing their acceptance.

I awoke feeling very happy.

By the way the doors are opened to deliver the Message and the happiness manifested among those who give ear, this dream becomes a glorious reality.

I think I wrote you last from New Orleans. Since then the following points have been visited: Galveston, Prairie View, Austin, Waco, Corsicana, Dallas, Texas, and Langston, Oklahoma. At Langston, after hearing the Message, the school sang, "Arise! Shine for the Light has come and the Glory of the Lord is risen upon thee!" Several thousand have heard the glad tidings, in these centers, without a word of opposition. Truly great are the divine confirmations from the Kingdom of El-Abha! The might of the Covenant removes all obstacles!

Tonight there is an audience of five hundred in a Methodist church. The pastor has given the right of way. The Bahai address will take the place of the sermon.

Leave for Arkansas and Northern Mississippi tomorrow. Am very happy over the results.

Praise be to God and Bahai greeting to the friends! May you ever be supremely happy!

In His Name, I have the honor to be

Your servant,

Louis G. Gregory.

Indianapolis will get to be an important center if you Chicago people take it into your hand. I talked on the Cause to eighteen hundred people at the Shortridge High School, and to hundreds at the church and other meetings, all of whom appreciate the great Message, and are hungry for further teaching and speakers. I dwelt at length upon the Mashrak-el-Azkar, and in time this will become a fruitful field. . . .

Ali Kuli Khan.

The Shirley Hotel, Denver, Colo., November 11, 1916.

I am having nightly meetings, with some new faces nearly always. Two leading Theosophists present last night were greatly attracted. Large advertised meeting for Sunday afternoon—subject, "Universal Peace." George (Latimer) and Mason (Remey) to arrive today, and we will all address the meeting.

Isabella D. Brittingham.


To the STAR OF THE WEST:

A line to cheer those striving to spread the knowledge of God and His Covenant. During the recent journey through fourteen Southern states the hearts were found most receptive. The principles of unity and the Great Message were presented in churches, schools, colleges, Y. M. C. A., and social gatherings to a multitude of people. So slight was the opposition, even in the ranks of the clergy, as to be not worthy of mention. The souls of people were rejoiced, and their spirits exhilarated by the glad tidings. In one meeting, held at Memphis, Tenn., over fifty persons, all in sight save one, after hearing the message and proofs, arose and said the Greatest Name. Without exception, souls were found ready in cities where the message was given. The strongholds of orthodoxy were taken by the fire of divine love. Success was attained through divine confirmations.

The time has come to declare the message from the housetops. Yet with wisdom withal. The hearts are hungry for the heavenly manna. Let us forget human limitations in the pursuit of divine ideals. The call of God is, work, speak, write, start assemblies, use all proper means of bringing life to the dead body of humanity. The veils are disappearing. The following tablet* shows what Abdul-Baha expects of us:

O ye spiritual friends of Abdul-Baha!

How long are ye silent and speechless? Although ye are speaking, yet in this age the speech of the believers of God must be the soul entrancing melody of the Kingdom of Abha and the harmony of the Supreme Concourse!

Therefore Abdul-Baha is not satisfied with a meek voice and depressing lamentation! He seeks the passionate tumult and joyous clamor and he roars and cries at the top of his voice so that the realities of things may stir into movement and action and the Beloved of Bounty unveil her countenance in the world of creation!

Those friends must, like unto the stars in heaven, shine and gleam in the horizon of Truth with the Light of Guidance so that the realities of the existent beings and the spirit of mankind may find joy and happiness!

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

*(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Louis G. Gregory.

---

The Convention of the Mashrak-el-Azkar

Haifa, Syria, October 12, 1916.
Mr. Alfred Lunt, Boston, Mass.

My dear brother in the Cause:

The heavenly beacon of Truth is shining from the horizon of the Supreme Concourse, irradiating to all directions and dispelling the darkness of doubts and ignorance but the majority of mankind are held fast in the grim claws of a sound sleep. In these days of wars and battles many rays of hope and cheer have emanated from the sun of the Covenant. One of these shining rays has appeared in the form of a tablet in your name, the translation of which is the following:

To his honor, Mr. Alfred Lunt—Upon him be greeting and praise!

O thou my friend of the Kingdom!

Praise be to God, that the city of Boston is stirred into cheerfulness and the believers of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful are engaged in the diffusion of the fragrances of God, that the divine favors and bestowals are continually descending upon the assembly of that city, for they have attained to capacity, and capacity like unto a magnet attracts the heavenly graces unto men. Ever do I supplicate at the threshold of the Lord of Hosts and beg for the friends infinite confirmations. It is my hope that supplications toward the Kingdom of God may be answered.

According to what is heard the convention of Mashrak-el-Azkar was going to be held in Boston. The believers of Boston must consider this as one of the greatest divine bounties and strive with all their strength so that all the delegates coming to the convention from the different cities of America may become attracted, thankful and grateful and spend a few days with the utmost joy and happiness; thus the convention in a behooving manner may become assisted in the promotion of the teachings of God, the hearts may become like unto the clear mirrors, the rays of the Sun of Reality shine therein, the melody of thanksgiving and glorification to the Lord of Hosts may ascend to the Supreme Concourse, the sleepy ones become awakened and the dead ones alive. Convey to each and all the friends longing greeting on my behalf.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

In the course of this year we have received few letters from the American friends although I suppose they have written to us regularly. It is our misfortune that we should not receive their messages of love and affection. Abdul-Baha’s health has been more than well, especially after our trip to Tiberias. The medicinal value of the baths there has been known for more than 2000 years and people from all parts of the country go there with their nervous ailments to be cured. The weather also is very dry. Many of us slept in the open air under the glorious heaven studded with luminous stars. The cool western breeze wafting all night lulled the sleeper into sound and refreshing sleep. Only we are so very sorry that the gate of the sacred land is closed before the face of all the lovers of truth but we pray and hope that ere long the obstacles will be removed and free communications established.

Give, please, my love to all the believers,

Your faithful brother,

Akram.
Letter from England

Manchester, England,
December 22, 1916.

To the Star of the West:

Dear friends: I am enclosing a cheque for two pounds and five shillings which I want you to separate into two parts. One part, twelve shillings and six pence to go towards sending copies of the Star of the West for two years to my sister, and one pound and seven shillings to go to the Mashrek-el-Azkar fund from the Manchester friends. The remainder to go to the Star of the West to help against its expenses. I know you will do these two things for me, if at all possible.

I know not where I shall be sent after New Year's day (January 1st), for I am a conscript and under military law, and the war is, perhaps, not nearly over. But I am a follower of Abdul-Baha and a true believer in God, and meet the future with resignation and peace of heart, for with all my faults and mistakes, I have come nearer and nearer the love of God and the radiance of Abdul-Baha. God be praised! I shall hope to be able to do good wherever I get to.

God bless you all.

Ever sincerely,

Edward Theodore Hall.

The Divine Art of Living—Chapter One

(Continued from page 155)

God created in us a divine holy spirit,—the human spirit with its intellectual powers which are above the powers of nature. By this he enjoys the ecstasies of the spirit and sees the world illumined. The tree and the stone have not this power; they have no mind or soul; therefore they are excused. We are not excused. This power gives man effectual control over nature. He is enabled to discover reality and bring invisible things into the courts of the visible. Thus he is enabled to render effective the will of God and give it material station. This is what is meant by his holiness Baha’u’llah when he said, ‘Verily we have created thee rich, why have ye made yourselves poor?’ And Jesus Christ, when he said, ‘The Father is in me and I in you.’ It was this power which through Baha’u’llah said, ‘Noble have I created you, why do ye degrade yourselves?’ This power distinguishes you above all other creatures, why do you devote it only to your material conditions? This is that which should be used for the acquisition and manifestation of the bounties of God, that ye may establish the kingdom of God among men and attain to happiness in both worlds, the visible and the invisible.

(Address given by Abdul-Baha, at Green Acre, August 20, 1912.)

—

 Asked, ‘‘How could a man who does not know God feel it a punishment to be without that knowledge?’’ Abdul-Baha answered:

‘‘No man can be happy without God, though he may not know why he is miserable.’’

(Extract from Notes of Aline Shane Devin, October, 1900.)

—

The soul of man must be happy, no matter where he is. One must attain to that condition of inward beatitude and peace, then outward circumstances will not alter his spiritual calmness and joyousness. No one can imagine a worse place than the barracks of Acca.* The

*The prison in Palestine to which Baha’u’llah and his family and some other Bahais were sent in 1868.
climate was bad, the water was no better. The surroundings were filthy and dirty, the treatment of the officials was unbearable and we were looked upon as the enemies of religion and corruptors of morals. The government had given an order that during our stay in Acre no one must talk with us and we must not talk with each other. Having arrived in Acre they found there were not enough rooms in the barracks to imprison us separately so they put us all in two rooms with no furniture at all. The court of the barrack had a most gloomy aspect. There were three or four fig trees over the branches of which several ominous owls screeched all night. Every one got sick and there were neither provisions nor medicine. At the entrance of the barrack there was an undertaker's room. It was a horrible room. Yet I lived there two years with the utmost happiness. Up to that period I had not had time to read the Koran from first to last but then I had ample time and used to read this holy book with fervor and enthusiasm. Going over the incidents and events of the lives of former prophets and finding how parallel they were with that of Baha'u'llah, I was consoled and encouraged. I would read for instance the following verse: "How thoughtless are the people! Whenever a prophet is sent to them they either ridicule him or persecute him." And then I would read this verse, "Verily, our host is victorious over them."

I was very happy all the time because I was a free man. Shut off in that room my spirit traveled throughout the immensity of space. At night I went on the roof and communed with the countless stars. What a divine feast! What a heavenly procession! What a spiritual freedom! What beatific bliss! What celestial sovereignty!

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 3, 1913.)

God has given man a heart and the heart must have some attachment. We have proved that nothing is completely worthy of our heart's devotion save reality, for all else is destined to perish. Therefore the heart is never at rest and never finds real joy and happiness until it attaches itself to the eternal. How foolish the bird that builds its nest in a tree that may perish when it could build its nest in an ever-verdant garden of paradise!

Man must attach himself to an infinite reality so that his glory, his joy and his progress may be infinite. Only the spirit is real; everything else is as shadow. All bodies are disintegrated in the end; only reality subsists. All physical perfections come to an end; but the divine virtues are infinite. How many kings have flourished in luxury and in a brief moment all has disappeared! Their glory and their honor are forgotten. Where are the sovereigns now? But those who have been servants of the divine beauty are never forgotten. The result of their works is everywhere visible. What king is there of two thousand years ago whose kingdom has lived in the hearts? But those disciples who were devoted to God, poor people who had neither fortune nor position, are today trees bearing fruit. Their banner is raised higher every day.

(Divine Philosophy; p. 107.)

The world needs more happiness and illumination. The star of happiness is in every heart; we must remove the clouds so that it may twinkle radiantly. Happiness is an internal condition. When it is once established man will ascend to the supreme heights of bliss. A truly happy man will not be subject to the shifting eventualities of time. Like unto an eternal king he will sit upon the throne of fixed realities. He will be impervious to outward, changing circumstances and through his deeds and actions he will impart happiness to others.
A Bahai must be happy for the blessings of God are bestowed upon him. 

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, January 7, 1914.)

Know thou that there are two kinds of happiness—spiritual and material. As to material happiness, it never exists; nay, it is but imagination, an image reflected in mirrors, a specter and shadow. Consider the nature of material happiness. It is something, which but slightly removes one's afflictions; yet the people imagine it to be joy, delight, exultation and blessing. All the material blessings, including food, drink, etc., tend only to allay thirst, hunger and fatigue. They bestow no delight on the mind nor pleasure on the soul; nay, they furnish only the bodily wants. So this kind of happiness has no real existence.

As to spiritual happiness, this is the true basis of the life of man because life is created for happiness, not for sorrow; for pleasure, not for grief. Happiness is life; sorrow is death. Spiritual happiness is life eternal. This is a light which is not followed by darkness. This is an honor which is not followed by shame. This is a life that is not followed by death. This is an existence that is not followed by annihilation. This great blessing and precious gift is obtained by man only through the guidance of God.

Spiritual happiness is light, while sorrow is darkness.

This happiness is glad-tidings, while sorrow is disappointment.

This happiness is the Kingdom while sorrow is the earthly world.

This happiness is life, while sorrow is non-existence.

This happiness is the fundamental basis from which man is created, worlds are originated, the contingent beings have existence and the world of God appears like unto the appearance of the sun at mid-day.

This happiness is but the love of God. This happiness is but the eternal might the brilliant traces of which are shining forth unto the temples of unity.

Were it not for this happiness the world of existence would not have been created.

(Extract from an early Tablet to a Bahai in Paris.)

Thy letter was received, and its perusal imparted happiness impossible to describe. It was an indication of the loftiness of thy nature, the strength of thy effort and the purity of thy intentions. Abdul-Baha's happiness is caused by such matters. If the material luxuries of the whole earth were available to Abdul-Baha he would not think for one moment that there was such a thing as comfort and luxury in the world. But when a soul-perfuming fragrance is wafted from the rose-garden of the hearts of the friends to the nostrils of Abdul-Baha, such joy is realized that involuntarily I render thanksgiving unto the Blessed Perfection who has trained such servants.

(Extract from a Tablet to an American Bahai; translated December 29, 1912.)

O my brother, when a seeker intends to turn the step of search and journeying into the path of the knowledge of the King of Pre-existence, he must first cleanse and purify the heart—which is the place of the appearance and emanation of the splendor of the hidden mysteries of divinity—and he must cleanse and refine his breast—which is the throne for the accession and establishment of the love of the eternal Beloved—from all gloomy dusts of acquired learnings and from the allusions of satanic appearances. He must likewise sanctify his heart from attachment to water and clay—that is, from all phantasmal forms and spectral images—in such manner that no trace of love or hatred may remain in the heart.
lest that love may cause him to incline toward a direction, without guide, or that hatred prevent him from turning in another direction, just as in this day most are bereft of the immortal Face and of the threshold of meanings because of these two tendencies and are grazing in the deserts of error and oblivion. He should at all times trust in God and turn away from the creatures; be severed and detached from the world of dust and united with the Lord of Lords; not preferring his own self before any one but cleansing the tablet of his heart from pride and vain-glory; attaching the heart to patience and self-restraint; observing silence and avoiding useless speech; for the tongue is a smouldering fire and loquacity is a deadly poison. Material fire devours bodies, but the fire of the tongue consumes souls and minds. The effect of the former vanishes in an hour but the latter continues for a century.

He should consider backbiting as error and never step into that court, for backbiting extinguishes the brilliant light of the heart and numbs the life of the soul. He should be content with little and free from avarice; profiting by the companionship of the severed ones and regarding seclusion from haughty and worldly people as a benefit. At dawn he should be engaged in commemorations, seeking for that Beloved One with the utmost earnestness and power; consuming heedlessness with the fire of love and praise; passing over all else save God with the swiftness of lightning; bestowing a portion upon the destitute and not refusing benevolence and favor to the unfortunate. He should show kindness to the animals; how much more to mankind, (especially) to the people of the Beyan; refusing not his life for the Beloved and turning not away from the True One when approached by the creatures. He should not wish for others what he doth not wish for himself nor say that which he will not fulfill; keeping aloof from evildoers with all determination and asking the forgiveness of God in their behalf; condoning the sinners and despising them not for the end is not known. Many a sinner who is favored with the essence of faith at the time of death drinks the wine of immortality and hastens to the Supreme Concourse; while many a believing and obedient one is estranged at the time of the soul’s departure and dwells in the lowest abyss of fire. In a word the traveler and seeker should consider all else save God mortal and account all but the Adored One as nothing.

These conditions form the attributes of the lofty ones and nature of the spiritual ones. This hath already been mentioned concerning the requirements of the striver and the conduct of travelers in the highways of positive knowledge. When these conditions are realized in a sincere seeker and an unrestrained traveler then the term “striver” becomes true concerning him. When he is confirmed in the performance of “those who strive in us,” he will surely enjoy the glad tidings of “We will direct them into our ways.”

When the lamp of search, effort, longing, fervor, love, rapture, attraction and devotion is enkindled in the heart and the breeze of love blows forth from the direction of Unity the darkness of error, doubt and uncertainty will be dispelled and the lights of knowledge and assurance will encompass all the pillars of existence. Then the ideal herald will dawn as the true morn from the divine city with spiritual glad tidings and awaken the heart, soul and spirit from the sleep of negligence with the trumpet of knowledge. Then the favors and confirmations of the eternal Holy Spirit will impart such a new life that one will find himself the possessor of a new eye, a new ear, a new heart and a new mind and will direct his attention to the clear, universal signs and to the hidden individual secrets.

(Book of Iqhan, by Baha’u’llah; pp. 137-140.)
Recent Tablets from Abdul-Baha

"Should Abdul-Baha soar from this mortal prison to the immortal rose-garden, none of you must be disturbed"

Haifa, Syria, Oct. 9, 1916.

Mrs. Georgia Ralston,
New York City.

My dear sister in the Cause of God:

A few months ago I wrote you a letter which I hope you have received by this time and its contents have become known to you.

Now, after spending nearly forty days with Abdul-Baha in Tiberias, we returned last week to Haifa, finding the friends in good health and everything going along smoothly.

In the outside world there are many changes daily, many new ideals interplaying their forces, many important problems to occupy one's mind and thought, but here the page of our lives is blank; one day succeeds the other quiet, peaceful. Our life in this corner of the world is the life of the valley and the lowland—not the life of the highland and the mountain where the strong winds are blowing from all directions, the whirlwinds requiring iron constitutions and strong muscles.

It gives me great pleasure to give you here the translation of Abdul-Baha's tablet to you:

To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Georgia Ralston.

O thou spiritual daughter of the Kingdom!

The letter that thou hast written to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab was perused. It imparted exceeding joy, joy to the heart, for it contained very good news, that, praise be to God, the friends of God, notwithstanding the interruption of the means of correspondence, are in the state of the utmost joy and fragrance. This must indeed be the condition of those souls who have entered the Kingdom. They must not be discouraged by any obstacles, nay, rather, they must, day by day, increase their attraction and enkindlement, for confirmations are descending upon them from the heavenly Spirit. You must be firm and steadfast to such a degree that not only the interruption of the means of communication, but should Abdul-Baha hasten from this world to another world and soar from this mortal prison to the immortal rose-garden, none of you must be shaken or disturbed; nay, rather, moment after moment the strength of heart be augmented and firmness and steadfastness be increased. For when the lamp of the love of God is ignited in the heart, its flame must become purer and whiter day by day—thus from head to foot he may become a torch of flaming fire. When his holiness the Bab and his holiness Baha'ullah ascended to the Supreme Concourse, the intensity of the fire of the service of the friends of God became an hundred fold and in the assemblages of humanity they shone out with the utmost sanctity and purity. I hope you will likewise attain to such a station.

Convey longing greetings, on my
Haifa, Syria, October 11, 1916.
Miss A. Boylan,
New York City.
My dear Bahai sister:
A tablet has been revealed by Abdul-Baha in your name, the translation of which is as follows:

To the maid-servant of God, Miss A. Boylan—Upon her be greeting and praise!
O thou who art firm in the Covenant!
Although it is a long time that I have not written a letter to that steadfast one in the Testament, still thou art ever before the sight and never forgotten. Now and then letters are being received from those friends that, praise be to God, they are engaged in service and are holding in their hands the candle of guidance, dispelling the darkness of superstitions and doubts. Convey to the dear daughter, Mrs. Krug, my respectful greeting. Some time ago I wrote her a brief note. It is hoped that her illumined meeting is still continued and the maid-servants of the Merciful gather in that assembly and are occupied in the commemoration of His Highness, the Almighty, are engaged in the establishment of unity and concord. Those days that meetings were held in her home and I used to present myself there and talk with the friends of God shall never be forgotten.
Upon thee and upon her be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Forty days I had the privilege to spend with Abdul-Baha in Tiberias. I wish there was space to relate for your benefit at least a little of our holy and spiritual experiences, but this pleasure must be given up for the present. Enough to say that I had a most wonderful time and now that we have returned, Abdul-Baha’s health is quite improved. This was our second trip to Tiberias; you have the description of the first one and you shall have the second one, only this time there was an added interest to our journey because instead of traveling by railroad we drove in carriage, stopped two nights in Nazareth and saw that blessed and holy town. All along that heavenly journey Abdul-Baha spoke and I have faithfully treasured his ethereal words of love and peace. Please convey my faithful greeting to the friends and tell them their thoughts and prayers are much appreciated. Our only joy in these days is to think about their faith and services.

Ever your sincere brother,

Ahmad.

Haifa, Syria, October 12, 1916.
Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke,
Cleveland, Ohio.
My dear sister in the Cause of God:
Some time ago your kind and spiritual letter was received and its inspiring contents read with great pleasure and happiness. Abdul-Baha was most glad to know that the friends in Cleveland are enkindled with the fire of the love of God and firm in the Covenant of the Merciful. Abdul-Baha hopes that your home may ever be the nest for the birds of sanctity, that from it,
To the Supreme Kingdom, that the friends of God may become the guides of erring humanity, and that their lives and deeds may bear eloquent testimonies to their faith and knowledge. He dictated the following tablet:

To the maid-servant of God, Doctor Pauline Barton-Peake.—Upon her be greetings and praise!

O thou the inheritor of the great, respected Mrs. Peake!

Although that beloved maid-servant of God ascended from this mortal world to the world of immortality, praise be to God, she left thee behind as a token of herself. All the dwellers of the Kingdom and myself are pleased with thy services to the Kingdom of God. Truly I say the believers of God and thyself are displaying every effort in the promotion of the teachings of God in Cleveland. The evidence demonstrating this fact is that you have not forgotten us, nay rather with the utmost exertion and endeavor you are engaged in the service of Truth. Thank ye God that ye are confirmed therein. Ere long ye shall observe most important results and ye will behold the doors of the everlasting glory open before your faces. I am ever expecting to receive good news from you and the Cleveland believers, and in your behalf I supplicate and entreat toward the Kingdom of God, that every one of you may become ignited with the fire of the love of God and bestow the light of guidance upon that region and continent.

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

Abdul-Baha’s health is quite well. We stayed for about two months in Tiberias and the dry weather imparted to him invigoration. Now again he is living with his blessed family waiting patiently and quietly for the end of this world-wide war and praying for the protection of the friends. His thanks and prayers are for them.

Ever your faithful brother,

Ahmad.

Haifa, Syria, July 11th, 1916.

To Mr. and Mrs. Harlan F. Ober.

O ye two firm ones in the Covenant!

Although we are living in the holy land and you are dwelling in the United States, yet the spiritual relations and the communication of the hearts are firm and steadfast because the unity of the Divine Essence has bonded us together. In this material world we are cemented together and, God willing, in the Universe of God, the world of the Kingdom, we will be the associates and intimates of each other. Truly I say Mr. Ober rendered a great service to the Kingdom of God and undertook a long and arduous trip to India, and during our stay in America, Mrs. Ober served with heart and soul. Both of them are encircled with the Divine Favors and are firm and steadfast in the lordly Covenant.

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

(Original received by Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, Washington, D. C., September 25, 1916.)

To Mr. Fred Mortensen, Minneapolis, Minn.—Upon him be Baha’u’llah-el-Abha.

O thou illumined youth!

Thy letter was received. Its perusal produced the utmost joy; for its contents indicated faith and its significances were proofs of firmness in the Covenant. That trip of thine from Minneapolis to Green Acre will never be for-
"We are ourselves the means of our degradation and exaltation"

Extract from the diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, January 23, 1914

A YOUNG man by the name of Mirza Lotfullah, who has been here (Haifa) for a month, was about to leave this afternoon for Aleppo, so Abdul-Baha addressed him, saying:

"Now that thou hast decided to live in Aleppo, thou must act, speak and conduct thyself with such holiness, sanctity, purity and chastity as to attract to the Cause everyone who comes in contact with thee, that everyone may testify that here lives in our midst an upright and virtuous man, that he has turned his face toward God, that he is spiritual, celestial and divine. A person through his own actions and deeds makes himself loved or disliked by the people; or through his own unselfish conduct and behavior, refined morality and selfless intention, trustworthiness and rectitude he suffers himself to become favored and beloved at the threshold of God.

There is a young man of Jewish origin in the college of Beirut by the name of Mirza Habibollah Khodabaksh, who has fulfilled these requirements. Formerly he was not known, but now everyone knows him through his sanctity, purity of life, sincerity of aim and the beauty of his holiness, and he is favored and near the court of the Almighty, and loved and respected by all. From whomever you inquire of him the utmost satisfaction and pleasure is expressed concerning him.

Therefore, it is now proven that we are ourselves the means of our degradation and exaltation; that people are attracted to us or repelled by us according to the attributes and deeds emanating from us. In short, I hope that thou mayst live in such wise in Aleppo that all the inhabitants may exclaim: "This man is not a Bahai in a nominal way, but in a real manner; he is a Bahai in deed and not in words alone." For this reason his holiness Baha’u’llah hath said: 'My sorrow is not occasioned by my enemies, but by those souls who attribute themselves to me but whose deeds and actions are conducive to the degradation of the Cause.'"

While Abdul-Baha was walking in the rose-garden he passed by Haji Mullah Abou Taleh, the very old man with stooped shoulders and long beard. He
looked at him, then at others, and smiled. 

"Haji Mullah Abou Taleb is my friend," he said. "He looked just as old forty years ago when he came to this blessed spot for the first time. Now he has come never to leave. Are you well and happy? How can you descend and ascend the mountain every day?"

Then he came very near to him and looked at his thin and probably soiled overcoat.

"Hast thou not received thy new overcoat? I have brought one for thee. I will send it up for thee. Man must keep his clothes always clean and spotless."

He answered: "I am not particular about my outward clothes, but the robe of the virtue of God is necessary for us."

Immediately Abdul-Baha's face lighted up:

"Thou art right, the believers of God must ever strive to clothe their spiritual bodies with the garment of the virtue of God, the robe of the fear of God, and the vesture of the love of God. These robes will never become threadbare. They will never be out of fashion. Their market values do not fluctuate. They are always negotiable and ever on demand. They are the means of the adornment of the temple of man and woman.

"But the outward raiment must be also clean and immaculate, so that the outer may be a faint expression of the inner. Cleanliness is one of the fundamental laws of this religion."

Mashrak-El-Azkar Contribution from Cairo

Cairo, Egypt, November 30, 1916.

Mr. Alfred E. Lunt.

Dear Bahai Brother:

Sometime ago I received a letter from you in regard to the Mashrak-El-Azkar work. You were then Secretary of the Bahai Temple Unity Executive Board, now I believe you are President.

It gives me great pleasure to enclose a check for $75.00 for the Mashrek-El-Azkar in America. This amount is from the Egyptian Bahais of Cairo and Alexandria, in which two cities I do my Bahai work, as I usually pass the summers in Alexandria. The majority of the Bahais are poor and could not give, but those who have contributed have done so very joyfully. It is sent with Bahai love and greetings from all here to all the Bahai friends in the West. Mr. Mohamed Said helped me in collecting this money. Several years ago a contribution was sent by the older Bahais here.

List of contributors to the Mashrak-El-

Azkar in America, from the Bahais of Cairo and Alexandria, Egypt:

Mr. Mohamed Taki Esphahani.
Mr. Abdul Galeel Saad.
Mr. Ahmed Safwat.
Mr. Mohamed Said.
Mr. Zein El Abecin.
Mr. Abul Futouh.
Mr. Mahmoud Rakie.
Mr. Mahmoud Fahmy.
Mr. Hafiz Nadim.
Mr. Haji Niaz.
Mrs. Edith de Bous.
Miss Morassa Yazdi.
Miss Elinor Hiscox.

Collected and sent (Nov. 30, 1916) by Miss Elinor Hiscox, assisted by Mr. Mohamed Said.

In His Name and Service, faithfully yours in El-Abha,

Elinor Hiscox.
The Teaching Campaign—News from the South

"Fifteen thousand were reached directly"

Extract from a letter by Louis G. Gregory

Washington, D. C.,
December 17, 1916.

The veils are everywhere being lifted and the Sun of Truth is shining with a radiance that will soon penetrate the ends of the earth.

I arrived here Friday morning and am very happy over the journey, which gave wonderful opportunities and privileges for service. Since I last wrote you, Jackson and Nashville, Tenn., Louisville, Lincoln and Lexington, Ky., and Charleston, W. Va., were visited, in all of which addresses were made and hearty responses found in receptive hearts. The Ministers’ Alliance at Louisville passed a vote of thanks. In the entire journey probably more than fifteen thousand were reached directly, most of them students, representing many sections and communities. Less than half a dozen persons in all raised the voice of opposition. Almost without exception in the places visited there were souls ready to receive all that could be told them about Baha’ollah and Abdul-Baha. Am returning to Charleston, S. C., to deliver the Emancipation Day address, January 1. This will be an opportunity to tell them of real freedom.

I hope, God willing, that in the future my affairs can be so arranged as to give more time to service of this kind (the opportunities seem limitless). The number of institutions in the south that cannot be reached must be very small.

May God render you victorious, O my brother, in every effort! This is my prayer. Ever yours,

Louis G. Gregory.
“Hast thou Love?”

Extract from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrob, June 9, 1914

“When our American visitors left the house a Christian minister called on Abdul-Baha. . . . Then the minister asked about the mission of Christ. Without pause Abdul-Baha continued, ‘His holiness Christ came for the promulgation of the law of love; all the prophets were sent, all the books were revealed, so that the law of love might be promoted. But a few self-seeking people subverted the original aims of the religion of God, changed its pure current and made it an instrument of hatred and ran­ger and quarrel and sedition. Why should we hate the members of other religions? Why should we not love each other? Why should we be tattlers and busy-bodies and gossip-mongers? Why are we not looking at our own shortcomings? Why do we not let people alone? Why do we not search after our own faults? ‘And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother’s eye, but considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye? O, how wilt thou say to the brother, let me pull the mote out of thine eye and behold, a beam is in thine own eye! Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam that is in thine own eye and then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote that is in thy brother’s eye.’ Let us have love and more love, a love that melts all opposition, a love that conquers all foes, a love that sweeps away all barriers, a love that aboundeth in charity, large-heartedness, tolerance, and noble-striving, a love that triumphs over all obstacles, a boundless, resistless, sweeping love. Ah, me! Each one must be a sign of love, a sea of love, a center of love, a sun of love, a star of love, a haven of love, a pearl of love, a palace of love, a mountain of love, a world of love, a universe of love. Hast thou love? Then thy power is irresistible. Hast thou sympathy? Then all the stars will sing thy praise!!”

“Earth should be a Paradise”

Part of an Address delivered by Abdul-Baha to a gathering of Socialists in Coronation Hall, St. Lawrence Street, Montreal, Canada. From the Montreal Star (Daily), Sept., 1912

“Earth should be a Paradise,” said Abdul-Baha.

“There are certain species of life that seemingly can live solitary and alone. Certain trees, certain animals and even herds wander far from their kind. But man is necessarily ever in need of cooperation and mutual help.

“In reality all mankind represents one family. God desires that each individual member of the body politic should live in the utmost well being and comfort.

“If all do not so enjoy life there is a lack of symmetry in the body politic. ‘Let us look after ourselves,’ the selfish say, ‘Let others die; so long as I am comfortable, all is going well!’ Such a callous attitude is due to a lack of control and a lack of working law!”

Abdul-Baha then outlined a scheme which had been formulated by Baha’- o’llah, the great Bahai Prophet, for ensuring the economic happiness of the people. In this scheme farmers were first to be dealt with for the agricultural industry is the most important and the most useful in the national life. It provides that every village community have a general storehouse to which a number of revenues would come. This income from the communal fund would
include tithes, a certain percentage from the number of animals and one-third from mines and minerals.

Should anyone die without an heir, all his wealth would revert to the general storehouse and any treasure trove that was picked up would become public property.

The scheme further advocates that tithes be collected from the farmers on a graded scale. If a man's (necessary) expenditure equaled his income he would pay nothing. If one had an expenditure of one thousand dollars and an income of two thousand, he would pay one-tenth; from one having an income of ten thousand dollars and expense of one thousand, two-tenths would be exacted. If one had an income of twenty thousand and his expense were two thousand, the taxes would amount to one-fourth. If the income were two hundred thousand dollars and the expense ten thousand, then the community would exact one-half.

From this general storehouse the less fortunate members of the commonwealth would draw to secure their share of the common welfare.

There would be no poverty in the community. Orphans, cripples, the poor, the blind, the deaf, the aged, the helpless, would be looked after. The people themselves would elect trustees for the administration of the public trust.

Whatever surplus there might be after all were provided for would go to the national exchequer. For the big cities such a scheme would be carried out on a much more extended scale.

"Under this system," said Abdul-Baha, "every member of the community would live in comfort, without fear, and without being under obligations to anyone.

"Degrees or grades would not be abolished. These would be necessary, as in an army it is necessary to have marshals, generals, colonels, sergeants and foot-soldiers. But notwithstanding grades, all would have the right to share in the general well being.

"The earth can be made a Paradise. Let all the servants of God ever strive that such a great happiness may accrue to the world of humanity."

(Prolonged applause greeted Abdul-Baha at the close of his address.)

The Heavenly Tables

To three pilgrims to Acca, September 5, 1901, at supper, Abdul-Baha said:

"We should remember these meetings when we return to our homes. When we go to Paris, London and America we must remember these nights and these gatherings and must show the same spirit of love that is manifested here.

"The meal is divided into two parts, material and spiritual. We hope that this is both. The tables mentioned in the Bible are the spiritual tables. The effect of the material table lasts for twelve hours but that which is divine is everlasting and eternal.

"For example,—'Revelation' is one of the heavenly tables. As an illustration, think of the knowledge revealed two thousand year ago; we feel the effect of it now and that effect will remain forever.

"Some of the heavenly tables are the divine teachings and their power and effect will be everlasting. Another of the godly tables is His love, which is the cause of Eternal Life. Others of these tables are unity and harmony amongst the believers, like as we are gathered here tonight, the effect of which will remain forever and ever."
Divine Teachings

Words of Abdul-Baha, reprinted from *The International Psychic Gazette*, July, 1914

There are two general and principal classes of divine teachings. One is spiritual, and pertains to the moralities. This is the fundamental basis of the divine law, unchangeable and unalterable, which has been reiterated and renewed in the cycle of every prophet. Its commands refer to justice, truthfulness, compassion, faith, love of God, self-devotion, self-sacrifice, steadfastness, including all divine and merciful attributes. This is the unchanging and unmoving law of God.

The second class of divine teachings is material and deals with behaviour, such as divorce, the commandments, the way of worshipping. All these conditions have changed in the cycle of every prophet. The character of divine sovereignty has no change or transformation, but the organization and administration change continually. This is why Jesus Christ said: "I came not to destroy the law, but to fulfill it." At the same time there are conditions that are changeable.

Tablet from Abdul-Baha to the Bahais of Germany

Extract from a letter by Azizollah to Mrs. Alice Schwarz, dated June 30, 1916

Three days ago when we were all in Abdul-Baha's holy presence, I delivered to him the translations of your letters, as well as those of Mr. Herrigel and Miss Knobloch. He read them with a ringing loud voice and closed with a happy facial expression making a few remarks about the dear father (Consul Schwarz) and praising him highly.

After a few minutes of rest he said:

"The religion of God has now been proclaimed in Germany. When the divine seed takes root in the soil, they will automatically spread and other roots appear and extend into the depth of the hearts.

"Now the cause of Almighty God has taken root in Germany and its roots are going to radiate like trees in full bloom. In the same manner that pernicious and contagious influence, so the spiritual and divine type exerts an influence that is of a far-reaching and permeating nature.

"It is well known, that when once a blessed soul of any nation steps into the religion of God, it is capable of saving the whole community from the darkness of the world, from materialism and animalism. He brings to them divine qualities and frees them from indifference towards God, from prejudices which are founded on ignorance, from animal instincts, and from the attachment to the material world and the surrender of self to it—by attachment to the material world, I do not mean social intercourse and economic relations upon which the progress of the world depends, but I mean the ascendency of the lower life over the higher ideals of human society. Now, God be praised, shining and divine realities have penetrated into Germany."

After uttering these words, Abdul-Baha gave us permission to leave saying: "Now you are to enjoy yourselves upon this mountain of the Lord (Mt. Carmel) on which the Prophets of God used to dwell or often lingered while on earth—rest and recreate after the arduous tasks and exhaustion of the year's study."

For Germany: To the friends of God—Upon them be greeting and praise!
O ye true friends and ye who are firm in the love of God!

Although it has been a long time since I have written you a letter of any kind, the heart and soul were nevertheless in
constant communication, and I supplic­ated to the Kingdom of Abha that you might be protected and preserved.

Although the unrests of the world are limitless and boundless, my hope is nevertheless that they may end and the dark clouds disappear from the horizon of the universe and that the sun of peace and unity may shine above all horizons.

We must under no circumstances be prevented from praying and the mentioning of God. We must always be enraptured with the fire of the love of God, be attracted by His Knowledge and be heralds of His Words, so that His invisible confirmations like unto the breeze of dawn, become the cause of spiritual life.

Pray then, that the universe may become a new universe and this dark world a world of light.

Convey my greatest love and affection, greetings and praise to all the friends.

Upon ye all be greetings and praise! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Revealed to Mrs. Alice Schwarz, Stuttgart; translated by Mirza Azizollah Khan S. Bahadur, July 6, 1916.)

Progress of the Cause in Bournemouth, England

It was suggested that when, in compliance with your request, we forwarded to you particulars of the Bahai Assembly in Bournemouth, we should also give you some cheering news of the "majestic progress of the Cause of God" in this beautiful seaside town.

The origin and growth of the Movement here is mainly associated with Dr. J. E. Esslemont of Southbourne, who, after intimate investigation of the Truth as embodied in the Bahai Revelation, started, some eighteen months ago, to deliver a series of addresses and lectures at various Adult Schools, Brotherhood Associations, and the local Theosophical Society. His clear and closely-reasoned expositions of the teachings resulted in sufficient interest being aroused for a special public meeting to be held, at which Mrs. F. George of Chelsea was also a speaker.

The Cause then continued to develop by means of regular weekly gatherings for study and discussion, prefaced by a friendly cup of tea. And to some of us these little meetings will ever remain a hallowed and joyful memory.

During the summer of 1915 Mrs. George paid us a lengthy visit; a series of private talks and addresses were given; earnestly and patiently the sowing of the seed went on.

In the autumn a small room was rent­ed at Cromwell Hall, Southbourne and public Sunday evening services began. It seemed a bold step to take. The nights were dark and stormy and the severe lighting restrictions made traveling difficult. The congregation varied considerably, now swelling to as many as fifteen, anon dwindling to a faithful two. But "this is a Day wherein the gems of steadfastness must appear from the mine of man"—so we persevered. Week by week the Glad Tidings were proclaimed; over and over again the story of the Great Coming had to be recounted; slowly our attendance, with our faith and understanding increased.

About the same time a Sunday School was formed with the happy nucleus of three. Today the scholars number five times three. Bahai hymns are sung; some of the prayers chanted and the Message finds glad response in child hearts.

The following summer again brought us Mrs. George, whose beautiful and convincing presentation of the Truth has been used to attract many a seeking soul and has proved a source of inspiration and strength to us all.

After a while we found it necessary to remove into more spacious quarters. And we rejoice to realize that our assembly...
spirit of brotherly love whereby the humblest member has felt himself of value to the rest and spiritually at home.

Then Mr. W. Tudor Pole came from Bristol, at considerable personal inconvenience, and delivered a vital message in his lecture on "The Things That Matter," bidding us seek for unity with the source of all life within our own consciousness.

We have also had the privilege of the presence and assistance of Mirza Lotfollah S. Hakim.

It seemed a fitting close to the year's work and to a season which has been so richly blessed, that we should have had, on October 1st, the joy of welcoming to our midst Mrs. J. Stannard of India, whose glowing words in her address on "The Ideals of East and West in Religion," thrilled our hearts and illumined our minds, unfolding to us deeper mysteries of the Divine Manifestations and of the underlying realities of a spiritual universe.

The Earth and the Heavenly Civilization*

Words of Abdul-Baha to Bishop Birch of New York City, at the Hotel Ansonia:

"Praise be to God, that stupendous material developments are obtained in this country; but material civilization alone does not safeguard the progress of a nation, because through material civilization dynamite, Krupp guns, projectiles and Mauser rifles are invented; thus the infernal instruments of human fratricide are multiplied and constantly perfected. Therefore, natural civilization fosters both good and evil.

"All the wolfish bloodshed, all this feverish multiplication of military armaments are the results of material civilization.

"When material civilization joins hands with spiritual civilization, then it will be perfect. In former times a wooden box may have protected your possessions from the thief, but now the safes with their complicated keys and combinations do not daunt the robber.

"Consequently, just as 'good' is advancing through material civilization, 'evil' takes the same pace, unless the earthly civilization become the handmaid of heavenly civilization. Natural civilization is like unto the body of man. If the body is animated by the spirit it is alive; otherwise it is a vile corpse which in the long run will become putrid and decayed."

The Bishop expressed his pleasure and

*This interview took place six days after Abdul-Baha's arrival in the United States, 1912.
delight to hear the above words of light. Abdul-Baha answered:

"I am likewise very grateful to you. Praise be to God, that your churches are free from prejudices. They are not so creed-bound as not to be able to breathe. Many Christian churches in Europe are yet extremely dogmatic. But I have already spoken in churches belonging to your denomination. The congregations consisted of most intelligent people. This is a great distinction. Hence I love you with all my heart and soul. My chief aim is to remove the present misunderstanding between the nations of the East and West, so that we may express cordial love toward each other and promote the essentials of the heavenly civilization. I hope that such a confirmation may be vouchsafed us, so that we may become united."

The Bishop said: "Up to this time no one has come from the East to the West with such power, such lucid teachings and such an exalted aim. Therefore I am very grateful to you and most pleased to have met you."

"We must prepare ourselves for the reception of spiritual favors"

Letter from Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

Haifa, Syria, March 5, 1916.

My dear sister in Truth:

Your very kind note of Dec. 21st, 1915, enclosing a brief petition for Abdul-Baha, received and its contents presented to him. He assured me that at the Divine Threshold, he will pray for . . . . so that heavenly benediction may descend upon him and the spirit of assurance may encircle him.

The bounties of the Lord of Hosts are limitless but there must also be a willingness to receive and a capacity to absorb those bounties. The rain descends upon the tilled and the untilled soil alike; out of the first useful grains grow, while the second may be covered with thorns and bushes. We must plough the ground of our hearts, not with the old tools of the time of Noah, but with modern agricultural implements, scatter the seeds and wait for the rain. But if we are living far from the ocean and do not receive enough rain, like the many Western States, we must be up and doing, dig canals, construct dams and bring the water within our door, to irrigate our lands and produce an abundance of crops. Under any circumstances a great deal depends upon our own exertion; we hunger and thirst after the bread and water of God’s blessings; we can attract God’s benediction upon ourselves by our sincere strivings. Many years ago in Egypt there was hardly any rainfall, the government ordered the farmers to plant a whole lot of trees all over the country, those trees brought atmospheric changes and now its annual rainfall is quite high. Similarly, God has given us the power and strength to attract His blessings and change the desert of our hearts into rose-gardens.

The remarkable growth of Spokane is another example—Fifteen years ago Spokane was a city with about thirty-six thousand inhabitants. In 1910 the population reached to nearly one hundred and five thousand. What has brought this stupendous growth? Of course you and others who live there and enjoy its beautiful scenery know the reasons better than I. My object, however, is this; we must prepare ourselves for the reception of spiritual favors, we must strive and work and be always cheerful and never get discouraged and ever be hopeful, joy-giver, hope-bringer. Soon we shall reach the height—the height of vision and beauty.

Ever your faithful brother,

Ahmad Sohrab.
The Divine Art of Living

A compilation by Mary M. Rabb—second article under the above title. Chapter One appeared in issue No. 16

CHAPTER TWO

Some Characteristics of Divine Souls

Walk, while ye have the light, that darkness overtake you not. He that walketh in the darkness knoweth not whither he goeth. While ye have the light believe in the light that ye may become sons of light. (John 12:35-36.)

I beg of God that the divine light that is spoken of in John, in the twelfth chapter, may shed its rays upon thee forever, so that thou mayst always be in light. The life of man in this world is short and will soon draw to an end; consequently one must appreciate every moment of his life, exerting himself in that which is conducive to eternal glory. (Tablets of Abdul-Baha; Vol. 1, p. 106.)

The sun is in the utmost effulgence but the surface turned toward it must be a mirror. The clearer it is the more light shall be reflected therein. (Tablets of Abdul-Baha; Vol. 1, p. 207.)

Spirituality is the possession of a good, a pure heart. When the heart is pure the Spirit enters and our growth is natural and assured. Everyone is better informed of the condition of his own soul than of the soul of others. Our responsibility to God increases with our years. (Words of Abdul-Baha: Ten Days in the Light of Acca; p. 18.)

When the spirit is confirmed and assisted by the confirmation of the Holy Spirit then it will show its effect in every condition of the world of existence. (An early Tablet; translator not given. Signed: Abdul-Baha Abbas.)

Unless man maketh spiritual progress in the world of spirit, intellect and heart he cannot gather universal results from material advancements. (Tablets of Abdul-Baha; p. 525.)

The spiritual life is symbolized by
simplicity and contemplation combined with usefulness and well-guided activity.

(Words of Abdul-Baha from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, March 25, 1914.)

Question: What can I do to become the real servant of God?

Abdul-Baha: Live thou in accord with the teachings of Baha’u’llah. Do not only read them. There is a vast difference between the soul who merely reads the words of Baha’u’llah and the one who tries to live them. Read thou the Hidden Words. Ponder over their meanings and embody the behests into thy life. All that I might say is only one drop of that illimitable sea. My duty is to explain, to elucidate, to interpret the writings of Baha’u’llah. For example: we must investigate the reality; we must show real love to the world of humanity; we must work for the establishment of universal peace; we must sacrifice our lives in the guidance of mankind; we must be kind to all the creatures of God; we must raise the call of the Kingdom; we must characterize ourselves with spiritual characteristics; we must show forth in our words and deeds the attributes of the holy ones.

I declare by him beside whom there is nought else, if we live in accord with one of the teachings we will become radiant like unto this lamp. If we confess verbally that Baha’u’llah’s principles are the cause of eternal salvation and the means of nearness unto the throne of God and yet do not live according to their instructions we are not Bahais. Therefore day and night we must pray for each other, so that we be assisted to express in our lives the universal spirit of Baha’u’llah.

(Names of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, June 1, 1914.)

The following is an excerpt from a conversation between Abdul-Baha and an Esperantist globe-trotter, who was unconscious of the identity of the person he was addressing:

Globe-trotter: ‘Serve God!’ There is no one in this world who can serve God, because we are not able to see him. He is above our human ken. In my mind the only way we can serve him is to serve mankind, and try to alleviate the sorrows and sufferings of the people.

Abdul-Baha: Christ served God and his apostles served God. Their service was to humanity and was a reflection of their service to God.

Globe-trotter: In this age the Christians have forgotten the commandments of Christ.

Abdul-Baha: What hast thou to do with others? Live thou according to the teachings of Christ.

A new commandment I give unto you, that ye love one another. As I have loved you that ye also love one another.

(John 13:34.)

The cause of God is like unto a college. The believers are like unto the students. The college is founded for the sake of the acquirements of science, arts and literature. If the sciences are not therein and the scholars are not educated the object of the college is not achieved. The students must show the results of their study in their deportment and deeds; otherwise they have wasted their lives. Now the friends must so live and conduct themselves as to bring greater glory and results to the religion of God. To them the cause of God must be a dynamic force transforming the lives of men and not a question of meetings, committees, futile discussions, unnecessary debates and political wire-pulling.

What is the sum-total and upshot of farming, ploughing, sowing the seeds
and irrigating? Is there any other thought behind all these labors save the gathering of crops? If the sheaves are only green and verdant but having no grains of wheat or barley the result is not achieved. The aim has been not the luxuriant verdancy of the field but the richness of the harvest. I hope the believers will do their utmost to crown their lives with abundant harvest.

( Words of Abdul-Baha from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 6, 1914.)

Question: How can one understand the object of his life?

Abdul-Baha: There are two kinds of understanding; objective and subjective. To illustrate: thou seest this glass, or this water and thou dost comprehend in an objective manner their constituent parts. On the other hand, thou canst not see love, intellect, hate, anger, sorrow, but thou dost recognize them in a subjective way through their signs and manifestations. The first is material, the second is spiritual. The first is outward, the second is intuitive. I hope that thou mayst make great advancement in the second kind of understanding. Turn thy face toward God, and say:

O God! Refresh and gladden my spirit! Purify my heart! Illumine my powers! I lay all my affairs in thy hand. Thou art my guide and my refuge. I will not be sorrowful and grieved any more. I will be a happy and joyful being. O God! I will worry no more. I will not let trouble harass me any longer. I will not dwell on the unpleasant things of life. Thou art kinder to me than myself. I dedicate myself to thee, O Lord!

( Words of Abdul-Baha from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 9, 1914.)

Life, life—let us have more life! Let us have the life of the spirit, a life which is a collective center of the beneficial forces, a life of sympathy, of practical co-operation, of celestial brotherhood. Let our life be an emanation of the kingdom of Christ. He came into this world to minister and not to be ministered unto. His greatest commandment was, "But I say unto you, love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute you; that ye may be the children of your Father which is in heaven; for he maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust. For if ye love them that love you, what reward have ye? Do not even the publicans the same? And if ye salute your brethren only, what do ye more than others? Do not even the publican so? Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect!"

The Bahais must fulfill to the letter the requirements of these holy principles. Every one of them must become the embodiment of these lofty ideals. The thoughts of preference must be banished from the minds. In the sight of the Heavenly Father all are equal. The religion of God is for the equalization of rights and not for the gradation of classes and the distribution of privileges. The religion of God is the leveller of all social inequalities and the destroyer of sacredotal distinctions. In the court of the Almighty there are no offices or positions. Brotherhood? Yes. Humanity? Yes. Spiritual fellowship? Yes. Self-sacrifice? Yes. Extinction of self? Yes. Class? No. Preference? No. Titles? No. Spiritual superiority? No. Special privileges? No.

In the religion of Baha'u'llah all are servants and maid-servants, brothers and sisters. As soon as one feels a little better, a little superior to the rest he is in a dangerous position, and unless he casts away the seed of such an evil
thought he is not a fit instrument for the service of the Kingdom. The religions of the past have fallen into decay on account of self-seeking leaders who in the course of time appropriated all the rights and powers unto themselves and looked down contemptuously upon the rest of their co-religionists as ignorant and deprived of the knowledge of God.

The Bahais must be always on the alert, so that they may not fall into this pit. They must keep the religion of God pure and uncontaminated, a haven of rest for the despondent souls, a safe harbor for the shipwrecked, a divine antidote for the ailing ones, a torch of light for those who are groping in the darkness, and a spiritual democracy for the down-trodden and the outcast.

Service, social, moral, intellectual service must be the sole aim of a soul. He must be sincere and heartfelt in his profession, otherwise he will not succeed and his simulation will soon be found out by his co-religionists. Every Bahai must be a loyal servant of the world of humanity. Bahais must clothe themselves with the robe of service, sit around the table of service, eat the food of service, drink the elixir of service, talk the problems of service, hold communication with the King of service, walk in the path of service, crown their heads with the diadem of service, be intoxicated with the wine of service, and quaff the salubrious water from the fountain of service.

( Words of Abdul-Baha from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 23, 1914.)

All things were created for man and man for God. Man is distinguished from all other creations. Man, who is in part animal, possesses all the virtues of the mineral, because he has a body; he possesses the added faculty of the vegetable, growth; he has the virtue of the animal kingdom, sensation; and above all, he possesses reflective and mental power, by which he understands the reality of things. Perceiving and reflecting upon visible things, he realizes the reality of unknown things. When a man gazes at the earth he sees it as if it were level, but by his perception he finds that it is a globe. This power of perception can never be found in the animal kingdom. But man by this power can prove that the sun is a center and that the globe and other bodies revolve around it. This power of judgment, possessed only by man, proves his excellence; for the virtues and faculties of other things and substances are created by man, and, above all, he is given virtues with which the other kingdoms are not endowed. Everything is for man.

We speak now in examples, as Christ spoke in parables. The world is like a tree; the mineral kingdom is like the root; the vegetable kingdom is like the branches; the animal kingdom is like the blossoms; and man is like unto the fruit of that tree. The tree is but for its fruit. If the gardener did not expect fruit he would never plant trees. In the same way everything is for man.

There are two sides to man. One is divine, the other worldly; one is luminous, the other dark; one is angelic, the other diabolic. Man is equal to the animals in all sensuous conditions, for all animal characteristics exist in him. Likewise, divine and satanic qualities are contained in man; knowledge and ignorance; guidance and error; truth and falsehood; generosity and avarice; inclination towards God and tendency towards Satan; chastity and purity; corruption and vileness; valor and timidity; economy and avidity; good and evil; all are contained in man.

If the angelic side becomes more powerful and the divine power and brightness surround man, then the second birth takes place and eternal life is found at this point. Man becomes the noblest
among creatures. On the other hand, if sensuous qualities surround and if terrestrial darkness and sensuous passions predominate; if they meet in man only the worldly feelings, if they find him a captive of evil qualities and fallen into everlasting death, then such a man is the basest and most abject among all creatures. In such a man divine power does not exist. An animal is not considered unjust and evil because of its cruelty and injustice, for it is not endowed, as is man, with divine qualities. But if man falls into the same evil condition it is evident that he has permitted his ungodly attributes to overcome the divine qualities with which he was endowed. This shows the baseness and meanness that exist in human nature.

( Words of Abdul-Baha: Table Talks with Abdul-Baha; pp. 10-13.)

The nobility and glory of man consist in the fact that, amidst the beings, he is the dawning-place of righteousness. Can any greater blessing be imagined by man than the consciousness that by divine assistance the means of comfort, peace and prosperity of the human race are in his hands?

No, there is no greater or more complete pleasure or happiness than this. How long shall we seek our own selfish desires, on the wings of egoism? Senses and inner faculties have been bestowed upon us that we may use them for the good of mankind and that we may become distinguished from the lower nature of man by the solidity and justness of our judgment and that we may continually engage ourselves in well-doing (pp. 9-10).

How noble and excellent is man, if he only attain to that state for which he was designed. And how mean and contemptible, if he close his eyes to the public weal, and spend his precious capacities on personal and selfish ends. The greatest happiness lies in the happiness of others (p. 11).

He who remaineth idle and indifferent and continueth in his egoism, indulging constantly his carnal appetites descendeth to the lowest abyss of degradation and ignorance, lower is he than the most dangerous of savage beasts. For it is written, "These indeed are worse than brutes; and meaner than cattle in the sight of God are the deaf and dumb who will not understand" (p. 11).

They have not yet understood that the greatest glory of man, the universal happiness of the world, consists in the joy of soul, high ambition, good intentions, virtue and chastity (p. 44).

Unhappily they imagine that greatness and glory follow on the accumulation of worldly riches and similar vanities. Now clearly consider! If a man gives a thought he will see that the omnipotent God has distinguished him from amongst his creatures by the dress of honor, of virtue and intelligence.

. . . Man has become the spring of divine wonders and the center of the mysteries of the heavenly Kingdom.

Now why should he pollute this pure mantle with the stain of selfish desires and exchange this eternal honor for the lowest depths of baseness? "Dost thou think thy body a small thing, while in thee is enfolded the great universe?" (pp. 44-46).

By the details which we have already explained we have endeavored to show that the glory, happiness, honor and peace of man do not consist in personal wealth but on the contrary in sublimity of soul, nobility of resolution, extension of education and in the solution of the problem of life. . . . "Verily in the souls of man lieth their only glory" (p. 52).

There is a great difference between an authentic man and an imitator of one.
The former is David himself, the latter is merely the tone of his voice. Knowledge and wisdom, purity and faithfulness and freedom of soul have not been and are not judged by outward appearances and dress (p. 122).

Man should be a constant source of well-being and contentment and a ready help to prosperity for multitudes of people (p. 54).

We ask, what deeds in the world could be greater than working in the public interests? Can any higher career be imagined than this, that a man should devote himself to the cause of the education, progress, glory and prosperity of the servants of God? It is the greatest of pious deeds that the blessed souls should take them that are powerless by the hands and deliver them from ignorance, degradation and poverty and, filled with sincere purpose for the sake of God, should gird up the loins of their ambition in the service of all people, forgetting their own worldly advantage and striving for the common good. As it is written: "And prefer others over thyself, even though there be poverty amongst them; the best of men are those who do good to their fellows, and the worst are those who do harm to them" (p. 214).

It is plain and evident that the greatest glory of humanity consists in obeying the omnipotent God, and man's nobility and honor depend upon his following the injunctions and prohibitions of the Lord, the Single One (p. 150).

It is quite plain and obvious that the life of this mortal world like the breezes at daybreak is not enduring but passes away. Blessed therefore is the great one who, walking in the path of God's will shall leave behind him a praiseworthy fame and happy remembrance. "When the pure soul is about to pass away, what matter whether it dies on a throne or on the surface of dust" (p. 148).

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Mysterious Forces of Civilization.)

As to the seven qualifications of the divinely enlightened soul of which thou hast asked an explanation, it is as follows:

Knowledge. Man must attain the knowledge of God.

Faith.
Steadfastness.

Truthfulness. Truthfulness is the foundation of all the virtues of the world of humanity. Without truthfulness progress and success in all of the worlds of God are impossible for a soul. When this holy attribute is established in man all the other divine qualities will also become realized.

Uprightness. And this is one of the greatest divine attainments.

Fidelity. This is also a beautiful trait of the heavenly man.

Evanescence or humility. That is to say, man must become evanescent in God. Man must forget his own selfish conditions that he may thus arise to the station of sacrifice.

(\textit{Tablets of Abdul-Baha; Vol. 2, p. 459.})

Blessed is he who is charitable for he shall inherit eternal life.

Blessed is he who overlooks the faults of others for he shall enjoy divine beatitude.

Blessed is he who associates with all with joy and fragrance for he has obeyed the commands of Baha’u’llah.

Blessed is he who loves mankind for he has heeded the advice of Baha’u’llah.

Blessed is he who is kind to his enemies for he has walked in the footsteps of Christ.

Blessed is he who proclaims the doctrine of spiritual brotherhood for he shall be the child of light.

Blessed is he whose heart is tender and compassionate for he will throw stones at no one.

Blessed is he who will speak evil of no one for he hath attained to the good pleasure of the Lord.

Blessed is he who will not uncover the sins of others for he will become favored at the threshold of the Almighty.

Blessed is he who hath a forgiving nature for he will win the spiritual graces of God.

Blessed is he who diffuses only the sweet fragrance of the flowers of friendship and mutual association for he will obtain a goodly portion of the bounties of the Merciful.

Blessed is he who teaches union and concord for he will shine like unto a star in heaven.

Blessed is he who practices loving-kindness and co-operation for he will be encircled with celestial benedictions.

Blessed is he who comforts the downtrodden for he will be the friend of God.

(\textit{Beatitudes of Abdul-Baha; from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May, 1913.})

The believers must be firmly founded in the principles of morality and honesty.

First, in truthfulness. No one should ever tell a lie.

Second, in honesty in all transactions.

Third, forbearance is necessary.

Fourth, the believers must observe the utmost kindness so that all may consider themselves servants of each other and be truthful and honest to all mankind. If they live up to these commandments the confirmations of the Spirit will surely reach them. The Spirit will descend and they will surely make progress.

(\textit{Words of Abdul-Baha: Flowers from the Rose Garden of Acca; p. 2.})

From now on you must strive to beautify the moral aspect of your lives. Advise each other with the utmost consid-
eration; watch daily your words and deeds. Thus from the very beginning you may characterize yourselves with divine ideals. The divine ideals are humility, submissiveness, annihilation of self, perfect evanescence, charity and loving kindness. You must die to self and live in God. You must be exceedingly compassionate to each other and to all the people of the world. Love and serve mankind just for the sake of God and not for anything else. The foundation of your love toward humanity must be spiritual faith and divine assurance. Again: you must be most careful that, God forbid, not one single word contrary to truth issue from your mouths. One falsehood throws man from the highest station of honor to the lowest abyss of disgrace. Always guard yourselves against this enemy, so that all you state may correspond with reality. Forever supplicate and entreat at the court of Majesty and beg confirmation and assistance. Make ye an effort that you may win the good pleasure of Baha’u’llah. All the natural and supernatural advancements in the human world revolve around this one problem. If you attain to this supreme goal all the elements of the world of creation will be ready to serve you at your bidding, i.e., they will find their highest attainment in you and through you or, in other words, you will become the fruits of the world of existence. . . . The evolution of the perfect man is a fruit of creation, just as the evolution of the trunk, branches, leaves and blossoms of the tree is the fruit thereof. Exalt your thoughts. Reflect over all your affairs. Magnify your endeavors. Enlarge the circle of your ideals. Open the wings of spiritual wisdom. Let your hope be the accomplishment of most great deeds the results of which may immortalize your names. All that the people are holding fast to are as the mirage and will not last.

(Extract from Address of Abdul-Baha to students of Beirut College. From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 15, 1914.)

When a person’s life is purely moral, when his daily actions are propelled by ethical forces he will influence tremendously the lives of those who come in touch with him. The insincere man learns from him the lessons of sincerity, the faithless becomes faithful, the ignorant, wise, and the cowardly, courageous.

(Words of Abdul-Baha from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, February 24, 1914.)

All these wishes are well worthy of asking, especially the rescue from self-love. This is a strange trait and the means of the destruction of many important souls in the world. If man be imbued with all the good qualities, but be selfish, all the other virtues will fade or pass away, and eventually he will grow worse.

I hope the beloved of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful will be entirely freed from selfishness. Should this become their nature they will indeed become manifestations of great bounties and the doors of divine grace will open.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From tablet to an American believer; November 30, 1904.)

Dissatisfaction with one’s self is a sign of progress. The soul who is satisfied with himself is the manifestation of Satan and the person who is not contented with himself is the manifestation of the Clement One. If a person has one thousand good qualities he must not look at them; nay rather, he must strive to find out his own defects and imperfections. For example, a person having a palatial residence furnished with the most expensive furniture and decorated
with the most exquisite arts, unquestionably will forget all these adornments as soon as he finds out there is a crack in the wall or ceiling and without loss of time will set to repair it. On the other hand absolute perfection is unattainable by man. However much a man may advance yet he is imperfect, because there is always a point ahead of him. No sooner does he look up toward that point than he becomes dissatisfied with his own condition and aspires to attain to that. Christ desired to teach us this thing in a concrete manner when some one said, "O thou good Master!" He answered, "Why dost thou call me good? There is one good, and that is God!"

(Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, June 1, 1914.)

Praising one's self is the sign of selfishness. Commanding others is not the passport to the realm of spiritual progress. Here is a man who speaks very few words but he is working all the time and attending to all his duties. There is another man who sits down, talks continually, and boasts of his past achievements.

(Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 8, 1914.)

There are some people who make this short span of life miserable to themselves and others because they harbor envy in their hearts. Envy is the most despicable quality in man. Some people are so filled with it that they cannot bear to see any of their friends receive greater privileges and higher promotions in life than themselves. Like poison envy kills all their nobler sentiments. Envy lowers the station of man and makes him a supreme egoist, and self-centered. If man extricates himself from the claws of this ignoble monster he has defeated the powers of Satan. Then he will attain tranquility and peace of mind. Man must become evanescent and self-denying. Then all the difficulties and hardships of the world will not touch him. He will become like unto a sea, although on its surface the tempest is raging and the mountainous waves rising, in its depth there is complete calmness.

(Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, October 26, 1913.)

To be approved of God alone should be one's aim.

And has thou realized thy own shortcomings? One must always search for his own shortcomings so that he may repent at the threshold of Oneness and become protected and guarded; otherwise, pride and haughtiness will take possession of one's heart and this will cause deprivation of the bounties of the Court of Singleness.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From tablet translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, November 1, 1909.)

Be pure—to be pure is to be selfless.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Divine Philosophy; p. 13.)

Say! Let your word be one, and agree in your opinions, and make your mornings preferable to your evenings and the morrow better than yesterday. The merit of man depends upon his service and perfection and not upon the ornaments of riches and wealth. Let your words be free from falsehood and lust and your actions sanctified and above suspicion and pure from hypocracies. Say! Spend not the wealth of your precious lives on lustful desires and do not confine things only to your private interests, but bestow when you have and be patient when you have not. Distress is followed by affluence and con-
fusion by clearness. Shun mendacity and slothfulness and take hold of that whereby the people will be profited, whether young or old, aged or widow.

Say! Beware of sowing the tares of discord among the creatures or the thorns of doubts and suspicion in the pure and brilliant hearts. Say, O beloved of God! Commit not that which will disturb the clearness of the pure water of love or sever the perfumed ties of friendship. By my life, ye are created for love and affection and not for hatred and obstinacy. Boast not of love to your own people, but of love to your fellow-creatures. Glory not in loving your homes, but in loving the whole world.

Let your eye be chaste, your hand faithful, your tongue truthful and your heart instructed. Abase not the glorious station of the learned and do not belittle the honor of the chief men who justly judge among you.

Let equity be your army, reason your arms and forgiveness your character and nature. . . . Regard not the people and their actions, but look to the Truth and his dominion; . . . drink the pure water of pleasure, from the cup of utterance of the day-spring of the Manifestation, who remembers thee in this strong fort. Spare not any effort within thy power to establish the truth with wisdom and explanations and destroy falsehood from amidst the creatures.

(Extract from Words of Baha’u’llah: The Primal Word.)

A cheerful countenance lends consolation to the beholder.

A thankful person is thankful under all circumstances. A complaining soul complains even if he lives in paradise. . . . If we are not thankful who then can be thankful? Are we not encircled with the bounties of God? Are we not enveloped with the bestowals of the Blessed Perfection? Has he not lighted a luminous lamp in our home? Consider how each one of us is surrounded by his favors! How much divine grace descends upon us! How often our hearts respond to his call! . . . If we are not pleased then who is there to be pleased?

Verbal thanksgiving is fruitless. Thanksgiving is rendered in two effective ways. First, through the realization of spiritual susceptibilities which illumine the courts of the hearts with the bright stars of happiness and rejoice the heart by the glad-tidings of the Merciful. Second, through deeds, i.e., living in accord with the good pleasure of the Lord; adorning our being with his heavenly attributes and trying to alleviate the suffering and misery of mankind.

If a man does not do these things, even though he praises God and offers him a hundred thousand thanksgivings every second there will be for that man not the slightest result; it will be but words without light. Consequently, we must be very happy, very glad, very much pleased, very contented, very joyful,
because we are submerged in the ocean of the bestowals of Baha‘u’llah. . . . A thoughtful man enjoys the gifts and the blessings of God.

(Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, February 14, 1914.)

Consider thy composure, for composure of thought will become the cause of one’s confirmation in the service. If thou hast not composure of mind in Chicago, undoubtedly thou wouldst be more confirmed in service in New York; but, if thy mind is at peace in Chicago, it is better to stay there for perchance difficulties may arise in New York and then thou wouldst not have composure of mind. Thou must first think of thy tranquility.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From tablet to a Chicago believer; translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.)

Be thou composed in all conditions.

(Tablets of Abdul-Baha; Vol. 2, p. 300.)

Live and act thou in the present as far as possible for thee, according to the divine instructions.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From tablet to Portland believer; translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 20, 1907.)

Be not disappointed in thyself; trust thou in the favor and bounty of his highness, the Almighty.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From tablet to Portland believer; translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 17, 1908.)

Afflictions and troubles are due to the state of not being content with what God has ordained for you. If one submits himself to God he is happy.

A man asked another: “In what station are you?” He answered: “In the utmost happiness.” “Where does this happiness come from?” He answered: “Because all the existing things move according to my wish; therefore I do not find anything contrary to my desire; thus I have no sorrow. There is no doubt that all the beings move by the will of God, and I have given up my own will, desiring the will of God. Thus my will becomes the will of God, for there is nothing of myself. All are moving by His will, yet they are moving by my will. In this case, I am very happy.”

When man surrenders himself everything will move according to his wish.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Kinney-Beede-Thompson Notes; taken at Acca, July 6, 1909.)

Man, as an individual unit of human society must not base his deeds according to the law of retaliation. He must forgive, just as God forgives the sins and transgressions of his servants.

(Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, June 5, 1914.)

Man must be a mine of piety and sympathy. He must associate with all mankind with joy and fragrance. He must not turn away his face from any soul. He must raise the fallen and cheer the hopeless. He must treat with kindness both the friend and the stranger.

(Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 24, 1914.)

O ye friends of God! Show ye an endeavor that all the nations and communities of the world even the enemies put their trust, assurance and hope in you; that if a person falls into error for a hundred thousand times he may yet turn his face to you hopeful that you will forgive his sins; for he must not become hopeless, neither grieved nor
May they attain to such heights of altruism as to be ready to sacrifice their lives for each other! This is the life of the world of humanity! This is in accord with the good-pleasure of the Blessed Perfection!

(Words of Abdul-Baha; From tablet to New York Assembly of Bahais; translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 9, 1909.)

A man must ever think of the protection of others and not of himself.

(Words of Abdul-Baha; from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, October 12, 1914.)

Man must always associate with those from whom he can get light or be with those to whom he can give light. He must either receive or give instructions; otherwise, being with people without these two intentions, is spending one's time for nothing and by so doing he is neither gaining nor causing people to gain.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Kinney-Beede-Thompson Notes; taken at Aecia, July 5, 1909.)

O thou maid-servant! Have great magnanimity so that thou mayest be favored in the threshold of the Almighty. Have lofty aspirations so that thou mayest attain in the kingdom of God to eternal life.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From tablet translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, June 17, 1914.)

It is possible to so adjust one's self to the practice of nobility that its atmosphere surrounds and colors all our acts. When these acts are habitually and conscientiously adjusted to noble standards with no thought of the words that might herald them then nobility becomes the accent of life. At such a degree of evolution one scarcely needs to try to be good any longer; all our deeds are the distinctive expression of nobility.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From notes of Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford; taken in Paris, France, 1911.)

Today the real king is the soul who serves all, and dear is he who exhibits humility toward all humanity. The humbler and lowlier a person shall be the nearer to and more acceptable at the threshold of God is he.

The Beauty of Abha, Baha’o’llah, said that the one nearest the threshold of God is he who serves all and who considers himself evanescent and non-existent; who forgets himself utterly, turns to God alone and for the sake of God serves all mankind.

(From Address given by Abdul-Baha, Washington, D. C., May 12, 1912.)

O people of the world! I command you to that which is the cause of exalting your stations. Hold fast to divine piety and adhere to the hem of that which is just. Truly I say, the tongue is for honorable mention; pollute it not with evil speech. God hath forgiven that which is past. Henceforth ye must all speak in that which is proper. Abstain from cursing, reviling and that which is annoying to man.

(Words of Baha’o’llah: Kitab-El-Ahd.)

Work for the sake of God and for the improvement of humanity, without any expectation of praise and reward. The present (is always) unimportant, but we must make our present so filled with mighty and altruistic deeds as to assume
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"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’ULLAH.
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Survival and Salvation
Words of Abdul-Baha from Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
February, 1914

THOU has asked concerning the spirit and its immortality after its departure. Know thou that at the time of its translation it ascends and ascends until it reaches the presence of God, clothed in a temple (body) which will not become subject to the changes wrought by ages and cycles, nor by the contingencies of the world, nor the emanations thereof. It will continue to exist through the eternity of the Kingdom of God—its sovereignty, its dominion, its potency. From it will appear the signs of God and his qualities, the providence of God and his bestowal. Verily the pen is unable to move in a befitting manner in explaining this truth—its exaltation and loftiness. The hand of mercy shall cause it to enter into men's minds, though it cannot be grasped through any explanation, nor be described by those means which are available in the world.

Blessed is the spirit which abandons the body, previously sanctified and freed from the doubts of the nations. Verily, it moves in the atmosphere of the will of its Lord, and it enters into the supreme paradise. It is welcomed by the angels of the Most High. It associates with the prophets of God, and his chosen ones, and it converses with them, and relates to them those events which have happened to it in the path of God, the Lord of both worlds.

Were one to become informed of that which is pre-ordained for the spirit in the worlds of God, the Lord of the throne and the earth, he would become immediately enkindled with the fire of yearning for this impregnable, exalted, holy, and most glorious state of being.

The prophets and the messengers have come in order to guide mankind to the straight path of the true one. Their aim has been no other than the education of the people, so that at the time of death they may depart to the supreme friend, with perfect sanctification, purification and severance. I declare that the prophets are causative of the improvements and the progress of the nations. They are the leaven of existence and the greatest means for the appearance of sciences and arts in this world.

As to the question concerning the soul, know thou, verily, that "soul" is a term applied to numerous realities, according to the exigencies of the following relations in regard to development in the world of existence:

(1) In the mineral kingdom, soul is called "latent force," silently working for the disintegration of the substance of the mineral.

(2) In the vegetable kingdom it is called "virtue augmentative," or the power of growth, which attracts and absorbs the delicate materials of inorganic substance found in the mineral kingdom of matter, and transforms them into the condition of growth. Thus the inorganic
substance found in the mineral kingdom becomes growing vegetable life through the effect of the word of God. This vegetable soul, i.e., "virtue augmentative," or power of growth, is a quality which is produced by the admixture of elements, and appears in accidental organisms, of which contingency is an essential attribute.

(3) In the animal kingdom it is called "sense perceptions" (or instinct). This soul term, as applied to the animal kingdom, is also a natural quality resulting from the mixture of the elements, and it appears from their mingling and combination, for it is a quality which results from the composition of bodies (organisms), and is dispersed at their decomposition. From this we are to understand that the animal soul is not endowed with the capacity of attaining immortality, as the life force is dispersed at the decomposition of the animal tissues.

All these things up to this point are a contingent reality, and are not a divine reality. But a contingent reality, which is perpetuated by the fullness of existence, will then suffer no corruption, and will thus become a divine reality, for the accidental reality is only distinguished from the existent reality by its subjection to corruption. For transformation is an essential necessity to every contingent reality, and this is what the mature wisdom has deemed advisable.

(4) In the human, worldly soul signifies the "rational being, or mind." This has a potential existence before its appearance in human life. It is like unto the existence of a tree within the seed. The existence of the tree within the seed is potential; but when the seed is sown and watered, the signs thereof, its roots and branches, and all of its different qualities, appear. Likewise, the "rational soul" has a potential existence before its appearance in the human body, and through the mixture of elements and a wonderful combination, according to the natural order, law, conception, and birth, it appears with its identity.

Be it known that to know the reality or essence of the soul of man is impossible, for, in order to know a thing, one must comprehend it, and since a thing cannot comprehend itself, to know one's self in substance or essence is impossible. As the comprehender cannot be comprehended, man cannot know himself in reality or essence. In order to obtain knowledge of any reality, or soul of man, the student must study the manifestations, qualities, names and characteristics of man. This much can be stated, that the reality of man is a pure and unknown essence constituting a depository, emanating from the Light of the Ancient Entity—God. This essence or soul of man, because of its innate purity, and its connection with the unseen Ancient Entity, is old as regards time, but new as regards individuality. This connection is similar to that of the ray of the sun—the effect to the primal cause. Otherwise, the thing that is generated, or the creature, has no connection with or relation to its Generator or its Creator.

Since the pure essence, whose identity is unknown, possesses the virtues of the worlds of matter and of the Kingdom, it has two sides—first, the material and physical; second, the mental and spiritual—which are attributes not found as qualities of matter. It is the same reality which is given different names, according to the different conditions wherein it becomes manifest. Because of its attachment to matter and the phenomenal world, when it governs the physical functions of the body, it is called the human soul. When it manifests itself as the thinker, the comprehender, it is called the mind. And when it soars into the atmosphere of God, and travels in the spiritual world, it becomes designated as spirit.

There are two sides to man. One is divine, the other worldly; one is luminous, the other dark; one is angelic, the other diabolic; man is equal to the animals in all sensual conditions, for all animal characteristics exist in him. Likewise, divine and satanic qualities are con-
tained in man; knowledge and ignorance; guidance and error; truth and falsehood; generosity and avarice; valour and timidity; inclination towards God and tendency towards Satan. Chastity and purity; corruption and vileness; economy and avidity; good and evil; all are contained in man.

(5) If the angelic side becomes more powerful, and the divine power and brightness surround man, then the second birth takes place, and eternal life is found at this point. Man becomes then the noblest among creatures. On the other hand, if sensuous qualities surround, and if terrestrial darkness and sensuous passions predominate, if they meet in man only the worldly feelings, if they find him a captive of evil qualities and fallen into everlasting death, then such a man is the basest and most abject among all creatures. In such a man, divine power does not exist. An animal is not considered unjust and evil because of its cruelty and injustice, for it is not endowed, as is man, with divine qualities; but if man falls into the same evil condition, it is evident that he has permitted his ungodly attributes to overcome the divine qualities with which he was endowed. This shows the baseness and meanness that exist in human nature.

"Exert yourselves to guide some soul out of the whirlwind of mortality to the fountain head of immortality"

Words of Baha’u’llah

I DECLARE by The Greatest Name, it is a pity that in these days anyone should look to unimportant worldly conditions! Stand in the command of God, and deal with each other with the utmost love. Sincerely, for the sake of the beloved, consume selfish veils with the fire of oneness, and consort with each other with cheerful, shining faces. Ye all saw the manners of the True One with your own eyes. He has never wished that any night should pass while a single one of the beloved of God was offended with this youth!

The heart of the world is ablaze with the divine world! It is a pity that ye should not be enkindled with this fire! God willing, we hope ye will appoint this night as the "Night of Unity" and all become united with each other, and be adorned with the garment of excellent, praiseworthy qualities; and that ye will exert yourselves to guide some soul out of the whirlpool of mortality to the fountain head of immortality, and amongst men conduct yourselves in such a manner that the signs of the True One may become manifest in you. For ye are the first of worshippers, the first of adorers, and the first of those who revolve around the True One!

By the One who gave me utterance to that which he desireth,—in the Kingdom of Abha your names are better known than they are to your own selves! Do not suppose that this statement is an imagination! O that ye could see that which your Lord sees as to the loftiness of your rank, the greatness of your worth, and the exaltation of your state! We beg of God that your desires may not prevent you from that which has been ordained for you.

We hope you will deal with each other in the utmost affinity, love and friendship, in such wise that through your unity the banner of oneness shall be hoisted and that of infidelity reversed, and that you will precede each other in good works and good will. His is command and creation. He doeth that which he willeth and commandeth that which he desireth! Verily, he is the powerful, the potent.
Tablets from Abdul-Baha on Immortal Life

“His spirit flew from this world”

To the maid-servant of God, Miss Mac-Cutcheon—Upon her be greeting and praise!

Thy letter was received. On account of the death of thy father and brother the utmost sorrow and regret was produced. How unfortunate it is that that young man was killed instantly by the sudden shock! But his spirit flew from this world into the world beyond and the spirit of thy father soared toward the heavenly realm. Be thou not sad or unhappy for these two heavenly birds flew toward the rose-garden of eternity and attained to the infinite immensity of the Kingdom. Although those two lamps were extinguished in the earthly glass yet they became the enkindled lamps in the everlasting lamp of the Kingdom. At this moment they are in the utmost state of joy and happiness and so they shall be throughout all eternity. Consequently do thou not grieve nor be thou dispirited.

Convey my longing greeting to all the friends of God.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

“She is not counted amongst the dead”

To Mrs. A. E. Magee—May her soul be happy!
O thou afflicted one!

In this great catastrophe* the eyes are weeping and the hearts are burning, because that incomparable plant was growing and developing with infinite joy and fragrance in the garden of the love of God. She was stirred into cheerfulness by the wafting of the breeze of providence; day by day she was progressing, and she was at all times the cause of the consolation of the hearts of the friends. I will never forget her, for she was one of the most important personages. But it was destined that she might become free from this material world, the world of physical sufferings and tribulations, and hasten toward the heavenly universe, so that through the showers of the cloud of grace she may obtain the utmost freshness and infinite deli-

*Refers to the death of her daughter, Harriet Magee.
eaty and yield luscious fruits. Consequently be thou not unhappy, nor be thou grieved, for she is not counted amongst the dead. Nay rather she was dead, she became alive; she was evanescent, she became eternal; she lived in the material world, she became wholly spiritual. Like unto a bird she was a prisoner and captive in the cage of this body. This cage was broken; that bird winged its way heavenward, and in the celestial rose-garden she became the associate and companion of other divine birds. Thou shalt find her in that rose-garden with the utmost joy and fragrance.

Convey on my behalf the utmost kindness and love to Mr. and Mrs. Inglis. I beg of God that in this affliction he may bestow upon them patience and consolation, and that they may educate their dear son in accord with their highest and purest standard.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) **ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS**

---

**In Memoriam**

Mrs. Lua Moore Getsinger

FURTHER word comes from Cairo of the last days of the brave maid-servant of the kingdom, Mrs. Lua Getsinger. Mrs. Getsinger went to Cairo last autumn, hoping to leave soon for America, and carry Abdul-Baha’s message of light to the friends in the West. The friends in Cairo loved her devotedly and opened their homes to her. For a number of months she was at the home of Mirza Taki Esphaim, “Abdul-Baha’s faithful steward in Cairo,” where she suffered a long illness through the winter. He and his wife cared for their American sister most tenderly. “Before and after this illness,” Miss Eleanor Hiscox writes, though she never recovered her strength, Lua Getsinger went about with heroic will “giving the Baha’i teachings, her work being chiefly among the young men, as they are the only ones among the Egyptians who know English. All listened to her eagerly, and all were wonderfully uplifted and blessed by her inspiring words. The lives of some were completely transformed by her influence. Such was the power of the words of Baha’u’llah upon her lips.”

“In the early spring she went to Shoubra, a suburb of Cairo, to the house of another Bahai, who greatly desired that she should remain there for a whilefor the sake of her Baha’i influence upon his wife and her family, formerly Christian. And she spent her time in giving them all lessons in English, of which they had some knowledge. They all loved her devotedly and treated her as their own sister. It was there her last days were passed. One night (it was the 2nd of May) she awoke with a severe pain in her heart. She called the family, who telephoned for a doctor. But before his arrival she passed into the other world after uttering three times, ‘Ya-Baha-el-Abha.’

“The grief and sorrow of all the Baha’is was very great, for all loved her as a devoted sister. One of the choicest sites was selected for her tomb. No expense was spared by the Baha’i friends for their devoted sister, beloved by Abdul-Baha, in the last acts which could be done for her. How they all loved her! How they still weep when they speak of her!

“Here our sister Lua lies buried in the same city with Mirza Abul Fazl. The prophetic words of Abdul-Baha have come to pass, for Baha’i pilgrims and friends already visit her grave with offerings of love and devotion.”

In the last days of illness she hovered between the will to serve on earth and the longing to fly away into the glorious
freedom of “the immensity of the kingdom.” On April 12th she wrote to Miss Hiscox: ‘Little by little I am seeing all the reasons why many things are as they are and the lessons I have to learn thereby. I am sure until the last day of our lives we will be learning lessons, for this world is a school, from which we graduate only when we leave it. I shall be so glad when the last day comes, and the school is forever (so far as I am concerned) dismissed. His will, not mine, be done!’

The lessons of the earth-world she learned beautifully in those last days of illness and trial. As Miss Hiscox says, her suffering “had a purifying influence upon her and seemed to burn away all the dross and to leave her pure gold. She had only love and forgiveness for all.” She saw that every experience had been for the best. Like an angel ready to enter the kingdom of light, she turned her face, “a few days before her departure,” to the picture of the Center of the Covenant, which hung on the wall, and said, with tears in her eyes but with manifest firmness: “All I want to do is his will and to be severed from ought else save God.”

HENRY L. GOODALE.


After an illness of much suffering for three weeks, our beloved friend and brother, Mr. Henry L. Goodale, of Kenosha, Wisconsin, passed away most peacefully, realizing that he was going to join the Heavenly Concourse and meet his Glorious Lord.

He was among the first to receive the Message in America and a member of the original House of Spirituality in Chicago. Many of the friends there recall the happy hours spent with “Pa Goodale,” in his little shoe shop. His love and wise counsel was freely given to all. Later he removed to Kenosha. He was beloved by all who knew him or had any dealings with him in business; sincere in the Cause of Bahá’u’lláh, both in his daily life and by teaching whenever the opportunity offered.

He attended, with his devoted wife, the Convention in San Francisco last year, where he made himself beloved as always. At the wonderful Feast of El-Rizwan, held in the beautiful home of Mrs. Goodall, the talk he gave melted every heart and tears came to the eyes. Everyone instinctively felt that the breezes of the Love of God surrounded him.

Fannie G. Lesch.

MIRZA ALI AKBAR.

On Saturday, June 10, 1916, in the Post-Graduate Hospital, New York City, where he had lain ill for many weeks, the pure and beautiful spirit of our Bahá’í brother, Mirza Ali Akbar, of Tabriz, Persia, ascended to the supreme home. A Bahá’í service was held the following Tuesday night and Wednesday morning.

Isabella D. Brittingham.

CHARLES E. BRUSH.

Charles E. Brush, born March 17, 1855, at Carbondale, Ill., passed away in Chicago, October 30, 1916. Mr. Brush was an architect of high standing and left many monuments attesting his fine ability, among which near at home is the DeKalb Normal School, which is considered a model for that type of school, and also the Court House at Sycamore.

Mr. Brush loved his profession and was a man of high ideals and fine integrity. He appreciated merit wherever he found it, and always stood ready to assist those who were worthy either as workmen or as men.

Mr. Brush was a son of the late Col. D. H. Brush, who was a public spirited man and who figured largely in the history of Southern Illinois. He leaves to mourn his loss a widow, Ida Fleming Brush, who is an earnest follower of the Bahá’í teachings and intensely interested in the Cause.
JOHN HARRISON MILLS.

John Harrison Mills, 75 years old, one of Buffalo's oldest residents and an artist of note, died October 23, 1916. Mr. Mills had been ill only a short time. He had just completed a memorial tablet to Jesse Ketchum, founder of the Buffalo Normal school.

Mr. Mills was born at Williamsville, N. Y., but lived nearly all his life in Buffalo. His home was at No. 494 Elmwood Avenue. He was well known in art circles throughout the country. His bust of Abraham Lincoln and his scenes in the Rocky mountains are considered examples of his best work. He spent fifteen years in Colorado.

Some of Mr. Mills's work is on exhibition at the Buffalo Historical society's room.

As a member of the 21st New York regiment Mr. Mills was a member of the guard of honor when President Lincoln's body passed through Buffalo. He made a sketch of the martyr President, from which he later molded the bust.

Mr. Mills was the only survivor of the editorial staff of The Buffalo Express during Samuel L. Clemens's time, when he worked with the humorist as reporter and copy reader. That was from 1869 to 1871.

Besides a widow, he leaves a daughter, Mrs. Margaret Sprague of Buffalo, and a son, William of New York.

The Divine Art of Living—Chapter Two
(Continued from page 188)

significant weight and momentous importance in the future.

(Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 13, 1914.)

Will is the center or focus of human understanding. We must will to know God, just as we must will in order to possess the life He has given us. The human will must be subdued and trained into the will of God. It is a great power to have a strong will, but a greater power to give that will to God. The will is what we do, the understanding is what we know. Will and understanding must be one in the cause of God. Intention brings attainment.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Ten Days in the Light of Aocca; p. 30.)

In the world of humanity "good intentions" is the greatest means of personal development. If a person has
"good intention" he will succeed in all of his undertakings.

(Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 8, 1914.)

The worst human quality and the most great sin is back-biting, and most especially when it emanates from the tongues of the believers of God. If some means were devised so that the doors of back-biting could be shut eternally and each one of the believers of God unsealed his tongue in the praise of the other, then the teachings of His Holiness Baha’u’llah would have been spread, the hearts illuminated, the spirit glorified, and the human world would have attained to everlasting felicity.

I hope that the believers of God will shun back-biting completely (gossip-making and fault-finding), each one praising the other cordially, and believe that back-biting is the cause of the divine wrath, to such an extent that if a person back-bites to the extent of one word he may become dishonored amongst the people; because the most hateful characteristic of man is fault-finding. One must expose the praise-worthy qualities of the souls and not their evil attributes. The friends must overlook their shortcomings and faults and speak only of their virtues and not their faults.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From tablet quoted in Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, August 11, 1913.)

In our physical selves we are like the animals; yet in some ways the animals are even higher than men; they are more restful and composed; more trustful and reliant upon the bounty of God, more in the flow of his will. The birds of Mount Carmel are his creatures. They can fly to the highest branches of the trees and build their nests. From the mountain-tops the birds can enjoy the beautiful view of the sea and mountain by their power of sight. All this beauty exists for us as well. The love of God, the beauty of God is everywhere and exists for man if he will but rise to spiritual heights, open his spiritual vision and behold it. Is the king free as the bird is free to fly upward? The king’s head is often heavy with anxiety and the things of this world which hold him down. The true pleasure and happiness depend upon the spiritual perception and enjoyment. The powers of mind are the bounties of God given to man to lead him toward spiritual happiness. The highest grace in man is to love God. Love of God, knowledge of God is the greatest, the only real happiness, because it is nearness to God. This is the kingdom of God. To love God is to know Him. To know him is to enter his kingdom, and to be near him.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Ten Days in the Light of Acca; p. 38.)

End of Volume VII
In this age His Holiness Baha’u’llah has breathed the Holy Spirit into the dead body of the world, consequently every weak soul is strengthened by these fresh Divine out-breathings—every poor man will become rich, every darkened soul will become illumined, every ignorant one will become wise, because the confirmations of the Holy Spirit are descending like torrents. A new era of Divine consciousness is upon us. The world of humanity is going through a process of transformation. A new race is being developed. The thoughts of human brotherhood are permeating all regions. New ideals are stirring the depths of hearts, and a new spirit of universal consciousness is being profoundly felt by all men.

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
The Divine Springtime

O ye beloved of God! When the winds blow severely, rains fall fiercely, the lightning flashes, the thunder roars, the bolt descends and storms of trial become severe, grieve not; for after this storm, verily the divine spring will arrive, the hills and fields will become verdant, the expanses of grain will joyfully wave, the earth will become covered with blossoms, the trees will be clothed with green garments and adorned with blossoms and fruits. Thus blessings become manifest in all countries. These favors are results of those storms and hurricanes.

The discerning man rejoiceth at the day of trials, his breast becometh dilated at the time of severe storms, his eyes become brightened when seeing the showers of rain and gusts of wind, whereby trees are uprooted; because he foreseeth the result and the end (of these trials), the leaves, blossoms and fruits (which follow this wintry storm); while the ignorant (short-sighted) person becometh troubled when he seeth a storm, is saddened when it raineth severely, is terrified by the thunder and trembleth at the surging of the waves which storm the shores.

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
The Economic Teaching of Abdul-Baha

BY MARY HANFORD FORD

The reader of this article may wonder at the importance attributed to the teachings and utterances of Abdul-Baha, and a word of explanation in regard to his position in the world may not be inopportune. He is the leader of the Bahai movement, a great center of progressive thought, which had its origin in the illumined message of Ali Mohammed, later called the Bab, given to the Persian people in 1844. The Bab was martyred by the Persian government in 1850, as he was considered a dangerous heretic from the Mohammedan point of view, and Mohammedanism is a state religion. As is natural in such cases, any deviation from the established faith becomes in a way treasonable in the conception of the government. Before this tragic event took place, however, the Bab had fully proclaimed his mission and prophecies. Foreseeing his own end, he told the people that he himself was but the herald of the new day, which would center in the remarkable Revelator to follow him, who would be the messenger of God for this period, and whom he always spoke of under the title of the Glory of God, or Baha’u’llah. He declared that Baha’u’llah would bring peace and unity to mankind, and revive the true knowledge of God in all the world.

The essentials of human progress were included and insisted upon in the message of the Bab; and Baha’u’llah, who followed him, has written eloquent pages outlining the tendencies of future civilization. The Bahai movement which for many years has been a growing power in the Orient, in spite of the cruel persecution of governments, has at length penetrated the western world, and shows clearly that the ethical ideals of our most advanced western economies were generated and came to expression years ago, in the minds of these illuminated eastern teachers.

According to the teaching of these supreme educators, messengers of God have been coming to the world from the beginning of creation, and their province is to refresh the soul of man as it grows cold to the love of God, and restore its sensitiveness to the breath of the holy spirit. Thus Moses came, Zoroaster, Mohammed, Christ came, and today the inspiring and ever necessary message has been given once more by the trinity of Persian teachers, who bring a universal teaching, through which all the races of mankind will be enlightened.

Abdul-Baha is the son of Baha’u’llah. He was imprisoned when only nine years old, at the time when his father was seized with his entire family and his immense property confiscated, simply because he had openly become a follower of the Bab, and a believer in the Oneness of God and humanity.

The Bahai conception is that three persons are always combined in the announcement of a divine message. As Christ was heralded by John the Baptist, and followed by Peter, Moses was presaged by his herald, and followed by
Joshua; the Bab, Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha are the trinity of today, though the station of Abdul-Baha is more nearly allied to that of the center than in any previous case. He is called the Center of the Covenant renewed today between God and man, as it was renewed in the days of Christ and his predecessors. Abdul-Baha’s title means the Servant of God, and naturally he can have no successor in the movement.

The intensely humanitarian feeling of Abdul-Baha is amply shown in his life, and his economic teaching manifests a singularly accurate acquaintance with the sociological conditions of the western world. He is well aware of the fact that measures of charitable relief are only palliations rendered necessary by existing misfortune and by no means to be considered more than methods of temporary relief. Nevertheless the charity, and the spirit of instant service in the life of Abdul-Baha are most inspiring.

His childhood and his youth were passed in moving from one oriental prison to another, until at last he lived in Acca, the prison town of the Sultan, as a prisoner on parole, controlling his own household, under the surveillance of the Turkish police. In this way he became familiar with all aspects of oriental poverty, and permitted himself the privilege of relieving it. In Acca as a prisoner he could do nothing against existing abuses except palliate their results, but this he did constantly.

Every Friday morning the poor of Acca gathered in the courtyard of Abdul-Baha’s house, and he went among them personally. He knew them all by name, he knew just which one needed a coat or a warm shawl, he sent a physician or healed those who were ill. Those whom he succored were never among his own followers, for the believer in the revelation of Baha’u’llah does not beg. They were Mohammedans, sectaries of the creed which had persecuted him, deprived his father of property, liberty and station, and martyred the Bab, but they loved Abdul-Baha as their benefactor, and did not bother their heads about his religion.

Abdul-Baha had a donkey upon which he was accustomed to ride about the town daily upon his philanthropic missions. An American woman who was his guest at one time was terribly annoyed at the nightly braying of this creature, which she declared prevented her from sleeping, but when she discovered that it was the donkey upon which Abdul-Baha visited the sick, its braying suddenly assumed a musical character, and no longer disturbed her. Often when the family of Abdul-Baha was about to sit down to dinner at night, the report would come of some unfortunate who was starving, and who had been overlooked in the visits of the day. Then quickly the hot appetizing meal would be bundled into a basket, and rushed away to the suffering family, while Abdul-Baha would smile and say, “It does not matter for us, we had dinner last night, we shall have dinner tomorrow!”

Often he sent his bed to a feverish invalid whom he discovered, because it required thirty-six hours at least to procure a bed from Haifa, the nearest point of supply, and Abdul-Baha would be perfectly comfortable wrapped in a blanket, and lying upon the floor of his room, or the roof of the house, while he would not have been able to sleep at all, consciences of a bedless invalid, feverish and pain racked. He could not endure the sight of suffering which he was able to relieve.

When he reached the Occident, however, Abdul-Baha faced a condition which troubled him greatly, because it was beyond his power to assuage the misery he saw constantly about him. Housed luxuriously at Cadogan Gardens, London, he knew that within a stone’s throw of him were people who had never had enough to eat—and in New York there was exactly the same situation. These things made him exceedingly sad, and he said: “The time will come in the near future when humanity will become
so much more sensitive than at present that the man of great wealth will not enjoy his luxury, in comparison with the deplorable poverty about him. He will be forced, for his own happiness, to expend his wealth to procure better conditions for the community in which he lives.’

When Abdul-Baha first arrived in England he was the guest of a friend in a village not far from London. The evident poverty around him in this wealthy country distressed him greatly. He would walk out in the town, garbed in his white turban and long Persian coat, and all eyes were centered upon this strange visitor, who, the people had been told, was “a holy man from the East.” Naturally the children were attracted to him, followed him, pulled at his coat, or his hand, and were immediately taken into his arms and caressed. This delighted them, of course, and children are never afraid of Abdul-Baha, but what pleased and amazed them still more was that when they were put down they found in their little hands a shilling or sixpence from the capacious pockets of “the holy man’s” long coat. Such bits of silver were a rarity in their experience, and they ran home with joy to tell the tale of the generous stranger from the Orient, possessed apparently of an endless store of shining sixpences.

The children crowded after him and so many sixpences were dispensed that the friend who entertained Abdul-Baha became alarmed, and talked the matter over with Miss Robarts, who was also a guest in the house. “It is a shame!” they said indignantly. “He comes to us accepting nothing, and is giving to our people all the time! It must not go on!”

That day Abdul-Baha had bestowed many sixpences, and people had come from the neighboring villages, bringing their children to receive the blessing from “the holy man,”—and of course the sixpences! About nine o’clock in the evening the ladies decided that no one else must see Abdul-Baha that night. But as they waited outside the cottage, a man came up the path, carrying one baby, and with others clinging to him. When he asked for “the holy man,” however, he was told severely that he could not be seen, he was very tired and had gone to bed. The man sighed, as he said, “Oh, I have walked six miles from far away to see him. I am so sorry!”

The hostess responded severely, feeling that the desire for sixpences had prompted the journey perhaps more than religious enthusiasm, and the man sighed more deeply than ever, and was turning away, when suddenly Abdul-Baha came around the corner of the house. The way in which he embraced the man and all the babies was so wonderful, that the hearts of the too careful friends melted within them, and when he at last sent away the unbidden guests, comforted, their hearts full of joy, their hands bursting with sixpences, the two friends looked at one another and said: “How wrong we were! We will never again try to manage Abdul-Baha!”

Perhaps the most beautiful encounters with the poor he had in the Occident were at the Salvation Army headquarters in London, and the Bowery Mission in New York. Here he consoled the men for their poverty, saying: “Do not consider your poverty a degradation. The greatest of men have always been poor, the poets, and philosophers and benefactors of the race. Christ had not where to lay his head. The Messengers of God are ever overwhelmed by poverty and persecution. Moses was an outcast, and Mohammed a wanderer and an exile. Baha’ullah suffered the utmost poverty and oppression, and I have known nothing but poverty and prison walls.”

In London he gave the men a sum for a New Year’s dinner which should duplicate the Christmas feast, and at the Bowery Mission he shook hands with each man at the close of the evening and gave him a quarter. A year afterward nearly every one of those men kept his quarter because as one of them said:

“That was a heavenly man, and his
quarter was not like other quarters, it will bring me luck!"

One result of Abdul-Baha's charity was the example of personal contact which it established. He said: "If the rich should see for themselves the evil conditions which exist, they would become eager to alter them. It is necessary in relieving poverty to come into direct touch with its pain. Then the world will determine to abolish it."

He said also, "The spending of money for the help of another brings a great blessing, but the mere dispatch of a check the loss of which one never feels is nothing."

Perhaps the tender heart of Abdul-Baha was never more fully manifested than in the incident which occurred in California. His hostess in San Francisco had arranged an interview with the Mayor of Berkeley. There was to be a grand reception, and many dignitaries and University people were to be present. As the appointed hour for departure approached the hostess went upstairs to warn Abdul-Baha that the time was near. He smiled and waved her away, saying "Very soon! Very soon!"

She left him with some impatience, for there was no evidence of preparation for the trip. After some time she went up again, for the automobile was honking at the door, and it looked as if the Mayor of Berkeley would be kept waiting. But she met only a smile, and "Very soon! Very soon!" from the important guest. At last her patience was quite exhausted for she knew that they could not possibly arrive at the reception in time. Suddenly there was a ring at the door bell. Immediately Abdul-Baha's step was on the stairs and when the door opened he was beside the maid, pulling over the threshold a dusty and disheveled man whom no one had ever heard of, but whom Abdul-Baha embraced like a long lost friend.

The man lived fifteen miles from San Francisco. He had read of Abdul-Baha in the newspapers. He felt that he must see him at any cost, but he had not five cents for street car fare. So he started to walk to San Francisco, and if Abdul-Baha had set forth promptly to fill his engagement with the Mayor of Berkeley he would have missed this seeker after truth. But Abdul-Baha had felt his approach, and would not leave for his appointment until he saw this friend of the spirit seated at his hostess' table, so well panoplied with sandwiches and tea that it was fully evident his outer man would be refreshed.

Then he said: "Now I must go, but when you have finished, wait for me in my room upstairs, until I return, and then we will have a great talk."

It is with this fund of deep sympathy and a profound comprehension that Abdul-Baha approaches the modern economic problem, but he does not regard it from any sentimental point of view. The new time is coming he declares, and it will manifest itself along two lines—a change in the human heart, and new laws enacted in every country. We cannot introduce the divine civilization by legislation alone, he says, there must be a change in the human heart before this is possible.

The lines along which the better government is coming have been clearly indicated by Abdul-Baha. When he was in New York in 1912 some one was talking to him about the United States, and he said:

"You did a wonderful thing in this country in 1865 when you abolished chattel slavery, but you must do a much more wonderful thing now, you must abolish industrial slavery!"

Only a few people understood in 1912 that the curse of industrial slavery existed among us, but the events which followed this dynamic utterance of Abdul-Baha made it plainly manifest. Is there not a wireless which carries the suggestion of a powerful mind to many hearts, and commands results? It is certainly most interesting to observe how closely the economic tendencies which have developed in the United States since 1912 have carried out the possibili-
ties indicated by Abdul-Baha as denoting the future evolution of the country and the age.

In 1913 Congress appointed an Industrial Commission to investigate industrial conditions in the states, and best of all made Frank Walsh its chairman. There could hardly have been a better selection, for Frank Walsh is a criminal lawyer of wide fame and independent means, noted for his capacity to draw the truth from the most refractory witness, absolutely proof against graft, or that insidious and menacing respect for position and wealth, which so frequently prevents the escape of truth from its prison.

So the Commission went from place to place, unveiling the abuses of every locality, and two of the immediate results of its testimony are the federal laws for the prevention of Child Labor, and the Workmen’s Compensation Act, neither of them perfect, but both a long step in the right direction.

Meanwhile every thinking American now knows that industrial slavery exists among us, and that it behooves us to remove it. The startling enactment of the Adamson Law is another pregnant move along the same line. Whatever may be the immediate result, great consequences must flow from it, for very soon no employer in this country will be able to enforce labor for more than eight hours a day, and this is only the beginning of change. The invention of labor-saving machinery which has been going on for many years would have had naturally the consequence of shortening the hours of labor, if the machines had not been in the hands of the capitalist class, who wished to use them only for increasing their own profits, and they must attain their natural aim of increasing the leisure of the world, so that all may have time for culture, for thought, to know God, as Abdul-Baha says.

Abdul-Baha in speaking of the changes that are coming into our economic life, said the solution of the struggle between labor and capital will be found in cooperation and profit sharing. The workers in any institution will presently be regarded as partners, and they will receive their proper share of the profits of the business. Whether in a factory or a mercantile enterprise the same rule will be applied.

Abdul-Baha said in 1912 at Dublin, New Hampshire, in discussing economic questions: “Now I want to tell you about the law of God. According to the divine law, no wages should be given to the employé. Nay, rather indeed they are partners in every work . . . .

“The question of socialization is very important. It will not be solved by strikes for wages. All the governments of the world must be united and organize an assembly, the members of which must be elected from the parliaments and nobles of the nations. These must plan with utmost wisdom and power, so that neither the capitalists suffer from enormous losses, nor the laborers become needy. In the utmost moderation they should make the law, then announce to the public that the rights of the working people are to be strongly preserved. Also the rights of the capitalists are to be protected. When such a general law is adopted, by the will of both sides, should a strike occur, all the governments of the world collectively should resist it. Otherwise the work will lead to much destruction, especially in Europe. Terrible things will take place. One of the several causes of a universal European war will be this question. For instance, the owners of properties, mines and factories should share their incomes with their employés, and give a fairly certain percentage of their products to their workingmen, in order that the employés may receive, beside their wages, some of the general income of the factory, so that the employé may strive with his soul in his work.”

As organizations for the supreme enrichment of the Few, the trusts, he said, must go; but the principle of organiza-
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O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL·BAHA ABBAS.

Naurooz Greeting

Allah’o’Abha!

This Bahai year, which corresponds to 1917 of the Christian era, we believe marks the beginning of the “blessed days” foreseen by Daniel (Chap. XII, verse 12).

With the world at war it is, no doubt, a year fraught with great events. According to dispatches published in the daily press, armies are approaching Palestine from the south and from the north.

The prophecies concerning that blessed spot are being fulfilled. All eyes are upon the Holy Land.

What scene of this mighty world drama—the “Time of the End”—are we about to behold?

At this hour, we are reminded of the following words of Abdul-Baha*:

“As to you, O friends of God! Make firm your feet in the Cause of God with such firmness as cannot be shaken by the most great disasters of this world. Be not troubled by anything under any condition. Be as lofty mountains, dawning-stars from the horizon of existence, brilliant lamps in the assemblies of oneness and lowly souls, pure hearted, with the friends.

“Be signs of guidance, lights of piety, severed from the world, holding fast to the firm rope, spreaders of the spirit of life, abiders in the ark of safety, manifestations of mercy, dawning-stars of the mysteries of existence, points of revelation, day-springs of light, strengthened by the holy spirit, attracted toward God, sanctified from all things and from the (natural) qualities of people and characterized with the attributes of the angels of heaven—so ye may attain to the greatest gift in this great century and new age!”

—The Editors.

The Coming Convention

The annual Bahai Congress and Convention will be held in Boston this year, from April 29th to May 2nd. The directors of the Temple Unity feel that they are thus following the suggestion of Abdul-Baha, made in the recent tablet published in the STAR OF THE WEST. The spiritual radiance of the friends in Boston has been especially brilliant this last season. All of those who attend the Convention in their city in this great year of 1917 will indeed have a unique privilege. May this be the most glorious and life-imparting of all the many splendid and Pentecostal Conventions thus far held in America.

“Now, is the Beginning of a Cycle of Reality”

O ye children of the Kingdom!

It is New Year*; that is to say, the rounding of the cycle of the year. A year is the expression of a cycle (of the sun); but now is the beginning of a cycle of Reality, a New Cycle, a New Age, a New Century, a New Time and a New Year. Therefore it is very blessed.

I wish this blessing to appear and become manifest in the faces and characteristics of the believers, so that they, too, many become a new people, and having found new life and been baptized with fire and spirit, may make the world a new world, to the end that the old ideas depart and new thoughts come; old garments be cast aside and new garments put on; ancient politics whose foundation is war be discarded and modern politics founded on peace raise the standards of victory; the new star shine and gleam and the new sun illumine and radiate; new flowers bloom; the new bounty descend; the new tree give forth new fruit; the new voice become raised and this new sound reach the ears, that the new will follow the new, and all the old furnishings and adornments be cast aside and new decorations put in their places.

I desire for you that you will have this great assistance and partake of this great bounty, and that in spirit and heart you will strive and endeavor until the world of war become the world of peace; the world of darkness the world of light; satanic conduct be turned into heavenly behavior; the ruined places become built up; the sword be turned into the olive branch; the flash of hatred become the flame of the love of God and the noise of the gun the voice of the kingdom; the soldiers of death the soldiers of life; all the nations of the world one nation; all races as one race; and all national anthems harmonized into one melody.

Then this material realm will be paradise, the earth heaven and the world of satan become the world of angels.

(Signed) **ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.**

This is a new cycle of human power. All the horizons of the world are luminous. The world will become even as a garden and a paradise. It is the hour of unity between the sons of men, and the drawing together of all races and all classes.—**ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.**

---

*March 21st: the first day of the Bahai year, known as the Festival of Naurooz.*
Mr. Randall in Montreal

SATURDAY noon, February 24th, Mr. William H. Randall spoke before the Men’s Club of Canada upon the Bahai movement and its gospel of universal brotherhood; 1,700 men were present. At the close of Mr. Randall’s stirring address the president of the club asked for a rising vote of thanks, saying that too little of the spiritual side of our natures was manifest. In the afternoon Mr. Randall spoke before the Woman’s Club of Canada. In the evening an impromptu meeting was arranged by members of these two clubs, at which Mr. Randall spoke further of the creative words of Baha’u’llah. As he says, “The light of the Covenant shines over Montreal.” His visit recalls the splendid reception accorded Abdul-Baha when he visited Montreal in 1912. It shows us further how the spiritual seed which Mrs. May Maxwell has been planting in her own inimitable way is now bearing radiant fruit. It shows also how the Montreal assembly because of its beautiful unity in the bond of love is laying the foundation of the kingdom of brotherhood and peace which is to be.

Mrs. Brittingham in Arizona—Paragraphs from a Letter

WHILE visiting friends in Douglas, Arizona, Miss Bailey, a member of the San Francisco assembly, met a woman who had heard the message in Chicago years before. Early on the morning of my arrival there, this dear newly-found Bahai sister came to me and arranged for an open meeting to be held the next Saturday night at the Y. W. C. A. club rooms. The members had just established an open forum and this was the first date of its observance. Then this dear sister opened her home and during the two weeks of my stay in Douglas a number of beautiful meetings and personal interviews were held. The result was that, in Douglas, the first Bahai assembly of Arizona has been established.

At Pearce, a small mining town, one minister, a broad-minded and spiritual man, invited me to give the principles of the Bahai movement in his church on Sunday evening. The following morning I had a brief but delightful call from him, at which time he gave me a letter of introduction to a brother clergyman in Tucson.

In Bisbee, several small meetings were held in homes. At one of them, there were nine guests, seven of whom were Mormons. One of these had brought a Mormon preacher to institute an argument. The argument occurred, but the Beloved was present in spirit and everything was so touched by that love that there existed only perfect harmony! After the meeting, the Mormon preacher came to me, acknowledging “that I had something,” and asked for literature.

In Phoenix, one of Miss Bailey’s letters of introduction brought to us an invitation to the home of some lovely Christian Scientists, to meet at dinner the Governor of Arizona and his wife, and several well known New York City people. All were interested in the message. Our hostess opened her home one afternoon and called a number of her friends to hear the glad tidings. The governor’s wife was present and brought the wife of the governor’s private secretary. This secretary is the brother of our own dear Isabel Fraser.

About a hundred and fifty souls in Arizona, some in groups, some individually, have heard the message, and now the ground has just been broken for other traveling teachers to accomplish a fuller work in the glorious Cause of God.

Isabella D. Brittingham.
A Pilgrimage in Persia

NOTE where we are,—in Afjeh! We have come over the ground trodden by the feet of Baha'o'llah all the way from Teheran. He walked every step of the way down to Teheran in the hot summer sun without covering on his head, and loaded with heavy chains. Sorrow overflows at the thought of his enduring all so submissively that his glorious Cause might be established and that we, so unworthy, might hear of it, accept and obey his commands.

The valley of Afjeh is wide and fertile, with overflowing mountain streams, terraced wheat fields, and thousands of goats and sheep which flock down the steep paths at dusk about the time the sweet-voiced singer chants the Azan. And here at the head of the valley stand the ruins of the castle where Baha'o'llah dwelt at that time of the beginning of trouble. Many evenings at the twilight hour we go upon the roof of the palace and there hold you all in remembrance while chanting prayers and poems of Baha'o'llah in Persian and English. We pray that all the world may soon awake and acknowledge his power and that we, his followers, may all be established in integrity and more consecrated to service.

We have a few days longer in this blessed retreat, and then go down the mountain again, tracing the path his feet have trod, to begin our life so full of work and of pure satisfaction. We hope for renewed consecration.

(Rev.) Susan I. Moody.

The Economic Teaching of Abdul-Baha

(Continued from page 7)

The employment will remain for the benefit of all. The employés must benefit from them as well as the managers.

Abdul-Baha has also said some remarkable things along the line of income and inheritance taxation. He said, for instance, while in this country: "In future a manufacturer will not be allowed to leave all his property to his own family. A law will be made something like this,—that he must leave one-quarter only of his property to his family, and the other three-quarters must go to the factory workers who have created his wealth."

Indications of the realization of these predictions are already evident along many lines. A new feeling is manifesting itself in the commercial life of our country. Many of the great department stores which furnished formerly the most vivid illustrations of money mania, are now showing the new spirit. For instance, the fine establishment of Filene's in Boston has for years carried on a profit-sharing plan with its employés, which has worked admirably for the enrichment of the concern, and has created an excellent feeling both among employés and customers. Moreover, the influence of the heads of this establishment has gone far and wide, and always in the same direction. The principle of the house has been that the endeavor of an institution must not be first of all to make money, but first to give good service to the public and fair treatment to employés. Filene's is the pioneer enterprise in realizing such principles and has given them wide publicity. Meanwhile the idea is bearing fruit everywhere and one sees its expression in the trade journals and in advertising. In former days we looked to our poets and preachers for the enunciation of noble sentiments and inspiring ideals, but now we find these not only on the stage, but in the advertising columns of our daily papers. For instance, here is an expression of feeling from Henry P. Williams who is the head of an advertising firm in Chicago:

"The man of real progress is always mentally, just a little ahead of where he is now. The idealist, the man of real imagination, seizes upon the present fact,
and transforms it mentally into what it may be in the future, and projects it before him. Such a man is the really practical man.

"So long as the host saw God in the pillar of cloud by day, and the pillar of fire by night, they went forward with confidence; they followed an ideal. It was only when they lost the imaginative vision, when the cloud and the fire, being seen every day and every night became mere meteorological phenomena, that the host began to wander aimlessly.

"Blessed is the man to whom the ideal is always real; to whom the 'pillar of fire' of the sunset is always a sacred mystery of beauty; to whom the stars are forever an awe-inspiring revelation; to whom the business he happens to be in—the making of clothes, of shoes, or machines, or the selling of any merchandise in a fair way—is a continuous enthusiasm; to whom the prosaic business duties of each day offer a recurring opportunity for the advancing of the interests of good business, and thereby the interests of good people."

This sentiment printed upon a card hangs upon the wall in the big store of Willard Ashton in Rockford, Illinois, and expresses the spirit of the institution, which is one of the many now endeavoring in our country to spiritualize capital, or capitalize spirit, realizing that in this day the two opposite ends of creation must be brought together.

There is a school for saleswomen in Boston, conducted by Mrs. Prince, which has had an admirable influence. This lady wishing to improve the condition of saleswomen, and believing that education, skill and intelligence would do this better than anything else, opened her school, and has had such remarkable success that her graduates are in all the leading department stores of the country, and their presence seems to carry everywhere a new atmosphere of intelligence and the necessity for justice and kindness, which are the foundation for real brotherhood.

The famous establishment of Altman's in New York is one where these principles have been evident for many years, and when Mr. Altman died recently he left a large portion of his fortune to be divided among his employés and as a fund for the future conduct of the store. The action of Henry Ford in declaring that his employés must share in the prosperity of his establishment has had enormous influence upon the public mind, and he has extended his generosity of late by equalizing the pay of men and women in his factory. Edison has done the same thing more quietly and for a long time has shared his profits with his employés. Both instances illustrate the statement of Abdul-Baha that in the coming time men of wealth cannot enjoy their own luxury unless they use their means to improve the condition of others.

On the Pacific coast the fruit growers and farmers have formed co-operative alliances in business which have already broken the power of the commission men, whose intensely competitive practices threatened to drive the entire Pacific coast into bankruptcy. The fruit growers are now able to sell their product independently, and while the consumer pays no more than formerly, the producer is able to live in comfort. An interesting fact in connection with the growth of the 'exchanges' is that there seems to be no temptation towards graft or dishonesty in this form of business. As all transactions are for mutual benefit, no one seeks to defraud another for his own enrichment. Nor do the men try to "corner" the market to increase the price. Wall Street practices are naturally banished from these associations where the desire is to benefit the many and not the few.

In California 70 per cent of the fruit growers have formed these co-operative exchanges and last year Governor Johnson appointed Mr. Weinstock, who had become famous through his organization of the raisin-growers' exchange, Supervisor of markets for California, which meant in reality, as the Californians
understood it, supervisor of co-operative progress, and his appointment was hailed with great delight. Recently President Wilson, through the department of agriculture sent a committee of three to the northwest to assist the farmers of that section in forming co-operative exchanges like those of California.

In these enterprises the working people do not yet share the profits. The associations have been made to break the grasping power of the middle man, and people have not yet wakened to the broader ethical aspects of the case. But the rights of the harvester must be recognized in the near future, because it is the day when the worker is coming into his own, and fortunately the harvester is at present one of the best paid workers in the United States, and cannot complain of a badly ventilated factory.

While in this country in 1912 Abdul-Baha gave a remarkable talk before the socialist club of Montreal, in which he outlined the economic development of the coming time, and suggested a form of the income tax entirely new. He gave as an illustration of the way in which the plan would work, an agricultural community.

In the beginning he said, "In reality all mankind represents one family, God desires that each individual member of the body politic should live in the utmost well being and comfort. If all do not enjoy life there is a lack of symmetry in the body politic."

He then outlined a scheme by which the utmost justice could be brought into the communal life. He said the products of the community should be stored in a storehouse, that each man’s share should be noted and when the property was sold, each should receive his proportion, and the tax he should pay to the community would be estimated from his share in the property.

At the time when Abdul-Baha spoke, no such thing as a community storehouse had been heard of in this country, but during the past two years its reality has been rapidly developing in North Dakota. The farmers in that section have been almost driven into bankruptcy by the exactions of the banks and the grain dealers. The farmer had no elevator in which to store his grain, and the banks would lend no money until the grain was harvested. Moreover he could get no accommodation except at a rate of from 12 to 14 per cent., and even then with ruinous restrictions. So he was obliged to look on while the middle man came along and bought his grain at starvation prices, to the producer, stored it in his elevator, and then immediately borrowed money on it at the bank, with which he went forth to buy more grain at starvation prices.

When the situation became unendurable the North Dakota farmers rose up in more than protest. They formed a "Federal Association" which included the entire state. They had already endeavored in vain to elect legislators, either democratic or republican, who would pass a law enabling them to build state elevators. So this year they broke the machines of both parties, sent their own men to the legislature, and are to build state elevators for the grain of North Dakota. Naturally in the process of this communal action, the country has developed a communal feeling quite unprecedented, and certain to lead to unusual progress in the future. Meanwhile the Rural Credits law has passed, assuring them easier money, and relieving them from the exactions of the banks. The Rural Credits Law is by no means perfect. It surrounds the issuing of money to the farmer with too many restrictions and is not yet freed from the over suspicion of the banking system. But it is a step forward and brings relief where it is much needed. Undoubtedly, in the future, its restrictions will be removed, and it will enable the needy one to obtain help without such a superfluity of red tape.

However, North Dakota is to have elevators, and the first step toward the remarkable plan suggested by Abdul-Baha has thus been taken. For his plan as to
the income tax is unique, as has been said, and unlike any other that has been thought of. Most conservative people object to an income tax, and the most progressive yet attempted is to make the tax an increasing one, in proportion to the income taxed. Abdul-Baha says the tax must be levied in proportion to the excess of the income over the needs of the person taxed. If a man has an income of two thousand dollars, and expenses of two thousand dollars, he shall not be taxed at all, but if he has an income of ten thousand dollars, and expenses of two thousand or five thousand, he shall be taxed on the amount left over from his expenses. Thus if a man has an income of twenty thousand dollars, and expenses of only five, he could pay a large tax; if an income of fifty thousand dollars, and expenses of ten a still larger one.

This suggestion of taxation seems to imply a growing simplicity of life, and sincerity of heart, which do not exist today, because many a man would increase his expenses to decrease his tax, from the point of view of our time, and indulgence is so intensified by opportunity, that expenses often keep pace fully with increased income. In his illustration, however, Abdul-Baha is placing before us a condition in which communal equality and communal fair dealing have already been established, and the most surprising feature of his income tax is yet to come.

In ordinary economic planning the increased income tax is simply intended to enrich the community, and reduce excessive wealth, but in Abdul-Baha's scheme it is an elastic measure, benefiting rich and poor alike, because it takes from the citizen possessed of a surplus, to relieve the one suffering from a deficiency. Thus while the man with a surplus pays a large percentage into the treasury, the man whose expenses are greater than his income can draw from the common fund the sum lacking for the comfort or education of his family. If a man has expenses of two thousand a year, and his income has been cut down to one, he draws the necessary surplus from the common fund, until his affairs are adjusted, and he in his turn has a surplus.

The conservative will immediately cry out against such a measure, as one encouraging mendicancy, but we must remember that this adjustment only applies to the ideal community of the future, from which both suspicion and mendicancy have been banished. The steps toward the establishment of such a commonwealth have already been taken, and may be completed in a surprisingly short time. Abdul-Baha says that in future the accumulation of immense private fortunes will cease, because man's power of spiritual vision will increase so noticeably that he will be conscious of existence after death. He will realize that the present life opens the door to the coming one, and he will not be willing to expend all his energy in the attainment of wealth or fame, which have nothing to do with eternity, which on the contrary would act as a hindrance to the advancement of the soul in its onward career. He will prefer to use his energies for the benefit of society of which he is a member, after he has provided for his own needs, and he will lose the desire to centralize splendid power in himself. He will prefer to establish qualities which will remain his in the other life, rather than accumulate merely material advantages which he must leave behind him when he goes yonder. A great pugilist, or a successful financier may be enormously honored by his contemporaries, but he may not find himself too well supplied with capital in the other realm when he reaches it.

When man realizes that the continuation of life means the endless development of talent and opportunity, he will know that what he begins here, he will have the certainty of completing farther along in his career, and he will therefore look at existence from a vastly different point of view.

Abdul-Baha says the trouble with our
“In the world of nature the greatest
dominant note is the struggle for exist-
ence—the result of which is the survival
of the fittest. The law of the survival
of the fittest is the origin of all difficul-
ties. It is the cause of war and strife,
hatred and animosity between human
beings.

“In the world of nature there is tyr-
rany, egoism, aggression, overbearance,
usurpation of the rights of others, and
other blameworthy attributes which are
the defects of the animal world. There-
fore so long as the requirements of
the natural world play paramount part
among the children of men, success and
prosperity are impossible. For the suc-
cess of the human world depends upon
the exigencies of the natural world work
against the realization of this object.

“Nature is warlike, nature is blood-
thirsty, nature is tyrannical, nature is
unaware of His Highness the Almighty.
That is why these cruel qualities are nat-
ural to the animal world.

“Therefore His Highness the Lord of
mankind, having great love and mercy,
has caused the appearance of the proph-
ets, and the revelations of the holy books,
so that through divine education the
world of humanity may be released from
the corruption of nature and the dark-
ness of ignorance; be confirmed with
ideal virtues, the susceptibilities of con-
sciousness, and the spiritual attributes,
and become the dawning place of merci-
ful emotions. This is divine civilization.

That is why these cruel qualities are nat-
ural to the animal world.

“When Abdul-Baha had completed his
tour of the western world, in 1912, he
returned to London, and the editor of
the Asiatic Quarterly Review thought it
would be intensely interesting to have
the opinion of the "greatest prisoner"
in regard to western civilization, so dif-
f erent in every respect from that of the
Orient. He therefore asked Abdul-Baha
to write this article, and the result was
a most luminous expression as to the
meaning of civilization and the faults
evident in that of the West.

Abdul-Baha says: “All that one ob-
serves in the Western Hemisphere are
the appearances of the material world,
and not of the divine world.

“As there are many defects in the
world of nature, the lights of divine civ-
ilization are hidden, and nature has be-
come the ruler over all things.
than had ever been possible in previous
times. He seemed to have perfect faith in
the ability of the United States to main-
tain peace in the period of the terrible
war which was imminent, and said it
was her destiny to be "the peacemaker
of the world," and that she would be
the first of the great nations to establish
ideal social conditions. He revealed a
number of most beautiful prayers for
this commonwealth, of which the follow-
ing is one:
"O God, let this American Democracy
become glorious in spiritual degrees,
even as it has aspired to material de-
grees,—and render this great govern-
ment victorious, confirm this revered na-
tion to hoist the standard of the one-
ness of humanity, promulgate the Most
Great Peace, to become thereby most
glorious and praiseworthy among all the
nations of the world."

The conclusion of the article in the
Asiatic Quarterly contains a glorious
promise for the future of humanity,
which gives us hope that in the coming
time we shall be able to incorporate, into
our material civilization, those elements
which will make it representative of the
divine teaching we have received and of
that love which will fully drive out in-
justice:
"In this age his holiness Baha’u’llah
has breathed the holy spirit into the dead
body of the world; consequently every
weak soul is strengthened by these fresh
divine out-breathings—every poor man
will become rich, every darkened soul
will become illumined, every ignorant
one will become wise, because the confir-
mations of the holy spirit are descend-
ing like torrents. A new era of divine
consciousness is upon us. The world of
humanity is going through a process of
transformation. A new race is being
developed. The thoughts of human
brotherhood are permeating all regions.
New ideals are stirring the depths of
hearts and a new spirit of universal
consciousness is being profoundly felt by
all men."

Mary Hanford Ford.
The Divine Art of Living

A COMPILATION BY MARY M. RABB

[Chapter I appeared in issue No. 16, Vol. VII; Chapter II appeared in issue No. 18, Vol. VII.]

CHAPTER III
Some Practical Applications of the Spiritual Life

Material affairs are of two kinds. The first kind are those concerns which have no direct relation to life. They contribute toward luxury, effeminacy, indolence. Indulgence in these things makes one negligent of God and stifles all traces of spirituality. The other kind are those affairs which contribute toward the maintenance of livelihood, adding to the comfort, happiness and progress of the human family. Spiritual powers come always to the assistance of such affairs; they increase the moral insight and responsibility of man and add to his awareness and mindfulness.

(Words of Abdul-Baha; from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 14, 1914.)

Man must live in contentment with the conditions of his time. He must not make himself the slave of any habit. He must eat a piece of stale bread with the same relish and enjoyment as the most sumptuous dinner. Contentment is real wealth. If one develops within himself the quality of contentment he will become independent. Contentment is the creator of happiness. When one is contented he does not care either for riches or poverty. He lives above the influence of them and is indifferent to them. When we were in Bagdad often with one pound of meat we served dinner to fifteen or twenty people. We cooked with it Persian stew and filled the pot with water so everyone could have a bowl of thin soup. Notwithstanding this we were all very happy and thought that ours was the most delicious dinner.

(Words of Abdul-Baha; from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, October 25, 1913.)

How complex is the life of the present age and how much more complex we are making it daily! The needs of humanity seem never to come to an end. The more men accumulate the more they want. There is only one way of freedom and that is by shutting one's eyes and heart to all these things which distract the mind. The Arab of the desert teaches us a great lesson in the simple life. Living as he does in the waste Sahara he lacks all the means of life except a crude tent, a rug or mat, a caldron, a sword hanging to the inside pole of the tent and a javelin tied to the outside pole. This is all his furniture. Then, if he is wealthy he has a mare, or a horse, a few camels and maybe adjoining his tent a palm grove. It never occurs to his mind that there is anything else in this world. He is happy and has no worries. His food consists of a bowl of milk and a few dates and he may well wonder at the city man, how he can digest all the different kind of dishes with their flavors and spices. His
thought is peaceful and serene, contrary to the city people who are always haunted by the nightmare of livelihood.

(Words of Abdul-Baha; from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, September 21, 1913.)

Economy is the foundation of human prosperity. The spendthrift is always in trouble. Prodigality on the part of any person is an unpardonable sin. The fewer the habits, the better for the man. It is a divine virtue to be satisfied with very few things. Contentment is the antidote for all the social diseases. We must live an independent life. We must never live on others like a parasitic plant. Every person must have a profession, whether it be literary or manual, and must live a clean, manly, honest life, an example of purity to be imitated by others. Contentment is the master-key to all success. If the members of my family starve I will not ask money from the people. It is more kingly to be satisfied with a crust of stale bread than to enjoy a good dinner composed of many delicious dishes the money for which comes out of the pockets of others.

... A Bahai must be satisfied. There was a time that I lived on five cents a day and I was then much happier than I am now. The Persian Bahais often live in the utmost poverty and want, yet they never complain nor ask for money from any one. Begging they consider to be below their spiritual station. A man who is the beneficiary of the treasury of the Kingdom is not poor. There have been some rich Bahais in Persia whose properties were entirely confiscated. Being thus reduced to utter destitution they went out cheerfully to work and in their turn spent all they made for the maintenance of the poorer Bahai families. Love, yea, love must be demonstrated through deeds. Love has never been a passive verb, a figure of speech; it has always been an active verb, an ideal reality. The sign of true faith is the service of the believers of God and service must always manifest itself in loving deeds and actions. . . .

A small business with a steady income is better than the wild, helter-skelter speculations of the financiers.

The mind of a contented person is always peaceful and his heart is at rest. He is like a monarch ruling over the whole world. How happily such a man helps himself to his frugal meals. How joyfully he takes his walks and how peacefully he sleeps!

(Words of Abdul-Baha; from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, August 24, 1914.)

At the table on board the Cedric Abdul-Baha spoke about simple diet—how much better it is for one's constitution to eat but one or two courses. One of the American Bahais asked him whether he would not prescribe a simple regime of diet for the believers, upon his arrival in America. He laughed heartily and said: "We do not interfere with their material food, but we shall give them a simple diet of spiritual food. This is our work."

(Words of Abdul-Baha; from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 20, 1913.)

The life of the Arabs in the interior is most simple. Their principal food consists of the milk of the camel and a few dates. These Arabs do not like the atmosphere of the city. They revel in the expansiveness of the desert. The other day a few of the Bedouin women taunted our women because they are living in the town, while the Bedouin women were happy to breathe the fresh air of the desert. When, years ago, I traveled from Acre to Tiberias, in our caravan there was a beautiful Bedouin woman riding on a camel. She was listless and thoughtful. In the same caravan there was a young Christian who was struck with the beauty of this Arab girl and her dark eyes. After some futile attempts he succeeded in establish-
ing himself in her favor. As I was near
I could hear their conversation. He was
telling her:

"Thou art so beautiful! Why dost
thou not come to the city?"

"Why?"

"O, thou wilt be married to a rich
man!"

"What will he do for me?"

"He will build for thee a lovely
house, thou wilt be served as a queen;
servants and maids will wait on thee;
thou wilt walk through green gardens,
thou wilt sleep on soft beds instead of
sand; thy husband will buy for thee
many precious jewels with which thou
wilt decorate thy body; he will surround
thee with wonderful objects the like of
which thou hast never seen even in thy
dreams!"

The girl straightened herself on her
camel and looked at the youth with pity
and contempt in her whole demeanor.

"I have my beloved desert, vast,
broad, and immeasurable," she said.
"What do I want with your cave-like,
cage-like and boxlike houses. There the
air is stuffy. Here the whole expanse
of the Sahara is our avenues and boule-
vards. Here is my home—the palace of
immensity, the residence of God's own
children. Pile upon your town and your
civilization and your snobbish manners!
I hate them! I cannot bear to look at
them! They are all cheap tricks sanc-
tioned by your so-called society. You
come abroad to display your crafty eti-
tquette of mock modesty and respecta-
bility, while in reality you are physically
and morally corrupt, afflicted with loath-
some diseases. Away from me! Let me
stay where I am! My home is the
Sahara, my couch is the soft sand, my
decorations are God's virtues, my lamps
by night the moon and stars."

( Words of Abdul-Baha; from the Diary
of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 5, 1914.)

Wealth becomes the cause of heedless-
ness to many souls with the exception
of those who are believers in God and
read the verses of God. For this reason
his holiness Christ hath said: "It is
easier for a camel to go through the eye
of a needle than for a rich man to enter
the kingdom of heaven." But blessed
is the rich man whose wealth and opu-
rence do not prevent him from turning
his face toward God and whose heart is
not attached to his possessions. Such a
rich man is the light of the world.

Today Baron Rothschild came to
Haifa. He is one of the wealthiest men
of Europe. He is much interested in
the Jewish colonization of Palestine and
is devoting much of his time and atten-
tion to this problem. Now he has gone
to Tiberias. He is busy all the time.
He could not stay longer than one hour.

All the people are toiling and laboring
to attain to the station of a rich man.
Life to many rich men is nothing but a
heavy burden. They are "wood carriers."
Instead of a blessing wealth becomes a
great calamity to them. The supervision
of their colossal fortunes and their
proper financial administration becomes
the sole object of their lives. Day and
night, asleep and awake, they think and
work to make their piles larger and that
of others smaller till finally they become
mere money machines devoid of any
other feeling or of higher emotions, wild-
eyed, always hungering for more. Greed
and selfishness become the dominant in-
fluences of their lives. Grab, grab,
grab; right and left they grab at every-
thing. In the mad rush and struggle
for more lucre, for more worldly goods
they walk over the bodies of the toilers
and the children. They become the em-
bodiment of heartlessness and cruelty.

Wealth has a tempting and drawing
quality. It bewilders the sight of its
charmed victims with showy appearances
and draws them on and on to the edge
of yawning chasms. It makes a person
self-centered, self-occupied, forgetful of
God and of holy things.

On the other hand there are souls who
are the essence of existence; in their estimation wealth offers no attractions. If the doors of the heavenly blessings are opened before their faces, if they become the possessors of the riches of all the world, if the mountains of the earth turn into diamonds, if the oceans of the globe change into gold . . . their spiritual independence will undergo no change or alteration, their faith in God will increase, their mindfulness will augment, the heat of the fire of their love for true democracy and the education of mankind will burn away all barriers of ostentation and pride. Their intense passion for God will wax greater day by day. Such rich men are in reality the light-bearing stars of the heaven of mankind, because they have been tried and tested and have come out of the crucible as pure gold . . . unalloyed and unadulterated. With all the wealth of the world at their feet they are yet mindful of God and humanity, they spend their acquired riches for the dispelling of the darkness of ignorance and employ their treasures for the alleviation of the misery of the children of God. The light of such rich men will never grow dim and the tree of their generosity will grow in size and stature, producing fruits in all seasons. Their every deed will be as an example for succeeding generations.

(Words of Abdul-Baha; from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, February 24, 1914.)

---

It behooves thee to sever thyself from all desires save from thy Lord the Supreme, expecting no help or aid from any one in the universe, not even from thy father and children! Resign thyself to God. Content thyself with but little of this world's goods. Verily, economy is a great treasure. If any one of thy relatives oppress thee, complain not against him before the magistrates; rather, manifest magnificent patience during every calamity and hardship. Verily, thy Master is the Lord of faithfulness! Forgive and overlook the shortcomings which have appeared in that one—for the sake of love and affection. Know that nothing will benefit thee in this life save supplication and invocation unto God, service in his vineyard, and with a heart full of love to be in constant service unto him.

If thy daily living become difficult, soon God, thy Lord, will bestow upon thee that which will satisfy thee. Be patient in the time of affliction and trial, endure every difficulty and hardship with a dilated heart, attracted spirit and eloquent tongue in remembrance of the Merciful. Verily, this is the life of satisfaction, of spiritual existence, heavenly repose, divine benediction, and the celestial table. Soon the Lord will extenuate thy straightened circumstances, even in this world.

(Tables of Abdul-Baha; Vol. 1, p. 97.)

---

Be not grieved on account of poverty for true wealth is surging and inundating like unto the ocean.

(Words of Abdul-Baha.)

---

Read Some Answered Questions Pages 89-91

---

"When I was in Paris one of the believers brought me a soft cushion and urged me to put it under my head. I became accustomed to it and as there is none in this hotel my neck has pained me all these nights. To be the slave of custom is the worst habit. I will have none of it! When I was young I often had a brick or a piece of rock as my pillow, and I slept soundly.""

Haji Niaz said that he had a soft cushion with him and asked to be allowed to go out and bring it. Abdul-Baha answered:

"'No, no! I must get accustomed to my natural ways. This would not do. One must never accustom himself to any-
thing the absence of which may disturb his comfort."

(“Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 17, 1913.)

—I cannot understand why people insist on the fact that one cannot give up a thing once he is accustomed to it. One can do it very easily if he makes up his mind fully, resolving to quit it forever. It is all a matter of character and determination.

(“Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, August 17, 1914.)

—He (Abdul-Baha) eulogized unre­ervedly the untiring activity and zeal of Esmael Aga (the gardener).

“Devotion to and love for one’s vocation accomplishes miracles,” he said.

(“Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 11, 1914.)

—Man must be tireless in his effort. Once his effort is directed in the proper channel if he does not succeed today he will succeed tomorrow. Effort in itself is one of the noblest traits of human character. Devotion to one’s calling, effort in its speedy execution, simplicity of spirit and steadfastness through all the ups and downs, these are the hallmarks of success. A person characterized with these attributes will gather the fruits of his labors and will win the happiness of the kingdom.

(“Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 8, 1914.)

—This morning I (Mirza Sohrab) called on him (Abdul-Baha) early and he spoke to me about the concentration of one’s powers. “Water flowing from one spring has more force and energy than if the same water is divided between eight springs,” he said. “Try always to concentrate your activities into one channel and let that one be the Cause of Baha’u’llah. Then you shall see how the confirmations of God will descend.”

(“Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, December 13, 1912.)

—Praise be to God that you have come into this desert and exalted the name of God. The nomads are utterly destitute of the knowledge of God. They live an animalistic life and all their thoughts are centered upon their cows, goats and crops. When they come together they speak of nothing else save these things. They know nothing else. Nominally they are Moslems, but they are unaware of the ideals of Mohammed. . . . I am most pleased with you and am satisfied with your conduct. I hope that you may become assisted and confirmed in the good pleasure of the Lord. . . . May your spiritual perception become keener, your attention to God more complete and your spirituality an example for others. When you are plowing the ground or sowing the seeds or reaping the harvest let all your thoughts and subconscious thinking be of God. Your hands and feet will be working but your heart must be attached to the Almighty. The body of man is created for this world but his heart is made for the habitation of the Holy Spirit.

(“Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 17, 1914.)

—Cleanliness and sanctity in all conditions are characteristics of pure beings and necessities of free souls.

The primary perfection consists in cleanliness and sanctity and in purity from every defect. When man in all conditions is pure and immaculate he will become a center for the reflection of the manifest light. In all man’s actions and conduct there must first be purity, then beauty and independence. The channel must be cleansed before it can be filled with sweet water. The pure nostrils in-

(Continued on page 23)
Tidings from Egypt—Word from Elinor Hiscox

BEGINNING the winter of 1911-12, my chief work has been with the advanced student class, all of whom speak English fluently. I felt led by the spirit to invite two, whom I knew, to come to me. Much impressed by what was said, they wished to bring their friends. The number gradually increased until the group became so large that we had to divide it and two evenings every week my room would be filled with these earnest seekers for truth. The presence of the spirit was evident and I prayed much for them individually. Some of these students became devoted Bahais and attained the blessing of seeing Abdul-Baha at Ramleh. These have become active workers in the Cause and they continue to lead their friends to know the truth of Baha’u’llah. After the students graduate from the higher schools and colleges at Cairo, many go to smaller towns as lawyers, teachers, or to fill other positions. With some of them, I correspond regularly to keep them in touch with Bahai influences.

One of my best helpers in the Cause graduated from the law college here and is now a successful lawyer. He has a clear and penetrative mind, with great capacity for receiving the Truth and imparting it to others, and for meeting any arguments or doubts which may arise in the inquirer. Through his influence, many young men have been brought to me and have accepted the Bahai message. Among them were his two brothers, who have become devoted to the Cause, and these three brothers are now among the best known Bahais and workers in Egypt. Upon the invitation of Abdul-Baha, one of them visited him at Haifa, and Abdul-Baha requested him to have regular weekly Bahai meetings at his house in Alexandria, where he is a teacher in one of the government schools. I have seen much of his young wife and she also has become a sincere Bahai.

One devout young soul, who heard and accepted the message only during the past year, a telegraph operator in another town, has won such a spiritual influence over his associates that several of them also have become ardent Bahais. Much of the time I am the only western Bahai in Egypt and the demands upon me are incessant and varied. To instruct inquirers, strengthen the weak or doubting ones, visit the ill and suffering, give advice and counsel, encourage and aid in the education of girls, seek positions of employment, apply for help...
for the needy, comfort the afflicted,—all of these involve an endless amount of visits, interviews and letter-writing. And I have this year helped to collect and have sent funds from the Egyptian Baha’is to the Mashrak-EI-Azkar in America. As I usually pass the summers at Alexandria and Ramleh, my field of service lies also there.

It is all God’s work, not mine, and through much faith and prayer, I am only a channel for the spirit of God to work through.

Elinor Hiscox.

The Divine Art of Living—Chapter Three

(Continued from page 21)

hale the perfumes of the rose garden of bounty, the pure heart becomes the mirror of the beauty of truth. This is why in the heavenly books the divine counsels and commands have been compared to water. So, in the Koran it is said: “And we have caused a pure water to descend from heaven”; and in the Gospel, “Except a man has received the baptism of water and of the spirit he cannot enter into the kingdom of God.” Then it is evident that the divine teachings are the heavenly grace and the showers of the mercy of God which purify the hearts of men.

The meaning is in all conditions cleanliness and sanctity, purity and delicacy exalt humanity and make the contingent beings progress.

Even when applied to physical things delicacy causes the attainment of spirituality as it is established in the holy scriptures.

External cleanliness although it is but a physical thing has great influence upon spirituality. For example, although sound is but the vibration of the air which affects the tympanum of the ear and although vibrations of the air are but an accident among the accidents which depend upon the air, deeply consider how the marvelous notes of a charming song influence the spirits! A wonderful song gives wings to the spirit and fills the heart with exaltation.

I return to the subject that the fact of having a pure and spotless body likewise exercises an influence upon the spirit of man. Now see how much purity is approved in the court of God that it should be especially mentioned in the holy books of the prophets! So the holy books forbid the eating of any unclean things or the use of anything which is not pure. Certain prohibitions are absolute and imperative for all; he who commits that which is forbidden is detested by God and is excluded from the number of the elect. This applies to the things forbidden by an absolute prohibition, the perpetration of which is a grave sin; they are so vile that even to mention them is shameful. There are other forbidden things which do not cause an immediate evil and whose pernicious effect is only gradually produced. They are also abhorred, blamed and rejected by God but their prohibition is not recorded in an absolute way though cleanliness and sanctity, spotlessness and purity, the preservation of health and independence are required by these interdictions.

One of these last prohibitions is the smoking of tobacco which is unclean, malodorous, disagreeable and vulgar and of which the gradual harmfulness is universally recognized. All clever physicians have judged and have also shown by experiment that one of the constituents of tobacco is a mortal poison and that smokers are exposed to different indispositions and maladies. . . .

I wish to say that, in the sight of God, the smoking of tobacco is a thing which is blamed and condemned, very unclean and the result is by degrees injurious. Besides it is a cause of expense and of loss of time and it is a harmful habit. So, for those who are firm in the Covenant it is a thing disquieted by the reason and by tradition, the renunciation of which giveth gradual repose and tranquility,
permitteth one to have stainless hands and a clean mouth and hair which is not pervaded by a bad odor. . . .

As to the question of opium, disgusting and execrating, I resign myself to God for its punishment. The formal text of the Kitab-El-Akdas forbids and reproves it and, according to reason, its use leads to madness. Experience has shown that he who gives himself up to it is completely excluded from the world of humanity. . . . Happy is he who never mentions the word opium! . . .

O friends of God, experience has shown how much the renouncing of tobacco, wine and opium gives health, strength and intellectual enjoyment, penetration of judgment and physical vigor. There exists today a tribe, the Druses, which refrains and abstains from tobacco, alcohol and opium and it completely excels all others in power, in bravery, in health, beauty and grace. A single one of these men can withstand ten men of other tribes and this has been universally proved. That is to say, generally, the individuals of this tribe are superior to the individuals of the other tribes.

(Tables of Abdul-Baha; Vol. 3, pp. 581-585.)

Regarding the use of liquors, according to the text of the Book of Akdas, both strong and light drinks are prohibited. The reason for this prohibition is that liquor leads the minds astray and is the cause of weakening the body. If alcohol were beneficial it would have been brought into the world by the divine creation and not by the effort of man. Whatever is beneficial for man exists in creation. Now it has been proven and established medically and scientifically that liquors are harmful. Therefore the meaning of that which is written in the tablets—"I have chosen for thee whatsoever is in the heavens and earth"—are those things which are according to the divine creation and not the things which are harmful. For instance, poison is one of the things: now how can we say that poisons are to be used habitually because God has created them for man? However, as to the spirituous liquors if prescribed by a doctor for the patient, and their use is necessary, then they may be used as directed.

(Words of Abdul-Baha; from tablet to an American believer; translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 12, 1910.)

While looking from the window Abdul-Baha said: "We hear the murmur of the sea always continuing. It never ceases. Were it to cease the world would be dead, stagnant, lifeless. But the waves of the mind of man are far greater than those of the sea. They also are ceaseless. They never stop for one instant. This movement is good. If these waves of the mind are few the man is dull and quiet. What pearls and jewels are contained in the depths of the sea! But the pearls and jewels hidden in the mind of man are the knowledge, virtues, capabilities, etc. These pearls can grow and increase in lustre forever but the pearls of the sea remain always the same. These waves from our minds go forth and create movement and thought in other minds. From one strong thought of love what great results may be produced."

(Words of Abdul-Baha; from notes of Miss Rosenberg, London, England; taken at Acca, January, 1909.)

Profitless discussions fatigue and weary a person. People who call on me almost every day carry on a stream of profitless, unspiritual talk and I must listen to them with patience. We are commanded to associate with all the people. Today three persons called and they talked for one hour without any definite result.

Man's speech is the revealer of his heart. In whatever world the heart travels, man's conversation will revolve
around that center. From his words you can understand in what world he is traveling, whether he is looking upward toward the realm of light or downward to the nether world, whether he is mindful or unaware, whether he is awake or asleep, whether he is alive or dead. For this reason his holiness Ali says: "Man is hidden behind his tongue. Out of the abundance of his heart does man speak."

There are persons with whom you associate and converse whose utterances are life-imparting, joy-giving. The withered and faded are refreshed, the joyless become happy, the extinct become enkindled and the lifeless are quickened with the breaths of the Holy Spirit. The one drowned in the sea of hesitation and doubt is saved by the life-boat of certainty and assurance; the one attached to this material world becomes severed and the one steeped in blameworthy deeds is adorned with praiseworthy attributes. On the other hand there are some persons whose very respiration extinguishes the light of faith; whose conversation weakens firmness and steadfastness in the Cause of God; whose company diverts one's attention from the kingdom of Abha.

The souls who are rejoiced with the glad tidings of God, attracted to the fragrances of holiness, severed from aught else save God, who are commemorating the name of God are withdrawn from the world of darkness their thought permeated through and through with spiritual vibrations and their messages consisting of divine advices and exhortations; such souls are the manifestors of God's mercy, the educators of nations and the vivifiers of the world of humanity. They are guardian angels, the cause of human progress and the spiritual guides of the wandering children of men. Glory be unto them!

(Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 25, 1914.)

If a person reads the Hidden Words, the Iskrakat, Tajjalayat, The Glad Tidings, The Words of Wisdom and The Tarazat and lives in accord with one of these divine advices he shall reach to the station of perfection, he will become the center of merciful susceptibilities, the dawning-place of human virtues and the rays of the kingdom will become manifest from his face and character.

O ye friends of God! These advices and exhortations of the Blessed Perfection are revealed from the Supreme Pen in order to be considered as guides for actions and not to be read only. There are many people who read these tablets, praise their contents—but they do not live according to one of these words.

(Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 13, 1914.)

Trustworthiness is the most brilliant jewel in the diadem which crowns man's heavenly attributes.

(Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, December 9, 1912.)

The best capital and the most profitable business is honesty in all things. Do thou continue to be honest in thy dealings for one month. Thou wilt see in the end that thou art honored and respected by all thy customers, and not considering thy spiritual welfare, thy material prosperity will be secured.

(Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, October 17, 1914.)

Question: "Does the Bahai prohibition of gambling and lotteries forbid games of every description?"

Abdul-Baha answered: "No, some games are innocent, and if pursued for pastime there is no harm. But there is danger that pastime may degenerate into waste of time. Waste of time is not ac-
Endeavor and make an effort that certain souls may be trained, of whom his holiness Christ said: "Ye shall know the tree by its fruits." That is to say, every soul is known by (his) conduct, manners, words and deeds. Therefore, we must strive with life and heart that, day by day, our deeds may be better, our conduct more beautiful and our forbearance greater. That is, to cultivate love for all the world, to attain beatific happiness of deeds and actions.

(Words of Abdul-Baha; Vol. 2; p. 306.)

Ask thou of God that thou mayest attain to the age of maturity so that thou mayest recognize the beauty and ugliness of deeds and actions.

(Words of Baha’u’llah; from tablet to the Sultan of Turkey.)

God has endowed man with intelligence so that he may use his intelligence. Therefore he must supply himself with all that science can offer. He must be most deliberate and most careful. He must ever be thorough in his undertakings. He must build a thing well. Build the best ship that his ingenuity can lead him to and employ the most skilled captain, but with all that, let him rely upon God. Let him consider God as the one keeper.

(Words of Abdul-Baha; Star of the West; Vol. 3, No. 3, p. 16.)

Let the light of truth and honesty shine in your faces so that all may know that your word in business or pleasure may be a word to trust and be sure of. Forget self and work for the whole. Abdul-Baha said that one must always remember that one is working for the world, not for a town or even a country, but as all are brothers so every country is as it were one’s own. Above all, remember the teaching of Baha’u’llah about gossiping and talking about others. Stories repeated about others are never good, a silent tongue is always safest.

(Message taken verbally (from memory) from Abdul-Baha to the London friends, by Mrs. Enthoven in Paris, October, 1911.)

Chastity and purity of life are the two divine standards of the spiritual and moral law. The greater the aim of man the nobler his purpose. A man must ever be thoughtful of others and be polite and courteous toward his fellow-beings. This will win for him the good pleasure of the Lord and the satisfaction of the general public. One’s sitting and rising, speech and conversation, social intercourse and communication should be based upon a firm foundation and be conducive to the glory of the world of humanity.

(Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, September 4, 1913.)

Moderation is necessary in all affairs. Man must take a lesson from divine actions and deeds for God suffers a tree to grow a long time before it attains to perfection. He is able to make a tree grow to fruition in an instant, but wisdom requires a gradual development.

(Words of Abdul-Baha; from tablet to an American believer; translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 18, 1914.)
The first Taraz and the first Tajali is that man should know his own self and know those things which lead to loftiness or to baseness, to shame or to honor, to affluence or to poverty. After man has realized his own being and become mature then for him wealth (or competence) is needed. If this wealth is acquired through a craft and profession it is approvable and worthy of praise to men of wisdom especially to those servants (i.e., men) who arise to train the world and beautify the souls of nations.

(Words of Baha’u’llah; Tablet of Tarazat; p. 5.)

Be not grieved or sorrowful that no great wealth or property has been bestowed upon you. Look at the birds! The first thing in the morning they are thirsty and hungry. They go to the spring and a few drops quench their thirst; then they pick up a few seeds and are perfectly satisfied and sit upon the branches and sing the praises of God. I hope you, too, will be satisfied.

Christ says that we are like the birds. The birds have habits; one is that they are satisfied with a few grains. They have neither property nor possessions, and they are most of the time on the branches of the trees singing their beautiful melodies. Now you should be satisfied with a few worldly things and spend most of the time in spreading the truths of the Word of God.

(Words of Abdul-Baha; Flowers From the Rose-Garden of Acca; p. 29.)

*Taraz, literally means ornament or an ornamented mantel. As a robe is adorned by ornaments, so likewise man is adorned by practicing these Words of Baha’u’llah.

†Tajali, literally means splendor or light. As light illumines the body of the world, so likewise the inner heart of man is illumined with these Words and Commands of Baha’u’llah.

The length and shortness of life is not considered important. Whether man lives a few years or a hundred years, the purpose of his life is to achieve some definite results. If the tree of his life does not yield those luscious fruits, the purpose of his existence has not been accomplished even if he has lived many, many years. But if he has lived only a few years and the tree of his life has attained to fruition, he has obtained spiritual success. Consequently the duration of life is a conditional matter subject to the will of God. For example, this stone has existed 10,000 or 20,000 or 30,000 years but it has not advanced beyond the mineral kingdom. It has not achieved its final result. Again a merchant goes to his office every day in the year; he plans commercial enterprises, undertakes vast schemes, organizes large companies but at the end of the year he has not gained any profit. On the other hand another merchant through one stroke of good luck gains large profits in one day. Now the former merchant, although he worked harder all through the year, did not achieve any success, while the latter although he worked only one day yet the outcome of his activity was prosperous.

(Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, October 11, 1914.)

His highness Christ, has addressed the world, saying: “Be like unto children.” That is, men must become pure in heart. The hearts of children are of the utmost purity. They contain dust. But this is on account of weakness, not on account of strength. In the early period of childhood the hearts are pure; they have no hypocrisy nor stratagem and they cannot display any great intelligence.

But man becomes pure through the power of strength, through the power of intelligence and understanding. He becomes simple through the great power
of reason. He becomes sincere through the power of intelligence not through the power of weakness. When man attains to the great state of perfection his heart becomes pure, his spirit becomes enlightened, his soul becomes tender and receives these qualities through great strength. This is the difference between the perfect man and the child. Both have the great, simple, underlying qualities. But the child through the power of weakness and the man through the power of strength.

(Words of Abdul-Baha; Star of the West, Vol. 3, No. 3, p. 19.)

Strive day and night and do whatever is possible that perchance you may wake the heedless, give sight to the blind, bring life to the dead, refresh the weary and bring those in despair and darkness to light and splendor. If the hope of man be limited to the material world what ultimate result is he working for? A man with even a little understanding must realize that he should live differently from the worms who hold to the earth in which they are finally buried. How can he be satisfied with this low degree? How can he find happiness there? My hope is that you may become freed from the material world and strive to understand the meaning of the heavenly world, the world of lasting qualities, the world of truth, the world of eternal kingliness so that your life may not be barren of result, for the life of the material man has no fruit of reality. But lasting results are produced by the heavenly existence.

If a man becomes touched with the divine spark, even though he be an outcast and oppressed, he will be happy, and his happiness cannot die.

(Words of Abdul-Baha; Divine Philosophy; p. 20.)

What must be the result of a human life? It is evident that the goal is not to eat, sleep, dress and repose on the couch of negligence. No, it is to find one’s way to reality and understand the divine signs; to receive wisdom from the Lord of Lords and to move steadily forward like a great sea.

(Words of Abdul-Baha; Divine Philosophy; p. 25.)

The religion of God reforms the moral side of the life of mankind. It is the spreader of the virtues of the world of humanity. It is the founder of divine perfections in the hearts of men. It is nearness to God. It is the cause of attraction and enkindlement with the fire of the love of God. It is conducive to the illumination of human consciousness.

... All the prophets are sent by God for the guidance of the people, for the enlightenment of the minds of the inhabitants of the earth and for the promotion of the Word of Truth.

( Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, March 12, 1914.)

To an artist, Abdul-Baha said:

"Can you paint upon the page of the world the ideal pictures of the Supreme Concourse? The pictures which are in the ideal world are eternal. I desire you to become such an artist. Man can paint those ideal pictures upon the tablet of existence with the brush of deeds.

"The holy, divine Manifestations are all heavenly artists. Upon the canvas of creation, with the brush of their deeds and lives and actions they paint immortal pictures which cannot be found in any art museum of Europe or America. But you find the masterpieces of these spiritual artists in the hearts."

( Words of Abdul-Baha; Star of the West, Vol. 5, No. 10, p. 149.)
The Distinctive Characteristics of the Teachings of Baha’u’llah

Address by Abdul-Baha, November 15, 1912, at the home of Miss Juliet Thompson, New York City

I HAVE spoken in the various Christian churches and in the synagogues, and in no assemblage has there been a dissenting voice. All have listened and all have conceded that the teachings of Baha’u’llah are superlative in character; have acknowledged the fact that they constitute the very essence or spirit of this new age and that there is no better path-way to the attainment of its ideals. Not a single voice has been raised in objection. At most there have been those who have refused to acknowledge the mission of Baha’u’llah; though they have universally admitted that he was a great teacher, a most powerful soul, a very great man.

Some of them, however, who could find no other pretext whatsoever, have said, “these teachings are not new; they are old; we have heard them before.”

Therefore I wish to speak to you this evening on the distinctive characteristics of the manifestation of Baha’u’llah, and to prove that from every standpoint his Cause is distinguished from all others.

From the standpoint of its didactic character, or its method of teaching it is distinguished.

From the standpoint of its practical effects, it is distinguished.

From the standpoint of its spread and progress, it is quite distinguished. . . . .

The story of . . . . of Baha’u’llah is as follows:

When he appeared in Persia all of the contemporaneous sects and religious rose against him. His enemies were kings. While the enemies of his holiness Christ were the Jews, the Pharisees; the enemies of Baha’u’llah were rulers who could command armies and bring into the arena of operation hundreds of thousands of soldiers. These kings were the representatives of some fifty millions of people all of whom under their influence and domination were opposed to Baha’u’llah. Therefore, in effect, Baha’u’llah, singly and alone virtually withstood fifty millions of enemies. Yet these fifty millions so far from being able to dominate the situation were unable to withstand his wonderful personality and the power and influence of his wonderful Cause. Though they were bent upon extinguishing the light in that most brilliant lantern they were ultimately defeated and day unto day his light became more radiant. These fifty millions of souls tried to lessen his greatness but day unto day his greatness grew in proportion to their increased efforts to diminish it.

Surrounded by enemies who were seeking his life he made no effort whatever to conceal himself; he did nothing to
prot'ect himself, nay, rather, in his spiritual might and power he was at all times visible before the faces of men, easy of access, ever withstanding these fifty millions who were opposing him. At last his banner was held aloft.

If we glance through history and review the pages of holy writ we will find that none of the prophets of the past ever spread his teachings or promulgated his cause from a prison. But his holiness Baha’u’llah held aloft the banner of the Cause of God while he was in a dungeon, addressing the kings of the earth from his prison cell and severely arraigning them for their oppression of their subjects and their misuse of power. The letter he sent to the Shah of Persia under such conditions may now be read by anyone. Likewise his epistle to the Sultan of Turkey is current among men as are also his epistles to Napoleon, the Emperor of the French, and to the other rulers of the world, including the President of the United States.

The book, or tablet, containing these “Epistles to the Kings,” was published in India some thirty years ago and is known as the Surat’l’Hykl, or the “Discourse on the Temple.” Whatever is recorded in these epistles has come to pass. Some of the prophecies contained in these “Epistles to the Kings” came to pass after two years; others were fulfilled after five or ten years; still others after twenty years. Some of the most important prophecies, relative to events transpiring in the Balkans are being fulfilled at the present time though written long ago. For instance, in the epistle which Baha’u’llah addressed to the Sultan of Turkey the war and the occurrences of the present day were foretold by him. These events were also prophesied in the tablet he addressed to the City of Constantinople. All of the events which are taking place in Constantinople at present were foretold by him long ago.

Now, during all this time, while he was addressing himself to these powerful rulers, he was a prisoner in a Turkish dungeon. Consider how marvelous it was for a prisoner under the eye and control of the Turks to address so daringly, so boldly and so severely the very king who was responsible for his imprisonment! What power is this! What greatness! Nowhere in history is the record of such an episode to be found. In spite of the iron rule and absolute dominion of these kings his function was to withstand them; and so constant and firm was he that he caused their banners to come down and his own standard to be upraised; for today the flags of both the Ottoman and the Persian empires are trailing in the dust, whereas the standard of Baha’u’llah is being held aloft in the world both in the East and in the West. Consider what tremendous power this is! What a decisive argument! Although a prisoner in a fortress, he paid no heed to these kings, regarded not their power of life and death but on the contrary addressed them in plain and fearless language telling them explicitly that the time would come when their flags would be brought low, whereas his own flag would be held aloft. He declared freely:

“Ere long you will find yourselves in manifest loss. Your sovereignties will be laid waste; your empires will become a wilderness and a heap of ruins; hosts from without will come and subdue your lands; lamentation and mourning will emanate from your homes. There will be no throne; there will be no crown; there will be no palace; there will be no armies. Nay, rather, all these will be brought low. But the standard of the Cause of God will be held aloft. Then you will see that hosts and hosts will enter the Cause of God and that this mighty revelation will be spread throughout the world.”

All of you should get the “Discourse on the Temple,” the Surat’l’Hykl, read these prophecies carefully, and ponder over them.

Now this is one of the characteristics of Baha’u’llah. Of what prophetic dispensation can you recount such events?
In what cycle have such things taken place? In which one of the sacred books do you find such prophecies of the future? Turn to the holy books of the past and study them and see if you can find such explicit statements!

And now let us compare the teachings of Baha’u’llah with the holy teachings which have descended in the past.

First among the great teachings of Baha’u’llah is that of the Investigation of Reality. The meaning is that every individual member of humanity is exhorted to set aside superstitions, traditions and the blind imitation of ancestors and forefathers and investigate, for himself, reality. Inasmuch as the reality is one, through the investigation of reality all the religions and nations of the world will become one.

In which one of the sacred books of the past do you find the announcement of this principle?

The second great principle of the teachings of Baha’u’llah is that respecting the Oneness of the world of humanity. Baha’u’llah addresses all mankind, saying:

“You are all the leaves of one tree; there are no race differences or distinctions. Nay, rather, all of you are the servants of God and all of you are submerged in the ocean of his oneness. Not a single soul is bereft. On the contrary, all humanity is the recipient of the bounties of God. Every human creature has a portion of his bestowals and a share of the effulgence of his reality. God is kind to all; all mankind are his sheep and he is their real Shepherd.”

In what Scriptures do you find such a statement? Where else is there such universality? Where else such breadth? Where else this unequivocal statement of the solidarity of mankind? In what sacred record can you show such a teaching? As regards any possible distinctions the utmost that Baha’u’llah says is that conditions among men vary; that some, for instance, are defective. Therefore such souls must be educated in order that they may be brought to the level of perfection. Or, some are sick; they must be treated and cared for until they are healed. Or, some are asleep; they should be awakened. Some are but children; they should be helped to attain maturity. But all must be loved. The child must not be disliked simply because it is a child. Nay, rather, it should be educated. The sick man must not be avoided or slighted merely because he is sick. Nay, rather, he must be loved and treated until he is healed. Nor must the soul that is asleep be treated contemptuously. Nay, rather, he must be awakened.

Next, Baha’u’llah teaches that:

Religion must be in conformity with reason and science.

If it is not then it is not religion at all and is not worthy of credence.

Where do you find such a statement as this in any of the sacred books?

Another fundamental teaching of Baha’u’llah is that

Religion must be the cause of unity and good fellowship.

If it is productive of enmity, hatred and rancor then it is better to abandon it and be without any religion at all.

In which one of the sacred books do you find such a statement?

Again, Baha’u’llah declares that:

Prejudice in all its forms must be abolished.

and that until these prejudices are entirely removed the world of humanity will not and cannot attain peace, prosperity and composure.

In which one of the sacred volumes do you find the announcement of such a principle?

(Continued on page 39)
Abdul-Baha’s First Days in America

From Diary of Miss Juliet Thompson.

(Harbor) New York, April 11, 1912.

We had been waiting all morning at the dock; then the ship appeared through the mists. . . . . . . . The ship docked but Abdul-Baha did not appear. Suddenly I had a glimpse into the dim interior of the ship: barely visible, striding to and fro near the door was one with a step that shook you—just that one stride, charged with power, the sweep of a robe, a majestic head, turban crowned—that was all I saw, but my heart stopped.

Next we saw him at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Kinney. When I arrived, Abdul-Baha was sitting in the center of the dining-room, near the flower-strewn table; his aba* was of cream color; at his knees stood Howard and Sanford Kinney, and his arms were around them. He was very white and shining; no words could describe the ineffable peace about him. The people stood around him in rows and circles, several hundred in the room. We made a dark background for his effulgence. Our tears only reflected him; there were many, many weeping just at the sight of him.

He turned his face from one child to the other, from one group to another—oh, so tenderly—with that indescribable divine grace caught by Leonardo di Vinci in his ‘Christ at the Last Supper;’ but in Abdul-Baha, it was irradiated with smiles, and a lifting of the eyes filled with glory, which even Leonardo with all his mastery could never paint. It was the very essence of divine tenderness.

April 11th.

A message from Abdul-Baha to my mother:

‘Convey to thy dear mother the greetings of Abha. Say to her: ‘Always re-

* Aba, cloak.

member my advices. It is my hope that thou mayest forget everything save God. Nothing in this world is sufficient for man. God alone is sufficient for him. God is the protector of man. All the world will not protect the soul.’”

April 13th.

Today Abdul-Baha spoke at Margorie Morten’s. Again because of the immense crowd, he spoke standing on the stairway, dominating all the beauty of that house by his heavenly beauty.

His theme that day was the spiritual seasons; and in the midst of his address a little thing happened, which, slight though it was, I want to keep. In its very slightness it will draw the people of the future closer to Abdul-Baha, just as it drew us.

Those tender little touches of his humor and simplicity—how precious they are, bridging at the moment the space between us and his perfection! The disciples in the past, looking back to those mysterious days with their Master over the abyss of their tragic separation from him, were, I suppose, awed into silence about the little things; so, ‘the Man of Sorrows’ of the past has been only the Man of sorrows to us—love and sorrows.

We have never formed any conception of the Man of love and joy, great buoyant joy, a Christ whose love overflowed in little tenderesses and whose joy overflowed in fun and wit—a normal, happy, smiling, laughing Christ!

But now to tell you of this little thing: with his celestial eloquence Abdul-Baha had described the spiritual springtime—the quickening and awakening to life. ‘Va tabestan,’ he began and paused for the translator—poor Ahmad could not recall the English word! But while he stood, confused and helpless, Abdul-Baha, with a smile of bright humor, translated for himself: ‘And summer,’
he laughed. Whereupon a little ripple of delight ran through the audience. The charm of him had captured them all!

Afterwards he went up to rest in Mr. Morton's room. He had seen one hundred and forty people that morning and was so spent that he seemed almost ill. His fatigue was evident to all and yet, the people had no pity! When I returned from an errand to the kitchen, I found that his rest was being cruelly intruded on. Literally a hundred people were streaming towards his room. A dozen were in the room; at the door were many eager faces and behind them, coming up the stairs, a procession!

"Oh can't we shut the door?" I asked the interpreter, but Abdul-Baha heard my question.

"Let them come now," he said gently.

The disciples' attitude and—the Master's attitude! What a difference there has always been between them! "Suffer the little children to come unto me"; and the disciples were such little children themselves that he had to put it that way—"suffer them."

Tenderly he pressed a baby to his breast, smiling and fondling it. "Beautiful baby; little dove" he said in his dear English.

April 18th.

A young single taxer began to question him. "What message shall I take to my friends?"

"Tell them," laughed Abdul-Baha, with that wonderful spice of keen humor in his face, "to come into the Kingdom of God! There they will find plenty of land and there are no taxes on it!"

That day (the 18th of April) he agreed to go to the Bowery Mission, and he began to speak about it.

"I want to give them some money," he said to me; "I am in love with the poor." How many poor men go to the Mission?"

"About 300."

"Take this bill to the bank, Juliet, and change it into quarters," he said. He drew from his breastpocket a thousand franc note.

"Keep the money," he further instructed me, "and meet me at the Mission with it, in a bag."

As I left the room, with some lilies-of-the-valley in my hand, a pretty little chambermaid stopped me.

"Did he give you those?" she asked.

"Yes."

"He gave me some flowers yesterday—one roses. I think he is a saint."

The next night, Friday, we went to the Bowery Mission.

To the men of the Mission, Abdul-Baha said: "Christ blessed the poor. He never said 'Blessed are the rich'; therefore, you must be thankful to God, that although in this world you are indigent, yet the treasures of God are within your reach; although in the material realm you are poor, yet in the Kingdom of God, you are precious."

At the end of the service, Abdul-Baha stood at the Mission door, to greet the men as they passed out, and more than to greet them, to add to those tender words of his, a gift. Ah, the pitiful procession—the breadline—filing past the pure, majestic Abdul-Baha; the homeless, the hungry, the moral failures, the broken figures, blurred faces, sunken men! Into each poor palm, as he clasped it, he pressed his little gift of one, two or three quarters, just the symbol, and the price of a bed; not a man was shelterless that night, and many, I could see, found a spiritual shelter, a home, in his soul. I could see it by the faces lifted to his. It was wonderful to witness the looks interchanged; first the look of grateful surprise at the gift found in the palm; then another stealing into it; then a flash of revelation from the eyes of Abdul-Baha,
STAR OF THE WEST

Let us shame many of our oldest Bahais, without writing you of the splendid work Miss Agnes Alexander has left home and friends and out here, surrounded by everything foreign, devoting herself to the spreading of the blessed words. There are now three blind men, earnest students. What blessed work for this dear woman who has left home and friends and out here, surrounded by everything foreign, devoting herself to the Cause. I send a photograph. Dr. Augur is in the lower row. He comes every Friday, a long train journey, to be present at these Friday gatherings.

Cannot some of our Bahais send a couple of typewriters for the use of these blind students? Truly a better gift to the Cause could not be offered.

There is even talk of a Bahai school in the air. We pray it may materialize and become a reality.

Yours in His Greatest Name,
Emma Erskine Hahn,
of the New York Assembly.

Letter from a young blind Japanese Bahai to a lady who is working for the blind soldiers in England

Miss Helen M. Grand.
Bahai friend:

With great joy I received your letter through Miss Alexander the 23d inst. It was such a great pleasure for me to write to the poor blinded soldiers and at once I wrote with all my heart. Indeed it is a great privilege for me to send such a
In the hearts of the oriental peoples is about to awaken a spring of peace and love, and also the darkness of the blind of Japan will be changed into the spiritual light. After this war—O after this war!—universal peace and love and unity of all mankind will surely be realized. There is no nation, no country now in my heart, so I am very happy!

I would be very much pleased if you would inform me something about your work for the blind, as I am much interested in the education of the blind in England.

My Bahai love to you and to the Bahai friends in England.

Hoping to hear from you,

Forever your spiritual friend,

Tokugiro Torii.

Letter from the same young man to an English soldier blinded in the war

Mikawachi mura, Yoza gun,
Kyoto fu, Japan, Nov. 23, 1916.

Mr. ——,

My dear friend:
I have just received a letter from Miss Helen M. Grand, telling of you. I am so very happy to write to you, for I am also one of your friends who is living in darkness.
Miss Grand told me that you are suffering so much in this terrible war, but never be unhappy, my friend, because this might be the last war of mankind and we should hope to meet with such a great war so that we may attain the true universal peace.

Abdul-Baha, our teacher and guide today, tells us that, after this war, the time for which all mankind have been waiting for many centuries will come, and all the
nations of the world will unite in brother-

hood, and that universal peace and love
will be realized. And I think to realize
this happy message is our part.

I do not know how to express my ad-
miration of you who fought so bravely
that you lost your sight, but I cannot be
sorry for your distress, for I know that
the physical blindness is nothing for you
and that soon you will be able to have
the inner sight more clearly than ever.
Surely God will help you if you beseech
him. So, dear friend, be cheerful, praise
God and keep your hope and spiritual
light firmly.

Abdul-Baha tells us: “Open your
spiritual sight so that you may know his
secrets, attain to the highest degree of
existence, become manifestors of a spiri-
tual humanity and have your share of the
heavenly favors.”

Baha’o’llah, the fountain of light and
hope and love, told us, as follows:

“O Son of Clay!

“Be blind, that thou mayest behold my
beauty; be deaf, that thou mayest hear
my sweet melody and voice; be ignorant,
that thou mayest enjoy a portion from
my knowledge; be poor, that thou mayest
obtain an everlasting share from the sea
of my eternal wealth.

“Be blind, that is, to all save my
beauty; be deaf, that is, to all except my
word; be ignorant, that is, of all but my
knowledge. Thus shalt thou enter my
holy presence with pure eyes, keen ears
and a mind undimmed.”

And an American lady, Miss Helen
Keller, said, in her message of happiness,
even though she is blind and deaf, per-
haps as you know: “I am never un-
happy because I cannot see or hear. No
matter how small your opportunities, you
can do something for the betterment of
mankind.”

Another time she said: “I would not
part with my experience in the dark, be-
cause out of the dark I may be able to
carry light.”

Indeed we are never sad because of

our blindness even for a few minutes in
the year. Today I took a walk with my
pupils to the seashore, as I am a teacher
of a small school for the blind. They
enjoyed themselves very much running
about the beach in the mild sunshine,
chattering and joking with their friends.
It seemed to me that they were not sorry
at all about their blindness or rather that
they knew not their own blindness or
even what blindness is, or what darkness
is.

I believe that it is a heavenly command
for us, the blind of this century, to work
for bringing happiness, peace, love, joy
and hope to this world of humanity be-
cause for this great work no one needs
any sight of the body and there should
be no handicap between the blind and the
sighted. Knowing this, I think we, the
blind, must unite universally and it is
much easier for the blind to unite uni-
versally than the seeing, because of their
same fate, and the only instrument for
this is the Esperanto language. So I
hope that you will learn this language
and have great joy by corresponding with
many friends in the whole world.

Forget your blindness and turn your
face to the bright side! This is the only
way by which you can change darkness
into light. Really, physical blindness is
nothing, nothing for us. Believe yourself
and you will find inner light therein, be-
cause a man is created so noble, although
he is blind or deaf. Be not unhappy.
Enjoy your enlightened life and go for-
ward bravely holding a flag of love and
peace for this glorious aim which is to
bring hope and light to all mankind, as
you did on the battlefield. My brave
friend! This is my most hearty hope to
you and to our brothers who share the
same fate. Please give my best love to
them.

With kindest regards and hoping you
will write to me soon,

Forever your sincere friend,

Tokugiro Torii.

P. S. Please guess my English.
China is the Country of the Future

Words of Abdul-Baha from Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 3, 1917.

China, China, China, China-ward the Cause of Baha’u’llah must march! Where is that holy, sanctified Bahai to become the teacher of China! China has most great capability. The Chinese people are most simple-hearted and truth-seeking. The Bahai teacher of the Chinese people must first be imbued with their spirit, know their sacred literature, study their national customs and speak to them from their own standpoint, and their own terminologies. He must entertain no thought of his own, but ever think of their spiritual welfare. In China one can teach many souls and train and educate divine personalities, each one of whom may become a bright candle of the world of humanity. Truly, I say they are free from any deceit and hypocrisies and are prompted with ideal motives.

Had I been feeling well, I would have taken a journey to China myself! China is the country of the future. I hope the right kind of teacher will be inspired to go to that vast empire to lay the foundation of the Kingdom of God, to promote the principles of divine civilization, to unfurl the banner of the Cause of Baha’u’llah and to invite the people to the banquet of the Lord!

For the last twenty years I have repeatedly emphasized the matter of spreading the Cause of God. In every city there must be organized assemblies of teaching-classes to teach the young how to teach the Cause and prepare them for this most important service.

Every Bahai must acquire the lessons of teaching. This will yield results. No other service is as important as this. This service of the promotion of the revelation of Baha’u’llah is the most confirmed service. Every time one service holds the most supreme importance.

There is one season to harrow the ground, another season to scatter the seeds, still another season to irrigate the fields and still another to harvest the crop. We must attend to these various kinds of activities in their proper seasons in order to become successful. Now is the time of seed-sowing, but it seems to me some of the believers are thinking about crop-getting. This will give them no results. Whosoever is thinking of any other thing, is wasting his time.

The promotion of the principles of Baha’u’llah is the most dominant issue before the believers of God.

Abdul-Baha’s First Days in America

(Continued from page 31)

while his hand closed tightly again over that other hand with the clasp that saves.

After our return to the hotel, in the upper hall, on the way to the apartment, we met the little chambermaid. In the bag there were about eighty quarters left over from the Mission, and all these Abdul-Baha gave to her, emptying them suddenly into her hands. Then he passed swiftly into his apartment, we following, all but Mr. Grundy, whom the girl stopped: “Oh, see what he has given me!” she said; whereupon, Mr. Grundy told her about the Mission. When he had finished, she exclaimed, “I will do the same with this money; I, too, will give it!”

Later, as we sat in a group around Abdul-Baha, he was at that moment saying, with a laugh, in reply to some question as to the advisability of charity: “Surely, give to the poor! If you give them only words, when they put their hands into their pockets, they will find
themselves no richer for you." There came a little tap at the door, and there on the threshold stood the little chambermaid. Her eyes were glistening with tears, and in a sort of wonder and oblivious to the rest of us, she walked straight up to Abdul-Baha. "I came to say goodbye, sir," she said, timidly and brokenly, "and to thank you for all your goodness and—and to ask you to pray for me!" Her head bowed, her voice broke, she turned and went out quickly.

Abdul-Baha took me back to supper with him. As we drove up Broadway, that crudely glittering street, flashing with electric advertisements, he spoke to us smilingly: "Baha'o'llah," he said, "loved light. He could never get enough light. He taught us to economize in everything else, but to use light freely."

"It is marvelous," I said, "to be driving through this glitter of light, by the side of the Eternal Light."

"This is nothing," he answered; "this is only the beginning. We will be together in all the worlds of God. You cannot realize what that means; you cannot imagine it; you can form no conception here—here, in this elementary world—of what it will be to be with me in the eternal world!"

May 22nd.

Oh, those mornings at the Hotel Ansonia in the flower-filled rooms! Abdul-Baha would invariably keep me all the morning, calling me again and again to him. People thronged there, sometimes one hundred and fifty in a morning. Sitting in the outer room I would watch them go in, and come out all different—as if they had had a bath of life—freshened, quickened or like candles that had been lighted.

June 12th.

Today I went up early to his house, but not early enough. As I turned into 78th street, I saw him at the end of the block on his way to the garden, his turban a dazzling spot in the sunlight, his robes floating out with great grace as he walked.

Later on he returned. Miss Buckton had arrived by this time, with a poor, little waif of humanity, a Jewess. She was all in black, this poor child, with a pale face, careworn and tearstained.

I had been in the kitchen with Luu Getsinger. I came out upon a scene dominated by Abdul-Baha. He was sitting as usual in the window, the strong carving of his face thrown into high relief by masses of shadow, his turban and white aba bright in the sunlight. On one side, sat Miss Buckton, on the other this poor stricken child, while the biggest tears I have ever seen splashed from her eyes. She told him her unspeakably dismal story.

"Don't grieve, now, don't grieve," he said. He was very, very still, and I think he was calming her.

"My brother has been in prison for three years. He was imprisoned unjustly. It was not his fault. He was led, he was weak, a victim of others. He has four more years to serve. My father and mother are depressed all the time. My brother-in-law, who was our support, has just died."

There it was, the sum of human misery: poverty, weakness, disgrace, sorrow, despair, and the mounting pall of gloom.

"You must trust in God," said Abdul-Baha.

"But the more I trust, the worse things become."

"You have never trusted."

"But my mother reads the Psalms all the time; she doesn't deserve that God should desert her so. I read the Psalms myself,—the ninety-first Psalm and the twenty-third Psalm every night before I go to bed. I pray too."

"To pray is not to read Psalms. To pray is to trust in God, and to be submissive in all things to Him. Be submissive, then things will change for you. Put your family in God's hands. Love God's will. Strong ships are not conquered by the sea,—they ride the waves. Now be a strong ship, not a battered one."
The Distinctive Characteristics of the Teachings of Baha’o’llah

(Continued from page 31)

Next Baha’o’llah declares that—

**There shall be perfect equality between men and women.**

For God, he says, has created all and has not permitted any distinction between the two. Why should man create a distinction which God does not recognize? In the kingdoms beneath man, while, indeed, there is distinction of gender, yet the differences between male and female are not found to be at all vital. The mare, for instance, is as strong and even more speedy than the horse. In the animal and vegetable kingdoms there is perfect equality between the male and female. That person the mirror of whose heart is the purest and cleanest, whose character is the highest is the nearest and dearest to God be that person male or female.

Next, Baha’o’llah has declared the necessity for a

**Universal language.**

that it may serve as a means of international communication and thus remove misunderstandings. This teaching as to the importance of a universal language is set forth in the Kitab ‘Akdas, or “Book of Laws,” published fifty years ago.

Next, there is a principle initiated by Baha’o’llah relative to

**Universal Education.**

In other words, that all mankind shall become educated and that no illiteracy shall remain.

In which one of the sacred books do you find such a text?

**Work an act of worship.**

Next, Baha’o’llah teaches that it is incumbent upon every soul to be qualified as the practicer of some useful trade, craft or profession and that the honest practice of such trade, craft or profession is to be regarded as an act of devotion.

But the teachings of Baha’o’llah are limitless and there is no time now to go into further details. The point is that these teachings are new and that they are not to be found in any of the religious books of the past. Therefore if anyone should raise an objection and ask the question, “What has Baha’o’llah brought that is new,” in response you should refer to and cite these statements.

In brief, the manifestation of Baha’o’llah is distinguished from every standpoint.

The majesty of his manifestation was remarkable.

The power of God shown in this dispensation is remarkable.

The efficacy of the Word of God therein is remarkable.

All the prophets during their life time were scoffed at. For instance, consider how his holiness Moses was scorned. The people called him a murderer. They said, “You killed a man and fled, for you were afraid of retribution and is it possible that now, after your former acts, you have come to be a prophet?” There are many similar episodes recorded not only of Moses but of the other prophets. How severe was their molestation! But his holiness Moses endured all these difficulties, for he had engaged in the spread of the Word of God.

How much they endeavored to belittle his holiness Christ! They placed upon his head a crown of thorns and paraded him through the streets and bazaars. One passer-by or on-looker would say, “Peace be upon thee, thou king of the Jews!” This, instead of being said with respect would be uttered in mockery. Another would bow to him backward and say in scornful tones: “Thou King of the Jews!” or “Lord of Lords, peace be upon thee!” Still another would spit upon his blessed countenance.

In short, the various forms of persecution which they used are mentioned in the books of the old cycle, whether Jewish, Roman or Greek,—the persecution which Christ suffered during the time of his manifestation. There were
no praises offered, nay, rather, the only praise which was offered Christ was offered by the believers. His holiness Peter, for instance, was one of those who praised him; and his disciples who were firm believers eulogized him. But how numerous are the books which were written against his holiness Christ! Refer to the history of the church and find how many were the books written against him by the Roman, Greek and Egyptian philosophers. How many were the calumnies which they attributed to him and how many were the libels against him!

But during the manifestation of his holiness Baha’u’llah, from the day of his appearance to the day of his disappearance all the nations of the world acknowledged his greatness and even those who were his bitterest enemies have recorded in their books: “This man was truly great; his influence was majestic. This person was a glorious man; his power was tremendous, his speech was most eloquent, but alas, he was a misleader of the people.” This was the nature of their eulogies. It is evident that the writer of such a statement as this that Baha’u’llah was a misleader of the people must have been an enemy; but nevertheless, before making that statement he had first written: “This person was most glorious, was most mighty, was peerless, his speech was most eloquent.” After that the writer adds: “But, alas, he was a misleader of the people!” His enemies have even written poems about him, which, though intended for satire have in reality been praise. For instance, a certain poet opposed to his Cause, has said:

“Beware! Beware! lest ye approach this person for he is possessed of such power, of such an eloquent tongue that he is a sorcerer. This person charms men, he drugs them, he is a hypnotizer and hypnotizes them. Beware! Beware! lest you read his book; beware! beware! lest you associate with his friends.”

Of these very ones who were thus decrying him, Baha’u’llah says:

“They are my heralds; they are the ones who are proclaiming my message; they are the ones who are spreading my word. Pray that they may be multiplied, pray that their number may increase and that they may cry more vociferously. The more badly they speak of me and the greater their agitation, the more tremendous will be the efficacy of the Cause of God, the more luminous the Word and the greater the radiance of the divine sun. And eventually the gloomy darkness of the world will disappear and the light of Reality will shine, until the whole earth shall be illuminated.”
The Divine Art of Living

A COMPILATION BY MRS. MARY M. RABB


CHAPTER IV

Prayer

Ask and ye shall receive, seek and ye shall find, knock and it shall be opened unto you.

If ye then, being evil, know how to give good gifts unto your children, how much more shall your heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to them that ask him.

(Words of Jesus.)

There is nothing sweeter in the world of existence than prayer.

Man must live in a state of prayer. The most blessed condition is the condition of prayer and supplication. Prayer is conversation with God. The greatest attainment or the sweetest state is none other than conversation with God. It creates spirituality, creates mindfulness and celestial feelings, begets new attractions of the Kingdom and engenders the susceptibilities of the higher intelligence. The highest attribute given to his holiness Moses is the following verse: "God carried along a conversation with Moses."

What is prayer? It is conversation with God. While man prays he sees himself in the presence of God. If he concentrates his attention he will surely at the time of prayer realize that he is conversing with God. Often at night I do not sleep, and the thoughts of this world weigh heavily on my mind. I toss uneasily in my bed. Then in the darkness of the night I get up and pray - converse with God. It is most sweet and uplifting.

Prayer and supplication are so effective that they inspire one's heart for the whole day with high ideals and supreme sanctity and calmness. One's heart must be sensitive to the music of prayer. He must feel the effect of prayer. He must not be like an organ from which softest notes stream forth without having consciousness of sensation in itself.

(Words of Abdul-Baha; from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, March 15, 1914.)

Prayer and supplication are two wings whereby man soars toward the heavenly mansion of the True One. However, verbal repetition of prayer does not suffice. One must live in a continual attitude of prayer. When man is spiritually free his mind becomes the altar of prayer and his heart the sanctuary of prayer. Then the meaning of
the verse, "We will lift up from before his eyes the veil," will become fulfilled in him.

( Words of Abdul-Baha; from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, June 18, 1914.)

Abdul-Baha said we should speak in the language of heaven—in the language of the spirit—for there is a language of the spirit and heart. It is as different from our language as our own language is different from that of the animals, who express themselves only by cries and sounds.

When we pray to God a feeling fills our hearts. This is the language of the spirit which speaks to God.

When in prayer we are freed from all outward things and turn to God, then it is as if in our hearts we heard the voice of God. Without words we speak, we communicate, we converse with God and hear the answer. It is said that Moses in the wilderness heard the voice of God. But that wilderness, that holy land was his own heart. All of us when we attain to a true spiritual condition can hear the voice of God speaking to us in that wilderness. We must strive to attain to that condition by being separated from all things and from the people of the world and by turning to God alone. It will take some effort on the part of man to attain to that condition but he must work for it, strive for it. We can attain to it by thinking and caring less for material things and more for the spiritual. The further we go from the one, the nearer we are to the other—the choice is ours!

Our spiritual perception, our inward sight must be opened so that we can see the signs and traces of God's spirit in everything. Everything can reflect to us the light of the spirit.

( Words of Abdul-Baha; extract from a talk given to Miss Laura Barney.)

When asked if prayer was necessary since presumably God knows the wishes of all our hearts Abdul-Baha said:

"If one friend feels love for another he will wish to say so. Though he knows that the friend is aware that he loves him, he will still wish to say so. If there is anyone that you love do you not seek an opportunity to speak with him, to speak lovingly with him, to bring him gifts, to write him letters? If you do not feel such a desire it would be that you did not love your friend. God knows the wishes of all hearts. But the impulse to pray is a natural one springing from man's love to God.

"If there be no love, if there be no pleasure or spiritual enjoyment in prayer, do not pray. Prayer should spring from love, from the desire of the person to commune with God. Just as the lover never ceases from wishing to communicate with the beloved so does the lover of God always wish for constant communication with the Deity.

"Prayer need not be in words, but in thought and attitude. But if this love and this desire are lacking it is useless to try to force them. Words without love mean nothing. If a person talks to you as an unpleasant duty without love or pleasure in his meeting with you, do you wish to converse with him? Efforts should first be made to make attachment to God."

When asked how this attachment is to be made, how the love of God is to be obtained, since there are many people in the world who admit the existence of a Deity but without any emotion, Abdul-Baha said:

"Knowledge is love. Study, listen to exhortations, think, try to understand the wisdom and greatness of God. . . . The soil must be fertilized before the seed be sown."

( Words of Abdul-Baha, from an article in The Fortnightly Review, June, 1911, by Miss E. S. Stevens.)

Man becomes like a stone unless he continually supplicates to God. The
heart of man is like a mirror which is covered with dust and to cleanse it one must continually pray to God that it may become clean. The act of supplication is the polish which erases all worldly desires. The delight of supplicating and entreating before God cuts one's heart from the world. When the taste of man is nourished by honey he never likes to taste any other sweetmeat. Therefore, prayer is a key by which the doors of the kingdom are opened. There are many subjects which are difficult for man to solve. But during prayer and supplication they are unveiled and there is nothing that man cannot find out. Mohammed said: "Prayer is a ladder by which every one can ascend to heaven." If one's heart is cut from the world his prayer is the ascension to heaven.

In the highest prayer men pray only for the love of God, not because they fear him or hell or hope for bounty or heaven. Thus the souls in whose hearts the fire of love is enkindled are attracted by supplication. True supplication to God must therefore be actuated by love to God only. . . . When a man falls in love with a human being it is impossible for him to keep from mentioning the name of his beloved. How much more difficult is it to keep from mentioning the name of God when one has come to love him. One can pray for the dead and by so doing their spiritual condition will become better. The spiritual man finds no delight in anything save in commemoration of God. When one is confirmed his heart becomes rejoiced through the commemoration of God.

(Words of Abdul-Baha, from notes of Miss Alma Albertson and other pilgrims, November and December, 1900.)

O thou daughter of the Kingdom! Know thou that supplication and prayer is the Water of Life. It is the cause of the vivification of existence and brings glad tidings and joy to the soul. Show thou attention to this matter as far as thou canst and summon others to prayer and supplication.

(Answers of Abdul-Baha, from tablet to an American believer; translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, December 14, 1906.)

Question: "What is prayer, attitude or word?"

Answer: "Prayer is both attitude and word, it depends upon the soul-condition. It is like a song, both words and music make the song. Sometimes the melody will move us, sometimes the words."

(Answer of Abdul-Baha; Ten Days in the Light of Acca, p. 15.)

The prayerful attitude is attained by two means. Just as a man who is going to deliver a lecture prepares therefore and his preparation consists of certain meditations and notations, so the preparation for the prayerful attitude is detaching one's mind from all other thoughts save the thought of God at the time of prayer and then praying when the prayerful attitude shall be attained.

(Answer of Abdul-Baha; A Heavenly Feast, p. 19.)

Supplication to God at morn and eve is conducive to the joy of hearts, and prayer causes spirituality and fragrance. Thou shouldst necessarily continue therein. (p. 186.)

Neglect not praying and communing in the gloomy midnights and morn and eve and offer glory unto thy Lord, the Supreme. (p. 413.)

Know that nothing will benefit thee in this life save supplication and invocation unto God, service in his vineyard, and, with a heart full of love, to be in constant servitude unto him. (p. 98.)

Draw nigh unto God and persevere in communion with thy Lord so that the
The fire of God's love may glow more luminously in the heart, its heat grow stronger and give warmth to that region and its sound reach the Supreme Concourse. (p. 639.)

Supplicate unto him and beseech in the middle of the night and at early morn just as a needy and captive one beseeches. It is incumbent upon thee to turn unto the kingdom of God and to pray, supplicate and invoke during all times. This is the means by which thy soul shall ascend upward to the apex of the gift of God. (p. 695.)

(Words of Abdul-Baha, from tablets.)

O thou spiritual friend! Thou hast asked the wisdom of prayer. Know thou that prayer is indispensable and obligatory and man under no pretext whatsoever is excused therefrom unless he be mentally unsound or an insurmountable obstacle prevent him.

The wisdom of prayer is this, that it causes a connection between the servant and the True One because in that state of prayer man with all his heart and soul turns his face towards His Highness the Almighty, seeking his association and desiring his love and compassion. The greatest happiness for a lover is to converse with his beloved, and the greatest gift for a seeker is to become familiar with the object of his longing. That is why the greatest hope of every soul who is attracted to the kingdom of God is to find an opportunity to entertain and supplicate at the ocean of his utterance, goodness and generosity.

Besides all this, prayer and fasting is the cause of awakening and mindfulness and is conducive to protection and preservation from tests.

(Words of Abdul-Baha, Tablets of Abdul-Baha, p. 683.)

As to thy question, "Why pray?" What is the wisdom thereof, for God has established everything and executes all affairs after the best order and he ordains everything according to a becoming measure and puts things in their places with the greatest propriety and perfection—therefore what is the wisdom in beseeching and supplicating and in stating one's wants and seeking help?" Know thou, verily, it is becoming of a weak one to supplicate to the strong One and it behooveth a seeker of bounty to beseech the glorious, bountiful One. When one supplicates to his Lord, turns to him and seeks bounty from his ocean this supplication is by itself a light to his heart, an illumination to his sight, a life to his soul and an exaltation to his being.
Therefore, during thy supplications to God and thy reciting "Thy name is my healing" consider how thine heart is cheered, thy soul delighted by the spirit of the love of God and thy mind attracted to the kingdom of God! By these attractions one's ability and capacity increase. When the vessel is widened the water increaseth and when the thirst grows the bounty of the cloud becomes agreeable to the taste of man. This is the mystery of supplication and the wisdom of stating one's wants.

(Words of Abdul-Baha; from tablet to an American believer; translated by Mirza Ali Kuli Khan, October, 1908.)

Man is eternally in a state of communion and prayer with the source of all good. The highest and most elevating state is the state of prayer. Prayer is communion with God. . . . Its efficacy is conditional upon the freedom of the heart from extraneous suggestions and mundane thoughts. The worshipper must pray with a detached spirit, unconditional surrender of the will, concentrated attention and a magnetic spiritual passion. His innermost being must be stirred with the ethereal breeze of holiness. If the mirror of his life is polished from the dross of all desires the mirror of his life is widened. While all the ears are wide open. While all the eyes are closed the eyes of the worshipper are wide open. While all the ears are stopped the ears of the suppliant are attuned to the subtle music of God. While the majority of the people are fast asleep the adorer of the Ideal Beloved is wakeful. All around him there is a rare and delicate silence, deep, airy, ethereal silence, calm, magical and subtle —and there is the worshipper, communing with nature and the author of nature.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, September 3, 1914.)

Question: "How do saints become saints?"
Answer: "Through prayer, supplication, purification of the heart and good wishes."

(Words of Abdul-Baha; answers to some questions asked by some American pilgrims to Anea, spring of 1907. Mirza Moneer, translator.)

You have asked concerning approval of Christian Science treatment and healing.

Spirit has influence; prayer has spiritual effect. Therefore we pray, "O God! heal this sick one!" Perchance God will answer. Does it matter who prays? God will answer the prayer of every servant if that prayer is urgent. His mercy is vast, illimitable. He answers the prayers of all his servants. He answers the prayer of this plant. The plant prays potentially, "O God! Send me rain!" God answers this prayer and the plant grows. God will answer any one. He answers prayers potentially. Before we were born into this world did we not pray, "O God! Give me a mother; give me two fountains of bright milk; purify the air for my breathing; grant me rest and comfort; prepare food for my sustenance and living!" Did we not pray potentially for these needed blessings before we were created? When we came into this world did we not find our prayers answered? Did we not find mother, father, food, light, home and every other necessity and blessing although we did not actually ask for them? Therefore it is natural that God will
give to us when we ask him. His mercy is all-enfolding.

But we ask for things which the divine wisdom does not desire for us and there is no answer to our prayer. His wisdom does not sanction what we wish. We pray, “O God! Make me wealthy.” If this prayer were universally answered human affairs would be at a standstill. There would be no one left to work in the streets, no one to till the soil, no one to build, no one to run the trains. Therefore it is evident that it would not be well for us if all prayers were answered. The affairs of the world would be interfered with, energies crippled and progress hindered. But whatever we ask for which is in accord with divine wisdom, God will answer. Assuredly!

For instance, a very feeble patient may ask the doctor to give him food which would be positively dangerous to his life and condition. He may beg for roast meat. The doctor is kind and wise. He knows it would be dangerous to his patient so he refuses to allow it. The doctor is merciful, the patient ignorant. Through the doctor’s kindness the patient recovers; his life is saved. Yet the patient may cry out that the doctor was unkind, not good, because he refused to answer his pleading.

God is merciful. In his mercy he answers the prayers of all his servants when they are according to his supreme wisdom.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Star of the West; Vol. 3, No. 18, p. 6.)

Christ said, “Go into thy chamber and shut the door, and pray to thy Father which is in heaven.” Why did he say this? It is with the tongue that man expresses his feelings to another man. But with the language of the heart man prays to God. Though God is within the heart of man, is ever present in every place, yet man lifts up his eyes to heaven and prays as if God were there, seated upon a throne. Surely this is pure superstition! Why should he utter the words, “O heavenly Father?” Why should it be necessary for him to repeat prayers aloud and with the tongue? One reason for this is that if the heart alone is speaking the mind can be more easily disturbed. But repeating the words so that the tongue and heart act together enables the mind to become concentrated. Then the whole man is surrounded by the spirit of prayer and the act is more perfect.

Another reason is that by the outward signs of entering into his room and praying the attention of others is attracted and they begin to ask, “Why does he do this?” and are aroused to enquire about the truth.

Man may say, “I can pray to God whenever I wish, when the feelings of my heart are drawn to God; when I am in the wilderness, when I am in the city, or wherever I may be. Why should I go where others are gathered upon a special day, at a certain hour, to unite my prayers with theirs when I may not be in a frame of mind for praying?” To think in this way is useless imagination for where many are gathered together their force is greater. Separate soldiers fighting alone and individually have not the force of a united army. If all the soldiers in this spiritual war gather together then their united spiritual feelings help each other and their prayers become more acceptable.

A wise schoolmaster may send his scholars out to play or to practice gymnastics for an hour so that their minds and bodies may be refreshed and during the hour of the lesson they may learn it better. If the teacher proves that his pupils are advancing no onlooker has a right to object to his system or to question his wisdom and say, “Why does he waste the boys’ time?” If a wise father plays with his children who has a right to say it is not good for them? He calls them to come to him as the hen calls her chicks, he knows that they are little and must be coaxed along, coaxed along, because they are young and tiny.
For the time of Moses the law of "an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth" was ordained. It is very hard to see the wisdom of this, but the people then were in the wilderness and needed teaching. Different teachings were needed for different people. If you give the same teachings to all some might be retarded by them instead of helped. Christ taught some things to his disciples which he commanded them not to tell the Pharisees. It is not for the soldier to question the general's orders. If he knows him to be the real general he must carry out and obey his orders exactly. If the general orders that a certain place must be important than prayer. Christ taught some things to all some might be retarded by them instead of helped.

Different teachings were needed for different people. If you give the same teachings to all some might be retarded by them instead of helped. Christ taught some things to his disciples which he commanded them not to tell the Pharisees. It is not for the soldier to question the general's orders. If he knows him to be the real general he must carry out and obey his orders exactly. If the general orders that a certain place must be taken and held the soldiers might say, "Why risk so much by leaving this secure and safe position for a point which is the aim and target of the enemy?" But the general knows that this is the important point which must be held at all costs. The true doctor, the true teacher, the real captain must be obeyed. If every man knew what was best for his health, if every man could teach himself, if every soldier knew how to fight by himself, if every passenger could sail the ship, what need would there be for the doctor, for the teacher, for the general or for the captain? As he has not this wisdom he must first ascertain their truth and then follow their directions. Until he does this he cannot advance.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: from notes of Mrs. L. A. C. Dreyfus-Barney.)

One of our friends was sitting silent. Abdul-Baha asked her to speak. "I would rather pray quietly in thy presence," she said.

Abdul-Baha: "Mayst thou ever be in a prayerful attitude. In all the worlds of existence there is nothing more important than prayer. Prayer confers spirituality upon the heart."

(Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, October 26, 1913.)

Thou hast asked what shouldst thou do and what prayer shouldst thou offer in order to become informed of the mysteries of God. Pray thou with an attracted heart and supplicate thou with a spirit stirred by the glad tidings of God. Then the doors of the kingdom of mysteries shall be opened before thy face and thou shalt comprehend the realities of all things.

(Words of Abdul-Baha, from the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 26, 1913.)

 Asked if we are not able through love and faith to make those who have departed from this life hear of the Cause who had not heard of it while here, Abdul-Baha replied: "Yes, surely sincere prayer always has its effect and it has a great influence in the other world. We are never cut off from those who are there. The real and genuine influence is not in this world but in that other."

(Words from Abdul-Baha, from Notes of Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford, Paris, France, October, 1911.)

Supplication and prayer on behalf of others will surely be effective. When hearts are united, when faces are turned towards the kingdom of Abha, surely enlightenment will be the result.

(Words of Abdul-Baha, from tablet to Seattle Assembly of Bahais; translated in Haifa, Syria, August 14, 1914.)

In answer to the question, "Why should one pray through Christ as the Christians do, or through another manifestation of God and why should we not pray to God direct?" Abdul-Baha said: "If we wish to pray we must have some object upon which to concentrate. If we turn to God we must direct our hearts to a certain center. If man worships God otherwise than through his Manifestation he must first form a conception of God and that conception is
created by his own mind. As the finite
cannot comprehend the Infinite so God
is not to be comprehended in this fash-
on. That which man conceives with his
own mind he comprehends. That which
he can comprehend is not God. That
conception of God which a man has is
but a phantasm, an image, an imagina-
tion, an illusion. There is no connec-
tion between such a conception and the
Supreme Being.

"If a man wishes to know God he
must find him in the perfect mirror,
Christ or Baha‘u’llah. In either of these
mirrors he will see reflected the Sun of
Divinity.

"As we know the physical sun by its
splendor, by its light and heat so we
know God, by the spiritual sun, when
he shines forth from the temple of
Manifestation by his attributes of per-
fection, by the beauty of his qualities
and by the splendor of his light. The
Manifestations of God are the focal cen-
ters of the world. . . . .

"The epitome of all worship is the
worship of the attributes of Christ, not
his personality."

( Words of Abdul-Baha; a talk given
to Mr. Percy Woodcock, Acca, Syria,
1909.)

---

Read Some Answered Questions, p. 268.

---

Turn thy face sincerely toward God;
be severed from all save God; be ablaze
with the fire of the love of God; be
purified and sanctified, and beseech and
supplicate unto God. Verily, he re-
sponds unto those who invoke him, is
near unto those who pray unto him.
And he is thy companion in every lone-
liness, and befriends every exile.

( Words of Abdul-Baha; from tablet to
American believer; translated by Mirza
Ali Kuli Khan, Boston, February, 1908.)

---

Regarding thy question about the
morning prayer. Both meanings are in-
cluded in the word dawn—the natural
dawn, and the dawn of the kingdom.
When a soul rises in the morning from
sleep before everything else he must
commemorate the name of God in order
that he may obtain spirituality and
illumination.

( Words of Abdul-Baha; from tablet to
an American believer; translated by
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, March 5, 1914,
Mt. Carmel, Haifa.)

---

Someone present asked how it was
that in prayer and meditation the heart
often turns with instinctive appeal to
some friend who has passed into the next
life.

Abdul-Baha answered: "It is a law
of God's creation that the weak should
lean upon the strong. Those to whom
you turn may be mediators of God's
power to you, even as when on earth.
But it is the one Holy Spirit which
strengthens all men."

( Words of Abdul-Baha: Abdul-Baha in
London, p. 98.)

---

Those who have ascended have differ-
cent attributes from those who are still
on earth, yet there is no real separation.
In prayer there is a mingling of sta-
tion, a mingling of condition. Pray for
them as they pray for you.

( Words of Abdul-Baha: Abdul-Baha in
London, p. 97.)

---

Read Words of Baha'U'llah: Book of
Iqan, pp. 28-29.

---

O God and assister of all! . . . .
Verily, thou art the hearer of prayers,
and verily, thou art powerful in all
things! (Abdul-Baha.)

The heavens of thy mercy and the
oceans of thy bounty are so vast that
thou hast never disappointed those who
begged of thee nor refused those who
willed to come to thee! (Baha‘U’llah.)
STAR OF THE WEST

“We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come.”—BAHA’O’LLAH.
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“Teach the Cause! This is a matter that succeeds most miraculously”

Words of Abdul-Baha to Pilgrims
From the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, January 30, 1914

NOW that you are returning to your respective homes you must be like unto ignited candles and set aglow the hearts of all the believers; now like unto a company of tuneful birds you must sing every melody. I have done my part, I have sung my songs and have played almost every tune. Now it is your turn. For awhile I must sit silent, ever straining my ears to hear your anthems of praise. I love to listen to your spiritual symphonies and divine harmonies, ever flying upward and filling the world with the soothing music of peace and consolation. God willing, you will fulfill my eager expectations. O! I am sure you will not disappoint me. The confirmations of the Kingdom shall descend upon you, and the Supreme reinforcement shall surround you. Rest ye assured; let your hearts abide in peace. I ever expect to receive cheering news from you. May you become the cause of the happiness of the hearts of the believers. May all the friends become glad, rejoiced and grateful through meeting you and write me that these pilgrims who passed through our cities were enkindled, attracted, eloquent and willing to serve their fellowmen!

In short, God willing, may every one of you, as you leave this Holy Land, become a herald of the Cause, a harbinger of the establishment of the Kingdom. May each one of you shine upon each city through which you pass as a radiant star. This is the Day wherein whomsoever arises to spread the Cause of God, the cohorts of the Supreme Concourse will assist him. Today the magnet of spiritual confirmation is teaching the Cause. Although the threshold of the Blessed Perfection was my heart, my spirit and the happiness of my soul, yet, notwithstanding this, I left everything and traveled around the world proclaiming at the top of my voice the glad tidings of the Kingdom of Abha. No affair today is as confirmed as that of the proclamation of the principles of this Cause. As much as they can the believers of God must occupy their time in conveying the Message. . . .

Teach the Cause; this is a matter that succeeds, succeeds most miraculously. Praise be to God! You are beneath the protection of the Blessed Perfection, you are environed by his bestowals. What favor do you wish greater than this? When a number of souls are beneath the protecting wings of an important personage they consider themselves very fortunate; now, praise be to God, you are beneath the protection and preservation of the Blessed Perfection. Therefore, how great must be your happiness! As you go out of this room dedicate your lives to teaching the
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While sojourning in Paris, on his re-
turn from America en route to Pales-
tine, Abdul-Baha pictured to some
friends interested in Green Acre, the ulti-
mate ideals on which as a sure founda-
tion its future should be built.

Green Acre in 1917

SINCE last year's pentecostal out-
pouring on the quiet hills by the
Piscataqua, "The River of Light," the
friends of Green Acre have been count-
ing the days until they might return thereto in the summer of 1917.

During the past year Miss Sarah Farmer, the founder of Green Acre, has ascended into the Supreme Concourse. A beautiful Bahai service was held at her home in South Eliot, on the occasion of her passing. Her saintly and luminous spirit will rest over the conferences this summer even more gloriously than during last August for now she is free from the prison-house of the body.

May the new and mighty wave of spiritual power which has this past year swept the Bahai world rise and burst into such splendor at Green Acre this summer that it may illumine the entire continent.

Abdul-Baha has taken great joy in Green Acre and made radiant predictions for its future. Among his first words upon his return to the city of Acca in Palestine from his world journey through Europe and America were these concerning Green Acre.

"There is a place in America," he said one evening when the friends had assembled to meet him, "called Green Acre. It is customary during the months of summer for people of different creeds and religions to gather there and the leaders of various movements and thoughts to deliver lectures and addresses. Thus they have combined most effectively education and recreation. The significance and usefulness of this unique place lie in the fact that it offers a free and unrestricted platform to the citizens of every nation and the adherents of every religion. Thus every subject is discussed with that full liberty of conscience which is enjoyed in the United States.

"The founder of these conferences wherein every nationality and religion is worthily represented, is Sarah J. Farmer. To her is due all praise and commendation for having thus initiated this wonderful plan which must be carried out to its logical conclusion—a universal platform for all mankind, irrespective of race, religion or nationality.

"As the name, Green Acre, is similar to that of Acca, when I arrived there I was made very happy. I spent one week in that green and delightful Acca. They had a large meeting every evening at which many people gathered, and I spoke to them on spiritual subjects. I met there many cultured and educated people. It is a most beautiful country place. Its water is pure, its air salubrious and its atmosphere is spiritual. There are many pine woods; and under a cluster of fine old trees people gather to hear lectures. Mirza Abul Fazl, when in Green Acre, used to give some of his addresses under these pines, so they are known as the 'Persian pines.' I went there one afternoon; many people had gathered, and I spoke on the Bahai teachings.'"
fact—the investigation of reality. Expend all your thoughts on this—that the union of opinions and expressions may be obtained . . . .

"If the circle of the activities of Green Acre be expanded so that each year the leaders of every religion and thought may associate with each other with perfect love and amity there will be good results.

"The aim of those souls who deliver addresses or who take part in the discussions must be the investigation of reality and not the presentation of dogmas and unprofitable, antiquated theories. The chief objects of Green Acre conferences must be the furtherance of universal peace, investigation of reality, brotherhood, tolerance, sympathy to all mankind, the cultivation of a better understanding between the nations of the world, the elimination of dogmas and superficialities, the illumination of the hearts with the light of truth, mutual assistance and co-operation, social service, the study of the fundamental principles of all the religions and their comparative co-ordination. Green Acre must carry away this palm of victory . . . .

"Personal ambition must be thrown to the winds and all the available willpower directed towards the realization of the universal objects. If you outline such a practical, universal, all-inclusive programme and then invite me I will come again to Green Acre. Lay such a foundation that the influence of the confederation of religions and sects may permeate to all parts of the world from Green Acre; and Green Acre for the future ages and cycles may become the standard bearer of the oneness of the world of humanity. I will pray for the fulfilment of this truth."

Early last winter the following tablet was received by a believer regarding the service of Green Acre, Abdul-Baha’s latest word about the “Green Acca” of America:

"O thou maid-servant of God! Thy letter was received. Thy desire to serve Green Acre is in reality a very important matter. This name (Green Acre) must appear with all its significant meaning, that is Green Acre must become the reflection of the plain of Acca, and attain to the utmost verdancy, greenness and artistic beauty. Its charms and wonder lie in this, that it may become the center of the Bahais and the cry of ‘Ya-Baha-El-Abha’ be raised from all its direction. I hope that all thy aspirations may become fully realized. Upon thee be greeting and praise."

“Plant thou a tree which may yield sweet fruits throughout all eternity”

(A Recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Maria P. Wilson, Malden, Mass.)

O thou my respected hostess!

The days that I was a guest in thy home are ever before my sight. They then include happy days, for they passed away in joy.

Truly, I say, with all thy power thou didst serve us and displayed towards us the utmost kindness. This service appeared through the sincerity of thine intention, thy love for humanity, and thy praiseworthy morals. At present, also, thou art engaged day and night in the service of the Kingdom of God, and art occupied in the promotion of heavenly teachings. Plant thou a tree which may yield sweet fruits throughout all eternity. Scatter thou such pure seeds which may produce various crops in the future ages and cycles. This is made possible through self-sacrifice in the path of God, and complete evanescence in the love of God—so that no trace of self, ego and desires be left behind; thus thou mayest consecrate thyself wholly and entirely to the heavenly Beloved.

Convey on my behalf to each and all the friends—men and women—my loving and yearning greetings.

Upon thee be greeting and praise.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Haifa, Syria, Oct. 22, 1916.)
The Promotion of the Teachings of God in Japan

Budget from Agnes B. Alexander, containing

Tablets from Abdul-Baha

12 Ichibancho, Kojimachi,
Tokyo, Japan, Feb. 9, 1917.

To the STAR OF THE WEST.

Beloved friends—On the evening of the 7th, great joy came to this home and I hasten to tell you of it that you may all rejoice with us. A wonderful spirit had uplifted me all that day; I felt that when I returned home in the evening I would find a message from Abdul-Baha. I looked for the mail the first thing on returning home and there it was enclosed in a letter from our brother, Mr. Hannen of Washington—a letter for Fukuta San from Mirza Ahmad Sohrab and one for me, embodying in them Tablets from our beloved Abdul-Baha. I cannot tell you of the wonderful peace and joy that has overflowed in my heart ever since. This is the first time since receiving word from Abdul-Baha to come to Japan that any message from him has reached here and Fukuta San is blessed by being the first Japanese in his own land to receive words “from that pen whose greatness, glory and splendor will shine down the ages, long after we have passed away from this earth and the traces of our service in His mighty Cause have appeared in dazzling clearness.” These wonderful words were written by a sister many years ago.

At this time the Cause is certainly spreading with great bounds in this land. Our brother, Mr. Kenzo Torikai, who is visiting his native home after an absence of twelve years, has been awake giving the Message wherever he goes. During the past week several Tokyo papers have had articles in reference to the Bahai Movement some of them giving my name and address which has brought many inquiries and many letters. Most of these are in Japanese, so that part of the work falls to Fukuta San and many come or send for the Japanese Bahai book which we keep here. The translation of one letter from a young girl in the north of Japan has touched me very much. One of the young students wrote
ALL the individuals of humanity are farmers. Every soul sows a certain kind of seed, but at the season of the harvest there will be gathered no result, except from the seeds which are sown by the believers of God. That alone will obtain heavenly blessing. Reflect that His Holiness Christ and His Holiness Mohammed scattered such holy seeds the fruits of which are being gathered till now; but all the other farmers were finally doomed to regret and disappointment.

—ABDUL-BAHA
(See page 56)
The Promotion of the Teachings of God in Japan

(Continued from page 52)

the translation for me and they tell me
in the Japanese language it is indeed
a most beautiful letter:

My dear Miss Agnes Alexander:

I am a young girl student who lives
in the northern and remotest part of
this mainland. I was greatly influenced
when I read in the Yomuiri Shim bun a
few days ago that you are endeavoring
to promulgate in Japan the Truth of
the great Persian teacher, Baha'0'lah,
who teaches the equality of man and
woman, racial unity and universal peace,
etc., and I am one of the great admirers
of your strong and never yielding spirit
for the religion.

What noble and wise women there
are in your country like you and Miss
Stinson* (the aviatrix who is here in
Japan now), and I cannot help envying
you and her. Especially what glory and
pride it is to your nation to have a lady
like you who is so noble and godlike-
hearted acting day and night to teach
our people your new Faith!

I will pray to God at my country town
here in Japan that the religion, which
you are promulgating may be believed
by all the people of this world. If I
were in Tokyo, I would like, I am sure,
to help you in teaching, even though my
power be poor—waiting upon near your
knees (this is a Japanese expression).
But, alas, I am far from Tokyo and
there is no way to study the religion but
by the little help of newspapers, so I
wish to go to the capital for this purpose
without the knowledge of my parents,
but I am very sorry I have no money for
the journey. I will pray that the re-
ligion will be successfully promul gated
by you all over the world and I look
forward to the day when it will be real-
ized. I will never forget your glorious
name as it has taken root in my bosom
and also you will never forget me. It
seems to me by inspiration that I must
assist you in teaching when I come to
womanhood. I pray you will do splen-
didly your calling! Be blest my dear
sister! Good-by. Yours truly,

Bitsuko (Miss).

The world is going through great
changes and we know not what a day
will bring forth, but we can only "be
still and know that I am God."

I enclose to you the words of life from
our glorious beloved, Abdul-Baha, his
words which never fail. Oh! what will
they not mean to this country. The
light and truth already shines through
the clouds and nothing can prevent its
shining.

Forever your sister in the Great
Cause,

Agnes B. Alexander.

TABLETS FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

To the maid-servant of God, Miss Agnes
Alexander—Upon her be greeting
and praise!

O thou heavenly daughter!

Thy letter through Mr. Hannen re-
cieved from Japan, likewise the letters

leaders of the woman movement there, gave me
a check for $2,500 because she was so glad to
see a woman do something that no other woman
had done in Japan. That was when, clad in a
kimono, I made my flight over the city of Tokio.
The Japanese were wonderful then. They are
intensely interested in aviation, and all the city
turned out. They had the aviation field fenced
in with slender bamboo rods. The crowd was
tremendous and the interest keen, but the Ja-
panese were so polite that not a red was broken."

In China Miss Stinson made a flight from the
grounds of the sacred temple of agriculture over
the residence of the president, which was for-
merly the Chinese imperial palace.—Editors.

*Miss Katherine Stinson, 19-year-old aviatrix,
made daring flights in Japan and China and
where, "For the first time in their lives," she
says, "the Chinese and Japanese had to look up
to a woman."

Upon her return to the United States, in an
interview, she said: "The Japanese are really
the most polite people in the world, and the
Chinese were just lovely, but I'm certainly glad
I'm an American. They make their wives walk
ten paces in the rear on all public occasions,
and I wouldn't walk behind any man. I want
to walk beside him.

"The women in China and Japan are waking
up, though. There is a big feminist movement.
In Japan a Mrs. Fujisawa, who is one of the
of Mr. Fukuta. The contents of both letters imparted exceeding joy, for each word was an eloquent tongue explaining the wonders of the love of God and elucidating the story of the attraction of the heart with the breaths of the holy spirit.

Praise be to God, that thou hast become assisted to promulgate the word of God in Japan. Ere long this circle in Japan will be enlarged, obtaining heavenly blessing.

God says in the glorious Koran: "A seed, growing out of it seven ears and every ear containing one hundred kernels, and God is able to double this for whomsoever He willeth." This verse means this: Whenever the word of truth is proclaimed it is like unto a seed which sown in a pure soil brings forth seven ears and every ear produces one hundred kernels and God says again that for whomsoever he desireth he will double this number, that is: He will make the seven hundred kernels fourteen hundred.

Now I hope that thy call in Japan may be like unto that seed, so that it may obtain heavenly blessing and benediction and the souls be educated and taught the oneness and singleness of God, the truthfulness of the prophets and the usefulness of the divine teachings.

An answer is written to the letters of Mr. Fukuta and forwarded. Present it to him.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Haifa, Syria, Oct. 27, 1916.)

To Mr. Fukuta San.

O thou who are guided by the Light of Guidance!

Thy first and second letters were received: Praise be to God, that the light of guidance shone forth, the glass of the heart became luminous and the darkness of ignorance dispelled. The Most Great Guidance is a crown, the brilliant gems of which will shine upon all the future ages and cycles. If it is placed on the head of a servant, he will become the object of the envy of the kings; for this is an imperishable crown and an everlasting sovereignty. God says in the great Koran: "He specializes with His mercy whomsoever He desireth."

Praise be to God, that thou hast become specialized with divine favor and bounty. Thou didst become awake, beheld the lights and hearkened unto the melody of the Supreme Concourse. In the glorious Gospel it is said: "Freely ye have received, freely give." That is you have found this bestowal; you have paid nothing for it; therefore give it to others without any exchange. Now with a heavenly power, with a lordly gift, with spiritual morals, with god-like deeds and with supreme glad-tidings be thou engaged in the promotion of the teachings of God in Japan. The confirmation of the Kingdom shall encompass you and the cohorts of the realm of might will grant triumph.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Haifa, Syria, Oct. 28, 1916.)

To Miss Agnes Alexander.

O thou daughter of the kingdom!

Thy letter dated July 15th, 1916, received. Its contents indicated that thou hast organized a meeting in Japan. Consider thou what a great favor God has bestowed that such spiritual meetings are being held in Tokyo and such heavenly gifts are being distributed! God says in the Koran: "The example of the people of faith is like unto a field which obtains freshness and verdancy from the rain descending from the clouds, attaining to full fruition and finding the blessing of the Kingdom! There is no doubt that day by day it will grow and develop and in the end the ears of the sheaves will be laden with God's benediction, bringing forth an hundred fold."

Now, ye are the fields of the plain of Reality and are under the protection of the educative rays of the Sun of Truth.
At every moment ye obtain a new vitality from the rain of divine bestowals and ere long ye will produce full grown seeds which are blessed by the care and attention of the Divine Farmer. There is no doubt that such will be the end.

Convey on my behalf the utmost longing greeting to the friends residing in Tokyo as well as the recently arrived travellers and say to them: All the individuals of humanity are farmers. Every soul sows a certain kind of seed, but at the season of the harvest there will be gathered no result, except from the seeds which are sown by the believers of God. That alone will obtain heavenly blessing. Reflect that His Holiness Christ and His Holiness Mohammed scattered such holy seeds the fruits of which are being gathered till now; but all the other farmers were finally doomed to regret and disappointment.

Upon ye be greeting and praise.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Haifa, Syria, Oct. 30, 1916.)

Seed Sowing

During the last few months our Persian brother, Ishtal Ebn Kalantar, has been travelling to and fro in the Middle West, speaking with clear, brilliant eloquence before large audiences in Indianapolis, New Orleans, Milwaukee, Detroit, Cincinnati and many other places. Recently he spoke to an audience of 700 in the Unitarian Church of Cincinnati. There was a driving rain but the church was packed to the doors to hear of the glad tidings which Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha have brought to this world.

Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, despite his medical practice, through which he serves all who come to him with true Bahai bounty, has devoted his Sundays to seed-sowing journeys. He has recently spoken in the states of Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Minnesota and Missouri.

Thus are our eastern brothers sowing the seeds of that new spiritual tree which has arisen in the East “for the healing of the nations.”

A Bahai Library

For seven years the STAR OF THE WEST has been publishing in its pages addresses and Tablets of Abdul-Baha and extracts from the glorious writings of Baha’u’llah. These now form a beautiful library of Bahai thought and Bahai news. To make this library easily accessible to the friends of Abdul-Baha the editors of the STAR OF THE WEST are having each year’s numbers attractively bound in separate volumes. These volumes may be had from the Bahai News Service at the price of $2.50 a volume, postage or expressage additional.

Especial attention is called to Volume II with its picture of Abdul-Baha in Paris and London, and to Volumes III and IV with their accounts of Abdul-Baha’s addresses and journeys in America. Volume VII is especially significant because it contains the Five Great Teaching Tablets and the first installments of the remarkable compilation on the “Divine Art of Living.”

All the volumes are full of radiant words from the heaven of light. Many of the friends are securing the entire set lest they miss any of the divine sentences which in these last few years have been flooding our western world.
The Divine Art of Living

A COMPILATION BY MRS. MARY M. RABB

(Chapter I appeared in issue No. 16, Vol. VII; Chapter II appeared in issue No. 18, Vol. VII; Chapter III appeared in issue No. 2, Vol. VIII; Chapter IV appeared in issue No. 4, Vol. VIII.)

CHAPTER V

Faith, Severance, Sacrifice

NOW faith is assurance of things hoped for, a conviction of things not seen. . . . By faith we understand that the worlds have been framed by the Word of God, so that what is seen hath not been made out of things which appear. . . .

He that cometh to God must believe that he is, and that he is a rewarder of them that seek after him. By faith Noah, being warned of God concerning things not seen as yet, moved with godly fear, prepared an ark to the saving of his house. . . . By faith Abraham, when he was called, obeyed to go out unto a place which he was to receive for an inheritance; and he went out, not knowing whither he went. By faith he became a sojourner in the land of promise, as in a land not his own, dwelling in tents, with Isaac and Jacob, the heirs with him of the same promise. For he looked for the city which hath the foundations, whose builder and maker is God. By faith Moses forsook Egypt not fearing the wrath of the king for he endured as seeing Him who is invisible. . . .

And what more shall I say? for the time will fail me if I tell of Gideon, Barak, Samson, Japhthah; of David and Samuel and the prophets, who through faith subdued kingdoms, wrought righteousness, obtained promises, stopped the mouths of lions, quenched the power of fire, escaped the edge of the sword, from weakness were made strong. . . . Others had trial of mockings and scourgings, yea, moreover of bonds and imprisonment: they were stoned, they were sawn asunder, they were tempted, they were slain with the sword: they went about in sheepskins, in goatskins, being destitute, afflicted, ill-treated—of whom the world was not worthy—wandering in deserts and mountains and caves and the holes of the earth. . . .

Therefore let us also, seeing we are compassed about with so great a cloud of witnesses, lay aside every weight, and sin which doth so easily beset us, and let us run with patience the race that is set before us. (Hebrews; from chapters 11, 12.)

All things are possible to him that believeth. . . . Verily I say unto you if ye have faith as a grain of mustard seed . . . ye shall say unto this mountain, . . . Be thou taken up and cast into the sea and it shall be done. And all things whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer, believing, ye shall receive. (Words of Jesus in the Gospels.)

I say unto you that anyone who will
arise in the Cause of God at this time shall be filled with the Spirit of God. And God will send his hosts from heaven to help you and nothing shall be impossible to you if you have faith. And now I give you a commandment which shall be for a covenant, . . . that ye have faith; that your faith be steadfast as a rock which no storms can move, which nothing can disturb, and that it endure through all things even to the end, . . . Be not shaken in your faith. . . . As ye have faith so shall your powers and blessings be. This is the balance; this is the balance; this is the balance!

( Words of Abdul-Baha from An Early Pilgrimage by Mrs. May Maxwell.)

The foundation of praiseworthy virtues is faith. The greater the faith of man the more illumined his life. Faith is a miracle; it has a wonder-working power. Its spiritual influence refines the character, sufferse man to become humble and meek, places in his heart the fear of God, prompts him to devote his time to humanitarian deeds, spiritualizes his nature, exalts his ideals and enkindles his lamp. The greater the faith of man the more numerous will be his philanthropic actions. Faith is like unto the trees, deeds are like unto the fruits. Faith is like unto the lamp, deeds are like unto the light.

( Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from Address quoted in Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, March 2, 1914. )

Question: What is real faith?
Answer: Faith outwardly means to believe in the message a Manifestation brings to the world and accept the fulfilment in him of that which the prophets have announced. But in reality faith embodies three degrees: to confess with the tongue; to believe in the heart; to show forth in our actions. These three things are essential to true faith. The important requirement is the love of God in the heart. For instance, we say a lamp gives light. In reality the oil which burns produces the illumination, but the lamp and the chimney are necessary before the light can express itself. The love of God is the light. The tongue is the chimney or the medium by which that love finds expression. It also protects the light. Likewise the members of the body reflect the inner light by their actions. So the tongue confesses in speech and the parts of the body confess in their actions the love of God within the soul of a true believer. Thus it was that Peter confessed Christ by his tongue and his actions. When the tongue and actions reflect the love of God the real qualities of man are revealed. Christ said “You will know them by their fruits”; that is, by their deeds. If a believer shows forth divine qualities we know that true faith is in his heart. If we do not find evidence of these qualities, if he is selfish or wicked, he has not the true kind of faith. Faith is mentioned in the Scriptures as the “second birth” or “everlasting life.” In this day true belief is the Spirit of God. Many claim to possess true faith, but it is rare, and when it exists it cannot be destroyed.

( Words of Abdul-Baha: Ten Days in the Light of Acca, p. 58. )

By our actions we reveal what is growing in the heart. Actions are mirrors of the soul . . .

Faith is not so much what we believe as what we carry out.

( Words of Abdul-Baha: Ten Days in the Light of Acca, pp. 11-12. )

Man must prove whatsoever he speaketh by deeds and actions. If he claims faith he must live and do according to the teachings of the Kingdom of Abha.

( Words of Abdul-Baha: From a Tablet to two Chicago believers. )
Faith is the magnet which draws the confirmation of the Merciful One. Service is the magnet which attracts the heavenly strength.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Tablets of Abdul-Baha, p. 62.)

We hear there is an invention; we believe it is good; then we come and see it. We hear there is wealth; we see it; we work hard for it; we become rich ourselves and help others. We know and see the Light, we go close to it, are warmed by it, and reflect its rays on others. This is real faith, and thus we receive power to become the eternal sons of God.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Abdul-Baha in London, p. 59.)

Question: How can one increase in faith?

Answer: You must strive. A child is uninformed. Through study he obtains knowledge. Search for truth.

There are three kinds of faith. First, that which is from tradition and birth. For example: A child is born of Mohammedan parents; he is a Mohammedan. This faith is weak, traditional faith. Second, that which comes from knowledge and is the faith of understanding. This is good. But there is a better, the faith of practice. This is the real faith.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Abdul-Baha in London, p. 59.)

Although a person of good deeds is acceptable at the threshold of the Almighty, yet it is first to know and then to do. Although a blind man produces a most wonderful and exquisite art, yet he is deprived of seeing it. See how most animals labor for man, draw loads and facilitate travel; yet as they are ignorant they do not receive any reward for this toil and labor. The cloud rains; roses and hyacinths grow, the plains and meadows, the gardens and trees become green and blossom, yet they do not realize the results and outcome of their activities. Therefore, they are not praised and commended. . . . This lamp is lighted, but as it has not a conscious knowledge of itself no one has become glad because of it.

Moreover, a soul of excellent deeds and good manners will undoubtedly advance, no matter from what horizon he beholds the light radiating. Herein lies the difference. By faith is meant first, conscious knowledge; second, the practice of good deeds.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Tablets of Abdul-Baha, p. 549.)

Praise be to God, you are firm in the Covenant and steadfast in the Testament. Firmness and steadfastness are the greatest conditions of faith and assurance. As long as the tree does not send its root to the bowels of the earth it will not become secure and established, neither will it grow and develop into full stature. But if it is not firmly rooted it will be broken by the blowing of one strong wind.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sobrab, July 24, 1914.)

There is no wonder in confessing the appearance of the Kingdom of God, but true wonder consists in good deeds, obedience to the commands and teachings of the True Lord, and firmness in this path, even when the storm is at its height.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from Tablet to American believer; received January 5, 1904.)

One of the requirements of faithfulness is that thou mayest sacrifice thyself and in the divine path, close thine eye to every pleasure and strive with all thy soul that thou mayest disappear and be
lost, like unto a drop, in the ocean of the love of God.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Tablets of Abdul-Baha, p. 552.)

The Manifestation of God is a perfect example of real obedience. Like him we must sacrifice every thing, every longing and ideal must be given up completely to the will of God. We must look to God for all we desire, all we wish to attain. The will of God must work out its purpose in us. Our human will must be laid down in sacrifice and love. Abdul-Baha has given everything in sacrifice and obedience to the will of God. . . . All our soul-powers, our outward self, our inward self must be consecrated to God in service and sacrifice. Even life must be given if necessary. If we have not reached this station of nothingness we have not attained to real obedience to the will of God. A pupil must submit entirely to the will of the teacher. This is true sacrifice, true obedience.

Real obedience and real sacrifice are identical, they are absolute readiness to follow and perform whatever you are called upon to do in the Cause of God. When you really love God you will be willing to sacrifice everything and submit yourself entirely to His will. Consecrate yourself wholly to Him. His will is everything. His service is paramount.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Ten Days in the Light of Acca, p. 48.)

As to the fact that man must entirely forget himself. By this is meant that he should arise in the mystery of sacrifice, and that is the disappearance of mortal sentiments and the extinction of blamable morals which constitute the temporal gloom, and not that the physical health should be changed into weakness and debility.

(Words of Abdul Baha: Tablets of Abdul-Baha, p. 244.)

Asceticism is not necessary. A soul grows by the exercise of human virtues and the observance of human morals and by divine favor. The extreme asceticism of the saints was superition. The monasticism of the Christian church was mistaken. St. Paul was responsible for much of this because in one of his epistles he praises those who do not marry and prophesied that sects would arise which would not marry. St. Paul disapproved of marriage. But God did not give us good gifts that we should reject them. He created all these blessings that. His servants may bless Him.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From an article in Fortnightly Review, June, 1911, by Miss E. S. Stevens.)

In this day or dispensation asceticism is of the spiritual type, for spiritual asceticism is right and is productive of results. On the one hand a man may attain virtues by the inherent force of his nature; on the other hand these virtues may be due to the weakness of his nature. For instance, an infant is detached from the world. That severance or detachment is due to its weakness. But a wise man having passed to the stage of maturity will likewise be detached from the world and care nothing for the world. Severance at that stage is indicative of inherent strength of character. A withered arm is incapable of stoning or striking anybody. That harmlessness is not due to virtue, it is due to imperfection. But if a person whose arm and hand are well and whole shall not strike, then it is a symptom of strength and virtue. A man who is a mute and dumb cannot lie, but that lack of lying is an indication of his weakness, not of his perfection. But he whose tongue speaketh and yet lieth not is verbally mighty. . . . A dead man is harmless, no harm can come from him, but that is eulogy. But if he be alive and harmless that is eulogizing him. Now we come to the subject.

By enduring ascetic hardships the
powers of nature will undergo dissolution which will result in great weakness whereby one is made incapable of doing anything. He will not show any temper. He will not do any evil. He will not cause a riot; he is quiet. He is wronged; he is like a lamb. But this is due to weakness. But he who has attained spiritual asceticism acquires these attributes by strength of character. When a man by nature, that is to say, by some imperfection of nature, is incapable of committing uncommendable acts, that is nothing in his favor. But if he by sheer force of will and spiritual training attains to a state of character which prevents him from doing such things, this is a great credit to him. The insane man is entirely detached from all bonds and ties; he is absolutely free from all attachments. But this is not a commendation to him. But when the disciples of Christ, who were in a normal state of mind and body let go of everything in life, that is indeed commendable. Physical asceticism will in the course of time cause absolute atrophy of the parts, resulting in the greatest weakness. There will be no love of transgression, no attachment to this life, no covetousness, no aggressiveness, but all this is due to great weakness of powers. But spiritual asceticism will help one to attain to such blossoming of powers as will enable him to make up his mind against the things that are not to be and will encourage him in the things to be. In this dispensation there is no physical or material asceticism. The spiritual are ascetics, and this asceticism is expressed by training souls and educating humanity in morals and in the acquisition of the qualities of the Kingdom.

(Continued on page 63)
A prayer by Abdul-Baha

Translated by Ghodsi Khanum and Miss Juliet Thompson

O my God! O my God!
Thou beholdest and knowest
That refuge or shelter save thee
Have I not found,
Nor shall I find.
And beside the highroad of thy love
No pathway have I ever trodden,
Or shall I tread.

In mid-night's dark, fear-haunted vigils
The morn of thine infinite mercy
Awakens and brightens
The eye of my soul.
And when the Sun upriseth,
This withered heart, reviving in the light
Of thy perfection,
In rapture communes.

Each drop though infinitesimal small,
When assisted by the waves of the Eternal Outpouring
Becomes a limitless sea.
And every atom by a ray from the Effulgence
Of thy bounty baptized,
Is as a sun of beaming splendor
And of power.

Wherefore, O pure Creator!
To this thy servant,
Enraptured, afire,
Grant a shelter in thy secret habitation.
And make him while in this passing world
In thy love and friendship,
Steadfast and faithful.
The Divine Art of Living—Chapter V

(Continued from page 61)

must forget his own selfish conditions in order that he may rise to the station of sacrifice. This station should be attained to such a degree that if he sleeps it should not be for pleasure but to rest the body in order to work better, to speak better, to explain more beautifully, to serve the servants of God and to prove His truths. When he remains awake he should seek to be attentive, serve the Cause of God and sacrifice his own stations for those of God. When he attains to this station the confirmations of the Holy Spirit will surely reach him and man with this power can withstand all who inhabit the earth. (p. 460.)

No one will obtain this great favor save he who cuts himself from this world, being attracted by the love of God; who is dead to the desires and appetites of self, sincere to God in all things and meek, humble, imploring, pleading and lowly before God. (p. 5.)

(Works of Abdul-Baha: Tablets of Abdul-Baha.)

By being severed from the world I do not mean holding in contempt the things of the world, for civilization and education are the means of progress. I mean that one must not attach his heart to the world.

(Works of Abdul-Baha: Table Talks with Abdul-Baha, p. 23.)

All that has been created is for man who is at the apex of creation and who must be thankful for the divine bestowals. All material things are for us so that through our gratitude we may learn to understand life as a divine benefit. Therefore we must be happy and pass our time in praises, appreciating all things. But there is something else—detachment. We can appreciate without attaching ourselves to the things of this world. It sometimes happens that if a man loses his fortune he is so disheartened that he dies or becomes insane. While enjoying the things of this world we must remember that perhaps one day we shall have to do without them.

Attach not thyself to anything unless in it thou seest the reality of God. This is the first step into the court of eternity. The earth life lasts but a short time, even its benefits are transitory. That which is temporary does not deserve our heart’s attachment.

Detachment does not consist in setting fire to one’s house or becoming bankrupt or throwing one’s fortune out of the window or even in giving away all one’s possessions. Detachment consists in refraining from letting our possessions possess us. A prosperous merchant who is not attached to his business knows detachment. A banker whose occupation does not prevent him from serving humanity is detached. A poor man can be attached to a small thing. There are many rich people who are detached, and many poor who are not.

(Works of Abdul-Baha: Divine Philosophy, pp. 104-108.)

We must not be attached to anything in the world. It is not worth one thought. We must not desire for those things that are lovingly captivated by the attachments of this world. Nay, rather, we should desire for them eternal things, the things of the Kingdom. We
should seek to free ourselves from all attachments. The things of this world are like the waves of the sea. It is impossible that they should endure. In comparison, the things of the Kingdom are like rocks, firm and enduring.

If one is attached to the demands of the human body he will never be at rest, for the body is constantly demanding change. This tree growing before the window, it is impossible that it should not die, no matter how it is tended and how well it is watered. How foolish to spend one's time and energy on that which can not endure. If one is turned toward heavenly things he will become like a rock. But if his heart be attached to anything in this world it will become subject to change. Attachments are like ropes which drag us to the earth when we try to fly. To be detached is to be free, is to be flying in a new ether, is to be light, is to be joyous—and a Bahai should be joyous. He should attain to such a station of joy that the world will enquire as to his secret. If he be entirely detached and emptied of self he will be enabled to start in a cold heart a great fire.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Quoted from a letter written Miss Juliet Thompson by Mrs. Isabel Fraser, Hamleh, September 24, 1913.)

The mystery of sacrifice is a most great subject and is inexhaustible. Briefly it is as follows: The moth is a sacrifice to the candle. The spring of water is a sacrifice to the thirsty one. The sincere lover is a sacrifice to the loved one and the longing one is a sacrifice to the beloved. One must wholly forget himself, must become a wanderer (in the Abode of the Beloved). He must seek the good pleasure of the True One, desire the face of the True One, and walk in the path of the True One; he must become intoxicated with His cup, resigned in His hand and close his eyes to life and living in order that he may shine like unto the light of truth from the horizon of Eternity. This is the first station of sacrifice.

The second station of sacrifice is as follows: Man must become severed from the human world; be delivered from the darkness of this world; the illumination of mercifulness must shine and radiate in him, the nether world become as nonexistent and the Kingdom become manifest. He must become like iron thrown within the furnace of fire. The qualities of iron such as blackness, coldness and solidarity which belong to the earth disappear and vanish while the characteristics of fire such as redness, glowing and heat which belong to the Kingdom become apparent and visible. Therefore, iron hath sacrificed its qualities and grades to the fire, acquiring the virtues of that element.

Likewise, when souls are released from the fetters of the world, the imperfections of mankind and animalistic darkness and have stepped into the realm of detachment, have partaken from the outpouring of the Placeless and have acquired lordly perfection, they are the “ransomed ones” of the Sun of Truth, who are hastening to the altar of heart and soul.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Tablets of Abdul-Baha, p. 354.)

When man dedicates his life to a cause he must dedicate himself entirely, then he is really dedicated. This is not through word but through deed. One must dedicate his life completely, fully, in reality, just as the dead branch sacrifices its life to the fire, and just as the oil sacrifices its life to give light. This is the greatest station, the station of sacrifice. There is no greater than this.

In Oriental language there is the expression, “May my life be a sacrifice to you,” and a man writing a hundred letters a day might use these words a hundred times and yet he would not sacrifice anything for his friend. But this is custom, a usage. Everybody who writes a letter to his friend says, “May
my life be a sacrifice to you,’’ and perhaps he does not realize the meaning at all.

The station of sacrifice is the great foundation. When you read the Old and New Testament you will find that constantly the word sacrifice is mentioned. It is recorded that the Israelites sacrificed sheep that their sins might be forgiven. In the time of Adam Cain made a sacrifice of sheaves of wheat and Abel made sacrifice of sheep. Now this is a symbol, and this persisted after the time of Christ.

What is the symbol? Just as the sheep sacrificed its life likewise this natural state of man which is the animalistic state must be sacrificed. How should it be sacrificed? The vices of the animalistic state of man must be entirely annihilated and he must be characterized with divine virtues. It was a symbol and before His Holiness Christ appeared all the Israelith prophets made sacrifice of animals. This was a mystery of a higher sacrifice, and when Christ came he said, ‘‘I will sacrifice myself for the sake of salvation of all.’’ What did he mean? He meant, to change their characters and in this way make them heavenly, in this way make them God-like, spiritual and divine. This is one of the meanings of sacrifice.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Star of the West; Vol. 4, No. 12, p. 205.)

The greatest sacrifice is to forget one’s self entirely, to sacrifice everything, as did Christ.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Daily Lessons, p. 21. Read all of this chapter.)

Behold a candle how it gives its light. It weeps its life away, drop by drop, in order to give forth its flame of light.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From An Early Pilgrimage; by Mrs. May Maxwell.)

I wish for the happiness and prosperity of the believers even in this material world, but they must not be attracted by it or attached to it. Extreme wealth or utter poverty should be equal to them.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Table Talks with Abdul-Baha, p. 10.)

Concentrate the soul upon God so that it may become as a fountain pouring out the Water of Life to a thirsty world. Live up to the principles of sacrifice. The world will then become as nothing and be without power to attract you away from God. Sacrifice your will to the will of God. The Kingdom is attained by the one who forgets self. Everything becomes yours by renunciation of everything.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Ten Days in the Light of Acca, p. 12.)

Sacrifice of life is of two kinds. To be killed for the Cause is not so difficult as to live for it in absolute obedience to the commands of God. To attain to the condition of Mirza Abul Fazl* who cares for nothing in this world save to write something for the Cause that will be of benefit, or like Mirza Hayder Ali† who cares not for money, clothes, or even food, but only to teach someone something about the Kingdom is real attainment to the plain of sacrifice. And without attaining this condition all effort is without final result. One who cares for love, for husband, wife or children more than for the Cause of God has not attained.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, August, 1913, Ramleh.)

*†Two of the greatest and most saintly of the Bahai teachers.
All the days of his (Abul Fazl’s) life were spent in the service of the Cause of God. His will and desire were devoted to the promotion of the Cause of God, to the promotion of the message of the Kingdom. He did not think of worldly comfort and tranquility. He never tried to protect his life. He was not at all attached to the ephemeral objects of this contingent world. All his thoughts, ideals, conceptions and aims were centered upon the service of the world of the Merciful. Praise be to God, that his intellectual and spiritual life was very fruitful. All his books contain indubitable proofs and evidences concerning this impregnable, blessed Cause. Sanctified and holy, divine and spiritual, he ascended from this mortal world to the realm of light.

The disinterested actions and free-hearted deeds of a person proclaim with the sound of a trumpet his loyalty and sincerity in the Cause. He is in no need of self-justification. He lives above and beyond the criticism of petty and dwarfed assailers of his integrity and purity of motives. Their censure does not touch him. The innate nobility of his soul is not tarnished, the glories of his work are not beclouded. The river of his sympathy and increasing hopefulness and direct activity in the Cause is not calmed down. With a deep insight, holy vision and fresh inspiration he will cause the complete retreat of all his old enemies. With zest, unfailing courage and undisturbed spirit he will apply himself to new victories in channels of service, broader fields of labor, higher planes of triumph and the solution of vaster and more intricate problems by the magic wand of his determination. Thus he changes every stumbling block placed in his path to dishearten him from further progress into a stepping stone, advances with confident steps, ever rising higher, never looking backward but always forward, setting aside imperturbably all the seeming difficulties and finally planting his feet on the summit of the mountain of success, beatitude and undiminished glory. Such a man was Mirza Abul Fazl. On such an unshakable rock every person must lay the foundation of the palace of his life, so that the howling of the winds, the fury of the storms and the onslaught of the wild elements may not in the least shake it. The life of Mirza Abul Fazl was God-controlled and God-propelled. Not for one second did he set his own will above the will of God. He effaced self and lived eternally in God.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, February 8, 1914.)

How humble and meek he (Mirza Abul Fazl) was! We tried our best to persuade him to keep a servant, but he would always gently decline. He desired to serve the believers personally. Whenever the believers and the non-believers called on him, although he was sick, weak and in fever, yet he would get up and prepare tea and serve his callers with his own hand. All his anxieties revolved around this supreme object—to make people satisfied and happy at any cost.

During all the days of his life I never heard from him the use of the word "I"—"I said so," or "I wrote so and so." He would say: "This servant requested them," or "This servant begged the believers." He never made a display of his knowledge, nor wished to impress upon the mind of any person that he knew such and such information. He was evanescent and lived in the station of nothingness. He was self-sacrificing at the Holy Threshold. No one inhaled from him the odor of superiority.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, January 22, 1914.)

The question was asked Mirza Abul Fazl: "If everyone's mind was entirely
given to holy thoughts of God, what
would become of the world from a com-
mercial standpoint?'"

He replied: "Love, faith, and being
filled with the will of God are not at
variance with the temporal affairs which
man has to attend to. We can be filled
with the love of God and at the same
time look after our worldly life and its
pursuits. Though in the beginning it is
difficult for us to realize this state in
ourselves, yet this can become feasible
and practical if we obey the laws and
ordinances of God.

"Consider David. While he was at-
tentive and watchful over his temporal
affairs and worldly dominion to such an
extent that he looked after each one of
his soldiers, computed their number, ar-
ranged their sustenance and means of
living, and while he was so alert in ar-
ranging administrative affairs that he
was not at all heedless of the neighboring
kings and their thoughts, even in such
wise that through warfare and battles
he strengthened that weak kingdom of
the Israelites and glorified his people
before the eyes of the great kings of
Egypt, Aram and Assyria, yet, could it
be thought that he was meanwhile sep-
arated from the love of God? Or, could
it be said he ever was so carried away
by temporal occupations and cares as to
make him heedless of the commemora-
tion of God?

"Likewise, consider His Holiness Abra-
ham. He was a man who led a nomadic
life, who possessed large herds and flocks
in the desert and who gained his living
by rearing sheep and cattle. He was so
watchful and attentive in the adminis-
tration of the affairs pertaining to tem-
poral pursuits that nothing escaped his
notice. Although he was single and
alone when he migrated from Ur of the
Chaldeans yet he exercised the utmost
care in his worldly affairs and thus be-
came accounted among the highest men
of affluence in Syrian lands. And not-
withstanding the fact that he gave per-
sonal care and attention to every single
sheep, in case of sickness, yet he was
not for a single moment heedless of the
commemoration of God; so mindful was
he, that, among all the inhabitants of
the world, at that time he alone was
chosen by God as his friend.

"Consequently, we and you must like-
wise exert ourselves in order to reach
such a state in the love of God that the
world and its occupations no matter how
involving they may be may not prevent
us from the praise of God nor make us
heedless of His commemoration.

"Mohammed, the prophet of God, has
said: 'Man in this world must be so
attentive to his worldly affairs and tem-
poral, necessary pursuits that it may
seem as though he thinks he is going
to live forever in this world. And he
must, at the same time, be so submerged
in the love of God and occupied with
the thoughts of the hereafter that it may
seem as though he is going to die and
leave this earth at the very moment.'"

(An extract from a letter written by
a believer containing teachings by Mirza
Abul Fazl.)

It is incumbent upon every one of you
to engage in some one occupation, such
as arts, trades and the like. We have
made this your occupation identical with
the worship of God, the True One. Re-
fect, O people, upon the mercy of God
and upon his favors; then thank him in
the mornings and evenings.

Waste not your time in idleness and
indolence, and occupy yourselves with
that which will profit yourselves and
others beside yourself. . . . Every
soul who occupies himself in an art or
trade—this will be accounted an act of
worship before God.

(The words of Baha’u’llah in the Glad
Tidings.)

The guidance of God is that which
will always guide people in the right
way. All human beings are earthly;
their hearts are connected with this
world. Day and night their thoughts and occupations are earthly; all belong to this world. They think about the honors of this world, or about the riches and wealth of this world, or of name and fame in this world. Their days and nights pass in this way. The guidance of God makes it evident and plain when the way of the Kingdom, the divine path, is opened, that this is the road of the Kingdom.

It is not sufficient only to distinguish the way of the Kingdom, only to discover the heavenly way; you must travel upon it until the end is reached. For example, that a man discovers the way to America is not sufficient. He must travel in it that he may reach that country. If he remains for years discovering more about the way yet does not travel by it, he will never arrive. It is not sufficient for a child to know where the school is; he must study in it that he may gain knowledge. Faith is not merely to know which is the school and to recognize the teacher; one must acquire knowledge in this school. If one does not gain knowledge it is useless to know of the school.

This is what Christ said: "Ye shall know the tree by its fruits." If you see one who is truthful, who really believes and is just, who is attracted to the Kingdom, and whose will is annihilated in the way of God, then you will know he is a tree of the Kingdom, if he shows forth all these qualities. If you see one whose heart is attached to this world and in whom there is no truthfulness or detachment or turning to God, one who is not occupied in praising and speaking of God, or in attraction to the love of God, then you will know he is a tree of darkness. For true belief is not only to acknowledge the oneness of God: by belief we mean that the reality of a man will be characterized by divine characteristics. If his reality is dark, he will become enlightened; if he is heedless, he will become conscious; if he is sleeping, he will be awakened; if he is earthly, he will become heavenly; if he is satanic, he will become divine. This is the meaning of true belief.

Therefore I say that man must travel in the way of God. Day by day he must endeavor to become better, his belief must increase and become firmer, his good qualities and his turning to God must be greater, the fire of his love must flame more brightly; then day by day he will make progress, for to stop advancing is the means of going back. The bird when he flies soars ever higher and higher, for as soon as he stops flying he will come down. Every day, in the morning when arising you should compare today with yesterday and see in what condition you are. If you see your belief is stronger and your heart more occupied with God and your love increased and your freedom from the world greater then thank God and ask for the increase of these qualities. You must begin to pray and repent for all that you have done which is wrong and you must implore and ask for help and assistance that you may become better than yesterday so that you may continue to make progress.

Do not let the desires of the self find a place within you; for it is certain that when you reach the highest station of spirituality one worldly desire can cause your downfall. The spirit is like a bird; when it flies in the air it is always mounting. But the self is like the hunter who is thinking all the time how to catch the bird. As when a bird is in the air the hunter aims at it and brings it down, so is it with the human desires in the soul. You will see that by one arrow, one shot, it will be brought low. This arrow is the connection with this world, the occupations of this world, the desires of this world, the honors of this world.

In many ways the hunter will stop the spirit from ascending. That is why you must ask and implore and entreat: "O God, protect me from myself!

(Words of Abdul-Baha: from pamphlet True Belief.)
Religion and Science in the Light of the Bahai Revelation

By J. E. Esslemont, M.B.

ONE of the fundamental teachings of Baha’u’llah is that true science and true religion must always be in harmony. Truth is one and wherever conflict appears it is due not to truth but to error. Between so-called science and so-called religion there has been conflict all down the ages, but looking back on these conflicts in the light of fuller truth we can trace them every time to ignorance, prejudice, vanity, greed, narrow-mindedness, intolerance, obstinacy, vested interests or something of the kind,—something foreign to the true spirit of both science and religion for the spirit of both is one.

As Huxley tells us, “The great deeds of philosophers have been less the fruit of their intellect than the direction of that intellect by an eminently religious tone of mind. Truth has yielded herself rather to their patience, their love, their single-heartedness and self-denial than to their logical acumen.” Boole, the mathematician, assures us that “geometric induction is essentially a process of prayer—an appeal from the finite mind to the Infinite for light on finite concerns.” The great prophets of religion and science have never denounced one another. They have always reverently received the torch of inspiration from their predecessors in the prophetic series, and lighted the way for their successors. It is the unworthy followers of these great world-teachers—worshippers of the letter but not of the spirit of their teaching—who have always been the persecutors of the later prophets and the bitterest opponents of progress.

They have studied the light of the particular revelation which they hold sacred, and have defined its properties and peculiarities as seen by their limited vision, with the utmost care and precision. That is for them the one true light. If God in His infinite bounty sends fuller light from another quarter, and the torch of inspiration burns brighter than before from a new torch-holder, instead of welcoming the new light and worshipping with renewed gratitude the Father of all lights, they are angry and alarmed. This new light does not correspond with their definitions. It has not the orthodox color and does not shine from the orthodox place, therefore it must at all costs be extinguished lest it lead men astray into the paths of heresy! Many enemies of the prophets are of this type—blind leaders of the blind, who oppose new and fuller truth in the supposed interests of what they believe to be the truth. Others are of baser sort and are either moved by selfish interests to fight against truth, or else block the path of progress by reason of spiritual deadness and inertia. The appearance of a prophet is always a testing time for mankind—a day of judgment, in which the sheep are separated from the goats, those who worship the living reality of truth from those who worship only the material garments in which it is clothed. Alas! how few there have always been who were ready to welcome truth in a new garment—to welcome the spiritual light when it shone from a new torch!

The great prophets of religion have always been, at their coming, despised...
and rejected of men. Both they and their early followers have given their backs to the smiters and sacrificed their possessions and their lives in the path of God. Even in our own times this has been so. Since 1844 some twenty thousand of the Babis and Bahais in Persia have suffered cruel deaths for their faith, and many more have borne imprisonment, poverty, exile and degradation. This latest of the great religions has been baptized in blood more than its predecessors, and martyrs have continued down to the present year.

With the prophets of science the same thing has happened. Giordano Bruno was burned as a heretic in 1600 A. D. for teaching, amongst other things, that the earth moved around the sun. A few years later the veteran philosopher Galileo had to abjure the same doctrine on his knees, in order to escape the same fate. In later times Darwin, and the pioneers of modern geology were vehemently denounced for daring to dispute the teaching of Holy Writ that the world was made in six days, and in the year 4004 B. C.! The opposition to new scientific truth has not all come from the church, however. The orthodox in religion. Columbus, Galvani, and Stephenson. Even Esperanto which was given to the world less than thirty years ago has had its martyrs. In the last half century or so, however, a change has come over the spirit of the times, a New Light of Truth has arisen which has already made the controversies of last century seem strangely out of date.

Where are now the boastful materialists and dogmatic atheists who, only a few short years ago were threatening to drive religion out of the world! And where the preachers who so confidently consigned those who did not accept their dogmas to the fires of hell and the tortures of the damned? Echoes of their clamor we may still hear, but their day is done and their doctrines are discredited. We can see now that the doctrines around which their controversies waxed most bitter were neither true science nor true religion. What scientist in the light of modern psychical research, could still maintain that "brain secretes thought as the liver secretes bile"?—or that decay of the body is necessarily accompanied by decay of the soul?

We now see that thought to be really free must soar to the realms of psychical and spiritual phenomena and not be confined to the material only. We realize that what we now know about nature is but as a drop in the ocean compared with what remains to be discovered. We therefore freely admit the possibility of miracles, not indeed in the sense of the breaking of nature's laws, but as manifestations of the operation of subtle forces which are still unknown to us, as electricity and X-rays to our ancestors.

*See page 80.
On the other hand who among our
leading religious teachers would still de-
clare that it is necessary to salvation to
believe that the world was made in six
days, or that the description of the
plagues of Egypt as given in the book
of Exodus is literally true, or that the
sun stood still in the heavens (i. e., that
the earth stopped its rotation) to let
Joshua pursue his enemies? Such beliefs
may still be repeated in form, but who,
even among the clergy, accepts them in
their literal sense and without reserva-
tion? Their hold on people’s hearts and
minds has gone or is fast going.

The religious world owes a debt of
gratitude to the men of science who
helped to tear such wornout creeds and
dogmas to tatters and allowed the truth
to step forth free. But the scientific
world owes an even heavier debt to the
real saints and mystics who, through
good report and ill, held to the vital
truths of spiritual experience and dem-
onstrated to an inerudulous world that
the life is more than meat and the unseen
greater than the seen. These scientists
and saints were like the mountain peaks
which caught the first rays of the rising
sun and reflected, them to the lower
world, but now the sun has risen and its
rays are illuminating the world.

In the teachings of Baha’u’llah we
have a glorious revelation of truth which
satisfies both heart and mind, in which
religion and science are at one. Before
going further let us first hear what the
Baha’i teachings say about the way in
which we must seek the truth:

THE SEARCH FOR TRUTH

Man must cut himself free from all
prejudice and from the result of his own
imagination so that he may search for
truth unhindered. He must accept noth-
ing as final which he has received simply
on the authority of parents or ancestors
or teachers. He must aim at seeing all
things with his own eyes, understanding
them with his own mind. If he accepts
any creed or doctrine which is either op-
posed to his reason or beyond his com-
prehension, he is putting into practice su-
perstition and not true faith. Teachers
are necessary, of course, but they must
be educators, not crammers. The real
educator draws out the innate powers of
his pupils so that they can grasp things
for themselves, and does not aim simply
at packing their memories with ready
made information and rules. The good
pupil is he who while accepting his
teacher as an indispensable guide and
help, yet tests every step of his progress
by the light of his own reason and in-
tuition—in other words, by the Inner
Light of the Divine Spirit in his own
mind and heart. That Inner Light must
be his final authority. “Turn thy sight
unto thyself that thou mayest find Me
standing within thee powerful, mighty
and supreme.” In this spirit of search
let us now examine the main features of
the teaching and see whether it affords
a satisfactory basis for the reconcilia-
tion of reason and faith.

TRUE AGNOSTICISM.

The Bahai teaching is at one with
science and philosophy in declaring the
essential nature of God to be entirely be-
Yond human comprehension. As emphat-
ically as Huxley and Spencer teach that
the nature of the Great First Cause is
unknowable, does Baha’u’llah teach that
“God comprehends all; He cannot be
comprehended.” To knowledge of the
Divine Essence “the way is barred;
seeking is forbidden.” How can the
finite comprehend the Infinite? How
can a drop contain the ocean or a mote
dancing in the sunbeam embrace the
universe? Yet in each drop of water
are hidden oceans of meaning and in
each mote is concealed a whole universe of
significances, reaching far beyond the
ken of the most learned scientist. The
chemist and physicist, pursuing their
researches into the nature of matter,
have passed from masses to molecules,
from molecules to atoms, from atoms to
electrons and ether, but at every step
the difficulties of the search increase
till the most profound intellect can pene-
trate no further, and can but bow in silent awe before the Great First Cause which remains ever shrouded in inscrutable mystery.

"Flower in the crannied wall,
I pluck you out of the crannies.
I hold you here, root and all in my hand,
Little flower; but if I could understand
What you are, root and all, and all in all,
I should know what God and man is."

(Tennyson)

If the flower in the crannied wall, if even a single atom of matter, presents mysteries which the most profound intellect cannot solve, how is it possible for man to comprehend the universe? How dare he pretend to define or describe the Infinite Cause of all things? All theological speculations about the nature of God's Essence are thus swept aside as foolish and futile.

KNOWLEDGE OF GOD

But if the Essence is unknowable, the manifestations of its bounty are everywhere apparent. If the First Cause cannot be conceived, its effects appeal to our every faculty. A cat cannot comprehend the sun or fathom the mysteries of its daily appearance and disappearance, its composition, or its career through celestial space, but she can bask in its beams and appreciate their warmth. Her eyes are a miracle of organization which enable her to guide her movements by means of the sun's rays reflected from every visible object in her environment. At every step she skilfully uses these rays, although she may never dream that they have any connection with the sun. There may be cats who have never seen the sun and have no idea of its existence, yet at every moment their lives depend on it, and they know very well how to take advantage in a thousand ways of the beneficent effects of this unknown cause. So it is with our relation to God. At every moment we are absolutely dependent on Him, whether we know it or not. He has, however, given us the power to know Him through His works. All things are from Him, and just as knowledge of a painter's pictures gives to the connoisseur a true knowledge of the artist, so knowledge of the universe in any of its aspects—knowledge of nature or of human nature, of things visible or of things invisible—is knowledge of God's handiwork, and gives to the seeker for Divine Truth a real knowledge of His glory. "The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament showeth His handiwork. Day unto day uttereth speech and night unto night showeth knowledge." (Psalm xix:1.)

THE DIVINE MANIFESTATIONS

All things manifest the bounty of God with greater or less clearness, as all material objects exposed to the sun reflect its light in greater or less degree. A heap of soot reflects a little, a stone reflects more, a piece of chalk more still, but in none of these reflections can we trace the form and color of the glorious orb. A perfect mirror however reflects the sun's very form and color, so that looking into it is like looking at the sun itself. So is it with the way in which things speak to us of God. The stone can tell us something of the divine attributes, the flower can tell us more, the animal with its marvelous senses, instincts and powers of movement, more still. In the lowest of our fellow-men we can trace wonderful faculties which tell of a wonderful Creator. In the poet, the saint, the genius, we find a higher revelation still, but the great prophets and founders of religions, like Moses, Christ, Mohammed and Baha'u'llah are the perfect mirrors by which the love and wisdom of God are reflected to the rest of mankind. Other men's mirrors have been dulled by the stains and accretions of selfishness and prejudice, but these were pure and without blemish—wholly devoted to the will of God. Thus they became the greatest educators of mankind. The divine teachings and the power of the Holy Spirit proceeding through them have been and are the
cause of the progress of humanity, for God helps men through other men (embodied or disembodied). Each man who is higher in the ascent of life is the means of helping those below him, and those who are highest of all are the helpers of all mankind. It is as if all men were connected together by elastic cords. If a man rises a little above the general level of his fellows, the cords tighten. His former companions tend to drag him back, but with a precisely equal force he draws them upwards. The higher he gets the more he feels the weight of the whole world pulling him back, and the more dependent he is on the divine support, which reaches him through the few who are still above him. Highest of all are the great Prophets and Saviors, the Divine 'Manifestations'—those Perfect Men who were each, in their day, without peer or companion, and bore the burden of the whole world, supported by God alone. "The burden of our sins was upon him" was true of each of them. Each was the "Way, the Truth and the Life" to his followers. Each was the unobstructed channel of God’s bounty to every heart that would receive it.

The love that flows from the "Manifestation" is God’s love. The wisdom is God’s wisdom, the spirit is God’s spirit. He is indeed divine—God manifest in a human temple; but God is One, and the same One God conferred the gift of His Holy Spirit through all the "Manifestations," not indeed according to His power to give, but according to the people’s power to receive. The messages differed, because the peoples for whom they were given were at different stages of development, but the differences were only in the externals, the forms and ceremonies, the rules and punishments, not in the inner spiritual realities of love to God and love to man which have been the heart and soul of all the great religions.

**CREATION**

Baha’u’llah teaches that the universe is without beginning in time. It is a perpetual emanation from the Great First Cause. The Creator always had His creation and always will have. This is in harmony with the teachings of science regarding the conservation of matter and energy. Worlds and systems may come and go, but the universe remains. All things that undergo composition, in time undergo decomposition, but the component elements remain. The creation of a world, a daisy or a human body is not "making something out of nothing," it is but a bringing together of elements which before were scattered, a making visible of something which before was hidden. By and by the elements will again be scattered, the form will disappear, but nothing is really lost or annihilated, ever new combinations and forms arise from the ruins of the old. Baha’u’llah has no quarrel with the scientists who claim, not six thousand, but millions and billions of years for the history of the earth’s creation. The evolution theory does not deny Creative Power. It only tries to describe the method of its manifestation, and the wonderful story of the material universe which the astronomer, the geologist, the physicist and the biologist are gradually unfolding to our gaze is, rightly appreciated, far more capable of evoking the deepest reverence and worship, than the crude and bald account of creation given in the Hebrew Scriptures. The old account in the book of Genesis had however the advantage of indicating by a few bold strokes of symbolism, the essential spiritual meanings of the story, as a master painter may by a few strokes of the brush convey expressions which the mere plodder with the most laborious accuracy of detail may utterly fail to express. If the material detail blinds us to the spiritual meaning then we should be better without it, but if we have once firmly grasped the essential meaning of the whole scheme, then knowledge of the detail will give our conception a wonderful added richness and
splendor and make it a magnificent picture instead of a mere sketch plan. Of course, even the most magnificent picture which the trained imagination can frame is in itself but the rudest and crudest of sketches compared with the wonderful universe it attempts to portray.

THE DESCENT OF MAN

Neither does Baha’u’llah quarrel with the biologist who finds for the body of man, a history reaching back in the development of the species, through millions of years—a history which, starting from a very simple, apparently insignificant form, gradually develops in the course of untold generations, becoming more and more complex, and better and better organized until the man of the present day is reached. Each individual human body develops through such a series of stages from a tiny round speck of jelly-like protoplasm to the fully developed man. If this is true of the individual, as nobody denies, why should we consider it derogatory to human dignity to admit a similar development for the species? This is a very different thing from claiming (as Darwin is popularly although quite erroneously supposed to have claimed) that man is descended from the monkey. The human embryo may at one time resemble a fish with gill-slits and tail, but it is not a fish. It is a human embryo. So the human species may at various stages of its long development have resembled to the outward eye various species of lower animals, but it was still the human species, possessing the mysterious latent power of developing into man as we know him today, may more, of developing in the future, we trust, into something far higher still.

BODY AND SOUL

The materialist idea that “mind is a function of matter” is no longer tenable in the light of psychical research. A large body of scientific evidence has gradually been accumulating which in the opinion of impartial but highly critical investigators is amply sufficient to establish beyond all question the fact of a life after death—of the continued life and activity of the conscious “soul” after the dissolution of the material body. As F. W. H. Myers says in his *Human Personality*; “Observation, experiment, inference, have led many enquirers, of whom I am one, to a belief in direct or telepathic intercommunication, not only between the minds of men still on earth, but between minds or spirits still on earth and spirits departed. Such a discovery opens the door also to revelation... We have shown that amid much deception and self-deception, fraud and illusion, veritable manifestations do reach us from beyond the grave.”

The Bahai teachings with regard to body and soul, and the life after death, are quite in harmony with the results of psychical research. They teach that death is but a new birth—the escape from the prison of the body into a larger life. They teach that soul can affect soul independently of spoken or written communication, and that this influence is independent of the body and can take place whether the soul is embodied or disembodied. They advocate the use of prayers for the “dead” and teach that mutual communion and help are still possible between the “living” and the so-called “dead.” They speak much of the “Supreme Concourse” of holy souls, whose assistance is available for every human being who is advancing in the path of God. The relation of the soul to the body they picture as like that of a musician to his instrument. If the instrument is broken and out of tune, the musician will no longer be able to produce beautiful music from it, although he may be as capable as ever. So when the body is diseased and out of order, the soul can no longer adequately manifest through it on the material plane, and to the eye which sees only the body it might appear as if the whole man had decayed, instead of only the material instrument.
HEAVEN AND HELL

The Bahais regard the descriptions of heaven and hell given in some of the older religious writings as symbolic, like the Biblical story of the Creation, and not literally true. According to them, heaven is the state of perfection and hell that of imperfection, heaven is harmony with God's will and with one's fellows, and hell is the want of such harmony, heaven is the condition of spiritual life, and hell that of spiritual death. A man may be either in heaven or in hell while still in the body. The joys of heaven are spiritual joys, and the pains of hell consist in the deprivation of these joys. There is no worse hell in the after-death life than the hell in which many of the people around us are living. Those who have not been "born again," whose spiritual life has not awakened, are dead while they live, and although their souls continue to exist after the death of the body, their condition compared with that of those who rejoice in the love of God is as death. Even for those who have died in ignorance and sin, however, there is still hope, because the bounty of God is infinite. For these also we should pray, for our prayers can bear them help from the Source of all help.

The Bahais believe in progress in the after-life as well as in the present. The divine worlds are infinite, and the possibilities of progress in knowledge, love and good-will are without limit. This progress depends on God's infinite bounty, and that bounty is available for all who seek it. The only condition is that we must seek it. "Love Me that I may love thee, for if thou lovest Me not, My love can never reach thee." As long as we are content with the animal and material side of life and prefer self to God, so long are we spiritually dead. It is only when we turn to God and say with all our hearts, "Not my will but Thine be done," that we become spiritually alive and enter the heaven of the blessed.

With such a view as this, surely no true lover of science could quarrel. F. W. H. Myers says in the work previously quoted which summarizes much of the work of the Psychical Research Society: "By discovery and by revelation certain theses have been provisionally established with regard to such departed souls as we have been able to encounter. First and chiefly I at least see ground to believe that their state is one of endless evolution in wisdom and in love. Their loves of earth persist, and most of all those highest loves which find their outlet in adoration and worship. . . . Evil to them seems less a terrible than a slavish thing. It is embodied in no mighty potentate; rather it forms an isolating madness from which higher spirits strive to free the distorted soul. There needs no chastisement of fire; self-knowledge is man's punishment and his reward; self-knowledge and the nearness or the aloofness of companion souls. For in that world love is actually self-preservation; the communion of saints not only adorns but constitutes the life everlasting. Nay, from the laws of telepathy it follows that that communion is valid to us here and now. Even now the love of souls departed makes answer to our invocations. Even now our loving memory—love is itself a prayer—supports and strengthens those delivered spirits upon their upward way."

THE NATURE OF EVIL

According to the Bahai philosophy it follows from the doctrine of the unity of God that there can be no such thing as positive evil. There can only be One Infinite. If there were any other power in the universe outside of or opposed to the One, then the One would not be Infinite. In the realm of created things however, there is variety—variety of light and shade, of color, of consistence, of taste, of smell. Among human beings there is variety of physical strength, of health, of intelligence, of courage, of every possible faculty and attribute.
"Baha’u’llah has proclaimed the promise of the Oneness of Humanity"

Address by Abdul-Baha at Green Acre, Maine, August 17, 1912

Are you all well and happy? This is a delightful spot; the scenery is beautiful and an atmosphere of spirituality ha...
men were victorious, inflicting bloodshed, death and ruin in turn upon the invaders. So it continued for two centuries alternately fighting with fury and relaxing from weakness until the European religionists withdrew from the East, leaving ashes of desolation behind them and finding their own nations in a condition of turbulence and upheaval.

For hundreds of thousands of human beings have been killed and untold wealth wasted in fruitless warfare. How many fathers mourned the loss of their sons! How many mothers and wives bemoaned the absence of their dear ones! Yet this was only one of the "holy" wars. Consider and reflect.

For religious wars have been many. Nine hundred thousand martyrs to the Protestant Cause was the record of conflict and difference between that sect of Christians and the Catholics. Consult history and confirm this. How many languished in prisons! How merciless the treatment of captives! All in the name of religion! Consider and estimate the outcome of other wars between the people and sects of religious belief.

From the beginning of human history down to this time the world of humanity has not enjoyed a day of absolute rest and relaxation from conflict and strife. Most of the wars have been caused by religious prejudice, fanaticism and sectarian hatred. Religionists have anathematized religionists, each considering the other as deprived of the mercy of God, abiding in gross darkness and the children of Satan. For example, the Christians and Mohammedans considered the Jews satanic and the enemies of God. Therefore they cursed and persecuted them. Great numbers of Jews were killed, their houses burned and pilaged, their children carried into captivity. The Jews in turn regarded the Christians as infidels, and the Mohammedans as enemies and destroyers of the Law of Moses. Therefore they call down vengeance upon them and curse them even to this day.

Consider what injuries, ordeals and calamities have been inflicted by humanity since the beginning of history. Every city, country, nation and people has been subjected to the destruction and havoc of war. Each one of the divine religions considers itself as belonging to a goodly and blessed tree,—the tree of the Merciful, and other religious systems as belonging to a tree of evil,—the tree of Satan. For this reason they heap execration and abuse upon one another. This is clearly apparent in books of historical record and prevailed until the time of the appearance of His Holiness Baha’u’llah.

When the light of Baha’u’llah dawned from the East, He proclaimed the promise of the oneness of humanity. He addressed all mankind, saying: "Ye are all the fruits of one tree. There are not two trees,—one a tree of divine mercy, the other the tree of Satan." Again he said, "Ye are all the fruits of one tree, the leaves of one branch." This was his announcement; this was his promise of the oneness of the world of humanity. Anathema and execration were utterly abrogated. He said, "It is not becoming in man to curse another;—it is not befitting that man should attribute darkness to another;—it is not meet that one human being should ever consider another human being as bad,—nay rather, all mankind are the servants of one God;—God is the Father of all,—there is not a single exception to that law. There are no people of Satan;—all belong to the Merciful. There is no darkness;—all is light. All are the servants of God, and man must love all humanity from his heart. He must verify behold all humanity as submerged in the divine mercy."

Baha’u’llah has made no exception to this rule. He said that among mankind there may be those who are ignorant; they must be trained. Some are sick; they must be treated. Some are immature; they must be helped to attain maturity. In other respects all humanity
is submerged in the ocean of divine mercy. God is the Father of all. He educates all. He provides for all. He loves all. For they are all His servants and His creation. Surely the Creator loves His creatures. It would be impossible to find an artist who does not love his own production. Have you ever seen a man who did not love his own actions? Even though they be bad actions he loves them. How ignorant therefore the thought that God who created man, educated and nurtured him, surrounded him with all blessings, made the sun and all phenomenal existence for his benefit, bestowed upon him tenderness and kindness, and then did not love him. This is palpable ignorance, for no matter to what religion a man belongs even though he be an atheist or materialist nevertheless God nurtures him, bestows His kindness and sheds upon him His light. How then can we believe God is inimical and unloving? How can we even imagine this when as a matter of fact, we are witnesses of the tenderness and mercy of God upon every hand. All about us we behold manifestations of the love of God. If therefore God be loving, what should we do? We have nothing else to do but to emulate Him. Just as God loves all and is kind to all, so must we really love and be kind to everybody. We must consider none bad, none worthy of detestation, no one as an enemy. We must love all;—nay we must consider every one as our relation, for all are the servants of one God. All are under the instructions of one educator. We must strive day and night that love and amity may increase,—that this bond of unity may be strengthened,—that joy and happiness may more and more prevail,—that in unity and solidarity all mankind may gather beneath the shadow of God,—that people may turn to God for their sustenance, finding in Him the life that is everlasting. Thus may they be confirmed in the Kingdom of God and live forever through His grace and bounty.

Baha’u’llah has clearly said in his Tablets that if you have an enemy, consider him not as an enemy. Do not simply be long-suffering,—nay rather love him. Your treatment of him should be that which is becoming lovers. Do not even say that he is your enemy. Do not see any enemies. Though he be your murderer, see no enemy. Look upon him with the eye of friendship. Be mindful that you do not consider him as an enemy and simply tolerate him, for that is but stratagem and hypocrisy. To consider a man your enemy and love him is hypocrisy. This is not becoming of any soul. You must behold him as a friend. You must treat him well. This is right.

We return to the subject: When we observe the phenomena of the universe, we realize the axis around which life revolves is love, while the axis around which death and destruction revolve is animosity and hatred. Let us view the mineral kingdom. Here we see that if attraction did not exist between the atoms the substance of matter would not cohere. Every existent phenomenon you look upon is composed of single elements and cellular particles. This is scientifically true and correct. If there be no attraction among the elements and among the cellular particles the composition of that phenomenon would never have come into existence. For instance the stone is an existent phenomenon. The stone is made up of single elements. A bond of attraction has brought them together and through this cohesion of ingredients this petrous object has been formed. The stone is the lowest degree of phenomena but nevertheless within it a power of attraction is manifest without which the stone could not exist. This power of attraction in the mineral world is love,—the only expression of love the stone can manifest.

Look now upon the next higher stage of life:—the vegetable kingdom. Here we see that the plant is the result of cohesion among various elements, just as the mineral in its kingdom. But furth-
ermore the plant has the power of absorption from the earth. This is a higher degree of attraction which differentiates the plant from the mineral. In the kingdom of the vegetable this is an expression of love,—the highest capacity of expression the vegetable possesses. By this power of attraction or augmentation the plant grows day by day. Therefore in this kingdom also love is the cause of life. If repulsion existed among the elements instead of attraction the result would be disintegration, destruction and non-existence. Because cohesion exists among the elements and cellular attraction is manifest, the plant appears. When this attraction disappears and the ingredients separate, the plant ceases to exist.

Then we come to the animal world which is still higher in degree than the vegetable kingdom. In it the power of love makes itself still more manifest. The light of love is more resplendent in the animal kingdom because the power of attraction whereby elements cohere, and cellular atoms commingle now reveals itself in certain emotions and sensitivities which produce instinctive fellowship and association. The animals are imbued with kindness and affinity which manifests itself among those of the same species.

Finally we reach the kingdom of man. Here we find that all the degrees of the mineral, vegetable and animal expressions of love are present plus unmistakable attractions of the conscience. That is to say, man is the possessor of a degree of attraction which is conscious and spiritual. Here is an immeasurable advance. In the human kingdom spiritual susceptibilities come into view, love exercises its superlative degree, and this is the cause of human life.

The proof is clear that in all degrees and kingdoms unity and agreement, love and fellowship are the cause of life, whereas dissension, animosity and separation are ever conducive to death. Therefore we must strive with life and soul in order that day by day unity and agreement may be increased among humanity and that love and affinity may become more resplendently glorious and manifest. In the animal kingdom you will observe that domestic species live together in the utmost fellowship. See how sociable and friendly sheep gather together in a flock. Look at the doves and other domestic birds. There is no sectarianism among them, no separation due to notions of patriotism. They live together in the utmost love and unity, flying, feeding, associating. Ferocious animals, beasts of prey such as the wolf, bear, tiger and hyena are never amiable and do not associate together. They attack one another. Whenever they meet they fight. Three wolves are never seen associating happily. If you see them together it is with some ferocious intent. They are like selfish brutal men who are inimical, cursing and killing one another. Better that man should resemble the domestic animals than the ferocious beasts of prey, for in the estimation of God love is acceptable whereas hatred and animosity are rejected. Why should we act contrary to the good-pleasure of God? Why should we be as ferocious animals, constantly shedding blood, pillaging and destroying? Because we belong to one race or family of humankind why should we consider all others bad and inferior, deserving of death, pillage and invasion, worthy of hatred and detestation by God, people of darkness? Why does man show forth such attitude and actions toward his fellowman? We see that God is kind to all. Just as He loves us He loves all others, just as He provides for us He provides for the rest. He nurtures and trains all with equal solicitude.

God is great, God is kind! He does not behold human shortcomings; He does not regard human weaknesses. Man is a creature of His mercy and to His mercy He summons all. Why then should we despise or detest His creatures because this one is a Jew, another a Buddhist or Zoroastrian and so on? This is ignorance; for the oneness of humanity as
servants of God is an assured and certain fact.

Baha’u’llah has proclaimed the promise of the oneness of humanity. Therefore we must exercise the utmost love toward one another. We must be loving toward one another. We must be loving to all the people of the world. We must not consider any people the people of Satan, but know and recognize all as the servants of the one God. At most it is this—some do not know, they must be guided and trained. They must be taught humanitarianism and encouraged in the acquisition of virtues. Some are ignorant—they must be informed. Some are as children, undeveloped—they must be helped to reach maturity. Some are ailing—their moral condition is bad—they must be treated until their morals are purified. But the sick man is not to be hated because he is sick—the child must not be shunned because he is a child—the ignorant one is not to be despised because he lacks knowledge. They must be treated, educated, trained and assisted in love. Everything must be done, in order that all humanity may live under the shadow of God in the utmost security—in happiness of the highest type.

### The Religious Aspect of Esperanto

**Address by Mr. Rufus W. Powell, given in New York City, recently**

The topic assigned to me this evening is one which it is very difficult to treat adequately in the ten minutes given for its presentation, and all that I can hope to do is to stimulate you to serious consideration of an important aspect of a movement which is destined to play a large part in the future adaptation of basic religious thought to the broad social and economic life of humanity. But the difficulty to a layman in speaking under such circumstances is greatly lessened by the fact that the presentation is made from a platform which represents such firm conviction in fundamental truth that it does not fear question and, while loyal to its own form of worship and doctrine, judges others only by their faith in reality and leaves to them the full right to their own history and their own lives in the sight of God. For, no matter what any of us may say, we all believe in something beyond and above us although now but imperfectly comprehending just what that beyond and above may be. The tree does not know why its sap rises and its life begins anew each springtime. So we cannot ourselves quite understand what has given us the impulse forward.

Abdul-Baha has said that “when a man turns his face to God he sees sunshine everywhere. All men are his broth-
ers," and it is this idea which is so basic in the life and work of Dr. Zamenhof* that one cannot escape the feeling that he was, in some sense, God-inspired, and that his work will go on and profoundly influence mankind for good, not only in a social but also in a spiritual way. None of the three hundred or more attempts to form a common international tongue has had for its founder a man who went through such a pathetic personal experience as this tender-hearted Jew, and his whole life seems to us who loved him to have been developed by the work he was doing.

We are our real selves when we are at our best, for it is only then that we are more nearly at one with God. And how can we be at one with God unless we are at one with our fellow man, and how can we be at one with our fellow man if we have to judge him without the help of common thought which can more easily come through a common tongue? It is just eighty years ago that De Tocqueville said in his great book *Democracy in America*: "The tie of language is perhaps the strongest and the most durable that can unite mankind." He was writing about our national life by itself, but since then we have learned that the world is larger than our own nation, larger even than those who speak the English tongue, large as all humanity, and we are now to consider briefly how far the use of Esperanto already has been and still more may be of service to all men in their religious and spiritual life as well as in their social welfare.

Transportation by railroad and steamboat, the use of the telegraph and telephone, cable codes and maritime signals, and things of that kind, have done more to bring men together in material matters during the last 70 years than they had been unified during the 700 years preceding, and during the same 70 years men have been released from many political and religious bonds which had hampered their spiritual development, but the same progress has not yet been made in the transmission of ideas. It is the order of the day to eliminate the middle-men in the distribution of the world’s goods, so why not eliminate the middle-men, (i.e., the interpreter and the translator), in the distribution of the best ideas, both spoken and written?

The archaic translation of the common version of our English Bible, and even Moulton’s adaptation of it to literary form, makes the Psalmist say that he prevented the night watches that he might meditate in God’s word, but Zamenhof’s version reads, (Ps. cxix:147) "Antau la Matenurgo mi vokas; Vian vorton mi fidas" (Before the dawn I call; in thy word I trust), and this is typical of much that might be said about the way in which we have been “prevented” by old habits of thought from awakening to the dawning of the light already beginning before the Most Great Peace which is sure to come. This is a time to remember the prophecy of Zephaniah (iii:9) where he says, “For then will I turn to the people a pure language that they may all call upon the name of the Lord, to serve him with one consent.” We are told that the prophets themselves did not know the full meaning of what was put into their mouths to say, and it may be that Zephaniah could not foresee that this is the time when men may be helped to a better knowledge of the largeness of God’s nature through being better able to understand their fellow men.

This is the age of universals, and it is time to turn from some of our narrow conceptions of God and our mere local and inherited habits of religious thought and remember that in the human world there are two kinds of undertakings—universal and particular. The results of universal undertakings are infinite and are, therefore, limitless, and we may properly look upon Esperanto as almost limitless in its possible effects upon the minds and hearts of mankind as compared to the past use of any simply national tongue which confirmed men in their own separate interests. We can hardly imagine a family life where each
child had to address his brothers and his parents in a different language. Whatever tongue he might use in his outside work or pleasure he would most certainly use in his home that language which could be fully understood by all. And how much more important that we should have for use in our higher life with our fellow man a means of communication such as Esperanto furnishes.

You have probably heard from others here this evening about the Esperanto translation of the New Testament, said to be the best rendering yet made from the most correct Greek version; the regard that some of the best Hebrew scholars in England have for the Esperanto rendering of the Old Testament; how the prayer book of the Roman Catholics and quite a number of their spiritual writings have been acceptably rendered into Esperanto; how the Swedenborgians, the Quakers, the Theosophists, the Socialists, the Scientists, the Red Cross, the Good Templars and many other organizations of that kind are using this effective tool of common thought to make known their writings to one another and to the world. And the very best things regarding the Peace Movement have been written by Esperantists and published in the organ of the Universal Esperanto Association at their headquarters in Geneva. This ought to be a sufficient answer to the question which might properly be made as to the capacity of this common language to express their higher thought.

A still stronger example can be given by a statement about a very interesting matter so far known to but few: A few words said in the United States to a lady born in the Hawaiian Islands led her to look into the merits of Esperanto and, while in Switzerland soon afterwards, she took the study up further with a Russian lady residing in Geneva, and, while lately in Japan, she took the matter up still further with a blind Russian* who had just come from London, and this resulted in a translation into Esperanto of a part of one of the deepest books of devotion of the East, which has since been followed by a translation just completed in England of a further part of the same work from the original Persian into Esperanto, which translation was done jointly by an English physician, a Persian prince in Teheran, a Persian merchant living in London, and finally passed upon as thoroughly satisfactory by one of the best Persian scholars in England, a retired English officer of the East Indian medical service, who has made the most correct translation of Omar Khayyam into English. This special instance ought to be a sufficient answer to any doubt as to the power of this common language to help men towards higher thought in a universal way.

Esperanto does not say that any one form of thought is the only form that is the best. It is free for the use of all. It is like the sun that shines and the rain that falls alike on the just and the unjust, but why should we not use it for the highest things, and, even dissatisfied as we are because of our imperfections, try to raise our souls into the higher atmosphere of better communion with God through sympathy with the common aspirations of our fellow man?—and, in this way, feel that we have done something to advance the world towards the New Day in which all peoples shall raise their faces towards the divine Light and be able to call to God and praise him in the same tongue; when we may all see that the sons of God have in common many noble thoughts which they will be better able to feel towards one another when a common means of expressing shall be used.

We have met here this evening to commemorate the life and work of one of the really great men of the age; a man whose life was one of constant service to humanity and who never lost his love for and his faith in his fellow man notwithstanding the many disappointments that were his lot. But he was greater than his disappointments, greater than what may seem to be his unfinished life, and it now remains for us to do what

---

*See STAR OF THE WEST, p. 29, Vol. VII.
we can to carry on his work and show that our love for this noble language and its founder is not simply a feeling; that it is an earnest and abiding purpose.

**Religion and Science in the Light of the Bahai Revelation**

(Continued from page 75)

With regard to every one of these qualities however the differences among different people are differences of degree, not of essence. Just as darkness is but the absence or lesser degree of light, so evil is but the absence or lesser degree of good—the undeveloped state. A bad man is a man with the higher side of his nature still undeveloped. If we are selfish, the evil is not in our love of self—all love, even self love, is good, is divine. The evil is that we have such a poor, inadequate, misguided love of self and such a lack of love for others and for God. We look upon ourself as only a superior sort of animal and foolishly pamper our lower nature as we might pamper a pet dog—with worse results in our own ease than in that of the dog. We may be brilliantly intellectual with regard to material things but we are blind to the things of the spirit and lacking in the higher and nobler part of life. Evil is always lack of life. If the lower side of man’s nature is disproportionately developed, the remedy is not less life for that side, but more life for the higher side, so that the balance may be restored. “I am come,” said Christ, “that ye may have life and that ye may have it more abundantly.” That is what we all need—life, more life, the life that is life indeed!

**THE BAHAI TEACHING OF UNITY**

“Ye are all the fruits of one tree, the leaves of one branch, flowers of one garden, sons and daughters of one Father whose name is Love.” That is one of the most characteristic sayings of Baha’u’llah, and another is like it: “Glory is not his who loves his (own) country, but glory is his who loves his kind.” Unity—unity of mankind, and of all created beings in God—is the main theme of his teaching. Men must cast away all prejudices of race, religion, nation, class and sect, and realize that they are all “leaves of one tree.” As the leaf cannot reach its best development unless the whole tree is healthy, so neither can we attain the highest life of which we are capable until the whole of humanity does so too. One man cannot be truly rich, so long as his brothers are poor, nor can he be perfectly healthy so long as his brothers are sick. We are all members of one body, and the spirit that animates that body is God’s Spirit.

Each individual life is but a fragment of the whole and cannot live apart from the whole any more than a single muscle-cell or brain-cell from the human body could live apart from the rest of the body. Just as each cell of the body must live not for itself, but in the service of the whole man and in obedience to his will, so each individual man must live not for himself, but in the service of humanity and in obedience to God’s will. Only so can humanity be healthy. Only so can each man truly prosper. Never must self-interest, or family interest, or church interest, or national interest or any limited interest whatever take precedence of our supreme duties to mankind and to God. God first! If our attitude to Him be right then we shall serve aright ourselves, our families, our church, our nation, our kind. Devotion to God—severance from everything that would interfere with our devotion to Him—that is the one great secret of successful living. All the evil and misery in the world come from one cause—forsaking the path of God’s will and saying, “My will not Thine be done.”

Baha’u’llah has given us a new and wonderful revelation of God’s will. If men and nations will but obey His commands, the world will be a paradise in-
deed! Now for the first time in the history of the world have the mechanical difficulties in the way of the unity of mankind been overcome by railway trains and steamships, tunnels and aeroplanes, post office and printing press, telegraph and telephone. Now for the first time in the world (at any rate since the Tower of Babel!) has a solution for the language difficulty been found, and now for the first time in the world, as it seems to me, has a complete and adequate plan for the reconciliation of the conflicting interests of mankind been given to the world. Baha’u’llah has raised the Standard of Peace and Unity and called on all mankind to gather under its ample folds: “O people of the earth! Make not the religion of God a cause for variance among you. Verily it was revealed for the purpose of unifying the whole world. Blessed is he who loves the world simply for the sake of his generous Lord.” “These fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away and the Most Great Peace shall come, and all nations shall be as one kindred and one family.”

Here again the harmony between true religion and science is evident. With every advance in science the oneness of the universe and the interdependence of its parts has become more clearly evident. The astronomer’s domain is inextricably bound up with the physicist’s, the physicist’s with the chemist’s, the chemist’s with the biologist’s, the biologist’s with the psychologist’s, and so on. Every new discovery in one field of research throws new light on other fields. Just as physical science has shown that every particle of matter in the universe attracts and influences every other particle, no matter how minute or how distant, so psychological science is finding that every soul in the universe affects and influences every other soul. Prince Kropotkin, in his book on Mutual Aid, shows most clearly that even among the lower animals mutual aid is absolutely necessary to continued life, while in the case of man, the progress of civilization depends on the increasing substitution of mutual aid for mutual enmity. “Each for all and all for each” is the only principle on which a community can prosper.

CONCLUSION

All the signs of the times indicate that we are at the dawn of a new era in the history of mankind. Hitherto the young eagle of humanity has clung to the old eyrie in the solid rock of selfishness and materialism. Its attempts to use its wings have been timid and tentative. It has had restless longings for something still unattained. More and more it has been chafing in the confinement of the old dogmas and orthodoxies. But now the era of confinement is at an end, and it can launch on the wings of faith and reason into the higher realms of spiritual love and truth. It will no longer be earth-bound as it was before its wings had grown, but will soar at will to the regions of wide outlook and glorious freedom.

One thing is necessary, however, if its flight is to be sure and steady. Its wings must not only be strong, but they must act in perfect harmony and co-ordination. As Abdul-Baha says: “It cannot fly with one wing alone. If it tries to fly with the wing of religion alone it will land in the slough of superstition, and if it tries to fly with the wing of science alone it will end in the dreary bog of materialism.” Perfect harmony between religion and science is the sine qua non of the higher life for humanity. When that is achieved, and every child is trained not only in the study of the sciences and arts, but equally in love to all mankind and in radiant acquiescence to the will of God as revealed in the progress of evolution and the teachings of the prophets, and through the Inner Light in our own hearts, then and not till then, shall the Kingdom of God have come on earth and His will be done on earth as it is in heaven. Then and not till then shall the Most Great Peace have fully come.
The Divine Art of Living

A COMPILATION BY MRS. MARY M. RABB

(Chapter I appeared in issue No. 16, Vol. VII; Chapter II appeared in issue No. 18, Vol. VII; Chapter III appeared in issue No. 2, Vol. VIII; Chapter IV appeared in issue No. 4, Vol. VIII; Chapter V appeared in issue No. 6, Vol. VIII.)

CHAPTER VI

The Power of the Holy Spirit

There was the true light that lighteth every man as he cometh into the world.

(John 1:9.)

The voice of God, speaking:—

"I have placed in thee the essence of My Light: Therefore depend upon it."

"My love is in thee: Seek and thou wilt find Me near."

(Baha’u’llah.)

In the world of existence there is nothing so important as spirit. Nothing is as essential as the spirit of man. The spirit of man is the most noble of phenomena. The spirit of man is the meeting between man and God. The spirit of man is the cause of human life. The spirit of man is the collective center of all virtues. The spirit of man is the cause of the illumination of this world. The world may be likened to the body and man may be likened to the spirit of the body, because the light of the world is this spirit. Man in the world is the life of the world, and the life of man is the spirit. The happiness of the world depends upon man, and the happiness of man is dependent upon the spirit. The world may be likened to the lamp chimney, whereas man may be likened to the light itself. Man may be likened to the lamp, the spirit to the very light within the lamp. Therefore let us speak of this spirit.

The people of the world are divided into two classes. One class is the materialistic philosophers who deny the spirit and its immortality. The second class comprises the divine philosophers, the wise men of God, the wise illuminati. They believe in the spirit and its immortality. Some of the Greek philosophers taught that other than the body there is no spirit. It is body and body only. From these elements these human emanations have come. To them the eye and the ear are due; by them the sense of taste, smell and touch are caused; and when these elements are decomposed, these senses are likewise decomposed. This is the statement of the materialistic philosophers.

But the philosophers of God say, No! the spirit does exist; the spirit is living and eternal. Because of the objections of the materialistic philosophers, therefore, the wise men of God have advanced rational proofs in regard to the validity of the spirit. The materialistic philo-
phers do not believe in the books of God, and, hence, for them traditional proofs are no evidence; materialistic proofs are necessary. Consequently, the philosophers and wise men of God have said that it is firmly established that existing phenomena may be resolved into grades; that is to say, the mineral, vegetable or animal kingdoms. When we look at the mineral we discover that it exists. . . . When we consider the vegetable we see that it possesses the power of the mineral plus the power of growth. Therefore, it is evident that the vegetable kingdom is superior to the mineral. When we look at the animal kingdom we discover that the animal possesses the power of the vegetable and also those of the mineral. . . . It has in addition the sense of hearing, sight, taste, smell and touch, the five senses of perception. It likewise has the power of memory. These do not exist in the lower kingdoms.

Just as the animal is more noble than the vegetable and the mineral, so is man superior to the animal. When we look at the animal we see that, although it possesses the five senses, it is bereft of ideation; that is to say, the animal is a captive of the world of nature, it is not in touch with that which lies beyond nature, it is bereft of spiritual susceptibilities, it is bereft of the attractions of conscience, it is not in touch with the world of God, it cannot devise one hair's breadth from the law of nature. It is different with man. Man is possessed of the promptings of conscience; he has intelligence and perception and is capable of discovering mysteries in the universe. All the human industries we see, all the inventions and undertakings we observe are mysteries of nature and at one time were hidden; but the reality of man has discovered these mysteries. As a matter of fact, according to nature's laws, these things should be hidden and latent, but man having transcended the laws of nature, discovered these mysteries and brought them from the invisible state to the visible plane. See what a marvel man is! Consider electricity—one of the mysteries of creation. Under the requirement of natural law it should remain latent, but man discovered this power, brought it forth from the invisible state to the visible plane and utilized its energies. That is to say, man transcended this law of nature. How many of the mysteries of nature have been penetrated! Columbus, while in Spain, discovered America, Man is capable of discovering that the sun is stationary, while the earth revolves about it. The animal cannot do this. Man perceives the mirage is an illusion. This is beyond the power of the animal. The animal can only perceive through sense impressions, but cannot grasp intellectual realities. The animal cannot conceive of the power of thought. This is an intellectual matter and not limited to the senses. The animal cannot conceive of the fact that the earth is spherical. Intellectual phenomena are human powers. All creation is the captive of nature: it cannot deviate a hair's breadth from the laws established by nature. But man wrests the sword from nature's hand and uses it upon nature's head. For example, it is a requirement of nature than man should be a dweller upon the earth, but the power of the human spirit transcends the law and he soars aloft in aeroplanes. This is contrary to the law and requirement of nature. He sails at high speed upon the ocean. He dives beneath its surface in submarines. He imprisons the voice in the phonograph. He communicates in the twinkling of an eye from the East to the West.

These are some of the things we know to be contrary to the law of nature. Man transcends nature's laws. The animal, the vegetable, the mineral cannot do this. This can only be done through the power of the spirit, because the spirit is the reality. But in the physical powers and senses man and the animal are partners. In fact, animal is often superior to man in sense perception. For instance, the vision of some animals is ex-
ceedingly acute; the ear of the animal can detect a voice at a long distance. Consider the instinct of a dog; it is much greater than a man's. But although the animal shares with man all the physical virtues and senses, a spiritual power is bestowed upon man, of which the animal is devoid. This is proof that there is something in man which is absent in the animal; there is a faculty in man which is lacking in the animal. This is the spirit of man. All these wonderful accomplishments are due to the efficacy and penetration of the spirit of man. Were man bereft of this spirit, none of these accomplishments would have been possible. This is a proof that man is possessed of a spirit. This is evident as the sun at midday.

All creatures of material organization are limited to an image or form. That is to say, every created material being is possessed of one form. It cannot possess two forms at the same time. For example, a body may be triangular, spherical, square, a hexagon or an octagon, but it is impossible for a given object to be triangular and spherical simultaneously; it cannot possess two shapes at one time. It may be either triangular or square. If it is to become square it must first rid itself of the triangular shape. It is absolutely impossible for it to be square and triangular at the same time. That is to say, in the reality of the creatures the different forms cannot be simultaneously possessed. But in the reality of man all geometrical figures can be simultaneously conceived. In other realities one image must be forsaken in order that another might be possible. This is the law of change and transformation, and change and transformation are harbingers of mortality. Were it not for change and transformation in form, phenomena would be immortal, but because phenomena is subject to change and transformation from one figure or shape to another, it is mortal. But the reality of man is possessed of all virtues; he does not have to give up one image for another as other mere bodies do. Therefore in that reality there is no change and transformation; there it is immortal and everlasting. Verily the body of man may be in America but his spirit laboring and working in the far east, discovering, organizing and systematizing. Although governing, making laws, erecting a building in Russia, his body is still here in America. What is this power, which notwithstanding it is embodied in America, is still working in the East, organizing, systematizing, destroying, upbuilding? It is the spirit of man. This is irrefutable.

When you wish to reflect upon or consider a matter you consult something within you. You say, shall I do it or shall I not do it? Is it better to do this or abandon it? Whom do you consult? Who is it within you deciding this question? Surely there is a distinct power, a distinct ego. Were it not distinct from your ego, you would not be consulting it. It is greater than the faculty of thought. It is your spirit which teaches you, which inspires and decides upon matters. Who is it that interrogates? Who is it that answers? There is no doubt that it is the spirit and that there is no change or transformation there, for it is not composed of composite elements; and anything that is not composed of elements is eternal. Change and transformation are peculiarities of composition. There is no change and transformation in the spirit. In proof of this the body may become weakened in its members. It may be dismembered or one of its members may be incapacitated. The whole body may be paralyzed and yet the mind, the spirit remains ever the same. The mind decides, the thought is perfect and yet the hand is withered, the feet have become useless, the spinal column is paralyzed, and there is no muscular movement at all, but the spirit is in the same status. Dismember a healthy man—the spirit is not dismembered. Amputate his feet; his spirit is there. He may become lame,
the spirit is not affected. The spirit is ever the same; no change or transformation can you perceive, and because there is no change or transformation, it is everlasting and permanent.

Consider man while in the state of sleep; it is evident that all his parts and members are at a standstill, are functionless. His eye does not see, his ear does not hear, his feet and hands are motionless, but, nevertheless, he does see in the world of dreams, he does hear, he speaks, he walks, he may even fly in an aeroplane. Therefore it becomes evident that though the body be dead yet the spirit is permanent. Nay, the perceptions may be keener when man's body is asleep, the flight may be higher, the hearing may be better; all the functions are there and yet the body is at a standstill. Hence it is proof that there is a spirit in the man and in this spirit there is no distinction as to whether the body be asleep or absolutely dead and dependent. The spirit is not incapacitated by these conditions; it is not bereft of its existence, it is not bereft of its perfections. The proofs are many—innumerable.

These are all rational proofs. Nobody can deny them. As we have shown there is a spirit and that this spirit is permanent and everlasting, we must strive to learn of it. May you become informed of this spirit, hasten to render it divine, to have it become sanctified and holy, and that it may become the very light of the world illuminating the East and the West.

(Words of Abdul-Baha, Star of the West, Vol. IV, No. 7.)

(Continued on page 96)

Recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha
To Miss Jean Masson, Chicago

O thou respected one, a herald of the Kingdom of God!

The article that thou hast written concerning the Mashrak-el-Azkar contained eloquent paragraphs and wonderful and subtle significances. At the time of writing the power of attraction was manifest and apparent and the real Teacher was instructing and inspiring. Consequently, it was composed in the utmost fluency and eloquence.

Today, whosoever turns his face toward the Lord of the Kingdom and, with sincere intention, taking the pen in his hand, engages his time in writing, there is no doubt that the Holy Spirit shall confirm him and the power of the Kingdom of God shall instruct him.

Therefore, rest thou assured in the divine graces and occupy thy time with the utmost power and seriousness in writing and composition, in talking and explanation.

Consider, how in former ages a number of women became confirmed and assisted in the demonstration of faith and assurance and how in this mortal world they left behind immortal names.

In the world of existence there are no greater women than the queens of empires. Materially they have reached the highest station of womanhood and gained great riches, infinite power and glory. Notwithstanding all these advantages, when they die and go under the earth, they disappear and become non-existent. They leave behind no name, no trace, no fruit and no sign. But the maid-servants of God who are outwardly in the utmost poverty and imprisoned by the people of oppression, humiliated and scoffed at by the outsiders, are long they will crown their heads with the diadem of the everlasting glory and

*Refers to article reproduced on pp. 89-96.
will be established upon the eternal throne of majesty. Their signs are eternal and their fame universal. This is the glory of the Kingdom! This is the heavenly bestowal! This is the divine outpouring!

Now, praise be to God! that thou didst quaff from the goblet of the love of God, became intoxicated with the wine of the knowledge of God, unloosed thy tongue in the glorification of the Lord of the Kingdom, and became assisted and confirmed with the power of the Supreme.

Therefore, thank thou God, that thou hast become one of the chosen ones and attained to the station of the favored ones.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(The translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Home of Baha’u’llah, Acca, Syria, February 27, 1917.)

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

The Mashrak-el-Azkar and the Bahai Movement
BY JEAN MASSON
(From The Lake Shore News, Thursday, October 19, 1916.)

The citizens of Wilmette are very well aware of the fact that, in the fall of 1917, will be laid, near the southern border of the town, the corner stone of a Temple of Worship, which may seem, to the uninformed, very mysterious, very occult and, consequently, altogether undesirable. To the citizens of Wilmette this event will be hardly less momentous than to the followers themselves of the great Bahai Movement.

The Bahai Temple will be the initial building of a great institution—the Mashrak-el-Azkar. Another mysterious term, that surely has no place in American, least of all in the inoffensive town of Wilmette!

Now, about this institution and the movement, from which it emanates, there is nothing mysterious, nothing occult, nothing condemnatory.

The Bahai Movement is the most practical religious movement in the world today. It is the effort to bring again into expression in human life and service the essential teachings of the Christ. That this reversion to Christian principles is vital to the continuance of the human race, no one today will presume to deny, with the terrible European war and its vast toll of carnage and hatred and crimes unspeakable forever present in his consciousness. The Bahai Movement makes for the abolition of the human prejudices that induce division and hatred and injustice among men.

Sometimes I have been asked why we Bahais don’t use intelligible English to express what we are trying to do and be, what we are trying to build.

The reason is very manifest. We have no English words succinctly expressive of these oriental terms. And the English translation is cumbersome and indirect and inadequate.

Bahai is the Arabic for glory or splendor. A Bahai, therefore, is a follower of the light. And he glories in the name, because it is significant. It is a proclamation to the world of his connection with the great founder of the movement, Baha’u’llah.

Mashrak-el-Azkar, another Arabic term, signifies “the dawning place of the mentionings of God.” And this dawning place will be not only a place of prayer and the worship of God, but a place from which shall go forth actual and selfless service to humanity, a reflection of service to God.

The sign erected upon the site of the Mashrak-el-Azkar by the Bahai Assembly of Chicago embodies, in general terms, the purpose of the institution—

MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR

“These grounds are the site of an edifice to be erected as an "evident stand-
ard' in America of the oneness of humanity.

"Its doors will be open to all nations, races and religions.

"Its charities will be dispensed without regard to race or color. 'Prejudice toward none—Love for all.'

"Here, for the first time in history, religion and science will become harmonious, each the handmaid of the other, both showering their spiritual gifts on all humanity.

"Until the erection of this great edifice, all are welcome to this beautiful spot, and in its enjoyment we ask you to keep it pure and sacred."

Today we are concerned, more than ever before, with the meaning of this Bahai Institution; more than ever before with the meaning of the Bahai Movement; with its relation to the world, and to world affairs.

The time is ripe for the Mashrak-el-Azkar—the symbol of the universal principles and truth uttered by Baha'o'llah—to begin to take impressive and visible form. It is time for the world to know that in its midst is a powerful, universal movement, whose adherents are found in every country in the world, who believe in intensive and practical Christianity; who believe with a magnificent faith in the great principles that form the substructure of the Bahai Movement.

We can no longer be provincial or isolated or insular. It is the day of the universal. It is the day of interhuman consciousness; of the coming together of all peoples into a universal brotherhood. And our religion must partake of the same universal quality. We must be ready to say, "Brother, I greet you in the name of your prophet and my prophet, in the name of our God." And so—the Bahai Movement.

The site in Wilmette was chosen for the Mashrak-el-Azkar, because it was the most beautiful to be found available in Chicago or its immediate environs. A symbol of the highest spiritual ideals, of the noblest religious thought of all ages, to be expressed in superlative architectural beauty, should have a beautiful setting. And the Bahais of America chose well, when they purchased the land in Wilmette at the juncture of the drainage canal and Lake Michigan.

The Mashrak-el-Azkar will not be built in a day, even after the laying of the corner stone, in 1917, of the central house of worship. The building of the Temple, without any of the accessories, is concentrating the attention of Bahais today.

The Bahai Temple will be a structure of great beauty and magnificence. Many designs have already been submitted by American architects, any one of which would be celebrated far and wide for impressiveness of conception. A board of architects, however, will complete the final design for the edifice.

But, whatever the design accepted, it will embody various basic principles, symbolic of the universal tenets of the Bahai Movement. It will have nine sides and nine entrances, through which all the religions of the world may enter and unite in the worship of God. Where they have been separated in the past, by prejudice and mutual unfriendliness, here, in the Bahai house of worship will they be harmoniously united.

Throughout the structure and the ornamentation will be expressed this same dynamic thought of world unity. A massive dome, suggestive of this same unity of religions and peoples, will surmount the Temple. Picturesque and beautiful gardens will surround it. Bahais believe in the externalization, in the utmost of beauty and joy and happiness, of the great spiritual truth which they are charged to deliver to the world.

As I have said, the erection of the Mashrak-el-Azkar is not a matter of a day's work. So tremendous a thought of religious unity and universal service, as the Mashrak-el-Azkar embodies, cannot be hastily or impermanently externalized.
The erection of the Temple completed, the accessory buildings will then claim the attention of Bahais. These buildings will harmonize architecturally with the house of worship. And, in the years to come, when the last stone of the last building shall be laid, nowhere in the world will be found a group of buildings so beautiful, so imposing, so full of inspiration for humanity, as the first Mashrak-el-Azkar of America.

Not only will the Mashrak-el-Azkar usher in a new spiritual day for man; it will usher in a new architectural day, a new scientific day, a new day of universal human service.

Again and again I have been asked the purpose of so many buildings. I have been asked if this is a colonization scheme, if Bahais mean to establish a community life at the southern extremity of Wilmette. To the last question I have replied emphatically, "No!" The world is the home of Bahais. They can never be nucleated or secluded. In the Temple of Worship they will find spiritual refreshment, which they will carry out with them into the world and express in work and selfless service.

The accessory buildings will be devoted to the study and propagation of the highest scientific truths. Here will be taught that basic principle of the Bahai Revelation, that religion and science must harmonize. Art, music will find here, in the Mashrak-el-Azkar, their most perfect expression. Philanthropic service to the world, to the poor, to the unfortunate will proceed from the Mashrak-el-Azkar through its various accessories.

Bahais believe that the time will come, whether in our generation or not, when the Kingdom of God will be actually established on earth, when right living and a complete understanding of spiritual and scientific law by a unified humanity will preclude the possibility of any poor or unfortunate. Sociologic, industrial conditions will be regulated with justice to all mankind. There will be no more oppression, no more exploitation of the weak for the aggrandizement of the strong.

Surely, when such beatific conditions prevail among us, the Kingdom of God shall have been established. And "the founding of this Mashrak-el-Azkar is to be in the inception of the organization of the Kingdom" (Abdul-Baha).

This is the faith not only of the Bahais of America, but it is the faith of millions of Bahais throughout the world. A great institution for the spiritual, religious, scientific education of humanity—the expression of a universal movement for the realization among men of brotherhood, of the unification of religions, must be the exalted conception of a master spiritual genius, a master seer.

And, as such, Baha’u’llah is recognized today by scholars, by those that sit in high places, by the poor and the lowly. His genius makes a universal appeal to humanity. And to his genius the world is indebted for the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

The story has often been told of his heroic life, of his sufferings, of his banishment and imprisonment for the utterance of the great truths that were his by virtue of his spiritual genius. And we of the immediate day remember well the visit to America, in 1912, of his distinguished eldest son, Abdul-Baha, after his release from the prison of Acca by the establishment of the Turkish Constitution and the declaration of the Committee of Union and Progress.

It is a story that never palls, for history records no such life of supreme heroism as that manifested by Baha’u’llah and his followers.

No superficial, insignificant movement is it that will make its first momentous expression, in the western hemisphere, through the Mashrak-el-Azkar of Wilmette. It is founded on the blood of thirty thousand martyrs. It is founded on lives of complete sacrifice and self-
lessness. It is founded on the stupendous faith and love, in the midst of a world of hatred, of three of the most remarkable characters of all time—the Bab, Baha’u’llah, Abdul-Baha.

Here are the bare historical facts: On the 23d of May, 1844, a young Persian merchant proclaimed the coming of a great world teacher. Himself he called the Bab, the Arabic for door or gate—the herald of the great one. Immediately he set to work to prepare Persia spiritually for his recognition. But a skeptical Mohammedan world scoffed at him for his faith. For his recognition. But a skeptical Mohammedan world scoffed at his claim. With a spirit of reverence and love, in the midst of a world of hatred, of three of the most remarkable characters of all time—the Bab, Baha’u’llah, Abdul-Baha.

From the same country, in 1852, arose Baha’u’llah, who gathered the followers of the Bab together, who proclaimed not the coming of a world teacher, but universal principles for the guidance of the world, and the elevation of mankind into lofty realms of spiritual and religious thought.

In the middle of the last century the world had not yet been united by any of the means of intercommunication with which today we are so familiar. Nations and races and religions were separated by what seemed insurmountable barriers. And yet here, in the darkness of a dark Mohammedan land, was a man who taught the oneness of the world of humanity, the oneness of religion, the harmony of religion and science, universal peace, universal education, the equality of men and women. He urged the creation of a universal language, the independent investigation of truth. He taught that prejudice of all kinds must be forgotten, racial antipathy, religious antagonism.

And, strange as it may seem to us of the twentieth century, he declared the incumbency of establishing a universal tribunal for the arbitration of international differences.

He seemed, Baha’u’llah, to possess a vision so universal and penetrating as to embrace within its range the whole world, and centuries and ages and cycles of time.

Men say of him now that he was far ahead of his time. The world has just begun to think in universal terms, to talk of the universal principles which he proclaimed almost seventy years ago.

And for this priority of vision, for the declaration of his great principles for the conduct of the world, Baha’u’llah with his followers was persecuted and banished, first to Bagdad, then to Constantinople, then to Adrianople, and in the summer of 1868, with seventy of his followers, to the penal colony of Acca, in Syria, on the Mediterranean coast.

The imprisonment in Acca is known as the “most great imprisonment,” so prolonged it was and so terrible.

For twenty-four years here he was confined. And during all this time, as from the first day of his proclamation to the world, he gave continuous utterance to what we know today as the Baha’i Revelation—religious, scientific, ethical, economic treatises; text books for the conduct of individuals and the guidance of nations, for spiritual illumination—in itself a complete cyclopaedia of knowledge.

From the prison of Acca, before the Franco-Prussian war, Baha’u’llah sent epistles to the crowned heads of Europe and to the President of the United States, calling them to universal peace and brotherhood.

That they did not heed the call, we have conclusive evidence today, when the desirability of universal peace was never so urgent, so overwhelming.

On the 28th day of May, 1892, after forty years of exile and imprisonment, Baha’u’llah passed away, an exile still and a prisoner—his message given, his work done.

A marvelous record of endurance and faith, unparalleled in history, save by the endurance and faith of Abdul-Baha, the central figure today of the Baha’i Movement.

By the death of Baha’u’llah, through his last will and testament, Abdul-Baha
became the great Bahai leader. It is his mission to interpret the Revelation of Baha’u’llah, to lay the foundation of a permanent civilization, that shall be undisturbed by the horrific cataclysms of hate and carnage that tear asunder today the social and religious structure of the world.

Abdul-Baha, “the servant of God,” as his name implies, was eight years old, when, in 1852, the first Bahai exile occurred. And from that date he shared the vicissitudes, the persecution, the exile, the imprisonment, meted out to his illustrious father. And, because of his spiritual perception and understanding of the Revelation, because of his worthiness to be the successor of Baha’u’llah, it was entrusted to him to continue the great work—the work of calling men and nations to unity and peace and brotherly love.

It was in 1908, sixteen years after the death of Baha’u’llah, when Abdul-Baha was released from the prison of Acca. He was sixty-four years old. The marks and the ravages of exile and imprisonment were upon him. And yet he went forth to deliver to the world the message of Baha’u’llah. He went to Europe, he came to America, proclaiming the basic principles of that message, calling the statesmen and diplomats of the world, the people of the world to universal peace.

Four years ago, on May 1st, 1912, he visited the site of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Wilmette. He commended the beauty of the location and addressed the Bahais gathered around him upon the great importance to the world of this first Mashrak-el-Azkar of the occident.

“Thousands of Mashrak-el-Azkars,—which means the dawning point of praise for all religionists,—will be built in the world,” he said. “In the orient and in the occident of the world will they be built. But this Mashrak-el-Azkar, being the first one in the occident, has great importance.”

Elsewhere he has said of the Mashrak-el-Azkar—

“The Mashrak-el-Azkar of Chicago is of the greatest importance. This is a Bahai Temple, a supreme house of worship, a place of spiritual gathering and the manifestation of divine mysteries.

“This organization of the Mashrak-el-Azkar will be a type for the coming centuries and will hold the station of the Mother, and thus, later, in other cities many Mashrak-el-Azkars will be its offspring.

“When the Mashrak-el-Azkar, with its accessories, is established in the world, aside from its religious or spiritual influence, it will have a tremendous effect upon civilization.”

I wish it were within the possibilities of space to quote at length from the utterances of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha. Such wealth of literature and knowledge cannot be compressed to the requirements of a short newspaper article. But the few quotations here produced may convey to the reader something of the inspiration back of the Bahai Movement.

The first words of Baha’u’llah brought to America were words spoken by him in 1890 to Professor Edward Granville Browne of Cambridge University, who had succeeded in gaining access to the great prisoner—

“We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; yet they deem us a stirrer up of strife and sedition worthy of bondage and banishment. That all nations should become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men should be strengthened; that diversity of religions should cease and differences of race be annulled—what harm is there in this? Yet so it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the Most Great Peace shall come. Do you in Europe need this also? Is this not what Christ foretold? Yet do

(Continued on page 94)
O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.
He is God.
I, the tablet from Abdul-Baha.

He is God.

Statement of Mashrak-el-Azkar Building
Fund Account May 31, 1917

Time certificates of the Northern Trust Company, Chicago, payable to Bahai Temple Unity, bearing interest at 3% . $50,000.00
Open account in the name of Bahai Temple Unity in the Northern Trust Company of Chicago, bearing interest upon daily balance at 2% ; balance May 31, 1917 . 4,100.39
Total cash on hand at above date (not including accrued interest upon time certificates or balance, which will be credited July 1st, 1917) 54,100.39

PLEDGE FUND ACCOUNT.
Total amount of all pledges, both on pledge cards and oral (of this total, $39,086.00 is upon signed pledge cards) $58,590.00
Total amount paid upon pledges May 31st, 1917 (which amount has been turned over to Bahai Temple Unity and included in Fund Account above) 31,662.62
Balance due on pledges . $26,927.38

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct statement of the treasury of Bahai Temple Unity and of its cash balance in the Northern Trust Company on May 31st, 1917.

ALBERT H. HALL, Treasurer.

The Mashrak-el-Azkar and the Bahai Movement
(Continued from page 93)

we see your kings and rulers lavishing their treasures more freely on means for the destruction of the human race than on that which would conduce to the happiness of mankind. These strife and this bloodshed and discord must cease, and all men be as one kindred and one family.

"Let not a man glory in this that he loves his country; let him rather glory in this that he loves his kind."

The words that follow, with all their oriental imagery, can hardly be conceived today as words whose utterance would throw a man into prison or keep him there, if already confined. They are the words of Baha’u’llah.

"Be thou a giver, when thou art wealthy, and grateful, when thou art poor.
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"Be thou a giver, when thou art wealthy, and grateful, when thou art poor.

Address all communications to BAHAI NEWS SERVICE, P.O. Box 283, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct statement of the treasury of Bahai Temple Unity and of its cash balance in the Northern Trust Company on May 31st, 1917.

ALBERT H. HALL, Treasurer.

The Mashrak-el-Azkar and the Bahai Movement
(Continued from page 93)

we see your kings and rulers lavishing their treasures more freely on means for the destruction of the human race than on that which would conduce to the happiness of mankind. These strife and this bloodshed and discord must cease, and all men be as one kindred and one family.

"Let not a man glory in this that he loves his country; let him rather glory in this that he loves his kind."

The words that follow, with all their oriental imagery, can hardly be conceived today as words whose utterance would throw a man into prison or keep him there, if already confined. They are the words of Baha’u’llah.

"Be thou a giver, when thou art wealthy, and grateful, when thou art poor.
The Bahai Cause is an inclusive movement. You can never organize the Bahai Cause. The Bahai Movement is not an organization. You can never organize the Bahai Cause. The Bahai Movement is the spirit of this age. It is the essence of all the highest ideals of this century. The Bahai Cause is an inclusive movement; the teachings of all the religions and societies are found here; the Christians, Jews, Buddhists, Mohammedans, Zoroastrians, Theosophists, Freemasons, Spiritualists, etc., find their highest aims in this Cause—the Socialists and philosophers find their theories fully developed in this Movement.

"The objective aims of this Cause are the oneness of the world of humanity; universal peace; universal love; international co-operation, reciprocity; the promotion of the principle of human consanguinity and solidarity, and the establishment of the Kingdom of God, first in the hearts of men and then upon earth."

"Today, in the world of humanity; the most important matter is the question of universal peace. The realization of this principle is the crying need of the time."

"By a general agreement all the governments of the world must disarm simultaneously. It will not do if one lays down its arms and the other refuses to do so. The nations of the world must concur with one another concerning this supremely important subject, thus they may abandon together the deadly weapons of human slaughter."

"The call to arbitration, to peace, to love and to loyalty is the call of Baha‘u’llah. His standard has floated for fifty years, summoning all of whatever race and creed."

"Where love dwells, there is light! Where animosity dwells, there is darkness!"

"Let your effort be to find harmony. Let brotherhood be felt among you, and carry ye its quickening power throughout the world."

Questions that have been asked with greater concern, perhaps, of Bahais, than any other questions, are—

"What relation does the Bahai Movement bear to Christianity?"

"What place does Christ hold in the Bahai Religion?"

These questions are best answered in the words of Abdul-Baha—
"Bahá'u'lláh established Christ in the East. He has praised Christ, honored Christ, exalted Him, called Him 'the Word of God, the Spirit of God,' raised the name of Christ to supreme summits of glorification. Throughout the orient Bahais have illumined the lamp of Christ and spread His mention."

"The Cause of Bahá'u'lláh is the same as the Cause of Christ. It is the same temple and the same foundation. Both of these are the spiritual springs and the seasons of the soul-refreshing awakening and the cause of the renovation of the life of mankind."

"The spring of this year is the same as the spring of last year. The origin and end are the same. The sun of today is the sun of yesterday.

"In the coming of Christ the divine teachings were given in accordance with the infancy of the human race. The teachings of Bahá'u'lláh have the same basic principles, but are according to the stage of the maturity of the world and the requirements of this illumined age."

Back of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, whose walls will soon begin to rise in Wilmette, is a great historic world movement. The day has gone by to regard it lightly or superficially or superciliously. Great souls have come to re-assert the constructive teachings of the Christ, in terms applicable to the complex requirements of the age.

The world needs them—the teachers and the teachings. Christians are murdering Christians today. Christians are guilty today of instituting not universal peace, but universal war to destroy millions of other Christians. And we have before us the appalling spectacle of the spoliation, the annihilation of unoffending peoples and nations by followers of the Christ. And civilization is doomed, unless we have the re-creative word spoken that shall penetrate the great aching heart of the world and lead it out of immeasurable darkness into the immeasurable light of a new and glorious day.

Bahais believe that word has again been spoken. And Bahais believe that city, in which the first Mashrak-el-Azkar of the occident is erected, is a city of brilliant destiny. They believe that before it lies a great transcendent future. They believe that it shall influence civilization for all time to come.

Let us approach then the Mashrak-el-Azkar with a spirit of humility, of prayer and thanksgiving. It was greatly conceived. Let it be greatly honored.

The Divine Art of Living—Chapter VI

(Continued from page 88)

There are five divisions of the spirit: the Sun of Reality, which it gives to the sanctified realities. It is adorned with all the divine perfections. Every time it appears the world is renewed, and a new cycle is founded. The body of the world of humanity puts on a new garment. It can be compared to the spring; whenever it comes, the world passes from one condition to another. Through the advent of the season of spring the black earth and the fields and wildernesses will become verdant and blooming, and all sorts of flowers and sweet-scented herbs will grow; the trees will have new life, and new fruits will ap
pear, and a new cycle is founded. The appearance of the Holy Spirit is like this. Whenever it appears, it renews the world of humanity and gives a new spirit to the human realities; it arrays the world of existence in a praiseworthy garment, dispels the darkness of ignorance, and causes the radiation of the light of perfections.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Some Answered Questions; pp. 163-166.)

There is a wonderful power and strength which belongs to the human spirit, but it must receive confirmation from the Holy Spirit... If it is aided by the bounty of the Holy Spirit, it will show great power, it will discover realities, it will be informed of the mysteries. Direct all the attention to the Holy Spirit, and call the attention of every soul to it. Then you will see wonderful signs... (Abdul-Baha.)

Ye shall receive power when the Holy Spirit is come upon you.

(Words of Jesus. Acts 1:8.)

... The human body is in need of material force, but the spirit has need of the Holy Spirit. Were it not for the protection of the Holy Spirit the human world would be extinguished. His Holiness Jesus Christ declared, 'Let the dead bury the dead.' This statement of His Holiness indicates, 'That which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the spirit is spirit,' and it becomes manifest that the human spirit which is not protected beneath the Holy Spirit is dead. It is clear that the human spirit is in need of the resuscitation of the Holy Spirit, otherwise, though materially advanced, man cannot attain full and complete progress.'

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Star of the West; Vol. 5, No. 7, p. 106.)

The power of the Holy Spirit enlightening man’s intelligence has enabled him to discover means of bending many natural laws to his will. He flies through the air, floats on the sea, and even moves under the waters... The Holy Spirit will give to man greater powers than these if only he will strive after the things of the Spirit and endeavor to attune his heart to the divinely infinite love.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Talks Given in Paris; p. 15.)

The human spirit is a power which comprehends the realities of things. All that thou seest, such as arts, inventions, traces and discoveries were once in the realm of the unknown and were a hidden matter. But the human spirit discovered such hidden mysteries and brought them out of the sphere of the unknown into the world of visibility. For instance, the power of steam, photography, phonography, telegraphy and mathematical problems were all once hidden mysteries and unknown secrets. But the human spirit discovered such invisible mysteries and brought them from the hidden into the visible world. Consequently it is evident that the human spirit is a comprehensive energy and controls the realities of things and discovers the hidden secrets in the domain of the physical world. But the divine Spirit discovereth divine realities and cosmic mysteries in the realm of the divine world. I hope thou mayest attain to the divine Spirit, discover the mysteries of the divine world and comprehend the secrets of the physical world.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Tablet translated by Mirza Ali Kuli Khan, November, 1907.)

There are several kinds of light. First, there is the visible light of the sun by whose aid we can discern the beauties of the world around us. Without this we could see nothing. Nevertheless, though it is the function of this light to make things visible to us it cannot give us the power to see them or understand what their various charms
may be for this light has no intelligence, no consciousness.

It is the light of the intellect which gives us knowledge and understanding and without this light the physical eyes would be useless. The light of the intellect is . . . born of the Light divine. The light of the intellect enables us to understand and realize all that exists. But it is the divine Light alone which can give us sight for the invisible things and which enables us to see truths that will not be visible to the world for thousands of years hence. It was the divine Light which enabled the prophets to see 2000 years in advance what was going to take place. And today we see the realization of their vision. Thus it is this Light which we must strive to seek, for it is greater than any other.

By the help of this effulgent Light all the spiritual interpretation of the holy writings has been made plain, the hidden things of God’s universe have become manifest and we have been enabled to comprehend the divine purposes for man.

(Compiled from the words of Abdul-Baha: Talks Given in Paris; p. 61.)

The light is of four kinds: First, the light of the sun. . . . Second, the light of the eye. . . . Third, the light of the intellect. . . . Fourth, the light of guidance. This last is the supreme Light, the conscious reality which comprehends mysteries.

"Can this last ever be cognizable through the special senses, as the eye?" was asked.

"By the insight," Abdul-Baha answered.

(Compiled from the words of Abdul-Baha: Heavenly Vista; p. 25.)

Truth (the highest truth) is unattainable except through the favor of the Holy Spirit.

(Abdul-Baha.)

The (Holy) Spirit is encompassing and surrounding all. It is holy. It is sanctified from attachment to a special place. It is present everywhere and at every time. It exists in all places, yet is placeless.

(Compiled from the words of Abdul-Baha: Talks Given in Paris; p. 82.)

When Christ appeared with those marvelous breaths of the Holy Spirit, the children of Israel said, "We are quite independent of him; we can do without him and follow Moses; we have a book and in it are found the teachings of God. What need therefore have we of this man?"

Christ said to them, "The book sufficeth you not." It is possible for a man to hold to a book of medicine and say, "I have no need of a doctor, I will act according to the book. In it every
disease is named, all symptoms are explained, the diagnosis of each ailment is completely written out and a prescription for each malady is furnished; therefore why do I need a doctor?"

This is sheer ignorance. A physician is needed to prescribe. Through his skill the principles of the book are correctly and effectively applied until the patient is restored to health. Christ was a heavenly physician. He brought spiritual health and healing into the world. Baha’u’llah is likewise a divine physician. He has revealed prescriptions for removing disease from the body politic and has remedied human conditions by spiritual power.

Therefore mere knowledge is not sufficient for complete human attainment. The teachings of the Holy Books need a heavenly power and divine potency to carry them out. A house is not built by mere acquaintance with the plans. Money must be forthcoming, volition is necessary to construct it, a carpenter must be employed in its erection. It is not enough to say, "The plan and purpose of this house are very good; I will live in it." There are no walls of protection, there is no roof of shelter in this mere statement. The house must be actually built before we can live in it.

Briefly, the teachings of the holy books need a divine potency to complete their accomplishment in human hearts. In Persia, His Holiness Baha’u’llah reared and taught souls, established a bond of affiliation among various peoples and united divergent religious beliefs to such an extent that twenty thousand devoted ones sacrificed themselves for the Cause of God in the glorious unity of martyrdom. No differences whatever remained among these blessed souls; Christians, Jews, Mohammedans, Zoroastrians were all blended, unified and agreed through the potency of his heavenly power—not by mere words, not by merely saying, "Unity is good and love is praiseworthy."

His Holiness Baha’u’llah not only proclaimed this unity and love; he established it. As a heavenly physician he not only gave prescriptions for these ailments of discord and hatred, but accomplished the actual healing. We may read in a medical book that a certain form of illness requires such and such a remedy. While this may be absolutely true, the remedy is useless unless there is volition and executive force to apply it. Every man in the king’s army can give a command, but when the king speaks, it is carried out. This one, that one, may say, "Go conquer a country;" but when the king says, "Go!" the army advances. Therefore it is evident that the confirmation of the Holy Spirit and the impelling influence of a heavenly power are needed to accomplish the divine purpose in human hearts and conditions. His Holiness Jesus Christ, single, solitary and alone accomplished what all the kings of the earth could not have carried out. If all the kingdoms and nations of the world had combined to effect it they would have failed.

( Words of Abdul-Baha: Star of the West; Vol. 3, No. 18, p. 7.)

The point is this, that to gain control over physical bodies is an extremely easy matter, but to bring spirits within the bonds of serenity is a most arduous undertaking. This is not the work of everybody. It necessitates a divine and holy potency, the potency of inspiration, the power of the Holy Spirit. For example, His Holiness Christ was capable of leading spirits into that abode of serenity. He was capable of guiding hearts into that haven of rest.

In this century of the "latter times" Baha’u’llah has appeared and so resuscitated spirits that they have manifested powers more than human. Thousands of his followers have given their lives and while under the sword, shedding their blood, they have proclaimed "Ya-Baha-el-Abha!"* Such resuscitation is

*"O thou Glory of the Most Glorious!"

A prayer of intense concentration upon God,
impossible except through a heavenly potency, a power supernatural, the divine power of the Holy Spirit. Through a natural and mere human power this is impossible. Therefore the question arises, “How is this resuscitation to be accomplished?”

There are certain means for its attainment by which mankind is regenerated and quickened with a new birth. This is the “second birth” mentioned in the heavenly books. Its accomplishment is through the baptism of the Holy Spirit. The rebirth of the spirit of man is through the science of the love of God. It is through the efficacy of the water of life. This life and quickening is the regeneration of the phenomenal world. After the coming of the spiritual springtime, the falling of the vernal showers, the shining of the Sun of Reality, the blowing of the breezes of perfection, all phenomena become imbued with the life of a new creation and are reformed in the process of a new genesis. Reflect upon the material springtime. When winter comes the trees are leafless, the fields and meadows withered, the flowers die away into dust-heaps. In prairie, mountain and garden no freshness lingers, no beauty is visible, no verdure is seen. Everything is clad in the robe of death. Wherever you look around you will find the expression of death and decay. But when the spring comes the showers descend, the sun floods the meadows and plains with light, you will observe creation clad in a new robe of expression. The showers have made the meadows green and verdant. The warm breezes have caused the trees to put on their garments of leaves. They have blossomed and soon will produce new, fresh and delightful fruits. Everything appears endowed with a newness of life, a new life and spirit are everywhere visible. The spring has resuscitated all phenomena and has adorned the earth with beauty as it willeth.

Even so is the springtime spiritual when it comes. When the holy, divine Manifestations or Prophets appear in the world a cycle of radiance, an age of mercy dawns. Everything is renewed. Minds, hearts and all human forces are reformed, perfections are quickened, sciences, discoveries and investigations are stimulated afresh and everything appertaining to the virtues of the human world is re-vitalized.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Star of the West; Vol. 4, No. 7, p. 118.)

The most important thing is that which comes through the Spirit—the breath of the Holy Spirit. The soul through the Spirit can realize the Kingdom. The soul can recognize and feel the love of God. Distance cannot prevent the receiving of spiritual bounties. Hills and mountains cannot check that. Why? Because there are no chains and bonds for the Spirit. The sun is very far,—in the highest position,—there is a great distance between the earth and sun, yet remoteness and distance cannot prevent its rays from shining.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Kinney-Beede-Thompson Notes; Acca, June 30, 1909.)

Verily the poems of Bishop Kan and John Newton are exalted, but it were possible to abridge them all to this: “O God quicken me with the breaths of the Holy Spirit.” For that which contains the fulfillment of all human inspiration, for that which we supplicate in words is the breath of the Holy Spirit. Verily, it changeth the earthly man into a heavenly one, the materialist into a spiritual being, the unenlightened into a reflection of the divine, and the satanic man into a godly person. It maketh the blind to see and quickeneth the dead.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Tablet to Y. Dawud, London, 1912.)
The Holy Spirit is the only power which will ultimately unite and harmonize the races and nations of the world. The Cause of God is the only panacea which will heal for all time to come the social, economic and political diseases of mankind. The revelation of Baha'u'llah is the tree which will send its outsretched branches to all the countries and under its cool shade all the religious sects will gather there to fraternize and associate with one another. The world is full of ideas but they are either fleeting or profitless or impractical or limited in their influence or confined within a narrow scope. The beaming shafts of the light of cosmic ideals must pierce through the hearts of men and the power of the Holy Spirit is necessary to carry into execution these noble thoughts of the age. Human power is limited in its influence. It can unite two persons, or two tribes, or two communities, or at the utmost two nations. At the same time it confesses that this unity is temporary and may be abrogated by the whim of either of the high contracting parties.

But the divine power unites nations and peoples and cements them together in the bond of brotherhood and peace for ages and cycles. His Holiness Christ was one person, without any worldly assistance and help, but through the effect of the Holy Spirit he was enabled to unite many nations and religions under the standard of Christianity. Likewise Mohammed unified the wild, savage tribes of Arabs and made them the conquerors of Asia. Consequently there must needs be divine power for the accomplishment of this universal aim. Human power fails in this undertaking.

The words of those souls who are the essences of severance, who are in the utmost sanctity and purity will have an effect upon the hearts of men the result of which will be unity and good-fellowship. Save through this, ideal communication will not be made possible between the children of men. They may achieve a temporal union for a few years. Men may so compound the various ingredients as to be promiscuously mixed together. But there must needs be the solvent so that they may become perfectly blended and united. In the human world that solvent is the power of the Holy Spirit which will thoroughly mix and blend the different constituents and elements representing the various nationalities, religious and sects. I hope the believers of God will unfurl the 'World Peace Flag' because their aim is altruistic and they are helped by the confirmations of the Holy Spirit. Through the power of God it is possible for one-Bahai to guide a whole nation. Such spiritual victories are dependent upon the breaths and bestowals of the Holy Spirit.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 15, 1914.)

Spiritual education consists in the inculcation of the ideals of divine morality and promotes high thoughts. This spiritual education is made possible through the power of the Holy Spirit. As long as the breaths of the Holy Spirit do not display any influence, spiritual education is not obtained; whereas if a soul is inspired by the Holy Spirit he will be enabled to educate a nation.

Consider the records of bygone philosophers; the utmost that they could do was to educate themselves. The circle of their influence was very limited. All that they could do was to instruct a few pupils. Of such a type was the influence of Plato and Aristotle. These philosophers were only able to train a limited number of people. But those souls who are assisted by the breath of the Holy Spirit can educate a nation. The prophets of God were neither philosophers nor celebrated for their genius. Outwardly, they belong to the common people, but as they were encircled with the all-comprehending power of the Holy Spirit they were thus enabled to impart a general education to all men. For instance, His Holiness Christ and His Holiness Mohammed were not among
the thinkers of the age neither were they counted great geniuses; but through the power of the Holy Spirit they were able to confer universal instruction upon many nations.

They illumined the world of morality. They laid the foundation of a spiritual sovereignty which is everlasting. It is the same with those souls who have entered the tabernacle of the Cause of God. Although not important in appearance, yet everyone is confirmed in stimulating the cause of general moral instruction. Therefore it has become evident that real spiritual universal education cannot be realized save through the breath of the Holy Spirit. Man must not look at his own capabilities, but think of the power of the Holy Spirit.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From *Asiatic Quarterly Review*, April, 1913.)

This power is not verbal. It must be actual, demonstrative, dynamic. This power has gone out of the body of Islam. The Islamic world cannot grasp the political principles of modern times and is devoid of spiritual potency. If they desire tremendous progress in as short a time as possible they must obtain spiritual potency, thus reforming and changing all the various branches of the institutional life. The western nations for the last five centuries have steadily been going forward and, with superhuman energy pushing further and further the frontiers of ignorance and illiteracy, they have attained to their present unassailable position. Now if the Islamic people start on this path with the same determination and constancy it will take them at least five centuries before they could reach the up-to-date level of western civilization. This is of course a slow process and, as I told you they must attain to celestial power. Then you will observe their magical advancement.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: *From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab*, October 25, 1913.)

The power of the Holy Spirit is here for all.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: *Talks Given in Paris*; p. 78.)

No philosophy, no system, has ever changed the manners and customs of the people for the better. The morals of the philosophers who are not enlightened by the divine Spirit are inferior. An ignorant man filled with the Holy Spirit, is powerful. He who is educated by the Holy Spirit can in his turn educate others in the same spirit.

The life and morals of a spiritual man are in themselves an education to others. Let your thoughts, words and actions bring life to those around you. Do not think of your own limitations; dream only of the welfare of the Kingdom of Abba. See the influence of Jesus Christ among his apostles, then consider their influence on others. These simple men were helped by the power of the Holy Spirit. So may you receive the divine assistance. Our capabilities are limited, but the help of the Kingdom of Abba is limitless. The earth of itself has no properties of life, but it is fertilized by the sun and the rain. The earth must not consider its own limited power. Likewise may you be given life, may the rain of the divine mercy and the Sun of Truth make your gardens fruitful so that many beautiful flowers of exquisite fragrance and hue may blossom there in abundance.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: *Star of the West*; Vol. 3, No. 2, p. 6.)

The captive of the Holy Spirit is exempt from every captivity.

(Abdul-Baha.)

Verily, thy Lord will assist and inspire thee with the breath of the Holy Spirit and will cause thee to utter the
proofs and principles of thy Lord with great penetration and confidence.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Excerpt from Tablet, translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Ramleh, 1913.)

Rest assured in the fact that the breath of the Holy Spirit will aid you,—provided no doubts obtain in your hearts. Know this for a certainty.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Kinney-Beede-Thompson Notes, July 8, 1909.)

When you breathe forth the breath of the Holy Spirit from your hearts into the world, commerce and politics will take care of themselves in perfect harmony. All arts and sciences will become revealed and the knowledge of God will be manifested. It is not your work but that of the Holy Spirit which you breathe forth through the Word. This is a fundamental truth.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Waite-Harrison Notes; Acca, October 12, 1909.)

The withered and faded are refreshed, the joyless becomes happy, the extinct become enkindled and the lifeless are quickened with the breaths of the Holy Spirit.

(Abdul-Baha.)

Pay not attention to things material but reach after the Spirit. Fix your eyes on the Sun of Truth for his light floods the whole earth. Let the sun give you of his strength then the clouds of prejudice will not hide his light from your eyes, then will the sun be without clouds for you. May we share in the divine bounties of the Kingdom. May the world be for you no obstacle hiding the Sun of Truth from your sight, as the human body of Christ hid his divinity from the people of his day.

May you receive the clear vision of the Holy Spirit so that your hearts may be illumined and see the Sun of Truth shining through all material clouds.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Notes of Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford, Paris, October 27, 1911.)

The spiritual food is the principal food, . . . the effect of the spiritual food is eternal. The material food, that is, the food for the body, is simply water and bread, but the food for the intellect is knowledge and the food for the spirit is the significances of the heavenly words and the bounties of the Holy Spirit.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Kinney-Beede-Thompson Notes, Acca, July 6, 1909.)

The teachings of Baha‘u’llah are the breaths of the Holy Spirit which create men anew.

(Abdul-Baha.)

And now you, if you act in accordance with the teachings of Baha‘u’llah, may rest assured that you will be aided and confirmed. In all affairs which you undertake, you shall be rendered victorious, and all the inhabitants of the earth cannot withstand you. You are the conquerors, because the power of the Holy Spirit is your assistant. Above and over physical forces, phenomenal forces, the Holy Spirit itself shall aid you.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From address, Washington, D. C., May 10, 1912.)

The outpouring of the Holy Spirit changes the small acorn into an overshadowing tree and the showers of the heavenly clouds of mercy transform the black soil into a delectable rose-garden.

(Abdul-Baha.)

The body of man is created for this world but his heart is made for the habitation of the Holy Spirit. . . . When
you are plowing the ground or sowing the seeds or reaping the harvest let all your thoughts and sub-conscious thinking be of God. Your hands and feet will be working but your heart must be attached to the Almighty.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 17, 1914.)

In the work of the Kingdom of God one should not consider capacity or ability; the confirmation of the Spirit will descend, because the weakest souls through the confirmation of the Holy Spirit become the most powerful. Some souls who are outwardly ignorant through this gift become learned men. The weakest souls become the strongest. Many times a woman has surpassed a thousand men, or, rather, through this help can withstand all the people of the world.

His Holiness Moses was apparently a shepherd but through the divine power he overcame Pharaoh and his armies. Likewise the disciples were the weakest souls but through the breath of the Holy Spirit and the assistance of the Kingdom of God they became the strongest ones. The thought which I wish to convey to you is this,—you should not look at your capacity or ability, nay, rather rely upon the confirmation of the Holy Spirit,—do not doubt. (After a long pause) Be confident and sure. It will help you.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Flowers from the Rose-Garden of Acca; p. 21.)

One must never consider one's own feebleness, it is the strength of the Holy Spirit of love which gives the power to teach.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Talks Given in Paris; p. 28.)

Upon calling Abdul-Baha's attention to some French warships in the harbor of Alexandria, he said:

"I desire that you may see the divine ships. These ships are the blessed sails who are traversing the sea of divine mercy; their propellers are the powers of spiritual love and their captains are the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. No ship is ever wrecked in this sea; its waves are life-giving. Each one of the friends of God is like unto an ark of salvation. Each ark saves many souls from the storms of troubles. The signs and traces of these sails are never-ending and eternal. The future centuries and eves are like the sea on the surface of which these arks glide blissfully toward their spiritual destination.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, October 26, 1913.)

Let us pray to God that the breath of the Holy Spirit may again give hope and refreshment to the people, awakening in them a desire to do the Will of God.

(Abdul-Baha)

Once a learned man journeyed to see me to receive my blessing, saying he knew and comprehended the Bahai teachings. When I told him that he could receive the blessings of the Holy Spirit at any time when he put himself in a receptive attitude to accept them he said that he was always in a receptive attitude.

"What would you do," I asked, "if I were to suddenly turn and strike you?" He instantly flared with indignation and strode angrily about the room.

After a little I went over and took his arm, saying, "But you must return good for evil. Whether I honored you or despised you, you should follow the teachings; now you merely read them. Remember the words of Jesus who said, 'The first shall be last, and the last first.'" The man turned, shook my hand and departed, and I have since heard of many kind acts he has done.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Abdul-Baha in London; p. 112.)
Mashrak-el-Azkar Convention and Bahai Congress

Held by the Bahai Temple Unity

for the Exposition of the Universal Principles, Economic, Social and Religious, of the Bahai Movement

All Sessions held at Hotel Brunswick, April 29-May 2, 1917, Boston, Massachusetts

The sessions of the Congress were held Sunday afternoon and each evening from Sunday to Wednesday. There were addresses upon the social, economic and spiritual principles which the Bahai Movement is today presenting to the world, and beautiful music interspersed among the addresses. The music helped to heighten the glory of that spiritual atmosphere which made the Congress often so irresistible in its appeal to the hearts and the spirits. Among the speakers were Mr. Horace Holley, Mr. Howard MacNutt, and Mr. Hooper Harris of New York, Mr. Albert H. Hall of Minneapolis, Mrs. Corinne True of Chicago, Mrs. Mary H. Ford of Kansas City, Mrs. May Maxwell of Montreal and Mr. Joseph H. Hannen of Washington. Each session of the Congress was crowded with eager listeners—their bright faces betokening the joy with which the Gospel of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha is being received in this year of 1917.

The Feast of El-Rizwan

Opening the glorious events in Boston preceding the ninth annual Mashrak-el-Azkar convention was the memorable and lovely Rizwan Feast held Saturday evening, April 28th, in Filene’s great store. Fragrant and exquisite flowers made the place resemble somewhat the Garden of El-Rizwan and the spirit was the same as in that blessed and hallowed spot in the Orient. Everyone present heard the call to service, heard it as never before with throbs of longing, with yearning, with sincerity of purpose, with a determination to become “refulgent dawns.” It was as though Abdul-Baha stood in their spiritual presence and said: “Arise, shine, for Light has come! The Glory of God has arisen upon thee; the Sun of Truth is in this Word!”

Among the speakers were Mr. Wm. H. Randall, Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, Mrs. Mary H. Ford, Mr. Louis G. Gregory, Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, and Mr. Joseph H. Hannen. Delightful music was given and a feature of the evening was the singing of the National Anthem, words and music composed by Mr. Edward B. Kinney and dedicated to the President of the United States, His Excellency, Woodrow Wilson.
THE ninth annual Mashrik-ul-Azkar convention, assembled at the suggestion of Abdul-Baha, was opened at 10 o'clock, Monday morning, April 30, 1917, at Hotel Brunswick, Boston, Mass. The chairman, Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, concisely stated its purpose:

"We are here to do Abdul-Baha's will. We are here with illumined vision, we pray, with ears listening for the divine guidance, to catch the desire of the Center of the Covenant for this gathering, and to do it; for he has in a tablet indicated, as he always indicates, that there is a great purpose in each one of these gatherings.

"Those of you who have assembled in past conventions know that in each one a great and fundamental spiritual problem has come before the convention for settlement, and in every case it has been settled right and has received the blessed confirmation of Abdul-Baha later.''

Importance of Teaching.

The vision of the 1917 convention was glimpsed when the teaching tablets of Abdul-Baha were read, and action was taken to translate that vision into enduring form in firm and permanent action.

Mr. Hooper Harris voiced the thought of all when he said: "The one specific call for this convention is to take up in a fitting manner the matter of the promotion of teaching.''

Mrs. Ella G. Cooper added that just as the previous year the convention was fired by the inspiration of giving, so this season it would be aflame through the plan of teaching.

A motion was made at once by Mr. Albert H. Hall that the Unity co-operate in the plan of teaching and spreading the teachings in the North American continent, communicated in the five tablets by Abdul-Baha, and that the Unity recognize the persons addressed in each of the five geographical divisions of North America as the persons best fitted to initiate the work in their several geographical boundaries fixed in the tablets.

Quoting the speaker directly, "That we ask the executive board of this Unity to be elected, to co-operate and to coordinate the energies of this Unity with those five persons, so superintending the work in the five geographical divisions fixed by Abdul-Baha.''

In the discussion on teaching which followed it was suggested by one of the speakers "that if we are to spread the light of the new Kingdom into all the cities and towns of America, we must have both organization and freedom. We must present the most great glad tidings 'systematically and enthusiastically,' Abdul-Baha has said. This requires that there be committees in each of the five great districts to systematize and guide the divine campaign in their district. It requires also a central committee which shall be a sort of clearing house to keep mutual understanding among the five districts.

"But the greatest need is for freedom, for the most glorious spontaneity which the Bahai Cause can present, lest anyone check the Holy Spirit when it is going into action. The five great tablets ring like a divine bell from the heaven of the new era calling everyone who hears to arise, if he can, and teach. If he cannot go to new cities let him then contribute some money and send or assist in sending someone else. He may send his contribution to the central committee of his district, or to his assembly, or he may send out some pure and illumined teacher himself. The great call of the hour is that the work be done and that radiant messengers of the good news enter every city and hamlet of our continent with the message that the most
great community and world brotherhood is at hand.

"In our teaching campaign consultation in the open-minded spirit of perfect love is of supreme importance for most of us gaze upon the Center of Guidance through the colored glasses of our particular temperament and training. Some see the light of God's Center of Reality as red, others as violet or orange. Perhaps if we can unite our minds in pure love we may also combine these many colors so perfectly that they will shine forth as the pure white light of God's truth, the perfect light from which they are all descended. Then can we send forth our teachers and go forth ourselves so firm and wise and radiant in the light of God's new guidance that through us His light may enter the doorway of innumerable hearts.

"But let no one try to direct very much or put his own will into operation, because perhaps he does not know what God wants, and God works in a mysterious way to spread His Cause throughout America."

Mr. Hall's motion was then amended to the effect that "we recommend, in the spirit of loving consultation, that each one of these districts to which each one of these tablets is directed, shall get together in any way that seems wise and elect a committee of five or nine people, and let them elect a committee which has central guidance for all the committees and let the central committee feel itself merely a clearing house."

Before putting the motion as the question of authority came up, one speaker expressed the spirit of the tablets when he said: "We are not organizing the teachings. We are organizing a little group to assist the teaching. Don't you realize that God does the teaching? It is the Holy Spirit that is going to do the teaching. It is the pure fire from the words of the teacher that is going to illumine the world. You cannot organize this teaching; the force of the love of God will spread through this country in spite of, and quite beyond our organization. Let us just realize that we are doing this to bring together a little harmonious group with the idea and intent of assisting those pure hearts to rise and go forth, who with their words can illumine this great continent."

**Business and Spiritual Fragrance Combined.**

Interspersed with some alluring business reports were the sweet-scented spiritual messages of delegates gathered in Boston to bear witness to the power of God in this day. Mr. Wm. H. Randall well expressed how the Bahais combine business and the real spiritual fragrance in their gatherings.

"I think," said Mr. Randall, "that we must not feel when we speak of matters which we call business, and material, that we have divorced that line from spirituality. We must have a body through which the spirit speaks, and it seems to me that a proof of our interest in the material affairs of the Mashrak-el-Azkar is the demonstration of our spirituality and our spiritual effort to see that it becomes built and established.

"To me the very greatest note we can strike in the world is to bring the business world and the economic world into line with the new spiritual economics whereby our business affairs are governed, and in the broad fields of life breathe forth the fragrance of the rose-garden of the Covenant:"

"As a delegate from Boston I have resigned, because Boston is its own delegate. The spirit of Boston is surrounding you and is bringing to you its own message of love. It is bringing you its welcome; it is filling this hall daily with many who will come to hear the spiritual message which you have brought them. Abdul-Baha at a feast once said, 'At this feast we have entered into a new hour and that new hour in the day of God brings a new bounty.' You have brought to Boston a new hour. You
have brought to Boston a new bounty. Boston never again will be the same. Its spiritual center has been established by the supplications of every heart here to the Center of Reality.

"Our service here is to put into motion a great spiritual tide. The tides of the ocean move to the attraction of the moon, and the tide is really the effort of the ocean to lift itself up to the moon of its attraction. And this great spiritual tide here is the effort of these hearts, and the unified love of this assembly to lift itself up to the orb of the Covenant, to the moon of guidance. Therefore, we cease to be individual in our real work, and we become a living stream of spiritual fire that shall mold the peoples of the world into the great streams which are moving always toward the orb of the Covenant."

After giving a full Mashrak-el-Azkar report Mr. Randall mentioned that some of the pledges read "As much as we can give" and some "one-nineteenth of all I earn." In every case where these were the forms of the subscriptions the subscriptions seemed to increase all the time. Prosperity seemed to come to the people who were giving one-nineteenth, and to those who said "I will give all I can." "Thus many of the pledgers," continued Mr. Randall, "have doubled and trebled the amount of their pledges. So that a little more of this wonderful prosperity, a little more of this deep spiritual insight into the great foundation of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, will, I hope, enable us to cable to our beloved Master before the fall that we have the sum which will permit us to prepare for the building."

Mr. Randall summed the spirit of our work together in these words: "The great binding love of the Center of the Covenant is not a philosophy. That binding and unifying power is not the language of words, but it is a language of the deep spiritual love, which brings us all together in the great unifying power of oneness and the desire to make our efforts a oneness."

The New Booklets.

Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm's attractive booklets, merrily called "Big Bens" and "Little Bens," were one of the bright features of the convention. They made their debut at the Rizwan Feast, as favors, and so popular did they become that the edition of 15,000 is sold and another edition of 75,000 is just filled. "Many people say," explained Mr. Wilhelm, "Your meeting was interesting, and some very beautiful things were said, but I am not sure I know what it is all about. Now if we can place in their hands something, at an expense so small that we can give them out liberally, something they can take home and read at their leisure and thus get the principles this movement stands for, they are very likely to speak of this matter to some good friend whose judgment they value, and pass the booklet on."

These booklets may be purchased from the nearest assembly or from the Bahai Publishing Society, 4319 Lake Park Avenue, Chicago, Ill. The price is $19 a thousand for the big and $9 a thousand for the little booklets. The plan is for every Bahai in the United States to keep these at hand and daily put some into circulation.

Mr. Albert H. Hall made a motion which was carried: "That this Unity recommend the early publication in standard form of all the Tablets of Baha'u'llah thus far translated into English and which are available to us through English translations approved by the board, with the exception of the Kitab-el-Akdas and the Ighan; that these publications be in a standard form, contemplating the uniformity with future publications of Abdul-Baha; and that for the purpose of promoting and accomplishing that work Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm and Miss Mary Lesch be appointed a special committee to co-ordinate this Unity with the Bahai Publishing So-
ciety, and also that they co-ordinate with them all other volunteers in this work.

He then moved that for the purpose of carrying out this work covered by the resolution just adopted, Mr. Wilhelm and Miss Lesch be appointed a special committee to co-ordinate and secure the co-operation of the Bahai Temple Unity with the Bahai Publishing Society and all other volunteers to that work who will assist therein.

*Star of the West.*

There was much enthusiasm over the way the *Star of the West* has been growing in interest and the splendid way it has been bringing good things to readers. Mr. Hall said, "In our meetings there is nothing so good as the *Star of the West,*" and he made a motion that an appreciation be sent to the editors.

Mr. Wilhelm said that everything that comes out now in the *Star* is so broad gauge that it is excellent to pass along. His exact words were: "Now to come down to the business end for a moment, if we could double its subscription it would be so enormously better than it is now you would not know it. Anybody that knows anything about printing will tell you that the big expense is the first thousand. There is not a single booklet that we have that is so splendidly adapted to interest people as the *Star of the West.* And I move that in the first communication that is sent out to the membership at large a request be made to all believers who can, to take an additional copy. And they will see mighty quickly what a wonderful improvement it will make in the *Star of the West.*"

Mr. Hall suggested that there be brought to their attention the plan of ordering five, ten or twenty copies for distribution, to be paid for by the assembly, as a teaching agency.

[It was later suggested in Chicago that it would be a great service if those who could afford it would send in five, ten, twenty or a hundred subscriptions and distribute or let traveling teachers distribute the extra copies to those who are today hungering for the life-giving words which the *Star of the West* is presenting.]

*Teachings for Bahai Sunday Schools.*

Mr. Andrew J. Nelson, delegate from Racine, Wis., asked for information about teaching small children in a Bahai Sunday School or Saturday school or whatever day is chosen. The children in Racine are asking for a Sunday School (they did have one, but the young women teachers married and the young men have joined the United States army). "Therefore," he said, "if there is any one among you who can suggest a method to teach the children, so that they will not need to go through what the older ones have, I wish you would hear it in mind."

Mrs. Breed replied: "If you will get into communication with Mr. Joseph H. Hannen in Washington, D. C., you will get plenty of ideas for a Sunday School."

One Boston delegate said this was one of the most important suggestions made in the convention for it is a tremendous inspiration that we should not neglect these beautiful children, who really are in the world to take up the work which we shall leave almost unworthily done.

"The time has come to take up this question of teaching children," said Mrs. Grace Ober. "Abdul-Baha has promised that some very wonderful children will arise in the Cause. He was asked as to whether we should send the children to the Sunday Schools. He said, 'No! Why lay a foundation that will later need to be torn down?' So it behooves us to do some work for these children. We in Cambridge wrote all over the country for information as
to what to do for the children because we did not know enough about it; and if you had seen the shower of letters that came to us you would realize that the time has come.

"This matter is so near our hearts that we desire to have some definite action taken, so that we can go forward immediately with the work. Mrs. Joseph H. Hannen, when in Aneca, received some very wonderful instructions from Abdul-Baha regarding the teaching of children. She has this material and material is coming into Cambridge from all over the land. I move that a committee be formed of possibly nine members for the collection of material to be put into some definite form which will prove of assistance all over the world, which will meet the needs not only of very little children, but the children who are in different degrees of unfolding. If we had a group of nine workers to draw from all the writings of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha whatever there is on this subject, possibly then when the committee was brought together they could reduce it to a committee of three and get the matter into some definite booklet or serial form."

The motion was seconded and carried unanimously. Mrs. Hannen being made chairman.

Mr. Hannen, who received the instructions with Mrs. Hannen at Aneca, mentioned that those instructions were particularly to the effect that the Words of Baha’u’llah, such as the Words of Wisdom and Hidden Words, be made the basis of the teachings—"the very words that we have thought the deepest and the part that we would need to bring to them last." But those were the instructions.

M. Eshté’al-Ebn Kalanter said that Abdul-Baha had told him on several different occasions that we all look to the next generation. Bahais of today have brought in with them their prejudices and it is a mighty task for each of them to withstand the tests which are constantly nourished by these shades of bias; whereas the new generation will be free from this handicap, not having had any teachings of the schools of religion preceding Baha’u’llah, they will look upon all humanity as equal before God.

M. Kalanter also said that Mr. and Mrs. Hannen will be considered the parents of the Bahai Sunday School idea in America.

Mr. Harlan F. Ober told of Bahai night schools in India where young people attending other day schools are taught Bahai principles in the evening.

Bahai Books in Libraries.

Mr. Joseph H. Hannen gave an account of the placing of Bahai books in the leading libraries of America. A list of several hundred public libraries, representing a rather complete list from the Library of Congress was circularized in regard to Bahai books. In several instances large libraries such as that at Princeton, purchased at the full catalogue price such of the books they did not have. Other libraries willing to accept them were furnished with books. Mr. Hannen gave special praise to Mr. Ober, Mr. Harris, Mr. Remey and Miss Elizabeth Hopper for their help. Nearly six hundred copies of Mr. Remey’s two books are in American public libraries. The Shirazi family of Rangoon, Burma, had translations of these two books made by the hundreds for distribution in the Orient.

Some Beautiful Messages.

Some great meetings in the southland were spoken of by Mr. Louis G. Gregory and a new but radiant Bahai, Mr. Samuel Tait. One point made by Mr. Gregory was: "Abdul-Baha, in his tablet that was revealed since the war began, says that the hearts of the people are in a marvelous state of receptivity, and in traveling about through the country one finds just this condition. He describes
also the condition of the teachers as they go forward. They must be severed from everything but God and be willing to do the will of God wherever that leads. And he declares that if the teachers go forth with these qualifications that all opposition shall be swept away. He says something like this: The ephemeral moth shall become the soaring falcon, and the butterfly shall become the eagle of the Testament, that everything in the way of opposition shall be swept away by this resistless fire of the love of God, if the teachers only go forth equipped with the word of God to do this wonderful work."

Mr. Tait told of visits to scores of southern cities and he said: "At all of these places I found a wonderful awakening. Some of the things that impressed me after my return from the field were the demonstrations of the power of the Branch.* I never realized the power of the Branch until I returned. I have been just saturated and impregnated by the power of the Branch, the greatest Covenant! And the thought that impressed me was that in this universal movement if we only had the effulgence of this divine glory that is permeating the world and the very atoms of the universe, we could capture the world!"

Mrs. Mabel Geary speaking for the northwest announced that Seattle has recently built a hall of its own. It has also formed a little public service bureau, the only one in Seattle. When Mr. and Mrs. Gillen’s daughter was married in Seattle, the Bahai service was used and the bride and bridegroom gave the nineteen-day feast in their new home that same evening. Seattle, too, has the distinction of teaching the Bahai Cause to a Japanese. Abdul-Baha sent him a tablet urging him to illumine his own land, and the young man went back to his country, spoke in eight schools, pub-

*Refers to Abdul-Baha, the "Greatest Branch."

lished in Japanese a booklet about the Cause, and designed a card "Bahai, the New Revelation," which he spread over the country.

Mrs. Carre of Newark, N. J., described the Bahai burial service which was used at her daughter’s funeral. Many friends of the beautiful girl accepted the Bahai teaching because she had lived it so radiantly. One man who had only known the girl by sight came to hear what religion had so illumined her face. When he heard the Message he said: "Why, from the time I was a little boy, I have wanted this Revelation, and when my mother would call me in for anything I would think, ‘Oh! now she is going to tell me that wonderful thing I wanted to know.’ And I have grown up and never heard of it until now." He died three weeks later, a glorious Bahai.

Here is a line from Dr. F. W. D’Evelyn’s talk. He said (quoting Abdul-Baha): "'The banner of Baha’ullah will be upraised, and all the people of America will hear the call of God.' As Abdul-Baha said to us in San Francisco, 'If all the forces of the world rise against you, they will not prevail, for they are retrogressing, but you are progressing.'

"On our last meeting night before I left, the friends were gathered together to give me a message, and to have a vibrant keynote between myself and my colleague and those at home, and they selected that passage on page 155 of the Paris Talks, 'Cease the contemplation of your own finite selves, and fix your eyes upon regnant reality. Then will the soul come into the full nature of the divine power of the spirit and receive the blessing of infinite bounty.'"

He continued: 'May this convention be a great creative center from which will emanate a power which shall go forward, breaking down and overcoming every barrier until there be fulfilled the promises of Baha’ullah and Abdul-Baha, that this flag will float above every

(Continued on page 115)
Conduct of the Assembly and Duties of Its Committee of Consultation

Words of Abdul-Baha: From the Diary of Mirza Mahmood. Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago

Abdul-Baha addressed the Bahai children in the parlor of the Plaza Hotel, Chicago, on the morning of May 9, 1912. After embracing them with the utmost tenderness, and giving them candy and flowers, he said, "According to the words of Christ, you are the children of the Kingdom. And according to the words of Baha’u’llah, you are the candles of the world of humanity, for your hearts are in the utmost chastity, and your souls are in the utmost holiness. You are not entangled by this world. And like unto a mirror, your hearts are pure and clear. Your fathers and mothers must train you with the utmost tenderness and teach you the best manners and perfections, in order that you may be perfectly qualified with the virtues of the world of humanity; that you may advance in all the stations, that you may acquire sciences and arts, become the cause of the manifestation of everlasting bounties and universal progress."

Then Abdul-Baha turned and spoke to the friends:

"I am going, but you must arise to serve the word of God. Your hearts must become pure and your intentions sincere, in order that you may become the recipients of the divine bestowals. Consider that, although the sun shines equally upon all things, yet in the clear mirror the reflection is most brilliant and not in the black stone. That great brilliancy and its heat are produced because of the clearness of the glass and the crystal. If there were no clearness and purity, no such effects would have been manifested. Likewise, should the rain fall on salty earth, it would never have effect. But, if it falls on a good, pure soil, it becomes green and verdant and brings forth fruits.

"Today is the day when the pure hearts have a share of the everlasting bestowals and the sanctified souls are being illumined by the eternal manifestations. Praise be to God, you are believers in God; assured by the words of God and are turned to the Kingdom of God. You have heard the divine call. Your hearts are moved by the breezes of the paradise of Abha. You have good intentions. Your purpose is the good-pleasure of God. You desire to serve in the Kingdom of the Merciful One,
Therefore, arise in the utmost power. Be in the utmost unity. Never become angry with one another. Let your eyes be directed toward the Kingdom of truth and not toward the world of creation. Love the creatures for the sake of God, not for themselves. You never become angry if you love them for the sake of God, because humanity is not perfect. The eye that looks at imperfections. The eye that covers faults looks toward the Creator of the souls, because He created them all; trains them all, provides for them. To all He gives soul and life. He gives eyes and ears. Therefore, all are the signs of His grandeur. You must love all, be kind to all. The poor must be cared for, the weak protected, the sick healed, the ignorant taught and educated.

"Therefore, my hope is that the unity and the harmony of the friends of Chicago may become the cause of the unity of all the friends in America, and all the people become the recipients of their courtesy. That is, that they may become the example for all. Then the confirmations of the Kingdom of Abha and
the symbols of the Sun of Reality will be all encircling."

At the home of Mrs. Corinne True, November 1, 1912:

The Spiritual Committee of Consultation asked Abdul-Baha as to the duties of the Committee. He answered:

"The first duty of the members is to effect their own unity and harmony, in order to obtain good results. If there be no unity, or the Committee becomes the cause of inharmony, undoubtedly, it is better that it does not exist. If the Committee of Consultation or the general assembly becomes the cause of unhappiness, it must be abandoned. How pleased I was with the friends in California. They said: 'We do not want a Committee of Consultation lest we fall into the thought of leadership and superiority and become the cause of dissension. But, now, praise be to God, we are serving according to our capacity and have no thought or aim, except the spreading of the fragrances of God.'

"Therefore, when the unity of the members of the Committee is established, their second duty is to read the verses and communies, to be in a state of commemoration and mindfulness, that they may see each other as if in the presence of God.

"The third duty of the Committee is consultation and meditation regarding the teaching of the Cause of God in all regions and climates. They must arise for this great purpose with all their power; they must declare and hasten the necessary steps for teaching the Cause of God.

"Their fourth duty is to meditate and consult for the helping of the poor and the weak and the protection of the sick.

"Their fifth duty is to correct and manage the affairs of the friends and attend to other matters concerning the Cause."

The Symbolic Meaning of Walking on the Sea

Words of Abdul-Baha: From the Notes of Miss E. Rosenberg, 1901

In this story (the "miracle" of Jesus walking on the water) of our Lord Jesus, the Sea of Tiberius represents the ocean of creation,—the two shores represent earthly truth and spiritual truth. The boat or ark stands for arguments and reasons by which men acquire knowledge and in this boat Jesus’ disciples were tossed on the waves of the ocean of creation. The shore which Jesus left in order to come to them, walking on the water, represents earthly knowledge. The haven or shore to which he guided them represents spiritual knowledge.

There are three ways of apprehending truth: 1. The earthly way,—by means of the five senses; 2. The way of argument and reasoning—and all philosophers have taught that it is possible to reach the knowledge of all truth by this method; 3. The spiritual way,—by which man receives knowledge from the inner light or inspiration. The ancient philosophers and indeed the philosophers of all times have taught that the first method,—that is by means of the five senses,—was the one certain way of knowing truth. . . . . For instance, people in the desert often see a most beautiful mirage of trees and water, but the nearer you approach to this phantom, the more it fades away, and you begin to perceive its unreality. All this proves that the evidence of the senses alone is not to be relied on for conceiving the truth.

The ancient philosophers have also taught that by the intellect (the second method of argument and reasoning) accurate and absolute knowledge of everything can be obtained. . . . . But it is evident that we cannot rely on this second method of obtaining knowledge to insure absolute accuracy. Successive philosophers are always contradicting each other, and propounding diverse
Theories. If absolute knowledge were to be obtained by this means, the wisest philosophers would agree in saying the same things.

There is yet a third method of acquiring knowledge,—by revelation, or the inspired books; but the difficulty in this case is that every person’s interpretation of the book is colored by his own individuality. In the time of Jesus Christ, the Jews were prevented from accepting him by clinging to the literal interpretation of their book . . . .

Mashrak-el-Azkar Convention and Bahai Congress

(Continued from page 111)

region, and every ear in America will hear the call of Allah’o’Abha!”

Miss Edna McKinney, representing Denver, spoke of a November night in Chicago but ten years ago when Mrs. Corinne True gave a dinner and nine persons from as many assemblies stayed afterward to discuss the possibility of forming an association for the erection of a Mashrak-el-Azkar in this country. That night there were about ten at the dinner. At the Rizwan Feast last Saturday night in the year of 1917 nearly four hundred friends were present, drawn by one great impulse to build the temple and to serve humanity.

“There is but one thing in the world today which can cause such a quickening, and that is the power of the Center of the Covenant.

“This wonderful ninth convention is the one hundredth anniversary of the birth of Baha’u’llah.”

From Mrs. Josephine C. De Lagnel: “When I was in the presence of Abdul-Baha, I supplicated again and again that I might be his servant, and this one answer he always gave me: ‘You know a poor, ignorant, Persian woman has become a great teacher on account of the love in her heart’.”

Mrs. Claudia Stuart Coles: “In this day no matter what mistake we make, it can be corrected, because the power of the Holy Spirit is surging through the whole world. As in the time of the apostles nineteen hundred years ago, so today the Pentecostal visitation gives to the weak and vacillating the power to go forth and die for the faith that God had lighted in their hearts.

“Our duty is merely to look at the Center of the Covenant and receive the light that is shining, and we need not bother with any fear as to how the world is to be run. But the power of the Spirit is remaking us all, and no law that we make, no word that we say, can stand before the will of God in this day which is to make us anew.”

Mrs. Greenleaf quoted Abdul-Baha as saying to her: “Be patient, be magnificently patient” and again, “Be happy. Happiness is life and sorrow is death. Be happy,” then she knew that happiness came through activity. Another time he said to her, “The general of the army is never so much interested in the reserve forces, but it is necessary for him to be in communication with those at the front.” Mrs. Greenleaf ended her talk by saying “Baha’u’llah is the center of light in the world. Need we worry too much about the darkness? When the center rises within the sky, it takes within its bosom all the light of
the stars, and we behold not the stars for we have the dawn of the day.""

Among the stories relating to the Mashrak-el-Azkar, Roy C. Wilhelm gave the following: "Abdul-Baha told the story of the rich man who gave all he had; and he told about the widow who was left with two children to support and who supported them by knitting socks, and that of every pair of socks she knit, one went to the support of herself and her children and the other went to the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar; and he turned and said, 'These are the things that will build the Mashrak-el-Azkar in America.'"

Relative to certain matters which came up, Mr. A. W. Randall quoted the following words from Abdul-Baha: "There are no officers in this Cause. I do not and have not appointed any one to perform any special services, but I encourage every one to engage in the service of the Kingdom. The foundation of this Cause is purely a democracy, and not a theocracy."

_Greatest Name Used for Applause._

An innovation at the convention was that instead of clapping to show appreciation, the friends were asked to use the Greatest Name.

_Suggestion:_ Who will write a good article for the encyclopaedias? People are turning to them for facts about the Bahai movement.

It was moved and carried that Dr. Bagdadi and M. Kalanter translate the desires of Abdul-Baha on the conduct of assemblies and the five things its committee of consultation should do and that this be published in the _STAR OF THE WEST._*

Mr. Frank E. Osborne read a complete Bahai calendar on which he has been working for the past four or five years. Abdul-Baha gave it his verbal sanction. It was referred to the executive board.

Dr. Hills Cole presented a resolution which was passed that the Bahai Temple

Unity of America express its sympathy with Esperantists throughout the world in the loss of leadership sustained by them through the recent death of Dr. Zamenhof, desiring to join with them in paying tribute to the aspirations and endeavors of this true lover and advocate of universal peace, and commend to Bahais everywhere active participation in the work which, under God, Dr. Zamenhof was permitted to bring to so advanced a stage of fruition.

_Membership of Executive Board._

The membership of the executive board for the coming year consists of Mr. Wm. H. Randall, chairman; Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, Mr. Albert H. Hall, Mrs. Corinne Truc, Mr. Harlan F. Ober, M. Eshte'el-Ebn Kalanter, Mrs. A. S. Parsons, Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, and Mrs. H. Emogene Hoagg.

The chairman of the board read the words of Abdul-Baha: "In meetings of consultation the majority should rule, but it is far preferable that there should be such unity that there be no majority, that all should be of one mind.

"In the election of the House of Spirituality (Spiritual Assembly of Consultation) no political tactics shall enter. They must be free from self, not anxious to further their own personal ambitions. The existence of the Spiritual Assembly is for no other purpose than to discuss those means which would further the promotion of the Cause; or otherwise its non-existence is better than its existence..."

"The apostles of Christ never devised any political schemes whereby to win the majority of votes. The result is that when we mention the names of John, of Peter, of Matthew, a wonderful spirituality is obtained, the hearts are inspired and the souls rejoiced. The disciples were not politicians, they were harbingers of the glad tidings of the Kingdom. They did not know anything about elections, votes, initiative and referendum. They knew Him only. Sim-

*See page 112.
On the seventeenth of June friends from Boston, San Francisco, Minneapolis and Pittsburgh gathered in Chicago for a joyous one-day congress. The occasion of their meeting was the ratifying of the plans made in Boston for the Temple to be built in Chicago. This business was quickly finished and then came the chief glory of the day—two meetings, one in the afternoon at the Auditorium Hotel, another in the evening at the Masonic Temple which the Chicago Bahais had arranged.

Both meetings were crowded with eager seekers for the light of God. And the light of God's love and truth was there, shining with conquering brilliancy. At times the Holy Spirit seemed to sweep the audiences in bright waves. Many had a new and holy consciousness that the Day of God had really dawned.
in this night of war. To some this consciousness was so vivid that at midnight they felt all the freshness and glory of the morning. Others who came to Chicago for the day went away feeling they had been born from above by the Eternal Life flowing bright from the Kingdom of Abha.

Addresses delivered at the Bahai Congress

THE ONENESS OF HUMANITY.

Outline of Talk by Mr. Horace Holley at Boston.

We live today in an organized, developed society, among the accumulated resources of the past. The youthful mind, feeling its own solitary weakness in the presence of so much authority and power, tends to discredit its own resources and its own power, and early becomes susceptible to the all-pervading influences of materialism. For, in the broad view of things, materialism is simply the preponderance of external influence over the innate quality of the individual spiritual life. The ordinary mind, therefore, learns to develop its imitative, memorizing qualities at the expense of its creative, independent attributes. It locates authority in institutions, and traditional customs and beliefs rather than in spiritual impulse. In all activities, however, the creative work is done by minds which use accumulated knowledge, tradition and custom as fuel to their own vision. Without such minds in art, science, politics and philosophy— to say nothing of religion—the world would rapidly become stagnant, the slave of material doctrines. The vision of the few keeps alive the faith that the ultimate authority is really invested in the individual soul, for every new advance, every improvement, comes from some soul’s independent activity. The spirit creates all things, and without spiritual activity thoughts decay.

Thus when we deal with the sources of things, even those things not commonly called religious, we perceive that society is essentially a manifestation of states of mind. Though most minds are early benumbed into the belief that they are the results and not the causes of society, materialism actually creates nothing, it merely has the power to perpetuate error and lack of faith.

Since we have come to a condition of affairs where the influence of minds upon one another is the all-determining factor in life, almost totally replacing the influence of the natural environment which determined life in earlier times, nothing is more important today than a general realization of the truth that society, in the long run, reflects mental states. We still manifest the mental states established under primitive conditions, still hold to the physical law of self-preservation and rivalry learned in the jungle, though the great war, as well as unrest and disturbance throughout society, show clearly enough that the physical law is no longer a guide but a betrayal. In other words, we stand half way between two civilizations—that in which nature determines thought, and that in which thought looks for guidance from the world of consciousness. In the world of consciousness we have a reality as universal, and far more powerful than nature, we have the Divine Manifestation, the Prophet who exemplifies not merely the Will but also the Reality of God.

Revelation is the proper environment of man’s spiritual self. Revelation is the mother nature of the soul. It is the universe into which all men must be born anew to live complete, free lives. The religious teaching of love has been negative by man’s fear of his fellow—the Bahai teaching of Unity casts out this fear by showing the inter-dependence in which all now live. Love or Christianity, is like a ship which has been drawn up on the sands of spiritual
RELIGION MUST BE THE CAUSE OF UNITY IN THE HUMAN WORLD

From Talk by Mr. Howard MacNutt at Boston.

THIS is the Cycle of Definition;—not only have the meanings of the prophecies, terms and symbols of the heavenly books become manifest, but now is the time of clear vision, real perception and accurate observation. A few years ago, standing in the Lick observatory upon the summit of Mt. Hamilton in California, looking out into the starry abysses, an astronomer said to me, "Tonight definition is perfect; all the constellations are visible." In this day of inner perception and spiritual vision, standing in the lofty height of the Universal Manifestation, Baha'u'llah, we behold the divine Manifestations as one in the heaven of the Will of God, each constellation clear, distinct and shining in its own time and place, but all coordinated in the oneness of an infinite perfection.

Baha'u'llah is the object-glass of our spiritual telescope; Abdul-Baha is the lens or eye-piece through whom when rightly focused we view not his personality, but the light of the Abha splendor streaming through him.

Religion then is the revealed will of God by the light of which the conscious eye of man is quickened into intuitive recognition of the divine plan and Covenant. The natal hunger of human consciousness proves this knowledge must be revealed. Therefore the Word is made flesh only in the human kingdom.

Religion has been considered as codes of philosophical explanation and theological interpretation. In reality these have been satanic fancies. The very antithesis of true religion, are therefore the cause of disunion and hatred. Still the fact of the Word proclaims "Religion must be the cause of unity in the human world."

Each Manifestation has sounded the true diapason harmony of the inner and outer spheres. Mankind wanders away from the pitch, becomes dissonant, then another Manifestation sounds the original chord, summoning the world again to the true harmony.

This is the cycle of spiritual democracy. We are in the evolutionary times of transition from autocracy to democracy; from theocracy to individual responsibility of service and greater measure of judgment. It is the cycle of universal problems and universal solutions. The various systems of religious belief were not intended to unite before this day of God. Rivers mingle in their outlet with the ocean, but not in their courses. The barriers or watersheds are the concealed ordinances and ceremonials.

The materials for the divine temple of unity are now assembled. They cannot build themselves together into the plan of the Architect. The Architect himself does not build the structure. There must be a master builder who combines the materials in obedience to the Architect's intention. This master-builder is the Center of the Covenant through whom a creative cosmic constructive power is now manifesting itself. At the point of boiling, every atom of water is in intense agitation; then a new element, steam, appears. We are at the climax of ebullition.

Once I saw thousands of fishes stranded in pools upon the beach. They could not reach the ocean nor reach one another. I tried to help them, but not until the great ocean tide itself came in
THE EQUALITY OF MEN AND WOMEN

Resume of Address by Mr. Louis G. Gregory at Boston

The Day of God is the day of freedom for all the varied elements of humanity. It accords with divine justice that each and all may develop their powers without hindrance from their fellows. Hand in hand with the oneness of humanity is the other principle, the equality of men and women. Humanity "cannot exist half-slave and half-free." Women must be free in order that men may be free. Considering the physical, mental and spiritual effects: thralldom rests as heavily upon the oppressor as upon the oppressed.

Are women inferior to men on the physical plane? This proposition cannot be scientifically proved. Instances are multiplied where women perform the tasks usually assigned to men with good results. In this great cycle the latent powers of women become more and more patent. It becomes apparent that any relative weakness on the part of women can be corrected by proper exercise and training. In the lower kingdoms, the female is often more active and powerful than the male. With the opportunities now afforded to women for physical culture, men who boast of physical prowess may look to their laurels.

Are the sexes intellectually equal? Although in past ages women who arose to places of commanding influence were rare and exceptional, yet a number of such cases can be cited to prove their inherent powers. In politics they have successfully ruled nations, inspiring their subjects to growth and freedom. Their contributions to literature, art and science have won fame and even in war time they have been forces to be reckoned with. Their right to vote grows in public favor throughout the world. Here again any seeming inequality of the sexes yields to those opportunities for education which the new cycle brings.

On the spiritual plane the attainments of women cannot be questioned. The thing speaks for itself. In nearly all religions women are in the majority and be it said to their eternal honor, they do not exercise over men the tyranny of a majority. How noble is that modesty, how spiritual is that trait, by which they so often efface themselves and vote men into office!

Many great women have arisen in the world. Among the very greatest was Kurrat-ul-Ayn, who was a follower of the Bab and one of the nineteen Letters of the Living. Beautiful, witty, learned, she became, through divine power, a brilliant star of reality. She spread the light of God and wrought a marvel toward the emancipation of women. She sacrificed life and more than life, in the path of God. Traces of her glorious service may now be found in all parts of the world.

The greatest attribute of God is His justice. The Most Great Peace will be permanent because its basis is divine justice. The equality of men and women is a light of reality. The Bab, Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha, have in oneness proclaimed this principle. The thing is done which ought to be done. The light shines, though the darkness doth not understand. In the Kingdom of El-Abha, no differences are recognized. The purest heart is most acceptable to God, whether man or woman.
The Divine Art of Living

A COMPILATION BY MRS. MARY M. RABB

(Chapter I appeared in issue No. 16, Vol. VII; Chapter II appeared in issue No. 18, Vol. VII; Chapter III appeared in issue No. 2, Vol. VIII; Chapter IV appeared in issue No. 4, Vol. VIII; Chapter V appeared in issue No. 6, Vol. VIII; Chapter VI appeared in issue No. 8, Vol. VIII.)

CHAPTER VII

Love

UNITY is love. It cannot be established without love. Therefore try, as far as possible, to be filled with love. Love is perpetual life, the most perfect vitality. Consider how love has gathered us together from the East and the West! If there were no love between us our friendship would have been concluded with salutations, such as "Good morning" and "Good evening." Love draws us in friendship to the people of every race and religion. He is a Bahai, of the people of Baha, from whom we breathe the fragrance of this love again.

. . . . The highest love is independent of any personal advantages which we may draw from the love of the friend. If you love truly, your love for your friend will continue, even if he treats you ill. A man who really loves God, will love Him whether he be ill, or sad, or unfortunate. He does not love God because He has created him—the life may be full of disassociations and miseries. He does not love God because He has given him health or wealth, because these may disappear at any moment. He does not love Him because He has given him the strength of youth, because old age will surely come upon him. The reason for his love is not because he is grateful for certain mercies and benefits. No!

The lover of God desires and adores Him because He is perfection and because of His perfections. Love should be the very essence of love, and not dependent on outward manifestations.

A moth loves the light, though his wings are burnt. Though his wings are singed, he throws himself against the flame. He does not love the light because it has conferred some benefit upon him. Therefore he hovers round the light, though he sacrifices his wings.

This is the highest degree of love. Without this abandonment, this ecstasy, love is imperfect.

The lover of God loves Him for Himself, not for his own sake.

(Abdul-Baha: Quoted from Fortnightly Review; June, 1911.)

When the fire of love is become ablaze, the harvest of reason will be wholly consumed.

(Baha'o'llah: Seven Valleys, p. 11.)

All the divine messengers have come to this earth as specialists of the law of love. They came to teach a divine love to the children of men; they came to minister a divine healing between the
nations; they came to cement in one the hearts of men and to bring humanity into a state of unity and concord. In this pathway, each one of these divine Manifestations of God's love has accepted innumerable calamities and hardships. For the sake of a realization of love and concord among men, they have sacrificed their lives. How many persecutions have they suffered so that they might bring into a state of harmony those contending nations and religions, so that they might create peace and consolation among these various peoples of the earth.

(Abdul-Baha: Star of the West; Vol. 3, No. 17, p. 6.)

The body-politic today is greatly in need of a physician. It is similar to a human body afflicted with nervous ailments. A doctor diagnoses the case and then prescribes treatment. He does not prescribe, however, until he has made the diagnosis. The disease which afflicts the body-politic is lack of love and absence of altruism. In the hearts of men no real love is found, and the condition is such that unless their susceptibilities are quickened by some power so that unity, love and accord may develop within them, there can be no healing, no agreement among mankind. Love and unity are the needs of the body-politic today. Without these no progress or prosperity can be attained. Therefore the friends of God must adhere to the power which will create this love and unity in the hearts of the sons of men. Science cannot cure the illness of the body-politic. Science cannot create amity and fellowship in human hearts. Neither can patriotism or racial prejudice effect a remedy. It must be accomplished solely through the divine bounties and spiritual bestowals which have descended from God, in this day, for that purpose. This is an exigency of the times, and the divine remedy has been provided. For the spiritual teachings of the religion of God can alone create this love, unity and accord in human hearts. . . .

(Abdul-Baha: Star of the West; Vol. 3, No. 10, p. 14.)

Although the body-politic is one family, yet because of the lack of symmetry some members are comfortable and some are in the utmost misery; some members are satisfied and some are hungry; some are clothed with the most costly garments while some families are in need of food and shelter. Why? Because this family has not that reciprocity and symmetry needed. This household is not well arranged. . . . Is it possible for a member of a family to be subjected to the utmost of misery and abject poverty, and for the rest of the family to be comfortable? It is impossible, unless the rest of the family be without feeling, having become spiritually atrophied, inhospitable, unkind. . . .

The purport is this, that as we are all inhabitants of the same earth, in reality we are one family, and each one of us is a member of that family. Therefore we must all live in the utmost of happiness and comfort under a just rule and regulation in accordance with the laws of God, because this life is fleeting, and if man looks after himself only, he is no better than the animal, for the animal alone is to that degree egotistic. On the contrary man should be willing to accept hardships for himself in order that others may be happy. . . . This is characteristic of man, this is becoming to man. . . . Such a man is the honor of the world of humanity; such a man is the glory of the world of mankind; such a man is he who wins eternal bliss; such a man is nearer the threshold of God; such a man is the very manifestation of eternal happiness. . . .

( Words of Abdul-Baha: Address given at Montreal, Canada, September 3, 1912.)
The most glorious attainment is the understanding of this great saying: All beings are the fruits of one tree, the leaves of one branch, the drops of one sea. Honor is for him who loveth men, not for him who loveth his own.

(Baha’u’llah.)

O thou daughter of the Kingdom! The Lord of the Kingdom and the Sun of Truth hath sent forth a splendor and effulgence upon the world and the universe. All the contingent things found life and existence from the rays of that effulgence, entered and became manifest in the arena of being. Therefore all the objective phenomena are as surfaces of mirrors upon which the Sun of Truth hath cast the rays of the outpouring of bounty. All these surfaces (different stages of life) are mirrors reflecting the rays of the Sun of Truth. The outpouring is the One outpouring and the effulgence is the One effulgence. These complex and diversified mirrors are different from one another. Some of them are in a state of the utmost purity and clearness, reflecting the rays of the Sun of Truth, and the effulgence of the Luminary is manifest and visible in them. On the other hand there are mirrors full of dust and therefore dark; consequently, they are deprived and bereft of any radiation.

The believers of God are the translucent mirrors who, with the utmost purity and clearness, are reflecting the rays of the Orb of regions. Other communities are being darkened and bedimmed like unto stone and adamant. This condition is especially true of the people of hostility, animosity, oppression and tyranny, and the fanatical ones, who, on account of the accumulation of dust (prejudice) have become like unto the black stone, into which the rays of the sun do not penetrate and from which no light radiates.

Now we must not consider nor recognize these mirrors, which are deprived of every gift, as strangers and foreigners, neither should we speak of nor know them as enemies or savages; nay rather, must we recognize them as the members of our body, showing them love and affection; not as strangers, but as associates; not as foreigners, but as friends. One must become engaged in their training and education, sympathize with and show pity to them and lead them into the heavenly characteristics, in order that the accumulated dust may disappear from the surfaces of those mirrors and the shining rays of the Sun of Truth radiate from them.

O thou daughter of the Kingdom! Be ye not a stranger to anyone, even if he be the lowest of savages on the face of the earth and knows nothing of God, or even if he be an enemy. Desire ye his association, aspire ye for his freedom and long ye for his perfection, in order that hatred and dissension, animosity and oppression, cruelty and tyranny, brutality and falsehood, pride and transgression may be removed from among mankind, the universe become the Paradise of Abha, the world be transformed into the Kingdom of Heaven, the human race become angels and the individuals of the world of humanity become the manifestors of the favors of the glorious Lord. This is the perfection of the human world. This is the divine guidance of the Almighty.

O thou daughter of the Kingdom! Display ye the utmost charity toward the poor, the orphans and the helpless ones of all communities and nations, and have ye for them exceeding consideration. Serve ye them like unto the real servants. Know ye them as excellent persons and count yourselves day and night the thralls of mankind.

(Abdul-Baha.)

O Son of Man! In My ancient entity and in My eternal being was I Hidden. I knew my love in thee, therefore I created thee; upon thee I laid My image, and to thee revealed My beauty.
O Son of Man! I loved thy creation, therefore I created thee.

(From Hidden Words.)

We declare that love is the cause of the existence of all phenomena and that the absence of love is the cause of disintegration or non-existence. Love is the conscious bestowal of God,—the bond of affiliation in all phenomena. We will first consider the proof of this through sense-perception: As we look upon the universe we observe that all composite beings or existing phenomena are made up primarily of single elements bound together by a power of attraction. Through this power of attraction, cohesion has become manifest between the atoms of these composing elements. The resultant being is a phenomenon of the lower contingent type. The power of cohesion expressed in the mineral kingdom is in reality love or affinity manifested in a low degree according to the exigencies of the mineral world. We take a step higher into the vegetable kingdom where we find an increased power of attraction has become manifest among the composing elements which form phenomena. Through this degree of attraction a cellular admixture is produced among these elements which make up the body of a plant. Therefore in the degree of the vegetable kingdom there is love. We enter the animal kingdom and find the attractive power binding together single elements as in the mineral, plus the cellular admixture as in the vegetable, plus the phenomena of feelings or susceptibilities. We observe that the animals are susceptible to certain affiliation and fellowship, and that they exercise natural selection. This elemental attraction, this admixture and selective affinity is love manifest in the degree of the animal kingdom.

Finally we come to the kingdom of man. As this is the superior kingdom, the light of love is more resplendent. In man we find the power of attraction among the elements which compose his material body, plus the attraction which produces cellular admixture or power augmentative, plus the attraction which characterizes the sensibilities of the animal kingdom, but still beyond and above all these lower powers we discover in the being of man the attraction of heart, the susceptibilities and affinities which bind men together, enabling them to live and associate in friendship and solidarity. It is therefore evident that in the world of humanity, the greatest king and sovereign is Love. If love were extinguished, the power of attraction dispelled, the affinity of human hearts destroyed, the phenomena of human life would disappear.

This is a proof perceptible to the senses, acceptable to reason, in accord with traditions and teachings of the holy books and verified by the promptings of human hearts themselves. It is a proof upon which we can absolutely rely and declare to be complete.

But these are only degrees of love which exist in the natural or physical world. Their manifestation is ever according to the requirement of natural conditions and standards. Real love is the love which exists between God and His servants,—the love which binds together holy souls. This is the love of the spiritual world, not the love of the physical bodies and organisms. For example, consider and observe how the bestowals of God successively descend upon mankind; how the divine effulgences ever shine upon the human world! There can be no doubt that these bestowals, these bounties, these effulgences emanate from love. Unless love be the divine motive, it would be impossible for the heart of man to attain or receive them. Unless love exists the divine blessing could not descend upon any object or thing. Unless there be love the recipient of divine effulgence could not radiate and reflect that effulgence upon other objects. If we are of those who perceive we realize that the bounties of
God manifest themselves continuously, even as the rays of the sun unceasingly emanate from the solar center. The phenomenal world through the resplendent effulgence of the sun is radiant and bright. In the same way the realm of hearts and spirits is illumined and resuscitated through the shining rays of the Sun of Reality and the bounties of the love of God. Thereby the world of existence, the kingdom of hearts and spirits, is ever quickened into life.

Consider to what extent the love of God makes itself manifest. Among the signs of His love which appear in the world are the dawning-points of His Manifestations. What an infinite degree of love is reflected by the divine Manifestations toward mankind! For the sake of guiding the people they have willingly forfeited their lives to resuscitate human hearts. They have accepted the cross. To enable human souls to attain the supreme degree of advancement they have suffered during their limited years extreme ordeals and difficulties.

If His Holiness Jesus Christ had not possessed love for the world of humanity surely he would not have welcomed the cross. He was crucified for the love of mankind. Consider the infinite degree of that love! Without love for humanity John the Baptist would not have offered his life. It has been likewise with all the prophets and holy souls. If His Holiness the Bab had not manifested love for mankind surely he would not have offered his breast for a thousand bullets. If His Holiness Baha'u'llah had not been aflame with love for humanity, he would not have willingly accepted forty years imprisonment.

Observe how rarely human souls sacrifice their pleasure or comfort for others; how improbable that a man would offer his eye or suffer himself to be dismembered for the benefit of another. Yet all the divine Manifestations suffered, offered their lives and blood, sacrificed their existence, comfort and all they possessed for mankind. Therefore consider how much they love! Were it not for their illumination human souls would not be radiant. How effective is their love! This is a sign of the love of God; a ray of the Sun of Reality.

Consider then what the love of God means. Were it not for the love of God all the spirits would be inanimate. The meaning of this is not physical death; may rather it is that condition concerning which His Holiness Christ declared "Let the dead bury their dead; for that which is born of the flesh is flesh and that which is born of spirit is spirit." Were it not for the love of God the hearts would not be illuminated. Were it not for the love of God the holy books would not have been revealed. Were it not for the love of God the divine prophets would not have been sent to the world. The foundation of all these bestowals is the love of God. Therefore in the human world there is no greater power than the love of God.

(Adul-Baha: *Star of the West;* Vol. 3, No. 16, p. 6.)

. . . Love is greater than peace, for peace is founded upon love. Love is the objective point of peace; peace is an outcome of love. Until love obtains, peace cannot be; but you may have peace without love. The love which is from God is the fundamental. This love is the object of all human attainment, the radiance of heaven, the light of man.

(Adul-Baha: *Star of the West;* Vol. 3, No. 10, p. 28.)

O thou who art attracted by the fragrances of God! Know thou assuredly that—

Love is the mystery of divine revelation;
Love is the effulgent manifestation; Love is the spiritual fulfillment; Love is the light of the Kingdom; Love is the breath of the Holy Spirit inspired into the human spirit; Love is the cause of the Manifestation of the Truth (God) in the phenomenal world; Love is the necessary tie proceeding from the realities of things through divine creation; Love is the means of the most great happiness in both the material and spiritual worlds; Love is a light of guidance in the dark night; Love is the bond between the Creator and the creature in the inner world; Love is the cause of development to every enlightened man; Love is the greatest law in this vast universe of God; Love is the one law which causes and controls order among the existing atoms; Love is the universal magnetic power between the planets and the stars shining in the lofty firmament; Love is the cause of unfoldment, to a searching mind, of the secrets deposited in the universe by the Infinite; Love is the spirit of life in the bountiful body of the world; Love is the cause of the civilization of nations in this mortal world; Love is the highest honor to every righteous nation.

The people who are confirmed therein are indeed glorified by the Supreme Concourse, the angels of heaven and the dwellers in the Kingdom of El-Abha. But, if the hearts of the people become void of the divine grace—the love of God—they wander in the desert of ignorance, descend to the depths of ruin and fall to the abyss of despair where there is no refuge. They are like insects living on the lowest plane.

This is the path of El-Baha. This is the religion of El-Baha. This is the law of El-Baha. He who has not this has no portion with El-Baha. (Tablets of Abdul-Baha; Vol. 3, p. 325.)

The cause of the creation of the contingent world was love. As it is mentioned in the well known tradition which says, “I was a hidden treasure and I wished that I should be known; so I created the creation that I should be known;” therefore it is necessary that all should unite in the religion of the love of God, in such a way that not the slightest breeze of difference among the friends and companions should blow. All, fixing their gaze upon love, should move in perfect union so that no difference among any of them could be observed. In good and evil, in gain and loss, in adversity and prosperity, all should partake. . . .

(Baha’u’llah.)

Abdul-Baha said there are five kinds of love:

First: The love of His own perfections which caused God to create that His beauty might be made manifest and appreciated.

Second: The love between sanctified souls for the attributes of the divine which they see reflected in one another.

Third: God’s love to man individually that is gained according to the measure in which a man turns to God.

Fourth: Man’s love for God, the Creator. This is the cause of his life, progress and happiness.

Fifth: The love of self, which if directed to the ego will deprive man of all true development, but if the love of self is a realization that one is a creature of God and must therefore attain to the station appointed for him, this love will be an uplifting one.

(A Brief Account of My Visit to Acca; p. 38.)
Among the human race, the bonds of, and means for, love are numerous, for man cannot live without it; nay rather, human life is dependent upon friendship and affection. Both the material and intrinsic development of man are conditional upon amity and love and the greatest honor and pleasure in the human world is love; but the ways and means are different. Sometimes the cause of love is simply relationship and kinship; and sometimes it is a racial bond, patriotism, political affairs, etc. But, through all these various bonds and means it is impossible to obtain a real and pure love: it is rather superficial and temporary. Such love may easily be changed into enmity and rancor, for it is affected by the slightest manifestation of hostility; whereas a true and ideal love is faith and assurance. Those who believe in God and are confident in His word shall enter the Kingdom, and the essential oneness appear from among them to such an extent that all become the drops of one ocean, the rays of one sun, the fishes of one sea, the trees of one garden, the birds of one orchard, the candles of one assembly and the stars of the same heaven. Such love is real; there is no interruption for this connection, nor any separation for this union. This foundation shall never be destroyed, for it is eternal. Hence it is established that the love which exists among the beloved of God is everlasting for it is a divine bounty, a godly appearance, a melody of the Kingdom and a heavenly cohesion. In the Koran it is said: ‘They love Him and He loves them’—i.e., the bounty of love is one of the divine bounties which comes to man from God, just as the sun sends its rays to the mirrors and thereby the mirrors are illuminated: this effulgence and splendor are from the bounty of the sun. Therefore, this love which is among the beloved is a divine bounty, a godly splendor, an eternal manifestation and the power of divinity: it is perpetual.

(Continued on page 134)
Bahai Temple Unity Convention

Held at Hotel Brunswick, Boston, Massachusetts
April 30th-May 2nd, 1917

BY ALBERT H. HALL

Mr. Alfred E. Lunt was elected temporary chairman, and Mr. Harlan F. Ober, temporary secretary of the convention.

The following committees were appointed by the chair:

**Credentials.**
Mr. C. Mason Remey
Mrs. T. C. Rice-Wray
Mrs. Marion N. Potter

**Permanent Organization.**
Mrs. Claudia S. Coles
Mr. Hooper Harris
Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn

**Auditing Committee.**
Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm
Mr. Edward D. Struven
Mr. Willard Ashton

Mrs. Corinne True made her report as financial secretary, in epitome as follows:

Total contribution to Mashrak-el-Azkar fund, received from April 1, 1916, to March 31, 1917..............................................$15,629.04
Total amount of deposits in Mashrak-el-Azkar fund..............................$29,320.67

This includes part of the money paid in on pledges, part of which is still with pledge committee and will be reported later at this convention.
Mr. Albert H. Hall submitted his report as treasurer in epitome as follows:

Balance Mashrak-el-Azkar fund in Northern Trust Company, April 1, 1916. $13,496.62
Receipts in contributions from April 1, 1916, to March 31, 1917. 15,629.04
Less exchange and plus interest. 195.01
Total receipts from contributions to March 31, 1917, plus interest and less exchange. $29,320.67

Disbursements for the year:
Taxes and assessments, including total cost of improving, paving and future maintenance of Sheridan Road. $4,388.15

General Expense:
Congress 1916. $390.42
Publicity and library expense. 243.22
Legal expense. 75.00
Fencing. 3.85
Office expense. 134.37
Total general expense. $46.86

Grand Total expense. 5,235.01

Balance on hand with Northern Trust Company to credit Bahai Temple Unity, March 31, 1917. $24,085.66

On report of the committee on permanent organization, Mr. Alfred E. Lunt was made permanent chairman and Louis G. Gregory permanent secretary, with power to name an assistant, and all matters passed upon by the temporary organization were ratified and confirmed.

The chair appointed as a committee on resolutions,
Mr. Albert H. Hall Mr. Joseph H. Hannen Mr. W. S. Maxwell

The committee on credentials reported the following delegates and alternates of the Unity entitled to seats in the convention:

Delegate. Alternate.
Atlantic City, N. J. Elizabeth B. Nourse Mrs. E. K. Mann
Augusta, Ga. Joseph H. Hannen Grace Ober
Baltimore, Md. Mrs. E. V. Beecher Mrs. H. E. Hoagg
Benton Siding, Canada Alfred E. Lunt Edw. D. Struven
Berkeley, Calif. Ella G. Cooper A. W. Randall
Beverly-Salem, Mass. Clarence H. Lunt Bertha Herklotz
Boston, Mass. W. H. Randall
Brooklyn, N. Y. Frank E. Osborne
Buffalo, N. Y. Mrs. J. H. Mills
Cambridge, Mass. M. A. Doer A. A. Hathaway
Chicago, Ill. Major Honore J. Jaxon Jennie Johnson
Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi

---

The committee on permanent organization was ratified and confirmed.

---

Legal expense. 75.00
Office expense. 134.37
Taxes and assessments, including total cost of improving, paving and future maintenance of Sheridan Road... $4,388.15

General Expense:
Congress 1916. $390.42
Publicity and library expense. 243.22
Legal expense. 75.00
Fencing. 3.85
Office expense. 134.37
Total general expense. $46.86

Grand Total expense. 5,235.01

Balance on hand with Northern Trust Company to credit Bahai Temple Unity, March 31, 1917. $24,085.66

On report of the committee on permanent organization, Mr. Alfred E. Lunt was made permanent chairman and Louis G. Gregory permanent secretary, with power to name an assistant, and all matters passed upon by the temporary organization were ratified and confirmed.

The chair appointed as a committee on resolutions,
Mr. Albert H. Hall Mr. Joseph H. Hannen Mr. W. S. Maxwell

The committee on credentials reported the following delegates and alternates of the Unity entitled to seats in the convention:

Delegate. Alternate.
Atlantic City, N. J. Elizabeth B. Nourse Mrs. E. K. Mann
Augusta, Ga. Joseph H. Hannen Grace Ober
Baltimore, Md. Mrs. E. V. Beecher Mrs. H. E. Hoagg
Benton Siding, Canada Alfred E. Lunt Edw. D. Struven
Berkeley, Calif. Ella G. Cooper A. W. Randall
Beverly-Salem, Mass. Clarence H. Lunt Bertha Herklotz
Boston, Mass. W. H. Randall
Brooklyn, N. Y. Frank E. Osborne
Buffalo, N. Y. Mrs. J. H. Mills
Cambridge, Mass. M. A. Doer A. A. Hathaway
Chicago, Ill. Major Honore J. Jaxon Jennie Johnson
Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi
Delegate | Alternate
--- | ---
Cincinnati, Ohio | Annie L. Parmerton | Josephine Vogler
Cleveland, Ohio | Marion N. Potter | Millie S. Kimber
Denver, Colo. | Angela Lynch | Edna McKinney
Detroit, Mich. | Mrs. T. C. Rice-Wray | Catherine Page
Douglas, Ariz. | Mrs. J. H. Stevison | Leona St. C. Barnitz
Dublin, N. H. | Frank A. Chant |
Eliot, Maine | Kate C. Ives |
Fruitport, Mich. | Corinne True |
Geyersville, Calif. | Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn |
Glendale, Pa. | Claudia S. Coles |
Grand Rapids, Mich. | Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi |
Honolulu, H. | C. Mason Remey |
Hot Springs, Ark. | Elizabeth Diggett |
Ithaca, N. Y. | Josephine C. DeLagnel |
Jersey City, N. J. | Roy C. Wilhelm |
Kenosha, Wis. | Alfred E. Lunt | Walter Bohanan
Los Angeles, Calif. | Helen S. Goodall | Constance Hedges
Minneapolis, Minn. | Albert H. Hall | Harlan F. Ober
Montclair, N. J. | Charles H. Edsall | Elizabeth Cowles
Montreal, Canada | W. S. Maxwell |
Muskegon, Mich. | Ida Slater |
Newark, N. J. | Lulu M. Ackerman | Jeanette Nietman
New Haven, Conn. | Emma J. Thompson | Mildred G. Thompson
New York City, N. Y. | Hooper Harris | Mrs. A. I. Breed
Oswego, N. Y. | Mary M. Young |
Peoria, Ill. | Elizabeth Diggett | Laura Platt
Pittsburgh, Pa. | Martha L. Root |
Portland, Ore. | Ella G. Cooper |
Racine, Wis. | Andrew J. Nelson |
Riverton, N. J. | Will K. Bowen |
Sandusky, Ohio | Cora E. Renner |
San Diego, Calif. | Helen S. Goodall |
San Francisco, Calif. | Mrs. H. E. Hoagg | Ella G. Cooper
Santa Cruz, Calif. | Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn | Ella G. Cooper
Santa Paula, Calif. | Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn |
Schenectady, N. Y. | A. B. McDaniel | Rhoda Nichols
Seattle, Wash. | Mabel Geary | Charlotte J. Gillen
Spokane, Wash. | Helen S. Goodall | Ella G. Cooper
Springfield, Mass. | Olive E. Balhegan |
St. John, N. B. | Henry S. Culver | Mary D. Culver
St. Louis, Mo. | Mrs. Chas. H. Greenleaf | Ella G. Cooper
Washington, D. C. | Joseph H. Hannen | Louis G. Gregory
Worcester, Mass. | Howard Struven | Mrs. C. E. Dixon

M. Eshte'al-Ebn Kalanter, being present, was duly made a delegate from Persia.
The convention continued the call of the assemblies which was responded to by the delegates or alternates, giving reports in detail of the work and progress of the Causal in their respective assemblies and vicinities.

On motion of Mr. Hannen, the convention unanimously adopted resolutions expressing the appreciation of the Unity of the life, character and work of Dr. Zamenhof, the author of Esperanto, and its sympathy with Esperantists throughout the world in the loss sustained in his recent death, and directing copy of the resolution to be sent to his widow, family and the Esperanto Association of North America and the other Esperanto associations of the world.

The secretary of the Unity reported that two-thirds of the assemblies had voted in favor of the amendments to the constitution. The chair thereupon declared that the two-thirds assent required by the constitution in favor of the amendments had been carried and adopted and had become a part of the constitution of the Unity.

The secretary of the Unity was directed to prepare a copy of the constitution, including all amendments thereto, to date, and to publish the same, if feasible, or to furnish each assembly and members of the executive board and interested persons with copies.

The following resolutions were adopted:

I. Resolved, That every Bahai assembly now a member of this Unity be required, within ninety days, to file a certificate of registration with the secretary of the Unity, in the following form substantially:

"The Bahai assembly of ... hereby certifies that, at a regular meeting thereof, it was resolved to become a member of the Bahai Temple Unity, a corporation of Illinois, under and in accordance with its constitution and by-laws, and the Esperanto Association of North America and the other Esperanto associations of the world.

The application shall be sent to the secretary of the Unity and shall be presented by the secretary to the executive board for investigation and verification of the facts stated in the application. The executive board shall be entitled to ask for and to obtain any further information which it may desire, and may advise the applying assembly of its apparent acceptance, subject to final approval by the convention; but, in case of becoming convinced that, in the interest of the Bahai movement, the acceptance of such assembly is advisable, the executive board shall notify the applying assem-
ably of its intention to so report to the coming convention. The question of the acceptance or rejection of the application shall be decided by the convention in its consideration of the report of its regularly constituted committee on credentials.

II. Any assembly, a regularly enrolled member of this Unity, which shall fail to elect a delegate to represent it in accordance with the constitution and by-laws of the Unity for a period of two years, shall be deemed to have abandoned its membership in the Unity, provided that any such assembly may revive its membership by making application for membership in accordance with the provisions of these by-laws.

III. These by-laws may be amended by the Unity at any annual or special meeting, by resolution adopted by three-fourths of the votes cast at such meeting, provided, that notice that an amendment will be proposed, stating the general scope of the amendment, shall be sent by mail by the secretary to each of the assemblies of this Unity thirty days before the meeting at which such amendment is proposed to be submitted.

IV. All notices required by these by-laws to be given in pursuance of any provisions thereof shall be considered duly given, when mailed by the secretary to the secretaries of the assemblies of this Unity, at such address as may appear from the records of the secretary, or if no such address appear, to the address believed by the secretary to be the address of any member of said assembly.

V. These by-laws shall go into effect from and after their enactment.

The convention by resolution, supplemented by addresses of members expressed its appreciation of the work of the Star of the West and directed that the secretary, in the first communication sent out to the membership, request therein all friends to subscribe for additional copies of the Star of the West and that each assembly be requested to subscribe for from five to twenty copies additional for monthly distribution as a teaching agency.

The auditing committee made its report, approving the accounts of the financial secretary and treasurer; the reports were accepted and directed placed on file.

By resolution, Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi and M. Eshté'al-Ebn Kalanter were requested to translate from the Persian the instructions of Abdul-Baha, with reference to the conduct and procedure of assemblies and to furnish the secretary with a copy of such resolution and that the same be incorporated into the minutes of this meeting, and a copy sent to the secretary of each assembly of the Unity.

The committee on publication was directed to furnish to all encyclopedias accurate information concerning the Bahai movement.

It was resolved—"The Unity recommends the early publication, in standard form, of all the tablets of Baha'íllah thus far translated into English, excepting Kitáb-ál-Akdas and the Book of Ighan, with the approval of the Publication Board, contemplating a standard form in uniformity with future publications of Abdul-Baha."

On motion, Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm and Miss Mary Lesch were appointed a special committee to co-ordinate and secure the co-operation of Bahai Temple Unity with the Bahai Publishing Society, and all other Bahai agencies that will assist in the publication work.

It was resolved—"This Unity recommends the hearty co-operation in the plan of teaching and spreading teachings in North America as communicated to us in the five tablets of Abdul-Baha; that we recognize the persons addressed to us in the five geographical divisions as persons best fitted to initiate the work therein, and direct the executive
board of this Unity to co-operate and co-ordinate the energies of this Unity with the persons so indicated."

The chairman was authorized to appoint a committee with Mr. Gregory as chairman to prepare a condensed statement of the proceedings and resolutions of the annual conventions of 1915, 1916 and 1917, to be published in the STAR OF THE WEST, and to contract with the STAR OF THE WEST for such publication, and that the original complete stenographic transcript of the 1917 convention be preserved with the secretary.

The convention expressed its appreciation and thanks to the Boston assembly, the host of this convention, for courteous and loving hospitality.

It was resolved—"That it be the future policy of this Unity, that one person shall represent but one assembly in the annual conviction of this Unity, and that the assemblies in selecting proxies give them power of substitution to that end."

The convention proceeded by ballot to the election of an executive board for the ensuing year. The following were duly elected by the vote indicated:

- Mr. Albert H. Hall ........... 50 votes
- Mrs. Corinne True ............ 49 votes
- Mr. Alfred E. Lunt ........... 49 votes
- Mr. William H. Randall ...... 49 votes
- Mrs. A. S. Parsons ............ 43 votes
- Mrs. H. Emogene Hoag ........ 39 votes
- M. Eshte'el-Ebn Kalanter .... 38 votes
- Mr. Harlan F. Ober .......... 32 votes

It was resolved—"That the chair appoint a committee of nine to collect material into definite form, including tablets and Bahai teachings for children of all degrees of unfoldment, and to consider and act upon the best means of bringing this material to the attention of all."

It was resolved—"That this Unity communicate directly with Abdul-Baha, if possible between now and November 12, 1917, and request his directions as to the immediate beginning of the laying of the foundation of the Mashrak-el-Askar, and upon his permission thereto, that such foundation be forthwith laid."

The report of Frank E. Osborne concerning the Bahai calendar was accepted and referred to the publication committee for action.

It was resolved—"This Unity and convention do now adjourn to meet in the city of Chicago, in the state of Illinois, at a special annual meeting of this Unity, called by the executive board for the 17th day of June, 1917."

ALFRED E. LUNT, Chairman.
(Attest): LOUIS G. GREGORY, Secretary.

Committee to Examine Manuscripts of Books and Pamphlets Composed by Bahais

August 10, 1917.

STAFF OF THE WEST:

Will you kindly publish in the earliest number of the STAR OF THE WEST the following notice?

"The Publications Committee, authorized by the recent convention of the Bahai Temple Unity of Boston, has been appointed and is comprised as follows:

Chairman, Miss Jean Masson, 1065 Buena Ave., Chicago, Ill.; Mr. Horace Holley, New York City; Mr. Harlan F. Ober, 10 Dana St., Cambridge.

Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm ........... 44 votes
Mrs. A. S. Parsons ............ 43 votes
Mrs. H. Emogene Hoag ........ 39 votes
M. Eshte'el-Ebn Kalanter .... 38 votes
Mr. Harlan F. Ober .......... 32 votes

"The tablet from Abdul-Baha upon which the authorization of the Publications Committee was made is as follows:

To Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm—Upon him be greeting and praise!

Concerning the publications of books and pamphlets: The books of Mirza Abul Fazl, the books and pamphlets of Mr. Remey, likewise the instructive books and pamphlets written by some of the friends, also the translations of the Book of Ighan, Tarazat, Tajallayat, Ishrakat, the
bond which is a basis for love. There is the racial cause which is eternal, and outside of it there are only the political one which is eternal, and outside of it there are only the cause which is a source of love and unity. Partnership in business is one sort of connection.

But there is no bond like the love of God, for the love of God is the bond eternal, and outside of it there are only temporary ones.

The love of God is that peculiar bond which is not subject to corruption; whereas, other bonds, other loves, are subject to instantaneous corruptive changes. For the least cause such another love might be changed into hate. It owes its origin to a cause; when the cause is removed, the effect will likewise disappear.

But the love of God is not dependent upon material causes. For example, our assemblage here is absolutely free from any of the petty causes.

(Abdul-Baha: A Heavenly Feast; p. 30.)

There are two kinds of love, one universal and one individual. You must love humanity in order to uplift and help humanity. Even if they kill you, you must love them. Individual love cannot be forced and you are not called upon to love everybody personally, but if they are in your lives see to it that they are means of your development and that you are means of their development through your universal love for them.

(Abdul-Baha: Unity Through Love; p. 26.)

Question: "How can one love another whose personality is unpleasant?"

Answer: "We are creatures of the same God. We must therefore love all as children of God even though they are doing us harm. Christ loved his persecutors. It is possible for us to attain to that love. God manifested his love by creating, man in His own image. Man must manifest his love by developing himself and others more and more in the image of God. The true fruit of man is, therefore, love. The purpose of a tree is to produce fruit. Man is like a tree; his fruit should be love."

(Abdul-Baha: Unity Through Love; p. 27.)

A new commandment I give unto you, That ye love one another; as I have loved you, that ye also love one another. (Jesus the Christ.)

I met a man this morning who belongs to a sect of Buddhists and I said
to him, "What is your message?" He replied, "I'Amour—Love!" I said, "Yes but what beside that?" He repeated, "Love, that is all, that is the only message."

But the word love is not a message; the word love indicates an infinite thing and how shall we bring an infinite thing into relation with humanity which is finite?

There are in reality many kinds of love, and each in itself is infinite and finite. There is the love of country, or the patriotic love, there is the family love, there is the love of friendship, the love of man and woman—each one is finite and limited. There is only one love which is unlimited and divine, and that is the love which comes with the breath of the Holy Spirit—the love of God—which breaks all barriers and sweeps all before it.

Animals are completely subject to nature, they are its slaves. They live and die in the places in which they are born, they are the victims of storm and flood, they are hemmed in by desert, forest, by the great rivers and the sea.

But man has conquered nature and is free. He is no longer the slave of the physical world, he dominates it and is free. He compels the physical world to do his will. He crosses wide spaces, sails over the ocean, and is beginning to fly through the air. He is in all things a freed being, and can give his commands to that nature in the midst of which he was born.

So man, who is freed from material things and dominates nature, should learn to render his love also unlimited and divine. He should open his soul to the breeze of God that it may blow through him and break down all barriers.

So, if you love, endeavor to love divinely. If you love your country, love it not with the narrow feeling that it must be loved because it is yours alone, but with the greater consciousness that your home is a part of the universe. If you love brother or comrade or wife, love each one as a part of God, and not the narrow sense of possession which renders the love selfish and exclusive. Then the breeze of God blowing constantly through your love will purify it and make it divine so that the breath of the Holy Spirit will enter into your being and unite you to God.

But do not seek the honors and loves of this world, seek rather God and His love, and then the honors and loves which belong to Him will be yours. All the glory of the heavens is His, all the beauty of the flowers, the scent of the roses and the colors of the sunset. But more than this the beauty of the soul is His, so that when you look long upon His beauty, it takes many forms and re-appears in your consciousness in many figures. But all other beauty fades and disappears, all other honor but His becomes insignificant, all other love but His is undesirable.

(Abdul-Baha: Star of the West; Vol. 2, No. 14, p. 5.)

... The object of the dawn of the Morn of Guidance and the effulgence of the Sun of Reality have been no other than the inculcation of the utmost love among the children of men and perfect good-fellowship between the individuals of mankind. Therefore, in the beginning the foundation of this love and unity must be laid among the believers of God, and then permeate through the nations of the world. Therefore as much as you can be ye kind towards one another, and likewise to others. The first melody of the Kingdom is the song of the love of God, and the love of God is realized in the universal love of all humanity. ...

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, August 20, 1914.)

The world is black; the divine bestowal is radiant. This blackness must
be changed into light, and this narrow, dark sphere must be transformed into a vast, illimitable universe of illumination. The body of the world is like a corpse; it must be resuscitated. It is withered; it must be made fresh and blooming. It is extinct; it must be enkindled. It is the place of origin for the emanation of animosity; it must be made the dawning-place of love and good-fellowship. It is the place of love and good-fellowship.

The body of the world is like a corpse; it must be resuscitated. It is withered; it must be made fresh and blooming. It is extinct; it must be enkindled. It is the place of origin for the emanation of animosity; it must be made the dawning-place of love and good-fellowship. It is the place of love and good-fellowship. All this depends upon the effort of the loved ones.

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, August 26, 1913.)

... Radiate the light of the love of God to such an extent as to be able to remove entirely the gloom and darkness of hatred, bigotry and enmity from among humanity. Know all mankind of all nations, sects and tribes as your kith and kin. Consider not their deeds, but only God. Seek your reward from Him and not from them. Know the aged of all nations as your fathers, the youths as your brothers and the children as your own. No matter what lack of courtesy or what severe persecution or stern expressions of hate and unfathomable enmity you receive, you must have no excuse like the following: "So and so has spoken unkindly about me." "So and so has not done me justice,"—no, rather you must have no excuse but live according to the divine teachings, whether humanity prove agreeable or disagreeable, whether humanity prove hateful or loving, whether it receives you or casts you out, so that perchance you may be assisted in hoisting the standard of peace and pitching the tabernacle of oneness and solidarity of the world of humanity—so that this temporal life may ultimate in the Life Everlasting, and this darkness of ignorance which has pervaded the whole world may be converted into the illumination of guidance.

(Abdul-Baha: Star of the West, Vol. 5, No. 8, p. 130.)

This is one of the wonders of this age, that an oriental and an occidental can meet each other on a common ground. Although there exists among them no racial, no patriotic, or political relations, yet they love each other as though they belonged to the same race. This is spiritual relationship. Often two brothers, reared in the same family, are antagonistic toward each other, but you two who are remote from each other, are in reality as brother and sister. Happy are you because you have drunk from this spiritual fountain and attained to the reality of existence.

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, August 6, 1913.)

... The test of the truth (of God) lies in the influence the conception has on our lives. If it makes us kind and loving in our relationship with our fellowman, we know it is a true one. In other words it must produce in our hearts a love of God which must be transmitted into love for man.

(Abdul-Baha: Notes of Aline Shane Devin, Acca, about 1900.)

(Chapt. VII to be continued)
The Divine Art of Living

A COMPILATION BY MRS. MARY M. RABB

(Chapter I appeared in issue No. 16, Chapter II in No. 18, Vol. VII; Chapter III appeared in issue No. 2, Chapter IV in No. 4, Chapter V in No. 6, Chapter VI in No. 8, and first portion of Chapter VII in No. 10, Vol. VIII.)

CHAPTER VII—Continued

Love

When a man turns his face to God he finds sunshine everywhere. All men are his brothers. Let not conventionality cause you to seem cold and unsympathetic when you meet strange people from other countries. Do not look at them as though you suspected them of being evil-doers, thieves and boors, or that you think it necessary to be very careful, not to expose yourself to the risk of making acquaintance with such, possibly, undesirable people.

I ask you not to think only of yourselves. Be kind to the strangers, whether they come from Turkey, Japan, Persia, Russia, China or any other country in the world.

Help to make them feel at home; find out where they are staying, ask if you may render them any service; try to make their lives a little happier.

In this way, even if, sometimes, what you first suspected should be true, still go out of your way to be kind to them—this kindness will help them to become better.

After all, why should any foreign people be treated as strangers? . . . Do not be content with showing friendship in words alone, let your heart burn with loving-kindness for all who may cross your path.

O you of the western nations! Be kind to those who come from the eastern world to sojourn among you. Forget your conventionality when you speak with them; they are not accustomed to it. To eastern people this demeanor seems cold, unfriendly. Rather let your manner be sympathetic. Let it be seen that you are filled with universal love. When you meet a Persian or any other stranger, speak to him as to a friend; if he seems to be lonely try to help him, give him of your willing service; if he be sad console him, if poor succor him, if oppressed rescue him, if in misery comfort him. In so doing you will manifest that not in words only, but in deed and in truth, you think of all men as your brothers.

(Talks by 'Abdu'l-Baha given in Paris; pp. 1-3.)

... All the infinite beings exist by this law of mutual action and helpfulness. Should this law of joint interchange of forces be removed from the arena of life, existence would be entirely destroyed.

When we ponder deeply on the connection and interdependence of beings we clearly realize that the life of every being draws benefit and sustenance from all the other innumerable existences. This mutual helpfulness is realized either directly or through mediation and if, for the twinkling of an eye, this confirmation and assistance does not descend upon the living being, that one
will become non-existent, for all the existing things are linked together and draw help from each other. Therefore, the greatest foundation of the world of existence is this co-operation and mutuality.

Liken the world of existence to the temple of man. All the limbs and organs of the human body assist one another; therefore life continues. When, in this wonderful organism, there is a disconnection, life is changed into death and the parts of the body disintegrate. Likewise, among the parts of existence there is a wonderful connection and interchange of forces, which is the cause of the life of the world and the continuation of these countless phenomena.

When one considers the living beings and the growing plants, he realizes that the animals and man sustain life by inhaling the emanations from the vegetable world, and this fiery element is called oxygen. The vegetable kingdom also draws life from the living creatures in the substance called carbon. In brief, the beings of sensation acquire life from the growing beings and in turn the growing things receive life from the sensitive creatures. Therefore this interchange of forces and inter-communication is continual and uninterrupted.

From this illustration one can see the base of life is this mutual aid and helpfulness and the cause of destruction and non-existence would be the interruption of this mutual assistance. The more the world aspires to civilization the more this most important matter of co-operation and assistance becomes manifest. Therefore in the world of humanity one sees this matter of helpfulness attain to a high degree of efficiency; so much so that the continuance of humanity entirely depends upon this inter-relation.

(Abdul-Baha. From a Tablet to the Oriental friends. Translated August 24, 1909.)

If you desire to love God, love thy fellow-men. In them you can see the image and likeness of God. If you are eager to serve God, serve mankind. Renounce the self in the Self of God. When the aerial mariner steers his airship skyward, little by little the inharmony and incongruity of the world of matter are lost, and before his astonished vision he sees widespread the wonderful panorama of God's creation. Likewise when the student of the path of Reality has attained to the loftiest summit of divine love, he will not look upon the ugliness and misery of mankind; he will not observe any differences; he will not see any racial and patriotic differences; but he will look upon humanity with the glorified vision of a seer and a prophet. Let us all strive that we may attain to this highest pinnacle of ideal and spiritual life.

(Abdul-Baha.)

Question: "How shall I overcome seeing the faults of others—recognizing the wrong in others?"

Answer: "I will tell you. Whenever you recognize the fault of another, think of yourself: What are my imperfections?—and try to remove them. Do this whenever you are tried through the words or deeds of others. Thus you will grow, become more perfect. You will overcome self, you will not even have time to think of the faults of others. Man is blind, yet he sees far. That is puzzling. We are in Paris and we see the faults of the believers in America and in Stuttgart, but, we are so blind that we cannot see the nose (touching his nose) on our own face. While we are blind we have a far-sighted vision to America, to Germany. You must carry the glad-tidings of the Kingdom wherever you go, and make the people happy, awake them into greater activity—make them active. . . ."

(Abdul-Baha: Notes of private interview, Paris, 1913.)
Holding out in his hand, a piece of very thin paper before his eyes, Abdul-Baha said: "See what a slight thing will shut off our physical sight; so will a slight indiscretion, a cross word, an adverse criticism shut off the delicate spiritual sight."

(Abdul-Baha: From notes of Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford, Paris, 1911.)

Question: "How can we love our enemies; it is so hard?"

Answer: "There are two kinds of love: one is direct love which proceeds from a person to another person; the other is indirect love—that is to love an object for another's sake. Now we must love our enemies for God's sake and because He has created them; we must love them and not for their own personality. For instance, if your beloved sends you a rose, you appreciate it, kiss it and it is valuable to you. This love is not regarding the personality of the thing itself, but for the sake of the one who has sent it to you. We must love the house for its owner's sake."

(Abdul-Baha.)

... Treat ye the sinners, the tyrants and the blood-thirsty enemies as the faithful friends and the confidants of the heart. In truth ye must become the embodiment of benevolence and the expression of grace. Do not look upon the 'worth' and 'merit' of the people. In former ages and cycles, the command of love and non-resistance had been revealed. But there was a pretext among the people,—'merit' and 'de-merit.' They would say this person is contumacious and a hypocrite and that person is blood-thirsty and cruel. And if any one practiced forgiveness that forgiveness was coupled with blame and reproach. But in this dispensation, all these pretexts are dispelled and real love and kindness with all the soul and heart to all the nations of the earth is the absolute law. . . .

(Abdul-Baha: Tablet; translated February 5, 1907, by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.)

His Holiness Christ came for the promulgation of the law of love; all the prophets were sent, all the Books were revealed, so that the law of love might be promoted. But a few self-seeking people subverted the original aims of the religion of God, changed its pure current and made it an instrument of hatred and rancor and quarrel and sedition. Why should we hate the members of other religions? Why should we not love one another? Why should we be tattlers and busy-bodies and gossip-mongers? Why are we not looking at our own short-comings? Why do we not search after our own faults? "And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye, but considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye? Or how wilt thou say to thy brother, let me pull the mote out of thine eye and behold, a beam is in thine own eye. Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam that is in thine own eye, and then shalt see clearly to cast out the mote that is in thy brother's eye."

Let us have love and more love, a love that melts all opposition, a love that conquers all foes, a love that sweeps away all barriers, a love that abounds in charity, large-heartedness, tolerance and noble-striving, a love that triumphs over all obstacles,—a boundless, resistless, sweeping love. Ah me! Each one must be a sign of love, a sea of love, a center of love, a sun of love, a star of love, a haven of love, a pearl of love, a palace of love, a mountain of love, a world of love, a universe of love. Hast thou love? Then thy power is irresistible. Hast thou sym-
pathy? Then all the stars will sing thy praise!

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, June 10, 1914.)

Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, and have not love, I am become as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal. And though I have the gift of prophecy and understand all mysteries and all knowledge; and though I have all faith, so that I could remove mountains, and have not love, I am nothing. And though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor and though I give my body to be burned, and have not love, it profiteth me nothing.

Now abideth faith, hope, love, these three; but the greatest of these is love.

(I. Corinthians, 13; 1-13.)

When the Arabs observed Mohammed’s charity toward the orphans and unprotected, his extreme simplicity and democratic attitude toward all mankind, they used to say: “He is in love with his Maker.” One of the sayings of the Prophet (Mohammed) is: “Do you love your Creator? Love your fellow beings first.” In another place he says: “That man who is most considerate of his kind is the favorite of God.” In another place he says: “How do you think God will know you when you are in His presence? By your love of your children, of your kin, of your neighbors, of your fellow creatures.”

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, October 2, 1913.)

We were commanded by Baha’u’llah to assist all the communities without the exclusion of any one. We do not consider their deeds and actions. We never lose sight of the fact that mankind are the children of God and their wants must be relieved without distinction of race or religion.

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, January 27, 1914.)

In every dispensation the command of friendship and the law of love have been revealed, but it has been inscribed within the circle of the believing friends and not with contrary enemies. Praise be to God, that in this wonderful cycle the laws of God are not confined within any limitations, neither must they be exercised toward a special community to the exclusion of another. He hath commanded all the friends to show love, friendship, amity and kindness to all the people of the world.

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 26, 1913.)
No brotherhood appears in the world as lasting save that of the spiritual type. Only that brotherhood is permanent and eternal, for it is a spiritual brotherhood for the attainment of physical or material interests. This spiritual brotherhood has no other purpose than nearness to the Threshold of God. It is not

\[\text{A Prayer for the Confirmation of the American Government}\]

Revealed about the year 1900

O God—O thou who art the confirmer of every just power and equitable empire in eternal glory, everlasting power, continuance, steadfastness, firmness and greatness!—strengthen, by the abundance of thy mercy, every government which acts rightly towards its subjects and every dominion that protects the poor and weak by its flag.

I ask thee, by the abundance of thy holiness and that of thy bounty, to assist this just government which hath stretched out the ropes of its tent to far and wide countries; the justice of which hath manifested its proofs throughout the well inhabited, cultivated and flourishing regions belonging to such government.

O God, strengthen its soldiers and flag, give authority and influence to its word and utterance, protect its territories and dominions, guard its reputation, make its renown widely spread, divulge its traces and exalt its flag by thy conquering power and wonderful might in the kingdom of creation.

Thou are the confirmer of whomsoever thou willest. Verily, thou art the powerful and the almighty!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS

through the breath of the Holy Spirit. It is absolutely indissoluble; permanently will it remain intact, and in all the worlds of God will it be everlasting. It is a brotherhood not based upon thoughts, but one that has emanated from the love of God. It is not founded for defensive purposes but for the illumination of the human heart.

(Abdul-Baha: Address given in Montreal, Canada, September 4, 1912.)

Material friendship is not permanent; for every kind of love which is not
purely for the sake of God is ended in hatred. Amity which is not for the sake of the Lord changeth into enmity. But the divine friends are the faithful ones; they are the consolation of the heart and the peace of my spirit. They are spirit embodied, love personified, sincerity incarnated, loyal friends and staunch lovers. Therefore they are the cause of the happiness of the heart and soul.

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 26, 1913.)

Did you know what I was smiling for? There was a person inside who called me. When I entered he said:

"Two years ago I came to you and stated that you were the chief of all the infidels. Now I want to tell you that you are not an arch-infidel."

Then Abdul-Baha laughed and said: "In either case he has not understood, he is just revealing the state of his own consciousness. We must be kind to such people."

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, December 21, 1913.)

Now the believers of God must live in accord with these divine teachings. They must become kind fathers to the children of humanity, affectionate brothers to the youths of mankind and soul-sacrificing children toward those laden with age. The aim is this: you must be in the utmost state of joy and fragrance, love and kindness toward all, even toward the enemies. Meet the persecutions and adversity with the utmost faithfulness. Whenever animosity appears deal with it with forbearance. Make your breasts the targets for the arrows and spears of opposition. Brave the ridicule, the blame and the rebuke with perfect love so that all the nations may observe the power of the Most Great Name, and all the people may acknowledge the potency of the Blessed Perfection, showing how he hath destroyed the foundation of strangeness, hath guided the inhabitants of the world to unity and love, hath illumined the realm of man and hath transformed this terrestrial globe into the delectable paradise. These people are like children, negligent and mindless. One must train these children with the utmost love and carry them in the arms of grace with infinite tenderness, in order that they may taste the spiritual love of the Merciful One, that they may shine like the candles and cause the disappearances of the darkness of the world. Thus they may behold clearly and manifestly with what glorious crown and brilliant diadem the Most Great Name, the Blessed Perfection.—May my life be a sacrifice to him!—hath adorned the heads of his believers; what graces he hath poured upon the hearts of his friends; what love he hath brought into the world of humanity and what friendship he hath caused to appear among the children of men.

(Abdul-Baha: From a Tablet in Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 26, 1913.)

O thou maid-servant of God, the penetration of the word of man depends upon the heat of the fire of the love of God. The more the splendors of the love of God become manifest in the heart the greater will be the penetration of the word.

(Abdul-Baha.)

Thy letter was received. . . . From its words I heard a sweet melody and that melody was the psalm of the love of God. Although in the world of existence the outpourings of the Almighty are infinite, yet the greatest divine outpouring is the love of God. This is the dominant, transcendental power which rises above all the natural susceptibilities of the world of humanity. Man, like the animal, is captive of the world of nature and the laws of nature exercise full control over his nature. He cannot even be compared to the beasts of
prey. For example, one of the forces of nature is ferocity. A ferocious, blood-thirsty man goes beyond the ferocious animals. If an animal tears another animal it is only for its daily food, but man destroys a hundred thousand lives in one day. Hence it becomes evident that the power of nature is the unbridled and ungovernable ruler over man. What is written concerning the “ego is always inclined to do evil” is no other than the fermentation of the passionate desires in the breast of man and the complete, unchecked sway of the carnal and natural forces over him. Therefore, man cannot win victory over these physical forces save through the “power of the love of God.” The fire of the love of God is like unto the lightning which strikes upon the head of nature, emasculating it of its virility and leaving it fallen on the ground—a lifeless body. Consequently the greatest power in the world of existence is the love of God.

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, August 17, 1914.)

... It is related that an aged and decrepit man became the guest of his holiness Abraham. He exercised toward his guest the utmost hospitality and courtesy. When dinner was served, his holiness Abraham uttered the name of God, and then started eating. On the other hand, the guest uttered the name of an idol and began to eat. His holiness was grieved, arose in wrath and rebuked his guest most severely. But even as he did so, God’s revelation descended upon him, “O Abraham! For a hundred years this man has been an idol-worshipper and I have been patient with him; I have nurtured him; I have protected him. I have taken good care of him; I have trained him; I have showered on him many bounties and I have been kind and loving to him; but thou wert not able to endure his society for one night! And I, an hundred years!” His holiness Abraham was deeply touched by this address and begged his aged guest to pardon him.

(A story told by Abdul-Baha who said that it appeared in the Masnavi. From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 4, 1913.)

It is very strange that when a face is not illumined with the light of the love of God it is dark. When you look into it the traces of the divine glad tidings are not manifest, but when the lights of God shine upon it, it becomes bright and enlightened, as it is said, “In their faces you shall see the verdancy of paradise, and in their countenances is the sign of worship.”

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, September 3, 1913.)

The Bahais in Baghdad are not rich, but they are firm and strong believers. They keep the nineteen day feast. One morning they sent to one of the believers the word that the feast would be held that night in his house. He searched his pockets and there was no money. What should he do? He had only a watch which he had purchased for ten dollars. He took it out of his waist pocket and sent it to the bazaar to be sold at auction. Incidentally one of the Bahais passing by recognized the watch. He stopped and saw that it was going to be sold for two dollars. He raised the price half a dollar and bought it. He put it into his pocket and went home quietly. When the night came, he went to the meeting and after the refreshments were served, he went to the host and taking the watch out of his pocket offered it to him as a present. The host was very much surprised, but delighted.

(Words of Mirza Jalal, the son-in-law of Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, August 30, 1913.)

The duty of the believers of God is to be servants to one another and attend
to one another's wants. I am the servant of the friends of God.

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, August 5, 1913.)

Abdul-Baha said the story of Mary and the ointment has a deep spiritual significance. The bottle which contained perfumed oil (ointment) represents the heart of Mary. The ointment is the love of God which filled her heart, and all this love she poured forth at the feet of Jesus. Then Judas said, "Why did she lavish all this love upon Jesus, who did not need it so much as the poor? Why did she not pour some of this great love and care upon them?" Then Jesus said that she did well to give him all her love.

That is what we ought to do. We must give all our heart's love to God, then for His sake and through our love for Him, we shall love all others. By "the poor" in this sense, is meant those who needed love. Baha'o'llah said, "The poor among you are My trust." Therefore we must always cherish the poor for his sake.

(Abdul-Baha: Notes of Miss Rosenberg, Acca, 1901.)

As long as ye can, strive to set aglow the hearts with love; be attracted to one another and be members of one body. Every soul of the beloved ones must honor the others, and withhold not his possessions and life from them, and by all means he must endeavor to make the others joyous and happy. But the others (the recipients of such love) must also be disinterested and life-sacrificing. Thus may this sunrise flood the horizons, this melody gladden and make happy all the people, this divine remedy become the panacea for every disease, this spirit of reality become the cause of life for every soul.

(Abdul-Baha.)

Another commandment give I unto you! That ye love one another as I love you. Great mercy and blessings are promised to the people of your land, but on one condition; that their hearts be filled with the fire of love, that they live in perfect kindness and harmony, like one soul in different bodies,—like one soul in different bodies.

If they fail in this condition, the great blessings will be deferred. Never forget this: Look at one another with the eye of perfection. Look at me, follow me, be as I am. Take no thought for yourselves or your lives,—whether ye eat, or whether ye sleep, whether ye are comfortable, whether ye are well or ill, whether ye have friends or foes. For all of these things ye must not care at all. Look at me and be as I am. Ye must die to yourselves and to the world; so shall ye be born again and enter the kingdom of heaven. Behold a candle, how it gives its light. It weeps its life away, drop by drop, in order to give forth its flame of light.

(Abdul-Baha: From An Early Pilgrimage.)

Know thou that there is in the world of existence a center for each great matter and bounties shower from that center.

For instance, in the circle of the sun, the sun is the center of the light. Likewise there is a real center for pure love and now that Center is manifest in this world from which the lights of love reflect to all parts of the universe.

If thou partake but one ray from that Center thou wilt become self-sufficient from the world, finding a new condition and witnessing an exaltation which overshadows all the existence.

Pray God that thou mayst catch with all thy exertion the lights of the love from that Center.

(Tablet of Abdul-Baha to Miss Harriet Wise; received September, 1905.)
The Baha'i Assembly
of Chicago
cordially invites you to participate
in the celebration of the
One Hundredth Anniversary
of the birth of
Baha'u'llah
to be held at the
Auditorium Hotel
from November the tenth to
the twelfth inclusive
Nineteen Hundred Seventeen

[Fac-simile of page one of Invitation Program issued by the Baha'i Assembly of Chicago]
IN this age, BAHÁ’U’LLAH has breathed the Holy Spirit into the dead body of the world. Consequently, every weak soul is strengthened by those divine outbreathings. Every poor man will become rich, every darkened soul will become illumined, every ignorant one will become wise, because the confirmations of the Holy Spirit are descending like unto torrents. A new era of divine consciousness is upon us. The world of humanity is going through a process of transformation. A new race is being developed. The thoughts of human brotherhood are permeating the depths of hearts and a new spirit of universal consciousness is being profoundly felt by all men.

From the utterances of ABDUL-BAHÁ

PROGRAM

CENTENNIAL FESTIVAL
Saturday evening, at six o’clock

CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITION
Abdul-Baha in America
(Castle Theater, State and Madison Streets)
Sunday morning, at nine o’clock

BAHÁ’U’LLAH’S CONTRIBUTION TO WORLD CIVILIZATION
Sunday afternoon, at half past three o’clock

SERVICE ON THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR GROUNDS AT WILMETTE
Monday morning, at half past ten o’clock
(weather permitting)

CONVENTION OF TEACHING
Monday afternoon, at three o’clock

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA
Monday evening, at eight o’clock
Letter of Invitation to the Centennial Festival to be held in Chicago, November 10-12, 1917

Dear Friends:—

The One Hundredth Anniversary of the birth of His Holiness, Baha’u’llah, approaches. The day is anticipated by the Bahais of the world as an occasion for the universal proclamation of the supreme mission of that great and radiant Manifestation.

And, that the Message of Baha’u’llah—that dynamic Message of love for all peoples and races, that great, unifying Message—shall fittingly be acclaimed, on this significant occasion, the House of Spirituality, in behalf of the Bahai Assembly of Chicago, calls you to participate in the commemoration of the day.

God, in His bounty, has given, through the Revelation of Baha’u’llah, the spiritual remedy for the sick body of the world. God, in His mercy to humanity, through the Bab, the herald of the Kingdom; through the appointment of a supreme Center, Abdul-Baha, to whom, after the passing of Baha’u’llah, all should turn, without deviation, has fulfilled all the prophecies of the Holy Books.

So great a Message the Bahais of the world are charged to deliver.

Let this gathering demonstrate to the world the power of the Message of Baha’u’llah to dispel all superstitions of the past; to unite the hearts of humanity and bring them into direct harmony with the divine will.

A program of great beauty and attraction has been prepared. Prominent speakers from the various Assemblies of America will be in attendance. And altogether the occasion will be one of complete joy and fragrance.

The presence of the friends in great numbers is desired, that the light of their faces and the love in their hearts may impress the world with the truth of the Message and the Mission of Baha’u’llah.

Through the courtesy of the STAR OF THE WEST, we shall be able to see again the moving pictures of Abdul-Baha, as he walked among us, during his visit to America, in 1912.

On Monday, the Anniversary Day, a pilgrimage to the Temple Grounds, weather permitting; the Convention of Teaching and the illustrated exposition of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, emphasizing its tremendous significance to the world, will close what we believe will be one of the most memorable festivals of the Bahai Calendar.

Come! And indicate your intention to do so, by writing at once to that effect to the Secretary of the House of Spirituality, 56 East Congress Street, Chicago.

Faithfully yours, in the service of El-Abha,

Carl Schoffler, Secretary.
Dear friends in EI-Abha:

This Peerless Century for which all centuries have existed, in which all the horizons of the world have been illumined and which encircles the world of man with the glory of God, completes the span of its centennial Nov. 12th, the Hundredth Anniversary of the birth of Baha’u’llah.

This age, the meeting point of the eternal past with the eternal future, has opened the attraction of earth to the hosts of heaven longing to follow in His Visitation; and to the hosts of earth has opened the doors of Heaven to walk with the Center of His Covenant. How great is the bounty that we are privileged to live in this radiant day, this age of bestowals!

“Now what will our endeavors show forth from the degrees of devotion?”

In a world torn with dissension and rent with division the Bahai body must be the dayspring of composure, the organism of unity sustaining the breath of the Holy Spirit.

“It is not your work but that of the Holy Spirit which you breathe forth through the Word. This is a fundamental truth; when you breathe forth the breath of the Holy Spirit from your hearts into the world, commerce and politics will take care of themselves in perfect harmony. All arts and sciences will become revealed and the knowledge of God will be manifested.”

Abdul-Baha.

The mystery of unity consists in spiritually breathing together, that the arteries of the world may be purified by the respiration of heaven. In all the Assemblages gathered together on Nov. 12th lovingly to commemorate with joy and glad tidings the birth of Baha’u’llah, individually and in Assembly, let us supplicate the Lordly Oneness to bestow upon His servants, as an organic body, the breath of the Holy Spirit to unite us and show forth to mankind the fruits of unity, for this breath of oneness is the attribute of God in the world of His humanity.

Thereby will we show forth the degrees of devotion.

The Chicago Convention of 1916 pledged for itself and the Bahais of America to have subscribed by this Anniversary date of Nov. 12th, the initial fund indicated by Abdul-Baha for the conception of the foundation of the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

Each feels the share of his responsibility. This accomplishment will bring to us all the joy of a new era in this Century of Light. Can we make this blessed commemoration the fulfillment of our heart’s desire, the Temple fund to start the Temple, that the spiritual and material foundations may meet?

Thus will we show forth the degrees of our endeavor.

“Verily the founding of the Mashrak-el-Azkar will mark the inception of the Kingdom of God on earth.”

Abdul-Baha.

The hand of Power has placed in our hands this kingly service.

The Executive Board sends to you its greetings, and joins with you in loving commemoration, that this meeting of Nov. 12th may fulfill the aspirations of our hopes.

Executive Board,

BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY.

William H. Randall, President.
News from Palestine

Extract from a Letter dated at Devonshire, England, August 17, 1917, from Mirza Lotfullah Hakim to Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm

I am sure you will be interested to hear some news of the beloved Abdul-Baha. Two days ago I had a letter from a friend in Cairo dated July 25, 1917, giving the following news:

"I have been hearing from home regularly lately, but they only write a few lines and simply tell me that they are all well and that Agha (i.e., Abdul-Baha) is well and is sometimes at Haifa and other times at Acca. The food question is not as difficult as we hear of especially in that district; but undoubtedly there is a shortage of all imported goods, and food is tolerably expensive."

News from Japan

Tokyo, Japan, August, 1917.

To the Star of the West.

I was so pleased you published the photograph of Miss Alexander's group, but sad to say the group is suspended for a while. Miss Alexander was suddenly called to her home at Honolulu and we are all heart broken. I feel especially sad for those who were groping in the dark looking to her for light. Dr. Anger, who is still here, will do all he can to spread the work. A young Japanese, Tokugiro Torii (a blind man), is to open a Bahai center in September, and an English center will be opened at Shiba Park early in the fall, so the seed scattered with such a lavish hand by Miss Alexander will not have been in vain. . . . I feel Miss Alexander's mantle has fallen upon me during her absence and it is my prayer that I may do a little to prove worthy.

With many greetings in His Greatest Name.

(Mrs.) E. Emma Erskine-Hahn.

News from Washington, D. C.

To the Star of the West.

Following the report of the Boston Convention, as reported in the Star of the West, a number of calls have reached Washington for help in establishing a Children's Sunday Class. Among the letters received are communications from London, from British Columbia and from Cleveland, Ohio, etc. Replies have been forwarded, with a prayer that they may be of some service. But the Cleveland request and answer was quickly followed by a personal demonstration, Sunday and Monday, September 23-24, of two of the many methods which we have tried in Washington. Praise God! I found the children and young people marvels of spiritual insight. Their quick responsiveness and eagerness to learn more, their unwillingness to go home when the hour was ended, desiring more and more of the Words, were evident proof that the hour has struck for the training of children along spiritual lines, that they may be prepared to carry on the work of the Cause; that they may be taught to teach one another and learn to ask intelligent questions of one another; simply guided by an enthusiastic, loving teacher. This is the plan laid down by our beloved Abdul-Baha.

After two wonderful meetings with the children and young people of the Cleveland Assembly, I am convinced that it is the spirit of the children themselves that must determine the wisest method. We are still most willing to

(Continued on page 152)
The coming Convention of Teaching at Chicago, Nov. 12.

LETTER ISSUED BY THE HOUSE OF SPIRITUALITY

Dear Bahá’í Friends:

As the day approaches for the celebration of the one hundredth anniversary of the birth of Bahá’u’lláh, there has awakened within the hearts of the believers a fervent desire to make the occasion not only a time of great rejoicing, but the beginning of greater service to the Bahá’í Cause, that the whole world may know of the mission of the Manifestation and the presence among us of the Center of the Covenant, Abdul-Bahá.

It will be remembered, that the Teaching Tablets received in August, 1916, were a distinct call to service to the various sections of the United States and Canada. Friends arose in response to that call. The Message has been carried far—into every state in the Union and many new Assemblies have been created.

Notwithstanding the extent of the work already accomplished, we are deeply conscious of our failure to reach that high standard of effective service set for us by Abdul-Bahá. And some of us are asking ourselves vital questions that must be answered before the truth of the Revelation of Bahá’u’lláh shall penetrate the heart of America:

How shall we respond to the emphatic call of Abdul-Bahá?
How shall we spread broadcast over America this Message of Light and Life?
How shall we carry conviction of its essential truth into the millions of human hearts?

How, in this day of prodigious achievement, shall the Revelation of Bahá’u’lláh be presented, to fulfill the requirements of so tremendous a Message, in so tremendous an age?

How shall the work of teaching be carried forward into potential centers of innumerable Assemblies?

Briefly, how shall we spread the Message into every corner of America?

In contemplating the work before us, it has been thought by the members of the House of Spirituality, that more effective service can be rendered to the Cause, should the Bahá’ís of the central states, our particular field of action, come together, into a closer union, of which every center shall be a working unit.

We believe the permanent work of spreading the great Cause is of supreme importance. And no more fitting memorial can there be to Bahá’u’lláh than the achievement of a strongly unified movement for its promotion.

So, looking toward this end, let representatives from every Assembly of the middle west meet in convention, in Chicago, during the coming celebration of the
birth of the Manifestation, prepared to consider ways and means for launching a vigorous campaign of teaching in our allotted territory.

We, in Chicago, would co-operate with you in this great service, and we are confident that this, our earnest desire, is reciprocated by you. Together we can accomplish what alone we cannot effect. . . .

Let this celebration not supersede in your minds and hearts the vastly important task of spreading the Cause.

If it is impossible for you to attend the celebration, make it possible to attend the Convention of Teaching. . . .

A call similar to this from the House of Spirituality of Chicago began the organization of the Mashrak-el-Azkar work.

Who knows what great results may develop from this, its second call?

Let us arise with enthusiasm to the service of Abdul-Baha.

Faithfully, in the service of the Center of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha,
THE HOUSE OF SPIRITUALITY,
Carl Scheffler, Secretary,

Corrections

To the STAR OF THE WEST.

Feeling assured that it is your intention to have all statements issuing from the STAR OF THE WEST conform to the reality, I beg leave to call your attention to a portion of the report of the Convention of the Bahai Temple Unity, held in Boston, on page 116, No. 9, Vol. VIII, it is stated, as follows:

"Mr. Frank E. Osborne read a complete Bahai calendar on which he has been working for the past four or five years. Abdul-Baha gave it his verbal sanction. It was referred to the executive board."

As this is at least misleading it gives me pleasure to advise you as to the facts, that you may be able to correctly inform your readers. In the year 1911, this servant was commanded to "confer with those who are versed in astronomy and mathematics and make the calendar complete and perfect in accordance with the scientific, then print and publish it."

The result of my effort in this direction was given to Abdul-Baha in June, 1912, in the shape of a Bahai calendar with dates of importance set forth and blended with the Gregorian calendar. On the fourth of July, 1912, he informed me that "the transference of dates from the lunar year to that of the solar year made this a matter of great importance and that he would send it to Persia for correction." And the calendar that was given to the convention was this one which Abdul-Baha received from Persia and handed to me December 4, 1912, with the statement, "Now your calendar is correct," but it was not published because I was desirous of having this "word" over the signature of Abdul-Baha, and was in hopes that this might be brought about through the good offices of the executive committee of the Bahai Temple Unity.

The Persian manuscript which Abdul-Baha received with an English translation was delivered to that committee.

With Bahai greeting and a prayer for the continued success of the STAR, believe me

Your servant,
F. E. Osborne.

To the STAR OF THE WEST.

My address on "The Religious Aspect of Esperanto" as delivered in New York on May 27th was very hastily and unexpectedly prepared and was given without any thought of its being published. The announcement of the address was
printed and distributed by those in charge of the meeting before I knew about the matter, and its publication in your journal was also a surprise to me. All this is of no importance except that the hasty preparation of the address, and its being printed without my having a chance to revise it somewhat, has been the cause of an error of statement which I would thank you very much to correct. My statements about the translators of the Kasitaj Vortoj were as I then understood the matter, but I am now trustworthily informed that no help was received in this special work from Teheran, and that our brother Lotfullah Hakim, whose name appears on the title page jointly with that of Dr. Esslemont, is a medical student in London.

This work is destined to be one of the classics of Bahai Esperanto literature, and any reference to it should be quite correct. May I therefore ask you to publish in the STAR OF THE WEST that lines 6 to 8 of column two of page 82 should read:

"was done jointly by an English physician, a Persian medical student living in London, and"

Yours truly,

Rufus W. Powell.

The “Hidden Words” in Esperanto

Bahai Esperanto circles, and friends in general, will be much interested in the appearance of an attractive booklet entitled, Kasitaj Vortoj de Baha’u’llah (el la Perso), which is just at hand, from the press of the British Esperanto Association. This is a translation of the Persian Hidden Words, directly from the original Persian manuscript into Esperanto, done jointly by Lotfullah Hakim, of Persia and London, and Dr. John E. Esslemont, Res. Med. Supt., The Home Sanatorium, West Southbourne, nr. Bournemouth, England.

News from Washington, D. C.

(Continued from page 149)

It is said that this translation conveys a wonderfully clear presentation of the original Persian concepts, excelling in many respects the possibilities of English translations. The style has been approved enthusiastically by Col. John Pollen, the noted Orientalist, of England.

This volume is being handled by the Bahai Publishing Society, 4319 Lake Park Ave., Chicago, at 10c per copy for the paper-bound and 40c per copy for the leather-bound edition.

share with others what we have tried. But the real help is of the Spirit and personal contact with the children. Therefore it is hoped that more calls may come for personal service, to which we shall endeavor to respond.

The friends of Cleveland are aflame with the fire of the love of God. I was literally in heaven while with them. Letters have been received since my return, of which the following quotation will indicate the spirit: ‘You recall in Abdul-Baha’s tablet to the Cleveland Assembly, he says that ‘ere long the doors of the everlasting glory will be opened before your faces.’ I feel sure that this visit is one of the channels for this promise becoming fulfilled.’

The meeting in Akron, Ohio, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Brooker, was another heavenly feast. Mrs. Brooker has a class of children, on a week afternoon. It was not, however, my pleasure to meet them.

The Washington Assembly is actively engaged in the great work. Meetings are held regularly on Friday and Sunday nights, the latter in beautiful “Studio Hall.” Mr. Richard Mayer, of Boston, was a recent visiting speaker, and we
A Communication to the Government at Washington

This letter was composed and compiled by Alfred E. Lunt, at the request of the executive board of the Bahai Temple Unity during its recent meeting in Green Acre, and sent to the officials at Washington, D. C.

August 30, 1917.

Department of State, Washington, D. C.

Dear Sirs:

It seems opportune and may prove of assistance to the Government in view of the existing state of world war in which our country is a participant, if we record at this time with the Department of State certain of the laws and precepts of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha relative to the fundamental attitude and duty of the Bahais, at such a time as this, toward existing governments and especially the government of the United States. These laws and precepts are plain and unequivocal and require no elucidation by us, nor is it our purpose to attempt to interpret them or call attention to other than their plain meaning. We would respectfully emphasize only the peculiar and striking relevancy of these principles to the special circumstances surrounding this world war and to the aspirations of the nations concerning the establishment of an ultimate lasting peace.

1. One of the great laws of Baha’u’llah, the founder of the Bahai movement, is this:

   “In every country or government where any of this (Bahai) community resides, they must behave toward that government with faithfulness, trustfulness and truthfulness.” (See Glad Tidings, 5th.)

2. Abdul-Baha, the center and leader of the Bahai movement since the departure of Baha’u’llah in 1892, in a Tablet issued some years before the outbreak of the present war, said:

   “My object in telling the American believers that they should not interfere in the affairs of the government is this: that they should not make any trouble and that they should not move against the opinion of the government; but obedience to the laws and the administration of the Commonwealth is necessary.

3. Speaking of certain Bahais, citizens of a foreign belligerent country which in 1914 was enforcing conscription laws, Abdul-Baha said “their duty is to obey their government.”

4. In the book entitled Some Answered Questions, published by Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd., London, 1908, at pages 309 and 310, Abdul-Baha recapitulates the true principles underlying the words of Christ “Whosoever shall smite thee on the right cheek, turn to him the left also.” He says:

   “This was for the purpose of teaching men not to take personal revenge.
Christ did not mean that if a wolf should fall upon a flock of sheep and wish to destroy it that the wolf be encouraged to do so. No, if Christ had known that a wolf had entered the fold and was about to destroy the sheep, most certainly he would have prevented it . . . .

"The constitution of the communities depends upon justice, not upon forgiveness. Then what Christ meant by forgiveness and pardon is not that when nations attack you, burn your homes, plunder your goods, assault your wives, children and relatives, and violate your honor, you should be submissive in the presence of these tyrannical foes and allow them to perform all their cruelties and oppressions. No, the words of Christ refer to the conduct of two individuals toward each other: if one person assault another the injured one should forgive him; but the communities must protect the rights of man. So, if someone assaults, injures, oppresses and wounds me, I will offer no resistance and I will forgive him, but if a person wishes to assault . . . . (one who was present) certainly I will prevent him. Although for the malefactor non-interference is apparently a kindness, it would be an oppression to . . . . ."

Speaking of a similar situation to two American pilgrims in Acre, Syria, many years ago, Abdul-Baha said:

"(Under such circumstances) if I should fail to make an effort to protect you, I should be not only responsible for your injury, but also guilty of connivance with the enemy."

5. Again in the book entitled The Mysterious Forces of Civilization, published some forty years ago in the Orient, Abdul-Baha said:

"War is sometimes the great foundation of peace and destroying is the cause of re-building. If, for example, a great sovereign should wage war against a threatening foe or for the unification of the whole body of people and divided kingdom, he should urge the steed of resolution into the race-course of bravery and courage; in short, his war may be attuned to the melodies of peace; and then verily this fury is kindness itself and this oppression is the essence of justice itself and this war is the source of reconciliation."

The foregoing extracts have clear application to questions arising under the present selective draft act, claims for exemption on the basis of belief, etc.

We deem this statement of interest to the Government because the great principle of Universal Peace is a fundamental principle of the Bahai movement. It may be invoked in the utmost good faith by conscientious objectors who are not informed of the detailed applications to the existing situation above quoted. On the general principle of Universal Peace, Baha’u’llah said in 1889 to Professor E. G. Brown of the University of Cambridge:

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; yet they deem us a stirrer up of strife and sedition worthy of bondage and banishment. That all nations should become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men should be strengthened; that diversity of religion should cease and differences of race be annulled;—what harm is there in this? Yet so it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come. Is not this that which Christ foretold? Yet do we see your kings and rulers lavishing their treasures more freely on means for the destruction of the human race than on that which would conducive to the happiness of mankind. These strifes and this bloodshed and discord must
cease, and all men be as one kindred and one family.

"Let not a man glory in this that he loves his country; let him rather glory in this, that he loves his kind." 

And again he said in the Words of Paradise:

"O ye wise men among nations! Turn your eyes away from foreignness and gaze unto oneness, and hold fast unto the means which conduce to the tranquillity and security of the whole world. This span-wide world is but one native land and one locality. Abandon that glory which is the cause of discord, and turn unto that which promotes harmony. To the people of Baha glory is in knowledge, good deeds, good morals and wisdom—not in native land, or station. O people of the earth; appreciate the worth of this heavenly word, for it is like unto a ship for the sea of knowledge, and is as the sun to the universe of perception."

But it is explicitly laid down that the realization of Universal Peace can be attained only through certain conditions precedent. On this point, quoting from the writings of Abdul-Baha, he says in The Mysterious Forces of Civilization:

"When keeping fast hold of the means of enforcing their views they, (the rulers and sovereignties of the world) shall establish a union of the the states of the world, and conclude a definite treaty and strict alliance between them upon conditions not to be evaded. When the whole race has been consulted through their representatives and invited to corroborate this treaty which verily would be a treaty of universal peace and would be accounted sacred by all the peoples of the earth, it would be the duty of the united powers of the world to see that this great treaty should be strengthened and should endure.

"In such a universal treaty, the lim-
not only by one or two. . . Once the Parliament of Man is established, and its constituent parts organized, the governments of the world, having entered into a covenant of eternal friendship, will have no need of keeping large standing armies and navies. A few battalions to preserve internal order, an international police to keep the highways of the seas clear, will be all that is necessary. Then these huge sums will be diverted to other more useful channels, pauperism will disappear, the victories of peace will be sung by poets and bards, knowledge will increase and improve every condition, and mankind will be rocked in the cradle of felicity and bliss. Then, whether a government is constitutional, republican, hereditary monarchy, or democratic, the rulers will devote their energies to the prosperity of their peoples, the enactment of just and sane laws, and the fostering of closer and more amicable relations with their neighbors. Thus the world of humanity may become a mirror in which are reflected all the virtues and attributes of the kingdom of God."

It is thus seen that the Universal Peace contemplated is synonymous with the well-being of all humanity, and the ultimate establishment of the essential spiritual and material relationship between and among all the nations of the globe in an eternal bond of unity, and that to secure this, concerted action is necessary. Questions, therefore, relating to the establishment of such a peace, and, on the other hand, questions of citizenship arising in any one of the belligerent nations, may be purely differentiated. One relates to an ultimate status toward which present conditions are inevitably tending, the other to an existing exigency prior to the establishment of that status. For each of these conditions we have quoted the necessary application from the foundation principles of the Bahai movement. And these principles are seen to be in perfect harmony when applied to their proper and corresponding set of circumstances.

We find pleasure, therefore, in closing this statement with a steadfast and unwavering pledge of loyalty and fidelity to the government of the United States and to its laws. With all lovers of humanity, we yearn for the permanent establishment of a righteous peace and the deliverance of man from the slaying of his brother of whatever nation or race, for this is no other than the destruction of the divine edifice (i.e. The Temple of Man). But if it be necessary, that, in order thus to become soldiers in the great army of peace, we now enlist in our country's marching hosts through the wise behests of our government, then this also is our wish and our duty, and to this we subscribe our allegiance knowing that from this greatest of world conflagrations shall arise the Phoenix of the spiritual civilization, and that from this conflict shall emerge the tabernacle of the oneness of the world of humanity under whose protecting shade all mankind shall gather.

"May the shining star of eternal felicity and happiness of the world of humanity dawn with this utmost brilliancy from the horizon of international comity, and the luminous orb of international brotherhood of all races and tongues illumine that united gathering of humanity with the ineffable light of God throughout countless ages and cycles."

A copy of this original communication is sent to the Provost Marshal General, and will be further published in the Bahai publications of the country. We invite your attention to the booklet enclosed and to the announcement of the twelve Basic principles therein set forth.

Yours respectfully,
Bahai Temple Unity, by its Executive Board.

William H. Randall, President.
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’U’LLAH.

The Hundredth Anniversary of the Birth of Baha’u’llah

Baha’u’llah was born in Teheran, Persia, on November 12, 1817 A.D.

EDITORIAL

One hundred years ago this twelfth of November there was born in the City of Teheran a world-teacher destined to bring the light of peace and oneness to all mankind. He was so radiant with the attributes of the divine world that the Bab, his brilliant precursor called him Baha’u’llah, the Glory of God. His immediate followers, watching his pure and flawless life, named him the Blessed Perfection.

In his deeds and teachings are manifest the splendors of the Sun of Reality, which is flooding the world with brighter and brighter radiance. The clouds of war and strife and materialism have for many obscured the glory of the rising Sun of Righteousness which brings healing on its wings. Yet, here and there, over the world, receptive thinkers and reformers are catching glimpses of this Sun of the new cycle. The movement toward scientific research, toward prohibition, woman’s suffrage, universal education, the cry for democracy, for industrial justice, for world-federation, for a league to enforce abiding peace, for religious unity, for a spiritual renaissance ‘are so many rays of this new light. Baha’u’llah some sixty years ago proclaimed them. In him and in his great interpreter, Abdul-Baha, are focused the Holy Spirit of the new day.

The STAR OF THE WEST would celebrate this hundredth anniversary of Baha’u’llah’s birth by recording some of the incidents in his life. “Guidance hath ever been by words, but at this time it is by deeds.” “Words must be followed by deeds,” Baha’u’llah declared, “for true words are verified by action. One without the other will not satisfy the thirsty or open the doors of perception before the blind.” Baha’u’llah’s deeds and words are one. Through his books and through his life shine the brightness of the divine Kingdom.

The Dawning of a Great Light

A Compilation of Incidents from the Life of Baha’u’llah

Glad tidings of the Kingdom of Abha! We announce to you glad tidings of great joy! Similar words were spoken almost two thousand years ago. Reflect and be not of the heedless. This is the great day of God. This is the day of universal peace, of universal brotherhood, of a universal language and of the union of all religions. This is the day wherein the prophecies of the
Holy Books of every tongue have been or are being fulfilled. This is the cycle of Baha’u’llah.

We announce to you Baha’u’llah, “He whom God shall manifest,” the one who has broken the seals of both the creational and collective books. (Words of the editor of a Minneapolis newspaper, as corrected by Abdul-Baha. Diary Letter of Mirza Sohrab, July 29, 1913.)

Baha’u’llah (whose given name was Hussein Ali), was the son of Mirza Abbas, renowned as Mirza-Bozork of Noor. The Nooris are one of the well-known families of Mazanderan. During the reigns of Kadjar, the present Persian dynasty, the members of this family have usually occupied the highest positions in the state, such as Prime Minister, Minister, Secretary and other civil and military dignities. Even at the present day most of them are in the Government.

(Abul Fazl: The Bahai Proofs, p. 51.)

Baha’u’llah, when he was six years old, had a dream in which he saw himself swimming in a mighty ocean which was so great that he marveled. His hair, which was long, was floating out on the waves and soon he discovered that to each separate hair a fish was attached by its mouth, that is, the fish was holding the hair in its mouth. There were large fish, small fish, white fish, black fish, in fact all kinds of fishes.

The impression he received was so vivid that he was awakened. When he told his father in the morning the father decided to have the meaning if possible. Being, as you know, a Grand Vizier, he applied to the Shah, asking permission to have the dream interpreted by the court interpreter of dreams. This was granted him. When the interpreter had heard the dream he stood amazed. He said, “This is a most wonderful dream, but I do not see how it can come true. The ocean symbolizes the world; the fish are the people of the world who are to gain knowledge from this boy—knowledge of God. You must protect and keep him, for he will be very great, but it is not possible that he can fulfill entirely such a wonderful dream. How can the entire world receive knowledge of God from this boy? However, this is what I see in this dream. Protect him. Keep and guard him. He will be very great and will teach great and learned people as well as others.”

(Words of Abdul-Baha’s wife given by Mrs. H. E. Hoagg in a letter from Haifa, Syria, 1914.)

When I was a child and had not yet reached the age of maturity one of my brothers intended to marry in Teheran and according to the custom of that country for seven days and nights they were engaged in feasting and banquetting. The program for the last day of the entertainment for the guests was the play of Sultan Salim. The ministers, the grandees and officials of the city were there in a great throng, and I was sitting in one of the galleries of the building, observing the scenes. They raised a great tent in the middle of the court. Representations of human forms only a few inches in height would come out of the tent and cry: “The king is coming, arrange the seats in order.” Then other figures came out, sweeping the ground while a number were sprinkling the streets with water. Then another figure was presented who was supposed to be the herald bidding the people be ready for review before His Majesty, the Sultan.

Then the ministers came, with hat and shawl, according to the Persian custom. Others were present with clubs while a number of others were garbed as chamberlains, aides-de-camp, ferrashes and executioners with instruments of punishment. All these lined up according to their station and class. At last the king appeared with sovereign power and
shining diadem upon his head and with splendor and glory walked slowly and majestically, and with perfect calmness, tranquillity and composure seated himself upon the throne. At that moment the noise of the guns and the music of the national anthem was raised and the smoke surrounded the tent and king. When the air was cleared it was seen that the king was on his throne and the ministers, the magistrates and secretaries had taken their places according to their rank. Immediately a thief, captured by the police, was brought before the king and a royal order was issued to behead him. Then the chief of the executioners took the captive and decapitated him and a red fluid which was like blood was seen by all the spectators. While the Sultan was consulting with some of his ministers the news was brought in that a certain person had become a rebel. The Sultan issued orders that several regiments of soldiers and artillerymen be sent to the scene to quell the disturbance. After a few minutes the thunderous noise of guns and artillery was heard behind the tent and we were told they were engaged in battle. I became astonished and bewildered at these affairs. Then the review ended and the curtain descended.

After twenty minutes a man came out from behind the tent with a box under his arm. I asked him, “What is this box? Where are the king and all the men?” He answered that all these great things and manifest objects, such as kings, princes and ministers, glory, majesty, power and sovereignty which we beheld were enclosed in this box.

I declare by the Lord who has created all things through his Word that from that day all the conditions of this world and its greatness have been like that play before my eyes. It has not nor will ever have the weight of a mustard seed. I wondered greatly that the people should glorify themselves in these affairs. Notwithstanding this, the people of insight will discern with the eye of certainty the end of the glory of every great one before beholding it.

(Baha’u’llah in a letter to the Sultan of Turkey.)

Tonight I wish to tell you something of the Baha’i history, the history of Baha’u’llah. The Blessed Perfection belonged to the royal family of Persia. From his earliest childhood he became distinguished among his relatives and friends. They remarked: “This child has extraordinary power of intellect, wisdom, and innate knowledge.” He was superior to his age and class. All were astonished. Some remarked: “Such a precocious child will not survive for it has been proved that children who are too precocious do not live long.”

Up to the age of maturity the Blessed Perfection, Baha’u’llah, had not consented to enter any school; he was not willing to be taught by any teacher. This fact is well known among all Persians of Teheran. Nevertheless, he solved the difficult problems of all who presented them to him. In whatever meetings, scientific gatherings, or meetings for theological discussions—wherever he was present—he always solved the abstruse problems presented to him.

Until the father of Baha’u’llah passed away the Blessed Perfection had not sought for any position or political situation. All were surprised at this, that notwithstanding his connection with the ministry, he would not accept any position. They remarked: “How is it that a young man so intelligent, so keen, so perceptive, so conscientious is not a candidate for positions of the lucrative type?” As a matter of fact every position was open to him and all the people of Persia are witnesses to this historic fact.

He was most generous to all the poor; he did not refuse anyone who asked of him. The doors of his house were open to all. He always had many guests. This generosity was conducive to great-
er astonishment from the fact that he did not seek position or prominence. In commenting on this they remarked that all his wealth and affluence would one day be given away for his expenses were unlimited and his income was becoming limited. As it was his principle that was being spent all were amazed at his conduct and were greatly astonished at his doings. Some remarked: “This person is connected with some other world, he has something sublime within him. It is not evident now, but a day will come when it will be manifest.”

In short the Blessed Perfection was a refuge for every weak one, a shelter for every fearful one, kind to every indigent one, and most lenient to all the creatures. He became well known with regard to these qualities.

When His Holiness the Bab appeared Baha’u’llah declared that the Bab was true, and Baha’u’llah promulgated the Bab’s cause. The Bab said and maintained that the greater manifestation would come after him and he called that appearance “Him whom God would manifest,” stating that after the ninth year the reality of his mission would become apparent.

The Bab stated in his writings, “In the ninth year, you will meet the Promised One, you will attain to the meeting of that Promised One. In the ninth year you will attain to all good. In the ninth year you will attain to all glory. In the ninth year you will rapidly advance.”

Between Baha’u’llah and the Bab there was communication privately and the Bab wrote a letter to Baha’u’llah in which the name “Baha” was incorporated three hundred and sixty times. Then the Bab was martyred, and in the ninth year, in the city of Baghdad, Baha’u’llah appeared and made known to a few that he was the one the Bab had foretold.

(Abdul-Baha from address in New York, April 18, 1912.)

The Bab had proclaimed the dawn of the great light and the new cycle of reality on May 23, 1844. That same night Abbas Effendi (Abdul-Baha) was born. Baha’u’llah for eight years summoned the people of Persia to the new movement. He traveled to and fro “He arose with mighty resolution, and engaged with the utmost constancy in systematizing the principles and consolidating the ethical canons” of the new spiritual society. “He displayed in assemblies, meetings, conferences, inns, mosques and colleges a mighty power of utterance and exposition. Whoever beheld his open brow or heard his vivid addresses perceived him with the eye of actual vision to be a patent demonstration of the new life and a pervading influence.”

A great number both of rich and poor and many prominent doctors of theology were “filled with amazement and astonishment at the seething and waving of the ocean of his utterance” and were so attracted by the Holy Spirit shining through his spiritual persuasions that “they washed their hands of heart and life” and when the persecutions came “laid down their lives under the sword dancing (with joy).”

(Notes by compiler; quotations from A Traveller’s Narrative, translated by Prof. E. G. Browne, Cambridge, England.)

“The ulama (or priests) of the state religion had constrained the Persian government to oppose and resist (the Bab) and had further issued decrees ordering the massacre, pillage, persecution and expulsion of his followers. In all the provinces they began to kill, to burn, to pillage the converts and even assault the women and children. Regardless of this, Baha’u’llah arose to proclaim the word of the Bab with the greatest firmness and energy. Not for one moment was he in concealment; he mixed openly with his enemies. . . . In many changes he endured the greatest misfortunes.”
When, after the martyrdom of the Bab, a frenzied "Babi", mentally unbalanced by the sight of his beloved Master's suffering, attempted the life of the Shah, the persecutions became more intense.

The Mohammedan priests only too glad of any excuse to lay hands upon Baha’ollah who knew nothing whatever of the poor misguided Babi’s deed, straightway arrested him, had him bastinadoed, “put into chains and confined in an underground prison. His vast property and inheritances were pillaged and confiscated.”

(Quotations from Abdul-Baha in Some Answered Questions, p. 33.)

The Blessed Beauty of El-Abha (Baha’ollah)—may the divine souls of the existence be a ransom to his friends!—endured personally, all kinds of calamities and bore the most violent ordeals. There remained no torture which did not come to his holy body, and no suffering which did not descend upon his pure spirit. How many nights he could not take rest under the chains and heaviness of fetters and how many days he gave himself not a minute’s repose because of the burden of fetters and chains!

From Neyaveran to Teheran that pure spirit, who was brought up on a bed of down, was forced to run, with bare head and bare feet, under chains and fetters, and, in a dark and narrow subterranean prison, he was placed with murderers, thieves, criminals, malefactors; at every moment a new torture was inflicted upon him and at every moment his martyrdom was expected by all.

After a long time, he was sent from the city of his residence to foreign countries. For many years in Baghdad at every moment a new arrow was darted toward his holy breast, and at every instant a sword was bent on his pure body. At no instant was there any hope for safety and security, and the enemies, with utmost dexterity, were attacking the blessed soul from all sides, and he, alone, personally resisted them all.

(Abdul-Baha.)

His Holiness Baha’ollah spent many days in the utmost poverty. During the term of his imprisonment in Teheran, his daily ration was one loaf of bread only. According to the opinion of some people it is impossible to imagine greater poverty than this!

(Abdul-Baha: Diary Letter of Mirza Sohrab, March 26, 1914.)

Baha’ollah (writing in later years says) in one of his poems: “The mark of the chain is yet visible on my neck and the impress of the fetters can be seen around my ankles!”

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Sohrab, March 1, 1914.)

When Baha’ollah was imprisoned and chains were around his neck, Abdul-Baha, then eight years old, was with some of the believers in another place. The people finally captured him also. The boys of this place gathered together and began to beat him; about two or three hundred children surrounded him. They beat him severely on the head, cursed him and otherwise persecuted him.

(From Notes of Mrs. I. D. Brittingham, taken at Haifa, in 1901.)

Another incident:—"We found Abbas Effendi (Abdul-Baha) surrounded by a band of boys who had undertaken personally to molest him. He was standing in their midst as straight as an arrow—a little fellow, the youngest and smallest of the group—firmly but quietly commanding them not to lay their hands upon him, which, strange to say, they seemed unable to do.”

(Words of the sister of Abdul-Baha: Abbas Effendi, p. 14.)
When I was a small boy in Teheran, I remember whenever two of the believers of God desired to meet each other they could not do it during the day time, so a time was set for the evening, between sunset and midnight. They were so persecuted that if they met each other in the bazaar, they would not show any sign of recognition. The meetings were held at midnight. One of the believers acted as a guard and watched the street so that they might not be seen by any strangers. The guard looked continually to the left and right, in order not to be detected by the night police. At that time, all the inhabitants of Persia thought that the fire of the cause was entirely extinguished, that all traces of internal growth were effaced. Every one who was known as a Bahai was arrested, thrown into prison, and then killed and their possessions pillaged and their houses destroyed.

In reality those were days of self-sacrifice, days of great tests, days of matchless heroism, days of spirituality, days of complete severance, days of attraction and enkindlement, days of divine bliss and beatitude. The material conditions were made subservient to the spiritual laws. The believers were filled with the Spirit. Although they walked on the surface of the earth, yet they were living in the Supreme Concourse. It is impossible to find souls more attracted, more severed, more self-sacrificing than they were!

When Baha’u’llah was thrown into the dungeon, there were many other believers arrested and imprisoned at the same time. They were arranged in two rows, one opposite the other. Their feet were shackled, their hands manacled, their necks chained. The prison being an underground room, it was so pitch dark that they could not see each other’s face. The Blessed Perfection was in the right row and in order to keep up their spirits, he taught them two verses, each line to be chanted in turn by the two rows during the evenings. Their loud, clear voices, singing in unison, pierced through the impenetrable darkness of the jail and ascended to the very throne of the Almighty. The first row would sing: “He is my Guardian and the Guardian of all creatures!” and the opposite row would cry out: “Sufficient unto us is God, and to this we bear witness!” There was such exultation and serene happiness in the awful darkness of the jail that it was illumined with the Light of the Kingdom of Abha.

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Sohrab, June 22, 1914.)

In every dispensation a number of sanctified souls have become manifest who were self-sacrificing, severed from all else save God, forbearing sufferings and tribulations, accepting hardships and persecutions, welcoming tortures and death for the sake of truth. But in none of the past dispensations have there been such heroic and sublime instances of devotion and martyrdom as in this Bahai Cause! At the time when all the inhabitants of Teheran had arisen against this Cause and the Blessed Perfection (Baha’u’llah) was arrested and thrown into prison, I was a very young child. The jail wherein Baha’u’llah was imprisoned was a dark and gloomy cell underground, and had no aperture, no window save a small door. When the door was unlocked one had to descend many rickety steps before reaching the gloomy, stuffy ground floor. The name of the jailer was Aga Bozork, and he was an inhabitant of the city of Gazwin. As in the past he had received many favors, bounties and kindnesses from the beloved hands of Baha’u’llah, he came one day to our house and took me with him to see my father. Descending half the stairs of the cell, I peered through the darkness to try and see someone. Everything was pitch darkness. Suddenly I heard the wonderful, resonant voice of the Blessed Perfection: “Take this child away! Do not let him come in!” Obeying the words of Baha’u’llah,
the jailer took me out and said: "Sit down here and be patient. About noon the prisoners are taken out, and then you can see your father!" I sat there. A little after twelve o'clock they brought the prisoners out and among them I saw the Blessed Perfection. A thick heavy chain called gare kahar, the heaviest and thickest chain of the time, was placed about his holy feet, the end of which dragged along the ground. His neck was also chained with heavy fetters and his hands manacled. Mirza Mahmoud—a most wonderful Bahai—was the fellow-prisoner of Baha’u’llah. They were chained together. A common, ordinary felt hat, the top of which was worn out and the fringe torn and soiled, was on his blessed head. I cannot describe to you the pain and anguish that attacked and tortured me by this sight of the Manifestation!

[The compiler wishes to state just here that anguish personified, the vibrations of which pierced every listener as a two-edged sword, marked Abdul-Baha’s address as he told of this same event, while he was in San Francisco. Never shall it be forgotten by those who were blessed by listening to his voice, even if it was such a saddened occasion.]

In short, the fiendish cruelties of the authorities reached to such a height as to divide a large number of the believers among the various classes of the inhabitants of Teheran, so that these people might martyr them according to their own devilish desires. For example, a believer was given to the government clerks, another to the policemen, another to the infantry, another to the ulemas, another to the dervishes, another to the butchers—one to the members of each craft and profession—so that all of them might lend a hand in shedding the blood of these innocent Bahais. For instance, a believer was given to the cavalry. These feroceous beasts took him to Saleza Meydan and about one thousand of them riding on their horses, with drawn swords attacked him from all sides. The body was actually cut into a thousand small pieces, and yet they did not give up. The sight of blood maddened them, and turned them into wild, dancing savages, thirsting for more blood. Finally the executioner called out to them: "O ye madmen! Stop! It is enough! Nothing is left of the body. I must take these small shreds and pieces and bury them. Do not add more to the horrors of my task!"

At this juncture a restaurant keeper arrived on the scene and asked the executioner to let him have the remains of the "accursed Bahai," because he would burn them in his stove and by this act gain his entrance into Paradise. . . . Those were the days of miraculous deeds, matchless heroism, unsurpassable firmness and divine courage. Each one of the believers while walking upon the earth, was at the same time soaring toward the Supreme Concourse. They were the angels of the Kingdom of Abha and the spiritual heroes of the arena of unparalleled sacrifice.

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Sohrab, February 22, 1914.)

When Baha’u’llah was imprisoned in Teheran, the Russian ambassador went about twenty times to the Shah to plead in his behalf, saying: "This man has no fault. He is faultless. Why do you imprison him?" The Shah answered that Baha’u’llah must be punished because he had ordered an attack on his life. The Ambassador said: "That is not a reasonable supposition, for if he had ordered such an attempt he would have ordered a bullet put in the gun instead of merely powder and small shot." The Shah acknowledged this reasoning, but was determined to hold Baha’u’llah responsible so as to have a pretext for keeping him in prison.

Again and again the Russian ambassador went to talk with the Shah about the matter, and at last the Shah confessed that he was afraid of the influence of Baha’u’llah, and that if he should set
him free, it would create a great tumult among the people.

The Ambassador answered: "If then, you fear him so much, why keep him in Teheran; would it not be better to exile him to Baghdad?" This was accordingly done.

(Daily Lessons, p. 58.)

When the Blessed Perfection and his family were exiled from Persia, all along our way from Teheran to Baghdad we did not find a believer, only a handful of despondent friends were in Baghdad. All the people firmly believed that with the exile of Baha’u’llah the fire of this Cause would become extinct. Were they not wrong in their reckonings? How many houses were pillaged! How many people were exiled! How many were thrown into prison! How many thousands were killed! And yet they did not succeed in their fiendish work of extermination! For this Cause is constantly reinforced by the cohorts of the Supreme Concourse, and no army, no matter how invulnerable, can defeat the phalanxes of the Kingdom!

About thirty years ago, no one heard the name of the Bahai Cause in Eshka-bad; but now the dome of the first Mashrak-el-Azkar, like a radiant jewel, glitters under the rays of the sun! . . . Praise be to God that it has become evident and known to all that the Bahais are free from any intrigues and seditions. They confer life and not death! . . . The people of Persia looked on the Bahais as the enemies of their religion, possessions and life, and consequently they considered one of the holiest duties the extermination of this sect. Well do I remember when still a child and in Teheran, one day I entered the Mosque and saw a fanatical Mullah arranging the crowd: "O people! If you love God, kill the Babis; if you wish the descent of the blessings of the Almighty, kill the Babis, and if you want to protect your hearts and possessions, your wives and families, kill the Babis!" So ingrained was the enmity of the Mohammedans against this wronged community. . . . On the other hand, Baha’u’llah compelled the Babis to non-resistance and taught them day and night to adorn themselves with the qualities of holiness and sanctity, and commanded them to be meek and holy. He said: "It is better for you to be killed than to kill!" He exhorted them to be faithful, to be kind toward all the nations, to deal sincerely with all the people, to characterize themselves with mercy, benevolence, clemency and charity and to exert themselves at all times to serve the world of humanity.

(‘Abdu’l-Baha: Diary of Mirza Sohrab, February 17, 1914.)

Exiled in Baghdad

No one can ever imagine even faintly how we were surrounded from all sides by test and trials in the nascent stage of the Cause. When we were exiled from Persia, outwardly the means of happiness were completely lacking; we did not have even our daily necessities. Notwithstanding all this whenever I think of this time my heart is filled with exultation.

For eleven years we lived in Baghdad. The heat of that place was very intense, yet we were most happy, because we were assisted in serving at the Holy Threshold. One cannot experience a greater amount of heat than in Baghdad; at that time the summers were unbearable. We were strangers and penniless, yet our joy was supreme. The trip from Teheran to Baghdad and the days spent in Baghdad in the presence of the Blessed Perfection are very vivid in my memory.
and shall never be forgotten. Those days were overflowing with joy and fragrance.

(Abdul-Baha.)

Mirza Yahya or Subhi-Ezel, the younger half brother, whom Baha’u’llah in his love had taught most tenderly, became ambitious for prominence in the wonderful movement the Bab had started. He was encouraged by a temporary leadership which the Bab had entrusted to him. He lacked courage, however, and when the persecutions broke out fled in disguise to Baghdad, where he began to oppose the pure and glorious Baha’u’llah and claimed that he himself was the great teacher whom the Bab had foretold, “Him whom God should manifest.” Other followers of the Bab also made similar claims. With these claims they evidently stirred up quite a commotion and Baha’u’llah, always a man of peace, withdrew for two years into the mountains and let them do the teaching. But the words of Abdul-Baha, which are quoted a few paragraphs below, show how powerless these claimants were to quicken the spirits and purify the lives of those to whom Baha’u’llah had brought the very water of life. When their failure to produce in their hearers the fruits of righteousness was apparent Baha’u’llah returned that through the radiance of his spirit he might bring them back from death into life.

Later when Baha’u’llah felt compelled to proclaim that God had called him to be the teacher of world-unity whom the Bab had announced, he enclosed in the envelope with his own proclamation a letter of Subhi-Ezel’s. These he sent without a word of comment and let the readers judge from the comparative spiritual power of the two letters which had the sanction of God’s Holy Spirit.

Almost everyone accepted Baha’u’llah. Subhi-Ezel thus defeated descended to intrigues and for many years carried on intrigues against his glorious brother. Some writers in the West failing to probe the disguise of Subhi-Ezel’s pretended goodness have tried to justify him. But the great higher critic, Prof. T. K. Cheyne, has proved beyond the shadow of a question the futility and emptiness of all Subhi-Ezel’s claims. A few years ago Subhi-Ezel’s own son seeing how Baha’u’llah had now proved his greatness and divine power by bringing multitudes of those divergent races and sects into a new life of brotherhood and love became a devoted follower of Baha’u’llah.

(Note by compiler.)

During the first years of our stay in Baghdad, Baha’u’llah suddenly departed for the mountains of Suleymanieh. At that time we did not know his whereabouts at all and so it happened that there was no one to teach the Cause or muster the scattered Bahai forces. The fire of search was almost extinguished and the interest of the public waned. There was no one to assuage the fear of the few or attract the hearts of the many. The voice of divine authority was hushed and the thunders and lightnings of spiritual revelations did not roll and flash across the heavenly track. Mirza Yahya, who claimed to be the vice-regent of the Bab, always fearing his own shadow, was concealing himself in a thousand hiding-places. Completely disguised and under the assumed name of Haji Ali, he traveled like a dervish between Baghdad and Balsorah. In order to hide his identity from the public he had hung on a string a few red and yellow Arabian slippers, which he sold to the people while walking through the streets and bazaars.

At this juncture, two young men from Meelan came to Baghdad. They were enkindled believers and they brought cheer and happiness to our despondent and sorrowing hearts. It was then a long time that we had had no news from the Blessed Perfection (Baha’u’llah). The fire of spirituality and activity was put out of every soul. The hearts were be-
wilderied and the spirits drooped. No amount of exertion whatever could in the least stir to courage or self-sacrifice the spirits of the few remaining, fearful Bahais. At that time I was very young.

These two new believers from Meelan came and knocked at the door. I went and opened it. I observed that they were two young men from Meelan. Their faces were luminous, their eyes radiant. They were shining like unto two suns. I asked them to come in. . . . After awhile they asked about the Cause. I told them that the Cause was extinct, there was no Cause. They asked about Mirza Yahya. I told them he was concealed and no one knew his whereabouts. They asked about Baha’ollah. I told them I did not know where he was. As soon as they heard this sad news they looked at each other and began to weep and weep. For nearly one hour they sat on the floor and wept bitter tears of regret and disappointment. I tried to console them but I could not succeed; My own heart was sad when I realized the chaotic condition of the Cause and the absence of any life. Then they arose from their seats; without any remarks they left the house. They did not leave any address and I never heard from them afterwards.

How different it is now! The banner of the Cause of Baha’ollah is waving over all the regions. The power of the Most Great Name is felt by all the nations of the world. The glad tidings of the Kingdom are proclaimed to all the religions of the world. The potency of the Holy Spirit is moving the hearts of men, and the fearless teachers of the Cause are spreading the Gospel of salvation both in the East and in the West.

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Sohrab, February 3, 1914.)

Baha’ollah departed to Sarkalu alone. Nobody knew just where he was, even we were not informed. Two years he passed at Sarkalu. Some of the time he passed in the mountains, some of the time in grottoes, and some of the time in the city of Sarkalu. Although solitary and alone, nobody knowing him, yet all through Kurdestan he became well known. It was said, “This unknown person is a most remarkable person, is exceedingly learned, is possessed of a tremendous power, and has a colossal force.” All Kurdestan was magnetized by his love. But Baha’ollah was passing his time in poverty and even his robes and clothes were those of the poor; his food was that of the indigent. The signs of severance were manifest upon him as the sun at mid-day, and he was absolutely careless regarding his life.

(Abdul-Baha.)

Once I was in the presence of Baha’ollah. He was reading some of the writings of the Master (Abdul-Baha). After reading every line he would praise it and express the highest commendation saying: “We have never taught the Master, yet he writes with such deep penetration and inspiration; but we are daily teaching his brothers, and they are copying the holy tablets all the time, but they cannot write correctly one letter.”

(Words of Haji Mohammed, one of the early Oriental Bahais: Diary Letter of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, November 17, 1913.)

Although he (Abdul-Baha) had not studied in any school, yet, from his youth, fountains of knowledge flowed in his fluent explanations. The first trace which emanated from his holy being in the world of knowledge was the treatise he wrote in his early youth at Baghdad. This was a commentary upon the holy tradition: “I was an invisible Treasury; as I loved to be known therefore I created men to know Me.” He wrote this commentary in answer to the request of one of the Pashas. The author (Abul-Fazl) was present at a meeting when some one asked Haji-Seyd-Jawad
Taba-Tabay of Kerbela concerning the life of Baha‘u’llah. The great Seyd answered: “That holy being must be a shining light whose great son hath written such a treatise during his childhood.”

(Mirza Abul Fazl: Baha’i Proofs, p. 49-50.)

———

During these years Abbas Effendi was accustomed to frequent the mosques and argue with the doctors and learned men. They were astonished at his knowledge and acumen and he came to be known as the youthful sage. They would ask him, “Who is your teacher, where do you learn the things which you say?” His reply was that his father had taught him. Although he had never been a day in school, he was as proficient in all that was taught as well-educated young men, which was the cause of much remark among those who knew.

In appearance my brother was at this time a remarkably fine-looking youth. He was noted as one of the handsomest young men in Baghdad.

(Sister of Abdul-Baha: Quoted from Abbas Effendi, by Myron H. Phelps.)

———

Once when I lived in Baghdad I was invited to the home of a poor thorn-picker. In Baghdad the heat is even more intense than in Syria and it was a very hot day. But I walked twelve miles to the thorn-picker’s hut. Then his wife made a little cake out of some meal for me, and burnt it in cooking it. Still that was the best reception I ever attended.

(Abdul-Baha: Diary record of Miss Juliet Thompson.)

———

When we were living in Baghdad according to the custom of that country we slept on the roof during the summer months. I always commenced sleeping on the roof one month earlier than any one else and stayed one month and a half longer at the end of the season. The members of the family always insisted that I should come down because it was getting too cold; but I did not listen to them. I loved the perfect quietness, the mystic silence, the awe-inspiring, heavenly scene! Long after midnight I would get up, commune with God in spirit and watch the stars circling in their majestic spheres. There was such spirituality in that Eastern silence that whenever I think of it I feel myself transported to those divine nights of concentration and contemplation!

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Sohrab, March 25, 1914.)

———

I was asleep upon my couch; the breaths of my Lord, the Merciful, passed over me and awakened me from my sleep. I have not studied these sciences which men possess nor have I entered the colleges.

This (Baha‘u’llah) is a leaf which the breezes of the will of thy Lord the Mighty, the Exalted have stirred. Can it be still when the rushing winds blow? Verily, I was not save as one dead in the presence of His command, the hand of thy Lord, the Merciful, turning me.

Thou knowest, O God, that in every action, I desire nothing save Thy affairs, and that in every utterance I seek naught but Thy celebration; neither doth my pen move except I desire therein Thy good pleasure and the setting forth of what Thou hast enjoined upon me by Thy authority.

(Continued on page 168)
"The Cause of Baha’u’llah is the same as the Cause of Christ"

The Cause of Baha’u’llah is the same as the Cause of Christ. It is the same temple and the same foundation. Both of these are the spiritual spring and the seasons of the soul-refreshing awakening and the cause of the renovation of the life of mankind. The spring of this year is the same as the spring of last year. The origins and ends are the same. The sun of today is the sun of yesterday. In the coming of Christ the divine teachings were given in accordance with the infancy of the human race. The teachings of Baha’u’llah have the same basic principles but are according to the stage of the maturity of the world and the requirements of this illumined age.

—ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS

The Hundreth Anniversary of the Birth of Baha’u’llah

(Continued from page 167)

Thou seest me, O God, confounded in Thine earth. If I tell what Thou hast enjoined on me, Thy creatures turn against me; if I forsake what Thou hast enjoined on me for Thy part, I should be far removed from the gardens of nearness to Thee. (Wherefore) I advance toward Thy good pleasure, turning aside from what the souls of Thy servants desire, accepting what is with Thee and forsaking what would remove me afar off from the retreats or nearness to Thee and the heights of Thy glory. For Thy love I flinch not from aught and
for Thy good pleasure I fear not all the afflictions of the world. This is but through Thy strength and Thy might, Thy grace and Thy favor, not because I am deserving thereof.

(From a letter to the Shah of Persia. Baha’u’llah’s account of God’s call ringing in his inmost consciousness bidding him arise and announce himself the one whom the Bab had foretold.)

During this time (the time of the Bab’s banishment and imprisonment) Baha’u’llah was constantly engaged in the promulgation of the Cause of God; but without proclaiming himself or making known his station. Some, but few, among his friends, the early disciples, discovered that he was the one of whom the Bab spoke—“He whom God shall manifest.” Although Baha’u’llah was of royal lineage, and not of the scholastic or learned, the people naturally looking for this Promised One among the divines, yet his marvelous discourses astonished the wise and learned and they who were pure in heart saw in him the fulfillment of their hopes.*

Baha’u’llah well prepared the people for the coming of the great event, namely, his declaration, which took place in the Garden of the Rizwan, outside the city of Baghdad. During twelve days he made his mission known to his disciples, and inasmuch as this great event occurred in the Garden of the Rizwan the greatest of Bahai feasts is called after that garden in commemorating the twelve days.

(Flowers from the Rose Garden of Acca, p. 26.)

*Baha’u’llah announced himself twice in Baghdad, once to a few in 1853, then to all his friends in 1863, in the garden of the Rizwan.

In Baghdad I was a child nine years old. There and then he (Baha’u’llah) announced to me the Word, and I believed him. As soon as he proclaimed to me the Word I threw myself at his holy feet and implored and supplicated him to accept this one drop of blood as a sacrifice in his pathway.

(Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, January 13, 1914.)

This is a blessed day (the ninth day of the Rizwan), a happy and joyous day. The beauty, the holiness and the significance of these days are not known now. This is the time of gladness, bliss and ecstasy for the believers of God because we have lived during the days of the Blessed Perfection and have experienced the great joy of these days. Their celebration by us is always shaded with a recollection, but for those who have not seen Baha’u’llah with their physical eyes these days will be celebrated with a genuine rejoicing and a most thorough preparation. The beauty, the sheer joy, the exhilaration of the golden Rizwan days are now brought back to my memory and in reviewing them I find each day a perfect gem of spiritual rapture.

During the nights of those days we could not sleep because we fancied in our minds the unparalleled joy of meeting Baha’u’llah in the morning, standing in his presence, receiving his graces, and listening to his words. It was on the ninth day that the Blessed Perfection leaving Baghdad stayed in the Garden of Hajib Pasha before starting for Constantinople. It is impossible to describe with words the beatific vibrations with which we were surrounded in those days. Although to all outward appearances the Blessed Perfection was in exile, yet he moved with such power and manifested such majesty! The list of visitors calling on him during these ten days looks rather like the roll call of an army. Those who had never seen him while he lived in Baghdad called. All the leaders of the
community, the officers of the army, and of the government paid a visit. Even the Governor, Najib Pasha, called and Baha’u’llah did not return these rather important calls. Were one to reflect for a moment he would realize that such great events have never occurred in the history of the past dispensations!

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Sohrab, April 30, 1914.)

**Life in the Most Great Prison**

**The** government of Persia said: “As long as Baha’u’llah is in Persia the country will not be at peace. When Baha’u’llah is exiled from Persia the country will then find peace. He shall no longer be connected with this country; all communications with him shall be suspended.” So the Shah of Persia endeavored until he succeeded in expelling the Blessed Perfection to Constantinople, and from Constantinople to Roumelia. Communication with him had to be in secret, but still the Cause spread, and they said: “Day by day his lamp becomes brighter, his potency becomes greater. The cause of this spreading is due to the populous cities to which he is sent. Therefore it is better to send him to a penal colony where he may be considered as a suspect, that the people may know he is in the prison of murderers and highway robbers; and in a bad climate he and his followers may perish.” Therefore the King of Persia, Nasser-Ud-Din, Shah, endeavored until he succeeded in having him transported to the prison of Acca.

But the banishment of Baha’u’llah, the Blessed Perfection, instead of resulting in the extermination of the Cause in the country proved just the contrary; the Cause was spread more rapidly; the fame became more widely circulated; the teachings of the Blessed Perfection became more widely promulgated in Persia. Through the power of God he was able to hoist his banner. If at first it was a lamp, it became a flame. If it was a star, it became a mighty sun. The fame of the Cause of the Blessed Perfection went as far as the East and the West.

He paid no attention to the ministers and viziers. The Governor-in-Chief of Acca craved to be honored by admission to the presence of Baha’u’llah. For five years this one man, called Zia Pasha, asked Abdul-Baha if he would supplicate the Manifestation to permit him to make this visit, but the Manifestation never granted it. All the people of Acca know this. The Blessed Perfection was imprisoned, yet he had that power to refuse anything or to do anything he wished.

(Abdul-Baha.)

Whosoever reads the Book of H’yk (Surat-ul-H’yk) can observe the tremendous and colossal power of Baha’u’llah. He addressed the kings from the prison, each individually, summoning all to the oneness of humanity, and the most great peace, arraigning some, and predicting what would happen in their kingdoms, and these predictions have come to pass!

Some of the kings exhibited pride, one was the Ottoman king, Abdul Aziz Khan. When Baha’u’llah was a prisoner in his kingdom, he addressed him very critically, and literally did it come to pass.

Another was the French emperor. The Emperor of France did not send any reply, then a second epistle was sent to him. It was addressed to Napoleon the Third, saying, “I wrote you an epistle before, and I summoned you to a cause, but you heeded it not. You proclaimed once that you were a defender of the oppressed, but it becomes evident that you are not; rather, you magnify your own selfish desires and passions.
You advocate your own interests, and this pride of yours is supported by your empire and sovereignty. Because of your arrogance, God will shortly destroy your sovereignty and a revolution shall be set up in that kingdom, and the reins of government shall be taken from your hands, and in the utmost of debasement and degradation will you be cast, and now surely I see you in degradation. Soon it shall be manifested! The river Rhine will be the place of your humiliation and mourning, and the women will bemoan the loss of their sons." Such was the arraignment which was sent. It has been published and sent abroad.

Similar addresses were directed to other kings. And this he accomplished within a prison which was beyond human endurance, and all that he wrote or declared came to pass. It became evident and manifest, no one could hinder it. Some have not yet come to pass; they will occur later.

( Words of Abdul-Baha: From address given in Washington, D. C., May 10, 1912.)

In spite of all difficulties Baha’u’llah was ever in an exalted state; his face shone continually. He had the presence of a king. One cannot imagine any one with more majesty. One would have said that he was enjoying the greatest comfort. He drew his strength from divine powers, which always triumph. Minds were exalted on beholding him, and Baha’u’llah never hid himself. He spoke courageously before all. "He is incomparable," declared the people, "but he is setting himself against Islam. Such an one is an honor to humanity," they said, "but a detriment to our religion; therefore we must declare ourselves against him." . . .

(Abdul-Baha.)

In his lifetime he was restless for activity. He did not pass one night restfully in his bed. He bore all his ordeals and catastrophes in order that in the world of humanity a heavenly radiance might become apparent; in order that in the world of humanity the most great peace might become a reality; in order that certain souls might become manifest as the very angels of heaven; in order that heaven’s morals might become apparent among men; in order that humanity, or individuals of humanity, might become educated; in order that the precious, priceless qualities of God in the human temple might be developed to the fullest capacity; in order that man might be the likeness of God, even as it has been stated in the Bible.

(Abdul-Baha: Extract from address given in New York City, April 18, 1912.)

It was in all probability the second month of the summer when one early morning the steamer anchored off the shore of Haifa. Altogether we were seventy-seven persons. After sunrise we landed at Haifa, and hardly three or four hours had passed before a large sailing boat was brought into commission by the authorities, in which they were going to carry us back to Acre. The baggage was taken on board, and immediately afterward all of us were taken off. It was about 4 p. m. when we reached Acre.

As we entered the place we found the inhabitants of Acre, without exception, sickly looking people of sallow, yellow complexion, a good many unable to walk and hence strewn on the narrow streets. Even the soldiers and officers, who possessed privileges, looked ill. In fact, a number of the soldiers, that is, those who were ordered to guard us, were very sick and I began treating them at once.

(Abdul-Baha.)

That night we were kept by the soldiers who guarded us entirely without food. Two sentries were placed at the door and we were forbidden to go to the market to buy anything. The moth-
ers not having eaten, had no milk for their babies; the young children were famishing and the bodily sufferings of all of us were very great. But we were so happy in spite of all our miseries, and Khanom (the speaker) especially laughed so much that the Blessed Perfection sent a messenger to us to say, "Do not laugh so much, or the soldiers will say, 'Listen to those foolish people enjoying themselves and laughing with nothing to eat.'"

The day following the governor sent us some rice, but it was very bad rice, unwashed, and full of stones. The children were very happy when they saw food, and crowded around the tables. But when it was cooked, it was so black and dirty it made them sick, and they could not eat it. Then the Manifestation came to us and said, "Do not cry; I have made some food for you." He gave each of the children one sugar-plum. When they had eaten these they all went to sleep, quite peacefully and contentedly.

The weather was extremely hot, the water was bad, the prison ration coarse black bread, so that in those days many of us felt sick, and it was not long afterward when everyone became ill, except Abdul-Baha and another believer, Agha Riza Chirazi, and these two nursed us through.

(See Khanom, daughter of Abdul-Baha.)

When we arrived in Acre it was found there were not enough rooms in the barrack to imprison us separately, so they put us all in two rooms with no furniture at all. The court of the barracks had a most gloomy aspect. There were three or four fig trees on the branches of which several ominous owls screamed all night. Every one got sick, and there were neither provisions nor medicine. At the entrance of the barracks there was a morgue. It was a horrible looking room, yet I lived there two years in the utmost happiness. Up to that period I had not had time to read the Koran from first to last, but then I had ample time and used to read this Holy Book with fervor and enthusiasm.

Going over the incidents and events of the lives of former Prophets, and finding how parallel they were with ours, I was consoled and encouraged. I would read for instance, the following verse:

"How thoughtless are the people!
Whenever a Prophet is sent to them,
they either ridicule him or persecute him." And then I would read this verse:

"Verily, Our Host is victorious over them." I was very happy all the time, because I was a free man. Shut off in that room, my spirit travelled throughout the immensity of space.

The soul of man must be happy no matter where he is. One must attain to that condition of inward beatitude and peace—then outward circumstances will not alter his spiritual calmness and joyousness. No one can imagine a worse place than the barracks of Acre. The surroundings were filthy and dirty, the treatment of the officials was unbearable, and we were looked upon as the enemies of religion and corruptors of morals. The government had given an order that during our stay in Acre, no one must talk with us and we must not talk with each other.

(Abdul-Baha.)

When the Purest Branch (Baha'o'lah's youngest son) fell from the roof and was killed, the believers were not allowed to bury him, but four soldiers came and took away the body, and the holy family did not know for two years whether it had been thrown into the sea or what the soldiers had done with it. Naturally his mother was terribly sad and grieved at his death under such sad circumstances, and this sorrow made her so ill that it caused a disease of the heart, so that for a long time she was not able to walk about, but was obliged to sit on the bed.

However, when the Blessed Perfection said to her, "For my sake has this come upon him, and he has borne for me a sorrow and a trouble that was coming to me," from that day no one ever saw the mother weeping and she was always quite happy and cheerful. This was be-
cause of her faith and the strength of her spirit.

(Zea Khanom, daughter of Abdul-Baha.)

(Notes of Miss E. J. Rosenberg, Haifa, February, March, 1901.)

In the first month two of us died, and we had no money to pay for the funeral expenses, so we sold the one remaining rug. This money was also pocketed by the officials, and the two bodies thrown together in a hole outside of the town.

In the beginning, no one was allowed to leave the barracks without being accompanied by two or four guards. But after six months or a year, when they saw that not a soul ever tried to escape they gave us greater freedom and the friends could go out in the bazaar to buy things, either followed by one soldier or none.

(Sister of Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 5, 1914.)

Since that date consider how conditions have changed, and how every one of those who oppressed this party of exiles and endeavored with might and main to suppress the spread of this light has become lost in the abyss of despair and oblivion.

They are gone and we are still here, whereas, from the standpoint of the world and human reason, it should have been reversed. Everybody imagined that under the existing circumstances all this would end shortly and naught would be left of the Bahais. Is not this an evidence of divine protection and providence? We have longed for death in the path of God; we have been ready to welcome the cup of sacrifice and were thirsty for the chalice of martyrdom. The Lord willed that we stay and serve Him.

(Abdul-Baha: Bahai Bulletin—an early Bahai publication, p. 10.)

When two years had passed a regiment of soldiers was assigned to Acca. Of course there was no other place for them to live except the barracks. Therefore they had no other alternative but to turn us out. All the time there was an inn in Acca which was inhabited by different people. This inn became the hospice for the pilgrims in after years.

I went to the inn-keeper and said: "As our number is large and there are several families in our party I desire to rent the inn as a whole, and if possible the present inmates may vacate and go elsewhere." He gave his consent to my suggestion. When after a few days I came back to draw up the papers and sign the documents I saw one of the rooms was still inhabited. "Who is this?" I asked. "He is the German consul," he answered. "He must leave the premises," I said, "otherwise I will not rent the place. It is impossible for an outsider to live here." The inn-keeper looked at me with ridicule and contempt. "Ha! Ha!" he laughed, "and they say you are a prisoner! Bah! You talk to me as though you were my lord and master. What do you think, Mr. Prisoner—do you expect to get an exclusive palace in this prison town? Not much! Not much! This man is a German consul; I cannot drive him out."

Finally the German consul left of his own accord and requested to come only two hours a day to attend to his official duties, to which proposition we assented cheerfully.

Then we began to repair the rooms. One of the rooms was left unrepaired, because our small fund was exhausted. The rooms then were assigned to various families and friends, and I chose the last one for myself. This room was so damp that moss had grown on the walls and ceiling, and when it rained there were several cracks in the ceiling which gave free and welcome entrance to the rain.

The floor consisted of humid earth, a breeder of fleas. I had a piece of mat and a long Persian fur coat. It was my seat by day and my coverlet by night. When I covered myself with it an army
of fleas hiding in the arbuscule of the fur attacked me and tried their best to defeat me, but I defeated them by turning the coat and covering myself with the other side. For an hour I slept, then the wily, indomitable fleas found their way again to the inner side. Every night I had recourse to this maneuvering eight or ten times. Notwithstanding this I was far happier and more joyful at that time than now, sleeping on this fine bed!

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Sohrab, July 17, 1913.)

When we were imprisoned in the military barracks of Acre there was a small primitive bath in which the Blessed Perfection took an occasional bath. When the time arrived for our departure from the barracks we rented a very small house in the town. It was a two-story house having two rooms on the lower and four rooms on the upper floor, but they were small indeed.

On the other hand, our party consisted of many people, and we wondered how all these souls could be accommodated in this small house. Finally thirteen of us agreed to live in one room. We lived and slept and worked in this one small room. We lived in this house for well-nigh twenty years. It so happened that although the house was small yet it contained some sort of a bath, and so the Blessed Perfection could use it as often as he wished.

At the end of twenty years we rented a much larger house, but it had no bath. We went to Baha’u’llah and asked permission to build one. The more I begged the stronger was his refusal. I said: “With only fifty pounds a little comfortable bath can be built.” But he did not give his consent. Finally a month passed and I was quite worried. At last I went to an Arab friend and borrowed from him two-hundred and fifty pounds at two per cent.

This money I took to a merchant who was in former times a grain dealer, but now out of work. I said to him: “We will enter into a partnership, I to furnish the capital, you the labor. With this fund you will deal four months in grain. After paying off all the expenses of rent, etc., and receiving your monthly salary, we will divide the net profit; one-third for you and two-thirds for me.” We entered into this agreement and engaged in business. After four months we cleared our accounts. I paid the debt with its two per cent, the merchant received his one-third of the net profit, all the other expenses were defrayed, and eighty pounds left in the balance for me. With that sum then, I built a bath in the house which is kept intact to the present day.

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Sohrab, August 5, 1913.)

The house of Baha’u’llah (in Acre) was, in the beginning, two houses. At first the Blessed Perfection lived in one of them; after some years the other, fronting on the sea, was added to the first; and as they were built side by side, the partition was taken away. Thus from the older house, Baha’u’llah moved into the newer one, which has a most sublime, uninterrupted view of the sea, and took the room the veranda of which I see from my window. It is said that often in the mornings, and almost always in the afternoons, the Blessed Perfection used to walk on the veranda; the believers and pilgrims, knowing the custom, would come and walk in the neighborhood and if he desired to see any of them he would beckon to them with his blessed hands. It is now the room in the older house that Abdul-Baha is living in. Both houses are large, and although their architecture is not modern yet they are the best houses in Acre with regard to position, outward appearance and inside accommodations.

(Mirza Sohrab: Diary, December 9, 1913.)
For nine consecutive years the Blessed Perfection did not put his feet outside the gate of Acca. He was either imprisoned in the barracks or closely watched and guarded in the house. The day of his departure from the town to the plain of Acca was considered the most important in the Bahai cause. A prisoner he was, and according to the strict, royal firman of Abdul Aziz he was to be jailed in a cell alone, not even one of us was to be allowed to see or to talk to him, and to leave the town of Acca was a matter strictly forbidden. In brief, he was to be a life prisoner, with these deadly restrictions.

One day, while he was walking in the house, in the course of his conversation he said, "It is nine years since my eyes have beheld one blade of grass." He loved the green pastures, verdant plains, blossoming trees and flowering spots; especially the prairie of Acca which was wonderfully green and carpeted with wild flowers during the months of spring. For this reason he often remarked: "The city is the world of bodies, the country is the world of spirits!" Hearing these statements from the blessed lips of Baha’u’llah one day I took with me Nouri Bey, Hakki Bey and Mahmoud Efendi Taupjee—all three political prisoners and walked straight out of the gate into the plain of Acca. The strange part of this strange proceeding was that while the guards were stationed on both sides of the gate they did not as much as lift one finger to prevent us from going out, which was of course the most natural thing for them to do. On and on we walked, revelling in our newfound freedom, till we reached the present palace of Baha’u’llah (Bahajee). Here they had just laid out an orchard wherein they had planted new apricot and peach trees. The wind blowing through the branches stirred our hearts with a quick and new vibration. It was a most ideal scene. That day we walked and walked around the green country and then I returned to town. Several days passed after this event, and then I gave a feast to the officials of the town under the pines near Bahajee. This broke the bonds of incarceration, and from that time I was allowed to go out and walk as my inclination led me.

There lived in Acca a man by the name of Mohammed Pasha Safvat, who was most inimical to the Cause. He had built a palace five or six miles outside the town. Many days I searched for a suitable house to rent for the Blessed Perfection, but I could find nothing else but the palace of this man. After much delay and postponement, through the confirmation of God I succeeded in renting this palace from him at £25 a year provided I might be allowed to repair the mansion with the rent of the first five years. Having papered and furnished all the rooms I ordered the carpenters to make for me a carriage with a cover which was done in due time. Having prepared everything and attended to every detail I went to the Blessed Perfection and said: "A good mansion is made ready for you outside of Acca. It is wonderfully situated and very charming. From one side the lovely mountains and undulating valleys are seen; from another side there are large orange and mandarine orchards; the oranges, like unto red lanterns, shine and glow through the green boughs; from another side, verdant gardens and prairies full of narcissis and tulips are seen; the Mediterranean glints in the distance; a stream of cool water flows in the center; in brief, it is an ideal place. I supplicate you to leave the town and live there."

The Blessed Perfection answered: "I am a prisoner. The prisoners are not allowed to go beyond the town of Acca." I repeated my praises of the place and begged him to come out. But to no avail. Again he refused my request. I did not want to go on with this insistence so I chose silence and left the Blessed Perfection's presence.
I thought a good deal over this matter, trying to find a solution to this problem. Finally I decided to send for the Mofﬁ, who loved Baha’u’llah and enjoyed freedom of conversation in his presence. When he arrived I told him something had come which none of us was able to cope with save him. He asked me what it was. I said: “We are all anxious that the Blessed Perfection should go out of town. I have begged him twice, the believers have also entreated, but all have been refused. This is thy work. After sunset go thou to the house, knock at the door, and if they ask thee what thou dost want, say, ‘I have come to meet Baha’u’llah.’ Thou must not leave his presence without his promise to go out.”

As soon as he was given permission to enter the presence he went directly to him and threw himself at his holy feet, took hold of his blessed hands, and bluntly said: “My Lord, why dost thou not go out? The country is charming, the weather is delightful, the pastures are green, the water is cool and the palace is made ready.” The Blessed Perfection said to him: “Mofﬁ! I am a prisoner!” “O,” he said, “You are not a prisoner. You are free. Everything depends upon your own will.” Again Baha’u’llah objected, but the Mofﬁ did not let his hands go and insisted and insisted till the much-expected promise was given. Coming out of the house the Mofﬁ came to me and imparted to me the glad news. I was overjoyed, so much so that I kissed his lips many times. On the next day when I stood in the presence of the Blessed Perfection he smiled and said: “What a tenacious man you sent to me!” I said: “Now you have given your promise to the Mofﬁ that you will go out, the carriage is ready at the door. . . .” I rode with him through the streets of Acca and beyond the gate. Then I alighted from the carriage and walked to the palace of Mazreah. The Blessed Perfection was most pleased with the place.

It was about the middle of February, and in that month and in March the whole country was bedecked with flowers. The plain of Acca was dancing with joy and the mountain, the valleys and gardens were intoxicated with the wine of happiness and were crying out, “O rapture! O bliss!” Those heavenly months and years were spent in the utmost rejoicing until it was found that the place was too small to accommodate the growing needs of the holy family. Then there was another palace belonging to Abboud and his family. This was the palace of Bahjee. Abboud and his children were sick and went into town. I wanted to rent this palace from him; he wished to present it to me and insisted upon it. Finally I rented it from him at £150 a year, and Baha’u’llah and the members of the holy family moved into it. From that time on he lived in Bahjee and Acca, alternately, till the day of his departure dawned upon us and threw us into the depths of despair and sorrow.

(Atboul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Sohrab, March 23, 1914.)

Prof. Edward G. Browne of Cambridge University, England, whose specialty was Persian Literature and History, heard of the great spiritual awakening which was sweeping through Persia among a people that as he said “slumber in a sleep like unto that of death.”

At last he was so much interested that he obtained a year’s leave of absence and went to study at first-hand this remarkable spiritual renaissance. He visited “the fountain head” of the movement in Acca. He records his impression of Baha’u’llah as follows:

“Of the culminating event of this my journey some few words at least must be said. During the morning of the day after my installation at Bahje one of Baha’s younger sons entered the room where I was sitting and beckoned to me to follow him. I did so, and was
conducted through passages and rooms at which I scarcely had time to glance to a spacious hall, paved, so far as I remember (for my mind was occupied with other thoughts) with a mosaic of marble. Before a curtain suspended from the wall of this great ante-chamber my conductor paused for a moment while I removed my shoes. Then, with a quick movement of the hand, he withdrew, and, as I passed, replaced the curtain; and I found myself in a large apartment along the upper end of which ran a low divan, while on the side opposite to the door were placed two or three chairs. Though I dimly suspected whither I was going, and whom I was to behold (for no distinct intimation had been given to me), a second or two clapsed ere, with a throb of wonder and awe, I became definitely conscious that the room was not untenanted. In the corner where the divan met the wall sat a wondrous and venerable figure, crowned with a felt head-dress of the kind called ‘taj’ by dervishes (but of unusual height and make), round the base of which was wound a small white turban. The face of him on whom I gazed I shall never forget, though I cannot describe it. Those piercing eyes seemed to read one’s very soul; power and authority sat on that ample brow; while the deep lines on the forehead and reach indicated an age which the jet-black hair and beard flowing down in indistinguishable luxuriance almost to the waist seemed to belie. No need to ask in whose presence I stood, as I bowed myself before one who is the object of a devotion and love which kings might envy and emperors sigh for in vain!’”

(Prof. E. G. Browne: Quoted from A Traveller’s Narrative.)

During the life of Baha’u’llah there lived in Acre an honorable gentleman from Europe. He had heard much about the praise of the Rizwan and expressed the wish to see the place. Permission being granted, he came there one day with his family. I prepared tea for them and showed them the utmost hospitality. When they were going to leave in the evening, the gentleman left on the table a purse containing twelve pounds. Realizing what he had done, I ran back to him and forced the money into his hands. He urged me to accept it and I persisted in my refusal. Seeing how useless was his insistence, he took it back, alighted from his carriage, took off his hat and shook my hands. However, he went straight to the Blessed Perfection and said: “I wished to give a small present to your gardener, but he would not accept it; it seemed it was too little for him.” When next I went to see him the Blessed Perfection addressed me: “Abdul Kasim! I have heard that thou didst not accept the present offered to thee by the European gentleman. Why didst thou not accept it?” “If never will I accept anything from anyone while I am serving the Lord of mankind.” “Wilt thou accept something from me?” “Yes, with the greatest honor!” Then he showed me a small purse of Cashmere shawl and raising it up, he said: “This contains only one pound, but it is from me. Thou canst not realize how happy thou hast made me because thou didst manifest the wealth of the spirit. Those who are in my service must be independent of all else save me.”

(Prof. E. G. Browne: Quoted from A Traveller’s Narrative.)

There are many kinds of roses, but this kind is the most fragrant. The extract of rose is taken from this. The Blessed Perfection always loved this species of roses. Large bowls containing the same decorated the table of his room all the time. The fragrance of this rose has a greatly refining effect upon the human constitution. Baha’u’llah liked perfumes very much, and he always used the attar of roses.

The physical susceptibilities of the Blessed Perfection were very great. His
sense of smell was very keen indeed, and also his eyesight, and up to the end of his life he read the finest type without the aid of glasses.

The holy divine Manifestations are even superior and distinguished in their physical powers from the rest of mankind! For example, even when the Blessed Perfection was not feeling well, his pulse would beat regularly like the pulse of a young man twenty years old. For the last three years of his life he hardly ate anything. The servants brought the tray before him; he would look at the various dishes, eat a few mouthfuls, and then it was immediately removed; yet the pulse was normal. At that time there was a Greek doctor who regularly called on the family whenever any of us was not feeling well. One day he was allowed to stand in the presence of Baha’u’llah. He looked into his face and his eyes, and asked permission to feel his pulse. After due examination, the doctor expressed his astonishment, and said that he had never seen a constitution so highly sensitive as that of Baha’u’llah.

(From the Diary of Mirza Sohrab, March 5, 1914.)

Continually he was threatened with the darts and javelins of the adversaries. He cried out, “We have burned away the veil and the shroud and are enkindled with the fire of love. Like unto the candle we are set aglow and like unto the Beloved we are ever present in the gatherings of the lovers.” It is well-nigh beyond belief that notwithstanding all these dangers the Blessed Perfection was protected. The condition was like that of a deer, although surrounded by a hundred thousand hounds attacking it from every side yet it is protected by an invisible power.

(From the Diary of Mirza Sohrab, March 7, 1914.)

In an Arabic poem, the Blessed Perfection said about the calamities and allegations heaped upon him: “In every moment they inflect upon me the wound of polytheism and at every second they aim at me the dart of infidelity. O Thou Divine Spirit! Descend and behold how my humiliation is greater than Thy glory.”

(From the Diary of Mirza Sohrab, June 21, 1914.)

All this diffusion of the fragrances of the Cause of God, throughout the Orient and the Occident, is mainly due to the successive exiles and imprisonments of the Blessed Perfection. If these events had not transpired the holy Cause would not have left the frontier of Persia, the prophecies of the prophets concerning the raising of the voice of the Lord of Hosts from the mountains and hills of the Holy Land would not have been fulfilled and the tent of the Lord of Lords would not have been pitched on its plains and meadows!

(From the Diary of Mirza Sohrab, May 25, 1914.)

Indeed God’s ways are most mysterious and unsearchable. What outward
relation exists between Shiraz, Teheran, Baghdad, Constantinople, Adrianople, Aeca and Haifa! Yet God worked patiently step by step through these various cities according to his own definite eternal plan, so that the prophecies and predictions as foretold by the prophets might be fulfilled. The golden thread of promise runs through the Bible, and it was so destined that God in his own good time would cause its appearance. Not even a single word will be left meaningless or unfulfilled.

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Sohrab, February 14, 1914.)

From the beginning of the Cause or more definitely from the time that the Blessed Perfection was exiled from Teheran all the events in this movement, although their outward appearances for the time being were fraught with pain and sorrow, yet they were based upon the consummate wisdom of God.

On the eve of the departure from Persia the believers were in tears. It is evident that after those dreadful persecutions, sufferings, trials and martyrdoms it was most difficult for them to bear this last blow. They thought the voice would be hushed, the truth would die, the light would become extinct and the truth defeated. However, the spiritual wisdom of such an event became apparent afterwards. Eleven years' sojourn in Baghdad widened immensely the circle of influence of the Cause and carried its fame to the four corners of the earth.

Having received the firman of exile from Baghdad to Constantinople, when the friends heard this dire news they were deeply grieved. Through the intensity of anguish they were weeping uncontrollably. The wisdom of this event became likewise manifest later.

When the two despotic governments decided to exile us from Adrianople to Aeca there was such a manifestation of sorrow and anxiety that neither word nor pen can describe it adequately. The floodgate of unutterable grief was set loose. Thus you observe the ship of this Cause has weathered fearful storms, the like of which it is impossible for you to imagine. Now it has become apparent how these events constitute the unparalleled victories of the Cause although at the time of their happening many people thought they were crushing defeats.

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Sohrab, May 25, 1914.)

All the time of the sojourn of the Blessed Perfection—may the souls of all existence be a ransom to his forbearance!—in this mortal world, he was enduring the most painful afflictions. At last, in this greatest prison, his holy body was extremely weakened from the intense sufferings and his beautiful person became as weak as a web from these continual hardships. His main purpose in bearing this heavy burden and all these troubles which gave forth their waves like an ocean, in accepting chains and fetters and showing forth the greatest forbearance, was for the sake of harmony, concord and union among all the people of the world and for the establishment of the signs of the real unity among all nations, until the essential Unity (of God) might appear in the end in the existing realities, and the light of the saying: "Thou seest no difference among the creatures of God" might shine forth upon the whole world.

(Abdul-Baha: Extract from Tablet revealed about 1904 or 1905 for the Persian believers.)

Baha’u’llah departed to the everlasting world and ascended to the Supreme Horizon, May 28, 1892. On the day of his departure the inhabitants of Haifa, Aeca and neighboring places, assembled in the presence of his eldest son, Abdul-Baha, the “Greatest Branch,” and interred his remains.
with extraordinary respect, close to the mansion of Bahjé, which is situated a short distance from Acca.

(Abul Fazl: Bahá’í Proofs, p. 69.)

O ye friends of God and assistants of Abdul-Baha:

When the Sun of Truth was concealed behind the cloud of glory, the orb of the universe disappeared from the dawning-place of the visible and shone forth in the invisible world, and conferred successive bounties upon the contingent world, then from the unseen realms, the hosts began to move, opened their wings and flew around. They supposed they could interrupt the glorious bounties of that beautiful face, quench the shining rays of the Sun of Truth; extinguish the ignited fire and destroy the praiseworthy light; for they imagined that on account of the departure of His Highness the desired One, the divine foundations would be demolished and the blessed tree uprooted. Evil was that which they imagined and thou findest them in this day in manifest loss.

For, according to what was heard, the enemies in some of the lands, upon receiving the news of the most great disaster, held banquets. They rejoiced and made merry, celebrated festivals, burned incense, served sweets and flowers, lit many a candle, mixed honey and wine, played lutes and harps, spent that evening in cheerfulness and gladness until dawn, and sought delight and pleasure. But (they were) heedless that the bounty of that Sun has no end, the torrent of that rain is free from interruption, the radiance of that blessed Orb is continual, and that the dominion of the "Merciful One (who) is established upon the Throne" is permanent. Nay, rather, the human temple, like unto a cloud, prevents (people) from beholding the rays of the Sun. Therefore, it is said in the Gospel that when His Highness the Promised One comes, he shall be mounted on a cloud; but when that noble cloud is concealed, then shall the disk of the sun become manifest and transmit intense rays throughout all regions.

Consequently, after the lapse of but a short time arose a tumult throughout the regions and the pillars of the world trembled. The East became full of cries of joy and the West full of clamor. The most luminous Sun of the beauty of Truth shone forth with the utmost ardor from the invisible zodiac, upon all regions. The veil of covering and concealment was removed and the fire of the love of God became ablaze within the hearts. The beloved of God were enkindled as candles and became well known among men like unto enraptured lovers. From every quarter a song and melody was heard and the call of "O our Lord, we have heard Thy voice." was raised in all regions. The Word of God was promoted and the fragrances of God diffused. The fame of the True One was universally spread. The call of "Am I not (your Lord)" reached the ears of the far and near. The Cause of the religion of God became loftier. All the nations became impressed, and the enemies of the Blessed Beauty (Bahá’u’lláh) were disappointed and in loss.

When they considered that the departure of His Highness the Desired One—may my life be a sacrifice to his beloved!—led to the exaltation of his blessed Cause, and the flame of the ignited fire increased and every assured believer stepped forward, therefore the shining of the brilliant light proved a manifest loss to the denying people. Moreover, the grace of His Highness the Almighty adorned the imperial throne of Persia with the accession of an equitable king and through the power of the Merciful One that perfect sovereign became compassionate toward this oppressed community. This was also a confirmation from His Highness the Powerful Lord.

(From Tablet by Abdul-Baha for Mirza Abul Fazl and Ishtail Ebn Kalanter. Translated June 4, 1903, Washington, D. C.)
Old Testament Prophecies Concerning

The Branch

Behold the man whose name is The Branch; and he shall grow up out of his place, and he shall build the temple of the Lord; even he shall build the temple of the Lord; and he shall bear the glory, and shall sit and rule upon his throne; and he shall be a priest upon his throne; and the counsel of peace shall be between them both.—(Zechariah 6:12, 13.)

Hear now, O Joshua, the high priest, thou, and thy fellows that sit before thee: for they are men wondered at: for, behold, I will bring forth my servant The Branch. . . . In that day, saith the Lord of hosts, shall ye call every man his neighbor under the vine and under the fig tree.—(Zechariah 3:8-10.)

And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out of his roots: and the Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom and understanding, the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge and of the fear of the Lord; and shall make him of quick understanding in the fear of the Lord; and he shall not judge after the sight of his eyes, neither reprove after the hearing of his ears, but with righteousness shall he judge the poor, and reprove with equity for the meek of the earth; and he shall smite the earth with the rod of his mouth, and with the breath of his lips shall he slay the wicked. And righteousness shall be the girdle of his loins, and faithfulness the girdle of his reins. . . . They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain: for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea. And in that day there shall be a root of Jesse, which shall stand for an ensign of the people; to it shall the Gentiles seek: and his resting place shall be glorious. . . . And he shall set up an ensign for the nations, and shall assemble the outcasts of Israel, and gather together the dispersed of Judah from the four corners of the earth.—(Isaiah 11:1-12.)

In that day shall The Branch of the Lord be beautiful and glorious, and the fruit of the earth shall be excellent and comely for them that are escaped of Israel.—(Isaiah 4:2.)
"When the ocean of My Presence hath disappeared and the Book of Origin is achieved to the end, turn your faces toward Him Whom-God-hath-purposed, who hath branched from this Pre-Existent Root." — Words of Baha’u’llah.
The Center of the Covenant, The Greatest Branch:
Abdul-Baha Abbas

In order to preserve the unity of the Cause and to spread the religion of God, Baha’u’llah has established this Covenant and Testament. Were it not for the power of the Covenant you would have witnessed the dispersion of the believers and the total disappearance of the Cause of God. When I say the Covenant, I mean the power and authority of Baha’u’llah given to me.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from Diary Letter of Mirza Sohrab, to Miss Magee, Paris, May 10, 1913.)

When the ocean of My Presence hath disappeared and the Book of Origin is achieved to the end, turn your faces toward “Him-Whom-God-hath-purposed,” who hath branched from this Pre-Existent Root.

When the Nightingale soareth from the grove of praise, and repaireth to the furthermost concealed destination, refer ye that which you understand not from the Book, to The Branch extended from this firm Root.

(Words of Baha’u’llah: Quotations from Kitab-El-Akdas—the Most Holy Book.)

O my Branches! In this Existent Being the greatest strength and the most perfect power is hidden and concealed; look towards it and gaze in the direction of its union and not at its seeming differences. This is the Testament of God, that the Branches (Aghsan), Twigs (Afnan) and Relations (Muntessabeen) must each and every one look to the Greatest Branch (Ghusn Azam). Reflect upon that which is revealed in my Book, the Akdas: “When the ocean of my presence hath disappeared and the book of Origin is achieved to the end, turn your faces towards him whom God hath purposed, who hath branched from this Pre-existent Root.” The aim of this blessed verse hath been the Greatest Branch. We have likewise elucidated the command as a favor from before us; and I am the Generous, the All-dispenser!

Verily God hath ordained the station of the Greater Branch (Ghusn Akbar) after the station of the Greatest.* Verily he is the Ordainer, the Wise! We have surely chosen the Greater (Akbar) after the Greatest (Azam) as a command from the All-knowing, the Omniscient!

(Word of Baha’u’llah: Extract from Kitab-El-Ah’d—the Book of the Covenant.)

*Baha’u’llah said in this connection, that, "After the Truth there is naught but error." When any of the Branches sever themselves from the Tree, the station also becomes severed. They are then only fit for fire.—Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi.
In His Name who shines from the horizon of might!

Verily the Tongue of the Ancient gives glad tidings to those who are in the world concerning the appearance of the Greatest Name, and who takes His Covenant among the nations. Verily he is myself; the shining-place of my identity; the east of my Cause; the heaven of my bounty; the sea of my will; the lamp of my guidance; the path of my justice; the standard of my laws.

The one who has turned to him hath turned to my face and is illumined through the lights of my Beauty; has acknowledged my oneness and confessed my singleness.

The one who has denied him has been deprived of the salsabil of my love, of the kawther of my favor, the cup, of my mercy, and of the wine through which the sincere ones have been attracted and the monotheists have taken flight in the air of my kindness, which no one hath known except the One whom I have chosen him only because thou hast chosen him; I have elected him, for this oppressed one, and I heard that which thou hast communed with God, or thou my Greatest Branch!

Thou knowest, O my God, that verily, thou beholdest my pen moving and my limbs trembling in this moment of revelation. I beg of thee by my craving in thy love, and my yearning for the declaration of thy command, to ordain for him and his lovers that which thou hast ordained for thy messengers and the trusted ones of thy revelation.

Verily, thou art the Powerful, the Mighty!

O thou my Greatest Branch!

Thy letter was surely presented before this oppressed one, and I heard that which thou hast communed with God, the Lord of the worlds.

Verily, we have ordained thee the guardian of all the creatures, and a protection to all those in the heavens and earths, and a fortress to those who believe in God, the One, the Omniscient!

I beg of God to protect them by thee, to enrich them by thee; to nourish them by thee; and to reveal to thee that which is the dawning-point of riches to the people of creation, and the ocean of generosity to those in the world, and the rising-point of favor to all nations. Verily, he is the Powerful, the All-knowing and the Wise!

I beg of him to water the earth and all that is in it by thee, that there may spring up from it the flowers of wisdom and revelation and the hyacinths of science and knowledge. Verily, he is the friend to those who love him, and an assistant to those who commune with him.

There is no God but Him, the Mighty, and the Magnified!

(Translated by Mirza Valiolah Khan Vargha, Teheran, Persia, December 11, 1913. Photographs of the original manuscript of this Tablet have been received in America.)
O thou my Greatest Branch!
El-Baha be upon thee, and upon whomsoever may serve thee; and woe unto those who contradict thee; blessed are those who love thee; and fire unto those who are thine enemies!

Praise be unto him who honored the land of Beirut, with the feet of him around whom all the names revolve. Therefore, all the (created) atoms have announced good tidings unto all the contingent beings, that the sun of the Beauty of the Greatest and Majestic Branch of God, the most weighty and well-made Mystery of God, hath arisen, dawned, appeared, gleamed and shone forth from the door of the prison (Aceh) and its horizon, and advanced to the former place (Beirut). Therefore, the prison land is darkened, while the former is rejoiced.

Exalted! Exalted! is our Lord God, the creator of all things and the maker of heaven, by whose power the gate of the prison is opened, the opening of which fulfilled that which was formerly revealed in the tablets.

Verily he is the powerful to do that which he pleases; the kingdom of emanation is within his grasp. He is the Powerful, the Knowing, the Wise!

Blessed is the land which is honored with his footsteps! Blessed is the eye which is illuminated by his Beauty; the ear which is favored with hearing his voice; the heart which has tasted the sweetness of his love; the breast which is dilated by commemorating him; the pen which moves in praising him; and the tablet which bears his signs! I beg of God, the Exalted, the Most High, to cause us to attain his visit ere long.

Verily, He is the Hearer, the Powerful, the Answerer!

(Tablet sent to Abdul-Baha when he was in Beirut, Syria.)

Verily a Word hath gone forth in favor from the most great Tablet and God hath adorned it with the mantle of Himself and made it sovereign over all in the earth and a sign of His grandeur and omnipotence among the creatures; in order that, through it, the people shall praise their Lord, the Mighty, the Powerful, the Wise; and that, through it, they shall glorify their creator and sanctify the self of God which standeth within all things. Verily this is naught but a revelation upon the part of the Wise, the Ancient One! Say: O people, praise ye God for its manifestation (The Branch), for verily it (The Branch) is the most great favor upon you and the most perfect blessing upon you; and through him every moulder bone is quickened. Whosoever turns to him hath surely turned unto God and whosoever turneth away from him hath turned away from my Beauty, denied my proof and is of those who transgress.

Verily, he is the remembrance of God amongst you and his appearance among the servants who are nigh.

Verily, those who withhold from the shelter of The Branch are indeed lost in the wilderness of perplexity—and are consumed by the heat of self-desire—and are of those who perish.

(Extract from the Tablet of The Branch.)

But the One (from among his sons) who will appear among them with innate knowledge, God will cause the verses of His power to flow from his tongue, and he is the One to whom God has assigned His Cause. Verily there is no God but Him, in whom is the creation and the command, and verily we are all performing His commands.

I beg of God to incline them to his obedience, and to nourish them with that whereby their mind is satisfied, and the minds of those who are facing the direction of God at every instant, and to overlook their oppression, and to ordain them of those who will inherit the heaven of paradise from before God, the Mighty, the Protector, the Self-subsistent!

(Words of Baha’u’llah: Extract from Tablet revealed for Haji Khaleel. Prayers, Tablets, Instructions and Miscellaneous gathered by American visitors, during the summer of 1900.)
But if any soul asks concerning the station of this servant the answer is—Abdul-Baha. If he inquires after the meaning of The Branch, the answer is—Abdul-Baha. If he desires to know the significance of the verse regarding The Branch, the answer is—Abdul-Baha. If he insists upon the explanation of the meaning of “The Branch extended from the Ancient Root,” the answer is—Abdul-Baha.

I am, however, contented with what is inflicted upon me in thy path. Would that thy servants could be satisfied therewith, and that it would have sufficed them to do all these things unto myself. No! by thy Might! this shall never satisfy them. Nay, they will attack the countenance which thou hast raised (to be) in thy place, and whom thou hast concealed under the tents of thy glory, and under the canopy of thy sublimity, whom thou hast branched from the ocean of thy singleness and enkindled with the fire of thine eternity, whom thou hast elevated to the station which is never comprehended by anyone, and is never known by any soul, whom thou hast appointed a fortress unto thy servants, and a light unto the countries, whom thou hast ordained the people to have recourse unto as they have recourse unto thee, and to be submissive under his hands as their submission unto thee. Notwithstanding all this, they contradicted him.

Verily, know that the Letter (Tablet) of Abdul-Baha and his address is a hidden mystery and concealed fact; no one is informed of its greatness and importance at these times. But in course of time and in future centuries it will dawn forth; the fragrances thereof will be diffused and the greatness, the importance thereof will be known. The truth I say unto thee, that each leaflet from Abdul-Baha will be a wide-spread book, nay, rather a glistening gem on the glorious crown. Know thou its value and hold great its station!

The herald who proclaimed the written names is Abdul-Baha, who announces the names of those who deserve salvation and are firm in the Covenant of God.

This covenant is the Covenant of His Holiness Baha’u’llah. Now its importance is not known befittingly; but in the future it shall attain to such a degree of importance that if a king violates to the extent of one atom he shall be cut off immediately.

His Holiness Abraham—On him be Peace—made a covenant concerning His Holiness Moses and gave the glad tidings of his coming. His Holiness Moses made a covenant concerning the promised One, i.e., His Holiness Christ and announced the good news of his manifestation to the world. His Holiness Christ made a covenant concerning (the) Paraclete and gave the tidings of his coming. His Holiness the prophet Mohammed made a covenant concerning His Holiness The Bab and The Bab was the one promised by Mohammed, for Mohammed gave the
tiding of his coming. The Bab made a covenant concerning Baha’u’llah and gave the glad tidings of his coming, the One promised by His Holiness The Bab. Baha’u’llah made a covenant concerning a promised One who will become manifest after one thousand, or thousands of years. He likewise, with his Supreme Pen, entered into a great Covenant and Testament with all the Baha'is whereby they were all commanded to follow the Center of the Covenant after his (Baha’u’llah’s) departure, and turn not away, even to a hair’s breadth, from obeying him.

In the Book of Akdas, he (Baha'u'llah) has given positive commands in two clear instances, and has explicitly appointed the interpreter of "The Book." Also in all the divine tablets, especially in the "Chapter of The Branch," all means the Servitude of Abdul-Baha, all that was needed to explain the Center of the Covenant and the Interpreter of the Book has been revealed from the Supreme Pen. Now as Abdul-Baha is the interpreter of The Book he says that the "Chapter of the Branch" means Abdul-Baha, that is, the Servitude of Abdul-Baha, and none other.

In short, one of the specific teachings of this cycle of His Holiness Baha'u'llah which has not been manifest during the former cycles, is that His Holiness Baha'u'llah left no opportunity for a difference (division). For in his blessed Day he made a Covenant and Testament with the traces of the Supreme Pen and explained the One to whom all should turn; and he explicitly pointed to the Interpreter of the Book, and thus closed all doors to interpretations. We must all offer thanks to God, for he gave us rest (peace) in this blessed cycle, and left no occasion for anyone to hesitate (doubt). All must therefore obey and be submissive, and wholly turn themselves to the One appointed by him, i.e., the Center of the Covenant.

But all explanations must alone be limited to what has been stated. Do you by no means exceed it; so that it may be conducive to harmony, and remove differences.

( Words of Abdul-Baha: A Tablet revealed by Abdul-Baha for Charles Mason Remey about 1912.)

Today, the most important affair is firmness in the Covenant, because firmness in the Covenant wards off differences.

In former cycles no distinct covenant was made in writing by the Supreme Pen; no distinct personage was appointed to be the standard of differentiating falsehood from truth, so that whatsoever he said was to stand as truth and that which he repudiated was to be known as falsehood. At most, His Holiness Jesus Christ gave only an intimation, a symbol, and that was but an indication of the solidity of Peter's faith. When he mentioned his faith, His Holiness said, "Thou art Peter"—which means rock—"and upon this rock will I build my church." This was a sanction of Peter's faith; it was not indicative of his (Peter) being the expounder of the Book, but was a confirmation of Peter's faith.

But in this dispensation of the Blessed Beauty (Baha'u'llah) among its distinctions is that he did not leave people in perplexity. He entered into a Covenant and Testament with the people. He appointed a Center of the Covenant. He wrote with his own pen and revealed it in the Kitab-el-Ahd, the Book of Laws, and Kitab-el-Ah'd, the Book of the Covenant, appointing him (Abdul-Baha) the Expounder of the Book. You must ask him (Abdul-Baha) regarding the meanings of the texts of the verses. Whosoever he says is correct. Outside of this, in numerous Tablets he (Baha'u'llah) has explicitly recorded it, with clear, sufficient, valid and forceful statements. In the Tablet of The Branch he explicitly states: Whosoever The Branch says is right, or correct; and every person must obey The Branch with his life, with his heart, with his tongue. Without his will, not a word shall anyone
utter. This is an explicit text of the Blessed Beauty. So there is no excuse left for anybody. No soul shall, of himself, speak anything. Whosoever his (Abdul-Baha’s) tongue utters, whatsoever his pen records, that is correct; according to the explicit text of Baha’-ullah in the tablet of The Branch.

His Holiness Abraham covenanted with regard to Moses. His Holiness Moses was the promised One of Abraham, and he, Moses, covenanted with regard to His Holiness Christ, saying that Christ was the promised One. His Holiness Christ covenanted with regard to His Holiness “The Paraclete,” which means His Holiness Mohammed. His Holiness Mohammed covenanted as regards The Bab, whom he called “My promised One,” His Holiness The Bab, in all his books, in all his epistles, explicitly covenanted with regard to the Blessed Beauty, Baha’-ullah, that Baha’-ullah was the promised One of His Holiness The Bab. His Holiness Baha’-ullah covenanted, not that I (Abdul-Baha) am the promised One, but that Abdul-Baha is the Expounder of the Book and the Center of His Covenant, and that the promised One of Baha’-ullah will appear after one thousand or thousands of years. This is the Covenant which Baha’-ullah made. If a person shall deviate, he is not acceptable at the Threshold of Baha’-ullah. In case of difference, Abdul-Baha must be consulted. They must revolve around his good pleasure. After Abdul-Baha, whenever the Universal House of Justice is organized, it will ward off differences.

( Words of Abdul-Baha: Star of the West, Vol. 3, No. 14, p. 9.)

Every movement in this world has a center. For example, this electric bulb is a center of light, but it only illumines the room; but the sun shines upon all the created phenomena without any distinction.

( Words of Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, October 30, 1913. )

After His Holiness Christ, there were many who appeared who were instrumental in creating factions, dissensions. It was not known which one was pursuing the right way. For example, there appeared one among them whose name was Nestor (? ) who said that Christ was not a prophet of God.

Another division was created when the Catholics declared Jesus Christ to be the Son of God; they even pronounced him to be Divinity Himself. The Protestants claimed that Jesus Christ was possessed of two elements, a human element and a divine element. Thus another division was created. In short, the religion of Christ was divided and it was not known who was pursuing the right pathway, because there was no appointed Center to whom Christ referred, whose word was to be a gateway. If His Holiness Christ had taken a covenant with any soul, summoning all to cling to his word as correct, then it would have been evident as to what was veracity.

Because there was no appointed book, every one declared, saying: “We are the right pathway and the others are not.” But the Blessed Perfection, Baha’-ullah, to ward off dissensions, so that no interested person should create any division or belief, appointed a Central Personage, declaring him to be the Expounder of the Book. That is, people do not generally understand the meanings of the Book, but he does understand. “He is the Expounder of my Book and the Center of my Testament.” In the last two verses of the Book are revealed explicit instructions, declaring that “after me, you should turn your attention to a distinct personage and whatsoever he says is correct.” And in the Book of the Cov-
The Covenant, he said that by these two verses are meant such and such a person. In all his Tablets and Books he has praised the firm ones in the Covenant and he has anathematized those who are not firm in the Covenant, and in all his Tablets he said: "Verily, shun those who are shaken in the Covenant. Verily, God is the confirm of the firm ones." In his prayers he has said: "O God! Render those who are firm in the Covenant as dear. De­grade those who are not firm in the Cov­enant, O God! Be the protector of him who protecteth him and confirm him who confirms the Center of the Covenant." Many are the utterances regarding the violators of the Covenant, so that in the blessed Cause there should be no dissens­ions. No one should say: "My opinion is this," or, "My thought is this." That they may know who is the Expounder and that whatsoever he says is cor­rect. He has not left any room for dis­sensions—not at all. Of course it is cer­tain that in the world there are those who are antagonistic; there are those who are followers of passion; there are those who follow their own thoughts; there are those who like to create dissension in the Cause. For example: Judas Iscariot was one of the disciples, but he betrayed Jesus Christ. Such things have happened in the past, but now the Blessed Beauty has explicitly declared: "This person is the Expounder of my Book and all must turn to him." And this is to ward off dissension. The purpose of the Blessed One is that no differences shall be created.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: A Heavenly Vista, p. 32.)

"And the temple of God was opened in heaven, and there was seen in His temple the ark of His testament:" (Revelation 11:19).

If a soul shall utter a word without the sanction of the Covenant, he is not firm. Baha’ullah appointed a Covenant to ward off dissensions: so that no one can have his own opinion,—so that the Center can be referred to. There were dissensions in the time of Christ because there was no Center. This is the reality of the question. Whatever the Center of the Covenant says is correct. No one shall speak a word of himself. Baha’ullah has called down the vengeance of God upon anyone who violates the Covenant. Beware! Beware! Lest ye be shaken: Remain firm even if the people of heaven try to shake you. Firmness in the Covenant is not mere words. The command is explicit. (Signed—Abdul-Baha Abbas.)

The point to which all eyes should turn is One. All eyes must turn their atten­tion to the Center of the Covenant while the presence of the Covenant is among us. No other soul should have any existence. All others save the Center of the Covenant are equal. (Signed—Abdul-Baha Abbas.)

(Excerpts from some instructions given by Abdul-Baha to several friends in America, July, 1912. These excerpts received his personal signature.)

These great days are swiftly passing and once gone can never be recalled, so while the rays of the Sun of Truth are still shining and the Center of the Covenant of God is manifest, let us go forth to work, for after awhile the night will come and the way to the vineyard will not then be so easy to find.

(Continued on page 203)
THE Centennial Celebration of the Birth of Baha'\'u'llah

The Centennial Festival in commemoration of the Birth of the Greatest Manifestation of God, Baha'\'u'llah, was celebrated by the Chicago Assembly and visiting friends from the central states and others, New York, Oregon and California being among those represented. The happiness of the assembled friends was evident. The meetings throughout the three days were full of spiritual joy and heavenly harmony.

The festival began Saturday evening, November 10th, with a banquet in the Auditorium hotel, where all meetings were held.

THE FESTIVAL

Mr. Charles H. Greenleaf of Chicago presided. He read the Glad Tidings of the Kingdom as revealed by Abdul-Baha, as follows:

"Do you know in what Day you are living? Do you realize in what Dispensation you are alive? Have you not read in the Holy Scriptures that at the consummation of the ages there shall appear a Day which is the Sun of all the past Days? This is the Day in which the Lord of Hosts has come down from Heaven on the Clouds of Glory! This is the Day in which all the inhabitants of all the world shall come under the Tent of the Word of God!"

"This is the Day whose real sovereign is His Highness the Almighty. This is the Day when the East and the West shall embrace each other like unto two lovers. This is the Day in which war and contention shall be forgotten. This is the Day in which nations and governments will enter into an eternal bond of amity and conciliation. This Century is the fulfillment of the Promised Century.

"This Day is the dawn of the appearances of the traces of the glorious visions of past prophets and sages. Now is the dawn: ere long the effulgent Sun shall rise and shall station itself in the meridian of its majesty. Then ye shall observe the effects of the Sun. Then ye shall behold what heavenly illumination has become manifest. Then ye shall comprehend that these are the infinite Bestowals of God! Then ye shall see that this world has become another world. Then ye shall perceive that the teachings of God have universally spread. Rest ye assured that this darkness shall be dispelled and these impenetrable clouds which have darkened the horizon shall be scattered, and the Sun of Reality shall appear in full splendor. Its rays shall melt the icebergs of hatred and differences which have transformed the moving sea of humanity into hard frozen immaturity. The vices of the world of nature shall be changed into praiseworthy attributes, and the lights of the excelence of the divine realm shall appear.

"The principles of His Holiness Baha'\'u'llah, like unto the spirit, shall penetrate the body of the world and the love of God, like unto an artery, shall beat through the five continents.

"The East shall become illumined, the West perfumed, and the children of men shall enter beneath the all-embracing canopy of the oneness of the world of humanity.

"In this Day the rest of the world are asleep. Praise be to God! that you are awake! They are all uninformed; but, praise be to God! you are informed of the mysteries of God. Thank ye God that in this arena ye have preceded others. I hope that each one of you may become a pillar in the palace of the oneness of the world of humanity. May each one of you become a luminous star of this heaven, thus lighting the path of those who are seeking the goal of human perfection."

Mr. Greenleaf said in part, "We begin tonight a series of meetings commemorating the greatest event in human history, for one hundred years ago One

(Continued on page 196)
ANY years ago, Baho’ollah declared that a time of test would come upon the world and that every nation, place and person would feel its fire. The hour of test has come upon the Western world.

At such a time it is well for the Bahais to make clear to themselves, the distinctive characteristics of the teachings of Baho’ollah—as interpreted by Abdul-Baha—and take cognizance of the fact that although he came to establish a new era in the world, he never interfered in political matters and was at all times obedient to the government, commanding his followers in every country to behave toward the government with faithfulness, trustfulness and truthfulness. (See STAR OF THE WEST, issue No. 9, page 113.)

It is also very important that the Bahais give close attention to the most great characteristic of the Revelation of Baho’ollah namely, his teaching concerning the Center of the Covenant which is a specific teaching not given by any of the prophets of the past. By giving the teaching concerning the Center of the Covenant, He made provision against all kinds of differences, so that no man should be able to create a new sect. To guard against that state of thing, He entered into a Covenant with all the people of the world, indicating the Person or Interpreter of His teaching so that no one should be able to say that he explains a certain teaching in a certain way, and thus create a sect revolving around his individual understanding of a part of the teachings.

With both these ideas in mind—first, that of non-interference in governmental matters or political affairs, and second, the giving forth of an interpretation of the teachings of Baho’ollah other than Abdul-Baha’s interpretation thereof,—we beg of the Bahais everywhere to assist the STAR OF THE WEST, and not to place the editors in an embarrassing position before the world by insisting that we publish articles on political questions. We refer to a communication drafted by the Baha Temple Unity, under date of August 30, 1917, which was sent to the government at Washing-
The Latest Word from Abdul-Baha

TABLET TO JANABE AMEEN

He Is God!

Although the doors are closed, the ways and the roads are severed and the means of communication are lost, yet the ideal ties and inner communications still exist. Though the mirror and the lights are far apart, yet the uniting force of the rays and the outpouring of reflections are strong and continuous.

The friends of God must move and conduct themselves with the utmost uprightness and power, so that all that are in the world of existence may become amazed at their firmness and steadfastness, their dignity and might.

This servant day and night is thinking of the friends in the utmost joy and fragrance, supplicating to His Holiness, The Merciful, for unlimited confirmations, so that every drop may become like unto the ocean, full of waves, and every atom expand in the rays of the sun. This is not much to ask of the favor of God.

Convey the utmost longing to every one of the friends. Praise be to God!
through the assistance and the bounty of His Holiness, the Single, we are in perfect health on Mount Carmel, at the home of his honor, Agha Abbas Kuli. On account of the severance of communication, to inquire about the friends and convey news of the safety here, his honor, Hadji Ramazan is sent, because no one else is able to travel this road in these days.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

TABLET TO THE PERSIAN BAHAI

Commune to be read by the friends of God in Persia.

He Is God!

Thou seest me, O my God, on this lofty mountain; the sublime and supreme threshold; the shelter of every great one and the refuge of all the glorious and noble.

Verily, the youths whose hearts were burning with the fire of the love of God in the past ages have taken shelter therein—the meeting place of the prophets, the refuge of his holiness Elijah, the shelter of Isaiah. The spirit of God, Jesus, the Christ—upon Him be greeting and praise!—passed over it, and in the Supreme Threshold, pressed by the feet of the Lord of Hosts.

O Lord, this is a mountain to which Thou hast given the name Carmel in the Torah. And thou hast attributed it to Thyself in the innermost heart of the tablets and scriptures.

O Lord, verily, I invoke Thee in this Supreme Threshold, under the wing of the gloomy nights; pray to Thee with throbbing heart and flowing tears, imploring Thee, supplicating between Thy hands and cry, O my Lord, verily, the fire of battles is raging in the valleys, hills and streams, and the fire of war is burning even under the seas and high in the air, in destruction and devastation. The earth is enveloped by its own fires and the seas are encompassed by its storms, thunderbolts and floods.

O Lord, the souls are stifling, the death rattle is in their throats, the earth quakes and has become so small that even the birds are frightened in their nests and the animals terrified in their lairs and eaves.

We hear only the sighs of the maidens and the cries of the orphans, the moaning of the mothers, the tears of the fathers because of false reports. We see only tears flowing from every bereaved mother and the heart of every father, bereft of sons, burning. Towns are being devastated, people are perishing, the children are made orphans and the women are becoming widows. And this is only because of our heedlessness of Thy commemoration and our deprivation of Thy love. Verily, we have been occupied with ourselves. The intoxication of passion seized us; we have taken the road of heedlessness and blindness; have abandoned the path of guidance and have chosen the path of obstinacy and forgotten the commandments of the ancient scriptures. We have forsaken the exhortations in the preserved tablets and parchments—the great verses.

O my Lord! O my Lord! I confess and acknowledge the sins. Verily, every dark calamity and every hard ordeal has surrounded us by our own hands, in this transient world. O Lord, verily, the minds are astounded, the souls are repelled. And there remain only darkened faces, deaf ears, speechless tongues and hearts heedless of thy commemoration, filled with human passions and desires.

O Lord, Thou hast said in Thy manifest book and in thy great glad tidings, with explicit statement, "God does not change that which a people have, until
they change what is within themselves."’ “And when they forgot God, He made them forget themselves.”

O my Lord, verily, the nations have gone too deep into the fields of battle and struggle. Nothing will check this sweeping torrent and this grinding war but Thy mercy, which has encompassed that which was and is.

O Lord, do not deal with us according to our offenses and forgive our sins and trespasses. Imperfections are the characteristic of everything possible of creation in the arena of Thy world. And to Thy forgiveness and pardon Thou hast accustomed every one in existence.

O my Lord, only favor and mercy to every sinner, who has fallen into the pit of degradation and wretchedness, is befitting to divinity and only by the imperfections of servitude will the perfections of divinity become manifest. O Lord, verily, the brilliant rays of the Sun of Reality are the removers of the utter darkness and the pure water cleanses the foulness and the sorrow of the world.

O my Lord, verily, the sins are bubbling foam and a full ocean is Thy mercy. Trespasses are bitter trees and Thy pardon is a fire whose flame is intense.

O my Lord, remove the veil, scatter this dense cloud on the horizon, extinguish these fires, subdue this flood, in order to stanch the bloodshed, as compassion to the widows and mercy to the orphans, that these hurricanes may cease, the thunderbolts be extinguished, the torrents quelled, the land become visible, the souls find composure, and the breasts be dilated. And we will thank Thee for Thy abundant favor, O Thou dear! O Thou forgiver!

O my Lord, verily, thou hast clearly stated in the tablets and scriptures, that, had the ordinances fallen on solid rock, rivers would have gushed forth and it had crumbled to pieces from fear of the Dear, the Powerful. But the hearts are harder than the rocks. And the souls are in heedlessness and pride. The people of heedlessness do not profit by the verses and exhortations.

O my Lord, verily, Thy exhortations are celebrated and have been spread broadcast, in the east and the west of the earth. Thou hast called all to love and harmony and to forsake discord in all regions, so that the east of the earth may embrace the west; the people of the desert may embrace the people of the city; their scattered members become reunited and the lost ones be gathered together; that the darkness of the earth may pass away and its lights shine forth. But the eyes and the inner sight have become blind, the ears deaf, the hearts hardened and the susceptibilities like rocks and stones. The minds and intellects are being confused. Souls have forgotten the explicit teachings of the Book, wherein Thou hast warned them of punishment. Thus they have merited severe punishment and deserved the sentence of torment.

O Lord, forgive our sins and stumbling. Make us not an example for the possessors of insight. Guide us to the straight path, so that we may awake from the slumber of passion and be saved from heedlessness and blindness. Deliver us, O Lord of Verses, from the abyss of passions and preserve us from errors.

O my Lord, verily, we have forgotten faithfulness and are reveling in unfaithfulness. With the people of oppression and vice we are associating. There is no deliverer for us save Thee. There is no answerer save Thee. There is no refuge save Thee. Verily, we have trusted in Thee and we lay our affairs in Thy hands. Deal with us according to Thy favor and pardon and punish us not
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was born who is the hope and dream of all past centuries and ages, Baha’u’llah. If Abdul-Baha were here he would see radiant faces, expressing the Reality to which he is always appealing. If we bring ourselves into harmony with the Reality, there is sure to follow great confirmation and blessing.”

Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi spoke on the Mission of Baha’u’llah. “I greet you in the greatest name, Baha’u’llah. At a time of indescribable hatred and animosity among various nations and races the Light of Baha’u’llah arose in the Orient. If now you attend the gatherings of these various peoples, you will find them in the utmost harmony, joy and fragrance. Baha’u’llah broke the chains of superstition and error, proved the unity and singleness of Truth, and removed the chains of imitation. He also removed pride and the feeling of superiority of one nation over another. Another chain he removed was that of prejudice. The most bitter prejudice among Orientals is religious. He proved that the foundation of all religions is one. He also removed racial prejudices, showing the races that their colors are like the different colors of birds and flowers. And so with national prejudice. He proved that the earth is one home. In like manner, he freed the women from oppression and proved the harmony between science, religion and reason. He freed the world from the fetters of misunderstandings and raised the banner of the oneness of humanity from his great prison. These fundamental principles were revealed about
sixty years ago. The kings did not heed his admonitions. Let us take heed and not suffer through disobedience. Had the kings heeded his warnings and protected their subjects, these great calamities of war would not have occurred. Do not teach the youth the prejudices of past ages. Bahá'u'lláh has revealed the means of harmony and happiness for the whole world. In but a short time his teachings have spread throughout the world. The Divine Manifestation is the only one who can change the hearts of men and accomplish this marvelous work. Man, in order to know and have peace, must fill his heart with love. Love is the creator of peace. Let us conquer ourselves. The Bab said, 'A man can conquer the East and the West, but cannot conquer himself.' Let us be brave and give the message. 'We follow the Master who is brave and unconquerable.'

A commune, the latest writing received in America from the pen of Abdul-Baha, was read. Dr. Bagdadi explained how it reached America. Abdul-Baha selected a small, weak Arab, Hadji Ramazan, who is nearly blind, and who was without money or transportation to carry this holy tablet from the Holy Land to Persia. He walked from Haifa to the capital of Persia. It took him two months to reach there. He rested ten days and then started back. From Persia it came to America by mail. Thus an humble, weak instrument, through the Power of God, can accomplish a great work.

The Holy Word is found elsewhere in this issue (see page 194.)

Mr. Albert R. Windust spoke, his subject being, 'The Birth of the New Era.' He quoted the Words of Bahá'u'lláh from the Surat'ul ¢'yikt:

"The fecundation of Bounty has been wafted over all things in this day and everything has generated and brought forth its own kind; but verily the majority of the people have turned away from it. The trees bring forth the beautiful fruit; the seas the brilliant pearls; man knowledge and science; the universe, the transfiguration of the Merciful; and the earth, that which no one comprehended save the True One, the knower of secrets and unseen things."

Mr. Windust said, 'In the writings of Bahá'u'lláh the word 'Bounty' is unusual and significant. Bounty is from above upon every plane of existence. The bounty of the animal plane descends to the vegetable. The bounty of the divine plane descends to man. If man attains to any knowledge or science it is from the divine bounty. Man of himself cannot lift himself up. The 'fecundation of bounty' has raised up a new era. During the past four hundred years—since the time Columbus demonstrated that the world was round—wonderful discoveries have occurred. The divine bounty flowed into minds and exploration developed, science unfolded, literature expanded, art—especially the art of music—became manifest to welcome the birth of the new era. The student of musical history speaks of one hundred years ago as the golden age of music. At that time Bahá'u'lláh was born, and then the bounty of God, of Divinity, descended into the hearts of men. What a wonderful period of preparation preceded his earthly advent! Consider also the period between 1817 and 1844—what a time of religious excitement it was! The 'gales of the All-Glorious' were passing over, when on May 23d, 1844, the Bab declared his mission, Abdul-Baha was born, and the first telegraph message to pass in the twinkling of an eye between men at a distance, read, 'What hath God wrought!' The prophet Nahum (2:3, 4) declared that 'in the day of his preparation, the fir trees shall be terribly shaken—the fir forests of Europe and America were depleted in the nineteenth century, to build the towns, railroads, streets, telegraph lines, etc.—and 'chariots shall rage in the streets, they shall jostle one against another in the broadways, they shall seem like torches, they shall run
like the lightnings.' What a picture of steam railways and electric cars! There seems a coincidence in that the World's Columbian Exposition was held in Chicago—it should have been in 1892, but could not be made ready until 1893—because it marks not only the year of the departure of Baha'ullah and signified the results of his appearance, in that for the first time in history all nations met in one place to lay at the feet of one another the fruits of their arts and sciences in peace; but because on the arch of the peristyle—that architectural creation comprising the eastern side of the grand court of honor—crowning it, so to speak, as one looked toward the east, were these words, in letters of gold: 'Ye shall know the truth and the truth shall make you free.' Shortly after that the Message of the Appearance of Baha'ullah was received in Chicago, and from here it spread throughout America, even to Europe. Such were some of the remarkable coincidences at the birth of the new era.

'Baha'ullah fulfilled all the prophecies of all the Holy Books. He was the one of whom Isaiah spoke: 'For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given and the government shall be upon his shoulder and his name shall be called, Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty God, the Everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace.' The new era is the Era of The Almighty. If this statement of mine seems startling, permit me to read what one of our Oriental Bahais says of the birth of the new era:

'*Look at the twenty-third chapter of Deuteronomy, second verse, "And he said: The Lord came from Sinai—and rose up from Seir unto them—he shined forth from Mount Paran—and he came with ten thousand of his saints. Read the fourteenth verse of the epistle of Jude: "And Enoch also, the seventh from Adam, prophesied of these saying, Behold, the Lord cometh with ten thousand of his saints."

"'Then know, O people, that upon the day when God, The Almighty—in the form of man, known as Baha'ullah—declared himself (April 21, 1863, in the Garden of El-Rizwan in Bagdad) and uttered to the inhabitants of the contingent world, to the mountains, hilltops, trees, grass, shrubs, flowers, weeds, stones, sands, seas, winds, waves, and every atom comprising the earth, and all the others comprising the air: "I am God and there is no God but Me"—the old heaven and the old earth passed away and were no more, and from that moment all things became new and that which was, was not! That day marked the era of a new creation, a new people, a new heaven, and a new earth! And the secret Word—the Word of Mystery mentioned first by Adam, then by the Prophets, Messengers, Christ, and later by Mohammed, then by The Bab—that Word became flesh and dwelt among men. Its Power and Glory flashed from heaven and earth when Baha'ullah stood up and declared: "I am God and there is no God but Me, the Ancient, the Everlasting, the Creator of all things, the Almighty, the Potent!" Then know, O people, at that time the earth trembled and did quake, the heavens rolled together as a scroll, and in less than the twinkling of an eye all things passed away and God alone existed! Then from the Shining Mouth of the Living Word went forth the command, "Be!"—and in another twinkling, a new creation was!'"
CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITION

Sunday morning at nine o'clock, November 11th, the friends and many seekers assembled at Castle Theatre, where, through the courtesy of the Star of the West, they were entertained by a cinematograph exhibition, "Abdul-Baha in America." Mr. Albert R. Windust in well-chosen words explained the scenes to the large audience, many persons being visibly affected by the impressive incidents. Not only were the dignity and majesty of Abdul-Baha, the Center of the Covenant of God, seen to advantage, but his sweet humility of spirit and his universal love for all elements of humanity. Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi also gave a brief address in which he explained some stereoscopic scenes of the Holy Land and other oriental cities, which added to the interest of the program. "The dress worn by Abdul-Baha, in the pictures as represented, is of the same style as that worn by Jesus Christ nineteen centuries ago." There was great joy, especially among sincere hearts who had never seen Abdul-Baha in person.

PUBLIC MEETING

The subject of the Sunday afternoon meeting, held at the Auditorium Hotel, was Baha'o'llah's contribution to world civilization. Mr. Albert R. Windust presided and the attendance was large. Mr. Albert H. Hall of Minneapolis spoke with eloquence and enthusiasm on the irresistible movement toward world federation and world peace. He showed that all the forces in the universe are striving to bring about world democracy and that even the great war is preparing the way for a lasting peace. He mentioned many of the nations, explaining their relations to each other and their work for world democracy.

Mrs. Claudia Stuart Coles of Washington, D. C., spoke of the emancipation of women and universal suffrage. She was well fortified with the Holy Utterances and proved the station of women with spiritual illumination. She had an array of facts, historical and otherwise, which carried conviction. She gratefully acknowledged the bounty of Baha'o'llah which made men and women equal. She believed that the ideal freedom would come to women through spiritual and educational unfoldment; through evolution rather than revolution. Her tribute to Kurrat-ul-Aine was eloquent and beautiful.

Mr. Louis G. Gregory of Washington, D. C., brought forward the new educational system of Baha'o'llah. He said in part, "The Sun of Truth sheds its rays upon all the contingent beings. Those who stand at the head and front of modern educational reform owe their ideals to the universal spirit, Baha'o'llah. The education of the child begins at its conception in the holy bond of wedlock. Wonderful prayers are revealed in this dispensation for its growth and progress. Games are introduced and play is used as a means of acquiring knowledge. Children learn much more quickly from each other than from their elders. So a uniform curriculum for the education of all the children of the world will tend to abolish prejudices. The education of Baha'o'llah "does not begin and end in mere words." It is at once the most ideal and the most practical. It promotes the highest efficiency. The compulsory education of both sexes and of all classes also promotes the spirit of true freedom. Baha'o'llah, through the Center of His Covenant, is the educator of the reality of man."

Miss Helen E. Peterson, contralto, Miss Ruth Breytspraak, violinist, and Miss Marie Herzog, accompanist, charmed the audience on this occasion with musical numbers.

MEETING OF COMMEMORATION

Monday morning, November 12th, many of the friends, like birds of paradise, soared to the Temple grounds and sang the praises of the Blessed Beauty, through whose bounty the friends were
gathered from the East and the West. This meeting of commemoration was concluded at the Auditorium Hotel, Dr. Pauline Barton-Peake presiding. Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen of Kenosha spoke of the history of Baha’u’llah and showed forth the wonderful power of the Cause which has spread so widely in such a short period of time. Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton pleased the ears and hearts of the audience with an attracted heart.

Mr. Thomas W. Fleming of Cleveland, Ohio, eloquently spoke of the power that comes in living the life. The only remedy for the chronic diseases of the world is the principles of Baha’u’llah. He read some of these teachings and dwelt upon their greatness and exaltation. He declared that those who knew these utterances and understood their majestic source would have a power to overcome all difficulties and become eternally happy. This meeting was followed by the CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION

Mr. Emogene Hoagg of San Francisco presided. Mr. Carl Scheffler, Secretary, of the House of Spirituality, Chicago, read the call to convention by the House of Spirituality. The Chairman then read the great Tablet of Teaching, followed by the CENTENNIAL FESTIVAL

The CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION of the birth of Baha’u’llah was held at the Auditorium Hotel, ninth floor, from November the tenth to the twelfth inclusive. Nineteen Hundred Seventeen.

PROGRAM

CENTENNIAL FESTIVAL

Saturday evening at six o’clock
Banquet Hall, ninth floor, Auditorium Hotel

Chairmen
Mr. Albert R. Windust, Chicago
Reading: “The Glad Tidings of the Kingdom”

Speakers
Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago
“The Mission of Baha’u’llah”

Mr. Albert H. Windust, Chicago
“The Birth of the New Era”

Miss Agnes Alexander, Honolulu
“The Message from Japan”

Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago
“Abdul-Baha in America”

Miss Ruth Breytspraak, Violinist
Miss Vibe Hede, Accompanist

MEETING OF COMMEMORATION

Monday morning, at half after ten o’clock
on Temple Grounds at Wilmette, weather permitting; otherwise at Auditorium Hotel, ninth floor

Chairmen
Dr. Pauline Barton-Peake, Cleveland

Speakers
Mr. Bernard Jacobson, Kenosha
Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton, Cincinnati
Mr. T. W. Fleming, Cleveland
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whose love, faith, courage and self-sacrifice bore eternal fruits. Abdul-Baha has given to you the same mantle the disciples of Christ wore by revealing for you this wonderful Tablet.

"The teacher must become as a skillful physician, adapting the remedy to the disease. If you give the teachings always in one way, the result may be like that of the mullah who prescribed the same medicine for every disease. He called on a tailor who was ill with intermittent fever. After feeling his pulse, he departed, jotting down this astonishing medical discovery, in his book of knowledge: 'Cabbage soup will cure low fever.' Next he was summoned to the house of an upholsterer and found him very ill with apparently the same symptoms. At once he prescribed 'plenty of cabbage soup.' On returning next day to see how rapidly his patient was recovering, he was astonished to the proper method of treatment for low fever. Exit physician, jotting down as an important item, 'Cabbage soup will cure low fevers.' Next he was summoned to the house of an upholsterer and found him very ill with apparently the same symptoms. At once he prescribed 'plenty of cabbage soup.' On returning next day to see how rapidly his patient was recovering, he was astonished.

CONVENTION OF TEACHING
Monday afternoon, at half after two o'clock
Auditorium Hotel, ninth floor
Chairman
MRS. ENOGENE HONG, San Francisco
MR. CARL SCHRAPP, Secretary
The Call to Convention by the House of Spirituality
Reading by the Chairmen of Teaching Tablets: Revealed by Abdul-Baha to the Central States
Address
Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago
Teaching Plans Suggested by Chicago Assembly
Miss Mary Lesch, Chicago
Mr. Albert R. Windust, Chicago
Discussion
Mrs. C. R. Reedmay, Detroit
Mr. Charles Mason Remey, Washington, D.C.
Miss Louis Gregory, Washington, D.C.
Dr. Pauline Barton-Peck, Cleveland
Mrs. Anne L. Rasherton, Cincinnati

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA
Monday evening, at eight o'clock
Auditorium Hotel, ninth floor
Chairman
Dr. William F. Slater, Chicago
Speakers
Mr. Albert H. Hall, Minneapolis
"The Mashraf-al-Azkar—the Evident Sign of the New Civilization"
Mr. Charles Mason Remey, Washington, D.C.
"The Birth of the New Architecture"
Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago
"The Development of the Mashraf-al-Azkar in America"
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Abdul-Baha and be free from everything else. Baha’u’llah says: ‘Verily we shall assist every one who rises to serve the cause by an army of the Supreme Concourse and a contingent of the near angels.’

‘Fourth, we should fearlessly teach that the only relief from the present war calamities is turning to the Greatest Name and by accepting the teachings of Baha’u’llah. Otherwise all nations who refuse to do this are in the greatest danger. We practice no sedition nor corruption, but proclaim the Glad Tidings of Abha and the might of His Covenant. We are commanded not to interfere with or even speak one word on the subject of politics.

‘Fifth, it is the duty of all to teach. Arise with all strength and those who cannot go should help to send others. The foundation of all teaching is firmness in the Covenant.’

Miss Mary Lesch said, ‘Seventeen years ago there was not one line of the teachings in print in America. Now the Bahá’í Publishing Society has many books that have been translated and published. Thus the teacher should inform himself of the teachings and go forth well equipped for service.’

Mr. Windust said, ‘The hour has struck. From now on those who serve in the Cause must be firm in the Covenant. They must also be well known as such. . . . This is especially true of those who would teach.’ He then presented a plan for teaching throughout the Central States.

Mesdames Annie L. Parmerton and T. C. Rice-Wray, Messrs. Charles Mason Remey, Thomas W. Fleming, Louis G. Gregory, Dr. Pauline Barton-Peake, Dr. H. S. Harper and Mr. Fred Mortensen, took part in the discussion. Their collective thoughts centered around the qualifications of the teachers, sincerity, severance, attraction, sanctity.

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR.

This was the theme of the Monday evening meeting over which Dr. William F. Slater of Chicago presided.

The first speaker was Mr. Albert H. Hall of Minneapolis who spoke of the Mashrak-el-Azkar as the evident sign of the new civilization.

Mr. Charles Mason Remey of Washington, D. C., spoke of the birth of the new architecture. He said, ‘One of the greatest signs of a civilization is its architecture which reaches its most complete form in a temple, the outward symbol of spiritual things.’ He illustrated by many beautiful drawings nine different civilizations, showing how each in turn, as the Roman Classic, the Byzantine, the Arabian Moorish, the Persian, the Indian, the Romanesque, the Gothic, the Renaissance and the Modern has contributed to the world’s treasures in architecture. These beautiful drawings suggested to the happy friends how wonderfully beautiful the completed Mashrak-el-Azkar will appear. Certainly such a building will be unique and will attract the attention of the whole world. But these of course were only suggestions. The speaker declared that the new divine civilization would produce a new type of architecture which would be more beautiful and perfect than all the others. The spiritual outpouring of the Day of Peace will create a new and wonderful design for the Mashrak-el-Azkar in America. The friends were charmed by this simple, earnest presentation, in which the speaker lost himself in his love for the beauty of holiness.

Mrs. Corinne True, the last speaker was happy in her presentation of the development of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in America. She said in part, ‘In this day the Sun of Spiritual Truth has again arisen in the Orient, and its radiance is seen in the Occident as well. Baha’u’llah has said that the human family was once one, dwelling together in the greatest state of harmony. Then differences crept in and racial and religious bias appeared until discord and hatred were found among the children of men. The great
purpose of the Bahai movement is to restore the foundation of human solidarity. The Mashrak-el-Azkar is the outward sign of the inward spiritual Reality which brings to pass this glorious work. Those who join with sincerity in the building of this unique and wonderful edifice share the bounty of God and are under His protection."

The following was reported as the state of the building fund to date:

Certificate of deposit and cash in hand ........ $88,282.42
Cash, reported in Boston ... 5,000.00
Pledges .......................... 40,000.00

Total ........................ $133,282.42

Madame Josephine Cowles De Lagnel of Washington, D. C., made a donation of an heirloom to the Mashrak-el-Azkar—a watch of great value because of its unique design and workmanship. It was given in memory of her husband, Colonel Julius De Lagnel, in whose family it had been for over one hundred years. An interpretation of its symbolism was given by Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton.

Miss Alpha Bratton, vocal soloist, ac-

panied by Mr. Taylor, pianist, Mr. Samuel M. Dolnick, violinist, and Mr. Albert R. Windust, tenor, contributed to the happiness of the friends. The meetings ended in the singing of the Benediction.

The banquet room where the meetings were held were profusely decorated with variegated flowers. The Greatest Name, "Ya-Baha-El-Abha," in Persian letters, adorned the walls. Numerous beautiful drawings, suggestions of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, met the eyes. The efforts of the House of Spirituality and the Chicago Assembly to arrange for the comfort and happiness of all, the love of those present for each other, the mingling of the various elements of humanity, the eloquent addresses and spiritual songs, were all signs of the confirmations which descend from the Throne of Majesty to those who are firm in the Covenant. The effect of such gatherings is far-reaching, as the hearts are attracted by the fire of divine love. This Festival of Commemoration was an occasion of historic value in the growth of the divine Cause. The friends left for their homes with longing and grateful hearts.

Louis G. Gregory.

The Center of the Covenant, The Greatest Branch:
Abdul-Baha Abbas

(Continued from page 189)

"And there was seen in his temple the ark of His Testament." That is to say, the Book of His Testament will appear in His Jerusalem, the Epistle of the Covenant will be established, and the meaning of the Testament and of the Covenant will become evident. The renown of God will overspread the East and West, and the proclamation of the cause of God will fill the world. . . .

"And there were lightnings and voices, and thunderings, and an earthquake and great hail," means that after the appearance of the Book of the Testament there will be a great storm, and the lightnings of the anger and the wrath of God will flash, the noise of the thunder of the violation of the Covenant will resound, the earthquake of doubts will take place, the hail of torments will beat upon the violators of the Covenant, and even those who profess belief will fall into trials and temptations.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Some Answered Questions, pp. 70, 71.)

Voice Records of Abdul-Baha may be obtained from Mrs. Howard MacNutt, 515 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y., at 85 cents each, including packing and shipment via parcel post. These are disc records and can be used on various makes of phonographs.
The City of God

IN this day a great banquet is celebrated in the Supreme Concourse for all that was promised in the Divine Books has appeared. This is the day of the most great rejoicing. All must direct themselves to the court of Nearness (to God) with the utmost joy, happiness, exultation and gladness, and deliver themselves from the fire of remoteness.

The way of freedom is opened; hasten thereto; and the fountain of knowledge is welling up; drink thereof. Truly I say that which will diminish and increase wisdom is pleasing to the Creator. Say: O people, walk in the shadow of justice and uprightness and enter the pavilion of unity.

It is hoped that in this morn when the world is illumined by the Sun of Knowledge we may seek the good pleasure of the Friend (the Heavenly Father) and drink from the sea of recognition.

O friends! Sleep with your face turned to the Friend and rest in bed in the thought of the Beloved One. From flowers inhale the Fragrance of the Loved One, and in every fire see the light of the face of the Desired One. Then exert thyself in love with thy soul, and enter the abode of the Beloved One with thy heart. Abandon grief for the world to its people and give no heed to the limited days of this worldly life.

A Question Answered

From a Tablet by Abdul-Baha to Ella G. Cooper, San Francisco. Translated and mailed from Haifa, Syria, March 19, 1916.

Question: In the copies of the talk given by Abdul-Baha to the Society of Friends in London, there seems to be a discrepancy in the time in the opening line. In some it reads, "About six thousand years ago," in others "six hundred years," and in others "sixty years." If the Society referred to signifies the Baha'i Movement, would not sixty years be the correct number?

Answer: This talk opens with the words, "About six hundred years ago." This Society was founded in the city of Hamadan six hundred years ago and has nothing to do with this movement. It is almost disbanded, but under different names and forms one may come across them in Persia. They were called the Society of Sokoutyyoun, that is, the "Silent Ones."
"Concerning the Station of this Servant, the answer is: ‘Abdul-Baha’"

Before Baha’u’llah’s ascension into the City of Eternal Light he wrote a glorious Tablet called "The Book of the Covenant." In this he appointed his eldest son, whom he loved to call the Master, to be the Center of this Covenant. This son in his pure selflessness and evanescence renounced the title of Master, laid aside his given name and took the name of Servant, that is, Abdul-Baha, the Servant of Baha’. There is nothing about Abdul-Baha more wonderful than his servitude. To those whose spiritual eyes God has opened, his presence is glorious in its majesty, his face brilliant with love, his words luminous with wisdom and beauty, his whole being vibrant with the vital force of the Holy Spirit. Yet he seems as unconscious of his powers as though he did not know of his own existence.

Because the Servant of Baha’ is selfless he is able to reflect the truth, the love, the unity of the new era. For this reason was he chosen to be the Center of the new order, the new Covenant. In that Covenant God makes an agreement with men which is that if men will follow His will, His law, His divine love as revealed in the Manifestation of His Holy Spirit in this age "the world of war shall become the world of peace, the world of darkness, the world of light, all the nations of the world as one nation, all races as one race, the earth, heaven, and the world of satan the world of angels;" and mankind shall then enter the Kingdom prepared for them from the foundations of the world. But the Center of this new Covenant, this new world-order is Abdul-Baha. In him and his words are focused in life-imparting glory the light of the new City of God.

—The Compiler.

THE MASTER

MY FATHER!” said Valiolah Khan, the son of the glorious Persian martyr, "was much with Baha’u’llah. One night Baha’u’llah, as he strole back and forth in his room, said to him: ‘At stated periods souls are sent to earth by the Creator with what we call the Power of the Great Ether (Holy Spirit). And those who possess this power can do anything; they have all power. . . Jesus Christ had this power. The people thought him a poor young man whom they had crucified but he possessed the power of the Holy Spirit; therefore he could not remain underground. This ethereal power arose and quickened the world. And now look to the Master,’ said Baha’u’llah, ‘for this power is his.’

"Baha’u’llah," added Valiolah Khan, "taught my father much about the Master. The Master, you know, is one of the titles of Abdul-Baha, and the Greatest Branch is another. Baha’u’llah, the Blessed Perfection, revealed the station of Abdul-Baha to my father; and my father wrote many poems to the Master, though the Master would chide him and
say, 'You must not write such things to me.' But the heart of my father could not keep quiet. Once he wrote: 'O Dawning-place of the Beauty of God, I know thee. Though thou wrappest thyself in ten thousand veils I know thee. Though thou shouldst wear the tatters of a beggar still would I know thee.'

We spoke of having read so many tablets in which we were told that Abdul-Baha should be known only by the name of "Abdul-Baha." Monaver Khanum, the daughter of Abdul-Baha, said that Baha’u’llah called him "Master." And every prophet, after proclaiming his mission, adopts a name. Moses spoke of himself as the Interlocutor; Christ of himself as the Son of God; and Abdul-Baha calls himself the Servant of God.

(Notes of Mrs. I. D. Brittingham, September, 1901.)

THE GREATEST BRANCH

Kitab-el-Akdas was revealed by Baha’u’llah, the Manifestation, soon after his arrival at Acca, and is the greatest Book. . . . The statutes and laws were given in the Kitab-el-Akdas. In this Book is mentioned everything that is necessary for us, and in two places he says: "After the Sun of Truth sets, we must turn our faces unto Him-whom-God-hath-chosen," who is branched from the Ancient Root; and in another place: "Anything you do not understand from the Book, must be submitted to the great chosen One." Nothing whatever is mentioned in the Book concerning any other one save the Greatest Branch, and if you read from the beginning to the end, you cannot find anything that refers to any other person save him. Although it was known to all the believers that the Greatest Branch was Abdul-Baha, at the time of the Manifestation if any one pronounced the word "Agha" (Lord or Master), and
meant by it any one of the branches besides Abdul-Baha, Baha’u’llah would say: ‘‘There is only one ‘Agha’ and he is Abbas Effendi [given name of Abdul-Baha]’’ and the Manifestation would point to him at every important question.

The Manifestation wrote the Kitab-al-Akh’d two years before his departure, in which he said: The One-whom-God-hath-chosen is the Greatest Branch, and he commanded the branches, the twigs and kinsmen to turn their faces unto Him-whom-God-hath-chosen. ‘‘Aghsan’’ means the branches of the Manifestation; ‘‘Afnan’’ means the branches of The Bab. He said: ‘‘We have chosen El-Akbar after El-Azam (El-Akbar-Mohammed-Ali),’’ but he does not command us to obey him or to turn our faces unto him and there is nothing in the Kitab-al-Akdas which refers to Mohammed-Ali, and this word ‘‘We have chosen’’ does not give Mohammed-Ali any importance or high station to enable him to be our commander or master.

We must not be astonished that such a choice was given by the Manifestation, because the same thing took place at the time of Christ, for instead of choosing two branches, he chose twelve, and it is impossible for us to say that Christ did not know which one of those branches would betray him. Neither can we say: Why did the Manifestation, knowing all things, choose Mohammed-Ali after Abdul-Baha? Because Christ also chose his twelve, and commanded obedience to them, saying: ‘‘He who gives them a glass of water, will have a great reward in the Kingdom.’’ So if the same thing occurred in the past, you must not be astonished at what takes place in the present, for the two are similar. But the only proof which will make us understand this question, is this, that God, according to His law, will never pronounce any judgment or condemn anybody before one shows his disobedience and commits the crime for which he is to be judged; because, if God would pass judgment upon all, though some are good and some bad, before the good or bad actions are exercised by us, there would be no necessity whatever for laws, statutes or ordinances, and because God does not judge anybody before good or bad actions are produced. He chooses some to be his people, and then he waits for their actions to prove whether they are good or bad. As Christ chose his disciples and said to them: ‘‘I am the the vine, and you are clean through the Word which I have spoken, but every branch which does not bring forth good fruit, will be cut off;’’ so also, the Manifestation chose the branches and declared they would be the best of people if they continued to be under the shadow of the Tree. In several tablets, he said: ‘‘Any one of the branches who departs from the shadow of the Tree, will be cut off.’’ Besides there is a special tablet which was revealed by the Manifestation to Mohammed-Ali, in which he says: ‘‘Shouldst thou deviate from the right path for an instant, thou shalt be cut off.’’

(Words of Mirza Abul Fazl: From notes of Mrs. Sara Herron at Acca, in 1900.)

If one of my sons should exceed beyond the ordinances of God, by God, my eye shall not turn to him at all, and to this bear witness all the just and informed. (p. 34)

(Words of Baha’u’llah: Prayers, Instructions, Tablets and Miscellany gathered by American visitors to Acca in 1900.)

Fear not if this Branch be severed from the material earth and cast aside its leaves, for this Branch will grow after it is cut from the earth and will ascend until it shelters the universe; its foliage will reach to the Supreme Apex and bear fruit imparting fragrance to the world.

(Continued on page 209)
"The people are vociferously discussing this Manifestation and all nations are investigating"

(This Tablet, revealed by Abdul-Baha for the Persian Bahais some years ago, was translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago, November 29, 1917.)

HE IS GOD!

O ye beloved and ideal friends of God!

The divine voice from the invisible Kingdom of Abha is reaching those who are asleep in the valley of unconsciousness with the call:—

O ye heedless, awake!
O ye drunken, be sober!
O ye dead, arise!
O ye wilted, be revived and full of vigor!
O ye dumb, speak!
O ye silent, cry out!

The voice is the melody of the Covenant, and the effulgences are from the Light of the bountiful bestowals of the horizons. It is the breeze of the meadows of singleness that is blowing and the effusion of the fragrances of the rose gardens that are wafting; it is the candle of the favor of the Ancient Beauty (Baha’u’llah) that is lighted in every assembly; it is the outpouring of the clouds of mercy that is bestowing freshness to every garden and lawn; it is the verse of oneness that is uttered in the glorious Book, and the tablets of the unique Lord of the Kingdom are unfolding the mysteries of “they are clothed by the new creation”; incline your ears in order that ye may hear the melody of joy, and open your eyes to see the lights.

The favor of the Truth is abundant and His ancient bestowal is uninterrupted. His cycle is all light. His century fulfills all the signs. Be not hopeless neither disappointed. It is the day of hope and the century of the Glorious God. It is the first resurrection and the dispensation of the Beauty of Abha!—May my soul be a ransom to His Blessed Threshold.

In every horizon His light is brilliant and in every region His bounty is manifest. His great fame has filled the east and the west. The song of His divinity has encompassed the south and the north, and caused a tumult among the pillars of the world, making the hearts of the sons of Adam to quake.
The people are vociferously discussing this Manifestation and all nations are investigating. The flame of this burning fire in all regions has reached the zenith of heaven, and the call of, “Verily, the evident Light is manifest!” has ascended from the earth to the inhabitants of the Supreme Kingdom. All are exuberent with joy and intoxicated with the wine of love!

Ye, who are dwelling in the native land of His Holiness (Baha’u’llah) and are in the place where the Blessed Tree hath grown: Ye must be so aflame that the heat of your fire may enkindle the adjacent districts; the fragrances of the rose-garden of your hearts may perfume the nostrils of the Supreme Concourse; the flood of bestowal may pour from those hills and mountains to all regions, and the rivers of knowledge may flow from that city to all the valleys and the desert.

Hasten ye to prosperity!
Hasten ye to success!
Hasten ye to the great favor!
Hasten ye to evident light!
Hasten ye to the glorious attainment!
Hasten ye to the abundant share!

El-Baha be upon ye!

O my Beloved, God! These are thy servants who have heard thy voice, responded to thy word and accepted thy call. They believed in thee; became assured in thy verses; acknowledged thy proofs; listened to thy evidences; walked in thy path and followed thy guidance; became informed of thy mysteries; comprehended the symbols of thy Book, the signs of thy Scriptures and the glad tidings of thy epistles and tablets; grasped the hem of thy garment and were held by the radiance of thy grandeur; their feet became firm in thy Covenant and their hearts strong in thy Testament.

O my Lord! Ignite the fire of attraction in their hearts; let the birds of knowledge soar in the rose-gardens of their breasts and sing in the meadows of their souls, songs of love with the most wonderful melodies and harmonies; make them strong verses, unfurled ensigns and perfect words; elevate thy Cause by them; raise thy banners, spread thy signs, assist thy Word and support thy friends by them; make them to utter in thy praise and inspire them to arise in thy good-pleasure; illumine their faces in the Kingdom of thy holiness, and complete their joy by confirming them in assisting thy Cause!

O my Lord! We are weak, strengthen us in spreading the fragrances of thy sanctity; we are poor, enrich us from the treasury of thy singleness; we are naked, clothe us from thy generous bounty; we are sinners, pardon our transgressions by thy favor, generosity and forgiveness.

Verily, thou are the Conﬁrmer, the Helper, the Beloved, the Mighty, the Omnipotent!

El-Baha be upon those who are firm and steadfast!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

“Concerning the Station of this Servant, the answer is: ‘Abdul-Baha’”

(Continued from page 207)

THE SERVANT

Now listen unto what I say for it is the foundation of success and the basis of righteousness among the people of the world, that you may be obedient unto Abdul-Baha in all he wishes and says, Verily this is possessing strong faith.

Therefore, know that I have sacrificed my soul, spirit, life, mention, honor, at-
tributes, my comfort and my name in the path of God and I have chosen no dignity or possession save the obedience of Baha’ and no name or title save “Abdul-Baha’” (servant of Baha’). Therefore be content with this and follow in my words and wishes, because in so doing the blessed trees of life springing up in the paradise of God will become green and verdant.

If you desire to speak in praise, praise the Beauty of El-Abha; if you desire to commend, commend the name of your Supreme Lord; for if you exalt the Tree you also exalt the Branch. If you mention the sea you are also mentioning its gulf and bays. Therefore mention the “Beauty of Abha” by this sweet command among the people, for in my command is contained his command, my attributes are embodied in his attributes. If, therefore, you commend a man you commend all related to him. This is that upon which all the believers will unite and harmonize. Therefore let nothing arise to cause separation among the chosen ones.

(Abdul-Baha.)

I ask one favor of all the friends of God: It is the wish of my soul that they may all praise me only in my utter servitude to the Holy Threshold, without any interpretation and not to commend Abdul-Baha with any other than the words and explanations which have proceeded from the very pen of this servant; that they may depart by no means therefrom, but confine themselves to that same measure.

Verily, my qualification, praise, rank, name, title, being, substance, reality and renown is “Abdul-Baha,” and I have no grade except this.

The friends of God shall certainly agree with the request made by this servant with the utmost lowliness and humility. They shall thus rejoice this afflicted heart and bestow new life upon this weak body, so that by hearing this mighty glad tidings and obtaining this divine gift Abdul-Baha may rejoice and find divine gladness and exultation.

(Abdul-Baha: From Tablet to Mirza Ali Kuli Khan and Mirza Abul Fazl; translated by Mirza Khan, June 4, 1903.)

I am a servant and this station I have chosen for myself.

(Abdul-Baha.)

I am serving God. I am the servant of God. I give sight to the blind, hearing to the deaf, the power of speech to the mute and knowledge to the ignorant. I raise the dead, I deliver those who are in darkness and guide them into the realm of light. I make the poor rich and the weak powerful. I satisfy the hungry ones with the bread of life and allay the thirsty ones with the pure water of immortality. This is my work.

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Sohrab, June 30, 1914.)

Servitude to all the human race is my perpetual religion. Through the bounty and favor of the Blessed Perfection, Abdul-Baha is the ensign of the Most Great Peace, which is waving from the Supreme Apex; and through the gift of the Greatest Name, he is the lamp of universal salvation, which is shining with the light of the love of God. The herald of the Kingdom is he, so that he may awaken the people of the East and of the West. The voice of friendship, uprightness, truth and reconciliation is he, so as to cause acceleration throughout all regions. . . . Through the appearance of the Blessed Perfection the theories are abrogated and the facts established. The time of superficiality is gone by and the cycle of reality has appeared. One must become the incarnation of servitude, the personification
of love, the embodiment of spirituality, and the mirror of mercy. . . . The quintessence of truth is this: We must all become united and harmonized in order to illumine this gloomy world; to abolish the foundations of hostility and animosity from among mankind; to perfume the inhabitants of the universe with the holy fragrances of the nature and disposition of the Beauty of Abha; to enlighten the people of the East and West with the light of guidance; to hoist the tent of the love of God and suffer each and all to enter under its protection; to bestow comfort and tranquillity upon every one under the shade of the Divine Tree; to astonish the enemy by the manifestation of the utmost love. . . . to reach the ears of the inhabitants of the Kingdom with the outcry—"Verily the earth is illumined by the lights of its Lord." This is reality! This is guidance! This is service! This is the consummation of the perfection of the realm of humanity.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from Tablet revealed for New York Board of Council, translated January 1, 1907.)

. . . I am the servant of Baha'o'llah and nothing more; Abdul-Baha is the sum of all perfections. They must not attempt to surpass that name, "Abdul-Baha." All must say to others that he claims for himself to be Abdul-Baha and the believers must call him by his name as he wishes. This is the only name he has appointed for himself.

(As to the critical period (1901): Know thou that verily Abdul-Baha dominates every critical period through the confirmation of Baha'; nor is he dominated by any critical period. And as a proof of this Abdul-Baha has withstood all critical periods and great dangers since his earliest childhood to the present day through the assistance of the Supreme Lord. . . .

My assistance is the assistance of the Blessed Perfection. If all the world should gather together against me I would still possess this and all the world could not take it from me. I have a weapon to fight with forever and ever. With it I am always victorious. It is a

Concerning my power: it is one bestowed of the bestowals of His Holiness Baha'o'llah. It is my confirmer. It is the light of my guidance. It is the fire of my love. Save it I have nothing. Beside it I know nothing. Except it I wish for nothing.

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Sohrab, May 26, 1914.)

Although Abdul-Baha considers himself as a drop, yet this drop is connected with the Most Great Sea. Although he looks upon himself as an atom, yet this atom is related to the world-illuminating Sun. As is said: "The originator of all these voices is the King himself" or in other words: "It is through his assistance."

(Abdul-Baha.)

The Blessed Perfection has explicitly promised me with his own tongue that he will assist me. "Rest thou assured," he said, "my confirmations shall reach thee." This has ever been the cause of my consolation. Whenever these words are remembered my wound is healed and all the tempests are calmed.

(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Sohrab, January 10, 1914.)

As to the critical period (1901): Know thou, that verily, Abdul-Baha dominates every critical period through the confirmation of Baha'; nor is he dominated by any critical period. And as a proof of this Abdul-Baha has withstood all critical periods and great dangers since his earliest childhood to the present day through the assistance of the Supreme Lord. . . .

My assistance is the assistance of the Blessed Perfection. If all the world should gather together against me I would still possess this and all the world could not take it from me. I have a weapon to fight with forever and ever. With it I am always victorious. It is a
sword which can never be dulled, a magazine which will always be full.

(Abdul-Baha: From booklet, *Abdul-Baha*.)

If any soul asks concerning the station of this servant, the answer is Abdul-Baha. If he inquires after the meaning of The Branch, the answer is Abdul-Baha. If he desires to know the significance of the verse regarding The Branch, the answer is Abdul-Baha. If he insists upon the explanation of the meaning of "The Branch extended from the Ancient Root," the answer is Abdul-Baha.

In brief, the friends must be satisfied with the word of Abdul-Baha. Outside of this word, "Abdul-Baha," no other word, not even the word, Branch, should they refer to in their writings and their speeches. By no means whatsoever should they exceed this word, neither ought they to harbor any discussion and question. However, if any other soul declares another word than this, he will make this servant a target for the arrows of opposition and will become the cause of my grief. For the utmost desire and the ultimate hope of Abdul-Baha is to be a sincere servant at the Holy Threshold. This gift is enough for this servant throughout the worlds.

(Abdul-Baha: Extract from a Tablet revealed for Persian believers, about 1906.)

At the time of the end God shall manifest himself to all mankind with all the attributes of divinity and majesty, but very few shall advance toward him and the rest shall exclaim in horror: "We take refuge in God! O what blasphemy!" Then again he will appear a second time manifesting all the qualities of servitude and the people will flock around him and believe in him and praise and laud his uncreated virtues.

(A tradition of Mohammed, related by Bokhari, who is celebrated for his accuracy and wisdom. From Diary of Mirza Sohrab, January 19, 1914.)

My name should be confined to "Abdul-Baha" in all writings. This is the collective name which will gather all the people and it is the strong fortress and protection of the Cause of God. The beloved ones must limit themselves to this. However you may mention me as the light of the love of God, the flame of the guidance of God and the banner of peace and harmony. I trust in God that you may ever be confirmed through the Holy Spirit. . . .

You must know this, that the principle of the divine foundation is love, union, oneness and the purity of intention. When love is attained, the mystery of truth will then become manifest. No one should adhere to different titles; one title (or station) is enough, and it is, "Abdul-Baha." All must agree to this word, until the difference of opinion be removed from their midst. But that which is essential to the acknowledgment of this word (i.e., Abdul-Baha) is attraction to the love of God, service to the Cause of God, diffusing the Word of God, severance from all else, save God, affinity, union and oneness, humility, meekness, nothingness and servitude to the beloved of God. If one does not become characterized with these attributes he has not acknowledged the title (or station) of Abdul-Baha. Because Abdul-Baha is the banner of the love of God, the lamp of the knowledge of God, the herald of the kingdom of God, the commander of the hosts of peace and reconciliation, and the orb of union and harmony among all the nations of the world. Consequently, every one in whose heart the love of Abdul-Baha has irradiated must act in this manner. And when persons walk and move in this path all differences shall be removed.

"If the world should combine to overthrow the Covenant, it could not succeed"

For years God has been preparing you for this day, in order that you may be illumined like a candle for the dark night, that you may direct the people and establish them in the divine Covenant and Testament. And if, like pure gold, you should be melted in the fire of calamity, you will be purged by that fire of calamity but you will be content.

The time was fully ripe for your coming and for the testing of men, because the great basis of the divine Cause is firmly fixed upon the pillar of the Covenant and Testament and the skies of the divine religions are brilliant and illumined by the stars of the Covenant. God be my refuge! If this pillar is to be opposed by a low fellow (Anoud) there will remain no supports for the divine Tabernacle and for the lesser tents, and there will be no candle lighted for the divine Assembly. The well-built house will be razed to the foundation, it will become like a useless tomb, the commands will be delayed and the waves of the sea of favor will be retarded. The sea of assurance will be cut off, the Breath of Life will cease to blow, the sails of the life-boat will be destroyed, the bright dawn will become dark evening, the dawning-point of desire will be covered under the clouds of regrets; all these troubles will become useless and all these sheddings of blood will be fruitless; the pure blood of the martyrs will become defiled and the remembrance of the blessed Bab [the Forerunner], whose breast became the target for a hundred thousand arrows, will disappear from among men, and his influence will become non-existent. The whole fifty years of the troubles of the Blessed Perfection (Baha’u’llah), the looting and plundering, the imprisoning and beating; the false accusing and injuring; the wandering and homelessness; the threatening by dagger and sword; the shackles and chains will become forgotten and without result. It will become the source of jokes and quarrelling among the enemies, the source of their gaiety and rejoicing.

Then, whatever mountain or plain you traverse, cry aloud: This cycle is the Cycle of Alast!* And this Covenant is the Ancient Covenant, the Illuminator of the horizons. The armies of the Kingdom are the protectors of this foundation. The sun of righteousness is radiant stability and this becomes the shining lamp of the assembly of unity. It is the Strong Rope and the illumination of the Giver of Light. It is Arwa (untranslatable) and the fruit of the Toobah tree is in the concealed tablet and is recorded in the Book and the decreed Leaf. It is the Testament and the

* Alast was used to signify the night that the Koran was revealed to Moham-med and he received the message: "Am I not thy God?" to which he replied affirmatively.—Translator.
Covenant and it is mentioned in all the tablets and in all the early Books and in the later tablets. It is the governor of the era of Shadad and the balance of the day of reckoning. It is the life-boat and the refuge of the future. It is the holy fragrance of His Holiness, the Creator, and the Breaths of Life of the garden of the Creator. It is the strong fortress; therefore it is a sure shelter for all created beings, and in brief, it is the sum of all the sacred writings, ancient and modern!

How happy is the man who lays hold upon God; trusts in him, remains firm and inwardly becomes confirmed in the love of God and takes refuge under his banner!

( Words of Abdul-Baha: A tablet revealed for a believer in Teheran, sent to America by Dr. Moody.)

The radiance of servitude shining from the Candle of the Testament has illumined all horizons in spite of the people of discord, and the renown of the grandeur of the Blessed Perfection hath caused such an outcry throughout the world that it hath made the limbs of all nations quiver.

All the religions of the world have the loud cry of "Woe unto us!" on their lips, and the cry of "Woe to our Faith!" which is raised by the ignorant, is heard in the east and west. The power of the blessed Cause has such effulgence that it has become apparent to all peoples; and all the nations and creeds have acknowledged and confessed the greatness of the Cause of God. Had it not been for the injuries inflicted by the party of conceit (the nakazeen), the world of existence would have been in this day an exalted garden. But the people of conceit, being heedless of this cup mixed with kafur (a fountain intended to be drunk by the true and firm believers), have imagined that they can upset the standard of the Testament, and that they can disappoint the delivered nations. They have poured forth seditious rumors on the lips and tongues of all people, and they have made calumniating statements, hoping by this means to mingle the contents of the pre-existent cup of the Testament with the bitterness of violation. Far, far be it from them to do this!

Jesus Christ—May my soul be a sacrifice to him—had only a few followers in the time of his departure. Then after his departure all the kings of the world, philosophers of all nations, learned men of all races, and wise men of all creeds, arose to suppress and degrade his cause; but finally, all the standards hoisted by those numerous nations were upset, and the banner of Jesus Christ was fluttering on the loftiest mountain.

Now, praise be unto God, that hundreds of thousands of souls have assembled under the standard of the Covenant through the assistance of the Blessed Perfection. I declare by the Educator of the visible and invisible, it will evidently be witnessed that the descendants of the violators will think their descent as a disgrace and will disown their fathers and forefathers, just as Akrama, the son of Abudjahl,* kept clear of his father, and Kaled, the son of Valid, left his father. As these darkened people (nakazeen) have imagined that the power of the divine Testament is but a power of man, and that the edifice of the Covenant is as one of the baseless foundations of the material world, they are plotting to destroy this divine edifice with all intrigues and machinations.

Praise be to God, that the power of Nero, the great Roman emperor, proved impotent to withstand the cause of Christ—while these weak souls are plot-

*Abudjahl was the uncle of Moham med and his greatest enemy. His name was Abul-Hakam (the father of wisdom); but for his envy and opposition, the prophet named him, Abudjahl (the father of ignorance.) —Dr. Bagdadi.
ting to resist the power of the Covenant of God! "Wherefore, take example from them, O ye who have eyes!"

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Portion of Tablet revealed for one of the Persian believers. Translated about 1903.)

The confirmation of the Kingdom of Abha shall descend uninterruptedly upon those souls who are firm in the Covenant. Thou hast well observed that every firm one is assisted and aided and every violator is degraded and humiliated and lost. It is very astonishing that people are not admonished. They have observed how Mohammed-Ali, on account of the violation of the Covenant, descended to the lowest degree of humiliation and yet they do not become mindful. They have seen how others through disobedience to the Testament have fallen into a well of degradation, and yet they are not awakened.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Star of the West, Vol. 4, No. 14, p. 240.)

Abdul-Baha said that he had seen the faces of the American believers and he was very glad—for their faces were radiant with the light of the Covenant of God, for the faces of those who violated the Covenant of God would appear veiled in darkness.

The Covenant of God is like the sun— the brilliance and light of the Covenant radiates and shines forth from the faces of those who are firm in it. He said: "I pray to the Blessed Perfection that he will so turn their faces to the Covenant, that all America may be enlightened by the brightness of their light." . . . The radiance of this Sun (the Covenant) has been felt from here to America, and notwithstanding all this, the violators desire to quench the light of the Covenant of God. They wish to extinguish this light, but they do not know that the light of God's Covenant is kindled and comes from the presence of God, and though it were surrounded by all the winds of the earth, they could not prevail to blow it out.

The existent contingent world was shaken by the Covenant of God, and yet they wish to remove it by their most weak power. It is as if a handful of earth should endeavor to stop the waves of the ocean. It is like a mote trying to stop the rays of the sun from reaching the earth.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from Prayers, Tablets, Instructions and Miscellaneous, gathered by some American visitors to Abdul-Baha in 1900.)

From the graces of His Holiness Baha-’ollah I beg for you firmness and steadfastness. Today whosoever is a herald of the Covenant is confirmed and assisted. In these days a number of souls, whose deeds are known in America as clear as the sun, have arisen in enmity against the Center of the Covenant. Theirs is the vain imagination that they can extinguish the light of the Candle of the Covenant. Vain indeed is their thought. The Candle of the Covenant is like unto the Morning Star which never sets.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Sohrab, October 19, 1914.)

Thy letter was received. It was an indication that (thou art) firm and steadfast in the Covenant and Testament, and art holding fast to the "Strong Rope." Today firmness in the Covenant is the means of the promotion of the Word of God and conducive to the effect of the word of man. Any explanation which does not accord with the Covenant will have no effect whatever. Therefore, whosoever heralds the Covenant of God, unquestionably he is confirmed. This has been tried a thousand times. Any soul

(Continued on page 216)
"This is what we inform ye in the days of tests"

Through his honor, Dr. Bagdadi, to the friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful, Muskegon, Michigan.—Upon ye be Baha’o’llah-El-Abha!

HE IS GOD!

O ye who are attracted to the Kingdom of Abha!

Verily, I have read your letter, which indicates illumined consciences and hearts filled with the love of God. Blessed are ye, for ye have attained to a Bounty which was the desire of the greatest holy men in past centuries and which is befitting for those who are like unto ye.

Verily, I ask God to make ye the signs of guidance among mankind and to bestow upon ye stability and uprightness.

Perhaps papers of doubts will come to ye from souls who have emerged from the Kingdom of God. Care ye not therein. Arise with a firm foot in the Covenant, in order that the people of hypocrisy becomes hopeless, even if they should come with the greatest intrigues, evil suggestions and discords.

This is what we inform ye in the days of tests. . . . . .

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago, November 19, 1914.)

"If the world should combine to overthrow the Covenant, it could not succeed"

(Continued from page 215)

who violates the Covenant and Testament in the least degree, immediately he is cut off; even in this material world he will become afflicted with remorse and regret. Consequently, as much as you are able, call the people to the Covenant and make the souls firm and steadfast.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from Tablet translated March 29, 1913.)

If the world should combine to overthrow the Covenant, it could not suc-
O ye whom God hath chosen from among those who are called (know ye that many are called but few chosen); upon whom he caused the evident light to descend; whom he guided into the right path and to whom he gave the glad tidings of the great success—ye must be sincere and faithful, ye must follow the ordinances which refer to the Covenant of God, which is the solid edifice.

O ye beloved of God, know that steadfastness and firmness in this new and wonderful Covenant is indeed the spirit that quickens the hearts which are over-flowing with the love of the glorious Lord. Verily, it is the power which penetrates into the hearts of the people of the world! Your Lord has assuredly promised His servants who are firm and steadfast, to render them victorious at all times, to exalt their word, propagate their power, diffuse their light, strengthen their hearts, elevate their banners, assist their hosts, brighten their stars, increase the abundance of the showers of mercy upon them, and enable the brave lions (teachers) to conquer.

There are many heralds in this world. Here is a herald who summons the people to the love and defense of his country, calling out at the top of his voice: "O my country, O my beloved country!" There is another herald who calls the people to politics, in order that he may wield great powers of state. There is another person who is a herald of literature and science. Here you find a soul who is the herald of the commercial interests and its expansion. And there is still another herald who sounds the trumpet of war and militarism. But praise be to God, that you are the heralds of the Kingdom of God. All these contending voices which are raised in the world today will ere long be silenced and hushed, but the call of the Kingdom of God will gain volume and impetus day by day. The popularity of these worldly heralds may last for a year or two, but the fame of the souls who are the heralds of the Kingdom, is eternal for they are sounding the trumpet of celestial, universal peace. Their voices will ring throughout the future centuries and will be immortal and age-abiding. Thank ye God, that ye are the heralds of the Kingdom of Abha, the heralds of the Covenant of the Almighty.
All other voices will be repressed, but this harmonic song of the Kingdom of Peace and Truth is eternal and everlasting.


Verily, verily, I say unto thee, the Covenant of God and His Testament is the lamp with world-illuminating rays, and from the Supreme Concourse it enlightens the horizons of the earth and heaven. Whoever stations himself in front of this divine Light, his face will become illumined with the Manifest Glory, his speech will become effective in the hearts and spirits and God shall reinforce him with power which permeates through the realities of things.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: *From Diary of Mirza Sohrab, July 18, 1913.*)

The Covenant has such a sway that it astonishes the minds. In every region the sign of the power of the Covenant is apparent and manifest. For instance, in Persia the fire of revolution blazed in such wise that all communities, government and nation became afflicted with the most severe trials; but the power of the Covenant protected the Bahai friends to such a degree that in this turbulent storm no dust fell upon them, except in one locality, which became the cause of the spreading of the religion of God and the diffusion of the Word of God. Now all the parties in Persia are wondering how the people of Bahá’í were guarded and protected.


The Covenant is an Orb which shines and gleams forth unto the universe. Verily, its lights will dispel darkness, its sea will cast out the froth of suspicion upon the shores of perdition. Verily, naught in the world can resist the power of the Kingdom. Should all mankind assemble, could they prevent the sun from giving its light, the winds from their blowing, the clouds from their showers, the mountains from their firmness or the stars from their beaming? No! by the Lord, the Clement. Everything (in the world) is subject to corruption, but the Covenant of thy Lord shall continue to pervade all regions.


Know thou this of a certainty that today the title of the most great bestowal is firmness and steadfastness in the Covenant of the Almighty, but the magnet for the attraction of the graces of His Highness the Merciful is to teach and guide mankind.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: *From Diary of Mirza Sohrab, October 12, 1913.*)

If you could realize what an effect your letter produced, undoubtedly you would feel assured that the heart of Abdul-Baha has the utmost attachment to you, and day and night he is supplicating toward the Kingdom of Abha and begs for you confirmation, for you are firm in the Covenant and are the heralds of the Testament.

Today the greatest of all affairs is firmness in the Covenant. This Covenant is the Covenant of God, and this Testament is the Testament of the Lord of Hosts. If you consider that any soul shows the slightest weakness in the Covenant, undoubtedly counsel him and guide him so that he may become firm.

Today no soul has any station or enjoys any title except the soul who is firm in the Covenant and steadfast in the Testament, who entirely forgets himself and is released from the world.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: *Portion of a Tablet revealed by him in response to a letter asking him to visit the Northwest. It was signed by about ninety Bahais of Spokane, Seattle and Portland.*)
This (Covenant) is the Ark of Noah, its moving power is the fire of the love of God and its captain is Baha‘u’llah.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Sohrab, December 6, 1912.)

Thy detailed letter... was duly received. Its contents produced joy and happiness, for it indicated the manifestation of the power of the Cause of God in that country, and the worthy services rendered by the firm ones in the Covenant and Testament.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from Tablet, translated March 5, 1914.)

Firmness in the Covenant contains an odor like unto the fragrance of the musk which perfumes the nostrils, while violation of the Covenant has a stench which nauseates the nostrils. Therefore, when one inhales with a spiritual power unquestionably he will distinguish between the two smells.

The world of violation is like unto a rootless tree, ere long it will entirely die. The world of the Covenant is like unto the Blessed Tree which is growing beside the river of the Water of Life in the utmost delicacy and beauty, and day by day it is developing and adding to its verdancy. Ere long no trace will be left of the world of violation. No one will ever abandon His Holiness Baha‘u’llah and his incontrovertible texts and no one will ever follow the superstitions of the nakazeen [the violators]. For in his irrefutable utterances and blessed writing he has most emphatically commanded all the nakazeen to obey (the Center of the Covenant). All the nakazeen whom you observe know this fact but self-interest having crept in they are following violation. . . . This century will pass and in the next century there will remain not one nakazeen.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Portion of Tablet, translated September 30, 1913.)

Thy letter was received and its contents imparted the utmost of happiness because it was an indication of thy firmness and steadfastness in the Covenant. Today whoever is firm in the Covenant shall become ignited like unto a candle in the assemblage of the world and the confirmations of the Kingdom of Abha shall encircle him from all directions. Thank thou God that both thyself and thy revered husband are confirmed in the firmness of the Testament and from every standpoint thou art serving the Kingdom of God.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Portion of Tablet revealed for a Los Angeles believer, translated July 16, 1913.)

Today the highest of all the degrees are the degrees of firmness and steadfastness in faith and certainty. This firmness and steadfastness will be conducive to the descent of divine assistance and confirmation.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Sohrab, July 24, 1914.)

Thy letter was received. Its perusal indicated thy faith and firmness in the Covenant and Testament. . . . Therefore, exercise the utmost love and kindness toward each other to the utmost degree, and love each other heartily and strive in the assistance of each other and take a firm hold on the divine Testament and the Covenant. Because the spirit of this age is the Covenant and the Testament of God. It is like the pulsating artery in the body of the world. Speak in your meetings and assemblages about the Testament and the Covenant, and invite every one to firmness and steadfastness in the Covenant. Know ye this: that if any person is the least doubtful about the Covenant, he is immediately cut off—although he may be the greatest among men. The harmful results of such an event will appear
in the future; therefore, give your utmost attention to this question. Consider that the words of Mirza Ali Akbar [a Bahai teacher] were so effective because he is firm in the Covenant.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from Tablet translated July 4, 1913.)

You have written that “We all pray that we and all the friends everywhere be favored with the Will of the Center of the Covenant, which is by itself, the good of the whole world, the eternal glory and life (for humanity).” This statement plainly shows that, thank God, you are firm in the Covenant. Today whosoever is firm in the Covenant is helped by the hosts of angels, and favored with the Spirit of God. Wherever he may be, he will shine forth like unto a bright star. This has been experienced by some. But, if he hesitates, although he may make great noises, yet he is in evident loss in the end.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from Tablet, received September 7, 1914, by a London Bahai.)

As to thee, O thou who art confessing the oneness of God! arise with all thy power to keep firm in the Testament of God, and firmly believe that, verily, all troops are defeated save those of the Testament and all banners are reversed, save those of the Covenant of God, which will wave over all horizons and will overshadow the hosts of spirit, love and peace, while agitated by the breeze of the favor of God. Be thou of this great host and among the vanguard of this great and powerful army. (P. 108.)

“Leave them to amuse themselves with their own vain discourses,” and turn thou to the light of the Testament, and rejoice at the bounty of the effulgence, and seek shelter under the shadow of the standard of the Covenant. Thou wilt soon find it fluttering on the highest summits of glory, surrounded by the valiant hosts of the angels of heaven and assisted by spiritual armies of great number that proceed from the Supreme Concourse. (P. 72.)

Be ye assured with the greatest assurance that, verily, God will help those who are firm in His Covenant in every matter, through His confirmation and favor, the lights of which will shine forth unto the east of the earth, as well as the west thereof. He will make them the signs of guidance among the creation and as shining and glittering stars from all horizons. (P. 83.)

Soon the lights will glisten and the Sun of Truth will shine with a burning ray in that country. At that time the maid-servants who are firm and constant will rejoice; while every doubtful soul who wavers will regret. Woe unto him! woe unto him! in that day wherein the beloved will attain joy by the surrounding Kingdom of thy Lord, the Precious, the Beneficent. Verily, the end is for them who are ushered into the tent of the Covenant of thy merciful Lord. (P. 96.)

Be well watered with the abundant rain falling from the clouds of the Testament of God. (P. 131.)

(Tables of Abdul-Baha: Pages indicated, Volume 1.)

Therefore, roll up thy sleeves to serve the Covenant, make the hearts firm in the Covenant of the beloved Lord, create harmony and agreement among the believers. . . . Verily, I send thee good news of the confirmation which thou shalt receive . . . . if thou wilt arise with all thy power to assist the Testament of God and to serve the Covenant of God.

(Tables of Abdul-Baha: Vol. 1, p. 161.)
"Today the penetrative power in the heart of the world is the power of the Covenant"

JESUS CHRIST said only a few words to Peter, telling him that upon that rock he would build his church. He left no written instruction or will, and yet because it was the Word of God, it took root, and millions have obeyed it. And now, when the Covenant has been written and established, how can anyone be foolish enough to imagine that they can resist it? No, the ensign of the Covenant has reached to the supreme heights, and its authority will be spread over all the earth.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Ten Days in the Light of Acca, p. 62.)

Real obedience and real sacrifice are identical—absolute readiness to follow and perform whatever you are called upon to do in the Cause of God. When you really love God you will be willing to sacrifice everything and submit yourself entirely to his will. Consecrate yourself wholly to him. His will is everything, his service paramount. If they were to burn me, kill or torture me—no matter what affliction might descend upon me, I would welcome it as one welcomes pleasure. These are precious moments in Acca; so precious we wish that they might never end. . . . After your return (to America) the believers will be in a much stronger and better condition. But this cannot be unless they see and know the will and desire of God. I have no wish but his will.

His will is Abdul-Baha. If each human creature had his own will and way, spiritual development would be impossible. The soldiers in an army are under the will and control of one commander; therefore they are united and can press on to victory. If each soldier carried out his own inclination and desire there would be just that many different intentions and nothing would be accomplished.

Moses said that after him should come Joshua. The Christ said, addressing Peter "Thou art the rock and I will build my temple upon this rock." Jesus spoke this to Peter by word of mouth. The Blessed Perfection did not appoint his successor by statement of tongue, but in the Kitab-el-Ah'd (Book of the Covenant), he wrote it with his own hand, commanding therein that all the branches and relations should look toward the Center of the Covenant. Also in the Kitab-el-Akdas revealed thirty years before his ascension, it is mentioned in two places. During these thirty years these commands of the Blessed Perfection were known and clearly understood by all.

Again in a tablet he refers specifically to this, naming one who would violate his commands.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Prayers, Instructions, Miscellany gathered by American visitors to Acca in 1900.)

If your return (to America) the believers will be in a much stronger and better condition. But this cannot be unless they see and know the will and desire of God. I have no wish but his will. His will is Abdul-Baha. If each human creature had his own will and way, spiritual development would be impossible. The soldiers in an army are under the will and control of one commander; therefore they are united and can press on to victory.
One thousand soldiers under the control of a commander can overthrow and defeat any number of disorganized troops. Without a directing will all would be conquered and defeated. 

Be sure, therefore, that if the believers are not united in the will of God they will not be assisted. This is especially necessary because all of them are under the tent of the Covenant in this revelation. There is strength only in unity. Under one tent there is union and harmony. The Covenant of God in this day of manifestation is a lifeboat and ark of salvation. All true followers of the Blessed Perfection are sheltered and protected in this ark. Whoever leaves it, trusting in his own will and strength, will drown and be destroyed. For the Blessed Perfection left no possibility for discord, disagreement and dissension. The Covenant is like the sea and the believers as the fishes in the sea. If a fish leaves the water it cannot live. There is nothing to equal, nothing so effective as the Covenant of God to bring about and continue unity. Christ said to Peter “Thou art my rock upon which I will build my church.” Therefore, all the disciples followed Peter and there was no dissension among them. The Blessed Perfection wrote a Testament or Covenant with his own pen so that no one who obeys it will deny or disobey God. The point is expressed very clearly in the Covenant he revealed. Therefore there can be no possibility, no position of disobedience. He knew that Mohammed-Ali would disobey the Covenant. By violating the Covenant he has become a fallen branch. The Covenant was also written by Mohammed-Ali’s own hand from dictation of the Blessed Perfection who knew he would disobey. What cause of union could be greater than the Covenant God has revealed through his Manifestation, Baha’u’llah? After the departure of Baha’u’llah the beautiful blossoms upon the Tree of Life were destroyed by Mohammed-Ali and must now be grown again by the love of Abdul-Baha. The work and mission of Abdul-Baha are very great. No one could express the grief which followed the turning away from the Covenant by Mohammed-Ali. We should be thankful that the Blessed Perfection, foreseeing this action, ordained a Center of the Covenant through which by allegiance and love we may protect and preserve the Cause of God.

( Words of Abdul-Baha: Ten Days in the Light of Acca, p. 48.)

Behold, the hand of him that betrayeth me is with me on the table. And truly the Son of Man goeth, as it was determined; but woe unto that man by whom he is betrayed!

(Words of Jesus: St. Luke 22:21, 22.)

Verily, I say unto you, That one of you shall betray me. . . . He it is to whom I shall give a sop, when I have dipped it. And when he had dipped the sop, he gave it to Judas Iscariot, the son of Simon. . . . Then said Jesus unto him, That thou doest, do quickly.

(Words of Jesus: St. John 13:21-27.)

Thy letter was received. According to the clear text of the Book of Akdas and the explicit contents of the Book of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha is the interpreter of all the works and books of the Blessed Perfection, and not only of the Book of Akdas. This question is clear and evident to those who are informed of the writings and tablets (of Baha’u’llah). Were this not the case, every one would have given an interpretation according to his own inclination and considered his interpretation preferable to the interpretation of others—this would naturally lead to great differences. If some one interprets one verse of the verses of God, and his interpretation is
not approved by Abdul-Baha, it is not authoritative.

(\textit{Words of Abdul-Baha: Star of the West, Vol. 5, No. 9, p. 137.})

Praise be to God, that you have a blessed Assembly surnamed by the name of the Center of the Covenant! This is an evidence of your utmost firmness and steadfastness and a proof of your faith and assurance in the Blessed Perfection.

For this divine Covenant is an institution of the Lord. The Blessed Perfection, in all the tablets, books, epistles and supplications, has begged confirmation for and praised and commended those who are firm in this Covenant and Testament, and has asked the wrath of God and woe and desolation unto the violators.

For firmness in the Covenant will preserve the unity of the religion of God and the foundation of the religion of God will not be shaken.

According to the clear text of the \textit{Kitab-el-Akdas} and other tablets, the Center of the Covenant is the remover of all difficulties, for he is the interpreter of the Book. Not one soul has the right to say one word of his own account, or to explain anything or to elucidate the text of the Book, whether in public or private. . . .

Convey the rare greetings of Abdul-Baha to all those who are firm in the Covenant. If all the believers and maidservants of the Merciful do proclaim their firmness in the Covenant, such steadfastness in the Covenant, like unto a magnet, will draw Abdul-Baha to those regions.

(\textit{Words of Abdul-Baha: Portion of Tablet revealed for San Francisco Bahai Assembly, during 1912.})

With the utmost resolution and con-
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Prayer

(Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago. This supplication was revealed at a time when in some parts of Persia the believers were awaking to an understanding of the importance of the Covenant.)

PRAISE be unto thee, O God, and glory be unto thee, O my Lord, for thou hast sent from among thy servants those whose consciences became clear: whose countenances were beautified; who flourished outwardly; became inwardly purified; whose faces became illumined; whose stars shone; whose hearts rejoiced; whose sorrows vanished; whose breasts dilated—when they heard the call of the Covenant.

They witnessed the signs of harmony; saw the light of dawn and responded to the Orb of the Horizons. Their faces radiated with the light of bounties and their tongues delighted in the mention of the Lord of great bestowals. They spoke with praise; were illumined with the light of guidance and became ignited with the blazing fire of the Tree of Sinai. They became firm in the Ancient Covenant; walked in the straight path; took hold of the mighty rope; turned to the manifest horizon and followed in the steps of the greatly refined. They gathered in the assembly of glory, in thy name, the Merciful, the Compassionate. They consulted concerning the mighty Testament; agreed upon the right decision and were confirmed with a new spirit. Their breasts were dilated through the reading of the mighty Covenant. They wrote the evident book which speaks of firmness and indicates steadfastness. They held fast to the strong and unbreakable support and grasped the hem of the Garment of Grandeur.

O Lord, illumine their faces in the Kingdom of Abha; incline their ears to the voice of commendation from the Supreme Concourse; make them great signs of thee; ordain for them the best of this world and the world to come; elevate their stations to the sublime canopy. Give them a truthful tongue among the people of the world and usher them into the paradise of thy meeting after they ascend to the Supreme Companion.

Verily, thou art the Omnipotent in whatsoever thou desirkest and verily thou art the Pure Almighty.

—ABDUL-BAHÁ ABBAS.
“From all parts of the world, tribes of Jews are coming to the Holy Land”

WHEN the Sun of Reality shone forth from the horizon of sanctity it flooded the world with the rays of the oneness of thoughts, the oneness of opinions, the oneness of ideals and the oneness of truth so that mankind, in doctrines and articles of belief, might converge toward one common center; differences, contention and discord be entirely effaced from the world of humanity and the unique light which hath branched forth from the Sun of Reality might illumine all the hearts.

Abdul-Baha is the Center of the Covenant of God, the Branch which is subservient to the Tree. The essential object is the Tree, the foundation is the Tree and the universal reality is the Tree.

(Abdul-Baha: From Tablet to the American believers; translated by Mirza Sohrab, April 19, 1914.)

One of the great events which is to occur in the day of the manifestation of that incomparable Branch, is the hoisting of the standard of God among all nations; meaning that all the nations and tribes will come under the shadow of this divine Banner, which is no other than the lordly Branch itself, and will become a single nation. The antagonism of faiths and religions, the hostility of races and peoples, and the patriotic differences, will be eradicated from among them. All will become one religion, one faith, one race, and one single people, and will dwell in one native land, which is the terrestrial globe. Universal peace and concord will be realized between all the nations. The incomparable Branch will gather together all Israel—signifying also that in this cycle the Jewish people who are scattered to the east and west, south and north, will be assembled together in the Holy Land.

Now see: these events did not take place in the Christian cycle, for the nations did not come under the one standard which is the divine Branch. But in this cycle of the Lord of Hosts all the nations and peoples will enter under the shadow of this flag. In the same way, Israel, scattered all over the world, was not reassembled in the Holy Land in the Christian cycle; but in the beginning of the cycle of Baha’u’llah this divine promise, as is clearly stated in all the books of the prophets, has begun to be manifest. You can see that from all parts of the world tribes of Jews are coming to the Holy Land; they live in villages and lands which they make their own, and day by day they are increasing to such an extent that all Palestine will become their home.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Some Answered Questions, p. 75.)

Know ye of a certainty that the question of the gathering of the descendants of Abraham in Jerusalem is an inviolable fact; for that time of the fulfilment of all the promises which the Lord of Hosts gave them through the prophets of the people in the Taurat (Bible) hath dawned and the divine will is predestined to fulfill all the prophecies. Now day by day the signs thereof become apparent, its arguments obvious, its proof evident and its path visible.

From all parts and corners of the world the descendants of His Highness, the noble Friend (Abraham) are arriving in the Holy Land and are engaged in the cultivation and development of towns and villages. However, the divine standard is the ensign of the Covenant. It is the manifest assistor of the
children of Israel and the cause of their gathering and unending glory. This promise is already fulfilled in part and ere long will be fulfilled completely.

( Words of Abdul-Baha: To the sons of Agha Joseph, the Israelite of Hamadan; translated July 26, 1907.)

Mr. . . . referred to a meeting (in Persia) when a Jew, a Christian, a Zoroastrian and a Mohammedan were present and remaining for the night, shared the same bed. Abdul-Baha said: "Consider what the power of the Covenant has done. It was an absolute impossibility for a Zoroastrian to unite with a Jew, a Seyed, and a Mullah and for these to unite with a Christian was an impossibility; but the power of the Covenant has even so gathered them that they are accounted as one spirit. Although the bodies are numerous, the spirit is one."

(From the notes of Kinney-Beede-Thompson visit to Acca, 1909.)

And he said: It is a light thing that thou shouldst be my servant to raise up the tribes of Jacob, and to restore the preserved of Israel; I will also give thee for a light to the Gentiles, that thou mayest be my salvation unto the end of the earth. . . . Thus saith the Lord: In an acceptable time have I heard thee, and in a day of salvation have I helped thee; and I will preserve thee, and give thee for a Covenant of the people, to establish the earth, to cause to inherit the desolate heritages; that thou mayest say to the prisoners, Go forth; to them that are in darkness, Show yourselves, They shall feed in the ways, and their pastures shall be in all high places.

(Isaiah 49: 6-9.)

Behold my servant, whom I uphold; mine elect in whom my soul delighteth: I have put my spirit upon him; he shall bring forth judgment to the Gentiles. . . . He shall not fail nor be discouraged, till he hath set judgment in the earth: and the isles shall wait for his law. . . . I, the Lord, have called thee in righteousness, and will hold thine hand, and will keep thee, and give thee for a Covenant of the people, for a light of the Gentiles; to open the blind eyes, to bring out the prisoners from the prison, and them that sit in darkness out of the prison house. I am the Lord; that is my name: and my glory will I not give to another, neither my praise to graven images. Behold the former things are come to pass, and new things do I declare; before they spring forth I tell you of them. . . . I will say to the north, Give up; and to the south, Keep not back; bring my sons from afar, and my daughters from the ends of the earth; even every one that is called by my name: for I have created him for my glory, I have formed him; yea, I have made him. . . . Let all the nations be gathered together, and let the people be assembled; who among them can declare this, and show us former things? Let them bring forth their witnesses, that they may be justified: or let them hear, and say, It is truth. Ye are my witnesses, saith the Lord, and my servant whom I have chosen; that ye may know and believe me, and understand that I am he.

(Isaiah 42:43; 1-9; 6-10.)

Regarding the rainbow,—this rainbow is the Covenant of God and the Testament of the Merciful One. The lights of the Kingdom and the heavenly illumination emanated from this rainbow. This rainbow is the sign of the removal of the wrath of God from all the people and the sign of prosperity, tranquillity, universal peace, the oneness of humanity, and the unity of the world of man.

( Words of Abdul-Baha: From a Tablet translated about 1907.)
of the Covenant in which he has covenanted with us to obey a certain Center of the Covenant. He has not covenanted with us to obey you. Therefore this statement of yours is rejected. You will have to advance a proof. We are commanded to turn to one Center. We do not obey various centers. The Blessed Perfection has taken a Covenant with us and we are holding to this Covenant and Testament. We do not listen to such nonsense.”

Perhaps people will arise who may speak words of their own and we are not commanded to obey them. This is not like the past dispensation, for His Holiness Christ did not appoint a Center; he did not say, “Obey the Center.” Jesus said to his disciples: “But whom say ye that I am?” And Simon Peter answered and said, “Thou art the Christ, the Son of the Living God, the Word of God.” And His Holiness wished to make firm the faith of Peter, and he said, “Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build my church”—which means that this faith of his was the correct faith. It was a sanction of the faith of Peter. He did not say that all should turn to him. He did not say, “He is the appointed Center of my Covenant.” He did not say, “He is the Branch extended from my Ancient Root.” He did not say, “O God! Render as dear all who serve Peter. O God! degenerate anyone who is not obedient to him. O God! Verily shun him who is a violator of the Covenant. O God! Thou knowest that I love every one who is steadfast in the Covenant.” In all Baha’u’llah’s Books and Epistles this has been revealed. Therefore, the Bahai dispensation is distinguished. No one can cause any differences. After Christ there were various sects, there were various denominations, each one claiming to be the right one, and none of them had any written document from Christ—no proof from him. Therefore each claimed to be the right one, but Baha’u’llah, with his own pen, has written a Covenant and Testament in which he declares himself covenanted that the one who is the Center of the Covenant is the one to be turned to. Therefore you must thank God that Baha’u’llah has made the pathway straight. Everything he has illustrated and every door he has opened for you. There is no occasion for any hesitation on the part of any soul. The purpose of the Covenant was simply to ward off differences, so no one can say, “My opinion is the valid one.” Any opinion expressed by the Center of the Covenant is correct, and there is no way for disobedience for anyone.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Star of the West, Vol. 5, No. 13, p. 231.)

Thou hast written regarding the love and unity of the believers and their firmness in the Covenant. This is through the confirmation of the Kingdom of Abha which has attracted those souls and made them steadfast in the Covenant. Today the penetrative power in the heart of the world is the power of the Covenant. The more firm the believers are, the more they are confirmed.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from Tablet to American believers; translated by Mirza Sohrab, July 16, 1913.)

Firmness in the Covenant means obedience, so that no one may say this is my opinion. Nay, rather he must obey that which proceeds from the pen and tongue of the Covenant. I am Abdul-Baha. The crown of my head is the servitude of Baha’u’llah and the service of his believers.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from Tablet; translated March 4, 1913.)
As thou hast realized thy own shortcomings, rest thou assured that thou art firm in the Covenant and Testament, and in the love of the True One art steadfast and growing.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from Tablet revealed for an American believer; translated November 1, 1909.)

This is the first step in the path of God, but the distance of the way is great. I hope that thou mayest traverse that distance and reach the house of the object. That pathway is that of severance from the world-tie, reliance upon God, baptism through spirit and fire; namely, to attain the spirit of the knowledge of God, and conflagration with the fire of the love of God; trustworthiness, faithfulness and firmness in the Covenant, steadfastness in the cause of God, and service to the kingdom of peace which shall soon establish its tent in the center of the world.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Tablet revealed for an American believer; received October 8, 1906.)

O thou daughter of the Kingdom! If thou desirest divine confirmation and assistance, so that the heavenly Cohorts may grant thee victory, remain thou firm and steadfast in the cause of God and be thou constant in the Covenant and Testament—thus like unto a solid structure thou mayest become established and unshakable throughout all eternity. Whenever a great object adheres to its own center, great results and signs will become apparent.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Sohrab, July 13, 1914.)

But the sincere servant of Baha’u’llah who is firm in the Covenant and steadfast in the Testament while surrounded by the most great sea of tests, threatened by the surging, rocking waves of persecutions and encircled by the whirlwinds of calumnies and backbitings, will blossom like unto a rose and break into joyous song and sweet melodies like unto the nightingale.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Sohrab, July 28, 1913.)

The words of love and unity have been more dwelt upon in the writings of Baha’u’llah than by any other prophet. In the Book of the Covenant it is noted most especially. In this tablet he says: “O people of the world! I hope you will hold to the principles which will uphold your station.” The station of man is great if he be true to himself and live up to it. If the friends live up to the teachings of the two pages of the Covenant, it will be sufficient.

(Words of wife of Abdul-Baha: Flowers from Rose Garden of Acca, p. 31.)

O God! Assist me with the hosts of the Supreme Concourse and make me firm and steadfast in the Covenant and Testament. I am weak in the Covenant and the Testament, confer upon me wealth from the treasury of the Kingdom; I am ignorant, open before my face the doors of knowledge; I am dead, breathe into me the breath of life; I am dumb, grant me an eloquent tongue so that with a fluent expression I may raise the call of thy Kingdom and guide all to the firmness of thy Covenant. Thou art the Generous, the Giver, and the Mighty!

(Prayer revealed by Abdul-Baha: From notes of an American pilgrim to Abdul-Baha while in Dublin, N. H., July 1912.)
Healing comes from God. If the heavenly benediction be upon us while we are being healed then only can we be truly healed. All depends upon God. Medicine is merely an outward form or means by which we obtain heavenly healing. Without the heavenly benediction it is worth nothing. If man looks at the nature of the world around him he will see that all created beings are dependent upon something; i.e., man is dependent for his life upon the air which he breathes, likewise the animals which are upon the earth, and each created being is dependent for its life upon some material circumstances. Man, therefore, and all creatures are prisoners of nature. The sun must follow its law; the earth must follow its law of motion, and so also the sea. But by the spiritual power of God which, through his bounty, he has bestowed upon man alone, man is enabled to transcend the laws of nature in many wonderful ways. It is the law of nature that man should walk upon the earth; but he transcends this law, for he sojourns upon the water and also flies like the bird through the air.

Through the wonderful spiritual power which God gives to man he is enabled to reach the Kingdom. But behold! man is not grateful and is careless of the great mercy which God has shown him.

(Omdrud-Baha: Star of the West; Vol. 2, No. 16, p. 4.)

O maid-servant of God, there are two kinds of disease, spiritual and physical. Physical diseases are cured by medicine and the essence of shrubs and plants. Diseases which are caused by the emotions of the mind are cured by the power of the spirit of man. But the power of the divine spirit dominates all the bodily ailments and those of the mind. When the spirit of man is confirmed and assisted by the confirmations of the Holy Spirit, then it will show its effect in every condition in the world of existence.

As to mental healing—it also has an effect because some reflections are produced between the hearts by the power of concentration. From this power of concentration impressions are produced and healing or relief is realized from these impressions.

(Abdul-Baha.)

Between material things and spiritual things there is a connection. The more healthful his body the greater will be
the power of the spirit of man; the power of the intellect, the power of the memory, the power of reflection will then be greater.

(Abdul-Baha: *Table Talks at Acca*; p. 5.)

I hope thou wilt become as a rising light and obtain spiritual health; and spiritual health is conducive to physical health.

(*Tablets of Abdul-Baha*; p. 305.)

Disease is of two kinds, material and spiritual. For instance, a cut on the hand—if you pray for the cut to be healed, and do not stop its bleeding, you will not do much good; this needs a material remedy.

Sometimes, if the nervous system is paralyzed through fear, a spiritual remedy is necessary. Madness, incurable otherwise, can be cured through prayer.

It often happens that sorrow makes one ill. That illness can be cured by spiritual means.

(Abdul-Baha: *Star of the West*; Vol. 2, No. 19, p. 7.)

O seeker for the truth! There are two ways of healing sickness, material means and spiritual means. The first way is through the use of medical remedies. The second consists in praying to God and in turning to him. Both means should be used and practiced. Illness caused by physical accident should be treated with medical remedies. Those which are due to spiritual causes disappear through spiritual means. Thus an illness caused by affliction, fear, nervous impressions, will be healed by spiritual rather than by physical treatment. Hence, both kinds of remedies should be considered. Moreover, they are not contradictory and you should accept the physical remedies as coming from the mercy and favor of God who has revealed and made manifest medical knowledge so that his servants may profit by this kind of treatment also. You should give equal attention to spiritual treatments for they produce marvelous effects. Now, if you wish to know the divine remedy which will heal man from all sickness and will give him the health of the divine Kingdom know that it is the precepts and teachings of God. Guard them sacredly.

(*Tablets of Abdul-Baha*, p. 587.)

O maid-servant of God! The prayers which were written for the purpose of healing are both for the spiritual and material healing. Therefore chant them for the spiritual and material healing. If healing is best for the patient surely it will be granted. For some who are sick, healing for them would only be the cause of other ills. Thus it is that wisdom does not decree the answer to some prayers.

O maid-servant of God! The power of the Holy Spirit heals both material and spiritual ills.

(Abdul-Baha: *Daily Lessons*; p. 95.)

It is not the body which feels pain or trouble, but the soul. If we have a pain in our arm the defect is in the body yet it is the soul which feels the pain and is troubled, not the body, though the body is the cause of that trouble.

(Abdul-Baha.)

My spiritual health is always perfect. I enjoy an eternal health of the spirit. I hope all of the people of the world will win this celestial gift. Pray that the spiritual health of mankind may be improved daily, for there are many doctors who attend to the physical ailments of the people, but there are very few divine physicians. It is in this connection that Christ said: "Do not be afraid of those people who have control over your body, but have fear of those who may control your spirit." Let your spirit be free so that it may soar toward the heights.
of sanctity. Let your spirit unfold the white wings of progress. Often physical sickness draws man nearer unto his Maker, suffers his heart to be made empty of all worldly desires until it becomes tender and sympathetic toward all sufferers and compassionate to all creatures. Although physical diseases cause man to suffer temporarily, yet they do not touch his spirit. Nay, rather, they contribute toward the divine purpose; that is, spiritual susceptibilities will be created in his heart.

(Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Sohrab, October 27, 1913.)

O thou who art conscious! At last thou didst learn of salvation and didst find the straight way. Now remain firm that thou mayest attain confirmation and victory.

The powers of the sympathetic nerve are neither entirely physical nor spiritual, but are between the two (systems). The nerve is connected with both. Its phenomena will be perfect when its spiritual and physical relations are normal.

When the material world and the divine world are well co-related, when the hearts become heavenly and the aspirations grow pure and divine, perfect connection will take place. Then will its power produce a perfect manifestation. Physical and spiritual diseases will then receive absolute healing.

(Tables of Abdul-Baha, p. 309. An answer to the question of a physician regarding the sympathetic nervous system.)

Christ healed by the power of his word, because the word of the Messiah was the Holy Spirit purified from all else.

The words of many speakers are mixed with the lusts of their souls and their worldly appetites; therefore they will have neither authority nor success.

Jesus said: "Arise, take up thy bed and walk." He did not use prayers or mental suggestion. He used spiritual authority in the command which was the power of the Holy Spirit manifest in him. Therefore his word was obeyed because it was creative.

(Abdul-Baha.)

As to the fact that man must entirely forget himself, by this is meant that he should arise in the mystery of sacrifice and that is the disappearance of mortal sentiments and the extinction of blamable morals which constitute the temporal gloom, and not that the physical health should be changed into weakness and debility.

(Tables of Abdul-Baha, p. 244.)

Looking after one's health is done with two intentions. Man may take good care of his body for the purpose of satisfying his personal wishes. Or, he may look after his health with the good intention of serving humanity and of living long enough to perform his duty toward mankind. The latter is most commendable.

A teacher should sleep at night with the thought that the next day he may be refreshed in order to do his duty more fully in relation to teaching his pupils. Therefore, Mrs. .... must take good care of her health. Just look at Mr. .......’s very good health—see how much work he can do, how much work he can stand! Whatever work is referred to him, he can discharge it fully. But remember that the essential health is spiritual health, for by means of spiritual health eternal life is obtained; whereas, through physical health only temporal results are achieved.

(Abdul-Baha: A Heavenly Feast, p. 11.)

If the health and well-being of the body be expended in the path of the Kingdom, this is very acceptable and praiseworthy; if it is expended for the benefit of the human world in general—even though it be for their material ben-
O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, are long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Baha’is which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshaken, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase. Thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon thy firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha.
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I hope, as you have received physical health, you will receive your spiritual health. As the body will be cured of physical diseases, in the same way the spirit will be cured of all spiritual diseases. A cure of physical disease is very easy, but the cure of spiritual disease is very difficult. If one has fever and you give him medicine, the fever will vanish; but if the spirit is afflicted with the disease of ignorance, it is difficult to remove that disease. For example, if the spiritual health is afflicted with the love of the world, spiritual medicine must be given. These medicines are the advices and commands of God, which will have effect upon it.

(Abdul-Baha: From Tablet to Mme. L’Astre, Acca, January 1906.)

For these thy prevailing diseases are not on account of sins, but they are to make thee detest this world and know...
that there is no rest and composure in this temporal life.

*(Tablets of Abdul-Baha, p. 185.)*

O thou who art attracted to God! May God uphold thee . . . ; he who is filled with the love of Baha,' and forgets all things, the Holy Spirit will be heard from his lips and the spirit of life will fill his heart, the lights of the sign will shine forth from his face, words will issue from his mouth in strands of pearls, and all sickness and disease will be healed by the laying on of the hands.

*(Abdul-Baha.)*

A friend interested in healing quoted the words of Baha'ullah, "If one is sick, let him go to the greatest physician."

Abdul-Baha said: "There is but one power which heals,—that is God. The state or condition through which healing takes place is the condition of the heart. By some this state is reached through pills, powders, and physicians. By others through hygiene, fasting, and prayer. By others through direct perception."

On another occasion Abdul-Baha said, with regard to the same subject, "All that we see around us is the work of mind. It is mind in the herb and in the mineral that acts on the human body, and changes its condition."

*(Abdul-Baha in London, p. 96.)*

Turning the face toward God brings healing to the body, the mind and the soul. When this advancement toward God has become complete, one is able to overcome passion and desire, one becomes protected from sin and transgression and is delivered from heedlessness. This will bestow eternal life and will grant the imperishable gift.

*(Abdul-Baha.)*

"The healer of all thy troubles is the remembrance of Me; forget it not."

*(Baha'ullah: Hidden Words from the Persian, p. 36.)*

**PRAYERS FOR SPIRITUAL AND PHYSICAL HEALING.**

O my God, thy name is my healing, thy remembrance is my remedy. Thy nearness is my hope, and thy love is my companion. Thy mercy is my need and my aid in this world and in the worlds to come. Verily, thou art the Giver, the All-knowing and the Wise!

*(Baha'ullah.)*

O thou kind God! To me thou art kinder than myself, and thy love is more abundant and more ancient. Whenever I am reminded of thy bestowals I am made happy and hopeful. If I have been agitated I obtain ease of heart and soul. If I am sick, I gain eternal health. If I am disloyal, I become loyal. If I have been hopeless, I become hopeful. O thou Lord of the Kingdom! Cause thou the rejoicing of my heart; empower my weak spirit and strengthen my exhausted nerves. Illumine thou my eyes: suffer my ears to become hearing, so that I may hearken to the music of the Kingdom and attain to the joy and happiness everlasting. Verily, thou art the Generous, the Giver, and the Kind!

*(Abdul-Baha.)*

Is there any remover of difficulties save God? Say: No!—Praise be to God!—He is God! All are his servants and all are standing by his command.

*(The Bab.)*


ODAY, O Lord, deliver us from all temptations, tests and evil suggestions of those who have turned their faces from thee: Then, O thou merciful God, confirm us through thine invisible hosts, and reinforce us through thy heavenly angels.

O Lord! We are weak, poor, submissive and humble: Strengthen us, enrich illumined our hearts with the light of knowing thee, make us firm in thy blessed Covenant. Verily, thou art the invisible hosts, and reinforce us through thy heavenly angels.

The more one is severed from the world, from desires, from human affairs and conditions, the more impervious does one become to the tests of God. Tests are a means by which a soul is measured as to its fitness, and proven out by its own acts. God knows its fitness beforehand, and also its unpreparedness, but man, with an ego, would not believe himself unfit unless proof were given him. Consequently his susceptibility to evil is proven to him when he falls into the tests, and the tests are continued until the soul realizes its own unfitness, then remorse and regret tend to root out the weakness. The same test comes again in greater degree, until it is shown that a former weakness has become a strength, and the power to overcome evil has been established.

"O son of humanity! Rejoice not if calamity befall thee not in My path, how wilt thou tread in the way of those who are content in My will? If affliction overtake thee not in thy longing to meet Me, how canst thou attain the light of the love of My Beauty." (v. 51.)

"O son of man! My calamity is My providence. In appearance it is fire and vengeance; in reality it is light and mercy. Therefore approach it, that thou mayest become an eternal light and an immortal spirit. This is My command; know thou it." (v. 52.)

"O son of existence! If thou encounter poverty, grieve not; for, in time, the King of riches will descend to thee. Fear not humiliation, for glory shall be thy portion." (v. 54.)

"O son of existence! Be not engrossed with this world, for with fire We test the gold, and with gold We try the servants." (v. 56.)
My son, despise not thou the chastening of the Lord, nor faint when thou art rebuked of him: For whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth, and scourgeth every son whom he receiveth. 

If ye endure chastening, God dealeth with you as with sons; for what son is he whom the father chasteneth not? 

Furthermore we have had fathers of our flesh which corrected us, and we gave them reverence: shall we not much rather be in subjection unto the Father of spirits, and live? 

For they verily for a few days chastened us after their own pleasures; but he for our profit, that we might be partakers of his holiness. 

Now no chastening for the present seemeth to be joyous, but grievous: nevertheless afterward it yieldeth the peaceable fruit of righteousness unto them which are exercised thereby.

(Hebrews 12:5-13.) 

Thou hast questioned concerning ordeals and difficulties and catastrophies: "Are these from God or the result of man's (own) evil deeds?"

Know thou that ordeals are of two kinds: One kind is for trial (to test the soul), and the other is punishment for actions. ("As a man soweth so shall he also reap.") That which is for testing is educational and developmental and that which is the punishment of deeds is severe retribution. 

The father and the teacher sometimes humor the children and then again discipline them. This discipline is for educational purposes and is indeed to give them true happiness; it is absolute kindness and true providence. Although in appearance it is wrath yet in reality it is kindness. Although outwardly it is an ordeal yet inwardly it is purifying water. 

Verily, in both cases we must supplicate and implore and commune to the divine Threshold in order to be patient in ordeals. 

(Abdul-Baha: From Tablet to Portland, Oregon, believer; translated July 27, 1909.) 

Our light affliction, which is for a moment, worketh for us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory; while we look not at the things which are seen, but at the things which are not seen; for the things which are seen are temporal; but the things which are not seen are eternal. (II Cor. 4:17.) 

O ye friends of God! The joy and happiness of the people of faithfulness consist in serving the Threshold of the Most High and turning their faces to the Kingdom of Abha. The hope of the lovers is self-sacrificing and the yearning of the longing ones is self-effacement and evanescence. For love is an irresistible power and an inextinguishable conflagration and the mirror of the love of God is the great martyrdom. Therefore, the sanctified souls and the Manifestations of God yearned for self-abnegation and attainment to the city of martyrdom. They gave up their lives, experienced exile and banishment, endured persecution and dire calamities, became subject to imprisonment and bondage and the targets of the arrows of oppression and objects of the sword of malice. They did not complain; neither did they become disheartened. They drank the cup of martyrdom from the hand of the Cup-bearer of Providence and tasted with the greatest joy the sweetness of annihilation. They found not a moment of rest. They sought not an instant of tranquility. They withstood the persecution of the enemies and became the centers of the derision and scoffing of the people of envy. They sacrificed their homes and property and became homeless and wanderers. They experienced not one hour of safety nor a day of repose of mind and body. This
is the proof of the sincere lover and this is the evidence of the faithful friend. If it were not so every stranger would become a friend and the deprived one would become the confidant of the mysteries, the remote one would become the near one and the outcast would become the beloved. Consequently the most great wisdom has ordained that the fire of tests shall rage and the rushing torrent of ordeals sweep tumultuously from the mountain of revelation, so that the untruthful may become distinguished from the truthful, the unrighteous be known from the righteous, the worshipper of self be separated from the worshipper of God, the good fruit be set apart from the evil fruit, the signs of light be manifest and the gloom of darkness be dispelled, the nightingale of trustworthiness sing the melody of love and the raven of oppression croak the discordant notes of error, the fertile soil become green and verdant and the barren ground produce its thorns and thistles, the ones attracted to the breath of Abha become firm and the followers of passion and desire turn away. This is the wisdom of trials and this is the cause of ordeals.

(Abdul-Baha: Bahai News; No. 3, pp. 2, 3.)

Thy detailed letter was received. Its perusal produced the utmost happiness for it revealed the fact that thou hast attained to the knowledge of the reality of tests; namely, that tests endured in the path of God are conducive to confirmation, nay, rather, they are heavenly powers and the bounties of the realm of Might. But to the weak believers tests are trials and examination, for, on account of the weakness of their faith and assurance they fall into difficulties and vicissitudes. However, to those souls who are firm and steadfast, tests are the greatest favors.

Consider thou that at the time of an examination in sciences and arts, the dull and lazy pupil finds himself in calamity. But to the intelligent and sagacious student, examination in learning produces honor and infinite happiness. Alloied gold subjected to the fire portrays its baseness. While the intensity of the flame enhances the beauty of the (pure) gold. Therefore, tests to the weak souls are calamity and to the veiled ones the cause of their disgrace and humiliation.

The point is this, that in the path of Truth every difficulty is made plain and every trial is a matchless bounty.

Therefore, the believers of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful must not relax during trials, and no disaster must deter their service in the Cause of God.

(Abdul-Baha: Daily Lessons; pp. 85, 86.)

That soul is alone who is negligent of God. But if he knows God, although he may live in an interminable desert without water and vegetation yet he is not alone,—God is with him. The sky of this terrestrial globe is always obscure and misty and covered with black, inky clouds. Now the thunder rolls and anon the lightning flashes. Now the hail falls and again the snow descends. Now there is a wild hurricane and then a tempestuous torrent rushing down from the mountain side. Therefore, do not think for one moment that these trials and ordeals are confined to thee. In reality all the people are surrounded with sufferings so that they may not attach their hearts to the world, but will seek for composure and rest in the divine world and beg for the bestowal of the Kingdom. Consequently be thou glad from the bottom of thy heart and be rejoiced through the divine glad tidings.

(Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Sohrab, July 20, 1914.)

(Chapter IX to be continued.)
"This is the conduct and manners of the people of Baha'."

Words of Abdul-Baha: Compiled from the *Tablets of Abdul-Baha*, pages indicated.

O ye sanctified souls! It is the time of firmness and steadfastness and the period of arising in the service of the Word of God, for the Blessed City (Acca) is environed from all directions with the tempestuous waves of tests and trials and the sweeping hurricanes of persecutions and hardships are blowing and roaring high. The joy and happiness of the heart of Abdul-Baha depends upon the stability and constancy of the believers. For they must live and act in accord with the divine advices and exhortations and show forth to each other the power of the perfection of love with infinite accord and unity, so that they may become the embodiment of one existence, the waves of one sea, the myrtles of one rose-garden, the rays of one sun, the stars of one horizon, the fruits of one tree and the birds of one meadow.

Likewise, they must treat with and behave toward all the governments, nations, communities, kings and subjects with the utmost sincerity, trustworthiness, straightforwardness, love and kindness. Even they must make hopeful a bloodthirsty enemy, show sympathy with the utmost faithfulness and honor to the perfidious unjust, know the ill-wisher as the well-wisher and torment not the sinner with reproaches. Should they become the targets of a thousand arrows of persecution, they must challenge it with love and friendship and treat every one with purity of purpose and kindness.

O ye friends of God! Show ye an endeavor that all the nations and communities of the world, even the enemies, put their trust, assurance and hope in you; that if a person falls into errors for a hundred-thousand times he may yet turn his face to you, hopeful that you will forgive his sins; for he must not become hopeless, neither grieved nor despondent. This is the conduct and the manners of the people of Baha'. This is the foundation of the most high pathway! Ye should conform your conduct and manners with the advices of Abdul-Baha. (pp. 435, 436.)

If any one of you enters a city he must become the center of attraction because of the sincerity, faithfulness, love, honesty, fidelity, truthfulness and loving-kindness of his disposition and nature toward all the inhabitants of the world, that the people of the city may all cry out: "This person is unquestionably a Baha'i; for his manners, his behavior, his conduct, his morals, his nature and his disposition are of the attributes of the Bahais." Until you do attain to this station, you have not fulfilled the Covenant and the Testament of God. For according to the irrefutable texts, he has taken from us a firm covenant that we may live and act in accord with
the divine exhortations, commands and lordly teachings. (p. 42.)

Arise with every power to assist the Covenant of God and serve in his vineyard. Be confident that a confirmation will be granted unto you and a success on his part is given unto you. Verily, he shall support you by the angels of his holiness and reinforce you with the breaths of the spirit that ye may enter the Ark of Safety, set forth the evident signs, impart the spirit of life, declare the essence of his commands and precepts, guide the sheep who are straying from the fold in all directions, and give the blessings. Ye have to use every effort in your power and strive earnestly and wisely in this new century. By God, verily the Lord of Hosts is your support, the angels of heaven your assistance, the Holy Spirit your companion and the Center of the Covenant your helper. Be not idle, but active and fear not. ... Ye are now in a great station and noble rank and ye shall find yourselves in evident success and prosperity, the like of which the eye of existence never saw in former ages. El-Baha and salutations be upon every one who is firm in the Covenant, free from disension, sanctified from deceits and steadfast in the path. (p. 162.)

Habits of Prayer in the Orient
From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, October 3, 1913.

HERE in the East everybody arises very early so that between five and six o’clock we are all out of our beds with the words, “Allah-o-Abha,” on our lips, greeting each other. There are four customs that have impressed me deeply and are significant signs of the religious nature of these people.

First: Their uniform early rising. Although in the West it is taught, “Early to bed and early to rise,” it is seldom practiced.

Second: No sooner do they open their eyes than the holy name of God is upon their lips, thanking him for all his past graces and future bestowals.

Third: Their quiet, solitary prayer and concentration lasting from ten to thirty minutes according to the religious spirit of the individual.

Fourth: As soon as they have finished their individual prayer and before taking their breakfast they assemble in the reception room and pray to God, read communers or chant tablets. They will then, refreshed by the spiritual food, gather around the table to partake of the material breakfast.

The Divine Art of Living
A COMPILATION BY MRS. MARY M. RABB
(Chapter I appeared in issue No. 16; Chapter II in No. 18, Vol. VII—Chapter III appeared in issue No. 2; Chapter IV in No. 4; Chapter V in No. 6; Chapter VI in No. 8; first portion of Chapter VII in No. 10, continued in No. 11; Chapter VIII in No. 18; first portion of Chapter IX in No. 18, Vol. VIII.)

CHAPTER IX—Continued
Tests

As to trials (tests in the path of God), verily, they are necessary. Hast thou not heard and read how there appeared trials from God in the day of Jesus, and thereafter, and how the whirlwind of tests became severe? Even the glorious Peter was not rescued from the flame of trials, and wavered. Then he repented and mourned the mourning of a bereaved one and his lamentations raised unto the Supreme Concourse. Is it, then, possible to be saved from the trials of
God? No, verily. There is a great wisdom therein of which no one is aware save the wise and knowing. Were it not for tests, genuine gold could not be distinguished from the counterfeit. Were it not for tests, the courageous could not be known from the coward. Were it not for tests, the people of faithfulness could not be known from those of selfishness. Were it not for tests, the intellects and faculties of the scholars in the great colleges would not be developed. Were it not for tests, the sparkling gems could not be known from worthless pebbles. Were it not for tests, the fisherman could not be distinguished from Annas and Caiaphas who were amid glory (worldly dignity).

Were it not for tests the face of Mary, the Magdalene, would not glisten with the light of firmness and certainty unto all the horizons. These are some of the mysteries of tests which we have unfolded unto thee that thou mayest become cognizant of the mysteries of God in every cycle. Verily, I pray God to illumine the faces as pure gold in the fire of tests.

(Abdul-Baha: From Tablet to an American believer, December 23, 1902.)

Verily, I read thy latest letter, and my great love welled forth unto thee on account of its wonderful contents. Verily, it showed thy firmness in the Cause of God and that thou wilt resist great tests in the future. . . .

As to thee, make firm the footsteps of the believers of God on this right path, and say, verily, the test has a great power and when its storms wax fierce they uproot everything, even large and well-rooted trees and they wreck great ships on the ocean.

But whosoever among the maid-servants of God firmly resists a great test, her face shall gleam and her brow shall glitter in the Supreme Concourse. This is what we inform thee, so that when the test appears thou mayest be heedful thereof, and mayst remind the maid-

servants of God that the tests have also occurred in former dispensations, even at the time of Christ.

Christ said, "Fast, so that you may not fall into temptation." Verily, tests withheld a great apostle (Judas) from the mercy of God and made him take part in the shedding of the blood of Jesus. Tests made Peter, the apostle, deny Jesus Christ. Tests made the brothers of Jesus deny him. Many a just, faithful and assured soul did not endure the power of tests but turned backward, until they reached the lowest of the low.

(Abdul-Baha: Daily Lessons; pp. 97, 98.)

Be thou resolute and steadfast. When the tree is firmly rooted it will bear fruit, therefore it is not permitted to be agitated by any test. Be thou not disheartened! Be thou not discouraged! The trials of God are many, but if man remains firm and steadfast the test itself is a stepping-stone for the progress of humanity.

(Abdul-Baha.)

The rain does not stop. I have been intending every day to go up the mountain, but I have been detained on account of the rain. This is the rainy season. If the rain does not pour down, if the wind does not blow, if the storm and tempest do not rage, the soul-refreshing springtime will not appear. If the clouds do not weep the meadows will not laugh. The hurricane and tornado, the cyclone and the blast are the harbingers of the spring.

Likewise, were there no tests and trials, no hardships and afflictions the attraction of the hearts could not be realized, the spiritual fragrances could not be obtained, nor could meritorious happiness be acquired and the beauties of the celestial springtime would not have been disclosed.

(Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Sohrab, January 10, 1914.)
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

HE IS GOD!

O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Baha which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA Abbas.
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If thy daily living become difficult, soon thy Lord will bestow upon thee that which shall satisfy thee. Be patient in the time of affliction and trial, endure every difficulty and hardship with a dilated heart, attracted spirit and eloquent tongue in remembrance of the Merciful. Verily, this is the life of satisfaction, of spiritual existence, heavenly repose, divine benediction and of the celestial table. Soon thy Lord will extenuate thy straightened circumstances even in this world.

(Tables of Abdul-Baha; p. 98.)

Thou hast manifested joy at the freedom of Abdul-Baha. This happiness came from thy great love. There is no doubt that the friends have become joyful on account of the liberation of Abdul-Baha. But I was thankful for this prison in the path of God and the lack of liberty was very pleasing to me, for those days were passed in the path of the love of God with the utmost difficulty and trials, bearing fruits and results. Unless one accept suffering, undergo trials and endure vicissitudes he will reap no reward nor will he attain success and prosperity. Therefore, thou must likewise endure great tests so that the infinite divine outpourings may encircle thee and that thou mayest be assisted in spreading the fragrances of God. Behold the apostles of His Highness, Christ! They accepted all trials and persecutions and received all kinds of oppression and trouble until they became assisted by great bestowals and confirmed in the guidance of the people.

(Abdul-Baha: From a Tablet.)

My happiness was complete in those dark days of imprisonment and vicissitude. I was happier than now, because I had no will of my own. I was perfectly resigned. The life of this world is only a few days. Whether happy or unhappy, in freedom or in bonds, healthy or ill, in comfort or in poverty—they will pass away. The one who is established on the throne and the one sitting on the mat—both will cease to exist here.

(Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Sohrab, April 1, 1914.)

It is difficult for the weak ones to endure the tests but for souls like you, it is very easy. It is my hope that during the time of tests thou mayest remain in the utmost firmness and steadfastness, so that like unto a lamp thou mayest be protected within the glass, and be not extinguished by the blowing of winds.

(Abdul-Baha: From Tablet to an American believer; translated August 4, 1911.)
The higher our station is, the nearer we are to God and the more severe do our tests become; when we have received great blessings, we are apt to become self-confident and think that we are secure from falling, and then is our danger great.

(Abdul-Baha: Notes of Miss E. J. Rosenberg, Acca, 1901.)

Rest assured in the protection of God. He will preserve his own children under all circumstances. Be ye not afraid nor be ye agitated. He holds the scepter of power in his hand, and like unto a hen he gathereth his chickens under his wings. "To everything there is a season, and a time for every purpose under the sun. A time to be born, and a time to die, a time to weep and a time to laugh; a time to keep silent and a time to speak." Now, friends, this is the time of assurance and faith and not fear and dread.

(Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Sohrab, June 5, 1914.)

These people who called on us today were in a state of fright. They are expecting daily the bombardment of Haifa by the foreign warships. As soon as they see a little moving speck in the horizon of the sea, they look through their glasses, anxiously scanning to see whether these are the expected cruisers. Their hearts are in a state of anxiety. They are terror-stricken. They have no peace of mind. This is one of the signs of absence of faith. It is stated in the Koran: "They imagine every cry raised is an enemy unto them." For example, when a thief enters a house, the least noise causes his flight. He trembles and quakes.

But the hearts of the people of faith are assured. If they are surrounded by a thousand enemies they stand firm on their ground. The greatest divine bounty is a confident heart. When the heart is confident, all the trials of the world will be as child's play. Should they throw him into prison, should they cast him into a black well, should they heap upon him all manner of afflictions, still his heart is content, peaceful and assured.

(Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Sohrab, October 18, 1914.)

To enter the Kingdom is easy, but to remain firm and constant is difficult. The planting of trees is easy but their cultivation and training to strengthen their roots and to make them firm is difficult. Now, as thou art a firm tree, thou shalt certainly grow and send out branches, leaves and blossoms and bear fruits. These branches, leaves, blossoms and fruits are the souls who may be guided, through the providence of God, by thee.

(Tablets of Abdul-Baha, p. 105.)

Man must seek to gain the acceptance of God and not that of the different classes of men. If one is praised and chosen by God, the accusation of all the creatures will cause no loss to him; and if a man is not accepted at the Threshold of God the praise and admiration of all men will be of no use to him.

(Tablets of Abdul-Baha; p. 158.)

Thou hast written concerning the tests that have come upon thee. To the sincere ones, tests are as a gift from God, the Exalted, for a heroic person hasteneth, with the utmost joy and gladness, to the tests of a violent battlefield, but the coward is afraid and trembles and utters moaning and lamentation. Likewise, an expert student prepareth and memorizeth his lessons and exercises with the utmost effort, and in the day of examination he appeareth with infinite joy before the master. Likewise the pure gold shineth radiantly in the fire of test.
Consequently, it is made clear that for holy souls, trials are as the gift of God, the Exalted; but for weak souls they are an unexpected calamity. This test is just as thou hast written; it removeth the rust of egotism from the mirror of the heart until the Sun of Truth may shine therein. For, no veil is greater than egotism and no matter how thin that covering may be, yet it will finally veil man entirely and prevent him from receiving a portion of the eternal bounty.

(Tablets of Abdul-Baha; p. 722.)

Be not sorrowful on account of the affliction of Abdul-Baha, for calamity is a light whereby his face glistens among the Supreme Concourse; affliction is healing to his breast, joy to his heart, happiness to his soul; nay, rather, a most honored garment upon his temple, best gown upon his body, and dearest crown on his head. This is his utmost desire.

(Abdul-Baha: From Tablet to Johnstown Bahai Assembly; translated June 24, 1902.)

Ye have expressed words of solicitude and anxiety over the troubles and persecutions which have fallen upon this imprisoned one. Do not be at all sad, be ye not affected. Do not worry, for incarceration to this prisoner is a feast of bliss and a perpetual paradise. Persecutions and adversities are the meritorious gifts. If these persecutions and sufferings did not exist in the path of God, how could Abdul-Baha obtain happiness and peace? Through the appearance of tests, my heart is consoled, and through the experiencing of dire afflictions my soul is calmed.

(Abdul-Baha: From Tablet to Oakland Assembly; translated July 17, 1908.)

Haji Kamaleddin was one of God's own servants, severed from aught else save him, enkindled, trusting in God and free from every tie. Before accepting this Cause, he was much respected and honored in Narag. When he embraced this Cause, they pursued him with such dogged perseverance and enmity that he was finally obliged to leave his native land and come to Bagdad. Having arrived, he found himself in most difficult circumstances. and in great need of his daily bread. Being a man of letters, he had never essayed any work; but putting aside his pride, he opened—with a small capital given to him—a little grocery shop at the entrance to the curious boat-shaped bridge of the Euphrates, where multitudes of people cross and recross daily. Not for one moment did he think of his noble connections nor brood over his former position of leisure, ease and worldly honor. He never bothered his mind over what his many countrymen might think who passed yearly by his store to visit the Holy Shrine of the Imams in Najaf and Karbala; nay, rather, he sat there serene and with the happiness of the Kingdom and the joy of heaven in his heart. The spiritual station of that household will become evident in the future. Whenever he would hear that the Blessed Perfection had gone to Kazemain, although the distance was several miles and the weather hot, he would immediately shut his store and start for that town afoot. Although at that time one could hire a donkey for five cents yet he could not very well afford this lavish expenditure. Nevertheless you never saw him cross or bad-tempered. He was a source of delight and happiness to all. Such souls are the bright gems in the crown of existence.

(Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Sohrab, June 21, 1914.)

Grieve not at the divine trials. Be not troubled because of hardships and ordeals; turn unto God, bowing in hum-
bleness and praying to him, while bearing every ordeal, contented under all conditions and thankful in every difficulty. Verily, thy Lord loveth his maid-servants who are patient, believing and firm. He draws them nigh to him through these ordeals and trials.

Be not sorrowful on account of the departure of thy good son. He hath indeed departed from this narrow and gloomy world which is darkened by unlimited sorrow, unto the Kingdom which is spacious, illumined, joyous and beautiful. God delivered him from this dark well and promoted him unto the Supreme Height! He gave him wings whereby he soared to the heaven of happiness. Verily, this is the great mercy from him who is precious and forgiving.

*(Tablets of Abdul-Baha; page 51.)*

We are living in a day when so many people rely wholly or solely upon matter. They imagine that the size of a great ship, that the perfection of the machinery or the skill of a captain will ensure the safety of a vessel. These things (referring to the recent sinking of the magnificent steamship, the Titanic, through the collision with an iceberg) take place sometimes that men may know that there is a Protector and that is God. If God protects man, if it be his will, a little ship sometimes escapes death, but if he shall rely solely on a ship, though it be the greatest, biggest ship, though it may be well built, though the captain be the best captain, yet in a danger such as was present on the ocean it may not survive or escape, so that the people of the world may know that they must turn to the One who is the Protector. So that souls may rely upon the preservation of God and that they may know that he is the real Keeper. These events do sometimes occur for such reasons as these stated. They take place in order that man's faith may increase.

But let no one imagine that these words should lead men to think that they must not be thorough in their undertakings. God has endowed man with intelligence, so that he may use his intelligence. Therefore, he must supply himself with all that science can offer. He must be most deliberate and most careful. He must be ever thorough in his undertakings. He must build a thing well, build the best ship that his ingenuity can lead him to, and employ the most skilled captain, but with all that let him rely upon God. Let him consider God as the One Keeper.

*(Abdul-Baha: *Star of the West;* Vol. 3, No. 3, p. 15.)*

"I have heard thy cries and am conscious of thy tears. Remember at all times and in all places that God is faithful and do not doubt this. Be patient even though great calamities may come upon thee. Yet fear not! Be firm in the path of thy Lord; as a mountain unmoved, unchanging in thy steadfastness."

These words were written by Baha'u'llah to Mirza Haider Ali to strengthen him during great persecutions. In his early days Mirza Haider Ali traveled from city to city in Persia proclaiming with great wisdom and love the glad tidings of the new and divine day which was dawning upon the earth. But the fanatic religious leaders to whom the vision of universal brotherhood and peace was too bright to be endured soon persecuted him with terrible bitterness. At one time he was beaten and driven through the streets of a city by a wild and howling mob. During this experience he cried out, "This is my triumphal procession." Again he was transported from one prison to another in a very cruel fashion. His hands and feet were tied and he was put in a bag, head downward, and flung across the back of a donkey. Another Bahai was put in a bag on the donkey's other side. The head of each of the prisoners dragged
on the sand as the donkey was driven
the long journey over the desert. Mirza
Haider Ali sang gaily as they went
along. The guard whipped him un-
mercifully, saying, "Now, will you
sing?" Mirza Haider Ali replied, "I
will sing more gladly than ever because
you have given me the pleasure of en-
during something for the sake of God."

For twelve years Mirza Haider Ali
was a prisoner in Khartoum, Egypt. The
dungeon-room in which he was confined
had a tiny window through which the
sun shone but one hour a day. For one
precious hour every day Mirza Haider
Ali read with glowing heart the Tablets
of Baha’u’llah. The rest of the day he
was in the twilight. But he concentrated
his spirit upon the glory of God so per-
fectly that each day he grew more
saintly.

When, in later years, he was asked by
Miss Stevens why the Bahais all looked
so happy (she was thinking especially
of the radiant joy in his face), he re-
plied, "Sometimes we have surface trou-
bles, but that cannot touch our happi-
ness. The hearts of those who belong
to the Kingdom are like the sea. When
the wind is rough it troubles the surface
of the water; but two meters down there
is perfect calmness."

(Starlight Review, June 1911.)

Mrs. Lua Getsinger was one day in
Acca. A western woman was there
also and she was telling Abdul-Baha
all about her troubles. This was a
strange thing to do for usually people
when they enter the presence of Abdul-
Baha are so filled with the contagion
of his radiant love that they think only of
their blessings. Abdul-Baha with great
kindness listened for a half hour to the
western woman’s troubles; they were
really not very big troubles. At last he
arose, and said he had another engage-
ment and must be going. "But there," he
said, pointing out of the window,"goes a man whom I will bring in to
see you. His name is Mirza Haider Ali.
We call him the ‘Angel of Mount Car-
mel.’ He walks on earth but he lives in
heaven. He has had many troubles and
he will tell you about them." Abdul-
Baha went out, but quickly returned
with Mirza Haider Ali whom he pre-
sented to the woman, and then departed.

The "Angel of Mount Carmel" with
great humility and sweetness of manner
began to talk with the woman of the
luminous century in which we live and
the divine age that is to be. She lis-
tened for a while, impatiently, and at
last broke in with, "But Abdul-Baha
said you would tell me about your trou-
bles." Mirza Haider Ali looked up in
amazement.

"Troubles?" he replied, "why madam,
I never had any troubles. I don’t know
what troubles are."

O ye beloved of God! When the winds
blow severely, rains fall fiercely, the
lightning flashes, the thunder roars, the
bolts descend and storms of trial become
severe, grieve not; for after this storm,
verily, the divine spring will arrive, the
hills and fields will become verdant, the
expanses of grain will joyfully wave, the
trees will be clothed with green gar-
ments and adorned with blossoms and
fruit. Thus blessings become manifest
in all countries. These favors are re-
sults of those storms and hurricanes.

The discerning man rejoiceth at the
day of trials, his breast becometh dilated
at the time of severe storms, his eyes
become brightened when seeing the show-
ers of rain and gusts of wind whereby
trees are uprooted; because he foreseeeth
the result and the end,—the leaves, blos-
soms and fruits; while the ignorant per-
son becometh troubled when he seeth a
storm, is saddened when it raineth se-
verely, is terrified by the thunder and
trembleth at the surging of the waves
which storm the shore.

(Tables of Abdul-Baha, p. 13.)

End of Volume VIII
O ye children of the Kingdom!

It is New Year; that is to say, the rounding of the cycle of the year. A year is the expression of a cycle (of the sun); but now is the beginning of a cycle of Reality, a New Cycle, a New Age, a New Century, a New Time and a New Year. Therefore, it is very blessed.

I wish this blessing to appear and become manifest in the faces and characteristics of the believers, so that they, too, may become a new people, and having found new life and been baptized with fire and spirit, may make the world a new world, to the end that the old earth may disappear and the new earth appear; old ideas depart and new thoughts come; old garments be cast aside and new garments put on; ancient politics whose foundation is war be dis-
carded and modern politics founded on peace raise the standard of victory; the new star shine and gleam and the new sun illumine and radiate; new flowers bloom; the new spring become known; the new breeze blow; the new bounty descend; the new tree give forth new fruit; the new voice become raised and this new sound reach the ears, that the new may follow the new, and all the old furnishings and adornments be cast aside and new decorations put in their places.

I desire for you all that you may have this great assistance and partake of this great bounty, and that in spirit and heart you may strive and endeavor until the world of war become the world of peace; the world of darkness the world of light; satanic conduct be turned into heavenly behavior; the ruined places become built up; the sword be turned into the olive branch; the flash of hatred become the flame of the love of God and the noise of the gun the voice of the Kingdom; the soldiers of death the soldiers of life; all the nations of the world one nation; all races as one race; and all national anthems harmonized into one melody.

Then this material realm will be paradise, the earth heaven, and the world of satan become the world of angels.

A B D U L- B A H A A B B A S.

(This Tablet was revealed for the American believers in 1906, who had sent Abdul-Baha a New Year's greeting. From Tablets of Abdul-Baha, p. 38.)
The Bahai Movement

By Jean Masson

Historically, the Bahai Movement is the most dramatic movement of the age. Spiritually, it is the most dynamic. It compels attention as the effective, permanent solution—the only solution—of the horrific problems with which the world grapples in its hour of unspeakable tragedy. It is the movement that makes for internationalism, universal peace, social reorganization.

Three figures, brilliant, impressive, stand forth in the movement, against the dark background of the world: The Bab, Baha‘u’llah, Abdul-Baha*.

In 1844, the Bab proclaimed the coming of the Universal Teacher of men. For his courage and his unconquerable faith he was martyred in 1850.

Baha‘u’llah we recognize as he whose coming the Bab heralded; as he anticipated by all the prophetic books; as the revealer of a Message, powerful enough to penetrate every country in the world; so sublimely universal in its concept as to include all nations, all races—all humanity.

Abdul-Baha is the interpreter for the world of the Message of Baha‘u’llah—the “Center of His Covenant,” the “Greatest Branch.”

A hostile world greeted the Message of Baha‘u’llah. For forty years, from 1852 until his death, in 1892, he dwelt in exile and, finally, imprisonment, in the Turkish penal colony of Acea, Syria.

A proclamation of human liberty and justice and internationalism seemed, to the nineteenth century, visionary, fanatical, seditious, revolutionary. Today, by countless multitudes, Baha‘u’llah is acclaimed, around whom is evolving—a new dispensation, a new cycle, a new order of civic righteousness, a new world, glorified through love.

And the Message of Baha‘u’llah?

Baha‘u’llah taught the actual oneness of the religions of the world; the oneness of all humanity; the universal brotherhood of man, universal peace; the perfect harmony of religion and science. He enjoined men to search diligently for truth and to abolish all prejudices, religious, national, racial, social. He proclaimed the equality of the sexes, commanding equal educational advantages for both, besides vast equitable social readjustments, the equalization of the means of livelihood, and the complete establishment of justice among men. Also,

*The Bab, Arabic for the Gate or Door.
Baha‘u’llah, Arabic for the Glory of God.
Abdul-Baha, Arabic for the Servant of Baha.
he proclaimed the urgency of a universal language to bring men into closer fellowship and mutual understanding. He emphasized the incumbency of a Parliament of Man—a universal tribunal of justice or arbitration for the adjustment of international affairs. And, unequivocally, he taught the power of the Holy Spirit in the life of humanity.

Here we have the basic principles of the Revelation of Baha’u’llah, the substructure of an edifice of marvelous beauty and perfection—the embodiment of the great new world civilization.

“The essence of the teachings of His Holiness, Baha’u’llah, is universal love, which comprehendeth all the virtues of the world of humanity, is the cause of eternal life and of the progress of all the individuals of the human race.”

For the promulgation of such exalted sentiments, Baha’u’llah was officially condemned, officially persecuted. It is a bewildering world that stones its prophets, crucifies its saviors.

Now, the essential feature of the Bahai Revelation is what is known among Bahais as the “Most Great Characteristic”—the station of Abdul-Baha, the leader of the movement today, the “Center of the Covenant” of Baha’u’llah, to whom all Bahais, the world over, turn for inspiration, for guidance and instruction. For he alone is the interpreter of the great Message.

“Behold the man whose name is The Branch!”

Abdul-Baha was born in 1844 on the day of the Bab’s proclamation. At the age of eight he accompanied his father into exile. In 1908, at the age of sixty-four, he emerged from prison, white-haired, bearing the eloquent traces of the long years of persecution.

Where, in all history, in all literature, will you find such a record of faith, yes, of divinity, as the record of the lives of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha?

Great souls, so intellectually endowed, they might have held high governmental positions, yet they chose the path of complete deprivation and renunciation. Travellers were they in the “White Path and the Red Support.”

The Bahai Movement, supremely exemplified by the transcendent lives of its great leaders, signifies the practical application of the Christ teachings in conformity with the requirements of the times.

And, today, despite the human carnage, perhaps, because of it, the Movement goes forward, a mighty undercurrent in the affairs of men, which nothing can resist. For “it is the spirit of the age.”

In every country in the world are Bahais, who believe implicitly in the divine mission of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha and the creative power of their utterances to transform the hearts.

America has many working assemblies for the propagation of the Movement. Near Chicago will be erected the first universal Temple of Worship of the occident, the Mashrak-el-Azkar, under the great dome of which shall come together, in worship of the one God, all nations and all races.

The Bahai Movement is creative of universal love, of universal peace.

*Abdul-Baha. †Zech. 6:12, 13. ‡Baha’u’llah.
“Baha’u’llah is the Promised One expected by all nations”

From the Words of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha in Books and Tablets indicated.

The promised one of all the nations of the world has become apparent and manifest. Each community and religion expects the coming of their promised one, and his highness, Baha’u’llah, is the promised one of all. Therefore, the Cause of Baha’u’llah is conducive to harmony, raises the canopy of the oneness of the kingdom of humanity upon the apex of the contingent beings, and unfurls the ensign of universal brotherhood and ideal commonwealth upon the summit of the hills and mountains.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from Tablet revealed for an American Baha'i; translated by Mirza Sohrab, December 14, 1908).

Praise be to God, he hath appeared with a luminous countenance. Verily, the promised one is his highness, Baha’u’llah, who hath dawned from the eastern horizons like unto a glorious sun and hath diffused the rays of the most great guidance (i.e., the heavenly teachings), in all the countries of the world.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from Tablet to Los Angeles assembly of Baha’is; translated July 10, 1913.)

All the prophets, during their appearance, announced to the people the coming of another prophet and recorded a sign for the subsequent manifestation, as stated in the books.

(Words of Baha’u’llah: Book of Ighan, p. 9.)

Regarding the appearance of Christ, there were many prophecies in the Bible which foretold his coming. . . . . The teachings of Moses were like a seed, but when the seed grew into a plant and bore blossom, then fruit—the fruit signified Christ, who was the result of all the teachings of Moses. . . . As to the Manifestation (Baha’u’llah) all the religious books in the world bear witness to him. The Magis have resisted the Mohammedans for nearly 1400 years, refusing to accept Mohammedanism, and suffered great persecutions. They accept and believe in the Manifestation (Baha’u’llah), because of the prophecies of their books. The Jews would not accept Christ, but, because they see their Bible prophecies literally fulfilled, they are becoming believers in great numbers. All of the Koran bears witness to the coming of God. It is said: “O people, you will meet God in the flesh; you will visit him.”

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From notes of Mrs. Sarah Herron, 1900).

O thou who art looking for the Kingdom of God! Thy letter was considered. Glad tidings be unto thee for thy supreme wish became manifest in the assembly of the world. The spacious Kingdom was newly adorned, and like unto paradise, manifested beautiful scenes. The King of the Kingdom established his canopy in the center of the universe. The Sun of Truth dawned and the light of God appeared. The banner of holiness was lifted up and the Holy Spirit began its work of confirming. The fragrance of God emanated and his divine Spirit conferred life. Turn absolutely to that Kingdom, and thou wilt see, at every moment, new manifestations.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from Tablet to American believer, dated February 12, 1904).
All nations were promised by a sure promise and were awaiting with anxiety and longing the coming of the promised one.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Tablet to American believer, dated June 9, 1903.)

The Lord of the day of the manifestation is his highness, Baha’u’llah.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Tablet, dated July 20, 1911.)

What is meant in the prophecies by the Lord of hosts, the promised Christ, is the Blessed Perfection (Baha’u’llah) and his highness, the Supreme (Bab).

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Tablet revealed for New York Assembly of Bahais; translated by Mirza Sohrab, January 1, 1907.)

The Cause of Baha’u’llah is in fulfillment of all the prophecies in all the books of the religions of the world.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Sohrab, July 13, 1914.)


(From Diary of Mirza Sohrab, dated July 26, 1914.)

The "One who is to come" is he who was promised in the books of God and his epistles; that is, this Manifestation.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Tablet dated March 13, 1903.)

The Manifestation (Baha’u’llah) had all the qualities of the Sun of Truth manifested in him. All of the learned and wise men confessed that the teachings of the Manifestation were complete and perfect. The glory of the Manifestation was acknowledged by people of all nations of the earth, but they did not believe in his divinity. People of all nations composed poetry in praise of the Manifestation. The explanations of the Manifestation were all revelations, and there is not a single learned man on the earth who can produce the like of them. During fifty years the Manifestation withstood all nations of the earth. Though all nations were against him and contradicted him, they were always submissive and humble before him. As the miracles and the extraordinary signs of the Manifestation will not be proof for the centuries to come after this, we have not mentioned them. The miracles are only proof for those who are present, not for those who are to come, for the idolators have also recorded miracles, on the part of their gods, in their books.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From notes of Mrs. Herron, 1900.)

The Zoroastrians, who were very numerous throughout Persia, notwithstanding all the calamities and sufferings inflicted upon them by the Mohammedans, would not accept the teachings of Mohammed, but they say that their books plainly indicate the coming of the Manifestation in this time and many of them have accepted this religion because of this fact. . . . All the Old Testament prophecies foretold the coming of Christ. The Gospel of Christ shadowed forth the coming of the Manifestation (Baha’u’llah). There is a sect in Persia of the Parsee faith, who would not read the Koran or the Bible, but who have now organized an assembly under the laws of the British and Persian governments, and day before yesterday (December 3, 1900) Abdul-Baha received a letter from the chief acknowledging Baha’u’llah to be the divine Manifestation of God.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From notes of Mrs. Sarah Herron, 1900.)
Let us consider the prophecies announcing the coming of God or the Manifestation: The coming of the Kingdom of God is foretold in all the holy books, and these sayings are not confined to a small number, but the books are full of them—especially Daniel and Isaiah. It is plainly stated in the Bible that, "I have yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now. Howbeit when he, the spirit of truth is come, he will guide you into all truth." This refers to the Manifestation. Christians have always believed that this refers to the Holy Spirit. How can this be? The Holy Spirit (Christ) was already in the world. He came in Jesus when he was born. . . . The Koran says, "There is a day in which the Lord shall come." and again, "Know ye that ye shall meet him." . . . The prophecies in the books of Zoroaster plainly foretold the coming of the Bab and the Manifestation.

There are no prophecies to foretell the coming of Moses, but for the coming of Jesus we find them, and in the Bible the coming of Mohammed was mentioned in the Gospels as the Advocate; but regarding the coming of the Bab and the Manifestation, all the religious Books foretell of them—the Bible, the Gospels, the Koran, the holy traditions of Ali, and the Zoroastrian writings; all are quite plain on this point. No one can contradict them.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From notes of Mrs. Herron, 1900.)

The world of humanity has ever been in a state of anticipation of the coming of the divine Manifestations. Each religion expected the coming of a promised one. They longingly prayed for the dawn of the Sun of Reality. A thousand times alas, when he appeared they remained heedless and did not turn their faces toward him! Pitiful indeed is this condition. They were praying for the glorious dawn of the Sun of Reality, but when it appeared from the eastern horizon they exclaimed: "Where is the sun? We do not see it." For instance, the Israelitish nation expected the coming of a Messiah. . . . They were hoping for the arrival of their promised one, but when his holiness, Christ, appeared they turned away from him. . . .

This century is the century of the Sun of Reality. This century is the century of the establishment of the Kingdom of God upon the earth.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extracts from address to Theosophists, February 13, 1913.)

But now after the lapse of many centuries, his highness, the Almighty, has again looked upon them with the glance of mercifulness, and the cup-bearer of celestial bestowals became manifest in the land of Persia. The Sun of Reality shone forth, casting the effulgences of his graces upon that country. He proclaimed the heavenly teachings and instituted the religion of the Clement Lord. . . .

But alas, alas! still the majority of the inhabitants of Persia are in sound sleep and have not heard, neither are they informed of the most eminent bestowal. The owner of the house has come to the door, but the dwellers in the house have shut the door and do not desire to let him in. They have treated the friend as though he were the stranger, and the known as though he were unknown. They seem to say: "We are satisfied with this degradation. We are comfortable amidst all these distractions, dissipations, groveling in dirt and uncleanness. We do not want the owner of the house. We are not seeking his faith. We loathe him and are holding aloof from his favor and grace. This is not the kind Father but a foreigner. Even though he may be the beloved one of all the nations of the world, his renowned world-conquering, the fame of his grandeur reaching the ears of the rich and poor alike, others from different

(Continued on page 10)
The Feast of Naurooz (New Day)

Talk by Abdul-Baha on the Feast of Naurooz, March 21st, 1912, at Victoria Hotel, Alexandria, Egypt. Eighty-five believers were then eating dinner at his table.

According to the ancient customs every one of the nations have general holidays when all the people become happy and enjoy themselves. That is, they choose the day of the year wherein a great event or a glorious matter occurred. On that day, they manifest great joy and happiness. They visit one another. If there are any feelings of bitterness among them they become reconciled on that day, hard hearted feelings pass away and they unite and love each other. As great events occurred on the day of Naurooz for the Persians, therefore, that nation made it a national feast and considered it as a holiday.

This is indeed a blessed day because it is the beginning of the temperate season and the commencement of springtime in the northern hemisphere. All earthly things whether trees, animals or human become refreshed; they receive power from the life-giving breeze and obtain a new life; a resurrection takes place, and because it is the season of springtime there is a general marvelous activity in all contingent beings.

There was a time when the Persian dynasty became extinct and no trace remained thereof. On such a day (Naurooz) it became renewed. Jamshied ascended the throne. Persia became happily settled. Its power, which had been dissipated, once more returned. The hearts and souls became possessed with wonderful susceptibilities, to such a degree that Persia became more advanced than it was in former days, under the sovereignty of Kayomrth and Hoshang. The glory and greatness of the government and nation of Persia took a higher station. Likewise, a great many events occurred upon the day of Naurooz that brought honor and glory to Persia and to the Persians. Therefore, the Persian nation, for the last five or six thousand years, has always considered the Feast of Naurooz as a day of national happiness and until now it is sanctified and recognized as a blessed day.

Briefly, every nation has a day known as a holiday which they celebrate with
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joy. In the sacred laws of God, in every cycle and dispensation, there are blessed feasts, holidays and workless days. On such days all kinds of occupations, commerce, industry, agriculture etc., are not allowed. Every work is unlawful. All must enjoy a good time, gather together, hold general meetings, become as one assembly, so that the national oneness, unity and harmony may become personified in all eyes. As it is a blessed day it should not be neglected or without results by making it a day limited to the fruits of mere pleasure. During such blessed days institutions should be founded that may be of permanent benefit and value to the people so that in current conversation and in history it may become widely known that such a good work was inaugurated on such a feast day. Therefore, the intelligent must search and investigate reality to find out what important affair, what philanthropic institutions are most needed and what foundations should be laid for the community on that particular day, so that they may be established. For example, if they find that the community needs morality, then they may lay down the foundation of good morals on that day. If the community be in need of spreading sciences and widening the circle of knowledge, on that day they should proceed in that direction, that is to say, direct the thoughts of all the people to that philanthropic cause. If, however, the community is in need of widening the circle of commerce or industry or agriculture they should start the means so that the desired aim may be attained. If the community needs protection, proper support and care of orphans, they should act upon the welfare of the orphans, etc. Such undertakings that are beneficial to the poor, the weak and the helpless should be pursued in order that, on that day, through the unity of all and through great meetings, results may be obtained, the glory and blessings of that day may be declared and manifest.

Likewise in this wonderful dispensation this day (Naurooz) is a blessed day. The friends of God should be confirmed in service and servitude. With one another they must be in the utmost harmony, love and oneness, clasping hands, engaged in the commemoration of the Blessed Beauty and thinking of the great results that may be obtained on such a blessed day.

Today, there is no result or fruit greater than guiding the people, because these helpless creatures, especially the Persians, have remained without a share of all the bestowals of God. Undoubtedly, the friends of God, upon such a day, must leave tangible, philanthropic or ideal traces that should reach all mankind and not only pertain to the Bahais.

In all the cycles of the prophets the philanthropic affairs were confined to their respective peoples only—with the exception of small matters, such as charity, which was permissible to extend to others. But in this wonderful dispensation, philanthropic affairs are for all humanity, without any exception, because it is the manifestation of the mercifulness of God. Therefore, every universal matter—that is, one that belongs to all the world of humanity—is divine; and every matter that is sectarian and special is not universal in character—that is, it is limited. Therefore, my hope is that the friends of God, every one of them, may become as the mercy of God to all mankind.

(Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago.)

Naurooz Greeting:

The STAR OF THE WEST enters upon its ninth year with this issue. We rejoice that it was founded on the blessed day of Naurooz. May it become an institution of permanent benefit, universal in scope and divine in character. Allah o’Abha!

The Editors.
"Baha’u’llah is the Promised One expected by all nations"
(Continued from page 7)

parts of the world entering under the
shade of his sacred tree by cohort and
cohort, accepting his teachings, and re-
cieving a share from the table of his sus-
tenance."

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from
Diary of Mirza Sohrab, October 13, 1914.

Thousands of souls, including the great
divines and Pharisees among the Jews,
were awaiting the Manifestation of
Christ, lamenting and weeping and sup-
plicating that the Messiah should soon
appear. But when his holiness, Christ,
came with a beautiful face and sweet
utterance and dawned from the day-
spring of the contingent world like unto
the shining sun, all those souls who
waited for him rejected him, become afflic-
ted with the sleep of heedlessness, did
not wake up by the voice of Christ nor
did they gain consciousness. Now again
the same is the case in the Manifestation
of Baha’u’llah.

(Tablets of Abdul-Baha, p. 688.)

The various religious systems are
coming closer together. Baha’u’llah
stands at the meeting of their ways
to God. In him the Mohammedans are
going forward to meet their promised
Imam Mahdi, the Christians to meet
Christ, the Jews their Messiah, and so
on. When they meet Baha’u’llah they
meet each other as at the top of a
mountain. There they find unity because
there they find him. There is the widest
view, the heavenly horizon. No one but
a Manifestation of God can unify the
religious systems of the world. No law,
no war, no power of kings could do this.
The Kingdom is a real visible Kingdom,
a real unity. This cannot be attained
from books. It comes from the heart.

(Words spoken while in the presence
of Abdul-Baha: Ten Days in the Light
of Acre, p. 75.)

This is that whereof the Spirit
(Christ) gave you tidings when he
brought the truth.

(Words of Baha’u’llah: From Tablet
revealed for Napoleon III.)

Say: O concourse of the Son (Chris-
tians) are ye hidden from myself because
of my name? What maketh ye to doubt?
Ye have called for your Lord, the Self-
dependent, night and day and when he
hath come from the heaven of Pre-exist-
cence, in his greatest glory, ye have not
approached him, and are of the heedless.
Then consider those who turned away
from the Spirit (Christ) when he came
to them with manifest power. How
many of the Pharisees were abiding in
the temples in his name, and were en-
treating because of his separation! But
when the gate of union was opened, and
the light shone forth from the day-spring
of beauty, they disbelieved in God, the
Exalted, the Great, and did not
attain to his visitation—after having
been promised thereunto in the book of
Isaiah, as well as in the books of the
prophets and the apostles.

Say: Surely the Father hath come,
and hath fulfilled that whereunto you
were promised in the Kingdom of God.
This is the Word the Son veiled when
he said to those around him, that at that
time they could not bear it; but when
the stated time was ended and the
hour arrived, the Word shone forth from
the horizon of the will.

Say: Verily he beareth witness to me,
and I bear witness to him; verily he
desired naught but my person, where-
unto bear witness all those just ones who
know.

Say unto the priest that the Chief
hath surely come! . . . . Verily the
Spirit of Truth hath come to guide you
into all truth. Verily he speaketh not
unto you from himself; nay, but rather
from before the All-knowing, the Wise.
Say: He is the one whom the Son hath glorified and hath upraised his command. Abandon that which is before you, O people of the earth! and take that which is commanded you from before the Powerful, the Faithful. Purify your ears and turn your minds to hear the sweet call which hath arisen from the direction of Sinai, the abode of your most glorious (Abha) Lord. Verily he attracts you unto a station wherein you will behold the lights of the face, which hath shone forth from this brilliant horizon.

Do you choose to be silent whilst all trees and stones are calling out with the loudest voice, "Surely the Lord hath come, the Possessor of great glory!"? . . . Say: Verily he hath surely shone forth from the direction of the orient; and his signs have appeared in the occident.

(Words of Baha’u’llah: Extract from Lawh-e-Akdas—the Most Holy Tablet. Star of the West, Vol. 4, No. 1, p. 14.)

Verily, he hath appeared in truth, and hath uttered a word whereby "all in the heavens and earth—except those whom God wished—are stunned." Faith in God, and the knowledge of him cannot be fully realized except through believing in all that hath proceeded from him (the Manifestation), and by practicing all that he hath commanded and all that is revealed in the book from the Supreme Pen.

(Words of Baha’u’llah: Tablet of Tajalleyat, p. 75.)

This is indeed the Father, whereof Isaiah gave you tidings and the Comforter whose covenant the Spirit (Christ) hath received. . . . The perfection of the Ancient hath come by his most mighty name and hath desired to make the people enter into the most holy Kingdom, and that the sincere may see the Kingdom of God before his face . . . . Blessed is he who fulfilleth the Covenant, and woe unto him who breaketh the promise and denieth God, the knower of secrets. . . . Advance thereunto, verily thy glorious Lord hath honored his country by his coming, thus we teach you the path whereof the Spirit (Christ) hath declared. Verily, I bear witness for him as he was indeed a witness for me; verily he said: "Come, that I may make you fishers of men," and today we say, "Come, that we may make you vivifiers of the world." Thus was the decree ordained in a Tablet written by the Pen of Command.

(Words of Baha’u’llah: Extract from Tablet revealed for the Pope.)

We have commanded you to purify your hearts from the love and detestation of those who are upon the earth, lest anything will prevent you from one direction and enforce you to another,—and this is of my greatest advice unto you in a perspicuous Tablet. He who adhereth to either the one or the other, verily he cannot know the command as it is,—unto this will bear witness every just and informed one. Ye have forgotten the promise of God, and violated his Covenant in such a manner that ye turned away from the one by whose appearance the eyes of the Unitarians were consoled. Purify your sight from the hidden and the veiled, than look to the evidences of the prophets and messengers, that ye may know the matter of God in these days wherein the promised one hath come with great sovereignty.

(Words of Baha’u’llah: Surat’ul Hykl, p. 58.)
Beware lest sovereignty prevent thee from the Sovereign; verily he hath come with his Kingdom, and all the atoms cry out, “The Lord hath come in his most great glory!” The Father hath come, and with him the Son, who crieth out in the holy valley, “Here am I, O my God, I am ready!” Mt. Sinai surroundeth the house, and the trees vociferously cry: “The Generous hath come, mounting on the clouds; blessed is he who advanceeth unto him, and woe unto those who are far off.” Arise among the people with this irresistible command, then summon the nations to God, the Exalted, the Great. Be not of those who call upon him by a name among his names, and when the named one comes, they turn from him and pronounce sentence against him with evident injustice. Consider, then, and remember the days wherein came the Spirit (Christ) and Herod gave judgment against him. God helped the Spirit (Christ) with the hosts of the seen and the unseen and protected him with the truth and sent him to another land as a promise on his part.

(Words of Baha’u’llah: Extract from Tablet revealed for Shah of Persia.)

O king of the earth, hear the voice of this servant. Verily, I am a man who hath believed in God and his signs, and I have sacrificed myself in his way; to this do the afflictions wherein I am—the like of which none among mankind hath borne!—testify, and my Lord the All-knowing is the witness to what I say. I have not summoned men unto aught save unto thy Lord and the Lord of the worlds. In love for him there hath come upon me that whereof the eye of creation hath not beheld the like... . . .

O king, verily I was as (any) one among mankind slumbering upon my couch. The gales of the All-glorious passed by me and taught me the knowl-
edge of what hath been. This thing is not from me, but from one (who is) Mighty and All-knowing. And he bade me proclaim between the earth and heaven, and for this hath there befallen me that whereat the eyes of those who know overflow with tears.

(Words of Baha’u’llah: Extract from Tablet revealed for Shah of Persia.)

O thou Temple! We have made thee a mirror for the kingdom of the names to speak of my dominion among all the creatures and summon all the people to my meeting and beauty and to be a guide to my obvious and upright path. We have elevated thy name among the serv-
ants as a bounty on our part—verily, I am the Ancient Bounty!—and adorned thee with the embroidered garment of myself and cast upon thee my Word to use the authority in the Kingdom as it pleaseth thee and to do what thou willest. We have ordained to thee the good of the heaven and earth so that no good will be granted to anyone unless he enters thy shadow, as a com-
mand on the part of thy Lord, the learned, the informed. And we have given the rod of command and the divi-
ation of authority to enable thee to distinguish the wisdom of every ques-
tion. We have shown forth from thy breast the seas of knowledge and revela-
tion in the celebration of thy Lord, the Merciful, in order that thou shouldst praise and be of the thankful. We have chosen thee from among my crea-
tures and made thee the Manifestation of my soul to whomsoever is in heaven and earth.

(Words of Baha’u’llah: Surat’ul Hykl, p. 51.)

O people of the Son (Christians)! We have sent unto you John the Baptist (the Bab who was the precursor of Baha’) another time. Verily, he crieth in the wilderness of The Beyan: “O creation of beings, make clear your eyes, the day of vision and meeting hath come nigh; and O people of the Gospel, prepare the way, for the day whereon the Lord of Glory shall come, hath
drawn nigh. Prepare yourselves to enter into the Kingdom!” Thus was the matter decreed on the part of God, the cleaver of the dawn. Hearken unto the strains which the dove of eternity hath sung upon the branches of the divine lote-tree and is vocal with the melody of, “O people of the earth! We have sent unto you him who was named John, to baptize you with water, that your bodies might be purified for the appearance of Christ, and that he (Christ) hath purified you with the fire of love and with the water of the Spirit, as preparation for these days wherein the Merciful hath willed to cleanse your bodies with the Water of Life by the hands of grace and bounty.”

(Words of Baha’u’llah: Extract from Tablet revealed for the Pope.)

His Holiness the Supreme (Bab)—May my life be a ransom for him!—is the promised one of the Koran, or in other words he is the Mahdi, the Kaem, the promised one, who was to appear after his holiness, Mohammed. The Bab was the radiant Morn of Guidance, the herald of the Beauty of Abha, the Blessed Perfection, the Sun of Reality—may mercy be on him who believeth, and all chastisement on him who believeth not in him.”

“Verily, I am the first one who worshipped him.”

“O people of The Beyan! Let neither The Beyan and whatever is therein, nor its letters, veil you from ‘Him-whom-God-shall-manifest.’ If he abolishes all The Beyan he is the true one, and if he appears with one single verse he is the truth.”

“All the divine names and attributes revealed in The Beyan in their primary sense revolve around ‘Him-whom-God-shall-manifest,’ and in their secondary sense around the ‘Branch-extended-from-the-Ancient-Root (Abdu'l-Baha).’”

(Words of the Bab, quoted by Mirza Ali Kuli Khan from The Beyan, in an address at Washington, D. C., June, 1903.)

“Today, The Beyan is in the stage of seed, but at the beginning of the manifestation of ‘Him-whom-God-shall-manifest,’ the ultimate perfection of The Beyan will become apparent, when he shall gather the fruits of the trees which have been planted.” (p. 225.)

“The third chapter of the third Vahid. Concerning this, that The Beyan and whosoever is therein revolved around the saying of ‘Him-whom-God-shall-manifest,’ even as the Alif (i.e., the Gospel) and whosoever was therein revolved around the saying of Mohammed the Messenger of God, and as that which God revealed unto him at first and whoso-
ever was therein revolved around that which he said at the period of his later manifestation. The quintessence of this chapter is this, that the gaze of The Beyan is not extended save towards 'Him-whom-God-shall-manifest,' for none but he that raised or doth raise it up, even as none but he hath sent or doth send it down. And The Beyan and such as are believers therein yearn more after him than the yearning of any lover after his beloved.” (p. 348.)

“Though the ocean of woe rageth on every side, and the bolts of fate follow in quick succession, and the darkness of griefs and afflictions invade soul and body, yet is my heart brightened by the remembrance of thy countenance and my soul is as a rose-garden from the perfume of thy nature.” (p. 18.)

(Words of the Bab: Quoted from A Traveller’s Narrative, pages indicated. Prof. E. G. Browne, author, Cambridge, Press, publishers.)

In this day the verses of the “Mother-Book” are shining and beaming like unto the sun, and cannot be confounded with former and latter words. Verily, this wronged one doth not desire to prove his Cause through that which has appeared from others. He (God) is the All-comprehending, and all else save him is comprehended (in him). Say, O people! Read what ye possess, and we will read what we possess. By the life of God! Neither the words of all the creatures, nor that which all nations possess, is worthy of mention before (our) utterance. Whereunto testifies the one who hath spoken in all grades. Verily, he is God, the King of the day of judgment, and the Lord of the great throne! . . . .

The station of this matter is far above the station of what hath appeared and what may appear. In this day were the Point of El-Beyan (the Bab) to be present, and were he—God forbid!—to delay in acknowledging (this Cause), he would himself be judged by the blessed Word which hath descended from the dawning-place of The Beyan of His Holiness. He hath said and his saying is truth: “He-whom-God-shall-manifest’ hath the right to reject even one who is highest upon the earth!” . . . .

The “Mother-Book” is indeed revealed, and the munificent one is in the “honorable station.” The “Dawn” (refers to the prophecy in the Koran concerning the new day; i.e., this Manifestation) hath indeed risen, and the people understand not. The “verses” have indeed come, and their revealer is in manifest sadness. . . .

Ye have deprived yourselves of the sea of divine verses for a single drop, and ye have withheld yourselves from the splendors of the light of the Sun of Truth for a single mote. Who but Baha’ had the power to speak before all the world? Be just, and be not of those who oppress. Through him (Baha’) seas have moved, mysteries appeared, and trees have uttered: “Verily the Kingdom and the earthly world belong to God, the revealer of signs (or verses), the day-spring of manifest proofs!”

Consider the Persian Beyan of his holiness, the Precursor, and look into it with the eye of justice. Verily, he will guide you into the path. He utters in this moment that which his tongue hath formerly uttered when he was established on the throne of his Name, the Most Great.

(Words of Baha’o’llah: Words of Paradise, pp. 60-63.)

Verily, we turn our face toward the servants of God in that place, and we exhort them in the beginning of our speech (to observe) what the Point of El-Beyan hath revealed concerning this Manifestation whereby the nerves of names have quivered with fear, the idols of superstitions have fallen, and the Tongue of Grandeur hath uttered from his Supreme Horizon (saying): “In truth, the hidden treasury, the concealed mystery hath indeed appeared; he, at
whom the lips of all that was and is have smiled (with gladness). He (the Bab) hath said, and his saying is truth: "I have indeed written an essence of his description, and it is this: "He cannot be indicated by my allusions, nor by all that is mentioned in The Began'."

In this day a great banquet is celebrated in the Supreme Concourse; for all that was promised in the divine books has appeared. This is the day of the most great rejoicing! All must direct themselves to the Court of Nearness with the utmost joy, happiness, exultation and gladness, and deliver themselves from the fire of remoteness.

O people of Teheran! Take ye the cups of knowledge through the power of my greatest Name; then drink therefrom, in spite of the people of the world who have violated the Covenant of God and his Testament, denied his proof and argument, and disputed his signs which have encompassed all in the heaven and earth . . . . The Cause is manifest and clear as the sun; but the people have become as veils to themselves.

(Words of Baha’u’llah: Words of Paradise; pp. 64-66.)

I have been preceded in this very thing by Mohammed, the Messenger of God, and before him by the Spirit (Christ), and before him by the Interlocutor (Moses.)

(Words of Baha’u’llah: Extract from Tablet revealed for Napoleon III.)

(Thou art he) who hast promised all in the earth, in thy books, epistles and scriptures, concerning the manifestation of thyself and the removal of the veils of glory from thy face. This thou didst reveal unto thy beloved one (Mohammed) by whom the orb of the command dawned from the horizon of Hijaz and the light of truth dawned among thy servants, in thy words, "The day whereon mankind shall arise before the Lord of the creatures." (Koran). And before him (i. e., Mohammed), thou didst announce this unto the Interlocutor (Moses) to "lead forth thy people from darkness into light and to remind them of the days of God." (Koran). And, again, thou didst speak of this (day) unto the Spirit (Christ) and unto all thy former and latter prophets and messengers. Were there to proceed from the treasuries of thy Supreme Pen all that thou hast revealed in the mention of this most great remembrance and this thy mighty message, all the denizens of the city of knowledge and wisdom would be stunned, except whomsoever thou hast delivered through thy potency and protected through thy bounty and grace.

I testify that verily thou hast fulfilled thy Covenant and sent forth him whose manifestation was announced by thy prophets, thy chosen ones and thy servants. Verily, he hath come from the horizon of might and power with the banners of thy signs (verses) and with the standards of thy evidences, and he hath arisen before the faces through thy power and potency and summoned all men unto the exalted apex and supreme horizon in such wise that the injustice of the learned and the majesty of princes have not withheld him. He hath arisen in the most mighty steadfastness and spoken in the loftiest voice (saying), "The Giver of gifts hath indeed come, riding on the cloud; advance, O ye people of the earth, with shining faces and illumined hearts!" Blessed is whosoever attains to thy meeting, drinks the choice wine of union from the hands of thy bestowal, discovers the fragrance of thy verses, speaks in thy praise, soars in thy atmosphere and is overcome by the attraction of thy utterance, and whom thou hast caused to enter thy supreme paradise—the station of revelation and vision—before the throne of thy grandeur!

(Words of Baha’u’llah: Tablet of Ishrakat, pp. 19-21.)
How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him that bringeth good tidings, that publisheth peace; that bringeth good tidings of good, that publisheth salvation; that saith unto Zion, Thy God reigneth!

(Isaiah 52:7.)

For thus saith the Lord of hosts; Yet once, it is a little while, and I will shake the heavens, and the earth, and the sea, and the dry land; and I will shake all nations, and the Desire of all nations shall come: and I will fill this house with glory [Baha, means glory], saith the Lord of hosts.

(Haggai 2:6, 7.)

O noble friends and seekers for the Kingdom of God! About sixty years ago, in the time when the fire of war and bloodshed was considered an honor to mankind, in a time when the blood of thousands of human beings stained the earth, when children were fatherless, when fathers were without sons, and mothers were weeping bitterly, with burning hearts, the loss of their children, when the darkness of inter-racial hatred and animosity seemed to cover mankind, and the heavenly light was blotted out, when the wafting of the Holy Breath of God was cut off—in that time Baha’u’llah arose like a shining star from the horizon of Persia, with the message of the light of the oneness of mankind. He brought the effulgent light of guidance to the world; he kindled the fire of love and the great reality of the True Beloved appeared. He shook and destroyed the foundations of religious and racial prejudice and of political animosity. He likened the world of humanity to a tree, and all the nations to its branches, leaves, buds and fruits. He melted and destroyed ignorant fanaticism and laid down the foundation of universal love, established the basis of the oneness of humanity and brought about in practice the equality of mankind. He declared that all were equally under the mercy and bounty of God.

Then was the door of the kingdom opened wide and the lights of heaven appeared.

Yet the whole of his life was under extreme trouble and tyranny. In Persia he was thrown into chains and into prison; and he was under the threatening of the sword. He was derided and scourged. When he was about thirty years of age he was exiled to Bagdad, and then to Constantinople, and from Constantinople to Adrianople and lastly to the prison of Anea.

Yet in the prison and under chains, he availed to spread his Cause and uplifted the banner of the oneness of humanity. Now, God be praised! We see the light of love is shining in the East and in the West; the tent of intercourse is raised in the center of the world for the drawing together of hearts and souls. The call of the Kingdom has gone all over the world! The announcement of the world’s universal peace has enlightened the world’s conscience!

My hope is that by the zeal and ardor of the pure-hearted, the darkness of hatred and differences will be entirely abolished and the light of love and unity will shine more brightly; this world become a new world; things material become the mirror of the Kingdom; human hearts meet and embrace each other; the whole world become as a man’s native country, and different races be counted as one race. Then disputes and differences will vanish and the divine Beloved will be revealed in the society of mankind. It is because the East and the West are illumined by the one sun, all races, nations and creeds are the servants of the one God. The whole earth is one home, and all the people are bathed in the ocean of God’s mercy.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Farewell address to English Bahais, October 1, 1911.)
I
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in all the places I went I did not see such a beautiful, live meeting. Pray, in my behalf, at this blessed spot, for all the friends and ask confirmation for them.”

When Abdul-Baha was leaving, his honor Ibn-Asdak, one of the famous teachers in Persia, fell on his knees at Abdul-Baha’s feet. Abdul-Baha said: “According to the blessed command, it is not permitted to fall on the knees and bow down except before the blessed home and the tombs of Baha’-‘l-lah and the Bab. Beware of deviating from the divine commands.”

In the evening, Abdul-Baha spoke in Arabic because of the good gathering of Syrian people with the Persian friends. First, he spoke of the difference between the God-made beauty of the Holy Land and the man-made or artificial development in the occident, saying that the spirituality and beauty of the Holy Land cannot be found in any of the European countries. Then he illustrated the length of his journey by the following story: “A certain Kurd was awakened in the morning to say his prayers. He arose and prayed five times successively. (The Mohammedan morning prayer consists of facing Mecca, reading a passage from the Koran, and bowing and kneeling twice in supplication.) The people said to him, ‘What art thou doing? The morning prayer should be uttered only twice and thou art repeating it five times.’ He replied, ‘God bless you. I do not say my prayers often. When I do say them, why should I say them only twice? The more the better!’” So it was with us. We had not traveled before,

* Were it not for the assistance of Miss Edna True, the lack of time would have prevented this servant from preparing such an article.—Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi.
so when we started, we went on a long journey. Every day, we were in a town or a city. Indeed, the American cities are very large. I spoke of the validity of his holiness, Christ, and of the accepted Messenger (Mohammed) in most of the Christian churches and in the synagogues of the Jews. When I arrived there, I found that the proofs of the validity of the divine Manifestations had not been given, nor the spiritual questions explained in those churches and public gatherings. Therefore, I arose to explain and give proofs. My addresses comprise more than two volumes.

On December 9th, Abdul-Baha went to Aee. The train was filled with the friends, who were chanting poems with infinite joy, until they arrived in the Holy City. After dinner Abdul-Baha went to the holy tomb and prayed for all the believers. The inhabitants of Aee, who had been bitter enemies for more than two-score years received him with utmost joy, respect and humbleness. Abdul-Baha said: “I did not like to have such a big gathering on my arrival in Aee. I intended to go quietly to visit the tomb of Baha’u’llah and to stay for a few days. Now I have to return sooner to Haifa.” And with the same joy and fragrance, they returned to Haifa.

As to the health and happiness of Abdul-Baha, he said many times: “My health and happiness are in this, when I see the friends of God engaged in spreading the divine fragrances, arising to serve the Cause of God, forgetting every thought save that of teaching, casting into the corner of forgetfulness every matter but that of unity and harmony. Consider in every age what confirmation and assistance were received by those souls who devoted their time to serving the Cause and spreading the divine fragrances. On the contrary, those who were absorbed by personal interests or political affairs degraded not only themselves but their associates. Thus, in this day, the friends of God should see that all glory lies in teaching the Cause of God and that every happiness is found in the shadow of the Word of God.”

A talk by Abdul-Baha, on December 17th, in Aee: “How very unjust the people are! From the day of the appearance of his holiness, Christ, until now he has not been mentioned in the synagogues of the Jews. Now, the Bahais are proving in the Jewish synagogues that Christ is the Word of God and that Christ is the Spirit of God. In the Christian churches, the Bahais are proving that his holiness, Mohammed, the Messenger was a prophet of God. Notwithstanding this, the people are not pleased with us. Once, when I was on my way to speak in a church in New York city, a person from India, a man prominent in that city, met us accidentally. He was surprised and said to himself, ‘I will go and see what all this is about.’ He came to the church and saw me standing on the platform, proving the prophethood of his holiness the Messenger of God. Indeed, he became amazed. When we came out, his face was radiant beyond description. He said, ‘In the name of God! What does this mean, that a person proves the prophethood of his holiness, Mohammed, in the presence of the Christian ministers?’ He became much attracted to the Cause. In reality, the church was full of people. Afterwards, the minister, too, showed his appreciation, thankfulness and joy.

“Although we were in the utmost weakness and feebleness during this journey, yet the confirmations of the Blessed Beauty were like unto the surging sea. Wherever we went, just before beginning to speak, I saw the doors opening and the lights of the Sun of Reality confirming, beyond the power of description. Everywhere we went, in churches, synagogues and meetings, I turned first to the Kingdom of Abha,
Talk by Abdul-Baha in his home, December 20th:

"Today I came down here. It was a pleasant walk. Praise be to God, that, through the favor and bounty of the Blessed Beauty, I reached the holy threshold. I had no other desire but to reach here. Many nights I thought of this wish. I saw that I did not want any thing but this and for me there can never be a better climate than we have here. I traveled in many countries. I went to the world's most famous climates, such as Dublin, New Hampshire, the summer resort of Washington's government officials and statesmen. It is a place of high altitude with many forest trees; its climate is of the utmost delicacy. Also, we went to Denver, Colorado. Its climate is very good; it is a beautiful city. Again, we were in Switzerland, which is far famed, and in the summer people from all regions go there. Yet there is no climate like that of Haifa. The climate of Acca is better than that of Haifa, but these forts and arsenals are connected together and are very damp. If these are removed, its climate will become excellent.

"When we first came here we were put into the barracks. In ten or fifteen days we began to fall like leaves because of sickness. No one remained upon his feet except myself and the late Agha Riza. I used to cook a kettle of soup for them to eat in the daytime and a kettle of rice for the night. I saw Hadji Ali Asghar with his eyes closed, crying, 'Neh-neh jan, neh-neh jan' (Grandma dear, grandma dear). I passed by him; he opened his eyes and became very much ashamed. His wife, Hussein Agha's mother, had fever and was saying, 'What is the matter with me?' On the other side, Hussein Agha (Zeenat Khanum's father) was crying, 'Oh, my heart is inflamed.' Briefly, all were ill in bed. There was no one to give them water. This was the condition of Acca's climate. Our guards were ten in number. I saw nine of them in bed. The wells of Acca were as bitter as poison. Now they are sweet. During the twenty-five years that the Blessed Beauty lived in Acca there was no illness. Four times there were epidemics of cholera all about Acca, even coming very near, but they did not get in. Four persons who left Acca fell victims at its outer gates. When the news came that the plague had reached Haifa the Christian gentlemen of Acca fled away. They went out to the villages. The plague went there, too, and they returned to Acca. The famous Austrian doctor was asked, 'What happened that the plague did not reach Acca?' At first, he did not reply; afterwards he said, that the forts and arsenals protected it. Thus no sickness occurred in Acca until the departure of Baha'o'llah. Then all places except Acca became free from the plague. All the Christians in Acca said, 'The talisman of Acca is shattered.'

"The signs of power and greatness from the appearance of all the holy Manifestations of God—May my soul be a sacrifice to them!—were evident only to the believers. For example, in the days of his holiness, Moses, he was praised by those souls who were believers. In the days of the Spirit (Christ) the cause was evident to eleven persons. Likewise, in the days of his holiness the Messenger, the greatness of the cause was evident to the believers. But in this Blessed Manifestation everybody wrote incomparable poems during the (days after Baha'o'llah's) departure. A certain Christian said: 'Though I am not a believer in Baha'o'llah, yet I find his miracles like unto the sun.'

"In Bagdad, all the learned, sages, great and high personages, among them

(Continued on page 23)
Tenth Annual Mashrak-el-Azkar Convention
and Bahai Congress
Under the Auspices of the Bahai Temple Unity.
Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, April 27-30, 1918.

PROGRAM
SATURDAY, APRIL 27.
Headquarters: Auditorium Hotel, Michigan Blvd. and Congress St., Phone Harrison 5000, ask for Bahai room.
Banquet: Celebrating the Feast of El-Rizwan, Auditorium Hotel, Banquet Hall, ninth floor, 6 p.m., under the auspices of the Bahai Assembly of Chicago.

SUNDAY, APRIL 28.
Morning: An opportunity for the friends to visit the "Mashrak-el-Azkar" grounds, 10:30 a.m.
Afternoon: First Session Bahai Congress, Auditorium Hotel, ninth floor, 3 p.m.
Evening: Informal Social Meeting by the Bahai Assembly of Chicago for the visiting delegates and friends, Auditorium Hotel, ninth floor, 8 p.m.

MONDAY, APRIL 29.
Morning and Afternoon: Sessions of the Tenth Annual Mashrak-el-Azkar Convention, Auditorium Hotel, ninth floor, 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Evening: Second Session Bahai Congress, Auditorium Hotel, ninth floor, 8 p.m.

TUESDAY, APRIL 30.
Morning and Afternoon: Sessions of the Tenth Annual Mashrak-el-Azkar Convention, Auditorium Hotel, ninth floor, 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Evening: Third Session Bahai Congress, Auditorium Hotel, ninth floor, 8 p.m.

*Mashrak-el-Azkar, is from the Persian, literally translated means: "The Dawning-place of the Mentionings of God."
Letter from Secretary of Bahai Assembly of Chicago

To the Bahai Assemblies throughout America—Greeting:

"The Executive Board has voted to accept the invitation of the House of Spirituality on behalf of the Chicago Assembly to hold the Convention and the Congress in Chicago at the Auditorium Hotel. The first session of the convention will be at 10 a.m. of April 29th and will continue through the 30th."

(Copy of telegram from Secretary of Bahai Temple Unity.)

Therefore, we address this letter to the friends in all the cities where the beloved Cause has been reflected and invite them to join us here, in the celebration of the glorious feast of Rizvan, on Saturday evening, April 27th, prior to the opening of this Tenth Annual Mashrak-el-Azkar Convention and Bahai Congress, in order that the fragrances of that joyful gathering may become as an invocation to the momentous work to be undertaken on behalf of the erection of the Mashrak-el-Azkar by the delegates chosen for that purpose from the different cities.

Whether you can come or not, let us all pray that our coming together this year may yield such fruits as will gladden the heart of Abdul-Baha. Then let us work together in the protection of the Covenant so that not only the Mashrak-el-Azkar will be realized, but the Cause of God will be furthered to such an extent as has not been seen before.

We hope that as many as can will come. The Chicago Assembly is eagerly awaiting you and is planning to avail itself of the opportunity to be of service to the servants of Abdul-Baha.

With Bahai love and greeting,

BAHAI ASSEMBLY OF CHICAGO.

Carl Scheffler, Secretary.

Letter from Secretary of Bahai Temple Unity

To the Bahai Assemblies of North America and the Occident—Greetings:

Pursuant to the constitution and by-laws of the Bahai Temple Unity of Illinois and at the direction of the Executive Board, I hereby notify you that the Tenth Annual meeting of the Bahai Temple Unity will be held at Chicago, Monday, April 29th, and Tuesday, April 30th, 1918, at the Auditorium Hotel. The first session will begin at 10 o'clock in the morning of April 29th, followed by sessions in the afternoon and on Tuesday.

As a constituent member of the Unity, the.................assembly is entitled to send.............delegate to this Annual Meeting and Convention of the Corporation and your assembly is hereby called to meet forthwith to elect such delegate (also an alternate) who shall be the representative of your assembly, to serve for the term of one year in the National Body as provided by Article IV of the Constitution.

A certificate of election of both delegate and alternate, should be in the hands of the Secretary of the Bahai Temple Unity not later than April 20th.

For the purpose of guidance, the following words of Abdul-Baha are reproduced here, in order that your assembly may conform completely to the instruc-
tions and requirements of the Center of the Covenant. These instructions should be your standard in determining the qualifications necessary for one to be a delegate, an alternate, or an elector.

In 1912, shortly before the election of the House of Spirituality, of Chicago, Abdul-Baha was asked: "What are the qualifications necessary for the members of the House of Spirituality?" Abdul-Baha replied: "They must be souls, well known as Bahais, firm and steadfast in the Covenant. The greatest requirement is to be firm and steadfast in the Covenant."

Again he was asked: "If at the time of an election many are brought in who seldom attend the meetings in order to cast their votes, what shall we do?" Abdul-Baha answered: "The members of the Spiritual Assembly must be well known and firm Bahais. Those souls who come once in a while to the meetings are not Bahais."

Some one suggested getting up a circular letter to be signed by those present at the election in which their beliefs are stated, especially regarding firmness in the Center of the Covenant. Abdul-Baha answered: "Some one might sign it falsely. These electors must be well known and qualified Bahais. . . ." (Notes taken by Mirza Mahmood.)

The object and aim of the Convention is the building of the Temple of God, the Mashrak-el-Azkar. All our energies must be sacrificed to the attainment of this great object in the inner and outer world in these days, while the beloved Abdul-Baha, is amongst us.

During the past year the Cause of God, and the world have witnessed events of the utmost importance. Praise be to God, the Bahais following the example of Abdul-Baha are engaged in supplicating to God, that all the heedless souls may be forgiven, and that through a wave of the divine mercy, the world of beings may attain capacity, and find rest and composure under the canopy of truth and faithfulness.

May the love of God, attract all hearts and the glory of God, become manifest in all our deliberations and may our deeds find divine acceptance at the holy threshold. The bounties of the Kingdom are outpouring, the fragrances of the divine garden are being inhaled by those whose spiritual nostrils are opened, a new consciousness and new life is quickening the hearts and souls.

May we all, revolving around the basis of unity, the Covenant of God, attain through purity of purpose and intention, such spiritual power that the world of man will become conscious of its spiritual Center.

Faithfully yours, in His love,

EXECUTIVE BOARD, BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY,

Harlan F. Ober, Secretary.

O friends, know that the believers of God must be the cause of union and love among all mankind, and until they attain to perfect harmony and agreement they will not become the remedy for the healing of this sick world. From the very beginning of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Ishkabad, Russia, day by day, everything has been in perfect harmony, until the believers there accomplished their aim, and it was built easily, for it was built by love. Now I hope that in America it will be the same as in Russia, and the Mashrak-el-Azkar there be erected by the power of the union and love existing among the believers.

(Extract from message to the American believers, revealed by Abdul-Baha, Acca, Syria, January, 1909; translated by his daughter; Monever Khanum.)
Seyed Daoud and Abdul-Rahman Efendi Alossy, were in the utmost humbleness."

On December 22d, a great number of pilgrims from all parts of the world gathered in Haifa. The large home of Abdul-Baha was too small for them all, so two meetings were held on the same night. To the first gathering Abdul-Baha spoke as follows: "You are welcome, most welcome! We have divided the friends into two groups,' but the place is still too small—O my God, increase their number and bless them!

"When I was in Europe and America I saw that some people were saying, 'How can this Cause grow as these gray bearded Persians imagine it will? The present world has changed and the time when religion had influence has now passed away.' I knew that they were saying these things to themselves and so at the end of the conversation I explained that when Christ was crucified he had twelve disciples. One of them denied him three times and another sold him for a little money; notwithstanding this, consider now how important was his cause. But at the time of the departure of the Blessed Beauty there were at least a hundred-thousand souls who would sacrifice their lives for him. These same thoughts that you have now were also prevalent in Christ’s time and so little did they care for him that it is not even known where he was buried. And three hundred years later, when St. Helen went to the Holy Land, some people, thinking of their own personal benefit, went to her and said, ‘We dug the ground here and found the cross on which they crucified his holiness, Christ.’ This was the foundation of the tomb of Christ. It is not even known where the tombs of Mary and the disciples are. The Catholics say that the tombs of Paul and Peter are in Rome. Others say that they are in Antioch. They were so unimportant that one of the philosophers of that time who wrote a book against Christ, said, ‘This person Christ, never existed and there never was such a man. This is what Paul and Peter have made up. A criminal person was crucified in Jerusalem. These two came and made him the Christ, for their own interests.’ Praise be to God! in the days of the Blessed Beauty, his Cause became famous in all regions and all of his signs and friends are known and manifest.

"The Persians used to ask, ‘What is going to happen to Persia?’ I said: ‘The conditions existing now, are the causes of destruction. These dissensions, these parties, one democratic, another constitutional, are destroying Persia day by day. Compare the present conditions of Persia with those ten years ago. These dissensions have destroyed Persia and day by day, it is becoming worse.’ They asked, ‘What will be the future?’ I answered, ‘I will give you an example which illustrates the future of Persia. It is sufficient and complete and you should take it as a standard: Mecca is a piece of stony land, a non-cultivated valley, where even grass never grows. It is a dry, intensely hot desert and is not fitted to be inhabited. What would thrive in a rocky, arid land? But because it was the native land of his holiness the Messenger, this rocky and stony land became the center toward which people in all regions turn their faces and bow in prayer. From this, you should see the future of Persia. This is an illustration. An arid land, because it was the native land of his holiness, the Messenger, became the center of all the horizons. But Persia is green and verdant; it has beautiful roses; its climate is gentle and its water is sweet. From this you should measure what the
future of Persia will be. This example is sufficient.'"

"Welcome! How are you! No strength is left in me because I have talked so much, from morning until now. Sometimes it becomes a matter of duty to speak and if man fails to do so he is held responsible by God. This is one of these days. Although I was not feeling well, I spoke in detail, because it was a matter of duty to speak. Through the spreading and circulating of falsehoods in these regions the hearts of certain people have harbored them. I spoke of what I said in Europe and America and of what was spread in the papers. I explained to them that it was not as they understood it. For instance, they believed that we were the enemies of his holiness Mohammed, the Messenger, and yet, many addresses had been given in the Christian churches and in the synagogues of the Jews proving the validity of his holiness the Messenger. Some of these misunderstandings were removed. Today, the mofti (judicial lawyer who rules according to the laws in the Mohammedan religion) said to me, 'These talks which have appeared in the papers have indeed removed many superstitions.' What an injustice!

"Philosopher Vambery, who was in Budapest, Austria, had never believed in any of the religions. For years and years he traveled in Constantinople, Afghanistan, Turkestan and Persia and learned the languages of these countries very well. He said to me: 'Because of this, I am amazed and surprised, that I, Vambery have not the courage to and cannot mention the name of Christ with reverence in the churches of the Jews. But you have proved with such courage and power, in the synagogues of the Jews, that Jesus Christ was the Word and the Spirit of God.'

"In America certain people gave warnings that, 'This person is the enemy of Christ,' and upon our arrival there, they printed in the papers that 'The enemy of Christ has arrived.' Even when I was in Washington a bundle of pamphlets was thrown into my carriage as I was leaving a church in which I had just spoken to a very large gathering of people. The pamphlet contained several pages. They wrote that, 'These Bahais are the enemies of Christ and they are destroying his edifice. Is it permissible that we leave Christ, who has given his life for us for this person?' But no one listened to them and all showed their joy and appreciation.

"The Jews in America, did not oppose us. They held very good meetings and invited me. I went and spoke to them and they became very happy and manifested infinite joy. In San Francisco, they all expressed their pleasure and happiness. . . . . After these talks the Rabbi said, 'We used to believe that the orient was extinguished, but now it is evident that the East is East. These talks which we have just heard are like those of the prophets and our glorious ancestors in the past.' They were so touched and affected by the talks given in the synagogues that a letter came, saying that the Rabbi went to a minister and said to him, 'Your church is being remodeled and it will be a long time before you can use it again. Come to our synagogue and pray and supplicate in the way you desire. Saturday is our special day of worship and Sunday will be yours.'"

(To be continued.)
TODAY very sad news has been received. He was indeed a very glorious personage. In every way he was unequalled. It is impossible for a person to be perfect in all things. His honor Agha Mirza Hayder Ali must write his life history.

In reality, he was in the utmost severance, in the utmost firmness and steadfastness in the Cause of God. He was detached from all things. From the day this person became a believer until this day, he was engaged in service in the Cause of God. He was engaged either in giving the Message or in writing. He was never attached to this world.

How learned he was and studious of books! He was familiar with every nation. With the precepts of all religions he was acquainted. He was my partner and participant in the servitude of the holy threshold.

During the days of sorrow, he was my consolation. I had perfect confidence in him. Every written criticism of the Cause I used to refer to him and he wrote the answer.

How humble and meek he was! No matter how much we insisted that this person take a servant for himself, he refused, that he might serve the friends and give them tea. All friends and strangers, when they went to his home, he used to serve. Although his body was weak, sick, feeble and feverish, he used to stand and make tea. All his visitors pleased and happy at any rate.

During all this time I did not hear from him the word—"I; I said or I wrote." He used to say, "I submitted to the friends." Never a word was uttered by him, saying, "I have knowledge," or "I have experience." He was indeed effaced and selfless. He was self-sacrificing at the holy threshold. The odor of existence could not be inhaled from him.

A great wisdom necessitated his passing. There is nothing to do but to exercise patience. How many a man equals a thousand men!

All the friends of God should gather together and pray at the holy tomb of the Bab and I will pray here.

(Talk upon Mirza Abul-Fazl given by Abdul-Baha, in his home, at Haifa, January 21, 1914).
The calamity of his honor, Mirza Abul-Fazl is indeed great. No matter how much we want to console ourselves, we cannot be consoled. How good for man to be like this, so that the hearts of all the friends are attracted to him in every way. While in Alexandria, every time my heart was depressed, I used to go and meet him and at once my depression vanished. He was very truthful. He never harbored deceit and revenge.

He left wonderful writings in proving the blessed Cause. His thought, reference, pen and tongue all were used in proving the blessed Cause. His custom was to occupy his time from morning to noon in writing. He did not receive anyone. In the afternoon, he received everybody who went to him.

He used to have difficulties with the American and European women because of their numerous questions and persistence. Some of these ladies said, “We went there and knocked at his door. We heard no answer. We persisted in knocking, knowing that he was in. We knocked and we knocked. And finally, he said in English, ‘Abul-Fazl not here.’” The ladies said, “We were convulsed with laughter. He himself, from the inside, laughed too. And then we departed.”

Light flooded his face. How illumined he was! His heart was shining, radiant. The divine wisdom is wonderful. Man becomes amazed. Although such souls themselves are like unto a remedy for others, death is their utmost desire. It is the highest degree of existence and for him was life supreme. No greater bounty is there for man than to depart from the world of existence.

Those who associated with him and loved him have become sad. He was a sincere soul. There was nothing about him but sincerity. Never had he any superfluities about him. He was all sincerity. For example, if he loved a person, he used to love him more in his heart. If he attributed anything to a man, he used to attribute it more in his heart. And if he was in harmony with a man, he was more in harmony in his heart. He was sincere, not insincere. If he was angry at a man, he could not speak to him. He used to tremble at the sight of him.

Astonishing it is that one of the pashas of Egypt longed to meet him, but Abul-Fazl refused him. After that, a mediator went to him and asked, “Why don’t you meet the pasha?” He replied, “I don’t like him. His desire must be insincere, because if his desires were sincere, God would have created love in my heart for him. At any rate, I am unable to meet him with love and truthfulness. It is better that I do not see him.”

He was not entangled with this world. He was not entangled with anything. His heart was not attached to life, nor anything else. He was entirely severed, refined, spiritual and of the Kingdom.

The sheikh of Islam, of Caucasus, wrote against the Cause. Some of the friends answered him. Sheikh of Islam wrote a second time a criticism. After that, Agha Mirza Abul-Fazl wrote a full, convincing answer. It surprised the sheikh.

It was amusing and the joke is here, that the Ezels wanted Abul-Fazl’s book very much. Finally, one of the Ezels asked, “Well, you are Babis; what is in this book that you want so much?” They replied, “For its good arguments in behalf of his highness, the Supreme (the Bab). And for these arguments, we want the book.”

(Talk given by Abdul-Baha, in his home, Haifa, January 22, 1914.)
Meetings are held, in the home of Abdul-Baha, twice a week. One evening, Abdul-Baha spoke about the beauty and spirituality of Mt. Carmel. He spoke, also, of Elijah and of his arising to vivify the religion of Moses. Elijah cast out the statue of Baal (an idol) and re-formed the Jews from harmful customs. When he had lead them to perfect spirituality and might, so that he had confidence in them he left them, instantly left them; because he saw that his work was finished. Man must be like this. At the time of difficulties and when his services are needed, he must answer the call of the hour and then, when his work is accomplished, he must hold aloof from leadership and power. This is the meaning of "the man of God" or "God's hero" and "service to God." After reading and chanting communes, the name of a Zoroastrian, who visited Abdul-Baha in London and who became very attracted, was mentioned. Abdul-Baha said, "As long as the love of God exists in a heart, there is progress, day by day, and vice-versa."

On February 9th, 1914, a young English traveler went to see Abdul-Baha in Haifa. He was interested in the economic problem and asked the following question: "When the time comes for the working people to become the partners of their employers, will they have their own representatives to consult with the company and will those who invest more capital receive more shares?" Abdul-Baha replied: "Certainly, when the working people become partners with the company, they will select their own representatives for consultation and those who have more capital will earn more money."

In the evening, Abdul-Baha called one of the pilgrims, known as Mirza Mahmod Forooghy, to him. (The translator knows this man personally. He is indeed one of God's heroes. One of his great works was this: When the first storm of tests blew in Acca and the fire of violation appeared, the eyes of most of the believers were closed to the truth; but his honor Mirza Mahmod Forooghy sounded the trumpet of firmness and their eyes became opened.) Abdul-Baha spoke to Mirza Mahmod Forooghy about the victory of the divine sovereignty over the material, saying that spiritual matters are promulgated by the inward and ideal power and not by outward conditions and circumstances.

At that moment, a group of Jewish Bahais, from Hamadan, Persia, came and Abdul-Baha answered all of their questions. The following is one of the answers: "The utterance of the Blessed Beauty that the descendants of Israel shall become dear, was made at a time when the people of Israel were still in the utmost degradation and before they had returned. He uttered these things in order that the glance of providence would surround them, so that they might progress, deliver themselves from humiliation and return to this holy land. That is why, day by day, they became dear and returned to the holy land. These things are all through the power of the blessed Word. They had been degraded for 1,600 years, but, after this blessed word was uttered, they became dear and progressed, although they had no soldiers, army nor government and although the other governments remained the same as before. But this blessed utterance is in behalf of the believers among the Israelites, that is, those who became believers. When the believers of the Israelites progressed and became dear, the non-believers progressed with them, like those, who go and eat at a feast, to which they are not invited. However, this progression is only as long as they are agreeable and friendly. Should they exercise enmity, they will
not progress. Nay rather, they will de-
stroy their own homes.”

On February 11th, Hadji Mussa, a
Jewish Baha'i, arrived from Azerbaijan,
Persia. He went with the pilgrims to
visit Abdul-Baha, who talked to them
as follows: “Readiness is necessary in
order to be a recipient of divine bounty.
Souls who are prepared are like candles,
coming in contact with fire. They be-
come illumined. They are swayed by
the wafting of a breeze. They become
green and verdant from a drop of the
sprinkling of the cloud of favor. They
find merciful susceptibilities by hearing
a word. But no fruits nor results can
be obtained from the souls who are not
ready. Thus the prepared souls, on hear-
ing the divine call, respond, ‘Here we
are!’ They turn to the Kingdom of
Abha, investigate the realities of divine
questions and arise to spread the fra-
grances of God. How many souls in the
world have longed all of their lives to
live in the days of one of the near serv-
ants of God and to reach the favor of
being in the presence of one of the ac-
cepted servants in the threshold of the
Truth, and yet it was impossible for
them! Praise be to God, you have re-
sponded with ‘Aye!’ to the call of God,
in the days of the Blessed Beauty. You
are in the age of light and in the cen-
tury of mysteries. God willing, you may
be confirmed in services to the holy
threshold and firm in the Covenant and
Testament of God.”

On February 12th some of the friends
went to see Abdul-Baha and heard him
say the following: “We must execute
the divine ordinances. The Blessed
Beauty says, ‘If you have a word or a
truth, which others are deprived of, pre-
sent it with utmost compassion. If it
is accepted, the aim is attained. If
otherwise, you should not interfere.
Leave him to himself, while advancing
to God, the Mighty, the Self-subsisting.’
The duty of the friends, is this: To be
kind to all nationalities and parties; to
be all love; to be well-wishers and to
associate with everyone, in the utmost
unity. . . . They must always read the
holy books, so that they may be familiar
with their contents. . . . Do not write anything for the Star of the
West that might become the cause of
repelling the souls. Nay, rather, write
things that may become the cause of joy,
advancement and helpfulness to the
souls.”

In the afternoon, some of the German
and British leaders went to visit Abdul-
Baha and he talked to them about the
holy land and Mount Carmel. He said:
“The climate of Mount Carmel is peer-
less. Its sun is always shining, its moon,
brilliant, its stars are gleaming and its
lights are radiant. This holy land is
the high land, wherein the prophets of
God became manifest. Abraham, Ish-
mail, Isaac, Joseph, Moses, Aaron, Isaiah
and the rest, were in the holy land.
You must know the value of this land
and love it. If a person travels in all
of this holy land he will find all kinds
of trees, those that grow in tropical as
well as those of the temperate climates,
such as pomegranate, dates, cypress,
walnut, etc. You must love this holy
land very much. The Sun of Reality
shone forth upon it and it is the dawning-point of the Manifestations of the
Light of Divinity.” Then Abdul-Baha
praised the climate and the inhabitants
of Stuttgart, Germany, and spoke about
the superstitions and imitations of the
leaders of religion. He said: “They
are promulgating matters which are not
in accord with the divine books and
which are contrary to sound minds. His
holiness Christ says, ‘Sheath thou the
sword,’ but they make the Krupp can-
nons. If you compare the deeds of the
present nations with the behests of the
holy books and with the deeds of the
divine Manifestations, you will find that
there is no relation whatever between
them.”

In the evening, the general meeting
for the friends and pilgrims was held in the blessed home. Abdul-Baha answered the question of one, who stood at his service, saying: "This cycle is the cycle of favor and not of justice. Therefore, those whose deeds are clean and pure, even though they are not believers, will not be deprived of the divine mercy; but perfection is in faith and deeds. Undoubtedly, a person, who is not a believer, but whose deeds and morals are good, is far better than one who claims his belief in words but, who, in actions, is a follower of satan. The Blessed Beauty says, 'My humiliation is not in my imprisonment, which, by my life, will not be deprived of the divine mercy; but perfection is in faith and deeds. Unquestionably, declare openly the Prince of Peace, of whom he spoke, through the prophets, and he will not erase a single letter.'"

In the afternoon of February 13th, the American pilgrims held a special memorial meeting, for the departure of Mirza Abul-Fazl, at the holy threshold of the Bab, on Mount Carmel. Abdul-Baha attended the meeting and spent that night at the home of Abbas Kuli, near the blessed tomb. In the morning of February 14th, Abdul-Baha went to the hospice (the home of the pilgrims) close to the tomb of the Bab and sat in the parlor, facing the tomb of Baha’u’llah. He said: "The view from this hospice is very beautiful, especially because it faces the tomb of the Blessed Beauty and Acre. In the future it will all be built up between Acre and Haifa. Acre and Haifa will be joined together and will take the first place in the world. Now, as I glance into the future, I see the greatest port in the world here. This semi-circular bay will be a large harbor for ships, so that the entering boats may be protected from the waves and winds of the storm. This harbor will be filled with ships of the nations. All of these regions will be decorated by buildings and lofty palaces. Many gardens and flower beds will be made. There will be electric lights and from here to Acre will be flooded with them. It will be a wonderful sight, especially at night, for those who come from the sea or who look from the summit of the mountains. From all of these regions, the cry of 'Ya-Baha-el-Abha!' (O Thou Glorious of the Most Glorious!) shall rise. All the souls will come in a state of supplication, imploring and chanting the communies. In every town, the melodies from the Mashrak-el-Azkar on this Mount Carmel, will be most pleasing to the ears.

"It is wonderful! Consider where this Cause was at first and where it is now! And where is Shiraz, Teheran, Bagdad, Roumella, Constantinople and Acre! These events took place only for the fulfillment of the prophecies of the prophets. God's ways are wonderful. For 2,000 years, he has made the Cause travel here and there, until it reached the spot in which it would fulfill all the prophecies. God will, unquestionably, declare openly the Prince of Peace, of whom he spoke, through the prophets, and he will not erase a single letter."

In the morning of February 15th, a large number of American ladies, who were going to Jerusalem, visited Abdul-Baha. Afterwards, the governor of Damascus, the judge of Haifa and a number of statesmen went to see him, in his home. He spoke to them in detail about historical matters, scientific facts, the life histories of some of the doctors and sages of the past and of the requirements for this great century, the oneness of the world of humanity and universal peace.

In the afternoon, the president of Beirut College (Syrian Protestant College), the head of the hospital, and a large number of students, came to see Abdul-Baha and he spoke as follows:

"The schools should be free from all religious and racial prejudices, for these often prevent good results from being
obtained. All schools and colleges should have these three foundations:

First—they should be sincere in the service of training the souls. They should discover the mysteries of nature and extend the circle of art, commerce, etc., so that ignorance and the lack of knowledge will pass away and the lights of science and knowledge shine forth from the horizon of the soul and heart. In all schools and universities, a general rule for training should be made.

Second—Training in morality is necessary, so that the pupils' good conduct may remain unchanged and so that they may progress in a most befitting manner, become possessed of lofty ideas, lovers of the world of humanity and so that they will hold fast to the spiritual perfections and to that which does not displease God.

Third—Service to the world of humanity should be obligatory. Every student should know, with perfect certainty, that he is the brother of the people of all religions and nations and that he should be without religious, racial, national, patriotic or political bias, so that he may find the thoughts of universal peace and the love of humankind firmly established in his heart. He should know himself as a servant of human society of all the countries in the world. He should see God as the heavenly father and all the servants, as his children, counting all of the nations, parties and sects as one family. The mothers in the homes, the teachers in the schools, the professors in the universities, and the leaders in the lofty gatherings, must cause these thoughts to be penetrative and effective, as the spirit, circulating in the veins and nerves of the children and pupils, so that the world of humanity may be delivered from the calamities of fanaticism, war, battle, hate and obstinacy, and so that the nether world may become the paradise of heaven.

In the evening, a group of Persian pilgrims came from Merv, Russia, and Abdul-Baha gave the following advices: "Never let the friends be separated from other people and nations. They must strive for unity and harmony, through good deeds and morals. They must be kind to all, tolerant with all and good in conduct. Day by day, may they become nearer to the threshold of the Blessed Beauty. May they engage in elevating the Word of God and arise in spreading the Cause of God. Day by day, may they become more attracted and more holy. Night and day, I supplicate and beseech the threshold of the Blessed Beauty, seeking confirmations and assistance for the friends of God. I have the greatest attachment for the friends of the Blessed Beauty and I never forget them."

On the morning of February 16th, the friends from Merv, Russia, left for their country and a party of nine, men and women, from Yezd, Nayreez (Persia) and Bombay (India), arrived in the holy land. Abdul-Baha was exceedingly glad to see them and showered his blessings upon them, saying: "In the beginning of the Cause, the friends in Nayreez and Serostan were surging in activity. The friends there are either of the old believers or of the children of the martyrs. They have indeed been of great service in the path of God. They were self-sacrificing and fell victims to severe tests, but all remained firm and steadfast. Now, also, they are busy, teaching the Cause of God. Today, confirmation is with those souls who arise to teach. The gardener is pleased with the flower that is diffusing its fragrance. The nostrils are perfumed by its sweet smell. The souls, who are engaged in teaching the Cause, resemble the full-blown flowers. Sweet fragrances are being diffused from the rose gardens of their hearts."

On February 17th, some of the believers, who had arrived the night before,
from Khorassan (Persia), came to see Abdul-Baha and all bowed and fell at his feet. Abdul-Baha prevented them and said: “No, it is unlawful. It is unlawful, because, according to the blessed Baha’u’llah, and the Bab and to the house of God.” Estad Mohammed Riza of Ishkabad, asked if any of the great powers would become believers. Abdul-Baha replied: “All the people of the world will become believers. Should you compare the beginning of the Cause with it today, you would see what a quick influence the Word of God has and how the Cause of God has encompassed the horizons. At the time we left Teheran (Persia) for Bagdad, there was not a single believer in all the way. In all the cities there were none. In Bagdad, there were two or three persons, in a very deplorable condition. All of the people used to say, ‘Now that the Blessed Beauty is gone, this Cause will be erased.’ The elevation of the Word of God, which you see at present, is from the potency of the Cause of God. Is it possible to compare the present condition with that previous one? How many of the believers did they kill, tie up, and confiscate and rob their homes! Notwithstanding this, the Cause has reached its present degree because it is confirmed. The hosts of the Supreme Concourse assist it and the powers of the Kingdom of Abha confirm it. Unquestionably, all will come under the shadow of the Cause of God. Right there, in Ishkabad, had they ever before heard the name of the Cause? Now, praise be to God! the banner of the Cause of God is raised high. All the powers and nations are convinced that the aim of this community (the Bahais) is the harmony and unity of the world. They never join in corruption. They want to become the cause of the life of the world and the means of safety; awakening the souls and the cause of the spirituality of the creatures; life-givers and not life-takers. In the beginning of the Cause, the Babis (Ezelis) brought affairs to such a state that safety was utterly lost and they put the lives and property of all at stake. What a dilemma it was! What implications, vice and immorality took place! All of the people became assured that the Babis (Ezelis) were the enemies of the lives, property and the honor of humanity and that they were blood-thirsty, immoral and evil-doers. In Teheran, during the incident of the Shah (Nasser-el-Din Shah was shot by a boy), I remember hearing an akhond (Mohammedan priest) crying, ‘O people! If you want to worship God and the prophet, if you want to protect your lives, property and honor, kill these Babis. They are the enemies of your possessions and of your honor. They are against the laws and religion.’ All of these events took place, because Mirza Yahya (Ezel), Seyed Mohammed, Mullah Djaﬀar Naraki and such men, held disreputable gatherings every night and day. They were engaged in immorality and vice. This is why, in the history of the people, those calumnies were attributed to the origin of the Cause. They wrote that the Babis allowed each woman to have nine husbands. Therefore the Blessed Beauty arose, with a divine power and might. He removed all of those implications, unfurled the banner of holiness, pitched the tent of universal peace and called the people to faithfulness, good morals and peace. He said, ‘If you are killed in God’s service, it is better than for you to kill. Should you be in need of the very essentials of life, you must not raise your hand against anyone, not even a Jew. (In those days, the Jews were under great persecutions.) Be ye kind to all people, loyal to all the governments and deal fairly with all humanity. Be faithful, truthful, merce-

(Continued on page 34)
"And some of his signs"—Tablet revealed by Abdul-Baha on the "signs" of Baha’u’llah

He Is God!

Praise be unto the One who created the world and made every existing thing wonderful!

He gave the sincere praise-worthy stations and made the invisible visible, but all others are groping in their deep sleep.

He laid the foundation in the erection of the lofty palace and the glorious light; created the new creatures in a manifest resurrection!—and still the people are heedless in their slumber.

He blew the horn; the (first) trumpet sounded; the drum was beaten; those in the world of existence were stunned!—and still the dead are dormant in the graves of their bodies.

Then the second trumpet sounded; it brought the breath of life to some of the dead; even the nursing mothers forgot their infants!—and still the people in their unconsciousness do not comprehend.

The day of judgment has come; the hour has struck; the path is extended; the balance (scale of justice) is set up; all the contingent beings are gathered (for judgment)!—and still the people are afflicted with blindness!

The light has shone forth; the Mount of Tôr became illumined; the soft breeze of the rose-gardens of the forgiving Lord blew gently; the fragrances of the Spirit were diffused; the dead were resurrected from the graves!—and still the heedless are asleep in their tombs.

The fires are blazing; heaven is nigh; the meadows are blooming; paradise...
has become a wonder!—and still the ignorant are wading in the stagnant pools
of their imaginations.

The veil is removed; the curtain is lifted; the clouds are torn asunder; the
Lord of Lords is manifest!—and still the criminally negligent are at loss.

He (Baha’u’llah) sounded forth the second trumpet and created for you
the great Resurrection Day and gathered the holy souls in the Supreme Kingdom.
Verily, therein are signs for the possessors of insight.

And some of his signs are the unfoldments of prophecies and glad tidings;
the appearance of proofs and references; the expectations of the pure and
devout—and they are of those who attain.

And some of his signs are his lights that are shining from the horizon
of oneness; his rays that are beaming from the glorious dawning-point, and
and the declaration of the great glad tidings by his fore-runner (the Bab). Verily,
therein is a clear evidence for those who reason.

And some of his signs are his manifestations and his appearance; his
firmness and existence among the witnessing people in all the cities and among
the tribes who attacked him from all sides like unto wolves.

And some of his signs are his steadfastness before the great nations and
powerful governments, even before a host of enemies who shed blood and strive
to wreck the divine edifice in every time and place. Verily, therein is a thought
for those who reflect upon the signs of God.

And some of his signs are the wonders of his explanations; the eloquence
of his utterances; the rapidity of revealing his words, verses, addresses, com-
mones, interpretations of the symbols and illustrations of the parables. By
thy life, the Cause is evident and clear to those who see with the eyes of
justice!

And some of his signs are the rising of the sun of his knowledge; the
ascending of the moon of his arts and the firmness of the perfections of his
conditions. This is acknowledged by the well-informed and the learned of the
nations.

And some of his signs are the preservation of his beauty, the protection
of his human temple, the shining of his lights despite the attacks of his enemies
with lances, swords and darting arrows from thousands of people. Verily, therein
is an admonition to those who are just.

And some of his signs are his patience, calamities, ordeals, and sufferings
under chains and fetters, while he was calling: ‘‘Come unto me, come unto me,
O people of piety! Come unto me, come unto me, O party of goodness! Come
unto me, come unto me, O rising points of light!’’ Verily, the door of mysteries
is open—and still the wicked are wading in their mire.

And some of his signs are the revealing of his Book: his explicit messages
as warnings to the kings; exhortations to the one who encircled the earth with
a penetrating power and dominating force, whose great throne was destroyed
within a few days (this refers to Napoleon III). This matter is well-known and obvious to the public.

And some of his signs are the sublimity of his greatness; the supremacy of his station; the immensity of his glory and the shining of his beauty in the horizon of the prison (Acca). Then the heads bowed, the voices were silenced and the faces were amazed at him. This is a proof that was not heard of in past centuries.

And some of his signs are the performing of miracles, the appearance of continuous and uninterrupted supernatural powers, like the bounty of his cloud and the acknowledgment by the heedless of the penetration of his light. By his life! the Cause is affirmed and clear to all who have come from all parties to the presence of the Living, the Self-subsisting.

And some of his signs are the shining of the sun of his century, the rising of the moon of his generation in the heaven of the ages—the supreme summit of the centuries, with exigencies, knowledge and arts that astonished the horizons, amazed the minds and became known and famous.

Verily, this is a complete matter!

(Signed) ABDUL-BABA ABBAS

(Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago, February 14th, 1918.)

Talks by Abdul-Baha in the Holy Land—Continued

(Continued from page 31)

ful, compassionate and serve the world of humanity. Consider the oneness of the world of humanity, because ye are all of one tree and the fruits of one branch.' Then it became evident to the governments and nations of the world that the Bahais are the essence of sanctity, lovers of peace and of safety, kind to all sects, faithful, truthful, harmless, patient, loyal and fruitful. Should poison be given to them (the Bahais) they will return honey. Should they be wounded, they will give in return a healing salve. If they hear curses and execrations, they send their prayers. In all of their aims, they only purpose the good of the creatures. They seek only the good pleasure of the Truth. They have no hope other than service and universal peace. Their happiness is only in the oneness of the world of humanity.'

Afterwards, Abdul-Baha inquired about the health of the pilgrims, who came from Yezd, Persia, and gave the following utterances: "The friends of Yezd suffered great calamities. They experienced severe tests, the greatest tests possible. Notwithstanding the firmness and steadfastness of these friends, the people of violation and of instability, thought that they could promulgate doubt among these upright people. They believed that they could bring about corruption in the Cause, destroy the oneness and unity of the friends and bring humiliation to the Covenant of God, claiming, 'That the Blessed Beauty has favored us also.' They did not see that those favors were only in the relation of the souls to the Cause of God and that, when that relationship became severed and when the command was disobeyed, these favors vanished. Of what value, in itself, is the black stone (in Mecca)? But because it was given a
relation to the Cause of God his holiness Mohammed, himself, bowed down to it. Why? Because it was related to God. It is likewise with the house of God. But these relationships are figurative and metaphoric. God is holy above these relationships. These are all boundless and not from merit. What relationship remains when they have turned from the good-pleasure of the Blessed Beauty and when they strive to wreck the edifice of God? Undoubtedly, every relationship becomes severed. However, I consider myself as a mosquito; nay, even weaker than that; but the confirmations of the Kingdom of Abha, are unending. The bounties of the Blessed Beauty encompass us on all sides. What art thou to do? The Blessed Beauty says, 'We see you from my EI-Abha (the Most Glorious) horizon. We shall assist those who arise to support my Cause with a host from the Supreme Concourse and a contingent from the near angels.' This is the field. Go forth and cry out! Raise the call! No one has confined nor prevented you. What will spending the nights and days in eating, sleeping, murmuring and finding fault result in, but loss? I do not prevent anyone from serving in the Cause of God. Nay rather, I always encourage and urge all to serve. I went myself and heralded the coming of the Kingdom. You, too, might have gone out, had you desired.'

On February 18th, the pilgrims gathered to see Abdul-Baha, at his home in Haifa. In that meeting, news from Baku, Russia, was read, saying that Agha Mussa had held a wonderful memorial feast in the name of Mirza Abul-Fazl and that the friends had stopped their work, for three days and nights, because of their sorrow over his departure. In this meeting, the Persian consul gave a detailed address, telling of the unity and the harmony of the Baha'is and of how they differ from the rest of the Persian communities, in that they are the cause of honor to the government and to the nation of Persia. On that day, explicit commands were revealed to the American and English friends teaching in India, which absolutely forbade them to interfere in political affairs or to speak a word in politics. They were commanded to occupy their time in spreading the spiritual fragrances and in elevating the Cause of the affectionate Lord.

It was mentioned in the presence of Abdul-Baha that Mr. Andrew Carnegie of America had given $2,000,000 for bringing about unity among the Christian sects. Abdul-Baha said: "His aim is good and a service to the world of humanity. O how I wish that all of the leaders of the people would spend their energy for unity and peace among all nations and sects!" At that moment, letters and newspapers arrived from the occident and Persia, bearing the glad-tidings of the harmony and purpose of the believers in teaching the Cause. Abdul-Baha became exceedingly happy and prayed for confirmation from the Kingdom of Abha and for the protection of the believers. He said: "They must step with steadfast feet into this field and must think of naught else save the unity of the people and the elevation of the Word of God."

On the next day, February 19th, Abdul-Baha told the friends of the days of his childhood. He said: "In Teheran I spoke with a scholarly gentleman and gave him the divine Message. I talked to him about severance from all else save God, and I told him that the purpose of this life is not to attain high position, wealth and physical happiness; nor are eating, sleeping and enjoying the fellowship of the physical body, the only things to be desired. The purpose and end of the world of creation is spiritual life, knowledge of God, love of God, fear of disobedience to God and the perfections of the world of humanity. Should man characterize himself with
these lofty qualities and virtues, the physical conditions will, undoubtedly, not seem interesting to him and he will detach himself from them. His heart will become illumined with the light of God; he will hear the call of the unseen joy and will become the center of the names and attributes of God. I conversed with him a great deal on these subjects and he became a very good believer.

"On another occasion, in the city of Bagdad, I talked with a learned man, Mullah Hassan, some of whose relatives were believers. No matter how hard they tried to give him the Message, he would not accept it. Once, they brought him to my house when I was just getting up from my sleep and combing my hair. They said, 'We have brought so-and-so here and we beg you to come and speak with him; perhaps, he will become a believer.' I said, 'Very well,' and then I turned to the Blessed Beauty and prayed: 'O Blessed Beauty, confirm me!' Afterwards, I talked to him, and in the same hour he became a believer. He became exceedingly good and was so enkindled that, although he was of high rank, he used to go into the kitchen and cook things with his own hand to entertain the friends.'

That day news came of the spreading of the Cause and of the entrance into the Kingdom of some of the ministers in America. It made him very happy and he sent a number of tablets to America, saying: "My happiness is in these glad-tidings and victories. Praise be to God! The confirmations of the Kingdom of Abha are assisting. Although weary and helpless, we are being assisted and supported by the bounties and confirmations of the Blessed Beauty. Who and what are we? These are the rays from the Sun of the Beauty of Abha and the light of the Supreme Horizon. How beautifully the poet says, 'The mosquito, to which thou givest power to fly, becomes a falcon.' Under the shadow of the Blessed Beauty, the atom becomes the sun; the ant becomes a Solomon; the unpopular become popular, and the degraded find eternal glory.'"

In the afternoon, Abdul-Baha was very tired from speaking and writing, and so he went to his private place in his garden to rest a little. On the way, he jokingly told a story of a man whose wife had caused him much trouble and had kept him so busy that, when he was told to divorce her so as to get relief, he answered, "She does not give me a chance to find time to give her a divorce."

In the morning of February 20th, Abdul-Baha took a stroll in his garden and remarked on the beautiful weather, on the site and on the spirituality of Haifa and of Mount Carmel. Then, looking at the violets, carnations and other flowers, he said: "As long as a thing is rare and scarce, it seems more attractive and has greater value. In Bagdad there were few violets in our home and they were indescribably dear and attractive to our sight. But here none look at these violets and they are lost among so many flowers. As the quantity of a thing increases, its value decreases. And so it is in the beginning of the days of the Holy Manifestations; because the souls are so few, they are counted as the essences of existence in the estimation of God. They are always mentioned and considered in the holy threshold and the sacred court and they attain to everlasting life and eternal bounty because they are detached from all conditions and have lost themselves entirely in the good pleasure of God." After a while, Abdul-Baha quoted the following verse: "We are from thee and we wish for naught else save thee. Give thou the sweets to those who have not tasted the ecstasy of love."

In the afternoon, some of the people took their children to see Abdul-Baha. He received them with utmost kindness and generosity and even took off his own embroidered Persian shawl and with his blessed hands put it on the head of a little girl. In the evening he talked
about the education of girls, saying: “In the past, they used to prevent girls from learning to read and write. In fact, these things were considered so sinful that should a woman know how to read or write she would not be desirable for marriage. But afterwards, through the influence of the teachings of the Blessed Beauty, the friends of God devoted most of their time to teaching their children. Now, they have established schools in Persia for teaching girls.”

On the morning of February 21st, a number of Bahais, from Boshrowayh and Khorassan, Persia, and from Ishkabad, Russia, arrived in Haifa. Abdul-Baha spoke, in detail, about the steadfastness, sincerity and love of the believers, in those towns and countries. That afternoon a meeting and banquet were prepared, for all of the friends, at the tomb of the Bab. The men occupied one side of the holy threshold, the women the other. At the close of the meeting, Abdul-Baha told the friends to enter, one by one, inside the holy threshold and, last of all, he came and chanted with his wonderful, melodious voice, the Tablet of Visitation. He and the friends supplicated and prayed for all of God’s children and besought confirmations and heavenly bounty for them. When the prayers were over, Abdul-Baha gave permission for a photograph to be taken of himself sitting in front of the friends [See issue No. 1, Vol. V, STAR OF THE WEST], who were standing in a group. But, after consenting to this, he refused to remain seated, saying, “I prefer to stand as one of the friends and as one of the beloved of the Blessed Beauty.” After the picture was taken, all were served with tea, fruit and sweetmeats.

On February 22nd, a group of tourists from England visited Abdul-Baha. He spoke to them about the teachings and of the history of the Cause and they left with their hearts exceedingly touched and attracted. Afterwards, while he was answering some important letters from the occident, a professor from Beirut College came to see him. Abdul-Baha spoke to him about the importance of preventing all prejudices and superstitions and of bringing about unity and harmony among the different religions and sects. He said: “Everyone must do away with false prejudices and must even go to the other churches and mosques, for, in all of these worshiping places, the name of God is mentioned. Since all gather to worship God, what difference does it make? None of these worship satan. The Mohammedans must go to the churches of the Christians and of the Jews and vice-versa, the others must go to the Mohammedan mosques. They hold aloof from one another merely because of unfounded prejudices and dogmas. In America, I went to the Jewish synagogues, which are similar to the Christian churches, and I saw them worshipping God everywhere. In most of these places I spoke to them about the original foundations of the divine religions and I explained to them the proofs of the validity of the divine prophets and of the holy Manifestations. I encouraged them to do away with blind imitations. All of the leaders must, likewise, go to the churches of one another and speak of the foundation and of the fundamental principles of the divine religions. In the utmost unity and harmony, they must worship God, in the worshiping places of one another and they must abandon these false fanaticisms. Man must be possessed of sincerity and love and must be in a state of peace and safety. When you mention God to me, I must be pleased with you. The mention of God is good, no matter by what tongue.” Abdul-Baha afterwards spoke of the prejudices and superstitions of the Jewish leaders and remarked in detail about the bitter persecutions inflicted by another Christian sect upon
the Presbyterians in Paris, simply because of false prejudices.

(It is a fact that, in the oriental Christian Schools, all Mohammedans and followers of other religions, are compelled to attend the Christian chapels and churches. But the Christians do not go to the mosques or synagogues. In 1908, when the Turkish Empire was freed from the chains of absolute monarchy and the constitution was established by the Young Turks and the famous Society of Union and Progress, all of the students, who were not Christians, refused to attend any church by force. The college faculty, who were American Presbyterian missionaries, without making any exceptions, gave the students a choice of attending the church or of being expelled. The translator at that time, was just finishing his medical training in this university and this controversy was one of the causes for his leaving the orient and completing his studies in a Chicago university.)

(To be continued.)

The Sterling Faithfulness of Esfandayar

Story told by Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, October 25, 1913

My grandfather had many colored maids and servants. When the Blessed Perfection became the head of the family he liberated all of them, and gave them permission to leave or stay, but if they desired to remain it would, of course, be in a different manner. However, all of them, reveling in their newfound freedom preferred to leave, except Esfandayar, who remained in the household and continued to serve us with proverbial faithfulness and chastity. Then when Baha‘ullah became known as a Babi, and he was teaching many people, the populace rose against him, and with the tacit consent of the government, our house was pillaged and ransacked. My father was put into prison and we were persecuted on all sides. For days the rabble in their fanatical fury and rage threw stones into our house, broke the windows and damaged everything. At that time I was probably six or seven years old. Everybody had left us, and our family then consisted of my mother, my sister (the Greatest Holy Leaf) and Agha Mussa. Fearing that the stones thrown into the house might hit one of us, my mother set out and rented a small house in an entirely different quarter of the city, and for fear of recognition she carried us safely to our new, humble quarters by night.

On the other hand, the enemies of my father, who had poisoned the mind of the Shah by saying that he harbored secret plans against the throne, were convinced that Esfandayar was the guardian of all the secret plans of Baha‘ullah. Therefore, they imagined that if once they laid their hands on Esfandayar they would force out of him everything, and then be able to substantiate their vague accusations with these solid facts. Hence they commissioned one hundred and fifty policemen to find him and bring him before them. Esfandayar had a chum with whom he passed most of his time. At first they tried to get hold of his chum, thus he might divulge the hiding-place of Esfandayar, but they failed in their purpose.

One midnight we were roused out of our sleep by a loud knocking at the door. It was opened, and lo, and behold, it was Esfandayar. My mother said to him with anxiety: “How is it that thou art yet in the city? Dost thou not know that there are one hundred and fifty policemen after thee? Fly as quickly as thou canst. If they get hold of thee, thy life will be in danger.” But he smiled and answered: “No, I will not leave
Teheran, even if an hundred or a thousand policemen are after me. I am not afraid. I have many debts in the bazaar. I owe money to many shopkeepers, and before I leave this city I must pay off all the debts. I do not want the people to say afterward that the negro servant of Baha’u’llah escaped without paying his debts.” Then he left us, and for one month and a half he walked in broad daylight in the streets and bazaars, and finally succeeded in clearing off all his financial obligations. All this time the policemen were after him, but could not catch him. Then, one night he appeared to say afterward that the negro servant finally succeeded in clearing off all his financial obligations. All this time the policemen were after him, but could not catch him. Then, one night he appeared again, and said: “I am now free. I have actually paid all my debts and will leave the city with a clear conscience.”

Esfandayar went to the governor and explained his case. He answered: “It is impossible. I cannot find in this wide world another man as honest and faithful as thyself. Thou must continue to stay with me. I have grown to love thee and will do everything to add to thy comfort and happiness.” Of course Esfandayar was heartbroken over this decision, but he had to abide by the decision of the Blessed Perfection. He in turn consoled him with his blessings showered upon him. Esfandayar returned to Mazandaran with the governor and stayed with him until his last day.

Such was the sterling faithfulness of Esfandayar that whenever I think of him, my eyes grow dim with tears. He was a king among men, a glorious star in the heaven of humanity. Although his face was black, his heart was white as the snow. He was peerless and had no equal. I cannot sufficiently praise him. I love him. He was a glory and a jewel on the crown of the colored race, for his life was a noble record of proud achievement, and the whole world may learn a lesson from it.

“My home is the home of laughter and exultation”
From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, March 26, 1914

WHILE Abdul-Baha was dictating tablets this morning, an Arab was announced and after a few minutes another one came in. Abdul-Baha instantly saw that these grown-up children of nature were not friendly with each other and as a subtle master of human nature, he started immediately to establish conciliation between them. Each of them sat there inwardly growling at his enemy. At first Abdul-Baha spoke to them in such a manner as to make them laugh. They did not want to laugh, neither did they want to look at each other, but they could not help doing both. Then with his deep insight into their hearts he said:

“Are not men really children? The
life of men is but a few days; then death overtakes them. Is it not foolish to attach one's heart to the worldly love and hate? Why should we let envy and hatred separate us? The strange part of it is that they have no outward existence. Happiness is the king of our hearts. Let us not part from it. If the candle of happiness is ignited in the chamber of our heart, all the foreboding gloom of evil suggestions will be dispelled. My home is the home of peace. My home is the home of joy and delight. My home is the home of laughter and exultation. Whosoever enters through the portals of this home, must go out with gladsome heart. This is the home of light; whosoever enters here must become illumined. This is the home of knowledge: the one who enters it must receive knowledge. This is the home of love: those who come in must learn the lessons of love; thus may they know how to love each other. Whenever I see people exercise love and good-fellowship among themselves, my heart is exceedingly rejoiced. . . . God willing, you will always love one another. Praise be to God, that you are brothers in faith. You are the citizens of one country, the inhabitants of one town. The members of your families have known one another for years. Why then this feud? Why this ill-feeling? Why this mutual hatred?"

Then he related to them story after story, making them now laugh and now become serious. Finally when he observed the time had come, he got up from his seat and asked them to kiss one another and be true friends ever afterwards. "Is it not much better to be friends than enemies?" Abdul-Baha asked them. Then he went into another room and brought candy and two silk handkerchiefs for each one. "By this token you are plighted together forever."

"We are the slaves of Abbas Effendi. We will do thy holy bidding. It seems God directed our steps to your home this morning," they said. They left the house laughing and holding one another's hands.

The Power of the Holy Spirit

Words of Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, June, 1913.

IN Tiberias the missionaries have built a modern hospital and pharmacy. The doctor has been serving there for thirty-two years. At least every year one thousand Jews enter the hospital and go out healed, but none of them ever becomes a Christian. The doctor used to tell me: "I am at my wit's end in thinking out the reason of the success of the Bahais in the propagation of their teaching. Without any means at hand they succeed in making these Jews Bahais, but with all these hospitals and schools and charities we do not succeed. How is this?"

I replied: "Think for one moment of this singular fact. The Jews who became Christians in apostolic and post-apostolic times were not attracted to the Christian doctrine by hospitals, etc. On the contrary they were beaten, persecuted and killed. Notwithstanding these things they accepted Christianity. Why is this? Those early teachers possessed the heavenly power and with that power they were able to carry the gospel into distant lands. Now, in this day the Bahais are teaching people with the same divine power. They are baptized with the power of the Holy Spirit. They have forgotten the ego and are soaring toward the Kingdom of sanctity. The most efficient capital of the Bahai teacher is the divine power. With that alone he may conquer the cities of the hearts."
The Tenth Annual Convention of Bahai Temple Unity

BY HARLAN F. OBER

The Tenth Annual Convention of the Bahai Temple Unity has passed into history. It will be remembered by those who were accorded the blessed privilege of attending it, as a most fragrant, a most united, and spiritually illuminated Convention.

Many, many times in the past, Abdul-Baha has informed the friends that the growth of the Cause would bring tests and trials, but that these were like the storms of the winter and spring, the means of the descent of the divine bounties, and the greatest preparation for the summer and harvest time.

The tests of the past year have united the firm friends in a closer bond of fellowship and understanding, and in the Convention the traces of this greater union became manifest.

From the beginning, the work of the annual meeting and Convention of the Bahai Temple Unity has grown and broadened. It has become not only the great central meeting of consultation to give power and result to the plans for building the Mashrekol-Azkar,* but it has become the time for the coming together of the friends to consult on every matter that affects the welfare and the growth of the Cause.

To this annual meeting come the friends from the north, the south, the east and the west, and in its deliberations all experiences are amalgamated. Our perspectives are broadened, and our hearts are rejoiced at the news of the progress of the Cause.

Is there any greater happiness than, to meet face to face those souls who have been out spreading the divine seeds in the soil of human hearts, and have gathered into their own souls the heavenly bounties that come from such service, or again those who have been in the front ranks of the army of faithfulness, whose souls have mellowed and ripened through the tests and trials of God, through which the heavenly luminary has been shining brilliantly upon receptive, humble, fearless hearts?

Abdul-Baha has said that such souls are the fragrant blossoms and heavenly fruits of the gardens of the Kingdom.

No written statement or report can convey adequately the divine significances and the real meanings of such a gathering, for only the inner spiritual ear can hear these divine melodies. The Divine Bird was singing songs upon the highest branch, and one after another of the friends caught the heavenly strain and rejoiced our hearts with eloquent utterances of the spirit. Even through the more or less matter-of-fact transcript of the notes taken down, there will appear to the possessor of insight, the traces of these songs, for behind the words it is apparent that the standard of the Covenant is being raised in the hearts, a new standard of perfection being realized, a new flight being taken, a new obedience enthraling the souls.

*Please note the revised spelling of this phrase. The change has been made to assist the pronunciation.—Editors.
The Feast of El-Rizwan and the Bahai Congress

On the night of the Feast of El-Rizwan, when the “beloved of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful” were gathered at the “supper of the Lord” to eat from the heavenly table, the life-giving food of His Word, the power and presence of the Holy Spirit hovered, with outstretched wings, over all. It was not the hour of consummation, because all were to first unite and stand together in the holy place, but that first hour, with its beauty, harmony and peace, was an exquisite prelude to the divine symphony of this Congress and Convention. As each one arose to contribute their share to the blessed gathering, they became for a moment embued with a holy power, and from the opening of the Feast to the last hour of the Congress, each one became ever increasingly conscious of the presence of Abdul-Baha, conscious that the focal point present in our midst was the Center of the Covenant; and this divine musician played each instrument, and this one speaker spoke from every mouth, so that the overpowering impression, the deep realization borne away by each one to be diffused through all the
assemblies of America, was of the spiritual presence of the Center of the Covenant. What pen could reveal the inner mystery of this divine Convention, the fire of his beauty burning in the hearts and faces, his all-pervading power—the sweetness, the fragrance, the joy and ecstasy of his love—his presence!

**TENTH ANNUAL MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR CONVENTION**

**Monday morning and afternoon, at ten o'clock and two o'clock**

**Auditorium Hotel, ninth floor**

**SECOND SESSION BAHAI CONGRESS**

**Monday evening, at eight o'clock**

**Auditorium Hotel, ninth floor**

**Speaker**

**MRS. ALICE IVES BREED, New York**

"The Origin and Fundamental Principles of the Bahai Movement"**

**MR. LOUIS G. GREGORY, Washington, D. C.**

"The Underlying Unity of All Religions"

**MISS REBECCA SHEFFLER, Violinist**

**MISS MARY E. HUGHES, Violinist**

**MISS CARL SHEFFLER, Violinist**

**MRS. CARL SCHEFFLER, Conductor**

**TENTH ANNUAL MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR CONVENTION**

**Tuesday morning and afternoon, at ten o'clock and two o'clock**

**Auditorium Hotel, ninth floor**

**THIRD SESSION BAHAI CONGRESS**

**Tuesday evening, at eight o'clock**

**Auditorium Hotel, ninth floor**

**Speaker**

**MRS. ALBERT WINDUST, Speaker**

"The Path to the Center"**

**MR. P. W. DEWYNE, Speaker**

"Practical Steps to a New World Order"**

**MISS ALICE STURKEY, Speaker**

**MISS MARY LESCH, Speaker**

**MISS JEAN MASSON, Chairwoman**

**MISS EDNA TRUE, Ushers**

**MRS. MAUD HAUSER, Informal Social Committee**

**MISS MARGURITE BARNETT, Violinist**

**MISS ALPHA BRATTON, Soprano**

Even the decorations typified the spirit of the occasion. The tables radiated from one center like rays from the sun, which was the focal point of the decorative scheme represented, emblazoned with the Greatest Name.

Mr. Albert R. Windust gave the message with power and clearness; Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi presented a burning and poetic picture of the origin of the Feast of El-Rizwan in the sacred garden of Nadjib-Pasha, known as El-Rizwan, rose-garden, where the Blessed Beauty (Baha’u’llah) unveiled his adored face and lighted all the horizons of the world. Miss Agnes Alexander told of the divine seed sown in Japan, of the greatness of her privilege in opening that land, and because of her servitude and obedience to Abdul-Baha, her lovely spirit was one of the sweet pervading influences of all the gatherings. She read many letters filled with the passion and poetry of the hearts of our Japanese brothers and sisters afame with the fire of the love of

**O FRIENDS, know that the believers of God must be the agents of love and love among all mankind, and that they should work in perfect harmony and cooperation; they will not become the remedy for the ills of this sick world. From the very beginning of the Mashrak-El-Azkar Convention, before the hour for the morning service, everything has been filled with the passion and poetry of the hearts of our Japanese brothers and sisters aflame with the fire of the love of

Extract from a message to the American believers, revealed to MRS. CARL SCHEFFLER, New York, August 1909, translated by W. BAGDADI, Boston, Massachusetts.
of the one bird of humanity. Mr. Lunt spoke of the Mashrekol-azkar its outer unifying purpose and many life-giving functions; he showed that the Mashrekol-azkars of the world will be the spiritual centres, from which all the divine Principles will flow to irrigate and nurture mankind. That they are the holy of holies from which point the law of God will go forth. The real eternal temple of God on earth is the law of God. In the time of Moses this law was symbolized by the sacrifice of animals, but today the law of God is the mystery of the sacrifice of the spirit. The inner holy of holies never changes but is the very altar of the human heart where all that is not of God is burned in the sacrificial fire of his love.

Mrs. Maxwell opened by saying: "Among the Bahais there are no speakers; in the world today there is but one speaker and He is God. In the presence of the Word of God the whole world is silent." She then unfolded the principles of The Most Great Peace toward which the evolutionary forces of the world are moving, but which in themselves are powerless to create peace. She said: "Peace is a divine reality, which the Manifestation of God, Baha'ullah, brought to the world, but the world was slumbering and dead, 'was deaf to his call and blind to his beauty.' Nevertheless the new creation, the dawn of The Most Great Peace, has been breathed into the body of the world. After forty years imprisonment, Abdul-Baha, the Center of the Covenant of God, has again raised the call, has by a miracle been liberated from prison and went forth to all the nations of Europe and America, journeying far and wide, warning the people of the impending disaster, of the 'world consuming fire' which would burst forth and wreak universal havoc and ruin. In stern, impassioned tones he implored mankind to awake and avert this 'most great calamity!' The world did not hear his call and the world was without excuse before the throne of God."

The speaker then stated that all this dire affliction, overpowering destruction and self-annihilation had come upon mankind as the result of not hearkening unto the voice of God. She said: "Not until mankind turns to the Sun of Truth, to the Ark of Deliverance, the Center of the Covenant of God, will the flood of calamities subside and the world find rest. The people of the world today have created for themselves a 'God.' They are worshippers of superstition and imagination, and know nothing of the divine Reality. God is kind, merciful and compassionate toward all mankind, in His sight there is no race, party or nation. He is the God of all, the Beloved of every heart."

Such was the spirit of the speakers at all of the Congress sessions. Lack of space forbids giving the addresses in detail, but we will state that at both the second and third sessions of the Congress, the principles of Baha'ullah—as expounded by Abdul-Baha when in America—were further elucidated with power and eloquence of the Spirit, reaching a great climax in the masterly presentation by Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn, of San Francisco, on Tuesday evening.

The informal social meeting for the visiting delegates and friends under the auspices of the Chicago friends was a delightful hour of entertainment and relaxation. Dr. Wm. F. Slater acted as host, and Mrs. Maud Houser as hostess.

On Monday evening, Mr. Harlan F. Ober spoke in place of Mr. Hooper Harris, who could not attend the Congress. He was followed by Mr. Louis G. Gregory.

At the opening session of the Convention, Monday morning, Mr. Harry Randall rendered a splendid service. With humility and simplicity, but deep spiritual power and conviction, he struck the keynote of the Convention: absolute unswerving loyalty, singleness, and obedience to the Center of the Covenant, and the unity of all the friends in that im-
This Congress and Convention will surely go down in the history of the Cause as the Convention of the Covenant, the consummation of all our hopes and the fulfillment of the will of Abdul-Baha. After the cleansing of the sanctuary from the taint of violation, when the friends all united in the holy place of obedience to the Center of the Covenant, then the confirmation of the Spirit descended, the hearts were set ablaze with the fire of eternity, the mirror of unity reflected the face of the Beloved and the foundation of oneness was laid. From that hour everything moved with a mighty flow of spiritual events was like a deep river rushing onward to the bosom of the sea. When the representatives from all the assemblies in America and Canada met in that great gathering of the firm and steadfast ones, and took that decisive action, that “great step of the soul,” and united in the immutable power of the Center of the Covenant, a new day dawned in America and the reality of the Cause of Baha’u’llah became manifest. As a stone cast into the center of a body of water sends forth wave upon wave to the uttermost circumference, so when the power of the Covenant became fully established and firmly founded in the very heart and core of the Cause, this world-illuminating Orb sent forth mighty waves of divine energy and spiritual activity throughout the world.

M. M.

Report of the Tenth Annual Convention of the Bahai Temple Unity

Held at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, April 27th to 30th, 1918

MONDAY MORNING SESSION
Auditorium Hotel, ninth floor, Monday, April 29th.

The Convention was called to order at 10:15 o’clock A.M., Mr. William H. Randall, President of the Executive Board, acting as Chairman, and Mr. Harlan Foster Ober, Secretary of the Executive Board, acting as Secretary of the meeting.

The meeting was opened by singing the “Benediction,” after which the Chairman welcomed the delegates to the Convention, and asked for the nomination of a temporary chairman.

On motion of Mrs. Rice-Wray, seconded by Mrs. Maxwell, Dr. F. W. D’Evelyn, of San Francisco, was elected temporary chairman of the meeting by unanimous consent.

Dr. D’Evelyn thereupon assumed the Chair and called upon Mr. Ober for a statement regarding the assemblies which had registered and those which had not registered, in accordance with the resolution passed at the 1917 Convention.

Mr. Ober: “Not all of the assemblies registered in accordance with the resolution passed at the 1917 Convention, so that in this preliminary part of the Convention only the delegates from the following assemblies have legally a right to take part: Chicago; Jersey City; Ithaca; Glenolden, Pa.; Worcester; Buffalo; Brooklyn; New York City; Bakersfield, Calif.; Cleveland; Atlantic City; Denver; Detroit; New Haven; Cambridge; Geyserville, Calif.; Muskegon, Mich.; St. John, New Brunswick; Peoria; Phil...
On motion of Mr. Randall, duly seconded, it was voted by unanimous agreement that the Chair appoint a committee to nominate officers for the permanent organization.

The Chair announced the appointment of the following as a committee to nominate officers for the permanent organization: Mrs. Ella G. Cooper, Mrs. Harlan F. Ober, Mr. Carl Scheffler.

The committee on the appointment of the Credentials Committee reported the names of the following: Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, Mr. Louis G. Gregory, and Mr. William H. Randall. The Chair endorsed the choice and appointed them as the Committee on Credentials.

Chairman Dr. D'Evelyn: "Now we have to ask your indulgence again upon two other assemblies which we would be pleased to have you admit to the same standing as those you have already passed upon. These assemblies are Santa Paula, California, and New York Mills, Minnesota. If there is no objection, they will take the same course as the others."

Mr. Lunt: "Since it is improbable that the Committee on Credentials will be able to report before 12 or 12:30, could we not avail ourselves of the precedent established in previous years and hear informally, as a temporary organization, the reports of the officers of the Unity? And later on, after the permanent organization is formed, we can approve those reports."

Chairman Dr. D'Evelyn: "You have anticipated our next movement, sir. Mrs. True will now give us a report."

Mrs. True: "This is the Financial Secretary's report. On account of the Convention coming in the middle or latter part of the month, the Executive Board last year voted that our accounts be closed on the last day of March or the first day of April. So my report is to the last day of March.
"On the last day of March there was in the bank $13,486.75 as a checking account. We hold in certificates of deposit which are renewed every four months and are at the rate of 3%, three certificates of deposit; the first certificate which is due May 19, 1918, $25,655.51; a second certificate due June 13, $36,552.84; a third certificate due June 15, $25,439.37; a total in certificates of deposit of $87,647.72.

"So that in all we had with the checking account and the certificates of deposit $101,134.47.

"Mr. Randall, who is the treasurer of the Building Fund Committee, will give you a report of other holdings beside money. Although this, in the world's history, has been the most frightful year that has ever been known on this planet, and although in our country financial conditions have been very difficult, yet it has been the most prosperous year in the Mashrekol-azkar work that we have ever had. During the year from April 1, 1917, to March 31, 1918, we have received $75,922.91 besides the other holdings which the Building Fund Committee will report to you."

Chairman Dr. D'Evelyn: "You have heard Mrs. True's report and it is a very satisfactory and encouraging one. Mr. Randall will supplement it now."

Mr. Randall: "I know you would like to hear the results of the pledge system, as I am speaking now for the Building Fund Committee. The invitation for the Baha'is to contribute to the Mashrekol-azkar Fund, brought 195 pledges, signed on the pledge cards. At the present time 95 have been paid in full, there are yet remaining 100 with certain amounts still to be paid. The total amount of the pledges was $67,534.50. The amount still due on pledges is $32,444.80. In addition to that there has been overpaid on pledges, that is, more than the pledge called for, $5,990.66. There has been turned in to the committee, without any pledges at all, merely as contributions, $7,638.10; and up to the 20th of April this money, as it has been paid in, has all been turned in to the financial secretary.

"Now in addition to these amounts in dollars and cents, there are in the custody of this committee, contributions as follows: 5 shares of American Can, preferred, worth about $450; 100 shares Pennsylvania Railroad stock, worth about $4,400; 4 $50 Liberty Bonds worth approximately $200; a beautiful piece of tapestry, appraised at $1,200.

"The amount of money that has been turned over to the financial secretary, by the Building Fund Committee and which is included in her report, is $42,819.45."

Mr. Randall further stated that he knew of certain substantial sums of money which the donors planned to turn into the temple treasury in the future.

Chairman D'Evelyn: "Mr. Hall will now make his report."

Mr. Albert H. Hall, the Treasurer, made the following report:

---

**Receipts, March 31, 1917, to March 31, 1918**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Balance on hand March 31, 1917</strong></td>
<td>$24,085.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Receipts</strong></td>
<td>$75,922.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total receipts</strong></td>
<td>$100,008.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bank interest on balance on deposit</strong></td>
<td>$150.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interest on certificates of deposit</strong></td>
<td>$2,647.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$102,807.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deduct bank exchange</strong></td>
<td>$10,80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total after deduction</strong></td>
<td>$102,796.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disbursements by vouchers</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nos. 171-198</td>
<td>$1,711.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Add voucher No. 195, outstanding</strong></td>
<td>$101,084.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Balance on hand March 31, 1918</strong></td>
<td>$101,134.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, are long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Baha'is which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!
(Signed) Abdul-Baha

Tablet from Abdul-Baha

Vol. IX
Azamat 1, 74 (May 17, 1918)

DETAIL OF DISBURSEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convention and Congress of 1917 in Boston</td>
<td>$554.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal services</td>
<td>$548.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publicity</td>
<td>$91.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telegrams</td>
<td>$22.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Fund Committee, printing, etc.</td>
<td>$88.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office expenses (printing, clipplings, etc.)</td>
<td>$312.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signs on Mashrekol-azkar property</td>
<td>$13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watchman on Mashrekol-azkar property</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenses for work on Muskegon property</td>
<td>$48.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxes on Muskegon lot</td>
<td>$3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidental</td>
<td>$13.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$1,711.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chairman Dr. D’Evelyn: “I think we might now have a report from Mr. Ober, the secretary, covering our other activities.”

Mr. Ober: “The most important reports brought to the Convention are those which show the actual deeds and accomplishments in the way of raising this initial fund of from $200,000 to $300,000. At the most, the report of the Secretary merely outlines the meetings and the various consultations which were—no doubt, through the assistance of Abdul-Baha—permitted to stimulate this gathering. It appears that every one of us should be in the condition of utmost thankfulness and rejoicing over the tremendous response that has been made during the past year; for it shows, more than anything else, how deep down in the hearts of the believers is the longing irrespective of all outer conditions in the world of existence, in the Cause of God, to fulfill completely the exhortations of Abdul-Baha, and to raise the required fund so that this work may be done in his day, so that the cornerstone, the actual beginning of the wonderful edifice of God, the Mashrekol-azkar, can be completed here in Wilmette by the blessed hands of the Center of the Covenant himself. The response to the Building Fund Committee’s letter in October was certainly wonderful and extraordinary; and it would appear that there needs to be one more really mighty effort in order to establish the treasury at the minimum that Abdul-Baha has required, in order that we may cable him, or send word to him, that we have fulfilled his requirements; and, when we do that, how do we know of the effect it will have upon the conditions of the entire universe?

“The proof, in the past, of steadfastness was words, but today Baha’o’llah
has said that it is by deeds. The great thing that will be remembered regarding the work of the Temple Unity and of the Executive Board is that it was obedient to the exhortations of Abdul-Baha, and that it really accomplished that which it undertook, under the suggestions and under the commands of Abdul-Baha.

"It is not impossible to conceive that before this Convention goes, before we separate within the next two days, we will be in a position to send word to Abdul-Baha, by messenger or by cable to Egypt, or by any way that is in the wisdom of the Convention to decide, that we are prepared now for his next command.

"Down underneath, in the midst of all the difficulties and trials which have beset the Cause, the yearning and longing of the sincere hearts of the members of the Executive Board have been to obey this exhortation and to serve this wonderful command.

"In the meetings which have been held in Chicago, in Boston, and in New York, the discussions and considerations were all revolving around this great central point. Shall we not arise and make this the great final effort? Shall not the wave of the love of God, shall not the wave of the obedience of the believers to the commands of God submerge this Convention so that we make a lasting, great sacrifice? From the treasurer, from the financial secretary, and from the treasurer of the building fund committee, we certainly have had reports that are most stimulating and most wonderful. It makes that goal so alluring and seem so near. So we need to come together and make up our minds that in this Convention, before it comes to an end, we shall enter upon a period of sacrifice that shall make the remaining pathway shorter. It depends upon our obedience to Abdul-Baha, upon the existence of the wonderful spiritual unity which comes alone from Abdul-Baha. It will come from our consciousmess of the actual presence of Abdul-Baha in our midst, in these our deliberations and in our inspirational efforts, and in the steps that we take in accordance with the confirmations of the Holy Spirit."

Mrs. Coles: "Directly to the question, and directly to the statement of Mr. Ober, I want to speak about the radiant possibility of achievement. I stand here as one of the little group that in the early convention put 95 cents into the building fund. I remember so well how we went to Mrs. True and gave her 95 cents, one by one, and put it in her hand with faith, with love, with trust, with confidence and with absolute assurance that the prayer that went with that 95 cents put into Mrs. True's hands was the seed planted that would bring about this great growth. And to think that the $200,000 goal is so near, and that we so soon may be able to, by cable to Abdul-Baha that we have fulfilled his requirements—the thought makes for so much greater dynamic power, that we seem to see that temple built." (Applause.)

Mr. Hall: "There was one more thing that I wanted to report. There is a $500 note that is due May 1 and is good."

Chairman Dr. D'Evelyn then called for reports from some of the delegates. Miss Agnes Alexander spoke for Japan, Mrs. Rice-Wray spoke for Detroit, Mrs. Kibby for Cleveland and Dr. Bagdadi for Chicago.

Chairman Dr. D'Evelyn: "The secretary has an announcement to make."

Mr. Ober: "This is an announcement from the convention committee. The Committee on Convention has arranged for the holding of this afternoon's session at 5338 Kenmore Avenue, that is, at Mrs. True's home, when important questions will be taken up. The Tuesday sessions will be held in this hall unless otherwise ordered by the Convention."

Thereupon after the reading of the prayer by the Chairman the Convention adjourned until 2:30 o'clock P. M. of the same day to meet at Mrs. True's residence, 5338 Kenmore Ave., Chicago.
The Convention met at 2:30 o'clock p. m. Monday, at the residence of Mrs. Corinne True, 5338 Kenmore Ave., Chicago.

The meeting opened with the reading of prayer by Chairman Dr. D'Evelyn.

On motion by Mrs. Breed, seconded by Mr. Lunt, it was voted to omit the report of the Committee on Credentials at this time.

On motion duly made and seconded it was voted to throw the meeting open for informal discussion.

Informal discussion for about an hour.

On motion duly made and seconded it was voted that we terminate the informal discussion and proceed to the consideration of the regular business of the Convention.

On motion by Mr. Remey duly seconded it was voted that we appoint a committee to get together and have printed and circulated the words of ‘Oláh and Abdul-Baha on the subject of The Most Great Peace.

Chairman D'Evelyn: "Mr. Gregory will read the report of the Committee on Credentials."

Mr. Gregory: "Your Committee on Credentials will submit to you a list of names. We have here three classes: First, those who are qualified, in the opinion of this committee, to sit in the Convention as delegates and alternates; secondly, those whose credentials are irregular, and which depend upon a vote of this house to confirm them as delegates and alternates; and, third, those whose credentials are rejected.

"Delegates certified by the Committee on Credentials of the Convention—
St. Paul, Minnesota—Dr. Clement Woolson, delegate.
Newark, New Jersey—William H. Hoar, delegate; Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, alternate.
Spokane, Washington—Mrs. Cora Dittmars, delegate.
Santa Paula, California—Mrs. M. Lesley O'Keefe Long, delegate; Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, alternate.
New York Mills, Minnesota—Albert H. Hall, delegate.
Salem and Beverly, Massachusetts—Edward D. Struven, delegate.
St. John, New Brunswick—Miss Marion Jack, delegate; Mrs. Grace Ober, alternate.
Memphis, Tennessee—Louis G. Gregory, delegate by proxy.
Baltimore, Maryland—Louis G. Gregory, delegate; J. H. Hannen, alternate.
Geyserville, California—Miss Agnes B. Alexander, delegate.
Jersey City, New Jersey—William H. Hoar, delegate; Roy C. Wilhelm, alternate.
New York City, New York—Mrs. Alice Ives Breed and Hooper Harris, delegates; Mrs. H. C. Champney and James Morton, alternates.
Muskegon, Michigan—Mrs. Helen Bagg, delegate; Mrs. Josie Spink, alternate.
Racine, Wisconsin—Magnus Poulson, delegate; Mrs. Charles Olsen, alternate.
Washington, D. C.—C. Mason Remey and Joseph H. Hannen, delegates; Mrs. Claudia Stuart Coles and Louis G. Gregory, alternates.
Denver, Colorado—Mrs. Rachel O. North, delegate.
Cleveland, Ohio—Mrs. W. J. Kibby, delegate; Mrs. Thomas W. Fleming, alternate.
Brooklyn, New York—Frank E. Osborne, delegate; Miss Irene C. Holmes, alternate.
Buffalo, New York—Mrs. Gertrude C. Tift, delegate; Louis G. Gregory, alternate.

New Haven, Connecticut—Miss Emma Thompson, delegate; Miss Louise Thompson, alternate.

Cambridge, Massachusetts—Harlan F. Ober, delegate; Mrs. Louise Waterman, alternate.

Bakersfield, California—Mary A. Mor­

San Francisco, California—Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn, delegate; Mrs. Ella G. Cooper, alternate.

Urbana, Illinois—Mrs. Marie Hopper, delegate; Mrs. Jacob Kuntz, alternate.

Sandusky, Ohio—Mrs. Cora E. Remmer, delegate; C. Mason Remey, alternate.

Riverton, New Jersey—Miss Jessie Revell, delegate.

St. Louis, Missouri—Mrs. Caroline M. Barbee, delegate; Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf, alternate.

Fruitport, Michigan—Mrs. Eva T. Cooper, delegate; Mrs. Nels Petersen, alternate.

Minneapolis, Minnesota—Albert H. Hall, delegate; Miss H. Brittingham, alternate.


Nutley, New Jersey—Mrs. Charles H. Hunter, delegate.

Benton Siding, British Columbia—Mrs. Grace Ober, delegate; Alfred E. Lunt, alternate.

Boston, Massachusetts—William H. Rand­

Atlantic City, New Jersey—Alfred E. Lunt, delegate; Harlan F. Ober, alternate.

Chicago, Illinois—Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi and Mrs. Corinne True, delegates; Carl Scheffler and Albert R. Windust, alternates.

Lakeland, Florida—Charlotte Morton, delegate; Mrs. Millie Morton, alternate.

Worcester, Massachusetts—Mrs. Howard Struve, delegate; Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, alternate.

Kenosha, Wisconsin—Bernard M. Jacob­sen, delegate; Mrs. Charles Reden, alternate.

On motion by Mr. Lunt, duly seconded, it was voted to accept the report of the Committee on Credentials in reference to the first class, that is, those whose credentials are entirely regular and who are qualified in the opinion of the Committee on Credentials.

Mr. Gregory: “The credentials of the following are irregular. These credentials were received by telegram and we have not been able as a committee to verify the persons who sent the telegrams from the assemblies. This is a matter to be left for the action of the Convention. The committee, I take it, is of the opinion that credentials received in this way are irregular and there is a question whether the persons who come this way as delegates should be seated; and it is not so much a matter of questioning the validity of the credentials as perhaps the establishment of a bad precedent. Things of that kind could be easily carried too far on occasions when it means more to the Convention than it does at the present time.

“The Santa Barbara, California; North Augusta, South Carolina; and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania assemblies, are in this list.”

After full discussion on motion duly made and seconded it was voted not to accept the irregular applications, that is, all of those included in class two of the Committee on Credentials report.

Mr. Gregory: “Major Honore J. Jaxon and Frank H. Hoffman appeared before the Committee on Credentials and handed us credentials as delegate and alternate to this Convention, as representatives of ‘The Chicago Bahaí Assembly,’ so called. They claimed and
The Committee on Credentials therefore recommends that no representatives of the said group be admitted to this Convention, or seated therein as delegates.

(Signed) Helen S. Goodall, Wm. H. Randall, Louis G. Gregory.

Chairman Dr. D'Evelyn: "You have heard the recommendations of this committee in regard to action on Group 3. What is your pleasure?"

Mr. Lunt: "I move its adoption."

Mr. Ober: "I second it."

Motion carried.

Chairman Dr. D'Evelyn: "We will now have the roll call of delegates."

The roll was called by Mr. Ober and the following answered present—

Dr. Clement Woolson ................. St. Paul, Minn.
Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, alternate ........ Newark, N. J.
Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, delegate ...... Santa Paula, Calif.
Mr. C. Mason Remey, alternate ...... Ithaca, N. Y.
Mr. Albert H. Hall .................... New York Mills, Minn.
Mr. Edward D. Struven ............... Salem and Beverly, Mass.
Miss Marion Jack ..................... St. John, N. B.
Mr. Louis G. Gregory ................ Memphis, Tenn.
Mr. Louis G. Gregory, alternate ...... Baltimore, Md.
Miss Agnes B. Alexander .......... Geyserville, Calif.
Mrs. Alice Ives Breed, delegate .... New York City.
Mrs. Helen Bagg ...................... Muskegon, Mich.
Mr. Magnus Poulson, delegate ...... Racine, Wis.
Mr. C. Mason Remey, delegate ...... Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Claudia Stuart Coles, alternate Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Rachel O. North ............... Denver, Colo.
Mrs. William J. Kibby ............... Cleveland, Ohio
Miss Irene C. Holmes ............... Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mr. Louis G. Gregory, alternate ...... Buffalo, N. Y.
Mr. Harlan F. Ober, delegate ...... Cambridge, Mass.
Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn .................. San Francisco, Calif.
Mrs. Marie A. Hopper ............... Urbana, Ill.
Miss Cora E. Renner ................. Sandusky, Ohio
Miss Jessie E. Revell ............... Riverton, N. J.
Mrs. Caroline Barbee ............... St. Louis, Mo.
Chairman Dr. D'Evelyn: "If there are any omissions on this roll call of the delegates please acquaint us with the fact. We are now prepared to receive the report of the Committee on Permanent Organization."

Mrs. Ella G. Cooper: "The Committee on Permanent Organization recommends Mr. Alfred E. Lunt as permanent Chairman and Mr. Louis G. Gregory as Secretary of the Convention."

On motion of Mr. Ober duly seconded it was voted to adopt the report of the committee.

**TUESDAY MORNING SESSION.**

The Convention was called to order at 10:00 o'clock A. M.; Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, Chairman; Mr. Louis G. Gregory, Secretary.

The meeting was opened by the singing of the "International Anthem," and by the reading of prayer by the Chairman; after which the following proceedings were had:

The Chairman: "Friends, we have a great deal of business to do in a very short time today, if we expect to finish our deliberations; so, without taking any preliminary time, I would suggest to you that it would be appropriate to name at this time an Auditing Committee to examine the reports of the financial officers, and be prepared to report to us a little later in the day on the books. Will you name the members of the committee?"

On motion by Mr. Ober duly seconded it was voted that the Chair name a committee of three.

The Chairman: "The Secretary will read the names of certain additional delegates that have come to our notice since yesterday."

Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, the permanent Chairman of the Convention, then assumed the Chair.

The Chairman: "I will not take any time for a lengthy speech but I will only pledge my efforts to the service of Abdul-Baha and this Convention. Because of the lateness of the hour if there is no objection we will close this session."

After the reading of prayer by the Chairman, the Convention adjourned at 5:40 p. m., to meet the following morning, Tuesday, April 30th, at 10 o'clock, at the Auditorium Hotel.
Beverly and Salem, Massachusetts—Edward D. Struven, delegate; Mr. John S. Crowley, alternate.
Ithaca, New York—Pauline Crandall, delegate; C. Mason Remey, alternate.
Augusta, Georgia—Joseph H. Hannen, delegate.
Berkeley, California—Mrs. Ella G. Cooper, delegate; Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn, alternate.
Montreal, Canada—Mrs. May Maxwell, delegate; W. S. Maxwell, alternate.
San Diego, California—Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, delegate; Mrs. Ella G. Cooper, alternate.
Eliot, Maine—Kate C. Ives, delegate.
Santa Paula, California—Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, delegate by proxy.

Mrs. May Maxwell ....................... Montreal, Canada.
Mrs. Helen S. Goodall .................. San Diego, Calif.
Mrs. Ella G. Cooper ..................... Berkeley, Calif.
Mrs. Charlotte Gillen .................. Portland, Oregon.
Mrs. E. J. Gillen ....................... Seattle, Wash.
Mrs. Grace Ober ......................... Oswego, N. Y.
Mrs. T. C. Rice-Wray ................... Detroit, Mich.
Mr. Edward D. Struven ................. Beverly and Salem, Mass.
Mr. C. Mason Remey .................... Ithaca, N. Y.
Mrs. Ella G. Cooper ..................... Berkeley, Calif.
Mrs. Helen S. Goodall .................. Santa Paula, Calif.
Mrs. H. Emogene Hoagg ................ Los Angeles, Calif.

The Chairman: “Now, shall we listen to the report of the Publications Committee? This committee, as you know, was one, perhaps the only committee which was authorized by Abdul-Baha to be named in the annual conventions. Therefore, it is appropriate that the committee should report to you each year; and then I suppose, in accordance with the tablet, you should renew the authority, or renew the committee, or otherwise arrange for a committee to continue the work. Miss Masson, Chairman of that committee, is here, and we would like to have her report.”

Miss Masson: “The Committee on Publications has a very brief report. I think it might be interesting to recapitulate a little of the history of the appointment of this committee. I want to read first the tablet from Abdul-Baha to Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm in regard to the appointment of a Publications Committee. I will also read the letter from the Secretary of the 1917 Convention.”

Miss Masson then read the tablet and letter above referred to, following with a statement about the high standard which should be raised for Bahai literature, in regard to truth, facts, literary excellence, etc. The literature should be an evidence of the perfection of the Cause.

Miss Masson then reported with some detail about the work of the committee stating that seven or eight manuscripts had been submitted, some poems and a letter. The committee suggested that it
would be a wise thing to have on one of the first pages of any book or manuscript that was issued the statement "approved by the Publications Committee," also a further statement saying that "the sole authority for interpretation is Abdul-Baha."

There followed a discussion in which Mrs. Hoagg, Mr. Kinney, Mr. Gregory, Mrs. Rice-Wray, Miss Holmes and Mrs. Breed took part. The discussion revolved largely around the question of the scope of the work of the Publications Committee.

Mrs. Hoagg asked for information about the new edition of the Hidden Words.

Mr. Kinney desired to know if the Publications Committee was authorized to approve or disapprove of songs and hymns.

Mr. Gregory: "It has come to my notice that quite a number of the old publications have fundamental errors. Would the Publications Committee object to having its powers enlarged so as to revise such publications, where these errors are called to their attention? For instance, one of the books published at least ten or twelve years ago, although it is a very beautiful book, has statements in it which would justify any reader in assuming that the creatures could attain the station of the Manifestation of the Word; and one of the most popular of the books recently published has statements along that same line, which are very misleading.

"Now, it seems to me that if the Publications Committee could call the attention of the authors of the books to those errors, they would be very glad to correct them. One of them was written at a time when the station of the Center of the Covenant was not understood in America; and another one of them, although recent, has fallen into the same error. Now, it would seem very wise that if this committee could not have its powers enlarged, that a new committee should be appointed by this Convention to deal with matters of this kind, in order that our publications should attain the state of perfection which this committee indicates it desires."

The Chairman: "I would say that the authorizing tablet itself gives, it seems to me, the answer to all these matters. This committee first must revise and pass upon every manuscript, except certain exempted manuscripts, or accepted manuscripts mentioned in the tablet. Now, I have not the language absolutely in mind, but my belief is that in the words of Abdul-Baha which have been previously published, there are certain books which he mentioned which did not come within the scope of the Publications Committee's work; but everything else does. Now, it seems to me that Brother Gregory's question and suggestion is extremely important, and that the committee should take those publications under its consideration. . . . Now, we should all conform, and every Bahai who expects his books, or her books, to be placed on sale or circulated, should conform to the instructions of Abdul-Baha and should submit their manuscripts for final approval to the Publications Committee. I think the Convention should insist upon that."

Mrs. Rice-Wray brought up the matter of authenticating some of the prayers.

Miss Holmes reported that she had received a tablet from Abdul-Baha which read "collect the prayers and send them to me." They have been sent and that is as far as she knew.

The Chairman: "I would suggest that possibly Abdul-Baha intended that even the prayers should be for the present considered by that committee. I do not say that is so."

Mrs. Rice-Wray pointed out the fact that it would be the duty of the committee to get in touch with Abdul-Baha in order to learn which were the correct prayers.

Mr. Ober: "I think it is obvious that the foundation of all of this work is
really in the tablet of Abdul-Baha. I know a great many of us feel that this committee has not been given any absolute powers by Abdul-Baha. I do not think we should consider it in that way at all. It is rather a protective committee. Abdul-Baha, undoubtedly knew that there was going to be a cutting of communications, and thus provided for our protection. In the past he has taken care personally of a great many manuscripts. Now, in order to protect the Cause against unwise statements, against the statements of people who come in and who are really inspired by the love of the Cause but perhaps are not really fundamentally established on the principles, he has placed this committee and the Convention as a sort of bulwark around us. I think the very fact that there is a committee has discouraged some people, who otherwise might have published things, if they were left to their own initiative. . .

"Now, in regard to the prayer books; there are, I believe, one or two prayers that are questioned. I think Abdul-Baha has given certain definite instructions, and it has been the desire of the Publications Committee, and would be the desire of the Publications Committee, I know, if the question were raised in regard to those particular things, to find out what the instructions of Abdul-Baha were. This Convention is only the servant of Abdul-Baha, and one word from him would wipe out everything we would do. So the Publications Committee is merely the servant trying to protect the Cause from the issuance of unwise publications. And where there has been any real doubt, the Publications Committee has rather tended to advise against the publication. Of course, as a matter of fact, the Words of God are here—the Words of Baha’u’llah and the Words of Abdul-Baha—and if we had nothing else we would have enough. If the authors insisted upon the publication of a manuscript about which the Publications Committee had doubts, believing that it ought not to be published, the entire matter would come before the Convention to be finally passed upon in accordance with the instructions. I feel that has been the spirit of the Publications Committee, and I think it should be the spirit, as determined by the tablet itself."

Mr. Remey pointed out the necessities of assisting the libraries in the classification of Bahai books since in many libraries at the present time are books classed under the head of Bahai teachings some of which have been written by people who were studying the Cause and who were not accurate in their statements and others who have been actually opposing the Cause. He suggested the possibility of having the Publications Committee issue a statement indicating the authentic Bahai publications for the benefit of those who wish to get the Bahai point of view.

Mrs. Coles stated that she felt very strongly the necessity of filing a list of those things which were absolutely fully and purely the Bahai teachings as against a list of those things that are side by side on the shelves of the libraries and which actually contain false teachings. She told of her experience in buying a large number of books placed on the table with the Bahai books in one of the assemblies. Afterward it appeared that some of the teachings were false. Her point was that now from this day forth there should be in the heart of every Bahai in the country the consciousness that each book that goes forth with the stamp of approval of the Publications Committee has in it only the pure teachings of God in this day for the redemption of the world. That, it seemed to her, was one of the first steps in this great responsibility which is ours.

(Continued on page 57)
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brethren; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA’ULLAH.
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The Chairman: "Just pardon me till I appoint this Auditing Committee, whose duties should begin immediately. I appoint the following committee: Edward D. Struven, Chairman, Mrs. Breed and Mrs. Ella G. Cooper.

Mr. Tate: "I would like to get some information in reference to the 'first commune.'"

Mr. Windust: "This question has been up for a number of years. I wrote to Abdul-Baha asking him the direct question, and he answered in a tablet, I cannot quote it, but I can give you the substance of it, and it is this:

"In the past there have been many who took the words of Christ and the apostles and compiled them in such a manner as to make a new combination of words, thus creating certain ideas by that combination, which were in a measure more or less true. Therefore, do not be astonished if you find in this day some souls are doing likewise, that they are taking the words of the Blessed Beauty, and are combining them to present them as their own creation."

Dr. Harper: "While Abdul-Baha was here, I was riding on the same train with him to Washington, D. C., and I have here the prayer book in which he wrote his name, and this prayer is on page 35, and I asked him about it, and told him that there was a question in regard to its use. He said, 'While they are the words of Baha‘u’llah yet they were compiled and put there by the nakezen, and we will not use them.'"

The Chairman: "That is the 'first commune.'"

Mrs. Hoagg: "I was in Haifa when that question came through to me from Abdul-Baha, and while, as I remember, he said they were probably the words taken from

*Tabel referred to is as follows:

To his honor, Mr. Albert Windust, Chicago, III.

Upon him be Baha'o'llah-El-Abha!

HE IS GOD!

I am thy servant of God!

Thou hast written that the publication of the book of Mirza Abul Fadl (the Bahai Proofs) is commenced. This is very acceptable, for his books are written with the utmost sincerity. Likewise, the translation of the Hidden Words that you are just thinking to print another edition, this is also acceptable.

If Khedroollah claims that one of the communies is written by him, do not be astonished at this. For there is an ignorant, uneducated man in the United States, nay in Chicago itself, who has written a pamphlet, and after printing it, he is circulating it abroad. His aim is no other than the promotion of the superstitions of Mirza Yahya (Ezil). Amongst other things he alleges that the Book of Iqan, (Tablets of)

Tajalliyat and Israkmat are written by Mirza Yahya. Consequently do not be astonished at the claims of others. There are and there may be found some souls who collect the supplications of the Blessed Perfection and take out of every supplication a phrase or a sentence and then attribute it to themselves. Such people are like unto the man who gathers out of the Gospel sundry sayings of Christ—that is, he selects from every page a few words, and as a result he composes phrases and sentences, and claims to be the original writer. Be ye engaged with your own occupations. Do not trouble yourself with these statements. Such articles are like unto the mirage; they will vanish. That which is real will remain firm and established in the world of existence.

Upon thee be Baha'o'llah-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-Baha AbbA.

(Translated by Mirm Ahmad Sohrab, July 13, 1914, home of Abdul-Baha, Mount Carmel, Haifa, Syria.)
Mr. Kinney: "During the past winter there has been a so-called tablet circulated quite extensively amongst the believers with the idea that it came from Abdul-Baha; and I know there must have been a number of other alleged tablets that are sent around with the idea of deceiving the believers—I cannot imagine any other idea—as they are not authentic at all. Can there not be established some precedent to govern this matter? That alleged tablet made the statement—many of you must have seen it—that the believers were going to fail in their duty, and others would arise in their stead who would take the place of the believers and do the work."

Mrs. Rice-Wray: "That was not a tablet. That was a dream, written down and afterward spread as a tablet from Abdul-Baha."

The Chairman: "I feel that these matters are of the greatest importance, because often false teachings are based on one little piece of paper; and I think that the Committee on Publications, or the Convention, in some way, ought to take action to guard against further repetition of those things. If you feel that the Committee on Publications could properly handle that matter, I think you would have a right to add to their jurisdiction to that extent, or to ask them to give attention to that matter."

Mr. Hall: "I think we all recognize the direct authority of Abdul-Baha as the authority for the guidance and use of this Board; and this committee has very properly been doing the work that Abdul-Baha gave it to do. There never was a time when that work was more imperative than it is now. It should have been done long ago. You all know of a piece of literary work that has been thrust upon the public, and that draws all of its inspiration from the errors and misstatements of our enthusiastic friends who have written about this Cause, but they have been allowing their imagination to take the place of facts. That is unfortunate, and it is going to hurt. It will drive many sincere souls away from the Cause. Now, I think we have an excellent committee, and their love of good literature is splendid and fine; nobody has a finer ear for it than Miss Masson. I feel that while I rise to move the acceptance of that report, and to add our commendation to it, that there is something that I would like to direct your attention to, a suggestion I would like to make. Now, too much strictness and criticism might act as a damper upon some; and at the same time you should encourage literary expression among us. There ought to be a creative as well as a repressive movement going on. You will not do everything by censoring. Abdul-Baha has written about that, and he has said to get these voices among you cultivated; have a school of the writers.

"So, in moving a commendation, and a hearty one, of the action of the committee, I want to offer this suggestion of encouraging the creative force amongst us and let us either by enlarging the committee, or enlarging its duties, call their attention to that idea."

The Chairman: "The Chair understood Miss Masson to express that very idea, that the committee desired to encourage and stimulate writing; and, of course, the committee in so doing, is only endeavoring to obey the instruction of the Convention, to carry out in turn the instructions of Abdul-Baha. Brother Hall moves, I understand, the acceptance of the report of the committee, and that we also extend to them our commendation for their splendid work."

Mrs. Ober: "I second the motion."

Motion carried.

The Chairman: "Now, what is your pleasure as to the personnel or makeup

*In regards to the "first commere," Abdul-Baha wrote to me the following: "It is not from me."—Dr. Zia M. Baghadi.
O thou Star of the West! We are God!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy!
Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal,
are long, thou shalt become the Star of the East
and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the future
thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea;
thy volume will increase,
thy form is small and thy voice weak,
yet shouldst thou stand unshakable,
become the object of the attention
thy arena will become vast and spacious
and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide
and at last thou shalt become the first paper
of the world of humanity.
Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness,
firmness!
(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.
ten a book on the prophets unless we had an opportunity to put Abdul-Baha in. We had the choice of leaving him out or putting him in with the others. It seemed to us, and we prayed about it a great deal, that it was better to put him in, put these prophets in, and give their life just as fully as we could make it, and try to show that they were absolutely perfect in character, that they were flawless in life; and to put in another chapter to endeavor to offset what Wilson said. We felt that it could not but be of benefit to the Cause. We felt that anyone reading it could understand something of Abdul-Baha. So that was our endeavor.

"Now, of course, I am just saying this because perhaps some of our Bahais might like to use it for the education of their children. We felt that God was back of us, but it was hard work preparing it. We wondered if perhaps it might not be useful to all of our children, and the advantage it has is this: it will be circulated in all the Unitarian schools in this country, and by many libraries besides, and in that way it will reach many people."

Mrs. True: "Mrs. Harrison has a very valuable statement that she is timid about making."

Mrs. Harrison reported a talk given in Acca by Abdul-Baha in which he said: "I want you to tell the Americans that they must not put Abdul-Baha on the inside of a book but at the front or the back." The lesson, it became evident through further discussion, was that he stands singly and alone. We should not mix him with anyone else.

The Chairman: "Dr. Bagdadi may we hear from you?"

Dr. Bagdadi: "In the first place, Abdul-Baha always humbles himself, always humbles himself before the Blessed Beauty. He made it a rule with all the believers of the orient that they should never mix the tablets of Baha‘ullah with those of Abdul-Baha. We have a book, and in it we write the communtes or the tablets of Baha‘ullah; when we come to the middle we leave one or more sheets white, blank, and then we begin with the tablets of Abdul-Baha. He always emphasizes that. He always wanted his tablets to be separate from those of the Blessed Beauty. I received a tablet, and I have it now, in the handwriting of Abdul-Baha, in regard to the printing of any book, whether from the holy utterances, or from the composition of the friends, it must be with the permission of the Center of the Covenant; otherwise it will produce great harm."

"The wisdom of this tablet is manifest. We may have either an ignorant writer, or an enemy, and who can prevent them from writing a book? No one can prevent them, unless with this command that it must be with his permission.

"But Abdul-Baha has repeatedly approved of all of the holy utterances that we have, such as the Ighan, the Hidden Words and all those that we have in print. He has approved of the writings of Mr. Remey, and he has approved of the pamphlets of Mr. Wilhelm. He approved of the writings and pamphlets of some others. But a tablet was received, without the signature of Abdul-Baha, saying that the Convention may pass on the writings of the friends, that is, if any one wants to write a book, a committee perhaps will be authorized by the Convention to look at and study that particular book, and if they approve of it, then it is good to print it. Now, I am not in a position to say whether that tablet is authentic or not. We can easily find out who received that tablet and how he received it and whether it is authentic or not. Now, that tablet was after Abdul-Baha left America."

* Note—Refers to a book by S. G. Wilson, criticizing the Bahai Revelation.
After a discussion it was moved by Dr. Woolson and seconded by Mrs. Ober that a committee be appointed to telegraph Roy C. Wilhelm in New York inquiring as to the actual attachment of Abdul-Baha’s signature to the tablet authorizing the formation of the Publications Committee.

The Chairman appointed Dr. Woolson, Dr. Bagdadi and William H. Randall on the Committee.

Mr. Windust then gave a detailed and interesting statement illustrating the great care exercised by Abdul-Baha in publishing The Brilliant Proof.

The Chairman next called for a report from the committee authorized to gather together the tablets on the teaching of children and in the absence of Mrs. Pauline A. Hannen requested Mrs. Ober outline what had been accomplished.

Mrs. Ober reported that the committee had received responses from all over the country, had brought together a very wonderful compilation which it was understood would be printed shortly in the Star of the West. The committee decided unanimously that no word should go into the compilation but the creative word, the creative utterances.

Mrs. Hoagg testified to the beauty of the compilation and the success of the method of teaching as carried forward by Mrs. Hannen.

On motion of Mrs. Rice-Wray duly seconded it was voted to accept the report of the committee and empower it to continue with the work.

The Chairman called upon Mrs. Struven, who spoke about the necessity of giving spiritual food to the little babies and children, because by the wonderful stories as well as by the words the thoughts are put into the little minds.

Mrs. Gillen spoke of the educational side of the Mashrekol-azkar.

The Chairman then called upon Mrs. Maxwell to report for Montreal.

Mrs. Maxwell gave a most interesting narrative of the experiences of the several Bahai teachers who have gone forth in Canada to spread the glad tidings.

The Chairman: “The Chair will now announce the committee on the compilation of tablets concerning The Most Great Peace. The names of the committee mentioned are as follows: Mrs. Claudia Coles, chairman, Mrs. Mary Maxwell, Mr. Charles Mason Remey, Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Mr. Albert R. Vail, Mrs. H. Emogene Hoagg, and Mrs. Ella G. Cooper; a committee of seven.

Mrs. Maxwell suggested that Miss Juliet Thompson’s name be added to that committee.

The Chairman: “If there is no objection then the name of Miss Juliet Thompson may be added to the committee.”

The Chairman then added the name of Mrs. Mary Rabb, making nine members.

Mrs. Cole as chairman of the committee appointed, asked for definite information relative to the stand taken by Miss Thompson in regard to the violation of the Covenant in Chicago.

The Chairman announced that he had received assurances from Mrs. Maxwell after Miss Thompson’s name had been submitted stating that she abides by the decision of the committee and will not associate with the violators.

Mrs. Maxwell offered to telegraph Miss Thompson asking her to state her stand in order to clear up the matter.

The Chairman: “That will be very wise and helpful. . . . We can let the completion of this committee stand until the afternoon.”

Mrs. Coles: “I think the words of Abdul-Baha are the words of the Manifestation of God on earth today; and I feel that the answer or decision in regard to that is not a matter of opinion. It is a matter of obedience to the firm command. Therefore, I feel that unless a person recognizes and realizes the fact that violation is, as it were, pathological, like gangrene in the spiritual body of the world, as much as other things are in the physical body of the world; un-
less one can realize that, they do not understand what this violation means.”

Mrs. Struven related an experience which she had had in Acre in company with a friend who had received seventeen very wonderful tablets. She felt her unworthiness and asked Abdul-Baha how it was that these wonderful things had been penned to her when she felt she was so unworthy. He called her by a wonderful title, a station which she knew she had not attained, and the explanation which he gave to her may help us on deciding our position on certain questions. He said, “When Abdul-Baha writes tablets, he is calling the souls to a station which they are potentially able to attain. It does not mean that they have attained that station at the time of the writing.”

Mrs. Struven: “Now, it is possible for them to attain the station for which he calls them. When he says that we are his companions, or we are with him in all the worlds, it means, that we are with him, if we are Bahais. I just say that, because in this day when one person or another is brought to our attention, and this great question of their firmness in the Covenant is before us to decide, some say, ‘Why, they have had a wonderful tablet!’”

Mrs. Hoag: “I was just thinking that Abdul-Baha has often said, ‘You are confirmed in love,’ or ‘you are confirmed in obedience,’ or ‘you are confirmed in this way,’ or ‘you are confirmed in that way.’ He has said to some ‘you are confirmed in this way’ and we know afterwards that they have lost that station. . . . It seems to me today that we have to have more than love, we have to have obedience and it is the call to obedience that Abdul-Baha is making today. Let us call for obedience and love will come.”

Dr. Bagdadi said in part: “Our purpose in coming here is to spread the light of Baha’u’llah through all regions. You who represent all the States of America have come here bringing your light and your joy, and taking also a light and a joy from the Manifestation of God, who today is speaking to us through the language of the spirit. There is no more important subject to the real Bahais than the matter of firmness in the Covenant. Firmness in the Covenant, Abdul-Baha says, means obedience to the commands of the Center of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha. He said the American believers, praise be to God, are firm in the Covenant, but the firmer they are, the better they become, or the firmer they become, the better they are.

“We know a violator, Abdul-Baha says, as we know a donkey when we see him, because violation of the Covenant, he says, has a pungent odor, a pungent smell, a sickening smell, while firmness in the Covenant has a fragrant odor. We must use the nostril of the spirit or inhale with the nostrils of the spirit, then we can distinguish between violation and firmness.

“The Lord Christ, two thousand years ago, spoke of the importance of finding the lost sheep, so that you have even to leave ninety-nine sheep, in order to go and find the lost lamb, and the joy is greater in finding the little lost lamb than over the ninety-nine sheep. This is the truth. But we must know also that in the divine tests, changes always come; the great among us have to fall down, and the low ones have to rise. This has been shown in all the Manifestations of the past. In the Koran it says that when the great test comes, the high will fall low, and the low will rise high. . . .

“We are all apt to make mistakes. We make mistakes every day; and to speak about the Covenant and to speak about violation, is to remind us not to make such mistakes. This is important to all of us, and we must all be mindful always of Abdul-Baha’s words, that they have to be obeyed to the letter. That preserves the unity, and does away with all mistakes.”

After outlining the difficulties that had
come to the Cause in Chicago through violation and, as a consequence, the dwindling of the numbers of the believers, Dr. Bagdadi said:

"We have tried many experiments. I have seen that. But now, friends, praise be to God, that cancer is cut out, and the body of the Cause is perfect. Many, on account of ignorance or self interest, tried to spoil the work. Many mistakes were made, but on the 12th of November, that great feast was held in perfect harmony, and the Committee of Investigation was elected, and they were efficient, and whenever communication is resumed, you will hear commendation from the Center of the Covenant, for always he recognizes, always he confirms those that stand for the Covenant; always he shuns those who oppose the Covenant. The members of that committee have sacrificed their time, their energy and their money, and they have received arrows of criticism from all parts and they have come here and finished their work.

"Criticisms were raised, and yet those souls who criticized the committee, never contributed any help in removing the conditions. That is, they did not remove the stagnation in Chicago, and they did not cut off any of the cancerous tissues. It is a very easy thing to sit down and criticize and find fault. It is characteristic of the violators to sit down and criticize, and do nothing else. The friends in Chicago are not tying the hands of anybody. Those who want to work in harmony are welcome. To those who want to work their own way, 'le say, 'work your own way.' Yet, some people think that we should mingle with those people. This cannot be done.

"There is not in all Persia one violator today, because the believers, when they hear of a suspicion, immediately look into it and find out whether it is true or not. . . . There is no compromise where violation is.

"Moreover, Baha’o’llah says, 'O God, confirm those who are firm in the Covenant, and condemn those who violate the Covenant.' He never said, 'Pray for the violators.' His only command was to shun them.

"Maybe the opinion of one is not to shun them, the opinion of another to be a little kind. But what is best? Shall we take Abdul-Baha’s words, or some one’s opinion? Undoubtedly every intelligent, faithful and loving Baha’i will take the decision of Abdul-Baha, in order to protect the unity of the believers.

"The Committee of Investigation has done its part, and the Convention is here, and I beg of them to take the right stand now. If anyone did not receive the report, a copy can be had by asking for it; and if they wish, let them withhold judgment until an opportunity can be had to read it. But I beg of those who have read the report to stand with a rising vote and commend the committee for its work, and they may rest assured that the divine confirmation will surround them."

The Chairman: "I did not hear your closing remarks, Dr. Bagdadi."

Dr. Bagdadi: "May I repeat them?"

The Chairman: "Yes."

Dr. Bagdadi: "I said, let those of the friends here who have not yet received the report of the committee wait and read the entire report; but I beg of those who have received the report of the Committee of Investigation, if they find that it has done a great piece of work—in order to preserve the Cause, in order to stop the stagnation in this city—that they stand up and commend the committee."

Mrs. Maxwell: "May I make a motion that this report of the Committee of Investigation be accepted?"

Dr. Bagdadi: "That is what I mean, by a rising vote."

The Chairman: "The matter now before us is that the report of the Committee of Investigation on violation in America be accepted. Are you ready for the question? All those in favor will rise. The purpose of this, as I under-
The Convention was called to order at 3 o'clock P. M.

The Chairman: "Now, I feel that we saved some time before we recessed, with the very positive action that you took regarding the committee's report, and that was one of the matters I thought might take more time this afternoon. Now, shall we devote the next hour to the reports of the delegates; bearing in mind the vital necessity of limiting these reports to five-minute talks? It is very important to save time and I know you will realize it. I am sure you will bring to us the message you have to bring, the spiritual message from the different assemblies. Let us hear first from Miss Alexander."

Miss Alexander made an inspiring report of her experiences in teaching the Cause in Japan and read to the Convention translations of letters that had been sent by some of the Japanese believers.

Mrs. Hoagg: "I move that we immediately proceed to business."

Motion seconded.

The Chairman: "The motion is that we take up items of specific business at this time. Are you ready for the question? In voting upon that, have in mind that possibly the delegates may not be able to report formally to the Convention, but perhaps informally tomorrow. Those in favor say, aye."

Motion carried.

The Chairman: "The Convention will proceed to business. What is your pleasure?"
Dr. Woolson: "I have an answer from Mr. Wilhelm to the telegram of the committee. It says: 'Tablet concerning publications dated April 11, 1916, through Ahmad, unsigned.'"

The Chairman: "You have heard the answer of Brother Wilhelm to the telegram sent by your committee, inquiring as to the genuineness, or shall we say the fact of signature to the original tablet? Last year you took action regarding the protection of publications in the Cause, based upon that tablet. We have again taken action this year. We know that it is impossible to obtain outer communication with Abdul-Baha, or has been, and may still be for some time. I would simply suggest to the Convention to have that in mind, and if you should deem it wise to rescind your action on this matter, to consider whether you would not have to take other action to protect the matter of publications pending the opening or re-establishment of communication with Abdul-Baha. What is your pleasure in the matter, if you desire to take any further action?"

Mrs. Hoagg: "Volume one of the Tablets of Abdul-Baha has been placed into my hands. In the introduction is a tablet revealed in 1906 stating that the Boards of Council in New York, Chicago, Washington and Kenosha, should take charge of publishing matters. Now, it seems to me, since he entrusted that into the hands of the friends at that time, that he showed a desire for us to shoulder that responsibility. Has he expressed any other desire since then to the contrary?"

The Chairman asked for suggestions from Dr. Bagdadi.

Dr. Bagdadi: "It would be very wise to investigate this further just as we investigated today and found that the tablet in regard to the printing of books was not signed by the handwriting of Abdul-Baha. Why not investigate further and find out if there is any other tablet that has come signed by Abdul-Baha? We will compare the tablets and we will follow the latest tablet and the latest instruction.

"Would it not be well if a committee were appointed to search for any tablet that has come in this manner? Would it not be right for the Chairman to appoint that committee, or the Convention? I leave it to the Chair."

The Chairman: "You mean to search between now and the time of adjournment so that we may be able to know what to do? Or do you mean to report another year?"

Dr. Bagdadi: "We could make a decision—if it is agreeable to the Convention we will make a decision now, namely, to follow the latest tablet that is strictly authentic and the latest date of instruction."

The Chairman: "That is concrete and right to the point."

Dr. Bagdadi: "I make that as a motion."

The Chairman: "I might suggest that Brother Gregory this morning said that he thinks in volume four of the Star of the West is a later word on that point, which continues the idea expressed in the former tablet of leaving it to the gathering of the friends. If there is such a tablet, this committee should find it."

Dr. Bagdadi: "We should make a decision now to follow that tablet, and that tablet will be spread all over the country, after the Convention—after the investigation."

The Chairman: "Yes. The motion then is that the committee be appointed, or elected, as you prefer, to investigate the entire field of the tablets in this respect."

Dr. Bagdadi: "My idea is to be guided by the last authentic tablet in the matter, or by the consensus of all of them, if there appears to be any question on that."

Mrs. Coles: "Would it not be well to let the Publications Committee be that committee, to authenticate their own work?"
The Chairman: "You have heard the suggestion of Mrs. Coles. Is that your desire?"

Mrs. True: "Miss Jean Masson's tablet is here and signed by Abdul-Baha and it is as late as February, 1917. She has Abdul-Baha's signature at the bottom of that letter."

The Chairman: "Does that give any help on this?"

Mrs. Coles: "I do not know about that. There are tablets signed as late as 1917."

The Chairman: "Is there any objection to Mrs. Coles' suggestion that the Publications Committee as now constituted shall have the matter in charge, the subject of Brother Bagdadi's motion?"

Mrs. Hoagg: "Do I understand that you will appoint a committee, or the Publications Committee will do that?"

The Chairman: "Mr. Hall's motion this morning was to the effect that the present committee be continued unless it was desired to change. I do not think there is any desire to change it unless you want it changed. Is there any objection? If that is the consensus of the opinion, then I will record the motion as embodying and reconstituting that committee for this purpose. All those in favor of the motion say, aye; contrary, no."

Motion carried.

The Chairman: "It is so recorded. What is the next item of business? Now, several of the friends have suggested the necessity of having something done about indexing. Mrs. Rice-Wray has a word on that."

Mrs. Rice-Wray, Mr. Remey, Mrs. Partridge and Mrs. Hoagg shared in the discussion relative to the importance, at this time, of having a complete index of all the authentic publications in the Bahai Cause.

Mrs. Rice-Wray: "I would like to make a motion that the Publications Committee, with the addition of Mr. Remey and Mrs. Partridge and Miss MacCutcheon, or any one else they think would be of help to them, take this matter up and look after the indexing."

Mrs. Coles: "I second the motion."

Motion carried.

The Chairman: "The committee as named will please take the matter in hand; that is, the Publications Committee and Brother Remey, Mrs. Partridge and Miss MacCutcheon, and, I understand, any others they desire to call into the service. Now, do you wish to take up, at this time, the question of the Mashrekol-azkar grounds? Mrs. True is not here right now. She may be back by the time Dr. Bagdadi has given us an outline of it."

Dr. Bagdadi: "The greatest part of our Convention concerns the Mashrekol-azkar, concerns the temple, concerns the building of the temple. It concerns the grounds of the temple. At the present time we have the grounds; God willing the temple will be built.

"Those who have seen the grounds testify they are situated in the best place in Chicago, or a suburb of Chicago, Wilmette. Those grounds became sacred by the presence of Abdul-Baha. It is sacred because the believers of Chicago and outside, who go there, always pray there.

"It has been the custom in Chicago to hold the summer Sunday meetings on the temple grounds, on account of the heat. We meet at the Masonic Temple every Sunday, right in the heart of the city, but during the months of July, August and September, that hall is unbearable, and, therefore, we hold our Sunday meetings on the temple grounds.

"A few years ago the people of Chicago became accustomed to visit those grounds in order to escape the heat and to enjoy themselves. Many of them attended the meetings and some of them benefited by the meetings. They saw the harmony and the unity of the Bahais,
how they associated and visited together. It touched the hearts of many. But many of the young folks thought it was nothing but a playgrounds. So baseball and other playing went on, to the extent that believers in Chicago became deprived of the use of the grounds; that is, they lost the best part of the grounds. Most of the grounds were occupied by the outside people who made it a playgrounds.

"Then the Executive Board took the matter into their hands, and after consultations they found that it would be necessary to have some one to take care of the grounds, to clean them and to protect the trees, and they appointed or permitted a fisherman to establish his quarters there, with a certain concession that Mrs. True, I am sure, is more able to tell you the details of than I. The idea was that the fisherman should keep the grounds clean, and keep the trees from being injured and cut down, and at the same time be allowed to sell gasoline and some refreshments. And there was no objection to that. The fisherman did his best to abide by the instructions of the Board; but in the last two or three years matters have become very bad. The fisherman established a place to sell dinners, fish dinners, and more refreshments; and the mind of the fisherman really became more occupied in selling things than in taking care of the property."

Dr. Bagdadi then outlined in detail certain abuses of the hospitality of the Unity in opening the ground to all the people, abuses of such a nature that the neighbors entered complaints and ultimately a special policeman was ordered to keep the Mashrekol-azkar grounds in order.

"We took the matter up with the assembly here and formulated a letter. I wrote the letter myself to the Executive Board, and explained to them—Mrs. True also did all she could in writing—that the solution for this problem was that the sacred grounds must be kept sacred, and the solution was to fence the property. Some of the members of the Board wrote back, 'We shrink from hearing the word "fence," because the Mashrekol-azkar is for all the nations and for all people. How can we fence it and close it in the face of any soul? It is contrary to the teachings."

"I wrote to them another letter, and in that letter mentioned the following: That those who went to Acre, and those who did not go to Acre, but who have a book of the pictures of the sacred spots, testify that all the sacred spots in Acre and in Haifa are fenced. The tomb of Baha’u’llah is fenced. There is a fence, and the nails are sharp nails so no one could jump over the fence. The tomb of the Bab is surrounded by a fence; and the garden of Abdul-Baha is surrounded by a fence, and he himself built the fence. The fence is not to shut the people out; the fence is to keep the grounds in order. In all these sacred spots there is always a guard. He opens the door and permits everybody to come in and enjoy themselves; when the darkness comes and everybody is supposed to go to his home, the door is then closed. Nobody raised any objection when Abdul-Baha fenced the properties there, or the Mashrekol-azkar, which was fenced in Ishkabad. Nobody objected here except a few members of the Executive Board, and they could not see why it should be fenced.

"Moreover, the idea is that the temple grounds should have a fence and every Sunday a meeting be held on the temple grounds; then the door be open, because it is only on Sundays that people go there, on beautiful summer days, and the door be open all day until the night, and the Bahais would welcome them. If they want to attend the meetings, they can attend the meetings, and if they want to walk around, they can walk around; and if they want to use the trees and flowers or anything of that sort, with moderation, in the right way, they can use them and nobody will pro-
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Motion seconded and carried.

The Chairman: “It is your duty now
to elect a Board of nine for the ensuing

Mr. Remey: “Mr. Chairman and
friends, I would suggest that before we
proceed with this election we have a
few moments of prayer and supplica­
tion, that we may elect a Board, that
we may entrust into the hands of those
who are most fitted for it, the work of
this Unity for the next year. We are
up against many very, very vital prob­
lems. We have had some very vital prob­
lems to meet this last year, and we
have met many in this gathering yester­
day and today. And it occurs to me to
make this suggestion of prayer, that we
may be spiritually guided by our beloved
Abdul-Baha, to make the choice he
wishes.”

The Chairman: “The Chairman would
like to read a prayer at this time, and
then Dr. Bagdadi has a word to say.”

Prayer by the Chairman.

Chairman Mr. Lunt: “Dear friends, I
believe that we have been sent here this
year as no body of delegates has ever
been sent in the history of the world.
You have been sent here after hearing
the divine injunctions towards firmness
in the Covenant. You have been sent
here because you are firm. You have
been sent here because you love Abdul­
Baha and have raised the standard of
obedience to his command. Therefore,
what cannot you accomplish in this Con­
vention if you will realize your oneness,
if you will realize the wonderful sig­
nificance of this beautiful circle here* and
what it has meant to us ever since we came into this room; because
it seems to me to be the very burning

glass of God through which the fire of
his love is pouring, centering, concen­
trating to such a degree as to melt every
heart into one heart, to show forth the
guidance and the will of God in this Con­
vention, and to render the blessings to
this great nation which you are capable
of bringing to the world; here in the
midst of us is the Greatest Name of the
Almighty; it is glory; it is not glory
alone; it is love, it is majesty, it is
generosity, it is sovereignty and power,
and it is guidance. It is oneness. And,
just as in the burning glass of the scien­
tist, the central point in that glass is
capable alone of exerting the greatest
heat, the greatest power, the greatest
amalgamating force, just so in the cen­
ter of this divine burning glass of the
Greatest Name repose the heart and
power of the Covenant of God, and if
we will only come in line with that
Center, of which this may be regarded
as a symbol, will we not all become
melted into one soul, one thought and one
purpose, to choose those whom he desires
chosen today to represent this Bahai
Temple Unity of America? And not
only to choose them, but to perform
every act which this Convention has come
here to perform. And, if we were united
in that sense, in one hour, or half an
hour, we could perform all the business
of the Convention, and it would all come
before us picture after picture, occasion
after occasion until all would be accom­
plished. There would be no dragging.

* Pointing to a large gilded disc above the
platform resembling the rising sun, bearing the
Greatest Name.
So shall we not enter into this blessed flame of the love of God at this moment, and do his will?

Dr. Bagdadi: "What more can I add to Mr. Lunt's remarks? Whatever you do under the roofs will be proclaimed from the house tops. That is a law. The whole world is looking towards America and towards this Mashrekol-azkar. One Mashrekol-azkar is to be built. It is the man of God, Abdul-Baha said, who will build the temple, the souls who are confirmed by God. All of you are confirmed; all of you are firm and steadfast believers; otherwise we would not be here.

"The time has come for the separation of violation from firmness. There is no doubt about the sincerity and firmness in this Cause of God on the part of all those who are here. If you become members of the Board, it means one, and if one becomes the Board it means all. You are all in one, and one in all. This oneness lasts as long as that fire of the love of Abdul-Baha is burning in the heart; and the main issue, the main thing, which is firmness in the Covenant, is the greatest qualification in all elections of committees.

"Abdul-Baha wants us to look in our hearts at this moment and see how we stand, and each one will be the cause of making others who are firm firmer. This is in obedience to Abdul-Baha, and I am going to do as we all must, think of that in this election. So far, my dear friends, we must not think of it as if he were my friend or my sweetheart, or my old friend, or my associate—the time has come when we are on a plane higher than that. To show that this Cause is the Cause of God, the Bab gave his life; Baha'ollah spent his life in agony; Abdul-Baha has lived in prison; 24,000 or more gave their lives. We are to serve such a Cause. Who is going to be my friend, my wife, my child, when I look at the sacrifices that have taken place? Will it not be a shame, more than a shame, to put any name on this paper because I in my heart and soul hear Abdul-Baha say to me, 'Well done.' Because I am going to face him; you are going to face him sooner or later. We are facing him now in the spirit. He is watching and counting all these things we are doing now. What can I say more than these words of his, those who are to be elected must be well known Baha'is; they must be known for their firmness in the Covenant. Can I make a statement stronger than that? Is it possible? Let us begin."

The Chairman thereupon named Mrs. Barbee, Mr. Scheffler, and Dr. D'Evelyn as a committee to distribute, collect and count ballots.

The delegates were brought together into the center section and the roll call of delegates and alternates was read.

While the ballots were being counted the Chairman called for the report of the Auditing Committee.

Mr. Struven reported for the Auditing Committee that they had gone over the books and found them correct. The committee recommended that in the future since the work has grown so large, arrangements be made to have regular certified public accountants do this work, because it takes so much time of the Auditing Committee and keeps them from sharing in the bounties of the Convention. It might be proper, of course, in the wisdom of the Convention to have some one or two of the friends go over the affairs after the regular official auditors, so that we may understand the books and have the matter fully explained to them.

On motion of Mr. Ober duly seconded by Mr. Ober it was voted that an expert accountant be engaged another year to take care of the books.

The Chairman called attention to the fact that whereas the temporary organization had listened to the reports of the
officers of the Unity, not being then in permanent form, no motion was made to accept the reports.

On motion of Mrs. Rice-Wray duly seconded it was voted that the reports of the various officers listened to yesterday be accepted.

Mrs. True: "Has the Executive Board full authority to do anything that should be done on the temple grounds or do we have to have the Convention vote on the matter?"

Chairman Mr. Lunt: "I think the Executive Board has full authority; but the thing has been so troublesome, we wanted you all to know about it, that is all."

Mrs. True: "The only thing was that I wanted to know if the Executive Board had some authority, because it seems to me we will have to take some very drastic steps. That piece of ground is most attractive, and it has been used as an amusement grounds, without any control over it, and the people there are rather obstreperous. And another question, and a very serious question is, 'Are the Bahais of the world keeping up an amusement grounds, or are they keeping up a sacred piece of ground?' Therefore, I would like this Convention to instruct its Executive Board to take every measure possible to make that ground absolutely sacred, that the people of Chicago and the world may know that there is one spot on this continent that is dedicated to God and kept as such."

The Chairman: "I cannot think of any better form of words than our sister has used, in making a motion. You make a motion to that effect, Mrs. True?"

Mrs. True: "Yes."

Mr. Ober: "I second that motion."

Motion carried.

The Chairman: "Are there any other matters that we can consider at this time while we are waiting for the counting of the ballots? The question was suggested to the Chair during the recess, that in a certain way the tablets relative to the reception of orientals in America and associating with them are somewhat allied to this question of violation, and that subject has been the cause of much difficulty to many of the friends, in different parts. It has given us a good deal of worry at Green Acre, for instance, where we attempt to open our doors to all nations and people. I do not know whether you would care to take that up at this time. I simply want to open the way for it, if anybody wants to take it up."

Mr. Ober: "Mr. Chairman, I think that it is increasingly evident to the Convention and the believers, all over the country, that these questions are never settled until they are settled right; and until we get the explicit, complete teachings of Abdul-Baha on any of these subjects, in application to all possible conditions,—we do not have the complete expression of his wisdom; we rather have only the partial expression of that wisdom.

"This question of the orientals has come up several times. It has not been settled yet,—I mean to the satisfaction of all.

"Now, since there are a number of tablets from various sources, I suggest, and for the purpose of bringing the matter to a head, I make it as a motion, that a committee of three be appointed by the Chair to make a compilation of all the instructions of Abdul-Baha on this subject, for the purpose of reporting later, for the guidance of the believers of the country; and issue them to the assemblies."

In the discussion that followed Mrs. Gillen outlined in detail some of the difficulties in Seattle and other parts of the Pacific coast relative to this question and ended by saying "I think we should stick absolutely to Abdul-Baha's command about letting no oriental come among us without Abdul-Baha's orders"
because he knows who is safe and who is not.’’

The Chairman: “You have heard Brother Ober’s motion that a committee of three be named to collect all the tablets on this subject of association with visiting orientals, and submit them and have them published and distributed to the assemblies and friends as soon as possible.”

The question of the expense of carrying out the work of such a committee as proposed was raised.

The Chairman: “The question has been asked how we will pay for the expense. Now, the Conventions in past years have occasionally authorized certain minor expenses, and the Executive Board, in carrying out directions has felt justified in taking from the regular Mashrekol-azkar fund in the belief that that included those particular matters. Abdul-Baha has sent certain tablets here which indicate that the teachings are part of the work of the Mashrekol-azkar. This particular matter relates, perhaps, not directly to the teachings, but it relates to the protection of the friends; and if it is your wish it can be authorized to be taken from the regular treasury, or if you prefer to provide for it independently, this is the time to do so.”

Mrs. Ober: “I move that it be taken from the regular fund, as it is to teach us in order that we may teach others; and that it should come from the Mashrekol-azkar.”

Mr. Ober: “The expense ought not to be very great; $25 or $50 at the most.”

The Chairman: “May that be added to the motion then?”

Mr. Ober: “Yes.”

Motion carried.

Mr. Remey then made a supplementary report of the work of the Library Committee.

The Secretary read communications from absent delegates from Lakeland, Florida, and Buffalo, N. Y., and Mr. Gregory was authorized to write to these friends with messages of love from this Convention.

Mrs. Maxwell: “I have a message from Miss Thompson. Instead of writing her I telephoned. Miss Thompson sends her cordial love and greetings to the Convention, says that she has already accepted the report of the Committee of Investigation, that she stands absolutely with the committee and is quit of the violators and she wishes to be with you in the power of the Covenant, in this Convention. . . . Now may I propose Miss Thompson’s name on the committee for the compilation of tablets on The Most Great Peace?”

Mrs. Coles: “I second the motion.”

The Chairman: “If there is no objection Miss Thompson’s name will be recorded in addition to the names already given.”

The Secretary, Mr. Gregory, then read the names of the Compilation Committee:

Mrs. Coles, chairman, Mrs. Maxwell, Mr. Remey, Mrs. Cooper, Dr. Bagdadi, Mr. Vail, Mrs. Hoagg, Miss Thompson, Mrs. Rabb.

The Chairman called upon Mrs. Diggett.

Mrs. Diggett read the following extract from a tablet written to her by Abdul-Baha when he was in Paris: “The winds of tests are so violent that they are liable to uproot the strongest trees. It is my hope that the believers in Chicago may withstand the tests with firmness and steadfastness.”

Mr. Remey: “Friends, I have a motion that I would like to put before the Convention. I think we all feel that this compilation of the holy utterances upon the matter of our duty towards the government, or our duty in war and peace, is going to be of the greatest blessing right now at this time, for so much depends upon the stand and the work of the Bahais along this direction.
Therefore, it has occurred to me to suggest in the form of a motion, that when this Compilation Committee has finished its work, and when this compilation is completed and ready to send out, that the committee be empowered by this Convention to send a copy of this, together with a letter giving the Bahai principles, to the President of the United States. I put that in the form of a motion."

Motion seconded.

Dr. Bagdadi: "May I suggest that when the compilation is perfected we send it not only to the President but to every ruler in the world whom we can reach."

Mr. Remey accepted this suggestion.

In the discussion which followed relative to the method to be adopted by the committee in carrying on its work, it was agreed that the committee should, as a whole, be free to request the cooperation of any other committees or individuals whose assistance it desired.

The Chairman: "My understanding is that the Convention lays upon each member of this committee the responsibility of personally passing upon every bit of the manuscript and upon all of you the injunctions of Baha'u'llah rest, in reference to consultation."

Mrs. Coles: "On everything we do there should be perfect and complete consultation between members.

The Chairman: "I am quite sure that the committee will be guided aright."

Motion carried.

The Chairman: "We are ready to listen to the report of the committee that has the ballots in charge."

Mr. Scheffler reported the result as follows: True 44, Bagdadi 40, Remey 36, Gregory 33, Lunt 33, Hoagg 32, Maxwell 30, Ober 28, Coles 18, Randall 18, Cooper 14, Rice-Wray 12, Windust 9. There were some scattering votes below this number.

On the basis of the committee's report the Chair declared eight persons elected, all of them having more than 24 votes which were necessary for election and one more to be elected who has not yet received the required number of votes. The committee was requested to distribute ballots for the election of the remaining member of the Executive Board.

Mr. Remey reported the receipt of two telegrams, one from Mr. and Mrs. Latimer in Portland, the other from George Latimer sent from Fort Oglethorpe in Georgia. Both regretted their inability to attend the Convention.

On motion duly made and seconded it was voted that the greetings of the Convention be extended to these friends.

Mr. Ober: "I have been requested by some of the friends here who are not delegates or alternates and, therefore felt they could not speak on this matter, to bring up again the subject of Mr. Vail's book, which was mentioned this morning; but nothing definite was done about it; and some of these friends feel that a wrong impression was given, because the conversation slid off into something else and was not completed. Now, of course, we realize that our attitude in all these things is purely a question of education. It is not a question of our sincerity, or anything of that sort. We are all earnest and sincere, but I know we are constantly making mistakes."

Mr. Ober then brought up some of the questions that had been mentioned to him in regard to the construction of the book and its use for Bahai children.

(Continued on page 73)
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The Chairman: "The Ballot Committee is ready to report."

Mr. Scheffler announced the results of
the second ballot, 35 votes cast, Mr. Randall receiving 13, Mrs. Rice-Wray
11, the balance scattering.

The Chairman: "The Chair declares
no election, therefore another ballot is
necessary."

Mrs. Hoagg: "I move that we take
the two names who have received the
largest number of votes and select one
of those two. This motion was seconded
and carried."

The Chairman: "You will vote in
this case for one person from the two
names receiving the highest vote on this
ballot, namely, Mr. Randall and Mrs.
Rice-Wray."

There followed a discussion regarding
Mr. Vail's book shared in by Mrs. Ober,
Mrs. Gillen, Mr. Remey and Mrs. Hoagg.

It was moved by Mrs. Ober and sec-
onded by Dr. Woolson that the Conven-
tion put itself on record as considering
that Mr. Vail's book entitled Heroic
Lives should not be recommended as a
text book for Bahai children.

Mrs. Hoagg called attention to the
existence of a very splendid compilation
for use of the children that had been
prepared by Mrs. Hannen who had been
instructed by Abdul-Baha to carry on
this work in the children's Sunday school.

Dr. Bagdadi pointed out that every-
thing depended upon the authorization
of Abdul-Baha. If Abdul-Baha has not
authorized any publications then it is a
mistake to write any books and to pub-
lish them.

The Chairman: "Suppose the com-
mittee finds that there is no authority
to write then would this motion not still
be necessary in order that the book
should not be sold as a Bahai publica-
tion."

Dr. Bagdadi: "Yes, it should not be
considered as a Bahai publication."

Mrs. Ober: "That is all we mean.
We do not question the sincerity of the
book. Our only idea is in relation to
our own body, and the question is
whether it should be accepted as a text
book for our children."

The Chairman: "Is there any objec-
tion to this in your motion, that the mo-
tion should be subject to the determina-
tion of this committee which is to look
into these tablets, and find out whether
this book would be authorized?"

Mrs. Ober: "That is all right."

Mrs. Struven suggested taking the
consensus of opinion of the Convention
to the several assemblies and this would
not necessitate a vote in the Convention.

The Chairman: "If the decision
comes that the committee is not author-
ized you need something to authorize
the committee to act."

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in
faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened,
that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes;
these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'U'LLAH.
Mrs. Coles in discussing the matter said in part: "There is quite a difference between appreciating a thing that is beautiful from a literary point of view and endorsing it as a Bahai book for the sowing of the seed of the revelation of God, as a piece of Bahai literature.

"There is a deep and wonderful appreciation of Mr. Vail's work and we know that through that pure spirit a great and wonderful bounty is falling. But it seems to me that the thing for us to have clear is that from the Bahai Cause, from the Publications Committee, only that which is of the Word of God and authorized as a message from that source, shall go forth."

The Chairman: "Are you now ready for the question? All in favor say aye, opposed no."

Motion carried.

The Chairman: "Now Mr. Scheffler will announce the last ballot."

Mr. Scheffler: "The third ballot gives Mr. Randall 18 votes and Mrs. Rice-Wray 16 votes; 34 votes cast."

The Chairman: "The Chair declares Mr. Randall elected to complete the membership of the Board. Mr. Scheffler will now read the names of the Board."

Mr. Scheffler: "Mrs. True, Dr. Bagdadi, Mr. Remey, Mr. Gregory, Mr. Lunt, Mrs. Hoagg, Mrs. Maxwell, Mr. Ober and Mr. Randall."

Mr. Remey: "Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that the point that Mrs. Harrison brought out this morning about Abdul-Baha standing singly and alone, solved this, and all other difficulties regarding this matter of these books. The Manifestations of God are unique. They are not to be classed with the creatures. When we are giving the message of the Covenant, the Manifestations, we are sowing a living seed, and when we are simply giving the message of a man, why, we are sowing a seed, but it is not a living seed. It seems to me that there is a class of literature coming up, much of which is on sale, and rightly so, on our Bahai tables, which is in the form of written books composed by friends who are sympathetic with the Cause, who discuss various subjects and lead up to the Bahai teachings. For instance, such a book as that is Mr. Holley's book Modern Social Religion. It discusses sociological questions and leads people up to the Bahai Cause as the solution for these various questions.

"I am sure as time goes on, we will have more of these books, and I think it would be very interesting to get an expression of opinion from the friends regarding these books, which are really sympathetic to the Bahai Cause."

Mr. Ober: "It seems to me that the statement that Mr. Remey made in the beginning is the key to all of this. The Manifestations of God are unique and peerless; and it is the associating of their words with other words, the words of men, no matter how wise they are, that is the great defect of some of this literature. But, of course, the writing of articles of explanation from the economic point of view, from the philosophical point of view and from the religious point of view, which do not bring in a lot of indiscriminate things, will, I think, in the Orient and undoubtedly here, be one of the means of spreading the Cause. I can see no harm in it myself. . . . It is simply a question of presenting the truth according to the capacity."

Dr. D'Evelyn: "Mr. Chairman, I would like to have the approval or recommendation or appreciation of this Convention on the desirability, owing to the present condition of affairs, of reading at our respective meetings, Abdul-Baha's prayer for the confirmation of the American government. I make the request that this Convention endorse the desirability of this prayer being used on such occasions."

Mrs. Breed: "I move, Mr. Chairman, that this Convention endorse the reading of this prayer for the confirmation of the United States in our meetings."

Mrs. Coles: "I second the motion."
A PRAYER FOR THE CONFIRMATION OF THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT REVEALED ABOUT THE YEAR 1900

O God—O thou who art the confirmer of every just power and equitable empire in eternal glory, everlasting power, continuance, steadfastness, firmness and greatness!—strengthen, by the abundance of thy mercy, every government which acts rightly towards its subjects and every dominion that protects the poor and weak by its flag.

I ask thee, by the abundance of thy holiness and that of thy bounty, to assist this just government which hath stretched out the ropes of its tent to far and wide countries; the justice of which hath manifested its proofs throughout the well inhabited, cultivated and flourishing regions belonging to such government.

O God, strengthen its soldiers and flag, give authority and influence to its word and utterance, protect its territories and dominions, guard its reputation, make its renown widely spread, divulge its traces and exalt its flag by thy conquering power and wonderful might in the kingdom of creation.

Thou are the confirmer of whomsoever thou wilt.
Verily, thou are the powerful and the almighty!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

After a discussion it was agreed to change the word “endorse” to “suggest,” to put in the date of the tablet, and to add the words “in America,” so that the motion as finally made read as follows: “Resolved that this Convention suggest to the reading of the prayer revealed by Abdul-Baha in 1900 for the confirmation of the American government, in our meetings.”

The Chairman: “Are you ready for the question?”

Motion carried.

Mr. Remey brought up the question of the circulation of Mr. Harmon’s books entitled Divine Illumination and the Microcosm and the Macrocosm.

After a full discussion of this matter it was moved by Mrs. Cooper duly seconded that “We declare Mr. Harmon’s books contraband and instruct the assemblies to keep them out of their libraries. After the action taken by this Convention in regard to violation it is the logical step to suppress the literature which has been the cause of that trouble.

Mr. Harmon has a perfect right to circulate his own books publicly but the assembly should have nothing to do with it.”

Motion carried.

The Chairman: “Is there any further business?”

Mr. Ober: “I move we adjourn.”

Motion was seconded.

The Chairman: “The motion is made that we adjourn. Is there any objection? With your permission I will ask Brother Kinney to play his beautiful hymn, which we will all sing in closing, and then just a word of prayer at the end; and this will be the last session of the Convention, unless you otherwise desire.”

Thereupon, after song and prayer, the Tenth Annual Mashrekol-azkar Convention of the Bahai Temple Unity came to a close at twelve minutes after seven o'clock P. M., on Tuesday, April 30th, 1918.

Secretary, Bahai Temple Unity.

(Signed) Harlan Foster Ober.
First Meeting of New Board of Bahai Temple Unity

Held at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, April 30th, 1918

ONE of the greatest evidences of the unity and love of the Convention, was found in the first meeting of the Executive Board, which was held in the evening of April 30th, immediately after the Convention. The members of the Board gathered and began the meeting with prayer and chanting, which was followed by an indescribable quiet and peace. No one spoke, for it seemed that the doors of the Rizwan had opened, and the breath of the holy Abha spirit had encircled all. We found infinite rest and wonderful consolation beyond the capacity of words to describe.

It may have been a moment or many minutes, we could not tell, but with hearts overflowing we turned to each other, and from all lips came the words: "this is unity," "this is the mystery of unity."

In one of the first tablets revealed by Abdul-Baha, regarding the Mashrekol-azkar, are the following words, "Whosoever arises for the service of this building shall be assisted with great power from his supreme Kingdom and upon him spiritual and heavenly blessings shall descend, which shall fill his heart with wonderful consolation and enlighten his eyes by beholding the glorious and eternal God."

We were aware that we had received a wonderful bounty from Abdul-Baha, through his mercy and love.

Had it not been for the actual, legal necessities, the Board would not have organized. One spirit enthralled and controlled all, like a living, breathing organism. The existence of this spirit was and is essential, while all other matters were and are incidental.

The following officers were chosen:

President—Mr. Charles Mason Remey, Washington, D. C.
Vice-President—Mrs. May Maxwell, Montreal, Canada.
Secretary—Mr. Harlan Foster Ober, Cambridge, Mass.
Financial Secretary—Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago, Ill.
Treasurer—Mr. William H. Randall, Boston, Mass.

Harlan Foster Ober.
Letter from Charles Mason Remey

Dear Bahai friends:

...I have recently terminated the matter of the tombstone where the remains of our late Bahai brother, Thornton Chase, rest in Inglewood Cemetery, Los Angeles, which for some time had been pending and I am now happy to be able to tell you that the stone is in place. From the letters and photographs which have been sent me the monument appears to be most satisfactory.

An excavation was made and the casket was permanently enclosed in a concrete tomb which was built up to the level of the ground to form the foundation for the stone which is a single piece of granite one foot thick, six feet six inches in length and three feet wide, weighing one and three-quarters tons. The top is polished and upon this is inscribed the Greatest Name placed within a circle which is divided into nineteen segments, and the following lettering:

"THIS IS THE ILLUMINED RESTING PLACE OF THE HOLY SOUL
THORNTON CHASE
WHO IS SHINING IN THE HORIZON OF ETERNAL LIFE EVER LIKE A STAR."
—ABDUL-BAHA.

The matter of this stone was first taken up with Mrs. Chase who gave her consent; then through Mrs. Emogene Hoagg, who was at that time in the Holy Land, Abdul-Baha sent his word of approval. After this the work was begun.

The design of the stone is severely simple. The plainest kind of a moulding forms a base above which runs a series of small circular sunken panels, nine along each side of the stone, and three across each end, in all making twenty-four in number.

Since Abdul-Baha has made Mr. Chase's tomb a place of Bahai pilgrimage, in my imagination, I have seen erected there a mausoleum, possibly in the form of an open circular temple, the roof of which, supported by nine columns, would afford shelter to the many who will visit the spot.

In this stone, I had in view a monument for the present complete in itself, and one which eventually might serve as a tomb slab to form the central feature of a mausoleum which may be built.

Faithfully yours,

C. Mason Remey.
THORNTON CHASE

FRIDAY, October 19th, 1917, was the fifth anniversary of the visit of our Beloved, the Center of the Covenant, to the "Illumined resting place of the holy soul, Thornton Chase, who is shining in the horizon of eternal life ever like a star."

Twenty-one of the friends in Los Angeles, including Mrs. Chase and a number of her personal friends, were privileged to gather in Inglewood at noon, the hour Abdul-Baha visited the same spot in 1912. The meeting was both a dedication of the stone recently placed there by Mr. C. Mason Remey and a celebration of the visit of Abdul-Baha, thus fulfilling his word to the friends to "visit this grave and on my behalf bring flowers, and seek the sublimity of the spiritual station for him."

The thoughts of those present were centered in the immortality of the soul, the reading being extracts from the words of Abdul-Baha on "Immortality" and his remarks regarding Mr. Chase uttered when in San Francisco. A prayer revealed by Abdul-Baha for Thornton Chase was read, as well as extracts from his various writings. Mrs. Chase then told us of incidents in the life of her husband, how he come into the Movement and something of what it meant to be a Bahai in the early days of the Cause in America. Frank B. Beckett.

MRS. SIDNEY ROBERTS

On November 30th, 1917, Mrs. Sidney E. Roberts, one of the active Bahai workers in Denver, Colo., passed from this world. She was one of Denver’s pioneers; always active in good works and faithful in visiting the sick and poor. Her home was blessed by the presence of Abdul-Baha when he was in America, who told her that she would be remembered throughout coming ages.

Mary B. Morrison.

CHARLES IOAS

On May 30th, 1917, Charles Ioas, of Chicago, ascended to the station given him by Abdul-Baha in the following tablet to him from his holy presence, in 1900:

"To the honorable Mr. C. Ioas—

O thou who hast advanced toward God!

By God, I rejoiced when reading thy letter which declares thy belief in the unity of God and thine acknowledgment of the appearance of the Kingdom of God. This is a matter whereby thy face shall brighten in the Supreme Concourse, and thy forehead shall sparkle among the people. Then know the worth of this gift, the lights of which shone forth unto all directions and indicate the attraction of the Concourse of El-Abha, the Most Glorious. Then be firm in this Cause, and thou wilt behold thyself in a lofty station, having all that is in earth under its shadow, because,
this is verily that gift which is mentioned in the Gospel. O how good is this bounty in this day, when the commemoration of the true God is published and spread in all directions!

El-Baha be upon thee!"

Charles Ioas was born in Munich, Germany, on March 23rd, 1859. He passed through the regular elementary courses of study and graduated from the University of Munich in 1880. The same year he came to America, studied law, and thereafter followed that vocation. He received the glorious message of the appearance of Baha’u’llah and the Center of the Covenant, in 1898, and immediately dedicated his life and being to the Cause of God. He was one of the first members of the House of Spirituality and served thereon for many years.

His body rests in Mount Auburn Cemetery.

GEORGE LESCH

GEOGE LESCH

one of the best known servants in the Bahai Cause in America, passed from the world of the seen to the realm of the unseen, at Chicago, April 8th, 1918. He was one of the first in the occident to hear of and accept the message of the Kingdom, devoting his life in service to the Center of the Covenant.

In the minds and hearts of those who knew him, his name will ever be synonymous with trustworthiness, sincerity and faithfulness. He was the first secretary of the House of Spirituality, serving in that capacity for many years. It was upon his return home, about midnight, from a business meeting, to arrange for the recent Mashrekol-azkar Convention, that he was stricken with apoplexy and died soon after, with the Greatest Name upon his lips.

In the public meetings, when he spoke before the people, the two subjects which he was ever fond of presenting were "Prayer" and "The power of the Holy Spirit."

George Lesch was born at Chicago, December 27th, 1866. His body rests in Graceland Cemetery.

A TRIBUTE FROM HIS CO-WORKERS, THE HOUSE OF SPIRITUALITY.

Chicago, Illinois.

Miss Mary Lesch, Chicago.

Dear sister in El-Baha:

The members of the House of Spirituality, at a meeting held Thursday evening, April 11th, desired to express to you their sympathy in the passing of your dear brother and our respected co-worker, George Lesch.

We realize that no words of ours can eulogize him, and that any attempt to do so would be entirely inadequate. Recognizing the great love that existed between you, our love for you both gives us the privilege to share with you his memory and to keep it sacred in our hearts as it undoubtedly will be in the hearts of posterity.

His faithfulness, sincerity and sacrifice in the path of God were known to all. It is an honor to be associated with such an one whose whole life was one of faithful service, who was steadfast under the most severe tests and "endured until the end."

Our greatest hope is that we all may serve as devotedly as did he the blessed Cause that we all love.

Your sisters and brothers of

THE HOUSE OF SPIRITUALITY,

Carl Scheffler, Secretary.

A TRIBUTE FROM MRS. I. D. BRITTINGHAM.

San Diego, California.

Miss Mary Lesch, Chicago.

My dear sister in His love and presence:

I have waited until the Convention was over, to write you of my joy with...
you in the glorious and wondrous promotion of your beautiful brother to the spiritual heights of that home which contains "all of life that is life, and all of love that is love"; which is a permanent, endless home!

In a tablet revealed for a Bahai many years ago, Abdu'l-Baha said: "To the people of adoration, death is the ark of deliverance." Today when the earth is so storm tossed, how doubly true this is!

My memories of my dear spiritual brother, George Lesch, are all very beautiful memories! His was an earthly life of beautiful deeds of the spiritual world, and his record will be written in words which will never die. His firmness in the Covenant is now the key that opens many new paradises to him in that home of purest vision!

Blessed are you in the possession of a brother, so safely housed in the supreme Kingdom; so released from the bodily limitations, and so prepared by his life in this world for the larger service that now is bestowed upon him. From that home, his nearness to you will be an eternal nearness, knowing nothing of separation, and a service, invisible but sure, to you, which will never end; in which no abatement will exist but instead as he progresses an ever augmenting, spiritual service.

How great was his presence in the recent Convention, where "all banners were reversed save that of the Covenant."

In His love, your sister,
I. D. Brittingham.

ARThUR PILLSBURY DODGE

(Tablet Revealed when learning of his death, at New York City, October 12, 1915.)

To Mrs. Dodge, and William, Wendell and Paul Dodge—May their lives be happy—
O ye afflicted ones!

A most terrible news reached my ears and that was the death of his honor, Mr. Dodge. Truly, this bereavement is unbearable and the hearts are afflicted with the utmost sorrow and grief that that divine personage hid his face from the world, hastened to the universe of God and left the friends in the remorse and regret of separation. In reality that honorable soul served the Cause of God and endured many hardships and visitations. His services are registered in the everlasting book in the Kingdom of God and mentioned by the Supreme Concourse. They shall never be forgotten. Ere long they will yield great results and will become the means of happiness to that household and conducive to the honor of its members. I will never forget him and supplicate for him graces and bounties from his highness the Almighty. Be ye not sorrow-stricken nor do ye lament or bemoan; for that drop joined the ocean, that ray returned to the sun, that thirsty one reached the fountain of eternal life and that fish swam in the sea of God's forgiveness. Although his star set in the horizon of this world yet he dawned with the utmost brilliancy from the horizon of eternity. You will find him in that divine universe. Consequently he is not counted among the lost ones.

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

(Signed)  ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

---

Blessing be upon the spirit who departed from the body purified from the doubts and superstitions of the nations. Verily, it moves in the atmosphere of God's desire, and enters into the Supreme Paradise.

All the angels on the Supreme Paradise attend and surround it, and it will have fellowship with all the prophets of God and His saints, and speak with them and tell them what happened to it in the Cause of God, the Lord of the Universe. If any one could realize what hath been assigned for it in the Kingdoms of God, the Lord of the Throne and the Dust, he would immediately yearn with a great longing for the Unmovable, Exalted, Holy and Abha station!

—BAHA"ULLAH.
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’OLLAH.
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Baha'i Methods of Education

A Compilation of the Words of Baha’ollah and Abdul-Baha to assist Parents and Teachers in the Education of Children

COMPILED BY PAULINE A. HANNEH

It is worthy of note that, in the development of the Baha’i Cause in the occident, this is the first compilation to be made and published on this important subject. We believe far-reaching results will follow a serious consideration of its every phase. Mrs. Hannen has rendered a great service not only in its compilation, but in establishing a Baha’i Sunday School in Washington, D. C.—The Editors.

Laws of Baha’allah

Each your children what hath been revealed through the Supreme Pen. Instruct them in what hath descended from the heaven of greatness and power. Let them memorize the tablets of the Merciful and chant them with the most melodious voices in the galleries built in the Temple of the Mashrekol-azkar. The prayers of the Lord shall be chanted in a manner to attract the hearts and souls.

Blessed is he who listeneth unto the River of Life!

(Words of Baha’ollah.)

We have formerly commanded, in the tablets, that the trustees of the House of Justice must select one tongue out of the present languages, or a new language, and likewise select one among the various writings and teach them to children in the schools of the world, so that the whole world may thereby be considered as one native land and one part.

(Tablet of Ishrakat, p. 36.)

It is decreed that every father must educate his sons and daughters in learning and in writing and also in that which hath been ordained in the tablet. He who neglects that which hath been commanded (in this matter), if he is rich, it is incumbent on the trustees (of the House of Justice) to recover from him the amount required for the education of the children; otherwise (i.e., if the parent is not capable) the matter shall devolve on the House of Justice. Verily, We have made it (the House of Justice) an asylum for the poor and needy.

He who educates his son, or any other children, it is as though he hath educated one of My children.

(Tablet of Ishrakat, p. 36.)

Schools must first train the children in the principles of religion, so that the “promise” and the “threat,” recorded in the Books of God, may prevent them from the things forbidden and adorn them with the mantle of commandments; but this in such a measure that it may not injure the children by resulting in ignorance, etc. The trustees of the House of Justice must consult upon the ordinances as they are outwardly revealed in the Book, then enforce, of these, whatever prove agreeable to them. Verily, God will inspire them with that
which He willeth, and He is the Ruler, the Knower!

(\textit{Words of Paradise}, p. 53.)

Men and woman must place a part of what they earn by trade, agriculture, or other business, in charge of a trust-worthy person, to be spent in the education and instruction of the children. That deposit must be invested in the education of the children, under the advice of the trustees (or members) of the House of Justice.

(\textit{Tablet of the World}, p. 29.)

\textbf{Utterances of Abdul-Baha in Tablets and Talks}

\textbf{NEED OF EDUCATION, ITS IMPORTANCE}

\textit{I}t is most clear and manifest that national affairs will never revolve around their proper axis until the whole people have received instruction and public thought has been directed to a single end.

The most important of all the matters in question and that with which it is most specially necessary to deal effectively is the promotion of education.

No freedom or salvation could be imagined in the case of any nation which had not progressed in this greatest and most important matter; just as the greatest cause of degradation and decadence of every nation is bigotry and ignorance.

If necessary, make this even compulsory, for not until the veins and tendons of the nations stir with life will any study and adoption of improvements be of any avail; because the nation is like unto the body, zeal and resolution are like unto the soul, and the soulless body cannot move.

\textit{(Star of the West, Vol. 7, No. 15, p. 141.)}

\textbf{BAHAI HISTORY WHICH EVERY CHILD SHOULD KNOW}

The holy, divine Manifestations are unique and peerless. They are the archetypes of celestial and spiritual virtues in their own age and cycle. They stand on the summit of the mount of vision, and they foreshadow the perfections of evolving humanity. For example, during the dispensation of his holiness Moses—peace be upon him!—there was not a single human soul similar or like unto him. He surpassed all the holy souls who came after him, even the hosts of the Israelitish prophets.

In a similar manner all the people who lived during the cycle of his holiness Christ—may my life be a sacrifice to him!—were under his spiritual authority. They had no will of their own. He was the sun, and the others were the lamps. He was unique and peerless, the center and the focal point of the mighty forces. Everyone else was under his shadow. He was the orb and the others were the stars. He was also unique and peerless. Everyone caught the rays of light from him, and was enkindled through his fire. In a like manner, was the epoch of his holiness the Bab—May the life of aught beside be a ransom to him! He was matchless and without a peer. All the rivers received their strength from that great sea.

Finally during this cycle of the Blessed Perfection—may my life be a sacrifice to his believers!—all are beneath his shadow. He is the unique and peerless one till the next Manifestation. It is, however, not definite that it will be one thousand years; it may be 2,000, or 10,000, or 20,000 years; but it is definite that, for the coming one thousand years there will appear no Manifestation, for one thousand years there shall arise no sun. All the appearances will be beneath the shade of this Most Great Appearance; they will be as stars of
guidance. All of them shall gather around this fountain of life; all of them will become illumined by the rays of this sun; all of them will receive a share and a portion from this great sea; all of them will become vivified by this soul-imparting breeze and all of them will be under the downpour of this rain.

The aim is this: his holiness the Bab gave the glad-tidings concerning the appearance of the Manifestation of God, and his holiness the Blessed Perfection was the Promised One of all the nations and religions. The Bab was the morning star, the twilight heralding the glorious dawn of the sun of reality. Now all of us are under its shadow, and receive the refugent bestowals from it. I am Abdul-Baha and no more. I am not pleased with whomsoever praises me with any other title. I am the Servant at the threshold of the Blessed Perfection, and I hope that this servitude of mine will become acceptable. Whosoever mentions any other name save this will not please me at all—Abdul-Baha, and no more. No person must praise me except by this name, Abdul-Baha.

The Blessed Perfection and the Bab are unique and peerless in this dispensation and until the next Manifestation. The belief, the opinion and the thoughts of all the believers must revolve around this common center. This oneness of belief must become fully realized, so that in the future there may arise no differences.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, January 17, 1914.)

CONCERNING EDUCATION

The prophets also acknowledge this opinion that education hath a great effect upon the human race, but they declare that minds and comprehensions are originally different. And this matter is self-evident; it cannot be refuted. We see that certain children of the same age, nativity and race, nay, from the same household, under the tutorship of one teacher, differ in their minds and comprehensions. One advancement rapidly, another is slow in catching the rays of culture, still another remaineth in the lowest degree of stupidity.

No matter how much the shell is educated (or polished) it can never become the radiant pearl. The black stone will not become the world-illumining gem. The calocynthia and the thorny cactus can never by training and development become the blessed tree. That is to say, training doth not change the human gem (i.e., human nature or entity), but it produceth a marvelous effect. By this effective power all that is registered latent of virtues and capacities in the human reality will be revealed.

Cultivation by the farmer maketh of the grain the harvest, and the effort of the gardener maketh of the seed a noble tree. The gentle teacher promoteth the children of the school to a lofty altitude and the bestowal of the trainer placeth the little child upon the throne of ether. Therefore it is demonstrated and proven that minds are different in the original entity or nature and that education commandeth a decided and great influence. Were there no educator all souls would remain savage and were it not for the teacher, the children would be ignorant creatures.

It is for this reason that, in this new cycle, education and training are recorded in the Book of God as obligatory and not voluntary. That is, it is enjoined upon father and mother, as a duty, to strive with all effort to train the daughter and the son, to nurse them from the breast of knowledge and to rear them in the bosom of sciences and arts. Should they neglect this matter they shall be held responsible and worthy of reproach in the presence of the stern Lord.

This is a sin unpardonable, for they

*Cucumis calocynthia.
have made that poor babe a wanderer in the Sahara of ignorance, unfortunate and tormented to remain during a lifetime a captive of ignorance and pride, negligent and without discernment. Verily, if that babe depart from this world at the age of infancy, it is sweeter and better. In this sense, death is better than life, deprivation than salvation, non-existence lovelier than existence, the grave better than the palace, and the narrow, dingy tomb better than the spacious, regal home, for in the sight of mankind that child is abased and degrading and in the sight of God weak and defective. In gatherings it is ashamed and humiliated and in the arena of examination subdued and defeated by young and old. What a mistake is this! What an everlasting humiliation!

Therefore, the beloved of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful must train their children with life and heart and teach them in the school of virtue and perfection. They must not be lax in this matter; they must not be inefficient. Truly, if a babe did not live at all it were better than to let it grow up ignorant, for that innocent babe, in later life, would become afflicted with innumerable defects, responsible to and questioned by God, reproached and rejected by the people. What a sin this would be and what an omission!

The first duty of the beloved of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful is this: they must strive by all possible means to educate both sexes, male and female; girls as well as boys; there is no difference whatsoever between them. The ignorance of both is blameworthy, and negligence in both cases is reprovable. "Are they who know and they who do not know equal?" (Koran).

The command is decisive concerning both. In reality, the training and culture of daughters is more necessary than that of sons, for these girls will come to the station of motherhood and will mould the lives of the children. The first trainer of the child is the mother. The babe, like unto a green tender branch will grow according to the way it is trained. If it is rightly trained, it will grow rightly; if it is wrongly trained the growth will be deformed and thus it will remain until the end of life.

Hence it is firmly established that an untrained and uneducated daughter on becoming a mother will be the prime factor in the deprivation, ignorance, negligence and the lack of training of many children.
O ye beloved of God and ye maidservants of the Merciful! Teaching and learning, according to the decisive texts of the Blessed Beauty (Baha’u’llah), is a duty. Whosoever is indifferent therein depriveth himself of the great bounty. Beware! Beware! that ye fail not in this matter. Endeavor with heart, with life to train your children, especially the daughters. No excuse is acceptable in this matter.

Thus may eternal glory and everlasting supremacy like unto the mid-day sun shine forth in the assemblage of the people of Baha and the heart of Abdul-Baha become happy and thankful.


EDUCATION OF WOMEN MORE IMPORTANT THAN THAT OF MEN

In this day there are certain women among the Bahais who far surpass men. They are wise, perfected, well informed, very progressive, most intelligent and the glory of men. They are far more courageous than men. When they speak in meetings the men listen to them with great respect. Furthermore, the education of women is much more important than the education of men, for these daughters will be mothers, and mothers rear the children. The first teachers of children are mothers. Therefore, they must be in a state of utmost perfection in order to be able to educate the sons. There are many provisions by Baha’u’llah in regard to this.

Therefore, Baha’u’llah promulgated oneness of education, that is the need of one curriculum for both men and women. Daughters and sons must follow the same form of study and the same education. Having one course of education promotes unity among mankind. When all mankind shall receive the same education and the equality of men and women be realized the foundations of warfare will be utterly destroyed.

(Star of the West, Vol. 5, No. 7, p. 101.)

THE TIE BETWEEN HUSBAND AND WIFE

As to thy question concerning the husband and wife, the tie between them, and the children given to them by God, know thou, verily, the husband is one who has sincerely turned unto God, is awakened by the call of the Beauty of El-Baha and chants the verses of oneness in the great assemblies. The wife is a being who wishes to be overflowing with and seeks after the attributes of God and His names; and the tie between them is no other than the Word of God. Verily, it (the Word of God) causes the multitudes to assemble together, and the remote ones to be united. Thus the husband and wife are brought into affinity, are united and harmonized, even as though they were one person. Through their mutual union, companionship and love great results are produced in the world, both material and spiritual. The spiritual result is the appearance of divine bounties. The material result is the children who are born in the cradle of the love of God, who are nurtured by the breast of the knowledge of God, are brought up in the bosom of the gift of God and are fostered in the lap of the training of God. Such children are those of whom it was said by Christ: “Verily, they are the children of the Kingdom.”

Consequently, O thou maidservant of God, reach the maidservants of the Merciful One, and tell them from the tongue of Abdul-Baha: O maidservants of the Merciful! It is incumbent upon you to train the children from their earliest babyhood! It is incumbent upon you to beautify their morals! It is incumbent upon you to attend to them under all aspects and circumstances! Inas-
much as God—glorified and exalted is He!—hath ordained mothers as the primary trainers of children and infants; this is a great and important affair and a high and exalted position, and it is not allowable to slacken therein at all.

If thou walkest in this right path thou wilt become a real mother to the children, both spiritually and materially.

(Tablet to Mrs. H. H.)

As to thy question: "If the husband prevents his wife from entering into the Light, or the wife prevents the husband from entering into the Kingdom of God." In reality neither one of them prevents the other from entering into the Kingdom of God, unless when the husband has a great attachment to the wife, or the wife to the husband. When either one of the two adores the other instead of God, then each will prevent the other from entering into the Kingdom of God.

(Tablet.)

ADVICE TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS

As to thy question concerning the training of children: It is incumbent upon thee to nurture them from the breast of the love of God, to urge them towards spiritual matters, to turn unto God and to acquire good manners, best characteristics and praiseworthy virtues and qualities in the world of humanity, and to study sciences with the utmost diligence, so that they may become spiritual, heavenly and attracted to the fragrances of sanctity from their childhood and be reared in a religious, spiritual and heavenly training. Verily, I beg of God to confirm them therein.

(Tablets of Abdul-Baha: Vol. 1, p. 87.)

I ask God to help thy children to gain knowledge, to attain virtues and morals, which are the refinements of the reality of man; and to strengthen thee to remain firm.

(Tablets of Abdul-Baha: Vol. 1, p. 67.)

If a child is left to its own natural proclivities, without education, it will embody all human defects. Education makes of man a man. Religion is divine education. There are two pathways which have been pointed out by the heavenly educators. The first is divine guidance and reliance upon the Manifestations of God. The other is the road of materialism and reliance upon the senses. These roads lead in opposite directions. The first leads to the world of the Kingdom; the other ends in the world of human vices and is contrary to the cause of divine guidance. For example, consider a babe at the mother’s breast, observe its natural aggressiveness, its instinctive antagonism. It claws and bites the mother, even attacks the fountain of life itself. A barbarous and savage country is a country which has been deprived of education, where men are utter materialists like animals. Such a nation embodies all human defects and vices. They even kill and eat one another. Divine education is the sum total of all development. It is the safeguard of humanity. The world of nature is a world of defects and incompleteness. The world of the Kingdom is reached by the highway of religion and is the heaven of all divine virtues.

(Star of the West, Vol. 4, No. 6, p. 105.)

Some one asked if such a solitary place (a summer resort in the mountains) was good for children if with companions of their age. Abdul-Baha answered, "It is very good for children. It is good for their eyes, thoughts,
The fathers, and especially the mothers, must always think how they can best educate their children; not how to fondle and embrace them and thus spoil them. By every means at their disposal they must inculcate in their growing bodies, souls, minds and spirits the principles of sincerity, love, trustfulness, obedience, true democracy and kindness toward all the races; thus hereafter the world civilization may flow in one mighty current and the children of the next generation may make secure the foundations of human solidarity and good-will. From the tenderest childhood the children must be taught by their mothers the love of God and the love of humanity; not the love of the humanity of Asia, or the humanity of Europe, or the humanity of America, but the humanity of humankind. There are some mothers who have a strange, inexplicable love for their children. One may call it the inversion of love, or as we call it in Persia “bearish love.” This kind of love does more injury to the child than good. When I was in Acre, during the life of Baha’u’llah, I intrusted the son of one of the believers to a German carpenter. After a month, his mother went to Baha’u’llah and lamented and bemoaned, “I want my son, because he is unhappy with this carpenter, who curses his religion.”

Baha’u’llah told her to “go to Agha (the Master) and whatever he says, act accordingly.”

She came to me, and after she had told her side of the story I told her: “The Germans never curse anyone. They are not accustomed to it.”

She went away, and after another month she came again to Baha’u’llah with another complaint that this carpenter had forced her son to carry on his back a load of wheat. Again I told her that if he had done so it was for discipline. I quieted her, but she was murmuring inwardly. A few months rolled by, and she returned with another set of complaints, frankly confessing...
that she did not want her son to be away from her, that he was the apple of her eye. Realizing how selfish her love was for her son I told her at last that I would not take him away; that he must stay with the carpenter for eight years until his apprenticeship was over. Well, she yielded to the inexorable situation. After eight years of study he left his master, and his mother was very proud of him, everywhere praising his industry because his work was demanded on every hand. In short, the mothers must not think of themselves but of the progress of their children because upon the children of today—whether boys or girls—depends the molding of the civilization of tomorrow.

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Sept. 2, 1913.)

Regarding the education of those two daughters D . . . . and M . . . . If thou givest true Bahai education to those two young trees in the garden of Abha know thou of a certainty that the highest glory, prosperity and success will become ready and prepared for them. This is the cause of everlasting honor.

(Excerpt from tablet to Miss J. M., Sept. 13, 1913.)

Let thy brother be trained according to the highest moral standard. In the tenderest years of their youth the pure hearts of boys and girls must be illumined with the light of the love of God. Then when they grow up most astonishing results will be produced because the map of their whole lives will be drawn with the hand of the spiritual educator. A Bahai child must be trained according to the moral precepts of Baha’u’llah; he must be taught daily of the love of God; the history of the Movement must be read to him, the love of humanity must be inculcated into every fiber of his being and the universal principles he explained to him in as easy a manner as can be devised. Then the power of great faith will take possession of his heart. But if these supreme precautions are not taken in the earliest stages of the child’s growth, it will be most difficult to curb later on his growing manifest appetites. For then he will live according to the requirements of the world of nature and uncontrolled self. Once the lower and sensual habits of nature take hold of him it will be very hard to reform him by any human agencies. Hence children must be brought under the control of the love of God and under spiritual influence from their earliest youth. The lower appetites of nature are like kings over man; one must defeat their forces; otherwise he will be defeated by them.

(Star of the West, Vol. 7, No. 15, p. 142.)

DUTY TOWARDS ORPHANS

O thou happy and blessed one! In this holy Cause the question of the education and the maintenance of the orphans has the utmost importance. Towards the orphans the utmost consideration must be shown. They must be taught and instructed; especially the teachings of his holiness Baha’u’llah must be given freely to every orphan according to the means at hand. I beg of God that to the orphaned children thou mayst become a kind father and mother, to quicken them with the fragrances of the Holy Spirit; thus they may attain to the age of maturity and each one may become the real servant of the world of humanity, nay rather they may become as bright candles in the assemblages of mankind.

(Star of the West, Vol. 7, No. 13, p. 122.)

(Continued on page 89)
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’U’LLAH.

A Compilation of the Words of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha to assist Parents and Teachers in the Education of Children

COMPILED BY PAULINE A. HANNE

Utterances of Abdul-Baha in Tablets and Talks—Continued

(Continued from page 88)

STATION OF THOSE WHO SERVE AND TEACH CHILDREN

O thou teacher of the children of the Kingdom! Thou hast undertaken such a service that shouldst thou glory over all the teachers of the world, thou art deserving. For the teachers of the world confer a material education, so that human faculties, physical and ideal, may grow and develop; but thou art bestowing heavenly instruction and the lessons of the Kingdom upon the new plants of the divine garden. The results of this education are to obtain the bestowals of the Most Glorious Lord and the appearance of the virtues of the world of humanity. Show firmness and steadfastness in this work. The outcome will be most important. From their childhood the children must be given a Bahai, spiritual and Godlike education. Should they be so instructed they will be protected and guarded from every test.

(Tablet to Mrs. H. L., Oct. 29, 1913.)

The children must receive divine and material education at the same time, and be protected from temptations and vices. How wonderful will it be when the teachers are faithful, attracted and assured, educated and refined Bahais, well grounded in the science of pedagogy and familiar with child psychology; thus they may train the children with the fragrances of God. In the scheme of human life the teacher and his system of teaching plays the most important role, carrying with it the heaviest responsibilities and most subtle influence. A teacher is like unto a gardener. Just as a gardener sows the seeds and watches carefully over their sprouting, looks after their growth and development—so also a teacher must watch over the education of the children and inculcate in their young lives the highest ideals of truth and justice, etc.

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Oct. 18, 1914.)

A woman who is a good Bahai, working for the children in the school, came. She showed her hands to Abdul-Baha that he might see how she had scrubbed the floor. He kept her hands in his and said: "Hands which have labored in the cause of education are ever blessed. I am pleased with your hands. I love such hands very much because they have worked for the children. May you become a great educator and guide to humanity."

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, London, December, 1912.)
Praise be to God, that with your soul and with your heart you are striving to guide the children. Appreciate the importance of this favor, that you have been assisted to do such a work, for the result of the spreading of the Cause of God is eternal exaltation. It is as when a man sows a pure seed in pure soil and it grows through the showers from the clouds of mercy of the Educator. Consider what a blessing will be brought forth.

(Tablet to Mrs. F. G., 1914.)

TWO TYPES OF CHILDREN

Abdul-Baha said: "Baha '0 'llah declared that children are of two kinds—the mature and the immature. The mature are the children of believers, and the immature, of unbelievers. Some attain to the highest station because they are so well prepared that they can enter the highest station without earthly preparation. When we see a child wise beyond his years, it is a sign of this preparation; so we cannot question the justice of this. All are created in the same station by the justice of God, but if some of these have become prophets and some teachers, this is from the favors and bounty of God."

"We must be guided entirely by the intelligence and development of the child as to how soon we should begin to teach it.

"A woman reaches her maturity at the age of twenty and must then certainly receive the full teaching.

"Many a child of ten is sufficiently developed and advanced to receive some teaching and some are ready for it at the age of eight or nine.

"The great thing that is necessary to teach children is to be characterized with the attributes of God and to be good. Their hearts and minds must be prepared to receive the truth as soon as they are old enough to be taught anything—but children should not be taught facts and details which they may not speak openly to their fellows and companions. They must on no account allow their children to drink wine or alcoholic drinks."

Abdul-Baha spoke of the Druses, who never drank wine or smoked, and as a consequence were quite free from many diseases.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Star of the West, Vol. 7, No. 15, p. 142.)

BAHAI METHODS: TEACH THEM IN PLAY; THROUGH SPEECH, NOT BOOKS

Among these children many blessed souls will arise if they be trained according to the Bahai teaching. If a plant is carefully nurtured by a gardener it will become good and produce better fruit. These children should be given a good training from their earliest childhood. They should be given a systematic training which will further their development in order that they may receive greater insight, so that their spiritual receptivity may be broadened. Beginning in childhood, they should receive instruction. They cannot be taught through books. Many elementary sciences should be made clear to them in the nursery; they should learn them in play, in amusement. Most ideas must be taught them through speech, not by book-learning. One child should question the other concerning these things, and the other child should give the answer. In this way they will make great progress. For example, mathematical problems should be taught in the form of questions and answers. One of the children asks a question and the other should give the answer. Later on the children will of their own accord converse with one another on these subjects. The children who are at the head of their class should receive premiums. They should be encouraged and when any one of them shows good advancement for further development
they should be praised and encouraged therein. Even so in God-like affairs. Oral questions should be asked and the answers should be given orally. They should discuss with one another in this manner.

(Star of the West, Vol. 7, No. 15, p. 142.)

A wise schoolmaster should send his scholars out to play or to practice gymnastics for an hour, so that their minds and bodies may be refreshed, and during the hour of the lesson they may learn it better. If the teacher proves that his scholars are advancing no onlooker has a right to object to his system, or to question his wisdom and say he wastes the boys’ time. If a wise father plays with his children, who has a right to say it is not good for them? He calls them to come to him as the hen calls her chicks; he knows that they are little and must be coaxed along—coaxed along, because they are young and tiny.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: From leaflet The True Gardener.)

PROTECTION OF CHILDREN

Take away thy dear child from among the heedless ones, for they are fast after him in order that they may lead him astray from the right path. Keep him some time with thyself and train him as he ought and should be. Then send him to another school or another place.

(Tablet to P. A. H., March 27, 1906.)

Be thou kind to the “bantam chickens and their babies” and take good care of them; so that thou mayest learn how to train the living creatures. Teach and educate the “parrot” in order that she may be instructed with the heavenly words. Although the parrot may be unconscious of the meaning of the phrases, yet, God willing, thy heart will be inspired with such utterances, (the significance of which will be revealed to thee first and then the words will flow from thy tongue). Perfect thyself in the art of music; so that thou mayest be able to play on the harp most divinely.

(Tablet: From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 31, 1914.)

DUTIES OF CHILDREN TOWARD PARENTS

There are also certain sacred duties of children toward parents; these duties are written in the Book of God, as belonging to God. The (children’s) prosperity in this world and the Kingdom depends upon the good pleasure of parents, and without this they will be in manifest loss.

(Tablets of Abdul-Baha, Vol. 2, p. 262.)

Father and mother are worthy of esteem and it is necessary to secure their good pleasure; but this on condition that they do not prevent one from nearness to the threshold of the Almighty and do not withhold one from walking in the path of the Kingdom. Nay, rather, parents should encourage and inspire one to walk in God’s path.

(Tablets of Abdul-Baha, Vol. 2, p. 463.)

O thou my dear son! Thy letter sweetened the heart and the spirit. Thy lovely face is engraved forever on the tablet of my heart. I am also longing to look into thy countenance. Say always the Greatest Name before beginning thy lessons. The confirmation and assistance of God shall encircle thee.

(Tablet: From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 26, 1914.)

Although thou art small, yet I hope thou wilt become great in the Kingdom. His Highness Christ, said: “Happy is the condition of the children.” God willing, thou art one of those children.
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Vol. IX

DUTIES OF CHILDREN TOWARDS GOD

O ye dear children! Your Father is compassionate, clement and merciful unto you and desirèth for you success, prosperity and eternal life in the Kingdom of God. Therefore, it is incumbent upon you, dear children, to seek His good pleasure, to be guided by His guidance, to be drawn by the magnet of the love of God and be brought up in the lap of the love of God, that ye may become beautiful branches in the garden of El-Abha, verdant and watered by the abundance of the gift of God.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Abdul-Baha’s instructions to the Bahai Sunday School of Washington, D.C.

The Sunday School for the children, in which Tablets are read, the teachings of His Holiness Baha’u’llah explained, and the Word of God read to the children, is exceedingly blessed. Undoubtedly meetings should be held regularly and invested with importance so that day unto day its circle may be enlarged and be quickened with the breaths of the Holy Spirit. If this meeting is organized befittingly and behoovingly, rest thou assured that it shall yield most great results; but firmness and steadfastness are necessary, that it may not continue for a few days and later on little by little be forgotten. Its continuation depends upon firmness. In every cause firmness and steadfastness
undoubtedly lead to results; otherwise it will continue for some days and then will be disorganized.

(Tablet to P. A. H., July 28, 1913.)

In that hour you should make the children familiar with the prophesies in the Gospels and with the Name of God, and with this Revelation: that is to say, instruct them how to become teachers, so that the love of God may be established in their hearts while they are young children. They should develop spiritual feelings. You should explain to them or read to them the Isnarakat, Tarasat, Tajalleyat, the Words of Paradise, and the Tablet of the World. You should make them memorize some of these verses. By these means they will become enlightened and well educated, for they are like unto a young tree: you can train them in whatever manner you like.

(Spoken in February, 1909, to P. A. H. and J. H. H.)

Praise be to God! Thou art engaged in teaching and educating the children, for they have wonderfully memorized and read the manifest verses, the Glad-Tidings, the Communtes, the Isnarakat and the Word. I hope that each one of them (those children) will become a peerless teacher and the cause of the guidance of the people. Praise be to God! All the members are illumined with the light of the Beauty of Abha!

(Tablet to P. A. H.)

Thou hast written regarding the spiritual education of the children. It is very acceptable and beloved. Undoubtedly these children will make ideal and physical advancement.

(Tablet to P. A. H., Nov. 21, 1913.)

Indeed the sweet melody of the pupils of Mrs. H. gladdened the hearts of the people of the Supreme Concourse.

(To Mr. R., May, 1909.)

CHILDREN TO BE TAUGHT MUSIC

Abdul-Baha’s Address to the children of the Washington Sunday School, April 24, 1912.

The art of music is divine and effective. It is the food of the spirit and the soul. The spirit of man is exhilarated through the notes and charms of music. It exercises especially a wonderful sway over the hearts of children, for as their souls are pure, as their hearts are very pure, the music will produce in their hearts great effect. Music will become the cause of the expression of the latent talents in their hearts. You must exert yourselves so that you may teach the children the art of music; so that they may sing with greatest effect. It is incumbent upon each child to know something of the art of music, for unless he is acquainted with the art of music, he cannot enjoy the art of singing and melody. Likewise it is necessary that the schools teach the art of music to the pupils, so that they may enjoy life more thoroughly, so that their souls and hearts may become vivified and exhilarated.

Today illumined and spiritual children are gathered in this meeting. They are children of the Kingdom. The Kingdom of God is for these souls, for they are near to the Kingdom. They have pure hearts. They have spiritual faces. The effect of the teachings is manifest in their hearts, for their hearts are very pure. That is why His Highness Christ has addressed the world saying: “Be like unto the children.” That is, men must become pure in heart. The teachings must have great effect. Spiritual souls; tender souls!

The hearts of all the children are pure, of the utmost purity. They have no dust. But this is on account of weakness, not on account of any strength. In the early period of childhood their hearts are pure. They cannot display any great intelligence. They have not hypocrisy nor stratagem. This is on
The bestowals of God; so that day the love of God, so that they may become free from the imperfections of humanity and acquire such virtues and such perfections and they may become so characterized with the perfections of the world of man. The life of man is useful if he acquires the perfections of man. If he becomes the center of the imperfections of the world of humanity death is better than life, non-existence is better than existence. Therefore, make ye an effort so that these children may be trained and educated and that each of them may become perfect in the world of humanity.

Now there is another meeting and I must go. I am very much pleased with these children. These are all my children. Know ye the value of these children, for they are my children.

(Star of the West, Vol. 3, No. 3, p. 19.)

SUNDAY CLASS IMPORTANT

Question: "Is it right that Mrs. II.... has given up the Sunday School work?"

He looked very much surprised and grieved and said: "Why? No! She must keep it up by all means. Why does she want to give it up?"

I answered that it was too far for most of the children and some were too delicate to walk.

He said: "If they cannot arrange to go every Sunday, they must go every other Sunday, if not every other Sunday then once a month. But they must come together and must keep up the Sunday School."

(Words of Abdul-Baha to Miss A. S. K. spoken in Stuttgart, Germany, April 2, 1913.)

Abdul-Baha listened very attentively to all that was said pertaining to the Sunday School, saying: "Kheli Khoob! Kheli Khoob! It is very necessary that the Sunday School be renewed again and be made active." Then Abdul-Baha asked: "The Sunday School is very important; then why did the parents become indifferent? It is very essential that the Sunday School be upheld, first,
because the children are there taught the Words of Bahá’u’lláh. Second, because the morality taught there is the true Bahá’í morality. Third, because the children will there become firmly established in the precepts and truths of the Bahá’í Cause. Fourth, because the Sunday School is of great value: it is very good and they must attend it with joy and fragrance and with enthusiasm.”

(To Miss F. A. K., Paris, May 20, 1913.)

**Talks by Abdul-Baha to other Bahá’í children**

**ADDRESS TO THE CHILDREN OF THE BAHAIS AT CHICAGO,**
**MAY 5, 1912.**

You are the children of whom his holiness Christ has said, “You are the denizens of the Kingdom;” and according to the Words of Bahá’u’lláh you are the very lamps or candles of the world of humanity, for your hearts are exceedingly pure and your spirits are most delicate. You are near the source; you have not yet become contaminated. You are like lambs, or like a very finely polished mirror. My hope for you is that your parents may educate you spiritually, giving you the utmost ethical training. May your education be most perfect so that each one of you may be imbued with all the virtues of the human world. May you advance in all the degrees, be they material degrees or spiritual degrees. May you all become learned, acquire sciences and arts and crafts; may you be useful members of human society; may you aid the progress of human civilization; may you be a cause of the manifestation of the divine bestowals; may each one of you be a shining star, radiating the light of the oneness of humanity towards the East and West; may you further the unity of mankind; may you promote the love of the whole. May the reality deposited in the human entity become apparent through your efforts. I pray for all of you asking God’s aid and confirmation in your behalf.

You are all my children, you are my spiritual children. The spiritual children are very dear, they are dearer than physical children, because it is possible for physical children to prove unspiritual but you are all spiritual children; therefore you are very dear; you are most beloved. I wish for you progress along all degrees. May God aid you. May you be surrounded by His gaze of kindness, and may you be nurtured and attain maturity under his protection. You are all blessed.

*(Star of the West, Vol. 3, No. 4, p. 22.)*

**A TALK TO THE PUPILS OF THE BAHA’I SCHOOL IN ACCA.**

**A Lesson in English by a Persian Boy.**

How lucky I was and what good fortune I had yesterday in the morning. While all the scholars and I were assembled together in the school and reading our lessons suddenly our hearts were filled with joy by hearing our Master’s voice blessing the believers; then he entered the school with shining face and smiling lips and began to walk very calmly through the room, addressing us and saying: “Endeavor and strive eagerly that you may progress and advance rapidly. You are born in this holy day, attaining this great privilege by the favor of God, therefore you must not waste or throw away this bounty and mercy. Try always to get more manliness and humbleness and to love one another. You are like a small plant newly sown. If the rays of the sun reflect on it and it is watered by showers of rain there is no doubt that it will by and by grow and become a very fruitful tree;
but if cold winds blow and the plant be deprived of the shining of the sun and the rain it will certainly be withered and become a useless thing.

"Now, if you occupy yourselves, for instance, in affirming some reasons for the truth of this holy Cause and how to deliver the Word of God to everyone, these things will support and strengthen you and will prepare you for the good of this world and that which is to come; but if, God forbid, you lose your time in vain chattering and useless talk and running hither and thither, these things, be sure, will never lead you to the way of salvation.

"Never think whether you will have more or less wealth, for riches will never guide any man in the right way.

"O children," continued our Master, "there is a matter which is very important and that is this, let none of you at any time be puffed up with pride or despise any other being. Never, never do this, this is worse than all things. Man is a sinful blunderer, therefore he must acknowledge his faults.

"His Holiness, the blessed Bab, mentions in his book that every one must consider at the end of each day what have been his actions. If he finds something which would please God, he must thank Him and pray to be strengthened to do this good act throughout his life; but if his actions have not been approvable or honest, he must earnestly ask God for strength to do better.

"And now," said the Master, "the report of your weekly work is good and free from blunder and fault, therefore I am greatly pleased and very happy. I want you to work for the sake of God, and not for your own interest. Therefore I am advising you with the greatest love and kindness for your own benefit and comfort."

These were our beloved Master's utterances yesterday in the morning.

(Abdul-Baha takes a great interest in the progress of these boys, and often gives them helpful little talks; this one I have reproduced here in the words of one of the pupils, which he wrote out in English for me and which I have but slightly altered.—The Teacher.)

"You must give your daughter a Bahai education so that she may become an excellent teacher of the Cause. She must receive a spiritual education. Then she will make extraordinary progress. Religious teachings are essential for the proper development of the mind and the spirit. If religious instruction is not given to the children they will grow heedless and lose their moral susceptibilities. They will laugh at all moral obligations. The children are like unto green branches. As long as the branch is green, you can train it in whatever way you think best; but once the branch is dried up you cannot do anything with it. If you want to straighten it it will break."

Again he spoke with little Mona. "Do you love your parents?"

"Yes!"

"Which one do you love best? Your mother or father?"

"I love both equally."

"Bravo! Well said! Now tell me, do you love Baha’u’llah or your mother best?"

This was a difficult question. She hesitated a moment, and then replied with much emphasis: "Baha’u’llah."

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Oct. 16, 1914.)

(Continued on page 97)
MANUAL TRAINING ENDORSED

To a Bahai with two sons in a French school, Abdul-Baha said:

"Give your children a manual profession, something by which they may be able to support themselves and others. Let polite literature take care of itself; teach them a technical art or profession."

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Nov. 12, 1913.)

CAMP SCHOOL IN MOUNTAINS APPROVED

"When I was in Dublin," Abdul-Baha said, "the professor of the out-door school invited me to visit the pupils. The school is in the mountains of New Hampshire, built among the woods. All around there are green valleys, verdant palms and blue lakes. They have a large cabin and have pitched several tents. Their supreme object is to promote the art of beauty and gracefulness and the science of strength. For this reason they practice calisthenics and athletics and exercise bodily training. They are thinly clad and often sleep in the open air. They go bathing and during certain hours they study. Fresh air, outdoor exercise, wholesome food, clean sports, uplifting ideals and regular training of body, mind and spirit build up their constitutions and give them strong muscles, sterling characters and robust manhood. They have a school room and dining-room and except the hours of study and meals they spend their time entirely out in the open air, learning many excellent lessons from the book of nature. I saw there a very young lad who, I was told by the teacher, was very thin and emaciated when he was brought to the camp, but during his four weeks' stay he was completely changed, having gained flesh, health and color, so that he could take part in the vigorous exercises. The professor of this twentieth century school was one of the most refined and cultured men that it was my pleasure to meet in America, and he showed me much love, hospitality and affection. The boys were most polite and decorous and although some of them were very young yet they stayed through the talk and listened most attentively. I was very pleased with all of them. Resourcefulness and self-control are the two lessons taught to these boys through words and deeds—so that if in the course of their lives through an accident of checkered fortune they should be thrown on an uninhabited island in the midst of the sea, they would master the situation calmly, control themselves and provide through their own ingenuity and in-
ventiveness the essential means of livelihood. After all, this is the greatest lesson that any highly-evolved civilization can teach us. They are so taught that when the proper time arrives, they will not shun the dangers and risks of life; that like unto the birds of the fields and the animals of the woods they may be able to procure their sustenance and protect themselves from the encroachments of the enemy.'”

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 12, 1914.)

CARDINAL BAHAI PRINCIPLES
OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

In this age the college which is dominated by a denominational spirit is an anomaly, and is engaged in a losing fight. It cannot long withstand the victorious forces of liberalism in education. The universities and colleges of the world must hold fast to three cardinal principles.

First: Whole-hearted service to the cause of education, the unfolding of the mysteries of nature, the extension of the boundaries of pure science, the elimination of the causes of ignorance and social evils, a standard universal system of instruction, and the diffusion of the lights of knowledge and reality.

Second: Service to the cause of morality, raising the moral tone of the students, inspiring them with the sublimest ideals of ethical refinement, teaching them altruism, inculcating in their lives the beauty of holiness and the excellency of virtue and animating them with the excellences and perfections of the religion of God.

Third: Service to the oneness of the world of humanity; so that each student may consciously realize that he is a brother to all mankind, irrespective of religion or race. The thoughts of universal peace must be instilled into the minds of all the scholars, in order that they may become the armies of peace, the real servants of the body politic—the world. God is the Father of all. Mankind are His children. This globe is one home. Nations are the members of one family. The mothers in their homes, the teachers in the schools, the professors in the college, the presidents in the universities, must teach these ideals to the young from the cradle up to the age of manhood.

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Feb. 15, 1914.)

CHARACTERISTICS OF BAHAI COLLEGE STUDENTS

You must become the shining candle of moral precepts and spiritual ideals and be the means of the illumination of others. Clothe your bodies with the robes of virtues. Characterize yourselves with the characteristics of the people of divine morality. Shun all manner of vices as you shun a poisonous snake or a leper. Let the corps of professors and the students be impressed with the purity and holiness of your lives so that they may take you as paragons of worthiness, examples of nobility of nature, observers of the moral laws, holding in subordination the lower element by the higher spirit, the conquerors of self and the masters of wholesome, vital forces in all the avenues of life. Strive always to be at the head of your classes through hard study and true merit. Be always in a prayerful state and appreciate the value of everything. Entertain high ideals and stimulate your intellectual and constructive forces.

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 17, 1914.)

I hope that while you are studying in this college you may so excel all other students in the various branches of knowledge taught therein that all of them may testify that the Bahai students have another power, are inspired with another
effort, are imbued with a nobler ambition, are stimulated by higher motives and make wider and deeper exertions than others. If you do not surpass the others, then what distinction will there remain for you? Therefore, you must strive to be superior to them, so that everyone may bear testimony to this fact. You are now like the tender plants that are trained according to the knowledge and wisdom of the gardener. From now on, you must strive to beautify the moral aspect of your lives. Advise one another with utmost consideration, watch daily your words and deeds; thus from the very beginning you may characterize yourselves with divine ideals.

The divine ideals are humility, submissiveness, annihilation of self, perfect evanescence, charity and loving-kindness. You must die to self and live in God. You must be exceedingly compassionate to one another and to all the people of the world. Love and serve mankind just for the sake of God and not for anything else. The foundation of your love toward humanity must be spiritual faith and divine assurance.

Again: be ye most careful that, God forbid, not one single word contrary to truth issue from your mouths. One falsehood throws man from the highest station of honor to the lowest abyss of disgrace. Always guard yourselves against this enemy so that all you state may correspond with reality. Forever supplicate and entreat at the Court of Majesty and beg confirmation and assistance. Make ye an effort that ye may win the good pleasure of the Blessed Perfection. All the natural and supernatural advancements in the human world revolve around this one problem. If you attain to this supreme goal all the elements of the world of creation will be ready to serve you at your bidding, (i.e., they will find their highest attainment in you and through you), or in other words you will become the fruits of the world of existence. The evolution of the trunk, branches, leaves and blossoms of the tree is the fruit thereof. Exalt your thought. Reflect over all your affairs. Magnify your endeavors. Enlarge the circle of your ideals. Open the wings of spiritual wisdom. Let your hope be the accomplishment of most great deeds, the results of which may immortalize your names. All that the people are holding fast to is as the mirage and will not last. Praise be to God, that you are under the protection of Baha‘ullah and His bounties have encircled you. I will always pray for you, and with the utmost humility beg extraordinary progress for you.

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 15, 1914.)

TO THE BAHAI STUDENTS OF BEIRUT COLLEGE (SYRIA)

Praise be to God, that the Baha’is of Beirut are well known for the beauty of their character, the purity of their deeds, and the loftiness of their morality. From whomsoever one inquires about the Baha’i students, one will hear unstinted praise. This is through the favors and bounties of the Blessed Beauty, who has assisted you to attain such a high station. For you have lived in a manner conducive to the glorification of the Cause of God. Baha‘ullah is pleased with you; all the people are pleased with you; I am pleased with you, and the friends of God are pleased with you. This is the special divine bounty, which is being realized at rare intervals. If one asks any person concerning the Baha’i students, he will answer: “In reality they are intelligent, sober, industrious, diligent, displaying good manners and behavior and concentrating all their attention on their acquisition of knowledge. They do not spend their time in frivolous amusements and distracting recreations.” Even the enemies testify to your spotless character. I hope that through the favor and bounty of the Blessed Beauty, his holiness the Bab, and the ineffable bless-
ings which hallow this holy shrine, the confirmations of the Kingdom of Abha may ene­crie you, and that you may be characterized with the shining qualities and brilliant attributes of the Bahai life. May your morality become more defined day by day! May your faith and assurance be increased day by day! May your attraction to the kingdom of Abha be intensi­fied day by day! May your attainment in sciences and arts become more universal day by day! Perchance, God willing, you may become perfect and accomplished from every standpoint and be the means of the enlightenment of Persia.

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Oct. 12, 1914.)

God be praised! How wonderful are these students! I am looking forward with great hope to their future! In reality they are beneath the shade of the Blessed Perfection, they are being animated with the spirit of the Holy Land. For this reason, they are superior to many students. Their mettle will become known in the future. They are now under the process of refining. When they come out of the crucible their brightness will become manifest. The Word of God is the refining which will polish them, suffering them to become pure as tested gold. Every single assured and firm believer will consider himself the servant of all the friends of God, nay rather the servant of the world of humanity. The honor of man depends upon this. The everlasting glory of mankind lies in this! For this reason His Holiness Christ says: “The last shall be first, the least among you in the Kingdom is the greatest.” Whosoever desires to walk in the path of the Kingdom—so that he may reach the court of the Almighty—must be a true servant. The path of God cannot be compared with the paths of men. The humber the man is in the path of God, the more exalted is he; the greater his meekness and submissiveness, the more beloved is he; the more he is surrounded with tests and trials, the vaster the tranquillity and composure of his spirit.

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 15, 1914.)

---

*The Students were visiting the tomb of the Bab.
†This is a talk to the believers visiting Abdul-Baha. The students were also present. These students visit the Holy Land during their vacations, and most of them are permitted to live the whole summer near the tomb of the Bab on Mt. Carmel—Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi.
Words of Abdul-Baha regarding infants before and after birth

TO AN EXPECTANT MOTHER

Your child will have extraordinary capacities. It will be a Bahai. Rest in the teachings of Baha’u’llah. Rest assured your child will be assisted by the Divine Concourse, and through this assistance it will exhibit a universal consciousness. For this Cause encompasses the west and the east, and children born under these conditions in this day will have the advantages of the universal illumination. Today some children are called prodigies, but the inheritors of this Cause will attain to a degree that the others, even though educated in the best schools and with every advantage, know nothing of.

Children blessed in this way before they are born are of the new race. I was born in Persia, and while I nursed with my mother’s milk I received truth. When a little child my first words were “Ya-Baha-El-Abha!”

(Divine Philosophy, page 59.)

SUPPLICATION FOR AN EXPECTANT MOTHER

My Lord! My Lord! I praise Thee and I thank Thee for that whereby Thou hast favored Thine humble maid-servant, Thy slave, beseeching and supplicating Thee—because Thou hast verily guided her to thine obvious Kingdom and caused her to hear Thine exalted call in the contingent world and to behold Thy signs, which prove Thy victorious reign over all things.

O my Lord! I dedicate that which is in my womb to Thee. Then cause it to be a praiseworthy child in Thy Kingdom and a fortunate one by Thy favor and generosity; to develop and grow up under the charge of Thine education.

Verily, Thou art the Generous! Verily, Thou art the Lord of Great Favor!

IMMORTALITY OF UNDEVELOPED INFANT SOULS

Question: “What becomes of an undeveloped infant’s soul?”

Answer by Abdul-Baha: “It rests with the mercy of God and through the eternal bounty it will not be deprived of that mercy.”

(Ten Days in the Light of Aqqa, page 4.)

STATION OF OPPRESSED INFANTS AND WEAK ONES

As to the subject of babes and infants and weak ones who are afflicted by the hands of oppressors: This contains great wisdom and this a subject of paramount importance. In brief, for those souls there is a recompense in another world and many details are connected with this matter. For those souls that suffering is the greatest mercy of God. Verily, that mercy of the Lord is far preferable to all the comfort of this world and the growth and development of this place of mortality.

(Tablets of Abdul-Baha, Vol. 2, p. 337.)

Children of unbelievers and infidels who die before the age of responsibility are not punished, because they are under the favor of God.

(Mrs. L. M. G. Notes.)

Question: “What is the condition of children who die before attaining the age of discretion, or before the appointed time of birth?”

Answer: “These infants are under the shadow of the favor of God, and as they have not committed any sin, and are not soiled with the impurities of the world of nature, they are the centers
ABDUL-BAHA’S INTERPRETATION OF A DREAM

"A young girl became evident to me as belonging with the family, but I could not make out who she was. She spoke of a horse that my son had had long ago, but I did not understand what she meant. After a time it became known that she was my daughter, and I felt grieved to think that I had not been conscious of her presence in all the past years. She seemed not hurt, but surprised that we did not understand her. Just as I was waking, I realized that she was our little baby who had passed away over twenty-one years ago, when nine months old.” (End of dream.)

Mrs. — added: “She was my idol, and because I loved her so much, I tried hard to put her out of my thought, and the dream made me feel that we should not do this.”

Abdul-Baha interpreted it thus:

“That child is your trust within the charge of God. She was a child when she went, but you shall find her full grown in the Kingdom of God. You shall find her mature. You shall not find her there as a child. You shall find her perfect and mature.

“As to the horse once belonging to your son, of which she spoke: Horse in the dream means a wish. It shows that your daughter has fulfilled her wish and her desire, and that shows the loftiness of her station. The wish is one in which your son shared, but she attained to it. It is my hope, God willing, that, he, too, will attain to it.”

Surprise was expressed that a child of only nine months could have a wish, and Abdul-Baha said: “The child was born with a wish.”

Mrs. — was crying, and Abdul-Baha continued: “Do not cry. Be happy because you saw her, and you saw her perfected. You must be happy. She is your trust with God. You have not lost her out of your hands. The only difference is this; that you gave her as a trust to God as a child, but you will take her back as a full grown person. I had a son who was four years old, and when he died I did not at all change my attitude. I gave my son to God as a trust, and so at his death I did not grieve.”

Mrs. — said: “But there is a difference, you gave your son to God, but God takes ours.”

Abdul-Baha replied: “It is the same thing. In both cases it is a trust of God.”

Abdul-Baha said: “The cause of her surprise is this—that you are crying; your daughter would say: ‘I have a good mother. She must be happy. Why does she cry? I am surprised.’ The cause of her surprise is the thought that you do not recognize her. She belongs to a realm in which everything becomes mature, and she expected you to see her in the state of perfection in which everything she manifested herself to you; but the fact that you looked at her in this way, and that now you are crying—is a proof of your not having recognized her. For had you recognized her in the dream, you would not be crying now.”

Relative to the comment of Mrs. —— that she tried to put the child out of her thoughts, Abdul-Baha said: “It is not in man’s control when to forget one. It is not good for one to try to forget them. One must always remember them.”

(Notes by M. H. sent to Acca for approval and returned with the signature of Abdul-Baha as correct.)
CHRISTENING OR NAMING A BABE.

When thou wishest to name a babe, prepare a meeting therefor; chant the verses and communes, and supplicate and beg the attainment of guidance for the babe and wish confirmed firmness and constancy; then give the name and enjoy beverage and sweetmeats. This is spiritual baptism.

(\emph{Tablets of \textit{Abdul-Baha}, Vol. 1, p. 49.})

\begin{quote}
Question: “Should we baptize infants?”

\textit{Abdul-Baha} answered: “The people have not understood the meaning of baptism. In one place in the Gospels it is commanded that one must be baptized by water and spirit, and also by fire, and from these commands we can understand that the meaning is spiritual and not material. The baptism of Christians as practiced today is not the teachings of Christ! The Christians in the beginning used to baptize as a symbol of the purification of the spirit.

“When the time drew near for the Manifestation of Christ, John the Baptist appeared and called the people to repentance, and when they repented they were baptized as a symbol that their hearts were purified and ready to accept the truth and teachings which would soon appear, for John was declaring the coming of Jesus. But these people were not children; they were men and women. And Jesus himself was baptized by John, but he was thirty years old when he was baptized. After he was baptized he said: ‘John has baptized you with water, but I shall baptize you with the Spirit!’ Water symbolizes the knowledge of God which gives eternal life, because all forms of life had their beginning in the water. Fire is the symbol of love, and the baptism by fire means the love of God which descends in the hearts that are turned unto him! Now as fire is used to symbolize love, be sure that water is used also as a symbol, for would it be possible for one to be put into the fire as one is put into the water for baptism? Many who have not understood what Christ meant by baptism think if a child dies without passing through this ceremony its soul is lost! But this is not true, for the child has not sinned and goes from this world quite free from faults and defects! And oftentimes baptism of infants is attended by great danger to the child.

“One time I was invited in this very house to witness the baptism of a baby who was very young. They had put olive oil in the water and when they put the child into it, it shrieked and struggled, swallowing some of the oil and water, after which it, together with the shock to the nervous system, caused the child to be very ill, and it died. These are ceremonies which have a spiritual meaning but no spiritual effect upon the soul!”

(To Mrs. L. M. G., April 18, 1904.)
\end{quote}

\textbf{Words of Abdul-Baha regarding the importance of Prayer}

The sweetest thing in this world is to obey strictly the commands of God and shun His prohibitions. Through this the attractions of the love of God will be created in human consciousness. . . . For example, there is nothing sweeter in the world of existence than prayer. Man must live in a state of prayerfulness. The most blessed condition is the condition of prayer and supplication. Prayer is “conversation with God.” The greatest attainment or the sweetest state is no other than “conversation with God.” It creates spirituality, generates mindfulness and celestial feelings, begets the attraction of
the Kingdom and engenders the susceptibilities of the higher intelligence. The highest attribute given to His Holiness Moses is the following verse: "God carried on a conversation with Moses."

What is prayer? It is "conversing with God." While man prays he sees himself in the presence of God. If he concentrates his attention he will surely at the time of prayer realize that he is "conversing with God." Often at night I do not sleep, and the thoughts of this world weigh heavily on my mind. I toss uneasily in my bed. Then in the darkness of the night I get up and pray—"converse with God." It is most sweet and uplifting. Prayer and supplication are so effective as to inspire one's heart for the whole day with high ideals and supreme serenity and calmness. One's heart must be sensitive to the music of prayer. He must feel the effect of prayer. He must not be like an organ from which softest notes stream forth without having consciousness of sensation in itself.

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, March 15, 1914.)

Mount Carmel is enveloped with the white mantle of spirituality. Its atmosphere is permeated with an indescribable peace and tranquillity. During these matchless moonlight nights, one's heart becomes tender and the mind watchful and meditative, pensive and musing. It is as though the trees, the brooks, the rocks, the sea, the grass, the stars hold communion with man and whisper into his ears the secrets of nature. It was mainly owing to this reason that the ancient prophets of God lived in the grottoes and caves of this mountain so that they might spend their time in quiet meditation. The divine, holy prophets have two stations. The first is the station of "abstraction." This is the station wherein they communicate with God, receive the graces of the Holy Spirit and become intimate with the fragrances of holiness. The second station is the station of "plurality." In this station they occupy themselves with the education of mankind. They have, as a result, to bear the enmity, persecution and calumny of the people. On account of their pride, haughtiness and conceit the people assail these divine temples of Truth; notwithstanding this they bring forward proofs and arguments, instruct them through the heavenly advices and exhortations and little by little cause them to ascend to the lofty height of beatific purity. This work is most exacting and difficult, yet they do not murmur. But the world of "abstraction" in which they quaff the chalice of immortality, is very pleasant and spiritual. It is a super-individual experience, commonly shared by all the elect of God. It is the light of the spirit and the spirit of the world. Its sweet delicacy is enjoyed by every class. For this reason, whenever the prophets of old desired to commune with God and enter the realm of "abstraction," they came to this holy mountain and prayed during the day and the night, thus strengthening in this manner the basis of their inspiration.

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Sept. 6, 1914.)

Beg everything thou desirest from Baha’u’llah. If thou art asking faith, ask of Him. If thou art yearning after knowledge, He will grant it unto thee. If thou art longing for the love of God, He will bestow it upon thee. He will descend upon thee all His Blessings.

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 9, 1914.)

(Continued on page 113)
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be: these fruitless strife; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’ULLAH.
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Talks by Abdul-Baha in the Holy Land—Continued

TRANSLATED BY DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI

The following compilation of some of the utterances of Abdul-Baha after his return to the Holy Land from America, Europe and Egypt, is the third published under this heading—the first appeared in issue No. 2, page 17; the second in issue No. 3, page 25.

HADJI ABBAS is the name of an old Bahai who lived in Acca and for more than thirty years was chosen by Abdul-Baha to be the lantern carrier. Almost every night, whether walking in the dark narrow streets of the prison city Acca or in the fields outside, he was the only one who accompanied Abdul-Baha. (The translator, and perhaps others, entertained the thought that this man, on account of his bravery, strength and courage, was chosen to be as a guard to Abdul-Baha. But in recent years, it became evident that Hadji Abbas, during all those years of apparently faithful service was concealing a deadly weapon for the purpose of betraying and murdering Abdul-Baha, whenever he could find an opportunity. This was because his mind was poisoned and his heart changed by the deceitful nakazeen and the bitter enemies with whom he had joined.) Abdul-Baha said regarding this person: "He was so sick and exhausted in Acca when he came to me for help and assistance, that I placed him in a hospital in Haifa and I loved him very much." Then Abdul-Baha turned to Agha Mohammed Kermani who was present and said to him:

"Tell me what is the voice that is calling loud in Kerman (Persia)? Is it the voice of the darvishes (tramps) or the moaning of shaykhis (a Mohammedan cult)? For the sake of the elevation of the call of God all these voices shall be silenced. When the call of God rises, all other calls become erased and forgotten. When the movement of the Supreme Pen (BAHA’ULLAH) becomes audible, undoubtedly the buzzing of flies ceases. This is evident. May God give assistance and confirmation to the souls who serve the supreme word and elevate this call. The powers of the Kingdom of Abha and the divine confirmations will assist and reinforce every one who becomes engaged in teaching the Cause of God. There is no doubt about this."

February 23, 1914.

Abdul-Baha and a number of the friends took a walk outside the city of Haifa. He told them of the lofty degrees of severance and attraction of the old friends in the Cause, and when they passed by a cave he showed it to Mirza Sohrab and said: "We had a person by the name of Estad Esmail. Indeed, he was peerless. He suffered great calamities and ordeals in Teheran (Persia) and in Bagdad—they confiscated all his belongings and they took his wife, yet he was in the utmost joy and he used to say, 'Praise be to God! They have taken
my wife and my belongings. God willing, a day cometh when I may sacrifice my life in the path of God!’ When he reached Acca it was at a time when no one was allowed to enter the forts. When I heard this I managed to get him into the barracks. After one month I sent him to Haifa. He dwelt in this cave. He became a peddler in the daytime and in the nights he used to chant with attractive and indescribable sincerity the verses which the Blessed Beauty (Baha’u’llah) had sent to him.”

In the afternoon of the same day Abdul-Baha gave the following utterances to the friends who gathered in his home:

“It is the duty of all the friends to help the families of the martyrs. They have become flesh of my flesh because the martyrs have sacrificed their lives for me. Whosoever renders a service to the families of the martyrs is serving the Blessed Beauty. Whosoever supports them is supporting the Blessed Beauty. Whosoever becomes a self-sacrifice in their behalf is a self-sacrifice in the path of the Beauty of Abba. The great martyrdom or the sacrifice of life is like unto a mirror and when turned toward the sun, the temple and the body of the mirror become utterly effaced; that is, the martyrs efface themselves in the love of God to such an extent that the bodies and mirrors no longer exist. They become the rays of the sun. Therefore, everything that is related or belongs to them belongs to God. Whosoever serves them serves God. Whosoever loves them, verily, he loves God. It is not a joke — when the time of test comes, for then the truth becomes known. Justice must be given. If a thorn enters our hand, we cry and become restless. If our head aches we become restless. But the sharp sword takes away one’s life. The martyrs have tasted the sweetness of that cup. That is why His Holiness, the Messenger (Mohammed) said, ‘The martyrs have stations that prophets are envious of.’ Thus His Holiness the Supreme...
ness Christ became known after three hundred years."

In the evening there was a general meeting in the home of Abdul-Baha. Mr. Rothchild, a great financier, visited Haifa and Abdul-Baha talked about wealth. He said in part: "Unless the souls are believers in God and assured in the verses of God, wealth causes the hearts to be hardened and without light." At the close of the meeting a supplication of repentance, confession and pleading written by Hadji Aly Yazdi, was read in the presence of Abdul-Baha and the hearts of those who were present became touched. They turned their faces to the Horizon of the Cause, and implored the Kingdom of the Covenant and of the Beauty of Abha for a new confirmation. (Hadjy Aly Yazdi was at one time one of the nakezen or violators of the Covenant and he lives in Acca.)

February 24, 1918.

Today, Abdul-Baha revealed tablets, concerning deeds. In one of them he says, "The deeds of man must be the cause of glory. Everything that is conducive to the honor of the religion of God is good. Every action that becomes the means of the elevation of the Word of God is accepted. This is the standard."

Afterwards, a group of Arabs and a Durzi Shiekh (a priest or chief of a sect originally Mohammedan), went to see Abdul-Baha and he talked to them about the sublime qualities of the world of humanity. He said: "Generosity, courage, faithfulness, truthfulness, etc., are all shining stars and brilliant planets. They are the cause of the illumination of hearts, of the assurance of souls, of the honor and dignity of man in this world and in the Kingdom."

Then Abdul-Baha spoke to the believers about the station of sanctity and severance. He said, "In this station, the souls are tested. This is what Baha’u’llah said: 'By the life of God! all shall be sifted just as the wheat is separated from the tares. In a sieve they shall be cleaned and purified from dust and chaff'. Likewise, those whose actions are good, will be distinguished from the others. Therefore, in every cycle when a sifting and a great testing occur, all (the violators) will fall away except the sincere souls, who come under the shadow of the Word of God. The sea does not accept the dead. The souls who come under the shadow of the Cause of God are holy and purified from all superstitions. Consider the blessed souls who were sent forth into Persia during the beginning of the Revelation. All have sacrificed their lives, given up their possessions and homes, in the path of God. But on the other hand, the deniers, who arose in opposition, became occupied in vain pursuits and, night and day, thought only of fame and easy life. Their hearts were not pure and their souls were waning in hopes and desires. This happens in every cycle. 'Can light and darkness exist at the same time'?"

ABDUL-BABA AT THE SEA OF GALILEE

June 6, 1914.

Abdul-Baha uttered the following words to a Persian family known as Falah, who went to visit him at Tiberias on the Sea of Galilee:

"In all the cities, the friends who are firm and steadfast, become the cause of guidance and illumination of the people. They endeavor to elevate the hearts and to enlighten the minds. For example, an arid valley, deserts of sand and waterless mountains which were near the equator and subject to intense heat, became the light of all the horizons and the pilgrimage of the people of the
world, when it was illumined by the coming of His Highness the Messenger—May my soul be a ransom to him and his friends! How much it is advanced! In the beginning it was an insignificant village and now it is the mother of the cities (Mecca)."

June 8, 1914.

Mirza Ahmad Sohrab read to Abdul-Baha an article from the Christian Commonwealth, in which there was an appeal to Christianity to cease its useless ceremonies and to return to its original simplicity and spirituality. The article spoke also of a minister who courageously said to an assembly of ministers that "the time had now come for us to be ashamed of receiving high salaries and to be living in such comfort and luxury while the poor are left in such misery. We must leave the thoughts of our desires and become self-sacrificing." Abdul-Baha then said:

"They talk of doing, but they do not act. They think it would be easy to do this. They do not understand the meaning of martyrdom or self-sacrifice. As soon as a needle pricks the hand, their cries reach the heavens. There is no comparison between these souls and the sanctity and the self-sacrifice of the disciples of His Holiness Christ. They do not even breathe alike. It is the Bahais who walk in the footsteps of Christ and his disciples. They endure such calamities, hardships of hunger and thirst, prison, murder, persecution and malice. They have endured all sufferings. These men of passion and desire—how can they do such things? There was an akhond (Mohammedan priest) who thought that one of his fingers had become unclean and could not be purified. He went to a butcher and said, 'Come thou and cut off my finger. I do not want it.' The butcher replied, 'This is impossible. It is not easy to cut off a finger. The blood will flow like a fountain and there will be severe pain.' The akhond replied, 'No! there is only one way and that is that thou shouldst cut.' When the butcher considered the akhond's great persistence he replied, 'Very well. Put thou thy hand on this block.' Then with the back of his knife, he pressed upon the finger. Suddenly the akhond pulled away his hand and began to scream, 'Ouch! thou hast cut my hand! What an oppressor and unjust man! How cruel and unmerciful thou art!' Briefly, it is very easy to write and to speak upon these matters,
but it is hard to put them into action. Twenty years ago, this thought, that they must go out to teach as the disciples of Christ had done, was widespread among the Christians. Three or four persons went forth, but they could not endure it for more than two or three months."

One of the believers asked Abdul-Baha to explain what is meant by the special indulgence (in the Kitab-el-Akidas) during the holidays. To this he replied: "Bad conduct or deeds are not allowed at any time and especially during the Feast. But those are the days of happiness, days of joy and gladness. This is from the verses that shall be known afterwards. For example, it is bad not to work on other days, but in these days of feasts, work must be abandoned. But it does not mean that it is permissible to drink liquor or commit immoral deeds. Those days are the days of forgiveness and pardon, days of cheer and enjoyment, days of affection and attraction, days of blessings. Such deeds as may become the cause of the illumination of the world of humanity must be manifested by man."

To some of the visitors who were leaving for Haifa, Abdul-Baha said: "God willing, ye shall be always under the protection of the Truth. In your behalf, I seek favor and bounty from the Blessed Beauty. Rest ye assured. I am happy that ye shall be confirmed in everything. I am pleased with ye and shall never forget ye. Convey the wonderful Abha greetings to every one of the friends of God. Call them to steadfastness and firmness in the Cause of God so that the calamities and hardships may not become the cause of their relaxation. Should the sea of tests become almost overwhelming, it must not have any effect upon them. Consider ye that after His Holiness the Spirit (Christ), the disciples did not stop for a moment nor did they choose rest for themselves. They strove night and day. Then it is evident how much we must show self-sacrifice, service and steadfastness to the Most Holy Threshold! If the disciples had not been firm, after the departure of His Holiness the Christ, his Cause would have been utterly effaced and made non-existent. Now, the friends of God must be likewise firm and exercise effort and zeal in teaching the Cause of God. They may rest assured that the safety, protection, confirmation and assistance of the Blessed Beauty shall reach them. They must not be shaken by anything. Night and day, I pray in their behalf."

Mr. E. M. Newman, one of the best known and most eloquent American lecturers, who spends five months of the year traveling in different countries, collecting the moving picture photographs of famous people and places to accompany his talks, came to the Holy Land in 1914. He went to Acca to visit Abdul-Baha. Not finding him there, he proceeded to Tiberias, where he and his party of two men and one lady, met and talked with Abdul-Baha. They asked questions about the purpose of the Baha'i Religion, to which Abdul-Baha replied: "The purpose of this Cause is the investigation of Reality and the oneness of all religions. Baha'u'llah accepted fifty years of banishment, persecution and imprisonment for these divine principles. Now, praise be to God, His teachings have illumined the horizons of the East, delivered the souls and minds from worthless limitations, elevated the signs of guidance and united the East and the West with a spiritual power."

Among a number of Persian believers who came to see Abdul-Baha, was one from the city of Yezd, where (some years ago) a great number of Baha'is had been martyred. Abdul-Baha inquired about the friends in Yezd and Teheran saying: "How are the friends of God? Are they enkindled and attracted? Those souls who arose against the Cause and brought about dissensions
and corruptions, who brought hardships and afflictions upon the friends, think that they shall attain the greatest ease and happiness. But they have failed and lost all and their own households have been scattered to the winds. What have the people of Persia to say? All of this they have seen with their own eyes. With their ears, they have heard that no trace is left of a soul, who had enmity towards the friends of God. Are they not yet awakened? Have they not yet arisin from the sleep of heedlessness?

After having talked on the subject of Socialism from a Bahai standpoint to a minister who had come to see him, Abdul-Baha said: 'His Holiness the Christ came to spread the law of love. The appearance of the Messengers and the revelation of the Books were for the promulgation of the law of love. But the souls with self-interest have made religion the cause of hate and animosity. They have stirred up among mankind quarrels and strife. Why should we oppress or be unjust to other religious? Why should we not love one another? Why should we curse and execrate? Everyone of us must be the center of love, the sun of love, the sea of love, the star of love, the light of love and the heaven of love. We must be kind to all, wish no evil to anyone and know that all humanity is from one progeny.'

June 9, 1914.

The following tablet was revealed today for the friends in the Orient, at Tiberias, the Sea of Galilee:

HE IS GOD!

"With regard to the assembly, there must be spiritual consultation therein; discourses about the manifestation of the Greatest Orb, the effulgence of the Sun of Reality, the greatness of the blessed Cause, the power and penetration of the Word of God, the might of the divine Covenant and Testament must be mentioned. This will be conducive to the spirituality and illumination of the hearts. Every discussion besides this, will not give complete results. Therefore, you must have no secrets in your assembly and no word should be spoken that, were it made public, might be the cause of depression or sorrow to any soul.

"The utterances of all must be concentrated in consultations concerning teaching and the promulgation of the Cause of God. In this way, there will be no secrets that might be spread. We have nothing to conceal, thanks be to God. We are famous for our devotion and all of the creatures jeer at us for our love in the path of God. Besides this we have no aim. It is impossible to have a secret that will not spread. It has been tried many times, especially when among a number of souls. It is said that every secret going beyond two people will go farther, because every member of the assembly must have a confidant in whom he has perfect trust, and oneness of condition. That person also has a confidant and, unquestionably, will not keep it from him. Therefore, it is much better not to have among you privacy and secrecy. May all of our secrets be a sacrifice to the secret of Baha', and all of our confidentials be a ransom to Him. The secrets of Baha' are: The oneness of the world of humanity, universal love, mercy and compassion to the broken-hearted, sympathy to the suffering, peace and happiness to the world of humanity, merciful breath, attraction to the fragrance of God, severance of the heart from attachment to the transitory world, liberty, purity, relief from worries and anxieties of the earth, etc. Should such secrets spread they would become the cause of the life of the world."

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

June 11, 1914.

Abdul-Baha went to bid farewell to Mr. Newman and his companions. He said: "I pray that God may aid your
journeys and that you may return to America with the utmost happiness and safety. May you be confirmed in a great service to the world of humanity. I shall think of you continually and I shall never forget this meeting at Tiberias.’’

In the afternoon, Abdul-Baha sat near the window at the hotel and revealed tablets for two of the friends who had departed from this mortal world. The following is for the family of an old believer known as Abdul-Razzak:

‘‘O my Lord, confirm these Thy servants and maid-servants with Thy ever increasing mercy and complete bounty, ordain for all of them immersion in the sense of Thy mercy, attainment to Thy generosity and bestowal, fulfillment of Thy greatest hopes, possession of Thy grandest gifts and bounty in the beginning and in the end, so that the angels of Thy mercy may commune with them in the mornings and in the evenings. Verily, Thou art the Beloved, the Generous!’’

The following is for Youssif (Joseph), the father of a believer known as Abdul-Ghany:

‘‘O my God! O my God! Verily, Thy slave, Joseph, the faithful, ascended to Thy supreme heaven hoping for Thy innumerable favors. O Lord! reach him with Thy forgiveness and pardon, O my Lord, the Merciful! Usher him to the summit of paradise. Verily, Thou art the Kind, the Bestower, and verily, Thou art the Generous, the Forgiver.’’

Then Abdul-Baha spoke to the pilgrims about the days of Christ and how he walked alone near the animals on the shore of Lake Tiberins (Sea of Galilee); and concerning the people, how they were prevented from seeing and knowing the Manifestation of God through their blindness, in these days. Abdul-Baha said: ‘‘The Supreme Bab was the promised one of the Koran, with regard to the question of the Seal of the Prophets. Mohammed was known as the Seal of the Prophets. (The Mohammedans think this title means that no prophet will appear after Mohammed.) This belief is not only limited to the Moslems. The Jews believed that Moses was the Seal of the Prophets, that he sealed the prophethood of Laws. The Christians believe that after Christ, no prophet with Laws will come, but that Christ himself will descend from heaven. Yes, these creatures are not waiting for the manifestation of the Truth, they are waiting for the manifestation of their own superstitions. For example, the Moslems are waiting for the Dedjal (false Christ or anti-Christ) more than for the Kayem (the Forerunner or Precursor of the Manifestation). They do not associate the appearance of the anti-Christ with the Forerunner. Nay, rather they associate the appearance of the Forerunner with the appearance of the anti-Christ. This (the anti-Christ) is known to them as unlimited or independent, the Forerunner as limited and dependent.’’

June 12, 1914.

When speaking of readiness, capacity and purity of hearts, Abdul-Baha said: ‘‘Should a black stone be placed facing the light of the sun, the signs of brilliance would not appear, but, in the pure mirror, the sun, with all of its attributes and perfections, becomes reflected instantly.’’

Some Zoroastrian friends brought fruits and vegetables for Abdul-Baha, but he ate only bread and hot milk. Then he sat on the balcony facing the Sea of Galilee. A long letter was read from Mrs. Lua M. Getsinger, saying that she was confirmed in giving the message to more than one thousand people at a meeting in India, that she answered all of the questions asked by Mohammedan and Zoroastrian nobles; also good news about the spreading of the Cause was received from Chicago, Washington, New York, London and Stuttgart, all
of which became the cause of joy to his blessed heart.

June 13, 1914.

Abdul-Baha made the following statements concerning man's duty: "Man must be qualified with the attributes of the Kingdom. Man must characterize himself with the characteristics of the Merciful. Man must be the source of the perfections of God. Man must be good personified. Man must be the cause of comfort and ease to human society. Man must be the fountain of the signs, (or verses) of guidance. Man must endeavor and strive for the progress and advancement of all of the people. Man must be self-sacrificing in serving the Cause of God and spreading the fragrances of God. Man must not think of himself, he must think of others."

Again Abdul-Baha sat, for about two hours, on the balcony of the hotel, speaking to the visitors on various subjects. The mayor, the judge and other eminent officials of Tiberias were present, and all were exhilarated by his utterances. Then, as the lake reflected the wonder of the rising moon and the stars—the beauty of the creator—Abdul-Baha spoke to the friends: "His Holiness Christ, used to walk most of the nights when in the region of this lake. He was all alone, thinking of the illumination of the world of humanity. He did not rest for one moment. He was not at liberty for even one day. He spent his days as a wanderer, and was shelterless in these deserts and mountains. The place where he called the disciples to enter the Kingdom of God is in this region. They were engaged in fishing. His Holiness Christ, used to walk alone on the shore. When he saw the signs of acceptance in their faces, he said, 'Come, so that I may make you the fishers of men,' and they at once left everything and followed that Light personified!

"'God be exalted! Always, in the beginning of the Cause, common souls, who in the estimation of the people, were of no importance whatever, have advanced to the divine Manifestation. For example, these fishermen believed in His Holiness Christ. In the Koran it is revealed that the ignorant of the people would say to His Holiness the Messenger (Mohammed), 'None have followed thee except the most degraded of the people; the learned sages, the nobles and the high class count thee as a fool.' However, it cannot be said of this Cause, for everyone testifies that all of the learned philosophers and nobles of every nation were humble in the presence of the Blessed Beauty, and great numbers of these became believers."

June 14, 1914.

The following tablet was revealed by Abdul-Baha for one of the friends who had lost his daughter: "Beloved, the horrible and awful news of the departure of the daughter of that beloved became the cause of intense grief, because, undoubtedly, separation has a bitter taste; yet the people of the effulgence are happy by the favors of the Beloved of the Horizons, because the Lord of the Covenant has ordained eternal union, and everlasting unity for His friends. Therefore, this temporary separation, although it causes sorrow, yet, the infinite nearness and the heavenly union is the comfort for the hearts of the afflicted; although at present we are separated, confused, in anguish and helpless, yet, in the end, we will be His companions, His associates, joining in His melodious song and under His kind shelter. Therefore, thou shouldst not be grieved and saddened; comfort thyself with the infinite favor and the glad tidings of the heavenly life."

Abdul-Baha listened, for about two hours, to the reading of letters received

(Continued on page 115)
Utterances of Abdul-Baha in Tablets and Talks—Continued
(Continued from page 104)

IN PRAYER.

Prayer and supplication are two wings whereby man soars toward the heavenly mansion of the True One. However, verbal repetition of prayer does not suffice. One must live in a perennial attitude of prayer. When man is spiritually free, his mind becomes the altar and his heart the sanctuary of prayer. Then the meaning of the verse "We will lift up from before his eyes the veil" will become fulfilled in him. Whenever I wanted to go to the Palace of Bahji to meet the Blessed Perfection, I walked alone and on foot, in order to be in an attitude of prayer. In the Mosque of Acca for many years I had a simple room all to myself to which no one had any access. Now and then I would go there and stay one whole day, passing the time in quiet contemplation and prayer. But later on the affairs of the Cause became manifold, and I had to give practically all my time to their dispatch and management. Thus I could no longer enjoy those peaceful hours of spiritual reflection. How I would love to be able to arrange now so that I might go away alone and live in entire seclusion! For this reason I went to Tiberias, but it was not much of a seclusion.

(Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, June 18, 1914.)

In prayer one must turn his face towards the sanctified Reality of His Holiness Baha’u’llah—that Reality which surrounds all the phenomena.

During the time of prayer His Holiness Baha’u’llah must be singly and alone the center towards whom all the faces are turned.

(Excerpt from Tablet. Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 30, 1914.)

PRAYERS FOR CHILDREN.

O God! Educate these children. These children are the plants of Thy orchard; they are the flowers of Thy meadow; they are the plants of Thy garden. Let Thy rain fall upon them; shine upon them with the heat of Thy Sun of Reality. Let Thy breezes refresh them, in order that they be trained, grow and develop, and appear in the utmost of beauty. Thou art the Giver! Thou art the Compassionate!

(Star of the West, Vol. 3, No. 10. p. 32.)

O God, rear this little babe in the bosom of Thy love and give it milk from the breast of Providence.

Cultivate this fresh plant in the rose-garden of Thy love and nurture it by showers from the clouds of Providence. Make it a child of the Kingdom and lead it to the divine world. Thou art powerful and kind! Thou art the Giver, the Bestower, whose blessings precede all else.

(Tablets of Abdul-Baha, Vol. 1, p. 50.)

Make thou this little maid-servant a brilliant-starred daughter of the King-
O my God! O my God! Thou seest these children, branches of the tree of life, birds of the garden of safety, pearls of the shells of the ocean of Thy mercy and roses of the rose-garden of Thy guidance.

O Lord! Verily we glorify Thy praise, sanctify Thee and supplicate to the Kingdom of Thy mercifulness to make us candles of guidance, stars of the horizon of the Eternal Majesty among the creatures; and teach us from Thy knowledge, O Glory of the Most Glorious!

(O Tablet to Mrs. W., translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Feb. 23, 1911.)

PRAYERS TO MEMORIZE AND USE.

O Thou pure God! I am a little child; make Thou the bosom of Thy gift a dear resting place of comfort; suffer me to grow and be nurtured with the honey and milk of Thy love and train me under the breast of Thy knowledge. Bestow Thou freedom while in a state of childhood and grant Thou excellence.

O Thou Incomparable One! Make me the confidant of the Kingdom of the unseen! Verily, Thou art the Mighty and the Powerful!

(O Tablet to Mrs. E. C.)

O loving God! I am a young child, a suppliant, a captive. Be Thou my refuge, my support, my protector. I am in distress: give me the means of tranquillity. I am needy: bestow upon me the treasure of the Kingdom. I am dead: give me the spirit of life. I am weak: favor
from attachment to this mortal world, look. 0 God! Make me ablaze, like unto the fire of Thy love, and make me free with perfect purity and sanctity; until I find the peace of soul and the rest of conscience.

Thou art the Powerful, the Mighty! Thou art the Hearer, the Seer!

(Tablets of Abdul-Baha, Vol. 1, p. 196.)

O Thou kind God! I am a little babe; exalt me at the threshold of Thy Kingdom. I live on this earth; make me heavenly. I am of this world; make me of the world of the realm of might. I exist in this world of darkness; make me illumined. I am material; make me spiritual and suffer me to become the manifestor of infinite bounties. Thou art the Powerful, the Compassionate!

(Tablet.)

O God! Educate Thou this little child in the arm of Thy knowledge and nurse her at the breast of Thy providence. Plant Thou this fresh flower in the rose-garden of Thy love and refresh it by the showers from the clouds of Thy gifts. Make her one of the children of the Kingdom and guide her toward the realm of the Most High. Verily, Thou art the Powerful, the Kind; Thou art the Giver, the Generous, the Bounteous.

(Talks by Abdul-Baha in the Holy Land—Continued

from America, and other parts of the world. It was mentioned that three ministers happily invited the Bahais to speak and teach in their churches, concerning which Abdul-Baha said:

"Such incidents are so frequent now that they have lost their significance. There was a time when, if one heard a word of commendation from a minister, he was astonished. But now they come and invite the friends (Bahais). This is only through the confirmation of the Kingdom of Abha."

---

June 15, 1914.

News of the marriage of Noory, son of Akkash Effendi, who lives in Aintab, Asia Minor, was received, and the following tablet was revealed by Abdul-Baha: "My illumined Noory! According to what is mentioned, with abundant joy through the bounty of the One whose favors are concealed, a wedding was celebrated in the utmost splendor; happiness and rejoicing were obtained. Although, outwardly, I was not present at that reception, yet with heart and soul I was in the companionship of that assembly, with equal pleasure and cheerfulness I was with the zealous friends. Therefore, I present congratulations and felicitations on the occurrence of such a blessed marriage. From the Ancient, the Living, my hope is that a happy family may be established, so that through ages and centuries it may become the cause of spreading the Light."

Abdul-Baha then revealed the following tablet to an American believer regarding the care of the orphans: "In this blessed Cause, the matter of the orphans has a great importance. The orphans must be greatly cherished, trained, taught and educated, especially in the teachings of His Holiness Baha’u’llah. As much as possible, every orphan must be taught. I ask God that thou mayst become a kind father and mother to the orphan children. With the fragrances of
the Holy Spirit thou may'st revive them
so that they may reach maturity and that
every one may become the real servant
of the world of humanity, nay, rather,
an illumined candle.'"

In the evening, Abdul-Baha spoke to
the believers regarding Persia, as fol-
The blood of so many martyrs was shed
in Persia that, unquestionably, signs
will appear. The Persians, for the safety
and progress of the nation, have experi-
mented during late years in several
forms of government. First, independ-
ence and despotism, which resulted in de-
struction and oppression; then the con-
stitution was established, the only effect
of which was devastation and helplessness.
The next step was to organize
parties such as democrat, union and
others; from these, too, there were no
results. The constitution is very good,
but the Persians did not realize any fruit
thereof. Now, there is no way left to
save Persia except through this Revela-
tion. This is a Cause that has set all of
the horizons in motion, and has made all
humble. This Cause will be the means
of progress, elevation and education of
Persia. If from the beginning when His
Holiness the Supreme (the Bab) ap-
peared, Hadji Mirza Aghasee (the prime
minister of Persia, who caused the mar-
tyrdom of the Bab, and in the Orient is
known as Dedjal, meaning anti-Christ
or false Christ) and others, had not re-
sisted this Cause, Persia would now have
been the first country in the world and
distinguished in every way.'"

ABDUL-BAHA AT HAIFA

June 16, 1914.

After staying a period of six weeks in
Tiberias and other towns, Abdul-Baha
decided to return to Haifa. For a few
moments he spoke to the friends about
the Persian government: "In the laws
of God the constitutional government is
the law, but the electors of the people
must abide by the conditions of the con-
stitution; if they do not, destruction and
misery will be more prevalent than be-
fore. We advised them according to our
knowledge, but they did not listen or ac-
cept. In Europe I have met many
chiefs, princes and ministers, advised
them extensively and have said to them
all that should be said.'"

Abdul-Baha then boarded the train for
Haifa. There were some military of-
cers in his stateroom. When they learned
who he was, they showed him the greatest
consideration all the way through. As
the train reached Haifa, all of the be-
lievers were waiting in the station with
longing and yearning, and Abdul-Baha's
arrival was like unto the return of the
soul to the body!

In the evening the friends gathered in
the blessed home and Abdul-Baha gave
them the following talk: "I went to
Tiberias; this time my going was very
long. Tiberias is an isolated spot. It is
a quiet place; there is not a noise or
voice; it is as though man finds a dwell-
ing in the desert. It is situated in a by-
way, the place where His Holiness Christ
—May my soul be a sacrifice to him!—
was constantly traveling and moving.
When man walks there, he thinks of
those days when His Holiness Christ, was
wont to walk there and teach the dis-
ciples. The place where he first pro-
claimed his Cause is near Tiberias, and
is known as 'the hill of home.' There
was a temple built where His Holiness
Christ, entered and spoke. It is greatly
esteemed by the Christians. During the
days of the Crusaders it was destroyed,
but its foundation remains, and it is a
holy place. The effect of the word of
Truth is so wonderful, but the Jews there
are fanatical, selfish and filled with self-
p pride. The American Jews are very in-
telligent people. They listened to what-
ever was said to them, but these Jews never listened. One day I related the
talk that I delivered in the synagogue of
the Jews in America to a Rabbi in Tibe-
rias. When I looked into his face, I saw
no sign of intelligence. What a differ-
ence among the souls who comprehend
and those who are utterly deprived of
the bestowals of God!"

His honor Dr. Ardasheer, one of the
Zoroastrian Bahais of India, went to
visit Abdul-Baha before leaving the
Orient for America. Abdul-Baha said,
"Perchance, God willing, a new spirit-
uality, a beautiful fragrance, zeal and
stirring enthusiasm may become mani-
fest in India. India is exceedingly
ready, but the appearance of these is
dependent upon the attraction and the
enkindlement of the friends. In this
day, the confirmation of God will reach
everyone who arises to teach. Many in-
stances of this are happening continu-
ously. Indeed, the confirmation sur-
rounding him will amaze men himself.

"The light of the love of God must
be ignited in the hearts of the children,
during their childhood. When a child
is reared in the shadow of divine educa-
tion, truth is mentioned to him day by
day. The Blessed Beauty, the teachings,
the history of this Cause and of the di-
vine prophets are taught him and then
faith finds its place in his heart. There-
fore, from this moment you must bring
your brother under the system of the di-
vine education. Speak to him of the
love and the knowledge of God. Should
a child be left without training and re-
main in his original state, he becomes
like unto an animal and is a slave of
nature."

Abdul-Baha, welcoming Shah’ollah
Khan, who came from Afghanistan,
said, "In ancient history, they have
praised and lauded the city of Samark-
and. It is the city of Prince Taymoo.
But at present, it is entirely changed
and transformed.............This blessed
Cause has such power and penetration
that it will spread into all parts of the
world. I am hopeful that in Afghanis-
tan it will be of great effect. The gentle-
men of Afghanistan are active. They
are warm blooded. In their blood, there
is power and heat. Therefore, you see
that although the Mohammedan govern-
ments are in a state of chaos, Afghan-
istan is protecting itself as much as
possible."

When someone mentioned the name of
the late Hadji Mirza Hassan Khorassani
of Cairo, Egypt, Abdul-Baha said, "In
justice to him, he served the Cause very
much. He helped the friends every-
where. He had zeal and enthusiasm.
He assisted everybody."

On the subject of consultation, Ab-
dul-Baha said, "Man must consult with
a trustworthy and wise person. His Holi-
ness the Messenger (Mohammed) says,
'The consulted is trusted.' Therefore, if
man does not consult with a trustworthy,
wise person, his own mind becomes con-
fused. When man's thoughts are scat-
tered, he falls into many troubles. But
if he concentrates on one point, then he
is relieved on all sides."

June 17, 1914.

A group of believers were strolling in
the blessed garden. Abdul-Baha sent
for them and when they came, he seated
Mollah Abu Taleb, who was very ad-
vanced in years, in a chair close to
him and said: "Father, how good it is
for a man to be bent, to have bedimmed
eyes and decrepit bones in the divine
Cause." Then Abdul-Baha turned his
face toward Agha Ghom‘o’llah Aban-
doff, formerly from the city of Meelan,
Russia, and said, 'The friends in Meelan
were self-sacrificing from the begin-
ing of the Cause. They have always en-
dured calamities and hardships in the
divine path. They were always firm and
steadfast. They were always the cause
of the glory of the Cause of God. Never
has anything that might cause harm in
the Cause, appeared from them.'" After
Continually working hard, writing and continually writing, encouraging and urging so that the fire of the love of God may be ignited in the hearts. Then suddenly you see one come and put it out.'

On the subject of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha said: "Endeavor ye night and day that the banner of the Covenant may wave as it should, in those regions. For in this day, the souls reverberate by the power of the Covenant. They become enlivened by the spirit of the Covenant. They move by the call of the Covenant, otherwise they become depressed and inactive as a body without a soul, a lamp without a light."

_June 18, 1914._

The following is a tablet revealed by Abdul-Baha today, to the friends in Boston:

"If the tablets of the Blessed Beauty (BA'HA'O'LLAH) such as the Hidden Words, Israkat, Tajelleyat, Glad Tidings, Tarazat and the Words are read and one of the divine exhortations lived up to man attains to the degree of perfection. He becomes the center of merciful susceptibilities, the source of human perfection and the lights of the Kingdom will shine from his face and character."

Then Abdul-Baha walked in his room and looking from the window, said, "During the days of youth, man sees the pictures of life in all things wherever he looks, but, as his age advances, he sees the picture of death in everything and that all things have an end. When he looks at the trees he sees that in the end they will dry up. When he looks at the buildings, he sees that finally they too, will be destroyed. If he sees a thickly populated place, he remembers that a time will come when it will be devastated. Briefly, all things inform man of an end."

Afterwards, Abdul-Baha spoke of the king-of-the-martyrs. He praised him very much and said, "During the lifetime of the king-of-the-martyrs, the heart of the Blessed Beauty was in tranquillity for Isfahan (a city in Persia)."

Then he related a story, which briefly was this, "One day, one of the opposers hit a dog with a stone, cursed him and called him names, hoping that by so doing, he might bring sorrow to the heart of the king-of-the-martyrs. Write down in thy memorandum that half a man (magn, in Persian weight, is seven and three-quarter pounds) must be sent daily to this dog, because he was hit by a stone and cursed for our sake,' commanded the king-of-the-martyrs to his servant. These are the souls who 'do not speak before He speaks and who do according to His commands.'"

Then Abdul-Baha summoned the pilgrims and spoke in detail about assemblies and gatherings in London and Paris. He said: "There was a great commotion in the souls upon hearing my addresses. A seed was sown. God shall make it grow. Undoubtedly, He will make it grow. After 300 years, the seed that was sown by the disciples (of Christ) brought forth its fruit. But, in this day the seeds that the friends of God plant, grow in a short time. This is because of the power of the Cause."

That afternoon, a feast was held at the home of Abdul-Baha for the marriage of Mirza Mooneer Zein with Essmat, daughter of Ebrahim Mashadi Fattah. These were all of the old believers in Acre. Abdul-Baha came in and after sitting in silence for a few minutes, he said: "It is one month and a half since I was in the assembly of the friends. Now, things are so arranged that I find myself again in the gathering of the friends. Praise be to God! In this day a double happiness is obtained for the friends of God. The first is that this meeting is held near the Supreme Threshold (at the tomb of the Bab) at the foot of Mt. Carmel, in the utmost joy and fragrance. Such a gathering, at such a place, in the neighborhood of the Supreme..."
Threshold is a great bounty and the cause of great joy. Our hope is this, that from the favors of the Blessed Beauty, we may walk in His path and become confirmed in whatever the duty of servitude in the Holy Threshold might be. Although it is impossible for us to arise in servitude as we should—as the poet says, 'How can I raise my head for shame that I cannot serve the Beloved in a fitting manner?'—and although we cannot attain it in full degree, yet we should strive. Our hope is this, that although the whole ocean fail to confirm us, we may, through His confirmation, assistance, favor and bounty, be confirmed with one drop. The second joy is this, that this is the wedding of Mirza Mooneer. Praise be to God, this feast was prepared in the utmost joy, under the shadow of the bounties of the Blessed One. I beg of God that a blessed family may be established which will become hospitable and famous throughout centuries and ages, in servitude to the Holy Threshold. This is the fruit of existence. If the fruit of the existence of man is not the servitude of the Divine Threshold, by God—save whom there is no God!—life is death, existence is non-existence, happiness is ennui, joy is sorrow and regret is the end. If man will only lay his time at His Threshold, then whatsoever is befitting and worthy of this Threshold, will become evident and manifest. This is the fruit of life. This is the result of existence. This is the illumination of the human world. This is the eternal life. This is the everlasting exaltation. This is the heavenly glory.”

June 20, 1914.

Whenever news of teaching and spreading the Cause comes from various regions to Abdul-Baha, he becomes exceedingly happy. Today, after receiving good news from America, he revealed and sent the following tablet: “Thy letter was received. From its contents, it became evident that, Praise be to God! the lights of the Kingdom are spreading and the souls are listening to the Word. The heedless are being awakened and the blind are seeing. This news became the cause of happiness. In this day, the power of the Kingdom is assisting those who are standing forth in service and who are the cause of guiding the people. A person who is a herald of the Kingdom of Abha is like unto a lamp and the souls who possess high or lofty ideals are like unto butterflies. When the light is shining, undoubtedly the butterflies gather around it. Therefore, as many of ye as can, call ye to the Kingdom of Abha so that ye may become near to the Threshold of His Holiness Baha’u’llah and so that the heavenly hosts may assist ye. In this day, the power of the Covenant is the magnetic power in the apex of the horizon. This is the power that moves the world of humanity. This is the power that causes the penetration of the words in the hearts. This is the power that ignites the fire of the love of God. This is the power that brings joy and cheer to the souls.”

When Dr. Ardasheer was in the holy presence, Abdul-Baha said jokingly to Mirza Haydar Aly: “Dr. Ardasheer has learned osteopathy very well. He desires to give you a massage. Are you willing to have him give you a treatment? He claims that if a person is feeling ill, he will make him well; the powerless become powerful and the old will become young!”

Abdul-Baha praised the people of America because they are worshippers of reality. He said, “They investigate every question. They do not quarrel and dispute. They think mostly of the investigation of truth or reality. America needs teachers who know languages. If there were severed and attracted souls who know the English language and who were skilled in ethics, great results would have been brought about. Like-
wise, the teacher should know how to adjust his speech according to the exigency of the time and place. Now, if a person goes to Europe and someone asks him, "What proofs have you concerning the prophethood of His Holiness the Messenger (Mohammed)?" and he replies, "The Koran," none would accept it. All the regions in the East and in the West are ready, but extraordinary souls who are highly developed in spirituality and refinement, are needed. If my health were good at present, I would not wait one day longer. I would go not only to America but to all parts of the world to cry and call out. Had I been free during the forty years of my imprisonment in Acca, I would have traveled to the East, West, North and South of the world. I would not have kept still for one minute and I would have illumined the horizons with the light of the Sun of Reality. And then you would have seen what great results had been obtained.

"There were three islands near the equator in the Indian (Pacific) Ocean. The weather there is very hot. The number of inhabitants was 4,000,000, all of whom were idolaters, worshiping the sun and stars. In the ninth century of Islam, one blessed soul went there to serve God and God alone. He was alone and lonely. They inflicted upon him severe injuries, calamities and persecution, but he never ceased in his efforts until he had converted all the inhabitants of those three islands to Islam. Now if such souls could be found, in a short time all those regions (America) would become illumined."

The North Shore Review, dated May 2, 1914, reached Haifa and the friends rejoiced in reading the eloquent article on the Mashrekol-azkar written by the sincere maid-servant of God, Mrs. Isabel Fraser. In the morning Abdul-Baha spoke about the wicked nakezneen (violators of the Covenant). He said: "They go to self-interested strangers. They show unto them love and friendship; but they do not understand that these souls are the enemies of the Blessed Beauty. They go and show their love to the one who is an enemy to the Blessed Beauty. What ignorance! The Blessed Beauty said the following about such people, 'In every minute the wound of atheism and the arrows of infidelity come to me from them.' Also, He said, 'O Thou spirit of God, descend and see that my humiliation is more than Thy grandeur.'"

Then Abdul-Baha wrote the following tablet for a martyr from Ardakan, Persia:

HE IS GOD!

"Verily, those who quaffed the cup of the great martyrdom in the path of God, are favored from the bounty of Thy Lord, the Merciful, the Compassionate. They are the ones whose hearts God has chosen for His love. Their faces are shining with the light of God in the paradise of the rose-garden. The angels of mercy receive them and announce to them the glad tidings of holy resting places and of the canopy of sincerity in the Kingdom of their generous Lord. Their enemies will be repulsed and degraded to the lowest of the low as thou hast seen others in manifest loss. Verily, there is in this an example for those who are mindful. God shall do away with the helpers of the unjust.

"O my Lord, confirm the relatives of these martyrs in serving Thy Cause, elevating Thy Word, spreading Thy Religion, igniting Thy Love in the hearts of Thy servants and guide those who are lost in the wilderness of error. Verily, Thou art the Generous, the Dear, the Exalted!"

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Continued on page 121)
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The following compilation of some of the utterances of Abdul-Baha after his return to the Holy Land from America, Europe and Egypt, is the fourth published under this heading—the first appeared in issue No. 2, the second in No. 3, the third in No. 10.
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IN the evening Abdul-Baha spoke the following to the friends: “There were blessed souls during the early days of the Cause in the city of Narak, Persia, such as Hadji Kamal-el-Din and his brother Mirza Mahmood. They were the nephews of Hadji Mullah Mohammed Mujtahed (a Mohammedan high priest). Although their uncle was very influential and the Mujtahed of Kashan and although he was very bitter in his enmity and hatred, all of his efforts to drive them away from the Cause only increased their faith.

“Hadji Kamal-el-Din, a great personage, was severed, trusting and free from all imitations. He was the nephew of Mullah Ahmad Naraki and he was respected and esteemed in the city of Narak. Immediately after he became a believer, the enemies arose against him until he was compelled to leave Narak and go to Bagdad. Here at the edge of the bridge, where pilgrims pass, he opened a grocery store. He was so severed that he did not even give attention to the pilgrims who were coming or going from Kashan. He never gave thought to this idea, ‘I am the nephew of Mullah Ahmad Naraki. I was honored, respected and dignified. I am not becoming that these people should see me now in the grocery business.’ Nay, rather he was in the utmost joy. Later on the members of his household became very successful.

“When he heard that the Blessed Beauty (BAHA’OLLAH) had gone from Bagdad to Kazmin, although the distance was great, he traveled it on foot because he could not afford to pay the route-fare of a half abbasi (about half a cent). But his face was aglow with joy and happiness. He was indeed of the essence of existence. Such souls possess freedom and live in another world and condition. Their lives were not even for a moment in safety. Yet they lived in loving assurance. That is, although they expected any minute to be killed, they never thought of any fear. The majority of the friends in those days were waiting for martyrdom. They never thought of rest. They waited anxiously for the day when they could clasp the intoxicating cup of the wine of great martyrdom and for the hour when they would step forth into the arena of sacrifice, to lay their lives on the altar of love.”

June 21, 1914.

The students of Beirut College, some of whom were graduates of the medical college and some from the high school, arrived in Haifa to spend their
vacation. The next morning they went to the garden and met Abdul-Baha. With joy and praise he said to them:

"The Bahai students in Beirut have so conducted themselves, both within and without the college, that even the Protestants and members of the faculty have testified to their superiority. He who is possessed of good behavior is always happy, always at ease and every soul becomes attracted to him. There is nothing better than good conduct. A few years ago some young men from Acre entered Beirut College and so conducted themselves that everyone complained of them. They accomplished nothing and were finally expelled."

This same afternoon there was a wedding feast for Esfandiar, a Zoroastrian believer from Bombay, India, and the daughter of Djemsheed, the gardener of Ferdows (the Garden of Paradise in Acre). In the afternoon there was a big meeting at which two American ladies were present. Abdul-Baha told of some of the difficulties encountered in the early days, speaking thus: "I remember when I was a child in Teheran, that if two of the friends desired to meet they had to do so at midnight. It was impossible to see one another in daylight. Even if they accidentally met on the street, they dared show no sign of recognition. They saw each other only under the cover of night, and then always with the greatest precaution in going to one another's house. They guarded very carefully against being observed by anyone. In those days, the people of Persia considered the Cause of God entirely wiped out, and that all of the Bahais had been killed and their homes destroyed. But, today, in spite of the deniers, and the opposers, under the shadow of the favors and bounties of the Blessed Beauty (BAHA'O'LLAH), in the neighborhood of the Supreme Threshold, at the foot of Mt. Carmel, such gatherings and meetings are being chanted, engagements and weddings are being celebrated, and happiness and pleasure is abounding among the believers. Praise be to God, this is a gathering of utmost spirituality; the hearts are turning to the Blessed Beauty; the souls are rejoicing in the glad tidings of God. His mention is their only thought. He their only sign. All of the friends are His servants. What a great bounty! Such a gathering, such a place at such a time was inconceivable to any of those in the early days."

In describing the imprisonment of the Blessed Beauty (BAHA'O'LLAH), Abdul-Baha added: "What days were those! They were days of great tests, self-sacrifice, absolute spirituality, severance, attraction and enkindlement. The physical conditions were insignificant. The friends were filled with the Spirit. They did not seem to be of this world, although they walked upon the earth, they were in the Supreme Concourse. They possessed another world. They were submerged in the ocean of severance. Souls could not be more attracted or enkindled than these. I hope that, God willing, this wedding will be happy and blessed through the infinite blessings of the Kingdom of Abha. May they be under the protection of the Blessed Beauty. May the heavenly blessing descend upon them, the light of the Kingdom shine upon them and may they establish a new spiritual home. This is my hope."

June 23, 1914.

Abdul-Baha spent the entire day in writing about fifteen tablets to Persia and America, receiving great numbers of friends and visitors. The military commanders of Damascus and Jerusalem came, too, and invited him to the old Holy City, Jerusalem. His answer to them was, "Inshallah" ("If God is willing").

June 24, 1914.

After the departure of the Blessed Beauty (BAHA'O'LLAH), Abdul-Baha showed and proved to the Bahais throughout the world that teaching the
 Cause of God is the greatest of all services. Therefore, whenever he hears of the splendid work achieved by the active teachers his face radiates with eternal happiness, and the signs of perfect joy become manifest in his bearing. The following tablet revealed by him that day illustrates this fact:

"Thy letter was received. Praise be to God, it contained the glad tidings of the firmness and uprightness of the friends of God. Because all are self-sacrificing in the field of teaching, have unloosened their tongues in the glorification of the Beloved of the horizons, have become the cause of leading the misguided people, they have throbbing hearts and singing souls. Spiritual happiness was obtained by such joyful news. Thanks be to God, the friends in —— have become free from separation, all have become harmoniously united, and are sacrificing their souls in the path of the Blessed Beauty. This is the greatest attribute of the human world; this is the ultimate bestowal of the Merciful One; this is the magnet of assistance and protection of His Holiness, The Single; this is the attracting force of the reinforcement from the Kingdom of Majesty. Therefore, my hope is that, day by day, the light of guidance may flood the world, and the east and the west of Persia may become illumined and enlightened."

June 25, 1914.

Abdul-Baha gave the following advice to the friends who visited him in the morning: "If the friends of God listen to my first word, they will find the success of this and of the next world therein. But there are some who prefer their own thoughts above mine, and when they fall they beg me to save them. Progress and prosperity are in the first word. For example, should I say to so and so, 'Go thou to America,' and should he reply, 'I beg to remain a few days more,' I give him permission to do as he wishes. But this is not my thought; it is his thought. All of the opinions in the world are useless for the believers. I am the one whose heart burns for them and who sympathizes with them. I wish for them absolute good. I desire for them ideal advancement.'"

Then he turned to a young Bahai student who recently arrived from Egypt, where he had been studying, and said, "Thou shouldst strive day and night, so that the fire of the love of God may become more enkindled in thy heart, day by day thy servitude to the Holy Threshold become more increased, day by day thy attachment to the Kingdom of God become stronger. If thou dost this thou shalt obtain great results from all of the studies; otherwise thou shalt not see any benefit."

June 26, 1914.

Abdul-Baha gave the following talk to the Persian believers: "Most of the Persian ulama (clergymen) became the cause of destruction and the casting of Persia to the winds. The ulama of every sect must act in accordance with the requirements of religion, the first of which is that they must believe in God, turn to God and be severed from all else save God. Such ulama are the illumined lamps of guidance and the stars of the heaven of mercy. But when some ulama enter a school their aim is leadership, to obtain fame, to gather luxuries and worldly possessions. They are like the disease, caboos (influenza), that attacks man with helplessness and heaviness, during sleep, as though a mountain had fallen upon him and he was unable to move. Now, these learned men are similar to the disease that is attacking the body of the people. The requirements for the ulama are mentioned in the traditions. It is said by the prophet Mohammed, 'Let the public follow whomsoever of the learned controls himself, protects his religion, opposes his desire and obeys the command of his Lord'; that means the
learned who controls himself from corruption and negligence, opposes his own desire and passion, protects religion and the divine commands, fulfills the requirements.' The souls must follow the judgment of such an one regarding laws and by-laws. Sheikh Murtaza, indeed, was strictly religious. Once at noontime prayer, a group of people were praying in the mosque at Kazmin, under the leadership of akhonds (Mohammedan priests). At such a time Sheikh Murtaza arrived. He spread his cloak in the front hall and began to pray. Suddenly, thousands of the people left the akhonds and swept from all directions, standing in rows to pray under the leadership of Sheikh Murtaza. He had to employ seven moazzins (men who call the people to prayer from the tower of the mosque). He was trusted and strongly religious. Indeed, he used to work with honesty. No matter how much the people questioned about this Revelation, he answered according to his belief, 'I have not yet investigated this Cause. Go and investigate for yourselves.' The Sheikh never said any unsuitable word. On one occasion the ulama united with the Persian consul in Bagdad and planned sedition. They sent for all of the ulama of Karbala and Najaf, also Sheikh Murtaza, perhaps he, too, would come to Bagdad. It happened that while on the road he fell and dislocated his shoulder. Although the leaders persisted in asking his opinion about the Cause, his only reply was, 'I do not think that it is my duty to interfere in this matter.'

"During those thrilling times, the Blessed Beauty, Baha'u'llah, never changed his attitude. Every day, as usual, he went to the bank of the Tigris river, accompanied only by Agha Mirza Mohammed Kuli. No matter how much the friends tried to interfere, telling him that the multitudes were rising against him, he paid no attention. One day when Baha'u'llah was walking in the reception room, two of the hypocrites who, at heart, were with the ulama, but who claimed to be sincere, went into the blessed presence. A number of the friends were there to whom Baha'u'llah said: 'All of the ulama are urging others from Najaf and Karbala to wage a holy war upon us.' Then, facing the two hypocrites, he said, 'By God! There is no God but Him, I do not need to send more than two persons to chase them to Kazmin!' Sheikh Murtaza sent the following statement: 'I did not know anything about the aims of these people; I pray in your behalf.' He was such a religious man, he never gathered luxuries, enormous funds were sent him from India,
but it was all spent on the poor; nothing was left after his death. How wonderful, indeed, were those days in Bagdad! Every one of the friends, through the favor and bounty of the Blessed Beauty, was in the utmost firmness and uprightness. How radiant were their faces! How merciful were their hearts! How severed and attracted they were!"

June 27, 1914.

Abdul-Baha sent for an illumined young man, named Mirza Habibollah who was one of the visitors from Turkestan, Russia, serving for about nine months in the house of the pilgrims. Upon his appearance, Abdul-Baha gave the young man permission to return to Merv and Ishkabad, with the following words of farewell: "Indeed, thou hast served all this time with thy heart and soul. Now, too, wherever thou may'st be thou shalt serve the Cause. The aim is to serve and to obtain the divine good pleasure, not a place or station. Praise be to God! Thou art confirmed and I am also pleased with thee."

In the afternoon, Abdul-Baha sent for the pilgrims. He talked to them concerning the spies of Sultan Abdul-Hamid, as follows: "The Sultan sent his spies in different guise in order that they might investigate. It was very strange. Although we were in prison, yet he was still troubled. Each time he placed a different guard and spy. . . . In past cycles the argument was complete, but in this Cause it is perfect. In the cycle of the Blessed Beauty, the events themselves are irrefutable proofs and complete arguments. For example, notwithstanding the hate and enmity of the Shah of Persia and the Sultan of Turkey, Nassir-el-Din and Abdul-Hamid, exile and severe imprisonment, yet the Blessed Beauty elevated his Cause. This may be likened to a blessed bird that remains protected even under the claws of a thousand birds of prey, or the safety of a lamb among a hundred-thousand wolves. Although Baha'u'llah was physically a prisoner, yet all were humble and meek at the Most Holy Threshold, with a reverence indescribable."

The following is a tablet revealed by Abdul-Baha to friends in Paris, France:

"O ye friends of God and maid-servants of the Merciful! The congratulations for the anniversary of the declaration of His Holiness, the beauty of the First Point, the Bab, was received. I became exceedingly happy that such a great celebration occurred in Paris. All of the souls are either occupied in pleasure, play, or united in gathering worldly luxuries, and intoxicated with the melody of the world of nature. But the friends of God have held a heavenly feast and celebrated the anniversary of the appearance of the Dawn of Guidance, the Bab. How much this is the cause of happiness! You became engaged in the commemoration of God, sang the verses of singleness and praised the Sun of Reality with the anthem of the merciful Kingdom. Unquestionably, in the future, feasts will be held uninterruptedly and such a wonderful melody shall arise from Paris as to astonish other countries."

In these days, Mr. C. Mason Remey and Mr. George Latimer visited Paris, Germany and Holland. They attracted many people in Europe and strengthened the souls in the great Covenant.

After revealing over twenty-five tablets, Abdul-Baha gave the following talk on teaching: "In his days, the Blessed Beauty encouraged everyone whom he favored to teach. These were indications of his blessed bestowals. It was irrefutable evidence that whomsoever he encouraged to teach, either verbally or by writing, was surrounded by the glance of his bounty. The blessed tablets always were revealed in the names of the teachers. The mention of those who arose to teach with all their power, caused his blessed face to gleam with smiles. The appearance of the signs of happiness at the mention of a name was
the greatest proof of his favor. He used to say, 'Teachers are the Israfils (Angels of Life) of God, they breathe the Spirit of Life to the people. One day, Baha’u’llah showed such extreme kindness to the teachers that, although I was in the prison, I decided that I, too, might, perhaps, become confirmed in teaching. Thus I entertained the thought of going to Kashghar, because, until then, no teacher had been sent there. I wanted to go singly and alone, without any burden.

I prepared a small grip containing some of the blessed tablets, papers and pen. When I took my passport, the late Rahim Boroodjerdy, twice came to the Most Holy Threshold. After their first visit Baha’u’llah said: 'When Agha Mirza Abdul-Rahim entered he was a person, when he left he was transformed.'

'To visit the blessed tomb of Baha’u’llah, which is the sacred place of the Supreme Concourse, and the Sublime Threshold, the tomb of the Bab, is the greatest hope of the near ones, but in this day teaching and service in the Cause of God are greater and more important than all. Otherwise, it is my wish to have the friends always with me. 'Let all of your thoughts be thus: To render a service to the Glorious Abha Threshold, and be utterly selfless. This is the great bestowal! By God!—There is no God but Him!—should men rule the earth for a thousand years, with utmost power, it would not be equal to one moment of servitude at the Holy Threshold, because that sovereignty of a thousand years will perish and be effaced, while servitude in this Cause, though of only one moment's duration, is eternal!''

June 28, 1914.

Mirza Ali Akbar Nakh-Djavany gave a banquet feast for all of the believers in the blessed home of Abdul-Baha. To the western friends he is known as Mirza Ali Akbar. After having the honor of

The translator personally knows Agha Djalal. He was one of the famous teachers in Persia, but later he followed the nakazeen. In a short time, his only son was accidentally killed by a horse. He lost all of his possessions. Although the believers left him to himself, yet he could not remain in any of the towns. Finally he became a wanderer and died of shame, regret, remorse and fear. Such is the end of those who violate the Covenant of God!—Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi.
being in the service of Abdul-Baha in America, Europe and the Holy Land, he was permitted to return to his home in Russia, accompanied by his bride, Fatmech Khanom, sister of Zeenat Khanom.* On the occasion of the above-mentioned feast, Abdul-Baha gave the following talk:

“During all the blessed days of Baha’u’llah, my hope always was that a day would come, perhaps, God willing, when I might travel in a certain direction and, in proportion to my ability, make my utmost effort, as one in the last great struggle of death. But on account of our incarceration, as prisoners, all of that time passed with anguish—because the fruit of existence is, that spiritual motion or activity be obtained from man; that is, he should be moving and not still, flying and not resting. In all of the contingent beings, lack of motion is the cause of death, and motion is the cause of life. At that time I was very disheartened and depressed because I found myself unconfirmed and unassisted in service to the Holy Threshold—that is, hindered by the prison; but because I considered that hindrance was in the blessed path, therefore comfort could be obtained.

“When the ascension of Baha’u’llah occurred, the severity of its effect and anguish was to such a degree that it cannot be described. That effect and anguish overcame all other feelings. It left in me no life, will or thought. For a long time I was in such a state of sorrow. Afterward, the fire of dissension became ablaze. (This refers to the nakazeen or violators of the Covenant.) All of you know that this, too, hindered me. Later, it was considered that the Cause of God had fallen into great danger. Notwithstanding this I intended to travel, but the government interfered. All of the enemies of the Blessed Beauty attacked from all regions. They believed that the ascension of Baha’u’llah was an opportunity for them, and in the utmost power they attacked. In every corner there was an armed enemy. Hatred and fighting were in evidence, especially among the Yahyais (Ezelis), who had been always hiding in the holes, without a name, a sign, a voice or calling, and who now became hopeful because of the ascension of the Blessed Beauty, that perhaps they might corrupt the Blessed Cause. They arose with utmost power, especially when the news of dissension (violation) was received. Also, the ulama and mujahedeen (Mohammedan priests) believed that it was their opportunity and they began to attack. Beside these, the government gave us trouble. Other very hard problems came in the midst, such as the tragedy of Yezd (this refers to the martyrdom of more than 150 of the Bahais in the city of Yezd in Persia). Indeed, on account of that incident my bones collapsed. Although I did not speak a word, yet night and day I did not have rest.

“It is quite evident what we suffered in those days. All of these hindrances became the cause of my disinclination to travel. When freedom was proclaimed (This refers to the freedom of the Turkish Empire from the absolute monarchy of Sultan Abdul-Hamid to the present constitutional government) and exile and prison were over, I thought the time had come to travel, no matter what might happen. Immediately, though I was ill, without the knowledge of any soul, I took the boat and went away, saying, ‘In the Name of God, who moves and stops the ship!’

“The known people of discord (nakazeen and enemies) in Aeca circulated the report that I had run away, that I feared the Society of Union and Progress, that I was a traitor—I take refuge in God!—and fearfully, chose to escape. God be exalted! In the time of Abdul-Hamid the enemies of Abdul-Baha constantly wrote reports that I was...
in perfect accord with the lovers of liberty, that I had communicated with them and was working against the despotic government. But when liberty was proclaimed they changed the issue and arose with a different calumny. Thus in their report they have written that Abdul-Baha writes in his letters that Abdul-Hamid was oppressed, and says the same thing of the Sultan of Persia; that he encourages and urges the friends to take refuge among the Russians and the British. God be exalted! Abdul-Hamid imprisoned the Blessed Beauty for twenty-five years. He imprisoned me during all of his reign (Abdul-Hamid succeeded to the throne of the Turkish Empire in 1876 and was deposed in 1908). The Blessed Beauty in the Book of Akdas, clearly stated concerning him that he was an oppressor king, in these words, ‘O thou point (Constantinople) situated between the two seas (the Black and Marmora seas), verily, the throne of oppression is set on thee.’

"The Society of Union and Progress became the cause of my liberation. With all of this, how could I say that Abdul-Hamid was oppressed? The truth is that the lovers of liberty became the cause of safety to thousands of souls. Problems of this kind arose because my intention was that, perhaps, God willing, I might become confirmed in service to the Holy Threshold. I did not pay any attention to those reports. I went to Europe and America, and traveled in all of the cities. Through the assistance and bounty of the Blessed Beauty, the call to the Kingdom of Abha was heralded, and the teachings publicly given. The blessed Cause was proclaimed in temples, churches, meetings and gatherings. No place was omitted. Although I was in the utmost weakness, yet the confirmations of the Blessed Beauty were continuous when I addressed the people and turned to the Kingdom of Abha. I often spoke for one or two hours without ceasing. Although all of us are like particles, the light of the Blessed Beauty is like unto the rays of the sun. Every particle that falls in sunshine, becomes radiant and grows. Our growth is like the growth of the particles in sunshine. The purpose is that the bounty of the Blessed Beauty is so extensive as to be indescribable."

Then, after reciting a beautiful poem of love for Baha’u’llah, Abdul-Baha continued:

"The breaths of the blessed confirmations were so effective that they melted the hearts and caused the souls to rejoice in the divine glad tidings. On our own part, it was only an activity similar to a death struggle. Thanks be to God! A seed was planted in the gardens of the hearts that is growing throughout eternity. Blessed souls became enkindled, attracted and arose to serve until we returned to the Holy Threshold in the utmost joy and happiness. Thanks be to God! The friends of God from all regions came to the Holy Threshold and we met and associated with them. From the light in their faces their hearts are reflected. Assurance is obtained that these souls are self-sacrificing in the path of the Blessed Beauty. They have no aim save His good pleasure; they have no thought save spreading His fragrances; in the utmost enkindlement they gathered around the circulating place of the Supreme Concourse; they touched the Thresholds of the Holy Spot (tomb of Baha’u’llah) and the Supreme Threshold (the tomb of the Bab) with their heads, and journeyed to their countries. I am hopeful that from their return, great results and glorious signs may be manifest. Now that you are going away (referring to Mirza Ali Akbar and others) you must go likewise with divine power, spiritual glad tidings and attractions."
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brethren; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strife; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BABA’ULLAH.

Talks by Abdul-Baha in the Holy Land—Concluded

TRANSLATED BY DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI

The following compilation of some of the utterances of Abdul-Baha after his return to the Holy Land from America, Europe and Egypt, is the fifth published under this heading—the first appeared in issue No. 2, the second in No. 3, the third in No. 10, the fourth in No. 11.

(Continued from page 128)

"While I was away, the people of discord (enemies and nakazeen) endeavored constantly to unite themselves with a group of people here, working secretly with some and openly with others. After my return they gathered again, and, as in the time of Abdul-Hamid, wrote reports and made calumnies and sent them to the Turkish government in Constantinople with the hope that they might cause me to go to prison, to be killed or to be exiled. This was their aim.

"The purpose is that the friends of God must not regard me. This Cause is a great Cause; it is the Cause of the Blessed Beauty. A thousand souls like me come and go; it is the same whether they exist or not. The importance is in the Blessed Cause. The friends of God must be firm, growing and steadfast. It is evident that I was and am constantly in danger, and, moreover, I am not always going to be in this world. The day is coming when I shall long to be in the neighborhood of the Great Mercy!

"The friends of God must be in the utmost uprightness; in their sight there must not be any differences, no wavering should occur. Nay, rather, day by day, their firmness and steadfastness must be increased. Consider the servants of His Holiness Jesus Christ, when all of them departed from this world after his martyrdom, others greater than they arose in service. They showed greater power until the light of guidance illumined the horizons. You, too, must be likewise, and know this as a certainty that the confirmations of the Blessed Beauty will come. By God!—There is no God but Him!—if today one of the weakest creatures begins to serve the Truth, divine confirmations and assistance will surround him.

"May you be under the protection of the Blessed Beauty, confirmed and assisted, living in His holy fragrances, and may every one of you become a holy banner in His path. The purpose is that you should not look at me, whether I am present or absent, existing or lost. Be engaged in serving the Cause. Turn to the Blessed Beauty. He will make you independent of any soul. From Him ask reinforcement; be the servants at His door; be supplied from His bestowals; be illumined with His light. May you be protected, guarded and preserved, and rest assured under His shelter. BABA’ULLAH says, 'We shall help whosoever arises to assist My Cause, with a host from the Supreme Concourse and a contingent from the near angels.' This is the real foundation. Consider Agha Mirza Abul-Fazl, how much he as-
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sisted the Cause. In every time and place he was confirmed. By God!—There is no God but Him!—should man become the king of the East and the West, it would not be a particle of benefit to him. The result is nothing but loss. Where is Nassir-el-Din Shah? Where is Mohammed Shah? Where is Abdul-Hamid? Where is Bonapart? Where is Wilhelm? No trace, no fruit! Although these were kings and in the utmost power, their end was manifest loss. This is what we see clearly, therefore strive that we may be upright in the servitude of the Holy Threshold. This is eternal glory, this is everlasting bounty. This is the cause of the illumination of existence of the Kingdom of Abha! This is the cause of progress to infinite sublimity! Upon you be El-Baha-el-Abha! (the Glory of God)"

In the morning Abdul-Baha gave the following advice and encouragement to those in his presence: "Today, the friends of God are the illumined candles of the world of humanity; unless the candle burns it will not bestow light. Man must endure if he would obtain treasure. Unless the friends are self-sacrificing, wonderful signs will not become manifest; unless the seed is planted it will not become a fruitful tree; unless the water flows gardens will not become verdant. These are the days of service and not the days of self-concealment. This day is for calling to the Kingdom of God and not for silence. This is the day of firmness and steadfastness, the day of loyalty, not disloyalty. The Blessed Beauty, Baha’u’llah, was fifty years in hardships and afflictions. He quaffed from every cup of calamity and suffered every pain. Then it is evident what the friends should endure and in what manner they should raise the victorious banner of the Cause of God. Easy living is conducive to coldness, and tranquillity and comfort causes the light to be extinguished. Every one of the Bahais must be like unto a globe of fire, and as a blaze of light—dispel the darkness of ignorance with the lights of service, adorn the horizon of the world with brilliant stars, become the sweet-voiced nightingales of the Paradise of Abha and the holy doves of the Supreme Heaven. Today, the confirmations of the Blessed Beauty are with the soul who utterly forgets himself, constantly investigates his own faults and defects, loosens his tongue in mentioning the good qualities and sublime susceptibilities of others, does not see or hear or speak evil. Goodness personified shines as a sun and wafts as the morning breeze upon the earth . . .

"We are fond of the light of justice from any horizon, and lovers of the beauty of the rose from any garden. His Holiness, Baha’u’llah, has admonished the Bahais, in many tablets, that they should not have religious differences and racial or patriotic prejudices, that they must gather under the banner of the world of humanity. Addressing the world of humanity, Baha’u’llah said, ‘O, people of the world! Ye are the fruits of one tree and the leaves of one branch. Glory is not for the one who loves his country, but for the one who loves the world.’ If thou desirest the gloom of the world of nature to pass away, thou shouldst illumine the candle of guidance, and if thou seekest a ripe harvest then plant thou a pure seed. If thou wouldst have delicious fruits, plant thou a blessed slip; that is, illumine the heart with the light of the love of God and act according to the exhortations of the Blessed Beauty."

Tablet revealed by Abdul-Baha to the friends in Khorassan, Persia.*

He is God!

"O fragrances of God, waft with perfume! O breezes of God, pass with aroma and seek the valley of the Merciful, the assembly of knowledge, the Sa-

*Translated by Dr. Bagdadi, July 9, 1918, at Chicago, Ill.
hara of Khorassan! Become diffused before the friends of God and His faithful ones. Perfume the nostrils of His chosen ones—those whose faces shone forth, whose stars became brilliant, whose feet stood firm, whose banners unfurled, whose hearts grew strong, whose roots and branches flourished, whose breasts dilated in the day of meeting, and who became loyal to the Covenant of God in the world of eternity. Then convey thou to the dwellers of those regions and hills, the greetings of thy Lord, the Supreme, and announce to them the glad tidings of the days of God.

"By my Lord! This is a bounty that was desired in the past centuries by the dawning points of lights and stars, and the recipients of the inspiration of thy Lord, the Dear, the Selfsubsisting. Their eyes were flooded, their tears flowed, their lamentations arose in yearning and longing for it. May you enjoy this table that has descended from the heaven of the favor of your Lord, the Merciful, the Compassionate!

"O breezes of longing and fragrances from the flowers of faithfulness! Stand in the courtyard of the friends, the rose-garden of whose hearts thrived by the flowers of faithfulness! Stand forth, whose stars became brilliant, whose feet stood firm, whose banners unfurled, whose hearts grew strong, whose roots and branches flourished, whose breasts dilated in the day of meeting, and who became loyal to the Covenant of God in the world of eternity. Then convey thou to the dwellers of those regions and hills, the greetings of thy Lord, the Supreme, and announce to them the glad tidings of the days of God.

"Blessed are ye for this great bounty. Glad tidings be unto ye for this wondrous gift which is the full bestowal of God and the manifest light of God. May God make ye torches of His mention, centers of His secrets, dawning-points of His lights and rising points of His signs. Blind are the eyes that do not see the lights or His baha (splendor) and are not consoled by witnessing His marvelous signs, in the day of His Manifestation and His brilliant light. Deaf are the ears that do not hear His call and are not cheered by His wondrous utterances. Dumb are the tongues that are not loosened in His mention and His praise. Lost are the hearts that are portionless of His love and devotion. Cast away are the souls that do not walk in His good pleasure and quench their thirst at the fountain of His knowledge.

"O thou dove of faithfulness! Speak to the weak if thou findest that difficulties are intensifying, hardships extending, the earth quaking, the mountains shaking, the hurricanes of afflictions encircling, the sea of calamities surging, the winds of suffering blowing and the flood of tests surrounding the contingent beings. Have beautiful patience in the path of thy Glorious Lord. Beware! O servants of the Merciful, lest ye arouse the tumult when the blaze of the fire of trials become intense, and its crackling arises. Beware of crying and wailing in the path of thy Glorious Lord. When the ocean of ordeals becomes stormy and its affairs become serious by the oppression of the rebellious people (this refers to the enemies, the nakazeen), do not consider them in a place free from torment, and do not fear their strength and their numbers. Verily, their likes passed before them. Read to them from the book (Koran), ‘A Certain Army of the People is Fleeing.’ Verily, those in past centuries were much stronger than these, their possessions were greater and their armies mightier.

"Even though, O lambs of God, ye
ALLAH'O'ABHA!

Momentous changes are taking place in the Holy Land.

The doors of communication between Abdul-Baha and the outer world, are opening. A few days ago the above telegram was received by the Star of the West.

The full significance of these events cannot be grasped at this moment; only the future will reveal them. It is likened unto the appearance of the sun after long obscurity.

The dark clouds seem to be scattering.

A tumult of happiness and expectation reverberates in the hearts of the Bahais. “Ya-Baha-El-Abha!”
It is indeed a remarkable co-incidence that the "Talks by Abdul-Baha in the Holy Land", given when the doors of communication were closing, appear in this issue of the Star of the West.

We are glad to send them forth at this time.

—The Editors.

Talks by Abdul-Baha in the Holy Land—Continued
(Continued from page 131)

are between the claws of ferocious beasts and the nails of the carnivorous of the earth, do not be discouraged of the Spirit of God. The veil will be removed from the cause of the command of God. This ray will radiate in the horizons of the cities, the signals of oneness will be elevated, the banners of the signs (verses) of your Glorious Lord will wave upon the firm edifice, the structure of doubts will be shaken, the curtain of darkness will be torn asunder; the morn of proofs will dawn and the kingdoms of earth and heaven will shine with the lights of signs.

"You will see the banners of the sects lowered, and their flags reversed, their faces erased and transfixed, their eyes staring and sunken, their hearts palpitating and failing, their homes empty and vacant, their bodies weak and decayed, and the souls falling into hell!

"By the Life of God! Verily, in the people of Noah, Lot, Thamood (one of the first Arabian tribes) the Jews, the Tobbaas of Soba, (ancient kings of Yemen in Hedjaz, Arabia), the heroes of Bat-ha (Mecca), the kaisers of Fayhaa (Bassra), the Cyruses of Zora (Bagdad), and in the fables of the ancient centuries, there is an exhortation to the mindful, and persons of innerness who unfold the end of affairs by the beginning of signs. Verily, their planets were scattered, their processions have perished, their faces became dusty, their stars darkened, their roots torn up, their seed crushed, their thrones wrecked, their armies routed, their pillars quivered, their edifices in ruins, their palaces forsaken, their backs broken, their tombs collapsed, their faces ugly, their skin chilled, their shelter swept away and their traces effaced. Look thou at their towns and villages in the desert. When the might of thy Lord came it made them extinguished, arid and devastated. No voice or whisper could he heard. But those who took the neighborhood of the mercy of thy Lord El-Abha (the Most Glorious) as shelter, refuge, asylum and protection, are like the birds who take the twigs of the Sadrat-el-Montaha (the most distant tree in Paradise, according to the Mohammedan traditions, no angel or prophet can go beyond the limits of this Tree) as a nest and haunt. God established them in the earth. He made them good leaders, caused their signs to be famous and brought them from the horizon of singleness with lights radiating from their faces."

ABDUL-BAHA DISMISSES ALL PILGRIMS

The 29th day of June, 1914, was a day of great sorrow in Haifa because Abdul-Baha dismissed all of the pilgrims and bade them return to their countries. In the morning he spoke to the visitors from Ishkabad, Turkestan, Russia: "Ishka-
bad is now a good center. In the past, Merv was the center of Khorassan, which is such a vast country including the provinces of Afghanistan, Sistan and Belkh. Ishkabad also is near Merv. The Blessed Beauty often spoke of Khorassan in the tablets, saying that from this country would arise the first mention of God, which amazed the people. When Ishkabad came into existence and the Mashrekol-azkar was built, the hope of the Blessed Beauty became manifest, and this, the first temple of the Bahai world, has become a shelter and refuge to the friends of God. They are drawn hither from all directions and when in difficulty they go to Ishkabad. The friends made a tremendous effort to build this great edifice, they strove with heart and soul. At first it seemed impossible of accomplishment, but, thanks be to God, they were confirmed and assisted. Now, through this inspiration, the friends in all places are planning to build likewise, when it is possible. By founding the Mashrekol-azkar in the world the wonderful signs of God become manifest and evident. One must be built in every place, even though it be only a house or one rented room, if necessary, under the earth.

"It is very important to establish the Mashrekol-azkar of God, so that the friends may gather and become engaged in the commemoration of God. This has great importance. The confirmations of God will arrive, as to the friends in Ishkabad. It has dear young men, also old important souls. His honor Afnan (cousin of the Bab) and Agha Mirza Mahmood (son of Afnan) are there. My heart is exceedingly attached to them. I love Agha Mirza Abdul-Karim very much. He served constantly. His illness has a wisdom, later it will be manifest. I am hopeful that the districts of Turkestan, Russia, will become illumined, the cry of 'Ya-Baha-el-Abha! (O thou Glorious of the Most Glorious!) will reach the Supremo Zone, and the melody of 'Ya-Rabb-el-Aala!' (O my Lord, the Supreme!) will be carried to all horizons. The school of Ishkabad has great importance. You who are going there, strive that it may become orderly, so that the children may progress. May they reach such a degree in knowledge and sciences that the fame of this school may reach to the horizons. Great effort is necessary to accomplish this. Convey my greeting to every friend of God and become an evident book to everyone."

In the afternoon Abdul-Baha gave the following talk:

"This is the day of farewell and the time of leave-taking is very hard. The Arabian poet says, 'The days of my union with the beloved were so few that the greeting was the farewell.' Indeed, I am deeply grieved, but I do not say good-bye to you because there is a complete connection among the hearts, and among the souls there is unity and agreement. We never have a separation from one another. This nearness and remoteness concerns the world of bodies. In the world of spirits and souls there is union, never separation. The heart feels the union. The eye sees and carries the sight to the heart which becomes affected. When the heart is engaged with the friends there is no separation, especially if you go in service to the Cause of God. When a soldier leaves headquarters to battle and to conquer, though far away in person, his remoteness is conducive to the protection of the country. He cannot receive the glances of favor of the king, yet he is nearer and dearer than the soldier who dwells at headquarters.

"Just so the friends of God who go to far regions to serve the Cause are always holy friends and receive the manifestations of the favors of God. There is a special bounty from the Blessed Beauty surrounding them. Convey my greetings and longings to all of the friends. I am in the utmost longing and have the desire of meeting every one of them. I am engaged in thinking of ev-
In the world of humanity. When we consider the reality of divine religions, of unity, agreement, harmony and love souls, these revealed books, and these heavenly books; established divine religions may become the cause that all of the individuals may find a complete connection with each other and appear in the human world. For this and harmony to the world of humanity, the Merciful, has manifested love so that all of the foundations may become the cause of bloodshed among the people and the nations.

Thus all of the visitors returned to their own countries. From this it is evident that Abdul-Baha knows that which no one knows. Undoubtedly, he knew that the world war was nearing, therefore he dismissed the people.

June 30, 1914.

In the morning a young German from Stuttgart arrived (see STAR OF THE WEST, Vol. VII, No. 3, page 20), and in the evening Abdul-Baha made the following statement: “When I leave the world I want my heart to be assured that the Blessed Beauty has self-sacrificing servants who, in the utmost reverence, arose to serve the Cause of God. This is the cause of quieting my agitated heart.”

July 1st, 1914, Abdul-Baha went from Haifa to Acea.

July 2, 1914.

Today, Abdul-Baha revealed the following tablet to a philosopher in India:

HE IS GOD!

“O thou lover of reality! His Highness, the Merciful, has manifested love and harmony to the world of humanity, so that all of the individuals may find a complete connection with each other and the lights of the Oneness of God may appear in the human world. For this He sent the Holy Manifestations; revealed the heavenly books; established the divine religions, so that these holy souls, these revealed books, and these divine religions may become the cause of unity, agreement, harmony and love in the world of humanity. When we consider the reality of divine religions, we see that reality is one because all of the divine religions are reality, and reality does not accept multiplicity or division. Alas, that the foundation of reality has disappeared and imitations, customs and ceremonies that are the foundation of dissension, the cause of obstinacy, the means of war and struggle have appeared. The original purpose of the appearance of the Holy Manifestations and the establishment of the divine teachings have passed away. When this black darkness, that is, the imitations of fathers and forefathers, surrounded the world and the original illumination of divine religions became obliterated, the Morn of Truth dawned and the Sun of Reality (Baha’u’llah) shone forth from the horizon of Persia and cast the rays of heavenly oneness upon the world of humanity. He brought down the edifice of the imitations of the ignorant, the human conduct and customs that emanate from the prejudices of the ancient. These divine teachings are established in the heart of the horizons like unto the penetration of the spirit in the bodies. Thus, at present in Persia, through the breathing of the Spirit of God, different people have torn asunder the curtain of superstitions, become free from the imitations of the ignorant, reached reality, and in the utmost harmony and love are associating with people of different religions. Great assemblies are being organized consisting of Moslems, Jews, Zoroastrians and sometimes Buddhists, including many races. Turks, Arabs, Persians, Kurds, English, French and Americans mingle together as kind and happy brothers. Like the lambs of God, they graze in the meadow of reality, under the shadow of the training of the heavenly Shepherd. When thou consider’st truth or reality thou wilt see that these old and decayed limitations in religion become the cause of bloodshed among the people and the nations.

“As this age is a luminous age and this century the century of knowledge, new teachings are necessary, a new effulgence
is essential and a new life is needed. The souls cannot accept the ancient ideas, a new thought and new teachings are necessary that shall be the spirit of this age and the light of this century. Investigate, make a great effort so that the Center of the Light of Reality may be seen in the assembly of the world as a witness of love, and arise with such a power and confirmation that thou may'st shake that country. Upon thee be greetings and praise!"

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHÁ ABRAHÁM.

July 3, 1914.

The German battleship Gaedchen arrived at Haifa. Its admiral and officers were invited by the Persian consul to land and have dinner in the village Nahr (river), which is about two hours' distance from Acca; also to visit the holy tomb of BAHÁ'U'LLAH. It is said that they accepted the invitation chiefly to visit the holy tomb. They were accompanied by the Persian consul, the mayor of Acca and Turkish officers and statesmen. They entered the Holy Threshold and prayed with the utmost respect. The admiral remarked that he had been in many sacred places, but had never encountered one so filled with spirituality, or that had such a wonderfully beautiful site. As they went out they were served with tea, cakes, etc. While the military band played some of them also visited the Garden of Rizwan at Acca. They boarded the ship at Acca and sailed the same night.

July 4, 1914.

The following tablet was revealed by Abdul-Bahá at Acca for a believer in America:

"According to the text of the Book of Ahd (the most Holy Book—BAHÁ’U’LLAH’s Book of Laws) and the explicit Book of Ahd (the Book of the Covenant), Abdul-Bahá is the interpreter of all the words and books of the Blessed Beauty. This matter is evident and clear to those who are familiar with the epistle and the tablets. If it were not so each one would interpret according to his desire, prefer his interpretation to any other, and become the cause of dissension. However, if a soul explains one of the divine verses, and the sanction of Abdul-Bahá is not upon it, it is discarded. This is not the time of interpretation, it is the time of teaching. All of the friends must employ their tongues in teaching, because teaching is the cause of guiding the ones of earth, of illumination of the world, of leading the world of humanity, of the confirmations of the breath of the Holy Spirit. This is the great Cause. However, if a soul attempts to give his own explanation of the blessed verses and it is not detrimental to the Cause, do not object to him if it is only verbal."

The following tablet was revealed for one of the Americans, an illumined minister who became a believer when Abdul-Bahá visited America:

"O my revered! Thy letter that thou hast written in the utmost sincerity and love was the cause of perfect joy. Indeed, with soul and heart thou art striving in order that thou may'st be confirmed by the good pleasure of God. Undoubtedly, this blessed intention has a great effect. A good intention is like unto a brilliant candle, its light shines in all directions. Now, thanks be to God, thou hast risen with utmost effort to light a candle of guidance in that country, and to plant in the garden of the world of humanity a tree of love and gentleness, to herald to the Kingdom of God, to become the cause of awakening of the heedless, to give healing to the spiritually sick, to become the cause of broadening the thought, to train characters, to impart progress to the minds and souls, to bring the lost sheep to the shadow of the real Shepherd, and to guide the migrant birds of the rose-garden of reality. Rest thou assured that the confirmations of His Holiness BAHÁ’U’LLAH will come."
The Branch

And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out of his roots: and the Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom and understanding, the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge and of the fear of the Lord; and shall make him of quick understanding in the fear of the Lord; and he shall not judge after the sight of his eyes, neither reprove after the hearing of his ears, but with righteousness shall he judge the poor, and reprove with equity for the meek of the earth; and he shall smite the earth with the rod of his mouth, and with the breath of his lips shall he slay the wicked. And righteousness shall be the girdle of his loins, and faithfulness the girdle of his reins.

Isaiah 11:1-5.

"This person is the Expounder of My Book and all must turn to him."— Words of Baha'u'llah.

"And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out of his roots;"— Isaiah 11:1.
IN ORDER to preserve the unity of the Cause and to spread the religion of God, Baha’u’llah has established this Covenant and Testament. Were it not for the power of the Covenant you would have witnessed the dispersion of the believers and the total disappearance of the Cause of God. When I say the Covenant, I mean the power and authority of Baha’u’llah given to me.

(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from Diary Letter of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, to Miss Magee, Paris, May 10, 1913.)

Today, the most important affair is firmness in the Covenant, because firmness in the Covenant wards off differences.

In former cycles no distinct covenant was made in writing by the Supreme Pen; no distinct personage was appointed to be the standard of differentiating falsehood from truth, so that whatsoever he said was to stand as truth and that which he repudiated was to be known as falsehood. At most, His Holiness Jesus Christ gave only an intimation, a symbol, and that was but an indication of the solidity of Peter’s faith. When he mentioned his faith, His Holiness said, “Thou art Peter” — which means rock— “and upon this rock will I build my church.” This was a sanction of Peter’s faith; it was not indicative of his [Peter] being the expounder of the Book, but was a confirmation of Peter’s faith.

But in this dispensation of the Blessed Beauty [Baha’u’llah] among its distinctions is that He did not leave people in perplexity. He entered into a Covenant and Testament with the people. He appointed a Center of the Covenant. He wrote with His own pen and revealed it in the Kitab-el-Akclas, the Book of Laws, and Kitab-el-Ab’d,* the Book of the Covenant, appointing him [Abdul-Baha] the Expounder of the Book. You must ask him [Abdul-Baha] regarding the meanings of the texts of the verses. Whatesoever he says is correct. Outside of this, in numerous Tablets He [Baha’u’llah] has explicitly recorded it with clear, sufficient, valid and forceful statements. In the Tablet of The Branch† He explicitly states: Whateover The Branch says is right, or correct; and every person must obey The Branch with his life, with his heart, with his tongue. Without his will, not a word shall anyone utter. This is an explicit text of the Blessed Beauty. So there is no excuse left for anybody. No soul shall, of himself, speak anything. Whateover his [Abdul-Baha’s] tongue utters, whatsoever his pen records, that is correct; according to the explicit text of Baha’u’llah in the Tablet of The Branch.

*See page 150. †See page 148.

(Continued on page 147)
Doors of the Holy Land open—Recent letters from Mirza Ahmad Sohrab

LETTER TO THE BAHAI'S IN AMERICA

Haifa, Palestine,
September 27, 1918.

Through the STAR OF THE WEST, to the believers of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful in America.

My dear Baha'i brothers and sisters:

The dark heaven of Haifa—praise be to God—is at last cleared from the gloomy clouds of international contention and the brilliant orbs of love of the friends may shine again upon our lives through the dawn of the STAR OF THE WEST. For years we have been deprived of its warm rays and its penetrating heat and thus we were left in cold indifference, falling step by step into a frozen state of forgetfulness.

Abdul-Baha and the members of the holy family, whose health is quite well, desire to hear about its progress.

The STAR OF THE WEST was a clear mirror which reflected to us the advanced activities of the believers of God in America and other parts of the world. It brought to us the fragrances of the flowers of love and stirred our hearts with the soft breezes of real affection. It was indeed a great affliction to all of us to be deprived of all these heavenly favors. You cannot realize how we have missed all along the dear messenger of truth which brought to us the glad tidings of the promulgation of the Cause and the promotion of the word of God. You were and are indeed most privileged to be so situated as to avail yourselves of the glad opportunities of service and mutual association, but how unhappy we were to be deprived of all these blessings during the past years of misery, monotony, tyranny and oppression.

Often we have expressed our utter weariness of the length of the war and the peculiar direction which it took in excluding us from the news of the friends and their meetings. How soul-harrowing and unbearable all this dreadful monotony was. No pen can describe it. No tongue can explain it. Only God knows what we have gone through.

Weeks, months and years succeeded each other like so many white pages of a blank book without receiving a word
from the believers either in the East or in the West and thus we were totally cut off from communicating with them. Even our hopes failed us and, like unto a mirage, would tantalize us to keep on hoping against hope without ever realizing them. We had begun to think that our condition was fixed and eternally unchangeable and thus to hope for a change or improvement of our environment was utter folly.

But God destined it otherwise. Our bonds had to be broken some day. Our limitations had to be done away with. Our misery and monotony had to be replaced by joy and new scenes and the cycles of sleep, which had passed over Palestine, had to be followed by years of civilization and culture. The prophecies of the Old Testament had to become fulfilled and they could not possibly fulfilled under the old corrupt regime of the Turks.

In short, dear friends, we are all free. . . . The years of silence have passed—the sun of a better day is dawning from the horizon of Palestine. All the people are rejoicing and praying for the speedy arrival of a general peace between all the nations of the world and the establishment of a closer bond of union among all the races. This is the wish of all the God-fearing men and women wherever they may be found.

Hoping to hear from you very soon so that we may know what you have been doing during the past three years, I am

Your faithful brother,

Ahmad Sohrab.

EXTRACT FROM LETTER TO MR. ALFRED E. LUNT

To the STAR OF THE WEST:

The enclosed words are from a letter just received by me from Mirza Ahmad Sohrab. These are the words of Abdul-Baha expressed, as Mirza Ahmad says, many times during the last months. Certainly they are full of significance. . . .

Faithfully yours,

Alfred E. Lunt.

Recent Words of Abdul-Baha

The darkness of this gloomy night shall pass away. Again the Sun of Reality will dawn from the horizon of the hearts. Have patience—wait, but do not sit idle; work while you are waiting; smile while you are wearied with monotony; be firm while everything around you is being shaken; be joyous while the ugly face of despair grins at you; speak aloud while the malevolent forces of the nether world try to crush your mind; be valiant and courageous while men all around you are cringing with fear and cowardice. Do not yield to the overwhelming power of tyranny and despotism. Serve the cause of democracy and freedom. Continue your journey to the end. The bright day is coming. The nucleus of the new race is forming. The harbinger of the new ideals of international justice is appearing. The trees of hope will become verdant; the copper of scorn and derision will be transmuted into the gold of honor and praise; the arid desert of ignorance will be transformed into the luxuriant garden of knowledge, the threatening clouds shall be dispelled and the stars of faith and charity will again twinkle in the clear heaven of human consciousness.

LETTER TO MR. JOSEPH H. HANNEN.

Haifa, Palestine,
September 26, 1918.

To Mr. Joseph H. Hannen,
Washington, D. C., U. S. A.

My very dear brother in the holy Cause:

The most glorious news that I can just now impart to you is the perfect health of the beloved Abdul-Baha and his dear family. Details I can give you in future, but just now my heart is overflowing with a multitude of sentiments and a host of feelings, that I do not know
where to begin and how to end. The last four years, the best of my life, were spent under the worst conditions imaginable, the Turkish rule, which was more venomous than a serpent and more deadly than a scorpion; but, praise be to God, a hundred-thousand times praise be to God, that we are at last free; all Palestine is free; the people are free to think as they like, to write as they like and to speak as they like. Palestine from now on is on the road to national life, virtuous achievements and unlimited progress.

The victorious British army came down from Nazareth like unto a mighty irresistible whirlwind on September 23, and at 3 p.m. took possession of our town, after a battle of twenty-four hours, the picture of which shall never be effaced from the page of my memory. The army that captured Haifa were all English and Indian cavalrymen, and they showed courage, invincibility and heroism in the very jaws of death.

You have surely read the good news of the British victory in the papers, and your letters, newspapers, and magazines are on the way. We are yearning for the news of your health and the Cause. Surely there must have been many changes during this long interval that we could not communicate with each other. Personally, I had become like a man deaf, blind, and speechless. All the fair realities of my past happy life in America, England, and France had become like faint dreams, and these dreams also had begun to fade away from the page of my memory, when all of a sudden, as though out of the clear, blue sky, the booming of the cannons was heard across the mountains, heralding the glad news of the approach of our liberators and presaging the coming days of reunion, happiness and mutual association of the friends. Now again the world is mine. My happiness is boundless. I can breathe the fresh air of friendship. I am planning to leave for the United States as soon as possible. What joy, what real intoxication to see again the friends face to face!

Today I am sending the copy of a telegram to Ahmed Yazdi, to be cabled to you from Port Said.

As soon as I heard this morning that our new postal authorities would receive letters for the outside world, I was beside myself with joy and hastened to write you this note, so that you and the friends may know that we are all well, awaiting anxiously to receive your news of how things are going with you and the friends.

Your sincere brother,
Ahmad Sohrab.

LETTER AND TABLET TO MRS. GEORGIE RALSTON.

Haifa, Palestine, October 8, 1918.

To Mrs. Georgie Ralston.
My dear sister in the holy Cause:

This letter was written to you nearly two years ago, but returned to me from Constantinople because war was declared between the United States and Germany. Because it contains the words of Abdul-Baha as well as the translation of his Tablet to you, I only change the envelope, add these few words of greeting and mail it again, hoping that this time it may reach you safely. During this long period of silence we have been waiting for this day, so that we might correspond with each other with the utmost freedom. Praise be to God, Abdul-Baha and all the friends are well and are longing to look on the faces of the believers. Please remember me to each and all.

I am your faithful brother,
Ahmad Sohrab.

January 10, 1917.

My dear sister in the Cause:

This afternoon I spent, for more than
two hours, in the presence of Abdul-Baha and quaffed the clear water of his holy words. He mentioned your name and Mr. Ralston's, and brought to mind when you used to take him in your electric car to the Golden Gate Park. He praised your devoted nature and your loyal disposition, and prayed for your success and prosperity, both in this world and in the Kingdom. The news about the progress of the Cause and the awakening of hearts in the United States has imparted to us life and happiness. Referring to this question, Abdul-Baha said today:

**Words of Abdul-Baha**

"I am like a man who has lost the most priceless jewel. He is seeking here and searching there, perchance he might find it and regain his old happiness and assurance in its possession. The Blessed Perfection knows that, day and night—nay rather, every hour—I am looking toward the East and toward the West, toward the North and toward the South, to see whether severed and attracted souls have arisen to teach the Cause of God, to behold whether divine beings, who are the jewels of the treasury of the Spirit, are living in accordance with the principles of this Revelation, to discern whether enkindled hearts are raising their clarion voices in the assemblages of mankind, calling them to the Dawning-place of Truth and the Fountain of Reality. These souls are my lost jewels. Whenever I find a trace of them or someone gives me a clue about them, I become infinitely happy and, adding to my zeal, I continue my indefatigable search. I pray to God that He may give me many such jewels in America. My hope is that every one of the believers may become a brilliant jewel of the mine of guidance and a shining star of the heaven of virtue. Whenever I hear that such a soul is found, I praise the Blessed Beauty for His favor and bounty and beg Him to encircle him with the angels of protection and the seraphs of preservation."

Your kind and welcome letter of June 25, 1916, enclosing a petition for Abdul-Baha, reached me, and I read to him the contents of both. He was most glad to receive the good news of your health and spirituality and that you have been in California, associating with dear Mrs. Goodall and her daughter. No doubt you are now back again in New York, co-operating with the friends in that city in the service of the Kingdom. The following is the translation of a Tablet dictated in your name:

**Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Mrs. Ralston**

O thou my daughter of the Kingdom!

Thy letter full of significances imparted spiritual joy and stirred the hearts into cheerfulness. It was an indication of thy inward illumination and a brilliant proof of the fact that thou art drawing the rays of Truth from the fount of Mercy. From the time of our separation up to this hour thou wert and art ever in my mind. I have not forgotten thee even for one day, similarly Mr. Ralston; for both of you are most dear to me. Praise be to God, that your eyes are seeing and your ears hearing and your hearts illumined with the Light of the Most Great Guidance. Your trip to New York was most seasonable and the means of the tranquility of heart and soul. I hope that during this winter you may spend your time with the utmost rejoicing, but you must be present in the meetings of the believers and become the means of love and affinity of one toward the other. Soul-cheering news reaches us from New York, that good-fellowship is realized amongst the friends and union and accord is perfect. I hope that Mr. Ralston and thyself may become the means of holding such meetings, the harvests of which may be abundant, day by day the believers may be-
come more loving and kind toward each other and always good news may arrive from New York, granting joy and happiness to the hearts of the yearning ones. Convey on my behalf kindness and greeting to each and all the friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

The Mashrekol-azkar

LETTER FROM EXECUTIVE BOARD OF BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY.

November 1, 1918.

Beloved friends in the Covenant of El-Abha:

In these hours, when the map of the whole world suffers transformation, and the political and geographic divisions of humanity are recreated, let us who have been informed of these events before their occurrence by the Pen of the Center of the Covenant, turn the realities of our spirits to Him of whom it is written, "In that Day, the heavens and the earth shall be but His handfull."

These vast outer changes are among His signs and the outward preparation for the indwelling of the Kingdom. But the veritable sign of the Kingdom, as he says, "that which is to be in the inception of the organization of the Kingdom" is the founding of the Mashrekol-azkar. This heavenly edifice, Abdul-Baha says, "is an expression of the upraising of the evident Standard which is waving in the center of that continent, the results and effects of which will become manifest in the hearts and spirits"; "it will have a tremendous effect upon civilization"; "it contains divine wisdoms"; "this Mashrekol-azkar is the first Divine Institute in America"; "a place of spiritual gathering and of the manifestation of divine mysteries"; "though outwardly a material foundation is possessed of spiritual effect." These are the definitions of the Center of the Covenant. Read them as we will, are they not conclusive as to the present clear responsibility of the Bahais to establish this Point which must precede the organization of the Kingdom? Abdul-Baha said in a Tablet translated Sept. 23, 1911, "God said in the Koran, 'It is those who believed in God and the Last Day shall build the Temple of God?' That Day is here and now. Where are those who believe, who "shall build the Temple"? Praise be to God, the pure hearts, the sincere believers have already given an earnest that from the Sea of Recognition they have drunk a cup whose living water melted away the veils, enabling them to become conscious that, veritably, "He is God," that this is the "Last Day", even His Day, and that it is they whom He now calls to build the greatest symbol of His Day, the Temple of God.

The Mashrekol-azkar treasury, bears witness today to the genuine effort already made by the beloved of God, to fulfill the command. But there remains a further step before the goal is reached. We are as one, pausing after a great exertion, just without the Promised Land.

But he says, "Hasten! Hasten unto the great bounty! Press! Press forward unto the abundant mercy! Speed! Speed unto the manifest light! Be urgent! Be urgent for the great attainment!" And with what tender mercies hath he recently encouraged us to take this final step so that we may announce to him the glad tidings of full obedience that the sun required is at hand, may running over.

Consider that within a few weeks the outer communication with Abdul-Baha has been restored. Even as he has in his wisdom and favor chosen this freedom for himself, so also is the world in this hour attaining to freedom. Likewise may we attain to the spiritual freedom of service through full obedience. Vast events are impending; "for every
hour there is a fate’, for the Baha’is there is an unfulfilled destiny, if these non-existent ones are perchance of that army of the Kingdom, and that destiny “to build the Temple of God”. With what thanksgiving for the newly opened door in Haifa, can we now gird up our loins for the final effort!

Today, the treasury holds in bank and in certificates of deposit $105,322.68; in bonds $24,000; and in intangible or other securities or articles of value, of estimated value of $7,000; totalling $136,322.68. There are, besides, unpaid pledges in the vicinity of $30,000. To pass the $200,000 mark required, we need (counting the unpaid pledges) $33,677.32. Without unpaid pledges, we need approximately $63,677.32.* Any pledgers, with outstanding instalments thus far unpaid can readily see the situation. We know something of the spiritual difficulties and real reasons for the delay on some of these. Let us supplicate for the removal of these barriers and the glorious fulfillment of these promises.

But the great attainment lies a step beyond the pledges thus far made. We are now squarely facing the brilliant possibility of the laying of the cornerstone, God willing, by the hand of Abdul-Baba. A few thousand dollars stretch between us and that colossal event. In the face of perhaps the greatest material barriers yet confronting us, only the divine guidance and the heavenly confirmations can clear the path. But our action is nevertheless essential.

At its August meeting, the Executive Board of Bahai Temple Unity, after earnest supplication and consultation, voted to issue a letter to each one of the friends in the Cause, suggesting the use of the following prayer revealed by His Holiness The Bab,—during the period of Nov. 8-Nov. 26 inclusive—and that on the final day, the blessed anniversary of the Day of the Covenant, Nov. 26, each soul make his offering for the Mashrekol-Azkar, for the completion of the fund and as a means of assisting in the establishment of the Most Great Peace. All such offerings should be sent to Corinne True, the new Treasurer of the Building Fund Committee, and Financial Secretary of the Unity.

This blessed prayer, which was translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi at Green Acre, Eliot, Maine, August 18, 1918, is as follows:

“Say! God sufficeth everything above everything and nothing in the heavens or in the earth besides God sufficeth! Verily, He is in Himself, the Knower, the Sustainer, the Omnipotent.”

Dr. Bagdadi stated that this prayer was revealed by His Holiness The Bab for the removal of great sufferings, to be said 314 times every morning for nineteen days.

In the over-shadowing spirit of this prayer may we bring this letter to a close, confident in His promise and bestowal, confident in you, the sincere servants of His Beauty, that the certainty of the establishment of the great Mashrekol-azkar is at hand, even in this hour.

Let us recall these glorious words of His Holiness Baha’u’llah (in Lawh-el-Akdas):

“Blessed is he who fulfilled My Covenant, and whom the world prevented not from entering the Court of My Holiness.”

“Blessed is he who was attracted by My Melodies, and rent the veils asunder by My Power.”

In His love,

Charles Mason Remey,  
for the Executive Board.

Alfred E. Lunt,  
for the Building Fund Committee.

---

*NOTE.—The above amounts are approximate. The correct statement is given on the following page over the signature of the Treasurer whose books were audited to date.—The Editors.
BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY—TREASURER'S REPORT

Receipts | W. S. Stamps | Liberty Bonds | Cash | Interest Exchange
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
April, 1918 | | $1,006.98 | $20.79 | $.28
May | | 512.63 | 19.26 | 1.20
June | $100.00 | 2,125.57 | 5.89 | .51
July | | 457.42 | 7.17 | .39
August | | 263.18 | 8.05 | .25
September | 1,100.00 | 1,596.53 | 9.57 | .35
October | $25.00 21,700.00 | 422.39 | 11.09 | .85

$25.00 $22,900.00 $6,384.70 $81.82 $3.83
Add Interest Certificate of Deposit | | 81.82
Add Interest Exchange | | 16.55
Total | | 6,483.07
Less Exchange | | 3.83
Net Cash Receipts | | 6,479.24
April 1st Balance | | 101,084.72
Total Cash | | $107,563.96
Payments as per Vouchers
| Expense | $985.19
Taxes | | 813.64
Total | | 1,798.83
Balance | | 105,765.13
Less Error Deposit of 11-15-17 | | .25
Balance Nov. 1, 1918 | | 105,764.88
Liberty Bonds | | 22,900.00
War Savings Stamps | | 25.00
| | $128,689.88

Proof.
Certificate of Deposit dated May 24, 1918 | | $35,666.05
Certificate of Deposit dated June 15, 1918 | | 61,998.22
Bank Balance Nov. 1, 1918 | | 8,100.61
Total Cash | | $105,764.88

W. H. Randall, Treasurer.

November 1, 1918.

LIBERTY BONDS ACCEPTABLE

During the strenuous days just passed through, the necessity of investing in Liberty Bonds seemed paramount. The great desire of Abdul-Baha, as expressed in a recent Tablet, is the speedy erection of the Mashrekol-azkar. He writes, “For the building of this Temple is a most great triumph.” The friends...
It is not known which one was pursuing the right way. For example, there appeared one among them whose name was Nestor who said that Jesus Christ was not a prophet of God.

Another division was created when the Catholics declared Jesus Christ to be the Son of God; they even pronounced him to be Divinity Himself. The Protestants claimed that Jesus Christ was possessed of two elements, a human element and a divine element. Thus another division was created. In short, the religion of Christ was divided and it was not known who was pursuing the right pathway, because there was no appointed Center to whom Christ referred, whose word was to be a gateway. If His Holiness Christ had taken a covenant with any soul, summoning all to cling to His word as correct, then it would have been evident as to what was veracity.

Because there was no appointed book, every one declared, saying: "We are the right pathway and the others are not." But the Blessed Perfection, Baha’ullah, to ward off dissensions, so that no interested person should create any division or belief, appointed a Central Personage, declaring him to be the Expounder of the Book. That is, people do not generally understand the meanings of the Book, but he does understand. "He is the Expounder of my Book and the Center of my Testament." In the last two verses of the Book are revealed explicit instructions, declaring that "after me, you should turn your attention to a distinct personage and whatsoever he says is correct." And in the Book of the Covenant, He said that by these two verses are meant such and such

(Continued from page 139)
The "Tablet of the Branch"—By Baha'u'llah.

[This has been revealed in Adrianople for Mirza Ali Riza in order that he may be nourished by the Favors of God.]

He is Eternal in His Abha Horizon!

Verily, the Cause of God hath come upon the Clouds of Utterances and the polytheists are in this Day in great torment! Verily, the Hosts of Revelation have descended with Banners of Inspiration from the Heaven of the Tablet in the Name of God, the Powerful, the Mighty! At this time the monotheists all rejoice in the victory of God and His dominion and the deniers will then be in manifest perplexity.

O ye people! Do ye flee from the Mercy of God after It has encompassed the existent things created between the heavens and earths? Beware lest ye prefer your own selves before the Mercy of God, and deprive not yourselves thereof! Verily, whosoever turneth away therefrom will be in great loss. Verily, Mercy is like unto Verses which have descended from the one heaven, and from them the monotheists drink the choice Wine of Life, whilst the polytheists drink from the fiery water [hameen]; and when the Verses of God are read unto them, the fire of hatred is enkindled within their breasts. Thus have they preferred their own selves before the Mercy of God, and are of those who are heedless.

Enter, O people, beneath the shelter of the Word! Then drink therefrom the choice wine of Inner Significances and Utterances; for therein is hidden the Kawther of the Glorious One—and it hath appeared from the horizon of the Will of your Lord, the Merciful, with wonderful lights.

Say: Verily, the Ocean of Pre-Existence hath branched forth from this Most Great Ocean. Blessed, therefore, is he who abides upon Its shores, and is of those who are established thereon. Verily, this Most Sacred Temple of
Abha—the Branch of Holiness—hath branched forth from the Sadrat-et-Montaha. Blessed is whosoever sought shelter beneath It and is of those who rest therein.

Say: Verily, the Branch of Command hath sprung forth from this Root which God hath firmly planted in the ground of the Will, the Limb of which has been elevated to a station which encompasses all existence. Therefore, exalted be He for this Creation, the Lofty, the Blessed, the Inaccessible, the Mighty!

O ye people! Draw nigh unto It [The Branch referred to in this Tablet both as “It” and “His”], and taste the fruits of Its Knowledge and Wisdom on the part of the Mighty, the Knowing One. Whosoever will not taste thereof shall be deprived of the Bounty, even though he hath partaken of all that is in the earth—were ye of those who know.

Say: Verily, a Word hath gone forth in favor from the Most Great Tablet and God has adorned It with the Mantle of Himself, and made It Sovereign over all in the earth and a Sign of His Grandeur and Omnipotence among the creatures; in order that, through It, the people shall praise their Lord, the Mighty, the Powerful, the Wise; and that, through It, they shall glorify their Creator and sanctify the Self of God which standeth within all things. Verily, this is naught but a Revelation upon the part of the Wise, the Ancient One!

Say: O people, praise ye God, for Its Manifestation [the Branch], for verily It [the Branch] is the Most Great Favor upon you and the Most Perfect blessing upon you; and through Him every mouldering bone is quickened. Whosoever turns to Him hath surely turned unto God, and whosoever turneth away from Him hath turned away from My Beauty, denied My Proof and is of those who transgress. Verily, He is the Remembrance of God amongst you and His Trust within you, and His Manifestation unto you and His Appearance among the servants who are nigh. Thus have I been commanded to convey to you the Message of God, your Creator; and I have delivered to you that of which I was commanded. Whereupon, thereunto testifieth God, then His Angels, then His Messengers, and then His Holy Servants.

Inhale the fragrances of the Rizwan from His roses and be not of those who are deprived. Appreciate the Bounty of God upon you and be not veiled therefrom—and, verily, We have sent Him forth in the temple of man. Thus praise ye the Lord, the Originator of whatsoever He willeth through His wise and inviolable Command!

Verily, those who withhold themselves from the Shelter of the Branch are indeed lost in the wilderness of perplexity; and are consumed by the heat of self-desire, and are of those who perish.

Hasten, O people, unto the Shelter of God, in order that He may protect you from the heat of the Day wherein none shall find for himself any refuge or shelter except beneath the Shelter of His Name, the Clement, the Forgiving! Clothe yourselves, O people, with the garment of Assurance, in order that He may protect you from the dart of doubts and superstitions, and that ye may be of those who are assured in those days wherein none shall ever be assured and none shall be firmly established in the Cause, except by severing himself from all that is possessed by the people and turning unto the Holy and Radiant Outlook.

O ye people! Do ye take unto yourselves the Jebt* as a helper other than God, and do ye seek the Taghoot† as a Lord besides your Lord the Almighty,


*An idol worshipped by the ancient Egyptians from which name Egypt was derived. †Another idol.
the Omnipotent? Forsake, O people, their mention, then hold the Chalice of Life in the Name of your Lord the Merciful. Verily, by God, the existent world is quickened through a drop thereof, were ye of those who know.

Say: In that Day there is no refuge for any one save the Command of God, and no salvation for any soul but God. Verily, this is the truth and there is naught after truth but manifest error.

Verily, God hath made it incumbent upon every soul to deliver His Cause [the Message] according to his ability. Thus hath the Command been recorded by the Finger of Might and Power upon the Tablet of Majesty and Greatness.

Whosoever quickens one soul in this Cause is like unto one quickening all the servants and the Lord shall bring him forth in the Day of Resurrection into the Rizwan of Oneness, adorned with the Mantle of Himself, the Protector, the Mighty, the Generous! Thus will ye assist your Lord, and naught else save this shall ever be mentioned in this Day before God, your Lord and the Lord of your forefathers.

As to thee, O servant, hearken unto the admonition given unto thee in the Tablet; then seek the Grace of thy Lord at all times. Then spread the Tablet among those who believe in God and in His Verses; so that they may follow that which is contained therein, and be of those who are praiseworthy.

Say: O people, cause no corruption in the earth and dispute not with men; for, verily, this is not worthy of those who have chosen in the shelter of their Lord a station which shall indeed remain secure.

If ye find one athirst, give him to drink from the Chalice of Kawtha and Tasneen; and if ye find one endowed with an attentive ear, read unto him the Verses of God, the Mighty, the Merciful, the Compassionate! Unloose the tongue with excellent utterance, then admonish the people if ye find them advancing unto the sanctuary of God; otherwise abandon them unto themselves and forsake them in the abyss of hell. Beware lest ye scatter the pearls of Inner Significance before every barren, dumb one. Verily, the blind are deprived of witnessing the Lights and are unable to distinguish between the stone and the holy, precious pearl.

Verily, wert thou to read the most mighty, wonderful Verses to the stone for a thousand years, will it understand, or will they take any effect therein? No! By thy Lord the Merciful, the Clement! If thou readest all the Verses of God unto the deaf, will he hear a single letter? No! Verily, by the Beauty, the Mighty, the Ancient!

Thus have We delivered unto thee some of the jewels of Wisdom and Utterance, in order that thou mayest gaze unto the direction of thy Lord and be severed from all the creatures. May the Spirit and Glory rest upon thee, and upon those who dwell upon the plain of Holiness and who remain in the Cause of their Lord in manifest steadfastness!

Kitab-el-Ah'd—The Book of the Covenant

The Will and Testament of Baha'u'llah.

Although the Supreme Horizon is devoid of the vanities of the world, yet in the Treasury of Trust and Resignation, We have placed a priceless and unequalled inheritance for the heirs. We have not placed (therein) a treasure, neither have We added to the pain.
By God! In wealth fear is concealed and peril is hidden. Behold and then reflect upon that which the Merciful One hath revealed in The Koran: "Woe unto every maligner and backbiter who heapeth up riches and counteth them over." There is no continuance in the riches of this world. That which is subject to mortality and undergoeth a change hath never been and is not worth regarding. But as is well known, the purpose of this Oppressed One in enduring these adversities and calamities, the revelation of the Verses and the manifestation of the Proofs, has been to quench the fire of hatred and animosity, so that perchance the horizons of the minds of the people of this world may shine with the light of concord and attain the real tranquillity. The sun of this explanation is shining and arising from the horizon of the Divine Tablet; all must look toward it.

O people of the world! I enjoin ye to that which is the means of the elevation of your station. Hold to the virtue of God and grasp the hem of that which is just. Verily, I say, the tongue is for mentioning that which is good; pollute it not with evil speech. God hath forgiven ye that which is past; hereafter ye must all speak that which is befitting. Avoid execration, reviling and that which is aggravating to man.

The station of man is high. A short while since, this exalted Word was revealed from the Repository of the Pen of Abhá: "This is a great and blessed Day, but that which has been hidden in man is and shall be disclosed (in this Day)." The station of man is great if he holds to Reality and Truth, and if he be firm and steadfast in the Commands. The true man appeareth before the Merciful One like unto the heavens; his sight and hearing are the sun and moon; his bright and shining qualities are the stars; his station is the highest one; his traces are the educators of the existence. Every believer who hath found the Perfume of the Garment in this Day and turneth with a pure heart toward the Supreme Horizon, he is mentioned as one of the followers of Bahá' upon the red Page.

Take the Chalice of My Favor in My Name; then drink from It to My Remembrance, the Dearest, the New!

O people of the world! The Creed of God is for love and union; make it not the cause of discord and disunion. In the sight of the men of discernment and those who are holding to the Manifestation, that which is the means of preservation and the cause of the ease and tranquillity of the servants is revealed from the Supreme Pen; but the ignorant of the earth who are fostered in ambition and lust are heedless of the matured Wisdom of the True Wise One and are speaking and working in imaginations and fancies.

O saints of God and His loyal ones! Kings are the appearances of power and the daysprings of the might and wealth of the True One. Pray in their behalf, for the government of the earth is ordained to those souls; but the hearts He hath appointed for Himself.

He hath forbidden dispute and strife with an absolute prohibition in the Book (Kitáb-Ál-Akdas). This is the command of God in this Greatest Manifestation, and He hath preserved it from any order of annulment and hath adorned it with the ornament of confirmation. Verily, He is the All-Knowing and the All-Wise!

It is incumbent upon all to aid those souls who are the daysprings of authority and the drawing-points of command, and who are adorned with the ornament of equity and justice. Blessings be upon the princes and learned ones in Bahá.
These are My trusted ones amongst My servants; these are the rising-points of My commandments amongst My creatures. Upon them be My Glory, My Mercy and My Grace which have surrounded all existence!

It is revealed in the Kitab-el-Akdas concerning this, that which from the Horizons of its Words, the Lights of the Divine Bounties gleam, rise, and glitter.

O My Branches! In this Existent Being the greatest strength and the most perfect power is hidden and concealed; look towards It and gaze in the direction of Its union and not at Its seeming differences. This is the Testament of God that the Branches [Aghsan], Twigs [Afnan], and Relations [Muntessabeen], must each and every one look to the Greatest Branch [Ghusn Azam]. Reflect upon that which is revealed in My Book, the Akdas: “When the Ocean of My Presence hath disappeared and the Book of Origin is achieved to the end, turn your faces towards Him whom God hath purposed, Who hath branched from this Pre-Existent Root.” The aim of this blessed verse hath been the Greatest Branch. We have likewise elucidated the Command as a favor from before Us; and I am the Generous, the All-Dispenser!

Verily, God hath ordained the station of the Greater Branch [Ghusn Akbar] after the station of the former. Verily, He is the Ordainer, the Wise. We have surely chosen the Greater [Akbar] after the Greatest [Azam] as a Command from the All-Knowing, the Omniscient!

The love of the Branches is incumbent upon all, but God hath not ordained to them any right from the properties of people.

O My Branches, My Twigs and My Relations! We enjoin ye to the virtue of God, to follow that which is just and benefiting, and that by which your station will be exalted. Truly I say, piety is the greatest commander for the assistance of the Divine Religion, and the hosts that befit this commander have been and are good, pure and pleasing qualities and deeds.

Say: O servants, make not the cause of order to be the cause of confusion, and make not the reason of union to be the occasion of discord! It is hoped that the people of Baha’ will look towards the blessed Word, “Say: All are from the Presence of God”—and this exalted Word resembles water for extinguishing the fire of hatred and animosity which is deposited in all minds and hearts. The different creeds will attain the light of real union through this simple Word. Verily, He sayeth the Truth and guideth in the Path, and He is the Powerful, the Mighty, and the Wonderful!

Respect and regard for the Branches is incumbent upon all for the honoring of the Religion and the exaltation of the Word; and this Command hath been both previously and afterwards recorded and mentioned in the Books of God. Blessed is he who attaineth to that which hath been commanded from the Presence of the Commander, the Pre-Existent!

Also respect (is enjoined) for the Ladies of the Household of God, and the Twigs and the Relations. I enjoin ye to the service of the nations and to the pacification of the world.

From the Kingdom of the Revelation of the Aim of the people of the world, is revealed that which is the Cause of the Life of the world and the Salvation of the nations. Hearken to the admonitions of the Supreme Pen with the true ear. Verily, they are better unto ye than all that which is upon earth. To this beareth witness My Book, the Mighty, the Wonderful!
"Now is the time that the Teachings of His Highness Baha’u’llah be promulgated in that Continent"

FIRST TABLET REVEALED FOR AMERICAN BAHAI SINCE THE OPENING OF THE DOORS OF THE HOLY LAND.

To the maid-servants of the Merciful, Mrs. Helen S. Goodall and Mrs. Ella G. Cooper, San Francisco, California—Upon them be Baha’u’llah-El-Abha!

HE IS GOD!

O ye two blessed, believing souls!

It is now some years that correspondence was interrupted and communication discontinued. Outwardly there has been no news, no letter and no greeting, but the ideal relations have been strong and unshakable.

From the rose-garden of the hearts of the friends we inhaled sweet and perfuming fragrances. This was indeed conducive to the consolation of the souls.

Now, praise be to God, the road of correspondence is already wide open and ere long the means of meeting will become available. Therefore, I engage myself in writing this epistle, addressing all the friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful who are absent, though present spiritually.

All that has been explicitly recorded and embodied in the tablets of His Highness Baha’u’llah more than fifty years ago, are in these days revealed and unfolded. Read those tablets, especially the Epistle of the Temple (Surat’ul Hqtd) and the tablets to the kings and rulers of the earth!

Consider ye! What greater miracle is there than this!
Not a single individual could conceive that Baha’u’llah addressed on that day, kings and emperors whose fame had filled all the regions and who had raised themselves to the utmost height of autocracy, predicting in an unmistakable and clear tone the events and happenings of these days. Notwithstanding this the people are not awakened!

In brief, now is the time that the teachings of His Highness Baha’u’llah be promulgated in that continent, so that all the inhabitants may become ready for the establishment of universal peace, the flag of the oneness of the world of humanity be unfurled and all the nations and tribes may obtain tranquillity and composure under the shade of the tabernacle of unity.

Upon ye be greeting and Baha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

LETTER ACcompanying ABOve TABLET

Tomb of Baha’u’llah,
Bahje, Acca, Palestine,
October 31st, 1918.

To Mrs. Helen S. Goodall and Mrs. Ella G. Cooper, care of Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, Washington, D. C.

My two dear sisters in the Cause!

Just as the 23rd of September last was a marked day in the history of Haifa, in that the British forces overcame the Turks and freed the people, so the 31st of October will be a marked day in the history of Bahje, because on this day at noon hostilities ceased between the victorious and vanquished parties. Soon peace shall be established between England and what remains of the once great empire of the Turks—an insignificant spot compared with its former size and power, a petty principality indeed.

We hear also that Germany and Austria-Hungary are ready and willing to accept the protocols of the Allies for an armistice, so that altogether we are approaching the finale of this universal slaughter. Significant still is the fact that this afternoon, just an hour before the receipt of the above cheering news, Abdul-Baha dictated a Tablet for you. In a separate envelope I am mailing to you its original and translation, but in order to be sure that you will receive it, I copy the same herein. I may note in passing that this is the very first Tablet that goes to the United States.

Please give my sincere greeting to all the dear friends and let us hear from you as soon as possible. I am your sincere brother

Ahmad Sohrab.
Tablets revealed by Abdul-Baha in the winter of 1916-17, but just received in America.

TABLET TO MR. VAIL.

(Dated Haifa, Syria, December 27, 1916. Mailed on that date but returned to Haifa from Constantinople, and re-mailed October 9, 1918.)

To Mr. Albert Vail.

O thou heavenly youth! O thou herald of the Kingdom of God!

Thy letter was received. Thou hast written that the light of the Islamic world and the Holy Land is being spread in the West. This news imparts happiness to the hearts of the unitarians that, praise be to God, the reality of the Holy Manifestations is becoming manifest and evident. The divine outpourings are like unto the sun. The sun has many houses, different dawning-places. Whosoever loves the vision of the sun, his eyes will become illumined through its rays, no matter from what dawning-place it may arise.

Thou hast written regarding the program of the Green Acre Conferences in the past summer, that the believers were in the utmost attraction and from all parts the guests hastened to that spot saying that such radiant meetings had not been brought about in any of the former ages, the members of which associated with each other with perfect love and affinity. This was a most auspicious glad tidings to the unitarians. Wherever the blessed souls gather together the Beloved of that meeting is the love of God and the utmost joy and happiness is obtained. Should Green Acre follow firmly in this path and continue the annual holding of its impartial, universal Conferences, there is no doubt that that region will become illumined with the light of unity.

Praise be to God, that Dr. —— rent asunder the veil of imagination and became enlightened with the effulgence of Unity. Mr. Urban Ledoux became lordly, heavenly and became instrumental in releasing Miss Farmer from that prison. Convey to him on my behalf the utmost kindness. Gladden thou the hearts of Mrs. —— and Miss —— with the divine favors and promise them the gain of a new confirmation. Say to Mr. ——, the Indian: "Render thou thanks unto the Lord, for the heart and the soul became luminous with the light of Guidance and in that gathering thou didst become enkindled like unto a candle and thou art realizing the value of the spiritual fraternity." Announce my greeting to Mr. Randall and say: "The love of the Word of God is the magnet of heavenly glory and beauty. I hope that thou mayst become a center for the emanation of the lights of love and a dawning-place of the sign of unity." Say to Miss Juliet Thompson: "Praise be to God, that in the midst of the whirling tempest of test thou didst remain firm and steadfast and like unto the pure gold in the fire of ordeal thou didst unveil thy happy and confident face." Give thou the glad tidings of the spiritual confirmation to Miss Martha Root and say: "During thy travel around the world the assistance of the Holy Spirit followed thee at all times; for this reason thou didst become able to fulfill its duties." Mr. Wilhelm, my son of the Kingdom, verily, verily, I say unto you, on his head he has a crown of everlasting glory and dignity with the utmost beauty and perfection. Convey on my behalf longing greetings to M. Eshte’al Ebn Kalanter. I am pleased with his lectures delivered with eloquence and fluency. Day and night I remember Mr. Hall and do not forget the days that I

(Continued on page 164)
O thou Star of the West! Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, 00 long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

The following editorial by Mr. Albert Vail voices the spirit of the hour. Many of the Bahais may not know that he has given up his position as minister of a church in Urbana, Ill., and moved to Chicago, where he is devoting his time to the Cause, teaching and traveling.

Editorial—The Dawn of the Most Great Peace.

By Albert Vail

The greatest war in recorded human history is ending. The greatest war in all the ages is just beginning. The war with guns and shells is almost over. The universal war against the forces of darkness, of greed, of prejudice, of materialism has just begun. It is the war for universal brotherhood and justice,
the League of Nations and the Most Great Peace. Now is the time, to use the words of President Wilson, for humanity to “rise to the clear heights of (God’s) own justice and mercy.”

We, the friends of God in many lands, if our minds be fortified with the universal principles of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha, if our “feet be firm,” our “spirits’ rejoiced,” our “secret thoughts pure,” our breasts aglow with love may become the angels of the world’s recon-

struction. “Now is the time; now is the accepted time” to arise “with superhuman energy” and declare the glad tiding of the coming of the Prince of Peace and the shining pathway to the universal City of God among the nations.

Abdul-Baha is calling to us, “O my soldiers, my beloved soldiers! Forward, forward! Have no fear of defeat; do not have failing hearts. Our supreme commander is Baha’u’llah. From the heights of glory he is directing this

campaign to pray for illumination, radiance, conquering glory of mind and fire of love in the crystal of our hearts so that we may become the real soldiers of the most great reconstruction. In prayer if we concentrate our minds upon the Glory of God shining in the Center of the Covenant and if we make our minds like lenses pure of self, we can then turn the focusing power of our purified spirit upon the discord of the world. If we focus the holy rays of His love shining through our purified hearts
upon the world's selfishness and materialism, who can compute the result! It may change many, many hearts from stone into love for the power of the Holy Spirit, shining through dedicated disciples, is irresistible.

Now is the time to pray that at the approaching peace conference the delegates of the many nations may be inspired with God's own love and wisdom and build quickly the foundation of His Most Great Peace. How beautiful if all the friends of God in all lands and races could pray morning and evening for the divine illumination of this, the greatest peace conference in human history, pray that they may establish in love and justice the foundation of international confederation and abiding peace.

The second step in the divine campaign is for each one who would be a soldier of God in this, the most crucial moment of history, to go forth, if the Holy Spirit confirms him, and proclaim with resonant voice, glowing enthusiasm, luminous logic and blazing heart the most great glad tidings of the coming of the Lord to restore His broken nations and wipe away every tear from their eyes.

Two years ago the divine Master sent five Tablets to America calling his "beloved soldiers" to rise and deliver the message of the oneness of humanity, the new spiritual democracy, the Kingdom of God among the nations in every state, province, city and village of this vast American continent. Go yourself, he said, if you can, into the deserts of materialism and agnosticism and plant the seeds of eternal life. If you cannot go send or help send someone in your stead.

Let every one join the great campaign for the building of the city that hath the foundations whose master-builders and architects are God and His holy Manifestations. "Now is the time; now is the accepted time" to fulfill the great teaching Tablets and illumine the entire continent with the glory of the Prince of Peace, of that city that "hath no need of the light of the sun neither of the moon to shine upon it, for the Glory of God did lighten it."

The spiritual attitude of the friends of God in the next few years will save the world. "I charge you all that each one of you," says Abdul-Baha, "concentrate all the thoughts of your heart upon love and unity. When a thought of war comes oppose it by a stronger thought of peace. A thought of hatred must be destroyed by a more powerful thought of love. . . . So may all the savagery of man disappear by the mercy of God working through the pure in heart and the sincere of soul.

"Do not think the peace of the world an ideal impossible to attain. Nothing is impossible to the divine benevolence of God.

"If you desire with all your heart friendship with every race on earth, your thought, spiritual and positive, will spread; it will become the desire of others growing stronger and stronger until it reaches the minds of all men.

"Do not despair; work steadily. Sincerity and love will conquer hate. How many seemingly impossible events are coming to pass in these days! Set your faces steadily towards the Light of the world. Show love to all. 'Love is the breath of the Holy Spirit in the heart of man.' Take courage. God never forsakes His children who strive and work and pray. Let your hearts be filled with the strenuous desire that tranquility and harmony may encircle all this warring world. So will success crown your efforts. And with the universal brotherhood will come the Kingdom of God in peace and good-will."

May we, God's little children be pure and sanctified and devoted enough to sacrifice ourselves for the Most Great Peace until it covers the world as the waters cover the sea.
Tablets calling Bahais of the United States and Canada to diffuse the fragrances of the Kingdom throughout America

RECEIVED TWO YEARS AGO

[Reprinted from Star of the West, No. 10, Vol. VII]

TABLET TO THE NORTHEASTERN STATES

To the friends and maid-servants of God in the Northeastern States:

Upon them be greeting and praise!

O ye heavenly heralds!

These are the days of Naurooz. I am always thinking of those kind friends! I beg for each and all of you confirmations and assistance from the threshold of Oneness, so that those gatherings may become ignited like unto candles in the Republics of America, enkindling the light of the love of God in the hearts; thus the rays of the heavenly teachings may begin and brighten the states of America like the infinitude of immensity with the stars of the most great guidance.

The northeastern states on the shores of the Atlantic—Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Vermont, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York—in some of these states believers are found, but in some of the cities of these states up to this date people are not yet illumined with the lights of the Kingdom and are not aware of the heavenly teachings; therefore, whenever it is possible for each one of you, hasten ye to those cities and shine forth like unto the stars with the light of the Most Great Guidance. God says in the glorious Koran: "The soil was black and dried. Then we caused the rain to descend upon it and immediately it became green, verdant, and every kind of plant sprouted up luxuriantly." In other words, he says the earth and the soil is black, but when the spring showers descend upon it that black soil is quickened, and variegated flowers are pushed forth. This means the souls of humanity belonging to the world of nature are black like unto the soil. But when the heavenly outpourings descend and the radiant effulgences appear, the hearts are resuscitated, are liberated from the darkness of nature and the flowers of divine mysteries grow and become luxuriant. Consequently man must become the cause of the illumination of the world of humanity and propagate the holy teachings revealed in the sacred books through divine inspiration. It is stated in the blessed Gospel: "Travel ye toward the East and toward the West and enlighten the people with the light of the Most Great Guidance, so that they may take a portion and share of the eternal life." Praise be to God, that the northeastern states are in the utmost capacity. Because the ground is rich, the rain of the divine outpouring is descending. Now you must become heavenly farmers and scatter pure seeds in the prepared soil. The harvest of every other seed is limited, but the bounty and the blessing of the seed of the divine teachings are unlimited. Throughout the coming centuries and cycles many harvests will be gathered. Consider the work of former generations. During the lifetime of His Holiness Christ the believing, firm souls were few and numbered, but the heavenly benedictions descended so plentifully that in a number of years countless souls entered under the shade of the Gospel. God has said in the Koran: "One grain will bring forth seven sheaves, and every sheaf shall contain one hundred grains." In other words, one grain will become seven hundred; and if God so wills he will double these also. It has often happened that one blessed soul has become the cause of the guidance of a nation. Now we must not
look at our own ability and capacity; nay, rather we must behold the favors and bounties of God in these days, who has made the drop to find the expression of the sea and the atom the importance of the sun.

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, at Haifa, Syria, April 26, 1916. Original addressed to Mr. Hooper Harris, New York City, N. Y., care J. H. Hannen, Washington, D. C. Received August 19, 1916.)

TABLET TO THE WESTERN STATES

To the believers of God and the maid­servants of the Merciful in the Western States:

O ye sons and daughters of the Kingdom!

Day and night I have no other occupation than the remembrance of the friends, praying from the depth of my heart in their behalf, begging for them confirmation from the Kingdom of God and supplicating the direct effect of the breaths of the Holy Spirit. I am hopeful from the favors of His Highness the Lord of bestowals, that the friends of God during such a time may become the secret cause of the illumination of the hearts of humanity, breathing the breath of life upon the spirits—whose praiseworthy results may become conducive to the glory and exaltation of humankind throughout all eternity. Although in some of the western states, like California, Oregon, Washington and Colorado, the fragrances of holiness are diffused, numerous souls have taken a share and a portion from the Fountain of Everlasting Life, they have obtained heavenly benediction, have drunk an overflowing cup from the wine of the love of God and have hearkened to the melody of the Supreme Concourse—yet in the states of New Mexico, Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Utah, Arizona and Nevada, the lamp of the love of God is not ignited in a befitting and behooving manner, and the call of the Kingdom of God has not been raised. Now, if it is possible, show ye an effort in this direction. Either travel yourselves, personally, throughout those states or choose others and send them, so that they may teach the souls. For the present those states are like unto dead bodies; they must breathe into them the breath of life and bestow upon them a heavenly spirit. Like unto the stars they must shine in that horizon and thus the rays of the Sun of Reality may also illumine those states.

God says in the great Koran: "Verily, God is the helper of those who have believed. He will lead them from darkness into light.” This means: God loves the believers, consequently he will deliver them from darkness and bring them into the world of light.

It is also recorded in the blessed Gospel: “Travel ye throughout the world and call ye the people to the Kingdom of God.” Now this is the time that you may arise and perform this most great service and become the cause of the guidance of innumerable souls. Thus through this superhuman service the rays of peace and conciliation may illumine and enlighten all the regions and the world of humanity may find peace and composure.

During my stay in America I cried out in every meeting and summoned the people to the propagation of the ideals of universal peace. I said plainly that the continent of Europe had become like unto an arsenal and its conflagration was dependent upon one spark, and that in the coming years, or within two years, all that which is recorded in the Revelation of John and the Book of Daniel...
Teach the Cause of God—The Most Important Work

TEACH THE CAUSE OF GOD

Now the believers must engage their time in teaching the Cause of God and in the meetings no other discussion should be carried on save the Cause of God. The members of the Bahai assemblies must be infinitely kind towards each other and all their deliberations must be concerning the Kingdom of Abha. Promiscuous discussions must be discontenanced, for these things will become conducive to the lukewarmness and apathy of those who are present. The candles of all the meetings must be the mention of God, the propagation of the Cause of God, the exposition of divine proofs and the elucidation of the principles of His Holiness Baha’u’llah. When this condition is obtained, the meeting will become heavenly, celestial, godlike and the means of the guidance of the erring ones. It will yield most great results.

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, August 4, 1914.)

THE MOST IMPORTANT WORK

All the meetings must be for the teaching of the Cause and spreading the message and suffering the souls to enter the Kingdom of Baha’u’llah. Look at me. All my thoughts are centered around the proclamation of the Kingdom. I have a lamp in my hands, searching throughout lands and seas to find souls who can become the heralds of the Cause, who can raise their voices in meetings and assemblages, who can become the defenders of the Cause. Day and night I am engaged in this work. Any other deliberation in the meetings is futile and fruitless. Convey the message. Attract the hearts. Sow the seeds! Teach the Cause to those who do not know. When the most important work is before our sight we must let go the important one.

If a meeting or spiritual assembly has any other occupation, the time is spent in futility. All the deliberations, all the consultations, all the talks and addresses must revolve around one focal centre and that is: Teach the Cause! Teach! Teach! Convey the message! Awake souls! Now is the time of laying the foundation. Now must we gather brick, stone, iron, wood and other building materials. Now is not the time of decoration. We must strive day and night to think and work. What can I say that may be effective. What can I do that may bring results? What can I write that may bring forth fruits? Nothing else will be useful today. The interests of such a glorious cause will not advance without our undivided attention. While we are carrying that load, we cannot carry any other load.

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, January 15 and 16, 1913.)

THE WORLD ILLUMINATING SUN—THE PROMOTION OF THE CAUSE OF GOD

To a Persian believer in Teheran he (Abdul-Baha) says: “Thou has longed for the power of teaching the Religion of God. This desire is the ultimate hope of the sincere ones. Unquestionably, a wise man strives to attain to the highest and greatest object in the world of creation. Today the world-illuminating Sun is the matter of the promotion of the Cause of God. Whosoever is assisted in this, he is favored at the Threshold of the Almighty. Therefore, do thou not behold thine own capacity and ability; nay, rather, during the hour that thou art teaching the Cause of God, turn thy face toward the
Kingdom of Abha, beg for Divine Confirmations and with the utmost confidence and power open thy tongue and speak out boldly all that with which thy heart is inspired. . . ."

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, August 16, 1914.)

CRY OUT THE MESSAGE OF THE KINGDOM

Today we are standing before the illimitable sea; let us not deprive ourselves. Let us heroically dive into the depths of the great ocean and gather the scintillating pearls of wisdom. Thou must teach the Cause and spread the Message. When thou art asked to talk at a meeting, turn thy heart to Baha’u’llah, begging confirmation from Him, and then speak; He will inspire you. Cry out the message of the Kingdom; do not be silent; be not quiet; teach the Cause.

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, January 19, 1913. Words of Abdul-Baha to a man who had become a Bahai since meeting him the previous year.)

THE BRILLIANT STARS OF THE EARLY DAWN

Pointing to the planet Venus which was shining in the horizon like a blazing torch, Abdul-Baha said, “Do you see that brilliant star?” “Yes, Master,” I answered, “it is most luminous.” He added, “I declare, by Baha’u’llah, that it is my fondest hope to see each one of the believers of God shining like unto this star. I wish for them this illumination. I desire for them this luminosity, so that they may rejoice the hearts and spiritualize the souls; but, alas! how often they let the cloud of self and ego becloud the horizon and thus prevent the stars of their divine verities from shining.” Looking intently at the star, he continued: “This star shines clearest at the early dawn; so, at this dawn of the Sun of Reality, the stars of our lives must glisten and gleam in the darkness of the world.”

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, December 8, 1918.)

BECOME LAMPS OF THE TRUE ONE

As to human souls, unless they acquire the lights they are unable to shine upon other individuals. But when a man arises to expound the arguments of God and invite people to enter into the Religion of God, and when he utters those arguments and advances consummate proofs concerning the appearance of the Great Kingdom—then intense love shall become manifest in his heart. This love causes the development of his spirit by the Grace of the Beneficent Lord. Consider the bearer who brought the garment of Joseph to Jacob; that messenger was the bearer of the garment, but he could not inhale the fragrance of Joseph. But Jacob, whose nostrils were pure, inhaled the fragrances of Joseph from a long distance.

It may be that a man can guide a blessed soul unto the Kingdom of God while he himself is deprived thereof. Consider Judas Iscariot; he invited others while he himself was deprived of the Kingdom of God. But in spiritual training it is impossible for an imperfect one to perfect another, or train another, unless he first conquer his own self and desire, and become purified from selfish iniquities in order to become capable of Merciful Splendors. When he acquires divine Bounties, then he is able to train another. An ignorant man has no power to teach a seeker, and a poor man has no power to succor a needy one. Consequently be thou assured that verily man needs to wish for Eternal Life and then confer the same upon another. The human perfections and Merciful Bounties are that Peace which was promised and spoken of by Christ.

Then know thou verily that the people
of Baha must needs be distinguished from others in all respects, until they become the lamps of the True One among the creatures, and the stars of Guidance shining from the Supreme Concourse.

(Signed) ABDU-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Mirza S. M. Raffle, Chicago, February 6, 1909.)

WITH A RESOUNDING VOICE
TEACH THE CAUSE

O thou herald of the Kingdom of God!
Thy letter was received. A thousand times, Bravo! for thy high magnanimity and exalted aim! Trusting in God and while turning thy face toward the Kingdom of Abha, unfurl thou the Divine Flag in Tokyo and cry at the top of thy voice: "O ye people! The Sun of Reality hath appeared and flooded all the regions with its glorious Lights; it has upraised the Standard of the Oneness of the World of Humanity and summoned all mankind to the resplendent Truth. The cloud of mercy is pouring; the zephyr of providence is wafting and the world of humanity is being stirred and moved. The Divine Spirit is conferring Eternal Life, the heavenly lights are illumining the hearts; the table of the sustenance of the Kingdom is spread and is adorned with all kinds of foods and victuals! O ye concourse of men! Awake! Awake! Become mindful! Become mindful! Open ye the seeing eyes, unstop the hearing ears. Hark! Hark! The soft notes of heavenly music are streaming down, ravishing the ears of the people of spiritual discernment. Ere long this transcendent Light will wholly enlighten the East and the West."

In short, with a resounding voice, with a miraculous power and with the magnetism of the Love of God, teach them the Cause of God, and rest thou assured that the Holy Spirit shall confirm thee. . .

(From Tablet to one of the sincere Bahais in Japan: Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, August 9, 1914.)
Tablets revealed by Abdul-Baha in the winter of 1916-17—Continued
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spent with him. This personage has rendered many services to this Cause. The value of his services must be appreciated. Mrs. True is one of the first maid-servants of the Kingdom of God. She is well known to and praised by the believers and the maid-servants of the Merciful both in the East and in the West. She has displayed and is displaying the utmost effort in the construction of the Mashrekol-azkar. I am most pleased with her. And I beg of God that she may become assisted to bring this service to an end. Likewise convey on my behalf to each and all the believers who have gathered together in Green Acre my love, kindness and spiritual greeting.

As to thee, O thou herald of the Kingdom! Rest thou assured. The favors and bounties of the Merciful One are all-embracing and likewise my love for thee is perfect. Every night from the divine Threshold I beg for thee confirmation and assistance, so that on the continent of America thou mayst become a brilliant proof, a shining light and a beaming star. Praise be to God, that in the publication and circulation of the STAR OF THE WEST thou art displaying the utmost effort.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Signed, on the English translation, in Persian and English.)

TABLET TO MR. WILHELM

Haifa, Syria,
December 27, 1916.

Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm.
O thou my heavenly son!

Several letters and cards have been received from thee, and each one indicated thy firmness and steadfastness in the love of God. Praise be to God, that that illuminated youth is like unto an enkindled candle and hast dedicated thy life in the service of the Kingdom of God, and day by day thou art adding to thy illumination and spirituality.

Thou hast written about the conferences of Green Acre. I became very happy that a number of sweet-singing birds were engaged by day and by night in the praise of His Highness the Almighty. Should, in the coming year also, a great conference be held in that meadow, a heavenly festival be organized with the utmost love and affinity and the jubilee of the oneness of the world of humanity be arranged, there is no doubt that each soul will become like a candle in that gathering and such joy and happiness will be unveiled that the continent of America will be moved and stirred. Day and night, with the utmost supplication and entreaty, I beseech and implore at the Threshold of divine servitude, and beg for those friends confirmation and assistance and read in your behalf this blessed verse of the Koran. He says: "The believing souls who are in the utmost sincerity and steadfastness will undoubtedly become confirmed and assisted." Now, praise be to God, that you are the manifestors of divine aid and are being helped to render services to the Kingdom of the Merciful.

You have given the glad news that the foundation of the Mashrekol-azkar will be laid next year. This is also my hope that this Temple may become fully constructed and the holy verse of the Koran, "We have given thee a great victory," become realized. For the building of this Temple is a most great triumph.

Convey to all the friends longing greetings. Praise be to God, we are all safe and guarded under the protection and preservation of God.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
TABLET TO MRS. TRUE

(Tablet revealed by Abdul-Baha, and signed by him, for Mrs. Corinne True. Sent from Haifa, Syria, through Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, January 9, 1917, but returned to him owing to suspension of mail service in Syria during the war, and, with the opening of the mail service, was received in Chicago November 22, 1918.)

O thou beloved spiritual daughter!

Thy postal card of August 26, 1916, was received and its contents indicated that the believers of Detroit, Grand Rapids, Muskegon, Chicago and Fruitport have gathered together and have spent their time with perfect love, unity and joy.

In whatever place the believers of God hold a meeting, pursue the heavenly teachings and associate with each other with the utmost amity, affection and harmony, there is no doubt whatsoever that the Holy Spirit will become the Candle of that gathering; and the blessed souls participating in that meeting will feel spontaneously the confirmations of the Holy Spirit. Therefore, I became most happy over this news contained in thy card. With infinite kindness convey my longing and greeting to the believers of all these cities. I desire for all of them life eternal; beg for them heavenly outpourings, and seek for each the effulgences of the Sun of Reality.

I hope that in this year [1917] the solid and firm foundation of Mashrekol-azkar be laid. In reality, thou art displaying great effort. Praise be to God, that through thy endeavor and magnanimity useful results were produced. I hope the believers of God will become able to pay the $200,000.00 which they have pledged themselves to contribute. God says in the Koran: "Those who believe in God and in the Day of Judgment will become able to build the mosques of God." In other words: Divine Temples are built by holy souls who believe in God and in the Kingdom of God. I hope that the American believers may soon become able to accomplish this work.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translation of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.)

TABLET TO MR. HANNEN

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Haifa, Syria, December 26, 1916. Received at Washington, D. C., November 20, 1918.)

To Joseph H. Hannen, Washington, D. C.

O thou who art firm in the Covenant!

Truly I say, thou art the servant of the Kingdom of God! And thou hast no other intention and aim save the promotion of the Word of God and the diffusion of the fragrances of God. The call of approbation and "Well done" descends from the Unknown World and the voice of "Happy is thy condition! Happy is thy condition!" reaches the ears of the spiritual ones without cessation. From the time that I have hastened from America to the East thou hast spent thy time in the service of the Cause. I bear testimony to this. Up to this time the divine confirmations and spiritual aids have descended upon thee uninterruptedly, and in the future you will be encircled with the same, more than before. Rest thou assured. Although we are as the weak ants, yet praise be to God, the "Great Power" is our helper; therefore with perfect strength arise thou in the service of the Cause and convey on my behalf respectful greeting to all the believers of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful.

I hope that in the next year the foundations of the Mashrekol-azkar be laid and in the United States the dome of this heavenly building will be so raised that
it may be viewed from long distances and the melody of thanksgiving and glorification ascend to the Kingdom of Glory. In the past the Eastern believers have sent a contribution, and at the present time international communication is at a standstill and Persia is ruined; otherwise they would have made still another effort and collected another contribution. I hope that the Mashrekol-azkar in Chicago may become fulfilled and come to pass. 

Convey on my behalf infinite kindness to thy respected wife; likewise the friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHÁABBAS.

Tablets calling Bahais of the United States and Canada—Continued
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would become fulfilled and come to pass. This matter, in all probability, was published in the San Francisco Bulletin, October 12, 1912. You may refer to it, so that the truth may become clear and manifest; thus ye may fully realize that this is the time for the diffusion of the fragrances.

The magnanimity of man must be heavenly—or, in other words, it must be assisted by the divine confirmation, so that he may become the cause of the illumination of the world of humanity.

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHÁABBAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, at Haifa, Syria, April 26, 1916. Original addressed to Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, San Francisco, Calif., care J. H. Hannen, Washington, D. C. Received August 8, 1916.)


TABLET TO THE SOUTHERN STATES

To the friends and maid-servants of God in the Southern States:

Upon them be greeting and praise! O ye heralds of the Kingdom of God! A few days ago an epistle was written to those divine believers, but because these days are the days of Nowruz, therefore you have come to my mind, and I am sending you this greeting for this glorious feast. All the days are blessed, but this feast is the national fete of Persia. The Persians have been holding it for several thousand years past. In reality, every day which man passes in the mention of God and in the service of the Kingdom of God, that day is his feast. Praise be to God, that you are occupied in the service of the Kingdom by day and by night. Therefore all your days are feast days. There is no doubt that the assistance and bestowal of God shall descend upon you.

In the southern states of the United States the friends are few, that is, in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, Kentucky, Louisiana, Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas. Consequently you must either go yourselves or send a number of blessed souls to those states, so that they may guide the people to the Kingdom of Heaven. His Holiness Mohammed, the messenger of God, says: "If a person becomes the cause of the illumination of one soul it is better than a boundless treasury." Again he says: "O Ali, if God guide, through thee, one soul it is better for thee than all the riches." Again he says: "Direct us to the straight path," that is show us the direct road. In brief, I hope you will display in this respect the greatest effort and magni-
Although in the states of Illinois, Wisconsin, Ohio, Michigan and Minnesota (Praise be to God!) believers are found, are associating with each other in the utmost firmness and steadfastness—day and night they have no other intention save the diffusion of the fragrances of God, they have no other hope except the promotion of the heavenly teachings, like the candles they are burning with the light of the love of God, and like thankful birds are singing songs, spirit-imparting, joy-creating, in the rose-garden of the knowledge of God—yet in the states of Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska and Kansas few of the believers exist. So far, the summons of the Kingdom of God and the proclamation of the oneness of the world of humanity has not been made in these states systematically and enthusiastically. Blessed souls and detached teachers have not traveled through these parts repeatedly; therefore these states are still in a state of heedlessness. Through the effort of the friends of God souls must be likewise enkindled, in these states, with the fire of the love of God and attracted to the Kingdom of God, so that section may also become illumined and the soul-imparting breeze of the rose-garden of the Kingdom may perfume the nostrils of the inhabitants. Therefore, if it is possible, send to those parts teachers who are severed from all else save God, sanctified and pure. If these teachers be in the utmost state of attraction, in a short time great results will be forthcoming. The sons and daughters of the kingdom are like unto the real farmers. Through whichever state or country they pass they display self-sacrifice and sow divine seeds. From that seed harvests are produced. On this subject it is revealed in the glorious Gospel: “When the pure seeds are scattered in the good ground heavenly blessing and benediction is obtained.” I hope that you may become assisted and confirmed, and never lose courage in the promotion of the divine
teachings. Day by day may you add
to your effort, exertion and magnani-
imity.

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
at Haifa, Syria, April 26, 1916. Original
addressed to Dr. Zia Bagdadi, Chi-
cego, Ill., care J. H. Hannen, Washin-
gton, D. C. Received August 19, 1916.)

TABLET TO THE DOMINION OF
CANADA

To the believers of God and the maid-
servants of the Merciful in the Pro-
vinces of the Dominions of Canada:

O ye daughters and sons of the King-
dom!

Although in most of the states and
cities of the United States (Praise be
to God!) the fragrances of God are dif-
fused and innumerable souls are turning
their faces and advancing toward the
Kingdom of God, yet in some of the
states the flag of oneness is not upraised
as it ought to be and must be, and the
mysteries of the Holy Books, like the
Bible, the Gospel and the Koran, are
not promulgated. Through the unani-
mous effort of the friends, the banner
of oneness must be unfurled in those
states, and the divine teachings be pro-
moted, so that they may also receive a
portion and a share of the heavenly be-
stowals and the Most Great Guidance.
Likewise in the provinces of Canada,
such as Newfoundland, Prince Edward
Island, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan,
Alberta, British Columbia, Un-
gava, Keewatin, Mackenzie, Yukon and
the Franklin Islands in the Arctic Cir-
cle—the believers of God must become
self-sacrificing and like unto the candles
of guidance become ignited in the prov-
inces of Canada. Should they show
forth such a magnanimity, it is assured
that they will obtain universal divine
confirmations, the heavenly cohorts will
reinforce them uninterruptedly, and a
most great victory will be obtained. Per-
chance, God willing, the call of the King-
dom may reach the ears of the Eskimos,
the inhabitants of the Islands of Frank-
lin in the north of Canada, as well as
Greenland. Should in Greenland the fire
of the love of God be ignited, all the
ices of that continent will be melted and
its frigid climate will be changed into
a temperate climate—that is, if the
hearts will obtain the heat of the love
of God, that country and continent will
become a divine garden and a lordly or-
chard, and the souls, like unto the fruit-
ful trees, will obtain the utmost fresh-
ness and delicacy. Magnanimity is nec-
essary, heavenly exertion is called for.
Should you display an effort, so that the
fragrances of God be diffused amongst
the Eskimos, its effect will be very great
and far-reaching. God says in the great
Koran: “A day will come wherein the
lights of unity will enlighten all the
world. The earth will be irradiated with
the light of its Lord.” In other words:
“The earth will become illumined with
the light of God. That light is the light
of unity. . . . . There is no God but
God.” The continent and the islands of
Eskimos also are parts of this earth.
They must similarly receive a portion
of the bestowals of the Most Great Guid-
ance.

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
at Haifa, Syria, April 26, 1916. Original
addressed to Mrs. May Maxwell,
Montreal, Canada, care J. H. Hannen,
Washington, D. C. Received August 19,
1916.)

THREE TABLETS OF BAHAI’ULLAH—A new edition of the Tablet of the Branch, the Kitab-eh-Ahlu, and the Layih-eh-
Abdan. Bound in paper. 37 pages and cover. Price 20 cents. Address BAHAI PUBLISHING SOCIETY,
419 Lake Park Avenue, Chicago.
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the Most Great Peace shall come."—BAHA’U’LLAH.
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“Although the tempest and the hurricane were intense and violent, yet, praise be to God, the Ark of Salvation reached the haven of security, while protected and guarded.”

FIRST TABLET REVEALED FOR BAHAYS OF PERSIA SINCE OPENING OF DOORS OF HOLY LAND

To his honor Agha Sayad Nasrollah Bakeroff.—Upon him be BAHÃ’U’LLAH-EL-ABHA! 

HE IS GOD!

O thou who art firm in the Covenant!

It was a long time since the thread of correspondence had been entirely broken, and the hearts were affected with sorrow and agitation. Now, praise be to God, that in these days, through divine favor, the black clouds are dispersed and the light of composure and tranquility has enlightened this region; the tyrannous government is done away with and followed by a just administration. All the people are delivered from the most great hardship and the most difficult affliction. In this huge tempest and violent revolution, in which all nations of the world were caught and were involved in dire calamity, cities were destroyed, people were slaughtered, properties were pillaged and taken as booty, the cries and lamentations of the helpless ones were raised from every prominent spot and the tears falling from the eyes of the orphans like a flowing torrent in all the low countries—under all these conditions, praise be to God, that through the favor and bounty of the Blessed Perfection and because the believers of God have lived in accord with the lordly teachings, they have been protected and guarded. Not even a single particle of dust settled on the face of a believer. Verily, this is a most great miracle which cannot be denied except by every stiff-necked transgressor! It has meanwhile become evident and manifest that the holy teachings of His High-
ness Baha’o’llah are the cause of the comfort and illumination of the world of humanity. In the blessed Tablets* (of Baha’o’llah) the justice and the administrative sagacity of the Imperial government of England have been repeatedly dwelt upon, and now it has become clear that, in reality, the inhabitants of this country, after untold sufferings, have attained to composure and security.

This is the first letter that I write to Persia. God willing, I shall write others afterwards. Convey with the utmost longing to each and all the believers of God the wonderful Abha greeting, and give us the glad-tidings of the health and safety of all the believers. Although the tempest and the hurricane were intense and violent, yet, praise be to God, the Ark of Salvation reached the heaven of security, while protected and guarded. Announce greeting and salutation on behalf of Abdul-Baha with the utmost joy and fragrance "to the hands of the Cause of God," his honor Ameen and likewise the rulers of firmness and steadfastness in the Covenant and Testament.

Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

LETTER ACCOMPANYING ABOVE TABLET

Tomb of Baha’o’llah, Babje, Aces, October 16, 1918.

Through the Star of the West to the believers and the maid-servants of the Merciful in America.

My dear brothers and sisters in the Cause of God!

The spiritual life of Babje is not only contemplative but earnest and active, full of light and beauty, redolent with the fragrance of the Kingdom of Abha and adorned with the roses of high ideals and the violets of noble emotions. Since September 23d, I have written you a number of letters, reporting to you the good news of the health of Abdul-Baha, and giving some sidelights on recent events, so pregnant with far-reaching results for the future of this country. Now I would like to share with you the translation of the first Tablet revealed this afternoon for one of the believers in Teheran, Persia. I hope that ere long America will also receive such divine gifts after a long period of deprivation . . . .

Having now accomplished my pleasant duty I add to the above my heartfelt prayers for the wellbeing of all. Your sincere brother,

Ahmad Sohrab.

Tablets revealed by Abdul-Baha in the winter of 1916-17, but just received in America.

TABLET TO JUANITA STORCH

(Revealed at Haifa, Syria, December 25, 1916, mailed but sent back from Constantinople. Remailed when doors of Holy Land were opened recently and received in California, November 25, 1918.)

To Juanita Storch.
O thou light of the love of God!
Thy detailed letter and also the second one received. Both of them reflected the luminous susceptibilities of a universal consciousness, indicating that (Praise be to God!) that beloved daughter has become like unto a clear mirror, upon the translucent surface of which is focussed the beaming rays of the shining Orb of this century and her heart and spirit is so set aglow with the fire of the love of God, that involuntarily and passionately she is raising the call of the Kingdom of God.

The darkness of the world of nature has encompassed the kingdom of creation. In these tenebrous darknesses tremendous calamities are hidden for mankind, except those souls who have drawn light from the Sun of Reality. These sanctified souls like unto the birds are always soaring, and in the rose-garden of Truth, ever singing songs and melodies. Praise be to God, thou hast a listening ear and didst hear the spiritual lay of the Covenant from a hundred-thousand miles! What a stirring anthem is raised from the Supreme Concours!—for it imparts joy and exhilaration to the hearts. The attracted hearts are like unto harps and lyres from which continually issues forth a rich stream of harmonious colors, charming notes and divine airs!

O thou beloved daughter! Praise be to God, that thou hast capacity and worthiness, in order to become the maid-servant of the Kingdom of God and in the heavenly festival and spiritual society thou mayst decorate the meeting with the beauties of song and melody. In the world of humanity the “Commonwealth of the Kingdom” is being organized and from this “collective Center,” merciful emotions and light-beaming rays are being diffused to all directions. The love of God is the attractive force of this “Ultra-Cosmic-Center.”

O thou beloved daughter! At the time when the Light of Reality shone forth from the Mosaic dawning-place, the Mount of Sinai became luminous; but the hearts of the heedless ones remained in intense darkness and they reproached the blessed believing souls. Afterwards they perceived that it was themselves that merited contempt and censure. Likewise, when the Word of God, His Holiness Christ and His apostles raised the flag of guidance and the Light of Reality dawned, all the people abused and scorned them, as the texts of the Gospel bear testimony to this fact; nay rather, they spat on the holy countenance of Jesus Christ and ridiculed, insulted and vilified Him. Later on, it became manifest that He was the Light of Truth and was bestowing the spirit of eternal life. When in the Arabian peninsula the light of prophethood shone forth and His Holiness Mohammed (Upon Him be peace) engaged His time in the guidance of those barbarous people, everyone reviled and calumniated Him. Their answer was given by divine revelation in the following Koranic verse:

“Woe unto the servants! No prophet cometh unto them, but they laugh him to scorn!” Afterwards it became evi-
"FORTY-TWO PEACE POINTS" FOR BAHAX TO DISCUSS IN PUBLIC MEETINGS.

ALLAH'O'ABHA!

Some years ago, Abdul-Baha gave the following principles or "points" in a Tablet to Mr. C. Mason Remey, dated March 5, 1914. They speak for themselves—

"In those public meetings, universal and not particular principles must be discussed; those principles which I have expounded in the public meetings. Only that identical program must be followed:

(1) The oneness of the world of humanity.
(2) The investigation of Reality.
(3) The essential unity of the Religions of God.
(4) The abandonment of religious, denominational, racial and patriotic prejudices.
(5) The conformity of divine Religion with reason and science.
(6) The Religion of God must become the cause of amity and love amongst mankind, otherwise it is better to forswear it.
(7) Equality between man and woman.
(8) The essential necessity of the confirmation of the Holy Spirit.
(9) The demonstration of divinity and inspiration.
(10) The power of the (spiritual) influence of BAHA'O'LLAH.
(11) The underlying unity of all existing faiths.
(12) The dawn of the Sun of Reality from the horizon of Persia.
(13) Universal peace.
(14) Universal language: The education of the children of all the Religions, under a universal standard of instruction and a common curriculum.

"Questions of this nature must be propounded in the public meetings."

—The Editors.
Tablets revealed by Abdul-Baha in the winter of 1916-17
(Continued from page 171)

dent that that blessed Personage was conducive to the illumination of the peninsula of Arabia, and the cause of the guidance and progress of those tribes who ascended to the supreme apex of eternal felicity. Consequently, do thou not wonder at the ridicule of the ignorant ones and the blame of the witless. Those who are ignorant have always cast reproach upon those who are wise.
Convey longing greeting to all the believers of God.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Signed in Persian and in English)

TABLET TO MRS. PAGE

(A letter dated Haifa, Syria, Jan. 26, 1917, enclosing the following Tablet, was received recently from Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, through Joseph H. Hannen.)

Mrs. Arthur Page.
O thou respected maid-servant of God!

Thou hast written that since two years the fragrance of the rose-garden of Baha‘o’llah is being diffused in Detroit, Michigan, and two ministers have invited Bahai speakers to their churches, so that they may speak about divine principles and cause the irradiation of the light of guidance. Praise be to God, the Bahais are characterized with such qualities and attributes that they are the object of the praise and commendation of all nations; they are the means of the proclamation of the oneness of the world of humanity and the promotion of the ideals of universal peace.

Today, the most great foundation of real civilization is this, and this is conducive to the tranquility of the world of creation.

In this glorious century, this basis is most firm and strong. But there must needs be the power of the Kingdom in order to establish these principles. Because the believers of God are confirmed with the heavenly power, I hope they may enkindle the candles of the oneness of the world of humanity in all the societies of mankind, the anthem of universal peace may reach the East and the West, religion may become the means of good-fellowship amongst the people, justice and equity may unfurl their flags on the apex of the world, religion and science may correspond with each other and be conducive to the promotion of peace and salvation, ignorant prejudices may be dispelled and the lights of Reality be diffused.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

TABLET TO ALBERTA HALL

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, December 19, 1916, and mailed, but returned from Constantinople. Remailed upon the opening of the doors of the Holy Land and received recently in America.)

To Miss Alberta Hall.
O thou maid-servant of God!

Although in body thou art weak and ill and, like unto Job, the object of many trials, yet (Praise be to God!) thou art strong in spirit and in the utmost health and joyousness. The peculiarities of this physical world are illness and diseases, and the essences of the universe of God are health and vigor. The body is like unto the lamp and the spirit like unto the light. Praise be to God, that the light is in the utmost brilliancy no matter if the lamp is somewhat affected. May the illumination of the light remain eternal and undying. Thank thou God that the light of thy spirit is burning with the oil of the love of God and its flame is becoming brighter day by day.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
Chicago Assembly celebrates the Day of Abdul-Baha

BY JEAN MASSON.

ON the evening of November 26th, the Bahai Assembly of Chicago celebrated Abdul-Baha’s Day, the Day of the Covenant, with a feast given in Grill Hall of the Stevens Building, on Wabash Avenue.

One hundred of the friends of Abdul-Baha participated in this Feast of the Covenant—friends of various nations and races.

It was a memorable occasion—one to leave its ineffaceable impress. The armistice had been declared. It seemed as if the universal peace, so long and so faithfully anticipated by Bahais, were really established. The prophecies of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha were being swiftly and unerringly fulfilled. The world was a new world, a transformed world, and Bahais rejoiced.

A spirit of sweet communion, a spiritual fragrance, pervaded and dominated the feast. Its theme was the Covenant. Prayer—the compelling words of the Center of the Covenant—opened the meeting:

"Bring them together again, O Lord, by the power of Thy Covenant and gather their dispersion by the might of Thy promise and unite their hearts by the dominion of Thy love and make them love each other, so that they may sacrifice their spirits, expend their money, and scatter themselves for the love of one another.

"O Lord, cause to descend upon them quietness and tranquillity. Shower upon them the clouds of Thy mercy in great abundance and make them to characterize themselves with the characteristics of the spiritual.

"O Lord, make us firm in Thy noble command and bestow upon us Thy gifts, through Thy bounty, grace and munificence.

"Verily, Thou art the Generous, the Merciful and the Benevolent."

There followed the wonderful, unforgettable, altogether impressive words of the Manifestation, read from the Kitab-el-Akdas, proclaiming the station of Abdul-Baha:

"When the ocean of My Presence and the Book of Origin is achieved to the end, turn your faces toward ‘Him-Whom-God-hath-purposed,’ who hath branched from this Pre-Existing Root.

"When the Nightingale soareth from the grove of praise and repaireth to the furthermost concealed destination, refer ye that which you understand not from the Book, to the Branch extended from this firm Root."

There were other significant, prophetic, commemorative readings, in which the Revelation is so prolific—words familiar and thrilling to the heart of the whole Bahai world, once heard—never again to be forgotten.

Mr. Vail spoke upon the meaning of the Covenant, prefacing his address with a Tablet, revealed by Baha’u’llah to Abdul-Baha:

"O thou my Greatest Branch, thy letter was surely presented before this oppressed one and We heard that which thou hast communed with God, the Lord of the worlds.

"Verily, We have ordained thee the guardian of all the creatures and a protection to all those in the heavens and earths and a fortress to those who believe in God, the One, the Omniscient.

"I beg of God to protect them by thee; to enrich them by thee; to nourish them by thee and reveal to them that which is the dawning point of riches to the people of creation and the ocean of generosity to those in the world and the rising point of favor to all nations. Verily, He is the Powerful, the All-Knowing and the Wise!

"I beg of Him to water the earth and all that is in it by thee, that there may
spring up from it the flowers of wisdom and revelation and the hyacinths of science and knowledge. Verily, He is the friend to those who love Him, and an assistant to those who commune with Him.

"There is no God but Him, the Mighty and the Magnified!"

The passing of the old, the establishment of the new Covenant among men, which is but the completion of spiritual evolution in the human race—the establishment of the new civilization upon the earth—the supreme function of the Covenant in that establishment—all Mr. Vail eloquently dwelt upon in his approach of a subject, today so infinitely beyond our complete comprehension.

Dr. Bagdadi spoke effectively of the dynamic, unifying power of the Covenant and the absolute necessity of a Center toward which all can turn in unity and harmony and love. He cited the numerous sects of Christianity and other established religions, as a resultant of the absence of an authoritative Center after the passing of the founder.

In the Bahai Movement, no opportunity exists for schisms or disastrous counter movements, for he who turns his face from the Center of the Covenant is not a Bahai, has no place in the Bahai Movement. The true Bahai keeps his face fixed unalterably upon that radiant Center, from which there is no wavering, neither shadow of turning. So Dr. Bagdadi.

Today, when all Bahais are looking with fervent hope toward the East and the possibility of the coming of Abdul-Baha again to America and the possibility of his laying the corner-stone of the great Temple, the Mashrekol-azkar occupies much of the thought of Bahais. And no meeting is complete without mention of this institution. Mrs. True presented the subject. Indeed, this seems to be the subject of subjects for Mrs. True's presentation, so long and so intimately has she dwelt with it, so deeply has she penetrated into its mysteries.

A feature of this Feast of the Covenant was the large contingent of our colored friends present, deeply moved by the pervasive spirit of good-fellowship, so typical of all Bahai meetings, where the different races unite in worship.

Musical numbers interspersed the readings. There was chanting by Zeenat Khanom. Dr. Bagdadi sang a Persian poem, composed several years ago by Bahai students at Beirut College, in praise and glorification of the Center of the Covenant. After each verse an Arabic refrain was taken up by a chorus of voices: "Fal-ya-ish Ghusnol-baka Hazrati Abdul-Baha!" ("Long live the Branch of Eternity, His Holiness Abdul-Baha!"

Today, because of our childish and superficial understanding, inadequately, irreverently, perhaps, we pay homage before the shrine of the Covenant. And yet, in all sincerity we offer our allegiance. Adequately shall future generations worship, gathered under the dome of the great Mashrekol-azkar—monument to the glory of Baha'o'lbah and the spiritual supremacy of His Covenant.

Future generations—shall they not remember, that we too worshipped, undeviatingly, before the Holy of Holies; that we sang, while our hearts thrilled with emotion, "Long live the Branch of Eternity, His Holiness Abdul-Baha?"
Stories Children Should Know

Compiled from the Words of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha to assist Parents and Teachers in the Education of Children—A Sequel to “Bahrain Methods of Education,” published in the current Volume of the “Star of the West”

BY PAULINE A. HANNEN

Stories about Baha’u’llah

INCIDENT IN THE CHILDHOOD OF BAHÀ’U’LLÀH.

Revealed by BAHÀ’U’LLÀH in a Tablet.

WHEN this youth was a child and had not yet reached the age of maturity, one of my brothers intended to marry in Teheran and, according to the custom of that country, for seven days and nights they were engaged in feasting and banqueting.

The program for the last day of the entertainment for the guests was the play of the “Sultan Salim.” The ministers, the grandees and officials of the city were there in a great throng, and this youth was sitting in one of the galleries of this building and was observing the scenes.

Then they raised a great tent in the midst of the court; representations of human forms, only a few inches in height, would come out of the tent and cry: “The king is coming, arrange the seats in order!” Then the other figures came out, sweeping the ground, while a number were sprinkling the streets with water; then another picture was presented, who was supposed to be the herald, acquainting the people to be ready for review for his majesty the sultan.

Then the ministers came, with hat and shawl, according to the Persian custom; others were present with clubs while a number of others were garbed as chamberlains, aides-de-camp, ferrashes and executioners with instruments of punishment. All these men were lined according to their stations and class. At last the king appeared, with sovereign power and shining diadem upon his head and with splendor and glory walked slowly and majestically, and with perfect calmness, tranquillity and composure, seated himself upon the throne. At that moment the noise of the guns and the music of the national anthem was raised, and the smoke surrounded the tent and the king. When the air was cleared, it was seen that the king was on his throne, and the ministers and magistrates and secretaries had taken their places according to their rank. Immediately a thief, captured by the police, was brought before the king, and a royal order was issued to behead him. Then the chief of the executioners took the captive and decapitated him, and a red fluid, which was like blood, was seen by all the spectators. While the sultan was seen consulting with some of his ministers, the news was brought in that a certain person had

(Continued on page 182)
A recent letter from the Holy Land

Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago, U. S. A.

My dear Bahai brother:

It is very delightful indeed to be able to resume correspondence with you and other dear American sisters and brothers. By this time you have probably heard that Haifa was taken on the 23rd of September, and the poor inhabitants were freed from the oppressions to which they had been subject for more than four years.

Abdul-Baha also felt very happy through this change, for as you know it was the firm belief of the Turks that he was favoring the English. At the instigation and intrigue of the abominable Mohamad Ali, every now and then some new trouble would arise. You know perfectly well the old corrupted government. But at any time the power of Baha’u’llah would surpass all their underhanded means of enmity and would help the Center of His Covenant to conquer all their mean efforts against him. For instance: Jamal Pasha, while marching towards the Suez Canal three years ago had said in Jerusalem, “The Christian Bahais consider Abdul-Baha as Christ. After my conquest of Egypt, I shall crucify him just as the former Christ was.” But the shells from the English cannon did not give him time to reach his goal.

I do not want to speak against anybody, but simply to tell you that all the time inimical efforts have been directed against the Beloved of our hearts and always the power of the Holy Ghost has rendered their efforts null.

All members of your dear family are well at Adana, which we hope will be taken soon.

With the present circumstances, we hope that the international peace will, before long, be established, and the nations of the world will change their hostility to friendship and amity. For this we pray day and night.

I believe this terrible war will bring the thinkers of the nations to the consciousness of the value of the divine principles set forth by the Supreme Pen of Baha’u’llah. One year before the outbreak of the war, Abdul-Baha traveled all over America and Europe and exclaimed in large assemblies and congregations, that Europe had become an arsenal, and it was waiting for a single spark to explode. If the civilized people had listened to this divine call and warning, humanity would not have suffered from all these unspeakable horrors.

But after the war, we hope that the Bahais, who love all the nations of the world and consider them as the leaves of one branch and fruits of one tree, will do their best, and through the divine force, will be able to remove the means of hostility among the nations. Strangers to the Cause of God probably disregard this divine force active in the Bahai Religion, but the Bahais cannot do so, for they have seen that within a period of about half a century, in spite of the despotic persecution of the Shah of Persia and Abdul Hamid, this divine force emanated from the prison walls of Acca and united approximately four millions of Persians, English, French, Germans, Americans, Indians, Japanese, et al., or in other words, four millions of Hindus, Mohammedans, Christians,
Jews, Zoroastrians, etc., together as members of one family. This divine force has not been so active and effective in any previous religion. Ahmad will see you soon. Love to all dear ones,

Your brother

Aziz.

"The war was not an act of God"

"I hope that the war may soon come to an end, so that I may again look in the faces of the believers. It will be a great joy to me. This war lasted very long, but it had to come. The corrupt world needed such a purification. The war was not an act of God, but rather the results of the accumulation of our own evil deeds. Because peoples and nations did not act in accordance with justice, and tyrannized innocent men, this war had to sweep away all remnants of autocracy, absolutism and militarism, and usher in an era of democracy, equality before the law, and international peace."

—ABDUL-Baha.

(Words of Abdul-Baha spoken October 19, 1918, to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab and recorded in a letter to Miss Juliet Thompson just received in America.)

Letter to Pauline A. Hannen

October 15, 1918.

Haifa, Palestine.

To Mrs. Pauline Hannen,
Washington, D. C.

My very dear sister in the love of the Covenant!

Abdul-Baha loves you because you are an active maid-servant of the Cause, the believers love you because you are ever ready to help them. Just the other night the Beloved mentioned your name and praised your whole hearted devotion to the Truth.

[Here a portion was cut out by the Censor] . . . . reviving in one's mind the old portraits of history—Richard the Lion-hearted, St. Louis, Frederick Barbarossa, Napoleon, Mohammed Ali Pasha and their fire-breathing legions—many of their officers

(Continued on page 182)
Editorial—Let us build the Temple

By Albert Vail

Two calls ring like a divine bell in this clear morning of universal peace. The one is: Teach the Cause, send forth teachers, awaken the souls, ignite the hearts and unite them into the Kingdom of God; the other is to build and celebrate the jubilee of the oneness of believers. "O Lord," prays the Master-Builders, "make these holy souls dawn into God's oneness."

It is on earth "the inception of the organization of the Kingdom," that Kingdom wherein all sects and religions and races shall march to the music of "Ya-Baha-el-Abha" down the nine avenues of the different religions into the Temple of God's oneness.

To be perfect, this first Mashrekol-azkar in America must be designed by the Master's own hand. He will not much longer be in this world. If he is to approve, complete, perfect the architectural plans, his children, his servants must act quickly. It is worth a great sacrifice if we may give the gift which will enable the Center of the Covenant to lay the foundation of this mother, the model Mashrekol-azkar of the western world. Divine believers in the Orient, who will never worship under its shining dome, sold even their clothing to give money for its construction. May not an
equal fire of sacrifice enkindle the hearts of the American friends until they raise the last hundred-thousand and invite the Master to come to our shores, prepare the plans and lay the foundation? Then will our hearts through all the ages of eternal life throb with joy that we sacrificed our money, our comforts, our time, our love to build the temple in the days of the Covenant.

Mashrekol-azkar Day—Receipts for November and December Building Fund

At the New York city Mashrekol-azkar Convention it was recommended "that upon selected days, to be fixed by the Executive Board, meetings be held by each local assembly at which all shall be welcome, and the endeavor be to acquaint the friends and all interested in the establishment of a universal spiritual Edifice, with the purpose, meaning and importance of the Mashrekol-azkar—provided, however, that His Holiness the Centre of the Covenant, shall first approve of the fixing of these uniform dates by the Executive Board." (STAR OF THE WEST, Vol. 4, No. 8, p. 146.)

In reply to their supplication the following from Abdul-Baha was received:

"If you appoint a special day of every month—that is, the ninth day of every month—for consultations regarding the Mashrekol-azkar, it will be favorable." (STAR OF THE WEST, Vol. 4, No. 9, p. 160.)

Recently such a fragrant meeting was held by the Chicago Assembly on that day, that the Financial-Secretary wishes to remind the readers of the STAR OF THE WEST of the above important facts, and urge the friends throughout America to commemorate the ninth day of each month as Mashrekol-azkar day, thus stimulating the great work for the erection of the Mashrekol-azkar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balance, November 1st, 1918</td>
<td>$128,689.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received during November</td>
<td>2,176.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received during December</td>
<td>4,139.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total January 1st, 1919</td>
<td>$135,005.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Corinne True, Financial Secretary.

The Teaching Campaign

The teachers are starting forth to scatter broadcast the seeds of the Kingdom. In the great progressive West, Mrs. Brittingham and Mrs. Killius and others have been spreading in new districts the divine seed ever since the five teaching Tablets reached America. So have Mrs. Maxwell, Miss Jack, Mr. Gregory, Mr. Tate, Mr. Remey, Mrs. Hoagg, Mother Beecher and others in the East and North and South. Miss Jack is soon to leave Chicago for Winnipeg. Mr. Vail is arranging a series of visits to new cities and districts in the Central West. Mr. Remey is soon to start for a long journey through the South. With great joy will the STAR OF THE WEST receive and publish news of the activities of the teachers in America and the world and the glad tidings of "the majestic onward march of the Cause of God" in these the dawning hours of the Kingdom of the Most Great Peace among all peoples and nations.

A. R. V.
of prominence meet the beloved Abdul-Baha daily and converse with him on the problems of peace and war, the rights and duties of small nations, the advisability of the formation of the league of peoples and the necessity for the organization of a strong executive power which may be able to back up the ideals of universal brotherhood and peace. I may record herein the names of some of these officers—so that our friends in the West may get an idea of those with whom Abdul-Baha is meeting. Amongst others... [Here a number of lines were cut out by the Censor]... eager to hear the constructive teachings of this movement and visit the Holy Tomb of the Blessed Beauty with the utmost reverence and respect. Many of them are more or less acquainted with the Cause and know and are informed of the broad outline of its history. When on September 23rd, the conquering General and his English and Indian Cavalry entered Haifa, one of the first questions that he asked of the President of Municipality was about the health of “His Excellency” Abdul-Baha, the head of the Bahai Movement and whether the Turks in any way had in the past few years molested his tranquility and quiet life. Being assured that God has protected him and his followers, the General was satisfied and later in the afternoon of the same day, he sent his aid-de-camps to Abdul-Baha’s home to meet him and make personal inquiries about his health. Next morning he called himself and had a pleasant interview. Three days later, Col. Stores, the Military Governor of Jerusalem, who was acquainted with Abdul-Baha when in Egypt, came to Haifa in his own automobile to meet him and after his warm reception informed the Cairo believers by cable that Abdul-Baha was enjoying good health.

In short, the atmosphere of Acca and Haifa is quite changed. It is more intellectual, more spiritual, more fraught with activity and freedom.

Your sincere brother,

Ahmad Sohrab.

Stories Children Should Know—Stories about Baha’u’llah

(Continued from page 177)

as kings, princes and ministers, glory, power, majesty and sovereignty that I beheld were inclosed in this box.

I declare by the Lord, Who hath created all things through His Word, that from that day all the conditions of this world and its greatness have been like that play before the eyes of this youth.

(Extract from Tablet to the Sultan of Turkey. From Star of the West, Vol. 2, No. 2, p. 3.)

VISION OF BHA’U’LLAH AT THE AGE OF SIX YEARS.

He saw himself fall into the sea. In the water his long hair became shining
like the sun, and spread out around him like a golden net. All the fishes, large and small, came swimming towards him, holding to the strands of his hair. The fishes came closer and closer, following him as he swam through the waters which were shining like the sun. The fishes were countless in number. Abdul Karim, a wise man who interpreted visions for the kings, was told of this vision by the father of Baha’u’llah. Abdul Karim answered: “Your son will be a great man. The water is knowledge, the fishes swimming about him are the people of all nations who will come to be taught by his wisdom. He will be forced away and separated from earthly things, and will reflect the light of the Word of God.”

(Words of Moneera Khanom, Wife of Abdul-Baha. From Ten Days in the Light of Acca, page 88.)

BAHA’U’LLAH AS A DERVISH IN THE MOUNTAINS.

A boy, attending a village school, had been flogged and sent out for failure in his writing. While he was weeping outside the schoolroom, this holy man came by and asked the cause of his grief. When the lad had explained his trouble the dervish said: “Do not grieve, I will set you another copy, and teach you to write well.” He then took the boy’s slate and wrote some words in very beautiful characters. The boy was delighted, and showing his slate in pride at now having a better master than he had had in the school, the people were astonished, dervishes being commonly illiterate. They then began to follow the dervish who wishing to meditate and pray in solitude, left that place for another.

(Words of Behiah Khanum, sister of Abdul-Baha. From Abbas Effendi, His Life and Teachings, by Myron H. Phelps, p. 22.)

THE STORY OF THE PATROL.

As told by Baha’u’llah.

It is related that a lover was suffering for years in separation from his beloved and burning in the fire of absence from her. By the overwhelming strength of love his breast was void of patience and his body would fain shun the soul. He accounted life in separation as a sham and suffered intense burning on account of the world. Many were the days he found no rest in separation from her, and the nights that he slept not through grief for her. Through the languor of body he had become as a sigh, and by the heart’s pain he was (in lament) as a woe. He would freely give a thousand lives for a single draught of her nearness, and yet this was not feasible! Physicians despaired of healing him, and companions kept far from his fellowship. Yea, physicians know no healing for the one diseased of love, except the favor of the beloved one come to his succor!

At length, the tree of his hope brought the fruit of despair, and the fire of his expectancy was quenched; until, one night, he was wearied of life and abandoned home for the streets. Suddenly a patrol pursued him. He was urging on at the front while the patrol sped in his chase. Finally, the patrols formed into a gathering and barred the way of flight for that afflicted one. He, helpless, groaned with all his heart and ran hither and thither, soliloquizing in these words: “This patrol is my angel of death, for he is seeking after me in such haste. Or, is he a tyrant of countries who is intent on oppressing men?” Thus, that one, pierced with the arrow of love, was running with the feet and lamenting in heart, until he reached the wall of a garden and climbed it with a thousand difficulties and afflictions, for it was found to be a very lofty wall. Then, regardless of his life, he threw himself down into the garden. But behold,
there he found his beloved, with a light in her hand, searching for a ring she had lost! When that heart-surrendered lover saw his heart-ravishing beloved one, he heaved a sigh and stretched forth his hands in prayer: “O God! Bestow honor on this patrol, bless him with wealth, and preserve him; for this patrol was Gabriel, who became the guide of this infirm one. He was a Seraph who imparted life to this humble one!”

(From the Seven Valleys, page 17.)

DESCRIPTION OF A BEAUTIFUL GARDEN.

As told by Abdul-Baha.

Outside of Teheran we had a great park planted by the father of the Blessed Perfection, Baha’u’llah. This was a wonderful garden. It contained four gates, eastern, western, northern and southern. As you entered the eastern gate, the western gate was visible, and similarly from the northern gate you could see the southern gate. In the center of the garden a great throne was built, and four straight avenues branched off toward the gates, so that you could see all four gates as you sat on the throne. On both sides of these avenues poplar trees were planted, to the number of ten thousand. These trees arose erect and majestic toward the sky. Under the trees thousands of rose bushes were planted, the fragrance of which filled the air. Often we used to sleep at night on this throne. The moon, clear, full, silvery, shone upon us, the galaxies of stars shedding their rays, now faintly and again with a lustrous twinkle over the calm and mystic scene of the garden. Long before sunrise I would open my eyes, admiring with wonder this infinite universe of God. Then all at once the nightingales in sweet melodies would break into a concert of divine music, the gentle mumur of the rills flowing in from all sides reaching to the ears and the zephyrs would pass through the leaves making the noise of a soft sweeping hand-clap and applause. In the early mornings the Blessed Perfection would arise and prepare tea for all of us, and while the sun was dawning from the eastern horizon we would gather around Him, drinking tea and enjoying the heavenly scene all around us.

(Then Abdul-Baha started to walk through the rose-garden, now and then standing before a rosebush and deeply contemplating its construction and petals. Looking at a rose which was very like an American Beauty, he said:)

“When we arrived in Constantinople it was just at this season [September]. The garden of the house wherein we lived contained one rosebush, on every branch of which one rose blossomed forth after sunset. The believers not having seen roses at this season were overjoyed, and until late at night were gathered around it.”

(Then he passed by, himself a unique rose in the garden of the world of humanity, the fragrance of which has filled all creation!)

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, September 19, 1913.)

(To be continued)

POST CARD RECEIVED BY THE BAHAI ASSEMBLY OF CHICAGO

My dear brothers and sisters:

Haifa, Palestine, December 1, 1918.

Abdul-Baha calls us today to the solution of great world problems. We must not remain behind, but be in the vanguard of the forces of the new civilization. We must first renew ourselves from top to bottom and then induce others to do the same. All our past efforts in comparison to the efforts that we have to make in the near future have been pittance. We must be ready and put our house in order, so that we may be able to undertake the great work that will be presented to us before long. "Vigilence and preparedness" must be our motto. Bahai greetings . . .

Ahmad Sohrab.
Extracts from the Diary of Major Wellesly Tudor-Pole, Holy Land, 1918

Sent for publication to the Star of the West through, and edited by, Claudia Stuart Coles, Washington, D. C.

Mount of Olives, Jerusalem, November 16, 1918.

From my room in the great German Hospice on this Holy Hill, I have the most wonderful view that it has ever been my lot to gaze upon. There is a pillared arched balcony outside my windows which makes a superb frame for the picture.

In the foreground olive trees clothe the hill which slopes down toward a most fascinating middle distance, made up of rocky undulating desert plateaux. These lend themselves in some unexplained fashion to curiously beautiful sun and shadow effects, so that the view changes almost from minute to minute.

Beyond again lie the volcanic mountainous erections amongst which lie the (supposed) ruins of Sodom, while Gomorra lies away to the west down the plain.

It is as if these hills had been “dancing together with joy” and in the midst of all the gayety and motion, they had become petrified suddenly without warning. They are fantastic yet beautiful, weird yet ever changing, although one never loses the feeling of eternal petrification, which is not only apparent, for it is a geological fact.

Beyond these crater-like erections, and far, far below them, lies the Dead Sea, green-blue, clear as crystal, reflecting the mountains of Moab which rise steeply from the water high up, until they form a skyline background for the whole picture.

Away to the left lies the Jordan valley, and one can trace the river wending its way northward like a blue ribbon among the foothills. But it is not the physical scenery that holds one spell bound, it is the atmosphere. It comes resistlessly up towards one until one is bathing in its strange magnetism.

Ancient majesty and strength flow out from the mountains of Moab, mystery rises from the waters of the Dead Sea, beauty flows forth and upwards from the Jordan river, tragedy and joy rise up together from the lonely solitudes of the desert, and the craters in the middle distance. All these seem to blend into one resistless wave of color and significance which sweeps up towards one through the olive groves to the Mount of Olives itself.

No photograph or picture or description can possibly convey one-thousandth part of the strange charm of that which lies before me as I write.

The past week has seemed like a dream. On the 11th of November, 1918, at 4 p.m., the news of the Armistice reached me as I was sitting in my office.
at the Savoy. . . . I gave a small dinner to my staff . . . . and having toasted those present, I spoke for awhile. The following is a partial summary:

"Many of you do not at present realize that we stand at perhaps the most remarkable point in the history of the world. One era has closed before our eyes; it is closed in the midst of carnage and tumult. We are now actually witnessing the birth of a New Day, a Day during which the human race will be enlightened, transformed, regenerated. Do not let this hour pass lightly; enjoy the outward triumph of the Armistice, but let your thoughts run deep as well. Reaction from this moment of exultation is inevitable. We have all lived the past few years under conditions of an ever growing strain. The strain has lifted. If an elastic band is held taut for some time, when released it will be found that its elasticity has vanished, it will hang limp and almost lifeless.

"Many years will pass before the racial mind will regain its inherent elasticity; meanwhile, many tests will come to you and me. The war is over, but we must look forward to many months filled with revolutions—volcanic eruptions both within the racial mind and in the earth’s crust.

"Those of us who have looked death in the face during the past few years, and who realize something of the tragedy that war brings in its wake, have determined to carry out two resolutions: We will bring home to our children and to those around us some idea of what war really means. . . . . We will create in the minds of the next generation such a detestation of human warfare, its horror, its uselessness, that the tradition of peace universal shall grow up firmly implanted in the human consciousness of the future, and war will become inconceivable. Secondly, we have determined that the world of our generation shall be lifted out of gloom and sorrow towards peace and steadfast happiness.

"Each one of us can do more than he realizes to bring joy into the lives of those around him, and joy spreads. This means that we must go deep down into our beings to find that joy which is the spiritual heritage of the whole race, which only waits to be tapped in order to release the waters of true happiness. Vast problems await solution, the world is upside down; revolutions, bloody and bloodless, lie immediately ahead. It is only for a time that this revolution is taking the place of evolution, for nothing can now stem the great waves of spiritual energy waiting to flood through the world of men. . . . . After destruction, reconstruction! We can each in our humble sphere help forward the building of a new and better world upon the basis of sure foundations. Let us be very sure of our own foundations before we begin to build, either within or without, and all will be well."

I came up to Jerusalem on November 13, 1918.

The drive from Ludd (Lydda, birthplace of St. George) to Jerusalem is so splendid that I never grow tired of it, although I now know every inch of the road. . . . .

Sunday, November 17, 1918.

Today I attended the Peace Celebration Service at St. George’s Cathedral, Jerusalem.

The church was packed—half the congregation were officers and men. Col. Storrs read the lessons.

All the Religions whose headquarters are in Jerusalem were represented, and a Scotch army chaplain preached in English and Arabic. The Grand Rabbi arrived in rich furs and chain of office. The Grand Mufti (Moslem), with flowing beard and snow white head dress (a broad minded, fine old fellow); the Greek Patriarch in black vestments and jewelled cross upon his breast; the Armenian Patriarch, also in black with a
The Master was standing at the top of制度 waiting to greet me with that sweet smile and cheery welcome for which he is famous. For seventy-four long years Abdul-Baha has lived in the midst of tragedy and hardship, yet nothing has robbed or can rob him of his cheery optimism, spiritual insight and keen sense of humor.

He was looking little older than when I saw him seven years ago, and certainly more vigorous than when in England after the exhausting American trip. His voice is as strong as ever, his step virile, his hair and beard are (if possible) more silver-white than before.

He is delighted to welcome the change of regime, but I could detect the tragic note, for if the British occupation had taken place ten years ago, he would have been able to travel throughout the Near and Middle East spreading the glad tidings of his father’s mission.
Recent Tablet revealed for Mirza Ahmad Sohrab granting permission to come to America

To the Star of the West:

. . . . I am just in receipt of a letter from Shogi Rabanni, in which he quotes the Tablet which Mirza Ahmad Sohrab will bring with him to America, the original being in the Master’s hand. I think it would be well to publish this in the Star as soon as possible, so that all may know of his coming with permission, as I have heard this question raised, not in a spirit of criticism, probably, but in view of the warnings about receiving Orientals. The Tablet reads as follows:

“His honor, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, has been permitted to leave for America, that there, God willing, he may engage in service. I beg God that he may be assisted in Servitude to the Holy Threshold.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.”

With greetings and kindest regards, I am,

Cordially yours,

Jos. H. Hannen.

Letter from Mirza Ahmad Sohrab to the Editor of the Christian Commonwealth, London

(Also sent for publication to the Star of the West.)

Haifa, Palestine, December 2, 1918.

Dear Sir:

Probably it is impossible to express in so many words the feeling of a man who has been compelled to live for years in a dark, wet and narrow cell, with no companion except the four walls and the occasional visits of the rude and cruel
Since the beginning of the war, Abdul-Baha has been subjected to manifest
trials and difficulties, but through them his invincible spirit shone forth with
greater brilliancy, his complete trust in God was a source of comfort to others,
and his good-humor saved all of us from a bitter pessimism which was too prev­
alent at the time.

It has been my good luck not only to be with him during these dreadful
years of the world war, but was constituted a member of his party when he was
travelling through Europe and America, and thus I can say from my own
experience that the Master teaches us to look on the bright side of life with
intelligence and understanding, not to moan and grumble but bear our burden
with a serene nature, to be firm and resolute, far-seeing and resourceful. His
talks and advice imparted happiness to those who were laden with the burden
of sorrow. He was ever ready to help the distressed and the needy; more than
often he would deprive the members of his own family of the bare necessities of
life that the hungry man be fed and the naked be clothed.

With unconquerable determination and wonderful resourcefulness, he was
divinely assisted to protect and keep alive the almost 300 members of the
Persian Bahai Colony in Haifa and Acca. For three years, he spent months
in Tiberias and Adassieh, supervising extensive works of agriculture and raising
wheat, corn and other foodstuffs for the maintenance of all of us, and more to
distribute among the many starving Mohammedan and Christian families, many
of whom gave eloquent testimony to his all-inclusive charity and philanthropy.
I assure you that were it not for his provision and ceaseless attention to the
works of agriculture, none of us would have survived the war, for with an awful
famine raging in all cities and towns, one could not find bread and even in
case a loaf of black, coarse barley was found, such a high price was asked for it
that one could not find enough money to buy it.

Aside from the scarcity of food and famine, for two years all the harvests
were eaten by the innumerable armies of locusts, the like of which were never
witnessed by the old men of the community. At times like unto the dark clouds
they covered the face of the sky for hours.

This condition, coupled with the unprecedented extortions and looting by
the Turkish officers and the extensive buying of foodstuffs by the Germans to
be shipped to the "Fatherland" brought about an awful famine. In Lebanon
alone more than 100,000 people died from starvation. In the cities men, women
and children became like mere skeletons and with gaunt faces, sunken eyes,
yellowed skin and bent backs walked rather like ghosts through the half­
deserted streets of Beirut and Damascus, while crying pitifully for a bit of
bread. Thousands upon thousands lived for a few days on the peelings of
oranges and bananas, the skin of watermelons and the grass of the country, and
then died away with no one to mourn over them or bury their corpses, while
other thousands who were a few steps higher were dragged down by the pitiless
force of circumstances and followed the same course of inanition, starvation and
death. Ah, my friends! My head burns and my eyes are wet with tears when
I now think of those harrowing events. Can I ever forget them? It had
become a usual sight to find every morning dead bodies of young girls and chil­
dren along the public thoroughfare. People looked at them and passed by.
Oh my God! Are all feelings of pity, sympathy and love dead in us, that at the
sight of suffering children and dying old men and women we stand unmoved?

This unprecedented famine lowered the standard of life, killed the finer
emotions and deadened the softer sentiments. Men become like wild beasts,
fighting without kith and kin with cruel ferocity and elemental passions. Each, impelled by the instinct of self-preservation fought the fight to the finish, trampled on the strewn bodies of others, but none or only very few survived the beastly struggle to relate the gruesome tale. Hunger and need forced thousands of chaste, lovely, pure girls—girls who were destined to be the future mothers of the nation—into the degrading walks of prostitution, selling their honor for a few pence—thus for a time keeping the wolf away from the door. The awful increase in the number of prostitutes, brought down the edifice of morality, shame was banished, vice and corruption were enthroned and God totally forgotten.

Thousands of boys and girls who were as pure and beautiful as the young dawn a year ago, were now afflicted with horrible diseases, while the lack of proper nourishment, ignorance and inattention, undermined their power of resistance and carried hosts of them to an early grave. These contagious and communicable diseases became so prevalent that the intelligent members of the various communities took alarm and notwithstanding the severe censorship of the press, the editors wrote long articles, plainly stating that the future life of the nation was in jeopardy and the spring of the vitality of the race was being rapidly poisoned. These amazing revelations goaded the sluggish Government to open a few clinics and treat these unfortunate creatures free of charge.

With the transfer of the scene of war from the Dardanelles to Syria, the Turkish government subjected the already impoverished and depleted inhabitants to unbearable sufferings, exacting from them fines, requisitions and exorbitant taxes. Everything was taken away from them, horses, cows, camels, donkeys, sheep, even their household furniture, such as copper and brass vases and caldrons, iron railings, mattresses, clothing, wood and fencing wires. In fact, the majority of the shops and houses were swept clean of everything.

In brief, the past four years were unparalleled years of sufferings and hardships for the people of Syria and Palestine, and it will take a long time to remove the harsh traces of Turkish oppression, nevertheless all the people are nearly unanimous in their opinion that the chapter of lawlessness and retrogression in the Holy Land is forever closed and with the coming of the English the reign of law and the era of education and progress is inaugurated. The flag of England is hailed as the symbol of justice and equal opportunity for all. The Jews, the Christians and the Mohammedans wish England to remain here as their teacher and educator; so that they may be led by a process of evolution to the higher altitude of modern civilization, introducing new and practical methods of intensive farming and agriculture, establishing industrial plants, building railroads, founding public schools and technical institutions, developing the rich and hidden natural resources of the country and paving the way for the ultimate liberation of the soul from the narrow bounds of racial, religious and national prejudices.

For ages this sacred land of Palestine has been a battleground for the nations of the East and West. Here they fought their battles which decided the fate of the nations lying far to the North and to the South. The last government that controlled the political life of this country for over 500 years contributed not a blessed thing toward its internal improvements. Now there is a general feeling amongst all the classes of Palestine that all these destructive wars and deteriorating influences must be given up for good; so that under the equitable and just administration of Great Britain the people may advance
along the line of general progress and contribute their share towards the up-
building of a strong, noble and stable State.

I may be permitted to close this paper with the characteristic remark of a
Mohammedan Sheikh, just a day after the British occupation of Haifa: "With
the coming of the English we were led from darkness into light!" And in this
short statement the feeling of the whole population was summed up.

Praying that the Christian Commonwealth may ever remain a torchbearer
of truth, justice and righteousness and a harbinger of peace and conciliation
amongst all nations and religions, I remain,

Your sincere servant,

Ahmad Sohrab.

LETTER ACCOMPANYING THIS ARTICLE

Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, Washington, D. C.

My dear brother Joseph:

The other day your cable to Ahmed Yazdi in which you kindly mentioned
my name, was received from Port Said, and gave me real joy. I am now await-
ing the arrival of your letters. I have just written a rather long letter to the
Editor of the Christian Commonwealth (London), and herein I transcribe the
same so that it may be published in the STAR OF THE WEST.

Ahmad Sohrab.

Extracts from the Diary of Major Wellesly Tudor-Pole

(Continued from page 187)

Teaching the Bahai Cause has never
been allowed by Abdul-Baha in the
Turkish Empire until now. . . . .

. . . . He still, however, spends a
few weeks now and again in the Acca
prison house, that has now become his
property. . . . .

After lunch Abdul-Baha drove me out
to the Garden Tomb of Baha'o'llah
about two miles from the city. . . . .
He approached the Tomb in complete
silence, praying with bent head—a won-
derfully venerable figure in his white
turban and flowing grey robe.

On reaching the portal to the Tomb
itself, the Master prostrated himself at
length, and kissed the steps leading to
the inner chamber. There was a majes-
tic humility about the action that baffles
description. . . . .

Then we took tea in the garden, and
Abdul-Baha told many stories about
Baha'o'llah, his superhuman endur-
ance and his wonderful teaching.

When we returned to Acca, the Per-
sian Colony, consisting of perhaps thirty-
five persons had assembled, and we
sat around the room drinking tea whilst
Abdul-Baha described his visit to Clifton
[England—home of the writer] and the
people he had met there.

. . . . . Then I went to pay my re-
spects to the Military Governor, curious
to discover what he knew of, and felt
about the greatest religious personage in
Asia today. The Governor was full of
a demonstration he was arranging for
the morrow in celebration of World Peace,
A band was coming, the notables of
Acca were to parade around the town,
the Governor would answer cheers and
make a little speech from the balcony of
the Town Hall.
A notable occasion for Acre, freed after all these hundreds of years from the cruel Turkish yoke.

I enquired whether Abdul-Baha had been invited to the function. "Do you mean Abbas Effendi? Well, No, I don't think we've asked him. Perhaps he should have an invitation."

(He who has worked night and day for over fifty years to propagate the ideals of World Peace and Brotherhood, with a vengeance!)

I expressed surprise—the shock had driven indignation from me—and an invitation was duly dispatched. Then I returned to the Prison house and spent the evening with the Master, supping with him and answering his questions about the new administration.

Then I slept in the room next Abdul-Baha's (which was Baha'u'llah's before him)—simple attics with stone floors and practically no furniture. Abdul-Baha still gives away all money, and lives the life of poverty himself.

Before breakfast the house was filled with believers who had come to receive the morning blessing.

I had brought Abdul-Baha letters from all parts of the world, and he spent the morning dictating replies for me to take away. I gave him the Persian camel-hair cloak, and it greatly pleased him, for the winter is here, and he had given away the only cloak he possessed. I made him promise to keep this one

FIRST PHOTOGRAPH OF ABDUL-BAHA TAKEN AFTER THE WAR

*This photograph of Abdul-Baha was taken in the Garden of Bahji in the latter part of the month of October, 1918, by Lieut. H. E. Eckersley. It is the first photograph of Abdul-Baha after the war. The account of his meeting was written to Mr. MacNutt.—Ahmad Sohrab.

whose devoted followers number millions, whose Cause is doing so much to lessen religious discord in the East—he had not even received an invitation to take part in the Peace celebrations of his native town, because, as it turned out, his name did not appear on the list of the local notables prepared by the municipal authorities for the guidance of the Governor. "A prophet in his own country" with a vengeance!

I have not received the account mentioned by Ahmad Sohrab. It must have miscarried; otherwise I would have been most happy to send it to Star.—Howard MacNutt.
through the winter anyway, and I trust he does.

At lunch we had another long talk; then came the leave-taking and the Master’s blessing. He sent greetings by me to all his friends in Egypt, Europe, England and America!

As I drove off on my return to Haifa, I caught a glimpse of the Master, staff in hand, wending his way through the awful Acca slums, on his way to attend the local Peace celebrations. . . . . . He stands out a majestic figure. . . . .

And here I am again on Mount Carmel, writing this letter with the moonlit sea before me. I have paid my visit to the Governor of Haifa, and tomorrow am free to climb Mount Carmel, to visit the Tomb of the Bab, and to spend one night in the house of the Master among his devoted friends. He himself will not return here for another week.

He is helping to solve religious problems that have arisen in the Acca area as the result of the British occupation. Abdul-Baha is quite satisfied that an era of peace is immediately ahead, and that the vast outstanding problems left to us as an aftermath of war, will gradually be solved, so that the prophetic utterances of his father will become clearly manifest during the present generation.

Abdul-Baha looks to America as the nation which, being more disinterested than any European Power, will be able to help forward the realization of the world-wide unity and peace.

He anticipates a spiritual revival, not merely one of religion, but possibly one outside organized religion altogether.

It is hoped that we may shortly look for the publication of the complete works of Baha’u’llah, and America will probably take the lead in this work. Meanwhile, it would seem absolutely essential that those interested in the matter should collect the authorized writings and should make every effort to see that a really accurate history of the Movement from the beginning of the last century to the present time should be published.

News of Abdul-Baha—Letters received by Lotfullah Hakim, from Shogi Effendi and Major W. Tudor-Pole

LETTER FROM SHOGI EFFENDI

Acca, Palestine,
November 19, 1918.
Dr. Lotfullah Hakim,

My dear spiritual brother:

Captain* Tudor-Pole surprised and gladdened us with his unexpected arrival from Egypt. My grandfather, Abdul-Baha, was so glad to look at his radiant face and feel, from shaking his hands, the fresh fragrances of the ablated Bahais of England. He inquired for you and was gratified to know you were all under God’s protection throughout this great world war. The Beloved has been sojourning for a month and a half at Acca, visiting almost daily the Tomb of his father and offering his thanksgivings for the bounty, care and protection of the Blessed Perfection. Today Captain Tudor-Pole accompanied him to the Holy Shrine, and tomorrow the Beloved will drive with him to the Rizwan, the garden in which His Holiness Baha’u’llah spent many days and nights.

The Master is expecting, now that the communications are restored, to hear from you frequently and directly of the progress of the Cause and the spiritual gatherings and of the concord and harmony of the souls.

I am so glad and privileged to be able

*Is now a Major—Editors.
to attend to my Beloved’s services after having completed my course of Arts and Sciences in the American University at Beirut. I am so anxious and expectant to hear from you and of your services to the Cause for by transmitting them to the Beloved I shall make him happy, glad and strong.

The past four years have been years of untold calamity, of unprecedented oppression, of indescribable misery, of severe famine and distress, of unparalleled bloodshed and strife, but now that the dove of peace has returned to its nest and abode a golden opportunity has arisen for the promulgation of the Word of God. This will be now promoted and the Message delivered in this liberated region without the least amount of restriction. This is indeed the Era of Service.

You have undoubtedly done a large amount of work in this respect and the Beloved is eagerly awaiting its fascinating and pleasing account.

Hoping I shall hear from you and from the dear friends,

I remain, your brother in the Cause,

Shogi.

——

LETTER FROM W. TUDOR-POLE
Cairo, Egypt,
December 3, 1918.

Dear Lotfullah:

Very many thanks for your letter of November 3rd, contents of which I will pass on to Abdul-Baha in due course.

The cables you sent have been forwarded to Haifa, and I have just returned from a visit to the Master in Haifa and in Acre. I have written out a full report of this and it will be sent you from my sister probably soon after you receive this letter. This report will give you all the news, and I will write you further when less rushed.

I am very glad to hear of your present valuable and interesting work, and am sure that you could not be doing better things at the present time.

The postal mails are now open to Palestine and letters and cables may be sent direct from England and America to Haifa, and there is no longer need to post through Port Said. Please remember me very kindly to all friends. With best wishes, believe me,

Yours most sincerely,

W. Tudor-Pole.

P. S.—The Master is vigorous and more healthy than when he was in London. He sent his loving greetings to all friends in England and America. I hope he will come down here soon, as the weather is getting cold in Haifa (where there is no real want). I took a warm Persian cloak to the Master, and am so glad I thought of it, because he had no cloak at all.

W. T. P.

——

LETTER FROM SHOGI EFFENDI
FORWARDED BY W. TUDOR-POLE

(Letter addressed to Major W. Tudor-Pole, at Cairo, Egypt, by Shogi Effendi, the grandson of Abdul-Baha.)

Haifa, Palestine,
December 17, 1918.

My dear spiritual brother:

Your long-expected letter was heartily welcomed, so glad was the Beloved Abdul-Baha to hear from you and through you to know that the friends were all well. In fact, a few days ago, when the Beloved was paying a visit to Colonel Staunton, the Military Governor, Captain Kerr, being in his presence, was asked whether he had any news from you, to which he replied affirmatively. I conveyed your message of love and gratitude to the Master, and we all look forward to the time of meeting you in Haifa, this time we hope more fully. The Beloved’s health is excellent, and he reveals these days different Tablets to Persia, Europe and America. Two Tablets have been revealed for England, the latter for Dr. Esslemont, whose suppli-
eign at his honor Dr. Esslemont—Upon him be greeting and praise! O thou lover of all mankind!

Verily, have I chanted thy verses of praise to God, inasmuch as He hath illumined thine eyes with the light of guidance, the light of the oneness of the world of humanity; so much so that thy heart overflowed with the love of God and thy spirit was attracted by the fragrance of God, and I supplicate divine Providence that thou mayest become a torch to that gathering, so that the light of knowledge might shine out from thee, that thou mayest be confirmed to act in accordance with the significances of the Hidden Words and strengthened by God under all circumstances.

Concerning the book you are editing, send me a copy thereof. * * * Convey my greetings to the respected maid-servant of God, M. .............

I pray the Lord to support thee in the service of all humankind, irrespective of race or religion. Nay rather, thou shouldst deal with all according to the teachings of Baha’u’llah, which are like unto life to this Glorious Age.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHá’Á

The Beloved was very glad to hear from Miss Rosenberg, whose letter you had sent but without any supplication of yours enclosed. I wonder whether you enclosed any supplication or not.

The Master a few days ago was invited by Colonel Stannton to assist at a meeting of the different religious heads of Haifa, to institute a relief work for the poor of Haifa. The Beloved responded and then after many discussions, when the time of donation came, the Governor announced that although a poor man, yet he would give five English pounds for each of the three religious denomina-

cions. Major Nott followed with nine, then publicly and directly the Governor declared that he had the honor of announcing that His Excellency Abbas Effendi (Abdul-Baha) had kindly given the noble sum of fifty Egyptian pounds for the poor, at which all present clapped. Quite a high standard for the Mufti and the Archbishop of Haifa to follow.

The Master uttered the final word of prayer at a public and immense gathering just given to celebrate the end of the war. This is the text of the prayer:

**PRAYER**

O Omnipotent God! Verily, the pavilion of Justice has been raised in the Holy Land, extending from East to West. We thank Thee and we praise Thee for the establishment of this just and equitable Sovereignty, and this mighty Government which strives for the comfort of its people and the safety of its subjects. O Almighty God! Confirm the Greatest Emperor George V, through Thy divine confirmations, and strengthen him by Thy merciful power, and perpetuate his protecting shadow upon this noble land. This we ask through Thy help, assistance and protection. Verily, Thou art the Omnipotent, the Exalted, the Omniscient and the Generous!

Space forces me to stop, awaiting your news.

Yours very faithfully,

Shoghi Rabbani.

Cairo, December 22, 1918.

Dear Lotfullah:

Above will interest you......I have been able to secure the sympathetic support of the British Governors of Haifa and Acca for the Master, and as you will see he is now treated with due respect and asked to take part in the life of the country......

W. T. P.
Letter from J. E. Esslemont


To the Star of the West:

I was delighted to receive a copy of the translation of a Tablet which Abdul-Baha has written for me. The translation is by Shogi, a grandson of the Master, and was received on January 3d. The original of the Tablet has not yet arrived. I enclose a copy, which you are at liberty to reproduce in the Star of the West, or make any other use if you like. [See page 196.]

Major Tudor-Pole has written a very interesting account of his visit to Acre and Haifa in November last. He reports the Master as exceedingly well and much more vigorous than on the occasion of his last visit to England. He says: "His voice is as strong as ever, his eyes clear, his step virile; his hair and beard are (if possible) more silver white than before. He is delighted to welcome the change of regime...." [See page 187.]

We are delighted to welcome your President (Woodrow Wilson) to Europe and hope that great good will result from his visit. There will be much unrest and fermentation in Europe for years yet, I expect, but unrest is better than the placid acquiescence with vile conditions—with slums, drunkenness, prostitution, sweated labor and profligate extravagance; and it seems to me that on the whole, things are moving towards a better state of affairs—towards the Most Great Peace. There must be destruction before reconstruction, and the old structure of society in Europe had to be thrown on the scrap-heap. The transition will be trying, but now is the time for people with advanced ideas and with the love of humanity in their hearts, to be up and doing. The world is now in a plastic state, and new and better ideals must be deeply impressed before it becomes rigid again. The Baha’i Movement, the Esperanto Movement, and the spirit of peace and brotherhood have glorious opportunities now. As our Scots poet says:

"Then let us pray that come it may, As come it will, for a’ that, That sense and worth o’er a’ the earth Shall bear the gree an’ a’ that.

For a’ that and a’ that It’s comin’ yet for a’ that That man to man, the world o’er, Shall brithers be, for a’ that."

With best wishes,
Yours sincerely,

J. E. Esslemont.

Tablets revealed by Abdul-Baha in the winter of 1916-17, but just received in America

TABLET TO MRS. ADDISON

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, December 18, 1916. Mailed at that time but returned. Remailed November 11, 1918.)

To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Juliet P. Addison—Upon her be greeting and praise!
O thou who art enkindled with the fire of the love of God!
Thy letter was received on November 24, 1916. Thou hast written concerning the trip of the daughter of the Kingdom, Mrs. Ford. That heavenly speaker delivered the divine glad tidings through whichever city she passed and occupied herself in the promotion of spiritual teachings. She suffered the ears to hearken to this heavenly melody. Infinite results and heavenly illumination will appear out of this endeavor and service. It is hoped that other souls will walk in her footsteps, so that they
may become the cause of the illumination of the world of humanity. Consider, when the confirmations of God have encircled a soul, how it is assisted to render great services! I hope that this unlimited bounty may encompass one and all.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

__________________________

TABLET TO MRS. WAITE

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, January 29, 1917. Mailed at that time but returned on account of the war conditions. Retailed October 8, 1918.)

O thou sweet singing bird!

Thy letter was received. From its contents it became evident that thou hast moved from Chicago to Los Angeles. Praise be to God, that thou art engaged and confirmed in the services of the Kingdom of God. With a sweet melody thou art imparting joy and exhilaration to the souls; in the meetings stir and move the audiences through the heavenly call. Arise thou in offering due thanks for this bounty, because thou art assisted in such a Great Cause. The results of thy services thou shalt find in the divine world—the limitless universe of the True One. Their fruits will likewise become apparent ere long in this world.

I perused the article thou hast written concerning the Mashrekol-azkar. Thou hast taken much trouble in the correspondence of Numbers. The digit 9 is the perfect number, and other high numbers are the mere repetition of number 1 to 9. For example: Number 10 is the repetition of number 1; 20 is the repetition of number 2; 100 is the repetition of number 10; 1000 is the repetition of 100, ad infinitum. Consequently the most perfect and greatest number is 9. Extract as far as thou canst the hidden significances from number 5 and 9. Thy reasoning and the power of thy thought are very penetrating. The
table. This is one of the greatest be-
stowals of the Almighty. Thank thou
God for it, because thou art confirmed
therein. Convey my utmost kindness to
the attracted maid-servant of God, Mrs.
Krug. It is a long time that we have
heard no news from her. Of late, we
received the news that her daughter has
the intention of marriage. We hope
that this marriage will be a blessed one!

In brief, that dear daughter is always
remembered. I pray in thy behalf, that
day by day thou mayest become more
illumined and draw more nigh unto the
Kingdom of God.

Convey longing greeting to all the be-
lievers and the maid-servants of the Merc-
ciful.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!
(Signed) ABDUL-Baha Abbas.

Two post cards from Mirza Ahmad Sohrab

POST CARD TO DENVER
Haifa, Palestine,
December 2, 1918.

Dear brothers and sisters:
The friends in Colorado are especially
remembered by the Beloved, and to them
he conveys his noble Abha greeting. He
desires them to be the promoters of good-
fellowship amongst all the nations of the
world and the torch bearers of unity be-
tween the disunited children of men.
Like unto the Rocky Mountains they
must raise their heads above the low
plains of human thought. They must
be the cause of the descent of the rain
of mercy upon the dark and barren des-
ert of humanity, suffering the hard
hearts to be covered with verdure, blos-
soms and fruits.

Are you able to render this service
to the Cause of your Master?
Ahmad Sohrab.

POST CARD TO ST. LOUIS
Haifa, Palestine,
December 8, 1918.

My dear brothers and sisters:
The Bahais are members of one uni-
versal community and the children of
the Beloved. He is the kind father to
all and he sends you his noble Abha
greeting hoping that you may so purify
your hearts as to receive the more subtle
and spiritual emotions of the Kingdom
of Abha. You must become very sensi-
tive to the sufferings and woes of hu-
manity and then find proper ways of
their alleviation. Like unto the clear
mirror your hearts must reflect the
higher and nobler sentiments of this new
age and your ears be so attuned as to
listen to the music of the invisible choir.
Then you are the true servants and maid-
servants of the Lord of Lords.
Ahmad Sohrab.

Recent Tablets revealed for Bahais of Egypt and Persia

TABLET TO EGYPT
O ye who are enkindled with the fire
of the love of God!

Ever do I inhale the fragrance of
faithfulness from the rose-garden of the
hearts of the believers and I was filled
with joy at the receipt of the good news
of the prosperity and success of that
merciful community and their humility
and submission towards the Cause of
God.

Verily, I received a letter from his
honor Aga Mohamad Taki, giving the
glad-tidings that the friends are in the
utmost of joy and fragrance. Spiritual
emotions are ever stirred in my heart
and the rays of their remembrance and
the heat of their love are continually re-
lected in my soul. I supplicate at the
threshold of the Supreme Lord to make
them the signs of guidance amongst
mankind and as brilliant lamps scatte-
ing their lights to all the regions......
TABLET TO PERSIA

O thou kind friend and spreader of truth!

The eloquent letter of your honor received and its contents imparted the utmost joy, that, praise be to God, this unique newspaper is still being published, showing firmness and steadfastness and during the past years of revolution and commotion it failed not nor was it discontinued. It is hoped that it may become a center through which great and general services may be rendered to the world of humanity. Praise be to God, that although in the past few years many newspapers stopped their publication, this newspaper, which is a well-wisher, remained firm and its issue was not brought to a close.

Should you inquire concerning the conditions of these exiled ones, praise be to God, that notwithstanding thousands of afflictions we are kept safe and guarded in the Fortress of Divine Protection. Verily, this is a most miraculous matter!

Although the booming of cannons and the terrific noises of machine guns had thrown the world into utter commotion and earthquake in Europe and America, the voices of the members of this community were raised, encouraging men to the ideal of universal peace. Many articles were published in the newspapers that the great, final result of this war would not be bad for Persia. The various political parties in Persia, such as the party of Liberty, the Revolutionary party, the Democratic party, the Unionist party, in brief, all these and other parties brought ruin upon that country. But, God willing, ere long these exiled ones will be assisted to render a most great service to Persia and the Persians, because we are taking hold of every effectual means and are connected with important personages.

________________________________________

LETTER ACCOMPANYING THESE TABLETS

Haifa, Palestine,
December 16, 1918.

Mr. Joseph H. Hannen,
Washington, D. C.

My dear brother Joseph:

Lately two Tablets have been revealed from the pen of the Center of the Covenant, the translations of which I would like to share with you and the friends. The first is addressed to the believers in Cairo and Port Said, and the second is written to the Editor of a Persian newspaper.

I am,

Ever your faithful brother,

Ahmad Sohrab.

“Unloose the tongue in teaching the Cause of God”

WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA

As much as you are able, unloose the tongue in teaching the Cause of God and demonstrate ye extraordinary effort in the guidance of the souls. The Cause of God will advance only through the effect of teaching and the friends will achieve victory through the holy fragrances. I declare by the mystery of existence that were there a number of souls to arise, opening their tongues and delivering the Message with the utmost severance, sanctification, holiness and power of attraction the powers of the world would not withstand them and the hosts of the earth would not prevent them from accomplishing their tasks.

(From the Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, June 25, 1914.)
Stories Children Should Know
Second article under this heading; the first appeared in issue No. 16, page 177

Compiled from the Words of Baha’o’llah and Abdul-Baha to assist Parents and Teachers in the Education of Children—A Sequel to “Bahai Methods of Education,”
published in the current Volume of the “Star of the West”

By Pauline A. Hannen

Incidents in the Childhood of Abdul-Baha

It is good to be a spreader of the Teachings of God in childhood. I was a teacher in this Cause at the age of this child (eight or nine years). This reminds me of a story. There was a man, highly educated, but not a Bahai. I, but a child, was to make of him a believer. The brother of this man brought him to me. I stayed with him, to teach him. He said, “I am not convinced, I am not satisfied.” I answered, “If water were offered to a thirsty one, he would drink and be satisfied. He would take the glass. But you are not thirsty. Were you thirsty, then you too would be satisfied. A man with seeing eyes sees. I can speak of the sun to every seeing one, and say it is a sign of the day; but a blind person would not be convinced because he cannot see the sun. If I say to a man with good hearing, listen to the beautiful music, he would then listen and be made happy thereby. But if you play the most beautiful music in the presence of a deaf man, he would hear nothing. Now go and receive seeing eyes and hearing ears, then I will speak further with you on this subject.” He went; but later he returned. Then he understood and became a good Bahai. This happened when I was very young.

(Told in Stuttgart, Germany, April 4, 1913.)

When I was a little boy in Teheran I was followed and beaten by the boys and the people because I was a Babi, but my own people were very glad of this, for they knew that the power of God is manifested in persecution. If the tree is watered by the rain and the sun shines upon it, is it any worse for it if a little dust falls upon its leaves? If the father is pleased with his child what does it care about the neighbor’s opinion?

(From Book of Miscellany, etc., p. 54.)

I cared more for hearing the Tablets of the Bab recited than anything else. I used to commit them to memory and repeat them. This was the greatest pleasure I knew in my childhood—my play and amusement. I was not fond of study, nor did I care for books.

At Bagdad I rode on horse back; at one time I had an idea that I would
like to hunt. So on a certain occasion I joined a party of hunters and went with them to the chase. But when I saw them killing birds and animals, I thought this could not be right. Then it occurred to me that better than hunting for animals, to kill them, was hunting for souls of men to bring them to God. I then resolved that I would be a hunter of this sort. This was my first and last experience in the chase.

(Footnotes from Abbas Effendi, His Life and Teachings, page 20.)

At the time when all the inhabitants of Teheran had arisen against the Cause, and the Blessed Perfection was arrested and thrown into a prison, I was a very young child. The jail wherein Baha'u'llah was imprisoned was a dark and gloomy cell, underground, and had no aperture, no window save a small door. When the door was unlocked one had to descend many rickety steps before reaching the gloomy, stuffy ground floor. The name of the jailer was Agha Bozorg, and he was an inhabitant of the city of Gazwin. As in the past he had received many favors, bounties and kindnesses from the beloved hands of Baha'u'llah, he came one day to our house and took me with him to see my father. Descending half the stairs of the cell, I peered through the darkness to try and see someone. Everything was pitch darkness. Suddenly, I heard the wonderful, resonant voice of the Blessed Perfection: 'Take this child away! Do not let him come in!' Obeying the words of Baha'u'llah, the jailer took me out and said: 'Sit down here and be patient. About noon the prisoners are taken out, and then you can see your father.' I sat there. A little after twelve o'clock they brought the prisoners out and among them I saw the Blessed Perfection. A thick heavy chain called, gare kahar, the heaviest and thickest chain of the time, was placed about his holy feet, the end of which dragged along the ground. His neck was also chained with heavy fetters and his hands manacled. Mirza Mahmoud, a most wonderful Bahai, was the fellow prisoner of Baha'u'llah. They were chained together. A common, ordinary felt hat, the top of which was worn out and the fringe torn and soiled, was on his blessed head. I cannot describe to you the pain and anguish that attacked and tortured me by this sight of the Manifestation.

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Feb. 22, 1914.)

When Baha'u'llah was imprisoned and chains were around his neck, Abdul-Baha, then eight years old, was with some of the believers in another place. The people finally captured him also. The boys of this place gathered together and began to beat him; about two or three hundred children surrounded him. They beat him severely on the head, cursed him and otherwise persecuted him.

(Notes of three pilgrims to Acca, September, 1901.)

We found Abbas Effendi (Abdul-Baha) surrounded by a band of boys who had undertaken personally to molest him. He was standing in their midst as straight as an arrow—a little fellow, the youngest and smallest of the group—firmly but quietly commanding them not to lay their hands upon him, which, strange to say, they seemed unable to do.

(Words of Beheyah Khanom, sister of Abdul-Baha. From Abbas Effendi, His Life and Teachings, page 14.)

Although he (Abdul-Baha) had not studied in any school, yet, from his youth, fountains of knowledge flowed in his fluent explanations. The first
Once upon a time, there was a king who went out to hunt with all the members of his cabinet, the diplomats, the officials of the court and a large number of important personages, especially invited for this occasion. As the king intended to stay in the country all summer he ordered the master of ceremonies to take the imperial tent which was a wonderful work of art, for the king on important occasions had ordered the inside walls and the ceiling of this royal tent to be decorated with hundreds of precious jewels, the price of which could not be measured by dollars and cents. This year also he asked the minister of finance to take with him the large box of jewels. Finally after many days of preparation the imperial caravan, which was more than a mile long, started out. The king headed the procession. After him came the cabinet ministers, the diplomatic corps, the courtiers and the guests. They had to travel six days before they could reach the hunting ground. On the fourth day of traveling it so happened that the horse carrying the box of jewels was toward the end of the caravan. After three hours' march the king looked around and to his apparent surprise, found no one with him but Ayas and he observed the caravan more than half a mile away from him surrounded with dust and in great confusion. "What is this?" asked the king. "Half an hour ago," Ayas humbly answered, "the box with the jewels fell from the back of the horse and all of the precious stones were scattered on the ground. Then I saw that a wild scramble followed, everyone forgot his duty and each one tried to collect those jewels." The king did not move nor show that an extraordinary event had happened. "Ayas!" the king said after a few moments of reflection, "Why did you not join them and get a portion of the spoil? Are they not precious jewels?" "Yes, my lord! Those jewels are good for them, I preferred to be with thee. Thou art the greatest jewel of my life."

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 8, 1913.)

THE SHEPHERD OF BAHÁ'U'LLÁH.

Abdul-Baha took little Mona in his arms and kissed her on both cheeks, and started to talk with her. "Are you
French or English?" he asked. Being shy, she did not answer. "If the people ask you whether you are English or French, tell them you are a Bahai. Once upon a time there was a shepherd who tended the sheep of Hossein Ali (BAHA'-"I'LLAH). He was a very simple man. He could neither read nor write. His neighbors would come and ask him: 'Art thou a Mussulman, a Jew or a Christian?' He did not know how to answer them, but after a moment of reflection he would say, 'I don't really understand your question, but all that I know is that I am the shepherd of Hossein Ali.' . . . Thou art my daughter, my dear little daughter. I want to slap you!' and with great gentleness he patted her cheeks and back.

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Oct. 16, 1913.)

THE WORLDLY KING'S LAMENT.

It is related that Saboktakeen, one of the renowned ancient kings of Persia, lived in the utmost grandeur and splendor. His palace was like unto the delectable paradise, and his table was provided with royal bounty and his life was like unto a stream of milk and honey. His treasuries were full and his riches unlimited. He was in the utmost joy and happiness. Suddenly he was attacked with a malady and was burning away like unto a candle, and with jeremiads of disappointments he was singing the most mournful tunes. When he became hopeless of this life, three days before his death, he commanded all his chamberlains, wearing golden girdles, to form a long line, and ordered all the ladies-in-waiting to present themselves before him. His treasures and all his precious jewels were on display before his eyes, and his accumulated wealth was arrayed in dazzling fashion. Then he invited his ministers, courtiers and statesmen to be present in the throne room on a certain hour, and asked his immense army to be engaged in the manoeuvres of victory and triumph in the military square in front of the palace. While sitting on his throne, he looked regretfully, now on this scene, now on another, and again on all this matchless array of grandeur and magnificence and wept most bitterly, crying aloud: 'O! Why must I be deprived of this imperial sovereignty and these royal prerogatives? Why should I not enjoy this life? Why bid farewell to all these things? How can I leave them behind and hasten empty-handed from this
world to another world?" He wept and wept till he drew his last breath.

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 25, 1914.)

KINDNESS TO BIRDS AND ANIMALS.

Did you hear the cooing of the doves? Just now some one fired a gun and they all became silent. How sweetly they coo.

How lovely it is to see them enjoying their unrestricted freedom! Is it not cruel to kill these sweet little birds? How much better to see them tamed through the gentleness of man! In many countries of the West, laws are enacted to restrict the cruelty of man toward animals, and in some states they can be hunted only at certain seasons. When I was in America, I went through several large Zoological Gardens, some of which covered many acres. In these gardens hunting is strictly prohibited. There are other large National Parks in Western America which I have not seen, where I have been told, gazelle and deer roam at will and man is not allowed to interfere with their freedom. In these places the animals become so tame that they associate with men. How ideal this is; how perfect, how good!

One day when we were in Bagdad, a company of small birds took refuge in a tree, because they were chased by a hawk. Someone took a gun and fired at the hawk. It fell to the ground dead. The birds became very happy and flew away, circling in the air and singing songs of joy.

Another day we went from Bagdad to Salmani Park, a village several miles from Bagdad. On the way I saw a large bush of thistle, under which numerous sparrows had gathered and over which perched a hawk. The poor sparrows, having seen the hawk, had sought shelter under the clump of thistle and the hawk had followed them. However, fate was against it, for one of the thorns had pierced its breast, causing its death. The sparrows, unaware of this fact, continued to remain there until they died of starvation.

Another day the Blessed Beauty, BAHÁ’U’LLÁH, desired to go to Salmani Park. This village was a country place and its climate being fine, BAHÁ’U’LLÁH liked to go there. A fine white donkey was brought, upon which he rode while several of us followed on foot. When we reached the place, we asked the keeper of the Mohammedan shrine, whether he had anything for us to eat. He had nothing, but told us there was a little hamlet six miles away, where one could buy eggs. At this moment the Blessed Beauty heard our voices and came out of the room. He said: "Tonight, I will cook for you a nice dish." When the time arrived, he said to us: "Bring some dates and butter and I will cook for you a Kurdish dish. Put the butter in the pan, let it be boiled, then pit the dates and put them in. Then stir all with a spoon until they are well mixed." We followed his advice, and the dish turned out to be very delicious. Up to the present time the taste of that dish is in my mouth.

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Oct. 16, 1914.)

THE INNOCENT BIRDS.

There was a man by the name of Haji Mohammed Taki Shirazi, who had joined our company. He was a great hunter. He was such a fine marksman that while his horse was galloping he could shoot birds on the wing. Riding on his horse, with his gun, he followed us. "Don't kill these innocent birds!" BAHÁ’U’LLÁH said. But the man paid no attention. Without exaggeration, he fired on that day five or six hundred shots but without killing one bird. On our return trip we saw a crane. It was very large. This bird rises very slowly from the ground, but once in the air it flies very rapidly.
When Haji Mohammed Taki saw this crane, he became elated, because he thought he could show his skill here. The bird had just risen from the ground, when he fired the first shot and missed. He fired four more times without success. By this time the bird was high in the air, and he thought now he would surely bring it to the ground and again fired two shots and missed. Because he disobeyed Baha’u’llah, he did not succeed and not a single bullet found its mark.

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Oct. 16, 1914.)

OBEDIENCE.

During the war against a foreign nation one of the soldiers was stricken with a severe sickness. The military doctor, observing his case, recommended him to the sentry. “Do as I tell you,” he said. “This man will not sleep tonight. It is the crucial night of his sickness, but tomorrow morning he will feel much better. Nurse him very carefully and watch over him all night.” The doctor went and after sunset the sentry came around to take his position. After an hour or two, he saw the sick man was getting worse, bemoaning and lamenting loudly. In order to alleviate his pain, he gave him an opium pill. As a result of this, he slept soundly all night. In the morning, the doctor came and saw that the condition of the patient was worse than the day before. Not being able to explain this relapse, he sent for the sentry. “What did you give him last night?” “Oh! he was so frantic with pain that I gave him only a pill of opium, after which he slept quietly, all night.” “Did you think, that I, a doctor, didn’t know this remedy just as well, but I did not give it to him because it would have made him worse?” “What could I do? On my watch-night I wanted to sleep, and this patient disturbed my sleep. I gave him an opium pill and it served its purpose. Tonight there will be another watchman. If the patient is getting worse, it does not trouble me in the least.”

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Aug. 25, 1913.)

INFLUENCE OF MOHAMMED.

When the Mohammedans came and conquered Persia, the chief of the Zoroastrian high priests went to drink wine. Wine is unlawful according to the Mohammedan religion. Whosoever drinks wine is, according to the Mohammedan law, to be punished by eighty-one strokes of the whip. As the chief of the Zoroastrian high priests did drink wine, the Moslems arrested him, tied, struck and whipped him. The Arabs were looked upon as very low by the Persians, and as His Holiness Mohammed was an Arab, the Persians shunned him very much; that is, the Persians would not even count the Arabs as human beings. But when the high priest saw such a power coming forth from the Arabs, whom they had always looked upon as being not even human beings, he began to cry out, saying, “O thou Arabian Mohammed! What hast thou done? What hast thou done which has made thy people arrest the chief, the high priest of the Zoroastrians because he has committed something that is unlawful in thy religion?” Thus was the cause overcome which had caused the Zoroastrian high priest to shun the Mohammedan religion. For he said: “What a great influence Mohammed is exercising!”

(From Star of the West, Vol. 3, No. 3, p. 13.)

REAL CONTENTMENT.

Once upon a time, Salman called on Abouzar. When the lunch time came around, the host brought two loaves of bread and some salt. There was noth-
ing else in the house. Salman, as though talking to himself, said: "I wish there were a little cheese!" Abouzar, feeling ashamed, went out, sold his only goat, bought the cheese and brought it to the table. The guest helped himself generously, and when he was quite satisfied, he raised his hands towards heaven and prayed: "Blessed are those who are satisfied with very little, and are contented." Abouzar, feeling the superfluity of such a prayer, said to his friend: "If thou wert really satisfied, and contented I would now have my goat in the house!"

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, May 4, 1914.)

INSINCERITY.

Once a Mohammedan mullah thought that one of his fingers had become impure, because he had touched an unclean article, and consequently he thought that it must be cut off. Passing by the butcher’s shop, he stopped and asked the butcher to cut off his finger. The butcher was astonished, and refused. The mullah explained his reason, and persisted in his extraordinary demand. "All right," said the butcher at last, "put thy hand on this block of wood and I will cut off thy finger." Then taking his large cutting knife, he brought down, with apparent force, its blunt side on the hand of the mullah. No sooner had the mullah felt the harmless pain, than he pulled away his hand, while crying out and cursing the butcher for his merciless, cruel heart: "O thou tyrant! What have I done to thee that thou wilt thus cut my hand?" he bemoaned. The butcher, realizing the utter weakness of the mullah, laughingly said: "Go to; I did not harm thy hand. Thou coward, I just tested thee to see whether thou art made of heroic stuff." Many people think it is easy to walk in the footsteps of the Apostles, but it is most difficult, it is the task of the superman. Only those are able to do this who are awakened with the outpourings of the new spiritual consciousness in this age.

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, June 6, 1914.)

A THANKFUL SUBJECT AND HIS KING.

A great king walking in his garden one day noticed a man, about ninety years old, planting some trees. The king asked what he was doing and the old man answered that he was planting date seeds. "How long before they will bear fruit?" asked the king. "Twenty years," the old man answered. "But you will not live to enjoy the fruit, why then should you plant these trees?" said the king. The man answered: "The last generation planted these trees that bore fruit for my benefit, so it is now my duty to plant for the benefit of the next generation."

The king was pleased at this answer and gave the man a piece of money. The gardener fell on his knees and thanked him. The king asked, "Why do you kneel before me?" "Because, your majesty, not only have I had the pleasure or gift of planting these seeds but they have already borne fruit, since you gave me this money." This so pleased the king he gave the man another piece of money.

Again the old gardener knelt, saying, "Again I kneel to thank your majesty. Most trees will bear fruit only once, while these trees of mine have already borne two crops—since you give me two pieces of money."

The king smiled and asked, "How old are you?" The man answered, "I am twelve years old." "How can that be, you are surely a very old man?" The gardener answered. "In the days of the king your predecessor, the people were in a most unhappy state of constant warfare and trouble, so I cannot include that as a part of my life. But since your majesty came to rule, the people..."
are happy, contented and at peace. Therefore, as it is but twelve years since your gracious reign began, I am only twelve years old.” This pleased the king so very much that, perforce, he gave the old man another piece of money, saying, “I shall have to leave you now, for your words please me so greatly that if I listen to you longer I shall become a pauper!”

(From Daily Lessons, page 44.)

A THIEF.

There is a Persian story of a thief who, in order to rob a certain house, went to work to undermine the foundation. The owner of the house happened to be on the roof and looking down discovery the thief and asked what he was doing. The man replied, “I am trumpeting.” “Trumpeting!” exclaimed the owner, “Why you are not making any noise.” “Oh no,” answered the thief, “you will hear the noise tomorrow!”

Lesson: You are shouting although you are silent; but your words will be heard in the future. The Words of Christ were not heard until three hundred years after his death.

(From Daily Lessons, page 40.)

THE BITTER MELON.

A master had a slave who was completely devoted to him. One day he gave the slave a melon which when cut open looked most ripe and delicious. The slave ate one piece, then another and another with great relish (the day being warm) until nearly the whole melon had disappeared. The master, picking up the last slice, tasted it and found it exceedingly bitter and unpalatable. “Why, it is bitter! Did you not find it so?” he asked the servant. “Yes, my Master,” the slave replied, “it was bitter and unpleasant, but I have tasted so much sweetness from thy hand that one bitter melon was not worth mentioning.”

(From Ten Days in the Light of Acca, page 109.)

LEST WE FORGET.

A certain king had a subject who having by a heroic action rescued the king from a great peril, was raised to a position of honor in the royal court. Here he continued to please the king and finally came to occupy an apartment in the palace close to the imperial chambers. The other courtiers of the king naturally became very jealous and lost no opportunity of carrying tales to the king, seeking to lower his opinion of the fortunate subject. One day they reported to the king that this man was unfaithful and dishonorable; that each night after everything was quiet in the palace, it was his custom to go stealthily to a room in a remote corner of the palace carrying a bundle of stolen valuables which he hid there. The curiosity of the king was aroused. He watched and found the report true. Thereupon, he summoned his retinue and next evening when the subject had gone to the room as usual, the king quickly followed, knocked upon the door and demanded entrance. When the door opened, nothing was seen in the room but a dilapidated bed, some old clothes and the suspected servant. “What does this mean?” demanded the king, “Why do you come here like a thief every night and what do you bring in the bundle you carry?” “O King!” replied the subject, “Thou hast blessed me with every gift and kindness, far more indeed than I can ever deserve. By thee I have been raised from poverty and lowliness to greatness and honor. Knowing this and fearing I may grow negligent and fail to appreciate thy bounty and love, I come here each night to pray God that I shall ever remain grateful to thee for thy goodness; bringing with me my old peasant clothes,
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which I put on and then sleep in the humble bed in which I slept when they
love and mercy first lifted me up from my lowly state. Thus am I taught grati-
tude and appreciation of thy loving kindness.”

(From Ten Days in the Light of Acca, page 109.)

A MIRACLE OF Baha’u’llah
IN BAGDAD.

There was a man in Bagdad who was the chief of a thousand warriors. These men
were not in the regular army, but the Government gave the chief $2,000
a month to divide amongst them with the stipulation that whenever war broke out,
this chief with his one thousand strong warriors would join the army. But in-
stead of paying two dollars to his men monthly, he would give them each one
dollar and pocket the balance. He abused his soldiers continually. He had
also ten colored men in his personal service, but treated them shamefully. He
would say: “As the colored people are more faithful, therefore I employ them.”
One day this man with his evil reputation came to see Baha’u’llah, and afterward came frequently. He gave ear to all his advices and exhortations. Little
by little the magical change was wrought; and one day he called together his
thousand men and told them that for several years past he had been depriving
them every month of half their pay, but that now he had realized his mistake and
sought their pardon. From now on they were to receive their full pay of two
dollars a month. His men were wild with joy and from that moment they
nicknamed him, “The-darling-of-our-heart.” Then he went to his home and
called together his ten negro servants and told them he was extremely sorry
for his treatment of them, that he now knew better; that he would try to amend
the past by being kind to them and would treat them as if they were his real
sons. Often I called upon him and enjoyed the intimate relation which existed
between this man and his “negro sons.” They adored him. Then, before his
death, he incorporated a clause in his will that his “negro sons” should be
free, and bequeathed to them a quarter of all his possessions.

By relating to you this story I want to impress upon your minds what miracles the love of Baha’u’llah can accomplish. This man was not a Bahai—he did not believe in Baha’u’llah—he simply loved him. We who believe in him must most naturally do a hundred	imes more than this simple man. We must be ever ready to sacrifice our lives through the power of faith.

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab to H. M., June, 1913.)

USELESS MEDITATION.

Once there was a man who had a negro servant. His name was Kafour. Having decided to make a journey, he bought a horse, and took Kafour with him. After traveling all day, they
reached a small ruined caravanserai, and realizing how tired they were they re-
solved to pass the night here, and refresh with sleep their weary bodies and continue their journey the next morning. As that locality was lately infested with robbers, they decided that the master should sleep until midnight, while Kafour kept guard over the horse. Then he (Kafour) would sleep in turn and the master would sit awake. After their supper the master slept, but after an hour he awoke and asked: “Kafour, what are you doing?” He (Kafour) answered: “I am meditating!” “On what are you meditating?” “I am meditating on the subject of—Why God has fashioned the edges of these thistles so sharp and cutting.” “Very good!” the master chuckled to himself as he drew his head under the blanket, “continue to meditate. That is a good subject.”
Again he awoke half an hour before midnight and asked Kafour pleasantly: "On what are you meditating now?" "O Master! I am meditating as to who is going to carry on his back tomorrow morning the saddle and the bridle."

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Oct. 23, 1913)

SELFISH PRAYER.

It is said that once a Mohammedan, a Christian and a Jew were rowing in a boat. Suddenly a tempest arose and the boat was tossed on the crest of the waves and their lives were in danger. The Mohammedan began to pray: "O God! Drown this infidel of a Christian!" The Christian supplicated the Almighty: "O Father! Send to the bottom of the deep this Moslem!" They observed the Jew was not offering any prayer, and therefore asked him: "Why do you not pray for relief?" He answered, "I am praying. I am asking the Lord to answer the prayers of both of you!"

(Told by Abdul-Baha. From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Oct. 20, 1914.)

HOW THE FARMER SAVED HIS COTTON.

Once upon a time, there was a poor fellah (farmer) who cultivated a patch of ground with cotton. His neighboring farmers were all rich landlords and Pashas, and so they prevented in a high-handed manner this poor farmer from receiving his just share of water with which to irrigate his parched farm. He appealed several times to their sense of justice, but they laughed him out of their presence. Finally, realizing that his cotton would dry and his labors fail of result, he went one midnight and changed the current of the stream toward his own farm, and irrigated it most thoroughly. When in the morning the landlords saw what their neighbor had done so daringly, they sent for him and rebuked him severely. Not being satisfied with this, they bastinadoed him very hard. While he was undergoing this cruel punishment, he cried out: "O ye men! I have already irrigated my farm. This will do you no good. I have saved the crop from destruction by the drought! Why do you inflict upon me such a useless torture? The earth is watered!"

Lesson: In a similar manner we have done our work; the censure and criticism of all mankind will not undo it.

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Oct. 29, 1913.)

THE THEOLOGIAN AT SEA.

Once there was a theologian who took a sea trip. While he was walking on the deck and watching the calm sea, the captain passed by and inquired about his health. Our friend was so full of his theology that he asked the captain: "Do you know theology?" He answered: "No." "Then, all your life sickness. "Do you know how to swim?" he asked. "No." "Then, all your life is lost!" the captain roared at him.

(Told by Abdul-Baha. From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Sept. 2, 1913.)

THE CAMEL AND THE CANNON.

Mohammed Ali Pasha had a big, fat camel. When the Hajis started on their long pilgrimage to Mecca through the desert, he ordered a rapid-fire gun to be mounted on the back of the camel and fired each time that they halted. The ear of the camel was so accustomed to the thundering noise of the cannon that although it was fired on its back, it never
moved. Because this camel performed such an important service and carried such a heavy load, the Pasha had ordered that it could graze through anybody’s farm without any hindrance. Having reached a station, the camel entered the farm of a poor farmer. In his absence he had left a young boy to drive away the animals. On seeing the camel the boy started to scare it away by firing in the air with a small revolver. “What are you doing, my boy?” a Haji asked. “I want to scare away this camel,” “O, don’t trouble yourself. On the back of this camel a cannon is fired twice daily, and it does not move. Do not expect to scare him away with the sound of a small revolver.”

Lesson: Refutations written by the missionaries are exactly the same.

(From My visit to Acca. M. A. L.)

THE NEED OF ONE LANGUAGE.

At the city gate four travelers sat, a Persian, a Turk, an Arab and a Greek. They were hungry and wanted their evening meal. So one was selected to buy for them all. But among them they could not agree as to what should be bought. The Persian said angoor, the Turk uzum, the Arab wanted aneb and the Greek clamored for staphylion green and black. They quarreled and wrangled and almost came to blows in trying to prove that the particular desire of each was the right food. When all of a sudden there passed a donkey laden with grapes. Each man sprang to his feet and with eager hands pointed out: “See uzum!” said the Turk. “See aneb!” said the Arab. “See angoor!” said the Persian. And the Greek said, “See staphylion!” Then they bought their grapes and were at peace.

(From Ten Days in the Light of Acca.)

THE ARAB AND THE KING.

It is said that at one time a king went out traveling incognito. He put on a humble suit of clothes and started on his way in a scorching desert and finally reached the door of an Arab tent. The Arab finding the man exhausted from heat and hunger dragged him under the shade. When the king was revived he asked the Arab what he had to eat and drink. “I have a goat skin of wine and a little goat,” the Arab answered. “Very well, bring the wine and kill the goat to be cooked,” he said. The wine was brought. When the king drank one cup of wine he looked at the Arab and said: “Do you know who I am?” “No.” “Then you must know that I am a sol-
The king drank another cup of wine. "Do you know who I am?" "Who are you?" "I am a minister in the king’s council chamber." "I am delighted to receive such a distinguished statesman." A third cup was taken. "Do you know who I am?" "Well!" "I am the king himself." The Arab could not stand it any longer. He arose and took the goat-skin of wine from him. "Why do you do this?" the guest asked astonished. "Because I believe if you drank another cup you would be the Prophet of God, and a fifth cup would raise you to the station of God, so it is better for you to stop."

(Words of Abdul-Baha. Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sobh, Aug. 5, 1913.)

STORY OF JESUS AND THE POOR MAN WHO WANTED TO MARRY A PRINCESS.

It is said that Jesus entered a village. In those days many houses were broken into and everything carried away by the robbers; hence the authorities had issued an order that none of the inhabitants should entertain strangers in their homes, fearing that they might be in alliance with the robbers outside. Jesus stopped before the house of a very poor old woman, and knocked at the door. The old woman opened the door, and saw that Jesus was seeking a shelter. Looking into the face of Jesus, and beholding his gentleness, humility and spirituality, she did not have the heart to refuse him and send him away. Therefore with the utmost respect she invited him to enter the house. From his speech and conduct, the old woman intuitively felt that she was entertaining more than an ordinary mortal. She came forward and kissing his hand said: "Save my son, I have no one else in this world. Up to a short time ago he has been sober, intelligent and industrious, and his income is our sole support. But now he has become moody, morose and irritable. Where as formerly ours was a home of joy and happiness, now it is changed into a home of mourning and sadness. He works all day, but when he comes home he does not speak, and moves restlessly all night in his bed. To all my pleading questions, he turns away his face and does not answer."

Jesus said: "Send him to me. I will speak with him!" After sunset, the son returned to the house. His mother went to him and said, "We have a guest tonight who is noble and spiritual. If you have any trouble go and tell it to him. I feel sure he can help you." At first he did not want to go, but the solicitous mother persuaded him to do so. At last he consented. Entering the room, he found Jesus sitting on the floor. Immediately Jesus was on his feet, welcoming the wayward son. After a few moments of intimate talk, Jesus asked the boy: "Well, my son, tell me, what troubles you? What is the cause of your worry?" He replied: "Nothing." "You are not telling the truth. I know you are laboring under the weight of a great pain, my son. Tell me the cause of your trouble. I am interested in your welfare and my heart is full of sympathy for you. Rest assured that I will not divulge your secret to any human being. I will keep it to myself and will do my utmost to lighten the burden. Am I not your kind father and you my beloved son?" "My pain is irremediable!" the boy said, softening the tone of his answer somewhat under the loving gaze of Jesus. "I will find a remedy for it," Jesus answered. "Oh! I know so well that no one is able to take away this load from my heart." "I am able!" "But you are powerless. You are a poor man like us. You have no remedy for my malady." "I am powerful, and I am a physician for all manner of diseases!" "This is impossible. There is no man living who can claim so much," he said, yet impressed...
by the gentle authoritative tone of Jesus. "Come! Come! Tell me the secret of your heart!" "But I feel ashamed to confess it to you." "Did I not tell you that you are my son? And why should there be anything but perfect trust between the son and the father?" "But I feel it is not proper to speak about these things. Beside, I cannot find words to adequately express my inmost feelings and then I am afraid I shall be misunderstood." "No! No! You are my real son! I will surely understand you. Be not afraid. Be frank!" After a moment of silence he said: "In the neighborhood of this village there is the summer palace of the king. Once I saw his daughter walking in the meadows. I loved her at first sight. She is the daughter of a mighty king, and I am a poor, miserable thorn-picker. I cannot say more!" And he began to weep. His Holiness comforted him and said: "Rest assured, God willing, your hope will be realized."

In brief, after awhile Jesus so arranged everything that the king consented to give his daughter to the poor thorn-picker. For days the royal preparations went on, and the date for the marriage was fixed. All the time the boy was very happy: he thought he was in a fairy dreamland; he could not believe that this was all real. When he entered the marriage room, and saw all around the exquisite decorations and furnishings, and then looked into the face of the beautiful bride—suddenly a thought sprang up in his mind: "This man (Jesus) has been the instrument of giving to me this undreamed of felicity, this wonderful bride for whom I was pining in my solitude in the wilderness; he has made it possible for me to enjoy all this luxury and comfort. If he were so powerful to prepare all these things for me, a poor peasant boy, why should he not have done the same for himself? If he could spread such a banquet of rejoicing for me, he could do it for himself a hundred times better. Notwithstanding this ideal power, he is still walking in the wilderness, eating the grass, sleeping on the ground, sitting in the darkness and living altogether a life of poverty." No sooner had this thought come to his mind than he turned his face to his bride, and said: "Stay where you are; I have important business to attend to. I shall return as soon as I have finished my work." This said, he ran out of the room and hastened toward the wilderness.

After much search, he found Jesus sitting on a rock. Impetuously he prostrated on the ground, and kissed his feet and hands. "O my Lord! Thou wilt not just towards me. Thou hast not treated me fairly." "How is that? Why so? Have I not realized for thee the highest desire of your heart?" "Yes, yes! But you have desired for me that which you would not desire for yourself. Surely, surely, you must possess something by far greater and more important than that which you bestowed upon me. If these things were acceptable and worthy of possession, you would have chosen them for yourself. Therefore, it is self-evident that you have something more valuable and precious than all these things. Oh! I feel so sad and ashamed, because you have granted me those things which are not worthy of your own consideration!"

His Holiness smiled and said: "Verily, verily, I say unto thee, thou art telling the truth. But hast thou the capability and worthiness to possess that pearl of Great Price?" "O my Lord and my hope! I will strive and pray to become worthy!" "Art thou able to leave all these things behind?" "Yes," "Then verily I declare unto thee, I possess the mysteries of the Kingdom, which are the Knowledge of God, the Love of God and the Guidance of God. These are greater than all worldly possessions. Now if thou art willing to possess the
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jewels of the Kingdom, follow me.” He followed Christ till they joined the apostles. Then addressing his disciples, he introduced to them his new follower: “I have had a treasure which was hidden in this village. I have just now unearthed it. Here is my treasure.”

(Told by Abdul-Baha. From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sobrab, July 3, 1914.)

JUSTICE.

A certain ruler wished to appoint one of his subjects to a high office, so in order to train him, the ruler cast him into prison and caused him to suffer much. The man was surprised at this for he expected great favors. The ruler had him taken from prison and beaten with sticks. This greatly astonished the man for he thought the ruler loved him. After this he was hanged on the gallows until he was nearly dead. After he recovered he asked the ruler: “If you love me, why did you do all this?” The ruler replied: “I wish to make you Prime Minister. By having gone through these ordeals you are better fitted for that office. I wish you to know how it is yourself. When you are obliged to punish, you will know how it feels to endure these things. I love you so that I wish you to become perfect.”

God sometimes causes us to suffer much and to have many misfortunes that we may become strong in His Cause.

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sobrab, Aug. 4, 1913.)

Story told by Mirza Abul Fazl—An incident in his prison life

LONGING FOR MARTYRDOM.

When he was imprisoned in Teheran with eleven others, there was an old man among them by the name of Mirza Mohammed Reza. He was well known for three rare qualities, firmness, fearlessness and truthfulness. He defied all the prison authorities by his courage; awed all the enemies by his firmness and set at naught the intrigues of all the foes through his truthfulness. “Whenever,” Mirza Abul Fazl said, “one of the ministers of the court, Hajeb-Ed-Dowleh, came to the prison to investigate the conditions of some one, Mirza Mohammed Reza would run to him and keep on talking into his ears for a few minutes with great earnestness. Finally Hajeb-Ed-Dowleh would turn to him and with a despairing look say: “Sir, this is impossible. I cannot do it. Why did you not ask the Prince Nayeb- Os-Sultan about it? He can do it. He is the one in authority.” At last one day we asked him, “What is this you are constantly asking the Hajeb-Ed-Dowleh whenever he comes to the prison, and which he so emphatically refuses you?” He said: “I ask and plead with him to sentence me to death. I tell him I am an old man; I am of no good to the world. I want to bathe my body in blood for the sake of Baha’u’llah. Please! Please! I beg of you to do something for me. Is this too much of a favor that I ask of you? Are you not kind enough to fulfill this last wish of an old man? Praise be to God, that you are an influential man—but he does not listen to me, and answers me loudly the way you have all heard.” At another time the chief of the jailers passed by him and scornfully pointed out his long hair. “Why do you keep your hair so long? What for?” he asked, and laughed. Mirza Mohammed Reza asked him: “What is that insignia on thy breast?” “It is the sign of my office,” he answered, with great flourish. “So is this”—and he pointed to his hair—“the sign of a Baha!”

(From Diary of Mirza Ahmad Sobrab, Oct. 10, 1912.)
Treasurer’s Report—Bahai Temple Unity
February 1, 1919.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receipts</th>
<th>W. S. Liberty Stamps</th>
<th>Cash</th>
<th>Interest Exchange</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 1918</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
<td>$2,125.57</td>
<td>5.98 .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>$457.42</td>
<td>$7.17 .39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>$203.18</td>
<td>$8.05 .25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>$1,100.00</td>
<td>$1,596.53</td>
<td>9.57 .35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>$2,841.38</td>
<td>15.38 2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>$200.00</td>
<td>$2,841.38</td>
<td>15.38 2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>$84.60</td>
<td>$2,841.38</td>
<td>15.38 2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 1919</td>
<td>$1,300.00</td>
<td>$2,841.38</td>
<td>15.38 2.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Receipts $109.60 $25,600.00 $16,447.36 $128.57 $20.52
Add Interest 128.57
Add Interest Certificate of Deposit 16.55
Total $16,592.48
Less Exchange 20.52
Net Cash Receipts $16,571.96
April 1st Balance 101,084.72

Total Cash $117,656.68

Payments as per Vouchers
Expenses $2,811.97
Taxes $13.64 3,625.61
Total $114,031.07
Less Error Deposit of 11/15/17 .25
Balance February 1, 1919 $114,030.82
Liberty Bonds 25,600.00
War Savings Stamps 109.60
Total Funds $139,740.42

Proof
Certificates of Deposit:
Dated May 24, 1918 35,666.05
Dated June 15, 1918 61,998.22
Dated Feb. 3, 1920 10,000.00
Banks Balance February 1, 1919 6,366.55
Total Cash $114,030.82
Mandalay, December 3, 1918.

To William H. Randall, Esq.,
Boston, U. S. A.

Dear Bahai brother:

We are extremely thankful to you for your esteemed favour of the 5th of September, 1918, received only last week, contents of which delighted the hearts and uplifted the spirits. It was read and explained in our spiritual congregation held on the celebration of the Holy Fete day of our Beloved Master Abdul-Baha on the 26th of November, 1918, also passed over to other assemblies in Burma.

Oh dear brother! You know well how we must have felt through its effects, our hearts were filled with the thrills of joy and happiness as its contents were evidently proving the pure love of God, His Unity and Oneness. No matter how far we live there is no distance in the spiritual realm. We can easily communicate with each other in our spiritual Kingdom without the obstruction of all things in the world; as the hearts are clear and pure like a mirror we could freely behold the brilliant faces of our dear brothers and sisters in America.

We earnestly pray for physical fulfillment of the same after the expected World-Peace, which will prove materially also the unity and oneness of the East and West.

We thank you again for your kind acknowledgement of the receipt of the draft for $273.36, and further we note that Mrs. Corinne True will be pleased to send us the actual receipt for the said amount, for which we express our thanks in anticipation.

As the above sum of remittance was contributed from the various sources and different assemblies, we beg to move the Exalted Board that its Honorable members will kindly record the following account for the future references.

Contributions from the following Bahai Assemblies:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mandalay (Burma)</td>
<td>374 rupees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chittagong (Bengal)</td>
<td>49 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rangoon (Burma)</td>
<td>137 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kungyangon (Burma)</td>
<td>200 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>760 &quot;</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In conveying you and to all our beloved friends in America our best Bahai loving-greetings, we express our deepest affection from all friends in Burma to the dear friends in America, and praying earnestly with you at the Holy Threshold, that the Divine Will may speedily become realized and that composition and happiness may penetrate the affairs of the nations.

Although your kind note was addressed to our beloved brother and teacher, Mr. Syed Mustafa, we sought this privilege to communicate to you through him, as the object is one and the spirit of love, unity and oneness is the same. We hope that you will always write to us, for which we thank you and all beloved friends in anticipation.

We are your humble brothers and sisters in the Holy Covenant,

Syed Mustafa

for the Bahai Assembly, Mandalay.

William H. Randall,
Treasurer.
Letter from Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, at Cairo, Egypt, to the Bahai friends in America

Cairo, Egypt,
January 1, 1919.

To the friends in the United States of America!

My dear brothers and sisters in the Cause!

It is with great pleasure that I take up the pen to write you these few words about our experiences since our departure from the presence of Abdul-Baha. Before everything else I wish you a very happy new year, a new year full of joy and prosperity and pregnant with peace and brotherhood.

Praise be to God, that from the hour that I left Haifa with my travelling companion, Dr. Aflatoon, who is on his way to Bagdad, the confirmation of the Beloved has been descending upon us uninterruptedly.

On December 23d, in the morning, I came down from the Mountain of God for the last time. I was introduced into the presence of the Master, and up to 11 a. m. I was with him, receiving his sacred instructions. He assured me that he will pray for my help in the middle of nights and with this heavenly promise he embraced me and kissed both my cheeks, sending me into the world with a heart full of desire to serve him. At 11:30 we left Haifa on the officers’ train and on our way to Toul-Karem we made friends with a number of military men, talked with them about the Cause and gave them to read Major Tudor-Pole’s article published in the Palestine News of Dec. 19th, on “Abdul-Baha.” They became very much interested, and we left them to themselves, either to continue their investigation or drop it out of their lives. In Toul-Karem, the black soldiers of the West Indian Islands were most kind to us, and gave us shelter from rain and bad weather. With them we had a most profitable talk. I got the addresses of some of them, so that when I am in the United States, either Mr. Gregory or myself may travel to those islands and diffuse the fragrance of the Paradise of Abha. In the evening we slept in a train and became good friends with the two English engineers. We spoke to them a little about the Cause, and as they were working on Haifa-Toul-Karem road, we gave them the address of the Beloved to call on him.

On December 24th we were obliged to stay in Toul-Karem till afternoon, and continued our spiritual talks with our black, polite friends. One of them, Mr. Jardine from was very illumined, had a good heart and knew a great deal from the Bible. The interchange of our ideas was most helpful to both of us. At 3 p.m. we left in open cars with hundreds of Indian soldiers returning home, while the rain was pouring on our heads. Those who were in our car were Mohammedans, and their treatment of us was kindly and considerate. Much we talked together about Islam and its modern aspect, leading
its adherents to a higher plane of thought. At 7 p.m. we reached Ludd, and in the midst of a great confusion, God assisted us, through the kindness of some officers, to take another train for Kantara at 10 p.m. On the train we befriended a Persian Jew from Jerusalem, who spoke our language fluently, and our talk with him was about the fulfillment of the prophecies in this great day. He became interested, and we enjoyed his orthodox views on this fascinating subject.

On December 25th, being Christmas, the soldiers had a general holiday. Our train was flying through the untrodden wilderness of sands, the wilderness in which Moses and his people lived for forty years. It is indeed a most wonderful testimony to the engineering feat and skilfulness of England, that during the war she was thus enabled to construct this double-track, broad-gauge railroad from Cairo to Toul-Karem, and now it has reached Haifa and Acre, so that a person may now travel from Haifa to Cairo in less than twenty-four hours.

A long time before our train reached Kantara, we could see the British soldiers engaged in various games. In Kantara, which is no other than a vast and populous city of tents, our baggage was carefully examined by the authorities, and through the divine confirmation we were excused from six days of long, weary quarantine. With a joyful heart we took the train for Cairo a little after 12 o'clock, and about 5:30 p.m. we entered the great station. All along the way, the crowds of people, the prosperous looking men and women, the hustle and bustle, the green, fertile fields, astonished and delighted us in turn. Indeed Egypt has not known the evils and sufferings of this devastating war. People are laughing, making lots of money, and have generally a good time. Mokattam, the Arabic daily, says that the people of Egypt have profited during this war at least £35,000,000. This is a good deal of money, and the inhabitants of Egypt have never been so prosperous in the course of their long and ancient history. Although we had sent a telegram to Agha Mohamad Taki about our arrival, yet he did not receive it in time to meet us at the station, so we went to Eden Palace Hotel to spend the evening. Here we rested awhile and because I had nothing particular to do, I strolled along the brilliantly lighted and crowded thoroughfares. After five years of calm and quiet life in Haifa, I find myself in a seething center of humanity. Everything strikes my eyes with wonder and astonishment, and I walk along the avenues like a dazed man. At last I found myself in Avenue Boulaq, and at the door of Minerva Hotel. Here I called on Miss Hiscox. Her meeting gave me much pleasure. She is 'well, firm in the Covenant, and happy in her chosen work. Till 10 p.m. I sat with her, and our conversation was naturally about Abdul-Baha, his health and the recital of the sad events of the last four years of war.

On December 26th, so soon as we got up we hired a carriage and called on Mohamad Taki. Here we met a number of old and tried friends, such as Haji Niazi, whose eyes have become very, very dim, and Sheikh Mohyeddin, a great teacher. They were all delighted to talk with us, as we are practically the first persons coming out of Palestine and bringing the tidings of the Beloved. At noon, Mirza Abul Cassim Galestane invited us to lunch with him in a Persian restaurant. Strangely coinciding with our arrival, on this day happened the death of the 16-year-old talented daughter of Agha Sayad Ali, her name being Malakoutieh. For the last two years she was suffering from consumption, and all the resources of medicine could not stop the slow progress of the disease. In the afternoon we called on the afflicted family. The father was sad and weeping. All the members of the family were in a great anguish.
On December 28th I called on the Persian Consul General in order to get a new passport. He met the Master before the war, and knows a great deal about the Cause. He is an enthusiastic lover of Persia, and free from the narrow prejudices of many bigoted Persians. He praised the Bahais very fervently, especially Agha Mohamad Taki. "Although he is a Bahai," he said, "yet I believe as truth all that he tells me, because I know that he is essentially a good and righteous man; but there are many important Persians in this city who are Moslems, still I cannot trust them because their lives are not straight and their aims are selfish." He desired the Bahais to render a most concrete and practical service to Persia. He related to us the harrowing details of the sufferings of the Persian people during the past years of war, of the devastation and cruel havoc wrought by the great war, the laying waste and burning of villages, the hanging of many prominent citizens and the death caused by famine and starvation. He said now that the English and Americans have gained a complete victory, they are doing their utmost to relieve this dire situation. In turn I spoke about analogous subjects. He asked about the health of the Beloved and requested me to send him his sincere greeting. During the day, in all my peregrinations, Mirza Abdol Hossein, the son of Mohamad Taki, was my guide, and we called on some of the friends who have prosperous businesses in various parts of the town.

On December 29th, accompanied by my dear brother Abdol Hossein, I took my snapshot photo for the Persian and American passports, which I have to get before starting westward. In the afternoon, we called at the office of Agha Zeinul Abedin and had tea with him, and later on with Haji Niaz we visited the Persian Editor of Tchere Nama.
Nearly one hundred Tablets revealed for the Bahai friends in America

WORD FROM SHOGHI EFFENDI, GRANDSON OF ABDUL-BAHA

Haifa, Palestine, January 29, 1919.

To Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago.

Dear brother in El-Abha:

Greetings and salutations! Your supplications are arriving; the news of the friends of God noted. A Tablet has been revealed for you; a telegram dispatched. So far, the Beloved (Abdul-Baha) has revealed nearly one hundred Tablets for the friends in the United States of America. Some of them have been dispatched and others will be. Convey the glad-tidings to the friends. Beloved in perfect health. Supplications and cables are pouring in constantly from morn till eve; life-giving words are revealed. From Persia, India, Japan, France, England and Switzerland, letters and telegrams are showering. The friends are ablaze and serve heartily. In the Tablets revealed, ninety-five per cent strike the chord of union and the note of absolute harmony among the friends. The Beloved declares that if the union and concord among the friends of the Merciful is strengthened and fortified, it shall, like a lodestone, attract Abdul-Baha to their shores. Abha greetings.

P. S.—Your daughter is named Parvene by the Master.

Shoghi
about two hours we talked about the conditions of Persia, and the possibility of its future progress, and how and in what manner and by whom the vital interests of that ancient country will be represented at the Great Conference of Nations in Paris. In his newspaper, a long article will appear by me on the internal conditions of Syria during the war. In the evening a meeting was held at the house of Agha Mohamad Taki. It was rather a memorial service in honor of the deceased Agha Sayad Javad. The Visiting Tablet revealed by the Beloved some time ago was chanted, other Tablets were read and appropriate speeches delivered. All the friends were submerged in the sea of divine grace. After this beautiful meeting, we were the guests of Agha Zeinel Abedin for dinner. About twelve other believers were also invited, and a royal feast of many delicacies (Persian dishes) was spread before us. Indeed our kind host made us ashamed of ourselves by the attention and kindness he showered upon these unworthy servants. It is of course because we come direct from the Master at this psychological moment that they surround us with so much hospitality. Otherwise we would have been alone and friendless in this great city. We are now most happy in associating day and night with these firm friends of God. They do not let us alone for one hour. We live hardly in our hotel except during the few hours of sleep. They are set aglow with the fire of the love of God, full of firmness in the Covenant, resolving to arise in teaching the Cause and spreading the sweet fragrances. There are so many young, educated Egyptian Bahais, filled with noble ideals and intent on serving the Cause of brotherhood and peace. Mahmoud Fehmy is one of them. He speaks English fluently and is a teacher in the Government school. These young, enthusiastic friends will become greatly assisted to teach the Cause in the immediate future, and I am most happy to come in contact with them and receive their inspiration in my work. We are all under the protecting shade of the Beloved. He will surely assist us to be firm in the Covenant of Baha’u’llah and to call others to this high station of spirituality. All that we have to do is to trust him and live in accord with his will. This is the crown of success and the supreme aim of every Bahai. For the present I may stay in Cairo for about two weeks. The believers do not want us to leave the city sooner.

In the full expectation that I will have the joy of seeing you before long, I am, as ever,

Your faithful brother,

Ahmad Sohrab.

____________________

Bring them together again, O Lord, by the Power of Thy Covenant, and gather their dispersion by the might of Thy Promise, and unite their hearts by the dominion of Thy Love; and make them love each other so that they may sacrifice their spirits, expend their money, and scatter themselves for the love of one another.

O Lord, cause to descend upon them quietness and tranquillity! Shower upon them the clouds of Thy Mercy in great abundance, and make them to characterize themselves with the characteristics of the spiritual!

O Lord, make us firm in Thy noble command, and bestow upon us Thy Gifts through Thy Bounty, Grace and Munificence.

Verily, Thou are the Generous, the Merciful, and the Benevolent.

——Abdul-Baha Abbas.
"Blessed is the one who has believed on Thee"

Extracts from The Visiting Tablet which all pilgrims chant in the Tomb of BAHA’O’LLAH

The praise that appeared from Thy supreme soul and the glory (El-Baha) that dawned from Thy most glorious (El-Abha) Beauty be upon Thee, O Thou Manifestation of the Almighty, King of Immortality and Lord of whomsoever is in earth and heaven.

I testify that, by Thee was revealed the Sovereignty of God and His dominion and the greatness of God and His might, and by Thee arose the suns of eternity in the heaven of destiny and dawned the invisible Beauty from the horizon of Baha. And I testify that by a movement of Thy pen appeared the order of Kaf and Nun* (be and it is) the hidden mystery of God was manifested, creation commenced and the manifestations (prophets) were sent.

And I testify that by Thy Beauty appeared the Beauty which is worshipped and by Thy face was revealed the Face of the Desired One, and by a word of Thine a separation (differentiation) affected the creation; the sincere advanced to the lofty summit and the polytheists descended to the lowest state.

And I testify that whosoever knows Thee verily knows God, and whosoever attains Thy meeting has verily attained the meeting of God.

Therefore, blessed is the one who has believed on Thee, attained Thy good pleasure, walked about Thine abode and presented himself before Thy throne.

---

*Kaf (English) is the first letter of the Arabic word "Kun" which signifies, be. Nun (English) is the last letter of the Arabic word "fayakun" which signifies, it is.—Translator.

Intercession, a special teaching of this Religion

The following was sent by Miss Ethel Rosenberg from her notes while in Acca 1904. (Extract from the Teachings of Abdul-Baha.)

The Master said that by the mercy of God, not through His justice, the condition of those who have died in sin and unbelief can be changed. We are commanded to pray that their condition may be changed. As we have the power to pray for those souls here, so we shall have the same power in the after-life in the Kingdom. The power of this prayer of intercession is a special teaching of this religion. To pray for the dead was not given as a special religious command (of the divine Teachers) until this day of the Blessed Perfection (BAHA’O’LLAH). The grace of effective intercession is one of the perfections belonging to perfect and advanced souls, as well as to the Manifestations of God. Jesus Christ had the power of interceding for the forgiveness of his enemies when on earth, and he certainly has this power now!

Abdul-Baha never mentions the name of a dead person without saying, “May God forgive him!” or words to that effect. He says, “Followers of the prophets have also this power of praying for the forgiveness of souls; therefore we may not think that any soul is condemned to a stationary condition of suffering or loss, arising from their absolute ignorance of God. The power of effective intercession for them always exists. All the people in the other world, are they not the creatures of God? Therefore, they can progress in the other world. As they can receive light from supplication here, there they can also receive light from supplication. The rich in the other world can help the
poor, as the rich can help the poor here.
In every world all are the creatures of God. They are always dependent upon Him, not independent, nor can they ever be so. While they are needful of God, the more they supplicate, the richer they become. What is their merchandise?

What is their wealth? In the other world what is the means of help and assistance? It is intercession. First, undeveloped souls must gain progress through the supplications of the spiritually rich; afterwards, they can progress through their own supplications."

In Memoriam

DR. JAMES F. CARMICHAEL

Dr. James F. Carmichael passed to his true home, December 6th, 1918, at 9:00 p.m. at the home of his sister, Mrs. (Colonel) D. Spence at Brantford, Canada, after three years suffering with neuritis. While suffering terrible pains he would exclaim with a smile: "BAHA'O'LLAH and Abdul-Baha will take care of me." The Most Great Name always brought relief.

The moment he heard of the Revelation—May, 1899—he accepted and remained a firm believer under the most severe tests. The heavenly light that spread over his face as his soul took its upward flight was startling and seen by all. Strangers and friends exclaimed alike: "O see the light!" His widow and four sisters survive. He received several wonderful Tablets from Abdul-Baha. The following is an extract from a recent Tablet received by Mrs. Carmichael in answer to a supplication written by her prior to Dr. Carmichael's passing, but which was revealed after his ascension:

"Concerning what you have written about your dear husband, be thou not grieved for, praise be to God, he has attained unto everlasting life and has reaped the fruit of his existence on earth, and this is faith and the complete turning of the face toward the Kingdom of God. This is verily everlasting health; this is eternal comfort; this is heavenly exaltation and this is merciful bounty."

(Signed) ABDUL-BHA' A ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 9, 1919, home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

Dr. Carmichael was a B. A. of Queens University, also a graduate of Osgood Hall, Toronto, Canada, as barrister and solicitor, and a graduate of Bennett's Medical College, Chicago, Ill. He was a member of the Chicago and American Medical Societies, also an I. O. O. F. and Rebekah of Chicago, Ill.

GEORGE P. PARMERTON

On April 26, 1918, Mr. Parmerton of Cincinnati, Ohio, passed from this world. He had been in poor health for several years and the last year was one of great suffering endured with heroic patience. His love for the Center of the Covenant and the Greatest Name sustained him. On Sunday evening, the Bahai friends assembled at the home and the Bahai service for the dead was beautifully conducted in all simplicity; on Monday, in Spring Grove Chapel, the Presbyterian service was given and all that was mortal laid to rest in that beautiful cemetery.

Abdul-Baha revealed the following to him:

"O thou revered beloved!
Glad tidings be unto thee for thy firmness in the strong Covenant. With uprightness thou shalt obtain great victory. Verily, thy Lord confirmeth the firm
ones in attaining to sublime stations in His Glorious Kingdom.”

(Signed) ABDUL-Baha Abras.

(Written by his own hand. Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, June 26, 1913, Chicago, Ill.)

JAMES HANBY

“James Hanby died on board ship June 16, 1918.” This brief word was received in Chicago some weeks later. We understand he was enroute to Europe enlisted to serve the Canadian overseas forces.

Mr. Hanby served the Bahai Cause in Chicago. Those who attended the Centennial Celebration of the Birth of Baha’u’llah in this city will remember him especially for his activity at the banquet in the Auditorium Hotel. This was a distinctive characteristic he possessed, so much so, that before he heard of the Bahai Movement—when a press agent for well-known turf men—he was called “Busy Jimmy.” He was known from coast to coast in those days, and we believe he will be long remembered for his brief but energetic service among the Bahais in Chicago.

DR. CLAUIDE F. LATHROP AND GEORGE LUTHER.


To the Star of the West:

The hosts of the Supreme Concourse were stirred by the ascension of two devoted Bahai souls, Dr. Claude F. Lathrop and Mr. George Luther, on the night of December 18, 1918.

Contracting pneumonia following influenza about the same day, they passed out within a few hours of each other.

Dr. Lathrop had served the Cause of Baha’u’llah with tireless devotion for ten years, half of that time standing the keenest physical suffering. He gloriied in his tests feeling that he was greatly blessed. He worked over the sick until the last, literally treading the path of martyrdom to aid suffering humanity.

His loss is keenly felt by the Seattle believers and his wife and two children have the love and sympathy of all in this sad but exalted hour.

Mr. George Luther, husband of Mrs. Laura Luther, and brother-in-law to Mrs. Mabel Geary of Seattle, and Mrs. Effie Snyder of Spokane, was an earnest, firm believer, living the life quietly but faithfully. He, with his wife, had lived for eleven years on their ranch at Omak, Wash., and were the only lights in that region. Their perseverance in sowing the seed was beautiful. His new birth into the higher Kingdom was attended by chanting and offering praises to God, raising the call of “Ya-Baha-el-Abha,” till all were illumined by the presence of the spirit.

A unity funeral was held and the two brothers in El-Abha were laid side by side.

Impressive passages from the Hidden Words were read by a maid-servant and prayers were offered by one of the servants.

Real unity of the friends was attained through this double sorrow, for spiritual uplift and exultation attended the occasion, robbing it of the usual gloom. Thus “death” was made a glad tidings for all.

Charlotte Z. Gillen.

MRS. PAUL K. DEALY

On February 27th, 1919, dear, devoted, brave Mrs. Dealy was set free from the cage of her body, her blindness, and allowed to fly like a divine bird into the Kingdom of light. She
and her husband were pioneer teachers of the heavenly Cause in America. In early days their home was a center of radiance in Chicago where many first heard the divine proclamation in its majesty and splendor. Mr. Albert Windust told at Mrs. Dealy's radiant funeral how, one ever-memorable evening, he heard at their home that the promised Prince of Peace had come "in His glory," and how he went home scarcely knowing whether he was walking on earth or not. There kept ringing through his mind the thrilling new meanings the Dealys had given to the old prophetic verse: "Unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given: and his name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, The Mighty God, The everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace."

Mrs. Dealy became blind a number of years ago. When she met Abdul-Baha in America in 1912 he asked her what he could do for her. She said, "Oh, that I might receive my sight." The Master answered, "Your physical or spiritual sight? You can't have both." She replied: "My spiritual sight." In that one, momentous choice she revealed the heavenly desires which the Bahai teaching had brought to birth in her soul. Abdul-Baha told her the rest of her life she would see visions of the Kingdom and live ever in the unseen light. And she says it was true.

In one vision Abdul-Baha appeared at her door and offered her a basket. She ran forward, thinking to find it full of flowers. When she received it, behold it was full of stones. Abdul-Baha seeing her crestfallen face said: "Open one of the stones." She obeyed and lo, out of the opened stone there arose a ruby cup on which was engraved in letters of light the Greatest Name. "Drink the cup," the loving Master said; and then the vision vanished.

In that vision was revealed the history of her later life. She expected the Master to give her a basket of roses. He in his love gave her a basket of stones, the stones of blindness, loneliness, poverty and sorrow. But when she opened the stony grief, lo, it contained a cup as beautiful as the Holy Grail. And when she drank that cup in the Greatest Name of God, lo, it was overflowing with the water of life-eternal. Drinking from that cup of calamity she drank from a river of light. Her blindness endured for a day. That cup has given her a spiritual sight, we may believe, which will behold and proclaim the Glory of God through all the ages of eternal life.

A. R. V.

LUCELIA E. BARNES

Lucelia E. Barnes, a Bahai, passed to the divine world on September 5, 1918, age 88 years. My mother had reached her fruitage, through the divine Will and Glory of God.

Emma C. Fowler.

Mt. Vernon, New York.

ERWIN HARRIS

Son of Hooper and Gertrude Harris

Newspaper clipping:

Corp. Erwin Harris, of 157 W. 103d St., New York City, made the supreme sacrifice on October 7, 1918. Harris, who was 18, enlisted in the old 7th Regt. two years ago and saw service at the border.

Last May he left Spartansburg to go overseas with Co. D, of the 107th Inf. Last October he led his squad "over the top" in what is known as a "combat group." Harris had traveled some 1,000 yards when he was brought down by a machine gun.

He was sent to a base hospital in France suffering from wounds in the leg and back. He wrote his last letter from there on October 4th, but was re-
moved to Base Hospital 3, Berkshire, Eng., where he died October 7th.

The following letters, beginning with his mother's brief note to the Star of the West and ending with the words of Abdul-Baha in a Tablet just received, are more than a memorial to Erwin Harris, for they epitomize the supreme sacrifices of just such mothers and sons everywhere, as well as the divine comfort which goes out unto all from the Great Heart of humanity.—The Editors.

Note from his mother:

To the Star of the West:

Your kind letter just reached me; many thanks. I don’t know what to write, so will enclose these letters and you can use your judgment. He was a sweet, wonderful boy and gave his life willingly for what he thought was right and we are very proud of him. I saved all of his letters and they bear witness that he was spiritually awakened. He would be 19 years old, April 25th, 1919. . . . The physical separation was hard, but Abdul-Baha has healed the wound.

Hastily,

Gertrude Harris.

His letter just before embarking:

Camp Wadsworth, Spartansburg, S. C.

April 24, 1918.

My dear Mother:

Received your letter tonight, and was very glad to hear from you. I am very sorry that you do not feel well. Dear Mother, you know how to look on death. It is not as bad as it is painted. I am not afraid of death and I know that you are not. Even if you leave us, I know that you will always be with me, and some day I will be a credit to you and to the rest of them. This may sound a little hard-hearted and cold, but I do not mean it to be, it is straight from the heart. Today is your birthday, and I have not forgotten it. I can’t send you anything but my love. I really hope that some day I may understand the Bahai faith and that I will be able to make the rest of the world believe in it. . . .

I have learned a lot since I have been in the army and I have met men from all walks of life. I have not gone down. I have gone up, both mentally and physically, and I believe that later on in life this will all be a great help to me. I don’t drink nor smoke, and believe me, Mother, I never will, so don’t worry about that (something is in me, Mother, and some day it will pop out), and you will see it whether you are on this earth or not.

We are going to leave here very soon. I think we will either go to Camp Merritt or Camp Mills and we will be there within ten days, and I will see you Mother, before I go over. . . .

I have not an enemy in the company and few Corporals can say that. The men in my squad will do anything for me, and that is the way it will have to be later. People will have to believe in me. I will have to make them love me. Unless they love you, you can’t do anything with them, you can’t make them believe in you till you make them love you, can you? I don’t understand just what it is all about but I know something tells me that it is all for something wonderful.

Write to me soon.

With love,

Erwin.

His last letter to his mother:

October 4, 1918.

Dear Mother:

My last letter to you was written in a rest camp, but now I am writing from a much different place. Soon after my letter we went back up the line, and I
open the swelling. This was done and an anaesthetist that same evening and after consultation with the senior surgeon it was decided to have him under the knee swollen and very painful so once attended to by the Medical Officer, wounded in both legs and had a great deal of pain in the left knee. You by telegram before you get my letter, but naturally you will want to know all this Hospital at 1:50 p.m. today. 

Dear Mrs. No. 3, "War Hospital Wilson Road,
Reading, Berkshire, England,
Oct. 8, 1918.

Dear Mrs. Harris:

Your dear son, Erwin Harris, died in this Hospital at 1:50 p.m. today. I think this news will have reached you by telegram before you get my letter, but naturally you will want to know all I can tell you of his illness and death. He was admitted with the men who came on Sunday last (Oct. 6th) in a convoy of wounded from France. He seemed the most ill of them all, was wounded in both legs and had a great deal of pain in the left knee. It was at once attended to by the Medical Officer, but the ladde's temperature was 105°, the knee swollen and very painful so after consultation with the senior surgeon it was decided to have him under an anaesthetic that same evening and open the swelling. This was done and a good deal of pus which had collected in the joint was freed. His leg was put on a more comfortable splint, he had a small injection of morphia, and said the next morning that it was a more comfortable sleep that night than he had had since being wounded.

He looked very ill all yesterday and his temperature kept above 103°. In the evening the thigh swelled rapidly and after consulting together the surgeons decided to amputate the leg early the next morning. They seemed sure that the boy had gas gangrene in the leg and this is a very deadly infection to any wound. He spoke of you in the night and asked night Sister to write to you. This morning a little before 11 o'clock he asked me to be sure you were told all about him having to lose his leg, for by that time he knew that he was for operation. He was very bright and even looking forward to the relief it would be.

He teased Sister a little and said the other fellows would be envious that he had all her attention, whispered again to me would I be "very sure to let my Mother know." He died within an hour after returning to the ward. I feel sure nothing more could have been done here. We did all possible in the way of inter-venous and inter-muscular infusion, he had pituitary extract and all the remedies to combat shock but the poison in his blood depressed the heart's action so hopelessly. The only thing that might have helped would have been an amputation before he was sent over from France. I feel so very sorry for you in this. It must be dreadfully hard to lose such a son. His companions in the ward were so fond of him—even the very seriously-ill ones would ask after "the boy from America" before telling their own troubles.

Please write and ask if there is anything more you wish to know.

With much sympathy,

Yours sincerely,

E. Hodges, Matron.
To the maid-servant of God, Sarah Gertrude Harris, New York City.—Upon her be Baha’u’llah-el-Abha! He Is God!

O thou my beloved daughter!

Your letter dated November 13th was received. Its contents occasioned infinite grief, for it spoke of the ascension of that illumined youth. Indeed in the rose-garden of God that young man was like unto a shrub in its utmost freshness and promising good fruits. Whoever has seen him or heard him has undoubtedly been shocked and grieved at the news of his passing away.

However, although that peerless shrub has sought separation from the woods of the nether world, yet, it has appeared fully adorned and resplendent in the rose-garden of the world on-high in the Abha Paradise. That divine bird has flown away from this mortal and earthly nest, has ascended to the Kingdom of God and has been engaged in singing the sweet melodies of praise and thanksgiving on the lordly branches in the rose-garden of the Merciful. Happy is he and blessed in his abode! He has reaped the result of life and has become a fruitful tree. Grieve not therefore for his death and be not depressed.

With regard to his life insurance, act in accordance with his will. I have perused his letter and have supplicated for him from the Threshold of Oneness an exalted station . . . .

The relatives who are here all convey to you their longing greeting.

Upon thee be Baha’u’llah-el-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 28, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

SUPPLICATION FOR LUA GETSINGER

Haifa, December 18, 1918.

My dear brother Joseph:

This is copy of a letter and translation of Tablet about Lua. I am afraid you have not received it. Please make copies of the same and forward to various Assemblies and ask the Star of the West to publish it in its columns.

Your faithful brother,

Ahmad Sohrab.

Home of Baha’u’llah, Acca, Syria, February 8, 1917.

My dear brothers and sisters in the Cause:

It was one afternoon of the month of September, 1916, when the Master was sojourning along the shore of the Sea of Galilee, that we received the sad news of the death of the beloved Lua. No one could believe it. When the Center of the Covenant heard about it he was deeply affected and felt more than any one of us her great loss. Since that day I have heard him more than a hundred times exclaiming with a moving voice: “What a loss! What a loss! What a loss!” In this short letter I cannot reproduce all the words he uttered about her, but I can say that all the believers mourned for her and regretted her departure most sincerely. We know full well that her purified spirit freed from the fetters of water and clay soared to the Kingdom of Glory and received the reward of her services to the Cause of God! In a Tablet revealed years ago, the Master gave her to me as a mother, and from that time on I tried always to fulfill this heavenly
pledge of sonship. She always directed my sentiments and deeds towards the heights of nobility and truthfulness. . . . She was a source of inspiration and consolation in all my affairs. If I desired to do something, I consulted with her, and she never failed in giving me good, elevating advice or when she travelled or I was away we corresponded together. And now that she is living in the Supreme Concourse, I feel every day her supporting mother-love and her solicitude about my welfare. From many standpoints she was a unique teacher.

Firstly, she was one of the earliest believers in America who, enkindled with the fire of God’s love, travelled extensively and called the people to the Kingdom.

Secondly, she was amongst the very first pilgrims who came to Acca and received the blessings of the Master. Her verbal account of that first glorious pilgrimage was enough to convince anyone of the validity of this dispensation.

Thirdly, she was strictly speaking a disciple of the Master, taught by him and educated by him and sent out by him as an ordained teacher.

Fourthly, she travelled throughout the continents of America, Europe, Asia and Africa to spread the Word of God and diffuse the fragrances of the flowers of truth.

Fifthly, in this Cause we have two kinds of teachers. The first are those who teach new souls and spread the Cause in new environments, the second are those who work amongst the believers. Lua belonged to the first order of teachers.

Sixthly, she taught many important souls, and her pupils, both men and women, in the United States and Canada, are numerous—pupils who are zealous and active, carrying along her work of spiritual illumination with intelligence and enthusiasm.

Seventhly, she was one of the very few souls who visited the Holy Land seven or eight times, lived in the blessed household for months at a time, and was considered as one of the members of the holy family, one of the daughters of Abdul-Baha.

Eighthly, she was the one living believer who visited the Shah of Persia years ago in Paris and interceded in behalf of the friends of his kingdom.

Ninthly, her faith in this Revelation was perfect, her heart was a treasure of the jewels of the Kingdom, her tongue was eloquent in the praise of the Lord, her consciousness mirrored forth the rays of the Sun of Reality and her aim and object was for no other than the teaching of the Cause and the glorification of truth.

On the evening of December 21st, when the believers were in the presence of the Beloved in Haifa, I begged him to reveal a Tablet of Visitation in her honor, as a celestial token of her services. A translation of it is enclosed herewith.

Hoping that all may be inspired through her self-sacrificing example, I am,

Your sincere servant,

Ahmad Sohrab.

Words of Abdul-Baha

Supplication for the attracted maid-servant of God, Lua, who ascended to the Supreme Concourse,—Upon her be greeting and praise!

He Is God!

O Lord! O Lord! Verily Thy maid-servant who was attracted with the fragrances of Thy Holiness, enkindled with the fire of Thy Love, the herald of Thy Name, the spreader of Thy Signs amongst Thy people,—ascended to Thee with humility and lowliness, trusting in Thee with all her heart, liberated
from all worldly ties and attractions, hoping for Thy Universal Favor and Mercy, desiring to enter Thy radiant Presence, supplicating Thy all-encircling Bounty, and begging for the descent of Thy glorious Bestowals!

O Lord! Exalt her station, submerge her in the ocean of Thy Compassion and establish her in the midst of the Paradise of Immortality,—in the Universe of Lights, the Center of the Beatific Mysteries.

O Lord! She believed in Thee, chanted Thy verses, turned her face toward Thee with all her heart; her spirit was rejoiced through Thy glad-tidings and her soul was purified through the fire of Thy Love. Then amidst the con­course of humanity, she arose in the promotion of Thy Word, suffered every thirsty one to drink from the goblet of Thy Guidance and healed every sick one with the antidote of Thy Knowledge. In Thy Path she travelled to distant countries and remote regions and gave the good-news of Thy Kingdom throughout vast and spacious continents—until through the difficulties that she endured in Thy Path, her very flesh and bones were melted, diseases and sicknesses attacked her, her frail body failed her, her nerves and muscles weakened their functions and her heart became the target of conflicting ailments. Then while hoping for the immortal life, the eternal existence, she abandoned this mortal, ephemeral world.

O Lord! Grant her a palace in the neighborhood of Thy Most Great Mercy; cause her to dwell in the gardens of Thy paradise, the Most High; illumine her countenance with the effulgence of Thy Good-pleasure, in the Kingdom of Thy Glory; usher her into the heaven of Thy Meeting and suffer her to live ever­lasting­ly in the assemblage of transfiguration, whose refulgent lights are shining upon the world of hearts and the realm of consciousness.

Verily, Thou are the Forgiving, verily Thou art the Pardoner and verily Thou art the Merciful of the Most Merciful!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAAS.

CORRECTION

Shanghai, China, January 7, 1919.

Please allow me to draw your attention to the following matter. I was reading the Talk of Abdul-Baha of 26th of June, 1914, in No. 11, page 123. I refer to these phrases: “But when some Ulama enter a school their aim is leadership, to obtain fame, to gather luxuries and worldly possession. They are like the disease ‘caboos’ (influenza),”

As far as I know the word “caboos” means, nightmare, not influenza. So if you find it necessary, please correct it.

With Bahai love and greeting, I am faithfully yours,

Mirza Hossein Tony.

A BAHAI LIBRARY.

He who today is searching for the Abha Truth hardly realizes what a remarkable collection of Abdul-Baha’s addresses, American and European, of his talks in Palestine, of stirring incidents in the history of the Cause, of compilations, there exists in print, until he has before him the bound volumes of the Star of the West.

Volume I is a little jewel with its records of the early days of the Cause in the West and the journeys of teachers around the world.

Volume II presents glowing accounts of Abdul-Baha’s first journey to Europe, the places where he spoke, the people he met, the dynamic words he uttered.

Volume III is a volume of American addresses, so comprehensive, so glorious with Abha light, that it reveals the full-orb'd splendor of the Master’s message to western civilization.
VOLUMES IV, V AND VI CONTINUE PUBLICATION OF AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN ADDRESSES.


VOLUME IX CONTAINS THE REMARKABLE AND EXHAUSTIVE COMPILATION OF MRS. HANSEN ON "BAHAI METHODS OF EDUCATION" AND THAT CASKET OF JEWELS, THE "STORIES CHILDREN SHOULD KNOW." IT IS ALSO FULL OF THE LATEST NEWS AND TABLETS FROM THE HOLY LAND SINCE THE GREAT WAR HAS ENDED.

THE EDITORS OF THE STAR OF THE WEST WILL BE GLAD TO PREPARE THESE VOLUMES FOR THE FRIENDS OR HAVE BOUND THE COPIES SENT IN TO THEM. VOLUME I COMES AT $2 EACH. VOLUMES II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX AT $2.50 EACH. IF VOLUMES VII AND VIII ARE BOUND TOGETHER THEY WILL COST $4.00 FOR THE TWO. IF COPIES ARE SENT IN THEY WILL BE BOUND FOR $1—ALL THE BindINGS IN THREE-FOURTHS LEATHER. POSTAGE ADDED TO THESE PRICES.

YOUR CO-OPERATION PLEASE

It would be a great service if the friends would send in their renewal subscriptions to the STAR OF THE WEST without notice being sent them as that would save our devoted sister, Miss Bukena hours of labor, and the labor though a boundless joy to her, must be done on holidays or late in the evenings after her business day is over.

Baha'i News Service.
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THE Supreme Pen says: O friends of the Truth! The purpose of bearing these continuous sufferings and uninterrupted calamities is, that the souls who are assured in God may, with utmost unity, associate with one another to such an extent that discord and difference between two individuals may vanish from them, except in special ordinances revealed in the divine Books. The man with innersight does not see imperfection in any condition. whatsoever happens is a proof of the greatness of his condition and of the purity of his entity. For example, if a soul becomes humble, indeed this humbleness to the friends of God returns to God, for they look at his faith. By God! In
this case, if the opponents do not act similarly, or if arrogance is shown by them, the person with insight (and humbleness) is in his own sublime deed and has already received and will receive recompense. The harm of the action of the opponents will return to them. Likewise if a soul becomes arrogant this arrogance returns to God—We take refuge in God from that! 

O people of comprehension! I declare by the Greatest Name that it is a pity for you to consider incidental conditions. Arise for the Cause of God and with one another affiliate in the utmost love and sincerity, for the sake of the Face of the Beloved. Burn the veils of self with the fire of oneness and with bright and cheerful faces associate with one another. All of you have seen with your own eyes the qualities of the Truth. It was never approved that a single night should pass and any of the friends of God be away from this Slave. The heart of the world is ablaze by the Word of God. It is a pity that you do not become ablaze by this fire. God willing, we are hopeful that this blessed night you may call "The night of unity." Become united with one another and adorned with the embroidery of goodness and praiseworthy conduct. Your efforts should be to guide a strayed, perishing soul to the laws of eternity and among the creatures conduct yourselves in such manner that the sign of Truth may become manifest in you; for you are the first of existence, the first worshipers, the first who bowed and the first to encircle the Holy Threshold. By the one who caused me to utter that which He desired, your names in the Supreme Kingdom are more famous than they are to you. Do not think this utterance is imagination. I wish that you could behold what your Lord, the Merciful, sees of the sublimity of your condition, the greatness of your degrees and the supremacy of your stations. We ask God that your desires may not prevent you from that which was ordained for you. We are hopeful that in the utmost harmony, love and friendship you may deal with one another in such a manner that the banner of oneness may be raised. Surpass ye one another in good affairs and in showing contentment.

His is the right to command! He doeth whatsoever He wisheth and ruleth whomsoever He desireth, and verily He is the Powerful, the Dear, the Mighty!

(Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago, July 9, 1918.)
Tablets of Abdul-Baha recently revealed

MR. AND MRS. VAIL

To his honor Mr. Albert Vail and the maid-servant of God, Emily Vail, Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.—Upon them be greeting and praise!

He Is God!

O ye who are firm in the Covenant!

Verily, your letter was the third of those received from America subsequent to the extinction of the fire of war. I was indeed gladdened to peruse it for it was indicative of a pure purpose and a lofty ideal, to wit: the service of the world of humanity.

The most advisable thing, therefore, is to gather every Sunday in order to discuss “Pure and Sanctified Living,” “Universal Brotherhood,” and the “Philosophy of Universal Religion.”

As to the promulgation of Truth, verily it is divine and heavenly character, action in accordance with the divine and merciful instructions and the propagation among men of lordly behests and exhortations.

I pray God that He may therein confirm ye.

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, December 17, 1918.)

GEORGE LATIMER

To his honor, George Latimer, France—Upon him be greeting and praise!

He Is God!

Your letter dated November 13, 1918, was received. Praise be to God, throughout this terrible war, you have been kept safe and protected and have endured every sort of trouble for the sake of your favored land.

I have written a letter to thy father and have forwarded it directly, and now, too, I am engaged in writing thee, begging for thee a soul gladdened by divine glad-tidings and an illumined heart that thou mayest be ever enkindled and illumined.

When thou shalt be released from military service thou hast permission to present thyself at the Holy Land.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, December 30, 1918.)

(Continued on page 7)
STAR OF THE WEST

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

O thou Star of the West! He is God!

Thou Star of the West! Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

Signed

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

ALLAH’O’ABHA!

Nine years ago a little sixteen-page pamphlet, made to fit an ordinary business envelope, calling itself the BAHAI NEWS, was printed and distributed among the Bahai friends in the Western World. Its word of introduction read as follows: “The need for a Bahai News Service is apparent to those who are in touch with the progress of the Bahai Movement throughout the Occident. To meet this need this humble publication has stepped forth from non-existence into the court of existence. Whether it shall remain and grow into a distinct department of service in this Glorious Day, we cannot foretell, knowing that ‘God doeth whatsoever He willeth.’”

With issue No. 8 of the BAHAI NEWS was inaugurated a section in Persian, and in issue No. 13 is recorded that it had “taken the Orient by storm” and that Abdul-Baha requested one of the friends to read the latest copy before a large gathering of the Bahais (in Port Said), and while it was being read, he was smiling and commenting upon it. A Tablet received at that time by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab stated: “Truly, I say, in this publication you have written instructive articles. May God assist and confirm you! Unquestionably, confirmations shall descend upon the workers of this paper!”

A letter from Esphahan to the editor of the Persian section, beginning: “A star shone forth from the West and became the sun of the heaven of Truth in the East,” together with a suggestion from Abdul-Baha to change the name of the Persian section from Payam Bare Baktar (Occidental Messenger), suggested the title: STAR OF THE WEST—which was adopted for the English section beginning with No. 1, Vol. II.

In issue No. 17 of the BAHAI NEWS the confirmation promised by Abdul-Baha descended in the form of a glorious Tablet which has ever since been a source of joy, inspiration and help, and which has been incorporated as a permanent feature of the editorial heading of the magazine, beginning: “O thou
Star of the West! Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. . . ."

Then came the great privilege of serving the Cause in publishing the Addresses of Abdul-Baha during his sojourn in America in 1912.

Nine years of service have been completed. Those who have rendered it did so in weakness and difficulty, and had not the sustaining power of God protected and assisted it could not have been accomplished. Those who undertook this labor of love have lived to see another nine years begin. "Ya-Baha-el-Abha!"

A new era dawns for the Cause. The doors of the Holy Land are open wide and Abdul-Baha is flooding the West with the Glorious Light of the Kingdom through Tablets recently revealed; an ocean of love is submerging the souls, uniting them with that power which only the Covenant possesses. Soon will His wondrous words have effect and great will be the results therefrom. We are happy in presenting many of these Tablets in this issue of the Star of the West.

The Editors

The Teaching Campaign

By Albert Vail

Word is coming of new journeys for teaching. Mr. Remey and Mr. John Basset, Mr. Louis Gregory and Mr. Roy Williams are all starting for the Southland to present the divine Glad Tidings in all the states mentioned in the Master’s great Tablet to the South. Mr. Stanwood Cobb is starting a new circle in Annapolis. Mr. Remey gave there on February 5th at St. John’s (the State University) an illustrated lecture on the Mashrekol-azkar. The hall was crowded and great interest was manifest. Mr. Remey’s lectures on "The Universal Temple of the Future" are one of the most attractive ways of presenting to a new community in terms of concrete beauty the universal glory of the Bahai Cause.

Mr. Randall and Mrs. Maxwell are speaking to new centers in the East. Miss Jack and Mrs. Greenleaf are starting north with the breaking of the spring into the great Canadian West. Mr. Vail visited Omaha and Kansas City in December and is making a teaching journey into Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri in March and April.

Mrs. Ford has been serving the Cause in Kansas City this winter and gave a series of talks to a deeply interested group of people in Topeka, Kansas.

Mrs. Pamerton is beginning a journey into Missouri and Kansas and the Central West.

In the far West Mr. Gunn, Mr. and Mrs. Killius have been traveling and teaching.

For two years Mrs. Brittingham has been giving her time to seed sowing with beautiful devotion. When asked for some words concerning her work, she writes: "I feel I have never done anything and the page of report must be empty. Every new year I realize with deepened awakening my sense of nothingness in trying to advance in that Path." But she adds: "Since January 1917, I have raised the call of the Kingdom in Arizona, Southern California, Oregon, Washington, Wyoming, Utah and very briefly in Reno, Nevada. I have given the Message in one church in Arizona and three in California, to
employees of the lunch room of the Great Northern Shipping Dock, Seattle, to army boys at Fort Wright, Spokane, in the State Prison, Salt Lake City, and to Metaphysical, Theosophical and many other gatherings in halls and homes, having thus addressed up to January 1, 1919, one hundred and thirty-three assemblages."

Mr. and Mrs. Killius recently held a stirring meeting in the Unitarian Church in Helena, Montana. Mr. Fred Mortensen has been working there telling the good news to those he met. A paper in Helena kindly published a fine article by Miss Jean Masson on "The Bahai Movement—Is it the Coming Universal Religion?" Mr. and Mrs. Killius have been travelling and teaching in Montana with splendid energy.

Without this "superhuman energy," as the Master so often tells us, we cannot lay the foundation of the divine and universal city. But those who do arise and go forth into the new regions, God assists with a perfect glory of confirmation.

Doors of opportunity to proclaim the heavenly glad tidings open as by a divine hand, radiant faces appear at the meetings as though sent there by the angels, the fire of the spirit often descends like ancient Pentecost and the Glory of God is revealed and many see it together. Such is the testimony of the teachers in this most wonderful springtime of God. The teachers seem to go to the new city alone; but verily a cohort of the Supreme Concourse have gone before them and when they speak the angels of confirmation stand around them, give words to the lips, fire to the heart and victory to the teacher's persuasions.

"In the Name of God, the Victor of the most victorious," cries the Bab, "proclaim: 'God will help all those who arise to serve Him! No one is able to deprive Him of His Majesty, His Dominion, His Sovereignty for in the heaven and the earth and in all the realms of God He is the Victorious and the Conqueror.'"

Idea of the League of Nations given by Abdul-Baha in 1875


To the Record-Herald:

In your issue of Saturday the 15th you have an article headed, "Taft is treading path blazed by French King." It also stated that "the idea of a League of Nations peacefully reposed under the dust of ages until after the great war broke out; that the league idea was first broached anew in 1915 by some New York gentlemen; that Taft was approached and indorsed it; that the first public meeting was held June 17, 1915," etc.

This is an evident error and the credit should be given to whom it is due. The truth is that Baha’u’llah, undoubtedly the greatest figure of this age, over sixty years ago laid down twelve basic Bahai principles, the eighth being Universal Peace and the twelfth an International Tribunal.

Baha'u'llah, more than fifty years ago addressed epistles to all the kings and rulers of the earth, calling their attention to the Will of God, and predicting in an unmistakable and clear tone the events and happenings of these days.

Baha'u'llah addressed Professor Browne of Cambridge University, England, April 14th, 1890, saying: "These fruitless strifes and ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come. Is not this that which Christ foretold? Yet do we see your kings and rulers lavishing their treasures more freely on means for the destruction of the human race than on that which would conduct to the happiness of mankind: these strifes and this bloodshed and discord must cease, and all
Abdul-Baha, the eldest son of Baha’u’llah, and the present leader of the Bahai Movement, who has millions of followers throughout the world in Asia, Africa, Europe and America, traveled in this country in 1912. He constantly exhorted the people of the world to think peace, to talk peace, for, he said, in a talk given to the students of Stanford University, California, “Europe is like unto a powder magazine and one little spark shall set all the world aflame, and the time is two years hence.”

Abdul-Baha, in 1875, wrote a book entitled, The Mysterious Forces of Civilization, in which he states: “Yes, the true civilization will raise its banner in the center of the world, when some noble kings of high ambitions, the bright suns of the world of humanitarian enthusiasm, shall, for the good and happiness of all the human race, step forth with firm resolution and keen, powerful minds and hold a conference on the question of Universal Peace . . . establish a union of the states of the world and conclude a definite treaty . . . which, verily, would be a treaty of universal peace and would be accounted sacred by all peoples of the earth. It would be the duty of the united powers of the world to see that this great treaty be strengthened and should endure. In such a universal treaty the limits of the borders and boundaries of every state should be fixed and the customs and the laws of every government; all the agreements and the affairs of state and the arrangements between the various governments should be propounded and settled in due form; the size of the armaments for each government should likewise be definitely agreed upon, at any rate the basis of this powerful alliance should be so fixed that if one of the states afterwards broke any of the articles of it the rest of the nations of the world would rise up and destroy it. Yes, the whole human race would band its forces together to exterminate that nation.”

The nations would require but a few soldiers as a means of assuring the safety of the state, punishing the wicked and rebellious and preventing the growth of civil sedition.

I have been asked by the friends of Abdul-Baha in Helena to write you asking this correction and have the truth known.

Fred Mortensen,
Helena, Mont.

Tablets of Abdul-Baha recently revealed

(Continued from page 3)

MARION JACK

To the maid-servant of God, Miss Jack, Chicago, Ill.—Upon her be greeting and praise!

He Is God!

O thou who art the well-wisher of mankind!

Thy letter was received and was perused most attentively; its contents were exceedingly pleasing. Thy wish, as well as that of the friends of America, is that I may undertake a voyage to that land; but my heart is there and I am always thinking of them; and as they associate and affiliate in the utmost of love and union therein, my heart and spirit reside. Entertain no doubts whatever for I am linked with you spiritually even though separate in body. We are all under the shade of the unicolored pavilion of the world of humanity, but heedlessness forms a veil and an obstacle. When it is removed the veil will be rent asunder and we shall see one another gathered up together and present.
Thou hast written of thy wish to use the money of the Mashrekol-azkar to aid some of the dear sisters to get well: If you have gathered the sum from your own money, spend half of it for the sisters, and the other half, spend it for the Mashrekol-azkar; and if the sum is from other people, refer to them (i.e., the contributors) and act according to their wish.

Convey on my behalf greetings and the utmost of respect to the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Eva Cooper, (of Fruitport, Mich.).

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, December 27, 1918.)

AMY WILKINSON

To the maid-servant of God, Amy K. Wilkinson, Boston, Mass.—Upon her be Baha’o’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou who art enkindled with the fire of the love of God!

Your letter dated November 26th, 1918, was received. Those souls that, in this day, enter into the divine Kingdom and attain everlasting life, although they materially dwell on earth, yet in reality they soar in the realm of heaven. Their body may linger on earth but their spirit travels in the immensity of space. For as thoughts widen and become illumined, they acquire the power of flight and transport man to the Kingdom of God.

I beg of God that Mr. Randall and thyself may both become two lofty soaring birds; that ye may nestle and abide in the loftiest summits of the Kingdom; that ye may behold the glorious signs and may perfume the nostrils with the fragrances of the Abha Paradise.

Upon ye be Baha’o’llah El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 9, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

ELLA GOODALL COOPER

To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Ella Goodall Cooper, California—Upon her be greeting and praise!

He Is God!

O thou respected maid-servant of God!

Your letter, dated October 22nd, 1918, was received. Although for four years communication between us has been interrupted, yet the spiritual messenger was heartily and continually engaged. At all times I implored from the divine Kingdom, begging for the maid-servants of God and the friends of the Merciful divine assistance and confirmation.

At present, praise be to God, your detailed letter is at hand, and its news of the health and safety of the believers of God imparted a joy unlimited. From the unity of the friends of that land we have felt greatly happy and glad. I pray God that this union, firmness, steadfastness and spiritual consultation may become day by day more pronounced, and this rose-garden which has been planted in that continent may bestow perfume, through the scent of its flowers and blossoms, upon the nostrils of the people of the world.
How beautifully thou hast expressed the thought, namely: "We hope that the love and unity of the friends may soon become the magnet of attraction which will draw thee again to our shores." This is evident and sure—that if the light of love among the friends will be as resplendent as it ought to be and like unto a candle will illumine that gathering, it will surely exert the effect of a magnet.

Convey on my behalf the utmost longing and love to all the assemblies. Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, December 12, 1918.)

SHAHNAZ KHANUM

To the maid-servant of God, Shahnaz Khanum, Los Angeles, Calif.—Upon her be BAHÁ’U’LLÁH El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou revered maid-servant of God!

Thy letter from Los Angeles was received. Thank divine Providence that thou hast been assisted in service and hast been the cause of the promulgation of the oneness of the world of humanity.

Not until the darkness of differences among men is dissipated will the pavilion of unity of races cast its shadow over all regions; otherwise rest and comfort, peace and universal reconciliation are unachievable. This illumined age requires and necessitates its fulfillment. Every century has its ideal which in accordance with that century is confirmed. In this illumined era that which is confirmed is the oneness of the world of humanity. Every soul who serves this oneness will undoubtedly be assisted.

I hope that in the assembles thou mayest sing praises with a sweet melody and thus become the cause of joy and gladness to all.

Convey on my behalf greetings and respect to thy revered husband.

Upon thee be El-Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, December 30, 1918).

ROY C. WILHELM

To his honor, Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, New York.—Upon him be greeting and praise!

He Is God!

O thou who art firm in the Covenant!

Thy letter was received and its contents imparted the utmost of gladness. Thou hast inquired about our health. Notwithstanding the great agitation in the East, thanks to Divine grace and bounty, we have passed these years of war in joy and gladness under the care and protection of Divine Providence. Now, praise be to God, the darkness of oppression has passed away and the light of justice has dawned and a just government has been ministering to this land.

O thou who are firm! What glad-tiding better than the one which thou hast imparted, to wit: that misunderstanding from among the friends has
been eliminated and harmony and concord established! This good news has made everybody hopeful that soon the torch of the Oneness of the World of Humanity may be enkindled in New York.

As to my voyage to India, it is not yet decided. In case it is settled we shall inform you.

Convey the utmost love and attachment of Abdul-Baha’s heart to the favored and respected maid-servant of God, Mrs. Parsons, Mr. Randall, Mr. Mills, Mr. Ashton and Mr. Hall. I hope from the bounties of the Kingdom these souls may enlighten the world of humanity, may promulgate the oneness of the world of existence and like unto stars may shine upon men by the light of union and concord from the horizon of the world.

I always remember your mother as well as your father. Convey to both my respect and love. I ever remember Mr. Bourgeois, particularly the night I was his guest, a night that we passed in joy and fragrance. Send to me the design of the Mashrekol-azkar as produced by him. I pray God that this year the construction of the Mashrekol-azkar will be started.

Convey greeting and respect to Miss Lloyd.

Concerning communication with the Holy Land, that is to say, Haifa, communicate directly for the hinderances and obstacles have been eliminated. Convey to each and all the believers of God the utmost longing and greeting.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHAABBAS.

P. S.: The enclosed booklets* have been perused. Send for us one hundred copies of each for they are exceedingly praiseworthy. Verily, you are engaged in serving the Cause and thus His Holiness Baha’u’llah is well pleased with you and I am also satisfied and content.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHAABBAS.

*Booklets “Big Bens” and “Little Bens.”

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, December 12, 1918.)

CORINNE TRUE

To the maid-servant of God, Corinne True, Chicago, Ill.—Upon her be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou firm in the Covenant!

Your letter dated November 23rd, 1918, was received. Its contents indicated that, praise be to God, you were engaged in the service of Mashrekol-azkar; that this Universal Edifice may be erected. Indeed you spare no effort in this respect, and I entertain the hope that this endeavor may grow day by day. Deeds are like unto trees, for to plant a shrub is no difficult matter, while the care necessary for its growth and yielding fruit is hard and difficult. So far, effort was expended to lay the foundations of the Temple, but now its erection and completion is a difficult matter, and my hope is that the friends of God may be therein assisted.

The second question which is of vital importance is that the friends of God must strive with heart and soul and promulgate heavenly teachings and spread
far and wide the Light of the Kingdom; for the world of humanity has acquired, as a result of this great carnage, a great capacity for the propagation of universal peace. Ears are longing to hearken to the call of the oneness of the world of humanity, to universal reconciliation, and to the abandonment of ignorant prejudices.

In fine, if all the friends of God engage in the promulgation of heavenly teachings, the establishment of universal peace shall be a foregone conclusion.

Praise be to God, whatever has been explicitly recorded in the divine Tablets has been fully realized, and all the warnings and appeals of Abdul-Baha in the temples and gatherings of America have come to pass. At present we hope all will engage in the service of the Kingdom and will promulgate whatever is the will of God.

The teachings of His Holiness Baha’u’llah are today the spirit of life, the means of peace and reconciliation, the cause of amity and union, and the promoter of the oneness of mankind. One should engage in such a service.

Thy eldest and respected daughter, having striven hard and cared for the wounded, is permitted to present herself whenever she has the opportunity. Praise be to God, the condition of your youngest daughter has ameliorated.

As to Mr. Fugeta; He is permitted to present himself, but he must first go to California to meet the maid-servants of God, Mrs. Goodall and Mrs. Cooper, and thence start for the Holy Land.

Convey longing greeting to all the friends of God.

Upon all be Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BABA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, February 7, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

BEATRICE OWENS

To the maid-servant of God, Beatrice Owens.—Upon her be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou who art serving the world of humanity.

Thy letter was received and from its contents we felt exceedingly glad. It was a decisive proof and a brilliant evidence. It is appropriate and befitting that in this illumined age—the age of the progress of the world of humanity—man should be self-sacrificing and should serve the world of mankind. Every universal cause is divine and every particular one is temporal. The principles of the divine Manifestations of God were, therefore, all-universal and all-inclusive. Every imperfect soul is self-conceited and thinks of his own good. But as his thoughts expand a little he will begin to think of the welfare and comfort of his family. If his ideas still more widen his concern will be the felicity of his fellow citizens; and if still they widen he will be thinking of the glory of his land and of his race. But when ideas and views reach the utmost degree of expansion and attain the stage of perfection then will he be interested in the exaltation of humankind. He will be then the well-wisher of all men and the seeker of the weal and prosperity of all lands. This is indicative of perfection.

Thus, the divine Manifestations of God had a universal and all-inclusive...
conception. They endeavored for the sake of everyone’s life and engaged in the service of universal education. The area of their aims was not limited—nay, rather, it was all-inclusive and all-wide.

Therefore, ye must also be thinking of every one, so that mankind may be educated, character moderated and this world may turn into a Paradise of Eden.

Love ye all religions and all races with a love that is true and sincere and show that love through deeds and not through the tongue; for the latter has not importance as the majority of men are, in speech, well-wishers, while action is the best.

Convey to each of the friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful greeting and praise. The pictures you have sent, you did very well to enclose them. I attentively looked at each one of them and found in those faces the light of the love of God.

Upon thee be greeting and praise.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, December 27, 1918.)

DR. ZIA BAGDADI

To his honor, Dr. Zia Bagdadi, Chicago—Upon his be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou favored servant at the Threshold of the Almighty!

The letter thou hast written on September 25th, 1918, has been received. Praise be to God, thou hast remained safe and protected throughout these years of disturbance and commotion. Thou wert guarded by the eye of Bounty and wert the recipient of infinite blessings. Now that disturbance and commotion have abated, you must more than ever before endeavor in teaching and promulgating the divine teachings. Today the promulgation of the foundation of the divine teachings, which has been explicitly recorded in the blessed Tablets, is the cause of the life of the world. Emphasize and attach importance to this great cause. Arise in teaching. These are the days of seed-sowing. One’s time must be occupied continually in sowing so that the station of the divine gardener may be attained and great harvests be prepared.

As soon as the way of communication has been opened I have taken up correspondence with thee.

Convey on my behalf to the maid-servant of God, Zeenat, my greetings... Embrace and show utmost affection in my behalf to thy little daughter.

Upon thee be El-Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

To his honor, Dr. Zia Bagdadi, Chicago.—Upon him be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

Thy letter dated December 21, 1918, reached us... Concerning the House of Spirituality: I pray God to assist them in all conditions and confirm them for the elevation of the Word of God and the promulgation of the divine teachings, so that they become the cause of the establishment of the oneness of humanity and the diffusion of the Merciful fragrances, in order that the prejudice among the religious, the sects and the races may not remain and all together take hold of the rope of God, the mis-
understandings among all the parties may vanish and the human world may become the mirror of the Kingdom of God on which the lights of consciousness shine. Convey thou my greeting and longings to the House of Spirituality...

(Signed) ABDUL-BABA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 10, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

JESSIE REVELL

To the maid-servant of God, Miss Jessie Revell, Philadelphia, Pa.—Upon her be greeting and praise!

He Is God!

O thou beloved maid-servant of God!

Thy letter was received. Thou hast wished and asked for help and assistance. As thy purpose is right and thy aim service to the world of humanity, the propagation of the light of truth and the abandonment of the superstitions of the nether world, undoubtedly divine confirmations shall encompass thee and thou shalt be assisted and confirmed.

Convey my love and my kindness to thy respected mother and likewise to thy brothers and sisters. Present my considerable respects to Mrs. Isabella D. Brittingham and similarly to Mr. Paine, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bowen and their children.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BABA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, December 30, 1918.)

ISABEL CHAMBERLAIN

To the maid-servant of God, Isabel Chamberlain, Boston, Mass.—Upon her be Baha ‘Ollah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou beloved maid-servant of God!

Thy letter was received and its contents revealed the fact that the friends, in perfect energy and vitality are engaged in the propagation of heavenly teachings. This news has caused intense joy and gladness, for to every era is a spirit; the spirit of this illumined era is the body of the teachings of His Holiness Baha ‘Ollah. For these lay the foundation of the Oneness of the world of humanity and promulgate universal brotherhood. They are founded upon the unity of science and religion and upon the investigation of Truth. They uphold the principle that religion must be the cause of amity, union and harmony among men. They establish the equality of both sexes and propound economic principles, i. e., the felicity of individual beings. They diffuse universal education that every soul may as much as possible have a share of knowledge and abrogate and nullify religious, racial, political, patriotic and economic prejudices, and so on and so forth. Those teachings that are disseminated throughout the Epistles and Tablets are the cause of the illumination and the life of the world of humanity. Whoever promulgates them he will verily be assisted by the Kingdom of God.

His Eminence, the President of the Republic, His Honor Dr. Wilson is
indeed serving the Kingdom of God for he is restless and strives day and night that the rights of all men may be kept safe and secure, that even small nationalities, like unto big nations may dwell in peace and comfort, under the protection of right and justice. This purpose is indeed a lofty one. I trust that the incomparable Providence will assist and confirm such souls under all conditions.

Upon thee be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 9, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

Strikes

Abdul-Baha’s Words to Mme. Dreyfus-Barney

YOU have questioned me about strikes.

This question is and will be for a long time the subject of great difficulties. Strikes are due to two causes. One is the extreme sharpness and rapacity of the capitalists and manufacturers; the other, the excesses, the avidity and ill-will of the workmen and artisans. It is therefore necessary to remedy these two causes.

But the principal cause of these difficulties lies in the laws of the present civilization; for they lead to a small number of individuals accumulating incomparable fortunes, beyond their needs, whilst the greater number remains destitute, stripped and in the greatest misery. This is contrary to justice, to humanity, to equity; it is the height of iniquity, the opposite to what causes divine satisfaction.

This contrast is peculiar to the world of man: with other creatures, that is to say with nearly all animals, there is a kind of justice and equality. Thus in a shepherd’s flock of sheep, in a troop of deer in the country, among the birds of the prairie, of the plain, of the hill or of the orchard, almost every animal receives a just share based on equality. With them such a difference in the means of existence is not to be found; so they live in the most complete peace and joy.

It is quite otherwise with the human species, which persists in the greatest error, and in absolute iniquity. Consider an individual who has amassed treasures by colonizing a country for his profit; he has obtained an incomparable fortune, and has secured profits and incomes which flow like a river, whilst a hundred thousand unfortunate people, weak and powerless, are in need of a mouthful of bread. There is neither equality nor brotherhood. So you see that general peace and joy are destroyed, the welfare of humanity is partially annihilated, and that collective life is fruitless. Indeed, fortune, honors, commerce, industry are in the hands of some industrials, whilst other people are submitted to quite a series of difficulties and to limitless troubles; they have neither advantages nor profits, nor comforts, nor peace.

Then rules and laws should be established to regulate the excessive fortunes of certain private individuals, and limit the misery of millions of the poor masses; thus a certain moderation would be obtained. However, absolute equality is just as impossible, for absolute equality in fortunes, honors, commerce, agriculture, industry would end in a want of comfort, in discouragement, in disorganization of the means of existence, and in universal disappointment; the order of the community would be quite destroyed. Thus, there is a great wisdom in the fact that equality is not
imposed by law; it is, therefore, preferable for moderation to do its work. The main point is, by means of laws and regulations to hinder the constitution of the excessive fortunes of certain individuals, and to protect the essential needs of the masses. For instance, the manufacturers and the industrials heap up a treasure each day, and the poor artisans do not gain their daily sustenance; that is the height of iniquity, and no just man can accept it. Therefore, laws and regulations should be established which would permit the workmen to receive from the factory owner their wages and a share in the fourth or the fifth part of the profits, according to the want of the factory; or in some other way the body of workmen and the manufacturers should share equitably the profits and advantages. Indeed, the direction and administration of affairs comes from the owner of the factory, and the work and labor from the body of the workmen.

In other words, the workmen should receive wages which assure them an adequate support, and when they cease work, becoming feeble or helpless, they should receive from the owner of the factory sufficient pension. The wages should be high enough to satisfy the workmen with the amount they receive, so that they may be able to put a little aside for days of want and helplessness.

When matters will be thus fixed, the owner of the factory will no longer put aside daily a treasure which he has absolutely no need of (without taking into consideration that if the fortune is disproportionate, the capitalist succumbs under a formidable burden, and gets into the greatest difficulties and troubles; the administration of an excessive fortune is very difficult, and exhausts man's natural strength). And the workmen and artisans will no longer be in the greatest misery and want. They will no longer be submitted to the worst privations at the end of their life.

It is, then, clear and evident that the repartition of excessive fortunes amongst a small number of individuals, while the masses are in misery, is an iniquity and an injustice. In the same way, absolute equality would be an obstacle to life, to welfare, to order and to the peace of humanity. In such a question a just medium is preferable. It lies in the capitalists being moderate in the acquisition of their profits, and in their having a consideration for the welfare of the poor and needy; that is to say, that the workmen and artisans receive a fixed and established daily wage, and have a share in the general profits of the factory.

It would be well, with regard to the social rights of manufacturers, workmen and artisans, that laws be established, giving moderate profits to manufacturers, and to workmen the necessary means of existence and security for the future. Thus, when they become feeble and cease working, get old and helpless, and die leaving children under age, these children will not be annihilated by excess of poverty. And it is from the income of the factory itself, to which they have a right, that they will derive a little of the means of existence.

In the same way, the workmen should no longer rebel and revolt, nor demand beyond their rights; they should no longer go out on strike, they should be obedient and submissive, and not ask for impudent wages. But the mutual rights of both associated parties will be fixed and established according to custom by just and impartial laws. In case one of the two parties should transgress, the courts of justice would have to give judgment, and by an efficacious fine put an end to the transgression; thus order will be re-established, and the difficulties settled. The interference of courts of justice and of the government in difficulties pending between manufacturers and workmen is legal, for the reason that current affairs between workmen and manufacturers cannot be compared with ordinary affairs between private persons, which do not concern the public, and
with which the Government should not occupy itself. In reality, although they appear to be matters between private persons, these difficulties between patrons and workmen produce a general detriment; for commerce, industry, agriculture, and the general affairs of the country are all intimately linked together. If one of these suffers an abuse, the detriment affects the mass. Thus the difficulties between workmen and manufacturers become a cause of general detriment.

The court of justice and the Government have therefore the right of interference. When a difficulty occurs between two individuals with reference to private rights, it is necessary for a third to settle the question; this is the part of the Government; then the question of strikes—which cause troubles in the country and are often connected with the excessive vexations of the workmen, as well as with the rapacity of manufacturers—how could it remain neglected?

Good God! is it possible that, seeing one of his fellow-creatures starving, destitute of everything, a man can rest and live comfortably in his luxurious mansion? He who meets another in the greatest misery, can he enjoy his fortune? That is why, in the Religion of God, it is prescribed and established that wealthy men each year give over a certain part of their fortune for the maintenance of the poor and unfortunate. That is the foundation of the Religion of God, and the most essential of the Commandments.

As now man is not forced nor obliged by the Government, if by the natural tendency of his good heart, with the greatest spirituality, he goes to this expense for the poor, this will be a thing very much praised, approved and pleasing.

Such is the meaning of the good works in the Divine Books and Tablets.

Salutations.

**Three kinds of martyrdom**

Martyrdom has many explanations, of which the first is to stand bravely and meet death unflinchingly in the path of God, as those wonderful souls have recently done in Persia without wavering for an instant in constancy, nor, under the hands of torture, denying for a single moment their faith.

The second is to, little by little, detach one's heart entirely from this world, laying aside, deliberately and voluntarily, all vanities, worldly seductions, and devoting one's self to the Vineyard of God in whatsoever capacity he is fitted to serve, letting every action, word and deed become a telling monument, a fitting praise and an everlasting glory for His Holy Name!

The third consists in doing the hardest and most difficult things with such willingness and self-sacrifice that all behold it as your pleasure. To seek and accept poverty with the same smile as you seek and receive fortune. To make the sad and sorrowful your associates, instead of frequenting the society of the careless and gay. To dress in such a simple, plain manner that your appearance becomes a comfort to the poor and an example to the rich. "To yield to the decree of God and to be rejoiced at the most violent calamities, even when the suffering is beyond endurance." And he who can fulfill these last conditions becomes a martyr indeed. Then your good deeds will be your garments, your words of praise to God will be your jewels, and your purity of spirit will be your riches.

(A portion of a letter from one of Abdul-Baha's daughters, Monever Khamum, to a Paris believer.)
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—Baha’u’llah.
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Tablets of Abdul-Baha recently revealed

AGNES ALEXANDER

To the maid-servant of God, Miss Agnes Alexander.—Upon her be Baha’u’llah—El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou daughter of the Kingdom!

Although your letter has not yet been received, yet we do answer it. Praise be to God, that in Japan thou hast been assisted in the accomplishment of a distinguished service. Thou hast raised the Call of the divine Kingdom and hast led the people to an illumined world and a heavenly Cause; thou hast become the cause of enlightenment and the wisher for the education of human souls. For those regions are in a sheer need of divine teachings and are endowed with sufficient capability. Those souls must be emancipated from the obscurity of blind imitations and be illumined by the light of heavenly instructions. Whoever arises for such a work, divine confirmations shall assist him and the power of the Kingdom shall be made manifest.

Effort must be exerted that the East and West may be reconciled, that the darkness of bigotry may vanish, that the unity of mankind may be made manifest and that East and West, like unto two longing souls, may embrace each other in the utmost of love. For all are the sheep of God and God is the Real Shepherd and is kind to everyone.

In accordance with the wish of the attracted maid-servant of God to the love of God, Mrs. Maxwell, go thou to Canada and stay there for a time and then hasten back to Japan for in Japan you will be assisted and exalted. Some letters are enclosed for the friends in Japan. Forward them.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, December 27, 1918.)

TOKUJIRO TORII

To his honor, Mr. Tokujiro Torii, Toyko, Japan. (Care of Miss Agnes Alexander.)

He Is God!

O thou possessor of a seeing heart!

Although, materially speaking, thou art destitute of the physical sight, yet, praise be to God, spiritual insight is thy possession. Thy heart seeth and thy spirit heareth. Bodily sight is subject to a thousand maladies and ultimately
and assuredly will be obscured. Thus no importance may be attached to it. But the sight of the heart is illumined, it discerns and discovers the divine Kingdom and is everlasting and eternal. Praise be to God, therefore, that the sight of thy heart is illumined, and the hearing of thy wit responsive.

The meetings you have organized, wherein ye feel heavenly emotions and comprehend realities and significances,—that meeting is like unto the firmament with those souls as resplendent stars shining with the light of guidance.

Happy is the soul that seeks, in this brilliant era, heavenly teachings, and blessed is the heart which is stirred and attracted by the love of God.

At present the Sun of Truth has dawned upon the land of Japan and the hope is that it may be illumined by heavenly teachings.

Convey on my behalf utmost love and longing to Mr. D. Inouye and similarly to Mr. S. Saiki.* My hope is that those two blessed souls may shine like unto two heavenly stars from the horizon of Japan and may be the cause of its enlightenment.

That land has acquired material civilization and ephemeral advancement; we hope that it may acquire heavenly civilization.

Convey to thy respected wife my greeting and my message and the same to the young babe†, Akira, whose name may be ever blessed for it is quite an appropriate one.

Upon thee be greeting and praise! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

* A poet and a Buddhist priest.
† The child of Mr. and Mrs. Torii. The first child to be born in a Bahai home in Japan. The name “Akira” means in Japanese, “shining light”, which the mother saw before the birth of the babe who was born on March 11, 1918.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, December 27, 1918.)

FUYO MUCHIZUKI
To the maid-servant of God, Fuyo Muchizuki, Tokyo, Japan.—Upon her be Baha’u’llah El-Abha. (Care Miss Agnes Alexander.)

He Is God!

O thou beloved daughter!

Thy letter was received and was perused in the utmost of joy, that, praise be to God, in the land of Japan, the light of the love of God has appeared resplendently and a torch, such as thee, has been enkindled. For thy heart overflows with the wine of the love of God and thy spirit is ablaze. Like unto a shrub, thou art fresh and tender, growing and flourishing through the outpourings of the cloud of Bounty. My hope is that thou mayest soon bloom and blossom and bring forth delectable fruits.

The Real Shepherd is undoubtedly kind unto His flock and is in the utmost of attachment, mercy and solicitude. This is only a natural fact. Rest thou assured, therefore, that thou art always within sight and art encompassed by tender cares.

The people of Japan are like unto a soil that has been deprived of rain for cycles and generations and has had no share of the outpourings of rain and even of dew. Certainly it is quite a thirst. Now you should become the divine gardener and should satisfy that thirsty soil with the water of divine teachings, so that heavenly bounties may be poured out and the flowers of reality and the
fragrant herbs of human perfections spring forth and that land may turn into
a paradise of Eden.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, December 27, 1918.)

CHARLES MASON REMEY

To his honor, Mr. Charles Mason Remey, Washington, D. C.—Upon him be
Baha'o'llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou who art firm in the Covenant!

Since the extinction of the fire of war four successive letters have been
received from you. The utmost happiness they brought for they carried with
them the glad-tidings of the health and welfare of the friends of God.

Praise be unto God, that throughout this violent storm the Ark of the
Covenant hath attained unto the shore of Salvation. The danger was imminent
and the occasion for fear and apprehension prepared. The friends in all
regions remained safe and preserved under the shade of divine protection, par­
ticularly in the Holy Land where the danger and calamities were infinite and
limitless. Every day brought a new trial and every hour carried with it a
special difficulty. In brief, had not divine protection been extended, existence
for a single day would have been absolutely impossible. This, verily, is one of
the miracles of God that I and the friends in the Holy Land should remain safe
and protected while being held in the strong grip of a group of sanguinary per­
sons.

Prior to the war, numerous letters were dispatched to America wherein it
was manifestly recorded that a severe commotion was ahead and a great agita­
tion lay in the near future; that the people of the world would be involved in
crucial danger and affliction, and trying tests would come to pass; that the pillars
of comfort would quake from the intensity of commotion and that blessed souls
would shine resplendently like unto the stars of the Supreme Horizon.

Praise be to God, the showers of the blessings of the Blessed Beauty
(Baha'o'llah) are abundantly pouring and the grace and bounty of the lov­
ing Lord are complete. At present these gloomy clouds are in the process of dissi­
pation from the horizon of the world. The friends of God must, in accordance
with the prescribed directions which have formerly been sent, forget everything,
hasten to different lands and regions and promulgate the divine teachings. For
this blood-thirsty war has made the world of mankind tired of life, all ears
eager to hearken to the call of universal peace, to the declaration of the oneness
of the world of humanity, to full understanding, to the annihilation of estrange­
ment and the hoisting of the standard of affection. The majority of the people
are ready to listen to the divine teachings. Opportunity must not be let
slip away for at another occasion such a capacity will not be found and
endeavor and effort shall be in vain. Today is the day of teaching, for all men
are athirst and divine teachings are as the refreshing water. Later on, the thirst
shall not remain so severe. Hence one should seize the opportunity so that pos­
sibly all races and creeds shall unite and this enmity and rancor may vanish
from among men.

(Continued on page 27)
Eleventh Bahai Convention and Congress

To be held in New York City, April 26th to 30th — Letter sent forth by the Bahai Temple Unity

April 9, 1919.

Dear friend in the love of the Most Glorious:

The Eleventh Bahai Convention and Congress will be held at the Hotel McAlpin, Broadway and 34th St., New York City. It is probable that the combined sessions will extend over five days, that is from April 26th to April 30th, inclusive.

Everyone who has attended the Conventions of the past has received a great divine bestowal. Those who traveled across the continent to the Convention and Congress which were held at the Panama-Pacific Exposition will always remember it with the greatest thankfulness and joy. All the past Conventions have been a preparation for this gathering which is now being made ready in New York, and it is the desire of Abdul-Baha that the largest possible number shall attend.

This attendance should not be limited to delegates or alternates, but should include everyone who is attracted to the universality of the divine teachings.

The doors are flung open to the lovers of Truth everywhere. The greatest possible publicity should be given in each city so that the largest number of souls who are attracted may attend.

The world is in a ferment. During the days and the nights it is crying out in pain and agony. Some remedies which are being applied give temporary relief, but others increase the suffering of the patient. One physician succeeds another with bewildering rapidity, while the patient steadily grows weaker.

Mirza Ahmad has brought the story of the terrible sufferings of the people in Syria during the war. He tells us that during the days and in the middle of the nights, one could hear the cries of the starving, lifting their voices hopelessly, as they became steadily weaker, crying, “hungry, hungry, hungry.” With the spiritual ear do we not hear the same cry being uttered by the hungry, starving souls of men?

During the long weary days of the war, while cut off from all outward communication with his friends, Abdul-Baha was engaged in providing spiritual
sustenance for the world. Now the doors are opened and through the protection of Baha’u’llah a messenger has reached the shores of America. Abdul-Baha said to Mirza Ahmad that he wished him to arrive in time for the Convention and that he should do this at any cost. Every difficulty was removed and Mirza Ahmad has arrived and is in Washington translating the great messages of Abdul-Baha. These are to be given out at the Convention and Congress meetings in accordance with the instructions of Abdul-Baha.

To a degree never before known these gatherings are being planned and carried forward under the direct guidance of Abdul-Baha. In a more wonderful sense than ever before realized it is the Convention of Abdul-Baha. The program for the Convention and Congress will revolve around these great messages which will be brought forward in nine presentations.

It is sufficient to suggest that everyone who attends these meetings will be astonished at the import and significance of these messages. No words can describe them, for they are the Creative Word, itself. They are the illumination of the world of humanity, the essence of hope to every despondent one, the full explanation, the radiant, powerful traces of the brilliant Sun of Truth. Wonderful constructive days are now beginning of which these messages are the pivot.

Come all ye people, all ye worshippers of the Sun of Reality, and hear with the outer and inner ear the melodies of the Heavenly Singer! Can ye discern behind the veil of words that this is the Call of God, in His Manifest Grandeur? Come ye with hearts pure, radiant, thankful, open, and with your beings clear, like a white page upon which will be written the traces of the Godly instructions!

This is an epoch-making gathering, not alone to the Bahais, but to the entire world. All are in His Assembly.

A number of the friends called into consultation with Mirza Ahmad, who have been permitted to obtain only a glimpse of Abdul-Baha’s messages, found themselves submerged in the sea of forgiveness, and swept into the realm of his presence and his all surrounding love. Their breasts were dilated and their minds were quickened at the contemplation of the manifest gifts of God, and with our hearts and souls we longed for everyone to share in this heavenly table.

In these gatherings the heavenly feast will be spread and all who long for this sustenance are invited, from the highways and byways of the world of existence.

In the name of Abdul-Baha, we bid ye welcome, all ye who are thirsty, all ye who are hungry, all ye who are confused, all ye who are longing, all ye who are hopeless, for He has come. The doors are open, the call is raised, the sacrificing hearts are yearning for servitude. Will ye come?

In the love of the Spirit,

CONVENTION AND CONGRESS COMMITTEE
OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD

By Harlan Foster Ober, Secretary.

[A following letter addressed to all the friends by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab were included in this communication:]

Washington, D. C.,
March 30, 1919.

My dear brothers and sisters in the Cause!

It is indeed a great joy to be back in America and feel the warmth and heat of the love of Abdul-Baha in the hearts of the friends! The greatest happiness in this life is to associate with the believers and see in their faces the light of Truth, in their hearts the jewels of wisdom and in their souls the fragrance of constancy.

Six years have rolled on, and I have been absent from your midst; but although absent in body, yet all of you were often remembered at the Threshold of Baha’u’llah and in the pres-
ence of the Center of the Covenant. I have brought for you his boundless love and greeting, his heavenly spirit and his devotion to the Cause, his beauty and loveliness of spirit, his majesty and humility, his earnestness and enthusiasm to serve the Cause and promote love and unity amongst the friends.

Aside from these ideal gifts, I have carried with me from his presence some most wonderful, world-wide, heavenly instructions, the unfoldment of which will give the vision of the future humanity, perfected and beatified. I am now busily engaged in the translation of these instructions, and I hope they will all be ready to be presented to the Bahais at the coming Convention, in New York City, April 26-29.

As this occasion will be more or less unique in the history of the Bahai Movement, and as these instructions belong to all the friends in the United States and Canada, it is certain that all those who can attend the sessions of the Convention without injury to their business will receive a great spiritual blessing.

The coming Bahai Convention and Congress will be like a magnet, attracting the confirmations of the Kingdom of Abha and encircling the friends with the white light of joy and happiness. Its object will be creative, its aim constructive, its desire the promotion of the oneness of the world of humanity, its hope to unite all hearts in the love of God, and the servitude in the Holy Threshold, its longing to draw all minds to the source of all good, and its keynote to unfold the mysteries of the Kingdom of God. It will be the realization of the dream of that seer and poet, Lord Tennyson, who in his "Memoriam" says:

"One God, one law, one element
And one far-off Divine Event
To which the whole creation moves."

I am,

Your faithful brother,

Ahmad Sohrab.
to receive the eternal impression of the words of the Beloved of our life.

Let us all meanwhile pray day and night that we may be fully prepared to be submerged in the sea of divine love and let the glorious song of “Ya-Bahá- el-Abha!” be raised from all the hearts intoxicated with this new wine which Abdul-Bahá has prepared for us and which will be offered to us through his divine instructions at this Convention.

The whole world, now weary with war and bloodshed, must receive great spiritual blessing from the Bahá’í Movement, and now is the time for us to show and demonstrate whether we can rise to the heights of this golden opportunity; whether we can serve our fellow-men unitedly and with one accord; whether we can forget the past and grasping in our hands the imperial sceptre of light, walk in the pathway of the Kingdom of Abhá and raise a great acclamation of rejoicing through the hearts of the people of the earth.

Hoping that we will all meet in that sacred Convention, receive the baptism of the Holy Spirit and go forth into the world with a new power, a new vision, a new strength, and dedicate anew at the Convention our service to the world of humanity through the divine teachings of the Center of the Covenant.

Your sincere brother in the Cause,

Ahmad.

February 28, 1919
Haifa, Syria

Dear Sir:—

In accordance with the desire of our Beloved Master, you close here with a copy of a Tablet that has recently been revealed to a friend in Paris which He wants you to publish fully in the Star of the West.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

[Handwritten note]

[Signature]
STAR OF THE WEST

Recent Tablet to an eminent Bahai in Persia

Translation of the blessed Tablet revealed by the Center of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha, and sent to the STAR OF THE WEST by him for publication.

To his honor Agha Mirza Mohammed Bakir Khan, Shiraz, Persia.—Upon him be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He is God!

O thou who art firm in the Covenant and steadfast in the Testament!

Your letter has been received in the best of time. For some years not a melody has reached the ear of the longing ones from the district of Shiraz. This letter is a faithful messenger that has arrived in this Blessed Spot from...
that fragrant and pure country. It is the message of that kind friend and the cause of joy and fragrance.

Thanks be unto God! The friends in Shiraz, notwithstanding the cessation of rains, were confirmed in firmness in the Covenant, through the favors of the Orb of the horizons. I am hopeful that the melody of the Kingdom will so arise as to make that section envied by all regions. It was written in the past, my hope is that the queen of songs from Shiraz may reach the ears of the Supreme Concourse. The aim was that the friends of God may be so ablaze with the fire of divine love that the fra-
graces of God may be diffused to other parts. That was the purpose of this Servant.

All the governments and the nations of the world have fallen in painful torture from the mischief of this universal war; the edifice of mankind quaked and the world of humanity fell into a great crisis. All the sects have become targets for the arrows of calamities; but through the infinite bestowals of the Blessed Beauty (Bahá'u'lláh) this oppressed party (the Bahais) in all countries remained safe and protected. This is from the blessings of the divine teachings. All the nations and governments are assured that the party of God has no other purpose and desire save peace, reconciliation, the oneness of the world of humanity, harmony and kindness. Even all the enemies give testimony to this. For this world-consuming war has become the cause of the fulfillment of that which had been explicitly recorded in the divine Tablets and like unto the sun in the setting horizon, has become manifest and evident. There remains no room of denial for any soul. The evidence is complete. Some of the enemies who composed books merely for corruption and to ignite the fire of hate, have recorded in their own books these divine behests which had emanated from the Supreme Pen and were printed and distributed more than thirty years ago. They have even interpreted and explained some of the words that were slightly obscure so as to agitate the authorities of the enemy to strike and uproot the Blessed Tree! Even the well-known Mirza Mahdy Khan, wrote in the book of his delusion* these divine records. For example, he put in parenthesis the word "Constantinople" for "O thou point that art situated between the two seas" in order to disturb the celebrated personage and to make him understand that "verily, upon thee hath been established the throne of oppression" meant himself—the Sultan. These enemies were indeed the heralds. Now that these divine behests have, after fifty years, become fulfilled, there remains no room for denial for any soul because as above written, these were recorded and printed in the writings of the enemies. Every one who denies may refer to them.

Undoubtedly, you have perused the European papers. This Servant in all gatherings, assemblies, synagogues and churches, declared at the top of his voice: "O ye who are present! O ye who are hearing! The continent of Europe is like unto hell! Below the surface the earth is filled with combustible materials. It is an arsenal and a storehouse for ammunition and it depends only upon a spark to have its flames suddenly reach the zenith of heaven! The fire of war will envelop the horizon and assuredly this shall come to pass! O ye people, strive and make great efforts, perchance this world-consuming fire may become suppressed and extinguished. Otherwise, countries shall be overturned, the world from the east to the west will become devastated, the human edifice shall be upset and in the world of His creation the structure of rest and happiness shall fall!"

These explicit talks were spread in the papers of the year 1912. Now, according to the divine texts the susceptibilities of Universal Peace are emanating from the hearts. The wise among the people who considered this great Cause as an impossibility and thought of it as superstitions, have now arisen in its promotion. The divine texts are being used by the mouths of the well-wishers in different expressions.

Unquestionably, you have heard of the splendid addresses delivered by His Highness the President (Woodrow Wil-

*Abdul-Baha refers to a book called Meftah Bab-el-Abwab—the key of the door of doors—written by Mahdy Khan in Egypt in the years 1907-1908.

*The Sultan of Turkey, Abdul Hamid.
in great gatherings and you have read them. His Highness the President, explained his fourteen points in these great meetings, that they are the cause of progress and prosperity of the world of humanity. Twelve of these fourteen points were recorded in the divine Tablets fifty years ago. They were printed and most of them were translated and distributed. Consider how the law of God is being spread by ideal forces.

The ascension of some of the friends to the infinite realm was the cause of sorrow to these wandering ones. Yet for those blessed souls, their departure was the cause of joy and happiness. The prisoner became free and the victim of deprivation hastened to the meeting-place of manifestation in the invisible world.

In regard to the book of the illiterate Jawad* there is no significance to it whatsoever, because every just one who reads such writings will instantly know the truth and will understand that these statements emanate from the world of doubts. This book is not from the composition of the illiterate Jawad, it was published in his name according to instructions from the center of violation. Likewise, other books that have been distributed are composed by the center of violation but known in the name of different persons. Let us leave aside this hearsay; become rejoiced in the fragrances of God and act according to the blessed commands. In the Epistle of the Kings, (BAHA’U’LLAH) quoted the following verse: “My heart is depressed by men of weak elements! My hands desire to reach the Lion of God* and Rostem”†

Thanks be unto God! Their honors Khans‡ are safe and guarded under the shadow of divine protection and engaged in completing their studies. When the way becomes open and traveling facilitated, they will return to those regions with utmost longings.

Convey on my behalf, the greeting of the yearning one unto all the friends and unto each individually.

Upon thee be El-Baha-el-Abha.

(Revealed March 23, 1919. Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, April, 1919).

*The “Lion of God” was a title given to Ali the brave son-in-law of the Prophet Mohammed.
†Rostem was a great Persian hero.
‡Sons of Agha Mohammed Bakir-Khan at Beirut College.

Tablets of Abdul-Baha recently revealed

(Continued from page 19)

Convey on my behalf to the two respected personages, Mr. Richard Mayer and Mrs. Ledyard the utmost love and kindness. I beg and supplicate to the divine Kingdom and beseech for these two purified souls limitless favor that they may sprout in the Paradise of Abha on the banks of the Water of Life and grow and flourish by the outpouring of the Cloud of Bounty.

The designs of the Mashrekol-azkar have been perused. All are good. That which is chosen by the Committee of the Temple is best. The report which thou hadst written of thy travel with Mr. Latimer to the various parts of the world, to Honolulu, Hawaii, and other regions has been noted. Praise be to God, thou has been assisted in such a great service.

Upon thee be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-Baha Abbas.

(Haifa, Palestine, January 8, 1919.)
GENEVIEVE COY

To the maid-servant of God, Genevieve L. Coy, Columbus, Ohio.—Upon her be BAHÁ’U’LLÁH El-Abha!

He is God!

O thou who hast sought guidance from the Kingdom of God!

Thy letter, dated October 24, 1918, was received. The purport was conducive to happiness. Praise be unto God, thou hast been freed from the fetter of agnosticism (I know nothing) which is indicative of utter ignorance, and hast hastened to the Realm of “Verily, I know everything!” For heavenly souls acquire the power of perception and ultimately reach unto a station at which they comprehended the realities of things. Formerly they were agnostics; later on they became true and firm believers. My hope is that thou mayest attain such a station.

In that city, although the fire of the love of God has not yet been set ablaze, soon it shall become aflame; blessed souls shall enter the divine Kingdom, shall arise with righteous aim and chaste deeds in the service of the world of humanity, shall raise the call of the Kingdom and shall ignite a candle in every heart.

I pray in behalf of the inhabitants of that city and beg for them the light of supreme guidance, that spirits may be illumined and hearts may be gladdened by the glad-tidings of God.

Upon thee be BAHÁ’U’LLÁH El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHÁ ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 9, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

ANNA VAN BLARCOM

To the maid-servant of God, Anna Van Blarcom, Montclair, New Jersey.—Upon her be BAHÁ’U’LLÁH El-Abha!

He is God!

O thou who art encompassed with the blessings of God!

Thy letter was received. Praise be to God, it contained good news, namely that a group of colored men have become illumined and have acquired a new zeal and ardor. When I was in America, I exerted a great deal of effort in order to promote a great harmony and union among the white and the colored, for men are like unto doves which associate in perfect concord and amity whether white, black, yellow or red in color. My hope is that this may happen among men. Consider ye, that color has been obliterated among birds, among whom distinction in color does not prevent intimate association. The same applies to animals which give no importance to color, but rather take into consideration the species.

How then can man, who is the highest type in the world of creation, attach importance to unimportant matters and make difference in color the cause of alienation and enmity?

Endeavor ye, therefore, to bring about absolute affiliation between the white and the colored. This variety in color is indeed an ornament. If in a rose-garden all the flowers are unicolored, what beauty may be found therein?
Whereas if thou beholdest a garden wherein multicolored flowers bloom, infinite grace and beauty will appear therefrom.

Likewise if the world of mankind were of one color what preference would it have? Whereas multiplicity of color is an emblem of the Power of the Merciful.

Convey to Mrs. Beede the utmost kindness on my behalf and to Mr. Randall the glad-tiding of the Kingdom and my utmost love to the Edsalls and Reids.

Upon thee be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, January 9, 1919.)

EMMA CARMICHAEL

To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Emma Carmichael, Brantford, Ontario, Canada.—Upon her be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He is God!

Your letter dated November 14, 1918, was received. From its contents it became known that you are in Canada, and are turning your face, with a clean and pure purpose to the Kingdom of God.

Among the inhabitants of Canada, the attracted maid-servant of God, Mrs. Maxwell, is in reality in the utmost attraction and enkindlement. Convey my greeting to her. I hope that, having joined hands together, you may strive for the promulgation of divine teachings and thus be the cause of the enlightenment of that region. Those souls of the Kingdom who are attracted in these days are like unto a gardener, are ceaselessly sowing seeds, are bestowing growth through the outpourings of the cloud of guidance and are heaping up piles of crops and harvest. My prayer to God is that you may also act similarly.

Concerning what you had written about your husband, be thou not grieved for, praise be to God, he has attained unto everlasting life and has reaped the fruit of his existence on earth, and this is faith and the complete turning of the face toward the Kingdom of God. This is verily everlasting health, this is eternal comfort, this is heavenly exaltation and this is merciful bounty.

Convey on my behalf greeting and kindness to the maid-servants of God, Mrs. Mabel Davis Reley and Mrs. Emma Reasner. Although their two supplications have not materially arrived, yet the heart from their contents is indeed gladdened.

Upon thee be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 9, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

MARTHA ROOT

To the maid-servant of God, Martha L. Root, Cambridge Springs, Pa.—Upon her be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He is God!

O thou enkindled with the fire of the love of God!

Your detailed letter dated November 7, 1918, was in these days received. The contents produced great joy, for they indicated a benevolent purpose, an untiring effort and an extended tour around the different parts of the globe.
Today the promulgation of the ideal principles of His Holiness Bahá’u’lláh, which are manifestly recorded in the Books, is the spirit of this age and the cause of the realization of assistance and confirmation. Assuredly whenever thou holdest fast to it, in whatever enterprise thou mayest engage, thou shalt find the doors of might and power flung open to thy face. My hope from the blessings of His Holiness Bahá’u’lláh is that thou mayest become self-sacrificing in His path, that thou mayest forget rest and composure and like unto a swift-flying bird, thou mayest cover long distances and in whatever land thou tarriest thou mayest reproduce the melody of the Kingdom and engage in songs and music in the best of tunes.

At present the whole world is prepared for the call of the Kingdom. The past war has given rise to a wonderful capacity among men, for the underlying foundation of the teachings of God rests upon the comfort and the well-being of the denizens of the world and upon the establishment of Universal Peace. As ears are awaiting the summons for Universal Peace, it is therefore advisable for thee to travel, in case comfortable journey is possible, to the different parts of the globe and roar like unto a lion in the Kingdom of God. Wide-reaching consequences thou shalt witness and extraordinary confirmations shall be exhibited unto thee. His Holiness Bahá’u’lláh has said: “Verily, We gaze upon ye from My Abha Horizon and shall come to the assistance of him who has risen to the service of My Cause with the phalanxes of the Supreme Concourse and with a legion of chosen and favored angels.” Thus the diffusion of divine fragrances is above all the most important matter.

I very much desire that thou shouldst visit the Holy Land and thus to meet thee, but teaching stands above everything else and if thou deemest it advisable, engage thou in the spreading of it throughout the regions of the world.

His honor Mr. Harry Randall is indeed the herald of the Kingdom of God, serves His Holiness Bahá’u’lláh and the friends of God beyond his own endurance and is the cause of the extension of the sphere of teaching.

His honor Mr. Roy Wilhelm is in reality a true servant. He has no thought save service to the Kingdom of Abha and is therein engaged day and night.

Mr. Richard Mayer is self-sacrificing in service to the world of humanity and is the cause of the diffusion of Divine fragrances. His efforts are accepted at the Kingdom of Abha.

As to Green Acre, it is indeed an important spot. Far-reaching consequences shall result from the gathering at that spot. May the spirit of (her honor) Miss Farmer rejoice and rest in peace and may her reality be glorified in the Kingdom of Abha! I always beg assistance and confirmations for the friends in Green Acre.

His honor Agha Abbas Ali is indeed the Abbas of Bahá, i.e. the lion of Bahá’u’lláh, for he roars and proclaims the call of “Ya-Baha-el-Abha!” on mountains and in jungles.

Concerning the Esperanto language, numerous letters have been written by the friends and have been spread over all the world. My hope is that the Esperantists may become attracted by these epistles, may consider the magnitude of confirmation bestowed upon some of the important Tablets of His Holiness Bahá’u’lláh and propagate them all around. I trust they may turn their faces towards the Abha Kingdom and may solicit assistance and confirmation in this noble undertaking.

O thou beloved maid-servant of God! I presently implore and entreat at the Kingdom of God and beg for thy late mother unbounded forgiveness that
her chaste and pure essence may become sanctified from the pollutions of sins and may turn out bright and resplendent by the glorious Light in the limitless Kingdom.

Convey, on my behalf, the wonderful Abha greetings to all the friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 10, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

MABEL NICKERSON

To the maid-servant of God, Mabel A. Nickerson, Chicago, Ill.—Upon her be Baha’o’llah El-Abha!

He is God!

O maid-servant of His Holiness Baha’o’llah!

Thy letter dated September 25, 1918, was received. Thou hadst solicited confirmation. Know thou verily that the magnet of confirmation is the promulgation of divine teachings. Whosoever arises for the diffusion of the fragrances of God, the confirmation of the Kingdom will assuredly surround him to such an extent that he will himself remain confounded.

However, this is conditioned upon the conformity of words with deeds. The people of Baha must strive to diffuse the fragrances through deeds more than through words, for a single deed, moved by the Essence of Sanctity, so promulgates (The Word) that its sweet-scented fragrances are transmitted to all the regions of the world. My hope is that thou mayest be confirmed and assisted.

Thou hast asked for permission to attain the court of presence. Whenever travel in comfort and ease is made possible, then thou art granted permission.

Convey to all the friends and maid-servants of God respectful greetings.

Upon thee be Baha’o’llah El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated Haifa, Palestine, January 10, 1919.)

GERALDINE LUXMORE

To the maid-servant of God, Geraldine Luxmore, Akron, Ohio.—Upon her be Baha’o’llah El-Abha!

He is God!

O thou who hast sought illumination from the light of guidance!

Praise thou God, that He hath directed thee to the Light of Truth and hath invited thee to enter the Kingdom of Abha. Sight has been illumined and heart has been turned into a rose-garden. I pray for thee that thou mayest ever grow in faith and assurance, shine like unto a torch in the assemblies and bestow thereupon the light of guidance.

Whenever an illumined gathering of the friends of God is instituted, Abdul-Baha, although bodily absent, is yet present in spirit and in soul. I am always a traveler to America and am assuredly associating with Godlike and illumined friends. Distance is annihilated and prevents not the close and intimate association of two souls that are closely attached in heart even though
they may be in two different countries. I am therefore thy mate in association in songs and melodies!

Upon thee be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 10, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

BELLE LUXMORE

To the maid-servant of God, Belle B. Luxmore.—Upon her be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou respected one!

Praise God and be grateful that thou hast become the recipient of divine bounty, has illumined thy sight and heart with the light of guidance, hast responded to the call of the Herald of the Kingdom and hast turned thy face to the Most Exalted Summit.

Appreciate thou the value of this supreme bounty and praise and thank the Lord day and night.

Upon thee be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shogi Rabbani. January 10, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

HENRIETTA WAGNER

To the maid-servant of God, Henrietta Clark Wagner, Akron, Ohio.—Upon her be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He is God!

O thou firm in the Covenant!

Thy letter dated October 24, 1918, was received. Praise be to God that, like unto the shower of bounty, thou hast caused every soil to be fertile and every plantation luxuriant.

Thou wert only complaining of Cleveland. The reason why this inactivity prevails is because some heedless and thoughtless ones are corresponding with some of the people of that city. But this depression and inactivity is like unto a mist which the Sun of Truth shall eventually dissipate through the heat of its rays. Thus the obscurity of error shall give way to the morn of guidance.

Praise be to God, thou art engaged in service and art occupied in promulgating the Divine Teachings.

Appreciate thou the merit of such confirmed deed and thank thy Lord for it day and night. The gratitude for this favor consists in thy adoption of divine morals, thy teaching the Cause of God and thy holding fast to His Covenant.

I beg for thee the Bounty, the Favor and the Blessings of God.

Forward the enclosed letters.

Upon thee be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 10, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)
STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'UL-LAH.
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The Bahai Movement—Is it the coming Universal Religion?

By Jean Masson.

The Bahai Movement has a number of converts throughout Montana, of whom there is a small group in Helena. It is a world movement, which is spreading rapidly in Asia and in parts of eastern Europe. Whatever the religious viewpoint of the reader, it will not be denied that the prophecies of the leaders of the Bahais have been fulfilled in marvelous manner.—Editor.

THE Holy Land had just been released from the grip of the Turk. Communication was made possible between Palestine and the west after many months of interrupted intercourse. And then through the British embassy came the message over the cable to America:

"I have much pleasure in informing you that I have received a telegram from my government stating that His Eminence Abdul-Baha Abbas is in Haifa and that he is in good health and is well cared for."

Press notices in early October were sent out over the country, through the British Bureau of Information, that British troops came upon Abdul-Baha in Haifa.

Who is Abdul-Baha, that he should be the subject of telegraphic and press information immediately upon the complete defeat of the Turks and the establishment of communication?

At Leland Stanford university, in October, 1912, this same Abdul-Baha predicted the great war:

"We are on the eve of the battle of Armageddon, referred to in the 16th chapter of Revelation. The time is two years hence, when only a spark will set aflame the whole of Europe.

"The social unrest in all countries, the growing religious skepticism, antecedent to the millennium, are already here. Only a spark will set aflame the whole of Europe, as prophesied in the verses of Daniel and in the Book of John.

"Before 1917 kingdoms will be annihilated, cataclysms will rock the earth. Then all nations shall be as one faith and all men as brothers and these fruitless strifes and ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come, and man shall not glory in this, that he loves his country, but rather in that he loves his kind."

On Sunday, May 12, 1912, in Grace Methodist Episcopal church, New York city, this same Abdul-Baha gave utterance to this momentous warning:

"Just now you can say Europe is a battlefield; like ammunition ready for a spark. And one spark can set aflame the whole world.

"Before these complications and colossal events happen, take a step and prevent it."

Who is this Abdul-Baha, with the
vision of the seer, who so unerringly could prophesy world events!

Fifty years ago his father before him, the great Baha’u’llah, out of a prison in the Holy Land, sent letters to the kings of Europe, calling upon them to establish universal peace and righteousness among men. He warned them of approaching calamity. He predicted the downfall of Napoleon III, then at the zenith of his power; of the emperor of Austria; of the sultan of Turkey.

To the emperor of Germany he wrote:

"O banks of the river Rhine! We have seen you drenched in gore, because the swords of retribution were drawn against you; and ye shall have another trouble. And we hear the lamentation of Berlin, though it be today in manifest glory."

Neither England, nor Russia, nor Persia, nor America was ignored by the prophetic and mandatory pen of Baha’u’llah.

To England he wrote through England’s queen, Victoria:

"Verily, we see you increasing your expenditures every year and placing the burden thereof upon your subjects. This is naught but manifest injustice. Fear the sighs of the oppressed and his tears and do not burden your subjects above that which they can bear, neither ruin them to build your palaces. Choose for them that which ye choose for yourselves. Thus do we expound unto you that which will profit you, if ye are of those who enquire. They are your treasurers. Beware lest ye exercise over them that which God hath never done, and entrust such treasuries into the hands of thieves. By them ye eat, rule and conquer, and still you make yourselves great against them. Verily, this is naught but an astonishment."

"O assembly of rulers! Improve the accordance among you; then you will need neither many soldiers, nor their accoutrements, but to a certain degree, whereby ye will protect your empires and countries."

To America this authoritative pen wrote:

"Assist with the hands of justice the broken-hearted (oppressed) and crush the great oppressors with the scourges of the commands of your Lord, the powerful, the wise."

And the rulers—some of them responded to Baha’u’llah, and some of them have fallen, in unerring fulfilment, apparently, of the utterances of Baha’u’llah.

Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha?

You will hear their names around the world today, if your ear is sensitive to spiritual verities. To know them you must first know the Bahai Movement, of which they and the great Bab are the central vivid figures.

And you cannot investigate the Bahai Movement without immediate association with the Mashrekol-azkar, the great Bahai temple, that shall rival in beauty and perfection all other temples of historical import.

Recently there has been on exhibition at the National Museum in Washington a series of architectural designs of the Mashrekol-azkar, executed by Charles Mason Remey.

Other architects from the east and middle west, from Canada, have submitted designs embodying their conception of this great institution, the Mashrekol-azkar—an institution unparalleled in religious and architectural history.

An institution that commands the attention of noted American architects; that has inspired one of them to make nine different studies of the same subject; an institution known in the orient as well as the occident; that shall take visible material form on Lake Michigan, in the very heart of the continent—the Mashrekol-azkar—what is its significance? What does it mean today to a world searching, searching as never be-
fore for the reality of life; seeking after God, if haply we may find Him?

Mashrekol-azkar, translated from the Arabic into English, means the dawn­ing point of praises (to God). It is a creational idea that marks the beginning of a new historical era—an era of mutuality of service to God and man, of co­operation, the end of destructive com­petition, the beginning of the realization of the Christ teachings.

No appreciation of the Mashrekol-az­kar can be had without knowledge first of the Bahai Movement, for its history is inextricably interwoven in the develop­ment of the great structure. You will hear today of the Bahai Movement in every part of the world. Representa­tives of all races and nations are its adherents. If you are a Bahai, the name is open sesame around the world, even to the jungles of India. You will hear of the Movement, not only in every civil­ized country of the world, but in the outlying posts of civilization, in unex­pected islands of the sea, up in Alaska, down in uttermost Africa, so universal is its diffusion—a dynamic movement that penetrates, by virtue of its tremen­dous truth and vitalness, silently, cease­lessly, resistlessly, into the great heart of humanity.

The Bahai Movement had its origin in 1844, when, on the 23d day of May, a Persian youth, calling himself the Bab or Gate, arose among his countrymen and proclaimed the coming of the uni­versal Teacher of Men, the Great One, whose appearance had been anticipated and prophesied by all the Scriptures of the world, who would lead humanity into all truth. He called men to prepare themselves by self-purification for the recognition of the Great One, when He should appear among them.

It was a skeptical Moslem world that greeted the proclamation of the Bab, for his teachings meant assuredly the overthrow of ancient Islamic institu­tions. And so, after a mission of six years, having lived a blameless, unsullied life, the Bab was martyred in the public square of Tabriz. To the end he held tenaciously to his faith in his own personal mission as herald of the Mighty One, soon to stand forth, revealed to the world as the Manifestation of God. His very name, indicatory of His station, the Bab announced—BAHA’O’LLAH, Arab­ie for the Glory of God.

In 1852, Mirza Husein Ali of Nur, a man of ancient, distinguished Persian lineage, began an exile of forty years from his native land. Persecution and imprisonment had been his portion at the hands of his government. For, where the Bab ended his work, Mirza Husein Ali assumed the responsibility for the spiritual guidance of humanity. Today, throughout the world, he is known as BAHA’O’LLAH, “Him whom God should manifest,” in fulfilment of the prophetic utterances of the Bab. And the message he has given to the world, out of the deeps of his spiritual consciousness, is known as the Bahai Revelation.

The Holy Land was the scene of the last exile and imprisonment of BAHA’O’LLAH. At the instigation of the merciless Islamic government, with his family and a few followers, he had been ruth­lessly sent forth, divested of all his estates, first to Bagdad, then to Con­stantinople and Adrianople, and, finally, in 1868, to the Turkish penal colony of Aeca, nine miles north of Mt. Carmel, on the Mediterranean coast—“the most desolate of the cities of the world.”

The horrors of the Turkish prison, the tragic sufferings of the exiles are historical facts—horrors and sufferings that would have dismused ordinary men from pursuing their spiritual mission to the world. Yet, in the midst of it all, as throughout the life of the brilliant protagonists of the Bahai Movement, those marvelous souls manifested only

(Continued on page 45)
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

LETTER FROM SHOGHI RABBANI

Haifa, Palestine,
March 17, 1919.

Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago.

My dear sister in El-Abha:

Although the recollection of your face and of your visit to the Holy Land is thoroughly effaced from my memory, yet what enkindles the fire of interest within me and impels me to drop you these lines is the glorious mention I hear of your services at the Threshold of Abha. Your supplications, your keen interest in the Bahai Temple and the remarks and comments of the Beloved upon your work offer ample justification. I am so glad to correspond with you and write to you on a card, trusting it will reach you sooner.

Your kind letter, dated January 27, 1919, was received and imparted intense joy. Your supplication since the last Tablet (the first revealed for you since the liberation of Haifa), dated February 7th, has been received and will soon secure for you another Tablet. I hope you will soon receive your Tablet of February 7th.

The members of the household ever remember you and pray for you and convey to you their most wonderful Abha greeting.

The doors of communication with Persia and India are open and supplications are constantly pouring in. The Beloved from morn till eve, even at midnight is engaged in revealing Tablets, in sending forth his constructive, dynamic thoughts of love and principles to a sad and distracted world. In most of the Tablets he lays great stress upon unity, love and firmness in the Covenant.

Awaiting your good news,

Yours in El-Abha,

Shoghi.

LETTER FROM MAJOR W. TUDOR-POLE

Cairo, Egypt,
April 8, 1919.

Dear Mrs. True:

I was pleased to receive your kind note of March 6, 1919, and I am only too glad to have been of service to the Master during trying and critical times. You will have seen an account of my February visit to Haifa, since when I
spent a few days there on my return from Damascus, and am pleased to report that all is well.

I issued passes for Mons. and Mme. Dreyfus-Barney to visit Haifa and they are there now for a few weeks.

I am going to Haifa on a British cruiser with Lord Inchcape next week and expect that this will be my last visit before returning to Paris and London.

The Master is in splendid health and spirits and he looks beyond the present gloom and chaos to the New Dawn now so fast approaching. The Master looks to America. Let your people hold to the true vision in complete serenity of faith and joy!

With best wishes, I am,

Very sincerely yours,

W. Tudor-Pole.

News from Persia

Portion of a letter written from Teheran Persia by Miss Elizabeth H. Stewart to Mrs. Isabella D. Brittingham, Santa Barbara, California.

Dated November 25, 1918.

For many months no post in or out of Persia, and since August, 1917, no word direct from you. In September (1918) the way was open for a few letters to sift through, bearing dates of March and April previous. I am now sending this letter by Mr. de Lambert, brother of the wife of the American Minister who is soon returning to America.

We are now in a state of rejoicing over the news of peace, and seeing the fulfilment of the Words of BAHA’U’LLAH and Abdul-Baha, from day to day, witnessing the new order of things. O, what a mercy that we are alive and awakened and trying to serve in the Kingdom of Abha!

We have had some wonderfully beautiful meetings lately, of both men and women, many of them meetings for teaching. We have one of men, for teaching, every Saturday night, and on every Tuesday afternoon one for women. Dr. Clock has one for men every Monday night. Several different sections have opened in the city, until now on every night there is a meeting for teaching.

We have been enjoying meeting with the American Commission sent here for the purpose of investigating everything about the conditions in Persia. Dr. Judson of the University of Chicago, Dr. Jackson of Columbia University (and his wife) and several others compose it. They are all staying up at the American Legation.

Dr. Jackson said he saw Abdul-Baha when he was in America. Dr. Jackson was himself at the Hotel Ansonia making an address at the time Abdul-Baha was there.

Bahman Mirza, a Bahai and a Persian prince, gave the Commission a lunch at his house and it was made a freedom meeting where every Persian man brought his wife. A long table was arranged. About twenty sat around it—Persian men and women Bahais, we four Americans, Mr. Caldwell the Minister (his wife could not be present), Mr. Bader the Consul, Mr. de Lambert and the members of the Commission.

This was the very first time such a thing had ever occurred and we felt so happy to be there, helping to carry forward the work of freeing the women. Of course it was not possible to have servants coming into the room, so, real Persian style, the host, Bahman Mirza, waited on the table, and I asked him to give me the privilege of helping him, which he did. I was very happy to be able to serve at such a notable gathering. Dr. Moody wrote a speech in English, which one of the Persian ladies committed to memory and gave, stating how our beloved Abdul-Baha had said the
time would come when many Americans would come to Persia, and many Persians would go to America, and today we had seen these words being fulfilled.

It was a most beautiful meeting. After lunch many more couples of men and women came, and for the first time in history a photograph was taken of all who were there. The hearts of all of us were so happy.

Today a men's committee from the Mahfal Rouhani (Spiritual Assembly) went to make a call on the Commission and appointed Dr. Moody to go with them. We expect to meet them tomorrow at the home of another Bahai. They have also made addresses at the Parliament, Chamber of Commerce, State University and other places.

Their talks have been published in the Persian papers and have been much commented upon. It cannot be otherwise than that they are doing the will of the most supreme Baha'u'llah!

We are longing for the way to be opened to receive letters and goods and medicines and every thing from America. We are nearly at the end of everything. Dr. Moody wishes me to tell you that since America entered the war the schools have received no financial help from America, and are feeling the straitened condition; that they have dropped many pupils and are struggling to keep others on, free of charge. All things are very high in price, as they are with you.

Those who could afford it have had to pay sixty and seventy cents for a quarter of a pound of butter (we have not had any for a long time); eggs have been six cents apiece, bread very poor and so high that I have made it for a long time, under very difficult conditions. The ways of cooking are so primitive that I do not see how so many delicious things to eat are turned out.

Tablets of Abdul-Baha recently revealed

AGNES PARSONS

To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Agnes Parsons, Washington, D. C.—Upon her be Baha'u'llah El-Abha!

He is God!

O thou beloved daughter!

Formerly a cable through the British Government was received from you but it was misrepresented and vague. Although it could not be understood yet an answer was dispatched through the same Government. Your letter dated October 21, 1918, has just been received. Infinite gratitude have I tendered for the blessings of His Holiness Baha'u'llah and have laid my head on His Sanctified Threshold and have offered my praise and thanks that, praise be to God, that beloved daughter has remained firm and steadfast throughout this violent storm and has wished and purposed nothing save service to His Holiness Baha'u'llah and the promulgation of Divine Teachings. Rest thou assured that assistance and confirmations shall encompass thee.

Thou hast written concerning organization. The divine teachings and the admonitions and exhortations of His Holiness Baha'u'llah are manifestly evident. These constitute the organization of the Kingdom and their enforcement is obligatory. The least deviation from them is absolute error.

Thou hast written concerning my travel to America. If thou could'st see how the waves of constant occupation are surging thou would'st have considered that time for travel is absolutely lacking; in times of fixed residence partial
rest is even impossible. God willing, I trust, through the bounty of Bahá'u'lláh that as soon as means for the composure of mind and of heart are provided, I shall determine to journey and shall inform thee about it.

Convey on my behalf utmost kindness to thy beloved son and in perfect love kiss thou his two cheeks. My prayer to God is that he may grow to be the cause of thy happiness and satisfaction.

The maid-servant of God, Edna Ballora, has been struck with a great affliction. She is deeply grieved and sad. Assuredly extend thou thy care upon her and be thou her stay and solace.

Convey to the two enlightened souls, Leona Barnitz and Mrs. Finch, my love and kindness, and tell them: "Praise ye God, that assistance has been extended and ye have turned your faces to the Supreme Horizon:—the bounty and guidance of which the mass of people are unaware, ye have found, and have adorned your head with a crown of supreme guidance, the glittering gems of which gleam and glisten throughout ages and generations. Do not look at the present condition, contemplate the future. The Apostles of Christ were fishermen, were destitute of fame and position and enjoyed no grade and rank. They were, as it is intimated in the Gospel, insignificant persons, yea, they were low in the sight of the people. At present consider ye, what change has taken place—how great they have become! Nay rather, they have been the sovereigns of the Kingdom. The bounties of His Holiness Bahá'u'lláh to His servants shall in the future be made evident and manifest."

Upon thee be Bahá'u'lláh El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Báhá Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 8, 1919. Home of Abdul-Báhá, Haifa, Palestine.)

ALICE IVES BREED

To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Alice Ives Breed, New York.—Upon her be Bahá'u'lláh El-Abha!

He is God!

O thou respected maid-servant of God!

Thy letter dated November 17th, 1918, was received. Its contents was an exposition of truth.

Indeed, had the world of women wielded sufficient prestige, the conflagration of this war would not have set the world aflame.

If the mass of women in Europe and all those of America had been enfranchised throughout all the states, undoubtedly they would not agree to war. At present, this war has made millions of children fatherless and millions of fathers and mothers destitute of sons; this war has snatched from pitiabie sisters their brethren; this war has turned millions of women widows and destitute of husbands; this war has made cities desolate; this war has brought confusion and chaos in millions of villages; this war has made the very foundations of mankind quake and quiver.

If, in the future, women like unto men are given the franchise, assuredly they shall prevent the occurrence of war, whereas otherwise the matter will be difficult. Man is sanguinary and even worse than devouring beasts. Of what use is exhortation and to what amounts admonition? A mighty power is necessary in order to make an effective opposition—otherwise it will be exceed-
ingly difficult. I pray God that the world of women may be assisted and confirmed for their purpose is Universal Peace.

At present the friends of God must lay aside all thoughts and preoccupations and concentrate their energies upon the proclamation of the Cause of God and the divine teachings which lay the foundation of Universal Peace.

I supplicate and pray to the Divine Kingdom and beg for the friends of New York assistance and confirmation that they may, day by day, fortify the bonds of amity and union and may become the cause of the spreading of the Word of God.

Upon thee be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 9, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

SARAH GERTRUDE HARRIS

To the maid-servant of God, Sarah Gertrude Harris, New York City.—Upon her be Baha’u’llah El-Abha! He Is God!

O thou my beloved daughter!

Your letter dated November 13th was received. Its contents occasioned infinite grief, for it spoke of the ascension of that illumined youth. Indeed in the rose garden of God that young man was like unto a shrub in its utmost freshness and promising good fruits. Whoever has seen him or heard him has undoubtedly been shocked and grieved at the news of his passing away.

However, although that peerless shrub has sought separation from the woods of the nether world, yet, it has appeared fully adorned and resplendent in the rose garden of the world on-high in the Abha Paradise. That divine bird has flown away from this mortal and earthly nest, has ascended to the Kingdom of God and has been engaged in singing the sweet melodies of praise and thanksgiving on the lordly branches in the rose-garden of the Merciful. Happy is he and blessed in his abode! He has reaped the result of life and has become a fruitful tree. Grieve not therefore for his death and be not depressed.

With regard to his life insurance, act in accordance with his will. I have perused his letter and have supplicated for him, from the threshold of Oneness, an exalted station.

As to my presence in America for the laying of the corner-stone of the Mashrekol-azkar, this depends upon the unity and harmony among all the friends of God. For their union is like unto a lodestone which draws me to their shores.

I have been gladdened by the news you have conveyed of the gathering of the friends and their union and affiliation.

Convey the utmost kindness on my behalf to Bahaya. I hope that Mr. Harris will fully recover, and engage as it ought to be in the service of the Lord.

The relatives who are here all convey to you their longing greeting.

Upon thee be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 28, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)
To the maid-servant of God, Isabella D. Brittingham, San Francisco, California.
—Upon her be BAHA’U’LLAH El-Abha!

He Is God!

O dear maid-servant of God!

Indeed, what thou hast written is true. Communication and connection between the sons and daughters of the Kingdom are not conditioned upon material links. Spiritual means have ever existed and will continue to exist. As, for instance, throughout all these years of commotion, when ways were barred and the doors of communication closed, notwithstanding this, hearts were attracted and gladdened by the fragrances of God.

This was because the bond of connection was firm and the link of association was strong.

The letters which thou hadst enclosed in thy letter have been received. Praise be to God, thou hast acquired a long and spiritual lineage, and this is by far the most blessed of all lines. For material lines of descent may either be greatly praiseworthy or mean in character, while spiritual lineage is the offspring of heart and of soul and is in every respect praiseworthy.

Ye had celebrated the Feast of the Covenant. It was very proper. Mr. and Mrs. Zim have served the Kingdom of God and on that day called a meeting in their home and celebrated the Feast.

I have been very pleased with the service of Mr. Milton who has supported the government, for according to the explicit command of His Holiness BAHA’U’LLAH, all Bahais are ordered to serve, to obey and to be faithful to their government. Convey my greetings to Mr. Herbert.

The respected maid-servant of God Mrs. Goodall and the attracted maid-servant of God Mrs. Cooper are indeed two candles illumined by the light of the love of God.

Thou shalt in future reap the fruits of thy tour to the southern states.

All the family and the Holy Leaves convey to you their salutation and their longing.

Upon thee be BAHA’U’LLAH El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHÁ ABBÁS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 28, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

VITULA EDITH WHITTON

To Mrs. Vitula Edith Whitton, Geyserville, California.—Upon her be BAHA’U’LLAH El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou maid-servant of God!

The letter thou hadst written November 23, 1918, was received. Its context indicated that—praise be to God!—thou art intoxicated with the wine of the Covenant and art aloof and away from all else save God; that thou hast a truthful heart and a firm step.

Although thou hast a small meeting, yet, as thou art firm and resolute, in future this gathering shall greatly expand and shall become elaborate, for the souls that are firm in the Covenant are ever assisted and confirmed. Rest
assured of the divine confirmation which strengthens all who are feeble and
energizes all who are frail.

Convey on my behalf the utmost love and kindness to the friends and the
maid-servants of the Merciful.

Upon thee be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, February 3, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha,
Haifa, Palestine.)

ELIZABETH P. HACKLEY

To the maid-servant of God, Elizabeth P. Hackley, Urbana, Ill.—Upon her be
Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou daughter of the Kingdom!

Thy letter was received. Its contents indicated the turning of thy face to
the Kingdom of God, thy freedom from the obscurity of the world of nature,
thy illumination with the light of guidance, thy acquisition of spirituality and
thy seeking to draw nearer to God.

My prayer to the Almighty God is that, day unto day, thou mayst increase
in spirituality and attain to an ideal advancement.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, February 1, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha,
Haifa, Palestine.)

DAVID BUCHANAN

To his honor, David Buchanan, Portland, Oregon.—Upon him be Baha’u’llah
El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou who art turning thy face to the Kingdom of God!

Thy letter dated December 2nd, 1918, was received. Although the repre­
sentatives of various governments are assembled in Paris in order to lay the
foundations of Universal Peace and thus bestow rest and comfort upon the
world of humanity, yet misunderstanding among some individuals is still pre­
dominant and self-interest still prevails. In such an atmosphere, Universal
Peace will not be practicable, nay rather, fresh difficulties will arise. This is
because interests are conflicting and aims are at variance.

We pray and beseech at the divine Kingdom and beg for the world of
humanity rest and composure. For Universal Peace will not be brought about
through human power and shall not shine in full splendor unless this weighty
and important matter will be realized through the Word of God and be made
to shine forth through the influence of the Kingdom of God.

Eventually it shall be thoroughly established through the power of
Baha’u’llah!

Verily, His Honor President Wilson is self-sacrificing in this path and is
striving with heart and soul, with perfect good-will, in the world of humanity.
Similarly the equitable government of Great Britain is expending a great deal of
effort. Undoubtedly the general condition of the people and the state of small
oppressed nationalities will not remain as before. Justice and Right shall be fortified but the establishment of Universal Peace will be realized fully through the power of the Word of God.

Upon thee be Baha’o’llah El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 10, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

CLAUDIA STUART COLES

To the maid-servant of God, Claudia Stuart Coles, Washington, D. C.

He is God!

O thou beloved maid-servant of God!

Thy letter dated October 4, 1918, was received. It was not a letter but rather a bouquet of flowers diffusing the sweet scent of firmness and steadfastness and so it gave pleasure to the nostrils of the soul.

Praise be to God, the test proved to be the cause of the firmness and the steadfastness of the people of faith.

Throughout these years of disturbance and commotion, when the world of humanity was physically and spiritually afflicted, the friends of God passed the day in rest, ease and comfort. In the western countries only a few shared in the hardship and affliction of other souls while the mass of the friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful, of whom Mrs. Coles is one, have been living quietly and peacefully. In the orient every nation became distracted and every gathering dispersed save the friends of God who remained all protected and sheltered from every trouble and calamity in the fort of Baha’o’llah’s protection. Verily, this is a divine miracle—that we helpless, friendless, unprotected, unsupported wanderers in these regions should be saved amidst the fire of oppression and tyranny. This is God’s miracle.

In fine, praise be to God, yourself and the friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful have, like unto an immovable rock, remained firm and resolute in the Cause of God.

Organize ye meetings and strive day and night that ye may be the cause of the diffusion of divine fragrances and the exaltation of the Word of God.

Concerning the book* that thou hadst written about; it has been written on political affairs so that justice and equity may be promoted and the comfort of the world of mankind may be realized.

Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 28, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

JEAN MASSON

To her honor, Miss Jean Masson—Upon her be Baha’o’llah El-Abha!

He is God!

O thou herald of the Kingdom!

The detailed letter thou hadst written was perused. Its text was conducive to joy and it embodied refreshing news. Praise thou the Lord, that thou hast become the means of the promulgation of heavenly teachings and hast

*Refers to Mysterious Forces of Civilization.
served the oneness of the world of humanity that all denominational, sectarian, racial, political, economic and even patriotic prejudices may be removed and the illumination of the love of God may enlighten the courtyard of hearts.

My hope is that day by day thou mayest be more confirmed and may serve to the best the world of humanity; that thou mayest adore mankind and ignite in every heart the lamp of guidance, may serve the world of morality so that human realities may be freed from the gloom of the world of nature which, in essence, is purely animal in character, and may be illumined with the light of the divine realm.

What service is there nobler than this and what gift more precious than this; what exaltation is higher than this and what sovereignty mightier than this? I hope that therein thou mayest be confirmed.

As to Margaret Nelson, she has been emancipated from this gloomy dungeon of the world of dust and has hastened to the sanctified realm. I pray on her behalf and beg for her the forgiveness and the pardon of the Lord of Creation, that she may secure rest and comfort in the realm of the Kingdom.

The article that thou hadst edited in the Helena Daily Independent* was received and was perused. Happy art thou that the Lord hath assisted thee in such a distinguished service.

Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, March 17, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

DOROTHY NELSON

To the maid-servant of God, Dorothy Nelson.—Upon her be Baha-el-Abha!

He is God!

O dear maid-servant of God!

At the divine threshold address this prayer and beg forgiveness for thy sister. That prayer is the following:

“O forgiving and kind God! My beloved sister Margaret has hastened from this world to Thy realm and has abandoned the nether world to soar in the realm on high. She was like unto a shelterless bird but has yearned for a rest and shelter in the celestial realm. She was a thirsty fish and longed to be immersed in the sea of light.

“O God! We are captives to innumerable sins, but need Thy pardon and Thy forgiveness. We have lost the way but have hastened to Thee. We suffer deprivation, but seek Thy rich treasury. We are disabled and broken-winged, but are treading Thy path. O God! Forgive us and bestow upon us Thy pardon.

“Verily, Thou art the Refuge and Shelter of sinners and Thou art the Bestower, the Radiant One in the realm of heaven!”

Upon thee be, Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, March 17, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

* See page 33.
The Bahai Movement—Is it the coming Universal Religion?

(Continued from page 35)

an amazing patience and sweetness of spirit. No resentment against their keepers! No resentment against their government!

Two years of imprisonment in the barracks of Acca were followed by nine years of close confinement for Baha'o'llah, within the town in an abode, the threshold of which the great prisoner was not permitted to cross. This was the external life of him whom today multitudes of people believe to have been the most extraordinary figure of any age.

Before his death, in 1892, there were a few years of somewhat greater freedom, within a radius of fifteen miles, which included Carmel and the village of Behje, his final resting-place.

No less extraordinary a figure than Baha'o'llah is his son, Abbas Effendi, known to the world as Abdul-Baha, Arabic again for the Servant of Baha. He was born on the very day of the Bab's proclamation. And, at the age of eight, he began, with the exile of Baha'o'llah, his long, remarkable career of persecution, banishment, imprisonment, which ended only in 1908, when, by the overthrow of the Turkish government, he was granted his freedom. Fifty-six years an exile from his native land! Forty years a prisoner in the "most great prison" of Acca!

By the death of Baha'o'llah, Abdul-Baha became the leader of the Bahai Movement. To this station he had been accredited by his father, both verbally and by written document. His peculiar function in the movement is interpreter of the Revelation of Baha'o'llah and exemplar for the world of the Bahai life.

In 1911-1912, you will remember, Abdul-Baha, at the age of sixty-eight, journeyed to Europe and America, to spread the message of Baha'o'llah in the Occident—that tremendous message of internationalism and religious unity, a basic principle of the Mashrekol-azkar. Statesmen, scholars, people of every degree of intellectual and spiritual attainment recognized his greatness and power.

Back in 1892, before the passing of Baha'o'llah, wrote Edward Granville Browne of Cambridge university, concerning Abdul-Baha: "About the greatness of this man no one who had seen him could entertain a doubt."

And since that date Abdul-Baha has been the subject of many interviews and many articles. But no journalistic analysis has been able to penetrate the mystery of a life martyrdom for a spiritual ideal, a conscious spiritual mission to all the world.

When, in 1914, the European war burst forth in all its fury, friends of Abdul-Baha, anxious for his safety, urged him to leave his home on Mt. Carmel and accept the greater security of America—a hospitality which he refused to accept, for the people of Palestine had need of him. And there, on the mountain of God, in a war-ravaged land, he dwells, sending forth dynamic thoughts of love to a suffering humanity and a devastated world.

It is difficult to write dispassionately of Baha'o'llah and Abdul-Baha, who sacrificed their lives, political and social freedom, all physical comfort, for the propagation of ideals, the establishment of principles, which are the common talk of men today. Easily do we inherit them from these great souls. Our statesmen today are interpreting government and social reconstruction in terms of the universal. In the middle of the last century, Baha'o'llah gave the creative impulse to the new order of civilization that should include all humanity,
and the new order is upon us. The old is swiftly passing.

BAHA’U’LLAH from the prison of Acca, proclaimed his great revolutionary principles of world government and social readjustment to the crowned heads of Europe and to the common people.

These principles include the oneness of the religions of the world; the oneness of humanity; the universal brotherhood of man; universal peace; the harmony of religion and science; the search for truth and the abolition of all prejudices, religious, national, racial, social; the equality of the sexes; equal educational advantages for both; equalization of the means of livelihood; social, industrial, economic reorganization; the establishment of justice among men. He urged the creation of a universal language. He emphasized the necessity of a parliament of man, a universal tribunal of justice or arbitration to adjust international affairs.

He taught purity of life, selflessness, personal sacrifice and service to humanity.

There is inherent in the utterances of BAHA’U’LLAH, as there is in the words Abdul-Baha, a vitality, a power that compels attention, a creative quality that somehow makes them the effective, dominating influence in human hearts. Tyrannical, mediaeval efforts of enemies to suppress the Cause, to destroy its leaders, have been futile. And we have, today, millions of Bahais who believe, with an indissuadable faith, that in the Bahai Movement only will the world find relief from its tragedy. Has it not recreated them, transformed their individual lives? Does it not make of every Bahai Assembly of the world an international group in itself—people of all races and nations? The extension of such a group to include the world, how easy a matter, how logical a consummation.

Of this supreme unity of nations and races, this oneness of humanity and religion, the Mashrekol-azkar is symbolic. It is the Bahai Movement in action, in service.

Commanded BAHA’U’LLAH, in his book of laws for the world, the Kitab-el-Akdas:

"O concourse of creation! O people! Construct homes (or houses) in the most beautiful fashion possible in every city, in every land, in the name of the Lord of Religions. Adorn them with that which beseemeth them—not with pictures or paintings. Then commemorate the Lord, the Merciful, the Clement, in spirit and fragrance. Verily, by this mention, by this commemoration, the breasts shall be dilated, the eyes illuminated, the hearts gladdened, and thus shall you pray the Orient of Praises, in the Mashrekol-azkar. (i.e., the Source of Praises).

"Teach your children what hath been revealed through the Supreme Pen. Instruct them in what hath descended from the heaven of Greatness and Power. Let them memorize the Tablets of the Merciful, and chant them with the most melodious voices in the galleries built in the Temple of the Mashrekol-azkar. The prayers of the Lord shall be chanted in a manner to attract the hearts and souls.

"Blessed is he who listens unto the River of Life!"

In response to this command, the first Mashrekol-azkar of the world was built in Isikhabad, Russian Turkestan. The second will be established on the shores of Lake Michigan, just north of Chicago. And every Mashrekol-azkar convention has for its impelling motive the construction of this great, impressive institution.

It is not a local, not a national, but a world proposition, this building of the first Mashrekol-azkar of the occident. Bahais of every race and nation have
contributed to the purchase of the site and the creation of the initial fund for the erection of the central building, the House of Worship, the Bahai Temple.

A significant place, in the history of the Bahai Movement, the first Mashrekol-azkar of America will hold. Says Abdul-Baha:

"This organization of the Mashrekol-azkar will be a type for the coming centuries, and will hold the station of the mother."

Several years ago, the Bahais of Chicago set up a sign on the Temple grounds explanatory of the institution, whose walls would soon begin to rise upon the site. Wayfarers read and wayfarers understood somewhat of the exalted purpose of the Mashrekol-azkar:

"These grounds are the site of an edifice to be erected as an 'evident standard' in America of the oneness of humanity.

"Its doors will be open to all nations, races and religions.

"Its charities will be dispensed without regard to race or color. 'Prejudice toward none—love for all.'

"Here, for the first time in history, religion and science will become harmonious, each the handmaid of the other, both showering their spiritual gifts on all humanity.

"Until the erection of this great edifice, all are welcome to this beautiful spot and, in its enjoyment, we ask you to keep it pure and sacred.'"

Service to humanity, hospitality—slogans of the Bahai Movement. Hospitality which, as to the Temple grounds, has been overwhelmingly accepted.

When, in the future, the Mashrekol-azkar stands before the world, in all its completeness, it will comprise the Temple of Worship with numerous accessories for service—the externalization of the great principles, so emphatically, so insistently proclaimed by Baha'o'llah—a college for the higher scientific education, a school for orphan children and the poor, a hospital and medical dispensary, a home for cripples, a hospice, and other institutions, where art and music and science and truth shall find their highest, most brilliant, freest, most perfect expression.

The Mashrekol-azkar will be more than a university, more than an institution conceived by men, established by men. From it shall emanate the most advanced scientific knowledge, which shall harmonize in its entirety with our developing religious consciousness, our heritage from the teachings of Baha'o'llah and Abdul-Baha. Theirs is not empirical knowledge.

The Mashrekol-azkar shall be the standard for human achievement. Here art and music and literature shall have their beginning and their glorious fruition. And, under its powerful influence, life shall be forever changed, forever glorified.

"When the Mashrekol-azkar, with its accessories, is established in the world, aside from its religious, or spiritual, influence, it shall have a tremendous effect upon civilization." (Abdul-Baha.)

The building of the Mashrekol-azkar is a colossal undertaking. The central house of worship is concentrating the attention and the energies today of the followers of Abdul-Baha. No decision as yet has been reached as to architectural design. The ultimate may be a composite, achieved by the spiritual consecration of the architects of the orient and of the occident. The Taj Mahal of India has been suggested as a model for the Mashrekol-azkar, because of its beauty and perfection of architecture.

Whatever architectural plan will be chosen for the Bahai Temple, it will emphasize, in its structure, essential features of the Bahai Faith. Great beauty of design, the expression of nine, the perfect number, throughout the structure. Nine entrances will distin-
guish the Bahai Temple from all other temples of the world, symbolic of the religions paths by which the Bahais of the world have come into the realization that religion is one, that humanity is one, that God is One, Father of all. Beautiful flower gardens shall adorn the grounds and fountains of pure water. Beauty and majesty of outward expression. The whole surmounted by a towering dome, it, too, a symbol of the great unity, as conceived by Baha’u’Llaha.

The Bahai Temple will carry its message far. Far up and down the shore of Lake Michigan, far out upon the lake, its dome will be visible, the first landmark sighted by sailors coming into port, the last seen by them forthfaring. And from afar, inland, will rise upon the vision this lofty monument to the greatness and glory of God, manifested through Baha’u’Llaha.

Into the Bahai Temple, this Holy of Holies, this Sanctuary of the living God, the Bahai will go for prayer, for worship, for spiritual refreshment. This is the first requirement. He comes forth renewed and strengthened, and stimulated to greater service for humanity, through the various accessories of the Mashrekol-azkar.

"The Mashrekol-azkar of Chicago is of the greatest importance. This is a Bahai Temple, a supreme house of worship, a place of spiritual gathering, and the manifestation of divine mysteries." (Abdul-Baha.)

The relentless forces of freedom and justice and truth are at work in the world. The spiritual currents of the new cycle submerge us. Political and religious formulas of the past have failed of effectiveness. Out of the old the virtue has gone. We demand a new interpretation of life, of God, of service; a new religious statement, that shall demolish antiquated dogmas and superstition. In the perpetual presence of God would we dwell, face to face with the great Reality.

Heretofore, in our quest for light and truth, we have stumbled and groped blindly. Today the scales have fallen from our eyes. We are clear of vision, dauntless of soul. Destruction all about us. Yet do we feel the infusion of new vivid life blood into the dead body of the world.

Destruction all about us—to make way for the brilliant era of reconstruction before us.

"A new era of divine consciousness is upon us. The world of humanity is going through a process of transformation. A new race is being developed. The thoughts of human brotherhood are permeating the depths of hearts and a new spirit of universal consciousness is being profoundly felt by all men." (Abdul-Baha).

The new statement of truth and life, the new interpretation, is made with tremendous, overwhelming, irrefutable power by Baha’u’Llaha and Abdul-Baha.

In the Bahai Movement lies the hope of the future. "It is the essence of all the highest ideals of this century." (Abdul-Baha). Ideals that are not mere abstractions, but the impelling force of dynamic action in human life.

The Mashkerol-azkar, the first institution of the new age, is the expression of Reality—reality of worship, reality of service, reality of brotherhood, reality of internationalism.

"Just as the external world is a place where various peoples of different hues and colors, of various faiths and denominations, meet, just as they are submerged in the same sea of favors, likewise all may meet under the dome of the Mashrekol-azkar and adore the one God in the same spirit of truth, for the ages of darkness have passed away and the centurty of light has arrived." (Abdul-Baha).
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."

—BAHA'U'LLAH.
The Call

Written for the Eleventh Annual Mashrekol-Azkar Convention and Bahai Congress held in New York City, April 26-30th, 1919.

By Joseph H. Hannen

O waiting world, Behold! The Master stands,
With healing for thy wounds within His Hands;
For every problem a solution brings—
Glad-tidings herald from the King of Kings!

O weary world! The Master brings thee rest,
Freedom for every captive long oppressed.
The Way of Truth again is opened wide,
That all may happily in God abide.

O world perplexed, embittered, sick of strife!
The Master brings a Message of New Life;
The wondrous news that war henceforth shall cease;
The Promise of a Thousand Years of Peace!

And O, ye heralds of the Golden Age!
Promise of Prophets, dream of every sage,—
The Master calls ye. Rise ye up and go
To spread the news, that all the world may know!

From East to West—from Maine to Golden Gate,
Throughout this land, O hasten! Do not wait!
And to the southland, to old Mexico,
To Central, South America He bids ye go!

O islands of the east and western sea,
Thou too rejoice! The Truth shall come to thee.
A host of heralds from the Lord of Lords,
Thy glad deliverance from bonds affords!

And thou—the Mother-Continent of ours—
So sorely pressed by grisly war's dark powers—
To Europe comes the message of release,
The one assurance of a lasting Peace!

(Continued on page 53)
“O waiting world, Behold! The Master stands

O Lordly host, Abdul-Baha commands!”
O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although thy present subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.
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ALLAH'O'ABHA!

The dark clouds of outer separation between the Orb of the Covenant and the Bahais in the west have been entirely scattered through the appearance of nine new Tablets brought by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab from the presence of Abdul-Baha.

The messenger proclaimed them: The Divine Plan and Charter of the New Age.

The far-reaching significance and the power of these Tablets unveiled at the Eleventh Annual Mashrekol-Azkar Convention and Bahai Congress dazzled the spiritual sight of all who attended those never-to-be-forgotten meetings.

Abdul-Baha cabled: "Let this be the Convention of the Covenant." It was.

It is the hope and intention of the STAR OF THE WEST to reflect, insofar as possible, the brilliancy of that epoch-making event.

In this issue we publish the first of the new Tablets, together with talks given at the first session.

We are also happy in presenting as a title page to this issue a cover design created by Carl Scheffler, and a poem by Joseph H. Hannen entitled "The Call" both prompted by the spirit of this new hour.

—The Editors.
The Call
(Continued from page 50)

O Eastern land! Vast China and Japan!
Thy pride returneth, as of ancient man!
Thy Great Redeemer standeth at the door,
His heralds hasten—joy forevermore!

O eager world, Thy waited Lord is here!
Fill hearts with hope, abandon every fear.
Forgotten hate, let love reign all-supreme.
And lo accomplished is the Golden Dream!

O ye who know, the Master calleth ye
To rise and serve, that all the world be free!
As millions rose, a few brief moons ago—
To offer life to vanquish threat'ning foe—

So shalt ye rally to the Heavenly King,
And life and all to His Cause gladly bring;
Content and happy if it be to die
Or live in exile if but He be nigh.

Count not the cost, ye Army of our God,
Thine is the noblest field man ever trod.
Thy victory is certain as the sun,
Thy fame eternal when the conflict is won!

O Heavenly world! The Kingdom soon to be,
Where God shall reign o'er all, from sea to sea;
Where men of every race shall do His will,
And love of everyman each heart shall fill.

O Lordly host, Abdul-Baha commands!
Advance ye, conquer near and distant lands.
“‘Allah’o’Abha!’ is the battle-cry—
Eternal life to those who else must die!

The great new charters of the world are read!
The Word hath spoken—now thy feet must tread,
From north to south, from east to west, the world,
Till far and near His banner is unfurled!

Washington, D. C., April 21, 1919.
The Convention of Abdul-Baha

By J OSEPH H. HANNEN

THE convocation of the friends held in New York City, April 26-May 1, 1919, stands out as a unique event in the history of the Bahai Cause and one which will be forever memorable. When one realizes the lapse of time, weeks and months growing into years, during which communication on the material plane had been interrupted, the absolute joy of receiving the Words of Life, not only in single messages but literally in a volume of general Tablets and advices, explanations and exhortations, will be better understood. The presence at this Convention of our dear brother, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, who was with Abdul-Baha from 1912 to the end of 1918, when he was sent direct to America, the bearer of precious documents and wonderful, epoch-making instructions, in itself made the occasion historic in the Bahai annals. Added to that, several cablegrams, received during the progress of the sessions, attested the presence of the Beloved with us, in spirit—a presence which was most manifest to all. "Let this be the Convention of the Covenant!"—these words, flashed across the oceans, burned into the hearts of all, and the response was perfect. As day by day the general Tablets were read, and the words given in connection with each presented to us, the plan unfolded before our delighted spiritual eyes and all present were literally swept onward and forward upon the gales of spirituality which proceeded from the Center of spiritual power in the world.

The attendance at this Convention was larger than ever before. The immense banquet hall of the McAlpin Hotel was filled to overflowing at the Feast of Riz-
wan and hundreds were unable to gain admission. The assembly hall was crowded at each of the sessions of the Congress, nine in number, while the same hall was well filled at the meetings of the Convention.

The fact that while we were gathered, discussing plans for spiritual union and harmony throughout the world, the delegates at Paris, in the Peace Conference, were meeting to establish the new world

conditions politically, economically and socially, lent a peculiar power and significance to the gathering of the friends in the metropolis of the new world. Since the last Convention, the thunder of the cannon and the rattle of musketry had been stilled, and the nations of the world, under the terms of the armistice, awaited the verdict of their representatives, gathered in solemn conclave. Who would have dreamed, ten years ago, when the First Bahai Temple Unity Convention was held in Chicago, that the events of the world drama, so graphically portrayed by Baha‘u’llah and emphasized by Abdul-Baha, would come to such a rapid culmination! It is within the ready recollection of many of us, that the Bahai teachings were called “ahead of the times” and termed a dream philosophy, perhaps adapted to some future age of the world. And now, how rapidly “the times” have caught up with The Message, so that today men talk the world over in terms of inter-

nationalism and world unity, strange to their minds and tongues, but familiar to the Bahais.

A striking feature of the Feast of Kizwan was the presence and participation of several clergymen and leaders in other broad lines of thought—chiefly those who had been reached and touched by Abdul-Baha when he was in America in 1912. Their words were akin to our teachings, and they—happily privileged to stand upon a higher plane than that of orthodoxy—sensed the need of what the Bahai teachings offer. The high-
est notes of jubilation and the strongest messages of hope were given by the Bahai speakers. Truly, the world has had no more significant gathering in its history. And as the Tablets were read which represent the Charter of the New Age, and which outline in no uncertain terms the part America is to play in the spiritualization of the world,—there was joy abundant and hope unbounded, to offset all the doubt and uncertainty which the epoch of reconstruction brings to those lacking the spiritual insight and the hope of the age.

Verily, the Convention of the Covenant was and is unique, like the Center of the Covenant, who was with us as surely as the heart of each auditor—unseen, yet filling the body spiritual with the very life-blood of the Spirit,—to be translated into deeds and actions, the effect of which shall never die!

Opening of the Convention and Congress—
The Feast of El-Rizwan

By Louis G. Gregory

THE conditions which marked the opening of the Eleventh Annual Mashrekol-Azkar Convention were in every way favorable to ideal happiness. This season of bounty began with a reception in Congress Hall of the McAlpin Hotel. Those receiving were the members of the Executive Board of Bahai Temple Unity, the Board of Nine of the New York Assembly and representatives of all group meetings in New York City and the vicinity. The exchange of greetings and handshakes were all so hearty and sincere as to show traces of the eternal bond of unity. All differences seemed so remote as to belong to a past age.

"Forget strangeness; gaze toward
enoness!" This divine exhortation seemed to be in the thought, manners and conduct of each and all.

The reception over, the friends entered the Banquet Hall, led by Mrs. Alice Ives Breed of New York. She was immediately followed by a brilliant array of speakers who were to adorn the Feast of El-Rizwan (Paradise), commemorating the Declaration of Baha’u’llah. A dinner was served to the assembled friends who in number overflowed the banquet hall. It is estimated that more than six hundred persons were present.

Mrs. Breed happily expressed the spirit of the feast and in well chosen words introduced each speaker. Mother Beecher opened with a beautiful prayer selected from the revealed words. Mrs. Maud Gaudreaux sang to a very responsive audience, Mrs. McClean presiding at the piano.

Mr. Mountfort Mills in behalf of the New York Assembly, greeted the friends, expressing with genial warmth the spirit of the occasion, its deep significance being the great tie which binds all the assemblies together in the Center of the Covenant.

Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford showed clearly how the birth of a great spirit in the world marks the dawn of a new era. The whole world will later realize the comradeship and love, the capacity for which is created by Baha’u’llah. All battles must cease and all discord be banished so that the great peace may enter every heart.

Mirza Ahmad Sohrah, who has been with Abdul-Baha for the past seven years, said, “I have only to bring a message of love and unity from Abdul-Baha, the Center of the Covenant of Baha’u’llah. Both Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha endured countless sufferings in order to create the happy faces seen at this feast.” Abdul-Baha is now looking toward America as that nation which is the hope of the nations whose principles of ideal justice and freedom will
Friends from all parts of the country who have assembled here now feel. We for speech.

Our noblest emotions are too deep humanity. Such teachings are the real property of all peoples. Teachings fraught with so much good to would sustain his every effort to spread "our beloved Master." He hoped God for Persia, expressed deep reverence for Abdul-Baha whom he referred to as one who is trying to serve humanity.

Mr. Topakyan, acting Consul General for Persia, expressed deep reverence for Abdul-Baha whom he referred to as "our beloved Master." He hoped God would sustain his every effort to spread teachings fraught with so much good to humanity. Such teachings are the real property of all peoples.

Mr. Charles Mason Remey responding, said, "Our noblest emotions are too deep for speech. It is difficult to voice what the friends from all parts of the country who have assembled here now feel. We are happy to be again in communication with Abdul-Baha after years of separation. Through the confirmations of the Center of the Covenant the teachings are to go to all parts of the world. He has shown us how he values deeds."

Rev. Percy Stickney Grant, rector of the Church of the Ascension, the first among the churches to welcome Abdul-Baha upon his arrival in America, was the next speaker. He said his church had been greatly blessed in having such a teacher and servant as Abdul-Baha. If the church stands for anything, it should be love and peace. Certainly we ought always welcome any reinforcements. We are of one kin. The world needs spiritual outlook. Therefore the Bahai Movement has a work to do and a place to fill. Introspection and communion marked its beginning in a garden. But it could not stay in a garden. It became the religion of a prison. The outcome of religion is to carry the spirit of the garden to the life of a crowd.
It must solve the problem of economics and carry divine healing, sympathy into mills, factories and crowded streets. Good hearts are most essential. If favored but unloving hearts remain heedless the structure of the world will be destroyed. It is hoped that the Bahai Movement will renew and rear the structure of the divine civilization.

Mr. Albert Martin, president of the New York branch of the Ethical Society, responded in a speech replete with brilliant epigrams. He took great pleasure, he said, in his personal friendship with the Bahais and has been a grateful student of the teachings for twenty-seven years. He said that some people regarded tolerance as the acme of spiritual perfection. But the Bahais had a higher virtue than tolerance; they showed appreciation. Their spirit and attitude was ecletic not polemic. They approve of everything that enriches spiritual life. It is the universal aspiration of faith. Man should ever seek the upper zone of his being. Unity is the master word of the hour. The Parliament of Religions may be forgotten but the Bahai Day is the sublime horizon beyond sectarian boundaries. It is not a sect but a fellowship. It appeals to all sects. It is not an organization but the triumph of Truth.

Rev. Dr. W. N. Guthrie, rector of St. Marks-in-the-Bouwerie, a church which gives a home to the Bahais for a weekly meeting, was the next speaker. He felt that the Bahais would be interested to know about a statement recently made in a book written by a prominent Presbyterian, Loring Brown, who wonders at the mystery of the unknown God. He expresses amazement that a man so learned and wise as the Roman philosopher Seneca, could have spoken of Christianity only with bitter contempt. Therefore he questions, “How can we in our day know that we have seen the end of all the revelations of God?” Dr. Guthrie thought that such reflections would
make the orthodox quite uncomfortable. While he expected to live and die a Christian, he could not be narrow. He was not interested in sources but joined the river where it enters the sea, where all unite. He said, "We are all getting mixed up. We must all be decent or perish. The religion that makes people decent is preferred. To convert a decent Buddhist into an indecent Christian is absurd. But to change an indecent man

of one faith into a decent man of another is progress. All must be left the freedom of choice. We cannot enslave others without degradation to ourselves. The program of the Bahais is a big one. In the Bahai Movement the spirit has a new power."

Mr. Gibran of New York, said, "One of the most beautiful things in religion is the statement revealed by God: 'I was a hidden Treasure and I created man that I might be known.' By draw-

evening. He explained that the Bahai Movement is the springtime of regeneration for the whole world. It is the freedom of man to flow in the current of the will of God. He dwelt upon the simplicity and beauty of the life of Abdul-Baha, who not only reflects the light of the New Day but unites its Gospel, because he is selfless. In him the Word is made flesh and lives a human life. The divine love and bounty which radiate from him, the Center of the Covenant, set all hearts aglow.

Rev. Albert R. Vail, the last speaker, gave an address which in freshness of thought and beauty of expression, was a fitting climax to the speeches of the
attraction and earnestness, read the closing prayer from the holy Words, the benediction of the Feast of Paradise.

This celebration of the Feast of El-Rizwan was the beginning of a series of meetings which constitute a great event in the history of the Cause. As these gatherings continued from day to day the eloquence of the speakers attained new heights and the faith of the friends and attraction of the hearts grew greater.

The sources of life, to which the friends looked, were the Tablets of Abdul-Baha, unveiled at each session of the Congress, unfolding to the hearts and minds the majestic power and unapproachable eloquence of the Word of God. It was the conquest of the might of the Covenant of Baha’u’llah over all regions of the earth. Praise be to God, “who hath awakened us and made us conscious. Verily out of the stones and greater. Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, the trusted messenger who came directly from the holy presence of Abdul-Baha, bringing the Tablets to America, spoke at every session, giving evidence of a new power which astonished as well as pleased his friends of long ago. It was a happy thought, too, on the part of the program committee to have among the speakers at the opening, some great souls who have not outwardly identified themselves with the Cause, but whose expressions so clearly showed the divine fire which consumes the veils.

He can raise up children unto Abraham” and out the dust has He chosen instruments for His mention and praise!

The first session of the Congress on the same evening followed the Feast of El-Rizwan. Mr. Mountford Mills, of New York, presided. Mr. Harlan Foster Ober, of Boston, was introduced. In beautiful words which seemed to flow as a limpid stream, Mr. Ober impressed upon all the greatness of the occasion when the Divine Plan for teaching the whole world the lessons of peace and righteousness was to be revealed. He referred to the cycle
of Christ and showed what wonderful results had been accomplished by those earnest souls who were his disciples and who took up the responsibility of enlightening the world by conveying his message. Even greater results are to be accomplished in this the Day of God and all are to be moved to a greater efficiency in service.

Mirza Ahmad Sohrab followed with his first address, after which, to the soulful and sweet music of the harp and amid surroundings of beauty and fragrance, the Tablets to the Northeastern States were unveiled. Margaret P. Randall and Bertha Holley drew aside the curtains showing the Tablet in Persian beautifully embossed and framed. Beneath the Tablet was seen a colored map of the Northeastern States, the section addressed. The reading of the commune at the end of the Tablet and its chanting in Persian by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab concluded, brought to a close an evening of sustained interest and great impressiveness.

Address by Mr. Alfred Martin, of New York
Delivered at the Feast of El-Rizwan, Hotel McAlpin, New York City, Saturday evening, April 26th, 1919. Stenographically reported.

MEMBERS and fellow friends of the Bahai Movement: I want, at the outset, to express the very genuine pleasure it gives me to be here tonight. Among the many reasons that I might cite for the feeling of that pleasure is not only the personal friendship I have enjoyed with the men to whom your presiding officer has just referred, but also because I have been for the last twenty-seven years a very sympathetic and grateful student of the Bahai teaching.

If you were to ask me what there is in this Movement that has drawn me to it, that makes such a peculiarly powerful appeal, I should say, in the first place, that it stands for appreciation, the noblest word in the vocabulary of the human soul, a word which represents something far nobler than even tolerance, though in the judgment of so many people this is still regarded as the very acme of spiritual attainment. Tolerance is "the willing consent to have other people hold opinions different from your own." I quote the definition as given by the lamented Phillips Brooks. Tolerance always seems to me to have a certain measure of concession about it. We tolerate what we cannot help and would put out of the way if we could. Tolerance always implies a certain measure of patronizing condescension. The man who tolerates is very apt to assume an air of spiritual conceit, or superiority, which is inevitably and irresistibly spurned. I cannot agree with those who think that tolerance is the loveliest flower on the rose-bush of liberalism. Rather should I say that that loveliest flower is described only by the word appreciation, for that is the spirit which is dissatisfied with tolerance, which is altogether out of patience with mere forbearance and which blushes at persecution.

Appreciation is the spirit which takes the eclectic rather than the polemical attitude toward every great teacher and it is this characteristic in your Bahai Movement, I say, that primarily drew me toward it and caused it to make so strong an appeal. You bow before every master be he Zoroaster, Jesus, the Buddha, Mohammed, or any other that may be named. If I understand you aright, you go to these great teachers, not in a controversial but in a teachable spirit, asking of each one, "What have you to offer that we can borrow toward the enrichment and enhancement of the spiritual life?"

I take it that you in your Movement look upon the 137 sects into which the
Christian religion has been divided as though they were the stops and pedals of some great organ, some emphasizing the essential notes, others stressing the merely ornamental notes, but no one of itself giving forth the full-orbed music, but the harmonious blending of the individual melodies producing the symphony of universal aspiration and faith.

That same spirit of appreciation causes you to recognize the fact that differences of climate, of racial origin, differences of environment, have given rise to varying expressions of one and the same spiritual sentiments, wonder, awe, reverence, aspiration, worship; so that whether it be the Aztec, bowing before his feathered god, or whether it be the New Zealander, bowing before his shapeless block; or whether it be the Mohammedan, prostrate in front of his mosque; or, again, the Christian, praying to his Father in heaven; or whether it be the cosmic theist, communing with "the infinite and eternal Energy," it is everywhere one and the same spiritual hunger, one and the same manifestation of passion to make progress in the upper zones of his being that is disclosed.

And then, perhaps, as a further ground for the powerful appeal that your Movement has made to me, I would mention the emphasis that you lay so persistently upon unity,—the master-word of the hour. And if I may dare to say it,—precisely as the first Hague Conference foreshadowed the coming of a successful League of Nations, so the World's Parliament of Religions, at Chicago, foreshadowed the coming fulfillment of the Bahai dream. Of that dream of religious fellowship I can say only that in my judgment it is nothing less than sublime, for its horizon expands far beyond any sectarian boundaries.

Just now we are witnessing a most interesting experiment fathered by our friends of the Episcopal Church,—a "World-Conference on faith and order," the preparations for which I have been following very closely for the past nine years. It may be that the immediate purpose of that world-conference will fall short of its sublime ambition, but whether it falls short of it or not, that conference is destined to produce a marked increase of mutual tolerance, mutual charity, mutual understanding and mutual teachableness. As such, it is certain to mark one forward step toward that larger unity that cannot be embraced by even the word "Christian." For, I take it, friends, that it is not enough for us to be brothers and sisters in Christ, or in Moses, or in the Buddha, or in Zoroaster; we must be brothers and sisters in Humanity, with all the rest of mankind. I trust you will not misunderstand me. I will be second to no man in my reverence and admiration for the person and life of Jesus, but Christian exclusiveness is no more warranted than any other. And, if human brotherhood is ever going to be anything other than the grim caricature that we see today, with the rival religi-
ions and their conflicting systems and claims, then it is eminently desirable and important that there should exist in the world one movement at least that stands for the ideal of genuine brotherhood in the sphere of religion.

Just one word more. I am drawn to this Movement because it is not a sect but a fellowship, and because it is not a sect, it is in a position to appeal to all sects. What is a sect? A sect, as its derivation suggests—from the Latin sectum—is a part of humanity that has cut itself off from all the rest in order to live for itself and convert all the rest of the world into material for its own growth. But, friends, a part of humanity that lives not only for itself but for all the world beside, in one universal aim, is not a sect at all, but a fellowship. Whether the part be many or few, it is not sectarian if it lives for no sectarian end. Consequently, while the vast Christian Church is only a sect, and the vaster Buddhist Church is but a sect, the little Bahai Movement is no

to the performance of that great leavening work which is yours.

Just as fast as men and women everywhere grow to care more for spiritual freedom than they care for enslaving tradition and creed, just as fast as men and women everywhere come to care more for the triumph of Truth than they care for the triumph of their sect, so fast will the world witness that religious fellowship which rises far above the level of all distinctions of class, color, race and creed and unites men in that ideal Fellowship that was the dream of Baha'u'llah and which is the inspiration of all his followers today.
Purposes and Hopes of the Congress

Address by Mr. Harlan Foster Ober, of Boston, delivered at the opening of the Bahai Congress at Hotel McAlpin, New York City, Saturday evening, April 26th, 1919. Stenographically reported.

MEMBERS and friends of this great universal, penetrative and powerful Bahai Movement: Because this is the most epoch-making time that we who have known of this Cause for years have ever beheld, it was deemed pertinent that we should suggest to you in a general way in the very beginning something of the great things which are coming out one by one during the coming days.

From the vantage point of that high mountain, Carmel, Abdul-Baha, the Center of the Covenant of God, has turned his eyes and is looking towards this group of people to see to what extent they will respond to this tremendous call which has come through, from out of the heart of the war, yes, further than that, from the heart of peace and love and spirituality. The Word of God is the divine solvent. There is no other. The Word of God is the solution for the vexing problems which are facing the globe today.

The Bahai Cause, among the movements in the world, is not limited, it is universal, it is not exclusive, it is inclusive of every soul in the universe. At this time, because the conditions of the world justify it and require it, because the firmness and steadfastness of the friends of God have created a certain capacity and because of the mercy of God as expressed through the Covenant, great plans are now to be unveiled which are to energize and spiritualize this Cause as never before. It is important that in coming to and approaching these great times our hearts and minds should be as a blank page. We should be prepared to receive the indelible imprints
of the Spirit. We should discover in ourselves, each and every one of us, a new ideal capacity, for without this new capacity, this new insight, it will be impossible to perceive this new note which is struck in these wonderful Tablets which are to be unveiled during these coming days.

Everything in this Congress revolves around these divine instructions. Can you imagine what it would have meant if in the days of Jesus Christ tremendous Tablets, revelations from Christ, had been presented to the body of the Christian people? How great that would appear in our history of the Gospel and in our history of those things which transpired at that time. Yet through the progress of the world and through the bounty of God and through the requirement of this illumined day and through the greatness of the problems themselves just exactly that thing has happened.

Mirza Ahmad Sohrab has been chosen by Abdul-Baha to bring these Tablets to us. Coming through every difficulty, and finally arriving in time for this Convention, he brings these divine instructions: more than that, he brings that close and intimate spiritual connection with Abdul-Baha.

We revolve, we move around Abdul-Baha. We find in him the universalization of all the great truths of the past, lived in such a way that it is an inspiration to every group of people. We are speaking not only to the Bahai body, which in numbers are few but which in power is great, but we are speaking through you to all the inhabitants of the globe. This plan is not a plan which relates to New York City. This plan is not a plan which relates merely to this country. These plans, as you will see by referring to the brief outlines in the program, refer to the entire globe. Tremendous possibilities are before us and tremendous responsibilities. Do we not hear the voice of Abdul-Baha calling to us and calling through us to all the people of the globe? "O people, awake! Awake, and from your deep slumbers arise! Arise and know those divine realities which are deposited within you! Uncover this treasure which God has placed there as a means of beautifying and illuminating this civilization. Let us turn away from material thoughts. Let us turn away from limited things and soar toward the limitless, the empyrean realms of vision!"

This is the call. We are speaking to every one who finds within himself the traces of that heavenly glory and who desires confirmation, who desires assistance, and who, free and severed from all save God, is following this great eternal journey along this broad highway. We are calling for those souls who perhaps wandering a little bit in one by-way or another yet have in their hearts the jewels of the utmost beauty. This is the time when we are the discoverers, if we are true Bahais, of all the divine qualities in the world.

Let us, therefore, as we approach these great unveilings, turn our hearts to God and know that we are living, through the mercy of God, at a time in the history of the world, which is absolutely epoch-making. In no past age or cycle of which we have record did such great events transpire. Realizing this, let us in our minds and hearts prepare that at the end we shall not go away from these sessions without a definite plan of action which shall spread the bounties of God to every last individual on the face of the globe.

Allah’o’Abha!
Unveiling of the Divine Plan for the Northeastern States

First talk by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab at the Eleventh Annual Mashrekol-Azkar Convention and Bahai Congress, held in McAlpin Hotel, New York City, April 26th-30th, 1919.

Baha'u'llah in the Tablet to the Pope of Rome says: "Arise in the Name of thy Lord the Merciful, amidst the assembly of beings, and take the Cup of Life in the hand of assurance; drink thou therefrom first, then give to drink to those who advance of the people of different religions."

Dear friends!

It is indeed a great joy to be present at this great gathering and a blessed privilege indeed to offer to you the Cup of Life prepared for you by our Beloved Abdul-Baha. So that you may drink of these Life-giving Words and then go forth—offering it to all the religiousists of the world.

I bring you the greeting and love of Abdul-Baha and his hope and prayers for your spiritual advancement and illumination. During the last four years the Beloved has often spoken of your faithfulness and sincerity in the Cause, and of your yearning to serve and teach and help to further the cause of the oneness of the world of humanity.

There are many meetings held in this world. Each having a certain object in view, that object may be commercial, educational or economic, but I am sure that the object of this great Convention is to draw the hearts nearer together, to spread the knowledge of Truth, to uphold the ideals of God, to proclaim the Revelation of Baha'u'llah and to express our devotion and adherence to the Center of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha, and carry out his instructions regarding the building of the Mashrekol-Azkar—the Temple, under the dome of which people of all nations and religions may worship God.

I come to you from the East, the land from the horizon of which all the Suns of Reality have arisen in the past. The land which has been the birthplace of His Holiness Abraham, Moses, Jesus Christ and Mohammed and—in this Day—the Bab, Baha'u'llah and Abdul-Baha.

I bring to you not worldly gifts which perish after a few years, but the jewels of the Kingdom of Baha'u'llah—the universal instructions.

The great events of the last four years have changed the minds of men, producing a mental and spiritual revolution which cannot be healed without the power of the Holy Spirit.

Most every one feels that we are today standing on the threshold of an age of material, intellectual and spiritual regeneration. All the hidden forces of humanity are being stirred; political, social and economic principles of the last two generations are more or less set at naught and the wise men of every nation are thinking to reconstruct the body politic from top to bottom. There is not a man or woman in the remotest corners of Asia and Africa who has not felt the thrill of the coming change, and the spirit of transformation sweeping all over the world, has brought about tremendous unrest and upheaval. This great war and its perfect machinery for the destruction of men and property have appalled the ideal conscience of mankind and have made them realize more than anything else that war is death, while peace is life; war is hate, peace is love; war is darkness, peace is light; war is destructive, peace is constructive. All the beneficent forces of society have sprung up through the interplay of the forces of love, peace and association, and thus the vision of a better state of being has taken hold.
of the minds of men all over the world, without exception. They long and pray for a more national religion, they work for a higher standard of truth, they pray for a nobler state of existence, they aspire toward a loftier plane of consciousness, and they dream of the perfections of humanity. They aim to eliminate the poverty of body and soul, and through the laws of a social religion recover the lost vision of beauty and love...

It is this divine optimism, this dream of the perfectibility of mankind, that characterizes more than anything the Bahai Movement. It is the dynamic spirit of the age, the up-rushing breeze of the Garden of Truth, the ideal picture of the oneness of humanity, that inspires our hearts and swells our breasts with bright hopes and eager expectations to behold the countenance of brotherhood, to unfurl the banner of international solidarity and to co-operate for the realization and perfection of a League of Nations based upon justice and righteousness. Our great spiritual leader, Abdul-Baha, has been teaching and upholding these universal principles all through his life and has shown in his daily life and deeds that it is possible for men to live with their neighbors peacefully and without quarreling, and it is also possible to manifest the divine life in our material world, suffering it to become the prototype of the heavenly realm. I believe that from every standpoint Abdul-Baha is portraying to us the ideal perfections of God and humanity, but he was also drawing a wonderful Plan, a great Law, a Bill of Rights for the spiritual guidance and regeneration of the world.

When the thunder-cloud of war broke over our heads in Palestine and the wheels of social and religious activities became clogged, Abdul-Baha divided his time between Haifa, Acca, Bahjee, Tiberias and Adasyah. Often for months he would stop in an adjoining building in the sacred Tomb of Baha’u’llah.

It was during the months of March and April of 1916 that I had the greatest joy of my life—to live with Abdul-Baha in Bahjée. I may claim without grave apprehension of contradiction that in the future those two months will be considered as the most significant, the most fruitful months in the Bahai history, and this, our Convention, as the most constructive Convention ever held in America.

The life of Abdul-Baha in Bahjée during those two months was not only prayerful and calm as the surface of a pure river but active and earnest, full of life and beauty; the highest ideals of the Kingdom, like jewels, were falling from his lips; the garden of his heart was adorned, as it is always adorned, with the imperishable roses of Truth and the Elysian field of his mind was begemmed with violets of spiritual emotions and hyacinths of divine wisdom.

On Monday morning, March 26, 1916, he was sitting peacefully in his room in Bahjée, now and then looking out of the window over the olive grove, beyond the sea and far it seemed into the infinitude. Suddenly he turned his wonderful, penetrating eyes upon me and asked me to chant one of the prayers of Baha’u’llah. As I continued my chant I felt a strange consciousness coming over me—a realization of my unworthiness in being permitted to live so long and so near the divine presence of Abdul-Baha. When I finished the
prayer he looked at me with charming sweetness, that soft, dancing light in his eyes and said: "Thou must be infinitely grateful to Baha’u’llah that He has chosen thee to be with me for so long a time. Surely it must be for a great purpose that is not apparent at the present time. It will become clear in the future. Now bring pen, paper and ink and I will dictate a Tablet for America."

[Here followed the reading of the Tablet received in America before the doors of communication closed. It was published in the STAR OF THE WEST, Vol. 7 No. 10 and Vol. 9 No. 14.]

Nearly ten months passed. Meanwhile this Tablet had been forwarded to America and its circulation among the friends of that section had created a great deal of active interest in the promotion of the Cause. But during the month following, the talks of Abdul-Baha on various occasions pointed to the fact that that Tablet was not final and that when the proper time came he would reveal another and more wonderful Tablet for the guidance of the friends.

This lordly promise was fulfilled on Friday morning, February 2nd, 1917. While he was walking in a small room in his house at Haifa he dictated the following spiritual firman for the believers of the Northeastern States, ending with a supplication to be read by the teachers going into the field of activity spreading the light:

TABLET


He Is God!

O ye real friends!

All the regions in the estimation of the True One are one region and all the cities and villages are ideally equal and similar to each other. Neither holds distinction over another. All of them are the fields of God and the habitation of the souls of men. But through faith and assurance and the precedence of one part over another the dweller imparts holiness and sanctification to the dwelling and some of the countries becoming exceptional, attain to the most great distinction.

For example, notwithstanding that some of the countries of Europe and America are distinguished for the purity of the air, the wholesomeness of water, and the charm of mountains, plains and prairies and are preferred above all the rest, yet Palestine became an honor to all other regions of the world because all the holy divine Manifestations, from the time of His Holiness Abraham to the time of the appearance of the Seal of the Prophets, have been either living in this region or emigrated to or travelled through here.

Likewise Yathroh and Batna attained to the most great bounty and the light of the Prophets have shown from that horizon. For this reason Palestine and Hedjaz are distinguished above all other regions.
Likewise as the Continent of America in the estimation of the True One is the field of the effulgence of lights, the Kingdom of the Manifestation of Mysteries, the home of the righteous ones and the gathering place of the free; therefore every section thereof is blessed; but because these nine states have been favored in faith and assurance, hence through this precedence they have obtained spiritual privilege. They must realize the value of this bounty; because they have obtained such a favor and in order to render thanksgiving for this most great bestowal, they must arise in the diffusion of divine fragrances, so that the blessed verse of the Koran:

"God is the light of heaven and earth; the similitude of His light is a niche in a wall, wherein a lamp is placed, and the lamp enclosed in a case of glass; the glass appears as if it were a shining star. It is lighted with the oil of a blessed tree, an olive neither of the East, nor of the West; it wanteth little but that the oil thereof would give light, although no fire touched it. This is the light added unto light. God will direct unto His light whom He pleaseth."

—may be realized.

He says: "The world of nature is the world of darkness, because it is the origin of a thousand depravities, nay rather, it is darkness upon darkness."
The illumination of the world of nature is dependent upon the splendor of the Sun of Reality. The grace of guidance is like unto the candle which is enkindled in the glass of knowledge and wisdom and that glass of knowledge and wisdom is the mirror of the heart of humanity. The oil of that luminous lamp is from the fruits of the Blessed Tree and that oil is so refined that it will burn without light. When the intensity of the light and the translucency of the glass and the purity of the mirror are brought together, it will become light upon light.

In brief, in these nine blessed states Abdul-Baha journeyed and traveled from place to place, explained the wisdom of the heavenly book and diffused the fragrances. In most of these states he founded the divine edifice and opened the door of teaching. In those states he sowed pure seeds and planted blessed trees.

Now the believers of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful must irrigate those fields and with the utmost power engage themselves in the cultivation of these heavenly plantations so that the seeds may grow and develop, prosperity and blessing be realized and many rich and great harvests be gathered in.

The Kingdom of God is like unto a farmer who comes into possession of a piece of pure and virgin soil. Heavenly seeds are scattered therein, the clouds of divine Providence pour down and the rays of the Sun of Reality shine forth.

Now all these bounties exist and appear in full in these nine states. The divine Gardener passed by that holy ground and scattered pure seeds from the lordly teachings in that field, the rain of the bounties of God poured down and
The heat of the Sun of Reality, that is,—the Merciful confirmations—shone with the utmost splendor. It is my hope that each one of those blessed souls may become a peerless and unique irrigator and the East and the West of America may become like unto a delectable paradise—so that all of you may hear from the Supreme Concourse the cry of “Blessed are ye, and again blessed are ye!”

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

The following supplication is to be read by the teachers and friends daily:

COMMUNE.

O Thou kind Lord! Praise be unto Thee that Thou hast shown unto us the highway of guidance, opened the doors of the Kingdom and manifested Thyself through the Sun of Reality. To the blind Thou hast given sight; to the deaf Thou hast granted hearing; Thou hast resuscitated the dead; Thou hast shown the way to those who have gone astray; Thou hast led those with parched lips to the Fountain of Guidance; Thou hast suffered the thirsty fish to reach the Ocean of Reality and Thou hast invited the wandering birds to the rose-garden of Grace.

O Thou Almighty! We people are Thy servants and Thy poor ones! We are remote, we yearn for Thy presence; we are thirsty for the water of Thy fountain; we are ill, longing for Thy medicine. We are walking in Thy path and have no aim or hope save the diffusion of Thy fragrances—so that the souls may raise the cry of: “O God! Guide us to the straight path!” May they open their eyes by beholding the lights and become freed from the darkness of ignorance! May they walk around the Lamp of Guidance! May the portionless receive a share! And may the deprived ones become the confidants of the mysteries!

O Almighty! Look upon us with the glance of mercifulness! Grant us heavenly confirmation! Bestow upon us the breaths of the Holy Spirit! So that we may become assisted in service and like unto brilliant stars we may shine in these regions with the light of guidance! Verily, Thou art the Powerful, the Mighty and Thou art the Wise and the Seeing!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA Abbas.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Washington, D. C., March 23, 1919.)

The next morning when I took the transcription of it to him for correction, he took it in his hands, read it slowly and added a few words here and there. Then raising his head, said: “Come and take this, Mirza Ahmad. Let me see what you can do. Let me see what the friends of God in these states will do. Will they arise with a superhuman energy and spread the lights of the Sun of Reality in all those great cities, towns, villages and hamlets? I have pointed out to them the highway of service. Will they walk in it? I have drawn for them the Plan of God, will they, like experienced generals, lead the attack from all sides? Come! Take it and let us see the results. And what
are you going to do? Are you going
to take a hand in this divine campaign?
Now you are witnessing its birth. The
time will soon come when you will have
to work for its realization with all the
power and energy that God has given thee.”

These words were uttered over two
years ago and on that day little did I
realize that I would be here, standing
before you and talking; taking an hum­
ble part in the inauguration of this
great campaign of our Supreme Gen­
eral.

On another occasion he said:

“The believers must arise in perfect
unity in teaching the Cause of God and
grasping each other’s hands be engaged
in the diffusion of the fragrances of
God, and know of a certainty that the
confirmations of His Holiness Baha’o’­
llah shall descend upon them.

“I hope that the Northeastern States,
especially New York, may attain to the
utmost state of perfection in the Cause
of God, and in the matter of teaching
and the promotion of the Word of God
they may precede the friends of other
parts. New York is the first and great­
est city of the western hemisphere and
the numberless passengers who come to
America, come or pass through this
city. Therefore, its important position
is quite secure and must be taken into
consideration. The friends of this city
must be in the utmost love and amity,
so that their unity may serve as an ex­
ample to the other states.

“When thou art standing in their
midst, tell them:

“The bounties of the Kingdom of
God are great. The glances and favors
of the Blessed Perfection are with you;
the invisible cohorts are your support.
Now step forward in this field of teach­
ing. Then shall you see the greatness
of results. Do not turn your faces
away because of any difficulties and op­
positions. The greater the difficulties
the greater must be your firmness and
steadfastness. Then you shall observe
that the fame of the Cause will be more
widely spread and the confirmations of
the Kingdom of Abha appearing with
greater effulgence. Hence, you must,
first of all, arise in teaching the Cause
and calling the people to the manifesta­
tion of the Kingdom, so that God’s as­
stance may encircle you from all sides.
Should you not render this service and
should you not win this goal in the field
of action, others coming after you will
accomplish this work. Yet it is my
hope that in this age you may become
assisted in rendering these great serv­
ices.”

It is hoped that the delegates and
friends from these parts will realize
their great responsibility, for they have
a great task before them. It is not the
work of one or two or ten or twenty
years but for a long stretch of years.
It is indeed a divine responsibility to
be called upon to reach a population of
more than twenty-one millions or nearly
one-fourth of the inhabitants of the
United States. Think of New York and
its five millions, Philadelphia one mil­
lion and a half, Boston with its seven­
hundred thousand, adding to this the
thirty inhabitants of hundreds of New
England towns, Pittsburgh with its
half-million, Rochester two hundred and
fifty thousand—thus I may go on enum­
erating all the important centers of in­
dustries in these nine states. How are
you going to teach these millions of
people about the principles of the one­
ness of humanity, the brotherhood of
the races, and the love of God as re­
vealed in the writings of Baha’o’llah
and Abdul-Baha!”
Recent Tablet to the Bahais of Egypt

Translation of the blessed Tablet revealed by Abdul-Baha and sent by him for publication in the Star of the West.

Haifa, Palestine, March 17, 1919.

To the Star of the West:

Dear Sir:—I herewith enclose a copy of a Tablet recently revealed for the friends and maid-servants of the Merciful in the country of Egypt, which the Beloved wishes you to publish in the columns of your well-known Star of the West.

Shoghi Rabbani.

To the friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful in the country of Egypt—Upon them be El-Baha-el-Abha!

He is God!

O ye who are sincere! O ye who are attracted! O ye who are of the new creation!

God, the Praised and the Exalted, hath said: "Are these the same as the old creatures? Nay rather, they are clothed in garments of a new creation!" Then know ye that in the estimation of God, the example of the creatures is like unto a pure, blessed tree of a wonderful trunk and strong seeds. He causes it to grow gracefully, then its roots become firm, its twigs spring forth, its leaves become verdant, its flowers bloom and its fruits appear. Then its shade expands over all the regions, until it reaches its ultimate evolution and growth, attains to its development and height, its significances become perfect and its branches extend over the East and the West of the earth. Then its creation is completed, its evolution is accomplished, its hopes become evident, it obtains its desire, it attains to its utmost perfection and its beauty becomes manifest. Then its withering begins, its leaves turn yellow, its flowers become scattered, its fruits fall down and its earthly elements return to the layers of its soil. No fruits remain upon it, no leaves, no attractiveness, no beauty, no sweetness and no freshness, until it becomes like unto an old hollow palm tree.

Then a new tree grows from its seeds, green, verdant and freshened by the divine outpouring, the merciful breeze, the heat from the Sun of Reality, the heavy rain from the clouds of the abundant mercy and the blowing wind from the wafting place of Providence. "Whatever verse we abolish or forget we replace by a better one." This is the example of the new creation, the miraculous cycle and the second resurrection, which is in conformity with the first creation.

Then thank ye God, the Praised and the Exalted, for the light of guidance, this complete bounty and this great bestowal. "He chooseth for His mercy whomsoever He wisheth." Then it is incumbent upon ye to cry out with most wonderful melodies:

Praise be to the One who created this marvelous dispensation!
Praise be to the One who made this new creation wonderful!
Praise be to the One who ordained this great outpouring!
Praise be to the One who shone forth with this evident light!
Praise be to the One who renewed this wonderful springtime!
Praise be to the One who perfumed the nostrils of the people of oneness with the merciful fragrance which is diffused in all the countries! "And thou didst see that the land which was barren and lifeless when we caused the water to descend upon it, moved and grew and brought forth a beautiful pair of all things."

Praise be to the One through the outpouring of Whose clouds these countries became verdant!

Praise be to the One through the heavy rain of Whose compassion these rose gardens became beautified!

Praise be to the One who has chosen the sincere ones to spread His teachings in the countries!

Praise be to the One who selected for His mercy pure souls; through the fragrance of Whose love and perfumed breaths the hearts of the pious throb!

Praise be to the One who made the stars of guidance to smite the wicked!

Praise be to the One who guided the chosen community to the upright way and straight path!
Praise be to the One who made them the signs of glad tidings among the people!
Praise be to the One who confirmed them by the banners of the great signs!
Praise be to the One who re-inforced them by the mighty forces!
Praise be to the One who assisted them with the hosts from the Supreme Concourse!
Praise be to the One who built for them lofty palaces commanding the zeniths of heaven from which the lights sparkle throughout the centuries and the ages!

Then, O ye who are attracted by the fragrances of God, thank ye God for this complete bounty, infinite mercy, encircling outpouring and perfect attainment! I pray God to strengthen your loins, give power to your backs, clarify your secrets and purify your consciences in all times and moments.

Upon ye be greetings and praise!

(Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, May, 1919, Chicago, Ill.)
Tablets of Abdul-Baha recently revealed

SANTA BARBARA ASSEMBLY

To the friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful, Santa Barbara, California.—Upon them be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He is God!

O ye sons and daughters of the Kingdom!

Praise ye God for having entered into this Great Cause which is the illumination of the universe and the promulgator of the Oneness of the world of humanity. Ye have been freed from every prejudice and are exercising the utmost love and kindness to all religions. Ye love all men and seek service to the world of humanity.

Santa Barbara was an ordinary girl, but as she sacrificed her life and her soul for Christ, consider ye how resplendently, like unto a star, she shines from the horizon of the world.

Even until the present day her light is still resplendent.

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 26, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

CLEVELAND ASSEMBLY

To the friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful, Cleveland, Ohio.—Upon them be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He is God!

O ye sons and daughters of the Kingdom!

Your letter was received. From its contents it was known that, praise be to God, your hearts are in the utmost purity and your souls are gladdened by the glad-tidings of God. The mass of the people are occupied with self and worldly desire, are immersed in the ocean of the nether world and are captives of the world of nature, save those souls who have been freed from the chains and fetters of the material world and like unto swift-flying birds are soaring in this unbounded realm. They are awake and vigilant, they shun the obscurity of the world of nature, their highest wish centers around the eradication of the struggle for existence, the shining forth of the spirituality and the love of the realm on high, the exercise of utmost kindness among men, the realization of an intimate and close connection among religions and the practice of the ideal of self-sacrifice. Then will the world of humanity be transformed into the Kingdom of God.

In fine, O ye friends, exert ye an effort. Every expenditure is in need of an income. This day, in the world of humanity, men are all the time expending, for war is nothing but the consummation of men and of wealth. At least engage ye in a deed of profit to the world of humanity that ye may partially compensate that loss. Perchance, through the divine confirmations, ye may be assisted in promulgating amity and concord among men, in substituting love for enmity, in causing universal peace to result from universal
war and in converting the loss and rancor into profit and love. This wish is
realized through the power of the Kingdom.

Convey my greeting to the grieving family of him who has ascended to the
Kingdom of God, Mr. Dick Potter, and tell them not to be disconsolate, not to
wail and not to cry, for that heavenly bird has flown to the Infinite Realm and
has stepped out from the dust-heap of the world to the rose-garden of immor-
tality! Happy is he and blessed is his abode!

Upon ye be Baha‘ollah El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 18, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha,
Haifa, Palestine.)

AKRON ASSEMBLY

The friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful, Akron, Ohio.

—Upon them be Baha‘ollah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O ye sons and daughters of the Kingdom!

Your letter was received. From its contents the truth of the saying of His
Holiness Christ was realized when He says: “From all parts and regions they
flock and enter into the Kingdom, while the sons of the Kingdom depart from it.”
Now ye who belong to the distant and outlying regions of the world,—almost
half the globe standing between us,—yet notwithstanding this remoteness, have
been awakened by the Call of the Kingdom, have been made aware and, thanks
be to God, ye have become attracted to the splendors of the Sun of Truth.

My hope is that ye may raise high the standard of the oneness of the world
of humanity and that ye may become the cause of union and harmony among
all the races and religions, so that mankind may unite, may fling away the garb
of indifference and engage in affection, that the fire of religious, racial, political
and patriotic prejudices may be quenched and the burning flame of the enkindled
fire in the Mount of Sinai may illuminate the world.

The blessed pictures of those illumined souls have been noted. Praise be
to God, the light of God’s love shines brilliantly in your faces.

Upon ye be Baha‘ollah El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 28, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha,
Haifa, Palestine.)

URBANA ASSEMBLY

To the friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful, Urbana, Illinois.—

Upon them be Baha‘ollah El-Abha!

He is God!

O ye friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful!

Your detailed letter was a full exposition of firmness and steadfastness.
Although throughout these days of abundant trials the maintenance of persever-
ance and firmness was difficult yet the friends of God and the maid-servants of
the Merciful, praise be to God, have remained like unto an immovable rock, firm
and steadfast. Nay, rather, they have added to their stability. It is customary and as a rule in times of trial the feeble souls waver and turn away and the firm souls who are endowed with the power of the Spirit double in energy and strength. Adulterated copper turns totally black when thrown into the fire of test while pure gold increases in lustre and brilliancy.

His honor, Mr. Yail, is indeed an ignited candle and likewise his respected wife. They have no thought and no concern save the good of mankind and entertain no wish save the guidance of men. Day and night they strive with heart and soul, they labor arduously and endeavor heartily that this mortal world may reflect the splendor of the sanctified Realm and these disturbed souls may become the embodiment of faith and assurance.

As to the meeting with the friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful it is undoubtedly possible. Praise be to God, the way will be leveled and the doors will be opened and traffic and travel will become easy. But they must take into consideration the comfort of the journey so that no hardships may be endured on the way.

Concerning my travel to America, it is conditioned upon the harmony and the unity of the friends of God. They must be so united as to have the effect of one soul so that like unto a magnet which draws to itself the iron they may attract me to America.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 28, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

ALBERT VAIL

To his honor Mr. Albert Vail, Chicago, Illinois.—Upon him be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He is God!

O thou revered personage!

Your second letter dated December 19, 1918, has been received. It was the cause of much joy and happiness because it indicated that thou art firm and steadfast in the Covenant and Testament and that thou hast a longing to herald the Kingdom. Today heralding the Kingdom is the magnetic force of the world of humanity because there is great readiness in the souls. The Divine teachings are the spirit of this age; nay, rather, the sun of this age. Every soul must endeavor, in order that the veils may be torn away from the eyes; then instantly they see the sun, and the heart and the eyes become illumined thereby.

Now through the assistance and favor of God this power of guidance and merciful bestowal are found in thee. Therefore with the utmost power go forward so that to the mouldering bones thou impartest life, to those born blind givest sight, quickenest souls that are depressed and discouraged and bestowest serenity and freshness. Every lamp will finally be extinguished except the lamp of the Kingdom which day unto day grows brighter. Every call will in the end become weak except the call to the Kingdom of God which day by day grows louder. Every road will in the end become crooked except the road of the Kingdom which day by day becomes straighter. Unquestionably the heavenly melody cannot be measured by the melody of earth and the
artificial lamps cannot be compared to the heavenly Sun. Therefore one must strive for whatsoever is eternal and everlasting in order day by day to become more illumined, day by day to grow stronger and day by day find new life.

If you are thinking of traveling to the west or the south with thy revered wife, it is very acceptable. I am hoping that thou mayest find such a confirmation that thou thyself becomest amazed.

Regarding the book that thou hast written it has been received and we are engaged in perusing it. God willing, thou shalt be confirmed in a second edition.

Convey my utmost love and tenderness to thy revered wife, likewise to...

I supplicate and implore to the Kingdom of God that thy father, mother and brother may, through the light of guidance, enter the Kingdom of God. Upon thee be El-Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAs.

(February 10, 1919, Haifa, Palestine. Translated by Dr. Bagdadi, Chicago, March 27, 1919.)

LOUISE D. BOYLE

To the maid-servant of God, Louise D. Boyle, Miami, Florida.—Upon her be Baha’o’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou daughter of the Kingdom!

Your letter dated December 1918, was received. Thou hast written that in these days, in view of these terrible battles and the extinction of the fire of war, a new capability has sprung in men.

It is evident that not until rain, snow, cold, storm and hurricane come to pass will the capacity for spring be attained. In winter divine Providence prepares for the advent of the life-giving spring.

Similarly this terrible war has awakened people’s minds and has given rise to sentiments of Universal Peace so that the divine teachings may exert an effect upon the peoples of all races.

At a time when I was in Europe and America, I raised high my voice in all temples and gatherings and it was published and circulated in the papers that—"O ye concourse of listeners! An imminent danger lies ahead. The whole of Europe has turned into a huge arsenal which a single spark will set ablaze. The flame of war shall attain supreme height and Europe shall be convulsed and this Balkan strife shall lead to universal war; the foundations of the world of humanity shall quake, cities shall be demolished and villages shall be razed to the ground; fathers shall lose their sons and sons shall lose their fathers; mothers shall wail and children shall cry and lament. O ye listeners! Endeavor perchance, God willing, ye may prevent this fire from spreading and this storm from raging!"

Whatever was explicitly recorded in the epistles and Tablets of Baha’o’llah concerning future events was mentioned, but these exhortations were not accepted until this conflagration was set up.

At present all people have realized that war destroys the foundations of mankind and that men are in need of universal peace and similarly of the rest of the divine teachings.
Strive, therefore, that the light of the oneness of the world of humanity may be made resplendent, that misunderstanding among the religions and races of the world may be eliminated, that the nether world may reflect the realm on high and the Sun of Truth may shine over all regions.

Upon thee be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, February 1, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

“Praise be to God! In New York the divine believers are united and agreed.”

TABLET TO JULIET THOMPSON

To the maid-servant of God, Miss Juliet Thompson—Upon her be greeting and praise!

He is God!

O thou beloved daughter of the Kingdom!

Thy letter was received. It contained the most great glad tidings,—that is, praise be to God, in New York the divine believers are united and agreed. For my heart there is no greater happiness than the unity and concord of the friends. The progress of the world of humanity and the illumination of the hearts and lives of the people are realized through unity and agreement and the promotion of the Word of God. Difference destroys the foundation of the divine edifice, causing coldness amongst the souls and the lethargy of all the active members. I hope that, day by day, this bounty may become more revealed in New York. Truly, I say, if the believers of God become united together with heart and soul, in a short while they will shine forth like unto the sun; they will obtain a joy and happiness the splendor of which will be cast upon all the regions of America.

Thou hast written that Mr. Vail, Mr. Ives and Mr. Horace Holley have loosened eloquent tongues and in the explanation of the divine teachings they deliver fluent speeches. This news also gave the utmost pleasure and delight.

Convey my longing greeting to the reverend minister whose name you mention in the letter and deliver to him this my message:

O thou dear friend! A wise farmer scatters his seeds in rich, productive soil. Those pure seeds are no other than the new, heavenly teachings and the rich soil is the hearts of the chosen ones. Become thou a heavenly farmer. Do not sow the seeds in barren soil. These variant and confusing thoughts have no results and produce no fruit. The time is spent without a crowning glory. Consider that millions of leaders of thought have come to this world and have dedicated their lives to the propagation of different schools of ideas, yet they obtained no result but the Apostles of His Holiness Christ scattered such seeds that up to this date they are gathering many harvests. There is no greater example than this.

Convey longing greeting on my behalf to each and all the friends.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, June 29th, 1916.)
WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA

"Great importance must be given to the development of the STAR OF THE WEST. The circle of its discussion must be widened; in its columns must be published the essential problems pertaining to the Bahai life in all its phases. Its contents must be so universal that even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in all the social and religious movements of the age and is conducive to the progress of the world and its inhabitants. In short, the STAR OF THE WEST must promote the aspirations and the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets, bringing into the light of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost value to the Bahai teachers all over the world."

From Unveiling of the Divine Plan.
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STAR OF THE WEST

“We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the ‘Most Great Peace’ shall come.”—BAHA’U’LLAH.

The Sacred Fire

Address by Chairman HOWARD MACNUTT, of Brooklyn, N. Y., delivered at the opening of Second Session of the Bahai Congress at Hotel McAlpin, New York City, Sunday afternoon, April 27th, 1919.

Stenographically reported.

ALLAH’O’ABHA! “Like unto the cup-bearers of eternity, turn ye round in the assemblages of mankind the overflowing goblets of guidance, and intoxicate them with the wine of the Love of God.” (Words of Abdul-Baha Abbas.)

In the Words of Paradise, the Blessed Perfection, BAHÁ’U’LLAH, has said: “In this day a great banquet is celebrated in the Supreme Concourse, for all that was promised in the divine Books hath appeared. This is the day of the most great rejoicing!”

Every Manifestation of God, who appeared in the world, saw this day in spiritual vision and perspective, announcing what he saw in the symbolical language of prophecy; for mankind could not bear the full proclamation of the reality. That which we are now witnessing and what is yet to come, appeared to his inner sight in complete clearness. After his ascension to the supreme world, his followers and believers crystallized his teachings and ceremonials in a temple of worship which became the expression and reflection of the divine religion in that age and cycle. And now we see by the eye of heavenly illumination that the temple itself was but a symbol and prophetic sign; that the intended expression of divine purpose and goal of divine revelation was the conscious heart of man, the true and ultimate temple of the living God. Therefore what we are witnessing in this day is the consummation of the plan and Covenant of God and the reality of His promised presence in the purified heart of humanity.

Furthermore, the most central symbol within the temple of worship was the altar of sacred fire which was always kept burning. This pentecostal flame, this fire from heaven, this fire of the love of God appeared with each Manifestation of the Word; the holy spiritual flame perpetually burning. When that fire waned and grew dim, the religion of God became obscured and disintegrated; a change came; another Manifestation of God descended into the world from the Supreme Kingdom and with him the heavenly flame was lighted anew in the temple of its incarnation in human hearts.

Today we know and realize in the lovable personality and spiritual perfection of the glorious Servant of God, Abdul-Baha, that this sacred fire has come again into the world to glorify the heart of humanity, to purify, sanctify and illumine the universal heart of the nations. This is the sacred fire of the heavenly Books and teachings, fulfilled and interpreted in its outer, inner and complete meaning. We have clear evidence and definition of that sacred fire today in the words of Abdul-Baha, in the great principles set forth by him.
in this country and throughout the world. We have explanation of it in his teaching that the fire from heaven is the fire of the Holy Spirit; that the Holy Spirit is the divine beneficence and grace, the heavenly bestowal, the bounty of God, the generosity and confirmation of God; and that it descends upon those who are sincere and humble recipients.

Each one of these great Conventions we have held during the last ten years has seemed to me a manifestation of the sacred fire of divine love. A heavenly flame, a heavenly power, the Holy Spirit of God has come down upon us at these Conventions. Each time, each year, more and more we renew this bounty. It comes stronger and lasts longer; the interim is not so great as the years increase. And now spiritually attuned with the Center of the Covenant we are awaiting its descent in the glorious meetings of this 1919 Convention.

The splendid brother who is to speak to you now, is from Washington. He has for his subject the “Power of the Holy Spirit;” how it is to convert and unify the hearts of humanity by its divine breath and fragrance. The blessed Abdul-Baha has zoned our country. Last night we heard his messages to the Northeastern States and today we are standing and waiting to hear his Tablet of command on the work to be done in the South. Our speakers are those who have done loyal and noble service in the Cause of God in the Southern States; who have been filled and animated by the Holy Spirit of God. The first one of these speakers is Louis G. Gregory of Washington, D. C.

The Power of the Holy Spirit

Address by Louis G. Gregory, of Washington, D. C., delivered at the Second Session of the Bahai Congress, Sunday afternoon, April 27th, 1919. Stenographically reported.

The finite cannot grasp the Infinite nor can the creature comprehend the Creator. So we approach this subject, “The Power of the Holy Spirit,” in a spirit of meekness and reverence, with a desire for evanescence in the path of God and to testify only to what He has revealed to us in the day of His appearance. As “one of the journeys in the pathway of love is from the creatures to the creatures,” the testimony of our companions on the ideal pathway confirms our happiness.

Truly we are living in a great and wonderful day, when the bounty of God’s Holy Spirit is felt in all parts of the supreme world and the hearts of all humanity are quickened with this divine power. A new consciousness of life, freedom, happiness and power is reaching all races, classes and conditions of men. As is suggested by our learned brother, testimony of the Holy Spirit has been, from time immemorial, given in all the Holy Books. This divine power has been the reality of all the messengers and prophets, the creative Word by which, as mighty speakers of God, they addressed themselves to the creatures.

The Holy Spirit is compared in some of the sacred writings to the air, because it covers the whole earth. We are told that “the Lord answered Job out of the whirlwind.” The outpouring of the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost is symbolized by “the rushing of a mighty wind.” Bahá’u’lláh says: “I was asleep on my couch, the gales of my Lord, the All-Glorious, passed over me and taught me the knowledge of what was and is.” These are the symbols of an unwearied and irresistible power, the supreme might of God which creates and transforms the face of His universe.
Oftimes the Holy Spirit is symbolized by water, oftimes by fire. The water and the fire are one. The hearts become aflame with the divine fire. They are purified by this fire from the dross of ignorance, superstition and imaginations. Then they can quaff the water of knowledge; then they are initiated into the mysteries of God; then they can look upon all the created beings with a divine eye. Yes, through the divine favor it becomes possible for the creatures to look upon the other created beings with the eye of God. By seeing with the eye of God we mean the universal vision, for the divine gifts and bounties are universal in their adaptability to human needs. The air we breathe cannot be confined to any household. Shall anyone say: "This air shall exist in my house but not in that of others?" Or: "This atmosphere shall be breathed by the people of my country and not by those of other nations?" The air is universal because it is the bounty of God.

In like manner the radiance of the sun is a universal light. We cannot limit the effulgence of that sun. It shines for all the created beings. It lights, cheers and warms the universe. So it is when the Holy Spirit, the Sun of Truth, arises. This healing influence penetrates to the utmost parts of the earth. This bounty flows forth with a mighty power. It conveys, with the greatest illumination, the most marvelous happiness, giving to the creatures the consciousness of the divine. In our humble acceptance of this bounty we draw near to God, the Supreme. It is reflected from the mirror of the hearts.

But in order to know this glorious Reality—which is the life of the world and the healing of the nations—we must know the mystery of God and His appearance in this world of ours. We are told by Abdul-Baha that, "The Holy Spirit is the bounty of God and the luminous rays from His Manifestation." It is a light which is not extinguished; it is a duration that never ends; it is a life that is never swallowed up by death; it is an honor which is not followed by abasement and shame.

Great is the opportunity of the people of earth in this marvelous day in which we are living, to see a new source of that wonderful power of attraction, guidance and supreme happiness. In order to know the mystery of greatness and the secret of might it is necessary to draw near to the divine Messenger at the time of his appearance. Shall we not accept the fulfillment of the prophecies of the Holy Books and realize that the day has come which is the sun of all the days of past centuries and ages? The appearance of God Himself, His light in the world, His Tabernacle among men, this is the life of mankind, the true wealth of nations, the healing of all the people and their drawing together under the tent of the oneness of God and the oneness of all humanity.

When the Bab arose in Persia, creating in that far-off country, by the fire of his word, a moral and spiritual awakening, the power of that word or spirit was illustrated and proved by its attracting energy in the lives of the people whom he trained and educated. When that Word went forth the query was asked, "Am I not your Lord?" Wonderful souls arose who answered this call. Prominent among these was Kurat'ul Ayn, a woman beautiful, clever, accomplished. Yet with all her fair fame and good character, had she continued to live the conventional life, it is most improbable that she would have been known outside of the narrow limits of her environment. But because she heard and heeded that wonderful voice, she was exalted to a supreme station. She shone forth with a marvelous radiance. She traveled through that country with a flaming sword, dividing truth from error. The elevation of her character guided souls to the divine pathway. She had discerned in
the divine call the duty and privilege of serving God. She embraced the opportunity to serve her country, to exalt her fellow creatures, especially to help those in the sphere of women, who in that country were for the most part in a most benighted condition, owing to the prevalence of superstition and the want of elevation and knowledge. And because she heard this voice and at the call of her Lord arose to teach and guide the people, we find that her fame is spreading throughout the world. Although she lived and wrought in the Orient, her traces now appear in the Occident. Whenever the cause of freedom for women is advanced we find traces of this illustrious woman who answered the call of her Lord and sacrificed her life for the freedom of humanity. The power of the great Bab was demonstrated in the training of this soul by the power of the Holy Spirit. But he trained not only one, but many thousands. He was not only the herald of the new day but the divine Messenger, the First Point of Revelation. He upturned the soil and planted the seeds of God. He opened wide the gate for the appearance of God Himself in His greatest Manifestation to all the created beings.

The Bab finished his work and the splendor of Baha'u'llah arose like a brilliant sun enlightening the world. And again the spiritual power was proved upon a more magnificent plane than men have ever known. The spiritual power and the divine teachings of this Manifestation brighten the mind and gladden the heart. Not only do they lend themselves to the peculiar needs of the individual, unfolding the divine plan for each of His children, but they are conducive to the needs of the world of humanity, unfolding those universal principles which enlighten, vivify and regenerate the world.

It is related that in the time of Baha'u'llah there was a boy in Persia who was not noted for his wit or intelligence and yet within him was a soul which responded to the universal call. Thus he became one of the chosen and was entrusted by Baha'u'llah with a difficult and perilous mission. At the appearance of the Manifestation of God it is necessary that the people shall know. It is the divine wisdom that the kings and rulers of the people shall be informed of so marvelous an event. As an instrument for carrying the Tablet of Baha'u'llah to the ruling power of Persia, the mighty Shah, surrounded by his great soldiers and his elegant and dignified court, this simple, humble boy was selected. We know the human limitations of this boy. But what happened to him, the mighty transformation that was wrought when he was entrusted with this wonderful mission, is told by Baha'u'llah in the Tablet of Badi. He was called into the holy presence of Baha'u'llah and such a power was breathed upon him that he would have overcome the Supreme Concourse! Then he was no longer Badi the ignorant. Then he became Badi the wonderful! Badi the mighty! Then he became a new creation, because his heart was illumined by the Spirit of Truth, the Word of God, the Light of Guidance. He felt the vibrations of that mighty love, the presence of God standing within him, "powerful, mighty and supreme!" His mission was executed in a way that will compel admiration as long as men pay a tribute to virtue and fidelity. And again, through this spiritual outpouring scientific discoveries were increased and spiritual sacrifices were multiplied as the earth became more and more illumined by the face of God.

Now again that great power, the supreme Word, the manifest light goes forth to heal the nations and quicken the dead. This time it descends upon the created beings from the Center of the Covenant of God. Baha'u'llah, speaking of Abdul-Baha, the Center of the Covenant of God, says, "He is the east of my Cause, the shining-place of
my identity, the sea of my bounty, the
heaven of my will, the lamp of my guid-
ance, the path of my justice, the standard
of my laws. Whoever hath turned
to him hath turned to me.’ So if we
want now to know that mysterious force
which is the source of life and power,
we must turn with severed hearts to
the Center of the Covenant of God. This
is the dawning-place of righteousness
and peace. This is the mystery of God
which is the mystery of divine love.

Love is the cause of the creation of all
the beings. It is the power of unity in
all the universe of God. Through His
love for His creatures, through His will
to be known, God created man. We can
only realize the divine image and likeness as we draw near to God in loving,
sacrificial service to our fellow beings.
Thus the limitations of man depart, and
his horizon is widened. The distinctions
of race and creed and religion no longer
exist and the oneness of creation reflects the oneness of God. But such a
vision is impossible without the bounty
of the Holy Spirit. Through this ideal
gift man is enabled to look over the
created universe, as Abdul-Baha says,
with “the glorified vision of a seer
and a prophet.”

One way to become receptive to this
heavenly visitation, which no one of
the creatures can of himself merit, is to
carry this message of unity to the people
of the earth. God wills to be known,
and happy are those souls who respond
to the desire of God! The divine Mes-
gage creates human unity, ideal brother-
hood, heavenly harmony and universal
peace. It is also necessary to humble
ourselves before the True One, knowing
well that His ways are not our
ways and His thoughts are not our
thoughts. Whenever a Messenger of God
appeared in past cycles and ages, those
who drew near to him with a desire for
knowledge and in a spirit of loving ser-
vice and humble submission, found their
stations exalted by that Supreme Power
and Manifest Light. It is even so to-
day. The God whose manifest Word
and Holy Spirit create us is not a God
of poverty or of limitations. He is the
Lord of wealth, of affluence, of inex-
haustible power. He does not create
us poor. He creates us rich. He de-
sires that we shall be wealthy through
the divine affluence. He wills us to be
strong through the divine strength; to
be wise through the divine knowledge;
to be illumined through the divine radi-
ance. Shall not our minds and hearts
expand and grow through the great
spiritual bounty which is the life of all
the beings?

There are those who seem to rest
contentedly in the thought that there is
nothing new under the sun. There are
others who in their desire for the ex-
pansion of the soul and the ideal free-
dom, are ever striving for something
new. The savage may look upon the
sun and find satisfaction in the thought
that it is the same that shone upon his
forefathers and ancestors for many gen-
erations. He has the same light and
warmth and wants nothing more. But
how different it is with the scientist, who
regards the same sun! Although he
cannot know the essence of that sun, yet
one by one he discovers more of its quali-
ties and attributes. He invents the
solar spectrum and with its aid discovers
the identity of the elements of the sun
and of this earth, although the propor-
tion and composition of these elements
differ in different worlds. He discovers
the sun spots, those great apertures
through which myriads of worlds might
pass. To the astonished vision of the
scientist is revealed the great coats of
the sun, the great spheres of radiance
and the sources of the light. He per-
ceives the great masses of radium which
are the dawning-places of its radiance
and illumination. As the poet says,
“That which is, is but earnest of the
things which are to be.”

Who knows but that in the future,

(Continued on page 90)
O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.
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Editorial—The Southern States contributes a General Outline
By Joseph H. Hannen

Careful study of the Tablets to America on Teaching, old and new, develops an increasing sense of the responsibility and opportunity of every Bahai. It is indeed the trumpet call to action. A new campaign is being waged against ignorance, lack of spirituality, prejudice and sectarianism. Its divine object is unity through love, and the formation of a republic of religions, in which all men shall be brothers, with God the Father of all, and His will shall “be done on earth as it is in heaven.”

It is our desire and effort to enlist the co-operation of every friend in the Southern territory, bending a united effort toward the accomplishment of the task set before us. The large delegation which attended the New York Convention from Washington and other points in the Southern field, returned filled with enthusiasm and inspiration, and plans are being made to systematically spread the glad-tidings of the Kingdom. As in this work we have had the benefit of the personal co-operation of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, who spent much of his time before and shortly after the Convention in Washington, the plans which he outlined, and which are naturally based on a very thorough comprehension of Abdul-Baha’s wishes, may be of general interest to the friends everywhere.

The objects to be attained are such as to require the best effort of everyone. There is no one connected with the Cause of God who has not a part in this great plan. With a view of facilitating the general work, and co-ordinating the efforts of the friends, an outline has been drawn up by Mirza Sohrab, which the Southern section submits to the friends as its contribution to the general outline, and with a constant supplication for guidance and bounty.

The outline is as follows:
1. A Central Bureau to be organized in Washington for the South.
2. Teachers traveling in the South to send addresses of those to whom they
have spoken, to this Bureau and all details of their work.

3. Teachers to send the names and addresses of all the liberal organizations, clubs and churches who would be willing to have Bahai lecturers.

4. Bahai books to be placed in the libraries of all the important centers and teachers to visit the different libraries and see how many books they have and if we can supply them with more.

5. Provision to be made for the publication of literature and books to be widely circulated in the Southern states.

6. Teachers to send the names of one or two large newspapers in each city that would be willing to publish Bahai articles when sent to them.

7. Monthly reports of the work in the South to be published and circulated in the STAR OF THE WEST and other channels.

8. Monthly articles containing interesting news about the Cause to be sent to important newspapers for publication.

9. Bahai writers in the South to be encouraged to write Bahai stories for magazines and press. These stories to be permeated with the transforming power of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha. In this manner we can reach hundreds and thousands that could not be reached otherwise.

10. The follow-up system be developed so that if a teacher has visited a number of towns for a few months past another teacher may follow him up and refresh those talks with those already interested.

11. All the larger towns to be visited and effort be displayed to interesting one or two in each city to open their homes for weekly meetings and study, thus the work may continue without interruption, for unless we try to establish such small centers all public work will bear no fruit—even the birds have nests—thus when some one makes his home the nest of the birds of paradise, people will know where to go and how to get Bahai teachings.

12. The Central Bureau for the South to keep a card index system of all the friends in this section and send all the vital information regularly to the National Bureau, thus working in unity with that board and receiving inspiration from one another.

13. There should be a school for the training of the youth to be sent out as teachers.

14. A Publicity Bureau to be established.

News and Notes from the Southern Field

Charles Mason Remey and John B. Bassett visited a number of points in the South, prior to the New York Convention, returning to be in attendance there. Subsequently they returned to Washington and spent some time in local work, visiting a number of nearby points where addresses were given to interested groups. They report a wonderful spirit in the South and receptivity which is most encouraging.

Louis G. Gregory and Roy Williams have also been touring the Southern territory and are still in that section. They have visited Richmond, Virginia; Charleston, West Virginia; Huntington, West Virginia, and a number of other points en route. They are sending in lists of those interested, showing splendid results, and are most happy in the work. The following extract from Mr. Gregory’s letter describing an incident of their trip to one of the places visited, exhibits the spirit encountered and shows the opportunities to be found:

"This morning we visited the Ministerial Union here, which, oddly enough in a Southern community, combines all denominations, save Catholic, and both races. We listened with intense interest to their discussion centering around the question of unity, and growing out of a proposition to have unity meetings of the various denominations for the sum-
mer months. The presiding officer, a Congregational minister, had a clear vision and spoke like a Bahai! He spoke of the efforts to prevent overlapping in missionary fields, and thought the same thing should apply at home. He believed that a hundred, even fifty years would witness the end of all denominations. . . . Near the close they gave us a brief audience, which made it possible to read the teachings of Baha'ullah and mention the twelve principles. They showed keen interest, and the effect was almost electrical upon the advanced thinkers among them. They eagerly took the booklets (Big Ben's) that were offered them, and warmly shook our hands. . . .

Next Sunday we are to speak in the church of Dr. H., one who attended the World's Parliament of Religions in 1893. When he agreed to open his pulpit, I asked him if he wanted a 'Methodist sermon.' 'I want your message, whatever it is,' he answered, and said he was very happy that liberal and progressive ideals in religion were being advocated.'

The Washington Assembly has called a meeting to consider plans for the work, and will appoint committees and take other practical steps to get the campaign under way, with great unity of purpose and steadfastness of action.

It is earnestly requested that any of the friends who may be sojourning temporarily in the states covered by the Tablets to the Southeastern states, will communicate with the Washington Assembly, so that they may become a part of the active forces while with us. Also all friends in the states mentioned, who are not members of assemblies, are asked to send their names and addresses to the Secretary of the Washington Assembly, to be registered. Furthermore all those who have friends in the Southern territory who have been or should be interested, are urged to send the names and addresses of such friends, with such additional information as will enable us to serve them to best advantage. Address in all such correspondence, "Secretary, Bahai Assembly, P. O. Box 1319, Washington, D. C."

Joseph H. Hannen.

The Power of the Holy Spirit

(Continued from page 87)

through the evolution of science and religion and when the thoughts of all the world are concentrated upon peaceful and constructive measures, we may communicate with the inhabitants of that glorious sun, may respond to their vibrations of understanding and light and may quicken them to ours, so our hearts and minds are fixed upon noble, exalted and altruistic ideals! Immobility is ever the cause of stagnation and death. Motion is ever the cause of progress and life. Man should ever strive to grow and develop along lines of both material and spiritual evolution. Thus he may discover the mysteries of his own being and come to know himself, which we are told, on the highest authority, is identical with knowing God.

The Kingdom of God has descended, in accordance with the promises of past centuries and ages. The invitation to be citizens of that great and glorious Kingdom is extended to each and all. The light of God which is shining forth from His greatest Manifestation, Baha'ullah, and the Center of His Covenant, Abdul-Baha, is veiled only by its intensity of splendor. There have been numberless appearances of the divine Logos, the "Word made flesh," in past cycles and ages. For these appearances have been the divine wisdom and mercy to the people of the world. These lordly splendors have been the educators of the peoples and nations as they laid the foundations for all past civilizations. The glories of the past, wonderful as
they have been, are veiled to us by the imitations, forms, interpretations and divisions that have crept in after the lapse of ages. But now the supreme joy and the glorious knowledge of the appearance of God is ours. The brief span of our lives upon earth is contemporaneous with the most marvelous event that has ever happened in all the ages. This event has been the dream and promise of wise men, prophets and seers, in past centuries and ages. How glorious to be living in the day of its fulfillment, when the whole earth is illumined by the face of its Lord! By obedience to the divine commands we become conscious of the divine power. It is the privilege of all who hear this Message to become instruments in the hands of God of quickening flesh with the spiritual power and of receiving the peace, harmony and security of the world of existence.

"To souls of fire He gives more fire and to those who are manful, a might that is more than man's!"

Words of Baha’u’llah

Recited by Mrs. Agnes S. Parsons, of Washington, D.C., at the Second Session of the Bahai Congress, Sunday afternoon, April 27th, 1919. Stenographically reported.

It has been our aim to uplift men through exalted words unto the Supreme Horizon and to prepare them to hearken unto that which conduces to the sanctifying and purifying of the peoples of the world from the strife and discord resulting from differences in religions or sects."

"O friends! In this day the door of heaven is opened by the key of the Godly name, the ocean of generosity is manifested and is rolling before your faces and the Sun of Providence is shining and gleaming. Do not be exclusive nor destroy your most precious time through the speech of this or that person. Gird up the loins of endeavor and do your best in training the people of the world. Do not imagine that the Cause of God is a cause of opposition, hatred and wrath."

"The Son of Greatness hath said that which is revealed from the heaven of Will in this Supreme Manifestation is to unite the people in love and friendship toward all. The people of Baha who have drunk the pure wine of reality must associate with all the world with a perfect spirit of joy and fragrance and remind them of that which is for the benefit of all. This is the commandment of the wronged one to his saints and sincere ones."

"O people of the earth! Make not the religion of God a cause of variance among you. Verily of a truth, it was revealed for the unitifying of the whole world."
"Blessed is he who loves the world simply for the sake of the face of his generous Lord. With perfect compassion and mercy have we guided and directed the people of the world to that whereby their souls shall be profited."

"I declare by the Sun of Truth, which has shone forth from the highest horizon of the world, that the people of Baha had not and have not any aim save the prosperity and reformation of the world and the purifying of the nations."

Religion must be the Cause of Amity and Friendship

Address by Joseph H. Hannen, of Washington, D. C., delivered at the Second Session of the Bahai Congress, Sunday Afternoon, April 27th, 1919. Stenographically reported.

IN the great principles laid down by Baha’u’llah for the government of the world in the new age that is to come, the third is that religion must be the cause of friendship and amity.

First let me quote to you from some of the sayings of Abdul-Baha upon this subject: "The basis of the teaching of Baha’u’llah is the unity of mankind and his greatest desire was that love and good will should live in the hearts of men. As he exhorted the people to do away with strife and discord, so I wish to explain to you the principal reason of the unrest among nations. The chief cause is the misrepresentation of religion by the leaders and teachers of religion. They teach their followers to believe that their own form of religion is the only one pleasing to God, and that followers of any other persuasion are condemned by the all-loving Father and deprived of His mercy and grace; hence arise among the peoples disapproval, contempt, disputes and hatred. If these religious prejudices could be swept away the nations would soon enjoy peace and concord.

"If only the whole world would acknowledge the greatness of all the heaven-sent teachers, strife and discord would soon vanish from the face of the earth and God’s Kingdom would come among men. If men could only learn the lesson of mutual tolerance, understanding and brotherly love, the unity of the world would soon be an established fact." (From Paris Talks.)

The Center of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha, has explained to us the principal reason of the unrest so apparent among the various religious groups of mankind: The followers of each religious Teacher, Manifestation, Prophet—call him what you will—regard themselves as the chosen people of God, and all others as merely tolerated beings.

Now, in promulgating his great principles for the government of the world in the new age, Baha’u’llah has declared in the third, that religion must be the cause of amity and friendship. All religion, like all love, is universal in its inception. The child that loves its home, tenderly and unselfishly, is potently the man who expresses much love. The little girl who mothers her doll will make, we know, the best mother; and the mother is the heart of the nation; of the world. But man is not content to continue upon the unselfish basis which marked all beginnings of real religion. He would circumscribe the divine revelation of love—regarding himself and those of his persuasion as the children of God, and all others as being outside the love and care of an all-loving Father! What a misapprehension! And yet as an unselfish community, filled with the spirit of cooperation and brotherhood, is developed by binding together many families rich in family love, so God, today, having trained His people in the principles of spirituality, is bringing them together.
on a basis of amity and concord. All
the past is but a preparation for this
day, which is truly one of coming to­gether, of unity—the promised day of
all the ages, of all the cycles, of all dis­pensations. This is the day of which
Jesus, the Christ, spoke, when He said:
"Other sheep I have which are not of
this fold. Them also I must bring, and
there shall be one fold and one
shepherd."

Let us think of the people of the
world from a spiritual standpoint; they
are as several flocks, each under a dif­ferent shepherd. They are each gathered
into different pastures, separated by
calls—wails made not by God, but by
man. Gradually the existence of these
calls breeds the selfish thought in the
heart of each flock. Each believes its
pasture the only pasture; its shepherd
the only shepherd. At last, when sel­fishness through separation has reached
its climax the mighty blast of the same
all-powerful Spirit at whose command
a trumpet blast destroyed the walls
of Jericho, levels all walls of separa­tion, and lo!—the One Great Shep­herd appears, and the sheep, passing
over lines where walls once stood, realize
His presence, and know themselves every
one as the sheep of God, knowing the
Voice of One Shepherd!

Fancy the possibilities of unity, the
possibilities of friendship, whereas be­fore there existed suspicion and enmity.
This is the message of the divine Shep­herd who has appeared today. He has
spoken—aye, He is speaking; and in
the, hearts of those capable of under­standing the voice they have heard, the
basis of a great unity has been prac­tically established. This is no idle
dream, millions with understanding
hearts have already heard the voice of
Him who has joined them together in
a bond which shall last forever! For
those of us who have had the privilege
of seeing people of many races, many
languages and different religions, meet
as brothers, loving each other— recogniz­ing points of contact and forgetting dif­ferences—in the home of Abdul-Baha,
there can be no question. We are in­ deed living in the great day of unity—
the great promised day of God.

Studying over this question, it seems
to me that one of the great causes of
dissension among religions is the loss
of the dynamic element which rouses to
action and lifts men from the lowest
depths to the greatest heights. In the
eyearly days of Christianity, for example,
men were filled with the divine enthusi­asm that spurred them to marvelous ac­tion. Today we hear in the pulpets
fervent prayers that God will raise His
people to greater heights. Aye, therein
lies the weak point, that God shall raise
them. For as long as religion is passive
and people depend upon something out­side of themselves to elevate them, just
so long will there be the selfish desire
to be in the highest place; just so long
will there be the personal creed, the
thought that my way is the most direct
way, the only way, and that those who
do not follow after my way are lost.
But the religion that is dynamic, the
religion that is active, is that of which
our Lord Christ spoke when he said,
"He who drinketh of the water that I
shall give him, shall never thirst, but out
of him shall proceed streams of living
water," and so today the call is a call
to action, the call is that through the
power of the Holy Spirit as exemplified
and given to us by the Center of the
Covenant we are to raise ourselves to
the sublime, divine heights. The way
we do this is by raising others. As we
raise others to these higher thoughts,
these higher ideals, we shall indeed
raise ourselves and in this active concep­tion of religion there can be no selfish­ness, there can be no enmity, there can
be no prejudice, for we are all striving,
perhaps through different paths, toward
the same goal, and animated by the
great unselfish conceptions which have
been given to us today in the precepts of
Baha'o'llah, and the teachings and
example of Abdul-Baha, we shall find our greatest happiness in giving, giving, giving to others.

This is the day of the divine harmony. Goethe compared the world's great religions to the strings of a harp, each of which gives forth a peculiar note of its own, while the harmonious blending of all produces a symphony of music. Each of the seven great religions has its dominant note, its distinctive feature, a doctrine which differentiates it from all the rest. The several melodies constitute, when blended, a symphony of universal religion. The dominant note of Hinduism is the divine presence; the permeating note of Buddhism, renunciation; of Parseeism, purity; of Confucianism, reverence for the past; of Judaism, righteousness; of Christianity, love, and of Mohammedanism, submission.

Have you ever stopped to realize that seven major notes with variations and the demi-semi-tones and combinations make up all of the harmony of the world? And so we have here outlined before us seven dominant notes representing the seven great religious systems of the world. The creeds and the sects are many, and yet they are but variations of these seven primal notes. These notes, these great divine strings are sadly out of tune. There comes One then, the Author and Creator of all, and by the wonderful power of His Word attunes anew these strings, these seven great notes, and lo, when played upon by the master hand we have again sweeping from East to West, from continent to continent, from ocean to ocean, aye from world to world in this vast universe of ours, the divine harmony, the harmony of the new day. There is no spot so remote but what that divine harmony may be heard by those whose ears are attuned to the Infinite; and so today it is our privilege to stand, to listen, and to make ourselves as reeds through which the divine breath may blow, as strings upon which the divine hand may play, and thus the world shall become one great symphony of love, of peace, of unity, of all the blessings of God's new day, the day of harmony, the day of unity through love.

Allah 'o'Abha!

(See page 99 for "Unveiling of the Divine Plan for the Southern States."

"Concerning the matter of receiving Orientals"

RECENT TABLET TO JOSEPH H. HANNEN

To his honor, Mr. Hannen, Washington, D. C.—Upon him be Baha 'o'LLAH El-Abha!

He is God!

O thou who art firm in the Covenant!

Your detailed letter dated March 10th, 1919, was perused. It imparted great joy and happiness that, praise be to God, the friends in Washington are in the utmost joy and fragrance and are acting and conducting themselves in accordance with the Covenant and the Testament. They are kind to one another and are ready to sacrifice themselves for the promulgation of heavenly teachings.

Assuredly, invisible confirmation shall come to their aid and assistance and manifest light shall illumine their sight.

Concerning the matter of receiving Orientals regarding which you had inquired, affiliate and associate and exercise the utmost kindness to the Hindus, Chinese and Japanese Orientals for they have no bad intentions and are not ill-natured; but assuredly do not receive and associate with any Persian or Arab who may come to those regions without having an autographic letter of recommendation from me and bearing my signature. He may perhaps go to those
regions in order to intrigue, to sow the seeds of sedition and to create difference and enmity. The blessed souls, however, will undoubtedly carry with them a letter of recommendation from me.

I pray God that thy respected wife and the children may, under the shadow of the Covenant, be confirmed in the realization of their highest wish.

His honor Mirza Ahmad Sobrab has undoubtedly reached that country by this time and is associating with you in the utmost love. Convey to him, on my behalf, greeting and kindness.

Concerning thy mother, Mineola, Misses Fanny and Alma Knobloch, I supplicate for them the assistance and the favor of God. Convey to them on my behalf the utmost kindness.

Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!  
Signed Abdul-Baha Abbas.

("The Covenant of God shall remain stable and secure")

RECENT TABLET TO ROY C. WILHELM

To his honor Mr. Roy Wilhelm, New York City.—Upon him be Baha'o'llah El-Abha!  
He is God!

O thou who art firm in the Covenant.

Your numerous letters have been received and their contents noted. In every age and cycle, in the time of Moses, of His Holiness Christ and of His Holiness Mohammed as well as after these sacred Manifestations, some people of evil intention have been found and have sown the seeds of discord and of sedition. Even after Christ, Arius, the well-known patriarch, was the cause of a widespread schism in the Cause of God and intense agitation among the believers. His followers numbered even three million, and he as well as his successors exerted the utmost effort in order to produce a great split and a widespread commotion in the religion of God. But eventually the power of Christ exterminated and utterly destroyed them all to the extent that no trace (of them) has been left. These people are like the froth that gathers on the surface of the sea; a wave surges from the ocean of the Covenant and through the power of the Abha Kingdom will cast these foams ashore. In the Koran it is mentioned: "As to the foam, it is quickly gone; and as to what is useful to man, it remaineth on the earth." These corrupt thoughts that emanate from personal and evil intentions will all vanish, whereas the Covenant of God shall remain stable and secure.

The design that Mr. Bourgeois has prepared and has indeed striven hard therein has been received. Blessedness awaiteth him and a goodly home.

Convey, on my behalf the utmost love and kindness to thy respected parents. As it has been previously wired, communicate directly with Haifa.

Convey to Miss Lloyd my greeting and my kindness. I have the utmost longing for Mr. Bourgeois. In reality, this respected personage is worthy of praise.

You had written concerning the Wednesday evening gathering which was in the utmost spirituality. From this distant region I felt the fragrance of that meeting. Attach great importance to the Japanese people. Mrs. Magee should continually communicate with them. As to Miss Rude and the aunt of Mr. Edsall, convey to them my greeting...

Thou hast written that the health of thy father and mother has improved; this news has made me very glad...

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, April 26th, 1919. House of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)
"The ocean of the Covenant shall send forth a wave"

RECENT TABLET TO LOUISE R. WAITE

To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Louise Waite, Los Angeles, California—Upon her be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou dear maid-servant of Baha’u’llah!

The letter thou hadst written to his honor Mr. Tudor-Pole was perused. It is just what thou hadst written, namely, that the question of supreme importance centers around the promulgation of divine teachings. This is conducive to amity among all denominations and races that dwell on earth, nay rather it links together the East and the West, binds closely together the North and the South, pitches the pavilion of the oneness of the world of humanity, lays the foundation of universal peace, emancipates mankind from the gloom of the world of nature and elevates it to the illumination of the Kingdom, secures freedom for all the hearts and gladdens the souls with the glad tidings of God.

As to the question of reincarnation which thou hast inquired: It is better for thee to refer to the Book of Certainty (Iqan) revealed through the Supreme Pen, wherein the question is fully treated. This is the explicit text of the divine utterance and therein thou shalt find that it has been manifestly declared that by “Return” is meant the return of human perfections and divine illumination. The Book of Iqan has been translated and possesses the decisive verdict. Consider and peruse it with the utmost carefulness.

Concerning the childish activities of some (violators) which thou hadst written about: Praise be to God, thou hast been able to fulfill admirably thy mission. Thou hast, armed with the power of the Covenant, resisted and surmounted these unwise and foolish attempts; thou hast protected the Cause of God and hast striven to expose and reveal the Truth to the people of that region. These people are like unto children—at every hour they exhibit a fresh and puerile attempt, but all that is likened to a ripple on the surface of water. Ere long thou shalt consider that no sign and no trace shall remain therefrom. The ocean of the Covenant shall send forth a wave and shall disperse and throw out these foams. Consider thou, at the time of Christ and after Him, how many childish attempts were made by different persons! What claims they have advanced and what a multitude have they gathered around themselves! Even Arius attracted to himself a million and a half followers and strove and endeavored to sow the seeds of sedition in the Cause of Christ. But eventually the sea of Christ surged and cast out all the gathering froth and nothing was left behind save everlasting malediction.

In fine, engage in the promulgation of divine teachings, that ye may serve in a distinguished manner the oneness of the world of humanity, may be the means of the propagation of universal peace, that the world of mankind may reflect, like unto a mirror, the divine Kingdom and that the lights of the realm on high may shine in the nether world.

Convey, on my behalf, to all the friends and particularly to thy respected husband, Mr. Waite, the utmost love and kindness.

Upon thee be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA

"Great importance must be given to the development of the STAR OF THE WEST. The circle of its discussion must be widened; its contents must be so universal that even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in all the social and religious movements of the age and is conducive to the progress of the world and its inhabitants. In short, the STAR OF THE WEST must promote the aspirations and the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets, bringing into the light of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost value to the Bahai teachers all over the world."

From Unveiling of the Divine Plan.
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Glad Tidings!

Words of ABDU'L-BHA'I to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab and quoted by him in his second talk delivered at the Baha'i Congress—See page 112.

GLAD TIDINGS! Glad Tidings! That the Sun of Reality hath shone forth!
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! That the illumination of heavenly brotherhood hath encircled the East and the West!
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! That the doors of the Kingdom of mercy are wide open!
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! That the melody of the Supreme Concours hath reached the ears of every old and young one!
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! That the banquet of the Lord is spread in the assemblages of the friends!
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! That the period of bloodshed and carnage hath passed away and the century of universal peace and the gathering together of the nations of the earth hath dawned upon us!
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! That the weeping eyes are made joyous and laughing, and ere long the diamond age of the Kingdom of Abha will be established in the hearts!
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! For the sleepy ones are awakened and the negligent ones are made mindful!
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! That the call of the Merciful is raised, the resurrection is set up, the dead are resuscitated, the lame are dancing like unto the gazelles, the deaf are endowed with hearing and the dumb are granted the power of speech!
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! That the breaths of the Holy Spirit confer life and day by day the world of humanity advances toward the goal of perfection.
O ye inhabitants of the world, awaken ye! Awaken ye!
O ye factions of the earth, become ye mindful! Become ye mindful!
O ye devotees of religions, obtain life! Obtain life!
O ye sects and denominations, move ye! Move ye!
O ye lovers of the beauty of the True One, become ye self-sacrificing! Become ye self-sacrificing!
O ye enkindled ones! O ye supplicating ones! Become ye the confidants of the mysteries! Become ye the confidants of the mysteries!
O ye birds of the rose-garden of Abha! Sing ye the anthems of mercy! Break ye into the songs of beautitude!
O ye brilliant stars of the heaven of God! Shine ye! Shine ye!
O ye teachers of the Cause of the Supreme Lord! Travel ye, teach ye! Destroy ye the foundation of hatred, malice and contention from amongst the children of men, and lay ye the basis of the palace of love and universal peace!
Unveiling of the Divine Plan for the Southern States

Second talk by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab at the Eleventh Annual Mashrekol-Azkar Convention and Bahai Congress held in McAlpin Hotel, New York City, April 26th-30th, 1919.

BAHA’U’LLAH says in the Book of Akdas:

“It behoveth the one who hath drunk today the Elixir of Life from the hand of his Lord, the Merciful, to be pulsating like unto an artery in the body of the universe; thus the world may be moved through him and every moulder­ing bone be clothed with flesh.”

Today the world of humanity is hun­gry for the Bread of Life and thirsty for the Water of Truth. Now that men have realized more than ever before that all their former institutions have been based upon a foundation of sand, they are trying to do away with all the past evils and build, on the solid rock of the Word of God, a palace of human pros­perity which shall last forever. No doubt this new structure will not be built by a single man or by a single nation. It is only through the co-operation and mutual assistance of all men and of all races and all climes that this divine edifice will be raised. Its founda­tion must be laid in the hearts, and its walls rise to the seventh heaven of human consciousness. It is only through the power of God and the love of hu­manity that the builders will be inspired to set aside their national prejudices and traditions, merging them in the strong white light of internationalism and brotherhood. For has it not been said of old: “Love conquers everything.” Without love nothing succeeds, nothing goes forward. When altruism and the love of God join hands, then we have really a dynamic and divine civilization. And it is only through the establish­ment of this divine civilization, that hu­manity shall enter through the portals of regeneration into the garden of Truth.

It is evident that every institution, both religious and social, has been sub­jected in the past to the law of change and modification. Most of the former movements, because they could not adapt themselves to a new environment, became little by little static, lost their pliability and elasticity, became lifeless and died from inanition. But in this age the law of religious truth and social energy has taught us a new lesson, i.e., a movement cannot survive the cataclysm of the ages unless it is permeated with a strong telic policy.

Now I believe from what you have seen and experienced of the Bahai Movement—have felt the effects of its ethical and practical laws and its religious and scientific aspects—we may assert that of all other movements of the last age, this Movement is endowed with an extra­ordinary amount of telic energy and the power of adaptation. The unveiling of the great Tablets to the believers of the Northeastern States must have de­monstrated to you, in a striking manner, what this power of adaptation and telic energy must mean to the Bahais in the
future. It is only through the constant application of these two fundamental laws and the assistance of the Holy Spirit that we shall be enabled to teach the Cause of God and the brotherhood of races to all these millions of men.

At this session we will take another step, and bring within the range of our human vision the larger divine vision of Abdul-Baha by reading to you the translation of the two Tablets revealed to the Southern States. The first Tablet was revealed on Wednesday morning, March 27th, 1916. The Beloved of our hearts was sitting on a chair in the midst of the fresh wild flowers, looking at them and admiring their color and beauty. After a few minutes of silence, he began to dictate.

[Here followed the reading of the Tablet received in America before the doors of communication closed. It was published in the STAR OF THE WEST, Vol. 7, No. 10, and Vol. 9, No. 14.]

The second Tablet for the Southern States, which is now given to the world for the first time, was dictated by Abdul-Baha on Monday morning, February 3d, 1917, in his little cottage at his home in Haifa. It is as follows:

TABLET

To the believers of God and the maid-servant of the Merciful of the Southern States.—Upon them be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He is God!

O ye blessed, respected souls!

The philosophers of the ancients, the thinkers of the middle ages and the scientists of this and the future centuries have all agreed upon the fact that the best and the most ideal region for the habitation of man is the temperate zone, for in this belt the intellects and thoughts rise to the highest stage of maturity and the capability and ability of civilization manifest themselves in full efflorescence. When you read history critically and with a penetrating eye, it becomes evident that the majority of the famous men have been born, reared and have done their work in the temperate zone, while very, very few have appeared from the torrid and frigid zones.

Now these sixteen Southern States of the United States are situated in the temperate zone, and in these regions the perfections of the world of nature have been fully revealed. For the moderation of the weather, the beauty of the scenery and the geographical configuration of the country display a great effect in the world of minds and thoughts. This fact is well demonstrated through observation and experience.

Even the holy, divine Manifestations have had a nature in the utmost equilibrium, the health and wholesomeness of their bodies most perfect, their constitutions endowed with physical vigor, their powers functioning in perfect order, and the outward sensations linked with the inward perceptions, working together with extraordinary momentum and co-ordination.

Therefore in these sixteen states, because they are contiguous to other states and their climate being in the utmost of moderation, unquestionably the
divine teachings must reveal themselves with a brighter effulgence, the breaths of the Holy Spirit must display a penetrating intensity, the ocean of the love of God must be stirred with higher waves, the breeze of the rose-garden of the divine love be wafted with higher velocity, and the fragrance of holiness be diffused with swiftness and rapidity.

Praise be to God, that the divine outpourings are infinite, the melody of the Lordly principles is in the utmost efficacy, the most great Orb is shining with perfect splendor, the cohorts of the Supreme Concourse are attacking with invincible power, the tongues are sharper than the swords, the hearts are more brilliant than the light of electricity, the magnanimity of the friends precedes all the magnanimities of the former and subsequent generations, the souls are divinely attracted, and the fire of the love of God is enkindled.

At this time and at this period we must avail ourselves of this most great opportunity. We must not sit inactive for one moment; we must sever ourselves from composure, rest, tranquillity, goods, property, life and attachment to material things. We must sacrifice everything to His Highness the Possessor of Existence, so that the powers of the Kingdom may show greater penetration and the brilliant effulgence in this new cycle may illumine the worlds of minds and ideals.

It is about twenty-three years that the fragrances of God have been diffused in America, but no adequate and befitting motion has been realized, and no great acclamation and acceleration has been witnessed. Now it is my hope that through the heavenly power, the fragrances of the Merciful, the attraction of consciousness, the celestial outpourings, the heavenly cohorts and the gushing forth of the fountain of divine love, the believers of God may arise and in a short time the greatest good may unveil her countenance, the Sun of Reality may shine forth with such intensity that the darkness of the world of nature may become entirely dispelled and driven away; from every corner a most wonderful melody may be raised, the morning birds may break into such a song that the world of humanity may be quickened and moved, the solid bodies may become liquified and the souls who are like unto adamantine rocks may open their wings and through the heat of the love of God fly heavenward.

Nearly 2,000 years ago, Armenia was enveloped with impenetrable darkness. One blessed soul from among the disciples of Christ hastened to that part, and through his effort, ere long that province became illumined. Thus it has become evident how the power of the Kingdom works!

Therefore, rest ye assured in the confirmations of the Merciful and the assistances of the Most High, become ye sanctified above and purified from this world and the inhabitants thereof, suffer your intention to become for the good of all, cut your attachment to the earth and like unto the essence of the spirit become ye light and delicate. Then with a firm resolution, a pure heart, a rejoiced spirit, and an eloquent tongue, engage your time in the promulgation of the divine principles; so that the oneness of the world of
humanity may pitch her canopy in the apex of America and all the nations of the world may follow the divine policy. This is certain that the divine policy is justice and kindness toward all mankind. For all the nations of the world are the sheep of God, and God is the kind Shepherd. He has created these sheep. He has protected them, sustained and trained them. What greater kindness than this? And every moment we must render a hundred thousand thanksgivings that, praise be to God, we are freed from all the ignorant prejudices, are kind to all the sheep of God, and our utmost hope is to serve each and all, and like unto a benevolent father educate every one.

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

Every soul who travels through the cities, villages and hamlets of these states and is engaged in the diffusion of the fragrances of God, must peruse this Commune every morning:

COMMUNE

O God! O God! Behold me! Notwithstanding my lowliness and my lack of capability and ability, I am bent upon the accomplishment of the greatest works, aiming to promote Thy Word amongst the republics and resolved to spread Thy teachings amongst all mankind. Far be it from me to become confirmed in this work save Thou mayst assist me with the breaths of the Holy Spirit! Make me victorious through the armies of Thy supreme Kingdom and eneire me with Thy confirmations, which shall make the moth the eagle, the drop the river and the seas, and the scintillas the suns and the moons!

O Lord! Confirm me with Thy insuperable power and Thy penetrating potency, so that my tongue may speak out Thy praises and glorifications amongst Thy creatures, and my heart become over-flowed with the wine of Thy love and knowledge. Verily, Thou art the Powerful to do that which Thou wilt, and Thou art Mighty over all things!

(Signed) ABDU-L-BHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, March 27th, 1919, Washington, D. C.)

It is significant to observe that Abdul-Baha, in writing to the Southern States, takes the example of farming, and applies it to the spiritual farming, for as we know most of these states are primarily agricultural. The world looks to the South for its cotton, and thousands of factories would be closed in case of a bad harvest. Now the desire of Abdul-Baha is that just as the Southern people are clothing the bodies of millions of men with finely woven textures out of their cotton, they may also clothe the spiritual body of mankind with the heavenly characteristics and divine attributes. Just as they sweeten the tongues with the sugar cane of Louisiana, Texas, and Georgia, they may sweeten the lives of men and women who have lost their bright hopes of a better state.

The sixteen Southern States have more than five times the area of the Northeastern States, and we can get an idea of the vastness of this section when we realize that Texas alone is larger than the entire group of the Northeastern States; nevertheless the population
is only about twenty-three millions; not much more than that of the Northeastern States. The problem of how to reach this great mass of humanity, and how to spread the Message of the Kingdom in all parts of the South, is a subject that only time, knowledge and discretion will disclose to us. It is not a matter to be decided upon in a decade or two. Once we are inspired with this glorious vision of man’s spiritualization, and once there is a telic policy guiding all our aims and hopes, I am sure we will go on advancing from step to step till the final goal is achieved. We may not see that goal, but still ours will be the greatest satisfaction to have laid the foundation of this work, not on the crumbling rocks of human policies, but in the pure hearts of men and women gathered here in this meeting. Look on the map for a moment, and the whole South is dotted with large, thriving cities, the inhabitants intelligent and hard workers. Here we have Washington, with a population of nearly 500,000, the Capital of the United States, the seat of the National Government, with the President and the Congress; here also we have the representatives of the nations of the earth. Then Baltimore, with more than 500,000; New Orleans with about 350,000; Nashville with 120,000; San Antonio with 100,000; Richmond with 130,000; Memphis with 140,000; then Birmingham, Augusta, Charleston, Chattanooga, Covington, Fort Worth, Houston, Mobile, Oklahoma City, Savannah, Wilmington, and many others with large populations and prosperous agricultural and industrial communities.

The Bahai Cause, whose basic spiritual principles are the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man, must permeate every stratum of society in the South; so that this section may become the paradise of glory, the nest of the nightingale of Truth, the haven of security and the land of joy and happiness, flowing with milk and honey. All the racial and religious prejudices must be wiped away, that every face may shine with the light of the Kingdom. This, I can assure you, is the supreme desire of Abdul-Baha, and the sooner this ideal condition is brought about, the nearer we will be to the Golden Age of Universal Peace.

And now I must bring this second talk to a close by quoting to you two short talks of Abdul-Baha. Here is the first. Having looked over and corrected the second Tablet to the South, he handed it to me, saying:

“Come, my son, take it. I have corrected it. The importance of this Tablet will be revealed in the future. In these vast sixteen states the lights of the Sun of Reality shall shine with great power and the dark clouds of ignorance and human prejudices will be dispelled from its horizon. Mr. Gregory must demonstrate a self-sacrificing spirit in teaching the Cause amongst the black race, diffuse the fragrances of God in every part of the South, and let his cry of ‘Ya-Baha-el-Abha!’ reach to the apex of heaven, in their meetings, gatherings, churches, colleges and schools. The believers of God with the utmost firmness and steadfastness must go forth and teach the heavenly institutes to the inhabitants of the South. They must not turn their faces from any difficulty. Like unto a waving sea they must be tumultuous and full of divine acclamation, and similar unto the thankful birds they must be always singing the songs of love, light and life. Every person in accordance with his capability and ability must engage in teaching the Cause of God and show an effort in the illumination of the souls, so that praiseworthy results may appear and become manifest from him. I desire nothing else from the believers of these States save teaching the Cause of His Highness, the Almighty. See with what love, with what attraction, with what exhilaration I wrote this Tablet for them. One of

(Continued on page 111)
O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Similarly, the Magazine, the Star of the West, must be edited in the utmost regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God—so that both in the East and the West, they may become informed of the most important events.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Editorial Staff: Albert R. Windust—Gertrude Buikema—Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi
Honorary Member: Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
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News from the Holy Land and Persia

Letter from Shoghi Rabban—I Also containing recent Tablet revealed for a well-known Bahai of Teheran.

Haifa, Palestine,
April 25, 1919.

Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago.
My dear brother in the love of God:

As there has been a lull and decrease of activity in Abdul-Baha’s ever-widening correspondence these days, I find ample time at my disposal to write you this letter acknowledging the receipt of your letters that have been sent to me and those supplications which you have forwarded to the beloved Master. I profit moreover by the occasion to give you the news of the Beloved’s health and safety and a summary of the news of the Holy Land. Since the dispatch of your last Tablet dated January 10th, 1919, four supplications, enclosing other supplications from the friends, have been received from you as well as two letters addressed to me and dated February 28th and March 6th. The contents of all these letters have been fully exposed to the Beloved and have received his due and full consideration, a detailed Tablet in answer to all your questions has been revealed for you this afternoon and will be duly dispatched. The second (or middle) name granted to your dear daughter is Habibeh, after the name of her respected grandmother. Convey my greetings and my best wishes to your dear wife who, I hope, is enjoying good health and is collaborating with you in your indefatigable services to the Cause of God.

As to the news of the Holy Land, many and varied they are in these significant, memorable days. Friends from France, as M. and Mme. Dreyfus-Barney; from England, as Major Tudor-Pole;
from Cairo, as Mohammed Taghi Esphahani and others; from Adana, as Hossein Ikbal, your dear and charming brother with his family—all these are daily flocking in and are being privileged to gaze at the Master’s radiant face after this unprecedented period of separation.

News, refreshing and inspiring, is being daily received from all over the world, from the far west in the United States of America to the middle east in Persia and the far east, Japan and India, and still beyond from the Hawaiian Islands in the mid-Pacific ocean. From New Zealand even the glad tidings of the Kingdom are breaking upon us and indicate the brilliant future that is stored for the far-off continent of Australia.

In Persia and particularly in Teheran, the Cause is advancing by leaps and bounds, the number of the friends is prodigiously multiplying, their gatherings and assemblies are open to the public, an intense and widespread interest is being aroused, many an important, responsible position is taken up by wise and firm Bahais, Bahai literature is being printed, published and widely circulated, the seed of knowledge and of faith is being sown broadcast by intelligent and well-directed hands and the influence of the friends of God is being felt everywhere. Throughout this period of ceaseless activity of reconstruction and of service—at a time when the whole world was in confusion and commotion and when human blood was being so profusely spilt, the friends in Persia were wonderfully protected and saved. Civil war, pestilence and famine ravaged and devastated Persia and although the death rate on one day had reached the unprecedented number of 1172, the friends of God were miraculously preserved, not a single one fell victim of this great calamity.

From what was once an integral part of the vast Russian Empire, from the distracted region of Turkestan a letter has been received from a friend of God residing in the city of Ishkabad. Praise be to God, that dear spot which has the first Mashrekol-Azkar erected within its walls and which has of late been shrouded with a heavy mist is now again unveiling itself and appears in its full light and splendor.

What strikes us most vividly is the good news of the welfare and safety of the friends of God. All throughout the years of war, civil as well as national, of loot and of riot and rebellion and of bloodshed, the friends have been continuously engaged in service to the Cause of God. Their meetings have not been discontinued, their fervor has not decreased and their energy has not relaxed.

This news from such a part of the world, together with the letters that have been received from Alma Knobloch and Consul Schwarz, have opened up all the closed channels of correspondence which the war had sealed with the Holy Land. The Beloved is in perfect health, strong and vigorous, happy and joyous and often does he wake up at midnight in order to peruse the contents that are being received from the East as well as the West.

With best greetings to all the friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful, I am

Your brother in the Cause,
Shoghi Rabbani.

May I end this letter of mine with the translation of one of the most important Tablets that have been recently revealed to a well-known friend in Teheran?

O thou honorable martyr and the pioneer of the Cause of God!

The letter which you had written on the 19th of December 1918, arrived the 5th of February 1919. In spite of lack of time it was read with the utmost attention together with the enclosed letters. It gave us the glad tidings of the good health, safety, joy and fragrance of the friends of the Merciful. In this day one cannot conceive of greater news,
for in these years of agitation hearts were in anxiety and affliction. This universal storm was so bewildering, so terrific, so frightful that reason could not conceive that this oppressed people would be protected and safe in all countries. This is only from the decisive and extraordinary power of His Highness the Desired One—May the spirit of existence be sacrificed to the feet of His friends!

Consider that in all countries these oppressed people were in the hands of tyrants; in the days of peace and concord, of general tranquillity and comfort they were without help and support, subject to every tyrant, and inflicted with every calamity. Now, thanks to the assistance and favor of the Eternal Beauty, such a great miracle has become manifest and clear. During the years when all the peoples of the world were in infinite trouble and tumult, in the utmost distress, commanded, subjugated, deprived and devoid of reason, these oppressed ones, through the power of the divine teachings and of everlasting confirmation, were everywhere in the utmost tranquillity and composure.

What miracle greater than this? If anyone stops to think one instant, he will not find a greater proof.

Although Abdul-Baha had striven to the utmost of his power in this praiseworthy Cause prior to the declaration of the war, and so much have we said and spoken in connection with the lines of conduct, but without the favor of God we are nothing, absolutely nothing. This brilliant victory and this remarkable protection are exclusively ascribed to the blessings of the Eternal Beauty—May my spirit be a sacrifice to His friends!—otherwise human power is absolutely impotent. The tastes and inclinations of the people of Persia have decidedly changed; religious habits have disappeared and eventually unworthy habits may prevail in Persia. But rest assured the power of the Cause of God shall conquer and waves from this infinite sea shall surge and shall roll away, casting out upon the shore these foams, and verily our legions shall have the victory.

This is what He says in explicit terms in the Ishrakat: “Religion is a brilliant light and a strong fortress for the protection and comfort of the people of the world. If the lamp of religion remains veiled, chaos will take place, the luminary of justice and of equity, and the sun of rest and security, will be deprived of light. Any one who knows will ever bear witness.”

Reflect what has been perpetrated by the miserable party in Russia! How they have destroyed this imposing empire and caused this mighty edifice to crumble into dust, and at present they are in a hopeless state. The state of affairs has become so acute that the pure and chaste women of Russia have brought their complaint before the great powers of the League of Nations, saying that this unprincipled party is forcing us to become public property. High and low, everyone has been villified. The veil of shame has been entirely rent asunder and the mass of the people have attained a stage of savagery.

Consider, that fifty years ago the Supreme Pen foretold these events: “Verily, our armies will have the victory.” Soon they will find themselves disappointed and at a loss and they will have to follow the commands.

In Persia we see now the beginning of heedlessness and the first manifestations of neglecting religion. If this state of things is not stopped by the power of the divine teachings, it will soon be chaos and distress, eternal vileness and shame. I take refuge in God in this impossible assumption.

The sacred Manifestations were not known in the first cycles and the fruit of their mission had not been discovered. But in this spiritual age, in this divine time the exaltation and the luminosity, the truth and the greatness of the Cause of God have become manifest and evident as the sun in all regions. All wise men
witness that these divine teachings are the very spirit of this age, and the light of this cycle; humanity will never find peace and tranquillity without the spreading of these teachings, nor will it attain perfect civilization.

In all temples, gatherings, assemblies of the West Abdul-Baha has spread these teachings most forcibly. Not a single person could oppose him, nobody raised an objection. Everyone listened, and with great applause and in the utmost respect manifested their approval. No one was found who said: ‘This is only the legends of the past.’ Even in a meeting of atheists a detailed address was delivered. Everybody approved of it and it was published in the American papers. Likewise in Oxford (England) an address was given, and also at the University of California in San Francisco [Leland Stanford, Jr. University, Palo Alto] were explained a part of the divine teachings. Everywhere I met with approval, but the Persians are still asleep. So great a blessing has been manifested in Persia, such a bejeweled crown has been set on its head—but a thousand times alas! that the Persians do not appreciate it and are suffering from neglecting religion. May God end it well. Praise be to God! All future events were clearly, openly and explicitly revealed in previous Tablets, some fifty years ago, others thirty years ago. All have come to pass, and yet the Persians are negligent!

The Eternal Beauty—Glory be to His Greatest Name!—proclaimed this Supreme Cause under fetters, hoisted this remarkable standard in the midst of prison and has given rise to such commotion! Yet the Persians are slumbering! The people of the West consider the East as inhabited by wild tribes and refer to it as a vile race, low and unfavored; now the power of the Greatest Name has had this deep effect in the hearts of the people of the West and in all the countries of the world there are groups respecting Persia.

Notwithstanding the manifestations of this great power, the Persians are still unaware and are immersed in heedlessness. Be admonished, ye people of light! The one to whom God has refused the light, he is deprived thereof.

In brief, we hope that the friends of God will be confirmed in the path of guidance and will remain and abide at the threshold of the Eternal Beauty. Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, April 25th, 1919.)

“Every latest (new) order should be acted upon because the general conditions vary and change”

RECENT TABLETS TO DR. BAGDADI

To his honor Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago, Ill.—Upon him be Baha’o’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou who art firm in the Covenant!

Thy numerous and successive letters have been perused in their meanings, and now we answer thee these general inquiries which thou hast asked. This is of my love for thee and tenderness toward thee. I ask God to confirm all in spirit and fragrance, to change every darkness into light that will illumine the universe; to make the hearts united and combined as the mixing of water and wine, so that all may arise for the elevation of the Word of God and the diffusion of the teachings of God; the abandonment of every mention that does not inherit a gift from God.

As to Dr. Barton-Peeke: I ask God to make her the sign of firmness in the horizons.

As to Mr. George Lesch: Verily, he has attained to the meeting of his Lord in the Kingdom of Abha, and he is saying, “I wish my people knew how my
Lord has forgiven me, and made me the sign of mercy in the world of light."

As to the turning of the colored race to the praise-worthy station: This is a matter that was promised in the Scriptures and the Tablets by the affectionate Lord. Therefore, we have rejoiced in the great glad tidings and we desire that the unity may be increased between the white and the black and the difficulties vanish, so that they may become intimates, strong in faithfulness, and as brothers reclining on the couches face to face, attracted to the manifest light.

As to your gentle daughter Parvene: We have given her the middle name of Habibe. It is the name of her grandmother.

Concerning the book of his honor Mirza Mahmood Zargani: It is acceptable if you translate and distribute it, especially among the friends.

As to the Chinese, Japanese and Hindu students: It is acceptable to receive them into your gatherings.

Concerning the printing of the Tablets and the Epistles: It is conditioned and depends upon the opinion of the Executive Board of the Convention, so that it may not be the cause of disturbing the minds.

Every latest order (new) should be acted upon because the general conditions vary and change; therefore, a new order is issued to readjust the old order.

As to the STAR OF THE WEST: It is better if the English is mixed with the Persian. His honor Mirza Ahmad Sohrab has acquired skillfulness in the Persian in these later days.

As to the souls whose consciences are clarified, whose secrets are sweetened, who have become assured in the mention of their Lord, who have sincerely turned their faces to God and who have traveled in the East of the earth and its West, its South and its North for the diffusion of the fragrances of God, unquestionably the merciful confirmations, the divine assistance shall reach them under all conditions and circumstances. Joy be unto the souls who help this illumined group and spiritual party.

As to the Epistles, *The Mysterious Forces of Civilization* and the *Traveler’s Narrative*: Verily, they are the important epistles which vivify and civilize the souls and educate them with the best virtues and the best of politics. Therefore, attach ye to them great importance, and ye, O ye who are noble, do not waste your time in discussions that are useless and from which no benefit can be obtained; it is incumbent upon ye to elevate the Word of God and to spread the fragrances of God.

In these days a letter was received from his honor Ibn Asdak, saying that he had sent you articles in order that they be published in the STAR OF THE WEST; their distribution is acceptable.

Convey my greetings and my longing to all the friends in that country of the vast regions.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(April 25th, 1919.)

As to thy inquiry about traveling to nearby towns out of Chicago for the promulgation of the divine teachings: It is acceptable if thou dost continue in this work.

As to the House of Spirituality: It is the name for the group, the committee, and it is the best of all the names.

Convey my greeting and praise to the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Grace Anderson, and say unto her: "Verily, I bury my face in the dust of supplication and invocation and I pray for thee to God to make thee free from every hindrance and attachment in the life of this world, so that thou mayest be clothed with the garment of holiness in the Kingdom of Abha, and become sanc-
The economic teachings shall, henceforth, be written in detail.

RECENT TABLET TO JULIET THOMPSON

To the maid-servant of God, Miss Juliet Thompson, New York City—Upon her be Baha’u’l’lah El-Abha! He Is God!

O thou daughter of the Kingdom!
Numerous letters have been received from you and their contents noted. At present the presentation of a letter to the Presidents is not advisable, for they are occupied.

Convey my respectful greeting to Mrs. Barbee of St. Louis and say: “I hope that in this nether world thou shalt attain unto a heavenly light, thou wilt free the souls from the gloom of nature, which is the animal world, and cause them to reach the lofty stations in the human world. Today all the people of the world, except a small number of souls, are immersed in the world of nature. That is why thou dost witness jealousy, greed, struggle for existence, deception, hypocrisy, tyranny, oppression, dispute, strife, bloodshed, loot and pillage, all of which emanate from the world of nature. But few are those who have been freed from this darkness, who have ascended from the world of nature to the world of man, who have followed the divine teachings, have served the world of humanity, who are resplendent, merciful, like unto a rose-garden and illumined. Strive as much as possible in order to become God-like, Lordly, illumined and merciful, that thou mayest be freed from every bond and become attached at heart to the Kingdom of the incomparable Lord. This is Bahai bounty and this is heavenly light.”

Convey to the maid-servant of God... greeting and kindness. On her behalf I supplicate and entreat at the Kingdom of Abha, in the utmost humility and lowliness, that she may be assisted to conduct herself in accordance with the divine teachings.

Convey my greeting and kindness to Mark Tobey, Howard Ives, Agnes Alexander and Frances Fales.

Convey my message to Mrs. Lehmann and say: “Service to the friends is service to the Kingdom of God, and the consideration shown to the poor is one of the greatest instructions of God.”

Convey on my behalf the utmost kindness to Mr. Comfort (Will Livingston Comfort) and say: “When in the midnight hour the eye is awakened, affectionate sentiments are felt.”

O thou Juliet! Endeavor in thy profession that thou mayest secure comfort for thy respected mother.

Convey to Marjory Morten my greeting and my message.

Say unto . . . . and . . . . “Strive as much as you can to turn wholly toward the Kingdom, that ye may acquire innate courage and an ideal power.”

Convey longing greeting to Chaplain Purser.

Convey on my behalf the utmost respect to Rev. Van Kirk and say: “Reflect upon the past events during the time of Christ; present events shall become clear and manifest.”

Convey my message to . . . . and say: “I also pray that your dear friend may be illumined with the light of everlasting life.”

Convey my message to Frieda Bullinger and say: “If until eternity thou remainest grateful to Mrs. Grace, thou shalt not acquit thyself, for she has...
caused thee to harken to the divine call and to turn thy face to the divine Kingdom. I hope that thou shalt acquire health and prosperity."

The economic teachings shall, henceforth, be written in detail.

On behalf of thy aunt, forgiveness has been solicited from the Threshold of Oneness.

Convey my greeting to Dr. Guthrie and Mr. Ledoux. From the bounties of God I ask that these two souls may be the cause of the promulgation of divine teachings, may proclaim the oneness of the world of humanity, may spread the cause of universal peace, that ignorant, religious, racial, political and even patriotic prejudices may vanish and the earth may become one home and all peoples be unified; and the same with the other divine teachings which are recorded in the Tablets and Epistles.

Convey my greeting to Dr. Guthrie and Kalil Gibran and say: "In the future some Tablets will be sent that ye may translate them, and, having translated them, print them."

To Mr. Bouck White say: "If thou seekest real liberty, thou shalt find it in the Bahai Movement."

I hope thy respected mother will grow better in health and Mrs. Maxwell may attain unto perfect health.

A letter will be written to Mrs. Krug and Miss Boylan, and being enclosed, deliver it to them.

Convey to each and all the friends the most wonderful Abba greeting. . . .

Upon thee be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, April 4th 1919, Haifa, Palestine.)

"Undoubtedly, the Standard of Universal Peace shall be unfurled"

RECENT TABLET TO MRS. J. STANNARD

(Copy of Tablet revealed for Mrs. J. Stannard of London, Eng.)

O thou who art attracted to the Kingdom of God!

Thy letter dated December 26th was received. I praised the Lord for having protected the friends all throughout the war that has now subsided. All mankind was held in the grip of anguish, and calamities afflicted every soul, while the safety of the friends constituted one of the greatest gifts. For that we thank God and pray that He may confer upon every one that which will illumine the hearts, refresh the souls, bestow light to the eyes and brighten the visions; and that is the dawn of the Sun of Truth upon all regions, from the horizon of universal peace.

Praise be to God, whatever was recorded fifty years ago in the Tablets and Epistles, has in these days been fully realized. Undoubtedly the standard of universal peace shall be unfurled, its legions shall conquer, its call shall be raised, its rays shall beam forth upon all lands. At present it is only the dawn of its morn, for its sun shall shine in full splendor upon all regions. As to thee, rest thou assured in the bounty of thy Lord, and if possible travel thou to the Holy Land and thence to Egypt or Europe as thou choosest.

Convey greetings and praise to the friends and maid-servants of the Merciful. In the utmost humility and lowliness I entreat the powerful, and the Omnipotent God that He may confirm them with that which pleases Him; that He may draw the hearts together, cause displeasure to vanish in the twinkling of the eye, and that thou mayest be the cause of joy and fragrance among the servants of the Merciful.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 30th, 1919, Haifa, Palestine.)
Unveiling of the Divine Plan for the Southern States

(Continued from page 103)

The wisdoms of this universal war is no other than the writing of these Epistles, so that the believers may realize that the Cause of His Holiness Baha'u'llah must ultimately encircle the globe. Having thus clearly perceived their duty they will spare no effort to hasten its consummation.

"The prominent believers of the South, like Mr. Remey, Mr. Hannen, Mrs. Parsons, Mr. Gregory and others must come together, hold meetings of consultation and devise efficient ways and means for the teaching of the people of this great section and promote amongst the inhabitants the spirit of brotherhood, unity and the love of His Holiness Christ and Baha'u'llah. Do thou present thyself in their meetings, and through the inspiration of the Holy Spirit make them realize and feel how this question of teaching is one of the utmost importance in the Cause. Tell them: 'Do not let your thoughts and ideals be crystallized around particular matters. Close your eyes to outward differences and look upon each other with the eye of universal oneness. Like unto the cup-bearers of eternity turn ye round in the assemblages of mankind the overflowing goblets of guidance and intoxicate them with the wine of the love of God. Walk ye always in the pathway of lights and let the pillars of shining Baha' inspiration lead and direct you to your glorious destination. Let your thoughts be of Baha'u'llah, your mention be of Baha'u'llah, and fill all hearts with the truth of Baha'u'llah. Like unto the sanctified souls, associate ye with the people of the world and show ye that which ye have. Do ye not hide the precious jewels of the Kingdom under the earth. This day is the day of revelation! This Manifestation is the manifestation of knowledge and understanding'."

The second talk was given one morning in February, 1918, while he was walking in his lovely garden. The names of the Southern States were brought to his attention, and his face was suddenly brightened with the light of inspiration. Then, as he continued his walk, he uttered the following poetic message, redolent with the fragrance of the garden of Abha:

"Praise be to God, that the dark ages have passed away and the century of light has come. Praise be to God, that the traces of prejudices and superstitions are effaced, and the horizon of the minds and the hearts of humanity are broadened. Praise be to God, that the seas of the idle fancies of the religionists are calmed down and the oceans of the realities and significances of the Blessed Perfection are set in motion. Praise be to God, that the gloomy nights of ignorance have flitted away across the receding ages, and the bright dawn of intelligence and wisdom is becoming visible. Praise be to God, that the cold winter of fanaticism and bigotry, with its chilling hand and irrational heterodoxy has come to an end, and the soul-refreshing springtime of the imperishable flowers and hyacinths of universal love and toleration, has dawned, perfuming all the nostrils with the sweet odors of trust and confidence. Praise be to God, that the black clouds of human limitations and man-made restrictions are dispelled, and the world-enlightening Sun of the Kingdom hath dawned from the horizon of the hearts! Praise be to God that the chains of injustice and the fetters of the oppression of the Pharaohs of the earth and the despotic rulers of men have crumbled to dust, and the age of justice, equity, brotherhood and real democracy is inaugurated. Praise be to God that the crowns of the
despots have fallen to the earth, and the thrones of the absolutists are shaken to the foundation. But the real diadems of glory and power and the royal seats of just governments and democratic institutions were raised high. Praise be to God, that the period of satanic suggestions hath come to a close, and the cycle of angelic ideals and seraphic thoughts hath opened before the eyes of men.

"The past age was an age of wondrous achievements. All the inventions were perfected, new discoveries created, new fields of human activities, new undertakings gave deeper significance to the law of co-operation; new arts helped to make life more beautiful and new international laws are now in the process of formation to bind all nations of the earth together. The international tribunal of justice will soon be organized in accordance with the principles of Baha'u'llah, and then all the differences will be adjusted before the members of that impartial tribunal.

"Therefore, as a result of these changes in the outward world, it has become part of the heavenly wisdom in the inner world to create a new spiritual plan for the propagation of the religion of God; thus the divine believers may obtain a new joy and a new happiness and display an extraordinary effort in the promotion of the reality of the religions of God; to deliver the nations from old, superannuated prejudices and diffuse the fragrances of the flowers of the primal truth; to unfurl the flag of the love, amity and the oneness of the world of humanity and remove the international misunderstandings from amongst the nations of the world. From their hearts and souls they must cry out: [Here followed the proclamation on page 98, beginning: "Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! That the Sun of Reality hath shone forth!"]

"The lights of the oneness of the world of humanity are scintillating like unto precious jewels; scatter their rays to all parts! Upraise ye the banner of unity, fraternity, co-operation and reciprocity amongst all the people; so that there may not be left from prejudice aught save a name and from ignorance not even a shadow; the religion of God may pitch its tent over the East and the West, the light of the Kingdom may illumine all hearts, perfect agreement and association may be realized between races, religions and natiivities, and the world of creation may find composure and tranquillity."

On another occasion, he said: "Give my greeting to the friends in Washington and say: 'O ye believers of God! I am always thinking of the days that I associated with you. Never will I forget you and the spiritual meetings held in your city. I beg from the favors of the Blessed Perfection that ye may become assisted to promote the Cause of God and promulgate the Word of God in the Southern States, that just as Washington is the political center of the American Republic, she may become the dawning-place of merciful susceptibilities and celestial feelings. Arise ye without any fear in the promulgation of the religion of God! Become ye firmly rooted in this great aim, send ye teachers to all directions, and become ye not apprehensive that ye meet strong opposition. The contradiction of others is more conducive to the strength of the Cause of God. Ever do I beg for you divine confirmation. My spirit is with each one of you. Do ye not look upon your own capacities. Rest ye assured in the bounties of the Blessed Perfection. He shall change the drop into an ocean and the moth into an eagle. He changes the stone into the precious ruby and the scintilla into the world-illuminating sun. Open ye the eloquent tongues and day and night consult with each other regarding the promotion of the Cause of God, so that in the end you may crown your heads with this diadem and carrying in your hands the swords of light, ye may conquer the kingdoms of the hearts.'"
WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA

"Great importance must be given to the development of the STAR OF THE WEST. The circle of its discussion must be widened; in its columns must be published the essential problems pertaining to the Bahai life in all its phases. Its contents must be so universal that even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in all the social and religious movements of the age and is conducive to the progress of the world and its inhabitants. In short, the STAR OF THE WEST must promote the aspirations and the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets, bringing into the light of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost value to the Bahai teachers all over the world."

From Unveiling of the Divine Plan.
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Some of the delegates and friends attending Central States Teaching Convention assembled at the heart of the Mashrekol-Azkar grounds, Wilmette, Illinois, May 23rd, 1919.

Sunset on the Mashrekol-Azkar grounds, May 23rd, 1919. Looking toward Refectory on lake shore where Feast of Naurooz was being prepared.

Photographs by Alice Williams, of Detroit, Mich.
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be, these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’U’LLAH.

The Heart


The likeness of the world is like the body of man; the likeness of God is like the spirit in the body. As the spirit pervades and controls the whole body, so likewise God pervades and controls the whole universe. As none of the limbs on the body of man are in communication with the spirit in the body of man and not one of the five senses can ever feel the spirit, therefore, God has created the heart in man to be the central ruler and has endowed it with two phases, spiritual and material. Through its spiritual phase the heart absorbs the commandments of the spirit, and then through its material phase it transmits them to all parts of the body through the agency of the organs, veins, arteries, muscles, etc.

Likewise all the different particles of the universe are beyond having any communication with God, but God, the Supreme Ruler, chooses one man from among the world and makes him to be the heart to the body of the universe and calls him the Word of God. This man or center is Moses, Jesus, BAHA’U’LLAH—according to the different cycles or ages—and is endowed with two phases, spiritual and material. Through his spiritual faculty he receives the teachings and bounties of the Almighty God and then imparts them to the world through material means in which he shares with other men. This Center is, according to the spirit, the recipient of the divine names and attributes, while in regard to his material side he is no other than a man and shares their material requirements such as eating, sleeping, etc., and it is for this reason that you Christians always testify to the fact that Jesus Christ was both a perfect God and a perfect man. Your testimony of Christ being a perfect God proves his being the manifestation of divine power, glory, grandeur and might, and your testimony to his being a perfect man proves that he should be perfectly endowed with material requirements such as eating, sleeping, etc., inasmuch as if any of such requirements are not perfect in him, it would be as a flaw in his perfection.

It is not possible for the body of man to be established without its being fortified by the heart, so likewise the body of the universe can never continue in a perfect establishment unless it is enlightened by the Word of God. The likeness of the Word of God in the body of the universe is like the heart in the body of man. Therefore this primal Word is always in the universe, but the difference is that sometimes it manifests itself to the people while at some other time it is concealed and people are veiled from its presence. For instance, Moses was the Word of God and in manifestation, and Joshua was also
the Word in concealment. But had Joshua manifested himself in this name he would have to bring new laws and ordinances. All the Israelitish prophets have been the manifestation of the Word of God in concealment. Jeremiah 1:10: "See, I have this day set thee over the nations and over the kingdoms, to root out and to pull down and to destroy and to throw down, to build and to plant," proves that these prophets were the Word. In that day God appointed Jeremiah to do those things and gave him the power, and those who denied Jeremiah denied God himself. The same was said to Peter, and had men denied Peter, they would in reality have denied Jesus.

Likewise BAHA'o'LLAH appointed Abdul-Baha to be the Center of his Covenant and endowed him with great power, and those who deny him in this day have denied God and His Cause.

In every age and dispensation the distinction between a believer and a denier would become manifest by his belief in or denying the appointed successor of the Word of God. For instance, if among the followers of Moses one denied David, Jeremiah, et. al., this would be a proof of his lack of faith in Moses.

As it is proved that not one part of the body can ever move unless the heart is cognizant thereof, so likewise no one of the people of the world can do anything anywhere unless the Manifestation of God, the Word, is cognizant of it.

The Mysterious Forces of Civilization

Address by ALBERT R. WINDUST, delivered at the Third Session of the Bahai Congress at Hotel McAlpin, New York City, Sunday evening, April 27th, 1919. Stenographically reported.

WHEN we look out upon this phenomenal existence of which we are a part, we find distinctive planes which the mind of man has classified and named: The mineral kingdom, the vegetable kingdom, the animal kingdom, the human kingdom.

If we investigate any one of these planes we find a great force or urge for unity dominating each group or species. For instance: In the mineral kingdom, the atoms of a lump of iron are held together by a force which unites them. In the vegetable kingdom the same force is manifest in the grouping of the various kinds of vegetation—the grasses assembling so thickly upon the meadow that it has the appearance of a carpet, and the trees of like kind making a grove or forest. In the animal kingdom it is the same—the flocks of birds and herds of cattle manifest this force or urge. So also on the human plane. Everywhere we behold this uniting force:

"Like seeks like and has affinity with its own kind."

On the human plane this force manifests in all degrees and we speak of some of them familiarly as: Fellowship, the family, the tribe, the city, the state, the nation, the empire—such as the Egyptian, the Assyrian, the Medo-Persian, the Greek, the Roman.

This uniting force or urge is natural to all the kingdoms mentioned and the combinations produced by it on the human plane are, therefore, natural.

But this force is not the mysterious force of civilization referred to in the subject assigned to me this evening. Rather we are to consider a force above the natural. It is often termed mysterious because not generally recognized and understood.

In brief: Natural civilizations are racial, political, philosophical, commercial, etc.

Furthermore, when we examine carefully the individuals constituting a
group or species in any of the kingdoms, we find no two alike. Among all the grains of sand no two alike, no two blades of grass alike, no two shrubs or trees alike, no two animals alike, no two human beings alike.

Observe also the varying degrees in addition to the diversity in every kingdom. In the mineral kingdom, from the dull grain of sand to the sparkling diamond; in the vegetable kingdom, from the lowly blade of grass to the tall cedar; in the animal kingdom, from the weakest creeping thing to the strong lion, and in the human kingdom we find all the degrees from the humble peasant to the powerful king, wise philosopher, or diplomatic statesman.

There is another plane, a higher kingdom, to which the Bahais direct particular attention. It is the supernatural plane or divine Kingdom. This plane becomes manifest through a supernatural type of men who make known or reveal in their lives and words this higher Kingdom. History recognizes them as prophets. Manifestations of God, the Bahais term the highest of such men. Their force or power, they say, is of the Holy Spirit and they come to lead mankind from a material outlook upon life unto a spiritual outlook. They come as guides, as teachers to lift men up from the natural to the supernatural, from the human to the divine. Such men were Moses, Jesus Christ, Mohammed, Bahá'u'lláh.

History shows that they manifested an attractive force a power which drew men and women to them while in the body and after leaving it, which was above racial, political, philosophical and commercial interests.

Consider: Moses, a humble man, meek, after years of exile in the wilderness of Canaan, returning to Egypt, leading and teaching the slaves of the Egyptians in such a manner, with such force that within a few centuries they became the dominant spiritual civilization of the world and the philosophers of Greece and Rome went to sit at the feet of the Hebrew sages to learn from them.

Christ: His influence we are all familiar with. Consider how he changed civilization after his advent; for through his teachings he united Romans, Greeks, Chaldeans, Assyrians and finally Europeans and Americans, revealing more than any previous Manifestation the power of the Holy Spirit—the mysterious force of civilization.

Mohammed, six hundred years after Christ, astounded the world with this wondrous force. Consider a people who were surrounded by the civilizations of Egypt and Palestine, and near to Greece and Rome—wild tribes roving the plain of Arabia untouched by these civilizations—changed in a few hundred years to become the wonder of history; even the Christians of Europe sending their sons and daughters to Mohammedan universities in Spain to be educated by those who but a few generations before were the wild tribesmen of the desert! This is indeed the mysterious force of civilization.

But even these supernatural or divine civilizations arose and fell as well as the natural or racial and political civilizations of old. The Jews fell away from the teachings of Moses into such a condition that at the time of the appearance of Christ they were ruled by Rome, and soon after were scattered over the world. Mohammedanism today has degenerated from what it was, and the Christian world is witnessing the fall of its civilization through the great war and the attending horrors in Europe.

Students of the sacred Books recognize that up to the time of the fall of Jerusalem it was the “Jewish age” and from the scattering of the Jews
until recently, it was a period known as the "times of the Gentiles." And now the Gentile age has ended.

It would seem then that the civilizations founded by such great Manifestations on the supernatural or divine plane have birth and death. But they foresaw, as well as the prophets and disciples who carried on their teachings, that a time would come when the spiritual Kingdom they had helped to prepare mankind for would become manifest in its fullness. They foresaw a time when the spiritual Kingdom set up would not fall.

Isaiah gave word pictures of that promised age. Daniel said, "In the days of these kings, the God of heaven shall set up a kingdom that shall never be destroyed," and "it shall stand forever." Jesus holds forth this same promise in his teachings and in the Lord's prayer—wherein his disciples and followers pray for the coming of the Father and His Kingdom on earth, that the Father's will should be done on earth, and that His Kingdom should have the power and the glory forever.

In reality, the civilizations of Moses, Christ and Mohammed did not die, but were rather the different phases of preparation for the final accomplishment by "Him whose right it is," for these great Manifestations of the Will and Word of God in this phenomenal world, were bound together by a Covenant. Each spoke of the other. Moses spoke of Christ, not mentioning the name, but telling of his coming; Christ spoke of Mohammed, not mentioning the name, but telling of his coming. And all spoke of the coming of the Great One who should appear in the latter time, "King of Kings and Lord of Lords." This Covenant is the bond between this Great One and those who prepared the way for His coming. This is the mysterious force that binds the religionists of the former Manifestations to the Great Manifestation today, BAHA'OLLAH.

That Covenant has been fulfilled and its door of bounty opened to all on earth through the appearance of BAHA'OLLAH, the Glory of God. As Isaiah said, "the Glory of the Lord shall be revealed and all flesh shall see it together"—that is, universally.

This is the Day of the Lord. This is the day when the Kingdom of heaven has been established on earth. Its power is here. Its mysterious force is creating a new civilization, a divine civilization that shall not be overthrown and it shall stand forever. That mysterious force has drawn us here from all parts of the continent to be present at this meeting, and that same force is uniting the hearts of men everywhere. This force is reconstructing civilization.

When Abdul-Baha, the son of BAHA'OLLAH, was in America in 1912, he saw the particular phases necessary for the spiritual reconstruction of this western world. Most of us are familiar with the principles he laid down, expounded, elaborated, made clear to the minds of the peoples of the West. Other speakers will undoubtedly elaborate them here in this Congress before it closes. I will just outline them:

BAHA'OLLAH taught the actual oneness of the religions of the world, the oneness of all humanity, the universal brotherhood of man, universal peace; the perfect harmony of religion and science. He enjoined men to search diligently for truth and to abolish all prejudices, religious, national, racial, social. He proclaimed the equality of the sexes, commanded equal educational advantages for both, besides vast equitable social readjustments, the equalization of the means of livelihood and the complete establishment of justice among men. He proclaimed the urgency of a universal language to bring men into closer fellowship and mutual understanding. He emphasized the incumbency of a Parliament of Man—a universal tribunal of justice or arbitration for the adjustment of international affairs. And, unequivocally, he taught the
power of the Holy Spirit in the life of humanity.

In brief: The Holy Spirit revealed by the Manifestation of God, Baha'u'llah, is the mysterious force of civilization in this new age.

Abdul-Baha has revealed a prayer vibrant with this force. I will read it:

"Bring them together again, 0 Lord, by the power of Thy Covenant and gather their dispersion by the might of Thy promise, and unite their hearts by the dominion of Thy love; and make them love each other so that they may sacrifice their spirits, expend their money, and sacrifice themselves for the love of one another. O Lord, cause to descend upon them quietness and tranquility. Shower upon them the clouds of Thy mercy in great abundace and make them to characterize themselves with the characteristics of the spiritual. O Lord, make us firm in Thy noble command and bestow upon us Thy gifts through Thy bounty, grace and munificence. Verily, Thou art the Generous, the Merciful and the Benevolent!"

Today, on earth—according to the Will of Baha'u'llah—Abdul-Baha is establishing the new civilization through this mysterious force.

Allah'Abha!

The Universal House of Worship

Address by Mrs. Corinne True of Chicago, at the Third Session of the Bahai Congress, held at New York City, Sunday evening, April 27th, 1919. Stenographically reported.

Mr. Windust has so beautifully led up to the present subject of the Mashrekol-Azkar; and the Mashrekol-Azkar is one of the greatest proofs of the working of this mysterious force of civilization. It is the first outward symbol, the first divine institution, under the teachings of Baha'u'llah, to be erected in the West. I will read you Baha'u'llah's own Words about the construction of this house of worship. In the Book, Kitab-ol-Akdas, Baha'u'llah says:

"O concourse of creation! O people, construct homes or houses, in the most beautiful fashion possible, in every city and every land. In the Name of the Lord of religion, adorn them with that which becometh them, not with pictures or paintings. Then commemorate the Lord, the Merciful, the Clement, in spirit and fragrance. Verily, by His mention, by this commemoration, the breasts shall be dilated, the eyes illumined, and hearts gladdened, and thus shall you pray the Orient of Praises in the Mashrekol-Azkar."

When the Executive Board or Committee on Program asked me what I would speak upon, they suggested the Mashrekol-Azkar, or any subject I wished. I telegraphed them this subject, "The Universal House of Worship for the New Age".

In Chicago we had a peace meeting not a great while ago. Mr. Taft came and held a conference regarding the League of Nations; the different religious denominations met and worked together as hard as they could, and on the last afternoon of that conference, someone arose and suggested that the League of Nations was a Christian institution. A Jewish rabbi, who had worked equally as hard as the Christian, insisted that it could not be limited to a Christian institution.

And so today in all walks you will find the same thing, because we are in a new day. You cannot put wine into old bottles when it is new wine. It will ferment. It will burst your old bottles. You must put your new wine into new bottles. Abdul-Baha says "The gift of God to this enlightened age is knowledge of the oneness of the world of humanity"
and the Mashrekol-Azkar is the great outward symbol to humanity of this oneness of the world of humanity. Abdul-Baha sent us word and he has written in his own handwriting that in Ishkabad, the believers of God made the erection of the temple conducive to affinity and unity, so that it really became the cause of the oneness of the world. He also makes the erection of the temple in America conducive to the unity and oneness of the believers, of the maid-servants and servants of the Merciful, so that in one thought, one aim, they engage themselves in the building of the temple.

The work of this mysterious force of civilization brought to us by the Manifestation of this age, is to establish upon the earth a divine civilization. We have been living under the material civilization, but the day has come when the divine civilization must be established—the spiritual brotherhood of man. The reason we have wars and strife is because the people are not serving one aim, one purpose. Each one has his own thought, his own self-interest—each person, each nation—and this leads to separation and division. We will always have wars until some great power comes into the world and inspires and fills us with one great aim and one great purpose and we sacrifice our lesser aims to this great, this enormous aim; so that we forget our individual interests and the interest of all becomes our interest.

The great Mashrekol-Azkar stands for that sacrifice of self, that sacrifice of the personal, so that we may come into this knowledge of the oneness of humanity. We must find out that we are a part of this one great body of humanity and the working for the Mashrekol-Azkar will bring humanity into this knowledge. Abdul-Baha sent Tablets to the orient as well as to the occident, and encouraged the believers all over the world to arise and take part in the contributions for this tremendous work. He said that every soul in the orient, whether he was rich or poor, should give something. We received letters telling how they would go out and sell a little article of clothing, perhaps a tin pan from the kitchen, because they had not the ready money to send us. One of the most touching contributions we have had for the Mashrekol-Azkar came during this last year from India. The different assemblies of India collected a contribution for the Mashrekol-Azkar and sent it in a lump sum in September and a letter from one of the prominent believers in India itemizes what each assembly had sent. In 1910, when Mr. Remey and Mr. Howard Struven made their wonderful trip around the world and visited India, we had a most interesting letter published about the junglemen of India, how perfectly wonderful was their hospitality. That letter was printed in the little Bahai News, the beginning of the Star of the West. It would really do you good to read that letter and see the fire and spirit that was among those junglemen when they received Mr. Remey and Mr. Struven. When Miss Martha Root was in India, she was to have visited that assembly but could not do it, and one of the believers, I think, made three hundred buttons with the face of Miss Root on it, and sent them up to the junglemen in order that they might all have a visit from Miss Root. Well, those junglemen have sent a contribution to the Mashrekol-Azkar, and the same spirit came with that contribution of the junglemen that comes from the men and women from the centers of civilization and cultivation, from Paris, or London or New York, or any other part of the world; the one spirit, the one fire, of the love of God, emanates from the letters which bring these contributions to the Mashrekol-Azkar.

When such a dynamic force as that is working in the world, surely great changes are imminent. It cannot help but make great changes. From all the
various religions of the world these contributions come. From all the various continents. One year I was very much embarrassed because in giving my report I had to say that all of the continents had contributed to the Mashrekol-Azkar except South America, and just before I left for San Francisco that year, South America arose with a contribution, the wife of the owner of a large coffee plantation in Brazil, sending a contribution to the Mashrekol-Azkar, so that with the greatest joy I could say at that convention that all of the continents had contributed to the Mashrekol-Azkar.

I want to give you the Bahai definition of the house of worship or church; so that you may see why we call this the Universal House of Worship. Abdul-Baha has so beautifully defined these things. There was a believer who wrote to Abdul-Baha, because she was a member of the church, and this is what Abdul-Baha wrote to her:

“O maid-servant of God, what thou hast written has been perused and its contents became manifest. Thou hast questioned, how thou canst accept this divine Cause. Thou art a member of the church. Know thou that in the day of the manifestation of Christ many souls became portionless or deprived from the favor of God because they were the members of the holy of holies in Jerusalem. According to that membership they became veiled from that brilliant Beauty. Therefore, turn thy face to the Church of God which consists of divine instructions and meritorious exhortations, for what similitude is there between the church of stone and cement and the celestial Holy of Holies? Endeavor that thou mayest enter in this Church of God.”

Abdul-Baha gave a marvelous talk in the Church of the Ascension here in New York, giving definition of the church, of what the Bahais mean by the church. He says the church is a place where people of differing sorts and divergent tendencies, where all races and nations, may come together in a covenant of permanent fellowship. In a temple of the Lord, in the house of God, man must be submissive to God. He must enter into a covenant with his Lord in order that he shall obey his commands and become unified with his fellow man. He must not consider divergence of races nor differences of nationalities. He must not view variation in denomination and creed. He should look upon all mankind and realize that all must become united and agreed; he must recognize all as one family, one race, one nativity, all the servants of one God, dwelling beneath the shelter of the mercy of one God.

When we really and truly arise and fulfill the building of such a church as that we will not relegate certain nationalities to the Chinese section, other nationalities to the Ghetto section; we will not separate our brothers and sisters into these divisions; we will recognize the oneness of all humanity. And so this Mashrekol-Azkar is the universal house of worship because it is the only house of worship in the world except the one at Ishkabad, Russia, that does really carry out these teachings.

Regarding the Mashrekol-Azkar and its accessories, Abdul-Baha said to Mr. and Mrs. Holbach, of London, England: “When these institutions, college, hospital, hospice, and establishments for the incurables, the university for the study of the higher sciences and giving post-graduate courses, and other philanthropic buildings are built, its doors will be open to all the nations and to all religions. There will be drawn absolutely no line of demarcation. Its charities will be dispensed irrespective of color and race. Its gates will be flung to mankind, prejudice toward none, love for all; the central building will be devoted to the purpose of prayer and worship. Thus for the first time religion will become harmonized with science and science will be the hand-maid of religion, both showering their material
Unveiling of the Divine Plan for the Central States

Third talk by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab delivered at the Eleventh Annual Mashrekol-Azkar Convention and Bahai Congress, held in McAlpin Hotel, New York City, Sunday evening, April 27th, 1919.

"I S THIS day the day of rest? No, by the Lord of the worlds. Is this day the day of silence? No, by Myself, the True One, were ye of those who know. Verily, all things are stirred with the fragrance of revelation. Are ye resting on your seats and ye call yourselves the sincere ones?"—Baha’u’llah, from Appendix to Surat El-Hykl.

In the above stirring appeal Baha’u’llah calls his followers to a high station of service and action. From it we gather the idea that those who call themselves Bahais must not sit idle, nor must they remain silent. Through their words and deeds they must show their love for all humanity and from their faces there must appear the joy of heaven. In their minds must center the loftiest ideals of this age, and in their hearts must dwell the sweetest sentiments of sympathy and kindness towards all creatures. In their search for truth they must be impartial, and in their march along the path of right they must show fearlessness and courage. Enthusiasm must be their watchword and broad-mindedness their ultimate aim. Perseverance in the investigation of reality must be their guide, and conviction of the final victory of the cause of brotherhood their inspiration. They must work day and night, so that the satanic world may become angelic, the darkened hearts may be illuminated, confidence may replace distrust and the sweetness of love may remove the bitterness of hate.

It is a well known fact that the power of love leads men to work together and co-operate with each other in all the undertakings of modern civilization. In all the transactions of human society, in the harmonious adjustment of the relation of capital and labor, in the balancing of the law of supply and demand, in the working out of the principle of production and consumption, and in the practice of the theories of exchange and distribution, we must invariably use the universal solvent of the love of God and
the love of man, if we are desirous of avoiding any future social disorganization. The law of love opens on all sides the innumerable avenues of human and divine progress. For example, let us consider the history of the twelve Central States, how over a century ago, there were scarcely any souls living there excepting Indians and a few scattered trappers. Now there are about twenty-seven millions living peacefully in those States; large cities are built, giant factories founded, thousands of schools established, agriculture and industries advancing by leaps and bounds. For example, the site of Chicago, which today is the second city in size in the New World, in 1804 was nothing but a great bog, and probably at that time no one would have dreamed that a century later such a magnificent city would rise over that piece of marshy ground. In 1830 it boasted of only twelve families of poor people; in 1840 it had about 4470 inhabitants, but now it has the huge population of more than two million and a half! This single example shows us in a concrete and clear manner how the power of love and co-operation changed the desert and wilderness of these States into blooming gardens and prosperous communities. Now if the sphere of this human love be widened, so as to include the various aspects of the divine love; if the people would realize that the security and permanence of the national progress is dependent upon international progress—then we could feel sure that our advancement would not be hindered by racial or religious fanaticism which surges now and then from the unknown depths of the animal man.

The pioneer discoverers of the Central West have demonstrated to us, through their lives and actions, that if we are zealous in the promotion of the divine principles, and do not turn back when confronted with opposition, we shall at last gather many harvests. Consider the lives of Joliet and Father Marquette, who in 1673 braved all dangers, set out from Mackinaw to find the source of the Mississippi River. Day after day they kept on their silent journey on the bosom of the Mississippi, now gliding by castle-shaped cliffs, now coming into the sunlight of open prairies, now entering the long shadows cast by miles of unbroken forests, past the muddy torrent of the Missouri, past the lovely mouth of the Ohio, and finally reached the mouth of the Arkansas. From there they returned, patiently paddling their way back. It was indeed a tremendous piece of uphill work, battling for more than a thousand miles against powerful currents.

These examples go far to show us that if there were men in the past—and there are men and women in our days—who were and are ready to give up even life for material reward or fame, how much more we who call ourselves Bahais must be prepared to sacrifice everything, to undergo every danger, so that the knowledge of God may increase, the brotherhood of man may be proclaimed, and the noble ideals of life be shared by all men, irrespective of race and color.

Having now proven that nothing must daunt us when the line of our duty is quite plain, I take pleasure in reading to you the translation of the first Tablet revealed to the friends in the Central States, on Wednesday morning, March 29, 1916. Picture in your mind the patriarchal presence of Abdul-Baha, with his long, flowing robe, walking in the beautiful Garden of Bahjee, and dictating these words of wisdom to his followers across oceans and continents, directing them to arise with all their hearts and souls in the promulgation of the Word of God and the proclamation of the Manifestation of God.

[Here followed the reading of the Tablet received in America before the doors of communication closed. It was published in the STAR OF THE WEST Vol. 7 No. 10 and Vol. 9 No. 14.]
This first general order for the mobilization of the forces of the Kingdom was mailed in April of the same year. I have understood since my arrival in this country that a good deal of pioneer work of teaching has been done in these States, and that many souls have gone forth into new fields, so that they might sow the seeds of the new divine knowledge. I am sure that Abdul-Baha will be most pleased to hear that the friends are at least trying to carry out his behest.

And now I would like to read to you for the first time the translation of the Second Tablet revealed to the friends of the Central States on Thursday morning, February 8th, 1917, when he was staying in Acre. He was then living in the very room where Baha’u’llah passed his last years in the prison city, and so the atmosphere of the place brought to one’s mind sweet memories of other spiritual and significant events transpiring in the same spot:

TABLET
To the believers and the maid-servants of God in the Central States—Upon them be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He is God!

God says in the great Koran:—’He specializes for His Mercy whomsoever He willeth.’

O ye old believers and intimate friends!

These twelve Central States of the United States are like unto the heart of America, and the heart is connected with all the organs and parts of man. If the heart is strengthened, all the organs of the body are reinforced, and if the heart is weak all the physical structures are subjected to feebleness.

Now, praise be to God, that Chicago and its environs from the beginning of the diffusion of the fragrances of God have been a strong heart. Therefore, through divine bounty and providence it has become confirmed in certain great matters.

First: The Call of the Kingdom was in the very beginning raised from Chicago. This is indeed a great privilege, for in future centuries and cycles, it will be as an axis around which the honor of Chicago will revolve.

Second: A number of souls with the utmost firmness and steadfastness arose in that blessed spot in the promotion of the Word of God and even to the present moment, having purified and sanctified the heart from every thought, they are occupied with the promulgation of the teachings of God. Hence the call of praise is raised uninterruptedly from the Supreme Concourse.

Third: During the American journey Abdul-Baha several times passed through Chicago and associated with the friends of God. For some time he sojourned in that city. Day and night he was occupied with the mention of the True One and summoned the people to the Kingdom of God.

Fourth: Up to the present time, every movement initiated in Chicago, its effect was spread to all parts and to all directions; just as everything that appears in and manifests from the heart influences all the organs and structures of the body.
Fifth: The first Mashrekol-Azkar in America was instituted in Chicago, and this honor and distinction is infinite in value. Undoubtedly out of this Mashrekol-Azkar thousands of other Mashrekol-Azkars will be born.

Likewise the General Annual Conventions; the foundation of the Star of the West; the Publishing Society, for the publication of books and Tablets and their circulation in all parts of America, and the preparations now under way for the celebration of the Golden Centenary Anniversary of the Kingdom of God. I hope that this jubilee and this exhibition may be celebrated in the utmost perfection; so that the call to the Word of Unity: "There is no God but One God, and all the Messengers, from the beginning to the Seal of the Prophets (Mohammed), were sent on the part of the True one!" may be raised; the flag of the oneness of the world of humanity be unfurled, the melody of universal peace may reach the ears of the East and the West; all the paths may be cleared and straightened, all the hearts may be attracted to the Kingdom of God, the tabernacle of unity be pitched on the apex of America, the song of the love of God may exhilarate and rejoice all the nations and peoples, the surface of the earth may become the eternal paradise, the dark clouds may be dispelled and the Sun of Truth may shine forth with the utmost intensity.

O ye friends of God! Exert ye with heart and soul, so that association, love, unity and agreement be obtained between the hearts, all the aims may be merged into one aim, all the songs become one song and the power of the Holy Spirit may become so overwhelmingly victorious as to overcome all the forces of the world of nature. Work! This is the great work, should ye become assisted therein. Thus America may become the fulcrum of merciful susceptibilities, and the throne of the Kingdom of God be established upon earth with the greatest joy and majesty.

This phenomenal world will not remain in an unchanging condition even for a short while. Second after second it undergoes change and transformation. Every foundation will finally become collapsed; every glory and splendor will at last vanish and disappear; but the Kingdom of God is eternal and the heavenly Sovereignty and Majesty will stand firm everlastingly. Hence in the estimation of a wise man the mat in the Kingdom of God is preferable to the throne of the government of the world.

Continually my ear and eye are turned toward the Central States; perchance a melody from some blessed souls may reach my ears, souls who are the dawning-places of the love of God, the stars of the horizon of sanctification and holiness—souls who will illumine this dark universe and quicken to life this dead world. The joy of Abdul-Baha depends upon this! I hope that you may become confirmed therein.

Consequently, those souls who are in a condition of the utmost severance, purified from the defects of the world of nature, sanctified from attachment to this earth, vivified with the breaths of Eternal Life—with luminous hearts, with heavenly spirit, with attraction of consciousness, with celestial magnanimity,
with eloquent tongues and with clear explanations—such souls must hasten and
travel through all parts of the Central States. In every city and village they
must occupy themselves with the diffusion of the divine exhortations and
advices, guide the souls and promote the oneness of the world of humanity.
They must play the melody of international conciliation with such power that
every deaf one may become hearing, every extinct person may be set aglow,
every dead one may obtain new life and every indifferent soul may find ecstasy.
It is certain that such will be the consummation.

The spreaders of the fragrances of God may peruse this Commune every
morning:

COMMUNE

O Lord! O Lord! Praise and thanksgiving be unto Thee for Thou hast
guided me to the highway of the Kingdom, suffered me to walk in this straight
and far-reaching path, illumined my eye by beholding the lights, made me
listen to the melodies of the birds of holiness from the Kingdom of Mysteries
and attracted my heart with Thy love among the righteous ones.

O Lord! Confirm me with the Holy Spirit, so that I may call in Thy Name
among the nations and give back the glad-tidings to the manifestation of Thy
Kingdom amongst mankind.

O Lord! I am weak, strengthen me with Thy power and potency. My
tongue falters, suffer me to utter Thy commemoration and praise. I am lonely,
endear me through my entrance in Thy Kingdom. I am remote, cause me to
approach to the threshold of Thy mercifulness.

O Lord! Make me a brilliant lamp, a shining star and a blessed tree,
adorned with fruits, its branches overshadowing all these regions! Verily, Thou
art the Mighty, the Powerful and Unconstrained!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, March 30, 1919, Washington, D. C.)

Having revealed the above wonderful
Tablet for the Central States, the Cen­
ter of the Covenant spoke often about
the future work of the friends of God,
and I have gathered his scattered words
into one heavenly rosary.

He said: “In reality the geographical
position of the Central States has great
importance, for just as I dictated to you
now, it is like the heart of America.
Passengers going east or west, north or
south pass through that section. Simi­
larly, it is a point of connection for the
friends of God. The believers in Chicago
must be so enkindled with the fire of
the love of God and must be so charac­
terized with the characteristics of unity
and agreement, that other states may
learn from them this all-important les­
son; that their pure lives and holy
words, their selfless services and deeds
may affect the hearts of all the outsiders.

Just as the earth attracts everything
to the center of gravity and every object
thrown upward into space will come
down; so also material ideas and
wordly thoughts attract man to the
center of self. Anger, passion, igno­
nance, prejudice, greed, envy, covet­
ousness, jealousy and suspicion prevent
man from ascending to the Realms of
Holiness, imprisoning him in the claws of
self and the jail of egotism. The physi­
cal man, unassisted by divine power,
trying to escape from one of these invis­
ible enemies, will fall unconsciously into
the hands of another. No sooner does he
attempt to soar upward than the density
of the love of self, like the power of
gravity, draws him to the earth. But
the only power that is capable of deliver­
ing man from this captivity, is the power
of the breaths of the Holy Spirit.

"The believers in the Central States must, through this all-conquering power, free the inhabitants from the claws of self, negligence, lust and imagination. The attraction of the power of the Holy Spirit is so effective that it keeps men ever on the path of upward ascension. The malevolent forces of no enemy will touch those sanctified souls who have made this universal power their guide. With tranquil heart and assured spirit they are flying upward day and night and are journeying through the illimitable space of the teachings of Baha’u’llah.

"The believers in America must be like lighthouses, lightships and searchlights, so that in the tempestuous sea of the world the arks of lives may reach the haven of security. Each individual Bahai must be a life-saver who, facing the rough waves of the sea, may plunge into the whirlpool and save the souls from drowning. To sit, to talk, to listen—there is no virtue in that. To rise, to act, to help—that is a Bahai life.

"The sincerity and earnestness of the friends in the Central States must appear through deeds. Deeds are the standards! I have done all that is necessary. I have drawn for them the Plan of God which must guide them through all the coming years. I have explained to them the principles of Baha’u’llah. Now the promotion of those principles depends upon their co-operation with each other and their turning their faces to the Kingdom of Abha. Without walking, a traveler will not reach his destination. Without working, a poor man will not obtain wealth. Without diving to the bottom of the sea, a diver will not gather pearls and corals, and without going through the lower classes, a student will not be able to take up the higher courses in sciences and literature.

"The believers of God, in reality, display much effort; but this effort must be expended in the right direction. A sagacious thinker will always perceive the end before he takes up a certain kind of work. A youth desiring to prepare himself for a medical career must study those courses which are directly or indirectly connected with his profession, so that he may become efficient and skillful. Consequently, the friends of God must themselves become the fountain heads of divine characteristics and attributes, and then call others to this exalted station. They must first be attracted and enkindled, then try to attract and enkindle others. Let them cleanse their own hearts like unto clear mirrors, then strive in the purification of the hearts of mankind.

"In brief, I hope that the friends in the Central States may become assisted in rendering these great services. May they become centers of merciful susceptibilities and spiritual guides to the Kingdom of Abha! From every standpoint, ways and means for the teaching of the Cause of God must be prepared. The question of teaching, like any other question, is evolutionary and not revolutionary. This matter must become very plain to everyone, so that all the friends, like so many spirits in one temple, may arise in the accomplishment of this great service.

"When the foundation of the Mashrekol-Azkar is laid in America, and that divine edifice is completed, a most wonderful and thrilling motion will appear in the world of existence. The Mashrekol-Azkar will become the center around which all these universal Bahai activities will be clustered. From that point of light, the spirit of teaching, spreading the Cause of God and promoting the teachings of God will permeate to all parts of the world. I hope that ere long the foundation of this celestial temple will be laid—thus it may become conducive to the happiness of the heart of Abdul-Baha. All the inhabitants of the world are in these days engaged in warfare and strife, but the friends of God are striving with heart and soul to lay the basis of this palace of the Kingdom; (Continued on page 129)
STAR OF THE WEST

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

O thou STAR OF THE WEST!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

O ye apostles of Baha’u’llah—May my life be a ransom to you!

Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God—so that both in the East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION

Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS. Western States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southern States: JOSEPH H. HANNEN. Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.
Central States: ALBERT VAIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST—GERTRUDE BUIKEMA—DR. ZIA M. BAGHADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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Allah’s Abha!

The STAR OF THE WEST has “a place in the Sun” amid the galaxy of Bahai institutions founded in the center of America.

The cry of “Ya-Baha-el-Abha!” arises from the hearts of those who were instrumental in founding it.

For nine years, it has been like a small tree in the garden of the Cause, more or less overshadowed by other important institutions. But today—through the sustaining power of God and the bounty of Baha’u’llah descending in the Tablets and Words of Abdul-Baha unveiled at the recent Convention and Congress—it is illumined by the Orb of the Covenant.

Stunned by this sudden blaze of light, we are slowly responding to its radiance.

It will be noted that the first expression of development is found in the endeavor to arrange the cover and first part of the issue to interest strangers, the middle to interest teachers and friends, and the latter part to be for the Persian section as formerly.

At the Second Bahai Teaching Convention of the Central States, held at Chicago, May 23rd-25th, 1919, the STAR OF THE WEST offered certain suggestions regarding its development. Among them was, that a representative from every section of the American continent be invited to become a member of its foundation for enlargement. It was deemed advisable by the editors and publishers that nine Bahais constitute this foundation: Five to be in the Central States at Chicago, because published there—the three constituting the present staff
to be augmented by two more—and four to represent the other sections. The following friends were invited by word and telegram to become members of this foundation—subject, of course, to the approval of Abdul-Baha and the ratification of their respective sections: Northeastern States, Hooper Harris; Southern States, Joseph H. Hannen; Central States, Albert Vail, Carl Scheffler; Western States, Helen S. Goodall; Dominion of Canada, May Maxwell; Editorial Staff, Albert R. Windust, Gertrude Buikema, Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi; Honorary Member, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab. A stirring appeal from "Mother" Beecher (see following editorial) was read. The delegates from Michigan were the first to respond. The Convention endorsed the suggestions.

The Words of Abdul-Baha quoted from Unveiling of the Divine Plan, published on the first page of this issue, is an invitation to all to prepare such articles as Abdul-Baha desires. Those who have photographs of interest, data of value, historical facts, etc., are invited to send them in. Limitations of space may withhold their publication for a time.

One word more: In addition to the bounty revealed for the STAR OF THE WEST in the General Tablets, Abdul-Baha has caused the treasury of the Kingdom to descend through an appeal to all the Bahais of Persia (see page 131) to subscribe for "this growing magazine only for service to the Cause of God."

Many emotions sweep over us as we read it. It would seem that the first phase of its development has been completed, namely, "although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldest thou stand unshakable" (see Tablet in editorial heading); that we have entered upon the next phase, namely, "become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant"—and that, in due time, the remaining promise will become manifest.

—The Editors.

Editorial—An Edict from Abdul-Baha

By ("Mother") E. V. Beecher.

Many times the STAR OF THE WEST has been pronounced the official organ of the Bahai Cause by Abdul-Baha, and each decree comes with added force and authority as one of the ordinances of the latter day dispensation.

If a decree should be sent forth by an earthly potentate it must be enforced at any cost. Such an appointment would be respected by all of his subjects and every effort put forth to honor his royalty by perfect obedience and acquiescence with the command.

Have we, as the followers of Abdul-Baha, fully realized the fact that he is the Center on the earth today to which we are expected to turn for light and guidance?

Again, have we considered the import of that wonderful paragraph at the top of the editorial page of our little magazine which stands there as an ensign,
year after year lest we forget its importance and neglect our responsibility in relation to it? Were those wonderful words of assurance and promise intended only for the Editors? Can those faithful and well-tried workers continue to stand unaided in a large degree and still be expected to bring the above words to pass? Shall they continue to be asked to make bricks with straw? Can the STAR OF THE WEST become “the first paper of the world of humanity” without a hearty co-operation of all believers of this Faith? Can it live and grow and become a power in the world without sacrifice on the part of us all?

Other magazines may come into existence which are really worth while, but that does not constitute them official organs of this Cause.

Our little nineteen-day messenger is far too limited in space. Each issue should be rich in the inspirational utterances of BABA’O’LLAH and Abdul-Baha with plenty of space allowed for the glad news coming from all parts of the world and the various Bahai assemblies. The teachers going abroad to sow the seeds of truth should send in their live reports knowing that there will be room for them in the very next number.

Every now and then we hear such expressions from those who are real seekers for Truth, as the following: "What mines of wealth one finds in looking over the back numbers of the STAR OF THE WEST," or, "I came across such a wonderful compilation of the words of Abdul-Baha on a certain subject which I had read long ago but did not grasp its meaning or make it mine before;” again, “a wonderful confirmation has come to me by the reading of such and such an article in the STAR OF THE WEST.”

Yes, this little publication has become an archive of many hidden jewels which may be discovered by all who search for them.

When we look over the news-stands of today found on every hand we are amazed to see the immense sales going on every day in the year. And what are the contents of the larger part of these periodicals? Only fictitious stories written to feed the sense life and cater to morbid imaginations. We have become a nation of novel readers until the sciences and realities of life are largely lost sight of and the minds of the people have become too blunted by this overdose of fiction to relish the real drama of life about us.

When shall we awake from our lethargy? When shall we determine to make our official organ a living power in the East and the West and so cause it to become a phenomenal success?

Beloved readers, let us hasten to honor the official organ of our great Leader and Teacher before, perchance, its sun shall set behind the clouds of negligence and lack of faith.

Let us arise without delay and surprise the world by our breadth and bigness of vision and be able to place our magazine on the news-stands of America to be sold to the busy passerby who may never catch the rays of the rising sun of this great day of God from any other source.

May God speed the efforts to radiate this light while the opportunity is at hand.
"Strive ye in the promulgation of this growing magazine only for service to the Cause of God."

RECENT TABLET TO THE BAHAYS OF PERSIA

To the members of the Spiritual Committee, Teheran—Upon them be Bahá'u'lláh El-Abha!

He is God!

O friends of God!

The magazine of the Star of the West, notwithstanding great difficulties during the days of the war, has continued until these days of quietness and tranquility which have come. Although it had been cut off entirely from Persia, yet it managed to exist itself. Therefore financial hardships obtained.

But now that war has ended in peace, there must be given regularity to the Star of the West, so that it may circulate throughout the East and the West. And this is conditioned upon the increase in number of the subscribers. Therefore, the friends in all the provinces of Persia must subscribe to this blessed matter. Strive ye in the promulgation of this growing magazine only for service to the Cause of God, in order that it may become the means of the stimulation of its editors and for the best regularity of the institution.

Likewise, if possible, some of the friends may subscribe to the newspaper Chehreh Nema in Egypt and pay the subscriptions in advance.

Upon ye be El-Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS

(Revealed, June 27, 1919. Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago, July, 1919.)
ON May twenty-third, the seventy-fifth anniversary of the Bab, that glorious gateway to the Kingdom of God, the friends of the Central States gathered in Chicago to make plans for the proclamation of the glad tidings of this new day. The fourteen great teaching Tablets have brought to the beloved in America a call clear as the bell of the voice of God. The friends of the Central States felt that they must not delay a moment but must rise for “instant, exact and complete obedience.”

Friday morning, May 23rd, the friends met at the home of Mrs. True and ratified the business of the sublime New York Convention. In the afternoon they assembled on the temple grounds in Wilmette and later gathered for a heavenly feast in a nearby room overlooking the shining lake. Dr. Bagdadi, Mirza Ahmad and many others spoke of the new era now dawning on earth. Mr. Harlan Ober presided. Love and joy shone like beams of light from the faces. Mrs. Marie Hopper told of the spiritual experience of her husband when he first met Abdul-Baha—a story which kindled all the hearts with joy and wonder. Mr. Hopper went to Acca in the days when the Master was closely confined in the prison city. He came a critical, skeptical man who was proud never to be swept by an emotional experience. He was suddenly ushered into Abdul-Baha’s prison room. Before he knew what had happened he saw a blaze of white light and like Paul on the road to Damascus, fell down in wonder, overwhelmed by the spiritual glory which shone through and around his Beloved. The next moment Abdul-Baha, with infinitely tender love was lifting him to his arms. The Master had opened to him the doors of the unseen kingdom of Glory; then gently he closed them again.

On Saturday friends from practically all the assemblies in the Central States gathered in order that through consultation they might turn the new “river of glory” flowing in their hearts into channels of united and systematic teaching. Mr. Windust read the divine words to the Central States. Reports were given of the work already accomplished, of the meetings in Indianapolis and St. Louis, Sioux City and Davenport, of the new and joyous groups started this winter in Keokuk, Kansas City, Topeka and Omaha. Mr. William H. Randall spoke of the work of the general teaching committee of nineteen, how it had been formed not to direct but to serve, to offer itself in humble love as a clearing house for the helping of those teachers whom the Holy Spirit bade arise for the sublime campaign of spreading God’s message into every city and hamlet of this continent and of the world. Mirza Ahmad Sohrab presented a series of comprehensive suggestions recently framed by friends in Washington for the Southern States. Mrs. May Maxwell spoke of the need of absolute severance, utter self-sacrifice if we are to succeed in walking this heavenly pathway. We must lay down our money, even our principle—our strength, our time, our opinions, our selves, our spirits, all for Him, if we are to be baptized with that holy spirit, that white flame of love which alone can teach His Cause and melt the hearts of stone into amity and unity.

Practical suggestions were brought forward of how important it was that all who know of Bahais living in isolated districts or of openings for Bahai speakers anywhere in the Central States should send word to the Secretary of the
Central States Committee, Mr. Carl Scheffler, 56 East Congress St., Chicago. This Central States Committee consists of one member from each of the assemblies in the Central States. In a few joyous moments of divine enthusiasm for the new campaign of teaching over two hundred dollars was contributed for the traveling expenses of teachers, with the thought that much more would follow. It was suggested that two boxes be placed in the meetings of each assembly, one for the Maskrekol-Azkar, one for the teaching fund. In these boxes contributions might be placed.

Toward the close of the session Mr. Windust spoke of the STAR OF THE WEST, the need of a broader foundation, and the longings of its editors to make it rise to the exalted and universal service which the Master has destined for this happy-starred messenger of the West. It was suggested that contributions from the friends would help it expand its horizon. If the believers could subscribe to two or more subscrip-

---

Second Bahai Teaching Convention
of the
Central States of the United States
to be held in
Chicago, May 23rd to 25th, 1919

PROGRAM

FRIDAY, MAY 23rd.

10 a.m. Ratification meeting of the Eleventh Mashrekol-Azkar Convention recently held in New York City.

At the home of Mrs. Corinne True, 5338 Kenmore Avenue

3 p.m. Celebration of Seventy-fifth Anniversary of the Dawn of the New Era on Earth—Declaration of The Bab.

At the Mashrekol-Azkar Grounds, Linden Ave. and Sheridan Road, Wilmette.

6 p.m. Feast of Commemoration on the Grounds.

SATURDAY, MAY 24th.

At St. John Hall, 18th floor, Masonic Temple.

10 a.m. First Session, Teaching Convention.

2 p.m. Second Session, Teaching Convention.

SUNDAY, MAY 25th.

3:30 p.m. Address: "How Baha'u'llah, 50 years ago, laid the Foundation for a League of Nations."

Address: "The Covenant for the Most Great Peace—the Universal Peace among Races, Nations and Religions."

At Corinthian Hall, 17th floor, Masonic Temple.

7:30 p.m. Address: "The Divine Method of preventing Social Revolutions and establishing Economic Justice."

Address: "Education for the New Era—When the Universal Educator comes, How shall we know Him?"

Speakers to be announced.
tion, one or more for distribution, one for bound copies, that would help the editors increase the number of pages. The Convention unanimously endorsed Mr. Windust’s suggestions.

The Saturday session closed with a reunion of the Chicago friends which filled many eyes with tears and every heart with joy. They adjourned to celebrate that divinest blessing “the night of unity.” And now that this unity is re-established they pray that they may be worthy to become, as the Master says, “the heart of America.”

The Convention closed with a splendidly attended congress on Sunday with the following program:

3:30 p. m. Address: “How Baha’u’llah, 50 years ago, laid the Foundation for a League of Nations.”

Albert Vail

Address: “The Covenant for the Most Great Peace—the Universal Peace among Races, Nations and Religions.”

Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi

7:30 p. m. Address: “The Divine Method of preventing Social Revolutions and establishing Economic Justice.”

Howard Ives

Address: “Education for the New Era—When the Universal Educator comes, How shall we know Him?”

Harlan F. Ober, Ahmad Sohrab.

Eighth Annual Feast of Commemoration

By Martha L. Root

The Mystery of God, Abdul-Baha, the living Center of the Covenant on earth today, filled and thrilled all hearts at the eighth annual feast held in West Englewood, N. J., June 28th, 1919. Bahais know Abdul-Baha as “The Branch” foretold in our Bible. On this feast day of his commemoration it was significant that the peace of the world was signed. New York’s bells and whistles rang wild with demonstrations of joy.

Rain and cold had prevailed in the morning, but the sun shone out gloriously warm and bright as some 150 pilgrims assembled. This Eden-like pine grove where Abdul-Baha in 1912 gave his first feast to eastern believers, is a natural, living temple of forest charm and woodsy fragrance. Thrushes fearlessly sung there in the heavenly atmosphere. Joyous Bahais brought food for themselves and others, for both dinner and supper. It was a holy feast. Rays of the Holy Spirit reflected the light and love of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha upon the polished mirrors of hearts. Faces were full of light; the happiness of everybody made the woods vibrant. Just as in the days of pentecost there was spoken the one tongue—love.

Certainly it was a cosmopolitan feast. They were gathered from nearly every “kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation.” English, French and Germans were represented. A professor of the Imperial University of Tokyo, sojourning in this country, gave a splendid talk on spiritual advancement in his land. A Serbian writer, in his speech explained that although he spoke eight European languages fluently, it was only through Esperanto he could communicate with his brothers in Japan and China. He advocated Esperanto as the universal language and said that Abdul-Baha’s life was well known in 107 Esperanto periodicals because Abdul-Baha stood for a universal language, urging the adoption of Esperanto as the universal tongue. A Scandinavian scholar present has since translated the blue booklet descriptive of the Cause into Danish. A Jewish woman spoke eloquently of the uplift to womanhood this Bahai Movement had brought. Several Bahais on their way to other states and countries to teach the Cause were guests.
Friends were also present from River­
ton, New Haven, Bridgeport, Boston, Pittsburgh and Chicago. One hundred friends attended the evening meeting in the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Wilhelm. Roy C. Wilhelm presided at both meet­
ing.

Abdul-Baha said of his feast in 1912: "This gathering has no peer or likeness upon the surface of the earth. This outward meeting is a prototype of the inner and complete spiritual meeting. Hundreds of thousands of meetings shall be held to commemorate such an assem­bly as this and the very words I utter to you on this occasion shall be reiterated by them in the ages to come."

Friends in the afternoon, visited the Bourgeois home near the grove where they were inspired by the marvelously beautiful model of the Mashrekol-Azkar temple which Mr. Bourgeois has designed. This model is full of a new splen­dor which is brought by the using of curves. It is the geometrical line of the starry heavens and the wonderful combinations of line create a living tracery as the pictures of life in activity.

It also gives the impression of fire flame, which is the symbol of the greatest aspiration. No one has attempted to describe this great new art which gives the essence of all religious art of the past, uniting it harmoniously with a new light which symbolizes well the Bahai teachings. All are impressed with awe and reverence when they behold this model. Some who do not know the teachings when they see the temple model instinctively exclaim, "I am on holy ground."

An artist attended the feast a few moments and the next day was so in­spired by the spirit of the place she came again to paint it. Without knowing much about the Revelation and nothing of the temple with its circles and curves, she instinctively started painting her picture in circles, something she had never done before. The principal fea­ture of her beautiful canvas is its path­way of light. She did not know that Abdul-Baha had walked this path but she said: "I do not know why, I feel I must make this a pathway of light and glorious sunshine."

Proposed world tour of Abdul-Baha

LETTER FROM SHOGHI RABBANI TO LOTFULLH HAKIM.

Haifa, Palestine,
May 8, 1919.

My dear brother in the love of El-Baha:

This long silence that I have assumed lately and this interruption of corre­spondence with you on my part has been solely due to a great pressure of work in connection with the dictation and translation of Tablets. This, however, has not by any means prevented me from remembering you all this time, particularly during the blessed days of Rizwan which Abdul-Baha passed with his friends on Mount Carmel in the ut­most fragrancce and spirituality. I have received your kind letter dated April 17th, enclosing the poem of Rudyard Kipling, for which I heartily thank you. The packages you have sent to the Mas­ter, enclosing supplications from the friends in England, dated January 24th and April 17th, have been received as well as the pictorial paper you have been sending every week.

The Master has been quite busy of late and has revealed many, many Tablets to the friends in America, England, France, Switzerland, Corsica, Germany,
Persia, India, Japan, New Zealand and Egypt. Notwithstanding that he has carefully perused your letters and will in due course reveal Tablets in answer.

From India refreshing and encouraging news is being received. The Bahai work is assuming great proportions, is being centralized and is receiving a great impetus from the unceasing and well-directed activities of friends. An annual consultative Bahai Convention for the friends of India (including Burma) is to be convened this coming Christmas and many pamphlets have been edited, compiled and distributed as an introduction and preliminary step for this great representative assemblage. In short, the friends are stirred and active and are convinced that an increase of energy on their part, a fresh outburst of zeal and ardor and efficient service to the Cause of God will draw Abdul-Baha to their shores. What is significant and alluring is the intimation of the Beloved himself that he is planning and thinking of such a journey across the Indian Ocean. He even declared that, God willing, he wishes to undertake a voyage to India, and thence to Indo-China, Japan and the Hawaii Islands, from there across the American continent to your beloved city of London, to France, Germany and Egypt.

Oh! how fervent, how deep and how sincere is our hope that such a great journey which he himself has fixed its duration to be four or five years, will be undertaken. Let us hope and prepare for it. Extreme pressure of work obliges me to stop abruptly. I hope I shall receive your good news and see you in body very soon.

May I announce to you that your two supplications with the enclosed letters have been considered by the Beloved this afternoon. The whole afternoon has been spent in translating for him only the contents of a part of the supplications from London. A Tablet has been revealed for you opening with loving and affectionate sentences.

I enclose, out of my Bahai and particular affection for you, two photographs taken recently in April in the vicinity of the Tomb of the Bab. They are the latest pictures of the Beloved.

Requesting you to acknowledge their receipt, I remain

Your Bahai brother,

Shoghi.

RECENT TABLET REVEALED FOR BAHAI OF THE BRITISH ISLES.

Through his honor Mr. Tudor-Pole, Egypt—Upon him be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!—To the friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful, British Isles.—Upon them be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He is God!

O ye sons and daughters of the Kingdom!

Your joint letter was received. Its contents made us exceedingly glad, for it indicated that, praise be to God, during those days of trial these blessed souls have withstood every test in the utmost steadfastness and perseverance. Like unto pure and unadulterated gold they shone with infinite brilliancy in the flaming fire of tests. Verily, this is the bounty of divine Providence. For the gift of guidance is great, it illumines the soul, converts the court of the heart into a rose-garden and gladdens the spirit with the good-tidings of God.

But all this is dependent upon firmness and steadfastness throughout all trials. Not until the tree is rooted and firmly planted can it give forth fruit; no matter how fresh and graceful it may appear, eventually it will wither, fade away, and only be fit for the fire.

At present, praise be to God, these sons and daughters of the Kingdom have, like unto blessed trees, strengthened their roots, are unaffected by the blowing of violent winds, and they are like
unto a building resting on a solid foundation.

This world-war has come to an end. We trust that at least it will lead to the preliminaries of universal peace, just as it is plainly foretold in the blessed Tablets.

The greatest means for its realization is in the entreaty and supplication of the friends to the Kingdom of God. Ye should all implore and pray, supplicate and beseech that, through the grace of God, this world-consuming war may be changed into a world-illuminating peace. It is certain that the entreaty and supplication of these servants will be acceptable at the divine threshold, for we wish nought save the tranquillity of the world of existence; purpose nothing but unity among men and aim at nothing save the eradication of ignorant prejudices, so that all religions and races, embracing one another, may gather under the shade of the pavilion of the oneness of God.

O ye sons and daughters of the Kingdom! The most pressing need today is harmony and union among the friends of God. Strive your utmost for this. Not until this intimate unity is realized can universal harmony be established. Therein lies the reason of Christ's saying: "Ye are the salt of the earth; but if the salt have lost its savor, with what shall it be salted?" Exert ye a great deal of effort on this momentous question.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabhani, January 28, 1919. House of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

RECENT TABLET TO LOTFULLAH HAKIM.

His honor Mirza Lotfullah Hakim, London—Upon him be Baha'u'llah El-Abha! He is God!

The letter which thou hast written on December 16, 1918, was received. Praise be to God, it was an evidence of the comfort and the spirituality of the friends of God and therefore infinite joy and satisfaction ensued.

Concerning the gathering on the 30th of November at the house of the maid-servant of God, Roseh, at which ye composed and prepared a letter; as the contents of the letter are known and noted, its despatch at present is unnecessary. Postpone the time of its forwarding.

Praise ye God, that He hath assisted ye in calling a meeting in the utmost of union and love, in endeavoring to promote rest and comfort for the world of mankind, in doing away with dispute and wrangling and in converting misunderstanding among religions to full understanding and good will; so that all races and nations may affiliate in the utmost love.

Convey, on my behalf, the utmost regard and respect to Setareh Khanom and her daughters, Parvin and Noori, and present my utmost respect and greeting to the respected maid-servant of God, Mrs. Cropper, and similarly to the maid-servant of God, Roseh, who indeed continually and uninterruptedly is engaged in service to the world of mankind; and to Mrs. Stannard, who is the true maid-servant of the Kingdom and who is restless day and night.

Mr. George Latimer, of America, who is in active service, is an illumined, God-like youth. When released from military service he is permitted to present himself.

Convey, on behalf of Abdul-Baha, infinite longing to Dr. Esslemont. Through translating the Hidden Words into Esperanto, a copy of which he has sent, he has in reality served the Kingdom of God and has likewise rendered a distinguished service to the Esperanto language. May God confirm him!

Send Professor Browne's book. Neither object to nor correspond with this person. Leave him to himself.
Unveiling of the Divine Plan for the Central States
(Continued from page 127)

so that the call of prayers and supplications may ascend to the heights of heaven. The flowers of material and divine civilization shall grow in the Mashrekol-Azkar, perfuming the nostrils with the fragrance of truth. Its doors will be open before the faces of all races, nations and religions. Whosoever enters therein is welcomed. BABA’O’LLAH is the universal Shepherd. All mankind are His sheep, and the adherents of all religions are welcomed in the Mashrekol-Azkar to worship the Father of all humanity with perfect freedom and reverence and obedience.

“Likewise, great importance must be given to the development of the STAR OF THE WEST. The circle of its discussion must be widened; in its columns must be published the essential problems pertaining to the Bahai life in all its phases. Its contents must be so universal that even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in all the social and religious movements of the age and is conducive to the progress of the world and its inhabitants. In short, the STAR OF THE WEST must promote the aspirations and the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets, bringing into the light of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost value to the Bahai teachers all over the world.

“In a similar manner, the scope of the Bahai Publishing Society must be greatly enlarged, so that books and pamphlets may be translated into different languages and published. These short pamphlets and historical reviews, giving the proofs and arguments of the Cause, must be written in accordance with the intellectual and spiritual capacity of each people.

“In short, for the diffusion of the fragrances of God the friends must think of detailed ways and means and year by year add to their efficiency, practicality and thoroughness. They must organize classes for teaching the young and preparing teachers to go to all parts of America. God willing, the believers like unto bright candles will illumine the assemblage of the world of humanity with the light of truth.”

Unveiling of the Divine Plan for the Central States
(Continued from page 127)

His honor, the beloved Daniel (Jenkyn) addresses you from the hidden Kingdom as follows: “O ye friends of God! Be not grieved because of my separation, for I am abiding in a realm wherein all my wishes are realized!”

When Dr. Esslemont has finished his book, send a copy thereof.

I have felt deeply sad at the passing away of Professor Cheyne at Oxford. Send a copy of his book, which is (partly) on the Cause.

Praise be to God, in these regions, due to the establishment of an equitable government, security and comfort have been realized for everybody, and all denominations are safe and protected from all calamities and are engaged in providing the means of their welfare and prosperity.

The hope is entertained that, through the blessings of Providence, the standard of universal peace may be raised and the pavilion of the oneness of the world of humanity may be pitched upon the apex of the contingent world; that the different races may be fused into one, and the surface of the globe may become one native land; so that the divine Kingdom may be fully represented and gloriously shine in the nether world.

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 19, 1919. House of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)
News from India

All-India Bahai Convention to be held in December—New Bahai paper to be established in India.

LETTER FROM ABBASALI
Madras, India,
May 23, 1919.

Dr. Zia M. Bagdad, Chicago.

My dearly-beloved brother:

You will no doubt be pleased to know that we are going to start a Bahai paper in India and I have taken the liberty to write this letter to you in connection with the same. We have a column in the said paper entitled "From Our Contemporaries," in which we intend to insert cullings from the "Najm-i-Bakhtar (STAR OF THE WEST)" and "Khursad-i-Khawar."

May I, therefore, ask your indulgence to mail me the latest number of "Najm-i-Bakhtar" to my Rangoon address, and to continue sending the same every month. We shall, of course, send you our paper in exchange and shall further beg you to extend a helping hand to us in our efforts to keep this paper going. The paper will be printed in three languages—English, Urdu* and Persian— all in one issue and every effort is being made to make it as artistic and instructive as possible.

Further, may I beg you to kindly furnish me with the addresses of all the American assemblies and individual friends to whom the paper should be sent. In case of assemblies, you will please let me know the number of copies to be sent to them. I trust you will kindly give an early reply to this request, so that you may be in time to guide us from the very first issue. A few days ago when on a visit to Bombay, I heard from brother Aga Mirza Mahmood that the translation done by me of the Book of Wonderful Signs was sent to sisters Goodall and Cooper in California for correction and polishing. This translation was done by me under very trying circumstances, yet I am confident it shall not give much trouble to my brothers and sisters sitting in committee for its correction. If any further information regarding the translation is wanted, I shall ever feel esteemed to correspond with you or any other brother or sister.

You are perhaps aware that we are going to hold an All-India Bahai Convention during the coming Christmas season. We are confident that through the inexorable will of the Blessed Beauty and ever-effective prayers of Abdul-Baha, we will be able to move the dormant population of India. We are expecting the arrival among us of Mr. Reme and the other young brothers of whom you spoke in your last letter to dear Mirza Mahmood.

Kindly convey my humblest Bahai love to all the friends and sisters in Chicago. Please send my sincere love to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab and Mr. Joseph Hannan when next you write him. Kindly convey my best Bahai love to Miss Root.

Yours affectionately,

At the feet of Abdul-Baha,

Abbasali.

LETTER FROM MIRZA MAHMOOD
Bombay, India,
June 1, 1919.

Dear friends:

Your letter of April 9th has filled us with great delight and rejoicing. We rejoice in the divine fatherly care of Abdul-Baha who while he sent you Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, also favored us with a messenger, Mr. Aghaton, bringing Tablets for the devoted servants in India. We have perused with greatest pleasure your letters and program of the Annual

*Urdu is a dialect, an Indian name. This dialect arose in the camps and bazaars as a means of communication between Mohammedan invaders and the Hindus.—Editors.
Convention and Congress which we hope has been carried out with complete success and great results. The Bahais in India have also proposed to hold an Annual Conference during the Christmas season when we earnestly wish some of the American friends will be present among us to add to the success of the gathering and the joy of the friends in India.

We are very thankful to you for sending us your literature and keeping us in touch with all the earnest doings of the friends in America.

We have submitted a request to his blessed Presence, Abdul-Baha, to permit us to hold the Annual Conference. We hope he will graciously accord his approval to our request. We therefore learn with special pleasure from Dr. Zia Bagdadi’s letter that a Japanese Baha’i is coming to Acea and Mr. Remey with some other American friends to India. This latter news is of greatest interest to the friends in India, all of whom long to see Mr. Remey and hear his vigorous, inspiring addresses. His presence among us is sure to add a special charm to the Conference and in our opinion will be productive of important results.

Mrs. Goodall and Dr. Zia Bagdadi have asked me for the English translation of my book Safar Namai Mobaraka, i.e., An Account of Abdul-Baha’s Visit to America. I sent a typed copy of the translation to Mrs. Goodall and Mrs. Cooper for correction and improvement. I have not yet heard whether they have received the work. I had sent it by registered post and a copy of the original Persian also accompanied it. I hope it has reached them and that they will be pleased to expedite the work of correction, revision and improvement so that it may soon be published.

With prayers for the happiness of our western brothers and Baha’i greetings to all of them, on behalf of the Assembly, I am

Your brother,

Mirza Mahmood.

LETTER FROM SYED MUSTAFA

Rangoon, Burma,
May 16, 1919.

Mrs. Corinne True,
Dear Bahai sister in the supreme service of His great Cause.

Your kind letter dated February 7th, 1919, detailing the progress of the Mashrekol-Azkar has given me immense pleasure. The receipts enclosed therein have been forwarded to the respective Secretaries.

We eagerly look forward, and pray day and night for divine assistance for the speedy completion of this historic edifice which shall proclaim to the world at large the marvelous fusion of the East and West—the wonderful result of the harmonizing influence of the teachings of Baha’u’llah. This is indeed an achievement which will ever redound to the everlasting credit of the American people. May God crown with effulgent success the noble efforts of our American brothers and sisters in this direction!

I am confident before the world fully recovers from the shock of the terrible convulsion that it has just passed through, the Mashrekol-Azkar building in the United States will unfurl from the summit of its high dome the flag of universal peace, love, and unity.

The news of Mr. Remey’s ensuing visit to India, as announced in your letter under reply has caused a great rejoicing among the friends here. The fragrance of his kind disposition and cheerful manners is still redolent in India and Burma. That brother has a very loving personality and a heart well illumined with love and faith. We all, young and old, welcome this opportunity of enjoying his pleasant company once more.

It is always a great pleasure with us to render service to our occidental brethren and co-operate with them as far as circumstances permit in the establishment of His Kingdom on earth,
and in the solidarity of the union of the East and West.

The recent Tablets received from Abdul-Baha show that direct communication has been restored, and they gave us great joy, as they brought the happy news of the Master's good health. They are in reality blessings to the friends, and all glory to those who had the honor to receive the privilege.

The friends here are all doing well and have most devotedly engaged themselves in the service of His Covenant. All are animated with the same feeling, the same sentiments and the same aspirations, namely: To hold aloft the sacred ensign of His mighty command.

With Bahai love and greetings I beg to remain,

Ever your devoted co-worker in the service of the Holy Covenant.

Syed Mustafa.

How the door of communication was opened

Letter from Mirza Azizollah Shirazi, Haifa, to Mirza Mahmood Baghlu Khan Shirazi, Teheran, Persia—The first Tablet received in Egypt.

Haifa, Palestine,
Sept. 25, 1918.

Greetings:

The believers here were more at rest than any one else, because all the troubles were upon the shoulders of the holy Person.

It is impossible to tell the troubles borne by the Beloved during the past four years. The Commander-in-Chief the Turkish oppressor, Jamal Pasha, after a written complaint from the nakezneen, said: "After I am through fighting and conquer on the Suez canal, and return to Jerusalem, in the same place where Christ was crucified I will crucify Abdul-Baha." Praise be to God, he had not reached the canal when the English army poured missiles like rain upon his camp. He could do nothing but flee like a deer.

Thank God, after he was overcome God gave him no opportunity to carry out his evil design, for on the 23rd of September, while we were looking out from the Travelers' Rest near the Tomb of the Bab, we saw English and Indian horsemen coming from the eastern side of Haifa, attacking the Turkish cannons and coming into and taking the city. The remaining Turks who were fighting and had no chance to escape were taken prisoners. The General of the attacking army, the conqueror of Haifa, reached Khezr. And between Khezr and the German colony, the mayor of the city and the prominent men went out to meet him. The first question he asked was this: "Is Abdul-Baha in this city and is he safe?"

Later, he, himself, and his chief officers were often visiting the Beloved, going and coming, and receiving spiritual nourishment. The name of the conqueror and captor of Haifa, who asked the question concerning the welfare of the Beloved, is General Andrew Allenby.

Last night also, Colonel Storrs, the Governor of Jerusalem, who speaks Arabic correctly and fluently, rode in his own automobile to Haifa and immediately came to the house and visited the Beloved. He said: "I have come on the part of the government which I serve, namely, Brittania. I am a messenger, and came especially to inquire about the health of the Master, and send the glad tidings." This morning he came with another General and visited the Beloved. Soon after taking leave, he returned to Jerusalem.

The health of the Beloved, thank God, is good and he is joyful and free from trouble.

You will kindly spread the news in Shiraz and thereabouts. Our venerable spiritual father, Aga Hadji Mirza Heydar Ali—May I be sacrificed for him—is
well, light-hearted and happy, and sends especial greetings and love to all.

**Azizollah.**

(Translated by Dr. S. I. Moody and Mirza Farajollah Khan, Teheran, Persia, February, 1919.)

The first Tablet received in Egypt after the opening of the doors of communication.

**He is God!**

To the believers of Egypt:

O true friends! Separation from the friends causes the burning of heart and soul. Separation, distance and foreignness are the cause of injury and loss, especially as no fragrant messages, nor a faithful messenger, nor courier, nor post, nor information, nor news from any source have been received, and the mind has been deprived of comfort. Life and spirit were in the utmost sadness and grief until the conquering army arrived in the Holy Land and seized the reins of government from the cruel ones, and overthrew the authority of the tyrants, and quietness and safety were assured. The leaders of the country and the army showed sympathy and kindness, soothing every oppressed one; the black cloud was dispersed and the horizon of the political situation cleared. Believers and unbelievers were at rest, and acquaintances and strangers were playing cheerful melodies. Verily, the darkness of injury and error was uncovered by the light of equity and justice, and the government put on the garment of probity.

Praise be to God! By the bounty and favor of the Blessed Perfection, amid such great confusion and severe whirlwind of calamities and severe oppression, these distressed ones were in safety and rest. No distress came upon any one. There was no trouble or suffering nor pain, until the Ark of the Cause of God reached the shore of rescue from the whirlpool of danger. Now the ruling government was overcome and all the people of the country of every nationality and tribe were made comfortable on the couch of rest and safety.

His honor Mr. (Colonel) Storrs came from Egypt and gave tidings of the health and safety of all the believers. I became very happy and grateful that, praise be to God, the friends in Egypt were also preserved and guarded.

Night and day we are remembering you and sincerely praying for you and the hope that we may meet. With heart and soul I am longing for all the friends.

Upon them be the Glory of God!

(Signed) **ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.**

(Translated by Dr. S. I. Moody and Mirza Farajollah Khan, Teheran, Persia, February 1919.)

---

**MOVING PICTURE FILMS OF ABDUL-BAHA.**

Recent inquiries have been made as to the price of the film of **ABDUL-BAHA**, for shipment to India. It occurs to us to publish this price list for general information, as follows:

1. Film—complete ........................................... $160.00
2. Films—complete ........................................... 265.00
3. Films—complete ........................................... 375.00
4. Films—complete ........................................... 445.00
5. Films—complete ........................................... 500.00

This is bottom quotation from the film company and cannot be exceeded or lowered.

Voice records of **ABDUL-BAHA** still 85c each, delivered by parcel post.

*Address Howard MacNutt, 935 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y.*
Tablets recently revealed by Abdul-Baha

ALFRED E. LUNT

To his honor, Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, Boston, Mass.—Upon him be Baha‘u’llah El-Abha!

He is God!

O thou firm in the Covenant!

Your last letter dated October 28, 1918, was received. Its contents caused joy and gladness for they indicated the firmness and steadfastness of the friends in the Cause of God.

Praise be to God, the gloomy clouds of war have been partly dissipated from the horizon of the world. The hope is entertained that gradually they will utterly vanish and rest and comfort will be established. Grasp therefore the present opportunity, for a wonderful capacity for the hearing of divine teachings has been manifested among men. Concentrate, therefore, at present your whole effort in spreading the Message. It is time for the diffusion of fragrances and the promulgation of divine teachings and for nothing more. The world of humanity is athirst and these divine teachings are pure and limpid water. Exert effort in teaching and if blessed souls undertake to travel through all the states of America, complete and thorough confirmations from the Kingdom of Abha shall be witnessed by them, so much so that they shall be bewildered. Verily, this is an exceedingly momentous question.

You had inquired about the despatched and unsigned letter. That letter is authentic and its original copy is safely kept and signed. Whenever an unsigned letter arrives, inquire before putting it into action and wait until an answer is given.

Convey respectful greeting to all the friends. The question of the Mashrekol-Azkar is of great importance. The friends accordingly must exert a great deal of effort and must be self-sacrificing so that its construction may begin.

As to appeal and encouragement for the Mashrekol-Azkar, in view of the glory and eminence of the Cause, it must be made orally or through private personal letters.

Your children who indeed are mine, embrace each of them and show them on my behalf utmost kindness and amiability.

Upon thee be Baha‘u’llah El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January 10th, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

EDNA TRUE

To the maid-servant of God, Miss Edna True, Paris, France—Upon her be Baha‘u’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou respected one!

Your letter dated February 2nd, 1919, has been received, and thy service to the world of humanity, during these days of terrible war, acceptable at the Kingdom of God. Verily, thou hast magnificently engaged in service; hast given up thy rest and comfort in America and hast hastened to Europe so that thou mayest be of service to the world of humanity.

Praise thou God for having been therein assisted. At present continue these services until the end in the same department and whenever it has been made possible for thee to undertake a trip to the Holy Land in the utmost joy and fragrance, thou art permitted to present thyself.

Convey in writing to thy respected mother greeting on my behalf.

Upon thee be El-Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, March 30th, 1919. House of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)
ELLA AND ELLAH A. RICE-WRAY
To the maid-servants of God, Ella and
Ellah A. Rice-Wray, Detroit, Michi-
gan—Upon them be Baha’u’llah El-
Abha!

He is God!

O ye two dear maid-servants of God!

Your letter dated December 4th, 1918,
was received. Praise be to God, His
Holiness Baha’u’llah—May my life be a
sacrifice to his friends—hath expounded
and fully explained everything in the
manifest Book, hath not given any soul
the chance to be confounded, hath desig-
nated the Expounder of the Book that he
may fully explain and expose the mani-
fest teachings of God; and hath de-
volved the ordinances which are not lit-
erally recorded in the Book, upon the
Universal House of Justice which, when-
ever it is organized, will engage in the
service of promulgating those ordinances
which are not manifestly mentioned.

Indeed, as thou hast written, the
trials are severe. I, however, entertain
the hope that as the winds of tests wax
more severe, the friends of God will
exhibit and assert more firmness and
steadfastness; that souls will be assisted
through the confirmation of the Abha
Kingdom and will conquer and quench
the uproar of self and worldly desire
which is nothing but the world of nature
to which man is enslaved and from which
he can be emancipated only through the
power of God.

Concerning the effect of translation,
it is evident that it is not as effective
as the original. For instance, the Tab-
lets of His Holiness Baha’u’llah which
have been translated from Persian or
Arabic, the original text exerts a wonder-
ful power, while translation may produce
certain effect but cannot be measured
with the original. The delicacy, smooth-
ness and sweetness of the Words of His
Holiness Baha’u’llah are beyond any
human conception. It is, however, con-
ditioned upon one’s knowledge of Per-
sian and Arabic.

Convey greetings to all the friends.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, January
26th, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha,
Haifa, Palestine.)

C. MASON REMEY
To his honor Mr. Remey, care of his
honor Mr. Roy Wilhelm, New York
City—Upon him be Baha’u’llah El-
Abha!

He Is God!

O my dear son!

Numerous letters have been received
from you and their contents have all
been conducive to happiness. Praise
be to God, thou art confirmed in service
to the Kingdom art promulgating divine
teachings, art raising the call of the
oneness of mankind, art detaching the
souls from ignorant racial prejudices, art
summoning them to the investigation of
truth, art showing forth unto them the
light of guidance and art offering them
the chalice of the wine of the love of
God. This blessed purpose of thine is
the magnet of the confirmations of the
Abha Kingdom.

Rest thou assured and engage with
Mr. John Bassett in service to the King-
dom of God throughout the same south-
ern states. This is what is required at
present. Later on, undertake a tour to
the north of America and after that thy
course of action and that of Mr. John
Bassett shall be determined.

Convey, on my behalf, the utmost love
and kindness to Miss Margaret Klebbs
and say: “The people of the Supreme
admire your work that, praise be to God,
you are firm in the Covenant and Testa-
ment, and are serving the Kingdom of
God.”

Upon thee be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, May
23rd, 1919, Haifa, Palestine.)
"Great importance must be given to the development of the STAR OF THE WEST. The circle of its discussion must be widened; in its columns must be published the essential problems pertaining to the Baha'i life in all its phases. Its contents must be so universal that even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in all the social and religious movements of the age and is conducive to the progress of the world and its inhabitants. In short, the STAR OF THE WEST must promote the aspirations and the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets, bringing into the light of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost value to the Baha'i teachers all over the world."

From Unveiling of the Divine Plan.
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TODAY, all the peoples of the world are indulging in self-interest and exert the utmost effort and endeavor to promote their own material interests. They are worshipping themselves and not the Divine Reality nor the world of mankind. They seek diligently their own benefit and not the common weal. This is because they are captives of the world of nature and unaware of the divine teachings, of the bounty of the Kingdom and of the Sun of Truth. But ye, praise be to God, are at present especially favored with this bounty, have become of the chosen, have been informed of the heavenly instructions, have gained admittance into the Kingdom of God, have become the recipients of unbounded blessings, and have been baptized with the Water of Life, with the fire of the Love of God and with the Holy Spirit.

—Abdul-Baha.
What is Truth?

By STANWOOD COBB.

"What is truth?" So asked a Roman governor and jurist in a time when the moral and spiritual horizon of the world was undergoing a tremendous expansion; when the old values were changing, and the new had not yet been established; when a great Manifestation of God was upon earth, and men knew it not. Yes, and it was to this very Manifestation that the stern Roman governor addressed himself. Christ had already said, "I am the way, the truth, and the life." Pilate had the earnestness to inquire, but not the capacity to receive, the truth.

"What is the truth?" This question is asked today as eagerly as in the days of Imperial Rome. Again there is a vital shifting of values; a running to and fro; a falling away from the old and an earnest search for the new. What must one believe? Where pin one's faith?

Is truth to be found in the old denominationalism? If so, it is a very divided truth, a truth in rebellion against itself; and that cannot be, for truth is harmonious, catholic, whole. Is it to be found in any one of the existing world religions to the exclusion of all others? So once thought the adherents of each great world religion. But truth as the exclusive possession of one race, of one religion, is as illogical as that truth should be confined to one sect.

Is truth then relative? God forbid. It is neither fractional, nor formless. Truth is one for the whole world; one and indivisible, for the whole universe.

In 1867 Baha’u’llah, in Adrianople, on his way to years of exile and imprisonment in the Holy Land, declared himself to be "The Promised One;" and of his inspired words he says, "This is that which descended from the Source of Majesty, through the tongue of power and strength upon the prophets of the past. We have taken its essences and clothed them with the garment of brevity as a favor to the beloved, that they may fulfill the Covenant of God."

What is the truth which Baha’u’llah taught? That God exists. That He can be known only through His Manifestations. That He has manifested Himself to the world at different epochs and in different lands. That He is again manifesting Himself to the world, to fulfill His promise; and to satisfy the expectation of every religion and every race for a great Leader, who should lead mankind into the Promised Land; who should initiate the movement which should not end until all had become children of the Kingdom; who should lay down the principles of a spiritualized humanity, exemplifying them in his own character and life.

What are those principles which Baha’u’llah laid down for the guidance of humanity? But first let us ask ourselves what, if one had the opportunity and the choice to create an ideal religion answering to all the needs of humanity, —what, we question, would be its nature?
Such a religion must in the first place be universal. It must unite all races in one sublime Truth.

Secondly, it must wipe out war, the greatest handicap under which humanity now labors.

Thirdly, it must solve the vast problem of labor and capital, a problem which lies at the very roots of human progress and of joy upon earth. For it must guide the habits and regulate the lives of men in such a way as to enable all to exist in happiness, health, and nearness to God.

Last, and most important, and as a means to all the foregoing, it must fill the hearts of men with love for God and love for humanity, so their faces shine and the whole being is radiant of joy.

And all these things the true seeker will find in the Bahai Movement. It not only preaches universal brotherhood and universal religion, but it demonstrates these things in practice. It is the only religious movement which has united, in the thousands, Jews, Protestants of every denomination, Catholics, Mohammedans, Buddhists, Brahmins, Zoroastrians and Confucianists. It is the only movement which amalgamates men of every race and caste and joins the orient and occident in loving partnership of progress. No other movement has ever done this; even Christianity has never spread east of its birthplace; it became and has remained an occidental religion.

As to war, the Bahai Movement condemns it as a crime against man and God. Only one kind of war it permits, a war of justice, a war against war—but the aim even of such a war is universal peace—peace based not upon politics and selfish interests, but upon tolerance, internationalism, justice—and a humanitarianism that is not confined to nationality. Only the power of a great religion can perform this task of welding together the hearts and lives of men of every race. Christianity once did it; Buddhism and Mohammedanism have done it; and the Bahai Movement once and for all will do it in a lasting and world-wide way.

The Bahai Movement is not an other-worldly, an ascetic, or an esoteric religion. Its teachings are for all, and apply to this life as well as to the next. Its aim is to make this life happy, just and perfect—to establish on earth the Kingdom of heaven. It does not say to the poor man, "Submit to your poverty and degradation, for greater will be your glory in heaven." It says: "Poverty is a social crime. It must not exist. Every man has the right to secure work and by it the sufficient means to meet his daily needs. There cannot continue to exist the vast extremes of wealth and poverty."

To the capitalist it does not say, "The Church accepts your support and condones your ill-gotten wealth," but it says: "Share your profits with your workmen. Divide up your estates at death so that the many and not the few shall enjoy them." And the Bahai laws will enforce, where capitalism will hesitate, the greater sharing of its profits with labor, a wider distribution of wealth by bequest, and the abolition of poverty.

Thus and thus only can material conditions upon earth make possible a spiritualized humanity. For while all strive madly after wealth and but a few attain it, the hearts of men are too bitter to listen to the voice of God. But the combined results of confiscatory taxation beyond a certain income, and of spiritual love and humanitarianism on the part of the rich, will turn our great achievers from greedful competition unto deeds of more human value. And the satisfaction of the daily needs and the feeling of justice in the distribution of wealth will change the jealous attitude of labor into one of co-operation and happy industry. For every producer, in the Bahai state, will receive not only wages, but a share in his profits.

The Bahai Movement is the only re-
ligion that has ever made work equivalent to prayer. It is not necessary to flee from the world in order to be near to God; nor need one retire from the work-bench in order to pray. For by Baha’u’llah’s command, work done in the spirit of service is equivalent to prayer. Service done in love is the key to the Kingdom. Of this there is potent witness in the personality of Abdul-Baha, the Servant of God, who has made his life a perpetual and joyous sacrifice,—first to Baha’u’llah, his father, and then to the whole world. He is the personification of service; and his words and actions are the inspiration which spur on others to give their time and strength and money to the Cause of humanity and of God.

No one must be idle. In the Bahai state there will be neither tramp nor married loafer—beggar nor remittance man. All will contribute some service to the state—else they sin in the eyes of God. But work will then be far more joyous than it is now—because it will be done in the spirit of love, done under divine inspiration—and the task-like quality of work will yield to a happy creativeness such as now characterizes only the artist’s productions.

“Thou shalt earn thy living by the sweat of thy brow”—is supplanted by, “God cares for all his creatures.”

Liberty of government—equality before the law—has been achieved by the advanced members of the human race; but nowhere is there real equality of opportunity. Poverty is a handicap too great for all but the most powerful wills to overcome; while property and privilege raise to eminence men worthy only of the workshop or the prison bench.

Education,—free, thorough, practical,—is the key to equal opportunity. By this means are the talented brought forward, the great achievers of the human race discovered and aided in their work. Not equality of position, but equality of opportunity, is the standard of the Bahai state. Let the great enjoy a position and a wealth commensurate with their abilities and service. But let all have an equal chance to achieve.

So Baha’u’llah lays great stress on education. To give one’s children the best education possible is a spiritual duty—and daughters must receive an equal education with the sons, because they are to be the mothers of the coming generation. These commands for universal education, less needed in the occident, are absolutely essential to oriental progress; for the great weight which keeps the orient down is the ignorance of its masses.

The Bahai Movement brings a message of inspiration and freedom to women. They are in all things potentially the equals of men—and their training and education is to be as broad and far-reaching as that given to their brother-men. Humanity cannot fly on one wing only. Woman’s power must be added to man’s power, woman’s vision and ideals to man’s vision and ideals for the achievement of a perfect humanity. The vanity and domination of the masculine element must yield to a greater harmony of sex, in which sympathy, understanding, and co-operation will enable man and woman to march abreast toward the victory of spirit.

In the Bahai Movement, the antagonism between science and religion is abolished. There can be no quarrel between the truth of science and the truth of religion, because truth is one. If there is an apparent divergence, it is due to partial error. For religion to deny the truths of science is folly. By so doing it becomes mere superstition. Religion must comport with science, Baha’u’llah declared.

But there is a limitation in the science of today which must be overcome before it is worthy of sharing truth with religion.

For science to deny God, is for it to deny the very ground work and substance of existence. Such a science is no-science. There can be no harmony
between contemporaneous religion and contemporaneous science, for both are dogmatic. The religion of today is mentally wrapped in the swaddling clothes of an infant humanity, while science, in bursting free from this oppression, is lost in an anarchy of materialism. When scientists live as close to God as the prophets of the past, a new and spiritual civilization will pervade the earth.

In the Bahai Movement, it will be no man's duty to preach unto his neighbors. All will have the Word of God at their disposal—its meaning to be sought in their own hearts and from the heart of God. There will be no paid profession of the spiritual teacher. This function will be absorbed by the educator, the scholar; and the scientific investigator.

In the Bahai teachings we find a platform so wide, so universal, that it meets every need of man: one that appeals to both the intellectual and to the emotional; to the humanitarian and to the mystic; to the oriental and to the occidental.

These teachings are for all humanity, nor is there in them fault either of omission or commission. Herein lies the outline of a perfect world-religion; the pattern to which humanity may weave its future destiny; the foundation stone for the building of the Temple.

Yet were the Bahai Movement a mere platform it would soon pass, as have passed all other platforms made by man. It is not because of its platform that it is spreading over all the world, but because of its inner spirit, its cohesive force. It is a religion, not an ethical or philosophic cult. It moves men to great and lofty deeds; purifies their hearts; leads them to God. It is the Water of Life, bringing rejuvenation to a thirsty age. To one man it may appeal first through the intellect, to another through the heart; but in time it unifies these two sides of man into a perfect harmony of spirit. The oriental, mystically inclined, it makes more practical. The occidental, inclined toward materialism, it awakens to the existence of spirit. And upon all it enjoins deeds.

This is not a religion of words, of lip service, of inherited tradition. It is a religion of action, appealing to the virile, the pioneer, the heroic in man. It points the way to a new and glorious civilization, the keynote of which is social love. And not only does it point the way, but it gives also the impetus, the motive, and the power toward this better life. For many have the eyes to see, the heart to yearn, but few the power to achieve. And the friends of God must be distinguished, not by fine words merely and ideals, but by spiritual achievement. When the Bahais in any community stand out perceptibly as the sweetest, the noblest and the most powerful personalities of them all, then will the Bahai Movement win its adherents by the thousands and the Bahai State come to realization.

Much as it may so be thought, man is not, however, made for living, but life for man. Not a perfect world is the goal of humanity, but a perfected soul. This world is but the battle ground, upon which victory is to be attained of spirit over sense. Hence, of far more importance, in any religion, than the means of a happy civilization, are the means of an individual salvation. "What shall I do to be saved?"—is the eternal quest.

Salvation is a term in obloquy among trained minds. Modern cultured man has deemed himself the peer of existence, needless of salvation, beyond good and evil. If this attitude brings happiness, let the years 1914-1918 bear witness.

If salvation means anything, it means the ushering of the soul into immortal joy; it means the freeing of the soul from sorrow. There is only one way of freedom. It is the way of love. In that predestined union of the soul with God, happiness is found. In separation, only sorrow—no matter how the soul
may seek to shield itself against misfortune. "Grieve not save when thou art far from us; and rejoice not save when thou art near and returning unto us."

To overcome self is the task set for humanity; the earth-task, in which beads of blood oftentimes perspire. The task is great, and many shrink therefrom. Yet, sooner or later, it must be faced by all. There is no escape. For the finite life can never become infinite, nor can mortal put on immortality, until this task is done. Severance from self, this is salvation.

To achieve this goal, but one means is given to man—that of love. That which as duty is difficult, with love becomes a thing of joy. The Friend awaits eternally the first pledging of friendship. He never wearyes of the quest—forsakes no seeker, answers love with love. But those who love Him not can never know His love, how infinite, how joy-giving it is. His heart of infinity yearns after all finite beings, draws them as a magnet. But freedom of will gives opportunity for resistance. Man may, but will not, seek this goal; for self-love is a force compelling on the soul of man a long and weary journey, a pilgrimage through sorrow till the peaks of gold are reached.

When will humanity overcome this terrible egoism, this vast conceit in its own powers? When learn that there is no safety save in God; no guidance but the Friend's; no deliverance from evil except by aid of the Holy Spirit? If nothing but universal disaster, and the resulting conviction of human frailty, could avail to turn men to Him who is Mighty,—would it not be a favor on the part of destiny to send affliction over all the earth?

And so woes shall increase, that evil may decrease; complacency shall fail in order that yearning may be aroused; happiness shall wane, that spirituality may grow. But in all trials, in all difficulties, love is the clue, the guidance. In love is deliverance from all evil.

Love in its highest aspect means union, harmony, evanescence before God. But man is too proud to seek this road. He will not submit his heart,—but by foolish imaginings seeks salvation in empty abstractions, in a hollow eclecticism, in a vain endeavor to reach the Divine Essence without accepting the guidance and infinite love of the Divine Friend. It may not be. Those who would enter by any other way are thieves and they shall be rejected. One gate, one way, one path,—not many to salvation.

Such are the teachings of the Bahai Movement. They are not new—they have existed in the world before, in essence, but not in full expression. This, their new and epochal arrangement, is the destined avenue of Truth to the world today. The power of God is behind it, the power of holy spirits in the celestial Kingdom, the power of all good. And nothing can stay its progress, because it is harmonious, catholic, and whole.

Allah'o'Abha!

After four and one-half years, the Persian section of the STAR OF THE WEST, has been re-established in this issue, through the bounty of the Center of the Covenant.

Again the East and West are united.

All the Bahais of America send Abha greetings to the Bahais of Persia, and rejoice with them over this event.

Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi has written this Persian section, which revolves around the recent Tablet Abdul-Baha revealed for the American friends. Mirza Ahmad Sohrab will write the following issues.

—The Editors.
O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

O ye apostles of Bahá'u'lláh—May my life be a ransom to you!
Similarly, the Magazine, the Star of the West, must be edited in the utmost regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God—so that both in the East and the West they may become informed of the most important events.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Editorial—"But as the days of Noe were"
(St. Matt. xxiv: 37-39.)

Nineteen hundred years ago, the Word of God—speaking through the mouth of Jesus—uttered, concerning these days in which we live:

"But as the days of Noe were, so shall also the coming of the Son of man be. For as in the days that were before the flood they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the day that Noe entered into the ark, and knew not until the flood came, and took them all away; so shall also the coming of the Son of man be."

Seven hundred years before, the Word of God—speaking through the mouth of Isaiah—proclaimed, concerning these days: "Every valley shall be exalted and every mountain and hill made low."

Today, the Word of God—speaking through the mouth of Abdul-Baha—as recorded in the Great Tablet published in this issue of the Star of the West, declares:

"Consider: Eminent personages whose fame has spread throughout the world, shall, ere long, be exterminated as the result of their deprivation of this heavenly bounty; no name and no fame shall they leave behind, and of them no fruit and trace shall survive."
In the days of Noe, those who entered the Ark of the Covenant were saved from the rising "waters" which submerged the highest "mountains."

In these days of the Son of Man, those who enter into His Ark and are firm in the Covenant, are saved.

"The Covenant of God is like unto a vast and fathomless ocean"

RECENT TABLET TO HOWARD MACNUTT

To his honor Mr. Howard MacNutt,
Brooklyn, New York.—Upon him be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He is God!

O thou old friend!

A month ago a letter was written to the favored maid-servant of God, Mrs. MacNutt, and at present two letters from you dated February 18th and 21st, 1919, have been received. Their text indicated firmness and perseverance in the Kingdom of the exalted Lord.

Today, every wise, vigilant and foresighted person is awakened, and to him are unveiled the mysteries of the future, that nothing save the power of the Covenant is able to stir and move the heart of humanity; just as the new and the old Testaments have propounded throughout all regions the Cause of His Holiness Christ—a Cause that has been the pulsating power in the body of the human world. A tree that has a root shall bear fruit, while the tree which is devoid of it, no matter how high and hardy it may be, will eventually wither, perish, and like unto a log be fit for fire.

The Covenant of God is like unto a vast and fathomless ocean. A billow shall rise and surge therefrom and shall cast ashore all accumulated foam.

In brief, praise be to God, that the highest wish entertained by heedful souls is the exaltation of the Word of God and the propagation of divine fragrances. This is, verily, the secure and firm foundation.

At present, like unto the morn, the lights of the Sun of Truth have been shed around. Effort must be made that slumbering souls may be awakened, the heedless become vigilant, and the divine instructions, which constitute the spirit of this age, may reach the ears of the people of the world, may be propagated in papers and enunciated in meetings with the utmost brilliancy and eloquence.

One’s conduct must be like the conduct of Paul, and one’s faith similar to that of Peter. This musk-scented breeze shall perfume the nostrils of the people of the world, and this spirit shall resuscitate the dead.

The offensive odor of violation has temporarily arrested the onward movement of the Cause, for otherwise, the divine teachings, like unto the rays of the sun, would immediately spread and radiate throughout all regions.

The addresses of Abdul-Baha which thou has compiled and which thou intendest to print and publish is indeed very advisable. This service shall cause thee to acquire an effulgent face in the Abha Kingdom, and shall make thee the object of the praise and gratitude of the friends in the East as well as the West. But this is to be undertaken with the utmost carefulness, so that the exact text may be reproduced and will exclude all deviations and corruptions committed by previous interpreters.

Convey on my behalf the utmost kindness and respect to the respected maid-servant of God, Mrs. MacNutt.

Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, April 13, 1919. House of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)
Recent General Tablet from Abdul-Baha to the American friends

(See pages 167-166 for fac-simile of original)

To the friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful throughout the United States of America and Canada, care of their honors Mr. and Mrs. Scheffler—Upon them be Baha’o’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O ye who are firm in the Covenant and the Testament!

Your letter was received and your blessed names were one by one perused. The contents of the letter were divine inspirations and ascertained bounties because they were indicative of the union of the friends and the harmony of all hearts.

Today the most remarkable favor of God centers around union and harmony among the friends; so that this unity and concord may be the cause of the promulgation of the oneness of the world of humanity, may emancipate the world from this intense darkness of enmity and rancor, and that the Sun of Truth may shine in full and perfect effulgence.

Today, all the peoples of the world are indulging in self-interest and exert the utmost effort and endeavor to promote their own material interests. They are worshipping themselves and not the divine reality, nor the world of mankind. They seek diligently their own benefit and not the common weal. This is because they are captives of the world of nature and unaware of the divine teachings, of the bounty of the Kingdom and of the Sun of Truth. But ye, praise be to God, are at present especially favored with this bounty, have become of the chosen, have been informed of the heavenly instructions, have gained admittance into the Kingdom of God, have become the recipients of unbounded blessings and have been baptized with the Water of Life, with the fire of the love of God and with the Holy Spirit.

Strive, therefore, with heart and soul that ye become ignited candles in the assemblage of the world, glittering stars on the horizon of Truth and may become the cause of the propagation of the light of the Kingdom; in order that the world of humanity may be converted into a divine realm, the nether world may become the world of on high, the love of God and the mercy of the Lord may raise their canopy upon the apex of the world, human souls may become the waves of the ocean of truth, the world of humanity may grow into one blessed tree, the verses of oneness may be chanted and the melodies of sanctity may reach the Supreme Concourse.

Day and night I entreat and supplicate to the Kingdom of God and beg for
ye infinite assistance and confirmation. Do not take into consideration your own aptitudes and capacities, but fix your gaze on the consummate bounty, the divine bestowal and the power of the Holy Spirit—the power that converts the drop into a sea and the star into a sun.

Praise be to God, the hosts of the Supreme Concourse secure the victory and the power of the Kingdom is ready to assist and to support. Should ye at every instant unloosen the tongue in thanksgiving and gratitude, ye will not be able to discharge yourselves of the obligation of gratitude for these bestowals.

Consider: Eminent personages whose fame has spread all over the world shall, ere long, be exterminated as the result of their deprivation of this heavenly bounty; no name and no fame shall they leave behind, and of them no fruit and trace shall survive. But as the effulgences of the Sun of Truth have dawned forth upon ye and ye have attained everlasting life, ye shall shine and glitter forevermore from the horizon of existence.

His honor Peter was a fisherman and Mary Magdalene a peasant, but as they were specially favored with the blessings of His Holiness Christ, the horizon of their faith became illumined and down to the present day they are shining from the horizon of everlasting glory. At this station, merit and capacity are not to be considered; nay rather, the resplendent rays of the Sun of Truth, which have illumined these mirrors, must be taken into account.

Ye are inviting me to America. I am likewise longing to gaze at those illuminated faces and converse and associate with those real friends. But the magnetic power which shall draw me to those shores is the union and harmony of the friends, their behavior and conduct in accordance with the teachings of God and the firmness of all in the Covenant and the Testament.

O Divine Providence! This assemblage is composed of Thy friends who are attracted to Thy beauty and are set ablaze by the fire of Thy love. Turn these souls into heavenly angels, resuscitate them through the breath of Thy Holy Spirit, grant them eloquent tongues and resolute hearts, bestow upon them heavenly power and merciful susceptibilities, cause them to become the promulgators of the oneness of mankind and the cause of love and concord in the world of humanity, so that the perilous darkness of ignorant prejudice may vanish through the light of the Sun of Truth, this dreary world may become illumined, this material realm may absorb the rays of the world of spirit, these different colors may merge into one color and the melody of praise may rise to the Kingdom of Thy sanctity.

Verily, Thou art the Omnipotent and the Almighty!

Upon ye be Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDU'L-Baha ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, May 22d, 1919.)
Supplication to Abdul-Baha from the American friends

To our Beloved Abdul-Baha:—

We, thy humble servants in America, rejoice that the door of communication is at last open and we beg of God that it may ever remain so.

Unworthy are we, yet we supplicate thee, we beseech thee, if it be God’s will, to turn thy blessed countenance toward us, that all the regions of the West, even as the East, may be quickened by thy glorious presence.

In the past thou didst promise us, in words creative of fulfillment, that, when the hearts of the friends were united, then again thou wouldst visit America.

Our hearts are united in incessant longing for thee, in complete dependence upon thy love and thy veriest command. May our overwhelming need of thee draw thee speedily to the West and to us, who greet thee in the sacred, wondrous name of El-Abha.

(Signed)

DOMINION OF CANADA

St. John, N. B.

Wm. H. Humphrey
A. B. M. Hatheway
Kate M. Sotherland
Mary D. Culver

Henry S. Culver
Mary R. Warner
Louise Culver
Sophia Humphrey

NORTHEASTERN STATES

(Brookline, Mass.)

Anise C. B. Rideout
Julia Goldman
Alfred E. Lunt
Leonora Stirling Holsapple
Leonora G. Stirling
Rosamond Barton Guillot
Ella Ledyard Sargent
Carolina W. Nelson
Louise Drake Wrigte
Virginia Whitney
Maria P. Wilson
Frances Goddard
Handel King
Norman H. King
Sarah Harlow Welch
Edwinna Avery Powell
Mrs. Emily A. Partridge
Isidor Flexner
Mrs. Isidor Flexner
Margaret Falk Flexner
Elizabeth C. Sherman

Agnes B. Nixon
George H. Nixon
Murray E. Nixon
Jean E. Nixon

(Brooklyn, N. Y.)

Sarah J. Walker
Analie O. Tyler
Winifred Richards
Harriet Bellows
Edwin F. Hulrig
Ethel Bellows
Alice Cannauck
Alice R. Phipps
Frank E. Osborne
Rufus W. Powell
Martha A. Powell
Anna M. M. Fultz
Clara Louise Osborne
Beatrice Irwin
Max F. Schober
Mrs. Max F. Schober
Marguerite E. Schober
John Lanning
Anna Marie Lanning
Wm. G. Lotze
Ida A. Lotze
Nellie Hope Lloyd
Howard MacNutt
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ithaca, N. Y.</td>
<td>Hettey B. Townley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pauline Crandall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. Willard S. House</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs. Alice House</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elizabeth Chandler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs. Edith Whiting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jersey City, N. J.</td>
<td>F. G. Hale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dudley A. Hale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs. E. L. Hale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fred W. Hale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Howard H. D. Cooper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lena B. Cooper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wm. C. Reed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walter Goodfellow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jennie Goodfellow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marie B. Moore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rosalie Moore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emily Moore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marie Moore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thos. G. Saunders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harriet M. Saunders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montclair, N. J.</td>
<td>Leonora W. Edsall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agnes B. Alexander</td>
<td>(Honolulu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D. M. Bedikian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Victoria Bedikian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anna Van Blarcom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Helen B. Hammond</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alice G. Beebe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Esther A. Magee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hooper Harris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs. Hooper Harris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Esther Davis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edith M. Ingris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Etta Beilby</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William R. Reid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anna E. Reid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert E. Reid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs. Frances I. Edsall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Franklin W. Edsall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark, N. J.</td>
<td>Louise Beyer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs. Bertha Bettinger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs. Lillian Roworth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cora A. Tucker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutley, N. J.</td>
<td>Margaret A. Wiley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edna Wiley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Haven, Conn.</td>
<td>Mrs. Chas. P. Thompson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emma L. Hinman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frank Ashton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mildred G. Thompson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Louise N. Thompson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John H. Thompson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emma J. Thompson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kate Lee Lewis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York City, N. Y.</td>
<td>Mary C. Newton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethel B. Newton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frank C. Newton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William R. Bowes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amie C. Bowes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agnes Marie Bowes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Julian Thompson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H. M. Newton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs. A. P. Dodge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mirza Ali Kuli Khan</td>
<td>and Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W. B. Gibson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mother Beecher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alice Ives Breed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edith M. Ingris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James R. Brittingham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bertha L. Herkotz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O. F. Westlin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs. E. N. Crilly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elizabeth Hipp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H. H.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beatrice Irwin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George S. Woolley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horace Woolley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H. Kilsey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ida A. Whitlam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amelia K. C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Valerie DeMeede Kelsey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clara H. Philippaarr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mineola Barnitz Hammen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C. N. Hammen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maud Gaudreaux</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elizabeth L. Stevens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anna Van Blarcom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carrie Marot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lillian E. Trexler
Lucy M. Wilson
Elizabeth Sheffield
Helen L. Van Eaton
The Baxter Family
Bertha Holley
Marie B. Moore
Georgiana C. Watt

Oswego, N. Y.
Mary M. Young

Mrs. N. P. Biggs
Harry W. Summers
Walter P. Summers
Irvin A. Summers
Mrs. W. P. Summers
W. P. Summers
Albert Fessler
Ray Fessler
Mrs. Wm. C. Revell
Wm. C. Revell
Mrs. Annie E. McKinney
Edna McKinney
Martha Washington
Laurence Culver
Mrs. C. Brunett
Mary J. Biggs
Emma Blackwell
Ellwood Revell
Ethel Revell
Jessie Revell, Jr.
Bodieh Revell
Jessie E. Revell

Pittsburgh, Pa.
W. Reed McNeeley
A. S. Thomas
Mrs. Maud R. Baumgarten
Mrs. Pauline Frasin
Minna Karbanowich
Mrs. Enoch Raub
Joseph E. Bakhela
Mrs. Joseph E. Bakhela
Virginia Whitney
Mary K. McComb
W. B. McComb
Mrs. Margaret Graham
Beatrice Tompkins
Edward J. Thompson
Mrs. Edward J. Thompson
Mrs. William Semple
Ruby Eiseman
Ellanor A. Conrad
Chas. W. Conrad
Robert C. Conrad
David Goldner

Pittsburgh-Verona, Pa.
A. M. Dahl
Mrs. A. M. Dahl
Esther H. Dahl
L. C. Hogan
Mrs. L. C. Hogan
A. Richter
Charlotte Mueller
Katherine Dahl
Sigurd H. Dahl

SOUTHERN STATES

Loxley, Ala.
R. Van Iderstine, M. D.
Elodia A. Van Iderstine

Washington, D. C.
Unis Farisha-Woodward
Marzieh Khanom
Thelma Botts
Natekah Woodward
Chas. Mason Remey
Mildred A. Page
Laya Drum

Lakeiand, Fla.
R. G. Peckman
Minnie Peckman
B. S. Lane
Minnie Lane
Charlotte Rosenhauer
Mrs. H. B. Zimmerman
Mrs. C. J. Sanderfeen
Mrs. Chas. H. Morton
J. Cooper
Mrs. Sarah Cooper

Wilford M. Dahl
Sis Dahl
Geo. Morton
Clair L. Morton
Hattie Bland
Mabel Morton
Richard Morton

Springfield, Mass.
Fanny Knobloch
Olive E. Kretz-Bellejean
J. H. Bellejean
E. H. Finefrock
J. George Meers
Sarah Caroline Wright
Ina M. Pierpont
Etta Z. Otis
Rose Harris
Mary K. Stevens
J. Arnold Houchens
Annie E. D. Houchens
Mary B. St. Laurent
Amelia Macher

Trenton, N. J.
Mrs. Lennie S. Shaw
Mrs. Mamie Buhlman
Mrs. Anna Abram
Mrs. Helen Clark
Carl Abram
Erma Abram
Madeline W. Shaw
S. L. Jerind
Caroline Kruger
Pauline Ayres
J. Newell Ayres

Edna Reagle
Marie A. Watson
Olivia Cassell
Charlotte R. Foselman
Effie H. W. Johnstone
Adolph Mayer
Wm. Burns Patzer
J. J. Foselman
Henry V. Kinderman
Mr. and Mrs. Jos. H. Hannen
Roberta E. Wilson
Wm. R. Ripley
Anna E. Ripley
Mariam Ripley
Charlotte Emily Dixon
Susan Emily Doyle
Eleanor Dixon Doyle
Louise Dixon Boyle
Roger Boyle
Charlotte E. Boyle
Mary E. Brittingham
Edward J. Owen
Jno. Randolph Ashton
Elizabeth Ashton
Alice Virginia Ashton
Evangeline Orne
Eline Tancil
John Allen MeLean
Margaret Duncan Green
Stanwood Cobb
Marian C. Hotchkiss
Helen Hotchkiss
Mary Hotchkiss
Rahim Francis ("Abdul Hossein")
Bahieh Khanom
A. B. McDaniel
Allison White McDaniel
Alida West McDaniel
Walter F. McDaniel
Leona S. Barnitz
Fannie E. Paulson
Elizabeth B. Nourse
Ursula Shuman Moore
Louise Shuman Irani

Akron, Ohio.
Emma L. Burnham
Laura Borst
Henrietta C. Wagner
Orlo S. Gowls
Alice Fawcett Gowls
Russell L. Brooker
Belle B. Luxmore
Bart Mills
Josephine F. Clark
Frank D. Clark
Zelma M. Borst
May A. Brooker
Geraldine Luxmore
Harriet E. Brooker
Robert E. Mills
Mary Audrey Gowls
Julia M. Mills
Baby Richard Dale
G. B. Borst
Pauline Myers

Battle Creek, Mich.
Mrs. Esther Rennels

Chicago, Ill.
Geo. Kuhlman
Mrs. Geo. Kuhlman
Mrs. Will R. Tuttle
Will R. Tuttle
Sylvia Kuhlman
Mayme Kuhlman

Julia Sobel
Mrs. C. Ioas
L. Ioas
Margarite Ioas
Monroe Ioas
Paul Ioas
Joseph Ioas
Ella C. Schroeder
Marion General Jack
Josephine Nelson
Jennie O. Johnson
Olive C. Gardner
Mrs. W. H. Hill
Mande C. House
Mary Lesch
Mrs. Rose C. Robinson
Mme. Aurelia Bethlen
Emily Olsen
Cecilia M. Harrison
Dr. Wm. Frederick Slater
Ida B. Slater ("Gohar")
Jean Masson
Bessie M. Fuller
Anna Laura Wilson
Mrs. Nettie Tobin
Addie Denley
John Osenbaugh, M. D.
Frances Mitchell
Louise C. Achilles
Lillian James
Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi

Elizabeth Ambrose
Rouhanie Florence Khanom
Harriet Gibbs Marshall
Emma Hughes
Mary H. Hudd
Dena Hansen
Claudia Stuart Coles
Josephine Cowles de Lagnel
Daniel Samuel Tate
Melville G. Skinner, M.D.
H. Emogene Hoagg
Walter H. Bowman
Louise A. M. Gregory
Louis G. Gregory

CENTRAL STATES

Zeena Bagdadi
Parvene H. Bagdadi
A. P. Chapman
John Landus
Olive Bonesteel
Chas. Bonesteel
Anna Crouse
John B. Crouse
R. Krueger
H. S. Fugeta
Meta Ludwig
John K. Breme
Edw. E. Kluge
Arthur M. Forth
Robert Ludwig
Mrs. Wm. Ludwig
Mrs. Alma Kluge
Lillian Wichtmann
Mrs. M. R. Coleman
Mrs. Aileen Hobson
Mrs. Mary C. Byron
Mrs. Beatrice Hahn
Mrs. Rosa Clark
Mayme Morrison
Anthony Banks
Mrs. Rachel Cross
James H. Cross
Mrs. Emma Maxfield
Emily McClellan Vail
Albert Vail
Patty Hill Perron
Arna True Perron
Leo P. Perron
Katherine Knight True
Mabel Ann Nickerson
Mary D. Haskell
Della S. Riley
Sarah Windust
Sophie Loeding
Geo. L. Loeding
Christine Loeding
Sophie Scheffler
Mrs. F. D. Lander
May Thurn Scheffler
Carl Scheffler
Gertrude Buikema
Mrs. Elizabeth Herlitz
Hazel Hargis
Albert R. Windust
Mrs. A. R. Windust and Family
John F. Herlitz
Corinne True
Elizabeth Diggett
Betty Diggett
Madie Diggett Minge
Dr. Emma Mac Kay-Appel
Dr. Ernest Hillinger
Alex Bogden
A. L. Morris
Mrs. A. L. Morris
Helie DeBoer
Julia Smith
M. A. Cassim
H. A. Keeler
John F. Redden
Genevieve Davies
Ellen F. Davies
Mrs. Elizabeth Cary Kratzer
Laura C. Hall
Jennie May Brown
Hanna Matthisen
Mary Matthisen
Alma E. E. Albertson
Dr. Wm. F. W. Hall
Mary D. Hall
C. B. Hall
Priscilla Hall
Henry Hargis
Peter M. Bender

Cincinnati, Ohio
Gertrude G. Richardson
B. R. Taylor
Albert Hoffman
Corn Watson
Lillie M. Mitchell
Oliver T. Mitchell
Dora Taylor
Joseph Stauss
Marie L. Stauss
Mrs. Chas. Jacobs
Annie L. Parmerton

Cleveland, Ohio
Minnie E. Graham
Kate Preston
E. Louise Smith
Mrs. C. I. Hansen
Dr. Pauline Barton-Peek
Laura A. White
W. B. Cooper, D. C.
Anna B. Cooper
Edwin White, Jr.
William Judson Kirby
George Sutherland Kirby
Elizabeth Kirby
Panchon Smith
Charles Aubrey Foerste
Jean Kirby Louis
Wallace E. Fleming
Thomas W. Fleming
Mary B. Martin
Lydia J. Martin
Sarah E. Martin
Alexander H. Martin, Jr.
Stuart B. Martin
Jane M. Brown
Sarah T. Mason
Alexander H. Martin
M. P. Potter
Josephine Highton
Judith Potter
Newell Potter
Ernestine Foerste
Trene Hansen
Lorene Wilson
Lethia C. Fleming
Evangeline E. Crowell
Dunlop
Millie Sutherland Kirby
Alice I. Doolittle
Roy Williams

Amy Williams
H. L. White
Edwin White
Stella Meafoy
Mary E. Foster
Helen Bell
Anna Thompson
Theodore C. Doolittle
E. K. Noble
Letty Richards
Lethetia Bennett
Mary B. Brown
Alice Davidson
Lillian McClellan
Mrs. W. O. Thornhill

Columbus, Ohio
Genevieve L. Coy

Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. Arthur Page
Katherine Page
Mrs. Julia Jordan
Kathleen O'Connor
Manie O'Connor
Mrs. W. A. Deland
Edrie Rice-Wray
Colston Rice-Wray
Mabel S. Rice-Wray
Frances G. Boynton
T. C. Rice-Wray
Gustave Vongerecht
Ada V. Whitmore

Duluth, Minn.
Chas. M. Hanson
Eldrid H. Bayers
Mrs. E. H. Bayers
Grace Bayers
Mrs. J. A. Bayers
Mrs. Chas. M. Hanson
Thos. Copeland
Mrs. Thos. Copeland

Fruitport, Mich.
George Loosmore
Mrs. Cora Loosmore
Sam King
Mrs. Emeline King
Mrs. Eva T. Cooper
Robert Cooper
Paul Cooper
Mrs. Julius Frazer
Sarah Frazer  
Mary Frazer  
Lyle Frazer  
Mrs. Simpson  
Edna Neuman  
Edna Petersen  
Henry Petersen  
Agnes Petersen  
Nels Petersen  
L. Wyatt Cooper  
James Cooper  
Bert Beach  
Anna Beach  
Marvin Beach  
Merle Beach  
Mrs. Nels Petersen  
  
*Genoa Junction, Wis.*  
  
Mrs. Emma Hargis  
Dell Hargis  
Mrs. A. J. Gleason  
Cecile Hargis  
Emily Hargis  
Mrs. Laura Sauer  
  
*Grand Haven, Mich.*  
  
Charles A. Richter  
Martha L. Richter  
Vera A. Richter  
Arna Richter  
Carl F. Richter  
Arthur Richter  
Martha A. Richter  
Harold W. Richter  
  
*Grand Rapids, Mich.*  
  
Herman Rennwanz  
Mrs. Elizabeth Rennwanz  
Mrs. Emma S. Wright  
Mrs. Mary Deremo  
Delia M. Perry  
Mrs. Corilla Sykes  
  
*Kenosha, Wis.*  
  
Mrs. Barney Parks  
Mrs. August Anderson  
August Anderson  
Mrs. Elvira Benning  
Mrs. B. M. Jacobson  
Augusta Nelson  
Mrs. Bertha Swenson  
May Nelson  
  
Pearl Swensen  
Mrs. Elizabeth Hertel  
G. Hertel  
S. Hertel  
Mrs. John Hetrick  
Jeanette Anderson  
Mrs. Tillie Schmid  
Mrs. Emma Linistrom  
Blenda E. Jackson  
Mrs. John Reimer  
Mrs. Grace Anderson  
Alfred E. Anderson  
Axel B. Swenson  
Pete Nelson  
Henry Benning  
Mrs. Walter Bohanan  
Bernard M. Jacobsen  
Mrs. Jane Parks Bohanan  
Mrs. Chas. Redeen  
Wm. Redeen  
Wm. Schmid  
Mrs. Ernest Redeen  
Ralph Yeager  
Mrs. Ralph Yeager  
Baheie Bohanan  
Walter Bohanan  
  
*Minneapolis, Minn.*  
  
Henrietta Brittingham  
Constance Hedges  
Albert Abdallah  
Mrs. Abdallah  
John W. Bates, Jr.  
Luu Bates  
Mrs. John W. Bates  
John W. Bates  
Mrs. Frances C. Schneider  
Dr. Charles S. Frink  
Albert H. Hall  
Mrs. M. H. Abbiati  
Mrs. F. D. Rollins  
Germaine Rollins  
Katherine Wier Jamieson  
Agnes T. Meade  
Elsa C. Breck  
Lillian K. Hildebrand  
G. H. Anderson  
Elizabeth Greenleaf  
Chas. L. Greenleaf  
Albert E. Greenleaf  
C. H. Greenleaf  
  
Alma Penrose  
Mrs. Tunison  
M. L. Ellas  
Mrs. M. L. Ellas  
J. M. Reynolds  
Gladys Jenner  
H. S. Childs  
Mary Childs  
H. A. Childs  
Lee S. Childs  
Auroria Childs  
Virginia Childs  
H. S. Childs, II  
Frances Moore  
Mrs. Clark  
Mrs. Goodwin  
Mrs. Penny  
Mrs. A. Blanchard  
Nellie Moore  
M. H. Willhelm  
  
*Muskegon, Mich.*  
  
Mrs. Iva Smack  
Mrs. Edith Bail  
Mrs. Lisette Figgie  
Mrs. Daisy Scharb  
Gus Sand  
Mrs. Frank Spink  
Frank Spink  
Mrs. Hulda Mecher  
W. J. Moorman  
Helene Bagg  
  
*Peoria, Ill.*  
  
J. W. Gift  
Maye Harvey Gift  
Katherine M. Faber  
  
*Pine City, Minn.*  
  
M. Lesley Long  
  
*St. Louis, Mo.*  
  
Emily Gray Fleming  
Margaret A. Lafferty  
Caroline M. Barbee  
Eliza A. Glover  
Cora Lydia Ely-Jones  
Lida Glover Cottle  
  
*Topeka, Kan.*  
  
Bertha C. Hyde
Urbana, Ill.
Marie L. Hopper
Lorraine Hopper
Beatrice Owens
Nellie Boncher
Katherine Renz
Kate Kempner
Annie Mattoon
Jacob Kunz
Anna Kunz
Emilie K. Gusler
Mabel H. Paine

Ellery B. Paine
V. E. Shelford
Mabel Brown Shelford
Ida E. Zeleny
Esther Harding
Nate B.
Cora E. Gray
A. Sweeney
Blanche Boncher
Howard Snider
Mrs. Howard Snider

WESTERN STATES

Denver, Colo.
Mrs. A. M. Bryant
Mrs. Imogene Newell
Mrs. Elizabeth C. Clark
Mrs. Joseph H. Clark
Mrs. Rachel O. North
Baby Josephine Clark
G. N. Clark
Mary B. Morrison
Mrs. Clara B. Craig
Adelaide Sharp
Mrs. Clara H. Sharp
C. Q. Adams
Mrs. Leota L. Blazek
Samuel Craig
Frank G. Horal
Mrs. Mary A. Hoyt
Joseph F. Blazek

Mrs. Ernest Meyer
Mrs. John P. Whitton
John P. Whitton
Mrs. Angelina Vanoni
Mark Vanoni
Mrs. W. J. Parrott

Hollywood, Cal.
Grace Lamb
R. E. Lamb
Rosella Dennis

Honolulu, P. I.
Mrs. Meta Sutherland
Mrs. Adeline White
Mrs. Ella L. Shoffner
Virginia Rowland
Frances Johnson
Elizabeth Muther

Kenwood, Cal.
Mrs. Nellie B. Wilson

Los Angeles, Cal.
Mrs. L. R. Waite
Hans Christian Anderson
Arl A. Platt
Deval E. Gallant
Mrs. M. Bickhart
Eula V. F. Stevison
Thos. E. Stevison
Frank W. Eddy
B. Clarke Smith
Nannie Wright
Anna E. Cannon

Florence A. Clapp
Eudora Bissell
Ruth E. Newland, M. D.
Artie Spear
Hubert E. Parker
Lulu B. Eddy
Lettiee Hatch
Nellie Claire Lewis
Mrs. P. L. Reed
Mrs. A. B. Blackman

Okanogan, Wash.
Mrs. Ella Briggs
Charlotte Rhodes
Geo. H. Luther
Laura Luther

Omak, Wash.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Hilts

Pasadena, Cal.
Mrs. Stuart W. French
Mrs. J. H. Stevison
Mrs. V. Bernard Herbst
V. Bernard Herbst
Mrs. Roberta Roberts
Kathryn Roberts

Phillipsburg, Mont.
Pete Maus
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geo. O. Latimer</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. W. Latimer</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harriet B. Latimer</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine McKenzie</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marion Hutchinson</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Z. Ralph</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. W. Z. Ralph</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. M. Hutchinson</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Juliet P. Addison</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Anna Fitch</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nettie Nash</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. B. Nash</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daisy A. Hunt</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florence M. Tenney</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. N. Bowman</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Gore</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate E. Everest</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laverne E. Everest</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. B. Rabb</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary M. Rabb</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Harmon</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie G. Stewart</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina E. Wood</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corn C. Wass</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Sanford</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Nash</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Nash</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celia Nash</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Nash</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Nash</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horace Nash</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harriet A. Ray</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. K. A. Harris</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wm. Addison</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Weed</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cora M. O'Malley</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate L. Whitney</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen L. Whitney</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. D. Buchanan</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noble Hollen</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Walla Walla, Wash.)</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsie Blakeley</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Condon, Ore.)</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Josephine Blakeley</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dora Schmidt</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levi Holler</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Gillam</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Eichenberger</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise Lovranich</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. John Echols</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Wake Forest, W. Va.)</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Echols</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Wake Forest, W. Va.)</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magdelene D. Thumel</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drucilla W. Haldeman</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wm. C. Haldeman</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Emeline Wismer</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Annie S. Miller</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Linnett Wolfgram</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Anna Hair</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Elza V. Yette</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lottie Harris</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilbur W. Weed</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edith V. Weed</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurlow H. Weed</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Englehorn</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sebastopol, Cal.)</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Olson</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Independence, Wash.)</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. H. Bradford</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Medford, Ore.)</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. D. T. Davis</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Seaside, Ore.)</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lydia Rainey</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Springfield, Ore.)</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Olson</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Halsey, Ore.)</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nettie Taylor Klob</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo. H. Benjamin</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice P. Benjamin</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zevar Addison</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Kane Stephens</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. J. Ray</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. A. G. Parsons</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. L. Parsons</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Clara Nordyke</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. W. C. McBride</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Theresa Parshley</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. W. Parshley</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnie A. Olson</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fred L. Olson</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Louise Dechmann</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. E. D. Timms</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss Cecil</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Brazeau</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Isabel West</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauline Fisher</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Crinkshank</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dora Hummell</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hattie J. Laughlin</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Frederic W. D'Evelyn</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. M. E. Nott</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. G. S. Henry</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth A. Hurlbut</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Leila Shuey</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Jessie I. King</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Jespersen</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. J. Jespersen</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. E. C. Blum</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. R. L. Price</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Anna Walker</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mme. Marie Light-Plise</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harriet M. Gillespie</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wm. S. Rice</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Rice</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Helen Rutledge</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Stuchey Burland</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Meta Larsen</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Emelia L. Skerritt</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilhelmine H. Bulwinkle</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary C. Baylor</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosmer L. Blum</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca A. Stolp</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice D. Robinson</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merrill E. Robinson</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serem D. Orning</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgiana C. Scott</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen S. Fraser</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. H. Collier</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Julia C. Collier</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. A. Saslavsky</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeleine Varney</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lena S. Lee</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauline A. Wormser</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances P. Aurich</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Leonore G. Rydor</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florence Keling</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Keling</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josephine Gross</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Helen B. Tice</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisha D. Shaw</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Mary E. Tice</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. M. Morris</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabel Munson</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willard P. Hatch</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. B. Matteson</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. V. Matteson</td>
<td>San Diego, Cal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Mrs. L. M. Bullock
Martha A. Bullock
T. V. Matteson, Jr.
T. L. Matteson
Mrs. Perle DuBois
Mrs. Frieda DuBois
P. L. Cooper
Eleanor Cooper
Marian Cooper
Mrs. Florence Browne
Master Donald Browne
Lawrelle Browne
Mabel F. Sankey
Wilbur E. Tice
Mrs. Katrine C. Sankey
Jeanette E. Harrison
N. M. Pal
 Bijou S. Straun
Mrs. Ettie Blum
Mrs. Mildred Kawakami
Mrs. P. F. Northrop
J. Vance Matteson
F. Lorne Matteson
Mrs. Caroline F. Hammersmith
Mrs. Lottie B. Smoot
Mrs. Frieda Paul
Mrs. Alice J. Ward
Mrs. Narcissa Purden
W. M. Cline
Mrs. Harriet M. Cline
Ada I. Chandon
Frances Cline
Wilfrid Cline, Jr.
A. B. Cline
Mrs. Minnie S. Chandon
Mrs. Louise C. Quinan
Mrs. Hazel S. Hopkins
Chandon Hopkins
Hossein Hopkins
J. Hopkins
Florence L. Campbell
Bessie Pearson
Mrs. Ruth J. Woolverton
Mrs. Annie Frances Lane
Lulu Wolback
Alice B. Owen
Mrs. Cordie C. Cline
Walter H. Cline
Frances Cline, Jr.
Mrs. Edith Bass Lindsay

Josephine Morris Rowan
Mrs. John F. Murrill
E. H. Tompkins
J. T. Carey
Hyde Dunn
Clara Dunn
Willard P. Hatch
Mrs. Carrie Rasmussen
Ada A. Tate
Mrs. Victoria F. Anthony
Mrs. A. Marshall
Mrs. Helen S. Goodall
Ella Goodall Cooper

Santa Barbara, Cal.
Marco Zim
Minnie Zim
Isabella D. Brittingham
M. F. Berkey
Mrs. M. F. Berkey
Mrs. Martha Austin
Herbert Zim
Milton Zim
Flora M. Clark
Emma E. Merry

Santa Paula, Cal.
Eleanor P. Crane
Mary E. Crane
Howard Carpenter
Marion B. Carpenter
A. Elizabeth Carpenter

Santa Rosa, Cal.
Alice Griffith
Mrs. Grace Allison
Mamie L. O'Connor
(Honolulu)
Johanna M. Storeh
Leland A. Storeh
Juanite Storeh

Seattle, Wash.
Kenyon Lathrop
Dr. C. F. Lathrop
D. D. Babcock
Kenzo Toriken
Clara Haroldsen
Mildred Haroldsen
Hattie Periard
Zohreh Lathrop
Ghamar Lathrop

Mabel F. Geary
Christine Monroe
Addie Shirley
Charlotte B. Gillen
Virginia Cook
Leon A. Lehmman
Wm. F. Richardson
Margaret Richardson
Dr. H. West
Mrs. Henry McConaughy
H. M. Periard
Mary Sellen
H. S. Peters
Dora A. Dunbar
Mrs. Alta M. Robe
Mrs. Ella Stewart
G. L. Jackson
A. M. Southworth
C. H. Jellsett
W. F. Plasterer
Gloria Paula Baker

Sebastopol, Cal.
Mrs. Dorothy Rambo
C. L. Thudichum, M. D.
A. Folger
Mrs. W. W. Monroe
Mrs. L. Howell
Benson W. Rutherford
Fanny L. Wyatt
Robert Balfour
Thudichum
Carola Thudichum
Eira Howell
Mary McGaha
W. W. Monroe
Julius Albert Balfour

Wilcox, Ariz.
Alletta B. Martin
Geo. E. Witte

Howard C. Ives
Mariam Haney
Paul Haney
Post Card from Shoghi Rabbani

Acre, Palestine,
June 11, 1919.

To Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago,
Dear brother:

... A general Tablet, remarkable and detailed, has been revealed for the friends and maid-servants of God throughout the United States and Canada. It has been dispatched. I am enclosing the supplication of over 1000 American friends. Their names have been sent with the Tablet. Abdul-Baha ordered me to write to you concerning this important, momentous question. Publish in the Persian and English columns of the STAR OF THE WEST the Persian and English texts of the enclosed supplication. Then publish all the names one by one and after that publish the general Tablet in Persian as well as in English, all in the same copy of the STAR, no matter how voluminous it may become. Then send at least a couple of copies to every province in Persia, addressed to Bahai Assemblies or individuals. Also send at least one copy of the convention photo to each province of Persia, that all Persian Bahais may see what miracles have been wrought, what achievements have been made, what victories have been won, what a universal, a simultaneous response to the trumpet call of service has taken hold of the western friends. This is the Beloved’s command, fulfill it...

Ever yours affectionately,

Shoghi
Facsimile of recent Tablet to the American friends.
Facsimile of recent Tablet to the American friends.
Outline of how Supplication was drafted

By Carl Scheffler

The greatest difficulty and hardship endured by the Bahais of America during the great war was their deprivation of means of communication with their beloved Abdul-Baha. Notwithstanding the keen realization by the firm believers of his spiritual presence in our midst to guide and protect, this physical cutting off was a really terrible experience in the work of the Cause, so that when the first wonderful reports about His Excellency came to us—the word cabled by the British Government to the Embassy here in America, telling us of him,—it was as though all clouds of trouble were rolling away and the warmth of the sunlight was again quickening our poor bodies. One heard immediately on all sides the hope expressed that we might once again be blessed by his holy presence in our midst. At the Feast held October 16, 1918, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leo Perron, Chicago, this hope expressed itself in action. It was decided to write a supplication to Abdul-Baha asking him to come, and at the next meeting of the House of Spirituality the members suggested that all of the friends in the country surely would join us in this great matter, and the secretary was instructed to address all the assemblies and lay the matter before them. The supplication was drafted by Miss Jean Masson, assisted by a committee from the House. All of the signatures were not received until several weeks had passed, so that in the early part of January the whole document was sent to Acre.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column 1</th>
<th>Column 2</th>
<th>Column 3</th>
<th>Column 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text 1</td>
<td>Text 2</td>
<td>Text 3</td>
<td>Text 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text 5</td>
<td>Text 6</td>
<td>Text 7</td>
<td>Text 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text 9</td>
<td>Text 10</td>
<td>Text 11</td>
<td>Text 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text 13</td>
<td>Text 14</td>
<td>Text 15</td>
<td>Text 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text 17</td>
<td>Text 18</td>
<td>Text 19</td>
<td>Text 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STAR OF THE WEST**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Star of the West</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The text is not clearly legible due to the hand-written script.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The text appears to be written in Arabic, and the content is not translatable into a readable format.
STAR OF THE WEST
عرف
سولا ترجمه و ضرائبه
جعفری از افشاران اهوازی
ضرائبه ولی الله و الموتی
عبدالله خان تقی مقدم

محمدو عبدالبلاه
ما بینکای خاصی نه در کرک
سرویشکی که اوله ملیه با رشد و
ضایه بوده بر فریاده و
مصادق داده که جن‌الشکوه و
سوسنان...
His Holiness Abdul-Baha Abbas
This Portrait Picture was taken in New York City, Dec. 5, 1912

Copyright by Jacob Schloss, New York, N. Y.
شيكاغو أميركا

شرح يجب تهويل من عرضة عمرو أحمد

١: إعلان إشراقي عمرو حفلات مشتركة

٢: إعلان إشراقي عمرو حفلات مشتركة

٣: إعلان إشراقي عمرو حفلات مشتركة

٤: إعلان إشراقي عمرو حفلات مشتركة

٥: إعلان إشراقي عمرو حفلات مشتركة

٦: إعلان إشراقي عمرو حفلات مشتركة

٧: إعلان إشراقي عمرو حفلات مشتركة

٨: إعلان إشراقي عمرو حفلات مشتركة
WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA

"Great importance must be given to the development of the STAR OF THE WEST. The circle of its discussion must be widened; in its columns must be published the essential problems pertaining to the Bahai life in all its phases. Its contents must be so universal that even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in all the social and religious movements of the age and is conducive to the progress of the world and its inhabitants. In short, the STAR OF THE WEST must promote the aspirations and the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets, bringing into the light of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost value to the Bahai teachers all over the world."

From Unveiling of the Divine Plan.
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EVERY CENTURY has its own ideals which in accord with that century, is confirmed. In this illumined era, that which is confirmed is the Oneness of the World of Humanity. Every soul who serves this Oneness undoubtedly will be assisted.

—ABDUL-BAHÃ.
The Power of the Influence of Baha’u’llah

Address by Dr. Frederick W. D’Evelyn of San Francisco, delivered at the Fourth Session of the Baha’i Congress at Hotel McAlpin, New York City, Monday afternoon, April 28th, 1919. Stenographically reported.

"HE IS GOD!" The Chairman has referred to the fact that I am from the West, and I am pleasantly reminded of that by the presence of our veteran and esteemed colleague, Mrs. Ford. The last time that we sat together upon the same platform was that never-to-be-forgotten, morning when, under the auspices of the Panama-Pacific Exposition, as the morning sun was driving away the clouds and the mists from the portals of the Golden Gate, heralding the advent of a new dawn, so the Nazareth, the Bethlehem of the old dispensation, gave place to the Sun of today, the City of Noor, of the new Covenant, on that morning quickened into being and into existence under the guidance of Abdul-Baha. In magnifying his commands he had revealed to us a secret of greatness and the first Baha’i Congress became a reality, an instrument of God’s purpose. Its potency will be measured only in eternity. To the man in the street the culminating success of the modern newspaper is the headlines, and in the few minutes that have been allotted to me I am going to talk to you in headlines, and lest I be misunderstood, I am going to tell you the things that you know.

Today, we are told, the world of humanity is inadvertent. We realize it is at variance. Today no nation, no people are confident and at ease, because confidence and security have passed away from the world of humanity. Presidents, kings, labor, capital, subjects—are all in danger. The need of a collective center, where these differences may be annulled and the oneness of unity be established, is as urgent as it is evident. In the world of divinity, quality and identity are inseparable. No duality; absolute oneness. The power and influence of Baha’u’llah are divine entities, inseparable, the perfection of unity. The perfection of unity vocalized, materialized, is the Baha’i Message, and the Baha’i Message is the need of the world today. When you hear this acclaim for the first time it would be very human, it would be pardonable, if a certain measure of unbidden resentment arose within you, born into being by the very assurance of the statement and by the alleged comprehensiveness of the claim. That claim is specific rather than elaborate; it is centripetal rather than diffuse. It at one and the same time breaks down barriers, for to it they are non-existent, and overcomes difficulties; because in the onward progress of its triumph they are non-retarding. In its appeal to humanity it concedes a universality that makes all the world kin. If we were asked to classify, to align the Baha’i Message with some
of the great historical pronouncements of the world, we should speak of it as the Declaration of Independence.

Today in the school houses, in the halls of council, in the chambers of Congress, rarely indeed are the echoes of the utterances of the great father of our country silent. Today if you pick up a dozen of the leading newspapers, the possibility is that ten of them would be again repeating his wonderful warnings against “entangling alliances.” Thus contrasted, thus aligned, the Bahai Message becomes an ordinance of the most supreme inner significance, for its pronouncement is “Take ye heed, beware ye of entangling limitations.”

Think, think of a God’s message so curtailed, so foreshortened, that any of His entities fall outside of its boundaries unreached, unsurrounded, uninclosed. Such a message would not be comforting, would not be assuring. It would not be Godlike. It would not be glorious, and it could not be Bahai.

A few days ago I read in one of the London newspapers an article on literature, written by a special writer, in which he said, amongst other things, “The most read of the recent books is the Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, a work of twelve volumes, ten already published.” A holy father just returned from Rome, was present at the interview, and he added: “Yes, and there is no book today more frequently consulted in the Vatican than the one you have just mentioned.” If I were permitted to write into that, “the greatest recent book,” a definition of the Bahai Message, I think I would write, “The Most Great Consummation of all God’s relationship, plans and purposes bestowed upon humanity since that day when in the beginning the Word was God.” Thus is it the Alpha and the Omega.

A few moments ago we spoke about the world being at variance. It might seem a disconnected sequel to claim these are victorious days, these are triumphant days. This is the cycle of deeds—not of words, and deeds proclaim the station of the doer. Abdul-Baha says: “Yes, these are great days, the time of the end has come, the doors of the Kingdom are open, the Supreme Concourse is descending to assist all.” Yes, these are great days, for back to memory, back to recognition, back to acceptance, is coming the fact that man is not merely the output of a system, nor the by-product of a community, but is a God-created, a God-claimed entity. The Bahai teachings say, the honor and the glory of man consists in the fact that amongst the beings he is the dawning place of righteousness, and adds Yes, and with divine assistance, the peace, welfare and prosperity of the world of humanity are in his hands. The Bahai Message does not tell us that all men are equal, but it tells us that the crown of humanity rests upon all alike. This Message, the incarnate power and influence of Baha’u’llah, affirms that the birthmark, the reality of man is the Throne of Divinity. The Manifestation of today is not an accident; it is not a coincidence; is not merely history;—it is the voice and the will of God, the meaning and the entity of God. Ethically it is the spiritual complement to the material development of mankind today. I say it with the conviction of every fibre of my being, that it is a normal thing, that it is a logical thing, that it is a fair-play thing, and with all the awe and the veneration that my soul is capable of, I say God could not, God would not, God dare not, deny to that thing which He says is “the dawning place of righteousness,” nay, would not deny to him the opportunity of ascending to a spiritual height complementary and coequal with his permitted material development. The power and the influence of Baha’u’llah will make this mundane sphere of ours the great arena in which this chosen thing of God, this thing man,—all other teachings, all other dogmas, all other predictions or
doubts to the contrary,—in station become the dawning place of righteousness, will attain to the victory over the city of the hearts, and will confirm and conform to the created innateness of his birthmark, his inseparable possession of "reality." The clear judgment must consider the obligation for the fulfillment of these promises. Mankind of necessity must reach the loftiest destination, the exalted grade, the supreme station—chosen for him by his Creator "in whose grasp is the kingdom of destiny and the power of execution." This is the cycle of that confirmation, the uncompromising consummation of the oneness of the world of humanity.

Look at these times and seasons. Years are no longer of equal measure. A day may mean more than a year and a flash more than a day. It is not exaggerated to say that anything can take place in the spiritual life of man today. Consider for a moment the important values attached to material speed and nearness, the physical values of speed and nearness today. Our God is marching on,—and, the question is where is humanity, ahead, abreast or in the rear? That is the most vital question for whom? For you, as an individual; for you as individuals coalesced into the masses. Our God is marching on. Where is humanity? That supreme guidance which our teachers are looking for, our guides seeking after, our congressmen yearning for, that Supreme guidance which in their limitation they term "statesmanship." Statesmanship, the greatest good for the greatest number. What is statesmanship in its essence, in its final analysis? What is it? Is it not merely the harmonizing of the spiritual movement of the age? If that movement, that spirit, is unknown, is uninterpreted, unreceived, where can be the statesmanship, where can be the efficiency, where can be the standardization? Our God is marching on, while mankind is standing afar off, aloof, because our guides have not interpreted the spiritual movement of this age. The power and the influence of Baha’u’llah, the Baha’i Message, in its potency, in its universality, in its domination, is the ally of the God that is marching on, the God that is doing great things. Yes, the Baha’i Message, the power and the influence of Baha’u’llah, the manifestation of today, is just this, it is God’s ways, God’s means, whereby humanity can come abreast with a God that is marching on, with a God who is fulfilling His promises, with a God who is completing His purposes. Therefore, we ask you, acquaint yourself with its teachings. Investigate its principles, exchange your ignorance for its knowledge, your weakness for its strength, your invalidism for its potency, your blindness for its illumination. You see that beautiful invention (pointing to a light filter installed upon the platform)—an unique thing, a helpful thing, but its sun, its rays, will not put the gold on the wheat, the red on the cherry, or the blush on the peach. It is a mere twilight,—twilight even as the twilight of orthodoxy, the reflection of a sun that is not. The power and the influence of Baha’u’llah is the full orbed sun of today that gives to the seasons their quickening and to mankind his fruitage. There is no power, no power, save the power and influence of Baha’u’llah concreted into the Baha’i Message, the will and the Word of God; there is no power today save that power that can bring together beneath the same tree the hearts and the minds of the world of humanity. It is the motive power in all things; it is the mover of souls; it is the governor and the controller of the world of humanity. Be ye illumined with the light of today, don’t put light filters over your soul and be shaded by the nether gloom of yesterday.

The power and influence of Baha’u’llah is the zenith sun of today, the consummation of all God’s relationships, from way back when the Word was in the beginning, when the Word was God,
until this hour, the time of the end. The glory and the honor of man consists in the fact that amongst the beings he is the dawning place of righteousness. The power and the influence of Baha’o’llah has come to the world in this most great cycle, asking you to come back and claim your birthright, the birthright God gave you, the birthright man cannot take from you. Come back! Be illumined with the light of today and turn your sight into yourself and see that claimant standing within you, glorious, mighty and supreme!

The power and the influence of Baha’o’llah, the Bahai Message, are just God’s ways and God’s means whereby humanity today can come abreast with a God who is marching on. “Blessed are those who attain.”

Allah’o’Abha!

To Live the Life

Address by Mary Hanford Ford, at the Fourth Session of the Bahai Congress, at Hotel McAlpin, New York City, Monday afternoon, April 28, 1919. Stenographically reported.

I feel very happy to be here this afternoon, and very humble in following the eloquent words of Dr. D’Evelyn, and as I stand here, it seems to me, that perhaps it is my mission today, a very simple thing and yet a necessary thing, to follow very slightly and very superficially some of those lines in which Abdul-Baha has, we might say, taught us how we can catch up with God. Dr. D’Evelyn has been telling us of the supreme message which has been given to us, of its grandeur, of its magnificence, of its supremacy, and it seems as if ever since Abdul-Baha had begun to talk to us, he has been trying to tell us how we can catch up with that message, what we can do to lift ourselves out of personalities and into entity, out of animalism and into spirituality, out of that self-indulgence which is the curse of the natural man and into that superb effort which is the acme and attainment of the spiritual man.

And so, if I can tell you, very simply, this afternoon, just a few of the lines which Abdul-Baha has pointed out to us in that way, I shall be very happy. And one of them it makes me very glad to speak because it gives me the opportunity to say to you just a bit of some of those wonderful words which Abdul-Baha has recently been sending across the continent and across the ocean. You know, we are living in such an astounding day of tumult and endeavor, a day when all the old world is so absolutely falling to pieces that sometimes we are in despair; sometimes we say how can any great edifice ever lift its head out of this ruin and catch the light of the sun once more? Now and again these words of Abdul-Baha come to us across the ocean and across the continent and give us hope because they always practically point out a direct pathway which we must follow to attain this end. It is a pathway always along certain lines and always, on the other hand, inclusive of that great realm that is described by that little word conduct, the one word that we are most prone to forget in our march towards spiritual attainment and supremacy. And so I want to read these words of Abdul-Baha, which have been recently received by a friend in New York.

He says: “No doubt had the world of women wielded sufficient prestige, the conflagration of this war would not have set the world aflame. If the mass of women in Europe and of those in America had been enfranchised throughout all the state undoubtedly they would not agree to war. At present this war has made millions of children fatherless and millions of fathers and mothers destitute of sons; this war has snatched
from pitiable sisters their brethren, this war has turned millions of women into widows and destitute of husbands, this war has made cities desolate, this war has made the very foundations of mankind quake and quiver. If in future, women, like unto men; are given the franchise, assuredly they shall prevent the occurrence of war; whereas, otherwise the matter will be difficult. Man is sanguinary and even worse than devouring beasts. Of what use is exhortation and to what amounts admonition? A mighty power is necessary in order to make an effective opposition, otherwise it will be exceedingly difficult. I pray God that the world of women may be assisted and confirmed for their purpose is universal peace."

Look at it, this question of man and woman, from the point of view of the ideal which Abdul-Baha offers to us.

Man is the objective side of existence. He is the individual who does things outwardly. And what is woman? Woman is the subjective element in existence. While man is the fighting one, woman is the praying one. While man wields all the material forces of existence into the forms which he chooses, woman waits and listens for the pattern to be given through which those forces and into which those forces may be moulded. Always in the past the world has been dominated only by the objective side of its existent power. Is it any wonder we have had wars? Is it any wonder we have had inharmonies after inharmonities and injustice after injustice, and that again and again, in the eras of our history, we have had to confess that we have completely forgotten God?

And now suddenly what does Abdul-Baha say to us: That henceforth women are to be equal in franchise with the men, that women are to be equal in power with the men, that women are to sit in our council halls and women are to be recognized as our counselors. Why? They are the element of love. They are the element of creation, they are the medium through which God speaks to the world. And do you not stop in reverence and fold your hands in prayer as you gaze forward and

(Continued on page 186)
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

O thou Star of the West! Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shall spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

O ye apostles of Baha’u’llah—May my life be a ransom to you! Similarly, the Magazine, the Star of the West, must be edited in the utmost regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God—so that both in the East and the West they may become informed of the most important events.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
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Recent Tablets from Abdul-Baha to American Bahais

MRS. BROOKER

To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Brook­
er, Akron, Ohio—Upon her be Baha­
’u’llah El-Abha!

He is God!

O thou daughter of the Kingdom!

The letter thou hadst written on January 22nd, 1919, was received. Praise thou the Lord, that thou hast been ushered into the divine Kingdom as one of the chosen people of God and the light of guidance hath been reflected upon thy pure heart like unto a light which is ignited in a lamp and a candle which bestows light to a gathering; thou hast organized a meeting and hast been engaged in the promulgation of divine teachings.

Rest thou assured that divine con­firmations shall reach (thee) and heav­enly cohorts shall assure (thee) the vic­tory and that thyself and thy respected husband shall attain unto everlasting life and shall serve the oneness of the world of humanity, and shall bring together other souls under the shade of the pavilion of the Kingdom.

At present engage in service and you will have permission to present your­self.

Convey longing greeting to Mr. Rus­sell Brooker and tell him: “Praise the Lord, for He hath flung open to thy face the doors of Solomon’s wisdom, and pray God that He may bestow upon thee an everlasting sovereignty, for Solomon’s kingship was ephemeral, it passed away and did not remain forever, while the sovereignty of the love of God is perpetual and endless. I hope that thou mayest sit on this throne and that is firmness and steadfastness in the love of God.”
As to thy new business, the former trade . . . is the cause of thy comfort. The new business will engage greatly your mind. It is advisable for thee to engage in the previous trade and devote the rest of your time to spiritual matters.

Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, March 30th, 1919, house of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

DR. OLIVE G. COUCH

To her honor, Dr. Olive G. Couch, New York City—Upon her be Baha’o’lLlah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou attracted to the Kingdom of God!

Thy letter dated January 31st, 1919, was received. Although I am bodily far and remote, yet in spirit I associate and am intimate with you. Do not be grieved. Divine beatitude is thy possession and divine glad-tidings abide with thee. This bliss and gladness is not followed by grief and this illumination leaves no room for darkness.

At present engage in service to the Kingdom of God. Whenever the ways will be opened and the means will be fully provided by which thou mayest travel in perfect comfort and ease then thou hast permission to present thyself.

Convey my greeting to Mrs. Beede. It was a long time that the (holy) leaves were awaiting the receipt of her news, but so far no letter has been received from her. But now that you have informed us of her news the whole family has been made grateful.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, March 30th, 1919, house of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

WILL LEVINGTON COMFORT.

To his honor Will Levington Comfort, through Shahnaz Waite—Upon him be Baha-El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou son of the Kingdom!

Praise be to God, that like unto a torch thou hast been ignited, and like unto a star thou hast shone. This light is the light of reality, which is divine guidance, and not a material one. It is a heavenly lamp and not an earthly one which, although it reveals objects, yet it does not discover and comprehend them, i. e., it is unaware of the world of things, and simply reveals them to the eye; while on the other hand, the light of Truth both reveals and discovers objects and does moreover comprehend them.

Praise be to God that thou hast attained to such a light.

Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, March 15, 1919. Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)

SHANAZ KHANUM.

To the maid-servant of God, Shanaz Khanum, Los Angeles, California—Upon her be Baha’o’lLlah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou revered maid-servant of God!

Thy letter from Los Angeles was received. Thank divine Providence that thou hast been assisted in service and hast been the cause of the promulgation of the oneness of the world of humanity.

Not until the darkness of differences among men is dissipated with the pavilion of unity cast its shadow over all regions; otherwise rest and composure, peace and universal reconciliation are unachievable. This illumined age necessitates its fulfilment.

Every century has its own ideal which, in accord with that century, is confirmed. In this illumined era, that which is
confirmed is the oneness of the world of humanity. Every soul who serves this oneness undoubtedly will be assisted.

I hope that in the Assemblies thou mayest sing praises with a sweet melody and become the cause of joy and gladness to all.

Upon thee be El-Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, December 30, 1918. Haifa, Palestine.)

To Live the Life

(Continued from page 183)

realize what that world may become when the objective side of existence has put its hands firmly into that of the subjective side of existence and both reverently and lovingly are looking to that divine Source from which alone our wisdom can arrive to us? That is what Abdul-Baha means when he says that women will prevent war. It is that woman knowing in the soul of her infinite patience, what is the divine ideal to which mankind may attain, waits patiently for its consummation and is never willing to hurry it by the crudity and the coarseness of force, and so in that world which is stretching before us through all its tumult, through all its anguish, through all its anger, there is coming this new presence of patience, this new presence of love which will wait, this new presence of kindness which will not criticize, and that is to make itself present in the world through this franchise which is given everywhere to womankind, through this council which is granted to womankind, through this freedom and this equality of comradeship which henceforth will guard and guide not only the fortunes of the world collectively, but, thank heaven, the individual fortunes of the individual man and woman who are united to consummate the life of this world. I know you have thought of the meaning of that wonderful little word, conduct, and how it applies to your life, how it applies to mine, of how it is the silver thread marking the path along which we finally reach the little haven of rest and of comfort whence we can look back and survey the anguish of the path which we have pursued because it is through conduct that we attain intuition, it is through conduct that we obtain self control, it is through conduct that we are enabled at last to stand off and look at ourselves and realize what beastly things we have been in the past which is so near us, because we may theorize and we may prophesy all that we can, and we may read holy books and we may commit them to memory, we may have every text at our tongue’s end, and if we have not stopped to say, “What did I do yesterday? How did I hurt my friend? How did I forget that wonderful law which Abdul-Baha has given us as the Golden Rule of this day and the coming day?”—“Be not a cause of grief to anyone”—it is all in vain.

Be not a cause of grief to anyone. There is so much grief in this world. There is so much anguish that we cannot escape. There is so much sorrow that we cannot avoid that presently. After we have begun to realize it, and after our own heart perhaps has been burned to ashes, there is a spark left which says to us, “At least you can do this thing, you can live in your corner of the world so that no one in that corner of the world suffers from your act or word. You can do that.” And what would become of us if all the world would do that? What would become of the universe if everyone were doing that? Living in his corner of the world so that no other suffer through him; so that no other had a moment of grief or an added anguish because he stood there in that place?
I think often as I look forward to the future and the day when I lay my head down for its final sleep in this world and I hope its lovely awakening in the next world, I may be able to look back and say at least, in the last days of my life I remembered that I was careful not to grieve those who were next to me. I was careful to spread love as fully and as freely as possible in my passage of life. And you know that is concerned in this word conduct. That is concerned in this word service, in the word that is constantly on the lips of Abdul-Baha and which he is not willing to use just as service, but which he turns again and again into that more powerful word of servitude, which some of us come to know very well. Indeed, in these days of our existence that word servitude which imprisons us until the fleshly desire has fallen away from us, the desire for domination, the desire for supremacy, the desire to be the chief one in any place, is our salvation. And presently, when our servitude has been long and has been harsh and has been very severe, until our limbs are torn with the chains that bind us, what has happened to us?

Why, a strange freedom has come, in which light blazes about us and fragrance is in our nostrils and a heavenly voice sounds through our ears, saying, “My beloved servant, thou hast done well.” When you hear that voice, you know what happens to us, because it has happened to you many times. You know that you say to yourself, “Let the servitude be doubled, let it even never end, so that I may hear again those wonderful and lovely words that concern not my life here alone but all the everlasting life that stretches forever beyond us and is so different from this one, that when we have once had the tiniest glimpse of it everything in this life must necessarily fall into complete insignificance.”

There is a beautiful story that Abdul-Baha tells us in his book *The Mysterious Forces of Civilization*. It is a wonderful story and an eloquent story, a universal story, as are all the stories which Abdul-Baha tells us, and he tells of how a king in Arabia was like many kings, given to satisfaction of his impulses and his appetites, and one day, satisfying his appetite, he fell desperately drunk, so not knowing what he did, suddenly commanded the execution of two men that he loved best in the world, and, because his word was law, his command was obeyed immediately, and the heads of his faithful servants were stricken off. In the morning when he realized how faithfully the commands of his obdurative and unobstructed will had been fulfilled, in that morning his soul could not contain the anguish that possessed him at his own wretched conduct, and so, out of ignorance and out of his stupidity, he issued another decree even worse than the first one. He said, “I will build me two houses and on the anniversary of the death of these two men whom I have slain I will sit between these two houses and whoever comes to me on one side shall be slain in memory of those whom I slew ignorantly, and whoever comes to me on the other side shall be granted the desire of his heart.” So it happened that the king in traveling about the world had a most lovely and beautiful experience, because that is the grace of heaven to us, you know, that in the height of our foolishness, and of our self-indulgence, the refreshing draughts of divine ichor fall into our parched lips, and we know we are not forgotten of heaven. So he came hunting alone and forlorn, and having lost his companions, he arrived at the house of a poor sheik of the desert, who had little in his place to eat, but who received the king with the hospitality which was his habit, and seating him at his table he said to his wife, “See the little kid that we have, although it is the last one, kill it and prepare it and bring it to our guest, everything that we have.” So they put it all before him on the simple
table, and the king ate there with
greater joy, with greater gladness, than
he had ever known. Wishing to reward
that kindness, as he left, he said to his
host, "Come to me any time you are
in trouble and I will grant you any wish
that you make to me. I am at your
command; my realm is at your service."
So he went back to his home, but re­
membered that table, that hour; he
could not forget it. Then by sad fate,
there were a couple of years when the
harvest failed, when poverty doubled,
poverty struck this son of the desert,
who was in reality a son of God, and
his wife said to him, "What shall we
do, we have nothing to eat," and he
replied, "I will now go to the king, I
will ask for the fulfillment of his prom­
ise and he will save us."

So, getting on the back of his horse,
he flew across the desert, seeking the
king, seeking salvation, and came upon
the wrong side of the pathway just on
the day when the king sat there to re­
ward or to kill. The king, knowing
nothing but his own obdurate material,
animal, physical will, said to him,
"Why have you come on this pathway
and on this day. You whom I wished
to reward with every blessing of my
realm, and now I can only give you
death?" Hanzalah, kneeling before
him in dismay, said, "Only grant me
one privilege, then, that I may have a
year to arrange my affairs, and I will
come back to you a year from today
and suffer the penalty that is imposed
upon me?" The king said, "I cannot
grant you this without a surety; you
know that well. I have you now in my
hands, and how do I know what will
happen if you get out of my hands?"
He was accustomed to physical laws.
He was accustomed to animal passion.
He knew nothing about a spiritual law
which over-rides all that. So the man,
looking about among the courtiers, ask­
ed one and was refused, and then at last
appealed to another so powerfully that
his soul was quickened, and he said,
"I will be surety for him on his re­
turn." So the sheik rode away, not
endowed with great earthly possession,
but to prepare for the death which was
to be his a year from that time. When
that day came, they watched for him
and watched for him and he did not
come. The king, knowing only the
material law of satisfaction and de­
mand, having never heard of any­
things else, said: "We must slay his sub­
stitute, nothing will save him," but
nevertheless waited until sunset was
near, and then as the man was brought
forth for execution, suddenly a warrior
was descried, a horseman, on the hori­
zon, and they waited, and he came
nearer and nearer, and finally flung
himself at the feet of the king, and the
king, lost in astonishment, said to him:
"But why are you such a fool, why
have you come back to death when you
had escaped, when you knew very well
that justice would be satisfied by the
sacrifice of your substitute." Then,
lifting his head, Hanzalah said to the
king, "But I could never have rested
with such a conclusion as that. Does
not honor hold a man, and is a physical
life so precious that one would sacrifice
his love of God and his love of his kind
for the sake of such a miserable thing
as the saving of physical existence?
Why I would gladly give my life, I have
arranged my affairs and I have no fear
of death, it is sweet to me." The king
looked at him with amazement. "You
are not pale, you are not trembling,
you are facing the executioner, and
you are not afraid, how is this? What
upholds you?" And he said, "I am
the follower of my Lord, I have learned
from him the secret of life, the joy of
existence; long ago I heard the words of
the Lord Christ, and they gave me
eternal life. How could I fear when
you give me the entrance into that
eternal life? Is not this something to
rejoice over?"

You know how it is with you in this
world. You have gone on in your physi-
cal existence, you have satisfied all your desires, you have sat upon your throne, and you have slain your enemies, then suddenly the word of the Spirit falls into your heart, such a thing as you never experienced before, the word of the Spirit, the power of the Spirit, scales fall from your eyes, at last you know that you are not a physical being, that the loss of your physical life is nothing to you—instantly you stand before yourself, glorious, enfranchised, alive, living eternally, looking back with the eyes of wisdom at the paltry things for which you would have sacrificed that eternity.

And it was so with the king. "Oh," he said, "why did I not know this before? Why did I slay my friends first, and how, later, could I have built these houses and slain so many others? Oh," he cried, "tear them down quickly, and you, beloved one, you sit beside me and tell me all the secrets of this truth which has given you such power, which has given you such wisdom, which has brought you such happiness, which has taught you what nothing else can teach, what life actually is." That was what happened to the king. And Hanzalah sat sweetly beside him in his humility and talked to him; gave him noble writings; the houses were both torn down and the wicked paths were all made clear. Henceforth the king was known as the blessing and the father of all his people.

Do you think that story belongs to the past? Do you think it lies only in the fourth or fifth century in which its scene is laid, and in Arabia? It is for each one of us, because each one of us has to tear down his houses which he has built with the wrong feeling and each one of us has to take into his heart that wonderful knowledge, that message of the spirit which fills us with joy and makes us indifferent to all the voices of ambition and privilege. It brings to us the meaning of that other lovely thing that Abdul-Baha has said to us. You know we can never complete the repetition of all these wonderful words that he has said to us pointing the way of the future. He says this little word. "The divine nearness is unlimited both in this world and the next." The divine nearness is so many things, the divine nearness is the inspiring idea falling upon us from heaven, carrying with it its ideal, surrounding us so that we forget ourselves and those who are near to us, and know only the presence of that ideal and the power of that idea which consumes us until we have carried it out completely. The divine nearness is that consciousness of the word of the Spirit which sears us sometimes like a flame, and fills us sometimes like a fragrance, cutting us off again from all the meanness of the ambitions of this world and carrying us on into the mysteries of life that stretch into the other world and bring us a consciousness of God that we have never had before, a realization of His nearness, a knowledge of what the Holy Spirit is and what is the work of the Holy Spirit, so that presently we begin to see it is all that we want.

If I can have the divine nearness, if I can have the Holy Spirit, what do I care as to the texture of my gown, the height of the walls that cover me, my station, or the quality of the food that I eat? Because this divine nearness, this which must pervade the world, this which I begin to know, this which I can do my part in sharing with every one, this is the greatest blessing of existence and this is the foundation of the new world that is to be built out of the ashes of the past, and will construct everywhere again, and again those temples whose principles and gilded tops will catch the rays of the universal sun, so that they will be reflected upon all mankind and all mankind will know here on this earth what it is to live in heaven.
بازگشت به زمینه‌های دناهی، نمایش‌های طبیعی و تاریکی‌های که در آن‌ها به شکل‌های مختلفی پرداخته می‌شود، از جمله مورد نظر خود را می‌تواند بین حرفه‌ای و مهارتی به‌طوری‌که در آن‌ها به‌طور محضی و در حالت جامعه‌ای، جمعیت‌ها و همگانی یا به‌طور جامعی، جمعیت‌ها و نهایتاً کل جامعه‌ای شکل گیرد. در این حوزه‌ها، به‌طور معمول، به‌طور کلی، مطالعه و بازنگری مباحث مختلفی از جمله مباحث فنی، علمی و مذهبی و نهایتاً مباحث اجتماعی و سیاسی انجام می‌گیرد.

در این حوزه‌ها، به‌طور نهایی، نهایت شکاف در میان این زمینه‌ها وجود دارد و باید به‌طور کامل و به‌طور نهایی، مباحث مختلفی از جمله مباحث فنی، علمی و مذهبی و نهایتاً مباحث اجتماعی و سیاسی انجام می‌گیرد.

بازگشت به زمینه‌های دناهی، نمایش‌های طبیعی و تاریکی‌های که در آن‌ها به شکل‌های مختلفی پرداخته می‌شود، از جمله مورد نظر خود را می‌تواند بین حرفه‌ای و مهارتی به‌طوری‌که در آن‌ها به‌طور محضی و در حالت جامعه‌ای، جمعیت‌ها و همگانی و نهایتاً کل جامعه‌ای شکل گیرد. در این حوزه‌ها، به‌طور معمول، به‌طور محضی و در حالت جامعه‌ای، جمعیت‌ها و نهایتاً کل جامعه‌ای شکل گیرد. در این حوزه‌ها، به‌طور نهایی، نهایت شکاف در میان این زمینه‌ها وجود دارد و باید به‌طور کامل و به‌طور نهایی، مباحث مختلفی از جمله مباحث فنی، علمی و مذهبی و نهایتاً مباحث اجتماعی و سیاسی انجام می‌گیرد.

بازگشت به زمینه‌های دناهی، نمایش‌های طبیعی و تاریکی‌های که در آن‌ها به شکل‌های مختلفی پرداخته می‌شود، از جمله مورد نظر خود را می‌تواند بین حرفه‌ای و مهارتی به‌طوری‌که در آن‌ها به‌طور محضی و در حالت جامعه‌ای، جمعیت‌ها و همگانی و نهایتاً کل جامعه‌ای شکل گیرد. در این حوزه‌ها، به‌طور معمول، به‌طور محضی و در حالت جامعه‌ای، جمعیت‌ها و نهایتاً کل جامعه‌ای شکل گیرد. در این حوزه‌ها، به‌طور نهایی، نهایت شکاف در میان این زمینه‌ها وجود دارد و باید به‌طور کامل و به‌طور نهایی، مباحث مختلفی از جمله مباحث فنی، علمی و مذهبی و نهایتاً مباحث اجتماعی و سیاسی انجام می‌گیرد.

بازگشت به زمینه‌های دناهی، نمایش‌های طبیعی و تاریکی‌های که در آن‌ها به شکل‌های مختلفی پرداخته می‌شود، از جمله مورد نظر خود را می‌تواند بین حرفه‌ای و مهارتی به‌طوری‌که در آن‌ها به‌طور محضی و در حالت جامعه‌ای، جمعیت‌ها و همگانی و نهایتاً کل جامعه‌ای شکل گیرد. در این حوزه‌ها، به‌طور معمول، به‌طور محضی و در حالت جامعه‌ای، جمعیت‌ها و نهایتاً کل جامعه‌ای شکل گیرد. در این حوزه‌ها، به‌طور نهایی، نهایت شکاف در میان این زمینه‌ها وجود دارد و باید به‌طور کامل و به‌طور نهایی، مباحث مختلفی از جمله مباحث فنی، علمی و مذهبی و نهایتاً مباحث اجتماعی و سیاسی انجام می‌گیرد.

بازگشت به زمینه‌های دناهی، نمایش‌های طبیعی و تاریکی‌های که در آن‌ها به شکل‌های مختلفی پرداخته می‌شود، از جمله مورد نظر خود را می‌تواند بین حرفه‌ای و مهارتی به‌طوری‌که در آن‌ها به‌طور محضی و در حالت جامعه‌ای، جمعیت‌ها و همگانی و نهایتاً کل جامعه‌ای شکل گیرد. در این حوزه‌ها، به‌طور معمول، به‌طور محضی و در حالت جامعه‌ای، جمعیت‌ها و نهایتاً کل جامعه‌ای شکل گیرد. در این حوزه‌ها، به‌طور نهایی، نهایت شکاف در میان این زمینه‌ها وجود دارد و باید به‌طور کامل و به‌طور نهایی، مباحث مختلفی از جمله مباحث فنی، علمی و مذهبی و نهایتاً مباحث اجتماعی و سیاسی انجام می‌گیرد.
کیفیت زندگی شاخص اصلی در زبان درمانی است. درمان به‌عنوان یک سطح درمانی است که به‌منظور بهبود حرفه‌ای، بهبود فنی و بهبود دسترسی به‌منظور بهبود به‌منظور بهبود تکنیکی خاص که برای بهبود درمانی است که به‌منظور بهبود حرفه‌ای، بهبود فنی و بهبود دسترسی به‌منظور بهبود به‌منظور بهبود تکنیکی خاص که برای بهبود درمانی است که به‌منظور بهبود حرفه‌ای، بهبود فنی و بهبود دسترسی به‌منظور بهبود به‌منظور بهبود تکنیکی خاص که برای بهبود درمانی است که به‌منظور بهبود حرفه‌ای، بهبود فنی و بهبود دسترسی به‌منظور بهبود
WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA

"Great importance must be given to the development of the Star of the West. The circle of its discussion must be widened; in its columns must be published the essential problems pertaining to the Bahai life in all its phases. Its contents must be so universal that even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in all the social and religious movements of the age and is conducive to the progress of the world and its inhabitants. In short, the Star of the West must promote the aspirations and the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets, bringing into the light of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost value to the Bahai teachers all over the world."

From Unveiling of the Divine Plan.
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Declares Zionists Must Work with Other Races

Leader of Bahaism believes Neutral Government Like British Is Best for Palestine at Present—Says His Father Advocated League Half Century Ago.

BY MARION WEINSTEIN.

(From the Globe and Commercial Advertiser, New York, July 17, 1919).

WHILE the league of nations is hailed or attacked here as a Wilsonian project, out in Palestine is a religious leader who claims it first saw the light in the writings of his father, fifty years ago. He is Abdul-Baha, the son and successor of BAHA’O’LLAH, founder of the modern cult, Bahaism.*

Abdul-Baha, or Abbas Effendi, as he is widely known in the Near East, counts hundreds of followers in America. He made a tour here in 1912, preaching his doctrine of universal love in churches and halls from coast to coast. Born in Persia in 1844, he went to Aaca as a young man. He was imprisoned by the Turks for his teachings, but was released in 1908, the year of the new Ottoman constitution.

Interested in World League.

I met Abdul-Baha lately in his home in Haifa. He has many friends among the British, including General Ronald Storrs, military governor of Jerusalem, and it was a British officer who took me to him. His influence is considerable in the Holy Land, but it is almost impossible to reduce it to actual numbers. I went to him curious as to his views of the future of Palestine, but he seemed more eager to talk of a matter of world importance—the league of nations.

He spoke in Persian, a well trained secretary interpreting his low, soft words in good English. Through the open windows of the large sunny salon of his modern house came the trill of songbirds in the Effendi’s lovely garden. In white galabieh and turban, he fitted into the summery scene, his voice falling on the silence like a woodland echo. An ancient, venerable patriarch he seemed, with his snowy beard, a kindly patriarch, but with little of the Biblical fire.

Tells of Father’s Plan.

“Fifty years ago,” he began, “BAHA’O’LLAH wrote that there must be a league of nations to establish universal peace. He worked his idea out on practical lines, too. He said every nation must choose representatives, approved by the senate, the cabinet and the ruler of the country. They were to meet to found a universal peace congress to be forever a world court of arbitration.

* Bahais understand the Word of God again was "made flesh and dwelt among us" in the appearance of BAHA’O’LLAH. Miss Weinstein, not being acquainted with this fact, looks upon the Baha Movement as a cult or "ism."—The Editors.
century ago, that unless universal peace is established, the world of humanity will continue in a state of barbarism. For it is a world of struggle for existence, of sensualism, a world of nature. Only when universal peace comes to stay will it become a world of spirit.

"I went to America myself on a mission of universal peace. I proclaimed seven years ago that Europe was an arsenal that needed but a spark to turn it into a volcano. The world leaders, I urged, must prevent this catastrophe. But they did not heed me. Now that they themselves are working for universal peace and we are soon to have a league of nations, there is no need for me to go to America again.

Message to His Followers.

"Tell my followers," Abdul-Baha continued, "that I am always asking heavenly help for them, and that my deepest desire is that they shall be the source of the enlightenment of humanity and the unity of all the races of mankind. The point of distinction among men, let them remember, is their deeds, not their beliefs or words. I charge my disciples, too, at this time to show love even toward their 'enemies.' They have no 'enemies.' The enemy of man is himself."

His religion, this leader explained, includes the highest principles of its forerunners, with this addition—it fuses them all in the pursuit of one goal, the unity of mankind in universal love. Unlike its Mohammedan neighbor, it teaches the equality of man and woman. "The world of humanity has two wings," is Abdul-Baha's view, "man and woman. If one wing is weak then the bird cannot fly."

He looks to the rebirth of religion as a result of the war. The Bolshevikist movement, he believes, will prove an admonition to the religious world and send mankind back to the fold, convinced that religion is the sole source of order and peace. Bolshevism was inevitable, because religion was on the daily decline in Europe, particularly in Russia.

Has Hope for Palestine.

For Palestine Abdul-Baha has the brightest hopes. "It will develop day by day now," he declared, "in industry, in commerce, in agriculture, under an enlightened government. Up to the present the people of this country were like lost sheep. Now they have found their shepherd.

"If the Zionists will mingle with the other races and live in unity with them, they will succeed. If not, they will meet certain resistance. For the present I think a neutral government like the British administration would be best. A Jewish government might come later."

"There is too much talk today of what the Zionists are going to do here. There is no need of it. Let them come and do more and say less.

"The Zionists should make it clear that their principle is to elevate all the people here and to develop the country for all its inhabitants. This land must be developed, according to the promises of the prophets Isaiah, Jeremiah and Zachariah. If they come in such a spirit they will not fail.

Must Be Open to All.

"They must not work to separate the Jews from the other Palestinians. Schools should be open to all nationalities here, business companies, etc. The Turks went down because they attempted to rule over foreign races. The British are always in power because they keep fair and promote harmony.

"This is the path to universal peace here as elsewhere—unity. We must prevent strife by all means. For 6,000 years man has been at war. It is time to try peace a little while. If it fails, we can always go back to war."
Unveiling of the Divine Plan for the Western States

Fourth talk by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab at the Eleventh Annual Mashrekol-Azkar Convention and Bahai Congress held in McAlpin Hotel, New York City, April 26-30th, 1919.

"A RISE thou amongst the people in the name of this incomparable Cause. Then summon the nations to God, the Most High, the Most Exalted!" "Conquer the cities of the hearts with this most great Name, and be thou a herald of this Call amongst all nations!" (Words of Baha’u’llah.)

The mission of every Bahai in this world is to promote to the extent of his ability the idea of God, the idea of beauty, the idea of right, the idea of justice and the idea of virtue. For the world of ideals is a world of reality. Once I begin to hold the idea of goodness within my mind, speak about it and banish all those tendencies which lead to evil, I create an atmosphere around myself that is bound to tell on my character. Now in this age and cycle the idea of God, the idea of divine morality, is almost forgotten. The advancing forces of material civilization have banished from the consciences of millions of men and women the idea of God. . . . Spirit, God, truth, love, have no meaning on our ears. We live a life of selfishness, we aspire after no higher realm, we are satisfied with water and clay, the appetites of the flesh satisfy us completely, we crave for no spiritual light, we yearn after no heavenly gift. Complacent and self-satisfied, we strut about as though we possessed the whole world, and yet spiritually we are poverty-stricken. We think of the rustic chatter of our village as the great wave that echoes round the world. We have banished God from our midst and cherish an illusion in our breasts.

Now the mission of the Revelation of Baha’u’llah is to recover for us this lost vision, to lead us back again into the Sanctuary of Holiness, to enkindle anew the fire of the love of God, to consume the veils of superstitions and imaginations, and to fill the hearts with the new ideals of God, love, beauty, constancy and happiness as portrayed in the writings of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha.

This means that we are called upon to solve some of the most crucial problems of this age. In order to render this service, we must not lag behind, but be in the vanguard of the forces of this new ideal civilization. We must universalize our aims, spiritualize our thoughts, renew our beings, exalt our ambitions and dedicate ourselves to the service of humanity. We must become fully conscious that all past efforts and services in comparison to the efforts that we have to make after this Convention have been pastimes and child’s play. Abdul-Baha summons us to a brilliant height, the contemplation of which dazzles the mind and overpowers the heart. If we desire to put in execution his great plan, we must rise to his full stature, be imbued with his enthusiasm and drink from the chalice of his love. We must walk in his footsteps, live his life, be intoxicated with his wine and be filled with his spirit. We must be humble before his presence and obedient to his will. His kindness and forgiveness must teach us many valuable lessons, and his catholicity and simplicity inspire us to follow his example. . . .

Abdul-Baha teaches us that the Cause of the Blessed Perfection is the solution of all modern problems, and for this reason he calls upon us to arise and teach this wonderful Revelation to all
men. Thus it was that on Saturday morning, April 1, 1916, while living in Bahjje, he revealed a beautiful Tablet to the friends of God in the eleven Western States, enjoining upon them to arise and teach the Cause in all those parts.

[Here followed the reading of the Tablet received in America before the doors of communication closed. It was published in the STAR OF THE WEST, Vol. 7, No. 10 and Vol. 9, No. 14.]

When the believers in the Western States received the above instructions, they all arose to fulfill them, and I believe much preliminary teaching has been accomplished during the past three years. But now I bring to them another wonderful Tablet, another Magna Charta, embodying new pictures of the Kingdom and inciting them to continue their work with greater faith and hope. This second Tablet was revealed on Thursday night, February 15, 1917, in the room of Baha’u’llah, in Acre. Many believers were present, and the rain was pouring down like a torrent. When he came to the end of the Tablet, he looked out of the window and then turned, saying: “I pray that the heavenly bounties may descend upon the Western States like this rain.” And now let us for a few moments listen attentively to the translation of this Tablet:

TABLET

To the believers of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful in the Western States of the United States: New Mexico, Colorado, Arizona, Nevada, California, Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Oregon, Washington, Utah.—Upon them be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O ye friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful, the chosen ones of the Kingdom!

The blessed State of California bears the utmost similarity to the Holy Land—that is, the country of Palestine. The air is in the utmost temperance, the plain very spacious, and the fruits of Palestine are seen in that State in the utmost of freshness and delicacy. When Abdul-Baha was traveling and journeying through those States, he found himself in Palestine, for from every standpoint there was a perfect likeness between this region and that State. Even the shores of the Pacific ocean, in some instances, show perfect resemblance to the shores of the Holy Land—and even the flora of the Holy Land have grown on those shores—the study of which has led to much speculation and wonder.

Likewise in the State of California and other Western States, wonderful scenes of the world of nature, which bewilder the minds of men, are manifest. Lofty mountains, deep canyons, great and majestic waterfalls, and giant trees are witnessed on all sides, while its soil is in the utmost fertility and richness. That blessed State is similar to the Holy Land and that region and that country like unto a delectable paradise, in many ways identical with Palestine. Now just as there are natural resemblances, heavenly resemblances must also be acquired.
The lights of the divine traces are manifest in Palestine. The majority of the Israelitish Prophets raised the call of the Kingdom of God in this holy ground. Having spread the spiritual teachings, the nostrils of the spiritually-minded ones became fragrant, the eyes of the illumined souls become brightened, the ears were thrilled through this song, the hearts obtained eternal life from the soul-refreshing breeze of the Kingdom of God and gained supreme illumination from the splendor of the Sun of Reality. Then from this region the light was spread to Europe, America, Asia, Africa and Australia.

Now California and the other Western States must earn an ideal similarity with the Holy Land, and from that State and that region the breaths of the Holy Spirit be diffused to all parts of America and Europe, that the call of the Kingdom of God may exhilarate and rejoice all the ears, the divine principles bestow a new life, the different parties may become one party, the divergent ideas may disappear and revolve around one Unique Center, the East and the West of America may embrace each other, the anthem of the oneness of the world of humanity may confer a new life upon all the children of men, and the tabernacle of Universal Peace be pitched on the apex of America;—thus Europe and Africa may become vivified with the breaths of the Holy Spirit, this world may become another world, the body politic may attain to a new exhilaration, and just as in the State of California and other Western States the marvelous scenes of the world of nature are evident and manifest, the great signs of the Kingdom of God may also be unveiled;—so that the body may correspond with the spirit, the outward world may become a symbol of the inward world, and the mirror of the earth may become the mirror of the Kingdom, reflecting the ideal virtues of heaven.

During my journey and traveling in those parts, I beheld wonderful scenes and beautiful panoramas of nature, orchards and rivers; national parks and general conclaves; deserts, plains, meadows and prairies, and the grains and fruits of that region greatly attracted my attention; even to the present moment they are in my mind.

Particularly was I greatly pleased with the meetings in San Francisco and Oakland, the gatherings in Los Angeles, and the believers who came from the cities of other States. Whenever their faces cross my memory, immediately infinite happiness is realized.

Therefore I hope that the divine teachings like unto the rays of the sun may be diffused in all the Western States, and the blessed verse of the Koran: "It is a good city and the Lord is the Forgiver!" may become realized. Likewise, the significance of another Koranic verse: "Do ye not travel through the land and behold the traces of the Mercy of God?" become revealed in the utmost effulgence.

Praise be to God, that through the divine bounty and providence, in that region the field of service is vast, the minds are in the utmost degree of intelligence and progress, sciences and arts are being promoted, the hearts
like unto mirrors are in the utmost state of purity and translucency, and the friends of God are in perfect attraction. Therefore it is hoped that meetings of teaching will be organized and instituted, and for the diffusion of the fragrances of God wise teachers may be sent to cities, even to villages.

The teachers of the Cause must be heavenly, lordly and radiant. They must be embodied spirit, personified intellect, and arise in service with the utmost firmness, steadfastness and self-sacrifice. In their journeys they must not be attached to food and clothing. They must concentrate their thoughts on the outpourings of the Kingdom of God and beg for the Confirmations of the Holy Spirit. With a divine power, with an attraction of consciousness, with heavenly glad-tidings and celestial holiness they must perfume the nostrils with the fragrances of the paradise of Abha.

COMMUNE

The following Commune is to be read by them every day:

O God! O God! This is a broken-winged bird and his flight is very slow—assist him so that he may fly toward the apex of prosperity and salvation, wing his way with the utmost joy and happiness throughout the illimitable space, raise his melody in Thy Supreme Name in all the regions, exhilarate the ears with this call, and brighten the eyes by beholding the signs of guidance!

O Lord! I am single, alone and lowly. For me there is no support save Thee, no helper except Thee and no sustainer beside Thee. Confirm me in Thy service, assist me with the cohorts of Thy angels, make me victorious in the promotion of Thy Word and suffer me to speak out Thy wisdom amongst Thy creatures. Verily, Thou art the custodian of the poor and the defender of the little ones, and verily Thou are the Powerful, the Mighty and the Unconstrained!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA Abbas.

(Translated by Ahmad Sohrab, April 1, 1919, Washington, D. C.)

When the original of the above Tablet was corrected the next morning by Abdul-Baha, he handed it to me and slapped me hard on both my cheeks, laughing heartily, saying: "It is very good. It sticks. This was thy wage for today in writing over that Tablet. Now let us go and take a walk in the streets of Acca." As he walked along the narrow lanes, he turned his face to me and said: "Speak!" The contents of the Western Tablet being fresh in my mind, I related to the Master how in 1848 gold was discovered in the stream gravels of California, and how when the news was spread, tens of thousands of persons in the Eastern States left farms, factories and homes in a mad rush for the gold fields, and how many thousands died on the way before reaching their goal.

The Beloved thought for awhile, and then said: "Consider how men, in order to gain wealth and honor, threw themselves in the midst of all kinds of danger! How cheerfully they accepted all these extraordinary hardships, left homes and factories and traveled thousands of miles through deserts and over mountains, in order to reach the gold mines! But now in this day the mines of the Kingdom of Abha are being discovered, and the precious jewels of the spirit are exposed. These mines are inexhaustible.
The more they dig the greater will be the output of the ideal precious gems, silver, gold and diamonds. The believers of the Western States must find their way from these earthly mines to the spiritual mines. They must realize how their forefathers, in order to obtain gold, underwent the most incredible adversities, exposed their lives to danger and accepted all the difficulties with a firm resolution. The friends also, in order to guide the souls, to promote the Word of God, to discover the unseen treasures of the Kingdom, and to prospect the invisible mines of the Realm of Might, must be willing to undergo any difficulty, so that they may achieve greater results and enrich the world with the boundless wealth of Truth.

"To the friends of the Western States, the self-sacrifice of the old pioneers and the patient gold-diggers must serve as a great example of perseverance. The mines of the Kingdom of Abha and their precious jewels are the praiseworthy attributes and characteristics. These divine perfections are hidden from the sight of men. The believers of God must by day and by night strive in their exposition;—so that their luster and brilliancy may increase. The material mines make man independent during his earthly life, but the mines of the Kingdom of Abha will enrich him throughout all eternity, and deliver him from crudeness, ignorance and poverty. The Western friends must become laborers in these great, spiritual mines, and fill the markets of the world with the gold and silver of the Kingdom of righteousness. For every head they must make a heavenly crown of self-sacrifice; for every neck a necklace studded with the scintillating jewels of humility; for every ear an earring of truth and obedience; for every hand a bracelet of universal service, and for every finger a ring of sympathy;—so that the wonders and beauty of the world of the Kingdom may encircle the globe."

Another day I spoke to the Master, while he was coming out from the Tomb of BAHA'U'LLAH, about the system of irrigation in Southern California, and how the waste and barren deserts are turned into a paradise of flowers, fruit trees and sweet homes. He quickly turned to me and said: "When thou travelest in those parts, tell the people: The Heavenly Irrigator appeared 70 years ago in Persia and taught His disciples how to flood the dry fields of the hearts. Through His knowledge and inspiration they were enabled to transform the waste deserts of the minds and souls into the luxuriant gardens in which the rivers of light are flowing from the inaccessible mountains of God.

"Now, O ye friends of the Western States, just as your Government is spending extraordinary effort and money in the matter of irrigation, building dams on the tablelands to save the winter rain, so that the valleys, the plains and the orchards may be flooded during the summer season,—you must also exert yourselves in the irrigation of the hearts of men. Learn ye perseverance from your universal teacher, BAHA'U'LLAH, who was not disheartened by any obstacle from irrigating the hearts of humanity. Kings and nations arose against Him, and banished Him to distant lands and countries. Nevertheless, whenever He entered a new place, fearlessly He occupied His time in the spiritual irrigation and the sowing of the seeds of knowledge and wisdom in the prepared fields of spirit. Through His tender care the wildernesses were changed into rose gardens, the sad hearts were made happy, the sleepy ones were awakened, and the weak ones strengthened. Irrigation! This is the real and permanent irrigation of the Lord! One drop from this water will allay the thirst of all mankind, suffering the fields of all hearts to become green and luxuriant throughout all eternity. If the ground of the spirit is flooded with this pure water, it will not be followed by any drought; its
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

O thou STAR OF THE WEST!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

O ye apostles of Baha’u’llah—May my life be a ransom to you!

. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God—so that both in the East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events. (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
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Allah’o’Abha!

Although Abdul-Baha’s message to the Bahais of America is given indirectly through Marie Weinstein, a journalist (see reprint of article page 195), it is none the less direct and to the point. He said: “Tell my followers that I am always asking heavenly help for them, and that my deepest desire is that they shall be the source of enlightenment of humanity and the unity of all races of mankind. The point of distinction among men, let them remember, is their deeds, not their beliefs or words. I charge my disciples, too, at this time to show love even toward their ‘enemies.’ They have no ‘enemies.’ The enemy of man is himself.”

—The Editors.

flowers will never fade and its freshness never pass away. I hope that the Western friends may become the spiritual irrigators of the Kingdom, allay the thirst of the thirsty ones and let the waters of divine knowledge, the ideal of the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man, flood the world of humanity.”

. . . . Many days later, while I was following him through his garden in Haifa, he again asked me to speak. I talked about the wonderful natural scenes in the Western States. I dwelt on the hot geysers of Yellowstone Park, the wonderful waterfalls of the Yosemite Valley and the strangely formed cliffs of the Grand Canyons of Colorado. I spoke about the wooded valleys, the snow-capped mountains, the wonderful bursting springs, the shimmering lakes, the granite peaks, and the giant trees. The Master always made a big capital about my love for America, and laughed at my enthusiasm in half-earnest, half-
joking manner. Then he said: "Why didst thou not tell me about these wonderful things when we were traveling in America? Now that we are living so far away, thou comest to me with such fairy tales, praising America to such an extent as though God has not created another country in the world!" Then he became serious, and said: "All these majestic scenes of nature, in reality, prove the greatness of the Creator and the antiquity of the world. This globe is indeed millions of years old, and its Creator has had no beginning and will have no ending. He has been, is and will be the Alpha and Omega. A creator presupposes creatures, just as light presupposes the existence of the sun.

"Now just as these wonderful scenes of the world of nature are witnessed in all the Western States, I hope the rare signs and traces of the Kingdom of Abha may also become incarnated and personified; such souls may appear from these States who will be considered the wonders of the age and the geniuses of the time; from their services infinite results may become manifest in the world of existence; their words be penetrative, the trees of their lives fruitful, each one a flag of the victory of the Cause of God and a column of light to guide the wanderers to the religion of God. Then the nether world will attract and in turn reflect the virtues of the world of the Kingdom. Within the short space of our lives or the lives of generations, very little changes will come over these natural scenes and no practical results are witnessed from their mineral lives. But the life and teachings of a single human wonder transforms the whole world. Columbus was a genius in his time. Consider what world-encompassing results appeared from his voyage of discovery! Copernicus, Kepler, Laplace and Newton were all geniuses, and their contributions to the sciences have made them benefactors of humanity? The inventors and discoverers of telegraphy, telephony, electricity, wireless, etc., have all, through their distinguished labors and discoveries made man a monarch over the laws of nature, broadened his vision and freed him from the lower, miserable life of the savage, ever fighting with the beasts of the jungle in order to satisfy his bare wants. This is, of course, in the material world. But if we concentrate our attention on the spiritual world and the rich results issuing therefrom, we observe that through the teachings of Christ and the self-sacrifice of His disciples, Europe and America were adorned with the bright jewels of divine civilization, ferocious characters were refined and the love of humanity spread.

"In a similar manner in the Bahai Cause, there must appear extraordinary spiritual geniuses, wonders of the Kingdom of God, souls who in knowledge, sciences, sociability, tenderness, loving-kindness, universality, joyfulness, may be considered unique and peerless. Should such heavenly beings appear in the Western States, the power and the creative energy of the Kingdom of Abha will become manifest and apparent; souls who have discovered their ways to the mines of the Kingdom; souls who are the irrigators of the grounds of the hearts of humanity; souls who are the wonders of the realm of Truth. Then and not until then will the spiritual creation of the Almighty become perfected in those States; the miracles of the transforming power of the Spirit embodied, the mysteries of the Holy Books be revealed and the golden age of peace and brotherhood be established."

We all know that the Western States are thinly settled; that the population of these eleven states is only about seven million, while that of the Northeastern and Southern States together is over fifty million. Still, everyone realizes that the West is the seat of a mighty, virile civilization, that the possibilities of its development are unlimited under the wonderful promises of the Center of the Covenant of God regarding the future of that country.
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سازمانی در جهت حمایت از دانشگاه‌ها و دانشجویان مطرح شده است که در زمینه آموزش، پژوهش و راه اندازی پروژه‌های فناوری اطلاعات فعالیت می‌کند. این سازمان به‌عنوان یکی از منابع اصلی تأمین مالی برای دانشگاه‌ها و مرکز‌های پژوهشی می‌باشد. 
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سیدنده وحید عالمی

مکانیزم رنگ‌گذاری میله‌های سیاهی

امکان دارد که در کاربرد میله‌های سیاهی، مکانیزم رنگ‌گذاری میله‌های سیاهی به‌طور خاص کاربردی باشد. در این مقاله، ممکن است می‌تواند در کاربرد میله‌های سیاهی بررسی گردد.

مکانیزم رنگ‌گذاری میله‌های سیاهی

امکان دارد که در کاربرد میله‌های سیاهی، مکانیزم رنگ‌گذاری میله‌های سیاهی به‌طور خاص کاربردی باشد. در این مقاله، ممکن است می‌تواند در کاربرد میله‌های سیاهی بررسی گردد.

مکانیزم رنگ‌گذاری میله‌های سیاهی

امکان دارد که در کاربرد میله‌های سیاهی، مکانیزم رنگ‌گذاری میله‌های سیاهی به‌طور خاص کاربردی باشد. در این مقاله، ممکن است می‌تواند در کاربرد میله‌های سیاهی بررسی گردد.

مکانیزم رنگ‌گذاری میله‌های سیاهی

امکان دارد که در کاربرد میله‌های سیاهی، مکانیزم رنگ‌گذاری میله‌های سیاهی به‌طور خاص کاربردی باشد. در این مقاله، ممکن است می‌تواند در کاربرد میله‌های سیاهی بررسی گردد.

مکانیزم رنگ‌گذاری میله‌های سیاهی

امکان دارد که در کاربرد میله‌های سیاهی، مکانیزم رنگ‌گذاری میله‌های سیاهی به‌طور خاص کاربردی باشد. در این مقاله، ممکن است می‌تواند در کاربرد میله‌های سیاهی بررسی گردد.
WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA

"Great importance must be given to the development of the STAR OF THE WEST. The circle of its discussion must be widened; in its columns must be published the essential problems pertaining to the Bahai life in all its phases. Its contents must be so universal that even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in all the social and religious movements of the age and is conducive to the progress of the world and its inhabitants. In short, the STAR OF THE WEST must promote the aspirations and the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets, bringing into the light of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost value to the Bahai teachers all over the world."

From Unveiling of the Divine Plan.
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*Grandson of Abdul-Baha*

Translator of recent Tablets to and letters from Bahais of the United States and Canada.

Writer of Diary Letters beginning in this issue of the *Star of the West*, see page 216.
“We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come.”—BAHA‘ULLAH.

The Oneness of the World of Humanity
Address by Urbain Ledoux* delivered at the Fifth Session of the Bahai Congress at Hotel McAlpin, New York City, Monday evening, April 28th, 1919. Stenographically reported.

GOD has given me the power of speaking to many people. It is rightly said that one may present to you the prelude of the organ, but the organ itself has been destined to chant the praise of One whose glory would extend to all parts of the universe, and that part of the universe that it took the longest to reach was the universe within. And as Ali has so beautifully and so inspiringly said, "Why worriest thou when in thee is being unfolded the universe?"

I traveled far and wide—as a pioneer I came from New France (Canada)—to all parts of the world of men and the world of earth, seeking, seeking ever seeking, for the glory of God expressed in justice and in loving service. In vain did I seek, for it was not to be found. Justice had fled from earth and loving service was expressed in inaction. And as a sunken trunk of a tree was I drifting upon the ocean of life, sinking, sinking and sinking continually into the condition manifest in certain periods of history—a dead primeval humanity. Justice, loving service, so expressive of the oneness of the world of humanity, was not there shining forth. . . .

Like a discoverer had I gone forth, possibly like Cartier, when he left St. Mahlo, to discover the new France. Like a child had he gone forth in a new world, to discover a new humanity. But the voyage was long, very long indeed, for what the child was seeking was the oneness of humanity within. There were two personalities struggling with each other, the material and the spiritual. And the material had as a motto, "Go there in the struggle of life, in the strenuous life of America; that nothing was impossible to him who willed." With that he had gone forth in material conquest, and for a certain time was spoiled that note so beautifully brought by the love of a mother, whose human tender feelings were great and whose oneness of love centered upon an only boy for whom she had waited ten years. Being absolutely material in his ambition he became part of that world of materiality that today is struggling against the true realities of life, and that we find manifested in these divisions of races, in these divisions of nations, and in these divisions of caste.

The oneness of the world of humanity can be found first of all in the conquest of the self within you! Selfishness, pride, vain-glory, social distinction, intellectual superiority, material acquirement. If you are able to sever yourself from these slaveries of pride, of selfishness, of greed, of vain-glory and of distinction of caste classifications, you will have the beginning of the assurance of oneness within yourself. It is the first and greatest struggle.

*An added charm of this address lay in the earnestness of the speaker and the quaint English of a French-Canadian.—The Editors.
Then, if you are able to realize that there are neither Brahmans nor Pariahs in the world, and that there cannot be the distinction of classes, there cannot be any class struggle because of the fact that you shall reach up to the station of the poor, then you shall attain to the oneness of the world of humanity. But you can attain to that distinction only if you have conquered within yourself that other self which rebels against oneness, that other animated by pride, animated by selfishness and animated by greed, which divides this world today, not principally in that of an Asia, in that of a Europe, in that of an old or that of a new world; but divided into two great struggling classes of those who possess materiality and those who do not, those who possess spirituality and those who do not. These are the two great classes today, yet our eyes are continually cast upon regions, divisions geographical, racial, of nations and colors, and so forth, notwithstanding the fact that the barrier is greater in that of possession than that of non-possession, of materiality than of spirituality.

If you have conquered your materiality, then you can go forth and serve Almighty God in a manifestation of oneness with those who need to share your bounty, or rather God's bounty—for what are we but the servants of God upon earth to deliver what God has given—and yet we keep, we keep, we keep, and we rarely give but to ourselves and to those we call dear to us. As I speak to you tonight, how many homes in this city, how many homes in this state, how many homes in the world, are suffering while we in this great city are in the midst of luxury, where people are spending, spending thousands and millions of dollars in festivities of all kinds. Tonight two thousand men are assembled in the Bowery Mission, and there is a tax of one cent to each ticket they shall receive and most of them haven't got that penny to give; and we are the children of God here on the earth to deliver God's bounty, and yet thousands are here who suffer continually for the lack of the necessary things to enable them to exist. Oneness calls for your sharing all that you have with them. That is the first duty. The first duty is to share with your brother. Not simply to share what you have of money, not simply to share what you may have of garments, not simply to share what you may have of bread, but to share of yourself, of your companionship.

You say they haven't got the education; they haven't got the manners. Oh, they haven't got it, because you don't mix up with them! You haven't given them that, and God has given you talent, God has given you the possibility of elevating their life into a higher moral world, into a higher spiritual world, and you are here without putting into practice that spirit of oneness which brings the Pariah and the Brahman to each other.

This is the message of the Bahai Revelation. It is the grand message of the Bahai Revelation that Abdul-Baha and Baha'u'llah have both so beautifully practiced in this world; they have shared their bounty not simply in principle but in person. They have nothing but of themselves to give in person and they gave all of that. They had only the period of life in themselves to give to humanity and they gave all of that, and the greatest message which was brought by Abdul-Baha to England and to the United States was brought in the Missions of the poor, in action, the oneness of the world of humanity. We see it is bringing together people of different color, in bringing together the Chinese and the Americans, in bringing together the South and the North. My friends, it is in bringing together the child of the Ghetto and you, it is bringing together the Bowery man and you; it is to bring together the man who possesses and the other who possesses nothing. That is the grand work before us, bro-
thers and sisters in the Bahai teaching. It is! It is! It is here for you to do and you have not far to travel. You have it in your midst. You have it in your midst. You have it in your midst!

And then that oneness of the world of humanity calls for you to be very tolerant of those who hold a different vision than you do as regards the economic and social questions that are agitating the world today. Christ said, "Call no one fool." Be careful of the expression that you may use whenever you designate any one that is struggling towards an equalization of the worldly and spiritual opportunities. Don't simply try to dominate them through your superior intellectuality. Rather go for a certain time and live the life with them. Share their tribulations. Share their sorrows. Share their trials and bring some joy into their life. Sometimes you may realize it is difficult for you to bring laughter upon the lips and that it may take time, if you come with silks and satins and pearls, to convince them that you are sharing with them all that you have of self and position, and you are one with them, that you are with them in a spirit of unity. Because they have eyes that see and penetrate, for they have gone through sorrows, they have gone through tribulations, and their eyes do not see simply the outward things, but they see the inward. And men, in order to be one with them, you must be in the spirit of severance, you must be the servant of the servants of God, and only in that way may you be at one with humanity—by being the servant of the servants of God, and that calls for severance.

And to be at one with the world of humanity you must then, after having given all of yourself to Almighty God and to His servants upon the earth, soar forth, delivering your material self to humanity, soar forth in the spirit of Almighty God, vibrating in harmony with His divine flow, and there, reaching out to Him, find that inspiration that will guide you on without thought of boundary, of social distinction, of racial distinction, of national distinction, unto the Kingdom of God which has been prepared for all of His children and which today is being illumined by the divine Tablets that are being revealed, being presented, to us.

Allaho'Abha!

The Seed Sowing of the Ages

Address by MRS. MAY MAXWELL of Montreal, Canada, delivered at the Fifth Session of the Bahai Congress at Hotel McAlpin, New York City, Monday evening, April 28th, 1919. Stenographically reported.

BELOVED friends: As we have gathered here day by day and night by night in this room in the heart of this great city, we must have all realized that we are in the presence of an extraordinary event, that as the torrents of living water have poured from these great creative Tablets over our souls, we have been submerged in a realm of light and beauty and love which leaves us in great amazement. It may be that the most difficult thing for the soul is to become conscious of the greatness of events with which we are contemporaneous. We look back over the history of the human race and we see how many thousand years ago God made covenant with mankind through Abraham, and in that covenant He promised that the day would come upon this dark world when the seed of Abraham should be as the stars of heaven and the sands of the sea. When Moses gave the great Tablets to the Israelitish people and they gathered on either side of the mountain and took an oath of allegiance and devotion and love and loyalty to that great covenant of steadfastness and servitude...
to the people, another great epoch in the seed-sowing was unfolded.

When we look back upon such periods in the world we realize their greatness. We understand their sublime significance, and yet we here gathered are living in a period so infinitely greater and more wonderful that we are dazzled by the brightness of the light so that we cannot see. Those Israelitish people fulfilled their covenant and were led away and found the Promised Land of God and then, after a period of time came the Beloved One, the Son of God, Jesus Christ, and gathered around him a little group of souls and illumined them, educated them, taught them and prepared them for the great seed-sowing of that Christian era. After their Beloved One had ascended to the supreme realm and they were left alone on earth without him they went to the mountain top and renounced all that they had in this world. They gave up their homes, their families, their possessions, all that was near and dear to them on this earthly plane of existence, and they dedicated themselves utterly to the servitude of Jesus Christ, to their Lord and their Master, to go forth and to be the torch bearers to the world of humanity. They were the seed of God in the world. Their seed and their children’s seed spread and enveloped the world until today the great Christian dispensation that was sown by these early disciples has enveloped a great part of the world.

In what a day are we living, in what an age are we? We have the privilege today that those disciples had, but not after the departure of our Beloved, but while he is still in our midst. He is calling us to ascend to the mountain top, to sacrifice and renunciation, to give up all in life, because BAHÁ’U’L-LAH has said in this day let no one come to me unless he have his head in his hand. Abdul-Baha is calling us again; he has for twenty years been calling this nation. We have been partially asleep and partially deaf and partially blind, but now we are awakened and because in his infinite bounty he has created a new spiritual springtime. God through the great laws of evolution has permitted the world to be harrowed and furrowed by war and sorrow and calamity until it is prepared; the soil of human hearts is prepared for the eternal seed of life, the seed of the love of the adored Beloved One. And now Abdul-Baha has sent this seed to us, the potentiality, the mystery of a seed which shall unfold throughout ages, and cycles and generations to millions and millions of human beings.

What is that seed to be? Are we not ourselves that seed? Must we not be of that pure essence that wherever we go and become implanted in that place even temporarily we impart the life of God, the life of the Covenant to the people of the world? This is the seed of life. See the whirlwind that the world has reaped in this day because they have sown their tares! Mankind has sown in selfishness, darkness, ignorance and greed, and now today it is reaping this terrible whirlwind of the flood of infinite calamities; but now Abdul-Baha is calling us to sow the seed of truth, of love, of light, of justice, of righteousness, and eternal unfathomable peace, that shall envelop all mankind for hundreds of thousands of years.

We must all realize that never from the beginning of the world until now was such a moment offered to any people. We are truly standing in that “eleventh hour,” promised from the foundation of the world. You remember in the Book of Daniel it says that at the time of the end, “they that be wise shall shine as the brightness of the firmament, and they who turn many to righteousness as the stars for ever and ever.” And this is that hour of consummation in which we are gathered. Everyone of us is blest beyond all the inhabitants of the earth because we have the privilege to be in the presence of the most sublime creative Word of God.
which is being poured upon our hearts and innate reality to create in us a new capacity and to send us forth to give life to the people of the world.

Jesus said, "Work while it is day, for soon the night cometh, when the way to the vineyard will not be so easy to find." And Abdul-Baha said, "Now while the Sun of Truth is still shining and the Son of God’s Covenant is manifest, go forth and work, for soon the night time cometh and the way to the vineyard will not be so easy to find." Many years ago in Acca our Beloved Master said to us, "The time will come when the people will come here to Acca as you are coming now and they will weep and lament because they have not seen one of these days." He said, "They will tear down these gates and build gates of the most beautiful marble in the world and then the ages will roll by and new generations will come and they will bring bricks of solid gold and silver and build the gates." And then in the garden of Rizwan which sheltered Baha’u’llah during his lifetime, he said, "You are privileged to enter this garden to drink of this Fountain of Light, to be in this presence during his appearance in the Temple of Man on this earth. There is no period that can be compared in this world to living in the day contemporaneous with the appearance of that Beloved One on the earth. It is different from any other time. It is life, it is joy, it is ecstasy, it is springtime, because his feet are treading this earth!"

We can hear his voice. We know that he is still guarding, and protecting and sheltering us in the midst of this dark world and never shall we have such a privilege to serve as while he is in our midst. There must be a great significance in his saying, "Soon the night time shall come and the way to the vineyard will not be so easy to find."

What is this great mystery? Why is he calling on us now to go forth and sow the seed at this time, now? Because the ground is prepared, the way is made plain, the hearts are hungering and thirsting in every corner of the world, and this great capacity is created; also because the seed only germinates in the heat rays of the Sun of Truth. There is no period of love like the period when the Beloved is in our midst. He is the Beloved and we are his lovers, and while he is on the earth the heat of his love, the fire of his beauty, that love burning in the hearts of his servants is what will cause the seed which is sown to grow and germinate and expand and bring forth a great harvest. That is why he said one word spoken during the lifetime of the Beloved is worth volumes hereafter. One word spoken during this day while he is on the earth is worth volumes hereafter, and he has said, "One deed done in this day is worth the greatest deeds in the future generations."

He told us that even the words of the thieves upon the cross are known and remembered throughout all ages and throughout all nations and people because they were spoken in the lifetime of Christ while he was on the earth. They were spoken in the full blazing light of the Sun. Now we have this privilege to go forth and in the light of the Sun of Truth and the Sun of Reality and sow these seeds, and they will produce a wonderful harvest because the rays of his love are pouring upon the world. How can we do less than this for him? We have no other way of expressing our love for Abdul-Baha. This is the proof of love. It is this love that has drawn us together. He is the great magnet that has drawn us together from all parts and brought us here until we are fused and united in a love that makes us seem an absolute body, a temple. We are one people, one gathering, one congregation of the Lord in this day and he is pouring His Spirit upon us for a great purpose.

We must not leave these gatherings even for a moment, and we must not

(Continued on page 222)
O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahá'ís which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and the voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
O ye apostles of BHA'AO'LLAH—May my life be a ransom to you!
... Similarly, the Magazine, the Star of the West, must be edited in the utmost regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God—so that both in the East and the West they may become informed of the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS. Western States: HELEN S. GODDALL.
Southern States: JOSEPH H. HANNEN. Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.
Central States: ALBERT VALE, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST—GERTRUDE BUIKEMA—DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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Diary letters of Shoghi Rabbani
Written to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

Haifa, Palestine. February 8, 1919.

Dear Ahmad:
The Tablet revealed yesterday to one of the tried and firm American friends disclosed general and important questions related to the future development of the Cause. I quote some of its leading passages:
"O thou firm in the Covenant! Your letter dated November 23rd, 1918, was received. Its contents indicated your being engaged in the service of the Mareshkol-Azevar, that this universal edifice may be erected. Indeed, you spare no effort in this respect and I entertain the hope that this endeavor may grow day by day. Deeds are like unto trees; for to plant a shrub is no difficult matter while the care necessary for its growth and yielding fruit is hard and difficult. So far, effort was expended to lay the foundation of the Temple, but now its erection and completion is a difficult matter and my hope is that the friends of God may be therein assisted.
"The second question which is of vital importance is that the friends of God must strive with heart and soul to promulgate heavenly teachings and spread far and wide the light of the Kingdom. For the world of humanity has acquired, as a result of this great carnage, a great capacity for the propagation of universal peace. Ears are longing to hearken to the call of the oneness of the world of humanity, to universal reconciliation and to the rejection of ignorant prejudices.
"In fine, if all the friends of God engage in the promulgation of heavenly teachings, the establishment of universal peace shall be a foregone conclusion.


Praise be to God, whatever has been explicitly recorded in the divine Tablets has been fully realized and all the warnings and appeals of Abdul-Baha in the temples and gatherings of America, have come to pass. At present, we hope that all will engage in the service of the Kingdom and will promulgate whatever is the will of God.

The teachings of His Holiness Baha’u’llah are today the spirit of life, the means of peace and reconciliation, the cause of unity and union, and the promoter of the oneness of mankind. One should engage in such a service.”

This afternoon our Indian officer, Captain Agal Khan of Lahore, Punjab, who is a devout Moslem, keenly interested in the role that the Cause will play in the future—a traveler and observer in different regions of the West as well as the Far East, a tourist to Spain and a resident for many years in Peking, Tientsin, Tokyo and Yokohama, a scholar of the religious movements in the East—called on Abdul-Baha carrying with him the article of Abbas Ali of Rangoon, published in one of the local Indian papers of Punjab, which he had translated for Abdul-Baha into English. The article was a lucid and at the same time a striking account of the teachings of the Cause, of the early life, the declaration, the persecution and the martyrdom of the Bab and the rise of Baha’u’llah, his early trials, his exile, his declaration and his amazing power displayed in the distant fortress of Acre.

Abdul-Baha entertained for over an hour this diligent scholar, told him that under chains and fetters Baha’u’llah propagated his teachings, the mutual arrangements of the rulers of Turkey and of Persia to quench his Light and the utter failure of their plans and intentions. Agal Khan was amazed to know that the remains of the Bab, who was shot in Tabriz, were transferred to this Holy Mount on the slopes of which, and not far distant, his tent was pitched and his camp was established. He resolutely decided to visit the shrine and if possible to visit the Holy Tomb in Acre. When he left he told Abdul-Baha that next time he would bring with him some of his Indian friends and colleagues who expressed their wish to meet the Beloved.

February 9, 1919.

Dear Ahmad:

This morning some Tablets were revealed to the friends in the United States of America. One of them, a devout and active soul has written these words to Abdul-Baha: “This humble maid-servant especially wishes to ask thee at this time, concerning the publication of two indexes which she has prepared, one to the first eight volumes of the Star of the West, the other to the three volumes of the Tablets of Abdul-Baha. If this work does not interfere with carrying out thy instruction already given, this maid-servant would like very much to go on and work on a complete and scholarly index of all the writings. This would take years of time and the efforts of many individuals, but this maid-servant might be able to make a good beginning and she has been trained in science, mathematics and systematic arrangement, and has a steadfast longing to be engaged in this work.”

These are the efforts expended, such are the views that are being planned and so untiring are the services rendered. Although the answer to the supplication has not yet been revealed, yet one thing is sure, that Abdul-Baha will most deeply appreciate such services and will undoubtedly breathe into their life a new breath that will sustain them throughout their activities.

This afternoon being bright and warm, Abdul-Baha ascended the mountain and visited the Tomb of the Bab where the friends had assembled for their weekly Sunday gatherings, where he inquired regarding the spiritual activities of the S. P. C. students (Beirut) to which one of
its members, Mr. Bahader, who is still here for a short visit to Abdul-Baha, replied that their weekly Sunday gatherings are uninterruptedly held within the college grounds. This leading to a certain statement made by the president of the college with respect to his Sunday morning Bible classes, Abdul-Baha referred to the relative standing of the Holy Books and their adaptation to their respective environment. The Old Testament, he said, is largely historical and partly states various commands and regulations. The Gospel, on the other hand, in addition to these two subjects, reveals a whole set of admonition and exhortation, of counsels and of advice. The Koran embodies all three of these and in addition reveals abstruse, scientific and mathematical problems. He then spoke in detail of the variety of the branches in mathematics and astronomy as expounded by the Egyptian, Babylonian, Greek, Roman and Persian leaders and scientists. He then referred to the rise of Ptolemy, his compilation of the different theories of past mathematicians, his school in Alexandria, his book being the essence and gist of previous laws and theories and his founding the well-known Ptolemaic system. He told us how all astronomers and philosophers believed in his system and although Pythagoras and Plato revealed contradictory facts, that the Ptolemaic system was considered the immutable and correct law. Then arose that illiterate, young, inexperienced Arab leader in the Arabian peninsula, who revealed his Koran wherein the following words are incorporated: "The sun moves in a fixed place and each star moves in its own heaven." These bodily challenged the whole Ptolemaic system and shook it down to its very foundation. However, it was not until the 15th century, when the famous Copernicus discarded the baseless interpretation of the ulemas in their explanation of the two above-mentioned verses, overturned the Ptolemaic system and asserted the truth of the statement of the illiterate Arab youth, who declared the movement of the earth and the immobility of the sun. The whole scientific world arose to the consciousness of this truth. What clearer and stronger proof may be stated for the establishment of the truth of the Mohammedan Revelation! The Koran itself abounds with similar conclusive evidences.

Dear Ahmad:
The misery and need of the civil population of Haifa, at the time of British and allied occupation, has necessitated the formation of a Haifa Relief Fund composed of the heads of the different religious denominations and acting under the surveillance of the British authorities with a fund collected and deposited at the newly established branch of the Anglo-Egyptian Bank. The first meeting which was held at the Governorate where from the bishop to the Jewish rabbi, the religious heads had all assembled and where Abdul-Baha, through the announcement made by the military governor, contributed the noble donation of £50 and inserted his name at the head of the list of contributors, which will stand as a token of his generosity, his approval of the means undertaken to alleviate the burden of the poor and his setting the noble example to the rich and leaders of the city. This morning again I was sent to the Governor and offered him a further sum for the relief of the poor. Colonel Stanton was indeed touched and, moved by this further donation, hastened to write these lines to Abdul-Baha in token of his admiration and thanks, as follows:

"Your Eminence: I have today received from your grandson the sum of £50 as a further donation from yourself to the Haifa Relief Fund. Please accept on behalf of the committee of management, my very sincerest and most grateful thanks for this fur-
ther proof of your well-known generosity and care of the poor, who will forever bless you for your liberality on their behalf. Please accept the sincerest assurance of my deepest regards and respect. (Signed) G. A. Stanton, Colonel, Military Governor."

This undoubtedly will be a stimulus for the indifferent rich men of the city who will be urged to put their hands very deeply in their pockets in order to allay the suffering and distress which in spite of all these activities is still prevalent.

The supplications that have come today abound with refreshing news. A letter from Bombay discloses the rise of newly attracted friends, particularly Youssef Aledollah who is one of the well known Khagettes of India. He, with Mirza Mahmood Zargkani, is yearning to visit the Beloved and will be delighted to hear of the granting of their permission. From Lausanne, Switzerland, Mr. Riaz Selim writes that the friends of God including Mr. Schwarz, Miss Knobloch, Mr. Herrigel are all, large and small, old and young, healthy and sick, at home and abroad, glad of the events that have recently transpired; they are all one soul in different bodies, united, agreed, serving and aiming to serve the oneness of the world of humanity. From southern Palestine, a letter from Sheik Amin Halabi who had drunk plentifully from the fountain of inspiration during his last stay with Abdul-Baha, indicates the attraction of two souls, deeply interested, eagerly seeking and wide awake to the new spirit of the present age. His stay in Jerusalem on his way to Beersheba had yielded good fruits and of this he was proud and for it grateful. A detailed supplication from Juanita Storch, exquisitely written, reveals the sentiments of love and of thankfulness. I have already quoted few of her characteristic lines and I cannot prevent myself from sharing with you some of its charming passages:

"How quickly these days of whirling activities are passing. History is being made in the twinkling of an eye. How storm-tortured the world is. When will it recover from the storms of hatred of mental crashing, of heart-torn agonies? Yea, and still the great Spirit hovers over us, daily waiting, patiently holding out its loving arms silently growing more and more passionate in its desire for the love of its people.

"An angel of hope walks through the Rizwan of Abha. Upon her shoulder is poised a vase filled with the rose petals of love and upheld by the right hand of wisdom. She walks through the olive groves of peace and by the beds of the sweet hyacinths of knowledge and over to the fountain of mercy. Here she kneels on the steps and sets her vase under the crystal spray of the fountain. The petals in the vase are soon covered with the water. Then this angel of hope sets this rose jar out in the brilliant Sun of Truth and leaves it there. After many days the essence of the roses gathers as oil on the surface of the water. O precious attar of the fragrances of God!

"A picture of the Master comes to me as he holds his rosary in hand out-stretched to all who heed to this heavenly call. A picture of the Master comes to me as he holds his rosary, thinking of friends both far and near as pearls of his heart. A picture of the Master comes to me as he holds his rosary, chanting in a prayerful hour, 'Glory to the Most Great Power.'"

To this profusion of genuine sentiments and to this authoress of tender feelings, Abdul-Baha not only spends the days in revealing his words of appreciation, but even until late at night when everything is hushed in silence and every tongue is at rest, then does the watchful Beloved reveal his soothing words and his precious lines. The experience of last night afforded a striking illustration and evidenced the close attachment the Beloved feels for his friends and his maid-servants. As I am
writing these lines, I am again moved
to present myself in his presence and
take down his words in response to the
recently arrived supplications.

February 11, 1919.

Dear Ahmad:

Another veil is lifted. News as con­tained in letters, the first so far since
the outbreak of the war, have reached
us from Persia as well as from India.
Meager and insufficient as the news is
at present, yet it assures us of the
welfare of the friends. Although few
have succumbed to the trials and calami­
ties occasioned by the war, such as
the reported death of Neyerro Lina,
Ramandar and Mirza Naim of Teheran,
three of the choicest friends in the
Cause, yet consolation lies in the safety
and well-being of the mass of the friends,
their unanimous rise to herald the King­
dom, to tear asunder the veils of con­
cealment and prudence and their unre­
stricted, unhampered activity in the
Cause of God. Their meetings, notwith­
standing famine, pestilence, rapine, in­
ternal war and isolation from the Holy
Land, have been regularly conducted
and elaborately organized. In Teheren,
the most active center of Persia, the
friends associate, deal and transact as
Bahais, openly declaring their faith,
emphatically and fearlessly delivering
the message and gathering in their flood
men of every class, of every denomina­
tion and of every sect—as Abdul-Baha
has already repeatedly intimated in his
blessed Tablets for Persia, Russia and
Egypt, the only group and the one body
which is able and wields the necessary
power to assure for Persia her integrity,
her weal and her prosperity. Factions
and parties have failed in their aims and
have met disappointment in the realiza­
tion of their aspirations. The Nation­
alists, the Reactionaries, the Liberals
and the Democrats have made Persia
a desolate country, while these wan­
derers and strangers shall soon, God
willing, render a distinguished service
to Persia and to her sons, for we hold
fast to effective means and are attacked
to powerful souls. Indeed, this wish of
the Beloved is being realized and ful­
filled, for at present amid the agitation
and uproar that still prevails in Persia,
the qualities of trustworthiness, truth­
fulness, obedience, frankness, conscien­
tiousness and loyalty are exclusively em­
bodies in the friends of God—so much
so that a government that has perse­
cuted, tortured, exiled, burned and dev­
astated the homes of those who were
related to this Cause, has now placed
its full confidence and has elected a
Bahai to be its representative at the
great International Congress sitting at
Paris.

Abdul-Baha spent the whole day in­
doors, with no outstanding event mark­
ing the activities of the day save a de­
tailed telegram bearing your signature,
dated February 10th, and reading as
follows:

"With thy divine assistance leave now
on Yahoshi Maru Japanese steamer
direct for New York via Gilera. All
things perfect, traveling first class. Am
only passenger, fare 38 pounds. Mah­
mond Noushogadi, one of friends helped
me in this. Beg thy favor and Tablet
for him."

Your sailing directly to New York
was providential and just the will and
desire of the Beloved. A good start.
I wish you a comfortable and speedy
voyage.

Shoghi Rabbani.

(To be continued)
Recent Tablets from Abdul-Baha to American Bahais

CLEVELAND ASSEMBLY

To the children of the Kingdom—
Sarah Martin
William Kibby
George S. Kibby
Anna Killian
Mrs. Killian
Elizabeth Kibby
Alexander H. Martin
Lydia J. Martin
H. L. White
E. White
Mrs. E. White
Edwardina M. Grant, M.D.
Roy Williams
Stuart B. Martin
Amy Williams
Pauline Burton-Peeke, M.D.
Mrs. Mary E. Martin
Jean Kibby Louis
Millie Sutherland Kibby
Mrs. Louise Smith
Euchena Smith
Florence Hansen
Irene Hansen
Evangeline Elizabeth Dunlop
Jesse Highton
Judith Potter
Mrs. M. Potter
—care of Mrs. Kibby, Cleveland, Ohio
—Upon them be Baha‘u’llah El-Abha!

He is God!

O my dear children!

Your letter was received. A degree of joy was attained that is beyond oral as well as written expression that, praise be to God, the power of the Kingdom of God has trained such children who from their early childhood eagerly wish to acquire a Bahai education that they may from the period of their childhood engage in service to the world of humanity.

My highest wish and desire is that ye who are my children may be educated according to the teachings of His Holiness Baha‘u’llah and may receive a Bahai training; that ye may each become an ignited candle of the world of humanity, may be devoted to the service of all mankind, may give up your rest and comfort, so that ye may become the cause of the tranquillity of the world of creation.

Such is my hope for you and I trust that ye may become the cause of my joy and gladness in the Kingdom of God.

I have sent your letter to Persia that from that country the Bahai children may write you an answer.

Upon ye be Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDEL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani; Haifa, Palestine, April 11, 1919.)

ELIZABETH HERLITZ

To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Elizabeth Herlitz, Chicago, Illinois—Upon her be Baha‘u’llah El-Abha!

He is God!

O thou who art enkindled with the fire of the love of God!

Thy letter was received. Thy gladness made me happy that, praise be to God, that torch has been lit and the chamber of thy heart and soul illumined and resplendent. Do not consider thy capacity and worth. Turn thy face to the Abha Kingdom for that shower of perpetual bounty causes flowers and lilies to grow from stones, and that ray from the Sun of Truth breeds a shining diamond in a heart of stone.

Ever add to thy hope and endeavor that the supreme favor may be made manifest and the glorious bounty be made resplendent.

Convey my utmost love and kindness to thy dear and respected husband.

Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDEL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, April 11th, 1919; house of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine.)
To the maid-servant of God, Miss Juliet Thompson—Upon her be Baha-el-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou beloved maid-servant of God!

. . . . . Add as much as ye can to love and affinity and produce ye amongst yourselves unity and agreement. Put ye in practice the principles of consultation. . . .

Do ye not refer regarding any matter in these days to the President of the Republic.

Strive ye as far as ye can in the establishment of love and reconciliation amongst the religions and service to the oneness of the world of humanity; perchance, God willing, universal peace may be founded and all the communities and religions of the world may usher under the unicolored shade of the canopy of the Merciful,—that this dark cloud of hate and animosity amongst the religions and nations may be scattered from the horizon of the world and the light of love and fellowship may dawn and flood all the regions.

Convey on my behalf to the attracted maid-servant of God, Mrs. Maxwell, the greeting of heart. I beg of God that she may become confirmed and assisted in all affairs.

Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, July 10th, 1919. Revealed December 30th, 1918.)

The Seed Sowing of the Ages
(Continued from page 215)

leave them when the final Tablet is given to us and we have heard its wonderful message. Then we must stay together, all whose hearts are touched and moved by this great force, we must come together and work to carry out this plan. We must grasp this wonderful opportunity and realize that the like of this has never been given to any people in any time from the beginning of the world until today.

Today, heralding the Kingdom is the magnetic force of the world of humanity because there is great richness in the souls. The divine teachings are the spirit of this age; they are the sun of this age. Every soul must endeavor in order that the veils may be torn away from the eyes, then instantly they see the Sun, and the heart and the eyes become illumined thereby.

Now, through the assistance and favor of God, this power of guidance and this merciful bestowal are found in thee! Therefore, with the utmost power go forward so that to the mouldering bones thou carriest life, to the blind eyes thou givest sight, quickening souls that are depressed—for every road will in the end become crooked except the road of the Kingdom, which day by day becomes straighter!

Unquestionably the heavenly melody cannot be measured by the melody of the earth, and the artificial lamps cannot be measured by the heavenly Sun. Therefore, one must strive for whatsoever is eternal and everlasting in order day by day to become more illumined, day by day to grow stronger and day by day find new life.

FLORAL MESSENGER FROM THE HOLY LAND—A four-page attractively printed card having a pressed wild flower from Palestine attached to inside page, together with one of the utterances of Abdul-Baha. Price, 25 cents each; $15.00 per 100. Address Mary Lesch, 4319 Lake Park Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>الإخبار الشرقي</th>
<th>الإخبار الغربي</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>صور بناء بيت جديد في الباحة</td>
<td>جنوب وادي بني سلمان والطويح</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
واستعا أنفسهم أبواب البرزانية أو أصلحوا أمرهم، 
وأخبروا بهما، ودخلوا في طهارة الصلوات.

لم يكن لهما خلفية غاية فهمها، فدعاهم الله 
ألا أسكر، بل来的 خير.

وكانوا يحتضنونهما، فمضى الحرس، وخرج 
هم ذلك الحرس يدخل في معابد النصار. 

ودعا الله سلامة لحوارهم، ودخلوا في طهارة الصلوات.

وكانا يحتضنونهما، فمضى الحرس، وخرج
هم ذلك الحرس يدخل في معابد النصار.
"Great importance must be given to the development of the Star of the West. The circle of its discussion must be widened; in its columns must be published the essential problems pertaining to the Bahá'í life in all its phases. Its contents must be so universal that even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in all the social and religious movements of the age and is conducive to the progress of the world and its inhabitants. In short, the Star of the West must promote the aspirations and the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets, bringing into the light of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost value to the Bahá'í teachers all over the world."

From Unveiling of the Divine Plan.
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"These are the Teachings which are the Spirit of this Century and the Light of this Age"

RECENT TABLET TO THE PARIS ASSEMBLY

To the friends of God and the maid­servants of the Merciful One, in Paris, France—Upon them be the Glory of God El­Abha!

He Is God!

O friends of God!

Your letter was received through Mrs. Stannard. Its contents gave me the utmost joy, for—Praise be to God!­—the Spiritual Meeting has been organized also in Paris. Confirmed believers come together and engage in speaking of the Kingdom of God, in seeking the Truth, and in speaking the teachings which are the spirit of this age:

The unity of mankind.
The establishment of universal peace, right and justice.
Showing that religion must be conducive to harmony amongst men, and conforming to reason and science.
The equality of men and women.
Freedom and liberty for all.
The enlightenment of heavenly morals.
Love for all men and even for animals.
The universalization of general knowledge.

A profession, trade, agriculture, are worshiping God. A farmer who cultivates his land with the utmost application is like a worshiper who, with deepest reverence and humility, prays to God in a temple. When the laborer works honestly and sincerely it is as though he were praying.

These are the teachings which are the spirit of this century and the light of this age. Whoever inhales their fragrance is drawn to them, especially as they are confirmed by the Testament and the Covenant, the Covenant which is the cause of illuminating the world, which gives the Spirit of Life, makes souls enlightened, divine and celestial, causes them to shine like a light and transforms them into scintillating stars.

O friends of Paris! Know that no soul is quickened except through the spirit of the Covenant, no eye is illuminated except by the light of the Covenant, no ear is thrilled except by the melody of the Covenant, and no heart shows forth the divine sentiments except by the bounty of the Covenant. The people of Paris are full of enthusiasm and become attracted with the utmost swiftness. Therefore, the fire of the love of God will burn intensely and spread everywhere.

Some of the regions of Europe are extremely enthusiastic. Day by day more souls enter the Cause. You have heard of this certainty. Now, make an effort, and with all your might enkindle the fire of love of the Covenant, so that Paris may surpass the other regions; and if the Covenant is made to shine forth as it should, in a short time wonderful results will become apparent; for, in this day, the moving power throughout the whole world is the power of the Covenant: it is the artery pulsating in the body of the phenomenal.

To sum up, I am greatly pleased with these few souls who are in Paris, and I love you very much. I hope that you will fill the meeting with enthusiasm, and be the cause of guidance to others. Convey greetings on my behalf to each one, and upon you be greetings and praises.

(Signed) ABDUL­Baha ABBAS.

(July 23rd, 1919.)
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'O'LLAH.

Unveiling of the Divine Plan for the Dominion of Canada

Tablet* of ABDUL-Baha read at the Fifth Session of the Eleventh Annual Mashrekol-Azkar Convention and Bahai Congress, held in McAlphin Hotel, New York City, April 26-30, 1919.

TABLET

To the believers of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful in the Dominion of Canada, Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia, Yukon, Mackenzie, Keewatin, Ungava, Franklin Islands and Greenland—

Upon them be BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!

He Is God!

O ye kind friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful!

In the great Koran, God says: "Thou shalt see no difference in the creatures of God." In other words, He says: From the ideal standpoint, there is no variation between the creatures of God, because they are all created by Him. From the above premise, a conclusion is drawn, that there is even no difference between the various countries; nevertheless the future of the Dominion of Canada is very great, and its historical events infinitely glorious. Thus it shall become the object of the Glance of Providence and the manifestation of the favors of the Supreme Lord.

Abdul-Baha during his journey and sojourn through that Dominion obtained the utmost joy. Before my departure, many souls warned me not to travel to Montreal, saying, the majority of the inhabitants are Catholics, and are in the utmost fanaticism, that they are submerged in the sea of imitations, that they have not the capability to hearken to the Call of the Kingdom of God, that the veil of bigotry has so covered the eyes that they have deprived themselves from beholding the signs of the Most Great Guidance, and that the dogmas have taken possession of the hearts entirely, leaving no trace of Reality. They asserted that should the Sun of Reality shine with perfect splendor, throughout

*Note—This second Tablet for the Canadian friends was revealed February 21, 1917, in the room of BAHA’O’LLAH at Acrea. The first Tablet in the Divine Plan for the Dominion of Canada was revealed April 5, 1916, in the garden of the Blessed Tomb of BAHA’O’LLAH at Bahje; it was published in the STAR OF THE WEST, Vol. 7, No. 10 and Vol. 9, No. 14.—The Editors.
that Dominion, the dark, impenetrable clouds of superstitions had so enveloped the horizon that it would be utterly impossible for anyone to behold its rays.

But these stories did not have any effect on the resolution of Abdul-Baha. He, trusting in God, turned his face toward Montreal. When he entered that city he observed all the doors open, he found the hearts in the utmost receptivity and the ideal power of the Kingdom of God removing every obstacle and obstruction. In the churches and meetings of that Dominion he called men to the Kingdom of God with the utmost joy, and scattered such seeds which will be irrigated with the hand of divine power. Undoubtedly those seeds will grow, becoming green and verdant, and many rich harvests will be gathered. In the promotion of the divine principles he found no antagonist and no adversary. The believers he met in that city were in the utmost spirituality, and attracted by the fragrances of God. He found that through the effort of the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Maxwell, a number of the sons and daughters of the Kingdom in that Dominion were gathered together and associated with each other, increasing this joyous exhilaration day by day. The time of sojourn was limited to a number of days, but the results in the future are inexhaustible. When a farmer comes into the possession of a virgin soil, in a short time he will bring under cultivation a large field. Therefore, I hope that in the future Montreal may become so stirred, that the melody of the Kingdom may travel to all parts of the world from that Dominion and the breaths of the Holy Spirit may spread from that center to the east and the west of America.

O ye believers of God! Do ye not look upon the smallness of your number and the multitudes of the nations. Five grains of wheat will be endowed with heavenly blessing, whereas a thousand tons of tares will yield no results or effect. One fruitful tree will be conducive to the life of society, whereas a thousand forests of wild trees offer no fruits. The plain is covered with pebbles, but precious stones are rare. One pearl is better than a thousand wildernesses of sand; especially this pearl of great price, which is endowed with divine blessing. Ere long thousands of other pearls will be born from it. When that pearl associates and becomes the intimate of the pebbles, they also all change into pearls.

Therefore, I repeat, that the future of Canada, whether from the standpoint of civilization or from the viewpoint of the virtues of the Kingdom, is very great. Day by day civilization and freedom shall increase. Likewise the cloud of the Kingdom will water the seeds of guidance sown in that Dominion. Consequently, rest ye not, seek ye no composure, attach not yourselves to the luxuries of this ephemeral world, free yourselves from every attachment, and strive with heart and soul to become fully established in the Kingdom of God. Gain ye the heavenly treasures. Day by day become ye more illumined. Draw ye nearer and nearer unto the Threshold of Oneness. Become ye the manifestors of spiritual favors and the dawning-places of infinite lights! If it
is possible, send ye teachers to other portions of Canada, likewise dispatch ye
teachers to Greenland and the home of the Eskimos.

As regards the teachers, they must completely divest themselves from
the old garments and be invested with a new garment. According to the state­
ment of Christ, they must attain to the station of rebirth:—that is, whereas in
the first instance they were born from the womb of the mother, this time they
must be born from the womb of the world of nature. Just as they are now
totally unaware of the experiences of the foetal world, they must also forget
entirely the defects of the world of nature. They must be baptized with the
water of Life, the fire of the love of God and the breaths of the Holy Spirit;
be satisfied with little food, but take a large portion from the heavenly table.
They must disengage themselves from temptation and covetousness, and be
filled with the Spirit. Through the effect of their pure breath, they must change
the stone into the brilliant ruby and the shell into pearl. Like unto the cloud
of vernal shower, they must transform the black soil into the rose-garden and
orchard. They must make the blind seeing, the deaf hearing, the extinguished
one enkindled and set aglow, and the dead quickened.

Upon ye be Baha'o'llah El-Abha!

The spreaders of the fragrances of God should peruse every morning the
following supplication:

COMMUNE

Praise be to Thee, O God! Verily these are Thy servants, who are
attracted by the fragrances of Thy mercifulness, enkindled by the ignited
fire in the tree of Thy Singleness and their eyes are brightened by beholding
the effulgences of the light in the Sinai of Thy Oneness!

O Lord! Loosen their tongues in Thy commemoration amongst Thy peo­
pIe; suffer them to speak Thy praise through Thy favor and grace, assist them
with the cohorts of Thy angels, strengthen their loins in Thy service and make
them the signs of Thy guidance amongst Thy creatures!

Verily, Thou art the Powerful, the Exalted, the Pardoner and the Merciful!

O God! O God! Thou beholdest this weak one begging the strength of
Thy Kingdom! This poor one suppling the treasures of Thy heaven! This
thirsty one longing for Thy fountain of the water of Eternal Life! This sick
one invoking Thy perfect recovery through Thy boundless mercy, which Thou
hast specialized for Thy chosen servants in Thy Supreme Kingdom!

O Lord! I have no other helper save Thee; no other comforter beside
Thee, and no other sustainer except Thee! Assist me with Thy angels in the
diffusion of Thy holy fragrances and the dissemination of Thy teachings
amongst Thy elected people!

O Lord! Suffer me to sever myself from aught else save Thee, holding
fast to the hem of Thy garment; make me sincere in Thy religion, firm in
Thy love and living in accordance with that which Thou hast commanded me
in Thy Book.

Verily, Thou art the Powerful, the Mighty and the Omnipotent!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 3, 1919, Washington, D. C.)
Recent Tablets from Abdul-Baha to American Bahais

CORINNE TRUE
To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago, Illinois—Upon her be Baha’o’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!
O thou who are firm in the Covenant!
Your numerous letters have been received. The question of the Mashrekol-Azkar is of supreme importance and of great results. It is the first edifice to be placed in that country and—Praise be to the Almighty!—the friends of God, all, from all parts are contributing. Numerous designs for its erection have been drafted. One of these designs must be chosen in the Convention.

His honor, Mr. Albert Vail is prepared and has capacity for great services. From the favors of God I hope that he may enkindle in the globe of that land a light that shall illumine with its rays of guidance the vicinity and the surrounding regions.

The organization of joint assemblies for white and colored people shall manifest the oneness of the world of humanity; shall dissipate totally and eradicate ignorant racial fanaticism, and shall satisfy all from the fountain of the water of Life.

We have cabled Mr. Remey to postpone his tour, for his presence, in these days, in America is necessary. In reality, he has been and is engaged in the utmost power in service and I love him infinitely, and verily he merits this love of Abdul-Baha.

. . . . . Convey on my behalf the utmost love and kindness to Miss Jean Masson for she has expended the utmost effort in writing the article in the newspaper. She serves thereby the Kingdom of God and promulgates divine teachings. Deal ye with love and kindness with Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

God wishes love, unity and harmony. Upon this exert ye all effort. This is the cause of drawing near to the court of the Almighty, and this is the cause of entrance into the Kingdom of God.

Convey on my behalf, to Dr. Zia (Bagdadi) the utmost love and kindness.

In my estimation, he is very near, for he is the son of his honor Agha Muhammed Mustafa.

Upon thee be El-Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani Hai­fa, Palestine, May 23rd, 1919.)

ROY C. WILHELM
To his honor Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, New York, N. Y.—Upon him be Baha’o’­llah El-Abha!

He Is God!
O thou who art firm in the Covenant and the Testament!

Thy letters dated March 22nd and 29th, as well as thy card of April 11th, were received. The organization of the meeting representative of different denominations in New York, at which all religions and sects had affiliated together in the utmost love and harmony, was conducive to extreme joy.

My hope is that meetings of such nature may often be organized so that representatives of all the different races, religions, sects and countries of the world may in the utmost love embrace one another, that no trace of bigotry and of ignorant prejudice, of obstinacy and rancour may remain, and the pavilion and canopy of the oneness of the world of humanity may be raised upon the apex of the world. For all men are the sheep of God and divine providence the kind and loving Shepherd.

Similarly the meeting that had been called at Washington, my hope is that remarkable consequences may result therefrom. . . .

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA Abbas.

(Haifa, Palestine, May 25th, 1919.)
KOKAB MAC CUTCHEON
To the maid-servant of God, Kokab MacCutcheon, Minneapolis, Minnesota—Upon her be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!
He Is God!
O thou brilliant Kokab (Star)!
Praise be to God! Thou hast become resplendent with the light of guidance and from the bestowals of the Kingdom of God thou hast partaken a share and a portion. In tests thou hast remained firm and upright.

At present thy purpose is to organize a meeting and to guide the souls in the divine Kingdom. Excellent is thy intention. Found thou this assembly in thy own home and arise in the guidance of souls.

Be thou not grieved on account of the departure of thy father, mother and brother because they became delivered from the world which is full of sadness and sorrow and they have hastened to the realm of joy. They have become freed from the fetters of this prison and soared to the divine court.

Thou hast asked for permission to come. At present your presence there is necessary, so that the Cause may be established. After the establishment of the Cause thou hast permission to come.

Should it be possible for thee to establish a school for the Bahai children and teach, it will be exceedingly acceptable.

Upon thee be El-Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.
(Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago, Ill., July 25th, 1919. Revealed at Haifa, Palestine, May 31st, 1919.)

CORA DITMARS
To the maid-servant of God, Cora Ditmars, Spokane, Washington—Upon her be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!
He Is God!
O thou who art firm in the Covenant!
Thy letter was received. Thou hast exerted a great effort for that imprisoned person. Perhaps it may prove to be fruitful. Tell him, however, that the denizens of the world are confined in the prison of nature—a prison that is continuous and eternal. If thou art at present restrained within the limits of a temporary prison, be not grieved at this; my hope is that thou mayest be emancipated from the prison of nature and may attain unto the court of everlasting Life. Pray to God day and night and beg forgiveness and pardon. The omnipotence of God shall solve every difficulty.

O thou dear maid-servant of God! Praise be to God, thou art endowed with a pure heart and an exalted determination. Thou hast an eloquent tongue and givest to every person a share and portion of the teachings of God.

Abdul-Baha does not seek membership at the Peace Congress. He promulgates peace through the power of the Word of God. It is impossible to establish universal peace save through this power.

Convey on my behalf to those souls whose names thou hast mentioned in thy letter, greeting and kindness. I pray God that they may be confirmed in service to the Kingdom of God.

It is preferable that in the meetings, one of the attendants should read or chant the Tablets of His Holiness Baha’u’llah and the others listen to the reading.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!
(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, June 3rd, 1919.)

ANNIE L. PARMERTON
To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton, Cincinnati, Ohio—Upon thee be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!
He Is God!
O thou who art firm in the Covenant and the Testament!
Your detailed letter dated April 30th, 1919, was received. It contained joy-
O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!

(Signed) ABBAH ABBAS.

Telabt from Abdul-Baha

O ye apostles of Baha'u'llah—May my life be a ransom to you!

... Similarly, the Magazine, the Star of the West, must be edited in the utmost regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God—so that both in the East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events.

(Signed) ABBAH ABBAS.

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION

Northeastern States: Hoope Harris.
Western States: Helen S. Goddall.
Southern States: Joseph H. Hannen.
Dominion of Canada: May Maxwell.
Central States: Albert Vail, Carl Scheffler.
Editorial Staff: Albert R. Windust—Gertrude Buikema—Dr. Zia M. Badgah
Honorary Member: Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.
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ful tidings that—Praise be to God!—thou hast been assisted to raise the call of the Kingdom and hast become the cause of the guidance of many a soul. In assemblies thou hast shed light like unto a candle, has eloquently spoken and hast promulgated the divine teachings. Today whosoever arises to serve the Kingdom, heavenly angels shall confirm him, spiritual forces shall be his help and support, the breaths of the Holy Spirit shall vivify his heart and all existent beings will be his assistants.

Consider how all the contingent beings have supported and served those blessed souls who have arisen in service to the Kingdom. A fisherman became the most great Peter; Mary Magdelene, only a peasant, gained a precedence of the queens of the world, for a hundred-thousand queens have come and gone and no trace and memory have they left behind, but Mary Magdelene to the present day, like unto a star, is shining from the horizon of the most Supreme Glory. This is what is meant by everlasting life, by baptism with the Holy Spirit and by being born again to which Christ refers.

Convey on behalf of Abdul-Baha the utmost love and longing to the friends in St. Louis, in Cincinnati and in Kansas City, and to the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Jones. From the bounties of God I hope that, through spiritual power and the remedy of the Spirit of God, thou mayest acquire physical health.

As to the questions thou hast asked: Concerning Malachi, chapter 3, verses 16, 17 and 18 refer to the friends of God, and in St. Matthew, chapter 25, the object of verses 31, 32 and 33 is the Blessed Beauty. As to Micah, chapter 5, the 4th verse refers to Christ. In Zephaniah, chapter 1, verses 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18, and in Zechariah, chapter 2, verses 10, 11, 12 and 13, and in St. Luke, chapter 21, verses 20 to the end—all these refer to the century of the Blessed Beauty.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABBAH ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, June 4th, 1919.)
HARLAN FOSTER OBER
To his honor, Mr. Harlan Foster Ober, Cambridge, Massachusetts—Upon him be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou who art firm in the Covenant!

Your detailed letter was received. Praise be to God, that in the utmost energy, the friends of God have arisen to promulgate heavenly teachings and are self-sacrificing from every standpoint. Verily, this is the sign of the confirmations of the divine Kingdom which, like unto the sun, are manifest and evident. The sending of teachers to different parts is highly acceptable and praiseworthy. Act in accordance with the instructions previously sent.

Today the stirring power that exhibits itself throughout all regions is the power of the Covenant which, like unto the artery, beats and pulsates in the body of the world. He who is firmer in the Covenant is more assisted, just as ye are manifestly witnessing how firm souls are enkindled, attracted and confirmed.

Strive, therefore, day and night that ye may cause the hearts to become firm and resolute. The journey of teachers to different parts is like unto the rays of the sun which radiate from a central point to the surrounding regions and undoubtedly great illumination will be obtained.

You had inquired concerning the financial question of the Mashrekol-Azkar and the expenses of the teachers. Appropriation of the Mashrekol-Azkar fund for purposes different from those that pertain to the Temple is not permissible and conversely the teaching fund is not to be used for Mashrekol-Azkar purposes. Both should be used in their own respective spheres. If it is not done accordingly matters will be completely upset. The future should be taken into consideration and not the present. I beg God that He may confirm you always in that which is the cause of the gladness of your heart.

Concerning the Star of the West, the organ must be so promulgated in America and Persia that at least its necessary expenses may be provided. Upon this point a letter shall be written to Persia.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, June 24th, 1919.)

EXECUTIVE BOARD OF BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY
To the members of the Executive Board of the Mashrekol-Azkar—Upon them be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O ye blessed souls!

Praise be to God, that ye have been confirmed with such a supreme bounty and have arisen with all your power in the service of the Kingdom, which is no other than service to the oneness of the world of humanity.

The magnet attracts unto itself the iron, while this promulgation of divine teachings attracts heavenly confirmation. Soon ye shall consider what a profound effect it shall exert and what a manifest sign it shall display.

I am greatly pleased with you, for day and night ye concentrate your time upon the commemoration of God, that ye seek the divine good-pleasure, pray for heavenly bounty and are firm in the Covenant.

Upon ye be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, June 24th, 1919.)

SARAH VAN WINKLE
To the maid-servant of God, Sarah Van Winkle, Boston, Massachusetts—Upon her be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou maid-servant of God!

Thy letter was received. Thou hast written that in view of the questions of
violation thou art perturbed. There is no occasion for perturbation for the Blessed Beauty has closed all doors of error and doubt and has entered with all the friends into a Covenant and a Testament, beginning first with the Aghsans, the Afnans and the relatives. Explicitly and in a way that shuts out all interpretation, he says that “after My ascension, turn your faces toward him who has branched from the Pre-Existent Root,” and then he manifestly says that by him who is branched from the Pre-Existent such a person is meant. In fine, he has appointed the Center of the Covenant as the authority and the Expounder of the Book. Now it must be either said that the Blessed Beauty has done wrong and was ignorant of the fact that this person deserved this station, or obedience should be shown. In brief, it must be either said that the Blessed Beauty was wrong or right, there is no third alternative. And furthermore, through the assistance and the bounty of the Blessed Beauty, a power and might has been displayed by the Center of the Covenant that all the contemporary great men and philosophers are amazed, and bear witness to the fact. There should be no occasion therefore for agitation. If, God forbid, a weakness and inability is exhibited, how will Bahai unity be preserved and how will the teachings of the Blessed Beauty be promulgated? Will they be promulgated through the senseless words of those who pretend to be philosophers, or through the doubts of the people of violation and lust? In brief, strive thou to remain firm in the Covenant and under the guarding protection of His Highness the Merciful.

Convey on my behalf to the maidservant of God, Miss Wilson, the utmost kindness.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABRAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani; Haifa, Palestine. July 18th, 1919.)
into a rapacious animal, razes to the ground flourishing cities and towns and causes the foundation of mankind to totter. As all men have been awakened and are harkening to the call, it is time for the promulgation of universal peace—a peace which has for its basis right and justice; so that mankind will not be exposed to danger. At present it is the dawn of universal peace, we hope that its sun will soon shine and flood the East and the West with its light. The establishment of universal peace is not possible save through the power of the Word of God and hence one must endeavor to promote the Word of God and thereby establish universal peace. Strive at present as much as possible to raise the call of the divine Kingdom for this call bestows the Spirit of Life. Endeavor to raise the call of the Covenant and the Testament for the power of the Covenant, like unto arteries, pulsates in the body of the world!

Thou hast mentioned a great number of souls in thy letter. Verily each one of them deserves a separate letter, particularly some who, with all their power, are serving the Kingdom of God, have no purpose save the common weal and no aim except the exercise of the utmost love and kindness to each and all the individuals of the world of humanity. These souls, although they pertain to the nether world, yet their souls belong to the world of spirit; i.e., they have been vivified by the breath of spiritual life. Their hearts are the mirrors of the Sun of Truth wherein this sun shines with the utmost splendor. Convey on my behalf to each of those souls the utmost love and kindness and tell them that day and night I entreat and supplicate to the Kingdom of Glory with the utmost humility and lowliness and beg for those souls heavenly confirmations.

Thou hadst written, concerning the friends of Pittsburgh, that misunderstanding has been caused among them. Misunderstanding cannot be eliminated by any power save that of the Covenant. The power of the Covenant is all-inclusive and solves all difficulties, for explicitly and by the Supreme Pen it is declared that whatever misunderstanding takes place, ye must refer to the Center of the Covenant for he eliminates all difficulties. Therefore, no power will do away with misunderstanding among the friends except the Covenant and the Testament of God. Encourage and draw, therefore, all the friends to firmness in the Covenant and the Testament. His Holiness Christ said to Peter: "Thou art a rock and upon this rock I shall build my Temple." This is not written by the Supreme Pen of Christ and does not manifestly command anyone to turn his face to him and has not been revealed and recorded in the book of His Holiness Christ. It is only a tradition transmitted by the Apostles. This tradition, however, has exacted obedience from all and has eliminated all misunderstanding among the Apostles and the Christians. At present this is the Book of the Covenant and not a tradition and is revealed by the Supreme Pen and not transmitted orally. He explicitly declares that "ye must turn after Me to the Center of the Covenant and whatever misunderstanding may happen he is its Expounder, and whatever he says it is right." He made it all-exclusive and this Tablet is the last one which has been revealed by the Supreme Pen before ascension. All previous books are subordinate to this Book of the Covenant for it has been revealed subsequently to all the previous ones. He has named it the "Book of the Covenant" and, therefore, consider that if the friends remain firm in the Covenant, will there be any misunderstanding among them? No, by God! Except those souls who have an evil intention and are thinking of leadership and of forming a party; those souls, although they have written epistles with their own pen and have execrated the violators denouncing them as having destroyed the foundation of the monu-
ment erected by His Holiness Baha'u'llah and have written that he has written this Covenant with his own pen and that whoever deviated the least from the Center of the Covenant is of the people of treachery and well deserves the wrath of God—these souls are themselves at present among the pioneers of violation. This is because of their personal motives for they had thought of securing leadership and wealth, but when they considered that in remaining firm in the Covenant their purpose would not be realized, they deviated from it. These souls must have been either at first truthful and now disloyal or at first disloyal and now truthful. At any rate their lie is manifest. Notwithstanding this, some souls who are not aware of this fact waver when those cast the seeds of suspicion. Awaken all the people and send a copy of this letter to Mr. Remey, Mrs. Goodall and Mrs. Cooper.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Acca, Palestine; July 20th, 1919.)


Celebration of the One Hundredth Anniversary of the Birth of the Bab

By JEAN MASSON

THE Hundredth Anniversary of the Birth of the Bab, October 9th, 1919, was celebrated by the Chicago Bahai Assembly by a feast, given at the Stevens Grill Room. Present were one hundred-twenty of the friends to do honor to the memory of the great Herald of the Bahai Dispensation.

Mr. Albert R. Windust, who presided, spoke briefly and effectively upon the meaning of the occasion, the spiritual significance to the world of the appearance and mission of the Bab, as the precursor of the universal Teacher of men.

Mrs. William F. Slater read nine of the Hidden Words and closed with that proclamation and prophetic utterance of Baha'u'llah that thrills the heart of every Bahai the world over—words that will continue to thrill the heart to the end of all time: "We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations," etc.

Mrs. Mary D. Hall read a selection from Unveiling of the Divine Plan, in which Abdul-Baha indicates in no uncertain words the station of this day and the great work to be performed by the Bahai.
Mrs. Mary C. Byron Clarke read the address delivered by Abdul-Baha on Mt. Carmel, in 1910, at the annual celebration of the Bab’s declaration in which the Covenant proclaimed that “the commemoration and celebration of this meeting shall remain and be duly observed forever throughout endless ages; it is under the merciful glances of the Blessed Beauty.”

The Story of the Bab—his declaration, his teachings, his life and martyrdom, his burial—was eloquently presented by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, a participant in bringing the body of the great Herald of the Manifestation to Haifa in 1909, and delivering it into the safe keeping of Abdul-Baha. An impressive story, which never fails, and should be recorded with great accuracy of detail for reference by future generations.

A brief greeting by Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford and the singing of the Benediction closed the Chicago celebration of the centenary of the Bab.

O ye friends of the Blessed Beauty! Today is the day of attraction and kindling! This day is the day of Unity and nobility! This century is the century of the teaching of the Cause of God and summoning the people to the Kingdom of God! This Call is the Call of unity and life! This is the time of serving the world of humanity, and diffusing the rays of universal ideals! This age is the age of the eradication of vice, pauperism and social defects! This cycle is the cycle of awakening, progress and the promotion of the principles of Divine Civilization! This period is the period of light! This Dispensation is the Dispensation of the appearance of the perflections of man and the manifestation of the virtues of the Lord of the Kingdom! This season is the season of a new springtime, spiritual, celestial and divine. O men! The sweet fragrances of the flowers of the pure hearts are wafted abroad; the Sun of Love is rising high above the horizon, the overflowing cups of the Wine of Significances are passed around! Drink ye thereof deeply; that ye may become unconscious to all else save the love of the Beloved of the world!

—Abdul-Baha.

The Bahai Assembly
of Chicago

cordially invites you to participate in the celebration of the

One Hundredth Anniversary of the Birth of

The Bab

to be held at the
Stevens Grill Room
Eighth floor Stevens Building

Thursday Evening, October the Ninth
at six o'clock
Nineteen Hundred Nineteen
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Program

READING—From the Utterances of Baha'u'llah
MRS. WILLIAM F. SLATER

MUSIC

READING—Tablet of Abdul-Baha
MRS. MARY D. HALL

ADDRESS—The Message
MR. HOWARD C. IVES

MUSIC

ADDRESS—The Story of the Bab
His Declaration
His Teachings
His Life and Martyrdom
His Burial
DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI

MUSIC
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THE BENEDICTION

PAGE THREE
بعد به یکاه بسته دو به بزرگتی کردم: ولی به دلته آموزی بسیار دوست داشتم.

مایکل مک سنگی است که با هر چیزی از مهربانی و حمایت

دومه به ما می‌دهد مشخص شد.

در موفقیت قانونی باید به بالا برسیم.

مایکل که با هر چیزی همیشه به دلته می‌گردد

کوچک جلبرگی از بازها دریاچه‌های

بیدل اکثریته به پد نیشان دید.

این کس به همراه ما را خالی فرازیان

نان داد سوالات ای که لست می‌لخت

حکایات را درگیر کرده کافی که روزهای

منزلی را خانه‌های مهیان پیدا می‌کنه و که

دهان لطیفی هم خمیده و چهار завد

می‌پردازد که به کتابداری دیورم هم لایی توکاری

ضرر ایجاد می‌کند. درمانی در این

سیره این اینست که با روش‌های ساده

ساخته شده و به دو روش ساده نکات

می‌راشد به درمانی نرمال و از آن

به‌صورت مبهم و ناگهانی کرده است

از لیبریته و قلمی ممکنه، کرکو

(Continued on page 224)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>توضیحات</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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RUINS OF THE FORTRESS OF NUR

The city of Nur, Persia, was the birthplace of Baha’u’llah. He was born November 12, 1817.

(Photograph sent by Dr. Susan I. Moody, Teheran.)

GROUP OF BAHAI'S ASSEMBLED ON MT. CARMEL

During the summer of 1919.

(Photograph sent by Shoghi Rabbani.)
STAR OF THE WEST

“We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the ‘Most Great Peace’ shall come.”—BAHA’ULLAH.
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“You will find Bahai Centers in most parts of the World”

Talk by ABDUL-BAHA in Assembly Rooms, San Francisco, California, October 5, 1912.

I HAVE the utmost joy to find in the distant West such an established Bahai center, where the friends of God have assembled associating with each other in the utmost love. This affords me great joy and I ask God that this revered assemblage may be made the cause of illumining the East and the West. This is my wish, and with the utmost of happiness I am grateful on account of the susceptibilities of your conscience.

Today the people in general are self-occupied. They are engaged either in warfare, or in commercial, political, industrial, or agricultural pursuits. Their interests are of a personal nature; they are thinking of self-aggrandizement, having no desire, no purpose save the acquisition of worldly possessions.

The assemblage in the world which today is thoughtful of God, the assemblage which is occupied with the thought of illumining the world of humanity, the assemblage which is occupied with the mentioning of the Kingdom of God, the assemblage which has as its chief motive the good pleasure of the Lord of Hosts, is verily the assemblage of Bahais, for they have no intention, aim, or purpose save the attainment of the good-pleasure of God, and entrance into the Kingdom of God, and of being the promulgators of the religion of God. They are the spreaders of the fragrances of God. These are the desires of the assemblage of the Bahais.

All the sects of the world are on the wane except the Bahai assemblages which day by day are achieving ideal progress, for they are confirmed by God’s assistance.

I hope that many such assemblages may be founded in America, and that from all the centers of the world people may come to the Bahai assemblages and there manifest the oneness of the world of humanity.

The people in general are all asleep; they are all inadvertent; they are all slumbering, because their thoughts are confined to materialism; they are not at all thoughtful of God’s thoughts except you, who are thinking of God. Verily, you are the spirit of the world! You are the cause of the light of the world! You are the salt of the earth!

Do not look at your limited numbers now. Ere long you will see that the divine Radiance has flooded all regions. The believers in the various sects are decreasing in numbers, whereas the people of God are constantly increasing, progressing, developing, day by day growing stronger and greater, day by day becoming more effective.

Consider how the assembly of His Holiness Christ was limited to eleven souls, but that assemblage has given birth to innumerable assemblies! How many denominations are sheltered beneath it! Its efficacy is evident, and it has become the dominant factor of all the civilized world.
Now, praise be to God, your assembly is a great one; you are about two hundred in number; judge thereby of the future.

The Bahais are not in one place only, but you will find Bahai centers in most parts of the world, and they are daily increasing and spreading. You must rest assured, knowing for a certainty that the confirmations of the Kingdom are yours, that the favors of Baha’u’llah are with you, that the power heavenly is with you, that the assistance of God is with you. If all the inhabitants of the earth should gather they will fail to withstand you, for they are on the wane, whereas you are waxing stronger. They are retrogressing; you are progressing.

When they exiled us from Persia, from Teheran to Baghdad, the journey was made in thirty stages and in these thirty stages we did not find one Bahai. Now in every one of these places there are great numbers of Bahai friends.

Notwithstanding that the ruler of Persia and the Sultan of Turkey opposed the Cause so violently—exercising tyranny and oppression thinking to extinguish the Lamp of God—yet this Lamp day by day grew in radiance, its power increased and its illumination became greater, until it reached such a degree that now its lights are spread throughout the world—even as far as San Francisco, which is very far from Persia. See what this will mean in the future!

At the time His Holiness Jesus Christ was crucified, there were eleven disciples and even they were doubting—Peter heading them—until Mary the Magdalene, that lioness of God, strengthened them and was the cause of confirming them. Then consider how great were the results!

And now, His Holiness Baha’u’llah, when He ascended, had half a million souls who were self-sacrificing and all were perfectly firm and staunch! Consider what a marvelous potency this will exercise.

Rest assured in the favor of God, and know that God is your Assister. So with great power, with great confidence, strive that the lights of God may be spread and in this country from East to West the light may be shining.

Be confident! Have no doubt about it! This banner of Baha’u’llah will be unfurled, waving toward all regions! The lights of the Kingdom of God will illumine all these climes, and the call of God will reach the hearing of all the American Republic!

Hence, you must in the utmost of love, in the utmost of sanctity strive night and day that you may be the cause of spreading the light. If we are not the instruments in spreading this Cause, others will be chosen. Then let us strive so that this crown may be placed upon our heads—that we may be the promulgators of the light, that we may be the resuscitators of souls, that we may be sight-givers to the blind, that we may be the remedies to the sick, that we may guide the people. Otherwise, God will raise up a people who will hoist the standard of God, who will ignite the Lamp of God, who will conquer the cities of the hearts, who will show forth the potency of the Word of God.

But for us the desire is that we may be the instruments and thus we may be crowned. Otherwise, God is able to create instruments whereby His Word shall be published broadcast. If this does not happen today, and if not on the morrow, then on the day after tomorrow. But the desire is that today the Word may be spread, that our activity shall be beneath this banner and standard, that we shall be the cause of giving forth the summons of God, that we may invite the souls to the Kingdom, that we may be their guides.

Thus, this will be the cause of illuminating faces and will win the praise of all the Manifestations of God. This is our
hope. This is the utmost of our desires, and I ask God that He may aid you all, that He may aid me, that together we may be occupied in the service of the Kingdom of God.

This is a very blessed gathering. It is a source of great joy. It is a source of great potency in the world. This very gathering has its effects. The assemblage here and the fellowship exercised are a magnet attracting the confirmations of God. Even now the confirmations of God are surrounding such a gathering as this. Ere long you will see its signs and your joy will reach the superlative degree.

Recent Tablets from Abdul-Baha to American Bahais

MOTHER BEECHER

To the maid-servant of God, Mother Beecher, care of his honor, Mr. Roy Wilhelm, New York City, N. Y.—

Upon her be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou green leaf of the Tree of Life!

Thy letter was received and from its contents it became known that in the past summer, in Green Acre, a remarkable Bahai movement took place, blessed souls gathered in that place such as Mr. Remey, Richard Mayer, Harry Randall, Howard Ives, Albert Vail, Harlan Ober, Saffa Kinney and Stanwood Cobb. These souls indeed are firm in the Covenant, are the heralds of the Kingdom of God, promulgating the divine teachings, are self-sacrificing in the path of the Kingdom, are ignited candles and twinkling stars. At present this is not known; in the future it shall be made evident.

The Pharisees, during the time of Christ, did not consider the Apostles as worth addressing and took them as the lowest of people, although they were the stars of guidance and the lamps of the Supreme Concourse. But at present consider what has happened!

I hope that this year in Green Acre the candles of supreme guidance will be better enkindled, the melody of the nightingales of Truth may reach the supreme heights and attain the ears of the denizens of the Abla Kingdom, and this shall be to such an extent that all people may be amazed. This shall be attained if the friends of God will in the utmost union, love and harmony associate with one another, strive day and night to relieve one another’s burden, promulgate the divine teachings and raise so high the call of the oneness of mankind and the melody of universal peace that the world of humanity may be stirred.

As to his highness, President Wilson, the fourteen principles which he has enunciated are mostly found in the teachings of His Holiness Baha’u’llah and I therefore hope that he will be confirmed and assisted. At present it is the dawn of universal peace; my hope is that its morn will fully break, converting the gloom of war, of strife and of wrangling among men into the light of union, of harmony and of affection.

Convey on my behalf to Mrs. Champney the utmost love and kindness. From the bounties of God, I hope that she may become utterly attracted to the Kingdom and become wholly spiritual. Convey my love and kindness to Mrs. Watt. I beg for her from God assistance and bounty. Convey to thy grand-daughter, Dorothy Beecher, the utmost kindness on my behalf and extend to Mr. Hilgert my warm and heartfelt sentiments; I am greatly pleased with him.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha-Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Bahjeh, Acre, Palestine, July 23rd, 1919.)
MARY MORRISON
To the maid-servant of God, Mary Morrison—Upon her be BAHÁ’U’LLAH El-Abha!

He Is God!
O thou dear maid-servant of God!
When I was in Denver I enjoyed greatly the climate, the beauty and the views of that city; and, therefore, I wished that therein the light of the love of God might spread, and hearts might be stirred by lordly sentiments, and the pavilion of the oneness of mankind might be pitched in that city. I, therefore, encouraged those friends who resided there, and urged them to acquire the perfections of the world of humanity.

At present, praise be to God, the signs of the attraction of hearts by the divine fragrances are manifest. I rest assured therefore, that the perfections of mankind may be made resplendent in that city, and human souls may become heavenly angels, may acquire the characteristics of the Merciful; and that thou mayest become the sign of guidance and the cause of the illumination of the hearts of friends.

Upon thee be greetings and praise!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 22, 1919.)

CORINNE TRUE
To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. True, Chicago, Illinois—Upon her be BAHÁ’U’LLAH El-Abha!

He Is God!
O thou who art firm in the Covenant!
Thy letter was received. Thou hast expressed satisfaction with the Convention, that this gathering has been the means of the elevation of the Cause of God and the demonstration of the power of His Word. The greatness of the Cause will clear away these differences and may be compared to health in the body of man, which when established cures all diseases and weakness. Our hope is that no trace of opposition may remain, but some of the friends in America are restless in their fresh ambitions and strive and seek under the ground and in the air to discover anything that breeds dissension.

Praise be to God, all these doors are closed in the Cause of BAHÁ’U’LLAH for a special authoritative Center has been appointed—a Center that solves all difficulties and clears up every problem. The Central House of Justice, likewise, disentangles every complication and whatever it prescribes must be accepted and he who transgresses is rejected; but this Universal House of Justice, which plays the role of an expounder, has not yet been instituted. Thus it is seen that no means for dissension has been left, but carnal desires are the cause of difference as it is the case with the violators. These do not doubt the validity of the Covenant, but selfish motives have dragged them to this condition. It is not that they ignore what they do—they are perfectly aware and still they exhibit opposition.

In short, the ocean of the Covenant is tumultuous and wide. It casts ashore the foam of violation and thus rest ye assured. Be engaged in the furtherance of the Mashrekol-Azkar and prepare the means for the diffusion of the divine fragrances. Be not engaged in anything but this, for it would dissipate the mind and the work would not advance.

Convey on my behalf the utmost kindness to thy respected daughters.
Upon thee and upon them be Baha-El-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 24, 1919.)

AGNES ALEXANDER
To the maid-servant of God, Miss Agnes Alexander, care of his honor, Mr. Joseph Hannen, Washington, D. C.—Upon her be BAHÁ’U’LLAH El-Abha!

He Is God!
O thou daughter of the Kingdom!
Thy letters were received. The journey
to Japan was in the utmost necessity. Thou hast undoubtedly met the attracted maid-servant of God, Mrs. Maxwell, before sailing to Japan, for that maid-servant of God is ablaze with the fire of the love of God. Whosoever meets her feels from her association the susceptibilities of the Kingdom. Her company uplifts and develops the soul.

Thou didst well to travel to Japan, for the seed thou hast sown needs watering. Capable souls are found in Japan. The breath of the Merciful is necessary to stir and enliven them and to bestow a spiritual liveliness. A blind soul is there who is in the utmost enkindlement, and likewise a priest lives there who is endowed with great capacity. I hope that thou wilt find the doors flung open and become the cause of the guidance of souls.

Convey on my behalf the utmost love and kindness to the maid-servants of God, Elizabeth Stevens and Maud Gardreaux. Through the bounties and blessings of God, I supplicate that Mr. Weirs may become attracted to the divine Kingdom and may be so enkindled with the love of God that he may illumine the surrounding regions.

By the death of Richard Potter we were made infinitely sad, but that nightingale of the Kingdom has flown to the rose-garden of the Kingdom, and that drop returned to the limitless ocean. That wanderer has ascended to his original abode. On his behalf I supplicate from the Threshold of Oneness pardon and forgiveness.

Convey on my behalf to the maid-servants of God, Miss Regina Sunshine, Mrs. Louise Smith and Louise Bosch the wonderful Abha greeting. I have entreated and supplicated to the Abha Kingdom and have begged for those maid-servants of the Merciful unbounded blessings, that each may unloosen an eloquent tongue and engage in the commemoration of the Beloved of the world.

Convey to the friends of Geyserville the intensity of my love and my spiritual attachment. At dawn I entreat at the Threshold of the All-Knowing God and beg for them the exaltation of the Kingdom.

Remain for some days in Honolulu and then immediately hasten to Japan. Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, July 30, 1919.)

BAHAIS OF THE CENTRAL STATES

The friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful in the Central States of the United States of America, care of Mr. Carl Scheffler, Chicago, Illinois—Upon them be Baha’o’-llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O ye faithful friends and maid-servants of the Merciful!

Verily, ye are self-sacrificing in the path of the Kingdom and have no wish save the diffusion of Light throughout all regions. Ye are the real gardeners, are sowing the seeds of guidance in the soil of hearts and assuredly ye shall be confirmed and assisted. The expert gardener ever reaps rich and plentiful crops, obtains a pure and fertile soul, sows the seed, waters it and always secures heavenly blessings. Praise be to God, ye are expert gardeners, your soil is the heart, wherein ye sow the seed of the love of God, and water it from the fountain of knowledge. Ye depend upon the Sun of Truth that its light and heat may develop that blessed plantation, that the breeze of His bounty may waft and the dew of His blessing may fall, thus securing for it luxuriance, freshness and prolific results. The earthly gardener obtains but one fruitage while the heavenly One with one casting of the seed secures an everlasting result.

From the bounties of God, I supplicate that this Second Convention (for
STAR OF THE WEST

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness firmness!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA Abbas.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

O ye apostles of Baha’ullah—May my life be a ransom to you!

. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the Star of the West, must be edited in the utmost regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God—so that both in the East and the West they may become informed of the most important events.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA Abbas.

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION

Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
Southern States: JOSEPH H. HANSEN.
Central States: ALBERT VAIL. CARL SCHIFFLER.
Western States: HELEN S. GODDALL.
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.

Editorial Staff: ALBERT WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MINZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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Teaching held in the Central States may exert a great influence, may be assisted by the confirmations and bounties of the Supreme Concourse, and may give forth remarkable results.

Upon ye be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, July 29, 1919.)

GERTRUDE BUIKEMA

To the maid-servant of God, Miss Gertrude Buikema, Chicago, Illinois—

Upon her be Baha’o’llah El-Abha!

He is God!

O thou dear maid-servant of God!

Thy letter was received. From its contents it became known that thy eager wish is to serve the Star of the West. This wish is due to the exaltation of thy nature and is highly praiseworthy, and in the divine Kingdom is accepted and praised. Verily, Mr. Windust has so far exerted a great effort for the arrangement of the Star of the West and I am greatly pleased with him.

At present both of you must, as ye have been doing in the past, endeavor for the arrangement and the publication of the Star of the West. However, the means of subsistence are necessary for both of you and ye cannot concentrate your time in this matter. Serve, therefore, as much as it is possible, the Star of the West, and in order to secure the means of livelihood, do not abandon your own occupations. When the Star of the West will be so widely published as to insure your necessary expenses, then if we abandon your occupation and concentrate upon the Star, it will be preferable. But at present ye are forced to engage in your occupation that the means of livelihood may be secured.

As I have no time, I have written thee in brief. Whatever question comes up, submit it to the Editorial Staff Committee for discussion and consideration and then hold to what ye deem advisable and suitable.
Convey, on my behalf, the utmost love and kindness to his honor Dr. Zia Bagdadi and his honor Mr. Windust.

The seven bound volumes of the STAR OF THE WEST have been received and your labor is indeed worthy of praise.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani; Haifa, Palestine, July 29, 1919.)

ALBERT R. WINDUST

To his honor Mr. Albert R. Windust, Chicago, Illinois—Upon him be Baha-’ollah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou servant of His Holiness Baha-‘ollah!

The letters thou hadst written on October 1st and November 23rd, 1918, were received. Their contents indicated thy joy at the victory secured by the just government, the safety of Abdul-Baha and the good tidings of thy health and safety of thy honorable wife and thy three respected daughters.

Thou hadst written that all throughout the days of severed communication ye were engaged in service, were printing and publishing books, while the STAR OF THE WEST was also published and regularly circulated. Verily, ye have labored hard and have not fallen short of your duty.

Indeed, the respected maid-servant of God, Miss Mary Lesch, has been directing affairs with the utmost loyalty, faithfulness, good wishes and endeavor.

Name the book * which Mr. MacNutt is compiling, “The Promulgation of Universal Peace.” As to its introduction, it should be written by Mr. MacNutt himself when in heart he is turning toward the Abba Kingdom, so that he may leave a permanent trace behind him. Send a copy of it to the Holy Land.

The STAR OF THE WEST must, at present, be written both in English and Persian. Miss Gertrude Buikema is indeed serving the STAR. We hope that with his honor Dr. Zia Bagdadi—Upon him be the Baha-El-Abha!—ye may be both assisted in remarkable services. Your efforts are evident and well known in the sight of Abdul-Baha. I pray God that, under all conditions, ye may be assisted and confirmed. As to the editorship of the STAR OF THE WEST, whatever ye deem advisable is accepted by Abdul-Baha.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 20th, 1919.)

DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI

To his honor, Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago, Illinois—Upon him be Baha-’ollah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou merciful youth who art the son of that glorious man!

Verily, thy letters have been received. They indicate thy great love to God, thy attraction to His fragrance, thy attachment to His Kingdom, the establishment of a meeting for the singing of the verses of God, the reading of the Holy Books, the study of the Tablets by the youths of that city, who have sincerely turned their faces to God and became enkindled with the fire of the love of God, abandoned all the conditions that prevent the acquiring of the mericful virtues and the good illumined morals, so that they may love one another and become united in the promulgation of the fragrances of God. The love of God kept them busy from ought else. This establishment is a blessed establishment. I ask God to make this meeting sanctified and holy above the human temperaments, illumined and

* The Addresses of Abdul-Baha delivered in America in 1912.
adorned with the outpourings of severance to the Lord of mankind, so that they may become as one bouquet, spiritually and physically in the service of the Cause of God.

As to the matter of the Mashrekol-Azkar, it is of the most important affairs. Relaxation therein is not permissible. Verily, I shall write to the Easts of the earth and to its Wests and urge them to assist the Mashrekol-Azkar. Concentrate thou thy thought in the service of the Mashrekol-Azkar under all conditions so that thou mayest obtain confirmations and assistance under all conditions and circumstances.

As to the translation of the Surat-el-Hykl, at present we do not find a translator who can give it its merit. God willing, in the future a committee shall be organized whose members are experts in Arabic, Persian and English. By that perfect committee, the Surat-el-Hykl will be translated, but one person cannot arise and give the translation that it deserves. God willing, this committee will be organized and thou shalt be an important member thereof.

Convey thou on my behalf the utmost mercy and tenderness to Bessie Digget, her mother and her sister. Convey my abundant greeting to Mr. Anderson and his wife. Verily, I ask God to make them manifestations of His merciful bounties. Convey my hearty sympathy to Julia Jordan, Emma Marky Appel, and Walter Bohanan. Verily, I pray God to make them the signs of guidance among the people and the banners of the Supreme Concourse.

Convey my greeting and tenderness to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. August Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Nelson, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bennings, Mr. and Mrs. Selend, Mrs. Hertel, Mr. and Mrs. Yeager, Mr. and Mrs. Lindstrom, Mrs. Redeen, Mrs. Tressa Jacobsen, Mr. William Redeen, Mr. George Steppy. Verily, I pray God to guide them in their affairs, to make them attracted to the Kingdom of Abha, sanctified above self and desire, seeking nothing for themselves save severance to God, delivered from the selfish suggestions in the Cause of their Lord, the Precious, the Exalted! For, verily, to God is the praise. They are lamps aflame with the fire of the love of God, majestic trees in the rose-gardens of the knowledge of God.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Dated July 24th, 1919, Haifa, Syria.)

Contributions collected for the teaching fund must be used for teaching. Likewise contributions collected for the Mashrekol-Azkar must be used for the Mashrekol-Azkar. These two must not be mixed.

Convey thou on my behalf the fatherly greeting to Katherine Ferguson and say: ‘I ask God to confirm and guide your brother and sister of whom you have written in your letter. Convey thou the utmost respect to Mr. Chapman. Appreciate thou him for he became the cause of thy everlasting life and thou hast become of the people of the Kingdom. This is thy real father.’

Upon thee be El-Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

P. S.—The maid-servant of God, Zeenat, is permitted to come. Be very kind to Hasheim Zadeh and give him the Message and Bahai literature.

(Dated at Haifa, September 20th, 1919.)

ELLA QUANT

To the maid-servant of God, Ella Quant, New York City, N. Y.—Upon her be Baha’o’lLah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou daughter of the Kingdom!

Thy letter was received. It was indicative of thy attendance at the Convention where thou hast witnessed the
lights of the divine teachings resplendent and hast seen the souls vivified by the spirit of everlasting life. As thou wert endowed with the power of insight, thou hast in this manner discovered Truth. Whoever is firm in the Covenant and the Testament is today endowed with a seeing eye, and a responsive ear and daily advances in the divine realm until he becomes a heavenly angel.

Convey on my behalf to the two respected souls, Margaret LaGrange and Grace Vosburgh, heartfelt sentiments. I pray God that they may become the recipients of bounty and the manifestations of limitless favors.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 20, 1919.)

A Day in Kenosha

(See illustration in Persian Section.)

SUNDAY morning, August 24th, many of the friends from Racine, Chicago and Kenosha, assembled at the country home of Mr. and Mrs. Bohanan near the city of Kenosha. The gentle summer breeze, the spirituality of the friends, and the quietness of the place, made the day ideal. At noon a feast was served on the lawn under the trees. During the afternoon there was a beautiful, spiritual meeting.

Mr. Bohanan, secretary of the Kenosha Assembly, opened the meeting. He spoke of the invincible power of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha, and the change that has come to the hearts of men. Hate, prejudice, and ignorance are giving place to love, unity, and harmony. Short talks were also given by A. P. Chapman, N. Peterson, and others. Zeenat Khanum chanted a beautiful prayer, and Dr. Bagdadi and Mirza Mahmoud Khan sang one of Abdul-Baha’s favorite Persian poems. Then the children gave selections from Hidden Words and prayers which they had learned in the Sunday School. The first child’s prayer was beautifully recited by little Roy Anderson of Kenosha. Dr. Bagdadi spoke of the importance of unity and harmony. In this day all must promulgate the divine teachings that the world may be freed from the darkness of ignorance, enmity, and discord. The teachings of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha are the seeds that bring forth everlasting fruits. The meeting closed with a short prayer.

In the evening a public meeting was held in a hall in Kenosha. Many friends and strangers were present. Mr. Jacobsen of Kenosha was chairman and gave the Bahai history to the visiting friends. Dr. Bagdadi of Chicago was the speaker for the evening. He gave an excellent address that was much enjoyed by all. In his address the human body was compared with the body of the world. The normal health of the body depends upon the maintenance of the right proportion of the elements that compose the body. If certain elements are added or decreased abnormally, health becomes impaired and death may result. The divine Manifestations are the only spiritual physicians of the human world, and Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha are the real physicians of this cycle. Baha’u’llah found that the chronic ailments of the human family had been caused by the increase of such elements as selfishness; religious, racial, patriotic, and political prejudices; old imitations, misunderstandings; immorality; war preparations for conquest; ignorance; envy, etc. Therefore, He revealed teachings and laws in order to eliminate these deadly elements. The singing of the Benediction was a fitting close for the day that we shall ever recall with many happy memories.

Molly D. Butts.
| حفظ بـآللله اوللمعین وعِینِه | اهلی آن شهرها سما وعده علیکه

| بودن که دِیجِنْ نِسیجِ نَعِیدیُنْدُو | شهَکْنِی‌نیا دِه‌نُه نُرَسکی

| شمال سِی‌کَوَو وِودِالصَّابیْتکا | است و جمع‌یاً شهر داری‌ی‌ی نیا

| هزار فِقَرْتْت وَاهالی ارْحمٰیْن | وشَیِّابِی‌نیا بِه‌نِی‌پی‌لی اذْدُ

| ساقِتْت دَو دُم‌ورِد شِیدِ جَمِیر | به‌جه‌نِی‌کوه‌بَارَان شَقِ وَغْرَهْنِا

| دِیدُن کِرَان درَکْنِا | آَهَنَ بِنْسُتْن بَوْدند وْأَرَابْنا

| باًوَنِسْل‌یُ یَکْرَان راً وِدُنک | مِرْضِق بِدوْنْ‌که نَتْرِبِمْنِالْقِنیک

| خَارِج اَرْشِهَرْد بَوْدُ دَونِیلْ مِسْتُر | بَوْهَان فُسْتْن مِنْصُتْ مِنْعُل مشلَّی

| بُوْهَانْ فُسْتْن مِنْصُتْ مِنْعُل مشلَّی | كُونْنَاصْت دَی‌ان مَدِجِنِی اَر

| بَوْهَانْ فُسْتْن مِنْصُتْ مِنْعُل مشلَّی | رِجَال وْنِسْاً نَوَارِی اَرْشِهَرْد بَوْدُ دَونِیلْ مِسْتُر

| كُونْنَاصْت دَی‌ان مَدِجِنِی اَر | فُلْان این بُوْدند وْدِمْرِیجْ سِیدن

| مِنْکَاهُمْ بِه‌نی‌که دِه‌نُه هِریدَلی‌لیا | (Continued on page 240)
| —— | —— |
| —— | —— |
| فضاءات كونية | نواحي جغرافية
| انسانية | عرف عن باريس بسبب ألف ليل بباريس
| تطبيق | تطبيق دين وعلم والتعليم
| تعصب دائم | تعصب دائم
| تعصب اجتماعي | تعصب اجتماعي
| وحدة ذاتية | وحدة ذاتية
| تعصب اجتماعي | تعصب اجتماعي
| ساحة الاستعفاء | ساحة الاستعفاء
| باريس | باريس
| باريس | باريس
| تأثريات دولية | تأثريات دولية
| عدالة | عدالة
| مساحة أراضي | مساحة أراضي
| حقوق رجال ونساء | حقوق رجال ونساء
| عدل ومساواة | عدل ومساواة
| مساحة حريات | مساحة حريات
| عدل ومساواة | عدل ومساواة
| حرب على الظلم | حرب على الظلم
| مساحة حريات | مساحة حريات
| حرب على الظلم | حرب على الظلم
| نتائج جداً | نتائج جداً
<p>| —— | —— |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>لوحة مباليك</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>باقي راح نيو بورك سابق</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نزل شته</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| نيو بورك : جنوب ويل سولز علية  
المذابة والثابتة  
هوى الله  |  
| إيجريخاء عالانونا في : نانه  
فصول وليل شارد وملك سبيد  
قراشر كود وخير معاودة  
وخصهن بفيت أموير وغيره  |  
| بودي كل ملاحظة كودر وليهود  |
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THE CENTER OF THE COVENANT, THE GREATEST BRANCH:
ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

"And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out of his roots;" — Isaiah 11:1.

"This person is the Expounder of My Book and all must turn to him." — Words of Baha'u'llah.
“We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the ‘Most Great Peace’ shall come.”—BAHA’ULLAH.
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The “Center of the Covenant”
From The Bahai Proofs, by Mirza Abul Fazl.

In the Name of God, the Most Holy Beauty of El-Abha!

To the people of Faith, the clear appointment of the Center of the Cause, after the departure [death] of the Manifestation [BAHA’ULLAH], is considered the most important point in religious matters, as it is the greatest channel which connects the servants of God with holy divine truth. They are all sure and convinced that the Center of the Covenant is no other than His Holiness, ABDUL-BAHA; for, apart from the divine signs that were manifest in him, BAHA’ULLAH clearly and implicitly, verbally and in writing, directed all of his servants to the blessed person of ABDUL-BAHA, and, under all circumstances, clearly showed that he was far distinguished above others, in order that all the servants should look unto him alone, and follow his commands. For it is only through his explanation and decision that all discord is removed. Consequently the Bahais appreciate the determining of the “Appointed Center” as the greatest of the divine providences and account his blessed being as an impregnable fortress which protects the divine Religion from the doubts of the skeptic and fanciful imaginations of men.

But notwithstanding all this, as BAHA’ULLAH foresaw, that when his beauty of oneness was concealed under the veils of disappearance, the people of desire, through jealousy, would hold to groundless doubts and suspicious and disregard the prohibition to interpret the Book. He, therefore, prior to his departure, revealed the blessed Kitab-el-A’hd [Book of the Covenant, the Will of BAHA’ULLAH]. This he wrote, and sealed it with his own blessed hand and seal, in order that the darkness of discord might not again obscure the brilliant horizon of the Cause of God, and the calamities and disasters which afflicted other religions might not overtake this Movement. In this Book (his Covenant) he clearly indicated that the purpose of the “Branch extended from the Ancient Root,” revealed in the blessed verse of Akdas, was the “Center of the Circle of Names,” the exalted “Branch” of the Blessed Tree of Abha, His Holiness ABDUL-BAHA. Then he, for the second time, enjoined, through an unchangeable and irrefutable command, all his “branches,” “twigs” (relatives), and the Bahais without exception, to look unto that dawning-place of divine light, and to know him as the source and origin of the commands and prohibitions of the heavenly religion. He desired, by this clear elucidation, to counteract the imaginations of the ignorant, extinguish the world-consuming flame of jealousy and hatred of the people of error, and guard the divine religion from divisions and sects which are, according to the judgment of common sense and the clear texts of holy Tablets of God, the most deplorable for religion and humanity. By this he sought to preserve the divine Word from human doubts, suspicions and artifices.
In Praise of the "Greatest Branch"

Written by Mirza Abul Fazi, November 24, and read in Washington, D. C., November 26, 1902, at the celebration of the anniversary of the Feast of the Appointment of the Center of the Covenant.

In the Name of God, the Most Holy, the Abha!

O ye beloved of God and His friends! Praise and glorification befit the holy court of the True One, the Exalted, who has, in this great age and wonderful cycle, primarily caused the shining star of the Blessed Being of the First Point (The Bab) to appear like unto the beaming orb of the morn from the horizon of the world; has rejoiced and revived the creatures through the glad tidings of the advent of the new Day, and the Manifestation of the Glorious Lord. Praise be to God! who subsequently caused the Sun of the most holy Beauty of El-Abha (Exalted is His Supreme Name!) to dawn forth in the midst of the heaven of power and grandeur. After the disappearance of these two Lights a third Splendor became manifest from the Sinai of Epiphany, and the Orb of the Covenant shone forth from the firmament of beatitude, the apex of exaltation and glory, with the most marvelous effulgence.

Through these three shining lights, the darkness of the nations, superstitions, will be dispelled, the dust of discord of the people will be subsided by the showers of mercy descending from the clouds of divine providence; the banner of peace will be hoisted; the mortal world will be clothed in the excellent robe of ideal humanity; the bond of perfect love will be strengthened among contradictory nations and repugnant peoples; and the world, east and west, will become the Paradise of El-Abha and as a garden bringing forth fruits of divine grace. We, therefore, praise Him in such glorification from which the lights of sincerity may gleam forth and scintillate throughout ages and epochs; and we thank Him in such sanctification from which the pure fragrances of meekness and humbleness will be diffused and exhaled with the duration of nights and days!

O ye beloved of God and His friends! This great Day has been assigned to the blessed name of the Lord of the world, the sign of pre-existence, the standard of divine victory among nations, the Light of the heaven and the earth, the point around which the Supreme Course revolves, in the kingdom of Names — His Holiness, Abdul-Baha (May the life of the creatures be a sacrifice to him)! Ye are all attracted to His love, united in His servitude, overshadowed under His banner, and are assembled together in this excellent meeting, with rejoiced hearts and shining faces, speaking the praise of the most holy beauty of El-Abha, and uttering the glorification of the Center of His Covenant, His Holiness, Abdul-Baha.

How can this servant duly praise and thank God, the Exalted, who hath enabled him to make his tongue fluent in glorifying the Center of the Covenant in this wonderful meeting, in the presence of His chosen ones and friends? Again I praise Him for this wondrous confirmation and glorious success. Verily, He is the Mighty, the Praiseworthy!

How can this weak one befittingly glorify and sanctify a most holy personage with whose name all the ancient and heavenly books are adorned and who has been announced and prophesied, by the tongue of the prophets and chosen ones, from the beginning to the end? Every prophetic page seems like unto a heaven, studded with the beaming stars and shining pearls of the praises of the Orb of the Universe; or like unto a rose-garden decked and embellished by the
verdant leaves and fragrant flowers of the glorification of the Center of the Covenant. Again we praise Him with such words whereby hearts are cheered and breasts are dilated, and we thank Him in such hymns whereby the light of bliss and beatitude shine forth from the horizon of the hearts!

O ye beloved of God and His friends! Consider how in the second Psalm, David (Peace be upon him!) has announced the appearance of the Son of God in dominion and judgment, and how he hath warned the kings and judges of the earth to serve him! Consider in the fourth chapter of Isaiah how that great prophet has foretold the appearance of the Exalted “Branch” of the Lord in the utmost beauty and glory, and how God hath appointed him a place of refuge for the saved ones. Consider how Isaiah has spoken in the eleventh chapter of his book that the lofty “Branch” of the Blessed Tree shall appear from the root of David, and shall grow out of the Holy Land; how the spirit of supremacy and power, of counsel and divine wisdom shall rest upon him; the lights of glory and divine grandeur shall beam forth from his shining face; how he shall hoist the pavilion of universal peace and divine equity, and assemble all the various and contradictory nations, including weak and strong, high and low, under the shadow of union and harmony.

Reflect upon the 26th verse of the 30th chapter of the book of Isaiah, how God, the Almighty, has clearly spoken that in the day when Israel shall be saved, and the sins and errors of the heirs of Abraham effaced, the shining moon of the Center of the Covenant shall gleam forth in the utmost glory and splendor, and the beaming lights scintillating from the brilliant face of that dawning-place of supremacy and Lordship shall be like unto the Sun of Truth! Consider how, in the first few verses of the 42d chapter of Isaiah, it is clearly shown that in the last day, God, the Exalted, shall elect the bearer of the banner of His servitude, confer upon him the Holy Spirit of His divinity, unfurl the standard of the Supreme Covenant and Testament in His Name, and shall protect him, with His strong hand, from the deceit of the violators and the devices of the people of rancor; that Servant of the Lord shall become a banner for the people’s salvation and a light for hearts and souls; shall restore the blind and deliver the captives; direct those who sit in darkness unto light; place all the creatures under the standard of universal peace, security and absolute emancipation, and make the tongues of all in the East and West fluent in new hymns and wonderful glorifications!

Likewise, consider the 7th chapter of Daniel. First, in the 9th and 10th verses, God hath announced the Manifestation of the Great Lord, the Ancient King, the Most Holy Beauty of Abha (Glorified is His Supreme Name!) and hath spoken of the founding of the sound religion and manifest law and of the rise of the hosts of chosen ones and holy ones.

Then He hath said in the 13th and 14th verses of the same chapter that the Excellent “Branch” shall be extended from that Ancient Root, and the Spirit of God descended from heaven shall shine forth from his beaming face and Glory and Kingdom shall be conferred upon him from God; his command shall influence all nations and multitudes, and his Kingdom shall continue forever.

Likewise, consider the 8th and 9th verses of the 3d chapter of Zechariah, where the great prophet has clearly prophesied that in the day of the Most Great Manifestation, the dawning of the Sun of the Ancient Beauty, God, the Exalted, shall bring about the removal of the nations’ iniquity and the elimination of the people’s calamities by the rise of that Excellent “Branch” extended from the Pre-existent Root; and He
hath made the restoration of the Holy Land, the covenanted country of the prophets and chosen ones, dependent upon the power of that blessed being.

Likewise, in the 12th and 13th verses of the 6th chapter of the same book, God, the Exalted, hath explicitly promised Zechariah that in the Day of the Lord’s Manifestation the Blessed “Branch” shall grow up out of the pure Tree of Divinity, shall bear the glory of the Lord, shall sit and rule upon His throne, and shall build the Temple of the divine worship; the banner of universal peace and eternal beatitude shall be hoisted among all mankind through the council of peace held between the “Branch” and the Lord.

Consider the New Testament; in every instant in which His Holiness Christ (Glory be to him!) and his eminent disciples have announced the coming of the Kingdom of God, they have spoken of the rising of the Excellent “Branch” and of the dawning of the Orb of the Covenant. Especially his holiness, John, has adorned all the prophecies of his Book of Revelation with this glorious name, and has clearly stated the appearance of the Covenant of God in the Day of the Lord’s Manifestation. He has explicitly said that in that great Day, the new Holy City shall be illuminated with lights shining from the face of the Lord and His appointed “Branch”; the rivers of wonderful enlightenments, which would impart life to the people of the world and save nations, shall flow forth from the throne of the Lord and that of the Center of His Covenant. Nay, rather, he has elucidated that those written in the Book of Life of the Excellent “Branch” shall be saved, and those overshadowed under His Ancient Standard shall inherit everlasting glory.

To resume: The tongues of all the prophets sung the praise of his blessed name, and the hearts of the chosen ones rejoiced at the announcement of his coming, until that most holy being was born in the Day* of the Manifestation of the “First Point” (Exalted is his supreme name!). The birthday of the “Branch” extended from the Ancient Root coincided with the day of the appearance of the Lord’s precursor, and the “Mystery of God” was realized by this coincidence. In his childhood he was nurtured under the favors of the most Holy Beauty of El-Abha, until, at the age of nine, he escorted the Ancient Beauty (BAHA’U’LLAH) from Teheran to Bagdad. He shared with the Beauty of El-Abha in every calamity and affliction during their exile from Bagdad to Constantinople, Adrianople, and finally to Aeca (the prison), and endured unbearable sufferings. The Tongue of Grandeur was always uttering the greatness of his station, and appointed His Holiness, the Excellent “Branch,” to the position of the “Center of the Covenant.” In a Tablet revealed by the Beauty of El-Abha to Abdul-Baha, while the latter was in Beyrout, He said: “We have appointed thee a protection to all the creatures, a guardian to all in the heavens and the earth, and a fortress to those who believe in God, the One, the Omniscient!”

O ye beloved of God! How can I duly praise the Lord of mankind, the Center of the Covenant (May the life of all the creatures be a sacrifice to him!), and how can I explain the loftiness of his station! For he is the one whom all the divine Manifestations have praised and extolled.

Let us now offer our humble efforts in praising and glorifying God, the Exalted, who has honored us by serving the Center of His Covenant, hath made us know in his name, and hath placed us under the shadow of his glorious banner. We thank Him in such praises whereby the faces of the steadfast ones are illuminated!

Praise be to God, the King of the Heaven and the earth!

(Signed) Abdul Fazl.

* May 23, 1844 A. D.
Recent Tablets from Abdul-Baha to American Bahais

ELLA G. COOPER

(portion of tablet from Abdul-Baha to Mrs. Ella G. Cooper, San Francisco, California.)

. . . Four letters have been received from you, the last dated April 18th, 1919. All of them were indicative of firmness in the great Covenant. Praise be to God, the friends in California are holding fast to the helm of the Almighty and are attracted to the God of Elijah. Their movement is like unto the attraction of steel which is subjected to magnetic power; their aims are confined to the good pleasure of God and their highest wish centers around the unbounded blessing. They are engaged in service and are intimately connected with the Holy Spirit. . . .

Thou hast referred to the little assembly of Los Angeles. Although that assembly is small, yet it is kept under the protecting eye of God. If it prove to be firm and steadfast it shall resist all that is on earth.

Consider how many souls arose after His Holiness Christ and determined to extinguish the Lamp of God. Even the Roman emperor, who was a most eminent philosopher, exerted the utmost effort in order to resist the sweeping movement; he wrote a refutatory book against His Holiness Christ, published it throughout his empire, and caused a great many to turn away from His Holiness Christ. But, eventually, the power of the Word of God conquered and broke all imperial resistance. The resplendent light of the Covenant and Testament of God dissipated the darkness of doubt and suspicion that was entertained by those philosophers and potentates. It is evident, therefore, as to what will result from these important forces.

At most it is this: that some feeble and heedless souls will waver in the Cause of God, but ultimately this fire will be quenched.

Refer to the history of the Church and read the details of the activities of Arius, the Patriarch of Alexandria. Notwithstanding the fact that his followers numbered a million and a half, and the support of the mighty emperor was extended to him, eventually he was completely destroyed and no trace of him whatever remained, and so on and so forth. . . . Undoubtedly, wherever a carcass is to be found, a number of ravens and contemptible dogs gather around that putrefying body, but ere long they shall be scattered in great distress.

. . . Read attentively the translations of his honor Mirza Abul Fazl's book, The Brilliant Proof; it is very necessary—and send it then to the spiritual assembly of Los Angeles. . . .

(Signed) ABDUL-BABA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, June 2, 1919.)

MARY RABB

To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Mary Rabb, care of Mrs. Ella Goodall Cooper—Upon her be Baha'u'llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou daughter of the Kingdom!

Your letter dated March 5th, 1919, was received. Its contents were conducive to gladness and they indicated firmness and steadfastness in the glorious Covenant.

Today the pulsating power in the arteries of the body of the world is the spirit of the Covenant—the spirit which is the cause of life. Whosoever is vivified with this spirit the freshness and beauty of life become manifest in him, he is baptized with the Holy Spirit, he is born again, is freed from oppression and tyranny, from heedlessness and iniquity which deaden the spirit, and attains unto everlasting life.
O thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shall spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA Abrams.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
O ye apostles of Baha’u’llah—May my life be a ransom to you!

... Similarly, the Magazine, the Star of the West, must be edited in the utmost regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God—so that both in the East and the West they may become informed of the most important events.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA Abrams.

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: Hooper Harris.
Western States: Helen S. Goodall.
Southern States: Joseph H. Hanner.
Dominion of Canada: May Maxwell.
Central States: Albert Vail, Carl Scheffler.
Editorial Staff: Albert R. Windust—Gertrude Buikema—Dr. Zia M. Baghdadi.
Honorary Member: Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

Praise thou God that thou art firm in the Covenant and the Testament and art turning thy face to the Luminary of the world, His Highness Baha’u’llah. Thou hast illumined thy face with the light of guidance and perfumed thy nostrils with the fragrances of the Abha paradise. Strive therefore that thou mayest attract the souls and train them through the divine teachings that they may become the signs of guidance, may turn into blessed trees and may secure a large share from the day of Manifestation.

The teacher is like unto a farmer who sows a seed, the cloud of mercy pours out its showers and every seed multiplies a hundred fold, gives forth a luxuriant harvest and becomes the cause of heavenly benediction.

I hope that thou mayest be confirmed to acquire that heavenly benediction and may become my partner in this lucrative enterprise; that thou mayest grow to become a blessed tree, fruitful, green and rich in foliage and laden with sweet and delicious fruits.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA Abrams.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, June 3, 1919.)

LOS ANGELES ASSEMBLY
To the members of the spiritual assembly of Los Angeles, California, care of the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Ella G. Cooper—Upon them be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O ye blessed souls!

Although ye are undergoing crucial tests in view of the repeated and assiduous attempts of some people to shake the faith of the friends in Los Angeles, yet ye are under the guarding eye of the bounty of Baha’u’llah and are assisted by legions of angels.
Walk, therefore, with a sure step and engage with the utmost assurance and confidence in the promulgation of the divine fragrances, the glorification of the Word of God and firmness in the Covenant. Rest ye assured that if a soul arises in the utmost perseverance and raises the Call of the Kingdom and resolutely promulgates the Covenant—be he an insignificant ant—he shall be enabled to drive away the formidable elephant from the arena, and if he be a feeble moth he shall cut to pieces the plumage of the rapacious vulture.

Endeavor, therefore, that ye may scatter and disperse the army of doubt and of error with the power of the Holy Utterances. This is my will and this is my counsel. Do not quarrel with anybody, and shun every form of dispute. Utter the Word of God. If he accepts it the desired purpose is attained, and if he turns away leave him to himself and trust to God.

Such is the attribute of those who are firm in the Covenant.

Upon ye be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, June 2, 1919.)

BAHAIS OF CALIFORNIA

To the friends and maid-servants of the Merciful in Los Angeles and the other cities of California, care of Mr. and Mrs. Beckett—Upon them be Baha’-o’lIah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O ye friends and maid-servants of the Merciful!

From the spiritual assembly of Los Angeles a letter has been received. It was indicative of the fact that the blessed souls in California, like unto an immovable mountain, are withstanding the gale of violation, have like unto blessed trees been implanted in the soil of the Covenant and are in the utmost firmness and steadfastness. The hope is entertained, therefore, that through the blessings of the Sun of Truth they may daily increase in their firmness and steadfastness. The tests of every dispensation are in direct proportion with the greatness of the Cause and as heretofore such a manifest Covenant, written by the Supreme Pen, has not been entered upon, the tests are proportionately severe. These trials cause the feeble souls to waver while those who are firm are not affected. These agitations of the violators are no more than the foam of the ocean, which is one of its inseparable features, but the ocean of the Covenant shall surge and shall cast ashore those dead bodies for it cannot contain them. Thus it is seen that the ocean of the Covenant has surged and surged until it has thrown out the dead bodies—the souls that are deprived of the Spirit of God and are lost in passion and self and are seeking leadership. In fine, this froth of the ocean shall not endure and shall soon disappear and vanish, while on the other hand the ocean of the Covenant shall eternally surge and roar.

Consider then that Christ, in order to preserve the unity of Christendom, said to Peter: "Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build my church."

This word has secured every one's submissiveness and allegiance and has preserved for a thousand years the unity of the Christian world. Notwithstanding the fact that this declaration was not a command to obey and to follow and was verbally delivered, yet it has proved to do away with any foam that might appear on the surface of the ocean of Christ and to cast ashore any dead body that sought the vanities of this world. At present His Holiness Baha’o’lIah, through His Supreme Pen, has written the Book of the Covenant and has called it the "Book of the Covenant," and has entered with every one into a covenant and a testament. He first addresses the Aghsans, then the Afmals and then the relations bidding
them to turn their faces to the Center of the Covenant and has then, in accordance with the explicit text of the Most Holy Book (the Book of Laws), made the Center of the Covenant the Expounder of the Book.

From the early days of creation down to the present time, throughout all the divine dispensations, such a firm and explicit Covenant has not been entered upon. In view of this fact is it possible for these foams to remain on the surface of the ocean of the Covenant? No, by God! The violators are trampling upon their own dignity, are uprooting their own foundation and are proud in that they are upheld by flatterers who exert a great effort to shake the faith of feeble souls. But this action of theirs is of no consequence; it is a mirage and not water, the foam and not the sea, the mist and not the cloud, illusion and not reality. All this you shall soon see.

In short, praise be to God, ye are firm and steadfast and be ye thankful that like unto blessed trees ye are firmly implanted in the soil of the Covenant. It is sure that every firm one will grow, will yield fresh fruits and will increase daily in freshness and grace. Reflect upon all the writings of Baha’u’llah, whether epistles or prayers, and ye shall surely come across a thousand passages wherein Baha’u’llah prays as follows: “O God! Exterminate the violators of the Covenant and defeat the oppressors of the Testament.” “He who denies the Covenant and the Testament is rejected by God, and he who remains firm and steadfast therein is favored at the Threshold of Oneness.” Such sayings and prayers abound, refer to them and ye shall know.

In short, never be depressed. The more ye are stirred by violation, the more deepen ye in firmness and steadfastness, and be assured that the divine hosts shall conquer for they are assured of the victory of the Abha Kingdom. Throughout all regions the standard of firmness and steadfastness is upraised and the flag of violation is debased for only a few weak souls have been led away by the flattery and the specious arguments of the violators who are outwardly with the greatest care exhibiting firmness but inwardly are engaged in stirring souls. Only a few who are the leaders of those who stir and agitate are outwardly known as violators while the rest, through subtle means deceive the souls, for outwardly they assert their firmness and steadfastness in the Covenant but when they come across responsive ears they secretly sow the seeds of suspicion. The case of all of them resembles the violation of the Covenant by Judas Iscariot and his followers. Consider: Has any result or trace remained after them? Not even a name has been left behind his followers and although a great number of Jews have sided with him it was as if he had no followers at all. This Judas Iscariot who was the leader of the apostles betrayed His Holiness Christ for thirty drachme.

Take heed, O ye people of perception!

At present these insignificant violators will surely give away the Center of the Covenant for the large sum which they have begged by every subtle means. It is now thirty years that His Holiness Baha’u’llah has ascended and these violators have meanwhile striven with the utmost effort. What have they done so far? Under all conditions those who have remained firm in the Covenant have conquered while the violators have met defeat, dejection and disappointment. After the ascension of Abdul-Baha, no trace of them shall remain. These souls ignore what will happen and are proud of their own fancies.

In short, O ye friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful! The hand of the divine bounty has placed upon your heads a bejeweled crown, the precious gems of which shall eternally shine over all regions. Appreciate this bounty and unloosen the tongue in praise and thanksgiving, and engage in
the promulgation of the divine teachings for this is the Spirit of Life and the means of salvation.

Upon ye be Baha-El-Abha.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA-ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Bahjeh, Acre, Palestine, July 23, 1919.)

AGNES LEO

To the maid-servant of God, Agnes Leo, Spokane, Washington—Upon her be Baha’o’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou maid-servant of God!

Thy letter was received. Thou wert complaining of your assembly that it has fallen into disgrace. Every ailing has its remedy, and every affliction its relief. The efficacious remedy of this disease with which the assembly has been afflicted lies in meditation and contemplation over the Covenant and Testament. It should be observed whether the Blessed Beauty has entered into this Covenant and Testament in order to exact obedience from all, or to bring about disobedience. If the latter is intended, then nothing is to be said, and if obedience and compliance are the objects aimed at, then wavering leads to utter loss, and disobedience and rejection are absolute error.

His Holiness Christ, with reference to Peter, hath uttered one word, and has not personally written anything, and that word is: “Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build my church.” Notwithstanding the fact that it was only one word, void of any great importance and has been orally communicated and not written, nor has it been put down by the pen of Christ, yet all the apostles submitted and complied.

Now, the Blessed Beauty has given explicitly through His own writing, and by the stroke of the supreme pen the absolute command of obedience, and of the turning of the face toward the Center. It must be either said that, God forbid, the Blessed Beauty was ignorant and has been wrong in commanding that all should obey the Center of the Covenant or, on the other hand, obedience should be shown, and the face should be turned towards him. Strange! What answer will they give to the Blessed Beauty in the divine Kingdom? This much consideration is enough if justice is considered; and if it is not, and injustice prevails throughout discussions, then it is another question.

In fine, these Covenant-breakers and their disobedience are like unto froth, which does not last, and which shall soon vanish, while the sea itself, which is the cause of life, will remain and continue to exist. Reflect upon the time subsequent to the manifestation of Christ: How many souls have sown in the Cause of God the seeds of sedition and intrigue but eventually their efforts were doomed to disappointment and failure and Truth hoisted its banner. This breaking of the Covenant is likewise doomed to failure. Like unto a mirage, soon it shall vanish and disappear.

Upon thee be greetings and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine; June 24th, 1919.)

ERNEST WALTERS

His honor, Mr. Ernest Walters, Chicago, Illinois—Upon him be Baha’o’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou servant of God!

Two letters have been received from thee and from the contents of both the turning of thy face toward the Kingdom of God was noted. Divine bounty has been extended and the blessings of His Holiness Baha’o’llah are complete. Rest thou assured that thyself and thy mother shall ever be encompassed by divine bounty, but thou must be so firm
and steadfast in the Covenant and Testament that the violators who may be found at thy meeting may not even draw a breath.

Today the magnet of the confirmations of the divine Kingdom is firmness in the Covenant and the Testament and all else save that is useless talk for by what can Bahai unity be preserved? Can it be preserved through the absurd and useless words of some people? God forbid. His Holiness Christ, in order to preserve the unity of Christendom addressed one word to Peter: "Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build my church." This word preserved the unity of Christendom for 800 years although it was communicated only orally. But on the other hand the Kitab-el-Ahd is not an oral communication; it is the mark of the Supreme Pen. It has been revealed in order to preserve Bahai unity, so that the souls may not become agitated and perturbed, may not every day set up for themselves an idol and establish a new center of authority and seditious men may not agitate.

Glory be unto God! Notwithstanding this some thoughtless and ambitious persons desire to turn away through their meek language and flattery the souls from the straight path and cause them to wander aimlessly in the wilderness of superstitions. They have their liberty. On us it is incumbent to state the truth. Whosoever desires may accept it, and he who refuses, "Verily, God is independent of all the world."

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 20, 1919.)

MARY LESCH
To the maid-servant of God, Miss Mary Lesch, Chicago, Illinois—Upon her be Baha’o’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou maid-servant of God!

Thy letter was received and its contents indicated firmness in the Covenant. Therefore, the hope is entertained that thou wilt be assisted under all conditions, for today that which is most important is firmness in the Covenant and the Testament and otherwise Bahai unity will not be preserved. If Bahai unity could be preserved through something else, undoubtedly the Blessed Beauty would have commanded it.

In accordance with the Kitab-el-Akdas, which is the supreme authority and the Kitab-el-Ahd which is the last book of the Blessed Beauty written by His supreme pen, all are addressed in a clear and explicit manner.

First he addresses the Aghsans, then the Afnans and the relatives and finally the rest of the friends and bids them to turn their faces toward the Center of the Covenant. And the verses which have been revealed in the Kitab-el-Akdas
ordering all to turn after His Ascension to “Him who is branched from the Pre-Existent Root” are explicitly recorded in the Kitab-el-Ah’d as having for their object the Center of the Covenant. And in another special Tablet the authenticity of which is admitted by every one, it is recorded that if the center of violation whose proper name he mentions, deviates the least from the shadow of the Cause, he at once loses the station of Branchhood. How could it be more explicit?

Now it must be either said that the Blessed Beauty has done wrong and has led the people to error for he ordered them to obey a person who ought not to have been obeyed, or on the other hand it must be said that the least deviation from the Covenant and the Testament entails deprivation from the bounties of the Luminary of the world. One of the two alternatives must be true and there is no third one to it.

In fine, Bahai unity cannot be preserved save through the Covenant of God. Today the stirring power in the body of the world is the Covenant, and if this Covenant is made ineffective, what power will be able to stir it? The statement which was made orally by His Holiness Christ to Peter—that “thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build my church”—this declaration preserved for a thousand years Christian unity. After the lapse of a thousand years, due to political questions, dissensions happened. Now, if this Word of Christ has preserved the unity of Christendom for a thousand years, consider what will be done by the Kitab-el-Ah’d which has been revealed by the Supreme Pen. But superficial, restless souls, who at first were firm in the Covenant and have written epistles with reference to their firmness and detachment from violators and have considered them as outcasts from the Threshold of the Almighty—and these epistles are still extant—these persons like unto Judas Iscariot, have for personal interests and financial motives, deviated from the Covenant. They followed the people of craft and stained their hands with the blood of Christ. Be admonished, O ye who possess intelligence!

If at all thou art firm and steadfast in the Covenant, strengthen and fortify thy relationships with the Convention, and from whomsoever thou inhales the odor of violation, avoid his company and keep aloof, that thou mayest remain safe and protected under the protection of the Covenant, and, like unto a candle, be ignited with the light of steadfastness.

I am kind to all people and do not attack anyone. I pray on behalf of all that all may gather under His divine protection. This Covenant and Testament have been entered into by the Blessed Beauty and I have not taken any such part. Let them answer Him and I have no objection. My duty is to be kind to everyone; vengeance is reserved for the Blessed Beauty and not for myself. As I am kind to everyone, I mention only the good characteristics of a person and if a word is written, the intention is the setting forth of truth and the preservation of the religion of God, so that Bahai unity may be preserved. If any persons desire to upset this unity, they are free and let them present their answers to the Blessed Beauty in the Abha Kingdom, should He address them as follows: “O ye, my friends! Have I, through My Supreme Pen and the explicit verses of the Kitab-el-Akdas commanded obedience or disobedience? Have I not ordered the center of violation to obey and to turn his face (towards Him)? Why have ye turned away from My manifest and irrefutable Center? I have given the command to turn your faces toward Him, how have ye turned away? Why have ye upset Bahai unity?”

What will they answer?

The friends must be very attentive and then whatever they deem advisable,
they may perform. I have nothing to impose. In America, no doubt whatever call is proclaimed, ambitious and thoughtless souls will be found to support it for a time. Even at Green Acre it has been remarked that one of the inhabitants of Malta was summoning men to excessive hunger [fasting] and used to receive pay for it. Notwithstanding this, some souls gathered around him and from hunger they seemed dead yet would pay to that man.

Do not grieve for thy dear brother who has ascended from this mortal world to the eternal realm and do not feel depressed. That drop has hastened to the limitless ocean and that wandering bird has flown to the shelter and nest of the Supreme Concourse. Thou shalt find him at the effulgent gathering in the Kingdom of Mysteries.

As to the dream thou didst have that thy brother appeared fully dressed, clothing is the ornament of man and that is the bounty of the Merciful. As to the bundle he had in hand, it is his benevolent deeds, and his serious look denoted his purpose to make thee realize the following fact: "Consider to what bounty I have attained! Praise be to God, that I am safe and well and have on me the garment of piety and carry in my hand the bundle of my deeds. I am alive and not dead. Consider closely, I am living and have not passed away. Be thou attentive."

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Acca, Palestine, July 22, 1919.)

MARY HALL
To the maid-servant of God, Mary Hall, Chicago, Illinois—Upon her be Baha’o’llaah Abha!
He Is God!
O thou dear maid-servant of God!
Thy letters were received. God willing, this time that thou hast turned away from the Theosophists to the Baha'i faith, thou mayest remain so firm and steadfast that if all the people that dwell on earth should gather to deviate thee a hair's breadth from the path of Baha'o'llaah, they would fail in their endeavor. Consider, that in the time of Christ, how much the Pharisees—and those souls who at first believed in Christ and then turned away from Him, such as Judas Iscariot and his companions—scattered the seeds of doubt in the Cause of Christ, in order to shake the faith of the believing souls. But these doubts and those who originated them are like unto the foam of the ocean, which has been cast ashore by the ever-surging ocean of Christ. This is because the foam does not last, while the ocean is eternal.

Praise be to God, thy eye has been again illumined, thy ear has responded, thou hast investigated the Truth and hast believed in the Cause of Baha'o'llaah. I hope that, day by day, the bounties of the Kingdom may constantly encircle thee, thou mayest daily increase in firmness and become the cause of the guidance of other souls.

As to thy presence in the Holy Land, these days it is very difficult, and here the conditions are not yet quite stable. God willing, when conditions are stabilized and travel is made easier, thou shalt present thyself.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Acca, Palestine, July 26, 1919.)

DR. PAULINE BARTON-PEEKE
To the maid-servant of God, Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke, Cleveland, Ohio—Upon her be Baha'o'llaah El-Abha!
He Is God!
O thou daughter of the Kingdom!
Thy letter was received. Praise be to God, it was indicative of the utmost firmness and steadfastness. It behooves
thee to be the herald of the Covenant and the Testament and to be attracted by the fragrances of the Merciful. The meeting thou dost hold at thy house pertains to the Kingdom, for the Sun of Reality shines therein. At the meeting the memory of God is commemorated, the hearts are turned to the divine Kingdom and the eyes are opened to witness the signs of the Merciful. Continue to hold this meeting and strive daily to fortify its basis and to arrange its sessions. My hope is that meeting may become in that land the recipient of merciful susceptibilities and the cause of the manifestation of divine illumination and the training of human souls.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Acca, Palestine, July 26, 1919.)

ROY WILLIAMS

To his honor, Mr. Roy Williams, care of his honor Mr. Hannen, Washington, D. C.—Upon him be Baha’o’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou firm in the Covenant!

Three consecutive letters have been received from thee. From their contents it became known that in Cleveland from the murky breaths of the Covenant-breakers the hearts are afflicted and among the friends harmony has decreased. Praise be to God! A hundred times it has been foretold that the violators are lying in ambush and by a certain means desire to cause dissension among the friends so that this dissension may end in violation of the Covenant. Notwithstanding this warning, how is it that the friends have neglected this explicit declaration?

The point at issue is firm, direct and in the utmost brevity. Either His Holiness Baha’o’llah was wise, omniscient and aware of consequences or was ignorant and a sinner. He entered by His Supreme Pen into such a firm Covenant and Testament with all the Bahais, first with the Aghsans (branches), Afnans (twigs) and Muntasebeens (relations) and commanded them to obey and turn toward (him). By His supreme pen, He has explicitly declared that the object of the following verse of the Kitab-el-Akdas (the Book of Laws) is the Greatest Branch:

“When the ocean of My Presence has disappeared and the Book of Origin is achieved to the end, turn your faces toward him whom God hath purposed, who hath branched from this Pre-Existent Root.” Its meaning briefly is this: That after my ascension, it is incumbent upon the Aghsans, the Afnans and the Muntasebeens and all the friends of God to turn their faces to him who has branched from the Pre-Existent Root.

He also plainly says in the Kitab-el-Akdas (Book of Laws): “O ye people of the world! When the Dove flies away from the orchard of praise towards the Most Supreme and Invisible Station refer in whatever ye do not comprehend in the Book to him who has been branched from this Pre-Existent Root.” Addressing all the people of the world, He says: When the Dove of Holiness flies away from the orchard of praise to the Most Supreme and Invisible Station—that is, when the Blessed Beauty turns away from the contingent world towards the invisible Realm—whatever ye do not understand from the Book refer it to him who has branched from the Pre-Existent Root. That is, whatever he says that is the actual fact.

And in the Book of the Covenant, He explicitly says that the object of this verse, “Who has branched from the Pre-Existent Root,” is the Greatest Branch. And He commands all the Aghsans, Afnans, Muntasebeens and the Bahais to turn toward him. Now either
one must say that the Blessed Beauty has made a mistake or He must be obeyed. Abdul-Baha has no command to call the people to its obedience save the diffusion of the fragrances of God, the exaltation of His Word, the promulgation of the oneness of the world of humanity, the establishment of universal peace, and so forth, from the Commands of God. These are divine commands and have nothing to do with Abdul-Baha. Whoever wishes may accept them and any one who rejects them may do as he pleases.

Now some of the mischief-makers, with many kinds of tricks are seeking leadership and in order to reach this position they instill some doubts among the friends that they may cause differences, and differences may result in drawing a party to themselves. But the friends of God must be awake and must know that the scattering of these doubts have as their motives personal intentions and the realization of leadership.

Do not break up Bahai unity, and this unity cannot be maintained save through faith in the Covenant of God.

In fine, thou hast the desire to travel about that thou mayest spread the fragrances of God. This is highly suitable. Assuredly divine confirmations will assist thee and the power of the Covenant and the Testament will secure thee triumph and victory.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Haifa, Palestine, July 18th, 1919.)

SUPPLICATION REVEALED BY ABDUL-BAHA.

O God! Assist me with the hosts of the Supreme Concourse and make me firm and steadfast in the Covenant and Testament. I am weak in the Covenant and Testament; confer upon me strength. I am poor; bestowed upon me wealth from the treasures of the Kingdom. I am ignorant; open before my face the doors of knowledge. I am dead; breathe into me the Breath of Life. I am dumb; grant me an eloquent tongue, so that with a fluent expression I may raise the call of Thy Kingdom and quicken all of them in firmness to the Covenant. Thou art the Generous, the Giver and the Mighty!
WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA

"Great importance must be given to the development of the STAR OF THE WEST. The circle of its discussion must be widened; in its columns must be published the essential problems pertaining to the Bahai life in all its phases. Its contents must be so universal that even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in all the social and religious movements of the age and is conducive to the progress of the world and its inhabitants. In short, the STAR OF THE WEST must promote the aspirations and the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets, bringing into the light of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost value to the Bahai teachers all over the world."

From Unveiling of the Divine Plan.
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STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA'O'LLAH.

The Collective Center

Address by HOOVER HARRIS of New York City, delivered at the Sixth Session of the Bahai Congress at Hotel McAlpin, New York City, Tuesday afternoon, April 29th, 1919. Stenographically reported.

THE subject assigned to me this afternoon is "The Collective Center." I did not choose the subject myself; I was asked to speak upon it.

In the great Tablet of Ishrakat, in the Persian meaning, shining forth; in the great Tablet of the shining forth, Baha'oollah says, beginning the Tablet with this expression—I am not quoting the words exactly but the substance—"When God purposes a new creation He first sends forth the luminous point, the point traverses the circle and passes through every sign, and there appears two great orbs."

"In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God."

The Word of God is that luminous point, the desire or the will or the Word of God. He, therefore, first sends forth His Word, His will, and that will traverses the circle and these two great orbs are produced. We read in the old Testament that the earth was without form and void, and darkness was upon the face of the deep, and the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the water and then the creation took place. In other words, creation is not out of nothing, as the theologians say. God has not spoken in our own scriptures or in any scriptures of creation ex nihilo, that is to say, creation out of nothing.

Creation is a process, is a forming, and the process of the forming is plainly told us if we have the eye to see it in these words of Baha'oollah in the great shining forth. There we have the point and the circle, the center and the circumference, and in the point and the circle the center and the circumference, we have the whole of all there is in the science of mathematics. In the point we have the symbol of the singleness of God; in the circle we have the symbol of the allness of God. Both the point and the circle are the symbols of eternity because you can extend the point forever and ever in either direction and never reach the end of it; you can subdivide it forever and ever and never reach the end of it. It is infinite in its minuteness; it is infinite in its greatness. The circle is the enclosure; it is the horizon, it is the circumference. You can go around it forever and ever and never get to the end of it.

The point is the symbol of the Occident, the singleness of God; the circle is the symbol of the Orient, the allness of God, and not until the point and the circle meet do you have the absolute oneness. So Baha'oollah has taught us the singleness and the oneness of God; and in the singleness and oneness of God...
we again have the point and the circle, the circle and the circumference.

In the West, every church spire pointing with its sharp point up into the heavens, represents a mathematical idea of God, the one God in heaven in singleness. In the East every religious temple has a dome, it has the half circle; it represents the eye of God, looking out in every direction and seeing His allness. The symbols, the point and the circle, the symbols of geometry and the symbols of arithmetic are concrete mathematics, yet nothing in themselves. The one can do nothing alone; the cipher can do nothing alone. But when you bring the two together, the one and the cipher you have the ten, and in the ten you have the decimal system and in the decimal system you have the principle of mathematics which builds everything; the principle of mathematics which builds your cities, which builds your great bridges, your great works of engineering, your great construction work because the Occident and the Orient have come together. They have clasped hands.

The point is the symbol of the objective being, the circle is the symbol of the subjective being. Now we see that even in the description given us in the creation, the earth was without form and void and the Spirit of God moved upon the surface of the waters and there commenced to be a forming, a creating, a drawing in toward a collective center. And then in the spiritual sense when God sent forth His prophet, His manifestation, His Word, for the purpose of a new spiritual creation in this universe, the same principle exactly was followed. He sent forth the luminous point—as in this great, new wonderful creation of our own day, the Bab—and eighteen others, making nineteen “letters of the living.”

I cannot talk long, but if you will study carefully you will find that Jesus the Christ had twelve disciples, men—and there were six women dear to his heart, his faithful servants who, because of the character of the times and the conditions were not outwardly known as disciples, but who were in a spiritual and inner sense just as truly disciples of the blessed Christ as were his twelve men disciples—and so then there were eighteen “letters of the living,” and together with Christ, himself the point, made the nineteen; and the one and the nine, ten. The Bab, the luminous point, passes through these signs or letters. He has his eighteen “letters of the living,” the greatest of all of whom, thank God, was a woman, Kurát’l Ayn, who gave her life for this great Cause in such a manner that Dr. Pollock, a western physician present at the time and witnessing her execution, makes the statement, publishes it in writing, that that magnificent, that wonderful woman bore with infinite patience, without a murmur of complaint, with great gladness, a long and torturing death for the sake of the great freedom of woman and of the race. Eighteen “letters of the living,” himself the point, the luminous point, nineteen; one and nine, ten.

And then there were created these great two orbs, the great Manifestation of God, the orb of command, the orb of revelation, the orb of manifestation; and the other orb, the Center of the Covenant. Two great orbs. So we have in the outer, physical creation, according to the description, the great collective center as well as in the spiritual creation the great collective center. We have outwardly in this physical universe of ours, the great collective center the sun. Around it revolve the planets and everything in the circumference of that enclosure is pulling upon the sun, and the sun in its turn is pulling to it every particle, every smallest atom throughout the solar system. And so, through this great collective center, the sun, and through the great law of gravitation—which on the material and the outer plane is the expression of love, because that is the attraction of gravi-
tion, the affinity of atom for atom, the love of atom for atom—through this great central orb, the sun and the physical expression of love, gravitation, the order of the universe is maintained.

And then, I think you will find in the great book, Seven Valleys, Baha’u’llah—long before the scientists knew anything about it—said “Split the atom, and at its center you will find a radiance.” The scientists came along and have discovered that the atom could be split and they did split it, and at its center they found a form of electromagnetic energy which they named the electron. So even the little atom is a world complete in itself, the point and the circle and its point or center is the electron. Its circumference is all the rest of it and through the radiant energy at its center, its world is held together and the order of the integrity of even the little atom is maintained and preserved through this principle of the collective center.

The great organism we call the macrocosm; man as an individual has been called a microcosm. What is true of the macrocosm is also of the microcosm because man, as an individual, has also his own universe and at the center of that universe is a great collective center. And in the individual man what is that collective center? Baha’u’llah says in his Hidden Words, “We have deposited in you the essence of our light, therefore depend upon it and upon nothing else.” So that the center of each individual human being, the center of the universe of the individual, he calls the essence of the light of God, radiance from God at the center of the individual human being. And where does that center exist? God has told us that there is a connection between the individual and the soul.

The soul is not in the body like something within a shell but each individual is connected with his soul and his soul is the carrier of the commands of God. Through the soul the individual receives the light of the inspiration and the knowledge God. Not merely by their circumferences meeting; they are connected by the meeting of their centers.

When center is connected with center then you have a real unity, a real joining. When only circumference is joined with circumference you merely have an outer contact, which is a very different thing. So the man or the woman who is truly joined to the great collective center, God, is joined at that point of connection where the two worlds meet, joined at the place where the soul connects the individual with the great, the eternal, and the universal.

We pass on to the collective center of the Kingdom of God upon the earth. You will remember how one day Jesus was walking with his disciples, and he passed the temple, the outer temple of stone, and he said, “You see this temple? Destroy it and in three days I will build it again,” and the writer, the reporter of the words of Jesus, notes that he did not refer to this temple of stone; he referred to the temple of his own body. Again Jesus said, “Know ye not that the Kingdom of Heaven is amongst you?” The words do admit of the meaning that the Kingdom of Heaven is “within you”, that is quite true, but that is not the primary meaning of the words. The primary meaning of the words was that the Kingdom of Heaven is amongst you, and he meant by that that the Word of God in the flesh, walking among men, was the organic law of men, in the midst of them; that He was their king, He was their charter; He was their law, He was the Kingdom of God amongst them. The commentators point out that he must have meant this because the words are addressed to the Pharisees and the commentators say that it is not likely that in addressing the Pharisees he would have said the Kingdom of Heaven is “within you.”

The body of the Manifestation of God upon the earth is the Kingdom of God amongst men, and He is the great col-
lective center of the whole human race. In the Tablet which will be read to you after the speaking, Abdul-Baha gives illustrations of various collective centers. You will hear these things from his own pen and he says that the collective center, the real collective center among men, is the body of the teachings of the Kingdom of God. What does he mean? That the teachings of God are not something which are just scattered here and there and everywhere without any system and without any order, but that they have a body and a body means an organism. You can’t have a body without an organism; a body must have its head, it must have its heart, it must have its lungs, it must have the things that constitute a body. Now, there are different ideas of what might be considered the body of the teachings of God, the body of the teachings of God on the earth today.

First and foremost, Abdul-Baha, the Center of the Covenant, is in himself, in his own personality, the body of the teachings of the Kingdom of God. Mrs. Dreyfus-Barney said to me when I was in Acre, “The Master does not pose, there is no posing about the Master.” He is as simple as a little child, so simple that he fools people who do not know who and what he is. That dear, sweet, wonderful old man, in his own personality, in his own body walking this earth today is the body of the teachings of the Kingdom of God, is the law of the Kingdom of God, is everything that there is in the Kingdom of God embodied and shown forth in a human life, in a human personality.

Now, the Center of the Covenant of God upon this earth today, the body of the teachings of God upon the earth today, has himself told us that the Mashrekol-Azkar, the outward physical temple, will one day show forth the most marvelous spiritual results and that all of the activities of the Kingdom are to go forth from the Mashrekol-Azkar, the outer physical temple. He himself has named that outer physical temple as a collective center for the teachings of God. He has sent us a great and wonderful Tablet, a Tablet calling for action, a Tablet calling for us to do something, not merely to take his words and to say of them, Beautiful! Wonderful! Not merely to enjoy ourselves in a great spiritual feast in the delight of listening to that word and utterance, not merely in the sacred reverence we have for those writings and their embellishment as we have them here in these unveilings, Beautiful, beautiful! Wonderful, wonderful! But that is not what the Great Master is calling on us for. He is calling on us for action. He is calling on us to do the things that he is asking us to do, telling us how to do, in these great Tablets.

We should respond to the call, we should see the necessity of the collective center after he himself has told us about it, we should realize that here is the collective center whose radii extends from that center to the circumference and that from everywhere throughout that whole circumference every least and little ray, even at the outer edge of the circumference if it is turned toward the center, will come together in a great meeting and join and know each other in the center. It is inevitable, it cannot be avoided. But the minute you turn your back upon that center, the minute you say, “I am an individual, I am going to have my own individual way, I don’t believe in any collective center, I think I can do this thing for myself,” and you begin to look out toward the horizon, toward the outer rim of the circle and you have your own little way, talking—Oh, how beautifully people can talk, when they should do—talking in the most beautiful and wonderful way, all the time you are getting further and further apart from everyone of these little rays that start from that collective center. And we might go on for ever and ever and never come together, because the mathematical principle is con-
trary to our coming together if we follow that course. But the very minute that we turn in our tracks, each one of us gets rid of his desire to have his own little particular or individual way, or to exalt himself in any little way, or to think that he amounts to anything—Ah, how could he amount to anything if he only knew in comparison to the great heart of God how little he really is and how big he can become if he finds his reality there in Him, the bigger One!—if he only comes to know that, and to realize that and turns his back to the circumference and his face toward the great Center of the Covenant, then he is marching from the great outer rim—column after column, you can see them as they come, marching and marching from every point of that circle and from the circumference, each one intent upon his own business, each one doing his own duty, and yet every one of them from every point, gradually, persistently, inevitably, tending to the great union—where he and they are joined in the Center, and are not merely brought together by contact on the outer circumference.

If this great Congress and Convention does not succeed in bringing us to this realization, that we must obey the call of the Center of the Covenant, that we must listen with all our hearts and souls to what he has to say about the commands and about the collective center, then our session will have failed, and who are to do the work?

Thank God for ever and for ever, eternally thank Him, that you shall hear His words in these great Tablets, quoting first the words of Jesus the Christ, "Blessed are the poor for theirs is the Kingdom of God," and then He Himself saying, "Blessed are the nameless and the traceless poor, for they are the leaders of mankind!"

The Manifestation of Divinity through Inspiration

Address by Saffa Kinney of Boston, delivered at the Sixth Session of the Bahai Congress at Hotel McAlpin, New York City, Tuesday afternoon, April 29th, 1919. Stenographically reported.

My beloved brother, Hooper Harris, has given you really the first phase, or the first conditions of my topic and in all that I have to say, I want you to consider that as the first part of my few words. The topic as given to me this afternoon is "The Manifestation of Divinity and Inspiration." I have taken the liberty of changing one word. Somehow or other I could not seem to quite understand the way it read, so I changed the word "and" to the word "through" —"The Manifestation of Divinity through Inspiration," and then I seemed to get some thoughts. However, be it as it may, I have taken for my text this afternoon the Lord's Prayer: "Our Father, who art in heaven, hallowed be Thy name, Thy Kingdom come, Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven," and I wish to present the same thought that Brother Harris has presented from the standpoint of one who is trying.

Everything, everywhere, has a manifestation of some wonderful thought or idea behind it, or lying concealed, shall we say. If you wander through the fields, if you wander through the rose-gardens, if you pass into the midst of the great forest there you see nature in activity; there you see the wonderful flowers of the field, the daisies, growing, passing through their phases of development and then passing away, and you see the wonderful gardens coming to fruition and fullness, passing into the blossoms and then into the seed, and passing away, leaving the seed behind;

(Continued on page 286)
O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shall spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America, although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

O ye apostles of Bahá’u’lláh—May my life be a ransom to you!

... Similarly, the Magazine, the Star of the West, must be edited in the utmost regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God—so that both in the East and the West they may become informed of the most important events.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION

Northeastern States: Hooper Harris,
Western States: Helen S. Goodall
Southern States: Joseph H. Hannen
Dominion of Canada: May Maxwell
Central States: Albert Vail, Carl Scheffler
Editorial Staff: Albert R. Windust—Gertrude Buikema—Dr. Zia M. Bagnad
Honorary Member: Mirza Ahmad Sobrab
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Unveiling of the Divine Plan for the Western World

Tablet* of Abdul-Baha read at the Sixth Session of the Eleventh Annual Mashrekol-Azkar Convention and Bahai Congress, held in Hotel McAlpin, New York City, April 26-30, 1919.

FIRST TABLET

To the Assemblies and Meetings of the believers of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful in the United States and Canada—Upon them be Bahá’u’lláh El-Abha!

He Is God!

O ye blessed souls!

I desire for you eternal success and prosperity and beg perfect confirmation for each one in the divine world. My hope for you is that each one may shine forth like unto the morning star from the horizon of the world and in this garden of God become a blessed tree, producing everlasting fruits and results.

Therefore I direct you that which is conducive to your heavenly confirmation and illumination in the Kingdom of God.

*Note.—The two Tablets presented herewith are addressed to the Bahai Assemblies of the United States and Canada, instructing them to spread the principles of Bahá’u’lláh in Alaska, Mexico, Central America, South America and the West Indies. The first Tablet was revealed in the Garden of Bahji, Saturday morning, April 8th, 1916; the second Tablet was revealed on Thursday afternoon, March 8th, 1917, at Haifa, Palestine.—The Editors.
It is this: Alaska is a vast country. Although one of the maid-servants of the Merciful has hastened to those parts, serving as a librarian in the public library, and according to her ability is not failing in teaching the Cause, yet the call of the Kingdom of God is not yet raised through that spacious territory.

His Holiness Christ says: Travel ye to the East and to the West of the world and summon the people to the Kingdom of God. Hence the mercy of God must encompass all humanity. Therefore, do ye not think it permissible to leave that region deprived of the breezes of the Morn of Guidance. Consequently, strive as far as ye are able to send to those parts fluent speakers, who are detached from aught else save God, attracted with the fragrances of God, and sanctified and purified from all desires and temptations. Their sustenance and food must consist of the teachings of God. First they must themselves live in accordance with those principles, then guide the people. Perchance, God willing, the lights of the Most Great Guidance may illumine that country and the breezes of the rose-garden of the love of God may perfume the nostrils of the inhabitants of Alaska. Should ye become confirmed in thus rendering such a service, rest ye assured that ye shall crown your heads with the diadem of everlasting sovereignty, and at the Threshold of Oneness you will become the favored and accepted servants.

Likewise the Republic of Mexico is very important. The majority of the inhabitants of that country are devoted Catholics. They are totally unaware of the reality of the Bible, the Gospel and the new divine Teachings. They do not know that the basis of the religions of God is one and that the Holy Manifestations are like unto the Sun of Truth, rising from the different dawning-places. Those souls are submerged in the sea of dogmas. If one breath of life be blown over them, great results will issue therefrom. But it is better for those who intend to go to Mexico to teach, to be familiar with the Spanish language.

Similarly, the six Central American Republics, situated south of Mexico—Guatemala, Honduras, Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama and the seventh country Belize or British Honduras. The teachers going to those parts must also be familiar with the Spanish language.

You must give great importance in teaching the Indians, i.e., the aborigines of America. For these souls are like the ancient inhabitants of Peninsular Arabia, who previous to the manifestation of His Holiness Mohammed were treated as savages. But when the Mohammedic light shone forth in their midst, they became so illumined that they brightened the world. Likewise, should these Indians and aborigines be educated and obtain guidance, there is no doubt that through the divine Teachings, they will become so enlightened as in turn to shed light to all regions.

All the above countries have importance, but especially the Republic of Panama, wherein the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans come together through the Panama Canal. It is a center for travel and passage from America to other continents of the world, and in the future it will gain most great importance.
Likewise, the islands of the West Indies, such as Cuba, Haiti, Porto Rico, Jamaica, the islands of the Lesser Antilles, Bahama Islands, even the small Watling island, have great importance; especially the two black Republics, Haiti and Santo Domingo, situated in the cluster of the Greater Antilles. Likewise, the cluster of the islands of Bermuda in the Atlantic Ocean have importance.

In a similar way, the Republics on the continent of South America,—Columbia, Ecuador, Peru, Brazil, British Guiana, Dutch Guiana, French Guiana, Bolivia, Chile, Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay, Venezuela; also the islands in the north east and west of South America, such as Falkland Island, Galapagos, Juan Fernandez, Tobago and Trinidad. Likewise, the city of Bahia, situated on the eastern shore of Brazil. Because it is some time that it has become known by this name, its efficacy will be most potent.

In short, O ye believers of God! Exalt your effort and magnify your aims. His Holiness Christ says: "Blessed are the poor, for theirs shall be the Kingdom of Heaven." In other words: Blessed are the nameless and traceless poor; for they are the leaders of mankind. Likewise it is said in the Koran: "We desire to bestow our gifts upon those who have become weak on the face of the earth, and make them a nation and the heirs (of spiritual truth.)" Or, we wish to grant a favor to the impotent souls and suffer them to become the inheritors of the Messengers and Prophets.

Therefore, now is the time that you may divest yourselves of the garment of attachment to this phenomenal realm, be wholly severed from the physical world, become angels of heaven and travel and teach through all these regions.

I declare by Him, beside whom there is no one, that each one of you shall become the Israfel of Life, blowing the breath of Life in the souls of others.

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

SUPPLICATION

O Thou incomparable God! O Thou Lord of the Kingdom! These souls are Thy heavenly army. Assist them and with the cohorts of the Supreme Concourse, make them victorious; so that each one of them may become like unto a regiment and conquer these countries through the love of God and the illumination of divine Teachings.

O God! Be Thou their supporter and their helper, and in the wilderness, the mountain, the valley, the forests, the prairies and the seas, be Thou their confidant—so that they may cry out through the power of the Kingdom and the breath of the Holy Spirit!

Verily, Thou art the Powerful, the Mighty and the Omnipotent, and Thou art the Wise, the Hearer and the Seer.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Washington, D. C., April 4, 1919.)
SECOND TABLET

To the Assemblies and Meetings of the believers of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful in the United States and Canada—Upon them be Baha'u'llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O ye heavenly souls, sons and daughters of the Kingdom!

God says in the Koran: "Take ye hold of the Cord of God, all of you, and become ye not disunited."

In the contingent world there are many collective centers which are conducive to the association and unity between the children of men. For example, patriotism is a collective center, nationalism is a collective center, identity of interests is a collective center, political alliance is a collective center, the union of ideals is a collective center, and the prosperity of the world of humanity is dependent upon the organization and promotion of the collective centers. Nevertheless, all the above institutions are in reality the matter and not the substance, accidental and not eternal, temporary and not everlasting. With the appearance of great revolutions and upheavals, all these collective centers are swept away. But the Collective Center of the Kingdom, embodying the institutes and divine Teachings, is the eternal Collective Center. It establishes relationship between the East and the West, organizes the oneness of the world of humanity, and destroys the foundation of differences. It overcomes and includes all the other collective centers. Like unto the ray of the sun, it dispels entirely the darkness, encompassing all the regions, bestows ideal life, and causes the effulgence of divine illumination. Through the breaths of the Holy Spirit it performs miracles, the Orient and the Occident embrace each other, the North and South become intimates and associates, conflicting and contending opinions disappear, antagonistic aims are brushed aside, the law of the struggle for existence is abrogated, and the canopy of the oneness of the world of humanity is raised on the apex of the globe, casting its shade over all the races of men.

Consequently, the real collective center is the body of the divine Teachings, which include all the degrees and embrace all the universal relations and necessary laws of humanity.

Consider: The people of the East and the West were in the utmost strangeness. Now to what a high degree they are acquainted with each other and united together! How far are the inhabitants of Persia from the remotest countries of America! And now observe how great has been the influence of the heavenly power, for the distance of thousands of miles has become identical with one step! How various nations that have had no relations or similarity with each other are now united and agreed through this divine potency! Indeed to God belongs power in the past and in the future! And, verily, God is powerful over all things!

Consider: When the rain, the heat, the sun and the gentle zephyrs co-operate with each other, what beautiful gardens are produced! How the various kinds of hyacinths, flowers, trees and plants associate with each other and are conducive to the adornment and charm of one another! Hence the oneness of the bounty of the sun, the oneness of rain and the oneness of the breeze, have, so
overcome all other considerations that the variety of hues, fragrances and tastes
have increased the adornment, the attraction and sweetness of the whole. In a
similar manner, when the divine Collective Center and the outpouring of the
Sun of Reality and the breaths of the Holy Spirit are brought together, the
variety of races and the differences existing between countries will become the
cause of the embellishment, decoration and elegance of the world of humanity.

Therefore, the believers of God throughout all the Republics of America,
through the divine power, must become the cause of the promotion of heavenly
Teachings and the establishment of the oneness of humanity. Every one of the
important souls must arise, blowing over all parts of America the breath of life,
conferring upon the people a new spirit, baptizing them with the fire of the love
of God, the water of life, and the breaths of the Holy Spirit—so that the
second birth may become realized. For it is written in the Gospel: “That
which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the spirit is spirit.”

Therefore, O ye believers of God in the United States and Canada! Select
ye important personages, or that they go themselves, becoming severed from rest
and composure of the world, may arise and travel throughout Alaska, the
Republic of Mexico, and South of Mexico, in the Central American Republics,
such as Guatemala, Honduras, Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama and
Belize; and through the great South American Republics, such as Argentine,
Uruguay, Paraguay, Brazil, French Guiana, Dutch Guiana, British Guiana,
Venezuela, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia and Chile; also in the group of the West
Indies islands, such as Cuba, Haiti, Porto Rico, Jamaica and Santo Domingo,
and the group of the islands of the Lesser Antilles, the islands of Bahama and
the islands of Bermuda; likewise to the islands of the east, west and south of
South America, such as Trinidad, Falkland Islands, Galapagos Islands, Juan
Fernandez and Tobago. Visit ye especially the city of Bahia, on the eastern
shore of Brazil. Because in the past years this city was christened with the
name, “Bahia,” there is no doubt that it has been through the inspiration of the
Holy Spirit.

Consequently, the believers of God must display the utmost effort, upraise
the divine melody throughout those regions, promulgate the heavenly Teach­
ings and waft over all, the spirit of eternal life; so that those Republics may
become so illumined with the splendors and the effulgences of the Sun of Reality
that they may become the objects of the praise and commendation of all other
countries. Likewise, ye must give great attention to the Republic of Panama,
for in that point the Occident and the Orient find each other united through
the Panama Canal, and it is also situated between the two great oceans. That
place will become very important in the future. The Teachings once established
there, they will unite the East and the West, the North and the South.

Hence the intention must be purified, the effort ennobled and exalted; so
that ye may establish affinity between the hearts of the world of humanity. This
glorious aim will not become realized save through the promotion of divine
Teachings which are the foundations of the holy religions.

Consider how the religions of God served the world of humanity! How the
religion of Torah became conducive to the glory and honor and progress of the
Israelitish nation! How the breaths of the Holy Spirit of His Holiness Christ
created affinity and unity between divergent communities and quarreling
families! How the sacred power of His Holiness Mohammed became the means of uniting and harmonizing the contentious tribes and the different clans of Peninsular Arabia—to such an extent that one thousand tribes were welded into one tribe, strife and discord were done away with, all of them unitedly and with one accord strove in advancing the cause of culture and civilization, and thus were freed from the lowest degree of degradation, soaring toward the height of everlasting glory! Is it possible to find a greater Collective Center in the phenomenal world than this? In comparison to this divine Collective Center, the national collective center, the patriotic collective center, the political collective center and the cultural and intellectual collective center are like child’s plays!

Now strive ye that the Collective Center of the sacred religions, for the inculcation of which all the prophets were manifested and which is no other than the Spirit of the divine Teachings,—be spread in all parts of America;—so that each one of you may shine forth from the horizon of Reality like unto the morning star, divine illumination may overcome the darkness of nature, and the world of humanity may become enlightened. This is the most great work! Should ye become confirmed therein, this world will become another world, the surface of the earth will become the delectable paradise, and eternal institutions be founded.

Let whosoever travels to different parts to teach, peruse over mountain, desert, land and sea, this supplication:

SUPPLICATION

O God! O God! Thou seest my weakness, lowliness and humility amongst Thy creatures; nevertheless I have trusted in Thee and have arisen in the promotion of Thy Teachings amongst Thy strong servants, relying on Thy power and might!

O Lord! I am a broken-winged bird and desire to soar in this, Thy space, to which there is no limit. How is it possible for me to do this save through Thy providence and grace, Thy confirmation and assistance!

O Lord! Have pity on my weakness and strengthen me with Thy power!

O Lord! Have pity on my impotency and assist me with Thy might and majesty!

O Lord! Should the breaths of the Holy Spirit confirm the weakest of creatures, he shall attain to the highest station of greatness and shall possess anything he desireth. Indeed, Thou hast assisted Thy servants in the past, and they were the weakest of Thy creatures, the lowliest of Thy servants and the most insignificant of those who lived upon the earth; but through Thy sanction and potency they took precedence over the most glorious of Thy people and the most noble of Thy mankind. Whereas formerly they were as moths, they became royal falcons and whereas before they were as bubbles they became seas: Through Thy bestowal, Thy mercy and Thy most great favor they became stars shining in the horizon of guidance, birds singing in the rose-gardens of immortality, lions roaring in the forest of knowledge and wisdom and whales swimming in the oceans of life.

Verily, Thou art the Clement, the Powerful, the Mighty, and the Most Merciful of the Merciful!

(Signed) ABDUl-BAHA ArrAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 5, 1919, Washington, D. C.)
and if you go into the forest there you hear the rustling of the giant trees, and the wind blowing through their branches to a sighing tune, and you say to yourself, if you are a thoughtful man, "Why, I see all these things, I smell all these things, I smell the beautiful flowers and hear the whispering trees, and I may even break the branches, but whence came they?" Have you never thought of that? You must realize that they come from an invisible idea. In other words, that they are indeed manifestations of some perfection, laying hidden somewhere, and then if you pass away from the forest and away from the flowers and away from the fields, and into the cities, and come into the great cathedral and hear the organ playing and on all sides of you you see the mighty, massive columns and the vaulted roof, the beautiful statuary, you see another phase of the same thing. There you see things born of the idea and the brain of men, something more tangible, perhaps, than nature. You say to yourself, "Oh, how beautiful that statuary is! Why, it looks so much like someone I knew," as we might say in Boston, like Phillips Brooks, or like Lincoln or a great picture of Washington, or a great statue that resembles some great saint of the past ages in the church; and the mighty organ, which is the idea that embodies forth the mysteries of music, and you say to yourself, "There is the mind of man at work. What a wonderful idea that artist had, that genius had, that great creator, that great architect had, when he put them forth, and we have these wonderful results to turn to, all manifesting the idea lying hidden and concealed."

And after awhile perhaps we ask ourselves, "Now, which is most real of all these things: The manifestation of them in the concrete forms that we see before us, or the idea lying behind?" And in this wonderful age when so many things are transpiring every moment of the time, when you see giant planes flying through the air in such a marvelous way that seems to take you out of yourself, when you put your ear to a little instrument and you hear the voice of a friend you know is thousands of miles away, you are not satisfied with ordinary explanations. The logic of a simple explanation will not appeal to your soul. You say, "The mystery of nature is too great; the mystery of the mind is too great. Where may I go to look for the explanation for all these things?"

And the only answer, is the divine prophet of God, a wonderful picture of whom has been portrayed by my beautiful brother, such a valiant warrior of God. In that collective center and from that divine point of energy, each of us realize that something may flow, that something may happen, that something may come to the earth, and the next question you will ask of yourself, "Well, when does he come? I myself, feel that I am a manifestation of myself. Am I a manifestation of this center?" And so we question ourselves. We go all about, and some people feeling their own importance do say they are this center and do feel that they are God, but I tell you after they come in contact with the real thing, they begin to forget all about it, because we have every evidence as Bahais that everyone of us, with no exception, fails at some point, except the One who is that collective center. In that collective center we do find perfection, we do find the infallible, but nowhere else. Praise God that it is so. How fortunate that we have some standard of knowledge that will give us a realization of the truth and the answer to our question.

But let us go on. Take that for
granted then, that there is set up this eternal connection between the individual and the divine center. There must be then some further thought on the subject, and in studying over the history of the world which is the only answer to all these great questions, we find that just so often there comes into the world these divine ones, claiming to be that collective center, not so much by the very proposition, not so much by their saying, "I am this divine center," but from the result of their work, which is ever the proof. And so we find that just so often there has come into this world a manifestation from this hidden place, this concealed origin, this divine wisdom, this holocaust which in turn fires you and me, and this is ever the process. It has ever been so.

The other evening at the wonderful dinner we all attended our beautiful speaker, Dr. Guthrie said that there was nothing new in this Bahai Revelation, and he said "Praise be to God that this is so." Well, I praise God that there is something new in this divine Revelation, and I want to simply correct Dr. Guthrie and say that he hadn’t found the point of contact. He was looking on the surface for the new things. Oh, no, the sunlight is always new. But we don’t look for the sunlight to the sunlight, or in the sunlight for new things, but when the sun strikes the earth in spring we have the new flowers and so the Bahai Revelation is to give to the world the new things and the wonderful things that the people who have not become real intrinsic Bahais cannot find. They cannot find it yet because the sunlight is just glancing on the spiritual world. Sometimes there will come the divine blossoming of this flower which is coming now. Then we will have the new things. Then we will manifest forth the divinity of our inspiration, and that is the point I want to make.

Now, you and I are the strugglers toward the new and wonderful things that will manifest through inspiration. God gives us the grace and grants us the power to do it. How can we ever get there? Just through one magic word, "sacrifice," that is the absolute requirement. The first great sacrifice, we have been told, is to cut oneself loose from the tales of the past. Is the past all wrong? Are the tales of the past all wrong? No, thank God, they were not all wrong. They are not today all wrong, but those of us who are to manifest to the world through inspiration can never do it if we are tied to the old, and no matter how true the old may be, no matter how fitting it may be we have got to bare our souls until there is nothing left of self, until all the tales, all the knowledge and all that we have is gone, and then will God send to you and to me a new inspiration. Then will we manifest and then only, the new, through inspiration. Indeed, the mind must be fortified, the way must be made clear through the divine Word; there must be no mistake about it, because the mind is not in a condition to be truly inspired yet, but the time will come no doubt when we will not have to be so guarded about the words, in fact our beloved Master said to me one day when I was wandering in his garden and taking pictures, he said to me, in the most comical way—he caught me unawares; I had my coat off, and I was dreadfully ashamed, I didn’t know why—"Ah," he said, "you take pictures and you steal my house and you steal my grounds and you steal my people, and you take them away with you to America in your camera. I will send my lawyer after you and I will put you in prison," and then he waited a moment, tapped me on the shoulder, and laughing, said, "All things will pass away, some day my words that I have written down will pass away; but the words that I have written on the tablet of the heart will never pass away." So you see that is the real meaning of the manifestation of divinity through inspiration, the blessed
words written on the heart of a true believer by the finger of God.

Oh, the sacrifice that is needed! Oh, the cutting loose from all things! Oh, the self-abnegation that you and I must practice! Oh, the torture of the wounds that we must endure, laughing and joyfully! Oh, the prayers that we must pray that at the very moment of triumph we may not yield to the Satan and glory in self, to the awful serpent that is always in our garden presenting to us the wonderful feast of the flower of self-indulgence in some way or other! God grant that we may endure, and God grant that we may ask for calamities and sacrifice so that we may get away from that thing, because in that way alone can you and I manifest divinity through inspiration.

What is inspiration? What is the manifestation of divinity through inspiration? I tell you, the finger of God will not write a great story in the mirror that is dulled with the ashes of self. The light will not shine powerfully through that mirror. Inspired words are not born forth from such a mouth, and when in the mercy of God everything has been taken away, and we are only left the power to testify to His glory—and perhaps nothing else—then will our souls glory in that we have been given the power for His sake to endure, that this thing might happen.

Oh, brothers and sisters of the Cause, seek, seek, seek, for eternal happiness in that way! Don’t rest a moment and don’t forever be asking that your self-satisfaction may be gratified, that you may be put up or put down in some place you may like, but that you may endure, that you may receive. Because all sacrifices, the sacrificers that these blessed Ones, these glorious Ones, come and make are the greatest of all. What they have endured! Why? Let me mention one thing which is in keeping with our subject. You and I collectively have the power to make of Abdul-Baha the false Christ, we have that power when

you and I do not let him write on our hearts and speak through our lips of his power and testify from whence he comes. But as you and I prove faithful to the truth, as we receive in our hearts the glory of this power, and as we, through faithfulness, on the mount of faithfulness dwell, so will we testify that he is no false Christ, but in our lives prove him to be the return of the Son of God upon earth, who is for you and for me that divine manifestation through inspiration. “How great, the greatest sacrifice that ever was made for man, when from the heavenly radiant throne the light descends to our dark world—God’s perfect plan!”

Again and yet again hath shone
That ray divine, supreme,
God’s lowly Messengers have come,
Have sacrificed and have proclaimed
The mighty theme.

It mirrored forth through our Lord Christ
Who left for us this prayer
To pray, that God’s blest day would come
When all would be fulfilled, and Love Reign everywhere.

Now, is the sacrifice complete!
God doth His day enthrone!
The Lamb of God, Abdul-Baha,
Hath come! He is our King of Love And we, his own.

Come forth! from every land appear!
In him are all things well.
Awake! and leave behind aught else Ye sons of God; He’s calling you With him to dwell!

New glories on new glories dawn—
O do not hesitate!
The mystery of love is ours
And for our sake hath come this high,
This vast estate.
WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA

"Great importance must be given to the development of the STAR OF THE WEST. The circle of its discussion must be widened; in its columns must be published the essential problems pertaining to the Bahai life in all its phases. Its contents must be so universal that even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in all the social and religious movements of the age and is conducive to the progress of the world and its inhabitants. In short, the STAR OF THE WEST must promote the aspirations and the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets, bringing into the light of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost value to the Bahai teachers all over the world."

From Unveiling of the Divine Plan.
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STAR OF THE WEST

"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’O’LLAH.
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Bahai Pilgrims
By Mrs. J. S. Stannard.

SOME thirty years ago there started from a small devastated village of Sisan, Persia, a group of travelers, poor and helpless, on a long, uncertain journey to the "land of desire," their "door of hope," the city of Acca, Palestine. They came on foot, two donkeys carrying their luggage, braving every danger and suffering every toil. They carried throughout the long distance an earthen pot containing a narcissus in flower as a present to BAHA’O’LLAH. When near the end of their wearisome journey and the city of the verdant plains of Acca unfolded to their sight, all sufferings were in a twinkling forgotten as they viewed the mansion which marked the limit of their destination. Yet it was with swollen, blistered feet that they, attaining the gate, and finally prostrated at the feet of the Blessed Perfection, positing their humble floral offering as they knelt. With what showers of blessing and favors were they not rewarded! Their gift accepted they knew that in His sight it meant more than untold gold or costly presents that kings might offer, for it was the expression of love and sacrifice. While BAHA’O’LLAH testified His appreciation, the pilgrims pleaded in low tones for His blessing, continually repeating: "Make me to be Thy sacrifice, redeem and save my soul." Abdul-Baha alone could talk with them in their own native dialect, but they spoke eloquently in the deep language of the heart.

This impressive incident, related by Abdul-Baha to his followers, can find a parallel in the narrative of some recently arrived pilgrims from Persia, via Bushire and Bombay. Some had started on a long and trying journey four or five months previously. Many obstacles were continually met and dangers averted, delays and severe restrictions, exorbitant fees with wretched accommodation, and difficulties of transport they cheerfully endured. Not least among the miseries of their material conditions were those of sea journeys due to the monsoon season. Twenty days on tumultuous seas, many passed four days without food, drinking only a little water and vomiting blood. Having safely reached Egypt one unique disappointment was still in store for them. The steamer on which they had transshipped for Haifa from Port Said, reached Haifa bay and when in sight of Mt. Carmel, suddenly, to their stupefaction,
changed its course and steamed ahead without stopping. As they passed Aeca and viewed the stretch of trees behind the city, the roof of the holy and blessed Tomb became visible and when the pilgrims became aware of this, their long pent up emotions could no longer be restrained and, weeping and sighing convulsively, they gathered together and prayed for very joy!

A short quarantine stay in Beyrout was lived through, and when at length these weary faithful ones were finally ushered into the presence of Abdul-Baha, scenes of inexpressible joy were witnessed at the meeting, some of the younger members gazing on his face for the first time in their lives.

THE STORY OF LITTLE RAHBAR
(The Guided)

A happening of special interest transpiring during the journey, through Persia, of these faithful souls, should not remain unrecorded, revealing as it does evidences of that unseen protection which they declare never failed them throughout these difficult times.

The little company included seven women, ladies of courage and refinement who, in some cases were near relatives of those great martyrs of the past when Babis and Bahais were considered legitimate objects for torture and death. The faces of these women shine with the spiritual joy of their convictions, and their bearing expresses the serenity of a noble faith. With them, as with all true Bahais, faith and knowledge are sure and inseparable factors in their lives.

One morning during busy household hours, I came upon them in an outer courtyard surrounding a low circular table on which heaps of corn lay piled. On this grain they worked, each on her separate share sifting and sorting out impurities and stones from the wheat. Typically oriental and cheery was the scene as, with heads draped in glistening white muslin that fell over the shoulders, they bent over their work conversing in low tones. As I seated myself nearby watching the play of deft hands, my eyes fell upon a young mother and her newly born babe. The wee chap was gaily swaddled in vivid silks of handwoven texture and sat on his mother's left arm as her right busied itself with the grain sorting.

Absorbed in watching them both I heard someone say, "He was born on the way." And I then heard the story of how little Rahbar, the "Guided," as he had been wonderfully named by Abdul-Baha, came and lived to make his first pilgrimage with his parents and visit the Holy Threshold.

Little "Guided" was compelled to make his entry into the world of men when conditions were none too promising; they were a day's march from beyond Shiraz, in a sparsely inhabited country. It had not been foreseen when the travelers started that the going would take months and not so many calculated weeks; so now little Rahbar's mother had to be carried in a special basket, a kajaveh, on the back of a mule till her hour should come. When this became evident our pilgrims halted the caravan and consulted how to settle this matter for the best. A small habitation being seen in the distance, some walked to make inquiry and found a woman at the door who after hearing their request opened it and offered accommodation. But on viewing the interior quarters it was decided that it was neither sufficiently clean nor convenient and hearing that something better might be procurable further on, they walked to a house of pleasing aspect, where again a woman seemed waiting for them, who to their amazed joy declared herself to be an expert midwife! The surroundings were suitable, a running stream passed close by, trees were near and all seemed providentially ready. Thankfully, they dismounted while an adjacent room of canvas was speedily rigged up for the reception of the coming guest. One remaining obstacle, however, had still to be overcome, namely,
the head mule-owner of the caravan who, when he heard that a three days’ halt was proposed, flew into a rage, declaring he could not consent and demanded extortionate terms for every hour of unnecessary delay. No arguments apparently prevailing, he left them to round up his animals while they debated in perplexity together. To their surprise he did not return soon and when at last a highly crest-fallen man appeared it was to say that his best mule had run away, how or when was a mystery! With apologies he begged to go and resume his search, for search he must till the beast be found! Our mother and her babe were left in grateful peace and gladly availed themselves of the repose both were so much in need; anxiety and fears were now greatly allayed as they thanked the Blessed One in their hearts who had sent such timely help in their distress. Pleasing, indeed, is it to relate that three full days elapsed during which our pilgrims rested ere the irate muleteer returned with his missing animal expressing regrets and apologies. How neatly had tables been turned and the responsibility shifted onto rightful shoulders! Although by no means a robust woman, Rahbar’s mother felt sufficiently recovered to resume the journey, and although forced once or twice to walk up steep inclines she arrived well at the next stage. Not until then was milk or other comforts procurable.

Consider then, ye western mothers, how great was the spirit of love and faith which upheld this young Persian woman to bear without fear or suffering a frail babe under such primitive conditions, through monsoon storms and on turbulent seas till they arrived at the gate of the Beloved’s house and rested weary heads under the shadow of his roof! No wonder little “Guided,” felt elated as he blinked sleepy eyes at me on that memorable morning, for had he not done his best, too, to make things easier all around. His mother had looked at him with quiet certainty. He and she understood one another for they knew that God had watched over their perilous way to “the door of hope” and to “His green pastures” in safety. All was well with the little flock.

The Meeting of the East and the West
Address by CHARLES MASON REMEY of Washington, D. C., delivered at the Seventh Session of the Bahai Congress at Hotel McAlpin, New York City, Tuesday evening, April 29th, 1919.
Stenographically reported.

DEAR Friends: In all of our meetings, the one great object of the Bahai Cause stands out above all other things, and that is the spiritual unity of the people, of all people, of all humanity, which this Cause plants in our hearts. It is a spiritual power emanating from the great heart and center of this movement, Abdul-Baha. There are many phases of unity in the Bahai Cause and the phase that we are to consider for a few moments is “The Meeting of the East and the West.” It seems to be a very timely moment for us to consider this subject for a world federation of nations is uppermost in the minds of the thinking people. Up to the present time very little has been reported in the newspapers regarding the meeting of the East and the West as an important phase of the federation of nations now being discussed in Europe, yet we have known from the very first that the Bahai Cause lays great stress upon the meeting of the East and the West.

A very well known writer has written, “East is East and West is West and ne’er the twain shall meet.” Yet we are seeing, in the light of this great Cause, that idea does not hold any
longer. This is a new age. That which I have just quoted proceeds from the old order, and in this new and glorious age of which we are now upon the threshold, we are quitting the ideas of the old and giving way to a new age of oneness and unity, and perhaps the greatest phase of that is the unity of the East and the West, of the Orient and the Occident.

The Orient is the mother of the human race, so to speak. It was from the Orient that the first great religious movements and civilization moved out over the world westward. It was from the Orient that the Christ and the prophets gave their great messages of truth, and from her shores that their disciples embarked to carry these messages of glad tidings to all parts of the world. I sometimes think that we do not realize in the West that its religion, Christianity, came from the Orient; that the Savior Jesus Christ was an Oriental, and that we are indebted to the Orient for all the religion that has ever come into the world.

In some of Abdul-Baha's talks he has brought this out very beautifully, explaining how this fire of the love of God has always appeared first in the East and then has gone forth and wrought great civilizations, illuminating the world with advancement and culture. And now at this time, in this age, another great spiritual Messenger has appeared in the Orient, bringing a universal message to the whole world, bringing that light which has been promised to come in these latter days, promised in all the religions and in all the Holy Books. It is indeed a blessed privilege that we have been informed of this great Cause.

It has been my privilege to travel quite extensively in the Orient at various times. I will never forget my first experience in an Oriental country. It was in Port Said, Egypt. Port Said, as you know, is the northern entrance of the Suez Canal—that great thoroughfare of traffic between the East and the West. The canal is a channel through which ships of all nations pass going east and going west, and in the city of Port Said you meet a heterogeneous mass, an emulsion of humanity, Oriental and Occidental, speaking all languages, people of all religions, of all races; heterogeneous because they are not united. And it was there at Port Said I had the great privilege of first meeting some of the Oriental Bahai teachers, Mirza Abul Fazl and others well known to you. In the meetings which they were holding one found a perfect harmony and unity between these different elements of the East and West. All of the friends from the West who have gone to the East have been greatly impressed by this wonderful atmosphere and love which is generated by the Bahai Cause in the hearts of Orientals and Occidentals and which is uniting them in this very firm bond of brotherhood.

We know that for centuries there has been a certain mixing of the East and the West, but it has not been a spiritual mixing, it has not been a spiritual unity. The Western world, the nations of Europe, have gone into the East and controlled many governments of the East, yet up to the present time there has been no real fusion or unity. As Abdul-Baha once said, the East and West must meet like brothers [illustrating] and that is the particular function of this Bahai Movement.

There is a certain fire of religious zeal which we find in the Oriental which we need in the Occidental world. I sometimes marvel at the amount of good which is done here in the West in the name of religion with such a very small amount of real religious fire and enthusiasm behind it. When we go to the Orient, we find that the people there are ablaze with this spiritual fire, a fire which will move the world. That very element in the nature of the average Oriental which makes him a fanatic if he be not yet spiritually awakened, when
his heart is once touched by the love of
God, makes him the greatest friend to
the people of other religions. That is
one of the things which impresses one as
he goes into the Bahai world of the
Orient. He finds that those who were
formerly Mohammedans and Zoroastri­
ans or of other religions, who were for­
merly fanatical and disliked the people
of the West, when they have been
touched by the spiritual fire of the Ba­
hai Movement, are ready and willing to
sacrifice their lives for their brothers
and sisters of the West; and really it
has been through their great sacrifices
in those Oriental countries, particularly in
Persia, that we are now able to sit here
at our ease and receive this great teach­
ing. For you know the fires of persecu­
tion and opposition have burned so
brightly in the East that at times in the
early days of this Cause it seemed as if
the very Cause itself would be extermi­
nated; but as the blood of the martyrs
has always been as seed to spread re­
ligion, so it has been in this day. It has
been this type of the love of God born
in the hearts of the Oriental Bahais that
made them withstand all persecutions
and trials. It was through such sacri­
fices that the Cause gained its great im­
petus in the East and was later brought
here to the West, and that we are now
able to receive it, as I say, seated at our
case; whereas, in those Oriental coun­
tries it was with the greatest difficulties,
under the greatest privations and tribu­
lations that the Cause first received its
impetus.

Therefore, I think it would be well for
us, as we go forth from this gathering,
to realize and to take into our hearts
the thought that before the great world
Civilization, the great unity of all na­
tions, can come, this coming together
of the East and the West must be real­
ized. We must come together as one
people. This of course can only come
through the spiritual fusion of the East
with the West, and that is the one great
message which the Bahai Cause brings:
The oneness of the world of humanity,
the complete harmony, the complete one­
ness of all peoples, East and West.

Allaho' Abha!

The Solution of the Economic and Industrial Problem

Address by Alfred E. Lunt of Boston, delivered at the Seventh Session of the
Bahai Congress at Hotel McAlpin, New York City, Tuesday eve­
ning, April 29th, 1919. Stenographically reported.

Today from all parts of the
world, from every corner and
nativity, we hear the moans of the wid­
ows, the cries of the fatherless; the ang­
uish of the suffering, the poor and the
unfortunate, has arisen to such a degree
that the flame of revolution in the so­
cial, the industrial and economic fields
of humanity is well-high sweeping the
whole globe. We should not dwell in a
false security, ignorant of that which is
in process. His Holiness Abdul-Baha,
when in America in 1912, clearly stated
these events. He stated, among other
things, that except the great divine rem­
ey which has been brought to humanity
today for the purpose of quelling this
revolutionary rage shall be exercised, the
world will inevitably pass through a
condition most perilous, most dangerous,
most destructive. He said one other
thing, and he has reiterated this saying
so frequently that it seems to me to have
a distinct bearing upon this great sub­
ject.

You all recall, or many of you recall,
his statement concerning the human
soul, that it is capable of two flights, one
upward towards the very throne of the
divine, one downward into the mire and
clay of the contingent world. That man­
kind, the noblest of the creation, the
royal falcon of the skies of heaven, has
so besmeared himself with the mire and
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clay of disobedience to God, of selfish purpose, of acquisition of wealth, of isolation from his neighbor, of ignorance of God, that the bird of his soul has become ensnared in this mud of disobedience. This is the water and clay symbolically expressing the contingent world.

Have you ever thought of the meaning of that really dread term, the contingent world; the contingent world, the world of corruption and generation, the world of composition and decomposition? The very meaning of the word, contingent is that it is dependent upon something else. By itself it is non-existent; it is in a constant state of flux; it is the world of darkness and duality. In the contingent world the law of duality has its full sway. In the worlds of God, praise be to God, the law of contrast and duality is extinguished. In the great orb of the sun, if we imagine life there, there is no night, it is always day. But in this contingent world in which we dwell, duality and the requirements of duality exist; here are the great contrasts of darkness and light, selfishness and love, of life and death. The great tidal movements in the world are, themselves, duality and contrasted. How wonderfully Tennyson has expressed this in his poem “Crossing the Bar;”

“But such a tide that moving seems asleep,
Too full for sound or foam,
When that which drew from out the boundless deep
Turns again home.”

That tide that drew from out the boundless deep, and thus returns from whence? From that remote place to which it hastened in response to the great law of its being, the law of opposites in the world of mortality. In this world, the soul of man which is drawn from out the boundless deep, from the bosom of God, begins its return journey to Him, if perchance it heeds His call, but in the worlds of God there is only one movement, one return-flow; there is no longer involution as in this world and the lower kingdoms, but conscious evolution towards Him who is the origin and the return.

So the law of the contingent is the law of savagery; it is what has been called by Abdul-Baha the rapacious law of nature which holds in its clutch even humanity itself. Today nine-tenths of our beings, through disobedience to the divine law, have become ensnared in the claws of nature, and unless the divine power which has entered the world shall lift up this bird of humanity, shall cleanse its wings of the mire and clay so that it may fly in the high atmosphere of devotion and obedience, then only destruction can be looked for for the entire race. This is the beginning of a cycle when that great mystery of God is being accomplished. The appearance of BAHA’ULLAH marked the entrance into this world of that divine power through which all mankind may be uplifted.

Coming now to the subject of the evening. Among the requirements of the
C'Ontingent world is one which lies at the very seat of economic difficulties. It is called the law of the "survival of the fittest;" this law is inexorable, it is merciless, it overcomes everything which assumes to stand in its way, it is the car of the Juggernaut, and in its course mankind is as a pygmy. How well I recall that splendid old professor, N. S. Shaler of Harvard, when he said to us in one of his lectures, as a means of protest or amelioration of the inexorable character of this law of survival which was first mentioned by the great scientist Charles Darwin,—that there is another pre-eminent law in this world of creation, the esthetic law, the law of beauty, and he gave us this illustration. He referred to the Irish elk, an extinct animal which ages ago lived in what is now Ireland. This great animal developed through the natural law of esthetic beauty the most wonderful antlers. These antlers developed through the process of the ages until they were the most beautiful antlers of any animal in the world. They have been found in fossil condition, and it is known that they grew to that degree of beauty and size that the great elk in running through the forests caught his antlers in the high branches of the trees and tore them off. Thus he became extinct. The whole species perished by bleeding to death. This animal became extinct because in the contingent world he found himself in the clutches of the law of destruction, so that we see there is no escape in the animal realm from this; even the law of selective beauty did not save him. Although its traces appear in this world as a foreshadowing of the reality of the beauty of God, yet it also, encompassed by the dominating power of the natural law of survival of the fittest, became the agency of his destruction. Likewise there is no escape for mankind if he remain in these clutches.

There is another great law, a great intangible law, called by the economists the law of "supply and demand." This also is a law of duality, supply and demand, ebb and flow, and in the face of this law, mankind in the industrial sense has been helpless from the dawn of history. Man has tried for centuries by various measures of legislation and the enactment of statutes to overcome or modify this law, but without any measure of success.

Today, we witness various attempts in the legislatures of the world, especially in this country, to blunt the sharp instrument of that law,—old-age pensions, minimum wage laws, have been devised which it is believed will result in ameliorating the conditions occasioned by the application of this greater law, but they are not adapted to the seriousness of the disease. The old age pension law is only the faintest trace of the divine remedy which has been given us today for the solution of sociological needs. It attempts only to take care of persons who have passed, for instance, the age of sixty-five, and these are to be given a mere pittance which in turn is raised by various means from taxation, but it entirely ignores those under this age limit who are likewise subject to vicissitudes. Consider how often that men and women of thirty, forty, fifty and sixty years find themselves the victims of this pitiless economic law, through no fault of their own, and are deprived of the necessities of life, having to turn to charitable organizations or the almshouses for their food and their shelter. The widow and fatherless, left without means, find no relief under this law. The young or middle-aged, upon whom fortune has temporarily frowned, are left without remedy. How frequently it is that such souls, temporarily tided over the hard places, become sources of economic wealth to their communities and countries. Is it right that mankind should be subjected to such humiliation and pauperism as this? The old age pension plan will never care for these universal needs, it
cannot be acceptable as a complete remedy.

Likewise the minimum wage law. Originally intended to assist the poorest paid women workers—a very high ideal brought it forth—it was found, in many typical cases, that the moment it was put into operation these needy ones became the victims of the law, wholesale unemployment resulting in factories and in stores. In my own state of Massachusetts, from the moment the minimum wage decrees went into effect in certain industries, hundreds of girls were discharged by their employers, who said, "If we must pay a high wage, we will see that we get the very most efficient service, and you to whom we have been paying a low wage are not able to earn this, therefore you must go out in the street."—and when that condition was brought home to some of the advocates of the law, they said, it is true it is inevitable, but, they said "No wages is better than low wages." Does this sound reasonable? And yet these are the highest expressions and attempts of American and English legislation to meet this tremendous question which is on the tongues of everyone, which is responsible for the risings in Russia, which is responsible for the famine in Europe, which is responsible for the breadlines in New York.

We as Bahais, nay the whole world, have been given a complete and detailed remedy by the heavenly law-giver. Why, then, do we reach out to the theories and imaginations or the disputes of theorists in Russia or anywhere else? Their protest is sound. They need the divine help. They need proper legislation. They need kindness. They need brotherhood and all the high elements of life, but the remedy they offer and the means they use is the remedy of force and violence, is the remedy, at times, of assassination, is the remedy of ignorance, is the remedy of a class system, simply substituting a class control by a certain part of the workers for the former class control by the Czar and his nobles. This limited remedy cannot surely be acceptable in this divine plan because Abdul-Baha has said, "Force is not acceptable, you cannot obtain these remedies by force," he says. It must be done through love, it must be done through justice, it must be done through the inclusion of every class, for, as he said to the Socialists, "There must always be the captain of industry, the general, as he called him, the captain, the private, and lieutenant in the body of humanity."

You cannot level mankind. You cannot equalize mankind in that sense because it is contrary to the inherent creative elements with which man has been endowed by God Himself, the law of variant capacities. These theories which we are hearing from all quarters are the theories of desperation and of imagination; they are theories which ignore absolutely the law of unity so wonderfully set forth in the Bahai teachings, which show that the body of humanity is even as the body of a man. Abdul-Baha says, in substance, "The body of humanity is stretched on the bed of severe disease, almost perishing, and only the divine physician can save it." That is, the diagnosis and prescription of that Holy One alone can raise this patient, desperately ill, into health.

Among the theories of the controlling Russian element today is one ignoring certain classes. For instance, they say, "We will not have the bourgeois have any part or share in government," yet the bourgeois, as we know them in this country, are frequently the eyes and the ears and the brain, we will say, or some other important function of the body politic, not more important, not more necessary than the other organs, but necessary. The truest and most divine government is that which co-relates, most closely to the divine type of the composite man, the various functions of that body as represented by the varying capacities of the individuals and groups.
making up its citizenship. Therefore until they produce a system, a method of adequately meeting the real evils, shall we run after their ideas when God Himself has given us the solution to these industrial and economic problems?

Only the emanations of the divinity, the love of God, can solve this problem. Until the hearts of humanity are instilled with that love, until they are transformed, until the bird of humanity is raised from the mud and clay of desire and passion and selfishness, and released from these chains, and from the prison of the contingent world, and flies in the air of the spirit, how can we apply the divine remedy? In other words, it is transformation, it is metamorphosis, it is resurrection, it is rebirth, which is needed. And that is the mission and the task of the great Manifestation of this age, and the Center of His Covenant who is amongst us; and unless we look to that divine plan we have no redress.

If we want to help the people of the world and ourselves and rise from this low, degraded station, let us find the sweet words of life which have flowed from the lips of the mighty Manifestation of God. He is the skillful physician whose finger is on your pulse and mine, on the pulse of those needy souls in the Bowery, on the pulse of the souls in the palaces. He is God, and He includes them all, and He has a provision for all, and His provision is this—and I must hurry this, perhaps more than it ought to be hurried, but it must be brought to a close—His provision contemplates an arrangement which will forever prevent pauperism, which will forever prevent the sufferings of the poor, such as we have known and know today, which will forever prevent the continued amassing of cumbersome fortunes on the scale we have witnessed by those who recognize no master but self, in respect to the use that they make of their possessions.

This provision will equalize to a certain degree society, without interfering with the inherent, creative, and individual initiative, which God has implanted at the roots of our beings. It is not going to be a Socialistic collectivism or communism. Abdul-Baha says this is impossible because it would interfere, or attempt to interfere, with the divine law itself, and when you attempt to interfere with the divine law you are overborne, defeated. Therefore, these remedies of equality, so-called, which do not take into consideration the varying capacities of men, do not succeed. The divine physician recognizes His handiwork and He calls for the administration of justice to every soul, and the inclusion of all.

Now this divine plan comprises several different aspects. First, the inheritance law. No longer shall a wealthy man be able to hand down his entire fortune to his oldest son, creating a family autocracy of enormous wealth, which through the years, or so long as the family resists the process of degeneracy, may constitute a menace to society. Instead of this, the Bahai law provides that every fortune, small and great, shall be distributed equally among the children, and others of kin and groups in certain definite proportions. In this, also, is contained another important provision which in turn must not be ignored because it relates to the very heart and soul, that of education—that is, for the establishment in every life, in every distribution of fortune, of a definite part to be given to the teachers of the world.

How this will elevate the station of the teacher, which is so crippled today, ill-trained, poorly paid as many of them are, incompetent in many cases. Under the training of the divine institutes, illumined by the light of the new and wonderful sciences of this new age, the teachers of the world, endowed and protected by this fund, will become the mirrors of heavenly knowledge, and the moulders of character and wisdom. Then, you will see humanity leap for-
ward into the arena of mental conquests previously undreamed of, under the guidance of teachers adequately prepared for this greatest of human services. Such teachers will be informed of the inner life of the child, the realities of the indwelling spirit which must be brought forth, fostered and made brilliant, inasmuch as these are the divine jewels of each soul.

Next, we have the encouragement of profit-sharing for the worker, i.e., the employee; this provision forms a part of the divine solution. Wages, as a means of satisfying labor, have proved inadequate. The wage system has led to strike upon strike, force upon force, violence upon violence. This is because wages alone, as a means of determining the value of labor, are peculiarly subject to the inexorable economic law of supply and demand, which is a requirement of nature, as we have seen. There must be an added determinant of value which will draw the worker nearer the center of common interest which the industry presents both to him and his employer. This common interest is the welfare and prosperity of the business itself. If this be done, the outer pressure upon the worker which ever seeks to array him against the employer, by force, if necessary, finds its influence diminished and the appeal to force will be substituted by that persuasion of unity which is the common interest of both. Until society properly and justly cares for the worker by making him a real partner in enterprise to a certain degree which is just and equitable, entitling him to a share, at the end of the year, of the profits according to the interest he holds, we will never find labor either quiescent, peaceful or contented.

It is certain that wages alone as a means of compensation has led to these constant strikes and lockouts, bitterness and great economic loss; whereas the matter should be dealt with at the fountain head. The meaning is not to abolish the wage system, but to supplement it. The bargaining power of enormous aggregations of workers, i.e., trade unions, is at present necessarily invoked to combat a stubborn employer, or one who is himself helpless in the grasp of the economic law of competition with its frequently sharply defined margin of profit. But this bargaining power of the labor union sometimes openly ignores the justice of the common interest. In its anxiety to demonstrate its power, unemployment, following the strike, hits hardest at the slender pocketbook of the worker, the unionist, himself. Its most serious failing, however, lies in its being an instrument of force and compulsion, setting up a similar psychology in the employer. Shutdowns, and lockouts result, with great financial loss to the ones who can least afford this, the workers themselves.

This mode of settling great industrial conflicts is rejected by the enlightened thought of this new age. "Not warfare, but perfect welfare," says Abdul-Baha, is the aim. The organs of this industrial body must co-relate and, in sympathetic co-operation, function in the utmost unity. The eye of man does not see because the liver arises with force to compel. Rather, under such conditions, the vision becomes impaired and the whole body poisoned. On the contrary, in the healthy body each assists the other, each draws necessary aid from the other, and each contributes harmoniously to the highest functioning of the other.

Therefore, force and violence are seen to be the handmaids of the contingent world, not the divine agencies of happiness. The rich and the powerful ones among us must voluntarily and through recognition of this great industrial truth, give a full measure of justice to the noble place of labor, freely consenting to a fundamental law which recognizes the industrial body of unity.

For Baha'u'llah has exalted labor, denoting it even a worship to God, and
has said to the wealthy ones of earth, “The poor among ye are My trust. Therefore guard My trust and be not wholly occupied with your own ease.”

Next, is the great law of the tithe or income tax. In this, a new and wonderful principle has been disclosed by Baha’u’llah as interpreted by the Center of the Covenant. A trust principal, a great trust fund and a beneficiary of that fund has been created by him. For the first time in the history of the world, a Prophet of God has dealt in a comprehensive way with the economic question, and revealed a law for its solution. As he says:

“We have heard the midnight sighing of the poor.”

His Holiness Christ said:

“Blessed are the poor for theirs shall be the Kingdom of Heaven.”

And His Holiness Abdul-Baha, explaining this, says:

“Blessed are the nameless and traceless poor, for they are the leaders of mankind.”

In the Koran it is written:

“We desire to bestow our gifts upon those who have become weak on the face of the earth, and make them a nation and the heirs (of spiritual truth).”

This is interpreted by Abdul-Baha to mean:

“We wish to grant a favor to the impotent souls and suffer them to become the inheritors of the Messengers and the Prophets.”

Thus, it is seen that, in this day of restitution of all things, the divine promises respecting the poor are fulfilled. The divine justice establishes that which mankind in its selfish absorption, has forgotten. And this establishment, being inclusive of all classes, preserves the rights of the rich, as well. Under this law, a portion of the surplus income of every soul must be diverted to this trust fund which will be administered by the wise men of every community, to be put into effect first with the farmer. Agriculture will receive a great impetus and from this the plan will be extended into the other industrial fields. For the first time the poor are assured the right to the necessities of life. Let it be understood clearly that to be entitled to this right, one must not have failed in conscientious effort according to his ability.

“God has provided for all,” Abdul-Baha tells us. “His rain showers upon all, His sun shines upon all.” There is ample food for all, there is ample provision in this expanse of earth for everyone for their necessities. The principle underlying this trust is this, —that every child born into the world has a right to the necessities of life, and this is a Bahai principle, praise be to God!

Now, without going into the details of the tithe or income tax, it is sufficient to indicate that it is levied upon the surplus income in a progressive measure; according to the size of one’s surplus, one must pay a certain increased proportion. It still leaves each soul an ample incentive, making his own the true balance of that surplus, to do with as he wishes, protecting his individual rights; it does not aim at private property as some socialist philosophy would advocate, converting the substantial part of all wealth into a collectivism governmentally controlled and owned; but it protects both extremes, protecting the individual even as it protects the common need. This will result in preventing so-called swollen fortunes. It will be found to be the greatest means of raising up the poor to the place to which they are rightfully entitled, a position of self-respect. It does away forever with the humiliation of pauperism and assures necessities. It eusts off the industrial shackles, opening the door to comfort and well being. Can the Kingdom of God find existence while industrial serfdom continues, while humanity made in the image of God dwells in constant fear of becoming the objects of almsgiving, destroying self-respect, ex-
tistinguishing the light of hope, blunting the finer qualities of the soul.

Applying this trust principal, Abdul-Baha says that if a man who has not failed in endeavor fails to raise a crop,—we will say he is a farmer—because of the difficulties of the weather or pests, so that he and his family are without means of provision, then that man has a right to go to the storehouse, i.e., the trust fund, in that village and secure the necessities of life. This is a divine principle. It may be, of course, and frequently is the case, that through previous savings, accumulated property, or outside income, etc., one whose income in a given year falls below outgo, is enabled to meet his annual deficit. My understanding is that the right to necessities from the common storehouse would not accrue to one in this position, since no need arises.

The principle of taxation must be here considered. If a man has only earned enough to supply the necessities of his family, then no tax shall be levied against him. Is it just that we levy a tax on a man who earns five hundred dollars a year who needs every cent for the actual necessities of life, and only levy the same degree of tax upon a man whose income is one hundred thousand dollars? Again, just what is the duty of such a needy one to the community in respect to taxation? Taxation, briefly, is the charge laid by the sovereign power upon the property of its subjects. By its essential nature it is an enforced contribution for the support of government and for all public needs. Under the common law, there was no liability of the public authorities to render aid to the unfortunate class commonly denominated as paupers. Up to recent times, and the enactment of the Poor Laws, these wretched ones had no recourse from their misery and destitution. Imprisonment for debt, precarious individual almsgiving, or downright begging, were their sole guarantees of continued existence. But statutory enact-

ments in most of the states now require assistance to be given such a man, when applied for and received with a full knowledge of the nature of the charity. A man may thus become a pauper in the legal sense if he accepts aid from his municipality, even though he is actually providing partial support for his family. Such a man in that event becomes a pauper. But the aid given him is not given him as a matter of right, and the price he pays is the pauper cognomen.

Applying this to the illustration. Our subject, A——, we will say, has earned just enough for the bare necessities of his family and himself. Had his income been any less, then he must subject his family to deprivation and consequent suffering, turn to friends for temporary relief, which is usually impossible, or apply to the public authorities. We have seen the consequences of this latter step. It is impossible to exaggerate the loss of self-respect, the intensity of anguish and utter humiliation which lays hold upon a human soul—we must consider the average type—obliged even to contemplate this step.

We have already seen that under such deplorable conditions a right is created, under the trust principal stated, which would encircle such a family with its protection. But these considerations are also important in analyzing the relation to taxation of the man who has broken even in income and necessary expenses. Suppose A——'s income was of that kind. He must necessarily deduct, under present conditions, the amount of his tax from his naked necessities. By this levy the state is not only theoretically but often actually forcing that family across the dead-line into the forsaken abode of pauperism. Unless new credits can be found, he has no alternative. Whether or not pauperism results, a deadly blow has been dealt and the psychology of that family has been rudely shaken. This is the industrial and social servitude of the age, the cult of the blacksmith
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allPlied to the delicate mechanism of the human soul.

Now, it is proved that taxes are levied, among other objects, for "all public needs." Even at present, a portion of the tax levy in the town of B———, we will say, is used in the care of paupers. This, then, even under the existing laws, is one of the "public needs" for which the taxing power is exercised. It follows that A———, having been driven another step down the ladder by reason of the enforced contribution of the tax, and compelled thereby to apply for and accept public aid, has to a certain definite extent been proceeding in a circle. He has to the extent of the tax paid thrown the scales of income and outgo against him, and now to that extent again he restores the balance by receiving from the community, this time as a pauper, the amount necessary to complete his necessities, which, theoretically, is the exact sum he was taxed.

This, of course, is a technical example, but it illustrates the principle and to a greater or less degree may be found in operation among the masses of humanity. In this connection, one well known axiom of our English law is that nothing need be done which must, in the nature of things, be immediately reversed. Merely circuitous action is or should be as absurd and unnecessary in the case of taxation, as in other social adjustments. A fortiori, when, as a consequence, degraded status results.

So the divine justice, whose voice is now heard in the world, is rending asunder our so-called human justice, exposing its weakness, remedying its inequalities. Pauperism must succumb to the sanction of right. The beneficiary of a trust possesses something he can claim without humiliation or shame. That same self-respect, which he thereby retains and fosters, serves a two-fold purpose as his protector against his invoking that right without a sound reason. To apply this concretely is the crying need of the hour. The order of the world will be thus promoted, revolutionary, and desperate demands set aside, force and violence seen to be a satanic instrumentality, and the great law of unity and co-operation enthroned in the hearts of rich and poor alike. The differentiation of capacities in individuals is preserved, fruitless attempts to level humanity to mean averages are rebuked, and the respective functions of the body politic are witnessed as divinely bestowed. Since it is the function of the eye to see, and any means of impairment of that vision is a menace to the welfare of the whole body, so it is understood that these men and women who, in the community, correspond to that function must be encouraged to fullest activity, not hampered and made ineffective by the jealousy and ignorance of the other branches of the body politic. Under this law, such men and women become in truth servants of the whole body. Under this law, they must, and gladly will, render their full measure of obligation to the needs of the needy. They are themselves equally bound with all others, by the necessities of the trust principal, as outlined.

Similarly, the function or capacity of these individuals corresponding to other organs and parts of the body of the race, must be unimpaired. There must be freedom also in this. What restraining force is necessary has been provided for, as has been seen. Because a given capacity is apparently less brilliant, less compelling than another does not make it inferior or less important. The skin and the nails, the bones and the joints of society are a part of the body, and without them health is impossible. Up to now, these and other important functions have been degraded, unjustly oppressed and diseased, whereas in reality they are of the noblest of capacities. Hence, the present outcry of labor, the anguished protests of the poor. We must consequently realize that the happiness of each depends upon its full co-
operation and the recognition of its rights. The stomach, if called upon to see, would make a miserable failure. But can the eye perform the work of digestion? These are the teachings of unity.

In closing, meditate upon this paragraph from the utterances of His Holiness, Abdul-Baha, on this subject, a most significant utterance given in Montreal, September 3d, 1912:

“Although the body politic is one family, yet because of the lack of symmetry some members are comfortable and some are in the utmost misery; some members are satisfied and some are hungry; some are clothed with the most costly garments, while some members are in need of food and shelter. Why? Because this family has not the reciprocity and symmetry needed. This household is not well arranged. This household is not under a perfect law. All the laws made do not insure happiness; they do not afford comfort; therefore a law must be given forth for this family according to which each member of this family will enjoy equal comfort and happiness. Is it possible for a member of a family to be subjected to the utmost of misery and abject poverty, and for the rest of the family to be comfortable? It is impossible, unless the rest of the family be without feeling, having become spiritually atrophied, inhospitable, unkind. Then such would say, ‘Though these members are of our family, nevertheless let them alone, let us look after ourselves, let them die. So long as we are comfortable, we are honorable, we are enjoying bliss, it is enough. But this, our brother, let him die. If he is in misery let him remain in misery, provided we are comfortable. If he be hungry, let him remain so, we are full. If he is without clothes, provided we are clothed, let him remain as he is. If he is shelterless, homeless, so long as we have homes let him remain in the wilderness.’ Such a callous condition in the human family is due to a lack of control and a lack of the working of the law; to a failure of kindness among men. If kindness be shown to members of this family surely all will enjoy equal comfort and happiness. The purport is this: that we, all of us inhabiting the globe of the earth, in reality, are one family, and each of us is a member of that family. Accordingly, we must all be in the utmost of happiness and comfort, under a just rule and regulation agreeable to the good pleasure of God, causing us to be well pleased, for this life is fleeting and if a man looks after himself only, he is no more than the animal, for the animal alone is to that degree egoistic. Nay, rather, man should be willing to accept hardship for himself in order that others may be happy; he should prefer poverty for himself that others may enjoy wealth; he must welcome trouble for himself if by so acting others may enjoy happiness and well being. This is a characteristic of man; this is becoming to man, otherwise man is not man but worse than animal. Such a man is an honor to the world of humanity, such a man is the glory of the world of mankind, such a man is he who wins eternal bliss, such a man is nearer the threshold of God, such a man is the very manifestation of eternal happiness. We ask God that He may give to human souls, justice, whereby they shall be fair and try to provide for the poor their comforts, so that each member of the race shall pass his life in the utmost of comfort and well being. Then shall this material world be the very paradise of the Kingdom and this elemental earth a heavenly state and all the servants of God shall live in the utmost of joy, happiness and gladness. We must all strive and we must all concentrate all our thoughts on this in order that such happiness may be obtained by the world of humanity.”

Allaho’Abha!
WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA

"Great importance must be given to the development of the STAR OF THE WEST. The circle of its discussion must be widened; in its columns must be published the essential problems pertaining to the Bahai life in all its phases. Its contents must be so universal that even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in all the social and religious movements of the age and is conducive to the progress of the world and its inhabitants. In short, the STAR OF THE WEST must promote the aspirations and the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets, bringing into the light of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost value to the Bahai teachers all over the world."

From Unveiling of the Divine Plan.
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MESSAGE OF ABDUL-BAHA TO THE AMERICAN BAHAI'S THROUGH MRS. CORINNE TRUE AND MISS EDNA TRUE ON THE EVE OF THEIR DEPARTURE FROM HAIFA, NOV. 12, 1919.

My message to them is that they must be united, must remain firm and steadfast, must be always turning to the Kingdom and must be the manifestations of truthfulness, of faith, of harmony and of self-sacrifice. They must co-operate and serve one another with sincerity and goodwill, with devotion and with humility. They must be pure in heart, purer than this water at table. Their hearts must be always directed toward God and turned away from man. They must seek His divine good-pleasure and should be wholly detached from this ephemeral world, for attachment to it will plunge man into an intense darkness. The love of this world is the fountain head of every vice and sin. It is the first sin that a soul can commit. No sin is greater than this. Whoever is detached from this world is assuredly near unto God, is a real and sincere Baha'i, and whoever is attached to it knows well that he is not a real Baha'i, for a real Baha'i cannot love this world and cannot be possibly attached to it. At most it is this that man may live a few days in this world, sleeps, eats, drinks and then passes away, is confined into a subterranean dungeon and goes to the lowest of the low, leaving no trace and no name behind him. But if, on the other hand, he turns during the days of his life to the divine Kingdom, acquires human perfections and the excellent attributes of the world of humanity, his life will be a fruitful one, he will pertain to the Kingdom and will become heavenly and illumined. He will never feel inclined to this world and if he at all occupies himself with it, it is simply to acquire the means of subsistence. The two most essential requisites are harmony and severance from this world. Attachment to this world is a hindrance to union. If attachment is decreased, union and harmony will be gradually realized.

Good tidings and refreshing news must be received from you when you reach the West—tidings which, when I become informed of them, I may be gladdened and rejoiced. I trust that when ye reach America ye may be in the utmost degree of enkindlement, that ye may stir and quicken the souls. I pray that ye may bestow such a joy and fragrance that when ye attend a gathering of friends and when ye address them ye may transform and stir and vivify the souls of your hearers.

Rest assured that the confirmations of the Blessed Beauty (Baha’u’llah) will ever come to your assistance and will ever encompass you. On your behalf I pray at these Sacred Spots and beg for ye assistance and confirmation. Rest ye assured that ye are under His sheltering protection!
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations: that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’U’LLAH.
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Unveiling of the Divine Plan for the Islands of the Sea

Tablet® of ABDUL-BAHÁ read at the Seventh Session of the Eleventh Annual Mashrekol-Azkar Convention and Bahá’í Congress held in McAlpin Hotel, New York City, April 26-30, 1919.

TABLET

To the believers and the maid-servants of the Merciful of the Bahá’í Assemblies and Meetings in the United States and Canada!

He is God!

O ye real Bahá’ís of America!

Praise be to His Highness the desired One, that ye have become confirmed in the promotion of divine teachings in that vast continent, raised the call of the Kingdom of God in that region and announced the glad-tidings of the Manifestation of the Lord of Hosts and His Highness the promised One. Thanks be unto the Lord that ye have become assisted and confirmed in this aim. This is purely through the confirmations of the Lord of Hosts and the breaths of the Holy Spirit. At present your confirmation is not known and understood. Ere long ye shall observe that each one of you like unto a brilliant and shining star will diffuse the light of guidance from that horizon and that ye have become the cause of the eternal life to the inhabitants of America.

Consider: The station and the confirmation of the apostles in the time of Christ was not known, and no one looked on them with the feeling of importance—nay, rather, they persecuted and ridiculed them. Later on it became evident what crowns studded with the brilliant jewels of guidance were placed on the heads of the apostles, Mary Magdalene and Mary the mother of John.

 Likewise your confirmation is not known at the present time. I hope that ere long it may throw a mighty reverberation through the pillars of the earth. Therefore, it is the hope of Abdul-Bahá that just as ye are confirmed and assisted on the continent of America, ye may also be confirmed and assisted on other continents of the globe—that is, ye may carry the fame of the Cause of God to

*Note—This Tablet to the Assemblies of the United States and Canada was revealed on Tuesday morning, April 11, 1916, in Bahjí, near the blessed Tomb of Bahá’u’lláh.—The Editors.
the East and to the West and spread the glad-tidings of the appearance of the Prince of Kingdom of the Lord of Hosts throughout the five continents of the world.

When this divine call travels from the continent of America to Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia and the islands of the Pacific, the American believers shall be established on the throne of everlasting glory, the fame of their illumination and guidance shall reach to all regions and the renown of their greatness become world-wide. Therefore, a party, speaking the languages, severed, holy, sanctified and filled with the love of God, must turn their faces to and travel through the three great island groups of the Pacific Ocean,—Polynesia, Micronesia and Mylanesia, and the islands attached to these groups, such as New Guinea, Borneo, Java, Sumatra, Philippine Islands, Solomon Islands, Fiji Islands, New Hebrides, Loyalty Islands, New Caledonia, Bismarck Archipelago, Ceram, Celebes, Friendly Islands, Samoa Islands, Society Islands, Caroline Islands, Low Archipelago, Marquesas, Hawaiian Islands, Gilbert Islands, Moluccas, Marshall Islands, Timor and the other islands. With hearts overflowing with the love of God, with tongues commemorating the mention of God, with eyes turned to the Kingdom of God, they must deliver the glad-tiding of the Manifestation of the Lord of Hosts to all the people. Know ye of a certainty that in whatever meeting ye may enter, in the apex of that meeting the Holy Spirit shall be waving and the heavenly confirmations of the Blessed Perfection will encompass all.

Consider ye, that Miss Agnes Alexander (of Honolulu), the daughter of the Kingdom, the beloved maid-servant of the Blessed Perfection, traveled alone in the Hawaiian Islands, and now she is gaining spiritual victories in Japan! Reflect ye how this daughter was confirmed in the Hawaiian Islands. She became the cause of the guidance of a gathering of people.

Likewise Miss Knobloch traveled alone to Germany. To what a great extent she became confirmed! Therefore, know ye of a certainty that whosoever arises in this day to diffuse the divine fragrances, the cohorts of the Kingdom of God shall confirm him and the bestowals and the favors of the Blessed Perfection shall eneircle him.

O how I long that it would be made possible for me to travel through these parts, even if necessary on foot and with the utmost poverty, and while passing through the cities, villages, mountains, deserts and oceans, cry at the top of my voice: "Ya-Baha-El-Abha!" and promote the divine teachings. But now this is not feasible for me, therefore I live in great regret; perchance, God willing, ye may become assisted therein.

At this time, in the islands of Hawaii, through the efforts of Miss Alexander, a number of souls have reached the shore of the sea of faith! Consider ye, what happiness, what joy is this! I declare by the Lord of Hosts that had this respected daughter founded an empire, that empire would not have been so great! For this sovereignty is eternal sovereignty and this glory is everlasting glory.

Likewise, if some teachers go to other islands and other parts, such as the
continent of Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania, also to Japan, Asiatic Russia, Korea, French Indo-China, Siam, Straits Settlements, India, Ceylon and Afghanistan, most great results will be forthcoming. How good would it be were there any possibility of a commission composed of men and women, to travel together through China and Japan,—so that this bond of love may become strengthened, and through this going and coming they may establish the oneness of the world of humanity, summon the people to the Kingdom of God and spread the teachings.

Similarly, if possible, they should travel to the continent of Africa, Canary Islands, Cape Verde Islands, Madeira Islands, Reunion Islands, St. Helena, Zanzibar, Mauritius, etc., and in those countries summon the people to the Kingdom of God and raise the cry of: "Ya-Baha-El-Abha!" They must also upraise the flag of the oneness of the world of humanity in the island of Madagascar.

Books and pamphlets must be either translated or composed in the languages of these countries and islands, to be circulated in every part and in all directions.

It is said that in South Africa, a diamond mine has been discovered. Although this mine is most valuable, yet after all it is stone. Perchance, God willing, the mine of humanity may be discovered and the brilliant pearls of the Kingdom be found.

In brief, this world-consuming war has set such a conflagration to the hearts that no word can describe it. In all the countries of the world the longing for universal peace is taking possession of the consciousness of men. There is not a soul who does not yearn for concord and peace. A most wonderful state of receptivity is being realized. This is through the consummate wisdom of God, so that capacity may be created, the standard of the oneness of the world of humanity be upraised, and the fundamentals of universal peace and the divine principles be promoted in the East and the West.

Therefore, O ye believers of God! Show ye an effort and after this war spread ye the synopsis of the divine teachings in the British Isles, France, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Russia, Italy, Spain, Belgium, Switzerland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Holland, Portugal, Roumania, Serbia, Montenegro, Bulgaria, Greece, Andora, Liechtenstein, Luxemburg, Monaco, San Marino, Balearic Isles, Corsica, Sardina, Sicily, Crete, Malta, Iceland, Faroe Islands, Shetland Islands, Hebrides and Orkney Islands.

In all these countries, like unto the morning stars shine ye from the horizon of guidance. Up to this time ye have displayed great magnanimity, but after this, ye must add a thousand times to your effort and throughout the above countries, capitals, islands, meetings and churches, invite mankind to the Kingdom of Abha! The circle of your exertion must become widened. The more it is broadened and extended, the greater will be your confirmation.

Ye have observed that while Abdul-Baha was in the utmost bodily weakness and feebleness, while he was indisposed, and had not the power to move—notwithstanding this physical state he traveled through many countries, in Europe
and America, and in churches, meetings and conventions was occupied with the promotion of the divine principles and summoned the people to the manifestation of the Kingdom of Abha. Ye have also observed how the confirmations of the Blessed Perfection encompassed all. What result is forthcoming from material rest, tranquillity, luxury and attachment to this corporeal world! It is evident that the man who pursues these things will in the end become afflicted with regret and loss.

Consequently, one must close his eyes wholly to these thoughts, long for eternal life, the sublimity of the world of humanity, the celestial developments, the Holy Spirit, the promotion of the Word of God, the guidance of the inhabitants of the globe, the promulgation of universal peace and the proclamation of the oneness of the world of humanity! This is the work! Otherwise like unto other animals and birds one must occupy himself with the requirements of this physical life, the satisfaction of which is the highest aspiration of the animal kingdom, and one must stalk across the earth like unto the quadrupeds.

Consider ye! No matter how much man gains wealth, riches and opulence in this world, he will not become as independent as a cow. For these fattened cows roam freely over the vast tableland. All the prairies and meadows are theirs for grazing, and all the springs and rivers are theirs for drinking! No matter how much they graze, the fields will not be exhausted! It is evident that they have earned these material bounties with the utmost facility.

Still more ideal than this is the life of the bird. A bird, on the summit of a mountain, on the high, waving branches, has built for itself a nest more beautiful than the palaces of the kings! The air is in the utmost purity, the water cool and clear as crystal, the panorama charming and enchanting. In such glorious surroundings, he expends his numbered days. All the harvests of the plain are his possessions, having earned all this wealth without the least labor. Hence, no matter how much man may advance in this world, he shall not attain to the station of this bird! Thus it becomes evident that in the matters of his world, however much man may strive and work to the point of death, he will be unable to earn the abundance, the freedom and the independent life of a small bird. This proves and establishes the fact that man is not created for the life of this ephemeral world;—nay, rather, he is created for the acquirement of infinite perfections, for the attainment to the sublimity of the world of humanity, to be drawn nigh unto the divine threshold, and to sit on the throne of everlasting sovereignty!

Upon ye be Baha El-Abha!

Any soul starting on a trip of teaching to various parts, and while sojourning in strange countries, may peruse the following supplication, day and night:

SUPPLICATION

O God! O God! Thou seest me enamored and attracted toward Thy Kingdom, the El-Abha, enkindled with the fire of Thy love amongst mankind, a
herald of Thy Kingdom in these vast and spacious countries, severed from aught else save Thee, relying on Thee, abandoning rest and comfort, remote from my native home, a wanderer in these regions, a stranger fallen on the ground, humble before Thy exalted threshold, submissive toward Thy most high realm, supplicating Thee in the middle of nights and in the heart of evenings, entreating and invoking Thee in the morn and eve;—so that Thou mayst assist me in the service of Thy Cause, the promotion of Thy teachings and the exaltation of Thy Word in the Easts of the Earth and the Wests thereof.

O Lord! Strengthen my back and confirm me in Thy servitude with all my powers, and do not leave me alone and by myself in these countries.

O Lord! Associate with me in my loneliness and accompany me in my journeys through these foreign lands.

Verily, Thou art the confirmor of whomsoever Thou willest in that which Thou desirest, and verily Thou art the Powerful, the Omnipotent!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 6, 1919, Washington, D. C.)

News from Japan

LETTER FROM AGNES ALEXANDER

Beloved friends:

Here again I am in this land after a wonderful voyage from Honolulu in teaching the Cause, as the doors opened as never before. When I went on the steamer in Honolulu, it was the twelfth time I had boarded a steamer without knowing beforehand anyone who was sailing. The first morning a letter was handed me from Mrs. Cooper, telling of a lovely French young lady, Mlle. Charlotte Comte, who was traveling on the same steamer, and who had become deeply interested in the teachings. Strange to say unconsciously as we were sailing from Honolulu, I was guided to her and we talked together, though not at that time of the Cause. She was on her way to Vladivostok to be married and had traveled from Paris alone through the United States. At Niagara Falls she met a Bahai and heard for the first time the teachings, then in Chicago she went to the Sunday meeting, meeting others who attended a meeting in Washington. He offered to do all in his power to help me here.

I am now staying in the Tokyo station

(Continued on page 316)
O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

O ye apostles of Baha’u’llah—May my life be a ransom to you!

Similarly, the Magazine, the Star of the West, must be edited in the utmost regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God—so that both in the East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION

Northeastern States: Hooper Harris.
Western States: Helen S. Goodall.
Southern States: Joseph H. Hannen.
Dominion of Canada: May Maxwell.
Central States: Albert Vail, Carl Scheffler.
Editorial Staff: Albert R. Windust—Gertrude Buikema—Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi
Honorary Member: Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
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News from Haifa, Palestine

LETTER FROM MRS. CORINNE TRUE

Cairo, Egypt.
November 16, 1919.

To the Editors of the Star of the West:

We spent eleven heavenly days in Haifa with Abdul-Baha. Two weeks ago this morning (November 2nd) we reached there after pushing through many difficulties. None of the countries have recovered from the war. Traveling is really filled with discomforts, and the innumerable official signatures necessary to enter or leave a country is most annoying. We were held up for three weeks in Paris getting our British visé to enter Egypt. Fugeta wrote me from Naples that he was held up indefinitely there for the same reason. Of course we could not go to Abdul-Baha without first going to find out just how Fugeta was situated. This necessitated our sailing for Egypt via Italy. We had to leave him in Naples, greatly to our regret, but there was a service we could render him in Cairo by hastening the sending on of his British visé that the consul had cabled for. We had a beautiful steamer from Brindisi, Italy, to Alexandria, and the trip was lovely in every way.

Let me go back to tell you that in Paris, Mirza Ali Kuli Khan and his charming wife were adorable to us, and perfect lifesavers. They were the only two Bahais we could find at that time in Paris, Mr. and Mrs. Scott having gone to the country on a protracted stay. The afternoon we were leaving Paris for Italy, Mr. Randall and George Latimer came to our hotel to see us, and at six o’clock we had dinner with the five members of their party. It was so good to see them.

In Brindisi we found Dr. Esselmont at our hotel, waiting for his ship. He sailed in the afternoon and we in the
morning of the same day, but our ship was the fastest ship we could get to Egypt, and then we proceeded to Haifa by rail. The railroad in Palestine was built and is run by the military, therefore we required a military permit to ride on it. Getting this permit required us to come to Cairo, military headquarters. This also took time, so Edna made good use of every moment for sightseeing, as we did not expect to return to Cairo. Finally arrangements were perfected for us to take the train Saturday evening at 6:15, and we reached Haifa Sunday morning about 11 o'clock. It was the most difficult part of the journey, no comforts whatever on the train, only a bunk to wrap oneself in a steamer rug and stretch out for the night. It was quite thrilling to find oneself riding through that territory which Moses led the children of Israel through in his journey from Egypt to the Promised Land.

Our struggles to attain the goal of reaching Haifa so soon after a world war, in which all the countries we passed through had been vital factors, were indeed great compared to the ease with which Arna and I had made the journey twelve years ago, but this very struggle made the joy of arrival so great that we were almost stunned to find ourselves actually in the presence of Abdul-Baha and in Haifa.

In one of his talks he has said that it will be impossible for us to realize his fatherhood for us while we are in the body. I think this is in Divine Philosophy. Upon reaching Haifa the first thing was an expression of his divine fatherhood for his spiritual children. He had prepared a pilgrim house for the American Bahais, even hiring a European housemaid (a deaf German woman from their colony). One must pass through the many struggles of travel through broken down war countries, still tied up with military red tape, to fully realize what the joy was first to actually be in his holy presence again and partake of his fatherly care awaiting our arrival. His welcome was all the heart needed to wipe away every trace of the struggle, and count every discomfort as the greatest comfort. Eleven days were spent in that Holy Spot. Beginning the morning by meeting with the holy family in Abdul-Baha's living room at 6:30, where chanting was done and those far-famed cups of tea were served, which seem like veritable draughts of life. Sometimes we asked Abdul-Baha questions and sometimes he talked to us without questions. Always was that marvelous flow of divine knowledge and wisdom. We usually went back to the American pilgrim house after chatting with the Greatest Holy Leaf or the Holy Mother or the daughter of Abdul-Baha.

One of the sweetest things happened early one morning that I must tell you about. The daughter, Tubab Khanum, her husband, Mirza Mohsen, and their little child, a boy of three years, were in Beirut when we arrived, but returned in a day or so. The first morning after their return, when the little three-year-old grandson came into the family gathering, he went to Abdul-Baha with the deepest sense of reverence, and picking up the hem of his garment, which was a white abba that morning, he kissed it and buried his little head in its folds. It was a picture never to be forgotten. The act of the child was clearly spontaneous, one could see. From the Orient the Occident must learn the real lesson of reverence. This is a spiritual quality she has to impart to us, while on the other hand the Occident has some qualities to reciprocate—it is give and take—the two embracing as two lovers.

A beautiful part of the day was after we had returned to the pilgrim house and been served a European breakfast, and some piece of work was taken up which we could do on the front balcony. Seeing us free the Oriental pilgrims would come on this balcony and visit with us, and from them we learned much of the early history of the Cause in Persia, and also the present methods by which it is being spread. I am bringing
a photo containing the faces of all the dear pilgrims, and when I see you will talk to you for hours about them.

At 4 o'clock again we went to the holy family for tea and a visit. Then at 6:30 we American women were permitted to meet with the men believers, who gather every evening with Abdul-Baha for an hour. The evening dinner was one of the most wonderful times. Seated on his left was Edna, and on his right this servant, and at the table about a dozen of these wonderful Oriental pilgrims, who are mostly the great Bahai teachers. That is another long chapter, but I must close.

Lovingly in His Name,
Corinne True.

LETTER FROM DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI

Haifa, Palestine.
December 11, 1919.

To the Star of the West:
My beloved co-workers:

On November 11th, the night of the blessed Birthday of Baha'u'llah, we sailed from America; on the 26th of November, the Feast of the Center of God's Covenant, we sailed from Italy; and on the 9th of December we reached the holy presence of Abdul-Baha. He inquired about all the friends in America and he is pleased with all.

Oh! what a difference between now and twelve years ago. At present the light of justice is shining, in the past there was only injustice. Now, for the first time in the history of the Holy Land, religious freedom is given; people's lives, property and chastity are safeguarded.

The face of the Master is radiant as the sun, and the multitudes around him are as butterflies, and he is the luminous lamp. He says the people of the world will enjoy the blessings of the Most Great Peace only when they accept the Bahai Message. The Cause of Baha'u'llah is creative, but the creatures are the creatures, and all mankind cannot create a mosquito. I am thinking and praying for you and all the beloved friends in America. The Master said: "Khili khoob (Very good)," after he saw issue No. 8 of the radiant Star of the West. Faithfully,
Zia (Bagdadi).

LETTER FROM GEORGE LATIMER

On board S. S. Canopic.
December 19, 1919.

To the Star of the West:

After twelve wonderful days at Haifa, on the "Mountain of God" with Abdul-Baha, our boat arrived three days ahead of time to bring us back to America. At first the news of its sudden arrival saddened us, but we soon realized that our cup of capacity had already been filled to the brim and our greatest joy was to carry back the love and fragrances of that holy spot to the friends in America.

Now that all the doors of communication have been opened, Abdul-Baha is extremely busy welcoming the pilgrims from all parts of the world and sending out his teachings and instructions everywhere. Often he works many hours into the night correcting Tablets and answering letters. His power, energy and activity was an inspiration to us all, and his supreme joy is the news of unity and the progress of the Cause.

On November 19th, when he came to the Pilgrim House, prepared for Western friends, to have lunch with us, it was remarked that upon our return to America the first question the friends would ask is: "When will the Master return to America?" His face lighted up with a beaming smile as he said:
"We will see what God wants. If America becomes illumined, its illumination like a magnet, will draw me there. If America will become the America I want it to become, I will surely come and I will go to all parts, to every state."

These words were still ringing in our ears and hearts when on November 27th, the time of parting came. Before our departure, Abdul-Baha again expressed the greatest longing of his heart, saying:

"You must all do your best to increase love among the friends, that really and sincerely the friends may all love one another—so that faith in the Kingdom may give forth good results, because life in this world depends upon love. The illumination of the world of man depends upon love, the splendor of God depends upon love, tranquillity of heart and soul both depend upon love. Anything beside that is personified imagination. If a friend arrives from another city or state, friends must show him the utmost love so that he may be pleased with coming to the city and meeting the friends."

Will not this call of the Center of the Covenant, the call which pulsates through all the arteries of the world of humanity, awaken within us that love and unity of purpose which will become the torch of illumination that will once more attract him to our shores?

With Bahai love and greetings,

George Latimer.

NOTE:—Those returning from this pilgrimage are Mr. and Mrs. Randall, their daughter Bahiyeh, Albert Vail, Arthur Hathaway and myself.

"Universal peace is one of the principles of Baha’u’llah"

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA TO THE HON. WILLIAM SULZER

To the Honorable William Sulzer, Ex-Governor, New York—Greetings!

He Is God!

O thou who art the well-wisher of humanity—felicitations!

Your epistle concerning the League of Nations has been received and read with great joy. I am hopeful that the members of the League of Nations, especially President Woodrow Wilson, the well-wisher of the world, shall be confirmed in this, that in accordance with the teachings of Baha’u’llah there shall soon be established a great tribunal, the members of which shall be composed of the best men and women from all the governments of the earth. This great tribunal must be the guarantor of universal peace.

The present is the beginning of the dawn of universal peace. The hope of the world is this: That the sun of universal peace may rise with a supremacy that shall entirely dispel the darkness of war and its infamous disgrace.

The question of universal peace is one of the principles of the teachings of Baha’u’llah. These teachings have other principles that make them complete, such as: The oneness of humanity; the investigation of truth and reality and the abandonment of old superstitions; unity and religious amity; that religion must be the cause of concord; that all religions must conform with science and reason; that there must be no religious, racial or national prejudices; that there must be a oneness of language—that is, the adoption of a universal auxiliary language, so that every mind shall know two languages, one the national tongue and the other the universal language; that there must be a solution of social problems and economic questions based on justice to all; that there must be equality of the rights of women and men, that righteousness and justice must prevail, and that
there must be education and freedom for all the sons and daughters of mother earth.

With the efforts of your President the matter of universal peace has come forth as expounded in the League of Nations.

Through the favor of the True One, and by the Word of God, I pray the League of Nations shall soon become a fact; that universal peace shall thenceforth be established; that then the

brotherhood of man shall then be recognized, and that your honor and the people of your country, may continue a manifestation of their confirmation.

Praise be to God!
Love and benediction.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Revealed June 18, 1919, Haifa, Syria. Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago.)

News from Japan
(Continued from page 311)

hotel where I was guided. All the trains of the Empire come and go from this point and I see and hear them from my window, but so long as I can follow only His guidance it must not matter where I am. I am only so thankful for the two wonderful years in America. My three Bahai children have gathered here to see me, and I feel now my work is to

make the essence, which is planted in them, so strong that through them the divine torch will blaze in Japan.

Fuyo San is now writing for a newspaper and doing well. She wrote an article about the Bahai Cause, and my coming, for her paper and it is beautiful. So this little "shrub," as Abdul-Baha called her, is beginning to blossom, praise be to God!

Agnes Alexander.

Recent Tablets from Abdul-Baha to American Bahais

VIOLA KLUGE
To the maid-servant of God, Miss Viola Kluge, Chicago, Illinois—Upon her be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!
He Is God!
O thou radiant child!
The letter thou hast written in the utmost sweetness has been perused. It evidenced and indicated thy brilliant capacity, thy wit and thy understanding. The epistle was clear and consummated and I therefore became hopeful of thee, as thou attainest maturity, thou mayest become a radiant, merciful and Godly maiden, freed and sanctified from the impurities of the world of nature, partaker and participator of the illumination of the divine reality and the cause of the glorification of the world of humanity.

Convey to thy father and thy mother my greetings and my kindness and likewise to thy acquaintances.

His Holiness Baha’u’llah has endured for your sake all these calamities and trials, that the light of guidance may illuminate your hearts. Abdul-Baha has passed his days in confinement, in exile and under a drawn sword; not for a single hour did he ever entertain the hope of deliverance until the present time when an equitable government has pitched its tent over these regions. Now the means of assurance have been provided. In fine, all my intentions center around this: that radiant children may be trained by divine education and become the blazing candles of the world of humanity.

Upon thee and upon thy father and mother be greetings and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine, Feb. 1, 1919.)
To the maid-servant of God, Jessie Revell, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania—

Upon her be Bahá’u’lláh El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou who art firm in the Covenant!

Thy detailed letters were received. Although the pressure of occupation is extreme and excessive, leaving no time for a short letter and particularly for a detailed one, yet I am affectionately attached to thee. Notwithstanding the lack of time, I write thee this letter that thou mayest know how dear thou art to me. As thou art brilliant and pure and hast no wish but to serve the Cause of God and promulgate the divine teachings, I pray and entreat at the threshold of God and beg for thee limitless assistance and bounty.

Convey on my behalf greeting and kindness to Grace VanSciver and Joline Ruestle. On their behalf, I pray that they may be reared in the arms of the kind father, His Holiness Bahá’u’lláh and may become the cause of illumination of mankind.

On behalf of Effie Dixon I beg pardon and forgiveness from the compassionate Lord that she may be immersed in the ocean of forgiveness and may become in the Divine Kingdom the recipient of favor and bounty.

Convey on my behalf respectful greeting to Mrs. Rorer and say: “If thou art the lover of mankind, strive to promote the teachings of Bahá’u’lláh for these teachings are the essence of love, of kindness and of the unity of mankind.”

Convey on my behalf the utmost love and respect and favor to the favored and attracted maid-servants of God, Mrs. Brittingham and Mrs. Nourse. I beg for them eternal happiness and unbounded glory.

As to thy presence in these days at the Holy Land, it is not in accordance with wisdom. Thou must engage in those regions, day and night in service.

As to the marriage of the maid-servant of God, Badieh, to Laurie Culver, it is a blessed one. I pray God that this marriage may be eternal, spiritual and merciful.

As to the new name thou hast requested, let it be “Narem.”

The Assembly of Philadelphia is indeed worthy of praise. I supplicate from the bounties of God that that assembly may become a heavenly rose-garden and may receive everyday a share from the Lord’s Supper.

Thyself and thy sister are striving to learn Spanish; this is highly acceptable, that, God willing, after its acquisition, thou mayest promote heavenly teachings.

As to the appearance of Christ after war and commotion, by this is meant the promulgation of divine teachings, that throughout all regions the teachings of God will be promoted and the result will be universal peace. For universal peace is unachievable save through the power of the Word of God.

Convey on my behalf to the maid-servant of God, Ruth Lerman, the utmost kindness and say: “How fortunate thou wert that this supreme glad-tidings hast attained thine ears and thou hast been awakened by the call of the divine Kingdom.”

Convey to thy respected mother my greeting and say to her to strive with heart and mind in order to cause the colored group to enter the Kingdom, to illumine their hearts, to help them to acquire heavenly characteristics and to cause them to attain unto everlasting glory.

As to your residence in Philadelphia or Ohio, wherever the means of comfort are forthcoming therein reside.

Impart to the maid-servant of God, Ethel, the glad-tidings of the divine bestowals. I pray that Mr. Elliott, Miss Brooks, Miss Thompson, Mr. Ellwood and his wife may illumine their sight with the resplendent light that shines from the Kingdom of Abha.
The two gatherings which ye had held in Philadelphia wherein the friends of God have been present as well as newcomers to the Cause, these two meetings are highly acceptable in the divine Kingdom and have been praised and extolled. The hope is entertained that advantageous results may be derived, that is to say, whenever a favorable occasion presents itself, such meetings may be again held.

As to the children with whom thou are speaking, thy pure breath will undoubtedly exert its influence upon them.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, July 16th, 1919.)

MARIA REBECCA ROBERTSON

To the maid-servant of God, Maria Rebecca Robertson, New York City—Upon her be BAH'A'O'LLAH El-Abha!

*He Is God!*

O thou daughter of the Kingdom!

Thy letter was received. Formerly I have met thee and have given thee certain admonitions with the utmost kindness. Undoubtedly thou bearest them in mind. At present, moreover, I am writing thee an answer. Consider how kind I am that I desire thee to become related to the Kingdom, lordly, merciful, illumined and one of the heavenly angels. Such are my admonitions.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, July 16th, 1919.)

HELEN WHITNEY

To the maid-servant of God, Helen Whitney, Portland, Oregon—Upon her be BAH'A'O'LLAH El-Abha!

*He Is God!*

O thou daughter of the Kingdom!

Thy letter was received. Thou hast asked about fate, predestination and will. Fate and predestination are the necessary and indispensable relationships which exist in the realities of things. These relationships have been placed in the realities of existent beings through the power of creation and every incident is a consequence of the necessary relationships. For example, God has created a relation between the sun and the terrestrial globe, that the rays of the sun should shine and the soil should yield. These relationships are predestination, and its manifestation on the plane of existence is fate. Will is that active force which controls these relationships and these incidents. The epitome of the explanation of fate and predestination is this. I have no time for a detailed explanation. Ponder over this. The reality of fate, predestination and will will be made manifest.

As to thy presence in the Holy Land, at present travel is difficult. Postpone it until the time when it is made easy.

Upon thee be BAH'A'O'LLAH El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, July 18th, 1919.)

EDGAR WAITE

To his honor, Mr. Edgar Waite, Los Angeles, California—Upon him be BAH'A'O'LLAH El-Abha!

*He Is God!*

O thou who art turning thy face to the divine Kingdom!

Thy respected wife has written a letter and has praised thy character and thy conduct; thou hast become lordly, illumined, attracted to the Kingdom, hast secured a share and portion from the breaths of the Holy Spirit, hast attained unto everlasting life, and hast been gladdened and filled with joy. She has also sent the poem which she composed in praise of the Convention. Verily, the verses were in the utmost eloquence and sweetness, and were the cause of the gladness of their hearers. I hope that through the bounties of God
both of you may pass your days in the utmost joy and fragrance and become the cause of the promulgation of the divine teachings. Convey on behalf of Abdul-Baha to thy respected wife my wonderful Abha greetings, and say: ‘‘The kindness, the training and the education extended to prisoners is an exceedingly important matter. As thou hast therefore exerted an effort along that line and hast awakened some of them, and hast been the cause of the turning of their faces to the divine Kingdom, this praiseworthy deed is highly acceptable. Persevere assuredly along this line. Convey on my behalf to the two prisoners at San Quentin the utmost kindness, and tell them, ‘‘That prison in the sight of the wise souls is the school of training and development. Ye must strive with heart and soul that ye may become famous in character and knowledge.‘’

Upon thee and upon them be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, July 18th, 1919.)

OLLIE JAMES WATTS
J. E. GILLIGAN
To their honors, Messrs. Ollie James Watts and J. E. Gilligan, through Mrs. Louise R. Waite, Los Angeles, California—Upon them be greeting and praise!

He Is God!
O ye two servants of the Kingdom!

Thy letter was received. It was conducive evidence that, praise be to God, ye have been freed from the darkness of superstitions, have attained to the center of Truth, have been emancipated from the old imitations that indicate antiquity of the world, and are investigating Truth. This undoubtedly is due to the bounty of God and is indicative of the lordly bestowals. Consider how the people of the world are immersed in a sea of imitations, they lack perception and hold fast to what they hear. Although they have been immersed for thousands of years in the ocean of superstitions and have acquired no results, yet they are still sleeping.

Praise be to God, therefore, that your inner sight has been opened, that ye have discovered the Truth, and have attained unto that which is the cause of heavenly glory and everlasting life.

Upon you be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, July 18th, 1919.)

RUTH KLOS
To the maid-servant of God, Ruth Klos, Atchison, Kansas—Upon her be BAHÁ’U’LLAH El-Abha!

He Is God!
O thou seeker of the Kingdom!

Thy letter was received. Thou hast written that ‘‘I am not worthy.” Who is worthier than thee? Hadst thou not been worthy, thou wouldst not have turned to God and wouldst not have wished to enter the Kingdom.

Thy worthiness has guided thee until this blessing and bounty have encompassed thee.

Upon thee be Bahá-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Acca, Palestine, July 25, 1919.)

PETER MAUS
To his honor, Mr. Peter Maus, Helena, Montana—Upon him be BAHÁ’U’LLAH El-Abha!

He Is God!
O thou faithful servant of God!

Thy letter diffused a musk-scented perfume—the perfume of the flowers and fragrant herbs of the love of God. The nostrils were perfumed and the heart was gladdened, that, praise be to God, that firm and steadfast soul has become the cause of the illumination of two other ones and has led them to the...
fountain of life, that each of them may, in the divine orchard, become a fruitful tree, may cast an extensive shade and may extend their branches and leaves to the divine Kingdom. I pray God that both may be illumined, assisted and confirmed.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 22, 1919.)

EMILY OLSEN

To the maid-servant of God, Emily Olsen, Chicago, Illinois—Upon her be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou pure leaf of the Blessed Tree!

Thy letter was received. Thou hast written thou hadst translated some epistles and Tablets into Danish and sent them to Europe during the war. So far nothing has been heard of them. As war was going on, answer from Europe was delayed. But now as war has given way to peace it is hoped that the translation of these Tablets and epistles may be disseminated throughout Denmark.

As to the teachings thou hast arranged for children, God willing, they will be enforced.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 22, 1919.)

JAMES MORTON

To his honor, Mr. James Morton, New York City, N. Y.—Upon him be Baha-El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou dignified personage!

Thy letter was received. Its terms were most eloquent and its significances in the utmost perfection. Praise be to God, thou hast harkened to the call of the Kingdom, hast secured a share and portion of the divine teachings, hast been freed from the world of imitations, hast investigated Truth and hast comprehended the mysteries of heavenly books. At present thy wish is to become the cause of the illumination of the world of mankind, to promulgate the principle of universal peace, to awake the slumbering and to cause the heedless to become heedful; so that they may be freed from ignorant prejudices, may secure rest and comfort under the shade of the pavilion of the oneness of mankind, may partake of divine bestowals and may become the center of merciful susceptibilities. There is no purpose higher than this. My hope is that thou mayest be confirmed therein.

Thou art thinking of traveling to Persia. The project is a blessed one. I hope that after visiting the Holy Land thou mayest be confirmed in that voyage.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 22, 1919.)

RACINE ASSEMBLY

The members of the Bahai Assembly, Racine, Wisconsin, care of his honor, Mr. Andrew Nelson—Upon them be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O illumined Assemblage!

Praise be to God, that ye have been confirmed in establishing that Assembly and that your aim centers around the promulgation of universal peace, the establishment of the oneness of mankind and the investigation of Truth.

I pray to God that heavenly assistance may encompass that Assembly, that it may daily progress so that it may become the center of merciful susceptibilities and radiate all around the rays of supreme guidance.

Upon ye be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 22, 1919.)
WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA

"Great importance must be given to the development of the Star of the West. The circle of its discussion must be widened; in its columns must be published the essential problems pertaining to the Bahai life in all its phases. Its contents must be so universal that even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in all the social and religious movements of the age and is conducive to the progress of the world and its inhabitants. In short, the STAR OF THE WEST must promote the aspirations and the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets, bringing into the light of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost value to the Bahai teachers all over the world."

From, Unveiling of the Divine Plan.
ABDUL-BHAH WITH ORIENTAL AND OCCIDENTAL BAHAI

Assembled on Mt. Carmel in November 1919.

(Photograph brought by Mrs. Corinne True and daughter Edna, who are standing in front row. See page 330.)
The Resurrection of Christ after “three days”

Instructions from a letter written many years ago by Mirza Abul Fazl on the meaning of the “three days” Christ is said to have lain in the grave before His resurrection. Selected and condensed by Marie A. Watson.

CONCERNING the resurrection of His Holiness Christ after three days and nights: The term “day” is applied to many meanings; the first is the ordinary one of twenty-four hours. According to this meaning Abdul-Baha explains the “three days” before Christ’s resurrection thus:

After the ascension, departure of Christ, on account of the tyranny of the Jews, for three days and nights His blessed Name was not mentioned among the disciples. The wicked Jews were sure that they had uprooted that blessed tree, and the disciples of His Holiness repaired to solitude and seclusion through fear. Thus the Sun of Truth was outwardly concealed in the darkness of disappearance, and Peter, the apostle, who was the shining moon in the heaven of divine Religion, was veiled, depressed.

After three days and nights Mary Magdalen, whose valor, courage, perseverance and efforts caused her name to be written in the book of perpetual honor, for she gave her utmost energy, called each one of the disciples from the places of concealment and led them into the presence of Peter. She called forth a new spirit within them through the heat of her encouragement and explanation. Then again they arose to assist and serve the Cause of Christ, revivified and spread the name of His Holiness in the world, which name was considered by the Jews to be concealed in the grave of disappearance.

According to this explanation the meaning is in the utmost exaltation and in the highest simplicity and plainness, and it is true to say that His Holiness Christ arose from the grave after three days, for the purpose of His manifestation was the spread of His holy Name and penetration of His Word throughout the world, and this point was realized three days after His departure, for by the rising of His noble disciples the lights of His brilliant Cause shone forth through the East and the West, and His blessed Name was promulgated in the extensive parts of Europe, Asia and Africa.

The second application of the word “day” denotes the duration of a spiritual leadership, or individual reign; as it is said, the “day” of the reign of David, the “day” of the reign of Solomon. This duration is determined by the term “day,” though it lasted forty years; or, as is said in America, the “day” of the presidency of Washington or McKinley, and the like, although the presidency of each lasted some years.

According to this standard, the “day” of each one of the Manifestations of God signifies the interval of the time between His rise and the appearance of a subsequent Manifestation—a second coming, or rising of the Sun of Truth. During this interval the laws, regulations and ordinances of that Manifestation continue effective and lead to the development and salvation of men. According to the terminology of the proph-
ets this day has a daytime and a nighttime. Its daytime signifies the days during which the Sun of Truth is manifest among people and with whose meeting is identical with the meeting of God, and can be attained while in the body of flesh. Its nighttime means the duration of the time in which the Sun of Truth is hidden in the veils of concealment, and the Manifestation of God in human form is absent from among nations, and has ascended to the supreme horizon.

According to this meaning, if it be said that the "day" of Moses was the interval of the time between His rise in Egypt and the appearance of His Holiness Christ in the Holy Land, it is true. During this time the laws enacted in the Pentateuch were effective in securing the glory and felicity of the Jews, providing they complied with those laws. But after the appearance of Christ, nay, even after the arising of John the Baptist, this manifest efficacy was removed from the Mosaic laws, which led to the effacement of the felicity of the Jews.

Consider the 16th and 17th verses of the 9th chapter of Matthew, and the 11th, 12th and 13th verses of the 11th chapter of the same book for further elucidation of this subtle point and you will realize how the mysteries of the seals of the book are opened in this Manifestation of the Lord of Lords.

According to the standard of the term "day," the time between the appearance of Christ and the rising of the ideal Sun from the horizon of the East was 622 years; consequently, this number denotes the real "day" of His Holiness Christ, during which the laws revealed in the Gospels continued effective. In multiplying the 622 by three the result is 1,866. This shows clearly the mystery of the hidden point concerning the meaning of the three days. For in the year 1866 A.D., which corresponds to 1253 A.H., the mention of the declaration of the most holy Beauty of Abha in the city of Adrian-
the symbolic dates in the 8th and 12th chapter in Daniel and the 11th and 12th chapter in Revelation upon this point, that is, have taken each day for a year. But this meaning has nothing to do with the “resurrection after three days” spoken of by His Holiness Christ.

As the fourth meaning of the word “day,” it is applied to one thousand years, and is called the “Lordly Day.” This point is alluded to in the 8th verse of the 3rd chapter of the Second Epistle of Peter the Apostle.

It is clearly revealed in some of the holy books thus: “Verily, one day with the Lord is as a thousand years of those which ye compute.” To this application the Millennium of Christ spoken of in Revelation has reference; for the spiritually minded believe that in every one thousand years the world is renewed and the Sun of Truth dawns. The laws, cycles and conditions, even languages, undergo a manifest change. This application of the word “day” has likewise no connection with the resurrection of Christ after “three days.”

Minutes of the Eleventh Annual Mashrekol-Azkar Convention

Held in New York City at the Hotel McAlpin, April 28-30, 1919.

FIRST SESSION—April 28th, 10 A. M.

Dr. F. W. D’Evelyn, Temporary Chairman; Alfred E. Lunt, Permanent Chairman.

Charles Mason Remey, President of the Executive Board of the Bahai Temple Unity, opened the meeting with prayer.

He then said: “After having gathered here during the last few days at this Congress, I think we all feel the coming confirmation in these gatherings as we come together in our so-called business session, and as we put into practice these commands which have come from Abdul-Baha, we will then receive the greatest victory and confirmation, because we know that there are different kinds of confirmation—when we take a mental stand, or when we turn our hearts to Abdul-Baha, there is a certain confirmation which comes, and when we begin to obey and to speak the holy Words, there comes a still greater confirmation, and then when, in addition to that, we begin to put into action the things he is telling us to do, there comes the greatest confirmation of all, and I think we feel and realize that the responsibilities of this moment are very great, because we are in the ‘eleventh hour’ of the Covenant, and surely now we are going to work to realize these things under his guidance and under his inspiration.

“I believe the first order of business in the Convention is the election of a temporary chairman, so nominations for the temporary chairmanship of the Convention are now in order.”

Dr. Frederick W. D’Evelyn of San Francisco, was nominated temporary Chairman. There being no other nomination, on motion duly made and seconded, Dr. D’Evelyn was unanimously elected temporary Chairman.

Dr. D’Evelyn assumed the chair, and said:

“Friends, this is perhaps the most critical moment in our Bahai matters that we have yet reached and it will be very desirable that each one of us recognize our personal privilege and our personal responsibility during this conference. There are great things expected of us, for unto us a Charter has been given, and when the session closes let us go back to our respective homes bearing great fruits with us.

“There must be no uncertainty, there must be no false chords struck, and by no means is it an exaggeration to say
that not merely the eyes of the United States, but the eyes of the civilized world, are concentrated today upon this Bahai assemblage as it meets in New York City.

“Now don’t forget these things: those that are for us will be with us, and those who are against us—go home.”

(Laughter.)

On motion duly made and seconded, and unanimously carried, Harlan Foster Ober of Cambridge, Mass., was elected temporary Secretary of the Convention.

On motion duly made and seconded it was voted to authorize the Chairman to appoint a committee of three on Credentials, also a committee of three on Permanent Organization.

Mrs. Corinne True, of Chicago, presented the report of the Financial-Secre­tary as follows:

Certificate of Deposit drawn 3 per cent interest $197,684.37

Liberty Bonds, various issues—par value of $28,050.00

War Savings Stamps—at par 336.00

Promissory Notes—at par 129.00

100 Shares P. R. R. stock—par 5.00

5 Shares American Can Co. stock—par 100.00

Mrs. True reported all securities, bonds, etc., were placed in a safety deposit box in the Northern Trust Com-

pany of Chicago, the Financial-Secretary, the Treasurer and the Secretary, all having access to the box. If any-
things happen to any one of these officers, the interest of the Unity is pro-
tected by this arrangement.

The Chair announced the following appointments of committees:

Committee on Credentials: Mrs. Alice Ives Breed and Frank E. Osborne, and as consultant, Harlan Foster Ober.

Committee on Permanent Organization: Mrs. Mabel S. Rice-Wray of Detroit, Wm. H. Hoar of Fanwood, N. J., and Hooper Harris of New York City.

The Chair called upon the following to report for their Assemblies: Howard C. Ives, J. W. Latimer, Portland, Ore-
gon; Mountfort Mills, New York City; Mrs. Agnes S. Parsons, Washington.

The Treasurer, Wm. H. Randall, then presented his report, which had been audited by a public auditor and certi-
fied as being correct.

Mr. Randall stated that the funds of the Unity are held in the name of the Unity and are accessible only on the signa-
ture of three members of the Board, the Treasurer, Secretary and Financial-Secretary.

The detail of the report is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receipts</th>
<th>Cash Receipts</th>
<th>Exchange</th>
<th>Deposited in Bank</th>
<th>Interest</th>
<th>Liberty Bonds</th>
<th>W. S. Stamps</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>L. Bond Coupons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April, 1918</td>
<td>$1,066.98</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>$1,091.70</td>
<td>$20.79</td>
<td>$200.00</td>
<td>$18,223.42</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
<td>$13.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>510.03</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>511.33</td>
<td>19.26</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>19.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>2,125.57</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>2,126.06</td>
<td>5.89</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>457.43</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>457.82</td>
<td>7.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>242.49</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>242.84</td>
<td>8.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>1,529.19</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>1,529.74</td>
<td>9.97</td>
<td>1,106.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>423.00</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>423.25</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>21,709.00</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>1,966.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1,967.00</td>
<td>12.16</td>
<td>200.00</td>
<td>12.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>2,841.35</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2,843.35</td>
<td>13.28</td>
<td>1,200.00</td>
<td>14.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January, 1919</td>
<td>5,250.45</td>
<td>12.20</td>
<td>5,250.67</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td>1,300.00</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>555.78</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>556.28</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>456.00</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>1,250.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1,251.00</td>
<td>9.97</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>9.97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Totals $18,223.42 $22.92 $18,246.00 $156.04 $25,050.00 $25.00 $25.00 $120.00 $13.16

Interest received on deposits...$ 156.04
Interest received on certificates of deposit...16.55

Total cash receipts $18,246.00
Balance, cash April 1, 1918 101,964.72
Total...110,210.71
Disbursements as per vouchers...4,764.36

Actual cash balance March 31, 1919 $114,585.35
Cash Proof March 31, 1919

Certificate of Deposit dated May 24, 1918 .......................... $35,665.95
Certificate of Deposit dated June 15, 1918 .......................... 61,998.22
Certificate of Deposit dated February 3, 1919 .......................... 10,000.00
Cash balance, Northern Trust Co., March 31, 1919................... 7,021.18
Deposited April 7, 1919 ............................................. 3,00

Cash balance March 31, 1919 ........................................ 114,688.35
Liberty Bonds received .............................................. 28,050.00
War Savings Stamps ................................................. 325.00
Promissory Notes .................................................. 120.00

Total available funds ............................................. 143,183.35

The Secretary reported the following applications from Assemblies desiring membership in the Bahai Temple Unity.

**NAME OF ASSEMBLY** | **DELEGATE** | **ALTERNATE DELEGATE**
---|---|---
Asbury Park, N. J. | Juliet D. Sherman | Sophia Apsley
Atlanta, Ga. | J. Elmore Hays | Mrs. E. Dorrida
Atlantic City, N. J. | Viola I. Eiseltin | Edw. D. Struven
Bakersfield, Calif. | Mary A. Morton Replogle | Wm. H. Randall
Baltimore, Md. | Roland R. Mann | Alfred E. Lunt
Berkeley, Calif. | A. Frankland | Bertha Herklotz
Beverly, Mass. | Alice H. Ober | M. Althea Dorr
Boston, Mass. | Alfred E. Lunt | Leroy Ioas
Benton Siding, B. C. | Mrs. Grace Ober | Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi
Brooklyn, N. Y. | Frank E. Osborne | Mrs. E. Louise Smith
Buffalo, N. Y. | Margaret Sprague | Corinne True
Cambridge, Mass. | Harlan Foster Ober | Mrs. Grimwood
Chicago, Ill. | Mary Lesch | Albert C. Killius
Chicago, Ill. | Corinne True | Mrs. Mary J. Revel
Cleveland, Ohio | Pauline Barton-Peke. | Mrs. Grimwood
Denver, Colo. | Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi | Albert C. Killius
Detroit, Mich. | Mrs. Mabel S. Rice-Wray | Mrs. Mary Frazer
Duluth, Minn. | Mrs. Albert C. Killius | Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi
Fruitport, Mich. | Mrs. Iva Smack | Roy C. Wilhelm
Genoa Jct., Wis. | Zeenat Bagdadi | Mrs. W. C. Revel
Geyersville, Calif. | Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn | Mrs. Albert C. Killius
Glenolden, Pa. | Mrs. Mary J. Revel | Chas. M. Remey
Grand Haven, Mich. | Martha Richter | Frederick G. Hale
Helena, Mont. | Albert C. Killius | Chas. M. Remey
Honolulu, H. I. | Agnes Alexander | Mrs. Chas. Redeem
Ithaca, N. Y. | Hattie B. Townley | Roy C. Wilhelm
Jersey City, N. J. | Wm. H. Hoar | A. H. Hall
Johnstown, N. Y. | Ella C. Quant | Anna VanBlarcom
Kenosha, Wis. | Bernard M. Jacobsen | Annie Savage
Los Angeles, Calif. | Frank B. Beckett | Mrs. Mary Frazer
Minneapolis, Minn. | Mrs. Chas. Greenleaf | Annie B. Bettinger
Montclair, N. J. | Mrs. Victoria Bedekian |
**STAR OF THE WEST**

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

---

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

O ye apostles of Baha'o'llah—May my life be a ransom to you!

... Similarly, the Magazine, the Star of the West, must be edited in the utmost regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God—so that both in the East and the West they may become informed of the most important events.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

---

**STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION**

Northeastern States: Hooper Harris.  
Western States: Helen S. Goodall.  
Dominion of Canada: May Maxwell.

Southern States:  
Central States: Albert Vail, Carl Scheffler.  
Editorial Staff: Albert R. Windeus—Gertrude Buikema—Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi.  
Honorary Member: Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

---

Vol. 10  
Mulk 1, 75 (February 7, 1920)  
No. 18

---

**News from Egypt**

LETTER FROM MOHAMED SAID ADHAM

Alexandria, Egypt,  
December 6, 1919.

Dear Bahai friends in America:

We feel inclined to express to you our great pleasure at having seen some of the American Bahais on their way from and to Acea. Really it is a privilege to see pure souls steadfast in the Covenant, ready to teach the Cause, having no higher aims other than the enlightenment of the leaves of humanity. Praise be to God, that the door of communication with our beloved Master is again opened after five years. Certainly it is of the highest importance to see Abdul-Baha, equally important to teach the Cause and travel for this purpose, and last but not least, is to meet and associate with pure and blessed souls. “If thou willest to associate with God, associate with his friends.”

Now, as we are not pilgrims nor teachers traveling for that purpose, we were favored in seeing quite a good number of American friends whose faces were gleaming with lights and whose tongues had no other mention but the love of the Cause. It was our good luck to be where we had the chance of meeting and conversing with friends from the Occident who were thousands of miles away from their homes. We ascertained, that the brotherhood of humanity is fulfilled and the East and the West embrace each other as two longing lovers. Let those who deny this, present themselves in such Bahai meetings, and they shall behold with their own eyes what they do not conceive in their own minds. This is from the favor and bounty of Baha'o'llah to his friends. This is the spirit of the Bahai society for all are brothers no matter what they were before.
It happened that while Mr. and Mrs. Randall and daughter, Mr. Vail, Mr. Arthur Hathaway and Mr. George Latimer were in Alexandria on their way back to America from their trip to Haifa, the group was enlarged with the accidental presence of Dr. Zia Bagdadi and his honored wife who added to the beauty of the occasion. These two groups met in Alexandria in the port, and expressed their desire to see the friends, and the friends here responded eagerly to that desire. Also it happened that Dr. Basheer, who was studying medicine formerly in Chicago, and who now practices his profession in Port Said, happened to be in Alexandria. These were all the guests of Alexandria on the night of December 3d, 1919, and the Alexandrian friends hastened from different quarters to welcome the American friends. They have not seen such friends for a long period of time. We had a splendid and memorable meeting with them—a meeting that reminded us of the days when Abdul Baha was in Ramleh and we used to have similar meetings. The thing that affected us most and left a vivid impression on our minds, was the spirit with which they were returning from Haifa. We noticed that they had become new creatures, full of spirit, life and love, charming and attractive, affecting, with their burning soul, everyone who came in contact with them.

Thus, because of their presence, our meeting was most spiritual, full of Baha'i love and every face radiantly happy. Each one of the friends gave us a short talk of what they saw and heard in Haifa, which was translated immediately. A new Egyptian beginner in the Cause was amazed at seeing the American friends associating with us with love and harmony, as if we were intimate friends who had known each other and met often before. After the chanting of Tablets in Arabic and Persian by Zeenat Khanum as well as the reading of a supplication in English by Mrs. Randall, supper was served.

The next day I went to the boat to bid them farewell. I saw two young Egyptian students who were on their way to Germany to study medicine and introduced them to our American friends who received them with Baha'i cordiality. The students, seeing my friendliness with the Americans, expressed their wonder to me in Arabic saying, "How did you come to know such sincere Occidentals?" Really, this is one of the good results of the visits of the Baha'i friends to the Orient. Not because the Orientals have not seen Occidentals, but because they are not accustomed to witness such love as is manifested between Western and Eastern Baha'is.

I conclude with the Baha'i love and greeting to all,

Faithfully yours in the Center of the Covenant,

Mohamed Said Adham.

Recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Alfred E. Lunt

To his honor, Mr. Alfred Lunt, Boston, Massachusetts—Upon him be Baha'i O'llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou who are firm in the Covenant!

Rest thou assured in the bounty of the Merciful, and be hopeful for the blessings of the Abha Kingdom, for thou dost exert the utmost effort in service for Truth and this magnet attracts assistance and confirmation. The addresses thou hast delivered with reference to economic problems are highly suitable. The essence of the Baha'i economic teachings is this, that immense riches far beyond what is necessary should not be accumulated. For instance, the well-known Morgan, who possessed a sum of three hundred mil-
lions, and was day and night restless and agitated, did not partake of the divine bestowals save a little broth. This wealth was for him a vicissitude and not the cause of comfort.

He invited me to his library and to his home, that I might visit the former and have dinner at his house. I went to the library in order to look at the Oriental books, but did not go to his house, and did not accept his invitation. In short, he eagerly desired that I should visit him in the library but meanwhile important financial problems arose which prevented him from being present, and thus he was deprived of this bounty. Now, had he not such an excessive amount of wealth, he might have been able to present himself.

As to the events that had been predicted—Praise be to God!—all of them have come to pass, and all that had been the explicit and irrefutable declarations of His Holiness Baha'u'llah, and had been incorporated in the addresses of Abdul-Baha in America and Europe, all of them, word by word, have been fulfilled. These explicit declarations of His Holiness Baha'u'llah were revealed fifty years ago by the Supreme Pen, and at present they have been made evident and manifest.

At present, thou hast a lofty aspiration, and hast the desire to engage in every service. My hope is, that through a heavenly power, and a Lordly influence, and by the assistance of the Holy Spirit thou mayst be confirmed in distinguished services—a service which thou dost think advisable and its success assured.

Thou hadst inquired that if a person owned a piece of land and is not able to develop it, and his revenues are less than his expenditures, is it permissible that he sell a portion of that land and mortgage it? Undoubtedly, it is permissible. Concerning the case of profit-sharing by the employers among the workers, which thou hadst written about, undoubtedly the workers must secure their daily salary, and in addition, must have shares with the employers so that they may engage with the utmost effort in that work. For example, a capitalist has a thousand employees, he must give them a moderate salary every day, that they may not remain hungry and naked, and also assign a definite share of the profit to the workers so that at the beginning of each year it may be distributed among them, that this may cause the workers to exert the utmost care and effort in their job.

Embrace on my behalf thy sweet children, and name the son Hossein, for it is a portion of the name of the Blessed Beauty, and call the daughter Zahrah. The letter thou hast written to the Boston paper is highly pleasing and favorable.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Bahjeh, Acea, Palestine, July 22, 1919.)

To the STAR OF THE WEST:

Should the STAR reproduce the photograph of Abdul-Baha with the group that Edna and I are in, I very much wish it might be stated that a feast to about eighty-five Bahais from India, Persia, Russia, Turkey, Egypt, England and America, was given by Hossein Rouhi of Cairo, Egypt, on Sunday, November 9, 1919, on Mt. Carmel. The long table was spread in front of the Tomb of the Bab and this picture was taken at the side of the Tomb. Each guest was presented with a photograph by our most generous host, whom many Americans will recall was in America nineteen years ago with Hadji Hassan Khorissani of Cairo, Egypt (now deceased). Corinne True.
Minutes of the Eleventh Annual Mashrekol-Azkar Convention
(Continued from page 327)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF ASSEMBLY</th>
<th>DELEGATE</th>
<th>ALTERNATE DELEGATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Haven, Conn.</td>
<td>Frank Ashton</td>
<td>Emma L. Hinman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>Alice Ives Breed</td>
<td>Mountfort Mills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Augusta, S. C.</td>
<td>Mrs. Louisa B. Talbott</td>
<td>Nellie Lloyd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutley, N. J.</td>
<td>Mrs. Chas. A. Hunter</td>
<td>Margaret Klebs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peoria, Ill.</td>
<td>J. W. Gift</td>
<td>Corinne True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia, Pa.</td>
<td>Martha Washington</td>
<td>Mrs. Mary J. Revell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh, Pa.</td>
<td>A. M. Dahl</td>
<td>Martha L. Root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
<td>James W. Latimer</td>
<td>Mrs. Julia P. Addison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racine, Wis.</td>
<td>Fred Peterson</td>
<td>Andrew J. Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverton, N. J.</td>
<td>Elizabeth Bowen</td>
<td>Will K. Bowen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego, Calif.</td>
<td>A. J. Frankland</td>
<td>Mrs. Ella G. Cooper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandusky, Ohio</td>
<td>Cora E. Renner</td>
<td>Chas. Mason Remey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Paula, Calif.</td>
<td>Mrs. Eleanor Neville</td>
<td>Corinne True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco, Calif.</td>
<td>Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn</td>
<td>Mrs. Ella G. Cooper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara, Calif.</td>
<td>Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn</td>
<td>Mrs. Marco Zim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle, Wash.</td>
<td>Mrs. Frank T. Geary</td>
<td>Mrs. Gloria Baker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane, Wash.</td>
<td>Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn</td>
<td>Mrs. Helen S. Goodall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. John, N. B.</td>
<td>Mrs. Mary D. Culver</td>
<td>Roy C. Wilhelm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Mo.</td>
<td>Mrs. Caroline M. Barbee</td>
<td>Harlan F. Ober</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trenton, N. J.</td>
<td>J. Newell Ayres</td>
<td>Beatrice Owens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbana, Ill.</td>
<td>Cora E. Gray</td>
<td>Mrs. Claudia S. Coles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, D. C.</td>
<td>Mrs. J. C. DeLagnel</td>
<td>Mrs. Geo. L. Drum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yonkers, N. Y.</td>
<td>Mrs. Maud Gaudreaux</td>
<td>Elizabeth Stevens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On motion duly made and seconded the report of the Committee on Credentials was unanimously accepted.

The Secretary called the roll of the Assemblies, which indicated that delegates or alternates from the following Assemblies were present:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assembly</th>
<th>Delegate</th>
<th>Assembly</th>
<th>Delegate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic City</td>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>Urbana</td>
<td>Montclair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>Montreal</td>
<td>Worcester</td>
<td>Muskegon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverly</td>
<td>Newark</td>
<td>Benton Siding</td>
<td>New Haven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>Brooklyn</td>
<td>Nutley, N. J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>Peoria</td>
<td>Buffalo</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>Cambridge</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruitport</td>
<td>Racine</td>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>Riverton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenolden</td>
<td>Sandusky</td>
<td>Duluth</td>
<td>Santa Paula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Haven</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>Genoa Junction</td>
<td>Santa Barbara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honolulu</td>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>Geyserville</td>
<td>Spokane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jersey City</td>
<td>Springfield</td>
<td>Helena, Mont.</td>
<td>St. John, N. B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenosha</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>Ithaca</td>
<td>Trenton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Johnstown, N. Y.</td>
<td>Washington, D. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yonkers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Committee on Permanent Organization announced the following nominations: Alfred E. Lunt, Chairman; Harlan Foster Ober, Secretary.

On motion duly made and seconded
the report of the Committee on Permanent Organization was adopted as the action of the Convention.

Mr. Lunt assumed the chair.

On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to appoint an Auditing Committee of three to audit the books of the Treasurer and the Financial-Secretary.

Roy C. Wilhelm, Chas. Greenleaf, and Elizabeth Bowen were appointed the members of the Auditing Committee.

On motion duly made and seconded the meeting adjourned, to meet Tuesday morning April 29, 1919, at 10 o'clock A. M.

SECOND SESSION
ALFRED E. LUNT, CHAIRMAN

The meeting opened with the reading of a prayer by the Chairman, followed by silent prayer for some who were ill.

On motion duly made and seconded it was voted to postpone the consideration of certain instructions of Abdul-Baha until a later meeting of the Convention.

Harlan Foster Ober presented the report of the Secretary.

On motion duly made and seconded it was voted to accept the reports of the Treasurer, Financial-Secretary and Secretary.

The Chairman called for reports from the following friends who addressed the Convention in spiritual and uplifting words: Mrs. Bedikan, Montclair; Mrs. Watson, Washington; Mr. Oglesby, Boston; Madame DeLagnel, Washington; Mr. Ayres, Trenton; Roy Williams, Cleveland; Miss Quant, Johnstown.

The Chairman then read the latest cable received from Abdul-Baha: "Friends must be wholly spiritual. Greetings to Ahmad Sohrab."

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS."

The Chair read from the Hidden Words after which on motion duly made and seconded, the meeting adjourned to meet Thursday morning, May 1, 1919, at 10 o'clock A. M.

THIRD SESSION
ALFRED E. LUNT, CHAIRMAN

The Chairman opened the meeting with a prayer.

After a beautiful spiritual address, the Chairman called upon Mirza Ahmad Sohrab who read a cable received from Abdul-Baha, as follows:

"Convention opening blessed."

He made the request that the friends write to Abdul-Baha telling about the Convention and the Congress.

The Chairman then read to the Convention the fourteen points outlined, in the Unveiling of the Divine Plan, for the consideration of the Convention.

It was moved by Mrs. True, and duly seconded, that the Convention take these subjects, one by one, and that the first be the subject of the Mashrekol-Azkar, and plans for the furtherance of the work.

On motion duly made and seconded it was voted to lay the above motion on the table, for further consideration later.

While discussing ways and means of carrying forward the work, a wave of generosity swept through the Convention bringing the utmost happiness to all hearts. Altogether there was given $2,055.93 in money, and $5,105.80 in pledges.

On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted that a Committee of nineteen be named to take into consideration the fourteen points mentioned in the Unveiling of the Divine Plan and to carry into effect these advices in unity with the Executive Board, also that the funds required for carrying on the work be appropriated from the fund. It being understood that in all matters pertaining to the Mashrekol-Azkar, the Executive Board will as promptly as it can, carry out its obligations. In all matters having to do with these fourteen points, the spreading of the Cause, the teaching, etc., action is to be taken by the united consultation of the committee, and sub-committee, named, and the Executive Board in consultation.
On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to recess, till 2:30 P. M. in the same place.

The Convention reconvened at 2:30 P. M.

The Chairman announced that the Executive Board recommended the admission of the Grand Haven, Michigan, Assembly.

On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to admit the Grand Haven, Michigan, Assembly to membership in the Bahai Temple Unity.

On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to proceed to the election of the Executive Board for the ensuing year.

The roll was called by the Secretary.

The Chairman appointed as tellers to prepare, distribute, and count the ballots: Mr. Osborne, Mr. Peck, Mr. Ions, Miss Lesch, Mrs. True.

Mr. Wilhelm read an extract from a letter received from Major W. Tudor-Pole.

The Auditing Committee reported it had found the accounts of the Treasurer and Financial-Secretary correct and in proper form.

On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to accept the report of the Auditing Committee.

Mrs. Breed presented the following resolution, which was seconded by Mr. Ashton and unanimously carried:

RESOLVED, that a Committee on Teaching and the Bahai Unity Board be asked to report as speedily as possible to the friends who will assemble at Green Acre this summer, and that the Committee on Teaching, and the Executive Board of the Unity be requested to confer with the Trustees of the Green Acre Fellowship with a view to making arrangements for the conduct of a summer school of instruction for teachers at Green Acre.

On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to publish, at the earliest possible moment, a preliminary report of the Convention, giving a brilliant and illumined outline of the spirit and accomplishments of the Convention, these reports to be mailed to the delegates and assemblies.

The friends joined in silent prayer for some of the sick friends, and for the afflicted and unfortunate of the whole world.

On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to authorize the publication of at least five thousand copies of the *Unveiling of the Divine Plan*.

Dr. Bagdadi reported that Mirza Ali Kuli Khan had translated the *Hidden Words*, that he also had gone over the translation at the request of Mirza Khan and it is now ready to be published.

Mr. Osborne reported the following result of the ballot for members of the Executive Board delegates voting, 45:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delegate</th>
<th>Votes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Ober</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Randall</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. True</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Lunt</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Wilhelm</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Bagdadi</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Remey</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Maxwell</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. D'Evelyn</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Chairman announced the election of Mr. Ober, Mr. Randall, Mrs. True, Mr. Lunt, Mr. Wilhelm, and Dr. Bagdadi.

On motion duly made and seconded, it was unanimously voted to elect Mr. Remey, Mrs. Maxwell, and Dr. D'Evelyn members of the Executive Board.

On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to instruct the Secretary to cast one ballot for Mr. Remey, Mrs. Maxwell and Dr. D'Evelyn.

The Secretary cast the ballot as instructed, after which the Chairman declared the nine persons named, the members of the Executive Board.

On motion duly made and seconded,
it was voted that the Committee in reference to the fourteen points, be made up of nine members.

On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to reconsider the previous vote and to increase the number, making the committee to consist of nineteen members.

On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to authorize the Chairman to appoint a committee of three to nominate the nineteen members of the committee.

The Chairman appointed Mr. Vail, Mrs. Maxwell and Mr. W. H. Randall.

On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to adopt the following resolution:

RESOLVED, that the members and delegates of the Bahai Congress and Convention extend their thanks and appreciation to the management of the Hotel McAlpin for the hospitality and the many kindnesses that have been extended to all in attendance at the Convention and that the Secretary be authorized to communicate this expression to the manager.

On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted that when we do vote to adjourn, the Convention adjourn to meet in Chicago, Ill., May 23, 1919, at 10 o’clock A. M., at 5338 Kenmore Ave., the home of Mrs. True.

On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted that the Committee of Nineteen be made up of the nine members of the Executive Board and ten others, and that the nominating committee be so instructed.

On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to authorize the Chairman to appoint a Publications Committee for the coming year.

Mr. Vail for the Nominating Committee reported the following names as members of the Committee of Nineteen:

Mrs. Corinne True,
Mrs. Ella G. Cooper,
Wm. H. Randall,
Alfred E. Lunt,
Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi,
Mrs. May Maxwell,
Joseph Hannen
Mrs. Agnes Parsons,
Hooper Harris,
Harlan Foster Ober,
Roy C. Wilhelm,
Chas. Mason Remey,
Dr. Frederick W. D’Evelyn,
Louis Gregory,
Albert R. Vail,
Mrs. Mabel S. Rice-Wray
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford

The Chairman announced this Committee is authorized to carry into effect the advices of Abdul-Baha on the fourteen points.

On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to accept the report of the Nominating Committee as the action of the Convention.

On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to adjourn.

(Signed) Harlan Foster Ober.
Secretary of the Convention.

ADJOURNED MEETING, MAY 23, 1919, 10 A. M.

Held at the home of Mrs. Corinne True, 5338 Kenmore Ave., Chicago

After listening to the record of Abdul-Baha’s voice, Mirza Ahmad chanted the prayer revealed for the Central States.

On motion duly made and seconded, Harlan Foster Ober was elected Chairman of the meeting.

On motion duly made and seconded, Miss K. H. MacCutcheon was elected Secretary of the meeting.
On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to authorize the Chairman to appoint a Committee on Credentials.

The Chairman appointed Mrs. Mabel S. Rice-Wray and Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke as a Credentials Committee.

The Credentials Committee reported the following Assemblies by proxies:

Mrs. True authorized to act for—
Asbury Park, N. J.
Baltimore, Md.
Springfield, Mass.
Atlantic City, N. J
Johnstown, N. Y.
Sandusky, Ohio
Racine, Wis.
Washington, D. C.
Ithaca, N. Y.
Trenton, N. J.
Detroit, Mich.
Glenolden, Pa.
Benton Siding, B. C.
Kenosha, Wis.
Bakersfield, Calif.
Berkeley, Calif.
Geyserville, Calif.
San Francisco, Calif.

Dr. Bagdadi authorized to act for—
Newark, N. J.
Yonkers, N. Y.
Nutley, N. J.
Augusta, S. C.
Montclair, N. J.
San Diego, Calif.
Peoria, Ill.
Boston, Mass.
Grand Haven, Mich.
Spokane, Wash.
Honolulu, H. I.
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Duluth, Minn.

Mary Lesch authorized to act for—
Minneapolis, Minn.
New York City (1)
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Urbana, Ill.
Riverton, N. J.
Montreal, Can.
Jersey City, N. J.
Beverly, Mass.
Salem, Mass.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Mr. Ober authorized to act for—
Portland, Ore. and Cambridge, Mass.
Albert R. Windust for Fruitport and Muskegon, Mich.
Miss Lafferty, St. Louis.
Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke, Cleveland, Ohio.
Dr. Bagdadi and Mrs. True, Chicago.

Total of 50 Assemblies represented by delegates or by proxies.

On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted that the report of the Credentials Committee be accepted.

On motion duly made and seconded, the following resolution was unanimously adopted:

RESOLVED, That we, the delegates, representing either in person or by proxy the Bahai Assemblies of the United States and Canada, assembled in Chicago, Illinois, in an adjourned meeting of the Eleventh Annual Convention of the Bahai Temple Unity, do hereby ratify all actions and all votes taken in the previous sessions of this Convention held in New York City, from April 28th to May 1st, 1919, inclusive.

On motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to adjourn.

The session closed with a chant by Zeenat Khanum.

(Signed) Kokab H. MacCUTCHEON.
Secretary.
I ASKED Abdul-Baha concerning the state of all those young men souls who have fallen so suddenly and tragically during our world war. Could they affect our present living conditions in any way?

His reply ran as follows: "God treats these people with His mercy, not with His justice, since God is against war. But as many did not will the war, but were obliged to go to the battle field by force of circumstances, therefore God has mercy for they suffered much and they lost their lives. These deserve the forgiveness of God. As they suffered in the world and were afflicted by great calamities and their blood was shed and in reality they were treated unjustly and thus died unwillingly, therefore God will have mercy and forgive their shortcomings and will reward them. He will compensate them for loss. Is it just to be so afflicted and killed and suffer and have no reward? This is contrary to the Kingdom of God. We supplicate God that these murdered ones will become and stay alive in His Kingdom and be submerged in the sea of His mercy and be happy."

I then asked whether such a great collective soul consciousness could in any way affect the world of men. Could any get into communication?

To the first part of the question he answered: "'No. They have no power to influence the world of men and only those who in life had been among the spiritually regenerated ones, those who had been re-born or baptized of the Holy Spirit, only such souls could consciously communicate or have knowledge of things in this world.'"

When I asked about the station of the very wicked, he said:

"'They are in a state of dark consciousness, deprived of the mercy of God, but were not annihilated.'"

From Shoghi's Diary, on the same subject, we may read as follows:

"'June 6th. Yesterday afternoon, at 3 P. M., two enlightened officers, one British and the other Irish, Col. Cash and Major Fitzgerald, called on the Master. They were hurrying back on their way to Egypt and were leaving by the evening train for Kantarah. They managed to spare two hours in order to secure an interview with Abdul-Baha, and among the questions was the following:

'Is it at all possible for those who have sacrificed their lives so freely on the battle field to communicate with their relatives and kindred from the world beyond?'

The epitome of Abdul-Baha's reply was as follows:

This spiritual communication and mutual exchange of thoughts is conditioned upon certain facts that prepare the person in this world to communicate with the spirit of his departed ones. A clear mind, a pure heart and a concentrated attention are the requisites for that spiritual inter-communication. Like unto a mirror, man's heart and mind must be purified, clarified and polished. Any dust or rust that may be on it such as attachment to this nether world, the turning of man's face away from God, sin or lust, animosity and rancour—all these must be removed that the rays of the Sun of Truth may shine upon it in full splendor and may be reflected therefrom with full effulgence. If such state or condition is attained, communication with the world above will be made possible. Purity of purpose and concentration with prayer are the essential requisites.
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**IMPORTANT** — See Announcement on Last Page
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."—BAHA’ULLAH.

Recent Tablets from Abdul-Baha to American Bahais

MR. AND MRS. BECKETT

To their honors, Mr. and Mrs. Beckett, Glendale, California—Upon them be Baha’o’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O ye two faithful and assured souls!

The letter was received. Praise be to God, it imparted good tidings. California is ready for the promulgation of the teachings of God. My hope is that ye may strive with heart and soul that the sweet scent may perfume the nostrils.

Miss Anna Greig, Mrs. Alice Blackburn, Mrs. Katherine Tizzard and Dr. Ruth Newland were blessed souls and, praise be to God, they passed away firm and steadfast. They flew away from a narrow and gloomy world to a spacious and illumined realm. They have been freed from every pain and affliction and have attained unto everlasting joy and gladness.

Convey on my behalf to Mrs. Chase respectful greeting and say: ‘Mr. Chase is in the horizon of Truth a twinkling star, but at present it is still behind the clouds; soon shall these be dissipated and the radiance of that star shall illumine the state of California. Appreciate thou this bounty that thou hast been his wife and companion in life.’ In short, every year on the anniversary of the ascension* of that blessed soul the friends must visit his tomb on behalf of Abdul-Baha and in the utmost lowliness and humility should with all respect lay on his grave wreaths of flowers and spend all the day in quiet prayer, while turning the face toward the Kingdom of Signs and mentioning and praising the attributes of that illustrious person.

Those souls who during the war have served the poor and have been in the

*September 30, 1912.
Red Cross Mission work, their services are accepted at the Kingdom of God and are the cause of their everlasting life. Convey to them this glad-tidings.

Upon ye be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 23rd, 1919.)

MRS. RASMUSSEN

Through the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Ella G. Cooper—Upon thee be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!—To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Rasmussen—Upon her be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O thou beloved maid-servant of God!

Although the loss of a son is indeed heart-breaking and beyond the limits of human endurance, yet the heedful and observing person is assured that the son has not been lost but, instead, has stepped from this world into another, and he will find him in the Divine Realm. That meeting shall be eternal, whereas in this world separation is inevitable, and this in its turn entails its consuming fire.

Praise be unto God, thou hast faith, are turning thy face toward the everlasting Kingdom and believing in the existence of a heavenly world. Therefore, be thou not disconsolate, do not languish, do not sigh, and refrain from wailing and bemoaning; for agitation and moaning deeply affect his soul in the divine realm. That beloved child addresses thee from the hidden world, thus: “O thou kind mother! Thank divine Providence that I have been freed from the narrow and gloomy cage and, like unto the birds of the meadows, have soared to the divine world—a world spacious, illumined, and ever gay and jubilant. Therefore, lament not, O mother, and be not grieved; I am not of the lost ones and have not been exterminated and destroyed. I have shaken off the mortal form and have raised the banner in this spiritual world. Following this separation is everlasting association. Thou shalt find me in the heaven of the Lord, immersed in an ocean of light.”

Upon thee be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Haifa, Palestine, January 8, 1919.)

MR. AND MRS. RICHTER

To Mr. and Mrs. Charles Richter, Grand Haven, Michigan—Upon them be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O ye two patient souls!

Your letter was received. From the death of that beloved youth and due to his separation from you, the utmost sorrow and grief have been occasioned; for he flew away in the flower of his age and the bloom of his youth to the heavenly nest. But as he has been freed from this sorrow-stricken shelter and has turned his face toward the everlasting nest of the Kingdom and has been delivered from a dark and narrow world and has hastened to the sanctified realm of light therein lies the consolation of our hearts.

The inscrutable divine wisdom underlies such heart-rending occurrences. It is as if a kind gardener transfers a fresh and tender shrub from a narrow place to a vast region. This transference is not the cause of the withering, the waning or the destruction of that shrub; nay rather, it makes it grow and thrive, acquire freshness and delicacy and attain verdure and fruition. This hidden secret is well-known to the gardener while those souls who are unaware of this bounty suppose that the gardener in his anger and wrath has uprooted the shrub. But to those who are aware, this concealed fact is manifest and this predestined decree is considered a favor.
Do not feel grieved and disconsolate, therefore, because of the ascension of that bird of faithfulness; nay, under all circumstances, pray and beg for that youth forgiveness and elevation of station.

I hope that you will attain to the utmost patience, composure and resignation, and I supplicate and entreat at the Threshold of Oneness and beg pardon and forgiveness. My hope from the infinite bounties of God is that He may shelter and cause this dove of the garden of faith to abide on the branch of the Supreme Concourse, that it may sing in the best of melodies the praises and the excellencies of the Lord of names and attributes.

Upon ye be Baha-El-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABRAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, house of Abdul-Baha, Haifa Palestine, April 11, 1919.)

EDNA BELLORA BELMONT

Through the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Parsons, Washington, D. C.—Upon her be Baha’o’l-Ilah El-Abha!—to the maid-servant of God, Edna Bellora (Belmont)—Upon her be Baha’o’l-Ilah El-Abha!

He is God!

O thou who art tested with calamities and ordeals!

Verily, I became exceedingly saddened for thy sadness, because of the affliction with a calamity which thou art unable to bear. This is the condition of the world. Therefore, be thou not distressed, neither be in despair of the mercy of God, because in this suffering there is a great wisdom concealed from thee. Thou shalt learn of this wisdom when thou wilt look at their faces (the departed children) in the everlasting Kingdom. Then rest thou assured that, verily, thou hast not lost them and their death was only the departure from the restrictions of the nether world to the Supreme Heights. Thou shalt see their faces in the sublime heavens, for the Merciful Gardener, if He loves a young tree, takes it out from among the others and carries it from the restrictions of narrowness to a large farm and a beautiful, flourishing garden, in order that the young tree may develop, its branches grow high, its flowers open, its fruits appear and its shadow expand. But the rest of the trees do not know this, because this is a hidden mystery which becomes unfolded to us in the eternal Kingdom.

O thou maid-servant of God! Grieve not and do not lament, consolation will come to thee from God. Have thou serene patience for therein is an abundant recompense. Think not that the girls have waded in the waters of death, nay, rather, they have flown from the mortal world to the realm immortal. Thou shalt behold their faces in the Supreme Aviary.

In regard to thy particular question: Whereas, the revered Mrs. Parsons desires that thou remainest with her as her companion, therefore, this is easier for thee than to be a nurse enduring great hardships. Nevertheless, the good is in that which thou choosest for thyself; should the revered lady come to these regions thou mayest accompany her on the journey, so that thou mayest be honored by visiting the blessed and white spot and we see thee patient in calamity and thankful in difficulties and sufferings. It behoveth one like unto thee to thank thy Lord while thou art submerged in the seas of anguish. This is the quality of every maid-servant who is meek and humble before God, and is desirous of the eternal life in the Kingdom of God.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABRAS.

(Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Chicago, Ill., July 11th, 1919. Revealed May 21st, 1919.)
To their honor, Mr. and Mrs. Gift, Peoria, Illinois—Upon them be Baha'o'llah El-Abha!

He Is God!

O ye two guiding souls!

Your letter was received. It was indicative of your being devoted in the path of the Kingdom and of your detachment and self-effacement. Ye have no wish save the good pleasure of God, and entertain no hope except in divine Providence. Ye strive for the guidance of souls and become the cause of the illumination of hearts. This is a supreme bounty. Arise in gratitude to it for its consequences and advantages are innumerable. From among these is the establishment of one's remembrance and the attainment unto supreme bounty in the Abha Kingdom.

Convey on my behalf to the souls that have been attracted by the divine teachings, Mrs. ——Miss —— Mr. —— and Mrs. ——, greeting, love and kindness.

Extend my greeting to Mrs. —— and say: "Be not grieved, be not disconsolate, be not depressed and do not lament, for this world is a mortal abode and we shall all be transferred from this world to another. Thy dear daughter is accepted at the Threshold of the Almighty, is immersed in the ocean of pardon and forgiveness and is drowned in a sea of light in the world of mysteries."

O thou dear maid-servant of God!

Thy letter was received. From its contents prayer and supplication to the Kingdom of God were noted. No matter how strenuously man may strive in this world, ultimately no result will be attained. Naked has he stepped into this world and naked shall he get out of it—except if he turns unto God, supplicates to His Kingdom, strives in His path, serves the Almighty and acquires a pure heart, a seeing eye, a responsive ear and a spirit that is gladdened by the glad tidings of God. This has a result and gives forth good fruit.

Otherwise man shall not gather any advantage from life.

Praise thou God, that thou hast been confirmed by such a bounty and hast attained unto heavenly illumination.

O thee be Baha-EI-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

(Translated by Shoghi Effendi, Haifa, Palestine, October 13th, 1919.)

Obituary

MRS. ANNA EULER

On November 11, 1918, dear devoted Mrs. Anna Euler of Muskegon, Mich., passed away to a higher and happier life after a few days illness of influenza. She was a very faithful and humble servant to the Center of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha, and was always attracting souls to the Kingdom of Abha by her good deeds and by living the life as best as she could. Her loss is keenly felt by the Muskegon friends and by her family.

Iva Smack.

CAROLINE KRUGER

Caroline Kruger of Trenton, N. J., passed from this dark world to the world of light, December 6, 1918, at
the age of 71. She accepted this blessed Message without a doubt in 1913, and since that time she has nourished her soul by the prayers from the Hidden Words. During the last days of her illness she asked that the prayers be read to her, as she was too weak to read.

She firmly believed that Abdul-Baha was her Lord; his name was the healing of her soul and the Mashrekol-Azkar was the Door of Hope. Three days before she passed on she asked that a contribution be sent to the Temple in her name, as the time was getting very short and she wanted it to get there before she passed out. On the morning of the third day she was very happy, saying, “I guess they have the money now.” She relaxed and rested and that night the spirit left her body. The family held the Bahai burial service on Sunday evening, December 8 and the next day she was laid away. Mrs. Kruger was the mother of Mrs. J. N. Ayers, of Trenton, N. J.

MRS. A. M. BRYANT

The passing of the maid-servant of God, Mrs. A. M. Bryant, removed one of the early servants of the Cause in America from faithful service on this mortal plane to the Paradise of El-Abha. On April 18, 1919, at midnight, at her home in Denver, Colorado, she was released from physical distress and weakness of several months duration, and we who had received spiritual instruction from her rejoiced at her precious freedom even while the pang of separation caused the tears to flow.

Mrs. Bryant received the Message in 1900 from that brave herald of the Cause, Thornton Chase, and later received instruction from Mirza Abul Fazl and other Persian teachers sent to this country by Abdul-Baha. From that time, with an attracted heart, she ever served the Covenant. Mrs. Bryant received ten Tablets from Abdul-Baha, one received in 1903 making it incumbent upon her to establish a spiritual assembly in Denver, which she did, and afterward constantly served in this city as long as health permitted.

Her son, Mr. Leo C. Bryant, of Washington, D. C., who had been with his mother for several weeks prior to her passing, requested the friends to conduct a purely Bahai service, and a brief and impressive service was read by the friends.

The Center of the Covenant placed upon her head a glorious crown in the following short Tablet received by her in 1901:

To the maid-servant of God Mrs. A. M. Bryant—Upon her be Baha’u’llah El-Abha!

He Is God!
O thou who art attracted by the fragrance of God!
Beloved art thou, for thou hast lighted the lamp of the love of God in the glass of America, called out in His Name among the people, and guided them to the Kingdom of El-Abha.
O maid-servant of God! Fly away with joy, for God hath strengthened thee in this great gift, which is a glorious crown, the gems of which are scintillating with the light of guidance. Blessed is thy head, for it is decorated with this crown. Verily, this is better for thee than the dominion of the world.

Upon thee be greeting and praise!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated at Chicago, by Mirza Ali Kuli Kahn, Dec. 24, 1901.)

Denver Bahai Assembly.

THAD BUTLER

During the past year, Thad Butler, aged fifteen, was accidentally killed at Huntington, Ind. He was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Butler and the grandson of Col. Fiske, one of the oldest Bahais in America. When Abdul-Baha was in Chicago, Mrs. Butler, with great difficulty, took all of the children to see him.

(Continued on page 145)
O thou STAR OF THE WEST!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA

O ye apostles of Baha'u'llah—May my life be a ransom to you!

... Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God—so that both in the East and the West they may become informed of the most important events.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST—GERTRUDE BUIKEMA—DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB

Cablegram from Abdul-Baha

WILHELMITE, NEW YORK

HOW ARE FRIENDS? CONVEY MY GREETINGS

(Received February 27, 1920)

HAIFA.

ABBAS.

Editorial—Psychic Forces

I have met so many people who are interested in the psychic and have been taught, along with the Revelation, that Abdul-Baha sanctioned it, that I have kept a copy of his words which are in direct opposition to the whole thing. I really felt inspired to write you and ask for this privilege. The STAR OF THE WEST has such a wide circulation that I am sure it would be of inestimable value. I am a believer in spirituality and believe that many things will be shown us as we grow along those lines, but I am not a sympathizer with those who are trying to look beyond. If God had intended that, we should not be shut away from it, as no one is able to tell one thing that has any significance or value relative to the other side of the veil.

The following is a copy of a Tablet written by Abdul-Baha on "Psychic Forces":

"To tamper with the psychic forces while in this world interferes with the condition of the soul in the world to come. These forces are real, but are not be active upon this plane."

"The child in the womb has its eyes, ears, hands, feet, etc., but these powers are not in activity. The whole purpose of the womb life is the coming forth into this world. So the whole purpose of this matrix world life is the coming forth into the world of Reality, where all these forces will be active. They belong to that world."

I don't think anything could be clearer than that. I trust this will meet with your approval. I should love to know that those words were being driven home into the hearts of the people who are in doubt as to their attitude toward this Movement.

Anna Mason Hoar.
JOSEPH H. HANNEN

A great calamity has befallen the Washington (D. C.) friends, or to better express it has befallen the Cause in general, through the sudden departure from this world of our good spiritual brother, Joseph Hannen, on January 27th, 1920. We are quite heart-broken over our loss, and we are so shocked and stunned over the abruptness of it all that we scarcely realize that he is no longer with us in this material realm.

In crossing a street he was struck by an auto car which knocked him down and passed over his body. He was hurried in an ambulance to a hospital and later taken to his home. The best possible medical advice was obtained and the friends supplicated and prayed unceasingly upon his behalf. He seemed quite unconcerned over his condition, and those who conversed with him could not discern that he realized he was dying. A few minutes after 9 o’clock in the morning of the fifth day after the accident his spirit took flight from this phenomenal world and ascended to the realm of the eternal reality beyond.

Upon the third day after Brother Joseph’s departure the friends gathered at the Hannen home for the reading of the burial service. Both colored and white were there. They brought flowers until not only was the bier hidden from view by these floral offerings, but the chimney piece and various articles of furniture in the room were likewise smothered with blossoms, while the entire house was filled with fragrance thereof. The ceremony was quite simple. It consisted of the reading of a commune followed by the Baha’i burial service with its choral responsive prayers and was concluded by the reading of several selections from the Words of Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha upon this subject of the immortality of the soul and of its continuance and perpetuity in the worlds beyond.

At the conclusion of the reading seven of the men Bahais bore the body from the house. The interment was in the family burial plot in Prospect Hill Cemetery within the city, not very far distant from the Hannen home. Mrs. Knobloch’s mortal remains also rest in this plot. At the grave nine utterances from the Hidden Words from the Arabic were read, the friends then chanted in the Persian language in chorus three times the prayer, “The Remover of Difficulties” and a short commune was read, after which the family cast sprays of roses into the open grave and we all returned to our respective homes saddened by this distressing tragedy.

It was during the time of Mirza Abul Fazl’s Bahai ministrations in Washington that Mr. and Mrs. Hannen and the Knobloch family (Mrs. Hannen’s mother and sisters) came into the knowledge of the Covenant. Since then up until the very moment when Brother
Joseph was stricken he was ever active and serving in the Cause. The last material service which he did for the friends was to go to the postoffice to get the mail to be forwarded to our traveling Bahai teachers, Messrs. Gregory, Roy Williams and Mirza Ahmad Sohrab. After the fatal accident the family gave me the letters which he had had upon his person to be forwarded to these friends. Upon examining the envelopes I found them to be stained and besattered with Brother Joseph’s blood, which was a symbolic testimony of his last service to the friends.

During these years of Mr. Hannen’s labors he carried many burdens of service to the Cause. He was the standby in the Washington assembly—the one upon whom every one depended. He was always in the meetings and gatherings of the friends, and when anyone wanted anything done quickly and without delay he was the one to whom they turned, knowing that on him they could depend with certainty. Moreover, Brother Joseph was always cheerful and happy in his service, and his firmness in the Covenant was a fortress and protection to all who knew him. He made great sacrifices in the path of Abdul-Baha, the fruits of which many of the friends have already witnessed, while those who knew him are convinced that in time the far-reaching effects of his Bahai work will become more generally and widely recognized and acknowledged than it is at present.

Joseph Hannen served alike the white and the colored friends. At the request of his family both colored and white united in carrying his remains to the grave. He was ever striving to create unity and good fellowship between the two races.

The friends in all parts of America have telegraphed and written beautiful messages of sympathy and love to the Hannen family. While Mr. Hannen’s mother, wife, sons and other relatives are suffering most intensely because of this separation, they are, however, completely resigned to the Will of God and are happy and tranquil in their souls because of God’s bounty bestowed upon them and upon their departed loved one in his accepted services to the Center of the Covenant of God.

Charles Mason Remey.

MRS. ELIZABETH DIGGETT

Mother was born and reared in South Carolina. She received the message in August, 1904, and ever since that time had been a devoted believer and worker in the Cause. She taught from Coast to Coast and from the Gulf to the Great Lakes. She was especially gifted in attracting new believers. Mother personally served Abdul-Baha at the table during his sojourn in Chicago. He rewarded her with several roses. She died May 7th, 1919, saying the Greatest Name, age 51 years. She was buried in Oakwoods Cemetery, Chicago.

I have brought her Bahai books and literature in anticipation of opening a memorial room to her in Atlanta, (Georgia). We are looking for the proper location now.

Madie Minge.

WILLIAM LUDWIG

William Ludwig died at Chicago, in August, 1919. The family requested Bahai services.
FRANCIS C. NEWTON

On May 29th, 1919, at Brooklyn, N. Y., Francis C. Newton passed on at the age of 34 years. He met Abdul-Baha in 1912. His last words were, “Ya-Baha-el-Abha!”

CHARLES F. HANEY

On the morning of July 22nd, 1919, with spiritual armor burnished and bright, there soared from the prison of this earthly world—this world which is “the shadow of a shade”—into the realm of light and spiritual victory, a loyal servant of the holy threshold and of the Center of the Covenant, our dear brother Charles F. Haney.

For many years his bodily existence had been one of unending martyrdom, but this offering in an ever unfolding flame of evanescence was laid in love and service at the feet of his Beloved. Out of this school of wonderful preparation came the crown of triumph begemmed with “death in God.” Thus, unencumbered, his conquering spirit has been promoted to a larger arena of service in that bright home and its atmosphere of the fire of the love of God, which now he comprehends to a degree impossible for those yet limited to this finite world to comprehend and remain longer here, however glorifying are our many spiritual experiences in partaking of this table from which we derive our heavenly sustenance for each day.

If I might be permitted to add a brief personal word, I would love to refer to the last three, of many beautiful contacts throughout the years with our brother when, in 1917, I unexpectedly met him in Los Angeles, Calif., Portland, Ore., and Salt Lake City during a business trip which he was making through the far western states. In the last mentioned city, where his engagements detained him for a week after my arrival, we found ourselves located at the same hotel and in the wonderful occasional spiritual hours which we enjoyed together, reading and communing upon the holy utterances of God, there was unveiled in this dear brother a spirit so rarely matured, so replete with realization of the heights of consecration, of the deeds which alone count, so clear a vision of divine happiness and great peace under constant physical pain, that the actual remembrance of those hours is like that of a full-blown rose of the Abha Kingdom!

The key to all of this summit of attainment was steadfastness in the Covenant and Testament of God, which the beloved of our hearts has defined as “love and obedience to the commands of Abdul-Baha.”

The extent of his devoted services to the Cause, and especially to that divine edifice, the Mashrekol-Azkar, are only known to God. But his place is empty!

A close spiritual tie, covering a number of years, between this spiritual brother, his blessed wife and myself, has vouchsafed to me the privilege of expressing this imperfect tribute. Well may we smile with that dear wife and
child, knowing how well he had recognized "the caress of favor in the dart of tests." Concerning him, among other precious words, Abdul-Baha said, that "he was one of those nearest to God, not one of those far from Him."

In the holy name of Baha'u'llah and His glorious Center,

Isabella D. Brittingham.

Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Charles F. Haney, May, 1911:

Thou art not and shalt never be forgotten. Be thou strong and firm. Be thou resolute and steadfast. When the tree is firmly rooted, it will bear fruit. Therefore, it is not permitted to be agitated by any test. Be thou not disheartened. Be thou not discouraged. The trials of God are many, but if man remains firm and steadfast, test itself is a stepping stone for the progress of humanity.

I hope that thou mayest show such firmness in the Cause of the Kingdom that all may remain astonished.

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.)

MRS. SOPHIE SCHEFFLER

On July 29, 1919, one of the pioneers of the Bahai Cause in America, who was much loved by believers in all parts of the country, was called to the Kingdom. The passing of Mrs. Sophie Scheffler of Chicago, the mother of Mrs. Loeding and Carl Scheffler has filled all hearts with grief. The vacancy she leaves in the assembly will be felt by those who are ill and in need, as she found opportunity for service even in her advanced years through visiting the sick and needy. She was born in Germany in 1843 and came to this country at the age of 13. She became a believer more than twenty-one years ago and has been constant in her devotion to Abdul-Baha. Her spare moments were spent in reading and studying the Holy Utterances and translating them into the German language. To give the Message was her greatest joy, and the end of a life that saw many hardships, struggles and deprivations was blessed at its close with the greatest bounty, the knowledge of the Blessed Perfection and devotion to the Glorious Cause.

MRS. SHERMAN

Mrs. Sarah A. Sherman of Menasha, Wis., passed away August 20, 1919.

THOMAS MACMECHAN

Thomas MacMechan, a devoted Bahai and beloved follower of the Center of the Covenant, was summoned to the Kingdom of eternal service November 7th, 1919. He was born April 6th, 1862, in Dumfrieshire, Scotland, and had lived thirty-six years in the United States. For twenty years previous to his acceptance of the Bahai message of glad tidings, he was a Christadelphian. The pure heart of this beloved brother reflected the Abba glory and his face shone with winsome and unmistakable light of the holy spirit of sanctity. Throughout his Bahai life he manifested invincible steadfastness in the Cause of God, spoke the heavenly message to many souls, and ascended to the Supreme Concourse in the ineffable beauty of the glory of God. The theme of his
words and teachings often set forth the divine responsibility and priceless privilege of living in this day of days and ultimate cycle to which prophets, seers and saints have looked forward in prayer and vision. He spoke continually and with confident certainty of the life beyond, manifested the reality of love for all mankind, and after a long illness joyfully ascended to the station prepared for those who serve the Cause of the most high God in words and works.

Often he told of Abdul-Baha's love for him—how in June, 1912, during the stay of the Center of the Covenant in New York, that wonderful being took him in his arms, saying: "You are my friend! You are my friend! You are my friend and will ever be my friend!"

Over his devoted head we read the verses of joy and exaltation, "Blessed are they who die in the Lord!" "Blessed are those who understand!" "Peace be upon those who follow guidance."

Howard MacNutt.

MRS. IDA BRUSH AND MRS. FRANCES ROE

Word of the passing away of two maid-servants well-known to the early Bahais of Chicago has been received. Mrs. Ida Brush died November 22, 1919, at Sturgeon Bay, Wis., and Mrs. Frances M. Roe died November 23rd, at Chicago.

MRS. BOETTLE

A very dear Bahai sister, Mrs. Fanny Boettle of Philadelphia, ascended to her heavenly home in February of this year. Mother was her last visitor and her last words to mother were "Allaho'Abha."

Jessie Revell.

SANFORD KINNEY

While I was in Boston a great sorrow befell the friends of that entire assembly in the departure from this mortal world of Sanford Kinney. The Kinneys are most dearly beloved by all of the Bahais. Their firmness in the Covenant and their assurance in the Kingdom is so strong and fragrant as to bring joy and happiness to many souls. In whatsoever condition they may be or wherever they dwell their home is always a center where the breezes of the Covenant of God blow and where the Message of the Kingdom is voiced.

When I first knew this family they were living in affluence in New York City. Their door was always open and every one was received and large meetings were held for the glory of El-Baha. Then trials and tribulations visited them and they moved to New England and while there various other tests and trials came to them. At one time they were very poor and lived in a very small cabin at Green Acre. Nevertheless, under these conditions the same spiritual fragrance surrounded them. Their hospitality was the same and their home was a center of spiritual activities—thus the people all love them very much.

On my arrival in Boston I learned that "Sandy" was very ill, so I went to their home in the suburbs of the city. There I found a number of the friends gathered in service and in prayer. So strong was the union between these friends that everyone felt as if it were his own blood brother who was ill. Doctors and nurses were in attendance and every physical help was at hand, while the friends offered their prayers in behalf of the sick one. The family was in the greatest state of resignation and not once did the sick boy desire for anything save that the will of God should be accomplished. Thus several days and nights passed.

The night that Sandy passed out of this realm several of us, including Mr. and Mrs. Ober and two nurses, remained almost the entire night at his bedside in prayer. It was a spiritual experience that moved me very deeply, for above and beyond all the physical dis-
tress and pain of the illness, there was a spirit of acquiescence and sacrifice of personal desire which made a deep impression upon one’s soul.

Upon the third day after the departure, almost the entire assembly from Boston, with representatives from New York, gathered at the Kinney home at Wollaston, Massachusetts. Prayers and Tablets were read and the holy Words chanted. During the ceremony a short bit of candle burned in the room. This had been brought many years before from the Holy Tomb of Baha’u’llah. It had illuminated the room nineteen years before at the time of Sandy’s birth. There was just enough wax left to burn during the ceremony. At the close of the prayers, when the burial ring had been placed upon the boy’s finger, the candle burned up high, then flickered and went out.

The interment was in the village cemetery at Quincy, a short distance from the Kinney home. There, more Tablets and Holy Words were read and, as the body was lowered into the ground, the friends chanted in the Persian tongue the prayer for the “removal of difficulties.” Many flowers were cast into the grave by loving hands and, when the earth had been filled in, there was yet a quantity of flowers sufficient to entirely cover the mound. It was a perfect morning—not a cloud in the sky. All of the hearts were pained and distressed from the human standpoint, yet all realized that a spiritual benediction was present as each wended his way to his respective home.

Charles Mason Remey.

Extract from recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Charles Mason Remey:

“I have been greatly affected by the death of Mr. Sandy Kinney. What a lovely child he was. On my behalf tell Mr. and Mrs. Kinney: ‘Do not grieve and do not lament. That tender and lovely shrub has been transferred from this world to the rose garden of the Kingdom, and that longing dove has flown to the divine nest. That candle has been extinguished in this nether world that it may be rekindled in the Supreme Concourse. Ye shall assuredly meet him face to face in the world of mysteries at the Assemblage of Light.’”

Recent Tablet revealed by Abdul-Baha for Abdul-Ali Sanford Kinney after his departure:

For Abdul-Ali Sanford Kinney—Upon him be Baha-el-Abba!

He Is God!

O Thou divine Providence!

Sanford was a child of the Kingdom and, like unto a tender shrub, was in the utmost freshness and grace in the Abha Paradise. He has ascended to the world of the Kingdom, that in the everlasting rose-garden he may grow and thrive on the banks of the river of Everlasting Life and may blossom and attain fruition.

O Thou divine Providence! Rear him by the outpouring of the cloud of mercy and nourish him through the heat of the sun of pardon and of forgiveness. Stir him by the breeze of bounty and bestow patience and forbearance upon his kind father and mother, that they may not deplore his separation, and may rest assured in meeting their son in the everlasting kingdom. Thou art the Forgiver and the Compassionate!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Haifa, Palestine, November 23, 1919. Brought by Mrs. Wm. H. Randall to Saffa and Vaffa Kinney.)

PHILIP BURNETT

At the request of his wife, we are sending you news of the passing away of Philip Burnett, December 26th, 1919, at Philadelphia. Jessie Revell.
MIRZA HAJI NIAZ

This servant of God and of Abdul-Baha passed peacefully into the Kingdom of the Supreme One, Dec. 5, 1919, at Cairo, Egypt, after a brief illness. Born in Persia, an early follower of Baha’u’llah, to whom his whole life was devoted in loyal service. In his younger days he traveled quite extensively. His great love and devotion to the Center of the Covenant made him a joyful servant in this Glorious Cause. Though he lived to be a very old man, so old that no one knew his exact age, yet he kept strong and vigorous in body. This state of health, with his wonderful faith and love for the Bahai Movement and its followers, kept him young in spirit, always cheerful and smiling, that it was ever a great pleasure for the friends to meet him, and the younger Bahais were much attracted to him. He had lived in Cairo many years, and always he was in his accustomed place at the weekly Bahai Assembly. It was ever such a joy for me to meet him there, with his kindly grasp of the hand, and cheery words of welcome. He had seen all of the American believers who had ever been to Cairo, and he always remembered them all most affectionately, frequently inquiring of me of the different ones by name whom he had seen, and wishing me to send them his loving greetings whenever I wrote. You will all remember him who have seen him, as he was the oldest Bahai here, with a long white beard, and wearing a white turban, so that he approached in appearance the nearest of anyone to Abdul-Baha. We all shall greatly miss him. But we have loving memories of him, still feel his spiritual presence here with us, and rejoice with him upon his joyful entrance into the glorious Kingdom of God.

Elinor Hiscox.

ABDUL-HOSSEIN DJAFFAROFF

We have lost one of our friends in Vladivostock, Russia. Abdul-Hossein Djaffaroff, the eldest son of Mirza Mehdy Reshty of Ishkabad, died January 23, 1920.

Mirza Hossein Touty.
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Strikes—(From Some Answered Questions) ................... 14

"Strive ye in the promulgation of this growing magazine only for service to the Cause of God"—Tablet to Bahais of Persia 131
"The Covenant of God is like unto a vast and fathomless ocean"—Tablet to Howard MacNutt 153
"The Covenant of God shall remain staple and secure"—Tablet to Roy C. Wilhelm 95
"The economic teachings shall, henceforth, be written in detail"—Tablet to Juliet Thompson 109
"The ocean of the Covenant shall send forth a wave"—Tablet to Louise R. Waite 96
"These are the teachings which are the Spirit of this century and the Light of this age"—Tablet to Paris Assembly 226
"Undoubtedly, the standard of universal peace shall be unfurled"—Tablet to Mrs. J. Stannard 110
"Universal peace is one of the principles of Baha’u’llah"—Tablet to Hon. William Sulzer 315
"You will find Bahai centers in most parts of the world"—Talk by Abdul-Baha given at San Francisco in 1912 243

[Pages 357, 358 and 359 have been omitted. They are identical with pages 2, 4 and 5 respectively of Vol. XI, No. 1. Page 360, the last of this volume, appears after the title page of Vol. 6 of this reprint.—ED.]